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THE MONEY QUESTION.

BY JAMES MIDDLETON.

Next to the control of land and franchises

and the taxing power, the control of money

is the most important means of fleecing the

producer.

All purchasing consumers are put under

tribute to the owners of lands and franchises.

Upon the purchasing consumer falls almost

the whole burden of taxation for the sup

port of government. Upon the purchasing

consumer falls the whole burden of that

nuati taxing power conferred by unjust tax

laws upon the few like Carnegie, who roll

up vast fortunes at the expense of the great

bodv of consumers.

The monopoly of lands and franchises and

the monopolies arising from unjust taxation

are the steady and primary sources from

which great fortunes flow. Through these

come the control of money.

WTien a lew get practical control of the

money of the country they have another

means of fleecing the producer. By increas

ing the currency and increasing prices a

stimulus is given to business. Men are

U'tnpted to run in debt in order to increase

their gains.

By contracting the currency and lowering

prices men find it harder to pay debts. The

ilollar has an increased purchasing power

Hnd is so much harder to get. A panic

comes and mortgages are foreclosed. The

real wealth and the lands and franchises

an; still more concentrated in fewer hands.

Wages go down and tramps increase.

Oi course, the primary constitutional re

medies are to sweep away the monopoly of

l»nde and franchises for "individual profit;

to abolish unjust taxation; to abolish all

unjust class legislation. But in a time of

financial panic, such as we are now passing

through, immediate, special remedies are

needed.

It is as if a person, sick with consumption,

hada hemorrhage of the lungs. For the

time being, the real constitutional remedies

which will restore the patient, ultimately,

to health, take a secondary place and the

stopping of the hemorrhage becomes the

most important immediate thing to do,

though the hemorrhage is the result of the

consumptive tendency of the patient.

It is the same to-day with the productive

industries of the country. We are suffering

from a financial panic, brought on primarily

by the unjust social conditions I have

named.

What shall be done to stop the panic, re

store confidence in business and set the idle

to work? It is to give us now a better

monetary system, one that shall make it

less easy for the creditor to take advantage

of the debtor, one that shall restore a greater

degree of confidence in the industrial world.

Money is the mechanism of exchange and

a measure of values. Even in our own

country, a great variety of things have in

different parts and at different times served

as money ora medium of exchange. Among

them may be named corn, tobacco, whisky,

linen, sliins, turnips, potatoes, and ten

penny nails. Even musket balls are said to

nave been used as monev in Massachusetts

in 1631.

During the war of the revolution a large

amount of continental currency, said by

Thomas Jefferson to have amounted to $200,-

000,000, was issued. _ This was supplemented

by aa much more 'issued bv the colonies

separately. The continental currency, not

having a firm taxing power behind it to

redeem, finally disappeared from circulation

as valueless. Those who use this as an

argument against a paper currency overlook

this, also, that without the currency the

revolution would have failed.

The makers of our constitution undertook

to take away from the federal government,

as well as from the states, the right to issue

paper money. Fortunately our supreme

court, by its decision, March 3d, 1884, bv a

vote of eight to one. Judge Field alone dis

senting, has undoubtedly settled the full

right of the federal government to issue full

1 ^5"io
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legal tender paper money in peace as well

as in war times, at its discretion, and to

make it apply to debts contracted before as

well as after such an issue.

I quote from the decision as follows:

This position is fortified by the fact that congress

is vested with the exclusive exercise of the analagous

power of coining money and regulating the value of

domestic and foreign coin, and also with the para

mount power of regulating foreign and inter-state

commerce. Under the power to borrow money on

the credit of the United States, and to issue circulat

ing notes for the money borrowed, its power to define

the quality and force of those notes us currency is as

broad as the like power over a metallic currency un

der the power to coin money and regulate the value

thereof. Under the powers' taken together, congress

is authorized to establish a national currency, either

in coin or paper, and to make that currency lawful

money for all purposes, as regards the national gov

ernment or private individuals.

The first legal tender paper money was

issued by act of February 25th, 1862. Pre

vious to that, at different times, the general

government had issued various forms of

paper money, usually hearing interest in

one case as low as one mill per annum, but

never legal tender.

In the beginning the government made

gold and silver dollars and multiples there

of, full legal tender, the gold dollar to con

tain 27 grains, eleven-twelfths pure gold,one-

twelfth alloy. The silver dollar contained

371) grains of pure silver anil 44} alloy or

410 grains. The ratio of pure gold to pure

silver was 1 to 15. In 1834 the ratio was

changed to 15-98+ for the reason that gold

bullion was worth more than its coining

value and the coinage had practicallv ceased.

The new dollar contains 25.8 grains gold,

nine-tenths fine, or 412A grains silver, nine-

tenth fine.

Foreign coins of specified weight and fine

ness were also made full legal tender up to

abut 181f>.

In 1853, for the reason that silver, even

for small change, was lacking, because its

bullion value was too great for profitable

coinage, the half dollars and other smaller

Bilver coins were made some 7 per cent,

lighter; a dollar's worth containing only

384 grains of coin silver, (that is silver con

taining one-tenth alloy) instead of 412J

grains. They were legal tender for sums of

five dollars or less.

Up to 1873 only some eight millions of

silver dollars had been coined. In 1873 a

silver dollar's bullion value was equal to

about Si .04 in gold—that is, the bullion

value of a silver dollar was worth about 4

cents more than a gold dollar. They were

both worth more than a paper dollar, for

the reason that paper was dishonored by

its own author. It was issued as a legal

tender, at its face value, for all debts, public

and private, except import duties and in

terest on the public debt ; a damnable ex

ception which was wrung from the govern

ment by the money changers in time of

peril; an exception which has cost the pro

ducers and consumers countless millions

and untold suffering.

After the currency had been largely con

verted into interest bearing bonds, bought

much below par, the self-sacrificing bond

holders, through the compliance of a patri

otic congress, by the credit strengthening

act of 1809, provided that these bonds should

be paid in coin or its equivalent. The re

funding act of 1870 provided that refunded

bonds should be paid in " coin of the present

standard value;' that is, in the gold dollar

of 25.8 grains standard, or silver dollar 412.5

grains standard.

In 1873 an act was passed demonetizing

silver, reducingat one stroke by 50 per cent,

the bullion available for coin for paying the

bonds bought below par with depreciated

greenbacks, depreciated largely by the pat

riotic efforts of the money changers.

Strange to sav, though, the bill appeared

many times ami was largely discussed before

its passage, there was no warning voice

raised. Afterwards some astute congress

men pleaded the "baby act" and said they

did not know what they voted for.

In 187S silver was partially remonetized

and made full legal tender, "except where

otherwise expressly stipulated in the con

tract."

In 1890 an act was passed authorizing the

issue of coin treasury notes in payment for

Bilver bullion, bought at its market value,

to the amount of 4,500,000 ounces per month.

These coin treasury notes contain the same

exception clause as the act of 1878, which

any one may read who has one of the notes

in his possession.

The fifty-four million ounces of silver pur

chased yearly under the operation of the

act of 1890, known as the Sherman act,

should cost the government nothing but

the cost of making the notes and handling

the bullion, and coining as needed for the

redemption of the notes. Every ounce of

that silver is represented by these partial

legal tender paper bills and is just as much

in circulation as though the silver were

coined and in the hands of the people in

stead of the notes. The notes are much

more convenient and profitable, both for

the government and the people than the

coined dollars.

Only one thing was needed in amending

the Sherman acti and that was to repeal the

exception clause and make both the silver

dollars and the notes based on the silver

full legal tender for all debts, public and

private. Only three classes could have ob

jected; the liolders and producers of gold

and silver and the creditor classes, whose

credits would be greatly increased in value

at the expense of the debtors by stopping

the purchase of silver with the coin treasury

notes, with no provision made for a paper

currency to take its place.
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If the exception clause had been repealed,

whatever profit there might have been in

the purchase would have none to the people

and not to the tnineowners as it would under

free coinage.

Instead of pursuing that course the mine

ownersof the west are demanding free coin

age so that they can pocket the profit of

the government rtat, a profit that at the

present rates of gold and silver amounts to

manv millions vearlv. a big stake to play

for. '

On the other hand, the worshippers of

the golden calf, and the holders of our gov

ernment bonds, railroad securities and the

like, an- demanding the demonetization of

silver, which would greatly enhance the

value of their credits, ruin many debtors,

reduce wages, produce poverty and starva

tion in many homes, but would concentrate

the wealth in fewer hands. Free coinage

is rdiriplv the least of two evils.

From " the famous conflicts over the old

United States bank down to the present

time, the money changers have shown them

selves the lineal descendentsof those whom

Jesus drove out of the temple.

It has remained tor a President of the

United States, elected on another issue, to

add another shameful page to our financial

history, by calling congress together for the

express purpose of making all debts payable

in gold, or the "money universally recog

nized by all civilized countries." He closed

his message with these words:

t earnestly recommend the prompt repeal of the

provision* of the act passed July 1 1, 1WK>. authorizing

the purchase of silver Million ami that other legisla

tive action may put la-vond all doubt or mistake the

intention and the ability of the government to fuliill

lu pecuniary obligations ill money universally rec-

ocnixod bv all civilized countries.

UltOVEK Cl.EVEI.AKD.

Kxblttive Mansion, Aug. 7, 1893.

Never did the executive of a great nation

make a more dangerous proposition. For

tunately, congress has simply repealed the

purchasing clause and has not demonetized

the present stock of silver for the benefit of

the bondholders who would like only gold.

l>:t us hope that the new congress will

provide a better means for expanding the

currency to the needs of business than was

provided in the clause repealed.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH LABOR.

BY OEOIK'.E C. WARD.

From the Chicago Inter-Ocean, August,

1892, 1 clip as follows:

Mr. Wlllnrd I. tanging, the worklngman chosen by

hinlellow wage-earners of Providence, K. I., to go to

England and Europe for the pur[>ose of Investigating

the question of wages and the condition of wage-

earners. l« sending home some very interesting let-

ten,. These Utters arc la-ing published in the Prov

idence iVnra. the proprietor of that paper having

furnished the funds to pay the expenses of Mr. I.au-

sing's trip abroad. His last letter is dated London, -

August 10. As it will be of interest to every Ameri

can workingman or woman, or any student of public

attain, it his here reproduced in lull :

I-ondon, August 10.—Although Leeds is generally

associated with Bradford, in speaking of cloth manu

facture, we must take exceptions to it, as at the pres

ent time much of it is done within the borders of

Bradford. Huddcrsfield, Halifax and other surround

ing towns. A little dyeing and some finishing con

stitutes Leed's part in the preparation for market of

otir present woolen cloth.

This was not always so, but is at present, and as if

to make up for the loss, she has adopted a varied num

ber of industries. Leaving the cloth industry to

Bradford, let me call your attention to the industries

most prominent in Leeds to-day. Large glass-making

iaetories, iron-works, steam ploughs and engines,

stone quarries, firebrick works, printing establish

ments, machine shops, shoe factories, paper mills and

the already described screw factory. In the matter

of printing, after inspecting All'. Cook's large estab

lishment, and viewing the work turned out by this

enterprising concern. I can safely say for excellence

they can. no doubt, when occasion requires, give the

I,oniloii lirms quite a rub.

I decided to make a little study of the boot and

shoe trade in Leeds for my readers, believing it to be

one of the most important industries and most easy

of access. These shoe making establishments turn

out an entirely different class of work from those in

Northampton or elsewhere. Their specialty and. in

fact, general output are those shoes known as strong

ones with nails. Immediately you can see t lie demand

for this production is largely irom home consumers,

if not wholly. Sometimes four months in the year

there will scarcely be any work thus bringing even a

high rate of wages down to a very small average.

SHOEMAKERS WAGES.

It is safe to say there are .i.noo hands employed in

this industry within the borders of Leeds and imme

diate vicinity. If these .l.titlo men were fully employed

the vear round, their average weekly earnings would

possibly amount to -J<»> or ?t>.24 for skilled mechanics,

but taking into consideration the above enforced idle

ness the average is lowered to about £1 or$t.S4. There

are some special classes who cam during the busy

season :lt> to :«s (Ss.tU to J!M2i, with the usual decrease

during dull months. The average rentals of the first

mentioned is from 4s to Is fid per week, (.% to *1.0S1.

and the last mentioned from 6s to 7s fid per week

(S1.44 to Sl.sn.) Gas is is 2d per mouth t>J cents.)

These homes are not of the best within the borders of

the city. A cellar, kitchen, room above, and one of

similar size for a bedroom above, sometimes divided

in half constitute the home. They are built buck to

back, one facing either street, with no yard, and per

haps sixty or more tenements to the block. On ac

count of no yards the wet clothes are swung across the

street from house to house, gathering the dirt from

passing travel and soot from adjoining chimneys. One

can also judge from these statements about the man

ner of living. I was assured food was as cheap here

as anywhere in Britain, as well as general cost of liv

ing. "Below is the usual table:

Article. English. American.

Butter 14d lb or 2Xc Ib

Flour Is 6d a stone " :!«<•— 1 1 lbs

Sugar 2>4dlb .V lb

Tea -'sib " 4Sc lb

Bread 3d -lb loaf " fit' -It' loaf

Ham Mlb . " Weft

Fish :)@4tl lb " «@sc lb

Eggs Hi for Is " 16 for 24c
Beef *l lh •■ 18c lb

.Mutton M lb •' ISc lb

Milk -hi quart " Sc quart

Lard "«ln> We lb
Rice 2rtJ3d It. •• 4<as6c lb

Bacon <*jsd " Wfelfic tt

Cheese Tr.t'.kl lb " Hfrtlhc ft

Pork "•J<9'-'u " 1-Vrtlsc lb

Onions Id lb 2c lb

Turnips Id Ib " 2c It.

Potatoes id lb " 2c lb
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T1IK JEWS IN LEEDS.

During the past decade 10.000 or more Jews have

been added to the population of Leeds. They have,

to a considerable extent, gone into the ready made

clothing business (practically an undeveloped busi

ness before their arrival), although one finds them in

nearly every kind of business to a greater or less de

gree. For Instance, the cheap slipper trade has cm-

ployed vast numbers of the poorer Jewish popula

tion. Perhaps by quoting from the Leeds Mwcunj of

February 5. 1892, I can give you a few facts unknown

and properly vouched for.

The article is in part as follows : " Evidence given

before the Labor Commissioner, GroupC. Testimony

given by W. ,1. Ingle, representing employes of the

boot and shoe association of Leeds. The following is

the gist of the article : There are 7,000 to 8.000 hands

employed. Girl machinists and fitters average 13s

($3,121. and riviters and cutters 26s to 27s (86.21 to

$6.48) per week. Former prices for making slippers.

9s to 10s per doz ($2.16 to $2.40). Prices now paid

Jews for similar work, or anv others desiring it, 4s 6d

per doz. ($1.68). Place in Leeds to-day where £1.000

machinery is lying idle on account of men. In Leeds

only four pairs of boots produced per hour. In the

I'nited states £100 of boots cost in labor £17, while in

I*eeds £100 of boots cost £33, and still American

workmen make higher wages."

These facts were given before the Labor Commis

sion and printed as aforestated without contradiction.

I have thus given you both men and woman's labor

in the boot and shemaking line, with wages. Limited

time forbade investigation in other branches of in

dustries. Leeds is another typical old-fashioned

English town, with few modern improvements con

sidering its size. Horse cars with dummv engins in

fest the streets, and a thick mantle of smoke increases

the gloominess in many parts of the city. It is quite

a bustling place, and is quite a center for the woolen

manufacturers. Bradford is but nine miles from

Leeds, with trains running to and fro at short inter

vals.

WORSTEDS AND WAGES PAID.

Bradford bears a remarkable likeness to Leeds,

with perhaps a trifle less amount of traffic. On ar

riving wc find that even here only light worsted are

manufactured to any such extent as are used princi

pally in ladies" wear. Knowing we shall get no

further, wc must make the best of it and be patient.

The manufacturers are very chary about allowing vis

itors ingress to their works; in fact, so close that in

fluential friends were unable to accomplish it, but

expect to when I return the last of August. This

was surely a setback and disappointment, being

almost t he first desired goal I had failed to reach .

Tin; most important thing, however, wages. I did get

with all their cunning.

Woman labor is almost universal in these mills. A

few men, but the major portion of the male members

of a family engage in some outside trade. The

majority of these men employed are in the combing

departments, they are night "men, receiving 3^d (7

cents) an hour, working five nights per week and

twelve hours a night, or a total of sixty hours—60x7—

$4.20 weekly wages. The day combers are women,

working fifty-six and one-half hour per week, and!

earning 12s. or $2.88 for the time. Females engage in

preparing for and furnishing combing, as well as
winding cards, receive from 10s 6d to lis ($2..ti2 to

$2.64) per week. The drawers, also females, receive

lis a week ($2.61). Spinners and two-Bide winders,

female, receive about 10s ($2.40) per week. Short-

time spinners (new hands, making half a day at a

time), receive from 2s 6d to 4s 6d (60c to $1.08) per

week. Female twisters receive from 10-s 6d to lis
weekly ($2..ri2 to $2.64). Weavers, female, average 13s

to 14s ($3.12 to $3.36). Some few reach £1 ($4.84) aud

others are as low as 10s ($2.40). These branches given

include most of those in the production of cloth in

Bradford and are authentic. Rents average for these
people 4s (:»«■) per week, including cellar kitchen,

one living room and two small bedrooms.

Will not describe manner of living now, and condi

tion, until more thoroughly inquired into upon my

return. Obliged to hurry, as I leave for Belgium
Monday, .Inly ir>. Promise you further and more

complete knowledge before I return home, if health

remains good. Lost two dayst needed here, in the

sickness at Leeds. There will be several letters in

general, gatherings few unintentionally omitted facts

beneficial to a thorough understanding of the sub

jects investigated. Everything written thus far bears

the stamp of authenticity, and is easily proven.

Wll.LABD 1. LANSINO.

I have reproduced the foregoing letter,

not for the purpose of entering into an

argument about the tariff, but. for ttie pur

pose of demonstrating that the people of

the United States are suffering from the

avaricious rapacity of grasping monopolies,

soulless corporations, extortionate money-

lending capitalists and conscienceless land

lords, the sums of whose joint extortions

are included in the factors we term rent,

interest and profit.

Of the matter of wages I shall say nothing

except that while it is perhaps true that in

some few industries wages are higher here

than as quoted in Leeds, England, there

are, nevertheless, thousands of women and

girls in all our larger cities and towns, who

receive just as low wages as those quoted

by Mr. Lansing. The Jew of Leeds also

has his counterpart in all the cities of the

United States, the sweaters' dens of this

country being carried on chiefly by Russian,

Polish and German Jews, and being simply

horrible in their unenviable notoriety".

Whatever maybe said of wages in protected

industries, we have very little t<> he proud

about, when we consider the wages we pay

both men and women, and also children,

in those avocations unprotected bv a tariff.

I also wish to say that organized labor and

free lands and not the tariff may be thanked

for any advantages laborers in this country

have obtained in the matter of wages.

I will first call attention to the fact that

$500 worth of boots and shoes costs in Eng

land $105 in labor and in the United States

but SS5. This is equivalent to a statement

that so far as his purchases of boots and

shoes for himself and family are concerned

the English operative in the boot and shoe

industry can afford to work either twice as

long for I'nited States wages, or the same

length of time as the United States opera

tive for one-half his wages. This, in its

turn, is only equivalent to a statement that

in the United States raw material, rent, in

terest and profit stand for 83 per cent, of

the value of the finished product, while

labor stands for 17 per cent.; while in Eng

land raw material, rent, interest and profit

stand for only 67 per cent., while labor

stands for X:i per cent. As the price of raw

material differs but little in the two coun

tries, it is evident that rent, interest and

profit absorb almost exactly twice as much

in the United States as in England.

So far we have said nothing concerning

the comparative relationship of the factor

rent to the individual operator or laborer,

in it.- direct application to him as an indi
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vidual. Taking the figures given in the

foregoing letter as a basis, we find that the

average monthly rent paid by the operative

receiving the smallest wages", is §4.50. The

house would appear to be composed of a

basement kitchen, a first floor living room

and two bedrooms on the second floor. The

average rent paid 'by the operatives receiv

ing the best average wages is S7.17 per

month. 1 count in each case three days

more than four weeks' rent, in order to

make a lull month. It will be seen at a

glance that the same class of operatives or

laborers in the United States must pay at

least double the rent as is paid in England.

while the price of gas in England is insig

nificant when compared with the price in

this country. So, then, so far as rent is

concerned, the English operative can afford

to work for one-half the weekly wages paid

in the United States, while the English

landlord is satisfied with one-half the in

come from rentals as is extorted by his

American cousin, although land in England

is much the most valuable, so far as selling

price is concerned.

Now take the cost of living. In ap

proaching this branch of the investigation

we must remember that England depends,

to a great extent, upon importations of

food products to feed her people. Especial

ly is this the case with flour (or wheat I and

beef, pork and lard. There, then, we should

expect to find the prices very much greater

than in the United States, but such is not

the case. 1 give hereinbelow the retail

prices in Kansas City, of the articles con

tained in Mr. Lansing's list. It is to be re

gretted that Mr. Lansing was not more

specific in his price list, and that he did

not, at least, give a maximum and a mini

mum price for beef, pork, bacon, &<*., as

here in Kansas City the cheapest grade of

boiling feef sells for 3 to 4 cents, and porter

house steak for from 15 to 20 cents, while

chuck steak is worth 6 to 8, and round steak

S to 10. Rib or sirloin roast costs 10 to 12

cents.

I did intend giving a list of Kansas

City prices of the several articles of food

given in the Leeds, England, list, but my

readers can bring their own knowledge anil

experience into service in comparing Eng

lish prices with those in the United States.

This argument is not advanced with a view

of showing that the English laborer can

live as cheaplv or more cheaply than can

the toiler in the United States, "but rather

to show the American people how they are

lieing robbed by organized capital and" cap

italistic monopoly. From a Kansas City

paper of August 24, 181*2, I clip the follow

ing market quotation:

KANSAS cnr.

Flour—Steady but very dull. Buyers doing a bund

to moutb business. Exporters bidding a .shade lower

for ererylhing. but holders asking old prices.

Poft wheat, per 100

pound sack.

Hard wheat, per 100

pound sack.

I'm tent .... si 80<&2 00 Patent $1 75@1 si

Kxtru fancy . . 1 fidml SOIStraight .... 1 60@1 ""

Fancy 1 50ySi 60' Bakers' .... 1 50@1 IV.

Choice

XX

l nof« l io

80® 90

Low (.fades . . 75@ UO

Rye 2 00(82 10

Mixed rve . . 1 30®! 40

PROVISIONS.

A quiet and weaker market was had yesterday for

most hog product, a break in Chicago causing a

weaker market here in sympathy, and "light trading

in car lots. But the jobbing trade was fair.

We quote per 100 pounds :

Green Meats—shoulders, cash, 86.73 Per cwt.: hams.

$9.25.

S. P. Meats—Hams, cash, 810.75, and shoulders,

87.25.

Turk—Cash, 811.00, and August. 811.00.

Lard—(ash. S7.60. and August, 87.60.

D. S. Meats—(Parti v cured) shoulders, cash' $7 iki

per cwt.; s. r. sides, 87.87'/^; 1. c. c. sides, 87.87K; and

s. c. sides, 88.20.

Butter—A steady and firm market continues to be

had for most everything, though there is less excite

ment in the market than a few days ago. We quote :

Creamery, highest grade separator. '22@23c: finest

gathered creain, 20c : fine fresh, good flavor, 19c ; fair

to good. ISc. Dairies, fancy farm. lSftlfic : fair to good

lines, l:S(fil4c. Country store packed, fancy, He; fresh

and sweet packing, 12i^c.

Eggs—The demand was good but market hardly so

firm. Fresh candled. Me. per dozen.

ST. LOUIS.

St. Louis. Mo., Aug. 24.—Flour — Receipts, 2,000

barrels; shipments, 10,000 barrels. Market weak.

Patents, at 8R.70Aj$LHO: extra fanev, S3.:S5@83.5o :

fancv, t;S.00(383.2U : choice, 82.40@i82.50; family, S2.-J0

r«S2.:K>.

Butter—Quiet. Creamery, 20<Wii; dairy, 15@21.

Eggs—Easier. 12(f02^.

Pork—Standard loess, jobbing at Sll.80r.jS12.00.

Lard—Prime steam. S7.4(Jfa$7.50.

Bulk Meats—Drv salt meats, loose lots, shoulders.

87.00; longs and ri'bs, 87.H5 ; shart clear, 88.00; boxed

lots, 15c more.

Bacon—Packed shoulders, 87.75; longs and ribs.

$8.75; shorts, 89. 12Jj.

Hams—Sugar cured, 811.50@S12.50.

CHICAGO.

Lard—87.62(3,37.05 per cwt.

Short Rib Sides—Loose, S7.80<fi,S7.90.

Boxed Meats—Dry salted shoulders, $0-90(3S7.(IO:

short clear sides, boxed, 8S..00i3$s.l5.

Butler—On the Produce Exchange to-day the butter

market was quiet. Creamery, at 17<g25; dairy. 1".

@2i.

Kggs—On the Produce Exchange: Market firm,

17(!tl7,'i.

St. Joseph, Mo., quotations are as follows,

for flour:

LeadingCity Brands (wholesale prices)—Davis' high

patent No. 1,82.35; Blue D. full patent, SIS'.; Lion,

hall patent, 81.65; Davis' Special Royal patent No. 111.

82.65; Aunt Jemima pancake llour. &.25; bran, bulk,

50e. : shipstuff, bulk, 60c. ; brisk sale.

Here, then, are the market qutations on

August 24, of certain leading articles of

food in the three cities which are in the

centre of the great wheat, beef, pork, but

ter and egg producing regions of the United

States ; the great Northwest—the far-famed

Mississippi Valley.

ENGLAND.

Liverpool, Aug. 24.—Wheat—Market was steady ; de

mand j>oor; holders offer moderately. No. 1 Califor

nia, 6s 4drfjT,s lOd per cental; red western spring, Os

->id(<ji'is ::;^1 ; No. 2 red winter, 0s 2(bm'.s 8d.
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Corn—Quiet ; demand jxtor. Mixed western 4s. IU41I a pound, and the retailer made only 10 per

''TtaTOn-Lonjt and short clear, .v, pounds, 11* rt.l per c,'at- There's pork. Worth in si Louis

ewt : long clear, 4". pounds. Us. S11.S0 to $12.00 per Mil., and 111 Kansas

Lard-Prime western, 41* fid per cental. ( -jtv $1 1.00. mid yet selling in Liverpool for

I'ark—l'rline Western mess. <<>s per barrel S11.H0 ^ii'iui ,. 1 1 I
Beef—Aiueriiiin refrigerator, lorcouartcrs :l'.,d; ■ ''•', 1, '""•

liiiid(|iiiirters, .">'.,d per pound. Extra India mess, .sis lake butter. ()u August 24, butter whs
■MI per tierce, worth at wholesale in Kansas Citv. best

Sl^r^n^diSX^^irperewtid.,^,, ^iUH'vy, 22 to 23 cents; good. 2(i_ccnts.

si. fid. In ( lncago it was worth, freamerv, 1/ to 2.)

. Flour-American patent. SUs : snpcrlhie XXX, ,-ents ; dairy, 15 to 22 cents. In"st. Louis
S3.21; Minneapolis flaker., *>.M; St. Louis family, „K, Mm(1 ■>,„ Livori,(lol| EnglllIld, jt w-as

^\nd now I have given von the quotations wor«h ut wholesale best creamery 231

..11 the same articles in Liven 1 England i'1'" *: fm.'\ ' ' I!' \ " 1-'mill,n;1 ,h«;

HI wholesale and Mr. Lansing gives them ** "'M''11"1 ,0.r 2h «vntn per pound, and

at retail in the citv of Leeds, England, f !? rt'. mUT '-'.'"i < "' '?' '''',nt- *? m '"

Upon the same date in the cities of Kan- 'V " "■,tt^Hl f,,r •}° cents' an<1 t,,e rt>-

sns Citv, St. Louis, St. Joseph, Mo., and taicr made ...! per cent

Chicago, 111., flour was wortl, as follows: . And so it runs thn.ugh the gani, t from *,

, . , „ , . to do, profits absorbing lust about twice as

^u^tiiZ:^ :::::: :S\^\M ni,..-h .if the wages ,,f the consumer in the

clioiee ianrv. XXX per ewt iMtKa, l.7."> I lilted States as 111 Em-land, while transpor-

Ainerican patents, per cwt uwm 2.0:. tation half across the American continent

These prices, however, are export prices, and across 3,000 miles of ocean, together with

in car load lots, for shipment and are very the various middlemen's profits, aggregate

little, if any, above cost of manufacture, lessthan the cost of shipping from one Ainer-

The profit is made off the home consumer, ican citv to another.

as is shown hy the wholesale prices charged And if- the case stands thus with rent

retail grocers, as follows: and profit, how is it with interest?

Family S1.75 In the New York Herald of August 25, 1

H"kcn< -;-1" find the following:

(iood patent J.:*l ,, „ ,,..,,.. , , . ,,
Kxtrn patent 'J.-l"> Money 1111 call at the stock Lxcham-c loaned at 1 'z

. ., , * , ., ',', , , 7' <"~ per cent. The lasl loan was made at 2 per eeni.

Ill England Hour was worth at wholesale : ,\i the Ifoston clearing lions*- money loaned at 4 per

St. Louis family, per ewt sM.:i4 rent.

cholir&xxvVrew.1: \ ! ' \ *m .The Kansas Citv Journal quotes money in

American patent, per ewt :f.Js Kansas City as lollows:

At that time the best brands of patent The general trade Is discounting very liltle. and a«

Hours retailed in •>"> Hi sacks sold to oonsiiin- " whole money is easy and <|Uiet. Rates, however.
Hours ritaiiut in _■> 10 satks.som toiolisum- relllH|n su.n„v. Ueneral business pa|a-rs 7m*. per

crs in Kansas* ityat Irom s2.,S0to$3 per ewt eenl. and special Inmis ti per cent,

and choice XXX and good patent at from . ,. ,
$2.40 to $2.75. In Leeds, England, Mr. ban- I «'lip also,

sin" tells ns licit tin- flour consumed l>v the Ncw *",k- ■*"*• '-' -l*"r Silver—s-J.'. per nunec.
sing K US us IlhU tin notll lonsunna in UK M<im.v_(m rail easval iaJLj per <vnt: fast loan al J

Leeds operative cost Into at the rate ot $2.o2 per cc'nt.,c<M<iuK offered at ■_• per cent. ITime Merean-

]>er 100 pounds, in packages of 14 pounds tile Paper—fta-V, per cent.

each, (1 stone). Assuming that the flour London, Auk. JL • 1' ui.-Money-H' per cent.

,!,„„„ «,.„-„ »:,.,.„ ,,„„,] ,,..,„ n,.. „,,«_,.„* »„ 1 Discount— Kate of discount 111 ihe open market for
these operatives used was the poorest and >h,,rt llilN , >r ,.,.,„. f(ir u,ree monilis' hills, Ksi'a

cheapest I have quoted (St. Louis ranilly I percent.

at $2..'{4 per ewt, the English retailer made „., ., ,, v x- ., ,, ,• ..,_ ^t T „„, ., l o. ,- ., 111 \\ hi e the .New \ ork Jit■raid savs of Lon-

onlv h per cent, profit above the wholesale 1 r 1 1
Liverpool prices. The Kansas Citv retailer "on, h-ngianii :

inakes n orotit of from li to •>(! ner eenl Money 1ms la-en alinost unlendalile, anil short
maKes .1 protit 01 11 mi 10 to _u per <ent. ]()H11S h()vt, Uvn fri,,.Iv l,srvn.li H, 1,- IM?r (v!lt Th,.

upon all Hour sold by him to consutners. On discount market continues firm, two and three

top of a 25 per cent", discrimination the mill months' bills Ix-ihk <inoted at \\ per cent.

men and wholesalers make in favor of for- All of which goes to show that the rates

eign buyers and against the home retail of interest in the United States are from

grocer. Such extortionate profits as these, four to six times as high as in England.

if extracted in England would drive the AV'e are justified in concluding that so far

English laborer to starvation and suicide. us is concerned everything but food, wages

Take lard. On August 24, lard was worth at $1.00 per day in England, are more than

ul the Kansas City packing house S7.00 per equal to $2.00 per day in the United States.

ewt. On the same date it was worth S8.75 \\ e can also state, with emphasis, that the

-r ewt. in Liverpool. But the consumer vital issue in economics is the rate of in-

Kansas City paid at the rate of from terest on money. It is upon the rate of

00 to $12.00 per ewt. to the retailer, who interest upon money that the rate of rent

le a profit ot from 33 to 58 per cent. In is based and the two rates rise and fall to-

eds, England, lard retailed at 10 cents gether. Ami upon interest and consequent
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rent tin.' rate or per cent of "truss profits

is bat>ed, as gross profits must Ik* large

eiuuigh to include interest and profit, before

there can be any net profits.

The foregoing article was prepared for the

M \a azixr in August lxsi2, but laid aside and

overlooked. Very lately, however, the vol

uminous and exhaustive .Seventh Annual

Report of the United States Commissioner

of Labor has been published fordistribution,

and it forever refutes the theory of the sin

gle taxers that as interest rises, rents fall

and vice visa. They maintain that a reduc

tion in the rate of interest would simply

raise rents, and so fail to be of any service

to labor. Their contention is fallacious and

can not be sustained by statistical facts.

At the cost of mutilating my labor report,

I shall present to the readers of the Maga

zine some statistics from the summary of

woolen industries in the United States and

in foreign countries:

H.—SUMMARY or SOURCES OF INCOME.

Families. Ixc >M E.

I'SITED

STATES.
Aver

age

With income from— Per family from—

Per

family.

Per

Total.

size.
Hus

bands.
Wives.

Chil

dren.

Boarii-

ers, etc.

Hus

bands.
Wives.

Chil

dren.

Board

ers, etc.

indi

vidual.

Total . . 911 49 867 82 260 248 $497 94 $218 78 $103 76 $199 51 $663 13 $136 49

EUROPE.

—

English .

French •

Grrman .

Scotch

117 51 116

174

IS 63 832:! 74

263 43

190 30

292 34

8147 27

89 42

75 35

!>23fi 36

293 1,7

1% 47

431 95

M25 26

65 72

71 56

$4»3 51

424 51

275 99

700 56

$96 72

80 92

52 16

89 98

179 5 2

5.3

40

12

84

4

12

29

11

11

24 22

1414 7.8 48 :!3

Total. . 331 5.3 326 65 163 78 *2M 19
mis :;•.>

8-279 07 $84 70 $449 58 $84 74

-SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE Foil RKNT.

 

UNITED STATES.

Famii.ii>.

Families

owning

bouse.

Reporting rooms.

Families hiking house.

Families

Rent per—

Total.
Average

size.
Famines.

Rooms

per

not re

porting
Family.

Individ

ual.
family.

loom-.

Total . 921 49 154 728 5.6 23 $90 87 SIS -M

Europe.

117 5.1

5.2

7

15

40 4.2

3.5

70

17

853 37

33 25

25 45

41 97

$10 68

6 48

1 99

179 144

German 24 5.3

7.8

"i 19 2.7

4.214 2 12 5 19

Total 331 5.3 29 215 8.6 1 87 $40 44 $7 77

EXPENDITCKE8 F<>t: POOD.

United States.

Families. Total food cost per—

Total. Average size. Family. Individual.

Total . 911 4.9 $262 85 $54 10

Europe.

English . 117 5.1

5.2

5.3

$212 84

186 78

140 27

315 39

$41 71

35 61179

24

11 7.8 40 51

Total . 334 '..:; $197 96 $37 31
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SUMMARY OF CONTRASTED FAMILY INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

Families. Expenditure per family for—
Income per

family from—

Balance ]>or fami y.

United Own

Surplus, i Deficit.

States.

Total

Aver

age

size.

house

Rent. Food.

Other

Pur

poses-

All

Pur

poses.

Hus

band, i

All

sources

Fam

ilies.

Aver

age.

Fam

ilies.

Aver

age.

T.ital . . . 911 4.9 | 154 890 87 8262 85 8256 32 8594 09 $497 94 S«3 13 583 8136 16 208 861 49

Europe.

English . . .

French . . .

German . .

117

179

24

14

5.1

5.2

5.3

$53 37

33 25

25 45

41 97

S212 84 $196 78

107 36

121 17

30719

$459 79

384 05

281 59

658 56

$323 74

263 43

1493 51

424 51

275 99

$56 14 14

47

11

S19 0O

15

5

186 78

140 27

315 39

190 30

292 34

123

12

78 33

32 31

05 32

50 88

47 47

7.8 700 56 9

Total . . . 334 5.3 29 , $40 44 $197 96 SI 89 21 S4I4 73 $281 19 $149 58 219
$67 07 j 72

$44 16

-SUMMARY I IF CONTRASTED INIUVIDUAI. INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

Families. Expenditure per individual fur-

Nationality of husband.

United States. Total.

Aver

age

Own

house.
Rent.

^- !pu°r^s.

All

purposes.

Income

per Indi

size.

vkluul.

Total ] 911 4.9 154 $18 99 $54 10 1 852 76 $122 28 $136 4'.'

Europe.

English 117 5.1

5.2

5.3

7.8

7

15

5

$10 03

6 48

$41 71 $38 57

35 01 31 90

26 51 22 90

40 51 | 39 46

$90 11 $90 72

73 21 Kll 92179

24 4 99 53 21 52 16

89 9814 5 19 84 59

Total 334 5.3 29 $7 77 $37 31 | $33 97 $78 17 $.81 74

In this connection I cannot refrain from giving a few of the principal items of "Expen

diture other than for rent or food," and calling attention to some very remarkable

and noteworthy facts :

Nationality of husband.

Families. Fuel. Lighting.
Books and

newspapers.

Amusements

and vacation.

United States. Total
Average

size.

Fam

ilies.

Average Fam- Average

cost.

Fam

ilies.

Average

cost.

Fam

ilies.

Average

cost.cost. ilies-l

Total 811 4.9 910 $34 53 905 80 07 844 87 00 370 $71 35

Europe.

English 117 5.1

5.2

5.3

117 $18 42

14 75

106 $0 93

6 80

3 78

5 46

109 $0 61

3 S3

1 37

5 35

104 822 91

2-4 C6

8 39

179 177 177 109 136

24 24 14 28 24 20 16

Scotch 11 7 8 14 15 93 14 14 14 17 30

Total 332 $16 Ofi 321 $6 56 252 0 61 270 $26 90

Taking the rate of interest as a gauge and

applying the single tax formula, rents in

England should he from three to six times

as high as in the United States instead of

which they are only one-half as high. This

proves what I have always asserted, that

owners of rental property cannot get a high

er rent than will pay the prevalent, current

rate of interest upon the investment. While

it is granted that the English laborer spends

a little less for food than the American and

eats (perhaps) less meat, it will be noticed

that he spends twice as much for "amuse

ments and vacation." But he only spends

one-half as much lor fuel and his gas costs

him about the same as coal oil costs the

United States laborer, to whom gas is an

impossible luxury. But it does not appear

that the English laborer spends milch less

money for meat, if we include poultry and

fish, as nmv be seen from the following

table.
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D.—SUMMARY OK EXPENDITURE FOR FOOD. (1.)

 

Families. Beef.
Hog

products.

Meat tnot

specified).
Poultry. Fish. Eggs. '

i.f husband.

Total

Aver

age

coat.

Farn

Mea

Aver

age
Finn

ilios.

Aver

age

cost.

Fam

ilies.

Aver

age
Finn

Hies.

AVer

age
Fam

ilies.

Aver

line

cost.

Fam

ilies.

Aver

age

Isitkd

States

COSt. COSt. cost . cost.

jUntrion . 1.561

6

2

5.2

6.5

6.0

692

6

829 80 1,098 626 73

37 00

54 75

42 53

11 00

11 64

14 45

1,365

6

637 44

57 20

74 50

S3 17

242 $ 4 45 881 85 65 1,257 68 02

Austrian

Bohemian .

Canadian .

DauWh . .

Eimli'h. . .

French. . .

Fr.< an . . .

German . .

Hungarian .

Irish. . . .

Italian

58 67 1

1 2

79

o

336

33

202

129

1 ' 6 00

1

75

10 00

8 70

1

90

31 20

21 07

17 15

14 41

14 40

23 63

12 21

98 f. 2

50

5 l

5.1

69 63 35 70

2 1 57 00

51 CI

34 80

81 44

28 13

34 60

' 8 71

5 50

6 40 1

314

33

:;-.:: •194 46 91

36 38

44 S3

170 7

2

282 7 14

86 8 30 25

149

8 32

226 '■;.;• 44 1*5 27 32

' 1

9 23

4 78

3 00

8 86

6 00

8 00

21K

128
160 119 56 > 109 28 08 16 00 70

1 2.0

61 'ill 38

1 1 1 60

16 8246S 313 60 87 292 17 67 121

2

51 40 14 341 396

2 4.5

2.0

3.0

58

SO

5.3

6.4

7.7

6.1

52 28 2 1 32

Norwegian .

Polish .

Portuguese .

1 T 41 96

25 00

06 42

i I 3 00

1 1 40 00 i

5 2 14 60 5 ... 5

. . 1

6 66

18 no

5 10 30

26 251 1

65

in

138 00

47 .54 2 4 lb

1

18 79

22 83

Scotch . .

Swedish . .

Swiss . . .

Welsh . . .

81 48

5

3

66 26 42

4

16 86

13 75

Hj 7 32

5 89

65

10 39 SO

7'.i S3

50 00

58 47 10

3 3

26

42 5s

31 5728 25 15 29 8 3 51 15 18 73

Total. . 3,01:1 5.5 1.527 644 01 1,952 624 10 2,693 614 57 269 £1 93 1,856 66 H9 2.53* 612 72

Eubofk.

English . .

French . . .

German . .

Scotch . . .

1 -

296

96

H

52

4.8

5.0

5.1

7 8

4 7

267

10

612 83 457 651 77

38 75

31 52

59 r,-.

31 29

1

1

814 60 214

o

$9 40

26 16

398 810 SO

8 62282 4 03 220

1 610 71 11 71

22 30

92

13'

45 4 28

15 4314 18 01 7

51 42 5 24

Total . . 915 5.0 1 610 71 27!l 613 16 890 8-14 55 2 SO 62 259 SO 96] 721 60 15

THEN LOOK AT THIS.

c.s. Eng. Fra.

1

Ger. Scotch Swiss.

Milk. . . 818 14 816 13 811 17 615 27 819 19 638 04

Butter . . _"l 118 31 72 19 34 18 56 39 11 28 63

Cheese . . 3 62 6 40 5 SO 5 21 , . . . 7 81

Tea . . . 9 46 14 38 10 58 ... 23 66

Coffee . . 10 52 6 04 12 30 6 54 10 19 8 18

Sujmr . . 20 05 11 24 8 37 6 65 ! 12 02 3 60

Lard. . . 8 48 5 33 3 15 10 14 ... .

Flour 1

Meal J" '

Bread . .

35 17 30 40 6 76 5 75 45 63

18 62 16 88 52 90 51 95 ! 23 60 48 13

In the industries, "cotton and woolen

combined." the English laborer spends

upon his labor organizations SI 1.26, while

the United States laborer spends only $o.29.

Now look at the table of English prices,

as given hereinbefore, and you will find

that the English laborer eats as much and

as good food as does the laborer in the

United States, and you will be irresistably

driven to the conclusion that whatever ad

vantage the United States laborer may have

in the matter of wages is lost because of

the high rate of interest upon money and

the consequent high rents and large gross

profits, coupled with the extortions of coal

combines and other syndicates and trusts.

But this communication is already too

lengthy. The People's party is on the right

trail. Let us keep hammering away at in

terest, which is the basis of rent and profits.

Let us never cease to agitate the great

questions of land, finance and transporta

tion. If the United States, with her un

rivaled resources, intense energy and vast

territory, had as cheap money and as low

rents and profits as has England, we would

be the happiest and most prosperous peo

ple on the face of the globe.

THE TREES OF DECEMBER.

The gaunt and wrinkled orchard shivers 'neath

The blast, like Lear upon the English heath,

And mossy boughs blow wild that undistressed,

Another spring shall hide the nest.— Robert V. Johnson.
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AN ANNEX FROM HAWAII.

BY EI.IZAUETH SlnHciAN.

"So that's an idol," said Deacon Drew,

put Tin«r on his spectacles tile lietter to re

gard it.

"Yes." said the minister. "You know

my brother is a missionary on one of the

South Sen Islands. 1 received n box from

him this morning containing many tilings

which 1 shall value highly, and among them

was this idol. His name, my brother tells

me, is Xakuialua, he was the especial god

of those who practiced the art of breaking

bones. Human sacrifices have been ottered

to him, horrible as the thought is to con

template."

"Is it possible!'' cried the Deacon's wife,

and then all the assembled company stared

at Xakuialua with redoubled interest.

He stood on a little round table in the

bow window where the minister's sister

kept her flowers, cool green terns arched

over his head and long sprays of scarlet

blossoms drooped beside him.

"He will think himself at home again,"

said Mary, as she settled him in his new

position.

"Are young going to furnish him with

human sacrifices to make the illusion com

plete?" inquired a young man who was as

sisting in the arrangements, and Mary felt

a cold chill creep over her suddenly.

The minister had company that evening,

some influential members of his parish came

in to talk over matters relating to the

church, and he was proudly displaying to

them his new treasure.

And Xakuialua, where Mary had placed

him, sat and stared at the guests with his

great moon eves as complacently as if he

was sure of their admiration and approval.

"Ain't it awful to think of," said the

Deacon; "that human bein's should bow

down an' worship a wooden image like that ?

It kinder brings home to us what mission

ary work means, an' that old hymn—

"What, though with lavish kindness

The gifts of God are strewn.

The heathen in his blindness

Bows down to wood and stun !"

"It 'pears to me," said the Deacon's wife

to Mary, 'that I couldn't aboar to have that

thing in the house with me. It ain't noth-

in' but a block o' wood, I know, but as

Deacon savs, folks have bowed down to it,

an' prayed to it, an' shed human blood to

it, an' you can't help feelin's as if all that

must make a difference."

"It does make a difference," said the Dea

con. "There's a sermon to be got out »'

the creetur', just as he stands, perfessin' to

represent a God, when he ain't even human

enough to be called a likeness of a man.

An' it ain't the fust time folks has done a

elumsey piece o' work an' fell down an'

worshiped it when they was through."

"True," said the minister, "too true, but

while we speak of the work as clumsy we

must not forget that it was done with a

stone adze, which made delicacy of outline

impossible, and then only sacred wood

could be used, which I believe was particu

larly hard. 'Koa,' if I am not mistaken,

was the name my brother gave me. Per

haps you may be interested to see this

copy of a heathen prayer. Doubtless, it

has been addressed to this very idol now

before us. It is, as you see, in the native

tongue."

"Can't you read it to us, Mr. Harding?"

asked the Deacon.

"I am not conversant with the Hawaiian

language," replied the minister, "except

so far as I have picked up a few words from

my brother. But this would appear to be

the way the invocation begins—

"Na uiuimktia o ka po,

Na nuinakua o ke ao,

Na nuinakua <i ke nhi me ke kuahiwi "

"O,

ing,"

tright.

lon't read any more of it, Mr. Hard-

Tied the Deacon's wife in a great

"It sounds dreadful wicked. You

don't know what you may be prayin' for."

"You need have no fear," said Mr. Hard

ing, but he laid the paper aside all the more

readily that be was conscious of some un

certainties in his pronunciation of an un

known tongue. "This is a native dagger.

Deacon Drew; the hilt is of curious work

manship. Mrs. Drew will be interested in

this mantle. It is composed of native grass

and verv beautifully woven. Thisisaueck-

lace and chain, and this a fan of peacock's

feathers."

The minister's guests became absorbed

in the contemplation of these curiosities,

but his sister stood a little apart, her eves

still thoughtfully fixed on Xakuialua. The

young man who hail assisted her in the

morning edged round the group and stood

beside her.

"You seem to admire the old customer,"

said he. He was a college man and a mem

ber of a football team spending a few weeks

in the country at the request of his profes

sors under the instruction ot the Rev. Mr.

Harding.

"I don't admire him," said Mary. "I

feel about him just as Mrs. Drew says, and

I wish he was anywhere else."

"I'll soon dispose of him if vou want

me to," said the young man obligingly,

"healthv old chopping block that lie is,"

with a slap of his muscular hand on Xakti-

ialu's bald head. But he caught his hand

away again very suddenly with asmothercd

exclamation.

It was transfixed by thenativedaggerthat

someone had ingeniously leaned against the

idol's shoulder, point upward.

"(>!" cried Mary, in horror, as he drew it

out and a gush o'f blood followed, staining
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I ho handkerchief In- hastily bouml round

hi.° hand.

"It isn't anything," ho nail]. "Don't at

tract tlioir attention." with ;i glance over

his shoulder; "I'll go out and got somo

water."

Mary ran off for somo old linen and soon

joined Xakuialua's vietini in the kitehen,

where he was bathing his wound.

"How frightfully it bleeds," she said. How

are we ever going to stop it ? Don't you

think vou'd better no to a doctor?"

"I don't need a doctor if you'll do it up

forme. That is, if you don't mind," lifting

a dripping and bleeding paw from the basin.

Mary shivered and turned pale, but nerv

ine; herself, heroically bouml it up for him

with such simple remedies as she was ac

quainted with in her household practice.

"What's the matter with .lack's hand?"

demanded a small voice, suddenly, beside

them, as Mary was fastening the last fold in

the bandage, and they turned to confront

the minister's eldest son, a young gentle

man of eight, Oscar hv name.

"(), it's you," said Jack, not looking spec

ially pleased at the interruption. "I at

tempted to pat Xakuialua on the head and

of course he wouldn't allow any such a lib

erty as that and slashed me with his native

dagger. He's a cantankerous old cove, and

I advise you to steer clear of him. Human

sacrifices are what he's after."

"I think you had better go and see the

doctor," Mary interposed, "just to make

sure it's all right."

"I>> you think I'm going to let anyone

touch it alter you?" Jack inquired, but Mary

had hurried away to wash her hands, and

Oscar was clamoring for further informa

tion regarding heat Inn sacrifices. So Jack

gat down in the dimly-lighted kitchen and

regaled his young friend with a graphic de-

Boriiition that was listened to with flatter

ing interest and attention.

He was a good deal dismayed next day.

when he returned after a lengthy skating

excursion, to learn that the result of his

eloquence had been a determination on the

part of the children to have a sacrifice

themselves, the details of which they had

can-fully arranged that morning while their

aunt was busy with her household duties

and their father in his studv.

They had unanimously decided that the

baby was to be the victim, firstly because

he was too little to have a voice in the mat

ter, and, secondly, because they all agreed

that he was forever in the way and taking

ii(- their Aunt Mary's time when they want

ed her to tell them stories. There was no

doubt whatever that he could be well

spared.

So when Mary* who was baking cake in

the kitchen, looked in to see what the chil

dren were doing to keep them so quiet, she

saw, to her horror, poor little Arthur, deco

rated with flowers torn from her last sum

mer's bonnet, lying on his back on a cush

ion in front of the terrible Xakuialua, who

seemed to smile benignly upon him, while

his cruel little sister stood at his feet and

his cruel little brother at his head with the

native dagger in his hand.

Mary broke down altogether when she

was telling Jack about it. ."To think if I

had been one single instant later," she said.

" 'Twas all my fault lor telling them such

stuff," said Jack, remorsefully. "1 deserve

to be shot lor a thundering fool."

"(), you couldn't guess they'd do anything

so horrible," said Mary, who was apt to

be forgiving where Jack's follies were con

cerned. "I have put that native dagger

where it will not he quite so convenient in

the future for Xakuialua's sacrifices."

"Murderous old villain," said Jack, shak

ing his bandaged fist at the idol's bland

countenance. "I'll have a reckoning with

you yet." Hut Xakuialua smiled on with

maddening composure.

It happened that the minister's isterwas

very pretty, a fact that others besides Jack

were well aware of, the Rev. Horace Billi

ard was very well aware of it. He had

charge of a neighboring parish and fre

quently exchanged with Mr. Harding, who

knew and approved of his asperations.

Jack Homeyn also knew of these aspira

tions and, it is unnecessary to say, disap

proved with equal emphasis.

It was impossible to say what Mary's

views might be. She went peacefully on her

way and as far as anyone could tell gave

the subject no thought whatever.

But the Rev. Mr. Bullard was becoming

impatient, the presence of Jack in the house

of the lady of his choice was annoying to

him, though he hesitated to admit there

could be any danger in it. He was discuss

ing the question with her brothar in his

study the day after the attempted sacrifice.

"I should advise you to speak to my sis

ter at once if you are certain of vour feel

ings towards her," said Mr. Harding. "It

is a favorable opportunity. She is in the

parlor and the children are out at play—

you will be quite undisturbed."

"But that young man, " objected Mr.

Bullard. "I heard his voice as I came

through the hall. He was singing a chorus

that reflected small credit either on his taste

or his intellect. The college man of to-day

is indeed a sarcasm on the advance of civ

ilization."

"If you meet him you can tell him that

I am prepared to hear him recite," said

Mr. Harding.

Mary was in the parlor, so also was Jack.

She was putting a fresh bandage on his

hand and at the same time delivering some

theories on the subiect of football which
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agreed perfectly with the views of Mr. Bul-

lard. "It's an uncivilized game," she said.

"It happens to Vie fashionable at present

just as gladatorial contests were fashionable

once. It is the brute instinct in men and

women that makes them enjoy such sights.

It's no use for you to argue the question—

1 wouldn't go to see a football game forany-

thing. You might as well be so many prize

fighters."

"O, come off," cried Jack. "You're slug

ging yourself now, Miss Mary. But look

here—I wouldn't be afraid to bet anything

you like if you'd seen that last game you'd

been as much in love with our captain or

some other member of the team as any girl

on the grounds."

"O, indeed," said Mary. "Perhaps with

yourself, for instance," glancing up at him

with saucy defiance, but something in Jack's

grey eyes made her drop her own again very

quickly, with a decided accession of color,

but before he could follow up his advantage

the door opened and in walked the Rev. Mr.

Milliard. He looked at them suspiciously

for a moment and wondered if it was the

fire that had flushed Mary's cheeks so bright

ly, then he delivered Mr. Harding's message

to Mr. Romeyn, who, with a very bad grace,

departed.

Mr. Harding was waiting, with a pile of

books as high as himself, but his efforts to

fix his pupil's attention were vain.

"What was that fellow saying to Mary in

the parlor? "Would she listen to him—or

was there a chance for Jack if he dared to

speak? Somebody always interrupted him.

Why should the Rev. Horace sail smoothly

on his way devoid of interference?"

"0, I beg your pardon," he exclaimed,

suddenly starting up. "I've left one of my

books "and he darted out before Mr.

Harding could remonstrate.

Mary and Mr. Billiard were standing be

fore the bow window, whether they were

admiring the idol or the flowers Jack did

not know, but he thought they were much

closer than there was any necessity for, and

Mary looked decidedly embarrased. He

could have sworn the minister was trying

to take her hand.

"I beg your pardon," he said stiffly; "I

came for a book."

As he was not after any particular volume

he could as easily have taken anv from the

table as to have gone to the shelves in the

corner, only the latter course enabled him

to pass directly in front of the pair whom

he wished to interrupt. They were silent

while he explored 1 he shelves, a silence that

enraged him more and more, as it seemed

to imply their conversation to have been of

a private nature. He did not propose to be

hurried in his search, but as his back was

toward them they could not see the true

football expression of savage determination

with which his features were set.

"What are looking for, Mr. Romeyn ?" en

quired Mary's voice, suddenly and "sweetly.

"A book, he replied.

"Of course," she answered. "But if you'll

let me know which sermons you are after

I can tell you just what shelf to look on."

"I'm not looking for sermons," replied

Jack.

"0," saitl Mary; "then I'm afraid you

won't find your book in that corner."

And Jaelt, for the first time becoming

conscious of the titles before him, discov

ered that her words were true and turned

wrathfully at the sound of laughter in her

voice. I lis mighty shoulder struck heavilv

against the shelves and somethingshotsud-

denly through the air over his head. Ther<»

was a crash and a shriek and the Rev. Hor

ace Bollard lay on his back before the idol,

silent and motionless, streaming with blood

from a wound in his temple, while a bust of

Henry Ward Beecher lay broken in pieces

beside him, and Nakuialua looked down up

on them both, satisfied and complacently

benignant.

Horrified, Jack sprang forward to his riv

al's assistance, conscious of the spirit that

had been in his breast. He felt as guilty as

if he had struck him down with his hand.

He lifted him as gently as he could and laid

him on the sofa, then ran off with all speed

for a doctor, while Mary called her brother

from his study and then went in hurried

pursuit of more linen and Pond's Extract.

Mr. Bullard had recovered his conscious

ness when Jack returned, but it was late in

the afternoon before he was equal to taking

his departure. The doctordeclared he would

be in no way the worse for the accident be

yond a little weakness from loss of blood

and the effects of the shock, but Mr. Bul-

lard's mind was for the time effectually di

verted from love-making, and he departed

with no attempt to renew his conversation

with Mary where he had been interupted.

So peace had descended once more upon

the household that evening.

The minister had gone to the train with

Mr. Bullard, the ehildred were in bed and

Mary and Jack sat before the parlor fire

alone, except for Nakuialua, in his feru-

shadowed corner. Mary was darning the

children's stockings and Jack, oil the other

side of the table, was supposed to be study

ing. Outside it was raining softly and pat

tering against the window.

"They will have a wet ridetothestation,"

said Mary, listening.

Jack looked up. "I'm glad he got over it

all right," he said.^ "Somehow I couldn't

help feeling all the'tinie as if I'd hit him."

"You didn't nu-nn \>> knock Henry Ward

Beecher off the shelve* .''' said Mary.

"No; but there's no denying I was think

ing just then that I'd like to give Mr. Bul

lard one for himself."

Mary opened her eyes at him in great
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apparent as-tonishment. " Whatever lor?" Hardin

she said.

"What wen- you going to pay to liiin if I

had not come in?" inquired Jack, irrele

vantly.

"Really, 1 can't see— " she was begining.

"That it's anv of my business," finished

Jack. "Well, 1"1I jiut it another way then

—what would you say to me if I were fool

enough to ask vou the same question he

did?'9

"I should answer a fool according to his

folly," replied Mary demurely, rising.

Jack rose also. Do vou call a man a fool

for loving you?" he asked, abruptly.

"I've hud no occasion," said Mary, and

slipped past him quickly towards the door,

but Jack had not been a "tackle" for noth

ing.

Mary was dusting the parlor next morn

ing, assisted by the children. Cecilia and

Arthur were rubbing the furniture with

their little pocket handkerchiefs. Oscar

could not find his so had taken a blue silk

one of his aunt's that she usually wore

round herneck. Hethought it worked even

better than his own and Mary was too much

occupied with her own reflections to see.

.Jack was in the study with her brother,

she could hear their voices while she dusted.

.lack had told her what ho should say and

she had told him what her brother would

fay. It was against her advice that he

spoke at all. What was the use? He hail

still his education to get and afterwards his

way to make in the world, they were both

of them young enough that they could af

ford to wait, and wait they must. There

was no use in irritating her brotherso soon.

But Jack said that he should feel he was

acting dishonorably, and what .lack consid

ered underhand and mean no man had ever

known him to do. So she strained her care

to listen to the tones in the study, while

Oscar dusted the legs of Xakuialua's table

with her silk handkerchief and the baby sat

on the floor and dropped pennies from his

aunt's purse down the register, or more

properly speaking, down the hole where the

register should have been, for the servant

had carried it out to clean and had forgot

ten to bring it back. It left a lovely dark,

mysterious-looking hole, and the pennies

made a fine ring when they dropped down,

but Mary did not boar.

The study door opened and Jack crossed

the hall and came in. One look at his face

told her her words had come true. The min

ister was close behind. Jack did not notice

him or the children, but marched up to

Mary and took her in his arms.

"How long will you wait for me?" he

asked.

"Forever," she answered. "Are you go

ing away?"

"He is going, and at once," said Mr.

Harding, percmptoriy, stepping forward.

"There's been enough of this."

But here rose a wail from the children.

"Xo! Xo! Jack shan't go."

Cecilia flung herself upon him and the

baby, having rirst cast his aunt's empty

purse down the furnace hole, scrambled

across the floor to the scene of action, while

Oscar, attempting to creep from under Nn-

kuialpa's table, become entangled and sent

the whole thing to the floor, flower pots wont

rolling in every direction and the idol turn

ing a double somersault, with a wild flour

ish of his misshapen logs in the air, disap

peared down the register and was soon no

more.

"Stop him!" cried Mr. Harding, rushing

forward, but ho was too late—his treasure

was gone. "He'll fall in the furnace and be

burned up." he lamented, and distractedlv

hurried away to the collar followed by all

the children, shouting in great excitement.

"Thank Heaven !" exclaimed Jack as soon

as they were alone. "At least we'll have

three minutes to ourselves. Xakuialua's

befriended mo for the second time." •

"Do you think so?" said Mary, doubtful

ly. "O, Jack ; what are you going to do?

"Nothing," said Jack. "Your brother is

going to write to the old follows at the col

lege and I shall stay round bore somewhere

till they settle what they'll do with me—

don't hide your face away like that. They

will be back in a minute and who knows

when I'll see you again. Mr. Harding said

vou were as good as engaged to that Billiard.

I'd knocked him flat i! bo hadn't been your

brother. There they come again ! I'd'bet-

ter start before I'm sent off a second time

—give me one more kiss, darling, before they

get here—I'm going up to my room for no

things—are you sure vou like me well

enough to wait for me?''

"He must be caught in the flue," said Mr.

Harding, in a voice of deep anxiety, as he

entered. It is no possible that he could

have fallen in the furnace and been burned

before I reached there."

Jack did not reply to this surmise on the

part of his instructor, but hurried away to

make arrangements for his departure. He

was but a short time tossing his belongings

into his trunk. Then ho came down stairs

again and stopped at the parlor door for a

last look at Mary.

Mr. Harding was in his shirt sleeves, loan

ing over the register with a Ashing pole in

his hand. He was breathing heavily ami

evidently was much inconvenienced by the

heat which rose in his face. "I almost

had him," he shouted, in great excitement,

"linn down quick to the furnace to catch

him in case he rolls that way."

Mary was sitting by the window. She

rose hastily, as if to obey the command, but

before she could take a step her brother,
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rt itching farther ami fart her down the black

hole where his treasure had pine, suddenly

Inst his balance. The Hue was large and the

minister small, and ii .lack hud not been

(|iiick in coming to his aid his career of use

fulness would have ended ignobly there and

then, but Jack seized him by his gaiters just

in time and dragged him up, nearly suffoca

ted and black in the face.

"Another for Xakuialua." said .Tack, as

lie laid him on the sofa. "Have in the warm

water and sponge , .Mary. If your brother

intends to continue his idol worship he'd

better hire a resident physician. It'll be

cheaper in the end."

Jack did not leave the house that morn

ing, nor for many days to come ; he was too

busy helping Mary to take care of her broth

er for Mr. Harding did not recover from his

accident as promptly as Mr. Billiard had done

from his. but. instead, went off into a fever

that would have cost him his life with less

careful nursing.

The idol would have been forgotten ex

cept for Mr. Harding's delirium, but he con

stantly called upon them to get Nakuialua

out ot the Hue before he fell into the fur

nace. So at lust Jack advised Mary to send

for the workmen and have the pipes exam

ined that they might set her brother's mind

at rest.

The men came and the flues were cleared

out but the idol was not to be found.

Either he had been burned, as his master

anticipated, or he had taken a subterranean

passage to the region where he properly be

longed. He was seen no more in the min

ister's family.

They expected Mr. Harding's heart would

be broken when he learned his loss, and re

frained from telling him till he was well

enough to go down stairs. But, to their as

tonishment, he showed not the slightest

surprise or grief. His animosity toward

.lack had also entirely disappeared. He had

actually grown fond of him while he was

ill.

In fact, the cloud that had hung over their

family for the last few weeks seemed to have

utterly vanished when the enemy of Chris

tianity whom they had mistakenly harbored

departed from their sight down the furnace

hole.

"You see." said Jack to Mary, "you

couldn't expect a heathen idol to live in a

Presbyterian minister's family and not try-

to make trouble. There's no denying he be

friended .)e, so I ought to speak well of

him."

"Jack." interrupted Mary suddenly. "Do

vou remember my brother's saying that

Nakuialua was the especial god of those who

practiced the art of breaking bones? Per

haps your belonging to a football team—

"O, no; his motives did more credit to his

head than to his heart," Jack replied. "At

all events, he circumvented vour brother,

laid out Mr. Bullard, and smashed the Key.

Henry Ward Ileeeher- three of his natural

enemies settled with out ol hand, which

was doing very well for the length of his

stay. It's lucky for us he went when he

did. There could be no safety for a Chris

tian minister in accepting such an annex

from Hawaii.''

AN OBJECT LESSON IN ECONOMICS.

BY WlLt'KKI) I'. NORLAND.

At this writing there are 30,000 mine

and their families in the iron district >

Michigan, who are standing face to fai

with death by starvation. Since last Maj

when the mines first began to shut dowi

there have been 5.000 men with familit

dependent upon them, able and anxious t

work. but compelled to stand around in idli

ness while their scanty savings disappears

for the purchase of absolute necessities,

leaving them at the beginning of winter in

a district remarkable for the severity of its

winter seasons, totally destitute and with

the certain prospect of death by starvation

or exposure staring them in the face. These

men are not strikers, they are not tramps.

Thev are law abiding, able bodied citizens

of the great states of Michigan and Wis

consin, who are willing and anxious to work,

but who are compelled to suffer because

this poor privilege is denied them. Strong

men are compelled to stand idly by ami

see their little children without food to

sustain life in their frail bodies, without

clothes to protect them from the biting

winds, without shoes or stockings to protect

their little feet from the drifting snow.

They must look at their wives and children

perishing for the want of the commonest

necessaries of life, while they are powerless

to raise a hand to help them. Can any situa

tion be conceived which is more calculated to

make men desperate? The sit nation of these

people lias at last aroused the sympathies

of the comfortable world outside; rumors

of the desperate frame of mind which these

miners were in, ami the bloody anil lawless

deeds that might be expected to occur if

their necessities were not relieved at once,

were borne out from the mining districts to

the people of the state at large, ami Un

charitably inclined people of Michigan and

Wisconsin suddenly discovered that they

had a task in hand. Appeals for aid have

been issued by the executives of both states.

The appeal of Michigan's executive out

lines the situation and its necessities, as

follows:

Tu the Profilr o/ the Stale <?/ JftVAiVfrni .-

Owing Tu I tie dosing down nf the mines in ihc iron

region* of tin- upper pcnhiMiltt. which coinmeneeil

us etirlv ii* ltiKt Miiy unil has continue')] to the prccent

time, (lie miner* have been thrown out of employ
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ne-ni and are in u situation nf absolute want. This

destitution extend* iiver a larjrc area of territory and

tin tndr-M ureal iiuiuIht »»!' people. A severe winter

I* nlreud) tit their doors, and they lack fuel. food and

■-brthini;. and sotix-thin*; must lie Ik* done to prevent

rn»t ««d\ siifterinK Ian actual vtarvation. There is

■it> doubt that [he liberal-minded people of Mirhitfiin

w til tte triad t>» rcsjmnd freely and cheerfully to a call

•or aid of the needy within' the borders of our own

-late. It nm«t lie home in mind that liiis cinerizcricy

i> nor tetii]iorary nor confined to a few. The relief

mii«t take -oine practical means for <,oilection and

distribution that it inav not la- wasted, and may

- -h those for whom it is intended. I trust our peo-

will not In- tard\ in forwarding their subscrip-

n^ and contributions for immediate relief. All

urination* forwarded either to the Trihtiur or /Vc

*■. r»f lielroit. will lie promptly acknowledged and

►ropriatisi for the puriaises for whicli they are

tt Iiwiuciliatc steps will he taken for the ofvaui-

ion nf relief committees and means for the rcrcp-

■ii and distribution of food, clothing and money.

m- sufterint; and needy have never appealed to tlie

tr|de of Michigan in vain. While there is some

♦fly and suffering in our own midst, enough can

idoubtedly Im- s|mrcd from our abundance to re-

;ve the wants of our suffering neighbors in the

*prr peninsula. I.et vour contributions be prompt

<d liberal. It is hoped that the press of the state

dl give this appeal for aid tin- widest circulation

-«ssible as their jiortlnu of the »ood work to be done.

John T. Kich. (inventor.

I*ursuaiit to this official call for aid, the

i ifiy.cn? of Detroit and other cities through

out the state immediately responded with

generous r<u1>s>'r]|ttioiip In a, relief fund.

In Detroit, tlie millionaire land owner,

■ii-n. Alger, headed the list with a suhscrip-

tion of $.i00 a month during the continti-

auee of the necessity for relief, and others

responded very liberally according to their

circumstances.

On the first indication of distress in liis

state, tiovernor l'eck of Wisconsin, gather-

t-d several ear loails of provisions- ami other

necessaries and accompanied them to Hur

ley, in the iron district, where lie personally

attended to their distribution anion": the

•lc*titute miners, and made personal obser

vation of the extent of I lie suffering ami

tlie necessity for relief. This represents

the philanthropic side id' the matter. The

• •■rk of relief is now going on bravely. As

the destitution is wide spread and must be

rx|»ectcd to continue at least through the

winter, the work of relict will, of course, be

systematized, and probably put in charge

oj mi official couimissioii, anil, after nil pre-

(edents in such matters, we may soon ex

pect to hear grave charges of malfeasance.

■ <f contributions diverted from their true

intent into the pockets of selfish and de

signing official understrappers, of a crowd

of harpies who prey upon the necessities

id the helpless miners by appropriating re

lief funds for their own benefit. We mav

cijiect to be regaled with the same disgust

ing details which have attended every one

•A the extended and well organized relief

measures within the memory of the pres

ent generation. And, after all, the ques

tion is not one of philanthropy; it is one ot

•cunomic- pure and simple. These desti

tute miners do not require charity, they

simply ask the chance to work. They are

amply able to provide for their own neces

sities by thepower resident in their strong

arms, and that they are compelled to be

come the recipients of charity because of

six months' of enforced idleness is a trav

esty on justice and a standing reproach to

the intelligence of a free American citizen

ship. Had these people lost their all by

reason of some terrible convulsion of na

ture, or been incapacitated by reason of some

ravaging epidemic, had they saw the accu

mulations of years disappear like a flash

in one fell swoop of the elements, as at

Johnstown, their condition would have pre

sented a proper example for the widest

philanthrophy. But these people have

suffered from in die of these causes. Their

accumulations have not disappeared in a

lump through anv devastating natural

cause; they have disappeared in driblets,

gone to procure the common necessaries of

life, while their owners have been com

pelled to stand by utterly helpless, unable

to apply their labor to the procurement of

sustenance against the rigors of winter.

These people are the victims of economic

conditions for which philanthrophy is no

cure, can give no ndief. Xo man can give

positive assurance, under present condi

tions, as to how long these philanthropic

measures may be necessary; no man can

say that, providing their necessity disap

pears next spring, they will not again be

necessary next year, or the year after, or

two, three or five years from now. Yet, in

the face of these uncertainties, or certain

ties, whichever they may be called, .there

is no proposition from those in autho

ity looking toward the removal of those

economic conditions which call forth these

philanthropic measures and render them

necessary. Surely here is a question which

calls for the highest statesmanship, but

where is the statesman who has the courage

to grapple with it?

Now, from the Detroit Tribune, of Nov.

20, I quote as follows:

A scheme for the relief the destitute miners of the

upper peninsula has Is-rii proposed by a well known

mine owner. He siijre.i-.trd that the mine owners

give the miner-sail the ore they can mine to sell for

tlu-ir sustenance. The mine owners cannot afford to

pay the miners wages to mine the ore. Theprice\if ore

is too low for profit, due miner had to pay £!.70 per

ton for mining, and then sell the product for £2.30 per

ton. But the miners, if the ground is donated to

them, can sell for such prices as will command a

ready market. They can at least support themselves

and 'save the state' the immense expenditure that

must otherwise |,,> made from the publ.in purse.

There is not the least likelihood of this

suggestion receiving a favorable hearing in

(piarters where it can do any good. But,

unconsciously, perhaps, this mine owner

touched the one fundamental economic

condition that can afford these miners, and

all laborers, permanent relief from the har

rowing conditions to which they are sub-
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jccted at increasingly frequent intervals, improvements, its owner leased the privi-

and relieve them of the necessity of heeoni- lege of taking out ore to (he Colbys on a

ing the recipients of charity. Just for a mo- royally of 40Cents per ton. The Colbys

ment contemplate the absurdity of eco- leased the mine to MorscciCo. for a royalty

nomie adjustment!* which compel men to of 7y>."t cents per ton. Morse ec Co. con-

stand around six months in idleness, until * traded with Captain Selwood to mine tin'

their material condition lias hecome so ore and deliver it on the cars for K7.5 cents

desperate that there goes forth a general per ton. Captain Selwood got a capitalist

call for charity to save them from actual who owned a steam shovel, to ilig tile ore

starvation, all because a few mine owners and put it on the cars tall that he IiikI con-

can not pay wages and sell ore at a profit, traded with Morse iv. Co. to dot for 1:2.5

And because these few mine owners can cents per ton. This was in 1885, and in

not make their profit the charitably iu- that year the ore brought S'l.Sl) per ton de

clined people, generally, of two great states Jivered on thecals. Hut of this Sii.KO per

are expected to support in idleness 120,(100 ton the share of the owners of the mine

persons for an indefinite period, or until was 40 cents, Colby's share ll2. 5 cents, Cap-

the price of ore will justify profits. Can tain Selwood's share, after payinjr 12.5 for

there be a more idiotic economic regime the work of production, was 75 cents, ami

than this conceived of? In admitting that the remainder, .SI. 40 per ton. went to the

these miners might easily support them- share of Morse & Co.

selves if they were allowed the privilege of Now. let us take one years' production

mining ore on their own account and for anil see what it comes to. In the year IKK5

their own benefit, this mine owner, in one there were mined N4,:>ll2 tons of ore, which,

simple sentence, sweeps into oblivion those at S&.K0 per ton, brought SL'liii.OT.'i.OO. Tabu-

well worn fallacies concerning the depend- biting our results, we get the following :

ence of laborers on capitalists for their M.tiia tons, at ft!.K0 per tun s-j.-ir,.ii7:i ■'■<>

conditions of labor with which our ears are ,

continually regaled. He puts the labor IX^^^e^ per^'. \ \ . \ *$,•$, ml

problem in its true light, and gives that Morse a Co.'* profit, si.-io per imi iis.icin so

battle crv, "Free access to natural oppor- s.lwrM»ls profit, 73 cent* per ton itt.-jiii mi

tunities" such significance that working- ' ">>itul,st »*harc. rj..> cents ,x.r ton . . ■ lO.R-w Wi

men should he wise enough to take it up Total w,i>.i>7:s u>

with such vigor as to make it an actual Now observe that the last item in this

economic condition before the next decade table is the only one out of which the la-

has passed into history. When a few men borers can draw their wages. The actual

are no longer able to make profits from the capital, in connection with the labor, em-

exploitation of natural opportunities, why ployed in the work of production received

should many men be deprived of the op- the insignificant sum of :?10,5:!!l, or less than

portunity to gain subsistence from the five per cent, of the value of the entire

same source, and be forced to stand around product. The balance, or over Ho percent.,

in idleness "until they must become the re- went for -what? Privilege, the price of

cipients of charity in order to escape death land ownership, permission to apply the

by starvation? is a question for intelligent hand of labor to natural wealth which the

workingmen to ask themselves, and upon Creator has intended for the use of all men.

their answer to that question depends not And it is upon such conditions as thi.s tlust

alone their own welfare, but the welfare of the prolit which our mine owner speaks of,

generations of workingmen yet unborn. depends. And when these conditions can

And let us see upon what conditions this not be fulfilled, labor must depend on char-

profit which our mine owner talks of, de- ity to avoid death by starvation. Should

pends. We shall then be able to more workingmen hesitate a moment to sweep

fully appreciate the value of his suggestion such iniquitous economic conditions as this

in favor of the miners, and see whether or out of existence.' These miners who have

not they rcallv could support themselves been standing idle all these months might,

bv mining on their own account. The con- if they were not denied the privilege of

ditions of production iu the mines of the using this natural wealth which those who

Colby syndicate, the largest operators in control it refuse to use themselves, go in,

this district, as they existed in INNS, will w ith nothing but a pick and a w heelbarrow,

serve as a good illustration. The facts here and mine enough ore to keep themselves in

given are from the official report of Henry comfort and lay by ample provision for the

A. Robinson, formerly commissioner of cold winter which now confronts them.

labor statistics for the state of Michigan, They might do this even if they got no

now statistician of the agricultural depart- more than 50 cents per ton for the ore. as

incut at Washington. The mine known as it is free ore ami requires no mining other

the Colby mine was originally purchased tuan to be scooped up with a steam shovel,

from the government for Sl.L'") per acre, Instead of this rational solution the eharit-

and, without spending one cent upon it for able people of the state at large are now
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called upon to contribute to the fund to

keep them from perishing of want, and the

worthy mine owners deplore the circum

stance that they can not afford to put them

to work because ore can not be mined at a

profit! Ah while these men have been

standing idle an immense trust, headed by

Standard Oil Rockafeller, the Baptist dea

con, has acquired control of nine-tenths of

this iron property, ami plastered it all over

with stocks and i>onds, and now, while the

men starve, they wait lor the market to rise

to such a figure that, while paying the men

bare subsistence wages, they can realize a

{>rofit on the immense capitalization they

isve put upon the property. Will the men

be permitted to mine ore on their own ac

count? Indeed they will not. They might

overstock the market and thus defer the

day for the realization of profits. It is

cheaper to let philanthropic people keep

life in their starving bodies with their char-

table doles: and, moreover, under the latter

system the workingmen are not so liable to

cultivate a dangerous spirit of independ

ence. What a wretched travesty of cor

rect economic conditions it all is. When

shall workingmen arise in their might and

sweep them away?

GOVERNMENT-WHAT IT IS

WHAT IT SHOULD BE.

AND

BY JOSE (iROS.

The general and almost universal concep

tion carried by the word government is that

til repression, and it comes to us from far

back, long, long centuries ago. It conies to

us from all continents and all islands, from

all regions and all climates, from all nations

ami all tribes, good, bad or indifferent. The

very religious teachings that we have been

made to drink down from our very cradles,

and all along while developing as young

school boys into young men, from the latter

into old age. those teachings have intensified

that perception of government as repression

right and left, lest the tthole organic struc

ture of society goes to pieces, and chaos

takes the place of order. Even the very

word order has been perverted. It has been

stated that order is heaven's first law, when

order is simply an element of all law, even

if the law happens to lie a bad one. Just

as if we could not have two classes of order,

the order of freedom and that of despotism,

the one that develops, and the one that

crushes, the former imparting joy in all

directions, the other but pain and tears all

along through life. And what has been

life so far, even among the supposed happy

ones?

The IK) per cent, or even more who are

daily struggling for one-half or much less of

what we all could have under civilizations

but semi-normal, they may often look with

a jealous eye up to the tew at the very pin

nacles of human ambition in wealth and

social position; but how little they know

about them! Happiness, in human par

lance, they may have, the few in question;

the real artielt—they don't know what it

means. The verv fashions, modes of life,

and conventionalities they create, and to

which they subordinate themselves like

slaves of their own fancies, that alone stands

across the path of all substantial joy. Then,

back of their own silly devices, bacfc of their

very idiotic conceptions 01 happiness, back

of all that there is somewhere a God of

beauty, whose beautiful laws are constantly

transgressed by the fashions and devices in

question. And joy can only come from

obedience to such laws, in so far as we are

in position to obey them.

We don't mention the above to reconcile

the poor to their poverty, much less to make

thein feel that they should accept present

conditions as something in accord with

divine plans. They are not. They have

never been so. And the cardinal and pri

mary duty of every man is to rise against

any such developments as we have had

ever since that story of Eden. Perhaps that

story, itself, is but the symbol of our crazy

civilizations, for ever repudiating God's

order in the social status, and hence we fail

tcgrasp the joys that God means we all

should have, on earth to begin with. Per

haps even the grave would vanish, under a

correct civilization among all nations. Per

haps the earth would tlien gradually be

come an integral part of heaven, in connec

tion with men, sis it is already so in the

order of nature, as a fragment of God's

universe. And what is heaven but peace

with the Creator, and good will toward all?

Let us now return to our idea of govern

ment, the old one of repression. But why

such an idea? Why should repression be

needed? Because of men's natural perver

sity, they will tell you. We don't deny

that men have some provoking traits, ami

the most provoking ones to us are patience

under suffering, gentleness under oppres

sion, &c. Without those traits men would

have rectified civilization long ago. We

have nothing but contempt for gentleness

under oppression, for patience under suffer

ing caused by human laws, because laws of

repression. We want laws of universal

freedom, just as we find God's laws to be,

when we study them in their general results

through history. Sooner or later repression

here means monopoly there, natural rights

trampled upon, somewhere, the strong get

ting the best of the weak, the most selfish

fellows victimizing the rest, disorder and

confusion everywhere.

We can notice that, a little more or a

little less, government has always resolved
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itself into injustice because the few afraid

of the many, as if the latter belonged to an

inferior race that was forever to remain low

down in the scale of life. Over 100 years

ago the very father of our constitution, so

to speak. Hamilton, practically declared

that only a few choice men were fit to rule,

and that the bulk of the people could not

be trusted, anil should u,tiictly accept what

the few proposed. As a matter of fact, the

feeling that permeated the mind of Hamil

ton and most of the public men of his time

can be found to-day among all classes above

the wage earners and the farmers on the

brim of a collapse, and often with some in

the two ranks just named.

You talk to men about any radical reform

tending to obliterate our present social

extremes, and if those to whom you speak

belong to any middle class, however pinch

ed, in most cases they tell you. But who

will do the work of those men '.' Of the men

below them, they mean. That is the high

est conception they have of government,

most men, when not verv far down in

position, income, &c. The object of govern

ment for such men seems to be how to keep

about three-fourths of the human race in

partial or total bondage to the few on the

top, that at least 20 or 25 per cent, of the

race may remain a little better off than

about 75" per cent. What a wretched con

ception of human government! And all

because of a low, narrow, and fatalistic

apprehension of divine government and di

vine law.

We should expect a certain class antago

nism between all honest workers on one

side, even if some of them happen to pocket,

for the time being, three or four times more

than most of the rest, and the 2 or 3 per

cent., 5 or (i per cent, if you like, who live

in relative or absolute affluence, towards

the upper social layers. That class antag

onism is inevitable, and could easily be

overcome or laid aside as insignificant in

numbers, no matter how important in other

respects. The class antagonism that we

have the right to deplore, as senseless and

illogical, as well as because it may prove

fatal if prolonged, is the one between those

who mav earn S5(K) or less, and those who

may have from SI ,000 to $2,000 per annum, in

all cases through hard work, physical or

mental, in all cases the result of useful ser

vices which, under a healthy civilization,

would be bound to a considerable relative

increase, with less wear and tear of the sys

tem than the present labors of all workers.

Who can place a limit to the universal ben

efits resulting from social conditions respect

ing all divine law?

The latter class antagonism, in itself alone,

even if we had no other national evils to

overcome, places us in the same predica

ment which was no doubt at the root of

most if not all the disaster- of that other

wise brilliant republic of Athens. And yet,

if it had not been for the evolution of lame

empires in southern Europe, Athens would,

perhaps, have survived, and cancelled the

greatest drawback of hers, that of chattel

slavery, which perpetuated class antagon

ism between her two groups of workers,

making it indifferent, for the largest group,

what the destinies of the common wealth

should be.

The case with us is somewhat reversed,

since it is not the lowest class of workers

but the highest that seems indifferent to

national destinies, if we only can keep the

lowest workers a little farther down than

that 20 per cent, with somewhat better pay

than the 75 per cent. And there is hardly

any doubt that the tendencies of modern

society is to constantly decrease the nuin-

berof workers with better pay. and increase

the group with poorer pay. Perhaps that

is just what we need, as it may help us

reformers to show that the cause of labor

can only triumph when class antagonism

among workers, has disappeared or decreas

ed to a sufficient degree, so as to form a

phalanx that can impose respect in all

directions, upwardly and downwardly. Be

cause we alwavs shall have the two social

extremes against us, the class degraded

because having too much, and the class

degraded because altogether too far down

to grasp any solid truth.

We don't need to be discouraged on ac

count of the two classes above mentioned.

The top class is bound to be constantly on

the decreasing line. The lowest class may

yet increase some, but education among

workers, fundamental education has already

commenced, and, with Hod's help, we shall

see that it goes bravely on, thus to check

the farther increase of the lowest strata.

Besides, under honest and scientific leader

ship, a relatively small proportion of citi

zens can gradually and even rapidly rectify

the life of nations. We mav dwell on that

subject in some future article. Just now

we should formulate the central thoughts

on which government has rested, and those

on which it should rest.

From all that precedes, and what it may

suggest, we are justified in asserting that so

far government has always been a failure,

principally because of the unity of the few

against 1 he many, the former always afraid of

the latter, and so always, bent upon keeping

the many on a low level, as low as possible.

The need of the hour is then to reverse that

process through the vuilii of tht muiiy, not

against the few, hut for universal good.

The selfishness, and meanness, and coward

ice of the few which has prevailed all along

in history, must he replaced by the unsel

fishness of the many. That means, down

with all class antagonism among workers.
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no matter what their respective income

may be. Vnder our present industrial

status the onlv real difference between the

75 per cent, of our workers with very poor

pay. and the 20 per cent, with better pay,

is that the former are slaves with heavy

chains, and the latter slaves with lighter

chains. The two classes really correspond

to the chattel slaves and the Hulk of the so

called free men in Athens, industrially

speaking, the latter so often pulled down

bv the oligarchies of the times, because of

chattel slavery, as our plutocracies are only

possible because of industrial slavery.

Ijet us again reiterate that the need of

the hour is unity among nil uvrkers of all

rlaxxr*. Ix't that he a flaming reality. Even

if it is only carried up to a certain point, in

numbers, the magnetism of such a union

would be felt through all the workers of the

nation.

The grand industrial battle of labor, which

is the battle of humanity, the battle of cen

turies, the only battle worth fighting for,

must be carried on high moral principles.

No permanent victories are ever accom

plished but through fundamental moral

ideas. Through them alone can we have

government as it should be, <>f the many,

for all, not of the few for the few, as it has

always been.

The government of the few, for the few,

is essentially and necessarily complex, with

laws by the ton, each one" with as many

words as possible, subject to interpretations

by the dozen, making plutocratic lawyers

and machine politicians in the life of nations

as plentiful as potato hugs in a potato

patch.

The government of the many, for all—

that should be simple in the extreme, with

laws few and far between, each law em

bodied in short, precise sentences, very

limited in number, making the above men

tioned luwyers ami politicians as useless and

unnecessary as typhoid fever and small

pox.

The government of the few, for the few,

is packed full with wheels and counter

wheels, with lots of silly parlaimentary de

vices, with a multitude of executive and

fat salaried officers, all blended in such a

confusing amalgamation that, when some

thing is wrong you cannot find who is res

ponsible for it. The individual hides him

self behind the group, the committee, &c.

In the government of the many, for all,

legislation must be direct from the people,

ami the executive officers must be lew, the

salaries reasonable, in accordance with holi

est earnings in industrial life, each individ

ual, at the head of each department or sub-

department, to be alone responsible for

something. It may even be necessary, and

it is possible to see that, when laws are not

executed by the respective officer, a given

group of local citizens should have them

enforced, under certain given tonus.

The government of the few, for the few,

has always rested on repression in many

forms, giving to some advantages over the

rest.

The government of the manv, for all,

should rest on freedom in all forms, the

freedom that respects all ( iod's laws, giving

to no one any advantage over the rest, and

thus opening to all men the path into joy

and manhood, as intended by the Creator

in his organization through the whole uni

verse.

WHAT IS SOCIALISM?

BY W. H. STUART.

Before considering the objections urged

against socialism by Mr. Middleton in the

November Magazine, it might be proper to

briefly define what modern socialism is based

upon, and what it stands for.

Socialism is a phenomenon of the nine

teenth century. Historic socialism com

mences with Owens in England, and with

Fourier and Saint-Simon in France. Mod

ern democratic socialism, however, com

mences with Louis Blanc, Lassalle and Karl

Marx. The plans of Owens, Fourier and

Saint-Simon did not contemplate any change

in the political complexion o'" society. Louis

Blanc was the first who demanded that the

state should be organized on a democratic

basis preparatory to its social re-organiza

tion. While Owens, Fourier and Saint-

Simon proposed the gradual introduction of

their schemes, expecting their rapid adop

tion until all society was included. Louis

Blanc, on the contrary, insisted that the

state should inaugurate social workshops

for co-operative production. Karl Marx ad

vocated an international movement of all

workinginen, while Lassalle favored na

tional co-operation.

In our own country, socialism, under its

specific name of "nationalism," advocates

the gradual nationalisation of all industries

as fast as an intelligent public opinion is

educated up to the justice and necessity of

the public control and operation of all the

means and instruments for the production

and distribution of wealth.

Mr. Thos. Kirkeep, author of the article

"Socialism," in the Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica, says :

The principle of socialism is of an economic na

ture, ami is most clear and concise. The central aim

of socialism is to terminate the divorce of the workers

from the natural sources of subsistence ami of culture.

The socialist theory is based on the historical asser

tion Unit the course of social evolution for centuries

has been to gradually exclude the producing classes

from the possession of land find capital, and to estab

lish a new subjection, the subjection of workers, who

have nothing to depend on but precarious wane-labor.

The socialists maintain that tile present system tin

which land and capital are the property of private in

dividuals, freely struggling for increase of wealth)
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lends inevitably to social and economic anarchy : to

the degradation of the workingman anil his family ;

tu the growth of vice ami idleness among the wealthy

classes and ilieir dcpcudems: to had and inartistic

workmanship, and to adulteration in all its forms, and

that it is tending more and more to separate society

into two classes — wealthy millionaires, confronted

with an enormous mass of prolitarians—the issue out

of which must either lie socialism or social ruin.

To avoid all these evils, and to secure a more equita

ble distribution of the means and appliances of hap

piness, the socialists propose that land ami capital,

which are the requisites «>f labor, and the sources of

all wealth and culture, should become the property

of society, and be managed by it for the general good.

Mr, Kirkeep, contrasting the earlier schools

of socialism with modern socialism, Bhows

that the former were to a certain extent

fantastic, Utopian and speculative, while in

many ways teaching a noble spirit of unsel

fishness ; in other ways, the tendencies were

undesirable and resulted in bringing them

into deserved contempt. Modern socialism,

on the contrary, is a purely economic move

ment ; religion it regards as a purely private

concern. While many socialists are frankly

materialistic in their views, there are others

who hold that socialism is simplv applied

Christianity, that the ethics of socialism

and Christianity are identical.

Mr. Kirkeep says:

Hut while the basis is economic, socialism implies

and carries with it a change in the political, ethical,

technical and artistic arrangements of society which

would constitute a revolution greater probahlv than

has ever taken place in human historv. greater than

the transition from the ancient to the ni'editeval world,

or from the latter to the existing order of societv. In

the first place, such a change assumes as Its original

complement the most thoroughly democratic organ

ization of society. * * <■ Socialism, in fact, claims

to be the economic complement of democracy, main

taining that without a fundamental economic change,

political privilege has neither meaning or value. In

the second place, socialism naturallv goes with an un

selfish or altruistic system of ethics. The most char

acteristic feature of the old societies was the exploita

tion of the weak by the strong under the systems of

slavery, serfdom and wage-labor, t'nder trie social

istic regime it is the privilege and duty of the strong

and talented to use their superior force and richer en

dowments in the service of their fellow men. * o a

In the third place, socialists maintain that under

their system, and no other, can the highest excellence

and beauty be realized in individual production and

in art. whereas, under the present system beauty and

thoroughness is sacrificed to cheapness, which is a

necessity of successful competition. Lastly, the so

cialists refuse to admit that individuality, or freedom,

or character, would be sacrificed under the arrange

ments they propose. They believe, in short, that

there is no opposition whatever between socialism

ami individuality rightly understood: that those two

are complements, the one of the other; that in so

cialism alone may every individual have hope of free

development and a full realization of himself.

Socialists recognize three great economic

movements in the historv of societv: (1)

slavery, (2) serfdom, (3) wage-labor. Under

the two former systems, the robbery of labor

was open and undisguised. Under the wage

system, the robbery continues, but disguised

under an apparent 'freedom of contract. This

is what socialists term the capitalist system

of production, and it is against this system

of labor exploitation ami the consequent

degradation of the laborer that Karl Marx

directed his most destructive criticism and

his most effective dialectic. Socialism is

based on the fundamental theory that all

wealth is the product of labor; that labor,

in other words, is the only source of value.

Imagine, then, a soeiety'in which all labor

freely and exchange the various products

on the basis of the "socially necessary"

time expended in their production. Sup-

fiose that, in such a society, live hours' daily

abor will produce a subsistence. Now trans

late those laborers into wage-laborers under

the capitalist system, and the laborers still

produce theirsubsistence with the five hours

daily of labor; but now, having sold their

labor to the capitalist, they work ten or

more hours per day. The first five hours

produces their subsistence; the other five

or more produces "surplus value." which

the capitalist appropriates, i. c, the laborer

receives in wages the cost of the subsistence

of himself and family; the surplus product

of his labor is exploited by the capitalist

and land owner in the shape of rent, inter

est and profits. The laborer being divorced

from land and capital, the indispensable

means of subsistence and wealth, is forced

under competition with his fellows to ac

cept a wage that represents, not the value

of his labor, but the bare cost of his sub

sistence; all over that amount is appropri

ated by the capitalist.

Although the productivity of labor has

enormously increased by the introduction

of labor-saving machinery: I >y advances in

the arts and sciences ; by intensity of labor ;

by increased skill and efficiency," and tech

nique, yet labor continues to receive only-

its cost of subsistence and reproduction.

All the advantage of the improvements re

ferred to are appropriated by the capitalist

class. This ever increasing wealth, produced

by labor, continues to flow, a Factolian

stream, into the coffers of the capitalist

class. So greatly has this wealth accumu

lated under modern conditions of production

that the wealthy class of New York City

alone possess probably more wealth than

was contained in all Europe during the fif

teenth century, a period which Professor J.

Thorold Rogers calls the "Golden Age" of

the English workingman, whose condition,

he declares, was better than the English

workingman of the nineteenth century! It

is against this system of exploitation" that

socialism is a protest. But, to again quote

Mr. Kirkeep:

Scientific socialists strongly insist that the eco

nomic order of the future cannot be realized by I'to-

plan schemes, or arbitrary legislation, or mere revo

lutionary disturbance. If it comes, it must come an

the dominant tendencies of modern social develop

ment: it must he realized under the conditions pre

scribed by our nature and environment. In discuss

ing the doctrines of Marx, we stated that the central

point of the question was this : Do the strongest forces

of the social development of our time reallv tend

towards the superceding of the present economic

order, and towards the establishment «f a new and

wid.r order based mi collective capital and associated
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mhor" Socialists maintain that they do. and that

there is going lorward a double process of dissolution

mid reconstruction—the dissolution of individualism.

with a constructive tendency Inwards collectivism.

• li Over Ihe «'hole Industrial world w e sec great crisis

sui-eeedini: inch other, resulting in stagnation ami de

pression which now threaten to become ehrouie and

permanent. \\ bile the |iroduotive forces of the world

an* enormously increasing, they only tend the more

to intensify national and international competition,

and to render lattor suiarfluous, precarious and de

pendent, ("nder this svstem the worker has neither

freedom or security; All 'his variety of symptoms are

only atcign <>( the oreak-down of the present economic

order, both in principle and method. They are the

tu-ces*arv results of the competitive system, which

has filially revealed its real nature and tendency—

iiiimmiii- anarchy, i^i The constant and ineWtuble

tendency towards concentration in industrial o|>era-

tions. which began with the introduction of steum

and of the factory system, through which the small

pnxiueer has Iteeii superceded by the capitalist, the

smaller capitalist by the larger. And now the single

capitalist is tieing a'bsorljed in the company i trust i, u

growing proportion of the world's business being so

large that only a great company can provide the re<iui-

site capital and organization : whilst in the large com-

■ ■atiie* there Is a tendency, in case they cannot drive

each other out of the Meld, to bring about a fusi t

interest*.

In all this we sec a great constructive process in

evitably going on as the result of the inherent ten

dencies of industrial development. Thus the control

of indnstrv will be concentrated in a few colossal com

panies an<l their I'hiefs. " 's obvious how this pro

r»*s* would simplify the transferancc of thewholeloa

collective management by society. i:t) This leads us

to a third important point, the growing tendency

towards state control of industry, and the growing

sviise of the responsibility of society for all lis metn-

tiers observable in 'ierman politics, not less tlnm un

der the more democratic conditions of France and

England.

It is apparent how, under this influence, the exist

ing state might absorb one by one all the large social

functions, as ha< already happened with regard- to

iMui-ation. means of communication. &c. * * * *

• 4) In England, during the last half century, we have

seen a long succession of efforts, partially successful,

towards a new organization of society rendered neces

sary by the changes due to industrial revolution.

hi economics, as in other sphere*. Ihe watchword of

the new era ha* l#een freedom—the removal of re

straint. " " * io But the great social force which

is destined to work out the vast transformation con

sists of the human beings most directly interested in

this <*oloss»d struggle—the modem democracy. This

'lemoeracy is marked by a combination of character

istics that' is new to history. It is being educated and

enlightened in the sehool and h\ the press: if is being

drilled and organized in large lactone*: * • * by

vast popular demonstrations in the gigantic electoral

struggles of the time. " * * Having transformed

Ihe political conditions of things, they are now ready

foran economic iraiist'ortutition. » il The only

l«»ue out of the present economic condition isoonccn-

trut«t collective industry under the control of the

new democracy and its chosen leaders, tin the irre-

sistahle momentum of these two inevitable and ever

CTtiwing forces—the concentration of industry and

Ihe growth of the new democracy—socialism depends

fur the realization of its scheme of Iransfonnation."

Such is a brief outline of the aims aiirl ob

jects of modern socialism. Fortunately, in

■ •nr own country, the democratic ideal in

Miir political system has been largely real

ized, and need's only the extension of the

democratic idea into our industrial organ

ization to complete the ideal of the social

democratic state, where the people collect

ively shall control both their political and

industrial organization in the interest of nil

the people.

I shall now consider the objections against

socialism offered by Mr. Middleton, quoting

my statement that :

"The people collectively, and not merely

the small capitalist class, must control all

the means and instruments for the produc

tion and distribution ot wealth."'

Says Mr. Middk'ton:

Kortunatelv, in considering socialism, we have in

addition to die writings of socialists many historical

illustrations to shed light upon the results that will

probable ensue if ' the nation itself shall control nil

the means of production and distribution of wealth

in the interest of all the people.'

Anil then to show the dire results that

would follow industrial equality in the nine

teenth century, he cites the political condi

tion of the Peruvians in the sixteenth cen

tury! An isolated nation cut off from all

communication with European civilization,

just emerging, when discovered by their

Spanish conquerors, from fetichismand idol

atry. This style of argument on the part of

Mr! Miildleton displays an ignorance of the

canons of criticism that is far from credita

ble to him. The only proper comparison

that can be made is between the condition

of Peru and other nations of the same intel

lectual development. Measured by that

standard, there is probably no nation in

history that can compare with them. Mr.

M. admits that poverty was unknown; he

might have added that there was no word

in the Peruvian language to express the

term " poverty." Their political system was

thoroughly adapted to their intellectual de

velopment. They hail no political freedom,

nor had they any desire for it, any more

than had the ancient Egyptians. Yet,

through their mild government and remark

able economic development, they reached a

degreeof progress, n-itliout poverty, unknown

in the historv of the world. Contrasted with

the civilization and economic condition of

the ferocious butchers who ruthlessly de

stroyed them, is certainly to the disadvan

tage of the latter. Dr. Draper, in his remark-

aide work, ''The Intellectual Development

of Europe," says:

Hv millions upon millions, whole nations nnd

races were remorselessly cut off. The Bishop of Chiapa

affirms that more thiiii fifteen millions were exter

minated in his time! From Mexico and Peru a civil

ization tlnit might have instructed Europe was cruihed

out. • •> * In Americu, she "Spain) destroyed races

more civilized than herself.

Dr. Draper describes the agriculture of the

Peruvians as farin advance of the Spaniards,

and refers to their public buildings and their

engineering skill as even now the wonder of

the world. Thai they succumbed so readily

before their ferocious conquerors is nothing

remarkable. Kven the Koman Kinpire was

overrun again and again by barbaric hordes,

and Dulia with its countless millions was

conquered by a few thousand Englishmen.

Neither Koine or India had, I believe, what

.Mr. M. calls " imperial state socialism."

No socialist will cite the historv of Pern
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a.« mi argument in favor of socialism; the

conditions, political, intellectual ami eco

nomic were entirely wanting. I**it only one

lamentably ignorant of the siilijeet under

discussion would otter the Peruvian polity

as an argument against inodeni socialism.

Another frightful example citeil liy .Mr.

Middleton is the Topolohampo Colony in

Mexico, engineered by Mr. A. K. Owens.

After quoting some complaints made by the

colonists of had treatment, he remarks:

"Anil thus is a socialist colonv started in

hopes that civilized people would follow the

example." I^et me assure Mr. .Middleton

that no socialist colony working under so

cialistic conditions has ever heen in opera

tion in Mexico for a single day. The inten

tion of the promoter of the colony was, so

he claims, to put into practice integral co

operation. Hut the conditions for such co

operation were never present. Owens holds

the land in his own name, and his interests

and influence are paramount. To cull such

a "'socialist colony," is a travesty on the

the name. And let me here state that the

forming of small and isolated countries on a

socialist basis is not part of the socialist pro

gramme; on the contrary, they discourage

them. Their success or failure is neither a

conclusive argu n lent for, or against, national

co-operation. When the single tax theory

was about being tried at Hyattsville. Mil.,

Mr. George was careful to warn his followers

that the theory could not be fairly tested

on so small a scale, and that its failure at

Hyattsville would be no argument against

it as a state, or, better, as a national experi

ment, lie was, of course, quite right.

It is, however, characteristic of the single

tax intellect that while they loudlv insist

that they believe in and advocate voluntary

co-operative socialism, yet they neverthe

less point to the failure of some of those

small communities as a conclusive argument

against the theory of socialism. As Mr. M.

would sav, " Could anything be more incon

sistent'.''

In regard to his citation of liabcuf's scheme

in the eighteenth century, I reply, that lia

beuf's conspiracy is not to be distinguished

from scores of others formed during the pre

ceding centuries for religious, political, or

predatory purposes. Cabet's colonv in Amer

ica was an effort to put communism in prac

tice, and was to some extent successful. The

American (yclopa'dia says the colony was

held in high esteem for their industry and

morality. Itut, usually, such small commu

nities are dominated bv the ideas of its

founder, for whose possible idiosyncrasies

socialism can not be held responsible. For

instance, there is nothing to prevent a man

who believes that the sun goes around the

earth, and that a man should have three

wives, from converting others to that belief

and starting a communistic colonv, but mil v

a single taxer would cite that fact as \irinm

fin-in evidence that socialism naturally tends

to perverted astronomy and to polygamy.

The theories of socialism and nationalism

are to lie found in the declarations of repre

sentative bodies, and in authoritative books

on the subject, and not in the utterances of

single men or small communities.

As further dire results that will naturally

follow the advent of a socialist regime, my

intelligent critic points to the horrors"of n-

ligious persecutions some centuries ago.

That Americans will restore the Holy In

quisition, the Iiiilr.i- KijiiiiyiitiiniK, the rack

and thumb-screw, that we will make feed

troughs for horses of the bodies of those who

flitter from us. is only too evident to the dis

eased imagination Ml this unfortunate gen

tleman.

" Finally," says Mr. Middleton, "so lung

as human nature remains to a large degree

selfish, the results that I have shown forth

will follow wherever the nnijoritv controls

all."

1 brand this statement as a shameful libel

on his countrymen, lie is now living in a

country under the "despotic rule of the ma

jority." and no such results have followed.

He says, farther:

Sail, inilceil, will l„. i |i,. ilny when Kiiiwr or iiiH-

jurfty *ltHll iliiiiitc to every workman his hour* of
work mill his rceoiu|H'iiM: liu-rvt'or. n * * * Hail.

imli'i'it, woiiM it be for humanity If imtiotml control

of nil )irotlui'tiou nii'l iliMribuliou were the only v<-

rn|ie from itftiomnec, imverty an«l crime.

This is, indeed, sad, sad, rubbish. Fuller

our present system, the workman sets his

own compensation and hours of work, does

he? or, is it his master, the capitalist ? Ac

cording to Mr. Middleton, the demnition

bow wows will follow whenever the people

themselves choose their hours of labor and

recompense, instead of having the capitalist

class do it for them. How sad a postal em

ploye must feel when he thinks that his pay

ami hours of laborare set bv a congress that

represents the majority of his countrymen!

Think of the sad condition of the future gov

ernment railroad employe when he finds his

hours of labor reduced to eight per day, and

his salary increased J") percent., and no dis

charge without cause, when In- will be denied

even the pleasant pastime of "dancing on

the carpet" befote the representative of

some useless capitalist. Or, think of the

unfortunate coal miner w ho will, under the

tyrannous rule of a " majority " of his coun

trymen, be forced to accept an increase of

~M) to oIKI per cent, to his wage, and have

his hours ol labor reduced to live or six, in

stead of the exquisite pleasure of slowly

starving under capitalist employ! No strikes,

no " pluck-uie" stores, no nothing to taakc

life pleasant, only a dead monotony of plenty

to eat and drink, and leisure, and the refine

ments of a civilized life. Think of the self
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abasement ami degradation that will inev

itably follow when a "tyrannous majority"

decide that the people shall manage their

own industrial affairs for themselves, in

stead of our present paternal system of

allowing the capitalists to <lo it tor them.

No wonder cold chills run down Mr. Mid-

dleton's spinal column when he thinks of it.

lly the wav, he has no douht heard of the

shrewd Yankee, who, during a rise of the

Mississippi river, just after the war, set a

lot of •' contrabands " to work catching drift

wood on shares. The niggers done the work.

he plnved the Ikiss. The niters retained

halt of the driftwood; the other half they

piled up for " de boss." The arrangement

was quite satisfactory to the "nigs;" they

were accustomed to the paternal system of

production and distribution. Xow substi

tute, in place of the driftwood, an endless

variety of commodities produced by minute

subdivision of labor, a hundred men work

ing to produce one article, so that the work

man can not lay his hand on any one com

modity and say he produced it; then sub

stitute "wages" for the niggers' share of

the driftwood, and you have our present

capitalist system of production and wage

slavery. Had the niggers the necessary

brains and independence to dispense with

the "'boss." amjlire, "capitalist," and co

operated in the "production" of the drift

wood and divided the product among them

selves, they would have done what social

ism proposes to do with the national product.

The desire to continue this capitalist sys

tem, and its inevitable and degrading wage-

slavery, is a survival of the old feeling of

dependence on and servility to a superior

class. Our " coal barons " and " lords of in

dustry," with their dependent wage-slaves,

are worthy successors of their mediaeval pro

totypes anil their feudal retainers and serfs.

It is related that the natives of African

settlements who are attached as qmwi slaves

to white men, look with disdain on their

less fortunate brethren, and taunt them that

"they have no white man to look after

them." It must be a feeling akin to this

that attaches Mr. Middleton so strongly to

his capitalist masters. Down south, "befo'

de wall," refractory darkies were threatened

that if they continued "no 'count an'

trifliu'," "a ole abolitioner" would catch

and take them north where they would have

no "ole mass'r an' missis" to look after

them. I suppose this is how Mr. Middle-

ton would feel in a co-operative common

wealth, no capitalist to "look after him" or

to work for.

I shall defer further consideration of Mr.

Middleton's objections to a future article.

We Want no Kings,

(io where I will, 1 feel a sound

Like sullen thunder shake the ground.

Ami as I listen, half in fear.

The sound swells louder and more near.

Anil Thought has grown too bold and free

To let us longer bend the knee

A sound of protest from the throngs

Grown weary from their cruel wrongs.

Again I listen; thrilled and stirred.

I catch its purport word for word,

As loud and louder yet it rings—

" We want no Kings, we want no Kings!"

The world has grown too wise and old

For monarch* with their crowns of gold,

And commerce has too many ports

For noble men to mince through courts.

Humanity has grown too wide

To let us now for queens provide;

Too weighty issues are at hand

To maintain princes in the land.

To any man, unless he lights

For Justice. Truth and common rights.

The rights of labor to its bin—

The rights of toilers to aspire

To something better than befalls

The burdened oxen in their stalls;

The right of all paid slaves to rise

Against self-crowned monopolies,

That rob the tillers of the soil

Of honest proceeds of his toil!

That steal the poor man's flour and sack

Anil grind him, till he buys the"in back

At twice their value. Down, we say.

With these false kings who rule to-day.

With Freedom's voice the welkin rings:

"We want no Kings, Ave want no Kings!"

Kiln Whertrr Wiho.r.
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MECHANICAL.

Contributors will *i;.rn their names to their articles

and forward ropy so as to reach the editor not lun-r

than tin- rinu (lay of earn month.

IS IT YOUR TTRN NKXT?

1 feel sure that I fan make the following

statements to the members of the B. L. r.

without being accused of blowing my own

horn unduly.

1 know of no body of men who are quicker

point by the slow torture to death, by cook

ing, of a dear friend who was held under his

engine in a slight wreck. I am ashamed to

to say that before this 1 read in my morn

ing paper the usual heading " Another Bad

Wreck." and took it as a matter of course;

and I have read the concluding sentence,
•' Nobody was injured except the engineer

and fireman; one of these was killed out

right, and the other was scalded so that lie

can not recover," a hundred times and for

gotten about it in an hour. Such things are

so common thev excite no interest bevond

 

to see anil appreciate anything done in their

interests than this order as a whole, and

they don't stop to hunt for the possible inu

tile; it's rewrite they are looking for.

Both before and since 1 got off a locomo

tive, I have tried to make the occupation of

locomotive enginemen a betterone, and any

scheme that promised to dignify the (idling

or make it easier or better for the men in

it. has alwave had all the support my feeble

efforts could give. Some years ago I became

deeply interested in the subject of accidents

to enginemen, especially scalding accidents.

In 1892 there were 2,o54 train and engine

men killed, and 28,267 crippled ; there were

ver 200 frightful scalding accidents.

Mv attention was forcibly called to this

the sound of the escaping steam, except in

the homes of the victims.

The more I investigated the matter, the

more ghastly the long rows of my dead and

crippled comrades became.

X wreck once in a few months on your

home road does not seem so bad. but when

you add up the list for the whole country

and set down the gruesome total, it com

mences to haunt you Then when yon go

into details and read of the agonies that

were suffered under some of these wrecks

because of escaping steam, hard and cold,

indeed, must be vour heart if it does not

yearn to throw off all obstructions and do

tomething right then and there to stop the

torture and the useless sacrifice.
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I thought once that the brotherhoods were

big enough and strong enough to take this

matter up and enforce a reform ; and so thev

ponld, if they knew what to ask or demand.

Right here is where I ran across the first

snag.

We have invented or improved almost

everything on locomotives except boiler fit

tings: cocks and valves and checks are just

atwiit as thev were fifty years ago, except

they are smaller and there are ten times as

many of them.

The average railroad manager would be

solidation- with view of left side and boiler

head as well (small reproductions of which

are shown herewith I, with all the boiler fit

tings left off. The prizes will be paid for

the best job of finishing these designs.

We are going to give $100 for the best. $50

for second, and$2o for the third best arrange

ment of cab and boiler fittings foreach class,

making the total cash prize money $330.

We do not care what is used, new or old,

nor how you use it. We claim nothing but

the right "to publish the designs; if anything

new or patentable is invented, it belongs to

 

willing to order approved safety appliances

for new engines, lor they would probably be

n cheap as others, and many roads are al

ways ready to adopt a good device if its mer

it? are apparent.

The question that arose was, " What is the

l>est?" That question has not been an

swered, nor may not be.

After some thought on the matter and a

ronaultation with my partner, Angus Sin-

rlair. it was decided to make an effort to

'■all out the best suggestions of the railroad

men of the world on this subject, and pay

f'ir them. No one can insist on the adoption

of safety appliances that are unknown.

We got out large drawings of two classes

of locomotives—an eight-wheeler and a con-

the inventor. We want to see safer, more

convenient and better boiler fittings, and

are paying the prize money with these ob

jects in view, and at which the designs must

aim.

First.—Greater safety for the lives of the

engine crews under any and all circum

stances, especially wrecks.

Second.—Convenience in handling the lo

comotive, comfort of the crews, consistent

with best road service.

Third.—Economy of time and money in

keeping up running repairs.

Before January 1st we shall select a com

mittee of rive judges, consisting of one super

intendent of motive power of a large road,

one superintendent of a locomotive works,
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one chief draftsman, one traveling engineer

and one locomotive engineer. These men

will meet at the Master Mechanics' conven

tion, next June, at Saratoga, X. Y., look over

the designs and award the prizes. Winners

will have their money for the Fourth.

The judges will not know irho submitted

designs until after they decide, as the draw

ings will only have a symbol on them, the

names of owners being in a s?aled envelope.

All of the prize designs, and, perhaps,

some of the others, will be published in

Locomotirr Engineering.

I feel sure that every member of this order

will be interested in this matter, whether

they express an interest or not. Of course

the prizes and the designs will excite some

interest in Locmnntirc Engineering, and that

is the only mercenary motive we have, or

can have. The desire to make the callings

of locomotive engineers and firemen safer

and easier, and more comfortable, is earnest

and sincere. Both Mr. Sinclair and myself

earned a living for more than ten years on

the deck of a locomotive.

We are ready to send drawings to those

who wish to compete, and hope the compe

tition may be spirited. There is no reason

why any member of this order should not

compete -and win.

If the men most to be benefited by im

proved locomotive appliances (those who

risk their lives on the old ones) do not take

an interest in attempts to improve them,

who will .'

There have been no improvements on

boiler fittings that amounted to anything.

( 'an't they be improved? Very few cabs are

handy for the men who run the engines,

principally because there is no standard

practice, and men arrange them who never

saw one out of the shop.

We have all talked about doing something

to prevent this loss of life and this suffering

from scalding accidents. Isn't it about time

to stop talking and do something?

We never know whose turn comes next?

John A. Hill,

Editor lAictrmoiire Engineering.

Nkw Yokk, X. Y.

SOMK OK THK "STKAM SITPKKSKDKRS"

ASI) THK KKSri.TS.

The attempt of the young engineering fra

ternity to " supersede steam,'' will bring to

the minds of the older members of the pro

fession remembrances of the days long

agone, of interest to thousands of our boys

who hr.ve not hail actual contact with the

facts, nor access to the libraries that contain

these strange recitals of the attempts of, in

manv cases, educated men to pervert nat

ural laws, by makingapparatus which would

in their estimation, do a certain thing, and

save such an amount of material, as would

instantly bring it into prominence; as an

evidence of which the financial wrecks

strewn all along the coasts of memory of tin-

last forty years are positive, if unpleasant,

facts.

The steam engine has been misunderstood.

and the uses to which steam has been put

are not always improvement, even if with

new or strange apparatus, and the results

are far from being desirable often, as the

writer has stated, " from the utter ignoring

some natural law" in the course of the ap

plication that was made in the attempt.

The basis of this article will be new to many

of its readers, no doubt, and it is not made

use of to throw the least discredit on one of

the most honest as well as honorable of men,

and in his later years one of the writer's

most honored professional friends, the late

John Ericsson, but it has also another pur-

Sose.that of showing how finely Profesjsor-

'octor Rankine, at that time, had dug into

the subject of heat anil its application and

how clearly he saw the result as the vindi

cation, almost to an exactity. of his then

newly demonstrated law of the " Efficiency

of the heat as applied to the steam engine.''

and in this his review of the report of Doc

tor Norton (also a professor) who had access

to the engines of the hot airship, Ericsson.

and whose report Rankine reviewed in hi.-

work on the steam engine, in 1853. It will

be of more than cursory interest to all read

ers who are after information to attend with

care to the whole article; while a part of it

is only newspaper clippings or references,

for the purpose of giving the dates and pro

gress, it has also a value in the history of

events that will be interesting.

The writer, as a boy of nine years of age,

took the Scientific Ameriean, and it was in the

first year of his reading it, 1831, that the

wonderful hot air ship was first heard of.

Referring to the tiles of that once inschan-

ical paper it will be found. Nov. Nth, 1831,

that " This invention is to use heated air as

a propelling agent, and to save the heat ol

the air by the devices, substances and ar

rangements of the machinery described."

" By which air etc." based on five claims

Editorially it is remarked in same article

" All of which, however, are worthless if the

principles upon which engine is built arc

not correct, and that they are not correct we

have not the least doubt." * • » Sterling's

hot air engine is said to be a good one, but

we don't believe it ; yet, he never pretended

it to be a perpetual motion, as is done in the

above specifications." This related to one

of the claims in which it was stated that

"after making fifty revolutions the motion

of the valves should be reversed" in order

to overcome possible obstacles and secure

the complete mechanical effect. April 10th,

'32, the same paper says: " It is stated on

authority of common hearsay, that Messrs.

Paine. Patterson and Stack, Williamsburg.
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X. V.. arc building a large steamship of 2200

tons fora company; she Into have Ericsson's

caloric engines ami the engines will occupy

les- space than are given to boilers i if marine

engines, and it is asserted that it will save

eighty per cent, of the fuel. She is for the

Liverpool trade, and will he a fair test of the

\alue of Capt. Ericssons invention. We

ran not see how it can at all operate so as

in do the work it has been asserted to do,

we are of the opinion it will lie a failure, a

ureuter failure than the ' Iron witch.' We

rhould be glad to find that we are mistaken,

etc."

January, 8th, '•!.'?. same paper comments

nil the false deductions of reports in the

daily papers on the fact that the screw had

lieen moving, etc. January 22d, 'o.'>, same

paper savs: "On Tuesday last week this

•■hip made her trial trip clown the hay. N.

V. Tiuw» reporter says ' she made ten knots

an hour,' in another place he says 'she made

twenty miles in two and one-half hours.'

St-ientific American says, in reference to the

same trial trip, 'she made in smooth water

with and against the tide, an average of eight

miles an hour," and then says editorially:

' none of the scientific press except the ed

itor of the Scientific American was cm hoard."

And then uses some very forcible express

ions as to the truth of some c if the statements

made by the press.

Then follows a description of the machin

ery, to some extent : " Four large cylinders

ol 22,300 square inches of area in each, of

piston, single acting; over the last cylinders

are placed three other cylinders, of 14,794

square inches of area each, piston area. The

upper cylinders are huge air cylinders, one

lor each lower cylinder, the lower are called

the working, and the upper the compressor,

cylinders. There are no boilers ; this re

quires, in starting the engine, the forcing of

;cir into the cylinders at a pressure of 12

tmumls per square inch, heat is then applied

liv means of the furnaces under the working

cylinders and the regenerators supply and

intercept heat in the passage of the compres

sed air to and from the working cylinder."

lu an article, which shortly afterwards ap

peared in the New York Herald, the regener

ators were compared to ' a person with a

sponge over his mouth, by which the heat is

taken up during inspiration and given out

in exhalation.' On which the Scientific

American remarks that " This comparison is

very just, but the writer quite forgets to re

mark that the sponge makes breathing very

much harder and increases the labor of the

lung's." On the trial trip Capt. Ericsson

stated that the ship would use six tonsof coal

in twenty-four hours. The correspondent

of the Brooklyn Eagle rated the power de

veloped at 228 horse power. A writer in N.

Y. Herald stated it at 600 horse power ; while

the editor of the Scientific American stated

that lu- had no reliable data, but put it at 4117

horse power, basing his computation on Dal-

ton's law. " As 15 pounds per square inch

for every 491 degrees F." Not for each 480

as Dalton puts it. ''The immense power

of the Iced pumps strikes every one.' Out

of 22,300 inches on each piston area, 14,794

inches arc for feeding, and this leaves only

an area of 7.">(M> square inches for effective

working surface.

"An excellent dinner was served and wine

mid lunch followed it." Same paper in Jan

uary 20th, 1S.V!, gives the first illustrations of

the Ericsson engine, taken from a five horse

power engine1 patented in 1833, described in

Sir Richard Philips' "Arts of Life" printed

in 1833. The steam ship engine is illustrated

in same number to show principles of opera

tion, and in the same issue the editor of the

Scientific American points out where ('apt.

Ericsson is making his mistake as to trie

steamship engines or the hot airship. " The

same heat but not the same air is to be used,

the regenerator is to be heated and reheated,

for the air as it uses to pass out and in

through the same regenerator or in both

directions. There are four working cylin

ders, each having 22,300 square inches of

area each single acting, and ot six feet

stroke ; the upper cylinders (air feed pumps)

have each 14,794 square inches of area, and

are of the same length of stroke. Atmos

pheric air enclosed in a vessel that is tight

and raised to 384 degrees F. acquires a pres

sure of twelve pounds per square inch, and

as the engine cuts oft" at three-quarters

stroke the pressure is reduced to 10.96

pounds per square inch of mean pressure,

the piston speed was fourteen revolutions

per minute, six feet stroke and four of

them then 14X4X6=330 feet, then for the

total power of the engines working as sup

posed, from the temperature we have,

22,300X10x336-=-33,000=2,488 horse power

exerted on the working side of the 4

pistons, collectively, and from this we are

to deduct the compression work on the other

side of the pistons, as follows, the piston

speed is the same as it is the same piston but

the other end or side; 14.794X0.43X336

-=-33,000=1409 horse power (1407 is right)

and then for the total actual exerted power

of the whole engine all working we have

force exerted on workingside of pistons, 2,488

horse power; force exerted on compres

sion sicle of piston. 1,409 horse power, and,

therefore, we find in the whole calcula

tion that the amount of exerted power is

1,079 horse power, without any deduction

for frictional losses, etc., and in these en

gines this nonaccounted for amount is very

large, and in the articles referred to it is

called 479 horse power, so that of net power

is 600 horse power." This is the gist of the

whole matter in a long article taken from

the New York Herald at the time, largely ex
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tract eel by the Scientific American. The ed

itor <>t' tile Scientific American, gave in his

statement that the net exerted power for

driving the paddle wheels was 244,572 horse

power cpf 244' horse power out of the whole

2,488 horse power furnished by the fuel.

It must be remembered by the reader that

the above Tabulations are purely and en

tirely theoretical, no indicator or actual tests

so far, and the record of them is not to be

found in the paper referred to, but is on rec

ord in a foreign publication, not at the writ

ers' hand at the moment, but accessable to

him.

June 11th, 1853. The Scientific American

says: "The New York floating derrick,

Bishop, has recently been taken alongside

the Ericsson for the purpose of removing her

heavy machinery, and thus far one main cyl

inder and piston rod. weighing thirty tons,

one air pump cylinder and the walking beam

have been taken out."

July 23d, 18.53. The Scientific. American

says: "The Ericsson is now Iving almost

like a sheer hulk, at the Williamsburg

dock."

January 28th, 1854. Scientific American

says: " In a letter from John Ericsson, he

says : ' That the iww engines of the ship

are nearly ready, and are greatly reduced

in size from the first engines built and the

obstacles are removed, etc' "

February 1 1th, 1854. "Mr. Ericsson writes

again, 'that the matter is nearly readv,

etc.'"

April 15th, 1854. "Mr. Ericsson says in

a letter. ' will have our new improved ma

chinery in and ready for a trial trip in about

ten days, and proceed immediately to sea.' "

May fit ri , 1854. Scientific American says:

"The Ericsson while making a trial trip

down the bay Thursday last was struck by a

squall, careened and sunk, etc."

May 20th, 1854. Scientific American says:

"The Ericsson was raised on Thursday and

towed into the navy yard dock for repairs ;

damages sustained said to be $50,000.

Scientific American of the same date says

editorially : " The report of the daily papers

in this city respecting the late and unfortu

nate trial trip, are nojt to be trusted in any

particular excepting that relative to her be

ing capsized."

July 20th, 1854. The Scientific American

says: "The Ericsson is now being turned

into a steamer." This is the subject of a

short article relative to the repairs that have

been going on quietly as " current report,"

and this is the end of her as a hot air ship.

We now come to the facts as to her per

formances as a ship, from her trial, and the

data is from Professor Norton's report on

her trial trip, ami Kankine's deductions on

that data from a purely scientific view, and

not from actual observation.

It will be understood that Professor Kan

kine's deductions are entirely from the data

of the report and are only strictly scientific

so far as the reasoning goes, and not from

indicator diagrams or definite data of that

kind. " Theairengines of the Ericsson had

four working cylinders of 14 feet diameter

each, or 154X4=016 square feet of area;

length of stroke, (> feet ; revolutions per min

ute, 9; and from his previous reasoning he

had found the mean effective pressure to be

2.12 pounds per square inch, or 305 pounds

on the square foot, then 305X<>15x<W^

33,000^307 indicated horse power, us the

final result of the whole computation of the

data furnished by Professor Norton. The

actual amount of indicated horse power

stated by Professor Norton is 300, and that

computed by Professor Uankine is 307. Nor

ton's result is from diagrams and Kankine's

is entirely from his own formula computed

by himself, and his method of reasoning is

precisely what he had laid down as the laws

that govern the action of steam or anv me

dium for transferring energy, in which the

medium was heated. The bulk of the en

gine was enormous for its power, and the

amount of fuel used per hour per horse

power as stated by Professor Norton, was

1.87 pounds, or 1,050,000 pounds for the foot

pound duty of one pound of anthracite, and

from this it appears that the resultant effi

ciency of the furnace and fluid was .1014 and

the efficiency of the furnace (alone) was

.4 nearly, or equal to the lowest efficiency of

steam boiler furnaces. The heating surface

in the engines of the Ericsson consisted sim

ply of the bottom of the cylinders and

amounted to, in round numbers, about 700

square feet. The consumption of fuel per

hour was 5fi0 pounds, and computed by an

other ride of his the Professor makes the

efficiency of the same boiler furnace having

the same area of beating surtace, and burn

ing fuel at the same rate .71 ; the difference

between this and .4 must be ascribed to the

great inferiority of air to boiling water us a

medium for the convection of heat. 1 1 ap

pears from the preceding calculations that.

notwithstanding the low efficiency of the

furnact' in Ericsson's engine the efficiency

of the fluid was so great as to give a result

ant efficiency superior to that of almost all

steam engines of the time of the experi

ments relerred to. (1852.)"

In the engine as built by t'apt. Ericsson

the purpose was to save fuel, and the com

pound locomotive is also built to save fuel,

lint, as in the many compound engines

where there are other objects than the cost

of fuel, it has been found that while coal

is perhaps in amount saved, other items are

much more than in the usual way of work

ing, and that some of the modifications of a

compound are economical. The way thev

are sought to be put into use is not on all

points either desirable or economical. To
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return to Hit- air engine, it <licl use fuel eco

nomically, it <liil a large iluty and it <li<l not

furnish any economy when the amount' of

tinkering and repairs as well as cargo space

was taken into consideration, nor did the

{milliliters of the scheme ever allow her to

iiniiiiieiice husiness in going over the ocean

with cargoes, and the second one has not

yet lieen built. There is not the slightest

doubt that ('apt. Kricsson was sincere in

hi- opinions, and to some extent he was cor

rect in his way out of all the trouble of ap

plying the heat to air instead of water, but

then- were several tilings subject to natural

laws that he did not give sufficient promi

nence to in his computations, and the ma

chinery proved subject to sudden and seri

ous breakages, as it has ever since in smaller

engine*, to sudden fits of obstinacy, in its

n|irrati"n. and all considered it has not oc

cupied any serious or important part of the

work of the power using world: The space

swept through for a horsepower, perminute,

was His cubic feet, for t lie working cylinders,

and fur the feed pumps " it was above 72

feet per minute," or a tremendous amount

when compared with the steam engine, and

while •• space was saved " usually used for

the marine boilers, the space occupied with

the engine was enormous, and the result was

from an eighth to a quarter of the indicated

horse power we now put in the same space

with steam, and of the cost of the engines,

no one can tell, for all connected with it are

now lung ago with the silent majority, but

\\> are Mire that our new ships, calling for

thirty thousand horse power, could not hold

the air engines and anvthing else, as built

tn-ilay. and no one could with the slightest

reelect lor the lact predict when a vessel

would arrive at any port, if the same obsta

cle- appeared in actual practice as did in

the brief experimental work referred to. It

ap|>ear>. looking over the figures, that " from

one-tenth to one-twentieth of the heat was

wasted in and about the regenerator." The

working pressure, instead of being ten to

twelve pounds per square inch, was in real

ity a little trifle over two pounds to the inch,

and this required very massive pistons,

n hich in turn were subject to sudden cracks

or breaks owing to the intense heat, and

thfn difficulties in packing on the same ac

count, were a constant source of tremble, and

summing it all up, the theoretical reasoning

was so modified when put to practical test

that it was a failure, not a commercial suc

cess, ami it was after great expense pulled

nut and the ship converted to steam.

The history ol the caloric or hot air en

gine is a curious one, and it has not even

now ceased to perplex its advocates, and

some people in Boston thirteen years ago

spent a large sum of money in making a new

hot air engine, the main feature of which

was the action of the pressure against the

atmosphere, that is they were to work under

an atmosphere or two of back pressure and

still convey power, and they did make a few

machines, but the old features asserted the

natural law, that a piece of red hot cast iron

would not last with any certainty, and so

after making various changes and improve

ments the new scheme was laid away with

its predecessors, and now the same people

are working on a hot steam engine, with a

hundred thousand dollars spent in the hot

air line.

In a trial of the Sterling hot air engine in

1X54 it was clearly demonstrated that it was

possible to work that engine at a pressure

of .'!7.75 pounds per square inch, and the ef

ficiency of the furnace was .44 and a steam

boiler under similar circumstances was .(il

and the efficiency of Sterling's engine ap

proached more nearly the steam engine than

did the Kricsson of a few years preceding,

changes were recommended, and, as a cer-

taintv it has not yet come into general use,

for tile simple reason Hankine states so

clearly, that "the great inferiority of air to

boiling water as a medium of convection of

heat" and by convection he means, "the

transfer and difusion of heat in a fluid mass

by the means of the particles of the mass."

The scientific reasoning which led Kankine

into this investigation has not been repro

duced here, as it would not be easy to ex

plain", and the article has already exceeded

the limit of space allowed me.

ThoHitix Pnnj, Jr.

Cl'RBGM NOTES.

That was a nice pot of money the Cramps

secured from the government as a premium

on the new cruiser, Columbia. I wonder if

it has ever occurred to many of the tax

payers, who foot the bills for these play

spells, what an immense fake this premium

business is liable to be. We never hear

much about the wonderful performances of

these cruisers after they are once put in

commission, but I am sure I cannot recall

one of them now which did not earn more

or less of a speed premium for its builders.

In the case of the Columbia, the Cramps,

her builders, get the snug sum of $:S50,U00

over and above the contract price, which

is $50,1)00 tor each quarter of a knot she ex

ceeds the specified speed in the official trial.

That is a very good sized fortune; it would

build a verv respectable boat; it would set

in motion torces which would provide am

ple support for many a family which finds

itself confronted with absolute starvation

at the beginning of the cold and gloomy

winter; and it is abstracted from the earn

ings of an already tax-burdened people and

given to swell the fortune of those who are

already numbered in the ranks of million

aires—for what ? Assuming that the Cramps
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made a fair profit on the construction of the

Columbia at the regular contract price—

and it is impossible to make any other as

sumption—it is difficult to understand just

why the government should find it neces

sary to swell that profit so enormously

because the work happened to exceed spe

cifications in a certain direction. It is a

business principle not followed out by pri

vate parties, and there seems no good reason

why it should be adopted by the govern

ment. Of course, it may all appear plain

enough to those who are so fortunate as to

be on the inside of this premium business,

but to some of those who are not informed

it looks like throwing hard earned dollars

into a well, as well as a gigantic swindle on

the people. The suspicion may be outra

geous and an insult to honorable men, but

such things have happened before, and in

view of the case with which these cruisers

always knock off' a few hundred thousand

dollars for their builders would there be

anything strange if a good slice of the pre

mium went to fatten the purses of govern

ment officials? Would there be anything

strange if the figures upon which these

premiums are based were doctored for a

financial consideration, instead of repre

senting actual facts? A hundred thousand

dollars, judiciously distributed, might very

appreciably shorten the course or cause the

official watches to mark time wrong. All

this might be done with a hundred thousand

dollars, and, in the Columbia's case, it would

still leave a cool quarter of a million to be

pocketed by the Cramps. Of course such a

suspicion mav be unjust and unfounded,

but it is a little strange that these cruisers

always manage to exceed specifications a

few hundred thousand dollars' worth. One

might be excused for looking for a failure

once in a while. Ami what does it all

amount to anv way? The government has

secured a useless tov. for which it has paid

$350,000 more than it is worth, and the tax

payers foot the bill. If we, as a nation,

exhibited half the intelligence in the ways

of peace that we do in the ways of war, what

a blessed thing it would be.

An excellent series of articles is published

in the Ruilinnt Age under the caption " lo

comotives at the World's Fair." This series

begins with the issue of Mav 5th, lsiKi, and

closes with the issue of November 17th.

There are 2li articles in all, and they take

the reader through the entire history of

steam locomotion, beginning with Newton's

crude attempt in KiSO and continuing to

the highest improved machine of the pres

ent day, in a most entertaining and instruct

ive manner. The series contains illustra

tions of 114distinct locomotives, 5:> of which

are classed as historic, and old time engines,

and are illustrated by line drawings. There

are 01 classed as modern engines, which arc

illustrated by diagrams or erecting cards,

an'd of these IS appear in the form of hall-

tone engravings. A table, giving the prin

cipal dimensions, accompanies the descrip

tion of each modern engine, and, in the case

ot the compounds, a separate article details

the several systems ol compounding, the

starting and intercepting valves being illus

trated and described. On the whole, the

Hiiilirnif Age is entitled to great credit for

this series; it is an immensely valuableone

and should be in the possession of all who

are interested in locomotive work.

.*. *
By a recent decision of the I'mted State-

circuit court for the southern distiict of

New York, the Westinghouse Air Hrnke

Company obtains a very substantial victory

over its New York rival. Tee New York

company's devices are declared to be in

fringements upon the Westinghouse patents

and an injunction is granted in favor of the

Westinghouse company. The chief point

in dispute between the two companies re

ferred to the quick action triple valve now

in common use, the Westinghouse company

claiming that the New York triple was an

infringement upon their patents. The Con

tention on this point turned upon the mat

ter of the relation existing between the

triple valve piston and the emergency pis

ton. The New York company claimed that

the Westinghouse emergency valve piston

was dependent upon the movement of the

triple valve piston, while their emergency

valve piston operates independently of the

triple valve piston, and they denied in

fringement because of this feature; the

other features of the New York triple being

identical with those of the Westinghouse,

and being manufactured after expired pat

ents. But tile court held that this feature

was fully covered by a patent issued to the

Westinghouse company in 1SHS, and the

decision seems to knock the New York

company completely out by barring it from

the use of the quick acting triple.

*
'

*
During the course of an address delivered

to the members of the B. K. T., at their

recent convention, held in Boston, Mr.

Moseley. Secretary of the Interstate Cttut-

merce Commission, presented some very

interesting statistics and comparisons,

which strikingly illustrate the constantly

growing importance of the railway interests

in the t'nited States. The following state

ments are from Mr. Moseley's address:

The men employed by Ilic railways to conduct the

transportation business' of the country last year werv

s.'l.il'i. They constitute tin army 9S per cent, n?

liirjce as the act I ve lierinaii army: ~.t per cent, iia large as

the Active army of France: si\ limes as largo as the

active army of lircat Hriuilu: anil more than Ihlrty

liines as large as the stunning army ot the United

States In these ilays of peace. For every W inhiibt-

(mil'- of tills country, men. women una children, there
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was last vcar one railway emjiloye, and one for every

rifleen of the popular vote east at the last Presidential

election.

This latter statement is interesting, as

showing the constantly increasing propor

tion of railway employes- to the whole pop

ulation of the country. According to the

report of the IuterstateOonimerceComniis-

flion, the number of railway employes in

proportion to the whole population was, in

IKK9, 1 to 87 inhabitants; in 1890, 1 to 84;

and in 1891. 1 to 82, thus showing a constant

increase.

From i> recent book on railways, unofficial, it np-

peurx that the I'nitcd States has the most efficient

body of workers, for, while the railways of England

require the service* of eighteen men per mile of line,

those of Germany and France, respectively, fourteen

men per mile of line, those of Russia fifteen men per

mile of line, and those of Belgium twenty-two men

per mile of line, the railway* of this country in the

operation of their vast mileage required the services

of only five men per mileol line. I regret that statis

tic* do not admit of a proper comparison by density

■ if traffic. While the service required of American

employe* i.* so vastly greater than that required of

employes in Kurope. nod while their average annual

wiuri-a are about twice as great, it still appears that

the cost of lalnir to American railways is less than to

the railways In auy countrv in Europe, labor costing

the railways of Oreat Britain, for instance, Slt.otai per

mile: Belgium $t,li3) per ndle : Russia 83,600 per mile;

(Jennnny fS.SIIO per mile; France S1.U80 per mile,

while the railways of the rnltcft Slates pay for their

labor only £!,ti£i per mile of line—less than one-half

the coKt ta-r mile of labor on British railways, and

about one-half the amount per mile paid by the rail

ways of Belgium.

Mr. Moseley made many other interest

ing statements, all of which emphasize the

fact that the railway interest is, by far, the

most important one in the country to-day.

When we reflect that this development has

occurred wholly within a period of little

more than half a century, the result seems

little short of miraculous. Just reflect that

every fifteenth man in the country is bound

to he a railroad man. ami it will be hard to

understand why, in a countrv as free as this,

in a political sense, so intelligent a body of

men as are railway employes are not better

represented than they are, in the legislative

councils of the nation.

*
• *

The theory concerning technical schools

seems to be somewhat different over in

Europe than it is here. There they train

boys with the expectation that they are

always to remain in a definite position in

life; "they do not expect or desire them to

make any effort to raise themselves out of

it certain position, for which they have been

fitted. Our consul at ltottcrdam, Holland.

in a report on the trade schools of that

country, says: "A unique, an entirely Eu

ropean (or class) criticism of some of the

Dutch technical schools is made by Dutch

men to the effect that the schools educate

too much and too well." " We seek," said

one school manager, "to make good wage-

earning mechanics who shall be competent

to their tasks, but at the same time content

to remain permanently in the rank and

station of a wage-earning mechanic. Yet

we find our pupils ambitious to reach high

er, and, by virtue of their excellent train

ing, competent to reach higher." Growing

animated, this man continued: "Why,

one of thebovs graduated by us, who should

should have been satisfied to do good work

at his bench, went to New York a few years

ago and I just now hear lie has been suc

cessful against sharp competition in win

ning tirst prize for the best plan of a gigantic

railway bridge in the United States." The

teacher concluded: " It is not for this our

trade-school boys are trained, and we make

asocial and industrial mistake in thus over

training." That may be a nice social the

ory which consists in training a man for a

particular place and keeping him there, but

it is to he hoped that the day is far distant

when it will obtain recognition in this

country. Wilfred P. Borland.

IMMUNITY FROM ACCIDENTS.

The countrv is mourning over the large

number of accidents during the rush of

travel to the World's Fair, until it is a ques

tion whether it really paid to have such a

grand exhibtion, if it had to be done at the

sacrifice of so many lives and limbs. While

all the so called trunk lines have had acci

dents, it is a remarkable fact that the Morris

and Essex Division, which forms the eastern

end of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

railroad litis, even during this summer's rush

for business, been able to keep its record un

broken. Its record is that no passenger has

ever heen killed in its cars on this division.

As the M. & E. U.K. was first chartered in

1K.j,"> and built from Newark to Morristown,

then to Dover and extended to Hacketts-

town in 1854 it is quite an old road, but it

had only a local traffic up to 1806, when it

was again extended and reached the D. h.

& W. K.R. at Washington, N. J., and the

Delaware river at Easton, Pa. It is thus

nearly (10 years old, according to its charter,

and has been in operation over 50 years for

a part of its line, and for nearly 30 vears has

done a heavy business in coal and passen

gers, and within the last 10 vears it has, bv

the extensions of the D. L. & W. to Uuflalo

been made the carrier of a large amount of

western freight and stock. Beside this it

has an ever increasing host of commuters,

who seek to find rest from the turmoil of

the city, amidst the breezy Jersey hills, or

along the slopes of the Orange Mountains.

The business of the road has increased so

that, according to the latest time table, 172

first-class and about 75 second-class trains

arrive and leave Hoboken (opposite New

York City) every day. Newark, seven miles

out, has nearly 100 passenger trains each

day. Dover (about 40 miles out) has 58

first-class and about 60 second-class trains

arriving and leaving each day, while Port
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Morris (nearly 50 miles out) has 36 first-

class and about 130 to 140 second-class trains

arriving and leaving each dav. These figures

are given simply as a proof that this road

does some business, and that its immunity

from accident is not due to any lack of

trains on its lino. It is also not due to any

block or safety signals in use, for the only

block signal used is at a tunnel through

which about 250 trains pass every day on its

double tracks. It is only by the" esprit du

corps" animating the employes that such a

success has been achieved in handling about

9,000,000 passengers and about 5,000,000

tons of freight a year. It has been claimed

that the M. & K. is the busiest little road in

the world, and it seems with much truth,

for it has on its 176 miles of road over 160

locomotives, and many of these are kept

running day and night. When it is a fact

that the average for the T-nited States is

10 locomotives to 100 miles of road, the

above figures being nearly 100 locomotives

to 100 miles become more striking and con

vincing proof that we have some work here.

•
* *

Mr. Horland. in the December issue, re

views the testimony in the recent investi

gation of the terrible disaster at Jackson,

Mich., and comes to the conclusion that the

"deadly angle cock" was the cause of the

wreck, because it had been turned and thus

placed the train beyond the control of the

engineer at the critical point. No one can

say positively whether that "angle cock"

was closed at the time the attempt to stop

the train was made, but it was found closed

after the wreck. The question might still

be asked, was it not possible that the im

pact of the collision or contact with some

of the parts flying around loose might have

closed that cock, as it had such a convenient

handle to be jarred or struck? That man

riding on the front platform may be the

cause of the trouble, for it would appear

that the angle cock must have been in shape

even up to the time of recharging the train

pipe when releasing the brakes at the last

previous stop, but if he was the cause it is

to be assumed that he would not knowingly

place himself in jeopardy by shutting oil' the

air and then riding on the first platform,

where he would be most likely to be crushed.

The only explanation to be given would be

that the propensity to "monkey'' with

things, (so often and strikingly developed

with some men) should have tempted some

one to move that handle. But let the mat

ter be as it will, the danger from having

an angle cock shut off would be easily

eliminated, or at least reduced to a mini

mum, by taking away the convenient per

manent handle and having the stems of the

valves made to fit a wrench or handle, to

be in charge of the trainmen, and thus pre

vent any displacement of the valves by

outsiders. It does not appear possible to

so arrange our air brake system as to do

away with cocks at each eiid of each car,

but it would seem that by the. use of a re

turn hose from the rear car to the cab of

the engine and there connected to a guagc

any interruption to the flow of air in the

brake pipe could be very easily detected

and remedied before causing disaster. This

return hose could also he used as the usual

sigiiiil cord, by being run through the iistuil

signal cord pulleys and eyelets, and might

thus be made to do double duty.

If these ideas have any value they are

free, as there is no patent on them, nor any

to be applied for. ]\'iliiam Wetter. '

Si'EciAi.attontion is directed to the article

of .John A. Hill, editor of bticomulire liiujin-

eering, New York city, which appears in

another column under the caption "Is it

your turn next?" The proposition is not

only unique but humane ami should attract

deep and widespread interest among tin

men of the locomotive, so many of whom

have been sacrificed in ways well calculated

to thrill the heart with horror because of

the lack of improvement in boiler fitting*

and devices. The strong financial induce

ment held out by Messrs. Sinclair and Hill,

the enterprising publishers of Locomotive En-

qinei-ring, and the honorable distinction to

be achieved in a contest involving the high

purpose of saving scores of men who handle

the throttle and scoop from frightful death

and torture, will, it is hoped, stimulate spir

ited competition among our members, many

of whom are close students of the machine

and should have advanced ideas in matters

of such importance to their calling.

LNJECTOH PKUHI.KM.

Mh. Editor:—In the September issue of

the Maoazi.nk, for 1803, Mr. Weiler ex

plained the injector problem to W. J. Ed

wards. 1 have wondered many times since

if Mr. Edwards was perfectly satisfied with

that explanation. The injector may be a

"mechanical paradox" and opposed to

"reason and common sense"—natural phi

losophy is full of such ; but the injector will

work under certain principles, and when

any of them are destroyed its operation

censes. I think if Mr. Weiler hail mentioned

something about the body at rest being over

come by the body in motion, that if tlu-

eight men start oft on a run of perhaps ten

feet, they might easily overcome the resist

ance of the ten men. With the injector, it

is very essential to consider the induced

current and condensation of steam.

Banoor, Maine. 1'rinet Stafford.
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APPLICATION OF AIB BRAKE.

Mr. Editor:— Heading Mr. J. K. Norton's

article in the November Magazine brought

lo my mind some very good information in

that line, which I cunie across at the air

brake exhibit at the World's Fair. I fully

aeree with Mr. Norton's argument in favor

• •f throwing the handle of engineer's valve

to fill I emergency, should the occasion arise

alter making a service application of ten

pounds, instead of releasing and then apply-

in/ the emergency. But, suppose we look

into the action of the triple valve a little

more thoroughly. We all know that after

tie have made a ten pound reduction with

a Westinghouse triple, and then throw the

handle of the engineer's valve to full emer-

gvncv, we do not get any emergency action,

hut simply a full service application. While

at the World's Fair, I was told that the New

York Brake company's triple acted differ

ently; that instead "of getting only a full

service application after a ten pound reduc

tion, thev got the full emergency action.

Tliey said that a full emergency equalized

at (impounds, a full service at 50 pounds, and

mi emergency applied after a ten pound re

duction at 50 pounds. 1 did not believe this,

and told them so, but, by making the differ

ent applications and showing me the pres

sure on auxiliary and brake cylinders, they

convinced me that they were right. They

also showed me the reason for this action of

their triple, and 1 shall now try and explain

it. 1-et us first look at the Westinghouse

triple. Suppose we have an original pres

sure of 70 pounds in train pipe and auxiliar

ies, from which we make a reduction of 10

pounds. We now have 00 pounds in auxil

iary and train pipe, ami 25 pounds in brake

cylinder. We will now look to the pressure

acting on the emergency piston. The 25

pounds in the brake cylinder is pushing tip

tui the emergency piston and tending to

keep it from coining down and opening the

emergency valve. The emergency valve has

the IK) pounds in the auxiliary, and that 60

pounds must compress t he emergency spring

in the main piston head before it can get to

the top of the emergency piston. We can

earily see why this reduced pressure cannot

overcome the different resistances which are

tending to keep the emergency piston up

and the valve closed, and the reason is plain

»hy we do not get an emergency, but simply

a full service application, in this case. Now,

let us take the New York triple under the

■yiine conditions, namely: with 00 pounds

in the auxiliary and train pipe, and 25

pounds in brake cylinder. The chamber at

the top of the emergency piston has a port

which opens directly to the auxiliary reser

voir ana keeps auxiliary pressure on con

tinually on top of that piston, while the

chamber at the bottom of the piston opens

directly to the train pipe, keeping train pipe

pressure continually on the bottom of the

piston. Now, it can be seen that the 25

pounds in the brake cylinder can have no

effect on the working of the emergency pis

ton, as it does not in any way come in con

tact with it. I hear some one ask, just as I

did, "Why wouldn't the emergency piston

work in an ordinary service application?"

The train pipe pressure, pushing up on the

emergency valve, forms a resistance to the

piston which an ordinary service applica

tion does not overcome, as the pressure on

top is also reduced as soon as the service

valve opens. But, in the emergency action,

the area of the piston is proportioned to the

area of the emergency valve so that exactly

the same reduction is required to open the

emergency valve as with the Westinghouse

triple. We have seen that, with this triple,

if we want to get the emergency action after

making a 10 pound reduction, we have not

the 25 pounds under the emergency piston

to overcome, in addition to the regular re

sistance to an emergency, as with the West

inghouse triple. In iact, we have simply the

regular resistance to an emergency action to

overcome. Therefore, if, after making the

10 pound reduction, we throw the handle of

engineer's valve to the emergency position,

we get the emergency action on top of the

service action, equalizing the auxiliary and

brake cylinder at 56 pounds instead of 50,

and, also, we get this pressure all at once

instead of waiting for the service to fill the

cylinder. I do not know how the many

readers of the Magazine will look at it, but

it looks to me as if this would be a big ad

vantage in a tight place. In reply to Mr.

Norton's questions, 1 will say:

1. The triple valve is so called because

the original triple consisted of a combina

tion of three valves.

2. The action of the main piston in the

triple and the equalizing piston in the brake

valve are alike. In fact, the equalizing dis

charge ports of the engineer's valve am?

almost identical with a plain triple; the

equalizing reservoirs, from which the pre

liminary discharge conies, answers to the

train pipe in the plain triple; the train

pipe, connected to the engineer's valve, an

swers to the auxiliary; and the discharge

valve answers to the service valve. In ac

tion they are identical, for, when we reduce

the train pipe pressure, the auxiliary pres

sure moves the piston back ami opens the

service valve. When the pressure in the

auxiliary equalizes with that in the train

line the service valve closes. Thus we see

that these actions are exactly alike.

3. We had two cases like this a short time

ago on a job I was working on. In one of

them I found that, during repairs on the

valve, some one had put a spring in the emer

gency head which was very much weaker

than"the standard. The other case was more
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of a puzzle, but I found that the small pin

which opens the graduating valve had

broken olf; with a slight reduction it would

catch, and open the valve all right, but with

a greater reduction it would slip by and not

open the valve.

4. If the emergency valve did not seat

properly, the air which leaked by would

pass through the emergency and release pas

sages, and then through the port in the

slide valve, to the pressure retaining valve:

or, if the gasket between the triple and

auxiliary did not form a perfect tit between

the auxiliary and the pipe which carries the

air to the brake cylinder, the air which es

caped would follow the release passage, and

the port in the slide, to the retaining valve.

The graduating valve might also be responsi

ble for the leak. If the main slide valve was

leaking it would produce the same result,

but it would also show a leak when brakes

were applied.

Chicago, III. ./. T. Hkh'y, Jr.

out heating; the engine having just arrived

from a trip over eastern divisions, and hav

ing received an oiling 3'! miles before reach

ing the terminal, about two hours before I

assumed charge of her. I took particular

notice of the temperature of the journals at

distances of 20, 40, 50, l>2 and 90 miles. There

was no noticable change, except at !K) mi les

the back driving journals were quite warm

the other four being at a normal summer

temperature. The distance run with oik

oiling was 12:! miles; time, eight hours. The

waste in the cellars did not touch the jour

nals, consequently all lubrication came from

above. The bearings were in good eoudit ion

and the best quality of Galena engine oil

was used. The principal point in the above

experiment is that it gives an approximate

idea of the time it takes a quantity of oil to

feed through waste. I hope to see this sub

ject thoroughly considered and commented

on by the readers of the Magazine. I will

give the results of different tests later on.

Saginaw, Mich. //. B. Moort.

ECONOMICAL UNK OF OIL.

Mb. Editor:- In the December number

of the Magazine, Mr. Lucas critices my ar

ticle on the economical use of lubricating

oil. I am glad to have him do so, for every

one should be able to " Give evidence of the

faith that is in him," and I especially con

sider my article open to criticism, inasmuch

as it contains some assertions that do not

accord with customary practice among engi

neers. Still these assertions have been

proven in actual service. Many will agree

that they have no intelligent idea of the

limit of oil required to prevent heating, from

the fact that they have not been restricted

to a certain limit in its use, being always al

lowed to use their judgment without re

straint, and catering to the maxim of Mr"

Lucas that " A pint of prevention is worth a

gallon of cure, rather than run the risk of

an experiment to ascertain the actual

amount required. Many of those same en

gineers are paragons in economical practice

in other respects. They understand the

limits of power to the speed required ; work

ing their engines to a nicety to the end that

no more energy be expended than is actu

ally necessary, but the majority of engineers

must plead guilty to ignorance of the amount

of lubrication necessary for a favorable com

parison with other lines of economy. In my

experience, which has been principally in

freight service, I have made some experi

ments, the result of which were the basis of

the article criticised. I run an 18x'24 Krooks

engine of the mogul pattern. Before going

out on my run one morning last September,

I noticed that the waste above the driving

boxes was swimming in oil. Knowing that

the holes in the boxes were clear, I con

cluded to experiment on the length of time

and distance those bearings would run with-

THK ENGINEER'S VALVE.

Ma. Editor:—In the rules adopted at the

Master Mechanic's Convention for the oper

ating of the YVestinghouse air brake, there

is one for the testing of the train pipe, for

leaks, which reads as follows:

When coupled to the train, and the black pointer of

the air gauge has become stationary, or begun to rw-

a little, place the handle in position 3 (on lap) and

note whether the black pointer remains stationary or

falls back, it it falls Mack ii indicates a leak in the

train pipe; and the rapidity with which it falls Indi

cates the extent of the leak*. No train must st«rt out

with a serious leak in (rain pipe or apparatus.

Now, the question at issue is: Is there any

communication between the air gauge ami

the train pipe when the engineer's valve is

in the lap position? I gave this question to

the Enghieir'x Journal a couple of months

ago, and it has brought out considerable dis

cussion, some claiming that there is com

munication, while others claim there is not.

Itisevident from the many answers received

that some one must be wrong, and, as the

air brake will be an important feature in

the future examinations of firemen for pro

motion, 1 give the question to the Maoazink

readers, hoping to receive as many answers

as I did through the Enqimrr'x Journal. Now

is the time to master tiie difficult problems

as they arise before us. If there is no com

munication between the air gauge and train

pipe when the engineers valve is on lap,

this rule is wrong; as the engineer, after

coupling on to his train and charging it.

could lap bis valve and all the air could be

taken out of the train pipe and he be none

the wiser. In fact he would be sure that

there was no leak because the black pointer

did not fall.

In answer to Mr. Norton's questions:

Triple means three-fold, or three of a kind.
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Tin- triple valve consists of a piston valve;

.m the enil of the piston valve rod, a slide

valve works; and within the slide valve, a

small valve called a graduating valve, works;

the three valves make up the combination

which is called a triple valve.

The main piston in the triple valve acts

in the same relation as the piston in the

brake valve. The piston in the brake valve

ha* the equalizing reservoir, in connection

with the brake valve chamber, pressure

above- it and the train pipe pressure under

neath. The piston in the triple has the train

pipe pressure on one side, and the auxiliary

pressure on the other. As we reduce the

pressure from above the piston in the brake

valve, the train pipe pressure, being greater

underneath, will raise piston and train pipe

prvseure will escape; and as the train pipe

pressure is reduced, the auxilary pressure

l>ciiig greater on the ot her side of the piston,

forces it flown, or away from the auxiliary,

i losing the teed groove, and auxiliary press

ure enters the brake cylinder.

A defective slide valve, a weak graduating

spring, a broken pin in graduating valve, or

a gummy piston in engineers valve, would

cause an emergency application when not

desired. Hut, as the service application

worked with a reduction of 5 pounds, and

the emergency with 8 pounds, a difference

of only .'! pounds, it looks as though the

emergency was caused by a weak graduating

spring. .

A defective emergency valve, or the im

proper seating of same, will cau«e a blow at

the retaining valve. The emergency valve

has a rubber seat, and if any dirt should

lodge there to prevent seating, it would pro

duce the above result.

In reply to Mr. Carey, 1 should think it

only natural for the extension front to heat

when spark cap was left off, as the air would

lie a feeder to the sparks; just as we need

air to aid combustion.

A leaky check valve in triple will cause

brakes to release without releasing engin

eer's valve. When we make an emergency

application the train pipe pressure passes

through the check valve, to brake cylinder,

ami, after the pressure lieeomes equalized,

the check valve, closing prevents pressure

from the brake cylinder from re-entering

the train pipe. As these checks often leak

alter reseating, it can be seen that the pres

sure in brake cylinder feeds back to the

train pipe through the check valve.

Baltimore, Mb. Waller ('. tlaraghUi.

The once great Vulcan Iron Works, built

at a cost of 81,000,000, and covering six

acres of ground, are being sold piecemeal

as junk. The eight-ton steam hammer was

sold to Pittsburgh maiifaeturcrs recently

for $6,000. Even the brick-work is disposed

of to wreckers.—American Machinirt.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

The following questions and answers are

clipped from Lucomotice Engineering:

<i. E. B., Bedford, la., asks:

1. .Suppose an engine should come in at

an out-of-the-way roundhouse with all four

eccentric blades bent twisted and broken, so

that it would he impossible to get the length

accurately enough from them to send to

headquarters, and you had no blue-print

and no other engine'of exactly same build

was at hand, how would you get the length,

close enough to allow tor adjustment, to

send to repair shop? (It is not probable

that such an accident ever happened, unless

in a bad wreck, but I use it simply as an

illustration.) .1.—Put engine on forward

center, take up steam-chest cover, or use

tram to set valve with proper lead opening,

then measure from center of hole in top of

link for eccentric-rod pin to shoulder on

eccentric strop, drill holes alter the blade

arises; do same for back motion, and the

two blades will be practically the same

length. 2. Ilow is the drop of the link-

lifter arms of the lifting shaft determined?

That is, when shaft is leveled on surface

plate and center of reach-rod and pin-hole

is perpendicular to surface, how is the dis

tance (if any) calculated of the centers of

pin-holes of "lifting arms below centers of

shaft bearings? A- The throw of the

tumbling shaft arm must be enough to move

the link up and down the length between

the eccentric blade connections; the bend

ing down of arms is often done to avoid the

boiler when the arms are at their highest

point; the length of arm, of hanger and of

the location of the tumbling shaft have a

great deal to do with the distribution of

steam. :l. What are the ••Mansell" re

taining rings and how are driving-wheel

tires secured hy them ? .l.-The Mansell

retaining ring is two rings bolted to the

outside of the wheel center, and having a

lip on their insides that are let into grooves

turned in the sides of the tire. 4. In lay

ing off driving-spring hangers what is a good

rule to observe in regard to the amount of

draw to give a spring in relation to number

of leaves anil weight to be supported? A.

-There is no set rule that can be followed

in this case. 5. How is the tension of the

driver-springs applied to the boxes of the

•' "(«)"— by a downward pull connection at

bottom of" box, or pressure on top through

system of levers? If at bottom how con

nected? A.—The springs arc underhung, a

heavy spring hanger being bolted across

from one jaw of the driving-box to the other;

the boxes are of Ajax metal and the con

nection made close to the bottom.

Fireman, Buffalo, writes:

We have some of Brooks' ten-wheelers

with rocker set in front of forward drivers.
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short valve-stem and long eccentric rode,

valve-stem bus flexible joint about mid

way between rocker and packing-box,

and is fitted with metallic packing with a

soft metal-lined guard extending out from

packing-box about 10 inches. In an argu

ment with an old runner, he claimed the

joint was put in valve-stem on account of

the guard being there. ] said the guard

was used on account of joint, and joint was

used on account of valve-stem being soshort.

Being only a fireman. I did not feel like

opposing Ids ideas very strong, but deter

mined to write to Locomotive Engineering

and find out. .1.—Your views are correct.

L. A. P., Los Angeles, Cal., writes:

What is the matter with the following

method of finding the dead center on the

road? Place end of chisel on frameof cross-

head, so that in moving the engine pushes

the chisel, which leaves a mark on the guide.

The end of the mark indicates the extreme

point of travel, and, therefore, the dead

center, or at least close enough for setting

an eccentric on the road. A.- That gets

the dead center near enough to do the tem

porary work required on the road. Under

some circumstances the crank-pin may,

however, be a considerable distance away

from the center when the cross-head reaches

the extreme point of travel.

And the following are taken from the

A merican Mach in ixt :

S. Ts*. 15.. Austin. 111., writes: Kindly

give me full particulars in regard to the

construction and working of the hydraulic

ram. .1.—The hydraulic ram is a self-con

tained and automatic pump operated partlv

by the pressure of a column of water in a

pipe, and partly by the stored up energy

acquired by intermittent motion of the

column. In its simplest form, it consists

of a main pipe placed on an incline lead

ing water from a spring or reservoir at

the upper end of the pipe to an air chamber

attached to the lower end of the main pipe ;

this air chamber is connected to a tank

placed somewhat higher than the spring

or reservoir. To the lower end of the main

pipe another smaller pipe is attached, ex

tending downwards, with a cock at the

lower end, from which water is drawn for.

say, domestic purposes. When this cock is

opened, the water in the small and main

pipes is put in motion, and acquires a veloc

ity due to the head; as soon as the cock is

closed the momentum of the column of

water opens a valve in the air chamber, and

the water rushes into this chamber. This

effect takes place every time the cock is

used, and as water is drawn from it at short

intervals for household purposes, an abun

dance of water will be raised in the tank.

-. Where can I get a copy of the patent

office report? .4.—From the Commisioner

of Patents, Washington, D. C.

II. G. H.. Bristol, Pa., writes: Please in

form me who was the inventor of the screw

propeller; also of what was it made, and

now was it made? A.—The screw propel

ler as an instrument of propulsion is of com

paratively late date. We rind it proposed

by Ilooke in 1080. Duguet in 1727. Pancton

in 1708, Watt in 17S0. Bramah in 1784, Ful

ton in 17D4, Cartwright in 1 7HS, and Shorter

in 1802. In 1804, two years before Fulton

began building the "Clermont." Colonel

John Stevens, of Hoboken, N. J., built and

run a steamboat on the North River, in

which he employed a screw propeller. The

engine and propeller are still preserved ;it

the Stevens Institute of Technology. In

1S(X> he built the " Phenix," which" made

the trip to Albany from New York in 1807.

shortly after Fulton had succeeded in ac

complishing the same thing with the "Cler

mont." From this time to 1830 numerous

arrangements of screw propellers were pro

posed, but no extended use was made of

this method of propulsion until Francis

Pettit Smith, of Hendon, FIngland, and Cap

tain John Ericsson brought the subject for

ward, and by their energy and perseverance

proved the practical value of screw propel

lers for ships. Both obtained patents for

the use of the screw in 1836, and from tliir-

time forward its application to steamships

lias steadily increased. (Applelon'i Cyclo

pedia of Applied Mechanics.) We presume

that all the early propellers were made of

cast-iron.

T. W., Newark, X. J., asks: What if the

difference between a "square foot" and a

foot square? A.- The term "square foot,"

in its widest sense, is one of tno units of

measurements of the areas of surfaces; if.

for instance, a surface is 24 feet long and

0 feet wide.it contains 24X0=144 square

feet ; if it is 2 4inches long and G inches wide,

. 24 xf>

it contains —rri~=1 square foot. In a

similar way the area of cylindrical surface,

a sphere, or of any other surface, can he

expressed in square feet. The term " foot

square" indicates the form of the outline of

a plane surface; it indicates that the surface

is hounded by four straight lines at right

angles to each other; it also indicates the

length of these lines. If, for instance, a

surface 1 foot square is mentioned, it is

understood that a square is meant, and that

each of its sides is 1 toot long; or, if a surface

20 feet square is spoken of, it is understood

t lint this surface is bounded by 4 straight

lines at right angles to each other, each 20

feet long. From the foregoing, it will be

seen that a surface 1 foot square contains 1

square foot, and a surface 20 feet square

contains 20X20=400 square feet.
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Woman's Department.

KI'ITED BY ID.V A. HARPER

Letters for publication should be directed to Ma A.

Harper, Stanford University, California.

XODKttA TE DRIlfKIXa.

A tan A nti-Alcohol Congress recently held

in Holland, at which were delegates from

Americu and from most of the countries in

Europe, one address was made which acted

like a hombshell. It was given by Sir

Dyce Duckworth, honorary physician to the

Prince of Walt's anil lecturer on medicine at

one of the great London hospitals. He de

clared that the moderate use of alcohol is

not hurtful but beneficial, that total absti

nence, even for the sake of example, is not

to be commended, and that children should

be so instructed as a part of their education.

While the congress, as a whole, was out

raged at this speech, it received strong sup

port from several prominent medical men,

none, however, from America, we are

pleased to note. They took the ground

that a man cannot live without some stimu

lant, overlooking the fact that, if siich is the

case, u stimulant is still more necessary to

women, who are by nature less strong, more

inclined to nervousness and subjected to

peculiarly tryingordeals. Are these learned

gentlemen ready to admit that all women

should take alcohol in a moderate degree?

If so, is any one ready to predict the kind

of wives and mothers we should have and

the probable effect upon the children'.' Is

it not true that the reason there are not

more drunkards to-day is because of the

saving grace of the mothers ? Or, as Charles

Pickens once expressed it, "I think it must

somewhere lie written that the virtues of

the mothers shall occasionally be visited

upon the children, as well as the sins of the

fathers." And Walter Savage Landor says:

"Children are what their mothers are;

No fondest father's fondest cure

Can fashion so the infant heart."

If it is right for a man to be a moderate

drinker, it is right for a woman. In the

lowest grades of society women are already

moderate drinkers, and even drunkards. It

is charged that in the highest classes there

is runeli more drinking among women than

there used to be. Are men ready for this

state of affairs? Women have been taught

from the days of St. Paul to "learn of their

husbands," and the latter have been setting

this example for as many years as we have

any record. If drinking is a pleasant and a

necessary habit, there is no reason why it

should be monopolized by men.

These distinguished speakers at the con

gress fixed the amount at an ounce and a

half of alcohol a day, three generous drinks.

Without stopping to discuss the quantity

which would constitute moderate drinking,

and admitting, for the sake of argument,

that three drinks a day might assist diges

tion and give a man more strength for his

work, we would ask each individual to con

sider all the cases of moderate drinking he

has ever known, and note how many persons

who commenced on this quantity never in

creased it during a lifetime. There is no

better authority on liquor drinking in this

country, or possibly in any other, than Dr.

Leslie E. Keeley, and here is what he says

on this subject :

I claim that facts will prove thai the standard of

moderation, established by these physicians, of one

and a half ounces of alcohol daily will produce in

ebriety. In fact any quantity of alcohol, drank dally,

will produce inebriety in a corresponding degree. A

man may take a very small quantity of morphine

daily say one-eighth of a grain, and no't cause any (lis-

easeexcept opium inebriety. That a small quantity of

morphine, taken daily, by its action cell metabol

ism, will enable a larger amount to be done on the

same quantity of food. It will do almost everything

that ofcohol will do tinder the same conditions. But

the man who takes morphine in this manner will in

crease the Quantity in less than n month, and within

three months, unless a guard with a bayonet is stand

ing over him and weighs out the morphine for him,

he will be taking three or four grains at a dose. These

poisons cannot be taken in any quantity without caus

ing their respective inebrieties.

There never was a sadder story related of

the human race that that which is telling

itself in the thousands of wretched men

who are crowding into the so-called Keeley

institutes, as the last resort for the cure of

a habit which they are utterly helpless to

resist. In the face of this melancholy spec

tacle it seems the most terrible sacrilege to

talk of educating our children that moder

ate drinking is a good thing. Every one of

these unfortunate victims began by moder

ate drinking. All drunkards begin in this

way. "There is no more need of prescrib

ing any daily moderate quantity of alcohol

for healthy people than there is for advising

an occasional duel because wars are a part

of civilized history," says Dr. Keeley. From

possibly the widest range of observation

ever made by any man, he says:

But I do not deny that there are moderate drinkers.

I claim, however, that these people are all moderate

drinking inebriates if they drink habitually, or every

day or if they take alcohol regularly with meals. If

a person begins taking one and one half ounces of

alcohol with daily meals, und continues the practice

a few months, he will notice the following results: If

he omits the alcohol for a day he will miss it. He will

feel a craving for something. His digestion and

strength will tie below normal. This means that the

digestive organs and nervous system are educated to

digest food under the stimulus of so much alcohol.

If the alcohol is withdrawn the digestive forces and

general physiological measureof force will be dimin

ished accordingly. To this extent such a person is

an Inebriate. His digestion may recover its normal

condition in time if alcohol is used: but until the

craving for liquor is gone, the man is an inebriate.

One hates to be a fanatic. We would so

much rather be able to sav, "It is all right

for a man to take a glass of liquor occasion

ally if he does not take too much;" but we
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ure forced to a radical position when we

behold the fatal consequence* that follow

the "ounce and a half a day." Only that

wife, that mother, who has seen the appe

tite increase, day by day, until it has dom

inated the man's whole life, can understand,

to its full extent, the power that lies in that

single glass. It reaches from heaven to hell,

and it covers every form of vice and misery

and anguish that is possible to humanity.

Dr. Keeley does not exaggerate when he

says:

It is true that if any person is positively limited to

one inula half ounces of liquor daily for a lifetime no

harm will come of it. lint education will never bring

such u result. Kight out of ten young persons who

adopt the practice of taking this moderate quantity

will shortly be victims of inebriety. A craving for

liquor will be set up. and more will be taken. In a

few months, more or less, these persons will be ine

briates. In short, if the young people of a commun

ity adopt such a course", within a vear nothing but

imprisonment and surveillance will keep them from

drinking alcohol as the drunkard drinks it.

These are not the words of a theorist, of

a fanatical enthusiast, or of one whose vis

ion has been warped by bitter wrong. They

are the testimony of one who speaks from

the unimpeachable standpoint of scientific

knowledge and practical experience. It is

corroborated by the voice of the ages. We

dare not temporize with this question. The

man who teaches the young that moderate

drinking is beneficial, the woman who, with

out resistance, permits those whom she

might inrluenceto contract this daily habit,

commits a crime. There is no middle ground

which is absolutely sale. Nothing new can

be said on this subject, one can only repeat

the old arguments, andpointto the infinite

examples that at all times are to be found

on every band. And yet, when one reads

that, at a great international council of

learned men, it is seriously advised that the

young should be instructed that the moder

ate use of alcohol is beneficial, it is impos

sible to keep silent. We seem to hear the

voice of helpless women, of innocent little

ones crying out in protest. We cannot per

mit the perpetration of this wrong upon

our children. Rather let them be taught

such laws of health as will render any stim

ulant unnecessary; and let it be impressed

upon them that it is not only very foolish

but extremely dangerous to contract a hab

it which if carried beyond a boundary line

so uncertain that it cannot be defined will

bring inevitable destruction. So long as

young people are under the instruct inn and

training of the home and the school, let

them be taught in regard to intoxicating

liquor, to abstain totally from its use.

When they reach years of discretion anil

go out into the world, trust that they

may understand fronr observation the im

portance of adhering to this rule. However

this may be, it is the imperative duty of

parents and teachers to lay the foundation,

instill the principles and build up the moral

strength necessary for a temperate life.

We may depend upon it that there will

never be a public sentiment in this country

which will favor our becoming a nation of

moderate drinkers.

f) A IKS FOR WOMEW

The cause of woman suffrage has gained

two distinct victories since our last writing

One, the incorporating in the parish coun

cils bill, now before the house of common*

in England, of a clause enfranchising wo

men. The other, the passage of a consti

tutional amendment conferring full suffrage

upon the women of Colorado. Unfortu

nately, at this writing, we are in possession

only of the bare facts as telegraphed to the

daily press. Before this reaches our read

ers the full particulars will be known. The

parish councils bill is an important one tor

England. It provides a system of self-gov

ernment, taking away from parliament its

authority in local matters and delegating it

to councils similar to our boards of super

visors, town trustees, city councils, etc. It

gives to wemen exactly the same voting

privileges as to men. It is a liberal meas

ure and will undoubtedly receive the full

strength of this vote. The women of Eng

land have had, for a lung time, a limited

suffrage, much more, however, than is en

joyed by the women of this country. This

bill will give them full municipal suffrage.

We shall then have the spectacle of Eng

land, a limited monarchy, giving to women

privileges which are refused to them in

America, the land of the free: where every

person is a sovereign and entitled to Inn

own individual representation in the gov

ernment,— provided he is not a woman. In

all matters connected wilh the municipality

it is impossible to separate the personal

and property interests of men and women.

In all cases of taxation and expenditure of

public money women must bear their pro

portion. They must feel, the same as men.

the results of the administration of a city.

whether it be good or bad. Why they

should be refused the privilege of a voice

in selecting the officials who control muni

cipal affairs, levy the taxes and spend the

money, is something which it does not

seem possible to explain by the laws of

equity. It will puzzle the future genera

tions to find any reason for it when they

are studying the history which we are mak

ing, and when this most unjust distinction

of sex shall have been swept away. It is

undoubtedly a great thing to be American

woman, but Englishmen have done an act

of justice to their women which certainly

put the men of America at a disadvantage

and increases the humiliation of our wo

men.

There are several ways in which suffragi
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can be secured to the women of the United

t-tates. One is by an act of congress sub

mitting to the legislatures of the various

states an ainenduient to the national con

stitution. Another is by the legislature of

c:.ch state submitting to a vote of the peo

ple an amendment to the state constitu

tion. A third is by a special act of the

1« gislature. The latter is most unsatisfac

tory. The bill can be found unconstitu

tional by the supreme court, as was the

case a few months ago in Michigan. The

legislature of that state, last spring, con

ferred municipal suffrage upon women, and

the supreme court decided that this con

flicted with a certain clause in the state

constitution and was null and void. The

sime thing happened in Illinois, when the

legislature gave school suffrage to women

and the supreme court declared it uncon

stitutional. If an act of this kind oVies pass

the test of the supreme court it may at

any time be repealed by another legisla

ture, so that it is far from being a final set

tlement. Municipal suffrage was conferred

in this way upon the women of Kansas,

and any legislature has the power to re

peal it, but public sentiment in that state

is so strongly in favor of it that there is

little danger of this being done. Still this

does not alter the fact that the women are

completely at the mercy of the men in this

matter. Wyoming came into the Union

with woman suffrage firmly intrenched in

her constitution. It never can be removed

except through a vote of the people and,

as the women themselves would be able to

vote on it, they arc safe for all time.

The last legislature of Colorado passed

a hill to submit the question of giving full

suffrage to women, to a vote of the people,

(that is, of course, to the masculine half of

the people,) at the state election in No

vember. According to the dispatches, it

carried by a large majority, and by this

time, doubtless, has received the signature

of (iovernor Waite and .become a part of

the constitution. The law is explicit and

gives women the right to vote for every

officer from president to constable on ex

actly the same terms as men. This will

carry with it the privilege of filling any

and all offices. Governor Waite has long

been an ardent friend of woman suffrage

and recommended it strongly in his inaugu

ral address. This new law will add 40 per

cent, to the voting population of Colorado

and w< men will cast about three-tenths of

the ballots of the state. This undoubtedly

will have an effect on the neighboring

states which will ultimately lead to the en-

irancbisrment of their women. The last

legislature of Kansas submitted an amend

ment to the popular vote, giving full suf

frage to women. It is almost sure to carry,

«» it is both a republican and a populist

measure.

There is nothing which can prevent the

ultimate enfranchisement of women. How-

soon it may come or bow long it may be

delayed it is not possible to predict with

any certainty. Conditions in this country

change so rapidiy and so unexpectedly that

it may be precipitated suddenly as a politi

cal necessity; or it mav come gradually in

response to an evolution of public senti

ment. If, however, some one of the domi

nant parties should be wise enough to make

it an issue and carry it to success, it would

put itself so far in the lead as to be assured

of power for many years to come. Person

ally I believe this will will be done before

a decade has passed.

WOMEN IS BUSINESS.

Mrs. Cyrus W. Field, whose new millin

ery enterprise is receiving considerable ad

vertisement, adds to it by a long syndicate

article on the "The Woman in Business."

She makes some good points and some

which are not so good. Among the former

is this:

With the average business woman, it litis usually

been a question of maintaining herself or starving,

and those who object to her not having preferred to

starve should quarrel with our present social system

and not with the woman. Surely, society is better

off if woman enters business instead of the alms

house. 1 do not say that it might not be better still,

if women never had to enter either.

She feels quite sure that women will ele

vate, ennoble and refine business life. She

thinks they are more honest, mote capable

of acting quickly, more successful in man

aging details, more competent to consider

the interests of those whom they employ.

She thinks that woman's entry into busi

ness life mav mean the solution of many

vexing problems : that she may settle the

disputes between labor and capital, become

arbitress of the distribution of wealth and

confer a hundred incidental favors upon so

ciety. These tire roseate views, let us hope

they may be realized. An English social

economist has written a profound treatise

upon " The ethical and intellectual effects

produced upon women by the counting

room and the office," Many students of

social questions are anxiously inquiring

what are to be the results of a business life

upon the gentle and sympathetic natures

ot women, and especially how is it going

to affect their matrimonial prospects? The

New York Sun, which, for many years, held

a very conservative position upon this ques

tion and looked with disapproval upon the

new condition of thing, had this to say in

a recent editorial :

The more general entrance of women into em-

filoyments and daily association with men, is more

ikely to provoke marriage than their old and com

paratively secluded manner of life. The attraction

of this magnet is the stronger the nearer it is. It is

the more irresistible the more constantly it exerts its

power, and tile more removed it is from the distract

ing influences of the traditional social intercourse.

In plain words, if pretty girls work in ofliees with
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men, the chanees are that lovcmaking will increaM1

greatly. Instead of the enlargement or the sphere of

women, as it use to be called, acting as a restraint

from marriage, it fosters marriage. The more femi

nine youth, beauty, and charnrare spread abroad,

the more irresistible they become. The more the ac

tivity of women outside the confinement of the

home, the more likely are homes to be multiplied.

However this matter may be derided,

whether as a good or an evil, the fact re

mains that woman has entered the busi

ness world and is there to stay. She has

tasted the sweets of independence and the

satisfaction of being aide to earn her bread,

and she will never yield her ground. The

question is not so much what she will do

for business as what business will do for

her. There is a tendency always to put

woman in the role of a missionary, sacri

ficing herself for the good of somebody else.

Before we grant her any privileges, we arc-

always wanting to know what she is going

to give in return. It is time we recognized

her right as a human being to do the best

she can for herself in the struggle for exist

ence. As regards the effect of business life

upon her chances for marriage, it is likely

to increase them in two ways : first, by

bringing her in contact with men and per

mitting an acquaintance; second, by show

ing her capabilities and qualifications, which

make her just as valuable in the household

as in the world of business. A girl with

an occupation stands a better chance of

getting a husband than the girl who is idle

and dependent. She is, however, not so

apt to marry, because she is not compelled

to do so. What we need is not more mar

riages but more sensible marriages. The

social structure will have some trouble in

adapting itself to these new conditions but

they will eventually prove more satisfac

tory than the old ones.

CUltMZXT COMMEXT.

The papers are telling of a woman who

has just entered Johns Hopkins University

to take a post-graduate course for the de

gree of doctor of philosophy. They relate

that, even though she should stand at the

head of her class, the rules of the institu

tion will not allow a woman to receive the

degree. They state also that she will be

considerably handicapped, as she has three

small children, the youngest not yet three

months old. With nil due respect to this

talented and ambitious woman, we must

confess that this does not seem a wise

thing to do. It hardlv is worth while to

strive for an honor which a college will not

confer after it is earned, but perhaps this

might be done in order to show the injust

ice of making this distinction of sex. The

point we wish to make, however, is that the

mother of three little ones commits a

wrong against both herself and her child

ren when she attempts to do a thing of this

kind. Unless she turn the children whollv

over to the care of others, she will break

herself down in the attempt and the child

ren will necessarily be neglected. The

mother of young children, unless driven

out into the world by necessity, should

consecrate a number of the years of her

life to their care and training, even though

her inclinations are strong toward other

lines of work.

*
* «

That was a fine spectacle when the city

council of Chicago met to elect a Mayor

pro tent to take the place of Carter H"ar-

rison. Fifty men, insane with anger, en

gaged in a hand to hand fight, knocked

each other down, rolled over and trampled

upon one another, and were prevented from

bloodshed only by the arrival of the police.

In the melee the heavy folds of crape

which chrouded the chair of the dead

mavor were town into shreds. When a

body of women, met together for some pub

lic purpose, have a heated discussion upon

some point of disagreement, there is a pro

longed chorus from the men and the news

papers of the country, pointing this out as

a reason why they should not be permitted

to have any voice in public affairs. It is

barely possible, however, that not even the

influence of women could rescue our large

cities from the hopeless slough into which

the influence of men has plunged them

* *

A French statistician makes the startling

announcement that men are constantly

growing shorter and women an? increasing

in height, that if woman will be satisfied

for a few thousand years she will not have

to clamor for her rights but can pat the

little men on the head and tell them tiiat

she will take charge of all the heavy mat

ters of church and state and spare them

the anxiety and fatigue. Heaven forbid!

Women would almost rather give up the

right they have and never ask for any

more, than face such a calamity as this.

The papers are still discussing the Wo

man's Congress of Chicago, and one of

them sends forth this wail : " Think of the

20,000 homes, more or less, which the wo

men in attendance at the congress left behind

them to the tender mercies of hirelings ;

think of the households that languished,

the husbands that were neglected." It is

a poor sort of a household that cannot be

arranged to run for a week without the

mistress, and it is a mean sort of a husband

that would not be willing for his wife to

take a little trip and attend a meeting in

which she is interested. There would be

iust as much sense in the wife's objecting

to the husband's taking a week off, on the

ground that he would neglect his business.
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It is a poor rule that won't work both ways,

and husbands in the past have not been

properly instructed in this particular ap

plication of the rule.

*
* «■

The government in Holland has passed

a law that no woman shall be employed ex

cept between the hours of 5 A. M. and 7 P.

M. This surely seems to be long enough,

but the men put in more hours and thus

shut out the women frow work in many in

stances. The government would not dare

to limit the hours beyond which a man

could not work, if he chose. It should

have no right to discriminate against wo

men.

*
* s

Jn Belgium the workingmen almost over

threw the government in their demand

for universal suffrage. After they had se

cured it, the women, who had helped them

in the tight, discovered that it was only

male suffrage that was meant by " univer

sal," and that they were not in it.

* •

A firm of women in New York is doing

a business of 840,000 a year in the manu

facture of paper dolls. Slaking paper dolls

is unquestionably woman's work, but when

it becomes worth $40,000 a year is it not

time sonic man stepped in and took charge

of it? *

The women of Iceland have had muni

cipal suffrage for twenty years. It will be

a cold day when they get left.

There arc many inquiries for Mrs. Henry

B. Junes. It is a long time since we had a

letter from her. We beg our correspondents

to be us reasonable as possible. All contri

butions which the most lenient judgment

can consider worthy of a place in the Maga-

xinf. are prepared and sent to the publish

ers. No one is responsible for the delay in

their appearance, it is unavoidable. Pa

tience is one of the Christian vistures.

T/iff Sereant.

Since the publication of "Parental Re

sponsibility' in this Mao azine, the weight

of my weekly mail has considerably in-

increased. Tne gentlemen, without a dis

senting voice, agree with me, and their let-

tors are in the majority. Most of the

ladies agree also, but there is one who says,

"I don't know whether you are correct or

not, I never gave the subject a thought

until I read your letter in the Magazine."

Another writes, "Dear Pebble, are you not

afraid the men will tear you to pieces?"

But four-fifths of the writers, have asked

me to write something on the servant prob

lem. Nearly all complain that they cannot

get an honest servant, anil they ask, "Why

are so many servants dishonest ? Did I ever

have one?'' Yes, I have had them, but I

think I never made any dishonest by placing

temptation before them. I believe I have re

formed some, at least, they ceased to pilfer

from me. I never leave money on the safe

or clock shelf or the dresser top. I do not

drop it down in the corner of the machine

drawer. I never leave change lying around

to tempt the girl, whose shoe soles are

worn through, and who has scarcely' a

change of underclothing. I keep my money

out of sight. I have a place to keep my

pocket book, and I keep it in that place. I

also have a place for everything, and I de

sire the girl to keep things in their respect

ive places. It is then easier to know when

small articles have really disappeared. As

soon as I miss a thing from its proper place,

I kindly but firmly tell the girl she must

restore it to its accustomed place at once.

This can only be done in families, where

every member has been trained into these

habits, but every family should be so

trained. When I find servants pilfering, I

take them into a room alone and reason

with them. Often they tell me some of

.the saddest of all sad stories of want, cruel-

"ty, temptation and sometimes of sin. I

never turned one from my house if there

was any disposition to reform. Those who

have no desire to reform, (as soon as they

find they cannot impose upon me,) usual

ly leave of their own accord. Otherwise,

(as I do not keep a training school for ser

vants,) I discharge them. There is a grow

ing complaint against the servant of the

present day, and not without foundation;

it is very hard to get help that is truthful,

honest and moral (to do house work,) for

the reason that the smart, intelligent girl

who has to earn her own living does not

hanker after the dishpan and wash tub;

so she puts forth her best efforts and climbs

higher. That leaves the most ignorant and

incapable girls to do house work. They in

turn do not love to stew and scrub, they

envy the girl who stands on the rang above

dish washing, and if the moral character

has not been cultivated and strengthened—

which it seldom is—they go down before

temptation and want. But I never can for

get that once, years back, they were as

sweet and pure as the angels. Who can

tell what grand and noble women they

might have become if they had only been

well born ? The responsibility for this state

of things dates back for generations. We

are reaping what our ancestors have sown.

If they sowed to the wind, we of the pre

sent generation shall reap the whirlwind.

Dishonest servants abound everywhere

from the kitchen to the executive man

sion. A gentlemen wants to know, "Who
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is responsible for this state of affairs?"

The voters—the male population persist

in electing dishonest servants to till the

highest offices in the gift of the voters—

the male population.

Gentlemen, if you prefer dishonest ser

vants at the head of affairs why object to

the same ornament in your kitchen? Per

haps when your wives vote, " the clouds

may roll by. Perhaps then our numerous

kitchens and temper-trving servants will

vanish, or be swallowed up in a great co

operative affair that will give " rest to your

wearv souls."

Mrs. M. Orrell.

Mirpiiyshoho, III.

Thorny Jty-Waytt.

If ever we look for the cloudy Hide.

The other we'll seldom see.

Hut when we look for the sunny side.

Tlu; cloudy will reuse to he.

If we always look for a dangerous spot.

When danirer is now here near.

We'll surely eonie to some silly thing

That will add to our weight of fear.

If we always look for a crooked path,

It's the one we'll surely rind.

And never know thai the straight we've missed,

Till w leave it far behind.

If we always tread with a doubt and fear, •

In lanes of the greatest length,

We must find before their turning we reach,

In hope lies our greatest strength.

So, 'tis better by far to only see

The good things meant for man.

And never taste of the bitter fruit

When have of the sweet we can.

1'KAIRIK IM ('HIES. Wis. Xora Bull.

The Art of Waiting.

One of the most difficult lessons human

ity has to learn is the art of patiently wait

ing. The activity which works lorn certain

end will prove the industry and skill of the

worker, but the strain upon the endurance

will not be felt then as painfully as, when

his labor over, he waits the result. Who

can tell what the poor artist has to endure

in waiting the result of the picture that

took so many days and nights to make ; on

which, perhaps, his future fame depends.

The general who has drilled his soldiers so

long and patiently for the approaching bat

tle, awaits with anxiety the moment of con

test. ' Thesluggard who, with folded hands,

waits for the favorable turning of fortune's

wheel, is but a drone in the human hive.

The hero is he who can stand firm and erect

at a great crisis, preserving the even men

tal balance, the unshaken fortitude, the

courage and endurance that have led to the

hour of trial, and bear unmoved the sus

pense that precedes, great events in life,

ready for well earned rest if successful, or

for renewed efforts if a failure, is the sum

ming up of years of mental and bodily la

bor. Life's journey is marked by periods

of waiting. There are instances when hours

of waiting are hours of keenest agony, and

patience becomes the highest Christian vir

tue; for instance, waiting news after a bat

tle. The aged mother walks slowly up and

down the room, listening to each footfall,

eagerly, eagerly, eagerly watching for loved

forms that may be cold and silent upon the

battle field. Fancy wings its flight o'er the

distant meadows and she views the mangled

body of her only son, the one that left her

only a short time ago with spirits buoyed

up with life and hope. The young bride

bids her husband adieu as he sets sail for

distant shores, but little dreams that it may

be theirlast farewell. Days, weeks, months,

and perhaps years, no tidings are heard from

the ship that bore her from her sight. Daily

she goes to the sea shore, where in child

hood she whiled away so many happy

hours. She eagerly watches each ship as it

comes in, but, alas, she receives no news.

Is there agony any greater than this? There

are some instances where waiting for hap

piness taxes the patience ami philosophy,

as well as waiting painful news taxes the

Christian courage. The active have duties,

the healthy have their allotted work in life,

but there tire those to whom is given no part

in life, save to wait patiently God's will.

Some to whom is denied physical power,

some to whom is given no mental force,

tome who are stricken down helpless mid

way in life's journey and must be a burden

on loving hands until released by death.

To these, in their weary hours of inactivity

and suspense, there is comfort in the line,

"They also serve who only stand and wait."

Wait cheerfully then at life's periods where

patience is called upon for her perfect work,

folding the hands perhaps prayerfully, but

fretting not that they must for a time be

idle. Wait until God opens the way for re

newed usefulness, or gives the spirit rest in

the repose of death and happiness everlast

ing.

Kl Paso, Texas. Tsna W'kimnna.

The Old Year nntl the yew.

A year of changes has brought us to an

other division of time, which, as we mark

it in our dates, emphatically reminds us

"What shadows we are and what shadows

we pursue." The "happy new year," the

season of felicitations and of pleasures,

though celebrated with festival, music and

song, is yet a striking and solemn moment,

and he must be hard indeed, who can write

for thelirst time, the number that designates

it, without a passing touch, at least, of seri

ous emotion. It ought to remind him how

far he bus gone up on the scale of the dread

cent hit's progress, what a fleeting atom he>

is on the tide of passing ages, and how soon

the frail records of time, which bestrews
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like leaves upon the dark wave, will be

swallowed up forever. As we gather up the

confused impressions of the past; as we

meditate ujiou the many things, the many

events, which seem as if thev revolved in

eternal circles, tending t<> nothing and pro

ducing nothing, we are ready to exclaim

with the wisenuin, "Vanity of vanities, all

is vanity." The s*un rises and goes down,

and hastens to the place where he rose.

The wind goes toward the south, and turns

about unto the north ; it whirls about con

tinually and runs again according to its cir

cuits. All the rivers run to the sea, yet the

sea is not full ; into the place whence the

rivers come thither thev run again. Thus

is revolution, change, instability written

upon all things. The law of change is im

pressed upon everv form of nature, it is

taught in the revolving skies, it comes up

from the heaving depths of the ocean. If

We repose and rest everything is in motion

about us, and the world in which we wake

is no longer the world in which we fell

asleep. Man's task, too. in the toiling world,

when he makes himself a part of the world,

what is it but motion, action, change—a

ceaseless revolution which never carries him

beyond his absolute or artificial necessities?

Every human hand is stretched out to pro

cure something that is wanted, to ward off

something that is feared. The case even of

boundless wealth, furnishes no exception to

the law, for it brings, in equal proportion,

the care of preserving and the fear of losing.

Wealth has cares, poverty has necessities,

and it is sometimes difficult to tell whether

the cares or necessities are the greater bur

den, and whether the pride of wealth or the

murmuring of poverty is the less easy

and uncomfortable position. What state of

mind or of the affections then is there,

whether desired or deprecated, that may

not minister to our annoyance if the holv

virtues of faith, hope and charity, which

give strength in our weakness, patience in

our afflictions, and peace with our neigh

bor, be wanting?

"A bright and happy New Year to all."

Leadvii.le, Col. Xellit Lawh-.ix.

I'a*Miny Rrmark*.

I have just finished reading Mrs. Harper's

editorial " From the Center to the Circum

ference" in the November number of the

Magazine, and the splendid description she

gives of her long journey is well worth read

ing again and again ; indeed we feel indebted

for the many interesting articles from her

pen during the past summer. Many of us

have not had the good fortune to visit the

World's Fair, and the excellent pen pictures

that have been presented to us from month

to month, could not be surpassed.

I notice that many of the old contributors

have been silent for a long time, I hope that

none of them have become indifferent to

wards the dear old Magazine. Perhaps,

like myself, they are in the midst of life's

battles, home cares and duties seem to in

crease each day, until time for recreation

and reading, or self improvement is almost

crowded out.

With sorrow I read the account of " Wilda

Chesterfield's " death. There were very few

numbers of the Magazine that did not con

tain her writings. They were always in

structive and entertaining, she will be'sadly

missed from the Woman's Department.

And, Mrs. Selby, it would be a vain attempt

for me to offer words of sympathy that would

in the least alleviate such a bereavement,

but not a day passes without many thoughts

of you. May the everlasting arms of love

and mercy uphold, sustain and strengthen

you until :

Unmindful nf the flight of time,

s<> fierce life's battle rages.

Ere you're aware the cross will yield

To rest, from sorrow and changes.

Eagle Bend, Minn. Mrs. ('. ,%. MUttr.

The lAttrr.

I have written you a letter, my darling,

That will tell you how sorrow and rare

Have entered my heart, my darling,

And found a resting place there;

And I trust when you read it's pages

You will weigh each word I've said :

They'll remind you of bright hopes vanished—

They will tell of a love that is dead.

I have written you a letter, my darling,

But there is sadness in every line :

I cannot feel joyous and happy.

Since thy fond love no longer is mine:

Yet 1 thought it might soothe the uuguish,

It would make the burden seem light,

Were I to tell you in writing, my darling,

, How my heart is aching to-night.

Yes. aching with sorrow and sadness—

With grief that I cannot repress;

Life's shadows fall thickly around me.

Bringing with them despair and unrest ;

Like a tempest-tossed wreck on the ocean,

Life's barque has gone down in the storm,

The waves have engulfed it in darkness.

With no gleam of a bright comingdawn.

• I have written you the letter, my darling;

Dare I hope you will read it through?

And will you think of me as kindly

As I am now thinking of you?

Will a thought of the past with its pleasures

In a vision pass o'er thy sight?

In your heart will you treasure each kind word

That I've written you, darling, to-night?

Wist Oakland, Cal. A'eUIr Bloom.

"What's this card in your pocket, John?"

asked his wife. "That'.' Oh, before 1 went

to lunch that was a bill ot fare. Now its

my table of contents."

Teacher—" It seems you are never able

to answer any of my questions. How is this,

my little boy?" "If I knew all the things

you asked me, ma'am, father wouldn't go to

the trouble of sending me here," replied

Johnnv.
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The caption of this article would seem to

be in the nature of a roving commission—

a lettre de cachet, but we do not design tak

ing advantage of such fancied privileges.

"The past" will not tempt us into the

realms of the pre-historic ; "the present"

will more fully engage our attention; " the

future" is a sealed book, its pages unfold

with the hours, twenty-four of which con

stitute a volume of revelations, embodying

facts to be pondered, and with problems

suggested and unsolved takes its place in

the library of the centuries and goes to

swell the vast number of the tomes of

Time.

What is time? Is it folly to inquire be

cause no man can answer? But men do an

swer. We say "past time," "present time,"

"future time." Wedivide time into seconds,

minutes, hours, days and years, and then di

vide again. Shakespeare said: "The clock

upbraids me with the waste of time." We

talk of the "flight of time," but we do not

stop to inquire how fast it flies. We talk of

a day of twenty-four hours, measured by the

earth's revolution on its axis at the rate of

one thousand miles an hour. We talk of a

year, measured by the earth's journey

around the sun at the rate of 1,130 miles a

minute, or 67,800 miles an hour, and this

incomprehensible rapidity goes to makeup

the present and the past. The clock may

run down, but time speeds on and on etern

ally. Time waits for no man. Time listens

to no protests. If the moments are not

caught and utilized as they go by they are

lost forever.

There are those who think the years

loiter; not so, they are coming at the as-

tmindiiig speed of (57,800 miles an hour.

To some the days seem to be tedious; not

so, they are passing at the rate of 1,000

miles an hour.

" Arrow swift the present sweei>eth,

And motionless forever stands the past."

The past has fulfilled its mission; the

present is imperious in its demands ; the

future is a mystery- But what is the

present? It is, perhaps, that instant of

time measured by a hear! tmb. a breath.

Strange to say, an hour may hold in its

burglar-proof safe the fate of men and

nations. It has been written, "Take no

thought ot the morrow,"—not as to its com

ing, but be intensely concerned to meet

emergencies, provided it does come. We

have a right to believe to-morrow will

come, though, when it comes it will be "to

day." These to-morrows have been com

ing since the machinery of the universe

was set in motion, therefore, in doing what

to-day demands, we are doing all things

possible to meet the requirements of to

morrow, and yet, after doing our best, we

find, as Burns wrote:

" The best laid schemes o' mice and men.

Gang aft a-glee."

No man is wise if he takes counsel of his

fears. No man is worthy of consideration

who hesitates to take all the responsibili

ties circumstances impose upon him. He

may go down under accumulated misfor

tunes, but his duty is nevertheless clear—

he must boldly confront his foes, be they

devils, men, circumstances or conditions.

To desert, to run, to skulk, is to invite the

insufferable ignominy of treason to one's

self and to all who are dependent upon

him. To be shot in the back is the decora

tion death places upon the coward. , To

receive a death wound with face to the foe

is to wrest from the iron grasp of fate an

incomputable weight of glory, to remain

monumental of his prowess "while heav'n

has light or earth has graves," for it is the

mission of courage, physical courage some

times, and moral courage always, to keep

both fate and foes at bay. And if there was

ever a time, in the history of workingmen,

when they were called upon to watch

through gloomy days and nights, the pres

ent appeals to them for such vigilance.
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Those who have been forced into idleness

in the past, and are again in the grasp

of the great misfortune, by virtue of which

they experience the pains of poverty they

cannot relieve, will simply realize an old

enemy, and though the aphorism says,

■• Misery loves company," and though the

number of miserable.* has swelled to a vast

army, we doubt if the social phase of the

situation will give eclat to the advent of

\m.

There will not be a reader of this New

Years article, though he may have mounted

r,. the highlands of four-score years, who

will recall a condition of the country so

deplorable as that which now confronts us.

particularly for wage-workers in the greaf

.enters of population and along all the iron

railed thoroughfares of travel and trans

portation.

If we were to write the obituary of 1893,

it would be in the nature of labor's funeral

oration, and our welcoming address to 1S94

wottldbear testimony of gloomy forebodings;

and yet, as we have said, it is not chivalric

ti> take counsel of our fears— , nevertheless,

it is prudent to say, every workingman

-Imuld know the extent of his resources to

-i.L-tain himself during a winter campaign,

and to the idle it is safe to predict that his

murage, fortitude, forbearance and powers

• if endurance will be tested to the utter

most. Let it be understood that the fu

ture comes by minutes and hours—rapidly,

we confess, but if to-day has premo

nitions of a gloomy to-morrow, there is,

fiirtunately, a short span of time given

to prepare for the worst, and hope, which

"springs eternal in the human breast,"

should never be abandoned for the com

panionship of black despair. To brood

over misfortune, to become melancholy, to

despond, are the molecules from which

cranks are evolved. The present is not the

time to hunt for goblins or apparitions of

any description ; no time to throw dice. If

a man betters his condition he must hold

mi conference with fate. The maxim iB

that "God helps those who try to help

themselves." Napoleon said that "God is'

on the side that has the biggest guns." Be

that as it may, only those who have cour

age win iu the battle of life. We believe

a battle is coming; aye, it is begun; and

now, comrades, courage. We hail you on

the very threshold of 1894. We greet you

as the dawn gilds the eastern horizon with

its streaming light, to march with you as

thesun of our destiny mounts to the zenith.

In years that have passed, to return no

more, we have sent forth the " Happy New

Year's" greetings. We send them again,

with our heart in every word. Thousands

with whom we have tramped the thorny

pathways from 187o to 1894 will not hear

our greeting—they have joined the ranks of

the silent majority and gone to their re

ward. They were shining marks, and

Death claimed them. It is the fnncy of

some that the spirits of the departed are

with us and hover over and around us. If

so, departed shades, to you, we say, hail

and farewell—at least, you are in our mem

ory. To the living, however, we address

our New Year's greeting. When another

New Year makes his appearance, and the

Magazine editor salutes the great order, it

will be to us a source of unspeakable satis

faction, if the business gloom which now

prevails shall have disappeared, and that

all, from the humblest fireman to the (irand

Master, shall be found enjoying the largest

possible measure of happiness and prosper

ity that an overruling Providence vouch

safes to mortals. And now, comrades, one

and all, a right happy New Year.

VALUE OF THE BALLOT.

The Alliance Independent, speaking of the

ballot, says:

A man's ballot is the scepter of his individual sov

ereignty. Py using it wisely, intelligently, he main

tains his manhood and guards at all points against

the insidious encroachmcnuYof tyranny. The ballot

is the proud, invincible weapon of American citizen

ship, the invaluable possession of the common

people—and is itself a recognition of man as man,

that one man. no matter who his parents were, has

as much right to a place and natural means to live

as all other men, and that he should be equally ben

efited by the laws of society, each having one vote

and one only. The ballot placed in every hand has

cost millions and millions of lives, and cornea down

to us, out of the struggle of the ages, as our chief

inheritance. It is the gift of earth's countless heroes,

and bears to us their free, undying spirit.

The ballot has with us displaced the sword we hope

forever, and in the light of advancing truth shall

peacefully settle the great questions which still divide

men, questions of equity and individual rights. War,
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nil the aggressive wars of history, have been engaged

in for conquest, for wealth and power over labor.

To-day business is war, having the same object and

compassing the same end.

Getting as much as one can.

While giving the least that one must,

is the barbarous rule of business, and it does not

bring into battle with each other those having equal

wisdom and power. The far-sighted, the cunning,

the law favored and intrenched demand nct-prolit

tribute and unequal exchange* from the others, from

the masses whom they have made dependent by first

robbing them of their birthrights to land, which is

the necessary basis of liberty. The monster monopo

lies are veritable kingdoms grown up in the republic,

aggressive despotisms, far advanced in their en

croachments on liberty's basis, and reaching out after

the whole earth. We are all for the time being in

subjection to mono|H>ly power, and must unite at

the ballot box to cut it* absorbing tentacles and get

loose from its grasp.

The foregoing is it happy and forceful

presentation of the value of the ballot, but

in further considering the subject, a num

ber of questions are forced upon the atten

tion of the American people. (1) While

the ballot is the symbol of citizenship and

sovereignty, is it not being used to destroy

both? (2) Is there not a purpose rapidly

developing to-restrict the ballot within nar

rower limits?

In replying to such interrogatories, how

ever severely condensed, considerable space

must be taken, for, however easy it may be

to formulate questions, it is nut always, nor

generally an easy task to answer them, and

questions which relate to citizenship, sov

ereignty, liberty anil independence should

not be lightly dealt with.

The true American idea is manhood suf

frage, that is to say, a native born American,

twenty-one years of age, who is not an idiot,

nor insane, and who has not committed

crime, is entitled ttvthe ballot, anil in most

of the states of the union, under the laws,

has this suffrage right conferred upon him.

But there are states that have enacted laws

which do not recognize manhood as alone

sufficient to entitle a man to suffrage.

There are a number of states that dis

franchise paupers, men no longer able to

provide for themselves, and who, therefore,

become a public charge. There arc many

grades of the misfortune called poverty,

and the pauper is supposed to have reached

the lowest—and is, therefore, disfranchised,

and takes his place with the insane, the idiot

ic and convicted criminals, who are also dis

franchised. Now, if the pauper could get a

chance to earn so much as fifty cents a day,

he could, with the aid of Kdward Atkinson's

Aladdin oven, live on nine cents a day, and

put forty-one cents in bank; and if then, like

Jay Gould, he could get a patent mouse

trap, or like old Commodore Vanderbilt,

get a scow and a long pole, or like old .lohu

Jacob Astor, get possession of a mink skin.

, he might rise, in course of time, to the

serene, and lovely altitude of a millionaire,

but in the absence of such opportunities, he

must be a pauper, and in several states pay

the penalty of disfranchisement. The law,

as a penalty for extreme poverty, disrobes

its victims of citizenship, of sovereignty,

and reduces him to the level of the insane,

idiots and criminals.

It is not required by the law that the

pauper should be declared guilty of any

crime, or that he should be crazy or a foul.

If he holds out his trembling hands and

asks for bread, for clothes and shelter, that

answers the demand; and then the law re

duces him to an outcast, the penalty, in so

far as voting is concerned, is the same as is

visited upon the most depraved wretch in a

penitentiary.

It does not matter in what bank wreck,

engineered by bunko desperadoes, his sav

ings may have been wrested from him; it

does not matter in what corporation mill,

between the upper and the nether stones

he was reduced to pauper pulp; it does not

matter that he may have been remanded to

idleness because he belonged to a labor or

ganization, and sought to live as becomes

an American citizen; it does not matter

that he may have worked and obeyed the

laws of his country, until bending beneath

the weight of accumulating years he asks

for bread; it does not matter that when the

bugle called to arms, he said "farewell " to

home and kindred, and sprang to the front

and followed "Old Glory" into the storms

of battle, the moment he asks the great

public for help, something to keep his pn>-

testingsoul within his famished body, he is

disfranchised. The pauper may be posses

sed of every virtue, he may have been ani

mated by noble aspirations, may have been

charitable and magnanimous, but misfor
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tune overtook him. and great -lutes, because

he has no money, rob him of the ballot, and

decree liiin an outcast.

In the states where this rape of manhood

!ia> been perpetrated, the idea prevails that

money, not manhood is entitled to the bal

lot, and it is eminently pertinent to inquire

it the crime could have been committed

it :n 1 work ingnicn— men. regarded as poor, as

compared with the rich, bad by their ballots

protested against the iniquity?

Again, there are states which disfranchise

men. because it is assumed they are 11011-

uxpayers—that is to say, their names do

not appear on the list of taxpayers. They

.ire not paupers— they support themselves

l»v their work, as also those dependent upon

them for support. And these men. like

idiots, the insane, and convicted criminals,

ure disfranchised. Here, again, the pluto

cratic class magnify money and seek to

degrade the poor, upon the vicious assump

tion that a man can live in a rented house,

liny food ami clothing, and yet pay no taxes;

when it is known and admitted that every

rent payer is a tax payer; that every con-

-imier is a tax payer. In short, every

person, no matter how poor, who is not a

pauper is a tax payer. Notwithstanding

such uncontradicted huts, men are disfran

chised, because their names do not appear

on tax lists as tax payers, and here, again,

the quest ion arises, have workingmen, in

the states w'here these poor men have been

struck down by the plutocratic class and

the ballot, to prevent the degrading crime,

protested? Have they not stood idly by

and seen the ballot, the "scepter of indi

vidual sovereignty," taken from the hands

■ .1 their fellow toilers without an effort to

prevent the crime?

lu response to the question, is not the

ballot being used to destroy the citizenship

and the sovereignty of the individual ? what

we have said is a direct reply. There is no

citizenship without the ballot, and only the

citizen is sovereign, hence, when a man is

■lisfranchised, citizenship and sovereignty

jpidown together— hence, also, the ballot is

n*ed to enact laws disfranchising the poor,

thereby placing all power in the hands of

the rich. Such is the trend of affairs, and

ii workingmen do not see it they are blind.

Is there not a purpose to restrict the bal

lot within narrower limits? Every time a

man is disfranchised, except for idiocy, in

sanity and crime, a flagrant departure from

the true American idea is committed. On

all occasions, and on every hand is heard

the cry that illiteracy is the one great dan

ger that menaces the government, but of

late, iiimes another alarm,; it is that wealth,

consolidated wealth, is destined to over

throw our institutions. The rich are nut

illiterate. They can read and write and

cipher, and it is the rich who are eternally

repeating the/oiVi/ that the illiterate, those

who can neither read nor write are to bring

about the ruin of the government—and by

their clamor, they are able, here and there,

to disfranchise, not only the illiterate, but

men whose names are not on the tax list.

In all of this is seen a purpose to do away

with manhood suffrage, to deny poor men

their rights, to create a governing class,

made up of rich men, as if the hope of the

country was based upon money, rather than

labor.

A hank hill is a note, hearing no interest, that the

bank owes. Now if you go to your neighbor to bor

row $100, lie says. "All right, make out your note

with good security at s per cent." Yo (lo so. and give

it to hiin and he gives you his note hearing no inter

est for yours. Wouldn't you think your neighbor

rather cheeky? Well, that is just what you do when

you borrow of a hank. They have had some law put

behind their note to make It better than yours, and

they draw interest on their notes while you pay in

terest. Do you think a law that gives your neighbor

that advantage over you a fair one?— Thf .YrwXtitiott.

Manifestly the bank has a decided pull

on the borrower. But as matters stand

just now the banks decline to loan money

for the purpose of carrying forward indus

tries, and as a result men are idle by the

million. The proprietors of factories say

" AVe can get orders, but cash down is out

of the question." Customers require time

but the banks refuse to loan money to heip

the proprietors, hence men are idle. AVithin

the past few months four or five hundred

banks failed. Why? Because, when their

depositors called for their money it could

not be had; it was loaned out. The idea is

to do away with banks. Just how it is to

be accomplished, and what is to take the

place of the banks, if anything, remains

tittevolved.
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SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING

Mr. Chauneey M. Depew is president of

the New York Central and Hudson River

railroad system or corporation, ami receives

$50,000 a year—his salary being the same an

that of the president of the United States.

Mr. Depew has a charming personality.

He is renowned as an after dinner orator.

He has hosts of friends including all the

V'anderbilts, Ward McAllister and his

"400." He is learned, witty and some ac

count him wise.

He makes the tour of Europe annually,

or such portions of the continent as bring

him in contact with its aristocracy and

second class royalty, in fact he may some

times be accorded the privileges of a cat and

look at a king.

He has recently written a syndicate letter,

on "success in railroading," in which he

points out the opportunities for young men

to rise from the ranks to positions of great

power and influence, and to demonstrate

that never before in the history of railroad

ing have the magnates been so profoundly

interested in the welfare of employes as at

present.

lu commenting upon Mr. Depew's syndi

cate letter we begin with its conclusion

which is as follows :

Never before have the executive officers of railroads

manifested so deep an interest in the welfare of the

men and their relation with them. I know whereof

I speak, ami attirm this without fear of contradiction.

Many of us who are charged with the practical man

agement of the great railway system of the country

are men whom I have known for ycaas, and I assert

that in no other great enterprise, industrial or com

mercial, in this or any other country, is such anxious,

conscientious and thoughtful care bestowed cm em

ployes us is given to tliem by the managers of the

principal railways of the t'nited States. As before

stated most of them have risen from the ranks of the

worker. Thcs have performed nearly all kinds of

railway labor and have associated with all classes of

railway men. They know by experience the risksaud

responsibilities and nearly always when a difference

arises between the men ami the company and there is

a doubt as to which is right under the circumstances,

the men are given the benefit of the doubt. My ob

servation is that there never before was such intelli

gent management, such regard for the rights of the

working classes anil such attention to their general

welfare as now obtains. The average railway mana

ger of to-day is broader, abler and kindlier than the

average manager thirty or forty years ago. His sym

pathies are with his men, his interests repose in their

hands, and he knows that competent service, loyal

performance of duty, watchfulness by the workers

over the interests of the company, insure successful

administration of its affairs. What better field is there

for the pushing, energetic young men of to-day than

our great railroad system? 1 know of none more

promising.

Railroad employes engaged in the train

service know just about how much of the

foregoing is char!', and bow much is wheat,

and they will be delighted if the chaff' falls

below !<0 per cent.

It is probably true, that never in the his

tory of railroading, have employes been

treated with less consideration than now by

the " executive officers.'' and when any con

sideration is extended it is owing to organ

ization, hut id' late the power of organization

has become a matter of little consequence

in their estimation, hence the assertion,

that never " in this or any other country is

such anxious, conscientious and thoughtful

care bestowed on employes as is given to

them by the managers of the principal rail

ways of the United States." Now then we

challenge the record to show an instance

wjien the " managers." finding business

prosperous, said to their employes " men

your duties are arduous and involve great

danger, and we propose to advance your

wages," but let business decline, ami

promptly is heard all along the lines the

orders, 1st to remand men into idleness and

2nd to cut down the wages of those who are

retained. It' there is an exception to this

record, just one, we shall be glad to know

it, and will promptly give it prominence in

the Maoazini:. True it may be claimed

that at least one of the Vanderbilts is very

profoundly interested in having his em

ployes bathe and keep clean, and is credited

with being interested in their souls' salva

tion, hut no one ever heard of the Vander

bilts solicitude taking the form of increas

ing wages ,") or 10 percent, or any other per

cent, but the world has heard of wholesale

discharges of men and the employment of

I'inkerton thugs armed to shoot men on

the N. Y. C. because they protested when

outrages were imposed upon them, and if

President Chaunccy M. Depew protested,

we will print his disclaimer in naming capi

tals, if he or any of his admirers will forward

the document to the Maoazini:.

Such stiitl' is vulgar gasconade. When

wages have been advanced or maintained it
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has been by the action of employes, and all

the twaddle about the solicitude of man

agers is downright duplicity and is intended

to impress upon the minds of employes that

the managers are responsible for their being

in good running order, the same as their

mules and machines—mere dependents,

who would go to the devil were it not for

the watchful solicitude of the managers.

But Mr. Depew voices some sentiments of

resl value, which from time to time have

received our attention. He recites an inci

dent or incidents in the history of Professor

Morris of Cornell University, N. Y. Mr.

1'epew says:

I wa* (tut last full making political speeches. They

instructed anil amused large audiences, hut did no

good. One of the places which I visited was Ithaca,

X. Y. Before the tnuin started the next morning I

went up for mi inspection of the Cornell Cniversity.

I found there the best plant for the teaching of me-

rhapic* which I have ever seen. The theory was

perfect, the processes were perfect, everything about

It wu perfect. They had every appliance which would

•end out a boy who could build a locomotive or an

electric motor and do everything required where skill

of hand andaccuracy are needed. Prof. Morris who is

at the head of that institution, said: " Mr. DePew, I

feel that you arc my superior officer: 1 am an old

Central man."

" How did you get here?" I asked.

" I fired on the New York Central. 1 stood on the

footboard as an engineep on the Central. While a lo

comotive engineer 1 made up my mind to get an edu

cation, beleiving thut n mechanic could go anywhere

if he had a good education. I studied at night and

fitted myself for I'nion College, running all the time

with my locomotive. I procured books and attended

as far as possible trie lectures and recitations. I kept

up with my class, and on the day of graduation I left

my locomotive, washed up, put on the gown nnd cap,

delivered my thesis, received my diploma, then put

away my diploma, put the gown and cap in the closet,

put on my working shirt, got on my engine and made

my usual run that day."

We confess to liking that sort of biogra

phy. It embodies a great truth, not that

every one who applies himself to gaining

knowledge will become professors in great

universities, or that they will become rail

road managers, but it does signify that they

will place themselves in the line of promo

tion and may hope to advance.

One would be led to surmise, from what

Mr. Depew writes of Professor Morris, that

he would seek out from among the thous

ands of employes on the N. Y. (_'. men who

give promise of intellectual development, of

mind force, for the purpose of making them

heads of departments. This, however, is

not done. If one of the rank and file gets

up he has got to fight his way ; not so with

others whom Mr. Depew worms into head

men. " We have," says Mr. Depew, " In

the office of the Grand Central depot thirty

young men who are graduates of Yale and

Harvard. They are getting on an average

$36 per month, but they are coming on to

take the places as heads of departments,

and they will ultimately reach positions of

profit and power in the railroad as they

demonstrate their efficiency and ability."

This incident tells the story. The col

lege graduate takes precedence, he has

friends at court, and these nincompoops,

without knowledge of men or of practical

railroading, are scattered over the country

and are generally a supercillious set of asses

who often do more to create unrest and an

tagonisms than all other causes combined.

Mr. Depew recites a number of instances

of the success of men who have risen from

the ranks to places of commanding influ

ence. We reproduce what he says as fol

lows :

Twenty-eight years ago the president of the Atchi-

ison, Topeka and Santa Ke system, of nearly 10,000

miles, was the storekeeper at the principal locomotive

shops of a Western railway Thirty-seven years ago

the president of the Lake Shore and Michigan South

ern railroad company was division engineer upon the

northern division of the Illinois Central railroad and

prior to that time carried a rod and chain. Thirty-

three years ago the vice president nnd general mana

ger of the Southern Pacific company was a passenger

conductor upon the Chicago, Burlington and (Juincy

railroad. Thirty eight years ago the president of the

Chicago and Alton railroad was an assistant engineer

in the construction of the Illinois Central railroad,

and served his apprenticeship with the rod and chain,

and his vice president thirty years ago was a station

agent at Springfield Illinois. My earliest recolections

of the president of the Michigan Central railroad is in

connection with a subordinate position held by him

on the Chicago, llurlington and Quincy in Chicago.

The president of the Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago

and St. Louis railroad company was an obscure young

lawyer twenty-five years ago, who with unusual abil

ity has concentrated into a successful and comprehen

sive system a number of lines of railway, most of

which were previously unrcmuncralive. The presi

dent of the Louisville and Nashville railroad company,

ripe in experience from nearly forty years' servhv,

sprang from the ranks. The chief executive officer

of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad com

pany was fifteen years ago struggling in Cairo, 111.,

with the varying fortunes, or rather misfortunes, of

the Cairo and Vincennes road, about H'»0 miles long.

The president of the Mobile and Ohio railroad com

pany, formerly president of the Illinois Central, drove

a team on the tow-path of a canal, then worked ns a
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truck hand, then fired and subsequently ran a loco

motive engine. The Pennsylvania system furnishes

many examples of executive and department officers

growing up nearly from boyhood in that great railway

family and being transferred from the ranks of the

workers to the sphere of larger responsibilities where

their experience and training might be of mutual

benefit to the company and its men. The New York

Central and Hudson Rrver railroad has been con

trolled and directed by substantially one interest for

a long term of years, and in many instances it is offic

ered by those who have virtually grown up with it

and its vast army of workers. I might multiply these

illustrat ions and show that the practical operation of

the greater portion of our railway mileage is directed

by men who have risen from the ranks, and who are

familiar with the details of railroad life and railroad

work.

Such reading supplies food for thought.

There are still prizes to be drawn in the

railroad lottery, not by luck but by hard

study, by utilizing every spare moment, by

having books for companions, by being pre

pared for promotion when it offers, to take

the tide at the auspicious moment that leads

on to fortune. We doubt if it ever flows by

a saloon, or comes to a man whose hands

are eternally thrust down into empty pock

ets to an extent that makes him round

shouldered. There are vagaries in Mr. De-

pew'* letter, but there are also great chunks

of real wisdom, words that weigh a pound.

RAILROAD ACCIDENTS.

Recently, in the city of New York, a

number of railroad managers were in con

sultation regarding the remarkable num

ber of railway accidents which make 1893

phenomenal in that respect. It was found

that from January to October a larger num

ber of accidents involving great loss of life

and serious injuries had happened than for

four or five years previously, altogether.

These facts are creating widespread com

ment, and the managers who were in con

sultation upon the extraordinary exhibit

were of the opinion that with one or two

exceptions the accidents came within the

class of railway fatalities which are known

as the unaccountable and unavoidable.

During the meeting of the managers

Vice-President J. D. Layng, of the West

Shore railroad, referred to the accident

which happened at Newburg early in the

Rummer, which, he remarked, was a mystery

to this day, because "it involves the ex

planation of the secret operations of the

human mind," and added:

The switchman, a man who had been in the em

ploy of the company ten years, always sober, always

faithful, insisted that he had set the signal right, and

that he hail seen itthus properly displayed. The en

gineer, another man as careful and faithful as any of

the company's employes, on the other hand, in

sisted that he saw the signal, and that it was set for

safety. One of these men was wrong, and while, of

course, each of them would naturally lie disposed to

defend himself, nevertheless it is the opinion of the

railway people that each of these men believed that

he was telling the truth.

What are the facts in railroad affairs dur

ing the year 1893? Some of them can be

stated. 1st, There has been a wholesale

slaughter of employes, and in numerous

instances the men retained have been re

quired to do double service, and this thing

of one man doing two men's work inevita

bly results in accidents more or less seri

ous. 2d, To reduce expenses the wages of

overworked employes are reduced, and if

an honest, tried and competent man com

plains of the injustice and seeks to remedy

the wrong, a cheap-priced scab is employed,

and the chances are that death, maiming

and the destruction of property will result.

Again, regardless of the inexorable and

immutable laws of man's physical and

mental organism, railroad managers require

employes to be on duty so many hours that

accidents which might be avoided are ren

dered unavoidable because of excessive

hours of labor.

Mr. Layng recited several instances of

accidents having occurredlwhere men ex

ceptionally trustworthy were responsible,

but he failed to tell how many hours those

switchmen and engineers had been on con

stant duty without sleep. Had he given

the facts regarding such inhumanity he

might have omitted reference to the "secret

operations of the human mind."

It comes to this: While railroad mana

gers reduce their force and require men to

do double duty, involving loss of rest and

sleep, they will continue to lament the oc

currence of accidents involving the loss of

life and maiming, and the destruction of

property, the cost of which far exceeds the

Bum total of what would be required to

have full crews with ample time for sleep.

The accidents of which they complain in

numerous instances are chargeable to the

greed of the corporation which befuddles

their minds and makes their economy one

of the most expensive features of railroading.
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The Pennsylvania Railroad Men's Xew* for

October has an article on heroism, in which,

after giving the old-time standards by

which heroes were judged and measured,

says :

The mistake, however, which has long been made,

an.l which we arc only beginning to correct, is that

ronrage alone can make a hero. To some extent we

have iriven up 1 his notion. Our present heroes are

no longer cannibals or robbers or duelists, however

courageous such men may have been. We have

come to admit thai something else must be united to

bravery to create heroism. And what is that some

thing else? Is it not some noble purpose outside of

self and It* interests? The glad and willing sacrifice

for something higher than pleasure or interest, com

fort "r case, united to the courage which scorns all

roi-on temptations and persists in the truth and right.

a.- tar as it is seen, spite of all obstacles—that is the

true heroism which we are vaguely seeking and be

ginning to appreciate.

We think the Pennsylvania R. if. N. is

right, but to do right, to have noble pur

poses, to make willing sacrifices, etc., re

quires courage different from that which

distinguishes cannibals, Indians and duel

ists, but still courage. A courage, which,

when a railroad corporation cuts down

wages or discharges a man he disdains to

steal, even when hungry; who sees his wife

and children hungry and naked but will

nut, therefore, sacrifice integrity and com

mit crime, preferring to die rather than

disgrace himself. A courage which, were

it in operation, would put an end to water

ing etoeks and bonds whereby innocent

parties are robbed, and to enable corpora

tions to pay dividends on such evidences of

fraud the wages of employes are cut down.

A coOD story is told upon a Washington woman

who now ni.i!.."- her home in Colorado. With evi

dently no thought as to the curious sound of the

combination if spoken quickly, she lias called her

oldest child Helen Virginia. Not long ago upon a

visit to this city she proudly brought her young

daughter in to see an old friend. " What have you

called your daughter ? " queried the visitor. " Helen

Virginia," was the complacent reply. "Ah, and

what do you call her in Colorado?" was the unex

pected but very natural response—Kale Fifid'i H'uaA-

inyton.

Fortunately, the intellectual proprietor of

the Wrukingtoii was not named Helen Wash

ington, though the late lamented extra

session would warrant such a christening

of all the girls in the capital city of the

nation.

The Lehigh Strike-On and Off.

The strike on the Lehigh Valley railroad

was declared on November 18th and was

declared off December 7th, making nine

teen days the duration of the strike."

The strike having passed into history, it

becomes prudent to inquire, what is its his

tory? In view of the elaborate report of

the origin and progress of the strike given

in the December "Magazine, little is re

quired to be added now. The circulars

issued by Grand Master Sargent, together

with the correspondence submitted tells

the whole story up to the time when the

state boards of arbitration of New York

and New Jersey volunteered their services

to bring about- "a settlement of the trouble

existing between the officers of the road

and their employes. The arbitration com

missioners appeared on the ground Novem

ber 28th, but received at first but little en

couragement from the officials of the road,

the arbitrators receiving from President

Wilbur the following reply to their propo

sition to act as mediators in the trouble:

I am much obliged to yon for your telegram, but

at present there does not seem to lie any occasion for

arbitration, as there is no issue whatever between

our employes, as such, and the company.

But the arbitrators were not discouraged

bv President Wilbur's curtness, and con

tinued their solicitations lor an interview,

and finally succeeded.

It is eminently prudent, just here, to in

quire, What was the nature of the trouble

that precipitated the strike? It has been

stated, but we repeat it here, that the final

settlement may be the better comprehend

ed, and nothing more explicit can be found

than the following statement which ap

peared in the December Magazine:

The strike is a direct result of broken faith on the part

of the officials in dealing with theiremployes. Agree

ments made in good faith and conscientiously lived

up to by the employes were flagrantly disregarded,

and when redress was sought in a spirit of honesty

and fairness, no consideration was given the coin-

plaint; and when finally, as a lost resort the chief

executives of the several brotherhoods were culled

in, they were given to understand by the officials

that their intervention would not be tolerated—in

other words, they were flatly refused a hearing.

Necessarily, behind this insulting action

of the Lehigh officials there were griev

ances which the organizations had sought

in vain to adjust honorably and amicably,

which brought to the front as the last re

sort the chief executives of the organiza

tions, and the refusal on the part of the

Lehigh officials to treat with them, as has

been said, brought on the strike, and as it

was declared off December 7th, interest

centers in the terms of the settlement.

But to understand it fully, we are required

to go back to November "21st, when Presi

dent Wilbur issued the following bulletin:

To correct am- misapprehension regarding the posi

tion of the officers ot this Company, I would state

that they are at all times ready and willing to give
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patient hearing to complaints on the pnrt of its em

ployes, or any number of them in any department: if

dissatisfied with the conclusions reached ny the Divi

sion Superintendent or General Superintendent, the

President will hew their cases and decide, hut we

decline to confer with organized committees com

posed of several branches of the service for the reason

that we cannot know that such committees fairly rep

resent its employes. Engineers, can not, of course,

fuirly represent grievances of telegraph men, nor can

firemen properly represent trainmen. The company

maintains the right to employ men upon such terms

as may be agreed upon ana settle all complaints only

with its employes, and to discharge men for cause

with the right to appeal, but without reference to the

judgment or action of any organization.

A man is not required to be argus eyed

to discover in the foregoing expressions a

deep and abiding hostility to organization.

It strikes at the fundamental principles of

organization in that employes are denied

the right of choosing their representatives

to adjust grievances with railroad officials.

On Nov. 29, and subsequent to the post

ing of President Wilbur's bulletin, as given

above, the arbitration boards of New York

and New Jersey called upon President Wil

bur and had an interview with him relating

to the status of the employes, and pub

lished the following memoranda as the re

sult of the interview:

That the road agrees to take back as many of their

old employes as it has places for. withoutany preju

dice on account of the fact that they struck or that

they an' members of anv labor organization : that

when in the employ of the road, committees from

the various classes of employes will be received as

stated in the bulletin of November 21st, and their

grievances considered and justly treated; and that

in employing men in the future the company will

give the preference to former employes, when the

strike is declared oft".

Having secured the foregoing agreement

on the part of the Lehigh officials, the ar

bitration boards, at the request of the

striking employes, proceeded to Hethlehem,

Pa., where they met the general grievance

committee composed of John H. Kice, chair

man, representing the engineers; W. K.

I'reston, representing the firemen; Eman

uel David, representing the conductors; J.

K. Dempsev, representing the trainmen,

and John P. McGovern, representing the

telegraphers, and after a long conference,

telegraphed to President Wilbur the fol

lowing letter:

South Bethlehem, Pa., December 3th, 1893.

E. P. Wilbur, E»q., Prett. Lehigh Valley R. R. Co.:

Dear Sir :—The State Boards of Arbitration of New

York and New Jersey desire to know whether, if the

existing strike is declared off, the Lehigh Valley Kail

roail Company will agree to take back as many of their

old employes, as they have places for without any

prejudice on account of the fact that thev struck or

that they are members of any labor organization : that

in re-employing men formerly in its service the avail

able time shall be so divided among the men so re

employed that they may feel that they are again in the

service of the Company and self-supporting; that in

making promotions hereafter the Company will make

no distinction as between men now' in its employ and

those so re-employed on account of seniority in ser

vice or otherwise : and that in employing men in the

future the Company will give the preference to for

mer employes, when the strike is declared oft".

We further think that to prevent misapprehension.

t!ie Lehigh Valley Railroad Company should confirm

the rule* posted by Mr. Voorhees. August 7th last, as

First Vice President of the Philadelphia and Reading

Railroad Company.

We believe tha: these suggestions arc reasonable,

and that if they are accepted by your Company the

present strike will be at once terminated.

Respectfully yours,

(i. Kohekts! of the New York State Boaad of Medi

ation and Arbitration.

J. P. McDonnell. Chairman of the State Board of

Mediation and Arbitration of New Jersey.

It is said that the points in the foregoing

letter were thoroughly discussed at the con

ference with the grievance committee, and

subsequently with the Lehigh Vallev offi

cials, and as a result President Wilbur fssucd

the following letter:

Socth Bethlehem, Pa., December 5th, 1893.

Gentlemen ;—I beg to acknowledge vour couunuii

ication of this date. The Lehigh Valley Kailroid

Company agrees to the suggestion contained thereiu.

and in the event of the present strike being declared

off will abide by them.

We recognize and willingly respond to your modifi

cation of our former understanding—that the availa

ble time may be so divided that the men re-employed

may have some certain source of support.

We further, of course, confirm the rules posted by

Mr. Voorhees on August 7th last. The Lehigh Vallev

R. K. Co. resumed possession of its lines on August

8th, and the rules In question have not been rescinded.

I am very truly vours,

E. P. Wn.Bt'R, President.

The supreme question is: Did the organ

izations win a victory?

It must be conceded that the various af

filiated orders fought lor the right as became

courageous men. The campaign, it should

be remembered, was inaugurated at a most

inauspicious season. Winter, fierce and re

lentless, had set in and the whole country

was in the grasp of the most unfortunate

industrial conditions. It would be folly to

ignore such environments. For the men to

have done well under such circumstances is

in itself a victory. From first to last, all

honor to them, they never showed the white

feather. They had spine and sand. There

were no weak knees, but everywhere and

all the time there were courage and prudence

combined, and the strike tin and <>[T. leaves

the men in positions in which no apologies

are required.

According to the latest advices from the

scene of the late strike. about l.OOOof tliel,-

NOOstrikors are left out of a situation, and a

reduction of wages has been ordered to affect

only those who struck and were taken back

an«f the scabs that were hired. The reduc

tion, in the language of the dispatch, was

to "affect the strikers and the scabs that

were hired, alike and alone." The scabs

that remained at work, engineers, conduct

ors, etc. were not affected by the reduction,

the officials declaring that they "should he-

rewarded for their fidelity to the company."

To think of thus debauching the term " fi

delity" is enough to fire every drop of manly

blood to indignation.

The conduct of the Lehigh Valley officials

was reprehensible to a degree that cannot

be properly characterized. Through it ail
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was ami is seen the determination to wipe

• •tit organization, extinguish the lodge fires

and make the Lehigh Valley a tit compan

ion f. >r Ins Heading twin brother, who. un

der the rule of such monsters of depravity

a« < Virbin ami M<'I.eod, was years ago shorn

<>f his hair and whiskers and dressed in

-tript's, the garb of a felon, lit emblem of a

master's lash.

In rv-employing the old men it is said

that those who were in anywise active are,

with seareely an exception, out of a job.

The officials informed the men that they

had " only agreed to take buck as many as

they had room for," anil that "none of

those who had been hired would be dis

missed to make room for those who bad

struck." The officials took their choice,

shrewdly excluding those who had been

active in the strike—the mainstay of organ

ization, informing them when they reported

tor duty that their "places were tilled."

In the future no man above 4o years of

aw is to be employed. The scabs are scat

tered over the system anil by design it fre

quently occurs-that a scab fireman is placed

uitli a striking engineer, a scab conductor

« ith a striking brakeinan, etc., etc. The

purpose of this is too obvious to require ex

planation. Under the terms of the settle

ment no allusion is made to the recognition

of organizations, their officers or commit

tees, and it will manifestly be the policy of

the officials to run their road without the

intervention of any organization.

The employes and the organizations made

a gallant tight for a vital principle, and this

in a large measure compensates for the sac

rifice of men and money that thestrikeen-

tailed.

A writer in the Union Pacific Employes'

Magazine, referring to affairs connected with

the Knights of Labor, remarks that "as far

a» we can judge from information at hand,

T. V. Powderly did right in resigning as

Heneral Master Workman, in face of the

circumstances that confronted him. He will

be thought none the less of by those who

have supported him in the past, who have

recognized the high character of his gen

eralship." The writer affirms that the work

of the K. of L. is •'educational" ami must

go forward. The "need of unity" is com

mented upon. Factions art' generously re

buked, but. says the writer, " if it is neces

sary, let us destroy all organization and build

anew. Organizations are but means to an

end. It would be but the throwing away of

an old tool for a new one." Manifestly, the

breaking down of an order no more means

that organization is to be arrested, than

'.■.hen a railroad is declared insolvent means

that no more roads will be built. The

Knights of Labor order may be, just now.

in trouble, bnt we entertain the belief that

it is not dest roved.

Captain Jack Crawford, the Poet

Scout.

It affords us real satisfaction to introduce

('apt. .lack Ciaw ford, a real poet and a real

scout, to the readers of the Maoazine. In

all things ('apt .lack is real—as an army

scout, a frontiersman, he has won proud

distinction, and as a poet he rides bis winged

horse as gracefully as if it were an Arabian

steed. He knows Parnassus front Pike's

Peak, and could find the "harmonious

springs" of the muses on Helicon without

the aid of a search light. In a word, ('apt.

.lack, as a poet, has won his way to dis

tinction, and is winning fresh laurels every

day. As a specimen, replete with thoughts

that breathe, we introduce the following:

IK I BVT coll.p.

If I couM clothe each jeweled thought

That comes to me from Nature's bowers

fu classic language, such as taught

Away from western woiwls and flowers,

If 1 eoiild sing the sweet refrains

That in my soul in silence cluster.

Front many a In-art I'd strike the chains.

And give" the star of hope new lustre.

If 1 could scatter all the gems

That light my soul, in darkened places,

Could pluck tlie hope-buds from their stems,

And wreathe them o'er despondent laces,

li 1 Inn had the power to stay

The blighting hand of pain and sorrow,

The human flowers that wilt to-day

Would raise their heads and liloom to-morrow.

If from the Master hand above

To me the longed-for power was given

To change all bitterness to love.

Of every earthly hell make heaven.

The lowering clouds would quickly flee

Before the light which followed after,

And every wave of Life's broad sea

Would gleam and shine with sparkling laughter.

Another gem is his "Sunshine," of which

we give a stanza, as follows:

This world at best is bnt a hash of pleasure and of

pain.

Some days are bright and sunny, and some all sloshed

with rain.

And that's just how it ought to be. for when the

clouds roll by

We'll know just how to predate the bright and

smilin sky.

So learn to take it as it comes, and don't sweat at the

pores

the I.oBecause the Lord's opinion doesn't coincide with

yours;

lint always keep remeiuberiif when cares your

path enshroud.

That Hod has lots of sunshine to spill behind the

cloud.

('apt. Jack is now in the entertainment

field, and is winning golden opinions in the

ranks of men and women who are lovers of ;i

combination of the beautiful and the true,

all that is pure and sympathetic in poetry

and prose, as he recites tlie one or the

other. In addressing Army Posts, when

he meets the veterans, he carries every

thing by storm. We can do our readers no

greater favor than to urge them to be pres

ent and take front seats when ('apt. Jack

Crawford holds forth. They will be enter

tained and edified, ami will go again.
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Judicial Department.

We begin with this issue of the M.\<; vzink

a .Indicia] Department, which will he found

of special interest to all classes of railroad

nun. It will contain decisions of the courts

throughout the country touching liability,

and non-liability of corporations, and from

time to time such statutes enacted either by

congress or by states as relate to labor.

lirXSINO TRAINS SI XIJAV,

The provision of section 4,.ri7K of the code making

it n misdemeanor to run a freight train u]ion nuv rail

road iii t li i -> stale on the Sabbath day is a regulation

of internal police, and not a rcgulution of commerce.

11 is not ineoiinict>ith tlie constitution of the t'nitcd

states even as to freight trains passing through ihe

stute from and to adjacent states, jnd laden exclusive

ly with goods and freight received on hoard before

the train entered this state and consigned to points

beyond its limits.

llciinington vs. State. Supreme Court of Ha. 17 S.

E. Rep. 1,()UU. (!»;.)

LEOAL POWERS OK A CORPORATION.

The charter of a corporation, read in the light of

any general laws which arc applicable, is the measure

of it* power, and the enumeration of those powers

implies the exclusion of all others not fairly inciden

tal. All contracts made by a corporation beyond the

scope of those powers are unlawful and void, and no

action can be maintained upon them in the courts,

and this upon three distinct grounds: The obliga

tion of every one contracting with it corporation to

take notice of the legal limits of its powers; the in

terests of stockholders not to be subjected to risks

which they have never undertaken; and. above all,

the interest of the public that the corporation shall

not transcend the powers conferred upon it hv law.

Todd vs. Ky. tnion Umd Co. Circuit Court l> K v.

."•7 Fed. Hep. 47. (147.)

LIABILITY OF RECEIVER FOR ACCIDENT To TRAINS.

A railroad company which had the right to run its

trains into a certain town over the tracks of another

company, then in the hands of receivers, dnlv noti

fied the yardmaster of the latter, at that place,

that an extra train would arrive about til A. M. on a

ccrntin day. The yardmaster communicated this in

telligence to the foremen of the several switching en

gines, but the foreman of one engine neglected to no

tify his engineer, and the latter, while looking back

ward at the cars in Discharge, ran his engine into the

extra, thereby killiugn passenger. The receivers were

liable for the death, and tliisnotwitbstandingtbefaet

that the extra was so lute that, under the rules of the

yard, the switch engine had a right to ncciipv the

trucks, for ihe want of notice prevented the keeping

of a proper lookout.

Kdily vs. I,etcher. Circuit Court of Appeals. Eighth

Circuit. .v; Fed. Hep. 11.V (PC!, i

NEIJLIOENCE OF F.NOISF.FJt NOT WRITABLE TO KIUEMF.N.

The neglect of a locomotive engine driver to keep

a proper lookout, and the consequent failure to avert

a collision caused by the negligence of his employ

er's yiec-prineipal. is not imputable as contributory

negligence to the tin-man of tin- same engine, who is

injured in the collision.

('., N.u. AT. I*. H. Co. vs. (lark, circuit Court of

Appeals, sixth circuit, "w I'ed. Hep. li'i. |."i7.i

TK1.EORAP1I OPERATOR AND LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN FEL

LOW SERVANTS.

A telegraph operator at a way station, whose duty

it is to display signals to prevent one train following

another on the .same Iraek too closed}-, is the fellow

servant of the locomotive Mremeli.

<*., N. o. ,e. T. P. 1{. Co. vs. (lark, circuit Court of

Appeals, sixth Circuit. 57 Fed. Rep. lLli. ill.i

FOREMAN AND SWITCHMAN OF SWITC HINO CREW ARE

FELLOW SERVANTS.

A railroad yard was show n to consist of side tracks

upon either side of the main track, adjacent to some

principal station or depot, where arriving trains are

separated and departing trains are made up. and

where such switching is done as is essential to the

proper placing of curs lor deposit or departure. All

operation ot the yard was under Ihe direction and

supervision of a yard muster. The several yard switch,

ing crews were each under the control of a foreiilut

or conductor. A brakcinuti of one of the crew*

claimed to have been injured by the negligence oi

his foreman, in giving a signal at un improper time,

whereby the train was moved, and ran over his foot

The foreman and switchman were fellow servants

and the railroad company was not liuble for uegli

gence of the foreman resulting in injury to the switch

man.

Hurley vs. Louisville ,fc Nashville R. R. Co.. circuit

Conn. I).. Teiiii...">7 Fed. ltep., 141. 11147.1

CONDI (TOR AMI BRAKEMEN FELLOW SERVANTS.

In Indiana a brakeman on a freight train is eon-xl

ere.l a co-servant of the conductor of another train

through w hose negligence u collision occur*.

Becker vs. R. & (>. It. Co.. Circuit Court D.. Ind., "•;

Fed. Rep.. lKs. (28. |

W HEN RAILROAD ( OXIU'ITIIR IS A Vl< E PRINCIPAL.

Rules of a railroad company imposing upon its con

doctors the care and management of switches used bv

them, mid charging them with the responsibility ill

their proper handling and position while in such iist.

are such a delegation by the company of the dulv it

owes its employes, us will render a conductor, in that

connection, h vice principal: sous to charge the com

pany with liability tor die death of an engineer killed

by reason of his engine running into un occupied side

track, through a switch negligently left open and un

guarded by the conductor of anotlier train.

Muse vs. Northern Pacific K. Co., circuit Court I)

Minn.. ">7 Fed. Rep., •>:!. illKi.j

ASSIMITION OF Risk BY EMPLOYE.

Where u brukemun is injured in eoupliugan engine

the coupler of which wns not defective, but more dan

gerous than another kind, he cannot recover where

he knew of its character ami bad Informed himself o(

the best method of coupling with it.

lliuicr vs. 111. Cent. R. Co.. Supreme Court of Miss.,

l:: so. Hep., s-J7. i Hi.)

LIABILITY F'OR IN.H'RY To PERSON ON TRACK.

Where an engineer blows the whistle on seeing u

man on Ihe track, and on discovering from the man's

urn t. when -jki (eel from him. that he is intoxi

cated, makes no effort to cheek the train, and there is

evidence that the man was struck on the side us In*

was living to leave the track, the jury are justified in

finding the company liubl.--.

TexusA I". R. Co. Vs. Robinson, (dun of Civil Ap

peals of Texas. 'j:i s. W. Rep,. i:vj. His. i

1N.I1RY TO SERVANT BY DEFECTIVE APPLIANCES.

In action by a hrakcinan against a railroad com

pany for personal injuries, there was evidence that at

a certain station, while lie was In the act of setting a

brake on a flat ear, the brake ro*l came out. becaus..

of the absence of the pin In the lower end. and caused

him to fall. The brake bad not before been used

since the train was made up. und the absence of the

■ >ln could not be seen by a person setting the brake.

but could by Inspection under the car. There was no

indication that the pin was displaced by ihe effort to

set the brake, and there were indications that iteonl.I

not have fallen out as the result of the ear's motioi:

It was error not to submit to the jury the (|iie«tinn us

to whether or not the company used reasonable cud

in the inspection of the brake.'

Hailej vs. Home. W. a o. R. < o.. Court of Appenl'

of X. y..:;i N. K. Hep., 91s. (141).,

STRiKF.sand boycott sure useless weapons at the tires-

em lime. With more than half the workingiiien in

the country out of employment, it would be as foolish

for vvorkingTiien lo bull their heads against a slum

wall as to strike. Since you cannot strike with uu\

hope of success, would it not be a good plan to sirik,

Ill the ballot box V—Clmlaiul ( ». i fiti-ju.

The panic, brought about by "('niitrres-

siuiiul legislation," has not nnlv ileinotn"-

ti/.ed silver, hut it has demonetiz'-d l;il».<r

In the mad tush for a "gold standard" the

/■lo..,- Ktnmliird hits been pretty effectually

demolished.
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Train Robbing and Wrecking.

It is imt surprising that the whole coun

try is profoundly stirred by the frequency

"i the crime of robbing and wrecking raii-

nnul I ruins. So oft-repeated are these fel

onies, that tliev have become a national

disgrace, and cu"ll loudly for the adoption of

measures that will put a final end to their

occurrence. In this connection our atten

tion is called to an editorial article in a late

issue of the New York Hrrakl. in which it

is said that ••formerly these during high

way crimes were confined chiefly to the

smith, southwest, and the far west. But

rco-nt instances still fresh in the public

mind show that they have been spreading

to the more thickly settled portions of the

north and east. When great trunk trains

between Chicago and New York are boldly

and successfully attacked by desperate high

waymen, a grave menace to life and prop

erty is presented which calls for the most

stringent measures for the prevention and

the punishment of the crime." It is now

proposed that the general government

► hall take the matter in band, and provide

the means of ridding the country of the

train wrecking and robbing criminals. A

more timely and prudent suggestion could

riot have been made, and every considera

tion of safety to life and property demands

prompt action on the part of congress to

carry out the idea. A bill has been intro

duced in congress us follows:

Introduced in the House of Representatives. Sept.

li.. ls!«:. tiv Hon. Jim A. Caldwell, M. C, Second Ilis-

iriit of nhio.

II. K. :Ukm.

" /V it rnttrtrtt Iiij tttf Srtuttr ami Hoiim nf ftrprrurnt<1-

.'..-» of thr t'nitril Sttitm i>/ .ImiTlco in f'tnuirftstiKPtiti-

v*l. That nny person or person* who willfully and

maliciously displaces or removes a railway switch.

ems— tie. or rail, or injures a railroad (rack or bridge,

•i docs or causes to lie done an act whereby a loco

motive, cur. or train of cars, or any matter or tiling

«!<1- -rtaining thereto, is stopped, obstructed, or in

jured, with intent to mb or injure the person or

(•r*iperty passing over any railroad engaged in inter

state commerce, and in consequence thereof u per

son is killed, shall be guilty of murder.

s» . -. That any person or persons wlio willfully

»inl maliciously displaces or removes a railway

switch, cross tie. or rail, or injures u railroad track or

railroad bridge, or places an obstruction on such

Irirf-k or bridge, or unlawfully and maliciously dis

plays, hides, or removes u signal or light upon or

ntar to a railroad, or unlawfully mid maliciously

does or causes to be done anything with intent to

h'bor to injure a person or pro|»crty jmssing over

*ut'h railroad engaged in inter-state commerce, shall.

on conviction, la.- tmprisoneil at hard labor not less

than one nor more than twenty years.

"SKr. ::. That any person or persons who unlaw

fully and maliciously throws, or causes anything to

tv thrown, or to fall into or upon or to strike ugttinst

• railroad train, or an engine, tender, car. or truck,

with intent to rob or to injure a person or property

mi such train, engine, car, or truck engaged in inter

file commerce, shall, upon conviction, be impris

oned ai hard labor not less than one year nor more

than twenty rears.
• skc. 4. TW the circuit and District Courts of

ihe failed stales are hereby invested with full and

• ..ncurrviu jurisdiction of all causes or crime* aris-

ine under nny of the provisions of this act."

Kaiiroad trainmen should at once sign

petitions', and promptly forward them V>

the member of congress representing their

district, urging him to push the measure

until it becomes a law of the land. Copies

of the bill, together with a form of petition

will be promptly forwarded, upon applica

tion to the KipreM-dazi'ttr, Cincinnati, 0.

We are pleased to know that our genial

friend, C. F. YVillard. Ksq.. of Iioston, Mass..

has become president of Ihe National Coin

Company, doing business in Boston, Mass.

Mr. Willard is not unknown to the readers

of the Maoazixe. as he has contributed to

its columns a series of well-written articles,

touching subjects in which our readers are

deeply interested, and is an ardent friend

of the wage worker. It will afford the Mao-

AztxEpleasuretopromote Mr. Willard'sbus-

ness enterprise to the extent of its ability.

We call special attention to the adver

tisement ot the National Coin Company,

No. a'5-_' Exchange Building. State Street.

Boston, Mass., of which Mr, Willard is the

president, a guarantee that business is eon-

ducted on the itqunre and that correspond

ents will have no cause for regrets and read

ers of the Magazine who happen to have any

coins dated before 18715, may find among

them a quantity of varities which are worth

many times their face value. The National

Coin Company sends out 16-page circulars,

with illustrations of T'nited States and for

eign coins, with prices they pay for coins,

stamps, Confederate and Continental cur

rency. Cut this out and send stamps, and

you will receive book by return mail. Send

now. It mav mean a fortune to von.

It is reported that common laborers in Carnegie's

mills hi this city receive tui cents per day of 12 hours.

If the big corporations keep on they will liave little

cause to "refer to the pauper labor of Kurope. They

have the genuine article here at home.—t'ommom'r

tint! (i[n*ttivork<T.

That is to say, Carnegie's mills are grind

ing men so relentlessly, that in the future

they may become paupers. There is no such

thing as "pauper labor." As long as a man

supports himself and family, however poor

ly, he is not a pauper. He lives upon his

income as independently as an Astor or a

Vanderbilt. But when forced to hold up his

hands and beg. then he is a pauper. Car

negie is working along that lintvtoward that

end.

Don't forget that an advertiser should

command first attention in your purchases

at this season. Their patronage helps the

Maoazixe and helps the brotherhood, and

if you see anything in our pages that inter

ests you write the advertiser and stat e always!

that you saw the advertisement in the Fire

men's Mai.azixe, that proper credit may be

given. We have several new advertisements

in this number which we ask careful pe

rusal of.
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. The Clown and the Pope.

lion. Ohauncey M. Depew. P. X. V. ('.

& H. R. R. R., recently had an interview

with His Holiness, the Pope, in his vati-

can palace at Rome. Channeey had prepared

himself with a card to inform the Pope of his

presence, gotten u\> at the Tribune office,

New York, under the eye of Whitelaw Keid,

late minister to France, and the letters P.

X. Y. ('. & II. R. R. R. were done in purple

and gold, flanked by a bald-headed eagle and

"Old tilory." A distinguished officer of the

palace presented Chauncey's card to the

Pope, who immediately inquired why such

a large array of the English alphabet ? The

official, who had been posted, informed the

Pope that the letters indicated the gentle

man's various titles of nobility, conferred

by Ward McAllister, who is at the head of

New York's "400 "—and were intended to

inform His Holiness that a very great man

was waiting to be introduced. I'pon further

inquiry, His Holiness was informed that in

Yankeedoodledom the gentleman was ad

dressed as Prince Xonesuch Youbet ("on-

stantine and High Rotating Rooster Roll-

ingstock. It is reported that the Pope was

utterlv dumbfounded, and gave orders to

let the P. X. Y. (.'. & H. R. R. R. come

in without further ceremony, whereupon

( 'hauncey entereil and made one of his after-

dinner speeches, telling the Pope that his

salary was 850,000 a year—the same as that

paid the president of the United States;

that he would like to rent a palace for Am

bassador Van Alen, who was worth $20,000,-

000, and would be likely to spend a clean

million annually, and give such banquets

as the King of Italy never dreamed of. He

discussed labor affairs with the Pope, but

failed to tell His Holiness that he found

the employment of Pinkerton thugs had a

quieting effect on kicking employes. The

Pope is much in the habit of receiving roval

personages, but he never struck anything

quite so grand as Prince Xonesuch Youbet

Constantine and High Rotating Rooster

Rollingstock ('hauncey M. Depew, with

Vanderbilt air brakes and Ward McAllis

ter's "400" tubed boilers. Xow, then, bv

all means, let P. M. Arthur go to Rome witii

sufficient steam on to make him pop.

laugh at him. May be you would drop liiin out of

the window : but anyhow you would laugh at him.

And you would think any man who believed htm

ami paid him his money was a fool. Now when yon

men chip in to support a labor leader, other m"ii

laugh at you. I laugh at you just n* you would

laugh at the man who paid the prii'M, Vm aei lik"

fools to me. You take a man who is no hotter thiui

you in your work uu>t as good as many of youiaud

you pay him a good fat salary, and lie lives well and

doesn't* eare a tor any one of you, so long a*

he holds his joti. Do yon think people don't laugh

at von? I>o vim suppose he doesn't laugh at yon

himself?" And then ho proceeded to express himself

with some vigor on the personality oi individual

labor leaders.

With labor leaders, ns labor leaders, he refused ab

solutely on behalf of his company to have anything

to do. 'Like every other general manager lie is ex

tremely anxious to do justice to men on his road and

to give them every possible opiiortunity to be beard

in their own behalf; but. he insisted, they must la-

heard as employes of the road, and representing only

employes of the road, and not as a committee of an

association representing anything but employes of

the one company.

Now, as to the general manager, to whom

" Auditor" refers : He is not a labor lead

er, but a leader nevertheless, chosen to rep

resent somebody and to speak for some

body—stockholders and bondholders —Heat

ing debt holders first, second and third

mortgage holders, who cannot boon hand

to speak for themselves, often to their finan

cial loss. This being true, why may not

employes, who cannot be present to speak

for themselves, choose a" general manager"

—a leader, to meet the other general man

agers ? Anil why should the magnate swell

up when approached by the chosen repre

sentative of employes? There is no good

reason— there never was a good reason

there never will be a good reason for tin-

course pursued by the railway general

manager. Such things as " Auditor" writes,

he may imagine as in the line of fiction

and he may feel proud of the achievement.

Xevertheless, employes are not greater

fools, to put it mildly, in choosing a lender

to approach the general manager than in

numerous instances are the stockholders of

railroads in selecting a general manager to

represent them. The railroad historv of

the country is full of instances in which

stockholders in paving general managers

would have made money by taking tin-

rash paid him for managing and given it to

a priest " to keep them out of purgatory.''

"Auditor," in the Riiihrny Aye, seeks to

bring the labor leaders into ridicule and

contempt, as follows:

I had the opportunity the other day of going over

the notes of a meeting' between a general manager

and a committee representing various classes of the

employes of his road, in the course of which the gen

eral manager made some very vigorous remarks on

just this subject. I have to uuote from memory, but

what he said was something like this:

"Now you men know very well that if a priest was

to come Into this room and' otter to keep you our of

purgatory if you would chip in and pay him a dollar

a month "apiece for him to live on, you would just

Isimiixitiir EiiijiiiitriiKi, in its December

issue announces its sixth birthday, and that

it is now '"guilt 'on seven." To note its size

and content*-, one might suppose it was, wav

up in the "teens" possibly still more ad

vanced in maturity at any rate for only

"six years" it is a prodigious prodigy; stili.

we observe the intention is to grow. The

editors say:

bwinnotiir Ktiiptui rimj for lst'4 is going to boas much

better than it was in 1NM as we know how to nuike it.

Kight on Ihe start, it will have a cover: this ha.s lnni>

been needed to keep the paper clean, to allow of selo
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Pitching to keep it in better shape, and to admit of

printing in pages of solid reading mutter in front itml

If. pages of soliri advertisements behind, in order to

enable our pressmen to do better work on both forms.

We are going to give away fL'.OOO worth of educa

tional charts with subscriptions to the paper for '94.

There are three of these going to eaeh subscriber, and

tliev are going to do $1U,IM> worth of good.

The paper will contain several series of articles from

i he pens of the best posted railroad men in this coun-

irv on especially timely subjects.

Bnl there will be one feature that we believe will

!«■ especially interesting and do a lot of good at the

<anie time, anil that is, the prize competition for safe,

tiiuidv and economical designs of boiler tittings for

turoaiiiliw*. Mr are offering Srti in cash for the best

,li->ifii« for two classes of engines. This contest must

.xdtr interest, because it appeals to the life-saving

instinct of human nature—the victims of scalding ac-

Client* reach into the hundreds every year. It ap-

ovjs to the men on locomotives who seek more com

fort «nd convenience as well as safety, and it uppeals

,., railroad officers, as a design that means cheaiicr

repairs, means a great deal in money saved as well as

mun' miles per month for the power.

We felicitate Messrs. Sinclair and Hill

u]xm the splendid success that has clowned

their efforts, and upon the cheering outlook

t.>r A. P., 1894.

Addressed to the l>eity.

I've often wondered. Lord,

Why. at Creation's birth,

Tliv wisdom could afford

To populate the earth.

Then give the power to man

His brother to enslave,

And keep him under ban

Through lifetime to the grave.

ii. Lord, this life is tough.

We hopeless railway slaves

Kind daily hell enough

nil this side of our graves

Without a constant dread

Of punishment in store

When once \vc drop down dead, i

To roast for evermore.

Our masters, puffed with pride.

Expect to reign in bliss

When once o'er Jordan's tide.

In that life just like this:

I guess, O. Lord, they'll get

A taste of something queer

The moment Nature's dent

They pay when leaving here.

Their combines, trusts and such

An- growing every hour.

They have us in their clutch,

For absolute's their power;

Please elevate thy hand,

And knock such scheming out,

If not. " Fair Freedom's Ijuid"

Will soon go up the spout.

Each day we live we feel

How helpless \vc become,

Ground 'neath eaeh tyrant's heel,

And must endure it dumb.

1 wonder If thou'lt throw

A thunderbolt right soon

Amongst sucii fiends, and blow

Their bodies to the moon.

Thou'rt reticent of late:

Some centuries gone by

A man might know his fiite

At odd times from the sky.

But. Lord. I know and feel

When e'er life's game thou'lt call,

Too mete out woe and weal,

Thou'lt justice do to all.

Shandy Maguitr.

Governor Altgeld and the Anarch- .

ists.

Mr. Kditor:—On page 975 of the Novem

ber issue of the Magazine appears an out

burst from some zealous fanatic so rabid, so

brutal, and so widely and wholly at variance

with the actual facts in the case that to al

low it to go unanswered would be a crime

against truth and justice.

\V. II. Gray, of Auburn Park, 111., with

all the cant terms at his tongue's end of the

penny-a-liners who drivel for the public

press, assails Um. Debs in the most tnstilt-

inj; manner and attempts to criticise and in

struct Bro. Debs on a subject that he, him

self, is densely ignorant on, or else he is

some tool of the Citizens' Association who

has got his "bit" from them for his con

temptible frothings. If some brother in

California or Maine, or some other remote

place, who could obtain his information on

this subject through the daily press only.

had written such a tirade, the workingmen

of Chicago could forgive him; and, like

Jesus of Nazareth, they could say, "Father,

forgive them, they know not what they do."

But to think that' a man living in Chicago

could perpetrate such an article shows how

stupid he really is, or else that he has other

motives which are not apparent at this time.

But I will not waste much space on Mr.

Gray. His writings show him in his true

colors far better than I, or even Bro. Debs,

could do it; but as a workingmau and a

member of the B. of L. F. who was present

from the inception of the anarchists' trou

bles until their burial in Waldheim, I will

relate a little inside historv that probably

a great many readers of the Magazine are

not acquainted with.

During the spring of '86, thanks to the

effective agitation of the previous winter,

performed principally by Messrs. Parsons,

Spies, Leebe, Fields and Schwab, the work-

ingiuen of Chicago were thoroughly organ

ized and more unified than ever before and

resolved to demand an eight hour day. As

it is a well known fact that labor, when it

is unified, is irresistible, they got what they

demanded. The manufacturers of Chicago,

seeing that the men were united and determ

ined, knew that they would be beaten if it

came to a fight ; in fact, they were beaten, so

they plotted to raise some side issue that

would disrupt the men and ultimately defeat

them. This was successfully accomplished

through its tools by the Citizen's Associa

tion, a sort of a club composed of rich men

that masqueraded as a public-spirited body

of citizens working for their city's improve

ment ; but in reality an instrument for rais

ing and distributing money where it would

do the most good, bribing the judiciary, sub

sidizing the press, paying the expenses of

the anarchists' trial and paying an army of

spies.
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After considerable agitation by the press

to prepare the public mind for what was

coming, the police under Captain Bontteld

brutally and without any provocation or

instructions attacked a gathering on a pub-

lie square that was a peaceful meeting, ac

cording to the testimony of Mayor Harri

son, who was present at the time. During

the attack some one threw a bomb—who

hag never been determined, but it is be

lieved by many that it was some paid tool

of the Citizens' Association to give them

the groundwork on which to form their plot.

With the essential features then present

ed to them, a lying press, a corrupt public

department and a half dozen labor agita

tors who were indiscreet enough to utter

some foolhardy statements about capital,

the Citizens' Association of Chicago took

its pen in hand, which is represented by the

following mark—S, anil wrote the details of

a plot that was far deeper and more cun

ningly contrived than all the writings of

Shakespeare combined.

Willi the explosion of that bomb for an

excuse, took out four or five men, some of

whom hail not even been near Haymarket

Square, and hung them; not for attempting

to overthrow this government, but as an

awful example to the workingmen of Chi

cago in particular ami the labor world in

general.

The plot worked like a charm and organ

ized labor was dealt a body blow from which

it hits never recovered. Of over two hun

dred trades, and callings which then had an

eight hour day but one is left, the bricklay

ers. It divided the men and disrupted the

organizations.

When any member of the B. of L. F. feels

'disposed to condemn the so-called anarch

ists, he should remember the ('., B. & Q.

strike. How quick the press were to change

their opinion of us! Previous to the strike

we were lauded as a most conservative body

of men, likewise the engineers; but they

changed as soon as the strike was proclaimed

and we were branded as a lot of dynamiters;

the same was true of the B. of 1,. K. Mem

bers of both organizations were thrown into

prison, being charged with using dynamite,

and the entire membership were condemned

equally with Bro. Coding; but then they

were no more innocent than he was.

The anarchist trial is a precedent that

the rest have aptly followed. In fact, it is

getting to be quite the fad to invoke the aid

of the law to overcome the workingmen.

It is cheaper and surer to buy a court or

two than to fight the men in a fair, open

fight; witness Homestead, Buffalo, Toledo

ami Cedar Bapids. where tirand Chief Ram

sey, of the (). U. T., was arrested for cutting

wires. If they could hang a few mote labor

leaders now, like they did in 'N(>, they could

scare off the rest of them and have things

their own way, particularly if some so-

called labor men like W. H. (Jray would

defend their action in their various labor

publications.

The public press lias always been the pli

ant mouthpiece of the moneyed classes

To illustrate, I will mention an incident that

came under my personal observation. At

the time of Mr. Parson's death the members

of his lodge, myself included, attended his

funeral in a body, also a certain Howard

Trogdon, a member of the C A. R., a citi

zen of the Cnited States, and an old soldier

who had served with distinction during the

rebellion ; his bravery at a certain battle. 1

believe it was Gettysburg, being very con

spicuous and favorably commented on by

the Chicago press prior to the funeral. Be

fore joining the procession he determined

to distinguish himself in such a manner as

to effectually refute the charge that the an

archists or their sympathizers and mourn

ers were an illiterate crowd of foreigners

who wished to overthrow the government,

as the press assumed, and he wished also to

impress the public with the fact that he

was a loyal American citizen and desired t"

protest against the judicial murder that

was being enacted at that time; so he pro

vided himself with an American flag ami.

walking at the head of the mourners, he

waved the flag about his head. This was

somethingthat the Citizens' Association did

not want. It wasn't in the play. The idea

of any one connected with the anarchists or

sympathizing with them waving an Ameri

can flag and proclaiming that he was a citi

zen of the United States and had fought I"

preserve the country ! It would never do;

it wouldn't look well in print ; it might lead

fair-minded people who Ward of it to won

der if there might not be some justice in

the so-called anarchists' claim that they

were persecuted workingmen, instead ot

men who had tried to overthrow the pox -

ernment. So a hasty consultation was held

and a squad of policemen were detailed to

capture that flag at all hazards. They start

ed after the old man. but found they could

not bluff him and it looked for a lew min

utes as if there would be a riot. Finally,

when the public seemed disposed to take :i

hand, the policemen gave it up and tin

brave old soldier continued inarching and

waving his flag to the end of his journey.

This incident was gratifying to the mourn

ers who witnessed it. as the publication ol

it would be sure to place the live thousand

mourners before the public in their proper

light,as A mericaiu'i listens protesting against

an outrage on law and justice, not as blood

thirsty anarchists hungering for revenge, as

the public press would fain have it; b"1

they reckoned without their host. If th-

police were not equal to the task of sup

pressing that flag the press was, for, with a
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.Icvilish ingenuity, they garbled and dis

torts) thi' facts fn tin- Vase until its mean-

inuand significance were entirely perverted.

Monday morning's papers, in their report

..f the tuneral. reeited how the gallant old

narrior. outraged to see the anarchists walk-

ins without a flag, lia<I grasped one and,

waving it about their heads, had declared

dial nobody could insult the Hag in bis

presence, and bow the fierce and blood

thirsty anarchists had sprung on him like

tievr?' and attenipteil to tear him and bis

Hag to shreds and bow the police and finally

thr public were compelled to interfere to

uVrTpower them, and then be marched tri

umphant, with bis Hag flying over the sul

len and subdued anarchists, to the grave.

This is afairsample of the manner in which

they have been maligned and slandered by

llic'Chieago press.

That the jury that tried the anarchists

was packed with prejudiced men everybody

knows who is at nil familiar with the case.

I have often heard Mr. Morgan, who works

in the I. C. shops, relate how lie and his son

lincl heard n certain juror, I believe bis name

was Parker, declare in the depot that the

anarchists ought to be hung and if he was

nn the jury he would bang them higher

than a kite. Afterwards, when he was ac-

ipied on the jury, Mr. Morgan and bis son

liled affidavits reciting bis speech, which

would have disqualified him before any

judge in America with a particle of justice

in him; but Mr. Gary refused to entertain

their affidavits and forced the defense to ac

cept this man. who had formed and pub

lished his verdict without bearing a particle

■it the evidence.

Contrast this with the Cronin case, which

in many respects is similar to the anarch

ist**. One thousand and twelve men were

examined before a suitable jury was ob

tained, while in the anarchists' trial only

12»men were examined, and as soon as the

l>ereniptory challenges for the defense were

. xhaiisted Judge (iary forced on them the

must prejudiced jury that he could obtain,

und it is an easy matter to fix a jury in Chi

cago. Politicians will get you on a jury or

off one with the greatest freedom. Some

men never sit on a jury, while others make

their profession and living as jurors.

You will notice in the press criticisms of

'inventor Altgeld that they do not attack

tii.« motives as much as the result. They

i-Uum that he committed political suicide

in pardoning those men, which may prove

to tie the fact. He has gained something

• liii'h is infinitely greater than political

preferment; he lias gained the admiration

and respect oi all honest men and covered

himself with glorv.

The charges tliat W. H. (tray makes

aeainst Bro. Debs' being inclined to anarchy

are as «illy as they are unfounded. Bro.

Debs' record is established, and known years

ago, not only to members of the B. of I,. ]•".,

but to the workingnien and labor press of

this continent, as a deep thinker, a brilliant

speaker and as the most gifted and forcible

writer on the labor question before the pub

lic, and I sincerely hope lie will continue

to inspire the columns of the Maoazine

with his genius for many years to come.

Cmi.iiiii, III. Jamts Veegan.

Are the Brotherhoods a Failure?

While rival organizations are in the Held, men

will of necessity be led into hostile camps: preju

dices will assert themselves; envies and jealousies

will prevail and do their deadly work, and all these

influences will combine to prevent a perfect untfica-

tion of the craft such as is necessary to protect their

rights and interests and secure for them that degree

of consideration at the hands of their employers to

which they ure mi justly entitled.—(Irori/e II. lime-

crnt { Yice-l'reitkU'nt of thr Amrrittin Railway i'liion).

That there is a degree of restlessness, a

yearning for something new. within the

ranks of railway labor organizations is ap

parent toeasual observers of current events.

Existing organizations have not yielded the

harvest that some had hoped for. and from

many localities comes urgent demands for

a change, for a new organization, one that

Eossesses none of the delects peculiar to the

rotherhoods, and one that will give imme

diate and permanent relief to our diseased

social condition.

Subordinate lodges of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen have received within

the past few months numerous circulars,

in pamphlet form, purporting to set forth

the "principles of the American Railway

Union," an organization now being insti

tuted for the purpose of tilling all require

ments of those who are not satisfied with

the present railway labor organizations.

This circular is issued over the signatures

of Eugene V. Debs, President, and S. Keli-

her, Secretary, which gives to the docu

ment more than ordinary interest, inas

much as each of these gentlemen are quite

prominently connected with other existing

organizations and are favorably known to

all organized labor. George \V. Howard,

ex-Grand Chief Conductor of the Brother

hood of Railway Conductors, is the Vice-

President of this new order, adding strength

bv his prominence and popularity in labor

circles. This trio of officials is of itself

sufficient to draw to the American Railway

Union the support of their many admirers.

The circular referred to dwells at length

upon the merits of the American Railway

Union but the larger portion of the docu

ment, in the language of the president and

secretary "points out with unerring cer

tainty tfie defects anil demonstrates the in

efficiency of the organizations as they now

exist." That the president and secretary

have implicit faith in their new order and

none whatever in the organizations as they
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now exist is evident upon the first reading.

They arraign existing organizations as de

fective and inefficient in eleven special fea

tures and " the reforms Bought to he in

augurated and the benefits to be derived"

from the American Railway Union are set

forth in six paragraphs.

from the fact that the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen is one of the most

prominent of existing organizations, and

that I am an ardent admirer of the fire

men's order has led me to attempt in this

article a defense of some of the "defects"

which have been so severely criticised in

this manifesto. It is not my intention to

question the sincerity of these gentlemen ;

1 believe them to be earnest in their en

deavor to find remedial measures for the

present distressed condition of labor, but

it is my intention to demonstrate that

some of the defects which they enumerate

are, in fact, desirable attributes. My ad

miration for Messrs. Debs and Howard will

be apparent when it is seen how copious

are the ([notations from the writings and

words of these eminent labor leaders.

The circular introduces the discussion as

follows:

In the creation of a new organization of railways

employes, certain reasons prompting tile movement

are demanded and should be set fortli with becom

ing candor.

The number of railway employes now in service

of the railroads of America lias been variously esti

mated from snu.UUU to 1,000,000. It is sufe to assume

that this vast arniv of emploves is at the present time

not less than l,ooo".000.

Accepting the highest claims of the various rail

road organizations as a basis of calculation, less than

I'iO.OOO of these employes are members of such or

ganizations leaving more than SOO.OOO who are not

enrolled in the ranks of organized labor. " * *

Experience, the great teacher, whose lessons sooner

or later, must l>e heeded, points out with unerring

certainty the defects, and demonstrates the ineffi

ciency of organizations as they now exist.

FirU. They do not provide for all classes of em

ployes, it being shown that SoO.OOO of them, or eighty-

five' ]>er cent, of the whole number, remain unorgan

ized. These may be divided into three general

classes: (1) those who are eligible but demim to

join : (2) those who have been expelled because of

their inability or refusal to bear the financial bur

dens which membership imposes, and (:!) the multi

plied thousands in various departments of the ser

vice who are totally ineligible, there being no pro

vision for their admission. * » *

It would seem from the introduction to

the prospectus of the American Railway

I'nion that the principle reason for institu

ting a new organization is that organiza

tions as they now exist do not provide for nil

classes of employes. Will this statement

bear the light of investigation'.' Is it not

a fact that the Knights of Labor provides

especially for " the multiplied thousands in

various departments of the service" who are

ineligible for membership in organizations

that have no provisions for their admis

sion?

Do the president and secretary forget,

that the Knights of Labor have made es

pecial provisions for these classes of em

ployes by instituting "railway district as

semblies?" These emploves ate now thor

oughly organized upon the I'nion Pacific

Railway, they were becoming rapidly or

ganized upon the New York Central when

a strike was precipitated which resulted

disastrously to the Knights of Labor, an«l

the president of that railway, Chauncey

(Mephistophelos) Depew, was severely and

justly criticised by the Locomotive Fire

men's Magazine for the war of extermina

tion waged by him against those employes

who desired to" march under union bajmers

in the great struggle for the triumph of

union principles."

Rail way district assemblies of the Knight*

of Labor are composed entirely of railway

emploves, having no connection with other

assemblies, excejit the moral and financial

support, ever ready, and the same chief

executive. T. V. Powderly. It may he sab I

that like all other existing organizations, the

railway assemblies of the Knights of Lahor

have defects, but not the defect specified

in the Jirat charge. The statement "t hex-

do not provide for all classes of employes "

is not proved, in fact, the assertion is un

true. The president of the American Rail

way I'nion once said:

It is a fact, well understood, that the organiza

tion of the Knights of Uibor, by virtue of its system

of mixed ' assemblies is in shape to organize the va

rious classes of railway employes. If that great or

der should seriously ennsider the i|uesfiou of federa

tion with other organizations of railways employe's,

we do not doubt that a satisfactory plan could be "for'

Ululated.

If the first reason for creating a new or

ganization is because no organization '"pro

vides for all classes of employes" then it is

no reason at all according to the president's

own statements.

The (2d) clause in the first defect assigns

as a reason for the advent of the American

Railway I'nion that existing organizations

have expelled many members "because of

their inability or refusal to bear the finan

cial burdens which membership imposes"

in existing organizations. A strike is tin-

heaviest financial burden that members of

existing organizations are called upon to

bear; all others are trivial when compared

to the large and oft-repeated assessment •-

levied for the purpose of conduct iiiu :i pro

longed strike. The expense of insurnn<-i-

can hardly be called a burden, it is a se It-

imposed expense and is voluntarily accepted

by nearly all members of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen. Does the Ameri

can Railway I'nion seek a membership that

is "unable or refuse to bear the tiuaneiiil

burdens" of 11 strike?

The circular says "less than 15(I.IIOO of

these employes are member*." of existing

organizations. Taking; this statement as

correct it demonstrates conclusively that

there is no reason prompting the creation

of a new organization to represent tints**
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cmplnvtf engaged in train service as nearly

all of* thin loO.OOO are employed in the

transportation departments. According to

estimates furnished by existing organiza

tions there are now enrolled under union

banners the following employes in the train

service :

Brotherhood of f.i>coniotlve Kuglnccrs . . . . "►"i.nno

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen ... . :sn,UO0

Brotherhood of I.oeomotive Firemen . • *.0UO

order of RailwBv Conductors 3>.U00

order of Kxilway Telegraphers 20,0011

switchmen's Mutual Aid Association .... H.O00

Total 141.000

The Inter-State Commerce Commission re

ports less than 200,000 employes in the train

service in the United States, which proves

that these classes of employes are already

well organized and stand in no need of a

new organization.

The greatest objection to the creation of

a new organization for railway employes in

the train service is the rivalry that will

immediately spring up between the old and

the new. The A merican Railway Union has

already thrown down the gauntlet and ac

cuses all other railwav organizations of be-

inir defective and points out reasons why

employes should prefer the former. Hut

after giving eleven reasons why exist injj or

ganizations are failures it complacently

sends greeting to them. After accusing the

brotherhoods of being undesirable organi

zations for railways employes to affiliate

with, after a terrible arraignment of them,

it coolly "conies with a message of greeting

and good cheer to all organizations." This

reminds me of the member from the north

<>( Ireland who, after having been repri

manded by the chair for using personali

ties in addressing the house arose and said

of another member who had just spoken:

" In replying to the eminent gentleman 1

will say that he is a dirty blackguard and a

disgrace to the mother who bore him, but

1 would have this honorable body to un

derstand that I mean to indulge in no per

sonalities toward my esteemed friend and

■otintryman for whom I have the most fra

ternal feelings."

The quotation at the head of this article

if- from a paper submitted to the third an

nual convention of the Brotherhood of

Railway Conductors by their Grand Chief

Conductor, tieorge W. Howard, and shows

what he thinks of rival organizations.

When one organization attempts to occu

py a field of labor already occupied by an

other organization a bitter struggle is cer

tain to follow in which the employer rather

than employe has cause to applaud. The

" North western atl'air" was but the natural

result of such a situation. Those members

of the Brotherhood of Railroad Hrakemen

whose ambition led them to seek switch

men as members are. the true originators of

that trouble. The Switchmen's Mutual Aid

Association lays claim upon switchmen as

does the Brotherhood of Locoeomotive Fire

men upon firemen, and with equal pro

priety.

Only a year ago the Brotherhood of Rail

way Employes, an organization, to all in

tents and purposes, the same as the Ameri

can Railway t nion, was organized upon the

Atlantic & Pacific Railway. Before its

birth had become known abroad it became

involved in a struggle with existing organi

zations and the railway company which re

sulted in a strike. The new organization

suffered defeat and became practically de

funct, but members of existing organiza

tions in that vicinity are called scabs bv

the members of the Brotherhood of Rail

way Employes. Should the American Rail

way Union ever desire to secure contracts

or schedules of pay in the interest of the

engineers, firemen', etc., who have seen fit

to enlist in its ranks, their committees will

experience many hardships in securing

these privileges." The officials will proba

bly say: "(ient-lemen, we would be pleased

to grant your requests but we already have

contracts with our engineers and firemen

and have heard no complaint from them.

We are honor bound to respect the exist

ing contracts with the brotherhoods, and

therefore must positively decline to grant

your request." In a situation like this

what would the American Railwav Union

do?

In the struggles for supremacy between

rival organizations the interests of labor in

stead of being advanced are obscured; fra

ternal feelings are supplanted by hatred

and fanaticism, one of the results of which

is that modern monstrosity, the exhonor-

ated scab.

One high anil holy purpose should animate all,

that of increasing the efficiency of organizations al

ready established, and of bringing all workin^iiK'n

who art- standing aloof from organizations under

their beneficent influence.—Eugene V. D<b» U'rai-

titnttij the Americitn Rtiihvnif f'/itoa).

To quote in their entirety all of the de

fects of organizations as they now exist,

pointed out by the circular issued by the

American Railway Union, would require

too much space in the Maoazixe, so I shall

quote in an abreviated form and condense

my defense as much as possible.

The circular proceeds:

Second. Tile existing organizations, designed to

promote and preserve harmonious relations between

employer and employe, have met with only limited

sun-ess, if, indeed, it can be shown that any'progress

has been made in that direction. * « #

That the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire

men has not been instrumental in promo

ting "harmonious relations between em

ployer and emplove" is a fallacious state

ment. Our brotherhood, and, the same

can be said of other similar organizations,

has done more to promote harmony than

have all organizations with "mixed '"mem
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hership combined. It has made of the

''common coal shoveler" of the past,

whose likes or dislike* were of no concern

to employers, a self-reliant and respected

fireman. The evolution has been complete.

During the early days of our brotherh I

firemen were ignored if not despised by

railway ofiieials; hounded anil discharged

when it became known that they dared to

affiliate with a labor organization. To-day

firemen a,nd their representative commit

tees are received in general managers'

offices throughout the land with friendli

ness and respect. The Brotherhood of Lo

comotive Firemen has taught railway offi

cials that the class it represents is upright

and reliable, are men worthy of their con

fidence, men who will perform their duty

and do it as men should. One of the prin

ciples of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen is "the interests of our members.

and their employes being identical we re

cognize the necessity of co-operation, and

it is the aim of the brotherhood to culti

vate a spirit of harmony between them

upon a basis of mutual justice.'' That our

brotherhood has accomplished its aim, has

hit the mark, is evident to all who have

any inclination to give our order credit

due.

Of course the Brotherhood of Locomo

tive Firemen has had trouble; has encoun

tered storms which strained every timber

in her structure, but we have weathered

these storms and are not men to fall upon

our faces and weep with despair Decause

all lias not been fair weather. That our

brotherhood has, upon more than one oc

casion, fought railway officials to the very-

hilt, fought when manhood demanded it,

when to protect our membership from in

jury and insult a fight was imperative, no

one will deny. Is it of this that the Ameri

can Railway Union complains?

The third defect in existing organizations

is as follows :

Third. What must be said of organizations which

have faileil to cstablisn friendship and good will

even among themselves '.' From the flrsl there have

existed antagonisms and jealousies culminating in

warring factions instead of a harmonious whole.

Organization has been pitted against organization,

bringing upon themselves not only disaster but last

ing reproach.

Does the American Railway I'nion pro

pose to remedy this evil by springing into

the ring, ready to meet all comers in a fight

to a finish with champions, of the past?

No, no! The I'nion "comes with a mes

sage of greeting and good cheer to all or

ganizations."' If this circular, which they

send broadcast over the land, is that "mes

sage," it is most uncheerful to those who

have hugged to their breasts the vain de

lusion that we should be proud of our

rotherhood. If we had but realized, ere

lis, that our brotherhood, that institution

i which we have been so proud, whose

beauties we have ever been prone to ex

hibit with pride; if we had but known

that, in the eyes of others, it was defect

ive and inefficient what humiliating, mor

tifying heart-burnings could have lain

avoided.

The lack of harmony between labor or

ganizations can be ascribed to three cause*-

(1) personal ill-feeling between rcpresenta:

five grand officers; (l'i "mixed" organiza

tions, infringing upon class organizations,

and ill) trivial incidents that will arise ju*t

as long as "man's inhumanity to man" i-

ii characteristic of Adam's progeny.

As long as representatives of labor or

ganizations wage inky battles through the

columns of their representative publica

tions there will be a lack of "friendship

and good will even among themselves. '

Do the representatives, of the American

Hallway I'nion propose to avoid this cause

of fratricidal warfare? The Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen must plead guilty

of this offense and I must confess that, at

present, the outlook is gloomy in the ex

treme for an improvement in this direction.

This manifesto continues:

Fourth. Protection fs n cardinal virtue of the pres
ent organizations; bnt they do not protect. ■•*

When the American Railway Union suc

ceeds in securing contracts and schedules

of wages, more numerous and effective

than those now in force which have been

obtained by the present organizations ujKin

nearly every railway system of importance

then it can consistently criticiee. What

protection has the American Railway Union

for its members?

Fifth. It is universally conceded that one of the

most serious objections io existing organizations is
their excessive cost. * :i ,:i

Sixth. Another defect in existing organizations b

their secrecy, as tor instance, the secret Itallot. by

virtue of which thousands of worthy applicants

have been excluded. The air of mystery surround

lag their priK-eedings is not calculated to inspire iron-

tidi'uee. On the contrary, in the relation la-twecn

employer and employe, in carrying forward great en

terpri-«es in which the people at large are profoundly

interested, mvstery is not required, and isiinsluct

Ive of suspicion ,,,ld distrust. Open, fearless and

aliove-board work Is far more In consonance with the

spirit of independence and free institutions.

The expense of organizations is self-im

posed and can be reduced at the will of their

members. The objection to the secret bal

lot is well taken but when it is proposed to

conduct an organization without "secret

work. " it will not stand. Kven the mutual

insurance concerns depend upon their se

crecy for their very existance, "guarding

witli care the passwords and signs of the

order." When employers attend our lodge

meetings it will be embarrassing toemploye*

to discuss any injustice that them.' employ

ers may have perpetrated upon them.

sVioiM. The tremendous power conferred up**"

ehiet oflleei-- has been a soifrce ol wide spread di«*i

(•taction. " ' "
F.uiliih. The subject of gi-unnnei-s cinniiiliuf" li«»
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!!■*» become it irrievance Hint cries aloud for correc
tion. « •■ *

Sinth. ilrgiiiiUiilioii* have become so numerous

unci their iiumml anil biennial convciitioua occur so

frequently that the question of furnishing free tnius

luiruttion'to delegate*, their fiimill<'siin<l their friends.

1- lielng seriously considered l>y railway officials as an
.ibuse of privilege without a redeeming feature. '■' ''-

There is no denying the tact those are un

desirable conditions, but is tlie remedy to

he found in establishing urn it her organiza

tion? Will it make them less nunierous?

Will the Atnerieaii Railway Union succeed

in suppressing grievances? Will the power

••■nifertv<l npiiii president and secretary he

h-ss than they have exercised in the exist-

ntc organizations with which they are so

prominently connected?

Tmih. Tliecxtraordlnaryfacl cannot be overlooked,

iluit while present organizations nre provided Willi

i \pcnsivc *triking bihI boycotting machinery, and

« litte million" of dollars have been wrung from their

nit inber». Iiave been expended in support of strikes.

tl>e> have Willi scarcely an exception lieen over
whelmed with defeat. ^ * fr

It cannot Ik' denied that the policy of present or

ganizations luis tilled the land with scabs who swarm

in the hipbwavsaud t>y ways awaiting anxiously, eag

erly the opportunity to gratify their revenge by taking

p<«itious vacated by strikers. * * *

We have had organizations that did not

l„,ssess these defects, organizations that did

not wring millions of dollars from their

members to be expended in support of

strike*-. They neversuffered overwhelming

defeat because they never raised a hand in

their own defense. A strike may be lost

and vet be a valuable object lesson. It is

the fear of a strike that has secured justice.

not the strike itself.

What particular "policy of present organ

izations lias tilled the land with scabs." Be-

i>irv existing organizations had educated

workingnien a scab was a most respected

personage. He did not scab for revenge, he

-cabbed because it was customary to do so.

Will the American Railway I'nion sttc-

■veil in converting these scabs to better

men? I hope so. but 1 fear that with all

the perfection claimed by the new order

scabs will ever exist. Just as long as labor

struggles ti i Viet ter its condition these human

vultures will perch upon "the highways

and byways" waiting an opportunity to de-

wnr the offal east to them by tyrannical

employers who never recognize the rights

•if employee.

EUvtntlt. The ever increasingbody of idle engineers,

■-oodactor». etc.. seeking in vain for employment, is

the legitimate fruit of promotion on the seniority

Hud». * '•' - What is required is n system of pro

motion I hal recognizes and rewards merit rather than

-» niority. ' '

Which of the existing organizations is not

in accord with the sentiments expressed ba

ttle officials of the American RailwayUnion?

Firemen have repeatedly refused to accept

in their contracts with railway companies

clauses thrust upon them by officials which

provided for promotion of firemen to the

exclusion of engineers. All that firemen

ask is an equitable adjustment of the ques

tion.

With the eleventh clause ends the chap

ter of defects in this circular issued by the .

president and secretary of the American

Railway Union, the remaining pages being

devoted to the merits of the new order. The

objects to be obtained are the same as in

existing organizations, the method of pro

ceeding being different. It is not the ob

ject of this article to parade the defects of

the new order and enlarge upon them. I

only intend to defend the brotherhoods from

attacks and will continue the subject in

other chapters and leave it to organized la

bor at large to answer the question "Are

the Brotherhpods a Failure."

Taylor, Texas TV. S. Carter.

Pardon of the Anarchists.

Ma. Editor—In answer to your criticism

of my article which appeared in last month's

Magazine I feel like saying the bomb has

exploded but not with such force as to shake

the foundations of my opinions. However,

in showing up my stupidity you do not ar-

rouse mv anger, but to you, Mr. E. V. Delis,

I extend the hand of friendship, and as for

entertaining a malignant spirit towards you,

such may be the case at times, perhaps, but

not entirely without reason.

Heretofore 1 never noticed where the

Magazine upheld anarchical acts or princi

ples. But why was it? In my opinion it

was because the editor was aware the broth

erhood would not allow it, but now 1 have

come to the conclusion we have found a

wolf in sheep's clothing; or, you may be a

part of the output of the Carnegie steel

works which you refer to that had not un

derwent the proper amount of purifying and

was afterward detected as being counterfeit.

You claim to be very opposed to the anarch

ist's principles. If such is the case, Mr. E.

V. Debs, why is it that you alone endorse

the governor's action with the exception of

the anarchists themselves. Are you of the

opinion that John Pardon Altgeld and Eu

gene Vindictive Debs are the only able

minded men our great country has pro

duced? What a pity that out of sixty mil

lions of people only two seem to understand

the law. It is indeed a fact that the gover

nor has pulled the halter from a great many

necks recently, out of 9.S or thereabouts W

per cent, were imprisoned for murder.

What a reformer he is too, when he sets at

liberty men who dread not the law. who

have ho respect for society and terrorize our

civilized community. now, Mr. E. V.

Debs, in the high noon of our boasted civil

ization, what a plant to place in the execu

tive mansion. For example, take the case

of one who was recently pardoned and who

not long ago was arrested for attempting to

rob an old lady at the point of a revolver.
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Another was serving a sentence for wife

murder and others I dare say whose names

are linked with infamy and carrying the

mark of Cain if the facts were only under

stood. What a shining light he is in the

government of our country and how much

thought lie gives for the peace and welfare

<>f its citizens. Now, Mr. E. V. Debs, how

highly pleased you should he to uphold

such a man and do you really think you are

right in doing so? Your intended visit to

Chicago, had it been carried out, would not

have been of the highest class either. The

same crowd you were to address on the lake

front were mostly of the type mentioned, as

it is clearly demonstrated by theirattempt to

raid one of the big department stores down

town. The same mob assaulted and pounded

the police inspector and he was with diffi

culty rescued from an untimely doathiforthy

faithful discharge of his duty. Now, Mr. E.

V. Debs would volt put the halter around the

necks of those" men or would you not? 1

don't say they were all anarchists, but after

listening to "speeches made by men who

were anarchists in the true sense of the

word they had to vent their lawlessness in

Mime manner so they took the above way

of doing so. Three weeks ago yesterday

they assembled at Waldheini tocomniemo-

rate the death of their brothers, while pass

ing through the streets these were their

mottoes very plainly inscribed on their Hags:

Tyranny, no God, no Lord, no slaves. The

former and the latter I will not dispute, but

the others are utter blasphemy and such em

anate not alone from a disordered brain but

are the teachings of a nature burn to cor

ruption. Now, Mr. K. V. Debs, are you not

ashamed of the men you applaud? Men who

have no respect for Divinity will have much

less for humanity and I say such characters

should be imprisoned as they are of no ac

count in this world and are nothing less than

a menace to society. 1 don't know whether

von are an anarchist or not. but 1 notice you

lire very much in sympathy with them. It

vou do belong to that class of people do not

idaspheme the name of Christ by using it.

for if vou belong to that class you are doing

nothing short of it. There is an old adage

''Those who lie down with dogs will rise up

w ith ticas." So before I conclude Mr. E. V.

Debs just a word of warning, should you

ever come to Chicago again to speak on the

cause of labor avoid mob gatherings or you

mav find yourself on the downward course

and mixing up with people who are liable

to get into the meshes of the law. I dare

say you are aware our I'airminded Judge

< iary is to sit on the bench again and it will

fare* very badly with anarchists and all such

law breakers. However, there is nothing

nicer than to think the pardoning power

will not lose its efficiency tor some time yet.

Arm-UN 1'wiK, III. M". //. (iruy.

Influence of the Magazine-

Mr. Editor:—The Magazine, in digest iiitr

the suggest ions contributed by modern labor

apostles in behalf of business and the "good

of the order," has, it seems to me. neglected

a most important feature connected with the

prosperity and influence of our Magazim..

Slanifestfy, it is in the interest of our order

that our Magazine should become every

body's Magazine, and to accomplish this

highly desirable result, it should be placed

on sale at all the news stands throughout

the countrv, thereby making it accessible

to all.

Those who are at all familiar with the Fire

men's Magazine, know it is issued twelve

times every year, and that each copy is val

ued at froiii *»"> cents to SlO.tKI, according I"

the intellectual capital of the reader; that

it discusses the important topics of the da\

in a way to command attention ; that it ad

vocates' a man to mini religion; that it-

editor contains no alloy, and that the con

tents of the Magazine arc not watered stock,

and everyone should know that the M \g v-

zine is read and heartily indorsed by a hall

a million persons twelve times a year, and

also, while there are liianv other labor puh-

Mentions far inferior, our Magazine has few

equals and no superiors, and these publica

tions are found on all the news stands of

the country where they can be bought every

day in the year, while our superior Maga

zine never puts in an appearance.

It is a foregone conclusion that to prop

erly conduct a business of this nature, and

dispose of the revenue secured andvantage-

ously, would be a matter for debate. The

question would arise, what shall be done

with the profits? Well, the editor would

keep his pen in operation more vigorously.

The local JIagazine agent could arrange with

the news dealer for the sale of the Maga

zine, and the profits could be used for rent.

regalia, furniture and incidental expenses

of the lodge, or, on the other hand, the grand

lodge could supervise the selling and the ap

propriation of the revenues arising, large or

small. The point 1 make is, that the Maga

zine should be placed within reach of all.

the fanner, stockman, miner, woodsman

in a word, all workiugincii.

We are forced to admit that our footsteps

follow our mind; therefore, novels are worth

less. Professors, mechanics, laborers and all

good people who desire to jjrow in useful

knowledge, supply themselves with books

which furnish solid intellectual food, which

invigorates the mind and enables them to

perforin their mental tasks in a creditable

manner. ( 'an anyone recall a siui.de instance

where, the Magazine published an article

calculated to destroy a home'.' The answer

comes troiii avast multitude. and from every

direction, "No!" And here I will ask the

liberty of reciting a littlerouiaine, lor which
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the M m; vxink whs responsible, and which,

instead fit wrecking a nome, culminated in

• -ftnhlishing a happy home tor two loving

ht-nrt*.

The mimic date?' hack to 1HS9, on the balmy

i-o;«sl of California. The hero of our tale, a

frit-nil of the writer, whom I will call Harry,

ui.hili.Mii>: in the luxury of "love's young

• Irciiui." hecauk- enamored of a fair ami ac-

• ouiplished young lady of Oakland, Cal. l"n-

fortunutely, Harry was lacking in self-con

fidence ami that courage which should dis

tinguish a lover, hut evinced his apprecia

tion of the heroine's intellectuality by sub-

-cribintr for the Magazine in her name, and

-ought consolation in the reflection that if

he, poor fellow, should lie rejected, some

• •ther railroad man might draw the capital

prize in the grand matrimonial lottery. He

-urmiscd that the girl he loved was trifling

n ith his affections, and further fancied that

tier objections related to his station in life.

Itut, unwilling to abandon his hopes, on an

occasion of a furlough, he visited his dulcina

uiul was delighted to be received with a

smile which betokened welcome. But.sud-

• lenly he was confronted with a poem by

that ardent, eloquent and independent,

hitfli-pressnre ]>oet of the rail. Shandy Ma-

vruire. followe<l by an outburst of choice in-

\cctive that made his ears tingle. But our

hero, grown bold, managed to encircle the

waist of his sweetheart with his arm, and

and plead for an opportunity to recite the

(Kreni.with appropriate gesture ami vocal

modulations. Permission was granted. It

was a supreme moment for Harry. He did

his best, and when all was over, the climax

wan reached, love's sweet vows were ex-

changed. Shandy was vindicated, and Maud

and Harry became two souls with a single

thought, and two happy hearts beat as one;

and this happy termination was, in some

measure, brought about by the Magazine.

Let me make the remark right here that

should the Mxgazink be placed on sale at

the news stands of the country, it is quite

piohable that Judge Kicks, Andrew Car

negie, Prick, and others of their feather,

would purchase a copy, thereby obtaining

.1 relishing mental feast, and might he per

suaded to change cars, because our ever hon

orable editor, all of his followers, and the

devils in the printing office, arc with the

honest laboring classes, and will continue

in that line forever and a day.

In conclusion, 1 would modestly urge upon

my friends and the readers of the Magazine

lo read the organs of the various labor unions

.md brotherhood* of workingmen, for by so

doing thev will become acquainted with the

-pirit of the labor press, anil with men who

are men, and become convinced that all is

not gold that irlitters, and thus lie able in

times of trouble to resist impositions which

inuny are now contending with. At any

rate, this wide reading of labor literature, if

it does not enlist your sympathies, it may

teach the importance of withholding the

lash of criticism. Our interests are yours,

and men who labor for food, if they would

not be reduced to the level of mere com

modities, must stand together and battle for

the right.

Capital seeks investment and protection,

and why should not labor seek protection?

Our Magazine- our Bible. Try it. It will

give you wisdom, and make you feel that

life is worth living to down those who are

conniving to make honest men beg for a

living. Ira I). Mni/ludl.

LaJixta, C.u..

Monopoly and Misery.

Mr. Editor:—The Mauazixe for the pres

ent month | November) contains an article

captioned "I'm hungry" called forth by a

meeting of the unemployed of Chicago

held in that city on the 22d of August in

which are quoted the words of one of the

speakers who said: "I haven't eaten a

bite for two days, and my wife lies at home

sick anil starving. I've looked for work

until I'm worn out, and where is it to

end?" In commenting on this expression

the question is asked by the Magazink.

" Whv this state of affairs, why this army

of idle men, this menacing peril?" The

question is easily answered. It is because

tne common inheritance of the human

race, the natural resources of the earth

from which are produced by labor and labor

only all those things necessary to the sup

port of human life, comfort and happiness,

are monopolized by the few to the exclu

sion of the many who must starve and die

unless they have access to them. It is to

private ownership of land the natural op

eration of which must of necessity deny to

the great and ever increasing majority the

power to enjoy their inalienable inheri

tance, the free use of the earth, the air, and

sunshine to which no man has any better

right than another and without the use of

which no human being can live. That is

owing to the hideous fact that strong men

capable in all respects of performing labor

enough to-day to support a dozen persons,

are compelled to stand up in public meeting

and while tears and sobs choke their utter

ance make the horrible statement that they

are hungry, that they haven't eaten any

thing for days and that their wives are

starving to death for want of food. It is to

this hellish injustice, this private owner

ship in land that gives to the few the power

which they never tail to use to its fullest

extent to rake into their own private cof

fers the public product of the combined in

dustries of the community without any

compensation whatever to the community
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in return therefor, and enables them to

diive people oft' the land, as' cuttle are

driven out of a field, to starve and die, or

permit them to live on it on whatever con

ditions their own sweet will may incline

them to dictate, that must lie charged all

the murders I no other term will describe it )

that have ever been and are now being

committed by starvation through the mo

nopoly of natural resources. The banks

might lock up their currency, proprietors

shut down factory, mill, forge and mine,

railroad managers reduce their forces to

whatever extent they desired, and with the

law of equal freedom in force—land free to

all to use—no man need lose a single meal's

victuals, much less be compelled to say

that himself and family were starving to

death on account of having had nothing to

cat for days because he could not find work.

Nor would the army of the idle increase or

thousands of men and women parade the

streets exclaiming in unison " I'm hungry."

Nor in midsummer or midwinter would the

cry "I'm hungry" lie heard. " Will it (the

cry) be heard when the mercury is down to

zezo?" Yes, it will be heard when the

inercurv is down to zero, or down to hell if

it should ever get there, or if it be going in

the other direction when it is a hundred

in the shade or up in heaven if it ever gets

there, in all seasons and every day in the

year so long its private ownership inland

exists, and until it is wiped out by the sin

gle tax which will give " equal rights to all

and special privileges to none," render unto

Oesar that which is Ocsar's and unto God

that which is God's. I'ntil we get the sin

gle tax and all its relations in force, the cry

"I'm hungry " will continue to be heard

day and night and murder bv starvation

and freezing through landlordism will go

merrily on.

I take this opportunity Mr. Editor of pat

ting you on the back to express my pleas

ure at the masterly manner in which you

handled Mr. W. H. Gray of Auburn Park,

111., in this issue of the" Magazine. That

|>oor man has much to learn yet. I am

afraid that it would tie a tough job (I would

not like to undertake it I to mould his mind

into such such form us would enable him

to see that malicious prejudice and bigotry-

can never be made to do duty for reason,

:ustice and love of liberty nor to produce

the same effect.

I do not agree with the Magazine in all its

views, in fact I differ widely from it on

many points, but for the character of its

dauntless editor I entertain the most en

thusiastic admiratinn lor the fair and fear

less manmer in which he conducts himself

in the discussion of all subjects that he

considers. My admiration is not a volun

tary gift Mr. Editor you take it bv right

(the force of your character I "and tlieilivil

thank me." Full many a time while read

ing the Magazine I silently but rapturous

ly applauded the sledgehammer blows you

delivered to our common foe. It is strange

but nevertheless true thai great men are

sometimes caught fighting ghost.-; we have

an instance of it in the present case of the

Magazine editor's bout with Mr. Gray.

But now that he has laid that ghost for

ever it is to be hoped that he will not waste

any more of his precious time or matchless

talents on any more such chimeras, but

that he will keep his guns trained in the

direction in which they arc really needed

and on enemies more worthy of his atten

tion and more necessary to be met.

/'. H". Moimliati.

(•hand Junction', Coi..

Assistance Fund.

Mu. Kditoh:—My suggestion in tin- Sep

tember Magazine appears to have struck a

responsive chord in the minds of at lea*t

two of the brothers of the order. 1 should

be pleased to see the suggestion taken up

and agitated to a successful issue, the more

so, us Mr. Mayhall's inference is a correct

one. I have been both a "tourist " and close

ly associated with them." I have punched

many a hole in my ticket for members of

the tourist fraternity in years gone by, not

over a thousand miles away from .Mr. May-

hall's present stamping ground, anil, in the

matter of this tourist business. I have some

warrant to speak by the card. It is indeed

true, as Mr. Mayhall remarks, that those

who are inclined to exhibit the most selfish

spirit in times of prosperity are generally

the ones who look for the greatest amount

of aid from others in times of adversity, situ I

I know of no belter plan to correct this, ten

dency than the one proposed. Give to each

and all a certain claim upon the order at

large, under proper restrictions, and all

"sponging" must cease along with the pres

ent excuse for it. As Mr. Ogdcn suggests

it would of course be necessary to incorpor

ate in such a measure certain provisions

against fraud; out the difficulties in that

direction are by no means insurmountable,

and are easily to be overcome by the col

lective intelligence of the order, in conven

tion assembled. Indeed, there is nothing

novel or original in the idea at all: such a

measure has been in practical and satisfac

tory operation as a part of the program of

the Amalgamated Society of Railway Ser

vants of England, for more than twenty

years, or since the establishment of that or

der in 1872. Thi> membership of the A. S.

It. S., approximates prettvclosclv to that of

the B. L. F.— 3o,(H.X> in "l »(•_'—and it ha.-

thrown the Aegis of protection around it>

members much more thoroughly than any

American organization has yet attempted
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to do. From a communication of the gen

eral secretary of the A.S. U.S., to Mr. Mose-

lev, secretary of our Interstate Commerce

Commission. I quote as follows:

V legal assistance fund, which, as its name Implies,

Ik for Instituting legal proceedings on the members'

behalf In order t<> obtain any rightful claim for Com

pensation, wages, etc.
Donation or out-of-work benefits, from which mem

ber* unjustlv suspended by the railway companies

receive l*»hillliuis per week during the period of such

suspension. If discharged from employment from

attv other ruuse than drunkenness or misconduct. 12

shillings jar week for the lirst ten weeks, and G shil

lings per week for the second ten weeks such member

mar be out of employment. Traveling relief is given

at the same rate to members when going from pbicv

to place in search of work.

\ protection fund for the purpose of protecting in-

dividual members who may be victimised by their

employers for pronounced activity in the society's

work, and for assisting members when engaged in

disputes with tbelr employers. In the former case a

lump sum of £30 is awarded to a man dismissed from

the service, or In the event of a reduction of wages

the amount i« recouped him from the fund for a

period not exceeding twelve mouths. An emigration

CTantof III) is allowed, if after a dispute a member

does not get hack to ins work, and is unable to obtain

other employment.

rn addition to t hone several funds which

have heeu in successful operation since the

inception of the order, they have a super

annuation fund, a sick and burial fund, and

an orphan fund; this latter fund was estab

lished, along with the protection fund, in

18S0. It provides a weekly allowance, paid

to the mother or guardian of the children

of members, under 13 years of age, to be

used for the benefit of such children, of all

memliersdvingaftereighteen months' mem

bership. In the line of protection, there

arc sonic suggestions in this, program which

American railway organizations might very

profitablv follow.

Hay City, Mich. II'. V. Horlnwl.

so. why can we not devisesonieplan to check

it? Let us start a labor bureau tl believe

the constitution provides for such) let every

general and local chairman he in direct com

munication with it, and when a fireman is

needed on his division the chairman can, by

having all the unemployed firemen regis

tered there, secure one very readily. This

bureau could be kept up by a small assess

ment on each member, and when it is con

sidered that a member will give out to trav

eling members from five to six dollars a year

for assistance where others are not giving

anything at all. it will be seen that a very

small amount, when paid by each member,

will suffice to keep it up. This, too, I think

would be a remedy for some of our members

who do nothing but travel and "work" the

brothers at every opportunity, but who

never work the scoop; that's out of their

line of business, but if such a rule was

adopted we would have no cause to fear

such bloodsuckers. What we want is to get

work for our brothers who are out of em

ployment in the easiest and quickest way.

Let Borne of our wise-heads solve this prob

lem. Idleness is ruining many of our fire

men who have not the nerve to face the

chilly world. IF. X. Breen.

Newton, Kansas.

Problem of the Unemployed.

Mb. Editor: While the problem of the

unemployed is up for discussion why can we

not find a remedy for it ? I believe we can,

at least, stop the most of our unemployed

brothers from being so coldly treated as they

arc, while going from place to place in search

of employment, and many times going hun

gry before they make the fact known. We

all dread the idea of having to get out and

hustle for a job, and those who have not

had to do this are not aware of the snubs

and sneers which a brother on the road is

subject eil to; only experience can teach this.

How hard it is to go and " brace " a conduc

tor one is not on good terms with to carry a

lirother. and, at the same time, that brother

hits feelings and he perhaps dreads it as

much as yourself. Hut the employment

question is what we are discussing, and the

way to settle it is to first locate where the

trouble lies. Is it in our subordinate lodges,

or is it in the grand lodge? For myself, I

think it is in our subordinate lodges; and if

The Lodge Seal.

Mr. Editor: — Permit me through the

Maoazink to say a few words on the subject

of the lodge seal. It has frequently hap

pened that our lodge has been asked to grant

a limited withdrawal card to a member, who

desired to join elsewhere, but the applica

tion had no lodge seal attached, and our

lodge therefore declined to grant the card.

The lodge applying for the card was kindly

notified of this" but in some instances the

secretary became angry and returned the

application entirely covered with impress

ions of the seal in testimony of his indigna

tion. Others claimed that they did not wear

the lodge seal in their hip pockets, etc. I

desire to say that we take section 7<> of the

constitution as our guide and authority.

We believe that a request for a limited with

drawal card, being in the nature of lodge

business, should bear the seal of the lodge,

and that unless this is done the application

is not valid and the card should not be

granted. I have called attention to this

matter in the hope that the above citation

may bring the matter to the attention of

some secretaries who have overlooked it.

Peohia, III. Tl'. A. McMillan.

We would call our readers' attention again at this

most seasonable time of the year to the advertise

ment of Klv's t'ream Balm found upon our advertis

ing laigcs. This is an old and stable remedy for the

cure of catarrh and cold in the bind, and put up in

bottles with screw metallic tops, they inform us, as

to be specially suited to the needs of railroad men.
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Boston's Great Review.

The November Arena, which lien before

us, is strong, able and invigorating. It closes

the eighth volume of this review, whose ca

reer has been so remarkable, and whose in

fluence has grown to be a potent force in our

country. The superb courage, the catho

licity of spirit and the cordiality with which

it has received the advance guard among

the world's thinkers, finds no parallel in the

history of magazine literature. While em

ploying talent fully as learned and scholarly

as that represented in any other great re

view, it has as a rule avoided discussions of

problems not vital in character, while its in

fluence has always been thrown against class

privileges, entrenched injustice and out

grown ideas. A glance over the index for

the past year reveals a corterie of contribu

tors which it would be difficult to surpass

in any review published in the English-

speaking tongue.

Among those who have written for its

pages during the past 12 months are such

leaders of thought and eminent scholars as

Rev. M.J. Savage, Rabbi Solomon Schindler,

Sir Edwin Arnold, Bishop .1. L. Spaulding,

Hev. Lvnian Abbott, Prof. \V. J. Rolfe,

Helen Campbell. Alfred Russell Wallace, D.

('. L., Dr. J. F. Furnival, Prof. David Swing,

Hamlin (iarland, Rev. (ieorge ('. Lori-

mer, W. D. McC'racken, A. M., the Marquis

of Lome, Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Rev. John

W. Chadwick, 0. B. Frothingham, Henry

(ieorge, President J. M. Coulter of Indiana

Cniversity. Rev. Marion D. Shutter. D. D.

I'nited States Senator W. M. Stewart, Prof.

N. S. Shaler, Edmund Gosse, Prof. Orello

Cone, D. D.. Louise Chandler Moulton, Ger

ald Massey, Ignatius Donnelly, Prof. A. E.

Dolbear, Edmund C. Stednian.'the late Rich

ard Procter, Henry Irving, Henry Wood,

Xapolean Ney, Louise Frechette, etc., etc.

The announcements for next year are even

more inviting, if possible, than those made

before. Among the great features of the

Arena for 1804 will be a series of six papers,

on the " Ascent of Life" by Stinson Jarvis.

They will take up the evolution theory

where Darwin dropped it, and proceed in "a

search for the soul of man in a strictly sci

entific manner. The editor of the Arena

predicts that this work will create a pro

nounced sensation, and will be a contribu

tion of great value to the modern critical

literature. Another brilliant feature of the

Arena for ]S!I4 will be a series of papers set

ting forth the "Aims and Objects of the

Higher Criticism" by leading orthodox

scholars of Europe and America who stand

with Prof. Briggs. The opening paper will

appear in the December Arena.

It is written bv the great Oxford professor,

Dr. William Sanday, L. J,. I)., D. D., A. M.,

who is recognized as one of the most pro

found students of sacred literature in Eng

land. Dr. Sanday will be followed by R.

F. Hortou, A. M., the eminent author

and lecturer who was called trom London to

deliver a course of lectures at Vale College

the past winter on the •' Higher Criticism."

A third paper has been prepared for this

series by Rev. Washington Gladden, D. D..

and others will follow by scholars equally

eminent. A third feature will be a series of

papers on " Indian < krultism," by Henrich

llensoldt, Ph. D., a Herman scientist who

has spent 10 years in Ceylon, India, Thibet

and Burmah. The opening paper ol this

series will appear in the December Arena;

it is entitled "The Wonders of Hindoo

Magic"

Vital political, economic and social prob

lems will appear in the following series em

bracing discussions by the most able and

live thinkers of the age. 1. Short talks on

the Land Question, embracing 1. short pa

pers on this great problem by leading spec

ialists. 2. Ideal Republican Measures, em

bracing a series of papers on the Initiative,

Referendum and Proportional Representa

tion. :!. The Nervous and Arterial Sys

tems of the state, a series of papersby Rabbi

Solomon Schindler and other leading think

ers on a governmental control of railways.

4. The present aspect of the Money Ques

tion, the light of European and American

history, a number of brilliant papers bv

students of finance. 5. The Slums of Our

Great Cities and how to abolish them.

Another series of papers will deal with

the Civilization of To-morrow, in which he

reditary and prenatal influences and earlv

environment will be ably discussed. Pop

ular Papers on Emergency Surgery, by a

leading Massachusetts physician and bur

geon. Psychic Science and Progress in the

real of Physical Science will receive atten

tion from experts. Ainongotherattractions

are a series of short papers, by Rev. M. .1,

Savage on Our batter Day Poets. Short

stories, brief biographies, portraits of lead

ing thinkers and critical reviews of leading

hooks of the day will be the features of the

Arena for 1K!>4.

In a critical editorial which appeared in

the Toronto Sunday World for October 1st.

ltf'J.'t, the writer observes: "Boston is the

head and center of American literature, and

the Arena is known as the leader of Boston's

thought." The writer might have broad

ened his limit, for in fact the Arena leauls

the advance column of American thought

in the realm of vital present day problems.

The publishers announce a magnificent pre

mium album, containing portraits of 1(> em

inent thinkers, which will be given to every

subscriber whose subscription i.< reoeivoi]

alter October 1st, ISiCi. The announcement*

made indicate that the Arena for next year

will be indispensible to those who wish t<>

be in touch with the world's best thought.
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In the Ixink publishing world the Arena

Publishing Company has achieved marked

Miivew*. In the number of handsome and

artistic Ik »ik- issued from the Arena press

• luring the ]nist year this comparatively new

bouse stands seeond to only one other pub

lishing house iu the Tinted States. Having

the powerful and universally popular Arena

magazine at their command, they ;ire able,

not only to reach the reading public, but

also to bring their publications to the atten

tion of every bonk and newsdealer in the

country. ( >cctipyingthis position, the house

ha« gathered around it a coterie of brilliant

and successful authors, all interested in its

growing fortunes. The Arena Library Se

ries, containing ill titles, mostly novels, sold

both in paper ami in cloth bindings, has

l>ven almost universally commended by the

press for its artistic excellence of the books

no less than for the literary abilities of the

different authors. In at least two notable

cases lxxiks rejected by older publishers for

fear of adverse criticism, but accepted by

the Arena Publishing Company, have gone

through many editions, the sale of one ex

ceeding 50,000 copies. The Side Pocket Se

ries being wholly unique in design and ex

ecution, lias attracted general attention.

One of Boston's oldest booksellers pro

nounces " A (iuide to Palmistry," one of

this series, " the handsomest book issued by

any American publisher during the present

year." As the name indicates, these little

ixuiks are of suitable size to be carried in

the side pocket. They are dainty, delightful

volumes to handle and are bound to become

veryjxipular. The Copley-Square Series is

a series of books designed by this enterpris

ing house and bears the name of Boston's

most beautiful public square, Copley square,

where the office of the Arena Publishing

< nnipany is located, is surrounded bv some

of Boston's most notable public buildings.

These are, first, the great Public Library

building, costing millions of dollars, perhaps

the mo»t magnificent library building in the

world; then the Boston Art Museum, an

other monument to the liberality and taste

of the art lovers of the citv and state. On

another side of the square is the great Trin

ity church, so long presided over by the

lamented Bishop Brooks. For beauty and

richness of design and splendorof architect

ure, this church is perhaps the finest on the

Americancontinent. Then therejs the new

Old South Church, with its stately tower

and imposing architectural beautv. An

other striking feature of this noted square

i- the Pierce building iu which the Arena

Publishing Company is housed; built of

-olid stone from foundation to turret, and

one of the most imposing business blocks

in all Boston. Copley square is rapidly be

coming a household Word in consequence of

the enterprise and energy of this great pub

lishing house. It is impossible in the lim

ited space at command to mention even the

titles of the large number of important'

books issued from the Ari'im press during

the past vear. The " Rise of the Swiss Re-lie past year. 1 tie Kiso ot the Swiss Ke-

ublic." by W. D. McCracken ; " Zenia the

Vestal," by Margaret B. Peeke; "Along

Shore with a Man-of-War," bv Margurito

Dickens; "Sultan to Sultan," by M. French

Sheldon; •'Albeit Brisbane: A' Mental Bi

ography," by Redelia Brisbane; "Wit and

Humorof the Bible." bv Marion I). Shutter,

I). I).; "Christ the Orator," by Rev. T. Al

exander Hyde and "Son of Man." by Celes-

tia Root Lang, are among the most impor

tant and successful ones of the . I rena list.

The reading public will be deeply interested

in the forthcoming annonucement of new

publications to be issued from the Arena

press in the near future as well as in the

many beautiful books already published.—

Barton Trarrller.

uin sleeping

ndicatcrl bvcar company is impressively in

the following figures from its annual state

ment just issued: Assets, $61,701,643; capi

tal stock. $:!0,000,000 ; net surplus, S2.J.791,-

(>4.'! : earnings from cars last year, $0,200.-

<>s.">: earnings from manufacturing and in

vestments, $2,180,100; total revenue, $11,-

380,800; disbursements, including opera

ting expenses and dividends, $7,383,447;

surplus for the year, $4,000,448; number of

cars- sleeping, dining, parlor and tourist—

owned and controlled, 2,573; passengers

carried last year, .5,073,12!!; mileage of rail

ways covered by contracts, 12O,07.">; num

ber of employes, 14,035; wages for the year,

$7,751 ,044. Only ten yearn ago the assets

were but $23,00.">,300, the capital stock $13,-

260,000, the earnings, $4,003,245, the num

ber of cars, 570. The continued growth of

the company, in spite of competition and

of the disposition of railway interests to

take over all branches of the transporta

tion business, is evidence of the wonderful

executive and administrative force by which

the business of building and operating

sleeping cars has been maintained separate

and distinct ever since Mr. Pullman organ

ized bis company in 1807.—Railway Aye.

Onk of the P. R. R.'s new class "p" en

gines, with a 78-inch wheel, made a good

record the other day, reaching a speed of

04) miles per hour between Stanton and

Wilmington. On one run 051 miles were

made in 03 minutes, including six slowups.

The lOj'o miles between Bay View and

Chases was covered in II minutes and 40

seconds. The boys call this good work for

the P. W. & B.,"and the new " P's" are

voted a success.—Ijncomutire Engineering.
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Vn\f att You Go.

There'? a trite little spying, n maxim of old.

And to learn it mankind is exceedingly slow ;

Vet it ttims all our nippers to silver and gold—

So think well about—'tis pay as you go.

Would you sport a fine eont, or a carriage and pair.

Don't' buy it on credit, nor steal it—go slow:

Thev will come in good time, if you only beware

Of" installments and store-books, and pay as you go.

Tiie world's not unfair to the poor, but I think

They're unfair to themselves and their children :

they know

When their pennies go out for cigars and for drink

That for these there's no trust—they must pay as

they go.

There'saman lives tip-town, worth a million, I guess,

In a mansion, with servants, and horses, and show:

If you ask him the secret of all his success.

He'll answer you quickly: " I pay as I go."

Are you pushed by the grocer, or back in your rents '.'

Is your wife looking shabby, your daughter also?

Just'balance your income and bills of expense,

And begin tin' next quarter to pay as you go.

When you own your own home and hove funds in

the bank,

When your fuel's laid in and the winter winds

blow.

Then be kind to the poor—'tis the best way to thank

The rhymer who taught you 10 pay as you go.

./. 1i. Parkr, in PniftuMphia Tim?*.

State, and his time and talents lie liberated

for such pursuits as the higher unit hemat

ics or the comprehension of the significance

in Browning's; lyric inspiration, the etymo

logical analysis of George Merideth, the re

lation of Wagner music-dramas to culture,

or the relation of Ibsen's ideas to moral

progress. No less an authority than Mr.

Darwin announced that science ami domes

tic affections were enough to occupy man.

and Prof. Jowett has discovered that ade

quate attention to the Greek invent would of

itself require the exclusive devotion of a

lifetime.

Indeed, when one contemplates all then-

is to rlo in the world, to say nothing of all

there is to enjoy, he wonders that any por

tion of mankind should ever tall into the

stupid and erroneous idea of wasting life by

spending it in earning a living.

Earning a Living.

A contributor to the current number of

Kate Field's Washington asserts: " I do not

believe that a woman should under any cir

cumstances have to earn her own living:

and, further, that the modern idea that it

is a suitable or even praiseworthy thing for

her to do so, is bad political economy, bad

morals and bad sociology."

To the utilitarians who conceive of life as

arranged primarily us a place for exertion,

and especially to that class of enterprising

persons who plume themselves upon discov

ering or inventing "new occupations for

women"- usually most repulsive and unin

teresting ones, it must be added this bit of

heresy will appear as a species of social dyn

amite. There is no question, however, but

that many persons, as yet unperverted by

advanced sentiments, will not only agree

with the writer, but even extend ami en

large her proposition by the assertion that

no one. man or woman, should earn a living

at all.

It is a process that diverts one's energy

from the more praiseworthy occupation of

enjoying life. It is a hinderance to the de

velopment of a talent for leisure. Instead

of regarding life as designed to live, it is re

garded as a mere period in which to fall to

and earn a living. This is a low and tie-

basing view, and one quite unworthy the

coming century.

In an ideal state of society no individual

will fall under any such low obligation.

Food, clothing and shelter, the mere neces-

ities of existence, should, in an ideal repub

lic, be provided for each individual by the

A Law to Punish Train Robbers,

A bill has been introduced into longres-'

which proposes to make the growing busi

ness 01 train robbing and wrecking more

perilous to those who engage in it than it

is to-day. " The act provides that any per

son who does are causes to be done any act

whereby unv car'is stopped, obstructed or

injured with intent to rob or injure am

one passing over any railroad engaged in

inter-state commerce, and where, in conse

quence of such acts any person is killed,

shall be guilty of murder. If the attempt

does not result in murder, the guilty per

son, on conviction, shall be imprisoned :it

hard labor for from ten to twenty years.

Circuit and district courts of the United

States are given jurisdiction of all cases

arising under the act. The bill has been

referred to the committee on inter-state

commerce.

Train robbing and wreckine have been

so outrageously common of late that vigor

ous suppressive measures are necessary,

anil congress will not act fairly towards the

traveling public if the bill does not prompt

ly become the law of the land. The train

robber is the successor of the old highway

robber, with the difference that murder or

violence nearly alwavs accompanies his

thieving attempts. Cnder existing la«~-

train robbers who commit murder generally

escape the supreme punishment on the plea

that murder was not premeditated. It is

high time that strong laws were enacted to

meet existing conditions of transportation,

for most of the state laws appear to protect

rather than punish this class of criminal

Many scoundrels who are now ready to

shoot trainmen who interfere with their

raids would be less inclined to kill people

if they understood that it would lead them

to the gallows.— lju'iiinnlir, 1-linjiimriiitJ.
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Petroleum and its Products.

.Speaking broadly, the treatment of crude

oil if by distillation and little more. Petro

leum as it flows from a well may be con

sidered as a mixture of a variety of sub

stance* ranging all the way from gasoline

to tar. each with its own boiling point. If

heat be gradually applied in a still and in-

ereased the gasolines and napthas pass

<>tT first, then the illuminating oils, next

the lubricators, until nothing is left in the

«ti]l but an almost solid black cake. This

kind i if treatment is called fractional distil

lation. Fractional distillation is often modi-

tied anil for a good reason. By a happy

accident Mr. Joshua Merrill, in 1K»>7, began

to apply heat to a still in such a way us to

augment the vield of illuminating oil, while

at the same time its quality is bettered. In

processes of this type known as "cracking"

the elements of the crude oil rearrange

themselves into a unite different group of

products from those obtained by fractional

distillation. One of the products due to

the treatment originated by Mr. Merrill is

an odorless engine oil: a specimen of it

used for ninety days on machinery was un

impaired in lubricating quality, (iusoline

dissolves rubljer for waterproof clothing;

removes grease from the fleeces of sheep

and flaxst-ed reduced to meal is placed with

it in a percolator, effectually separating the

(lax nil. With cure, gasoline can lie made

to destroy moths in furniture ami clothing;

an entomologist with a pint of it can pain

lessly kill a thousand insects, with what is

• if importance to him, the least possible

distortion of leg and wing. In the manu

facture of paints, varnishes and lacquers,

deodorized naphthas have manifold utility.

A* substitutes for turpentine they are used

as thinning ingredients; in such japans as

are baked, naphtha is better than turpen

tine, in that it dries quicker and does not

ran. Naphtha goes to form a capital wood

stain for shingles, and a wood tiller service

able as a first coat to the painter and var-

uisher. Combined with rosin and cheap

metallic oxides it makes a paint good

enough for barrel* and the like. Besides

all this it vield* inexpensive lacquers for

the decoration of iron and tuiwarc. At the

other pole of usefulness with the brush, let

it be --aid that a French artist has recently

proved that naphtha is an admirable me

dium for color, a* it mixes perfectly with

the pigments of a palette, and on the can

vas soon evaporates completely. Fur New

York the fire test is placed at lo0° Fahr.

An oil of 175° test is furnished for locomo

tive headlight" : another is extensively sup

plied to lighthouses. For lake, river arid

coast steamers, and for passenger cars, an

nil is supplied with the extremely high test

of MP. This brand, which is known as

mineral seal oil. is verv unlikelv to take fire

in ease of accident ; indeed the claim is pre

ferred that it could be cast upon an ordi

nary small tire with the same effect as water.

One of the important uses of petroleum is

as fuel. Weight for weight, it has twice

the efficiency of coal. In Russia locomo

tives use petroleum, and so do steamers on

the Black and Caspian seas. When from

petroleum all the oils have been driven off

there remains in the still a residuum which

looks about as worthless as anything can.

And yet, plied by modern alchemy, from

that murky sediment is derived paraffine.

a mineral soap stock, wax white as snow,

asphaltum for paving, tar for roofing, and

carbons to shine as petroleum's haughtv

rival, the electric light. The paraffine i>

made into candles, and renders leather,

wood and paper waterproof, as testify cer

tain wrappers for cartridges, pasteboard

egg cases, sheets of caramel tissue, and

butter platters of thin veneers. Wax, in

its unrefined state, is applied to building

paper ; purified and bleached, it is moulded

into the semblance of fruits and flowers ; it

is even worked up into chewing gum. Of

kin to all these are the vaselines, perfectly

deodorized, which never grow rancid, and

which are here shown in a wide variety of

emollients and face paints.- -Xrtr York Sim.

The Stitches in a Shirt.

A JAnV iiml Ej-press man was standing in

front of the •'gents'" furnishing goods de

partment in a big east side dry goods store

the other day when a lady entered, and

pointing to a big pile of shirts which were

spread out on the counter with the prices

marked on them in figures as long as your

arm, inquired of the clerk:

" How much'.' "

"Thirty-nine cents each, madam," replied

that functionary.

"Three for one dollar, of cqjirse?"

"No. madam, we couldn't reallv afford it. "

"Oh!"

And she picked up one of flic garments

and proceeded to test its quality by pulling

with might and main at its weakest points.

Failing in this laudable purpose, she threw

it back on the counter, and with a look of

disgust on her face bounced out of the store.

"I'sual thing, I suppose?" queried tin-

reporter.

"Oh, that's tame," he replied. "I was

surprised that she didn't report me to the

manager. Now. just look here a minute."

he continued. " that woman couldn't afford

to spend her time sewing that shirt together,

to sav nothing of the material and cutting,

for three times the amount we ask for it.

Do you know how many stitches the seam

stress had to put into" that shirt to with

stand the kind of usage it has just been put

to? Well, just twenty-one thousand."

"There arc four rows of stitching in the
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collar, 3,200 stitches; cross curls of the col

lar, 550; button and buttonhole, 150; gath

ering the neck and sewing on the collar,

1,205: stitching wristbands, 1,328; ends of

the same, 08; buttonholes in wristbands.

148; hemming slits, 2(>4; gathering the

sleeves. 840; setting on wristbands, 1,408;

stitching on shoulder straps, 1,880; hem

ming the bosom, 393; sewing in sleeves and

making gussets. 3,050; sewing up seams of

sleeves, 2,554; cording the bosom. 1,104:

" tapping" the sleeves, 1,526; sewing up all

other seams and setting the side gussets.

1.272. That represents the amount of labor

that must be put into a shirt and explains

why the home-made article has gone out of

fashion."

A tkuscskaph operator sued the Bridge &

Terminal Railroad Company at Martin's

Kerry. Ohio, claiming !>>2:! for overtime,

having workeil from fourteen to eighteen

hours a day, while the Ohio law makes ten

hours a day's work, andajuryin the circuit

court at that place has awarded him the

full amount demanded. It would seem

that the employing company must have

been very neglectful in regard to its agree

ment with employes, as the fact that ten

hours make a legal day would not prevent

anybody from contracting to work any

number of hours at a given salary, if he

chose. The result of the decision, if it should

be sustained by higher courts, would be not

to stop men from working over ten hours.

but to reduce the present rate per hour

where a longer day was necessary. As a

general principle, however, ten hours a day

is long enough for any man to work, and

this is practically conceded in the railway

service, though there are exceptional cases

where more hours are required. —Railway

Ayr.

Tiik last report of the bureau of statistics

of the state i)f Pennsylvania, recently is

sued, shows that, not including the strike

of the employes of the Carnegie Steel com

pany at Homestead, there were on lv twenty-

six strikes during the year, a much smaller

number than usual. Of these thirteen were

by employes engaged in iron and steel in

dustries, one was a railroad strike and one

a lockout by coal operators. Eleven of the

strikes occurred in Philadelphia and four

in Pittsburgh. The whole number of per

sons engaged in the strikes was 4.208. and

the number involved 7.414. Only three

strikes succeeded, lour partially so, while

the others failed. The total loss incurred

by the employes was #373,285, ami the em

ployers' loss, as far as ascertained, S50,il85.

The report concludes with the statement

that the striking employes at Homestead

Inst in wages about !*l',250.0tH), while the

expense to the state in the transportation

and maintenance of troops was $440,250.31.

— Hn il trai/ Ayr.

GRAND LODGE
 

Quarterly Dues Notice,

OFFICE OF THKliRAMI LolXJE. I!. <IK |,. F.. I

TekreHacte. Inp., January t. 1894. t

Til M' mhrm o\ s nlxtnlt ttttti Lndgr* :

Sirs ami Brothers :—Pursuant to section V£lnt the

constitution, you arc hereby notified that the dues

for th<- quarter ending April SO, WW Isuch an amount

hx may lie determined by the several lodges, provided

in no ease it shall he less than live (So.iMJ) dollars), an'

now parable and must he paid to the Collector of

your lodge on or before February 1. 1*94. Thisaniount

will be In full payment of all subordinate dues and

henetieiarv assessments levied Iby the Grand l-odae

for said quarter, aa provided in Section 182 of the

Constitution. All henetieiarv members now enrolled

and all those admitted prior to March 1. 1894, are lia

ble for Hie full amount of quarterly dues for said

quarter. All members initiated during the month*

of March and April, arc exempt from payment of

quarterly dues for said quarter, as provided in Section

129 of the Constitution. Anv member falling to

make payment as above provided will be expelled

from tin' order, as per Seelion ISO of the Constitution,

said expulsion taking effect February 2. IS'.u. and the

Secretary is required to make due report thereof to

Ihel.ralid Lodge.

Yours fraternally.

1'. 1". Sariient. li. M

I'. W. Ansoui. (i.s. a.ndT.

Notice to Secretaries.

OFFICE OF THE liRANIl LODGE, 11. of 1.. I''., I

Tkiuik Havtk, Isn.. January 1, MM. )

To Stnrtttiiix tif S ttlHtrtliiKtti b*lrlt'*:

so;s anp BROTHERS:—Pursuant to Section IHU of the

Constitution, von are required to report to the (irand

Lodge as expelled all members who fail to make pay

ment of their quarterly dues for the quarter ending

April HO. MM. The names. of said members must be

retained to von by tile Collector of your lodge not

later than February 2d, and by von reported to the

(irand Lodge, in the prescribed form, immediately

thereafter. Falling to report the names of expelled

inemlicrsus hereui provided, the Grand Lodge will

hold subordinate lodges liable for their assessments,

as per Section .">:! of the Constitution.

Yours fraternally,

1". 1'. Sauoest. <;. M.

1". \V. Ar.Noi.n, i;. s. ash T.

Notice to Receivers.

Office of thf. Okaxii Lodge. H. of L. 1'.. I

Tr.Kt'.F. Haute, Inu., January 1. ls'.M. f

To Rirt ircrtt of Suburdinat* Lotlnix:

sirs ami Brother* '.—You are hereby untitled, as

provided In Section ."d of tile Constitution. I lint no

Fieiietlciarv assessment is required for the month of

January, MM, and that therefore none hat been levied

for said mouth.

Yours fraternally,

1". 1'. Sargent, <i. M.

F. W. A US OLD, U. S. AMlT.
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Beneficiary Statement.

• imitiir (in.vsn Sk< rktahy ami Tkeaslkek, i

TerheHaitk, Isn., IK-cember 1. 1893. |

-in- asii Brothers:—The following is a statement

,., the hVnenciiiry Kund lor (hi: month of Novcmlicr,

ItKCKllTS.

_- _• • _■
i

'?.
•t

'?,
~

?.
■z

K =

u u- K
S

Ji
3

3 ; 1 £

c
I ~ X x 5
— < •2 <• - 1 < •3 <

72 1190 143 S1S2 214 tlOfl 285 8216

'.•0 144 138 215 132 286 146

74 96 145 190 216 66 287 122

75 200 146 152 217 66 288 68

70 i.l 147 152 21S
70

289' 116

• t ?o2 148 114 219 132 290 46

7S ims 149 548 220J 124 291 156

79 70 150 172 221, 98 292 58

SO 02 151 90
2221 90

293; TiO

SI 14S 1521 140
•2231 92

294' 88

82 414 1.53 7S 224 72 29.5 38

83 210 154 90 225| 48 296 1 91

84 224 155 108 226! 136 297 1 124

S5 112 1561 104 227 114 298 72

S6 128 1571 . . 228 282 2991 106

ST 88 158 188 229 68 3001 96

SS 110 159 214 230 104 301 80

S9 48 160 150 231 1 164 S02l 92

90 132 161 42 2*2] 88 :{03 so

91 118 162 278 233! 66 :i"l 102

92 lie lull lis 234 106 *<>5 60

98 84 164 136 2351 26 306: 194

94 140 165 122 2io| 128 807' 128

95 216 166 214 237 186 3081 56

98 76 167 2381 126 S09( 164

97 168 142 239 114 8101 70

9s 74 169 316 240 201 311, 44

99 218 170 98 241 396 312 48

loo 98 171 68 242! 210 313] 74

101 130 172 106 243 32 314l 94

102 162 173! 114 244 38 315; 152

HC 314 174 150 245 816 11*

llii 102 175| IKS 246 140 317 90

10S 112 1761 181) 217 218 318 82

lW'i 54 177 88 248 17S 319 126

107 196 178 172 249 13S 320 17s

ION 70 179 72 250 240 321 46

109 142 180 56 251 832 322 60

110 SS lSli 60 252 164 823 2*

111 174 1*2 n 253 911 824 52

112 Til 183 182
•254

Ids 825 96

113 132 1*4 120 255 82 826 i'"

114 50 185| 66 256 52 327 112

ll.'i 90 186 114 257 116 328

lW 176 187 90 258 SI. 329 40

• 117 106 lss; 2>* 259 132 :»o 161

> lis 60 189' 112 JilO 90 331

: ii9 42 190 44 261 SO 3:12 80

1 120 120 191 120 262 110 333 172

> 121 114 192 212 263 114 334 12S

: 122 M 193 94 264 98 315 OS

i 123 146 194 142 265 120 3:16 :S8

< 121 92 11C. 46 266 156 837 196

1 125 82 1961 108 267 14S 338 92

• 1211 81 197 11(1 268 so 339 2SS

! 127 100 198 126 269 132 340 84

J 128 70 199 56 270 194 341 66

. 121. 214 200 104 271 82 342 52

130 228 201 96
*v72

50 3.3 44

131 74
■Jii2

181 273 116 :W4 104

132 106 203 168 274 36 345 60

133 122 204 72 275 SO 316 86

134 128 205 100 276 70 317 ~K

13ft 86 206 IDS 277 24 348 SO

136 52 207 208 27S 40 :149 100

137 62 2rtSl 80 279 46 350 126

1,'is 116 201.1 108 280 58 851 36

i a< 62 210| 58 281 100 352 90

140 172 211 212 282 60 853 54

141 330 212 72 283 88 354 136

142 224 213 284 296 3.Vi 178

350

357

358

3.59

360

361

362

363

861

365

31,6

31

86s

:v,:i

370

371

872

37:;

371

37(

37rt

.879

:!sn

8M

8S2
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8SI

::-\
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387

3S8

38!

390

391

3»2

393

394

395

896

397

80S

399

400

401

402

403

404

405

1(10

407

l(is

40!

110

111

412

413

414

415

417

418

419

120

421

422

£46

oo

76

66

80

111

42

17S

90

70

54

SO

72

96

30

71

4>

94

76

56

160

r>i

230

18

is

lis

.Ml

128

is

81

IV I

156

76

102

116

66

02

liS

Mi

101

50

74

4S

S3

SI

06

5S

152

36

UK

lis

131

176

28

8.82

51

or.

61

st;

88

II

50

423' 114

424 140

425 108

426 . .

Receipts—Continued

43

4'2S

43<i

180

48.1

432

48)

134

4

|:!6

48,7

438

439

140

_.

*2 >5
•*
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•< i
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$70 441 570

62 44? «8

62 443 82

58 444 148

26 445 50

ISO 446 126

78 447 64

172 448 112

46 419 80

82 450 7S

30 451 34

42 452 72

SO 453 54

94 454 114

O
V ^

- >5 - V, - 'A

V 3

< ~ < ~ < —

*42 469 $38 4ss S«4 497

68 470 76 481 198

14 171 62 185 202 499

50 472 INO 186 18 500

15? 473 81 187 84 601

SI 474 50 188 10 503

54 475 112 4S9 22 508

120 476 46 190 58 504

96 477 24 191 51 505

38 478 84 492 66 506

56 479 60 493 58 507

1 16 4S0 88 494 I*. 508

62 481 88 49.5 50 SOU

16 482 88 490 58

sr,i:

8.1

,v,

64

.-.6

60

"s

I'.

4-

4S

42

. $19,439 75

. 35,660 00

llaltUHT on hand Novcmlicr 1, 1S98 .

Kei-eivcd during month

Total $75,119 75

niSBl RsEMKNTS.

Itvolilims ll-_»>. 1130. 1131,11.32.1138, 1131, 113.5,

HWi. 1137. 113.H. 1 l:M>. 1140. 1141, 1142. 1148.

1144. 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148. 1149. 1150. 1151,

1152, 1153, 1154, 1133 £40.500 00

Balance on I111111I December 1, 1898 . . . .$31,619 7

Kcspectfullv submitted.

1'. W. AKSoi.h. tl. S. nnil T.

Addresses Wanted,

K. K. 1 1 a i.l .. — A ou'inlii-r of Morning star Lodge.

No. ss, is missii iK, and his relatives are in deep dis

tress on account of that fact. He is described by his

sister as having been seen last in the Ci rand Trunk

depot at fhleajjo the 2d of llecemlicr, when he said

lie was '.-,811- to work for the Hij.' Four K. K. Co., pros-

ptH'tiiiy for oil near Inilianapolis. He is aboutftfoet

1 inelies in hi'ight, has l,roail sliouldirs. dark auburn

hair, sandy inoustaehe. short ehin lieardnnd blueeyes.

He had oii his working rlothos and a brown overcoat,

and carried a lar«c. brown leather satchel. Any in

formation ooncernini/ Hro. Hull will be gratefully re

eetviHl by his sister. Miss Kathryn M. Hull, 795, 12th

street Boulevard. Chicago. 111.

Y. W. Kiihte—A telegraph operator, eniploved until

l'cbnniry 1st. 1898, by the C. M. K. It. When last

heard from wusut Kl I'asoon liis way to Mexico. Any

information regarding liini will be thankfully iv-

irived by addressing J. C. Koobenderfer, X. W. cor

ner n venue II 1111,1 36th street. Galveston, Texas.

I'llKTl Nl> FOK COINS AND STAMPS.

Kuormous prices are paid for many variiies of Uni

ted Stales and foreign coins dated before lss:',. There

are also giKid sbied preuiiums on Confederate and

fractiouiil currency, also old stamps. Then- are deal

ers who buv the above. One of the most reliable

concerns is the National Coin Co., 832 Exchange Build

ing. Boston, Mass. By sending a stamp you can get

a lo-pagv pamphlet full of interesting and valuable

information, which, if taken advautageof, may make

you many dollars wealthier.

lal

C1.EHI1 At. applicants for free transportation ouacer-

lin railroad receive the following card, it is said :

Thou shalt not pass."'—Num. 20: is; "Sutler not a

man to iiass."—Judges 3: 28; " None shall ever pass.'"

Isaiah ;u : 10: "This generation shall not i>as*.'' —

Mark 18: :!0: "Though they roar, vet they cannot

pas*."—Jeremiah 5:22: "So he paid the fare and

went ."— lonah 1 : 3.
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^WORTITAJUINEA A BOX."

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR A«-I.

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Covered with a Tasteless and Soluble. Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co..

365 Canal St.

Send postal for mir valuable book. "Constipation. '

To Firemen's Wives and Daughters.

8HEET MUSIC FOR YOU!

There are numerous offers of cbeap music this

season, but here is the cheapest and best of all. The

small sum of ten cents will bring you our charming

musical and literary magazine three months on

trial. You will also receive absolutely free 163

pieces of popular sheet mnsic, including That Is

Love, After the Ball, You Will Never Know a

.Mother's Love Again, 'Twixt Love and Duty, Ever

Faithful, Old Madrid, Sweet Heather Bells, Two

Little Girls in Blue, Better Bide a Wee, Comrades,

Ta-Ba-Ra boom-de-ray, Little Fisher Maiden,

Pussy Cat, Annie Rooney, Bob Up Serenely, I

Whistle and Wait for Katie, Bonnie Doon, Stop

Dat Knocking, Kissing Over the Garden Wall, Five

O'clock in the Morning, Let Me Dream Again, When

Red Leaves Fall, In a Cottage by the Sea, Speak to

Me, Maiden's Vow, Brave Old Oak, She Wore a

Wreath of Roses, Take Back the Heart, Love

Among the Roses, Anvil Chorus, Daddy Wouldn't

Buy Me a Bow-wow, Think of Me Nevermore,

Lullaby, Old Zip Coon, On to the Field of Glory,

Swiss Boy, Oh Day of Joy, Douglas, Tender and

True, Annie Laurie, The Parting, and many others.

In addition to the 3 months' subscription and 163

songs (word and music), we will send an elegant

art production in 8 colors (worth $1.00) entitled,

"The Interruption." All the above will cost you

only 10 cents, Get the most for the least money by

sending a silver dime to America* Nation Com

pany, 325 B Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

A Scalded Engineer,

A Bruised Fireman,

A Sore-Handed Conductor,

A Chap-Handed Brakeman,

A Bleeding Switchman,

Will find a comforter and healer in a cleansing

and refreshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur Soap.

It Is not a fancy toilet soap, bnt a plain, every day

remedy for the mechanic, the busy housewife, and

the children. No household should be without II

Ask your druggist for it; he keep! it.

An Appropriate Christmas Present :

The BROTHERHOOD SEAT

Patented and Manufactured by Brother

hood Men.

8. L. E. No. 88. B. L. P. No. *S.

Only locomotive cab seat on exhibition at the

World's Fair. Perfectly equalized.

Adjustable to any weight. Seats

made in any size. We make a spec

ialty of Drop Seats for engines where

boiler extends through the cab. Our

upholstering is the very best. Beat

seat and back covered with grained

Horsehide Leather. No engineer can

afford to be without this seat, as it

adds comfort and improves health.

Over one hundred in use on second

division of the U. P. R. R.

 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money RelunJeJ

Scat Sent on One Week's Trial.

Send ttamp /nr vur tiemty poet catalogue and priee Itrt

5TANNARD & WHITE, • Appktoo. Wi;.
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Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

and Get "On Top."

*' Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Full of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

"New Catechism, of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 500 engravings. Greatest book published.

Price, $3.50.

"Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the subject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.25.

"Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it under all conditions. Price, $1.00.

"Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

Firemen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginners.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, 50 Cents.

"Alexander's Beady Beference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

"Twenty Tears with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. E.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

■"Simple Lessons in Dratoing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A splendid book.. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

should have it. Price 50 cents.

•"Boper's Sand Book of the Locomotive," by Stephen Roper.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

"Locomotive Banning Bepairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

little book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

SEND ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERBE HAUTE, INDIANA.
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TWO NOBLE BOOKS.

Hun's Hand Book of Calculations ! Hawkiq's maxims and instructions

FOR ENOINEERS, FIREMEN AND

MACHINISTS.

A Work of Instruction and Reference.

Carefnlly edited; large octavo, on heavy paper,

330 pages. 150 illustrations. Contains every calcu

lation, rule and table necessary to be known by the

engineer, fireman and steam user. Published in 10

parts, 26 cents each. Send 25 cents for Part I and
subscription blank for the whole issue. Seventh

edition. Also in one volume, cloth bound, for $2.50,

post paid to any part of the world.

FOR THE BOILER ROOH.

A Work of Instruction and Reference.

Carefully edited ; large octavo, on heavy paper,

331 pages, 186 illustrations. Relates to steam boil

ers, their care and management; the steam pump:

Sradical plumbing; tiring; the safety valve; steam

eating; and "points" of instruction, with table-

ami rates. It is a companion work to "Calcula

lions," in size and style of binding. Published in

10 parts, 25 cents each. Send 25 cents for Part I an<l

subscription olank for the whole issue. Third edi

tion. Also iu one volume, cloth bound, for tt.Sif.

post paid to any part of the world.

Send for free Catalogue ( Illustrated), with numerous testimonials of abo\ e, and

also list of nechanical and Scientific Works and drawing Instruments.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

91 Liberty St., Office 3, NEW YORK CITY.

Best Christmas Present

FOR A FIREMAN.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE RUNNING

AND HANAGEMENT.

No Progressive Fireman can Afford to be without this Book. Price, $3.00.

OTHER BOOKS.

REYNOLD'S SIMPLE LESSONS IN DRAWING. l'rk-c, oO cent*.

HILL'S PROGRESSIVE EXAMINATIONS FOR ENGINEERS AND

FIREMEN. Price, 50 Cents.

WOOD'S COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES. Revised and enlars:e.ll.y Davi.l

I.. Baincs. I'li.e, Si.OO.

Catalogues 'in application.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

EAST ORANGE, N. J.
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LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
BY-

ROBT. CRIMSHAW

1300 Questions and Answers

360 Pages.

JUST PUBLISHED.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM
By ROBERT O.RIMSHAW.

Containing nearlv 1.300 questions and answers

concerning Designing and Constructing, Repairing

and Running various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post

and remind the engine runner, fireman and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK, FRESH FROM

THE PRESS. FULLY UP TO THE

TIMES. EVERY TYPE OF LOCO

MOTIVE TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages ; filled with Cuts. Diagrams and

Illustrations, fells all about the Locomotive in

language any school boy can understand. Difficult

problems made easy. A popular book for the masses.

Price, $2.00,

prepaid to any address.

AGENTS WANTED.

We want an agent at every round bouse in the

country. Liberal commission and exclusive agency

given. Several agents sold more than 50 copies each

the first week. SEND SOW for copy and full partic

ulars to

ALL BBOOT REPAIRING AND RUNNING THE

VARIOUS KINDS OF L0G0R10TIYES.

W. HENLEY i GO.

Publishers.

ISO Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FDLLY - UP - WITB-THE - TIHIES.

An Educator!

" Simple Lessons in

Diagrams and illustrations Galore. Drawing for the shop.-

PRICE, $2.00.
By ORYILLE i. REYNOLDS.

(Chief Draftsman Northern Pacific Ry.)

Address Orders to

I*NICE, .50 CENTS.

•f

TERRE HHOTE, INDIANA.
ADDRESS.

— DEBS PUBLISHING Co

TBRRE HAUTE, 1ND.
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$350 IN PRIZES!
•CliiEN BY-

5 Beekman St.. New York,

For Improvements Suggested in Cab and Boiler Fittings

With three objects in view—yes, four, ist, Safety of Engine

Crews, hundreds are scalded to death yearly. 2d, Convenience

in Handling Engine, too much discomfort now. 3d, Economy

of Running Repairs, don't we "grind in" too much? Oh, 4th,

To make the plans offered au attractive feature of our Paper, so

that you will subscribe and get more than )'our money's worth.

Diseases of the Air Brake System,

THEIR CAUSE, SYMPTOMS AND CURE,

By PAUL LYNNESTVEDT,

Fully Illustrated, will begin in the January number. The best

thing on Brakes yet written.

We have forty other new features for the year, more than we

can enumerate here.

Every subscriber who sends us a $2 bill gets the largest and

" most interesting" Railroad Paper for a year and

<^THREE EDUCATIONAL CHARTS^-

SAHPLE COPY FREE. CASH PREHIUMS TO CLUB AGENTS.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS AND $2 AND WE GUARANTEE THAT

YOU ARE WELL SATISFIED.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

ANGUS Sinclair, 1 5 Beekman St.,

Editors.
JOHN A. HILL, I NEW YORK.
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Way Ahead

of all competi

tion because it

is more dur

able, better

protection to

the movement,

guaranteed to

wear 21 years

and an expert

can't tell the

difference between it and a solid

gold case, so handsome is it and

at \/3 the cost. All this applies to

a Fahys Monarch 14 Karat Gold

Filled Watch Case. Don't take

a substitute. Look out for this

name and trade mark, jtfm

Send for free pamphlet " From

A to Z of a Watch Case,"

 

MONARCH

 

"jfoscpli Fahys & Co.

\Ti"it> ) 'ork City.
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THE

FIREMEN'S

FRIEND—

That never tears,

rips, or leaves him

in the lurch—

Tne Sweet, On & Go.

OVERALL.

R. R. men wear them

and one writes:

The Great Union Overall Manufacturers of the World are

SWEET, ORR & CO.,

But everybody does not wear overalls, so it must be remembered that this firm makes

tlie best pants, the best shirts and the best wearing sack coats that are made.

X. B.—Everything guaranteed never to rip. If your local dealer does not keep our

goods, do us the favor to writ" direct.

Offices and salesrooms:

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO, ILL. NEWBURGH, N. Y.

 New Yobk, \

June 5, 1893. )

Sitrel. Orr & Co. :

Dear Sirs:—I have been

wearing your make of over

clothes for fourteen years,

mid never had any of them

to rip or any buttons to fall

off. I am satisfied that I

get full value for my

money. Hoping you will

aecepi this us my apprecia

tion of your gftods.

Yours respectfully.

Frank Aistin.

IH7 Lex. Ave., X. V.

Member of New York City

Division, 103, B. ofL. E.

The Brotherhoods' Jeweler*
 

McORAME'S

LOCOnOTIVE CLOCK.'

The only substantial, moderate price

clock on the market. Movement has jew

eled escapement. Case cast bronze;

front screws on: Bide wind; six inch

pont'lnin dial. Very elegant and accur

ate. The red hand shown at VI o'clock

is on the inside of glass and is moved by a

knurled nut on the outside. This is John

Alexander's "Red Reminder." When it

Is moved out of its regular position, {six

o'clock), it is put at the time of the next

meeting point, order station, or whatnot,

and serves to remind you that you must

make a meeting point, got orders to aide

track at that time. No extra charges for

the "Reminder,*' clocks furnished with

or without it.

Price, $13.oo.

P. S.—Please note the change of ad

dress from Is Maiden I.ane.

JOHN J. McGRANE, Wholesale Jeweler,

Member Division 105, B. L. E.

187 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,

THE RAILROAD JEWELERS.

182 State St., - - - Chicago, III.

TESTIMONIALS ;

BbOTMBRUOOD Of LoCOMuTIVB FrBKMUt, T.oniil No, 17, I

Chicago. May 23, 1893. [

To JiememberHof the B. of L. F. throughout the United States, Canada and

Mexico.

We the officers and member* of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Lodge

No. 47, of the Illinois Central Railroad, cheerfully recommend the S. N. Clarkson

Watches to our meralwrs, as they have given entire satisfaction on our Road, they

having all passed the strictest inspection. Fraternally youra,

c^rCX

Cataloouu sent \» any address la the IT. S. oa application.

We are the only Railroad Jewel era whohave received testimonials for onr Spec

ial Watches from the different Locomotive Brotherhood DlvHoas in Chicago .

A perfect Bird a-Kye View of the World's Fair, held in Chicago. 1H93, size of

picture IH by 45 In., will be sent free of charge to any address to the purchaser

of (in worth of our goods ur more.

 

forfd'sFairHigTesfAwards
Medal and Diploma

on our INCUBATOR ondl

BROODtR Combined. '

"Old Reliable"!^?-1
If|N« hmvwd la Poultry, it *nt_

Brfm t» aaad 4 cwta Id Ramps for out .

■p lltJi|i«, irMag valuabU points \ II "^

aMbf Calta-*. Addrcaa \i- ""

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co. Ouincv. Ill- 1
■■»•• "— - .-... ......._AJ.««...»f

FREE TRIAL
s.tfort«*n dava In your own hum*?.

8GO K-nwoodH«ehloe foe > 924 SO

I fSOarllogtenMaefalDefor ■ #•_•<>. 50

,'Blandard 8lnr-rs, C9.&0, C1&.50,

jf,»IJ.60, and 97 other styles. We

I g Jshipflrstclasnmachlnc^nnv where

I » ~ to anvone inany quantity at whole.

I ? "sate prlera. All attatamenta FRKR.

l£fcLate*t Improvements, Wepay the

3 fre'Plit. No Money required In

*-<*Bm nrflil at once f'>r catalogue and testimonials
mr Adrnw-iDfuUiCASH BITTERNS UNION.

i-,3-ifi4 w. Van Buren St. Dept. 223 Chicago, III.

 

NATIONAL HOTEL.

J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Diy. 182.)

02 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

'Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inquiry

promptly answered.)

iulREGALIA

Mbadges.
BANNERS Etc.

L.T.F.ZAISER

27-29 S.MERIDIANS!

INDIANAPOLISHND.

?mpps>

 

By W M Tkeloar, Solo tl.OOi Onct, fl.SO) Chorus, 25 e*ab{

Wbl-.il.-, :{,'. r,-iii, ; Sand Pad*; 2ft eenta. A new piano piece, rep-

reaenting a day'a journey on a train. Srworaw: Train Whistles.

Bell Rings. All Aboard. The Start. Twenty Minute* Tor Dinner.

Gong. The Menu. Dinner over they again ■tart on their Journey,

Eaaaing through Fields and Meadows, until the* reach "Home,

weet Home." It is a great exhibition piece. Send |1 for the Solo,

and receive gratis a Wblltla, Sand Pads and Thorns part. Mentloa

lhU Joui mi TRELOAK MUSIC CO., Mexico Mo

TO THE UNEMPLOYED.

You ,S. $75 to $250 a Month.

Working for us in any locality. Will paya salary or

commission [as you prefer] niidal! expenses; money de

posited in bank fo cover same When started. Ifyouare

outofworkor even wish to better your condition. .<

have something entirely new to offer, and If you follow

our instructions you camiot fail to meet with success.

the people willhave our goods no matter how hard the

times ( our agents are reporting big sales everywhere

from Maine to Mexico; all that is required is a little

plurk andpaah and autre** is yours. Why

stand idle; this otter may be your stepping stone to a

fortune. We furnish sample outfits free If you care

to investigate write today for particulars before all val-

■ahle territory is taken. Address » tiaud.tarsi Silver

Ware Co., Boston, Mum.

positively FREE.

Our New ORGAN and PIANO BOOK.

Colored Portraits, Special Offers, and

full Particulars of all our famous

°5££NS AND glAgog

Sold to anyone at wholesale price, fop

Cash or on Terms to Suit.

_ Organs S37.50. I'innon S175.00.

*jpTTrite to-day for this VALUABLE BOOK.*u*

CORNISH & CO.WMg!r.aVfAia,EY-

 

FORTUNES FOR RAILROAD MEN!

Knornious prices are paid for ninny varieties of United States and

foreign coins dated before 1888. Hullroad men who keep their eves

open can make a email fortune if thvy run across the proper ootn.

There are good alied premiums also on Confederate ant fractional

currency as well at old r»tamp«. There arc many dealers who bur the

above. One of the mo*t reliable concerns In the United States is the

NATIONAL COIN CO., K15 X, Kxehange Building. Boston, \i ■. ■

By striding stamps to them you can get a 16-page illuurated pamphlet

full of interesting and valuable information, which if taken advantage of,

may make you many dollars wealthier, It will show you how to kevp

your eyes peeled.
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BLOOD POISON

When Mercury, Iodide of Potassium and ]

I Hot Springs fail to cure, we will guarantee

a cure or no pay. Can be no failure. Cure

in 20 to 90 days. Will contract to pay rail

road fare and hotel bills if we fail. We ]

are Incorporated, with large capital. Re

fer to Bradstreet's. Everything sent seal

ed, in plain envelopes. Write for refer-

[ ences and proofs free. Osavork during treatment.

GUARANTEE REMEDY GO.

51 & 52 Dexter Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

D*E*L*A*V*A*U*S

Whooping Cough

Croup

Violent Coughs

Tested over 40 Trari.

EFFECTUAL AND HARMLESS.

50c. perbot. atdrugglsts. or expressed from 8th

M Wood Sts., Philadelphia, to any address 60c.

REMEDY

There is more Catarrh in this section of the coun

try than all other diseuses put together, and until

the last few years was supposed to be incurable.

For a great many years doctors pronounced it a

local disease, and prescribed local remedies, and

by constantly failing to cure with local treatment,

pronounced it Incurable. Science has proven

catarrh to be a constitutional disease and therefore

requires constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh

Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,

Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the market.

It is taken internally In doses from 10 drops to a

teaspoonful. It acts directly on the blood and mu

cous surfaces of the system. They offer one hun

dred dollars for any case it fails to cure. Send for

circulars and testimonials. Address

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

««rSold by Druggists, 75c.

THEHEWPIETHOD

Cures Piles, Fistula,

&c, without cutting,

caustic, clamp, injec

tion, ligature, pain or

y lilood. Immediate re-

f lief. Pay when cured.

i>/) Investigate.

THE MEDILL PILE CURE CO.

Chicago office: 1S9 W. Madison Street, Chicago.

 

CONSUMPTION
SURELY CURED.

To the Editor :—Please Inform your renders

that I haven positive remedy for tbo above named

disease. By its timely use thousands of hopeless

rases have been permanently cured. 1 shall be

glad to send two bottles of my remedy free to any

of your readers who have consumption if Ihey

will .-end me their express and postofflce address.

Respectfully, T. A. Si.octm. M. l\,

No. 1K.t Pearl Street, New York.

GRAY HAIR 0K WHISKERS gVf&S
UIIMI I IMIII natural color by using VAN'S

MEXICAN HAIR BKSTOKATIVK. It removes

all dandrn If ; stops hair from falling ont and cures

all diseases of the scalp. It is do dye, and is war

ranted absolutely harmless. Money refunded if It

does not do everything claimed for it. Sent to any

address on receipt of price, $1.00 per bottle. Full

information free. Agents wanted. ALLEN & Co.,

312 Inter Ocean Building, Chicago, III.

FOLKS REDUCED
.From 15 to 25 lb*, per

I month by a bannless

» ,*, treatment administered

IT practicing phy.loan of 17 years" experience. MovST*

bad effects: no detention from buslneis; do starv-l \ . .

log; no trrlnkles or flahblneM follow this treatment. It improve,

the general health, clean the skin, and beaollnes the eon.pk-xion.

Endorsed by physician, and lending society ladies. Tboo.andt cured.

PATIENTS TREATED BY MAIL

ooafidentlally. For particulars call, or Marat! with Bo In slanapa,

O. W. IT. SXYDEB, M. D.,

246M-VICKER'S THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

 

 

 We will aend yon
the MABVKleOliaj

and IJHFAlXXNCi

Trench Preparation,

C&LTHOS
Free, and a legally

executed guarantee

that CALTHOS will

» yon

MaSAI/TaW,

STHKNUTH

■ana VICrOB.

Use itSpay ifsatisfied.
Von Mohl Co., Importer*, Cincinnati, Ohio.

EPILEPSY OR FITS
Can thli disease be cured T Most physicians say

Ho—/say, Tea ; all forms and the worst cases. Af

ter 80 years study and experiment I hare found the

remedy.—Epilepsy Is cured by It; cured, sot sub

dued by opiates—the old, treacherous, qnack treat

ment. Do not despair. Forget past Impositions ott

your parte, past outrages on your confidence, past

failures. Look forward, not backward. My remedy

Is of to-day. Valuable work on the ■abject, and

large bottle of the remedy—sent free for trial.

Mention Post-office and Express address.

Ptof. W. H. PEEKS, F. D. , * Cedar 8L. New Tor*.

MRS. WINSLOWS sos°vtbhu'png

- FOR CHILDREN TEETHING -

For sale by all UmsjsUu. *.". Ceata a bottla.
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The "WORKER'S"
The New 25 Cent Suspender. Made for Ac

tive Men. IT PAYS to wear it.
 

PATENTED NOV. 29, '92.

It is the simplest, completed, most comfortable

■ml most serviceable low-cost suspender made.

Easy on Buttons.

Docs not Slip Down on the Shoulders.

N&> no Rubber in Web to Induce Perspiration

Has a great stretch in back Elastic Graduated

Cord.

Holds Trousers up Firmly.

It has Jiih tM-rn put on the market and your dealer

may Dot have it, but ask him. If he docs not. send

-• cvnt* in stumps for a sample pair. Say if you

!ik# bmck.

Chester Suspender Co.,

6o Decatur Ave., Roxbury, Hass.

STAR

Plug Tobacco
 

Is Incomparably the Finest

Chewing Tobacco Made.

It i- SWEKT, JUICY and LASTING, and

TKKI.ES more palates than any other

Tllur.E BRANDS COMBINED. K,A< II PH'O If*

A IK-orxCB Poind.

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Mil 27.530,698 Pounds in 1892, 72 per cent.

which was STAR.

TRY IT.

\fli

 

TKfcs>

Don't Forget That the

Brotherhood Overalls

Are NOT Made by Chinamen,

Are NOT Made in "Sweatshops."

But are made by the BEST PAID

WHITE LABOR in the Business.

Thev nre made by a Brotherhood man, and were

officially endorsed by the B. of L. F. Convention at

Cincinnati, September, 1W2. If no dealer keeps

them in your town, insist noon fretting them. The

dealers anywhere will handle them if the Brothers

will iuttiM. Won't Vol* insist on the Brotherhood

Overalls made by H. S. PETERS,

Hinsdale St., Brooklyn.

Lodge No. 3. B. of I.. F. DIv. 119, B. of L. E.

COOK REMEDY CO

Poison !

Primary,

Second

ary or

Tertiary

I permanently cured In IB to 86 days.

We eliminate all poison From the sys

tem, bo that there can never he a

return of the disease In any form.

| Parties can be treated at home as

ell as here, (for the same price and

I under the same guarantee,) but with

I those who prefer to come here, we

I will contract to cure them or refund

I all money and pay entire expense of

I coming, railroad fare and hotel bills.

lOurlnagicRemedy^^
Never Failed to cure the most ob-

Btlnate canes. Wechallenge the world

for a case we can notcuro. Since the

history of medicine a true Bpeclne for

BLOOD POISON has been sought

for but never found until our Magic

Cyphllene was discovered. We solicit

the most obstinate cases and

challenge the world for a
case we cannotcure. This dis

ease has always baffled the skill

of most eminent physicians.

$500,000 CAPITAL

behind our unconditional guarantee.

Absolute proofs sent sealed on

application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

Itofw 807 n*ionlt IVmpU, Chltsvo, III.

COOK REMEDY CO

 

WIFE
CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

. . _ IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

CIO Cf\ fluTtbo Oxfgrd Improved" SINGER S*»-

4>IU>0U lap; Machine, with a complete «-t of •!-

laihmenu mod guaranteed for lO^wrf, ghlpp*') my
nher* on Sfdapa' trial. No money reqtcind w ad- •

anet T&.uOOnowm VM. World '§ Fair M*lal awanled.

luj from factory, nn dealers' and went,' pngt

Write w-MT for our UIU1K FREK CATALOfiHE

Oxford Mfg. Co., 342 Wabash Ate., Chicago, 1!!.
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CTOPPEH RIVETED

5frw<

^BottomTaki^
EVtkY tyif\ quarantined.

ADDRESS.' SAN FRANCISCO. CAL"

 
MARK TODB-

SKLF A Mechanical Engineer or Draughtsman;
i or qualify

to take

charge of,or to superintend the manufacture of machinervbydevoting vour idle

hours to Home Study by the method of TH E CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOL OF MECHANICS. Scranton, Pa. To begin, students need

only know how to read and write. Moderate Charges Send for FREE Circular.

Railway Watches
Hampden 17-jewel adjusted movement in Dueber gold filled open face case, warranted

20 years', S20.90. Sent by express prepaid on receipt of amount or sent (.'. O. 1). Exam

ination allowed on receipt of 50 cents.

Solid 1 4 -Karat Gold Chain, $10.00.

Solid gold emblem pins and buttons of any order, 95 cents.

CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

_ RAILWAY %

 

YNDIAtJAPOL/SJfi/D.

W?K.BELUS,Sec.

THE

WHEEL
Of proKres.s too often become* the Wheel of ])estrurtion,

aim at such times the j»o»essfon of 11 staunch true

friend, to whom the

RAILROADER'S FAMILY

Can appeal in their sorrow, is the greatest boon on earth.

Such a friend is the RAILWAY OFFICIALS AND EM

PLOYES' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION, of Indianapolis,

whoite unparalleled growth during the post year, show

ing an Increase of

$21,000,000,00

Over the previous season, unanswerably demonstrates

its overwhelming popularity with the Railroaders of

America.

THINK OF IT!
If you should get caught in that fata) accident which

visits so ninny noble men. and leave nothing to your

dear ones, what would become of thorn'' A ( ertlncatv

of Membership fn the RAILWAY OFFICIALS AM>

KMl'LOYKS' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION is as safe

nnd certain as a landed estate, and the relief it secures to

the bereaved family is flashed over the wires the very mo

ment the news of* a stroke of misfortune reaches the

Home Office. No Sensible linllrnauer longer donbU it

his duty 1 irry first-daw Accident Insurance. l>o not

postpone until 'it is too late, hut take a membcrfctaiji

with us

: NOW--:
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For Locomotive Engineers and Firemen.

Buffalo, N. Y.

It has long been my desire to make a statement of my cure to

the Brothers, not only for the benefit of those in my own Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers, but for all those persons who hare suffered

in like manner. I had a rupture that was very large and difficult to bold

in place. Trusses of all kinds were tried. They were painful and would

not hold it. The rupture would come down constantly when at my

engine and give me fearful pain. 1 was cured at Dr. Pierce's Invalids'

Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y. , by a treatment that is safe

and certain.

My cure has been permanent, although I have worked steadily at

my engine. Your sincerely,

James M. Keach. JAMES li. KEACH.

Abundant references, by permission of those whom we have

 

cured, will

be furnished to any one wishing to call upon or write them.

iTJ?T??^?Tjr!r^ Hernia (Breach) or Rcptubb, even if old and large, is

RUPTUREi speedily and radically cured in every case undertaken by

* our specialists, without dependence upon trusses, and with

out danger. 385 cases of Rupture cured by us, at the Invalids' Hotel, in 1892.

There is on longer any need of ■wearing clumsy, awkward, chafing old

trusses. There is no safety in any kind of a truss, for there is constant

danger of strangulated hernia.

ITJ^™~~TTTTT^ Varicocele, or false rupture, and Hydrocele are

VARICOCELEi permanently cured by new and painless methods.

* An illustrated Treatise on Rupture, Varicocele, or

Hydrocele, sent to any address on receipt of ten cents,

jgyAddress all letters to

WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

No. 663 main Street, BUFFALO, N. ¥•

Gold ForRailroad Men Gold

The Orphan Boy Extension M.&M.Go.

SHARES, SI.OO EACH.

No Individual Liability.

If not, why not'.'

CAPITAL STOCK, $300,000.

Full Paid, Non-Assessable.

Over 200 railroad men compose this company. Are you out' of them

A great strike at Copper Rock I Thirty feet of solid mineral ! Read of this bibulous wealth, described

and illustrated in the pages of the Hold Niggkt for December. Semi for it.

Vast bodies of ore uncovered at Yankee Hill.

Fortunes for all I The Gold Nugget for December tells all about it. The best IB- page gold mining jour

nal, richly illustrated and replete with strangely fascinating stories of the mines sent/rir on application.

We quote no prices. There ore but 10,000 shares offered, and the price to-day may not be the price to-morrow.

Telegraph or write, stating number of shares wanted, and we will reserve them until you can get full par

ticular*, and Investigate.

Address, N. C. MERRILL, Secretary and Treasurer,

No. 30 Klttredge Building, Denver. Colo.

Local agents and traveling men on a salary wanted.

•*" Read this proposition carefully. A beautiful native quartz gold specimen taken from our mines, cut

and set in 14-kurat gold, in the form of a large neck or scarf pin, worth 61'i.no, is offered as a gift on the fol

lowing terms : Send us the names and correct address of such people as in your judgment would be likely

to invest In the stock of this company. Each list sent will be duly filed and credited. To every person on

the lists furnished we will send a personal letter, a copy of the G<u.n Nugget, and specimens of ore from our

mines. The person whose list secures to us the greatest total of stork sales before the 1st of February. 'W,

will receive the pin. The best list, not the largest, is most likely to win. Each competitor for the gift will

be credited with sales made through his personal effort as though made direct from the office.
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REGALIA
For Brotherhoods of

FIREMEN, ENGINEERS,

CONDUCTORS, BRAKEMEN, Etc.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST TO THE

M. C. LILLBY <£ CO., Co7uiji/>iks, Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Military and Society Goods, Railroad Caps and Uniforms.

«arPl«-n»e Mention lhi» Mnj-nniii-.-SH

THE HANDY.
 

TRADE

WANTED

Agents everywhere to sell our

Stove Poiisfiinj milieu.
You ciin make from 83 to &"> h day sure, for every

lady buys one at sight. It keeps her hands per

fectly clean and polishes the stove better and

quicker than a brush orrag. Sample by mail. S5o a

set. Address. New England Novelty M'f'g Co.,

24 Portland St., Dept. F., Boston, Mass.

„ -ELY'S CREAM BALM-Tleanees the Nnsnll

I Passages, Allays Pain and Inflammation, Healal

I the Sores, Restores Taste and Smell, and Cures |

m^
■

Gives Relief at once for C51d in Heud.

Apply into the Xoatrila. It is Quickly Absorbed.

1 50c. Druggists or by mail. ELY BHOS., 56 Warren St., N. Y.|

\&4

'<c> 5Dc|

 

FIRE UP!

*•■ h»»* ■ furnaea- In front, cool draft* »bout yon, and mliha^ all tfca H—i

 

ST. JACOBS OIL

cures BURNS,

SPRAINS, BRUISES, OUT8, WOUNDS, SORENESS, STIFF

SWELLINGS, BACKACHE, NEURALGIA, SCIATICA,

RHEUMATISM.

ARTIFICIAL^ LIMBS.

Patent Adjustable Slip Socket.

Warranted not to Chafe the Stump.

Largest firm (excepting one) in the V. »S.

The Inner Socket, seen out-side the limb in cut, is made over a plaster east of the

stump, giving an exaet tit, being held permanently upon the fctump by elastic

fastened to laeer above, and in act of walk inn, moves up and down in the Outer

Socket, bringing all the friction between the two sockets, instead of between the

stump and the socket, as is the case In all single and wooden socket limbs. With

our BLIP SOCKET the most tender and sensitive Mump i»n be fitted and limb

worn with perfect east1 and comfort. Endorsed and purchased by U.S. Govern

ment. .Send for our New USKJ Catalogue with illustrations.

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

Room No. 20, Palace Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

' For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled List nf Awards. Free Illustrated Catalogue.

Hon. Wadk Hampton (Ex-Seuator from Virginia), writes: " Wore

leg 6 years. 1 commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fesskndes. Brig, and Bvt. Ma], Gen'l V. S. Army. "I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John (onnf.ry. Conductor B.. X. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haioiit. Conductor X. Y., L. E. A- V Ry. " 1 would not part

with artificial limb for rive times its cost.'

Send description of your case.

C. Ji. FREES,
781 Broadway, New York,

Branch Office, 100 Fifth Are., cnr. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

 

Eetbllshed £6 Inn.

H. W. JOHNS' Asbestos

Sectional

Pipe

Coverings.

Non- Conducting Coverings for Steam and Hot Water Pipes, Boilers, etc.

BEADILY ATTACHED OR REMOVED BY ANY ONE.

-A.ESESTOS BOILEB COrSEIlISS.

We are prepared to take contracts for applying Steam Pipe and Boiler Coverings in any

part of the United States.

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Sett Manufacturers ot H. W. Johns' Asbestos Millboard, Srcathmgs. Building Felts, Fire-Proof Paints,

Liquid Paints, Asbestos Roofing, etc.

87 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. Chicago, Philadelphia. Boston

 

 

all steel

SpringSeat

Rough Riding Made Smooth by Using This Seat.

In the manufacture of these scats we use onlv the finest tempered Steel Pprral Springs, heavy, band

««1 bottom frame, and tinned steel woven wire fabric surface. Our seats have been used in locomotive

murine* for years, and are endorsed by engineers and firemen in all parts of the country.

Made in any size or shape desired. I'sual size, 1H in. wide 21 in. long. When ordering please give

four weight.

Price per seat not over 24 inches long, $2.00. Terms, C. O. D. or cash with order.

SMITH & HACCARD COMPANY,

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Aves., Chicago, III.

*> refer bv permission to the following users: D. J. Crowlev. Engineer?. F. & \V. Ry.. 10 Jones St.,

Vvanali. Ga.;"John Horton, Eneineer. Urand June, Colo.; Wm. Malloch. Eng. <;. T. Ky., Belleville, Ont.

Highest Premium and Gold Medal Awarded by World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 111.

BAKER'S TRIPOLINE.

The Best Metal Polish in the World.

For this year prices to firemen (ns agents) will be:

One pound boxes, per dozen, $2.25: one-half gross

lots, $12.00; gross lots, $22.50 ; three pound pails, $5.50

(TRADE MARK) pcr dozen ; five pound pails, $8.75 per dozen.

■*" Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay. Bed rock prices, are here given to firemen as

vnijaad they cannot and must not expect to buy from dealers at these prices. Samples sent free on appli-

auion. Address

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

 

»o Frankfort Street, New York. 88 Market Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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CASTNER & CURRAN,

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York, 308 Walnnt St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va,

1 Fenchnrch Ave., London, England,

The Pocaliontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads thai have used it to he the best American

conl for Locomotive use. it generutes steam with

great rapidity, and' at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until ISM. Since that time

the out-puts have increased over 1,200 percei^. be

yond all precedent, amounting during 18'.r2 to 3,000,-

000 tons During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New York.

Bullitt Building, 139 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

19 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Year, 8,500,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES;

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

:.£W YORK, Eureka Pier. Harsimusl foot Sixth Si.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore. Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

-OF-

FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, GERMANY.

American office, 15 Gold St., New York.

Represented by Thomas ProsserA Sox,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After u lest of over twenty-five years the " Kritp

Tire" hus proved itself the beet in the nmrket.

If » reliable article is wanted which will give satis

faction, get Krl'pp's.

Tide Water Oil Co.,

12 Broadway, New York.

The Leading Manufacturers of

Railroad

Lubricants.

Our Signal, Valve, Engine,

Coach and Car Oils

Are in constant use on many Large

Railway Systems.

Reference* end comparative tests furnished

application.
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BURNISHINE
The Most Marvelous Metal Polish in the World.

Will Produce a Most Brilliant Lustre to Brass, Copper,

Zinc, Steel, Etc.

Especially Adapted to Hot Metals.

SPECIAL PRICES TO FIREMEN:

One pound boxes. S2.no per dozen; one half pound.

11.25 Per dozen ; Ave pound pails, S7.."j0 per dozen.

Send ensh with each order. Money will be refunded it

Polish is not satisfactory.

On receipt of 1(1 cents in postage stamps, we will send

2 oz. box prepaid.

J. C.PAUL & CO.,

121 Lake St. Chicago, 111.

All GENUINE

INCOTSl MANUFACTURCS

BEAR OUft

RE.C.JRAOEMARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c

TheRhosphqr Bronze Smeltinc Co. Limited

512 Arch St. Philadelphia Pa. U.S.A.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-

BRONZE in the United States ano Sole

'liiiTiiiii

NATIONAL TUBE WORKS COMPANY,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOILERTUBES

STEAM,

GAS AND WATER

PIPES.

 

BOSTON

.AIER

NEW YORK. PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO.

OFFICES :

ST. LOUIS. PHILADELPHIA.

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the <• DETROIT."

^*L DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

 

Vo. 2 Improved Cylinder Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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ESTABLISHED 1836.

LOBDELL CHR WHEEL CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

CAPACITY 500 WHEELS PER DAY.

Manufacturers of

Chilled Wheels
Of all Descriptions, from 12 to 50 Inches in Diameter, for Broad

and Narrow Gauge Cars, Engines and Tenders.

■CHAS. MILLEB, President

Qalerja Oil Works, i^ited.

FRANKLIN, P»A.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific ami practical tests of tin- past twenty years have demon

strated the fact that Galena oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority of the railways

of this country. 'They are in nse upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

all temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a large ma

jority of the leading railroads of the country.

Drelier's Cylinder Oil
MADE ON THE SAME PRINCIPLE AS THE

CELEBRBTED DREHER'S CHR COMPOUND.

We will furnish sufficent to make a test free of charge.

MAN'tTFACTl'RED SOLELY BY

THE DREHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

249 Front Street, New York.
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Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

YalVe OH-
Mora i>erieet lubrication insured, and guarantees

ftiiire freedom from corrosion, honeycombing of

.Winders and destruction of joints of steam ciiest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Oils

lur railnwl use. Bswabi ok Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SI1SLEY, President.

- - - FRANKLIN, PA.

 

IF YOU RUN AN ENGINE

You want to know about the

HANCOCK

LOCOMOTIVE

INSPIRATOR

Adapted to

STANDARD FITTINGS.

It is the most reliable and efficient apparatus for feeding locomotive boilers that lia.s

ever been applied. Reliable under the most exacting conditions, and wiil work perfectly

where others fail.

In use on fifty railroads, giving satisfaction. We shall be glad to send any man inter

ested in locomotive engines, circulars and full information. A postal card secures it.

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sole Patentees and Makers of

SelfActing-Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE.—There are many injectors which will

work well when the conditions are favorable. This

Injector is designed to work well under all condi

tions and is, therefore, the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF.

IT WILL ADJUST iTSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it

can be regulated, therefore, to work continuously

for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a sim

ple lever motion which readily starts and stops

its action.
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United States Metallic Packing Co.

PERFECTED METALLIC PACKING

FOR

LOCOMOTIVES

AND

STATIONARY

ENGINES,

SAVES LABOR.

In Use on over 300 Railroads in all Parts of the World.

Send for Catalogue.

435 North Broad St., Philadelphia.

 

BROOKS LOCOHIOTiYE WORKS.

Dunkirk, N. Y.

 

Compound

Locomotives

For

Passenger

And

freight

Service,

Raildersof Locomotive Eneines for any required service from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchanpeabilitv ami ail work fully guaranteed.

M. L. Hinman, Pres't and Treas. R, J. Gross, Vice Pres't. T. M. HeqcembuURG, Sec'y

David Russell, Sup't. H. Tandy, Ass't Sup't.

Be* York Offioe,

46 Broadway,

luilN 8. COOKE, Prest. and Genl. Man.

"RED W. COOKE. VlcePrest.

M. RERDAN, Secy and Treas.

Paterson , New Jersey.

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth Locomotive and Machine Co.)

PATERSON, .VEH'JEHSEV
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EDWARD ELLIS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS. Vice-President and Treasurer.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent

A. P. STRONG, Secretary.

Schenectady „ J^ocon^otiVe * Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

Showine an Economy of 18 to 25 Per Cent. In Fuel and Water.

— ^ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400^ —

ESTABLISHED 1831

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, l.OOO.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted In every variety of nervier, und hnlll iieenrately tn standard gauKM niwl template*. Lite nl!

purls of different engines of same eliun, prrfretly Interehanjfeable. Broad mid Narrow Gauge Locomotives:

Mine Lueoiiiotives by Stenni or I'onipressed A ir : Plantation Loeomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, furnaces, etc. Coiii|>ouii</ /.oi-ouiof /i-pm.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, Pa.

fflT When :)<l<lr<-Ksi litr niir 'wlvd'ticnr*; nwiitinti ftlii*. Uuimvinn ,_-i
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nn)USTBIAL BEVOLUTION.

BY EMILY L. BAKER.

Professor Ross of Stanford University has

been delivering a course of three lectures

<>n the labor question at the Unitarian

church, Oakland, two of which I had the

pleasure to hear. Professor Ross, although

connected with a university founded by a

corporation millionaire, comes out strongly

against the injustice of corporations and in

favor of labor organizations. I think the

full text of his lectures would interest your

readers, but in the absence of that, I ven

ture to send what I can remember of them.

First, us to what has brought about the

industrial revolution. By the introduction

nf machinery, the division of labor has been

carried an enormous distance. Where form

erly one man made a whole shoe, there are

now sixty-rive different kinds of work recog

nized in the shoe-making business. Where

fonnerlv a man learned a trade bv which he

could afone make a salable article, he now

learns only part of a process of manufacture.

One of the most obvious consequences of

this is that each man is dependent on his

fellow workmen, and they are all depend

ent again on the man who has the money

to establish the factory and jmt the finished

product on the market. This inter-depend

ence is a form of co-operation and it has

been said that nature herself works on the

same plan. There are perhaps five hundred

distinct nerve centers in the human body,

each doing the work for which it is fitted.

In the lower orders of animal life these cen

ter? are independent, but as we go up in the

Kale, the centers become more and more

under the control of one center, the cere

brum. In other words, four hundred and

ninety-nine nerve centers have been re

duced" to subjection to one. Co-operation

has become despotism. Likewise in the

factory, each individual doing his own part

oi the work is at the merry of the man who

famishes the material and machinery and

sells the product.

Another feature of modern life is that

while we have many rich men, we have not

enough rich men to do the business of the

country, and the result is the forming of

joint stock companies or corporations of

rich men, each contributing a share to the

enterprise. No one man risks his entire

fortune in one business, and if one under

taking fails, each stockholder loses only

what he puts in.

Referring to Ricardo's iron law of wages, i.

p., that wages depend on what it costs the

workingman to live and replace himself

(that is, raise a family), Professor Ross says

that Geo. Gunton converts this into the

golden law by showing that if the working-

man cannot buy the ordinary comforts of

life he will not marry and will not leave

children to succeed him. With the exten

sive improvement in the comfort of living

made by new inventions like gas, railroads,

electric light, etc., the working man de

mands his share, and accordingly his wages

must rise to a point where he can afford

them.

In industries where women and children

can be employed, it has often happened

that the workman's family has attempted

to increase the income by assisting in the

work and in all cases it has followed that

the price of wages has fallen until the

amount earned by the whole family only

equalled that paid to workmen in other in

dustries where women and children were

not employed. This evil has at times be

come so great that the law has had to step

in and forbid the employment of women

and children in certain trades.

Another consequence of this industrial

revolution that is going on is that we have

always with us not only the poor but also

the unemployed. Under the old order,

when every man had a complete trade he

could himself make something salable and

only the vicious were idle. Now when a

man can make only u certain part of an nr-

tiole, he can make nothing that he can sell.

He must find some one to employ him, and
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every business has its dull season when

men most willing to work are '"laid off."

This gives us ;i floating population of a most

undesirable kind. Winn a ship has a cargo

not solidly packed, as the ship rolls, the

cargo lists and the ship can not he easily

righted. So with the ship of state. Her

floating population is borne from side to

side by stress of political and social storms,

and menaces the safety of the nation.

It's an old, old story that corporations

have no souls, and it is also true that the

agents of a company will do meaner things

for their emplover than they would do for

themselves. The stockholders judge of the

success of the management by the size of

the dividends. When individual acts of the

management tending to increase the divi

dends but working hardships on employes

are brought to the notice of stockholders,

they plead innocence, saying: "Our mana

ger attends to that, we don't know anything

about it." The managers say "Don't blame

me, the stockholders want a bigger dividend

and I've got to make it for them."

All these things, the introduction of ma

chinery, the division of labor, the growth,

greed and injustice of corporations, have

brought about a state of affairs wherein we

have two distinct classes, the people who

sell labor and the people who buy it, and

the adjustment of the relations between

these two classes constitute the labor ques

tion.

One school of economists has classified

labor as a commodity, something that is

bought and sold. Some people adopting

that classification say that there ought not

to be a labor question more than a potato

question. But in one essential particularly

labor as a commodity differs from any other

commoditv, because the seller goes along

with the thing sold. If a man sells potatoes

it is no concern of his what becomes of them.

If he sells his labor it is of vital interest to

him where, how and for what purpose it is

to be used. So a labor question becomes in

evitable. A business man is apt to say to

his employes when they make complaint on

any of these points. " I'm going to run my

business to suit myself, and I'll have no in

terference from you." Is it interference?

Has not, a man a right to say something

about where he shall work, and how long,

and under what conditions? Is not all that

his business ? In discussing these matters

it is customary to expect the employer to

act like a business man and his employes

like saints.

Some people declare that the interests of

capital and labor are identical, and others

claim that they are diverse, and both par

lies are right. So far as production goes,

their interests are the same; it is to the ben

efit of both working man and capitalist that

roads should be built, mines opened and

goods manufactured. When it comes to a

division of profits, the interests of the twit

clash. Il the stockholders of a road claim

70 per cent, of the net income for their share,

there is but SO percent, left for the employe*.

If the employes get 40 per cent there is only

60 per cent, left for the shareholders.

There are various wavs by which the

workingman can better his condition. One

way is by getting more for his money, bv

learning to spend it judiciously. It is a well

known fact that the rich men who have

made their own fortunes are usually close

bargainers, better buyers than the men who

work for them on small salaries.

Saving is well in its wav, for no people can

thrive without thrift. To urge saving with

the promise that the workingman will there

by be enabled to become an employer is like

encouraging a school-boy wit I i the hope of

becoming president. The chances arc too

slight. The uninvested savings of a life are

too small to be of much use, but there are

now many ways of investing small sums to

advantage. Aside from banks and bonds,

there are joint stock corporations and build

ing and loan associations which offer great

inducements and are pretty safe. If by

concerted action a large number of employes

of one railroad svstem should buy stock of

that road, could they not make a respectable

showing and have something to say in the

board of directors?

Napoleon said he won his battles by pre

senting his strongest battalions at the point

of contact, and tlie old Romans won theirs

by dividing the enemy's forces. Capital in

its contact with labor adopts these tactics

to-day. Capital employs expensive mana

gers for its business and the host legal talent.

to fight its battles in court. Kveiy railroad

eompanv has lawyers to whom it pavs from

$.5,000 to .<H),000 a year. That is one of the

recognized expenses of conducting the road.

When a labor organization employs a

man to attend to its interests all over the

United States at a salary of from $1,000 to

$5,000 a vcar, the otherside raises a line and

cry and figures out carefullv how much each

member is "taxed" (so thev call it) "to

support this gentleman." They take pains

to find out how he lives and dresses, and as

siduously disseminate this information,

drawing comparisons between the way the

members of the organization usually live

and the way their representative lives. All

this is done for the purpose of making the

workingmen discontented am) dissatisfied

with their leaders. For a long time in Eng

land it was the policy of the wealthy classes

to draw off successively the leaders of the

working elas.-es by offers of political or so

cial advancement. The same thing is going

on here, always on a smaller scale, but it is

hoped that the representatives of the work

ing men will some time see that their in
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terest is with their own, the larger class,

and will stand by their colors.

In order to secure heller wages or more

favorable conditions i>>r himself, there is no

hope for working men acting singly; they

must combine. It is onlv by making com

mon cause and dividing the risk of the em

ployer's disfavor that they can hope to secure

justice. Organization is the chief weapon

of the employe, and one which is also used

by the employer against him, and it is a

weapon which can not be taken out of the

hands of one party and left in the hands of

his opponent. As to the loss of liberty en

tailed in joining these organizations, that

is the same in all organizations. When a

man joins a secret society, or a club, or buys

shares of stock, or associates himself with

any body of men which agrees to be gov

erned by the will of the majority, he gives

up a part of his liberty.

Strikes seem to be "a necessity and justi

fiable when the provocation is sufficient. If

a merchant can hold back a cargo of goods

inr a rise in the market, why can not the

working man refuse to sell his labor until

the price of wages rises or more favorable

conditions are granted him? Referring to

the evils attendant on strikes, particularly

those affecting innocent parties, Professor

Koss admits the hardship, but says in their

defense : " It is war. and war is neither beau

tiful nor pleasant."

The future is not hopeless, but the sooner

Willi parties in the struggle agree to deal

with one another in the friendly spirit of

christian charity, the more easily will their

relations he adjusted to the satisfaction of

both.

WAGE-SLAVERY,

BY W. II. STCART.

Those readers of The Maoazine who have

followed my attack on the single tax are

aware that the strongest indictment that I

brought against that theory was that it con

templates the perpetuation of our present

damnable and degrading system of wage

slavery. A system by which a small mi

nority of the population are enabled, by

control of land and capital—the means and

instruments of production—to virtually en

slave the masses. For, as the laborer is

absolutely dependent for a living on his

ability to gain access to the means of pro

duction, those who control them are able to

dictate the terms, and the terms are : That

while labor is accorded the permission to

produce all wealth, including all the mod

em tools for its effective production, it shall

retain of the product—in the shape of wages,

—only sufficient for a bare subsistence, the

other and larger part, the capitalists' "sur

plus-value," goes in the shape of rent, in

terest, and profits to the support and per

petuation of the non-producing capitalist

class, who are fast absorbing the national

wealth.

Modern industry is tending more and

more to large production liv means of la

bor-saving machinery, involving great ag

gregations of capital, and the inevitable

dependence of the laborer, who, divorced

from the tools of production, are degraded

and enslaved in the fierce competition for

employment.

The concentration of wealth in the hands

of a small class is proceeding at an ever ac

celerating rate. Already, so Mr. Thomas (i.

Shearman informs us, ;>1,000 persons own

the major portion of the national wealth,

while 250,000 own practically the entire

wealth of the country.

Of this system of wage slavery, the nec-

essarv result of such conditions, the great

est of political economists has said:

"The law by which a constantly increasing quanti

ty of means of production, thanks to the advances

of the productiveness of social labor, may lie set in

movement by a progressively diminishing expendi

ture of human power, this law in a capitalist society—

where the laborer does not employ the means of pro

duction, but the means of production employ the

laborer—undergoes a complete inversion and is ex

pressed thus ; tbe higher the productiveness of labor,

the greater is the pressure of the laborers on the

means of employment, the more precarious, there

fore, becomes the condition of existence, viz.: the

Bale of their own labor-power for the increasing of

another's wealth, or the self-expansion of capital.

The fact that the means of production, and the pro

ductiveness of labor, increased more rapidly than the

productive population, expresses itself, therefore,

capilalistieullv in the inverse form that the tuboriug

population always increases more rapidly than the

conditions under which capital <;jin employ this in

crease for its own self-expansion. * * "*' Within

the capitalist system all methods for raising the social

productiveness of labor are brought about at tbe cost

of the individual laborer: all means for the develop

ment of production transform themselves into means

of domination over, and exploitation of. the pro

ducers: they mutilate the laborer into a fragment of

a man, degrade him to the level of an appendage of

a machine, destroy every remnant of charm in his

work and turn it into a hated toil ; they estrange from

him the intellectual potentialities of the labor-pro

cess in the same proportion as science is incorporated

in it as an independant power; they distort the con

dition under which he works, subject him during

the labor-process to a despotism the more hateful for

its meanness: they transform his life-time into work

ing-time, and drag his wife and child beneath the

wbeelsof the Juggernaut of capital. But all meth

ods for the production of surplus-value are at the

same time metbods of accumulation; and every' ex

tension of accumulation becomes again a means for

tbe development of those methods. It follows, there

fore, that m proportion as capital accumulates, the

lot of the laborer, he his payment high or low, must

grow worse. The law, finally, that always equilibri-

ates the relative surplus-population, or industrial

reserve army, to the extent and energy of accumula

tion, this law rivets the laborer to capital more firmly

than the wedges of Vulcan did Prometheus to the

rock. It establishes an accumulation of misery, cor

responding to accumulation of capital. Accumula

tion of wealth at one pole is. therefore, at the same

time accumulation of misery, agony of toil, slavery,

ignorance, brutality and iiicntiil degradation at the

opposite pole. ('. e., on the side of the class that pro

duces its own product in the form of capital.

-061.

""Capital," by Karl Marx, Appleton's ed. pp. 600
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It is sometimes urged, in extenuation or

defense of our brutal competitive system,

that it is possible by industry and shrewd

ness to rise out of this class ot wage-earners

into that of the capitalist class ; that, in

fact, a large proportion of the latter class

commenced as wage-earners ; that there is

always room " at the top." The necessary

inference being that by industry, prudence

and shrewdness that all could be capital

ists, that all could reach " the top," that

every marksman could hit the bull's-eye;

that every runner could win the race, and

bo on, ad naiwum, which is, of course, non

sensical. Let it be remembered, however,

that while it is true that wage-earners are

continually rising into the capitalist class,

that the relative proportion in numbers be

tween the two classes remain nearly the

same. If, for instance, there was no such

thing as inherited wealth ; if every member

of society commenced poor, even then only

about 5 per cent, of the workers could ex

pect to rise into the capitalist class, the

other 05 per cent, would be doomed to a

life of dependence, degradation and unre

quited toil.

Every American in our glorious republic

is, of course, a possible president, but only

about ten in a generation can attain that

position. One man owns a factory and a

thousand work for him. It is quite possi

ble that in the course of a life time the

owner may sink to the condition of a hired

worker in the factory he once owned, and

that a former employe may take his place

as owner, but the proportion between the

number of employes and owners remains

the same. Even if the owner was com-

Selled after ten years possession to step

own and into the ranks of the workers,

and an employe raised into his place, and

that process continued forever, even then

only four wage-earners in a life time could

rise out of their class, and so long as the

means and instruments of production con

tinue to be private property this proportion

must necessarily continue, a few capitalists

and the great mass wage-slaves.

The conditions have entirely changed un

der which wealth is produced. The tools

and instruments are different, and the al

lowing of a small class to own and control

those modern instruments of production

compels us to support in luxurious idleness

the capitalist class, who levy a tribute in

the form of rent and interest which they

are enabled to exact by virtue of possession.

Land and capital are things in which pri

vate property is impossible except on con

dition of a constantly diminishing minority

owning all such property, and the great

majority nothing at all.

This inevitable result of the private own

ership of capital is entirely overlooked by

the advocates of the superficial theory that

the state confiscation of rent would in some

occult and mysterious wrav prevent the own

ers of the instruments of production from

absorbing, as now-, all over a bare subsist

ence to the laborer. One man would con

tinue to own the factory, the thousand em

ployes would continue to work for him, and

on the same terms. What alternative, mure

than now, would they have? Could they,

without capital, compete with the owners

of the bonanza farms '.' Could they raise

cattle in competition with the cattle kings?

Could they mine coal in competition with the

coal barons, who could, by the use of min

ing machinery, produce coal at a price that

the miners would starve on, or who could

pay a higher rent for the land, and thus as

effectually exclude the miners without cap

ital as an employe of the Lehigh Valley

combine is now excluded. When land was

practically free some years ago, wage-slav

ery still flourished, and the owners of larsre

industrial plants accumulated immense for

tunes by the control of them. No system

of land tenure will prevent or interfere

with this system of exploitation. The only

alternative is, that by collective ownership

the worker will cease to be divorced from

the tools of production, then, and only

then, can he hope toreceive the full product

of his labor. When the producer controls

both land and capital, rent, interest and

profits will cease. The capitalist, the land

owner and the profit-monger will no longer

be able to live by the robbery of labor.

Some time ago an editor of one of the

great New York dailies, defending Carnegie,

remarked that " He was a splendid type

and product of the competitive system,

that it was possible for every citizen who

possessed his business capacity, industry

and energy, to rise to the same position of

wealth that he had attained." Which goes

to show bow possible it is to be a great edi

tor and still be an ass of the deepest bray

—in economics. For the assertion is equiv

alent to saying that if each of Carnagie's20,-

000 employes had his capacity and industry

they might each be the owner of a Home

stead plant, or some other industry of equal

importance, and that if all citizens had his

" push and enterprise " they might all be

worth thirty or forty millions each. That

in fact, we might all, by " industry, strict

integrity l?l and close attention to busi

ness " become capitalists ! that all could be

employers of labor ! ! The usual reductio

ad ahmirdum of such learned ignorami.

The plutocrat and the pauper are the

natural complaint, the one of the other.

Great wealth at one pole means great pov

erty at the other. Wealth is produced only

by labor, if the laborer does not retain the

wealth he produces, but it is absorbed by a

small, non producing class, it is at once evi

dent that the real producer is nibbed.
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Therefore, wealth in the hands of the cap

italists represent* merely accumulated un

paid labor. The wage slave is a lineal de-

seendent of the chattel slave; hunger a

good substitute for the lash, as Rodbertus

very acutely observed.

It is urged, in deference of the capitalist,

that by his "abstinence" capital is accu

mulated, and used for the production of

more wealth. Quite true, he invests the

capital he robs labor of in means of pro

duction, which enables him to continue the

robbery forever. Socialism proposes that

the capital now handed over to the capital

ist class shall be retained by the original

producers, and used for their own benefit;

that collective capital shall be substituted

for private capital. That, in fact, we shall

substitute freedom for slavery, equity for

dependence and degradation, democracy for

plutocracy and the co-operative common

wealth for wage slavery and poverty. Why

should any intelligent worker hesitate for a

moment which he will choose?

The remaining objections urged by Mr.

Middleton in the November Magazine are

not ho much objections against socialism as

they are protests against the highest polit

ical", social, and ethical ideals and tenden

cies of the age.

As socialism, however, is in full accord

and sympathy with those ideals and ten

dencies, I will briefly consider them.

First, Mr. Middleton protests against the

democratic ideal government by majorities.

" Majorities,'- he informs us, " are often

wrong—minorities are often right. To the

extent that the majority believes itself

right, or is controlled by selfish leaders who

believe they are right, they will endeavor

to control the minority." This is, of course,

very true, but what would Mr. M. substi

tute for the majority control, control by

the minority ? or would he abolish all con

trol and government, as the anarchists ad

vocate? As the majority will Buffer equal

ly with the minority from the effects of bad

laws, is it not reasonable to suppose that

when a certain policy is inimical to the gen

eral welfare, that the policy will be reversed?

I'nder our present system of industrial

inequality it may be to the selfish interests

of a large manufacturer to maintain a high

protective tariff, his employes may consider

it to their interest to abolish duties on raw

material, but the employer gives his men

to understand that he who votes against

hit interests will lose his job. The work

man's political equality in this caHe is but

a sham.

Hut suppose that under a co-operative

regime the question comes up, whether it

would be the best policy to produce every

thing possible within our own territory ; or

to freely exchange products with other na

tions. It is quite possible that opinions

would differ on the subject. But what sel

fish interests would be aroused either for

or against the proposition ? It would be

simply a question ol statistics, and perhaps

experience, and would soon be settled solely

with reference to the interests of the whole

nation.

But while a social democracy is the high

est ideal of the socialist, he continually in

sists that until economic equality shalf give

a basis to political equality the latter is but

a sham, and he contends that the industri

al system of a nation, like its political sys

tem, should be a government ot the people,

by the people, and for the people.

Compulsory co-operation has a bad sound

to Mr. M., but let him consider that we are

at present living under a system of compul

sory republicanism, which appears to give

pretty general satisfaction except to a

tew millionaires, who, like Astor, consider

America " not fit for a gentleman to live in,

dontcher know." I hope when we estab

lish industrial equality and abolish wage

slavery that Mr. M. will not find it neces

sary to emigrate to Russia.

However, with our boundless resources I

feel confident that when we adopt the co

operative system ample provision will be

made for those who, like Mr. M., may pre

fer isolated production, or in small volun

tary communities, and while I don't wish

to hurry Mr. M., may I suggest that it may

not be too early for him to pick out his

cave, for while I write these lines the splen

did news is flashed over the wires that the

American Federation of Labor, through its

delegates at Chicago, has followed the ex

ample of the Federated Trades of Great

Britain, and come out squarely for the "col

lective ownership of the means of produc

tion and distribution," which is the full so

cialist platform, the realization of which

will be the co-operative commonwealth.

Over half a million of the best brawn and

muscle of America " declared against wage

slavery."

Let me express the hope that it will not

be long before the American railway em

ploye will to a man demand that the "trans

portation interests of this country shall no

longer be controlled by a few capitalists on

the joint principle of " the public be d—d,"

and "charging all the traffic will bear."

Government ownership of the railroads

means to the employes shorter hours, bet

ter pay, security of employment, and no

discharge without adequate cause. It also

means improvements and safety appliances

that will reduce the present butchery of

employes to the minimum.

Under our system of industrial warfare,

and the consequent competitive struggle,

where the "golden" rule is: "Do up thy

neighbor as he would do thee up;" the al

truistic tendencies are repressed and dis
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couraged, and have free ] >lay only in the

family. Within this charmed circle only

does the strong not trample on the weak,

where the must helpless and dependent re-

reives the most help and assistance.

Socialists hold that with the abolition of

the competitive struggle the altruistic ten

dencies would not he confined within the

narrow limits of the family, that family ex-

clusiveness would lie broken down, and the

feeling of brotherhood and solidarity ex

tend till it included the nation, and in time

all humanity. This ideal may be Utopian,

but certainly it is a noble one. With this

ideal, however, Mr. M. appears not to be in

sympathy. lie quotes from the Co-oj/era-

t'ne Commonwealth, by L. tiroulund, the fol

lowing:

Next, in the very nature of things, family suprema-

ry will be absolutely incompatible with an interde

pendent, a solidarie commonwealth, for in such n

stilts the first object of education must be to establish

in the minds of the children an indissoluble associa

tion between their individual happinessand thegood

of all. To that end family exelusiveness must be

broken down, first of all.

I quote the rest of the paragraph:

A public spirit, /. r., the spirit of all being mem

bers of one social organism, must be substituted for

family spirit. Now please do not misunderstand the

socialist position in this respect. We do not make

war on thv /amilii ; on the contrary, our aim is to en

able to help every healthy man and woman to form

a family. But we do make war on ituniiy-nrrhuthvn/:**

—perhaps a better word than " selfishness ''—on fam-

lly-prrjuditrs and family-narrouw**, and we are glad

to be able to say that our common schools are doing

very much lo break down that spirit.

If this be treason, then in the words of

Patrick Henry, "'make the most of it."

Mr. Middleton's strongest indictment of

the socialist state l next to his soul-harrow

ing exposition of the horrors that will in

evitably ensue when we attain economic

equality) is, that work will be compulsory

on all. This at once suggests to his vivid

imagination the workhouse and the peni

tentiary. Not, of course, that he would

expect to loaf around and be supported by

the community, but he dislikes the term

" compulsory"—the word "voluntary" has

a better sound.

He quotes passages from " Looking Hack-

ward, showing how, under the industrial

system there outlined, compulsory service

would be inevitable, that, in fact, the whole

social order was based upon mutual service,

there being no other possible way in which

a citizen could provide for his existence.

Under our present industrial system the

ways are various under which a" man can

obtain an existence, and a very luxurious

one, without any equivalent on his part.

He can be a monopolizer of land i which he

didn't produce) and live on the " unearned

increment." or from the rent derived there

from ; or, he can loan money and confiscate

part of the increase due to another labor

er, or he can live on profits of trade, which

consists in purchasing commodities below

their labor cost and selling them at their

full value. These ureal!, under a present sys

tem, legal means of robbery. Of their moral

equality there are again, various opinions.

The single-tax school of economics denounce

private monopoly of land as infamous,

while their leader infamously defended

thieves who robbed the poor and defence

less by cornering the necessaries of life, and

defends interest and profits as the "just re

turn," or wages of capital! Another class

hold that all robbery of labor is effected by

the control of money—by interest, while

the general belief is. that profits, when not

excessive, are quite legitimate. But the

socialist goes deeper. and sweeps these soph

istries aside. He declares there is only two

ways by which a man can exist—by his own

labor or by the labor of others : it he exist'

by the latter plan he is morally, if not le

gally, a robber. The co-operative common

wealth makes no provision lor the latter

class.

The fact that an action is legal does not

in the least affect its moral or ethical qual

ity. For instance, piracy was once consid

ered a very reputable and manlv business.

A hundred years ago the Christian mer

chants of Kngland and of our own country

considered the trade in African flesh and

blood sis reputable as it was legal. Indeed,

I am prepared to show that our piratical

and slavery-captaincy ancestors were, from

a strictly moral point of view, not a whit

worse than our modern coal pirates or iron

pirates, or cornerers of food products, for

our ancestors in their nefarious callings

tooksomc risk of being captured themselves

and "walking the plank" thev intended

for others, or of being murdered by their in

furiated black slaves. But our modern pi

rates and white slave-owners can. without

any danger to their worthless carcasses,

deride, over a bottle of wine and cigars,

how many of their ignorant wage-slaves

shall annually "walk the plank" of slow

starvation and freezing, ami do it with less

compunction than an old-time pirate.

The radical difference between the social

ist and the current industrial politico-ethi

cal ideals is well illustrated by the way in

which each regarded the thieving exploits

of Stanley in Central Africa. Meetingonee

a tribe of natives who possessed an enor

mous quantity ol ivory, valued at, I believe,

some hundred thousand pounds, he took

advantage of their ignorance of its value,

and acquired possession of it for a few dol

lars worth of trinkets. Christian Kngland

regarded the transaction as a perfectly le

gitimate one. no compulsion neing used.

and the ignorant natives exercising their

privilege of " free contract." The socialists,

on the contrary, denounced Stanley us a

robber, and dubbed him the "Buccaneer of

the Congo." They declared the ignorance
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and consent of the natives did not justify

the art of robliery, and upon exactly the

►ame grounds they dennunee the present

robbery nf labor, effected under our capi

talist svstern ol production, and its neces

sary effect -wage-slaverv.

Let me hope that when Mr. Middleton

tiixU the time, ami has the inclination to

•live the subject of socialism a little intelli

gent investigation, he will modify Ins opin

ions as to its supposed Mood-thirsty and

immoral tendencies.

MONEY WHY IS IT APT TO BECOME

S0AE0E?

BY .IOSE GROS.

Here we are. towards the end of the

nineteenth century, with all the fumes of

what we call modern progress, and after

two or three generations of that system of

popular education which was to regenerate

the human family and give us a civilization

entitled to self-respect, resting on human

right*, enabling each man to succeed in

proportion to his individual merits, honesty

and manhood. Well, have we accomplished

anything of the kind ? Are we satisfied

with present conditions?

Less than forty years ago, when our

troubles were not one-third as intense or

provoking as those we have experienced in

the last twenty years, we used to smile with

contempt at the sight of the great troubles

experienced by the old effete civilizations in

Europe. To-day we are having at least as

much trouble as the nations in question.

We seem to be navigating in the same iden

tical boat, through oceans turbulent in the

extreme, under skies dark and threatening,

indeed. And have men any clearer percep

tion of what is the matter with us? Mighty

few «eem to be bright enough for that. We

don't lack what we may call reform move

ments. We have tog many of them. That

i* just the trouble. That' is but a sign of

the ignorance with which we are afflicted.

We have too many doctors with their differ

ent medicines. Among them we have the

money doctors ; those who would like to rec

tify civilization through plenty of money.

Yet the very men who claim that what we

need is a great abundance of money already

commence to realize that money is not

wealth, but a mere sign or representative

of wealth.

A few moments of quiet thought ought

to reveal to the average mind that what we

do need is wealth itself, not mere signs of

wealth, a»d we need not only wealth some

where, but wealth where wealth should be.

If there is a nation on the face of the earth

which should have clear perceptions in the

money questions it is our own nation, be

cause for over a full century we have had

more trouble in motiev matters than anv

other in the whole range of human history.

We have tried all forms of money in all

quantities and qualities. None of them

have given us any long rest. Neither gold

nor silver, neither bank notes nor govern

ment notes, in quantities largeorsmall, have

prevented us from having great commercial

disturbances, considerable industrial par

oxisms and the like, with the same inexor

able result of enriching the gamblers at

the expense of the workers.

The great peculiarity with all kinds of

money is its tendency to disappear when

most needed, or that of becoming plentiful

when not necessary. Also that, independ

ent of the quantity and quality of money

in the country, it is relatively plenty where

wealth abounds, and more or less scarce

where wealth is scanty. We can prove all

that without plunging ourselves into ancient

history. For a number of weeks during

last August and September, all at once we

found ourselves without money—we, the

poor, of course. Gold, silver, bank notes,

small change, everything disappeared from

the spots where it was most needed, just as

if we had pitched our whole circulation to

the bottom of the ocean. Even our silver

notes, the apparent cause of all trouble at

the time, even these (by some despised as

dishonest) notes could not be found to carry

the most indispensable commercial needs

for some weeks.

Well, in less than two months the scene

had totally changed, and towards the mid

dle of December the banks in New York

City were loaded with over $200,000,000 in

readv cash. That sum comprised the whole

available circulation of this nation of ours

in 1860, with the 31,000,000 population of

the time! The writer was then in active

business in New York City, in a large com

mercial house. Nobody in this nation com

plained then of the absence of money. We

did not know what a tramp or a city loafer

meant in that period of our history. No

one was out of work who wanted to work.

Discontent among farmers and wage earners

was then unknown in the sense that it is

known to-day. The available circulation to

day is more than double that of ISoO, on a

per capita ratio.

It seems to ns that the above historical

facts vividly illustrate the fallacy of trying

to manufacture prosperity through a mere

expansion in the volume of money. In the

last five months we have had a dreadful

business paralysis. It commenced and was

developed when money disappeared. Money

has now become plenty and our industrial

troubles are still worse! And our abund

ance of money does not seem to be localized

in the east. Tbe west has been sending at

the rate of $4,000,000 per week to New York

City alone. Boston, Baltimore and Phila

delphia have no doubt received their share.
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In August and September we had no money

with which to carry on our business trans

actions. In November and December we

had lots of money but hardly any business

to transact.

Now be good enough to notice that ab

sence of confidence brought absence of

money about three months ago, and that

the same absence of confidence brings ab

sence of business to-day, although money

is begging for employment as much as labor

itself, and it seems to have recovered all

confidence. And who are the fellows sub

ject to a lack of confidence now and then?

The men who have lots of money, because

they have lots of wealth. That lack of con

fidence is always concentrated with the few

and directed against the many. Why?

Because the many are just as poor as rats,

and hence they lack money because they

lack wealth, and wo they need to borrow,

they need credit. There you have the cause

of all industrial and monetary disturbances,

absence of credit among the many because

of absence of wealth, and so absence of

money. The wealthy chap never lacks

money, and never needs credit. He has

lots of both because he has lots of wealth,

lie never needs to borrow money because

he never needs to borrow wealth. No mat

ter how large or small the money volume

apt to circulate may be, it always flows to

ward the wealthv and always runs away

from the men without wealth, a little more

or a little less, as a matter of course.

And we should try to remember that

what men borrow is not money, but wealth ;

wealth in the form of land, buildings, ma

chinery, tools, merchandise, &c. Who cares

for money but as a means to get something

else with?

Imagine a nation in which nobody needed

to borrow wealth. There would never be

any panics in that nation; never any ab

sence of confidence ; never any absence of

money, and that would happen even if the

volume of money was far from large. Under

such conditions it would not hurt anvbody

to reduce that volume and thus give to

every dollar the capacity to buy five times

as much wheat, shoes, clothing, &c, as it

does now. Our money circulation could lie

very small, and yet our wealth circulation

would be large. What nations do need and

could and should have, is a large, important

wealth production and corresponding cir

culation of wealth, properly distributed

under ethical principles, with no especial

group of men in need of being permanently

in debt to anybody else. It then follows

that the absence of confidence and that of

money, and lack of employment, are but

symptoms arising from a diseased social

organization in which a wretched land dis

tribution evolves a large class of debtors,

permanent ones, with a small class of cred

itors, a great many constant borrowers of

wealth and relatively few lenders of wealth.

Can you alter any of the above results by

a mere artificial contrivance, that of creat

ing large quantities of money, when money

is not wealth? Can you create wealtii

through the mere creation ot signs of

wealth? Independent of its quantity ami

quality, those signs of wealth will flow

where wealth flows, and hence where mo

nopoly makes it flow, and so it will run

away from the wealth producers into the

hands of the wealth manipulators. The

whole course of human history tells you

that. Besides, while we, as a nation can

create all the money we want, we can not

fix its purchasing value anv more than that

of the moon. The purchasing value of

money is fixed by its volume in relation to

the average daily commercial transactions

that money may need to represent.

Look now at that central thought—ab

sence of money—from a somewhat different

point in the compass, from another section

in the horizon around that money, the root

of all evil, already in old times and perhaps

more so in our days. But is money the root

of all evil, except in a figurative sense?

The root of all evil is greed, a desire from

most men to obtain something from each

other at the expense of each other. And

that desire is kept alive and intensified

from century to century by legislative enact

ments encouraging men to live at the ex

pense of each other, literally devouring

each other through the basic instrumental

ity of land gambling, from which it follows

a great facility in the gambling of land

products. Please connect this fact with

that of money endowed with the power to

buy land in any quantities you may see fit,

and keeping it totally or but partially de

veloped, so that to obtain from it a much

higher price later on than that you paid ;

when increase in population makes such

land more and more indispensable to some

body. Is it not self-evident that money is

simply the root, of all evil because of its

power to buy the source of all wealth and

keep it away from the wealth producers, by

which the latter becomes the mere slaves of

the land gamblers?

Cnder a correct civilization money would

'simply be good to exchange labor products.

That is the only real function of money. It

is a perfect absurdity and a colossal crime

to give to money the creation of hunum

law, the power to buy land, the creation of

divine law. Already over forty years ago

Thomas Carlysle ridiculed that barbarous

human device. Ami do you know what

would happen if we did nut give to money

the power to gamble in land? What would

then happen is that money would never

hide itself, would never become scarce.

There would be no object in hiding money.
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then. You would have no debtors. You

would have no creditors, not in permanent

forms, we mean ; not in forms injurious to

anybody. You would have no gamblers.

Y<iii would have but workers. Each worker

would have sufficcnt wealth, even if some

had more than others. Each worker would

have sufficient credit, and so sufficient

money. All because each worker would or

could have sufficient valuable land to make

a nice living with.

Monev being the creation of law, anil the

people being the only real sovereign, the

volume of monev should be fixed by direct

popular vote. In order to prevent anv

commercial maladjustments from any sud

den increase or decrease above that of

wealth or population, any other increase or

decrease in the money volume should be

decided upon one or two years before it

takes place. Such monev, once deprived of

the power to gamble in land, would repre

sent permanent labor notes, forever flowing

into labors hands. There would be no

other hands into which to flow without land

withdrawn from the circle of production,

and hence land forever kept into labor's

grasp, under the exclusive control of those

willing to use land in full, according to the

provisions of the day.

It is hardly necessary to state that the

above money should be direct government

notes, and nothing else but that.

BAILEOAD MEN IN POLITICS.

BY GEORGE C. WARD.

From time immemorial down to a compar

atively recent date sheep and lambs, and

probably other animals intended as sacrifi

cial victims or food purposes, have been led

to the slaughter. Thus, the prophet Isaiah,

gazing down the vista of time and discern

ing the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ,

speaks of Him as " A sheep led to the slaugh

ter." But in these days of steam and elec

tricity, of gigantic enterprises and restless

push and energy, the nation's slaughtering

w done by wholesale and the intended vic

tims are herded and driven by droves up to

the point where falls the fatal blow which

deals death and destruction. And here our

inventive genius calls a halt, for although

there are isolated cases of apparently well

authenticated instances of self-destruction

or suicide upon the part of certain dumb

animals, it has remained for man, with bis

sensitive, conscious faculties, to flee in num

bers from the ills and misfortunes of life's

checkered existence and brave the stern re

alities of an unknown state.

With all our inventive genius and grand

and unrivaled progress in material science,

we have as vet been unable to formulate a

plan whereby the dumb and insensate vic

tims of our'appetites may be induced to

voluntarily walk up to the shambles and be

slaughtered. With our own species, how

ever, we have been more successful, and our

modern system of civilization, with its con

comitant control of industries by private

corporations, has evolved a plan wnerebv

men, supposed to be free, deliberately walk

up to the political shambles and sutler po

litical slaughter upon the altar of Mammon

and corporate greed.

In the recent election in the state of Ne

braska, the principal office to be filled Was

that of supreme judge. The two judges

holding over are admitted to be the creat

ures and tools of monopoly, subserveant to

the will of the corporations. In the recent

election the Republican candidate was of

such antecedents and so notoriously the can

didate of the railroad and kindred monopo

lies, as to render it certain that with his

election the supreme bench of the state

would indeed consist of "three of a kind."

So notorious was this fact that the Omaha

Bee, the leading Republican paper in the

state, openly and vigorously opposed his

nomination and after his nomination re

fused to support him but fought him with

all the energy at its command. The Popu

list candidate—well, he was a Populist, with

all that the name implies, and it goes with

out saying, was a steadfast and consistent

friend to organized labor and an enemy to

its corporate exploiters and oppressors. He

was, withall, a clean, able and altogether

qualified man. There was a Democratic

candidate as a side show, to catch the votes

of those Democrats who, with only two tick

ets in the field, would have voted the Pop

ulist ticket rather than have supported a

Republican. The mandate had, however,

gone forth from the administration that

gold-mounted, monopoly-bored Democrats

should vote the Republican ticket. The re

sult was that the Republican candidate was

elected by slightly over six thousand votes.

But throwing out' the votes of Omaha, Lin

coln and—say Plattsmouth, or any other

city of its size, the Populists carried the

state. Now, mark this: It is estimated

that licenlii thousand railroad employe* voted

in the state.

Speaking of the Nebraska election, Henry

R. Legate, in the Boston Traveler, says:

It should also be remembered that there are 'JO.000

railroad employes in the slate whose tenure of employ

ment depends' upon the will of their bosses, and

nearly all of them were £iven a holiday on election

dav and told that their services were required at the

polls.

This statement is virtually confirmed by

the Omaha Bee and from many Nebraska

papers I learn that on election dav railroad

employes were " given their time ' and vir

tually commanded to vote for the railroad

candidate for supreme judge whose name

was upon the Republican ballot.

Shades of Andrew Jackson '. ! ! Consider
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for a moment the moiuentus import of this

fact. Twenty thousand railroad employes,

with the echoes of the Kicks and Tuft decis

ions ringing in their ears, deliberately cast

ing their votes for another judgeof the same

calibre, when at the same time they had it

in their power to put a true and staunch

friend upon the supreme bench. Did I

hear some one object to governmental own

ership of railways, because of the enormous

leverage the vote of the railway employes

would give to the party in power? There

can no system of railroad control be devised

that can possibly exert a more absolute own

ership and disposition of the vote of railroad

employes, than is possible under the pres

ent private corporation control, with a com

petitive system of industry in vogue. Rail

road employes no longer need to be openly

led or driven to the shambles for slaughter.

With the average employe, human as he is,

selfish and fallible, and dependent for sub

sistence, nay, almost for existence, upon the

will and caprice of a soulless and impersonal

corporation, whose (tod is Mammon, and

trained as he is under our present planless

system of dog eat dog, to follow literally the

programme—Every one for himself and the

present pressing needs of himself and his;

the devil take the hindmost, the nation and

humanity's cause—all that is needed is that

the corporate employer shall indicate the

manner in which it is desired he should ex

ercise his right of suffrage, and the employe

will meekly and voluntarily)?) go and cast

his ballot as he is directed to. Xo longer

are the sheep "led to the slaughter" they

willingly I?) walk to the shambles and bow

their heads to the blow.

I arraign the present competitive system

of industry because, 1st. It affords to the

toiling masses a bare subsistence only. 2nd,

It results in insecurity of tenure of employ

ment. 3rd, As a concomitant result of these

it makes slaves rather than freemen of work

ing men and thus results in slavery. But I

must be brief.

It results in a bare subsistence because

with the present long hours of labor and few

ness in number of employes, both features

constantly increasing in intensity, there is a

large and steadily augmenting number of

railroad men out of employment, clamoring

for work and, because of their readiness to

take the place of strikers, defeating all at

tempts at shortening hours of labor, raising

wages or increasing the number of employes.

It results in a bare subsistence because,

while the traffic is already taxed all it will

bear, an army of superfluous and high salar

ied officials and attaches and the interest

and dividends upon fictitious capitalization,

absorbs the earnings justly due the laboring

employes who really operate the road and

leaves only such an amount for them as

they will consent to live upon.

It results in insecurity of tenure of em

ployment because, as is a self-evident fact,

the sole tribunal which decides whether a

man shall continue in employment or nut,

is another hired man or set of men, consti

tuting and consisting"! a president, or gen

eral managers, or board ol directors or con

trol, etc., etc.. who are simply hired by the

stockholders to operate the business so as<

to extract the most profit from it and at the

least possible cost obtain the greatest pos

sible net revenue. This impersonal andsonl-

less control is neither moved or governed

by any principles or motives of humanity,

justice, equity or kindness and, waiving sen

timent aside, is ruled altogether by the

ethics (?) of dollars and cents. And at the

whim, or caprice of these creatures of selfish

lust, wages are cut down, or men thrown

out of employment without any means or

opportunity of legal recognition, or equit

able redress. ,

It results in slavery because, with the fear

of destitution and starvation, misery and

degradation continually and ever hovering,

spectre-like, over him, no man is free, or

dares to do right. Take the average man,

and throw on the one scale idleness and

hunger, and upon the other put manhood,

political independence, patriotism, unsel

fishness, truth and candor, human rights

and the nation's weal, and the scale contain

ing idleness and hunger will weigh infinitely

more than that containing all the balance,

with the result that the man will go forth

in the world with bowed head, branded in

the forehead " slave." The fear of starva

tion makes cowards of most (not all) of us,

and this it is that the moneyed oligarchy

wields as a whip, to lash us into submission,

while they spoliate and rob to their heart's

content.

The foregoing indictment applies with

equal force to all manufacturing and pro

ductive industries, as to the railroads and

other distributive agencies. There are. how

ever, honorable exceptions in the railroad

ranks. I have the honor of working for a

railroad corporation which steadily eschews

all interference in politics and allows a per

fect freedom in political opinion and action,

on the part ol its employes, asking only

that honest service shall be rendered for

wages paid. The general manager of the

road in question is not hated and feared,

but loved and respected by all the road's

employes, and he never refuses to confer

with a grievance committee, or to listen to

his men's complaints through their regu

larly appointed representatives. And there

are some others—but " exceptions prove the

rule." It. is the system, not always the men

who are to blame.

The ideal government is the one which

absolutely guarantees to all its citizens an

opportunity to earn a comfortable living by
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honest toil. Hut that is possible under a

socialistic regime onlv, which proposes col

lective owucrship of all capital ami col

lective management of all industries. Then

every emplove would be a public function

ary and, at tlie same time, a member of the

firm or corporation which employed him.

All industry would then be regulated by

law. Our present planless, wasteful system

is industrial anarchy.

Public ownership and operation of rail

roads would (five to railroad employes

plenty, security and freedom.

This may be easily demonstrated. By

abolishing useless sinecures and an army of

salaried superfluous offices—by merging all

railroad general offices into one only, in each

city, and in many other ways cutting down

wasteful expenses-—a* also eliminating fic

titious capitalization, traffic rates may be

reduced to the public, and more men be

employed, shorter hours at double the pres

ent wages. This would result in plenty.

By putting the railroad service into the

classified civil service list and by putting

all power and authority concerning employ

ment and control of employes into the hands

of a national board of railroad commission

ers, upon which all political parties should

be equally represented, and filling each sub

ordinate office by election by the employes

under its jurisdiction in connection with

other innovations and safeguards, the rail

road service may be entirely removed from

thesphere ami sway of partisan politics and

this would result in security of tenure of

employment, subject only to and dependent

open ability, capability, industry, sobriety

and good behavior, with the ultimate result

ol freedom—to think and act as the em

ploye pleased—politically, socially and re

ligiously.

SOME CONSEQUENCES OP SOCIALISM.

BY WILFRED P. BORLAND.

Mr. Stuart has well stated the theory of

modern socialism, and it is indeed a noble

one; but it is an exceedingly trite remark

that theories do not always work out in

practice, and the question to be decided is,

would the consequences following the ap

plication of a system of collective produc

tion and distribution really be such as so

cialists so confidently predict? Large gen

eralizations from observed facts, especially

when thev relate to questions affecting the

welfare of large bodies of persons—as social

questions—do not always furnish a stable

balds of argument, and they need to be well

si/ted for the purpose of eliminating any

disturbing influences before it is absolutely

safe to give them implicit reliance. Our

religious theory contains practically all

there is of social science; upon its practical

application all the different ists and isms

relating to moral and social questions must

disappear since there would no longer be

any possible excuse for their existence, and,

withal, the theory is so simple; only this:

"that ve love one another." Men have

claimed to practice this theory for more

than eighteen centuries, and how many

there are to-day who are firm in the belief

that they are really living out the theories

of Jesus Christ, no man can say. Yet, how

widely the practical differ from the theo

retical results of this theory. But it will

be said that the theory has suffered 'in its

application; that it is not real Christianity

that men have practiced, but a perverted

Christianity, which they have conceived

and applied in furtherance of their own sel

fish ends, and this is true. And how is it

that, after eighteen centuries of trial, the

practical results of Christianity are so far

away from the theoretical? How is it that

men have preferred a perverted torm of

Christianity to the genuine article? espe

cially when they have been promised elys-

ium upon condition of their practice of

Christianity, and the torments of the In

ferno for their neglect of such practice.

Must we not say that, with the alternative

before them, the motives are indeed strong,

and not to be brushed aside in a simple

sentence, that have led men to prefer un

righteousness to righteousness? Andean

we believe that the sublime theory of so

cialism, since it must encounter the same

forces which have caused the perversion of

the Christian theory, shall escape the battle

unscathed and place upon the ruins of the

present system a social structure harmon

ious in all its working? Modern socialism

is, truly, "a purely economic movement,"

and as such it must be tried; but, now that

we are on the subject of religion, as it is a

question that has considerable importance

for some persons, we might inquire if those

"frankly materialistic" ones are not the

only really logical socialists? Such seems

to tie the view of Mr. Bel fort Bax, and I

suppose he may be considered good author

ity on socialism. 1 must here present a

rather extended quotation from his Ethic*

of Soeiitlixm :

Our moral is the futility of attempts to fundament

ally change one aspect of* the current order of things

while conserving another. In vain does one party

i of generous and well-meaning men, uoiloulit) think

to halter down current theology, while ignoring, or

e\cn justifying, the great social contradiction of the

age. In vain do they hurl their thunderbolts at the

gaunt spectre of Christian dogma, which only stands
'■ as the uir invulnerable," confronting thein with its

soulless eyes. What, for instance, though they may

show the doctrine of vicarious atonement to have its

roots in a bestial superstition pertaining to the worst

side of paganism, a superstition which has borne

cruelties innumerable in the world's history as its

fruit—the foul doctrine, with the rest of the system

of which it forms a typical part, will continue to be

fulminated every week from a thousand pulpits while

these pulpits are subsidized by capital, and they will

continue to be subsidized so long as the sfafas quo, of

which capitalism and Christianity are two of the
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chief elements, subsists. • * * *

I'nconscious humbug is an important ingredient of

tlie '/.ntgeint. The btnirgiu'w' respectability and piet

ism alike, spring from roots hidden perhaps to him

self, but none the less real, to-wit, his own pocket,

potential and actual, or the pocket of his class gen

erally. He if acute enough to connect Atlwism and t om-

yitunttm. <■ o * Lastly, one word on

that singular hybrid, the "Christian socialist."

Though the word socialism has not been mentioned,

it will have been sufficiently evident that the goal

indicated in the present articles is none other than

socialism. But the association of Christianism with

any form of socialism is a mystery, rivalling the mys

terious combination of ethical and other contradic

tions in the Christian divinity himself. Notwith

standing that the soi-tlimnt Christian socialist confess

edly rinds the natural enemies of his socialism among

I "hfistians of all orthodox denominations, still he per

sists in retaining the designation, while refusing to

employ it in its ordinary signification. It is difficult

to divine rhe motive for thus preserving a name

which, confessedly, in its ordinary meaning is not

only alien but hostile to the doctrine of socialism.

Does the " Free'Christian " want a personal object of

reverence? We can offer him many such, even now.

Let him look eastward at those who have indeed

places in which to lay their heads, ay. in some cases

mansions and estates, but who renounce them and

court the slow death of imprisonment in fortresses

and Siberian mines, who flinch not at the sword, and

whose utmost good fortune is the liberty of preaching

thtir gospel in the dark' places of civilization, ana

oftentimes amid a poverty unrelieved by even a Zac-

eheus. Let them call to mind the massacres of '71 ,

and the Paris workman who. on being asked for what

he was lighting and dying, replied : *" Pour to soiutarite

hutiuinic." Or again, let them think of the aged Dcle-

scluze closing a life of untiring devotion at the barri

cades, in harness to the last. Must we forever insult

the living and lately dead, by falling back for our

ideal upon the first century? Do nobleness and de

votion, indeed, require to be mellowed by the " dim

religious light " of ages before we can recognize them

as such? This, however, by the way. Our conten

tion is the following: If by Christianity is meant the

lasly of dogma usually connoted by the word, it will

probablv be conceded by those to whom we refer that

it is in hostility to progress. If. on the other hand,

this be not meant, but merely the ethical principles

Christianity is supposed to embody, then, even if

these principles were distinctly and exclusively

Christian, which they are not, we challenge them to

show this connection or even their compatibility with

socialism. If. again, they fail in this, as fail they

must, the whole matter is resolved into one of senti

ment. And for the sake of retaining a catch-word,

for such it is. and no more, under these circumstances,

they would compromise principles and throw a sop

to respectability in its most hypocritical form. To

sav nothing of the thousands in Europe to whom the

name of Christian is positively abhorrent, how shall

ihev face the eastern world when the time comes for

so doing.' Only those who can tell the Moslem, the

Buddhist, the Confucian, we care not for Jesus of

Nazareth any more than for Mohanimed, for Oautama.

or for Kon-fu-tze : disputes as to the relative merits or

demerits of these teachers are vain as they are end

less: only those who can say we know of greater men

than these : greater, inasmuch as humanity has

reached a higher level: greater, inasmuch as they

have not posed as great teachers, but have contented

themselves with the rank of humble and equal

workers—who come in the form of neither god nor

prophet, but of the humanity whose religion is human

wclfan—not the welfare of a nu-e or a class, but of

the whole : whose dm-trine is it* attainment, through

human solidarity, or. in other wurds. socialism : only

those, we repeat, will ever obtain the ear of the Orient,

and never they who come in the hated and blood

stained name of Christianity—name indicative of ra

cial and religious rivalry. What in earlier phases of

human evolution has been accomplished as in pre

human evolution by the survival of the fittest in

the struggle for existence; in other words, what lias

hitherto been accomplished p/ij/Wcn/fy. or uncon

sciously, must, in the future, be done jiwhic<ilhj, or

conseio'usly—the struggle for existence must give place

to li-opcration for existence, and this co-operation.

though in one sense the result of economical revolu

tion, implies on another side a correlative change in

the basis of ethics and religion. Then, and Dot until

then, will the contradiction of our age be re*olve«i in

the unity of a fuller and more complete life than any

yet experienced by humanity.

I have quoted Mr. Bax at some length

because it seems to me that he had correct

ly stated the socialist position on the relig

ious question. I think he is better author

ity on this phase of the question than Mr.

Stuart, inasmuch as lie lias written a book—

"The Keligion <>( Socialism"—which is re

garded as a classic in the literature of social

ism, and I think it will appear that, instead of

regard in); religion "as a purely private con

cern," authoritative socialism takes a very

decided stand on the basis of materialism.

"Within the limits of this ism, the greatest

freedom might be allowed, but propagand-

ism of any other theory would not ne con

sidered compatible with the main principle

of socialism, and it seems quite certain that

when socialists had developed sufficient

strength to be able to stop such propugand-

ism they would not hesitate to do so. The

entire previous history of the human race

supports this conclusion. While giving ex

pression to their economic principle, they

could not permit to exist "a basis of ethics

and religion" which was incompatible with

the proper expression of that principle.

There would he danger in allowing this

basis to remain, even as a tentative meas

ure. I must confess that this question has

very little interest for me. as I am a pro

fessed Deist, but the question is a vital one

with a vast number of persons who would

shrink from socialism with horror were

they to understand its conscious attitude

on the subject of religion. There has been

more blood spilt on this old earth of ours

over differences in religious belief than from

all other causes put together, and it is by

no means certain that humanity has seen

the last of these. If we could be certain

that introducing humanity into an environ

ment of economic equality would only put

an end to religious prejudices, we miglit be

hopeful —but would it? For myself, lean

say, in the words of Prof. Ktnilie de Lave-

leve, " it is impossible to understand by

wiiat strange blindness socialists adopt Dar

winian theories which condemn their

claims of equality, while at the same time

they reject Christianity, whence those

rlaiins have issued and whence their justi

fication niav be found." But, as Ketone

said, it is through its economic principle

that socialism imt.-t be tried, and, in my

view, it is here that socialism develop* the

greatest weakness. I had intended, when I

began this article, t>> point out here «ome

of the economic consequences of socialism,

but I find myself so completely under the

pressure of other duties, that 1 must forego

it, anil 1 will content myself with briefly

pointing out a fallacious assumption of Mr.
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Stuart's, which has a hearing on what will

follow at a later time. Although our gov

ernment it< theoretically one of the major

ity, practically it is not so, and when Mr.

Stuart makes the assumption that he does

with respect to our government, he displays

as complete an ignorance of the canons of

criticism as that of which he accuses Mr.

Middleton. But, even in theory, the ma

jority has now no power to decide, abso

lutely, what the people shall eat, drink and

wear, while under socialism they unques

tionably would have such power, and the

uestion up for discussion is, would it be in

tV interests of humanity to give such an

extension to the principle of majority rule

as social democracy (Ochlocracy) requires?

il

THE VALUE OF MONEY.

BY JAMES MIDDLETON".

Political economy usually recognizes two

kinds of value; value in "use and value in

exchange. Value in use is utility.

The utility of money is incalculable.

Without it commerce would be reduced to

barter in its most primitive form. So im

portant is money to a civilized state that

even schemes of socialism include it, though

they call it by another name, time checks.

These time-checks are what the workman

would receive for his work and which would

he cashed at the public stores in whatever

commodities he should see lit, or used in

pavment of rent for his home or any other

ikiit he might owe the state. Changing the

name does not change the object.

It is the essence of money that it is some

thing that all desire, not i'or its own sake,

but for the sake of what it will bring.

F. A. Walker in his Political Economy

has described its nature in exceptionally

clear language. He says :

Money is the medium of exchange. Whatever per

forin* this function, does this work, is money, no mat

ter what it in made of. and no matter how it came to

Ik- .1 medium h! first, or why it continues to he such.

So long an in uny community there is an article which

ail producers take freely. and as u matter of course in

exchange for whatever they have to sell instead of

lraiMng'about, at the time, for the particular things

they wish to consume, that article is money, be it

white, yellow or black, hard or soft, animal, vegeta

ble or mineral in ils composition.

He emphasizes that it must be something

that circulates freely and which all produc

ers accept ; and shows that bank checks, for

instance, are not money. They do not cir

culate freely but are only received on ac

count of faith in the one giving it in each

individual transaction.

The issuing of the money of n country has,

and wisely so. been made an exclusive gov

ernment function. The " stamping" the

article by the government as money is coin

ing it. The word used to apply only to

stumping metals such us gold and silver, but

hag come to mean the affixing the govern

ment money stamp upon any article.

Says Judge Joel Tiffany, of New York, in

his treatise on " Government and Constitu

tional Law:"

To coin moiiev and regulate its value as an act of

sovereignty involves the right to determine what shall

be taken and received as money, at what measure and

price it shall be taken : and what shall lw its effect

when passed or tendered in payment, or satisfaction

of all legal obligations.

Government, like the Spartan law giver, may put

its stamp upon leather, and make that currency. And

so long as it can fully provide against the counterfeit

ing the same, and can thus regulate the quantity in

use, it can give to its stamp upon leather the same

moiiev value as if put upon gold or silver, or any other

material. Thus the government may put its royal

or sovereign stamp upon paper, affixing its money

value, and, if it limit the quantity, and fully provide

against counterfeiting of it. it will have the same cur

rency value as gold or silver, or any other substance.

When the material of which the dollar,

pound, or franc is composed approximates

in exchange power to that dollar, pound, or

franc it is called commodity money—such

is a gold or silver dollar. W^hen the mate

rial of which the dollar is composed costs

almost nothing, that material is usually pa

per, and the dollar is then called a paper

dollar. If the paper dollar is redeemable in

a commodity dollar it is called convertible.

If its final redemption depends upon the

taxing power of the government solely it is

called" an inconvertible or a fiat dollar.

The exchange value of a dollar is its power

to command all other products or services

and is expressed by the ratio of exchange

with whatever object or service it is coin-

pound with. For instance, if one dollar will

command two bushels of corn, the ratio of

exchange is 1 to 2. If it will command 20

pounds of sugar its ratio to sugar is 1 to 20.

Upon what does the power of a dollar to

command products and service depend '! If

it is a commodity dollar, like a gold dollar,

it may depend either upon the commodity

of which it is composed or upon the decree

of government and the consent of the people.

As a commodity it is dependent upon the

same laws that govern the exchange value

of all commodities, the law of supply and

demand, in which the cost of production is

an important factor regulating as it does

the supply.

Sometimes the commodity value is greater

than the legal tender value. For instance,

in 18715, prior to demonetization, the com

modity value of a silver dollar was nearly

four cents greater than its coin value.

Sometimes it is u great deal less- as is the

case to-day in regard to silver. In case of a

paper dollar there is practically no cost of

production, so that cost of production does

not affect its exchange value.

In the case of a paper dollar its value de

pends upon the law of supply and demand

modified by the credit of the government.

This is practically true whether the gov

ernment simply promises to receive it for

all dues, or to redeem it in coin or makes it

full legal tender. At the beginning of the
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war the government issued some $00,000,-

(lOO redeemable in all dues against the gov

ernment. So long as they were in exist

ence (and they disappeared in 1883) they

fluctuated with gold and never fell over

three cents below a gold dollar though they

were not legal tenderexcept forduesragainst

the government. Granted that the credit

of the government is stable the exchange

value of a legal tender dollar outside of com

modity value depends wholly upon the law

of supply and demand.

Let us lirst suppose the demand to be con

stant, then if the supply is doubled each

dollar will be worth one half as much. If

a bushel of wheat cost before one dollar it

would now cost two dollars. If on the other

hand the supply be reduced one half then

each dollar will buy twice as much, that is,

one dollar will buy two bushels of wheat.

Let us suppose, second, that the supply

is constant and that the demand varies. If

the demand diminishes one half then there

will be twice as many dollars for the work,

and the bushel of wheat will bring two dol

lars. If the demand doubles then the dol

lar will buy two bushels. Whatever in

creases thesupply or diminishes the demand

sends up prices of other things measured in

money. Whatever diminishes the supply

or increases the demand sends down prices

of other things measured in money.

The mere increasing or diminishing the

amount of money leaves the amount of

wealth, the material products that gratify

our desires, unchanged.

This law was well illustrated by P.astiat

bv a game of poker. While the amount of

nlonev in the pool remained the same, doub

ling the chips simply made each chip worth

one half what it was before. Dollars, frac

tions and multiples thereof are only chips.

There are many and complex causes af

fecting the supply and demand of money.

Barter, credits, bank checks, and similar

devices all limit the demand and act the

same as an increased supply of money.

Whatever increases credits and promotes

their stability tends to raise prices. What

ever disturbs" credits acts precisely the same

as diminishing the supply of money. In

ventions increasing the amount of wealth

give more wealth for the same amount of

money and send down prices.

So far as falling prices come from increases

in the supply, wealth through inventions,

bountiful harvests and the bounties of na

ture, thev are a benefit. Fulling prices from

contraction of money or disturbance of

credit are a curse.

The expansion of money and credit make

it that much easier to pay debts. When

wheat is two dollars per bushel it will pav

twice as much debt as when it was one dol

lar per bushel. But while it will pay twice

as much debts it will buy no more of other

tilings. If it took two bushels of wheat at

one dollar per bushel to buy a hat at two

dollars it would take the same two bushels

of wheat at two dollars per bushel to buy

the hat at four dollars. The increasing or

diminishing the money makes it easier or

harder to pay debts but leaves the exchansre

value of products to each other unchanged.

Manv in discussing the money question

overlook this fact.

The increasing or diminishing the monev

supply to the demand affect* those with

fixed incomes the same as the debtor classes;

they can buy less or more as the case may

be. The expansion of money reduces the

purchasing power of wages anil the contrac

tion of money increases the purchasing

power—supposing business remains con

stant. Unfortunately business does not re

main constant. Contraction of currency

makes it so much the harder for those busi

ness men in debt to pay their debts. As it

contracts, more and more ure forced to the

wall, and panic sets in. Then wages are af

fected by employes being thrown out of

work and being brought into competition

with those still at work.

While expanding currency diminishes for

the time being the purchasing power "!

wages, if it results in promoting business

the increased demand will eventually cause

wages to rise. The last part of the saying:

" Wages are the lirst to fall and last to rise "

is emphatically true.

While it is true there should be money

enough to transact business properly, the

amount needed depends very largely upon

thestability of credit. Whatever in finance,

taxation and government, promotes equality

of condition, promotes credit and makes it

so much the harder for the designing few to

disturb credits.

So long as the few, through unjust taxa

tion and control of monopolies, have great

wealth it is in their power to disturb credits

for selfish ends, a power they are by no

means slow to avail themselves of as our

present panic shows. While to remedy

those conditions is primary, yet it is of great

importance also to secure as far as possible

a correct and stable monetary system so as

to secure as great a uniformity in the value

of money anil as little disturbance to busi

ness as possible. That is probably the most

pressing immediate problem to solve.

Nobody Knows but Mother.

Nobody knows of the work it makes

To keep the home together;

Nobody knows of the steps it takes:

Nobody knows- but mother.

Nobody listens to childish woes

Which kisses only smother:

Nobody's pained by haughty blows;

Nobody- only mother.
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AIR BRAKE FAILURES.

In view of the epidemic of air brake fail

ures which have lately startled the country

particularly the Big Four wreck at I-afnv-

etto, lnd., and the tail-end collision at .Taek-

-un, Mich., in which so many lives were lost

—the public, including many railroad men,

are asking one another: Is the Westing-

Imuse automatic air brake all right?

The representatives of the air brake com

pany claim that it is infallible—that it will

always work, if properly handled—and their

claims in this respect have never been suc

cessfully disputed, but very often doubted.

These claims, like many others which are

made in this world, are subject to modifica

tions and qualifications that their authors

• |i> not always make; theyshould havequali-

tied their assertions by adding: if the brakes

and all their attachments are in perfect con

dition.

The Westinghouse Automatic Air Brake

Company base tlieir claims of infallibility

lor tlieir brake on the assumption that the

brakes and all essential features of them are

in good working order, and the fact of their

not being in such first-class condition would

be such an anomaly—something so extraor

dinary—that everybody would readily un

derstand that the VV. A. A. B. Co. was not

responsible for the disorders and failures

• if that particular brake. There are many

practical railroad men. handling the brake

every day, who believe that their assump

tion would come nearer being correct if the

principal features of it. were transposed, viz.:

that it would be an anomaly to see a train

<<t air cars or an air pump in which every

thing was in perfect condition.

I hope that no one will construe me as

attacking the W. A. A. B. Co., or its repre

sentatives. But they tell us that the brakes

will never fail, and how wonderful it is that

the brakes always work so well before the

incident, and so well afterwards— when

there is enough of them left to make a trial.

1 wish to remark that it is equally wonder-

tul how the engineer will state that he ap

plied the air at the usual place and it failed

to hold— when there is enough of him left

to make a statement, which is not always

the case. I don't wish to attack anyone; I

-imply want to get at the facts in the case

and explain to the reader how two can tell

such widelv different stories, and yet both

I'll the truth.

As already stated, the W. A. A. B. Co.

base their argument on the assumption

that the brakes are in good working order,

and experience teaches us that the brakes

are frequently not in good working order,

and sometimes fail to work. Below follows

a specification of the disorders which cause

a majority of air brake failures:

1. Governor sticking.

2. Pump stopped from other causes.

3. Frozen triple valves.

4. Too much water in main reservoir and

pipes.

5. Too many applications.

6. Runningwith brake valve on lap.

7. Not making sufficient reduction to cover

leakage groove.

8. Angle cocks closed.

9. Rotary valve cut.

10. Makingan emergency application when

emergency check valves are leaking.

11. Drain pipe from air pump governor

frozen up.

1. Is caused by the air piston sticking in

governor after steam is shut off.

2. includes many parts about the pump

which are liable to "break, chief among them

being broken packing rings, they breaking

quite frequently.

3. It is very rare that frozen triple valves

have caused an air brake failure; as an un

usually large quantity of water must neces

sarily lodge in each one and the weather be

extremely cold before enough of them would

freeze to prevent the brakes working prop

erly, yet instances have been known where

such circumstances have occurred and

caused a wreck.

4. Main reservoir and pipes getting full

or partially full of water are common oc

currences; this is not surprising when you

consider the poor facilities which have been

provided on some engines for draining them;

there are some engines which have the main

reservoir located beneath the boiler between

the front drums ; you can't get at it by going

in between the drums —they are situated

too close for that ; in fact, the only way that

you can get at them is by crawling in be

tween the front truck and pilot and then

under the truck frame to the cramped space

beneath the reservoir; then when you open

the drain cock you will invariably get a

shower bath of dirty water. Why can't

those reservoirs have a rod extending to

side of engine similar to those on auxiliary

reservoirs of freight cars, thereby avoiding

the necessity of going underneatti at all ?

,"). Too many applications is the cause of

a majority of air brake failures, if we are to

believe the testimony of air brake experts

who ought to know whereof they speak; in

handling the brake, as few applications as

possible should be made, as repeated appli

cations exhaust the supply of air in the

auxiliary reservoir, which is really the

available braking power; the main reser

voir is simply a store room for surplus air

and the train pipe a means of transmitting
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it to the auxiliary reservoir; incidentally,

it is used to bring all the cars in the tram

into communication with each other, and

by reducing its pressure permit the air in

the auxiliary reservoir to flow into the brake

cylinder and set the brakes; but only in an

indirect manner does the train pipe have

any part in setting the brakes. Most loco

motives nowadays are furnished with an air

gauge provided with two pointers, the black

hand showing train pipe pressure and the

red hand showing main reservoir pressure,

but there is no gauge nor pointer to show

the variations of pressure in the auxiliary

reservoir, or, to put it in plainer language,

the different degrees of braking power that

there is under different conditions. This is

what confuses most men who have trouble

by making too many applications. They

infer, from the fact of the air gauge being

placed so prominently in front of them, that

its pointers denote their braking power,

when in realitv the red hand simply adver

tises the fact that then are so many pounds

of surplus air stored in the main reservoir,

and the black hand does not advertise much

of anything after you have once made a ser

vice application and turned your brake

valve back to release position.

There is no gauge whatever to indicate

how much air has been consumed or with

drawn from the auxiliary reservoir by this

operation. This has not been provided for.

It is left to the judgment of the engineer,

and by the manner in which the engineer's

equalizing and discharge valve is handled a

man illustrates how much judgment he

has on this particular subject. Failures

similar to the above have occurred when a

service application of sav -0 pounds has

been made, thereby cutting out the gover

nor and permitting the pumps to work,

while the brake remained on a long time,

during which interval a high pressure, say

100 pounds, was accumulated in the main

reservoir. Then the brake valve handle

was thrown in a release position and short

ly afterwards another service application

made, which did not check the train at all,

and it invariably ran by. There was NO

pounds in the train pipe, also in the auxil

iary reservoir if the brake valve was in run

ning or release position for one minute pre

vious to the service application of 20 pounds

being made, which reduced both the train

pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressures to (Mi

pounds; then when the brake valve was

thrown in release position the pressure of

KM) pounds in the main reservoir equalized

into train pipe, and bringing its pressure up

to about HO pounds, but did not increase

the auxiliary reservoir pressure unless a

minute elapsed before making the second

application, which is very seldom done for

want of time. Therefore there was (10

pounds in the train pipe and tiO pounds in

auxiliary reservoir when the second service

application was made, and should ha\e

been off "55 pounds before it would move the

triples and set the brake. It only took five

pounds to move the triples oti the first ap

plication, and some men have failed to not i'

the difference and handled the brake ac

cordingly; result—they have failed in mak

ing a good stop, anil in some instances have

caused considerable damage before getting

stopped.

(>. Umining with valve on lap is tie-

cause assigned by a number of experts mi

several air brake failures, one case in partic

ular which I will cite being that of a pas

senger train which got beyond control of

the engineer while coming into a terminal

station and dashed into another engine, kill

ing the engineer.

The presumption is that when he made

the last regular stop, about twenty miles

from home, he first released the brakes and

then attempted to put the brake valve in

running position. But the rotarv valve,

working very easy, slipped by on lap. and,

it being night, he didn t notice his mistake.

After the train pipe pressure had fed into

the auxiliary reservoir and equalized the

pressure he probably bad about HO or Ui

pounds. While running that twenty miles

a great deal of this leaked awav, and when

he approached the yard limits he probahK

used fifteen or twenty pounds more when

checking his train, and when lie arrived at

the depot and attempted to stop he had

nothing to stop with, and before he could

stop with the reverse lever he was into

them, and when picked up was uncon

scious and lived but a few moments.

7. Not making a sufficient reduction re

fers to the habit some men have of placing

the brake valve, when they wish to stop,

just past the lap position and making a re

duction of from two to three pounds ; any

reduction of less than five pounds is not

sullicient to move the piston in the auxili

ary reservoir past the leakage groove, con

sequently the air in the auxiliary is frit

tered away. While this practice has never

been charged with being responsible for

any disastrous failures, yet it is easy to see

that it could be possible to cause trouble.

While only five or ten pounds might In-

wasted that might represent a difference

of a couple of car lengths in stopping, and

the difference between a close

i repre

- call iand a

sometimes a car length or two represents

the dil

wreck.

S. Angle cocks shut off are held respon

sible for many a failure, sometimes a stone

or a lump of coal falling off the tender has

Hew up and struck an angle cock, closing it.

and thereby rendering the brakes useless.

Sometimes one trainman has turned Un

cocks open and another one will follow up

with the intention of opening it, but neir
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lects to notice that it is already open, and

turn it the wrong way, thereby shutting it

off again. On other occasions they have

not touched it at all.

I*. A rotary valve cut is one of the most

dangerous air brake disorders that an en

gineer has to deal with. There lire walls in

the bottom uf rotary valves about orie-

iliiarter of an inch in diameter, which sep

arates the main reservoir pressure from

train pipe pressure. Through lack of oiling

face of valve, particles of sand being car

ried there by the air, etc., it does not take

long to cut a cavity across the face of this

wall, which results in the main reservoir

pressure feeding into the train pipe after a

service application has been made. Any

slight increase of pressure in the train pipe

is sufficient to release some of the brakes,

the train pipe pressure begins to feed into

auxiliary reservoirs which fact prevents the

Irani pipe from immediately showing any

great increase, and before there is any ma

terial gain in train pipe pressure, or enough

to warn the engineer that the rotary valve

is leaking, the brakes are all released and

the train is not reducing speed, therefore

another service application is made, and

this performance is repeated until the sup

ply of air in the auxiliary reservoir is ex

hausted and train stops of its own volition

ursume obstacle on the right of way stops

further progress. If you find that the

hrakes leak off when making a stop, and

y<m wish to ascertain the cause, get down

• hi the ground and have the fireman make

a service application of five <>r eight pounds,

and leave brake valve on lap. then listen,

and if you hear triple valve under tank re

port, as it usually does when releasing, von

will know that the rotary valve is cut: if it

dues not report you can look for leak at the

connections of pipe leading from auxiliary

reservoir to brake cylinder, and sometimes

when the complaint is from the driver brake

it is caused by the brake cylinder being

located close to the firebox and heat from

it shriveling up leather packing in the

same.

If you ascertain that the rotary valve is

iiit and you are going to run by. place the

brake valve in the emergency position.

This brings train pipe port into direct com

munication with the atmosphere, thereby

avoiding the possibility 01 the increasing

train pipe pressure releasing the brakes.

10. Making an emergency application on

a long descending grade is what caused a

bad wreck at one time. The air in its pass

age through tin.' pipes carries many foreign

-iiMances. as sand, small stones, pebbles,

etc. This sometimes lodges in the emer

gency check valves and prevents them prop

erly seating; after an emergency implica

tion has been made air leaks into train pipe

and releases the brakes; there is nothing

to fall back on, as the air was all consumed

when an emergency application was made.

On the other hand, if you make a service

application while descending a long hill,

there is no danger, even if the emergency

check valves are leaking. First, because

they are not called into play; second, be

cause the brake cylinder pressure would

not leak against or into the higher press

ure that then would be in the train pipe.

11. Drainpipe from air pump governor

freezing up is common in cold weather; it

is easily located and easily remedied. All

that is necessary is to thaw out end of

pipe, where the ice usually forms, with a

little oily waste or a torch.

These are but a partial list of the various

disorders that the air brake apparatus is

subject to. To enumerate them all or the

numerous theories advanced for past fail

ures is beyond the scope of this article.

As the various disorders and capers of

the air brake are being more fully learned

and comprehended, it is the belief of many

that no one has yet fully mastered its pos

sibilities or failings or derangements. Even

the men who profess to be experts contra

dict one another, and it is only recently

that they have admitted that it is not always

advisable to follow those instructions liter

ally, which read: "Never make a reduc

tion of more than twenty pounds." And

again, ''Always make an emergency appli

cation when you wish to stop as soon as

possible," as a blind obedience to those two

rules have caused a few wrecks, as cited

above, and may cause many more.

After noting the eleven enumerated above

it w ill be seen that they can all be avoided

by care and watchfulness on the part of the

engineer. With one exception, angle cocks

being displaced (and I understand that Mr.

C. Skinner has lately invented a safety an

gle cock that effectually disposes of this

danger l, there seems to be a disposition on

the part of those it) authority to place all

the blame for a failure on the shoulders of

the engineer. Who ever heard of a theory

being advanced for an air brake failure that

did not indict the engineer as the guilty

party ?

If the engineers are receiving more than

their share of the blame for the shortcom

ings of the air brake, they can thank them

selves for such a state of affairs; for they

have invited such treatment by the ignor

ance they have displayed on the subject.

It is only jn the past few years that they,

as a body, have learned anything about the

brake, more than to put it on and off. You

can easily imagine that the experts who

have been sent out to investigate an air

brake failure have not been sent for the

purpose of giving their employers the worst

of it.

When 1 stated that those causes, enuni
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crated above as responsible for numerous

failures, could be avoided by care and

watchfulness on the part of the engineers,

I did not mean that lie is wholly to blame

for the accident; he is not, but by exercis

ing a general supervision over the entire

brake, he can reduce its possibilities of

failure to a minimum.

This is, in a great measure, the secret of

him receiving the bulk of the blame. Many

railroad officers bold that inasmuch as they

are paying their engineers the highest

wages of any one connected with the care

and operation of the brake, they expect

them to display the highest skill, they ex

pect that not only shall they be competent

to properly perform their own duties but

also to guard against and prevent any errors

of commission or omission that his fellow-

employes may commit.

The sooner this truth is comprehended

and acted on by young runners, and fire

men who are ambitious for promotion, the

more certainly will they avoid trouble in

the future.

We have many members who are well

informed on this subject, let them pitch

in and start a primary grade in the Mechan

ical Department on this subject, until all

our members who are running, or those

who may be running in the future, may

icarn to acquit themselves in a creditable

manner in both the discharge and descrip

tion of their duties, and if ever there should

be a failure, be competent to assist in lo

cating the blame and placing it where it

properly belongs.

Jamet Veegan.

(OMI'OIXU ENGINES—SUBSTITUTES FOK

STEAM.

The attempts of the new engine builders

to supplant the ordinary so-called high pres

sure engine—or, strictly speaking—the non-

condensing engine—by the use of two cylin

ders, and of compounding at high pressure,

is one of the fallacies of the day. but it is fash

ionable, and some of the same men who make

them argue that with a high pressure or non-

condensing engine they can save over forty

per cent, with such an one over the single

cylinder non-condensing; but with a close-

shaved contract, specifying whether it meant

forty per cent, of the fuel or forty per cent.

of the heat units, they would find thev could

not save fwo per cent. Yet, it is clear, in

some cases, that a saving of forty or fifty per

cent, ha* hern stared, over what another en

gine did do, but the circumstances were not

in the first ease truthfully stated.

Taking the efficiency of steam, it is not

possible to get out of it any more than was

put into it in the first place, but sometimes

this is done, if the figures made are honest.

In a recent pumping engine test that the

writer reviewed tor the supreme court of

one of the states, the steam was reported to

be " 107 per cent, good." On asking the

man who made the test in which this ex

traordinary quotation made its appearance,

to explain it, he replied that it was 107 per

cent, according to his rule; and, asking for

the rule, it was found that he had inverted

the factors in one of Rankine's formulas,

and so reported hi* oivn mistake. In a test of

a pumping engine, now in the courts, the

duty figured out was over eight per cent,

beyond the total capacity of the coal, if it

had been perfectly dry and not a particle of

ashes in it.

Yet these very factors are at the bottom

of the compound locomotive. No matter by

whom it is made, or under whose patent*,

it is impossible to get as much heat effort

out of the steam as the fuel honestly burned

puts into it, for it is a law that steam, from

the moment it is made and moved, loses at

at every turn, and keeps on losing.

To return to our ancient history, it is only

fifteen years ago that a " new " hot air en

gine made its appearance in lV>ston ; it was

called "The Woodbury, Merrill and Wood

bury "— or, perhaps, there was another name

in it. The prospectus was to run an engine

with hot air under a pressure of one, two, or

three atmospheres and still give out work

on the machine, so as to be advantageous

in its operation, so far as the making power

went. It was a new departure in some ways,

and gave promise of quite a field, as it was

not so cumbersome as the Ericsson, and

could be made at far lower price, &r. The in

dicator diagram was pretty nearly the shape

in outline of a large egg placed at an angle

of 20° to the horizontal (to the eye) on the

card, with one or two atmospheres as back

pressure. It was a pretty machine, and was

double acting. Some few were made, a great

deal of money was put into the work, and

after an absence of some years from the

" Nub" as headquarters, the writer, a few

weeks ago, came in contact with one of the

parties named and was surprised to find that

he was now in, to use his exact words, " hot

steam in place of hot air," it being a fact

that the engine had been found after all to

be the possessor of weak points, and is prac

tically abandoned, for the simple reason

that the natural laws asserted themselves,

and cast- iron, it was found,persisted in crack

ing, and pistons of not being tight. Ac.

Theoretically, many other wrecks lie on

the shores of observation in the older en

gineers' experience, and frequent schemes

are brought to us to enlist capital, which,

when looked over to discover some intrinsic

excellence, we have to decide against; and

then comes the cry of "old fogy," "preju

diced," and such others as are usual.

There was never any one thing put in the

market for steam users that had in it more

of the apparent advantages than the " Hab
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cock & Wili-ox" automatic cut-off engine,

some twenty vears ago. It had, so far as

couM he supposed, all the theoretical points

in it> makeup to make it a successful com

petitor, but it proved the worst kind of a

failure from unexpected and unconsidered

obstacle.?, and in a little while was utterly

abandoned. Its inventors, in another ap

plication in the same line, were successful

tn a business way, and died—one a day or

two before lust Thanksgiving, the other sev

enteen days later, or only a tew weeks ago.

It is a fact that wonderful amounts of

money have been and still are put into such

improvements and material matters that are

to return such "fairy amounts" of divi

dends, but it is also clear t hat some of these

wonderful matters come back to us after a

few years or months with a long face and a

longer profit and loss account, and it will

no doubt be a matter of some interest to our

readers if they are given some of the par

ticulars why such was the case, and for this

article we shall discuss the " Great Eastern "

steamship.

There are certain data in the case of this

great ship that are now not to be found, so

far a» compared with the way the same data

is now kept, but the main points are suffi

ciently known to be comparable. At the

time she was projected the speed of the few

ocean steamers was not far from ten knots

an hour, and that was considerable. The

contracts for her construction were signed

in the latter part of the year 1853. The first

plates were laid in early May, 1854, and she

was muhj to launch on November :id, 1857.

Her launching was not successful until Jan

uary :50th or :ilst, 1858, and was a new ex

perience in such work, for when she was in

readiness for launching, it was found she

conld not be moved on the ways, and in the

time that elapsed from her being ready to

her floating, it cost over half a million of

dollars for the apparatus and labor of put

ting her into the water. WTien she was in

the water, or launched, the money was ex

hausted, and not a stroke of work was done

on her for a year. A new company was then

formed, and work went on again ; her first

steam trial occurred in September, 1859, and

here we have one of the most magnificent

ships ever yet constructed, ready for going

into service, already bankrupt and reorgan

ized, and it was now found that the prime

object for which she had been built would

have to be abandoned. The original inten

tion had been to have her take a very large

cargo to the East Indies and land it at such

ports as she could get in at, and then, using

smaller ships to redistribute her cargo, as it

was to be, at various ports.

At this point it was found the original

idea could only be made feasible by having

sis or more of the same ships, so as to make

frequent trips, and so keep the smaller ships

busy at the other end of the trip in taking

away and bringing in new cargoes; hence,

it was determined to put her into the trans-

Atlantic trade, and from lStiO to 18H3 she

made nine trips to and from New York. On

one of these trips, hundreds of miles from

Queenstown on her way to New York, she

met with an accident to her rudder head,

which was twisted off and the puddle wheels

badly damaged, and she made her way back

to Queenstown for repairs. On another trip

from Liverpool, with over 400 passengers on

board, she ran on or over a reef of rocks on

Long Island and tore a hole in her outer

skin in ten places, one of which was over

eighty feet long and nearly ten feet wide,

which would have sent to the bottom any

other ship then afloat, and most of those

now afloat, but her double bottom prevented

any particular damage. She delivered her

passengers in New York safe, .and most of

them, until afterwards, were in ignorance

of how near they had been to death.

The conception of this ship in its entirety

and the general working out of the details

are to be credited to Ishambard Kingdom

Brunei, one of the most eminent and suc

cessful of English engineers, but such a mul

titude of new computations had to be made,

and the element of so inunv new features

had to be considered, that lie sub-divided

the matter. He had before this time sub

mitted to Mr. William Fronde a model of

what was in his mind as to the "great ship,"

and Mr. Froude had made many experi

ments with this model to ascertain certain

features as to her "rolling"—of which Brunei

made use, with due credit, Mr. Froude hav

ing died before her construction had began.

The "lines" of the ship were designed by

another of the most eminent of England's

engineers, Scott Russell, upon his "wave

line principle, and the cellular principle of

the hull and inner bottom, as well as the

complete sub-division of the hull into water

tight compartments, were Mr. Brunei's.

Two little extracts from the life of Mr.

Brunei, by his son, in 1870, are made here:

"1 never embarked in any one thing to

which I have so entirely devoted myself,

and to which I have devoted so much time,

thought and labor, and on the success of

which I have staked so much reputation.

* * * Every part had to be considered

and designed as if an iron ship had never

been built before. Indeed, I believe we

should get on much quicker if we had no

previous habits and prejudices on the sub-

Sect."

This may seem strange to our readers, but

if it is stated—and it is a fact—that what

Mr. Brunei had attempted was so very dif

ferent and involved so many new and un

tried features that it would have perhaps

simplified matters if this had have been the

first ship, for ideas as to ships then in use
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were of only little advantage in the con

struction of this (riant ship; but it remain*

to-day a fact that many of the features shown

in her building are now considered as cor

rect, and while her non-success is probably

one of the reasons why P.runel's death took

place, he is entitled to far more credit than

lie or his contemporaries at the time thought

of bestowing.

I la\ ingbeen taken from tlietield for which

she was built, and transferred tot lie Atlantic

■trade, it was soon found that she could not

be run at a profit and she was withdrawn

from that, and again went into a new com

pany (the third). The Atlantic cable was

laid by her, and more or less of this work

made her a temporary service. After a va

riety of uses, she was laid up at Mil ford

Haven, ami finally and lately was broken

up and has ceased to exist.

The paddle engines of the ship were de

signed and built by Scott Russell & Co.,

London, who also built the hull. The screw

engines were built by .lames Watt & Co.,

Snho Works, near Birmingham, England.

The screw engines had an indicated power

of 4,500 horses, at sea, and only one screw

propeller; the paddle wheel engines had a

power of ;!,.)(M) horses, in use, and the total

horse power of this ship was not over cS,00()

when in full work, or a tritle over one-

quarter of that now in the new Cunarder's

" l.ucania " and " Campania," both of which

have fully IIO.OOO when wanted, at sea, for

full speed.

The screw of the "(ireat Eastern" was 24

feet in diameter, and 4-1 feet pitch: engines,

Mx4S inches, steam pressure IS to 20 lbs.

per square inch ; the paddle wheel engines

were 74xlt!s inches, and four cylinders to

each set of engines; the paddle wheels were

Mi feet in diameter, steam being worked ex

pansively, cutting at about one-third of the

stroke, and, running at about fourteen knots

an hour, she used in a day of twenty-four

hours nearly 4(H) tons of coal. She had ten

boilers in all, of the "box" type, square

tubular, bs feet long and 14 feet high, the

whole ten having 112 furnaces.

It is now to be considered: what made

her a failure? It was mainly the lack of

more exact knowledge as to the change

in the power of a ship of a given tonnage

and with a certain displacement at different

speeds: that is all.

In is:!(i Mr. Brunei designed the "(ireat

Western," and in her he adopted some of

the points which he elaborated more in the

"(ireat Eastern." and made certain changes

in the first in 1830 that were adopted in the

iater one and have since been very generally

in use in the most modern vessels from that

time. There in only one other reason why

she was a failure; it is thus stated by an

English critic in a document now twenty-

three years old, as, "that at the time she

was built there were no lines of traffic on

which a vessel of such huge, capacity could

procure with dispatch the amount of freight

or passage money necessary to insure a

profit." Another Englishman, of late, says:

"The '(ireat Eastern* was a failure commer

cially, but from a mechanical point of view

she was, in all her main features, successful

to a degree that was marvelous when com

pared with the standard of her time."

While this data is only the very elements.

so far as the engineering features go, it is

quite sufficient, for it shows the reason in

general for one of the most promising enter

prises, and one of the most stupendous fail

ures in a commercial way. Yet, the whole

matter was in the hands of three of the most

successful among engineering linns of their

time, and it is a noteworthy fact that Mr.

Brunei spent more than three years in get

ting from all possible sources the most

authentic data he could to insure success

before he designed her.

The size of the ureat ship is often mis

quoted, and her correct dimensions are given

from the record of one of our societies:

Length over all. 002 feet; length between

perpendiculars, 080 feet; moulded breadth.

82 feet; depth to upper deck, 58 feet ; regis

ter tonnage gross 18,1)15, under deck 1K.-

S;i7; draft, loaded, :I0 feet; total accommo

dations for people, 4.(HH>, of which SIM were

first, 2.0(H) second, and 1.2(H) third class;

total horse power. S,(HH): speed at sea. 14 to

14.'. knots; coal per dav of twenty-four hours,

4(M> tons.

As a comparison, as well as a matter of

interest, the "Campania's" data is here

given, so far as is permissible. The tonnage

of cargo is not in either case given : Length

over all, 622 feet; between perpendicular*.

l>< lit feet ; moulded breadth, (Ci feet ; to upper

deck, 41 i feet; register tonnage— 12,!)."S(i

gross, under deck 10.207; draft, loaded, 27

feet; passengers first class, 0(H); second.

:i(H); third, 7(H); total, 1,000; indicated horse

power when at sea. :>i),0(K); speed, 22 io 2'!

knots per hour. The "Campania" has two

engines, with live cylinders in each engine,

three cranks to each ; the high and low pres

sure cylinders are on the same crank, and

low p

eachand the size of each areas follows: ]ligh,:!7

inches in diameter; intermediate, 7it inches

in diameter; low, each 08 inches in diame

ter; stroke, 0!) inches. Thirteen boilers with

100 furnaces make up the power, and the

consumption of coal is only a tritle more in

the "Campania" than in the "(ireat East

ern." This was one of the matters that

troubled Brunei: he did not and could not

get the power required in her at anything

like the cost for fuel that he had calculated.

Space for a fuller discussion of the various

features of the big ships cannot be taken,

but there arc some other point* quite as
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much ol interest as those discussed. The

" I'liibria" and " Ktruria," Cunarders, have

been running near ten yearn now. They

draw the same water, within an inch, that

the "Campania" and her sister, the " Lu-

r.inia," do, hut the two last named are 100

icct longer than the first two named, and

these are lull up to the capacity of the water

nil either side; hence, we are coming to

another feature at no distant day- either to

deepen our channels, or stop at some point

not now so very remote in deep sea naviga

tion, and fast steamers.

There are many sources of information

ready for us, when we are ready to attain

it ; no one of them is more to our advantage

tlian the retrospective, for anyone can look

hark with profit, if he will. It is sometimes

Letter to do this than to attempt to do away

with some of the natural laws and under

take to demonstrate how much we know

that "ain't so." It is always cheaper to try

to find out if someone has preceded us in

the line of investigation we are pursuing,

and, if possible, to ascertain if they have

failed in the line we are ready to go into,

some of the objections to the newest steam

ship engines are soon to be considered, and

fn>m the highest authority. To the men

who run them, and the men who made them

-nn paper, it will lie interesting reading, if

read with c«re.

In 1-^ii) the writer made a trip from New

V»rk to Liverpool on a Cunard ship, on

which >ir.lames Anderson was a passenger.

Sane of his narratives of the "Great East

ern," when he was her commander, are now

in my short-hand note hooks, and verified

the statements in this article.

Tlioma* Prni/, Jr.

ECONOMY.

The cry is "hard times" just now; there

fore, a chapter on economy will not be out

"i place. Perhaps it may be well to define

the meaning of the word economy, for it is

olteii associated and in some instances used

as if it were stinginess, but that is not its

Inie sense. Economy is defined as saving;

using everything to the best advantage;

jjvtting the most or the best results at the

least cost. An economical man is opposed

In waste in any form, but willing to furnish

everything needed to conduct or carry on

any enterprise in which he mav engage,

and thus differs greatly from the stingy man,

who is not inclined to eat enough nor to

liave anyone connected with him have

enough to ea t . True economy consists in

jiving every man his just due; if he is work

ing for von. to give him enough material to

work with, and insist upon it being used to

the best advantage for all concerned.

A good illustration of economy is given in

" l'reedley's Treatise on Business" in a let-

in- written bv a literarv man, who found

himself short of funds in Hamburg, and de

termined to present a note of introduction

which had been given to him bv a friend.

On his way to the given address, lie noticed

an old gentleman, who stopped to buy some

tish and had them sent home, and then wan

dered on in thedirection taken by the writer.

They both came to a stop in front of the

number given, and then it turned out that

the fish buyer was Mr. Moorfield, and sob'

proprietor of the extensive importing and

jobbing house of that name. The writer

was invited to accompany the old merchant

to his private office and entered the build

ing with him. On the way they stopped to

note some men who were weighing sacks of

coffee. One of the men was handling the

sacks rather roughly and burst a hole in one

of them through which the coffee berries

ran over the floor. The old merchant re

proved the man for his carelessness and told

him he would be discharged if he did not do

better, for it was not his first offense. After

helping to gather up the few handsful of

coffee and directing a careful re-weighing of

she sack, he proceeded toward the office.

At the door thev met a dudishly dressed

clerk who seemed to be trying to escape ob

servation, but who was accosted with the

question whether a ball or reception was to

be held in the office to-day? This was fol

lowed by some good advice about the better

care of his poor mother, and his younger

brothers, who were running the streets bare

footed. In passing a desk he inquired in

regard to some bills of lading, policies of in

surance and receipts, and found them all in

good shape, and while commending the clerk

for his promptitude, he took occasion to cau

tion him about the more careful use of the

blotting sand, which was at that time used

in the place of blotting paper. After arriv

ing at his desk and looking over his morn

ing mail and attending to several calls, the

old merchant noticed a woman, who, with

tears in her eyes, said she was the wife of

the man who liad recently had the misfor

tune to break his leg by a bad fall in one of

the warehouses, and as it would be some

time before her husband could again return

to work, she did not know what to do for

themselves and their five children. "You

will have to trust in the man in whose serv

ice your husband met the misfortune.

Whatever he may need of wine, cordials or

provisions shall be supplied from my kitchen

anil you must come and get his weekly wages

every Saturday," were the orders that glad

dened her heart, "(io home now and greet

your husband, tell him not to worry, and

that I will soon call to see him." As a re

sult of the experience in these different

eases, the writer had small hopes of obtain

ing the financial help he so urgently needed,

but his fears were groundless, for he had no

sooner explained his situation than the old

merchant advanced him more than he really
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expected or asked for. Economical in busi

ness, he saved and had the means to relieve

distress when the" applications came, and

they were not ignored or thrust aside. There

fore, meanness and stinginess does not neces

sarily follow economy.

Mr. Pray, in the December Magazine,

pitches into the editor of The National Car

and LocomoHrc Builder, because the latter

has the temerity to say that "but a small

proportion of the engineers are disposed to

•rive heed to the great economy to be de

rived bv this method of running (meaning

the wide open throttle and short cut-off ).

Mr. Baker, the said editor, has, I think, had

exceptional advantages to form an idea on

this matter, as he has fired and run loco

motives, and also was for awhile a traveling

engineer, and thus thrown in contact with

all kinds of men in the employ of his com

pany. Among them Mr. Baker has no

doubt found some men that do pay some

attention to this matter of fuel economy,

but it is also apparent that he has found

many not so inclined, and, as a matter of

course, his remarks could not be applied to

the detriment of the former. Mr. Pray

says that he "has hud something to do with

locomotives and with railroadmen for some

years," but from the general tenor of his re

marks I deem it just possible that he never

has tired or run one of the " iron steeds,"

and is, therefore, not as well able to judge

of the merits of the case. I luring my serv

ice of nearly ten years of firing it was my

fortune to be with a variety of engineers,

and it was also my fortune to be placed in

the very situation that Mr. Pray inquires

about; that is, firing the same engine, on

the same run, pulling the same trains over

the same grades, and I can positively say

that it made a great difference which engi

neer was at the throttle, for with the one

I could keep her hot with nearly a ton of

coal less each day than would be needed by

the other one to keep her nearly hot. A

difference of one ton in six is surely fully

15 per cent., which Mr. Pray doubts, but

after having such a practical exemplifica

tion of the difference in management forced

upon my attention bv months of unneces

sary work each day, 1 was forced to admit

and to believe that not all the economy of

fuel was to be accomplished by the fireman,

but that much depended upon the way the

result of the firing was used. An old proverb

says, "A penny saved is better than two

earned," and that is the truth, for if a man

was to earn two dollars and spend one dol

lar and a half he would only have fifty

cents saved, or half of the dollar instead of

a whole one. Even so it is with the steam.

It has ever been the rule to require the lo

comotives to do all in their power with a full

head of steam, and the engineer has, there

fore, ever had the problem of making the

best use of the steam at his command.

Some have learned the art of making a

little go a good wavs; while others can not

get along unless tfiey have a full supply at

all times.

Mr. Pray should not be so hard on Mr.

Baker, because as it appears in Mr. PrayV

article, the statement of the 15 percent, to

be saved is really a part of the report of

the committee on compound locomotives of

the master mechanic's association, and the

blame of the 15 percent, clause ought to be

shared and divided between them, if they

are to be blamed for a truth spoken more

in sorrow than in anger. It will not do for

us to ignore one truth ami discredit it, even

if we can establish the fact that in many

instances mismanagement, family rings and

corrupt practices permeate the whole of a

system of road and absorb all the resources

to their own advantage, leaving those out

of the ring to suffer loss on their invest

ments.

Now, I can not help but see that Mr.

Pray rather " straddles," and gets hiR feet

on both sides of the fence at once, for in

one place he says that "the engineer's rec

ord 1'or the easiest adjustment, or the lowest

coal or repair record is not worth a cent."

and in another he says that ''a saving of

even ?> per cent, was worth a thousand dol

lars a week easier than telling about being

sure he could do it." Then again, in one

place he denies the existence of the " inte

rior engineer," and on theticxt page he de

clares that "engineers or real good firemen

who do know their business are not so nu

merous as to glut the market." thus con

veying the idea that there is room for im

provement among them. This has been the

aim of the Mechanical Department, to in

cite to improvement, and I believe the seven

vear's work of the Mechanical Department,

has done some good in this line, and that

more will still be accomplished in the years

to come.

s ' *

As the query in the American Machinist

about hydaulic ranis, and the answer Riven

was deemed of surlicent interest by you ti»

publish it, you will please allow me to give

a correct answer, as the answer given by

the Machinist is incorrect in several particu

lars. The statement that the hydraulic

ram is a self-contained automatic pump is

correct . but it is not operated in part 1>\

the pressure of a column of water, but.

solely by the energy acquired by the inter

mittent motion of the column. In its sim

plest form it consists of a main or drive

pipe placed on an incline, leading water

from a spring or reservoir at the upper eno!

of the pipe to an air chumber with a suita-

ahle valve near and below it. The delivery

pipe issues from the lower part of this air

chamber, and can betaken to any elevation
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and the rain will deliver water at most any

height, nmrli higher, in fact, than the spring

or reservoir from which it is taken. When

the milium of water in the drive pipe is at

rest the valve near and below the air cham

ber is adjusted an as to open of its own ac

cord, mid not, as stated in the ifurhhiixt, by

drawing water from it. The opening of

this valve at the lower end of the drive pipe

set* the whole column of water in the pipe

in motion, and it soon acquires velocity

enough to lift and close the valve. The

water being iu motion, and thus suddenly

cut off by the valve alluded to, lifts a valve

in the base of the air chamber, compressing

the air in it and placim: a quantity of water

in the bottom of the air chamber. This

quantity is determined, tirst, by the amount

of acquired energy of the water in the

drive pipe, and next, by the height to which

the water has to be delivered by the deliv

ery pipe, which is, as stated before, attach

ed to the water space of the air chamber.

After the energy of the water in the drive

pipe has lifted the valve in the base of the

air chamber it has to overcome air press

ure, which after a short time stops the in

gress of the water and briiujw it to a rest.

As soon as this is done the a.ir also presses

back downward and would force the water

out of the chamber into the drive pipe

airain were it not for the action of the valve

iii the base of the air chamber, which opens

inward ami therefore is closed by the return

pressure, and the only escape from the

pressure is into and up the delivery pipe,

ami that is what actually takes place.

While this reaction is taking place in the

air chamber and delivery pipe, the water in

the drive pipe having been brought to a

state of rest, has allowed the valve in the

end of the drive pipe to drop, and has again

acquired velocity and is soon in condition

to force another quantity of water into the

air chamber. The action is thus entirely

automatic, and hydraulic rains will work

for months or years without any attention,

or just as long an they have a supply of

water, or their valves remain in good shape

and deliver a greater or less quantity of

water in an intermittant motion.

William Wetter.

OILING.

At the Traveling Engineers' Convention,

held last September, there were some re

marks made 011 oiling that are apropos to

the discussion between Messrs. Lucas and

Moore. The committee appointed to report

on the " Economical I'se of Oil and Sup

plies," reported that " I'nder ordinary cir

cumstances an engine will run from 50 to 75

mile? to an oiling." And that "When driv

ing box and engine truck cellars are prop

erly packed with good wool waste, an engine

will run 10 hours in freight service, at a

Bpeed of 15 miles an hour, on one oiling of

boxes." The committee further said that

" To economize in oil the men must h?.ve

confidence that the oil is of superior quality.

There is no economy in using a poor grade

of oil. (heap oils' are always inferior."

This report seems to bear out the claims of

Mr. Moore, especially with respect to the

oiling of driving boxes, and, in the rather

extended discussion which followed, the

above conclusions were not called in ques

tion. The discussion, as reported in the

Xatimiat Car unit Luconuttire Builder, is worth

reproduction here.

Mr. Skinner : I think there is more oil wasted in oil

ing eccentrics hv the cun than any other Hue of oiling.

On the uhio ami Mississippi we haven very fast train,

and when 1 took charge of the engines they were using

a needle cup on the rods. Thev would choke up with

sediment. Before I made a change I made an esti

mate of the use of oil on the engines for two or three

months, then removed them and put on a plunger

cup on both eccentrics and rods a.nd I made a suving

of verv nearlv 40 per cent.

Mr. Rossiter : We are getting about 35 miles to the

pint of engine oil on passenger service and '-i"> in freight

service. We have no engines less than lK-ineh cylin

ders, and since we have got the men interested and

changed the oil. and they are positive we are furnish

ing them good oil. von can see the result—from 40

miles to ISO, and we have some men that are making

2s.j miles to the pint of valve oil. and we have never

had a seat injured a particle. We U6e automatic

cups on cifentrics, roils and guides. You will rind

more economy in using automatic cups on guides and

eccentrics thaii any other part of the engine. Set cups

will not do. One man will screw them down and the

next man will run them up. The only feed that we

get the best results from is the automatic cup. We

have a set that our feeds are gauged by. They are put

on to stay. For a guide cup we use an automatic feed :

for mi eccentric we use an automatic feed with one-

quarter-ineh lift: for rod cups oiie-lhirty-sccond-ineh

lift.
Mr. Bander: We run the "Exposition river" fti'i

miles at one oiling. We have run it all summer:

haven't had a hot box on it.

Mr. Brinsley: Our men all run 74 miles. They

hnve no oilers, so they can't get out and oil at all.

Thev Jiave got to run 74 miles and they do it.

Mr. Bander: Looking at It from an economical

standpoint. 1 don't think there is much economy.

They are running pretty fast and it would he perfectly

.natural for a man to use more oil in one oiling than

if he was going to oil tw'ice.

President Conger ; My experience has been that a

road that uses stone ballast, and a road that runs over

suud ballast, especially the character of sand that cuts

journals, eccentrics, etc.. all to pieces, should not be

compared with each other at all. Ou one they can

use enough oil so that thev will make lSor'20 miles to

a pint and the other 30 or 40. But we will leave this

sandy business aside and take up valve oil. That is

the most expensive kind of oil, and on our road we

use the oil record as the test of the ability of an engi

neer, and when a young fellow starts ill he uses a good

deal more than the old fellows, and 1 say to them: " It

is not the six cents' worth of oil that you usr going

over 100 miles, it is the test of your ability, and when

ever you take interest enough to get your oil record

dowii fine, or your coal record down line, it is an in

dication to your superior officers that you are a good

engineer or will be shortlv." That. I believe is the

only way to look at this mutter with young men, as a

test of their ability.
Mr. John A. Hill, of Lnmmntire Engineering; I bc-

lieve it has been demonstrated lure that there is no

rule of comparison between the roads, between the

miles that can be run. We are not allowed to make

any changes in the engines, and the traveling engi

neer must make some arrangement with the men to get

the best work he can. I will therefore offer the fol

lowing resolution :
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Rrxohrtt , That ill the opinion of this Association

there is no reliable comparison between roads as to

the use of oil per mile run. Kneli engineer must

make his time and he allowed to use some judgment

in the use of his supplies. We believe that the stan

dard of eomiiarison should be the monthly average of

the best half of the run ihts on a division. 'This makes

allowance for loeal conditions, climate, engines, water

and the difference in oil.

Mr. Mc\'iear: We find men there who will make

less than 'jo miles to a pint of cylinder oil and a man

right beside hini will make '*). ' Now there is no dif

ference in the conditions, but as a matter of fact tin

man who makes 'JO does not put it all in bis cylinders.

I will make the statement that .V) per cent, of 'the oil is

used for other purposes than that intended. I think

it you could restrict the use of cylinder oil to the pur

pose for which it is intended, flint you would find re

markable results. A man will tell Von that be didn't

put buta little on his eccentrics but'it will be running

on the ties. We have two engines that are running

on the sixth district, in Wyoming, that average 'Jim

miles for a pint of cylinder oil. but right beside these

engines are others that don't make Ml'. Now. there is

more difference in men than in machinery. There is

a greater factor of variation in the dispositions of men

andthewav they navc*been educated and the way

Ibev have allowed themselves to do than in auvtbiu'g

else.

President Conger: There is one point about this

extravagant use of oil on engines which I might go on

record as defining. 1 think the exlravagant us-- 01 oil

<ui engines is more than the engine requires, ami we

certainly must put that on the engineer. One gentle

man asked a little while ago if we expected to hold

tlic engineer responsible for the extravagant use of

nil. 1 think as defined that way we can hold him re

sponsible.

Mr. Brown: What relation is there between the

amount of oil—cylinder oil—used, and the fuel eon-

-umptioii '.' Now some roads are making a great spe

cialty of seeing bow little oil they can use. but where

is their coal going to'.' You hear their engines going

by and the pistons in the cylinders sound like a buzz-

saw. Ask the engineer why he is running so dry. lie

will tell yon that only so much oil is allowed to that

engine, about sufficient to grease my shoes (1 have

large ones). Now I think there is little relation be

tween the amount of cylinder oil used and fuel con

sumed. An engineer can use good oil very extrava- .

L'antly and it will only cost the company about :i.">

cents per 100 miles. How many scoops of coal does it

take to cost :Vi cents '.' Kngincs are dragging their way

over this country every day. ami they might better

have a brake set than "try to drag out an existence

with the amount of oil that they are using. 1 think

there is a little relation between the two.

After Rome further discussion. Mr. Hill's resolution

was adopted.

President Conger covers the whole ques

tion with his definition of extravagance, as

" more than the engine requires." That

definition will cover those cases where a

man is compelled to use the " gallon of cure "

because of his misdirected economy in the

use of his " pint of prevention ;" the gallon

being of course, more than the engine re

quires, and therefore extravagant, no mat

ter what caused it. There is a great deal of

truth in Mr. Lucas' proposition that " a pint

of prevention is worth a gallon of cure;" if

properly construed it covers the whole ques

tion of economy. The extravagance comes

in when men substitute quart, and some

times gallon, for " pint of prevention." The

quart of oil mote than is actually necessary,

which is used to prevent heating, is just as

truly wasted as is the quart which is used

to doctor a hot journal following the applica

tion of too little oil: and that is where the

question of good judgment comes in. To

know when nil bearings are get ting enough—

not too much nor too little oil is the mark of

the really economical engineer. Men don't

learn such things out of bonks, nor by blind

ly following the acquired practice!* of others;

they learn them by making intelligent and

painstaking observations on their own ac

count : ami the man who is not capable of

bringing this personal element into the af

fair is not capable of practicing any true

economy, for lie always stands in danger of

running up against a "snag" of some sort

or other, when the economy that has been

taught him would really be extravagance.

What shall he do in a case of that kind,

providing he has no "spectacles" of his own

to look through? Why. simply commit an

extravagance.

Speaking of the Traveling Kngineers' As

sociation, calls to mind the comment of some

of the railway papers, concern iic' their tirst

convention. There is no reason in the world

why there should lie found anything to crit

icise, adversely, in the conduct of the Trav

eling Kngineers Convention, any more than

the convention of any other body of railway

men, and the different railway editors who.

before the event, seemed to be afraid '' suth-

in' was goin' to happen," were not long in

finding it out. ami hastened to give the

Traveling Kngineers their full need of praise

as a capable and intelligent body of men.

But the facts of the ease seemed to stick in

the crop of that pessimist among railway

journals, the Xatiiwal fur ami l.oraiimtiir

Hniltlrr, and they wouldn't go down without

the accompaniment of a protest of some

sort or other. At tirst there was a suspic

ion that the association was to be dominated

by li. L. I'., influence; this suspicion was

presented in the" correspondence " columns*

and mildly depricated in the editorial col

umns, where the conclusion was finally

leached that it was without foundation.

Hut it would never do to let that convention

pass without a protest—and what an idiotic

protest it was ! It came in the form of some

lofty and disinterested advice, as follows :

" We have been prominent in advocating1

the merits of this association ami in expa

tiating upon its possibilities for good, and

we shall lie quite frank in criticising what

ever we notice in its conduct ami proceed

ings that we cannot approve. There was

one thing we noticed in the proceedings of

the last convention that we would like to

remind the members, in all kindness, was

not suitable to the character of their associa

tion, or to the position they occupy in rail

road service. We refer to the habit that

some of our members indulged in of refer

ring to their associates a» " brother." We

appreciate the fact that this was the tirst

convention of the association, and that, liki*
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any other new marliine, it hail a good many

lousrli edges to wear ofl. This was one."

tine might write a long tale with that

subject for a text, but, "miff seil ;" the Trav

eling Engineers will no doubt appreciate

this advice at its true value.

ir. /'. lirtrlaml.

Th»» New llrake Valve.

Mk. Kihtoh:—As the Westinghouse Air

Hrake Company has made improvements

in snme of their brake appliances, and not

having seen any account of it in the M.uia-

zink. I will try and point out the difference

between the old and new engineer's brake

valve. This for the benefit of the firemen

who may not lie acquainted with thechange,

a* the firemen are the ones who will have

in Handle it next. The chief difference is

when the handle is in running position;

with the old valve, after releasing the brakes

and returning tlie handle to running posi

tion, communication was shut off from train

pipe until the excess pressure was obtained,

and the amount of excess pressure obtained

depended upon the tension of the excess

pressure valve spring, which amounted to

atx'Ut twenty pounds. The chief difficulty,

thru, was found to be with long trains,

when the brakeB would creep on, owing to

in-ignificant leaks in train pipe, and the

li«t pressure could not be restored until

al'ler the excess pressure was again accu

mulated. With the new brake valve with

iicil valve attachment, with the handle in

running position, air is automatically cut off

when the train pipe pressure reaches 70

pounds ; and should there be a reduction in

train pipe, from leakage or any other source,

the lost pressure will be automatically sup

plied. With the old valve, the governor is

connected with the train pipe, anil with the

new one it is connected with main reservoir;

also the rotary valve is more easy to exam

ine in the new valve than in the old, as the

bottom section contains all the pipe joints,

and in examining the rotary they remain

nndisturbed. The seat of the rotary valve

in the new brake valve is of cast iron in-

■"tead of brass, as in the old valve, and the

rotary is brass, as before, which makes a

hitter wearing surface of brass upon cast

inin. I like the new valve, in so far as pas

senger service is concerned, for the reason

that the governor being connected to the

main reservoir, only that pressure can be

obtained in the reservoir to which the gov

ernor is set. The Westinghouse people

M'ommend 100 pounds, which would give

■I'1 pounds of excess pressure carried at all

times, and, as passenger trains seldom ex-

iced twelve or fifteen cars, the limited

amount of reservoir pressure carried has

liien found to meet the requirements per-

iHtlv. Hut with the old valve, the governor

luin-j attached to train pipe, by making an

application and returning the handle to lap

position, you could pump up as much air as

vou had steam, and then, by releasing the

brake, you would put such a high pressure

in train pipe as to be liable to burst the

hose, unci also keep the pump idle too long.

I would be pleased to hear from some of

the brothers as to the merits of th£ new

valve in freight service. Whether the lim

ited amount of reservoir pressure is suffi

cient for quick release on long freight trains

or not ?

Hai.timouk, Mo. Walter < '. (liirnijlitii.

Kcoiioiny in Fuel.

Mk. Editoh:—1 have read many accounts

in the press of the great worlc done by

the compounds, and the immense sav

ing of fuel that was brought about by

their use; but, in reading the report of the

last Master Mechanic's convention, it looks

as though the master mechanics cannot

recommend them very highly. My experi

ence of a number of years on the rail is

that a first class fireman, one who thorough

ly understands his business, can beat a

compound all hollow, as far as fuel economy

is concerned, and I say this as a matter of

justice to some of the men on the left-hand

side. I know firemen to-day who can save

more coal and have more steam not blower

steam, cither than any compound I have

seen as vet. Hut, of course, I have not seen

all the different patterns of compounds. I

am speaking merely from my experience

with them. Kconomy is all that the rail

way managers seem to strive for these days,

but such economy as the compounds give

costs very dearly, as they will find out later

on. My idea of the best plan to secure

economy in the use of fuel, would be for

master mechanics to hire none but first

class firemen, and take them on trial, sub

ject to the report of a traveling fireman

who should be an experienced fireman of

good judgment and character- and the en

gineer. In my judgmvnt, if this plan was

followed, the companies would be in a fair

way to save coal. But, as it is, they take

men from the ranks of the fire knockers,

wipers, or coal shovelers, and send them

out to fire. Of course they manage to get

over the road somehow, and when they re

turn from their first trip they are firemen,

and in a very short time you will find them

kicking for their rights, and the foreman or

master mechanic will come pretty near giv

ing them what they kick for, too. The

man on the right-hand side is to blame, to

a certain extent, for this state of things, for

explaining matters and doing everything

in his power to help these students out. 1

am ever willing to help honest labor, but 1

think this student labor is a great evil, as

it robs those who have went through the

mill to learn how to fire, and who are mas
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ters of the business. Firing a locomotive

is a trade, and a good one, too, but like in

every other trade, there are lots of firemen

who are not musters of their business. And

why? Simply because this student labor

comes in and crowds men out before they

have learned their lessons well. This is

what has crowded out good brotherhood

men, and now it is up hill work for old

brotherhood men, on either side, to get

work. The master mechanics favor this

policy because they can handle the younger

ones, and what few old ones they have are

running passenger and have got all they

can expect. It is impossible to get them

on a grievance committee unless they have

a "pull" with the master mechanic, or, in

some cases, the manager of the road. The

old fireman is no better; you mention com

mittee work to him and his heart goes down

in his boots. Of course, under these cir

cumstances, the cause of labor must suffer.

That the future will bring disaster unless

workingmen become more fully alive to

their own interests, is becoming more plain

to the labor world with every passing day.

//. T. Cunniiu/ham.

Edwardsville, III.

An Automatic Hose Coupler.

Mit. Editor: — I have received the Maga

zine for the month of December, and in

looking over its pages I read with interest

the article captioned "The Deadly Angle

Cock," by Mr. Wilfred P. Borland.' In re

ply thereto I wish to inform the readers ot

the Magazine that I have completed, and

also patented, a device which will automat

ically couple and uncouple the air, steam

and whistle hose, and which places the

angle cock in the "scrap pile." Resides

being a self-coupler, it is so arranged that,

in case a train becomes detached while in

motion, the brakes will be set automatically

on the detached portion of the train, while

allowing the engineer to handle the forward

part at will. I have organized a company

known as the "Automatic Air Hose Coupler

Co.," for the purpose of manufacturing this

coupling.

Russell, Ky. Lati Si-uni'll.

Some Shop Test*.

Mr. Editor:—You will remember "the

boys" got very tired of the "Hammer Blow

and Centrifugal Lift and Tangental Throw

of the Counter-Balance of a locomotive's

Driving Wheels." My attention has re

cently been called to a report made to Thos.

N. Ely, Esq., chief of motive power, Penn

sylvania railroad, by Mr. D. W. Barnes, of

Chicago, on certain "shop tests" at the

Purdue University, LaFayette, Ind., to de

termine the above named questions to

which I have given a large measure of the

oretical and practical attention now near

twenty-two years.

This matter and these tests is very fully

treated of in the Railroad (nwltf of Decem

ber 15, 1893. Editorially, page '.111, ".Some

facts about counter-balancing locomotives."

Page 906, " An important experiment in

locomotive counter-balancing, at Purdue

University." If I had the time I would like

to go to LaFayette, by way of Terre Haute,

with the Shaw locomotive, and show "the

boys" and professors at Purdue University

by a test on their machine how to perfectly

balance a locomotive. Should 1 come I will

give "the boys" one or two lectures and

prove at these that all is true for which I

have contended.

William E. Lorkirnod.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Testing Eyesight on the Pennsylvania Linen.

The biennial eyesight test for color and

nearsightedness of the trainmen, operators,

yardmen, switchmen, watchmen and host

lers employed on the eastern division of the

Pennsylvania company was inaugurated

yesterday, and all day, at least while the

light wmi good, knots of trainmen were

gathered on the platform of the test car,

sidetracked near the Allegheny station,

awaiting their turns to undergo the exami

nation. The examinations are made by car

tracer W. A. Uoutson, Jr., and operator

George Stuck, and about five minutes were

consumed with each man. The examina

tions are compulsory, as the company re

gards it as imperatively necessary that the

eyesight of their employes who Lave to do

with the running of trains shall be good

enough to enable them to promptly distin

guish all signals. Their hearing is usually

tested at the same time, as a good ear is

another important qualification in railroad

ing. This examination will result, as have

the last one or two, in finding but few em

ployes whose sense of sight is deficient, for

previous rigorous tests pretty effectually

weeded out the nearsighted and the color

blind, and then the company now tests any

would-be new employe nefore hiring him.

in case any of the employes do not come up

to the standard they 2ire generally given

one or two more trials, anil then, if it has

been thoroughly demonstrated that their

sight is too bad to justify them being kept

in train service they are given employment

in some other capacity. It is often found

that the impaired vision may be recti6ed

by the use of spectacles, and us a result a

number of the older engineers and other

employes on the division are wearing them.

When a representative of the J'ant visited

the car, which is spacious, well lighted and

designed especially for the test work, Mr.
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Kouison was putting a robust fireman

through a course of sprout*. He had him

first toe a murk l"> feet from a rard on

which was printed letters of various sizes,

and told him to read some of the smaller

ones, it being obvious if he could do that

there would be no trouble with the large

letter*. Both eyes were tested by shutting

• iff the sight of one. The card was similar

lo that commonly used by oculists and op

ticians. He was next given a book of fine

print to read at a certain distance. One or

two other tests for nearsightedness were ap

plied and then he was tried for his ability

to distinguish colors. A stick to which

was attached a couple of dozen strands of

various colored yarns or zephyrs was laid

en the table. From a box was taken a

bunch of green yarn, and the fireman was

asked to designate its color. He promptly

said "green,' and be was then told to pick

out 10 strands each having a green shade.

ThU was repeated with two other colors,

and the examination was completed. The

lest marks are based on the result of the

examinations and a record is kept of them.

— I'itlslmrgh Pn*t.

How to Make ltivet Holes.

My ideas have undergone a change on the

subject of making rivet holes, i used to

think that punched holes in iron plates

were weaker than those which were drilled. I

nowfind that they are really a trifle stronger

—if thev have been properly punched. The

reason is that there is a sort of flow of metal

around the punch. When it starts in through

tlit- plate it makes a slight depression in it

before any metal appears on the other side;

then when the plug falls out it will be found

of less density than the plate from which it

was punched. Some of the metal has been

forced from before the punch into the walls

of the hole, making a kind of bushing of

compressed iron winch renders that hole

les» liable to tear when shearing strain is

placed upon it than if it had never been so

reinforced. For steel plates I still stick to

the notion of the desirability of either drill

ing the rivet holes or reaming them out

after punching, the reason being that the

operation of punching effects a sort of tem

pering of the walls of the hole, and the

metal thus tempered is more brittle than it

was before having this change effected in it.

—Ihihert Grimshair in The Tradesman.

Whbn an English engineer (driver) re

verses his engine to avoid an accident, be

says he "fixed" her. In an accident not

long since, we note the driver reported:

"On seeing shunting engine outside the

home signal. I applied the vacuum, fixed

engine and jumped off."—Locomotive Engi-

v.'riTi<;;

A LAiuiK profit sharing concern is that of

the N. O. Nelson Manufacturing Company,

.St. Louis. At its works in LeClaire and

Mound City. 111., and St. Louis it employs

about 500 bands. During the seven years

ending with 1892 it paid to wages a total

dividend of 54 per cent. In 1889 the day's

work was fixed at nine boms without a re

duction of wages. Early in July last, owing

to the depression in its trade—plumbing

ware—it was mutually agreed that three-

fourths of the wages should be paid in cash,

the other fourth to be paid whenever the

net profit* should exceed interest on capital

at (> percent, during the months of full pay,

and at 41 per cent, during the term of three

quarters pay. On October 1st the company's

business bad improved to a point warrant

ing return to the full cash payment of

wages.—American Machinist.

From what has been learned about the

invention of the link motion, by examining

the older locomotives at the World's Fair,

an impression has gone forth that to Amer

ica belongs the credit of the invention of

the link motion. The manly letter from

Mr. Clement E. Strctton, 0. E., of Leicester,

England, on the subject, published in an

other column, shows that English engineers

are disposed to give honor where honor is

due on this important question. From what

Mr. Stretton says, itis likely that the inven

tion of James exerted important influence

on tin; development of valve motion in Eng

land, since the drawings sent from America

by the inventor of the link induced For

rester & Co., locomotive builders, of Liver

pool, to adopt the four eccentrics, which

prepared the way for the reinvention of the

link motion.— Txtcomotire. Engineering.

It is announced that the Palace of Fine

Arts, in Jackson Park, is to be preserved for

the purpose of ;in immense museum for the

preservation of objects of national interest,

largely composed of some of the recent ex

hibits at the fair. Mr. Marshall Field has

donated SI ,000,000 toward the museum on

condition that another million is raised out

side, and Mr. Oeorge M. Pullman has given

$100,000 on condition that $400,000 more is

subscribed. The trustees for this museum

are actively at work trying to raise the fur

ther amounts. The building selected is en

tirely fireproof, and is 500 leet long by 320

feet wide, intercepted by a transept and

nave 100 feet wide and 70 feet high.—Nation

al Car and Locomotive Builder.

A plot of ground at the corner of Broad

way and Pine street, this city, recently sold

at next to the highest price ever paid in this

city. The price was nearly $2S(i per square

foot, which is equivalent to about $12,458,-

100 per acre.—American Machinist.
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It Cured 111.- Old Mail.

The railroad superintendent who thinks

that every detail of work, from the driving

of a spike to the entering of a voucher, the

repairing of a passenger car and the build

ing of a bridge are all dependent upon his

personal supervision, is last disappearing,

but he still is represented. There was

once a superintendent named Pettibone,

on a New England road, who was the worst

representative of this class I have ever met,

remarked the promoted conductor.

Pettibone was one of the small bore men

who not only persistently bossed every

thing, but made himself intensely hateful

to the men he was directing in the wrong

way.

It came to pass that Pettibone fell sick,

and there was rejoicing all over the road,

for he was confined to bed. He fretted and

fumed and acted like a mad man in bed,

exciting himself in a fashion that threw

him into a very serious condition. He felt

that everything was going to rack and ruin,

that office clerks were reading stories in

business hours, that the shopmen were

talking politics instead of working, and that

the trackmen were devoting more time to

their garden patches than to raising low

joints. These thoughts were gall and b't-

terness. He felt that if he lay there an

other week all the locomotives and cars be

longing to the company would be battered

up in wrecks. There was not a train dis

patcher on the system who could keep trains

apart without his advice--so bethought;

and the engineers would be running like

rockets when they knew that he was on his

beam ends.

Between a real fever and fretting his con

dition became so serious that his physician

told him that he might die at any moment.

( In hearing this he sent for Conductor Burns,

the only man on the road that he had con

fidence in. Burns and the super had been

brakemen together.

" How are things on the road, Jim?" he

asked, when Burns was shown into the sick

room.

"First rate," said Burns; '"they were

never better."

" How many accidents haae there been

since I was confined in this cursed room?"

"Accident? Not any accident that I

have heard about."

" No accidents ! Have there been no col

lisions or trains getting ditched?"

" Nary a collision, and no ditching except

what the trackmen are doing."

" Do people talk much about my sick

ness?"

" Never heard a man say a word about it

except Phil Green, the office cleaner, and

he remarked that there had been peace in

mv illness must have depressed the stock of

the road ?"

" Depressed? It's up to "1, and it never

got above (Mi before."

"Well, well," groaned Pettibone. "No

man is ever missed in this world. The road

just going on as well as if I were around!

The stock rising while 1 am lying here!

A man might as well die and be done with

it." And he lay down and resigned himself

to his fate. Resignation was what his sys

tem needed, and he was out in two week-.

The first thing he did was to discharge Phil

Green, but he reinstated him next day.

The old man was never quite so domineer

ing after his term of sickness. LoroiimH';-

Ellf/iurrrilKJ.

And the Next Pay Was a Cold One.

"If I want to get oft' at Seventy-second

street," said the man with the brown valise,

" can I go on this train ?"

" You can, sir," answered the jaunty

brakeman.

Half an hour later the train whizzed by

Seventy-second street at a 30-mile gait.

" 1 thought you told me you stopped at

this station?" exclaimed the man with tin-

brown valise, sharply.

" (), no?" answered the jaunty brakeman.

pleasantly. " You asked me if you could

go on this train. Anybody can go on thin

train. Auburn P-a-r-k!"

This was why the jaunty brakeman got a

letter next day from the superintendent of

the road expressing regret that the compa

ny would be compelled to get along without

his services from that time forth.

The man with the brown valise happened

to be the president of the road.—f 7nV»i</..

Tilbmn'.

the place since the old man was laid up."

But. .lim, you must have noticed th
:<t

Meclumieal .Skill at a Discount.

One of the difficulties which all designers

of new mechanical appliances seeking t>>

have their ideas carried out in shops now

frequently encounter is the wrant of all-

round mechanical skill. Fifty years ago it

was common to find in any machine shop

claiming to be a first class establishment

men, who, if called upon to do it, could

construct almost any complicated machine,

performing all parts of the work, including

drawings, patterns and lorgings, and sonic

could be found who, if necessary, could do

the molding and casting also. Turning; and

screw-cutting were not unfrequently done

at that period by the use of hand tools, the

supremacy of machine tools having not yet

become universal. The performance of spe

cial work by special machines and by men

specially trained to run such machines had

only just begun. In those days a machinist

was equally good at the lathe or the vise and

.•ould chip' and file as well as he could drill

0Y turn. Such classes of workmen as lathe
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hands, bench-hands, planer-hands, slotting-

machinc- hands, milling -machine -hand?,

etc., were tlien unknown. With the mul

tiplication of special machinery all along

the line, the specialization of labor has kept

pace: ami although this has resulted in the

production of a much hner grade of work at

a much decreased cost, it has almost elim

inated the-old-time. all-round machinist.

In those days a man having an experi

mental machine to build, would place it in

charge of one or two workmen competent

to construct any part of it and to assemble

the |>arts together into the complete ma-

chin**. To keep in touch with one or two

minds is much easier than to be obliged to

explain and re-explain ideas to many differ

ent men; and new ideas constantly demand

new constructions which are much more

difficult to get produced in workmanlike

manner now than formerly, unless they are

adapted to he made by existing special

tools.

♦ rood mechanics arc gradually becoming

scarcer in all trades, while the number of

mere operatives capable of running some

particular kind of machine and capable of

doing nothing else superlatively well, are

multiplying. This is the inevitable result

of the replacing of hand labor by machine

work; and it is one of the undesirable

effect!- that in some measure counterbalance

the undeniable benefits which have accom

panied the invention ami special adapta

tion of machines for performing work for

merly done wholly by manual labor with

hand tools. Mrrlirinieiil Xiirx.

All I'.tiuiiMM'ihi^ Blunder.

Colonel L. 1). Carver was a passenger on

the train to Waldoboro Tuesday, and just

beyond Warren he startled those around

him by pointing to a good-sized lake that

was near the track and said, " Is that a new

pond?" "No," was the answer, "it's been

there for years." *' I can't understand it,"

said the colonel. ''Can't understand what'.'"

•'Why, how it was the builders of the Knox

A Lincoln lost such an elegant opportunity

to build a bridge. By swinging a little to

the south'ard they might have built as

pretty a stretch of bridge as there is on the

entire road." Rockl<nnl ( Me. ) t 'mirier.

A \ erv sensible order has been issued by

the president of the New York. New Haven

A Hartford, to the effect that the heads of

departments must not retain their relatives

in the employment of the company. If a

rule similar to this existed on all railroads,

there would be fewer incompetent men

holding important positions. For years

there was very little of the evil known as

nepotism in tlie railroad world, but it has

been growing very rapidly of late. < »n some

roads there is scarcely an officer to be found

who is not a nephew or cousin or brother-

in-law, or some relative of a man in high

authority. The thing is not fair to the com

pany where it exists, and is a real grievance

to good men who have earned promotion.

— IjMitmtitifr EiminreriiHj.

The fifth of the large gtms for the navv

lias been completed. The guns arc K! inch

i-alihre. A gun with its carriage costs half

a million dollars, 'flu projectile used weighs

i.l.iO pounds and the powder charge is V>0

pounds. It costs $ii7."> to fire the gun, and

it is calculated to he good lor not more than

5WJ m\\m\". — Amrfirmi MmliiniM.

A decision has been rendered by Judge

Townsend, of the I'nited States Circuit

Court, in the suits of the Westinghouse Air-

Brake Company against the New York Air-

Brake Company for infringement of the

patents relating to the mechanism employed

in their quick-action brake. The decision

decrees that the New York Company's en

gineer's valve, and all forms of their triple-

valve are infringements of the Westing-

house patents. The company using the de

vices named are enjoined from the sale of

them and an accounting in each case is

ordered. The decision allows < ieorge West

inghouse. Jr., very broad claims as inventor

of the quick-action brake, birwnotlrr En

gineering.

Ox November lMth there was an official

trial of electricity as a motive power for

canal boats on the Krie canal. The test was

made not far from Rochester, and is de

clared to have been entirely successful. A

trolly line is used, the wire being stretched

over the canal in much the same manner as

it is stretched over the streets of cities, ex

cept that two wires and two trolleys were

used, one wire and trolley being for the

return current. The motors were of the

Westinghouse type, about as are employed

for street cars, but in this case used to turn

propellers. It is the intention to build

electric tugboats to draw other boats, and

electricity is expected to 'be taken from the

Niagara Kails plant.—Atnerirmi Mailiiiiinl.

Scene in a street car. Conductor comes

along asking for fares. A stylish young

ladv takes a purse out of her bag. deliber

ately takes out a dime and hands it to the

conductor, then closes her purse and puts

it back in her bag. Next passenger is a

Chinaman, who takes a nickel out of his

enr and hands it to the conductor. Conduc

tor hands the young lady the nickel as her

change. Her purse is already in the bug

and she puts the nickel in her mouth while

she unfastens the bag. From Chinaman's

ear to young lady's mouth ! Cgh. Moral :

Never put money in your mouth.- hifmiin-

tivr Engineering.
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Questions anil Answer*.

The following; questions and answers are

clipped from Iwomotirc Engineering:

ThoR. F. Hall, New York, asks:

Will you please answer following question

in your November paper: In the Vauelain

4-eylinder compound engine is it possible to

admit live steam to all the cylinders at the

same time —if so, where does the high-pres

sure cylinder exhaust when using steam in

that way? A.—Yes. AVhen high-pressure

steam is" used the low-pressure cylinders do

all the work, steam is admitted to hotlt ride*

of the high-pressure pistons and they are

thus balanced, or are in equilibrium.

J. Lundburg, Gothenburg; Neb., asks:

Does the crank-pin, in passing back dead

center, cause the crosshead to rest a longer

time at that point than at forward dead

center? A.—No. Crosshead stops anil

starts the same at each center; but it takes

longer for it to go from the center of guides

to back end and return to the center of

guides than to go from the center of guides

to the front end and return—this is because

of the angularity of the main rod.

And this from the American Machinist:

M. P., London, W. C, asks: Is it theoret

ically correct that the draught of a given

chimney for a boiler varies inversely as the

sum of the length of flue and height of chim

ney? A.—No. 3. What would be the effect

practically of increasing the length of the

flue from 5 to 100 feet leading to a chimney

120 feet high, all other conditions remaining

unchanged? -1.—The increase of the length

of the flue will decrease the power of the

chimney. The effect of changing the length

of tlie flue leading into a chimney (50 feet

high ami 2 feet 9 inches square is given in

the following table, which has been taken

from the " Practical Treatise on Meat," bv

T. Box :

U'nptli of

Hue in feet.

Horse

power.

Length of

Hue in feet.

Horse

power.

:*i 107.6 MI0 56.1

l.KI luo.a 1,000 31 A

L1X1 s-..:t 1 ,soo 4:!.:i

ii. 70.S 2,000 its.2

liNI U2.."> a.noo 31.7

The temperature of the gases in this chim

ney was assumed to be 552 degrees Fahr.,

iind that of the atmosphere (52 degrees. The

effect of changing the length of the flue

from 5 to 100 feet in your case will depend

<>n the temperature of the gases in the

chimney and the outer air. But the fore

going table will probably indicate suffi

ciently the rate of change of power caused

by the increase of the length of flue.

( Ink of the first concerns in Newark, N. J.,

to give their employes a practical reminder

that hard times had come was the Consoli

dated Traction Company. This company

has a practical monopoly of street railway

transportation over about 100 square miles

of valuable territory and enjoys public priv

ileges of a most money-making character

which ought to be accorded to no private

corporation. Yet they quickly availed

themselves of the talk of hard times to cut

the wages of their employes to an unscrup

ulous extent. There was no falling-off of

passengers riding on the cars passing over

railroads costing nothing for right of way,

tliere was no reduction of fares and readv

cash continues to be the terms on which

people can ride, yet the officer of the com

pany have the effrontery to announce that

the hard times make it necessary to reduce

expenses.— Ijicamotive Engineering.

The great coal strike in England has been

settled, the men gaining their point in so

far as preventing the proposed reduction of

wages, tliere being, of course, the less justi

fication for the proposed reduction since the

strike has raised prices of coal to fabulous

figures. One result of the long struggle has

been the serious crippling of many of Eng

land's most important industries aside from

the mining and transportation of coal, and

the great disturbance and suffering entailed

have given considerable impetus to the idea

of government control of coal mines, which

are in England even more than in this

country, if such a thing is possible, an ab

solute essential to industrial operations.—

A meriean Machin ist .

Diking the World's Fair 1,45:5,(511 people

paid 50 cents each to ride around in the

Ferris wheel, S72(i,805.50 was " blown in"

this way. After paying off !?:J00,00O, their

indebtedness on bonds, they divided 542(5,-

S05.50 with the Exposition management,

and after paying ill expenses of operation

divided SI50,00(, 'among the stockholders.

Now, William isomers, of Atlantic City, N.

J., sues the Ferris Wheel Co. for infringe

ment of his patent, proves that Mr. Ferris

rode on his little wheel at Atlantic City,

and gets judgment in the Circuit Court—

damages not yet decided on.—Locomotive

Engineering.

A (TRious invention, intended to prevent

the derailment of railroad cars, has been

patented by Henry W. Kirchner, Denver.

He proposes to employ a middle rail. At

tached to the under part of the truck is a

frame that carries two wheels set in bevel

shape, one clasping each side of the rail.

The plan would, no doubt, be effective, but

jt would greatly increase the expanse of

operating a railroad.—Loeomotire Engineer

ing-
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DANGERS KXCOl'NTKKKD BY SURVEYING

ENGINEERS.

The reading world has received many ro

mantic storit-s about the hardships endured

and the hair-breadth escapes made by en

gineers surveying railroads in the western

states, when wild Indians and all sorts of

other wild animals prowled over the wastes

that the railroad engineers were laboring to

bring within the supremacy of civilization.

But the perilous experience of engineers

has not been confined to the west. The

men who located railroads bad occasionally

exciting experiences in some of the moun

tainous regions of the south. Moonshiners

have always been afraid of strangers, and

thev never displayed much discrimination

lietween an engineer looking for a practi

cable route and a ganger searching for

illicit distilleries.

A well-known railroad engineer talking

of exciting experiences, said:

•' I was building a railroad down in Geor

gia in mv younger davs. I am a Georgian,

you know." Once following our surveys I

sau a chance to ride across the mountains,

and thence to my home to visit my father.

It was early in the afternoon when I started

on ray long ride. The moon was shining

high in the heavens when I began to climb.

I was jogging peacefully up the incline.

when from a shadow a horse and rider came

<mt from the side of the road and fell in at

mv side.
'•"Good evening, stranger,' said the man

politely.

-Miood evening, sir,' I said, glad of even

unknown company.

"•Which way you going?' asked my new-

corn pan ion.
"•Over the mountains,' I answered.

•"Reckon I'm going that way, too,' he

said, and then I had an opportunity to look

at my friend's face. It was a strange face.

Smooth shaven, young and yet old. It was

calm and placid, as expressionless as stone,

and yet there was a certain set about the

jaws that kept ine uneasy. And no matter

liuw often I look d at him, bow quickly I

turned my glance on bis face, his deep-set

eves werealways watching me. I felt, even

when 1 did not look at him, that be was

watching me like a cat. We rode for hours,

talking as one does with that class of peo

ple, until at nearly daylight we bad crossed

the mountains and were making our way

along a comparatively level road. When

we cnine to a river which we had to lord,

my friend reined up.

'This is as far as I go,' be said.

""lam sorrv to lose you,' I replied civ

illy.

"Stranger,' be said, when my horse's

forelegs were in the. river, ' where are you

from?'

"'Georgia,' I answered; 'this is my

state.'

" ' Whose boy are you?'

'• • Judge S s.'

'"Is that so?' he said, in a calm voice.

'Why. do you know what 1 took you for?

Revenue! Yes, sir, and I came near shoot

ing you. sir. Half a dozen times on that

ride I made up my mind that you were rev

enue, sir, and each time I was just ready to

do it. Hut I hated to do it, sir, you looked

so square. I'm glad I didn't.'

" ' So am I,' I answered, with a false, jerky

laugh, for that emotionless man gave me

the chills, and I sent my horse across the

ford.

"'Good-by,' I cried from the other side.

"'Good-by, sir.' he answered. Then his

horse carried him off' in the gray light, and

1 felt a sudden sense of great relief. '—Loco

motive JiiKjiiieerimj.

A TENDER SUBJECT.

A speaker at a meeting of the Western

Railroad Club made the following remarks

about locomotive tenders: "The Ameri

can roads have followed the stereotyped de

sign for tenders. There is no originality

about them at all. Every tender on any

New England road is just like the tender

on the Union Pacific or Georgia Central.

There has been no attempt made to im

prove. It is inconvenient in many respects

and unworthy, I think, of our American

genius in designing locomotives."

We do not take such a despondent view

of the American invention of tenders as

the speaker quoted appears to entertain.

We do not believe that the uniformity in

tenders arises so much from poverty of in

ventive fertility as from the form being

susceptible of little improvement. The

American tender did not at once assume

the form that is now so familiar. It grew

up gradually into that form, and the ar

rangement is the survival of the fittest.

We have never seen tenders that were

much different from the American form

that were not inconvenient to the fireman.

He is the principal man to be accommo-

doted in the design of a tender. If it suits

him the tender mav be considered about

right.—Ijocomot i rr hngiiwering.

Tiik annual report of the Commissioner

of Patents shows that the number of patents

granted during the fiscal year, including re

issues, was 2:5,471. The number of ex

piring patents was l:i,l>72. The total re

ceipts lor the year were $1,288,809, and the

expenditures ^1 ,1 11,444. The increase in

receipts over the previous vear was $20,082,

and the decrease m expenditures of $2,690.

The balance in the treasury to the credit of

the Patent Office, $4,279,800.—American Ma-

rltiiltxt.
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Woman's Department.

EDITED BY IDA A. HARPER.

Letters for publication should be directed to Ida A

Hurper, Stanford University, California.

OXE l'HASEOF THE I.. i BOIt Ql'E.STIOX.

That progressive English writer and re

former, Walter Besant, has been stirring up

considerable opposition in a series of articles

on the new order of things which permits

women to enter the occupations formerly

followed by men. lie writes somewhat

against the innovation, which naturally

calls forth a protest from women to whom

it is a matter of daily bread. This is a many-

sided question, it is in an evolutionary state

and it is not possible to make assertions on

either side broad enough to cover all its

varied phases. Mr. Besant attempts to

classify working women under the following

heads as to their reasons for work:

1. Because their intellectual activity will not allow

them to rest itt home. Such a woman, for instance,

was George Eliot. There arc intellectual openings for

thein in every direction. A woman of this kind may

study medicine, science, history: 'she may leach as

w ell as study ; she may write ; she may become a jour

nalist or an' editor: she may lecture. Any of these

lives is better to such u bruin than the old-fashioned

social round and domestic duties, the embroidery,

the piano jUayini:. anil the small arts. These are the

happy workers : but these are not the average.
■J. 'Because they must earn money somehow.

Among these are the unhappy workers, the unwilling

workers, who miss the life tn'cy would prefer.

:t. Because they want to make a little more money

for dress or for spending.

4. Because they have taken up a cause, and feel

called upon to speak, act, write, and work for it.
.">. Because they have become '■ advanced *' women,

ami they want, above all things, to show that they are

as goodas the men.

(». Because their borne lives are so deadly dull and

unsocial, and lonely and vacuous, thut they want u

change.

The world needs the work of the women

included tinder the first head, and the argu

ment against them is growing weaker, al

though it was waged violently within the

present generation. All the force of scorn,

ridicule and denunciation was poured upon

the women who fust dared to preach, prac

tice law or medicine or speak in public and

every possible avenue of preparation was

closed against them. The teacher hail to ad

vance cautiously from the t hue when she was

permitted to teach only the very youngest

children, up to the present, when she tills

the position of president in some of our best

colleges. She even has had to contend for

every inch of the ground which should allow

her to have an education. In literarv work

she has had a fairer field, because, with a pen

in her hand, she could strike back. In art

the way has not been made easy. Harriet

Hosmer, our greatest woman sculptor, could

tint! only one institution in this country

which would admit her to pursue the nec

essary studies in anatomy, and the best art

schools were closed to women until recent

years. In music and the drama the strug

gle has not been so great, because women

here could amuse and entertain the public

and therefore the public did not object.

Hut it was when women began crowding

into the already crowded ranks of ordinary

labor that the protest commenced to assume

a serious aspect. This subject is generally

considered from two points of view: 1st.

the effect it will have upon working men;

2nd, the effect it will have upon working

women themselves. The entrance of women

into the occupations has worked a two fold

injury, they say. It has cheapened labor,

and it has made it more difficult for men to

obtain situations. These statements have

been fully discussed in these columns. Wo

men have to underbid men in order to se

cure work and they will continue to do sto

until men protect themselves against the

women just as they are protected against

other men's doing the same thing. They

will have to admit women to their trades

unions and thus secure a mutual interest;

and they will have to obtain the franchise

for women in order to lift them out of their

present dependent and servile condition.

We have one example of a class of disfran

chised men in this country, viz.: the Chinese,

and the result upon labor is apparent. It

the Chinese were voters they would not have

to take lower wages than other laborer*,

because a host of politicians would be on

hand to look after their interests in ex

change for their votes. The entrance of

three million women into the ranksof bread

winners undoubtedly has displaced some

men, but it has lessened, by that many, the

number of consumers and changed them

into producers. In many instances these

women are taking care not only of them

selves but of families, and thus it is a very

nicely balanced question to decide whether

men nave lost or gained by this new order

of things.

When it becomes a matter of work or

starvation for herself and those she loves,

it is criminal to interpose any objection nr

obstacle to the woman's having a full and

free opportunity to do whatsoever her bund

findetn to do. The other classes that Mr.

ltesant mentions must be disposed of briefly.

The third class are often condemned, those

who are not compelled to work but want a

little more spending money. It is said they

have no right to take the work that poor

girls need. When the question is asked,

"Shall these Hrst named girls live in idle

ness?" the answer is: "Let them be em

ployed in the home, and let them engage in

the charitable work of the world which

needs helpers?" At first trlance this seem*

reasonable, and then at once the inquiry

arises. " Are the tastes ami inclinations <<i

i lie girls themselves not to be consulted?"
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We do not iiinke nut a cut and dried pro

gramme for boys to follow. Perhaps these

girls have no taste for household drudgery

or for the endless tusks of the net-die, which

they ran have done for a few dollars per

week l>y some poor girls who need the

money just as much as the poor girls whom

they are supposed to displace in the store

or office. If the father is a man of moder

ate means, why should his daughters be

deprived of all the little luxuries which girls

enjoy, when thev are amply able to earn

them for themselves? And is it not true

that men of wealth are sometimes so parsi

monious with their families that if the latter

have any spirit they gladly assert their in

dependence? Is it not just as natural for

girls, a.* it is for boys, to feel that the laborer

is worthy of his hire, and that they have a

right to exchange their time and labor for

its equivalent in money? It is as impossible

to crush out this feeling in women as it is

men. and it is no more right to do it with

the one than the other. We condemn the

rich man's son who lives in idleness, but

when his daughter wants to work we say

she must not do it bevause she will deprive

some more needv woman of employment.

Where shall we draw the line? Just how

much must a man be worth so that his

daughters shall not become wage earners?

The fourth class who, having taken up a

cause, feel called upon to speak, act, write

and work for it, cannot be blamed, for that

is the only way to make a cause succeed.

It is exactly what men do for the causes in

which they are interested. It would be a

poor sort of a woman who would not do

these things for a cause which she believed

to be right, and if women should stop doing

them the world would very soon begin to

degenerate. The lifth class are not very

numerous. Women do not have to take

very much trouble to prove that they are

as good as men. The world generally ac

cepts this fact without proof. But men

have been saying to women for centuries,

" You i-liall not do this or that, because vou

cannot do it," and it is only natural, when

the chance offers, for women to demon

strate that what they lacked was the oppor

tunity, not the ability. This is only human

nature, and women are human, although

tbey have not always been treated as if

they were.

An immense number of women belong to

the sixth class, more than most people

imagine. .Soii>e of them are not naturally

domestic and would be restless and discon

tented no matter what the home surround

ings were. This is unfortunate if they hap

pen to he wives, but, as girls inherit from

the father rather than from the mother,

perhaps thev are not to blame for this dis

position. The vast majority of women,

however, are. by nature, fond of domestic

life and willing to do their part in render

ing it pleasant. If home life become
•'deadly dull and unsocial, lonely and vac

uous," it is because the husband does not

do his part toward making it otherwise. If

a woman is left alone day and night, if she

receive no affection, encouragement, sym

pathy or companionship, if she is thrown

entirely upon her own resources for enter

tainment, it is not surprising if she grows

desperate and demands a change. If she

is satisfied with some honest, wage-earn

ing employment, the husband, possibly,

has reason to congratulate himself that

it is no worse. You can not stop a ferment

by sealing up a bottle. Men are not going

to check this increasing restlessness and

discontent by refusing women an oppor

tunity to work it off. Husbands must go

to the root of the evil, ascertain how lur

they themselves are responsible, and where

the remedy is to be found. They must di

vide the earnings fairly with the wife, di

vide their time also and give her a fair

share. The average business man has so

little leisure for social courtesies and pleas

ures that it is not worth while to divide it,

his wife is entitled to enjoy all of it with

him. If husbands would spend less time in

standing on the corners and discussing

these things, and more in considering how

far they are to blame for them, they might

do a great deal to check this modern ten

dency among women to exchange the do

mestic arts for those which bring in more

acceptable returns.

The saddest feature of this whole ques

tion of wage-earning women, the one

which makes us lay down our pen in des

pair, is that relating to those wives and

mothers whom poverty compels to work

outside of the home. We find them in the

factories, in the mines, in the sweat shops,

bearing the three-fold burden of house

keeping, of maternity, of wage-earning, a

condition worse than slavery. Broken

down and miserable themselves, they bring

weak and sickly children into the world, to

die in infancy or make the race in life

handicapped by enfeebled constitutions

and wretched environment. The infant

mortality among these people is many

times as great as among those where the

mothers can give their time and strength

to their families. These women do not go

outside of the home from choice but from

necessity. There is not space here to dis

cuss the reasons for this deplorable state of

affairs. It must be charged in part to the

imperfections of our present industrial

system, but in part it is due to generatioi.s

of ignorance, improvidence, intemperance

and the many evils through which the

poor and degraded continue to fasten upon

themselves and their descendants, their

poverty and degradation. Theirs is a con
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dition which cannot be cured by charity or

abolished by laws. Their salvation calls

for the application of scientific and ethical,

as well as legal remedies. Social questions,

of which this is but one phase, are begin

ning to take precedence of all others; and

we find much hope for the future in the

fact that they are engaging the attention

of able minds, not only in religion and

philanthropy, but in science and states

manship, and promise practical results.

THE FBA XCHISE FOR WOMEX.

The movement for woman suffrage is ex

tending into many parts of Europe. At

Vienna, a short time ago, a public meeting

was held, attended by over a thousand wo

men, including many wealthy property own

ers. They resolved to petition Parliament.

Let us hope it will not be half a century be

fore their petition is answered, as has been

the case in this country. It is over forty-

five years since the women of free America

began to petition the legislatures for the

privilege of a vote. In the December num

ber of the Firemen's Magazine, in his able

article on "Trades Union and State Social

ism," Geo. C. Ward refers to that "God

given gift, the American ballot." If it is a

"gift from God," how does it happen that

men have monopolized it? "Organized

labor's salvation lies in the direction of

united action at the ballot box," he says.

If the ballot is so powerful an agent of pro

tection for one's interests, how is it that it

is peristently refused to women ? Have they

no interests to protect '.' Will not Mr. Ward

give us an article on this subject? The

strongest hope that woman has for the ulti

mate possession of the ballot lies in the

action of the workingmen. The great Fed

eration of Labor, with Mr. Gompers at its

head, declared, in its national convention,

fur the franchise for women. Let us hope

this will be done at some national conven

tion of firemen in the near future. The

Central Trades Unions of New York, of

Massachusetts, of Michigan, and of other

states, have passed strong resolutions fav

oring the suffrage for women. The labor

periodicals, almost without exception, arc-

in favor of it.

During the recent fight in Colorado, to

secure the passage of an amendment which

should enfranchise the women of that state,

the Knights of Labor made this cause their

own and worked heroically for its success.

Under their auspices Mrs. Leonora Barry

Lake canvassed the state, addressing open

air meetings where no buildings could be

found large enough to hold the crowds. A

reliable report from there says: " In those

parts of the state where organized labor and

a high order of intelligence prevailed, suf

frage gained the day ; in those sections where

labor was unorganized and the intellectual

standard was low, it met with a crushing

defeat." The measure carried bv a majority

of between 6,000 and 7,000. It grants to wo

men the right to vote for everv official, from

constable to President of the United States.

Colorado is the first state in the Union to

confer the franchise upon women by popu

lar vote. Prominent women speakers were

sent into the state, and the State Equal Suf

frage Club did splendid work. At a mass

meeting held in Denver, the day after the

election, a vote of thanks was adopted to

the leading Republican and Populist papers,

to the trades unions and to the ministers,

all of the more prominent of whom advo

cated the amendment from the pulpit.

The Farmers' Alliance, asan organization,

advocates equal suffrage. It has its prece

dent in the Grange. This was one ot the

very first organizations to admit women to

membership and to the offices on equal

terms with men and it has always been

consistent in this regard. In New York,

Massachusetts and Connecticut, where the

Grange is very strong, their state associa

tions have repeatedly declared for woman

suffrage and have petitioned the legislatures

to grant it. The Prohibition party is an

advocate of the franchise for women". It re

mains to be seen which of the two dominant

parties, the Democratic or Republican, will

be the first to recognize the inevitable and

declare for equal suffrage. As we have said

before, the party which secures this privi

lege for women will perpetuate itself for

many years, and we shall see before a great

while which will have the sagacity to avail

itself of the tide that is so plainly setting in

toward this long delayed act of justice.

There is reason to believe that at the

coming constitutional convention of New

York an equal suffrage amendment will be

adopted. This will have to be submitted to

a vote of the men of the state, and there is

not much hope that the saloon element of

New York City, which practically controls

the politics of the state, will permit it to

pass. Kansas will vote, at the next elec

tion, on an amendment giving full suffrage

to women, and there isa good prospect that

it will he carried in this progressive state.

The bill was lost by a very small majority

in a number of state legislatures last season

and will be brought up again this winter.

It may properly be regarded as one of the

leading questions of the day, and both men

and women should inform themselves in

regard to its merits and demerits.

ht the ha r.

In Italy the ministry resigned and. the

dispatches tell us, the lionse wan in an up

roar, the men shook their fists, hurled in

sults at each other and made threat* of per

sonal violence, until the president was

compelled hastily to adjourn the meeting.
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Similar seenes*were enacted in the French

Chamber of lenities and a disgraceful riot

was barely averted. And yet what a wail

goes up from the press if there are some

differences of opinion at a meeting of a W.

C. T. I*, convention or the Board of Lady

Managers. " It will never do to lot women

take part in our councils," say the men,

'* they are too emotional and too much

lacking in calmness and poise and dignity

and deliberation aud other masculine attri

butes."

• *
A short time ago Governor Flower, of

Xew York, appointed Susan B. Anthony

one of the managers of the state industrial

school for girls. When she visited the

school she found that seventeen of the

girls stood over the wash tubs and ironing

tables six days in the week the entire year,

doing the laundry work for the institution.

At the boys' industrial school, a short dis

tance away, was a laundry fitted up with

all the modern machinery. Miss Anthony

finally convinced the authorities that a few

of these girls could take the clothes over to

this laundry and do the whole washing and

ironing in two days. This was done, and

in place of the wash tub there are now being

established a cooking school, millinery and

dress-making departments, so that these

girls may be fitted to earn an honest living

when thev go out into the world. And yet

people will go right on arguing that we do

not need women on the boards of our pub

lic institutions.

• *
The papers continue to assert that cigar

ette smoking is becoming a common prac

tice among women. There probablv is no

way of proving this assertion. We hope it

is not not true. Men not only ruin them

selves by the intemperate use of tobacco,

but they entail upon their children weak

and diseased minds and bodies. If mothers

also are to form the tobacco habit, there

does not seem to be much hope for the com

ing generations. Girls, as well as boys, are

likely to inherit from the father a taste for

tobacco or liquor. Men have set the ex

ample for centuries, and the wonder is that

women have not long ago taken to drinking

and smoking in self-defense. Women have

been the preservers of morality and decency

for untold ages, and we believe they will

continue so to be, but there is no especial

reason why this should be required of them,

except that it is easy for men to shift the

responsibility.

• *

The Iowa Columbian commission, by a

unanimous vote, presented Mrs. Emma P.

Ewing with a valuable gold medal, in rec

ognition of her excellent series of lessons

in the use of corn meal during the World's

fair. They attracted large audiences and

suggested undreamed of possibilities in the

use of this most edible grain. There is not

enough corn meal used in the average house

hold. It should appear on the table in

some form almost every day. It is worthy

of comment that at the woman's congress

the hall was at no time large enough to ac

commodate the audiences of women anx

ious to hear Mrs. Kwing's lectures on cook

ing. The domestic instinct is the most

largely developed of any in woman. If the

men will provide the homes, there will be

no difficulty in finding the women who will

gladly take care of them.
*

• *
When Lucy Stone and Antoinette Brown,

two public speakers and ardent reformers,

who married the brothers Blackwell, be

came mothers, the world heard nothing of

them for a few years. With wise looks

they said "That is the end of women; when

they marry their public work is ended."

But in a few years they were back at their

work again, one as an editor, the other as a

preacher, and their most efficient helpers

were these same children. A long list of so-

called woman reformers might be given

whose children, both boys and girls, have

become as active and successful as the pa

rents in the same line of work. It is often

said that the sons of distinguished men are

apt to be failures, but this does not seem to

be true of the children of distinguished

women.
*

« *

There are 186 men teachers and 1,372

women teachers in the city of Boston. The

average salary of the former is $240, of the

latter, $70.69. It is not claimed that the

men are any better teachers. A similar

discrepancy in wages exists in all large

cities. In Chicago, women are not permit

ted to occupy the high salaried positions,

no matter how superior their qualifications.

And yet there are people who wonder why

women are not satisfied.
*

• •
There are more than 5,000 women' gar

deners in England, and this is recommended

as an especially suitable occupation for

women. It is evidently a very old one. It

was in a garden that Eve got into all that

trouble ; but perhaps if she had been at

work hoeing the vegetables she would not

have had time for that little conversation

with the serpent, which has brought so

much repentance to her descendants.

»
• «

The news of the recent victory in Colo

rado was received with great enthusiasm at

Wellesley college. Of 022 girls who were

interviewed, 500 declared themselves in fa

vor of woman suffrage, and a telegram of

congratulation was sent to the Equal Rights

A8SOciatian of Colorado. Miss Anthony

sent the girls a letter of love and thanks.
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An interesting letter from Oakland, Cal.,

signed B. L. E., awaits permission to use the

writer's name.—The poem, " Write Them a

Letter Tonight," signed M. C , San An-

tonia, Texas, is not original and can not be

used.—Letters frequently reach me which

are directed simply to Stanford University,

but it is safer to put the name of the state

also, as there may be some mail clerks who

do not know that this University is in Cali

fornia.—In the Woman's Department for

December in the sixth line of the first arti

cle, please read " carelessly " instead of

"earnestly;" and pardon the two or three

errors in grammar which are due to the ec

centricities of the type. In the third para

graph of " Current Notes " the sentence

should read, " Who laid down the law that

millinery is strictly woman's work?".—One

of my >.ewr Year's resolutions was not to

worry over trifles but it is sometimes diffi

cult to decide just what should be consid

ered a trifle.

JMtle Thing*.

Small things are not to be despised. The

coral reef which has caused many ships to

founder is the work of tiny insects. Springs

arc little things, but they are the sources of

large streams.

Little drojts of water, and little grains of sand,

Kill the mighty ocean and form the solid land.

So it is in character. It is the little things

that make that which is great. Words,

looks anil frowns are little things, but thev

wield a powerful influence for good or evil.

Little acts are the elements of true great

ness, and the tests of character, which help

to make the true man. If we will make

the little events of life beautiful and good,

then the whole life will be full of beauty

and goodness. Discoveries are made most

ly by little things. When Franklin made

his discovery of the identity of lightning

and electricity, it was asked: "Of what

use wit?" To which he replied: "What

is the use of a child? It may become a

man." The secret of success in business

and every pursuit in life, is the close obser

vation of little things.

M( -Donald, Tens. Eugenie Hank.

The members of Ft. Pickering Lodge,

No. 2(K>, were treated to a most agreeable

surprise, December 2r>th, in being presented

with an altar cloth and four station scarfs

bv Mrs. J. A. Murray, wife of Brother

Murray. The articles are very handsome

as well as useful and the members, in ex

pressing their grateful appreciation, wish

Mrs. Murray every blessing that a noble

woman merits.

.-I Day Iterant.

I have pttzed upon the mountain*.

rapped with everlasting snow :

Then down to the beauteous valley.

Many hundred feet below.

I have watched the sun go down.

Behind the mountain far away :

Leaving skies more grand and glorious.

Than did artist e'er portray.

I have seen the river pushing.

Through its bed so deep and wide ;

Down between the pretit dark mountains ;

Kissed by willows on each side.

I have loved the little wild flowers.

That around the dark rocks twine :

For they speak to mc of One above.

And tell uf Love Divine.

When I note all nature's grandeur.

Placed on earth to make us glad.

From my sold the question rises:

Why is it : some hearts must be sad ?

LEABV1I.1.K, Col. Sillir H. ljiulfiu.

Ftirttny.

Perhaps the readers will say this is an old

subject, yet it is one on which much can

be said. I am sometimes astonished at

young ladies who are honest in every other

respect, but think it no harm to flirt. They

seem to think if they can engage them

selves to three or four young men and keep

them ignorant of the fact, they have ac

complished a great deed. Do not consider

it a sign of your popularity to be accom

panied by several escorts, for popularity ip

not gained by flirting. I have seen a young

man place all his confidence in a young

lady and believe she was in earnest, and

that she would be true to him. But when

she could find a new suitor she would tell

the first "she was only joking," or "she

didn't love him." and then he would realize

that he has been "buildingon the sand."

Of course, he is glad she didn't marry him,

but it will be a long time before he can

place so much confidence in another woman.

How often the victims of such cruel jokes

have sought relief in the saloon, or have

put an end to their miserable lives. Is it

any wonder that we often meet men who

say " they haven't any confidence in any

thing a woman says ? "

But girls do not do all the flirting, ignite

often 1 have seen men seem to to young la

dies, and after they had wontheir affections

they would say, " I didn't think she would

care for me, or I would not have gone so

far." We should rememberto " do unto

others as we would they should do unto us."

Now, 1 know there are some who think

there is no harm in a flirtation, but show

me the man or woman who are willing to

give their pure anil ardent love to a regular

flirt. To be sure the fairv prince will prob

ably come, but not in a flirtation.

McDox vi.i>, Tens. Kugmin Han-k.
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ARBITRATION.

We have mi our table Transportation tor

September, 18SW, in which appear* the

thoughtful article captioned, " Arbitration

as Applied t<> Railroad Corporations and

their Employes," by Edward A. Moseley,

Secretary of the Interstate Conmierce Com

mission.

Mr. Moseley is in a position to write in

structively and entertainingly of railroad

affairs. His position as Secretary of the

Interstate Commerce Commission enables

him, in many matters, to be approximately

correct, where others are left to wrestle

with statements, which, to put it mildly,

are often vague, and so elastic that they

can be twisted about in a way to suit a

great variety of views and conclusions.

Railroad employes will feel under obliga

tions to Mr. Moseley for giving certain im

portance to their calling which it has been

the- ambition of railway magnates to deny,

especially at such times as the employes

have had a grievance which they have de

sired to have removed by the said magnates.

Mosely recites numerous propositions re

lating to "combinations of capital" and

"organizations of labor," stating that "they

represent the two great interdependent and

interacting forces of industry," and adds:

overwhelming |*>wer in the hands of the first means

nnl*e«rable oppression to the other, while extreme

advantage conferred upon the latter would, if nn-

widely used, inflict ruin upon the former. Each side

is governed by the dominion motive of self-Interest,

and they should be placed nod kept upon equal foot-

injr. To do this full recognition of labor organiza

tion* is essential. A corporation which lias bntin

and sinew for its capital should la* regarded as sim

ilar, in a lciml sense, to a joint stock concern with a

paid up money capital This much I believe is due

to labor in any branch of industry.

The term, "overwhelming power," we

suppose means autocratic, absolute power

—the power to grant, the power to with

hold—and this power corporations possess

in certain cases, or, if limited at all, it is

only when labor organizations have inter

fered to check its sway. It is impracticable

to parallel a money corporation and a labor

organization. They are essentially dis

similar. They cannot be "placed and

kept upon a similar footing," not even when

" a corporation with brain anil sinew for its

capital " is pronounced, in a "legal sense,"

the equal of "a joint stock concern with a

paid up money capital." True it is that

capital is unproductive without labor, and

that, in so far as great industrial enterprises

are concerned, labor is unproductive with

out capital, but such statements are the

merest platitudes in the discussion of the

comparative power of a capital corporation

and a labor organization, or, if you please,

a labor corporation. Mr. Moseley refers to

Homestead, and Homestead confirms our

position, vividly illustrates our idea. Say,

for instance, the capital corporation of

Homestead represented $10,(XX>,000, and the

labor corporation at Homestead represented

10,000 men of " brain and sinew." There

are the two " corporations " side by side,

dominated by "self-interest." The capi

tal corporation possessed " overwhelming

power," the corporation of "brains and

sinew " in the contest had, in fact, no

power at all, or if it had power, by exerting

it did so to its own injury. True, it stop

ped the productiveness of capital, which,

demanding neither food, clothing, nor shel

ter, subject to neither sickness, sorrow,

pain nor death, could retire, keep quiet and

wait, while the labor corporation starved,

froze, went naked, took sick and died.

What "extreme advantage conferred" upon

the labor corporation could have inflicted

ruin upon the capital corporation that

would not have been equally ruinous to

itself? and even suppose it had utterly

wiped out of existence the Homestead mills,

the comfort of Carnegie and Frick and those

indentified with them as capitalists would

not have been marred, while the stock
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holders in the corporation of " brain and

sinew " would have perished.

In discussing troubles arising between

laborand certain capitalists—never between

labor and capital—it is readily admitted

that parties to the controversies are gov

erned by "self-interest." This self-inter

est question presents widely different

phases when discussed from points of ob

servation occupied by a capital corporation

and a labor organization. Mr. Moseley is

well aware that the estimated value of the

railroads of the United States represents

not less than four billions of dollars of

viiter—of fraud. It is called "capitaliza

tion," and capital corporations perpetrate

the frauds. Labor corporations exhibit to

the world no such "self-interest." They

have never demanded more than would af

ford their " stockholders " of " brain and

sinew" a respectable living. Hence it is

seen that on the one hand capital corpora

tions are animated by a " self-interest " es

sentially different from that which charac

terizes labor corporations or organizations.

Labor corporations carry no watered invest

ments. Congress nor the states give them

land. Their schemes to wreck and rob

have not called for congressional legislation

nor state legislation to put an end to their

perfidies—they have only "brain and

sinew," and it is Mr. Moseley's idea to legis

late in such a way as to bring about an

"equality of power and force" between the

two corporations and thereby establish ar

bitration. He says:

One is the full recognition of ruihviiy labor societies

as corporations. The other is the settlement of dis

putes bet ween railway employer ami railway employes

by means of compulsory arbitration between the men

represented by their labor corporation as one party

and the stockholders of the company represented by

the railway corporation as the other party. We then

obtain that rqimlity of /nnrrr and Joirr trlu'rh rf/m/W*

the essential requisites of friendly relation, respect,

consideration and forbearance. Disputes between

employers and employes can be satisfactorily ad

justed only upon the basis of fair concession and

mutual advantage. The strict rules of law are wholly

inapplicable to such controversies, and so far the

only plan which appears to otTcr a solution of the

difficulty is arbitration. It is not conceded to be

practicable to compel the parties engaged in product

ive enterprises to accept arbitration, but that objec

tion loses all its force when it is proposed to limit it

to those enquired in railway transportation.

There is associated with the term "arbi

tration" that which smacks of justice,

equity, fair play ; the same is true of courts

established to administer justice even

handed, but pity it is that courts are un

certain, so unreliable that men are advised

to "keep out ot court"—but there is this

thing about judicial proceedings in courts

of law -men may"/'/""') an<l t'lt> propriety

of exercising the privilege is shown in the

fact that the decisions of lower courts are

often reversed, but if we understand Mr.

Moseley, his idea is to have the decision of

arbitrators ,final. He says:

But so far as the settlement of disputes in which

the public has direct interest is concerned, like those

arising in the course of railway employment, con

gress unquestionably has power to comiad arbitra

tion. The tendency of congress to remgnize labor

associations has already been shown. It Is but a

step further to provide that organizations of railway

employes shall, when disputes arise with railway

managers, tile approved bonds with designated of

ficials for and in behalf of the men, that they

will abide by the decision of the tmard of arbitration:

that the railway corporations shall likewise file sim

ilar lionds; and that awards made under such condi

tions shall be enforcible in the courts.

It does not require a *•<•>■ to see at once

that Mr. Moseley mapsout a stupendous job.

It may be true that congress lias the power

to compel railroad employes to arbitrate, to

single them out from all other classes of

wage earners and rob them of their right to

choose their own methods of settling their

own grievances. Says Mr. Moseley: " It is

not conceded to be practicable to compel

the parties engaged in productive enter

prises to accept arbitration, but that objec

tion loses all its force when it is proposed to

limit it to those engaged in railway trans

portation." Why it " loses all its force "

Mr. Moseley does not inform the public, but

it is easy to fathom the omission. When

the railway corporation, being a " common

carrier," oppresses its employes, and the

employes quit work, the "common carrier"

and the /mlilie are inconvenienced, hence, it

is necessary for congress to pass a law" pro

viding that railway employes shall >n>l quit

work, but shall apply for arbitration and

rnitiiiu at wink pending a decision. He

says :

Moreover, questions arising between employer and

emphnc demand the most prompt method of settle

ment : and pending final settlement the relations

.,,sistiug at the time the disputes arose should l»c

,itinuiined tiutl the parlies should bear their gnev
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nutv* patiently during that period and rely upon just

and proper revision ami adjustment by the board of

arbitration.

It is worthy of remark that when railway

corporations have grievances against an em

ploye they discharge him. or subject him

to whip penalty—lay him off for a period of

time, which is simply tifiueoi so many dol

lar?, hut the grievance of the corporations

against their men is, that the men annoy

the corporation with their grievances, and

insist upon sending their grievance com

mittees to "headquarters" to obtain redress.

This action, on the part of the employes,

through their organizations lias become so

ml'uiKf that the corporations desire the utter

overthrow of the organizations, as has some

times been accomplished. The organiza

tions are thoroughly equipped to arbitrate,

to compromise, to give and take, to settle

every difficulty, but, as in the case of the

Ivohigh Valley corporation, the officials

utterly refused to talk matters over with

the officials ot the organizations, President

Wilbur contending that to make conces

sions would be, in effect, to abandon the

control of the road to the organizations.

To overcome this difficulty, organizations

of railway employes are to be regularly

rliartmd by congress, the intimation be-

ingthat when so chartered they shall be

empowered to make contracts for the men

who are members of the organizations, and

this idea is emphasized by Mr. Moseley when

referring to the "pecuniary" irresponsibil

ity of individual members, which he sug

gests would lie removed when the organi

zation is empowered to "treat with the

mrporation," which, boiled doini, means,

pimply that the officials of an organiza

tion of railway employes shall have the

authority to hire, out the members of the

organization, make all needed contracts for

them—a species of chattel slavery that

would decimate the organizations as if

struck with the plague.

Manifestly, arbitration of a voluntary char

acter is well enough, but the instant com-

puLsory arbitration is suggested, manhood,

citizenship, independence and self-respect

r«-rolt. We have already, as has been sttg-

P'Sted, the courts, all the way up from a

justice of the peace to the silk-gowned

h«<iy known as the Supreme Court of the

United States, and we have laws enough, it

they were woolen blankets, to keep the

frigid zone warm. An arbitration court or

courts, for to do any good there would have

to be a multitude of them, would make a

complex problem more complicated. A

moment's reflection will confirm the con

clusion. The statistician of the Interstate

Commerce Commission informs the public

that there are 171,503 milesof railroad track

in the Cnited States, controlled by 1,822 cor

poral ions, employing 821,41 5 persons. These

employes, on lines sufficient to encircle the

earth seven times, have a great number of

grievances, and since Mr. Moseley says,

"questions arising between employer and

employe demand the most prompt method

of settlement," it would seem advisable to

have a Board of Arbitration for each rail

road corporation, or 1,822 boards, ready to

adopt " the most prompt method of settle

ment." If each Board of Arbitration con

sisted of three members then there would be

spawned upon the country r>,44(> arbitrators,

or, if the Boards of Arbitration were to

itinerate, their traveling expenses and hotel

bills would be enormous ; bills would peep

o'er bills, and bills on bills arise, until there

would be a revolt.

But there is another thing to be consid

ered. Mr. Mosely suggests the giving of

bonds by the organizations of railway em

ployes to abide by the decision of the Board

of Arbitration. To illustrate: take a rail

road, say of 1,000 miles, on which the fire

men have a grievance ; suppose there are on

the road twenty lodges, or organizations, of

firemen. Is it to be understood that each one

of the twenty organizations is to give bond

before arbitration can begin ? The inquiry

is pertinent—grows out of the arbitration

question—or is it to be understood that the

Grand Lodge of the firemen's order is to

give the bond and be held responsible? If

the latter idea is to be adopted, the Grand

Lodge, if it had wings and could out-travel

a homing pigeon, would not be able to

respond to the demand. In a word, is the

proposition, compulsory arbitration, as sug

gested by Mr. Moseley, or any other gentle

man, practicable?

Moreover, Mr. Moseley makes some sug

gestions which to our mind upset the
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superstructure. He seems to have an idea,

after all, that there are insuperable diffi

culties in the way, found in the fact that

the right sort of men to act aH arbitrators

are about as scarce as watermelons in

Greenland. He says:

To make arbitration effective and just, the arbitra

tors should he drawn from the vicinage and with

particular reference to the particular case. A man

who knows nothing about the work involved is not

qualified to decide the question. When the matter

in controversy involves how many hours a man

should work, what pay he should receive, or any of

the questions which cause dispute between the em

ployer and the employe, those questions should be

considered by men familiar with the particular em

ployment under consideration as well as with the

needs and situation of the employer. Such well in

formed persons are to In* found in every locality, and

when questions arise between employer and em

ployes they are best qualified to decide what conces

sions tire fair and what will redound to the mutual

advantage of the parties. As a rule men who hold

office for life or a denned term are unfit for such po

sitions. A person to be a good arbitrator must be

directly responsible in etery ease. Men who hold

definite terms of office are placed in a position where

they regard mankind as divided into classes, and

they have, too often, but the instincts and sympathies

of their "class." The ultra-conservative man. the

man whose, whole interest lies in maintaining the

present order of things, is prone to look through the

closed window of his richly furnished apartment,

and in this refracted light and perverted view to

imagine that he sees in the workman passing by

with blouse and dinner pail a member of "the dan

gerous classes." Arbitrators, on the other hand,

should be men who know no class, but who repre

sent the great sovereign whole. The utmost pub

licity should be given to such awards, and to attain

this end the law regulating arbitration mijiht con

tain provision for a report by all boards of arbitration

of the awards made by them to the executive head of

the government and for the formal and official pro

mulgation by him of all awards so made.

Any one who will read the foregoing

carefully, will, we think, conclude that com

pulsory arbitration is not the way out of

troubles between railroad employers and

employes; that the scheme is largely vis

ionary ; that arbitration, well enough under

certain conditions, would likely prove worse

than valueless when made compulsory

without the right to appeal.

Suppose the grievance of the employes

should be opposition to a reduction of

wages of say, 10 per cent. Arbitration is

demanded. Thousands of the men are not

organized, can give no bond and are not,

therefore, in the contest. They simply

submit. Some of the employes receiving

.$:> and $4 a day accept the reduction. We

will say the firemen demand a board of

arbitration to sit in their case. Who arc to

be selected? According to Mr. Moselcy,

men "familiar" with the work, duties ami

responsibilities of firemen, as also with

" the needs and situation of the employer."

In such a case about the best that could lie

done would be to have one fireman on the

board, one railroad official and one—any

body that the fireman and the official might

select. The case is begun. The fireman

Bays "to reduce his pay 10 per cent., 20

cents a day, $»i0 a year, is to subject him

and family to serious privations; that at

his present wages he is barely able to live."

The railroad corporation says "business is

dull; that it pays no dividends, and that in

reducing wages it is governed by necessi

ties that can not be overcome." The board

takes the case and decides that the railroad

corporation must be content with 5 per

cent, reduction, mid that the fireman must

submit to a loss of $30 a year. The corpor

ation is happy because it expected its de-

mauds to be reduced 5 per cent., and

therefore made the cut 10 per cent. It has

got \\ih at it expected in the case, and is

serene. It employs say, 1,000 men, and

by the cut makes a clear gain of from $30,-

000 to $7o,000 a year. True, it may be said

that because of arbitration some of the

men, at least, saved •"> per cent, that other

wise would have been lost. This is assump

tion. It may be that with a strike and a

tie up in full view no reduction would have

been demanded. Victories for the right

have been gained in the past for courageous

men who knew their rights and dared to

defend them.

One of the hallucinations of the period

is that the government is clothed with such

absolute power that it can by statute pro

vide employment for the idle, regulate wages

and do all other things that an autocrat

may do. There is heard from many quar

ters a wild hue and cry in iivor of a pater

nal government, such as exists in Knrope,

where the individual is lost sight of and

the government overshadows everything,

and compulsory arbitration is in that line;

the term "compulsory" has that signifi

cance.
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There are those who think that railroads

should have at least a wmi'-military govern

ment, and that men should be enlisted for a

term of years, tiods! The military idea

was illustrated at Homestead, Buffalo, and

other localities. Still, scabs might enlist.

There are those who seem to be of the

opinion that the relations existing between

t lie government and the corporations, and

between the government and the individ

uals are practically the same, and that

legislation, with equal propriety, may in

clude both. There is, however, this differ-

erence: The government create* the cor

poration, but does not create the individual,

and ours is a government of the people—of

the individual. When the people become

so degenerate as to passively submit to

have their individuality wiped out, to be

herded like cattle, no matter what plausible

arguments are used to accomplish their

degradation, the time will have arrived to

*ing again the old song addressed to the

flag-

•■ Haul down thitt flaunting lie."

Bni.n a railroad at a cost Hay, of $10,000,-

flfiO actual cash. On that sura earnings are

sufficient to pay good wages to employes

and fair dividends to investors. Now, then,

the "Board" wants money," ostensibly for

cars, betterments, etc., and bonds are issued

for f10,000,000 and sold at 50 cents on the

dollar, usually taken by the " Board." To

pay dividends on $20,000,000 wages must be

reduced, etc. Next the road is wrecked and

sold. Bondholders get it for $5,000,000;

profit, 36,000,000. That's business.

s<iur.of our representative workingmen must re-

menihvr tlmt when they pet their legs tinder the desk

uf a millionaire, that it is by no means a solution of

tiii' Ifllmr problem.—i'hitiwo Rkfkt* of lAihtr.

Hut that is just what "some of our rep

resentative workingmen" don't remember,

and as a consequence become the most ab

ject lickspittles to be found in the world.

A lady living at Benton Harbor, Mich.,

has ten thousand worms employed spinning

cocoons. They arc quick and steady and

work cheaper than dagoes, besides they tell

all other orders of silk worms to "mind

their own business.'*

COV. LEWELLING, OF KANSAS, AND

THE TRAMPS.

We take special pleasure in making room

tor Governor Lewelling's famous letter to

the police commissioners of Kansas, relating

to the treatment of unfortunate men railed

tramps. It is as follows:

The man out of work and penniless is. by this leg

islation, classed with "confidence men." I'nder this

statute and city ordinances of simitar import thous

ands of men, guilty of no crime but poverty, intent

on no crime but that of seeking employment, have

languished in the city prisons of Kansas or per

formed unrequited toil on "rock piles'' as municipal

slaves, lwcause ignorance of economic conditions had

made us cruel. The victims have been the poor and

humble for whom police courts are courts of last re

sort—they cannot give bond and appeal. They have

been unheeded and uncared for by the busy world

which wastes no time visiting prisoners in jails. They

have been too poor to litigate with their oppressors,

and thus no voice from this under-world of human

woe has ever reached the ear of an appellate court.

because it was nobody's business to la1 his brother's

keeper.

But those who sit in the seats of power are hound

by the highest obligation to especially regard the

cause of the oppressed and helpless poor. The first

duty of government is to the weak. Power becomes

fiendish if it be not the protector and sure reliance

of the friendless, to whose complaints all other ears

are dull. It is my duty "to see that the laws are

faithfully executed," and among those laws is the

constitutional provision that no instrumentality of

the state "shall deny to any person within its juris

diction the equal protection of the laws." And who

needs to be told that equal protection of the lawsdoes

not prevail where this inhuman vagrancy law is en

forced? It separates men into two distinct classes,

differentiated as those who are penniless and those

who are not, and declares the former criminals. Only

the latter are entitled to the liberty guaranteed by

the constitution. To be found In a city "without

visible means of support, or some legitimate busi

ness," is the involuntary condition of some millions

at this moment, and under the law we proceed to

punish them for being victims to conditions which

we, as a people, have forced upon them.

I have noticed in police court reports that " sleep

ing in a box car " is among the varieties of this heni-

ous crime of being poor. Some police judges have

usurped a sovereign power not permitted the highest

functionaries of the state or of the nation, and vic

tims of industrial conditions have been peremptorily

'" ordered to leave town."

The right to go freely from place to place in search

of employment, or even obedience to a mere whim,

is part of this personal liberty guaranteed by the con

stitution of the United States to every human being

on American soil. Even voluntary idleness is not

forbidden. If a Diogenes prefer poverty ; if a Colum

bus choose hunger and the discovery of a new race

rather than seek personal comfort by engaging in

" some legitimate business." I am aware of no power

in the legislature or in city councils to deny him the
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ri&rhl to peek happiness in his own way, so long us lit*

harms no other person.

If men commit offenses let them be arrested and

punished, whether rich or poor, but let simple pov

erty cease to be a crime.

In some cities it is provided by ordinance that if

police court tines are not paid or secured the culprit

shall be compelled to work out the umount as it mu

nicipal slave, and rock piles and bull pens are pro

vided for the enforcement of these ordinances. And

so it appears that this slavery is not imposed as a

punishment, but solely as a means of collecting a

debt.

Such city ordinances are in flagrant violation of con

stitutional prohibitions. The rock pile and the bull

pen would never have been used in defrauding the

friendless and poor. Let these twin relies of the de

parted auction block era eeuse to disgrace the cities

of Kansas. And let the dawn of Christmas day tind

the "rock pile" and "bull pen" and the crime of

being homeless and poor, obsolete in all the cities of

Kansas governed by the metropolitan police act.

It is confidently expected that their own regard for

constitutional libertyand their human impulses will

induce police commissioners to carry out the spirit

as well as the letter of the foresoiny suggestions.

1.. 1). l.KWEi.i.iNii. Governor.

The state of Kansas was never more for

tunate in an election than when her citi

zens conferred the ottiee of governor upon

L. I). Lewelling. All along the ages men

who have won fame and honor, though

they may have done many notable acts,

find at last that someone particular act lias

preserved their name from oblivion. We

are not familiar with Governor Lewelling's

history. We do not know how proudly he

has borne himself in political battles—nor

of any great principle he has enunciated

not held in common by those with whom

he affiliated. It is not a very great achieve

ment to be a governor of a state -nor a

congressman or a senator. Very small and

inconsequential men have held and are still

holding such positions. Even as presidents

men of small calibre have been boosted into

the great offices, but for which they would

have sunk into irretrievable obscurity. Gov

ernor Lewelling's letter makes his name

immortal. He at once takes rank with

Abou Ken Adhem- -simply because he has

shown that he lives for his fellow man.

And he loves God best who loves his fellow

man best, and in this we refer to fellowinen

who are the victims of misfortune without

regard to the causes of their adversity.

True, it may be said that others are as

philanthropic as Governor Lewelling—n.s

humane and benevolent. We do not doubt

it, but only a few are in positions to com

mand state and national attention when

they write letters voicing their good will to

all men, and particularly those in need of

friends. Governor Lewelling is the first and

only chief magistrate of a state who ever

wrote a letter having for its object the mit

igation of the woes of a tramp, and the fact,

alike creditable to his head and heart, gives

him the most honorable distinction. It

gives him fame, it makes him illustrious.

Unlike all other governors, unlike presi

dents, judges, mayors, or even church dig

nitaries. Governor Lewelling, of Kansas,

dared to speak generous words for tramps.

If they are guilty of crimes he would have

them punished for such crimes as they are

guilty of, but he proclaims that misfortune

is not a crime, that poverty is not a crime,

that walking the highways in search of

work is not a crime. And in this the gover

nor antagonizes a popular infamy, a species

of infernalism well calculated to make

devils blush, but tolerated and practiced

throughout the broad land—and Governor

Lewelling is the first and only man in au

thority to brand the cruel, savage, heartless

wrongs in fitting terms.

Governor Lewelling's letter ought, in the

very nature of things, to arouseeverywhere

the inquiry in this country: Why are there

so many tramps? If investigations were

set. on foot and conducted for the honest

purpose of ascertaining facts, the report

would convict our boasted civilization of a

series of wrongs without a parallel in the

history of the world. It is not required to

probe the far-away past, nor rake over the

rubbish and ruins of bygone ages. Only a

few years have intervened since the tramp

was heard of. He came with the success of

concocted conspiracies of the rich to i>rey

upon the poor. Never was the army of

tramps so great as now, and when men a*k:

Wherefore the business and financial earth

quake that has paralyzed industries, thrown

men by the ten thousands out of employ

ment to face famine, to increase the ragged

and homeless army of the country, G rover

Cleveland says " it is because of congres

sional legislation"—and congressional legii-

lution continued until the minim; industry
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et-a.«ed as if by a decree of Jehovah, and al

most in a day thousands of men who were

working for themselves and their families

anil adding to the wealth of the nation, be

calm- tramps, and the hue and cry began

again, to arrest men. to imprison men,

add to the horror of their misfortunes, be

cause, in their utter despair, they started

out in this rich and Christian land, in the

hope of finding work, food, andshelter and

clothe* to keep them from freezing.

Governor Lewelling speaks for these un

fortunates. His great and generous words

ought to have a good effect. Will such be

the result? We doubt it. The cry of "mad

dog" has gone forth, and we note that one

Kansas official says the governor's plea will

have no effect in Kansas. Every poor devil

of a tramp will be required " to move ou "

or take the consequences. Nevertheless,

we congratulate the governor of Kansas.

He is, to-day, we do not doubt, the broadest

guaged statesman, philanthropist and Chris

tian in the United States, and were he to

die suddenly, with his boots on, it would be

n splendid sight to note with what alacrity

St. Peter would open the pearly gate, swing

it back on its golden hinges and urge the

governor to enter and make himself entirely

at home in the city of God.

J R SOVEREIGN, GENERAL MASTER

WORKMAN.

The Omaha Western Laborer has this to

wiy about the new general workman of the

Knights of Labor.

3 R. Sovereign, elected grand master workman of

the Knights of Labor upon the resignation of T. V.

Powderly. is without doubt the strongest man that

roulil have been proposed.

Mr. sovereign, at the time of his election, was state

toaster workman of the state of lowa. and also labor

oimraissioner. which latter office he had tilled four

year*. He was made a delegate to the general assem

ble which honored him with the highest position on

the national triangle but did not attend. The choice

•d the nweinbly will be hailed with satisfaction by

Knights throughout the land. He is able, progress

ive, and not afraid to act.

Mr Sovereign Is an orator of uncommon powers, an

exivrt statistician, and a newspaper man. About ten

rears ago be was one of the editors and proprietors of

The Intluflrinl Writ. a labor paper published at Atlan

tic. Iowa, where on the issue of equal rights In that

hoibed of pnrtisan serfdom he planted the seeds of

politinU independence and caused a peaceful revolu

tion in his senatorial district. He Is just the man to

guide the order of the Knights among the shoals that

seem to mark its course. Harmony is now assured.

Most certainly the Magazine felicitates

the great order of Knights of Labor upon

the election of Mr. Sovereign in which there

is no purpose to make insiduous compari

son between him and Mr. Powderly, only

this, if Mr. Powderly deemed it prudent to

retire, the order is to be congratulated upon

finding a man of the character of Mr. Sover

eign to take his place.

Mr. Sovereign has issued the following

address to the order which has the right

ring. He says:

A great struggle is being waged between two great

forces—organized monopolies, struggling to make

slaves out of men. and organized labor, struggling to

make men out of slaves. The interest is between the

dollars of shylock and the bone and sinew of the in

dustrial masses; a contest between organized land

monopoly and the natural rights of Gods homeless

poor—between the federated trusts and oppressed hu

manity.

With the menacing influences and the monopoliza

tion of natural bounties, I appeal to you to rally to

the rescue under the shield of our noble order. Go

out in the highways and hedges and ctill the weary

wanderers to the sanctuary and marshal the hosts of

toil for a final and triumphant struggle for everlast

ing freedom from the thraldom of greed.

Meet the money power In the middle of the road

with the demand for the free and unlimited coinage

of gold and silver at a ratio of 16 to 1, and such other

additions to the volume Of money as the exigencies

require without the intervention of banking corpora

tions. Let there be no compromise on these lines,

and we will put industry above idleness and elevate

the servile from groveling pursuits to the rights and

dignity of men. We will reduce the hours of toil

commensurate with the improved mechanical devices

for production, transfer the millions of weary anil wan

children from the ding}' and unwholesome rooms of

our factories to the sehoolhouse on the hill, abolish

penitentiary competition with free labor, and destroy

the sweat-shop system of serfdom forever. We will

bring the great avenues of distribution within easy

reach of the masses, elect all legislative, executive of

ficers and judiciary officers of the general govern

ment, and take away the veto power of the president.

Thus we will give to the industrial a system menaced

by no tramp at one end and no princely duke at the

other, inspired by the justice of our principles, love

for humanity, and hope for the ultimate triumph of

our noble order, I am yours in a right to the linish.

J. R. Somritjn,

General Master Workman.

Every lover of the cause of labor will wish

for Mr. Sovereign the largest possible meas

ure of success in increasing the numerical

strength and vital forces of the Knights of

Labor!
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SENATOR ALLEN, OF NEBRASKA,

AND THE RIGHTS OF THE

COMMON PEOPLE.

Inked status Senator Allen, of Nebraska,

was a lawyer of twenty years' practice be

fore lie was called to tbe bench, from which

he was promoted to the United States Sen

ate. "The rights of the common people"

is Senator Allen's way of referring to work

ingmen when their rights are invaded by

employers. Senator Allen states what he

believes to be a sound legal proposition,

that when workingmen are hired to a local

ity by the promise of work and wages, and

build their homes in close proximity to

their work, constitutes a moral and a legal

obligation on the part of the employers,

which could be enforced in a court of law.

Senator Allen, referring to the Homestead

infamy, said:

The mills of Carnegie were evidently fortified, a

great fence around them, with portholes, and every

thing indicating a purpose to defend the pluec against

the honest workingmen who were ensured in work

there. The men who were engaged in work at

Homestead were induced to go there, to locate,

and to invest in property in consequence of the prom

ises of Carnegie and his officers and managers that

they should have employment in those mills, and it

was not only a moral obligation, but it was a legal

obligation, which, in my judgment, could be en

forced.

If a man says to me. if you will come to a certain

place, invest your money in property there, in con

sideration of that you shall receive employment by

me. it is a legal contract whieli I can enforce, or at

least for which I can recover damage if he violates it.

It is not only a moral obligation, but it is a legal con

tract, that may be the subject of litigation and recov

ery in a court of justice.

The United States Senate is known as the

"Millionaire Club," and it is refreshing to

know that one of the club dared to lay

down propositions which, when uttered in

the lodges of workingmen have been scout

ed as the outgrowth of anarchism, and

when announced on the rostrum, by men

pleading the cause of labor, have been

treated with contempt as the vagaries of

labor agitators, and therefore entitled to no

consideration. Senator Allen, proceeding

to what followed the Homestead strike,

pleaded thecauseof the strikers in a way to

make the " Millionaire Club" prick up its

ears. He said:

Vet here wen1 thousands of honest peopje who

had constructed their homes that would be worthless

to them as soon as they were out of employment in

the mills. The moment they refused to have their

wages cut down, the moment they began to murmur,

as such people will murmur ami must murmur,

because it affects vitally the interests of their families,

the moment they began to protest, the great Carnegie,

who lives in Clonic Castle. Scotland, most of the

time, procured through his agents an unlawful force

of marauders ami banditti to come upon the shores

of Pennsylvania under the false pretense of protect

ing his property. What ensued? One of the most

disgraceful scenes that has occurred in this country

for many a day.

Then, Mr. President, witness the great state of

Pennsylvania calling out its entire military force,

amounting to some thousands of men at least. 1 do

not pretend to recall the number, but I think K.otxj or

10.000. All of this military force was called out for

what purpose? For the purpose of stifling the cry of

hunger and tbe cry of distress: for the purpose of

overawing American citizens who were clamoring un

tile protection of their rights : for the purpose of over

awing one portion of the people of this country who

were1 unfortunate enough to be compelled to lal«,r

for a living in the interest of aggregated capital.

There for a month or more stood the carpet knight

Snowden, with bis forces overawing the honest citi

zens of Homestead. Not only that, but similar scenes

nave occurred all over this country, manifesting a

disposition to ignore tl»e rights of tbe common peo

ple.

The Homestead infamy has passed into

history—but is not yet ancient history—

though sufficiently old to be repeated in

a thousand ways, not identically reproduc

tions, except in so far as the spirit of Satan

is disclosed in cruelty to workingmen—and

in this regard, Homestead infernalism, witli

modified horrors, is seen in every direction.

Senator Allen refers to the fact that work

ingmen built thier houses at Homestead,

believing that Carnegie- the hybrid mon

strosity, a combination of tiger and taran

tula, saint and satan— would be as good as

his professions, but Krick, who came soneaT

being cooked, saw in the fact that men

having their homes near the mills, would

be loath to part with them, and that Un

manly virtue of loving their homes could lo

used to secure their degradation. I liable

to sell their homes or take them away, tliev

would be compelled to remain, and finally

accept such wages its the freak, Krick, might

choose to offer when starvation began its

work, and to aid such devilish designs the

great (?) state of Pennsylvania contributed

by ordering out its standing army. What

good comes of such reminiscences'.' It i-

hard to tell. They ought to bind working
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men together, and unify them as one man.

Ha* it accomplished such a devoutly wished

for end ? Nay, verily. Faction festers in the

very marrow of labor organizations. Fed

eration appears lovely on the outside, like a

whited sepulchre—but within, conspiracy,

nmn' offensive than putrefaction, dressed in

L'raml robes, formulates its scheme to wreck

.Mime organization which has excited opposi

tion, and corporation, organization and cu

pidity lock arms and chuckle over the vic

tory. Will it be ever thus until the corpora

tion lias blown out all the lodge fires that or

ganization has ever lighted? It looks that

way to the superficial observer. But theVe

are redeeming principles at the bottom of la

bor organizations. There must be more love

and less lucre. There must be less pomp

and parade, glitter and sham, and more

practical common sense, less taxation upon

toilers to sustain grand establishments, and

a policy that will reduce expenses and cease

to multiply enemies of organization by tax

ing their incomes, until exhaustion drives

tlii'Ui again into the ranks of the unorgan

ized.

It is held that experience is an expensive

school, and to none, we conclude, is it more

expensive than to organized workingmen.

If they have not learned wisdom in it, we

shall be willing to confess that the maxim

about the school of experience is misleading.

Till then, we shall enthrone patience and

look forward to the time when labor, eman

cipated from blindness, will discover that

leadership docs not mean princely salaries

wrung by taxation from toil, and that the

fraternization of labor is not promoted by

antagonistic banners in its ranks.

Etimatk* relating to the population of

the world, which put the total at 1,480,000,-

iMtare largely kucss work. It is said that

■V> her cent, is fairly reliable and that 47 per

cent, of the estimates are largely conjecture.

The annual increase of population of the

world is set down at 6,000,000.

It is stated that the United States has

*(Ht labor and reform papers. They ought

to be able to persuade workingmen that

tlieir safety from poverty and degradation

ill ponds upon organization and federation.

T. V. POWDERLY AND THE KNIGHTS

OF LABOR.

For fourteen years T. V. Powderly had

been the general master workman of the

great order of Knights of Labor, up to the

time that he voluntarily laid down the

trust at Philadelphia, and during the entire

period Mr. Powderly gave his great abilities

unstintedly to the cause of labor education.

He had a lofty ideal. He believed in the

vast mind forces, laying practically dor

mant, in the great body of American work

ingmen. This latent, unexerted force he

sought to arouse, bring into action, unify

and harmonize for the good, not only of

labor, but of society at large. Education was

first, last and all the time his theme, las

inspiration. He was always in the. van of

the marching hosts. A pathfinder, he was

forever blazing out new pathways to higher

elevations. Never content with a slow,

ambling, hesitating gait, he strode forward,

for to his vision the goal was always in

sight. And it should be said, without ref

erence to the cohesiveness or the disinte

gration of the order of the Knights of Labor,

Mr. Powderly won victories all along the

line. He sent forth an army of new ideas,

new forces, which are still on the war path

and are achieving ceaseless victories for the

right.

Goldsmith said those who think govern

those who toil, and Powderly's mission was

to set toilers to thinking that they might

govern themselves. There may be blear-

eyed croakers who are unable to discover

the fruitage of the educational nuts Pow

derly had planted, but that does not count.

They have taken deep root in thousands of

minds, and although Mr. Powderly is no

longer general master workman, he is not

less an educator and a force and a factor in

the conquering ranks of labor. In saying

this of Mr. Powderly we institute no parallel

between him and others who are engaged

in the same laudable work. All honor to

the courageous men as captains, lieuten

ants or privates in the ranks of labor who

have ideas, convictions and the courage to

express them. They are the salt of the

earth. Living, they challenge the admira

tion of men whose gooil opinion is worth

having, and, though dead, their great words

and generous deeds are invincible.

- _,
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The Magazine, without regard to organi

zation, delights in commending men of the

Powderly type. They are not Infallible

nor free from mistakes, because they are

human, for human mistakes are within the

realm of human remedies, and when made

in the cause of human progress they are

near of kin to truth and all manly virtues,

and men are often to be beloved, if not

canonized, for the enemies they have made.

In the future, and in the near future, we,

with thousands of others, will expect to

hear Mr. Powderly's voice ringing along

the lines of organized workingmen.

THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LA

BOR AND GOV. ALTCELD.

The great organization of American work-

ingmen, known as the American Federation

of Labor, in session in Chicago during the

month of December, 1893, and which has a

membership of about one million, adopted

unanimously, during the curly hours of its

session, the following resolutions indorsing

the action of Governor Altgeld of Illinois

for pardoning the men who were tried and

condemned as participants in what is known

as the Hay Market Riot:

Whereas. The pardoning of the so-called Chicago

A narehists by Governor Altgeld of the State of Illinois

is but a simple act of justice.

Whereas. The conviction and incarceration of

Fielding, Schwab and Neebe was the result of class

prejudice and persecution at a time when the public

miud was influenced with passion; and

Whereas, The Governor of Illinois, in the face of

a set resolve of the capitalist class to the contrary,

has had the courage to defy power and opposition in

defense of innocence and justice, thus proving the

honesty and sincerity of heart : therefore be it

Rfsolrcd, That we indorse Governor Altgcld's ac

tion and accept the reasons he assigns as in line with

the true facts of the case: and be it further

Jtrtolrnl, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to

Governor Altgeld.

There is no misunderstanding these reso

lutions, as expressing the conviction of

workingmen throughout the length and

breadth of the land. Governor Altgeld, in

pardoning the men, evinced no sympathy

with acts of violence. He simply said the

unfortunate men had been condemned with

out a, fair trial, and to condemn men for any

alleged crime whatever, without giving

them a fair trial, is simply infamous beyond

expression, a crime in itself which none but

the vicious, ignorant and depraved will in

dorse. The American Federation of Labor,

by indorsing theaction of Governor Altgeld,

is entitled to the applause of every working-

man in America. A fair trial is the last hope

of workingmen. Debauch the courts of the

country, let it be understood that trials in

court are organized to covict the poor and

let the rich go free, and America is at once

Russianized.

Ox December 16th Mr. Samuel Gompers,

president of the great organization, known as

the American Federation of Labor, was re

elected president of the organization. There

were 2,536 votes cast, of which Mr. (ioin

pers received 1,314 and Mr. John Me Bride

1 ,221', Mr. (ioinpers' majority being 92. The

other officers were all re-elected as follows:

First vice-president, P. J. McGuiro, Phila

delphia ; second vice-president, G. L. Druni-

mond, Fort Wayne, Ind.; third vice-presi

dent, James Brettel, Pittsburg; fourth vice-

president, William II. Arden, Boston: sec

retary, Chris Evans, New York; treasurer.

J. P. Lennon, New York.

Mr. Gompers did not escape the ordeal

of an investigation relating to finances.

Charges were formulated and presented, a

committee appointed to investigate, etc.

Before this committee Mr. Gompers ap

peared armed with every required voucher,

and when a vote was taken Mr. Gompers

stood forth without spot or blemish—an

honest man, and by a unanimous vote of

the convention was vindicated. Just the

way to treat that sort of a thing.

The convention thought Mr. Gompers was

the right man in the right place, hence his

re-election. The Magazine semis its con

gratulations.

Is a lion in the way?

Keep cool ;

Tell him you respect his pride,

Tellhim that the world is wide.

Ami that he must stand aside.

Keep cool.

—tfturijr H*. Light.

HI I .

Is a foot pad in the whv?

liraw your gun ;

Anil if the enl""t

lion' I scoot,

Shoot,

Draw your gun '.
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The Northern Pacific.

Below we give the full text of the injunc

tions, issued l«y Honorable Melville W. Ful

ler, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of

the United states, and served on F. P. Sar-

fent, <;raml blaster of the Brotherhood of

.ocoraotive Firemen. These documents

bear date of December in and December l'2,

and bv all the pagan gods in a pile, it is

recited, "In the yeah of oir Limn, one

TIIIM-SAND, EIOITT IUXDHEI) AND SINKTY-

tiiree! " Whose Lord? It is simply blas

phemy to involve in any way the Loud

Jests Christ. If He had been in Milwau

kee on the dates named He would have

worked another miracle, in which He would

have yanked the devils out of the court,

and directed them to take possession of

Wisconsin hogs, and let them go to their

nativt- hell via Lake Michigan.

When lawyers—no matter what their

station—introduce into their decrees to rob

poor men by playing into the hands of the

rich in the name of " < >ur I-ord," they make

it exceedingly proper to c| note what "Our

l/ird " said about lawyers generally. After

denouncing the pharisees, "Our I/jrd"

turned upon the lawyers and said: "Woe

unto you, also, ye lawyers, for ye laid men

with burdens grievous to be borne, and ye,

yourselves, touch not the burdens with one

of your fingers."

The language of " < >ur Lord " hits the in

junctions issued by Hon. Melville W. Ful

ler si ilia re in the eye. His autocratic orders

should have been dated December 19 and

December 22 in the year of the rule of

< hristless corporations, and of the court

and corporation alliance to rob labor, not

only of its honest earnings, but to make

the very term "independence" a synonym

of shame.

What were the incidents which led up to

the culminating fulminations of Judge Ful

ler? They are few in number and relate

specifically to the rights of employes on

the Northern Pacific. The wages of the

uien were to be reduced from five to ten

tier cent, in mid-winter and in a northern

latitude. The Northern Pacific had been

robbed and wrecked by gangs of men suc

ceeding each other, and, to make good the

•tealings, the men who performed the la

borious and perilous work were to have

their means of living reduced. The receiv

er* pretended that no other way could be

found to put the miserable concern in funds

but to cut the wages of the men. Natural

ly the men, feeling the cruel injustice of

the scheme to rob them, sought redress by

sending their grievance committees to head

quarters. This proceeding was orderly, com

mendable and business-like, but their ap

peals fell upon hearts of stone. To raise

money by robbing employes was feasible and

certain. As to the honesty of the proceed

ing, neither corporation nor courts cared.

The men talked and grew restless— they had

not struck, they were performing their tasks.

The receivers, knowing the cruelty of their

scheme to rob the men, said, doubtless,

"these men will give us trouble; they will

resist oppression and degradation ; they will

strike as a last resort; they would be less

than American freemen if they were to hold

up their hands and have their pockets rifled

without doing all in their power to resist

this footpadism. They have done no wrong

so far, therefore we cannot call upon the

authorities to call out the militia to kill

them as if they were so many vagabond

dogs, but he can appeal to the courts

in this year of 'our Lord' and of the 'inde

pendence of the United States' to reduce

them to the condition of slaves, and this we

will do." Promptly the United States courts

were appealed to, and quick as lightning

from a storm cloud Judge Fuller responded,

and every employe on the Northern Pacific

stood cold and silent in his tracks, as if

frozen to death in the grasp of a blizzard—

and there he stands, or, rather, there he

bows his head in token of submission. He

dare not strike, he dare not quit work—he

dare not talk. "Life, liberty and the pur

suit of happiness" to him is to submit in

silence—to realize that he is a bondsman.

It might be regarded "contempt of cou

for these Northern Pacific slaves to repeat

the language of " Our Lord." " Woe unto

you, also, ye lawyers."

True, in defense of this civilized slaughter

of liberty, the claim is set up that the pub

lic must not be inconvenienced by strikes,

and as for being inconvenienced by rob

bery, the cause of strikes, it were folly so

much as to intimate that the public cares a

fig for such injustice. We have now ad

vanced to a point where we find corpora

tions, the militia, and the United States

courts compactly federated. The corpora

tion or the receiver acting for it, can starve

men, the militia can kill men, and the

courts can imprison men. What more is

required to Russianize America? We give

it up. Reform is demanded. As it now

appears, the power of the government is

directed to crush labor, to create a white

slave class, and certainly the courts arc

doing their share of the work. It will go

on, but scarcely forever. As yet we can

hardly fancv 20,000,00(1 of white slaves in

the I'nited States. The United States

courts, unrestrained, are working along

that line, and they are nearing a danger

line. It is to be hoped that they will not

reach it. If they do not, it will be because

labor unities, and with the ballot wrests the

dangerous power from the courts, and the

sooner it is done the better.
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SEAL U. 9.

CIRCUIT COl'RT

KASTERN

PISTRICT OF

WISCONSIN.

1 'sited States Circuit Court, ^

I", istern District of Wisconsin, j

., The Presidentof the United

States of America, to the of

ficers, agents and employes

of Thomas F. Oakes, Henry

C. Payne and Ilonrv C.

" House, as Receivers of the

Northern Pacific Railroad Company, and to

the engineers, firemen, trainmen, train dis

patchers, telegraphers, conductors, switch

men and all other employes of said Thomas

V. < takes, Henry C. Payne and Henry C.

House as Receivers of the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company, and to each and every

one of you, and to all persons, associations

and combinations, voluntary or otherwise,

whether employes of said Receivers or not,

and to all persons generally and to each and

every one of you,

Greeting: Whereas.it has been repre

sented to the United States Circuit Court

tor the Eastern District of Wisconsin on the

part of Thomas F. Oakes, Henry ('. Payne

and Henry C. Rouse as Receivers of the

Northern Pacific Railroad Company, as by

their certain verified petition filed in said

cause on December 18th, 1KSK5, and that said

Thomas F. Oakes, Henry C. Payne and

Henry C. Rouse as Receivers of the North

ern Pacific Railroad Company ought to be

relieved touching the matters in said peti

tion more particularly described;

And whereas, the United States Circuit

Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin,

in a certain cause there pending in which

the Farmers' I/oan and Trust Company is

the complainant, and the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company, Phillips B. Winston,

William C. Sheldon, George H. Sheldon,

William S. P. Prentice and William C. Shel

don, and Thomas F. Oakes and Henry C.

Payne and Henry C. House as Receivers of

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company,

are defendants, did make an order directing

that the writ of injunction issue as prayed

for in said petition of said Receivers,

Now, therefore, in consideration thereof,

and of the matters in said petition set forth,

vou. the officers, agents ami employes of

Phoinas F.Oakes, Henry C. Payne and Henry

( '. Rouse, as Receivers of the Northern Pa

cific Railroad Company, and the engineers,

firemen, trainmen, train dispatchers, tele

graphers, conductors, switchmen and all

other employes of said Thomas F. Oakes,

Henry C. Pavne and Henry C. Rouse as Re

ceivers of the Northern Pacific Railroad

Company, and each and every one of you,

and all persons, associations and combina

tions, voluntary or otherwise, whether em

ployes of said Receivers or not, anil all per

sons generally, and each and every one of

you. in the penalty which may ensue, are

hereby strictly charged and commanded

t hat vou and each and everv erne of vou do

absolutely desist and refrain from disabling

or rendering in any wise unfit for convenient

and immediate use any engines, cars or other

property of Thomas F. Oake*. Henry C.

Payne and Henry C. Rouse as Receivers for

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company,

and from interfering in any manner with

the possession of locomotives, cars or prop

erty of the said Receivers or in their custody,

and from interfering in any manner by

force, threats or otherwise, with men who

desire to continue in the service of the said

Receivers, and from interfering in any man

ner by force, threat or otherwise with men

employed by the said Receivers to take the

places of those who quit the service of said

Receivers, or from interfering with or ob

structing in any wise the operation of the

said railroad or any portion thereof, or the

running of engines and trains thereon and

thereover, as usual, and from any interfer

ence with the telegraph lines of said Re

ceivers or along the lines of railways oper

ated bv saiii Receivers, or the operation

thereof, and from combining and conspiring

to quit, with or without notice, the service

of said Receivers with the object and intent

of crippling the property in their custody,

or embarrassing the operation of said rail

road, and from so quitting the service of the

said Receivers, with or without notice, as

to cripple the property or to prevent or hin

der the operation of said railroad, and gen

erally from interfering with the officers and

agents of said Receivers or their employes

in any manner by actual violence or intimi

dation, threats or otherwise, in the full and

complete possession and management of the

railroad, and of all the property thereunto

pertaining, and from interfering with any

and all property in the custody of the said

Receivers, whether belonging to the Re

ceivers or shippers or other owners, and

from interfering, intimidating or otherwise

injuring or inconveniencing or delaying the

passengers being transported or about to

be transported over the railway of said Re

ceivers or any portion thereof by said Re

ceivers, or by interfering in any manner by

actual violence or threat and otherwise pre

venting or endeavoring to prevent the ship

ment of freight or the transportation of the

mails of the United States over the road

operated by said Receivers, until the further

order of this Court.

This process is directed to the marshal for

the Eastern District of Wisconsin, who is

hereby commanded to execute the same

within his jurisdiction and to make due re

turn thereof without delav.

Witness, the Honorable Melville W. Ful

ler, Chief Justice of the Miprcnic Court of

the United States, at the Citv of Milwaukee

in the Eastern District of Wisconsin, this

htth day of December in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and nine-
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SIAL r. 8.

cmrrrr court

EASTEKX

DIKTKICT

WISCONSIN.

tv-three, anil of the independence of the

United State* the 118th.

[Signed] Edward Kurtz, Clerk.

United States Circuit Court, \

e\stern district of wisconsin. /

. , , The President of the United

States of America, to J.

Horan, S. P. Olson, C. Bar

rett, E. S. Johnson, Jos.

Wood, M. L. Porter, Jno.

' ' Collins, M. Vetter, J. W.

(Jribble, J. J. Foster, J. B. Quimbv, Jesse

W. Rees, O. S. Humes, E. J. Shea, J. M.

Rapelje, F. E. Bradbury, F. J. Woodward,

Jno. Dowdel, A. D. Jenkins, F. A. Resser,

J. B. W. Johnston, J.Mackev, C. N. Dorsey,

P. T. Bolevn, B. Goodall, T. F. Hagan, R. B.

Kellv, H.' L. Shepard, J. S. Burns, J. W.

Mapleson, W. Y. Pheal, M. O. Graves, E. E.

Mover, F. J. Becker, G. Olson, Jno. Rvan,

P. H. Campbell, J. K. Porter, W. J. Gilles

pie, C. E. Baker, Con. Keefe, T. N. Glesson,

Patrick Hartv, Matt. Conlin, L. C. Mann,

P.Schmidt, L. F. Hare, M. H. Williams, W.

G. Hogg, S. Craig, S. J. Groutwait, J. Mori-

arty, H. L. Shupert, P. M. Arthur,

Yo'ungsen, E. E. Clark, T. P. Sargent, D. G.

Ramsey, S. E. Wilkinson, F. H. Morrison,

A. E. Brown, and George W. Newman, J.

K. Bingham, Burt Hines, F. G. Kellogg,

Thoe. A. Leason, P. H. Miller, D. McClel

land, Edward Crust, R. Reed, Harrv Rifley,

8. E. Garrett, D. D. Mclnnis, A. O. Wishard

and each, every and all of them and all their

agents, sub-agents, representatives and em

ployes, and each and every one of you, jointly

and several! v, and to the officers, agents and

employes of Thomas F. Oakes, Henry C.

Payne and Henry C. Rouse as Receivers of

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, and

to the engineers, firemen,trainmen, train dis

patchers, telegraphers, conductors, switch

men and all other employes of said Thomas

F. Oakes, Henry C. Payne and Henry C.

Rouse, as Receivers of the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company, and to each and every

of you, and to all persons, associations

and combinations, voluntary or otherwise,

whether employes of said Receivers or not,

and to all persons generally, and to each

and even- one of vou,

Grektiko: Whereas, it has been repre

sented to the United States Circuit Court

for the Eastern District of Wisconsin, on the

part of Thomas F. Oakes, Henry C. Payne

and Henry C. Rouse, as Receivers of the

Northern Pacific Railroad Company, as by

their certain verified petition filed in said

cause on December 18th, 1893, and by their

supplemental petition filed in said cause on

December 22d, 1893, and that said Thomas

F. Oakes, Henry C. Payne and Henry C.

Route, as Receivers of the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company, ought to be relieved

touching the matters in said petitions more

particularly described ;

And whereas, the United States Circuit

Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin,

in a certain cause there pending, in which

the Farmers' Loan & Trust Company is the

complainant, and the Northern Pacific Rail

roadCompany, Phillip B. Winston, William

C. Sheldon, George R. Sheldon, William S.

P. Prentice and William C. Sheldon and

Thomas F. Oakes and Henry C. Payne and

Henry C. Rouse, as Receivers of the North

ern Pacific Railroad Company, are defend

ants, did make orders directing that the

writ of injunction issue as prayed for in said

petition and supplemental petition of said

Receivers ;

Now, therefore, in consideration thereof,

and of the matters in said petition set forth,

you, the above named and the officers,

agents and employes of Thomas F. Oakes,

Henry C. Payne and Henrv C. Rouse, as

Receivers of the Northern Pacific Railroad

Company, and the engineers, firemen, train

men, train dispatchers, telegraphers, con

ductors, switchmen, and all other employes

of said Thomas F. Oakes, Henry C. Payne

and Henry C. Rouse, as Receivers of the

Northern Pacific Railroad Company, and

each and every one of you, and all persons,

associations and combinations, voluntary or

otherwise, whether employes of said Re

ceivers or not, and all persons generally,

and each and every of you, in the pen

alty which may ensue, are hereby stnctlv

charged and commanded that you, and each

and every one of you, do absolutely desist

and refrain from disabling or rendering in

any wise unfit for convenient and immedi

ate use any engines, cars or other property

of Thomas F. Oakes, Henry C. Payne and

Henry C. Rouse, as Receivers for the North

ern Pacific Railroad Company, and from in

terfering in any manner with the possession

of locomotives, cars or property of the said

Receivers or in their custody, and from in

terfering in any manner, by force, threats

or otherwise, with men who desire to con

tinue in the service of the said Receivers,

and from interfering in any manner, by

force, threats or otherwise, with men em

ployed bv the said Receivers to take the

place of those who quit the service of said

Receivers, or from interfering with or ob

structing in any wise the operation of the

railroad or any portion thereof, or the run-

ningof engines and trains thereon and there

over, as usual, and from any interference

with the telegraph lines of said Receivers or

alongg the lines of railways operated bv said

Receivers, or the operat ion thereof, and from

combining and conspiring to quit, with or

without notice, the service of said Receiv
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ers, with the object and intent ot crippling

the property in their custody, or embar

rassing the operation of said railroad, and

from bo quitting the service of the said Re

ceivers, with or without notice, as to crip

ple the property or to prevent or hinder the

operation of said railroad, and generally

from interfering with the officers and agents

of said Receivers or their employes, in any

manner, by actual violence or by intimida

tion, threats or otherwise, in the full and

complete possession and management of the

said railroad, and of all the property there

unto pertaining, and from interfering with

any and all property in the custody of the

said Receivers, whether belonging to the

Receivers or shippers, or other owners, and

from interfering, intimidating, or otherwise

injuring or inconveniencing or delaying, the

Cassengers being transported, or about to

e transported, over the railway of said Re

ceivers, or any portion thereof, by said Re

ceivers, or by interfering in any manner, by

actual violence or threats, or otherwise pre

venting or attempting to prevent the ship

ment of freight or the transportation of the

mails of the United States over the road

operated by said Receivers, and from com

bining or conspiring together, or with others,

either jointly or severally, or as committees,

or as officers of any so-called labor organiza

tion, with the design or purpose of causing

a strike upon the lines of railroad operated

by said Receivers, and from ordering, recom

mending, approving or advising others to

quit the service of the Receivers of the

Northern Pacific Railroad Companv on Jan

uary 1st, 18ii4, or at any other time, and

from ordering, recommending, advising or

approving, by communication, or instruc

tion, or otherwise, the employes of said Re

ceivers, or any of them, or of said Northern

Pacific Railroad Company, to join in a strike

on said January 1st, 1894, or at any other

time, and from ordering, recommending or

advising any committee or committees, or

class or classes of employes of said Receiv

ers, to strike or join in a strike, on January

1st, 1894, or lit any other time until the fur

ther order of this Court.

This process is directed to the marshal for

the Eastern District of Wisconsin, who is

hereby commanded to execute the same

within his jurisdiction and to make due re

turn thereof without delay.

Witness, the Honorable Melville W. Ful

ler. Chief Justice of the (Supreme Court of

the United States, at the City of Milwaukee,

in the Eastern District of Wisconsin, this

22nd day of December, in the year ofour Lord

one thousand eight hundred and ninety-

three, and of the independence of the United

States the one hundred and eighteenth.

[Signed] Edward Kvrtz, Clerk.

United States of America, 1

Eastern District of Wisconsin. i **

1, Edward Kurtz, Clerk of the Circuit

Court of the United States of America for

the Eastern District of Wisconsin, do hereby

certify that I have compared the writings

annexed to this certificate with their orig

inals now on file, and remaining of record

in my office, and that they are true copies

of such originals and correct transcripts

therefrom.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto

, . , set my hand, and duly af

fixed the seal of the said

Court, at the City of Mil

waukee, in said District,

this 271 h day of December,

' in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and ninety-three,

and of the independence of the United States

SEAL V. S.

CIRCUIT COVRT

EASTERN

DISTRICT

WISCONSIN.

the 118th

Edward Kurtz, Clerk.

The January issue of the Switchmen'i

Journal for 1894 comes to us with a well

written New Year's article touching upon

many of the infelicities which distinguish

the records of 1893. Brother Sweeney asks

and answers as follows:

Why is it that in a land of milk unci honey—for

such are the riches of thin country ihnt the term

may be properly applied to it—why i's It that the ugly

word "charity" attains such prominence'.' Some

financial statistician figured out recently thAt the

annual production of wealth in the 1'ii'ited States

amounts to about SSO.flOO.OOO.OOO. or a little less than

$1,0011 per head of population, At the suine time the

chief of the Bureau of Labor statistics puts the

average earnings of working people in ordinary

times, when there is no financial depression, at less

than £K)0 a year. What becomes of the difference T

Somebody gets it. And it is those who get this vast

majority 'ot the wealth of the country who organize

charities.

" What becomes of the difference?" Ask

Rockefeller and the rest of the trust free

booters. Thev may not answer directly,

nor even at alf—but they get the difference

all the same. We notice that Brother

Sweeney has some doubts about the men

winning the strike on the Lehigh Valley.

He says :

We fail to see that organized labor gained any

great amount of justice in this settlement, much less

a victory. Quite a number of men have been re

employed since the trouble was ended, but those

who were active in the organization and took leading

parts during the trouble were not employed and will

necessarily nave to seek employment elsewhere. The

company was successful In destroying system federa

tion on its road, and it is not likely that committee*

will appear for some lime before the officers of the

company to have their grievances adjusted, so that

the concession which the president made lo the men

scarcely amounts to anything. After be reserved the

right to re-employ men at his discretion and had

broken tip federation, it wn* a very easy matter for

him to make this slight concession of modifying Ml

proi.nxition in this respect, and it is the only point on

which lie made any concession.
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William Baugh.

The portrait we introduce is a life picture

of William Baugh, the veteran engineer,

who began life's pilgrimage in Wott county,

Virginia, near the North Carolina line, Feb

ruary 22d, 1818, just 86 years after the birth

of George Washington, also a native Vir

ginian, born February 22, 1732.

In 1829, when William was a boy 11 years

of age, his parents left Old Virginia, the

" mother of Presidents," and settled in Mad

ison, Indiana, on the Ohio River, then and

for many years subsequently, the most en

terprising town in the state, and a steam

boat town, with not more than three rivals

from Pittsburg to Cairo. Nothing could

have been more natural than for young

Baugh to enter upon the life of a steamboat-

man. There were no railroads and the de

mand for water transportation, kept pace

with the rapidldevelopment of the great wet.

In the life of a steamboatman in those

early days, there was a deal of romance as

well as peril and hard work, in the recita

tion of which facts take on the glamor of

fiction, and the few who remain of the old-

time river men, are listened to with interest
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by the present generation, when they tell

their experiences. In the various trades on

the Ohio, the Kentucky and Green Rivers,

William Baugh served in various capacities,

ranging from cabin boy to pilot, including

engineer. In this work he continued till

1844, when he abandoned it for railroading

and took the position of fireman on the

Madison & Indianapolis, under the tutelage

of George Ramsey, engineer, when Samuel

Thomas was master mechanic. Firing then

was on " mixed trains," freight and pas

senger combined, at a time when few of

the most prescient so much as dreamed of

what we now behold in palace cars and the

splendors of vestibuled trains. At the time

of which we write, the building of railroads

wasaslow business, necessarily so, as work,

owing to transportation, could be carried

forward only from one end of the line. The

iron on the Madison & Indianapolis road

had to come to Madison and be hauled out

on the road from that point.

Mr. Baugh fired an engine for nine months

when he was promoted to the "right hand

side " and henceforth was a " runner." The

locomotives in those days would scarcely be

recognized by the modern engineer. They

were minus cab and pilot, and had no heat

er pipes. How to get over the road in

those primitive times was a far more serious

problem than the "boys" of to-day are re

quired to wrestle with, as, for instance, Mr.

Baugh, on one occasion when the pumps

were frozen, had to saturate his shirt with

oil and set fire to it to thaw them out ; and

when caught with a limited supply of water,

there being no water tanks along the line,

it became necessary to fill the tank by

bailing the water from the pools along the

road ; and when the snow encumbered the

track the snow-plow consisted of men stand

ing on the bumpers, one on each side, hold

ing boards between their knees in a way

that would clear the rail.

In 1840 Mr. Baugh quit the Madison &

Indianapolis road and took service on a lit

tle road called the Shelbyville & Knights-

town, where the late C. R. Peddle was run

ning an engine. Mr. Baugh had known Mr.

Peddle on the Madison «fc Indianapolis where

he (Peddle) ran an engine for several years.

Mr. Baugh's connection with the Shelbyville

& Knightstown road continued only about

four months, when he returned to Madison

where he again met Mr. Peddle who had

been employed by Chauncev Rose as mas

ter mechanic on "the Terre Haute & Rich-

in 1 railroad. Mr. Peddle was bringing

two engines, the "Clay" andfche "Marion,"

to Indianapolis. At that time the T. H. &

R. railroad had four engines. The Clay and

the Marion were working westward from

Indianapolis, and the Hendricks and the

Putnam -were working eastward from Terre

Haute. Mr. Peddle, knowing the sterling

qualities of Mr, Baugh, at once gave hiui

employment, placing him in charge of the

locomotive "Clay" and on the 1st day of

May, 1851, forty-three years ago. Mr. Baugli

began running the "Clay" out of Indianap

olis. The road was then not yet completed

between Terre Haute and Indianapolis.

That part of the road between Indianapolis

and Richmond afterward became the "Pan

handle" and is now a part of that system.

The T. H. & I. was completed in the latter

part of February 18T)2, the two ends of the

road being joined together about one and a

half miles east of Greencastle. The first

train went through from Indianapolis to

Terre HauteMarch 1st, 1832, and Mr. Baugh,

in charge of the Clay, had the distinguished

honor of making the first run over the road,

in association with a conductor named

Wilson. Mr. Baugh ran between Terre

Haute and Indianapolis continuously until

the fall of 1871, being then 33 vears of age.

Two years previous Air. BaugliV wife bad

died and he concluded to retire from active

road service.

From 1844 to 1871—a period of twenty-

seven years—Mr. Baugh had been a pioneer

in railroading. The work had been ardu

ous to an extent that few can realize now,

who see the splendid equipment of our great

trunk lines and the thousand and one new

appliances for speed and safety.

Having abandoned the cab and throttle,

Mr. Baugh went to work in the shops at

Terre Haute, where he performed some

service in hostling, etc., subsequently taking

a round-house position, and engaged in re-

Eairing engines. In these positions he had,

y his genial disposition, become a great

favorite with the "boys," who gave him

the flattering sobriquet of "Uncle Billy,"

by which he, now, 7t> years of age, is still

known.

In the month of March, 1893, when "Uncle

Billy" had reached the advanced age of

seventy-five years—awaiting the summons

that can't be long delayed—President W. R.

McKeen, of the Vandalia System, retired

the veteran on full pay.

We Bee in this generous act on the part

of President McKeen, a wealth of nobility

of soul that challenges our admiration, and

enables us to comprehend with what unflag

ging fidelity, William Baugh—from youth

to manhood, and to old age, performed his

daily tasks in the interest of his employers.

The subject of this sketch has long been

a member of the great Brotherhood of Lo

comotive Engineers, having joined the order

at Indianapolis, and subsequently becoming

a charter member of Division Xo. 25, at

Terre Haute, and is now an honorary mem

ber of the order.

In closing this brief sketch of a veteran

engineer, we can only add, that he enjoys

in his ureen old age, the respect and ven
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eration of all who arc so fortunate as to

enjov his acquaintance. His sun is setting

serenely—no clouds arc obscuring the hori

zon—a life well spent will leave to those

who treasure his many manly virtues,

memoriesof priceless value. The Magazine

tenders to •' Uncle Billy," its congratula

tions and wishes him still many years of

health and happiness and that as '' Boss of

the Vandalia's Tool Room." he will remain

in touch with the men who arc carrying

forward the great interests of the Vandalia,

with which he has been so long and so

honorably identified.

Noble Women.

The world is brighter and better because

women are in it. Tom Moore sang :

o woman! whose form and whoso soul

Are the spoil anil the light of each path we pursue:

Whether sunn'd in the tropic, or ohill'd lit the polo.

If woman be there, [hero is happiness too.—

Women are always striving to make the

world more beautiful, and life more worth

the living, nor do they forget the dead—

those who have sought to make homes types

of heaven bv drying tears and assuaging

woes, and such was the life work of Wm. D.

Robinson, the first Grand Chief of the

great order of the Brotherhood of Locomo

tive Engineers. He toiled through storm

and shine not only for engineers, but lor

their widows and their orphans when the

hands of their protectors could no longer

grasp a throttle. We are led to such re

flections bv the act of Criswell Division

No. 41, La'dies' Auxiliary of the Broth

erhood of Locomotive Engineers at Newark,

Ohio. This lodge contributed $17.50, the

proceeds of an entertainment, to the Rob

inson Monument Fund to perpetuate the

name and fame of one of the grandest men

that ever worked in the cause of organiza

tion. Should the wives and daughters, the

mothers and sisters of locomotive engineers

and firemen take the matter in hand the

monument that would rise above the dust

of Wm. D. Robinson would be one of the

most beautiful monuments that gratitude

ever erected to the memory of a hero. The

Magazine thanks the ladies who made the

contribution,which is hereby acknowledged.

Tin: Roil'iay Xrir*-Rejmrtrr, Dan Honin's

enterprise, published at Omaha, is not only

a news paper, but may be called an insti

tution, as George D- Prentice once said of

his Journal. The Christmas issue of the

S<>r*-R(l»irt,r contained 48 pages, each one

of which was as entertaining us the"Mid-

wav" on u bright day, with all of its at

tractions in full sway. " To say that it was a

"dandy" is altogether too tame—it was

superb through and through, and a splendid

illustration of its proprietor's snap, get up

and go qualities—and as a holiday enter

prise, was a success.

Consoling Strains.

There's no use in grumbling and growling

Whenever things fail to go rif;ht :

We hut make our lives hitter by scowling,

And keep our poor hearts in a fright :

Let ns fancy the sun ever shining,

Without any clouds in the sky.

It is better, niv bovs, than repining.

And wiping'the tear-moistened eye.

When launched upon life we've no knowledge

( If how on the voyage to steer :

Perhaps at some hedge-school or college

Hood counsels even thrust in our ear,

should we let tlioni all out through the other,

It proves in our youth we were boys :

He lenient, then, with a brother.

Who ilu.ntrlit less for learning than toys.

Let us not keep our tongues ever running.

And fancv ourselves are all saints;

Let us never lie fluent in pursuing

t'nfortunate human complaints:

For we know not the moment the blessing

of health and good fortune may end :

If it should, don't you think it distressing

To not at our side have a friend.

If a brother feels fuint on life's highway

Do not tumble liiin into the mud :

There are mniiv who plod on a by-way

Who'd inarch with the crowd if they could :

We can wrestle with selfishness bravely

If we all to do right are inclined ;

Let us studv our frailties gravely.

And banish them off from the mind.

Itovs, this world is a world full of sorrow.

And sufferings grow with our years:

Today we may laugh, but to-morrow

(iiir'evcs may bo flooded with tears:

Hut a feeling of calm resignation

Shall aid us our ills to endure.

No matter where e'er be our station.

or whether we're wealthy or poor.

Shail'ly Mtt<lltur.

The Timititth Ctnlury is always a welcome

visitor to our tandum and it grows better

as the months go by. The editor says :

An advertisement in aiiv leading daily paper fur

1 000 able-bodied slaves, lo work without compensa

tion, but board and clothes, the period of slavery to

last one vear with privilege of renewal, would receive

more than ten thousand applicants for the position.

White persons at that. To such a slate has our

boasted freedom brought us that slavery would be :i

welcome escape for a million or more of our citizens.

In fact we have all the horrors of slavery with none

of its compensating features of security in food mid

shelter, only horses, mules and asses are so pro

tected now.

Is that true? Who will deny it ? What

a picture! Is it too highly colored? Is it

too black ? Do men turn shuddering away

from its contemplation? Hunger! Who,

in any of the great centers of population,

does not hear its moanings? Rags! Who

does not see them Muttering in t he zero blasts

of winter? Shelterless—Gods ! Horses,

mules and asses. Are the Yanderbilts and

Astors compared with thousands of the

poor, who thank God for some place of rest

where freezing may not be the penalty id"

poverty? Is this progress, prosperity, civil

ization", Christianity and a' that?
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In the Hands of Receivers.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, an eminent

ly conservative paper, in an editorial article,

remarks that " the record of railroads that

have passed into the hands of receivers dur

ing the past year is the largest that has ever

been known, comprising over 25,000 miles

of track, with an aggregate indebtedness of

about $1,200,000,000.' Included in this sched

ule of wrecks are the three principal trans

continental lines, and seventy other roads

of different degrees of importance." The

t, lube-Democrat further remarks, in consid

ering the causes which have led to present

conditions, that "thousands of miles of

track have been laid in localities where

paying traffic was not reasonably to be ex

pected. Many roads have been built for

speculative purposes only, under the stimu

lus of bonds voted by the people. The

larger corporations have absorbed the small

er ones to an imprudent extent and at a

heavy cost." In this it is seen that the

railroads have been, by the greed of their

managers, the chief factors in bringing about

disasters. To bring about more auspicious

conditions the Globe-Democrat believes the

various receivers have a great task upon

their hands, and adds:

There is a probability that this run not be satisfac-

torilv done without taurczinp the water ont of the. fitf/eks

/hot ha* been jrirli/ itijreted into than to serve, improj>rr

piirjytaeg; and that inn pxrw that will he (irneraltti in

dorsed, and u-hirh will lietothr adeantaor of all runerrmd.

The opportunity is an excellent one'toremovealanje

burden of fictitious capital with a view to putting the

insolvent roads in a healthy financial condition, and

the receivers will be justified by the people in pur

suing such a policy, subject to the sujK'rvision and

diri'ction of the courts.

We italicise a sentence, because the sug

gestion it contains has heen repeatedly

made in the Ma<;azink. The water, the

frond, that has been ''injected into" the

stocks and bonds must be tqueezed out before

an honest business policy can be adopted.

This done, railroading will be prosperous.

Honest dividends will be paid upon honest

investments, employes can be honestly paid

and an enormous amount of railroad ras

cality will disappear.

The Santa Fe.

The great Santa Fe system of railroads is

i ii the hands of receivers. Its history be

gins February 11, 185!), when Kansas was a

territory, the legislature of which passed an

act creating the Atchison and Topeka Rail

way Company.

To aid in building the road, Congress, in

1S63, passed an act giving the road 0,400

acres of the public land per mile of the road,

and in 1873 the road was completed to the

boundary line of Colorado, 470 miles, and

therefore became the owner of 3,008,000

acres of the people's land, worth at least

$4,508,000, and probably three times that

sum, enough for 18,800 farms of b>0 acres

each. To show how Kansas people felt

toward the enterprise, counties along the

line voted enormous subsidies to the cor

poration, five counties voting a sum total of

$050,000, and taxing the people to raise the

money. At present what is known as the

Santa Fe system consists of the Santa Im

proper, the Chicago. Kansas it Western,

Chicago, Santa Fe oi California, St. Joseph.

St. Louis & Santa Fe. The Hues which arc

leased and operated by the Santa Fe are the

Gulf, Colorado oc Santa Fe. St. Louis, Kan

sas City & Colorado, New Mexico & Ari

zona, Sonora railway (in Mexico), Colorado

Midland & San Francisco, Atlantic & Pa

cific, Wichita & Western, and the Manhat

tan, AhnaixBurlingame. The capital stock

of the Santa Fe has a par value of $102,000,-

000, worth about 131 cents on the dollar, or

813,770,000, and its indebtedness demand

ing immediate payment, and that which

brought about the collapse, amounts to

$10,500,000. But in addition to this, taking

the indebtedness of the Santa Fe proper

and all the lines of the svstem the sura

total is placed as high as $540,000,000. The

total mileage of the system is it. 345 miles,

hence the indebtedness amounts to a sunt

of about $58,000 per mile. The various

roads have been built and equipped for not

over $25,000 per mile. As a result, the in

debtedness of the road is $301 >,375,000 more

than the total cost of building and equip

ment. Hence, if any one wants to fine! the

difference between cost and indebtedness

they will have to go fishing in the vast sea

of water which the Santa Fe carries.

Ahraham Lincoln, the martyr president,

once wrote the following prescription to a

friend in poor health, which is worth a

drug store: "Do not worry. Eat three

square meals a day. Say your prayers.

Think of your wife. Be courteous to your

creditors. Keep your digestion good. .Steer

clear of biliousness. Exercise. Go slow

and go easy. May be there are other

things that your especial case requires to

make you happy, but, my friend, these, I

reckon, will give you a good lift."

In 1843 the Millerites got their ascension

robes ready and went out on the hills on a

certain day to see the earth go back to star-

dust while they winged their flight moon-

wards. But she didu t burst, but just held

on to her shining pathway around the sun

ami is still doing business" at the old stand,

and now another set of cranks have calcu

lated that within ten years we are to see

sights such as Barnum never dreamed of.
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I'll Get Thm.

V* hat's the goal of your ambition, Tom?

What's the burden of your prayer?

' '. I'm going to l>e an engineer.

And dud tells me 111 "pet there,"

! ve sworn off drinking whisky,

I never play a game of pt>ol—

And by the holy Moses. Iloli. I'm

Done playing the durn'd fool.

You see, I've got a sweetheart, Bob,

Never n Illy whs more fair,

*>* hen I nsk'd her would she wed me,

I told her " I'd set there,"

Anil I told her what I would do

When pnmiuinl in the throtile;

Hut the Imrs were in her eves. Hob,

When she said •' lint for the bottle.''

Then you should beard my vows. Bob.

You should have heard me swear.

Kj- pick and seoop, and all the Gods,
I surely would ■• (jet there."

And Ellen, she believed me, Bob,

But said " I fondly think "

You surely will set there, Tom,

FTovidcd you don't drink."

ll^r dlmpl'd hand I held in mine.

And right there and Iheu,

1 i>«k'd mv ilod to help me,

In trying to " get there."

And my prayer is answered. Bob,

And S'ell will be my bride.

For the M. M. said to me lo-dav,
■ Tom. mount the right hand side."

John L. Back.

Cy Warman on a Flyer.

In McC lure's Magazine for January, 1894,

we find an elaborately illustrated article,

captioned, " A Thousand Mile Ride on the

K.ngine of the Swiftest Train in the World

—From New York to Chicago in the Cab of

the Kxpooition Klyer. By Cy. Warman,

formerly Engineer on the Denver <fc Rio

Grande Railroad."

We are in the habit of reading magazine

art teles—some of them—but it is rarely the

<:u»e that we have perused a magazine

iirticle with the relief that Cy. Warman's

contribution has afforded us, and in at-

trmpting a synoptical presentation of the

article for the delectation of the readers of

the Fikkmex's M.u.azixe, we confess to no

little embarrassment. Manifestly, War-

man intended to write prose, and, in so far

as the omission of rhyme is concerned, he

ha> written prose; and yet, running through

the article, from the opening to the closing

paragraph, it sparkles with Cy. Warman's

poetic genius. Take this for instance, a

minute before leaving the Grand Central

I'epot in New York :

I found a little, wiry engineer standing right in

under the boiler of the S'.h, oiling his link motion.

\ hundred pound engineer, and a hundred-ton loco

motive. A little bird phasing an eagle across the

»kj Bath seems to exaggerate the other. How dif

ferent was this mammoth machine from the moun

tain climbers I had lieen used to."

In this, the pictures are perfect, the con

trasts vivid, everything going to prove that

a poet, as well as mountain -climbing

engineer, had started out to ride a thou

sand miles from New York to Chicago on

the engine of a " flyer."

Readers of the article, though they may

be railroad trainmen, will have new im

pressions of fast running. A number of

years have intervened since Warman ran a

locomotive on the scenic Denver and Rio

Grande ; newspaper and literary work, in

cluding courting the muses, had occupied

Ihb time, but in the cab of the " Flyer ' his

old time love for the machine returned, to

which he refers by saying : " Absence we

are told makes "the heart grow fonder.

The pain of parting is all forgotten in the

joy of meeting; and now as we begin to

swing round the smooth curves, all the old

time love for the locomotive comes back to

me. The world will never know how dear

to the engineer is the engine. Julian Ralph

says, ' A woman, a deer and a locomotive.'

The engineer would say. ' A woman, a lo

comotive and a deer.' "

Being a few minutes late, as the " Flyer"

sped on to Albany affords Warman an open

ing for the exuberance of his fancy in speak

ing of the engine. "Steam is wantecf, the

fireman gives her coal, then the pointer

goes round to 190, and the white steam be

gins to flutter from the relief valve at the

top of the dome. She must be cooled a

little now, or she will pop, and waste her

energy. An extra flow of cold water

quenches her burning thirst, and she quiets

clown. How like a woman when her heart

is hurt ! She must be soothed and petted,

or she will burst into tears and sob herself

away." The "Flyer" responds to the fire

man's labors to create steam, and Warman

sees " the sun sink behind the big blue

mountains, the shadows creep across the

valley, and up to our window comes the

faint perfume of the fields—the last scent

of summer in the soft September winds.

Here and there we can see the lamps lighted

in the happy homes by the Hudson, while

the many-colored signal lamps light up our

way." Thus throughout the article, facts

and fancies are happily blended. The de

scription of fast running is graphic, as, for

instance, from Syracuse to Buffalo—" It was

nearly midnight now " says Warman " and

the frost on the rail causes* the swift steed to

slip. When we had reached the speed of a

mile a minute, and gone from that to sixty-

five miles an hour, I thought she would

surely be satisfied ; but every few minutes

her feet flew from under her, and the wheels

revolved at a rate that would carry her

through the air a hundred miles an hour.

The engineer stood up now, with one hand

on the throttle, the other on the sand lever ;

for it is not quite safe to allow these power

ful engines to slip and revolve at such a

rate.

"We've got twenty-eight miles up hill,

now," said the engineer, as he unlatched

the lever and gave her another notch. The

only effect was a louder exhaust and a
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greater strain on the machinery. It seemed

the harder he hit her the better she steam

ed, and we went up the hill at almost a

fiftv-mile gait.

''Now it is downhill to Buffalo," said the

driver, and as the speed increased to sixty-

five, seventy, and then seventy-five miles

an hour, the sensation was delightful.

"We've got thirty-six miles, now, and

thirty minutes to make it in," said the man

at the throttle.

"And you've got vour nerve, also." said I

in a whisper. Orchards, fields and farms

sweep by, and the very earth seems to

tremble beneath our feet. The engine fairly

lifts herself from the rail, and seems to fly

through space.

We stopped at Buffalo at 11:30, just one

minute ahead of time, ami this remarkable

run was made over the poorest piece of

track on the main line of the New York

Central and Hudson Kiver railroad. Eight

hours and fortv minutes, and we are four

hundred and forty-four miles from New

York."

Mr. Warman's reference to over time

work on the part of engineers, is well timed

and should he heeded. Having referred to

train accidents, he says :

Of course there will always be wrecks so long as

mortal men tend the switches and hold the throttles,

for it is human to err: hut the mind should lie on the

work at all times. No man should he compelled, or

eveu allowed, to remain on duty more than twelve

hours, or eighteen at the most Alter twenty four

hours the eyes become tired; after thirty-six hours

the brain is benumbed.

I have been on a locomotive forty hours and all de

sire to sleep hail left me. but I felt that I was dream

ing with my eyes wide open. The fireman had to

speak twice to get my attention. J was not asleep,

but my mind was away, anil when called to note a

signal it returned reluctantly. The brain seems to

feel the injusiice of such aliuse. and simply quits-

walks out. Of course, it can be compelled to work,

but it will not work cheerfully or wtfl. .lust as any

other striker may be forced tu submit to a decrease in

wages or an increase of hours, so it may work, but

will "soldier" enough In put its employer on the

losing side.

After such a strain I have gone to bed at eight in

the evening, and have rolled and tossed and beat

about until midnight, unable to sleep.

The article is replete with entertainment.

It sparkles throughout. There is nothing

dull or languid. Cy Warman is taking a

wonderful ride—a thousand miles in twenty

hours—and from New York to Chicago,

only once, for a minute, did sleep dally

with hiB evelids—from Toledo to Elkhart,

Ind. Of the speed of the "04," Warman

says :

The speed was so great that she touched only the

high places, and the ride down the long stretch of

straight track was a delightful one. The sun. that I

had seen drop down behind the i 'atskills, as it seemed

but a few hours ago, swung up from the Atlantic, and

shone on the Hoosier hills. " where the frost was on

the punkin and the fodder in the shock." The train

master, from Toledo, came over to ride with me. and

showed me where the daring train robbers held the

train up In an open prairie, on a straight track. We

held our watches on the '.», and found that she made

ten miles in eight minutes, and eleven miles fn eight

and one-half minutes, old and lame as she U. she

inanuges to limp over eight thousand miles a month,

at an average rate of n mile a minute.

The !>i reminded me of a jack rabbit. When hr

gets tip he Is so still' and lame that a well -trauwl

greyhound is ashamed to chase him. He will wabble

about, stumble and fall, put down three and cam-

one, until the dog is ready to ent him, Then he lay-

his ears down along his spine, and skims over the

sage-brush with the speeil of the wind.

In closing the article Warman says : "But.

behold, here in full view are the glistening

domes of the White City and the mammoth

high-mounted Ferris wheel ! The last of

nearly a thousand miles of steel has slipped

from under our faithful steed, and at pre

cisely ten o'clock a. m. we atop at the Chi

cago station- on time. It has taken twenty

hours, eight engines, and sixteen engine-

men to bring us through, and it has been a

glorious trip—the best of my life." The

article of Cy. Warman in Mc'Clure'* ifoga-

zhif, dates a new departure in writing ol

railroad journeys. He has set the example.

We are to have descriptions of engines, of

engineers—of trackB and scenery—so har

moniously blended—as to awaken interest,

command attention and benefit those who

read.

Enslavement of Worklngmen.

Mr. Editor:—The nuestion of the slavery

of the working people of the I'nited States

is.no longer one of discussion. It has been

settled, beyond a doubt, by the act of the

court that issued the injunction against the

N. 1'. employes, commanding thein to nei

ther quit nor strike. It matters not to the

principle involved that another court, which

had the power, set aside the injunction.

The all important point is that our liberty

has become a question for courts to decide

in the same manner as they do a criminal

case, putting us in the same position as was

our colored brother in chattle slavery in"de

good old days befo' de wah," when thecourts

said to his muster, if your slave runs away

and you want him back we will see that

you get him, except that we are a little

worse oil' than he was, inasmuch as the

court furnishes our masters guards to pre

vent us running away. Our masters have

thrown off the mask and gone into court to

ask the government of this " great and

glorious free land " to whip us into subjec

tion to their sweet will, and it has responded,

in effect, with right good will. And why

should it not '.' Is it not the property of our

masters, as was the government previous to

our "late unpleasantness," the property of

the slave holders? "But," says <ieneral

Weaver, "a call to action, the sword came

and liberated both the court and the slave."

Will we have to invoke the power of thr-

sword again to liberate the present court

and slave? It is asclearasdaylight tbatonr

government to-day in the United States is
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nothing more nor less than what all the

governments of the world are and always

have been, a tool manufactured by thieves,

robbers, pirates, and so forth, to be used by

them in their nefarious pursuits of pillage

aud plunder of the masses, and it has done

and is still doing its work well, indeed, far

l>ei!er than any government has ever done

before, no matter what its form or name,

for no government that the world's history

sives us any account of has ever robbed its

victims so unmercifully and of so much

of their property in the same length of time

as ours "has, for no other people have

ever been able to produce so much as we

have in the same period of time, and conse

quently, could not have had it to lose. We

have boasted of our freedom in this country,

)mt it was the boast of ignorance, as our

present condition proves, beyond question.

i >ur liberty has been to us what Santa ( 'laus

is- to children. It has been a myth, nothing

more, and the "older ones" are beginning

to learn the truth about the pleasant delu

sion. If we are now or ever have been a

free people, then has there never been any

«uch a thing as slavery in this world, and

>anta (.'laus is a howling actuality and not

a mere figure of a child's imagination.

But we are not, or never have been, a

free people, for freedem can never be in any

country where private ownership in land

exists which gives to private individuals

the power to appropriate to themselves the

joint earnings of the community in the

form of land values, thus breeding and de

veloping a class of people—landlords—to

whom all the rest of the people, who have

to live upon the land they own, must be

slaves. Now since private property in land

has existed in this country from the mo

ment it has been discovered to the present

instant, it never has been a free country,

but always has been and (until we get the

single tax i always will be a nation of mas

ters and slaves. Let us call ourselves by

our right names—slaves. There can bp

only two classes, industrially considered,

in any country, and those are masters and

slaves, whatever the grade of the latter

may be. So that when we discuss the re

lations existing between "employer" and

"employe," we may use the only terms

that will describe the fact. And that when

we speak of successful strikes, for instance,

we will say " the slaves of such and such

a corporation have been successful in their

revolt against a reduction of their rations

by their masters," or vice versa. Let us

look tbe truth squarely in the face. It is

the most manly thing to do. True liberty

lias never made its appearance in this

world. Vet that which we have looked

upon as liberty since .July 4, 177*1, bears no

more resemblance to the genuine article

than a hog does to an eagle. The thing

born on that eventful day was not liberty,

but a miscarriage of parents not fit (be

cause not sufficiently enlightened) to be

come the progenitors of such a thing. But

the monstrosity has lived and thrived and

is now fully matured and producing its

natural fruit—the degradation of those who

worshiped it as a fetich at the bidding of

its high priests— the politicians and their

pals in iniquity, the above mentioned

thieves and robbers. Can we gain our free

dom? Yes. How? Through the ballot-

box, after we have learned what freedom

is—freedom is the wiping out of all those

laws that make men slaves: that enable

their masters to go into court and get the

government to herd them as cowboys do

cattle; and the gaining of free access to

natural resources through the single tax.

Through these means, and these only, can

we ever become free. P. W. Monahan.

Grand Jrxcriox, (Yn.o.

Class Organization.

Mr. Editor:'—In the January number of

the Maoazine one W. S. Carter, hailing

from Taylor, Texas, endeavors to defend

class organization and to discredit the efforts

of Brothers Debs, Howard and Keliher to

introduce through the American Railway

Union the brotherhood of man.

While his views on the points at issue are

superficial, I shall not take it upon myself to

answer them further than to correct state

ments he makes concerning the Brotherhood

of Railway Employes. As a member of

Protective Board, Winslow Lodge No. 1, B.

R. E., telegrapher at Winslow during the

stormy period which resulted in the exter

mination of the B. 1!. E., and a member of

Division 201, O. R. T., I am certainly in a

position to give Mr. Carter the "straight

tip" on A. P. affairs.

In the first place, these very class organi

zations which, in Mr. Carter's eyes, are the

great remedial agents for the ills that afHict

railroad mankind, were the identical organ

izations that made the B. R. E. a neces

sity. To make a long story short, the O. R.

T., through its accredited representatives,

could not secure justice from its grand offi

cers or the railroad management; this ap

plies, also, to the B. R. T., the firemen, and,

outside a select coterie, the engineers. Why

did they treat their members thus? Be

cause they, the members, believed a schedule

meant something and required the corpor

ation to take a similar view! Betrayed by

the grand officers the men, as a last resort,

founded a new brotherhood which was to in

clude the seven classes of the transporta

tion department, allied with the shopmen.

All were yet members of their respective

class organizations. Hardly had their dec

laration of principles been published to the

world than the heads of the present "fake "
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federation conspired with the railroad com

pany to kill the movement.

One night a passenger train was detained

two hours at Winslow by a number of em

ployes who wired the trainmaster that it

should not proceed until a brakeman whom,

they asserted, had been unjustly suspended,

was restored to duty. They carried their

point temporarily, and I shall always be

lieve it was a put-up job on the corpora

tion's part to afford them the pretext for

securing the injunctions which followed.

This action was sanctioned by no organiza

tion and was promptly repudiated by the

B. R. E., upon whom the censure for it was

bestowed. Shortly after this episode, a com

mittee of the B. R. E. requested the super

intendent of transportation and general

master mechanic to meet them at \V inslow

to discuss grievances. They came, and after

a three hours' conference, signed a paper

binding themselves to right things, which

they meant to live up to in a Pickwickian

sense, just as most railroad schedules are

regarded by the managements to-day. Two

weeks after the conference referred to, the

wires were one day grounded east and west

of Winslow, and trains began to arrive,

dumping oft' armed Mexicans, deputy sher

iffs and U. S. marshals. Everybridge, water

tank and coal chute had its quota of hired

marksmen, and the road was patroled by

armed men from end to end. All the hard

characters of Arizona, New Mexico and

California were enlisted in corporation serv

ice, and a number of < ). R. C. men gallantly

volunteered to guard the scrap iron and

shoot down, if need be, the dastardly B. R.

E. men who had the audacity to found a

superior labor organization. One O. R. C.

conductor turned in a bill for six days' guard

duty at Gallup, N. M., at the rate" of "SI.50

per day. He s still running a train there.

All B. R. E. men were enjoined from inter

fering with the running of trains or those

who took their places, and Ramsay, Arthur,

Clark, Wilkinson, et id, did the rest—they

furnished the men—the official (?) scabs.

You see, Mr. Carter, there was no strike,

simply a corporation and class organization

combining to kill abetter labor organization,

just as they'd like to throttle the A: R. U. to

day, if they could. Aided bv the O. R. C.

and the inner circle of the B. L. E., the saw

mill hands, ham operators and tramps the

company employed were " assisted " until

the " loval " men (scabs) could be imported.

Thus class organization won some of its

scanty laurels and more desirable places for

its members and a victory, the first, for the

corporation. Both feared the prestige of

anything organized for business and some

thing besides a mere intention of drawing

fat salaries, parading a tubful of abdomen

and a gnat's head ofbrains. To-day the A.

& P. has dropped back into the old ruts of

a "stake" road and the "tools" who so

ably assisted the corporation are carrying

harpoons for each other. A fitting sequel

to a dirty, damnable outrage ! ! To nd itself

of sober, industrious employes and find

places for its creatures cost the company

$1,000,000 and several men their lives in

wrecks caused by incompetents. If you are

searching for facts, Mr. Carter, I can drop a

few more chunks in your vicinity, which, if

you are sincere, will prove the utter rotten

ness of class organization. Are they a

failure? Is a graveyard a failure .' Yours

for reform and the A. R. U.

Helena, Mont. A. S. Dowhr.

A Pleasant Surprise.

Mr. Editor:—The members of No. 25 are

ambitious, proud, and extremely happy at

the present time. Why? Well, we are

having good business; all doing fairly well

financially, employers and employed seem

to be satisfied and all working harmonious

ly. However, No. 25 was imposed upon at

our regular meeting on December 17th.

While the lodge was in session there came

an alarm at the door, and upon investiga

tion we found a delegation of twenty-one

ladies from Headlight Lodge No. 16, who

requested admission—no desire being man

ifested for initiation—simply to impress on

our minds that our regalias, which we had

been wearing lo, these many years, were

looking rather soiled; and, in a neat and

well delivered speech, Mrs. Cross presented

our lodge with a full set of very hue regal

ias as a token of respect, esteem and neces-

ity from Headlight Lodge No. 1<>, Ladies'

Society of the B. of L. F. You can imagine

the suspense, agonv and despair endured

by the stokers under such circumstances.

They all had lumps in their throats and

blushes on their faces, and a general panic

was about to ensue, when the members

became aware that these intruders were

their wives, sisters, mothers and daughters,

and there was no cause for alarm. Then

^he members responded with all the energy

and ability at their command, many get

ting up and addressing the meeting who

had never before attempted such a thing.

Long live the Indies! Cod bless them!

Through their journey in life may they be

happy mates for mankind, and may the

members of No. 25 never mar their token

of esteem by an unmanly art nor a disre

gard of the motto of our order—"Protec

tion, Charity, Sobriety and Industry."

Boone, Iowa. B. It. Smith.

Tiik Railroad Trlrnrajihrr comes out for

January in a complete change of dress and

form and makes an altogether creditable

appearance. The mechanical features are

up to the best styles of the art and the con

tents give evidence of the prosperity of the

order it represents. A sturdy labor litera

ture is the hope of the labor world.
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Welcome iMilgr, Xo. 79, S. of L. F.

Kar journal, will you (mint mc n little space, just

here,

Tii »ho» you the love we have tor our Brotherhood

most dear?

With heart' mack' all aglow with low. ami friendship

evcT true.

Wc rally 'round m»r standard—sustained in Tz.

\\c have a little railroad. Its pleasant unto me ;

It run* arrow Sew Jersey, from the river to the sen.

i Mir boys an- nil employed thereon, and with hearts

that's pure and g<sid.

They never onee regret the day they joined the Broth

erhood.

We meet men here in summer, of every kind and

stamp.

From the Highest railroad uinguntc to the common

modem tramp.

Weextend our hands to one and nil ; It can he noted,

true.

Th»i they'll always find a welcome from the hoys of

«eventy-two.

1 want tosneak of F. A. Potts—the Muster of our lodge :

Ke'salltue loud around his work, hut duty he don't

dodge.

\ Willetts is another one we can't well do without,

And 0. K. Wright Is always there, for rights to rnise

a shout.

1 have a friend, an honest friend, whom 1 can always

trust ;

lie is rimply honest .hearted, faithful, true, and just ;

H» always has a kind word for those who downward

look:

He hails from Aito. on this line, and his name is

Joseph Cook.

There* Johnny Hnyle then comes along, but for him

we have our fenrs.

That tie will leave our lodge quite s»m, and join

the engineers.

.U he Is running ou a road where first class men

can't go.

Fur the compensation is too small and the time is

mnch too slow.

Mlti Kennedy with the Indies he nlwayscutsndash,

ind when he sees a fair fnee he's sure tomakeamash.

Sim Mike, tie careful wind yon do. for we'll watch

your quiet game.

And tell you if vou walk aright when not out on vour

train

Nike MKiovern then tells us how awful fast in- ran

Ijtst summer, with a special, while on with Jim

Horan.

Jwk English then comes looming up. his duties he

can fill.

Ami Preble, being a light-weight, thev put him on

the drill.

Bill Lovett. on the Medford brunch he always can be

seen.

Along witli Ell Thomas on engine 516;

He'* always ready to respond, or lend a helping hand

To any who are found in need, wherever they may

stand.

And now it's time that I should close and seek a little

rot.

And meet the bovs of Welcome lodge all fixed up in

their best.

Fur when we're in the lodge room our energy- is new,

;<• we'll welcome every brother who's enrolled in 72.

f»jmr.si, N. J. T.FitzgeraUt.

His Conscience Troubled Him.

Judge Duffy—You admit you broke u rhair to pieces

on yuur wife s head. Don't you feel any remorse?

Mr Thompson Street—Yes, I has lots ob remorse. I

Vaiil a dollar for dut chair, an' hit was us good as

Dew.—7W»M Sifting*.

Railroads in Africa.

While surveying parties are examining

the routes by which it will be possible to

connect the railroads of Mexico with those

of Chili and the Argentine Republic, and

Russia is about to make a road across Sibe

ria to the Pacific, it is not surprising that

the eyes of engineers should turn to the

virgin soil of Central Africa and to the vast

regions there which cannot forever remain

undisturbed by the railroad builder. The

London Engineer has recently published a

series of articles by W. Wiseman, a civil

engineer, in which the construction of a

transcontinental road in Africa is consider

ed, and a well-informed writer in the Rail

road Gazette of this city criticises these ar

ticles severely. The main line proposed by

Mr. Wiseman follows quite closely the par

allel of latitude which lies ten degrees north

of the equator. Beginning at Lagos, on

the Gulf of Guinea, a point on the coast

about 200 miles above the mouth of the

Niger, it crosses the Niger and follows the

parallel of ten degrees north through the

Soudan, crossing the Nile at Fashoda, and

going on through AbvssiniatoBerberah, on

the Gulf of Aden. This line would be about

3,000 miles long. Mr. Wiseman has also in

mind another road, beginning at Fashoda

and following the Nile down to Cairo, a dis

tance of about 1,800 miles. His estimate

of the cost of the east and west line is $!H>,-

000,000. Both lines would lie in those parts

of the continent which are under British

influence, and Mr. Wiseman appears to have

reached the conclusion that the time is near

at hand when British capitalists can be in

duced to invest money in them.

But scarcely anything is known of the

region in which the proposed east and west

road would lie for four-fifths of its course.

For a few hundred miles, beginning at

Lagos, fairly accurate information as to the

topography, climate and products is avail

able, but from Bornu " right on to the Nile,

say 1,200 or 1,400 miles, the tenth parallel,"

Bays the writer in the Railroad Gazette, who

has marched thousands of miles in the

Soudan, " has been crossed by white men

only at intervals of from L'OO to 400 miles,

and" from the Nile to Berberah, say 1,000

miles, the country is even less known. Tn

say that in these great unknown gaps will

be found materials for construction, and

'teeming millions' readv to work cheaply

and hungry to trade with the civilized tui

tions, is not only pure assumption, but is

absurdly improbable." The inhabitants of

these regions grow nothing that would have

enough value to endure transportation, and

they produce no surplus. If crops fail

there is a famine. Even if they should

produce more than they need for their own

use the surplus would have no value in

European markets. " The gum arabie,
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ostrich feathers and other local products

which are gathered in the whole zone that

could be made tributary to the 'Central

African Railroad' would not fill one freight

train a week," and what could the return-

inn trains carry that could be sold to the

inhabitants?

Exploration of this route would be very

difficult, and the cost of construction would

be enormous, because the means of local

transportation are notoriously inadequate.

The limit of the camel's usefulness ispaseed

at the tenth parallel. South of that line the

camel dies, and on the line he is feeble and

of very little value as a beast of burden.

Mr. Wiseman remarks that "cheap labor

would be available throughout the entire

length of the railway." But the testimony

of those who know something about the re

gion is that as workmen the inhabitants

would be worthless and uncontrollable, and

that the labor required could be procured

and retained only by force. Surveyors and

builders would '' have to face not only the

indolence, the ignorance and the poverty of

barbaric people, but often their bitter hostil

ity." In the neighborhood of the proposed

crossing of the Nile, and for 400 or 500 miles

along the southern frontier of the Egyptian

Soudan' power is held by the successors of

the Mahdi, who would make short work of

getting rid of a railroad surveying or con

struction party. In other parts of the zone

there are warlike tribes that have establishd

their reputation in battles with troops.

For hundreds of miles there is no timber

suitable for cross ties, and in some parts of

the route, timber could not be used even if

it could be found, for the white ants would

destroy it.

The entire zone is a region of deadly fev

ers. One-third of the men in an Egyptian

battalion in Darfour died of disease in one

year. They were in latitude 13° north,

where the general altitude of the country is

about 2,000 feet, and the soil is light and the

rainfall small. In the swamp regions of the

White Nile and Bahr El (ihazal the fevers

are far worse than in Darfour, Kordofan or

Wadai. Between these extremes lies the

line of the proposed railroad. As for the

proposed road from Cairo to Fashoda, it is

reasonably clear that an army of conquest

and occupation would have to go before the

surveyors and builders from Wadv Haifa

southward. The native warriors, whose as

sistance could have been procured when

Sir John Fowler caused surveys to be made

for a road to Khartoum, are now hostile,

and it would be necessary to overcome them.

Since the loss of Hicks' army and the expe

dition for the relief of Gordon, the world

has known how formidable they are and

how they can fight.

Neither British capital nor capital from

any other country can be obtained for the

construction of the transcontinental road

planned by Mr. Wiseman. It would not be

possible to build the road for any sum that

could be regarded as reasonable for the cost

of railway construction, and the road could

earn no dividends even upon an investment

no larger than is required for track laying

on our western prairies. But it may be prof

itable to build several short roads from the

coast—like the road from Mombassa toward

the Victoria Nyanza, for example, or a

road from Lagos eastward to the Niger

—and for military use as well as for trade

there will be constructed sooner or later a

road from Suakim.on the Red Sea, to Ber

ber, on the Nile. It is folly to say that

trade with the inhabitants of Central Af

rica can support such a railroad as Mr.

Wiseman has described. The building of

the proposed road would not cause the

country to be settled by white men. The

roads in our western states anil territories

were not built with the expectation that

the trade with the Indians would support

them. But the trade that could be reaehed

by the proposed Central African road wouhi

be of no greater value than that which

could have been brought to some of our

roads years ago by the Indians living in the

regions through which thev passed.—A>«-

York Time*.

Genius and Training.

The training of men for work which re

quires the higest possible nicety of hand is*

not really training. It is far more the se

lection, by experiment, of men born with

the true touch. For example, we doubt

whether the very greatest surgeons—tile

men whose success depends upon their

ability to make sharp steel as sensitive as a

finger-tip—perform their hundreth opera

tion better than their first. They nave

more confidence, no doubt, but the sleight-

of-hand is inborn. Nobody can train a

medical student into a great oculist. It is

only the ordinary man of whom it can he

said that practice makes perfect. The man

with the special gift is born perfect. But

genius is only the mental side of this gift,

apart, and if the people whose business is

with mind were as honest and as unsophis

ticated as those who deal with horse-racing

or brick-laying, we should not hear any

thing more about genius being merely the

capacity for hard work. To say that the

bricklayer with the " knack " is only a

bricklayer who takes pains, would be a

patent absurdity. It is not less an absur

dity, though a less obvious one. to say that

a man with a genius for style and literary

form is only a man who knows how to take

pains. The poet, no doubt, must take pains,

but no amount of taking pains will give

him the genius of verse.—ImmIoh Spectator.
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Chances of Getting Killed.

In view of the fact that many people

stayed at home—or said they did—dunng

the past summer on account of the fre

quency of railway accidents and the conse

quent danger of getting killed or injured,

and because people naturally think of the

number of victims of an accident without

tiiruring out the proportion to the number

of persons traveling, the following question

becomes" pertinent: " If a man takes a ride

of the average length, which is almost 24

nales, in a railway train in this country,

what is his chance of getting killed?" The

Pittsburgh Time*, which propounds the

oucstion, proceeds to answer it as follows,

• lisplaying not only an aptitude for figures

but a smattering of knowledge of human

nature :

According to the interesting report of

the interstate commerce commission, just

out, it is one chance in 1,491,910. If a young

man of '20, jilted by his sweetheart, should

determine to commit suicide without sin

by getting accidentally killed in a railway

accident he might do it. Certainly he

might do it. If he were to get on a train

a? a passenger and ride, ride, ride at the

rate of 35J miles an hour, day and night,

every hour of every day and every day of

the year, if he had average luck he would

eventually get surcease from the gnawing

pain at his heart somewhere in the course

of passing over 30,542,282 miles, for accord-

ins to these official figures, one passenger

is "killed for every 35,542,282 miles that a

passenger is carried. According to the

same he would be injured in some way

eight and three-quarter times, or eight

times ami a bad scare. His possible jour

ney would have taken him around this

weary world and past the place where she

went to housekeeping with the other fellow

1.421 times, and would have cost him, at

the rate of 3 cents a mile and $2.50 a night

tor a sleeping berth, $1,0S7,01<>.4«. In this

melancholy state of mind he wouldn't care

how liis shoes looked, and the porter needn't

disturb his grief for a daily quarter.

For the benefit of those who consider that

the only safe place to stay is at home " down

on the farm, it may be added that the

classification of risks maintained by most

accident insurance companies places farm

ers either in the same class as trainmen or

in the one next to it, and that where the

office man who rides forty to fifty miles a

day by rail to and from his office pays five

dollars, the farmer pays twelve for the

sime amount of insurance. As insurance

tables are figured out from well established

"tatistics, the tendency of the evidence

seems to be that even in the worst of times

it is safer to travel than to stay at home.—

Railway Age.

Curious Railroad Accidents.

In an article on "Train Running for the

Confederacy," by Mr. Anderson, published

in this issue, a curious accident is mentioned

where, in a collision, the body of a box car

was thrown forward upon a flat car, and

was drawn through in the position it took

on the jump.

There are various authentic records of

cars jumping out of trains and going down

the bank without being missed. Among

the records of curious train accidents there

are two mentioned bv the Railroml Gazette

as having happened "last month, which are

well worthy of mention.

A west-bound freight of the Pittsburg,

Fort Wavne & Chicago, on arriving at Al

liance, Ohio, was found to have one empty

car under which there was only one truck.

Investigation brought to light the fact that

the truck jumped out on a descending

grade, near Garfield, and had sufficient mo

mentum to carry it completely across the

adjoining main track and into the ditch.

No other damage was done.

This is a stunning argument in favor of

the link and pin coupler, as a verticle plane-

coupler must inevitablv have let the car

body down upon the rails.

Another curious accident occurred near

Massillon. While descending a grade, the

men on the rear cars discovered that the

train had parted and went out to set the

brakes. The first brakeman had gone only

one or two car lengths, when there was a

shock which knocked him down and ex

tinguished his lantern. He recovered, how

ever, and was setting another brake, when

there was a second shock, the forward por

tion of the train' having been stopped bv a

train ahead of it, and the two parts running

together. Two cars were damaged, and the

conductor, in examining his list prepara

tory to setting them off. found that he was

short two cars. Thev were found about two

and a half miles back, standing clear of the

main track. These cars also were empty,

and it is supposed that thev were derailed

by a drawbar falling on the track. The

momentum of the cars behind them pushed

them clear of the track and the connection

was broken without any injury to the draft

rigging. The night was quite dark, so that

the two men on top of the train passed by

the unruly cars without noticing them.—

Locomotive Engineering.

The Japanese government has in hand

plans for the construction of fourteen new

railway lines. At present the railway mile

age of the empire is about 1,500 miles, of

which 904 belong to various companies. It

is proposed that these shall be taken over

by the state.—American Engineer.
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What Is Thunder?

This is one of the disputed questions of

the day, and one that lias not been investi

gated as thoroughly as many others, no

doubt, because it fs not specially impor

tant.

The crackle that precedes the main re

port has attracted some attention recently,

and may lead to something.

A thought in this connection was ad

vanced in this column four or rive years

ago that may be presented again. It was

suggested by the crackling that accom

panies the conversion of hydrogen and

oxygen into water, which, as you know, is

done by burning these two gases when

mixed in certain proportions.

Is it not possible the crackling heard be

fore a peal of thunder is caused by the con

version of these gases into water bv means

of an electric flash or blaze? The fact that

each sharp peal of thunder is followed by a

suddenly increased down-pour of rain goes

to prove that something has caused the

rapid conversion of gases, or vapors, into

water.

The report that follows when sufficient

quantities of these gases are united to form

a single drop of water may be heard

throughout a room of ordinary size- How-

great would be the report when a sufficient

quantity is united to produce a barrel, or

several barrels? Might it not equal the

"crackle" referred to? Or even the sharp

peal of thunder that so quickly follows a

blinding flash of lightning?

The London Elrctririan contained an arti

cle some time since in which it was said that

" notwithstanding the phenomenon of thun

der is as old as that of rainfall, and notwith

standing that the science of electricity has

drawn to the ranks of its devotees the bright

est genius and the most powerful minds of

the present century, there are still disputed

points in regard to thunder, the one point

of universal agreement being that it is caused

by discharges of electricity from cloud to

cloud, or between the clouds and the earth.

In the first place, as regards the distance at

which the most violent thunder can be

heard, the author of the article under con

sideration thinks that four miles is the limit.

"A still unexplained phenomenon is the

'crackle' which precedes the main report

in lightning discharges." The article under

review attributed this to minor local dis

charges, which always occur, although they

can be heard only when the discharge is

very near. "To prove that the mechanical

force of lightning discharm's is much less

than that of artillery, it is alleged that glass

in windows is never shattered by thunder,

whereas this is a frequent result of the tiring

of cannon. From this and other reasons

it is concluded that, after all, thunder ' is a

small scale operation, and as much inferior

to the manufactured article as lightning is

for all useful purposes to a 30,01)0 volt ro

tary current. "—Pittebitryh Vommerrml-fin-

zette. __

Boring to a Depth of 6,560 Feet.

The deepest boring of which we have ac

knowledge up to the present time is at

l'arvschowitz, in the district of Ivibnik in

western Silicia. The depth attained L«

0,508 feet, and the diameter of the hole- is

only 2.75 inches. The work has been tem

porarily stopped in order to lower especial

thermometers, which have been made with

great accuracy, into the hole for the pur

pose of obtaining the temperature at differ

ent depths. The boring will then be re

sumed, and it is hoped that a depth of

8,200 feet will be reached. The method <>t

operation is that the Mamniersmanu tubes

are used, great lengths of which can In-

operated at once. The first tube has a

diameter of 11.8 inches, and is provided ;it

its lower end with a diamond cutting edire

which acts as a drill. The pipe is then

screwed, as it were, into the ground, and

when it has been entered completely a

small special mechanism permits the cut

ting on" of the column of dibrin at the base,

whence the core which has been formed in

the interior of the tube, and which exactly

represents the geological formation, is re

moved. This is then raised to the surface

of the ground and the diamond-pointed

cutting edge is raised to the surface anil a

second and longer tube screwed on, having

as its outside diameter the inside diameter

of the first one, and it is also provided, on

its lower extremities, with a new diamond-

pointed cutter. This tube is then dropped

into the hole, it is stopped by the fust

boring, and they begin to screw it down as

in the case of the first. When the two

tubes are thoroughly imbedded in the

ground, the first operation is repeated and

the core withdrawn, and thus bv success

ively screwing on to the end of the tube

one whose external diameter is equal to the

internal diameter of the preceding one, the

work is carried on.—Jitcm Scifiilijii/itr.

EvERY-niiNo is about ready for the begin

ning of the work upon the Simplon tunnel.

The conditions of the contract are that the

tunnel, with a single line of rails, shall be

ready for traffic in live and one-half yenrs,

but ft is to be so constructed that it may be

widened for a second line in four years more

The cost of the first enterprise is estima

ted at a little more than £2,000,000. The

construction of this road will reuder the

present pass superfluous. The road over

this pass is the one which was constructed

by Napoleon in the early part of the cen

tury at a cost of £720,000."—Amrriran Ei<:ji-

m i r.
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GRAND LODCE,
 

ASSESSMENT NOTICE FOR FEBRUARY.

« UTICK OF THE GRAND I.OIXiK, B. OF I,. F„ I

TrjiRE Haute, Inii., February 1. I«9i. i

ASSESSMENT Nil. 43, ?2.00.

I ii Rarirrrs nf Svhttrrthtaif ljtthjtn:

?irs and Brothers :—You are hereby notified of the

•Hath and disability of the following member" en

titled to nil the bench s of the order, viz.:

I laim No. II"*. ,1. A. MeMahon.of Two Republics

l/idgc. No. 4i:>. was killed in a Railway Aeeident,

[September 3. 1S93.

CLAIM No. 11*i7. Win. M. Hall. of Harrisburg Lodge.

No. 174. wa> killed by Gun-shot Wounds. September

j". uwt.

i*laIM No. 1158. Frank Young, of Stone Mountain

l.4xtjre. No. 232, ttiL-i declared totally disabled by In-

mry to Rack and Hip. September 'JO. 1893.

■•LAIM No. II."*. Dennis Collins, of J. .1. Manning

Lodge, No. 472, died of Peritonitis. September 21, 189.1.

I'm* No. mill. John \V. Bradley, of .lames T.

'.Vatt Lodge. No. I:>i, was declared totally disabled by

l**lonnity and Impaired Mobility, September 2ti, 1803.

■ 'IAIN N<>. lbil. Joseph S. Drake, of Hyram Lodre,

No. 271. died of Hemorrhages. October 15, 1893.

claim No. 11(12. \V. H. Smith, of Cherish Lodge, No.

[to, was declared totally disabled by Loss of Hands,

i ktotser 21). 1KU.

i 'l.aim No. 1103. J. W. Ruchanan, of Tombigbec

Lodge No. fcifi, was killed by Boiler Explosion, Octo

ber 22. 1893.

i I-»im No. 1164. .lames u. Culhane, of E. c. Fel

lows Lodge, No. 11:1. died of Consumption. October

■Zi. 1*B.

( laim No. 1165, George Alberts, of Ann Arbor

Lodge, No 120, was killed in a Wrack, October 25, 1893.

I laim No. llHO. Patrick W. Kennedy, of J J. Man

ning 1 »•. ijc. No. 172. died of Congestion of the Brain,

October 20. istt:.

'..Alt No. 1107. R. C. Chase, of A.ti. Porter Lodge.

Xii. 141. was declared totally disable<l by Injury to

Skull, November 1, 1893.

Claim No. lifts. William Kiesban. of Overland

Lodge. No. 121, was declared totally disabled by Cat

aract of Lyes, November 2, 1893,

Claim No. 1169. George .1. Keebler, of J. J. Man

ning Lodge No. 172, was killed in a Railway Accident,

November 4, 181)3.

Ci.um No. 1170. Charles K. Harmon, of New Hope

Lodge, No. :;7, was killed in a Wreck. November 5, 1*93.

Claim No. 1171. Charles .1. I-'. Hart, of Eau Claire

Lodge, No. (*s, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Foot, October '27, 1MB.

cum No. 1172. \V. 1. Davit, of A.R. Cavncr Lodge,

No. 35t>, was killed in a Collision, November 8, 1893.

Claim No. 1173. Daniel Coughlin, of Granite State

Lodge. No. 30ti, was Hun Over and killed, November

9, 1893.

Claim No. 1174. Henry A. Martin, of Kit Carson

Lodge, No. 257, was declared totally disabled by

Atrophy of Eyes, November 10, 1893.

Claim No. 117V John \V. Lynch, of Lucky Thought

Lodge. No. '232, died of Typhoid Fever. November 11.

1893.

claim No. 1176. J. P. Sondergurd, of Border Lodge.

No. 32. was declared totally disabled by i^iss of Arm.

September 12, 1x93.

Claim No. 1177. s. M. Lyon, of I'nion Lodge, No.

Lis, was declared totally disabled by Fracture of Knee

Joint, November 14, 1*93.

Claim No. UTS. Jeremiah J. Leahy, of Enterprise

Lodge. No. 7.*>, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Eyesight, November II, 1N93.

claim N<». 117'.'. Z. T. Gordon, of Chestnut Ridge

Lodge. No. 310, died from Injuries received in Rail

way Accident, November 14, 1893.

Claim No. llso. Edward Yankirk. of Adopted

Daughter Lodge, No. 3, died of Typhoid Fever, No

vember 20, 189;!.

Claim No. 1181. James O. I.ewis, of Trinity Lodge,

No. *::. died of Malarial Fever. November 21, 1893.

claim No. 1182. Charles W. Ryan, of New Hope

Lodge. No. 37, was killed in a Railway Accident, No

vember 26, 1893.

(i.aim No. lis:',. Harry W. Lender, of New Hope

Lodge, No. 37, died of Catarrhal Pneumonia. Decern

lier 8. 1893.

Claim No. 1181. Edward Piatt, of Excelsior Lodge,

No. 11, was declared totally disabled by Lossof Hand,

November 24, 1893.

Claim No. lis.",. Henry Dingwall, of 1'iue City

Lodge, No. 81, died of Consumption, November 22, 18:'::.

Claim No. 118C. John Smith, of Industrial Lodge,

No. 21, fell from Engine and was killed. July 30, 1893.

Claim No. 1187. Frank G. Lyon, of Stillwater

Lodge. No. 182, was killed by Blowing Out of Nozzle

Tip, August 17, ls'.i."..

Claim No. 11S8. Thomas Higgins, of Falls City

Lodge. No. 103, was killed in a Collision. October 11,

1893.

Claim No. 1189. Samuel E. Powell, of Smoky City

Lodge. No. 219. was killed in a Collision. October II.

18'.I3.
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Claim No. 111)0. Thomas McCue, of Custer Lodge,

No. 191, died of Consumption. October 23, IstKi.

Claim No. Hill. Hurry D. N. McGregor, of Stand

ard IjOdge, No. 158, was declared totally disabled by

Stricture of Kcctum. October 2-1. 1893.

Claim No. 1192. John I). McCune, of Nottoway

Lodge, No. 4:45, died from Injuries received in m col

lision, October 31, 1893.

Claim No. 119;!. Wm. M. Scbaefler. of Pride of the

West Lodge, No. *>, was killed in n Boiler Explosion,

November 2, 1893.

Claim No. 1191. Joseph R. Bibb, of llinton Lodge.

No. 23fi, was killed in a Collision, November h, 1893.

Claim No. 1195. Daniel V. Ilartman, of Pabipsco

Lodge, No. 132, died uf Typhoid Fever, November 8,

1MB.

Claim No. 11%. William Melone. of Anchor Lodge,

No. 01, scalded to death in a Wreck, November 8, 1893.

Claim No. 1197. John W. Hull, of Violet Lodge,

No. :w«.r>, was drowned. November M. 1*93.

Claim No. 1198. James Walsh, of Quickstep Lodge.

No. 500, was Run Over and killed, November 15, 1893.

Claim No. 1199. James Bailey, of Plain city Lodge.

No. 238, fell from Engine and was killed, November

17, 1893.

Claim No. 1200. Charles W. Moore, of Blooming

Lodge, No. -10, died of Typhoid Fever. November 18,

1893.

Claim No. 13)1. H. G. Mudvvilder. of Red Moun

tain Lodge, No. :"!9, was killed in a Wreck, November

22, 1893.

Claim No. law. S. L. Warsham. of Red River

Lodge, No. 8, died of Typhoid Fever. November 2a,

18!B.

Claim No. law. J. M. Gaines, of Luke Shore Lodge.

No. 183, was killed in a Railway Accident. November

27, 1893.

Claim No. 1204. Win. A. Kirk, of Lake shore Lodge.

No. 183, was killed in a Railway Accident. November

•27, 1893.

Claim. No. 1205. James F. Casey, of Rivcrview

Ixjdge, No. 330, died of Heart Disease, November 30,

1893.

Claim No. 1206. R. L. Hamilton, of llinton Lodge,

No. 236, was killed in a Railway Accident. December

4. 18'J3,

Claim No. 1207. Joseph Shinsky, of Spokane Lodge

No. 501, was killed in a Collision, December 7. l.y.13.

Claim No. 1208. Perry L. BHiimgnrdner, of Albany

City Lodge. No. 230, died of Heart Disease, December

IS, 1893.

Claim No. 1209 P. F. O'Brien, of Mayflower Lodge,

No. 415, died of Peritonitis. December 15, 1893.

Claim No. 1210. W. J. Turner, of s. M. Stevens

Lodge, No. 150, was killed in a Wreck. December 22.

1893.

Claim No. 1211. Jacob O. Bibler, of K.mporia Lodge.

No. 53, was declared tolully disabled by Injury to Arm,

December 22, 1893.

Claim No. 1212. Fred Law ton, of Mount Sopris

Lodge, No. 503, fell from Engine and was killed. De

cember 30, 1MB.

An assessment of Two Dollars ($2.00) has been levied

for the payment of the above claims, and you an* re

quired to forward said amount tor itu'h mrmti<T wboie

name Hppears on the rolls of membership Febiu:arv

1st, ls'.M (also for all members having taken a with

drawal ilimited or final) aj'ttr Fehruary 1st, and for

all members who died or were totally disabled since

that date), said remittance to reach the Grand Lodge

not later than February 20th, 1891. as provided bi

section 50 of the Constitution. Any lodge failing ti>

make returns as above provided will stand suspended

from all the benefits of the order, as per Section 52 of

the Constitution. Yours fraternally.

, F. P. Saroent, G. M

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Addresses Wanted.

Michael I). Cakrwan.—When last heard from,

about two years ago. he went tx> Escanaba to fire an

engine on sonic road in Michigan. Any information

concerning him will be gratefully received by bis

anxious mother. Mrs. M. H. Carrigan, 11125 East Wil

liam street, Decatur. 111.

Will Herman.—His brother. John Hex-nan, was

lately killed on the Maple Leaf, and the widow is

anxious to locate the brother of her deceased bus

band. Any information regarding his whereabouts

will be thankfully received liv Julia Hecnan, 1507 V

Twelfth street. St. Joseph, Mo.

The Robinson Monnment Fnnd.

The following subscriptions to the Robinson Monu

ment fund have been received since our last report :

Miss Mary Cunningham, Kdward«villc. Ills . . $i no

Division No. 41. I-adics' Auxiliary to the B. of

L. E.. Newark. Ohio . ... 17 50

Previously reported . 907 ->2

Total ... KN', ij

Remittances should In- directed to the Locomotive

Firemen's Maoazink, Terre Haute, lud.

It is with pleasure that we note our old friends ncl

patrons, the Matchless Metal Polish Co., whose ad

lias appeared so long in our Maoazi.ne, have won (In-

highest award and medal on their exhibit at tin-

World's Columbian Exposition.

We have personally used this polish, and know that

it fulfills all that tin- manufacturers claim ; in fuel, it

has been a boon to the labor of the fireman, as well as

to his wife and handmaid. Their announcement i*

found elsewhere.

In another copy will be found the advertisement id

Theo. Andel .v. Co.. the New York book publishers,

which will be of special interest to cnginemen of

everv class. The books advertised are standard put.

licatioiis ami would he a valuable aeipiisitlon to anv

ltici'liHiiicnl man's librurv.

saving Money.

Mrs. swiftly— I'm making all mv hats my-scli i.>

save nioiicy.

Mr. Swifilv iiniich pleased i— Indeed '

Mrs. Swiftly -Yes: this one 1 got oil onlv cost me

twcntv-llvc cents.

Mr. Swiftly-Well. I declare!

Mrs. Swiftly—And I put all the trimming on nn

self.

Mr swiftly—Where did von get the trimming?

Mrs. Swiftly— At DrcfghoodV 1 got it for eighteen

dollars.— t'hiiiiiia lit cut-it .
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Beneficiary Statement.

Omtt of Graxd Secretary and Tiif.asi kf.k, 1

Tekre IIaite. Iso., January 1, 1894. J

To Subordinate I/nlga :

giw AM' Brothers —The follow inn is a statement

of tlir- Beneficiary Fund for the month of Iicccmber,

1*H.

Receipts

: 1
; z z 0 60

*z s. 'A ti 'A 55 aA
c

9 3 01

a
& ' s

a c
-

1
* ac be « p 3

^ b o o 0 a O

] :. 3
o 8

9
S 3 a s< ■< < ~i <

~7J1 K?>
sr.ii 143 Jl 13 214 5108 285 5222 356 W

* 12 7.'. 90 144 128 215 132 286 146 357 66

.V. 71 110 145 172 216 66 287l 124 :«s 76

* W. 7 » 146 156 217 58 288 68 359 66

. 2111 76 W 147 164 218 72 289 116 360 Ni

r, in. 77 302 148 116 219 290 JS 36 1 140

: 7-s I'M 149 562 220 126 291 160 362 42

^ 2)1 79 70 150 176 221 100 292 58 363 182

:> 22S •Si 62 151 90 222 90 293 50 304 96

■ii
2! 6 81 148 152 146 223 92 294 86 365 66

it -1»i S2 418 153 78 224 72 295

'94

366 54

12 284 S3
•210

154 98 225 48 296 367 82

;:; 394 S4 221 155 110 226 140
2971 126

368 70

11 362 85 142 156 104 227 118 298 72 309 loo

16 ist Ml 124 157 46 228 2Ni 299 106 370 30

if, 211". 87 86 158 182 229 6S 300 96 371 72

.: 116 SI 159 208 230 UM 301 80 372 74

> 122 S3 160 150 231 164 302 90 373 4s

15 1:2 '.HI 133 161 40 232 90 303 80 374 90

Jl m Ml lis 162 280 233 66 304 106 375 78

.'I iin '.12 102 163 122 234 108 COS 60 37ii 52

22 50 93 84 164 138 235 306 196 377 106

23

'S4

94 ISO 165 122 236 132 307 128 378 204

Jl '.''. 214 166

Vis

237 190 308 60 379 218

a 190 Oil 76 167 238 122 309 160 380 48

-•• 172 '.'7 440 168 M'2 239 114 310 78 asi 46

.: in
'.'•>

7i". 169 3 Hi 240 208 311 44 382 111

.- 128
•».i

2-22 170 98 211 .'188 312 48 383 82

J fit ll»l 98 171 68 242 210 313 384 131

/i
M !lll 132 172 108 243 30 314 90 385 58

>i i.2 102 162 173 244 34 315 180 :;nj 34

.-j 88 1"3 314 174 150 245 316 102 3S7 62

S3 11* 101 l(»l 175 192 246 317

' 70

388

^-r
1 1*2 in'. l"s 176 247 228 318 389

6 98
l.i, 51 177 92 248 178 319 130 390 102

* 124 li '7 1 '.'<-. 178 176 249 142 320 180 391 111

C. 114 Ins 7i, 179 76 250 256 321 46 392 66

* U6
]•<> ! in 180 54 251 836 322 60 393 62

;o 62 lid ss 181 CO 252 164 323 28 394

in 150 111 I7s 182 98 253 96 324 48 395 60

II 56 112 76 183 182 254 168 32.i 96 396 101

12 11 11:: 132 IM 255 78 320 100 397 50

a 144 111 50 185 66 256 54 327 110 398 74

it If* 11.". 88 186 112 257 132 328 232 399 4S

f. 230 in. 17(1 187 86 258 80 329 40 400 SI

»• * 117 112 188 246 219 132 330 1G8 401 84

i; 214 US (HI 189 136 260 94 33} 160 402 56

.i 174 119 12 190 44 261 74 332 403

.•I
15(1 l'2H 120 191 126 262 106 333 172 401 58•..■
2*1 121 144 192 214 263 114 834 140 405 154

M 82 122 66 193 94 261 98 335 01 406 36

.J 172 121 146 194 138 265 160 336 :i- 407 HIS

13 108 121 92 195 44 266 152 S37 202 408 111

-. 216 125 82 196 112 267 148 338 92 409 121

"-"
6s 126 84 197 110 268 84 S39 410 lsl

•i 32 127 118 198 128 269 138 340 7.. 411 28

">7 ".in 128 68 199 56 270 198 341 66 412 7°

> 76
l-.-i

210 200 106 271 82 342 •1 413 92

M 19l i:»
•234

201 98 272 52 313 44 414 lis
■■')

'26 131 7G 202 136 '273 lis 3+1 104 415 161

',i IV, 132 116 203 Hs 274 38 345 60 416 ."Ji

« ].'<0 l.y 122 204 T* 275 80 346 50 417 56

it 114 134 128 205 104 27., 74 317 7s 418 68

-1 160 ill". 88 206 104 277 22 348 -1 419 m;

.'.', 124 136 52 207 212 278 40 319 101 420 8s

■ 1 K 137 62 208 80 279 46 350 121; 421 41~
234 138 132 209 108 280 58 351 111 422 50

■•
104 13V 52 210 5* 281 104 352 90 423 li 1

«,
•a

1 n 172 211 222 282 72 353 ■ill 424 142

* <1 141 328 212 _72 283 b8 354 156 425 ins

n 172 142 224 213 10S 284 302 355 426 134

Receipts—Con imicd.
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■£*
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- a
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E
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S
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427 J66 441 STll 455 SI2 469 g-12 483 $60 497 <3„;

428 62 442 78 456 64 470 76 484 498 12

429 i'O 443 82 457 52 471 60 48") 202 499 18

43.1 (2 +14 146 458 50 472 191 486 48 500

131 26 445 60 459 62 473 81 487 90 501 64

4:1'2 156 446 124 460 St 471 .'•I 488 40 502 60

4:13 78 447 .56 461 16 475 112 489 503 54

131 176 448 114 462 120 476 44 490 58 504 28

435 111 419 81 463 '.Hi 47 : 26 491 51 505 48

136 450 108 4W 38 478 492 74 506 52

437 30 451 34 465 56 479 493 58 507 30

43s 42 452
7.1

466 152 480 38 494 74 508 II

139 80 453 467 64 481 88 495 64 509

440 8S 451 114 468 46 ■182 496 54

Balituie on linml licci'iiibcr 1, 1S93

ItccciVL'd during month

. 834,619 75

. 54,628 00

Total $89,247 75

IIISHCRSEMENTS.

P.v Claims 1156. 1157, 115s, 1159. 1160, 1161,

1162, 1163, 1161, 1105, lllrfi, 1167, 11(18, 1169. 1170,

1171.1172.1173, 1171, 1175. 1176. 1177, 1178, 1179.

UNI. llsl, 1182, 1183, 1181.1185 $45,000 1X1

Halimcc on hand January 1, 1S94 . . .

Respect fully submitted.

F. W. Arnold, (i

. 44,247

. and T.

Thk world still has room for ;in increased

amount of railway building, as an examina

tion of the map will show. At the recent

annual meeting of the Junior Engineering

Society of London the president, an emi

nent engineer, gave some suggestive figures

in this direction, lie pointed out that

within the past forty years the capital of

British railway companies had increased

from 248 millions sterling to 019 millions,

or 270 per cent., and the number of passen

gers from 85 millions to S4.5 millions, or !HX1

per cent., while the mileage bad only in

creased 4,500 miles, or 2il per cent. In the

meantime the population had increased

from 27 millions to :!8 millions, a difference

of 11 millions, or :>7 per cent, ln-their

great Umpire of India they had at present

hut some 17,500 miles of railway; in South

Africa only about :;,ono miles; in Australia,

New Zealand, and Tasmania, about 13,000

miles; and in Canada, 14,000 miles. It was

obvious from such figures that only the

fringe of railway development had yet been

touched in these huge countries, while in

the vast fields of China and the remainder

of Africa the problem had not even been

reached. The speaker might have drawn

similar conclusions in regard to the Ameri

can continent, north, central and south,

while even in the 1'nited States, extraor

dinary as has been its railway development,

the map shows room for additional railways

to the extent of tens of thousands of miles.

Railway building is still in its infancy, and

its wonderful work of development will go

on in generations vet to come.—Railvay
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GRAND LODGE.

F. P. Sarqknt Grand Master

Terre Haute, Indiana.

J. J. Hannahan Vice Grand Master

5949 Princeton ave., Englcwood, 111.

Frank W. Arnold . Grand Secretary and Treasurer

Tcrre Haute, Indiana.

BOARD OF GRAND TRUSTEES.

Wm. F. Hynes Chairman

935 Eleventh St., Denver Col.

Chas. W. Maikr Secretary

1714 E. Clark ave, Parsons, Kan.

Alex. H. Sutton . . 975 N. Water St., Decatur, ni

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

Eugene A. Ball Chairman

Stratford, Ontario, Box 123.

T. P. O'Roukke Secretary

Pocatello, Idaho.

Henry Walton, 8839 Lancaster ave,

West Philadelphia, Pa

Fred. Keei.er, . . . 1503 BrookB St., Houston, Tex

E.H.Brown 119 So. Green St., Chicago, 111

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

1. DEEB PARK; Port Jervls, N. T.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, corner Ball and Pike

sts. every Wednesday.

G. O. Carmer, 151 W. Mainst Master

F. S. Bishop, 40 Broome st Secretary

C.J. Hunt, 22 Sussex st Collector

F. H. Boeardus, 10 w Mainst Receiver

J. T. Duffey, 52 W. Main st . . . Magazine Agent

z. NPAK1 vSj Jlonou, lucl.

Meets in I. D. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3dSundavs.

Clint Williams Master

Frank Kalinestock Secretary

Clint Williams Collector

K. J. Shields Receiver

A. M Holmes Maarazine Agent

3. AIMtPTKU IIATOHTKR; Jersey litj. N. 1.

Meets in Fisher's Hall, cor. Erie St. and Newark

ave.. 2d and 1th Sundays.

T. W. Venner. 507 Grove st Master

E. V. Coar, 286 Monmouth st Secretary

J. B. Sweet. 125 Academy st Collector

E. M. McMahon, 58 Gregory st Receiver

F. G. Hodges. 117 Glenwnod ave . . Mag. Agent

4. HKKAT KAKTEKN; Portland. Wnlne.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, cor Temple and Con

gress sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

C. E. Creamer, 3 Brink's st Muster

J. J. Bennett, 9 Rripes st .... Secretary

J. S Lowell, G.T.R.R. Kd. House . . .Collector

C. E. Creamer, 3 Hriggs st Receiver

W F. CiiIHii, Hilwi'niiKressat . Magazine Agent

'>. CHARITY; St. Thomas, Ont.

Meets in Conductors' Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

P. M.

Robt. Forster, Box 1273 Master

Ell Cowles. Box 1273 Secretary

P. I). McCarthy, Box 1273 Collector

H. H. Tedford, Box 1273 Receiver

H P.. Rurti'h. Rnx 1273 . Maeaziue Agent

3. PRIDE OF TIIK WEST; DeSoto. Jlo.

Meets In K. P. Hall, cor. Secoud and Boyd sts..

every Monday at 2 P. M.

Jno. MV Bride Master

V. N. Pile, Box 41 Secretary

Bertrand Buzzell Collector

F. B. Boyett '. . . . Receiver

J. C. Vandike . . . . Magazine Agent

1. Pimm At ; Washinrtnn. |>. (.

Meets in McCauIley'B Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

R. M. Smith, 129 Carol stS. E Master

Jeren>inb Reagan, 613fith St. S. W. . .Secretary

N. H. Roberts, I23S '4 St. S. E . . Collector

H. A. Newman, N. E. cor. 4J4 and G.

Ms. 8. W '. . Receiver

L. E. Denny. 466 I st. S. W. . . . Magazine Agent

8. RED invert : Denlson. Tex.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Saturday at 8 P.

C. }'. Turner Master

H. P. Fietich. 209 Austin ave Secretary

T. J. Dryer, 709 W Sliepard st Collector

L. S. Cox. 210 E Munson st Receiver

W. B. Stafl'urd, L. Box 292 . . . . Magazine Agent

9. FRANKLIN: <'olanil>n«. Ohio.

Meets in L. W. C. Div. B of L. E. Hull, 80% N.

High si., alternate Mnndsys at M P. M.

K. G. It .as. lIKi'a N Ilign st Muster

Melvin Berlin, 135 Galloway ave . . . Secretary

P. I. Singleton, 4*8 Grove st Collector

J F. McNamee, 1050 Atcheson st ... Receiver

R G. Hradley, 1115 Atchison st . . . Mag. Agent

10. forest ciri; cievelud, Ohio.

Meets at 182 Ontario st, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

J. F. Bennett. 21 Dyke st Master

S. R. Tate, 79 Professor st Secretary

A. G. LauWher, West Cleveland . . Collector

T. P. Curtis. 7)0 Lorain st Receiver

T. J. Dicks 68 Alexander ave . . Magazine Agent

11. KXCKLMUK; Phllllpshnrg, K. 1.

Meets In Gwtnner's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

A. S. Cole, 313 Chambers st Master

David Goruas, Summit ave Secretary

C. J. Herbert, 827 Main st Collector

J. W. Sinclair, L. Box % ...... .Receiver

A. M. Vanatta Magazine Agent

12. BI'FFALO; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, 198 Seneca st, every

Tuesday evening.

G. S. Fladung, 111 Coltst Master

F. J. Rrennan, 175 S. Division st . . . Secretary

J. J. KuimlT ... Collector

P. J. MeNamara, 70 Michigan st . . Receiver

P. M. Clfary. 139 N Ogden st. . Magazine Agent

18. WASIIINUTON ; Jersey City. N. J.

Meets iu Masonic Hall, cor. PscinY ave and Ma

ple st, every 3d Sunday at 10:30 A. M.

T. J. Carroll, 152 Pacific ave Master

J. C. Hallcnger, 2"i W 8th st, Bayonne . Secretary

G. S. Quick, 156 PaciBc ave., Bayonne, Collector

W. J. Lewis. 401'.. I'ninmtinipa* ave . Receiver

G. R. Rowland, 224 Frankl i u »i. Elizabeth,

Magazine Agent

14. EUREKA ; Indianapolis. Iml.

Meets iu Griffith Block, 34 W. Washington at,

even Tuesday at 8 P. M.

Henry Zlnk. 41U S. II. inois st Master

G. P. Kern, 57 E. Morris st Secretary

E. J. Kline, 631 N. West st Collector

W. .1. Hn«(>, 45 Ruckle »t Receiver

A. II. Reynolds. 81 Gillard ave. Maeazlne Agent

16. NT. LA WHENCE: Montreal. Canada,

Meets In St. Charles Club Hall 1st aud 3rd Tues

days

Ch«s. McCauley, 77 Mullin St., Pt. St.

Charles ... Master

Robt. Williamson, 119 Lebeo St., Pt. St.

Charles Secretary

Jas. Murphy, 63 Richmond st., Pt. 8t.

Charles Collector

Thos. Wilson, 238 Magdalen st Receiver

J. G. Roxborough, 91 Conway st, Pt St.

Charles Magazine Agent

16. VIUO; Term Haute. Iml.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 8. E. cor. Wabash

ave. and 7tb St., 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 7:34

P. M.

E. H. Brannau Master

J. F. O'Reilly, 621 N.5thst Secretary

W. J. Butler, 402 N. t2tb st roll,-, -tor

0. A. Beunett.1004 N. '.>lh st . . Receiver

P. H. Smith. MN 12tb st . . . Magazine Agent

17. PINK KlllUK; Chadron. Neb.

Meeta In I. O. O. F. Hall, h)l and 3d Sundav*.

H. O. Smith, Box 501 Master

J. E. Plainer Secretary

H. M. Cram Collector

M o. Smith, Box 501 Kwrlnir

J. A. Power.s Magazine Agent

18. WBKT END; Slater, Ho.

Meet« in K. of P. Hall every Saturday evening.

F. G. Klein Master

Joo. R-ld. Box 131 Becn-Ury

W. W. Oolladay Collector

J.J. Day Receiver

H. W. itedmao Magazine Agent
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Ill TBtTCKKK; Wadsworth. Nevada.

Meets in B. of L. E. and B. of L. F. Hall ever;

FrMay at 7 P. M.

Jno Mieander Master

<J. »'. Lindsay Secretary

W. F. Brown Collector

V. R Filch Receiver

W. II Ostorn Magazine Agent

M. MIaKT; Stuart, Iowa.

Met- Is in Engineer's Hall every Tuesday Rt 'J:30

P M.

J. W. Taylor, Box 172 Master

0. R. Conyers Secretary

Oni'teii Z-nor, L. Box 17 Collector

J. L. Williams . . Receiver

R. B. Hash, Bix 391 Magazine Agent

II. IMil MKIAI. ; m. I.oois. Hn.

Hf»u» in Hsvlin's Theatre, S. E. cor. 6th and

Walnut sts., 2d and 4th Fridays.

W. (J. CaubVld, 1422 Clark ave Master

T. B. Victor, 1109 Morrison ave .... Secretary

lxiuis Volker, lfv* Park are Collector

W. A. Murphy, 13J0 La Salle st R cciver

.... Magazine Agent

t*. CENTRAL; Trbana. 111.

Meei> m I. o. O. F. Hall 2d and 4tb Sundavs.

V. M. Call . Master

fo-.ii! Musey, Box 61 Secretary

W. H. Scroggin, Box 301 Collector

F. M. Call Receiver

W V. l^-vris. Box 324 ... Magazine Agent

ai. PHOENIX ; Brookllcld, Mo.

Mki» in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

Joshua Proctor, Box 60 Master

A- 8. Lncas, Box 608 Secretary

H L. Mansfield Collector

A. S. Lncas. Box 608 Receiver

J. F Holland Magazine Agent

M. Mil. vl WESTERN; Psrsons. Kaa.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, Forest ave, every

Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

J. P. Forhes Master

Bryant Lanbam Secretary

Benry Li.-h. sky, 2203 Crawford nvo . . Collector

1. H. Galvin . Receiver

Win. Milne, 2224 W. Washington ave.

Magazine Agent

x*. COXNF.CTINO LINK : Bonne. Iowa.

Meets in Red Meu's Hall, cor. 7lh and Story sts.,

1st and 3d Sunday* at 2 1\ M.

B. H. Smith, Box 311 Master

M. N. Crane, L. Box 77') Secretary

M. S.Crane, L. Box 775 Collector

A. M. "onrwiue Receiver

C. W. Roach Magazine Agent

M. ALPHA: Barahoo. Wis.

MevU In B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays.

Henry Wettsteln Master

Fred Van Leshout, Box 895 Secretary

W. H. Pobioy Collector

TrvA Van 1-esliout, Box 895 Receiver

Arthur Argylo . . Magazine Agent

»J. HUVKKl K; Cedsr Rapids. Iowa.

Me*Ls in B. of L. F. Hall. 9 2d St., 2d Sunday at

2:30 P M., and 4th Monday at 7 P. M.

C. H. Wneeler Master

>. A. Hobsou . . Secretary

A. H. MoKeuzie, 174 Bave. E Collector

J L. Jeunlnes. 351 B. ave. W . Receiver

C. L Clark Il.C.R.it N Kd. H se Magazine Agent

M. KLklioKV ftnrtb flsue. yn,.

Meet* in First National Bank Hall, cor. 5th and

Spruce «m. every Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

C. R. DcMotl Master

8. H Dmiehower. L. Box 402 Secretary

T. A Duke, Box 173 Collector

W. E. Jackson Receiver

T. 15 Morris n. Box 221 . . Magazine Agent

M. CKRUO UOKUO: Msmin City. Iowa.

Mitt* in Odd Fellows' Hall, Main at., 1st Mon

day at 7:30 P. M., and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

W. R. Rouse, 508 E. Huntley st . .... Master

Max Newhowers, 410 E. Miller st . . .Secretary

6. M. Buck Collector

Lewis Leitner . . Receiver

Max. Ncwtiowers. 410 E. Miller st . . Mag. Agent

MK I KliAK VALLEY; Waterloo. Ions.

Meets In Select Knights' Hall. Sycamore and 4th

ats. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. "M.

H. A Foley Master

R. A Corson, Box 1154 Secretary

H. U. Doxey Collector

K. A. i Virson, Box 1154 Receiver

M. F. Whitney . . r Magazine Agent

31. B. R. CENTRE; Atchison, Kansas.

Meets in Woodman's Hall, cor. 6th and Santa Fe

sts, 2d and 1th Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st Master

Jno O'Connor, 1428Santa Fest . . . .Secretary

Edwin McKeen, 1531 Commercial st . . Collector

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fe st . . . . Receiver

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st . . Magazine Agent

32. KIIKIIKK; Kills. Kansas.

Meets In K. ol P. Hall every Sunday at 3 P. M.

Gustavo Eheling, Box 213 Master

G. S. Lcisenring, L. Box 355 Secretary

W. M. Griesi, L. Box 115 Collector

G. S. Lcisenring, L. Box 355 Receiver

J. c. Karnes, Box 218 . . . . Magazine Agent

33. KDCCESN; Trenton. Mo.

Meets in K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Monday after

noons and 2d and 4lh Monday evenings.

W. M. Goode Master

G. N. List'.n, Box 506 Secretary

G. N. Li-ton, Box 500 Collector

W.C. Gallup, L. Box 34 Receiver

C. H. Torpey Magazine Agent

34. CLI."STO> ; Clinton, lows.

Meets in Engineers' Hail, 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. J. Coffey, 919 3d st Master

C. E. Potter, 848 Sunnyside ave .... Secretary

W. N. Smith, 425 Mh ave Collector

P. J. Coffey, 919 :',d st Receiver

Parker I. iflis. 529 9ih ave . . . . Magazine Agent

35. AMKOT; A m ll.. J, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and :!d Monday

evenings.

J. 1). Maiioney Master

J. B. Eson, Box 457 Secretary

C. H. Herrv Collector

J. H Dick Receiver

Edw. Underwood Magazine Agent

36. IllTKtAMIK: Lafayette, Iml.

Meets iu K. P. Hall, Fifth and Columbia sts, at

2 P. M., Sundays.

Chas. Ernst. 164 Salem st Master

T. A. Vaughan, 131 Alabama st Secretary

Chas. Ernst. 164 Salem st Collector

W. R. Johnson, 110 S. Un st Receiver

Jno. Morrow, L. E. A W. R.R. . . Magazine Agent

87. SEW MUPK; Cent rails. 111.

Meets in Kngineers' Hall, every Wednesdav at

7:30 P. M.

A. J. Randall. Box 238 Master

Ferdinand Bauer. Box 206 . . . .Secretary

E. S. Adams, Box 31 1 Collector

W. R. Pixley, Box.518 Receiver

1). A.S'iilih . . Magazine Agent

38. AVON; Stratford. Ont,

Meets in Forrester's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

W.H. Whitchurch, Box 818 Master

Jos Gant, Box 318 Secretary

W. H. Chidley, Box 318 Colleotor

Kohl. Mcliitoih, Box 318 Receiver

Wm. Stanford Box 318 . . Magazine Agent

39. miftUTY; Bock Island, III.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 2d Sunday and 4th

Monday.

E.J. Mooney, 26th and Vine sts Master

Daniel Marouev, 27::7 8th ave .... Secretarv

G. B. Dodge. 9th ave. and 30th st. . . . Collector

J. P. Doll)', 6th ave. and 25th st Receiver

Wm. MeElrath, Vine st., bet. 25th and

26th Mag. Agent

40. BLOOMING: Bloomlngton. 111.

Meets in Engineers Hall every Tuesdays at 7:30

P. M.

W. F. Costigan, 711 O'Harust Master

Chris Baum, lliis Western ave Secretary

Chris linn m, 1 Ins Western ave Collector

R. .1. McDoual'l. 712 W. Walnut st . . .Receiver

F. E. DulJnis.ju'.i W. Chestnut «t . . Mag. Agent

11. tlNWAKU: liirklnson. V Dakota.

Meets iu Odd Fellows Hall, every Thursday at

8:00 P. M.

H. F. K-pke, Box sy Master

W. J. llreekon, Jr Secretary

J. K. Morrison Collector

Brooks Goodall Receiver

P.J Ncedham Magazine Agent

42. K1JIO; Madison, Wis.

Meets in Sliarrie's Hall. Keyes' Block, Mifflin st.

2d and 4 tli Sundavs.

C M. Slightam, 34lW. Wilson st Master

W. J. Parsons, 4(i'.< W. Gurhani st . . . Secretary

Jno. Harrington. 520 W. Main st Collector

8. E. Alvord", l'Mnth st., Milwaukee ■ Receiver

S. E. AlTord, lis lot !■ st.. Milwaukee. Mag. Agent
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43. NT. JOSEPH j St. Joseph, Mo.

Meets iu Brockaw's Hall, Eighth and Locust sta,

2d and 4th Thursdays.

J. E. Shortle, 817 S. 11th at Master

W. E. Sullivan. 2219 So. 6th at Secretary

J. T. Downs. 709 S. 8th at Collector

Jos. Kane, 805 8. 11th st Receiver

E. S. Lynn, 15th and Sacramento sis . Mag. Agent

44. F. W. ARNOLD ; East St. Louis, III.

Meets in Geary's Hall, 124 Main st, 2d and 4th

Saturdays, at 7:30 P. M.

R. H. Steveaon, 14 8. 4th st Master

W. W. Gillia, 739 Collinsville ave . . Secreury

L. G. Denbach, 1908 E. Grand ave., St.

Louis, Mo Collector

T. M. Leonard. 310 Market nve . . . .Receiver

W. J. Weick, 402 Victor St. St. Louis, Mo.

Magazine Agent

46. BOSE CITY I Little Rock, Ark.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, corner Markham and

Chester sts., 1st and 3d 8nndays at 2:30 P. M.,

and 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30 I'. M

Jno . O'Malley, 1122 North st Master

J. W. McKay, 108 Izard st Secretary

Mathias Laux, 1. Box 2 I'nlon Depot . Collector

E. W. Mills, 1419 W. 5th st Receiver

Benj. Nolan, 1303 Lincoln ave . Magazine Agent

46. CAPITOL; Springfield. HI.

Meets in Engineers' Hall. 5th St.. bet. Monroe

and Adams. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

G. W. Price, 9th and Cass sts .' Master

A. P. Marsh, 121(1 K. Capital ave . . . Secretary

C. F. Sells, 1415 S. 9th st Collector

W. E. Hall, 1604 8. 10th st Receiver

E. A. Watkins, 92fi S 13th st . . Magazine Agent

47. TRIUMPHANT; Chicago. 111.

Meets in Prosperity Hall, N. E. cor. State and 18th

sts. 1st Monday at 8 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2

P. M.

W. A. Leonard, 1731 Wabash ave .... Master

J. W. Mcintosh, 9143 Ontario ave., So.

Chicago Secretary

F. L. Schrader. 1641 Wabash ave . . Collector

Jno. Glover, 155s Wabash ave Receiver

W. H. Ryan. 1351 State st . . Magazine Agent

48. W. F. HYNES; Peoria, 111.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Observatory Building. 2d

and 4th Saturdays mi s p. M.

J. D Potter, 623 Howette st Master

W. A. McMillan, 206 State «t Secretary

W. A. McMillan, 206 State at Collector

n. N. Watt, 617 1st at Receiver

K. P. Railsback, 400 Lincoln ave. . . Mag. Agent

40. J. Jl. RAYMOND: Decatur. 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P.M.

Thos Nash. 929 E. North st Master

J. F. Doster, 1145 E. North st Secretary

J. B. Lonnon, 1057 N. Clayton at . . . . Collector

A. H. Sutton, 975 N. Water at Receiver

F. W. Marsh. 6:18 E. Eldorado st . . Mag. Agent

50. GARDEN CITY: Chicago. III.

Meets in Drowns Hall, 47th and State sta, lit

Saturday evening and 3d Sunday afternoon.

Frank llannahan, I0K9 Dearborn st . Master

W. E. Brlden. 4925 Atlantic st . . . .Secretary

<\ D. Dickcrrnan. Blue Island . . . .Collector

J. II. Stephens, 5051 Dearborn st . .Receiver

J. T. Lee, 4404 Armour ave . . Magazine Agent

51. FRISCO; North Springfield, Ho.

Meets In Engineers and Firemen's Hull, Com

mercial St., every Wednesday at 2:30 P. M.

F. E. Gauo, 1934 N. Robbersou ave .... Master

B. C. Reddick, 1602 Florence st . . . . Secretary

W. II. Hulse. 1153 Thomas st Collector

H. F. Hill. 1104 Blaine st Receiver

S. C. Marcroft, I5o7 Lyon st. station A.

Springfield .... Magazine Agent

62. GOOD WILL; Logansport, lad.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, N. E. cor. Fourth and

Market sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

.1. J. Fitzgerald. Washington st Master

F. P. Jackson, tiril Lyndon ave Secretary

Jno. Rombolt. lot", Osngc st Collector

F. P. Beam, 5.'5 Miaiini st. Receiver

F. P. Jackson, 031 Lyndon ave . Magazine Agent

58. EMPORIA ; Emporia. Kansas.

Meets in Federation flail, cor. 3d ave and West

sts.. 1st and 3d Mondays at 1-30 P. M.

!•'. K. Maier, 326 Wests! Master

1 1. T. IVnrce. 33_! Constitution st .... Secretary

I. M. Ilndley. .'i.:j Coustituiion st . . .Collector

s. A. Doty, 302 W. 'st si Receiver

1. S. Pearce, 3:12 Constitution st. Magazine Agent

64. ANCHOR; Moberly, Mo.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, cor Sib. and R«e4st*.,

every Tuesday evening.

Frank Fitzpatrick, 333 N. Clark at ... . Muter

Eugene Snedd. 1.. Box 1442 Secretary

Max Owen, 438 E. Rollins st Collector

G. N. Cornell, 311 Hagood st Receiver

J. J. Cain, 334 N. Williams st . . Magazine Agent

65. BLUFF CITY; Memphis, Teau.

Meets in K, p. Hall, 1st and 3d Monday even

ings.

P. M. Ford, IB Alabama st Master

L. J. Lucke, 237 Greenlaw st Secretary

Edw. Pacey, L A N R K shops Collector

L. J. Lucke. 237 Greenlaw st RecdTeT

Michael Cady, 510 Bender st . . Magazine Agent

66. BANNER; Stanberry, Mo.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, every Saturday even

ing.

T. B. Cambron Matter

Thos. Sauford, Box 44 Secretary

Ncaly Stamper < 'ollector

T. B.'Carabron Receiver

J. S. McLaughlin Magazine Agent

57. BOSTON ; Boston, Mass.

Meets in New England Hall, Wells Memorial

Bulding. 987 Washington st., 2d and 4th Son-

days at 10:30 A. M.

J. E. (iorbain. South Bralntree Master

L. M. Howard, 45 Everett St., Jamaica

Plain Secreury

J. E. Gorham. South Bralntree .... Collector

A. A. Fuller, 19 Mechanics st . . . .Receiver

G, W. Duulnp. Cooks Ct., Mattapan . Mag. Agent

68. SACRAMENTO; Rocklln, Cal.

Meets In Masonic Hall, every Monday and

Thursday.

J. H. Penuey . Master

W. B. Morton, Box 2 Secretary

A. R. Walther Collector

A. E. Harter . . . . '. Receiver

II. W. Noelhig, Box 2 Magazine Agent

69. ROYAL GORGE; Pneblo, Colo.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, cor. D st. and Union

ave., every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Detamorc, 12 Terrace View .... Master

P. B. Bradford 37 Block X Secretary

C. K. Blackburn, 29 Block O Collector

H. R. 8mith, 29 Block O Receiver

Win. Boone. 12 Terrace View . . Magazine Agent

BO. UNITED; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Dover Hall, 2204 Marshall St., 1st and

3d Saturday evenings.

W. J. Rogers. 213:) N. loth st Muter

J. H. Mohr, 2312 Fawn st Secretary

Jas. Wertz, 3420 York Road Collector

B. F. Pcttit, 1727N.9lh st Receiver

B. F. Pettll, 1727 N. 9th st . . . Magazine Agent

61. MINNEHAHA : St. Paul, Hlaa.

Meets In Druid's Hall, cor. Seventh and Jackson

sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. F. Iirlscoll, 180 Pennaave Master

F. W. Ferguson. 1029 Front st Secretary

J. V. Piper, 107 Sycamore at Collector

T. T. Hart, 709 Tuscarora ave. . . Receiver

Jos. Kellovy, 605 Mississippi st . Magazine Agent

62. VANRERGKN; Carbondale, Pa.

Meets iu Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.
E. F. Atkinson. 122 Belmont st ■ • . Mn.su.-r

G. P. Berry, S3 Park st Secretary

J. K. McCnwley. 3D River st Collector

\V. II. Brokeiishlre, 51 (iarticld ave . Receiver

U. P. Berry, s.: 1'urk st Magazine Agent

63. HERCULES; Danville, III.

Meets in K. of H. Hall, over N. E. cor. MaJnand

Walnut sts., l«t and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

W. J. Harter. 720 Wellington st ... Master

E. E. Partlow, Box 927 Secretary

Fred Krauel " . . .Collector

W, J. Hurler, 720 Wellington st . Receiver

V. I. l.onnz. 421 Short st . . Magazine Agent

64. SlorX; Slonx I'fty, Iowa.

Meets iu Lvons Hull. 418 i'enrl si J.I sod «lh

Sundays 'at 2 :*) P. M.

J. N. Hnfber. lion Lafayette st Master

T. F. Dolan, '.til:! 'Id st S*oreury

F. J. Anderson. 511 Wall fit Collector

T. F. Dolan, 2013 3d at ... . H*«cdv*r

M. J. Mangan, 1516 K 7th st . . Magazine Agent
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•-.. FORT HHMiELT; Waseca, Minn.

Meet* In Engineers' Hull, 1st and 3d Sundays.

Wm. Carroll Master

E. R Hoi brook Secretary

Ira Blowers Collector

Ja». Hoekenbull Receiver

R. O. Faea, Trucy Magazine Agent

M. CHALLENGE; Bellerllle, Ontario.

Meet* in B. of L. E. Hall, Station St., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

Tboa. Marshall. Jr.. Belleville Station . Master

Wm. Andrews, Belleville Station . . .Secretary

H. A. Bonisteel. Belleville Station . . Collector

W. J. Logue. Belleville Station .... Receiver

J W.Harlow. G. T. Ry. P. 0. . . Magazine Agent

«:. DOMINION ; Toronto, Canada.

Meets in I.O.O.F. Hall, cor. Queen st and Spadlne

ave, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Jno Lee, 21 Robinson st Master

L K. Belyea, 546 Front st W Secretary

Philip Richardson, 30 Stafford st . . .Collector

Jas- Pratt, l?2 Huron st Receiver

Frederick Fox. 312 Adelaide st, W.

Magazine Agent

•8. EAU CLAIRE; Altoona, Wis.

Meet* in Fireman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

J F. Powell Master

Wm. McLyman Secretary

Jno Morgan Collector

Stanley Ives Receiver

Wm. lie Lyman Magazine Agent

•a. ISLAND CITT : BrorkvUle. Ontario.

Meets in Merrills Hall everv Tucsdav at 7:30

P. M.

W. J. I)Owell. Box 183 Master

» 'ua*. Brownlow Secretary

Alexander Wood Collector

W. J. Dowell, Box 183 Receiver

J. B Hislop, Box020 Magazine Agent

JO. LON8 STAB; Lomrilew, Texas.

Wi-vts in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 7:30

I'. M.

Harry Finnegan. Box Ml Master

Drtira Vandewatcr, Box 203 Secretary

L. D. Oden, Box 203 Collector

Harry Finnegan, Box 141 Receiver

Jno. Fugarly Magazine Agent

71. SUSUT/EHANNA ; Onrnnta. N. T.

MeeU In Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and tth Mondays

at 7.30 P. M.

T. A. Yorkey, 178 Main st Master

W. p. Emery, 66X Delta at Secretary

J. N. Stone, 4 Falrview st Collector

J aa. Walters, » Baker st Receiver

Jan. Walters, 9 Baker st Magazine Agent

It. WELCOME; Camden, N. J.

MeeU 2d anil Taylor ave., 2<1 and 1th Sundays

F. A Potts, 643 Clinton st Master

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Secretary

G.W.Tasb, 529 8 3d «t Collector

Jno Colton, 412 S. 6th st Receiver

t». W. Tash , 529 S. 3d 8 t Magazine Agent

:x. BAT STATE; Worcester, Mass.

Meets at Commonwealth Hal), 566 Main

St., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

I.. I>. Chafnil. 107 Grafton st Master

The*. Loynd, HGlenwood st Secretary

A. N. Hoyt, 2 Davis Court Collector

Thos. Loynd, 8 Glenwood st Receiver

F. W. Chase, 30 Hammand st ■ . Magazine Agent

74. KANSAS CITT ; Argentine, Kan.

M»*et* In Nuke Opera House, Silver ave,, bet. 1st

and 2d sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Hen»y Best Master

R. W. Bidwell Secretary

Anton Vogel Collector

• » F. Dewey Receiver

Tboa. Donohue, Box 421 . . . . Magazine Agent

Ji. ENTERPRISE; Philadelphia. Pa.

Mcou. In Rodscrs' Hall. 4113 Lancaster ave., al

ternate Sunday afu-rnoons.

W 8. Whitman. WW Belmont ave.. West

Philadelphia Master

J L. Strouse. :3305 Rockland st.,

West Philadelphia Secretary

I' S. Moore. 3S3o Kcno St., West Phila

delphia Collector

J S. Hemphill, 763 N. 38th St. West Phila

delphia Receiver

li, S. Moore. 3836 Reno St.. Weat Phil-

__ .adeliihJa Magazine Agent

76. NEW ERA ; Wlllmar. Minn.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. E. McLaughlin Master

Albert Baldwin Secretary

Nels Larson Collector

Gunder Osmundson, Box 454 Receiver

Alfred Larsen, Box 34 Magazine Agent

77. ROCKY MOUNTAIN; Denver, Colo.

Meets at 3804 Market St., every Thursday at 7:S0

P. M.

F. H. Lehman, 3931 Franklin st Master

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . Secretary

8. L. Kauaga, 3362 Market st Collector

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . . Receiver

S. L. Kanaga, 3362 Market st . . Magazine Agent

78. (IOLDEN EAGLE ; Srdalla, Mo.

Meets In Hart's Hall, E. 3d St., every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

Sam'l Bowser, 1113 E. 5th st Master

L. B. Alspiich, 1307 E. 4th st Secretary

Snml Bowser, 1118 E. 5th st. Collector

W. O. Webster, 1206 E. 3d st Receiver

J. P. Kiity. 17U0 E. 4th st Magazine Agent

78. J. M. DODGE; Roodhonse, III.

Meets in K. of P. Hall. Worcester Building, ev

ery Monday at 2:00 P. M.

C. A. Shcppard Master

C. A. Hannaford, Box 347 Secretary

Albert Banks . Collector

Dan'l Stultz Receiver

Alonzo Griffin, Box 366 ... . Magazine Agent

80. SELF HELP; Aurora, 111.

Meets in B. of L. K. and F. Hall, 19 Broadway,

every 2d Sunday.

J. S. .sfiek, 462 Sexton st Master

W. H. ltoe, 280 s Broadway Secretary

C. H. Kelley, 444 2d ave Collector

C. O. Spencer, 706 S Lake st Receiver

W. II. Roe, 280 S. Broadway . . Magazine Agent

81. PINE CITT ; Staples, Minn.

Meets in Miller's Hall, 2d aud 4th Sundays.

Jas. Riley Master

P. F. McDonnell, Box 47 Secretary

Jacob Everhart Collector

0. H. Littlemore, Box 181 Receiver

Jas. Mackey, Box 228 Magazine Agent

82. NORTHWESTERN; Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in Lodge Parlors 1st and 3d Sunday after

noons.

K B. Mayo. 905 Fremont ave. N Master

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Girard ave . . Secretary

K. B. Mayo, 905 Fremont aye N . . . . Collector

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Girard ave . . Receiver

Thos. Scanlon, 1015 3rd st N . . Magazine Agent

88. TRINITY ; Fort Worth, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, So. Rusk st.. every

Wednesday atsp. M.

8. M. Dunaway, 1011 W. Dngget ave . . . Master

Jacob Weeman, cor. Calhoun and Elizabeth sts.

Secretary

Finns La Rue, 821 )«] E. 14th st Collector

1. M. Dean, 801 Crawford st Receiver

Burk Michael, 201 Louisiana ave . . Mag. Agent

84. CALHOUN : Battle Creek. Mich.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th Sunday af

ternoons and 1st Monday evening.

E. A. Ratcliff. Ill Green st Master

W. P. Roberts. 141 Hart st Secretary

D. L. Munsell, 76 Mary st Collector

Jno. Tighe, 7'.) Hart st Receiver

K. J. Roach, 86 Lansing ave . . Magazine Agent

86. FARGO; Fargo, N. Dakota.

Meets 2d and 4th Monday evenings.

Pan! Boleyn, 15 9th st So Master

C. H. Sheppherd. 1540 Front st Secretary

Silas Zwight, Arlington Hotel .... Collector

L. G. Snyder, cor. lfiih st. and 1st av. S, Receiver

N. A. Nelson, 1421 3d ave. N. . . Magazine Agent

86. BLACK HILLS; Laramie, Wyoming.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, cor. 2d and Garfield sts.,

every Friday evening.

Thos. Lynott, Box 111 Muster

W. N. Roth, 806 3d st Secretary

W. P. Davis Collector

Edw. McBroom, 712 5th st Receiver

C. A Anderson, Box 54 .... Magazine Agent
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87. SI'MMIT; Rawlins, Wyoming.

NwK In I.O.O.F. Hall 1st and 3d Thnrsdsvs.

J. O. Qninn . Master

Henry O'Donnell Secretary

'Jas. Weightman Collector

G. W, MeNair Receiver

P. II. Daley Magazine Agent

88. MORNING STAR; Evan'ton. Wyoming.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 2 P. M.

H. J. Cramer, L. Box 2 Master

T H. Hoi Unitworth, i. Box 212 . . . . Becreisry

Amcuzo Gravs, Boxl56 Collector

J I Harrop, L. Box 48 Receiver

C. T. Fisher Magazine Agent

88. CHEHAW; Selma, 11a.

Meets in Elks Hall, cor. Broad and Alabama

sts. ThurMlHy evenlnirs.

K. L. Crnninrd :?21 Selma and St. Ann sts . Master

P. C. Tynan, 129 Water st Secretary

R.O.Harris, 810 Alabama st Collector

X. L. Cranford, 321 Selma and St. Ann

sts Receiver

P. C. Tynan, 129 Water st . . . . Magazine Agent

M. SAN DIEGO ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Meets In McDonald's llall, 127 N. Main >t, alter

nate Saturdays st 7:30 P. J*..

Wm. Flemii p. 417 Amelia st Master

J. H. Hayes, fX K. 3d st Secretary

C. E. Rhodes, 220 N. Cummings St., Boyle

Heights Collector

J. T. Higgins, 808 E. 3d st Receiver

R. O. Quackenbush, 1821 E. 3d st

Magazine Agent

81. GOLDEN (J ATE; Kan Francisco, Cal.

Meets in Champion Hall, corner Valencia and

16th sts every Monday at 8 P. M.

C. E. Bradley, 249 Washington St.,

San Jose Master

Nelson Bur on, 111 lfith st • . Secretary

Nelson Bartou, 111 lfith st Collector

W. S. Johnson. 22 Shotwell st Receiver

W. M. Flack, 2W.I Folson st . . Magazine Agent

82. FRONTIER < 1 1 V ; to, N. T.

Meets in Jefferson Hull, 2d and 4th Sundavs.

FTank Welch, 211 W. 8th st Master

J. K. Dowel, 59 W. 9tb and Dtica sts . . Secretary

Jas. Whalen, 290 W. 7th st Collector

Jas. Whalen, 290 W. 7th st Receiver

Jno. Cole. Ill W. Liberty st. . . Magazine Agent

98. HATE CITT; Keokuk, Iowa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall. 22 So. Third St. 2d and

4th Sundays at 7:".' P. M.

Andrew Malum, Walsh Master

Jno. Stanley, Box 18, Walsh Secretary

Laurence Walsh, Walsh Collector

Henry Montgomery, 222 Exchange st . Receiver

Jno Stanley, Box 19, Walsh . . Magazine Agent

M. CACTI'S; Tucson, Arizona.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Monday at 1:30

P M.

H. F. Michels, Box "i0t Master

R. W. Aii'ierson Secretary

H. H. liiickham. Box ftol Collector

K. U. Church, Box .04 Receiver

P. W. Baruett, Box .50-1 Magazine Agent

86. CHICAGO; Chicago. III.

Meets in Concordia llall. 2:!7 Milwaukee ave., 2d

Tuesday at 7:::() I' M. aud 4th Sunday at'.) A. M.

Edw. Hcaveit, 213 VV. Indiana st . . .'. .Master
L. H. Kvhiis, ;r>ii W. A'lams st Secretary

E. O. Moody, Chicago ave. and Hfllsted st

.... Collector

D. M. Lenvitt, 70 Central Park ave . . . Receiver

J. J. Keveny, 174 N. Halstcad st . Magazine Agent

88. ALEXIA ; Wcllsrllle, Ohio.

Meets lu Engineers' Hall, Main st, 1st and 3d

Sundavs.

A. 8. A«6ew, Box 69f> Master

Chas. Mnley, Rox :tlo Secretary

Chas. Maley, Box 3IU CollcctOI

C. H. Kelly Receiver

L. P. Satow Magazine Agent

87. ORANGE GROVE: Los * nudes, Cal.

Meets in It. of L. K ITall, c>r. I.croy and New

Main *'•<., evcrv Friday al s. F. M.

C. M. Warner, p.i'.i Sotello st Master

H. C. K..rMlh.l22K. U. st Secr.isry

A. A. Elliott Collector

H. F. Bell. !K)2 ltucna Vista st . . . .Receiver

J. \. Frritan. 11 in San lVni;tudo «t . Mag. Agent

88. PEBRETFRAXCE; Terrare, Utah.

Meets in Engineers' llall every Weduesday

evening.

J. H. Taylor ... Master

R. P. Moflett, Box 24 Secretary

F. J. Berrvcssa . Collector

B. P. Moflett, Box 24 Receiver

T. I Meagher . . . Magazine Agent

99. ROCHESTER; Rochester, N. V.

Meet* in B. of U. E. Hall, over 88 State St.,

1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

K. E. Pruyu.41 First ave Master

W. P. Couch, 24 Thomson ave .... Secretary

6. N. Klngsley, 71 llayward ave .... Collector

O. N. Klngsley. 71 tlavwsrd ave .... Receiver

H. H. Meyer-, 211 N. Goodman st . . Mag. Agent

100. A1IAIK; Konliim Hrren. k V.

Meets lu Wright's Hall cor. Main and Adams sts.

everv Mondav at 2:3-0 P. M.

S. P. Price, 137 Church st Master

T. H. Glenn, 220 loth st Secretary

W. D. Perry, 232 6th st 'Collector

Harold Porter, 1149 Adams st Receiver

J. D. Jcssee. 122 Woodford st. . Magazine Agent

101. ADMIRATION; Buffalo. N. V.

Meets In Burgnrd's Hall, East Buffalo, every

Thursday at x P. M.

Edw. Cooke, lOUSumner ave., E. Buffalo . Master

Rout. Fowler, 182 Mav st. K. Builalo . Secretary

Frank McKulghl, 108 Fay St., E. Buffalo

Collector

J. G. Smith, 69% 8t. Joseph ave, E. Buffalo,

... Receiver

Q. A. Smith. 112 W»x ave.. K. Buffalo. Mag. Agent

102. CONFIDENCE; West Itm Jlolnes. Iowa.

Meets in Flynn's Hall, cor. 7th and Locust ste.,

DesMoines, alternate Sundavs.

C. M. Krull, 1010 E. Center St., DesMoines,

. . Master

Wm. Beese, 1457 E. Court ave., Des Moines

.... Secrctarv

Albert Brown, 802 E. Elm si, East Des

Moines Collector

A. *. Conner, fSOS Sth St., Des Moines Receiver

Jo«. Krissiuger, Jr., 1(I0."> E. Maple st, Des

Moines . . Magazine Agent

103. r ALLS CITY; Louisville, Ky.

Meets in Colgan's Hall, cor. 10th and Walnut

sts.. every Thursday.

Fred St. John, Y.M.C.A., 102.1 W. Broadway.

... Master

Patrick Fllburn, 14ir» W. Broadway . . Seerctiirv

Gottlieb Kuudlng r. 1 12S I2thst . . Col lector

Patrick Filbiini. 1 11."> W. Broadway . Receiver

Henry Bluine, Si-ousburg. Ind . Magazine Agent

104. "OLD K1NTKK;" l.uillon, Ky.

Meets in odd Fellows Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:3" P. M

H. E. Jnrden Master

L. A. Poliqulu, Jr., Box 197 Secretary

Chas. Heimburger, Box l.'il Collector

E A Fleming. Box 8? Receiver

Michael ('oonev. Jr., W. Covington . Mag. Agent

106. PHOUKKftk; ( hilllcothe. III.

Meets in Dougherty's Hall. 1st and 3d Mondays

and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

S. P. Bourne, N. Chillicothe Master

A. G Gillen. N. Chillicothe Secretary

s. P. Bourne, N. chillicothe Colic tor

Fred Cornell, N. Chillicothe . Receiver

R. K. Lnwrciir'1 , N. Chill icotlic, Magazine AgeDt

108. KET CITT: Duhmiue. Iowa,

Meet', in Poft's Hall, r.'tb and Jackson st*.. 2<1

and lib Sundays.

C, E. lit dinoiid, cor l.">tll and Clav sts . . Ma.sU r

Martin Bolcyn. C. M. .t si. p. shops . . Secretary

Sum Schauc'r. Box 1i> K. luilmijue . . . Collector

<>. li. Ki«lK«\\ay. If, I., Khn vt ... Receiver

A H. <;r»h„n). 418 Khonihcrg ave, Magazine Agent

107. ECLIPSE: Gallon, Ohio.

Meet- in B. of It. T. Hall, every Wednesday

evening

P. 1>. Urtiig. Box r.77 Master

C (t. D'uiglas, Box i.ll Secretary

W. A. T.mnscnd Collector

II. C. (i'cn.)lds, Box V. Receiver

I P. M't-ingiT. Bo\ l,. . . Magazine Agent

108. PIONEER: Ckanm. New Mexico.

Mnt- in I'luMLir llall. lit and :;d Thursdays at

7 P. M.

.1. C Bnsbcr Box lo Master

J. W. H..|.|.cr, 1„ Box 7 SecreUry

Jno Rcblington Cctil»-rtor

J. M. Ilnydcu Kccelv.'r

V L . i 'mils, in Magazine Aftut
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1M. PEACE; St. Loil*. lo.

>e*l> In Summit Hall, Ewing ave and Market

«.. 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

Jdo. Woods, 7516 O'Reiley ave, So. 8t.

Lnnls Master

W. E. Spink, 508 8. Ewing ave . . . . Secretary

W. J. PourcUlle, 2949 Clark ave . . . . Collector

G. A. L* Bee, 2921 Caroline at Receiver

G. R. Baird. 3009 Rutger st . . . Magazine Agent

110. OLD tllARl); Borrrus. Ohio.

Bf*»et* In Engineers' 11h11 2d and 4th Sundays.

Win. H'lxmaurlce, 633 E. Rcnsslcar St. . . Master

B. A. Huson, 623E Rensslear st. . Secretary

O. I.. Hutchison. 665 E Rensslear st. .Collector

T. K. Lowry, 341 cor. Wiley and Charles

st* Receiver

B. A. Mason, 623 Rensslear st. . Magazine Agent

tlX BEACON; Jlattoon. 111.

Meets in K. of L. Hall. Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

W H Morris. 87 Prsirie ave .... Master

W. P. Fitzgerald, 102 E. Broadway . . Secretary

8. E. Callahan, 69 Champaign st • Collector

A E. Marshall, 74 Richmond st . . . Receiver

I.ee Sonitncr Magazine Agent

lit rVOISIJ STAR; Howell St a., Fv.iiK.villc.ln4.

Meet* in Wesson's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

1:?0P. M

W. R Crowder Master

G. T. colvin Secretary

M. J. Rlethinann Collector

J. C. Foster, 507 N. 6th st.. East St.

Louis. Ill . . Receiver

L. A. Jacobs. SOON..Id st.E.St. Louis, III..

Magazine Agent

US. n. UtK-KIMBAI.I. : Poratello. Idaho.

Meet* In Masonic Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

Peter Durham Master

J. F. Holloway. Box 165 Secretary

W. H. Zeiter, Box 162 Collector

8. G. Dnane Receiver

W. H. Zeiter, Box 162 Magazine Agent

lit. BLACK HAWK; Kelthsbora, 111.

Meets in Mason Hall. 4th and Washington sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

Dan 1 Hummond Master

KlUworth Newell. L Box 39 Secretary

Ellsworth Newell, L. Box 39 Collector

w K. Rnrch Receiver

F. K. Cole Magazine Agent

lit. 4HT.F CITT j BalTMton. Texas.

Metis iu Legion of Honor Hail, 3d floor, 22 Me

chanic st., n. w. cor , lsl and 3d Wednesdays.

H. L Briggs. 8th and Mechanic st . . . . Master

E. W. Bod.leker, 910 ave I . ... Secretary

C E. Hawking, 37th st and Are H . Collector

Fred. Oehlert, ave N. bet. 31st and 32d

sta . . Receiver

K. W. Boddeker, 910 ave. I • . Magazine Agent

IK. ST. CLAIR; Fori (iratlot Midi.

Mwt.- in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:20 P M.

Jno. Gould Master

C u. Miller, Box 197 Seereuiry

S. 8 Wilson Collector

K O Hnl.bard, Box 127 Receiver

C. E. Tonp Magazine Agent

117. BEA VKK ; London, Ontario.

Meet* iu K H Hall, cor. Dundas and Clarence

■u ?d and 4th Sundays.

Geo. Thody, 724 King st Master

W. C. Brown. 516 Klugst Secretary

H G. McHarg, 579 llnrton st . . . . . Collector

Win. Kermath. 402 South gt Receiver

Id. Kermath, 402 South st. . . Magazine Agent

US. STAB OF TIIK EAST : Richmond, Onclicc.

Meets in McMorlne's Hall, Main st., 1st and 3d

Sundays at 2 P. M.

O A Pre. Melbourne Master

J. E. Linahen, Richmond Station . . . Secretary

G. A. Pearson Collector

Jno. Kelly Receiver

Win. Fletcher, Box 113, Richmond Station

Magazine Agent

lit. COLONIAL: Rlv»r ■!• loan. tjoeh.r.

Meets in English School. River du Loup Sta

tion, 2d and 4 h Sundays.

Timothy Blrule. Itiver rtu Loup Station, Master

L. I> Ponlin, River du Loup station. Secretary

L. D. Poulin, Klver du Loup Station. Collector

C. J. Levesque, RJver <1 tt Loup Station, Receiver

Felix Gagnon, River du Loup elation.

Munzine Agent

140. FORTI7RE ; STrscn«s. W. T.

Meets in B. of L. E Hall, cor. Seymore and Os

wego sts„ Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M.

Wm. Houston 107 Oswego st Master

Jno. Martin. 465 Shonnard st Secretary

L. G. Riiuawm 101 Bertha Place. . . .Collector

Isaac Gilbo, 13» Richmond ave Receiver

Jno Martin 465 Shonnard st. . Magazine Agent

IU. FELLOWSHIP; Corning. N. T.

Mcetsin Engineers' Hall, Griphin Block. Market

st., 1st and 3d Suudays at 3 P. M.

C. S. Wilsou. Wall »t Master

J. L. Krebs. 22 W 4ih st Secretary

J. L. Krebs, 22 W. 4th at Collector

K K Everts. 87 Mill «t Receiver

W. L. Carson, 321 E. Market st . Magazine Agent

122. KMiKKAIION; Pan*. III.

Meet* in I. O. O. F. Hall 2nd and 4th Sundays.

Wm. Wolf Master

W E "iray, L. Box 305 Secretary

Wm. Wolf Collector

» K cr.iv L. Box 305 Receiver

Wm. Crnthcrs Magazine Agent

123. lit r.M.AM": Omaloi. Wh.

Meets iu R<dman's Ha'l, 1623 Famham St., 2d

ami 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

G. W. Carr. 1014 8. 11th st Master

B. II. Winkclman, care (Mother House, Co

lumbus . Secretary

C. H. Kor«ter, 1S40S 17th st Collector

Jno. Nilsson, 101K S 11th st . Receiver

B H Winkelniau, care Clother House,

C In tubus Majazinc Agent

124. Pll.o I ; Perry, Iowa.

Meets in Red Mens Rail, 2d and 4th Monday

evenings, at 7:30 P M. *

W B. Howe. B .x 153 Master

W II. Oilroy. Box 339 Secretary

J. E. BHiiyani, box kH7 Collector

<fc.csr Woods Receiver

W. F Bower, Box 104 Magazine Agent

125. Ul'llth ; Mnv.lmlli.ivtn, Iowa.

. Meet> in 1 O. O F Hall. 126 E Main st, 2d and

4th Monday afternoons.

S. S. Swanson.lll S. 3d ave Master

C. A Hopp, 107>6 8. 2<l sve . . . Secretary

J.N. Hunt, 206 *. Rail Road st . . . . Collector

H S HwaiiMin. in S.3d sve Receiver

W. A. Holmes, 207 W. Boone st . Magazine Agent

126. CIIMM ; Auxlin. Jllnn.

Meet* in B of L. E. Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays and

2d »nd 4th Sundays.

J. P. Sharrah Master

Wm Kvan Secretary

f C Er'ickson Collector

W. II. Teeter Receiver

J r Krick-on Magazine Agent

127. NORTHER?! LIGHT: Winnlpea. Manitoba.

Meets in K. P. Hall. Clement Block, Main St.,

1st Tuesdays and 3d Wednesdays.

n. A. English, 521 Rose st Master

Paul Elcombe. r>71 7th ave N Secretary

Harrv Wise. 636 MeWiHiamsst ■ • ■ .Collector

E. M." Sawyer, 6.'5 7th ave. N .... Receiver

I". II. II. (;. odwin. 4»r. Logan ave . . M»g. Agent

128. LANDMARK ; bleii.livc, Montana.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Tuesday evening.

B. P. Johnson Master

S. N. Van Blaricom Secretary

W. B. Cavender ... Collector

Jas. MeKenzie, Komyth Receiver

T. G. sorenson. For-vth .... Magazine Agent

12». MI.NKKAl. KINO; ».M-anaha, Mich.

Meets in 1.0. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Coleman Nee Master

C. J. Pady. Box 452 Secretary

M. A. Berrigan 81M Luditiglon st. . . Collector

H. C. (lihlis, -125 (!»' pbellst Receiver

E. A Young. 510 Sarah st. ■ Magazine Agent

180. UUIIH.NO STAR; MilnuoU.ee, Wis.

Meets In Kirenieut Hall, Lake and Reed sts. 2d

and 4th Sunday*.

C. S. McAuliffe, 3116 Mt. Vernon ave . Master

F. T. Kline. 225 (ireenbiuh st .... Secretary

J. E. Roberts, 31 3li.h st Collector

J. E. Roberts, 31 :Mlh st Receiver

E. J. Yi rick. 673 National ave. . Mseazine Agent,

181. OOLIIKN Itll.K; Steven., Point. Wis.

Meets iu Adams' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2:30 p. M.

T. E McPhall, 402 Center st Master

F. A- Rodgers, 217 Dixon st Secretary

E. J. O'Brien Collector

T. K. McPhail, 402 Center st Receiver

F. C. Holman. 41K Dixon st . . . Magazine Agent
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182. MARVIN HCeHTJT: Eagle Grove, low*.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

O. F. Sehoonover Master

F.E.Packard, Box 102 Secretary

Nelson Marshall Collector

J. H. Howell, Receiver

W. J. Robinson Magazine Agent

153. SPRAGUE; Snragne, Wash.

Meets in B. of L. V. Hall every Monday at 1:30

P.M.

J. 8. Burns Master

C. W. Shrink Secretary

W. K.Storment Collector

J. S. Burns Receiver

W. K. Storment Magazine Agent

154. EASTMAN ; Farnham, Ouebec.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Sunday at 8 P. M.

\Vm Watts Master

E. J. McConomy Secretary

Chas. McGuire Collector

E. W. Gibson Receiver

J. E. Blackburn Magazine Agent

136. NEW YEAR; El Paso, Texas.

Meets in Myer's Opera House, every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

J. C. Simino, Box 256 Master

Jno. Conuell, Box 10S Secretary

J. T. McManus, Box 108 Collector

O. W. Bernard, Box 108 .. . . . Receiver

M. E. Welsh, 105 Texas st ... Magazine Agent

136. J. SCOTT ; Lindsay, Ontario.

Meets iu S. O. E. Hall alternate Sundays at 2:30

P.M.

Wm. Dolby, Box 516 Master

Geo. Moore, Box 516 Secretary

W. H.Drummoud, Box 516 Collector

Geo. Moore, Box 516 Receiver

Sam'l. Harris Magazine Agent

137. PROTECTION ; Eldon, Iowa.

Meets iu K. of P. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th Mon

day at 2:30 P. M.

Win. Taylor Master

K. H. Finney, Box 422 Secretary

J. L. Chinn Collector

G. W. Trott Receiver

E. C. Wright Magazine Agent

138. UNION; Kreeport, 111.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

W. T. Vifond Master

E. J. Seanlau, 209 Van Bnren st . . . . Secretary

F. C. Stevenson. 13 Wenneshirk st . .Collector

E. J. Seanlan, 209 Van Buren st . . . .Receiver

F. B. Taylor. 151 Spring st. . . Magazine Agent

189. MT. WHITNEY ; sunnier, Cal.

Meets in Druids' Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

C. A. Devins Master

W. H. Cleveland Secretary

Milton Nicholson Collector

F, A Crosby Receiver

Milton Nicholson Magazine Agent

140. MOUNT OURAY; Kali.la, Colo.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, every Monday at

7:30 I'. M.

N. A. Worden, Box 599 Master

C. W. Woody Secretary

E. J. Templeton, Box 599 Collector

M. M. 8mith,Box599 Receiver

B. A. Coupland. Box 125 .... Magazine Agent

141. A. G. PORTER; Fort Wayne, Ind.

Meets iu B. of L. F. Hall, 79 and 81 Calhoun St.,

every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

M. G. Walker. 278 E. Jefferson st Master

P. H. Ryan, 210 Lafayette st Secretary

Wm. O'Connell, 97 E. Jefferson st. . . . Collector

F. M. Enslen, 189 Fairfield ave Receiver

I". G. Rhodes, 131 Holman st Mag. Agent

142. SAFETY; Toledo, Ohio.

Meets in Emery Hall, Broadway, 1st and 8d Sun

days atl:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7 P. M.

C. E. Starkev, 918 Broadway Master

Geo. Bittman, 634 8. St. Clair st . . . .Secretary

C. E. Starkey, 91*. Ilroadway Collector

Geo. Bittman, 631 S. St. Clair st ... Receiver

G. E. Cole, 126 Jarvis st . . . . Magazine Agent

148. E. C. FELLOWS ; West Oakland, Cal.

Meets in Bartlett Hall every Wednesday even

ing.

J. H. Follrath, 13fil E. 11th st, E Oakland, Master

T. J, Robert!.. 1762'., Sth st .Secretary

W.J. Edwards, 12V> 7th st Collector

T. J. Robert*, 176..".. su, si Receiver

C. B. Danlclsnu, 17s7 7th st . . Magnziuc Agent

144. DECORATION Chicago, III.

Meets in Sehoen's Hall, Ogdeu ave. and 12th st.,

1st Sunday afternoons and 2d and 4th Thurs

day evenings.

Martin Murphy, 466 Hastings st Master

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Secretary

Frank Lumpp, 334 Hastings st Collector

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbollave Receiver

H. C. Fromm, 521 W. 13th st . . Magazine Agent

146. DAVY CROCKETT ; San Antonio, Texas.

Meets in Jones' Hall, 710 Austin St., every Tues

day at 7:30 P. M.

J. R. Norton, 1225 ave. D Master

G. A. Cook, 409 Sherman st Secretary

F. C. Bixby, 715 Chestnut st Collector

G. A. Cook, 409 Sherman st Reuevier

S. C. Kamsev, 923 ave. B . . . . Magazine Agent

146. BAYOU CITY; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Bell's Hall, Liberty ave, Fifth Ward,

every Monday at 2:30 P.M.

J. C. Cole, 1805 Hardy st •. .Master

J. G. Mnlvey, 1503 Brooks st Secretary

Wm. Whiting Collector

D. M. Moody, 1512 Hardy st Receiver

I. H. Nie. 160S Brooks st . . . . Magazine Agent

147. MIDLAND; Temple, Texas'.

Meets in B. of It.T. Hall every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Arthur Haines. L Box 105 Master

H. C. Pitts, L. Box 105 Secretary

W. T. McGinnis, L Box 306 Collector

T. H. Boyd. L. Box 105 Receiver

B. P. Wellborn Magazine Agent

148. SUNNY SOUTH; Tyler, Texas.

Meets in Engineers Hall every Thursday at 7:30

P.M.

J. T. l'evtou. 902 N. Fannie ave Master

W. J. Lankford, Box 132 Secretary

W. H. McCorkle, 10(11 North and B. sts., Collector

Daniel Fogarty, 524 Valentine st . . Receiver

W. T. Phillips. 922 N. Fannie ave . . Mag. Agent

149. JUST IN TIME; New York, ». Y.

Meets in Horton Hall. 110 E. 125th St., 2d and 4th

Thursdays at 8 P. M.

A. H. Hawley, *>> W. 131th st Master

S. D. Lappine, 172 E. 118 st Secretary

P. J. (iahagan, 317 W. 145th st Collector

R. T. Roscoe, !M4 E. 176th st Receiver

J. F. MocVeigh, 350 W 17th st . Magazine Agent

160. S. M.STEVENS; Marquette, Mich.

Meets in L. Huillier's flail, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. W. Watt, 347 Fisher st Master

J. B. Crowley, 127 Fisher st .Secretary

N. W. Thomas, 412 W. Washington st . Collector

G. McK. Gibson, 212 Division st . . . ■ Receiver

W. 8. Cooke. W Bridge st . . . Magazine Agent

161. MAPLE LEAF; Hamilton, Ontario.

Meets in Maccabees Hall, Hughsou st, 1st and 3d

Suudays.

('has. Morgan, 30 Barton st Master

C. E. Soutberst, 41 Florence st . . . . Secretary

Cbas. Evans, 432 Locke st N Collector

J. D. Mills. 32 Iuehburv st Receiver

Wm. Perkins. 304 Catherine st N . . Mag. Agent

162. NORTH POLE; West Bay City. Mich.

Meets in New K. P. Hall. 1st and 3d Suudays at

2 P. M.

J. A. Deen, 109 Hart st Master

R. A. McPeak, 512 State st Secretary

J, O. Goodwin, Box 251 Collector

R. A. McPeak, 512 8tate st Receiver

Thos. Doyle Magazine Agent

163. H. C. LORD : Fort Scott, Kansas.

Meets In K. of P. Hall, Main and 2d stt., 1st and

3d Mondays at 2 P. M.

J. P. O'Brien, 124 So Margrave st Master

J. M.Parmley, V)l S Barbee st . . . Secretary

C. E. Wilson, 124 So. Margrave st . . . Collector

W. B. Lane, 21 ."i Hill st Receiver

J. M. Parmley. lit! S. Barbee st . . . Mag. Agent

164. MrKEK.V; Chauute, Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Thursday at 7:30

P.M.

P. M. Robv. Box «2» Master

F. r. Hughes Box 247 Secretary

J. W. Fu\ Collector

J. H. Forbes. Box 375 Receiver

J. J. J'Mie-. fi.ix i. II Magazine Agent

166. J. F. BIMillAM ; New York, N. Y.

Meets in Central Hnll, 147 W. 32d st, 1st and 3d

Saturdays at fc P. M.

W.F.Knhlus..ii. 12 Pen.e st., High Bridge, Master

J. J. Lovetl, 302 W 1 Hit list Secretary

J. J. Lovelt, 302 W. Htithst ..... Collector

Theo. Fry, 953 Columbus ave .... Receiver

W. r O'Domictl. 21.31 Sib «ve. . Magazine Agent
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'**- KECBES; Palestine. Texas.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Monday at 7:30

P M

Jo*. Terre.Box92 Master

J. H. Frost. Box 2T2 Secretary

M. A. Richardson, Box 232 Collector

P. C. Irnrie. Box 232 Receiver

Oeo Rati Magazine Agent

1*1. ECHO: Pirn, Ind.

Mocl» in B. of L. F. Echo Hall. 1st and 2d Sun-

d»j-» tt 2 p. M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7

F. L. Wade Master

Lincoln Scott Secretary

M. E. Wlietsel Collector

T. P. Doud. ISO W 7th st Receiver

Q. M. Jackson Magazine Agent

IAS- STANDARD; Detroit, "Hi.li.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, 82 and 84 Gratiot ave„

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M,

3. A. Siebert, 87s Welch ave Master

<" K. Sic AuliftV, ls7 Orleans st . . . .Secretary

Panlon Keyes, 378 Welch ave Collector

O. L. Sutherland, Sis Junction ave . Receiver

J no. O'Neil, 378 Welch ave . . . Magazine Agent

1». rT. H. THOMAS; Nashville, Tenii.

M»«i> in I. O. O. F. Hall, corner Church and

High sts., everv Mnudav at 9:30 A. M.

I*. O. Rickmau. 1210 Martin si Master

J H. Porter, 1902 State st Secretary

Jas. Gibbons, l'JOl Patterson st . . . . Collector

V. C. McCombs, 321 Knowles st . . . . Receiver

C. J. Harrison, 1210 8. Marketst ■ . . Mag. Agent

1«0. C. J. HEPBURN ; Evansvllle, Ind.

M^ets in Roval Arcanum Hall, cor. Main and

Filth sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. M. Clark, 507 William st Master

Lou. Hciuiroth, 924 E Indiana st . . . Secretary

■ i'*o. Shoemaker, 1'.'13 Main st Collector

M. A. Hoffman, 305 Olive st Receiver

E. F. Stiker, 1120 Cherry st . . . Magazine Agent

ICl.T HERALD; Burlington, Iowa. I v~*t

Meets In K. P. Hall, 210-214 N. 4th St., 2d aud 4th

Suri'lays.

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st Master

Lewis Beuthel, 818 N. 10th st Secretary

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st . . . . Collector

J. D. Hawksworth, 2003 Madison st . . Receiver

H. C. Sleben, 820 N. Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

162. PBOKPECT} Elkhart, Ind.

Meets in Blackburn Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M„ and 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 7 P. M.

Wallace Marker, 122 State st Master

J. C. Doty. 510 Harrison st Secretary

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Collector

Stephen Dusseau, 323 Jefferson st . .Receiver

Wm. Hull Magazine Agent

tO. -ETNA; Pine Bluff. Ark.

Meet* in Atkinson Hall, cor. Main and 2d ave,

1st and.Id Fridays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

Fridays at 7:30 P.M.

Thaddeus Coshey. W05 K. Borerjue st. . . Master

Win. Mason, 101 Pennsylvania St. . . . Secretary

Win. Farley, Avenue Hotel Collector

W. H. Rice. 519 E. 8th ave Receiver

W. H. Graves, 1005 Alabama st . . . Mag. Agent

1*4. EEL RIVER; Ashley. In.l

Meets in Engineer's Hall every Wednesday

evening.

P. M. Ketley Master

C. E. Blair Secretary

<i. E. Seoville Collector

W. H. Tucker Receiver

r. M. Stafford, 648 LaFayette ave.,

Detroit. Mich ■ . . . Magazine Agent

ISA ROBERT ANDREWS; Andrews, Ind.

Meets In Firemen's Hall every Monday even

ing.

L I.. Wisncr Master

W. J.<;ieason, Box 169 Secretary

(\ U. Keefer Collector

0. W. Adams. Box 166 . . • Receiver

T. J. Henderson Magazine Agent

IM. WM. HUGO; Huntington, Ind.

Meet^ in Firemen Half, Geo. Cerlew Blk, 1st, 2d

and :<<1 Wednesday evenings and 4th Sunday

at 2 P. M.

C. M. Keller. 118 E Washington st . . . .Master

W. H. Willets, 58 Websttr st Secretary

O. H. Holland, 63 Henry st Collector

Alvin McEnderfcr. 14 N Jefferson st . . Receiver

'.■ C Marstin, 16 Briunt st . . . Magazine Agent

167. MOUNT HOOD; The Dalles, Oregon.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

W. W. Young, Box 308 Master

Alex. Clegg, Box 266 Secretary

J. H. Douglas Collector

J. P. Liuehard, 555 Mitchell st, Portland

Receiver

F. E. Adams Magazine Agent

168. GUARD RAIL: North La Crosse, Wis.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 715 Rose st., La Crosse,

1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M. and 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

A. E. Ross, 1545 Loomis st Master

J. E. Wells, Batavian Bank Build

ing, Room 15, La Crosse Secretary

E. C. Schneider, Portage Collector

A. T. Combellick, 1608 Lomis st . . . . Receiver

Chauncy Winn Magazine Agent

169. H. (I. BROOKS; llorneilavIHe, N. Y.

Meets In B. of L.F. Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

J. L. Collins, 43 E. Main st Master

T. J. Glynn, 11 Pardee st Secretary

A. H. Spencer, 18 Elm st Collector

A. H. Spencer, 18 Elm st Receiver

J. R.Saunders. 43 Hartshorn st . Magazine Agent

170. PRAIRIE; Huron, S. Dakota.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 3d and Wisconsin

sts. 2d and 4th Sundays at 10 A. M.

W. H, Bliss. 531 Utah st Master

T. R. Cooper -Sec eiary

F. M. Brown Collector

G. E. Briggs, 466 Idaho st Rcce ver

A. W. Harvey, Beach at Magazine Agent

171. SUNBEAM ; Trnro, Nova Scotia.

Meets in McKay's Hall, 1st Saturday and 3d and

4th Wednesdays.

J. K. Fraser, Box 436 Master

T. G. Dickson, Box 239 Secretary

Wm. McLean Collector

F. M. White ... Receiver

J. A. Gazeley . . Magazine Agent

178. F. G. LAWRENCE; Ottawa, Ontario.

Meets in Manchester Hall, alternate Sundays.

H. A. H. McCaulcy, Hintonburg P. O. . . Master

Chas. Sims. 6S0 Albert st Secretary

W. H. Wood, 217 Bridge st Collector

J. F. Suddaby, 307 Ann st Receiver

R. H. Fraser, 131 Spruce st . . . Magazine Agent

178. PACIFIC; Winslow, Arizona.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. H. Downs Master

B. A. Workman Secretary

8. S. Harris Collector

B. A. Workman Receiver

Mark Whitaker Magazine Agent

174. IIARR1SBIRG; Harrlsburg, Pa.

Meets in Sible's Hall, S. E. cor. 3d and Cumber

land sts., 2d and 4ih Sundays at 1 P. M.

T. R. Koons, 606 Kelkcr st Master

H. O. Motter, 1945 Moltke ave Secretary

R. J Seitz, 613 Harris st Collector

Wm. Blessing, 422 Riley st Receiver

E. E. Kwiug. lOlCalder st . . . Magazine Agent

176. TAYLOR ; Newark. O.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, south side square, every

Weduesday evening.

T. F. Roberts, 56 Mill st Master

T. C. Huffman, 13 Webb st Secretary

J. W. Taylor, 234 Race st Collector

Brad Tobin, 228 Indiana st .Receiver

W. R. Stone, 76 Gay st Magazine Agent

176. MAIN LINE; Clinton, 111.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Monday evening.

S. F. Burt Master

J. H. Colgau, 239, N. 14th St., Springfield,

Secretary

L. P. Kurt Collector

F. H. Hinckley Receiver

J. B. Johnson, Box 31 Magazine Agent

177. SUNSET ; Marshall, Texas.

Meets in K. P. Hall every Thursday at 7:30 P.M.

Glenn Holmes Muster

E. S. Hardv, Box 184 cretary

E. S. Hardy, Box IM Collector

H. H. Edwards, Box 184 Receiver

J. C. Brown Magazine Agent

178. SALT LAKE; Salt Lake City, Utah.

Meets in Temple of Honor Hall, cor. Main and

1st South sts.. every Monday evening.

C. J. Selby, 346 S. 7th West st Master

F. W. Mitchell, Box 17 Secretary

G. C. Woodruff, 472 N. 3d West st . . . Collector

Jno. Mace, 6:14 S. 8th West st. ... Receiver

C. J. Selby, 346 S. 7th West st . . . . Mag. Agent
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179. BEE HIVE; Lincoln. Neh.

Mr cts in Young's Hall, 1519 O St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2 V. M.

J.V. Hnl I ,229 N. 10th st Master

J. K. Robinson, Box 931 Secretary

W. A. Hammond Collector

1 K. Rnhinson. Box 931 Receiver

W. A. Hammond .... . Magazine Agent

180. THREE STATES; Cairo, 111.

Meet* in Casino Hall. cor. 12th St. and Washing

ton ave.. 1st ami 3d Monday evenings.

Wra. O'Couueil, 2017 Poplar st Master

J. J. Kelly, 2."01 Popiarst Secretary

J. II. Pollock, 210 '20th st Colli etor

Frank Gilman, 3<>!i20ih st Receiver

Robt. While, :>lnl Park ave . . . Magazine Agent

181. VI ELLINGTON ; Palme rston, Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

A. Dunhar . Master

Wm Wilson, Box 4:i Secretary

S. P. Stringer Collector

Jas Nicholson, Box 21 Receiver

Alex. Kilniistor, Box 11 . . . Maga/ine Agent

182. HAUir (TTY: Hoannke. Va.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, cor. Salem ave and

Jefferson St., 2d and 4lh Sundays at 10 A. M.

D l.edgcrwo.d. 717 4th ave. N. W . . . Master

W. W. Sims, :U2 12th st. N. W Secretary

J. W. Sawyer, 721 1th ave. N. W ... Collector

Lee Moore, 511 4th ave. N E .... Receiver

L. C. Dickens, roi lOlh st s. W. . . . Mag. Agent

188. LAKE SHORE; Colllnwooil, Ohio.

Meets in I. O. 0. F. Hall every Thursday even

ing

C. E. Bell Master

J. H. Stnrges Secretary

L. H. Pickard Collector

C. H. Sherman, Box :S77 I Receiver

D. II. Gordon Magazine Agent

184. LIMA : Lima. Ohio.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M. and 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M.

C. M. Johnson, 127 W. Market st . . . . Master

A. I. Guslason, 7(JS Broadway ave . .Secretary

J. A. Sheely, 2<i6 Water st Collector

J. N. Clutter. HIT W. High st Receiver

L. P. Tolbv, 4.V> N Westst . . . Magazine Agent

186. FIDELITY ; IMphos. Ohio.

Meets in G. A. R Hall, Main St., 2d and 4th Sun

days at 2 P. M.

A. A. Washburn, L Box 78 Master

Henrv huckpitl Secretary

P. H. Cowdiu, . Collector

A. A. Washburn, L. Box 78 Receiver

L. E. Ackerlv . . . . Magazine Agent

186. < IIAMRKIILIN; Chicago. III.

Meets in Walther's Hall, 3934 State St., 1st and 3d

SnndavR.

W. H. E.' Green, :'.no'.i Portland st Master

J M. Manning, 408 Duncan Park . . . Secretary

Edw. Koch Collector

Jno. Vass, 10x7 K. North st, Decatur . . Receiver

Jno, Kiler. -12;."i Princeton ave . Magazine Agent

187. LITTLE BIAN1 ; Charleston. III.

Meets in Red Men's Hall 1st and :M Sundays at 2

P. M. and 2d and 4ih Tuesdays at 7::-S0 P.M.

W. B. Brown Master

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Secretary

LeRoy Anderson, Collector

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Receiver

G. C. Barnes Magazine Agent

188. S. S. MERRILL; Chicago. III.

Meets in Mielile IIsll, ecr. Western aye. and In

diana St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

E. R. Roderick. S74 Indiana ei . . . Master

Fred Mvers, 170 N. Western ave .... Secretary

T. Wells, 1120 superior st Collector

L. L. Gay, 32 California ave Receiver

E. R Roderick. 874 Indiana st . Magaziue Agent

18*. BALDWIN; Ft. Howard, Wis.

Meets in B. of I.. F. Hull, cor. Adams and Pine

sts., 2d and 4th Siiinla>s at 2 P. M.

Martin Shccbv .....' Master

D. E. Hogau, t,. Box Ra> Secretary

R. C. Crnm-. Green Hay Collector

Martin Sheeny . . . .* Receiver

H n Knl I . Magaziue Agent

190. FEHOl'SON; Sanborn. Iowa.

Meets iu I. O. O. F. Hull, 2d and 4th SundayB at 7

P. M.

Emmet Wentworth, Box 102 Master

F. I„ Powell Secretary

C. J. Walston Collector

C. J. W'alston Receiver

Thos. Helmau Magazine Agent

191. CUSTER ; Lirinirstou, Montana.

Meets in Miles' Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

J. A. Marshall, Box 303 . . Master

J. M. Lannon, L Box 412 Secretary

A. C. Wilson, L Box 303 Collector

A. M. Getehell, 1. Box 321 Receiver

O. F. Wissel Magaziue Agent

192. MT. TACOMA ; Taroma, Wanh.

M-etsinl. O. O. F. Hall, 314 E. 26th St., every

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

A. E. Swab, 413 E. 2sih st Master

W. \V. Thompson, 40"> Puyallup ave Secretary

J. J. Driscoll, 409 21st st Collector

J. M. Mathoson. 218 E26tbst . . .Receiver

V. A. Eckstein. 402 E 2iith st . . Magazine Agent

193. J. B. JIAVMAKII; East Portland, Oregon.

Meets in Koss Hall, 24% Union ave. So. Portland

alternate Thursdays, at 7:30 P. M.

J. F. McQuaid, S. P.'R, K. Shops, Portland

... .... Master

G. B. Gollings.aWE. Mb st.. Portland . Secretary

J. S. Montgomery, 24J-2 Union ave., So.

Portland ... ... . Collector

D. J. Byrne, 20lh and K. Glisan sts., Port

land ... . . Receiver

J. J. Lynch, 2411 Kearney si., Port'and.

Magazine Agent

194. BONANZA ; Missoula. Montana.

Mei ts in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2:30 P. M.

W. G. Marshall MaUer

W. J.Haunan Seretary

S. L. Kelley Collector

H. L. Shapard Receiver

A. S. Ericsson . Magaziue Atcni

196. RE-ECHO; Monlpeller, Idaho.

Meets in Montpeller Hall, 1st and ::d Fridays at

7:30 P. M.

Wm. Richmond, Box 37 Master

Jno. Gallagher Sc. .-ctary

Jos. Mcllwuiu Collector

Henry Douglas, Box 12 Receiver

IraChattin Magazine Agent

196. CLOllll CITY | Lcailrlllr. Colo.

Meets in Kostich Hall. 01"> Httr ave., 1st and 3d

Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

8. H. Hollers Master

G. W. Bum hr, 217 E. 12th st Secretary

G. McGouiga'. 300 W. 4th st Collector

T. .I. Welsh, 12 Union Block Receiver

F. W. Strasser. Mini urn .... Magazine Agent

197. BIVERSIIIE; Savanna. 111.

Meets iu Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays at

9 A.M.

P J. McGarvey Master

L. I). MeK.ee ... Secretary

J.H.. i'ulford, Jr, Box 375 Collector

Jus. Failcy Receiver

K. 1,. Willi-ims Magazine Agent

198. MAPLE CITT: Norwalk. Ohio.

Meets in K. of P. Ha 1, 1st Sunday afternoon

and 3d Sunday eveuiug.

W. Y. Dennis, 31 w. Seminary st . . . . Master

G. A. Lambert, 7 E. League st Secretary

E. C. Somers Collector

W. Y. Dennis, 31 w. Seminary st . . Receiver

W. C. Wright, 7 Ford ave ... Magaziue Agent

199. MAIIOMMi ; Ynnngstnwn, Ohio.

Meets in Trainmen's Hall. 22 W. Federal St., 3d

Sunday and ilh Thursday.

M .1. W-'lch, 2:» Darrow st Master

J. P. Hogan, Nilcs Secretary

Jno. Fuiingher Collector

Miebte 1 Htllisy Receiver

M. J. Welch, 25 Harrow st ... Magaziue Agent

800. FAITH; Meridian. Miss.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hull every Monday at 2P. M.

R L Aruiistend, 4H."i 3'ith ave Master

Allien S in kdale, I2i wilhare Secretary

J K Mitchell, . Collector

(). K. Ciissidy. 1112 li'.th nv Receiver

M. A, CasMd'ay i>\± Itjtu ave . Magazine Agent

201. FBIKNIH.Y HAND; Jackson. Ton*.

Meets in Greet Hall. enr. Main and Market sts.

even Sniiirdsv evening.

J. C. I.ind>cv. liix I2.i Master

J. s. King, .'.ni .Middle a\e Secretary

Wm. Cook, Is-. l..irl.-\ st Collector

,1. I). Bledsoe . . . Receiver

M Lawrence, I C I! H shops, Magaxiiie ^cnl
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•K. (KIOTO; Chilllcothe, O.

»«u in Scioto Lodge Hull, 1st and 3d Sundays

.12 P.M. „

Patrick Donovan, 70 a. Sugar st Master

( . l>. W*ierm*n, :ri"> E MhIu Bt . . . . Secretary

Albert Maunaell. E Water »t Collector

' R Schooled, 3S S Pulutst Receiver

Ufrtd Dakin. 231 K. 2d st . . . Magaziue Agent

jut GARFIELD. Garrett, Ind.

Meet* In Frederick Hall every Sunday at 2 P.M.

W. F. Lagan Master

S. G. Pierre, Box 163 Secretary

Cha» Krutch Collector

C, F Reneman. Box ofi Receiver

H. C. Barrett* Box 270 Magazine Agent

M(. CIITTON BELT: Jonesborongh. Ark.

Meets In K. ol P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

J L Spence Master

W E. Smith Secretary

W. E. Smith Collector

A. A. Goln Receiver

J. A. BUrkwood Magazine Agent

M. rLOWF.lt OP THF. WEST; Topeka, Kan.

Meetf in B. of L. E. Hall, cor. E. 4ih and Adams

«u , 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

Christ. McGinnls. 322 Jeoerson St. . Master

E. D. Webb, 212 Monroe st Seerctary

E. H.Powell. 1301 K. 4tb »t Collector

Christ. McGinnis, 322 Jefferson st . . Receiver

W. M. Robinson, 714 E. Ith st . Magazine Agent

tM. FOKT PICKERING; Memphis. Tinn.

Meet* In Miller's Hall. cor. Penua. and Iowa

sve» every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Peter Eieh, <89 Main st Master

W. A. Wealherall, Station A Secretary

J A. Murray. 62 Virginia ave Collector

W A. Weatlierall. Station A Receiver

J. E Hellon. 135 Pennsylvania ave . Mag. Agent

*7. LOYAL; HraiMllr, P».

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, 912 Water St., every

Tuesday evening.

Lnu Byer«. 287 Walnut st Master

W A. Smith, Box 792 Secretary

Tb<w. Newberry Oollecior

W. F. Kroerick, Vallonia Receiver

Tt 1. Sch»dt. 8f» Water st . . . Magaziue Agent

tm. IE1STONK. Su».|ueh»iin». Pa.

Meets in Doran's Hall, alternate Tuesday even

ing*.

Daniel Creepan, Box 291 Master

C. W. Anderson, Box 337 Secretary

JnnHlle, Box 82 Collector

C. W. Anderson, .Box 337 Receiver

J. .1. Hoe-mi. Box «37 ... Magazine Agent

Ms. KAKATIM1A; Whitehall, N. T.

Meet* lu B. of L. F. Hall, Old National Bank

hulMlnr. •lterna.te Sundays at 2:30 P. M

B. A. Long, Box 302 Master

L C. Gray Secretary

H. P_ Gaines, Box 123 Collector

Walter Johnson. Box 69 Receiver

L.C Gray. Box 414 Magazine Agent

tit. 18-K; Schenectady, N. T.

Meet* In tinrpeiilere' and Joiners' Hall, 336 State

•t. l«l and 3d Tuesdays

J E. Van Vranken, Box 497 Master

rionv-r Eytroar, 302 Paige Bt Secretary

Joo. Vrooman, Box 497 Collector

J E VaitVrmikeii. Box 497 .... Receiver

Aurust Rut*r. mn Peek at . . . Magazine Agent

to. OMtKO. South Eaaton. Pa,

Mi^-u In Bragg's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M.

H R. Bowes, 707 Berwick st Master

a I. McKee. 2IW 8. ith st.. Easton . . . Secretary

E. T. James, 432 Wllksburre st Collector

F. O. Reher. 10* Delaware st Receiver

W C Stooker. 31 I'oal st Mag. Agent

SIS. KSPIKKt Watertnwn, N. Y.

Meet* In Red Mens Hall. 2d and 4th Sundays.

Aaron Cartwright. 17 Meadows st . Master

T. H. Lynch 101 Factory st Secretary

G. W Stumpf. 2 Orchard st Collector

r. C Nichols. 12 Poplar st Receiver

7. A. Fisher. 87 B Arsenal st . . Magazine Agent

tit, WEST KflORE; Syracuse, N. Y.

Me»n. in Olbeter Hall, 1120 Bennett ave, every

Thursday evening.

A F. Rilev, 642 Bennett ave Master

F. L. Crosby, 207 Lexington ave . . .Secretary

A Pfetffer, 140 Oak at Collector

V J. Melmy. 1 10 Oak st Receiver

H. J. HooUhan, 140 Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

214. ORIOLE; Baltimore, Mil.

Meets in Smith's Hall, 20th St., 2d and 4th Sun

days.

I. H. White, 20 W. Oliver st Master

Jas. Magraw, 1817 Barclay st .... Secretary

H. W. M Bauks. 1015 Clifton Place . .Collector

T. C. Lambden. 1319 Eden st Receiver

I. H. White. 20 W. Oliver st Mag. Agent

815. EAST ALBANY ; East Albany, N. T.

Meets in B. ol L. F. Hall, every Tuesday even

ing.

J. W. Reed, 61 Pine st Master

D. F. Teeling, 21 Broadway, Bath-on-

Hudsou Secretary

G. A. March, 358 Broadway Collector

G. B. Cone, 7 Park st, Bath ou-Hudson . Receiver

J. W. Reed, 61 Pine st .... Magazine Agent

816. LYON BROOK ; Norwich, N. Y.

Meeis in Red Men's Room, So Broad st, 1st Mon

day and 3d Sunday.

G. w. Oienauer, Bird«all st Master

R. E. Howe, Globe Hotel Secretary

F. M Fentou, L Box 120 Colli ctor

F. V. Thorp, L. Box 120 Receiver

I. M. Coleman, 6 Mechanic st . Magazine Agent

817. HEADLIGHT; Brazil, Ind.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 2d and 4th Sunday at 2

P. M.

J. N. Miller, Box 517 Master

Wm. Fansler Secretary

C.W. Miller, Box 547 Collector

Jno. Boucher Receiver

Elza Ax Magazine Agent

818. PIKE'S PEAK t Colorado City, Colo.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Tues

days at 7:30 P. M.

L. L. Smith, Jr Master

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 817 Secretary

J.F.Murray Collector

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 817 Receiver

C. B. Oruu Magazine Agent

819. SMOKY CITT; Allee-heny, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hull. cor. Pennsylvania ave

and Bidwell st., every Mondav at 2:30 P. M.

Jos. Desmond, 26 Wayne st Master

J. A Frost, Jr., Colorado st Secretary

Peter Martin. 50 Kirkpatrick ave . . .Collector

D. J. Woods, 109 Juniata st Receiver

I. E. Stahl. 107 Lake st Magazine Agent

880. PROVIDENT: Snnbury, Pa.

Meets iu P. O. S. of A. Hall, Market St., 1st and 3d

Sundays at 1 P. M.

J. II. Kemherling. 261 N. 4th st Master

Wm P*rk. Box 836 Secretary

G. II. Morton Collector

Solomon Cticrry, 209 4th st Receiver

H. S. IWerlin Magazine Agent

881. HURON; Point Edward, Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Tues

days.

J. R.' Kee Master

Dennis Burgess, Lock Box 18 Secretary

F. J. Burgess Collector

J S. Crawford Receiver

Frank McNally Magazine Agent

828. WEBSTER: Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, cor. 5th and Walnut sts.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

C. E. Snook Master

O lit Andersen, 1 River st Secretary

T. F. Lowry . . Collector

O. G. Andersen, 1 River st . . - -Receiver

G. H. Trusiy, cor. 5th and Locust sts.,Magazine Agent

828. GREEN VALLEY; Grarton, W. Va.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Kail, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

G. 1). Kellar, West Grafton Master

J I). K. Hurt/man Secretary

J. C. Bishop, West Grafton Collector

J D. E. Huffman Receiver

M.J. TUbe Magaziue Agent

284. T. C. BOOBN, St. Cloud, Minn.

Meets iu V. O. of W. Hall, cor 5th ave. and 1st

Bt. South, id Sunday at 2 P. M. and 4th Wed

nesday at 7:30 P. M.

J A. Heath, lOihave. N Master

H G. Ford, 4i7 19'h ave N Secretary

Hugh Gallagher, 7ih st. N Collector

Walter Bach, Box 159 Receiver

Jno. Mournun, 815 10th ave. N . Magazine Agent
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126. SUPERIOR, Fort William Vest, Ontario.

Meets In MeDongal Hail, Fort William, every

Wednesday at 2 P. M.

Jno. Whitchurst. Fort William Master

Wm. Hall, Fori William Secretary

A. N. Hobkirk. Ion William Collector

Alfred WankliiiK, Fort William . . Receiver

W. W. (iarrett. Box HI. Ft. William, Mag. Agent

226. MAGNOLIA; Ennls, Texan.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall 2.1 and 4th Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

H. H. Kendall, H. & T. C. Shops Master

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 136 Secretary

W. M. Nicol, L Box 136 Collector

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 136 Receiver

W. G. gnodgrass, H. i T. C. Shops . Mag. Agent

227. MAGNET; Bingham ton, N. T.

Meets in Red Men'B Hall, over Robinson's Plan

ing Mill, office Chenango st, 2d and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

U. G. Weaton, North Side Hotel Master

J. T. Lewis, 238 Chenango st Secretary

F. S. Williams, 24 Virgil st Collector

Theo. Haskins, 25 Frederick st ... Receiver

C. H. Hambliu, 8 Morgan st . . Magazine Agent

228. ACHE; Sennit on, Pa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M.

R. 8. (illlinglmm, 128 10th st Master

J. G. Burnett, 338 Lincoln ave .... Secretary

A. J. Thomas, 317 8. Hvde Park ave . . Collector

R. 8. Gillingham, 128 10th st Receiver

Frank Truinbower, 700 Serauton St.,

Magazine Agent

229. RICHARD; I ti.-a, X. T.

Meets in Post Bacon Hall 2d ;and 4th Sundays.

J. J. Quirk, Albany st Master

C. A. Pease, 72% Whitesboro st . . . .Secretary

W. F. Foley, 4 Montgomery st Collector

C. A. Pease, T2\ Whitesboro st . . . Receiver

Wm. Burden, 122 Whitesboro st . . . Mag. Agent

230. ALBANY CITT; Albany, N. T.

Meets in Stremple Hall, 253 Central ave, 1st, 3d

and 5th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Gilkerson, 4851st st Master

G. M. Jeflers, 36 Ontario st Secretary

Courtland Maher. 11 Prospect ave . . . Collector

G. M. Jeflers, 36 Ontario st Receiver

A. H. Vincent, 15 Hunter ave . Magazine Agent

231. DELAWARE; Wilmington, Del.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 3d and Market sts., 1st

and 3d Sundays.

A. C. Stidham, 524 E. 8th st Master

A. C. Dunu,410Tavlorst Secretary

J. A. Donlin, 417 E. 4th st Collector

A. C. Dunn, 410 Taylor st Receiver

W. H. Adams, 400 E 4th st . . . Magazine Agent

232. LUCKY THOUGHT, Middletonn, X. Y.

Meets in A. O. of H. Hall, 2d and 4th SundayB.

M. J. Kerrigan. 75 Linden Terrace . . . .Master

W. J. Leddy, 277 North st Secretary

Jno. Dunham, 125 Wlckham ave . . . Collector

Jno. O'Farrell, 9 Low ave Receiver

V. L. Powell, 28 Broad st . . . . Magazine Agent

233. GLAD TIDINGS; Hnnrton, New Brunswick.

Meets in Victoria Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M.

H. 8. Cutten Master

G. W. Speer Secretary

Frank Gibson Collector

Harry Snider, Box 158 Receiver

Jas. King Magazine Agent

234. NORTH BAY; North Bay, Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

Jno. Clemiuson, Box 11 Master

Thos. Hearly Secretary

W. H. Bowman Collector

Wm. McRae, Box 126 Receiver

J. A. Lynch, Box 126 Magazine Agent

236. THREE BROTHERS; Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meets in Franks liros. Hall, Walurba, alternate

Sundays at 1:30 P.M.

N. E. Bivsecker, cor. 38th st and Howlie

ave Master

Chas. Longacre, Jr., '28th st. Reading

room Secretary

J. G. Wagner, 3710 Mifflin st ... Collector

C. G. Parsholl, cor 38tb stand Howlie

ave Receiver

Chas. Longacre, Jr., 28th st. Reading

room Magazine Agent

236. HIXTOX; Hinton, West Virginia.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Saturday at 7:30

P. M.

Lynn Gardner Master

F. A. Cundift* Secretary

J. P. Lear Collector

J. E. Hogan Receiver

J. M. Morrison Magazine Agent

237. CENTRAL PARK; Central Park. III.

Meets in Hcbmann's Hall, cor. Lake and 41st

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. H. Bradley, 135 N. Avers ave. Chicago

Master

Harry Lynch Secretary

J. C Todd, Box 124 Collector

Thadd us Chew, Box 39 Receiver

Kobt. Todd Magazine Agent

238. PLAIN CITY ; Padurah, Ky.

Meets in Rogers' Hall, 12ln and Broadway, every

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Lloyd Grimes, 1301 Broadway .... Master

L. L. LVitchiuson, HI0O Jellerson st . . Secretary

Thos. Challenor, 430 8. 10th st . . . . Collector

J. P. Wesley, 986 Broadway Receiver

M. J. Ervin, 11 JO Madison st . . Magazine Agent

239. BUCKEYE; Delaware, Ohio.

Meets In Heurv's Hall, 61 Lake st., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 1 P. M.

J. W. Helteubaugh, 169 E. William st . . Muster

R. G. Knight, 287 S. Washington st . . Secretary

Leonard Schoeller, 207 E. Winter st . . Collector

Chas. Hirsch, 216 E. Central ave .... Receiver
Jas. Guiuan, 161 Wr. Spruce St. . . . Mag. Agent

240. GILBERT; Jackson, Mien.

Meets in Engineers' Hall. cor. Jackson and Main

Bts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M., and 2d

and 4th Mondays at 2:30 P. M.

llcnrv Moshcr, 223 W Main st Masttr

G. A Holdeu, 1023 E. Main st Secretary

Henry Mother, 223 W Main st Collector

M. A. Henry. 327 Quarry st . . . . Receiver

C. G. Conklm. Ill E.Wilkius st . Magazine Agent

241. LAKE ERIE; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets in B. L. E. Hall, 412 So Division st, alter

nate Fridays.

J. I. Barker. 4.16 Swan st Master

c. W. Halbin. 17 Superior st Secretary

F. V. Miner. 25 Vary st .... .... Collector

I. H. Crossman , 500 Swan «t Receiver

F. C. Lomnis, 59 Watson st . . . Magazine Agent

242. LIBERTY ; Elmlra, X. Y.

Meets in D.. L. & W.-Y. M. C. A. Hall, 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Dennis McCarty, 405 Crescent ave . . . Master

A. J. Keefe, 360 W. 5th st Secretary

J. F. Lonergan, Jr., 1101 Lakest . . . .Collector

A. L. Doolittle, 1022% Lake st . . . . Receiver

L. F. Burke. 365 Thurston st . . Magazine Agent

243. J. H. SELBY; Texarkana, Texan.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P. M., and Jd and 4th Wednesdays at 9

P. M.

C. J. Neef, Box 64, Texarkana, Ark . . . Master

C. H. Moore, Texarkana, Ark Secretary

J. L. Simmons Collector

J.C.Reinhardt, Box 56, Texarkana, Ark. Receiver

T. O. Black, Huntiam Magazine Agent

244. T. P. O'ROUBKE; Chicago, 111.

Meet* at 314 W. Twelfth St.. 1st Sunday «t2 P. M.

and 3d Friday at 8 P. M.

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Master

Jno. O'Malley, 166 W. lsthst Secretary

Jno. O'Mallev. 166 W. 18th at. Collector

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Receiver

Magazine Agent

245. GEORGIA; Saiannah, Ga.

Meets iu Firemen's Hall, Sorrell Building, cor.

of Bull and Bay sts., every Thursday at 7:30 p.

M., and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

W. E. King, 199 Waldburg st Master

Adam Hutton, 271 Bull st Secretary

O. K. Knight. 90 W. Broad st Collector

Fleming Goolsby. 84 Montgomery st . . Receiver

F. J. Trott. 77% Jones st . . . . Magazine Agent

246. MACON; Macon. Ga.

Meet* in Morgans Halt, 1444 4th st. every Sun

day.

Chas. Green, 416 Elm st Master

J. T. Roach, 452 Hazel st Secretary

T. W. Hines, 81ti3dst Collector

Chas. Green, 41« Kim st Receiver

J. M. Richards, 1537 2d st . . . Magazine Agent
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MT. IETSESAW: Atlanta, Ga.

KrU in Red Men's Hall, G'/, N. Broad st. every

6nDj»T at 2 P. M.

H. 0. Teat. H5 Hood st Master

C. H. Elliott, 168 Peters st . .... Secretary

W. B. Walters, 305 Woodward ave . . . Collector

T L. Francis. Clara ... .... Receiver

Reinhold Wurreschke, 1 N Boulevard st

... ... Magazine Ageut

Ml WESTERN RESERVE; Ashtabula, Ohio.

Meets In Passett Hall, Main St., 1st and :»1 Mon

days at 7:30 P. M.

S. A.' MrDaiiiel. 17 Colorado st . . . . Master

f. D. Welsell,4i Kingst Secretary

A. V. Hlllyer. 2I» West st Collector

Jan. CflUtt", 56 Lockwood st Receiver

M. E. Beuham, 76 Fisk st . . Magazine Agent

M. CALIJMET; South Chicago, 111.

MeeU in Eigerman's Hall, cor. Commerce and

South Chicago aves, '2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30

P.M.

T I. Wall. 91st st, and So. Chicago ave . Master

Daniel O'Connell, 8852 Houston ave . . Secretary

B. J. Lynch.$734 Erie ave Collector

H. A. Purvis. 9012 Houston ave .... Receiver

Wm. Zacher, 102H3 Ave L, Colehour, Ind ,

Magazine Agent

JH. SOLOES LINK ; Wilkea Barre, Pa.

Meets in Memorial Hall, So. Main st. 1st and 3d

Sundays at 2 P. M.

J M. Fox, 249 Kidder st Master

E. 0. Hale, Box *22, Kingston, Luzerae

Co Secretary

Oeo. Peels, Box 49, Kingston, Luzerne

Co Collector

P. L. Keefer, Kingston, Luzerne Co . . Receiver

A. E. Caufield, Box 157, Edwardsville

Magazine Agent

SI. LEIIIUH; Maurh Chunk, Pa.

Meets in Stahl's Hall, Upper Mauch Chunk, 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. L Sandhas Master

H. B. Fulton Secretary

H. W. Smith, L. Box 365 Collector

Chas. Roberts, L. Box 365 Receiver

Wm. Spencer Magazine Ageut

SL COLUMBIA : Columbia, Pa.

Meet* In Fetid rick's Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays
at -:.■» P. M.

H B. Helser, 164 Walnut st Master

FIG. Klougu, 242 New 2dst Secretary

H. M.Hinxle, 570 Walnut st Collector

lot Dcnnison, 640 Chestnut st Receiver

Edw. Denuell , 313 a nd 315 Loc nst st. ,

Magazine Agent

W. TRENTON; Trenton.N. J.

Meets in Stradltng Hall, 131 N. Broad st, 1st

and 3d Sundays.

C W. Cope, 1" Southard st Master

Ftohl. Staekhouse.SOti Genesee st . . .Secretary

M .3. Shelly, 406 Monmouth st Collector

t. V. Parsnus. 175 Brunswick ave. . . . Receiver

F.Jt. Caffey, 17 Southard st Mag. Agent

W. CLIMAX ; Missouri Valley, Iowa.

1m> lu U. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30

V M.

1 E. HabUead Master

W. L. French, Box 561 Secretary

0. P. Masters. Norfolk, Neb Collector

Jwse Hlbben Receiver

Andrew Iiryden Magazine Agent

*t- CANAL CITY; Arkansas City, Kan.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall. 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 2:»i P M.

Edwin Crane Master

Iran Klser. *07 So. Cst Secretary

Andrew Craig, 1008 So. C st. Collector

as Small. 1011 S. 3d st Receiver

Patrick Caldrou, 1326 So. G st . Magazine Agent

«*. 1111,11 USE; Como, Colo.

Mtxts in Slater's Hall, every Sunday at 2:30 P.M.

Jdi. Olson Master

1 R. Morgan Secretary

». E. Gallagher Collector

C. I>. Adams Receiver

J. K. Morgan Magazine Agent

■»• irr CARSON ; Baton, New Mexico.

Meet* In 1. 0. O. F. Hall every Monday at 9 A.M.

l-T. Mnrrhouse Master

V J. Linwood Secretary

Mi. Shy Collector

Morgan Oldham Receiver

C a Woll Magazine Agent

268. REVO; Nlrkerson, Kaa.

Meets in K. of P. Hall everv Wednesday at 7:30

P.M.

E. A. Dcvorraux Master

C. N. Woodell Secretary

Emil Misker . Collector

G. E. Payne Receiver

I. E. Grimes . . . . . Magazine Agent

259. D. J. CHASE; Ashland, Wis.

Meets in Good Templars' Hall, cor. Second st.

and 4th ave. W.,lstand3d Sundays at2 P. M.

R. W. Harrison, Commercial Hotel . . . Master

E. C. Schilling. 421 :id st E Secretary

Fred. Godfrey, 818 4th ave W Collector

Wm. Buckley, 720 Ellis ave Receiver

W. C. Vallie, 111 7th ave E . . . Magazine Agent

260. CALIFORNIA ; Sacramento, Cal.

Meets in Smith's Hall, 7th St., bet. K and L,

every Thursday- at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Vice, Box "107 Master

R. E. Nobel, Box 107 Secretary

Jas. Mullen, Box 107 Collector

P. J. McEnerney, 711 II st Receiver

W. J. Fetberston, Box 107 . . . Magazine Agent

2«. MAGDALENA; San MarHal, New Mexico.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Sunday at 7 P. M.

W. R. Fisher Master

C. M. Grover Secretary

Gus Leslman Collector

C. H. D. Haines Receiver

Geo. Bruno Magazine Ageut

262. IjUEEN CITT ; West Toronto Janet, Ont.

Meets in Campbell Hall, alternate Sundays at 2

P. M.

Ernest MeConnell Master

Kred Sharpe, 77 Louisa St., Toronto

Junction Secretary

Geo. Wauless Collector

G.H.Ritchey,10Embridgest.,Parkdale. Receiver

W. D. Donaldson, Toronto June t . . Mag. Ageut

288. ALAMO; Taylor, Texas.

Meets In Union Hall, everv Saturday at 8 P. M.

W. H. Pipkin, Box 241 Master

G. J. Calnon Secretary

G. W. I'ayne ... Collector

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 Receiver

J. R. Wteadman, B°x 165 ... Magazine Agent

264. J. K. G1L1IREATH ; Butte City, Montana.

Meets in Frost's Hall, South Butte, 2d and 4th

Thursdays.

A. R. McDuffle, Box 94, S. Butte Master

J. M. Hennessy, S. Butte Secretary

Wm. Sweeiiev, S. Butte Collector

A. R. McDuffle. Box 91, S. Butte . . Receiver

J. II. Ryan, S. Butte Magazine Ageut

265. GRAND RIVER; Grand Rapids, Mich.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

C. E. Rundell, 344 S Union st Master

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Secretary

C. E. Rundell, 344 S Union st Collector

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Receiver

Jno. Cunningham, 505 lona st . Magazine Agent

266. JOHN MICKEY; South Kaukauna, Wis.

MeelM in Duggan nail 2d and Ith Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

J. J. Palmer Master

J. M. Golden, Box 324 Secretary

R. B. Powers . .' Collector

Jas. McGraw Receiver

F. L. Fosha. Box 272 Magaziue Agent

267. ENDEAVOR; Algiers, La.

Meets in Castle H-all 1st and 3d Thursdays at 1:30

P. M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7:J0 P. M.

J. H. llihben, Chestnut st . .Master

R. J. McCluskey. \'21% Pacific ave . . .Secretary

F. J. Myers, 122 Pacific ave Collector

Jno. Mitchell, 86% Pacific ave Receiver

S. S. Andress, °9V, Elmiru st - Magazine Agent

268. CLIFTON HM.NTS; New Albany. Ind.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, cor. State and Mar

ket sts 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

C. L. Plowman, r.M cor. Ith aud Oak sts Master

Geo. Tharp, 94 E. Main st Secretary

I. D. Stevens, 143 Sycamore st Collector

T. L. Teives, 485 Culbertson ave . . . Receiver

A.D.Austin Magazine Ageut

269. O. K. ; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets in Castle Hall, S. E. cor. Genesee and Cen

tral ave.. 1st and 3d Thursdays at 7 P. M.

Adam Dods. Montgomery Master

J. R. Constable, Noithern ave., ML

Auburn, Cincinnati Secretary

W. J. Haight, 98 Glenway ave Collector

J. S. Sheehan, 84 State ave Receiver

Cornelius Coakley, Hamilton . Magazine Agent
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238. MINNEAPOLIS: Minneapolis. Minn.

MeetsiuP.O.S. of A.Hall. 2000 Cedar ave So., 1st

Sunday al 1:30 P. M. and 3d Monday at 7:30

P.M.

Patrick Perusse. 116 Cedar ave Master

H. W. Hester 2520 18th ave S Secretary

A.H.Titus, 3103 Cedar ave S Collector

Oliver .Johnson. 2106 Bloomtngtnn ave. Receiver

W H. Dickinson, 2: Ml 1.8th ave S . . Mag. Agent

2.71. BYRAM: Port Morris, N. J.

Meets. 'in Union Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

A. P. Stackhouse Master

Win. Welter, Box 25 Secretary

C. L. Miller Collector

Win. Weiler, Box 25 Receiver

8. R. MeConnell. Box 12 ... Magazine Agent

272. WILSON; Junction, N. J.

Meets In Wells' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. 8. Evelaud, Jr., Box 10f> Master

J. E. Dinocn, Somcrville Secretary

Wm. Walsh Collector

Jno. Everitt Receiver

J. 8. Evelsnd, Jr., Box 106 . . . Magazine Agent

273. DENVER; Denver, Colo.

Meets in Independent Hall, cor. Santa Fe St. and

W. 81 h ave, everv Friday at 7:30 P. M.

G.D. Blackford. 105 S.9thst Master

C. II. Curtis. 800 S. 9th st Secretary

('. H. Curiis. SiSOS. 'Jib st Collector

R. B. Hind. 1024 So 7th st. . . . Receiver

Patrick Kennern, 97.is 10th st . Magazine Agent

274. JACKSON; Clllluu r'orge, Va.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

7:30 P M.

8. M. Anderson, Box 171 Master

H. S. Hunt Secretary

J.S. Chitium Collector

W. G. Monroe Box 146 Receiver

E. s. Svil"or.Box 11 MagiizineAgenl

475. WENT CllltAUO; Chicago. 111.

Meets iu Rebmau's Hall, 2071 W. Lake St., 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. P. Sbeffitld,2M N. Mavst Master

P. 8. Fitz erald, 290 W. Chicago ave . Secretirv

E E. Ellsworth, W. Lake st Collector

F. N. Anderson. 2*n W. Superior st Receiver

Jas Pierce, 230 N. May st . . . . Magazine Agent

276. BKIiLNA; Vancouver, B. C.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall every Monday at

8 P.M.

Thos. Clouston Master

F. J. Coombs Secretary

A D. Ostram, North Bend Collector

Robt. Bunt, Kauiloops Receiver

R. A. Mo»crop Mag. Agent

277. ALABAM* ; Mobile, Ala.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall cor. Royal and

Michael st»., 1st and 3d Sunday mornings.

J. B. Webster, Palmetto st. near Lawrence

st Master

J F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Secretary

J. F. M. Donutll, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Colle. tor

C. C. Redwood, L & X. Shops . . . .Receiver

J. F. McDonnell. 4«H 8. Lawrence St. Mag- Agent

378. WHITE BREAST; Laredo. Trias.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. Convent and Farragut

sis, l»t and 3d Sundays al 7:30 P. M.

J. H. Mahlin, Mcx. Nai'l Shops Master

Kd. Chamberlain, Box 108 Secretary

J. B. G'Sell, Mex. Nat'l Shops Collector

Ed. Chamberlain, Box 108 Receiver

Ed Chamberlain. Box WW . . Magazine Agent

279. MONTE SANO; Tuscunibia, Ala.

Meets In Pythian Hall every Saturday evening.

J. W. Smith Master

H. H Bnrkbart Secretary

Jno. Farr Collector

H II. Burkhart Receiver

J. M. R>rbv Magazine Agent

2*0. OZAIIK ; Thayer, Mo.

Meets In Boyd's Hall. cor. 2d and Chestnut sts.

every Wednesday at 7 P. M.

C. P. S'cvcns, Box 143 Master

R. M. Slaigbt, Box 124 Secretary

H. N. Powell, L. Box 8 Collector

J. W. Lewis, L. Box 9 Receiver

J. H Kcllncr Magazine Agent

281. MISSION; Yoakum. Texas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M

O. L. Kinsley, Box "8 Master

J. F. Mussey, Box 179 Secretary

Thos. Smith. Box 38 Collector

Jas Covert, B,.x :« Receiver

E. E. Potillo, Box 38 Magazine Agent

282. BfJRNSIDK; Mt. Camel, III.

Meet.- in Union Hall every Thursday evening.

J. D. Devore Master

J. K. Hiicheson Secretary

C. H. Tennyson Colleitor

W. M. Birkitt . . Rec- Iver

nouiyVoight Magazine Agen

288. LACKAWANNA; Great Rend, P».

Meets iu Roosa Hall 2d aud 4th Suu.lavs at 2:30

P. M.

A. M. siikcr. Hallstead Master

Elwood Edingcr Secretary

W. B. Trowbridge, Hallstead Collector

8 H. Wells. Hallstead Receiver

Richard Barber, Hallstead. . . Magazine Agent

284. ELM CITY; New Haven, Conn.

Meets in Elk's Hall, 852 Chapel St., 1st and 3d

Sundays.

W. H. Norton, 6:! II ill bat at Master

J. H. Keune) , 196 Cedar st ..... .Secretary

Louis BHssmier, 131 Spring st . . . .Collector

R. A. Bishop, b II Park st Receiver

J. W. Kcutiey, 119 Putnam st . Magazine Agent

286. CHARTER OAK: Hartford, Conn.

Meets Iu Bliss Hall, cor. Pratt aud Main sts., 2d

and Itb Sundays.

1>. C. Vanderburgh, E. Hartford ..... Master

F. S. Kish, 27 Pavilion si Scire lary

J. II. Osmond, 18 Walnut st Collector

Heury Vanderburgh, E. Hartford . . . Receiver

K. S. Kish, 27 Pavllioust .... Magazine Agent

286. SAIilNAW VALLEY; Saa-lnun U.S., Mlrh.

Meets in B. of L. K. Hall, 2.1 and 4th Sundays.

Geo. Mi Nicoll, N. 6tli st Master

Alfred Bush UoDwightst Secretary

Jas. Killeii, 712 N. 5th st .. .. Collector

J. H. Abrahams, care F. it P. M. Eog. Hou«e

. . Receiver

J. 14. Abrahams, care F. A P. M. Erg.

House Magazine Agent

287. Al.TOOXA; Altoona. Pa.

Meets in Couch's Hull, 11th »ve. and 13th st, 2d

and 1th Sundays

F. A. Davis, 2406 Mth ave Master

J. B. Fugle, 181" Union ave Secretary

J I Alllli.MIV, Box iks < oil. i lor

W. .1. Buhr, fno3 Bri tgo st Receiver

.1. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave . . . Magazine Agent

288. EMMET; Kstherrllle, lona.

Meets iu Masonic Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day.

A. L* Houltshouser, Box 5 Master

P. J. Sullivan, Box 48 Secretary

A. L. Houltshouser, Box n Collector

Wm. McArdle, Box 109 Receiver

C. V. Pendergast Magazine Agent

2SS. MT. I.IHIKOI'T, Chalfannnira, Trnn.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 1st, 3d and Mb Tues

days at 7:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

2 P. M.

Lyle Johnson, Box 266 Master

J. 1). ltrowu, Kox 266 Secretary

J. D. Brown, Box 266 Collector

R M. -hillltl, Box 266 Re. iver

R. M. Smith, Box2Wi .... . Magazine Agent

280. JIAHION; Hannibal, Mo.

Meets In A. O. U. W. Hall, cor. Main aud Broad

way. 2d and 1th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. S. Ott, 312 Center st Master

Jno. Hvde, 421 Hill st Secretary

J. T. Hart, 416 Washington st Collector

.1 T Hart. 416 Wa-hluirtoU «t . . . Kvceiver

John Hyde, 421 Hill st Magaxlne Agent

291. ATLANTIC; Brooklyn, NT. T.

Meets In Triangle Hall, llol«ev at. and Broad

way 1st and 3d Sundays at 8 P. M. and 2d and

4th Snudays at 10 A. vf.

J. H. Daley, Railroad ave near Jamaica

ave ... Master

Juo Scully, 5 Fanchon Place .... Secretary

Wm. Young. 41 Wlllla'nsst C.ll.-ctor

Lawrcoce Donehue, 250 47th at . . . .Receiver

J. M. Kubu, V00 Cleveland st . . Magazine Agent

292. J. L. HARRIS, Kaat Brand Forts, linn.

MeeU- In Brotherhood lull 2d Saturday at 7:30

P. M. >nd 4lh Sunday al i:30 P. M.

Mark Piircoll. L. Boi 20 Master

Alex. Thomson. I.. Box 20 Secretary

Geo. C) Ifton, L. Box 20 Oil lector

T. E. Frost, L. Box 20 Receiver

J.J. Best Magazine Agent
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m. LAFAYETTE: Marlon, Iowa.

Mcww iu A. <). I*. W. Hall, 1st Monday at 9 A. M.

and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

C. A. Millerke, Box 155 Master

J. W Johnston. Box 367 Secretary

S. E. Anson. Box 24 Collector

J. W . Hnmtile. Box 221 Receiver

c . VI. Johnston Magazine Agent

tM. OHIO RIVER; Huntington, W. Va.

Meet* iu Koxley Hall, every Friday at 7 P. M.

A. M. Haight Master

J. E.Fer»inger, 1840 8th ave Secretary

L M Louden Collector

W. T. Henley. 1323 6th ave Receiver

M. A. Qulnlaw, 706 6th ave . . . Magazine Agent

2K. C S. ; Davenport- Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall 1st and 3d 8undays.

J. A. Clapper, 3045 5th ave., Rock Island,

HI Master

J V. Cunningham. 216 E. Oth st Secretary

J. V. Cunningham, 216 K 6th st . . . . Collector

Thos. Staplcton, 306 E9thst Receiver

Jerry Mansfield. 2528 6th ave, Rock

Island. Ill Magazine Agent

ZM. IRON RANGE: West Superior, Wis.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, Agen Block, 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

F.J. Smith, 1616 i laks arc Master

r. R. Taylor. 1913 Uth st N Secretary

ii*o. Leek, 514 Ogden are Collector

T. K. Taylor. 1913 11th st N Receiver

B.W. Pink, 2316 22d st Magazine Agent

»>. CLARK: Jetreraonrille. Ind.

Meets in Keeht Hall, every Sunday at U A. M.

i. P. Bigelow, 255 E. Maple st Master

.1. E. Northam. 277 E. Chestnut st . .Secretary

iTirisuiphcr Sellmer, 234 Mechenic st . Collector

W H. Phillips Receiver

F. A. Hutcherson. 113 E Maple st . . Mag. Agent

m. KNOW FLAKE, Glasgow, Mont.

Meets In II. R. T. Hall 2d and 4th Saturdays.

Alex. McLaughry Master

Chas Mason Secretary

3. W. Hoffman Collector

R. J. Kane Receiver

J.O'Seill Magazine Agent

tM. COTItAL OHIO; Crestline, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday at 7

P.M.

F.M.Johnson. Alliance Master

li. F. Coiner ■ . . Secretary

W.J.Wise Collector

t*. W. Keed, Box 93 Receiver

Adam Wertentwrger, Alliance . Magazine Agent

*». Iltlillillt CITY, Michigan City, Ind.

Meets in Amon Lodge, cor. Franklin and 6th sts

M and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

\V P. Pickett. 112 Michigan st ... Master

«'- F. LaFlare. 3U1\ Franklin st . . - . Secretary

•' C Hcltgreen.223 W7th st Collector

frank Smotzer, 121 E Boston st . . Receiver

''. C. Hultgreen, 223 W 7th st . . Magazine Agent

til. .;UH-> <IOI MUN; l.i n.lonrille, ft.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

10 A M. and 2d Friday at 7 P. M.

A. i . EiiMfnan Master

W. M. Weeks .... Secretary

I>. \v. Oakley Collector

»). M. Weeks ■ . Receiver

'. ii. Fowler Magazine Agent

*«. TUCGIIlOfUIENY; ConnellsTtlle. Pa.

Meet* in Beisiuger's Hall 2d and 1th Sundays at

2 P. M.
Ldw. Stevens • ■ Master

w. X. Wallace, Box 324 Secretary

J. J. Kelly, Box 38(1 Collector

J J.Kelly Box 386 Receiver

W. A. Wallace Box 321 Magazine Agent

S«. VILLA PARK: Ktreator. III.

Meet* in Union Hall. 127 N. Bloomington St., 2d

and 4ih Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. J. Corcoran. 71.9 N Park st .. .Master

MUtord Rathl.un. W»; Johnson st . . .Secretary

M.jsf s Cantlln, 112 N. Broadway . . . Collector

Irani shouts Receiver

Chat. Border, 10!) Stanton st . . Magazine Agent

tM. THREE BRANCH; Argenta, Ark.

Me»ts In Vogel Bros' Hall, cor. Newton arc. and

Beulab at. every Tuesday evening at 7::i0 P. M.

R. II. C<>!e. Box 124 Master

A K Andrews, Box 147 Secretary

C. W.Jfrlionuell, L. Box 260 Collector

A.H. Andrews, Box 147 Receirer

C. D. Ungg Magazine Agent

306. IN WIN; Rat Portage, Ontario.

Meets in Garfield Hall every Wednesday even

ing.

Jno. llosraan. Box 142 Master

Russell Woods Secretary

Jos. McMillan Collector

F. C. Munt Receirer

J. W. Wilson ■ . . Magazine Agent

106. UKAMTE STATE; Concord, N. H.

Meets in Temple of Honor 2d Saturday at 7:30 P.

M. and 4th Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

I. O. Mathews, 13 Fremont st Master

F. I'. Kenuey, 38 Franklin st Secretary

J. J. Lane, 23 Thompson st Collector

E. B. Chandler, 22 West st Receirer

.1. M. Donovan, •"> Grorest . . . Magazine Agent

107. HAMPDEN; Springfield, Haas.

Meets in Crescent Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

E. C. Pleice, L. Box 087 Master

E. F. French, 29 Gray ave . . - . ■ . .Secretary

K. ('. Pierce. L. Box 987 Collector

E. E. Dunham, 63 Auburn st Receiver

F. B. Child, 9 Greenwood st . . Magazine Agent

108. SANTA ROSA ; Porforio Diaz, Mexico.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Sunday at 2:30 P.

M.

A. J. Archer, Box 100, Eagle Pass, Tex. . Master

G. P. Jennings, Box 100, Eagle Pass, Tex.

... Secretary

T. C. Larson. Box 109. Eaele Pass, Tex. Collector

Henry Schcyer. Box 100, Eagle Pass, Tex.

Receiver

Henry Schcyer, Box 109, Eagle Pass,

Tex Magazine Agent

809. BARTHOLDI; Long Island City, N. T.

Meets in Schwallenberg's Hall, 2d Monday and

4th Saturday.

W. H. 8mith Master

W. E. Thursby, Thomaston Secretary

Patrick Mahoney, Inwood Collector

A. H. Rauftle. 202 Jackson ave ... Receiver

Jos. Cole, Kent st, Greenpolnt, L.I., Mag. Agent

S10. CHESTNUT RIDGE; Derry Station, Pa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Saturdays.

T. S. Krepps Master

D. M. Gipson Secretary

D. M. Schott Collector

G. B. Meyers Receiver

C. F. Shirey Magazine Agent

811. BELLE PLA1NE, Belle Plalne. Iowa.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. W. Elliott Master

G.H. Wills Secretary

W. A. Knights Collector

Edw. Zimmerman Receirer

M. A. (Juigley Magazine Agent

812. MOUNT SHASTA ; Dnnsmnir, Cal.

Meets in K.P. Hall alternate Mondays at 7:30 P.M.

A. W. Cole Master

H. L. Walther, Box 70 Secretary

H. L. Waltner, Box 70 Collector

G. E. Schuler Receiver

W. D. McDonald . Magazine Agent

813. KAW VALLET; Armourdale, Kan.

Meets in Melville Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays at 8

P. M.

E. B. Noggle, 624 S. 7th St., Kansas City . Master

David Cronen, 217 N. 7th St., Kansas City

... Secretary

B. L. Klingmaun.Box 550 Junction CityCollector

W. D. Robbins, 618 St. Paul St., Kansas

City Receiver

H. W. Evans, 22 Perry sq.. Kansas

City Magazine Agent

814. GRAND FORKS; Grand Forks, North Dakota.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall. cor. 4th st and Kitt

son ave. 1st Sunday at 2 P. M. and 3d Sunday at

7:30 P. M.

J. M. Humm, L. Box 111 Master

I. O. Olson. L. Box 114 Secretary

Abraham McMahon, L. Box 114 ... . Collector

Geo. Thomson, L. liox 114 Receiver

<i. A. Withey, 307 N. 4th st Mag. Agent

815. TROY CITY; Green Island, N. Y.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 285 River St., Troy,
■_'d and Ith Sundays at 2 P. M.

E. A. Coyne, 275 0th st, Troy Master

Jno. Willetts, 473 9th St., Troy . . . .Secretary

Christopher Haverly, 67 Hudson ave . Collector

J. M. Williams, 825 River st, Troy . . . Receiver

Fred Levens, 1 Cannon st. . . . Magazine Agent
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$16. OMEGA; Buffalo, N. V.

Meets in Vox's Hail. Howard ami Walton sts.,

1st and 3d Mondays.

Alleu Nicol, 270 Fillmore ave Master

G. M, Petrie, 4.'>» Eagle st Secietary

H. A.Smith, 187 Jerterson st Collector

J. J. Kinney, 31 Walter st Receiver

H A. Smith. 187 Jefferson st . . Magazine Agent

817. WELCOME HOME: Henderson, Ky.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall, every Sunday at 2 P. M.

Harry Henry, 818 1st at Master

P. J. Kramer, L., St. L. & T. liy. . . . Secretary

E. H. Zlrckel, L. St. 1.. i T. shops, Clover-

port . . Collector

T. J. Cults. 1009 1st st Receiver

J. P. Shoemaker, care O.V. R. R. Magazine Agent

818. IKON CITY ; Glenwood, Kid Ward. Pittsburg, Pa.

Meets in Feer's Hall 1st and 3d MoudayB at 7:80

P.M.

G. F. Kaue, Versailles Master

J. C. Fitzsiinmons, 2264 2nd ave . . . Secretary

J. H. Nelville. 43 Renova st Collector

W. H. Rosenlieb, 683 Lytle st Receiver

J. H. Nelville. 43 Renova st . . Magazine Agent

319. MOUNT MOK1AII; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Mt. Moriah Hall. KM st and Woodland

ave. every Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

Rush Gramm, 60ihst it Woodland ave .Master

J. E. Sentman,5'.)thst& Woodland ave, Secretary

Jefferson Miller, 121 E 1:51b st, Chester. Collector

W. D. Lewis, 20.~> York st. Camden, N.J . Receiver

G. W. Coylc, 141U s. ."Kith st., WeBt Phila

delphia . . Magazine Agent

820. ARBITRATION; East St. Paul, Minn.

Meets in Wild Block, 7th and Bradley sts, 1st Sun

day at 2:30 P. M.. and 3d Wednesday at 7:.V P.M.

Warner Snvder, 702 Preble st Master

W. L. Works, 597 Sims St., St. Paul . . Secretary

W. L. Works, 597 Sims St., St. Paul . . Collector

C. L. Work. 911 Law6on St., St. Paul . . Receiver

F. E. Davidson. White Bear Lake . . Mag. Agent

821. SNOW DRIFT; Chaplcau, Ont.

Meets In Firemen s Hall, every Monday at 8 P.M.

Thos. Hurt, Iiox 112 Master

W. L. Loom is Secretary

Kenneth McRae, Box 115 Collector

Jas. Rose Receiver

W. M. Measor Magazine Agent

322. JULIEN; Dubuque, Iowa.

Meets in Stultz Hall. S. E. cor 25th and Jackson

sts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. H. Kirkland, 23il Washington st. . ■ . Master

J. F. Welsh, 24th and Jackson sts. . . . Secretary

Nelson Gibbs, 3308 Jackson st Collector

Wm. Sheridan, cor. 2tith st andCouler ave,

Receiver

J. W. Robinson. 2W8Coulerave, Magazine Agent

823. MUSCOGEE; Columbus, (ia.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st ave, bet. 10th

and 11th sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 11:30 A. M.

G. F. Castleberry, 907 4th ave Master

G. E. Wilhelm. 418 10th st Secretary

E. L. Corley.SU 10th ave Collector

G. E. Wilhelm, 418 10th st Receiver

E. L. Corlev. 841 10th ave .... Magazine Agent

324. SOUTHERN CROSS; Gainesville, Texas.

Meets in K. of L. Hall every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

J. D. Varuer Master

B. M. Samuels, 1111 N Lauinics st . . Secretary

J. H. Garmany Collector

J. D. Varuer Receiver

Dan Murphy, ">10 Cotton st . . . Magazine Agent

328. SATILLA ; Way Cross, (la.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall 2d and lth Sundays, at

2 P. M.

G. W. Barnes . Master

Chas. Conrad Secretary

N. M. Duncan Collector

N. M. Duncan Receiver

E. G. Peirce Mag. Agent

328. FOLWELL; Bradford, Pa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30

P. M.

C. I-'. Colligan. 1 Thc.mj.son ave Master

C. H. Alger, 10 Pike st Secretary

G. P. Clough, S'J Davis st Collector

G. P. Clough, nil Davis st Receiver

Frank Schoolmaster, ."d Jefferson st. Mag, Agent

827. SILVER MOUNTAIN'; Noodles, Cal.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall everySaturdayat 8 P.M.

J. A. Stout Master

Harry Riugham Secretary

L. H. Filch Collector

W. H. Rogers, Box 216 Receiver

J. F. Taylor, Box 40 Magazine Agent

328. SPANISH PEAKS ; La Junta, Colo.

Meets in Mnnley's HaU 1st and 3d Thursdays at

2 P.M.. 2d and 4tb Thursdays at 7 P. M.

J. A. Martin Ma-ster

W.G.Thompson S»cretary

C. T. Walker Collector

J. B. Mct'hesney Receiver

J. R. Holm Magazine Agent

829. BELVIDKRE; BelvMere, 111.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

M. M. Silvias Master

E. E. Diflord secretary

C. H. Williams Collector

J.W.Lyon Receiver

M. P. Plane. Box 712 . . Magazine Agent

880. RIVER VIEW : Kansas City, Kansas.

Meets in Chamber of Commerce Hall, 1st and 3d

Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

S. M. Davenport. 5./J Park ave Master

C. H. Smelser. 568 Park ave Secretary

F. W. Fisher, G0."> Splitlog ave Collector

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Receiver

Henry Eavers, M. P. freight house, Omaha.

Neb Magazine Agent

881. CHICAGO BELT LINE: Auburn Junction, UI.

Meets in Berndt's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays at

8:30 P. M.

Matthew Bauer, South Euglewood . . . Master

E. P. Beckler. Box 73, South Englewood Secretary

S. H. Lucas. South Englewood .... Collector

W. E. Boyle, South Englewood . . Receiver

W. J. Kershau, Box 82. South Englewood,

Magazine Agent

332. STONE MOUNTAIN; Augusta, Ga.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. Broad and Jackson st».

1st and 3d Sundays.

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Master

E. J. Graham, 461 Taylor st Secretary

0. M. Burch, 427 Walker st Collector

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Receiver

Magazine Agent

833. FAIKMOUNT: Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Errickson's Hall, 3947 Lancaster ave,

alternate Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

H. E. Sterling, 3808 Atlanta si . . . Master

W. H. Elliott, 3830 Linwood st, W. Phila

delphia Secretary

II. B. Howerter. 38:t") Linwood st . . .Collector

J. A. Boehm. 3*18 Parrish si Receiver

C. H. Maul, 830 N. 40th st . . . . Magazine Agent

834. LONG l»)l 111. HI: East Syracuse, N. V.

Meets in Masonic Hull everv Tuesday at * .30

P. M.
C. II. Smith • • • . . Muster

Isaac West Secretary

P. M. Josliu Collector

Isaac West Receiver

(i. W. Sluder Magazine Agent

335. SAINT AIIOI.I'IHS; Horhelaga, Canada.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall alternate Mondays, at

SP M.

J. G. A. Brazenu. S3 Moreau st Master

Thus. Foley, l'J Arcbambault Block,

Montreal ... Secretary

Arcade Langlois. 266 Deslry at . '. . .Collector

J. G. A. Brazeau, 83 Moreau st Receiver

Maurice Cody, 305 Statacona ave . ■ Mag. Agent

836. FALL RIVER; Nrodtisha. Kansas.

Meets in Pierce's Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

3:30 P. M.

J. A. Milier Master

J. R. Young Secretary

1. K Herrold Collector

Edw. Gray Receiver

J. A. Miner Magazine Agent

837. BIG FOUR; Kansas City, Mo.

Meets at 21st and Dripp st, alternate Tuesday

evenings.

Itenj. McClollaii. 17-'* Jarboe st . . . Ma-ster

C. T. Largent. 1639 Madison ave . ■ . Secretary

N. F. Clough, 1M2 Holly si Collector

Frank Dickens. 1311 Reservoir ave . Receiver

J. I'. Mould. I7;i> .lurbocst. . . . Magazine Agent

888. WEST BRANCH; Konnvo. Pa.

Meets in Spangler's Hall, cor. 6th st. and Hiirou

ave., 1st and 3d Suudays at 1.30 P. M.

L. L. Smart Master

Hector Hughes Secretary

Fred Kerby Collector

Fred Kerby Receiver

O. W. Long Magazine Agent
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t». BED MOUNTAIN: Birmingham, Ala.

Meet-1- lu Jackson Hall.3d ave., every Tuesday at

W. O.' McArdle, K. CM. & B. R'<1 House Master

J. G. Hardy, Fleming House, 18th st.

and 2d ave Secretary

W. H. Davidson. L. & N. shops .... Collector

J. J. Pana. 2500 1st ave ... .... Receiver

K. O. Harvey. K. C, M. & B. Rd.

Bouse Magazine Agent

34*. STAB OF THE WEST; Newton. Kansas.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 1st Thursday even

ing and 3d Sunday at 2 P. M.

W. H. Neeld,217 woth st Master

J. H. Julian, 417 N. 10th st Secretary

P D. Bonfer. «12 E 2d st Collector

Henry Jack. 215 W 5th st. . . .Receiver

H. E. Cox, 1029 S. Water St., Wichita

Magazine Agent

tO. GOLD RANGE; Donald, B. C.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 2d Wednesdays,

and 3d and 4th Sundays.

H. J. McSorley Master

Thos. Needham Secretary

J. J. Nealon Collector

Robt. Somca, Kamloops I Receiver

A. J. Brandrctt Magazine Agent

Kt CASCADE: Medicine Hat, Northwest Ter.

Meets in Colter's Hall, 2d Wednesday and 4th

Thursday.

Win. Rutherford, Box 102 Master

Philip Hamel, Box 102 Secretary

Jas. Smcaton Collector

Jas. Canty. Box 102 Receiver

W.S. Brears Magazine Agent

MS. HEW STATE; Lima. Montana.

Meets in Bailey's Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

W. A. Wilson Master

Ellsworth Dilsaver Secretary

W. A.Wilson Collector

A. T. Butler Receiver

D. A. King Magazine Agent

144. LAS ANIMAS; Trinidad, Colo.

Meets at Odd Fellow's Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

G. W. Miller, I'. P. shops Master

H.B. Garvin, Box 406 Secretary

W. K. Hedges, Box 584 Collecto

W. F. Bcndkr, U. 1'. shops Receiver

Albert Butler, cor. Chacon st. nnd I.indon

ave ... Magazine Agent

146. FRONT END; Paris, Texas.

Meets in Public Square, 1st and 3d Saturday at

7:30 P. M.

C. B. Vannasdall, W Sherman st . . . Master

M. N. Mlsbler, 818 So Wright st. . . . Secretary

Collector

A. J. Riggins Receiver

M. N. Mishler, 318 So. Wright st., Magazine Agent

M. FLOWERY LAND: Pensacola, Florida.

Meets iu Rutherford's Hall 1st and ;id Mondnys.

F. T. Martin, L. & N. Shops ... Master

J. E. Lawless, 416 E. Wright st Secretary

J. B. Ross, L. A N. shops Collector

H. A. Smith, 819 E Belmont st . . Receiver

E. J. Amos, L & N shops . . . . Magazine Agent

147. COKE KING ; Srottdale, Pa.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall alternate Sundays.

9. F. Seheivley Master

G. A. Myers Secretary

Herbert Crippen Collector

G. A. Jackson Receiver

H. M. Klnkead Magazine Agent

M8. BLUE MOUNTAIN; La Grande, Oregon.

Meets in K. P. Hall every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

H. M. Wall Master

F. E Herr Secretary

J. W. Byrnes Collector

F. K. Herr Receiver

Jay Thompson Magazine Agent

M». HI'DSON RIVER: Union Hill, N.J.

Meets in Concordia nail, 225 Bcrgenline ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays.

J. 11. l*e. New Durham Master

J. J. LawUss. New Durham Secretary

J. J. Lawless. New Durham Collector

Henry Peyton. Box 2, New Durhiim Receiver

0. 0. Ostium, New Durham Mag. Agent

350. JAMES DONNELLY; Perth Aiuboy, N.J.

Meets in Lyceum Hall, Smith st,2d and 4th Sun

days.

Jno. Jones, 141 Washington st Master

B. B. Sheets, 20'.) Wasbi upton st . . . .Secretary

J. B. Voorhees, 14 William st Collector

T. R. Meru. Broad st Receiver

Jno Fahey, :>l N. 1st st Magazine Agent

851. HOME; White Haven, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

G. S. Heinibach Master

M. J. Costello . . Secretary

N. M. Smith Collector

J. N. Deterline Receiver

Robert Bush Magazine Agent

862. CHAMPLAIN; St. Albans, Vt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Suudays at

1:45 P. M. and 4th Monday at 7:45 P. M.

J. H. Sweeney, 10 Bishop st . . . . Master

J. W. Murphy, 19 Cedar st Secretary

T. H. Rooney, Center st ...... . Collector

C. P. Kelly, S3 Diamond st Receiver

M. C. Foster, 22 Bishop st . . . Magazine Agent

858. MARBLE CITY; Rutland, Yt.

Meets in Pythian Hall, cor. Wales and Centre

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. R. McQuirk, 96 State st Master

Wm. Connell, 143 West st Secretary

Jno. Corcoran. 57 River st Collector

F. H. Earle, 22 Howe st Receiver

F. E. Bixby, 30 Howe st Magazine Agent

854. HOBOKEN; Hoboken, N. J.

Meets in Bernitt's Hall, 1st and Bloomneld sts.,

2d aud 4th Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Patrick Ash, South Orange Master

Chris. Dugan, 165 N. 5th st, Newark . . Secretary

Patrick Ash, South Orange Collector

L. E. Genung, Chatham Receiver

J. K. Bilby, 2t)7 Sussex ave, Newark

Magazine Agent

856. STONE CITY; Jollet, III.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 222 Jefferson St., 1st

Tuesday at 7:30 P.M. and 3d Sunday at 2:30

P. M.

Chas. Qulnlan, 213 Morgan st Master

Jos. McGrath, 4()5 s. Chicago st . . . .Secretary

P. C. McGuire, 412 S Chicago st . . . . Collector

Clins. Quinlan. 213 Morgan st . . . . Receiver

J. D. Pollard, 'JOO N. Eastern ave . . Mag. Agent

356. A. R. CAYNER ; Lorain, O.

Meets at Koyal Arcanum Hall, cor. Broadway

and Bank st, 1st and 3d Suudays.

J. O. Hills, 25 Livingston ave Master

M. E. Flynn, L. Box 1144 Secretary

Collector

J. R. Schaar, Forest st Receiver

E. N. Rapstock Magazine Agent

357. JUSTICE; Carleton, N. B.

Meets in Madras School 1st and 3d Sundays.

Siim'l Richie, ln5 Brussel St., St. John . . Master

E. W. Griffith, Box 53, Fairvllle . . Secretary

W. M. Beatteay, Union St., St. John

West end ... Collector

W. A. Smith, Box 45, Fairville . .Receiver

W. B. Robertson. 88 Orange st, St. John,

• ■ • • Magazine Agent

358. COOKE; West St. Paul, Minn.

Meets in Paul Martin Hall, cor. Colorado and So

Wabasha sts, 1st Saturday at 7:45 P. M., 3d Sun

day 2: :<0 P.M.

Jno.Lyuch,246 Dunedin Terrace, St. Paul, Master

T. P. Foley, 88 Augusta st. St. Paul . Secretary

Patrick Hurleg, 88 Anttusta st, St. Paul, Collector

Jno. Trulander, 516 12th ave. So, Min-

, n£aP°lis • • • - Receiver

J. W. Norton, 224 Dunedin Terrace . Mag. Agent

359. BIG FLINT; Wellington, Kansas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st aud 3d Sundays at 2

P. M.. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 2 P. M

S. H. Barner Master

L. M. Landreth Secretary

J. G Beard . Collector

Louis Brinkmier Receiver

Harrison Beard Magazine Agent

300. COLD SPRING ; Springfield, Ohio?

Meets in Engineers' and Firemen's Hall, E Main

st, 1st and 3d Sundays.

T. E. James, 445 E. Harrison st Master

A. W. Binns, E. High st Secretary

H. J. Teagarden. 207 Clifton st Collector

A. W. Binns, E High st Receiver

Lang McGhee, 268 East st . . . Magazine Agent
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861. TRIED AND TRUE; Washington, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall 1st and 3d 8undays at 2

P.M.

M. G. Myers Master

M. B. Wagoner Secretary

W. H. Cunningham Collector

M. P. Mooney Receiver

S. C. Mares Magazine Agent

862. CATARACT; Suspension Bridie, N. I.

Meets in Sons of St. George Hall. cor. Falls and

1st sts, Niagara Falls, 1st and 3d Thursday

evenings.

J. A. 8hriinpton, 015 E. Elmwoodst., Niagara

Falls . . Master

A. W. White, Exchange Hotel . . . Secretary

E. H. Blinco Collector

('has. Baker, 524 4th St., Niagara Falls . Receiver

R. J. Pitts. 4th st, Niagara Falls Mag. Agent

863. METROPOLITAN; New York, N. T.

Meets in Elite Hall, 139 E. 59th St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. J. Budway, 599 Morris ave Master

V. Butterfield, 4<> Amsterdam ave . . .Secretary

M. J. Lynch, Box 481, White Plains . . Collector

A. W. Eggleston. White Plains Receiver

W.J. Murphy, 108 E. 121st st Mag. Agent

864. SOUTHERN STAR; Sanford, Fla.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, Hotchkiss Block, 1st

and Sd Sundays.

T. 8. Moxley, C. J. T. & K. W. R. R., Jack

sonville . . . . , Master

J. P. Wallace Secretary

T. D. Stone. Palatka Collector

A. J. Harvey Receiver

0. E. Adams. Pulatka Magazine Agent

865. VIOLET ; Bellows Falls, Tt.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Saturday

evenings.

H. E. Bussey, Box M9 Master

E. F. Whitman. Box 614 Secretary

J. L. Keach, 26 Kultou st, Springfield,

Mass Collector

J. W. Gallagher, Windsor Receiver

G. A. Hoffmau, Box 267, Windsor . . Mag. Agent

866. OASIS; Ogden, Utah.

Meets in K. P. Hall every Sunday at 7.30 P. M.

Henry Ward, Terrace Master

F. W. Johnston, 2429 Grant ave .... Secretary

Sam Walker, Box 372 Collector

M.J. Powers. Terrace Receiver

T. L. Dwyer Magazine Agent

867. HORG AN CRANE; Somerset, Ky.

Meets in The Dill Moss Hall, Gritliiu ave, 1st

and 3d Saturday evenings.

W. L. Manpin Master

T. R. Harrison Secretary

G. L. Peffer Collector

Jos. Elliott, Box 61 Receiver

T. J. Heath Magazine Agent

868. DEEP WATER; Springfield, Ho.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. College and Camp

bell sts., every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

David Dingier. Hamilton st Master

D. H. Diller, 585 W. Pine st Secretary

V. M. Shoup Collector

F. B. Squires. L Box 1068 Receiver

C. M. George, 531 W. Scott st . . Magazine Agent

368. WALNUT VALLEY; El Dorado, Kan.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Main st and Cen

tral ave., every Thursday at 2:30 P. M.

E. O. Summers, Box 293 Master

J. S. McSpaden Secretary

G.T.Scott Collector

E. L. Temple. Box 041 Receiver

G. A Maxwell, i02 N. Waco st,

Wichita. . . Magazine Agent

370. NEOSHO VALLEY; Council Grove, Kan.

Meets In A. O. U. W. Hall, 2d and 4th Wednes

days.

A. H. Benson Master

1. S. Tolbert Secretary

J. A. Flynn Collector

C.N Leeman, Box 271 Receiver

P. S. De Hoff Magazine Agent

871. COVENANT; Nerada, Ho.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, E. Cherry St., 2d and

4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

W. L. McBride, 1028 E. Locust st Master

C. T.Callahan, 320 E. Alleson st . . . .Secretary

E. H. Schader, 711 E. Lee st Collector

Squire Innis, 90! Commercial st . . Receiver

C. T. Callahan, 320 E. Alleson St., Magazine Agent

872. SIGNAL MOUNT; Big Springs, Texas.

Meets at Union Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

F. W. Kahrtnkamp, Box 33 Muter

Jno. Price, Box 33 Secretary

J. B. Rvan,Box33 Collector

J. F. Scholz, Box 33 Receiver

Reynold Sehwartzenbach, Box 33 . . Mag. Agent

878. PAWNEE; Falrhnry, Neb.

Meets In A. O. U. W. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesday

at 7:30 P. M.

L. E. Bigg, Box 208 Vaster

I. T. Arnold, Box 132 Secretary

T. J. Parrish Collector

1. T. Arnold, Box 132 Receiver

T. H. Jones Magazine Agent

874. MCALLISTER; Herington, Kan.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st Thursday at 1:30 P.M.

and 3d Thursday at 7:80 P. M.

Jno. Hodgson, Box 153 Master

C. G. Sanborn Secretary

A. J. Hoatson Collector

E. H. Henderson Receiver

A. J. Hoatson Magazine Agent

876. FRIENDSHIP; Dayton, Ohio.

Meets in K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

M. P. Hoban, 635 E 2d st Master

E. B. Childs, 133 Center st Secretary

Elmore Dorman. 269 Valley st Collector

N. W. Rose, 121 Torrnncr st Receiver

Jos. McMichael.61 Hortonst . ■ Magazine Agent

876. J. H. KIRK; Horton, Kan.

Meets in Kemper Hall, cor. Front nud Main St..

evprv Mnuday at 1 P. M.

G. H. Vansickle Master

M. E. Clark Secretary

M. M. Comstock Collector

Wm. Casey Receiver

F. C. Laiue Magazine Agent

877. NICKEL PLATE, Conneant. Ohio.

Meets in Harrington's Hall, cor. State and Cheat-

nut sts, 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 8 P. M. and 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 8 A. M.

W. 3. Simpkins Master

F. M. Hubbard, Box 154 Secretary

L. C. Melson, Box 716 Collector

O. F. L. Wilkius, Box 596 Receiver

T. E. McGinnis . . .... Magazine Agent

878. BOLHKOOK; Chartlem, Pa.

Meets in Christian Hall, McKeea Rocks, every

Sunday at 1 P. M.

Wm. Dixon, McKeea Rocks Master

J. 8. Holloway, McKeea Rocks .... Secretary

J. M. Galbraith, McKees Rocks .... Collector

C. L. Hinsdale, McKee's Rocks .... Receiver

,S. C. Ileeson, McKee's Rocks Magazine Agent

879. WEAVER; Sayre, Pa.

Meets in Fireman's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2

P. M.

W. E. Preston, 131 Providence st Master

J. H. Ri'pp, Box 255 Secretary

F. E. Green Collector

Johnson Walt, Box 218 Receiver

Martin Plumstcd, Box 212 . . . Magazine Agent

880. HUB CITY; Aberdeen, South Dakota.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d 8undaya at

1:30 P. M.

Patrick Grady, Millbank Master

G. B. Abell Secretary

Humphrey Davis Collector

B. F. Slater Receiver

E. A. Conrlght. Montevideo, Minn. . Mag. Agent

881. J. W. WALKER; Conemanrli, PaJ

Meets in Kulln Hall, Main Bt.. 2d and 4th Mon

days at 2:30 P. M.

P. 8. Coy Master

J. A. Keiper Secretary

H. A. Horton Collector

J. L. Williams, Box 16 Receiver

W. F. Stmnp Magazine Agent

882. BKTHKSDA; Wnnkesha, Wis.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

Martin Murray, 200 Main st Master

Frank Zimmerman, 820 The Strand . . Secretary

Wm. Doylen, Sr., 204 Arcadian ave . ■ Collector

Chas. Vrooman, mi Oakland ave . . . Receiver

Martin Murray. 200 Main st . Magazine Agent

888. PETROLEUM ; Oil City, Pa.

Meets in Trax A Kramer! Hall, alternate Sun

days

Patrick Kheehnu, 105 Washington ave . ■ MwVT

J. R. Cannon, Commercial Hotel . . . Secretary

W. D. Mi yuinn. 1135 Washington ave . Collector

A. G. 8ittig.5ti Grove ave . . .Receiver

Michael Katu-y, ft Spruce st. . . Magazine Agent
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8S4. B. H. WILBUR; Lehlahton, Pa.

Meets iu Reber's Hall, Bank St., 2d and 4th Sun

days 2 P.M.

A. H. Miller, Wcissport Master

L. 0. J . Strauss Secretary

W. H. H. Plummer, Weissport .... Collector

Alfred Dreisbach, Welsaport .... Receiver

A T Henry. Welsaport . . Magazine Agent

Stt. BOWEH CITY; Janesvllle, Wis.

Meets In B. of L. E. Ball 2d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

and 4th Wednesday at 7:80 P. M.

J. C. Morris. 353 Centre Bt Master

L W. Hah'ur. 259 Center ave Secretary

J. C. Morns, 353 Centre st Collector

B. R Frdman, 407 North st . . . .Receiver

H. tl. m. John, lis ('enter ave . Magazine Agent

SSL K1MONA; Saa Diego, Cal.

Keels in K. P. Hall, cor 6th and F. sts., 2d and

«th Sundays at 2 P.M

Frank Demaree. 2"16 K st Master

T. H. Robertson, Pacific Beach .... Secretary

C.K.8tew«rt. 1043 10th st Collector

R. V. Dodge, 5th and D sts Receiver

A. P. Tyler, 10.V, 3d at Magazine Agent

387. KKU BUCK; Kchreiber, Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. H. Roemley Master

Jas. Begsrs Secretary

Edw. sale Collector

Harry Went Receiver

All'in Davis, «'. P. U.R Magazine Agent

388. PHIL. H. SHERIDAN: Milwaukee. Wis.

Meets at Firemen's Hall, 170 Reed st 1st Sunday

• t 2:30 P. M. and Sd Sunday at 7:30 P. M.

F.W. Archibald, 190 DeWit st Master

U. Q. Hutchison, 312 National ave . .Secretary

Nicholas Zvhren, 193 Huron st . . . .Collector

1. C. Pier. 414 16th ave Receiver

Jo« Funis, s7'J Marshall st . . . Magazine Agent

KW. LIVINGSTONE; thllilrothe, Mo.

Meet! In G. A. R. Hall, east side Public Square,

1st and 3d Sundays.

J. N. Maybauks, 302 E. Jackson st . . . . Master

W. E Holland, 215 Wise at Secretary

3. W. Stljpp, Box 68 Collector

Vlnril Glnre . . Receiver

H I Anderson. Bnx os Magazine Agent

00. IRON MOUNTAIN ; Carondelet, Ho.

Meet* in Druids' Hall, 7001 So. Broadway, 2d and

4th Tuesday* at 8 P. M.

K. F. Paul, 7205 8 Broadway, So St. Louis, Master

Peter Quinn, 7000 Pennsylvania ave, So St.

Urn Is Secretary

Jo«. Middleton, 7007 8 Broadway, So St.

Louis Collector

K. P. Paul, 7205 8 Broadway, 8oSt

Louis Recelvar

L. N. Bauer, 7617 Penn avenue.

Bo St. Louis Magazine Agent

**1. NAUVOO; Ft. Madison. Iowa.

Meeta In K. of P. Hall, James Block, 1st and 3d

Wednesday evenings and 2d and 4th Wednes

day afternoons.

W. A. Scherfe, 214 3d st . Master

H. 8. Payne, 2401 Webster at Secretary

t. B. Weisner Collector

8. W. Bowser, 305 Hanover st Receiver

Jaa. I.ow. 1906 2a st Magazine Agent

IM. WEST PENS; BlalrsiUle, Pa.

MetU In I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 2 P. M.

K. A. Wiley, Box 509 Master

J. D. Davis. Box 20 Secretary

L. H. Martin, Box 39 Collector

W. R. Ransom, Cokeville Receiver

F. M. Bennett Magazine Ageut

ttt. BIB SANDY; Lexington, Ky.

Meeta In I. O. O. F. Hall, E. Main St., 1st Monday

at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

F. W. Collier, 71 8. Upper st Master

T. W. Robertson, 71 &. Upper st . . . Secretary

W. J. Burgess, C. & O. Shops Collector

J. A. Wyant, 101 8 Limestone st ... Receiver

J. B. Cavins, Clay ave Magazine Agent

SM. FLBA8AKT TALLKY ; Beatrice, Nebraska.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, N. Fifth St., every Sun

day at 2 P. M.

K. K. Cole. 809 S. 6th st Master

D A. McCaxter, 1708 E Ella st Secretary

E. K_ Cole, 809 8 6th st Collector

Henry Cox, Pacific House Receiver

B T Ecklcs, Pacific Hotel , . . Magazine Agent

396. MILLARD FOSTER; Armonrilnle, Kan,

Meets at Ml Kansas ave., every Thursday at 7:30

P. M.

Henrv Tamblyn, L. Box VXi Master

W. K.RemiDgton, L. Box 195 Secretary

Henry Tambiyu, L. Box 195 Collector

Thos. Quinn, L. Box 195 Receiver

D. J. Tamblyn, L. Box 185 . . . Magazine Agent

S96. TIP TOP; Goouiand, Kasnas.

Meets in B.of L.F.Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

W. F. Hackett Master

J. R. Morris, L. Box 46 Secretary

L. K. Foster Collector

Welcome Sima Receiver

Wm. Swearingen Magazine Agent

197. LONG DIVISION; Holslngton, Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays,

at 2 P. M.

L. E. Baker Master

C. E. Tlndall, Box 42 Secretary

P. U. Day Collector

G. W. Brlsby Receiver

F. P. Vaughan, Box 42 Magazine Agent

898. CONSTANT: Olean, N. Y.

Meets in K. 0. T. M. Hall alternate Sundays.

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st Master

J. W. Cook, Box 1048 Secretary

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st Collector

J. W. Cook, Box 1048 Receiver

A. F. Johnson, 102 6th st . . . . Magazine Agent

S99. CRESCENT CITY: New Orleans, La.

Meets in Teutonia Hall, 2d and 4th Thursdays.

J. M. Gordon, 505 Chartres st Master

W. A. O'Donnell, 164 Laurel st . . . . Secretary

B. J. Meyer, 168 Clara st Collector

J. S. Brasill, 95 Locust st ....... . Receiver

G. H. Meyer, 168 Clara st . . . . Magazine Agent

400. MARIAS DES CYGNEj Osawatomle. Kan.

Meets in Firemen's Hah every Friday at 7:30

P. M.

E. B. Dorman Master

C. W. Cook, Box 97 Secretary

K. B. Dorman Collector

Jno. Sims Receiver

T. II. Rader Magazine Agent

401. ITASCA ; Two Harbors, Minn.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Martin Muth Master

Paul Tingerthal Secretary

Jas. Shea Collector

Paul Tingerthal Receiver

J. II. Olson Magazine Agent

402. WATER LILY; Water Valley, Miss.

Meets in K. of P- Hall, 1st and 3d Thursdays, at

7:30 P. M.

J. E. Myers Master

Wm. Basma Secretary

Wm. Basma Collector

W. W. Leland Receiver

W. S. Bosnia Magazine Agent

403. ELIZABKTH ; Portsmouth, Ta.

Meets in Pythian Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. P. Fitznatrick. 301 3d st Master

A. W. Locke, olS Clifford st Secretary

C. E. Burroughs. ]l2fi Effiingham st . . Collector

A. W. Locke, 518 Clifford st Receiver

P. E. Whitehurst, 25 Dinwiddle Bt . Mag. Agent

404. GRAVITY; Dnnmore, Pa.

Meeta in Swarts Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P.M.

W. H. Jennings Master

C. E. Collins, Box 227 Secretary

J. E. Stuart Collector

D. G. Wescott Receiver

C. E. Collins, Box 227 Magazine Agent

406. YANDALIA : Effingham, HI.

Meets in K. of H. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2

P. M. and 1st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

W. H. Crise, Box 2M Master

A. J. Cohea, Box Nifl Secretary

W. H. Crise. Box 251 Collector

August Underriner, Box 251 Receiver

F. W. Marcher Magazine Agent

406. THANKSGIVING ; Foxbnrg. Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays,

at 2 P. M.

G. H. McCleery Master

Albert Conant Secretary

J. D. Healy Collector

W. F. Keefer Receiver

C. K. Ritts Magazine Agent
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407. PUGET SOUKD ; Seattle, Wash.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor. Second and Pike

streets, 1st and 3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

F. K. Shipley, C. & P. S. shops Master

Wm. Claussen, C. & P. S. shops .... Secretary

Horatio Selfridgo, C. <& P. S. shops . . Cellector

J. H. Gilluly, C. & P. S. shops Receiver

G. E. Joerndt, C. AP. S. Shops . . . . Mag.Agent

408. CRYSTAL: Jacksonville, HI.

Meets in S. P. & P. H. Hall alternate Sundays al

2 P. M.

F. P. Drew, 1003 E Lafayette ave Master

Basil McMillan. 469 Fast st Secretary

F. P. Drew, 10o:i K. Lafayette ave. . . . Collector

H. T Benson, 788 E College ave .... Receiver

Wm. Norman, 724 N. East st . . Magazine Agent

409. AIR LIKE; Princeton, lad.

Meets in Bceler Hall 2d and 4tb Sundays at 2 P.

M. and 1st and 3d Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. W. Hilliard, Box 467 Master

J. L. Ballard, Box 467 Secretary

J. M. Kell Collector

J. W. Hilliard, Box 467 Receiver

W. H. Shrigley Magazine Agent

410: HERBERT P. LITTLEJOHN ; Fltehbnrg, Bass.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 11

A. M.

Wm. Scott, !if> I'ine st Master

M. H. Caciagan. 03 <>dar st Secretary

W. B. Hodges. 80 Highland ave Collector

H. G. Pope, 4ii Blossom st - Receiver

Albion Howe, Fitcbburg r'd hs . . . Mag. Agent

411. WOLVERINE; Marshall, Mich.

Meets in G. A. R.Hall, cor. Madison and State sts,

2d and 4th Sundays.

F. W. Smith Master

L. 8. Johnson Secretary

Frank West Collector

F.W.Smith Receiver

W. T. Owens Magazine Agent

412. SIT. BAKER; Ellensburg, Wash.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Cor. 4th and Pearl sts.,

every Fridny at 2:30 P. M.

W. Y. Theal Master

H. F. Rowland, Box 496 Secretary

J. P. Clymer Collector

Orson Stevenson Receiver

O. P. Walden, Box 743 Magazine Agent

413. TWO REPUBLICS; San Lnls Potosl, Mexico.

Meets in firemen's Hall. Calle Morales, 1st and

3d Suudays at 8 P. M.

Dan'l Nolan Master

Geo. Richardson, Box 71 Secretary

Jno. Quiun. Box 71 Collector

Geo. Richardson, Box 71 Receiver

J. M. Worssuer Magazine Agent

414. ADAMANT ; St. Louis, Mo.

Meets In Masonic Hall, cor Chouteau ave. and

Manchester Road, 1st and 3d Mondays at 2 P.M.

E. J. Fish, 1419 Old Manchester Road . Master

E. W. Keatley, 4222 Norfolk ave . . Secretary

J. W. Donahoe, 1204 Old Manchester road

Collector

E. W. Keatley. 4222 Norfolk ave ... . Receiver

J. 1". Brogan, 1131 Tall mage ave. Magazine Agent

415. MAYFLOWER; LonUrille, Ey.

Meets in Market Hall, Shelbv St.. bet Market

ano Jetterson sta.. every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

J. T. Reagan, Bieket ave.. bet. Storyave and

New Main st Master

Jos. Fitzpatrick, 910 Frankfurt ave . . Secretary

G. P. Enochs, lllfi nth st Collector

Jos. Fitzpatrick. din Frankfort ave. . .Receiver

E. R.C. Nasbold 1310 Keservoirave . Mag. Agent

416. RADIANT; Mahonlngtown, Pa.

Meets In Smith's Hall 1st Sunday and 3d Tues

day.

J. M. Yates Master

G. P. Jones, Box 77 Secretary

E. H. Grace Collector

R. H. Orsee Receiver

J. H. Mellvenny, ClifTst., New

Castle . . Magazine Agent

417. DIAMOND; Champaign, HI.

Meets in Sunn's Hall, 46 Main st, 1st and 3d

Mondays at 7:30 P. M. •

F. C. Sahin, 317 8. Randolph st Master

C. B. Vaughn, 402 Columbia ave . . . .Secretary

D. W. O'Brien Collector

H. C. Stltt Receiver

W. G. Tucker, 15 Eureka st . . Magazine Agent

418. BALD EAGLE; Jersey Shore, Pa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, cor, Allegheny and

Wiley sts., 2d aud 4th Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

C. H. Wyaut Matter

F. H. Helnbach Secretary

F. N. Sallada Collector

D. E. Messner Receiver

C. H. Sherry Magazine Agent

4M. 8TEPTOE BUTTE; Tekoa, Wash.

Meets In Wbitmore <5i McLean Hall, every Tues

day at 7:30 P. M.

T. D. Connor Muter

C. A. Palnton, L Box 33 Secretary

W.F.Corcoran Collector

T. D. Connor Receiver

W. F. PotU Magazine Agent

420. ANN ARBOR; Owosso, Mich.

Meets in Richardson's Hall, Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E. Main st Matter

A. F. Yerkes, 4S8 E. Main st Secretary

J. F. Hux, 211 CasBst Collector

J. F. Bux.211 Cass st Receiver

A. F. Yerkes, 43S i: Maiu st . . Magazine Agent

421. WINDSOR; Windsor, Ont.

Meets lu A. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Wednesdays.

Thos. Noble, li. T. R Master
W. D. Atherton, O. T. R ■ • . Secretary

J. T. Pryor, G. T. R Collector

Thos. Howe, G. T. R Receiver

M. J. King, G. T. R Magaziue Agent

422. LAKE VIEW ; Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio.

Meets in Knights of Labor Hall, 8 Oak st, 1st and

3d Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

J. W. Bunnell Matter

Herman Richards Secretary

W. B. Porter, Box 431 Collector

T. A. Kagy, Box 407 Receiver

Magazine Agent

42S. MOUNT HELENA; Helena, Mont.

Meets in B. R. T. Hall, N. P. Depot. Helena ave,

1st and 3d Fridays at 7 P. M.

A. E. Lynes, Station A Master

J. E. Morris, 1308 Pbcenlx ave Secretary

J. E. Morris, 1508 Phoenix ave Collector

J. H. Daily, Bailey Block Receiver

D. R. Bell, 1.123 Holder ave . . . Magazine Agent

424. FLEETWOOD ; Covington, Ky.

Meets In Odd Fellow's Hall, cor. Sth and Mad

ison sts, 2d Wednesday at 7:80 P. M. and 4th

Sunday at 2 P. M.

W. W. Brewer, 100 W 15th st Master

B. O. Cbalkley, 1705 Russell st . . . . Secretary

Jno. King. 1209 Russell st Collector

J. W. Klucald, 1343 Scott st Receiver

F. \V. Roberts, 130 < Russell st. . Magazine Agent

425. PETER BURNS; East ItaahvlUe, Tenn.

Meets in Burton's Hall, cor. Third and Forest

sts., Nashville, every Tuesday at 9:30 A. M.

T. M. Bledsoe, 205 Berry st Master

J. A. Howard, 301 Berry st, Nashville . Secretary

Warner Campbell, 232 Foster st, Nash

ville Collector

H. L. Tindall, Rtockell aud Josephine

sts Receiver

Warner Campbell, 232 Foster St.,

Nashville ... Magazine Agent

426. TOMBIGREE; Arondalc, Ala.

Meets in Monro's Hall. latTucssday andSd Mon

day evening*.

D. H O'Neal Matter

Torry McCulloeh Secretary

W H. Carltbvr* Collector

.1. A.Fulmer Receiver

(i. L. Jones Magazine Agent

427. CONGAREE; Columbia, S. C:

Meets in K. P. Hall, 225 Main st. every Sunday

at 10:.':o A. M.

W. S. Pettier, II Richland st Matter

J. C. Walker, 1K9 Blandingst Secretary

D. A. [Jlllard, 119 Winn st Collector

J D. Tuck. 21)9 Richland st . . . . Receiver

W. P. Hutchison. I.-.:* Winn st Magaziue Agent

428. CHEROKEE; Van Bare*. Ark.

Meets iu A. O. V. W. Hall. 2d and 4th Thursdays.

Jiffi'iirnlih Matter

J. C. Williams, Box 205 Secretary

F. S. Johnson Collector

Richard llennesey Receiver

Jeff, Cornish Magazine Agent
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««. SOfST PLEASANT; Chicago. III.

Meets In Baker's Hall, cor. Hart and Archer

ave*.. 1st Sunday at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday

at i:SO P. M.

Chaa. Armstrong. 2369 Joseph St., Brighton
Park . . .• Master

Jas. O'Donnell, 1916 S8th st Secretary

Gustare Spindler, 2182 38th st Collector

Wm. Hayes, 2134 Joseph it i Receiver

J. M. Brady. 2114 38th st . . . . Magazine Agent

4SO. WINCHESTER; Martlnsbnrrr, W. Ta.

Meet* In K. P. Hall, every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

W. r. Kberle Master

R. E. Baker, Box 193 Secretary

F. H. Brookman, Cumberland, Md . . Collector

Chns. Penncll Receiver

Jno. O'Leary Magazine Agent

Ul. IOSI t: Ionia, Mich.

M.ci. in K. ]'. tlail 2d and 4th Sundnvs.

J. H. Williams, 527 Rich st Master

F. H. Williams. 527 Rich st Secretary

i . L. Hinds. IIS Mill st Collector

Patrick Kennedv, 148 Mill st ..... . Receiver

J. A.'iarrily,2ft Railroad st . . Magazine Agent

t»t. PATAPSCO; Baltimore, Md.

Meets in Mechanic's Exchange Hall, 2nd floor,

1 E. Fort ave. cor. Charles st, 1st and 3d Sun

days at 2 F. M,

H. H. Hlldebrand, 1261 Riverside ave . . Master

W. A. Trlbby, 1431 Hanover st Secretary

Jacob Fishell, 120 E. Fort ave Collector

B. M. Puine. 1528 William st Receiver

W. A. Tril.by. 1431 Hanover st ... Mag. Agent

its. KNGLEWOOD ; Chicago, 111.

Meets in Kerwin's Hall, Wentworth ave. and

55tb St., 1st Sunday morning and 3d Saturday

evening.

H. F. Brooas, 5711 Emerald ave. Kiigle-

wnud Master

Nicnolas Simon, 5107 Shields ave . . . Secretary

Nicholas Simon, 5407 Shields ave . . .Collector

Chan. Naylor, 5506 Wentworth ave . . . Receiver

('. f. Fair. 6:it>l Shields ave . . ■ Magazine Agent

«S4. WILLOW GBOTE; Bennett, Pa.

Meets in Mechanic's Hall 1st and 3d Thursday

evening.

F. H. Welk Master

Ford Welk Secretary

C. O. Sprajrue Collector

F.B. Woodford, Itox 178 Receiver

Ford Welk Magazine Agent

4*4. KOTTOWAT; Crewe, Ta.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d Saturday and 4th Sun

day at 2:30 P. M.

J. B. Neale Master

O. H. Long Secretary

J. B. Neale Collector

6. H. Long Receiver

I.. N. Kelley Magazine Agent

4SC JAXES I. WATT: McComb City, Miss.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Tuesday.

E. L. Huntley Master

J. C. Whiddon Secretary

J. J. Pimm Collector

W. L. Munn Receiver

A, F. <Jray Magazine Agent

4*7. EMERALD: Leavenworth, Kan.

Meets In K. Y. Hall, cor. 4th and Delaware sts.,

2d Sunday and 4th Saturday evening.

Jas. McNerney. 4th and Kiowa sts ... . Master

Chaa. Curtiu, 720 Kiowa st Secretary

Thoa. Cronin,71s Kiowa Collector

J. W. Cookson, 1512 S. 2nd st Receiver

E. E. Dus ll n,602 tioKspauudest, Magazine Agent

its. COMFORT; Cheyenne, Wyo.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 112% W. 16th st. every

FTldav at 7:30 P. M.

J. K. Baldwin. 200 E. 20th st Master

Ralph Robertson, Box 646 Secretary

T. E. Holland, 1817 Vanlenen st . . . . Collector

H. F. Zinn, 307 E. 16th st Receiver

Magazine Agent

4S». APACHE CA50N; Laa Tecaa. New Mexico.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, E. Las Vegas, every Sat

urday at 7:30 P. M.

W. F. Beck, K. Las Vegas Master

c. P. E. Pierson, E. Las Vegas Secretary

Edw. Sears, E. Las Vegas Collector

Richard .lacqtiemin. E. Laa Vegas . . . Receiver

Renj. siitier.B. Las Vegas . . . . Magazine Agent

440. CHERISH; Moii.tt, Mo.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, bet. 3d and 4th sts. on

Broadway, every Tuesday at 2 P. M.

W. H. Smith, Box 60 Master

Robt Gardner Secretary

Thos. Mansfield Collector

W. H. Smith, Box 60 Receiver

W. H. Smith, Box 60 Magazine Agent

441. MIAMI; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Eastern ave. and Rigley

St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

A. E. Merrill, 1195 Eastern ave Master

W. J. Brenneni 1141 Eastern ave .... Secretary

Jno. Denser, Loveland Collector

A. E. Merrill, 1195 Eastern ave Receiver

Mike Carroll, Morrow . . . Magazine Agent

442. BARBIE BAT; AUandale, Ontario.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

T. C. Royce Master

W. J. Church, Box 114 Secretary

J. N. Harps, Box 202 Collector

W. J. McKinley, Box 207 Receiver

Luke Spcnrn Magazine Agent

448. VIRGINIA, Danville, Ta.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 514 Main st, 2d and

4tb Mondays at 1:3<1 P. M.

R. L. Pierce. North Danville . . . Master

W. II. Moore. IS >x 1:W, North Danville . Secretary

A. K. Host, Box M N»rth Dsnville . . Collector

C. K. (illK Box 171. North Danville . . Receiver

A. E. Bosi, I, Box 84. North Danville . Mag. Agent

444. MISSION RIDGE; Knoxvllle, Tenn.

Meets in French & Roberta Building, every

Monday at 2 P. M.

R. H. Hart, 1220 T.iittrell ave Master

J. H. Montague, White House Secretary

Tim O'Connor. 72S W Clinch st . . . . Collector

C. W. Pry, 703 Richard st Receiver

E. L. Shell, cor. Metiee aud Arthur

streets .... Magazine Agent

4)5. MOUNTAIN GEM ; Glenn's Ferry, Idaho.

Meets in N. Schroder's Hall, every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

E. H. Rice Master

R. D. Gorby Secretary

Jno. Kiehm Collector

R. D. Gorby Receiver

S. E.R.White Magazine Agent

445. BLCESTONE; BUeneld, W. Ta.

Meets in Stanger's Hall, 1st and 2d Sundays at

7 P. M. and 3d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Wm. Dougherty, Box 135 Master

W. G. Hein, Box 112 Secretary

Jos. Werner Collector

W. R. Yockey, Box 135 ... Receiver

Magazine Agent

447. FRENCH BROAD; AshevIUe, N. C.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

10:30 A. M.

O. M. Losey, Box 228 Master

H. A. Ra- le, Box 412 Secretary

R. B. Leo, Box 412 Collector

B. T. Egerton, Box 412 Receiver

K. H. Means, Depot st Magazine Agent

448. ALTAMONT; Keyser, W. Ta.

Meets in Good Templars' Hall, every Monday

at 2 P. M.

J. W. Dayton, Box 68 Master

Porter Kinney Secretary

H. B. Rice Collector

W. W. Davis, Box 86 Receiver

J. W. Jones Magazine Agent

449. NOLAN RIVER; Clebnrne, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Tuesday evening.

<;. M. Rodgers Master

Jno. Mobley, Box 152 Secretary

G. L. Wilson Collector

C. E. Winther, Box 38 Receiver

J. L. Cafne Magazine Agent

460. CLEVELAND; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets In Fraternity Hall, cor. Lorain and Pearl sts

2d Saturday evening and 4th Sunday at 2 P. M.

J. A. Kreiss, Gustave Court Xu. 1 . . . . Master

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl st Secretary

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl st Collector

Jas Hugo, 110 Root st Receiver

0. C. Wooclard, 50 Bridge st . . Magazine Agent
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461. BOIS d'ARC; Bonham, Texas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Fridays at 8

P. M.

H. D. Barnes Master

T. L. Cox Secretary

H. J. Pierce Collector

T. L. Cox Receiver

H. K. Collett Magazitie Agent

462. IV! BEAZLEY ; Parkerslmrg, W. Va.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Fourth st., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2 P. M.

N. F. Bishop. 1327 Spring st Master

L. W. BrouRhtou, 334 9th st Secretary

J F. McLaughlin, 612 Green st . . . . Collector

W. C. Scrogin. vjs mh st He elver

W. 8. Cariens, Elbaru, Parker-loirs . Mag. Agent

453. RABFOBD; Radford. Va.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, East Radford, 2d

and 4th Sundays.

W. E. Marion, East Radford Master

M. P. Corvin, L Box 463. East Radford Secretary

M. P. Corvin, L Box 463. East Radford Collector

W. 8. Hutton, Bristol. Teuu . . . .Receiver

J. F. Blackard, Box 127. Itast Radford

. . Magazine Agent

464. MOUNTAIN PARK; Ashley, Pa:

Meets in Metz's Hall, Main St., 2d and 4th Sun

days at 2 P. M.

J. W. Richards Master

W. H. Dennis, Box 170 Secretary

H. H. Ruhf. Box 147 Collector

J. C. Ruhf, Box 117 Receiver

£. E. Butz Magazine Agent

456. JOHN BRANDT; Roseburgh, Ore.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall 2d Tuesdays and 4th

Wednesdays at 2 P. M.

J. E. Hodgdon Master

S. B. Ferrce .Secretary

(J. R. Happersett Collector

W. E. Evertou Receiver

li. 11. Singleton Magazine Agent

466. BUN BITER; Great Falls. Mont.

Meets in Minot Hall, cor. Central ave and 2d st,

2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

Chas Peck Master

W. G. Lochcr, Box 630 Secretary

M.J. O'Reilly Collector

Chas. Peck Receiver

Chas. Weller Magazine Agent

467. JIKCKLKM1EHU ; Charlotte, N. C.

MeetB in Odd Fellows' Hall every Sunday at 9 A.M.

Wm. Garraux, 501 N. Smith st Master

J. C. Lanyocx, 700 \V. Trade st Secretary

W. E. Nesbett. 500 N. Graham st . . . Collector

C. A. Sigman, 507 X. Graham st . . . . Receiver

E. L. Hanks Magazine Agent

458. MACKINAW ; Tan Wert. Ohio.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Emond Couaway Master

H. E. Welch, Box 518 Secretary

T. E. Cooney, Box 577 Collector

J. A. Butters Receiver

Jas. Steele Magazine Agent

459. GRACE; Wabash, lad.

Meets in Firemen's Hall. e\erv Puiidnv at 2 I'M.

Clyde Olive, 225 W. 8th at, Ander-on ." . Matter

J. L. Rogers 150 W. 4th st, Anderson . Secretary

G. A. Reeves, Anderson Collector

Aliens Mcintosh, 13 S. Sheridan St.. An

derson ... Receiver

J. L. Rogers, ISn W. 4th st, Anderson

Magazine Agent

460. BILL CITY ; Tlcksbarg, Hiss.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. of Washington and

Clay sts., 1st and 3d Saturdays at 7:30 P. M. and

2d and 4th Saturdays at *. A. M.

J. W. Blackburn, 931 Mulbern st . . . Master

Irwin Calkins. Box 16 Secretary

W. H. Shaw. 121 Pearl st Collector

.1 W. Blackburn, 931 Mulberry st . . . Receiver
!■:. F. Hatehett. M2 Henry st . . Magazine Agent

461. MANCHESTER; Marrelluf, Mo.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall. cor. Kansas and Howell

aves.. alternate Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. H. Gray Master

David Jenkins Secretary

cnas. Billiugsley Collector

J. w. Kendlg Receiver

J. D. Huffman Magazine Agent

482. LAKE CITY ; Erie, Pa.

Meets in Metealf's Hall. 724 State St., 3d floor,

1st ami 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. A. Mcclain, 234 w 23d st Master
P. S. Olmstead, Plum st. bet. l.r>th and 16lh

sts Secretary

B. B. Nnrthup, 311 W. ISthst Collector

H. B Burr, 136 W. 2mh st Receiver

Jos. Brady, WesiBeld, N. V. . . Magazine Agent

465. ELMIRA ; Elmlra, N. Y.

Meets on 3d floor, 224 S. Main st.. Miller's Bl'k,

2d and 4th Sundays at -1::>0 P. M.

D. R. Jackson, 273 liaty st Muster

C. A. Washburnc. 708 Spaulding st . . Secretary

V. ('. I.ogue, 318 Baty st Collector

('. H. Leonard. 511 Ferine st Receiver

M. 11. Dunbar. 2.(0 W. Miller st . Magazine Agent

484. WHEAT CITY; Brandon, Manitoba.

Meets in Workman's Hall, 2d and 1th Sundays

at 3 r. M.

J. C. Massender, Box Vi Master

A'm. Glenn Secretary

F.dw. fcliingfield Collector

D. E. Crawford, Box 45 . . ... .Receiver

R. H. Hardy, Moose Jaw, N. W. Ter.,

Magazine Agent

466. ORMSBY ; Pittsburg. South Side, Pa.

Meets in Weber's Hall, cor. 27tli and Sarah sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

A.M. Harvey, Sierra st, 27th Ward . Master

J. L. Rogerson. 2825 Jane st .... Secretary

D. F. l'hmkard, Wartcn st.. '25th ward . Collector

Thos. Jones, 2M8 Sarah st ... . Receiver

Geo. Hoffman, 2*>2 8arali st . . Magazine Agent

466. ORPHANS' HOPE ; lie unison, Ohio.

Meets in Ewen A: Van Ostrans Hall, eor. Second

and Grant sts., 1st Sunday and 2d and 4th

Mondnvsnt 1:311 P. M.

W. T. Wright, Box loss Master

C. H. Clciidcnning Secretary

Kdw. Lamb Collector

W. T. Wright. Box 108 Receiver

C. H. Clendciinius; Magazine Agent

467. WESLEY CRAIG ; Corning, O.

Meets in K. P. Ball 2d and 4 in Sundays.

D. E. Davis Master

A. J. W.White Secretary

J. B. Pace Collector

Alexander Morrison Receiver

J. B. Pace Magazine Agent

468. ONTARIO; London, Ontario.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. English and Dun-

das sts, 1st aud 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jas. Hand, Box :'.s, London East . . . Master

J. T. Cochrane. ii7n Adelaide st . . . .Secretary

J. H. Hubert. (.70 Adelaide st Collector

Russell Follis. los Dundas st Receiver

J. T. Cochrane, 670 Adelaide st . . . Mag. Agent

460. MOt'NT KATAHDIN; Henderson, Me.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th

Monday.

G. S. Allen. Box 215 Master

M. P. Fuller. Box 101 Secretary

W. E. McLcod, Box 215 Collector

W. E. Hunteti Receiver

E. (i. Ryder, Box 22:! Magazine Agent

470. JOHN A. LOUAN; Marphjsboro. III.

Meets in Itodakcr Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

l.:m I*. M.

«!. W. Hillearv Master

It. li. Collins ' Secretary

A I.. Dixon Collector

W ft. rhild< r« Receiver

J. J. Norrjs, Box .(81 Magazine Agent
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in. INTERNATIONAL; Ft. Erie. Ont.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, International

Brldee. 1st and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jno. Kingston, Amigari Master

Alex. Mclntyre. Amigari . Secretary

<ico. Metier. Amigari . . ... Collector

Kloliard Clark, International Bridge . Receiver

Reuben Plato. Amigari . . . Magazine Agent

47*. JOHN J. M ANNTXG ; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Klocke's Hall. cor. Gold and Lovejoy

stv every Tuesday at S P. M.

P. L. Carey, 319 S. Division st Muster

K. C. Keebler. 100H Lovejoy st Secretary

J. L. Rutty, 4"> 'bfstnutst Collector

F. C. Keebler. loos Lovejoy st Receiver

RW.Utnkinger, 863 Eagle st . . Magazine Agent

475. IAIMEEs Air Line Junction. Ohio.

Meet" In K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Bundays and 1st

ami "4 Mondays.

W. N. Cooper Master

T. U. Dnross, Jr Secretary

C. L Boehm Collector

G. E. Phelpa Receiver

A. B. Woodman Magazine Agent

4*4. TAUNTON; Tainton. Mass.

Meets In Good Templar's Hall 2d and 4th Mon

day evenings.

K. B. Mitchell. 39 Porter st Master

J. T. Bishop, 31 Myrtle st Secretary

S. E. Cunningham, 419 Purchase st., New

Bedford Collector

). T. RI«hop.S4 Myrtle st Receiver

C. L. Freeman, 12 Washington st . . Mag. Agent

17.-,. JAMES LEAHY j Grand Junction, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday atS P. M.

C. F. Schrader Master

O. H. Kearna SwreUry

W. E. Dean Collector

v. A. BUss Receiver

R.,1,1 Rowe Magazine Agent

41*. W. J. WARD; Woodstock, N. B.

Meets In K. P. Hall, King st, 2d Friday and 4th

Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

I* N. Dnw Master

W. K. King Secretary

IE. Richardson. Si. Stephens Collector

lebedee Gabel. Gibsou Receiver

John Keezer Magazine Agent

4;;. (ILEX WOOD : KenoTS, W. Ta.

Meet« In I. <>. O. F. Hall. Ceredo, 1st and 3(1

Sundays.

Rahili Fields Master

A. R. Dodridge Secretary

!=. L. Cryer Collector

F- E. Lane Receiver

C. J Lindner, 1108 Soli st. Portsmouth O.

Magazine Agent

4?«w NARBAGANSETT; Providence, R. I.

Meet* in Trainmen's Hall. 297 Canal street. 1st

and 3d Snndavsat2:30P.M.

li.W . Sawtell Master

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st .... Secretary

J. D. MeSheehy : . . . . Collector

R E. McCarthy. 240 Charles st . . Receiver

Wm. Smith, Valley Falls . . . . Magazine Agent

471. ST. GEORGE ; Smiths Falls, Ont.

Meets in Haley's Hall 2d and 4th Mondays.

H. «:. Pye Master

Edw. Pennett Secretary

Stephen Smith Collector

Andrew Boyd Receiver

S.B. O'Hara Magazine Agent

4*0. CHIPETA : Bldgnay, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Monday at!* P. M.

Tboi. McKenna Master

C. C. Ervin Secretary

J. W. Sowers Collector

P. R. Blakely Receiver

I.T.Stewart, Duraugo Magazine Agent

481. EASTER ; St. Louis, Mo.

Meet« in Brighton Hall, cor. Broadway aud Sal

isbury sts., 2d and 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

T. M .Lynch, 1IU4 St. Louis nve Master

W. S. Ferguson, 40iON. 9th st Secretary

.1. H. FrohonT. 919 St. Louis ave .... Collector

E. J. Keiflein, 2714 N. 13ih st . Receiver

\V. C. Linck, 8320 Halk Ferry Road. Mag. Agent

I -J. STILLWATER; Kalispcll, Mont.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and Itli Saturdays at 7:30

P. M.

S. B. Thompson * ■ ■ ■ Master

Paul Logan Secretary

Robt. Pauline Collector

Ctaas. Porter Receiver

Fred Olander, Troy Magazine Agent

483. INDEPENDENCE; Barnesvillc Minn.

Meets in I'. A. O. D. Hall, 1st Sunday at 2 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

G. W. Lumm Master

N. A. Gray Secretary

N. E. Varney Collector

Jas. Hendry Receiver

N. E. Varney Magazine Agent

484. HAMNER HALL i Montgomery, Ala.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, over First National

Bank, every Monday evening.

Jno. Dovle, 329 Lee st Master

Geo. Miller. 329 Lee st Secretary

W. F. Mavaon , 329 Lee st Collector

J. li. Pugh, 320 Holt st Receiver

Willie Reynolds, So Perry st . . Magazine Agent

485. PAUL REVERE; Charlestown, Mass.

Meets in Bigclow Hall, S. Eden St. entrance Tih-

betts Town Way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 1:30 PM

C. (J. Bates, 73 Washington st Master

R. W. Miller, 31 Russell st Secretary

F. F. Derby, 9 Auburn st Collector

C. G. Bates, 73 Washington st Receiver

R. W. Mi'iler, 31 Rmsell st . . . Magazine Agent

488. CHIPPEWA VALLEY; Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, Spring St., 1st and

3d Tuesday eveniugs.

Jno. Enright Master

C. F. Korth, Box 256 Secretary

W. H. Barker. W. <;. Eng house ... Collector

.Ino. Knright Receiver

C. P. Dill, 1708 Lumbard st . . . Magazine Agent

487. WHIRLPOOL; Niagara Falls, Ont.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Lundy's New Block,

1st and 3d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

Albert Laurie Master

W. G. Powlev Secretary

Alexander Mitchell Collector

G. A. Cook Receiver

Wm. Wright Magazine Agent

488. CUMBERLAND; Cumberland, Md.

Meets in J. R. O. U. A. N. Hall 1st and 3d Sun

day evenings.

J. F. Little, Klkius, W. Va Master

C. J. Uraiin, 29Snriogvale st Secretary

J. T. Cookerly, 39 Liberty st Collector

W. H. Rice. 11 Harrison st Receiver

J. H. Strong, 325 N Mechanic st, Magazine Agent

489. RESURRECTION ; Creston, Iowa.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays

at 1:30 P.M. and 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30

P.M.

J. F. Oldham, 405 So Vine st Master

J. P. O'Connor, 100 Howard & Pine sts, Secretary

W. H. Van Wormcr, 100 Howard and

Pine sts . . Collector

M. J. Ballard, 500 s. Elm st Receiver

A. G. Smith, 217 N. Pine st . . . Magazine Agent

4»0. MIDNIGHT; East Brady, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

H. B. Stager. Verona Muster

J. A. Williams, 4118 Main st, Pittsburgh.

Secretary

J. E. Patterson Collector

A. L. Gill, Verona Receiver

M. W. Boyd, Verona Magazine Agent



lv. LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN'S MAGAZINE.

491. BARTON SPRING : Austin, Tex.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Congress ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays, at 8 P. M.

0. T. Moore, 1101 E. 3d st Master

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Secretary

C. B. Doran, liampstead Collector

E. E. Clappart, 1109 EMb st Receiver

A. Davis, care Round House . . Magazine Agent

492. IYANHOE ; Alvarado, Tei.

Meets in B. of I.. F. Hall every Sundav at 2:30

P.M. ,

J. B. Loftin, L. Box 2 Muster

Jno. Pos- y Secretary

J. B. Wesson Collector

Andrew MeCasland Receiver

W. H. Coble Magazine Agent

493. FULTON; Atlanta, Ca.

Meets in industrial Council's Hall, 26}^ Alaba

ma St.. every Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

R. M. Wood. 218 Ira st Master

Harry Huddlcston, 6R0 S. Pryorst . . .Secretary

A. B. Coogler. 58 W. Georgia ave . . . Collector

A. N. Thom 68 McDaniel st .... Receiver

Harry Huddlcston, 660 S. Pryor st . . Mag. Agent

494. BAY de NOC : Gladstone, Jli.li.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 1st and 3d Sunday even

ings.

C, W. LaFaver Master

.1. A.Honle, Box 136 Secretary

F. W. Suddabv Collector

L. H. Wii.tel. L Box 640 Receive

F. H. May. Waukon, la Magazine Agent

496. BANNING ; Cedartown, Ga.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Sunday at 8:30 A. M.

J. O. Kemp Master

\V. N. Tumlin Secretary

J. W. Noles Collector

W. N. Tumlin Receiver

Magazine Agent

490. ROBERT E. LEE, Manchester, Ta.

Meets in Toney's Hall 1st Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

J. 1. Brown, 1200 Decatur st Master

R. M. Hilton, 207 E. 12th st Secretary

F. R. Jeflress, 15 Governor st Collector

J. \\ . Walthall, 21st and Chicago sts . . Receiver

T. B. Perdue. Cor. 13th and Decator, Mag. Agent

497. SINCERE ; Richmond, Ta.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, corner Mavo and

Franklin sts.. 1st and 3d Mondays at 9:30 A. M.

C. R. Alley, 210 S. Laurell st Master

1. L. Parker. Jr., 608 S. Pine st Secretary

J. A. Turner, 6S. 2d st Collector

Michael Kelly. 61114 S. Pine st . . . . Receiver

W. T. Day, C. A O. shops, 2d st . . . Mag. Agent

498. VIGILANT; Brllnood. Pa.

Meet" in Cornmesscrs Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

J. G. Potter Master

J. C. Nearhoof, Box 672 Secretary

C. H. Dunn Collector

T. J. Leidy Receiver

E. M. Donley Magazine Agent

499. COMPOUND; Chime. 111.

Meets in Walthers' Hall, S934 State st, 2d and 4th

Saturdays at 7:30 P. M.

F. A. McLaughlin. 003-s stony Island av« . Master". Secretary

... Collector

J. E. Leckie, 6938 Stony Inland ave ReceiverMag. Agent

600. OUICKSTEP; Spopner, Wis.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 8 P.M. and 4tb Sunday at 2 P. M.

D. D. Campbell Master

Peter Cross™ Secretary

II. I). Campbell Collector

Elbert Strattor Receiver

E. F. lioyle Magazine Agent

601. SPOKANE; Spokane, Wash.

Meets in Trades Council, 112 Howard St.. every

Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

Alex. Laing, Box 422 Master

G. 8. Rush brook, Box 422 Secretary

W. B. DeRush, Box 422 Collector

L. C. Mowrey, Box 422 Receiver

Florence Moriarty, 98 Jamiesou Bl'k. Mag. Agent

502. PRIDE; Louisville, Kr.

Meets in O'Hearn's Hall, X. W. cor. 12th and

Zane sts. everv Monday at 1:30 I*. M.

W. W. Slaby, 1609 Kentucky Bt . .... .Master

A. L. Bryant, 1525 Southgate st . . . .Secretary

B. S. Rinev. 1725 12th st Collector

L. D. Smith, 1517 Prentice st Receiver

J. E. Kreamer, 1051 Prentice st . . . Mag. Agent

1. MT. SOPRLS ; Aspen Junction, Colo.

Meets in Frey's Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

C. C. Andrus Master

O. F. Riebel Secretary

Fred Stiffler Collector

B. W. Burgln Receiver

J. C. Frison Magazine Agent

504. GOLDEN ROD; Halifax. Nova Scotia.

Meets in Creichton's Hall, 1st Wednesday and

Fourth Saturday.

Cornelius McTiernan, 285 Campbell Rd . Master

C. H. S. Skinner, 51 Duflus st., . . .Secretary

C. F. M. Wilson. 159 Campbell Road . . Collector

Jno. Hessian. 14 Rage st Receiver

Arthur Parmeter, Kentville . . Magazine Agent

>. COMPACT; Rankin. 111.

Meets in Woodman's Hall every Sunday at 2 P.M.

A. T. Railsback, Box 58 Master

.1. H. Dobertv Secretary

A, J. Eschenbaek . . Collector

A. T. Railsback, Box 58 Receiver

A. B. O'Connor Magazine Agent

506. HOUSTON; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Fischer's Hall, 1103 Houston ave., every

Tuesday at 2:30 P. M.

■T. \V. White, 1503 Johnson st Master

F. E. Grosehke. 1717 Johnson st . . . .Secretary

H. H. Hunt, P.Ki."> Sharron st Collector

Henry Tiekoetter. 1617 Crockett st . . .Receiver

W. J. Guynes, Box 262 Magazine Agent

507. MOUNTAIN ECHO: nazleton, Pa.

Meets in I'uion Hall, cor. Wyoming and irreen

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

Jas. Higgins. 444 K. Cranberry ave. . . Master

F. W. Hocking 4WE. Walnut St. . . .Secretary

D. B. Gliem, 126 E. Mine st Collector

Fred Meier, 100 E. Chestnut st Receiver

Jno. Ilerity, Beaver Meadow .Magazine Agent

60S. WAYNE; Detroit, Mich.

Meets in Lincoln Hall. 265 Dix St., everv 2d and

4th Sundays, at 2 P. M.

I). N. Howie. 463 Dragon st Master

H. D. Gasco, 2ls Llvernois ave Secretery

ii. L. Unruh. cor. Dix st. and Infantry

ave.. West Detroit . Collector

D. N. Snwlc, -lii." liragon st Keceiver

J. II. Martin, 4 Wesson st. . . . Magazine Akoii;

509. SALT CITY: Sararuw, N. Y.

Meet- In D. I. .t W. Hall, over D. I...HV. Depot,

2d unci 4th Sunday, ai 2 P. M.

Thou, bllcy, 240 Tulman >t Master

Webster Roof. 126 Courtland ave. . .Secretary

Henry Gnuii-h. Hhh Geddes st Collei-tor

C. B. Randall, Nti oswcko st Receiver

Webster Kcof, 126 Courtland eve . . Mug. Agent



SUBORDINATE LODGES BY STATES. is;

ALABAMA.

Birmingham, 339

Mobile . . .if

Montgomery .481

s*lma .... 89

Tus'ttnibia . 279

ABUONA.

Tacin . . . 94

vt'ln*Iow . . US

AKKAXBA3.

.intent* ... 304

Juneaboro . . 204

Little Rock . 45

Pine Bluff. .163

Yin Buren . 428

T.UTBH COLO.

IxiuaJil . • . 341

Yweouver . 276

camtohxia

Liun»uiuir , . 312

L» Angeles . 97

Nodles . . . 327

K-K-klin . . . 58

-u ruucnto . 260

.- uBtmordiuo 90

-«ii Diego . . 386

mo Francisco 91

Tulare . 13a

*ri.tOak!»nd.ll3

CANADA.

Ilochelaoa . 333

Montreal . . 15

Turoiitn . . . 67

<-ULURADO.

Afipen June . 503

i'nluradnCity.218

» 'omo . . . 256

lienrer . . . u

Denver 273

ilrsndJ'nct'n 475

U Junta . . 328

Uadrille . . 196

Pueblo ... 59

Ri.linr»y . . 4X0

Salida .... 140

Trinidad 344

Connecticut.

Hertford . .285

Sew Haven . 2*4

DELAWARE.

Wilmington . 231

DBT.orcoi.UM.

WashlngUm . 7

rinr.ui a.

Pensaeola . . 346

Sanford . 364

GEOBGIA.

Atlanta . . .493

Atlanta ... 247

Annul*. . .332

iV-JartowQ .495

'..Iambus . . 32S

Macon .... 246

Pivannah . . 245

HayerosB . .325

ICAHO.

GWnns Ferry.44S

Wi.TitiK-llcr . 195

Poiatello . . 113

ILLINOIS.

Amboy 35

Auburn Jet . 831

Aaron ... 80

Belvidere . . 329

Bkiomingtnn 40

Blue I«land . 511

Cairn ... WO

Central Park. 237

Central!* . . 37

''hampaign . 117

Chicago ... 47

Chicago ... 50

Chicago ... 95

Chicago ... 144

Chicago . . . 1S6

Chicago ... 18ft

Chicago . . .244

''hh'ago . . . 249

Chicago ... 275

Chicago ... 433

< hlrajro . . . 429

' hlcAgo ... 499

chlllicothe . ino

Clinton . . .176

'harl(aiti)n . 187

Danville . . 63

illinoib.

Decatur ... 49

East St. Louis 44

Effingham . . -1115

Freeport . 138

Jacksonville. 408

Joliet .... 355

Keitbsburg . 114

Mattoou ... Ill

Ml. Carmel . 282

MurphysborolTO

I'riiuua ... 22

Pana .... 122

Peoria .... 48

Raukiu ... 505

Rock Island . 39

Roodhouse . 79

Savanna ... 197

Spring11eld • 46

Streator . . . 3U3

INDIANA.

Anderson . . 459

Andrews . . 165

Braail . . . . 217

Butler .... 164

Elkhart ... 162

Evansville . 160

Evansville . 112

Fort Wayne 141

Garrett ... 203

Princeton . . 409

Huntington . 166

Indianapolis. 14

Jeffersunville297

La Fayette . 36

Logausport . 52

MichiganCitySOO

Miiiinii ... 2

New Albany .268

Peru . . 157

Terrellantc. 16

Washington . 361

IOWA.

Belle Plaine . 311

Boone .... 25

Burlington . 161

Cc-darRapids. 27

Clinton ... 34

Creston ... 489

Davenport . 295

Dubuque . . 106

Dubuque . . 322

Eagle Grove . 132

Eldon . 137

Estberville . 288

Fort Dodge . 222

FortMadison.391

W.DesMoines.102

Keokuk ... 93

Marion . . . 203

Mason City . 29

Marshalllnwul25

Mo. Valley . 254

Perry .... 124

Sioux City . . 64

Stuart .... 20

Waterloo . . 30

KANSAS.

Argentine . . 74

A rkauxRKCity.255

Ainiourilale . 313

Atchison . . 31

Chanute ... 154

CouncilGrove370

Eldorado . . 309

Ellis .... 32

Emporia . . 53

Fort Scott . . 1*3

Goodlund . . 396

Heringtou . . 374

Hoisiugton . 397

Horton . . . 376

Kansas City . 330

Leaven worth.437

Newton . . 340

Neodesha . .336

Nickeram . . 258

Oxawatomic . 400

Pantons ... 24

X. Topcka . . 395

Topeka ... 205

Wellington . 359

KENTUCKY.

BowlingGre'nlOO

Covincton . . 424

Henderson . 317

KENTUCKY.

I^xiugton. . 393

Louisville . . 103

Louisville . . 415

I^ouisville . . 502

Liui low ... 104

Paducah . . 23S

Somerset . . 367

LOUISIANA.

Algiers ... 267

New Orleans. 399

MAINE.

Henderson . 469

Portland . 4

MANITOBA.

Brandon . . 464

Winnipeg . . 127

MARYLAND.

Baltimore . . 214

Baltimore . . 432

Cumberland . 488

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston ... 57

Charlestown. 485

Fitihburg . . 410

Springfield .307

Taunton . . . 474

Worcester . . 73

MEXICO.

Porforio Dia2.308

S'nLuisPotosi 113

MISSISSIPPI.

Columbus . . 426

MeCombCtty. 436

Meridian . . 200

Vlcksburg . . 460

WaterValiey. 402

MICHIGAN.

Battle Creek . 84

Detroit ... 158

Detroit . . . 508

EastSaginaw. 2*6

Escanabll . . 129

Fort Gratiot . 116

Gladstone . . 494

Grand Rapids.26.")

Ionia .... -131

Jackson . . . 240

Marquette . . 150

Marshall . . 411

Owosso . . . 420

WestBayCity. 152

MISSOURI.

Brookfield . 23

(urondelet . 390

Chlllicothe .389

De Soto ... 6

Hannibal . . 290

Kansas City . 337

Marceline . . 461

Monett ... 140

Moberly ... 54

Nevada ... 371

N. Springfield 51

Poplar Bluff. 292

Seualia . . . 7.8

Stanberry . . 56

St. Joseph . . 43

Springfield .368

St. Louis . . 21

St. Louis . . 109

St. Louis . . 414

St. Louis . . 431

Sinter .... 18

Trenton . . . 33

Thayer ... 280

MINNESOTA.

Austin ... 126

Barnesville 4S3

E.GrandF'rks292

East St.Paul . 320

Minneapolis. 82

Minneapolis. 270

Minneapolis..")lo

Staples . . . 81

St. Cloud . . 224

8t. Paul ... 61

Two Harbors.401

Waseca ... 65

West St.Paul. 358

Will mar ... 76

MONTANA.

Butte City . . 264

Glasgow ... 298

Glendlve . . 128

Great Falls . 456

MONTANA.

Heleua ... 423

Kalispel . . . 482

Livingston .191

Lima .... 343

Missoula . . 194

NEBRASKA.

Beatrice ... 394

Chadron . . 17

Fairbury . . 373

Lincoln . . 179

North Platte . 28

Omaha ... 123

NEVADA.

Wadsworth . 19

N. W. TERRITORY.

Medicine Hat.342

NORTH CAROLINA

Ashevllle . . 447

Charlotte . .457

NORTH DAKOTA.

Dickinson . . -11

Fargo . . . . K5

GrandForks . 314

NEW JERSEY.

Camden ... 72

Hoboken . . 354

Jersey City . 13

Jersey City . 3

Junction . . 272

Perth Amboy.350

Phillipsburg. 11

Port Morris . 271

Trenton ... 253

Union Hill . 349

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Carleton . . 357

Moneton . . 233

Woodstock . 476

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Concord . . 806

NEW MEXICO.

Chama ... 108

Las Vegas . . 489

Raton .... 257

San Marcial . 261

NEW YORK.

Albany . . . 230

Binghamton. 227

Brooklvn . . 291

Buffalo ... 101

Buffalo ... 241

Buffalo ... 472

Builalo ... 316

Buffalo ... 12

Corning . . . 121

East Albany . 215

EastSyracuse. 334

Elmira . . . 242

Elmira . . . 463

Greenlsland. 315

Hornellsville.169

L. I. Citv . . 309

Middletbwn . 232

New York . . 149

New York . . 155

New York . . 363

Norwich . . 216

Olean . . . . 398

Oneonta ... 71

Oswego ... 92

Port Jervis . 1

Rochester . . 99

Schenectady .210

Syracuse . . 120

Syracuse . . 213

Syracuse . . 509

Siisp's'uB'ge. 362

Utica . . .229

Whitehall . . 209

Watertown . 212

NOVA SCOTIA.

Halifax ... 504

Truro .... 171

ONTARIO.

Allandale . . 442

Belleville . . 66

Brockville . 69

Chaiileau . 321

Ft. Erie 471

Ft.WilliamW.2-r.

Loudon . . . 468

Smiths Falls .479

Windsor ... 421

Hamilton . . 151

Lindsay ... 136

ONTARIO.

Loudon ... 117

Niagara Falls. 487

North Bay . . 234

Ottawa . . . 172

Palmerston . 181

PointEdward.22l

Rat Portage . 305

Schreiber . . 387

St. Thomas . 5

Stratford . . 38

W.T'r'ntoJnc.262

OREGON.

The Dalles . 167

EastPortland. 193

La Gramle . . 348

Roseburgh . 455

OHIO.

Air Line.1 unc. 173

Ashtabula . . 248

Ashtabula . . 422

Bucyrus ... 110

Chillicothe .202

Cincinnati . 269

Cincinnati . 441

Cleveland . . 10

Cleveland . . 450

Columbus . . 9

Conneaut . . 377

Corning ... 467

Crestline . . 299

Collinwood . 1H3

Davton . . . 375

Delaware . . 239

Delphos ... 185

Dennison . . 466

Galion .... 107

Lima .... 184

Lorain . . . 3">6

Norwalk . . . 198

Newark . . 175

Springfield . 360

Toledo ... 142

Van Wert . . 458

Wellsville . . 96

Youugstown. 199

PENNSYLVANIA.

Allegheny . . 219

Altoona . . . 287

Ashley . . . 454

Bellwood . . 498

Bennett ... 434

Bradford . . 326

Blairsville .392

Carboudale . 62

Chnrtiers . . 378

Columbia . . 252

Conemaugh . 381

Connellsville.302

Derry Station. 310

Dunmore . . 404

East Brady . 490

Erie 462

Foxburg . . 406

Great Bend . 283

Harrisburg . 174

Ilazlcton . . 507

JerseyShore . 418

Lehighton . 334

Mahoning-

town . . . 416

MauchChunk.i'd

Meadvillo . . 207

Oil City ... 383

Philadelphia. 60

Philadelphia. 75

Philadelphia. 319

Philadelphia. 333

Pittsburgh . 2:>5

Pittsburgh . 318

Pittsburgh . 465

Renovo ... 338

Sayre ... 379

Scottdale . . 347

Scranton . . 228

SouthEaston. 211

Susquehanna.20-8

Suubury . 220

Wilkes Barre. 250

White Haven. 351

QUEBEC.

Farnham . . 134

River duLoupll9

Richmond . 118

RHODE ISLAND.

Providence . 478

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Columbia . . 427

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Aberdeen . 380

Huron .... 170

Mitchell . 190

TEXAS.

Alvarado . . 492

Austin ... 491

Big Springs . 372

Bouham ... 451

Cleburne . . 449

Denison ... 8

El Paso ... 135

Ennis ... .226

Fort Worth . 83

Gainesville . 324

Galveston . . 115

Houston . . 146

Houston . . 506

Laredo ... 278

Longview . . 70

Marshall . . 177

Palestine . . 156

Paris .... 345

Sun Antonio . 145

Taylor .... 263

Temple . . .147

Texarkana . 243

Tyler .... 148

Yoakum . . . 281

TENNESSEE.

Chattanooga. 289

E. Nashville . 425

Jackson ... 201

Kuoxville . ■ 414

Memphis . . 55

Memphis . . 206

Nashville . . 159

UTA H.

SaltLakeCity. 178

Terrace ... 98

Ogden .... 366

VIRGINIA.

Cliftou Forge. 274

Crewe .... 435

Danville. . .443

Manchester . 496

Portsmouth . 403

Radford ... 453

Richmond . 497

Roanoke ■ ■ 182

VERMONT.

Bellows Falls.365

Lyndonville. 301

Rutland ... 353

St. Albans . . 352

WISCONSIN.

Altoona ... 68

Ashland . . . 259

Baraboo ... 26

Chippewa

Falls .... 485

FortHoward . 189

Janesville 385

Madison ... 42

Milwaukee . 130

Milwaukee . 388

N. La Crosse . 168

S Kaukauua. 266

Spooner . . . 500

SteveusPoint. 131

Waukesha . . 382

W. Superior . 296

WASHINGTON.

Ellensburgh . 412

Seattle. . . . 407

SpokaneFalls.501

Sprague ... 133

Tacoma . . . 192

Tekoa .... 419

WERT VIRGINIA.

Blueficld . . 446

Grafton ... 223

Hinton ... 236

Huntington . 294

Kenova . . An

Keyscr ... 448

Martinsburg . 430

Parkersburgh452

WYOMING.

Cheyenne . . 438

Evauston . . 88

Laramie ... 86

Rawlins ... 87



1SS LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN'S MAGAZINE.

LADIES' SOCIETY, B. OF L. F.

GRAND LODGE.

Mes. E. A. Ball Grand President

Box 123, 8tratford, Ontario.

Mbs. J. A. Leach Vice Grand President

Sedaiia. Missouri.

Mrs. James I. Mooke . Grand Secretary and Treas.

Box 389, Stratford, Ont.

Mr-, W. Calkins Grand Insurance Agent

Sedaiia, Missouri.

BOARD OF GRAND TRUSTEES.

Mrs. W. fl. Coffey. 136 A live . W. Cedar Rapids, la

Mrs. Lovejoy, 318 St. Joe si . . . Elkhart. Indiana

Mrs. Slusser Huntington, Indiana

BRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

Mrs. F. P. Sargent Torre Haute, Indiana

Mrs. Du Bois Boone, Iowa

Miss Kino San Francisco, California

organizers.

Mrs. E. A. Ball, Box 123 Stratford, Ontario

for Canada.

Mrs. T. Killian, 22 East Pacific st. . . . Sedaiia, Mo

for the Slate of Missouri.

Mrs. M. J. Schiedy Mauch Chunk, Pa

for the State of Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Field, 731 South State st Denver. Colo

lor the State of Colorado.

Mrs. W. S. Cook, West Ridge st . . Marquette, Mich

for the State of Michigan.

Mrs. w. H. Coffky,434 A ave . . W. Cedar Rapids, la

for the State of Iowa.

Mrs. T. J. Roberts, 17621.;, stb st . . W. Oakland, Cal

for the State of California.

Mrs. J. H. Kuhns . .• Delphos, Ohio

for the State of Ohio.

Mrs. Lovejoy, 318 St. Joe st .... Elkhart, Ind

for the State of Indiana.

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

1. (i <m in ENDEAVOR; Stratford, Ont.

Mrs. E. A. Bail, Box 123 President

Mrs. J. I. Moore Secretary

.... Treasurer

t. UUEKN OK THE WEST: Cellar Rapid*. Iowa.

Mis. W. McMullen, f07 F. ave President

Mrs. <;. p. Smith, l.s'.i ('. ave Secretary

Mrs. W. C. Byers, SSSJ <;. ave Treasurer

4. DILIGENCE; Perry, Iowa'.

Mrs. Banyard Pres'dent

Mrs. E. 17. Crawford, Box MS Secretary

Treasurer

6. EXCELSIOR; Marquette, Mich.

Mrs. W. Reany, 742 Bluff st President

Miss Agnes Healey, :ui7 Fisher st . . . Secretary

Mrs. W. Boesler, 41ii Washington st .

7. OIK PRIDE ; Waterloo. Iowa

Mrs. A. Livinyston, 111 Barclay st. .

Mrs. Robert Fern, 4:>7 Saxon st . .

Mis. I'harles Vroom, 202 Fremont st

, Treasurer

President

Secretary

rrcusurcr

s GAKKIELD: Garrett, Ind.

Mrs. Katie MeClarthy, Box li President

Mrs. Millie Fullmer, Box f>4 Secretary

Mrs. .leimic Cramer, Box 21* Treasurer

9. WELCOME: Needles, California.

Mrs. .1. A. Stout

Mrs. A. I). Ensign . .

President

Secretary

Treasurer

10 HELPMATE; Elkhart, Ind.

Mrs Li/zie l.nvejoy. 'JnO Kinzy st . . .President

Mrs. Jennie Miller, IHi High st . . . .Secretary

Mrs. I'liirn Shasberger, Middlebury st..

Treasurer

12. HEART AND HAND; Delphos. Ohio.

Mis. J. A. Kuhns, Lock Box :u:( . . .President

Mrs. A. T. Hogarth, Lock Box x3 . . . Secreta.y

Mrs. J. A. single, Lock Box 11H .... Treasurer

18. EUREKA ; Hnntlngton, Ind.

Mrs. j emiie Robertson. 12 Allen st . . President

Mrs. Maggie Slusser, 113 Court 8t . . . Secrelaiy

Mrs. Georgia Jones, f>3 Fredrick »t . . Treasurer

14. UNITY; Hornellsvlllc. N. Y.

Mrs. II. R. Clark, It, McDougoll ave . . President

Mrs. E. McMullen, _ti i.rcley ave . . Secretary

Mrs. J. C. Collins, 43 East Mala at . . .'Ireasurcr

15. PROTECTION ; Maaeli Chnnk, Pa.

Mrs. Geo. Tosh President

Mrs. Geo. Swartwood, Box 181 Secretary

Mrs. M. J. Schiedy Treasurer

18. HEADLIGHT, Boone, Iowa.

Mrs. K. A. Cross President

Mr«. H. C. Barron Secretary

Mrs. M. Crane Treasurer

17. STAR OF HONOR; Mobrrly, Mo.

Mrs. Parsons President

Mrs. Kelloge, 400 So Ault st Secretary

Mrs. Lois Nicholson Treasurer

18. GOLDEN WEST; San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. J. C. Miller, 172:: Lutbcrst . . . President

Miss Kate Smith. 23:!2 Harrison st . secretary

Mrs. F. E. Pope, 204M1., Mission st . . . Treasurer

19. OGEEN CITY; Sedaiia, Mo.

Mrs. Helen Lester President

Mrs. Delia Kin/.ie, 1100 E. Fifth st . . Sim reury

Mrs. Lnitrn Buchanan Treasurer

20. SILVER STATE: Pueblo. Colo.

Mrs. <ieo. Liirannt, 1107 nth st . . . .President

Mrs. E. Sweet. 12ft Mun«nn tt . . . .secretary

Mrs. J. R. Mihoovur, 707 :;d st Treasurer

41, FRANKLIN; Colnmhus, Ohio.

Mrs. Ellen Colt. OW Pennsylvania ave. President

Maude Rinchnrt Secretary

Mrs. Marv liickerson, 12os 1". Atchison st,

. . . Treasurer

22. SCENIC ROUTE ; Denver. Colo.

Mrs. M L Field, 7:U S. Water st . . .President

Mrs. Ida Curtis. Hit) S. 'Jth st Secretaty

Mrs. Harriet Bennet, 12'iOS. 9th st . .Treasurer

23. FRIENDSHIP; Snnhury, Pa.

Mrs. Kate Snipe President

Mrs. Jennie Bundles Secretary

Treasurer

24. PROGRESSIVE; Connrant, Ohio.

Mrs. E. A. Wilcox President

Miss Myrtle Bleasdnle Secretary

Treasurer

25. FAVORITE: Arkansas lily, Kan.

Mrs. Annie Caldron. i:;_'t> So. (i st . . . Presidcut

Mrs. S. II. Bnllou, fitm So. C st . ... secretary

Mrs. Emma Ki/er, fflSu, C st . . . .Treasurer

20. PROGRESS; Carliondale, Pa.

Mrs II. W. tisborne, I"* Cniinan st . .President

Mrs. tieo. Brandon, l.M Belmont st . . s,.cretnr\

Mrs. U P. Berry. s:i Park st Treasurer

27. MrKEEN'SPMDE; Clianutc, Kan.

Mrs. J. W. Heuamnn I'resdent

Mrs. T. II. schnntv Secretary

Mrs. T. H. Jackson Treasurer

28. CORAL LEAF; West Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. T J. Unbelts. 170."., Hh st . • • .President

Miss Mullic Roberts, nisi. Vdiii- st . . . Secretary

Miss Gertrude Payne. '.127 Pine it . . .Treasurer

SO. CARRIE NAY: Topeka. Kan.

Mrs. J. ilallelly President

Mrs. Cora Barnes Secretary

Treasurer

30. Al'KOIIA : I os Angeles. Cal.

Mrs. Eagim, S4:i Itlnoin st President

Miss Mildred klnnsley, l-'j Railroad st..

seoretnry

Treasurer

His Only CIihiicp Fur Came.

Rinx—\\ lint [ire V'Hi wriliiiL' iimw*

Serib -1 H 111 culblliMiHtillL: 11 nil IIP f.itler ,nt a 'm,,,'^

nf poems.

l:in\--l 'li-In l kntiw tiiiit v..ur fiiibcr unit.' (*•>! in*

Scrib-He ikusii i , Ins p.ijii,L' t"r ilnir imldii'ii-

li'»n. — Tofn Titjiir*.
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"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX."

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Covered Willi :i Tasteless and Soluble totting.

Of ill druggists. Price, 25 cents n. box.

New York Depot, B. K. Allen Co..

365 Canal St.

Sandpoital for our valuable boot. "Constipation."*

Io Firemen's Wives and Daughters.
SHEET MUSIC FOR YOU!

There are numerous, offers, of cheap music this sea-

*on. but here Is the cheapest ami best of nil. The

raall Mini of ten cents will bring yon our charming

musical unit literary magazine three months on

trial. Yon will also receive absolutely free K»3

pice™ of popular sheet music, including That is

Love, After the Ball, You Will Never Know n

Mother'* Love Again, 'Twlxt Love and Duty, Ever

Faithful. Old Madrid, Sweet Heather Bells, Two

little Girls in Blue. Better Bide a Wee, Comrades,

Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom-de-ay. Little Fisher Maiden, Pussy

' nt, Annie Roouey. Bob Up Serenely, I Whistle and

Bait for Katie, Bonnie Doon, Stop Dat Knocking,

Kiting Over the Garden Wall, Five O'clock in the

Mn'aing, Let Me Drenm Again, When Red Leaves

I ill. In a Cottage by the Sea, Speak to Me, Maiden's

Vow, Brave Old Oak, She Wore a Wreath of Roses,

Take Buck the Heart, Love Among the Roses, Anvil

'horns. Daddy Wouldn't Buy Me a Bow-wow, Think

"I Me Nevermore, Lullaby, Old Zip Coon, On to the

1 ictrl of Glory, Swiss Boy, oh Day of Joy, Douglas,

Tender and True, Annie Laurie, The Parting, and

many others. In addition to the ", months' subscrip

tion and liio songs I words and music), we will send

an elegant art production in 8 colors (worth SI.no)

entitled, 'The Interruption.'' All the above will

out you only 10 cents. Get the most for the least

Dione) by sending a silver dime to AMERICAN NA

TION COMPANY, 325 B Washington Street, BOS

TON, MAW.

A Scalded Engineer,

A Bruised Fireman,

A Sore-Handed Conductor,

A Chap-Handed Brakeman,

A Bleeding Switchman,

Will And a comforter and healer in a cleansing

and refreshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur Soap.

 

It Is not a fancy toilet soap, bnt a plain, every day

remedy (or the mechanic, the busy housewife, and

the children. No household should be without it

Ask your druggist for it; he keeps it.

JUST PUBLISHED.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM
By ROBERT aRIMSHAW.

Containing nearly 1,300 questions and answers

concerning Designing and Constructing, Repairing

and Running various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post

and remind the engine runner, fireman and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK, FRESH FROM

THE PRESS. FULLY UP TO THE

TIMES. EVERY TYPE OF LOCO-

MOTIVE TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages; filled with Cuts, Diagrams and

Illustrations. Tells all about the Locomotive In

language any school boy can understand. Difficult

problems made easy. A popular book for the masses.

Price, $2.00,

prepaid to any address.

AGENTS WANTED.

We want an agent at every round house in the

country. Liberal commission and exclusive agency

given. Several agents sold more than 50 copies each

the first week. SEND NOW for copy and full partic

ulars to

W. HENLEY i GO.

Publishers.

ISO Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

IT-l _.!.!_
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Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

and Get "On Top."

"Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Full of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

"New Catechism of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 500 engravings. Greatest book published

Price, $3.50.

"Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the subject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.25.

"Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it unaer all conditions. Price, $1.00.

"Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

Firemen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginner?.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, 50 Cents.

"Alexander's Ready Reference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

"Twenty Years with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. E.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

"Simple Lessons in Drawing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A splendid book. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

should have it. Price 50 cents.

"Roper's Sand Book of the Locornotive," by Stephen Ropeb.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

"Locomotive Running Repairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

little book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

8END ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA.
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IMPORTANT,

;* tit ir of the present uncertainty of business, we have

""•itif'l to ufff the two works of Professor A'. IIaa'kiHit

■■i-"t ovy ami liberal terms of payment to the jxttrons of

puffEK. nnd others, who will furnish a reference as to rc-

• Utility, ! r.. part of the cost with the order when the boe>ks

.iV/Of* »nt. and balance monthly.

V i> o prorrrfi that " he stands strongest who stands on

kitltrttrt"—this has been well illustrated in the cos*: of the

->.-ner »f these two ttooks. In the numerous changes which

I cur taken plate in. the past half year, and which are stUI

;-nng tm, the practical ktunrleehje which has been acquired

trowlhr Hawkins works has twiNrd many of thctr pos-

.,mirt to hold over in gooel positions where others have

'• u/on rd to resign.

The •• Handbook of Calculations" (now selling in its

•"milt thousand), and the "Maxims and Instructions

win* Uoilrr Htiom" {now selling in its third thousand),

«rr rducii*tonal works of the. rarest mlue, and have al-

ntdfi, in scores and hundreds of instances, proved tht

•tipping -stone,for permanent adntneement (Firemen to be

Knijinirn, Engineers to Ite Superintendents, etc.).

The ■ Calculations " leaches first, the principles on

*t,irk rtrum-enoineerinv is founded, i. e , mechanical

fil'Unttphu. and beginning with the figure one, proceeds

--id, rules, fjtantplfx, and plain direction to the most es-

s'tfial probltm* relating to steam-engineering.

The - Maxims and Instructions" teaches how to "fire"

rith all kinds offurls and the different varieties of Iwil-

• rs, ymx de tails of construction and dimensions of boil-

■rt. It duds with the details and management of pipe*

■lutt piping, steam-pumps, injectors, tanks, steam-fu tiling,

^'■Htiutia. etc. The b*#jk has hundrrds of definitions and

■ p/imh-ms of appliances used in and about the boiler

The*? fM">ks are each providid with a ready reference

■'it/, wttirh renders tht ir hundreds of practical sugges-

,uii* m*iunity arailabtt ; he nee they are works of both in-

•' fetiitn moi refer' nee.

Th-se (wo hooks are retch strongly and handsomely

• ■"•iri't in green cloth, with ejohl titles: they weigh ore r

■■'• p-'iui'l* iur the pair anel arc almost a library in tin m-

"•>tf. Tht price *« $5.00 /or the two, and Rl.Wfora nin-

■ rvivme, }t"St or e.rpriss prepaid to any part of the

"rid.

P»ria* H'inhinp them on " jmrt -pay in* ids" will be hi-

•n,<e d "f tlu term* upon application. Club rates also

<»/» on apjAtcatiftn. Correspondence solicited. We

ciiHi a dfM-riptire catedogue Jre .

LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
BY-

ROBT. CRIMSHAW

1300 Questions and Answers

360 Pages.

ALL ABOUT REPAIRING AND BUNKING THE

VARIOUS KINDS OF LOCOJUOTIYES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FOLLY- OP -WITH-TBE-TIIHES.

Diagrams and Illustrations Galore.

PRICE, S2.00.

TheO. Audd & CO., Address Orders to

PUBLISHERS.

Office 3. 91 Liberty St., N. Y

•9

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA.

i\ S.— Yrry many Master Mechanics of milroads hav

'•H-iT/f/ thi jtnie of them " noble Itooks " anel found'dhem

r.*«r«y qtf/ipted to tlwir department of railroad service.

\V\u '.ldrlvtiGMiiirv mir iiiK-*»rt teuvs mpntinn this ^lilErnZlIlP.
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Best Christmas Present

FOR A FIREMAN.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINERUNNING

AND HANAQEMENT.

No Progressive Fireman can Afford to be without this Book. Price, $2.00.

OTHER BOOKS.

REYNOLD'S SIMPLE LESSONS IN DRAWING. Price, 50 centa,

HILL'S PROGRESSIVE EXAMINATIONS FOR ENGINEERS AND

FIREMEN. Price, .50 Cents.

WOOD'S COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES. Revised and enlarged by David

L. Barnes. Price, $3.00.

Catalogues on application.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

EAST ORANGE, N. J.

An Educator!

" Simple Lessons in

Drawing for the Shop."

By ORVILLE H. REYNOLDS.

(Chief Draftsman Northern Pacific Ry.)

PRICE, ,50 CENTS.

ADDRE53

DEBSPUBLISHINQCo

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

 
CANNOT SEE HOW YOU 00

IT AND PAY FREIGHT.WIFE
<tll*i Eft B»T «b« Otfatd linpruwd SlXUER Pe»-

4mU'3U log Machine, vitb » complete Ml of at

tachments and fuareoieed far lOytvr*. Shipped any

where on 30 day* " "

timet. 76,'ilW (WW li

But from factory, «a»e

Write Umit for our 1

Oxford Mfg. Co., 342 Wabash Ave., Chicago, I

8100 REWARD, 8100.

The readearsof this paper will he pleased li> learn

that there is at least one dreaded disease that acicnev

has been aide to euro in all its stages and that is <'a

tarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive pure

now known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being

a constitutional disease, rdquires a constitutional

treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inurnnllv.

acting directly upon the Wood arid mucous surfaces

of the system, therehy destroying the foundation of

the disease, and giving the patient strength by build

ing up the constitution and assisting nature in <lolng

its work. The proprietors have so much faith in its

curative powers, that they offer One Hundred Dol

lars for any case that it fails to cure. Send for list of

Testimonials. Address,

F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.

W^SoId by druggists, 7">c.

FORTUNES FDR RfllLRDHD fTIEN.
Rnonnoui prtOM an* i.aht for manv varieties on:nit>-d Sutra acl

r.u.n:., .-,,(.,< dai-dj before IBM. Hailmad mm «b« katp tbclr etva

oi^n ma make n «mall fortune ir th-v run teroaa the proper coin,

["hero am good alxed iir-ntjniDa al*o oo Coti ti.-d*ratc ami fractional

currency as w U a* old. uimpn. There are many d-»W« who buy th •

ftbovo. On-* Ol the moat reliable urn-cmi* lo th<- Cnfb-d States h the

NATIONAL CHS n . . RM X Rmfeaa«. Kuildine, Bc.vu.ti. Mi„

By ■cii(1(n« <lnmp* to them von can prt n Iti-pau- LllntTMad paronhlr*

rulloriatrrosllrmaad valuable in...mmi Ion. which if taken adva-ilAnor.

may make you many dollars wealthier. It will show yon bow to k«*p

JOSEPH LEICESTER ATKINS,

PATENT LAWYER

AND

Solicitor of U. S. and Foreign Patents,

Atlantic Building, 030 F. St.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

When addressing our advertisers mention tliis Magazine.
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COOK REMEDY CO

Primary,

Second- I

»ry orl

Tertiary I
I Blood Poison!

permanently cured In 15 to 35 days. I

I We■eliminate all poison from the ?y*- I

I tern, M> that there can never be * I

return of the disease In any form. I

I Parties can be treaUMl at home a.s I

I well an here, (for the same price and I

I ander the aajne- (guarantee,) but with I

I those who prefer to come here, we I

I will contract to cure them or refund I

I all money and pay entire expense of I

I coming, railroad tare and hotel bills. I

OurMagicRemedj^Va^
Never Failed to cure the most ob- 1

■tlnalcca-^ff '.Vochallenge the world 1

for a case we can not cure, Blnce the I

I ht-torv uf mt-fllclnea true specific for I

I BLOOD POISON has been sought I

I for but never found until our Magic I

C'yphilenowasdlscoTered. We solicit I

the most obstinate cases and

challenge the world for a
I case we cannotcure- Thtidis-

I ea&ehaaaiwavH baffled the Skill

I of moateminentphysicians-

S500,000 CAPITAL

behlnd our unconditional guarantee. I

I Absolute proofs sent sealed on I

I a^plli:atiun. Audress,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

mm aOJ Htionk Tempi*. Cbteawo. 111.

COOK REMEDY CO

D»L>L-A«M*l)*S

Whooping Cough

Croup

Violent Coughs

I-.*- ~%JMcIuaL AND HARMLESS.

KtMrbol. atdrugRlsts, or expressed from 6th

m«anl8tk Phllaaelphla, to say address 60c.

R-EttED-Y

THE NEW P1ETH0D

Cures Pii.es, Fistula,

&c, without cutting,

caustic, clamp, injec

tion, ligature, pain or

blood. Immediate re

lief. Pay when cured.

Investigate.

theTmedill PILE CURE CO.

ttiiraco office : 189 W. Madison Street. Chicago.

 

 

 
FOLKS REDUCED

Film 1! to 15 lb-. K'

f month by ■ bannleas

nr Ai of II jra""' «ij»rleii«. N«/~.

„.J^ri«kWo> n.bMnw folio" thl. tre.U»n '•■'•"n-

L5I2L?,*F«r \.,'.'m„ cM. o, „i.l,. ..." Itb 6. lo...-I".

O W. F*. SPTSTDEB, M. I>.»

IiS ■TUCKERS THEATER BUILDING. CHICAGO.

5L00D POISON
I When Mercury, Iodide of Potassium and

I Hot Springs fail to cure, we will guarantee

I a cure or no pay. Can be no failure. Cure

I in 20 to 90 days. Will contract to pay rail-

I road fare and hotel bills if we fail. We

I are incorporated, with large capital. Re-

I fer to Dradstreet's. Everything sent seal

ed, in plain envelopes. Write for refer-

I encesandproofsfree. c.a work -lurta* »e»lmeo*-

GUftRftNTEE REMEDY GO.

61 & 52 Dexter Buildina,

CHIGflGO, ILL.

.«WD

 

Bj W. M. Tbeloa*, Solo fl.OO: Duet, $1.50; fnornt, 26 eeato;

WkMIe, 35 eenUt Sand Pad*; 25 rtnU. A new plaDo piece, rep

resenting a dav's journey on a train. Sy*op*i»: Train W Mattea.

Bell Wags. A\l Aboard. The Start. Twenty Minutes for Dinner.

Oong. The Menu. Dinner orer the* again start on their Journey,

passing through Field* and Meadows, until they reach 'Home,

Bweet Home." It la a great exhibition piece. Bend «1 for the Soto,

and receive gratN « Whittle, Sand Pads and Choru- part. Mentioa

U»i. Jocaw.i TRELOAB MUSIC CO.. MptIoo Mo

FREE TRIAL
for ten Urn a In your own nom'v

*f.O Kenwood Machine for > *•-'*■ oO

*50irllnft«nBI»ehUieror • *'-*0.6O

Standard Singer*, *9.SO, "Kir

- 0i;.6O, end 27 other stylos. We

i ship flrstplniw machines nn> whore

■Etoanvoneinanyquantity at whnie-

• -iaalt price*. AH attachment Fltt.K-

,-£,« Latest improvements. We pay the

3 freight. No Money required In

j (■^^ntnnccf' r catalofrne ami testimonials

?R™Td^"KbCASH BUVER'S UNION.

168-164 W. Van Buren St. Dept. 223 Chicago. IIL

 

World's Fair Highest Awards
Medal and Diploma

ion our INCUBATOR and

BROODhR Combined.

'Old Reliable" bSffl!
• If youare Interested in Poultry, It will

I pay J09U) wnd 4 cent* iuaumpsfur our

i7SM|(«caUlnso«. giriDRnluabla point,

goa Poultry Culture. Address \>- _ ,

E R e I i a b I e I n cubator andNBroodtT Co.^QuincikHlt.

 

NATIONAL HOTEL.
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(II. of 1.. E. Div. 18*2.)

102 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inquiry

promptly answered.)

 

POSITIVELY CPFF

Our New OROAN and PIANO BOOK.

Colored Portrait*. Sueciul Offers, ana

full Particulars of all our famous

ORGANS AND

PSold to anyone at wholesale price, for

Cash or on Terms to Suit.

__kOrgans 827.50. l'ianos81TS.OO.

I O-write tolday for tbis VALHABLE BOOK.-SH

rnowicu e rrt *aikih6toh.n£w itRitt.

.i.i, ino-niir ndvprtisprs mention tliis Magazine.
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$350 IN PRIZES!
•GliZEN BY-

5 Beekman St.. New York,

For Improvements Suggested in Cab and Boiler Fittings

With three objects in view—yes, four. 1st, Safety of Engine

Crews, hundreds are scalded to death yearly. 2d, Convenience

in Handling Engine, too much discomfort now. 3d, Economy

of Running Repairs, don't we ''grind in" too much? Oh, 4th,

To make the plans offered an attractive feature of our Paper, so

that you will subscribe and get more than your money's worth.

Diseases of the Air Brake System,

THEIR CAUSE, SYMPTOMS AND CURE,

By PAUL LYNNESTVEDT,

Fully Illustrated, will begin in the January number. The best

thing on Brakes yet written.

We have forty other new features for the year, more than we

can enumerate here.

Every subscriber who sends us a $2 bill gets the largest and

'• most interesting" Railroad Paper for a year and

<^THREE EDUCATIONAL CHARTS^*

SAHPLE COPY FREE. CASH PREHIUMS TO CLUB AGENTS.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS AND $2 AND WE GUARANTEE THAT

YOU ARE WELL SATISFIED.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

angus Sinclair,! 5 Beekman St.,

Editors.

JOHN A. HILL, 1 NEW YORK.

»§5" AVlion addressing our advertisers mention this, Magazine. "®|
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YANKEE HILL

¥

•118 THUS THE GOLDEN LEGEND

BlIXS:

•^BARBARA

'WHALE

% mn% _

^

::

Even as in the wilderness, the life-

giving water flowed from the smitten

rock when Moses spake, so the golden

stream begins to flow.

Frcm every quarter of the mountains

of Colorado it comes pouring down and

before the fateful year of 1893 was

closed the great state of Colorado had

added $8,000,000 to the gold volume of

the world. Regions that a few months

ago had neither name nor place on our

maps arc to-day alive with the thump

of the drill and thunderof the dropping

stamps. It Is a wonderful story—this

golden legend of Colorado.

Every one should read it. The Gold

Nugget tells all about It—replete with

strangely fascinating stories of the

BLACK niines; tells of tbe wonders of Cripple

HAWK Creek, producing $300,000 a month; of

the gold belt of Lcadville, with iis

goiW^^ monthly output of $200,000, aud of Gil-

" pin yielding $f>,000,000, and of Yanke ■

*'/''/p//})h\\i$!lL Hill, the crown of Gilpin, teeming witli

'ii'l'iVi '' ' possibilities. Three months ago it was

"y/HHWk only a name; to-day it is

*«&♦.

.CENTRAL

to-

 

rtw%

honors with Cripple Creek. Andayear

hence men will eay, "In those swift

days we made our millions. ''

Three towns have sprung up like

magicin the district; lifty s'anips are

already pounding on its ores. Shafts

and drifts are running in every direction. Strikes are reported almost dally ;

»t three different points ore bodies yield-

lug $400 to $500 in gold are reported. Cap

ital Is coming In and by the first of June

3,000 people will be on the ground.

The Whale, the General Ives and Alice

ffroups of gold mines belonging to the Or

phan Boy Extension M. it M. Co. lie in |g?.

the very center of this wonderful new ^//{lii*,.

gold camp. The largest and richest body

of ore yet uucovered in the camp is at the

bottom of the 40-foot shaft on the Whale

lode—eight feet of ore between the walls. YANKEE HIL1

The systematic development of this

mine alone will be sullicient to establish 4^S |V)ILE.S

the claim of Yankee Hill to the first -y 0

place among the new gold camps of the _

DENVER
Have »e inierested you! Do you wantjl Ajjfii '&fe&T. ? >'--D^

lo know more about gold and gold mines

Do you want to get in on the ground

floor, before stock advances, and ever

•fur receive dividends in gold* If so, send for a copy of the Gold Xuggct.

The Orphan- Boy Ext. M. & M. Co.,

29 and 30 Kittredge Building, Denver

itM

mumL

Address,

Colj.

IV I „ II.---.il:-
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THROW AWAY TRUSSES:

 

I am an engineer— running un engine un tbe Western Division of the

Fitehburg K. R. 1 hod a severe case of double hernia; still, have always

worked along with them until this winter. One side was of twenty-five

years' standing—the other of about eight years.

This whiter I was laid up sick with pneumonia: in coughing so much.

which of course was made necessary by that terrible disease, I strained

myself so that after getting up from my sick-bed, 1 was not able to go to

work, as i could get no truss that woulil hold the rupture.

I was talking with Brother Stagg one day. Ho asked me " why I did

not goto Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo.

N. \.{" I went, and in three weeks was cured, so that I could dis(>ose of

ray truss entirely.

1 wish to say this comes from me direct: it was my own i>n 'position

that this letter be made public.

Resjiectfully yours, F. S. Auchenpaugh, Division 41S, B. of L, E.

Rotterdam, N. Y.

| RUPTURE.

Hernia (Breach) or Ruptubk, even if old and large, is

speedily and radically cured in every case undertaken by

our specialists, without dependence upon trusses, and with

out danger. 385 cases of Rupture cured by us in 189°.

There is on longer any need of wearing clumsy, awkward, dinting old

trusses. There is no safety in any kind of a truss, for there is constant

danger of strangulated hernia.

Abundant references, by permission of those whom we liave cured, will

be furnished to any one wishing to call upon or write them.

Varicocele, or false rupture, and Hydrocele are permanently cured by

new and painless methods.

An illustrated Treatise on Rupture, Varicocele, or Hydrocele, sent to any

address on receipt of ten cents.

WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

No. <;<;.! main Street, III I I \l «►. K. v

U* RAILWAY*, THE

 

WrK.BELUS.SEc.

WHEEL
Of nmpress loo often becomes the Wheel of, LH'Stroctfon.

una it( Midi time* the possesion of a staunch true

friend, to whom the

RAILROADER'S FAMILY

Can appeal in their sorrow, is the greatest boon on cared

Su.h a friend is the RAILWAY OFFICIALS AND EM

PLOYES' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION, ef IndtanapoIN.

v hose unparalleled jrrowlh during the |ihxI year, nbciw-

lllg an increase of

$21,000,000,00

Over tlK> previous season, unanswerably demonstrate**

Its overwhelming popularity with the Jbiilroadcrs of

America,

THINK OF IT!
If you should get caught In that fatal accident which

A'isits so many noble men, and leave, nothing to vour

dear ones, what would become of them" A Certificate

of Membership In the RAILWAY OFFICIAL* AXIt

KMFLOYES' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION U as safe

and certain us a landed estate, and the relief it secures to

the bereaved family is flashed over the wires the wry mo

incut the news of a stroke of misfortune reaches the

Home Office, Ho KeaHlblf Rallrosilrr dinger doubts it

his duty to carry flrst-clasn Accident Insurance. 1V» not

l>ostpone until it is ton late, but take a membership

with us

: NOW««!

AVlien addreraing our advertisers mention thin Miiraiine
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THE

FIREMEN'S

FRIEND—

That never tears,

rips, or leaves him

in the lurch—

Tie Sweet, Orr & Co.

0YEB8LL.

R. R. men wear them

wid one writes:

The Great Union Overall Manufacturers of the World are

SWEET, ORR & CO.,

But everybody does not wear overalls, so it must be remembered that this firm makes

the best pants, the best shirts and the best wearing sack eoats that are made.

N. B.—Everything guaranteed never to rip. If your local dealer does not keep our

goods, do us the favor to writ* -Urect.

Offices and salesrooms: ,

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO, ILL. NEWBURGH, N. Y.

 New York, 1

June 5, 1S93. j

Suert, Orr d- Co. :

DEABSlKS:—I have been

wearing your make of over-

ctothes for fourteen year*,

and never had any of them

to rip or anybuttons to fall

off. I am satisfied that 1

get full value for, my

money. Hoping you will

aeeept this as my apprecia

tion of your poods.

Yours respectfully,

Frank Acstin, .

ItiTLex. Ave.,N.Y.

Member of New York City

Division, 103, B. of L. E.

 

OVERALLS FREE

By Mail or Express,

FOR 75 CENTS.

We are large wholesale manufacturers of over

alls and Coats hearing the "Cgrhartt" brand,

'these poods are designed and made especially

from suggestions made tons by members oi the

Brotherhood.

To introduce them to niuiiy members ro whom

their excellent qualities arc unknown, we will for

a short time seial (all charges paid), to any one

who will show them and help lis increase their

sale, one or more garments made of the besi blue

denims upon receipt of the following prices (pro

vided your clothing dealer does mil keep them on

sale ) :

* -75

Say, Joe, why don't you

ALL with the

at I do, and

•ave to go around looking

For tale only

Overalls—uiiiy size)

Overalls—iwlth apron) 8s

Apron Overalls—.wiih elastic in the sus

penders) I.OO

Sack Coats—(perfect fitting, to mutch) . . .85

get the OVER- Sack Coats—(made of blue and white

Brand, same

you won't

like a tramp.

at

Amoske check) . 75

In ordering, give waist measure and insetim

(crotch to heel) for overalls, and for coats the

breast measure under anas, saying whether

regular or long sleeves arc minted. Address all

letters plainly to

HAMILTON CARHARTT & CO., Detroit, Mich.,

479, 481, 483 and 489 Michigan Ave

'ampW- of cloth and self-measurement blanks sent free to any address, provided this Magazine is

nrntlannl Ihfs also includes linen ta|>c measure.

■ST When nddressinjr. our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The "WORKER'S"
The New 25 Cent Buspender. Made for Ac

tive Men. IT PAYS to wear it.

" TMC^^vovi.

Don't Forget That the

Brotherhood Overalls

Are NOT Made by Chinamen,

Are NOT Made in "Sweatshops."

But are made by the BEST PAID

WHITE LABOR in the Business.

They are made by it Brotherhood man. and were

officially endorsed by the B. of L. F. Convention at

Cincinnati. September. W.u. If no dealer keeps

them in your town, insist upon yetting them. The

dealers anywhere will handle them if the Brothers

will iusut. Won't VOL' insist on the Brotherhood

overalls made bv H. S. PETERS,

Hinsdale St., Brooklyn.

 

Lodge No. 3. B. of L. F. Div. 419, B. of [.. E.

PATENTED NOV. 29, '.rj.

It is the simplest, completed, most comfortable

and most serviceable low-cost suspender made.

Easy on Buttons.

Does not Slip Down on the Shoulders.

Has no Rubber in Web to Induce Perspiration

Has a great stretch in back Elastic Graduated

Cord.

Holds Trousers up Firmly.

It bus just been put on the market ami your dealer

may not have it. but ask him. If he does not. aeuil

'J"i cents in stamps for a sample pair. Say if you

like biack.

Chester Suspender Co.,

6o Decatur Ave., Roxbury, Has*.

Railway Watches
warranted

Kxam-

Ilarnpden 17-jewel adjusted movement in Duebergold filled open face raw?, w,

20 years, $20.90. Sent by express prepaid on receipt of amount or pent ('. O. I>.

iiiation allowed on receipt ot 50 cents.

Solid ■ | Karat Gold Chain, $10.00.

Solid gold emblem pins and buttons of any order, f)n cents.

CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Avenue. Chicago, III.

. -ELY'S CREAM BALM-Cleansea the Nasal I

■ Passages, Allays Pain and. Inflammation, Heals I

I the bores. Restores Taste and Smell, and. Cures I
Pl&tt

Givea Relief at once for Cold in Hoad.

I Appfft into th* Xontri?8. It is Quickly Absorbed.

|G0c bruggfeta or by mail. ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N.I

NATHRP'Q PIIRF" FOR The Wondkkfol Kola Plant (HIMALYA), discovered by
Bni unt O UURL run African Kxplorera on the Congo River, West Africa, (a I

■ATURE'S SORE CURE for ASTHMA. MoPaynnUICoKd, f

and Poailive Cam tiajumntred. Importing Oftice, I

No. 1164 Broadway, N«-w York. Fur Book and Lux*- FBEE I
■Trial Caat*, sent by Mall, address, Central OnTro BOM |

rpec AM TDIAI Importing Co.. No. 132 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
■rattli Wri iniMaWa {TS^ *'& Tork World wi Philadelphia Prt$t. Mmj l»*n& 19,1*90, a\n

Christian Obivrvrr and Medical Journal, April 9, 1890. The Christian Bvanqttut, May SO, 1MW, says editorial)j : "Th* I

I Kola Plant is a gift direct of God, to sufferers *i„ 1 Asthma, and His blcislos will rest apoo S t »ole » and asmeUlct, ciploreri I

[ *f Ute Hark Continent. It li ao DPfalllog core tu Asthma." (£7* Rraarmber, No Pay Until Caret,

ASTHMA:

When addressing cur advertisers mention this Magazine. *tjSj
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S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,

THE RAILROAD JEWELERS.

■ 82 State St., - Chicago, III.

TESTIMONIALS ;

RmOTHBKHOOD Of LoCOUi/Trvl KfRIMlN, LODOB No. 47, /

Chicago, May 23, I8OT. (

To Jie members of the B. of L. F. throughout the United Stair-, Caoitda Ksd

Mexico.

We the officeri sod members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, Lodg*

No. 47, of the Illinois Central Rkilroad cheerfully recommend the S. N. Clarkson

Watches to our members, as thuy have giren entire aaiNfactJon on our Road, they

having all passed the strictest inspection. Fraternally yours,

* Mete'

Catalosuks sent to any address tn the U. S. on application.

We are the only Railroad Jewelers whrhave rueei red test Imoaials for our Speo-

lal Watches from the different Locomotive hrotherbood Divisions In Chicago .

A perfect Bird s Eye View of the World's Fair, held In Chicago. 1S93. slie of

picture 34 by 45 iu., will be aent free of charge to any address to the purchaser

of f10 worth of our goods or more.

 

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled I.M of Awards. Free Illustrate d Catalogue.

Hon. Wade Hampton (Kx Seimtor from Virginia), writes: " Won*

leg 6 years. I commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessexoen, Brig, and Bvt. Maj. Gen'l V. s. Army. "I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and. have lately procured a

third.

John Connery. Conductor B.. X. F. A W. Ky. " For the past year

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haioht. Conductor N. V., L. E. &. V Ry. " I would not part

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Bend description of your case.

C. A. FRBBS,

bt.MLhrd 26 Yum.

781 Broadway, New York,
Branch otli. . . 10(t Fifth Atp., rnr. H uNlilnirton St.. (hieairo, III.

  

FIRE UP!

BIRBMBN !

You have a furnace in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

^^ 1ST. JACOBS OILr—

CURES BURNS, 8PRAINS, BRUISES, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNESS, SWELLINCS, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. Warranted Not to Ohafe the Stump.

Largest Firm in the United States.

Received Gold Medal and Diploma at the World's Fair.

ic Inner Socket, seen outside the limb in cut, is made over a plaster cast of the

nil. giving an exact lit, being held permanently upon the stump by elastic fast-

••I to nicer above, and In act of walking, moves up and down in the Outer SockeL

igingnll the friction between the two sockets, instead of between the stump and

socket, as is the ease in all single and wooden socket limbs With our sl.IP

KKT the mo*! tender and sensitive stump can be fitted and limn worn with per

case and comfort. F.ndorsed and purchased by C.N. (Government Send for

New <'atnlo<;ui' with Illustrations.

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

323 Nicollet Ave., MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

npiNfj nrrri-'Pa ' 84 Adams Street, Dexter Building. CHICAGO, ILL.
BRAno.n uttiuts , Californift Midwinter Exposition, 8AN FRANCISCO. CAL.

 

tf&" When addrewinft onr advertiser? mention this Magazine. "ait
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Times are Changed.

Even old Father Time

has found it necessary

to hang up his scythe

and purchase a lawn

mower and to shelve

his hour glass and buy

a Fahys Monarch 14

Karat ' Gold Filled

Watch Case to keep

his movement in.

"Why?" Because it

is the most durable

case made, better pro

tection to the movement

It is guaranteed to wear

maker who has been in

business since 1857. And, finally, it's as

handsome as any gold case made. That's

why Father Time has a case made bv

Your jeweller keeps

them. Look out for this

trade-mark.

/ffl#«|4K

 

than any other

21 years by a

Fahys
Established 1857. *J

MONARCH

I All styles and sizes; hunting and

open face. Send for free pamphlet

'From A to Z of a Watch Case."

Joseph Fahys & Co , New York.

WeF When addrewing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "tfiB
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THB BROTHERHOODS' JjBWELER.

 

McGRANE'S

"LOCOHOTIVE CLOCK/'

The only substantial, moderate price

clock on the market. Movement has jew

eled escapement. Case east bronze;

front screws on ; side wind ; six inch

porcelain dial. Very elegant and accur

ate. The red hand "shown at VI o'clock

is on the inside of glass and is moved bv a

knurled nut on the outside. This is John

Alexander's "Red Reminder. " When it

is moved out of its regular position, (six

o'clock), it is put at the time of the next

meeting point, order station, or what not,

and serves to remind you that you must

make a meeting point, got orders to side

track at that time. No extra charges for

the "Reminder," clocks furnished with

or without it.

Price, $12.00.

1*. S.—Please note the change of nd

dress from is Maiden Lane.

JOHN J. McGRANB, Wholesale Jeweler,

Member Division 105, B. L. E.

187 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

REGALIA
FOR

Brotherhoods of

Firemen,

Engineers,

Conductors,

Brakemen,etc.

Send for Price List to the

M. C. Lilley & Co.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Military and Society Goods, Rail

road Caps and Uniforms.

••"PLEASE MENTION THIS MAGAZINE'S*

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

YalVe Oil.
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee;

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combhiK oi

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References Furnished u,»on application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Oil*

for railroad use. Beware of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRAXKLIN, PA.

J©° When m "ifine our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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CASTNER & CURRAN, CAST STEEL WORKS

Ceneral Tide Water °F

COAL AGENTS. FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, CERMANY.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

American office, 15 Cold St., New York.

Represented by Thomas Prosseb A 80s.

P. 0. Box 287S.

1 Broadway, New York. 308 Walnnt St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchnrch Ave., London, England.

Ill,- Poraliontnfl Coal is ackiiowleilKed by nil

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generate* steam with

great rapidity, and at tbe same time holds the fire

1111 unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the 11. lues.

which were not opened until Ihs;!. since that time

tbe out-puts have inereaseil over 1 .am per rent, be-

yond nil precedent, amounting during W.H to 3,000,-

000 tons During the present year it will Ik' at least

2,000,000 tons. We arc therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over luenty-flve years the " Kki'pp

Tike" has proved itself the best in the market.

If 11 reliable article is wanted which will give rntbv

faction. wet Karen's.

berwind-white Tide Water Oil Co.,

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

12 Broadway, New York.

55 Broadway, New York.

Bullitt Bnilding, 139 Sonth Fourth St., Philadelphia.

19 Congress St,, Boston, Haas.

The Leading Manufacturers of

Railroad

Lubricants.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Your, .'{,500,000 Tons.

Our Signal, Valve, Engine,

Coach and Car Oils

SHIPPING WHAKVKS:

Philadelphia. Greenwich Point.

:.2W York, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City. N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

Are In constant use on many Large

Railway Systems.

Reference* and comparative test* furnished on

application.

When addressing our advertisers" mention this Magazine.'
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BURNISHINE
The Most Marvelous Metal Polish in the World.

Will Produre a Must Brilliant Lustre to Ilra-s, Copper,

Zinc, Steel, Etc.

Especially Adapted to Hot Metals.

SPECIAL PRICKS TO FIREMEN .

One |i..nii'l ijoxes. £2.00 per dozen; nne-liitif pound,

fl.'i'i per dozen ; five pound pails, st.'ji per dozen.

Semi easli with each order. Money will lie refunded if

Polish is ii"t satisfactory.

On receipt of 10 cents in postage stamps, we will send

•J <>/.. l>ex prepaid.

J. C.PAUL & CO.,

121 Lake St. CliicuKO, III.

All GENUINE

INCOTSl MANUFACTURES

BCAR OUR

RE.C.TRA0E MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze Smeltinc Co. Limited

2 200WASHINGTON AVE,PHILADELPH|A.,PA.

oricinal manufacturers of phosphor-

Bronze in the United States and Sole

 

HIOHKST IWARD ASD lIF.h.U.. (fllRI.D'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR ENGINE WORE

**'- Firemen should lie Careful and Avoid Imitations."*"

PRICKS REDUCE1> FOR 1K!N.

Fur this year prices to firemen as agentst will lie: One

pound boxes, per dozen, *'.'. Three pound pails, per doz.

.)».». I'iv.- pound pails, $7..->0 per dozen.

tOS Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Kiicli prices are here given In firemen a- agents aid

they cHiinot and must not expect to liuy Hum dealers al

these prills. Samples sent free on application. Address.

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. Chicago.

-CHAS. MILLER, President

Galena 0*1 Works> waited.

FRANKLIN, jRA.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
AivUrfeauliaoi the one of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical teste of the past twenty years have demon-

*ntr<1 the faet Chat Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

'oleiui Oils In winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

rt'tdwt weather.

TV *uptri'<ritvof Galena Oil Is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority of the railways

'■' thw«tiuniry. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New Vork to the

• >iici.ytst aii'l on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their Adaptability to all climates and

*IJ temperature*.

Wesfeo ?upplv nur patrons with Sibley*b

JMity of the leading railroads of the count

City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptab

■0 temperature*.

*-■ »':-> «nppl v our patrons with Slblev'B Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive u*v upon a large ma-

Tilry.

 

""iK?^ Mechanical Engineer or Draughtsman; Eq,SK

charge of, or to superintend the manufacture of machinery bydevotingyour idlo

hours to Home Stud}- by the method of THE CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOL OF MEXHAN I CS. Scranton, Pa. To begin, students neeS

only know how to read and write. Moderate Charges Send for FREE Circular.
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W-AV9 CO/IWAr-PRttiMNT.

:

Mi

ESTABLISHED 1836.

LOBDELL CHR WHEEL CO.
WILMING TOX, DEL.

CAPACITY 500 WHEELS PER DAY.

Manufacturers of

Chilled Wheels
Of all Descriptions, from 12 to 50 Inches in Diameter, for Broad

and Narrow Gauge Cars, Engines and Tenders.

H. W. JOHNS' ^

 

Asbestos

Sectional

Pipe

Coverings.

Non-Conducting Coverings for Steam and Hot Water Pipes, Boilers, etc.

BEADILY ATTACHED on REMOVED BY ANY ONE.

-A-SSESTOE BOILES COT-EEI1T5S.

We ure prepared to take contracts for applying Steam Pipe and Boiler Coverings iti anj

part of the. United States.

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Sol* Manufacturers of H. W. Johns' AsbestM Millboard. Slfathiftgs. Building Felts, Fire-Proof Palms.

Liquid Paints. Asbestos Roofing, etc.

87 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. Chicago. Philadelphia. Boston

ALL STEEL

SpringSeat

 

Rough Riding Made Smooth by Using This Seat.

In ill.- manufacture of these sonts we use onlv the finest tempered steel sprral Pprinip I

steel bottom frame, and tinned steel woven wire fabric surface. <>ur sent* have I n used in loroi

engines for years, and ure endorsed by engineers and firemen in nil purls of the country

Made in any sire or shape desired, t'sual size, 18 in. wide -'1 in. long. When ordrrfnu pleai

yourweiuhi.

Price per sent nut over 'J I Inches long, (2.00. Terms, C. 0. D. or cash with order.

SMITH & HAGGARD COMPANY.

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Aves., Chicago, 111.

We refer by permission to the following users: D. J. Prowler, Engineer f*. F. »t W. Rv., If. Jones f-t,

Savanah, <ia.: John Morton, Engineer, lirand June., Colo.: Win. Miillueh. Enit. <1. T. Ry.. Belleville, Dot.

M'lieii addressing our advertisers mention till* Magazine.
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NATIONAL TUBE WORKS COMPANY,
 

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOILERTUBES

STEAM,

GAS AND WATER

PIPES.

•aicr OFFICES :

«M"Y SEW YORK. PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. ST. I.OVIS. PHILADELPHIA.

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

S^ DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

 

.V:. 2 Improved Cylinder Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

IF YOU RUN AN ENGINE

You want to know about the

HANCOCK

LOCOMOTIVE

INSPIRATOR

Adapted to

STANDARD FITTINGS.

It i* the most reliable and efficient apparatus for feeding locomotive boilers that lias

«vw been applied. Reliable under the most exacting conditions, and wiil work perfectly

*here others fail.

In nxe on fifty railroads, giving satisfaction. We shall be glad to send any man inter-

wted in locomotive engines, circulars and full information. A postal card secures it.

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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AH EPISODE IN THE LIFE OP

GODDESS OP LIBEBTY.

THE

BY S. 1). OVION.

As I neared my native shores, after long

wanderings abroad, the first object that

greeted my eager gaze was the light held

aloft by our goddess of liberty. The erection

of the statue in honor of Liberty is the fulfill

ment of a prophecy uttered ages ago. It is

altogether befitting that Liberty, the god

dess of beneficence, should be thus honored

in this country ; that at the gate of the

mighty metropolis of these United States

-hould be reared this monumental colossus,

for it was to this country that she received

her first commission ; it" was here that first

her influence was felt and appreciated ; here

that first her sway was acknowledged.

The early life of Liberty is shrouded in

mvstery, indeed it is almost wholly mythi

cal, but from this mythical history we are

able to group many incidents which formed

an episode in her life of great interest to

the people of this country.

First, a short sketch of her life previous

to being commissioned to this country. By

studying this mythical history we" learn

about as follows: Liberty was the daugh

ter of the goddess Juno, and her father was

Jupiter, the mighty. At the time the

Mythology was given to the Greeks she

was quite young. The earlier histories

make mention of her and orators some

times spoke of her. In the later histories

there are instances recorded of her having

inspired love for her in the hearts of a few

to such a degree that they were willing to

tight for her, to even lay down their lives

for her, bat it never became general in

ancient times, and until quite recently she

was never able to obtain the love of a whole

people or of any considerable portion of

any people. The love she did inspire was

hut spasmodic, her lovers were easily se

duced from their allegiance by others whom

they supposed to be of heavenly origin.

It appears from the first definite and

authoritative account we have of her, that

she must have been roaming to and fro

around the world seeking a permanent

home, but having become heart-broken

from ill success had returned to Mount

Olympus and to her father, Jupiter, and

Eoured into his ear her tale of woe. Jupiter

ad just finished his breakfast and had re

tired to his bower of indolence, situate on

a pleasant plateau upon the side of the

mount, through which the gentle breezes

wafted the spicy and fragrant perfumes

from the plains of Araby, and when Liberty

came within the vision of his august eyes

he was smoking his pipe of comfort and

consequently was in a fit mood to sooth

and comfort the disappointed and dis

couraged spirits of poor, unappreciated

Liberty.

He placed her upon his knee, enfolded

her in his arms pud pressed her head

against his bosom, throbbing, as it was,

with emotion so god-like, ana listened to

that voice, once so angelic, but now hoarse

and broken by the wailing sobs of despair,

as she recounted her sad experience among

the nations of mortal men. There were

none that would love her, she cried, though

she had courted them with all the seduc

tive arts of a goddess. If, said she, at any

time there should happen to be some who

professed to love her, and to desire her

friendship, it was only that they might the

more easily gain some selfish end or achieve

some sinister object. Peoples have called

me to them and have declared unchange

able, undying love, have raised my banner

aloft and marched to victory, but when

victory was gained they have let my banner

trail in the dust, have gone back into

slavery again and driven me from among

them. I have often been tempted to leave

this world and to call on Charon to ferry

me across the Stygian sea. Overcome with

emotion, and her frame convulsed by wail

ing sobs, she ceased to speak, and throw

ing her arms around Jupiter, she clung to

him with the energy of despair.
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Now came Jupiter's opportunity to com

fort her, and when, by his soot hing caresses,

she had in a measure become calmed, lie

opened his mouth and spake. Said he:

"This day you shall go to a country the

largest and most wonderful in the world,

the people of which will eventually give

you great honor and sing your praise; the

longer you are with them the more they

will honor you and the louder will be their

songs of praise. They will love and cherish

you and exalt you to the skies. The time

will come when their banner- the insignin

of your sway and of their devotion to you

— will float over every sea and be unfurled

in the uttermost parts of the earth. They

will rear your image on high, so that all

nations may gaze on it. and their great love

for you will cause to shine from your very

image a great light that will radiate over

the whole world, and at last all the nations

of the earth will bow to you and the very

atmosphere will be burdened with hosan-

nas to Liberty." He spake no more, but

his words had sunk deep into the heart of

liberty, and from her eyes there shone a

new light and the gloom that bad over

spread her countenance was chased away

by the radiance born of hope.

There is mighty power in hope. It cheers

the saddest heart, dispels the deepest

gloom, and imparts to the spirit that cour

age which will impel to undertake even

the impossible.

Liberty, becoming inspired with hope,

sprang with a glad shout from the knee of

the mighty Jupiter and besought him to

name the favored land that was to be so

greatly blessed. Tell it me, she cried, and 1

will fly to it on the wings of the wind.

Then the great Jupiter arose from his

couch and seizing Liberty by the hand

strode with her to the top of the mount,

chained a chariot to the lightnings, placed

Liberty therein and bade her hasten to

America. With the last word he turned

the electric throttle and he stood alone

amid the lightning's Hash.

With Jupiter 1 am done. Whether he

ever came down from the mountain top,

whether' he took another chariot and went

off on a visit to his brother Mars or his

brother Saturn and left the throttle open,

thus allowing the lightnings to play around

the mountain top even to this (lay, I do not

know and I do not care. I bid good-by to

Jupiter, the mighty.

As Liberty nearcd the shores of the new

country she reined in her fiery steeds and

alighted on its rock-bound coast. Before

her was the vast primeval forest. Roam

ing through the forest she saw multitudes

of the native red men. she made her way

to them and told them that the report had

reached Olympns that Hiawatha had taken

them all away with him to help him in his

new opera. They said such was the fact,

but that Hiawatha proved to be a fraud so

they had all come back again to their hunt

ing grounds, their tomahawks and ".their

scalping knives. Yes, said she, all the

arguments you know or can understand

are arguments with tomahawks and scalp

ing knives. You would delight in the

orgies of the infernal regions. The demo

niac screech ol the inhabitants of hades

would be music in your ears. To you only

tears and blood and the contortions of

agony have power to minister to the high

est pleasure of vision, strife and ha\ or

your hearts naturally long lor. The liberty

to murder is the only liberty you ran un

derstand. Peace and thrift you never did,

you never can know. Your verv presence

is a curse to the land. You shall be driven

from your hunting grounds, you shall

dwindle and waste away until there will

not be a red-skin left to mourn the fate of

his people.

she turned her back on Lo and went to

search for the people of whom Jupiter had

told her. When she reached the coast s-he

sat down upon a rock and gazed upon the

sea. Liir out on the rolling billows sbe

discerned a tiny speck. As it neared t In

shore she saw it was a ship and on its deck

a multitude of people. It was heading

directly for the place where she sat.

Liberty bad the power of becoming in

visible to mortals and now she exercised

that power, while at the same time diffus

ing about the place the spirit of liberty

which eventually spread over the whole

country and became the controlling spirit

of the new world.

The ship came on, and guided by Provi

dence it came alongside of, and the people

moored it to, the rock. When they had all

left the ship and had assembled on the rock

they bowed their heads and the chief, Pura

I'ilgrimatiriis, stretched forth his arms and

raised his eyes towards heaven and gave

thanks to <iod fur giving them a safe pas

sage across the sea, for guiding them safelv

to the shores of the new world, where they

could worship Jehovah according to tin-

dictates of their own consciences and where

they had been assured was the dwelling

place of Liberty. Then all the people

shouted for joy and sang songs of praise

and thanksgiving. When Liberty saw that

they hail landed on the rock from which

she had first discovered their approach,

she declared that it should yet become

billions; that it should become renowned

in history ; that poets should sing of it ami

that its story should be told to the latest

generations.

Under the direction and guidance of I'ura

I'ilgrimaticiis the people felled the forest.

built themselves houses and temples, tilled

the land which yielded abundant harvest.
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ami commenced the work which was to be

kept up for centuries of driving " Ix>, the

poor tndian" westward fjirther and farther

into tlie forest.

Time rolled on, and although Liberty liad

diffused her tpirit abroad in the land, the

people were slow to perceive, having never

liad a proper conception of the essence or

attributes of liberty. It seems that in

those olden times people must have be

lieved—and even now at the dawn of the

•Joth century a majority of the people seem

tn believe so still that liberty not only

gave the right to demand and enforce jus-

lire and to do that which their judgment

told them was the right, but also gave them

license. to treat with contempt the rights

of others, and to set aside all restraint

when it came in conflict with opinions,

practices or passions. So now, although

thev were in the land where Liberty had

made her home, where they had come

ostensibly in search of her. and where they

themselves had declared her home was,

yet in her name they committed most hor-

rilile and shocking acts-acts the most

wicked and unjust. The arch spirit of evil,

whose abode is in hades, oft appeared to

theni. and imposing on their credulity,

made them believe that he was the spirit

ot righteousness ami at his dictation deeds

were done the recital of which would make

uj sick with horror. At such times Liberty

would seek t<> hide herself even from her-

•>If. and fain would have left them to their

own degradation and destruction, but would

think of the words of Jupiter and take

Impe. She saw that the people were in

tensely earnest and honest in their search

Mr the right, ami she felt sure that when

they had once come to know what liberty

wjs. what liberty really meant, that when

Liberty in all her glory had become fully re

vealed to them, no power on earth could

compel them to give her up. She had read

the innermost thoughts and aspirations

and knew the spirit that animated the

heart ot this voting nation.

Now l'ura i'ilgrimaticus and all the peo

ple- hiid scut greetings to their friends and

neighbors in their fatherland. They had

told them of the beautiful country they

had found, how prosperous they were, that

here liberty was to be found; that here,

and here only, could all men worship (Jod

according to the dictates of their own con-

■M'iences. and besought them to come over

lothia beautiful country and revel in its lib-

ertv, rejoice in the freedom of conscience,

hefp, build up this young, this new nation

new that had sprung upon the shores of the

world, until it should become a mighty

power among the nations of the earth and

he a refuge for the oppressed of all lands.

Host* came over. Cities and towns

sprang up. On the banks of every stream

there arose a mill, the roar of furnaces, the

whirr of machinery and the hum of the

toiling thousands were heard throughout

the land. A degree of prosperity was

reached unprecedented in the annals of

history, anil the national heart had become

so thoroughly imbued with the spirit of

Liberty that to eradicate would require no

less than the destruction of the nation

itself.

The country from which the people came

who had settled in this new world and had

planted this new nation, was familiarly

designated by them as the mother country

and was ruled by Britannia. Now Britan

nia wanted to rule the whole world, and

proclaimed and demanded the right to rule

this young nation. Knowing its prosper

ous and growing condition sought to enforce

the right; essayed to impose upon the peo

ple most grevious taxes; to place over them

obnoxious governors, and menaced them

with the presence of his troops as a threat

ening reminder that the demand must be

complied with.

The rule of Britannia became so unjust

and galling that not to resist would have been

to acknowledge themselves slaves. But the

spirit of Liberty had become so generally

diffused and had taken such deep root in

the hearts and such a firm hold on the

minds of the people that it was impossible

to subject them to the will and rule of a

foreign tvrant. They had experienced

some of tlie blessings of liberty and were

not in a mood to relinquish them, so they

took counsel together and resolved that

they would no longer suffer the tyrannical

rule of Britannia. They declared that this

was the land of liberty, and to maintain

their declaration and to more (irmly estab

lish liberty they pledged their lives and

their sacred honor.

And now Liberty revealed herself to l'ura

I'ilgrimaticus. She stood before him in all

her dazzling radiance. From her shoulders

there hung a mantle of scarlet and white,

on her brow there gleamed a crown of stars,

and in her right hand she held a torch that

was to be the beacon to light the nation

through the darkness that was to come.

It was the light of liberty that was yet to

fire the national heart, inspire the people

to perform heroic deeds, illume their minds

so that they could the more readily under

stand the dictates and intelligently perform

the behests of Liberty. And now, as Lib

erty stood before him in all her majestic,

grandeur and gorgeous beauty, Pura Pil-

grimaticus was wrought up to an enthusi

asm in his devotion to, and his love for.

Liberty beyond what he had ever before

experienced, and he made a solemn vow-

that all his life and all his powers should

henceforth be dedicated to the cause and

spent in the service of Liberty.
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Then Liberty took the mantle from her

shoulders and gave it to Pura Pilgrimati-

cus. She took the stars from her crown

and, giving them also to him, told him to

weave them into the mantle and it should

be the ensign of the nation. If, said she,

at any time vou waver in your devotion

and in your allegiance to me that flag will

droop and a Btigma will attach to the whole

nation. Maintain your honor, hold fast to

virtue, be steadfast in your allegiance to

me and you shall never know defeat, your

borders will extend from sea to sea, your

flag shall be known as the flag of the free

and your land as the home of the brave.

Pura Pilgrimaticus having declared that

In- would no longer be subject to the rule

of Britannia, Britannia became very wroth

and sent her armies here to wreak ven

geance on Pura Pilgrimaticus and the peo

ple. Then Pura Pilgrimaticus marshaled

his men of war and many a bloody battle

was fought. The army of Pura Pilgrimati

cus was outnumbered by the hosts of

Britannia, but what his army lacked in

numbers it made up in spirit. The soldiers

of his army were filled with the spirit of

liberty, ft is a well known fact that who

ever is filled and animated with the spirit

of liberty is a host in himself.

The emblem of Britannia was the lion.

Seeing which Liberty caught an eagle, gave

it to Pura Pilgrimaticus and declared that

it should be the emblem of this new nation ;

that it should be the emblem of American

liberty, and that henceforth whenever the

li<m of Britannia should roar the American

eagle should scream. And now, even to

this day, the people boast of the screaming

power of the American eagle.

With the powerful aid of Liberty, the

courage, heroism and endurance begotten

by love for her, enabled the people after a

long struggle to drive the hosts of Britannia

from the land. The people rejoiced greatly,

songs of praise to liberty were on every

tongue. Bonfires blazed from every moun

tain-top. Liberty-poles were planted all

over the land. From every tower and

fortification, from every dome and flag-staff

floated the stars and stripes, above which

was perched the eagle, the emblem of

American liberty. They erected temples

to liberty. To liberty they reared great

columns of lasting granite for enduring

memorials. In the minds and hearts of the

people liberty was indeed exalted to the

skies. And now, at our most important

gate, at the principal gate of the nation,

has been erected this colossal statue to our

(ioddess of Liberty, outdoing an ancient

trophy of monumental wonder and over-

towering even any of the colossal wonders

of this, the 19th century.

Now let us cherish and jealously guard

this liberty of ours. Let us maintain our

honor and hold fast to virtue that thus we

may be enabled to hand down to future

generations, unimpaired, this great boon

that we possess, our American Liberty.

But our goddess is still with us and is ever

lighting and relighting in the brains of her

followers sparks which will yet blaze into a

more glorious liberty; is ever inspiring the

minds and hearts of those who love her to

reach a more exalted, a grander liberty, a

liberty that the people of no past age have

ever dreamed of being possible. As the

ages revolve people are becoming educated

up to a higher plane. Less and less does

the animal, the brute nature, manifest

itself in human conduct, although selfish

ness and greed have a firm hold on tin-

hearts of men, and that, too, with imperi

ous sway, yet the civilizing, humanizing

influence of the spirit of liberty has, in a

great degree, eliminated the boldness and

brutality once invariably displayed in their

exercise. The selfishness and greed may

be as strong, the power to exercise them as

great, and indulged in even more univer

sally, yet it is done with such refinement

and semblance of philanthrophy that its

victims have the impression that they have

been blessed.

But the sparks are still being lighted, the

inspiration is still going on, and the victims

are becoming enlightened. Through the

opening vista is the sheen of Liberty's

light, and there begins to dawn on t lie gaze

a scene of bewildering brightness giving

premonition of splendor and glory. It has

not yet taken shape ami form ; the imagin

ation can onlv conjecture how beautiful

and glorious It may become. It is the

grand, good time coining of which prophets

nave foretold, poets sung ami mankind so

prayed and longed for. it will be ushered

in in all its fullness with the adoption of

the single tax unlimited. Then justice and

liberty will reign supreme.

'• Then shiill wars ami tumults cease,

Then be banished grief ami pain.

Righteousness ami icy ami peace.

I miisturbed, shall.11 ever reign."

SOCIALISTIC SCHEMES.

BY JOSE OROS.

In a conversation with an old friend on

economic subjects, the writer was once ask

ed: "Would you be willing to improve

humanity through any other process than

your own?" The friend in question hap

pened to be one of the many American citi

zens who have for long years been perfectly

infatuated with one of the two old parties.

The writer has never cared a tallow candle

for either. He has voted for different parties

according to the conditions of the day, and

he has often abstained from voting, when

he could not really see how he could do any

better. Naturally enough, the above sally
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of oar parly friend revealed to us the men

tal condition of all men blindly infatuated

with and attached to anv given sect, party

or clique. Such men don't seem to care

much for humanity at large, unless their

school of thought can carry the field and

attain a victory regardless of general good

result)'.

We are afraid that many reformers to-day

are in that undesirable mental condition.

If we suspected to be in such a box, we

would not take the trouble to write any

articles. We would consider it time lost,

and conld derive no joys whatever from our

labors in that line.

We did not become attached to our school

all at once. For some time we could not

we any beauty in it, any real good point.

It was only through slow mental processes,

and at the expense of giving up many of

<»ur old ideas, that we became convinced

of the intrinsic truth of such school of

thought. Before that, and for about 40 years,

we were familiar with all socialistic schemes.

Very often, most especially in the last five

years, we nave let our minds enter into the

spirit of such schemes, with all their details

and ensemble, for the purpose of carefully

weighing their value and practicability, so

that to make sure of what was best for the

future of the human family.

One central thought has presided during

:J1 our investigations, for nearly 20 years

anyhow, whether in the field of history or

that of science, in physical or in moral devel

opments. We have noticed that in both

realms success was to be found along the

line of least resistance. That fact is more

prominent in nature than in historical de

velopments, only because the latter have

been a mixture of two elements, the human

and the divine, or rather the orderly and

the anarcbal. Bv the last one we mean

human volitions led by greed and seldom

by that altruistic and noble element which

we can only fully develop when we try to

> o-operate with natural laws and the eternal

principles of truth. Because even if we

wvh to eliminate God from the universe,

that iH, even if we prefer to believe in truth

ipart from any grand personality presiding

vi»er all phenomena, even then we must try

to be logical with ourselves, and accept a

certain order with its immutable connec

tions of cause and effect. Ami we must

extend that order and immutability both

through the physical and the moral, through

nature anil through history, through all the

nmtinarv mechanisms in the cosmos and

all the changing chemistry in historical de

velopments.

We are are now ready to ask, from all re

formers, as follows: Are you sure that you

follow the line of least resistance in your

K-hemes for the improvement of humanity?

If you don't, then all the forces of nature

are against you, because nature invariably

follows that line, in all its works and pro

cesses, and men as well as human societies

are part of nature. You can suppress God

if you like. That will not help you in the

least. You will yet find nature with its

laws as immutable as the horizons around

yourself, bringing out certain effects from

certain causes. When connected with men,

the effects will be painful or joyful, accord

ing to our adaptation or repudiation to

natural laws. And perhaps the most trans-

cendant law of nature is that of working

along the line of least resistance. Can we

say that socialistic schemes work along that

line? Let us quietly investigate tljat.

The schemes in question are as old as

civilization itself, even if known by other

names and only applied in rudimentary

forms. The patriarchal social status of over

3500 years ago was socialistic. Abraham

and Job, etc., etc., were the great captains

of industry in their times. Joseph trans-

fered that social status to Egypt, while he

was all powerful under Pharaoh. Grant

that all bucIi socialistic schemes lacked the

finished touches devised and concocted by

modern socialists, lacked the mechanism of

the popular vote, and were simply based

on traditional social conceptions, on the

silent common concensus of the masses,

because of men's lack of individuality as

yet. All the same we see there the prop

erty of the working masses, resulting from

their own labor, handled by the classes, a

combination of the priest and the aristocrat ,

under paternalistic principles. And com

munism, socialism, nationalism and what

not, are essentially paternal. The mechan

ism of the popular vote would not change

that, as we propose to prove in a few mo

ments.

The French say : "Le nom nefait run a In

chote." Names never change the essence of

facts. And what is the grand fact which

permeates communism, socialism, national

ism or anything like it? That a few shall

handle the property created by the many,

as if the latter were a pack of babies. That

a few shall direct and superintend the labor

of the many, as if they were a group of

wheels in a big machine. That a few shall

fix the earnings of the many, because the

former alone shall be able to see what the

grand totality produced, because they alone

shall be able to manipulate the wealth

created by the many, and so they alone

shall develop administrative skill, brain

power, individuality, mental magnetism,

etc. Only one man in forty or fifty shall

evolve capacity to handle other men in

large groups, and so large quantities of labor

products.

.rust as muscle only grows through mus

cular activity, so brain power only grows

through mental action. And all socialistic
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schemes imply that thirty-nine men out of

forty, or forty-nine men out of fifty shall

simply move and have their being accord

ing to orders received from the respective

bosses at the head of each department or

sub-department in each locality. And only

one man out of a thousand or ten thousand

shall develop capacity to be at the head of

a large department in each district, and so

mi to the very top at the head of the colos

sal departments in state or nation! There

you have nothing lint industrial militarism

with the mechanism of the popular vote lor

the election of officers, etc., giving them the

power to manipulate the wealth produced

' by millions of human beings, politically

free if you like, industrial slaves, as a mat

ter ot actual fact, deprived of the most car

dinal natural rights, that of handling the

wealth they produced.

The idea that the bosses in question

should have more zest in the correct hand

ling of wealth than the very creators of

that wealth, when such bosses could not

obtain any extra profits, because all profits

must be exterminated under the socialistic

regime! There is nothing natural, nothing

logical, in that assumption. It sounds very

poetic, very dreamy, very fantastic. It

reads like a novel. " That is all. Life is

something far more solid than a novel. It

should be anyhow, if life is to mean posi

tive joys.

As a corroboration of the above thoughts,

look at the results of our political system

with that very mechanism of the popular

vote as the foundation of all power. Have

we developed healthy, intelligent citizens 7

We have developed parties handled by ma

chines and bosses. We have totally failed

to evolve the individual with political brains

of his own. We have built up the politi

cal bigot, the infatuated party man. politi

cal corruption, national, state and muni

cipal, such as history has seldom exhibited

under monarchist systems without any

popular vote. And socialists pretend that

the mere extension of that vote, as a me

chanism, into industrial life, shall convert

the earth into an Kden with no serpent, no

forbidden tree! Well, no wonder that hu

manity smiles at the pretensions of our

socialistic friends, while letting them go on

with their harmless dreams. Cur pluto

cratic masters, who know where the shoe

pinches, have always a few soft words for

socialism. They know that all natural

forces, and all natural human aspirations,

are against socialistic plans. They realize

that the individual is to-day somewhat

stronger than ever before, as the inexorable

result of social evolution, even if twisted

and deformed: that men are more than

ever attached to the wealth they may have

individually created, and revolt at the ab

surd conception of society taking possession

of the wealth, be it great or small.

As a matter of fact civilization is but the

evolution of the individual, hungry and

thirsty, to be his own master, thearbiterof

his own destinies. To he sure, under a cor

rect, because anti-monopolistic, civilization,

the above tendency would develop in paral

lel lines with the perception of social duties

and that spirit of justice towards all men

without which civilization is bound to be a

mass of incongruities, a pyrimid of varnished

crimes with less and less room for men to

wards the top, leaving the many forever

down into broader and broader bottoms of

tears, desolation ami despair. All because

of both political and industrial monopolies,

the latter resulting from land monopoly,

the former from insufficient political free

dom. (See article on Government in the

Magazine for January, 1S94. >

Forced co-operation, suppressing free com

petition, there you have the real essenceof

all socialistic schemes through all centuries,

on a large or small scale, through the plat

eaus of Asia, India, Southern Europe and

North and South America. The modern

schemes have added a great paraphernal

of details which would simply make them

totally impracticable, however theoretically

charming in some respects.

Forced co-operation when the divine plan

is free co-operation, hence the individual

with freedom of choice to obey or disobey

(iod's laws!

And what about competition? Is not

that one of the fundamental laws permeat

ing the universe, through which nature im

proves all types, anil evolves the highest

forms of beauty? Our pen would drop

from our lingers if we could not compete

with other writers in the field of thought !

Then why not to discriminate between free

and forced com [ict it ion. between the natural

and the cut-throat one, when we deal with

human activities? Why not to strive for

competition under laws of freedom and equal

rights, and thus suppress the unnatural one

fed bv laws of favoritism, monopolyand re

pression?

Socialism attempts to reverse the course

of civilization backward!}' to those histori

cal periods when the individuality of man

was yet in its inception, when most men

needed to lean on each other and the masses

tried to evolve one or more chiefs upon

whose judgment to rely. Socialism would

revive the human babyhood of primitive

days, of days gone by, never to return.

Revolutions go forward, never backwards,

(irant that the tendency of modern indus

trialism is to convert men into machines.

Yet every labor organization is a solemn

protest against that. The whole drift of

modern thought repudiates that tendency.

To-day more than ever each man wauts to

be his own muster, his own boss, his own

man. with his own home ami his own capi

tal. Socialism is an attempt to strangle
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such noble aspirations, constituting the full

man, with his cognizance of what he owes

to the social group for universal happiness.

Well, are socialistic schemes working

along the line of least resistance, the line

of nature in the cosmos and in history?

K;tr from that. Do not they repudiate all

natural law? If so, are not they a flagrant,

self-evident impossibility ? Let each one

dl <mr readers give his own answer to him-

., Ii

ECONOMIC FALLACIES.

BY MA HIE l.OtlSE.

In a time like the present one, when hun

dreds of thousands of working people are

deprived of the necessaries of life, when the

gaunt hand of starvation stretches out and

sweeps, with onestroke, thousands of them

into eternity, two tilings appeal immediate

ly to the heart and the action of the intelli-

irent and the humane: Firstly, to prompt

ly succor the hungry and save their perish

ing lives; secondly, to seriously investigate

the cause or causes which are accountable

for so heartrending a social condition.

It will be conceded byall that the hunger

which to-day pinches the faces of so many

men, women and children does not result

from a famine in any department of agri

cultural or industrial production. Neces

saries and luxuries of life are plentiful.

What fails is the money to buy those neces

saries, and money fails because workingmen

are forcibly idle. The present destitution.

tlien. is not due to impotency to work on

the part of the workingmen, nor is it due

to nature's freaks, for the harvest has been

-atisfactory.

Politicians exert themselves to explain

the cause of this industrial cataclysm. The

Republican- nttirin that the people have

willfully brought on this curse by placing

hrinocruts in power and ousting them.

The Democrats, on their side, claim that

the political atmosphere was cloudy and

gathering for a storm previous to their

entering into office. " This crisis," says the

K. publican, "is the work of Democratic

incapacity. "This crisis," says the Demo

crat. '"wine legacy of Republican misrule."

These wranglings among politicians, how

ever, ought not to occupy the minds of the

vwirkers for a single moment. What con

cerns them is the fact that the crisis has

been produced, not through bad harvest,

nor through the insufficiency of their labor,

but through the machinations of their

political and industrial rulers. What con

cerns them still more is the fact that the

crisis reduces their own class to beggary,

despair, starvation and death, whilst the

capitalists not only escape these horrors,

hat are able to enjoy much luxury. How

the crisis uffect the toilers and whv it so

affects them, is the proposition which all

workers ought to study analytically, in

ductively, i. c, by reasoning from funda

mental principles.

Economists (professional and amateur!

prescribes, tor the remedy of the existing

industrial disorder affecting labor, a better

adjustment of the relations of the capital

ists ami the workers.

This theory, I claim, is an absurdity and

a snare, .hist as well might they advise a

compromise between a man and a cancer

that gnaws at his vitals. The malady that

convulses the realm of production is not

seateil in the lack of equilibrium between

the wages of the workers and the profit of

the capitalist. It is seated in the very ex

istence of capitalism and of proletariatistn.

That aggravating complaint, called the

labor question, never can be cured until

the producer receives the full amount of his

product and owns the instruments neces

sary for his labor. Capital is an instrument,

a tool needed by the worker to produce

wealth. By itself, capital produces nothing

and, consequent I v. has no right to a share

of the toiler's product. Labor ah me creates

bona fide wealth. The so-called wealth

produced by stock-jobbing, speculation and

other financial gamblings is merely artifi

cial; it is a bubble, it is a dogma of the

capitalistic creed which the ignorance of

the masses has permitted to become an

article of faith.

The Deity, who designedly created one

portion of mankind to toil and the other

portion to live in idleness, feeding on the

product of their toiling brothers, that Deity

has now turned its face towards the west

and trails behind the whole fabric of reli

gious, political, economic and sociologic

superstitions. Soon the port ils of the set

ting sun shall close behind the unsightly

mass, forlo! towards the east a new day has

dawned. Superstition and faith recede and

vanish before the radiance of approaching

reason and knowledge!!

Economists base their speculation on the

fact that the industrial world is divided

into two classes: one n-hirh si'lls i7< labor ami

tin1 nthrr vliich Iiiii/ii it. This assertion na

turally implies that labor is a marketable

commodity, subject to the economic laws of

demand and supply, like cotton or lumber,

or any other merchandise. This they ac

cept as a social dogma and. consequently,

they neither question nor reason it. Ad

vancing on the line of logical deduction,

thev find that labor is the tool with which

capital works and produces wealth. Pro

ceeding with their mental gymnastic, they

arrive at a conclusion perfectly logical as

flowing from their premises, viz.: that labor

is an implement of production to be used

in the same manner as a locomotive that

speeds the space, whose breath is its steam
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and whose soul is its impetus. These dog

matic and fossilized economists stand in the

position of a physician who, called to treat

a case of small-pox, proceeds to argue that

small-pox is in the patient's system, is a

part and parcel of it ; but to preserve the

patient's life the virulent lever must be

checked, and to preserve his good looks, the

harrowing irruptions must be confined

within, and lastly the general temper of

the disease must be adjusted permanently

to his power of endurance. By such a line

of reasoning the physician overlooks the

most important fact, viz.: that small-pox in

the human physiology is an alien anil must

be cast out without compromise.

Such is also the attitude of our modern

economists. They accept a dogma and com

pletely ignore the law natural which makes

motion in the realm of physics and progress

in the realm of morals absolutely inevitabe.

They fail to recognize the axiomatic truth

that a fact does not constitute a moral

right.

Historical records, religious and secular,

show that the theory of absolutism has

been the base of human actions and ethics

since the earliest period of the existence of

our race. The shadow cast around by

absolutism is fatalism. These two inflex

ible principles have benumbed the con

sciences of the people in general, and of the

masses in particular. They took for granted

that existing conditions, such as they were.

were pre-ordained by an all powerful, im

mutable force. To the religious minded

that force was embodied in a personal God,

to the practical minded it wag the law natu

ral. Different, and even opposed, though

these seem to be, both of them came to a

junction on the theory of absolutism. They

admitted, tacitly or otherwise, that God, or

the great creative natural force, created

animals to feed one upon the other, the

strongest upon the weakest. The same de

cree, thev found, applied to the human

animal, but, lest so crude a definition

awaken the lion in the breast of the op

pressed masses, the rulers and teachers gave

the decree a milder definition, one more

genteel, and said: "The human race is di

vided, by the will of God, into rich and

poor." This article of faith is the last and

crowning term of absolutism—it is the ex

altation of fatalism, it is the deification of

despair.

The inoculation in the human mind of

doctrines so baneful is responsible for the

present misery we endure. Three millions

of men and women in this republic depend

ing on wagework to live, are unemployed

and, therefore, suffer all sorts of privations

down to hunger. Three millions of free

born citizens! And yet so benumbed is

the intelligence of these three millions and

of their brother workmen that thev suffer

and bear, waiting for the politicians and

the economists to adjust the unadjustable

wheels of a thoroughly dislocated ma

chinery.

Who is he who dares to tell us that pov

erty and toilsome work is the pre-ordained

condition of a portion of the human race

whilst plenty and idleness is that of the

other portion? On what first principle is

this abominable falsehood grounded? I

will tell you. It is grounded on the crafti

ness of one portion of mankind and the im

becility of the other portion. The entire

structure, political, economical, ethical and

religious, is erected on hypotheses and em

pirical speculations. One word of the eter

nal truth that lies in first principles can

shatter the sand bed on which the construc

tion is based.

Man, like any other creature, must pro

cure his food by laboring. This is a first

principle.

What an individual has produced by hist

own labor is hisown»property, since he ami

not the other man produced it. This is

another first principle.

A man, to appropriate to himself a part

or the whole ot another man's product of

labor must use violent means. He must,

in some way, manacle bis victim, be must

gag him, cither physically or mentally.

This is another of the first principles.

The logical outcome of these three prop

ositions, which are pure axiomatic truths, is

the radical overthrow of the fallacies upon

which our economists raise their theories

of adjustment between the relations of the

capitalists and the toilers. Capital is a

factor necessary to industry, but the capi

talists are not a factor, they are intruders.

Capital, as I have said, is a tool of industrv

and when a tool is placed above the intelli

gence of the worker which, alone, directs

his arms, a condition has obtained where

the base is uppermost and collapse inevit

able.

The question of the hour is to put labor

(not the proletariat) on its proper and legi

timate place in the world ol industry.

Every thought involves its contradiction,

bo does every fact. This is by virtue of I he

incessant etf'ort ol nature to produce equi

librium,;, i., a balance in the order of things.

A thesis is not destroyed by its antithesis,

but is either affirmed or denied by a chain

of reasoning on the two contradictories, or

on a series of contradictories which the

primary thesis involves. Thus our capital

istic system of industry, a thesis, involves

its antithesis, the proletariat. Capitalism,

so-called, is an economic contradiction, an

anomaly; the proletariat, its antithesis, is.

likewise an economic contradiction, an an

omaly.

A thesis is not negatived by its antithesis,

but the contrary is true, for the latter adds
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tii the content of the former and emphasizes

it. But the thesis, by absorbing itsantithe-

-i- and adding to its content, admits within

itself the germ of disorganization which

ultimately destroys both.

If we reflect a moment on this phase of

nature's operations we shall soon be con-

\ incedof the utter futility of efforts tending

to eliminate proletariatism and pauperism,

.slid, at the same time, retaining capitalism.

Our present economists are striving to op-

irate a miracle. Were their field of labor

in the mystic realm, they might hope for

■success, but in the realm of science and

n-aliem they are doomed to disappointment

and ignominy. The sooner we dismiss

•Ireanis and deal with realities the better

!nr as all. capitalists as well as toilers. La-

lior cannot be adjusted to capitalism; it

must he adjusted to itself, i. <\,be itself.

Labor is one of the greatest principles in

the human economy; it is the preserver of

life, the creator of ideas, and the perfector

• if the intelligence. It has been said, and

with reason, that the idea ix born of the action,

and not the converse, as was held by the

mlherentsof absolutism in religion and poli

tics. Civilization is born of industry; phi

losophy is born of labor. Object lessons in

kindergartens develop ideas in the child,

«here the old routine system of committing

rules to memory failed to evoke a single

-park of knowledge. Tools are used as em-

Mems and allegories of the profoundest

principles of nature by mystic societies ami

educational fraternities. Tools are analyti

cal in their teachings and in their opera

tions; labor is the process bv which man is

preserved and achieved. The latest divin

ity devised by man is a great "architect,

wielding all the instruments of labor. Thus

labor has been deified. Now, let us human

ize that Deity.

OHTJROHES AND WAGE EARNERS.

BY W. A. ENOARDE.

A late number of an English magazine

mntains an excellent paper by the popular

•;n<\ talented Professor W. Gordon Blaikie,

•>n "The Relation of the Church to Social

t/nesttons," in which he presents a few com

mendable remarks on the subject of wages

mul strikes, anil these allusions are especi

ally applicable and appropriate to the labor

"itiiation in the United States at the present

lime, and all working men should carefully

peruse ami digest them.

Admitting, as Professor Klaikie does, that

ilit proportion of profit which bread win

ners receive in the form of wages is small,

and that they merely exercise an entire

legal right when they refuse to work for

insufficient compensation, he yet comes to

the conclusion that it is very unreasonable

to expert that the churches and clergy

should intermeddle when the workiugmen

are compelled to institute strikes in order

to secure due and proper recognition of

their claims. He does so on the ground

that the churches and clergymen are not

competent to decide when an aggressive

movement is or is not warranted. That

declaration of inability on the part of the

churches and ministers might, possibly, be

accepted, were it not the case that too fre

quently the influence and resources of the

churches and pastors are thrown adversely

in the scales against the workmen in their

struggles with employers. This is especial

ly so in connection with cases where cor

porations are concerned. The churches

were established as a bulwark against the

perpetuation of injustice in any and every

form. That they have not proved them

selves so is strongly evident to every one

who has given the least attention to their

Cast history. Within, they have always

een prone to give seats in the synagogue

to the wealthy amongst their members. To

the world outside their deference has only

been displayed toward those who possessed

the greatest wealth. Those men who have

reduced the wages of their poorly paid and

suffering workmen and workwomen, and

then made a substantial donation to the

church to ease their consciences have been

eloquently eulogized.

This deference to Mr. Moneybags lias

been the main and dominant reason why

the Christian church has made so little pro

gress in the work committed to its care.

Xor will it ever be able to leaven the com

munity with the spirit of its founder until

it returns to the just and true principle of

the gospel, which is reverence for inner

character and not for outward circumstance.

Complaint is frequently made that working

people are forsaking the churches. That

this is, to some extent, true, we may admit.

But who is to blame? Let it not be sup-

Eosed that the absence of the hard working,

onest and deserving wage workers from

the churches is an evidence of growing irre-

ligiousness on their part. That is not so.

The chief and indisputable reason is to be

discovered in the lack of interest shown by

the churches in all that concerns the social

and material wellbeing and advancement

of the working classes. In the early cen

turies of the church's' history there was a

glow of enthusiasm of humanity which iB

now absolutely and entirely absent. When

that is again restored the church will emerge

from the cloud of indifference which now

overshadows it, and will enter upon a new

career of conquest. Let it accept and act

upon the motto of the Roman pagan :

" Nothing that interests man is foreign to

me."

If the church is to fulfill its proper mis

sion it can do nothing less. The church is
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the symbol of universal brotherhood, ami

its bounden, sacred dutv is to protect all

oppressed brethren. When it leaves that

undone, no matter under what pretense, it

is unworthy of that respect to which it

would otherwise be entitled. We sincerely

long to see the church assume its true and

elevating position as the messenger of peace

and good will among (iod's people. But

before it can do that it must hurl aside all

those entangling chains of gold by which

it has permitted itself to lie ensnared and

fettered by Dives and his designing, un

scrupulous and grasping brethren.

WHY ABE MEN IDLE AND STABVING?

IIY \V. II. STt'ABT.

To answer this question intelligently, it

\.ill be necessary to examine briefly the

conditions under which wealth is now pro

duced.

The starting point of the socialist theory

is the proposition introduced into the sci

ence of political economy by Adam Smith,

that wealth, economically considered, is the

product of labor exclusively, and costs noth

ing but labor. This theory was endorsed

and more firmly developed and established

by Kicardo. and upon this base, succeeding

economists, as Sisinondi. Kodbertus. I'roud-

hou, Lassalle and Karl Marx, have suc

cessively demonstrated that our present

industrial system is based on the robbery of

the producer.

If, then, it is admitted that wealth is the

product of labor alone, the logical deduc

tion follows that the actual producers have

in justice and equity a just claim to the

total product, lint as under our svstems of

minute sub-division of labor, under which

many co-operate in the production of one

commodity, it is technically impossible that

each laborer should receive his product in

tnitiini. there must, therefore, be substituted

for the claim for the whole product the

claim lor the whole value of the product.

This natural and equitable claim is not

recognized under our present industrial and

social system. The laborer of to-day re

ceives only a part of the product in the

shape of wages, while the remainder and

major portion Hows as "surplus-value,"

i. »-., rent, interest and profits, into the

pockets of the owners of land and capital.

]5oth rent of land and interest represent

an income obtained without personal ex

ertion, solely by virtue of possession.

It must, however, be understood that by

"labor" is meant all exertion, whether

mental or physical, that is necessary for the

production of wealth. More unnecessary

exertion would not be considered "socially

necessary labor." Kor instance, the busi

ness of a burglar requires both mental and

physical exertion, it is also a dangerous oc

cupation, they are frequently shot at. and

sometimes captured, yet, they are not la

borers in the socialist meaning of the term.

Then there is the business of wrecking

railroads, it requires ability of a high order,

superior shrewdness, cunning and fiiinew.

The road to be wrecked has its stock de

pressed by skillful stork manipulations, ami

combinations against its business, then,

when the stock has been sufficiently de

pressed, and the small holders of stock

frozen out, the stock is bought up and in

flated by means ol" a process known as

"watering." 1'nder our present industrial

system such ability is highly rewarded, one

man having made in a few years fifty millions

of dollars, a sum equal to the salaries of

our presidents lor a thousand years. Yet

this kind of exertion would not come under

the socialist definition of " labor." Like

the labor of the burglar it merely consist.-

in appropriating wealth already created by-

others. So. also, the business of "corner

ing" products, requiring great "nerve" and

capital.

And then land grabbing, which requires

excellent judgment and foresight, and a

thorough acquaintance with the natural

trend of business, and of localities likely to

become valuable by increase ol population.

The mental exertion required in this busi

ness is so great that unsuccessful operators-

have been known to have taken their live*.

owing to disappointment over the failure of

their schemes. Yet. again, this would not

be considered "labor" from the socialist

point of view. I5y none of those means

has a particle of wealth been created. It

has merely been appropriated by non-

producers! and by means as morally inde

fensible as that employed by the burglar.

The labor of a million such parasites woubl

not produce as much wealth in a year as

that produced by, say a locomotive fireman,

in one day.

And yet. on the other hand, the socialist

would consider the man who wrote a useful

book, or an inspiring poem, or composed a

svinphony. or a drama. or who does any

thing to instruct, or amuse, or to elevate

taste, morals or intelligence, a laborer, and

" wotthy of his hire."

I trust I have now made clear the socialist

definition of labor, and laborer. The wealth

of those societies in which the capitalist

mode of production pievails presents itself

as an immense accumulation of commodi

ties. Therefore, as under the wasre-systeui

the laborer receives as wages only part of

the product, he is unable to buy back what

he produces. For instance, it is estimated

that the product ol every adult male of

this country is worth ten dollars, but the

landlord, the profit-monger, and a host of

unnecessary middlemen and parasites have

to be supported out of the ten dollars so
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that the (-hare thnt tin- actual producer re-

reives is only sufficient for a bare subsist

ence.

It is evident, therefore, Unit under this

svsteni of unjust and unequal distribution,

commodities arc continually accumulating

in the hands of the capitalist, or non-pro

ducing classes, who are, of course, anxious

to dispose 01 t hem. For this purpose all

commercial nations arc engaged in a per-

]>eni!il struggle in the endeavor to dispose

"1 their surplus products and commodities.

Nearly all wars are the result of this en

deavor to extend trade, and jealousy of

• rivals having the same object in view. It

was lor this purpose that Kngland con

quered India, and forced, at the cannon's

mouth, her trade on ( 'hina. and it is for this

purpose that the leading Kuropean nations

are now engaged in dividing up Africa and

massacring its unfortunate inhabitants;

this is why we want Hawaii, to rob the na

tives of their land and reduce them to wage-

slavery. They can now live on bread-fruit

and bananas without much exertion on

their part, bu* when we gobble up the land

we will make them work ten or more hours

for the same bread-fruit and bananas.

' i reut scheme! Won't that be cheap labor!

Ml done in the interests of Christianity

,<tiil civilization ?

Hill to return to our laborers. Why are

they iorced to produce under such condi

tions of injustice and robbery? We have

l.efcirc explained that under our present

systems of private property in the means of

production land and capital- thelaboreris

divorced from all means by which he can

make his labor effective, so that we have

to-day in our country two distinct classes ;

uric of capitalists who possess nearly all the

natural sources of subsistence; all the ma

chinery, factories, railroads, telegraphs,

telephones, the medium of exchange, in a

word, all valuable land and capital, and

everything that is necessary to carry on the

L'tvat work of production ami distribution.

uti the other band, the wage workers, com-

puping the great bulk of the population,

the members of which are disinherited,

without the meaos of obtaining an inde

pendent living, cut oil' from all the natural

Kiurces of subsistence and culture.

Tnder this system of private capital and

"juipetition we are all engaged in a fierce

;ind bitter struggle for the possession of

'liaise means which are alike necessary for

'he sustenance of all. Those who have de

veloped the most sagacity, cunning and

uiwcrupuloMsness ; in whom the truly hu

man instincts are the least active, and" who

take the most delight in this scramble,

euphemistically called "business," are the

■ •ties who come to "the top" and Bucceed

in crushing and overpowering those who

have little or no fighting experience, and

having thus gained the advantage over their

weaker brothers, they undertake to make

the latter their slaves for all time. Having

obtained the mastery over their fellows in

this way. and holding as they do all the

material resources in their possession, they

hire sycophants to teach their ignorant

slaves how important it is " that the poor

should be contented and the rich secure "-■

in their plunder. That the interests of

capital and labor are identical, which is

true, but by "capital and labor" thev

mean " capitalists and laborers," in which

they are liars and the truth is not in them.

To amuse the laborers and k^ep them from

examining the real methods by which they

are plundered they subsidize speakers and

the press to bowl about " free trade,"

" protection," " free coinage of silver," and

other catch-penny phrases to distract the

attention of their dupes. < )ther well-mean

ing men waste their time in denouncing

our financial system, urging that contrac

tion of the currency and inllation in the

value of gold is the cause of all our trouble,

but even admitting our financial system to

be rotten, this is not the real reason of the

poverty of the masses ; the reason is to be

found deeper, it is in the fact that labor

receives back only part of what it produces,

and as long as this robbery continues the,

best financial system that the wit of man

could devise would not prevent the con

tinual How of wealth into the coffers of the

capitalists. The man without capital would

still be forced to work for a suhsistem e,

whether his nominal wages would be fifty

cents, or five dollars per day.

Owing to the continual introduction of

labor-saving machinery into productive pro

cesses, we have now reach* 1 a stage where

even during prosperous times it is impossi

ble to furnish all work, so that for the past

five years we have had on an average a

million of idle men, ami lately, more than

twice that number. Now the point 1 want

to distinctly impress on the reader is, that

never again, while the competitive system

lasts, will all willing workers be able to find

employment. <>ur industrial system is

breaking down. .Men are becoming super

fluous and unnecessary ; we are no longer

receiving skilled laborers from other coun

tries ; American wages are rapidly sinking

to the level of Kuropean countries. Only

the unskilled and common laborer is emi

grating to this country, and even now,

Italians are returning to their native land,

preferring to starve among their own kin

dred.

Kvery new invention of labor-saving ma

chinery is throwing workmen out of em

ployment, and making labor more uncer

tain and precarious. Is, then, machinery

a curse to the wage-earner '.' I "nder present

conditions—ves. Let me illustrate. A man
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owns a factory and employs one hundred

men, he introduces a machine that will do

the work of ten men, he accordingly dis

charges ten men, one or two of these men

may get employment making the new ma

chines, the other eight or nine will form an

industrial reserve from which the employer

fan draw in case he lowers the wages of his

ninety other employes. But if the men

are united in a strong union they may suc

ceed in keeping wages up by allowing the

idle men half wages while they are idle.

Hut suppose another machine is introduced

that displaces ten other men, we have now,

say, 15 per cent, of the men idle, result:

competition for work grows fiercer, the

union breaks up ; the employer lowers the

wages, if the men strike tlie " scabs " take

their places. But under such conditions

there will not likely be a strike, the men

will submit, as Carnegie's men are now

doing, although up to a year ago the

"Amalgamated Iron Workers" was the

strongest labor organization in America.

The day of the strike is over. See the

complete failure of the Lehigh Valley men,

although they stuck together like heroes,

over one thousand of the old employes now

are idle.

Is, then, machinery,perne, a curse to labor?

No, under a better industrial system it

would be a blessing. Take the case of the

factory employing a hundred men. Under

the co-operative system each man would

be an equal owner in the factory. How

would the introduction of a machine doing

the work of ten men effect them ? It would

enable them to produce 10 per cent, more

than formerly with the same amount of

labor, or, their hours of labor could be re

duced 10 per dent, and still do as much

work as formerly. Under the capitalist

system all the improvements in the pro

ductiveness of labor effected by labor-saving

machinery inures to the benefit of the

capitalist exclusively, while enabling him

to reduce the laborer to a lower standard of

living. AVhile under socialism, every labor-

saving device would not only serve to in

crease the general wealth, but the wealth of

every individual worker. It would increase

leisure; work, instead ot being a hated toil,

would be a pleasure which none would seek

to avoid.

Reader! is it now clear to vou why in a

country like ours, of unbounded resources,

that men are idle and starving, and that

there is no future to which we can look with

confidence, as long as our present unjust

industrial conditions remain unchanged.

Will you do anything to change those con

ditions for the better? or will you continue

in the old rut of apathy, indifference and

ignorance, until perhaps goaded to despera

tion you set the laws that you helped to

make, or at least tacitly assented to, at defi

ance, and be perhaps shot down by another

wage-worker as ignorant as yourself. For

don't be deceived, a man who has not the

intelligence to use his ballot right, cannot

be depended upon to shoot right. Remem

ber that among the militia that were called

out to overawe the Homestead strikers

were a regiment of iron-workers who, while

in full sympathy with their brother work

ers, declared they would "shoot to kill" if

necessary! and why should'nt they, indeed '.'

We are living under a competitive system.

The system of " free contract," a system in

which the employer is under no compul

sion, either legal or moral, to pay one man

more than another is willing to work for.

Labor under our present system is a com

modity and has its prices like raw material.

In reality labor produces all wealth, but

has itself no value, and under proper in

dustrial conditions it would be as meaning

less to talk of the "value of labor" as to

talk of the value of the earth. Now. if you

are satisfied with those conditions, you have

no right to quarrel with the laws that are

made to enforce them. If you are ground

to the earth, don't repine, if you have to

starve, do it peaceably and quietly, and

don't curse the laws and conditions that

you have helped to sustain, and that yon

were too ignorant or indifferent to to protest

against, as long as you yourself were not

pinched.

But if you are dissatisfied with capital

ism, and the wage system, and its inevitable

degradation, or if you at least desire to leave

your children a heritage better than that

you were born into, come out boldly and

intelligently on the side of those who are

trying to make this a world where justice,

humanity and human brotherhood would

triumph and prevail.

Mr. Geo. V. Ward show- in the February

Maoazi.ne that the vote* of the railroad

men alone, if intelligently cast, would have

elected a judge of the supreme court, in

Nebraska, at the late election, but instead,

a judge backed by the railroad interests

was elected !

The man who is too indifferent to vote in

the interest of his class, and against op

pression and injustice, is a traitor, and

should lie held in contempt. I tell you.

men, the economic question is the hre:ul

and butter question. Every hour devoted

to intelligent examination and discussion

of those questions is worth more to you

than a day's pay. Nor is there any excuse

for ignorance on these questions. Any

fairly intelligent worker with nn earnest

desire to learn can do so easily. Subscribe

to the papers and magazines devoted to the

interests of your organizations, and of labor

generally. Having subscribed for them,

read them. Many of you firemen never

tear the wrapper froni your magazines;
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now don't deny it, because some of vour

mothers and sisters and landladies have

told me so more than once. Don't be dis

tracted by the demands and arguments of

tbe petty bourgeoisie, who are trying to

maintain an existence against the assaults

ot the capitalists, and stdl continue to live

at your expense. Nor let yourselves be led

astray by the arguments of the college pro-

ieswors of political economy. They are

paid, or it is their interest to defend the

present system of exploitation. No pro

fessor of political economy could hold his

chair for a month in any American univer

sity who should teach socialism, and expose

the system of industrial robbery by which

iiis patrons are enabled to endow colleges

and universities.

Nor do I think it should be difficult for

t be average workman to decide whether it

would be better for him and his children,

that the land of this country should be the

property of a few capitalists who could

levy a tribute for its use, that would keep

you and your children slaves forever. Or,

that the people should own it jointly to be

administered for the benefit of the living.

Nor should it be difficult to decide whether

it would be better that the transportation

interests of this country should he in the

hands of a few private capitalists to be

managed in their interests and for their ex

clusive profit ; or, that the people them

selves should own and operate the means

cl transportation in their own interests

exclusively. Or, whether it would be better

that one man should own a factory employ

ing, sav one thousand men, paving them

one dollar per day each, and making $1,000

profit per day himself, or that the 1,000

men should own the factorv jointly, and di

vide the product equitablv among them

selves. Or whether, filially, it would be

better for us to continue our present capi

talist system, by which a few control all trie

means and instruments for the production

of wealth, and are thus enabled to confis

cate all surplus wealth over tbe bare cost of

tbe subsistence of the actual producers; or,

that those means of production should be

used for the benefit of all.

It seems to me there is no room for choice

t«. the intelligent workman. As a prelimin

ary measure, however, every railroad man

should join the American Railway Union.

Not until the men are so thoroughly united

that they can stop every wheel on every

road from Maine to California can they ex

pect to succeed. In your organization caste

should be abolished. The interests of even-

workman is identical; their enemies are the

same. Then when you are so organized, and

then fail, it will compel the government in

self-defense to step in and assume control

and ownership of the roads. This, in my

judgment, will be inevitably the final out

come and solution of the question, and that

before many vears have passed.

* •
Under the caption " Some Consequences

of Socialism," Mr. W. P. Borland, in the

February Maoazine, is generous enough to

admit that the theory of socialism " is in

deed a noble one," but fearing that this ad

mission might unduly elate us, he proceeds

to raise, a la Middleton, the gaunt spectre

of religious persecution as a necessary, or at

least a possible result of the adoption of so

cialism. To both of my critics the doctrine

of total depravity is something to believe in

and cling to. In ages oi ignorance and

fanaticism, men persecuted those who dif

fered from them in religion, eryo, while hu

manity exists, human nature under all con

ditions will remain the same. The logic is

weak, and my critic's pessimism discredited

by experience.

There is no more reason why religious

persecution should obtain under socialism

in America than it does at present; on the

contrary, there are many reasons that could

be urged why it would he less likely under

a social democracy. He admits that " mod

ern socialism is truly a purely economic

movement," and then somewhat inconsist

ently asks " it the frankly materialistic ones

are not the only real logical socialists," and

quotes "The Religion of Socialism" in sup

port of that view. This book, he asserts, is

much better authority on the subject than

I am. Let me assure Mr. Borland that he is

mistaken. ''The Religion of Socialism" is

a clever book, by a clever author, but it is

not a classic on that subject, for the reason

that the title of the book is a misnomer.

There is no "religion of socialism," any

more than there is a religion of chemistry,

or physics, or of the differential calculus.

There is a morality, and a humanity of so

cialism, but no religion of socialism. Social

ism is concerned solely with this earth and

its inhabitants; of the political economy of

the skies it knows nothing, and has no theory

on the subject.

All the difference between the " frankly

materialistic," and the Christian socialists,

is that the latter claim that socialism is

merely applied Christianity : that the pre

cepts of the New Testament, if carried out,

would evolve in socialism, and they call

Christ the "first socialist." The material

ists demur to this, they point to the fact

that slaves and their masters have been at

tached to each other with an undying affec

tion, yet without any sense on either side

of injustice in their reciprocal relations.

The Rev. W. I). P. Bliss, an orthodox

Christian, and an authority on socialism,

says: " I am a socialist because I am a fol

lower of Jesus Christ, and a Christian, be

cause I am a believer in Karl Marx." Mr.

Bliss is quite as good authority on the sub
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ject as Mr. Bax. Mr. Borland, however,

appears to tliink that if the liax men are in

a majority in the socialist state-, that they

will make Mr. Bliss recant his belief, that

the ethics of socialism and Christianity are

identical, or burn him at the stake, or at

least expatiate him. The subject is really

not worth discussing seriously. It is merely

an effort to apply the oil in hi Otmlogkuin to

socialism.

Mr. Norland concludes his article by " pointing out

a fallacious assumption of Mr. Stuart's, . . al

though our government is theoretically one of the

majority, practically it is not so. and when Mr. Stuart

makes the 'assumption that he does with respect to

our government, lie displays as complete an ignorance

of the canons of criticism a* that ot which he accuses

Mr. Middleton." To which I reply, first, that the

"canons of criticism" have nothing to do with the

matter, it is a mere question of fact. Secondly, in

making the assertion he was quite as captious and

probably less sincere than when he raised the relig

ious question. I assert, on the contrary, that not only

theoretically, but practically, the majority rule in

this country. 11 Mr. Borland replies that the multi

tude merely follow a few leaders, and that practically

a minority rule. I reply: that fact does not vitiate

my statement, it is still the majority of votes that

counts. There is not a law desired by a decided ma

jority of the American people that could not be

enacted and put in force within six months. That

so much vicious legislation is enacted is not because

the majority does not rule, but because the majority

is economically ignorant, and consequently apathetic

and indifferent. The power, however, rests with the

people all the same, as the changes in the electoral

rule within lite last two years clearly prove.

Mr. norland is quite as well aware of this fact as I

am. In an article in the T imitirtlt t'tnturtj. of Janu

ary 11th. he says: "Why, if there was any such

universal awakening among the masses as many re

formers assume to be the case, our present economic

conditions would not endure for a month. We should

certainly have a rearrangement of our social system

or a bloody revolution within that space of time* . . .

They are apathetic, indifferent, they want no change

in the existing social status, because they are utterly

unable to conceive of any different state of thing's

than the present as a possibilitf.''

Mr. Borland has stated the case accu

rately, it is not because the majority do not

govern, both practically and theoretically,

that they do not change present conditions,

l>ut because they don't want to. When

they want to, and are in earnest about it,

the conditions will change quick enough,

and here I would like to answer Mr. Bor

land's query, why, in view of the admitted

apathy and indifference of the masses, " in

telligent socialists predict the coming of

the co-operative commonwealth within the

space of a dozen years." Socialists do not,

for a moment, suppose that so great achange

in our industrial system will lie effected

solely as the result of their propaganda.

Mr. Borland, however, should take into

consideration the forces that are working in

our favor. See the object lessons the trusts

are in—showing the ease and economy with

which large businesses can be managed.

The elimination of competition renders the

control of those large aggregations of capi

tal a matter of a few simple rules. Then

think how insignificant our efforts are in

making socialists compared with the splen

did work done by Hoekefeller, Vanderbilt,

Whitney, the Standard Oil Co., it i<l ij.hi'ik

muni: AVhile we are appealing to the

brains and intelligences of the workers,

those gentlemen, our auxiliaries, are con

verting them through their stomachs.

Those we fail to reach one way we will in

sure to the other. The evolution and ten

dency of industrial conditions are inevitably

forcing us to socialism as an alterative from

starvation, or a bloody revolution. Even

that astute apostle of 'individualism—Her

bert Spencer, predicts the "corning slaver v,"

as he is pleased to term it. The capitalist

system is rapidly breaking down over the

whole world, and I shall be greatlv sur

prised, as well as disappointed, if it lasts a

dozen years longer.

Mr. Borland concludes his criticism, in the

February Maoazine, with the statement

that:

Hut even in theory the majority has now no power

to decide, absolutely, what the people shall eat, drink

or we«r. while under socialism they unquestionahly

vvould have such power: and the question up for

discussion is, would it be iu the interests of humanity

to give such an extension to the principle of majority

rule as social democracy (ochlocracy i requires?

To which I reply, that under our present

political system the power of the majority

is absolute. The majority, providing it is

strong enough to enforce its action, can n< >w

absolutely prescribe what the people shall

eat, drink and wear, and what religion shall

prevail. No extension of the power of tlie

majority is contemplated, or would be pos

sible under a socialist regime. All devices

and checks against hasty legislation that

now obtains would be retained under social

democracy. 1 know of no class of people

who would be more likely to guard their

individual freedom than socialists. Nostn-b.

interference with freedom ot action as imv

obtains would or will be permitted in the co

operative commonwealtti. So that Mr. Bur-

land's somewhat querulous query, " Would

it be in the interest of humanity to give

such an extension to the principle of ma

jority rule?'' is as unmeaning as it is un

necessary. Cnless Mr. Borland can explain

why the majority, having now the power,

fail to use it in the manner referred to, and

why they will ilo it under the admittedly

better social anil material conditions that

will prevail under socialism; he should

frankly admit that he has been raising bug

bears to frighten the timid and ignorant. It

is barely possible that he has underesti

mated the intelligence of his fellow work

men. (Jitirn k'iIii .' ed *J

In the March, istcj, number of the M\«..v-

zine, Mr. Middleton dosed his first article

with the statement that:

1 know of bin one panacea for social ills, and that

is the elimination of ignorant selfishness and un>i ru

unions urecd in the indhidmil. Without the moral

Intellectual elevation of the individual, the most per
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(«i farm of government might prove the worst form

k( exploitation arid ruin.

It would appear that a year's defense of

the dingle tax method of exploitation has

not raised his opinion of the value of eco

nomic changes as a "panacea for social

ills:" on the contrary, his conviction that

moral improvement is the basis upon which

humanity must principally rely for any bet-

terment of "social ills ' is strengthened and

confirmed, for in the December Magazine

lu' declares:

That suite will be reached only when the polrten

nilcslmll be tlie euidiii)! principle of all intelligent

mirkcm. When that Mini] be. then nations also will

l« controlled by the same principle, ami not till then.

T he individuals i-nmfKv* the nation, an<l the nstion

renin* !»<■ Ion* above the average moral standard of

Hi.- Individual* that compose it. ._ji _

"Mrtbinks I have heard something like

lliis before. "First make men individually

itiiod, then justice will prevail and all in

justice will cease," is the universal cry of

the canting hypocrites and Philistines as

an excuse tor them to continue the present

system of exploitation and robbery. To

such sanctimonious snivellers all efforts to

improve our material and social conditions

are futile. Its "a' a muddle," and there is

no use in human efforts; better leave it in

Hie hands of the Lord, who, in I lis own

good time, and His own way, will bring all

tilings right, if not in this world, then in

the next world, without an amen. This is

I lie parrot cry heard from a thousand pul

pits by men who have either not the brains

and inclinations to help make this world fit

tn live in, instead of fitting us for another

world, or who think it is wicked to try to

improve humanity by mere earthly meas

ures.

Yet. there is no fact in sociology more

vientificallv established than that no im

provement in moral or intellectual condi

tions can be effected among those who are

in the grasp of continual poverty. Xo men

tal or moral improvement can T>e effected

in a man with an empty stomach. Material

improvement must precede moral or intel

lectual Man is a creature of circumstances.

It is even-where admitted that vice, crime,

'■nitality. are the direct result of environ

ment, and that with every improvement in

the. environment crime will decrease.

In the tenement districts of New York

lily it is possible to predict the small per

■ entage of the children that are brought up

tinder such conditions that will become re

spectable members of society. Remove the

children from such conditions before they

have become contaminated, into better en

vironment and it w possible to completely

change the ratio so that it will be the small

percentage, who will turn out bad.

Forty years ago an earnest Christian

commenced work among the slums of Eng-

lish towns for the purpose of saving souls

for Christ. He started with the idea that a

soul once "soundly saved" would likely

remain saved regardless of earthlv condi

tions ; that, indeed, salvation would so fill

his whole soul that he would consider

earthly things as dross in comparison with

the everlasting joys in store for him when

this wicked and fleeting life was ended.

After forty years of experience among

the poverty-stricken "submerged tenth'1

of England, General Booth has written a

book—"Darkest England," in which he

states after an experience greater than any

other man on earth, that no moral or spir

itual improvement can be expected of a

man unless he is permanently raised out of

a state of continual poverty. A man's

material wants must first be attended to

before any appeals can be made to his

moral nature, and not only so, but any im

provement in his moral nature, to be perma

nent, must be accompanied by better and

continuous material conditions.

So that for the mere purpose of saving

souls. General Booth has been compelled to

appeal for help, to put into practice an im

mense project forgiving employment to the

outcasts of London and other cities. He is

not a philanthropist, or a humanitarian in

the ordinary sense of the terms. He merely

wants to save souls. It poverty would help

him in that effort, he would gladly abandon

his social schemes, and devoutly pray the

Almighty to bless us with poverty, but he

has been literally compelled, as a condition

precedent to the saving of men's souls, to

adopt measures to permanently save their

bodies.

A withering indictment of present indus

trial and social conditions is, that the ambi

tion of General Booth is to raise the condi

tion of the lowest orders of English society

up to the level of comfort of the London

cab horse! Think of it, one-tenth of the

population of I-ondon whoee condition in

regard to food and shelter are below that of

the London cab horse.

General Booth's experience has furnished

an unanswerable argument to every re

former who is trying to improve humanity

by purely secular anil economic changes in

our present industrial and social conditions.

Our competitive system puts a premium on

dishonesty, self assertion, cunning and un-

scrupulousness. The possessors of thede

qualities are the "fittest" to "survive"

under present conditions. Let us substitute

for this system one of human brotherhood;

of fraternal co-operation, in a word—the

social democratic state.

The public debt of the United States is

authoritatively slated at Sl,;iS,S,4t}4,144 La

bor can look at the figures and remember, if

the debt is ever paid, it will be by working-

men out of their earnings. »
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AN INTERRUPTED LOVE PLIGHT.

A Manx Start/.

BY FRANK A. MYKKS.

Isle of Man! O, yes, I know a great ileal

about it, for I was born there, and lived for

over thirty years in that delightful land.

When 1 came to America, forty years ago—

that is a long, long time— 1 spoke very poor

Knglish, and my life has been a very hard

working one, so that I've had few oppor

tunities for learning the language and its

literature as I would like. But I know

much about the customs, the legends, the

;renii, and the romances of that proud little

world in the Irish sea.

Just a word about the Isle, then I'll tell

you a romance. I will not say it is mine,

hut I know a good deal about it.

This beautiful little world is twenty-six

miles from England, sixteen from Scotland

and twenty-seven from Ireland. A ridge of

mountains traverses the whole length of

the Isle and terminates in Mt. Sneafield,

",004 feethigh, from thesummitof whichean

In- obtained a panoramic view of the Island

and England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

To think of a little kingdom of over 50,000

people all dwelling on an area of 227 square

miles, and blessed with every variety of

scenery, and pursuing every pleasure that

belongs to mankind elsewhere on this big,

round ball. This teeming, populous land

is only eleven miles wide and thirty-one

miles long, but its men, in my day there,

spent their lives principally on the sea in

the herring fishery business. Its capital is

Castletown, at the southern end of the

Island, and its principal cities are Douglas,

IVel and Ramsey. It has a delightful cli

mate, but on account of the gulf stream its

sun is almost always obscured bv impen-

itrable fogs and clouds. The Island was

originally peopled by the Manx, a Celtic

tribe, whose language, a sub-dialect of the

< iielic, or Celtic, forming one branch of the

Krse and Irish, is still spoken in parts of

the Isle. Their speech is much like the

Welsh.

It is a little kingdom, 1 might say, by

itself, having all the beauties and glories of

nature and all the manly independence and

sturdy good sense that belong to a race of

line physical beings. Look at me now, even

in my old age. When 1 straighten up I'm

six feet six in my stocking feet, and I'm a

fair sample of the Manx race, and a pure

lineal descendant of that early, hardy peo

ple.

Knowest thou that Kreen spot, 'mid the billows of

ocean.

Whoso valleys are wllil. ami whose mountains are

bnre :

I ve.r shrin'd in iny heart's deep, undying devotion.

The lonely lov'd mist gem oi Mankin Mae 1/Oirr1

Ki.owest thou where Holm reel's proud ruins rise

hoary,

Where the ghosts of Hie princely at dead midnight

mourn ?

Knowoet Hum where Kushen still (rowneth lu glor)

Hast thou heard where the death-ahot laid Ion

llllam Hhiiane?

Knowest thou the spot when' the rose and the thittli

The leek and the shamrock are lovlily bent;

Where shrill on the hills i* the hollow wind's whlatli

Where the fairies by moonlight dunce over UV

iM'Ut?

Well, now—I suppose that is the way to

begin a true tale—a little portion of the

early life of John Ramsey will be a page

torn out of the history of the Manx people

an epitome of all that they are anil do— 1

mean socially. Look at me and you will

see a fellow about like John; tall, athletic

strong, spirited, bold, a good runner, a good

swimmer, and shapely anil of the manly

weight of about 180 pounds. Many sav

him catch a sheep by outrunning it, so

swift was he on foot." The beauty of his

manly face was a strength to the beholder,

and of course all the girls—it is their way,

you know fell in love with him. Indeed,

an Aaron Burr in his general makeup, they

very naturally fell in love with him, and'l

never blamed' them. But the close circum

stances of life, 1 might say, drove him to n

sea life, and he became a fisherman at fif

teen. Every Saturday he was on the Isle

to spend Sunday, and then was when he

did his courting.

No one ever got a better recommendation

from his parish forgood behavior than John

Ramsey, and he was always beloved lor his

religious benevolence and broad, human in

telligence. He was at sea fifteen years, and

in that time he had many adventures. You

have never been overboard at sea, have you''

No. Well, you don't want to be, I can tell

you. John was overboard once, when the

sea was surging like a monstrous boilitic

cauldron of his Satanic majesty, and he

floundered in this "measureless expanse''

for fifteen minutes, an age to him then, anil

had he not caught in the nets and been

nulled in by his mates he would have been

lost, lost in this "image of eternity" in its

ever changing aspect of "breeze, or calm,

or storm." The last seven years of his sen

life he was captain of a vessel, and while

he was captain the boat never made better

runs, and not a man was lost. That was u

proud record.

Farmer William Kian lived a mile up the

river from Douglas. The road was elegantb

macadamized from Douglas to Peel, across

this lovely and scenic Isle, and Farmer Kiai-

lived on this road, in the midstof the beau

tiful river scenery. He had a lovely young

daughter, Ellen, with cheeks as sweet as

the sun-blushed peach, and a disposition a*

pure and modest as the rose that embraces

the sun's bright rays.

( )ne Sunday, just after church, John Hanv

sey made her acquaintance in an accidental

way, and that led to further communication

between the two. A small thing sometimes
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hinds youDg. unlettered hearts for life. It

nil happened this way. .lust us Ellen was

lilxmt to enter her carriage after service, to

drive home with her parents, who were al

ready seate<i in the vehicle ami waiting for

her to step in, a son of a nobleman, admir

ing the lithe, shapely, airy, divinely beauti-

tiil maiden, stepped' up and bowing and

scraping in a simpering way, and making a

courtly obeisance to her, asked if he "might

lie permitted to hand her to her carriage."

Her foot was already on the step. John

Kaiiiscy. standing near, saw all this and

mailed inwardly at the fustian-like antics of

the serious- son of a nobleman. I'm not

•ure bat a visible smile also glimmered

ujmn his lips, which opened. We will say,

like a prvtty-by-uight alter the sun sets.

Kith Fintain. that was the name of this

•■•raping son of a nobleman, put out his

delicate while hand, that never knew the

j.iy of labor, and offered to take her hand

nod aid her to get into the carriage. Here

the impatient, restless pair of blacks dashed

•nildenlv forward, perhaps scorning such a

piece of buncome human flesh as that which

t bey saw approach Ellen, and hurled the

irirl to the ground with stunning force. As

was to be expected, Bith Fintain stood in

helpless pain and simply gazed at the pros

trate girl. But John Ramsey ran up quickly

and lifted her to her feet. Fintain gave

him a reproving look and knit his eyebrows

threateningly. The truth was. he felt the

reproof of John's manful act.

Kllen turned her lovely eyes upon her

helper, and said sweetly: "I owe you

many thanks."

In response to her John said: "I'm

eirry—are you hurt'.'"

"Oh, no, sir: but I 1 might have been,

but- "

The beautiful mercurial dappled blacks

Here checked within a rod, and John as

sisted her to the carriage, and she took the

oorasion to ask his name.

"John Kamsey," he answered.

" I hope to see you again, my friend, un-

il<r more favorable circumstances," and

away she sped behind those line horses.

From the peculiarly happy light on John's

face I should judge he was lifted up into the

seventh heaven of prospective and imagin

ary love. The ugly scowl on Bith Fintam's

fact! was a joyful proof of the significance

>if his triumph over him, and John walked

••arelessly awav, thinking more about the

airl than anything else in the world. All

that week, with every swash of the waves

4winst his fishing smack, he heard her

meet voice, and, dream i in; in his bunk at

night, he was assisting to her feet one of

Hie purest and loveliest maidens in the uni

verse. His rough mates twitted him all duy

limg about the beaming smile that turned

up the corners of his lips, and declared he

must have seen an augel last Sunday. With

unequivocal good humor John always re

sponded to their banters that he did ste

one.

The next Sunday night about nine o'clock

John stole softly into the yard of Farmer

Kian. It was the custom there for the

voung men to visit the young girls quite

late, and then not stay very long. These

visits were kept profoundly secret from the

girl's parents up to the time of the engage

ment, and 1 must say, for I know, that a

more honorable. anil respectable attitude to

ward each other never was practiced by any

other class of young people on (bid's green

footstool. There was no particular reason

for it that 1 know, save that it was the cus

tom of the Islanders, ami bad been prac

ticed by our parents and long before them.

A young lady, you may be assured, knew

pretty well who were acceptable to her par

ents and who were not, and it was not very

often, perhaps a little more frequently than

the appearance of comets but not very

much, that she willfully and utterly disre

garded their wishes. Now and then one of

Mother Eve's lovely daughters who permit

ted her untamed affections to carry her

away into by and forbidden paths would

consult her own feelings and, as it often

happened, her better interests, and thus

clandestinely meet her proscribed lover:

and sometimes taking the bit in her teeth,

would marry him. These buxom, lilting,

blithe, sweet Manx daughters knew what

the decorum of courtship was, and anv

young fellow who did not "walk the chalk''

of these common, unwritten laws was at

once most effectually ostracized and marked

off their acquaintance books. No apolo

gies, no sort of apologies, could amend boor-

ishness or impropriety. His reputation

was no less dependent on his conduct than

his chances of winning the heart and hand

of the fair damsel. Such a strict, ostraci

zing sentiment in this great land of ours 1

fear would get rather a cold shoulder. And

I do not say this in a bold, senseless way,

for 1 believe that America contains the

finest type of beautiful, modest and chaste

women ; I defy the world, not to beat them,

but to equal them. They are us pure as

Penelope, who undid her importunate suit

ors by her knitting, and like St. Pulcheria.

they are as eminent for nobility as worthy

of unqualified admiration.

Now, on this Sunday night, John, as 1 said,

stole softly into the yard of Farmer Kian,

not as a criminal hiding from justice, but

as a lover who would win Ellen, who, in his

fresh, young imagination, was the peer for

beauty and loveliness of any maiden who

ever trod the echoing chambers of some

ancient castle or hall, lie tossed a pebble

lightly against her window pane, a custom

to notify the awaiting beauty of the pres
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euee of her gallant knight, and in a moment

he had the unalloyed satisfaction of seeing

her window raised silently and a maidenly

form framed therein for a moment in ex

pectant hesitancy. It was but a black

shadow in the darkness, but the conscious

knowledge of who it was not only made

him rejoice but bow in worshipful adora

tion. You 6ee, not to open the window and

not to appearat all is a flat and peremptory

refusal to see the petitioner for an hour's

lete a tete with her. No wonder, then, that

John felt at the instant that the word Ram

sey had anew, and broader and more signifi

cant, character than iteverhad before. No

wonder he imagined the Isle of Man was the

centerof the universe. If beforehe thought

Ellen the most proper young lady in the

world, he now conceived she was as wise as

she was beautiful and charming. Bowing

her noble and queenly head through the

window near him, she whispered gentlv:

"Who?"

".lohn Ramsey."

Immedately turning, she walked away,

leaving the window open, which was not

only welcoming him in by an act that spoke

louder than words, but a silent admission

on his first call that if his purposes were

right he might not in vain lay siege to her

unpledged heart. The girls there scorn to

coquet and dally with numerous lovers.

They do not squander their sacred love on

one and another till they cannot count the

number, and finally bring to Ihe altar a

mere fragment of honest love for the one

they finally make choice of. They are not

omnivorous lovers. They pledge their plight

to a man whole- hearted.

The open window was soon darkened by

his strong form climbing in. Closing the

window the two were alone in the dark

chamber. A light, you see, might disclose

them to the young lady's parents. The

hazard in this regard made their meeting

all the more pleasant and memorable.

•She did not know whether to expect him

or not, she naively confessed in modest un

dertones, but she had ofien thought of him

since that awkward accident in Douglas last

Sunday. Hope sprang eternal in her breast

that she would see him again some time and

renew herthanks to him tor his gentlemanly

behavior on that occasion, and here this

opportunity was most benignly, as if an

angel had heard her sighs and brought her

wish to a happy reality, granted to her.

Witharatherstammering tongue, unused

to the felicities of speech prevalent in the

social circles, he declared he only did at

that time what he saw the emergencies de

manded, but that ever since then, he ac

knowledged, with humble frankness, he

could not but think that her gracious man

ner then, the outcropping of a sweet nature,

was a warrant for his call on this evening.

Then he began to tell her of his life on the

sen— it was his fad since he had become a

sea captain, which wa» a new and honora

ble experience to him—and before they

were aware of it the allotted hour- by cus

tom allotted—had passed away into unfor-

gelable sweet memories. They were now

well acquainted, and when he climbed out

the window and disappeared in the dark

ness it was well understood between them

that he would make regular Sundnv evening

calls.

The parents— it may seem strange to you

— did not ask their daughters who visited

them. They respected Ihe daughter's se

cret, and trusted her upon her honor. They

were not unhappy Paul Prys. Put if the

father could unravel the secret for himself,

he would do it more for a joke than a* a

personal gratification. Gifted w>th as much

honorable and investigating curiosity-

nothing of the itching kind—as fellow mor

tals can boast of elsewhere on the green

globe, thev took what they considered a fair

and sportive way of discovering the young

lady's secret. After a time—sufficient for

the lover to have made a path by his nu

merous comings had not so much space of

time between each call permitted the grass

to grow again—Farmer Kian decided he

would exercise a prescriptive right belong

ing to parents and turn the light of discov

ery on Ihe young man. So one night ac

hapless John, at the end of his sweet hour

with ble*t Ellen, climbed out of the win

dow to return home, he was not a little as

tounded to find a masculine hand reaching

out of the darkness for him. The patient-

tempered lady, standing at the window and

seeing the unexpected event, comprehended

what was in the wind, and boldlv cried out.

•'Run!"

John's wits were not dull, and he knew

the meaning of the grasp made a little

vaguely by reason of the night shades. By

a lithe and dexterous swaying of the body

he escaped the black arm that merely

brushed his simple frock coat, and t lie uext

moment he dashed away with all his speed,

leading Parmer Kian a splendid race across

the fields and hedges and goss. The farmer

was not a clumsy sprinter, and John's feat*'

in rapid leg motion were well known by his

friends, and the chase was a wry close one.

Here they went, hurry-skurrv, jumping and

leaping, flying right on, the one cln.se upon

the heels of the other. Spurred by tin-

glowing sense of keeping fair F.llen's secre t

inviolalile, John ran with a laughing lint

spurring heart, and Parmer Kian, feeling tin1

exulting pride the young man would bav

in the event of his escape, trebled his

effort* to capture him. An unsuccessful

joke is no juke at all. But with all heconld

do he could not overhaul him, "and after

wearing himself utterly out in his vain effort
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heat length gave over the chase and sat

ilown far Jrorn home to rest John disap

peared in the darkness. Farmer Elian's

purpose was to catch hiui and discover his

Identity. His hoary incognito should no

longer he a proud secret. Though lie did not

tell Ellen, yet she knew when the exhausted

ji*tcr returned from the race that her secret

was still her own, and she thanked John's

excellent running gears. The next day her

father was so stiff and overcome with his

unwonted exertions in the race that he

could not go to Peel, though he had some

important business there on that day. I

want to say now that he never again at

tempted to run Ellen's beau down to the

daylight of discovery. The next Sunday

evening John and Ellen had a big laugh

over the affair.

One night while sitting by their little

neat fire— peat is turf dug out of the bogs—

John proposed to Ellen, and after some lit

tle baiting and limping—a sort of fashion

among the ladies (I know no other reason

for it)—refusing to consent yet consented.

There are emotions of the human heart for

which words have not been coined, and

these sweet echoes of the divinity in him

be experienced for some time afterward.

These feelings, sweet and pure and deep

down in the heart, clog and grow heavy

when weighted down with imperfect words.

Kverv ethereal thought has not yet been

caught in the meshes of a word to be ut

tered by the lips, and therefore John, in his

limited vocabulary, was as happy as the

lover gifted with linguistic gymnastics, if

not happier.

That night as he went home he was

wrapped in a sensation that was heaven

itself. Passing slowly along, head down, in

•leep, meditative thought, he was startled

from his reverie of blissful love by a danc

ing light a few rods away near the edge of

the bog. Lifting up his eyes in doubt of

ins fenses, and pausing to view the flashing,

flickering lamp of the morass more closely,

he saw it move gently buck and forth, with

a motion of quivering nervousness. It w*s

nut as high as the amphitheatre where his

heart was trembling, divided between his

love-bbss aud this ghostlike light, and

there was no person near it as far as he could

determine. It was a pale, mellow, yellow

light, but sparkling like an infinite brilliant

rotheazure dome circumscribing the opaque

earth. His pulsing life-ventricles started

tip a little more lively, a shiver ol inexplic

able mystery chased up and down his ver

tebra?, his hair under his wideawake became

porcupinequills, and he had a general sense

of having been met in the dark alone by an

unknown enemy. In a minute this un

pleasant sensation was succeeded by a de

sire to know what the light was, and how it

could be there like a warning from the

grave of some ancient Norseman or Druid,

or bold warrior of the days of good King

Orry, who once wisely ruled this beautiful

"sea-girt Isle." Its motions were not un

friendly, and he imagined it beckoned him

to follow. If it was a spark let down from

God'sown throne, it would dohim no harm;

if it was a light of this earth he was not

afraid of it ; if it was a lamp from Dante's

Inferno there was no reason why he might

not cease following it at any moment. And

if it was the fairy lamp of Robin Uoodfel-

low, who often held m\ stic dances with the

fairies on the bogs at the witching hour of

midnight, when graves yawn and ghosts

walk, and the long past dead hold their

saturnalia, he would simply be disturbing a

fancy frolic of these night waifs, and Friar

Tuck would not hold malice against him for

that. The first step was taken, the Rubicon

crossed, and he started toward this wavering

lamp. But he had not reckoned with his

host very well. As he approached the mys

tic light, quivering, it receded gently deeper

into the bog. Quickly he followed after,

getting deeper and deeper into the wet and

marshy ground and the impenetrable dark

ness. Now, as if under the influence of an

unwilling charm, impelled by a spell he

could not throw oil", he followed after, whith

ersoever it went, here and yon, up and

down, round and round, until he was wet

and muddy from feet (o head. Then he be

came conscious that the fairies had him.

these merciless elves of the night, and that

he was moving along without a will, a mere

atom of blind fate, like a man of destiny.

Another power ruled him, the night-danc

ing fairies, lie was perfectly self-conscious,

knew who he was, thought as he always

did, but a dumb, ague-like feeling possessed

him. and his legs moved on and on in spite

of himself. And now he felt the little ur

chins of midnight festivities clinging to his

hair in myriad numbers, and his wholo

body was fairly weighted down with them.

One was perched on each eyebrow, and the

master of ceremonies sat astride of the

bridge of his nose. An aroma like the

sweet incense of the finest perfumes that

ever tickled the coarse sense of the human

nose pervaded the air. The bit of a fairy

bridle, made of the finest impalpable ma

terial and brought from a kingdom brighter

than the human imagination can invent.

was pressed between his teeth, when his

subjugation to fairy whims was complete.

There was no alternative but to tramp ai d

trot at their whimsical dictation all night

long, till the god of the orient drove them

away with his first gray beams of the morn

ing. Up and down he went, through water

and slush and fog damp grass, now speeding

along a little plateau like a horse under

galling spur, nowwinding through a tangled

growth of bog brush as docile as an Orkney
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pony, ami now splashing into water that he

could not piedetermine the extent of on

account of the black, Cimmerian night—

always and forever onward. Rest! My dear

friends, fairies are merciless riders. Drear

ily and all too slowly the long night hours

move away. There was Ilobsons choice,

and that was tm, on. First the fairy bridle

bit pulled him to the right and then again

to the left, and sometimes these midnight

prowlers and whisperers in lovers' ears of

foolish things turned him entirely around,

and made him retrace his steps, sportively

11 nmimlful of the comfort and wishes of their

human horse. It was a night of hilarious

jollity to them. Thev blessed the ignUfntuu*,

now long deserted in the edge of the bog,

for bringing them a horse to ride in gleeful

mirth till old Sol drove them to their hiding

places. It was not often they had such a

rare and racy privilege, but when it did

come they made the.most of it, like a young

girl does of her first love. They tangled his

hair in hopeless knots, and now and then

the proud rider on his nose would make

that member tingle with his dainty quirt.

Occasionally the taunting little fay beneath

his chin would make his throat smart with

his sylph-like whip, and spring around in

glee over his shirt bosom, in ecstacy over

ids own activity. The irrepressible little

sprites on his ears kicked their heels against

that member like idle boys on a large pine

box, and now and then they would race over

his cheek bones in a mad spasm of glee ami

tickle the winkers of his eves. (), sirs, I

only tell you what I know. You have never

lived in that grand old ocean-washed Isle.

I have. There were the scenes of mv fond

love life, trebly sweet now because thev oc

curred in my hopeful youth. It is a pity, I

say, that youth and love cannot last always,

notwithstanding the elfins of the bogs.

Well, lovers do sometimes fall into bogs,

mauger their efforts to keep out. Poor,

fairy-ridden John was sustained in this try

ing ordeal by the fond remembrances of

Kllen, that lily of the heaven, who had only

that night promised to be his for better or

worse, a partner of his jovs and sorrows as

longas they lived. Trudging, stumbling on

wearily, like a night demon of the swamp,

he knew no rest till jocund day stood tip-toe

on the misty mountain tops, and the broad,

expansive morning came like a new birth

from God's own eternity. Then the spell

was gone and this fairy victim was. like

Richard, himself again. Rut what a mis

erable, unpresentable plight he was in!

What a crestfallen appearance he wore!

How overtaxed his physical strength!

And what a stress of mind he endured—

conscious but yet helpless! His father and

grandfather before him had often told weird

and uncanny stories of their experiences

with the fairies—those ghosts ot genera

tions long ago mouldered back to mother

dust—but thev always seemed so far away

that he never imagined he would have sim

ilar experiences. Great heavens! When

he began to understand the force of what

had actually occurred to him heshuddered.

Ridden by fairies all the night long— was

he sane, or was this the awkward delusion

of a dream '.' Rook at himself! No, his

outward condition and his stunned feelings

were orators of too forcible eloquence to

impeach by argument. As the gray beams

of day shot up along the eastern sky like

streamers from the battlements of heaven,

and began to arouse sleeping nature en

robed in the pall-like cerements of night,

the twin brother of hades, and shadowed

forth in the misty morning the hills and

valleys, the dark spots of leafy timber and

the cleared farms, gradually unrolling a

beautiful panorama of the earth to waking

eyes, he Regan to wonder where he was.

What was the flower-flecked earth to him,

or the gorgeous scenes of ample and omnip

otent nature, that he should pause to be

hold these glories'.' Where was he? In

the fullness of time he " picked himself

up," as the phrase of the stupid goes, "two

or three miles from anwhere, ' in the midst

of the bog, where the echo-mocking night

bird pipes his jarring tlute of inharmonic*,

and the storied monsters of imagination

dominate, and the shades of Pinto in hap

less disorder are the regnant spirits. And

what a shock to his high-keyed senses after

full arousement to his true situation ! A

week, a month, scarcely sufficed to tone

down his sense of that event to the huiric-

rous view of it, but in time his chaotic ap

prehensions assumed form and body, and

he could smile to himself a little. Then he

told Kllen about it. At first she wan dis

posed to be wonder-touched, and anon

laughed with him, and by and by rallied

him over it as an infinite jest.

After the announcement of their engagi1-

ment to the parents of the pure Kllen, a

storm cloud hegan to gather over their

heads. Farmer Kian. remembering his

bootless race, had no unerring predilection

for John Ramsey, and roundly berated his

daughter for her unwise choice of a life part

ner. With parental maliguity, such as pre

sumptions parents sometimes exercise, he

assumed to make choice for her. just as if

she had no right in the matter that he was

bound to respect, and as if he had a holy-

prerogative to spoil her happiness for his

own if he so desired it. He urged her to

take Rith Fintain, the nobleman's K>n, who

was pouring honeyed words into her un

willing ears, and in language more forcible

than elegant sought to compel her to yield

to his imperialism. As a dutiful daughter

she had the too well trained sense that obe

dience to her parents wa*. a divine injruie
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Hon. and with reluctance she began to loo.st;n

her good heart from its entwinements with

thesimple heart of her betrothed who knew

00 betterthan to love with all his mind and

soitl and strength. She endeavored to chop

up the roots of her love, as a gardener does

cvrtain obtruding grasses in bis well wat

ered and carefully tended flower bed; but

which the more he cuts the more prolific-

ally they recreate themselves, but, poor

srirl, the work was greater than the seven

labors of Hercules, or the "evic" or fine

demanded of the three sons of Tureen by

I.uga, for the murder of his father, as faith

fully recorded in the forgotten yesterday of

Irish legend. It is not for me to tell you of

her sorrows and repeated efforts and failures

to conquer herself, of the tears and crashes

in her tempest-tossed soul, of the reverber

ations and dreads that populated her aching,

joy-blasted heart, of the gorgeous and sol

emn crowned demons of wrath and cheer-

lessness that sat supreme in her love now,

and issued ukases against her outlawed

bolier feelings, of the epicedial ditties ever

ringing in mournful mockery of her dead

first great love like wind requiums in the

wlcmn pines in God's half acre, of the

burnings ami midnight wakings in her van

ishing son I life, of the listless eyes and half-

formed taith in the insincerity of all earthly

hopes, of the slow, cruel process of burying

all the best she had so far found on earth—her

drst young love—of the echoes of the clods

on the coffin in the new made grave in her

heart «>f hearts, of the abuses and sneers

and commands and loud, heartless words of

her misguided father—what we might call

father storms—of all these things which

were the dowery portion of a ruthless, dead,

unthinking parent; but I will let you im

agine a little for yourself.

John Ramsey noted her loss of something

toward him, hecould not conceive what, and

finally, after persistent requests to divide

her sorrow with him, she told him the

whole story. Tempest-riven, shocked as

the earth is by a great seismic quake, he

felt like going forth and plucking up the

vorhi by the roots and hurling it into the

•a. Where was Adam Cupid now, that

the whirlwind of death had swept away his

i/ve hope* into the abysm of pain, and why

-i>ald he not stay the tinkling death knell

•n liui heart as well as beget bright hopes

itiat were never to be realized? Where

•ere all his fond dreams as he paced the

• ln:k .if his little fishing smack at noon and

at night, under the midday sun and under

the twinkling stars of heaven? These

pleasant and life-stimulating imaginations,

that peopled his brain as thick as the stud

ded baldrickof the nightly sky depths, wen;

• •nepl overboard in the storm and lost. At

une word Ellen had been removed from him

as far as the antipodes. What was his by-

all the honorable laws of love, by a finexxe

of parental interference had been snatched

away, and the flowers and beauties and

glories of the earth that still nourished him

from her bosom had vanished as by the trick

of a prestidigital manipulator's wand. His

soul had gone up in smoke and in its ashes

had arisen a stone- a cold monument over

the grave of his love. He surrendered to

the fates, and he knew no better. In the

simplicity of his heart he respected the par

ental decree, because he knew not bow to

escape it. The license of elopement was

not a custom there among the youth to es

cape the galling chains of paternal tyranny

—not a vigorous, highhanded means of self-

assertion -as it is in America. John bowed

his head to the yoke like a dull beast of bur

den, and went on with his existence with

out an animating, life-giving purpose. Un

speakably unhappy was his aimless being

now, with the glad, inspiring sun of hope

everlastingly obscured in his love life. He

was passing under the rod.

An old man longs with aching sadness to

tread once more before he crosses the river

of death, whose murmurs echo a painful

cadence in his age-hardened ears, the paths

his youthful feet danced over in sprightli-

ness and bounding joy—his dead youth re

vives in him with his expiring throes,—and

John could not refrain from going to Farmer

Kian's, if but merely to look on the face of

her who was dead to him. Ellen, Ellen,

what a ruin you wrought!

One Sunday afternoon his feet, by a half-

unconscious motion, carried him to the

farmer's home. He staved around the prem

ises for some time, indecisive, wounded,

bleeding, almost like a prowling thief. Bith

Fintain was there, and others, and among

them his brother from another parish. At

length his dumb feet carried his wearied

frame languidly up the walk among the un

observed flowers to the door. He was look

ing for Ellen, and was met by the proud,

haughty, overweening young Fintain. This

son of a nobleman, upon whose land Kian

dwelt, confronted him with a lowering frown

and gruffly demanded:

" What do you want here? "

The poor, forlorn fellow stared stupidly

at him, scarcely understanding anything,

in his colorless, wordless, dumb state, and

answered nothing. Reiterating his insolent

interrogatory, Fintain said:

">Sir, what brought you here?"

"I don't know," answered the simple fel

low unconsciously, after a pause, as if under

compulsion.

" Wbat do you want? "

The tone awakened John.

"By what right do you ask?"

"I'll show you, you impudent puppy--

lying around here for no good purpose, I'm

perfectly satisfied—trying to see Miss Kllen,
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who would spurn you with her dainty foot

as she would a repulsive whelp—hoping to

get some clew to rob her of her good name

and trail it in the dust of foul disgrace—

spying out what you may be able some dark

.night to steal from Farmer Kian's plentiful

larder or—"

" You lie in your throat deep down as your

hoots," broke in John with simple anger.

The amusement was complete, but in his

trustful, respectful nature he felt prohibited

from laying his heavy hands on one of the

scions of the nobility- they Were too pow

erful to resist in any way. A quiver of dread

already stole into his "heart over what he

had just uttered.

" You vile cur of the damned ! I'll show

you." As quick as a flash of light the young

!>lood—that is the way you would say it

here in America—threw his large silk hand

kerchief—none but the noble could afford

such an article of' luxury and distinction—

threw it over John's fated neck, and draw

ing it close, pulled him near to him. John

could have lifted his brawny ami and spread

the pretentious young man full length upon

the floor, but the long-drilled dread of the

land proprietors restrained him. In his

credulous mind resistance was fatal. The

silken noose tightened.

"Murder! Murder!" he screeched, half

strangled. The noose was thrown as dex

terously as if done by a strangler of India.

"Murder! Murder! " he gurgled. But his

brother ottered not to come to his assistance,

because they were of different parishes.

Humanity and family ties extended not

across imaginary parish boundaries there

then. It may be no better vet in such a

case, for aught I know. Keliglous enthusi

asm went only as far as the limits of the

parish, so narrow and restricted were they.

A little touch of grand American tolerance

and charity would help that people, and

liberalize their short-sighted and circum

scribed views of humanity. Conquered by

his social restraints, imposed upon him by

a scornful and purse proud aristocracy, and

held in check by the long indwelling sense

that non resistance was the proper attitude

of the lower toward the higher class, John

was literally the victim of wrong training

and erroneous conditions of society. But lie

understood by instinct that his brother

ought to come to his relief, and when he

did not a wound was made in his heart that

cicatrized and remained a scar forever. Par

ish regulations and social habits, in this

case as in numerous others, sealed a scorch

ing hatred between members of the same

family. These two brothers sundered their

ways here forever. It was the forks of the

road, each going different directions on to

the end. And nobility- so called—did it.

Thrown entirely upon the law of self-

defense, and preferring life to the observ

ance of the rule of passivity, John strove to

free himself from the hands of a rival, who

was successful, not by honorable methods,

but by the interests and power of a father,

and in a helpless, child-like manner began

to kick I he shins of his antagonist and strike

him about the body by throwing his elbows

backward. This was in now ise to the taste

of Fintain. This farcical, simple manner of

resistance had no meaning to him, nothing

unmanly anil humiliating in it, nothing

unfair about if, but he felt horriblyoutraged

that any opposition should be offeredto

him, a nobleman's son. and more especially

on his father's own land and at the thresh

old of his prospective tather-in-law. With

a whimpering "ouch" and an infantile cry

of pain, lifting his too-ready mouth lo a

vicious oath, he gave the murderous silken

noose a vigorous jerk and pushed John

away from him. Freed but restrained by

false impressions of his own manhood as

compared to the wealthy class. John walked

away with an abused air. Not a word in

retort escaped his socially sealed lips.

Ashamed that he had given occasion to such

an unhappy event, he shouldered all the

blame upon his own broad and charitable

back. It could not exactly be said of him

that of the penu Jupiter placed about his

neck the front one was swelled to bursting

proportions, nor that the rear one was un

naturally distended like a gormand's stom

ach. There, was no disposition in him to

search out his own faults or find delight in

singling out the peccant steps of others. As

he strode meekly away the last founds that

greeted his soul dead ears were:

" You imp of the old boy ! Now carry

your worthless carcass away from here to

the carrion crows ! "

The worst of all was that Kllen was in the

room at the time and lifted not up her voice

against the accursed assault on his life. She

was a cold statue to him ever afterward.

Just as he reached the gate he heard the

snarls and yelps of the two dogs kept by

Farmer Kian, and he knew that they had

been slipped from their leashes for devilish

purposes toward him. Springing over tin-

gate at a bound, like a frightened deer he

started down the road toward Douglas on a

dead run. His hope wss to get beyond the

usual limit of dog guardianship before t hey

overlook him, in which event they would

not be so vicious. The idea of being driven

away from Kllen's door by dogs! What a

change! What would not the world come

to, if you gave it time!

Chance placed a stout, short club in bis

way, which he snatched up as he ran.

Bounding along with nil his assembled

strength, he felt it was a race for life. In

the event of being overtaken by the clam

orous, ululating brutes, his club waa his

weapon of warfare. Their sharp teeth most
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not rend his body like they would the flesh

of the unthinking hog. He passed the

limits of Farmer Kian's farm, .skimming

along like a mist cloud before the must, the

hound)) bellowing closer and closer behind

him. Now one had approached near enough

to make a heavy lunge at him. The brule,

enraged, missed its spring. With the rapid

ity of thought, John halted, and the dogi

"hut past in their accumulated momentum.

.As they turned one made a bound at his

fa<*e, hut a well-timed sweep of the club,

dexterously handled, fell upon the animal's

head and stretched him sprawling in the

highway. The other brute, seeing the fate

of its brother, fought more cautiously, but

before it could fasten its fangs in him he

had dealt it a sounding rib roaster, and

with a howl it turned back and galloped

away. The other one, having recovered in

a degree, crawled up, and giving John a

widebe'th, also slunk away home, an un

dignified, whipped cur. He almost wished

the hound had been Fin tain. The re

mainder of his way to Douglas was made

without incident.

Connected with his priggery and his poor

imitation of cockneyism Bith Fintain had

the mean trait of revenge. Indeed, his un

desirable qualities placed in the balance

against bis higher attributes would make

his virtues fly up as if they were but of the

weight of a feather. He was not only

cowardly and mawkish, but he was an ape

with male toggery on his useless frame. If

he bad a heart he never knew it, nor did

anyone else. His capacity for proper and

noble things was cracked in his creation,

and there is, perhaps, an excuse for one

who has only half a talent forbelter things,

when others, less showy and theatrical in

constitutional composition, possess ten or

more.

To glut his craven and sandless maw,

rilled with the slag and filth of the base, he

sent a valiant knight of mutiny, a veteran

in sin and crime, to brew evil against John.

"With smooth dissimulation, skilled to Rraee,

.% derll's purpose wilh an angel's face."

Thi* henchman of Fintain secured a place

•in Captain John Ramsey's boat and went

with them on a fishing expedition. In a

week'n time he had poisoned, as with the

deadly night-shade, the minds of all on

board except the Incorruptible friend of

•be captain, known by the name of Richard

McCorkin. Things were ripe for a mutiny,

and this henchman, who for humanity's

take shall be nameless, and further because

1 do nut wish to perpetuate his identity—

let it be buried in the dead past—had laid

plana to throw the captain overboard and

then steer his vessel to port and say he was

lost by falling into the sea. In Richard Mc

Corkin this schemer struck an unseen rock.

'• Tne best laid Hellenics o' mice and men

Gang aft aglee,"

and this was one of them. One day at noon,

while John was taking his accustomed mid

day nap, the gang of mutineers, headed by

Fintain's moneyless dupe, surrounded Mc

Corkin and began a struggle with him to

burl him overboard. This accomplished,

they could the more easily work out their

purpose of tossing John into the wicked

sea. McCorkin fought with such lile-de-

fending grit that he knocked three or four

down with his mallet like fist, before they

could seize him. Just then John appeared

upon deck. He came as if the good angel,

whom the Moslems believe attend every

human creature, had warned hiin and

brought him in the nick of time to the res

cue of his friend.

" Ye devils ! " shouted John, in a stentor

ian voice, and sprang toward them as if he

wouldeat them alive like an ourang-outang.

The act gained him a moral victory, for

bravery subdues evil-minded cowardice us

a cyclone levels a forest, by superior force.

Instinctively he knew what was in the wind,

for he had observed beclouded brows and

unfriendly faces for several days. There

was not the shadow of a doubt in his mind

but Fintain's friend—and what a fitting,

soul-companionable friend he was—was at

the bottom of the whole trouble.

"Cowards!" hissed the sturdy captain,

awakened from his love-dead lethargy to a

sudden, renewed object in existence. The

cowards, detected in their plot by the very

one of all they would have concealed it

from, fell back, and as it happened, enclosed

McCorkin in a ring. There they stood, sul

len, defeated, rage-riven, like a whipped

army glaring in the cannon-jaws of death,

and awaiteil the new birth of the next mo

ment from the womb of time.

By a shake of his arms behind him John's

coat, or sailor jacket, dropped from his

shoulders to his hands, and with a sweep of

his arm it flew twenty feet away and into

the sea. His piercing eves, set on fire by

the discovery of the mutiny, never wavered

from the mail crowd.

"We'll kill the first man that enters this

ring," Fintain's henchman at length found

tongue to utter, more in the spirit of brag

gadocio than real purpose. When he spoke,

John saw that they quailed before him,

and, with the deliberation practiced by a

young lady primping before her psyche in

tier boudoir, he loosened h is suspendei sand

tied them tightly around his waist and

pushed his sleeves to his shoulders. Now,

with a hound, he leaped into the ring, and

the mutineers moved back a pace further.

Grasping McCorkin's dutiful right hand, he

said to him:

" I've lived with you, and now I'll die

with you."

The unwavering determination in his

bold tone struck their wavering souls as ef
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fectively as the war-club of the unconquer

able At rules did the bony beads nf their

enemies. This act seemed like braving

ruthless odds, like tempting the parcel, but

it was his only safe course, lie did not

stop to reason ; instinct and friendship

guided him. Friendship was his pole-star,

his Charles Swain. His classic soul, simple

in its habits, never vacillated in the course

it determined as the right one.

" Now, you hellians," turning about as he

Bpoke, " to your places, every mother's son

of you, or by St. Neptune's trident I'll

throw you all into the briny deep. Go!"

stamping his foot on deck till it sounded

almost like the drop of the anchor on board.

Slowly, sullenly, one and another slipped

away, till the last one had gone, and John

and McCorkin were the only two remaining

on the scene of this tragic act. These; min

ions of Fintain such unconsciously, but

none the less contemptible and revolution

ary for that—had no real grievance against

their faithful captain, but like most men—

in truth all men at the bottom of their

hearts—they were foolish-witted enough to

heed the specious propositions of their new

seaman, who, with an oily tongue, prom

ised them "changes" and "something new,"

the whole earth, for that matter And they

too readily accepted. Like tish, men bite

at "bait," and sometimes they get caught,

which is no more than a matter of unmixed

justice. detected and defeated in their

scheme, as unprincipled as the African

slave trade, they not only felt themselves

to be devils, but they knew it. They con-

snquently stole away to secret places, and

there stared the heinousness of their con

templated deed directly in the face. One,

and then another, repented, and these met

and consulted, and decided that this "new

man" was the cause of all this vengeful

fury that hail fallen on their thick-shelled

numbpates.

After they were gone, John seized Mc-

Corkin's strong right hand, and looking

through the windows of his soul, with the

shades or lace-curtains drawn back, into

the innermost depths of his friend's un

tainted bosom, saw the unspeakable lan

guage of fear written on one page anil the

measureless joy of escape on another.

" That master-mechanic ol the bottomless

pit of death is at the bottom of this—you

know who I mean," said John, an electric

tire leaping in indescribable confiscations

from his eyes.

"But, thank (iod, you saved us both," ac

knowledged McCorkin, the seriousness of

eternity in his face and manner.

The little bark rocked upon the wave-

ing, restless sea, and the wind, hissing

fitfully through the riggiug, filled the eres-

centic sails.

Walking to the compass, John made an

observation of their locality, turned hit«

eyes to the cloud-bleared sky, and then said

to McCorkin :

"To Douglas at once."

Their friends were surprised to see them

enter port a day sooner than usual, and few

ever understood why.

Not long alter this, in Kith Fintain'-*

presence—as if it were a visitation of di

vine providence this foolish, unprincipled

henchman was kicked to death by one of

Fintain's herd of horses. Fintain himself,

whom the unfortunate wretch served so

faithfully, did not mourn for him. All the

mutineers, who humbly acknowledged their

unmitigated crime, were restored to their

places on the vessel, each accepting all the

conditions required. The "Wave Sweeper'*

proudly rode the bounding billows as be

fore, Captain John Ramsey still directing

her destinies.

The hands on the dial-face of time bail

not moved far after this incident when

John received this invitation, written in a

dainty, smooth feminine band :

I'm to lie miirrieil next Wednesday, ami I extend

to you mi invitation to be at my infare tlmtfiHme

evening. Ki.i.kn Kian."

At first the recipient of the note imagined

it a heartless joke, then as his Cyclopean

forge hammered on it a little he was in

clined to get aiiKry, and at last he concluded

to show it to his unfailing friend, McCorkin.

"What do you think of this?" he in

quired, handing the formal, cold, bloodless

note to his friend. After perusing it, lie

replied, more forcibly than elegant :

"A cool insult, by the powers."

"How is that? Is it not a joke? "

"Joke! That a joke! No, by St. Mary,

no.

"How an insult, then?"

"Was she not yours by fair promisi-

once?"

"Yes."

"Now she's to be married to Fintain?"

" Yes."

" Anil now she has the hardihood to ask

you, her first choice, to her marriage U>

your enemy, as if to torture you and heap

coals of Are on your innocent head. Does

she suppose you will be pleased to see her

marry another? Then why does she ask

you? Why, to show you she has utteriv

and wholly forgotten you. That, my friend.

is a heartless insult—eh?"

" liut it shows she has not forgotten me.

or she would not ask me there."

"It shows she ha* forgotten you, for if she

regarded your feelings she would not heap

this pain on you."

" I cannot believe Kllen has forgotten me.

Her lather ruled her choice."

"(>, no doubt. And I'd go, too."

Seated at a table in the bar of the lloynl

Hotel, drinking a pot of porter, much more
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conversation of a similar character occur

red between tbem. At McCorkin's sug

gestion, a plan was adopted wlucli should

govern John's conduct and dress at this

infare. It was late Saturday night when

this fraternal conference ended.

On account of some repairs the "'Wave

Sweeper" did not sail the week of Ellen's

marriage, and this circumstance afforded

loon the opportunity to carry out the

«cJieine adopted. The plot agreed up was

unique, and I might say outlandish, hut

John was socially unsophisticated enough

to cany it out to the very letter.

That evening, never to be forgotten bv

Mm, came, not a pause or a jar in the clock

<pf time delaying it, and the merry dancers

assembled from all the surrounding coun

try. The hilarious, uproarious, windy laugh

was there, the fanciful feet of youth tripped

lightly to the strains of discordant music,

the rosy lips of maidens tresh from the

mint of innocence gurgled sweetly like

rippling, purling waters, the unclouded

brow as yet untouched by the ploughshare

of carping care shed a beautiful spring-glow

<iv*r the entertainment, the god of mirth

and pleasure was enthroned supreme arbiter

<>f tne evening.

In the early part of the undignified, elear-

letrdowii revelry, careless freedom and frail

abandon stalking like giants Ihrough the

hall. John Kamsey appeared in the midst

thereof.

" Tb« t'vnosure of neighboring eyes."

■-onacions of his grotesque, extravagant

gaine, he boldly walked into the midst of

the merriment clad in the garb of green

•-abbaire leaves — green, forsaken. As an

united guest he had a right to lie there.

Everybody looked their objections to his

fantastical, if not insulting costume, but

no one ventured to make open remark

About it. He approached Ellen, who was

moving alone to another room tor some

temporary purpose, and as her eyes fell

upon his fastidious habit she paused and

looked down understand ingly. John, al

most with animal instinct, detected a faint

blurring discolor of sadness in the fore

ground of her life, and in his own way he

placed himself at the easel where her life

portrait was undergoing the last finishing

touches. The stvlus of pity pierced his

heart as he gazed into that face that was

"ucr his pride and joy, the glory and pre-

ngnratiou in all his dreams, the glimpse of

l*auty from heaven itself, but now forever

und forever uprooted and cast out from his

life that with her in it had promised so

ranch, and with a forgiving sympathy and

an innocent smile he caught lier hand.

"Ellen! Ellen! " What was not in those

words! After a slight pause, that seemed

long enough for words to perish and be for

gotten, he reiterated:

"O, Ellen!" Tears brimmed over her

lowered eyes. She could not lift up her

bead and took him in the face, but faintly

and in hollow tone she sobbed:

"I deserve your worst thoughts."

"You are another's now—and forever.

Is it ynur wish ? Tell me, Ellen. Just this,

and I'll be satisfied." Had lie spoken from

his coffin in his vet uncovered grave, be

could not have shivered her soul more.

"No!" He dropped her hand. Tears,

that alwavs lie so close to feminine eyes,

fell at their feet—an unwilling shower that

nourished their grief.

"Sav it again- was it vour father?"

" Yes."

" And vour heart is still mine, if not your

hand?" '

"I am Mrs. Eintain now. and I must not

speak more." Still she did not look up.

The consciousness of her feeble nature ac

cused her. She painfully pressed a hand

kerchief to her tear-stained, down-pressed

eye-lashes.

"Forgive me. I overspoke myself. This

green suit speaks a silent language to you.

1 am here at your bidding, and I would spare

you pain. The past is the past forever. I

will live. Farewell forever—farewell."

"John!" in great anguish. The name,

trembling on her lips, sounded like a call

from the beyond.

" It is over, Ellen. Your father willed it,

Fintain desired it. You have made your

choice, and—it was not me. So be it. This

is your marriage day. Oo to the dance-

anil be merry, for life lasts not always.

This is the last"—here he gulped down a

great lump in his throat—an accumulated

sob—an inhospitable pang that took root

in his bosom like a parasite when their

trouble first began and grew ever since—

" the last that shall ever occur between us.

Go vour way and I will go mine."

Tliey parted.

Just then Kith Fintain, who impatiently

saw this brief conference, thrust his unwel

come presence upon John.

"You are gay, ' turning bis little head to

one side with a babyish leer that was meant

to be insulting.

'• Yes," simply.

" You are green."

"I grew in a cabbage patch, and have

just walked in."

" In that cabbage suit, sir, you have in

sulted the kindness of Mrs. Fintain that

invited you here."

"That is your opinion."

"That is my opinian, and it is backed by

the power to avenge the injury. You're a

brute, and a whelp."

"Take care."

"I saw you just now, with clownish ef

frontery, talk to her. I wonder that even

her goodness permitted her ever to speak

to you."
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"Jealous, eh? We were engaged before

you were."

" I have long suffered at your hands. You

tried to get your betters, but thank fortune

you were timely prevented and the dear

irl was saved from a ruined life with you.

saw all that, and I nipped it in the bud.

Now, sir, we have no further use for you

here, and you can go. You understand

that." Fiercely and with smothered rage

did these cutting words fall from his thin,

closely-pinched lips. His little, angry head

nodded in futile hate.

"I remember your henchman and his mu

tiny, but, thanks to the god of waters, he

has gone to his fate. I don't fear you one

bit, but your station saves you." In John's

voice there was a presence that made the

little soul before him quake. But John's

admission of the saving grace of his birth

emboldened him. This young sprig of no

bility, so in law but not in nature, now

ranted like an excited termagant, and he

swore and berated the hapless, helpless

John till his bluster and noise brought a

crowd of young men to the scene. Of course

as Fintain's guests they were his friends,

and John was the innocent object of their

opposition and displeasure. Fully com

prehending the situation he turned and

walked out of the lighted hall into the

night, merely pausing long enough in the

door to say:

"I, the subject of your jealous hate, go

and leave you alone to your drunken frolic."

As he stepped out a hideous yell, some

thing perhaps like our Indians gave when

they rushed with murderous tomahawk

and scalping knife upon defenseless pio

neers, arose upon his ears, and the motley

crowd of young men dashed out after him.

This yell fifted his feet and he ran as lightly

as if a rubber-pad were under each foot.

Eighteen howling, screeching, aimless young

fellows dashed after him, but he soon left

them behind in the darkness. Had they

caught him they would have used him

roughly.

This was the everlasting parting of John

from Ellen. Her subsequent life was not

happy.

Not long after this, in a spirit of revenge

perhaps, John married his cousin, Jane

Ceasair, and moved to America, where he

prospered mightily and became a true re

publican king.

And this, my good friends, is my short

romance about a Manxman.

Thk legislator who travels on a railroad

pass and draws his mileage from the public

treasury obtains money, "technically." un

der false pretenses, and in the eyes of hon

est men is "technically" in the peniten

tiary, and metaphorically wearing stripes.

INSPIRING WORDS.

BY WILFBKD P. BORLAND.

Were it possible to fullv estimate the ex

tent to which the destinies of the human

race have been influenced by those simple

words which, from time to time, have been

brought forward with the object of exciting

the emotional side of man's nature, it

would undoubtedly prove to be the most

interesting psychological study of the age.

Man is a singularly emotional creature;

and, under the influence of his emotions,

he hafl been led to support the wildest va

garies, and even commit crimes which,

were he influenced by calm reason alone,

he would denounce with vigor. Men have

sacrificed home, family, honor, country.

even life itself, in obedience to sentiments

which have been aroused by a successful

appeal to their emotions; and it is not too

much to say that, thus far in the world's

history, man's emotional nature hns been

his greatest curse. Those who have been

the leaders of men have, all along in the

world's history, been quick to take advan

tage of this peculiarity; and they have

recognized the fact that, when the condi

tions for a successful appeal to the emotions

are present, any appeal to the intellect is

not only superfluous, but quite useless

The means of exciting man's emotional

nature have always been simple, in the ex

treme; first, the people are presented with

some grand ideal; some sentiment, calcu

lated to arouse all the nobler feelings in

man's nature; some picture of millennial

happiness, for the attainment of which

men might well sacrifice even life itself.

The human intellect is so constituted that

comparatively few men are capable of fully

grasping and analyzing these idealH, when

Eresented in their entirety, and it thus

appens that some simple word, or words,

conies to be used as a rallying cry for tin*

masses; which crv becomes, in the common

mind, invested with all the significance of

the ideal itself, and is thus capable of

arousing the very excess of enthusiasm

These inspiring words are sometimes put to

strange uses, and it is through such uses

that man's emotional nature rises up to do

him injury. Originally, these inspiring

words have a real connection with the ideal-*

they are intended to represent, and they

are of real service in holding men together

for the attainment of n common purpose.

But, sooner or later, (such is the experience

so far, anyhow), the nexus between the

word and the ideal is broken; and tin-

masses, not perceiving the fact, are rallied

to the support of measures totally foreign

to their wishes and interests, while under

the delusion that they are still pursuing

their ideal. The history of the world is full

of instances of whole masses of men being

led away ami duped into becoming the
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Toolfof ("elfish and designing men by means

<tf those inspiring words.

Take those great religio-military move

ments of the middle ages—the crusades.

Men were held together for these move

ment!) fur nearly two centuries—from the

• -■Hincil of Clermont, lOilo, to the fall of

Acre. IIW1. Tlie ideal which rendered these

movements possible was, for the age in

which it was conceived, grand and noble ;

it was to rescue the tomb of Christ from

the hands of infidel Turks; to place it un

der Christian control and protection, that '

the Christian pilgrim might visit the hal

lowed bjiot in peace and quietness. The

ideal was first presented by Peter, the her

mit. It acquired dignity from the papal

Minctioii at the council of Clermont; and

there arose that rallying cry which inspired

nieu to undergo all the awful hardships of

the crusades for nearly two hundred years:

"God wills it."

The ideal soon became a subordinate con

sideration ; indeed, in the very first crusade,

the action of the leaders, Baldwin and Boo-

mund, was mflicient to demonstrate that

the idea of personal gain and foreign con

quest had much more weight than any idea

<>f rescuing the Holy Sepulchre, but still

the multitude answered to the inspiring

words, "God wills it," and continued to as

sist in fuithering the ambitious schemes of

their leaders, under the delusion that they

were all the time pursuing their ideal.

"God and St. George! Who can esti

mate the influence of those inspiring words

upon the sturdy yeoman soldiery of me-

• hwval England? It nerved their arms for

the wonderful victories of Crccy and Agin-

«-ourt. They supposed they were striking

f. ir their own salvation and the honor of

their native land. Alas! historv tells an

other story! "Death to heretics! ' This

inspiring cry was the verv incarnation of

the ideal of Roman Catholic unity. It

produced such monsters us Wallenstein,

Uva, Phillip II, and Catherine DeMediei.

It lit the fires of the inquisition, and filled

the world with untold horrors for centuries.

In consenting to these horrors, that stain

the pages of history, the masses supposed

they were all the time nursing their ideal,

when, in truth, they were hut lending

themselves to the support of the ambitious

political schemes of their leaders

Liberty! Freedom! Ah, my follows, here

are words to conjure with ! Here arc words

to arouse all the nobler feelings in man's

nature! Here are words which give ex

pression to the grandest ideal of which the

Imman mind can conceive ! 1 1 is not strange

that some of Hip grandest deeds of history

have been committed under the inspiration

of thefce magic words; and it would indeed

be Ktrangcif they had not sometimes been

pat to selfish uses. Under the inspiration

of those words, a band of noble Spartans

defied the Persian army, and perished to a

man in defense of their ideal. Under the

inspiration of those magic words, a mere

handful of Greeks overcame the Persian

hosts at Marathon and Salamis; and, at a

later period, this same race of Greeks ac

cepted the iron yoke of Home, without a

murmur, because it was presented to them

inscribed with the inspiring word "lib

erty."

It was under the inspiration of those

words that Spartaens—that first represen

tative of the fourth estate—and his band of

heroic followers, defied the united power of

Koine so successfully; it was this that

caused the Gracchi to sacrifice their lives in

defense of the rights of their fellow men;

led the heroic Winklereid to immolate him

self upon the sheaf of spears; planted a

race of free men upon the western co"ti-

nent, and nerved the arms of our revolution

ary fathers to secure their independence.

Well may we sing peans of praise in honor

of words which have inspired the human

race to the performance of such noble deeds ;

and strange, indeed, would it be if the pow

ers of despotism had not, sometimes, bor

rowed the cloak of liberty with which to

cover itself while performing some of its

most despicable acts.

The French Constituent Assembly, in

17S<), borrowed the cloak of liberty with

which to clothe itself while abolishing

tithes, and imposing a burden on the whole

people that rendered real liberty impossi

ble; it was liberty for the classes, not for

the masses. The same thing happened in

England during the long parliament after

the accession of Charles II. They invoked

the name of liberty while sweeping away

the feudal dues; it was liberty for the few',

but the many were, by that act, hound

hand and foot and delivered over to their

masters.

But it is here in this boasted land of free

dom and equal rights where the word lib

erty is put to its most incongrous uses.

Men and women are here toiling their lives

away for a mere pittance; just barely suf

ficient to keep soul and body together; joy

less, hopeless, and in a condition scarcely

above the level of the brutes, they pass

away their lives; and yet they arc expected

to praise Almighty God because they are

allowed to live under a government which

guarantees them the liberty of quitting

their employment any time they choose.

The wore! "liberty" is indeed fallen from

its high estate when it is distorted in such

away as to make the acceptance of indus

trial conditions, totally abhorrent to every

true sentiment of humanity, assume the

character of a free contract.

AVe talk about the " liberty of the press,"

and yet we have a censor, in Washington,
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who presumes to decide, after the manner

of a Russian autocrat, what literature a free

people shall read, and what they shall not.

We say we have "liberty of the ballot;"

and yet, to avoid the humiliating spectacle

of men being led to the polls in droves and

counted like sheep, we are compelled to en

act secret ballot laws. We do, indeed, en

joy liberty when a free American citizen

dare not stand up arid announce his vote

before all the world.

We talk about "religious liberty,'' and

yet we send men to the penitentiary be

cause their religion prescribes the Hist, in

stead of the first, day of the week as a day

of rest and worship, and they are thus led

to scandalize the community by the high

crime of breaking " the Lord's day."'

Not only this, but the whole power of the

general government, is invoked to sanction

u particular form of this observance of this

so-called "Lord's day," which form is dic

tated by the morbid intellectual percep

tions of a tew dogmatic' Christians ('.').

Oh liberty! truly you have shed but a

partial light upon this American continent,

when your power of arousing men to the

performance of grand and noble deeds is

fallen so low!

" Patriotism ! " 1 1 ere is an inspiring word

which has played an important part in the

world's history. It gives expression to one

of the noblest of man's ideals: the love of

country and the honor of native land.

" Breathes llierp u man. with soul so (lend.

That never, to hfmeelf. has said

This is my own; my native land."

While this word has, next to "liberty,"

inspired men to the performance of some of

the grandest deeds in history, it has also

been more often and more successfully used

than any other to justify and perpetuate the

most revolting deeds of oppression. It is a

peculiarity of this word that it inspires

sentiments which take no account of ab

stract notions of right or wrong, but sink

every consideration into the ruling one of

love of country. Probably the best illus

tration of what I mean is contained in those

words credited to Pecatur: "Our country,

right or wrong."

This peculiarity has rendered the word

an exceedingly dangerous one, as regards

its influence upon the liberties of mankind.

Those who have been entrusted with the

government of nations have recognized the

fact that when the people are driven to the

point of desperation by deeds of oppression

they have but to invoke this magic word

and in an instant all is forgotten under the

inspiration of love of country.

Let them once succeed in bringing about

conditions which render an appeal to pa

triotism possible and they are saved; the

people forget all their wrongs in the pres

ence of the new sentiment, and rally, to a

man, in defense of their native land. Prob

ably nine-tenths of the wars which disgrace

the annals of history have been inaugurated

for this very reason. The people becoming

restive under the oppressions ol their rulers,

those rulers have sought pretext for war

and thus caused the people to forget , or lose

sight of their wrongs, in the presence of the

higher sentiment of patriotism. So true is

this that it has long been a recognized policy

of statesmanship I?), ll is well understood

that the simple people are easy to forgive

the most notorious local iniquities of their

government in the event of that govern

ment inaugurating what is known an "a

vigorous foreign policy." Thousands, aye

millions, of human lives have been wan

tonly sacrificed in order that the rulers of

men might pursue their selfish schemes

undisturbed by the murmurs of the people,

because they the people—when once con

trolled by the emotion of patriotism, are

not capable of subordinating it to any other

emotion. Kngland furnishes the most

notable example of a people being ruled,

robbed, and slaughtered through successful

appeals to patriotism. Mcr rulers have,

time and time again, gone deliberately to

work to provoke foreign war in order that

some despicable scheme of robbery might

be covered over with the cloak of patriot

ism. The immense public debt under which

Kngland growns to-day, and which forms

the bulwark of her aristocracy, was made a

possibility only because of the patriotic

emotions of the people. The English states

man to-day as fully counts on "a vigorous

foreign policy" as the main factor in hold

ing his government together as .at any

period in the history of the country. Eng

land has had many imitators in this line of

state policy, but none have been so uni

formly successful as her in attaining tin-

desired results. The l-'raiieo-Prussian war

of 1K70 was precipitated upon the most

frivolous pretext by the French emperor

with the avowed purpose of uniting the

French people and securing their wavering

allegiance to his government. The event

did not exactly answer to his expectations,

but this war furnishes a good illustration ol

how readily a people may be led to sacrifice

blood and treasure in obedience lo a bastard

sentiment, which they mistake for the real.

While it would probably be unjust to say

that our civil war was of this character, it

is at least certain that the patriotic emo

tions of our people were taken advantage

of during that struggle for the passage of

measures which, in the absence of patriotic

impulse, would have been rendered im

possible. It is quite certain that conditions

wen- fastened upon the people during our

great war which thev would have utterly

repudiated at any other period; and it is

also true that I host* person* who have been
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lorcmost in taking advantage of the con

ditions fljHiken of did very little of the

lighting. Oh patriotism! verily, the great

est crimes known to human history have

heen committed in thy name!

('lonely allied with those words, " lib

erty" and " patriotism," are other inspiring

word? which are uselul as a means of keep

ing the masses in subjection ami furthering

the political ambitions of the few. Many of

*uch words as " the people's friend," "the

incorrupt ible citizen, "the valiant warrior"

and " tlie upright judge," have done duty

lor centuries. Others are of quite modern

"rigin. hut they all have the same purpose,

\ix.: the stimulation of the emotional facul

ties and the subordination of the intellect

to them. Many of the modern inspiring

words are indigenous to our country, and if

the American workingmen could hut rid

themselves of their influence, and learn to

.•■itiiuate them at their true worth, the labor

problem would soon be in a fair way of

solution. For years and years workingmen

have been deluded by the inspiring cry,

"Protection to American industry;" time

after time has it been demonstrated that

the cry was a delusion and a snare; time

liter time have workingmen heen furnished

*ith indisputable evidence that the "pro-

iirtion" which they established with their

votes meant no protection to them; time

:ifter time has the American workman seen

the party, which his votes placed in control

nf the government, legislate in direct op-

I'osition to liis interests and in opposition

to specific pledges given to the whole peo

ple, and yvt, when election time rolled

round again, he has once more answered to

that inspiring cry, " Protection to American

industry," and cast his vote so as to forge

anew the fetters with which he is bound.

Those who have been prominent in labor

affair* have often pointed out the dangers

nf patriotism; they have appealed to every

•entiment of logic and common sense to in

•lace workingmen to lay aside partv pre

judice and use their political power tor the

iijmmon benefit, but all their arguments

nave availed nothing when confronted by

*nrh inspiring words as "the party of the

iwople," "party of equal rights," "equal

righto to all, special privileges to none,"

and other inspiring sentiments calculated

i'i >r campaign purposes only.

Time after time have workingmen been

betrayed hv their representatives in the

legislative bodies of the nation and yet,

under the inspiration of " workingman's

friend," "the foeof monopoly," "the enemy

nf privilege," or some other sentiment suit

ed to the occasion, they have returned

"like a dog to his vomit"—and rallied to

the support of a known enemy to their in

terests.

The inspiring power of " protection to

American industry" seems to be on the

wane, but "the party of the people" may

be counted on to invent something to take

its place before 1896. In the meantime the

American workiugman will have leisure to

note the course of events under "the party

of equal rights" and see how nearly his
ideal of •'equal rights to all, special privi

leges to none" is realized.

Of late the inspiring word, "patriotism."

is coming nobly to the front and it may be

put to some strange uses within the next

few years; indeed, it has already been used

to induce workingmen to shoot down his

fellows in various sections of the country,

and it would, at no time, be surprising to

see one of our great states launched into all

the horrors of civil war through differences

between rival political factions within her

borders, each of which claim to he acting

under the inspiration of that noble word.

" patriotism."

The emotional nature of man is the best

part of him; all the nobler, more refined

feelingsof humanity find expression through

the emotions. When man is ruled by rea

son alone he is no better than a block of

stone. It seems a part of the divine plan

that man's emotional should dominate his

intellectual nature, and the fact will prob

ably exist as long as humanity itselt, hut it

does seem hard that the nobler side of

man's nature should be turned against him.

The remedy seems to he either the culti

vation of such a high standard of honor as

would cause men to scorn to take advantage

of the weakness of their fellows (the appli

cation of the true spirit of Christianity) or

the cultivation of the intellectual faculties

ot the masses to such a pitch as to enable

them to instantly perceive the difference

between the false sentiment and the real,

or perhaps a little of both.

SOCIAL ILLS AND THEIE EEMEDIES.

II Y II. C. STICK NBY.

1 commend to those interested in social

questions the address delivered by Mr.

Louis F. Post before the recent Single Tax

Conference at Chicago. It is a clear state

ment of the causes that lead to hard times;

and these causes must be better understood

on the part of the professedly intelligent

portion of the community before remedies

can he successfully applied. The address

gives a true explanation of the gradual de

cline in wages, notwithstanding the activity

of trades unions. Those who have in former

numbers of the Magazine attacked the po

sition of the land reformers, will here find

a complete answer to their cavilling; and,

if they are not averse to receiving element

ary instruction in these matters^ will per

ceive that social disease centers in the pri

vate appropriation of land values. Here is

the address:
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I.—THE OLD SCHOOL.

Though economic speculations are traced

to the time of ArUtotle, the mercantile

system which flouiished between the six

teenth and nineteenth centuries, is in his

tory the oldest school of political economy;

and that has passed away. Some of its fal

lacies survive in arguments for protection

ism and the patter of financiers who worry-

over ''favorable" and ''unfavorable" bal

ances of trade; but 'the school itself was

long ago supplanted by the classical school,

of which Adam Smith was the founder and

John Stuart, Mill the principal expositor,

whose system Iticardo enriched and Maithus

distorted; and which is now called "the

old school" to distinguish it from efforts

like those of the Austrian economists to es

tablish ne\vone8. To this school the single-

tax, with which I am invited to compare it,

is by both friends and enemies often placed

in opposition. But they are in error. So

far from being at war with the essential

principles of the old school, the single-tax

idea proceeds logically from them. It is in

fact the true development of the system—

the ripened fruit of the tree that Adam

Smith planted ; and as an economist Henry

(ieorge is really what an adversary has

dubbed him, " Henry George the Ortho

dox."

II. —FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE OLD

SCHOOL.

Dividing the subject into the general de

partment, production and distribution, the

old school of political ecnomy assigns to

each a fundamental principle, the truth of

which cannot be successfully disputed. The

fundamental principle of production is the

postulate that human effort and appropriate

natural objects—labor and land—are the

requisite factors; the fundamental princi

ple of distribution being Uicardo's law of

rent. And though prior to George noecono-

mist of the old school had formulate d the

law that "men seek to gratify their desires

with the least exertion," nor definitely

made it the touchstone of economic reason

ing, it has nevertheless always held a place

of vital importance in the system.

III.—DISTORTION OF THE OLD SCHOOL SYSTEM.

Hut in the earlier development of old

school doctrines these simple and axiomatic

princip'es, when not wholly ignored, were

distorted almost beyond recognition. La

bor, the term for human effort, came to

mean not the whole body of labor—em

ployer and employed, skilled and unskilled,

mechanical and professional, agriculturist

and trader, sailorand farm hand—but hired

workmen alone; and not nil hired workmen

either, but only those of certain grades in

certain occupations. And while labor was

made to include less than all labor, land

was made to include both more and less

than all land, urban laud being usually not

considered at all, while improvements were

reckoned in; a-s if land, the natural matt-

rial, and improvements, the artificial pro

duct, were economically identical.

From such confusions it was a" easy step

to the absurd notion that accumulated capi

tal, as well as labor and land, is a requisite

of production. Capital was supposed to

provide tools and subsistence for labor dur

ing production, it being interred that labor

could not work until 'subsistence and tools

had been accumulated By thus assuming

that man gathers subsistence to enable him

to work, instead of working to gather sub

sistence—that he eats to labor instead of

eaiingto live—labor was made to depend,

for opportunities to produce, upon the sup

ply of accumulated capital and the disposi

tion of iis owners to devote it to productive

uses. And, by way of strengthening this

puerile notion, the impious theory of Mal-

thus, and its concomitant error, the so-called

law of diminishing returns, were introduced.

Capital being in this way made the master

of labor instead of its servant, the farm

hand who said, "The 'squire is a good man;

he gives me work!" was regarded even by

political economists us an oracle of economic

wisdom and a paragon of gratitude. The

rich man's function in society was taken to

be the giving of work to the poor, while the

poor were expected to be grateful for the

work the rich allowed them to do; for

without rich men it was gravely inferred

that there would be no work and that the

laborers would suffer and die. What would

have happened to the rich but for the work

done by the poor was never regarded as a

question of sufficient importance to call for

an answer.

Not one of these doctrines was in itself

sound. Capital does not employ labor;

labor employs capital and produces it in

character and quantity as required. Popu

lation does not tend to outrun subsistence,

as the theory of Maltbus has it; on tin-

contrary, as all economic history shows, the

inventive genius of man—aphaseof labor-

draws from the exhauslless fountain c>f

matter and force—the 'land" of political

economy—increasing supplies of wealth,

coincident with increasing demands ami

corresponding to them. And land does not

yield diminishing returns to labor: this or

that spot of land may temporarily yield

diminishing returns of this or that product,

but the earth as a whole does not yield di

minishing returns of anything, and while

the indestructibility of matter and the

physii-.il laws of growth persist it cannot.

Neither have these doctrines the faintest

logical connection with the fundamental

principles of old school political economy;

so far as thev are related to those principle

at all the relationship is one of antagonism.
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To the confusion of economic reasoning

soil the inversion of natural justice they

secured temporary lodgment in the system,

and were long advocated by its eminent

teachers; but they never really belonged

there, and as of doctrines in jurisprudence,

which, when discredited, arc said by law

yers to have always been " bud law," it may

now lie said of them that they have always

been "bad economics."

The logical strain to which they subjected

the system while they hail lodgment in it,

was shown in the attempts to formulate the

laws of distribution. First of all, capital

invested in production was replaced lrom

the produce. Then one part of the produce,

its proportion to the whole being determin

ed tn accordance with Rieardo's law, was

taken out for rent. Another part of the

prodnce, quite regardless of the doctrine

that labor is employed by accumulated cap

ital, was assigned to wages, without any

law for determining its proportion, but upon

the extraneous theory that wages are high

or low us the amount of capital devoted to

the employment of labor, relatively to the

demand for employment, is much or little.

Still another part was allowed to the own

ers of capital sis interest, not for something

that the capital had produced, but as "com

pensation for saving." Then a share was

set aside for insurance, as if it were any

more possible for the community to insure

itself against loss than for a man to lift him-

»elf by the hoot straps. And finally come

wage* of superintendence, which, if not

already paid by accumulated capital, must

at least have been covered by the general

item of wages in distribution, for what are

wage* of superintendence but wages for

labor? There was not the least approach

to a mutual relation between any one of

these shares and any of the others, and the

distribution was in utter defiance of the

principle/ that the whole is equal to the sum

of its parts.

IV.— TRIE DOCTRINES OK THE SCHOOL.

On account of such logical aberrations as

these, the old school political economy was

long made to serve the interests of those

who get wealth without earning it, by si

lencing with the voice of economic authority

the complaints of those who earn it without

getting it. But a thorough re-examination

of the system has displayed its symmetry

and harmonized its teachings with the moral

perceptions of mankind. Let us consider

its leading doctrines as now understood.

i a'i tiik central law.

The central law about which the system

Tevolve* is the familiar truth that

Men k%\ to gratify tht'lr desires Willi the least ex

ertion.

By this law every economic doctrine is

tested and all industrial phenomena must

be judged. It governs both in production

and in distribution. A universal law of

human nature, which has only to be stated

to be accepted, is, as George describes it,

"the metaphysical expression of the physi

cal law that motion seeks the line of least

resistance." What that physical law is to

students of the material universe, this law

of human nature is to students of political

economy.

(n) 1'noni ctiox— its primary law.

The first law in the department of pro

duction is the simple proposition that—

Men grutifv their desire for wealth only by the ap

plication of labor to land.

As modified by the central law, it may be

stated in this form :

Men gratify their do8i're for wealth by the applica

tion of labor to that land which, under all circum

stances, and to the bent of their knowledge, yields the

most desirable results to a given expenditure of labor.

Political economy in the department of

production is but the aggregation, or per

haps more correctly, the interlacing of indi

vidual economies. Its fundamental law,

therefore, must be identical with the funda

mental law of individual economv. A man

cast upon an uninhabited island would be

obliged, in order to procure continuous

supplies of food, clothing, shelter and other

wealth, to apply his labor to the land of the

island; and in doing so, guided by that

natural instinct which leads men to seek

the gratification of their desires with the

least exertion, he would, within the scope

of his knowledge, confine his labor to the

localities on the island that yielded the

greatest satisfaction to given effort. Like

wise, mankind cast upon this rolling planet,

which is to man as a whole what uninhab

ited islands are to individual men, must

obtain all the wealth that it or any of its

units enjoys, by the application of labor to

the land of the planet; and the same in

stinct thatgoverns the island cast-away will,

within the scope of human knowledge, tend

to confine the labor of mankind to the loca

tions that yield the greatest satisfaction to

given effort. The principle is the same in

its application to mankind at large as to

individuals ; the same to the people of a

village, of a city, of a nation, of the world,

as to aKobinson Crusoe. Produced by bis

labor and by that alone, from the land and

only from the land, come at all times and

under all circumstances all the things that

minister to man's wants, from frugal food

to rich apparel and palatial shelter.

(C) PROnrCTION— co-operation or division

ok labor.

It is co-operation and not accumulated

capital that really makes the difference be

tween the simple individual and the labor of

a Crusoe and the complex laborof the whole

community. Co-operation in production,

or division of labor, as Adam Smith called
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it, augments the productive power of labor.

As a thousand men working co-operatively

produce more than a thousand times the

wealth that one man could, if working

alone, co-operation is economy of labor.

Hence, in obedience to the central law, we

have that differentiation of employments at

which political economy, as distinguished

from individual economy, begins. But in

co-operation, labor is still dependent upon

land, and only upon land. The first law

of production is never abrogated. When

men co-operate to build houses or to

make food or clothing, or, as is the case in

general co-operative industry, to make all

these things and many other kinds beside,

they secure better results in proportion to

numbers than one of them working alone

could secure : but just as his work, from first

to last, is the application of labor to land—

of human effort to natural material—so is

theirs.

This is the law:

In seeking tn grmtify their desire for wealth, men

co-operate in the application of labor to land, las-anse

eo-ojieration yields to a driven expenditure of labor

better results than isolated effort.

^m ' (B) PRODUCTION—TltADK.

We do not make things, however, for the

>ake of making them, but for the sake of

enjoying them ; and until completed prod

ucts reach final consumers the purposes of

production are not attained nor its processes

at an end. And, that this may be accom

plished in co-operative industry, we must

have trade. The surplus products of everv

worker must be traded for the surplus prod

ucts of other workers, until each has re-

reived what he would have made for him

self had isolated production been more

economical than co-operative production. It

is impossible to think of a form of co-oper

ative production that excludes trade. Kven

in communistic forms the essential princi

ple of trade is active. To prevent trade is

to prevent co-operation, and to the extent

that trade is obstructed co-operation is ob

structed. It is a necessary factor of co

operation and is therefore a mode of pro

duction. To transfer commodities from those

who want them less to those who want

them more is in reality to assist in the pro

duction of those commodities. It is to

produce them from a place of less to one of

greater usefulness ; and essentially that is

all that can be said of any other phase of

production. Transforming cloth into cloth

ing or flour into bread ai Ids to the useful

ness of the cloth or the flour, by changing

the less into the more desirable form.

Trading bread for clothing adds to the use

fulness of each, by transferring it from the

less to the more desirable place. There is

no economical difference.

From the law of co-operation or division

of labor, therefore, this law of trade pro

ceeds:

To attain the purposes of co-operative production .

men trifle the pritduct* of their labor.

(El I'RODCCTION—DEMAND AND 81'PI'LV.

Trade also automatically regulates the

supply of products. No one would make a

surplus of anything without reasonable ex

pectation of trading it for something that

he desires. When he finds or anticipates

difficulty in doing this, he contracts his

production. Consequently, there is a con

stant tendency toward a supply of labor

products in accordance with the demand

for them, which gives rise to the law of

demand and supply, formulated by <ieorge

as follows:

Drtnnnil for i-oiiMnuption determines the direction

in which Li hoi- will he expended in production.

It is from the operation of this and the

preceding law that the idea of value is de

rived. A relative term, by means of which

any given commodity is, for purposes of

trade, compared with other commodities,

value is not inherent in anything. It mere

ly expresses the ultimate exchange relation

of things to labor. In the first instance,

the equilibrium between the demand for a

thing and the supply determines its value.

But inasmuch as the supply of labor pro

ducts is dependent upon the ordinary cost,

in labor, of reproducing them in form and

place, it follows that the value of a labor

product oscillates about the ordinary labor

cost of production. This gives the follow

ing law of values as regards things produced

by labor:

The value of a labor product U ultimately deter

mined by the conilihrium bctwivn the demand for

it ami the supply, and oscillates alioul the cost in

labor of rcprodueiiu; it in form and place.

Thus value becomes an economic barome

ter, which indicates the state of demand for

products. When demand for any kind of

product arises, the equilibrium between

demand and supply is so disturbed as to

tend to raise the values of that kind of pro

duct above the ordinary cost of reproducing

it; when the demand falls, the disturbance

of equilibrium is such as to tend to reduce

its value below I he labor cost of reproduc

tion. And labor, observing these fluctua

tions, alters the direction of its effort* to

ward the production of those things that

are rising in value and away from the pro

duction of those that are falling, until a

new equilibrium of demand and supply is

established.

I I'l DISTKIIII TtON IIKNT.

Value expresses the idea whose boun

daries lie partly within the domain of pro

duction and partly within that of distribu

tion. Kngeudered by trade and furnishing

a barometer of supply and demand, charac

teristics which connect it with production.

it extends over into the department of dis

tribution, ami regulates the division of pro

ducts, primarily by indicating anil meas

uring economic differences in land. As the
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value of an object of ownership produced

I. v lalasr oscillates about the ordinary cost

iii labor of reproducing it, so the value of

an object of ownership not produced by

labor— economically "land ' — oscillates

aliout the ordinary saving of labor that it

stfonls the owner in securing a given result.

These are two manifestations of one prin

ciple, that value is an expression in trade

nt the labor required for the production of

things.

With the beginning of co-operation or

■ livisioo of labor, which becomes more and

more minute as civilization advances, pro

ducers desire less of the particular things

that they make themselves and more of

tlin** that others make. If, now, labor were

the Mile factor of production, or if all land

were equally easy to utilize, each producer

would receive, in any desired products,

iraml and force aside, the labor cost equiva

lent of those be made himself. The whole

produce of labor would then be the wages

of lalmr. But land as well as labor is a fac

tor in production, and all land is not equally

easy to utilize. Superiority of location,

therefore, gives an advantage, the value of

which differs from wages and must be dis

tinguished. The usual distinguishing term

in "rent." Hence we have the following

ilassifieation :

Wrallti is primarily distributed in wages, eorres-

pnwling to labor, ami in rent, corresponding to land.

The productiveness of land so varies that

a given expenditure of labor at some points

yields more wealth than the same expendi

ture at other points, a phenomenon which

i- hy no means confined to agricultural land,

i'lit finds its most emphatic expression at

centers of trade, where land in the agricul

tural sense may be and often is entirely

lurren. I'tirsuant to the laws of production,

labor flows to the most productive places;

tint as all' labor cannot use the most pro-

■ lui'tive places at the same time, some labor

• oliliged to resort to those that are less pro-

•iiiotive, and economic rent, or the value -of

land, forthwith rises. Whatthe whole body

"i labor produces in excess of what it could

produce if all land were neither better nor

worse than the poorest to which labor is

forced to go, is due to the superior produc

tiveness of the lands to which some labor

ers to the exclusion of others gnin access.

It >f this that constitutes rent, the law of

which is as follows: '

The rent of limit is determined by the excess of its

l'W»luce over that which the same npjilirntion can
""■lire from the Inist productive limit in use.

(C,1 DIBTRIIHTION WAflKS.

The law of wages, a necessary inference

horn the law of rent, takes the following

form:

Tlic wanMnf labor applied to land are determined

'■y then-torn which llift name application of labor Ran

wrnm trom the lenat prodnctive lnnil In use.

(ll) DISTRIBUTION—CORRELATION OF THE LAWS

OF RBNT AND WAGES.

Under the operation of these two laws,

wages and rent rise and fall conversely.

Considering them as proportions of product,

this is invariably true, for a larger propor

tion of product in rent necessarily implies

a smaller proportion in wages, and as both

rent and wages, as proportions, are deter

mined by the opportunities for earning that

are offered by the least productive land in

use (which is said to be at the margin of

cultivation) the two laws are correlative,

and may be united in one statement as fol

lows :

Both rent and wages depend on the margin of cul

tivation, rent as a proportion rising as it falls and

falling us it rises, and wages asa proportion falling as

it falls and rising as it risos.

(l)DI8TRIBUTION—EFFECT OK INCREASED LABOR

POWER.

The margin of cultivation is normally

lowered only by the advance of labor from

better to poorer lands, as the better fail to

yield wealth enough to meet the demand.

But the withdrawal of better lands from

their best uses, which forces labor to poorer

lands before the demand for wealth is

greater than the better lands are capable of

supplying, abnormally lowers the margin

of cultivation. This process may continue

until the margin of cultivation coincides

with land that will yield only a bare living

to ordinary applications of labor, in which

case ordinary applications of labor will re

turn to the laborer no more than a bare

living from any land. This is the lowest

point to which wages, either proportional

or quantitative, can fall without a rise in

the standard of labor or a fall in the stan

dard of living.

Meantime as proportional wages are fall

ing, the rise, fall or maintenance of quanti

tative wages will depend upon the changes

in productive power. If, with the fall of

the margin of cultivation, productive power

so increases as to enable ordinary labor to

secure, at the lower margin, equivalent re

sults to what it received at the higher, quan

titative wages will be maintained, though

wages as a proportion fall; if the result at

the lower margin is greater than it was at

the higher, quantitative wages will rise,

though wages asa proportion fall ; but if

the lower margin yields less than was form

erly secured at the higher, quantitative

wages will fall when the margin of cultiva

tion falls.

The force that operates to maintain and

even to raise quantitative wages, in spite of

a falling margin of cultivation which pro

portionally reduces wages, is the tendency

of improved processes and more minute co

operation to raise labor power high enough

to counterbalance or more than counterbal

ance the effect of the falling margin of cul
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tivation. Water in a vessel, for example,

remains at one level if the supply always

enlarges equally with any enlargement of

the discharge; and the level will rise, no

matter how much the discharge may en

large, provided the supply be enlarged in

greater degree. But if the discharge ex

pands and the supply does not, or does it in

less degree, the water level necessarily falls.

Somewhat so it is with quantitative wages.

They may be maintained or may even in

crease, as rent increases ; but not unless

improvements in labor power keep pace

with increase of rent or advance beyond it.

If improvements fall short of this, quantita

tive wages decline when proportional wages

do.

And in any progressive community there

must come a point at which, if land in that

community is treated as a commodity, im

provement in labor power will fall short.

Lands lying at and to some degree below

the margin of cultivation, are, by improve

ments in labor power, raised above it. The

common perception of this fact makes in

vestments in land especially desirable. They

are found to be not only the safest, butalso

the most profitable. In prosperous times,

therefore, all productive lands, those that

lie above the margin of cultivation, and

even unproductive lands, those that lie at

and below the margin of cultivation, are in

demand at valuations based not upon their

present but upon their probable future pro

ductiveness. This demand generates an

upward movement of land values, which,

disturbed only by recurring periods of hard

times, spreads to lower and lower grades of

land until the best lands to which value

does not attach are those which, even with

all improvements in productive power, will

not yield ordinary wages to ordinary labor.

When that point is reached, it is difficult to

secure ordinary wages for ordinarv labor

from any lands. The low grade lands being

at the margin of cultivation, while better

lands are withheld from use, they, instead of

better lands, determine wages on the one

hand and rent on the other. There is no

limit to this process short of the depression

of ordinary wages to the level of a bare liv

ing; pressed below that level, and the labor

er is in the dilemma in which Malthus placed

him. Here is the true explanation of the

industrial phenomena from which the dis

carded Malthusian theory and the obsolete

law of diminishing returns derived the only

plausibility they ever had.

Following is a formulation of the law:

The appropriation of land without fully utilizing it

tends to so lower the margin of cultivation as to re

duce wages as a quantity as well as a proportion, and

to lower wages for ordinary labor to the level of a

bare liviug.

(j) SUBORDINATE LAWS.

Most of the leading principles to which I

refer have not heretofore been formally

stated, and few of them are formally recog

nized by college teachers or found in college

text books. They are nevertheless essential

leading principles of the old school, which

none of its latter day teachers would be apt

todispute; and they constitute the skeleton

of the system. They are, of course, not all

the laws of the school ; but every other law,

and the number is limited only by the pos

sibility of sub-dividing the subject, is subor

dinate to these, and harmonizes with them

if it does not proceed logically from them.

Failing in this, no matter bv whose author

ity published, it cannot be rightly regarded

as a legitimate law of the old school, unless

we agree to substitute authority for reason.

Examples of subordinate laws are those

relating to capital, which is but a sub-divi

sion of labor ; to its product, interest, a sub

division of wages; to money, a sub-division

of value; to the incidence of taxation, also

a sub-division of value; and to differences

in individual wages due to the exceptional

skill of the laborer or the exceptional disa-

greeableness or danger of his employment,

which, like interest, are sub-divisions of

wages. But. none of the subordinate laws

require any consideration here.

(K) SDMMAIIY.

Summarizing the leading principles of the

old school as 1 have presented them, we

find that men gratify their desire for wealth

by the application of labor to land ; that in

doing so they apply labor to that land which

under all the circumstances and to the best

of their knowledge yields the most desirable

results to a given expenditure of labor;

that in the application of labor to land they

co-operate, trading their products to secure

their object, because co-operation yields to

a given expenditure of labor better result*

than isolated efforts; and that demand for

consumption, indicated bv values of labor

f>roducts, determine the dtrection in which

abor will be expended. This with refer

ence to production. In distribution we

And that wealth is primarily distributed in

wages, corresponding to labor, and rent,

corresponding to hind; that the rent of land

is determined by the excess of its produce

over that which the same application can

secure from the lead productive land in

use, and conversely that the wages of labor

applied to land are determined by the re

turn which the same application of labor

can secure from the least productive land

in use; rent as a proportion rising a* the

margin of cultivation falls and falling as it

rises, and wages as a proportion falling as>

the margin falls and rising as it rises; and

finally that the appropriation of land with

out fully utilizing it tends to lower the mar

gin of cult i vat ian so as to reduce quantitative

as well a» proportional wages and to lower

the return:- for ordinary labor to the level

of a bare living.
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V. —APPLICATION TO THE SINGLE-TAX.

From these leading principles, considered

with reference to our industrial conditions

and with a view to solving the social prob

lems that beset us. the single-tax idea is a

natural ami necessary inference. To accept

them is to approve that. There is no alter

native but to stop short of applying the

principles t<> practical affairs, which would

be to political economy much as mere star

gazing is to astronomy.

(Al TIDE NATURAL LIMITS I'll PRODUCTION.

Inasmuch as men gratify their desire for

wealth by the application of labor to land—

co-operating, and trading, and expending

their labor in the direction of demand—

the onlv natural limit to wealth production

i? the power of all labor and the produc

tiveness of all land. Therefore, demand

ior wealth in any producible form cannot

naturally ro-exist with lack of employment

ior labor, until all productive land is in full

use. If they do co-exist, the difficulty is

not with natural conditions, but with hu

man laws which in some way obstructs

labor in its efforts to obtain access to pro

ductive land and to interchange its pro

ducts. This is the answer of the single-tax

philosophy to theexplanation that such phe

nomena as unemployed labor, " cut throat"

competition, stagnant business, and insuf

ficient wages are attributable to pressure of

population upon subsistence. It is an an

swer that admits of no logical reply while

its premises are allowed to stand.

(B) JI"ST OWNERSHIP OF WEALTH.

For the same economic laws, in the light

of the simplest principles of morality, the

jiDgle-tax philosophy teaches that wealth

belongs to the laborers who produce it, in

proportion to their contribution to produc

tion, as automatically indicated in the pro

cesses of trade by values. It can justly be

long to no one "else, and it can be fairly

measured in no other way. But this pro

position depends upon equality of oppor

tunity to produce. When rent arises, that

fact shows that opportunities to produce

Hre unequal, and so long as this condition

exists some wealth does not belong to the

laborers who produce it. To each laborer,

then, justly belongs so much of the wealth

he produces as falls into the category of

wages, for this represents what he could

produce from the best free land; but so

much as falls into the category of rent is not

justly his, for it represents the advantage,

overmen who have access only to the best

free land, which the possession of better

land has given him. Normal rent is not a

burden upon labor. It is an equalizer of

the wages of labor, taking from laborers

who use the better lands so much and no

more of their produce than is due to the

superiority of those lands over the lands

that other men are forced to use, and leav

ing to each exactly what his labor, as dis

tinguished from his opportunity, is worth.

But that rent may equitably equalize

wages, so that laborers shall receive in pro

portion to their earnings, it must be made

a common fund. If this be not done, one

part of the community, the owners of land

lying above the margin of cultivation, ob

tain labor products in excess of their con

tribution to production. And since the

proportion of wealth that goes to rent in

creases as the margin of cultivation falls,

every extension of cultivation will increase

the unearned income of this class. Con

versely, the proportion of wealth going to

labor as wages will decrease. This, in itself, '

would be unjust. Still, if it went no farther,

it might not be practically harmful. Though

the land owning class lived luxuriously upon

labor products without contributing their

production, and the community were plun

dered of its just revenues, yet the condition

of laborers might advance. While they

would retain as wages for a given expendi

ture of labor only a diminishing proportion

of the product, what they retained would

nevertheless be an increasing quantity ; for

such improvement in labor power as we

have a right to expect, would more than

counterbalance the effect upon quantitative

wages of a normally receding margin of

cultivation.

((') SOCIAL DISEASE.

But the effect of such distribution would

not stop at practically harmless injustice.

It has not stopped there. It could not, for

social injustice is the living germ of viru

lent social disease, and nothing but exter

mination can stay its destructive course.

Increase in labor power, the very force that

should naturally lift all men higher and

higher above poverty and the fear of pov

erty, the force that iii just conditions would

do 'it, only tends to make poverty deeper

and the fear of poverty more hopeless. For

increase of labor power implies more ex

tended uses of land, the effect of which, by

lowering the margin of cultivation and in

creasing rent, is to augment the value of

land; and expectation of higher land val

ues, excited by this generally observed tend

ency, induces the withholding of land from

use, or what is to a degree the same thing,

from its full or best use. In this way the

margin of cultivation is forced so far down

ward that quantitative wages, despite im

provements in labor power, are driven

toward the level of a bare living. Here the

disease touches the vitals of the social or

ganism. Unemployed labor perpetually

burdens and menaces employed labor ; fluct

uating business, with occasional failures,

recruits the army of the unemployed, and

makes employment harder to get; debasing

poverty is seen, and felt, and feared; the
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pure become corrupt and the innocent fall

into crime; independence gives way to ser

vility, and as men in their struggle tor sub

sistence lose interest in public affairs, gov

ernment, though nominally popular, be

comes autocratic and irresponsible.

The only check upon this tendency is the

periodical depressions it generates. These

act directly upon the cause of the disease.

They are to inflated land values what war,

estilenee and famine were in the theory of

Malthas to overpopulation. When the

margin of cultivation is, by the withholding

of land from use. carried to a point so low

that labor can no longer secure accustomed

returns, a falling off in production results

and is perpetuated until it culminates in a

commercial crash, the apparent cause of

which may be any petty disturber of

public confidence from a broken bank to a

controversy over government purchases of

silver. This ends in a contraction of land

values. In a sense, it begins with contrac

tion of land values, for buyers are " timid,"

as it is called, at a very early stage ; but

as sellers hold stubbornly on, values do

not actually fall until hard times become

so hard that all but the strongest sellers

are forced to unload at the best prices

they can get. Then market values begin to

fall ; the margin of cultivation begins to

rise. When the rising margin of cultiva

tion reaches a point that leaves to wages

sufficient to stimulate labor into activity,

there is for a time a revival of business. Or,

without a contraction of land values, labor

power may be so increased or the standard

of living so reduced that labor becomes ac

tive upon a lower plane of living or a higher

plane of production. In this way so-called

good times may revive without a rise in the

margin of cultivation. But in either case

this revival is only the beginning of a new-

industrial period, which terminates as did

the one before it. The probabilities, how

ever, always favor a lower margin of culti

vation and consequently a lower level of

ordinary wages, at the close of each period.

Thus we find the leading principles of old

school political economy pointing to the

private ownership of rent as the funda

mental cause of social diseases.

(d) the remedy.

The single-tax philosophy, founded as it

is in the principles of old school political

economy, and following the common sense

policy of curing diseases by abolishing

causes, proposes to remedy the social disease

by abolishing the private ownership of rent.

This is the essence of the single-tax idea.

Hut the mode of operation, from which the

name is derived, is the abolition of all taxes

save a single tax on the owners of land, in

proportion to the value of the land they

own, and regardless of its improvements.

Such a tax, by encouraging the full utili

zation of land and discouraging mere own

ership, would raise the margin of cultivation

from the abnormally low toward the normal

point, thereby tending to advance wages

toward the level of the actual value of labor

in the freest conditions. This would stay

the course of the disease by impairing the

vitality of its germ. The higher the single

tax the more complete would be the effect.

When it had reached a point at which it

was no longer profitable to hold land out of

use it would also have reached a point at

which rent would be taken for common

uses, ami the essential purposes of abolish

ing the private ownership of rent would be

completely realized.

Meantime, all taxation upon labor having

been abolished, the law of demand and sup

ply would operate freely, so that the most

profitable avenues of production would be

continually open and easily accessible to

labor; unhampered trade would raise the

possibilities of co-operation to the highest;

and the vast supply of very productive free

land (for the productiveness of land at the

then margin of cultivation would be far

superior to that of the present margin l

would unite with improvements in machin

ery and the extraordinary facilities for trade

to enormously increase the product of a

given expenditure of labor. And quanti

tative wages, instead of falling with a reced

ing margin of cultivation as they do now.

would rise; because land at the margin of

cultivation, even as that receded with fresh

demands for land, would with enhanced

labor power yield more wealth to given ex

penditure of land than land at the previous

margin.

Finally, undert his single-tax system, the

community would come into its own. ' An

immense and growing common fund would

no longer be diverted to private use, to the

embarrassment of the state, the impoverish

ment of labor, the enrichment of a useless

class, and the constant menacing and ulti

mate destruction of social order.

vi. CONCLUSION.

All the consistent principles of the old

school, those that I have neither mentioned

nor alluded to, alike with those that I have

tried to formulate, admonish us that if we

would establish justice and really save so

ciety, we must embody the essential prin

ciples of the single-tax in our legislation.

So plain is this admonition that old school

economists who insist upon opposing it are

either drifting into socialism, which clings

to the unnatural and antiquated doctrine of

the supremacy of capital, or are wandering

helplessly in the metaphysical labyrinths of

the Austrian school. The old school, di

vested as it now is, of the absurdities that

for a time attached themselves to it, affords

no logical ground for opposition to the sin

gle-tax idea. That idea is. as I said at the
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■mutt. On- true development of the system

which, rudely sketched by Adam Smith

and strengthened by Rieardo, hue been

logically adjusted, harmoniously rounded

Miit, and practically applied "by Henry

<ieorj£e.

GOVERNMENTAL BANKING THE SCI

ENTIFIC EEMEDT.

»IY OKOROE C. W.\H1>.

In a recent issue of the AVw Xnliim the

following paragraph appeared:

A bank bill isanoh', bearing no interest, that Uu1

lunk owes. Now If yon go to your neighbor to bor
row il«i. lie says. '■ All right, make out your note

with p*o<l security at 8 per cent." You do so. and

nive it to him hd<1 lie gives you his note tietiriiutno

interest for yours. Wouldn't you think your neigh-

lK>r rather cheeky'.' Well, that is just what you do

when you borrow ot a bunk. Thev have liad seine

law put behind tlieir note to make it lietter than

iinirx. and they draw interest on their notes while

vou pay Interest, lhi you think it law that stives your

nclghtsir that advantage over you a fair one?

Commenting on the foregoing the LOCO

MOTIVE FlHKMKX's MaOAXINK Says :

Manii'-stly rite bank has a decided |mlt on the bor

rower. Bui a» matters stand just now the banks de-

« line to loan money for the purpose of carrying for

ward Industries, anil as a result nieji arc idle by the

million. The proprietors of factories say " We can

tet onlerv. tint cash down is out of the question.''

cu»toniera require time tint the banks refuse to loan

money to help the proprietors, hence men arc idle.

WiUnn the post few months four or tive hundred

'..inks fullest. Why? Deeauae, wlicn their depositors

tailed lor their money it could not is- bad: it was

loaned out. The idea is to do away with bank*, .lust

how it i» to la- accomplished, and w bat is to take the

place of the banks, if anything, remains uncvolved.

Said :i not very well informed American,

loan Irish triendof his, " Who is this Irish

man, Lack (('Confidence, that is raising so

much devilment in thi6 country '.' " '* Shure !

an* I dunno." said the Irishman; "I used

to hear uv him in the ould coonthry, but I

niver saw him. He was always doing divil-

ment in ould Ireland."

And this is the gentleman whose antece

dents and habits we wish to investigate.

Ever since the late panic was in its incipi

ent stages, we have neen told that it was

not money that was lacking, but confidence;

that there was money enough in the coun

try to <b> the business of the country, but

that the people lacked confidence.

Hut the Populists have ever claimed that

it was not confidence the people needed,

but money; and they have ridiculed and

belittled the idea that confidence was all

that was lacking. And when < iov. Mc-

Kinlev, himself an ardent believer in the

confidence theory, failed and bad to make

;tn assignment for the lack of sufficient

money to meet his claims and utter ina

bility to obtain the same, it was cold coin-

tort that he found in the gibes and sneers

of the Populist. And yet it un* lack of

lonfideme that caused his downfall. And

wlieu Kx-Secretarv of the Treasury Mr.

foster bad to make an assignment, and

gave as the reason, bis failure to raise money

to meet his maturing obligations, there

were those who were unfeeling enough to

taunt him with the fact that be bad been

one of the loudest in proclaiming that all

that \v;is needed was confidence, and that

there was plenty of money if people would

only have confidence.

And yet, in spite of the fact that it was

apparently a lack of money caused their

failure, Messrs. McKinley and Poster were

right, everlastingly anil irrevocably right.

It wa* confidence that was lacking; but the

trouble was that no amount of confidence

possessed by them could possibly have

saved them, from the fact that the conli-

dence must be exercised by the other fellow.

Tin n were would-be ftorrouvTx, and the con

fidence that saves must be in the possession

of ihjHmilor*. I take square issue with till

those who assert that an increase in the

volume of money in circulation will pre

vent panics. Kirst : because, an increase in

the volume of money simply increases

prices, without increasing the number of

distinct exchanges, or business transac

tions, or their relative ratio to the volume

of money. Second: because savings and

commercial deposits and time and call loans

will ever bear about the same relative pro

portion to such volume of money; that is,

provided the banking system of a country

is fully developed and systemized.

Savings and commercial banks are the

most vital portion of the body social and

politic, and have the most important func

tions to perform. Hanks have fitly been

compared to the heart of the social com

munity, or nation; and the several and

various channels of commercial, productive

and distributive activities to the arteries

and veins. Money is the lite-blood of a

nation; and even as in the human body,

the blood is pumped into the arteries and

veins by the heart, to return to the heart

again and be again pumped out, so also

money is loaned out by the heart (banks i

and returns again to the heart (banks) in

the shape of deposits, to be again loaned

out. Hut even as heart disease is one oi

the most dreaded and fatal diseases, so also.

when the heart of the nation (the banks i

refuses to perform its functions, the life-

blood ol the nation i money l becomes stag

nate and ceases to How ami circulate in the

arteries and veins, and the nation, or body

politic, becomes sick unto death; so that.

if circulation is not speedily restored, all

i business i life, activity and energy: must

cease and the nation die, or relapse into

barbarism. And this death may be caused

in two ways. First: by lack of confidence

in the soundness and stability of the gov

ernment hence in all forms of wealth-

security protected by the government; but

this form of disease and death is rare.
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Second: by lack of confidence, on the part

of depositors, in the soundness and sol

vency of the hanks. This in the common

and prevalent form of the heart (bank)

disease, and the one from an attack of

which we are just now recovering. But

what should we think of such a freak of

nature as a human body with no heart

within ijtself, hut dependent for life upon a

precarious and intermittent connection

with the heart of another. Such an anomaly

seems beyond our power of imagination;

and yet, just such an anomaly is a nation

with its hanking system in tbe hands of

private corporations, or individuals. If

not, why not?

The power that controls the issue of a

nation's money has, to a great extent, all

productive and distributive industry at its

mercy. But if the power conferred by the

control of iiKiir is great, greater by far is the

power inhering in the control of dintribution.

If anv power, other than the nation itself,

has the control of both the issue and the

distribution of the nation's life-blood-

credit—money- then that power has the

nation hv the throat. There is no other

mode of distributing a nation's token-credit

(money) than by loaning such credit owned

by those who do not wish, to use it, to those

who do wish to use it in the productive and

distributive industries of the country and

in the development of its resources. This

function—power— the banks now possess in

their system of deposits, loans and dis

counts. An unsecured pledge is given by

the banks for the safe return of this token-

credit (money deposit) at such time as

those owning it may demand it. This

pledge is secured by the actual wealth-

credit of those who thus borrow the token-

credit (money), such actual wealth-credit

being a portion of the entire wealth of the

whole people, upon which all token-credit

I money i is based. Thus the people'furnish

the credit, while the banks get the credit of

furnishing it.

There is no way of dispensing with, or

avoiding, the continued utilization of the

people's surplus credit, or savings, errone

ously termed "bank credits," unless we

should adopt the altogether absurd and

impracticable policy of issuing new money

to take the place of the money, or token-

credit, saved by the people; leaving such

savings to constitute an uncertain, though

potent, factor in producing intermittent

periods of inflation and contraction. Spe

cially fallacious is the theory expressed by

a leading Populist paper, as follows-

General Warner shows that the " lawful raoncv" in

I he country amount* t" S1,">0".<IOO,IH10 [only Jl,N«"i,ntK>.-

iK>01 and that bank credits before the panic amounted

to W.UOO.UOH.OHU. What a lovely banking system this

is. to be sure! Kor (.-very one dollar of llie i>eopte's

money they hold, they lend eight dollars of their

Tills makes a total of money and ewdit. the penpl*

require, amounting to 85,50u.fiio,ono. or SHI per cspitt

if tlie copulation is sixty-eight millions. If this JH

per capita was lawful money, gold, silver and paper

we would be on a safe, sound and stable nnanrjs:

basis.

I'nder our present system of banking the

restill of such a policy would be that bank

deposits ami loans and discounts would In-

multiplied by four, as expressed in tenns of

money units, or dollars, Although repre

senting, as deposits, or as loans being se

cured by the same amount of wealth-capi

tal. It is a popular misconception that tbi*

fund of four billions of dollars, erroneously

called " bank credits," is fictitious inonev

It consists of individual holdings of tin

common credit of the people, actually de

posited in the form ot money; or tnken-

credit, and loaned out in the same form

Were there four times as much actual

money, or even of gold and silver coin, in

existence as at present, this common-credit

fund of the community would continue t/v

be, as it is now, four times as large in vol

ume as the volume of money. The Uaue t?

not the elimination of the factor termed

"bank credit," but by whom and for whose

benefit shall such fund be controlled and

distributed—by private corporations for

their own benefit, or by the people's; gov

eminent for the common benefit of all, at

the cost of administering the trust.

The issue is squarely drawn between thr

people and the banks. As to money: shall

it be based upon bank credit, or upon the

credit of the nation—the people's wealth"

As to the deposit and security and loan dis

tribution of the people's several surplus

savings, or token-credit—money: shall ib

sate keeping and judicious, careful loan dts-

tribution be undertaken and guaranteed bj

irresponsible banking corporations, or by

the people themselves, in their sovereign

capacity, as a co-operative banking corpo

ration, through government agencies.

Consider the violent fluctuations in price

and the terrible demoralization and destruc

tion of values, with the consequent rich

harrrxi of unscrupulous and piratical "bulk

and bears," speculators and moneylenders,

the inevitable concomitant of these inter

mittent, or periodic, panics and booms.

Take, for instance, the following statement*

of the New York associated banks:

M»v si

Loans . . Hlfi.'.PSlJOli

Specie 71.2tl.lW

la-gal tender . . KJ.sm.Wi'

IH'posits . . WUSJJB'

Surplus reserve

Loans ....

Deposits. . . .

Legal tender .

S]««rie . ...

credit, upon which the jK-ople transact their business. Reserve deficit

Af«. IS.

$411.7%,7W

. 372,3 <t,o<»

Z.'.!VO,7l»l

tf.624.iMu

««..r>4S.37r>

Air,. W.

•i2,VT7ff"

tHXCJSO

fliOHW
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sect. SO. Oct. 7.

li.m . . , $392,49-1 .400 (393,341.800

llrpos'te. . .... 390,980.400 400,195,900

L/.*J tender 41,079 400 44,:iOr),0O0

specif 80.786,200 84,372,700

-orpins reierve . . $24,320,500 428,628.725

Dec. 23. Dec. 30.

Uuis. . $416,287,000 »417,60t;,900

DrpoalU . ... 498,847,700 506,437,800

foal lender 93,129,000 101,108,200

specie 104.520,700 100.316.400

sorplu* reserve S77.!K7.775 *80,815,150

This inflow of money to the banks and

plethora of money in the money centers,

with the resultant scarcity of money in

circulation, may lie an unavoidable inci

dent of a private banking system. It is

true, perhaps, that. Mr. "Lack O'Confi-

aVnoe ' moves his headquarters, and that

he is domiciled with the banks, instead of,

nsjiwt previously, with the depositing pub

lic; and that, while those having money

have regained confidence in the banks, the

bitter experiences of the panic and the

vivid remembrances of the " run," restrain

the banks from again loaning out the peo

ple's deposits. He that as it may, whether

avoidable, or not, the condition exists and

'■"rictitutes an unanswerable argument in

l»vor of a system of governmental banking,

under the operation of which these inter

mittent panic* and booms would not allow

speculators and holders of unbanked money

to hny in the people's wealth at panic

prices and sell it out again at the fancy

prices of a boom. With governmental

tanks, there would be a mutual confidence

fteadily and continuously existing between

the people and the banks, and a run upon

a hank would become an altogether un

likely, if not an impossible event, while

Mnic* would become a thing of the past.

Nuthingbut natural causes could then boom

»r depress values, and prices would remain

«tfady.

Under the present system of banking, all

these banks have to "do to produce hard

tt'iiea, and, if they wish, a panic, is to call

their loans in and refuse further accommo

dations. They can produce flush times, or

a "boom," by loaning out their reserve

tnnde to the minimum amount required by

■»*. This power is too great to be lodged

»ith any other depository but the nation,

<■' government itself. To a lesser extent,

'he hanks can make good or bad times, by

'standing or contracting the volume of

'heir circnlating notes. These combined

)>"were make them masters of the situation.

The banking combine, with the Roths

child syndicate as its head center, is what is

• ninielv termed "the money power." The

ultimate aim of the monev" power and the

*«I toward which it is hastening, is the

*l«olulc control of the finances of the

world. The means to this end are the de

struction of all actual money but gold

money, and the substitution therefor of

bank notes based upon interest-bearing,

longtime bonds, issued by the nations of

the earth and payable in gold.

The demonetization of silver is but a step

in the direction of the coveted goal, and

was instigated in England, Germany and

the United States by the bankers, headed

by the Rothschilds. Already demands are

being made for the destruction of our green

back currency, ami all other forms of paper

money but bank notes. With the volume

of money-issue dependent upon their selfish

interests, and the distribution of all money

under their control, the nation must do the

banks homage and all interests bow sub

servient to their will.

Already, in their Associated Bank Clear

ing House, the banks possess the most pow

erful and effective weapon of aggression ami

defense in the world, and the battle may be

said to now be fairly on between the money

power and the people. " Eternal vigilance

is the price of liberty." Now is the time to

strike, before it is everlastingly too late.

Consider for a moment the appalling net

results of the panic that was deliberately

brought on by the banks for the purpose of

creating public sentiment adverse to silver

and forcing an issue of interest bearing gold

bonds.

In its recent issue Bradstreet's has this

to say about the record of failures for the

year "that closed on December 31, 1893:

What will doubtless be known as the " panic year

1893" has brought with it. as was to be expected, the

largest number of business failures ever recorded in

the railed States since records of the same have been

kept, the total as reported to Bradstreet's amounting

to 15,060, in which are included only commercial, in

dustrial and financial business failures in which es

timated actual assetts are smaller than reported lia

bilities. For this reason about 240 banks and banking

institutions which have been forced to suspend since

May 1st last, owing to restricted credits, hoarding of

funds and panic, because they were not able prompt

ly to liquidate their total indebtedness, are not In

cluded among institutions reported tailed, their ag

gregate liabilities amounting to about 865,0011,000 in

round numbers, as contrasted with corresponding

assets of about SIOO.000.000. But more than 370 re

maining banks and banking institutions out of more

than lido reported suspended during the past twelve

months are included in the accompanying statistics

of business failures for IS!':!.

The increase in the number of mercantile failures

in 1*93 as compared with the year before is more than

51 per cent., which, it is unnecessary to explain, is the

heaviest annual increase on record. The proportion

of individuals, firms and corporations having a rec

ognized place in business communities throughout

the United States, which failed during the past year,

lias Iteen 1.51, or l1^ in every 100, as compared with 1

in 100. or 1 per cent, in 1S!>2, and as compared with

1 :S2 per cent., or nearly 1^, in every 1,000 in the last

preceding important panic year ISM.

Tlie grand total of estimated liabilities of individ

uals, firms and corporations in business, including

banks which reported liabilities in excess of their ac

tual assets, amounts to $Mn3.nnn ooo in round numbers,

or nearly four times the corresponding total of 1S'J2,

when the touil number of failures was two-thirds as

large as this year. The next largest aggregate of lia

bilities was in the panic year 1SS4—$248,700,000, and
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after that in 1K91—S11K1.HKI.IM10, next in order in 1882—
S17,r>,ftli0,000, ami fifth in the rank in 1890—H75.Uiai.UilO.

This number of failures, vast as. it may

appear, <loes not represent one-fourth of

the failures thai have taken place. It takes

no account of the thousands of mortgage

foreclosures, the most disastrous of all fail

ures, the thousands of liquidations through

deeds of trust anil other well-known meth

ods. In fact the above report represents

only the larger commercial failures. If the

truth could lie definitely ascertained the

number of business wrecks during the past

vea* would amount to more than 100,000.

The coming year promises no better.

It is, indeed, a ghastly and fearful record,

lint this was written not so much for the

purpose of setting forth the causes and re

sults of the panic, as to emphasize the les

son taught thereby and epitomized in the

statement, or the assertion, that these treats

could never hare liappened under a system of

governmental banks.

The burden of interest-bearing debt is

crushing the life out of the people of this

nation and of the world. Interest—ac

cursed of (iod and a curse to man—has ever

enabled (he idle few to live in luxurious

splendor, at the expense of the toiling

masses, who *ke out a bare existence in

penury and wjyit.

It remains lor the United States to pre

sent to the world a realization of Bartholdi's

dream, " Liberty, enlightening the world,"

by banishing forever from America's fail-

land, the robbers and spoliators of human

ity—rent and interest. Armed with the

mighty weapon, the freeman's ballot, la

bor, hitherto robbed and despoiled, can

crush and obliterate all present dynasties

and systems and erect and inaugurate upon

their ruins the temple of human freedom

and an industrial system under which

"those who sow will reap'1 ami those who

work not, will not have to eat. Then shall

be made to bear equally and alike, the Di

vine injunction, " in the sweat of thy face

shalt thou eat thy bread," and no man shall

thereafter be compelled to furnish sweat to

moisten another man's dough.

Interest can be destroyed only by the

oeople, as a community, or government,

entering into competition with individuals

in the business of loaning to each other,

severally, their collective credit, or money,

at the cost of carrying on the business.

Let ns have governmental banks, opera

ted at cost by the people, for the people.

All that is needed is an educated people

and an intelligent ballot.

The law ought to provide that railroad

corporations should state under oath, the

amount they pay out to purchase legisla

tors, courts and congressmen. The public

ought to know the price of such "commodi

ties."

AN IDEAL CURRENCY.

1IY JAMES MIliDLETON.

The true ideal in a currency is to have it

as stable as possible and to have it so sound

that it will be desired by every one within

the nation or who has commercial relations

with the nation or its citizens.

Until some way can be devised that shall

insure the same return for each hour's labor

in any given employment one year with an

other, it will be impossible to have a unit

or dollar that will not fluctuate. Take for

instance a socialist time check or labor cer

tificate, it would get only half of the wheat

in a year when the wheat crop was short as

in a year when crop was double.

So long as human labor varies in produc

tiveness from year to year, or period to

period, so long will the currency that meas

ures it vary. It will take more or less labor

to get the things for which we labor.

The soundness of the national currency

will always depend upon the action of the

government that issues it or determines it*

legal tender qualities, and upon the sound

ness of that government's credit. Even

commodity gold or silver money is n«>t free

from the action of that law. To illustrate

1 quote from the "American Cyclopedia"

Vol. XL, page 736. speaking of money :

Aristotle ways of it that " It exist* not by nature but

by law." How true is (bis doctrine, or. at least, how

potent is the law under a civilized government in tin

parting the quality of acceptability for tile pMym<*itt

of debts, and the purchase of commodities to that

which it recoKniy.es ns money, is clearly proved riy ib<

operations of the bank of Venice during several ocn

turiee. throughout which time its deposits, which

were never payable but only transferable on the l>ook»

of the bank, were at a premium over coins, 1>c<»iun-

they were the suindard of payment furnished by t In

state and used lor all large transact ions, Itideou, this

bank money was that which established the money

of account and in which the value of all coins Ma's

expressed. Further, on the testimony of Thottui*

Muring, we arc assured that it was found impi»ssible

during the crisisnf 1M7 in London to raiNcnny itioin-v

whatever on a sum of tiiO.UOO in silver, huritix m sim

ilar crisis in Calcutta in lsj'.l it was equally itil|H.><*>ihlc

to mi*c even n single rupee oi| £31.000 of gold. Tht

fonner wa-s mil a legal tender above 10 shillings while

tin- latter was not so for any sum whatever.

If the government's credit is good and the

currency is limited to the actual needs, ot

business a paper dollar redeemable in taxes

will Moat tit par or above a commodity tnon-

ey, and that even though it have no' other

legal tender quality except as to taxes and

dues against the government.

History presents such examples and even

those cases, such as the French assiirnats.

the continental currency and the confeder

ate greenbacks when fully understood only-

serve to show that truth. The paper of the

bank of Venice inconvertible in specie re

mained for centuries at or above par and

ceased only w hen Venice was conquered by

Napoleon.

The colony of Pennsylvania under the

advice of Dr. Franklin issued a paper cur

rency or " Proclamation money or " Ue
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*ilvr money" to its citizens in amounts of

£100 or less based upon

K*'*I security of at least double tho value for a term

nl sixteen years to be repaid in yearly quotations or

ouullments » Itb interest. Thus one sixteenth part

iiitbeprlnei|Mil was yearly paid baek into the onlec,

uuirh made the payment easy to the borrower. The

interest was applied to publie services; the principal

■ luring the first ten years was let out again to fresh

l».rrowcrs. • • » This money bore no promise, of a

ridemplion lu coin but a promise to receive it for all

.haw. • • * The money was so good it circulated

in neighboring provinces as at home. The volume

»iu governed by the necessities of the Individuals and

1. 1 the public ami was always sustained in value by

UMlion. There were thirty-five issues of this money

either to redeem old Issues or supply the demand for

lut'rcascd circulation, and so universal was this system

, riiumcuded by the wonderful development anil pros-

|4-rity of Pennsylvania that it conquered nil opposi

tion.

This quotation is from Freeman 0. Wil

ey's "Whither Are We Drifting as u Na

tion," which quotes Dr. Franklin 8, and also

ilillett 8 comments, both of which should be

thoughtfully read by anyone who wishes to

uiiilerstand the money question. This pa

per currency was overthrown by the Revo

lution.

The sixty million demand notes issued by

Ilic government early in the warand receiv

able for nil dues against the government,

kept within a few cents of full legal tender

gold ull the time they were out though the

credit of the government was at that time

iiliaky. Our continental currency depreci

ated on account of its excessive amount, be-

. .mseof the great flood of counterfeit and

because at the time there was no adequate

taxing power behind it.

nur greenbacks were no fair test of the

stability of a paper currency as compared

tiitlt a commodity currency as they were

nut legal tender for import duties or inter

est on the public debt, while gold and silver

were.

The primary requirements for a stable and

•"tind national cujrencv are, that it shall

(lie issued by the general government, shall

I'' receivable for all dues against govern

ment, local or national, and shall be limited

io the actual need* of government and of

limitless. Making it legal tender is of sec

ondary importance but gives an additional

strength. Within these requirements, a le-

t*\ tender paper money redeemable in all

public dues will float at or above par with

*nv commodity money.

If the government should refuse to use

a>td and silver and should remove their le-

gal tender qualities the}- would cease to float

as money and would at once be relegated

I" their proper uses as commodities except

for the purposes of paying balances of trade

with other nations. For such a purpose it

would be much more available than now and

even' one but those who thrive on the ne-

'Msities of their fellows would be benefited.

The poor theu might have more gold and

«ilver plated utensils, more decayed teeth

filled with gold.

The unfolding of time and civilization

have relegated iron, tin, copper, brass and

other commodities that have served as

money to their other functions as com

modities to the manifest gain of humanity

Silver and gold still linger, though the days

of silver are, fortunately, apparently num

bered. The sooner it takes its proper place

with iron ami copper the better. Then let

gold follow it. It is the most dishonest and

cowardly of all forms of money, the most

easily controlled by speculators.

For the present, until the ignorance and

prejudice which still linger shall be dissi

pated, it is well that gold should have its*

place in the national currency but its power

to hurt will be taken away when the nation

shall rise to its duty and issue a true and

sound paper currency sufficient for the needs

of government and business.

The total taxation, national and local, now

is not far from one billion dollars. This then

is the amount necessarv to transact the pub

lic businessof various kinds at present. At

the beginning of each fiscal year the federal

government should determine as now how

much should be needed for the year and how

much of coin in the treasury available for

those expeuses. Then full legal tender

("nited States treasury notes should be is

sued for the balance. These should be

paid out during thc<ifear for the specified

purposes.

The taxes for the year should just equal

the expenditures. They should be made

payable during the year at such periods as

would give chance for the notes to circulate

from the receivers to the tax payers. The

notes should be cancelled as they come back

to the treasury in payment of taxation.

That would complete their redemption.

Under present conditions the gold and

silver coin might be received, and when so

received be reissued instead of lying use

lessly idle in government vaults. under

such conditions the free coinage of gold

would not be harmful, even its legal tender

function might be removed with benefit.

For silver, the disappearing commodity

money, there would be no need, and we

might well bid it a glad farewell as money

and welcome it to its rightful place as a use

ful commodity.

The federal government should provide a

similar currency for the state and local di

visions in a manner similar to that pursued

in case of the national banks. The state

should give non-interest bearing bonds for

amount received and the amount should be

strictly limited to the amount to be raised

by taxation. As the state and local divis

ions collect their taxes, the state authorities

should be required to take up their bonds

to the federal government with the money

received, thus cancelling the bonds while

the federal government cancelled the notes

returned.
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This would give an annual circulation

equal to the total local and national taxing

power going out through a multitude of

channels and returning through the taxpay

ers and others owing public dues, quicken

ing industrial activity in countless ways.

Such a currency wouid ever remain at or

above par as measured by a gold or silver

coi nage.

To secure a currency for the needs of busi

ness over and above this, automatically reg

ulating itself, the federal government

should, so long as we have a debt, arrange

to fund itinto a 2 per cent, commodity bond

as proposed by lions. Tom L. Johnson, Win-

dom, Spinner and others. These bonds

should be in denominations of ten dollars

and upwards obtainable at the post office

and thus available to the masses. When

ever the holder should wish he should have

the privilege of giving up his bonds and re

ceiving a special currency lull legal tender

therefor. Whenever any one should have

such special notes to the amount of ten dol

lars or multiples thereof he should have the

privilege of obtaining such bonds. The na

tional bank then might be safely allowed to

drop out of sight and all banks be relegated

to their proper functions of deposit, dis

count, loan and exchange.

With such a financial system it would be

easy for the government to absorb as fast as

it might be found wise such public functions

as express business, telegraphs, telephones,

railroads and the like, paying, if need be,

with the 2 per cent, convertable bonds.

Such a currency would automatically

adapt itself to the needs of business. When

the demands of business caused the rate of

interest to rise sufficiently above 2 per cent,

holders of bonds would" return them and

take out bills to use or to loan. The gov

ernment would save the interest on the

bonds deposited. This would be a decided

gain over our present national banking sys

tem, where the government gives the notes

and pays interest on the bonds besides, lim

iting the privilege to those holding SoO.000

worth or more. This would give a banking

system forthe masses instead of the million

aire and the moneyed Samson would be

shorn of his locks.

Such a currency and banking system

would be as sound as the government itself.

Its stability would be greater than that

of any commodity money. Its flexibility

would' be well nigh perfect, adapting itself

automatically to the varying needs of busi

ness. So long us the public debt lasted, and

that could be continued indefinitely, it

would satisfy the requirements of an ideal

currency to all except those who wish to

prey upon their fellows. Such a system of

currency coupled with the single tax upon

the annual rental value of lands would give

us a well nigh perfect fiscal system.

SHALL OUB HOUSE BE DIVIDED?

IIV A. .1. C.RAY.

The greatest battle an individual has t<>

fight is that in winch he engages to conquer

himself, and the greatest battle laborer*

have hud, and still have to fight, is to over

come differences in their own ranks arising

from ignorance, prejudice and superstition.

Differences which result from honest con

viction after impartial investigation of every

phase of a question, must arise; but those

who entertain opinions so formed are rea

sonable in their advocacy, and tolerant to

ward the opinions of others formed in the

same manner, for they understand that

after a full and impartial investigation dif

ferent men will arrive at different conclu

sions. Such men can find common ground

on which to stand, and can always rely upon

one another. Very different is it with the

ignorant man, who is nearly always govern

ed by prejudice and superstition. He jump!'

at conclusions which no reasonable amount

of evidence can change. A reasoning man

is susceptible to change by reason, but no

amount of reason can overcome supersti

tion. To attempt to combat superstition

with reason is like waging war upon shad

ows, for superstitions are but mental shad

ows cast by ignorance. For thousands and

thousands of years truth has had to do bat

tle with these shadows, and has oiten only

succeeded in overcoming them in one form

to have them appear, apparently as formid

able as ever, in another place. Our pro

gress is being continually impeded by ob

stacles which 'the ignorant and superstitious

are constant Iv throwing in the way, and it

would seem that we would continually have

to fight the same prejudices and the same

superstitions until every individual who

entertains them has become enlightened.

If laboring men were united in their de

mands for any one thing they would have

no trouble in obtaining it. But they are

not united, and as long as there are a

great number in their ranks who are gov

erned by prejudice they never can be

united. "The greatest enemies to thp cause

of labor are those within its ranks wlu>

would, under any pretense, do anything

which would even tend to create a differ

ence by arousing prejudice; and of all preju

dices those which grow out of religion are

the most unreasoning and harmful. Labors

cause is world wide. It is not race against

race, nation against nation, nor religion

against religion, but the laboring man the

world over, irrespective of race, nationality

or religion, in one common cause against ■»

common foe their exploiters, the social

drones who hold the (iod-given opportuni

ties lor the self-employment of labor, and

bv so doiim are enabled to convert to their

own use the greater part of that which tin-

laborer produces. When laborers realize
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his. no quarrels between their exploiters

n<\ no appeals to them in the name of pa-

rintism or religion can divert their atten-

imi from their real oppressors and deter-

uine them to take \\y arms and engage

n ware of self-destruction.

There is an organization called the Ameri

can I'roteetive Association which has erect -

■il a man of straw which they term Catho-

icb>m, and they are now trying to build

hat organization by working upon the prc-

uiliresiif the ignorant and superstitious. If

hov succeed along tin- lines laid down they

*ilf create a division in the ranks of labor

ihieb will greatly impede its progress and

vill revive old religious prejudices an<l su-

peptitions which ought to have been over

man- two centuries since. They would turn

the wheels of progress backward over two

ivnturico". and oblige us to again wage a

senseless war to overcome religious preju

dice.

When will the laborer arise above petty,

senseless denominational prejudices to a

more sublime conception of true Christian

lirt'therhiind? Christ chose his disciples

from among the laboring classes and he made

uo religious test a qualification. He called

I he laborer the salt of the earth, and he said

that the service of God consisted not in the

belief in a dogma nor in the subscription to

a creed, but in feeding the hungry, cloth

ing the naked, ministering to the sick, and

veiling those who are in prison, and that

thi> doing of these things to the least of our

lellnw men is the service of the Lord. In

this is the kernel and the spirit of true

Christianity. This was recognized by the

immediate "followers of Christ, but in time

Christianity degenerated into mere formal

iiliM-rvnnces. and lip service. It was joined

t'i the state for the purpose of keeping

the people under the subjection of politi

cal rulers, and as the church had lost its

epirituality, its real life, or love-giving prin

ciple, it only had power as it could work

upon and appeal to prejudice and supersti

tion. This was the status of the so-called

( hrUtian church as it appears in history

lifter the death of the immediate follow

ers ol Christ. People were then ignorant

and superstitious and performed acts in

the name of Christ which were as foreign

t>> hut teachings as, anything could possibly

'»■ Their acts were not the acts of Chris

tians, hut those of a church begotten in

ignorance and sustained by superstition and

a irrave misunderstanding of the teachings

•>t him in whom thev professed to believe

and to follow. But the errors of the Chris

tian ohnreh of that day—however serious

nod repugnant they may now appear in

the light, ut our present understanding—are

the nets and errors of the whole Christian

i-hureh ; for, at that time, the whole church

organization was called the Catholic church.

They were one and the same, and any in

dictment for the acts of the Catholic church

of that day is an indictment for the acts of

the entire Christian church. As man he-

came enlightened differences of opinion

arose on the subject of religion and the

church became divided and sub-divided,

and as we advance in knowledge otherdivi-

sions are being made and new churches or

ganized. The old churches advance but

they move too slow for some of their mem

bers, and they leave the old church organi

zations and start on ahead.

The Catholic church has advanced with

the advance in civilization, but having re

tained the name of the early church, the

name which the Christian church bore when

it was united and when the people were

bigoted, ignorant and superstitious—and on

that account did many tilings which no good

Catholic would now countenance— it is

sought to be made, by the ignorant and un

thinking, responsible for all the crimes com

mitted by the early Christian church (so-

called). Just because it is the church or

ganization which has inherited the name of

the early church, and for this reason, and

for no other, the most outrageous lies are

told regarding the Catholic church and

some otherwise well informed and rational

people give them credence.

Not later than last summer a well educa

ted Presbyterian minister told me that it

was said that Catholics had arms and am

munition stored in their churches and that

they were drilling with intent, at some

future time, of taking possession of the

United States.

The most remarkable part of it was, he

believed it. Prejudice dies hard. I know

this to be true in my own case, for having

been brought up in a small Protestant town

where there were few Catholics, and no

Catholic church, my knowledge of that

church was gleaned trom books anil state

ments of Protestants which were calculated

to prejudice me against that church and

those who belonged to it.

As Catholics who lived in our village were

just like other people, I came to look upon

them as exceptional Catholics. When I saw

more of the world and its people, I found

nearly all Catholics like my exceptional

cases,and when 1 came to have a knowledge

of Catholics anil Catholic institutions, as

they now are, I found that my judgment was

as erroneous as would be a judgment of the

present Knglish people by the cruel King

John, or a judgment of the present inhabi

tants of New England by their intolerant

and persecuting pilgrim forefathers.

With our knowledge of the present Catho

lic church and the good which it is accom

plishing in caring for the orphan, the sick

and the destitute; with its many institu

tions of learning and the position which it
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luis taken, within a year, in allowing its

members to send their children to our public

schools; the efforts which its officers, from

jk >]><• to priest, are making to find a solution

of the labor question which will advance

the interests of the laborer and better his

condition; and the consideration which it

has, shown, and is now showing, to the

cause of labor by encouraging its members

to join their organizations when it discour

ages their becoming members of other secret

societies; when we consider the relation

which Father Mc<.ilynn. one of labor's most

eloquent and earnest champions, now holds

to that church, and the further fact that the

Catholic church is the church of the labor

ing masses, we ought to be able to banish

the last lingering spark of prejudice against

it and ought to do nothing to alienate it

from labor's cause, for in so doing we lose a

powerful ally and imperil the cause of or

ganized labor by arousing a prejudice which

will be sure to create a division in the ranks

of the army of laborers now battling for

their rights—for a condition where their

share of that which they produce shall be

more in accordance with the part which

they take in its production. The object of

the American Protective Association is to

advance the interests of a few politicians

by reviving and nursing prejudices which

acts of the early Christian church have en-

engendered against the Catholic church.

In all labor troubles have not Catholics

been steadfast in their support of the cause

of labor? This cannot be gainsayed, and

as we know this to be true, why not act in

accordance with known facts rather than

upon unsupported assertions of irresponsi

ble bigots who would trample upon labor

and labor's cause in their efforts to gain a

little cheap distinction or power in politics

by fanning into a (lame a religious preju

dice conceived in ignorance and fed on su

perstition.

Already its influence is being felt in the

ranks of organized labor, and laborers may

be sure that those to whom they are op

posed will use every effort to advance any

cause which promises to create differences

and antagonisms in their ranks, and it is

known that nothing is more unreasoning

and difficult to overcome than religious

prejudice. It remains to be seen whether

laboring men will have wit enough to real

ize that any action on their part which

would cause a division on account of such

prejudices would be the greatest calamity

which could now befall them. It would

cause their house to be divided against itself

and would create a breach which years

would not bridge. Will the time never

come when it will be unnecessary to ex

pend any effort in fighting prejudice and

superstition?

should be understood from the very

first that if a division is made in the ranks

of labor along the lines laid down by the A.

P. A. that they will be responsible for it.

and that they, and not the Catholics, will

prove themselves unloyal to the cause of

labor, ami to their door must be laid the

charge of that bigotry which has always

obstructed progress with prejudice.

Then let us say: "The world is my coun

try, and every right thinking and right do

ing person my countryman >l) religion is

to do right, which is to do good, and in so

far as any person does right or that which

is good, in so far is he my brother, and to

that extent shall he have my love and my

co-operation."

.pe

WHAT SHALL THE HARVEST BE?

BY I.. W. HOOKK.S.

Somebody has said that we never com

prehend the importance of passing events

because we are too near to them, and. like

a spectator looking at a monument which

is near enough to be touched, we see a

meaningless wall instead of a clear outline

of perfed design. The labor history of

the past year is very near to us, but so

striking are some of its points that already

the relation between the various parts has

become so clearly defined that the most

careless observer cannot but see the out

lines of the perfect plan whi«tb has produced

the whole. Agassiz could look at a fossil

bone and with his pencil reproduce the ex

tinct animal. lie is a clod who cannot look

at the events of the last twelvemonth and

see the shackles, the prison anil the gibbet

for organized labor.

The author of "The Coming Climax in

the Destinies of America," a book as vivid

as a Hash of lightning, asserts that the af

fairs of the world are managed by a regu

larly chosen body of plutocrats, and that

the ups and downs in industrial affairs arc

merely so many moves on the world's chess

board done to order. Most people, even

among those who are engaged in the wage

sfruggle, are inclined to smile at such as

sertions, but it is safe to say that the events

of the past few months have sobered some

thousands of them into an attitude of

respectful attention toward those who.M-

warnings have suddenly ceased to be amus

ing. We have felt so strong in our flourish

ing unions, we have been so confident that

the sympathy of the people is with us, we

have boasted so long of the impossibility of

throttling the spirit of American independ

ence that it is little wonder we laughed at

the voice of warning and that the midden

shaping up of stern realities should leave

us half bewildered and unable to grasp the

full terrible meaning of these portentiou.8

events.

While the most significant things in all
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l.<>r history have been crowding them-

■hes into the brief period of a few months

«• principal occurrences in labor organiza-

niis have been the holding of annual cou

nt inns, anil preparations for others, where

n- programme embraces the momentous

uc-tion of whether John Small or Dick

it tie shall bear the title of "Grand" or

■iiipreme" head of the order. Aside from

ic settling of this important matter our

rievance rules are patched up. our c-onsti-

njions are changed a little, we have a re-

inrt showing the number of dollars it has

i*t in run the machine a year, and another

cpnrt telling how we have grown from a

ixndiul of members to the present magni-

livnt proportions. These allusions to "our

atari growth'' and "our great prosperity "

iruu'out vociferous applause, and many a

nan who never scored a point in either wit,

<lin|iience or logic has lionized himself by

•nmhastic references to "our glorious or-

iinization." At the close of these conven-

mnc we have an oratorical round-up and go

lilil over the record "which has covered our

;.ible order with glory.'' For a (|iiarter of a

i-iitnry this has been fheannual programme

uid no't once have we attempted to take up

lie real questions that lie at the root of

al'Or'g adversity or search for the condi-

iinn« that can bring permanent prosperity

to labor as a whole. We have been too

tnwy applauding references to our "gratify

ing iirogrei*."

W mild it not be well for us to lay aside

:lii." pitiful braggado<'io longenough to take

a look at the yearly chapter of American

birtory wherein manual labor and pluto-

iracy arc the chief actors '! It will not

rri|iiire a second glance to see that labor

W not quite so free and independent as

jrincrally asserted. It will be easy to dis-

'■i-iver that whatever of liberty it possesses

i- threatened by the enemy, and that this

enemy it carrying forward its work in a

must systematic and successful manner.

It is a good iflea to be perfectly frank

about a thing like this. The first principle

'I "OiTi'ssfnl generalship is to know yourself.

Vitfood can come of pretending to be strong

er than we are, or ot rating the strength of

tin■enemy at le6s than it is. The fact is that

manual labor has been in slavery during

titarlv all the history of mankind. Most of

llif time this slaverv has been absolute and

thf laborer did not have even a clear title

tu life. Some of the time in some of the

nations he has bad limited privileges, but

tur only tin extremely brief period has he

had anything like the civil tights of other

diueei of citizens. Speaking broadly, it is

within the last century that labor has

Tfftlly advanced, and that free schools have

given it a soul filled with a longing for equal

participation in civilization that makes

death preferable to old conditions.

It is this sort of progress that has alarmed

the plutocracy, not of the United States,

but of the world. The demand for better

conditions and fairer division has become

so strong and persistent that nothing but

the sternest measures open to the ruling

classes can have the slightest effect. Of

these the most is being made, and they are

neither few nor insignificant. If the plu

tocracy can undo the work of the last naif

century, if it can place labor where it then

was, plutocracy's future is reasonably secure.

Whether or not this can be done is the

question to be settled. The fact that it will

be determinedly tried has become so very

evident that argument to support the point

is superfluous.

We are probably on the threshold of the

real struggle with plutocracy, anil there may

be surprises in store for us that will make

Homestead, Buffalo and Toledo insignifi

cant. Plutocracy has every advantage and

occupies the fort of established law- While

it has carefully prepared for the contest

and securely entrenched itself in every

legal anil commercial stronghold, labor lias

frittered away the time boasting of the fact

that it is wearing somewhat better rags

than its ancestors possessed. It. has held

frequent conventions and passed grandilo

quent resolutions about its rights, but has

strangely neglected to use the only right it

has that can lead to others—the right to

vote and establish laws which the pluto

cracy cannot use against it at pleasure.

And so the plutocracy hap prepared for

the struggle and labor has not. The enemy's

challenge leaves it startled and uncertain

what should be done. We are brought

face to face with the issue and our helpless

ness but emphasizes the folly of neglected

opportunities. We have held in our band

the magic wand of the ballot and did not

—aye, do not appreciate its worth. Thus

have we sown. \\ hat shall the harvest be?

Referring to the longest tunnels in the

world the authorities report that Mont

Cenis tunnel in the Alps is seven and one-

half miles, the Arlberg six and one-half,

the St. Gothard nine and a quarter. The

Simpion will be twelve and one-half. The

cost of tunneling is very great. The Mont

Cenis tunnel cost $15,000,000, the St. Goth

ard SI 2,500,000. The longest railway tun

nel in the United States is the Hoosac, in

Massachusetts, four and one-half miles.

The longest tunnel in the world is that of

the C'roton Aqueduct from the Croton dam

to the New York reservoir. The length is

over thirty-three miles and the whole dis

tance is practically tunneled through solid

rock.

Patti's throttle has made her a million

heiress. She wont open it for one per

formance for less than !r*>.(XX).
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COMPOUND ENGINES: ECONOMY AN'U

BKPAfKiS.

As a general tiling it is supposed that the

higher the pressure the greater the econo

my, or the greater the number of the cylin

ders, the higher economy is a result.

There are conditions which may, and do,

modify the results so far as economy go,

but to the ship owner, or railroad operator,

there is another element that cannot be left

out, and that is the relative repairs, or cost

of maintenance ; for it has long ago been

found that a small saving in the fuel does

not compensate for an addition to the con

stant expense of repairs and supplies, and

this lesson has also been learned by some

of the large manufacturing concerns in the

east.

The compound engine as it was, used 90

to 120 pounds of steam pressure, by the

gauge; and had two cylinders, and when

used as condensing, it has produced an in

dicated horse power with 14 pounds of

water an hour, with 120 pounds, at 135 to

100 lbs. pressure. It hits been (ound that a

considerable addition was needed in weight,

for it calls for more strength, and more

iron, to withstand the strains, and the re

sult is so slight in actual gain, that it is

not worth talking of. taking "three" or

triple cycinders and 135 to 150 lbs., and the

condenser, or running to 180 or 185 lbs.,

and we have three or four per cent, gain in

the fuel, and just how much addition to

the repairs is not yet fully determined, and

then if we go a step further, and use four

cylinders, and 200 to 225 lbs. pressure, with

condensor, we have increased the elements

of danger, for the steam at the upper limit

is of the temperature of "melting tin,"

and unless we pay very especial attention

to the lubricating it is an assured fact that

we will run into serious trouble, for at such

temperatures the oil will vaporize, and

lack of oil will soon ruin the steam sur

faces, and in this way some of the ships

that carry only 105 lbs. have found serious

delays, and a big bill of repairs at the end

of a round trip, and a slow getting back to

first economy, running through months of

time, and a machine which was far less in

value at the end of a brief time, than at

the start. The packings, whatever they are,

do not stand the pressure and heat as com

bined, and the expansion and contraction

of increased weights and thicknesses are

a far more serious matter than is usual .y

supposed.

The matter of human life has had some

attention, but some terrible "accidents,'

are the very apparent result of too slight

consideration to some of the connections,

or the way such work was done, but with

such pressure it is not easy to be entirely

safe, without a considerable outlay, for the

express purpose of securing immunity from

accidents to life, and as most ship owruis

look closely after first cost, and contractors

do business to get a profit out of the work,

the men who have to run the machines do

"the looking out," as. is seen by the scald

ing, from breaking of pipes, blowing out of

something, or some of the various inci

dents so familiar to those in active contact

with the work.

Some curious affairs have come off from

the action of the steam at high pressures on

the piston rods not being lubricated prop

erly while in use.

The number of expansions, or the in

crease in the number of expansions, is sup

posed to be a vital point ot advantage, but

it is proved by actual test, that it is possi

ble to run a sliip at higher economy, with

less number of expansions, than some of

the high theory engines, and a lower yre.vs-

ure, as well as less coal, and a far Tower

continual expense account, and it has been

found that the increase of cylinders in

number is not a necessity, or an economi

cal matter, for there seems to be a happy

medium in the case of a steamship, ami a

point where an increase of pressure or of

cylinders does nut work to such an advan

tage in either economy of fuel or repairs.

It is often a question by a ship owner, as

to the cost of fuel and repairs, saving of

cargo room, etc., and a raising of pressure,

may not save in all directions, although it

may save fuel, anil although the trij>le

and quadruple engines are fashionable, it

is now found that modifications in the

opinion of the owners are taking pla.ee.

and t lie results are from the trips of the

ship, and her log, rather than from the

fairy stories of the men who are "looking;

for a job " of putting in engines, for after

the Hurry of rushing after new '(?) Mean

there is a return of sanity, and judgment, is

exercised, and this is now working to show

that theoretical expansions do not arrive

at results so rapidly, nor so surely, at the

higher limit, as a moderate pressure and

more certainty of realizing on the calcula

tions. Superheating the steam has been

tried with great success, in some instaneex,

and the result is far more favorable than

with higher pressures and more in number

of expansions, for it is quite possible to

superheat the steam at a lower pressure to

the temperature of a higher pressure, and

then with a less number of expansions. i<.

obtain a result most efficient in total result,

without till the disadvantage of the extreme

pressure used.
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Friction is an element of much import

ance in any engine where the parts are

multiplied, for the hearing .surfaces are

large, and parte heavy, ami the rods must

lie closely titteil. and to resist great pres

sures.

Theoretically there are certain things re

quired in the construction of the compound

engine that are not so efficient in practical

iwc as it seems to be in theory, even when

the condenser is used, and it is essential

that any engine in use "on the iron" must

be so as to reverse easily, quickly, and cer

tainly, and this can hardly be done without

Mcrifiiing. to some extent, in a drop as be

tween the cylinders, and this as certainly is

not in theory the highest efficiency, ami as

the cranks on the locomotive must heat

ninety degrees, we cannot choose the posi

tion, but must conform to usage, and if the

proportion in the cylinders is correct in

the design, we are sure to have the nearest

approach to an equal division of the loud,

to have some drop in the receiver, and to

have the nearest to the practical results,

although we are sure that we have violated

the accepted theoretical condition require

ment* to some extent, yet it is proved over

and over again that this style of engine is

the most complete in its work at sea, for

long trips and certainty of action.

Conforming to the economy, we would

put in a locomotive compound, the small

or horse power cylinder, with a cut-off on

the lower pressure equal to the volume of

the horse power, when their relative vol

ume is considered, or the ratio of one to

the other. This would make the two cylin

der* of equal value to the simple engine, so

tar as real economy goes, but it would at

once violate one of the theoretical condi

tions as to the compound engine, for it

could not easily be started or stopped, nor

would it reverse easily or quickly, if, indeed,

it did at all. In a majority of instances, with

the cut-off on the low, and without that it

»<>ulil not operate as economically as the

flngle engine, when the condenser is used,

«nd as this last condition is not at all ap

plicable to the locomotive, then it becomes

• matter of not. much interest to pursue

the claims further.

The various forms of the compound en-

irioe have now been studied by many of

the best men in the ranks of the engineer

ing talent of both the old and new world,

*ud much thought and experiment in-

ti'lved. The questions of "angle of cranks,"

ratio in the size of different cylinders,"

" the position of the leading crank," are

the standard subjects as to the "looked for

perfection" as between two, three, four, or

even more cylinders. While it is for many

n-a*ons hanlly possible to employ over two

on a locomotive, and whether it is possible

to make use of two to advantage, when all

things are properly considered, is now an

open question, in the minds of many of the

men interested, who are not owners or pro

moters of "patents," for any use beyond

the freighters, as in their cane the load is

to some extent more constant than in the

flyers.

In studying the diagrams from the largest

ships now afloat, of which the writer has

taken as many, if not more, than any man

living, especially on the new ships of war,

the departure "from the Rankine rule of

efficiency is radical in some of them—for in

some of the ships of war the clearance is

more than "_'0 percent., and the drop is from

three to fifteen pounds, but it must always

be understood that the maximum in a war

ship is not at all the question of economy,

it is a question of making a tremendous

power, as may be required for a ehort or

a longer time, to gain a position, or to get

out of a scrape in a hurry, and so it is a

question of pushing the engines to their

greatest possible capacity, for any length of

time, rather than an economical production

of power.

So, in many of the " racers," the theoret

ical questions are all laid aside for the

" speed," and the engines are economical

to "some extent," but in either case the fine

points are drawn to the commercial rather

than the theoretical, and the commercial is

finally the only standard, beyond a place

in the computations, where it is easy to de

termine the relative value and the cost of

repairs as demonstrated, and, in some cases

that can be named, it is a fact that after one

of a pair of ships has been sent to sea for a

few round trips, with the intention of du

plicating the engines of the first, such a

modification of opinion has taken place that

long before the second of the sisters had

gone into the water her engines have been

much changed from the first, and, when the

second one has shown her superiority, the

first one has been laid up and in turn been

changed, and, in one case three years now

past, a ship whose engines were of two cyl

inders had been carefully adapted in her

valve motions and was the most economical

ship in a line, and after she had a record

there came out a triple and the old double

was made a triple, with new boilers, against

the advice of her original builders, but the job

was undertaken, and finished by a man who

could figure out a great saving, which he

guaranteed, and he is now looking over his

figures to find an amount of £415,230, for

the simple reason that she has not yet come

up to the old time results, in her coal ac

count, other factors remaining the same.

There is very much yet to learn in relation

to compounding any engines in working

steam, and this has been taught in the most

expensive way possible to some users of

"electric light and railway companies." See
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the record of failures and receivers anil ask

the reason. The use of the so-called high

pressure compound is one of the " savers,''

and the using of the triple compound, where

the load varies 40 to 50 per cent, in two

hours, seems all right, but the fact is that

steam is subject to some laws that will not

bear contradiction, and still remain on a

line of economy. The writer has now in

mind a certain triple compound, made and

set up with great eclat, in a manufacturing

concern, to do 000 horse power with 140

pounds of steam. It was illustrated and

commended by the daily and illustrated pa

pers and started on its daily work. After

a few weeks the lawyers had some contracts

to look over—then the writer was asked to

jro and see it. Indication followed, a duty

trial w'as made and the result is a law-suit

yet on, in its third year—still running. The

contract stated that "a saving of 30 per

cent, should be made over the engine it

displaced," and the load in the cylinders

" should not vary over 5 per cent., one from

the other."

The old engine used 32.0(H) pounds of coal

in twenty-four hours, the new one used, for

three weeks, 31 ,200 pounds in a day of twen

ty-four hours. The old fellow had a differ

ence of 5 to <> horse power between its two

cylinders, and the new one ran nearer as

follows : Horse power, 290 indicated horse

power; intermediate cylinder. 110 horse pow

er; low, 200 to 210 horse power. The old

one had 00 pounds oi steam and the new

one 130 to 140 pounds per steam gauge, and

was built by one of the oldest of builders.

In the water works pumping engines,

where the conditions do not vary much, it

is possible to use cut-offs on each cylinder,

and the higest economy has been attained,

and in the large cotton mills, where the load

for a large part of the time is very constant

and the triple cut-off is possible, we can also

look for highest economy. It is true the

triple has its uses, the double has many

places where the triple will not successfully

compete with it, and there are many other

places where neither will, with our present

knowledge of steam, be admissible at pres

ent, and what can be done must be done in

a practical way, or to earn a cash return for

the investment, if it is adopted to any ex

tent. There is plenty of room, but with a

large percentage of the American railroads

in the hands of receivers it is not a flatter

ing outlook for costly experimenting at the

expense of stockholder's money, but as the

era of lying on the part of managers as to

the facts, and the return of confidence in

railroading becomes remote as to the first

and nearer as to the last, there will be a de

mand for real improvements, and the day

is not faraway. Certainty rather than spec

ulation, success, not failure, and benefits in

place of disadvantages are what is wanted.

Thomas I'rail, Jr.

I.OCOMOTIYK SI.1DK VALVES.

Q.—What is the most simple and usual

type of slide valve used for an American

standard locomotive?

A.—The valve consists in effect of a plate

or block, such as is shown in figure I, hav

ing in its under surface a cavity which ex

tends at right angles to the direction of

travel of the valve, and parallel with the

ports in the valve seat. Crosswise projec

tions from the top of the valve enable the

valve rod to be attached either by screws

and nuts or by a collar or frame surround

ing the projections in such a manner that

the valve is free to change its position with

respect to the valve rod, as its face anil that

of its seat wear away.

Q.—Describe the seat upon which this

type of plain slide valve or short D valve is

placed.

A.—As shown in figure 2

 

l-'ia. J.

it consist* of a plain surface having in it

three ports, all of which are at right angles

to the direction of the motion of the piston

and of the valve. The central one of these

communicates with the exhaust passage,

and the end ones with the cylinder at the

counter bars. There are usually shoulders
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at each end so that the valve may in its

travel extend bevond them, instead of cut

ting away material, and wear a low place in

the seat.

Q.—What would be the effect of omitting

the shoulders in the seat ?

A.—If the valve was given a certain

short amount of travel and wore itself a

low place in the seat, there would be either

a smash up or a leak between the steam

rhest and the cylinder, if the travel was in

creased and the valve was adjusted so as to

be brought nearer to or further from the

cross head end of the cylinder.

Q.—Whut are the functions of the valve?

A.—To admit steam from the steam chest

into each end of the cylinder, up to a cer

tain point in the stroke; then to cut it off

from that end of the cylinder; then to re

lease it from that end into the exhaust

pipe ; and in some cases to close the exhaust

before all the waste steam that has done

work has been exhausted.

 

Fig. 3.

Q.—How are the positions of the valve

with respect to the ports, the distances be

tween ttie port edges, the widths of the

ports, anil the dimensions of the valve it-

»elf, arranged so that it will do all these

things?

A.—The arch of the valve must be of

such a width (in the direction of the valve

travel i as about to reach from the inside

edge of one steam port to the inside edge

of the other ; each leg or lip of the valve

must, when the valve is in such a position

that the arch will so reach (this being

railed its mid-position I be at least long or

wide enough (in the direction of the valve

travel i to entirely cover its end port.

Q.—How about the travel of the valve ?

A.—It may be more or less, according to

the points at which it is desired to cut ofl

the admission of the steam and to close the

exhunst.

Q.—What is the effect of great valve

travel?

A.—Great friction between the valve and

the seat, unless there is some way of coun

teracting it.

Q.—How mav the valve travel be less

ened without injuriously diminishing the

port opening?

A.—By providing supplementary ports

and passages, as shown in what is known

as the Allan or Trick valve, seen in figure -l.

There is a step or shoulder on the valve

seat, and a passage through the valve itself

in such fashion that as the outside edge of

the valve at either end commences to un

cover the steam port at that end, the sup

plementary passage commences to receive

steam at the other end, and passes it over

to be discharged into the same port; be

sides the stream of steam coming by the

outside edge of the valve.

Q.—Where is this valve most needed, and

where is it of most use?

A.—It is most needed at high speed where

the valve travel is shortest, and it is of most

use here, also, giving double the opening

with a given valve travel.

Q.—How may it be proved that it is

economical of steam?

A.—By the fact that some engines, which

have been unable to run past a certain

water tank without taking water when thev

were equipped with the ordinary plain ]•

slide valve, have been able to go on to the

next one when the valve was changed to the

Allan.

Q.—Can the Allan valve be used on the

old seat?

A.—Yes, but it is sometimes desirable

that the steam ports be widened a trifle by

chamfering their outside edges.

Q.—What special precaution must he

taken with the Allan valve, as regards its

travel?

A.—That it should not travel so far as to

bring the supplementary port over the ex

haust port of the seat, in which case live

steam would blow through.

Q.—What precaution needs to be taken

in designing the valve itself, independent

of the amount of travel?

A.—That the wallsof the passage through

it be strong enough to stand the steam pres

sure.

Q.—What precaution needs to be taken

in the manufacture of the valve itself after

it is designed?

A.—That the coring is good, in order that

the passage through it mav be of lull size

and mav have smooth walls.

Q.—How is the admission of steam cut off

before the piston has reached stroke end?

A.—By having the legs or lips of the valve

longer than is necessary to seal the end

ports, and by so timing the position of tin-

valve with respect to the piston that after

opening the port end for admission of steam

it shall return and close that port before the

piston has reached stroke end.

Q.—What name is given to the excess of

length of leg or lip of the valve at each end,
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over what is barely required to cover the

end port ?

A.—Steam lap, outside lap. or simply lap.

Q.—What is the relation between tlielap

and th'e decree of expansion?

A.—The greater the lap for a given valve

travel, the earlier the steam is cut off, and

the greater the degree of expansion.

Q.—What is the relation between the

valve travel and the point of cut off and

degree of expansion ?

A.—The greater the travel for a given

amount of lap the later the cut off and the

less the degree of expansion.

Q.—If the valve had its lips just long

enough to cover the end ports when in mid-

position, was at mid-position when the pis

ton was at stroke end, and was given an

equal degree of travel in each direction

from its mid-position, what would be the

effect upon the steam distribution ?

A.—If the valve had its travel so that it

was back again at mid position when the

piston reached stroke end, there would be

steam admission during full stroke, irre

spective of the amount of valve travel and

port opening.

Q.—What effect would the amount of

valve travel have upon the steam admission

in this case, where the valve started from

mid-position at beginning of stroke and

reached mid-position again at stroke end ?

A.—The longer the travel the fuller the

steam admission would be.

Q.—How long should the travel be in

order to give the full degree of steam ad

mission withbut choking?

A.—That depends upon the length of the

port as well as upon its width ; also upon

the piston speed. The narrower the port

and the higher the piston speed, the greater

the valve travel should be.

Q.—Is there any usual rule for port area V

A.—There is one, but it is " more honored

in the breach than in the observance." It

is to give, for 600 feet piston speed, a port

area of TVr the piston area.

Q.—If the valve has the same amount of

la]) at each end, will cut off take place at

the same point in both ends of the cylin

der?

A.—No; the reason being that the con

necting rod introduces irregularities be

tween the piston movement and the valve

movement.

Q.—What is the nature of these irregu

larities?

A.—When the crosshead is at A, the out

end of the stroke (see figure 4), the crank

pin will be at a, on the inboard dead cen

ter. When the crosshead is at B, in the

middle of its stroke, the crank pin will not

be at quarter point of it.< path, but only at

b ; when the crosshead is at U, or outboard

stroke end, the crank pin will be at c, or

the half point of its path ; and on the re

turn stroke, when the crosshead is again in

mid-stroke, at B, the crank pin will have

made more than the quarter circle from c,

and will be at b.

Q.—What relation has the connecting rod

(main rod) to the amount of this irregu

larity?

A.—The shorter the connecting rod the

greater the irregularity.

Q.—What would be the disadvantage of

giving great length of main rod in order to

lessen the irregularity?

A.—It would increase the necessary length

of the engine and also the amount of un

balanced weight.

Q.—How may this irregularity of cutoff

caused by the angularity of the connecting

rod be done away with ?

A.—Bv giving the valve more lap 'upon

that end at which the cut otr would be

earliest if the laps were the same at both

ends of the valve.

Q.—What effect has outside lap upon the

time of opening for exhaust?

A.—It makes it take place earlier than it

would if there was no lap.

 

Fig. 4.

Q.—What is the effect upon the, steam

distribution, of inside lap or exhaust lap?

A.—To prolong expansion, delay exhaust

and hasten compression or cushion.

Q.—Where is inside lap usually emj doyed?

A.—In high speed engines having very

late cut off, where compression takes place

during about one-eighth the stroke and re

lease commences when the crank is within

40° of the zero line.

Q.—What is the effect, upon the steam

distribution, of inside clearance or negative

inside lap?

A.—To shorten expansion, and to delay

compression or cushion.

Q.—How can exhaust closure be equalized

with the ordinary slide valve and eccentric?

A.—By givinga small amount of inside lap

to one face of the valve and taking a little

from the other.

Q.—What effect will this have upon the

lead and cut oil'?

A.—None at all.

Q.—How can the cut off be equalized

in the ordinary slide valve and eccentric?

A.—By increasing the angular advance of

the eccentric, or by lengthening the eccen

tric rod. Hubert Grimsha*.

Without hearts there is no home.—Byron.
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ECONOMY AGAIN. •

It appears that while I was thinking and

writing atiout economy here in the east, Mr.

H. T. Cunnimrham was thinking and writ

ing on the same subject in the west—oh!

excuse me, in the center of our country, for

since Chicago has had the great fair it is

certainly the "hub" and all Illinois near

the center. The subject is of wide interest

in all circles at all times, but especially so

at this time when incomes are reduced and

when in all cases it becomes necessary to

make everything go as far as possible.

In writing on this subject in its relation

to the consumption of fuel to get up steam

for use on a locomotive, I said that " it

makes a great difference which engineer

was at the throttle" in. the use of fuel, but

Mr. Cunningham, with " a number of years'

experience on the rail," seems to imply that

the fireman is the only one that is responsi

ble for the use or waste of the fuel. Proba

bly a few years' more experience will enable

our friend to see that even "a first-class

fireman, one who thoroughly understands

his business" and "can beat a compound

all hollow as far as fuel economy is con

cerned," would not be "in it" with some

of the men at the throttle, for in spite of

the best efforts of the fireman there would

be a waste of steam and fuel. I found this

oat before I had fired three years by watch

ing the different methods of two engineers

whom it chanced to be my lot to fire for,

while remaining on the same engine, pull

ing the same trains over the same grades

on a '' wild cat run." As I stated before, it

took nearly a ton of coal per day more to

keep her nearly hot for one than it "did to keep

hrr hot for the other one, and this was not

the result of snap-shot observations made

in a trip or two, but by months of actual

work. Now these engineers were paid the

same wages by the company, while the one

actually saved the amount of his wages in

the fuel bill, and the other one paid no at

tention to it at all. Outside of the economy

of fuel there is another item of saving which,

while it puts nothing into the treasury of

the company, ought to receive some atten

tion, and that is the handling of the extra

amount of coal by the fireman. The fireman

generally earns all that he gets, and while

trades unions are agitating for eight hours

work for a day, very few firemen do or can

hope fur rung which will enable them to get

done in that time, and it is thus imposing

on good nature to add useless work to his

burden. One ton per day, 300 per year,

3,000 tons—about 300,000 " extra scoops of

coal in a ten years' apprenticeship as a fire

man is quite a factor in weakening the back,

breaking up a robust constitution and pro

ducing a physical wreck. Even at $3.50 per

ton this pile of coal burned uselessly during

these years would be worth $10,000, a for

tune in itself to most of us, if we had it. I

style it useless waste; it was, indeed, worse

than useless, because, if von have marked

my words, you will note that in spite of the

additional coal burned I could only keep

her nearly hot.

Let me further say that neither engineer

seemed to pay any attention to economy in

fuel, but that the one did aim to keep or

help to keep the steam pressure up to the

maximum, so as to readily run up to the

limit allowed and make it as easy for the

fireman as possible, while the other one

wanted to run up to the limit but paid no

attention to the gauge to keep it up to the

maximum, nor to make it easy for the fire

man. I must admit that I was greatly puz

zled about this matter, and that it took

weeks and months of watching and thought

to arrive at definite conclusions which would

stand the test of further practice.

Let me give a little history. I had been

firing for an engineer we will call A, for

eight or nine months, on that "wild cat

run," when a change was made and B was

put on with me. One of the first things I

noticed as soon as B took charge was that

he appeared to have more trouble to keep

her full of water, for in all the time A ran

her we never had both pumps on at once ;

but B never made a twenty-five mile run

up grade without using both pumps three

or four times. At first I blamed the pump,

the valves or the plunger as becoming worn

out, but when C and D came on and made

a half dozen trips without using the two

pumps at once at any time, it seemed to

give good evidence that the pump was as

good as ever and that I must investigate

some more in other directions.

We used to stop at a tank for water after

having made a seven mile run up a heavy

grade, and in coming up to the tank 15

would invariably use both pumps. While

taking water I would cover over my hard

coal fire with enough coal to run to the next

easy grade, four miles away. I wrould have

her "popping off" before starting, but B

would have one pump on right from the

start and run with it on for a mile, by which

time he would have the steam pressure re

duced to 110 pounds. As we then struck a

heavier grade, he would shut off the pump

and run with it off for half a mile, by which

time the pointer would run up to 122 or 123

pounds ; he would then resume pumping

and in the next mile the steam pressure

would run up to 1!>0, which was the pressure

carried. A half mile further made with full

pressure brought us nearly to the top of this

grade and was the point at which B would

call for the other pump to go over the

easier grade of a mile. As a result the

pointer would be back again to 110 at the

end of the four miles. The pumps would

both be off for one mile, one on in the next
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mile, and both on in the third mile of the

next section of road, which brought us to

another tank. In these seven miles B would

thus run one and one-half miles without a

pump and two miles with both pumps,

making one-half mile single pumping more

than the miles run.

In making the seven miles with A, and

also with C and 1), I noticed that on leav

ing the first tank they would shut off the

pump and run with it "off for the first mile,

which is an easy grade. The pointer would

stay at 130 all the time, and being now at

the foot of the heavier grade we were in

good shape for it, having all the steam we

could carry; the new coal put on at the

tank being well kindled upr the pump was

put on and would have no effect on the

gauge, and the pointer would stay right at

130 all the time. On trying the water when

three miles had been made, she would ap

pear full and would not need the other

pump, but while running over the easier

grade a little easing up on the rfump would

allow the introduction of a little more coal

without reducing the pressure to an appre

ciable extent and thus allow the next three

miles to be made with a full pressure of

steam and bring her in to the next tank

full of water without using the second pump.

We would thus have seven miles covered

with only six miles of pumping, and part of

this not at full throw, thus making one and

one-half miles of pumping less in this case

than in the first. Now as the pumps will

ever make the same number of strokes in a

given distance, it is at once evident that B

somehow or other managed to use that

much more water, and that I had to furnish

just that much more heat to convert the

water into steam, and this explained the

extra ton of coal. Now, how did he do it?

Simply by pumping while my fire was

"green" or new" and thus reducing the

pressure ; then in order to try to make time

lie had to give more throttle or an extra

notch or two on the reverse lever, and thus

instead of keeping up his supply he was

constantly running his water down or using

the second pump to keep it up. Yet, still,

it was an old engineer, one by virtue of

seniority entitled to good runs, but the sight

of a fair face or a neat ankle had more charms

for him than his business, and that is the

only explanation that I can think of to ac

count for such a state of affairs which years

of running do not make better.

Having thus shoveled hundreds of tons

of coal uselessly, do you wonder that I cry

for improvements wherever needed? I

know that there are lots of men who do not

need to heed the cry, for they know it all

now and could not get out of the "rut"

into which they have got, but there are

some still left who feel their lack of knowl

edge and are ready to live and learn, and

these are the men to whom the future hold?

out glowing promises of good cheer, for the

time is drawing near when only those who

can pass examinations will be eligible to

promotion, and then woe betide those who

are not readv. William Writer.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACt'IDKNTS.

The first serious accident to begin the

record of death and destruction for the year

1894 occurred on the Morris and Essex di

vision of the Delaware, Lackawanna A

Western, whose previous record of immu

nity from serious accidents was so enter

tainingly presented by Mr. Weiler, in the

January Magazine. On January 1 5th eleven

persons were killed and thirty-seven injur

ed in a rear end collision which occurred on

that road. From the truly remarkable rec

ord presented by Mr. Weiler one would be

justified in the inference that the Morris and

Essex was operated by a highly efficient and

competent corps of employes, yet, if the

newspaper accounts are correct, the com

pany is just now showing its appreciation

of this fact by trying to place all responsi

bility for this terrible accident upon the

shoulders of certain of its employes.

It appears from the report of this accident,

that the forward train, which had slowed

up on approaching a drawbridge, was pro

tected by torpedoes, which the engineer of

the following train failed either to hear or

heed, and, there being a heavy fog at the

time which obscured his vision, he crashed

into the forward train with terrible results.

When one considers the wonderful immu

nity from accidents that this road had pre

viously enjoyed, it is simply astounding

that they had no better method of protec

tion for the immense number of trains they

run than they seem to have hail. How

any set of employes could conduct such a

business for so long without serious accident

is certainly a mystery, and that they did do

so speaks volumes for their intelligence and

watchfulness. The evidence ought to be

conclusive by this time that torpedoes are

not to be relied on as a means of protection

against even ordinary danger, yet it ap

pears that they were the only instruments

furnished by this company as a means of

protection tinder what were certainly ex

traordinary circumstances of danger. And

now, to cover up its own shortcomings, the

company is trving to place the responsibil

ity for the accident upon its employes. The

American Marh i n ixt comments on this affair

as follows:

The recent collision on thc> Delaware, ljickawann*

& Western Kailnmi], fnini I hi- edicts of which, at this

writiiiK eleven pen*m> are dead Hinl i>ev«rul more in

a critical condition, »>is due lo one cause, viz.: the

neglect of the company to employ the block signal

svstem. Sonic- of the employe* may have shown lark

of judgment. I>nt whether this i» »■ > or not is entirely

beside the i|iicMlon, The main point is simply this
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in all human probability the accident would not have

occurred had the block svstein licen employed. The

railnmcl company should* not be allowed for ti single

t!iooir-ti! to invert attention from this one simple ami

nil sufficient (art. by the usual plan of laying the

lil'iroe upon its employes, ami by spaeious argument

a»ide from the main issue. Discipline of employes is

x>mclhlug that the public may just now wellleave

to thr company, or the courts, bringing all possible

prcwurc to bear to the end of compelling the etun-

pHii> to adopt common sense, well approved methods

nl o|ierating it* road. The failure to do this, as can

i«- plainly n-cii. mused the horrible slaughtering of

IMssengcrs. and furnishes the only occasion for an in-

•juiiy as to whether this or that employe did the best

he could, or that could have been done, under con

ditions made entirely unfavorable by the nettled of

ihr company. The sacrifice of life by' this accident is

"tiiirvlv inexcusable, and the blame should be put

*juiircly where it belongs, that is. against the com-

i»iiit. on whose lichalf no excuse should be consid-

, cd at earning any weight.

There was a time when the torpedo was

a fairly naff and efficient instrument for the

protection of trains, but that time is past;

the torpedo is out of date, but it seems

i|iiile certain that railroad companies will

never recognize the fact until public clamor

becomes go great as to compel them to do

Mi. In the meantime, trainmen should

learn to rely on the torpedo just as little as

prasihle.

« •

\a showing the tendency of some rail-

it a\ managers to attribute the occurrence

nl railway accidents to any and every cause

hut the right one, and their anxiety to

I'ircc as much of their own responsibility as

possible upon the employes, the following

troui the Kailu.au Age is interesting:

"There ought to be no seats in engine cabs," said a

manager in referring to a terrible rear end collision

w tilch had just occurred in the night. lie went on to

it-mark, that undoubtedly many night collisions have

(aken plait* while the engincmeii were sleeping upon

i heir comfortable high-back seats and would not have

• K-mim-d If the men bad licen obliged to *tand when

• mi duty, as they arc on Kuroiiean railways, where

•ruts for the engine driver arc unkuow ti.

Tin- Age is not prepared to say positively

that the cab seat ought to go, but it says

that "the proposition is advocated by some

practical and capable railway men, and is

submitted for consideration.""

l*p to this date none of those " practical

ami callable railway men" of whom the

Aye speaks have come forward with any

• vidence to support the hypothesis pre

sented above, although two correspondents,

an engineer and it conductor, and who may

"•- presumed to be both practical and capa

ble men, have argued for the retention of

thecal) 8<-at, showing by instances of their

personal experience that the cause of en

gineers going to sleep while on duty was

overwork rather than the presence of the

cab seat, and that, under such a condition,

compelling them to stand up is no remedy,

a* when men are overworked they are as lia

ble to go to sleep while standing up as in

any other position. It is incumbent on

those persons who hold up the European

practice in this matter as one to be imitated,

to show that some part, at least, of the

greater immunity from accidents enjoyed

by European countries is due to the fact

that engineers are obliged to stand up while

at work. This must be done in order to es

tablish a valid argument in favor of that

practice, and with the very complete system

of signaling in use in most European coun

tries, it may be set down as impossible to

estimate what influence, if any, the prac

tice of standing has in preventing accidents.

But now that the subject has been opened

we may expect the whole crowd of theorists

to come forward with their demonstrations

showing the terrible consequences that are

almost certain to occur when hot boiler-

head, soft cushion and sleepy engineer are

brought into combination with each other.

There are severel reasons why there is no

proper standard of comparison between

American and European practice in the

matter of cab seats. In Europe the trains

are lighter, the runs are shorter, the track

is smoother than here, in addition to which

the law takes a very decided stand in pro

tecting the employe from being overworked.

The English railway company that should

require one of its employes to remain on

duty for a period of from twenty-four to

thirty-six hours at a stretch would lav itself

liable to very severe penalties, whether an

accident was shown to have occured from

that cause or not. It is needless to refer to

American practice in this matter for pur

poses of comparison. However, it is note

worthy that there is just now going on in

England a very decided agitation for some

form of cab seat to be adopted for the use of

the engineer, as we have in America. It is

claimed, with much show of reason, that the

great prevalence of kidney diseases among

European engineers is due to the fact that

they are compelled to stand while on duty,

and it is shown that the liability to accident

is increased, rather than diminished, by the

absence of seats; the pain and excessive

fatigue to which engineers are subjected by

reason of their standing position distracts

their attention from their duties, thus ren

dering them much more liable to commit fa

tal mistakes than as though they were per

mitted to sit down. The agitation for the

abolition of the cab seat, if agitation it may

be called, is but an attempt to divert public

attention from more serious questions. If

the general public had no other danger to

fear from railway travel than the presence

of cab seats on locomotives it would indeed

be fortunate, because of the fact that the

danger would be so promptly and effectually

removed !

Il'iV/ivr, /'. Hui-hmd.

_j
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TRAVF.I.IN(i ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION.

We have received a report of the proceed

ings of the first annual meeting of the Trav

eling Engineers' Association, held in the

city of Chicago, September, 18i)3. We have

read the president's address with special

satisfaction. It is practical from start to

finish. Among other things, he is reported

as saying:

The traveling engineer 1ms n great many duties to

look after; sonic of tliein nre pleasant, others are

very disagreeable : all nre responsible. The (rood men

in charge of engines must lie encouraged, the inex

perienced instructed, and the indolent, careless ones

notified as quietly mill certainly us possible, that, if

they do not attend to their work somewhere nearly

us well as the liest, that they can expect to be disci

plined. Mercy is sometimes thrown away on n lazy

man. just the same as running repairs are thrown

away on an old buck number engine, ready to be cut

up and sold for scrap. The traveling engineer, no

matter by what title he is known, has come to stay.

A few years ago thev were looked upon as one of the

luxuries oi' railroad management, and there were

very few in service. Now there tire over r»00 of them,

all more or less appreciated according to their use

fulness. If we desire permanent employment or pro

motion, we must show the managers that we can

more than pay our way in the increased efficiency of

the engines, in economy of fuel, and in looking after

the small cvcry-ilny leaks that can be stopped.

We notice that Messrs. John A. Hill and

Angus Sinclair are credited with having

helped the association to achieve success,

which the president acknowledges, as fol

lows:

In this work (organization) we were very ably as

sisted by Messrs. John A. Hill and Angus Sinclair,

who gave us the use of their office to meet in. and

helped us ill various ways. Mr. Hill kept the ques

tion alive in the columns of Lnnmuttivr. Ewihwrrina,

and sent out our circular calls everywhere. On the first

night of our meeting they gave us u banquet which

was enjoyed by nil present. F'vcr since the first start,

these gentlemen have helped us along, and we are

proud to have them with us as members. The thiinks

of the association are due them.

We congratulate the association upon its

prosperous condition, and wish it a large

measure of success.

MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.

The committee of the Master Mechanics'

Association have issued circulars to all

members of the Association as follows:

Sl'KCIAI. SHOP TOOLS.

Your committee, appointed to report on " new or

approved appliances, cither hand, power, pneumatic,

hydraulic or electric, applied '»r applicable to loco

motive iiiniiufnciure and repair." desire to get all the

information possible on the subject, and in order to

present a paper at the next convention of our Asso

ciation that will give the members full information

as to what is now in successful use in various shops,

earnestly request all members who have in practical

use at their simps any of the devices named, or who

can give reliable information concerning the use of

them in other shops, to send blue prints, photo

graphs, printed cuts or pencil sketches, with any

written or printed mutter they can get in connection

with 1 1 ii-m .

Your committee hope that members will not con-

tine themselves to appliances purchased from build

ers, but include any device that they limy huve got

ten up, or that iiiny have in any way originated in

their shops.

Ill many shops there arc special forms of jig*,

holders and small tools, invented to cheapen work

or to make production accurate and intcrchnugable.

Particulars concerning these minor tools ought tolx-

sent to the committee without fail.

Answers to be soul to T. W. Gentrv. Master Me

chanic. Richmond A: Iianvillc Kuilnmd. Manchester,

Va.

T. W. GENTRY.

Ufio. L. Pottrk.

II. I). Gordon.

n. R. .Ion. iiixi,

W'M. SWANSTllN.

F. It. Mtt.FM,

f 'ommi7/cr.

F.X1I.U ST NOZZI.K.s \N1) 1'11'Ks.

1. I»o you know how to locate exhaust-pipes to

gel the best results? If so. how'.*

1. Should location of exhaust-pipes be the sumo

for straight stacks and taper stacks?

:t. Have you had anv experience that would sliow

that too liirgc nn exluiust-nozzle would have the

same effect on the tire us one too small.

4. Your committee realizes thut they have consid

erable work before them, anil would be greatly

obliged to you if you will promptly reply to the forv-

going questions; and if you have any suggestion** on

this line that will be of benefit, and have had any

experience that the committee could make tine, of we

will appreciate same.

Pleuse send replies to It. Quayle. 0. it N. W. Ky.,

So Kuukiiuuii, Wis.

It. (JCAYI.K.

W. S. MllRHlS,

.1. W. Hnx.

.1. Ml N'UliHTON.

W.M. KOBSYTH,

I). L. BUtNBS,

Cnminiltr* .

The circular calling for information on

the subject, " Cost of Maintaining Jam-oiiio-

tives," which was issued last November,

received so little attention that it was

found necessary to send it out the second

lime. This circumstance is probably what

induced Secretary Sinclair to send out the

following reminder:

"Sweeristhe mon wha winna gie advice,'* says a

Scotch proverb: and the same philosophy adrift.

*' e'en the did will sha the wy tac Perth."

Members ought to be prompt answering Circular

Questions of Committees— it's as cheap and as easy as

to " gic advice," or to point out the right road to a

traveler.

Committees do lots of work for the benefit of the

Association -lend a hand. It is n duty nnil ought to

be a pleasure.

Anovs Sinclair,

Srtrffaty.

PATENT OAl'tiK til. ASS CllTTKK.

Our esteemed friends, Messrs. Slanuanl <fc

White, of Appleton, Wis., are offering to

engineers their patent gauge glass cutters,

which is something new and valuable and

which cost only .V) cents. The rut illus

trates the working of the cutter, which for

simplicity and perfection fills the bill.

Messrs. s'tannard & White arc railroad men,

members of the H. of L. E. and 11. of L. F.,

and are cntirelv reliable. Their word is

as good as a I'nited States bond, and when

they say a thing is good for engineers con

troversy is at an end, for which the Maga

zine cheerfully vouches.

Agents are "wanted bv these enterprising

manufacturers on all the lines of railwave
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on the continent. Their cab seats, which

hawking been advertised in these columns,

have commanded a wide sale, and that

there will be an active demand for the

sange glass* cutter goes without the saying.

From the Field of Experience.

Mr. Editor:—I recently observed an ar

ticle in the mechanical department, written

by Mr. Moore, devoted to methods of oiling,

and I must say that I cannot find it in my

practice as an engineer to agree with him ;

nor do I believe he would follow his method

very many times if he went out on an engine

I was running, as he might be compelled to

rwort to a gallon of cure because of failing to

nse a pint" of prevention. Before starting

oat. I oil rather copiously as compared to

other oilings, as a general proposition, and

I believe all theory will logically bear me

out in so doing. When an engineer who

knows his business takes charge of an en

gine, he makes up his mind to render to the

company the greatest amount of service at

the least practicable outlay of expense, and,

not content with the knowledge that " Bill "

did it so, he watches closely for the effect of

different causes and learns to trace from ef

fects back to their attendant causes. This

engineer will, at first, feel sure that some

thing will run hot ; he oils copiously and fre

quently and each time he oils he closely ob

serves the different bearings and notes their

condition; he soon learns that oil does not

evaporate nor run off as rapidly as he at first

imagined it would, and, consequently, be at

first reduces quantity and then, by closely

following up the line of observation, hefinds

that he can materially increase distance,

until ere long he is making fifty or more

miles between oilings, unless a great deal of

switching is included in his work, and when

he gets in there is not a great deal of oil left

to run down and lubricate the bearings very

profusely, and the engineer who goes out

must use a little common sense andenough

oil to properly saturate the packing at the

various places, or be confronted by necessity

to cure what he could have obviated by a

proper exercise of judgment. I have given

the lubrication question a rather close study

and may say that 1 do not follow any fixed

method", but closely observe the action of

different engines and treat them as my judg

ment indicates is proper, weather and work

being taken into consideration as factors

not to be lightly ignored. Following out

this line recently on an engine I was in

charge of for about ten days, I started out

from this point, after using about one and

one-half pints of oil, and made a run of 95

miles in two hours and thirty-two minutes

without having made a stop of any kind,

and the rate of speed was at no time less

than 15 miles per hour, and only us slow as

that through three towns along the line, and

when I arrived at my destination I felt the

engine all around and found everything per

fectly cool. But all conditions were favor

able"; it was a night run; the weather cool

and calm ; no wind to blow dust on the bear

ings nor rain to wash the oil off, and no heat

to cause it to run off. As a general propo

sition, I run from 35 to 70 miles to an oiling ;

if on a local run the lesser number ; if on a

through freight with no considerable delays,

I usually run from 50 to 70 miles according to

convenience, but I make it a rule to use

sufficient oil at the first oiling to make me

safe in the run.

Having recently seen the reply of W. J.

Edwards to Win. Weiler, regarding his dead

engine, I am lead to stale that I do not won

der at Mr. Weilcr's query that elicited this

reply, although I have not seen the original

article which drew forth the query. I must
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say that, according to my view of the sub

ject, Mr. Edwards was not justified iu killing

his engine; I am sure I would not venture

to do so here and let the facts be known,

unless I was tired of my job and wanted to

be relieved of the trouble of quitting. With

us here the water question is of great mo

ment, and on most of our divisions there are

seasons in the year when if a very few little

details go wrong the inevitable result is a

run for water, and on such occasions I have

frequently reached a tank with not more

than an inch of water on the crown sheet,

but I didn't have a " stiff" inconsequence.

I just had the fireman put on the blower

and get up enough steam to work the in

jector, and proceed just exactly on the lines

laid down by Mr. Weiler, and usually, in

about twenty or thirty minutes, had steam

enough to go back for my train and then be

able to proceed in a short time without

much delay either to my own train or to

those 1 was meeting, and what I have done

here in this line has been done by almost

every engineer on the road. I remember

two occasions which were the closest calls

1 had to come out all right. One was a never

to be forgotten trip on Christmas morning,

1891, battling against a cold " norther" with

a heavy train, and to make matters worse

the engine began to foam to such an extent

that I would be compelled to repeatedly

shut off to let the water settle and then

start again. I finally discovered, from my

injector breaking, that I was out of water,

and started to run. When I got about one

mile from the train the water in the boiler

had settled and I found that I had no water

in sight. Just where we stopped there hap

pened tojbe a pond, so my fireman and my

self took turns in carrying water up a twenty

foot hill, and by that means managed to get

enough to get one solid gauge in the boiler,

and 1 still had six miles to go to reach a

tank. But T made it. I laid the passenger

train out about fifteen minutes by so doing,

but had 1 killed my engine fcnd been com

pelled to fire up again 1 would, in all prob

ability, have laid her out a couple of hours.

On the other occasion I was detained by a

train ahead of me on a very hard hill. The

engineer of this train had to run for water

and found he had not enough water to make

the run, so had to kill his engine, and I was

compelled to wait there on the hill side un

til his conductor walked back to the station

he had passed, a distance of seven miles,

and then back, up to where we were, a dis

tance of three miles, and then we went back

down the hill to the station and their crew

let their train down the hill. We then pro

ceeded to saw by several trains and contin

ued on our journey. When I got within a

half mile of the top of the hill my injector

broke, but after 1 reached the top of the hill

and started down the other side I got the

injector to work again and drained the tank,

so that when I reached the station I had

just twogauges of water in the boilerand was

ten miles fron the tank. About one-half of

this distance the engine would roll, ordi

narily, but that morning had to be unfavor

able, as a strong head wind was blowing,

and the result was that the last two miles

was accomplished simply on my knowledge

of how fast the water had gone down before

it was lost to sight and how far it was from

there to the crown sheet. When I got to

the tank 1 stopped, applied the brake, and

put the reverse lever in the centre notch ;

then pulled open the throttle and was grati

fied by seeing that I could raise the water

to the first gauge. I then replenished the

fire and put on the blower, and, as 1 had ti.">

pounds of steam, got the injector to work,

and by the time the tank was full I was

ready to go up to the station, three-quarters

of a mile distant.

I note some comments on air by several

contributors, and all of great value, espec

ially those relating to emergency stops, and

f should say. most emphatically, never re

lease your partial application when you

want to stop quick. You will lose too much

pressure by so doing. Just turn your valve

handle around to quick action position, open

your sand lever wide, and get your reverse

lever to looking in the opposite direction-

quick. Then you might go to looking for a

soft place to fall, and you will have the sat

isfaction of knowing that vou have used

everything at your command to the best pos

sible advantage.

Mr. norland's comment on the deadly an

gle cock recalls to my mind a number of in

stances in which the same thing happened

to me, and I bad intended to state them in

reply to ,T. K. Norton's article, so as to show

that the parts which would be left in case of

a wreck might be all right and still the

brakes be inoperative, all on account of the

deadly angle cock.

Mr. .lames Carey's definition of a triple

valve, in answer to .1. K. Norton's query,

does not go far enough, and further on I

notice thai .1. It. Norton's own answer to

the question is ditl'erent from all the rea

sons I had ever learned as to why a triple

valve is so called ; my idea being that it is

so called because, as its name indicates,, it

is three distinct valves; the one in one posi

tion to make a straight air valve, the other

to make an automatic air valve, while the

other is to render the brake with which it

is in connection inoperative, that is. a eot-

out valve. Perhaps I may be wrong in thif,

but it seems to me that it comes nearer

being a definition of the triple valve than

the one given by Mr. Norton.

And now, with a question, I will draw

my remarks to a clo.«e. 1 was running an

engine two years ago which was equipped
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rith tank ami driver brakes tJiat acted

lueorly; when I bad a train with air cars

ml made an application of the brake, hrake

•n engine an<! lank would hold; but if I

lad no air cars and made an application of

he air brake, it would release before I had

un a mile. Why w:is this? Recently I

taron an engine that, when releasing an

ipplication with air working on engine only,

hi* tank brake would release all right, hut

with a train, when release was made, the

lank brake would stick. Why ?

In my next I will give details of a make

shift in the case of a broken eecentric strap.

i.ourriiWAiTK, Tex. A. J. Schmidt.

Question* Concerning Compound*.

Mr. Editor:— I wish to ask for enlighten

ment on a few points concerning a com

pound locomotive through the columns of

niir valuable Magazine. Several months

agri 1 was aligned toengine 24ft, a compound

iu-ft arrived from the Baldwin locomotive

works. I had bail no previous experience

with this type of engines, and at first I did

not want to take her, but finally did so and

remained with her seven or eight weeks.

Ituring the -time I had her she would throw

water from her stack continually when

working with more than one and a half

Uiiupe of water in her boiler. This was

thought by mv engineer, and others, to be

ilue to the boiler being new, but they were

evidently wrong because she seemed to get

worse instead of better. However, a gen

tleman who claims to know all about com

pounds told me recently that the trouble

was caused by the lower pressure cylinder

not being able to relieve itself of condensed

"team except through the exhaust passages

and stack. He further claims that it is not

possible to start a train with a compound

while working in "cylinder cock position,"

lint this, I know, is not correct. But if it

lie true that it is not possible to relieve

lower pressure cylinder of condensed steam

with cylinder cock, I will ask some person

who has had experience with these engines

what is the object of putting them on at all?

Surely, not to frighten stock off of the track.

From this gentleman's explanation I can

Unci no other reason, and if he is correct,

Hie Baldwin locomotive company have made

a big mistake, which must be righted before

the compounds can be called a success. But

my experience leads me to believe differ

ently. The cylinder cocks and rigging are

put on a compound for the same purpose

that they are put on a simple engine, the

only difference being that instead of reliev

ing two cylinders of condensed steam, they

must relieve four. For instance, when cyl

inder cock lever is put in cylinder cock po

sition yuu are giving engine just a little

mors power than if she was compounding,

and with just enough steam pressure in the

low pressure cylinder to overcome the re

sistance from the high pressure cylinder

that is against it, and therefore each cylin

der is drained of condensation. 1 have never

seen my engineer cut engine into high pres

sure. He works her compound all over the

division, and informs me that the high pres

sure is only used when there is danger of

stopping on u steep grade. I would like to

write more on this subject, and in reference

to the valve in cylinder cock rigging. If we

would study the workings of this valve

more, the compounds would not appear so

complicated.

Meridian, Miss. T. P. Knapp.

The Air llruke.

Mn. Editor:—In the January number of

the Magazine, I notice a question from Mr.

Garaghty: "Is there any communication

between the air gauge and the train pipe

when the engineer's valve is in the lap po

sition?'' 1 would say, for the information

of all concerned, that no matter what posi

tion the engineer's valve may be in the air

gauge is at all times in communication with

the train pipe. This is easily proven. Let

Mr. Garaghty take an engine before it is

coupled onto the train, having the maxi

mum pressure, say 70 pounds, on train pipe

as indicated by the black pointer. \\ hen

the pointer has become stationary, put the

engineer's valve on lap position and open

the train cock on tank enough to cause it

to leak. It will be observed that the black

pointer drops back, and with a rapidity pro

portioned to the extent of the leak at train

cock. This should convince all doubting

ones on that all important question.

Saginaw, Mich. Andrew Re'ul.

Utility of Air Frewmres. ■

Mr. Editor :—In order to settle a dispute

will some of the numerous readers of the

Magazine kindly consider the following

question :

Suppose wc have a dead engine that has

to be moved a distance of six miles, the first

five are down grade enough to permit the

engine to roll, and the last mile of which is

up grade. Could air enough be accumu

lated in the five miles' run down hill to run

the engine the last mile uphill? Again,

suppose an engine with !K) pounds of steam

is rolling down hill at therate of forty miles

an hour, when she is reversed and the

throttle is opened ; will the airpressure ob

tained overcome the pressure of steam? In

other words, will air enter the boiler or will

steam leave the boiler? Also, can one en

gine be towed around by another so as to

get air pressure enough to work an injector?

Sankord, Fi.a. ./. .1/. Ranker.
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How to Feed a Boiler.

Mr. F.ditor:—In reply to the criticisms of

Mr. Weiler I will say that his method of

treating the circumstances 1 have hefore

detailed, is no doubt the proper one, and

should 1 get caught in a similar lix again I

would endeavor to follow it; but "circum

stances alter cases," and Mr. Weiler should

remember that, in the case in question, I

drew the fire in obedience to the engineer's

orders. In regard to pumping, I think it

proper to carry water in top gauge-cock when

working steam. The water supply in a

boiler should be sufficient, when an engine

ascends a grade, to prevent the front end of

the tubes from being uncovered, and, when

descending a grade, to cover the back end

of the crown-sheet. I consider the most

economical method of feeding a boiler is to

let the amount of water delivered to the

boiler be in proportion" to the work the en

gine is doing; or, in other words, to avoid

an irregidar feed by which the boiler is

alternately either under or over supplied.

A uniform and constant feed is undoubted

ly proper, but a deviation from this rule

is recommended by competent authorities

under the following circumstances: On ap

proaching a steep grade as much water

should he fed into the boiler as it is safe to

carry without priming, and the fire should

be in proper condition to heat the water as

hot as possible before reaching the grade.

The reason for this is that when ascending

a grade the boiler is often taxed to its ut

most capacity to generate the required

amount of steam, and it will be of material

assistance in doing the work if any portion

of the water to be evaporated during the

ascent has previously been heated. Should

it be necessary to feed water after pitching

over a summit, the fire should be bright

and burning freely. This is necessary to

prevent chilling the flues, which would

cause them to leak. If the boiler is amply

supplied with water when descending a

grade- if the grade is very long—the fire

should be leveled over and covered w ith a

sufficient amount of fresh fuel to prevent

unnecessary waste of fuel and steam; the

dampers should also be closed. When de

scending a long grade, or when standing on

sidings, care should be taken to have a suf

ficient depth of fuel near the flue-sheet. If

too thin the fuel will soon be consumed,

grates will become bare and cold air will be

admitted, which will cool the flues and

cause them to leak.

Ali.kciianv, Pa. W. J. Edward*.

Some French savants recently succeeded

in raising a balloon ten miles above the

earth's surface; it carried no persons, but

had ingenious instruments, driven by clock

work, which recorded temperatures. At 7J

miles above the earth the temperature was

*V0° F. below zero.—The Engineer.

Deteetion of Leakage in Train Pipe.

Mn. Editor:—In reply to Mr. Garality's

question concerning the detection of leak

age in train pipe when engineer's valve

handle is in lap position, I will say that

■when handle is in lap position there is im

communication between train pipe air

guage and train pipe, as all ports are then

blanked. If, when the handle is in lap po

sition, the train pipe air gauge hand drops

back, you can rest assured that there is a

leak in either the rotary valve or small res

ervoir, or some of its connections. If tin-

valve leaks the pressure in train pipe and

the pressure in small reservoir will be equal

ized by the equalizing discharge valve, due

to the reduction of air in train pipe tbrongh

leakage. The pressure in small reservoir

being less than before, and equal to train

pipe pressure, the air gauge hand will drop

back in proportion to pressure in train pipe

The same results will occur when there is a

leak in small reservoir or connections when

no leak appears in the rotary valve.

I will now ask a question. If the pump

governor refuses to work, or the main res

ervoir gauge pipe is broken, is there any

way to ascertain the pressure of the main

reservoir? CharUs M. Girder.

Sorrii Chicago, III.

A movement has been initiated in con

gress looking to a reorganization of the navy

in some respects, especially in the force of

line officers. Such a reorganization seems

to be needed badly enough, and we shall

hope that in such a reorganization the fart

will be recognized that naval vessels are now

machines, and that the engineers who must

manage them should at least be given suf

ficient authority to enable them to control

their own departments; at least sufficiently

to know that when they place a man in a

certain position to do certain work, he will

not be removed without the knowledge of

his superior officer, and simply upon the ar

bitrary order of a line officer absolutely ig

norant of the consequences of his removal.

Private establishments could never be run

on any such principle as that which obtains

in the navy, and the navy stands it only be

cause the people can be taxed without limit

to pay for it.—American Machinist.

The engineers and firemen of Victoria,

Australia, have been agitating against run

ning trains on Sundays. The grievance

committee on that end of the globe be

comes a deputation. A deputation waited

on the minister for railways to protest

against running Sunday trains, and they

were told that they held the remedy iu

their own hands, us "there was no law com

pelling the men to work on Sunday. He

intimated that refusing to go out on Sun

day would stop the practice.-- Locvmutiw

Enijiiierriitij.
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HOLIDAYS OK THE PACIFIC SLOPE.

It is the misfortune in writing for a mag-

uine that the matter must he prepared two

months ahead, and yet it may be that even

it this late date our readers may enjoy a

bit of holiday description.

Ii the climate everywhere were like that

i.l California, there would he none of that

Christmas literature which delights the

children and makes old hearts grow young.

The deep snow drifts, the frosty air, the

great fireplaces with their blazing logs,

>antaCLau8 with his reindeer and sleigh,

ill these stereotyped features of the Christ

mas tide, would have no place and would

be regarded as the fairy tales of a vivid im

agination. To those of us whose early asso

ciations are inseparably connected with

these pictures, there can be no genuine

midwinter holidays without them. In Cal

ifornia we only make believe it is Christmas,

rhe warm sunshine, the newly made gar

dens, the morning song of the lark, delude

m into thinking that we have dropped a

few months from our calendar and are cele

brating the Easter festival.

Christmas of this season found us at Mon

terey, at the far-famed Hotel del Monte,

which has been extolled by presidents,

princes and prelates. In the early morning

we stroll through the park and garden, or,

firoperly speaking, one little corner of them,

or the hotel is situated in a park of 7,000

acres, and 1 23 of them are laid out in gardens.

Here, on Christmas dav, the heliotrope is

peeping into the second story windows and

laden with blossoms, there is a mile of gor

geous chrysanthemums and another of calla

lilies, the "beds are bordered with an infinite

variety of blooming pansies, clusters of or

chids nod theirgrotescjue heads and the air

i- fragrant with the incense of roses and

violet*. At Jl o'clock, in a carriage drawn

by four spirited horses, we start for the

fnoions eighteen mile drive along the beach,

which, for variety of scenery, is unsurpass

ed in the world, A mile away is the ancient

town of Monterey, the oldest spot in the

i-tate which has any place in written his

tory, founded by the Spaniards about KiOO,

under the directions of Philip III of Spain.

After telling the story of the cross and the

.iltar and the mass under a great oak tree,

liiMory is silent for more than a century

and a half. In 1768, a band of Franciscan

missionaries established a mission here,

whose ruins are still seen. A fascinating

romance lingers around this old Spanish

capital. A number of the ancient adobe

buildings yet remain, the sides moss-grown,

the tile roofs black with age, historical ruins,

the old custom house, the governor's man

sion, the rude chapel, fragments of falling

walls. At low tide, by an abandoned wharf,

may be seen the decaying hull of a ship,

the sloop Natalia, upon which Napoleon es

caped from the Isle of Elba and returned

to France. The vessel was afterwards pur

chased by the Mexican government and, in

18:57, was sent to Monterey withia commis

sion authorized to secularize the property

of the missions, and while it was in the

harbor it was sunk by a storm. It wrings

the heart of one who loves antiquities to

see the ruins of Monterey crumbling and

neglected, and being replaced by the smart

little frame buildings ol the modern town,

bright with paint and gay with cheap orna

mentation.

Two miles further on, located amid lofty

pines and extending down to the shores of

the ocean, is the pretty town of Pacific

Grove, a delightful summer resort, which

attracts about five thousand people each sea

son. It is the site of a Chautauqua assem

bly and numerous conventions of many

kinds. It is the terminus of one branch of

the Southern Pacific railroad, and is an ideal

place for a summer home. Half a mile

away is an ancient granite lighthouse whose

little candle still sheds its beams to warn

the ships away from this dangerous point,

for here the waves of bay and ocean meet and

dash with tremendous force against the great

sentinel rocks which terminate the penin

sula. The drive here leaves the ocean and

plunges into the forest, primeval indeed, for

man has not interfered with the handiwork

of nature. The tall pines seem to touch the

clouds, and below is a thicket of ferns whose

Bize and density can be imagined only by

those who understand the luxuriant vegita-

tion of California. After winding through

ravines where the sunlight never falls, we

come again upon the magnificent beach and

pause on a high promontory. The dark

waters of the Pacific stretch far beyond the

vision and the great waves roll and break

upon the shore in a solemn and never-ending

anthem. A short distance from the edge,

standing in solitary state is the noted "seai

rock," and clinging to its sides are thous

ands of seals, whose hoarse barking blends

with the monotone of the waves.

Perhaps the most unique feature of this

drive is Cypress Point, a stretch of rocky

coast, high, wind-blown and storm-swept,

and, rooted in its scanty soil, are those

strange trees which are known as the cypress

of Monterev. Nothing like them is found

in the world. How they came here is a

mystery, whether the seeds were brought

by the wind or the birds from an unknown

shore, whether they are a changed form of

some ancient cedar, whether they are a pe
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euliar product of this spot, never will he

known. Ugly, misshapen, half dead, half

alive, they appear to be centuries old, and

promise to live centuries more.

From the ancient trees to an ancient race

of men seems a natural transition, and yet

the inhabitants of China appear strangely

out of place in this little, desolate fishing

village, their dirt and squalor standing out

in wretched contrast to the long expanse of

pure, clean bench in front, the vast stretch

of odorous, health-giving pine forest be

hind.

What a rare discrimination had those

early Catholic fathers, what an eye for the

beautiful in nature, what a judgment in the

selection of sites for the location of their

beloved churches '. In the loveliest spot of

all the charming region that encircles the

Bay of Monterey, the Franciscan priete, a

hundred and twenty-five years ago, built

the Mission .San Carlos de Carmelo. The

Carmelo valley is a perfect example of na

tural beauty. It lies among mountains

which slope from snow-capped summits to

evergreen-crowned hills, enveloped in pur

ple mist. The Carmelo river, cold, clear

and sparkling, brings perpetual bloom and

verdure. On a rise of ground, overlooking

the Pacific ocean, stand the old stone

church and the crumbling walls of the mon

astery. A fund is being collected for the

" restoration " of this old Carmelo mission,

and the lover of the antique will see with

anguish that the picturesque roof of mossy

tiles has been replaced with one of painted

shingles, and that one mouldy, lichen-cov

ered wall has been treated to a coat of

whitewash! Fortunately the fund accu

mulates .slowly, and on the other side

mosses, ferns and shrubs are still growing

in the mouldy crevices of the wall. The

ancient belfry and the rude, stone carving

over the door are untouched, and the inte

rior has not suffered from the desecrating

hand of the " restorer." Four of the faith

ful old priests have lain for a century with

in the stone niches in the wall, and be

neath the floor of the chapel repose fifteen

of the early Spanish and Mexican gover

nors of California. The long dark arches

and the cold, mildewed cloisters strike a

chill to the heart of the visitor and he al

most hears the rustle of ghostly garments.

Out into the blessed sunshine, and, at a

whirl of the lash, the four horses dash

down the hill, through the fragrant valley

and the resinous pine groves, along the

pebbly beach, under thespreading live oaks,

and up the broad driveway to Hotel del

Monte. A novel way of spending Christ

mas and vet a pleasant way, if one can

shut out the memory of others that were

very different.

rrom Monterey we went to Santa Cruz,

which is situated on the other horn of the

crescent that holds the beautiful Bay n(

Monterey. From its lofty dill's is one of

the finest water views of this hemisphere,

and its long rows of terraces are crowned

with many lovely homes. It is a pretty

city of seven or eight thousand inhabitants

and bus all the modern improvement.*.

There are many points of interest, but we

soon found that we would appreciate them

better in the summer, as the ocean anil

mountain winds combined make the cli

mate on these high bluffs a little severe,

even for people accustomed to cold eastern

winters. So, with the promise to conn-

again in the midsummer vacation, we

started for the great metropolis of the state,

longing for a taste of city life once more be

fore settling down to a quiet winter of lit

erary work. We came up by the narrow

gauge ot the Southern Pacific K. li.. which

runs through the heart of the Santa, < 'ruz

mountains. More picturesque scenery could

scarcely be imagined, through gorges and

canons, over mountain peaks and preii

pices, dashing through tunnels and coming

out into exquisite valleys. There are nu

merous hotels and summer resorts scattered

along the road, and it surely seems that

here, if anywhere in the world, would be

found health and vigor. The most inter

esting spectacle is the forest of big tree?,

twenty feet in diameter, and capable • >)

holding fifty persons within their hollow

trunks.

We found no improvement in the weather

of San Francisco. The fogs rolled in, morn

ing and night, with a penetrating daiu|-

ness that chilled one to the marrow. We

took advantage of the first sunny day t»

visit the University of California, situated

on the high hills of Berkeley and command

ing a magnificent view of the city, harbor

and surrounding country, but a fog sudden

ly poured in. so dense we could not see the

bottom of the hill. Sight-seeing was out

of the question. When we came out of

some place of amusement, late in the even

ing, we would find policemen with lanterns,

standing in the streets to prevent collision.*

in the fog and darkness. We sent longing

thoughts toward our comfortable home at

the university, and, in a very short time

we followed our thoughts. Although only

thirty miles from San Francisco, we are

so shut in by the mountains, as to have a

far warmer and dryer atmosphere. But we

are ready to testify tiiat the climate of

California is not entirely tropical.

THIS MID WISTER FAin.

A tale of two cities ! The World's Fair at

Chicago, the Midwinter Fair at San Francis

co, the Great White City, the Citv of Palms !

The spectacle reminds one of the dissolv

ing views of a stercopticon, the World's
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Fair fades awav, there is a miHty blur for a

moment, and then there appears upon the

. anvas another wonderful picture. Every

visitor to the great exposition at Chicago

exclaimed with a long sigh, as he shook the

■lust from his aching feet, " I never want to

»ee another," and yet, even now, in all parts

nf the country, people are making their

plana to cross mountains and plains to at-

t<md the fair at the City of the Golden Gate.

H was a common remark at Chicago that

nut in the lifetime of the present genera

tion would a similar enterprise be under

taken, and yet, before its buildings have

lieen removed, before the echoes of the Mid-

nay Plaisance have died away, behold an

other fair is almost completed. The exhib

its at Chicago were packed away, only to be

npened in a few weeks at San Francisco.

In this age of surprises we shall have to

eliminate from our vocabularies the words

"never again."

It is perhaps only in this remarkable Pa

cini- coast citv that such an undertaking

could be made a success. There are two

reasons why there will be no lack of visit

ors; 1st, because there are great numbers

..i people throughout the far west who could

not attend the World's Fair, and will rejoice

t<> have its treasures brought within their

rejtch: 2d. because, practically, everybody

in the United States intends at some time

to visit California ami will find now an un

usual opportunity. There is no doubt but

that the railroads will profit by their expe

rience of the past summer, and the indica

tions are that there will be a remarkably

low rate from eastern points, with an ex

tended ticket which will enable the pur

chaser to travel over the entire state, al

though at this writing it is impossible to

sa>. The fair, of course, is intended to boom

the state. Visitors from the other side of

the Rocky Mountains will leave a region of

ire and snow and zero weather, and roll

down this side of the slope into as near

Paradise as exists in the western hemi

sphere. The thermometer probably will be

among the seventies, the air will be fragrant

with the perfume of flowers and fruit, and

the panorama unfolded, as he goes through

the beautiful valleys, that extend from cen

tral to southern California, will be far be

yond any work of the painter's brush or the

poet's imagination.

The fair is situated in Ctolden Gate 1'ark,

overlooking the Pacific ocean. One hundred

and sixty acres have been Bet apart for this

Qxise, anil the seventy-five handsome

ding? promise to be in readiness for the

opening the latter part of January. Fol

lowing po close upon the World's Fair, the

managers are enabled to profit by all its sue-

'•itsges and all its mistakes. The most in

teresting features of the Midway Plaisance

hiive been secured, the most objectionable

omitted, and many new ones will he added

peculiar to this locality. There will be a

Liberal Arts building, 4ii'Jx'.':l7 feet, Mechan

ical Arte, Fine Arts, &c, as at Chicago, all

made of the white staff' and very ornamen

tal. In these will be placed great numbers

of the exhibits that were at the World's

Fair, and many others from this country

and all the countries of Europe; Russia, for

instance, taking 12,000 teet of space, and

Great Britain the same.

Visitors, however, and especially those

from the east, will be more interested in

knowing what attractions there will be here

which were not at the World's Exposition.

In the Horticultural building, it is not an

exaggeration to say that there will be the

most magnificent display of flowers and

fruit ever seen. There is great rivalry be

tween what are known as the northern and

southern citrus belts of the state; each will

have its building, and the annual fair, which

is held by each, will take place at this ex

position, and the finest products of this

greatestfruit-producingcountry in theworld

will be placed on exhibition. California is

one vast flower garden and in the Horticul

tural building will be a gorgeous carnival of

blossoms. People will think they never saw

roses before. The whole fair grounds will

be a wilderness of palms. There will be also

miniature orchards and vineyards, and, out

of regard for the feelings of the great tem

perance element, it will be better not to

mention the display of wines that will be

made.

Perhaps the most unique and interesting

feature will be the mining exhibit. All of

the country west of the Rocky Mountains

abounds in mines, and there will be a won

derful showing of their products, of every

kind of mining machinery and the various

processes of mining, from the primitive pick

and pan to the latest scientific process.

There is to be a complete representation of

a mining camp of '4!). The street will be

450 feet long, on each side the old time

dilapidated shanties, and all the details

typical of those early days. There will be

the rude newspaper office, the barber shop,

where you can have your whiskers shot off

or shaved or!', saloons fitted up exactly as

they were in '49, with bar and gambling

tables, and old miners to illustrate all the

border stories connected with these places.

At the end will be an Indian camp with its

uncivilized natives, the lonely graveyard,

and occasionally'an example of a lynching

bee. The identical cabins of John Mackay,

Senator Fair and Senator Perkins will oc

cupy a prominent place, and a far ximih of

that of James Marshall, with his lamp,

stove, cooking utensils, saddle, etc. The

veritable stage coach of Hank Monk will be

there, and there will be daily illustrations

of the life of these pioneers, known to the
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people of to-day only as they have been im

mortalized by Bret Hart and other writes of

tales of the far west.

It would not be possible to comprise in

the brief space of one article the various

exhibits that will be presented on a scale

not seen before, the large collection of birds,

fishes and other animals native to the west,

the Alaskan fisheries, and innumerable

relics from the old missions which are scat

tered along the coast, many of them of great

value and never before placed in one col

lection. China and Japan will exhibit on

a large scale, on account of their compara

tive proximity; the building of the former

is now being erected at a cost of $50,000,

while Japan will have about twenty build

ings.

The rapidity with which this great work

has been accomplished would amaze those

who do not understand the energy and en

terprise of California. And that the neces

sary funds should be forthcoming, almost

on call, need not be so surprising when one

reflects that in the city of San Francisco

alone there are over one thousand million

aires.

In a future article we hope to have the

pleasure of describing the Midwinter Fair

more fully for our readers.

JtY THE WAT.

At the penitentiary of California the strict

est surveillance of the officials is not able to

prevent the use of opium and the traffic in

it among the prisoners. It is brought to

them in fruit, in cigars, in little wads of tin

foil which are passed from mouth to mouth

in a kiss. The prisoners arc punished by

Hogging, by ball and chain, by solitary con

finement, by taking away the credits, but

have it they will, and when deprived of it

they act like madmen, and will even com

mit murder to get it. This habit becomes a

species of insanity and the only safety lies

in never taking the first step, the first taste.

It seems to be a more insidious, a more dan

gerous habit than liquor drinking, it is more

easily acquired and ruins its victims more

quickly.

At the same time that this war is being

waged in the penitentiary, asimilaroneisin

progress in the public schools of this same

city. A committee has been appointed by the

board of education to investigate the evil of

cigarette smoking among the children. One

of the committee is a physician and he

makes the statement that " more than half

of the young boys of San Francisco have

been phvsically ruined by cigarettes."

Many of them commence before they are six

years old, and, according to the testimony

of the teachers, the cigarette-smoking pupils

are so nervous and weak they can make no

progress in school. By the same testimony

we learn that the greatest obstacle to be

overcome is the fact that in the great ma

jority of cases the boys fall back:on the ex

cuse that their fathers smoke. No doubt

in many instances they inherit the craving

for tobacco just as the children of inebriates

do for liquor.

At Hillsdale college, Michigan, the faculty

have made a new rule that students who

marry cannot remain in the institution.

There has been such an epidemic of mar

riages among them that this ruling has be

come necessary. We shall have to square

this with the assertion, so often made, that

the higher education unfits women for mar

riage and that, through constant daily as

sociation, girls in co-educational schools lose

their attractions for men.

The women of New Zealand lately have

been given the full suffrage, and an Asso

ciate Press dispatch from there says: " At

the recent elections there were as many

women speakers as men, and they were

treated with every consideration." The il

lustrated Graphic of that country gives two

pictures : one of a beautiful woman standing

in the door of the temple of justice with a

scroll in her hand bearing the words " Wo

man's Vote," and at her feet scores of out

stretched hands bearing the names of many

needed social and political reforms, implor

ing her aid; the other depicts a noble look

ing woman standing on a globe, armed with

a many-thonged whip, and around her head

innumerable rays of light and the words,

•' She That Is to Be Obeyed," while crouch

ing at her feet are miserable creatures la

beled with the great wrongs and crimes of

the present day. Beneath the picture is

written, " Female Suffrage in New Zealand

a Success." This does not seem to bear out

the theory that when women have the bal

lot they will not be treated with respect

On the contrary, wherever they possess the

franchise the facts show that they command

increased respect.

xoteh.

The typographical errors were so evident

in the January issue that it is not necessary

to explain them. We have to expect such

mistakes occasionally. An apology is due,

however, to Mrs. Henry B. Jones for the way

in which the reference" to her was mixed up

with the comment* on rejected contribu

tions. The two subjects should have been

in two different paragraphs. Of course

Mrs. Jones' articles are always acceptable.

•
• •

One correspondent sends a letter, this

month, which we did not use. In it,

among other things, she says: "My bos-

band is a fireman and very good to me.

When he is home, he cooks my breakfast
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for me aod lets me sleep. I always try to

be in a good liumor with him, and, when

hoisoffduly, he stays in the house with me."

One would think it would be very easy for

a wife to be in a good humor under such

circumstances, much easier than for the

husband. If the wife is ill or in delicate

health, it is very kind and entirely proper

for th» husband to relieve her of every

possible burden, but if she is well and able

tn work, it is her business to get up and

rook the breakfast for him. The man who

has tho living to earn should not be re

quired to add cooking to the rest of his

duties.

For What!

■ What is there left? My work! now lies in ruins

around ray feet,

Kn wot* that e'er can touch me, can make them more

complete.

1 mul the talc of sorrow that other hearts have met,

Itut-^than tny ow n—no sadder have 1 perused as yet.

"The. loom ol life holds for me just broken tangled

weft :

<H all the once lair pattern there seems no figure left,

*nd I have no uinhillou to tie the shattered strings ;

I know not how to fashion tnal web for other things.

• 1 know that some whose trials perhaps were sad as

mine,

Have found, amid the shadows, some ray of bright

mnxhme,

ran hope and lind some comfort for dear ones lost

and rone :

• 'an walk life's darkened pathway and not feel 'all

alone.'

' But I am watching, waiting, for one who cannot

come,

Mthough his very presence made sunlight in our

home:

I know the eold grave holds him, that he in life is not,

Vet I wait for him. and want him, he never is forgot.

' I strive to be like others, to lind some task to do.

To ser, in scenes around me, the beauties I once knew.

I seek Hinieibliig to care for. some one to aid or save ;

I Iannot—all seems buried within my darllng'sgrave."

Published by request of

I'^tSTKAt.lA. III.. Om K. Uunnan.

Dress Reform.

In a recent number of the Magazine,

there is an article on " Woman's Dress Re

form," a theme of much importance. The

bloomer dress will ptove to be the best of

all garments. When Dr. Mary Walker came

couth, she wore the practical reform dress;

of course foolish women and men ridiculed

her; but Dr. Walker was determined. She

lectured on " Woman's Uights," on which it

took some years for the ISan Antonio free

thinkers to comprehend her policy.

In New York, in 1865, I atteuded a socia

ble by A. J. Davis, and a young lady was

among the visitors dressed in iight-brown

garments which fitted her nicely, were well

suited and handsome. It struck me that

such women's dress when adopted will

solve the problem of lifting the morals of

the young people. I learned, also, that

girls in high schools in the north wear the

reform dross, and that the women in the

towns where those schools are dress like

wise. Cooks so attired will not burn their

clothing. Ladies by their long trailing

dress hide their feet—as if they were

ashamed of them; they wipe up tobacco

spittle from the floors and the sidewalks,

curry home the filth, lull of bacteria off the

streets they walked over, and much dust Or

mud. They excite the comment of young

men in exposing their ankles when they

lift their dress out of the mud.

The dresses between men and women are

too extremely distinct; by assuming the

bloomer dress, women becomes more self-

responsible in her actions. Men's garments

became perfected to the present time,

while that of the women strayed off-

guided by wrong fashions and becoming

oppressive to themselves. But by the re

form dress their character and disposition

will become emancipated, become more

mannish, more befitting, more handsome ;

their genuine influence will be more en

nobling to men. In marriage they become a

more suitable helpmate. In the analogy of

the women's dress to the men's garment

humanity will progress morally and spirit

ually. Very respectfully,

Helatks, Texas. Carl E. KrriscJie.

[We are glad to know the sentiments of

one of our masculine readers upon this

subject, and we publish this letter hoping

to call out the opinions of our contributors

of both sexes.—Ed.]

The Stiver Lining.

Tho' troubles come to mar our lives.

And till our hearts with sadness,

There's a silver lining to each cloud

That will bring us joy and gladness ;

Tho' thorns are strewn along the way.

As o'er life's path wc journey.

There are roses, too, with fragrance swe*a

That we may pluck, tho' thorny.

To-day dark clouds obscure the sky

Where yesterday's sun was shining ;

To-morrow may lie bright and fair,

All beauteous nature smiling ;

K'cn tho1 our lives are rilled with gloom,

Why should we sit repining?

For when the clouds shall disappear

We'll lind the " silver lining."

And should misfortune come to wreck

Our barque while outward sailing
• Upon the sea of life, so broad,

Regrets will be unavailing;

Though day-dreams are unrealized.

Weep not o'er fond hopes shattered;

The " silver lining" you will And

Through deeds of kindness scattered.

This world for us holds many charms,

Tho' sorrows 'round us gather,

And if we try, in place of grief.

We'll find much joy and pleasure ;

Then let us cast aside dull care.

And cease till vain repining—

Tho' dark and lowering are life's elouda.

Each has a "silver liuing."

Wkst Oakland, Cal. t/rtlie Bloom.
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Hatter ItelU.

[This poem by ouc of our well-known correspond

ents has uppeured in several rhieugo ami Milwaukee

papers, has Deen illustrated and also set to music.]

Ring slowly vet gladly, oh bells, on this day,

And wnd forth the story again.

King loudly that hearts mav all know what you say

In the long and happy refrain.

Ring clearly and sweetly and tell to us all

A tale of the sorrows now past.

Thy ringing may secretly lift up the pall

From a life with shadows o'ercast.

King tenderly out. oh bells, on the uir

And herald this day ever blest

A dawning most sweet, an awaking most lair.

It comes to our worldly unrest.

I'baiimk it Ciiif.n, Wis. A'nrn KnU

The Servant Girl.

1 write in behalf of the servant girl. How

she is treated, how she should bo treated,

and why she should have opportunities that

are denied her. The servant girl is sup

posed to do the work allotted to her and do

it well, and I will begin by saying that she

does her duly iind does it well. Then, what

has she to look forward to? She can see

absolutely nothing in the future. How,then,

can her life be a happy one? The lady of

the house comes out and says, " Mary, we

would like to have you go to church."

Here is an exhibition of the true Christian

spirit. Mary goes to church, returns, and

continues to do her work ; her mistress has

done her duty. What a comforting thought

for Mary to know that her superior wishes

her to go to church. And to the same one

she belorjgs to. Only think of it; what a

pleasure. The lady of the house says,

" come to church." Does she manifest a

Christian spirit by sayiug anything else to

make life happy? If there is a family

altar, is Mary invited to it with the rest of

the family ? Oh, no; that is out of the

question ; she must know her place. Still,

they all claim to be striving their utmost to

get through that narrow gate that leads to

heaven. I may be hitting some of the

readers pretty hard ; but that is what 1

want to do ; and 1 say to them, one and all,

if that is the way they show a Christian

spirit they will never get a glimpse of

heaven. Put yourself in your servant's

place and see how you would like it. Re

member the golden rule, "Do unto others

as you would have others do unto you." A

great many people have laid down certain

rules for the government of their servants.

Some do not permit them to bring gentle

men friends to the house, while others per

mit them to do so once in a while, if they

receive them in the kitchen. Oh, what a

Christian spirit! We are supposed to do

as near as Christ did, when he was on earth,

as possible. Did he say to the servant,
•'The kitchen is good enough for you?

Oh, no ; he gives the best he has to each

and every one of us. Can you wonder that

those girls who are compelled to keep com

pany with their gentleman friends on the

street go wrong? What pleasure do they

have in life? Are they to blame if they

fall? Xo, they are not. Then who is to

blame? Why, the ones who employ them

Take care, my friends, that you have none

of these dark shadows following you. My

mother has servants, and how does she

treat them? Mother always treats her

servants with respect, and when they have

gentlemen callers she says to them, " Take

the gentlemen in the parlor, and if you

have any work left I will attend to it." We

have had two girls, or ladies, for ladies they

were, who married respectable gentlemen

and have nice homes to day ; and they al

ways make it a point to call on mother

whenever they can. They had tears in their

eyes when they left mother to go into hornet

of their own. Does any lady who reads

this think my mother any the worse for the

way she treats her servants ? Does she not

stand a better chance for heaven than if she

had compelled them to keep company out

in the street and probably have caused

their ruin? Wives who employ help should

try to make life worth living for them. We

all expect to reach the same point in

heaven; we are all equals there.

Kockekeller, III. E. ij. Whitmorr.

Will You Lore JUef

When the dimples in my cheeks have all faded «wt).

And my dark brown hair lias changed to gray.

When my bright, laughing eyes, dim and faded havi-

grown.

And iny lieht hearted youth forever has flown ;

When time's cruel lingers have wrinkled my brow,

<»h. love, will you love me then, fondly as now?

When life's end approaching fills with sorrow my heart

At the sad thought that we forever must part,

Nevermore to meet this side of that shore.

When* hearts re-united are severed no more :

When the years bring old age and 'ncalh the burden

I bow.

Oh, love, will you love me then, fondly us now?

San Antonio, Tex. Ida Orrgory

Little Bess came home from church one

Sunday with her head full of the sermon.

It was about a "new heart," she said. Her

father took her on his knee and gravely

asked if she understood what a new heart

is. "Oh, yes, indeed," she answered,

brightly, " it s a kind of heavenly stomach."

He—Will you marry me?

She—No; you drink.

He—Then "marry me and save me.

She— Thanks, no. I don't want a hn»v

bdnd preserved in alcohol.—Kate Field'i

Wiiahinijton.

Your"So she rejected you, did she?

proposal did'nt please her?" " Well I can

hardly say it didn't please her. I thought

she'd never stop laughing."—Boston UeraLI
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LIBERTY AND THE COURTS.

The Commoner and Glatuworker, in a re

cent issue, publishes the following:

Ttw general manager of the Northern Pacific rail-

ray has discovered u new way to prevent strikes. lie

focsinto the United .States courts and has all the

tauten in the movement arrested for "combining

*n*l conspiring to quit the service of the road."

Cpon this complaint on injunction is issued against

rath individual, and a failure to observe the court's

aider will land the offender in prison. It is the

tat order of the kind ever issued in the United

Sates. The Northern Pacific is now in the hands of

twelvers The difficulty arose out of reductions in

tsjea. Should this action of the court hold good,

tbf working classes will soon find all their rights und

priYilcjjes a* free men nullified, and they will be

ion-ed by due process of law to labor for just such

"Smpenmtion us receivers and courts deem proper

tod just to the government and stockholders, and the

nshtoi Individual contract is void. It is difficult to

(lbtiaguUb. between such action on the part of a re

public and some of the old English laws of two or

lbrte centuries ago, which fixed both the wages and

tows of the working people. Our boasted freedom

ufast becoming a sham and mockery, and will hasten

th* entire dissolution of our present social condi

tions.

The foregoing is highly suggestive. The

cweiver of a railroad and a 3x4 United

KUtcs judge in combination are able, it

•eems, to compel employes to hold up their

bind* while the aforesaid receiver and

iidge put on the manacles and rivet them.

That the Northern Pacific railroad should

li« in the hands of a receiver creates no

wprise; that a receiver of such a bank-

rwpt concern should exert his powers

uid authority to reduce wages that divi-

"tends may be paid on watered stocks and

bonds is strictly in keeping with modern

methods of piracy. Receivers are to rail

road corporations what the jimmy is to

expert safe examiners, who, needing cash,

smilingly and philosophically remark, in

the language of P. M. Arthur: "If you

can't get what you want, take what you

can get." Corporations have no souls to be

damned and are expected to wreck and rob.

rob and wreck, in carrying forward their

great enterprises designed to develop the

resources of the country and give eclat to our

Christian civilization. But hitherto it has

been held that judges of courts, particularly

United States courts, were, in all things re

lating to character, reputation and justice,

in a word, all things of good report among

men.superior to corporations and their tools.

True, there have been mean, depraved, des

picable j udges, vicious creatures, moral mon

strosities entitled to receive "greater dam

nation" than falls to the lot of many other

scoundrels, but the people generally, in fact,

universally, in this country, have been

taught to revere judges of courts. Therehas

been an idea, widely disseminated, thatasa

last resort appeals to the courts for justice

would not be disregarded ; that the poor ami

the friendless, as certainly as the rich an. I

powerful, would be heard and their wrongs

redressed. Huch has been the drift of opin

ion. If at any time in the past such con

ditions were based upon facts they have in

these latter days become the most arrant

delusions. True, it is written in the "Bill

of Rights" that "Justice shall be adminis

tered freely, and without purchase; com

pletely and without denial, speedily and

without delay." But it has turned out that

the "Bill of Rights" has proven to be, in

ten thousand instances multiplied by ten

thousand, a miserable fallacy, mockery and

deception; until it has come to be under

stood that the thing labeled "justice," to

be "administered freely and without pur

chase," bears about as much resemblance

to justice as a blue tailed fly bears to a bald

eagle. And as for justice being adminis

tered " completely and without denial,"

there are upon record ten thousand ease?

where maimed railroad men have been de

nied justice by courts, and where cruel de

nials have been administered to the widows

and orphans of dead railroad men who were

killed in the line of duty, by judges of

courts where corporations demanded the
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sacrifice, and as for justice being adminis

tered "speedily and without delay," the

records show that the declaration consti

tutes the prize sham of the age.

As a result of all this the reverence the

people formerly entertained for judges and

courts of justice is rapidly disappearing. It

is widely believed, indeed it lias become a

settled conviction, that a poor man has

about the same chance for justice in the

courts of the country that a hummingbird

would have in passing through the flames

of Vesuvius to escape without having its

wings singed, while the rich, the corpora

tions, trusts, and all rascally combinations,

by the magic of money have things as they

want them, upon the principle, doubtless,

that gave Jay Gould his astounding success,

that when he "wanted a judge he bought

him;" at any rate the fact is that judges

and courts in the I'nited States are no

longer revered. Wigs and gowns and all

the ancient flummery which made a judge

appear to the populace as a creature of

superior dust—porcelain as compared with

brickbats—have lost their talismanic power,

until the "ermined robes" of an average

judge have no more significance than at

taches to a ten dollar ulster, and United

States judges in integrity and intellectuality

rate fearfully near zero.

For this rapid depreciation of judges and

court* there must be a reason, and it be

hooves the people to investigate until they

ascertain the true cause. We do not im

agine any very dee]) excavations will be

required to develop a mine of ignorance

and egotism of astounding richness. Sur

face indications are simply immense. The

outcropping* of imbecility are quickly

pointed out by school children. It is a rare

circumstance to find a United States judge

who is not afflicted with big-head and pig-

head, a condition of vacuity and vanity,

stupidity and stubbornness, arrogance and

insolence, qualities which have become so

common as to rarely create surprise, and

yet it so happens that vast interest* are

committed to these judicial deformities,

which may be determined, right or wrong,

just as flipped coppers may come up heads

or tails, as chance may decide, but if a rail

road pans is dropped in the slot of the ju

dicial machine, or something more weighty

still, then justice throws her scales to the

dogs, strips the bandage from her eyes and

breaks for the woods, but that particular

judge proceeds to " hold court " and " issue

decrees," just as if he was not under popular

indictment for malfeasance in office.

Why this humiliating degeneracy? It is

not difficult to answer the important query

in consonance with an overwhelming weight

of facts.

In the first place, political partisanism

has, in numerous instances, contributed to

the degradation of the judiciary. It has

been, to some extent, a popular theory that

a hide-bound partisan, elevated to the

bench, at once proceeds to burst his shell and

transform himself into a sublimated crea

ture, in whose make-up all the bumps and

depressions on his cranium indicative ot

meanness and malignity, disappear; that

an " itching palm " is no longer a source of

trouble, and that the hinges of his knees

are so readjusted that the)- will not respond

when wealth and power demand crooked

legs. Alas! experience ha9 taught the peo

ple to discard such hallucinations, and t'>

regard courts as deadfalls and judges as

simply the manipulators of the trigger*.

Judges being selected for their partisan-

ism, for their familiarity with the machine,

and as a reward for services, it follows, as a

general proposition, that small potatoes

are, as a rule, elevated to the bench, and

the courts become, therefore, so many poli

tical machines, clothed with extraordinary

powers and prerogatives. It is well known

that in the scramble for nomination or ap

pointment the supreme essentials of a judge

—large ability, knowledge of the principles

of law, unflinching honesty, tireless devotion

to right and justice, are practically ignored

anil that candidates secure election or ap

pointment because they have rendered *

political party assistance in campaigns,

rough and tumble fights for supremacy.

True, it may be said that sometimes a <iual-

ified man is selected, but such incidents are

exceptional. As a rule, judges of courts

seldom rise above mediocrity, and often

fall calamitously below it. Being men of

small caliber, often mental midgets, what

more natural than that they should bring
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court* into contempt by orders, rulings and

decisions which make jurisprudence ridic

ulous?

It is contended that lawyers of brains no

longer aspire to be judges: (I) Because

they can earn more money practicing law,

and (21 because the office of judge, gener

ally, has become odious rather than hon

orable, in which small men strut around,

target* for the flings and jeers of the peo

ple, their decisions being largely in the

nature of rlmaihic—or, worse still, like a

twenty-five number lottery, where the

chances are tf!>9,000 to 1, that you do not

ilraw a capital prize, and about 200,000 to 1

that you draw no prize at all. But, if it

were a fair game of chance, men might

eanilile for justice in the courts and curse

their luck while heroically accepting defeat

-but it. has come to this, at last, that the

rich—corporations and trusts, as in the case

of the Union Pacific, the Northern Pacific

and the Ann Arbor affair—can obtain any

thing they want to help them crush the poor.

\nything to the contrary is the exception—

and only magnifies the rule. Occasionally.

KOmedistinguished scoundrel is lightly pun

ished. In such a case the press engages in

flambeau reports which are of special service

to rich rascals generally, because, in the

midst of the glorification over the conviction

• ifone miscreant, a thousand go scott free, or

to Canada.

Certain it is, that throughout the land,

judges and courts are regarded with ever

increasing suspicion and derision. Under

the constitutions of states and the federal

"institution, judges, as has been observed,

areclothed with autocratic power. Note the

< reature called " judge" who, by a stroke of

lii« pen, reduced sovereign citizens, employ-

icon the I "nion Pacific and Northern Pacific',

toslaves. Note the infamous rulings of Ricks

and Tail in the Toledo affair. Such exhibi

tions of power are becoming alarmingly fre-

ijaent, and the people believe they have dis

covered the reason why of them. W'ithBmall

Kalaries, venal judges will "make hay while

the sun shines." Poor devils havenothingto

offer for justice but gratitude, while the

corporation can add to its thanks the coin

»I the realm—banquets, free passes and

luxurious palace cars. True, men may ap

peal from Pilate to Cesar— if they can give

bond—in the absence of which they go

down to silence and defeat, and as well

might a sparrow protest against a cyclone,

or a jack rabbit against a prairie-fire.

The judiciary of the country, in the opin

ion of multiplied thousands, is the rodent

that is gnawing at the foundations of the

liberties of the country, and if the ques

tion is asked, why so many mobs, regulators,

white caps, popular uprisings in which

Judge Lynch presides ? the answer is gen

erally—"O damn the courts, they're no

good."

Talk of dangers to the perpetuity of liberty

and free institutions from ignorance, pov

erty, wealth and its combination—the real

danger lies in a venal, debauched, arrogant

judiciary. Corporations are now chuckling

over their victories achieved by pliant,

weak, imbecile lickspittles " on the bench."

The Union and Northern Pacific incidents

ought to be convincing. They tell in "mourn

ful numbers" what is in reservation for rail

road employes. Chained to the corporation

—subjected to the lash of general managers

et al, their condition may be better than

that of old plantation slaves, " fo de war"

—for as yet, we believe, they are not in

cluded in " blanket mortgages," nor listed

as assets in watered stocks and bonds. As

an initial step, they are simply chained to

the tracks, to their machines, to pick, throt

tle, punch, switch and brake, but as in the

case of .lob, how soon the devil will rob

them of everything but their integrity, his

"Honor," the judge, only knows- but the

way things are moving, it ought not to be

long before railroad employes will curse the

day they were born, since to eat their

hard-earned fare as a part of the rolling

stock of a railroad, is enough to create a

widespread epidemic of suicide. .Such

calamities suggest the immortal words of

Patrick Henry—"Give me liberty or give

me death."

The female wing of New York's "400"

are now dyeing theirdogs to harmonize with

the prevailing tint of their boudoirs, and

Mra. Vanderbilt has engaged a Parisian art

ist to dye her dog for the season -a sky blue.

Mons. Lavealereaux has arrived and is now

doing some dog work for Ward McAllister.
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THE DESPOTISM OF DUNDY.

Manifestly, labor has fallen upon evil

times, or evil times, with crushing force,

have fallen upon labor. It is between the

upper and the nether mill stones. It has

been caught in the mill of some vengeful

iod, and is beingground exceedingly small.

The United States judges just now seem to

be the gods with mills ot modern invention,

■so constructed that a railroad employe can

be reduced to slavery by a turn of a judicial

screw, have his manhood, bis self-respect,

his independence, his sovereignty as a citi

zen, all eliminated in a twinkling. He is

still left with his muscle, his capacity to

work, but to live and breathe, with his heart

beating time to the moanings of despair.

To talk of liberty under such conditions is

an insult to all things American. It would

be a Christless shame to flaunt in the face

of the slaves of Dundy, Jenkins, Fuller,

Kicks and judges of their kidney, the star

spangled banner and ask them, as its stars

and stripes floated out upon the winds of

heaven, to sing the once cheering refrain,

" The star spangled banner.

O, lonp may it wave,

O'er the laud of the Free.

And the home of the brave."

The old flag no longer floats over the free ;

and the home of the brave has been, by ju

dicial decrees, transformed into the hut of

the pariah, the peon, the helot. The men

on the Union Pacific, but yesterday free

men, to-day wear Dundy's collar, marked

U. S. A.-hranded, not yet on forehead or

cheek, or breast, but the hot iron of judicial

authority has touched their souls and burn

ed upon them ineffaceable scars.

It is possible there are feelings of resent

ment. The employes enjoy the luxury of

memory. They doubtless thiuk of the times

when they were free, before Dundy damned

them to degrading servitude at such wages

as he deemed proper to award his serfs.

These victims of Dundy's authority, who

are fathers, remember the time when they

gloried in the belief that, being free them-

nelves, no taint of bondage attached to their

offspring. Do they so believe now? Do

they not know that Dundy's decree has

manacled their hands, that they can use

them onby as he directs, fettered their legs,

that they cannot get away—aye. fettered

their tongues, that they dare not speak?

Is that the condition on the Union Pacific?

That is it. There is ho exaggeration. An

Omaha dispatch of January 28 says "the

Union Pacific labor circles were stirred to

the utmost depths to-day when the order

of Judge Dundy, reducing wages on the

system, was madepublic. All employes in

in every department are affected by the cut,

which amounts to nearly 10 per cent. The

action of the court was not altogetherasur-

prise, although most of the men thought

the wage question would not be disturbed,

but Judge Dundy went his brothers on the

Federal bench one brtier, and nut only en

joined the men from striking, but cut their

pay and ordered Ou-m to work on at the reduced

paii." We italicise a sentence just to call

attention to the rapid strides the United

States courts are making to multiply white

slaves in the United States and the extra

ordinary feature of this slave manufactur

ing business is that it particularly includes

railroad employes who, in point of intelli

gence, education, character and moral worth

occupy, confessedly, advanced positions,

and in regard to responsibilities, stand in

the highest position accorded the wage

workers of the country. And yet judges

of the United States courts strike theiu

down with a savagery as relentless aB ever

distinguished Portuguese slave hunters in

the Dark Continent.

In view of such facts what must be the

damnable policy of the government of the

United States? These satraps are the crea

tures, the spawn of the government. They

are the parasitea that fatten upon the rev

enues the government derives from labor.

They are the trichina that riot in the mus

cles of the government hog. They are the

rodents that are gnawing at the pillars of

the liberties of the people and while their

work is going forward the government, what

ever that may be, much or little, looks on

as unconcernedly as if the enslavement of

American workingmen was of less conse

quence than the appointment of some host

ler to a fourth-class postofllce.

In this warfare upon railroad employes

there must be a malign purpose, known

only to those whose interests demand lower

wages of employes. The war waged by cap
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italistic corporations upon labor hag this

one thing In view, and only one thing, the

reduction of wages, and when it is seen, as

in the case i>f the Union Pacific, that wage-

men are sandbagged by a United States

itidge, the conclusion is inevitable ttiat the

court and the corporation, in alliance, have

decided to work the ruin of labor that the

corporation may riot in wealth. It. is the

degradation of labor and the exaltation of

the corporation, and if it be possible for the

courts and the corportions, under cover of

receiverships, to strike down the most manly

and independent wage workers of the coun

try, the task of subjugating employes in

other departments of industrial enterprises

will be comparatively easy. In the great

mining industries of the country labor is

on its knees. True, miners strike and pro

test while being subjected to ordeals of

hunger, squalor, rags and exposure, but the

.■orporations, the plutocratic mine owners,

permit them to writhe until exhaustion

<-omes, then they go back to their under-

irronnd tasks, wronged and robbed and still

more degraded. The great family of iron

workers, as at Homestead, have felt the

urasp of capitalistic corporations upon their

throat*, have resisted as does the prey in

the coils of a serpent, to yield at last, when

idleness and consequent want had done their

work, a rnagn of mangled manhood, sub

mitted to such terms as their masters might

dictate, and thus the enslavement goes

forward, hut in no instance have men been

rendered so debased and disgraced, humil

iated and abject as the men on the Union

Pacific by the autocratic orders of Judge

Dundy. True it is that Jenkins and Fuller,

Talt and Kicks, compelled men to stand

and be robbed, but Dundy, in the language

of the dispatch and the slang of the poker

room, went all of his associates "one bet

ter," and not content with reducing the

waeesof the men, chained them to the road,

reduced them to rolling stock, and there

'.liey are, working, toiling, sweating, hoping

perhaps that the day will come when the

blaek-tongued plague which Dundy sowed

m their midst will disappear, and their

rif-hts a« sovereign citizens be restored to

them. We do not doubt that that day will

come, since come it must if the ancient pil

lars of our liberties are to stand, come it

must if the republic is not to breed million*

of Sampsons deprived of their eyes by ju

dicial Dundys, and who, exasperated be

yond endurance by corporate Philistines,

grasp the pillars of the temple of our liber

ties and then asking a just God togivethem

strength, wreck the superstructure, leaving

it to others to build something in its place

with the Dundy curse omitted.

But, omitting such figures of speech, how

ever appropriate, we are constrained to en

quire from whence comes this evolution of

savagery? On the one hand we see the

power of the state, the judiciary of the state,

and the military force of the state in alli

ance with corporate greed to strike down

labor, as in the case of Homestead. We

see, as in the case of Buffalo, the state and

the militia of the state in alliance with cor

porations to overwhelm labor with disaster,

when labor was demanding that the power

of the state should support its claims to

fair dealing in strict accord with the statute

of the state, which the corporations were

openly, defiantly and confessedly violating,

demonstrating that states, their courts and

the standing armies are combined, in de

fiance of truth and justice, to enslave labor.

The question ceaselessly recurs: why this

governmental madness, this implacable hos

tility to labor—to the great army of work-

ingmen? If such hostility is denied, we

point to the records, to the facts, and to the

conditions under which labor exists to-day

—conditions which thoughtful men in every

walk of life declare to be fraught with dan

ger. Expressions of regard for labor, its

prosperity and happiness could be quoted

indefinitely, but when a United States

judge, as in the case of Dundy, assumes

autocratic power and goes "one better"

than any other judicial miscreant in rob

bing men, not only of their money but of

their liberty, does any government protest?

Not so much as an intimation of opposition

to the infamous decree is heard. What, then ,

must be the conclusion? This, the gov

ernments, state and national, look upon

the wreck of the liberties of workingmen

with composure. Such is the inevitable

conclusion. What does it portend in the

not far away future ? Does it indicate peace
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and prosperity, love of law and respect for

courts? Necessarily, nothing of the kind.

What is the remedy? The ballot, an aban

donment of old parties and their methods;

the solid unification of workingmen for the

purpose of securing, while they may, a

peaceful solution of the problems which in

volve life, liberty and the pursuit of happi

ness.

Here we call upon every patriotic work-

ingman to urge forward the solidification of

the hosts of labor to change the govern

mental policy towards workingmen. They

ought not to be subjected to further degra

dation, humiliation and outrage. The en

slaving work ought to stop. It will stop.

The times are ripe for resistance. The bat-

lot, properly used, can work out for labor

the needed reforms. The Dundys can be

suppressed. Right and justice may be en

throned without a Sodom storm of fire, but

the storm can only be avoided by a timely

resort to the ballot.

THE AMERICAN PROTECTIVE AS

SOCIATION.

The assumption upon which the A. P. A.,

alias The American Protective Association,

is founded, is that the Roman Catholic re

ligion is fraught with danger to American

institutions, hence, the further assumption

that all men who believe in the religion

taught by the Roman Catholic church are

the enemien of American institutions, and

therefore, necessarily, are either embryo or

fully developed enemies of our American

form of government.

We recognize fully the difficulties of the

task of banishing errors from the minds of

bigots. We do not recall an instance in all

history where, by the simple process of rea

son, argument and common -sense, suc

cess has attended such laudable efforts.

Nevertheless, it is true of the past that the

influence of bigots has been reduced to the

minimum—that their fangs have been ex

tracted, their claws blunted and the deadly

poison secreted in the glands of the heart

and soul neutralized to comparative harm-

lessness.

In the organization of the American Pro

tective Association history repeats itself,

but the astounding shame and infamy of

the thing appears in its title. To call it

"American" is to outrage all truth and

decency. It is a blasphemous arraignment

of the term " American," which from the

foundation of the government has been a

standiitg rebuke of all religious intolerance,

expressed in the organic law of the nation

as follows :

" Congress shall make no law respecting

an establishment of religion or prohibiting

the free exercise thereof."

And, as a consequence, no state can

make any law respecting Hit establishment of

religion or prohibiting tlw free ejercise thereof.

As a result, the states have, by their con

stitutions, following the example set by

the great charter of American religious

liberty, provided that "all men shall be

secured in their natural right to worship

Almighty God according to the dictates

of their consciences," and that " no prefer

ence shall be given by law to any creed,

religious society, or mode of worship," and

that " no religious test shall be required as

a qualification for any office of trust or

profit."

In such provisions we are permitted U<

contemplate the true glory that clusters

around the name " American," and to make

it play any part whatever in the damnable

game of religious bigotry and persecution

is infamous beyond the power of adequate

characterization. It is the acme of devil-

ishness. It is watanic without a redeeming

qualification.

The founders of the American govern

ment were well advised of the dangers that

would confront the people if bigots wen-

left to exercise their infernal malignity

towards those who differed with them upon

the subject of creeds and worship. They

lived in such close proximity to the colonial

period of religious persecution that they

could hear the necks of its victims snap as

they swung off of the scaffold ; they could

hear the crack of the lash upon the backs

of Quakers, when they, at cart tails, wen-

whipped from one town to another until

the wilderness was reached, and they wen-

left to perish, the victims of storms and tin

caressings of wild beasts. They saw col

onial-established churches, imitation- of

European infamies, which banished, in the
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name of God, one class of worshipers that

mother class, more powerful, might, with

impunity, riot in cruelties which the devil

liimsclf, doubtless, regarded as quite un

necessary for the glory of his kingdom, and

they determined to establish an American

policy which should effectually redeem

America from the unspeakable horrors of a

reign of bigotry. This, as we have recited,

they accomplished when in the organic law

of the nation they made America, at once

and forever, the asylum of free religion.

In view of such facts of history, who can

measure the astounding impudence and

infamy of coupling with an organization es

tablished in the dark, in secret, for the

avowed purpose of religions persecution,

the name " American ? "

What is the history of this A. P. A.?

Those who have run it down are convinced

that it originated with a gang of schemers

whose sole object was to arouse dissensions

in the ranks of organized labor. Every

thing else had been tried. Laboring men,

members of organizations, particularly rail

road employes, by turns had been cajoled

and threatened, but the men stood firm —

worked together in harmony and added to

their numbers. Then came the scheme to

ixmb their ranks with dynamite bigotry.

The adroitness of the plot cannot be ques

tioned. The fires of hell never burn more

fiercely than when fanned by the breath of

fanatics.

Kegarding the history of the organiza

tion, we take the following from Every Satur

day, published at Albany, New York:

Between two and three years ago a conference was

lield in a certain office on Wall street, which was at.

irnded by rcpreteutatives of the Chicago and Rock

lulund Railway, the New York Central and Hudson

Uiver, the Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Paul and

tmmerou* other railway companies, together with

representatives from several large rolling mill cor-

IKirallons and Iron manufacture™ generally, beside*

many miscellaneous trusts and combines.

Tin? meeting was a strictly secret one and its object

•n primarily to reduce the wages of the American

workmen.

Numerous meetings of these same conferees were

tn-M at different places, the object always being the

nme. Fellow monopolists and corporation inana-

Hvr» were frequently called upon to express their

rtewaand experience. These men were Invited to

i<mt: from various parts of Europe and Canada.

It was a gentleman from the latter country, a great

railroad magnate, who formulated the idea upon

which the committee wus to work to bring about the

desired result, viz., to reduce the wages of the Amer

ican toiler.

The story goes that the invited guest from Canada

was of the opinion that no way could be devised to

lower wages until the powerful labor organizations

were overcome ; dissensions and dissolution must he

forced into their ranks, and with their disruption a(v

complished it would be a very easy matter to lower

the wage;.

This very desirable end could be arrived at by in

stilling into their ranks a religious prejudice. "You

know," said be, "they are nearly all honest, con

scientious fellows, with little or no education, and

they fear c.od and live up to their various ways of

adoring Him."

Uc then went on to tell how that they in Canada

had a certain class of people who were pleased to i»

called Orangemen, and that they had an inherent di»

like for Catholics and that the latter fully reciprocated

in their hatred for Orangemen. All that was neces

sary to do in his country was to bring the two to

gether and harmony would immediately give plan-

to pandemonium.

These worse than devils concluded to act upon the

Canadian idea. The railroads introduced a society

and called it the American Protective Association (A

P. A.). Men were hired to boom the organization and

do noting else. Narrow-minded and prejudiced tools

joined it, and the light was on. Iron merchants did

their share toward helping it along, and showed a

preference for men whom it hud succeeded in suck

ing in.

Here we have the underlying reasons set

forth for the existence of such a nonde

script organization as the A. P. A. The

reasonableness of the statement crops out

in every line. The reduction of wages with

railroad magnates is the supreme require

ment—for every dollar of reduction goes to

swell the dividends on watered stock—and

if the organizations could be disrupted by

the introduction of religious prejudices, or

of discord in their ranks, a point would be

gained, all the more certainly, since, once

light the fires of religious fanaticism and

nothing short of a miracle can quench them.

In this connection it is well for all labor

organizations to understand the nature of

the oath to which a member of the A. P. A.

is required to subscribe to form any rational

conception of the degradation to which he

voluntarily submits, an oath which elimi

nates from its victim not only the nobility

of Americanism, but every quality of man

hood worthy of recognition, leaving the un

fortunate creature with nothing to boaat of

except the depravity and malignity which

in all countries and ages have made bigots

the objects of unutterable loathing.
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The oath is us follows:

" I do most solemnly promise mill swear that I will

use my influence to promote the interest of all Protes

tants, everywhere In the world; that I will not cm-

ploy a Roman Catholic in any capacity if 1 can pro

cure the service of a Protestant ; that I wilt not aid

in building, or in maintaining, by any resources, any

Roman Catholic church or institution of their sect or

creed whatsoever, but will do all in my power to re

tard and break down the power of the pope; that I

will not enter into any controversy with a Roman

Catholic upon the subject of this order, nor will I

enter into any agreement with a Roman Catholic to

strike or create a disturbance, whereby the Roman

Catholic employes may undermine and substitute

the Protestants ; and that in all grievances I will seek

only Protestants and Counsel with them, to the ex

clusion of all Romnn Catholics, and will not make

known to them anything of any nature matured at

such conferences: that I will not countenance the

nomination, in any caucus or convention, of a Roman

catholic, for any office in the gift of the American

people : and that I will not vote for, nor counsel

others to vote for, any Roman Catholics: that I will

endeavor at all times to place the political positions

of this government in the hands of Protestants, (Re

peat.) To all of which ] do most solemnly promise

and swear, go help me God. Amen."

We write to warn organizations of rail

road employes against the infamous pur

poses of the A. P. A. We write to tell

them that once introduced into the organi

zation their power to accomplish good for

themselves forever vanishes. We write to

enthrone everywhere throughout the boun

daries of our favored land that true, lofty

and sublime Americanism, that regards

men's religious convictions as sacred as life

ilself, and inextricably interwoven with

the eternal and irrevocable rights of " Life,

Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness."

Once light the fires of religious fanaticism,

and the lodgefire is at once and forever

extinguished. The term "Brotherhood"

becomes a by-word and fraternity would be

everywhere proclaimed as a stupendous

sham. Americanism is as opposite of

bigotry as water is the opposite of fire, as

truth is the opposite of a lie, or as eternal

justice is the opposite of those wrongs

which reduce men to the condition of

slaves.

To read the oath taken by misguided

members of the A. P. A. embodying, as it

does, every ingredient of malevolence that

makes unbridled bigotry a horror, and

evinces such blind obedience to fanatical

venom that civilization becomes savagery

and Christianity the synonym of hate. We

do not believe that the A. P. A. will be

permitted, at the behest of the oppressors of

labor, to wreck labor organizations, but it

is " a pestilence that walketh in darkness,"

that it may destroy at noonday, and the

only safety is in guarding the lodge from

its blighting influences.

EQUALITY OF MEN AND WOMEN.

The present is an age of reform, at any

rate, of change. Antiquity long since

ceased to command veneration— even what

was esteemed good is pushed aside to make

way for something deemed better and there

is a great host of crusaders whose purpose

is to battle for the best. If this were all of

it, the world would serenely contemplate

progress and dream of perfection. But with

all of our boasted progress and civilization,

Christianity and knowledge, the vices and

superstitions of the past are often recon

structed and made more offensive and are

given a conspicuousness which, in earlier

times, they could not enjoy. Prominent

among these vices and superstitions of

which we read and which we are permitted

to see and contemplate, is the assumption

of woman's inferiority to man. It does not

matter that the world has experienced an

age of chivalry, it does not matter that along

the track of the centuries men have cham

pioned the cause of woman, called her an

" angel " and applied other endearing title*

to her, robed her magnificently and decked

her with jewels of dazzling beauty, and paid

her abject homage; it does not matter that

women have been led to the altar and join

ed in matrimonial vows with all the pomp

and ceremony the church could bestow; it

does not mutter that as wife she has been

made mistress of the home, and as mother

enshrined in the heart* of her children, and

without whom there could be no home

upon the earth ; it does not matter that love

is forever coining new words by which men

are enabled to express their devotion and

proclaim their vassalage to women. When

the time comes to apply the teat and deter

mine the honesty of their professions of

fealty, with scarcely an exception they are

found ready to hurl at women the charge

of inferiority to men. It is then that old
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and degrading wrongs and superstitions

•-ome into view, and then, swearing by their

whiskers', mustache and fists, tobacco and

rigors, their muscle and avoirdupois, men

«well to gigantic proportions of self-conceit,

and proclaim themselves superior to woman

kind—to mother, wife and daughter, and

like the "Oregon," hear no sound except

their own boasting.

It may not be difficult for the student to

■leterinine the whys and the wherefores of

man's savage brutality towards woman—

since the masculine has the larger share of

muscle and physical power, and can, there

fore, subjugate the physically weaker sex.

ami as he finds enjoyment in the exercise

.if his power, the problem is easily solved.

But why civilized, Christianized, educated

and sublimated men should contend that

mimen are inferior to themselves, and con

tinue to deprive them of the rights, privi

leges and prerogatives men enjoy, consti

tutes oneof the mysteries of this high noon

of our civilization.

At the first glance it would seem to have

been the mission of Christianity and the

I'hurch to emancipate woman from the

thraldoms of savagery nnd paganism, to

have lifted her by divine power to ethereal

elevations and to have enlarged her rights,

rather than seek opportunities and excuses

for abridging them. But it so happens that

>aint Paul, the great apostle to the Gentiles,

inoculated Christianity and the church with

the virus of woman's inferiority, and from

the days of Paul to the present, neither

Christianity nor the church has sought to

remove the stigma. It may be well to

■inote the language of St. Paul in this con

nection, that the charge of misrepresenta

tion, if made, may be speedily crushed.

I*t it be understood that Saint Paul claimed

to be inspired, that is to say, to speak by

• livine authority. Let those who are capa

ble, grasp the proposition, and the reason

why Christianity has evinced a relentless

opposition to woman's equality with man

is explained. St. Paul, in writing to Tim

othy, whom he called "my own son in the

faith," said:

"Let the women learn in silence and in

all subjection."

In this the great apostle would have

women emulate the oyster and the slave.

The oyster is silent, and the slave is both

silent and subservient.

Again says the inspired apostle:

" I suffer no woman to teach, nor to usurp

authority over the man, but to be in si

lence."

Thus it happens in the year of "our

Lord " 6:{, eighteen hundred and thirty

years ago, the church began its relentless

crusade against woman's rights, and as a

general proposition has kept up the warfare

for more than eighteen centuries. In this

connection it becomes interesting to note

why St. Paul was animated by such hostil

ity to woman. True, he was a bachelor,

and probably had never known the ecstacy

of " love's young dream," had never told

to woman's ears his love beneath the light

of the stars or the moon's pale beams ; had

never taken his sweetheart to church, rid

ing double on a Judean donkey, but such

were not the reasons that prompted him to

degrade woman. His hostility reached back

to Eden. He says:

" For Adam was first formed, then Eve.

And Adam was not deceived, but woman

being deceived was the transgressor."

Here we have the key that unlocks the

Pandora box from which have escaped more

ills to women all along the track of the cen

turies than there are stars in the firmament.

But St. Paul felt the divine command to

write to the Corinthian Christians some

thing more on the woman question. Evi

dently the apostle had become alarmed on

account of privileges granted the Corinthian

Christian women, whereupon he wrote as

follows :

" Let your women keep silence; for it is

not permitted unto them to speak; but.

they are commanded to be under obedience,

as also saith the law."

"And if they will learn anything let

them ask their husbands at home ; for it is a

shame for women to speak in the church."

The point we make is this, that the posi

tion taken by St. Paul, supplemented by the

affirmation that he was inspired by God

himself to degrade women in the eyes of

the Christian world, fully accounts for the

centuries of enslavement more or less cruel

and crushing that has fallen to the lot of
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women throughout Christendom. Their

inferiority to men breathes in every line of

8t. Paul's writings upon the subject, a dis

play of bigotry and arrogance which, in the

light of reason, is .sufficient to make the

world blush scarlet. Is it strange that un

der Mich tutelage woman has been regarded

inferior to man, or that centuries of wrong

have not had the effect to impair her mental

faculties, and as is seen in millions of in

stances, make women willingly accept the

foul charge of natural, inherent inferiority?

Had the same maledictions been hurled at

man instead of woman, who can so much

as surmise results upon the masculine

branch of society throughout all lauds

where Christianity is the dominating re

ligion ?

The " woman movement" in these latter

days is, we do not doubt, of all social, hu

man and civilizing movements, the one of

the most far-reaching and transcendent im

portance. We by no means underrate the

herculean task that challenges the mind

forces of the men and women who are en

gaged in the work of woman's enfranchise

ment. We do not belittle the power of

bigotry and superstition, which in alliance

asserts woman's inferiority to man and de

nies them the rights and privileges which

men enjoy, and of which they boast. We

know that the press and the pulpit, with

here and there an exception, demand that

women Bhall keep silent and wear their fet

ters submissively. But we see in spite of

all opposition that women are achieving

triumphs in all the walks of life that chal

lenge intellectuality and high endeavor,

which must make St. Paul, if permitted to

observe human affairs, somewhat restive.

What do we behold ? The institutions of

learning, moss covered with antiquity,

throwing wide open their doors and admit

ting women to lyceuins as sacred as where

Plato and Aristotle taught, and we see

them coming forth equipped and holdingas

high aloft the blazing torch of learning and

progress as falls to the lot of their masculine

competitors.

And yet there are those who cannot re

frain from resorting to science (so called) to

demonstrate woman's inferiority. They

proceed to weighing brains, and find that

the brain-weight of women is about five

ounces less than that of men- -hence this

inference, that in the " higher levels" of

intellectual work, women are not men's

equals—though admitting that girls are su

perior to boys at school, when equal ad

vantages are enjoyed. The injustice of the

estimate of inferior work in high intellec

tual levels is manifest, because, at the very

time when boys begin such work, girls ari'

retired upon such laurels as they may have

won. But, now, as opportunities are af

forded women to enter the lists of higli

endeavor, men are required to make the

most of their endowments. In a word, ine

qualities are disappearing and in the race

to win prizes where the feminine and tin-

masculine minds contend for the mastery,

the proof is overwhelming, that but for the

centuries in which the dwarfing processes

have been carried forward, women to-day,

in creative thoughts, clear perceptions and

sound judgment, would bear olF the more

desirable prizes. An eminent scientist

who holds to woman's intellectual inferi

ority when all the facts are gummed up, is

forced to admit woman's intellectual supe

riority in numerous instances; as for in

stance, the following:

Reading implies enormously intricate processes of

perception, both of the sensuous and intellectual

order; and I have tried a series of experiments,

wherein reading was chosen as a test of the rapidity

of perception in different persons. Having seated «

number of well-educated Individuals around a table

I presented to them successively the same paragraph

of a book, which they were each to read as rapidly it>

they could, ten seconds being allowed for twent>

lines. As soon as time was up I removed the pars

graph, immediately after which the reader wrote

down all that he or she could remember of it. Now,

in these experiments, where everyone read the same

paragraph as rapidly as possible, I found that tb«-

paint was usually carried off by the ladle*. More

over, besides being able to read quicker, they wen-

better able to remember what they had just read-

that is, to give a better account of the paragraph as u

whole. One lady, for example, could read exactly

four times jus fast us her husband, anil could then

give a better account even of thut portion of lb.

paragraph which alone he had time to set through.

Other and numerous instances rould In-

given showing not only that women an-

men's equals intellectually, but often their

superiors--aiul that any inequality should

exist we hold is chargeable to the fact that

women nowhere at anv time have ever en
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joyed opportunities equal to those conferred

upon men to demonstrate to a gainsaying

world that their mental endowments qualify

them to participate fully in all human

affairs designed to elevate human beings.

We are fully convinced that the opposi

tion to the complete enfranchisement of

women has its foundation in superstitions as

•legrading as any that have ever cursed the

world. One by one these false theories arc

disappearing—and step by step women are

advancing in the acquisition of knowledge.

In the science of education, they challenge

competition and silence criticism. In the

science of law and of medicine, they are

winning renown. In the pulpit, their ser

mons evince that they can delve as deeply

into the mysteries of theology as any mas-

<-n!ine graduate of the divinity schools can

boast. In the lecture field they draw and

»iu applause; on the stage, their admirers

»rp a mighty host. In art and literature,

they are achieving triumphs of which men

night well be envious—but, their enfran

chisement can be celebrated only when

they are permitted to grasp the ballot.

Then their fetters will drop from around

them, as did the shackles from 4,000,000 of

slaves when Abraham Lincoln declared

their emancipation.

To this it is coming and the movement is

training momentum. Men talk about the

ballot unsexinc women—as well say that

the crown has unsexed Victoria. The bal

lot, as a weapon, is mightier than the sword,

and women can wield it in the interest of

peace and of purity—silence and submis-

»ion have had their day—henceforth, agita

tion and aggressive warfare. Henceforth

the shibboleth—"For Truth and the Right,"

*nd as the "eternal years of God" are

pledged for the triumph of truth and right,

duty marks the way which will grow

brighter until women in America stand

forth emancipated by the conquering power

of eternal justice.

Venezuela, as an attraction to immigrants,

has what ie called the "cow tree" growing

in her forests, and attaining a height ot

100 to 1S5 feet. The sap of the " cow tree"

resembles milk, which is both wholesome

and nourishing.

JUDICIAL.

The following decisions of state and federal

courts upon matters touching the liability

of corporations, the rights of employes, etc.,

will be of special interest to railway em

ployes :

WHO ARE FELLOW SERVANTS.

The employes of a railroad are generally numerous,

and necessarily divided into classes, according to the

work assigned them. Hut ull of the persons thus

employed under one principal in fhe conduct of one

common enterprise, such as operating a railroad, are,

according to the ordinary meaning of (lie word, serv

ants or employes of one principal, and, as it would

seem. " fellow servants" of each other. We suppose

it may be. regarded as settled that whether parties are

" fellow servants " in the sense of the ride does not

depend upon the grade, rank, or authority of the two

servants. A nrcnuui and engineer or conductor are

" fellow servants." Judge Cooley states that persons

are " fellow servants when they engage in the same

common pursuit under the same general control."

Judge Thompson, in his work on " Negligence," an

nounces as a general rule "all who serve the same mas

tfr work under the same control, derive authority

ami compensation from the same common source,

are engaged in the same general liusini ss, though it

may he in different grades or departments of it, are

fellow servants, who take the risk of each other's

negligence. lie who eiwages in train service knows

that other trains besides iiis will be running, and

may fairly be considered as contracting to take the

risk" of the negligence of the employes managing

such trains, lie must expect to be employed now on

one tram and now on another, to be thus thrown into

contact with the other employes in that service, to

know himself what is the proper care in such work,

and be able to detect any evidence of carelessness on

the part of those in like service."

But it is said that there is one limitation to the gen

eral rule which has been well established, and It is

this: That, while the question as to whether parties

are fellow servant* is not to be determined by the

rank or grade of the offending or Injured servant,

"it is to be determined by the character of the act

being performed by the offending servant. If it is an

act that the law implies a contract duty on the part of

the employer to perform, then the offending employe

is not a servant, but an agent, but as to idl otht r acts

they are fellow servants." "The tiue question is

whether the person is employed to do any of the du

ties of the mas er. If so then he cannot be regarded

as the fellow servant or co-laborer of the operatives,

but is the representative of the master, and any neg

ligence on ins part in the performance of the duty of

the master thus delegated to him must be regarded as

the negligence of the master." As we have seen, the

employes of a railroad company are necessarily di

vhied into classes, t" each of which, in the division

of labor, certain specific ordinary duties are assigned,

as to which each servant, within the compass of his

employment, in one sense, is the representative of the

company. Is it the intention that " the dutiis of the

master" referred to as changing the character of an

employe into that of master should include those

matters of ordinary regulation and management, or

only those original and esstntial duties implied by

the contract of ►ervicc; such, for instance, ns the

duty of keeping a safe and sound track, furnishing

all proper appliances, competent servants, etc.? But,

be, this as it may, competent authority ha- indicated

the following as " the duties of the master " referred

to, viz.; to furnish suiiable machinery and appliances,

and keep them in repair, the selection, and retention

of sufficient and competent servants, and the establish

ment of proper rules and regulations, etc. Under the

head of " appliances" is understood to be included a

proper roadway, or. as it has come to be phrased, " a

safe track and a safe place to work." The negligent

use by one employe of perfectly safe machinery will

seldom be adjudged a b-each of the master's ditty of

providing a safe place for the employes. Such a con

struction would make any negl 'gent misplacement of

a switch, any collision of trains, even any negligent

dropping of tools about a factory, a breach of the

duty of providing a safe place. The tiuo idea is
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that the pluif itnd the instniments must in them

selves be safe, for this iswhul the master's duty fairly

compels, and not that the master must see that negli

gent handling by an employe of the machinery shall

not create danger.

Jenkins vs. Richmond it 1). R. Co. (Supreme Court

of Souih Carolina.) IS S. E. Hep. IX:!. lift!.)

ACTIOS FOR DEATH OF EMPLOYE.

In an action against a railroad company for the

death of the manager of a switch engine in its yard,

where he had been employed for two years, paused

by the absence of a block between Ibe rails abutting

on a "sub switch," the complaint alleged that the

switch had not been blocked for five days before the

deceased was killed ; that lie was free from negligence

and did not know the switch was not blocked. The

complaint was insufficient. In that it failed to show

that deceased did not know of the absence of the

block previous: to the hour of his death, since, if he

had such knowledge, he assumed the risk incident to

such absence. If the employe knew, or had reason

able opportunities to know, of Ihe omission of the

dutv 01 the master, he had no right to assume that

the duty had been performed, and to trust his life

upon the absence of knowledge that the duty of the

master had been perform* d. He was obliged to act

with care and prudence, in applying the two years of

experience in the duties in which he was employed.

If he had had knowledge of the absence of the bloek,

he was bound to apply that knowledge. If he had

opportunities equal to those of his employer for gain

ing such knowledge he will be presumed to have

known, and will be held to have assumed the risk

flowing from the absence of such block.

Ames vs. I,ttke 8. & M. S. R. C. (Supreme <^>urt of

Indiana.) 35 N. E. Rep. 118. (237.)

WAIVEK OF FORFEITURE OF MEMBERSHIP OF MUTUAL

BENEFIT SOCIETY.

Where the by-laws of a mutual benefit society re

quire ea'h member to pay a fee of one dollar, after

having been u member for one year, for the benefi

ciaries of the next member who shall die, and make

a similar payment at eueh death, such fee isdue from

a member one year after he joins, though no member

may have died during such year. Where a member

was sixteen months in arrears for non-payment of a

• leal h benefit fee, and the sociely did not sirike his

name from the list of members, or take any action to

enforce payment of such fee, but received from him

his monthly dues and flues during such sixteen

months, the society waived the forfeiture of his mem

bership for such non payment.

Menard vs. Society of St. Jean Baptistc. (Supreme

Court of Errors of Connecticut.) 27 At Rep. 1115. (136.)

ACTION ON CERTIFICATE IN MUTUAL BENEFIT INSUR

ANCE.

In an action on a mutual beueflteertificate, payable

out of a " pool," the complaint, to which was attached

a copy of the certificate, alleged that there was a suf

ficient sum in the pool at the time of the member's

death to pay the claim, add demanded judgment for

the amount. The by laws referred to the certificate

and provided that if payment should be contested

and judgment rendered in favor of the claimant, the

claim should " be placed in. uud paid pro rata with,

the claims of the pools then forming." The court

udjudged that the association should include the

claim in the pool forming at the time of notice of

entry of judgment, and directed payment of a pro

portionate sum. The judgment wasembraccd within

the issues, and was therefore authorized, though the

relief granted was not demanded in the complaint.

Sullivan vs. Industrial Ken. Ass. (Supreme Court,

(ieneral Term, Fourth Hep I.) 26 N. V. Sup. ISO.

(lis.)

VAUblTY OF RELEASE FOR PERSONAL INJURY.

Where a railroad company obtains a release from

liability for personal injuries from the person injured

while lie is lying in a hospital without means or

friends, mangled and shocked, and before his wounds

are dressed, or his mind is composed, such release is

void.

lY'derson vs. Seattle Consolidated Ry Co. (Supreme

Court of Washington.) :W I'oc. Hep. Gun. (51.)

FORFEITURE OF MEMBERSHIP KOlt FAILURE TO PAY is

MEKKMKNTS.

The constitution of a mutual benefit association de

clared thai. ii|hiii receiving notice of an sssewmeat.

every member should remit the amount promptly. A

notiif sent to the last address given shall bo oonslil

ered a legal notification. Any member who does not

remit the amount within thirty days from the date of

notice shall forfeit his claim to membership. Mere

failure lo pay within the thirty days, without any

action taken thereon by the board of directors, would

nol cause a forfeiture of membership, since the pro

vision is not self executory. Proof that notice wh»

mailed to a member on or before July 20lh. and no

payment made by him until August £ld, without

proof that the notice was sent to his last address, or

when it was could have been made within thlm

days after the receipt of the notice.

Northwestern Traveling Men's Ins. Co vs. Schsuss

(Supreme Court of Illinois.) 35 N. E. Kep. 747. (164. i

LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE APPLIANCE.

A fireman on a locomoiive was killed tfy the ex

plosion of the boiler. After the explosion it wiu* dis

covered that the crown sheet of I lie boiler was burned

The engine*- r testified that from the time he went om

with the engine until the explosion the ciown shew

was covered with water, and there was some cvldem-e

that the crown sheet burned before that time There

was also evidence that the crown sheet had no sp

pearuuee of having been burned before the engihe

was taken out, and that au engine with its crown

sheet so burned as the one In question could not l.r

made to run at all. while one with the crown shot

slightly scorched might lie made to work for a short

time. Whether the company was negligent in allow

ing the engine to be takeii out on the run with it»

crown sheet burned was for the jury.

Hudson vs. Koine W. & <). R. Co. (Supreme t^ourt.

(ieneral Term. Fourth Hep't.) 26 N. Y. Sup. SSS

(154.)

LIABILITY OF RAILWAY COMPANY FOR DANOEROt'r

APPLIANCES.

A railroad company Is negligent in substituting

for a switch engine, in one of its yards, during t lie

night time, an ordinary freight engine, having none

of the usual bumpers or appliances on switch engim

designated to protect the switchman if he falls t"

make a coupling Though the switchman may have

known that Ihe freight engine was not provided with

the usual bumpers or deadwoods. yet, being lncxin-

rlenoed, and never having previously attempted a

coupllngwllh the engine in question, he was not, ns

a matter of luw, guilty of contributory negligence m

attempting to make 'the coupling in obedicntv to

orders from bis superior, since he had a right to pro

sume that the company would not require him 'o u«o

an appliance without a safeguard for his protect ion

Smith vs. Buffalo. R. & V. K. Co. (Supreme Court

of New York.) 25 N. Y. Sup. Gin, (12U.)

NEOLUlENirE OF ENGINEER.

A railroad company is not negligent in falling to

inform one of its experienced engineers, who has

run over its road for many years, anil who was ay

pointed to instruct an engineer on another eiifrinc in

all the physical peculiarities of the road, that such

engine Is several inches wider than the one he nt>

aecusiomed to handle: and he cannot, therefore, n*

cover for injuries sustained by his head coming u>

contact with Ibe iron work of a bridge, while leaning

out of Ihe cab window watching his train, though be

could safely have done so in bis old engine.

Ik-Hows vs. Pennsylvania and N. Y. Canol A R. r».

(Supreme court of Pennsylvania.! 27 At. Rep. GS5. isi ,

LIABILITY FOR DEFI.I TIVE APPLIANCE*.

The rule that a railroad mnnpaiiy is resfKinsible for

injuries to its employes caused Ly defects in its rar».

of which it wax ignorant as it is its duty lo insp<\-i

lis applianccv, dues nut spply Incompanh s or petsotifc

on whose sidings earsare delivered bya railroad com

puny for the (impose of permitting them to loader

ut> loud I hem. hi us in make Ibem to liable for injui h*

to their employes

MeMulleii vs. Carnegie .V. Co. (Supreme Court **t

Pennsylvania. i 27 Ai Kep 104;: (Ti.i
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ACTION FOE PERSONAL INJURIES.

A railroad switchman, in an tirtion against the com

mpt for injuries in being run over by a train while

tie was attending the switching of a train on another

track, and when be had stopped across the latter

track to ►ignal his engineer, cannot bo held, asa mat

ter at law, guilty o( rontrthuf -ry negligence, from

his testirnonv that, it was his duty to watch out for the

train by whtc-h he wm struck, and I hut he could have

«cn !>. haii be not been occupied will) his work,

at a distance of ISO feet, and where the train was run

ning at a aeeed that would cover that distance in five

teemds. ainee it was also his duty to attend to hia

work.

Itluedorn v* Missouri I'ac. Ry.Co. (Supreme Court

of Missouri. Division No. 1.) 21 S. W. Rep. 57. (127.1

KBULIGENCI. OK TRAIN DISPATCHER.

Ill un action •>>■ a locomotive engineer for Injuries

.«owd by a collision, it appeared that the train dis-

iitirhcr ordered him to meet tndn No. 10 at II. but

ilw instructions did not mention train No 30, espe

cial, with which his tndn collided. The engineer on

train 3H was instructed not to pass B. until this train

armed there. The collision oecured after he had

|n.wd train No. 10 at R according to hia instructions.

Tic collision was caused by the negligence of the

train dispatcher.

Mefhesiicy vs. Panama It. Co. 2fi N. Y. Sup. I-tft.

i Supreme Court, General Term, Third Dep't.) (91.)

INJrRY TO RAILROAD EMPLOYE BY DISOBEDIENCE OF

ORDERS.

The conductor of a freight train, contrary to the

nil's of the company, allowed certain cars to be

(hifted and run down grade without an engine at

tached. Subsequently, while said conductor was bo-

t*tH-n the curs, a brakeman, without objection from

the conductor, caused another car to be run down in

the same way. which, by reason of defective brake

could not be controlled, and struck the first cars with

such violence that the conductor was injured. There

*a« nil cause of action against the company.

Richmond <v, D. It. Co. vs. Dudley. (Vu ) IK S. E.

Rep. 274. 197.)

LIABILITY FOR VIOLATION OF MASTER'S RULES.

In an action for Injuries to a locomotive engineer

'it a collision it appeared at the time of the accident

thai lie was running his engine faster than the com

pany s rules allowed, and with knowledge that there

am* risk of itillidlng with the other train if it was on

lime It also appeared that he frequently ran his en-

cine at an exeessive speed, and that other engineers

dlil Ihc same. For such violation of the rules the en-

tinecr was guilty of contributory negligence.

Sutherland vs. Troy .t I). K. Co. (Supreme Court,

General Term, Third Dep't.) 26 N. Y. Sup. 237. (89.)

LIABILITY FOR INJl'F.Y TO PERSON ON TRACK.

* locomotive engineer who sees a man on the track,

foingin the same direction as the train, is justified in

vsuming that he will step off, to avoid collision,

when the danger signals are given ; and the fact that

apusalnj: train on an adjoining truck is making con-

atilerablenolsedoi-s not render theeneincerncgligent

In not attempting to stop his train, since it is t lie duty

of u persim on the truck to look as well as listen.

Srme v«. Richmond A D. K Co. (Supreme Court of

Xorth Carolina.) 18 8. E. Rep. 114. (8fi.)

WBEX TRAINMEN ARE NOT FELLOW SERVANTS.

A locomotive engineer who is injured by a collision

Willi another train, caused by the negligence of the

men in charge of the other train, may recover against

the railroad nraipany, as tntin men on different trains

are not fellow servants.

UuUvtllc A N. R. Co. vs. Raines. (Court of Ap

peals of Kentucky.) 23 S. W. Rep. 505. (40.)

TRAIN DISPATCHER AND ENGINEER NOT FELLOW

SERVANTS

A train dispatcher, who controls the movement of

trail*, represents the company, and is not the fellow

srrvant of nn engineer injured in a collision resulting

front tils negligence.

Mule iUwk A M. It. (o. vs. Itarry (Supreme Court

"IArtonaoa.1 2*8. W.. 1097. (36.)

CHAUNCEY AT ROME.

A copyrighted cablegram by .lames Gor

don Bennett, from Koine, relating to Chaun

cey M. Depew's visit to the Eternal City, iu

relished muchly by those who. knowing the

pride and pomp, fustian and feathers of our

N. Y. C. peacock, readily comprehend how

magnificently he spread himself while in

the ancient metropolis, and how ridiculous

he made himself appear. Our Chauncey is

spectacular, and with a little phosphorus

'under the tail of his coat would make a

superior (ire htig^ and give reporters still

greater opportunities to "set him up." Our

Chauncey concluded to do Rome in Caesar

ian style, dazzle the Pope, dine with the

king, dance with the queen, hobnob with

the nobility, flirt with the ladies of honor

at the palace, write his name on Peter's

dome, and having done Yurup in thirty

days, have himself interviewed and flood

Koine with the papers containing his flap

doodle.

But Chauncey, the Lobelia orator, whose

beef and pudding is an intellectual menu

for McAllister dudes, overdid the thing in

Rome. The Rome dispatch cooks our

Chauncey's goose as follows:

Chauncey M. Depew's extraordinary expressions of

opinions on his visit to Rome in the form of Bn inter

view have just reached here, he having flooded the

town with marked copies of the paper in which it ap

peal red It may Intel cat Mr. Dcpew to know bis ut

terances, of which he seems so proud and so anxious

to distribute, have not made him popular. It is al

most incomprehensible to the best classes of people

here that an educated man should give vent to ex

pressions so crude, puerile, and inaccurate as he has

done. His heavy buffoonery falls flat. Misstatement

that the Tope gives no private audiences to laymen or

private persons, but made an exception in the case of

the great Chauncey. is ridiculous. The Pope re eivea

private persons daily in private audience. At the

same time the Pope had no idea Mr. Depew wasgoing

to use his audience to pull' himself.

The people ate still laughing at the elHtion of Chauu

cey Depew after he hud been received by the Pope.

He rushed around excitedly, buttonholed every one

he met. and poured foith the tale into tbcircurs. He

became one of the jokes of ihe moment.

The great Depew s inference that the king wished

to see him requires revision. He says a mi ssagc was

sent him that the king would be happy to receive

him if he could wait till Monday. The truih is Mr.

Dcpew seemed specially anxious to have an audience

with the king. Heasked forit by Thursday, on which

day ho was leaving. The reply was that it was not

possible. Then Mr. Depew said he would stop until

Monday if he could obtain an audit nee. Naturally it

would be impossible to open the question again at

the court.

He Fays he receives 20 per cent premium on drafta

from here. This isa rate of exchange which bus never

existed. His piteous lament that his attempt to ob

tain a free pass over the poor Italian railroads failed

is not considered flattering to a man in his position

while his absurd and insulting attack upon the peo

ple who hunt here lias earned for him the resentment

of the socinl and sportingelemcnt. Indeed, " chaun-

cey tne Great" is not popular just now in Rome.

We give the full text of the dispatch of

January 14th that our readers may fully

comprehend that, however much our

Chauncey may swell in New York, in Rome

he is simply a cock-a-doodle-do rooster

from Yankeedoodledom. Exploding like a
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firecracker over his reception by the Pope,

it turns out that instead of being particu

larly complimentary to our great cascading

orator, it is an every day occurrence for his

Holiness to receive lay gentlemen, but it

was left for our Ohauncey to make himself

ridiculous over his reception at the Vatican

palace. But our Chauncey trying to have

an interview with the king caps the cli

max of egotism. It was enough to make

"the little dogs laugh to see the sight," and

to make all the cows of Home "jump over

the moon."

It is understood, if our Chauncey had

dined with the king, he would have set

the triggers so that he would have been

called on for a speech, and it is further sur

mised that our Chauncey had all of his old

stories well in hand to win the usual ap

plause. It is whispered about in New York

that our Chauncey was prepared to say,

during his ipicacian address :

"Illustrious descendent of Romulus, many

of your dago subjects are making fortunes

in the land of Vanderbilts, and if you

should get out of a job I will persuade my

illustrious master, Cornelius, to put you on

his pay-roll as highcockalorem, and if your

policy should drive the Pope from Italy, 1

will do Vat-i-can, should he choose the land

of the Vanderbilts as a residence, to have

his sun set without a cloud."

Tub Railway Conductor for January con

tains a thoughtful and well written article

on the " Northern Pacific Situation." The

editor is of the opinion that the " gentle

men" in charge of the N. P., when they as

sumed control, determined "to work out

an innovation." We think the term " in

novation," in view of the change the " gen

tlemen" contemplated, is excessively mdd.

When it is observed that in connection

with the court the novelty they worked out

bears the stamp of premeditated felony,

because when "gentlemen" of the N. i'.

stripe and a U. S. court of the same stripe

federate for the purpose of robbing and en

slaving workingmen, the crime is felony.

The Coiuhiclor says :

No one who is thoroughly conversant witli the situ

ation will believe that the reduction in the pay of the

men ordered by them whs tin tibsolute necessity, or at

least, if there was a necessity, there could bo no

shadow of an excuse for cutting wages below the fig

ures paid bv competitors as well as a further reduc

tion us the result of the abrogation or amendment of

rules relating to the pay for extra or unusual services.

It was natural that the men should protest against

such reduction, and that protest was made in the

same friendly spirit as that which actuated them

when the violated agreement was made. As soon as

this protest was made, however, the receivers took up

a course of action which could not hut force bad feel

ing on the part of the men if they had any remnant

of self-respect remaining. One of these gentlemen

openly declared that the emp oyes would strike and

lMioeted how easily their places would all be tilled, all

before a strike had been mentioned or hinted at by

them.

Here we have the exhibition of a clean-

cut purpose. First, to rob the employes of

a part of their honestly earned wages, and

second, an appeal to the court for an order

compelling them to accept the reduced

wages. The shivering highwaymen, real

izing the infamy of the wage reduction, and

fearing manly resentment, calls upon the

court to make another order forbidding the

human cattle the right to kick a privilege

which an army mule enjoys. With the two

orders in force, the men, robbed and starved.

are expected, out of consideration of the

majesty of the court, to submit like so many

helots, and never so much as intimate that

they hold the court, in unspeakable con

tempt.

Wk have on our table the Railway Con

ductor for January, in which the editor

points out some of the glaring wrongs per

petrated by the receivers of the Northern

Pacific upon the employes of the road, aided

by a United States judge. The Conductor

takes occasion to give its readers some facts

showing the rottenness of the men who set

the deadfall to catch and cripple Northern

Pacific employes. It says:

It may not be out of place to recall at this point, the

fact that these same gentlemen, upon whose petition

the order in question was issued, have been called

before the courts to answer some very grave charges.

On December 2Sth last, a petition wus Hied before

Judge Jenkins, author of the restraining order in

question, asking for the removal of Messrs. Oakes.

Payne and Kousc from their positions as receivers of

the Northern 1'acilie. In support of this request the

petition sets forth that when the Oakes-Rolston man

agement took charge they found the road n paying

properly with all contingencies for several years

amply provided for and abundant capital on linud to

conduct and properly develop its business. The pe

tition then goes on to suy that this board managed!"

increase the interest charges of the Northern Pacific

company for branch lines from *-Jtl.(KXl,Ot») to upwards

of $KU,iiuo,ilOu. all in one year, and for the acquisition

of properties, no one of which, (except a small line

costing less tiian SI .O0O,iXX>) ever ha* paid the cost of

operation and fixed charges, and ninny of which do

not even pay the cost of operation, and the petition

further charges thai in several instances, and those

the most disastrous to the company, the officers and

hoard of directors were themselves interested In sell

ing the properties to the Northern Pacific company at

an exorbitant profit to themselves.

Such are the men who first wreck rail

roads and then appeal to United States

courts to aid them in robbing the men, and,

strange to say, the United States judges

seem to be very fond of that sort of company.

It is stated that an instrument has been

made that measures accurately the one-

thousandth part of an inch, and another

instrument has been invented which grades

thickness in millionth parts ; and xgain. as

an evidence of skill, a w<iteh-maker has

built a perfect engine of 122 pieces, not in

cluding bolts and screws, which operates in

a lady's thimble. These inventions are (or

the purpose of measuring the height and

thickness of Channeoy M. Depew, and the

engine is to haul his train when he goes to

Washington as president of the U. K,
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A FREE PRESS,

A congressman by the name of Hayes,

credited t*i Iowa, has introduced in con

gress a bill to establish in the person of the

postmaster general a censorship of the

most odious character.

An the law now stands upon the statute

books of the nation all needed protection

in given, since indecent or immoral pub

lications cannot be sent through the U. S.

mails without committing a penal offense.

Bat this does not satisfy a set of long eared

and long and short haired cranks, they de-

iiiand a censorship, by virtue of which the

postmaster general may determine by his

sweet will what is objectionable and should

he cast out.

The law contemplated by the bill intro

duced by Hayes, would be," says the New

York Herald, "an intolerable tyranny. A

Iree press, answerable in the courts for any

offense it may commit against law and mor

ality, is the foundation of free government.

A hill to create an arbitrary, ignorant and

partisan press censorship should receive

short shift at the hands of congress. There

a not even a plausible excuse for the sug

gestion ot so monstrous a law. As was

conclusively shown by a senate report in

ISS2, there is law enough and to spare

already on this subject. It is already a

penal offense to send immoral or indecent

publications through the mails. Whoever

does so may be indicted, and upon convic

tion in the courts must go to prison for his

offense. In a country of law and of orderly

court proceedings this surely is enough. It

wouhi bean intolerable outrage for congress

toelothe the pot-t master-general or any otljer

public officer with authority to supersede

the courtH, and without indictment, trial or

proof of any kind condemn men to shame

ful and ruinous penalties upon his own ig

norant or prejudiced whim."

The views of the World the Magazine

fully indorses, and we do not believe the bill

introduced byHayes will become the law of

the land.

LIGHT BREAKING.

The outrageous order of Judge Dundy,

cutting down the wages of the employes of

the Union Pacific railway system, is not

meeting with the success that Dundy and

the receivers anticipated.

Dandy's authority is not so great as Kob-

mson Crusoe's, who is reported as saying

and Hinging:

I'm a tnonnn-h ot nil I survey.

My rUhl there is none to depute.

From tlic ifulcr urmit d 1o the wh,

I'm lord of Iho fowl unit the brut*"."

Sot so with Dundy. As he goes west to

grow op with the country, he is met by

Judges Uiner and llalh-tt, who inform

him in the matter of fixing schedules,

that he and the receivers are not the only

parties to be consulted, and as a result

Colorado and Wyoming are exempt from

Dundy's rapine order.

Nothing affords us greater pleasure than

to contemplate an upright judge—as dis

tinguished from anermined caitiff; the dif

ference is so unspeakably great, that one

wonders how it happens that a mean, des

picable creature becomes a judge in the

United States of America.

In the United States it was not the in

tention to establish courts to rob working

men of their means of living, because to do

that infamous thiDg is to indirectly, but not

the less effectually, take their lives, and

that, too, by torture. When the receivers

of the Union Pacific appealed to Dundy to

reduce the wages of the employes of the

great corporation, be gave the men no more

consideration than if they had been so many

coyotes or prairie dogs. He not only re

duced their wages, but subjected them to

degrading conditions.

Inspired by Hicks and Taft and Jenkins,

he looks at his cards and "goes them one

better," and seizing his pen, attempts to

Kussianize the Union Pacific. Having done

what he could to gratify the receivers and

subjugate the men, he confidently appeals

to other United States judges, upon the

principle of judicial courtesy, to give his

decree effect in Colorado and Wyoming.

But Judges Kiner and Hallett, are not, as it

appears, made of Dundy dirt, and when the

attorneys having the matter in charge had

concluded their arguments, the judges ren

dered their decision, sitting at Denver Feb.

8, as follows :

It appears by the pleadings in this case that prior

to the appointment of receivers certain rules, regula

tions and schedules were in force, recognized and

acted upon by the employes and managers. Our own

view is if the receivers deem it advisable and neces

sary to the proper and economic management of the

propt rties in tbeir hands thut rules and regulations,

and schedules different from those in force at the

time the property came into their bands should be

adopted, that the employes affected by any proposed

change be notified ai\d jnven time and opportunity

to point out to the receivers any inequality in the

schedules or any injustice which they may tliink will

be done them, and afier such negotiations and eon-

sultaiion, if the receivers are unable to agree as to

any proposed rules, regulations, item or items of the

wuge schedules proposed, that the matters of differ

ences be referred to the court for tinal determination.

If this course is pursued, the result in our judgment

will be that after u full discussion of these matters

between the employes and receivers, meeting as they

will in a spirit of fairness upon both sides, deter

mined to do the right tiling under existing con

ditions, very little will be left to the determination

of the court in relation to this matter.

Such decisions clearly indicate that light

iB breaking, that the day is dawning— that

Dundyism is playing out. And Judge Cald

well is also in line with Messrs. Kiner and

Hallett. His words have the old time ring

of old-time justice, away back before cor

porations, courts, Pinkertons, plutocrats,

the militia and the devil had formed aholv
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alliance to knock the last kick out of a work

ing man and compel him to work as near aa

possible to the confines of starvation and

tie him to the corporation, as the hands of

5alley slaves are chained to their oars.

udge Caldwell's views, prohibiting the de

cree of .Jenkins to have effect in his juris

diction, is cheering as a Switzer'a Alpine

horn, announcing daybreak in the moun

tains. He says:

If receivers should apply for leave to reduce the ex

isting scale of wages, before acting on their petitions,

/ would require thnn to qive ntttiec of the afflilhrition to

the officer* or representative* of the several lalior organiza

tions to be affected by proposed change of the time and

place of Iteariny, ana icoutd also require them to yrant

such officer* or rejyrcsentativcs laicc of abseiwe anil furnish

them transportatum to the place of hearinq and subsistence

while in altendamr, and I would lour both sides in per-

ton, or by attornetfa, if they wanted attorneys to ap

pear for them. Tlie emploi/ts on a road in the hands oj a

receiver are the employe* of the court, and as much in its

service as the receiver* themselves, arid as much entitled to

)tc heard uptm any propsod order of ttu- court which

it-oiUd affect the whole buely of employes. If after a full

hearing and consideration I found thut it was neces

sary, equitable and just to reduce the scale of wugeR,

I would give the employes ample time to determine

whether they would accept or reject the new scale.

If they rejected it they would not he enjoined from

quitting the service of the eotirt either singly or in a

body. In other words, I would not enjoin them from

striking, hut if they made their election to strike I

would make it plain to them thut they must not,

after quilting the service of the court interfere with

the property, or the operation of the roads or the men

employed to take their places.

There is not one employe in ten thousand

that would object to such an adjustment as

Judge Caldwell outlines; it embodies sound

principles of law and justice, and we itali

cise a few sentences the better to call atten

tion to a policy we believe will at an early

day prevail in dealing with railroad em

ployes on lines in the bands of receivers.

In reading Judge ( 'aldwell's views we are

the better qualified to estimate the villainy

of Dundy's order—which we hope will be

revoked, and since Judges Kiner and llallett

will not permit it to disgrace Colorado and

Wyoming, some modification will, we are

confident, be secured.

At anv rate, the fact that Judges Kiner

and Uaflett antagonized Dundy's order, is

a triumphant vindication of the determina

tion on the part of the Union Pacific em

ployes to protest to the last extremity

against the despotism inaugurated by

Dundy.

The lathes of the household will be in

terested in knowing that the Cleveland

[taking Powder Co., of SI and <s:> Fulton

street, New York, is now supplying an ar

ticle of baking powder that for purity and

strength can not be excelled. AVe have

given the Cleveland Baking Powder a fair

trial and do not hesitate to pronounce it

a superior article. The advertisement of

the company will appear in these columns,

'iive it a trial and be convinced of its ex

cellence.

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC.

To succeed in securing an honorable ad

justment of misunderstandings between

railroad corporations and their hard-worked

employes, is always a source of satisfaction.

The Northern Pacific railroad, from its

inception down to the present, has been

the one railroad goose that railroad wreck

ers and gamblers have plucked aw often as

a pin feather came in sight, or it has been

the bleating sheep to be sheared as often as

there was wool enough on it to pay for the

shearing. It has been regularly plucked,

sheared and skinned by a gangof Christless

whelps as often as they could secure enough

booty to get up a bigblow out at I lelmonico's,

orpay thebillsof atrip toKurope, and when.

as in the present ease, the concern hail

been sandbagged and bludgeoned to an ex

tent that a receiver and a United States

court, a sort of an ox an ass team, was re

quired to draw its breath, the receiver and

the court combine to rob the employes that

the old goose may replume herself for

another plucking just to keep the gamblers

and wreckers in pocket change and their

wives and daughters in pin monev.

The fellow, Judge Jenkins, ambitious of

notoriety quite regardless of its character,

doubled up his decrees in the interest of

the corporation, seemingly desirous of mak

ing- himself specially odious to railroad em

ployes.

In the first instance, the Jenkins judge,

sitting at Milwaukee, issued his autocratic

order restraining the employes of the North

ern Pacific railway companv from going on

a strike, or from damaging, interfering with

or .injuring the property of the road in the

hands of the receivers. It also contained

the following prohibition, restraining the

officers, agents and employes of the receiv

ers " from combining and conspiring to quit,

with or without notice, the service of said

receivers, with the object and intent of

crippling the property in the custody, or

embarrassing the operation of said railroad,

and from so quitting the service of the said

receivers, with or without notice, as to crip

ple the property or to prevent or hinder

the operation of" said railroad."

But the receivers, becoming alarmed,

they appealed lurain to Jenkins, who issued

a second injunction directed to the officers

of the various labor organizations, embrac

ing the employes of the Northern Pacific

by name, restraining them from conferring

with, advising or counseling the men to go

on a strike, and restraining the men from

striking or quitting the employment of the

company or receivers, either with or with

out notice.

The action of this judicial snipe was so

outrageous that action has been proposed

in congress to see if something cannot l»e

done to curb his autocratic ambition, as will
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be seen l>y the following resolution, offered

in the llonse of Representatives by Con

gressman Mcfiann, February 5.

AVaofivif. That the committee on judiciary of the

house lie ami is hereby directed to make such inves

tigation into nil the matters and things herein al

leged and report to the house whether or not the

Hon. Judge Jenkins, judge of the United States Cir-

rnit flnurt for the seventh circuit, has therein abused

power* or process of said court, or oppressively exer

cised the same, nr has used his office as such judge,

in intimidate or restrain the employes of the North

ern Pacific railroad or the officers or labor organiza

tions, to which said employes or any of them were

affiliated, in the exercise of their rights and privileges

under the laws of the United States : and if they shall

find that said judge ha.s abused the process of said

<!>urt. as alleged, or oppressively exercised the pow-

rr> of his office as judge of said court to the injury of

tft eemploycs of said railroiid and others, then to

report whether such net <*r doings of said judge war

rant the presentment of articles of impeachment

therefor, and to further report what action, if any,

tlinuld lie taken by Congress to prevent a repetition

of the conditions now laid by said order, and by an

injunction u|*on railway employes on the said North

ern Pacific road, those engaged on other roads, officers

•nd members of labor organizations throughout the

country, and all persons generally.

It may not be that the fawning corporation

sycophant will be impeached, but that the

Jenkinses. Dundies, Rickses and Tafts will

hear and feel something drop, calculated to

curb despotic proclivities, we do not doubt.

At this juncture it is specially refreshing

to note that all the United States judges are

not of the Jenkins and Dundy stripe. This

is made to appear in the columns of the St.

Louis (ilolh-hemnrinl of February 11th.

speaking of the extent of the jurisdiction

ol Jenkins it seems that inasmuch as the

larger part of the Northern Pacific lies in

the Eighth Judicial circuit, of which judge

Henry C. Caldwell is the presiding judge, it

becomes necessary to institute proceedings

in this, the eighth circuit, in aid of or an

cillary to those originally instituted before

Judge Jenkins at Milwaukee, in the seventh

circuit. The jurisdiction of Judge Jenkins

only extends to the western boundry of the

state of Wisconsin. All of the Northern

Pacific railroad from Duluth, in Minnesota,

which runs through the states of Minnesota,

North and South Dakota and Nebraska and

Colorado lies in Judge Caldwell's circuit, and

it therefore became necessary to have Judge

Caldwell indorse Jenkins. This Judge Cald

well refused to do. He is evidently not a

corporation lick spittle, is not purchasable,

and is withal a man of sterling convictions.

He is reported as saying:

If rrr-civ.-rs should apply for leave to reduce the ex-

l»Unz teal* of wajri a, before acting on their petition I

would require them to give notice of the application

Uj the officers ot representatives of the several labor

orynnuationa to lie affected by the proposed change,

of the lime and place of hearing, and would also re

quire them to grant such officers or representatives

leave of alienee and furnish them transportation to

UiH place o( htarlng and subsistence while in attend-

wee. and 1 would hf ar both sides in person, or by at

torneys, if they wanted attorneys to appear fer them.

Tfce employes on a road in the hands or a receiver are

the employe* of the court, and as much in its service

as the receivers themselves, and as much entitled to

be heard upon any proposed order of the court which

would affect the whole body of employes. If, after a

full hearing and consideration, I lound that it was

necessary, equitable and just to reduce the scale of

wages, I would give the employes ample time to de

termine wherher they would accept or reject the new

scale. If they rejected it thev would not be enjoined

from quitting the service of the court, either singly

or in a body. In other words, I would not enjoin

them from striking, but if they made their election to

strike 1 would make it plain to them that they

must not, after quitting the service of the court, in

terfere with the property, or the operation of the

road, or the men employed to take their places. A

United Stat* s court can "very readily find the means

to effectually protect the property in its possession

and the persons in its employ. I have in one or two

instances pursued the policy I have indicated, and

the differences were satisfactorily adjusted.

The (rlobi'-Dcmocrat says, " to put the po

sition of the two courts sharply: Judge

Jenkins, in the Seventh circuit, holds that

he has power to restrain the officers of the

labor organizations from ordering a strike

and the men from going on a strike or from

combining or counseling together for the

purpose of inaugurating a strike. Judge

Caldwell's action shows that he holds the

power of the court to extend only to pre

venting the employes or any one else from

injuring or destroying the property in the

hands of receivers, or by force or threats

interfering with the men who are engaged

in operating the road. He does not, bv his

order, undertake to prevent them from

going on a strike, or undertake to enjoin

them from consulting together with refer

ence to a strike, leaving that without in

ference by the court with the declaration

that if any persons interfere with the prop

erty or men actually at work, either by vio

lence, threats or intimidation, he will" then

deal with them as law breakers.''

Manifestly, Judge Caldwell is a man,

while Jenkins is a mouse, and as a result,

the order of the mouse is circumscribed

within narrow limits—men are still men

where Judge Caldwell rules—though they

may be something quite different under the

jurisdiction of Jenkins.

The troubles between the employes and

the receivers of the Northern Pacific began

in December. For a time there was every

indication that the federated orders had

determined to make a stand for their rights ;

that, whether pleading or protesting they

would show Spartan courage. The vari

ous federated orders had their grievance

committees marshalled in force. They met

and deliberated ; called for their grand ex

ecutive officers, who responded, regardless

ot time, distance or expense.

The negotiations finally ended on Febru

ary 10th, when the following letter was ad

dressed by Mr. E. E. Clark, chairman of the

federated executives to General Manager

Kendrick :

Dkar Sut :—As chairman of the federated board of

representatives of your employes, I am instructed by

them to inform you that in view of the present con

ditions they reluctantly accept the situation, and re
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quest that, agreeable to their expressed willingness,

the receivers petition the eourt to ratify the amend

ments to the schedule on January 1st. wliich have

been agreed to by them in the several conferences

w Inrli have been held in St. Paul and this city.

In doing this, we express the hope that rapidly

Improving business and increased earning will soon

render it consistent for you to restore in whole or in

part, that which has been found necessary to take

fruiu tlic men.

Yours very truly,

E. E. Clark.

We regret that the men have had to ac

cept the reduction while their hearts

" Like inuflled drums, are beating

Funeral inarches to the grave."

The railroads of the country are valued,

for the purpose of collecting revenue from

the people, at $10,000,000,000, but when it

conies to taxing them, a tremendous shrink

age occurs, it is then that the owners, with

few exceptions, throw off all disguise and

plead extreme poverty. It is probable that

the railroads of the country have cost, in

honest cash, about $0,000,000,000, and, if

their managers were willing to tax the pub

lic on that amount for transportation, the

people would listen with more composure

when the stories of disaster are recited.

BERRY OR BARRY.

There is an impostor named E. J. or C. J.

or J. T. Berry, or, according to others, Bar

ry, who claims to be a member of Guiding

Star Lodge, No. 130, Milwaukee, Wis., and

who has a traveling card which he is using

freely for purposes of imposition and fraud.

Complainst against him have been received

from Puna, 111., Memphis, Tenn., Danville,

Va., Cumberland, Md., and other points.

He makes piteous pleas of poverty and

upon obtaining money promptly gets drunk

with it. Two situations have been secured

for him but he will not work. He has dis

graced himself and the order on various oc

casions, and is totally unworthy the recog

nition of a brotherhood man. We are di

rected by the officers of lodge No. 130 to

caution all members against this impostor

and dead beat.

 

Steadyf licus .'

Steady, boys! march right along—

Kvcry word a shout, a song.

You must be brave and true and strong.

Failure's death.

Hut death's not failure to the brave.

An honor'd death, and honor'd grave.

Arc not trophies of a hireling slave

Whose tainted breath

Kills like the fabl'd 1'pas shade.

Where nothing lives that (iod hath made—

A ccraetcrv without a spade

to turn the sod.

And he who enters not the war

of Labor, nor invites a scar

From Labor's foes, from scab to czar,

Denies his God.

Ijet him die. as dies a worm ;

Without a thought, without concern

For coffin, winding sheet or urn-

Let him rot.

While brave men march and abide

Whate'er in battle may betide

Themselves, or heroes'battling by their ride,

Whose lot

is csst with those who dare and fight,

Though noonday has the gloom of night,
■ motto, " God and the right."

The storv

(if their courage shall be told,

While centuries gather rust and mold.

Bong when the sun and stars grow old.

Their glory

Snail brighten as men go free,

When I-abor has its jubilee,

And shouts are heard on land and sea,

" The battle's won."

Then pence on earth, strife no more.

8hall be heard from shore to shore,

Th» salutation, as ne'er before,

"Well done!"

Jacob B. MayflcUt

A new book by Henry Wood entitled

"The Political Economy of Natural Law,"

has come to our table. It is from the pre»

of Lee and Shepard, the well known pub

lishers, No. 10, Milk street, Boston, Mass.,

and is gotten up in their usual excellent

style. The book has a wide scope and i« of

special value to the student of economic and

industrial questions. The titles ol the chap

ters are immensely attractive, among them

being, "The Law of Co- operation, The Law

of Competition, Combinations of Capital,

Combinations of Labor, Profit Sharing, So

cialism, Economic Legislation, Can Capital

and Labor Be Harmonized, The Distribution

of Wealth, The Centralization of Business,

Booms and Panics, Money and Coinage, Tar

iffs and Protection, Industrial Education,

etc., etc. Political Economy is interpreted

from the standpoint of evolution and nat

ural law. The idealism and optimism of this

book strongly distinguish it from many of

the pessimistic treatises of the present time.

Mr. Wood has the faculty of rendering this

usually dry subject not only instructive bot

positively entertaining. He has given many

years of careful study to the practical phase*

of social economics, in their relation to Nat

ural Law, and each chapter is thoroughly

original and telling in its special depart

ment." The book consists of 305 pages, -

written with clearness and earnestness,

evincing on the part of the author an honest

purpose to have our Bocial and industrial

systems adapted to the immutable prin

ciples of natural law.

Miss Ida M. Takbbll has written for Mc-

Chirr'* Magnsitu for March a comprehensive

account of the French method of identify

ing criminals. As invented and perfected

by M. Bertillon, of the French police de

partment, this method has a scientific ac

curacy that makes it infallible. Nooffender

once brought to record under it, can possi

bly escape identification if ever he is brought

again; and Miss Tarbell, before writing of

it went to the Paris police headquarter* *ud

saw it, in all its details, practically applied

Her article will be illustrated with nnrner

ous pictures from photographs provided In

M. Bertillon himself. Address .VcCiurri

Magazine, 743 Broadway N. Y.
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The New Dispensation.

Mr. Editor:—Under the caption "Are the

Brotherhood* a Failure ? " Mr. W. S. Carter,

in the January issue of the Magazine, in

troduces copious extracts from the declara

tion of principles of a new organization that

has been " launched on the troubled sea of

labor," and which receives considerable ad--

venie criticism from him. As a staunch sup

porter of organized labor, and as a member

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,

tod alao of the American Railway Uuion, I

feel called upon to answer some of the state-

menu* contained in Mr. Carter's article.

An nil wise Providence has seen fit to en

dow us with various degrees of intellectual

capacity; many are denied the power of ex

pressing their thoughts with fluency, and of

clothing their language with that chaste

imagery so captivating to the mental facul

ties. Notwithstanding such discouraging

odds, however, a plain statement of facts is

all that is necessary to place the situation

before those interested in the labor problem,

as it is presented on the railway systems of

America to-day. At the outset of the article

in question, Mr. Carter very frankly con

cedes "that there is a yearning for some

thing new within the ranks of railway labor

organizations, apparent to casual observers

of current events:" also, "from many lo

calities come urgent demands for a change,

lor a new organization." I heartily accord

with Mr. Carter on those truthful proposi

tions, and hasten to assure him that they

will Btrike responsive chords in the hearts

of thousands all over the land who are to

day anxiously watching the struggles be

tween railway corporations and their organ

ized employes, and who view with alarm the

rapidity with which we are losing the ad-

rantages accruing from organization. The

large and often unwarranted reduction of

wages on many of the great railway systems

during the past year, followed by the ex

tinguishment of lodge fires on the Lehigh

Valley, are deplorable occurrences indicat

ive ofarrested progress and backward tend

encies. Special cause for disquietude is

given bv the knowledge that the systems

involved are, according to the standard of

efficiency so satisfactory to many, thor

oughly organized, albeit, the organizations

rendered no assistance to their membership

in the hour of need. To the failure of our

brotherhoods! to resist the encroachments

made upou our contracts and schedules,

may be ascribed the inculcation of that

" yearning tor somet hing new "—something

better and stronger, some plan of union that

will place all railway employes, let their

branch of business be what it may, in active

touch with, and support of each other,—a

union that will amply provide for tens of

thousand* of men. that, by reason of the

isolation of their positions, the miscella

neous character of their work, and, perhaps,

the watchful eye of some subordinate offi

cial, are powerless to organize into separate

orders and are ineligible to membership in

our brotherhoods. It is the knowledge that

our present methods of obtaining justice-

considering the opposition to be overcome,

are becoming inadequate to the task, and

the belief growing daily more prevalent that

our brotherhoods will never improve on

their present suicidal course, or will never

enable us to present that solid front so es

sential to success—it is this knowledge. I

say, that has made fertile the soil in which

will flourish the principles propagated by

the new order mentioned by Bro. Carter.

To the readers of this article, who have

not yet had the opportunity of becoming

acquainted with the aspirations and prin

ciples of this organization, 1 will say that a

new dispensation is being preached. A

leader has appeared before us, bearing aloft

a snowy banner on which are inscribed those

magic words, Equality and Fraternity, and

beneath whose ample folds all railway em

ployes may march shoulder to shoulder in

one united band, demanding right and scorn

ing wrong. At the head of this organization

stand two men whose names are synonyms

of success ; men to whom no obstacle is in

surmountable, and whose presence in the

van is a sight as inspiring to their followers

as was the presence of Sheridan at the bat

tle of Cedar Creek. Eugene V. Debs, our

ehief, the matchless leader, the deep, ag

gressive thinker—rightly denominated by

Shandy Maguire as the star of labor organ

izations—the man whose untiring industry

and spotless integrity made the Brother

hood of Locomotive Firemen what it is.

The seductive offers which he refused in

order that he might enter a wider sphere of

usefulness are too well known by Bro. Car

ter, and the brotherhood at large, to re

quire repetition here. Second in command

is George W. Howard, organizer of the

Brotherhood of Railway Conductors, who

carried his order to a successful issue, com

pelled the Order of Railway Conductors to

adopt protective principles, and then, with

a self-abnegation which finds but few coun

terparts, turned his thriving and popular

brotherhood over to the Order of Railway

Conductors, and stepped down and out.

Do not think, brothers, that in thus eulo

gizing the leaders of the American Railway

Union, 1 lose sight of the main question;

far from it. Notwithstanding Bro. Carter's

ardent protestations of esteem for the presi

dent of the American Railway Union, it

will appear to those who read between the

lines that he is attempting to cast aspersions

on the character and consistency of our be

loved chief, thereby discrediting the order

of which he is the founder. That he is trv
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ing to do so is evidenced by his citation of

quotations from Bro. Debs' past utterances,

and from those set forth in the preamble oi

the American Railway Union, by which it

is made to appear that Bro. Debs is pursu

ing a course totally at variance with his

former teachings. That Bro. Debs may

have, at one time, considered it feasible for

the Knights of Labor to round up the

mavericks in railway service, is certainly

creditable to his heart and evinces a lauda

ble desire on his part for the advancement

of all our interests. However, the Knights

of Labor failed to do that which he is said

to have thought practical ; the fruitful fields

were left as prey to the avarice and injus

tice which seem inherent in the hearts of

mammon's worshipers ; the ripened grain

stood waiting the master hand of the reaper.

Now comes the American Railway Union,

an organization to be composed solely of

railway employes, free from the entangling

alliances necessarily attending an order like

the Knights of Labor, free from the costly

compulsory insurance which has proven a

heavy burden to our brotherhoods, headed

by men whose lives have been spent in

bettering the condition of those who de

pend upon the revolving drivers for their

sustenance, and who are not merely official

heads of an organization, but leaders in

the true sense of the word. I am aware of

the adverse criticism my attitude towards

the insurance feature of our brotherhoods

will call forth. 1 agree with Bro. Carter,

that the heaviest expense borne by us are

the assessments levied during strikes.

When to this is added the $7 to $10 per

quarter which we ordinarily are compelled

to meet, it will readily be perceived that

our financial affairs must be kept in pretty

good shape or we will not be in it. Relieved

of the insurance assessments our obliga

tions would be much easier to meet, and

hundreds of unfortunate members would

not be expelled annually because of their

inability to pay for compulsory insurance.

Is it not a fact that the least additional

strain thrown on our brotherhoods, will,

when the dues and assessments are already

as high as can be borne, cause a big loss of

membership? Statistics, I believe, will

show that the number of annual expulsions

from the ranks of engineers and firemen,

for non-payment of dues, would stock the

largest railway system in the country. The

generality of scabs are made, not born.

They are either densely ignorant of the na

ture of the offense they are committing or,

they are actuated bv a desire for revenge

for some real or fancied wrong. With rare

exceptions, those who have been expellee!

from our orders harbor the design of event

ually "getting even.'' When the unfortu

nates composing this rapidly increasing

class are thrown out of employment, may

they not go to swell the number which is a

standing menace to our security? The

payment ot heavy dues is a continual source

of anxietv to a larger percentage of our

membership than might he imagined, and

fear of the disgrace attendant upon expul

sion is an important factor in the list of

inducements given us to keep square on the

books.

While it is true, as alleged by Bro. Carter,

that the union has no "secrets," vet in

order to gain admission to its councils it is

necessary to be enrolled on the lists of mem

bership, and the constitution specially pro

vides for the exclusion of railway officials,

a fact which Mr. Carter failed to mention.

Notwithstanding the absence of all the

signs, passes, and red tape essential to gain

admission to lodge-rooms, it is to he hoped

those interested in matters under discussion

will have sense enough to exclude improper

persons. I willingly concede the correct

ness of statistics quoted by Bro. Carter,

relative to the strength of organization

among employes directly engaged in the

movement of trains. Our orders would, no

doubt, be able to successfully contend

against railway companies were it custom

ary for a few of the stockholders alone to bear

the expense and furnish the means of sup

pressing rebellious employes, thereby imi

tating the example furnished them by their

emploves when extreme measures are found

requisite to redress grievances.

Having had the pleasure of being pres

ent during the institution of two lodges of

the American Railway Union by Bro. Debs,

and being an attentive listener to the rea

sons assigned by him for its existence, 1

deem this a proper place to insert one of Bro.

Debs' sledge-hammer lines of argument,

which should call to the support of this new

star in the firmament of labar all classes of

railway employes. He said: "The greater

the duration of a strike in the transporta

tion department, the worse it becomes for

the men, as the company will eventually

succeed in moving a few trains, the block

ade is gradually cleared and the strike is

broken. On the other hand, the longer a

strike lasts in the shop department the

worse it is for the company, a*; the motive

power begins to run down. Taken separ

ately, these two classes can be defeated on

any system in the country, combine them

and the vast number of office men. yard

men. track men, and others indispensable

to the operation of a railroad, ami there

will stand arrayed an invincible army

strong in numbers, capable, by reason of

its very' completeness, of commanding re

spect and support, anil carrying with it a

weight which can never be attained by the

hostile factions into which we are now di

vided." To be sure, it is the fearof astrike

which deters corporations from entering
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such ruinoiis contests, and their persistency

will be greatly increased when we stand as a

unit. They will then l>e deprived ol" the

certainty of success invariably attending

strikes. In fact, it is not anticipating too

much to say that strikes will become a

thing of the past. .Such disgraceful affairs

a? the "Northwestern" will be made im

possible, as the incentive—aggrandizement

of an order representing one class of em

ployes at the expense of another class—

will be removed. We need not fear the

results of rivalry between the brotherhoods

»nd an organization of the comprehensive

i-hararter of the American Railway Union,

a*, from present indications, all classes of

employes will, in the near future, be com

pelled to enter an order of this description.

The heartiness- with which the representa

tives of every craft are responding to its

call encourages us to cast aside fears of

ruinous rivalry. By our defeat on the

U-high Valley our brotherhoods have re

ceived a crushing blow. At the inception

el that memorable contest the members of

the various orders participating therein

were told by their chiefs that it was to lie a

light to the death, and that the very life of

organized labor was at stake ; by the results

of this supreme test we must stand or fall.

Thiss trike was conducted in the usual man

ner, like an army fighting a powerful enemy

l>\ detachments, and was /oxf. System federa

tion of the orders was proven a failure, and

more than 1,00(1 experienced railroad men

were cast adrift on an ever-increasing sea of

idleness. Patting them on the back and ap

plauding them for their courageous conduct

will be small compensation for the loss of

hitrd-carned positions, ami the privations to

be endured by the unemployed during the

fearful depression from which the country

is suffering. Lamenting the deplorable re

sults of this defeat would be a waste of

time. It has once more proven the futility

ol partial strikes. We must profit by ex-

I'l'rience, and endeavor to remedy the de

fect* responsible for the disaster. Fighting

tor principle smacks more of fool-hardiness

1 1 1 a n of heroism when defeat is certain,

and the result is sure to render our condi

tion worse. The leaders of the American

Railway Union do not attempt to decry the

noble work accomplished b.y our brother

hoods. They have cheered with us in vic

tory and wept with us in defeat. They

have been material factors in the advance

ment of our brotherhoods, and most cer

tainly do not maintain that nothing has

been accomplished by them. On the con

trary, they .speak in the highest terms of

the wonderful evolution wrought in our

condition by the brotherhoods. They as

sert, however, and the truth of their as-

Mrtions will receive sorrowful substantia

tion from the employes of many large

systems, that our orders have attained the

fullness of their power, and are no longer

able to retain that which has been secured

by them. Greater and more determined

opposition must lie overcome, consequently

labor's armies must be reorganized to meet

successfully the changed conditions imposed

on us by an era wherein the concentration

of wealth and power goes on with a won

derful rapidity that will eventually lead

to—what ?

Bro. Carter ascribes the "present lack of

harmony" to personal ill-feeling between

grand officers. He gives due recognition to

the eternal fitness of things by granting

this source of disruption first place in the

category of circumstances which place us

"hois de combat" when it becomes neces

sary to use Irish argument (being Irish my

self) with the powers that be. In the name

of reason, fellow-contributors to the cam

paign fund, are we to see our struggling

hosts go down in order to gratify the jealous

animosities of a few leaders? Are labor

organizations to remain in a partially devel

oped state, and are we to lose the ground

gained by a quarter of a century of progress

simply because a half-dozen men do not

agree? If such is the case, and we have no

reason to believe otherwise, it behooves us

to shake off the lethargy which is enthrall

ing us and get into a position where a few

men will not be callable of doing so much

damage.

It is a truthful saving, that "hope de

ferred maketh the heart sick," ami sick

indeed must be the heart that has been

cherishing hopes of an amalgamation of

our brotherhoods. Judging by our past

history, we have not the least assurance to

believe that we will grow in harmony as we

advance in years. Even though we should,

there is yet that great army of workers we

can never reach. Federation has ever been

the watch-word of our advance guards.

Tons of paper have been drowned with bar

rels of ink in the vain endeavor to formulate

some plan whereby all the employes on a

railway system, or, if needs be, of the na

tion, may be united under one government.

Our most conservative leaders (stumbling

blocks to progress) and some of the rank

and file have scouted the proposition as an

Utopian dream emanating from the heads

of irresponsible cranks. In strict accord

ance with the time-honored custom of their

weak-kneed tribe they have declared all

effort* in the direction of complete federa

tion as highly impractical, and would have

us believe that better and more effective

modes of organizing are out of our reach.

In fact, they tell us we do not need any plan

of salvation other than the one we now

have. Up to the present reading our con

servative croakers have had the best of the

argument. Much satisfaction may it give
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them. National federation expired prema

turely. Feace to its ashed System feder

ation of the orders can hardlv be termed a

blooming success. At last, liowever, the

consummation, so devoutly hoped for, seems

to be within our grasp. Shall we reject it

without a trial? The American Railway

Union is nothing more nor less than a sim

ple, effective plan of federation. Each class

of employes may withdraw from the local

union, elect its own officers and committees,

transact its own business, and adjust its

particular grievances, vet each form a pillar

in the grand temple, beneath whose shelter

ing roof all may stand on an equal footing,

united for a common cause. The power

granted to every branch in the service,

where large numbers might cause uuwield-

iness in the transaction of business, to form

separate unions is the redeeming feature of

this organization.

This constitutional clause alone removes

all cause for friction which might obtain in

a mixed order. Having one fountain head,

instead of a score, as at present, the em

ployes of a system will, in time of trouble,

move much more easily and effectively than

under prevailing methods. How infinitely

grander and stronger is this broad republic,

composed as it is, of a sisterhood of states,

each governing in those matters which

eit'ects its individual welfare, yet forming

a link in the great chain whose power has

made all nations marvel ! As it is with

states, so it is with organizations of men. If

all the states in the Union were independ

ent kingdoms and republics instead of being

federated under one general government,

what clashing and warring of interests there

would be. Each petty power would main

tain costly standing armies, and in the

insane desire to increase its dominion and

add to the number of subjects from whom

to exact allegiance, would claim the right

to make war upon its neighbors. Aye,

rather than see them flourish and prosper

it would annihilate them from the face of

the earth. The result of this course would

be a people pauperized in order that each

petty kingdom might excel in pomp and

splendor the pretensions of its rivals. This

chaotic and ruinous state of affairs presents

a counterpart of several of our railway labor

organizations. Oh, horrible thought, that

self-aggrandizement of an order represent

ing one class of employes could lead it to

plot the extinguishment of an order rep

resenting another class. Hail, then, to the

new dispensation which will represent all

alike. Day star of hope, I salute thee; may

thy power for protecting and ameliorating

the condition of working men be as superior

to the alienated factions into which we are

now divided as would be the dominion of

the stars and stripes to a horde of warring

kingdoms. The prayer of my heart is that

the American Railway Union will realize to

the utmost the expectations of the great

heart and brain from which it emanated.

Wherever Bro. Debs may go while sowing

the seed which is to bear fruit a thousand

fold, he is assured of receiving from the

membersof the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen a warm hand-clasp, and a hearty

God-speed.

LA.h'NTA, Col. John A. Martin.

The Question of Arbitration.

Mil. Editor:—Mr. Moseley's article on ar

bitration as the proper solution ol the dif

ficulties arising between railway companies

and their employes, together with your

comment thereon in the February Maoa-

zine, suggests to me a few thoughts which

may prove not wholly uninteresting to the

readers of the Magazine. The settlement

of labor disputes by means of arbitration

has come to be quite a fad of late years

among a certain class of persons who view

the labor question " from afar off," who pre

sume to adjust the relations of laborers and

capitalists from the calm judicial height of

superior knowledge and supposed impartial

observance of the just rights of all parties

concerned; persons who, in all ages of the

world, have wasted their energy in the vain

attempt to accomplish impossibilities by

reconciling irreconcilable*. Arbitration is

only possible between parties who stand

upon an exact plane of equality with re

spect to all those matters which, either le

gally or morally, affect their respective in

terests. Mr. Moseley admits this principle,

in a general way, but how petty and incon

sequential are the remedies he proposes for

the attainment of that "equality of power

and force which compels the essential requi

sites of friendly relation, respect, consider

ation and forbearance," which he would es

tablish as a preliminary incident of his

scheme of arbitration! In admitting that

self-interest is the governing motive of both

parties to such controversies, we must ad

mit that each pari v will take advantage of

all those forces amf influences, either of law

or of public opinion, that will tend to ad

vance such interests. It then becomes a

necessity of the case that such forces must

be brought to an equilibrium before equit

able arbitration can take place. We find

railway corporations entrenched behind a

multitude of special and exceptional privi

leges which are denied to their employes ;

we find them sustained by the laws of our

country in financial schemes which, if on-

dertaken by individuals, would be consid

ered little short of highway robbery, and

which they are able to carry on while mas

querading in the character of public serv

ants; we find the courts of our land, from

the highest to the lowest, partial to their

interests, and quick to take advantage of
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every possible legal quibble whicli will en

able* them to cast the weight of their au

thority in favor of the schemes which the

corporations have conceived for the purpose

ai reducing their employes to a subjection

the most galling—all in the so-called inter-

•*ts of the public. We find a factitious

public opinion, created in their interests

and sustained by our gnat newspapers,

which plainly accepts the principle that

there is one rule of equity for railway em

ployes and another for the companies, and

which, while demanding and enforcing the

most complete observance of the public

rights from the employes, and, too, in a

manner as if the employes were somehow

apart from and not a part of the public,

condones or ignores the manifest lapses from

right on the part of the companies and fails

to bring them to an accounting for the many

and grievous instances in which they have

sacrificed the public interests to their own.

We find, in short, that our laws are so con

structed as to place the dollar above the

man, and are always so interpreted as to

protect the interests of the stock and bond

holders, real or apparent, while considering

the rights and interests of the employes as

secondary and subservient to them. En

trenched behind this wall of advantage,

what benefit may the companies expect to

obtain from arbitration? And is there any

proposition from the advocates of arbitra

tion to compel railway companies to abate

■me jot or tittle of the priveleges by which

they are now enabled to exact their "pound

n{ flesh " from the necessities of their em

ployes'? Not a bit of it. They prate about

the rights of the public and equality of in

terest* but they propose nothing to bring

about nuch equality. And they want to

arbitrate between unequal* as if they were

equals! As if there might be arbitration

between the slave and his master while ad

mitting the principle of slavery! They

would interpose an arbitrator between the

-.lav<* and his master declaring that the two

were equal in natural rights but being com

pelled to acknowledge that they were not

••qual in the eyes of the law. There can be

10 arbitration on such a basis. The ques

tion resolves itself, finally, into one of jus

tice, into one of forcing employes to depend

for their rights on whatever sense of justice

may he resident in the minds of their em

ployers—Mr. Moseley acknowledges this -

and does tint justice always have to take a

hack seat for self-interest? It is easy to

predict what railway employes have to ex-

p>srt from arbitration by noting theexpres-

«.ions of those writers on industrial subjects

who are recognised as authorities by the

Atu. Mr. N. P. Oilman, in a work published

less than a year ago, discourses on this sub

ject while "predicting the "industrial fu

ture" of the country/ There is not the least

doubt that Mr. Oilman expresses the general

sentiment of those who control our laws.

What measure of justice railway employes

may expect from the operation of that sen

timent will he best indicated by quoting his

words :

,V stike otitin important line of transportation, how

ever, at once retards the whole Indus rial machinery

and is injurious in an extreme degree, few persons

being exempt from i's more or lets direct effects.

This fact at once suggests that the terms of the lahor

contract between the railway, for instance, and its

employe should be different" from the form usually

prevailing; that the employe on a railroad should be

obliged i>v law to give notice, some time previous, of

his intention to leave the service, and that arbitra

tion should he applied to the cause in a special man

ner, lit goes without saying that the legislature of

every shite should make it an act of felony on the

part"of an employe on a railway to desert a freight or

passenger train in transit, to the great detriment of

shippers of freight or to the risk of life of passengers).

The recommendation of the New York Stale Board of

Mediation and Arbitration, several times renewed in

the last few years, and especially emphasized with

reference to the strike on the New York Central &

Hudson Kiver railroad in August, 1H90, and the strike

at Buffalo in August. l«rJ. commend themselves with

great force. The carrying them into general practice

will mark a great forward step in this direction. The

semi-military organization of the railway service to

ward which these recommendations tend is highly

advisable. In case of labor difficulties on a railway,

the calling in of the State Board of Arbitration should

be compulsory on the employes and officers—the ex

isting contract being continued until the board has

rendered its decision."—"Socialism and the Ameri

can Spirit," by Nicholas Paine Oilman, page 259-60.

The recommendations of which Mr. Gil-

man speaks are as follows :

(1.) The service rendered by railroad corporations

created by the state is a public service.

(2.) Entrance into such service should he by en

listment for a definite period, upon satisfactory ex

amination as to mental and physical qualifications,

with oath of fidelity to the people and to the corpora

tion. (3.) Resignation or dismissal from such ser

vice to he permitted for cause, to he stated in writing

and filed with some designated authority, and to take

effect after a reasonable and fixed period.

(4.1 Wages to lie established at the time of entry

and changed only by mutual agreement, or decision

by arbitration of a board, chosen by the company and

employes, or by a state board, or through the action

of both, the latter serving usan appellate body. Other

differences that may arise to he settled in like man

ner. (5 1 Promotions to be made upon a system that

mav he devised and agroedahle to both parties.

(6.) Any combination of two or more persons to

embarrass or prevent the operation of a railroad in

the service of the people, a misdemeanor, and any

obstruction of or violence towards a railroad serving

the people, endangering the safety of life and prop

erty, a felony with punishment of adequate severity.

(7.) Establishment of a beneficiary fund for the re

lief of employes disabled by s ckness or accident, and

for the relief of their families in case of death, as is

don.' upon the lines of a number of railroad corpora

tions in other states.

There you have the approved programme

of the arbitration advocates. How do rail

way employes like it? It might be re

marked, in" passing, that this New York

board was largely instrumental in settling

I ?') the Lehigh Valley strike. Its programme

is being enforced to the letter as fast as pos

sible in all essential particulars. Now let's

all take off our hats and give three rousing

cheers for arbitration.

W. P. norland.

Bay City, Mich.
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For a License Law.

Mb. Editor:—In a speech made at Terre

Haute, Brother Debs said, " I will not declare

against strikes, for there is not a star nor a

stripe in the ample folds of our country's

Hag that does not represent a strike." I

have thought a great cleal about it since that

day. and my conclusion is that a history of

strikes is a history of loss of life and prop

erty. No matter how successful a strike

mav be, large sums of money are lost on

both sides, and I believe railroad strikes

head the procession so far as loss of life and

property are concerned. When a strike is

ended somebody is, invariably, out of a job,

and sometimes a large number are thrown

out. Perhaps those who can least afford it

are left to hunt up a new situation and be

gin at the foot again, the fruit of years of

patient toil swept away in a few days or

weeks at most. A workinginan's job repre

sents his living, and one man's living is just

as valuable, to him at least, as that of an

other. Many plans have been tried to pre

vent strikes, but all have been deficient in

some respect. The time was when the engi

neers held the key to the situation, but that

time is longpast. State boards of arbitration

have accomplished but little: federation,

partially tried, is not as successful as we

hoped; why not look for something to go

with it ? When we go on board of a steamboat

of any kind, from the "Ocean Greyhound"

down to the most insignificant steam yacht,

we feel perfectly safe, as far as the human

element enters into the conditions of safety,

because all the officers are licensed : we may

not know these officers, but their certificates

of ability are hung up where all who wish

may read them, and they are signed by U.

S. authorities, not by some obscure official,

or possibly some state examiner who has a

political pull. We may not know the "jib

sheets " from the " bow anchor" or perhaps

we never saw a steamer before, but we are

assured by U. S. officials that the men to

whom we entrust the care of our lives and

property are competent to act in any emer

gency. Yet we step into a railway train and

go whirling over the country at from twenty

to ninety miles perhour ana who knows the

conductor or engineer? AVhocan tell whether

they are drunk or sober? Who vouches for

their ability? Perhaps there is a wreck; a

coronor's jury may find fault with some rail

way official, and a jury of interested officials,

intent on saving their own heads, shift the

blame to the conductor or engineer, or both.

They are the highest authority and they are

interested. If the conductor and engineer

had a U. S. license in their pockets could

this be done?—certainly not so easv. Could

the rules be twisted so as to lay the blame

on the men in the train service regardless

of circumstances, as is done now? I think

not. Kailroads have adopted standard time,

some of them have adopted standard rules;

why should not the general government

compel them all to adopt standard rules,

allowing special rules to govern local mat

ters, then allow nobody to run an engine or

train who could not pass an examination

before a board of U. S. inspectors and ob

tain a proper certificate of ability? Suppose

we have a strike ; could the company hunt

up all the whiskey soaked soreheads in the

country and put them in a position of re

sponsibility, where life and property would

be entrusted to their care? Nay, verily!

Uncle Sam would be in a position to

promptly interfere with that arrangement,

and unless that quintessence of nothing,

that is one degree lower in the scale of ani-

maldom than a hog, known us the seal).

could produce a United States liceiiBe lie

could not go out. And the chances are he

could not get the license, because he could

not get the required recommendation for so

briety, industry, etc. And if his examina

tion was not straight the inspector would

lose his job, as did a marine inspector that

1 knew of. I have never heard this matter

discussed, nor do I remember of ever seeing

anything in print regarding it, and I have

long hoped that the subject would t>e intro

duced by an abler pen than mine. I hope

the question will be taken up and pushed

forward or backward, us its merits deter-

mine.

Coluxwoou, Ohio. //. /. MiUrr.

Strange Faces.

Mu. Editor:—I am a charter member of

yo. 54, which lodge was organized in Octo

ber, 187(i. I have been at the throttle for

the past ten years, but still cling to old 54.

and in looking over the charter I find that

I sim the only charter member left ; the

others are scattered here and there, some

are dead, some were expelled, and some

withdrew to join the B. of L. E. at the time

the laws of that order compelled an engi

neer to withdraw from the B. of L. F. he-

fore joining it. It gives me great pleasure

to meet with the boys, but I am sorry to

say I do not enjoy that pleasure very often.

I find many strange faces there, but 1 feel

as much at home as I ever did. and it i9 a

pleasure to see them go through the rou

tine of business. No. 54 lias an excellent

set of officers ; they are all good workers,

and where a lodge has good officers you will

always find it in a prosperous condition,

which is the case with 54. It is my inten

tion in the near future to give the brothers.

through our valuable Magazine; a slight

account of my trip to F.ngland, and how

nicely I was treated by the engineers anil

firemen while there, mention of which

was kindly made by the editor iu the

December Mauazink.

Mohkrly, Mo. Hfitnjr H. Slaty.
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i'lrti to Our 3fns1ers.

In find's good name, ye learned men,

Who preach so much with voice and pen,

When grinding out decrees.

Please pause and hear this liumlilc tide

That we poor devils of the rail

Now tell on bended knees:

Von thunder nt us leual lore

in broad-sides from your hireling store,

And say wc mustn't strike,

We mustn't either quit or frown.

However much you cut us down,

Or contemplate the like!

Of course, we know we're only slaves,

Tu serve yon till the yawning; graves

Are closed above our hones;

We're made of nature's ciatreest stuff.

All gnarled, crossgrntned, rude and rough

As newly quarried stones.

Because we're built in bunutn shape,

Superior ways we sometimes ape,

Above'our lowly sphere :

tied bless the wisdom of your brains.

That adds more rivets to our chains.

When e'er such signs appear !

You've but to tire injunctions out.

They'll from our breaaU entirely rout

Each Independent throb;

fJon't pause an instant in your might

Tuttskyo.nr bosoms if it's* right

To let us quit a job.

our masters, they're superior clay.

And made to while thelrlives away

On beds of eider down ;

Pay them in thousunds multiplied.

In order that they'll roughshod ride

T:pon us if we frown.

Just throw us crusts of moldy bread.

They're good enough—we're better dead—

We've got no right m live,

L'jo-ept. oh. learned judges dear.

To lie your beast* of burden here,

While air to breathe you give !

An imp of hell now gains my ears,

And whispers: " But so many tears

We'll only have to weep,

I mil perhaps a midnight cry,

In thunder-tones, will reach the sky.

Arousing nil from sleep."

This imp declares: " The like before

Took place upon a foreign shore

One hundred years ago.

When blear-eyed serfs, like beasts of prey.

Their heartless masters swept away

In crimson tides of woe."

God save this land from such a doom.

May never anarchistic gloom
t'pon tU banner fall. •

Way justice rule in all her might.

And hateful wrong be crushed by right.

'Mid equal rights for all.

Shandy Mayuirr.

Eikewhere will be found the charming

"Tge* of Br<>. Ellis B. Harris, 8pooner,

' «.. eiititlfd " The Songs my Mother Used

Jl Sing." The verses have been set to music

aid conies can be obtained by applying to

ito. Harris, the author, who is a member

'A Quickstep lodge, No. 500. The composi

tion evince* poetic talent of a high order,

•nd the exquisite tribute to the songs of

motherhood soothe the ear and touch the

Wart.

Demand for Political Action.

Mr. Editor:—The recent injunction pro

ceedings on the Northern Pacific, taken in

connection with the somewhat similar ac

tion of the courts at the time of the Ann

Arbor strike, should have the effect to rouse

workingmen all over the country to a full

understanding of the requirements of the

labor problem. I am sorry to see the rail

way corporations and their employes dis

agree and have trouble, but I believe this

to be one of the grandest things that could

happen to the laboring class. Organization

is one great step towards our freedom. It

has been found from time to time that one

organization alone could not successfully

resist the encroachments of the corpora

tions nor win strikes without working in

combination with other organizations. This

knowledge has at last been applied to prac

tice, and the organizations are now able to

make a bold stand and a brave fight for the

rights of labor. But there is something else

which I believe is necessary, and that is the

ballot-box. Brothers, wake up! Are you

aware that you are losing precious time by

yourdelay? Make this a part of yourstudy;

bring it into the lodge room and agitate the

questionon behalt of yourself and brothers.

It is all in our own power; if we put up our

candidate and stand by one another as true

brothers should, we can elect our men.

What can the rich do without the assistance

of the working class? Nothing. Neither

could they elect their candidates without

our assistance. But it is certain that the

laboring class has no voice in the choosing

of candidates for hipjh offices. The moneyed

men do the choosing themselves and the

laboring class is only supposed to vote for

them; that this is true anyone may prove

by simple observation. The laws are cor

rupt and should be amended, but we cannot

expect such amendment from the party

which is now in power, nor from the one

that has heretofore been in power. We

must select our own candidates and elect

them; that is our only salvation. We shall

then have justice, and not before then can

we expect it. Brothers, I appeal to you,

for your own sake and for the sake of your

wives and children, to make this your future

study. Think it over honestly ; it is a seri

ous problem, for once lost we are lost for

ever. I do not appeal to the railway orders

alone, but also to every labor organization.

Brothers, I wish you to meditate over this

question. Never mind the old parties you

have so long voted for. If they deal dis

honestly with you and make laws to ruin you

you have a good reason for deserting them.

Let us rally for united political action.

Diamond Lake, Ii E. S. Whitmore.
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President Depew.

Mr. Editor:—In the January issue of the

Magazine appeared your article " The

('lown and the Pope,'' which may be very

good reading and may be considered very

amusing in Greenland or anywhere else ex

cept on the N. Y. C, the east, and such

other parts of civilization as believe in Mr.

Depew's integrity and capability, of which

the brothers on the N. Y. C. have a high

opinion.

To these brothers it does not seem to be

a very good way to produce harmony and

good will, such as now exists between offi

cials and men, to have the chief executive

senselessly belittled by the official organ of

the Firemen's Brotherhood. Mr. Depew

will compare favorably with any railroad

president of whom we ever heard, lie will

compare favorably as a friend to labor or

ganizations. If any organization has a

grievance to air, you may be sure they

will not be refused an audience, which,

I am sorry to say, cannot be said of some

presidents we all know. If there is a union

meeting to be held, Mr. Depew willingly

gives his services if not previously engaged.

These services were id ways highly prized by

the B. of L. E , and they were always prop

erly thankful for the same.

In your article, "Success in Engineering,"

appears the following in reference to the

managers' solicitude for the men : "But we

challenge the record to show an instance

when the managers said to their employes,

'men, your duties are arduous, and involve

great danger, we propose to advance your

wages,'but let business decline, and prompt

ly is heard all along the line the orders, first

to remand the men to idleness ; second, to

reduce wages." A little further along ap

pears the following: " But who ever heard

of the Vanderbilts' solicitude taking the

form of increasing the wages 5 or 10 per

cent, or any other per cent." The past

season has been one of business depression

throughout the country. The X. "\ . O. has

not been exempt. Did anyone hear of a

reduction of wages ? I didn't. InlSOOthe

engineers received a raise of 50 cents per 100

miles and the firemen 10 cents per 100 miles

for freight service.

While it is not as smooth sailing on the

X. Y. C. as is desirable, we believe in giv

ing justice where justice is due. We do

not suppose the Magazine is published for

the aggrandizement of Mr. Depew, or ite

views moulded to suit that part of the fra

ternity working on the X. \. C, but we do

think it would promote a better feeling of

mutual good will between officials and men

not to have the owners and president mis

represented and ridiculed in the official or

gan of the Firemen's Brotherhood.

I hope you will accept this in the spirit

in which it is offered.

Albany, X. Y. ('. G. Kiddirk.

Tlif Songs Mil MaUuir I'siil In Sing.

oh! I love to hoar the ballads that mv mother used

to nine

In the twilight as I stood beside herohiiir,

In my memory their melotly with love and reverence

cling.

Like the blessings that she gave at evening prayer.

Her voice was sweetest music, and my mother's fnec

was fair.

In her eyes, the love-light shone so pure and slroug.

oh! how oft I've stood at Iwilight and caressed her

silken hair,

While my youthful heart was stirred with some old

souk.

itmtAis.

" Erin is my home ! " " Itoautiful isle of the sea ! "

"The meeting of the waters." "Ami you'll remem

ber nte."

"Kathleen Mavourncon!" " Fond mrm'ries 'round

them cling."

Those are the songs that my mother used to sing.

When the sun had formed a halo on the far-oil' azuiv

dome.

Clothed the clouds in robes of crimson and in gold.

When the toil of day was over, turned our wearied

footsteps home.

There dear mother gave a welcome to the fold.

She stood upon the threshold with a smile upon her

face,

I.ike an angel pure anil bright she seemed to me.

In my memory I see her and the dear old-faahfoned

place,

As I listen to some sweet old melody.

There are times when bowed with sorrow and iny

heart is tilled witli pain,

In an anguish that the lips can scarcely toll.

Then I long lor that tomorrow when to hear her

voire again.

I to seek her go where brightest angels dwell.

I've heard of heaven's music and the ecstaay of aong.

Sweet and gentle as the rustic of a wing.

Hut I'm sure there are no melodies sung by that aiiirel

throng

Sweeter than the songs my mother used to alng.

REFRAIN.

" Home, sweet, sweet home ! " "In the cottage by tin

sea ! ' '

" And the old oaken bucket." " I'm dreaming now of

thee."

"Sweet highland Mary!" "Fond niem'ric* 'rouml

them cling,"

Those are the songs that my mother used to sing.

SrooNKR, Wis. KUui B. llarri*.

A meeting was held, not longsince, in St.

Paul, Minn., to discuss the early closing

movement, at whicii Archbishop Irelami

spoke, and among other things, said: "My

sympathy naturally goes out to the toilers.

as they are. not only the stay and support

of the nation, but also the builders of it*

material wealth. The labor question ut the

great question of the day. Sad it is that

some capitalists, though not all, look upon

toilers as pieces of machinery that revolve

for their benefit. 1 Ience the uprising of the

labor element, and the discussion of tbi.«

question is an absolute necessity. A ny profit

received by the capitalists from the sacrifice

of humanity in the toilers is an outrage on

God's children. The prosperity of capital

depends upon labor having its rights, s» well

as the prosperity of labor depends upon

capital having its rights." Such, words in

dicate conclusively the trend of public

sentiment, and will eventually produce, a

harvest of splendid results.
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Union and Protection.

Mr. Editob:—I notice in our valuable

M-iOAZijtE for January an essay from the

fluent pen of Bro. W. S. Carter, of Alamo

Lodge, Taylor, Texas. Asserting as an evi

dent truth that the columns of our Maga

zine are to be used to advance, and not re

tard as in life, I feel justified in asking for

a little space to present my own and broth

ers' explanation and defense. I am neither

rourting honors nor glory; I despise flat

tery ; I detest contention, and fear not hon

est men ; and I ask recognition from Bro.

Carter by reason of us both being mem

bers of the B. of L. F., and also of our

personal acquaintance, as I was employed

as a fireman on the I. it (i. N. in INK", and

ain a.* familiar with his speech and pen as

1 am with the memory of Texas. Know

ing him ae I do, I know he is a man subject

to conversion, ever and always willing to

pardon an offender. He who can reason,

convert, and be converted, is wise ; he who

has but one mind and one eye, and will

not. is a fool. I am inclined to judge liro.

Carter hasty, somewhat rash, and alto

gether too jealous in the manner he assails

the A. R. v., its members, and its organi

sers. Since we last met I have well earned

—though unavoidably—the slang title of

"tourist," and that partially accounts for

my being a member of the A. R. U. to-day.

I nave also experienced the tips and downs,

and to's and fro's of railroad life, and en

dured hardships which I wish never to re

peat, nor see duplicated by others. Bro.

Carter's argument will support my asser

tion that he speaks from observation of his

immediate surroundings, while I do not; I

rpeak from an experience obtained within

the boundaries of the British province, the

Mississippi river, the City of Mexico, and

the Pacific coast. I speak for a cause that

demands our attention and support : I

speak for his interests, my own, and the

interests of every man who, to-day, is, or

wishes to become a brotherhood member.

In union there is strength, in division, de

feat and death. Bro. Carter has referred

to the constitution of the A. R. U., and I

will, in turn, dwell lightly on the constitu

tions of the distinct organizations. Can

(f*ery employe in all ranks and classes of

railway service join the B. L. E., the B. L.

V.. the O. R C. or the B. R. T. ? No. Are

they disqualified for any reasons affect

ing 'their manhood and honor? No— true

»n<juj;h, lack of integrity iB not the obsta

cle. Does not our various constitutions

demand that the applicant be a limited

tinn? in actual employment in the vocation

represented by the brotherhood to which

h» ia peeking admission? We cannot all

of us become members of the B. L. E , O.

R. (.'., or B. L. h\, but we can all become,

and in a body, too, A. R. U. members,

which would be in a practical sense—fed

eration, federation! Yes, in its natural,

pure, and unadulterated state. This pro

tecting arm, federation, extended to the

laboring world in the name of the A. R. I'.,

will be the powerful wall of protection

whose absence in the past has been demon

strated, and which the progress and success

of the future demands. Brothers, this fort

of the future is what, or will be, what we

make of it. The character is grand, the

parts are easy, and if we, both individually

and in a body, play well our parts success

will be assured. When the hard working

and poorly paid section man, and those

who toil at the coarse labor in railway ser

vice, offer their hearts, hands and oaths,

and prove by their actions and support that

they are our brothers, how can you refuse,

even hesitate, to join us? At the same

time we are craving strength and protec

tion, as is indicated by our B. L. E. or B. L.

F. membership, the men who, in emergen

cies, could inflict ruin upon us, now pledge

their honor and support to become as true

brothers as any the distinct brotherhoods

can furnish. They are making the sacri

fice ; we are the ones most benefited, and

as we respect old age and honor gray hairs,

so do we respect those who have served an

honored apprenticeship at their respective

trades. Then, as time rolls on until the

final end is attained, we will gather in the

vast army of experienced men and not ex

ert our influence in favor of discord where

our brother's interests are concerned, nor

occupy ourselves in a field entirely foreign

to railway service. The excess in the sup

ply of railroad men, over the demand for

them, is daily increasing, and until this

great surplus of experienced men are con

sumed wdl strikes continue to be—and con

tinue to be lost. If every railway employe

was a member of the A. R. U. to-day we

might congratulate ourselves that we had

known our lust strike. Then, as strikes

would be a tiling of the past, equally so

would be the alternative now frequently

forced upon us, "accept our terms or we

will employ scabs." Bro. Caiter admits

that onlv 141,000 out of the vast army of

one million railway employes are organ

ized, and they are divided into as many as

twelve or fifteen different orders, yet each

order purports to be correct in its mission.

I claim that honors are equal, and that the

interests of all are identical. Why not,

then, become one? Pride! Yes, pomp

and pride? We are each and all—Bro.

Carter admits he is—proud to the core.

Brothers, let us cast off this inhuman, un

just, and unworthy coil of vanity and con

ceit, and place our hearts and hands to the

level and equality of our interests. If we

continue indifferent and unorganized, half

a score of years hence we will have not
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where to lay our heads, in any sense per

taining to the recognition of our liberty

and manhood, but if the A. K. U. succeeds

in performing its mission as successfully as

that truth and philosophy are blended in

the rhymes of Shandy Maguire, then, in a

little time, can each and every one of the

present army of railway employes claim

alliliation with an organization that is what

Bro. Carter portrays - the unit organization

of to-day. Then, when meeting a brother

ol our craft there would be no need to

avoid him, nor restrain him from giving

evidence of his misfortune, nor referring

him to the idle thousands of the craft and

acknowledging how utterly impossible it is

for his lodge, or his system, to obtain for

him even a "release of service, not to

mention a reinstatement, owing to weakness

and inability. Positions of skilled labor,

with their high-sounding wages, area stand

ing temptation to the inexperienced and un

initiated in the outer world, and those who

would be protected should hasten to be en

rolled. Trie A. R. U. is the consolidation

of all the fraternal and protective know

ledge and experience gained by the various

brotherhoods, and is to be equally benefi

cial to all ; becoming a member does not

necessitate the care of several students,

nor require one to divulge his knowledge,

in any other than a fraternal sense—for

the good of all. Whether or not the

brotherhoods have outlived their useful

ness may be an open question, but it seems

quite certain that they can never outlive

their expensiveness. Each order could be

long in a body to the A. R. V. and be gov

erned by its own local boards, which could

confer with the board of arbitration aa

with our present joint protective boards.

We could dispense with the high salaried

grand officers, and we would readily dis

cover that a $3 per annum brotherhood

would suffice to supplant our present lodge

dues and assessments, which many have

found to be an intolerable burden and one

not warranted by their surroundings and

financial ability. The first permanent by

law to be inaugurated by conference and

consent of a convention of the A. R. (T. is

yet to be adopted. The A. R. IT. is in need

of experienced, sincere, and true advocates

to carry the good work on, and calls upon

such to' join the ranks and teach us, who

are neither wise nor experienced, but who

have ample will power and staying quali

ties, to become true and devoted support

ers of the cause of labor. Perhaps Bro.

( arter has never enjoyed the pleasure of

attending an A. R. V. assembly? for it is a

pleasure to see engineers and firemen con

ductors and brakemen and a' that seated

side by side, and note the feeling of satis

faction that is evolved by a discussion of

the common interest in an honest cause,

and for honest principles. Let us each and

all, in silence or otherwise, act as arbitra

tors in our cause and endeavor to obtain a

quorum for harmonious action; anil then,

one aim in life, one Hag, and rational fed

eration is the ultimate.

La Junta, Col. Ira D. Mnyhiill.

Why the Anarchists Were Pardoned.

Mr. Editor :—It is related of a celebrated

English lawyer who was retained as counsel

in a suit involving a considerable sum of

money, that when the suit came to trial ho

handed to the barrister who was to do the

pleading a slip of paper on which he had

written: "No case, abuse the plaintiff's at

torney." And this seems to be the invari

able method which men adopt whenever

they feel called upon to plead but have "no

case." It is the method adopted by Mr. \V.

H. Gray and the whole brood of apologist*

for iniquity from whom he derives his in

spiration. It is a noteworthy fact that not

a single one of those who have condemned

Governor Altgeld's action of last .Tune have

ever made the slightest attempt to base a

condemnation upon the real ground of the

governor's action, nor to offer the slightest

evidence in rebuttal of his charges. Invec

tives and abuse have been made to do duty

for argument, and a vast amount of dust

has been thrown in the air with the sole

purpose of obscuring an issue that could

not be met, and while some of the leaM

shameless of Altgeld's opponents have been

able to take their stand on a question of ex

pediency, not a single one of them has been

able to reach the broad plane of morality

and justice—upon that, Governor Altgelil

and his defenders stand alone. Mr. Gray's

argument -and I ask pardon lor so honor

ing it with the name -would not be worth

any serious attention were it not for the

fact that lie, presumably, speaks in the

character of a workingman, and it is im

portant that workingmen, if no others,

should address themselves to the real merits

of the case. It should be understood, in

the first instance, that the social, moral, or

religious opinions or beliefs of Samuel Fid-

den, Michael Schwab and Oscar Neebe have

not even the remotest connection with the

questions which furnished grounds for their

pardon. Whether or not these men were

Anarchists, Methodists, Mohommadens or

Buddhists, does not in any way touch the

claim that they were convicted"by a packed

jury and prejudiced judge and Veiiteneed

to suffer punishment for crimes they never

committed, and it is this claim that fur

nished grounds for their pardon. These

men were not pardoned because they were

anarchists, what they teach or believe is

not an issue in the case at all; they were

pardoned upon the complete and sufficient

showing that they were suffering unjust
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punishment at the hands of the state. All

the men who were convicted in 18S7, the

lonr ■who were hanged on November 11th,

the one who blew his head off to avoid the

disgrace of the gallows, and the three who

langni.-bed in prison for a period of six years,

were the victims of police activity and an

unceasing determination on the part of the

myrmidons of the law to find victims in re

venge for the murders in the llaymarket.

The governor's showing on these points is

ample and conclusive; it has never been

«ucce«<fully controverted, and that his op

ponents have been compelled to raise the

fry of anarchy and resort to vindictive abuse

of' hh? personality, instead of addressing

themselves to the merits of the case, is quite

conclusive evidence of the irrefutable nature

of hia charges. Then; are two points in con

nection with this matter that there has

never be<*n the slightest evidence produced

to explain awav, and which the apologists

for the judicial prostitute who presided at

the anarchist trials make no attempt to ex

plain away. First, an unwarranted attack

wag made, by the Chicago police upon the

rijrht of public meeting, which attack led to

the death ot certain of their number from

the effects of the explosion of a bomb. Sec

ond, the state never found out who threw

the deadly bomb, and, therefore, never con

victed the real perpetrator of the outrage,

hut did convict eight other men simply be-

,-aux> they had indulged in violent language

and had been found in bad company. Seven

r.f these men were sentenced to death and

one to fifteen years' imprisonment, and it

i« worthy of note that in the case of Neebe

f he state's attorney did not ask the jury for

a conviction, because he did not dare to do

«-o on the evidence adduced, but the jury

went ahead and convicted and sentenced

him just the same. The theory upon which

the*e men were convicted and sentenced

wit* that they had taught doctrine that was

in opposition to public order and against

the peace of society, and that it was through

•he influence of such teaching that some

t>e/son, or persons, unknown to the state,

had been led to throw the bomb which

caused the massacre at the Haymarket.

Idniitting the reasonableness of this theory,

*in<l conceding the state's right to make

these men jiarticep* rrimini* with the bomb

thrower upon evidence that their teachings

had had the effect ascribed to them, still it

*ax absolutely essential to a just conviction

that the state should establish the connec

tion between these men and the actual

thrower of the bomb. This connection was

never established, because the real thrower

• if the bomb has never been discovered, and

•be state never produced a shred of evidence

rs> support the theory upon which those

men were convicted, sentenced and exe-

•-ot«d It was never even shown that the

thrower of the bomb was an anarchist at

all, because it was impossible to make such

a showing, let alone establishing his con

nection with the particular group of anarch

ists who were on trial for their lives because

charged with responsibility for his acts.

It was, indeed, given out by the police that

a certain Rudolph Schnaubelt, an anarch

ist, was the actual thrower of the bomb,

but no extraordinary effort was made to

bring this man into custody for the purpose

of proving whether he was not, nor was his

connection with the men who were on trial

for their lives ever established. These are

questions of fact that may not be disposed

of by the simple assertion that these men

were anarchists, nor will their conviction

be justified by ignorant and vindictive de

nunciation of the governor who had the

courage to pardon the three who were in

prison, and give the exact reason for his act

to the world. It has been asserted by many

persons well up in the authority of the na

tion, that if the governor had released these

men without giving any reason for the act,

or had simply said that he released them

because he believed they had fully expiated

their crime and further punishment was

unnecessary, no condemnation would have

followed, but, rather, he might have re

ceived a mild sort of approval; but tore-

lease them on the grounds he did! that was

not to be endured! But, why such reason

ing as this? If the men were justly con

victed why should not they serve out their

sentences the same as other criminals?

And why should the governor escape con

demnation for exercising his pardoning

prerogative without adducing full and suf

ficient reasons therefor? But, if these men

were innocent, if they were the victims of

juridical obliquity, why should the fact be

suppressed? Why should the governor be

condemned for giving to the public all the

information in his possession relating to the

fact, and thus, as far as possible, removing

the cloud of criminality from the reputa

tions of innocent men? Those who cannot

make some sort of a showing to oppose the

pardon of the anarchists in the light of facts

that have never been disproved, would

much better keep quiet. To uphold the doc-

trine that these men were rightly con

demned simply because they were anarch

ists, and had propagated theories tending

to lead others into the commission of crime,

is rather dangerous business; there are con

sequences flowing from that principle which

even so great an upholder of the rights of

society as \V. II. <lray might hesitate to ac

cept. The tendency of such a doctrine is

well illustrated by the following communi

cation which recently appeared in the Twen

tieth. Century :

Fjlitor Turnlufh Ccitfury :

Bombs in Harmony with thb Goi.dbug Press.—On
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October 11, in the United States senate, Mr. Stowart.

of Nevada, read a threatening letter which lie had

just received. It wan dated Baltimore, October 11,

and addressed him as " My l>car sir," it says:

" You are now warned not to put your foot on the

toiler's neck, although you have him down ; for there

might something drop between your feet, (here there

is a rude figure of an explosive bomb'i, that will surely

explode. Take warning, lty One Who Knows.

" Mr. Joseph t\ s. Blackburn will also take warning.

" P. S.—This is no Anarchist talk ; J am American

born."

Mr. Stewart said he would not have called attention

to this missive, if it had not been in harmony with

the language of the public press of New York*.—AV «

York Herald.

Dupes of the goldbug press find it necessary to

threaten silver senators with bombs, and in the same

breath cry out: "We are not anarchists, we are

American born: you silver men are anarchists."

Suppose this goldbug anarchist had actually thrown

a bomb and killed some of the silver senators: Would

there not, in that ease, be just as good reason to ar

rest, try, condemn and hang the editors of New York

goldbug newspapers as there was for hanging Parsons

and Spies in Chicago, the 11th of November, 1H87?

The cases would be exactly parallel. Spies and Par

sons were hanged, not for any overt act of violence,

but for printing newspapers which some persons

thought were calculated to incite to acts of violence.

The New York newspapers are backed by the ni< ney

power—the bankers, monopolists, plutocrats—the

Chicago editors were backed by nothing more than a

just cause. That is all the difference there is between

them as anarchists or as politicians.

Mr. Gray will, of course, understand that

Governor Altgeld's subsequent action in

the pardoning line has nothing whatever to

do with the merits or demerits of his action

in the anarchist matter; "that is another

story,'* but, as possibly tending to throw

some light on the matter, I commend Mr.

Gray to a perusal of " Live Questions, In

cluding Our renal Machinery and its Vic

tims?' "bv John P. Altgeld." Mr. Altgeld

has made quite an exhaustive study of

criminology, and there are truths in his

book which might be accepted by even so

narrow an intellect an that of W. H. Gray.

Bay City. Mich. Wilfred P. Borland.

AddreBaea Wanted,

Hahky Crook kr. —A blacksmith helper, worked

last at Santa Ana or Tracy, Cal., also at Pueblo and

Manitou, Col., is about 5 feet K inches hi?h, has light

hair and complexion and very prominent teeth;

weiRht about l.'to pounds. Any information regarding

him will be thankfully received by Joe 1*. Aiken,

Hitchcock, Texas.

C. A. Towsk— Anyone knowing his whereabouts

will confer a urreat favor upon his brother by notify

ing F. E. Towse, Omaha freight office, Miiincappolis.

Minn.

Samuki. c. Smith —Left Hartford, Conn., in Septem

ber hint and was last employed us engineer on the N.

Y. A N, K. K. It. HoU rcniH'sted to at onceromiuun-

icate with the secretary of Charter Oak Lodge, No. 2hf>,

Hartford, Conn.

Or it Aovkktish:*.—The Farrand A- VotevOrimn Co..

of Detroit, Mich., advise us they have just issued the

new edition of their " J tail v Memorandum ( nhn-iar."

for "«U. It nuke* an exo llent time book f«.r railroad

men. a ml u ill In m nt to any address upon receipt of

ten cent h. It is el. limed I o be the bc-t of its kind pub

lish) d. and is indispensable to the laboring element.
rl his company has been awarded the gold medal ami

hi-l:t*.| award at I he < ohinibiaii Imposition and for

those contemplating purchasing or-ans, we would

urye that they correspond w it ti Farnmd <St Votey, and

get their prices.

The Trainmen '* Journal for January, 18SK,

comes to our tabic with a frontispiece on

which appear life-like pictures of the grand

officers of the order. We regret that the

face of our esteemed friend, I). L. Cease,

the editor of the Journal, is absent. The

leading editorial of the issue relates to the

strike on the Lehigh Valley, in which the

point is made that the strikers won a vic

tory. The editor says:

The company claims a victory but where was there-

ever a strike that the company did not. The point*

fought for were conceded but i he company claim* the

baitle. The men, wheu they found I hey had tohVhi

prepared for it. They strengthened their organic

tions. th>y federated, they made financial prepara

tion to withstand a siege, and when the time came

thUy could not be either scared or starved into sub

mission. Their federation was successful, for with

out it they would have been driven from the system.

With it desertions from the ranks wt re few and the

nonunion men were inspired with the same Impulse*

as were their union coworkers and they sUlia with

them to the end.

The declaration that" the company claimc

a victory" is doubtless conceded by the

" poor wanderers of a stormy day," who

can't see how it is that the strikers won a

victory when they lost their jobs.

Ilritish Workman'* Batlad.

1 walked in a percessihn with a banner and a band.
■And they said I was a noosance in "lgh 'Oborn and

the Strand :

T spouted at a meeting which was in Trafalgar Fquare.

But they sent the slops to charge me and to clear nu

out of there.

Oh, it's *' Demmygog" and "Sochullst," and " Ilaiiiu

the lazy lout.

But it's " Bless the ilritish workman " with the ballot

box about.

The ballot box about, rnv bids, the ballot box about

Oh, It's " Bless the British workman.'' with the ballot

box about.

I struck for better wages, and they said I was a fool.

And the crafty hagttator merely used me as a tool ;

And when the kids was ntarvin and we hadn't sup

nor bite,

They only shrugged their shoulders, and they said it

sarved me right.

For it's " Kuin to the country," and It's wickedce*

and crime,

But it's " Sacred rights o' labor" Just about election

time.

Just about election time, my lads, just about election

time;

Oh, it's " Sacred right* o' labor," Just about electiou

time.

I'm lazy and I'm ulkinp. and a noosnnce and aru*,

And I cits on trade and commerce likeu bleated Inky

bus.

I'm a-dra^uin down the hempire and a swelling of

the rateh.

And a orny anded 'umbuir what the hupper ela»-c«

'ate>.

For it'« " Workinumeii are duflVra," and "Thejrv

never u orth a eroiil . "
But it s ■■ l'.nte-h bom and hlncw"when they want

your blooming vote.

They uants voiir bloom im; vote, my lads, they want*

y. .ur blooinillL' Sole .

Oh, H s " liritMi bum* mid liuew " when they viun1

your bloom im; vote.

trt'v. fi. yinirt
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A Reformer Loose on Railroads.

An intensely funny story was written by

Mark Twain for the Cosmopolitan. It is

called, "Traveling with a Reformer," and

n-lates principally to small abuses encoun

tered by railroad travelers.

The modern l>ou Quixote whom Mark

Twain bring* into existence attacks abuses

in a highly practical fashion, moral suasion

and diplomacy being his favorite material

.if war. Ills mission was to root out all

(orms of rudeness and petty imposition,

and to do it in a fashion that would reform

the offender. In dealing with rude brake-

men, saucy conductors, and others, his

power is iii being closely related to the

president of the company. His stronghold

is being brother-in-law of the president or

ttenrral manager. His brother-in-law would

make a big army. After starting out, their

first adventure is with the supercilious tele

graph operator, who tries to snub the public

After being snubbed when he tries to send

a message, the reformer writes a telegram

to the president of the Western Union, in

viting that personage to come and dine

with him that he may explain how busi

ness is conducted in one of the offices. Of

course, the clerk collapses. He is forgiven

and the lesson is left behind.

The reformer, who is an army major, and

his friend enter a street car late at night

and three villainous roughs come in who

moke vile remarks, and make a disagreeable

time for conductor and the women and

children in the car. The reformer is trou

bled, and takes in the situation for a min

ute; then he exclaims, " Conductor, put off

these swine, and 1 will help yon.' The

hogs make a rush at the reformer, but he

hits each with a blow like a trip hammer

and kicks them off the car. This was called

an emergency case, where a fist is the best

persuader.

The reformers go to Boston over the Con

solidated roads and the various trainmen

iKt queeied into politeness through fear of

the president's brother in-law. The great

fun comes when the two go to Chicago.

While traveling on Sunday they see the

parlor car conductor stop a game of cards,

and the major volunteers to join the game,

that he may vanquish the conductor and

ilenicmstrate that a railroad company is not

authorized to stop card playing on any clay

of the week. Trie conductor conies and

saying that card playing on Sunday is

against the rules, orders the game stopped

immediately.

"Nothing is gained by hurry," says the

major. " Who authorized the company to

issue such an order?"

"My dear sir, that is a matter of no con

sequence to me, and—"

'' Hut you forget that you are not the only

person concerned. It may be a matter of

consequence to me. I cannot violate a legal

requirement of iny country without dis

honoring myself; I cannot allow any man

or corporation to hinder my liberties with

illegal rules—a thing which railway com

panies are always trying to do—without

dishonoring my citizenship. So I come

back to that question, by whose authority-

has the company issued this order?"

The argument proceeds at great length,

and the conductor is greatly embarrassed,

but he cannot produce any legal warrant

for the order to stop card playing, so he

lets the game proceed, but is dreadfully

worried. The train conductor comes rounJ,

and was going to put a peremptory stop to

the game, but the sleeping car conductor

took him aside and explained how matters

stood, and then no interference was offered.

When the party starts to return from

Chicago, a sleeping car in which they have

engaged a stateroom is not on the train,

and a section is offered in another car. The

major refuses the section and demands his

stateroom.

" It's the best we can do," explains the

conductor, " we can't do impossibilities.

You will take the section or go without. A

mistake has been made and can't be recti

fied at this late hour. It's a thing that

happens now and then, and there is nothing

for it but to put up with it, and make the

best of it. Other people do."

" Ah ! that's just it, you see. If they had

stuck to their rights and enforced them you

wouldn't be trying to trample mine under

foot. It's my duty to protect the next man

from this imposition. So I must have my

car. Otherwise I will wait in Chicago and

sue the company for violating its contract."

" Sue the company for a thing like that ? "

"Certainly."

" Do you really mean that?"

" Indeed, I do."

The conductor looked the major over

wonderingly and then said:

" It beats me—it's brand new. I've never

struck the mate of it before. But I swear

I think you'd do it. Look here, I'll send

for the station master."

When the station master came he was

annoyed at the trouble raised—not at the

real cause of the trouble—but he had not

long tackled the major, when he decided to

find a stateroom for the party.

When they were in the dining car the

major asked for broiled chicken, and the

waiter said : " It's not on the bill of fare."

"That gentleman yonder," said the ma

jor, "is eating a broiled chicken."

" Ye6 ; but that is different. He is one of

the superintendents of the road."

"Then all the more must I have broiled

chicken. I do not like these discrimina

tions. Please hurry. Bring me a broiled

chicken."
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The waiter brought the steward, who ex

plained in a low and polite voice that the

thing was impossible; it was against the

rule, and the rule was "rigid.

" Very well, then ; you must either apply

it impartially or break it impartially. You

must take that gentleman's chicken away

from him or bring me one."

The steward was puzzled, and did not

quite know what to do. He began an inco

herent argument, but the conductor came

along just then, and asked what the diffi

culty was. The steward explained that

here was a gentleman who was insisting on

having a chicken when it was dead against

the rule and not in the bill. The conductor

said:

''.Stick by your rules. You can't have

any option. Wait a moment; is this the

gentleman?" Then he laughed and said :

" Never mind your rules. It's my advice,

and sound; give him anything he wants.

Don't get him started on'his rights, (iive

him whatever he asks for; and if vou

haven't got it, stop the train and get it.''

The major ate the chicken, but said he

did it from a sentfe of duty and to establish

a principle, for he did not like chicken.—

Liicomotxve Engineering.

Sketched from Life.

Mrs. Mulligan used to wash for us, when

we could afford that luxury. Her pay on

those occasions was none too prompt, and

the way the poor soul would thank Provi

dence on receiving her just dues was rather

irritating to a man who is doing his best,

straining his limited income and his unlim

ited desires to make both ends meet. Her

mianner implied a gratitude for unexpected

blessings.

Hut Mrs. Mulligan, poor, patient soul,

had trials and sorrows of her own and far

beyond the average. She was always smil

ing and cheery, sympathizing with others

and seldom mentioning her own troubles

unless some one referred to them.

To begin with, her husband, Mike, drank

like a fish. ■ He would work like a plow-

horse all the week, and get roaring, howl

ing drunk Saturday night, spending every

cent he had earned. This, of course, threw

the support of the family on the wife and

mother, and bravely she bore the burden.

Johnny and Mary Ann, their children,were

kept in the public schools, "to be eddicated

like a lady and gintleman," according to

Mrs. Mulligan, who washed and scrubbed

for a dozen families to keep the wolf from

the door.

An education is a glorious thing, but a

moral balance wheel should be provided

with it. It was not provided in the cases

of John and Mary Ann. Both were bright

.students and stood well in their classes, but

it was a terrible trial for them to be sent to.

Coventry by the sons and daughters of the

rich, who were hardly their equals in intel

lect. They were proud and ambitious aa a

boy and girl and were always conscious of

their poor clothes, which were better than

their toiling mother could really afford, but

boys and girls were ever foolish creatures.

The disadvantage of their station made

them envious and morose, and they drifted

naturally into anarchy. In order to make

a better appearance, John sacrificed his

moral nature to external apparel and be

came a thief. Mary Ann started with thiev

ing and ended in something far worse. The

tears were always very close to Mrs. Mulli

gan's eyes after that and their tender blue

was not so bright as of old.

John landed in the house of correction

and Mary Ann was lost in the purlieus of

sin and shame, but their mother's cup of

sorrow was not yet full. One night Mike

did not come home. She supposed he was

at the police station as usual, but the next

morning when she went to the police court

to pay his tine he was not there among the

prisoners and none of the police had seen

him.

It had been a bitter night, setting in

with a blinding snowstorm and ending clear

and cold. Late the next afternoon, some

duck hunters were prowling along the lake

shore, when, to their astonishment, they

beheld a man standing up to his knees in

the ice at some distance from shore. He

was leaning forward, as if facing a driving

gale, with one hand clapped on top of his

cap while the other wan partially extended,

as if to balance himself. They shouted to

him but the man did not move a muscle.

Then the discoverers suspected what proved

to be the case.

The man stood in a shallow place, where

the beach extended out for a long distance.

Between him and the shore the slush and

ice of the day before was frozen into a solid

mass, while farther out it was still washing

against the edge of the solid ice and freez

ing rapidly. The hunters walked out to the

spot and found poor Mike Mulligan frozen

as hard as granite. He had, evidently,

wandered on and on in a drunken delirium

until fate led his unwary feet to the shore

of the lake. Da/.ed by "drink and blinded

by the driving snow, lie had staggered into

the water and then further out, until the

chill of the slush had warned him that

something was wrong. Then he had paused

to recover his bearings. While reeling in

uncertainty in this desolate, wind-swept

spot, his feet and knees had been fettered

in the fast freezing ice.

There they found him; the ruddv glow

gone from His cheek, leaving it white as

marble, big broad jaw firmly closed upon

his short pipe, giving his lace a look of grim
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resolution, while his wild eyes stared ahead

as if they ,»aw the phantom form of death.

Help vriv called and Mike was chopped

free ol the ice. His rigid body, still in that

terrifying pose, was laid on a farm sleigh

and carried to his home.

Mrs. Mulligan sat alone in her cottage,

crooning an old country air, expecting her

husband to appear at the door at any mo-

meat, when the heavy tramp of feet was

heard outside and then a knock at the door.

She opened it, and, without a word of ex

planation, lour men entered bearing her

husband's frozen corpse, which they laid

on the table. While they were stupidly

wondering how to break the news to her,

she eet the lamp down and stood for a mo

ment as if turned to stone. Suddenly she

threw up her hands and burst into such a

wild, unearthly cry that the rough men

who stood about her felt their flesh creep

od their bones. Her's was a frenzy of

grief such as is seldom seen except in

women of Irish birth ; there was a ring of

madness in her cries, the extravagance of

her wild Celtic blood, and then the men

drew away from her like cowards, leaving

her alone with her dead.

How she spent the night no one knows,

but when the horror-stricken neighbors

heard of it and came rushing into the

house next morning a haggard woman, who

seemed to have aged 20 years in a single

night, sat sobbing by the fire, while the re

mains of her husband, now limp and

blackened, lav in the front room with blaz

ing candles about his head and a wooden

crucifix on his breast. .She had thawed out

his frozen limbs and dressed him in his

Sunday suit, and but for the blasting touch

of the frost he looked as peaceful as if he

had died in his bed attended by the minis

trations nf his faith.

This happened but a few years ago. She

had hardly recovered from the shock when

i letter came from a distant city. It was

all Greek to Mrs. Mulligan, but she brought

it over to our bouse for Araminta to read.

It had been written in a Buffalo hospital,

and by the long-lost Mary Ann. She was

ilying and wanted to see her fond old

mother and be forgiven for the past, that

was all.

The poor old soul rocked back and forth

with her shawl hugged to her heart as she

had held little Mary in the long ago, and

between her sobs she would talk to an im

aginary child as if all the dreadful past had

rolled "away.

"Whist, darlint, niver mind; that's a

dear. Mother's got yez and not a sowl shall

harm a hair of yer head while I live."

Then *he would throw her hands above her

hpad ami burst into loud lamentation.

"Oh, wirra. wirra! Sorra the day. It was

niver yer own fault, darlint ; ye were al

ways kind to yer poor ould mother. I'll

not believe what they say ; it's all lies,

ivery word of it, an' yer mother don't be

lieve it!"

It was hours before she calmed down,

and then she was dressed up in her best

and put on the train for Buffalo to take the

only consolation that could be brought to

the deathbed of her daughter. Then she

came back to take up her weary burden

again. She still lives on, with the one hope

that her misguided Johnny will some day

be a man and a comfort for her declining

years.—Detroit News.

A Penalty.

The rock is veined with gold, and the silver shines,

And the seams of the coal are black in the nether

mines,

And the copper gleams like a kindled furnace spark,

And the heavy lead is dull and cold and dark :

Yet for all the black of the coal and the gloom of the

lead.

Do they weep to be copper or silver or gold instead ?

The lilies rock in the garden, fair and tall.

And the daisies creep in the grass at the feet of all.

And the yellow sunflower stares at the yellow sun.

But the trailing yellow trefoils earthward run ;

Yet for all the lilies are high and the daisies are low,

None of them crieth, " Why hast Thou made me so ?"

Like flowers of air the klugbirds flash and fly,

Thev have dipt their wings in the blue of the summer

' sky.

But the dusky lark that made an earthy nest

Must carry away its color upon her breast :

Yet for all the feathers are brown or the feathers are

bright,

None of them saith, " Cod doth not work aright."

And men spring up in their place, and a golden crown

Circles a royal head, for king and clown

Rise and pass through life their several ways,

And this shall be born for toil and this for praise ;

Yet of every soul in every devious lot,

There is none content, there is none that murmurs

not.

Nina F. Ijiytirti.

High Bate of Speed.

" How many revolutions is that fly-wheel

making?" said a curious citizen to the en

gineer of the electrical supply station.
•' Eighty a minute, sir," said the engineer.

"Eighty a minute, eh? What's the di

ameter?"

" Five foot two."

" Lemme see," said the citizen. " To get

the circumference you multiply the diame

ter by three. Three times five feet two are

fifteen feet six, and eighty times fifteen feet

six gives a total of 1,240 feet. That wheel

wouldbe moving pretty fast if it were touch

ing the ground, wouldn't it? But—

"Got a pencil? Thanks."

[A moment of scribbling.]

"Yes—she'd have to be turning at 341,

or 261 revolutions faster, before she'd catch

a locomotive driving wheel revolving at the

rate of a mile a minute, and then the loco

motive wheel would only be overhauled at

the slow rateof five feet and a half the mile.

"Wonderful age, isn't it? Good morn

ing."—Detroit Free Pretx.
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lAtng Ago.

I once knew all the birds that came

And nested in our orchard trees.

For every (lower I had a name—

My friends were woodchucks, toads and bees;

I knew they thrived in yonder glen

What plants would soothe a stone bruised toe—

Oh. 1 was very learned then.

But that was very long ago.

I knew 'he spot upon the hill

Where checkerberries could be found ;

I knew the rushes near the mill

Where pickerel lay that weighed a pound.

I knew the wood—the very tree

Whcc lived the poaching, saucy crow,

And all the woods and crows knew me—

But that was very long ago.

And pining for the joys of youth,

I tread the old familiar spot

Only to learn this solemn truth ;

1 have forgotten, am forgot.

Yet here's this youngster at my knee

Knows all the things 1 used to know ;

To think I once was wise as he—

But that was very long ago.

I know it's folly to complain

01 whatso'or the fates decree.

Yet were not wishes all in vain.

I tell you what my wish should be ;

I'd wisli to be a boy again,

Back with the friends I used to know.

For I was, oh, so happy then—

But that was very long ago !

— Youth's Companion.

Women as Tramps.

There is a new element to scare the wom

en folk in country houses half out of

their wits that is yet in its infancy, but en

dowed with the strength of a young giant as

far as terrifying qualities are concerned.

This new bugbear is in the form of a

woman tramp. A month spent on a farm

situated on the main road between two

thriving towns, yet distant enough from

habitations to make it quite isolated, has

revealed the fact that, though men of the

genus tramp are annoying and bothersome,

the women of the same ilk are ten times

more so.

To begin with, being women, no farm

hand or any man about the place cares

to deal with them in the summary manner

to which the male species is accustomed.

Knowing this, these tattered vagrants in

female form intrude even into the very liv

ing rooms and whine and beg until thev

are given something, or when refused will

turn almsive and hysterical, a combination

that frightens even strong men, says the

Philadelphia Times.

Every visit from one of these gentle wan

derers means so much less property, as they

sieze everything they can lay their hands

on. No nap in a hammock or a morning

stroll can be taken without being disturbed

by one or more of the homeless viragoes,

who are lost to sense of shame or decency.

Sometimes an all unhappy little mortal that

calls the tramp mother is taken along on

these summer wanderings.

They fare better than men, for scarcely

anyone is hard hearted enough to refuse a

woman a night's shelter in some out-house;

therefore they generally sleep under cover.

On being questioned as to why they have

taken to the road, they tell a tale ot the

difficulty of obtaining work in the large city

they have just left and the hope of employ

ment in the one toward which they are

journeying.

If, however, work is offered them they

either find some excuse for not accepting,

or stay one night and decamp before day

light with edibles enough to last several

days, and any other trifles they can conven

iently carry.

Heroes in the Eough.

The bravery and heroism of self sacrific

ing men who have sternly faced death or

sacrificed their heart's dearest affections for

the preservation of others, have had their

chroniclers from time immemorial.

Yet it is seldom that the heroic deeds and

unselfish devotion of our railroad men find

a record. They have too long been looked

upon as a rough class of men, uneducated

and unprincipled, and a necessary evil in

every part of the country where the echoes

are awakened by the shrill whistle ol the

iron horse.

I shall not attempt their vindication, be

ing content to leave that to time and abler

pens; but I can not refrain from narrating

a few incidents wherein many lives were

Baved by railroad employes. Brief mention

was made of the first incident at the time of

its occurrence by the local press, but the full

particulars will be of interest to all.

Some years ago there was employed by

the — Railroad a poor, uneducated man

whose duties were to attend a drawbridge

over a canal at a certain point on the road,

and the flag station attached to it.

The approach to this bridge on the east

side was a curve around a high hill and

through a deep cut, the cut being but a few

rods from the bridge. It will thus be seen

that the engineer of a train going west could

not see the bridge until too late to stop

should anything be wrong, unless he ran at

reduced speed. As much valuable time

would be consumed in running slow until

the bridge was passed, the watchman was

provided with a flag and red lamp, which

were to be placed—by day or night a* the

case might be—on the top of the hill, a hun

dred yards from the draw, when it was nec

essary for him to open it; the flag and light

being discernable to trains approaching

from either direction.

One clear, bright, but windy day he was

called to open the draw for boats. Trains

being due ere long, he hurriedly placed his

flag, and in a few moments the boat" were

passing. More time than usual was con

sumed by their slow movements, owing to
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the heavy wind dead against them, and it

lacked but it few minutes to the time of a

fast express bound west when the last boat

had passed, and he commenced working the

cumbrous machinery to close the gap.

Imatini tively glancing upward while thus

occupied he saw, to his dismay, that the flag

had blown from its fastening.

At the same instant he heard a cry and a

plunge, and looking around, was almost par

alyzed to see his boy—the pride of a loving

father's heart— struggling in the water, and

whose cries for help echoed in his ears,

mingled with the shrill whistle of the train,

now but a mile away.

Ob, the agony of that moment!

He had barely time to shut the draw. If

be did so his child must drown.

If he saved his child the train must plunge

into the opening and scores perish.

Can you imagine a more trying position?

What would you have done had you been

in his place, think you? What thoughts

must have flashed with lightning swiftness

through his brain? All a father's natural

affection culling on him to save his child.

The picture of his home rose up before

him, no more made happy with childish

music and pattering of little feet. No more

waa his rough, bearded face to be pressed

by those dimpled hands and rosy lips.

Think of the heroism which nerved his

arm and steeled his heart to the cries of his

fij-Bt born, as, with starting eyes and brain

on fire, he swung that bridge into place, the

train gashing by the same instant.

Think of the grief of the father when, all

unnerved, he bore the dripping, lifeless form

to hi* now desolate home ; and then tell me,

ye readers of romance, did velvet doublet

or steel cuirass ever cover the heart of a

greaterhero? And yet he was but "arough

railroad man."

The hero of the incident with which we

conclude this account was an engineer—a

rough, greasy, grimy engineer; one of the

oldest in the service, and as good and brave

a man withal as ever " pulled a plug " on an

engine.

Although the writer was running on the

aatne road at the time of its occurrence, and

was conversant with all the facts, he will let

an old " knight of the footboard " tell it in

bis own wordf , as he told it many years ago

in a little volume entitled " Reminiscences

in the Life of a Locomotive Engineer."

" Tbo*e who have traveled much on the

Little Miami Railroad must have noticed a

little old fellow with grizzled locks and un-

poetical stoop of the shoulders, who whisks

about his engine with all the activity of a

cat and whom the railroad men call ' Uncle

Jimmy.' That is old Jimmy Wiggins, an

•ngjneer of long standing and well known.

I believe Uncle Jimmy learned the machin-

irt'* trade with Eastwick & Harrison in Phil

adelphia ; at all events he has been railroad

ing for a long time, and has been always

noted for his carefulness and vigilance. Let

me attempt to describe him.

" He is about five feet four inches in height,

stoop-shouldered and short- legged. His

hair is iron-gray, and his face would be called

anything but beautiful. He has, though, a

clear blue eye that looks straight and firmly

into yours with an honest and never flinch

ing expression that at once convinces you

that he is a 'game' man. Not very careful

about his dress is old Jimmy; grease spots

abound on all his clothing, and his hands

are usually begrimed with the marks of his

trade. In short, Uncle Jimmy is anything

but a romantic looking fellow, and a novelist

would hesitate long before taking him as the

hero of a romance ; but the old man is a hero,

and under that rough yet placid exterior

there beats a heart that never cools and a

will that never flinches. We go back into

the history of past ages to find our heroes,

and them we almost worship, but I question

whether the whole history of the world fur

nishes a better example of self-sacrificing

heroism than this same rough and unro-

mantic looking Jimmy Wiggins. It is not

the casket that gives value to the jewel; it

is the jewel gives value to all. So with Un

cle Jimmy. Rough he looks, but the heart

he has makes him an honor to the race, and

deserving of our praise.

" I'll tell you why I think so.

"Uncle Jimmy was running a train that

laid by on the switch at Spring Valley for

the up-express to pass. He got there on

time, and the express being a little behind

time, the old man took advantage of the time

to oil round. The whistle of the up-train

wyas heard, but he paid no heed thereto, for

it was to pass without stopping. The fellow

who attended to the switch stood there at

his post. Uncle Jimmy was coolly at work

when a shriek from the conductor called his

attention, and looking up, he saw what

would frighten and unnerve almost any one.

The stupid fool at the switch had thrown it

wide open, and the express was already on

the branch, coming, too, at the rate of thirty

miles an hour—thirty feet in the beat of

your pulse—and his train loaded with pass

engers stood there stock still. That was the

time to try the stuff a man was made of.

Ordinary men would have shrunk from the

task and run from the scene. Your lily-

handed, romantic gentry would have failed

then, but homely old Jimmy Wiggins rose

superior to the position, and unromantic as

he looks, proved a hero. No flinch in him.

What though two hundred tons of matter

were being hurled at him fifty feet in the

second ! What though the chances for death

for him were a thousand to one for safety!

No tremor in that brave old heart, no nerve

less action in that strong arm. lie leaped
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onto the engine, and with his charge met

the shock ; but his own engine was reversed

and under motion backward when the other

train struck it. It all took but an instant

of time, but in that moment old Jimmy

Wiggins concentrated more of true courage

than many a man gets into a lifetime of

seventy years.

"The collision was frightful; iron and

wood were twisted and jammed together as

if they were rotten straw. Charley Hunt,

the engineer of the other train, was instantly

killed; passengers were wounded; terror,

fright, and pain held sway. Death was

there, and all stood back appalled at what

had occurred; yet all shuddered more to

think what would have been the result had

old Jimmy's engine stood still, and all felt a

trembling anxiety for his fate, for surely,

thought they, ' in that wreck his life must

have been sacrificed to his bravery ;' but out

of the mass, as cool, as calm as when run

ning on a straight track, crawled Uncle Jim

my, unhurt.

" He still runs on the same road, and long

may his days be and happy."

Such cases are not rare among us, if not

blazoned to the world in high-flown rhetoric

and lavish praise.

When the incident just narrated occurred,

certain papers, commenting on it, threw the

blame without stint on the railroad em

ployes indiscriminately. Columns were de

voted to showing what would have prevent

ed the accident and dictating rules for the

guidance of officers and employes, but men

tion was never made of the "heroism that

had preserved many lives at the risk of a

horrible death to the heroic engineer.—

ChenUr F. Baird in Quml Neuv.

Eminent Domain.

The following definitions of the power

and right of eminent domain are given

by recognized authorities on this subject :

" Eminent domain is the right or power of

a sovereign state to appropriate private

property to particular uses, for the purpose

of promoting the general welfare." "It is

the rightful authority which exists in every

sovereignty to control and regulate rights

of a public nature which pertain to its citi

zens in common, and to appropriate and

control individual property for the public

benefit, as the public safety, necessity, con

venience or welfare may demand." "The

exercise of the right of eminent domain

shall never be abridged or so construed as

to prevent the general assembly from tak

ing the property and franchises of incor

porated companies and subjecting them to

public use, the same as the property of in

dividuals."

From these definitions and statements by

recognized authorities, it will be seen that

eminent domain is '"the right of property

possessed by a state, which is higher over

all the goods and valuables within the state

than that of any individual." By virtue of

this right the state may take private prop

erty for public use to whatever extent is

necessarv for the public welfare. The law

and justice require, however, that adequate

compensation be made to those from whom

the property is taken. In this country, as

in other republics, the right of eminent do

main rests on the paramount right of the

public welfare, and the public welfare is the

supreme law, 'as the promotion of the pub

lic welfare is the supreme purpose for which

government exists.

The police power of the state is based on

the same principle. Under this power the

state may do all such acts as are necessary

for the public safety and conducive to the

public good. It may regulate the use of

Eroperty in such manner as the public

ealth, safety, convenience and welfare may

require. In order to the public welfare the

state has the right and is in duty bound to

protect all citizens, not only from personal

violence or injury to person and property,

but also from the exercise of any business,

trade or employment which is found to be

hazardous or injurious to its citizens and

destructive to the best interests of society.

It is on tbis principle that thestate has ab

solute control of the liquor traffic even to

entire prohibition. It has the same right to

restrict or prohibit, temporarily or perma

nently, any business or traffic that is Jcnown

to be dangerous or injurious to society. No

man or body of men can ever have a natural

or just right to inflict an injury upon society

in any way or by any means whatever.

These principles have been affirmed time

and again by the highest judicial authori

ties in this nation.

A proper and lawful exercise of those

great sovereign powers, it is believed, is am

ply sufficient to settle the Homestead diffi

culties in a lawful, safeand peaceful manner.

Let the sheriff require the company to keep

their works closed for the time being, for the

same reason and by the same authority that

he required the saloon keepers to close their

saloons—the public safety. The public

safety will authorize and justify the sheriff

not only in closing the saloons.' but also in

closing the largest steel plant in the country.

Hence, so long as the public peace and safety

demand it, the company should be abso

lutely prohibited from startim: their works,

Keeping the works thus shut down ior a

time would afford the company and the men

an opportunity of coming together and set

tling their difficulties amicably if possible,

but if such a settlement should be found to

be impossible, then let (iov. Pattison con

demn the plant by the state's right of emi

nent domain, and* let the works be started
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iif. as soon as possible and operated under

guvernmentcontrol. until such, a time as the

legislature can act on all the vital questions

involved. As the great manufactories of

the country have- now become a public ne-

i'1-stitv, thev sliould be controlled by the

state in such manner and to such extent as

the peace, safety and welfare of the public

demand.

It was on this principle, it is alleged, that

the late Gov. Seymour, of New York, settled

a strike which occurred on the New York

Central railroad. Let Gov. Pattison pursue

this policy in the Homestead matter and

thus demonstrate that the policy power of

eminent domain are amply sufficient to se

cure all the just rights of the people and to

control any corporation in the country to

whatever extent the peace, safety and wel

fare of the people demand.—Pittsburg Press.

Scotch Wedding Superstitions.

In the matter of courtships and weddings.

S-ottish people preserve an extraordinary

number of peculiar customs and fanciful su

perstitions. It is deemed unlucky to alter the

first width of an engagement ring. Many

troths have been broken as a result. The giv

ing of brooches and pins by lovers is full of

ill consequences. No young man or woman,

in the tender relation, will take a pin from

the oilier without returning the same after

n>e. Pins, needles, etc., are all emblematic

of the cessation of friendship and affection.

It is very fortunate for the bride to wear

some borrowed article of apparel at her wed

ding. If swine cross the path of the bridal

party before it, it is an omen of direst im

port; but if they should cross its path be

hind the party it would be a happy augury.

A wedding after sunset entails on the bride

a joyless life, the loss of children and an

early grave. In the south of Scotland a

ruinv day for a marriage is an unlucky one.

TheWide is then called a "greetin' bride, "

whereas " Blest is the bride the sun shines

on." To" rub shoulders" with the bride is a

gignof speedy marriage : the first among the

unmarried female friends who succeeds in do-

ineit will be the first to wed ; and I have my

self witnessed scrambles on the part of bux

om Scotch lasses for precedence quite closely

approaching fisticuffs. As a newly married

wife first enters her new home some elderly

person must throw a cake of short bread

into the door before her. ( )ne securing a

piece of chetse cut bv the bride's own hand,

before she has left the wedding feast, is cer

tain to be shortly happily married. And it

is everywhere in Scotland a« inauspicious

lor the bride's mother to be present at a

wedding as it is unfortunate in our country

to have the same individual arrive to re

main, at any subsequent period.—Bonton

Tn\iiM-t'iftt.

'£he Switchman.

II*' stands at his post with flashing eyes

And awaits the coming train.

With a rumble and roar It fairly Hies

In safety, and Imek jigain

lie throws the switch, and takes his stand

To hum* on the crew,

And quickly waves his horny hand

To signal " No 2."

What risks he takes, now holding brakes,

And now upon the ground ;

With link and pin he's out and in,

Forever on the bound ;

No drones will do to form a crew.

But men with nerves of steel.

That know no fear, are needed here.

To follow up the wheel.

And then at night, with lantern bright.

In hail, or snow, or rain.

Still at his post and like a ghost

He Hits from train to train.

All honor to the switehman, who

In danger night and day,

To fear is blind, may fortune kind

Be w itti him night and dav.

Tlitmn* II'

Will It?

The Oregon Alliance Herald takes up the

assertion of a prominent loan agent that one

good crop with fair prices will destroy the

industrial agitation, and asks the following

questions :

We would like to ask if one good crop with

fair prices will destroy railroad extortion?

Will it equalize the burdens of taxation ?

Will it stop usury extortions?

Will it do away with child labor?

Will it give work to the millions of idle

men in the country at remunerative wages ?

"Will it give the millions of female em

ployes living wages ?

W" ill it destroy speculation in land, the

heritage of God's children?

Will it destroy speculation in the food

products of the world?

Will it prevent the lockout of honest

working people, therby forcing up prices by

limiting the output ?

Will it supply school facilities to the mil

lions of children now crowded out?

Will itdestroy the jobbery that now exists

in every branch of the public service, wring

ing millions out of the people to satisfy the

greed of a lot of slick schemers?

Will it secure an equal and exact admin

istration of justice to all people alike?

Will it shorten the hours of toil?

Will it correct all or any of the damnable

i 1 Is that have grown out of the past political

administration of this country?

The time has passed when the farmers

will be satisfied with the mere fortune of

good crops for a season. What they de

mand and mark you what they are going to

have, is the rights of American citizenship,

and a just distribution of the products of

labor. A reform is coming, a reform which

is too deep-seated in men s minds to be se

riously injured by the schemes of political

intriguers.
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Population of India.

The census of India brings to public atten

tion some astounding figures. According

to the Washington Post, they would be in

credible save for their unquestioned authen

ticity. It says: " The population of British

India amounts to the enormous number of

220,000,000, while that of all India is 286,000,-

000 ; more than four times that of the United

States. More than 1,000,000 enumerators

were required for this work. The increase

in ten years was in excess of 20,000.000 souls.

or more than 11 per cent. This is the most

densely populated portion of the globe. It

is difficult to grasp this congestion of popu

lation in this oriental land. In England it

is estimated that a square mile of cultivated

land gives employment to fifty persons, in

the proportion of twenty-five males to an

equal number of females. In Bengal, every

square mile, cultivated or not. supports an

average of 474 persons, this including

swamps and untillablesoil. In other words,

on one twenty-third the area of the United

states is supported a population greater

than that of this country. France is con

sidered a densely populated country. The

average is 187 to the square mile. In Ben

gal, proportioned to the tillable land, it is

715 persons. In the province of Oudh,

made famous by the eloquence of Edmund

Burke, the average is 442 persons to the

square mile. Thus on an area of less than

one-half the extent is located a population

more than twice that of the German em

pire. In the United States the average of

population is rather less than eighteen to

the square mile. Were the average such as

holds in Bengal this country would have a

population exceeding 1 ,000,000,000. or 200,-

000,000 in excess of the present population

of the world."

" Me Ride."

Mark McI>onald, a veteran knight of the

throttle, was surrounded by a group of

friends in the Laclede corridors yesterday,

to whom he related one of his latest yarns.

His first trip on the Union Pacific, in I860,

and how an " Injun" rode, was the subject

of the tale. He was ordered from Omaha

to the Cheyenne division, and there got or

ders to return to Grand Island and take en

gine 4120 back to Cheyenne. Going over

the road both wavs at night, he did not

learn much of the fay of the land, and sta

tions at that time were a long way apart.

Firing up the engine about the middle of

the afternoon he started out, and stopped

when about 10(1 miles away for water. It

was dark when he got to the tank, and tak

ing the packing hook, he tied some waste

around it and saturated the stuff with oil,

which, when lighted, made a very good

torch. " When I got back into the cab,'' he

said, '• after quenching the torch, 1 found I

had a visitor, a big buck Indian gazing at

the steam guage. I was surprised when he

nodded to me, and did not return the salute.

My fireman lay asleep on the water tank,

and there I waB left with an ugly redskin

wrapped up in a dirty white blanket tied

with a strap, in whichwas stuck a navy and

a bowie-knife. When I motioned him to

get off he paid ' No,' in broken English and

patting the seat said, ' me ride.' ' No,' said

1, ' you can not,' and he then tapped his re

volver and again said 'Me ride.' Havingno

weapon with which to defend myself and

not knowing how many of his kind there

were lying about, I was much perplexed.

Suddenly the thought struck me to break

the water glass. I threw my oil can against,

it and it exploded with a loud report. The

steam and water caught the buck full in the

face, and he bounced from the cab veiling

wildly. When we pulled out again the fire

man came into the cab more scared than 1

was. Hi- had crawled onto the tank at the

approach of the redskin and pretended to

be sleeping."—Si. hmin Globi Democrat.

Tough Sole.

Mrs. Custer reports a story related to her

by a frontiersman which may be taken as

an amusing illustration of a very solemn

truth. The teller of the story had stopped at

a cabin to get a supply of milk.

The family consisted of a mother ami sev

eral "strapping daughters." As the trav

eler sat by the fire, the shriveled old mother

bent over the fireplace puffing a clay pipe,

perfectly stolid and silent, till one of the

girls came in and stood at the fire trying to

drv her homespun dress.

Without raising herself, and in a drawling

tone, the mother said presently. " Sal.

there's a coal under your fut."

In no more animated tone, and without

even moving, the daughter replied, " Which

fut, mammy?"

The girl had run barefoot all her life over

the shale and rough ground of that country .

and the red hot coal was some time in wait

ing its way through the hard surface to a

sensitive tissue.

Must Carry a Oheck Book.

Every woman of fashion must now carry

a check book. It is dreadful form to bandit*

musty old bank bills, and so the dainty lady

has her little check book and fountain peri,

and, when she makes a purchase, draws with

great dignity upon her bank for the amount.

Of course, it is necessary that a woman's*

credit he fairly established before check-giv

ing is possible, but this is the point that

makes the customj>opular among the utlln-

ent and select. The rich women of New-

York are known in all the principal shops
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of the city, and their checks are as good as

Cttflh. The other day a young lady drove up

to the door of a Broadway jeweler's shop,

went in, and selected a turquois and diamond

ring valued at $250. She quietly made out

her check for that sum and passed it to the

clerk. The latter glanced at it and then

looked inquiringly up at the young lady.

"There is gome mistake here, I think,"

eaiii he, with an apologetic smile.

The young lady flushed and demanded to

know if the check was not for the right

amount. She was told that it was, but—

" But what?" She exclaimed haughtily.

" Do you mean that my check is not accept

able ? Sir, do you know who I am?"

The clerk mildly acknowledged that he

knew quite well who the joung lady was,

but explained that the check was not made

out just as it should be. And he handed

it back. The girl ran her eye over it, and

then turned a deep crimson.

"Oh," she exclaimed, " I see."

And then she proceeded to make out an

other. 8be had signed the first one, " Your

own sweetheart, Sally." It was a case of

sentimental aberration in which finance

und love got mixed.—Philadelphia Press.

And Doggerel For Poets.

Some people have very little regard for

the fitness of things when selecting dogs for

presentation purposes. The giver, by his

tack of appreciation of coherency, frequently

brings together a dog and a man whose

taetes, susceptibilities, aspirations and lit

erary ability are markedly dissimilar. Such

a companionship cannot fail to be unpleas

ant to both. There is no need for such un

fortunate occurrences. Let dog donators

ponder the followingdirections and unpleas

ant complications will be avoided :

For stock broker, speculator, or investor

in contingencies of any kind, get a pointer.

The same kind of a clog also goes well with

a punctuator.

For a compositor, get a setter.

For military men, dogs of war.

For a man who has lost his fortune, a re

triever.

For a baloonist, a skye terrier.

For a pedestrian, a lap dog.

For a detective, a spotter.

For a cattle raiser, a bulldog.

For a millionaire, a deer hound.

For a negro, a coon dog.

For a jeweler, a watch dog.

For a sailor, a water spaniel.

For a tobacco chewer, a spit/..

For an explorer, a Newfoundland.

For a singer, a yeller dog.

For a prize fighter, a pug.

For a messenger boy, a terrier.

For a dude, a collie.

For an angry man, a ma'sfciif.—Drake*

Magazine.

Tacks in Battle.

A prick may be less heroic than a blow,

but it is apt to be more effectual. One hor

net will rout a squad of soldiers; and a

ready-witted seaman once vanquished a

horde of savages with tack nails.

In 1819 the whale ship Syren, while on a

voyage to the Pacitie ocean, met with an ad

venture which would have proved fatal to

all hands but for a quick stratagem of the

mate.

One fine day, off one of the Pelew islands,

all the boats being after whales, and but a

few men left aboard the vessel, a large band

of armed natives suddenly swarmed over

the bulwarks. The crew flew to the rigging,

leaving the naked, howling savages in full

command of the ship.

The mate, on coming alongside, took in

the situation at a glance, and quickly or

dered the men to open the arm chests and

scatter on deck all the tacks they could find.

In a moment it fairly rained tacks upon the

naked savages. The deck was soon covered

with these little nails. They pierced the

feet of the islanders, who danced about with

pain, which increased with every step they

took, until, with yells of rage and agony,

they tumbled headlong into the sea and

swam ashore.—CeiUury.

Entitled to a Quarter.

" Good morning," observed the tramp

casually, as he stepped in the broker's office.

" S'mornin," was the reciprocal%alutation.

" You're a broker, I believe," continued

the tramp and the broker nodded.

" And a broker is always ready to make

a fair legitimate percentum on any transac

tion he may make as an agent or middle

man ?"

The broker nodded again.

" Good," said the tramp. " Now I have

this plain business proposition to mpke, to-

wit: By the last treasury reports the total

amount' of monev available for use in this

country is SI,425,000,000, which divided pro

rata among the people as enumerated by

the Porter census—by the way, you think

that census is perfectly correct, don't you ?"

" Certainly I do," responded the broker,

with good strong Republican emphasis.

" As I was saying, this total amount div

ided on the basis of that enumeration will

allow to each person $23.25, and 1, as duly

enumerated, am logically entitled to that

amount ain't I ?"

The broker nodded.

" Well," continued the tramp, " you just

keep the $23 that is coming to me and give

me the quarter and I'll make you out a quit

claim. Is it a go?"

The broker bunded over the 25 cents, says

the Cape Cod Itrm.
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A Mad Engineer.

" O, there's plenty of excitement in life,"

said the engineer of engine No. 10. "What

with the chances of a wreck every mile or

so, a general smash-up at the sidings, the

giving away of bridges, and the forgetful-

ness of the dispatcher, all of which is likely

to happen, I may say there is no complaint

of monotony in running an engine. But

the worst snap I ever struck in the busi

ness was a trip I took one time with a mad

man. Yes, sir, as wild a lunatic as you'd

And chained and strait-jacketed in any asy

lum in the country. Want the story ? Well,

here's to it, and a straight one it is. It was

in 1880 that I was serving as fireman under

a man named Grady. He was a fine engi

neer; could do more with an engine than

any one I ever saw, and knew his road like

a book. I'd been with him about a year,

and we got pretty thick, and he was alwavs

showing me his little gal's picture and talk

ing about her. His wife was dead and his

sister had the child.

" He was just the lovingest father I ever

did see. Never got drunk like other men

but this one time I am going to tell vou

about. We were to go out that night, when

1 met him on the street just before dark

and I saw he had been drinking, but was in

a mighty good humor. ' I'll be there in

time, he said to me, ' I'm just going up to

the house to kiss my baby good-by.

" Well, we parted and I come on down to

the depot. It was mighty near time to

start, and ,1 had steam all up, when here

comes Grady. The moment I saw him I

knew there was something mighty wrong

with him. 'Stead of saying 'Hello,' or some

thing like that, he just climbed into the

caboose without looking at me, but kind of

staring straight ahead of him with his eyes

hot and dry and his lips as white as my

shirt off duty. I thought to myself : 'Well,

if this is a drunk it's the queerest one I

ever saw,' and, not wishing to rile him, I

kept quiet. We pulled out steady enough,

Grady still saying nothing, but staring

straight ahead as if he saw something in

front of him. Pretty soon we become to get

faster and faster, till the old engine just

rocked and I could feel the cars behind

fairly jump over the rails. I did not like to

say anything, for he was boss of the engine,

but when we went whizzing past a station

where we were to stop without paying any

more attention to it than if it had not beeh

there 1 began to think there was something

mighty wrong, and I stepped forward and,

pretending to look at the dial-plate, said :

' Hain't we rather going it, boss?' But he

didn't answer and I went on : 'Ain't sick,

are you, Grady, old man? If you are lie

down a bit and I'll run her awhile.'

"But still he paid no attention, but would

look outat the headlightand kindof mutter

to himself. So I went back to shoveling in

the coal, but keeping an eye on him, for by

this time I was sure that there was some

thing very much wrong with him, and I

began to think that what he had taken had

crazed his brain, and yet his looks weren't

those of a drunken man and his hand

seemed as steady as usual. But presently,

whiz ! we went past the lighted lamps of a

small station where we were due to wait

fifteen minutes for the up train. 'Good

Lord I ' I thought, 'we'll meet that train on

the main track and then look out ! '

"With this in mind, 1 called out: 'Hello,

Grady, forgot about the upbound, ain't you?'

But he just stood as before, mumbling to

himself in that strange fashion, and I just

caught him by the arm, storming at him.

'Where are you going to, man ? ' and then

he looked back over his shoulder at me.

grinning and gnashing his teeth like a dog.

' To hell ! ' he shouted, ' and all of you with

me. I've killed my baby and I've got to go

to hell, but you'll have to go with me.'

When he said that I waited no longer, but

grabbed him about the waist. I did not

want to hurt him, but to save the train-

no, both trains. But he fought me like a

devil, clutching me about the throat, while

I slipped my hands up to his, and there,

swaying from side to side, with our breath

hot in each other's face, we struggled for

what seeenied to me an age. with the train

all the time thundering on, on to destruc

tion. I had no thought of my own life, but

I could not get the idea of the unconscious

people behind and coming out of my head.

so I hung on like grim death until a happy

thought struck me, and I yelled out : 'Loot

out, Grady, there's your baby just behind

you,' and, as he turned to look, brought niv

fist down on his head with all the strength

I had left, and he fell senseless.

"Then began a race between time and

me. I had to run the train back to the sta

tion, where we were to pass the up-bound,

so away I went. The conductor ran? to

know what the matter was, but I had no

time to answer. Away we went back, back,

with me fancying every moment that I

heard the other train thundering down up

on us. Could 1 make it? Could I? Back.

hack, and on to the side track where we

were to wait, and as I knew we were safe,

down I fell by Grady's side in a dead faint.

They found us lying there together aud 1,

coming to first, tried to tell them what wa.-

wrong, when my poor boss sprang to his-

feet, was out of the caboose and gone into

the black night. The up train was fiftiH-n

minutes late that night and that and ruv

mad back pull was what saved them both

from destruction. Grady was found next

day hiding in the woods, a gibbering idiot,

and put in an asylum, where he died in a

few weeks. It seems that be had gone
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borne drinking that night, and playing

with his little girl had tossed her up in his

arms, when her head coming in contact

with the ceiling the skull was crushed and

the baby left a corpse in his arms. No, sir.

I want no more such runs. I was sick n

week after that one and exchanged to an

other road when I got up."

Torture to Win a Bride.

^hi the lower Amazon dwell the cannibal

Butocudos. who distort their features with

the biggest ornaments of a certain kind

known. In babyhood both men and women

have their lower lips and the lobes of their

ears pierced with holes, in which are thrust

pieces of wood. As they grow older these

wooden adornments are made bigger ami

lugger until an adult ordinarily has ear lobes

that hang down to the shoulders and a lip

that projects 6 inches- or more beyond the

nose. One must suffer to be beautiful, as

the French say, and such is the inexorable

fashion among those anthropophagi. In

that country a young man who desires to

take a wife must first submit himself to a

frightful ordeal. He draws over each arm

up to the shoulder a loose armlet woven of

palm leaves.

Then, under supervision of his elders, he

plunges both arms as far an he can into a

nest of fierce devouring ants. The insects

at once attack the intruder, of course, and

arcording to the terms of the trial he must

Htund without moving for an hour, submit

ting with absolute stoicism to the bites of

the enraged creatures. If he endures the

te*t he is entitled to the bride, otherwise he

must wait for a year and then undergo it

again. There are still tribes descended from

the ancient Incas which bandage the heads

of their children so that they assume a coni

cal form. Funnily enough, the brain does

noteeero to suffer any injury from this treat

ment.—Philadelphia Press.

The Swiss Plan of Taxing.

Almost the first difficulty that besets a

people trying to govern themselves is the

i|Ue*tion of revenue. Where is the monev

to come from'.' Taxes, the bugbear of afl

nations, also puzzle the Swiss. His method

of raising them in some of the cantons is

alike interesting and novel. Xo official as-

sewment is made of property. Blanks are

distributed to everv house, to be filled in

by its occupants. The system is known as

the "progressive" tax scale.

A,whoowns$4,000of property, pays taxes

only on half of it; B. who owns"$25,000

worth, pays taxes on eight-tenths of it;

while C. with his $100,000 worth of property,

pays taxes on the whole. The result is that

C pay* not the proportional twenty-five

times the amount of A's taxes, but fifty

times as much. The income tax is managed

after a similar fashion. The rich pay out of

all proportion to the poorer classes. They

probably would not change places with the

poor, however, even to save what they decry

its unjust taxation. The plan is not always a

popular one. Leaving every man to assess

himself has the disadvantage that the rich,

with stocks and bonds, sometimes do not

make return of them. When a rich Swiss

dies, however, the government control of

his estate quickly makes amends for all his

past misdeeds in the way of assessment*,

and every penny of taxes held back is now

deducted, together with compound interest

and fines.-—Harper's Mtujazine.

The Blarney Stone.

Five miles west of the city of Cork, Ire

land, in a little valley where two streams

meet, stands the little village of Blarney.

The fame of Blarney is world-wide. It has

a castle, and in the walls of the castle the

famous " Blarney stone" is set. The stone

is a part of the" solid masonry, is 50 feet

from the ground, and about 20 feet below

the projecting roof of the building. To

kiss the blarney stone is supposed to endow

one with captivating witchery of manner,

to loosen his or her tongue so that the whole

or the conversation will be one solid stream

of honied words. The situation of this tal

isman is such that the kissingof it is rather

a dangerous feat, it being necessary to let

the votary down over the walls by means

of ropes. On the top of the castle there is

a stone which many claim is the " true blar

ney," because the feat of kissing is more

easily accomplished. This spurious stone

has been in its present situation only sev

enty years; the true blarney, mentioned as

being set in the wall, bears date of the

building of the castle, which is 1440.

A Busy Editor Officiates.

A Georgia editor who is also a real estate

agent, a building and loan association direc

tor, an attorney-at-law, clerk of the town

council ami pastor of the village church, was

recently called upon to perform the mar

riage ceremony. He was in a great hurry ;

in fact the couple surprised him in the mid

dle of a heavy editorial on the tariff.

" Time is money," said he without looking

up from his work. "Do you want her?

The man said yes.
'• And do you want him?"

The girl stammered an affirmative.

" Man and wife," cried the editor. " One

dollar. Kring me a load of wood for it—

one-third pine, balance oak."
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GRAND LODCE,
 

Assessment Notice for March.

OmCI OF THE GRAND LODGE, B. OF L. V.. I

Terrk Haute, Ini>. March 1, 1894. i

ASSESSMENT No. 44, 82.00.

To Receiver* of Subordinate Lodges :

Sirs and Brothers:—You are hereby notified of

the death and disability of the following members

entitled to all the benefits of the order, viz:

Claim No. 1218. Chas. J. Mills, of Charter Oak

lodge, No. 288, was Drowned July 19, 181*5.

Claim No. 1214. Henry E. Bailey, of Potomac lodge,

No. 7, died of Typhoid Fever, August :», 1893.

Claim No. 1215. George A. Pierce, of R. H. Wilbur

Ixidge, No. 884, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Feet, November 27, 1893.

Claim No. 1216. Joseph M. Fogarty, of Hill City

Lodge, No. 460, was killed in a Wreck, November 28.

1893.

Claim No. 1217. Chas. M. Decoo, of Falls City Lodge,

No. 103, died of Pericarditis, December 17, 1893.

Claim No. 1218. John Hownes, of Pride Lodge, No.

502, was killed by Engine turning over, December 17,

1893.

Claim No. 1219. W. H. Chappell, of Pride of the

West lodge, No. 6, died of Pneumonia, December 26.

1893.

Claim No. 1220. John K. Kennedy, of Eureka

Lodge, No. 14, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of l*g, December 31, 1893.

Claim No. 1221. W. C. McOuire, of Connecting Link

Lodge, No. 25, was killed by Jumping from Kngine,

January 3, 1894.

Claim No. 1222. H. B. Stockwell, of Clinton Lodge,

No. 34, was declared totally disabled by Partial Paral

ysis, January 9, 1894.

Claim No. 1223. William H. E. Lee, of Mineral

King I-odge. No. 129, was declared totally disabled by

injury to Back, January 10, 1894.

Claim No. 122-1. John F. FetherklU, of J. K. Gil-

breath Lodge, No. 264, was declared totally disabled

»y loss of Leg, January 10, 1891.

Claim No. 1225. John F. Manning, of Decoration

Lodge, No. 144, died of Piithisis Pulinonulls, Febru

ary 14. 1S94.

Claim No. 1226. Alfred Kirscta, of Ijifayette Lodge,

No. 293, was totally disabled by falling from moving

Train, January 16, 1891.

Claim No. 1227. John M. Keppert, of Pine Ridge

Lodge. No. 17, died of Liver and Stomach disease.

January 19, 1894.

Claim No. 1228. Eldrldge Mullinlx, of Patapsco

Lodge, No. 4:r2, was declared totally disabled by Tu

berculosis, January 23, 1894.

Claim No. 1229. Wencel Shefronic. of llawkeye

lodge. No. 27, was killed in a Railway Accident, Jan

uary 23, 1894.

Claim No. 1230. Edward F. Folsom, of Scioto Lodge.

No. 202, died from injuries by being Burned, January

21, 1894.

Claim No. 1231. Bert Fletcher, of Eureka Lodge,

No. 14, died of Typhoid Fever, January 26, 1894.

Claim No. 1232. A. Breecher, of Twin City Lodge,

No. 39, was declared totally disabled by Fracture of

Leg, February 1, 1894.

An assessment of Two Dollars ($2.00) has been

levied for the payment of the above claims, and you

are required to forward said amount for each manlier

whose name appears on the roll of membership

Mabch 1st, 1894, (also for all members having Uikcu a

withdrawal (limited or final) after February Lit,

and for all members who died or were totally disa

bled since ttiat date), said remittance to reach the

Grand Lodge not later than March 20th, 1894, as pro

vided in Section 50 of the Constitution. Any lodge

failing to make returns as above provided will stand

suspended from all the benefits of the order, as per

Section 52 of the Constitution.

Yours fraternally,

F. P. Saroent, G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Special Assessment Notice.

t IPPICE OK THE (iRASD IODGK, B. OF L. F., I

Teriu: Haute, Ind., February 1. 1894. J

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NO. 1, $0.75.

To all Subordinate Lodges :

Dear Sirs and Brothers :—You are hereby notified

that Special Assessment No. 1, amounting to seventy-

five cents ($0 75), has this duy been levied by the

grand lodge lor the Protective Fund to be used in

pacing the striking firemen on the Lehigh Valley

Itailroad who engaged in a strike, beginning Novem

ber lhth, 1893. and ending December 6th, 1893. under

the laws of our order. A majority of the lodgvs be

longing to the Brotherhood of locomotive Firemen

have voted to levy this special assessment, and the

will of the majority becoming the law, this levy is

made. (See Section 41, Page 16 of Constitution.)

This assessment is payable by all members whose

names appear on the rolls of membership on Febru

ary 1st. 1894, and must be paid to the Collector on or

before March 1st, 1894. Any member failing to pay

the foregoing assessment within the time specified

will stand expelled as provided by the laws of the

order.

. Collectors are required to deliver the fotvgoing as

sessment to the Receivers of their respective lodges

on or before March 2nd, and Receivers are required

to forward the same so as to reach the grand lodge

on or before March 10th, 1894.

Collectors and Receivers are required to make col

lection and returns of the above assewment in all

things ns provided by law for the collection and re

turns of assessments for the beneficiary departittenL

Collectors will receipt for ihis assessment oh the

usual foirn, as no special slips have been issued.

Yours fraU'rually,

F.P. Paikiknt. 'i.M

F. W. Arnold. <;. s. ahdT.
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Beneficiary Statement.

Orm*E<>l GRAND ttECUKTARY AMI TREASURER, t

Terkk Haite, Inh.. February 1. 1894. )

To 5lAwd*H<l'' hnlijn:

Si»s and Bxuiiikkk:—The following is a statement

of the Beneficiary fund for the month of January,
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By claims 1186, 1187, llxs, 1189, ngo, noi,

1192, 1193. 1191, 1195 1196, 1197, 1198, llb9, 1200.

1201, 1202, 12113, 1204, 1205 $30,000 00

. $16,693 75Balance on hand February 1, 1894

Respectfully submitted.

F. W. Arnold, (1. 8. and T.

What She II,ml-l Do.

As a woman standing all alone,

I humbly hope to shine;

I'm tiled (if the twaddle

Of the oak and Ivy vine.

I've seen too muiiy instances

Whce nature's law declining.

The vine did the " supporting,"

While the oak did all the " twining."

Before I'd marry a man and work

For his bread and my own.

Before I'd marry a man who'd place

Himself upon the throne,

And claim from me his " better half,"

Allegiance blind and mute,

I'd marry the merest ape and wait

For him toevolutel

— ll'om/in's Jotornai.

Time-tahi.ks for the kitchen are as important as

for the railroad, as the food that supports the system

must be baked or cooked by equal rule and care.

Every railroad man should see that Mn wife has a

copy of the Cleveland Baking Powder t'o.'s Cook

Book, as advertised on our last outside page in this

number. This is a most meritorious article, and we

! take pleasure in calling our renders' attention toil.

, Sent free upon receipt of suunps to pay postage.

A copy of Twentieth Century, New York: The Com

ing Nation. Ureensburg, Ind.; Nonconformist, Indian-

apolis, Ind.; The People. New York; Tom Watson's

People's Paper; St. Uiuis Labor: Brick Pomeroy's

Advance Thought ; Express Chicago, 111.; Missouri

World. Chillicothe. Mo.; Commoner, Wichita, Kansas ;

Advocate. Topeka, Kansas, and others Enclose 10

cents in silver to Hefortn Literature Company. Greens-

burg, Indiana.

We invite the attention of our readers to the adver

tisement of George R. Fuller, manufacturer of artifi

cial limbs, which appears in this issue. Mr. Fuller is

a reliable and thorough workman, and we have no

doubt his work will prove satisfactory.
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"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX."

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Covered n it li a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

B.nd postal for our valuable book, "Constipation."

An Educator!

" Simple Lessons in

Drawing for the Shop."

19 OBVILLE H. REYNOLDS.

(Chief Draftsman Northern Pacific By.)

PRICE, 50 CENTS.

ADDRESS.

DEBS PUBLISHING Co.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

A Scalded Engineer,

A Bruised Fireman,

A Sore-Handed Conductor,

A Chap-Handed Brakeman,

A Bleeding Switchman,

Will find a comforter and healer in a cleansing

and refreshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur Soap.

 

It Is not a fancy toilet soap, bnt a plain, ever; da;

remedy for the mechanic, the busy housewife, and

the children. No household should be without it

Ask your druggist for it ; he keeps it.

JUST PUBLISHED.

By ROBERT ORIMSHAW.

Containing nearly 1,300 questions and answers

concerning Designing and Constructing, Repairing

and Running various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post

and remind the engine runner, fireman and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK, FRESH FROM

THE PRESS. FULLY UP TO THE

TIMES. EVERY TYPE OF LOCO*

MOTIVE TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages ; filled with Cuts, Diagrams and

Illustrations. Tells all about the Locomotive in

language any school boy can understand. Difficult

problems made easy. A popular book for the masse*.

Price, $2.00,

prepaid to any address.

AGENTS WANTED.

We want an agent at every round house in the

country. Liberal commission and exclusive ageDcy

Sven. Several agents sold more than 60 roplrseaeh

e first week. SEND 50W for copy and full partic

ulars to

W. HENLEY £ GO.

Publishers.

ISO Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. *9i
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Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

andCet"OnTop."

"Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Pull of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

"New Catechism of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 500 engravings. Greatest book published.

Price, $3.50.

"Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the subject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.

"Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it unaer all conditions. Price, $1.00.

"Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

Firemen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginners.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, SO Cents.

"Alexander's Ready Reference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

"Twenty Tears with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. E.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

"Simple Lessons im, Drawing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A splendid book. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

fthould have it. Price 50 cents.

"Roper's Hand Book of the Locomotive," by Stephen Roper.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

"Locomotive Running Repairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

little book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

SEND ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine
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IMPORTANT.

 
In view of tlie prevent uncer

tainly of business, we have, de

cided to offer the. two works oj

Professor JV Hawkins upon easy

and liberal terms of payment to

the patrons of tlu: firemen's

Magazine and others, who will

furnish a reference, as to reliabil

ity, i. f., part of the ant with the

order when the books will be sent,

and balance monthly.

It is a proverb that " he stands

strongest who stands on his head**

—this has hem well illustrated in

the case of the. owner of these two

books. In the numerous changes

which have taken place in the past

half year, and which are still go

ing on, the practical knowledge which has been acauired

from the llawkins work* has enahUd many of tlietr pos

sessors to hold over in goixt positions where others have

been forced to resign.

The " fland-book of Calculations" {now selling in its

seventh thousand), and the " Maxims and Instructions

for the Boiler Room1' {now selling in its third thousutul),

are, educational umrks of the rarest value, and have al

ready, in scores and hundreds of instances, proved the

stepping-stone for permanejd advancement {Firemen to be

Engineers, Engineers to be Superintendents, etc.).

The "Calculations" teaches first, the principles on

which steam-engineering it founded, i. e , mechanical

philosophy, and beginning with the, figure one, proceeds

with rules, examples, and plain directions to the most es

sential problems relating to steam-engine/ring.

The " Maxims and Instmetions" teaches how to "fire"

with all kinds offuels and the different varieties of boil

ers ; gives details of construction and dimensions oflioil-

ers. It deals with tlie details and management of pipes

awl piping, steam-pumps, injectors, tanks, steam-heating,

plumbing, etc. The Ixtok has hundreds of definitions and

illustrations of appliances used in and about the boiler

room.

These books are each provided with a ready refercne*

Index, which renders their hundreds of practical sugges.

tions instantly available; hence, they are works of both in

struction and reference.

These two books arc each strongly and handsomely

hound in green cloth, with gold titles; they weigh over

fire poundsfor the, pair and are almost a lU>rary in them

selves. The price u $5.00 /or tlie. two, and 82.50 for a sin

gle volume, post or express prepaid to any part of tlie

world.

Parties wishing them on "part pajrments" will be in

formed of tlie terms upon application. Club rates also

given on application. Correspotutence solicited. We

furnish a dcscriplii^. cataloguefret-

Theo. Audel & Co.,

PUBLISHERS.

Office 3. 9i Liberty St., N. Y.

P. S.— Very many Master Mechanics of railroads have

bought the pair of these " noble hooks " ami found them

exoA-tty adapted to their department of railroad service.

LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
-BY-

ROBT. GRIMSHAW

1300 Questions and Answers

360 Pages.

ALL ABOUT REPAIRING AND ROWING THE

VARIOUS KINDS OF LOCOIflOTIVES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FOLLY - UP - WITH - THE - TimES.

Diagrams and Illustrations Galore.

PRICE, S2.00.

Address Orders to

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HAUTE. INDIflKfl.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. '
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Best Christmas Present

FOR A FIREMAN.

SINCLAIR'S LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE RUNNING

AND riANAGEMENT.

No Progressive Fireman can Afford to be without this Book. Price, $2.00.

OTHER BOOKS.

REYNOLD'S SIMPLE LESSONS IN DRAWING. Price, 50 cents.

HILL'S PROGRESSIVE EXAMINATIONS FOR ENGINEERS AND

FIREMEN. Price, 50 Cents.

WOOD'S COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES. Revised and enlarged l.y David

L. Barnes. Trice, $3.00.

Catalogues on application.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

EAST ORANGE, N. J.

Hleh

Arm

 

FREETRIAL

In yotir own noma

for 80 days with-

■ oul paying one

*Dt in advance; machin* to be n-tnriiwt

jt« ur expense It unsatisfactory. »o

I cake all risks, pay frt-lichu ship any-

' wbff, toa-yuri<\ in any quantify at

boletalr pr'rf< $•>■> Kenwood machine,

S4.M);t.V> Arllarlon. f JO.ill; $15 A. I m.--

J t-m.«17.S41l935I igh vm Gem,*I*. We *<-ll

l' HhOBEm *" make* and sty 1 s. fr in rbcuie-t $7.95

^'^^Vi^Bfjto ,HKt "Keaw-t.Kj," %2l.W, All atlach-

t*- 'J^^^^^^■■■eiii ■ free. Thus BibiitsT Woeld's F*i«

*tr*ut Awaartau <»Y«rl00,tf)0m win ua«. huydirrwtfrom laciory

Siv*i(*D'!iJair« profits, f at al*>"u«'i-D |ie*tinmnialsfree. Write

alma*, address (in Ml) CASH BUYERS' UNION.

158-164 W. VanBuren St., Dept. A223. Chicago, tU.

DRUNKENNESS

Thoroughly anil permanently cured by a vegetable

preparation. Destroys the appetite for liqu r in all

lu forms A positive cure If taken according to

instructions. No detention from business. Send

IUO for a supply, with full directions, sufficient to

cure any ordinary case. Address, C. E. FELLER,

K. D., ISO E. 7th St.. St. Paul. Minn.

Ufirr CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

Wirt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

<MH Cf\ ffcntfieOiford Inprorwl SINGER B*«-

2>IU"0U tog Machine, with a cwnplelo wet of •*■

- tuid fii*r»DM*d for \0ptart. Shipped any-

■fcrraon BDstCM'trtaL iK>**on*y r-<ju\rtd tn ad-

u*. ;.''«OiM*iam World's Fair Medal awar<U4.

Brrr from factory, ait duton* *o4 ar«nt,' profit.

WrlM te-rUy far our LARGE FREE CATALOGUE.

Oiiord Hfg. Co, W ffsbtth Are, Chicago, UL

 

MARRIAGE PAPER m"^Hp«"»c"i

aovtarriu. sMsm s»a*Tj« cvr. Hclsm*(o Hand *9 cwcaoo. liu

|MRS. WINSLOW'S
• FOR CHILDREN

f.r ..It by all Dnintl.n.

Soothing

syrup

teething -

as Cent. . bottls.

HOW'S THIS!

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any inee

of Catarrh that Cannot be cured by Hull's Catarrh

Cure. . F. .1. CHENEY <i CO., Toledo. Ohio.

We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney for

the last 16 years, and believe him perfectly honorable

in all business transactions and financially tabic to

carry out any obligations made by their firm.

West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. Ohio.

Waldincj, Kinsan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists.

Toledo, Ohio.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting

directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the

system. Testimonials sent free. Price, 75 cents per

bottle. Sold by all druggists.

A NEW SONG that is a Jewel; will plea<* all

who sing it; will please all who hear it: bring buck

fond memories of home and ino1 her and bedew thi

eves with tender recollections of the dear old Mmfls

she used to sing.
"THE SONGS MY MOTHER USED TO SDCf, •■

by El.us B. Harris Beautiful wrrdfl blended with a

harmony that will please everybody. Price, 40 ivnt*

Published by

E. It. KARRIS, Spooner, His.

JOSEPH LEICESTER ATKINS,

PATENT LAWYER

AND

Solicitor of U. S. and Foreign Patents,

Atlantic Building. 930 P. St.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

When addressing our advertisers mention tliis Magazine.
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TO FIREMEN'S WIVES AND DAUGHTERS!

Do you enjoy Music, Art and Flowers ? If so this will

interest you. The Publishers of American Nation are

anxious to secure hundreds of new subscribers. The

Magazine is of a musical and literary nature and offers

a delightful monthly treat to young and old.

Now if you will send 25 cents for a year's subscription

(which is just half the regular price l"the publishers will

also send you free as a premium, 302 VARIETIES OF

CHOICEST FLOWER SEEDS, a superb collection: 1«

beautiful pictures in six colors representing celebrated

works of art; and 163 pieces of latest popular music.

Bear in mind you get words and music—all for 26

cents. When you write be sure to mention this Jour

nal, and address your letter plainly < enclosing 25 cents

in silver, postal note or stamps), to A.HKRH i\ NA

TION CO., R. R. Dept., 122 Pearl St., Bo«ton. Mmm.

COOK REMEDY CO

U Blood Poison Ig_
permanently cured In 15 to S6 dayi

We eliminate all poison from the syi

Primary, I

'"ona- I

- orl
Tertiary I

" **y*.|

sys- I

tern, so that there can nerer be a |

return of the disease in any form. I

Parties can be treated at home as |

well as here, (for the same price and I

under the same guarantee,) but with I

those wbo prefer to come here, we I

will contract to cure them or refund I

all money and pay entlro expense of I

I coming, railroad fare and hotel bill*. \

OurMaglcRenedyMV.-nra

I Never Failed to cure the most ob- 1

I atlnate cases. W o challenge the world I

I for a case we can not cure. Since the I

I hiBtory of mediotne a true specific for I

I BLOOD POISONhas been sought I

I for but never found until our Magic I

] Cyphilene was discovered. We solicit I

the most obstinate cases and I

challenge the world for a I
case we cannotcure. Thindls- 1

ease has always baffled the Skill I

Of most eminent physicians.

$500,000 CAPITAL

I behind our unconditional guarantee. I

I Absolute proofs sent sealed on I

I application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

*— SOI Mwalc Toe»pl», Chkno, 111.

COOK REMEDY CO

D*l*L*A*V*H*U*j

Whooping Cough

Croup

Violent Coughs

Te.tenl oTer 40 T»nn.

EFFECTUAL AND HARMLESS.

60c. per bot. at druggists, or expressed from 6th

and Wood Sts., Philadelphia, to any address 60c.

REMEDY
 

FOLKS REDUCED

month bjr a barml««
U«»lmenv admin I ■■u-r- >.l

 

t»<feffwts; no JeUntlnn from bullae**; no it&rv-( \

log; no wriiiklc* or (tabblwu follow thU treatment It Impi

tat general health, clear* the akin, and b—irtlftn theeompfe

Eodofwcd by phyalelani and leading locletyladlea. Thon*and«c

Siprore*

lextoa.

eared.

PATIENTS TREATED BY MAIL

•onfidentlally. For particular* call, or addrtt* with 6c In lUmpa,

O. W. F. sityder, M. !>.,

S46MVICKERS THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

BLOOD POISON
When Mercury. Iodide of Fot&ssitim and I

I Hot Springs fall to cure, we will guarantee

I a cure or no pay. Can be no failure. Cure

I in 20 to 90 daj'8. Will contract to pay rail-

I road fare and hotel bills If we falL We

are incorporated, with large capital. Re

fer to Bradstreet'a. Everything sent seal

ed, in plain envelopes. Write for refer-

| encesandproofsfree. c.& work during ue.uneni. [

GUARANTEE REMEDY GO.

61 £ 52 neuter Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

We will send yon the MAR

VELOUS nod rxraiuxe

French Preparation,

CALTHOS

FREE I.? MAII., and a

legally executed guarant*.

thai CALTHOS will

REHTOKE your

HEALTH, STRENGTH AND VIGOR.

Use it Sfpay ifsatisfied.

Von Mohl Co., Importers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

 

&LJMBS
BEST LEG

Wood orBubbcT root

TDIICCCC Elastic Stockln

InUOoLO, Crutcbca, etc.

Catalogue Free. St rtte particulars.

clo. it. FULLr.n,

r. 8. Government Mfp. Dept.

Ho. AA KOt'ULSll:li,.\. V

r$50

 

tyitfid's "Fair Highest Awards
Medal and Diploma

on our INCUBATOR and

, BROODbR Combined.

'Old Reliable" hsae
ITyouar* laUrtMrd ia Poultry, li wilt

pay you to Mrad 4 «ot» lo atampa for our

72 MKe eatakrfu*, (Win2 valuable poluti

OB Poultry Culture. Address

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.

 

NATIONAL HOTEL.
J. H. BREWKR, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 183.)

102 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK."

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inucirj

promptly answered.)

 

positively FREE.

Our New ORGAN and PIANO IWOK.

Colored Portraits. Special Offere, and

fitll Particulars of all our famoua

ORCANS and gT

f Sold to anyone Bt« holesale price, for

Cnab or on Tenni lo .Suit.

»Oranna93*.5n. rianoaBlTA.OO.

«S"Wrlto to-day for this VALUABLE lsOOK.'M

mRNIQH £ m ■MwairM.anutatCT.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "
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$350 IN PRIZES!
■» GIUEN BY *

\lOCQftOTWE ^RttHUftUlG,

5 Beekman St.. New York,

For Improvements Suggested in Cab and Boiler Fittings

With three objects in view—yes, four. 1st, Safety of Engine

Crews, hundreds are scalded to death yearly. 2d, Convenience

in Handling Engine, too much discomfort now. 3d, Economy

of Running Repairs, don't we "grind in" too much? Oh, 4th,

To make the plans offered an attractive feature of our Paper, so

that you will subscribe and get more than your money's worth.

Diseases of the Air Brake System,

THEIR CAUSE, SYMPTOMS AND CURE,

By PAUL LYNNESTVEDT,

Fully Illustrated, will begin in the January number. The best

thing on Brakes yet written.

We have forty other new features for the year, more than we

can enumerate here.

Every subscriber who sends lis a $2 bill gets the largest and

'most interesting" Railroad Paper for a year and

^^THREE EDUCATIONAL CHARTS-^*

SAHPLE COPY FREE. CASH PREHIUMS TO CLUB AGENTS.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS AND $2 AND WE GUARANTEE THAT

YOU ARE WELL SATISFIED.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING,

ANGUS SINCLAIR,! 5 Beekman St.,

_. . -Editors.

JOHN A. HILL, J NEW YORK.

WHt* WVipn nHrlrrHusincr mir nrlvprticnre mpntinn this; Mntmzinp Tftll
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Yankee Hill. $60,000,000.

Is its Record,

CENTRAL

,.CJTY .

8$

BLACK

HAWK

Iffr

IDA

SPf\i

 

w

*a

From an tirea no greater than the city

of Washington stanls on. Gilpin county,

Colorudo.has prounced $6 ',00 ',000 in gold

in its history of thirty years. There in

not an area of similar extent that can

equal this record in the known world. It

is the strongest, richest and most perma

nent gold belt ever opened. Yankee Hill

Is a portion of this same great gold belt,

found on examination to be identical

In every respect with the present prodnc-

ing area of Gilpin. Yankee Hill Is a new

camp. Six month* ago it had neither

place nor record. To-day pay ore is lifted

out from more than fifty shafts within an

area of !V00 acres.

Three towns have sprung up like mag

Ic in the district; fifty stampB are already

pounding on its ores. Shafts and drift*

are running in every direction. Strikes

are reported almoBt daily : at three differ

^Vnffi^f^ cnt P°ints orL" bodies yielding ?*0O to WO

*-■§»-•« " in gold are reported. Capital is coming

^'wJ2}MI\,il///A in and oy the first of June 3,000 people

.( ij \hfpi' " '' V will be on the ground.

\V&™*WtytMf1#K The Whale, the General Ives fcnd Alice

Uti^V^ group of gold mines belonging to the Or

; -tiltf phan Boy Extension M. AM. Co. lie in the

very center of th's womlerful new gold

camp. The largest and richist body of

ore yet uncovered in the camp is at the

bottom of the 4* -foot shaft on the Whale

lode—eight feet of ore between the walls

The systematic development of thin

mine alone will he sufficient t" establish

the claim of Yankee Hill to the first place

among the new gold camps of the state.

This company has already begun extensive

development work. A f< rce of men has been

put on the Whale shaft and the necessary

_jisting machinery and buildings placed. A

body ofore for stopiug will be ready in sixty

days.

Meanwhile the question of the most success

ful method of tr alment is receiving atten

tion. Kxperimtnts in concentrating have

oeen repeatedly made giving the most satis

factory results, raising a $J> ore to $tt50.

The company has determined to erect

concentrating plant on the propeityin the

early spring. This plant will nave a capacity

of i5u loriB.

To raise the necessary funds to erect the

mill and keep up the work of development we

oiler ZO.OOtt shares of W hale stock at itic, and

2>M<0 shares of Orphan Boy Extension stock

at &C. in blocks of 100. or multiples of lOo, to

suit purchaser. This offer holdsgood fob

THIRTY DAYS ONI.T.

Fmni the February offerir g there are still a
few hundred shaves left. ri hese shares were

originally offered at loc and _3c, and will be

allotted to the first subscribers.

The lime to get into the most

Gold Mine In the State of Colorado at u,

floor rates is now.

*€SS

§MJ

DENVER ,
■ —— p^^^il^if.

t promising BSJOSitMI

o a( ground r J_\'^T Ho?

Stock rcRi-rved on tele.craph order. Send for a mjiy c,f die (Jold Niaiukt.

mining journal, copy of by-laws, maps, ore specimens, etc. Address

nut'fully illmtraled

Orphan Boy Extension M. & M. Co.,

No. 29 & 30 Kittredge Building, Denver, Cola

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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By Mail or Express,

FOR 75 CENTS.

We are large whole-sole manufacturers of Over

alls and Coats bearing the "Carhartt" brand.

These goods are designed and made especially

from suggestions made to us by members of the

Brotherhood.

To introduce them to many members to whom

their excellent qualities are unknown, we will for

a short time send mil charges, paid), to any one

who will show them and help us increase their

side, one or mure garments made of the best blue

d*-nims upon receipt of tin' following prices (pro

vided your clothing dealer does not keep them on

sale) :

Overalls—(any size) $ .75

Overalls—(with apron) 85

Apron Overalls—(with elastic in the sus

penders) 1.00

Sack Coats—(perfect fitting, to match) . . .85

Sack Coats—imade of blue and white

Amoskeag check) 75

In ordering, give waist measure ami inseoxn (crotch to heel) for overalls, and foreoats, the breast meam re

under amis, saying whether regular or long sleeves are wanted. Address all letters plainly to

HAMILTON CARHARTT & CO., Detroit, Mich.,

479, 481, 483 and 485 Michigan Ave.

Samples of cloth and self-measurement blanks sent free to any address, provided this Magazine i&

mentioned. This ulso includes Linen tape measure.

fiay, Joe. why the devil don't you get a suit of over

ail* from that Detroit firm that advertises in our .Jour

nal, fttine as I do. men yciu won't have i" go around

looking like a tramp with those Jim Crow duds on'.'

OVERALLS FREE

THE

FIREMEN'S

FRIEND—

That never tears,

rips, or leaves him

in the lurch—

Tue Sweet, On l Go.

QTEBgLL.

ft. R, tata wear them

tad one writes:

The Great Union Overall Manufacturers of the World are

SWEET, ORR & CO.,

But everyboay does not wear overalls, so it must be remembered that this firm makes

tbe beet pants, the best shirts and the best wearing sack coats that are made.

N. B.—Everything guaranteed never to rip. If your local dealer does not keep our

goods, do us the favor to writ>» direct.

Offices anil salesrooms:

NEW YORK CITY. CHICAGO, ILL. NEWBURGH, N. Y.

 New York, 1

June 5, 1893. f

Stnprf, Orr & Co.:

Dear Sirs:—I have been

wearingyour make of over-

elothes for fourteen years,

and never hnd any of them

to rip or any buttons to fall

off. I am satisfied that I

get full value for my

money. Hoping you will

accept this as my apprecia

tion of your goods.

Yours respectfully.

Frank AUSTIN,

497 Lex. Ave., N.Y,

Member of New York City

Division, 103, B. of L.E.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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A LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER .

Testifies (o His Cure of Rupture. Tin- Cmiafaiit jar of a Loco

motive Is one of i ln> Severest Tests thut can be Applied

to a Keceutlv Cured Case.

Rotterdam June., Schenectady Co., If. Y.

After suffering a number of years from a painful Rupture, I went v>

the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo. While there, I

submitted to an operation which was not painful. It was done without

chloroform, ether or any dangerous anaesthetic. Under the skillful treat

ment of their specialists and the very close and kind attention of their

nurses, in less than a month, I left the Institution feeling like a new

man. I have every reason to believe that the Hernia will never return.

and that I am permanently cured. It is a great relief to go without »

truss. Very respectfully,

F. w. Frost, Esq. F. W. FROST.

We refer, by permission, to many prominent people in every State, whom we have eure<l

of Rupture or Hernia. Of these wo can, for lack of room, only append the following:

J. H. Rlcini-r, Ztnn. WK: R- M. Folk. Spuria, N. J. ; Ed. ('. Stiilh. Augusts. Os. ; It, Gallanit, nranp-i llle Mill.

Harry Co., Mich.; C. E. (lark, Sec'y II. L. T. ft S. I). Co.. Hutlalo. N. Y.; Hon. E. I,. Clnlip. B. lchirtown. Mm,

John F. Harper. North Solon, Cuyahoga Co., o. : W. S. Raber, Port Allegany, Pa.; R. Bruloni, Wm onronin.

Olwgo Co., N. Y.: Mrs. E. M. Cutler, Huflulo Prairie. R. I. Co., Ilia.; Miss V. M. Thomas. Albion, liul.; Mrs. \V. A.

Kirnian. MrXlro, Mo.; Mrs. Jp'sl- Martin, No. 5U7 William St., Rome, N. Y. ; Jos. A. Martinet, Muckey, Iowa; < lu

ll. I'ulsller, Yamiouthvllk-. Me.

Then

Hernia (Breach) or Rupture, even if old and large, i*

speedily and radically cured in every case undertaken by our spe

cialists, without dependence upon trusses, and without danger.

9G7 cases of Rupture cured at the Invalids' Hotel, in iti!)3.

no longer any need of wearing clumsy, awkward, chafing old trusses. There

RUPTURE.

is no safety in any kind of a truss, for there is constant danger of the Hernia sud

denly becoming strangulated and resulting in death.

Varicocele, or false rupture, and Hydrocele are per

manently cured by new and painless methods.

An illustrated" Treatise on Rupture, Varicocele, or Hydro-

cele,sent to any address ou receipt of ten cents.

WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

No. 6«3 Main Street, BUFFALO, X. V

VARICOCELE.

iWAddress all letters to

V-

|# RAILWAY THE

 

Wl
M

In
INDIAtJAPOLlSjriD.

K.PELLIS, Sec.

WHEEL
Of progress too often Ijecomes the Wheel of Destruction.

ami at such times the possession of a. staunch trn*-

friend, to whom the

RAILROADER'S FAMILY

Can appeal in their sorrow, is the greatest boon on oarth

Such a friend is the RAILWAY OFFICIALS ANO EM

PLOYES' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION, of Indianapolis.

whose unparalleled crowth during the past year, snow

ing an increase of

$21,000,000,00

Over tl>e previous season, unanswerably demonstrnje*

its overwhelming popularity with the Railroaders of

America.

THINK OF IT!
If you should get caught in that fatal acefdnil which

visits so many noble men, and leave nothiiu? to tout

dear ones, what would become of them? A Certificate

of Membership in the- RAILWAY OFFICIALS AMD

EMPLOYKH' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION is »s *afe

and certain as a landed estate, and the relief it feeures to

the bereaved family is flashed over the wires the very mo

nii'iit the news of* n stroke of misfortune reaches th<-

Home Office. No Sensftde Railroader longer doubts Ji

his duty to enrry first-daw Accident Insunmce. IV> ui>t

postpone until "it is too late, but take a membership

with us

: NOW :

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.'
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Don't Forget That the

Brotherhood Overalls

Are NOT Made by Chinamen,

Are NOT Made In "Sweatshops."

But are made by the BEST PAID

WHITE LABOR In the Business.

Tln-v arc made by a Brotherhood man, and were

officially endorsed fry the B. of L. F. Convention at

otinnnati. September, 1892. If no dealer keeps

Ih. in in y.mr town, insist upon getting them. The

driers anywhere will handle them if the Brothers

will w*irt. Won't YOU insist on the Brotherhood

tnvralls made by H. S. PETERS,

Hinsdale St., Brooklyn.

Lwlge No. 3, B. of L. F. Div. 419, B. of L. E.

The "WORKER'S"
The New 25 Cent Suspender. Made for Ac

tive Men. IT PAYS to wear it.
 

PATENTED NOV. 29, '92.

It is the simplest, rompletest. most comfortable

and most serviceable low-cost suspender made.

Easy on Buttons.

Does not Slip Down on the Shoulders.

Has no Rubber in Web to Induce Perspiration

Has a great stretch in back Elastic Graduated

Cord.

Holds Trousers up Firmly.

It has just been put on the market and your dealer

may not have it. but ask him. If lie does not, send

25 cents in stamps for a sample pair. Say if you

like biack.

Chester Suspender Co.,

6o Decatur Ave., Roxbury, /lass.

Umlway Watches
Hampden 1 "-jewel adjusted movement in Dueber gold filled open face ease, warranted

20 yearn, S20.JK). .Sent by express prepaid on receipt of amount or sent C. 0. D. Exam

ination allowed on receipt of 50 cents.

Solid i 4 Karat Gold Chain, $io.oo.

Solid gold emblem pins and buttons of any order, 95 cents.

CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

I-ELY'S CREAM BALM-CleansestheNasall

Gives Relief at once for Cold in Head.

I Apply intn thr XoKtrils. It ia Quickly Absorbed.

|s0c Druggists or by mail. ELY BROS., 56 Warren St., N.T.|

JfLV
|Passa«es, Allays "Pain and "Inflammation, Heals ^mWffAu rM

I the Sores, Restores Taste and Smell, and Cures ■"-
oojl

B-ftTO

M ATIIDT'C PIIDP FflR The Wosdebful Kola Plant (HIMAIYA), discovered by
If H I UnC O UUnC run African Explorers on the Congo Biver, West Africa, fa

•m s^aaaaa ■■■ m. ■AIORK'S SURECUBEfor ASTIint. No Pay until Cured,

J% |LJ l^HJUJl **% and l'o*iti><- (um «. ,i:ir;.nl. < <t. Importing Oflice,

■Aa^ I 1P^ IWI #*A No. 1164 Broadway, New York. 1 or Uook and Lance IKKK

• •w ■ ■ ■ ■ » ■ M m Trial Case, sent by Mail, address, Central Office Kola

Importing Co., No. 132 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. I
FREE ON TRIAL. CC/1S'* NevJorkWorld an* Philadelphia iYM^JMay laud 19, lsyO; also |

J ("VvifKin Observer an-I JttdUal Journal, April 9, 1890. Tin- Christian Evangelist. Hay 30, 1890, says editorially :

I Ida Plant i* a jfif i director Uod, to safferera \i. i Asthma, and His blessing will reu upon Stanley and associates, explorers I

|_wllb€ Dart Owdotnt. It la an oofalllng core fc. Asthma." Qj* Rcieibcra fim Pay Until Cored. I

' When flddrpssinc r-nr nrlvprtisprR nipntinn Mi is Mncnzinp.
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1884 S. N. CLARKSON & CO.,

The Railroad Jewelers,

 
182 STATE ST.,

CHICAQO. ILL.

We are the

Leaders in

Low Prices

Fine Watches,

for Diamonds, and

Solid Gold Jewelry.

Our catalogue is gotten up expressly for consumers. Goods of any

description sent C. O. D. approval. Agents wanted.

We are the only railroad jewelers who have received testimonials for

our Special Watches from the different Locomotive Brotherhood Divi

sions in Chicago.

®W" Our Illustrated Catalogue sent to any address In tlie United State* upon application.

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

I'nparslh'led List of Award,. Free Illustrated Catalogue.

Hon. Wade Hamiton (Ex-Senator from Virginia), writes: "Wore

log G years. I commend yonr workmanship cordially.*'

Francis Fessenden. Brig, and Itvl. Maj. Uen'l V. S. Army. "I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John Connerv, Conductor B., N. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. IlAifMtT, Conductor N. Y., L. E. <Si W Ry. " I would not part

with artificial limb for rive times its cost.'

Bend description of your case.

 

C. -A, FREBS,

Established 26 Tears.

781 Broadway, New York,

Branch Office, 10G Fifth Ave., cor. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

 

FIRE UP!

FIREMEN!

You have a furnace in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

 

1ST. JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, 8PRAINS, BRUISE8, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS.

STIFFNESS, SWELLINCS, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. Warranted Not to Chafe the 8tump.

Largest Firm In the United States.

Received Gold Medal and Diploma at the World's Fair.

The Inner Socket, seen outside the limb In cut. Is made over a plaster cast of the

stump, giving an exact fit, being held permanently upon the stump by elastic last

toned to lacer above, and In act of walking, moves up and down in the Outer Socket,

bringing nil the friction between the two sockets. Instead of between the stump aad

the socket, as is the case in all single and wooden socket limbs. With our SLII*

SOCKET the most tender and sensitive stump can be fitted and limb worn with |ar

feet ease and comfort. Endorsed and purchased by U.S. Government Send for

our New Catalogue with Illustrations.

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

323 Nicollet Ave.. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN

nniwrm ornnra ( M Adams 8treet, Dexter Building, CHICAQO. ILL.
Bnawuti utriut>3 , 0alifornia Midwinter Exposition, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

 

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.'
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HEROES OF PEACE!

They are Greater Than The Heroes of War !

AND DESERVE PRAISE.

How the Devoted Lives of Railroad

Engineers are Beset on Every

Side and How to Escape Some

of the Worst Dangers.

It 1* a mistake to suppose that heroes only die upon the battlefield.

The daily battle of life sees more heroes, is full of more pathos, has things more terrible than thegreatest

struggle between thehostsof war. In the patient suffering, cheerful resignation, fidelity to duty, we bc-

hoM heroes as lofty, as lovely and as worthy as any ever exhibited by the soldier.

We are here reminded that among the fighters in the battles of peace, the engineer stands forth promi

oenlly as the embodiment of the heroic. We read, only the other day, of the engineer of a wrecked train

mutilated and in great agony, and in intense darkness, crawling along the slippery track, lantern in hand.

to warn an approaching train against danger. Such instances of devotion are innumerable, but tli>-

thoughtful recognize the spirit of heroism which is made manifest by the stories and understand how ter

rible is the menuil and physical strain with which the railroad man has to deal.

la It at all wonderful that with the constant jar, the irregular hours, irregular meals, the care, the re

sprauibllity, to say nothing of the labor itself, many men break down? Is it at all wonderful that they

look lorhcTp which will relieve their nervous system of Its cares, which will place life and health uport

* sure foundation ?

Hundreds of engineers and railroad men have found a remedy which Is precisely suited to their needs,

which will counteract the evil effects that the constant jarring anil jolting has had upon their kidneys.

and which will tend to keep them in health, in strength, and prolong their lives. A few of the names of

those who have discovered this secret are given herewith:

Mr A (i. Dingwall, of Salt Lake City, says: " I do not hesitate to recommend to locomotive enginemeu

or others who may suffer from the effects of hard riding on any kind of rolling stock, Warner's Safe Cure-

Hare had trouble of this kind myself, and know that Warner's Safe < 'urc is most efficacious in its action ou

the kidneys, I know of other railroad men who have great faith in it for any of the inconveniences iv

milting from riding long distances on rough riding engines, and have always resorted to its use for cold ii>

•hoaUlers, back or side. 1 carry a bottle of it on my engine with me all the time, and my faith in its

lower to give relief lias never yet been shaken. My advice toenglnemen who may occasionally be afflicted

with any of the Ilia that arise from riding in hard riding engines is, try Warner's Safe Cure, and pereeven-

withit, and the result will be most gratifying to you."

i.eorgc F. Anderson. f>H Olive street, St. Louis, Mo., says: " I am a conductor on a Missouri street rail

way. Before coming to this work I was a brakeman on the Missouri Pacific H. R., and had to give uj*

work because 1 had kidney trouble. 1 was so bad at times that I could notwulkthe length of the car

without having to sit down and ease the pain in my back. 1 was obliged to give up my position and look

r.r something that would not be so tiring. A couple of weeks after 1 accepted my present situation. 1

lnund that the jolting of the street cars was about as bad us the others, and my kidney trouble returned.

An old conductor on the line told me to use Warner's Safe Cure. I stuck to the medicine faithfully an't

managed to hold my job. 1 have not had a day's sickness this winter."

A. Coleman, Buffalo, N. Y. (N. Y. C. A H. R. R. R. Engineer), declares: "Some six years ago I was

tfflictcd with neuralgia and constant pains in my side and back. I commenced using Warner's Safe (^ure. I

had finished two bottlers with marked improvement in my case, but kept at it until I had used over twenty

tmltlcs. I was so bad at one time that I could not bend my knee to pick up anything. lam sure that

without the use of your Warner's Safe Cure I would be in my grave to-day. 1 can daily attend to m>

business on the road now, free from pain and a well man."

James M. Duuden, Fitchburg, Mass.. asserts: " I have been an engineer on the Kitchburg Ry. for tw«>

y^art. was fireman on the some road for three years. About five years ago I was troubled with my kid

neys snd bladder so bad that it was almost impossible for me to urinate. I was so bad that I hadtostoj>-

work a number of times. I saw Warner's Safe Cure advertised, got a bottle and commenced taking it. I

^mtitiued its use and am now in perfect health."

(rforgc E. Thomas. C. E., 478 Calumet avenue, Chicago, 111., states: " My husiness as civil engineer, iiit

connection with railroad work, recessitates almost constant traveling. The result wns disease of the kid'

oty« which gave mo great trouble. The use of Warner's Safe Cure entirely cured me."

Mr. Horace A. Hamilton, of Worcester, Mass., says: "My life as n railroad engineer produced disordered

liver and kidneys, constant pain in the back, etc. At times I could not void urine for forty-eight hours.

and thai high colored with brick dust and albuminous deposit. When all other medicines failed a few

bottles of Warner's Safe Cure made me well so that now I am all right. My wife was afflicted with troubles.

r*«-uluir to her sex, and Warner's Safe Cure acted like magic in restoring her to health and strength."

Huch ftat'iments speak for themselves. They show that for railroad and traveling men there is nothing

which sn preserve* the health and prolongs the life as Warner's Safe Cure. They show conclusively that

wtatthisgreat remedy has done for others it Is able to do again, perhaps for you. Hear in mind, "there

l» 'Ungtr In delay ! "

■bbbT" When nrldiT'Sfiincr our advprtise.rs mention this Matrazine.
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HIGHKST AWARD AND MKDIL WORLD'S COIXMBIAS CXftAlTMB

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR ENQINK WORK

**«" Firemen should be Careful and Avoid Imitation*.^*

l»KICKS REDVCKU FOB I8$»4.

For this year prices lo firemen [im agents) will be

pound I Mixes, per dozen, $$. Three pound pails, per dot

$.1. Vive pound pails, >'7..>« per doten.

&*j Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed KcK'k prices an- her* given to tin-men as agent* tod

tiny 'iinnoi and mux) nol expeel lo buy from acalm -.1

tliese prices, Samples sent free on application. Addrwc

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

69 Franklort St. New York. 88 Market SL Chici;:

BURNISHINE
The Most Marvelous Metal Polish in the Worll

Will Prodw

Especially Adapted to Hot .Metals.

Most Brilliant Lustre to Brass, Copper.

Zinc, Bteel, Etc.

- 1 ■ I :< • l VI. PRICES Tu K I i :

One i n-l Imixcs. Ri.00 perdoxen; oni'-half

Si j. )., t iln/i i] ; rlvc pound pails, flM per dozen. *

Send , ji-ti with i'iiiIi order. Money will 1 *; refunded H

Polish is ihiI sutlsfactorj .

i in ,,,,j|,i ot lo cents In postage stunpt,wt will Ml

'J oz. box prepaid.

J. C. PAUL & CO.,

121 Luke St. Chicago, 111.

REGALIA
For Brotherhoods of

FIREMEN, ENGINEERS,

CONDUCTORS, BRAKEMEN, Etc

SEND FOR PRICE LIST TO THE

M. C. LILLEY «* CO., Columbus, Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Military and Society Goods, Railroad Caps and Uniforms.

•WPlease Mention this Mn(p»?.ine.~sn

*IO.oo -for oi^cs^rir

^^ssjs^tsmitsSSt
 

, or qualify

to uki""£1/ a0"" Mechanical Engineer or Draughtsman;
U charge of, or to superintend the manufacture of machinery bydevotingvour idle

hours to Home Study by the method of THE CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOL OF MECHANICS. Scranton, Pa. To begin, students need

only know how to read and write. Moderate Charges. Send for FREE Circular.

1 When addressing our advertisers mention this Maeazine."WB
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CASTNER & CURRAN,

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York. 308 Walnut St, Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston. 36 Main 8t., Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchnrch Ave., London, England,

The FtH-aliontuK Coal is acknowledged by nil

railroads thai have used it to be the best American

rfkil for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

mill rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

*hi>un by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 188.1. Since that time

|Kp out-puts have increased over 1,200 per cent, be

yond all precedent, amounting during 1892 to 3,000,-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

iOOO.000 ton*. We are therefore prepared to till all

order? with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New York.

Bullitt Building, 139 Sonth Fourth St., Philadelphia.

19 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

shipments Last Year, 3,500,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

S«w York. Eureka Pier. Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

-OF-

FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, GERMANY.

American office, 15 Cold St., New York.

Represented by Thomas Pbosser & Son,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty-live years the " Krupp

Tire" has proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article is wanted which will give satis

faction, get KRL'PP'S.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

Valve OH-
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee*

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-eoinbintf ol

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Olb

for railroad use, Bewake of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FIIANKLIN, PA.

' When addrPRfiinc nnr ndvprtisprs mpntinn this Mncrnzinp
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all steel

SpringSeat

Rough Riding Made Smooth by Using This Seat.

In the manufacture of these seats we use only the finest tempered Steel Sprral Sprinps, heavy, b<ui<t

Hteel bottom friiine, anil tinned steel woven wire fabric surface. Our seats have been used in locomotive*

engines for years, and are endorsed by engineers and firemen in all parts of the country.

Mode in any size or shape desired. Tsual size, 18 in. wide 'Jt in. long. When ordering pleane give

your weight.

Price per seat not over 24 inches long, $2.00. Terms, C, O. D. or cash with order.

SMITH & HACCARD COMPANY,

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Aves., Chicago, ID.

We refer by permission to the following users: D. J. Crowlev, Engineers. F. & \V. Ry., 16 Junes Si .

Savanah, Ga.; John Horton, Engineer. Grand June., Colo.; Wm. Malloeh, Eng. G. T. Ry., Belleville, Ont.

■CHAS. MILLEB, President-

Galena Oil Works, Limited.

FRANKLIN, PA.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty years have demon

strated the fact that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze In the-

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon n large majority of the railway*

of this country. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to tne»

Pacific coast and ou one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climate* am*

all temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil. which is in exclusive use upon a large ma

jority of the leading railroads of the country.

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

^^ DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

No. 2 Improved Cylinder Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

■When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. ^M
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United States Metallic Packing Co.

PERFECTED METALLIC PACKING

FOR

LOCOMOTIVES

AND

STATIONARY

ENGINES,

SAVES LABOR.

In Use on over 300 Railroads in all Parts of the World.

Send for Catalogue.

435 North Broad St., Philadelphia.

IF YOU RUN AN ENGINE

You want to know about the

HANCOCK

LOCOMOTIVE

INSPIRATOR

Adapted to

STANDARD FITTINGS.

It is the most reliable and efficient apparatus for feeding locomotive boilers that has

ever been applied. Reliable under the most exacting conditions, and wiil work perfectly

where others fail.

In use on fifty railroads, giving satisfaction. We shall be glad to send any man inter

ested in locomotive engines, circulars and full information. A postal card secures it.

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

K* When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sole Patentees and Makers of

Self Acting-Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE.—There are many injectors which will

work well when the conditions are favorable. This

Injector is designed to work well under all condi

tions and is, therefore, the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF.

IT WILL ADJUST iTSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it

can be regulated, therefore, to work continuously

for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a sim

ple lever motion which readily starts and stops

its action.

t&* When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. ~^t
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JtU GENUINE

iNCOTSt MANUFACTURES

»r»p. oua

REC.JRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. Limited

2 2 00Washington Ave,Philadelphia..Pa.

original manufacturers of phosphor-

Bronze in theUnited States and Sole

•ill
lYriiiii

-T JII'lTO • 1 J'lTr 4 3

Pittsburgh Locomotive and Car Works, ""^^fc
 

LOCOnOTIVE ENGINES FOR BROAD OR NARROW GAUGE ROADS

From Standard Designs, or according to Specifications, to Suit Purchasers.

Tanks, Locomotive or Stationary Boilers Furnished at Short Notice. - -

A. *r»w*BT. I'res. D. A. Wightman, Supt. Wilson Miller, Sec. and Treas.

HOOKS LOCMnOTIYE WORKS,

Dunkirk, N. Y.

 

Compound

Locomotives

For

Passenger

And

freight

Service.

Builders of Locomotive Enirines for any required service from our own designs or those of purchaser*

rerfect interchdiigeabiHly mid all work fullv guaranteed.

If. L Hi.nman, Prest and Treas. R. .1. Gross, Vice Prest. T. M. Heql'KMBol'RQ, Sec'y

David Russell, Sup't. H. Tandy. Ass't Sup't.

JOHN S. COOKE. Prest. and Genl. Man.

FRED W. COOKE, Vice Prest.

. BEKDAN, Secy and Treas.

1'aterson, New Jersey,
■tw Toik Office,

tf Broadway.

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth Locomotive and Machine Co.)

PA.TERSOTf. XEW JERSEY.

t& When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "®8
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EDWARD ELLIS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS, Vice-President and Treasurer.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent.

A. P. STRONO, Secretary.

Schenectady * L:ocoii}otiVe ~ Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

Showing an Economy of 18 to 20 Per Cent. In Fuel and Water.

===ANNUAL CAPACITY, 400= -

ESTABLISHED 1831

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 1,000.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted to every variety of service, nnd built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like all

parts of different engines of same class, perfectly interchangeable. Hroad and Narrow Gauge, Locomotives ;

Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air: Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compouod Locomotives,

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, Pa.

9&" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine, "^i
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SOCIALISM SCIENTIFICALLY CON

SIDERED.

BY JOSE GROS.

By the scientific we mean the natural, the

precise, the correct. Science is specialized

philosophy in concrete forms, applied phil

osophy, and hence the application of truth

to all the forces and forms in nature.

S;ience embraces two grand departments,

the physical and the moral. Social science

is therefore the culmination of all scientific

or philosophic thought, the finality of all

knowledge, the ultimatum of all truth in

connection with all human activities on the

face ot the planet, since it must rest on

moral perceptions of the highest order; be

came what arc the mere physical or me

chanical developments of the universe

without intelligent beings able to appreci

ate them? And intelligent beings are so

cial creatures. Society is indispensable to

the full development of the individual en

dowed with intelligence. Without inter

course with each other men on earth would

toon become very stupid. The greater the

intelligence, as we know it here below, the

greater the intercourse needed, or at least

the more intimate the relations, and the

more finished the social forms of the whole

group.

We are then justified in asserting that if

we need a science in physical conditions,

we do need it more still in social relations.

Also that such a science shall be far more

important than any other. Hence it will

need, not only the mere mechanical adjust

ments of any other, but also the moral and

ethical adjustments indispensable to the

individual and collective joys and duties of

the intelligent beings in question.

r-ocial science means then a science of

moral and ethical developments conducive

to the building up of universal manhood.

If it is not that then it is no science at all.

I<et us now see if the cardinal conceptions

of Socialism and the details by which they

are to be realized correspond to moral and

ethical principles. If they don't, Socialism

shall stand self condemned as a practical

combination, no matter how much credit

we may be willing to give to many of our

socialistic friends for good intentions and

desires in the suppression of our present

wrong social system.

The central thought of socialism seems

to be as follows; to suppress rent, interest

and profits. That would leave nothing but

labor earnings, wages, natural wages it you

like, in opposition to our past and present

slavery or monopoly wages. No socialist

can hate our present wage system more

deeply than the writer and the men of his

school of thought. We are down with all

wages ruled or determined by King Monop

oly. We are working for natural wages,

determined by the whole product of labor.

We are one with the socialists on that point

anyhow. Only we go a little farther than

socialists. We want wages determined al

so by laws of freedom, by principles of

ethics, by each individual worker in fact,

without the interference of any boss, pri

vate or public, self-elected or elected by the

people.

Even if we should grant the possibility

of some improvement in wages either di

rectly or indirectly emanating or fixed up

by public bosses, even then you have a man

between each worker and his wages or earn

ings, a fallible being, a being subject to

temptations because of greater power than

many of his fellow beings. We have had

experience enough on the subject to see

that the law of freedom is apt to sutler

from any such process.

Add to the above difficulty the one aris

ing from that equalization of wages, one of

the pet ideas of socialism. There we come

across with a great injustice. Suppose that

young men should leave school at eighteen

to commence their industrial life. Why

should such chaps earn, for at least five or

six years, as much as men who have, in the

same occupations, acquired the skill result

ing from ten, twenty, thirty years experi
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once in the same branch of industry, com

merce, profession, etc.? We are not in fa

vor of any great inequalities in labor earn

ings. Jieyond a certain point such inequal

ities involve great injustice. Yet, shall we

rush into the other extreme and evolve in

justice in another form ? Equity repudi

ates all extremes because they all represent

unnatural deviations from grand positive

facts embodying some central truth.

What we can call the socialistic wage sys

tem is then far from scientific, ethical or

natural.

Let us now meditate on the suppression

of rent, interest and profit, the grand de

sideratum of our socialistic lriends.

We don't believe in monopolistic rents

any more than in monopolistic interest or

profits. They all can be suppressed through

processes extremely simple, and without

having to resort to the complex parapher

nalia that Socialism involves. Our readers

know our conceptions about rent, so we

shall skip that and take the question of

interest.

Suppose two workers, Frank and Paul,

the former twenty vears old, the latter

forty years of age. if Frank, in two years'

labor, has created $1,000 surplus value,

above his receipts from labor earnings or

wages, Paul must have created, at least, say

$12,000 surplus value, because he has worked

twenty-two years, and by that much has he

advanced the general comfort of the com

munity. Unless we increase our stock of

wealtli, year after year, we become poorer

because of increased population and needs,

etc., etc. Socialism would most unjustly

equalize the two capitalistic workers in

question in the matter of interest, besides

that of wages. And please don't forget

that while we can and should suppress cap

italism, the loafing or scheming capitalist,

and so interest in that direction, we nei

ther can, in ethics, nor should, if we could,

suppress by force the working capitalist

or the interest due to him, interest or

profit. Except in gambling operations pro

fit is but a little higher interest than the

usual, owing to some peculiar and passing

coincidence that may to-day favor John

and to-morrow Peter, etc., and such profit

is not going to hurt anybody.

The socialistic equalization of interest to

which we have referred, or its total sup

pression if you like, that would be the con

fiscation of the capital of the working capi

talist. Is there any moralitv or equity in

that?

And what about the annihilation of the

loafing capitalist by paying him in full for

the capital we would takefromhim? There

we have an extremely funny conception.

To take away my plough worth $10 or my

factory worth $10,000,000 and pay me in full

for that, is to give me the power to buy an

other such factory or plough for me to use

as I did with the former one. If you don't

■■pay me in that way you don't pay me in

full, and socialism could not do that any

more than socialists could lly. And is there

any equity in paying me for my capital in

such a way that I could no longer use simi

lar tools according to my own natural free

dom in production and commerce ? < if

course not. And that is the way that so

cialism would pay me for my capital. Would

that payment be anything but a clear farce?

When there has been any form of rob

bery anywhere, even if legalized by law,

such robbery must be followed by restitu

tion, never by compensation. Compensa

tion means that I had no right to take away

the wealth or opportunity in question.

Compensation is an emphatic denial of free

contract.

Absence of free contract, absence of trade

and so the destruction of the legitimate

earnings of trade, because of the labor it

involves and the impulse it gives to pro

duction and the accommodations to all con

sumers—that aberration of socialism we

have now no time to develop in all its great

connections to industrial phenomena and

must be dropped for a future article. Also

the item that the socialistic idea of sup

pressing rent, the economic one, would

evolve a host of inequalities in the social

organism, inequalities of the worst type.

And that in the midst of a regime which

would attempt to establish equality in im

possible forms, because mathematical, or in

mechanical developments. There is noth

ing natural, nothing ethical, nothing scien

tific in such equalities. What we do find

in nature and corresponds to ethical onler

is: "Equality of opportunities for all.

healthy development blended with variety

in gifts and forms of beauty." And that is

the kind of variety we can and should

evolve among men. Any other class or

form would be useless, monotonous, insipid,

unscientific, unjust!

We have now reached the point with

which we propose to close this article. Is

it right to give to a majority the power to

decide everything, or pretty near, as social

ism involves? Truth, honesty and moral

law seem to be elements in life which not.

even a majority can change. The whole

course of human history proves that major

ities are often wrong. Whatever power we

are forced to leave to a group of men, it

must be left to a majority, because minor

ity rule is despotism, and experience teaches

that even the best men degenerate under

the temptations of power. To be sure, even

majority rule is apt to breed despotism,

but there we have greater competition

among rulers and that competition is a sav

ing element, provided we limit the power

of the majority to a few cardinal elements
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with but one aim, viz.: That of enforcing

e<|Ual rights, leaving all else free to individ

ual initiative and to the natural, normal

^pirations of the generic man.

The preceding sentence embraces the

science of government because of its extreme

simplicity. All science is essentially sim

ple. Is there any simplicity in socialism?

The majority with power to do pretty near-

lv even thing' Is not that complication

run crajtv? Aud what about the moral or

der?

Stop only to consider the following

thought: If it is wrong for 1'eter to con

trol John's capital when the latter prefers

to control it himself, is it right for .">1 Peters

to do the same with 4!i Johns? Where is

the science of any such process? Where is

the ethics? And that is but a Rmall por

tion of the questions our friends must sat

isfactorily answer before they prove that

there is anything ethical or scientific in the

socialistic programme.

THE ECONOMIC BASIS OP SOCIAL

ISM.

BY Wll.FRKD P. BORLAND.

The divergencies of Karl Marx from the

orthodox political economy begin at the

piiint where he claims to have discovered

not only a relative but an absolute measure

of value, and it is upon the correctness of

this measure of value that the integrity of

the whole theory of modern scientific so

cialism depends ; for Marx repudiates the

Joctrine of the old metaphysical commun

ists, who would regulate both consumption

aud production after a fixed rule of their

own. and would leave consumption free, as

it is to-day, to regulate itself Consump

tion would be limited by the labor of each

individual, and the value of products

would be determined strictly by the aver

age duration of the labor-time expended

in their production ; and this proposition,

that the labor-time expended in produc

tion is an absolute measure of the social,

or exchange, value of products forms the

economic basis of socialism, to show the

fallacy of which is to overthrow the entire

Mperstructure built upon it, and leave the

Socialists without any guiding principle ex

cept that of authoritative communism,

which they utterly reject.

Karl Marx states his proposition as

fellows: "The value of one commodity is

to the value of any other as the labor-

tim* necessary to the production of the

<'Bh is to that necessary for the production

<>l the other. As values, all commodities are

only definite masses of congealed labor-

time." From this standpoint he proceeds

to a logical development of his surplus-

value theory, which we will defer consider

ation of for the present, devoting present

space to an examination of the main thesis.

In the first place, it is necessary to under

stand something of the distinction between

the utility of an object and its mine, or, as

it is generally expressed, the difference be

tween "use-value" and "exchange-value."

Karl Marx, agreeing with the orthodox

economists, admits that all objects the fruit

of human labor have two kinds of value ;

their value in use—utility—which they de

rive from inherent qualities and the ser

vices which can be derived from them, and

their value in exchange, by virtue of which

objects whose use is different—and for the

very reason that their use i» different—may

enter into equivalence and be exchanged

with each other. Here is a coat, a hat, a

pair of shoes, a barrel of Hour, and a quan

tity of meat ; they are use-values, which

are serviceable either as food or clothing,

but one article cannot be substituted for the

other. Thus, the coat could not be made

to do service in the place of the shoes, nor

the hat in the place of the flour or

meat. Their utilities are different and one

of these articles cannot be made to do the

service of the other ; consequently the use-

value of these articles is different. One

barrel of flour may have the same use-

value as another ; but it is impossible for a

barrel of flour to have the same use-value

as a coat* How is it with exchange-value?

.Say I have two coats, one of which is use

less to me, while my neighbor has two bar

rels of flour and has use for but one of

them. I lack an use-value—a barrel of

flour ; while my neighbor lacks another

use-value—a coat. It is at this point that

exchange takes place. I give up my extra

coat to my neighbor who has an extra bar

rel of flour, and he gives me the Hour in

exchange for it. Both of us gain by the

transaction, each having given up some

thing actually useless to himself, and ob

tained something with which to satisfy an

immediate want. Before the exchange

took place I had no flour, and my neighbor

was suffering for the want of a coat. After

the exchange, however, each of us had

found what was needed to protect himself

from the inclemency of the weather or the

pangs of hunger. Now, while the use-val

ues of the flour and the coat are so differ

ent that it is utterly impossible to make

the one answer the same purpose as the

other, their exchange-values may be identi

cal, that is to say, the flour and the coat

may possess Vliis quality of exchange-value

in such equal quantities that, except for

the slight labor of exchange, it would make

no difference to the person wanting either

the one or the other which one he pos

sessed, as the one, through this social qual

ity possessed alike by both, could be made

to answer the same purpose as the other.

Whether or not these two products, whose
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use-value is so entirely different, v-ill pos

sess the qualitv of exchange-value in such

nearly equal degree that the one may be

made to exactly answer the purpose of the

other is a question that will be determined

by many contingent circumstances, but as

long as they retain their quality of utility

(the assumption always remaining that we

are dealing with products of labor), as long

as they are able to satisfy some sort of a

human want, that is to sav, as long as they

remain vse-values, there will always be some

sort of a ratio of exchange between them ;

always some proportion in which the one

may be made to serve the purpose of the

other, and so of all products.

What is it that determines the relative

proportion of exchange-value that each

product shall bear, or, what establishes a

certain ratio of exchange for commodities?

Karl Marx is the only person who ever at

tempted to answer that question absolutely.

The proposition is, as before stated, that it

is the labor-time expended in the produc

tion of a commodity, that determines the

magnitude of its value. The duration of

the labor necessary for the production of

an utility—and it must not be forgotten

that value can only attach itself to utilities

—determines its value. Labor-time is

an absolute measure of value. That is the

basic proposition of the Socialists, and

their whole economic, structure is built

thereon. According to this theory, then,

the flour and the coat would change places

on exactly equal terms if the labor-time

expended in their production was equal.

That is to say, if it took ten hours of labor

to produce a barrel of flour, and an equal

number to produce a coat, the one would

be worth the other, no more, no less ; but

if one of these objects required but five

hours of labor for its production, while the

other required ten, the one would bear

but half as much value as the other. If

the ten hours of labor-time was embod

ied in the coat, and the five hours in the

barrel of flour, then the coat would be

worth, and would exchange for, two barrels

of flour ; and it is upon such a basis as this

that all values would be regulated and all

distribution of products take place in the

socialistic state. That is, providing the

Socialists were able to harmonize their ab

solute theorv with the incontentabk facte

that are all the time cropping up to give it

the lie, which, not being the case at pres

ent, is no more likely to be so after social

ism had become established. The first

thing to be noted in connection with this

theory of value is, that its author, at the

very outset, admits a qualification into the

theory tor the purpose of meeting a verv

obvious objection, which he states himself.

After having taken, in a general wav, the

time consumed in labor as the normal mea

sure of value, he lays down the distinction

between the labor socially necessary for the

production of an object and the labor

actually expended in its production :

The labor, however, that forms the substance of

value, is the homogeneous human labor, expenditure

of onr uniform labor power. The toUU laoor-power

of society, which is embodied in the sum total of

the values of all commodities produced by that

society, count* here as one homogeneous mass of

human labor-power, composed, though it be, of in

numerable individual units. Each ofthese units is

the same as any other, so far as it has the character

of the average labor-power of society, and takes ef

fect as such : that is, so far as it requires ior produc

ing a commodity no more time than is needed on an

average, no more than is socially necessary. The

labor-time socially necessary, is that required to

produce an article under the" normal conditions of

ftraduction, and with the average degree of skill find

ntensity prevalent at the time. The introduction

of power-looms iu Eugluud probably reduced by

one-half the labor required to weave a given quan

tity of yarn into cloth. The lutnd-loom weavers, as

a matter of fact, continued to require the same time

as before ; but for all that, the product of one hour

of their labor represented after the change only half

an hour's .social labor, ami consequently full to one-

half its former value.

Let no one suppose, then, that the mere

pointing out of the individual differences

in capacity for labor would lead to a con

futation of the socialistic theory of value.

A noted French economist, M. Yves Gyot,

in his very pretentious work, " Principles

of Social Economy," puts himself in a very

ludicrous position by criticising the social

istic theory from this erroneous standpoint.

With a great flourish of rhetoric and much

show of dialectic precision, he points out

that if labor is the measure of value, the

more one labors the more value he pro

duces, and, if this were true, all that need

be done would be to transport oneself from

the sunny fields of France to the gloomy

and ice-bound shores of Iceland to make

oneself immensely wealthly, seeing that

the labor required to produce a given arti

cle would be so immensely greater in Ice

land than in France. But such criticism

as this is to be avoided, in the interest of

scientific truth, and when met with bv

those who arc endeavoring to arrive at truth

in social matters should be cast aside as

either ignorant or thoroughly disingenu

ous. However, with the qualification ad

mitted, the theorv is thoroughly unsound,

and not to be relied on as a means of ar

riving at an equitable distribution of

wealth, a circumstance which Solialists are,

in spite of themselves, forced to admit when

they enter into a development of their or

ganic programme. The truth is, that there

are many things of which we have actual

and continuous experience that are not

capable of precise definition, and value i.°

one of them. It, of course, happens that

when an object of considerable utility is

rare upon the market, and for that reason

brings high prices, the productive agents

of society are attracted toward those in

dustries concerned in its production, be-
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eau*e of the more than average rewards

offered. There is no doubt but this free

movement toward a particular form of pro-

diu'tion brings about a glut in the product,

the price of which then lowers and enters

into equilibrium with the prices of other

products. It follows, as a result, that at the

end of a certain time, and with everything

the scarcity of which is not a natural neces

sity, the value of the various objects is

brought back into something like propor

tion with the labor expended in their pro

duction. But this is only a consecjuence.

The labor-time expended in production has

become proportional to the value, but does

not constitute the value. The value re

mains independent of the labor, and has

really no other measure than the usefulness

of the article and the greater or lesser de

mand that is made for it. Let us take a

natural object, say, a fruit : We may sup

pose that it costs nothing to take possession

of it. that it presents itself at haphazard to

the passer by, who has only to stretch forth

his hand ami take it without labor. From

a socialistic point of view—and Marx is

positive on this point—(''A use-value, or

rcseinl article, has value only because hu

man labor in the abstract has been embod

ied or materialized in it." "A thing can be

ante-value without having value. This is

the case whenever its utility to man is not

due to labor. Such are air, virgin soil,

natural meadows, etc.") This object has no

value. Yet, who does not see that the ob

ject will have a value ? and that such value

will be dependent on its scarcity, combined

with its utility, and on the desire of a large

number of persons to possess, or enjoy, its

ntility. And who can rightly contend that

the value of a diamond bears any relation

to the social-labor time embodied in it?

Suppose there is but one diamond on earth.,

ind that its possessor has secured it with

out effort, has merely stretched forth his

tiaml and picked it up. There is no labor-

time embodied in the diamond, will the

Socialists sav that in receiving the price of

the diamond its possessor is guilty of rob

bery? Thev will if they hold to their

theory of value; but how. then, shall it be

determined to whom the diamond shall

Wong'.' If a great many persons desire to

posses* it there must certainly be found

nail! way to determine to whom it shall

ko. This determination cannot be made

with any reference to the labor-time neces

sary to produce a diamond, because this

diamondrepresents no expenditure of labor

whatever, and no man is able to estimate

the amount of labor necessary to pro-

iluce it* counterpart. The means of de

termining to whom the diamond shall go

will be found in the sum of sacrifices

which persons will consent to make in

exchange for it, the price that persons will

consent to pay in order to procure it for

themselves. This price will constitute the

value of the gem, and it will be wholly in

dependent of any labor, either social or

actual, that may be embodied therein, be

cause our supposition eliminates labor. It

will be dependent wholly on the utility of

the gem to satisfy a human want, combined

with the desire of a large number of per

sons to possess it. It is entirely opposed

to science to say that an object is without

value if it has cost no labor to produce it.

This holds good if the object is sufficiently

general to be at the disposal of all, so that

all may consume as much as required with

out depriving anybody else—we note this

with respect to all natural forces; but as

soon as the object becomes so scarce as to

be no longer at the disposal of all in un

limited quantities, as soon as two or more

persons evince a desire to make use of it at

the same time, it assumes a value, and that

value will be proportioned to its scarcity

and utility. The first place in the determ

ination of value must be given to utility;

labor enters into the matter only in a sub-

sidiarv manner, only in so far as the object

to which the value attaches may be re

produced by labor, and, even then, when

its utility is destroyed, when it is no longer

a use-value, all the labor in the universe

might be expended upon it without creat

ing a pin's worth of value. Use-value

carries with it the demand for its enjoy

ment, and creates exchange value. Thus,

water, which has no value on the banks of

the Mississippi, would become of immense

value in certain regions of our western

country, where it runs short. There, the

traveler might give up to the native

"greaser," who knew of the existence of a

well, even though it were a natural one, all

of his worldly goods for merely guiding him

to the spot where he might enjoy the use-

value of the water which, in other circum

stances, he would be free to enjoy without

money or without price. The first question

that presents itself to the mind when we

contemplate a desirable object relates to its

utility—what useful purpose will it serve?

If we conceive the object to be of great

utility, if to be deprived of it would appear

to us as a great hardship, then it has, in

our eyes, great value ; and, under certain

exceptional circumstances, the price we

would be willing to pay rather than go

without it would be enormous. Kut with

this—what DeQuincy calls " affirmative

value"—conception of value, under normal

conditions we have nothing to do. It re

mains dormant, to be called into activity

only by unusual and exceptional circum

stances, but it is none the less value when

it appears; utility is the sole conception

which determines its magnitude, and labor

enters not into the matter, even as a sec
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ondary consideration. Now, what these

exceptional circumstances show us is. not

Unit we have a measure of value in utility,

hut that utility is the determining cause of

the sufficient reason for the existence of

— value. By a negative process of reason-

in;; we get the same result.

The Rauh locomotive is a machine that was

heralded a short time ago as one that would

surely revolutionize the present practice in

locomotive huilding and convert the ma

chines now in use into hack numbers. But

it turned out that the inventor of this lo

comotive did not exactly understand the

requirements of the situation, and the two

locomotives he caused to be built are now

rusting to pieces under a shed down Kast

somewhere, utterly useless and without

value for the purpose for which they were

intended. The persons who built these

machines certainly accomplished a very

troublesome labor, but they produced not

an atom of value, because the object of their

labor was destitute of utility. How, then,

is it possible to consider labor as the chief

factor in the determination of the magni

tude of value? And between these two

extremes, between the object which is en

tirely without utility, though it may be the

product of labor, and the object the utility

of which is so great that it is impossible for

man to deprive himself of it, there exists

an infinite series of gradations, and, for

that reason, it is utterly impossible to con

sider all kinds of labor as being equally

productive, though they are subject to the

sole condition of not being entirely useless.

And this is a truth that crops up as a social

fact. Not the individual alone, but society

as a whole takes cognizance of it. Between

the laborer, who uselessly occupies himself

with making Kaub locomotives, and the

laborer who produces something of prime

utility to man, there exists a series of

workers whose products are of various util

ity, and, therefore, involving values equally

various. And this fact is what plays hob

with the socialistic scheme of distribution

when they attempt to bring it into harmony

with their theory of value. The logic of

facts compels the Socialists to recognize the

existence of a composite labor which is

nothing but a multiple of common labor.

They admit that by reason of the fact that

certain kinds of labor will be more repug

nant than others, they will command a

price above the average ; and, not having

any precise measure of labor, after having

taken labor as a measure of value, they are

compelled to have recourse to that iniqui

tous law of supply and demand to determ

ine what that price shall be. This is noth

ing more than to measure labor bv its

utility, and, after having made of labor

the measure for the value of products, it

simply amounts to taking utility as the

measure of value. They launch the bitter

est invectives against the bogey, competi

tion, but they are compelled to make used

it in order to determine the value of labor.

They would change nothing but words. We

may also note this: In attempting to de

fine value—which is not capable of defini

tion—the orthodox economists have been

driven to say that " the value of an object

is whatever the consumer is willing to pay

for it.'' Marx c< intends, and rightly so, that

this is a mere tautology, a vicious circle, as
if one should say ■' the value of a thing is

what a thing is worth." Me becomes quite

sarcastic on this point. But, in falling

back on utility as a measure of labor after

having taken labor as a measure of value,

the Socialist* are in a circle fully as virions

as that of the economists when they at

tempt to define value. After having said

that the value of an object is represented

by the number of hours work required to

produce it, Marx and his disciples art-

driven, in the attempt to determine what

this number is, to say: "'The value of

labor is what labor is worth." There have

been many attempts on the part of the lead

ers in the socialistic movement to bring their

theory of value into harmony with the

facts "that oppose it, but. so far as I am

aware, these attempts have not yet met

with success. It seems to me that the in

accuracy of the theory results from a trope,

the unconscious substitution of the term

"value" for the term "wealth." To say

that " labor creates all wealth " is but to

enunciate a truth that cannot be success

fully disputed, but it seems to me that wc

are dealing with quite another proposition

when we say that " labor creates all value."

However, when it is attempted to apply

the theory to the economic category of dis

tribution, it produces highly incongruous

results, some of which may be presented at

another time.

My friend. Mr. Stuart, does me too much

honor to pay any attention to my very in

complete remarks on the subject that is

"not worth discussing seriously," espec

ially since he seems to have doubts about

my sincerity. Mr. Stuart's advice to those

firemen who never tear the cover from

their M \c. \zinh: is good. 1 fully indorse it.

and 1 am led to wonder if Mr. Stuart is not

in a pretty good position to take some of

his advice' to himself. Who is in the worse

position, the person who reads not at all >>'

the persen who reads in so superficial a

manner as to not know what he has read?

I candidly assure Mr. Stuart, that so far tu-

1 can remember, 1 have never quoted a

line, or a word, from liax's " Religion of

Socialism " in my life. And there is " no

religion of socialism." Well, perhaps not.

I will not dispute the assertion ; but I want
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tcicall Mr. Stuart's attention to the fact

that the word " religion " is a very compre

hensive word. The Century Dictionary de

fines religion as " sense of duty ; conscien

tiousness: sense of obligation." If social

ism has none of this, why there is no more

to be said, and. of course, we don't want it.

However, one of the very ablest of the

French commentators on socialism has this

to say: "One of the points on which col-

lectivist - socialism is essentially wrong,

though the fact is ignored by its devotee—

and this, too, in spite of its constant affirm

ation of materialism—is that it acts practi

cally as a religion." As far as Mr. Bax is

concerned, whatever Mr. Stuart may affirm

a- to the classicism of his various works, he

-kinds well with the whole European school

of scientific Socialists, and, when one de

nies the authority of his words, which I

have quoted, he is simply denying the

authority of Karl Marx himself. For Mr.

Max has simply reproduced the idea of

Marx as expressed in " I 'as Kapital.'' His

l.inguagf is original, but his thought is

Marx's. Perhaps Mr. Stuart has not fully

•.-rasped that idea of Marx's that the relig

ions system of a people always answers to

a definite economic category, and that

Christianity is the form of religion that

answers to the needs of society based on

the product ion of commodities—capitalism.

Perhaps he does not grasp the idea that the

religious and economic systems are so inter

woven, so interdependent, that they must

rise or fall together; that one cannot sur

vive upon the ruins of the others? Hence

his charge of inconsistency against me for

connecting the two ideas in the way 1 did.

I can assure Mr. Stuart that, were I deal

ing with any other theory than socialism,

hi> charge of inconsistency would be well

founded; but socialism "is no ordinary

theory ; you can't have it the way you

want "it, but must take it the way it is, and

it does seem funny for a Socialist to charge

inconsistency against an opponent who

uit rely states the theory as it is. Now, to

show that the quotation I made was merely

Marx's thought clothed in Bax's language,

1 quote from"Marx as follows:

the religious world is but a reflex of the real

world. An<l for a society based upon the production

of inmmodHicH, Into which the producers in general

em-r tn mini reunions with one another by treating

'heir products us commodities and values, whereby

they reduce their Individual private labor to the

•undard of homogeneous human labor—for such a

(winy. ChrlMlnnilr with It* niHn* of abstract man,

more especially in it* bourgeois developments. I'ro-

'e-untijin. deism, etc., is the most fitting form of

religion. In the ancient Asiatic rind other ancient

modes uf production, we tind that tile conversion of

[-rotluris uito commodities, and therefore the con-

ier^nn of men into producers of commodities, holds

ii subordinate place, which, however, increases in

importance n* the primitive communities approach

in.«rer and nearer to their dissolution. Trading na-

Uoot, properly so lulled, exist in the ancient world

"tiljrm its Interstices, like the gods of Epicurus, in

'he Imei-iuuiid'm. or like Jews In the pores of Polish

society. These ancient social organisms of produc

tion are. as compared with bourgeois society, ex

tremely simple and transparent. But they are found

ed either on the immature development of man in

dividually, who has not yet severed the umbilical

cord that unites him witli his fellow men in a primi

tive tribal community, or upon direct relations of

subjection. They can arise and exist only when the

development of the productive power of labor has

not risen beyond a low stage, and when, therefore,

the social relations within the sphere of material life

between man anil man, and between man and nature.

are correspondingly narrow. This narrowness is re

flected in the ancient worship of nature, and in the

other elements of the popular religions. The relig

ious reflex of the real world can. in any case, only

then finally vanish when the practical relations of

cverv-day life offer to man none but perfectly intel

ligible and reasonable relations with regard to his

fellow man and to nature.

So, if Bax is not good authority neither

is Marx. As for Mr: Bliss, he may be an

authority on Christian socialism, but Mr.

Stuart surely knows that the Christian So

cialists are not "orthodox." They are schis

matics, like the nationalists, and they have

no right to present their views as the real

simon-pure socialism. Mr. Bliss is no more

an authority on socialism than is Kdward

Bellamy, and when he says that he is a

Christian because he is "a believer in Karl

Marx" he is simply Hying in the face of

Marx. The position of Mr. Bliss in the

socialistic movement is well known. lie is

even "damned with faint praise" by the

editor of the Twentieth Century tor continu

ing to work such a " barren field" as he is

in. But, understand me, 1 do not at all be

lieve in the doctrine of the orthodox Social

ists; I only state it as 1 apprehend it. In

my view, the Christian Socialists occupy

much the more tenable position on the re

ligious question, but it must be remem

bered that when we are speaking of "Social

ists" we don't mean either "Christian So

cialists" or "Nationalists," and I can find

nothing in Mr. Stuart's criticism calculated

to change my view that those frankly ma

terialistic ones are the only logical Social

ists. And it must be understood that so

ciety is not likely to accomodate itself

wholly to the views of either the Blisses or

the Baxes whom may constitute but a

small part of it. 1 am persuaded that there

would always be some persons who would

fail to see things in the same light as these

gentlemen saw them, and there is no evi

dence to show that they would apprehend

matters any differently than they do to

day. And we are not so slow about en

gaging in religious persecution whenever it

suits our purpose, as Mr. Stuart would have

his renders believe. Our treatment of the

Mormons is a case in point, and, by the

way, this is a case that sioes far to support

the contention of the Socialists. Their re

ligion was incompatible with the prevail

ing economic system. As long as they held

to the practices of Mormonisut they were

not "good citizens." That is to say, they

were not good commodity producers, there
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fore, they were systematically persecuted

and rooted out, even by a governmrnt that

guarantees religious liberty to even' per

son beneath its flag. The Perfectionists

furnish another example. Ostensibly Chris

tians, they were schismatic to an extent

that put them out of harmony with the

prevailing economic system, they were not

good commodity producers, and they were

rigorously persecuted until they were

brought back into the fold of orthodox

capitalism. And Mr. Stuart has but to read

the article by Mr. Gray which appears in

the March Magazine, to satisfy himself

that the masses are a long ways from the

point where they are competent to subor

dinate their religious prejudices to the re

quirements of their material welfare. He

has but to take note of a movement even

now immensely active in this country to

see that the people are by no means weaned

of their love for ''false gods," and that this is

thematerial outof which we must build the

co-operative commonwealth. Perhaps Mr.

Stuart has overestimated " the intelligence

of his fellow workmen. Who knows?" I

assure Mr. Stuart that I have no desire to

apply the terrible weapon of " odium lino-

logicum to socialism." I am merely trying

to interpret facts ; and socialism must sub

mit to the logic of facts as well as any other

theory. The Australians, who have started

a socialistic community in Paraguay, refuse

to accept persons whose morality is doubt

ful. A socialistic colonv is nowbeingstart-

ed at Greensburg, Indiana, and its pro

jector advertises that " none but persons of

good moral character will be admitted."

Now, it seems to me, that that states the

whole case tor socialism. Its economic

principle is not strong enough to hold men

together and prevent injustice, so it can

only work with those whose moral sense is

in the ascendent. But when our moral

natures are properly developed that is

sufficient by itself, and socialism has no

raimm d'eerr. Mr. Stuart says : "The major

ity, providing it is strong enough to en

force its action, can now absolutely pre

scribe what the people shall eat, drink and

wear, and what religion shall prevail."

That is a remarkable statement, to say the

least, and I assure Mr. Stuart that he is far

from right. The power of the majority in

this country is now strictly limited by our

fundamental law, and if it attempts to do

any of the things which Mr. Stuart says it

can do, it is exceeding its power under the

law. The majority has the power to change

that law anytime it sees fit; it has the power

to establish a new limit to its power or to

delegate to itself unlimited power, but it

must be remembered that when that oc

curs the majority has assumed powers

which it has not now, and it is the now

we are concerned with when making com

parisons with socialism. What the major

ity may do is a contingency ; what it ran do

under the existing status is a, fact, and that

is a queer mode of reasoning, indeed, which

consists in recokoning' on a contingency as

if it were a fact. Whatever may be the in

tention of the Social Democrats with respect

to the extension of the power of the major

ity, the simple fact that private capital will

be entirely eliminated would operate to

give the majority in the socialistic state a

power which it is impossible for it to secure

while private capital is allowed to exist.

EAILEOAD MEN AND AMERICAN CIT

IZENS.

BY GEOBGE C. WAM).

Methink8 I hear some railroad man ex

claim in his wrath, "Listen to that ignor

amus, intimating that railroad men are not

American citizens ! " I must hasten to ex

plain. The truth intended to be emphasized

in the above caption was that railroad men

were not only railroad men, but also Amer

ican citizens. And now I can in fancy see

my critic, as he changes his wrathful glare

for a contemptuous grin, and says : " Just

as if all railroad men did not know that ! "

But excuse me, my brother toiler, both the

speech and actions of some railroad men

would seem to indicate that they had al

lowed the greater fact of American citizen

ship to be obscured and hidden by the less

important accident of railroad employ

ment.

It is my intention, so far as is possible

within the limits of a brief article, to treat

of the dual relationship sustained bv the

American citizen who is also a railroad em

ploye. I also wish to point out wherein

railroad employes are prone to merge their

citizenship, with its duties, privileges and

responsibilities, into their particular and

distinctive avocation, with its interests and

aspirations.

It is estimated that at this time there are

one million men in the employment of the

railroad corporations of the I1 nited States.

Following the common rule of estimating

populat ion upon the basis of five to each male

voter, these million railroad employes rep

resent five million souls, or one- thirteenth of

the total population of the nation. Or,

putting it in another form, out of every

thirteen men of legal voting age, one is u

railroad employe ; while of all the women

and children one meets, every thirteenth

woman is a railroad man's wife or sweet

heart, and of every thirty-nine children

three claim as father some railroad em

ploye.

Upon these arithmetical facts we may

base a proposition which should prove to be

as absolutely correct as a problem in math

ematics. 1 would state it thus: While it
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if problematical to what extent railroad em

ployee may be able to share by permission,

willingly, or by agressive and united effort,

in the good fortune and prosperity of rail

road corporations, it is certain that they and

theirs will have to bear a one-thirteenth

part of any ills inflicted or burdens imposed

by railroad corporations upon the people at

large or as a whole. May I not go further

than this? May I not affirm that, while

even the right to labor for a bare subsist

ence depends upon the whim and caprice

■ if the heartless representative of a soulless

corporation, and any concessions, advances

• if advantages must be won by railroad em

ployes as such, as the result of aggressive

warfare and organized effort, yet as an

American citizen the railroad eniplove must

raeeklv and uncomplainingly bear his por

tion of the burdens contingent upon over

capitalization and the imperative necessity

of earning interest and dividends upon an

amount equal to double the cost of the rail

road system '.' A nd yet in the face of these

facts we hear of organizations of railroad

employes, having as their avowed object

such political action as will benefit and ad

vance " railroad interests," such interests

1 icing defined and differentiated by the rail

road corporations themselves. The organ

ization of these clubs and the personal

status not only of the members, but of the

organizers thereof, would seem to clearly

indicate two facts: First, That corporate

"interests" may be advanced or retarded

by legislation. Second, That those becom

ing members of such organizations subor

dinate their real interests as American citi

zens to their supposed interests as railroad

employes.

Itailroad presidents, general managers and

boards of directors are not statesmen, and,

as a rule, know very little about political

economy. The extent of their aspirations

and the ultimate of their aims is to increase

their gross earnings and reduce their oper

ating expenses so as to realize as large net

earnings as possible. Their knowledge of

the best means to compass thesx1 ends is lim

ited by the adage "Charge all the traffic

will bear," and the rule " Buy labor in the

cheapest market, at as low rates as possi

ble.' Their sphere of politics is bounded by

the desire to wipe off the statute books all

legislation that stands in their way, and pre

vent any future adverse legislative action.

Their devious modes and ways of attaining

these purposes are too generally known to

require elaboration, and it will suffice to

»ay that no government agencies from

township trustee to the highest legislative

and judicial functionaries are exempt from

their blandishments and peculiar modes of

persuasion.

Now if then* were in operation a sliding

ecale of wages for railroad employes which

worked not at one end only, but at both

ends ; rising as the gross earnings of rail

roads increased, and falling as they decreas

ed, employes might, with much more rea

son than now, assume that their interests

were identical with the interests of railroad

corporations. But even if such were the

case any advantages gained by reason of a

rise in wages would be more than offset

by the weight of one- thirteenth of the bur

den laid upon the people in the shape of

increased rates of railroad transportation,

which burden, being in the nature of indi

rect taxation, is borne by the consumers of

the nation and in a much greater propor

tion to ability by the poor than by the rich ,

so that at last it would simply be a case of

"robbing Peter to pay Paul.

It is hardly necessary to remind railroad

employes that the machine at present in

use works perfectly at one end only, and

that while reductions in wages are ever,

cheerfully and willingly*aecorded, it is only

as a result of a stubborn and determined

onslaught on the part of organized labor

that wages are ever raised.

I have stated that railroad presidents,

general managers, oic, were not statesmen,

or versed in the science of political econ

omy. I will now further assert that (leav

ing governmental ownership of railroads

out of the question) if they were ripe states

men and students of social science they

would lend their weight and influence in

the direction of inducing all railroad em

ployes to earnestly support the principles

of labor's advocate, the People's party.

Let us see. Populists favor such measures

as, if enacted into law, would reduce the

current, prevalent legal rate of interest to

two per cent. In the matter of refunding

their bonded indebtedness, such reduction

in interest rates would save the railroad

corporations more than one hundred million

dollars a year. The People's party demands

such increase in the volume of money in

circulation as will double the prices of labor,

farm products and all commodities. Under

such conditions as these " the traffic will

bear" double the present transportation

charges, as expressed in terms of money,

or dollars, and yet bear no heavier upon the

shipping and consuming public than the

present rates. But the interest upon rail

road bonds is paid in dollars, or money, and

cannot be doubled in rate so as to require

twice the number of dollars to pay it. One

of the results of the enactment into law of

Populist financial demands would be that

the ability of railroad corporations to meet

their interest payments would be doubled,

while the people would both more willingly

and more easily pay transportation rates

expressed in money terms twice as large as

at present. It is passing strange that the

steady and continuous, though necessary,
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reduction in freight rates and the rapid

growth in the number of railroad receiver

ships, has not taught railroad magnates

that the limitations in money terms, or dol

lars of "all the traffic will bear," depends

very much upon the volume of money in

circulation.

And on general principles railroad corpor

ations should support the Labor- l'opulist

demands. Railroads make their money by

hauling the farmers' products to the cities,

and the manufactured products of the cities

to the farms, while their time of greatest

prosperity intervenes when their cars are

loaded both ways. But the ability of the

farmers to buy manufactured goods is

measured by the demand on the part of city

laborers for their products and their ability

to pay good prices therefor. Railroad cor

porations should favor high wages, the eight

hour day and the abolition of child labor

and everything else that will enhance the

prosperity of civic* labor and increase its

purchasing ability. Upon the same prin

ciple they should advocate the reduction of

interest from the present high rates to two

per cent., because every dollar thus saved

to either civic or rural labor enhances its

ability to buy farm products and manufac

tured goods, and would result in vastly in

creasing railroad traffic and very largely

augumenting their gross earnings without

increasingtheiroperating expenses. The re

duction of interest to two per cent, would

save to farmers and city labor one hundred

and sixty millions of dollars in interest

upon farm and home mortgages. So, then,

the educated railroad employe will best

serve the interests of the ignorant corpora

tion he labors for by voting exactly opposite

to the manner he is requested to vote by his

masters, who know not what is best for

them.

But to return to the railroad employe

and his interests as an American citizen.

Is interest a curse and a burden ? One-

thirteenth of its weight of bitterness must

be borne by railroad employes. For the

vear 1S1I4 that one-thirteenth part will

amount to $1">0,000,000, or S1">0 per capita

to each railroad employe. I know that

many will aver that they pav no interest,

but I know better. It is almost certain

that out of every thirteen mortgaged homes

one belongs to a railroad man. Every rail

road man pays his proportion of the inter

est upon the five billions of railroad in

debtedness. Interest enters into the price

of everything we eat, wear, use and enjoy.

It forms a component part of the price of

everything offered lor sale or hire. It is

omnipresent, and none can escape its with

ering curse or hide from its extortion. As

American citizens railroad employes are as

vitally interested in the abolition of inter

est as is anv other class of citizens.

Take the factor rent and the present sys

tem of land tenure. Look at the evils of

land monopoly and the billions of wealth

absorbed by the' few as a result of specula

tion in land. Even railroad men cannot

fly or swim. They must live and move and

have their being upon land. They pay

their pro rata of the tribute paid by the

people to the land owners for the privilege

of living upon the earth. In Isii4 such pro

rata probably amounts to $I<k),00O,<mXi in

cluding increase in " land values." ) This is

$100 per capita. Railroad men should be

as anxious to see land made free to all as

should any other distinctive class. The

single tax and the graduated cumulative

land tax should be intelligently studied and

discussed by them, and their votes should

be cast for " Mollie and the babies." And

while casting their ballots the future lot of

the babies and the babies' babies, if pres

ent conditions and systems continue and

remain in force, should furnish a strong in

centive for righteous exercise of the right

of suffrage.

The condition oi labor and its future

prospects under the present planless sys

tem of industrial anarchy should be prayer

fully considered by railroad men, even by

such of them as vary the phraseology of

the Pharisees' prayer, by saying " I thank

thee, Lord, that I am not a common laborer,

or a factory hand, or even a ' lower grade'

of railroad employe."

When the baby boy grows up he may

clean cess pools or pick rags for a living. 1

have known well educated business mens'

boys do worse. It has been said that if you

wish to shoot a college graduate, you should

aim at a street car "driver. Railroading is

not an hereditary disease, and a man should

vote as though he was not sure that his boy

would be a railroad employe. Consider,

then, the prospects of the laboring masses,

with the sources and tools of production

and the mechanism and means ot exchange

all in the hands of the chosen few. Think of

the "army of the unemployed" constantly

being augmented in numbers by the dis

placement of labor by machinery. Con

sider the selfish, brutish instincts now being

developed in man by the cut-throat, com

petitive system under which we live. Think

of all these and many more momentous,

startling facts and truths, and then crawl

out of your railroad employes' *traiglit

jacket and stand up as an American citizen

ami a member of the brotherhood of man.

Look up to your head, even Christ, and try

to be a useful member of His Itodv. Be a

man and not a machine. " He who loses

himself for My sake shall find it. but he who

seeks to save his life shall lose it."

Brother toilers, I have written you a long

letter, ami must say good bye. In conclu

sion let me exhort yon to prepare for the
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battle of Armageddon, which is swiftly ap

proaching. Knroll yourselves under the

banner of the chevalier mm jifiir ft mum r<-

jtniclif. Kugene V. Debs, and subscribe your

self a member of the American Hail way

I'nion, for in that order will be found the

compact and invulnerable center of the in

dustrial army now marshaling to do battle

with the hosts of capitalism and monopoly.

Close up the ranks!

"TEIX."

BY STANLEY LEWIS.

They called her "Trix." That was the

■ ■lily name by which she was known to the

little community of rough miners and rail

road men : but old Joe Evans, the round-

lifmse foreman, would occasionally tell his

assembled mates around the "office" stove

liow big, honest Jack Moreland fairly wept

with joy the day they brought him news

that a little daughter had conic to brighten

his home. At such times a mist would

creep into the eyes of his listeners ; for all

remembered well when tender hands had

borne home the mangled body of poor Jack,

after his engine had gone through a bridge.

The shock of the sudden bereavement

was too much for his frail young wife, who

'lid not long survive him, and the dark-

'■yed baby girl was adopted by kind-hearted

Mrs. o'Keilly, who kept the depot lunch

room.

From the time she was able to toddle

about the platform she loved to look at and

admire the big engines, with their shining

brasses and steel-work, and before she had

attained the age of six she was the pet and

[•ride of the entire line. Seldom did a rail

roader stop at O'Reilly's without a package

of candy or some similar dainty for "Jack's

kid," and she was never so happy as when

an engineer would take her on his locomo

tive for a ride. Her good-natured guardian

would exclaim, "Shure, them railroad byes

will be the death av the child yet!" and

object in vain ; for Trix had a will of her

own, and all her spare time was spent about

the "round-house" and depot. The en

gines possessed for her a peculiar fascina

tion (inherited, perhaps, from her father)

and at sixteen, she had developed into a

slender, dark-haired slip of a girl, full of

mirth and mischief, but underlying all a

vein of sound common sense, and that in

herent passionate love for locomotives that

she never could outgrow. She knew by

heart every rod and piece of metal on an en

gine; and at the age when most girls are

reading French novels and chewing gum,

she still clung to the favorite work of her

childhood days—a battered and dog-eared

copy of " Forney's Catechism."

She eschewed companionship almost en

tirely—with the exception of a poor Irish

lad some years her junior, who was popu

larly supposed to be " not i|iiite right" and

who was accordingly known as " Crazy

Bill." Trix had once done some trifling

favor for the poor boy, and since that time

he had followed her about like a faithful

dog. His honest devotion was touching to

those who saw it. and to none more so than

to Trix herself, so she fed him from her

guardian's lunch counter, and the bluff,

hardy railroaders accommodated him with

a bunk in a warm corner of the round

house office.

One day. however, a marked change came

over 'Prix's life. A new engineer came upon

the line from the Fast, one end of his divi

sion being at Drayton, where Mrs. O'Reilly's

lunch-room was situated. She was stand

ing by the telegraph otlice as he went by-

one evening, and he remarked to himself

that he had never seen so pretty a picture

as she presented, framed in the dark door

way with the setting sun throwing a halo

about her brown curls. Noticing his ardent

glance she blushed and turned away, but

the impression she had made was not easily

erased from his heart. Mrs. O'Reilly, good-

naturedly, introduced them the next day,

and Trix soon found herself watching for

tall, handsome Dick Mason, as his engine

went through the "yard." The acquaint

ance ripened into mutual love, and when

Dick explained that they were made for

each other, and showed her the advantage

of being an engineer's wife and a member

of the "Auxiliary," she did not say him

" nay." Old Hen, Dick's fireman, who had

known Trix from a baby, observed Mason's

beaming face next day, but shrewdly divin

ing the cause, said nothing.

One evening in early fall, Trix was perched

up in the cab of an engine in the round

house, as was her custom, absorbed in a

copy of the "Hrotherhood Magazine." The

building was deserted, save for the two

" wipers " at the opposite end, who looked

weird and uncanny as they moved about,

the light of their torches casting strange

lights and shadows upon their grimy faces

and the shining sides of the great engines

they were wiping.

Suddenly she heard voices in the gloomy

corner on the other side of the " pit " which

she recognized as those of two men who

had recently been discharged from the road.

"Look here, Mike," were the tirst words

she could hear. " It's us easy as falling off

a log. The engine goes down that there

bank, an' the express car is next to it.

There's$20,000goin' through to-night, 'cause

to-morrer is pay-day. \\ e can bust in the

car door if the wreck don't do it for us,

frab all we can get, an' skip the country,

hen yer can settle that grudge o' yours

agin that engineer, an' have enough money

to live on the rest of yer life."
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"Yes, curse him!" growled the other.

" I hate Dick Mason, with his <1—n stuck-up

ways. He reported me an' got me ' fired '

just because I broke a seal an' swiped some

stuff out o' a box car. I'd give anything

for a chance to kill him! " and the speaker

ground his teeth savagely.

" Well, here's yer chance to get square,

then," replied the other. "That wooden-

headed section foreman forgot to lock up

his hand-ear to-night, an' we can get down

toFloodwood Cut in less 'n no time. Then

we can just drop a rock on the track, an' as

the express is behind time now, she'll be

coinin' around that there curve at a pretty

good clip, an' the next thing orf the pro

gram '1 be a mess of the company's kindlin'

wood down in the ravine, and some good

monev in our pockets."

".Eight, yer are, Jim!" was the savage

reply. "You get out the car an' I'll shin

up a pole an' cut the wires. It won't take

us no time ter git down thar, for it's down

grade all the way."

The two speakers hurriedly left the round

house, and soon Trix heard the sound of

rapidly-rolling wheels as the hand-car flew

by on the way to Floodwood Cut—the most

dangerous point on the entire line. Trix

had listened with bated breath to the fiend

ish plot, and every word seemed graven on

her brain in letters of living fire. For a

moment she was overcome by the horror of

the situation—the next instant she was

once more her strong and courageous self.

She must save Dick's life at all hazards, but

there were no trains either way till long

after the express was due, and the miscre

ants had already cut the wires and rendered

them useless. Suddenly an idea flashed

upon her—an idea which if put in practice

might save her lover's life. Directly across

the round-house stood "No. 40," a big Bald-

win, with steam all up. In a moment she

was out of the round-house and down the

track to the switch box, where the old

watchman was nodding in his chair. Seiz

ing a switch key from a nail she unlocked

and threw the " house switch," replaced the

key and ran back to the engine.

5»o one saw the slender form swing itself

lightly into the cab of the "46." The

wipers on the other side of the house sup

posed that the engine had been sent for,

and that a man, instead of a girl, was at the

throttle.

An "exhaust" that seemed to raise the

roof of the " shed," a cloud of smoke and

steam, and the engine, emerging into the

open air, moved slowly down the siding.

Hastily scribbling a few words upon a fly

leaf torn from her magazine, she wrapped

it about a lump of coal and tossed it to

Mrs. O'Reillv, who stood in the depot door

petrified with, astonishment.

A glance across the cab by the dim light

of the gauge lamp showed upon the oppo

site seat box the sleeping form of her idiot

protege, "Crazy Bill." In response to a

vigorous shake he slid to the "deck" and was

soon heaving coal into the roaring furnace,

while brave little Trix, seating herself on

the locker, "hooked up" the reverse lever

a few notches, and then commenced the

wild ride to Floodwood Cut, twenty miles

away.

A clicketv-clash and a bang, and they

were over the switches, their myriad lights-

flashing by like a series of shooting stars.

As they sped on. Trix reflected that the

villains had by this time nearly reached

their destination. The onlv safe course,

then, was to pass the point of danger before

they had carried out their dastardly inten

tions, and to flag the express in time.

On, on, faster and faster, flew the locomo

tive like a thing of life. Higher and higher

crept the little indicating needle on the

steam gauge as Bill piled on the coal. Trix

sat like a statue on the box, unmindful of

the jar and pounding of the mighty engine,

her hand resting on the polished throttle

lever, occasionally testing the gauge cocks

or putting on the " Monitor." It was the

wildest ride on record—a race of love against

hate.

• ••»•#•••

"Are we making up any time, Mason?"

inquired the superintendent, as he stood in

the cab behind Dick, peering out into the

darkness. The big " McQueen " was toiling

up the grade with her Btring of heavily-

loaded coaches. Dick turned for a moment,

his brown, honest face lit up momentarily

by the glare from the tire door.

"I think so, Mr. Badger," he replied, re

spectfully. "That extra express car with

the big safe in it is a little extra load, but

we'll make up all our lost time between

Floodwood and Drayton. A little more

coal, Ben"—thus to* the old fireman, who

stood leaning on his "scoop," his brow be

spangled with drops of perspiration.

Dick "let her out" another notch, ami

the big stack shot up another pyrotechnical

array of sparks into the summer night.

Above, the moon shone tranquilly down

upon the express with its precious load,

slowly laboring up the incline—and a few

short miles away its rays lit up a brace of

desperadoes, crowbars in hand, climbing

the face of the precipice which overhung

the track, their hand-car, left to itself,

rolling down the track with increasing mo

mentum toward the approaching train.

And close at hand a mighty engine was

thundering over the rails, its great head

light flaring, its massive drivers revolving at

lightning speed, its bell clanging warning,

and the slight girlish form leaning from the

window.
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Trix had her eyes fixed upon the halo of

light from the tieadlight as "46" swung

around the curve at the upper entrance to

the cut, and in a moment had descried the

villains, high up the steep bank, toiling

with desperate energy to hurl a mighty

rock down upon the track. They looked

up—saw the engine coming, and with a

shout of mingled rage and defiance, re

doubled their efforts.

Already the boulder was beginning to

move—another instant it was rolling down

the steep declivity, striking fire at every

bound. With a murmured prayer to God

tV.r gafetv, Trix pulled the throttle open to

it* fullest extent. The old " Baldwin ' gave

a mighty leap and surge forward—she dimly

saw the rock just above the engine—an

other instant and they had passed the dan

gerous point, the boulder in its fall cutting

awav the rear tank-coping like a piece of

paper—and they were speeding like light

ning down the ringing rails, followed by a

bowl of baffled rage from the two despera

does. The next moment, with a practiced

hand she had "shut olf" as Bhe saw the

headlight of her lover's engine a mile away.

Then-

Poor "Crazy Bill"" told the rest of the

story- afterward, between sobs. How he

was" back in the tank breaking up coal,

when he felt the "air" go on full and the

reverse lever come back, while the wheels

pound sand. He sprang into the gangway,

out was met by Trix. Clear as a bell her

voice rang out above the roar of the engine—

" Jump, Billy '. Quick, for your life ! "

He felt her hand on his shoulder as he

left the deck ; then all was a blank till he

found himself crawling, with a broken arm,

from under the wreck of old " 46," which

had crashed into the abandoned hand-car,

and was lying in the ditch—a shapeless

mass of iron and steel. Next moment the

express slowed up and stopped with her

pilot almost touching the wreck. The su

perintendent swung himself down from the

engine, followed by old Ben and Dick, who

hurried forward and bent over the crushed

form of the girl he loved, with a great cry

of horror and grief.

A doctor stepped from among the crowd

of passengers, and after a brief examina

tion, sadly shook his head and turned away.

Inured though, he was to scenes of suffer

ing, he could not bear to witness the grief

of the big, strong engineer as he watched

the life of the one he loved slowly ebbing

away. The gruff superintendent wiped a

suspicious moisture from his glasses: Slowly

Trix opened her great dark eyes and looked

up into the face of her engineer-lover bent

so close to her own. She knew she had not

long to live; but she had saved her Dick's

life, and she was satisfied.

" I—got—there—on—time—Dick. " The

words came slowly, and with a last effort

she threw both arms around his neck. Old

Ben was sobbing now, his face buried in

his hands. Again came the sweet voice—a

trifle lower this time.

"Dick—I'm —going—fast — don't — cry—

it's—getting—dark— and—cold—good—bye

—kiss—me—Dick."

And with her lover's kiss upon her lips,

and his strong arms about her, brave little

Trix's soul went to report to the Great Su

perintendent of all.

On a great railroad, whose four iron lines

connect the lakes with the metropolis, is an

engineer who has the reputation of being

the best on the road. His associates say he

has never been known to smile or laugh,

and although not over thirty, his hair has

many gray streaks.

And far away on a western mountain side

where the trailing arbutus grows in the

spring-time, stands a little white headstone,

with the simple inscription:

" BEATRIX MORELAND, AGED 16 YEARS."

And below ;

" Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay

down his life for his friend."

SOCIAL ORDEE.

BY MARIE LOUISE.

The desires of man have a natural and

dominant tendency towards order, i. <>., to

wards a condition where things are adjusted

into a harmonious combination. This ten

dency flows from his innate love for the

good and the true. In the realm of society,

this powerful feeling takes the form of

equity and justice. Thus, the love of the

good and the true in mental philosophy

transforms into the love of equity and jus

tice in social philosophy, and these two ex

pressions of the same attribute embody the

great principle of goodness, or God, as many

designate it. The reign of God, of which

Christ spoke with so much earnestness, al

ludes to the reign of goodness, of order, of

equilibrium in things.

It were impossible for our minds to grasp

the idea of goodness unless this principle

be made intelligible by that of evil, i. e.,

confusion, disorder—the destroyer as op

posed to the preserver.

Goodness is elicited in our minds by a

feeling moral which makes it necessary for

us to build our happiness on the happiness

of our fellow-men, and evil is elicited by a

feeling unmoral that makes it necessary for

us to build our happiness on the satisfac

tion of our own carnal passions. The former

is conducive to harmony in society, the lat

ter to disorder.
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Inless the desire of establishing in society

equity and justice be the main spring of our

efforts, we shall look in vain for peace and

order in the community or in our imme

diate surroundings. The notion which so

strongly prevails in industry and in poli

tics, that violent, repressive measures are a

means, nay! the means of establishing and

preserving order, is the greatest of false

hoods invented by man's imbecility and

ignoront selfishness. The seeming neces

sity for violent repression points out a cause

of disturbance lodged somewhere and which

must be removed before peace and order

can be secured. Kepression avails nothing.

To pretend uprooting evil by destroying or

torturing unfortunate human beings whose

fate threw to the surface of the disturbance,

just as the angry sea throws foam to the

surface of the rolling waves, is as fruitless

as to endeavor to skim the foam of the roar

ing waves with a view of calming the sea.

Order reigns not where corpses lie mutil

ated by the arms of authority. It is not

order that reigns over the ruins of a sacked

city; it is solitude!—it is the cold and

dreary silence of the grave!

SoL'ial order, I maintain, is equilibrium

in social conditions and not the strangling

of one portion of mankind by the other.

Kquilibrium in social conditions does not

mean equality of these conditions. It means

equality of opportunities for all human be

ings to adjust themselves harmoniously to

the body social and vested privileges for

none. It means discarding as etl'ete and as

relics of a barbarous age, theories which

enshrine iniquitv and scon" at justice—

theories which fetter, from their cradles to

their graves, millions of human beings as a

sacrificial offering to the deity of greed and

authority; theories so false, so perfidious

that the words of Jesus, " You shall always

have the ;><<"/• with you," have been trans

lated: " You shall always have the wrf with

you."

It matters little, however, to what source

doctrines so baneful are ascribed; they

make the establishment of social order an

impossibility. All the wealth on one side

and all the want of it on the other cannot

balance evenly, and no mental gymnastic

in the world can override that mathemati

cal proposition. The only way to get out

of the difficulty is not to balance at all ; to

deny all social relations between the rich

and the poor, the wage-worker and the

capitalist, the starving and the glutted; do

what the French economist, Pierre Joseph

Proudhon, demands that it be done with wo

men, viz.: put them out of the society. By

so doing, the mathematical difficulty would

be removed and order would prevail in the

select section called society. Hut what

about the outsiders? Would they long toil

for the benefit of those on the other side of

the fence, or would they set to business for

themselves and let the select 400 peacefully

enjoy their bliss and feed on their own fat?

The laws which regulate society arc just

as exact as those which regulate the cos

mos. Forces cither harmonize or conflict,

they cannot do both. Harmony means peace

and happiness ; conflict means war, con

fusion, misery. Read history. Take the

pages where those in authority have eoine

with their swords to put down the rebellions

of the oppressed and re-establish order.

Come with me to the end of the 10th cen

tury and glance on the ween plains of Nor

mandy in France. Notice how many mud

huts of the peasant-serfs arc tenantless and

how many are tenanted by one or two

human beings distracted with sorrow ami

sobbing over the loss of their loved ones.

Step closer and peep through the small

apertures that airs and lights the huts,

and inside many of those dingy cabins you

shall see mutilated human forms. They

breathe, they live, they speak, they arc-

animated human trunks. Their hands and

feet have been chopped off by order of

Richard II, Duke of Normandv, surnamed

the (iood!!!

These living trunks were, but a few days

since, the hardy and devoted leaders of

peasants so crushed by seigniorial oppres

sion that they resolved to refuse tilling the

land any longer and be robbed ot all its

product by their lords. They had not raised

in arms; they simply had the temerity to

believe that under their tattered rags a

human heart was beating, and to protest in

open field meetings aguinM being treated

like cheap beasts of burden. They had

ideas, and held theoriesat variance with the

social arrangement of the time and were,

therefore, a menace to the authority of the

seigniors and to social order in general.

Thus they were attacked and slaughtered,

their leaders mutilated and "sent to their

homes," says the writer, (iuillaume de Ju-

miege, " in order to deter their like from

such enterprises and to make them wiser

for fear of worse. After this experience the

peasants left off their meetings and return

ed to their ploughs."

Pass on and follow mi-. Again we meet

the peasant serfs in rebellion. Historical

records of the middle age mention no up

rising for liberty save those of the peasants.

The burghers and the artisans in their cities

warred against their feudal lords to wrench

from them the privileges and get charter*

to make them secure, but they never at

tacked the social and political system itselt.

The peasants, on the contrary," rose like a

hurricane and tried to sweep away the

regime that degraded them below the level

of the beast of burden.

We reach the year 13.VS. All the peas-

ante of the north of France arc up in anus
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against the feudal system. They swarm

■ r. . 11 m 1 the manor houses and attack them.

The ►eigniors. who lia<l been warringamong

themselves with great fierceness, now join

hand* and unite to crush the rebellion that

threatened their privileges to own the serfs

and the products of their hands.

The peasants are defeated and subse

quently butchered, thousands upon thou

sands on a heap. The survivors tlee and

creep into their mud huts. What matters

iIip burning at their hearts, the despair

that crushes' them, the desolation that sur

rounds them? Their misery is consistant

with the social regime and nothing can

avail. Let them bear or die, for order must

he preserved.

Follow me again. We will cross the En

glish Channel and land in Ix>ndon. The

vear is 1381. The English peasant-serfs

have raised the standard of revolt against

the feudal regime. They arrive in London

:ci present to the king their grievances, led

by their captain, Wat. Tyler, and two

priest*, Jack Straw and John Ball, who re

ligiously love the down-trodden. Their de

mands are few and modest: "1. Abolition

n( bondage. 2. Reduction of the rent of

land to four pence the acre. 3. The free

liberty of buying and selling in all fairs and

markets. 4. A general pardon for the past

offenses."

The king, a boy of sixteen, seeks to de

stroy the rebels, but will do so by entrap

ping them. Heaceeeds to the four demands

and promises the peasants great favors.

Wat Tyler approaches him in the name of

the united serfs and is stabbed in the

ahdomen and killed by one of the royal

«']tiire«. The rebels, seeing their chief mur

dered, put themselves in battle array. But

the young monarch riles towards them and

with a perfidy inconceivable in a boy of

that age, unless he be a king, says in a

mixing voice: "Sirs, what ails you? I

will be your leader and captain. Follow me,

I am your king; Tyler was but a traitor.

He ve at rest and peace."

lie leads them where they are soon sur

rounded by men at arms and caught in a

«nare. Then the virtuous young king ad

dresses the poor, betrayed wretches in

these words: " Rustics, you have been and

are, and-in bondage shall you remain, not

■rich a* you have heretofore known, but in

ii condition incomparably more vile."

Ily order of this young monarch, a general

•laughter of the serfs commences, where all

those who cannot flee are killed, and on the

two shores of the river where the rebel

hoards hud marclipd order is at last re

published, peace reigns everywhere, save

in the breasts of the surviving peasants.

Shall we recroS'* the channel and give a

look to Germany? In June, 1525, an im

mense army of peasant-serfs is defeated and

destroyed, part on the battle field and part

subsequently to their surrender. Two im

portant Uprisings prior to this resulted in

the same disasters. Historians estimate

that 150.000 peasants perished in these wars.

Crippled and maimed on all points, the mis

erable serfs lend anew their backs to the

yoke and order throughout Germany is re

stored—that order which unnatural social

conditions may procure.

Header, shall we travel further and look

at the downtrodden as they fall under the

tomahawk of established tyranny? Let me

show you a stand of the wage-workers for

the privilege to earn their bread by work

ing. We will stay in Europe, for here we

may look at things as they are, unprejudiced

by national pride.

We are iti Paris. It is the morning of

June 22, 1848. From all the suburbs that

converge to the centerof the capital, streams

of men descend and inarch slowly, mourn

fully. Note the paleness of their faces, the

brightness of their sunken eyes—they are

hungry! Their clothes, usually so neat and

clean, are tattered. Since three months

they have had no work. The government

they had just elected promised to organize

industry aud gve them employment. To

day they come ami ask the government

to redeem their pledges. For answer, the

government points to one hundred thou

sand bayonets and numerous cannons. It

is all over; death awaits them, if not by

bullet, then by starvation. With their

feverish hands they erect barricades. No,

not barricades, strongholds, and all the

toilers in Paris, men, women and children,

fight behind them. The battle has lasted

four days; the fire behind the barricade

slackens, it ceases, the people have no more

ammunition and they surrender. Thegov-

crnment orders a general massacre of the

conquered insurgents and as many fall as

would people a large city. Glance towards

the suburbs, the merry abodes of the arti

sans. All now is still, every home is in

mourning for its dead. On the walls of the

capital large placards are posted. General

Cavaignac, the commander of the govern

ment troops, proclaims: "Parisians! the

insurrection is vanquished; order is re-es

tablished."

Violence cannot produce order; it may

subdue disorder, but it never conquers it.

In 1892, when 8,000 militiamen in Buffalo

put down 800 switchmen, the press on the

next morning came out with big headings:

"Order reigns in Buffalo." Was it order,

or was it the 8,000 bayonets that reigned?

And at Homestead, in the same year. The

militia re-established order, even though

they compelled men to starve in silence in

their desolate homes—even though they

had to hang by the thumbs one of their

own militiamen to smother his protest.
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MONEY AND INTEEEST.

BY JAMES MIDDI.ETOX.

There is more or less misconception of

the relation of money to interest. Many

seem to think that the rate of interest is

governed chiefly bv the abundance or scarc

ity of money. This is far from being the

fact. The rate of interest is, in the long

run, but very little affected by the amount

of money in circulation.

This misconception arises from a mista

ken view of what interest really is. It arises

from a popular definition of interest, "mon

ey paid for the use of money." It was this

view of interest that led Aristotle to de

nounce interest. His argument against it

was that there is nothing in the nature of

money which causes it to increase. This is

true. If we plant corn and care for it,

there comes an increase, not only over and

above the corn planted, but over and above

the corn or its equivalent consumed in the

labor involved from the beginning to the

close of the harvest. But gold dollars have

in them no power of re-production and in

crease.

If money were the only thing borrowed

and lent, interest undoubtedly woidd be

unknown. But so far from money being

the only thing borrowed and lent, it is only

one of the things, and it is chiefly borrowed

as a medium to get something else.

I am a farmer. 1 need seed corn, pota

toes and wheat ; I have not the money to

buy with ; my neighbor has the required

seed and loans it to me. I agree to pay

him back after harvest with an additional

amount for services rendered. That addi

tional amount is true interest. If our bar

gain was a bargain between equals, what I

pay him is an equivalent lor services ren

dered. In many cases the loan is actually

effected in some such way.

In many cases the one loaning the seed,

machine, or fertilizer takes a note for the

market value of the commodities measured

in money at the time the loan is effected,

to be repaid with an increase when the

crop is sold in the fall. In such a case the

rate of interest will probably be lower than

in the first, as the borrower has to do the

marketing.

In many cases the borrower goes to some

one who has money, borrows that, then

goes to the one who has the required com

modities and buys for cash. At the end of

the season he markets his crop and pays

bis note with interest.

In each of these cases the increase has

come from labor and the productive forces

of nature. The interest or payment for

services rendered is a part of that increase

over and above.lhc onginal investment. It

may or may not be just. That depends

upon the moral right of man to the product

of his labor, and whether the interest is

the result of a bargain between equals. The

fact that he can pay it depends upon the

increase which the productive forces of na

ture give to his labor and capital.

Without such increase there would be nu

such thing as interest. What then I bor

row is capital in the shape of commodities,

and when money enters into the transac

tion it is as a medium to facilitate the bur

rowing.

Even money made from stock gambling

and the like is due to the same law of in

crease, though they are unjust means ol

compelling producers to part with a right

ful share of their produce. Gambling ami

interest should not be confounded.

A large part of interest is a premium for

risk. We may not know just how much is

premium for risk or insurance. Thennly

standard that we can have is the rate of in

terest paid on the best securities like gov

ernment bonds. In times of panic the

risks increase and the rates go up. As the

panic; subsides the rates diminish. Some

times they fall below the usual rate of giaid

times, and then rise to the ordinary rate u»

business revives.

During the panic, during the letharg\

following, and in the subsequent revival,

the quantity of legal money may remain

stationary and yet the rates vary. During

the revival of business the legal money

may be greatly increased by coinage, by

banks putting out authorized bills, or by

government, and yet the rate of interest

may rise.

The following passage from David Hume's

essay on " Interest" is both interesting and

instructive :

Nothing i» esteemed a more certain sign of tl«

lloui isliitiK condition of any nation than the lowiicss

of interest; and with reason : though I believe the

cause is somewhat different from what is commonly

apprehended. ],owness of interest is generally as

cribed to plenty of money. Hut money, however

plentiful, has no other effect, if fixed, than to raise-

the price of labor. Silver is more common than gold

and therefore you receive a greater quantity of it for

the same commodities. But do you pay less intcp-i

forit'.' Interest in Italavia and Jamaica is at in per

cent.; in Portugal (I; though these places, as we ainv

learn from I he prices of everything, abound more in

gold and silver than either London or Amsterdam

■> * '■' An encet always holds proportion wlUi II*

cause. Trices have risen" near four times since the

discovery of the Indies; anil it is probable gold ami

silver have multiplied much more: but interest lin

net fallen much iiImivc one-lmlf. TW- nib- "f ill'"'

est, therefore, is nut derliX'd from t1T<- •imnility of II"'

preciousJueUiIs.

Hume's conclusion is emphasized if «e

take into account the fact that the fall of in

terest was due largely to Kngland's greater

stability, and consequent lessening of thut

part of interest called insurance, or premi

um for risk, and also that credits were as a

result expanded; supplementing to that

extent gold ami silver.

To show how little the amount of money

may have to do with the rate, let na con

sider the following illustration:
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Suppose, first, wheat to be worth one

•iollar per bushel, and the rate of interest

<• per cent. Then, $100 will liny 100 bush

els of wheat. Six dollars wilfwill be re-

4 nire«l U> pay the interest, or six bushels

>>f wheat. But suppose the currency trebled.

Then, to buy the 100 bushels of wheat will

require $300, instead of $100; so that the

demand for money will keep pace with the

expansion. My need of wheat will )><■ just

a* great, so the rate would be the same, 0

per cent. To pay my interest would re

quire six bushels of wheat still, but SIS in

money.

This would be true of debts contracted

after the expansion, but debts contracted

before the expansion could he paid with

two-thirds less wheat. A debt of §100 con

tracted when wheat was worth one dollar

per bti*hel would, when currency was treb

led, be paid by :>:ii bushels at three dollars

per tiiishel. It would require one-third of

the effort as well to pay the interest. The

• reditor classes, would lose what the debtor

.-la^es would gain. Strange to say, this is

esteemed dishonest or robbery by the mon

eyed clauses, while it is considered all right

if the currency contracts, making the loans

more valuable to the creditors at the ex

pense of the debtors. The truth is, both

undue inflation and undue contraction are

wrong—the one fleecing the creditor and

the other the debtor.

If the rate of interest is not governed by

the amount of money, by what is it gov

erned ?

The first law is the productiveness, or in-

'Tease given to labor by capital, for it is

rat of that increase that interest is paid.

Whatever increases that product makes it

possible to pay greater interest.

It is this law Mr. George had in mind

when he claimed that wages and interest

nse and fall together; that whatever raises

the margin of cultivation diminishing rent,

a#, for instance, the single tax, would cause

both wages and interest to rise ; that what

ever lowers the margin of cultivation and

increases rent, lowers both wages and in-

-rest-

Unfortunately, Mr. George failed to take

into account other causes. The facts are

■•den against him. For instance, in Eng

land for a long period rents and wages rose

together, while interest fell.

Says Arnold Toynbee, in " The Industrial

Involution of the l«th Century in England"

Humboldt Library, No. 129, page 142:—

!>■. imnwl ami wanes always rise and fall tnjrethcf'

«<iii hl<ti>rirnl fait i lirv do not. Between 171"> iiml
•"•ai irliile rent* oieeorilint; to Professor Kokitni row

Vtii •li'Wlj Arthur Youiie denies they rose tit nlli,

nt»n-»t MIiiikI »njto« "*•• Between 17110 unit lsr.

r»m ihinhlxl. Interest iloul>le<l. wiws fell. Between

1M« »j>'1 Iw.'rcnt* have risen. Interest tins been sta-
•inn*ri. »ujte» have risen. Thus in nil these three

i»tK«1« the tnen* eonirndiet Mr. (ieoore's theory.

K«t« Itnlevil luw generally risen, 1ml neither (.mlits

nor wages linve "steadily fallen, nor have their vari

ations borne any constant relation to each other.

The two leading factors which Mr. George

failed to take into account were the element

of risk and the law of supply and demand.

It is these two laws that are constantly

modifying and acting upon the first law to

which Mr. George ascribed such undue

prominence.

So great an element is risk that there are

not wanting acute economists who claim

that if risk could be completely eliminated

interest would disappear; that risk is all

there is to interest. Certainly the rate of

interest in the best class of securities shows

that it is a very large element.

The law of supply and demand is verv

important in interest, as well as in rent

and wages. When capital is scarce and de

mand is great the rate of interest will rise.

When capital is more abundant than the

demand, then interest will fall.

The three laws of interest, briefly stated,

are, first, the increase which loanable cap

ital gives to labor; second, risk incurred;

and third, supply and demand.

A high rate of interest stimulates saving

and an increase of capital. A low rate of

interest opens up avenues for labor, making

it easier tor men to borrow to engage in

business. It is probable that a low rate of

interest in stimulating industry produces

capital more rapidly than the mere stimulus

to saving from a high rate. There certainly

seems to be no falling of increase in capital

in England and America through the fall

of interest.

Many attempts have been made to lower

the rate of interest by statute enforced bv

penal laws. Such attempts have been anil

must be dismal failures. They increase the

difficulties of the borrower who must have,

and increase the actual rate by increasing

the risks of the business. The repeal of

usury laws have usually proved beneficial

to the borrowers.

If government must regulate the rate of

interest it should loan on fixed capital at

say two per cent., and open up postal sav

ings banks at one and one-half per cent.

The rate of interest would adjust itself nat

urally and easily to that standard, and the

poor and the wage worker would have a

savings bank that would be as stable as the

government itself. Kellogg, in " Labor and

Capital," proposed a scheme of that nature.

In such a scheme loans should be made

only on fixed capital, such as improvements

attached to the land— as houses, factories,

orchards, and the like, that could be in use

while serving as the basis of the loan.

Loans on food products and the like,

which would have to be stored in ware

houses while serving as the basis of the

loan, would facilitate the cornering of the

necessities of life, and should be avoided.
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I/Dans on land values would promote spec

ulation in land, and should be as emphat

ically condemned.

If the single tax could be brought into

operation the first effect would undoubted

ly be to give an increase to wages and in

terest both from the great increase in the

product and the increased demand for labor

and capital. Falling rents, would intensify

the increase. Capital would rapidlv accu

mulate and the law of supply and demand

would send down the rate. The greater

stability of society would lessen the risk so

that we might lonk to see ordinary market

interest as low as that of government secu

rities now. The wage worker would swal

low the increase so long as population did

not increase to the lowest limit of subsist

ence.

Granted that the Malthusian doctrine is

true, it would be ages before its evil effects

could be manifest under the beneficent

workings of the single tax wisely carried

out.

To conclude, the true remedy for the

evils of interest is not an undue expansion

of money, but the introduction of the single

tax programme. With that may be coup

led government loans on fixed capital at 2

per cent., with government savings banks

at 1 J per cent.

THE COMING 00-OPEEiTIVE COMMON

WEALTH.

BY W. H. STUART.

That the existing relations between capi

tal and labor—or, to speak more correctly,

between capitalists and laborers—cannot

much longer continue without some very

radical change being effected in our eco

nomic and social conditions, is evident to

thousands who have no very clear percep

tions of the causes or the cure for those con

ditions. Such people will frankly confess

to you that a bloody revolution is inevita

ble; that no less heroic remedy will put a

stop to the encroachments of the " money

power," as they vaguely term what tbey

consider the cause of the poverty of the

masses.

Yet, to the scientific socialist who has

critically and inductively anah zed our pres

ent industrial and social system, the cause

and the curn are both equally plain. Given

an industrial system where the means and

instruments of product on are the private

property of a continually diminishing mi

nority of society, and where the great ma

jority of the workers must compete for the

privilege of access to those means of pro

duction, and the necessary and inevitable

result logically follows that the great ma

jority must be content with a bare subsist

ence, whilst the small minority are able to

absorb all wealth over the cost of the main

ten?.nce and reproduction ot the workers.

But the capitalist system of production

carries with it the seed of its own destruc

tion. The end and aim of the capitalist is

the production of surplus values. Therefore,

every device for reducing the cost of labor

is eagerly seized upon for that purpose.

Labor-saving machinery supplies this want

in its most effective form. Machinery does

not lire, never gets hungry, has no "com

plaints," and never "strikes." The motto

of the capitalist is to always " replace a man

by a machine," and he does not fail lo do

so. The necessary result is that men are

continually being displaced by machinery;

skilled labor is becoming more ami more un

necessary. First, common labor displaces

the skilled; then women, and finally chil

dren, displace the common laborer.

But, note the result to the capitalist that

follows this displacement of labor. The

laborer is a consumer as well as a producer.

As the army of the unemployed continually

increases owing to the displacement proct 88,

he ceases to be a consumer of the capital

ist's surplus products and "overproduc

tion" follows, not that there is an actual

overproduction of commodities gauged by

the wants of the consumers, but there is an

actual overproduction in so far as the pur

chasing power of the consumer is concerned.

In old times poverty was the result of fam

ines or plagues, and of inefficient tools of

f(reduction, making it difficult to accumul

ate wealth for future consumption. Modern

poverty, however, is the result of a glut of

wealth. When commodities accumulate,

and the capitalist can no longer di-pose of

his commodities at a profit, he stops the

wheels of industry and men are thrown out

to idle and starve, and we are in the midst

of our oft recurring commercial crises.

Then, when the supply of commodities is

reduced by being thrown on the market at

a loss, causing widespread bankruptcy, the

wheels of industry once more start up, and

we go through again the same weary cycle.

But, note again that those crises are be

coming more frequent, and also more vio

lent and disastrous in their effects. The

cause is, that the continual introduction of

labor saving machinery increases the pro

ductive capacity of labor, and, oh, irony of

fate! makes human labor less necessary,

and increases the army of the unemployed

and non-consumers until we reach a stage

in this labor displacing process where the

capitalist, reducing his labor to the mini

mum, when he can produce commodities at

the lowest possible labor cost, is confront* d

with the startling condition that in getting

rid of his laborers he has also got rid of his

consumers! And, although he can produce

commodities with the minimum of labor.
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he has now less consumers to sell his pro

ducts to '. Formerly the capitalist depended

on disposing of his surplus products to new

colonies or to countries devoted to the pro

duction of raw material, lint now, nearly

every country lias its own capitalist system

of production, and it is becoming more and

more difficult to work off surplus products.

Tt.is, then, is the negation of the capital

ist system ; having displaced human Jabor

in its greed for wealth, it has also destroyed

the consumer of its wealth ; it has, in fnct,

been digging its own grave, and in due time

will fall in and be buried forever. With a

little keener vision we could almost predict

the point in time when our economic devel

opment will inevitably result in a total col

lapse of the capitalist system of production,

when we will be confronted with the anom

aly of millions of idle men and thousands of

idle factories—idle, not because there is not

use for the wealth the factories could pro

duce, but because they can not be run with

profit to the private owners. This is the

negation of negation, the rrdvrtio ad ab-

wwnimn of the capitalist system of produc

tion. The only conceivabfc alternative will

be the elimination of the capitalist and the

enlmtitution of collective ownership of the

instrument* of production—production for

one, instead of for profit—in other words,

tbe adoption of socialism, the inauguration

of the co-operative commonwealth.

Our present system of private ownership

of land and capital is a necessary but pass

ing phase in the economic history of the

world. It had its purpose to serve in eco

nomic evolution ; its midnight hour is near;

to give place to a grander, nobler system of

fraternal co opeiation and human brother

hood. This is why I speak of the "coming

co-operative commonwealth." Its coming

is inevitable; it is tbe only solution of the

problem of the just and equitable distribu

tion of wealth. The problem that the sphynx

presents to the closing years of the nine

teenth century, and which not to answer,

ig to lie destroyed.

The change from our present system to

the new social system will be, indeed, great,

and while no socialist pretends to be able

to describe in detail the changes that will

be effected, yet certain great changes are

inevitable, and I shall devote the rest ol

thisi article to a rough outline of the more

prominent and salient economic and social

features of the new nation.

In tbe December Railway Conductor, Mr.

W. P- Borland, in an excellent article under

the caption "The Logic of Socialism," says:

It rrqutrv» considerable mental effort to fully real

tor the immense changes in Ihe organic structure

•rbtch wM-fftJ'eu propose to bring about; they arc so

thoroughly jnnaumentul that their full import can

only be muster-i-d after a great den] uf patient study.

■ •<nllie money would be entirely suppressed ; it

would be replaced by labor notes. • • • Private

production and private ownership of capital would

be no more. There would be no capital save the

socially managed capital of the entire collectivity,

and private interest in the productive processes—

that is, in the sense in which we now understand pri

vate interests—must entirely cease. The stock ex

change and boards of trade must vanish, since there

would be no such thing as eitln r stocks or trade. Our

present w stly and elaborate system of advertising

would entirely disappear, and there would be abso

lutely no further use for the middleman. The drum

mer, the solicitor of trade, the wholesale and letall

denier, the manufacturer, the entire army of those

who now exploit the consumer for private profit,

would find tlin'r oeenpaliou gone; tliey would be

relegated to the ranks of the act mil piodueers of

wealth : they would be obliged to perform some so

e ally necessary work in order to procure any of the

means of subsistence, and such social necessity would

not be determined by the dictates of their private in

terest but by the collective interests of society as a

whole.

The economic functions which this army of persons

now perform, and which they undertake from the

stimulus of private gain, would then be performed

by public functionaries, and public store-houses con

veniently situated would take ihe place of our pres

ent wholesale and retail stores. Just Imagine lor a

moment what it would mean to have every able-

bodied person transformed into an actual producer

of wealth, forced by the very constitution of the

society in which tin y found themselves to perform

some sort of labor whose social utility was publicly

recognized, in order to obtain for themselves any por

tion of the means of existence, imagine what all

this would mean to the vast army of those who may

truly be said to be unproductive consumers in our

present society, and it would appeur U at the change

proposed by the socialists would be a most thorough

one. * * * The products in the public store

houses would only be delivered to individuals in re

turn tor labor checks, and as there would be no pri

vate capital, nor private sources of income, there

would remain noway of obtaining those checks ex

cept in exchange for some socially recognized useful

labor—only in so far as individuals obtained them as

the result of free gift from others. Thus, every mem

ber of the socialist state would be compelled to labor,

except only those who were excused by age or invn

lidity.

Think of the enormous saving that would

be effected over our present planless and

wasteful method of carrying on productive

processes. In the two items— cost of busi

ness advertising and soliciting trade, alone,

would be saved a sum that considerably ex

ceeds the cost of the national government

as at present administered. No adulterated

foods would be permitted. It is estimated

that adulteration of food products now costs

us five hundred millions annually. Think

of the enormous saving that would be effect

ed by abolishing ihe miles upon miles of re

tail stores in our large cities, with their arm

ies of employes and substituting instead a

large public storehouse in, say each ward.

Think of the waste under our present sys

tem of our national state and municipal in

debtedness, the cost of our swarm of reve

nue officials and tax assessors and collectors,

the army of people connected with bank

ing, insurance and commission business.

Then again, the waste from our irresponsi

ble system of private production, the waste

arising trom engaging in mistaken under

takings, and from useless competition aris

ing from mutual hostility between those

engaged in trade, the waste from our per
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iodieal gluts and consequent stoppage of in

dustries, and from idle capital and labor.

All these wastes will be entirely stopped

under the new social system.

With the abolition of private property in

land and capital !»() per cent, of our present

laws will become obsolete. For as govern

ment under our present system is princi

pally an engine for the enforcing of prop

erty rights and privileges in favor of the

possessing classes, so nearly all laws are

made for the express purpose of guarding

those property rights and privileges. There

fore, litigation under the new order will be

mostly confined to actions of torts; offenses

against the person, so that !i"> per cent, of

our lawyers and judges and officers of the

law generally will be unnecessary, and will

be employed in productive labor, as authors,

artists, scientists, inventors, or organizers

and managers of public industries, or as

public functionaries.

Education will be compulsory. No child

will be permitted to grow up in ignorance.

Every boy and girl will receive a college

education, an education that will be thor

ough and practical, and intended to fit them

for taking a useful part in social work.

Every one will be allowed to choose the oc

cupation for which they seem best adapted,

as it would not pay the state to compel cit

izens to follow uncongenial occupations.

Those showing special aptitude for lit

erary, artistic or scientific pursuits, will be

afforded every opportunity to gratify ami

cultivate their special tastes or talents.

It will of course be understood that in the

new nation the state will be the sole em

ployer. All the citizens, by virtue of their

citizenship will become employes of the

nation, to be distributed as the needs of in

dustry and the public service require. Xo

citizen will depend for his living on any

other citizen, such dependence would be

considered degrading and a form of slavery

not to be permitted. The same holds

equallv true in regard to women, who will

be paid for their services directly by the

state, so that they will not, as now, be de-

dependent on their husbands for their sup

port. They will, for the first time in the

history of the world, be economically inde

pendent. They will no longer be compelled

to sell themselves into legal prostitution

for the sake of securing a home. Children

will not be dependent on their parents for

material support, that also will be provided

by the state, as well as their education.

Only for love and affection will they be de

pendent on their parents.

All citizens, both men and women, will

receive an equal share in the distribution

of the national wealth. Nationalists hold

that all men who do their best, do the same,

and are entitled to the same reward. A

man's abilities, no matter how superior,

merely lix the measure of his duty, and he

who falls below the standard of that re

quired by the gifts nature has endowed him

with, is less deserving than he who less

poorly endowed, does his best. We believe

that the spirit of emulation, the desire for

the honor, esteem, and gratitude of their

fellows, will impel men and women in the

new nation to do their best. Even in our

own sordid times we have had recently in

our international yacht race, an example ol

pure emulation, totally dissociated from

mercenary motives. The college boat races

and foot ball games show that mere love of

money is, even now, not the only motive

that impels men to do their best.

It is sometimes urged thai under nation

alism there will be no incentive to invent

ors to invent, the expectation of reaping

riches being removed. ThoHe who take this

ground should explain why Edison contin

ues at his work, he is now a very rich man.

He works because he loves to, and is im

pelled by an unconquerable desire to keep

on experimenting and devising and perfect

ing new creations ot his brain. It is the

same with the poet, the artist, the author,

the musician. When the fear of want is

forever removed, we may expect a nobie

spirit of emulation, an "enthusiasm of hu

manity" that will inspire men to higher

and nobler exertions in the interest of the

race.

It is also objected that socialism aims to

prevent the acquisition of private property.

This is an error. On the contrary socialists

denounce this system as incompatible with

the acquisition of property, except to an

insignificant minority, while socialism will

make the ownership of private property

universal. Only private monopoly of the

means of production will not be permitted.

Every citizen will dispose of his income

in any way his fancy or tastes dictate, but

there will be no way in which he can invest

it as "capital," i. /■., for the purpose of ob

taining an income without personal exer

tion. From their private means, citizens,

the same as now, will support the churches,

the literary, ethical, social or artistic so

cieties with whichthey desire to affiliate.

In the same way they will support the

newspapers or magazines that voice their

various views in religion, morals, science,

public policy or otherwise. Such publica

tions will be under the editorial control and

management of those selected for the pur

pose by those interested, the mechanical

work only will be done by the stale upon

proper compensation.

Here it may lie proper to state that while

private production will be replaced by so

cial production, it will not lie as the result

of any prohibitory laws, but because pri

vate production will be impossible as against

public, for the reason that cost will be the
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limit of price. On such terms uo private

owner could compote. It is quite possible,

however, that private production may con

tinue in u small way, for the purpose of

initiating new processes, or for social or lit

erary ventures, but all private production

for the mere object of profit would most

certainly cease.

The ranks of the various trades, occupa

tions and professions will he recruited by

volunteers from the young men and women

who have finished their education. The at

tractiveness of the various trades will be

equalized by a difference in the daily hours

of labor required in each, i. c, in proportion

to the arduousness of the trade the hours

constituting a day's labor will be reduced,

wi that the conditions of labor in all trades

shall be equally attractive to persons hav

ing natural tastes for them. No child labor

will be permitted under any condition.

Nor will women be permitted to engage in

occupations for which their sex or physical

endowments disqualifies them. Their labor

will be lighter, their hours shorter, and

their vacations more frequent than those

of uien.

As socialists and nationalists we hold that

our present civilization is the result of

thousands of vears of growth and improve

ment, to which millions of our ancestors

have contributed, so all men are co-heirs

ami should be the equal beneficiaries of

thie- civilization. No one in the new nation

will, therefore, be disqualified as a partici

pant. The sick, the lame, the blind, the

physically and mentally impotent will be

entitled to their lull share of the national

wealth, not as a charity, but as a right.

They will be treated as tenderly as the

wounded soldiers of a victorious army.

One of the most important bureaus of the

new nation will be the bureau of statistics,

whose function will be the accurate collect-

ins and compilation of statistics of the var

ious product? and commodities produced

stud consumed by the nation. These statis

tics will enable us to produce commodities

in proper proportion to the demand, so as

to avoid periodical gluts and crises as under

our present planless methods of production.

It will be safe to say that the new nation

will not waste labor and capital in produc

ing two million bales of cotton when one

million bales would he sufficient, or in rais

ing 500 million bushels of wheat more than

wst* needed for home consumption and ex

portation. There will be bureaus of pro

portion and distribution, which will regu

late the whole field of productive and con-

--troctive industry, with a view to economy

of labor. All labor will not of course be re

quired for the production of commodities

lor consumption, a large contingent will be

employed in creating fixed capital, such as

buildings, machiuerv, engineering works,

etc.

1 said before that under our present sys

tem, government was, to a great extent,

merely a machine for the enforcement of

the rights of property and privileges in the

hands of the possessing classes, tinder the

new social system class distinctions with

reference to property will be entirely oblit

erated. There will be only one class, whose

interests will be identical. Government

will lose, therefore, its coercive features

and become more and more administrative

of the industrial affairs of the nation in the

interest of the collectivity. It will be im

possible for public officials to prostitute

their office for private gain. Entrance into

the public service will be through the low

est grade, advancement upwards will be

through merit alone, as the result of suc

cessful service examinations. Social posi

tion wrill not be due to superior wealth, but

to superior ability, or devotion to the pub

lic service. They will he the generals of

the industrial army whom we shall delight

to honor, on whose brow we shall bind the

laurel leaf. The desire for such positions,

and the honor and gratitude it will bring,

will be an incentive as great as that which

now spurs on our successful generals under

a military regime.

With the adoption of the initiative, refer

endum, and imperative mandate, and pro

portional representation, the will of the

people on all questions of piddic policy will

be prompt and effective, and insure a thor

oughly democratic administration of affairs.

The power to recall our representatives or

officials by means of the imperative man

date will insure us an honest and efficient

administration of the public service.

Such is a brief outline of what the new

nation, the coming co-operative common

wealth will be. It may be asked how so

great a change is to be brought about. Do

we expect to confiscate all existing wealth

to the use of the collectivity? No, al

though John Stuart Mill asserted that as

wealth was the product of society, and not

of the individuals in whose possession it

was, society would be justified in appro

priating it. if the general good of society

would be subserved. In case the possess

ing classes resisted the absorption of the

means of production by the people we

would have the precedent of the southern

slave owners to guide us. But if national

ists have their way, our economic revolu

tion will be a peaceable one. They have

nothing to fear from us; we are thoroughly

familiar with the compulsion under which

the capitalist as well as the proletarian, has

been forced under the stress of competitive

conditions to fight for life. The conditions

have forced us " to eat or be eaten." We
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would all have been capitalists if we could,

all the difference has been merely one of

ability and opportunity. When (he crisis

comes, Ihose whom the capitalists have

most to fear from, are the now ignorant and

apathetic masses who refuse to think, but

go blindly along oblivious of the conditions

that are hurrying us en with lightning

speed to our destiny. When this class do

get aroused and become suddenly conscious

of Ibe causes that have ground them into

poverty and misery, then let the possessing

classes beware of their nemesis!

But assuming the charge to be a peaceful

one, it might be effected in this manner:

We would probably commence by taking

over the railroads, telegraph and telephone

lines. We could have the government en

gineers estimate the actual cost of repro

ducing them, and tender that amount in U.

S. bonds bearing two per cent, interest, the

interest and one-twentieth of the principal

payable yearly. We could raise the. wages

of all the employes and considerably lower

the cost of service, and extinguish the debt

in 20 years, without adding on* cent to our

taxes. If the owners refused to sell on our

terms, we would at once commence the con

struction of railways, telegraph and tele

phone lines, issuing for the labor and ma

terial U. S. greenbacks, a full legal tender

for all dues to the government. However,

there would be no danger of that occurring,

the mere intention on the part of the gov

ernment to build these lines would squeeze

out every drop of water in existing lines

within ninety days. We would then pro

ceed to obtain by right of eminent domain

coal lands in four or five states, set u,000

miners to work at 50 per cent, increase over

firesent wages and proceed to mine and de-

iver coal at actual cost to consumers. The

coal barons could not compete with us, and

coal lands would be nearly worthless prop

erty to private owners. We would then size

up Bro. Carnegie's plants, and a few others,

and if the price was agreeable to them, we

would take charge of the steel rail and iron

plate business, and so on, one industry af

ter another, until all industry was nation

alized. We would only purchase such

plants as we needed, we would be under no

obligation to burden ourselves with unnec

essary plants. Competition now makes

hundreds of them useless, nor would we be

obliged to purchase any property not.nec

essary for the public use. Those who

owned stores, residences, factories, or hind

could retain possession until the public

needed them, when they would be paid for

at their actual value. Finally, we would

assume control of the agricultural interests

of the nation, starting mammoth farms in

different sections of the country, giving

our present poverty stricken farmers per

manent employment, under better condi

tions and on more remunerative terms than

they now enjoy, until finally all production

and distribution of the national wealth was

controlled by the people themselves, and

in their own interests. It would be merely

extending into other departments of indus

try what we are now doing in the postal

service, public roads, light houses, the army

and navy, public schools, etc.

Then would the co operative common

wealth be realized and the new nation ush

ered in. 1 hope I need not apologize to the

reader for closing this article by quoting

Mr. Edward IJellamy's reply to the query

Why a new nation?

Why a now nation? Why will rot the old one do-

Thtse lire some of the reasons why It will not do

In the old nation, the system by which the work ol

life is carried on is a sort of perpetual warfare, a

struggle, literally to the death, between men and

men. It is a sj stein by which the contestants nre

foreed to waste in fighting more effort than they have

left for work. The sordid and bitter uulure of the

struggle so hardens, for the most part, the relation*

of men to their fellows that in die domestic circle

alone do they find exercise for the better, tenderer

and more generous elements of their nature.

In this old nation, a million strong men arc even

now vainly crying out for work to do, though the

world needs so much more work done. Meanwhile.

though the fathos and husbands can find no work,

there is plenty always for the little children, who

Hock, in piteous armies, through the chilling mists of

winter dawns into the factories.

In this old inntion, not only does wealth devour pov

city, but wealth devours wealth, and, year by \eer

tile assets of the nation pass more and more swiftlv

and completely into the hands of a few score indi

viduals out of 6* nuo.UtHI people.

In this old nation, \ear by year, the natural wealth

of the land, the heritage of the people, ia being wasted

by the retklessnoss of individual greed. The forest*

aie ravaged, the fisheries of river and sea destroyed,

the fertility of the soil exhausted.

In this old nation, under a vain form of free polit

ical institutions, the inequalities of wealth and the

irresistible influence of money upon a people de

voured by want, are making nominally repuhl'caii

institutions a machine more convenient even lliuii

despotism fertile purposes of plutocracy and plunder

These are a few of the reasons why the old nation

will not do, and these, In turn, are a few of the rcn

sons why men are looking and longing for the new

nation :

In the new nation, work will not be warfare, but

fraternal eo operation toward a store in which all will

share alike ilumim efl'ort, no longer wasted by bat

tie and cross-purposes, will create an abundance pre

viously impossible.

More iin|Kirlimt far, the conditions of labor under

the plan of fraternal eo operation will lend as strongly

to stimulate fraternal sentiments and affectionate re

lations among the work* rs as the present condition*

tend to repress them. The kindly side of men will

no longer lie known only to their wlvi sand children

In the new nation, there will l>e neither rich nor

poor; all will be equal partners in the product of thi

national Industrial organization.

In the new nation, the dependence of one sex upon

anothi r for livelihood, which now poiaous love and

gives lust its opportunity, will be forever at an end

As equal and Independent partners In the- product of

the nation, women will have attained an economical

enfranchisement, without which no political devitv

could hi-lp them. Prostitution will be u forgotten

horror.

In the new nation, there will be no unemployed

All will be enabled and required to do their part oe

cording to their glfLs, wive onlv those whom age. si< k

riess or intinnlty has exempted ; and these, no lonter

as row trodden under fool will bocrved and guarded

as tenderly as are the wounded In bailie by then-corn

radea.
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In the new nation, the children will be cherished

u precious jewels, inestimable pledges of the divine

love to men. Though mother and father forsake

ttiem, the nation will tnke them up.

In the new nation, education will be equal and uni

versal, and will cover the entire period of life during

which it it now enjoyed by the most favored classes.

In the new nation, the wasting of the people's her-

uajre will cease, the forests will be replanted, the

rivers and seas repopnlalcd, and fertility restored to

nhaustcd land*. The natural refources of the <oun

try will be cared for and preserved as a common es

tate, and one to whicn the living have title only as

trwtee* for the unborn.

In the new nation, the debauching influence of

wealth being banished, and the people raised to a

real equality by equal education and resources, a true

democratic and popular government will become

KMible a* it never was before. Kor the Hrst time in

oiatory the world will behold a true republic, round-

«1, full orbed, complete—a republic, social, indus

trial, political.

The)* will be some of the characteristics of the new

nation, to the advancement of which, till it shall

bare utterly rcplnccd and supplanted the old nation.
»»■ nationalist* are pledged.

GAINS FROM REGULAR HABITS.

BY W. A. ENIiAKDK.

An English scientific philosopher recently

made a lialf-pluyful, half-serious defence of

the routine life of the man of " regular

habits."

He insisted that, in this busy, hustling

age, when so many duties press upon an

active man, and there are so many thing*

which unavoidably call for the exercise of

attention, judgment and decision every day.

it ig part of wisdom—a real conservation of

energy and nervous force—to settle as many

as possible of the routine matters by a fixed

habit of life.

There seems to be sense in the suggestion.

Why should a man with anything import

ant to do in the world tax the gray matter

of his brain nearly every day to decide what

In- will eat, drink or wear, what his pleasure

*hall be and what his recreation, when he

(ball go to bed and when g^et up? Having

arrived at years of discretion and discrim

ination, why can he not so order his life as

to have these and kindred things come and

go in a somewhat settled order?

To eat at regular hours the things he

"finds good of, according to Bacon's rule,

abstaining from those that disagree with

him; to rise, bathe, dress, exercise, work,

recreate and sleep after a regular order, is

not to make a treadmill of life. It is to lay

out a smooth road for journeying with the

least possible friction and waste. "To

choose time is to save time." A considera

ble proportion of the worry and waste of

life comes from a needless jumbling of work

and clashing of duties.

Whatever we may think of the method,

the large majority of men who accomplish

great things and live to a good old age are

men of regular habits. It may be encour

aging to know that there is a scientific foun-

ilation for their sticking to the ruts.

CI1A HA CTETl, XOT A FPEAKAKCK.

Who shall judge a man from manners?

Who shall know him by his dress?

Paupers may be fit for princes,

Princes fit for something less.

Crumpled shirt and dirty jacket

May beclothe the golden ore

Of the deepest thoughts and feelings

Satin vests could do no more.

There are springs of crystal nectar

Ever welling out of stone:

There are purple beds and golden,

Hidden, crushed and overgrown;

God, who counts by foul, not dresses,

Loves and prospers you and me,

While He values thrones the highest

But as pebbles in the sea.

Man upraised above his fellows,

Oft forgets his fellows then ;

Musters, rulers, lords, remember

That your meanest hinds are men ;

Men by labor, men by feeling,

Men by thought and men by fame,

Claiming equal rights to sunshine,

In a man s ennobling name.

There are foam- embroidered oceans,

There are little reed clad rills.

There are feeble inch high saplings,

There are cedars on the hills;

<iod, who counts by souls, not stations,

Loves and prospers you and me,

For to Him all vain distinctions

Are as pebbles in the sea.

Toiling hands alone are builders

Of a nation's wealth or fame;

Titled laziness is pensioned,

Fed and fattened on the same.

By the sweat of other's foreheads,

Living only to rejoice,

While the poor man's outraged freedom

Vainly lifted up its voice.

Truth and justice are eternal,

Both with loveliness and light;

Secret wrongs shall never prosper

While there is a ninny right!

God, whose world-heard voice is singing

Boundless love to you and me,

Sinks oppression with its titles

As the pebbles in the sea.

The cheapest tax dodging scheme on

record is that of a churchman in Lincoln

county, Maine, who has organized a bogus

religious and charitable society, has made

himself treasurer, and has turned all his

personal property over to the treasury of

this non taxable corporation. He defies

the assessors, and they don't see how they

can get at him.
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Contributors will sign their names lo their articles

and forward copy so as lo reach the editor not Inter

than the first duv of each month.

-WA-HOUSE POWERS OF LOCOMOTIVE*

TEIl USEI>, ETC.

The amount of water made into steam

with which to make the energy to develop

a horse power of work is one "of the most

material elements we have to do with.

The cost of the energy is the prime ele

ment of the machine with which we do the

work for it is constant. It is not like re

pairs, and does not vary much on the same

machine, and it calls for coal, mixed with

brains, in order to obtain the best results.

and it is not one of the matters that do not

show to the credit or discredit of ? the man

who "runs her," so much has been said of

late as to the claims of the amount saved,

by the new engines, and their enormous

savings, that it is well to look into some of

the statements in order to see the basis on

which such statements rest.

Reading a paper very lately on the fuel

account of a recent addition to the rolling

stock of a R. R. Co., I looked it over care

fully with some "ancient" records and here

is what was on the books, the recent ad

dition claimed that thirty pounds of wa

ter was pretty good for the locomotive, for

a II. P. one hour, but that their new one

had given them a clean record of 27+ when

she was well loaded, not clear up to the ut

most, but at fairly good loading, for a pull,

this was with 17s pounds pressure as a rule.

On looking over some old figures, f rind

the results of some trials made in England

nearly forty years ago, on an 18"x24" cyl

inder with a ratio of 1.45 expansion only

28.00 tt>s per II . P. were used, and with aii

expansion ratio of 2. ill' but 10.8 H>s were used,

and on an engine in regular service each

day, and at the same time it was stated

that if the possibility had existed of reduc

ing the back pressure to nothing, and con

tinuing this, to the extent of a vacuum, the

result would have been in the first case that

less than 24 His. and in second case to less

than 14 lbs or as compared with a condens

ing engine the locomotive would at that

time have done far better than very many

of the engines now in use and called eco

nomical.

Here is what is trying to be accomplished

with the double expansion engine, better

known as the compound, it is to do away

with the atmospheric pressure, or counter

pressure to the free exhaust of the steam

in the air after having done its work in the

cylinder, the same thing is also being tried

on the Electric Light and Power Companies,

by using what is termed a " High Pressure

Compound," or a two-cylinder engine with

out any condenser, some of the aguments

used are that such an engine will save

" forty per cent.," over the usual high pres

sure engine most used by such plants, while

if we read the circulars of the Independent

Condenser makers, we read that they will

only guarantee but 25 per cent, saving, by

a good vacuum, over the usual exhaust into

the open air. Perhaps some of our readers

will be able to say where the saving is made,

certainly not in theory or practice, as bus

been proved in so many of the causes which

have have been tried on the question.

When we have to evaporate :-M) pounds of

water into steam it takes an amount of heat

units readily obtained by reference to any

of the Steam Tables, anil if we assume for

the moment a pressure of 1(55 pounds by

the gauge, or ISO pounds absolute, then we

require 850.:! units to evaporate each pound

of water from :52° F. to ."572.90 F. or in all t>>

make thirty pounds of water into steam at

180 pounds absolute calls for the expendi

ture of 25500 beat units, then if any im

provement that made even 20 per cent..

would allow us to do our work on 20407.2

heat units, or on the same basis that is

usually accorded the Condensing Engine

with a single cylinder, using 20 pounds of

water per horse power per hour, while if

the assertion is made good that 40 percent.

is gained even on a locomotive that is using

.">() pounds of water, at 1 SU pounds pressure, it

would require us to use only, 15:!0(i units of

beat, or far less than many of the engines

now considered as better than locomotive

practice, are doing in regular service.

In all comparisons we must not forget to

find the difference in the actual heat used

in the making of the steam at different pres

sures, for at 180 pounds absolute it is 850..'!

units, at 140 pounds absolute, 8(55.1 units.

anil at 100 pounds absolute, 87(5 units, so

that when we are to investigate such state

ments it means n great deal more than sim

ply the pounds of water used, for as com

parative tests, we are to look on all sides of

the matter, for so many who are in the

business do not consider that any element

enters into the calculations beyond the

pounds of water used as a result. The turn

ing of energy into steam from coal is only

the conversion of heat from coal into heat

in water up to t he point where the vaporiza

tion of water into steam, at temperature

due to pressure occurs, and the amount of

heat units railed for, us is shown here be

tween different pressures, is often of far

greater moment than is supposed to be the

case when it is carelessly talked of. and not

inquired into.

It is precisely these reckless statements

that lead the adoption of so many new

things into disgrace or non-adoption, for

men who run railroads, are called to ac

count often, when they adopt, some new
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n.achine or apparatus, and if it is done with

out care, it does not occur many times be

fore the management call for another man.

The difference of quantity of heat called

i'ir to evaporate water into steam at differ

ent temperatures is not of itself a great

amount, but when trifling differences are

multiplied by 30.000 in one hour, and that

l.y 30 hours run a day, or 30 to 40 hours for

a round trip, very trifling amounts call for

money, in such lumps as would make a man

happy to get it, or to look very troubled if

tie had to pay it out for no consideration.

When the question of heat is carefully

. oiisidered, it is well to consider the densi

ty of steam at other pressures, for that is of

much account in handling it, for it becomes

heavier as well as hotter—so that when we

.oiiie to analyze statements on the steam

use. for efficiency, we must take in all the

reasons for economy, as well as all ques

tions of coat, of the steam we are to use,

and it is sometimes found that what is an

advantage, carries with it also some not de-

Mralile quantities, but we must take them

into account, in order to get at facts.

For comparison we insert the data of

-onie of the absolute pressures here:
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871.7
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801.2

857.4

853.8

850.3

847.0

843.8

829.5

817.4

811.9

104::.

Cubic

Feet in

One

Pound.

8.414

5.425

4.403

3.572

3.212

3.011

2.833

2.076

2.535

2.445

2.294

1.854

1.554

1.437

334.(1

Weight of

One Cubic

Foot.

0.1188

0.184:;

0.2271

0.2800

0.3113

0.3321

0.:i530

0.3737

0.3945

0.4153

0.4350

0.5303

0.0440

0.0000

0.00200

lbs.

The difference as shown on table is at the

end, where a pressure higher than we are

nnw able to make use of is shown in com

parison with a pressure far lower than we

tired to use, and we find that the weight

.uvl density as compared between I125 Mis

per square inch, and one pound per square

inch ig 232.7 times, or the steam at one

pound requires 232.7 times as much room

ifiat 325 pounds, and weighs 232.7 times as

much at 325 as it does at one pound. The

li>-st required to make the steam at two

pressure)- is not far from thirty per cent.

more to make a pound at one pound's pres

sure than at 325, 'but the volume of the

steam at one pound would not allow of its

use in any sort of comparison, for we could

not get an engine large enough to use it,

and do any amount of work.

The amount of work done by a pound of

steam is another important part of the mat

ter, and is always to be considered, and into

this comes the clearance, ratio of expan

sion, and the pressures with volume, etc.,

and will be treated of in a separate article,

but the heat is of the utmost importance,

and in its comparison it will be found that

any one who can make even a saving of four

per cent, on a recently constructed engine,

will be doing what is very valuable indeed,

if he or they actually do save in result one-

tenth of what is so often claimed in the usual

way of statements which are certainly to

some extent reckless, or without consider

ation, if indeed they are based on any act

ual knowledge at all.

Some interest is now shown in the eastern

part of the country in a new Shaw locomo

tive which is said to be a considerable im

provement on the only one of the name or

kind ever yet built, and which is remem

bered as having a peculiar set of side rods,

and four cylinders, two on a side, not a

compound, the new one is said to do away

with the " hammer on the rail," as well as

the "counter balance in the wheels," this

is the talk now, but whether it will be built

or not is not known at this writing.

There has been another attempt to sup

plant the good old way of building a 1J. H.

in Boston the so called " Boynton" Bicycle

Railway, which is to run,on a rail overhead,

in such a way as to make it capable of get

ting over "a hundred miles an hour," there

has been some talk of its being built, but

none of the old roads have stopped yet.

The interest in the matter of improving

the present methods is quite enough to

keep us all busy the whole time in '04, and

no one need to be out of a job, for there is

still lots of work to do, and as the heat in

creases, it will be time to pull oil' our coats,

and go in soon, and it should be our aim to

make a better record this, than last year.

Thtima* Pray, Jr.

AIR l'RKSSURK IN ltOILKRS.

J. M. Bunker wishes to have a dispute

settled, and as ours is a mission of peace we

will try to explain the question asked and

thus restore harmony. The question is:

" Suppose a dead engine has to be moved

six miles, the first five of which are down

grade enough to permit the engine to roll

down, and the last mile is up grade. Could

air enough be accumulated in the five miles

run down hill to run the engine the last

mile up hill ?"

Under favoring circumstances it might be

done, but the chances are against the per

formance. In order to get air into the

empty boiler while the engine is rolling
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down grade it would be necessary to put

her in reverse gear, with cylinder cocks

shut and throttle open. At the first start

this action would not have any retarding

influence, for there would he nothing op

posed to the free entrance of the air to the

boiler, but the pumping would soon show

its effect and the pressure would run up

until the engine would come to a stop.

For illustration let us figure on a boiler

four feet in diameter and twelve feet long.

A boiler of that size would hold about 150

cubic feet of air, but as the lire-box sides,

the wagon top and the dome will take more

air thau is occupied by the flues in the

cylinder part of the boiler let us suppose

our boiler to contain 210 cubic feet. A

cylinder IS by 24 inches contains about :!.i

cubic feet and as each cylinder would be

filled twice to each revolution, we would

have four times :U ft., or in theory about

14 cubic ft. of air to each revolution of the

wheels. A six ft. wheel would be about 19

ft. in circumference, and would make 15

revolutions in rolling 285 ft. Fifteen revo

lutions forcing 14 cubic feet of air into the

boiler at each revolution, would be just 210

cubic ft. or the estimated cubical capacity

of the boiler. In starting with the engine,

we assume that it has air in its boiler at

the ordinary density, and hence after roll

ing only 285 ft. we have forced in another

lot of air equal in bulk to what was in

when we started, and have two atmos

pheres in the space at first occupied by

one. The pressure is thus just double or

about 14 pounds on the gauge. Each 285

ft. passed over should add 14 pounds to the

pressure till at the end of 2,850 ft. or a lit

tle over a half mile we should have 140 lbs.

pressure Hut with the throttle open, and

the accumulated pressure acting on the

pistons, the engine would stop long before

ibis pressure was reached. It might be

possible, with heavy grades to favor you,

to get speed enough by letting the engine

run, and thus throwing her in reverse gear

and pumping air until her speed was

checked, to get over 100 pounds of pressure

on the boiler, but toward the last it would

be slow work, for her speed would check

very quickly with the high pressure acting

against the pistons. Ah before said if the

grade was steep enough you migbtthus get

even over 100 lbs. of pressure, but the

chances are against gettingas much as that.

Again the question of how heavy a grade

the mile up hill is has to be taken into the

consideration. An empty engine cutting

off at six inches ought to run up any or

dinary grade and if started with 140 lbs.

ought not lose more than 70 lbs. in running

a mile, for by cutting off at quarter stroke

she should run four times as far in empty

ing the boiler as she ran to fill it. The an

swer must then be that under some circum

stances it can be done.

Engineers who have got into close quar

ters, and have reversed their engines and

opened the throttle, have noticed an in

crease of prefsure on the gauge, and that

the engine would commence to "pop off"

almost immediately. This is no doubt

caused by the air being forced in against

the action of steam, for when an engine is

reversed and continues to run on contrary

to her valve motions, nothing can leave her

boiler but air will iu all cases be forced into

the boiler with each revolution of the

wheel. This action will cease only when

the wheels slide, or if she should get to

slipping her wheels in obedience to her

valve motion while still moving the other

way. When a boiler is tilled with water

up to her water gauges or say more than 3,

full it would leave a space of only about 50

cubic ft. above the water level, and it air

where pumped into this space at the rate

of 14 cubic feet for each revolution it would

take only four revolutions to add 14 lbs.

as the smaller air space would be filled so

much quicker.

I had a nearly dead engine (she had lot;-

of water and but little steam I to move

about 250 feet, place her on a turntable and

run her into the roundhouse. I pushed

her these 250 feet with another engine and

had my helper put the nearly dead one in

reverse gear with the throttle open and in

shoving her 125 feet she gained 40 pounds,

and began to hold back pretty hard. I let

him shut the throttle and put her in right

gear and after pushing her onto the table

we had plenty of pressure to run her into

the roundhouse. Air pressure can thus bp

utilized in more ways than it is yet being

done, and compressed air will form no

small factor in the future development ol

mechanics, for air is the most abundant of

all God's gifts to man, and on account of its

elasticity and ductility forms one of the

best mediums to convey power, because it

loses so little by fiictiou.

In regard to working an injector by air

pretsure there is a doubt whether it can be

done. In writing books on locomotives

theories have been advanced by somi-

wi iters to account for the action of the

injector, while others observe a discreet

silence, which is probably as wise a coursi

as any, for when a man ventures to tell

about induced currents and vacuums he

may be in a fair way of getting drawn into

entanglements. One of bur latest writers

on locomotives gays "the injector's action

is that of induced currents," and illustrates

by the action of wind blowingover water and

raising waves and specifies the ordinary ex

haust blast, lowers, steam siphons, steam-

jets, jet exhausters and argand burners as

examples of the principle involved. It h

true that they are examples of induced

currents but iii none of these eases is there

any direct counter pressure opposed to the
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indirect current like there is in the check

valve of the injector with a pressure of say

•500 lbs. holding it down. Kxhaust blasts,

blowers, steam jets, jet exhausters and ar-

gand burners do not send their induced

currents to meet an equal counter pressure

nor indeed for that matter any pressure at

all and so Ihey are uot fair illustrations of

tbe principle.

My attention has been called to the ad

vantage to be obtained by a running start

of a force outside a door overcoming a

greater force inside, but while granting

this as true I fail to see why the greater

foree should not be able to gradually check

and finally stop this made rush. In fur

ther explanation it is stated that it is nec

essary to create a flow of water through the

overflow and then to turn it toward the

cbfck. In opposition to this I am using

a Mack injector and whenever I choose to 1

tan put it to work so quickly as not to lose

any water through the overflow at all ; it

i« therefore not necessary to establish a

current and then to divert it to another

ilirection. But this is getting away from

the subject matter. As before stated air

may be forced into a boiler either by roll-

iogdown grade or by being towed but it is

taken as a fact that injectors will not work

with air prensure, but if 1 ever get a chance,

m I have had, I shall try it by a practical

test. If air will not work an injector it

would certainly do away with the explana

tion of "induced currents," because if the

pressure is there to induce the current it

ought not to make any difference whether

it is steam or air pressure.

William Writer.

KKCKNT TKSTSOf COMPOUNDS.

The Hat/way Age, in its issue of Feb. 2d,

presents some interesting figure's as the re

volt of a test of compound locomotive No.

Mo, in comparison with simple locomotive

No. 138, both built by the Baldwin Loco

motive Works for the Long Island Railroad

Company. Kt.gine 145 is a Vauclain four-

cylinder compound, and. except for tbe

"impounding feature, is an exact counter

part ol engine 138. Every precaution was

taken to have the conditions of the test as

near alike as possible, and the engines were

elected as being both in equally good run

ning condition. The tests were conducted

over the same course for each engine, with

di'.' satne tr.iin ami the same engineer and

Breman bundled both engines. The com

pound was tested for three consecutive days;

then the simple engine was put through

tbe «me course of sprouts, and the results

were compared. The comparison developed

i surprising economy for the compound and

il is really hard for a layman to see how

«jy fault "can he found with the figures.

The part of the official report setting forth

all the essential facts of the test, and the

results obtained, is as follows:

1. A train of twenty loaded cars was sot apart for

the haul.

2. The section of truck between Hempstead Cross

ing and Koukonkoma was used; and the train hauled

the round trip twice each day, making a total daily

run of lt:i.78 miles.

3. Two cars of Clearfield coal were set apart by the

storekeeper as being from the same mine, and were

used exclusively on the series of tests.

•1. It was decided to run the test train three (lavs

with one engine, and three days with the other, mak

ing a series of tests of three days with each.

5. All coal was weighed on and oil' from point of

start to return to that point, and the water » onsump-

tion was measured witti Thompson patent water me

ters attached to the injector or suction pipes.

It will be seen that with the same train over the

same course the work on each day was the same. On

the first three days the compound engine was used;

on the second three days the simple engine. On the

first day run with each engine the Hue tubes anil

grates and front end were all perfectly clean, arid on

all succeeding days all conditions were similar, and

the engines were in simple running order.

Hitch day's run for consumption was reckoned only

from the time of shirting with the train, and each day

was concluded exactly at the point of origin, the fires

beiiu brought u[> to level as at starting, and the wa

ter in boiler being brought exactly up to level of stop

cock. The same engineer and fireman being retained

for the whole series.

All weather conditions were avdersc to the com

pound engine; as one day (Nov. 4th) was t-xceedingly

wet and on ihe succeeding day the coal was still soak

ing from the previous one. The resultant economy,

it will he seen, is figured up as 37.2 per cent, in coal,

and 17.2 per cent, in water, on the simple basis of per

car per mile ; but making allowance for the increased

length of terminal stoppages with the simple engine.

1 have also entered up the economy per ear per mile

per hour as ;!2 1 per cent, in coal and 10.7 per cent, in

water, each in favor of the compound engine.

Yours respectfully,

l.'UAKi.Ks M. Jacobs,

Consulting Engineer.

.1. V. Daviks,

Assistant Consulting Engineer.

It is also stated that the Richmond Loco

motive works have furnished the Big Four

with a compound of a new design which

has developed an economy of between 35

and 40 per cent., as shown upon the regular

monthly performance sheets, over simple

engines hauling the same trains over the

same division. Speaking of this, the Age

says: "We are not at liberty at this time

to publish the figures from which these per

centages are deduced, but have been shown

what purports to be a copy of the ollicial

record, showing for each engine the data

upon which such comparisons are usually

based. In every instance the comparison

was favorable to the compound." The

Richmond compound has some features not

yet protected by patents and a detailed de

scription of her peculiarities has not yet

been published; but, so far as the opinion

of several representative locomotive men,

unconfirmed by official evidence, can go,

the engiue is a remarkably economical one.

She was given some trials on the Illinois

Central that from all accounts are likely to

develop some surprisingresults when official

figures relating to them make their ap

pearance.

Wilfred I'. Horland.

[Signed.]
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TRAVELING ENGINEERS' CIRC11-AR8.

The committee of the Traveling Engi

neers' Association have sent out the follow

ing circulars to members of the association :

F.XAMINATION OK FIRF.MF.N FOR PROMOTION.

Your committee on "A I'niform Form of Examin

ation o( Firemen for Promotion rihI New Men for

Kinployment," desire answers to the following ques

tions :

At our last annual meeting the matter of exam

ination of tinmen for promotion was discussed

at length, and it was the unanimous opinion that

there should be u uniform form, containing the

best methods of examining men when employed,

and at different times after that, before being pro

moted to the responsible position of an engineer.

As the president said, in his opening address, at our

lust convention, railroads are operated nowadays on

so small a margin of profit that the distance between

a dividend and going into the hands of a receiver is

measured by the small economies and savings in all

departments. The engineer anil fireman can be a

large factor in saving, and for our eompiuiies to get

the full benefit they must commence bv getting good

material. What is needed is good, bright men, that

lake an interest in tbeir business, and it is our duty

to first find the material, then bv examinations ii't

suited intervals, know that the men who will be the

engineers of to-morrow have not made a mistake in

the choice of their profession, or that they are cure

less and indifferent and are willing to 'be curried

along until time brings promotion.

It is hoped by the committee that each and every

member will answer the following questions, and in

addition give the benefit of their experience and

ideas on the subject :

1. Do you have any system of examination on your

road that applies to firemen promoted to switch and

road engines, and new men hired as road engineers?

If you nave, please send form to chairman of com

mittee.

2. Is there any qualification necessary other than

stated in examination ?

3. Are applicants for position of firemen and en

gineers obliged to exhibit a specimen of handwrit

ing in any other manner than filling out personal

record ?

4. What is the limit of minimum and maximum

age of men employed as firemen ?

f>. Do you make any distinction in percentage of

questions asked and answered properly Viy firemen to

be promoted to switch or road engines?

(i. What per cent, of questions must be answered

to enable candidate to pass?

7. Do you have any form of certificate that von

give to those who have successfully passed the ex

amination? If so, please furnish the chairman a

copy.

K. How Is examination conducted—bv a board of

examiners or one person, and is the one' being exam

ined allowed to have one of his associates (one who

has passed the examination successfully) present dur

ing the examination ?

y. In the air-brake examination, is it necessary to

explain the action of the air pump, pump governor,

engineers' brake and equalizing discharge valve,

triple valve, including quick action feature ?

1(1. What means are provided for men to become

informed us to the best practical method of engine

running and curing for engines, and becoming famil

iar with air-brakes, other than every day practice ?

11. Do you examine applicants for positions of

firemen, in physical defects, such as sense of hearing

and color'.'

12. How do you examine regular employes for

color defects, and hearing ?

13. What is the limit of maximum age of era-

ployed engineers?

14. Do you require employed engineers to pass a

more rigid examination than firemen, when pro

moted ?

15. Do you use a progressive form of exominatlon

for firemen '.' If so, please furnish the chairman a

copy.

lti. Do you examine a candidate in the office or in

the round house with an engine to look at '.'

17. If the candidate fails to answer correctly any

question about a common breakdown, or Is unuhlc

to disconnect und block an engine and if neceiuoirv

set an eccentric, would that disqualify him?

Address nil communications to

M. M. Mf.han, chairman.

'/-'I West Ridge St., Marquette, Midi

M. M. Mkhan, Chairman

J. A. I III.!..

W. J. Anthony.

J. K. (iOOtlMAN,

W. T. Hamar,

J. W. SlIF.UXIN,

Committee

POOLING, OR DOUBLE CKF.WINO OF CNOINES.

Your committee on " 1 low Can Traveling Engineer.

Improve the Service when Engines are Double

( rawed or Pooled" desire answers m the followin"

questions. This question wa« continued from the last

annual meeting, us it was not understood by the ma

jority of the members. It is not for us to say whether

it is practicable or economical to double crew or ikxiI

engines, but it in our duty to find the best and most

economical way when our mnnugemeni conclude t<>

try the experiment, This subject has been before

the railroad world and has been tried with more or

less success for a number of years and the committee

earnestly request that you not only answer the fol

lowing questions, but give the benefit of your idejis

and experience :

1. State if you pool or double crew engines on

your road or not.

J. What method do you use to keep up repair-

and by whom are engines cleaned above running

board ?

3. What system do you use to keep engine prop

erly supplied with tools?

I. Hy whom arc supplies placed on engines'.'

ft. vt hen and by whom are engines inspected -

i.. How often are boiler checks and gauge cook* ex

amined and cleaned ?

7. Do you clean fires at intermediate station* for

firemen. If so, pleuse slate number of miles run

also give your opinion as to the waste of furl In so

doing'.'

8. Who takes care of the head lamp and sigii.U

lamps?

!». Are your engine tool boxes locked and the

keys left ut the office for (lie engineuien to got when

they take the engines? (This refers to snialitoois i

10. Is the box containing fni^s, jacks, sow ami

axe. sealed as well us locked, und when the seal 1*

broken a record kept of it?

11. Do you have all steam linings in cab kept light

by other than engineer ?

12. Is the packing of driving boxes and eniriiieiud

tender trucks governed us much as possible by mile

age ?

13. Are Ihc firebox Hues and front end inspeol.il

at stated intervals, or do you wait until she don't

steam ?

14. Are oil cans looked after and kept In prop' r

condition ?

IV Are sand boxes and pipes inspected and known

to be in proper condition before the engine leave,

the terminal ?

10. Are rod cups adjusted by shop men and oth. r

automatic oilers inspected, so that all engineer. ,i-.

required to do is to till them?

17. On double crewed engines do you try to pla..-

men on opposite turns who are friendly and work :n

harmony with each other?

18. On double crewed engines do vou give .-aeti

engineer a set of oil cans '.'

1(1. Do you think it is practicable or economical i-

keepan inspector for double crewed engines?

Address all communications to

W. P Simpson, ,Vi liennett street.

Baltic- Creek, Midi

W. P Simoon, Chairmai

Wm. < i.NIIKB,

f. M. KunsUlV,

P. KltAiElt.

J. <>■ ItCAPKLN,

< iimmllie.
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msClri.INK WITHOIT PUNISHMENT.

I'nder the nliove caption Mr. (ieorge K.

>mwn, general superintendent of the Fall

'.not Kuilway, contributes a superb paper

o l/oeonuitirr Engineering, wliicli should

ommand the careful perusal of every stu-

lent of the railway problems of the times.

klr. Brown enjoys the enviable and excep-

lonal distinction of having in twelve years

experience as an official neeir laid off a single

nan. Mr. Brown is entitled to the floor

ind we bespeak for him a hearing on the

»art of every man who is interested in the

relations between railway employers and

employes. The full text" of Mr. Brown's

ulriiirable paper, fraught with advice and

suggestions of special value, is as follows:

The usual penalty for a serious violation

ni rules on American railroads is dismissal

ironi the service. Minor infractions are

usually punished by depriving the offender

.( employment for a fixed time, ten, thirty

i. r sixty days—few roads have adopted the

Kuropean practice of direct fines. In my

estimation, as a rule, these forms of pun

ishment are as unjust and inhuman us they

are unnecessary.

It is a well understood principle in juris

prudence that a law without a penalty for

its violation partakes more of the nature of

advice than of law.

The rules and regulations governing the

running of trains on a railroad are laws,

and should be so considered, and penalties

for their violation are not wanting.

The responsible officer or officers of a

railroad must act as judges, try every case,

make every decision and punish every vio

lator. It is not only their right, but their

duty, to be strict in maintaining discipline.

They have no right to excuse one offender

and punish another, but must try every

■ ase on the calendar.

Penalties are imposed for two purposes:

Vint, to uphold the law and prevent its

further violation, and, second, to reform

the violator.

Punishment inflicted indirectly benefits

thousands who do not violate the law as

»'i'll as the one who does.

It often occurs that the disgrace and in

jury occasioned by a strict enforcement of

a sentence does more to ruin the guilty

than anything else, and a wise provision

lias been made allowing courts to use their

judgment as to carrying out punishments;

this is known as "suspending sentence."

lithesome-time offender does better, and

is nut guilty of the same or other offenses,

Ihc judge conveniently forgets the indict

ment hanging over him, but should he go

■hi committing one misdemeanor after

another, his " record" rises up to condemn

him.

1 believe in and practice "suspending

sentence" with railroad employes.

Officers of railroads differ from judges of

the law in that they make the law and en

force it, while the judge administers tin-

law as he finds it. If the people are dissat

isfied with the laws they change them, but

there is no appeal from the decision of the

railway official, who performs the functions

of judge, jury, executioner.

Hailroad officers who hire, discipline ami

discharges employes cannot he too careful

in exercising their authority, and no honest

one can afford to decide on a single case

without first "putting himself in the other

man's place." In other words, treat him

as he himself would consider just and hon

orable if the sentence was to be pronounced

on him, and the decision should be made

impassionately, impartially, and giving him

the benefit of all doubts.

Accidents have happened on railroads

since the stnrting of the "Puffing Billy"

until to day, and are likely to happen 'as

long as railroads arc operated.

Kvery wreck, every accident, every mis

take, every loss has taught its lesson, and

these are of no less value to the railroads

and to railroad men than the successes,

a practice making every mishap a lesson to

every man on the road.

It often happens that an accident or a

"close shave tor one is the best kind of a

lesson to the man who could be blamed,

and, if he is retained in the service, he is a

more valuable man than he would other

wise be or who could be hired to take his

place.

I am afraid that it would do me no good,

and would do me harm, to lay me off for

thirty days for any offense, and I am sure

I would do no better when reinstated than

if I had been allowed to continue in the

service. I should feel as if I had been ill-

treated, as if my family had been deprived

of the necessaries and comforts that my

earnings afford them, and that they were

the innocent victims of an injustice.

In order to make every accident and in

cident happening on the road a lesson to

all the trainmen, I established, ten or

twelve years ago, what I call a Miscella

neous Bulletin Board.

On this we post up brief accounts of mis

haps and other occurrences on the line,

pointing out how such trouble could be

avoided, etc. This board is closely scruti

nized. We do not mention names, but, of

course, the men know "who's who" in most

cases. This board has done much to keep

the men on their guard, prevented main-

accidents, and shows them how headquar

ters look at every case, instead of letting

them discuss every accident around the

roundhouse and caboose stoves and form

their own conclusions—no two of which

will he alike.

To show the class of notices posted, I
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inclose a few that have appeared. We

usually leave a notice up for ton days.

Too much coal is frequently put on loco

motives; so much so, that when running

along the road more or less of it jars off

over the sides of the tank.

Engineers, please correct this in future

by not taking so much.

• *

Flags used on locomotives and cabooses

in many cases are badly faded. In some

cases, the faded green flags look very much

like dirty white ones. When flags are dirty

or faded, new flags must be procured in

their places.

Conductors and engineers, please give

this your careful attention, remembering

that the safety of employes and trains

largely dependupon it.

I am credibly informed that engineers,

more particularly passenger, find fault with

flagmen on account of being flagged, even

when it is absolutely necessary that the

train should be stopped.

If engineers have any criticisms to make

about when they should or should not be

flanged, they will please make them at the

office, and not take the matter up with the

flagmen personally.

■s •

EngineB Nos. i> and 21 collided near the

water tank in shop yard ; damage, abnut

$80. No. 21 was going to the shops after

corning in on passenger train. When the

yard engine first saw No. 21 they were in

one of the shop tracks, and should have

remained there until No. 2L passed. In

stead of doing this, they backed out on the

main track, and continued to back until

thev saw that No. 21 was not liable to stop.

Yard engines must under no circum

stances detain road engines going to or

from the shops or their trains.

There is Utile doubt but what engine

No. 21 was making too high speed around

the curve, and both engineers are more or

less to blame, but particularly the engineer

on engine No. 0.

*
*

*
Train No. 9 on Decoration Day, May HO,

collected twenty nine passes, twenty five

of them from Corning; train No. <>, on the

same day, collected fifty-seven passes, fifty-

five of them from Corning.

These trains were crowded with passen

gers all day, and many of them were

obliged to stand up. The conductors had

frequently to call the attention of the per

sons holding passes to the fact that paying

passengers should have scats in preference

to dead-heads, and in some cases persons

holding passes were quite indignant be

cause the conductor so requested them.

The number of passes given are not re

stricted as much us they should he ami

particularly on legal holidays, when, as a

rule, our coaches are filled with persons

holding tickets.

Investigating, I find that a large number

of these passes were given to persons who

had no particular business, any more than

to have a ride because it would not cost

them anything.

Officers will please continue to follow the

pass business up very closely, and not

grant passes unless yon think employe*

have some business or reasonable excuse

for desiring to go. On legal holidays yon

will restrict them entirely.

*

A coal train arrived at the "Y" without

any mnn on the rear end. Investigating,

we find that the condudor went over to

the engine at Angus; a brakeman got off

at Angus to close the switch, and he claims

the train ran so fast he could not overhaul

it ; the flagman got oil at Earles to close

the switch, and he also claims the train

was moving so fast he could not overtake

it. There was, therefore, no man on the

rear end of the train from Earles to the

" Y." Had the train been obliged to stop,

no flag would have been sent out, and bad

it broken in two there would have been

no one to control it or prevent a wreck.

1st. The conductor had no business that

required him to be on the locomotive.

2d. The engineer should not have left

Angus for Earles until he got a signal from

a man standing on the rear cars and not on

the ground The flagman should have

given a signal to stop the train until the

brakiman overhauled it at Angus.

Notwithstanding there is a telegraph

office at Earles, not one of these men re

ported this occurrence to Corning office or

to the following train, which shows lack of

judgment on their part. Fortunately noth

ing unusual occurred to cause a wreck.

•
« «

Trains Nos. 21 and 25 were at T.awrence-

ville. Train No. 25 occupied the track next

to the station, and when they left ihey

pulled through the Tioga crossover on to

the F. R main track.

One of the men from train No. 21 was

standing on the F. R main track south of

Tioga crossover, and as rear end of train

No. 23 passed flagman asked him to clos*

the switch, and he consented to do »o,

jumping on the rear end of the caboose and

riding to F. B. switch, and claimed to know

nothing about the Tioga crossover being

wrong. When the Tiogo train a» rived they

ran one car off the end of the track.

The conductor and flajrinan of train No.

25 claim they expected him to close botli

switches, and the man from No. 21 under

stood he was only to close the one.

This conclusively shows that it is best
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for the men on every train to close their

own switches, and will please do so in fu

ture.

• •
A *outh-bound coal train overtook the

way freight at Heading Center, and was

nearly slopped when the way freight start

ed. After the way freight pas-ed the sta

tion the semaphore was raisr d, and the

engineer of the o>al train pulled slowly by

the depot the engine and several car

lengths, and within six or eight rods on the

caboose of the freight.

Two Udit s attempted to cross the track

afrer the freight passed, and their horse

whp scared, and were unable tod >so. They

wt-re turned around in the street, and a

man caught the horse before any damage

was done. The engine of the coal train

was behind the depot, where the ladies

could not 6ei* it, and they claim they under

stood that trains were to run five minutes

apart. This is correct, and should have

been done. We learn from this.

1st. Tlmt the way In ight is holdingcoal

trains; which is prohibited.

2d. That trains are fol'owing each other

too closely; which is prohibited.

3d. That this train passed the sema

phore when it was up ; which is prohib

ited.

Under no circumstances must the pilot of

a locomotive pass the semaphore pole uutil

the blade is dropped.

■
* *

A north bound train had some cars de

railed at the south end of Level Corners'

siding about 5:17 A. M. The cars ran up

the main track far enough so that trains

could have pai-ned through the side track

had not the frog been injured. The train

m**n reported that it was n< c> ssary for a

wrecking crew, which we ordered of the

Beech Creek Co. Instead of taking their

• ngine and going to the section house near

Larry'* Creek, getting the sectionmen out

and telling them what was required to make

the side track ready for passing trains,

they remained at l he wreck, and the wreck

ing train had ordeis to stop and get the

se> tiomnen, where they found them sur

facing the track, at neatly 8 o'clock in the

morning. When they arrived at the wreck

they had to go back to the toolhouse for the

ne*-esaary material and tools to takeout the

frog and put in a piece of rail -and it was

about fire hours after the derailment before

trains could pass. Had they taken their

engine and went immediiitely for the sec-

tionmen the tiack could have been made

ready in not to exceed one and a half I ours.

thereby saving delay to all other trains of

at least three and a half hours.

Conductors and engineers should always

look the situation over carefully and work

with a view of getting trains around the

wreck at the earliest possible moment,

leaving the wreck to be cleaned up later on.

* *
Train No. 82 whistled for and received

the signal at Slate Run and passed on

time. The operator fell asleep and ne

glected to raise it. The conductor of train

No. 82 neglected to see whether it was

raised or not, and neglected to report this

fact at the next telegraph office, as the

rules require.

Train No. GG was the next train to pass

there, and did pass without seeing the

semaphore blade lowered. Conductor of

No. GG also pas-ed there without seeing it

raised or reporting this fact at the next

telegraph office. When the dispatcher

asked the operator for train No. GG, he did

not know whether it had passed or not, as

his semaphore had not been raised after

train No. 82 passed. The rules require that

under no circumstances must a train pass

a t legraph office until they know the setn-

aphorehasbeen low> red after they whistled

for it, and also required every conductor to

Bee it raised after his train is passed and if

not done, to report it from the next tele

graph office.

You will doubtless remember that some

time ago a similar circumstance occurred

at Blaekwells, and it came very near caus

ing a headend collision. Notwithstanding

this, these men deliberately violated the

rules, and look the chances of their own

lives and the lives of their fellow employes.

Fortunately, no accident occurred; but

these men are e*ch held personally respon

sible for the violation of rules, and a sim

ilar occurrence will cause their prompt and

permanent dismissal from the service of

the company.

»
* *

A brakeman was posted to go on train

No. 85. Instead of going, he arranged with

another who was nut an employe of the

compiny to go in his place, without per

mission from the office. When called in

the office to explain, he said he had been

here about two years and did not know

that he had to get permission under these

circum-tances.

For the information of all other brake-

men, will sav. that the man who went in

his place will not receive anv pay for the

trip, as he was not employed by the com

pany t'> perform such service, and the brake-

man who was ported has be-m discharged

for this and other offences.

The conductor is not responsible, for he

supposed this man was an extra n an until

going down Pine Creek, he asked him his

name, at which time Iih asked the con

ductor to put the other man's name on the

time-slip and he would get his pay from

him, as the other man had heen here about

two years and was entitled to $1.75, where
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he would receive only $1.02 J. The com

pany does not allow this kind of financier

ing.

If we have any more brakemen who are

so ignorant of the rules, and do not know

they must receive permission from the

office when they desire to lay oil' or procure

a man in their place, it is high time that

they do know it, and this notice is posted

for their information.

*
» *

A train derailed a car one and one-half

miles north of Tioga. The conductor came

to Tioga at 9:40 A. M., and reported he

thought he could clear the track in an hour.

He went back to the wreck and did not

show up a^ain until 12:1."), at which time

the track was clear. This was one hour

and thirty minutes after No. 4's time at

Tioga, he holding them there by llag. Had

he said at 10:30 that he would 'hold No. 4,

we could have run them through the Coke

Works and over the Tioga road, and get

them to Corning nearly on time. We fin

ally ran train No. 4 through the Coke

Works, making them one hour and thirty

minutes late at Corning. No. 1 was also held

forty minutes at Lawrenceville before we

ran them via Coke Works, and the conduc

tor is responsible for this delay. Some

trainmen seem to have the impression that

there is no other train on the road but

theirs.

*«■ •

A loose wheel derailed a north-bound

train taking the side track at Blackwell's.

Train No. 1 was detained fifty minutes on

account of 4th 70 pulling around the wreck

through the short side track just below the

station. They stalled in this short side

track, and instead of cutting a part of

their train off and putting it in the north

end of the passing track and then going

back and getting the balance of it and let

ting train No. 1 out about on time, they

continued to try to pull the entire train at

once, and with the above results.

This is very, very bad judgment on the

part of the conductor and engineer.

« *

We don't always give the boys left-hand

ed compliments. Here is a right-handed

one from a farmer.

Weix;ewooi>, N. Y., July 31, 1893.

Mr. G.R. Brown, Gm'lSnpt., Coming, X. Y.:

Dear Sir—Yesterday morning, as train

No. 85, drawn by engine 50 was approach

ing this station, your employes on same

discovered a portion of a flock of shepp on

the track, and instead of dashing into and

over them, by which a number of them

must have been killed, they slowed down

and used all their efforts, and so managed

that not a sheep was injured. I mention

this, deeming it worthy of your notice, that

the men on engine No. 50 and train No. 85

should receive your commendation as mak

ing the extra effort in the interest of your

company, even if in the line of duty.

We put up a notice that at the end of the

year we will pay a cash premium of $00 to

every freight conductor whose services have

been rntinh/ satisfactory. It speaks well for

the men when our report shows that forty-

five out of fifty-six conductors were awarded

premiums. The reasons the other eleven

failed are given below, which shows that

some of them lost it through no fault of

their service.

1. Brought car of freight Newberry Junc

tion to Corning as an empty car.

2. Absent on vacation about half a year.

3. Stood in Billsboro side track to switch

car in spur, set one brake back of car to be

switched. Rear end ran down and collided

with car going in spur.

4. Only worked part of year ; resigned.

5. High speed Beaver Dams to Watkins,

and from Log Citv to Long Point.

0. Violation of rules. He supposed en

gineer had sent a flagman.

7. Put two cars off end of side track at

Dresden by giving back-up signal without

receiving same from the man on rear end

of the train. Broke telegraph wires. Did

not report it until next day.

8. Kan double-header to Beaver Dams.

and only took cars that one engine should

haul. (Since discharged for drinking. Now

proprietor of saloon in Corning.)

9. Allowed 3d 70 to pass Cooks less than

ten minutes behind, the second section

overtook them south of Presho and collided.

10. Left car of horses at Himrods Junc

tion that were slipped for Watkins. Man

in charge told him it was an error on bill.

Settled difference in freight, $4.50, beside*

losing premium.

11. Engine "John" (pony engine used

by officers of company) found train south

of Earles; his flagman not out proper dis

tance; conductor in caboose and could set-

flagman plainly.

We also pay premiums to section foremen

for best kept track.

For the trainmen we keep a record-book.

This book is never shown to any employe,

except that page which is his personal re

cord.

In it I write down a brief statement of

every irregularity for which a man is rv;

sponsible; this record takes the place of

the " lay-off," and is dreaded fully as much ;

the man goes to work at once and no one

but himself suffers, and he only in reputa

tion at headquarters.

We are very careful in the selection of

our men, promote all our own engineers and

conductors, and in a few months or a j ear

or two our record tells us whether they are

" adapted for the business " or not.
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We have engineers who have been run

ning here more than twenty-five years,

without a scratch of the pen against them;

while other?, who have been running as

many months, have quite a page full of

irregular "circumstances;" but down near

the bottom of such a page can generally be

found the word "discharged"—incompe

tent.

When a man commences to " make a rec

ord " (in the book), we call him in and talk

with him. lie is reminded that, if this gets

too long, we shall have to consider him a

failure for our service, show him his weak

ness—if we know it— and give him another

chance. But he understands that it will

not be entirely for the last offense that he

i* dismissed—the "suspended sentence"

car>et« are against him.

With this system the good men are re

tained, developed, benefited and encour

aged and the culls are got rid of to the bet

terment of the service all around.

It is well understood that we do not wish

10 retain in the service men who deliber

ately deceive us about mishaps on the road;

we want the "straight" of every matter

and we want it at first hands. It would be

a very lively spotter who could get to my

office sooner than some of the men who are

responsible for accidents. If it is not seri-

otis enough for dismissal the matter is over

looked or made a matter of record, and the

man goes nut on his regular run. Then the

"Miscellaneous Board" has another object

lesson on it.

If there is anything that will stimulate a

good man. who has become careless enough

to make a lapse of duty that "gets him in

the book," uwre than that simple record, I

do not know what it is. They beg not to be

put on "record," but when the record is

made and the victim warned to look out

and attend to business in future, and to

take his run out in the morning, he goes

away with a mental vow not to be caught

again—and some of the records are years

apart. In some cases one memorandum is

made, and never an occasion giveu for a

second one.

Good men who have made some little

mistake, are less likely to do so again than

men who have not yet tried the responsi

bilities of running trains and engines, or

men who are not familiar with our road or

work. If the responsible officer takes such

an offender into his office, talks the matter

over dispassionately and tells him that he

is considered too good a man to be dis

charged for incompetency, that the acci

dent has cost so much, which the company

will stand "this time," but perhaps not the

next, and tells him to "go and sin no more,"

this has a tendency to make better and

more Fiiccemfal raifroad men of the ones

that are naturally adapted to railroad work

—and the " next time" comes only too soon

to the man out of his sphere.

There is nothing in this to disgrace him

among his fellows, nothing to make him feel

revengeful or maltreated; but everything

to make him feel as though he was encour

aged and helped, and that his final success

depended solely upon himself. Can as much

be said of the plan that disgraces a man

among his fellows, that takes the comforts,

and, perhaps, the necessaries from his home,

that makes him a loafer for thirty or sixty

days and puts him in the way of tempta

tions that he would not find at his work,

and that leaves him, in many cases, in debt

to the dealers who furnish his family sup

plies?

On many roads there is a great want of

cordiality or confidence between the men

and the officials immediately over them. In

too many cases a suggestion from a train

man to an officer would be resented as an

unwarranted interference. It seems to me

this is not in the interest of the railroad

company, however much it may enhance

the dignity of the official—who is himself

only " one of the hired hands," with a little

more responsibility.

I have found suggestions from the men of

vital importance in matters of detail, and

every man in the service knows that the

rule and motto at headquarters is, "Sugges

tions are Always in Order."

Train and enginemen see and know things

about the road that an operative officer

could never find out in his office. At their

suggestion, we have frequently made minor

changes in time-table, etc , and every change

has been an improvement. The humblest

man on a section may suggest something

that will save the company hundreds of

dollars, and besides this encourages men to

think and become more interested in their

work, and feel at liberty to modestly offer

other suggestions.

When a suggestion is made that is consid

ered impractical, the reason that it is so is

pointed out, and both the man and the

manager have learned something. I am sure

this rule makes and keeps up a friendly

feeling between the men who plan the work

and those who execute it.

Roads that can afford to let one depart

ment fight another, who can afford to have

hundreds of employes disinterested and dis

satisfied with their work, who can afford to

the officers "out" with the men, and the

men glad to see any hoped-for improvement

a failure, are few and far between.

The suggestions set forth in this article

may not be practicable everywhere, but on

a moderate sized road ( Fall Brook has 257

miles all single track, with an average ton

nage of about (>,000,000 yearly) where the

superintendent knows all the men, or most

of them, it has worked so well for years that
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1 have an abiding faith that it will work

anywhere, and in every case in the interest

of better Eervice.

Point s in lirake Handling.

Mr. Editor:—While in conversation with

the air brake inspector in charge of the

Westinghouse air brake exhibit at the

World's Fair, he explained to us some val

uable points in the handling of the air

brake, the most important one was the

time it to kes to charge auxiliary1 reservoirs

and the inspector claims, as this point is

not well understood by the majority of en

gineers handling air, is the chief cause of

their running by. It takes two minutes to

charge an empty passenger auxiliary reser

voir to the maximum pressure, and two

and one half minutes to charge a freight

auxiliary, and forty auxiliaries could be

charged in the same time as one, if the

train pipe pressure can be held to seventy

pounds during the time of recharging. This

time limit of recharging is owing to the size

of feed ports in triple valves through which

the air must pass to enter the auxiliaries.

The area of feed port in passenger triple is

one sixteenth inch, while those of the freight

are three-sixty fourths inch. If the feed

ports were made larger, with the varying

length of freight trains that exists at pres

ent, the auxiliaries near the head end of

train would chaige to a higer pressure than

those at rear end and if an application of

the brakes was made before a thorough

equalization of all auxiliaries, there would

be an unequal action of brakes. If we had

a standard length for freight trains, the

feed ports c add be made larger, as in the

passenger triple, as there is generally a uni

form length of passenger trains, and it is

for this reason that the feed ports are lar

ger in the passenger triple than the freight.

The inspector then went on to explain

the point more fully by the use of the

brakes. He had the brakes connected to

represent a passenger train of eight cars,

ucing the old style breake valve with the

excess pressure valve, and the governor be

ing connected to the train pipe to also show

to us the bad features of the governor thus

being connected. Alter charging the train

to seventy pounls he made an application

as though he was coming into a station, re

ducing ten pounds off of train line, which

left sixty pounds in train pipe and auxilia

ries then lapping the vahe while train

was stopping, he accumulated a high reser

voir pressure, then supposing that he was

going to stop short of the mark, he releused

the brakes, and leaving the handle in ie-

lease position too long, allowing the high

reservoir pressure to equalize with train

pipe which raised the latter to ninety

{rounds. Now before any brake action can

)e had thirty pounds must be taken out of

train pipe in order to get below the auxili

ary pressure, which was sixty pounds after

we made the first application. So it can

be seen that it was not owning to the want

of air to make the stop at the proper point,

it is the want of time to get this high pres

sure out of train pipe in order to get below

the auxiliary pressure caused by leaving

the valve handle in release position too

long. At this test we were shown that it

would have taken about eighty seconds to

je-charge the reservoir, and as we did not

have that much time to leave the handle

in release position, we were instructed in

order to avoid stopping short, to bring the

handle to release position for just a mo

ment then return it immediately to lap to

prevent the high charging of train line,

and if it is necessary to make the second

application, we will get the brake action

owing to the fact that the train line press

ure will not be much higher than the aux

iliary pressure. It was upon this point of

brake handling that the Westinghouse Co.

made improvements as to the amount of

excess pressure to be carried, for the gov

ernor is no longer connected to train pipe,

but to the main reservoir, and no more air

can be stored in the main reservoir than

that amount to which the governor is set

at. Recent experiments with the new-

brake valve and governor connected to

main reservoir have demonstrated the fact

that the limited amount of reservoir press

ure has been found to meet the require

ments perfectly.

Baltimore, Md. Walter C. Garatjhty.

Kxaminatiun Question**.

Mr. Editor:—On the back of the Travel

ing Engineer's examination chart, accom

panying the January issue of Lt>a>motive En-

ginetring, are 36 important questions per

taining to the locomotive, and it is our

object in this letter to answer them to the

best of our abilitv for the benefit of the lire-

man, especially those that have not received

one of the charts.

The first question is what is clearance?

Clearance in a cylinder is the space allow

ed for the piston to clear the cylinder heads

when the engine is on the center.

What is lead?

Lead is the amount of the opening of the

steam port lit the beginning of the stroke of

the piston.

Show position of valve and piston when

cutting off at half stroke.

To those having the chart, move the pin-

ton to half stioke position, and close the

admission port by the valve. Or, in other

words, if the piston is moving from front

end of cylinder the valve will open the front

steam port wide and then close it again

when the piston gets 12 iuches from front

end of cylinder.
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How does this make steam work expan

sively?

By cutting off the steam from the cylinder

before the piston has completed the stroke,

owing to the valve having lap, and the steam

thus enclosed in the cylinder is moving the

piston by expansion.

Has this valve inside lap? No.

What is lap, what does it mean?

The lap of a valve is that portion which

overlaps the steam ports when the valve is

in the center of the seat, or that portion of

the valve which is more than necessary to

cover the steam ports.

Why is lap given to a valve?

To effect an early cut off by closing the

steam port before the piston reaches the

end of stroke and work steam expansively.

Where would you place the valve if you

had to disconnect for a broken eccentric?

I'lace the valve in position to cover both

steam ports.

Where would you place it if you broke a

steam chest?

That depends upon how bad the chest is

broken. If you could block the steam pas

sages to the chest it would not be necessary

to cover the ports with the valve, as no

steam could enter the cylinder.

Where would the valve be when compres

sion commenced on forward stroke?

The valve would be in the position to just

dose the front port to the exhaust, as com

pression commences immediately after ex

haust closure, and is prolonged until the

end of stroke or until the valve opens the

port to give the lead.

What is pre-admission?

Pre-admission is the admission of steam

to the cylinder just before the piston arrives

at end of stroke, or the amount of opening

before the motion of piston is reversed. It

is more commonly called lead.

Show point of release.

The release or exhaust occurs immediate

ly after expansion ends, so the valve would

be in position to just establish communi

cation between the Bteam port and exhaust.

What is changed about the valve when

the reverse lever is hooked up.

The lead is increased, the valve will cut

off steam earlier in the stroke, the exhaust

will open earlier, and compression com

mence sooner.

How would you place piston and valve if

disconnecting a mogul or ten wheeler, where

side rod pin would strike crosshead key if it

was blocked in center of guide?

Kither remove crosshead key or move pis

ton to front end of cylinder and valve to

front end of chest, so the steam pressure

could hold piston ahead.

How would you block valve if one of the

bridges broke?

Cover all the ports with the valve, faBten

it by blocking on each side of the valve or

on top and then bolting cover down on top

of blocking, take down valve stem, main

rod, and block crosshead.

How if rocker arm broke?

Block valve so as to cover all ports.

What is the reason that the piston is not

n the center of the guides when the pin is

on the top quarter?

It is the cause of the angularity of the

main rod, or the angle the main rod assumes

in passing the quarter.

Why does the piston travel unevenly?

Because the wheel runs at an even gait

but the angularity of the rod causes the

piston to move faster during one-half of its

stroke than the other half.

Does this cause the valve to travel the

same ?

The valves move uniformly as they are

driven by eccentrics which are fastened on

the axle but their movement must be dis

torted, so as to cause them to move in the

same relation with the piston in order to

obtain au equal cut off, which is got by

offsetting suspension-stud of link.

What effect has the length of main rod on

the piston travel ?

The shorter the main rod the greater the

angle it assumes and the greater the un-

eveness of piston travel. A short rod in

creases the angularity, while a long rod

reduces it.

Suppose you were running ahead, shut

off, with the reverse lever hooked up close

to the center, what would the valve do?

The valve would raise and fall on the seat

at the end of stroke, owing to the fact of

running shut off with the lever hooked up

close, the valve closes the port some time

before the piston reaches the end of stroke,

which compresses air ahead of the piston,

until the pressure is great enough to lift

the valve.

Why is the valve placed over the center

of ports when engine is disconnected?

To prevent any steam from entering the

cylinder.

What could happen that would cause you

to disconnect without covering the ports"?

A broken steam chest, or any break down

where the steam would be blown off of

boiler.

When an engine is running oO miles per

hour, at what part of the travel does the

piston go the fastest?

The piston travels the fastest when going

from the center of cylinder to the front

head and return.

Does it stop at each stroke? When?

Yes. When passing the center.

At what part of the piston travel is the

greatest pressure exerted on the crank pins?

Immediately after leaving the center, be

cause the leverage on the driving wheel

increases as the pin leaves the center, until

the pin is at or near the quarter, and then
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decreasing until the pin reaches the other

center.

In running ahead, why does the top guide

wear the most?

The top guide has been found to wear the

most with engines in road service, as the

crosshead has a tendency to move upward

after passing the hack center, and the en

gines having very little running to do in

back motion.

What is back pressure?

Back pressure may be stated as pressure

which opposes the movement of the piston

by the live steam. Too contracted exhaust

nozzles will cause back pressure as well as

engines with very small eccentric throw,

when working close hooked up.

What is the difference between back pres

sure and compression ?

Back pressure takes place while the ex

haust port is open; compression occurs later

in the stroke, beginning when the exhaust

is closed and ending when the admission

port is open to give the lead.

Compression is the pressure caused by

the closing of exhaust port before the end

of stroke, and increased ahead of the piston

as it nears the end of stroke.

What is cavity in valve for?

To establish communication or an exit for

the steam after it has done its work in the

cylinder. After the steam has expanded in

the cylinder it is somewhat weaker, and the

large opening affords a free escape. It is

also for this reason that the exhaust port is

made larger than the steam ports.

What is meant when we say cutting off at

six inches?

After the piston has moved six inches

from the end of cylinder the valve closes the

port, thus cutting off the steam from the

cylinder, and the steam thus imprisoned is

propelling the piston by expansion.

Could you change the lap of valve by

changing the eccentric?

No. Lap can only be changed by cutting

off part of the valve, and to increase would

have to use a longer valve.

When a valve blows where does the steam

go?

Through the exhaust port and out the

stack.

What is inside clearance? What is it for?

Inside clearance means that the width of

the exhaust cavity of the valve is made

somewhat wider than the inner edges of the

steam ports, so that it does not cover them

when the valve stands central on the seat.

Or in other words, when the valve in center

of seat there is communication between

both ends of cylinder and exhaust. It is

used to free the exhaust. While inside lap

delays the release of steam, inside clearance

causes the release to occur earlier.

Could you work steam expansively with

a valve without lap? Why?

No. Because the first form of slide valves

used were just merely long enough to cover

the steam ports, and the slightest movement

of the valve opened one port to admit steam

to the cylinder and the other to the exhaust

and the steam followed the piston the whole

length of stroke. By giving the valve lap

steam is cut off early in the stroke, and

from the time it is cutoff until the exhaust

is open the steam is expandingin the cylin

der, which action is due to the valve having

lap.

Suppose this piston was on the forward

dead center and you put the reverse lever

in full forward gear, where would the valve

be? Where would it be if you put the lever

in full back gear.

The valve would be in position to have

the front steam port opened to the amount

of lead, or in other words, would show the

amount of lead the engine had in full stroke

and by raising the lever from full gear to

mid-gear the valve would increase the lead,

and then lowering the lever from mid-gear

to full back gear position the valve would

be moved to its original position, or to the

same place it was when the lever was in full

forward gear.

Mr. Editor, as we stated in the beginning

of this letter that we answered these quest

ions to the best of our ability, and yet we

are mindful of the fact that we can all live

and learn every day, and if there is any one

that takes exceptions to any of the answers

given we would be pleased to learn of them

through the Magazine.

Baltimore, Mi>. Walter C. Carwjhty.

A Rruki'll Tirr.

Mb. Editor:—Perhaps the following inci

dent might interest some of the Magazine

readers: An engine was run in here one

day this winter with a broken tire on main

driver, and left on a spur track for a few

days of zero weather, after which they tried

to run her to the shops; but she slipped so

badly that the tire expanded, allowing the

wheel to revolve without moving the tire.

The tire was cooled and engine started

again, but the engineer had a long grade to

ascend, and when about one mile away the

same thing occurred as before, The en

gineer waited till the tire cooled, then re

turned. The bent rod was straightened,

both were put on, when she proceeded all

right.

Bangor, Maine. Prinrt Stafford.

The great Manchester ship canal which

has been some six years in building was

opened for traffic on Dec. 7. It is 35 j miles

long and coat $75,000,000, or about &.',100,-

0(H) per mile. As an engineering achieve

ment under prodigious difficulties it i« »

marvel of the age.—Railway Agt.
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4jtie*tionK and Answer*.

The following questions and answers have

Wen clipped from Ijxnmotiet Engineering:

li. ('., Sedalia, Mo., writes :

There have been some disputes among

the men in the shop about the weight of

locomotives and their parts. We have de

cided to refer the thing to you. We want

to know: 1. I low many engines were

there in the World's Fair over one hundred

tons weight? A.— None. 2. Where is the

heaviest engine ever built, how heavy is

she, and who was the builder? A.—Work

ing the Grand Trunk business in the tun

nel under the St. Clair river, near Detroit.

About one hundred tons. Baldwin Loco

motive Works. X What is the weight of a

boiler with gay 230 2-inch UueB ? A.—From

23,00(1 to 23,000 pounds.

.1. (.'. B., Memphis, Tenn., writes:

I have often seen mention of steel made

by the Coffin process, but no explanation

of what the process is. You would favor

several readers by explaining the process.

.1—The Coffin treatment is a process to

which steel iB subjected after being made

for toughening the material. The piece to

he treated is heated uniformly to a cherry

tv.l and then it is dipped in cold depending

upon the sixe of the article. It is then

taken out of the water for a few seconds,

the length of time internal heat of the ar

ticle is sufficient to bring it back to a low

red heat. From this temperature it is per

mitted to cool gradually. The process is

Bai' I to cause a molecular change in the

Hieel which makes it exceedingly tough.

S. \V., Portland, Me., asks:

I. Will you please tell uie what an in

tercepting valve is lor? A.—An intercept

ing valve is used only on two-cylinder com-

IMPiind locomotives. It is a valve that auto

matically shuts off live steam from the low-

pressure chest and opens it to the exhaust

steam from the high-pressure cylinder. 2.

What is the best way to cramp a valve-

Mem where metallic packing is used? A.—

Von cannot "cramp ' the gland on valve-

ftem of an engine equipped with metallic

parking. The Jerome baa a set screw

through the side, take this out and remove

Die washer under head and screw it down

on to the stem. With the other kinds al

ways carry a piece of sheet metal that can

be fastened to one of the studs and reach

luck to the keyway in the stem, having a

^lot to match the keyway.

T. E <>., Parsons, Kan., writes:

There lias- been an argument among the

-liopmen in regard to the question: Does

an engine lose any power when she is on

the dead center crowding against her own

Waring* ? A.—The arguments on this

question generally relate to the disadvan

tages of the crank, and some people see in

a rotary engine an important advantage

since it has no dead center. An engine at

rest can exert no power on the side where

the crank is on the center, because the force

of steam on the piston will merely press the

connections against the axle-box. That is

not, however, looked upon as loss of power,

because the power exerted by a certain

length of crank is calculated from the great

est leverage—to the zero of the dead center.

The pressure of steam on the piston is pro

ductive of two species of strains upon the

crank-axle. When the crank is on the cen

ter, the turning effect of the power applied

to the piston is nothing. When the crank

is on the quarter, the rotative tendency is

greatest, as the full leverage of the crank

can then be exerted. From that posi

tion the leverage gradually diminishes

until the dead center is reached, when it is

nothing. In figuring the rotative power

that can be obtained through a crank, the

average rotative effect is taken. This is

known to be as .6300 is to 1 for an entire

revolution. When, in the case of an engine

with, say, 24-inch stroke, which is 12-inch

of crank, .030(1 is multiplied by 12, it gives

7.04 inches as the length of crank receiving

constant rotative effort. This gives a basis

lor figuring the tractive power of a locomo

tive.

C. A. R., St. Thomas, Ont., says:

What is the use of making the valve of

the low-pressure cylinder of a compound so

that it will cut off before the end of the

stroke? A.—A cut-off is used in the low-

pressure cylinder because it results in econ

omy of steam. Many attempts have been

made to use the steam in the low-pres

sure, through the full stroke, but the ar

rangement never worked satisfactorily. To

explain the reputed causes of this would

require more space than we can devote to

this department.

J. B., Syracuse, N. Y., asks:

Is it possible or likely that a man, who is

in good health and has passed a rigid ex

amination for color-blindness, would be

come so color-blind two years afterwards

that the company decided that he was not

safe to be on a locomotive ? A.— It may be

possible for this to happen, but it is very

improbable. There is one form of color

blindness, however, which has been fatal

to not a few railroad men that mav develop

in the length of time stated. It is almost

certain to be rapidly developed in a man

who takes an unduly active interest in

labor organizations or makes himself ob

noxious to men in authority. We have

known a variety of cases where men of this

kind suddenly became color-blind and at

once lost sight of their jobs. It is surpris

ing how much lark of color a company's
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surgeon can see in the eyes of a man who is

considered objectionable.

R. Young, Boston, writes :

Suppose a locomotive with a boiler press

ure of 140 pounds is pulling a train regu

larly, and can do most of the work when

cutting off at l-stroke and slightly throttled.

Would there be any gain by increasing the

boiler pressure to 18(1 pounds? A.—We think

there would be loss instead of gain. The

engine would have to be throttled more,

and there would be loss from slipping,

without any gain in steam expansion. The

throttled steam would be a little super

heated, but that gain would not be enough

to offset the losses.

Wm. 0. D., Conneaut, (.)., asks:

What is the exact number of pounds of

air we get in brake-cylinder from train line

in emergency application, train line and

auxiliaries charged to 70 pounds when ap

plication was made? A.— It all depends on

size of cylinder and travel of piston—in

other words, in the volume the air has to

expand into. The best way to state it

would be, the amount of pressure taken out

of train-pipe, in an emergency application,

by the quick-action valve—we do not know

exactly, but it is u very small amount.

And the following have been taken from

the American Machinixt:

R. T., Dorchester, Mass., writes :

Please answer the following questions :

What are the names of gases of which air

is composed? And in what proportion? Also

give similar information relating to water?

A.—Air is composed by volume of 21 parts

of oxygen and 7!) of nitrogen ; by weight,

23 of oxygen and 77 of nitrogen. These

gases are not chemically united, but are

mixed mechanically. Air also contains

•Jsjs °f carbon dioxide, some aqueous vapor,

and small varying amounts of ammonia,

nitric acid, ozone, and organic matter. Pure

water consists of hydrogen and oxygen in

the proportion of two volumes of the former

to one volume of the latter; or by weight

it is composed of two parts hydrogen united

with sixteen parts of oxygen.

Y. K. W., Erie, Pa., writes :

Kindly give a solution of the following

problem: do not use algebraic forms. The

observed performance of a boiler was:

Water evaporated per hour, 0.8 pounds ;

coal consumed, 1 pound per hour; steam

pressure by gauge, 0.S pounds; temperature

of feed water. 170 degrees Fahr. What is

the equivalent evaporation from and at 212

degrees? .1.—For computations of this

kind the absolute steam pressure must be

taken, which is equal to OS -|- 14.7 = 82.7

pounds; for convenience in referring to

tables of the properties of saturated steam,

say 83 pounds. One pound of steam at 83

pounds absolute pressure contains 1,209.8

units of heat: the temperature of the feed

water is 170 degrees; hence 1,209.8—170=

1,033.8. units of heat required to raise each

pound of steam to the given pressure, but

0.8 pounds of water have been evaporated

bv 1 pound of coal ; hence the total number

of heat units given out bv 1 pound of coal

will be 1,033.8X0.8=7,029.84. To evaporate

1 pound of water at and from 212 degrees

requires 005.7 units of heat ; hence dividing

the units of heat given out by 1 pound

ot coal, as found above, bv 965.7, we have

7,020 .84

,.,.. -t =7.27 pounds of water evaporated

from and at 212 degrees. Subtracting the

temperature of the feed water from the

units of heat in a pound of steam, as we

have done, is not strictly correct, because

as the temperoture of the water is in

creased above 170 degrees, the addition of

a heat unit will raise its temperature slightly

less than one degree, but the decrease is so

slight that it need not be considered. For

all ordinary purposes we may calculate that

if we add one heat unit to a pound of water

below 212 degrees it will increase its tem

perature one degree.

A. F., Philadelphia. Pa., writes:

Kindly inform me as to what determine*

the size of a boiler? A.—The size of boiler

is determined by the amount of water which

is to be evaporated in a given time. After

this has been established the amount of

coal to be burnt can be determined and from

this the grate and heating surface are com

puted as explained in answer to 240 in our

issue of June 13, 1889; and also in an article

relating to designing small upright boilers

in our issue of March 27, 1890. 2. What

factor of safety is used? .1.—A so called

factor of safety of 0 is generally used, that

is to say. the stress in the plates due to the

steam pressure is not allowed to exceed J of

the ultimate tensile strength of the plate.

Since the riveted joints are considerably

weaker than the solid plate, the real factor

of safety is less, and in pome cases much

less than 0. 3. To what pressure are boil

ers tested above their working pressure?

A.—The test pressure is usually equal to II

times the highest working pressure above

the atmospheric pressure. 4. There is an

idea among my acquaintances that a pound

of water pressure equals a certain number

of pounds of steam pressure. I hold that a

pound of pressure is a pound whether steam

or water is used. We depend on your an-

Bwer for the settlernentof these contentions.

A.—You are right, there is no difference

between the intensity of steam pressure

and water pressure.

A. T. II. P., Cleveland, O., writes:

Kindlv state if there ever was a steam en

gine built without a crank or slides. If so.
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state the construction of cylinder and other

principles? A.—Rotary engines have no

■•rank* or elides; the construction of cylin

der? for the different types of theBe engines

varies so much that we have no space for

their description. There has been a uum-

btr of crank engines built without slides,

the parallel motion taking the place of the

slides; in these the cylinders are of the

same construction as in any ordinary engine.

R. L., Auburn, N. Y., writes:

In reading works and articles on the steam

engine I frequently find a statement to the

effect that it is not economical to expand

steam below the pressure that will over

come the friction of the engine ; also the

loss that.comes from making a pump of the

engine. I do not understand this. Canyon

explain ? A.—Such statements standing by

themselves are misleading and, if true -

particularly t he first one—are so by accident

only. It would be bad practice, generally,

to design a non-condensing engine, which.

we understand, you refer to, so that steam

would, with the regular loud, be expanded

lower than about five pounds above atmos

phere. Hut this is something, so far as the

economical use of steam is concerned, with

which the friction of the engine has noth

ing to <lo. It might quite as well be said

that expansion should not be lower than

the pressure required to drive the "big

planer,'* or something of the sort. But it

u one thing to design an engine for a definite

load, and another thing to operate it under

vxisting conditions as to load, steam pres

sure available, speed, etc. Suppose it took

20 pounds pressure to overcome the friction

of the engine. It would not be good steam

economy to stop expansion at 20 pounds

above atmosphere, which you would do if

yon took the first statement literally. The

cmilitions in operating a steam engine are

frequently such that it is economical to

carry expansion to, or even below, the at

mosphere. When expansion in a nou- con

densing engine is below the atmosphere it

is likened by s<une to a pump, we suppose,

because when the exhaust valve is opened

the flow will, at first, be into instead of out

of the cylinder. If this in- flow was of air

of ordinary temperature it would tend to

rool the cylinder. But the in-tiow is gener

ally through a pipe of considerable length

the contents of which are nearly as warm

aa—perhaps warmer than—the contents of

thecylinder. so that under conditions ordi

narily obtaining no particular harm results.

Simi Fn-nth savants recently succeeded

id raisinu' a balloon 10 miles above the

earth's surface; it carried no persons, but

haddock work instruments which recorded

temperatures. At 7.J miles above the earth

the temperature was 60° F. below zero.

A >e» Car Brake.

The Carter Car Brake company of Min

neapolis has recently been experimenting

with a new form of car brake for street and

steam railway use, which is a departure

from the usual form. The device is the in

vention of Clarence W. Carter, of Minne

apolis. In brief, it consists of two brake

shoes suspended outside the wheels of a

truck by means of hangers which admit of

the movement of the shoe in an upward

direction, but not downwardly. The shoes

are hung considerably below the center of

the wheels and are connected each with

the other by means of a rod. Kach shoe

is also attached to the end of a chain which

passes over a sheave or pulley and is con

nected to the brake rod or levers. In ap

plying, one of the shoes is drawn up

against its wheel, when the friction be

tween it and the wheel causes it to rise

still further, at the same time by means of

the connecting rod pulling the other shoe

against the wheel. The result is that the

friction between each wheel and its shoe,

when they are once brought in contact,

sets the brake upon the other wheel. The

result of tests so tar made upon street cars

is said to be that a car equipped with this

brake can be smoothly stopped in about

two-thirds the distance required with or

dinary forms of brake gear. Further tests

upon freight and passenger cars will soon

be made.—Railway Age.

The famous Knglisb highspeed locomo

tive "James Toletnan," built by We'twood

& Winby of London, and which Mr. Winby,

its designer, claims is superior to any Kng-

lish or American engine ever built, is to be

put into service shortly upon the Chicago

Milwaukee &. St. Paul road between ( 'hicago

and Milwaukee. It will lie run in the fast

passenger service between those points.

Mr. Winby has been trying lor some time

to get up a trial of speed between his and

some other well-known engine, preferably

the New York Central No. !•!>(), the Colum

bia of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, now

in freight service on the Milwaukee road, or

the Queen Kin press of the London & North

western, but apparently on the ground that

such a test would really prove nothing,

there has been no acceptance to his chal

lenge. Such a test as is now settled upon

will be of infinitely greater value to Mr.

Winby and the railway public at large than

any single test possible could be ; and

whether it proves what Mr. Winby expects

or not, the value of his type of engine will

be more definitely determined than in any

other way. Certainly no man ever exhibi

ted a more abiding faith in the machine of

his design or followed it to a decisive test

with greater ardor than has Mr. Winby in

the present instance.— Railway Ayr.
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A Severe Indictment of American ItnilroutU.

The two recent railway bridge accidents

in America lend point to an article in the

North American Review, comparing railway

accidents in England and America. The

writer, Mr. Prout, is editor of the Railroail

Gazette, and lie gives figures showing that it

is between 15 and 1G times as dangerous to

travel by rail in the United States as it is

in the United Kingdom. "The British rail

roads cost about $200,1)00 a mile ; the A mer-

ican cost about $50,000. Safety is not in di

rect proportion to cost, but the two are

closely allied. The average charge lor haul

ing one ton of freight one mile is .007 cent

in the United States, and probablv between

2 and 2 J cents in England. Again the av

erage passenger fare in the United States is

undoubtedly lower. You cannot eat your

cake and have it. If the English standard

had been enforced here, half or three-quar

ters of our railroads could not have been

built. We have needed more service in

proportion to population, and cheaper ser

vice, than the inhabitants of an old and

thickly settled country, where the distances

are short, and we have got it ; but we have

to pay for it some way. One of the ways

has been with our arms and legs, not to

mention vital organs." Then there is the

great difference made by the carrying out

of the block system in England. < >f the

10,288 miles of railroad open for traffic in

the United Kingdom in 1S01, 11,043 miles,

or 57 per cent., was double track ; in the

United States about 5,' per cent, is double

track. The absolute block system is used

on 17,''>4:! miles, or 00 per cent, of the rail

roads of the United Kingdom: in the

United States the block system, absolute or

permissive, is in use on about 5 per cent.

In the United Kingdom 04 per cent, of all

junctions, crossings, turnouts, and passing

and yard switches used by passenger trains

are protected by interlocked signals. In

the United States there are no records from

which it is possible even to estimate the

amount of such protection ; but while it is

considerable absolutely, it is very small rel

atively. But double tracks, block signals,

and interlocked signals, at switches and

crossings, will prevent collisions, except in

the rare cases when an engineman disre

gards a signal, or from some defect in appa

ratus cannot stop his train at a signal ; and

collisions are about 40 per cent, of all our

train accidents." "A change," says Mr.

l'rout, " has begun with growing density of

traffic on the more important railroads,

double tracking goes on year after year, and

in increasing ratio.' Signals of both sorts—

that is block signals and interlocked switch

signals—are being introduced rapidly on

lines of thin as well as heavy traffic, and in

creasing attention is paid to other means of

(safety. At the moment when I write, the

Safety Appliance Committee of the Ameri

can Railway Association is sitting in New

York to deliberate on the best means of ex

tending the use of the block system." But

he sums up, "We do habitually kill more

passengers than the English, and we do so

because they have, per unit of railroad line,

more than 10 times as much double track,

10 times as much block signalling, very

much more interlocking of switches, and

considerably better arranged track."— Lon

don Railinn/ Review.

Exnin kicks and firemen will be interested

in knowing that four yeara ago W. J. Lewis

patented an ingenious device for moving

the valves of a locomotive, and dispenses

entirely with the links and eccentrics. The

special advantages consist of great economy

in fuel, high speed, as well as ease of manip

ulation. The motion is conveyed from the

crosshead of the engine, and imparts a

variable travel to the valve, giving at the

opening of the port a very rapid move

ment and a retarded action while expansion

takes place. In addition, it is claimed that

the device gives a saving of '-'0 per cent, in

fuel, with 15 per cent, increase in tonnage,

and at the same time an increase of about

the same per cent, in speed. The Manhat

tan and other companies here are ordering

this device, which it is expected will very

materially save in the cost of operation,

and at the same time give a much higher

speed than has yet been attained by the

old link motion.

Tiik "Columbia" the special fast loco

motive built by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works is now in freight service upon the

C. M. & St. 1'. road in order to get her into

condition before entering the fast passenger

service between Chicago and Milwaukee.

It has been reported that the engine had

been or was to be purchased by the road,

but on the authority of general manager

Earling it is stated that there is no such

present intention. The present arrange

ment is for testing purposes onlv.— Railway

Age.

Inventing Car Coupler*.

A peculiarity about the invention and

and patentingof car couplers is that the

greatest part of the applications to the Pat

ent Office go from small country towns

where there are no railroad shops or estab

lishments engaged in car building. The

origin of a great many of the inventions is

that a man of an inventive turn hear*

about the injury and destruction to life

that is caused yearly in the work of coup

ling cars, anil lie proceeds to design a coup

ler that he supposes will work automatic

ally. He has not anv idea of the real re
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'(iiirementsof a car coupler, but lie is intent

principally upon getting up something

nhii.li will couple with another of the same

iorm when both come together on a straight

line. This is the origin of so many link

and pin couplers being patented long after

those of the vertical type have been made

standard.

The inventors in numerous instances do

not know what a vertical plane coupler is.

Thev get the inventing idea into their

heads and work it out by examining the

couplers of the cars they find standing on

side tracks. The link and pin coupler is

"till in the majority, and the rustic inventor

naturally supposes that the majority is the

side he ought to keep in with. The conse

quence is that the Patent Office continues

to receive a good revenue every month

(rum the inventors of car colliders of a form

tint no railroad company will ever apply

to a single car.—Locomotive Engineering.

As eminent medical authority, in a re-

irnt numlfi' of the Boston Surgical and

UrdiciU Journal, maintains that coffee is a

i-al brain food, and has the power of

absolutely increasing a man's capacity for

l>rain work. The writer further says :

"Opium stimulates the imagination; alcohol

lifts a man up for the moment to throw

him into confusion and irregularity of ac

tion, but caffeine increases his power of

reasoning, and absolutely adds to his brain-

work capacity for the time.—National Car

a>»f hieunuitire Builder.

The following is given as the performance

)l an Knglish locomotive, which it is claim-

«i will be bard to beat by an engine in this

roitntry:

A tank engine, with cylinders 17 in. diam

eter, 24 in. stroke, six coupled wheels, 4 ft.

'•' in. diameter, weighing 40 tons, hauled

twenty-five loaded wagons, weighing 15 tuns

rach =373 tons, and with the engine a total

weight of 415 tons, up a bank of 1 in !i0,

which is equal to hauling 1,245 tons on a lev-

"1 road.—American Machinist.

Mine Owner* mill the Coal Contract*.

•jreat interest is taken by all classes in

^'uth Yorkshire in the result of the half-

yearly contracts for the supply of coal to

the railway and gas companies, the time

'or the settlement of which has now arrived.

The matter is one of the deepest import

ance, for upon the issue, says a Daily New*

'nrrespondent. depends the future peace or

otherwise of the coal industry. The own

ers, tailing to obtain a reduction of wages,

will endeavour to increase the prices to the

railway companies, and in the contracts

now under consideration they have ad

vanced price* Is. fid. per ton upon the old

contracts. The companies returned the ten

ders with an intimation they were not pre

pared to pay any increase. The owners,

however, are using their organization to se

cure better prices, and if they continue

their present firm attitude it is believed

they will be masters of the situation, and

that the companies wdll have to yield. The

miners are watching the negotiations with

the greatest anxiety, for if the owners are

able to secure Is. fid. a ton increase on their

contracts, they will not, it is uoderstood,

attempt again to oconomize at the expense

of the workmen.— London Railway Review.

>ln ilvint Eccentric*.

At a gathering ol railroad men not long

since, a master mechanic of a prominent

road, in discussing the question of keying

»'». set serews for a locomotive eccentric, said

that he once knew of a case in which a new

engineer, who come highly recommended,

proposed, the first thing, to forestall any

possible trouble with slipped eccentrics, and

went under his engine with hammer and

cold chisel and made a mark at the side of

each eccentric extending over onto the

strap. He went out on the road, and one

of the first things to happen him was to

slip an eccentric, lie went under to find

out by his marks which one it was, and to

his surprise found none of the marks agree

ing, and supposed all the eccentrics hud

slipped, he set them all to make the marks

agree, and had an example of the most

wonderful steam distribution ever known—

or would have had if he could have got the

engine to move.—American Machinist.

It is rather apparent that the immigra

tion laws of this country will soon be made

very much more stringent than they are at

present, one of the requirements quite

probably being that immigrants shall be

able to read and write in ttie language of

the country from which they come. The

change likely to be made is the result of the

unloading here from European countries of

a class of emigrants in every way undesir

able, and the efforts of many manufactur

ers to fill their works with "cheap labor."'

—American Machinist.

The state of Illinois profited largely in its

treasury from the world's fair traffic of the

Illinois Central. That company pays the

state 7 per cent, of its gross earnings, and

this tribute for the six months ending Octo

ber 31 was $450,17fi. For the previous six

months the payment was SiiOL'.SiK), making

the total tax for the year .~?75:;,007. The

Illinois Central nearly if not quite pays the

entire expense of the state government—

an arrangement which put state railway

ownership far into the shade.—Railway Age.
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Woman's Department.

KIHTI-I) LY 1PA A. HARPER.

letters for publirntion should no directed to Mrs. Ida

A. Harper, Siiinlord University, California.

EDUCATION FOB WOMEN.

There are no backward steps in the move

ment for the higher education of women,

but a steady advance throughout this coun

try and in many parts of Kurope. The ad

vantages of the public schools are free

alike to both sexes, and we can hardly con

ceive of their being otherwise. Public sen

timent would not tolerate that girls should

not have the same privileges of a common

school education, paid for out of the pub

lic funds, as are granted to boys. And yet

when free schools were first established,

during the present century, there was no

thought of permitting girls' to attend them.

Finally, as a sort of concession, girls were

allowed to enter the lower grades, but, un

til about forty years ago, they were not ad

mitted to the high schools. " All this time

women were paying their proportion of

the taxes to support these schools. It was

only about twtnty-tive years ago that the

various state universities began to open

their doors to girls, and yet women were

being taxed right along to carry on these

institutions.

Does this seem an injustice, in the light

of modern times? Let us see. Women arc

being taxed annually to support the state

institutions for the "blind, the insane, the

deaf and dumb, the feeble minded, etc., and

■et there are only a very few States in the

'nion which will permit women so much

as a representation on the boards of trus

tees, even if there is no salary attached.

Women are taxed to the utmost to build

state houses and pay the heavy expenses

of the legislatures, and yet, up to the pres

ent time, only in one state out of the forty-

four, has any woman been permitted to sit

as a member of these legislatures. Women

are taxed in exactly the same ratio as men

to pay for our county court houses and for

the expensive salaries of all the county

officials, and yet only in one state is anv

woman allowed to serve as a county official.

Women are taxed to the la«t dollar for mu

nicipal purposes, and yet only in two states

may they serve in any municipal capacity.

Not only are they forbidden to fill office

themselves, but they are not allowed any

voice whatever in selecting the persons who

are to serve state, county or city, who are

to make the laws they must obey, and levy

the taxes they must pay. If a railroad or

a street or a sewer is to be built and paid

for by taxation, a public vote will be taken.

Men who do not own a dollar's worth of

I

property will vote whether the improve

ments snail be made, but the women who

must put their hand in their pockets and

help pay for them, are refused the privi

lege of a ballot. It is just as well for us to

think of these things when we are inclined

to condemn our ancestors for their bigotry

and injustice and congratulate ourselves

upon our broad liberality and great freo-

dom.

But we are making some progress, and

this is especially true in regard to matters

of education. There are very few of the

large universities of the country which still

keep their doors absolutely closed to wo

men. Johns Hopkins and Yale grant theui

very limited privileges. Harvard has main

tained an annex for a number of years,

which has now been re-christened Rad-

cliffe College, but it will not yet perform

the simple act of fairness of granting a

regular Harvard degree to a woman who

has performed the same work and passed

the same examinations as the men who re

ceive the degree. Columbia college give*

the full degree but does not guarantee to

furnish equivalent instruction to her wo

man's annex, Barnard college. Michigan

University, which ranks among the high

est, admits girls on exactly equal terms.

The same is true of Cornell university, at

Ithaca, N. Y. The two great new institu

tions, opened within the past three years.

Chicago university and Stanford univer

sity, make no distinction whatever between

the two sexes. There are a large number

of excellent colleges in all parts of the

country, which offer the same facilities to

both sexes. There are also a sufficient

number of law, medical, art and technical

training schools which admit women, to

make it possible for every girl to find the

opportunity she may desire. The renowned

universities of England, Scotland. Ireland,

Germany, Trance and Switzerland extend

their privileges in whole or in part to wo

men.

The statement that women are improv

ing these opportunities and distinguishing

themselves by the excellence of their work,

receives corroboration at every point. It in

the universal testimony of the president

of co educational colleges that the experi

ment is an unqualified success. The pro

fessors of the different departments testify,

almost without exception, that the average

class standing and the examinations of tlif

girls are above those of the boys. In mat

ters of discipline no trouble whatever b>

experienced with the girls. President Har

per, of t'hicago university, is quoted a*

saying that when he was placed at the head

of that institution he was strongly opposed

to co-education, but that he is now ready

to declare that the only department which

has never made him the slightest trouble
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i* the young woman's department. Nu

merous instances are on record of especi

ally noted work that is being done. Notice

lias heretofore been made of Mrs. Arthur

l'owell Davis, who has just entered Johns

Hopkins for the post-gmduate degree of

Doctor of philosophy. She is a graduate

of Columbian University where she made

a wonderful record in mathematics. She

passed a civil service examination in ma

thematics and astronomy, in which every

nian who attempt* d it failed, w*h marked

perfect and given a $1,200 position in the

Nautical Almanac office, in connection with

the Navy Department. She has been em

ployed also in the most difficult astronomi-

' al observations.

Another American girl. Dorothea Klump-

ke, of San Francico, has just passed a most

brilliant examination in science and mathe

matics and received her degree at the fa

mous University of Sarbonne, in I'aris, an

honor which can hardly be described. She

has been given an important position in

the Paris observatory. Mies Gertrude Mit

chell, of Liverpool, eighteen years of age,

has won the Bret place in all England and

\VVIes in the examinations for the queen's

K-bolarship. She achieved this position

over 4,7-i0 competitors.

These cases especially are mentioned be-

rtuse the honors have been gained in the

department of mathematics, in which it

always has been claimed that women were

deficient Every college could furnish ex

amples to the contrary. The mental equali

ty oi women is becoming very fully recog

nized. In the lirst twenty-live years in

vliicli they ever had an oppoitunity, wo

men have refuted the arguments that were

wed to hold them in mental bondage for

untold centuries. The way is open, and

every girl who possibly can accomplish it

tbould obtain a college education. If she

must earn her living, it will enable her to

do so in a much easier and more remunera

tive way. If this is not necessary, then

»he should secure this education for the

pleasure it will afford herself and the great

benefit it will be to her in the management

of ber children and her household.

TBKJfEW TOMi COtiVBflTIO}f.

It is always a question, every month,

which subjects of parth ular intert st to wo

men to take up for discussion, since these

mbjects are so numerous and are forming

»o large a part of the daily issues that at

tract oar attention. Just at present the

progressive women of the United States are

•specially interested in the battle that is

being fuught in New Yoik state. Next May

this state is to hold a constitutional con

vention for the purpose of revising its con-

ttitution, and a campaign has been organ

ized and is being vigorously carried on to

secure an amendment which shall strike

out the word "male" as a qualification for

voters. Should such an amendment be se

cured, it would confer full suffrage upon the

women of that state. If this should be

done it is almost impossible to predict the

extent of the influence it would exert. The

political importance of this state is well

known. It holds, practically speaking, the

balance of power in national elections.

Should its women be enfranchised, its in

fluence would be, tremendously increased,

and the neighboring states would be com

pelled to extend similar privileges to their

women in self-defense. This undoubtedly

would be followed by similar action on the

part of the remainder of the states, so that

it can be seen the matter is one of very

great importance.

The best suffrage speakers have been

brought into New York, a large amount of

literature is being circulated and great in

terest is being taken in the work. The

principal drawback is the lack of money.

No fund from any source is available, and

the workeis must depend wholly upon per

sonal contributions, a very slow way of ob

taining money, as every one knows who has

tried it for any cause in which he is inter

ested. I wish it were possible for our read

ers to assist in this work, whose success

would mean a great step forward in obtain

ing the ballot for women everywhere. No

matter how small the sum of money, it will

help. It can be sent to Miss Susan B. An

thony, Rochester, N. Y., or to the state

treasurer, Mrs. Henrietta M. Banker, Elm

Cliff, A u Sable Forks, Essex Co., N. Y. There

will be no danger of this, money's be

ing misapplied. In Colorado, it is said, not

one dollar of their limited means went for

whiskey or tobacco or for any except purely

legitimate purposes. Those of the speakers

who can afford to do so. give their services,

others serve for very little over their ex-

pensts. In all the long forty-five years'

struggle to obtain equal rights for women,

no one of the leaders has ever made any

money out of the work, although maiiy

have given time and talent and labor which,

expended in other directions, would have

brought fame and fortune. This is true of

all who engage in reform work. The world

will not pay to be reformed, it would rather

fight the reformers. After they are dead

and the cause they died for has succeeded,

the world feels that it has done its duty by

pronouncing a fine eulogy and raising a

monument.

The workers in New York find much en

couragement in the attitude of the press.

The Sun, the Ilrrnld, the Recorder, the Press

and others of the metropolitan papers

champion the cause, while many of the

newspapers of Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse

and other large towns maintain a favorable
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and hopeful attitude. There is a very con

siderable sentiment toward equal suffrage

in New York. School suffrage has already

been granted to women, and municipal suf

frage several times has come within a few

votes of passing the legislature. Governors

Cleveland, Flower and Hill have shown a

friendly feeling toward the question. There

should be no partisanship in this matter.

Women, when enfranchised, will vote with

every political party, but should any one

make itself conspicuous ^n securing for

them the exercise of this right, it would

deservedly receive the weight of their in

fluence. There is little doubt, however,

that a tremendous power in New York City

will be brought forward to defeat the grant

ing of suffrage to women. The saloon ele

ment and its accessories are bitterly hostile

to giving political privileges to women.

They have fought it in every state where it

has been attempted. This contest in New

York is particularly important from the

fact that there will not be another consti

tutional convention in that state for twenty

years. We will watch with anxiety to see

whether her men will do this simple act of

justice to women, give them the right to

represent themselves, the very right which

is supposed to distinguish an American

citizen and constitute a republic. At pres

ent, women are taxed without representa

tion and governed without their consent,

the two great wrongs which brought on the

war of the revolution.

TIM HEAD <>/•' TIM FAMILY.

Very much shocked our good old grand

mothers would have been, if, in their day,

any one should have dared to ra'se the

question as to who was the head of the

family. "He" was the head, of course.

" He might have been an insignificant, in

efficient and altogether inferior person, but

because he was "he," that made him lord

and master. A neighbor of mine, a woman

of the old school, with all of the ancient

ideas in regard to the absolute submission

of wives, always spoke of her husband,

and all other husbands, as "Mr." Never

" Mr. Smith " or " Mr. Brown," but simply

" Mr.," in a tone of the most profound res

pect. She was much the superior of the

two but was terribly tyrannized over by

her husband. One day 1 said to her, "Why

don't you stand up for your rights and lay

down "the law to him ? " She looked at me

in perfect horror and exclaimed, " Why,

what do you suppose 'he' would say?

" Well, 1 would find out," I replied. She

tried it and it scared the man almost to

death, and, from that day she never again

allowed him to have the mastery over her,

although she was always a devoted and

conscientious wife.

Tradition has it that the husband is the

head of the family, but under the new dis

pensation the headship is determined by

character and competency. Certain per

sons, of both sexes, are born to be leaders.

The marriage vow cannot transform these

characteristics, they will assert themselves.

According to the modern idea, there should

not be any head to the family, but there

should be an equitable division of labor,

with a head to each of the two depart

ments. The husband should not assume

the role of dictator, nor should the wife.

There should be mutual interests, mutual

respect, mutual concessions. The husband

should no more assert his right to control

the person, property and individual will of

the wife, than should she make such a

claim. Marriage should be a pure demo

cracy, founded upon exact justice and sin

cere love. Where these exist, there will

be no vexing questions of headship and

supremacy. This applies to the settlement

of all the various matters that come up for

discussion in married life.

As regards outward observance, I confess

that I like to see the husband deferred to

as at least the nominal head of the family,

provided always that he is a man who is

worthy of respect. There are cases where

the wife is so manifestly pre eminent in

character, in efficiency, in respectability,

that she is universally recognized as the

superior member in the matrimonial firm.

But in the average family, it seems in good

form, certainly, to acknowledge the bus-

band and father as entitled to authority

and regard, as the senior, partner, so to

speak. He is usually the elder, he hus the

responsibility of maintaining the family,

he represents it in the community. For

his own household to relegate liiin to na

inferior position lowers him in the estima

tion of the outside world. Within the pri

vacy of the home lile, however, the father

should rigidly train the children to think

that there is no higher law than the will of

the mother; and he should set them the

example of thus regarding it himself. We

want to get just as far away as possible

from the idea of the absolute supremacy of

the man, but we do not want to go to just

as vicious an extreme by advocating the

absolute supremacy of the v.man. We

simply desire an equalizing of the honors.

Br this ir.-tr.

A delegation, representing the Illinois

Federation of Labor, the Chicago Trades

Assembly and other labor organizations.

has called upon Mrs. Potter Palmer uiul

presented her with an engrossed copy of

resolutions, thanking the World's Fair lady

managers, and herself in particular, for

their efforts in securing the right to grant

diplomas to the individual artisan, inventor

and mechanic who assisted in creating the
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exhibits that received the awards at the

fair. Had it not been for this action, the

public would have known only that such

ind such groat exhibit received a prize, but

no credit would have been granted to the

individual workers whose skill gave the

value to the exhibit. From the beginning

to the end of the exposition Mrs. 1'almer

lost no opportunity of showing her friend

ship and appreciation to working women.

She is a woman born to the purple, accus

tomed all her life to the luxurious sur

roundings of wealth, and yet she gave two

rears of hard and unceasing work to the

cause of women in connection with the

great fair, and it is due to her, more than

to any one woman, although many labored

nobly, that women received the splendid

recognition that was accorded them. They

made a century of progress in that cele

brated year of 1S!)S. Mrs. Palmer has now,

through her husband, given $'-'00,000 for the

erection of a woman's building in Chicago,

which shall be devoted wholly to the in

terest" of women.

*
a> *

The New York Stm continues in its good

»ork for equal suffrage. It says in regard

to the recent elections in New Zealand,

where the women exercised the full suf

frage: " When they voted at the elections

held in the colony a few weeks ago, the ob

jections to females utfrage were dispelled.

Their demeanor was worthy of their sex,

,wd the demeanor of the male voters to

ward them was respectful and correct. They

*ave evidence of their interest in public af

fairs, of their political independence, main

ly by voting against the government, and

"]' the soundness of their judgment in dis-

•riminating between the rival candidates.

The scenes at the polling booths, as de

scribed by t he colonial papers, were in every

way satisfactory. The arguments against

IcmaJe suffrage will not hereafter be urged

by the New Zealanders."

The New York Pre** says: "The work

ing of woman suffrage in New Zealand is

developing a new phase of practical politics.

At a recent election a feminine committee

was appointed to look after babies while

their mothers went to the polls to vote.

The question as to who will take charge of

the children if the women take part in ac

tive politics has been made maliciously

prominent by the masculine foes of woman

•utfrage. The women of New Zeland have

wlTedthe problem."

And the Boston Globe remarks: "A cor-

fwpondent of the San Francisco Chronicle

describes the order, decorum and intelli

gence with which the women of New Zea

land went to the polls and voted on Nov.

% IWX If they can do that in New Zea

land perhaps the legislature of Massachu

setts will sometime be ready to let the wo

men of the old Commonwealth try their

hand."

The great thunderer, the London Time*,

says, in commenting upon the New Zea

land elections: " The result decisively scat

ters any fears of a sex vote, and testifies to

the discrimination and wholesome division

of opinion of the new electorate."

.Scores of similar extracts might be made

from the leading newspapers of the coun

try, showing that they recognize the change

that is taking place in public sentiment

upon this question.

* •
An American paper, published in the far

away regions of the Caucasian mountains,

says: "A short time ago there died in Bos

ton one of the great persons of the United

States of America, Mrs. Lucy Stone. We

are accustomed to hear and read of "great

men'; but a 'great woman,' to us Orientals

—why only to us? even to the Europeans—

seems strange. TIow is it possible that a

woman should be great? A woman can

and must be ' nice, tender,' 'womanly,'

sometimes even ' talented,' but to be great

does not belong to her. Greatness is grant

ed only to men." And then it" goes on to

say that in America a woman may possess

all of these womanly attributes and yet be

strong and independent also, and it gives

an extended account of the life and work of

Lucy Stone and the present political status

of women in this country. The article has

gone the rounds of the Constantinople and

other ( »riental papers.

*

Rev. M. J. Savage, the leading Unitarian

minister of Boston, recently delivered a ser

mon on "A Man in the Family," in which

he uttered the following commendable sen

timent: "The wife should have unlimited

freedom in regard to her opinions, just, as

the child should when he is grown,—religi

ous, political, what not. Encourage free

dom of thought and diversity. Let the

wife lead her own life. Let her study. She

has the same right, if she pleases, to belong

to a club that a man has, to follow her in

tellectual and artistic bent that he has, and

the same right to lead a full and rounded

existence. And, if she be true and there be

mutual respect and confidence, the home is

made only the richer by this living out of

the full life of both the husband and the

wife." But how strange that he must say

a wife "should" have or do all this. Is it

possible there are husbands who refuse

these privileges to their wives?

» *

A great national convention of Working

Girls' Clubs is to be held in Boston, in May,

and five thousand delegates are expected.

Among the subjects for discussion are,

" What stand shall the Workingtiirls' Clubs

take on the labor question, and what effect
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are they likely to have upon its solution?"

and " What is the effect of working for pin-

money upon those who work for a living?"

Much is to be hopid for from such organi

zations as these and. doubtless, some lead

ers in thought and oratory will be develop

ed, who will prove themselves a power in

the gr< at labor battles which are yet to be

fought.

The New York Sunday Press offered a

prize for a sermon to young women. Over

one thousand were submitted and the prize

was awarded to Mrs. Kliza Archard Conner,

who is connected with the American Press

Association of New York. The sermon was

written under the following heads:

1. Do some useful work and do it with

enthusiasm.

2. Lay up some money.

3. Be sincere.

4. Be helpful to others.

5. Be neat.

6. Stand by your own sex.

7. Uphold forevermore the purity, dig

nity and worth of womanhood.

* «
Before this is read the legislature of Mas

sachusetts probably will have voted upon

the granting of municipal suffrage to the

women of that state. The new executive,

Govvrnnr Greenhalge, recommended it in

his message, in January. Massachusetts

woin>n have had school suffrage for a nuin-

bt r of years. At the last school election in

Boston sixty-two per cent, of the registered

men and ninety per cent, of the registered

■women voted. For the last five years, in

that city, the women have held the balance

of political power in the election of school

commissioners.

*■ -*-

The recent death of the wife of the great

novelist, William Makepeace Thackery, baa

called attention to the fact that she has

been in an insane as\lum over forty jears.

Considerable newspaper sympathy has been

expended upon the lonely existence of the

novelist during all his life time, hut mi com

ment has been m de upon the fact that his

wife was a strong, healthy girl when she

was married, that she bi-re four living chil

dren the first five years of her maniage,

and that, with the birth of the last, she

went into an insai.e hospital for life.

Managing the Hatband.

The subject of managing one's husband

seems to receive a deal of attention from

your correspondents, and ioiiip of the reci-

peB given for insuring a happy home are

novel, to say the least. The Chicago girl,

who hhn ks her hushand sshoes, isortainly

entitled to the first prize. I'd like to know

what kind of a man her hushand is, and

what he married her for, anyway? She

seems to have a kind of Pullman porter

job.

The remedy suggested in the Texas letter

sounds rather severe, although I have

known of its being used successfully. I

should not dare try it myself except as a

last resort, lor it is like some ot these pat

ent medicines—bound to kill if it does not

cure.

Nobody's pet plan will work with all

husbands or wives. "Know thyself" is a

good motto, but "know your better half"

is better, after you are married. A thor

ough understanding of one another's dispo

sitions and tastes is the only foundation

on which you can build a lasting happiness.

You are working in the dark until you find

that out, and you won't learn it all the

first month, either. One of my friendssaid

once that the first two years of her married

life were perfect misery. She didn't under

stand Charley, and he didn't understand

her, and each was constantly doing some

thing to please the other that the other

misunderstood. After awhile each learned

a little, and when 1 knew them, some years

later, they were a thoroughly contented

couple.

Before this reaches you I fancy you will

have a shower of letters condemning your

Texas correspondent's breezy way of rec

ommending separation as a cure for matri

monial disagreement, and I "rise to re

mark" that in the main I agree with her.

Not that 1 think one ought to apply for a

divorce the first time Jim comes home

cross, but I do know of cases where a wife

is clinging desperately to a husband who

has ceased to care anything at all for her.

Sometimes it ha-i come about through her

fault, sometimes through his; sometimes

the maniage was a mistake in the begin

ning, but when such a state of affairs exist

and cannot be altered, it seems to me that

a separation is the only remedy. Existence

together is a daily aggravation of thetrouhle.

I hank Heaven, 1 haven't any grief of

that kind, and Joe is only too glad of a

chance to stay home evenings, and never

asks me what f do with the money ; so, let's

talk about something else.

1 shall he glad to know what you think of

higher education for girls. You hint at a

belief thai, the more they know the less

their chances of marriage. I should not

wonder if statistics, would support that

opinion, nevertheless, it is n<-t true out

here. Living in the shadow of two co edu

cational universities, I have some personal

knowledge of the' subject, and I can assure

you that California girN go on wcuring the

best attainable education and the beet at

tainable hmtiands at the same tinip.

Your mention of health and pleasure

resorts reminds me that there is one pb»ce

where I want to spend a whole month some
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summer when Joe can spare the time. On

the west side of Sun Francisco Bay, north

of the (iolden (iate, there is a little inlet

where the water is as smooth as glass. It

is a sort of land locked bay, open to the

south and east, but protected from the west

erly trade- winds by the coast range and

some islands. Along the shore some nouses

aro built out over the water, and more ex

pensive residences are scattered all over the

island ol Belvidere. which rises out of the

water like a mountain. All around on the

water are "arks," i. <■., what the English

call house boats. They are boats, inasmuch

as they float and have anchors, but they

are calculated to be stationary. People fit

op the interiors to suit themselves. Of

course, they are small, and accommodations

arp somewhat like those on steamers.

Mere one can live without noise, heat or

ilust. The air is perfectly pure and fresh

from the ocean. Every "ark" has its row-

boat, for communication with land and

neighbors. There is enough scenery to in

terest and amuse without alluring one ofF

in wearisome tramps. To the south, San

Francisco's streets climb over Telegraph

and Clay street hills. Nearer is Alcatraz,

with its fort and lighthouse. To the east

is Angel Island, with its military station.

Ferry boats, plying between San Francisco

and other towns on the bay, are in sight

but beyond hearing, and every vessel that

goes through the < iolden ( late moves slowly

across your line of vision on the south. It

is the ideal place for a summer's holiday.

OtKi.AKD, Cal. Emily L. Baker.

THE HEART'S SECRET CH.13TBER.

[Thr following lines are dedicated to my friend,

Sire. Nailer Kdwards, Oakland, O'bI. j

You say that I tun happy now,

That sorrow lurks not near.

Thai life for me hath many charms—

You speak of friends so dear ;

And yet dark shadows lie around

My path where'er I tread,

While ties of friendship, once so dear.

Are severed now and dead.

The happy past of years agone,

U but a memory now,

o'er which the longings of the soul

Have left their imprint on my brow :

M* way through life is tilled with gloom,

i>ense as the raylcss night,

I rirheered, 1 walk life's path alone,

Where beams no dawning light.

''ouW you but read between the lines.

Ynu ne'er would n-k again

If life for me is frouglit with joy-

Is free from care and pain :

A smile may often wreathe the lip,

And words of joy be said.

To shield the heart from human gaze.

When faith and trust are dead.

A nameless sorrow fills my soul—

Has entered there with stealthy tread,

While o'er my life dark shadows roll—

Hope from nean bath fled ;

And yet how much the heart can bear—

Sponge Out the Heartache.

The ordinary nervous headaches will be

readily relieved, and in many cases entirely

cured, by removing the waist of one's dress,

knotting the hair high up on the head, out

of the way, and while leaning over a basin,

placing a sponge soaked in water as hot as

it can be borne on the back of the neck.

Repeat this many times, applying the

sponge behind the ears, and the strained

muscles and nerves that have caused so

much misery will be felt to relax and smooth

themselves out deliciously, and very fre

quently the pain promptly vanishes in con

sequence.

Every woman knows the aching face and

neck generally brought home from a hard

day's shopping or from a long round of calls

and afternoon teas. She regards with in

tense dissatisfaction the heavy lines drawn

around her eyes and mouth by the long

strain on the facial muscles, and when she

must carry that worn countenance to sonic

dinner party or evening's amusement, it

robs her of all the pleasure to be had in it.

Cosmetics are not the cure, nor bromides,

nor the many nerve sedates to be had at

the drug shop.

Use the sponge and hot water again, bath

ing the face in the water as hot as it can

possibly be borne; apply the sponge over

and over again to the temples, throat and

behind the ears, where most of the nerves

and muscles of the head center, and then

bathe the face in cold water running from

the faucet. Color and smoothness of out

line come back to the face, an astonishing

freshness and comfort is the result, and if a

nap of ten minutes can follow, every trace

of fatigue will vanish.

Making Sire. First Lady (off for a jour

ney).—I hope we've got the right train.

Second Lady.—I asked seventeen trainmen

and ninety-three passengers if this train

went to Blankvillc ; and they all said yes,

so I guess we're all right.—New York Weekly.

On His Dignity. " Is Mistah Gwaynus

in?" asked the sable caller. "lie is, sab,"

replied the dusky functionary at the door,

"but be is occupied." "How soon, sab,"

said the caller, pulling up his shirt collar,

"will Mistah (iwaynus be vacant?"—Chi

cago Tribune.

May break, yet give no sign-

How tan my life know aught but pain

When volicvles* grief is mine '.'

ttjsi ojklam>, Cju Nellie liloo

" I ought to study photography," mused

the seaside young man who had proposed

again. " I really ought. I can develop

more negatives in a given time than any

body 1 know of."

Tom.—Do you believe any man ever did

really make a mistake and kiss the wrong

firl in the dark? Jack.—No; how can one

iss the wrong girl, anyhow?—Pack.
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ECONOMIC EXPERIENCES.

In the Forum for January, 1SH4, David A.

Wells has an important article on "The

Teaching of Our Recent Economic Experi

ences." Mr. Wells is widely known as a

gentleman of profound erudition and as

eminently qualified to write upon the sub

ject he presents in the Forum.

In reviewing his article, we propose little

more than the presentation of the figures

representing the recent disastrous experi

ences of the people in the United States and

the more salient of the arguments which

the writer furnishes, indicating the cause

of such experiences.

Reversing the order followed by Mr. Wells,

it may be well to give his views of the cause

of the nation's recent deplorable experi

ences, which, unfortunately, are still going

forward, and which, in the opinion of the

most hopeful, must continue.

" In the first place," says the writer, "the

immediate and principal cause was, beyond

all question, a distrust of the very founda

tion on which the whole superstructure of

the trade and credit of the country rests,

namely, its currency.

The writer does not state why there was

"distrust" of the "currency"—whether

there was too much or too little currency,

or what cause existed for discrediting the

currency. Indeed, there seems to have been,

by the writer's own statement, no real cause

whatever for such distrust, for he says "the

evidence is complete and unassailable that

the disastrous economic experiences of the

United States during the past year were, ae

respects origin and characteristic features,

and in a national sense, purely local," and

that " it is also equally capable of demon

stration that the cause of this same disturb

ance was mainly artificial and wholly un

necessary and unnatural;"—not a distrust of

the currency as it existed at the time the

panic began, but "as before pointed out, a

distrust on the part of the people of the

United States of the future money of thrir

country." It was not, therefore, a distrust

of the currency when the " artificial and

wholly unnecessary" disturbance began,

but a "distrust" of the "future money of

the country,"—a very mark.ed distinction

and difference. During the debates on the

money question, it was held that the dis

turbances and disasters were the result of

a "conspiracy" on the part of certain indi

viduals to bring about a panic, that they

might secure such legislation as they de

sired, and if the panic was "mainly artifi

cial and unnecessary," as Mr. Wells de

clares, it would seem that such a conspiracy

did exist, in consequence of which incom

putable diasters resulted. What were these

disasters? We give Mr. Wells' summary,

as follows:

The national treasury, of late years so overflowing

with surplus revenues that millions of dollars (121,-

•i.">8,718 in 1890 and 1891), were given for the privilege

of simply anticipating the payment of debts funded

at low rates of interest, now faces the certainty, in

dependent uf any change in tile methods or rates of

taxation, of an annual deficit of necessary revenue*

of something like 830,000,000.

A decrease In the gross earnings of the railroads ol

the 'country from May to October, inclusive, of at

least $30,000,000 ; of which gl2,aVf.(KX), or, eliminating

the World's Fair business of $20,000,000, accrued in

the month of August alone.

The loss occasioned by destruction of property by

fires in 1KM, in excess of that experienced in the pre

vious year, and undoubtedly in a large degree the re

sult of incendiarism contingent on hard times, is es

timated at ftli.ooo.ooo.

Between the -1th of May and the 12th of July, de

posits to the amount of 8191,000,(100 were withdrawn

from the national hanks alone.

Between the 4th of May and the 3d of Ocfilwr. these

withdrawals amounted to *378,0O0,O0O—&S,J.I»W,0l)0 b)

individuals, and 879,000,000 by banks and biuiken.

And if to this sum the withdrawals which occurred

in like proportion from savings banks, state banks,

trust companies and private banks, be udded, the ag

gregate would undoubtedly exceed $SOO.OOO,UOU.

To meet this drain, the national banks were com

pelled to call in loans to the extent of 8318.000,000, and

all other banking institutions of the country punned

a similar policy.
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This concurrent action constituted the most re

markable feature of the recent remarkable economic

txpericuec under consideration. It probably finds

no exact parallel in all economic history. It greatly

Intensified adverse influences which before operated

gradually; paralyzed the whole industrial system of

the country by annihilating for the time being* great

deal of in* machinery of exchange and making com

mercial credit well high impossible : nnd entailed

lowe« of such magnitude that long years, in the case

nf any other nation, would have been necessary to

effect even moderate recuperation.

Between January 1 and October 31 (but mainly in

the three months of July, August and September) 154

national banks, 1H1 state banks, 19 savings banks, 188

private tanks and 13 loan and trust companies—or an

aggregate of Wo banks or banking institutions—sus

pended payment, with liabilities of $KK»,000.U00. But

of this aggregate, the suspension of 171 was tempor

ary, and the outcome of an unreasoning insistence

that perfectly solvent institutions should liquidate

on demand.

During the period above named, over 81 ,'JOO.noo.OOO

of the railroad property of the country was placed in

the hands of receivers.

During the first six months of 18ii3, the receipts of

revenue by the federal government were greater by

m.Te than Slii.iioO.iJOU than for the same time in 1892 :

but during the months of July, August, September

and October, 1893, there was a decrease of more than

tJT.OOD.onu, as compared with the receipts of the cor

responding months of the preceding year.

The number of failures for the year 1893 will exceed

1C.IJU0. aa compared with 12,000, the largest number

ever liefore reported in any one year. The aggregate

oi these contingent liabilities will probably exceed

tWWi.onO, «s compared with a maximum of about

t-XjO.OOO.nOU in any one year since 1857.

The foregoing is the classification of the

stupendous losses which have fallen upon

the country during eight months of the

year 1893. And Mr. Wells adds :

Finally, in order to make this summary complete,

there must be added the losses incurred by the own

ers of shops und factories who were obliged to sus

pend operations ; and, above all, by the thousands of

men and women representing every form and grade

of labor, who, by reason of widespread limitations of

their usual opportunities for employment, were un

able for considerable periods to earn wages.

To state specifically in terms of money how great

these losses have been in the aggregate, is not possi

ble; but few who have made the matter a subject of

investigation will doubt that a thowtund millions of

fWiar*, or more than one-third of the amount of the

national debt at the close of the war, would be an

under rather than an over estimate.

David A. Wells, as a writer on economic

questions, has a national reputation. His

views are accredited important in the most

influential monetary and business circles,

and it therefore becomes eminently pru

dent to examine his postulates and con

clusions to ascertain if, after all, he is not

the victim of hallucinations.

He avers (1st) that the panic resulted

from " distrust of the very foundation on

which the whole superstructure of the

trade and credit of the country rests, namely .

its currency." (2d) He a.vers that this

" distrust of the people of the United States

related to the future of the money of their

country."

The fact is, that the people of the United

States, at the beginning of the panic, or

for an indefinite period prior to the panic,

entertained no distrust "of the currency of

their country." The people, the masses.

the great public, were entirely satisfied

with their currency, so well satisfied were

they that they demanded more of it, and

declared that all business interests were

suffering for the want of more of this cur

rency. Why then say they distrusted il ?

That the people had confidence in the

currency is true beyond controversy, testi

mony is voluminous, and the battle fought

in the extra session of congress, was fought

on the one side by currency tinkerers and on

the other side by those who demanded that

the currency should be let alone, that it

was good enough for the people.

Again, Mr. Wells utterly defeats the hy

pothesis of distrust when he says the panic

" was mainly artificial and wholly unneceimry

and unnatural." It could not have been

then unnatural, and wholly unnecessary

and artificial, if there had been any distrust

on the part of the people of the soundness

of the currency. Hence, the theory of dies

truti fails utterly.

Instead of distrust the people had bound

less confidence in the currency. They liked

the gold, the silver (even the subsidiary

silver), the greenbacks and the national

bank bills, and accepted without a grimace

the nickels and copper coins; a protest was

never heard from the people. Hence the

panic was created and carried forward by

the few conspirators who, striking at silver,

struck fatal blows at every industry in the

land. They demanded a gold standard and

won the fight, and brought incalculablt-

disasters upon the country. The conspira

tors did create distrust, as Mr. Wells avers,
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which was "artificial, unnecessary and un

natural."

Mr. "Wells alludes to the silver mining

industry of the country as a calamity, dep

recates the importance given to silver as a

money metal, which indicates conclusively

that his Forum article was written in the

interest of those who fought to enthrone

gold and degrade silver, and then takes oc

casion to point out that the people of the

United States are without exception the

greatest aggregation of ignoramuses on eco

nomic questions to be found on the face of

the earth. Referring to those who advo

cate a financial policy which makes silver

and gold equally valuable as currency at a

specific ratio, as having been viciously edu

cated, he arraigns the people of the United

States for their ignorance and stupidity ; he

launches forth his anathemas as follows :

But the people have been so cdiuiated ; and, by

reason of such default, the most appalling ignorance

prevails in respect to the above (silver theories) and

all other economic subjects ; and not only among the

masses, but among many who are filling important

stations as legislators, editors, and educational direc

tors and teachers. And under such a condition of

things it is almost hopeless to expect that funda

mentally clear and correct ideas, or ideas remedial of

specific evils, will ever be embodied In our financial

or economic legislation, or that an end will be put to

constantly recurring but needless losses to the nation.

It will be observed by the foregoing that

Mr. Wells gives it up. In surveying the

field, he is unable to discover in the intelli

gence of the American people any redeem

ing qualification pointing to a sound finan

cial policy, and all of this dubious forebod

ing results from the nation's belief in Bilver

as a money metal. Under such circum

stances it were sheer folly to recite the dis

mal forecasts of Mr. Wells. And yet, we

are obliged to him for his summary of the

disasters that have come upon the nation.

Unwittingly, perhaps, but nevertheless cer

tainly, he has declared that there was no

necessity for the panic, that it was brought

about by artificial means, and necessarily,

therefore, by men, who hoped to make

money by the wrecks they wrought. So

far not a remedial act has been passed by

congress, and yet the skies are brightening.

The nation is working up out of the dark

ness into light, and that too with the cur

rency unchanged, absolutely in statu quo.

The silver dollar goes, as good as gold, the

greenback and national bank bill fraternize.

There is not a country on the face of the

earth that has a better currency, which

would indicate after all, Mr. Wells to the

contrary notwithstanding, that as a people,

we are not so steeped in ignorance as he

would have his readers believe. Since Mr.

Wells is forced to the conclusion that the

panic was artificial, unnecessary and un

natural, our conviction is strengthened

that it was the result of a conspiracy, deep

laid and cruel, and that it has caused more

suffering than any other panic that ever

visited this or any other country in all the

past, and that it has fallen more disas

trously upon working people than upon

any other class. We do not doubt that

vicious legislation, for which both the old

parties are more or less responsible, aided

the conspirators, but in all ages of the

world there has been treason to truth, to

country, to men and to God. Washing

ton's generous treatment of Arnold could

not hold him to his fealty to obligation.

Christ's love of men could not restrain

Judas from accepting the silver coins, nor

could the certainty of loss and suffering

defeat the purposes of the conspirators

who, for gain, brought the panic of 1S93

upon the country.

It is going the rounds that Queen Victo

ria puts in her spare time in plying the

crochet needle, and an English journal is

authority for the statement that at an ex

hibition of women's industries lately held

at Glasgow, a pair of wristlets in gay stripes

and a blue and scarlet hood worked by the

Queen were on view. The story is doubted,

still it is possible. The Queen has much

leisure on her hands, and may deem it ad

visable to set an example to aristocratic la

dies, of industry, since the time may come

even in England when they will have to

take in sewing. Old things are passing

away, and the "mud sills." according to

Darwin, may yet be on top.

Says the /torn'* Horn., The devil never

asks anybody logo further than the ueit

corner to begin with. The "wheat corner,"

for instance.
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EX-PRESIDENT HARRISON BEFORE

THE PIERCE BUSINESS COL

LEGE. PHILADELPHIA.

Ex-President Harrison is known to be a

lawyer of great erudition, a jurisconsult,

a man whose opinions are weighty and ex

ert a powerful influence upon thoughtful

men. In this we do not refer to political

partisanism, or to politics in the usual ac

ceptation of the term.

In December last Mr. Harrison delivered

an address before the Business College of

Philadelphia, designed as advice to young

men, but he took occasion to refer to some

questions in which the public generally

take special interest.

It is a fact worthy of special notice that

the most distinguished statesmen of the

country, in delivering addresses, either in

or out of congress or legislatures, without

reference to the subject announced, take

occasion to introduce " capital and labor,"

and invariably represent these factors of

progress and prosperity as occupying to

ward each other attitudes of antagonism,

and Mr. Harrison follows the general line

oi remarks, as for instance, he said :

It Is a sad and dangerous fact that capital und labor

are organized to right each other ; that the laboring

man is taught to regard his employer as an antago

nist—too often as un enemy—and that the greedy or

Tiled and impatient employer, resentful of what he

regards as unwarranted Interference with his busi

ness, i» sometimes too ready to treat a workman with

a grievance as he would treat a jolting, unbalanced

machine—throw it into the scrap pile.

We regard it specially unfortunate that

men of high standing do not distinguish

between capital and capitalists. Capital is

one thing, one and the same thing, always

and everywhere. Capital cannot and never

did organize to fight labor or anything else.

Capitalists, who own and control capital, do

organize to antagonize labor—not all of

them, possibly not the half of them, not

the half of those who employ their capital

in industrial pursuits and hire workingmen

—hence that form of expression which

makes capital an antagonist of labor is not

only misleading, but conveys a false im

pression relating to the position of labor.

Labor never did occupy an attitude of

hostility to capital ; a moment's reflection

discloses the preposterousness of the propo

sition. In the very nature of things it can

not be true that labor antagonizes capital,

and being untrue the assertion has done

and is still doing labor incalculable injury,

while at the same time capitalists who have

antagonized labor have gained immense ad

vantages by asserting that labor always an

tagonizes capital, while all that labor has

done or proposes to do is to antagonize that

class of capitalists who " treat workingmen

with a grievance, as they treat a jolting, unbal

anced machine—throw it into the scrap pile."

Mr. Harrison gets right when he puts arro

gant, heartless capitalists instead of capital

in antagonism to labor, which explains

seventy-five per cent, of all the troubles be

tween labor and capitalists.

Hitherto labor has seldom been consulted

about wages. Capitalists have gone for

ward and perfected their enterprises and

then have coldly calculated the profits they

could secure upon each man's labor in their

employment, and necessarily the lower the

wages the larger their profits; and when la

bor has organized for the avowed purpose of

securing fair, living wages, capitalists have

set up the howl that labor was antagonizing

capital. The press of the country has lent

its influence to spread the astounding false

hood and public opinion has adopted the

vicious slander. The courts have been de

bauched by the unfounded indictment and

labor has paid the penalty. Mr. Harrison,

pursuing the subject of antagonism, said:

Like the armed peace now maintained in Europe,

this situation is costly and dangerous. Every benev

olent and thoughtful man is anxious and distressed.

I suppose a just and perfect peace will not be estab

lished until the kingdom of the elder brother is set

up throughout the world and the golden rule be

comes the law of human life. The right to ac

quire is more important to the poor mini than the

rich. Many reforms are weakened by their e'xclu-

siveness—the invitation is not wide enough. Men

are put on the other side because of their surround

ings or the color of their skin, without a chance to

make their own choice. It is a most wholesome and

saving fact that the working people of the United

States so generally reject the teachings of anarchy.

The workman is a producer; the anarchist a de

stroyer, and fellowship is impossible. How shall the

poor be helped by the destruction of other men's

property, or by assassination or riot? When doors

are barred and the streets are full of tumult and

men's hearts of fear, is there any harvest for toil?

Labor is armed only with the righteous

ness of its cause. It creates capital. It

makes revenues possible. Strike it down
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and an era of universal decay would come

as certain as that darkness* would prevail if

Jehovah were to blow out the sun. Labor

can not call out the standing army of the

nation nor the militia of the states to pro

tect it when capitalists, as at Homestead,

Buffalo, Idaho and Tennessee, were robbing

and degrading it. Xor does it avail much

or anything to appeal to the courts. They

are Dead sea fruit, so often tried that they

no longer tempt the eye. We do not sup

pose "a just and perfect peace " is antici

pated in the near future. Perfection is not

a possibility until human nature has under

gone many radical changes, but labor pro

poses to fight for the golden rule, and if it

can not be established in a government of

the ' people then labor will accept the

"kingdom of the elder brother." Labor

builds, labor preserves, hence has no sym

pathy with anarchy; labor is law-abiding;

labor provides the food for all and demands

enough to supply its wants. It builds all

the houses in the world and demands for

itself a shelter from the storms. Labor

supplies all the clothing used by the human

family and objects to being clothed in rags.

Labor never did make an unreasonable de

mand, was never overpaid. It has in the

past begged the privilege of living. If the

Bigns of the times impress the public mind

with any lesson relating to labor it is that

in the future, utterly regardless of the Mal-

tliusian idea, there shall be a plate at the

table for every worker and for the child of

every worker, and the banquetting board

shall be abundantly supplied with food.

The imploring days of labor are drawing to

a close. Streaming rays of golden light are

Hashing above the horizon and anew era is

about to dawn. Ex-President Harrison re

marks that " there is only one good thing

about these evil times, and it is good will.

They give men an opportunity to show

their concern for each other. The will of

the largest brotherhood is being called, and

men see with great wonder how great the

family is. How many idle workmen now

see that it is not safe to assume that their

employers' interests and theirs are wholly

antagonistic, or that one umbrella may not

shelter both. Is not the conclusion too

clear to escape the most sluggish under

standing: that hard times for the employer

can not be good times for the employe?

A brisk and regular demand for the pro

ducts of labor at fair prices is the only safe

support of the wage scale, as it is of divi

dends." In so far as labor is concerned, it

never was required that "evil times" should

come to convince labor that the interests of

employers were their interests. The ma

jestic march of enterprises across the con

tinent demonstrates the fact, and labor

submits to sacrifices with a moral courage

that challenges admiration when emergen

cies require them, and complains only when

the facts proclaim that sacrifices are too

often required that dividends may be de

clared on investments which represent un

blushing fraud. Ex-President Harrison

pointed out how trusts and corporations

have managed to create distrust, and then

says:

The capital error in our legislation has been the

failure to limit and supervise corporate securities;

to requre that the stock shall represent an invest

ment, and that the investment shall be adequate to

the enterprise; that creditors may be secured, and

that the public may not he tolled or the laborers'

wages cut to pay interest or dividends on securities

that do not stimd for investments.

In this is locked up the one crying evil

that has been prolific of the antagonisms

between labor and capitalists. Corporate

stock and securities do not represent hon

est investment. It is the fraud that tolls

the public and cuts down the wages of la

borers that " dividends may be paid on se

curities that do not stand for investments."

A fraud more huge and infamous than that

the world has never known. Ex-President

Harrison voices his condemnation of the

infamy, and labor, which is ceawlesslv rob

bed by the men who perpetrate the fraud,

will continue to fight it until it ceases to

rob them of their means of support.

REroBTS have it that President Mayer, of

the B. & O. was once a locomotive fireman

—but unfortunately for the purpose of

inspiring ambition in the hearts of the

Knights of Pick and Shovel who now Ketp-

erhol, Fireman Mayer was animated by a

big dfal in coal, and selected his own time

for promotion which came the day the deal

was consummated.
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PROVIDING FOR THE NEEDY.

In the Forum for February we find two

article? devoted to the relief of the needy—

one captioned "Methods of Relief for the

Unemployed," by Josephine S. Lowell, and

the other, by the Uev. Dr. Lyman Abbott,

captioned "The Personal Problem of Char

ity."

Nothing is more common than to find, in

our leading newspapers and magazines,

what is designed to pass for profound dis

sertations on defenseless poverty, that kind

of poverty which must be relieved by some

wit of charitable effort on the part of indi-

vidtialg, associations, municipal or state

Eovernmenta, and in every instance the

earned or reverend panacea makers man

age to steer clear of the true cause and rem

edy for at least !*"» per cent, of the poverty

which, increasing by regular steps down

wards, finally reaches the misery breeding

depths from out of which the world hears

the moaning cries for help, and to which

we propose to make special reference in

this article.

We are told that in our great cities, help

less poverty is an "acute disease" while

in European centers of population it if

"chronic;" that is to say, while the Ameri

can wretchedness born of poverty, is sharp

and severe, it is incidental, while that which

afflicts the squalor-cursed people of Europe

and appals the nations is deep seated, of

long duration and incurable.

Mrs. Lowell, in her article relating to re-

'■ef for the unemployed, remarks as follows :

What explanation can be given of a condition of

ekrooic " seasonal " distress in any given community.'

There are several reasonable causes to be assigned

lor the phenomenon, each of which is, or may be, re

sponsible lor a part of the evil.

It means, if it unskilled labor which suffers year

after year for the necessities of life, either that the in

dividual* who suffer are unable to perform labor in

•utBdeut quantity, or of the kind which would bring

than in return the means of civili;cd living, or that

they are actually in excess—are surplus labor ; that is,

"x-y are not needed to do the work of that particular

lonununity.

Hlhif is not the explanation, if it is not unskilled

lint the skilled workmen who suffer each year from

remrrent distress, then the explanation is to be found

either In inadequate wages, which, bein^ paid only

during the working part of the year, are insufficient

to maintain a family during the whole year, or else

to want of thrift on the part of the working people

u>*.ni*lves.

Having outlined the causes of what she

calls "acute" and "chronic" distress, Mrs.

Lowell proceeds to explain the causes under

three heads, viz., " (1) a surplus of unskilled

labor; (2) low wages; (3) improvidence,"

and having thus stated conditions and

causes, the erudite lady remarks that " the

usual remedies applied to meet such dis

tress are all directly calculated not only to

aggravate it where it exists, but to create

it. These remedies are charitable relief,

charitable work, and, when the evil be

comes so great as to attract public atten

tion, relief by public works."

In the foregoing review of conditions, our

attention is called to what is termed " un

skilled labor," as if there should be found a

remedy for the evil, some method of reduc

ing this "surplus labor."

Our readings lead us to conclude that

writers who profess to understand labor

questions, regard "unskilled labor" as a

dire misfortune, a calamity which an in

scrutable God is forever visiting upon the

world, when, in fact, what is termed "un

skilled labor" is as essential in carrying

forward the enterprises of our high civiliza

tion as " skilled labor." Mrs. Lowell does

not seem to take such a view of the subject,

nor is she an exception; she has no concep

tion of the continuity of labor. She sees a

stately edifice rising from its foundations

and challenging the admiration of all be

holders, and thinks only of the "skilled

laborer"—the " unskilled " are a mere herd,

who, owing to their number, are unable to

earn a " civilized living," and must there

fore be content with the living of savages.

If, however, the "unskilled" laborers were

to cease from their tasks, not another build

ing would ever be erected in Massachusetts,

the home of Mrs. Lowell, unless the

"skilled" laborers came down from their

elevation and performed the work of the

" unskilled laborers." Neither Mrs. Lowell

nor any other writer on labor problems has

deemed prudent to demonstrate the fact

that but for the "unskilled" workingmen

of the country, advancement would cease as

if by a decree of Jehovah. " Unskilled

labor" is not only the foundation labor of

all industrial enterprises, but it is that ele

ment of progress which keeps the wheels of
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enterprise forever in motion, and the colos

sal curse of the world, the curse of all lands

and of all ages is, that man's greed, man's

cupidity, man's cruelty and satanic deprav

ity, has been massed to deprive "unskilled

labor" of the means to secure a ''civilized

living," to reduce what ie called "unskilled

workingmen '' to the lowest depths of deg

radation and squalor. And not content

with the subjugation of the "unskilled,"

they, on all occasions when an opportunity

offers, seek to strike down "skilled labor."

and they are making such headway as to

create universal alarm, and Mrs. Lowell,

without the aid of spectacles, may, as we

write, see in Massachusetts men and wom

en, "skilled" and "unskilled," parading

the streets, proclaiming that their wages do

not enable them to secure a "civilized liv-

ing."

To state that there is a "surplus of un

skilled labor," that is to say. more than can

be employed at wages sufficient to secure a

"civilized living," is to assume that the

labor problem defies solution and is to be

come yearly a more alarming menace to the

peace of society, and to prevent outbreaks,

"charitable relief" must grow, must in

crease indefinitely. If " unskilled labor,"

or labor of any description, is to be self-

sustaining and to enjoy a " civilized living,"

honest, fair wages must be paid. There is

absolutely no other method of solving the

problem, and hence Mrs. Lowell could have

devoted her paper to that simple proposi

tion, since it is the reduction of wages that

denies to multiplied thousands a "civilized

living," and drives them to the subsistence

often worse than that of savages, and in

doing this, Mrs. Lowell could have found

abundant data in Massachusetts and else

where, as a basis of righteous denunciation

of Christless employers who scheme and

conspire to reduce wages to a point where

neither skilled nor unskilled labor shall

have the means of enjoying a "civilized

living." Indeed, between low wages and

nn wages, in all of the cities of the country,

without an exception, "charitable relief"

in many different ways becomes a neces

sity from which there is no appeal. And

this relief, says Mrs. Lowell, is "directly

calculated not only to aggravate distress,

but to create it." That is to say, feed a

hungry man and hunger pangs become the

sharper; clothe the naked and you add to

the chances of freezing to death ; shelter the

exposed to winter storms and you augment

their sufferings, and therefore "organized

relief" should be discontinued. Mrs. Low

ell, who is advertised as being familiar with

" sociological problems." and as "one fore

most among practical workers in the relief

of distress," has panaceas for the cruelties

which our Christian civilization inflicts upon

labor, that will attract attention, if not for

their novelty, at least for their nonsense.

She says :

To diminish the surplus of unskilled labor, one

plain remedy is to cease to attract more unskilled

people to the 8j>ot where there is already too many,

and to deal with such as come naturally, in a way

which, while good for them, will not be agreeable to

them.

How we are to cease attracting " unskilled

labor" to "spots" where there are already

too many, Mrs. Lowell does not state. Un

skilled laborers, as matters now stand, go

where they please, like other "sovereign"

citizens, and take their chances. Mrs. Low

ell's plan does not "diminish" the number

of " unskilled laborers," but rather scatters

them where there are no charities, organ

ized or unorganized, in the rural districts,

where there are no soup houses, and where

the unemployed can whistle down blizzards

and die without disturbing those philan

thropists who ate learned in sociological

and relief problems. But, Mrs. Lowell has

ideas about "unskilled people" who go to

"spots" where they are too numerous.

With such people she would "deal" in a

way "which, while good for them, will not

be agreeable to them." In what way Mrs.

Lowell would deal with "unskilled" un

fortunates that would be agreeable or dis

agreeable to them, she does not state; her

plans do not seem to have been matured.

But she proceeds with her remedies, as fol

lows :

Another obvious course is to convert unskilled into

skilled labor by education and training, and soli n

third, if the evil is threatening, Is to endeavor by mi

gration and emigration to diminish by physical

means the overcrowding.

The conversion of unskilled labor into

skilled labor means, if it means Anything,

to ultimately do awav with unskilled labor.
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The term " unskilled" is used to designate

a class of workingmen who are not skilled

to the extent of those who served regular

apprenticeships and are therefore supposed

to be first class mechanics. Such men are

more frequently designated as "common"

laborers rather than " unskilled" laborers—

that is to say, they perform a kind of labor

which does not require an apprenticeship

for its performance, and these people Mrs.

Lowell would redeem from common labor

to the exalted position of "skilled labor"

by "education and training." Or, she would

have them " migrate" like wild geese, go on

the road a la tramp, or "emigrate"—that

is to say, get out of the country—anything

but settle down in "spots" where they be

come " surplus labor." Mrs. Lowell's idea

is, that, for instance, hod carriers should

become bricklayers, that in brick yards mud

mixers should become moulders, and so on

through all the trades, utterly oblivious of

the tact that the work performed by the

unskilled is essential to every enterprise

and cannot be dispensed with, since if all

were "skilled," unskilled labor would have

to be pertormed by the "skilled." Again,

says Mrs. Lowell :

The natural remedy for low wages is the formation

of the variouft trades into union? or other lahor or

ganizations; and, fortunately, this is a work which

will go on with increasing success with the growth of

intelligence and energy on the part of the working

people themselves, and a **ww of justice on the part of

We italicise a sentence in the foregoing

for the purpose of suggesting that it spoils

the only rational remedy for low wages

mentioned by the writer. Hut trade unions

do not reduce the number of " unskilled

laborers ; " on the contrary, numerous trade

unions limit the number of apprentices to

the various trades, because to accept all

who apply would fill the country with

' 'skilled labor" to an extent that "skilled

labor" would be as unremunerative as the

unskilled, and all would go down together

to the degraded level where wages would

not secure a "civilized living"—all would

eink to savagery; and, as for employers, to

any cheering extent, being actuated by a

" sense of justice," is to anticipate the day

when the ox and the lion will federate for

mutual improvement, and with dead-wall

announcements go on the road to lecture

employers on the justice of paying honest

wages.

As for the " Personal Problem of Charity,"

discussed by Rev. I>r. Lyman Abbott, a

gentleman who has mixed law, divinity and

journalism in his life work, little need be

said. He sees in every community thou

sands of persons who are suffering because

they " have not the ability to employ them

selves." Mr. Abbott seems to have been

one of that class of unfortunates. He studied

law, and quit it for divinity; as lawyer or

divine, somebody had to employ him. Then

he quit divinity and obtained a secretary

ship of a "commission;" here again he

was employed. Then he resigned his secre

taryship and accepted employment as an

editor, and was then employed by Plymouth

church. In all of these changes he did not

and could not have employed himself. He

had any number of jobs which, we doubt

not, paid him all he was worth. Hut of this

we care nothing. He no*w sees great "pub

lic duties," so great as to constitute a

"serious" public problem, and yet he vig

orously denounces all kinds of public charity

and public relief as an outrage upon the

law that "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself," and in public relief of the needy

he sees no evidence of the law of love, and

therefore the giving of soup and the distri

bution of bread, and all such schemes of

" indiscriminate charity," he denounces as

"unjust—grossly, wickedly unjust." Such

views are not worth criticising, except to

say if Mr. Abbott's theories of relief pre

vailed today, there would be commotions

in this land such as no prudent man would

care to depict.

Impractical cranks and vagarists discuss

labor problems and methods of relief for

the destitute and the suffering. If a man is

hungry, feed him ; if he is naked, clothe

him ; if he is homeless, shelter him ; if pos

sible, give him work. Do not stop to in

quire about his antecedents, and let him

starve because he has been imprudent. A

man-eating tiger could not be more cruel.

And while doing these things, demand for

labor such wages as will secure a "civilized

living." If one scheme proves a failure,

try another, and keep on trying. Grasp the

IP
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underpaid toilers, the unskilled, the men

who perform the foundation work of all

great enterprises. Champion their cause.

Christ set the example, and every man's

cheek may mantle with lofty pride who

stands forth demanding justice for the weak

and defenseless, for with fair wages to them

the gloomy clouds which now darken all

our skies would disappear, and while work-

ingmen are treated justly they will not re

appear.

We do not expect aid from employers.

They are hlinded by self interest, and as

we think, are sadly mistaken in their esti

mates of what is good for them. But we do

hope for a solution of the vexed problem-

payment of such wages as will enable all

toilers to secure a " civilized living." This

will come when all classes of toilers unite

in their demands, and, this done, the ex

clamation, X'b.rpopuli! Vox dei /—the voice

of the people is the voice of God—will echo

throughout the land.

IDLENESS, POVERTY, TRAMPS.

Mr. J. S. Jennings, of Wichita, Kansas,

writes to the National View as follows :

For the past year there have been thousands of mills,

manufactories, mines and furnaces idle, which have

thrown 4,000,000 men and 2,000,000 women and chil

dren out of employment. The real cause of this has

not been mentioned by the monopolistic press during

the recent campaign, because it is not to the interest

of the money lords to do so. They have been beating

around the bush about the taritt' question and other

false issues in order to throw dust in the eyes of the

voters and blind them in regard to the real questions

at issue. The fact of the business is, the tariff ques

tion starts a great many factories in good times that

never ought to be started, and failure from lack of

money and demand for that class of goods stops them

in hard times. But what makes hard times? Every

sensible man or woman, who was born rational, knows

that it has always been a lack of money that causes

hard times.

Admitting Mr. Jennings' estimate of the

number, 0,000,000 men and women, thrown

out of employment during the past year, is

there anything under heaven more natural

than that there should be an immense num

ber of tramps in the country?—honest

tramps, seeking for work, despairing tramps,

hungry tramps, ragged tramps, and often

desperate tramps.

Mr. Jennings estimates the loss in wages

to this 6,000,000 idle laborers thrown out of

employment at $1.00 a day, making $0,000,-

000 a day, or $1,800,000,000 a year. Such

loss brings poverty, squalor, and unnum

bered ills. Mr. Jennings says the cause of

this untold wretchedness is a lack of money.

He should have said a lack of money be

cause bankers and capitalists withdrew their

money from circulation, and this they did

by a conspiracy designed to establish what

is called a "gold standard." They suc

ceeded, and, as a result, the country, from

ocean to ocean, from north to south, is in

the grasp of the most fearful conditions.

In this connection, we notice in the Kan

sas Commoner the following excerpts :

They are coining. A dispatch from San Francisco

says that forty tramps left there Tuesday for Kansas,

"attracted by Governor I.ewelling's tramp circular.

They prefer the warmth of Lewelling's smile to the

blue skies and mild climate of < alifornia.— Learcn-

worth Timet.

Toikka, Dee. 10.—Governor dwelling's circular to

police boards of cities of the first class makes Kansas

a paradise for tramps. Reports of petty thefts, rob

bery and assaults and insults to women by roving

vagabonds are coming in from all parts of the state.

Incoming freight trains arc loaded with vagrants.

They demand food, clothing and lodging at private

residences with brazen effrontery, and when they are

arrested police magistrates dismiss them without

penalty unless soire specific cliarge other than va

grancy is lodged against them. Seventeen tramps

were arrested here in Topeka on Friday night at the

request of railroad employes. They had taken pos

session of box ears and refused to vacate. They w ore

charged with trespassing, but the police judge de

clined to hold them. The police in all cities under

control of the government arc powerless, in the face

of the governor's order, to drive out objectionable

characters. In cities other than of the first cla-«s the

jails are being rapidly rilled with tramps.—Dispatch

to Xnv York World.

Last night twenty tramps boarded a Missouri l'a-

ciftc freight train at Fort Scott, and came to Topeka.

The train crew was compelled to let them ride. When

they arrived here they were arrested and then dis

charged by the police judge under the governor's

order.— ToiKka dispatch to St. Lctiu) Republic.

The Commoner pronounces the declara

tions of the various newspapers relating to

tramps as " infernal lies," and it adds: " If

hell were dragged from one end to the other,

nothing more debased anil villainous could

be found than some men who are a curse to

Kansas, found in some of her newspaper

offices."

The Commoner simply desires to show that

Kansas is 'not overrun with tramps, that

they are not '"seizing freight trains," nor

playing the devil generally in Kansas—all

of which the Coimimnrr charges is mere par
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san clap trap ami entitled to no consid-

ration.

Aside from conditions in Kansas, of which

v know little regarding the number of

ramps, it is nevertheless true that the

rmy of tramps in the United States during

tit- past year has been indefinitely increased,

nd that, too, by conditions resulting as Mr.

leveland says from "congressional legisla-

ion." Such a declaration ought not to be

:>rgotten, because, if "congressional legis-

Uion" is responsible for the widespread

lisasters which have brought upon labor

he woes which now afflict it, labor should

mify to put an everlasting finale to such

ecislation.

ARISTOCRACY AND DEMOCRACY-

THE WAY THEY PAY.

England is a very bid, a very rich and a

rery great nation. It don't make a bit of

bfferenee to England how her poor man-

lire to live or how they die, the aristocracy

:iever discuss " retrenchment and reform "

in so far as those in office are concerned,

rhe work of paying fat salaries goes on for

ever. The nation pays its Empress and

Queen $1,075,000 a year—which is nearly

forty times as much as the United States

payg its president. The Prince of "Wales

is required to get along on $200,000 a year,

but he fails to make both ends meet, and is

always head over heels in debt, but if his

august mother ever dies, or dies first, the

Prince will have a rattling good income.

The Duke of Edinburg, brother of the

Prince, has been forced to live on $125,000 a

year. How he has managed to keep the

wolf from his door is a mystery—but in ad-

dition, his pay as a full admiral in the

P-ritiahnavy has helped him out in a pinch

—and now, being a German Prince, his in

come will doubtless enable him to have

three square meals a day.

England has an established church, in

which certain officials put on about as

much style as Jehovah permits those who

arc called to preach, to wear—as for in

stance, the primate of all England pockets

?7r>,000 a year and has a palace. He is

splendidly fixed. The Archbishop of York

iM« only $50,000 a year, the Bishop of Lon

don is treated quite aa shabbily, but the

shame of the thing appears when it is

known that the Bishop of Durham, has to

put up with $35,000 a year—and to show to

what depths of parsimoniousness a great

nation can descend, the salaries of other

bishops range from $10,000 to only $25,000

a year. It is difficult to comprehend such

destitution. Royalty and religion are dom'd

foin things in England—bet yer loif. When

it comes to the judiciary, law has a splendid

inning. The Lord Chief Justice of England

gets $40,000 a year and the other justices

range all the way from $10,000 to $30,000 a

year. If the Kickses and Tafts of the United

States received such salaries, the aristo

cracy of the judges wouldn't permit a rail

road employe to come into their presence,

except upon their knees.

The United States, in the way of paying

fat salaries, is a long distance in the rear of

England. But we can claim the distinction

that we pay our congressmen and senators

$5,000 a year, give them private secretaries,

and opportunities to speculate a little in a

private way, while England requires Eng

lishmen to make laws and repeal laws and

yawp without pay. England pays her am

bassadors princely salaries while those of

the United States have to get along on less

than half the sum their British cousins re

ceive—and that is the reason our Yankee

representatives can't cut a dash in foreign

courts on $17,500 a year. Cleveland tried

to overcome the difficulty by appointing

Van Alen as Minister to Rome, a Yankee

millionaire who had the good sense to de

cline the mission—though, had he gone to

Rome he would have overshadowed the

Vatican and painted the ancient capital of

the CtPsars a beautiful scarlet. The fates

were once, at least, on our side, and saved

the country from unnecessary degradation.

Englishmen talk of dis-establishing the

church, and being exceedingly distinguished

for common sense, they will one of these

days permit the people to pay the clergy

if they are wanted—and if they are not,

request them to enter upon some other

branch of business. A religion so excess

ively aristocratic ami expensive ought to

no longer burden the poor of England.

Men ought to be able to get to heaven at

reduced rates.
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FURIOUS FANATICS.

We have been deluged with communica

tions during the past few days in reference

to the editorial on the American Protective

Association which appeared in the March

issueof this Magazine. A peculiar feature

of this correspondence is that in every in

stance where the writer condemns our ut

terances, he does so anonymously. There

is not an exception to the rule. Several of

them demand that their communications

be published, bnt in accordance with a well

known rule of the Magazine, they have all

found their way to the waste basket. The

Magazine is avowedly in favor of fair play,

and its columns are open to all sides of a

question, but it does not under any circum

stances publish anonymous communica

tions.

The editorial alluded to contains the

opinions of the editor, and he alone is re

sponsible for them. He has no apology to

make for such utterances. If the persons

who criticise and condemn him have the

courage of their convictions and desire a

hearing, they can have it, and the Maga

zine, is open to them; but they cannot be

permitted to play the role of sneaks and

shoot from ambush. I^et them have the

manliness to step to the front and give ex

pression to their honest thought, and right

or wrong, their course will challenge re

spect and admiration.

One correspondent who addresses us as

"Father Debs," demands retraction, and

coupled with the demand there is a covert

threat of assassination. An anonymous

writer is, as a rule, a sneak, and a sneak is

always a coward, and the coward who makes

this threat is convincing proof of the truth

of the article in question.

We care nothing about the American

Protective Association except in so far as

it is forced into labor organizations, is made

to set brother against another, divide the

membership, destroy the strength that

unity confers, and reduce the whole mass

of workingmen to the insufferable level of

slaves. And that is what is being done

with the A. P. A., and we know it of our

own knowledge. We do not speak upon

hearsay. We know of scores of lodges,

unions and divisions that have perished all

but in name under the blighting curse of

such persecution, and if suffered to con

tinue it is only a question of a short time

when labor organizations will be extermin

ated as if by the ravages of a plague and

then wages will go down to the starvation

point, rights will be cloven down and the

sun of American labor will set in universal

gloom. It is such calamities that we would

avert, and this and this alone prompted us

to sound the warning. We do not doubt

there is bigotry and fanaticism on the other

side. Butone wrong does not justify another

and it will not do to follow a vicious ex

ample.

The A. P. A. naturally enough does not

show its hand among the wealthy and in

fluential- the ruling classes. As a matter

of course it does not disrupt plutocratic re

lations nor array corporations against each

other—they have too much sense to be di

vided upon any such proposition. It is

left for the poor devils who are already

half starved and more than half enslaved to

take each other by the throat and in the

interest of their masters bring on their

self-destruction. And, singular enough, not

one in fifty of these insane bigot« who are

so exceedingly sensitive on the subject of

religion could, to save his soul, repeat the

ten commandments or the lord's prayer.

We are not and never have been Catho

lic. We hate a bigot of one denomination

as much as another. We have no choice

of fanatics. They are found in all creeds

and all denominations, and if they bad their

way the reign of the wheel and the rack and

the thumbscrew would again be inaugu

rated and the music of groans would till

the land.

Let us have done with persecution be

cause of opinion's sake, and, above all. let

us show ourselves possessed of hard sense

enough to know that in introducing sec

tarian war into our labor organizations we^

are carrying out the designs of our master-

to enslave and rob us.

Away back in 1771 Thomas Jefferson or

dered India cotton stockings from I»mk>n.

at a cost of 10 shillings a pair—about 52.S0.

In the march of events a dozen pairs of cot

ton stockings can be had for $\;M.
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SETTLING WITH WOUNDED RAIL

ROAD PASSENGERS OUT

OF COURT.

The year 1893 will pass into history as

one of unparalleled railroad disasters, and

the sum total of dead and wounded, when

it is given, will shoek the country. As a

result, the men whose duty it is to find the

maimed, when a wreck occurs, and arrange

a settlement for damages sustained, have

been kept constantly busy. So eager are the

railroad corporations to settle with those

who arc not killed, that it has been said,

" that as soon as a victim of a railroad

wreck recovers consciousness a claim agent

is at his bedside with a compromise offer

anil a quit claim of further demands for

damages, ready for signature," and it is

further laid that railroad surgeons are also

claim agents, who " compromise with the

victim while setting a broken limb." Such

payings, while referred to as " American

pleasantries," contain many grains of truth,

uml indicate the readiness of the public to

speak of railroad horrors with levity.

A general attorney of a great railroad

system, having its headquarters in St.

Louis, is credited with saying, that " the

profits of the entire World"s Fair business

of the year had been actually eaten up by

the losses through wrecks." The general

attorney of this great railroad system, with

headquarters in St. Louis, fuither remarked:

"If you see a railroad damage suit in court,

put it down that the railroad company

(wlieves the claim either excessive or with

out merit. Every railroad has a claim

department. It is a bureau, really, of the

general manager's department, and the

legal department stands toward it only in

an advisory capacity." "There are," said

the general attorney, " a great many peo

ple employed in the claim department,

both in the main office and scattered along

over the line. We run over a cow. One of

our claim agents goes at once to the owner

and ascertains that we are to blame. Our

fences arc down. Onr man offers the farmer

the price of the cow and a little more. In

an action at law he is entitled to twice the

value. Should it develop, however, that

the cow in this case is a pioneer of the roy

al blood, and a queen in her own right, who

has been living incognito in America, and

whosedeath alone has forced her confidential

friends to reveal the fact that she has a pedi

gree larger than an anti-silver repeal speech,

and that instead of beins; the humble

muley cow she was supposed by the neigh

bors to be, and worth about $(>(), she is

really worth SI ,000 or $2,000; only then we

go to court. As a matter of fact, we no

longer run over as much ' blooded stock ' as

formerly. Time was when the most valua

ble boars in the world were allowed to for

age in the swamps of southeast Missouri ;

but I think that the Iron Mountain killed

all the $1,500 hogs, and they are now rais

ing the plain razor-back, rarely worth S20

each."

It is, doubtless, true, that in some locali

ties, where the cattle range is not fenced,

only $20 cows and razor-back hogs are found,

but. if we are to believe the records, a good

many thoroughbred men and women have

disappeared in late railroad wrecks, nor is

it to be doubted that when such fatalities

occur, the officials of the road, aside from

all consideration of damages, experience

real heartfelt regrets. The general attorney

said that, "when a railroad is so unfortu

nate as to have a wreck in which passengers

are hurt, the first care is to get all the in

jured as soon as possible to a place where

they can get the best surgical and medical

aid. No expense is spared. Next, we en

deavor to deliver as soon as possible to

their destination all those who are not

injured so badly as to prevent their travel

ing. We admit our liability in these cases,

of course, and as soon as possible our agents

call on those who are merely scratched, and

prepare a settlement on a mutually satis

factory basis. Nine out of ten people are

anxious to get home, and be bothered no

more. Any reasonable demand based upon

loss of time and work is promptly met. In

many cases the injured come to us with a

proposition. Many people never dream of

making a claim. More serious cases take

longer to dispose of. We generally wait

until complete recovery to make settlement.

We sometimes negotiate for months at a

time. It is safe to say that in ninety-live

cases out of a hundred we settle without

recourse to the courts, and in the remain
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ing five, three of them will never go to

trial."

The claim agent is always courteous, al

ways sympathetic, and being glib-tongued,

the victim at once perceives that $10 cash

down is better than fight ing a corporation for

$100, is brought around by the claim agent,

and consents to settle and sign a compro

mise agreement, in form as follows:

Whereas, On the 29th day of February, A. D. 1899,

I, Junius Brutus Brown, a passenger ou the Jerkwater

Railroad Company, and as such passenger was travel

ing on the Bungtown District, Arizona Division, of

Bald railroad ; and ■

Whereas, I, the said Junius Brutus Brown, re

ceived certain injuries, to-wit: A broken collar bone;

And whereas, I, the said Junius Brutus Brown,

believe that my said injuries are the direct result of

the negligence of said railroad company, its officers,

agents and employes ;

And whereas, the said railroad company denies

any and all negligence on the part of itself, its offi

cers, agents and employes, and denies any and all

liability for damages for the injuries so, as aforesaid,

by me sustained ; but, by reason of an offer of com

promise made by me, the said Junius Brutus Brown,

for the purpose of avoiding litigation, to receive and

accept the sum of fifty dollars, in full accord and sat

isfaction for all claims for damages which I mayor

might have, either at common law or by virtue of

any legislative enactment of the state of Arizona, for

the injuries aforesaid, has paid to me the said sum of

fifty dollars.

Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises,

and of the payment to me of the aforesaid sum of $">0,

the receipt whereof I do hereby acknowledge, I do

hereby remiss, release, quitclaim and forever dis

charge the said The Jerkwater Railroad Company, its

leased and operated lines, of and from all actions,

suits, claims, reckonings and demands for, on account

of, or arising from the injuries so, as uforesaid, re

ceived, and any, every and all results hereafter flow

ing therefrom.

Witness my hand and seal, this 29th day of Febru

ary, A. D. 1899.

Junius Brctcs Bkown. [Seal.]

Signed sealed and delivered in the presence of

Russell Sage, (icorge Could.

Manifestly, the corporation is not to be

blamed for driving the best possible bar

gain with men and women who are injured

but not killed in railroad wrecks, but the

great public, forced, as it is, to travel by

rail, is asking with ever increasing empha

sis if it is not possible to reduce the num

ber of wrecks '.' They ask, do corporations

place their trains in the hands of compe

tent men ? They ask if it is not true that

incompetent men are employed because

they can be had at a reduced rate of wages?

The question is asked, if men, in charge of

trains, are not required to go without suffi

cient sleep to insure safety? In view of

the fact of the enormous cost of train

wrecks, it would seem that railroad mana

gers would secure the most competent men.

and that they would pay such wages as

would silence all complaints relating to

incompetency, and admitting a fact easily

verified, contiuous service without sleep is

dangerous, they would see to it that men

should never be placed in charge of a train

who had not had sufficient rest and sleep.

If all the facts were known where trains

had been wrecked because train men had

been without sufficient sleep, the country

would be startled by the revelations.

Knough is known, however, to prove that

wrecks are constantly occurring because of

the cupidity of managers in employing in

competent men, and because even compe

tent men are overworked. Certain it is that

engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemeu.

telegraphers and switchmen ought not to

be on duty more than eight hours. Since

it matters not how conscientious men may

be, the inexorable laws governing mind

and body cannot be abrogated, and the

danger point is reached when the time of

drowsiness is reached. We know of no

more important questions directly relating

to the safety of railroad travel and trans

portation.

Stanley, in Central Africa, found a tribe

of dwarfs who poisoned their arrows, but

now comes the lirithh MnJical Journal with

the announcement that filthy finger nails

are far more dangerous, the dirt having

been analyzed was found to contain thirty-

six kinds of micrococci, eighteen bacilli,

three sarcinse and other things equally

dangerous. In such cases a fight with fin

ger nails is as dangerous as if knives or pis

tols were used. Death in hideous forms

lurks under finger nails, and a scratch is

about equal to a snake bite.

The demand is to crack the cracker trust

which has a capital $10,000,000. Put the

whole thing in the soup.

The United States has 3.000,000 bread

winning women and girls, working ouuide

of their homes.
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MOURNING, FASHION AND FUNER

ALS.

Now and then some one with the courage

of conviction takes the stand for the pur-

jiiise of impressing on the public mind the

folly, to use no harsher term, of exhibitions

of costume mourning. Fashion, the tickle,

heartless goddess, invades the chamber of

death and demands that the corpse shall be

iricked out in ''store clothes," cut, trimmed

and made by a fashionable mantuamaker

or tailor, with as scrupulous regard to de

tails as if the cadaver were to attend a ball

or picnic, and then this divinity of folly as

rank as ever contaminated the social at

mosphere, squats like a toad at the ear of

the bereaved and maps out a programme

of spectacular mourning, and insists that

it shall be carried out to the letter, and

warning the victim of bereavement that

any departure from the letter of the decree

will set the tongues of all the gossiping

crew to wagging for the purpose of show

ing that the living were totally destitute of

regard for the dead, because there is a de-

nViency of fashionable mourning goods in

their attire.

< If all the incongruities of daily life, says

the Chicago llrrald, " the woman with the

happy, smiling face, and gown heavily

trimmed with crape is the most noticeable.

Every day one sees on the street, in the

theatre and sometimes in a ballroom people

who wear the habiliments of woe and whose

actions are entirely out of keeping with

their attire. The wearing of mourning is,

of course, a matter of custom, and to the

sensitive woman such attire affords a pro

tection from many remarks that would

otherwise wound most deeply; to such it

would mean a real sacrilege to wear the

bright colors that were once typical of their

own bright feelings," but, says another con

temporary, " many others, simply because

they are slaves to a custom, will shroud

themselves in crape and bombazine and

have not the slightest change in their feel

ings. It is no fancy picture when we tell of

gay little parties attended by those wearing

deep mourning, who are perfectly willing to

enter into every form of enjoyment if the

matter is only kept quiet. Hypocrites

abound in this world, but there are many

more clothed in sable garments than of any

other type." The revolting significance of

this fashionable mourning business is found

among other things, in the fact that accord

ing to the programme, the mourner's grief

is mapped and measured by the costumer,

regardless of expense and all ideas of the

sacredness of sorrow. Fashion demanding

first, the deepest black, then a lighter shade

and still lighter, as the months go by, until

fashion being satisfied, the mourner is re

lieved of all badges and resumes the old

time costume. " Mourning," says a con

temporary dictated by fashion, " is very ex

pensive, and often costs a family more than

they can well afford," and if fashionable

mourning costumes are considered together

with fashionable funerals, the regulation

number of carriages, sham rosewood coffins

and silver washed cast iron trimmings, the

quiet, sensible looker on is ready to exclaim

that the vulgar "pomp of death" is far

more terrible than death itself, and that in

such exhibitions "the black made the woe"

and the hearse and the carriages the attrac

tions, hence—

" Why is the hearse with 'scutcheons blazoned round ,

And with the nodding plumes of ostrich crowned?

No; the dead know it not, nor profit gain,

It only serves to prove the living vuin."

All outward insignia of mourning has be

come by the people of common sense a

tribute which real and sham mourning alike

pay to fashion, than which there is nothing

more false and frivolous in human affairs.

It is essentially pagan, symbolizing super

stitions blended with ostentatious pride and

vanity fit only for ridicule; but when con

sidered from the standpoint of expense, the

whole artillery of economics should be lev

eled against it.

It has come to be at last in these days

when the very air is burdened with the

theories of men who labor to solve econ

omic problems, that death is about the

most expensive item in living. This is seen

at a glance when all the items are grouped

and the sum total is arrived at. The fash

ionable mourning outfit, the fashionable

coffin and plumed hearse, the fashionable

number of carriages, the cemetery lot and

the fashionable headstone, monument,

crypt or mausoleum, with many other
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things which have crept in, go to make up

a sum total of money expenditures which

for all practical worth might as well be

thrown into the fire. No good, no benefit

to living or dead comes of all this aggrega

tion of sham, hut to the living, in a vast

number of cases, it means sacrifices which

are a standing advertisement that in the

chamber of death, at the funeral and the

bone yard fashion rules her votaries with a

sway as despotic as at an upperteudom ball

or wedding.

To the rich, fashionable and expensive

funerals may be indulged regardless of cost,

to the poor who ape the folly, a fashionable

and expensive funeral is well calculated to

force the conclusion that education so far

has accomplished little in the way of giving

common sense the victory over vulgar folly

and superstition.

In the first place, fashion, playing upon

ignorance, demands that the corpse shall

be arrayed in purple and fine linen for de

composition and a banquet for worms ; that

the unsightly thing shall be placed in a

coffin of rosewood made of common poplar

boards stained to imitate the most costly

woods of the forest, worth, perhaps, from

$2.50 to $5.00. but palmed oft' on the un

suspecting at from $25.00 to $75.00. Then a

hearse, with nodding plumes, instead of

common wagons is provided at. say $5.00 or

$10.00, when $1 .00 would have been ample

pay for the services performed, and then

there must be provided a number of car

riages for those who free want a ride to

the cemetery and back at a cost of $25.00

*o $50.00.

And all of this and much more in the

same line to impress upon the gaping

crowd, that there is a deal of mourning for

the dead, and often after the huge farce is

performed the last dollar and dime of the

bereaved has disappeared and survivors are

required to go in debt for the next day's

subsistence.

Why not regulate funerals upon a com

mon sense basis? Why this irrational and

superstitious exhibition of paganism, when

one pays the debt of nature? why throw

away hard earned dollars upon the dead

which derive no benefit from such expendi

tures? why bury money with the dead?

why this senseless ostentation ? Why

should the poor in the matter of funerals

be everlastingly trying to imitate the rich?

From $10 to $20 is an ample expenditure to

bury a dead person, from King to peasant.

Why permit fashion and folly to swell the

extras to $100 or $1,000? It is estimated

that wage workers, annually, expend $100,-

000.000 to bury their dead, $00,000,000 of

which is thrown away, as a tribute to

Fashion, that the world may say, "see how

these people mourn." But the world says

nothing in that line- but rather an osten

tatious funeral becomes the subject of

ridicule.

GEORGE WILLIAM CHILDS.

Leigh Hunt made Abou Ben Adhem im

mortal by simply writing of him as one

who loved his fellow men. True, there is

the glamour of poetic fancy thrown over

Abou's case, but the fact stands that Abou's

name, of all the list of those who sought

the favor of the Lord, stood at the bend ;

and the splendid moral of the story is that

those who love their fellow men love the

Lord, and the better they love their fellow

men the better they love the Lord.

George William Childs was the Abou Bin

Adhem of his time. He loved his fellow

men steadily, ceaselessly, munificently, and

in such a practical way that hi? invest

ments of good will in money and in kind

words must have yielded him enormous

dividends of joy and happiness.

George William Childs was best known

as the proprietor of the Philadelphia Pub

lic Ledger, peculiarly a home publication,

which he controlled for thirty years. Thie

publication gave employment to a large

number of persons, all of wliom. without

an exception, now rise up and with one

voice bless his name. There is not one dis

cordant note. In the orchestra of labor

every instrument is attuned to the praise of

George William Childs, and on the lower

planes to which misfortune dooms its help

less and sorrowing victims, the remem

brance of the tears he has dried, ami the

moans he has silenced, will be cherished in

a thousand humble homes, and if prayers

can purchase a gold's exaltation in the

"Land o' the leal," the immortal spirit n!
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George William Childs will enjoy infinite

liveliness.

At the age of fio years G. W. Childs re

ceived the summons of promotion, and was

ready. He had a large fortune, not a dol

lar of which was obtained by miry meth

ods; free from dirt and duplicity, there

*as nu stain upon his wealth. He loved to

make money and he loved to give it away.

His money making methods were practical

and the same was true of his benevolences.

He began life poor, standing upon the

LTound floor, and though he advanced rap

idly, the more he received the more he

l»ve. Many of his gifts are known—neces

sarily so, for they were public in charac

ter; but the bulk of them are known only

to those who received them, prompted by

the love he bore towards his fellow men in

need and who could repay only in grati

tude.

lieorge W. Childs believed in labor or

ganizations, and union printers were em

ployed on his Lahjcr. He paid high wages,

and he paid pensions, and he introduced,

under some other name, perhaps, what

amounted to profit sharing, besides, posi

tions on his paper were practically perma

nent.

It was said of George W. Childs that he

hail two homes, one in the city and one in

the country, but in fact, the philanthropist

had built a thousand homes in the hearts

of those who had been the recipients of his

liberality, and in these homes gratitude,

more enduring than granite or bronze, will

preserve his memory in perennial fragrance

as the days speed on to join the vanishing

years.

The city of New York, which has more

foreign born residents than native born—is

out Irelanding Ireland, by its evictions.

Landlordism in New York wears no gloves

upon its claws. When rent is due the ten

ant goes into the street if the money is not

forthcoming. Great cities are poor places

for the poor. God! where is a good place

for the poor '.'

A New York Philanthropist furnishes

coal to the poor at cost—by the scuttleful

or in larger quantities.

BOSTON'S HUNGRY UNEMPLOYED

WORKINGMEN.

The term "unemployed" has terrible

significance when the unemployed have no

money or means of obtaining food, but by

work—and when no work can be bad, the

situation becomes more alarming, the deep

er hunger fastens, its fangs in the vitals of

the victims of idleness. On February L'O,

according to the Associated Press reports,

"five thousand men, hungry, ragged and

ugly, crowded into the state house and the

adjoining grounds and very fiercely de

manded immediate aid in their distress.''

Back of these five thousand men, "hun

gry, ragged and ugly," there were at least

fifteen thousand "hungry and ragged"

wives and children. The picture is simply

harrowing—background, foreground, per

spective and coloring appals the beholder.

"The Governor of Massachusetts, says the

report," addressed the mob, but did not

satisfy the men, and then an effort was

made to get a petition before the legisla

ture then in session, but as the rules were

against such a proceeding, and things be

gan to look serious, and when the men

were told that the legislature had refused

to accept their petition, yells of derision

and contempt were of startling significance,

and threats were made to "clean out the

state house." Things looked squally, but

the legislature yielded, accepted the peti

tion of the men and appointed a commit

tee to meet with the representatives of the

unemployed. A strong force of police

cleared the state house and the grounds,

and the men slowly and sullenly retired.

.Such things are premonitions. Men hun

gry, ragged, cold and ugly, become desper

ate at short notice. It was recently said in

congress, "Hunger knows no law, Under

such conditions it is folly to call men "an

archists" and "socialists" or apply other

epithets. Better far use milder terms, bet

ter far be gentle and kind. Men out of

employment by no fault of their own, arc

not likely to be patient when "hungry,

ragged and cold," and this fact the legisla

ture of Massachusetts appreciated—and by-

yielding to the demands of hungry men

acted wisely.

While reading of such escapes from vio

lence as threaten the peace ot Boston, the

fact that the number of the unemployed is

increasing, creates new alarms.

Here and there, we hear of the revival

of industries, but in the great centers of

population, there comes no evidences of

improvement—and in the railroad indus

try, matters go steadily from bad to worse,

men are not only thrust into idleness but

those who are retained are subjected to a

reduction of wages.

It was hoped that some relief might

come from congressional legislation, but
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instead congress wrangles until in the hall

of the house of representatives, a man of

national renown, pleading for the coinage

of silver dollars as one means of relief,

thrills the country by his denunciations of

congress as a mob, and the representatives

of the people as anarchists and as infamous

as bomb throwers.

Under such circumstances, the "hungry

and ragged" have a poor show for immedi

ate relief from national legislation.

THE NEW YORK SUN ON RAILROAD

WRECKS AND WRECKERS.

The New York »S'mh, which dares tell the

truth, in a recent issue, refers to certain

western railroads as presenting "the most

disastrous and discouraging spectacle in

our commercial history—as for instance,

the wreckage of the Northern Pacific, the

Atchison, the Union Pacific and other vast

railroad properties." The ruin of these

roads says the Sun "has been achieved by

steady gradations at a time when the de

velopment of the surrounding couutrv had

not ueen retarded, when the population

had been rapidly increasing, and when

everv condition conducive to prosperity ex

isted in abundance. It was not caused by

the shrinkage in silver, the abandonment of

mines, or the money panic. These events

gave it emphasis, and precipitated results

that had long been inevitable." The .s»;i

gives it readers to understand that the dis

asters which have overtaken the railroads,

were brought on by a class of men in con

trol of the roads, and therefore boldly as

serts that "not the least discouraging as

pect of the whole situation is that the courts

hare resolved in almost every instance to a/>~

/mint us receivers for these bankrupted proper

ties the very men under whose management their

misfortunes had been created! The men who,

by' their incapacity or dishonesty, have

dragged down great and powerful organiza

tions, seem by those very qualifications to

have commended themselves to the courts.

They have been made the receivers. Their

personal emoluments are greater than the

salaries they had before. Their control is

more absolute, and they perpetuate with

insolence and defiance the vices that dis

graced their previous administration." It

is seen that "the courts" are responsible

for the appointment of men as receivers

who wrecked the roads, and the result is as

the Sun puts it, that "never was the man

agement of the lines affected more cutthroat

and depraved, than it is at the present

moment. ' In this cutthroat and depravity

management, the courts federate with the

cutthroats, and to make good the losses oc

casioned bv rascality the receivers ami the

courts seek to rob and degrade the em

ployes, and the remedy for these outrages

the Sun believes is to "impeach the judges,"
who seem to be in alliance with the ••cut

throat and depraved management."

It is most gratifying to note that a paper

ot the standing and influence of the New

York Sun dares to tell the country whole

some truths about courts and cutthroats

who wreck railroads and then seek to get

even by robbing employes.

There is a steady and an ever increasing

tide of humanity flowing from the country,

the rural districts, to towns and cities, which

accounts for a larger per cent, of the pov

erty, crime and degradation of which com

plaint is made. To show the extent of this

drift of population to cities the 11th U.S.

Census shows number of people living in

places of 8,000 or more inhabitants at each

of the census years, and the proportion

this number bears to the total population oi

the country are here given :

Population Per cent, of

in cities. t'jtnl jH/pulation.

17110 131,472 8.35

1H00 210,878 vr:

ism . . . . . 356.920 4.c.n

1820 47.">,U'> i <H

IKiO ... . . ,SIU..XW 0.92

1*40 1.453,904 s..vj

1*50 2,X97..r>*(i 12.4!"

1SIS0 5,072,216 10.13

1*70 S.071.!<7.-> 20.93

1XS0 U,:ilX,.>17 22.57

1*90 ls,2t".,(>70 29.12

Deplore this tendency as we may, there

is no remedy. The great industrial enter

prises of the age, as a general proposition,

are located in cities and of necessity, thither

go those who work for wages—wages often

so meager as to make life a ceaseless battle

in which thousands and tens of thousands

go to the Potter's field, with as little ceremo

ny as beasts arc disposed of.

Swing inward, ( >, gates of the future.

Swing outward, ye doors of the past.

For the soul of the people is moving.

And rising from slumber at last :

The Mark forms of night are retreating.

The white peaks have signaled the day.

And freedom her long roll is heating.

And calling her sons t/> the fray.

It so happens that a man cannot tell

what will happen to-morrow. Fortunate,

we think, that we cannot, but be can sow

good seed to-day and wait for the harvest.

He can to-day speak kind words, brave

words, perform good deeds, brave deeds.

He can equip himself to-day for the battle

to-morrow, or. when it comes. He can set

a noble example of patience and fortitude

and courage- and if workinginen will do

that, then the gates will swing outward or

inward as he shall decree. There is no

time for croaking, misgiving, despondency,

no time for railing against fate. What i«

wanted is courage that will do and dare,

and having done all things will stand-

stand by the right, though the stars fall.
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ONLY SIXTEEN CENTS.

In the city of New York, as also in Phil

adelphia, there has been established a " Le

gal Protection Society," designed to protect

the weak against the piracies of a set of

scoundrels, who avail themselves of every

opportunity to swindle those whom they

believe are defenceless. As an instance of

this sort of depravity, the Philadelphia

hrlgcr recites a cage which occurred in New

York as follows:

Klixabeth Lawrence was engaged to make babies'

rn«*het weques ut her home. Before permitting her

tu <arry away ttie material necessary for the work her

rroployer required her to make a deposit of 3*2 aa se

curity' The price agreed upon for making the sacques

was fc per dozen, she returned fourteen garments,

expecting to tie paid at tiie stipulated price, tint was

told that the wool returned was two ounces short and

that 1«> cents would be deducted from t lie amount due.

complainant assured her employer that she returned

all the material, and could not afford to lose 10 cents.

She protested in vain. He was ohdurate, and inso

lently told her she would have to take what he of-

frrvif her or go without. The plaintiff told her story

at the rooms of the institution, and steps were taken

|o compel the gentleman to pay the sum due. He

professed great surprise that any society should con

descend to defend a woman in so small a matter: but

when informed that the cose would Im.^ placed before

the court forthwith, he paid the amount due, threat

ening at the same time to " show up" such an inter

fering body; that he claimed the right to make any

u rms he pleased with his work-women without being

tic tated to, etc. The sum in dispute seerns small, hut

when we consider that a woman receives only 92 per

dozen for the garments, and with close application

cannot finish more than three sactjues in two days,

iftr is a large sum to her. It also meant considerable

money to the proprietor if he is in the habit of settling

with his work people in this way, especially if he em

ploy* a number of workers.

In the foregoing we have brought to public

notice an instance of attempted robbery of

a type of which there are multiplied thous

ands in our great cities. The robbery of

the poor and defenceless is a national curse,

and the robbers who steal small fractions

of ilollars from women are undoubtedly the

most depraved villains that befoul the at

mosphere. To hear of the existence of a

" Le^'al Protection Society," whose mission

it is to check the scoundrels in their nefari

ous work, has a redeeming sound and helps

our faith in Christian civilization. The so

ciety should have its branches everywhere.

It is an immensely good thing to have in

anv community.

When a man from the ranks of labor

ventures upon business enterprises it is

always with more or less misgiving for the

reason that his training and experience

have not been such as to fit him for com

mercial pursuits, but now and then in

spite of such disadvantages a man sheds

bis overalls and animated by a spirit of

self-reliance boldly plunges in and achieves

success. Such a man is John J. McGrane,

the manufacturing jeweler of New York

City, who until «vithin a comparatively

short time was a locomotive engineer and

is still a member of the Brotherhood of Lo

comotive Engineers. Mr. McGrane has the

courage of success. He has faith in him

self and faith in the world and with con

summate skill, tact and perseverance he

has hewn out the pathway to an independ

ence in the commercial world that chal

lenges admiration. John Hill of Locomo

tive Engineering says of John McGrane the

Jeweler: "John J. Mctirane, the well-

known railroad jeweler of this city, made a

neat stroke of business in getting complete

control of the sale of the I*. S. Waltham

Co.'s new fine watch, named " The Presi

dent." This movement is the latest, and

has every known improvement up to date.

It has been thoroughly tested, and the

makers offer with it a written guarantee

for its time-keeping qualities. It takes

some nerve to guarantee the sale of a large

number of fine movements per month to

hold a monopoly on a brand of goods, but

John has sand and knows the watch will

I lear out all that can be said for it." McGrane

is in all regards self-made. He has pride

and pluck in about equal proportions, is

painstaking, conscientious and animated

by a laudable ambition to extend his pat

ronage to continental proportions. Special

attention is called to the advertisement in

this issue of this enterprising and fair deal

ing jeweler.

Ix addressing the railway employes of

Kansas in reference to his recent candi

dacy for railroad commissioner for Kansas.

Mr. Allen H. Chapmansaid : " I thank you

for your endorsement of my candidacv for

the office of railroad commissioner of Kan

sas and wish to say to you aa friends and

brothers that the executive council of out-

state feel most kindly toward us as railway

employes and workingmen. They fully

appreciate your request for representation

as evidenced by the following which ap

peared in a late issue of the Topeka Preiu:

At a meeting of the executive council yes

terday John Hall was unanimously elected

to fill the position of state railroad com

missioner for the next three years. Mr.

Hall has already served as commissioner

for one year, and therefore succeeds him

self. A". II. Chapman, who was also a can

didate for the place and who represented

all the railroad organizations, made a very

favorable impression on the members of

the council and would have received the

appointment had it not been lor the fact

that Mr. Hall had had the short term and

had made such a creditable record that it

was felt he was entitled to the first consid

eration." It is because a precedent had to

be observed that my appointment was not

made, and appreciating this fact I cheer

fully submit to the inevitable and again re

turn thanks and the assurance of my grati

tude for your fidelity and support.
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THEAMERICAN FEDERATIONIST.

Volume I, Number 1, official magazine

of the American Federation of Labor, Sam

uel Gompers, editor, is on our table. In

his salutatory Editor Gompers says : "We

shall stand as the mouthpiece, defender

:ind advocate of the toilers in all their strug

gles for right and justice—in their efforts to

receive the full results of their toil. While

we shall not step too far in advance,

neither will we be found lagging in the

rear of the column of the hosts of labor

whose onward triumphant march is the

goal of human justice, the glory of the Son

of Man." These are noble words, bravely

spoken, and worthy of all commendation.

The initial issue is full to overflowing with

live issues ably discussed by such well

known writers as John Swinton, John B.

Lennon, George E. McNeil, Chris Evans,

Henry D. Lloyd, Frank K. Foster, Sam L.

Leffingwell, Thos. J. Morgan, Henry Weis-

man, J. W. Sullivan, Henry White and

others. The subscription price is but 50

cents per year, a mere trifle, which every

toiler, however poorly paid, can afford to

pay for a periodical of such excellence as

the Faleratirmuft. Most cordially do we

welcome this new candidate for favor to our

sanctum, wishing Editor Gompers and his

staff all hoped for success in the field of

journalism.

Sam Jones writes that " dirt, debt and the

devil are the three enemies of social life."

He thinks that "society is as much a divine

institution as the church itself." He de

clares that " social life has gone to seed in

the extremes, illustrated in the character

of the dude and the life of the bum. The

difference between the brainless, aimlesB,

worthless dude and the red-nosed bum is

illustrated more by their outstinks than

their instincts ; the one imports his per

fume, the other deals in domestic goods.

The one is a butterfly, and the other a dirt-

dauber. I prefer the vagabond to the dude.

Vagabonds may be reformed, the dude

never. Neither can have any real place in

social life, and neither can contribute any

thing to the betterment of humanity, or

the good of the world." Generally speak

ing, Sam is correct—dirt, debt and the

devil are fit companions, but the alliteration

leaves the impression that the devil is on|y

associated with dirt and debt, while in

fact the devil shows his forked tail where

there is an abundance of soap, clean linen

and a plutocratic purse ; and he is found in

church, congress and courts, with cash,

credits and checks, profligate of prayer and

passes, bribes and benedictions, and is an

expert in so blending religion and rascality

that only an expert can tell " tother from

which." Still, it is well to avoid "dirt,

debt and the devil.

Locomotive firemen can read the follow

ing relating to firing on an ocean steamer,

and decide whether or not they would like

to be a steamship fireman. Writing of

firing on an ocean grayhound, a contempor

ary says :

On the City of Paris there are si xty firemen, who

feed the fiery maws of fifty-four furnaces, Unit create

steam in nine boilers. Fifty coal passers shovel the

fuel from the bunkers to the furnace door, and the

firemen toss it in. There is something more than

mere shoveling in firing. The stoker must know

how to nut the coals on so that they will not bum

too quickly nor deaden the fire. He must know how

to stir or poke the fire so as to get all. or nearly all.

the heat out of the coal. .Sen-ice in the fire room is

divided into six watches of four hours each. The

fireman works and sleeps alternate four hours. After

the first day from port two out of every six furnace*

are raked out to the bare bars during the first hour

of each watch. Tims, in a voyage, all the furnace

are cleaned once in twenty-four hours. The steam

goes down a bit in the hour while the cleaning ts

going on. The stokers shovel into the furnaces K>

tons of coal every hour, or 300 tons a day. The ship

usually Hikes in 2.000 tons at Liverpool or New York,

and hits between 600 and SOU tons left when she ar

rives at the other side. The engineers' department i*

entirely distinct and separate from the firemen's

In the City of Paris there are twenty-six engineers,

including hydraulic and electrical. They are edu

cated in engine shops on shore, and a certain number

of them go on ships every year. They are all machin

ists, so whenever the machinery breaks down they

know how to repair the damage. In case the chief

engineer should be disabled, miy assistant could

take his place.

It will be observed that in firing an ocean

steamer there is no " righthand side" for

the fireman. Engineers are not taken from

the raiiku, they are taught the business on

shore. All things considered, the locomo

tive fireman, we think, has by far the best

job.

THE NEW STANDARD DICTIONARY.

The first volume of Funk & Wagnail's

new Standard Dictionary has made its ap

pearance, and it is a superb work in every

detail. The Standard involves years of pa

tient, painstaking labor by the best lexico

graphers of the times, besides necessitating

an outlay of money, the sum total of which

is astounding. The Liverpool Daily Pott,

in referring to this latest and greatest tri

umph in lexicography, says: " It may be

averred that the great lexicographer would

have scorned to use the word ' mammoth'

to describe a dictionary, and a hundred and

fifty years ago it would have been inexcusa

ble. No other epithet suggests itself, how

ever, as being so directly applicable to the

Standard Dictionary, the first volume ot

which, printed in New York, has just been

issued by the Funk & Wagnalls company,

of that city. A simple catalogue of the

words used by the well-nigh one hundred

millions ot the English-speaking peoples

would be comprehensive in the widest sense.

But when to the catalogue are added the

definition and illustration <>i the words by

quotations, according to the prolific plan oi

the Standard editors, at the head of whom
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i* Mr. Isaac K. Funk, the hounds of mere

comprehensiveness are broken, and a word

expressiveof greater dimensions is required.

The sub-title states that the dictionary is

constructed ' upon original plans, designed

in the light of the most recent advances in

knowledge,' and there is plentiful evidence

of the modern spirit both in the highly or

ganized scheme adopted and in the results

as they appear in the volume itself. Dr.

Johnson toiled on day after day in his Grub

street garret during the seven years follow

ing 1747, with the aid of very few copyists.

In this case the work has been done by a

small army, comprising an editor-in-chief,

a consult ingeditor, a managing editor, three

as«*-iate editors, and more than two hun

dred assistant editors, specialists, and other

scholars.

"In an interesting introduction the plan of

action is explained. Working in the belief

that the chief function of a dictionary is to

' record usage, not, except in a limited de

gree, to seek to create it,' the editors tabu

lated a list of about :!00,000 words and

phrases taken from the existing dictionaries.

These were classified and, when necessary,

given to specialists to define, great care

being exercised in the the treatment of

words peculiar to localities, as those used

in Anglo-Indian or Anglo-African commu

nities. A feature has been made of tech

nical trade and. industrial words, examples
of which are the 'ell-pump' and •putty-

joint,' spoken of by the plumber during

bis labors in the cause of suffering domes

ticity; and the 'clapper' of the house-

builder. Thus the wants of clamorous la

bor which, it is said. ' is knocking for ad

mission as never before with its hundred

bands at almost every door,' are specially

provided for. That the' recent developments

in science have been taken advantage of is

shown by the fact that over 4,000 terms re

ferring to electricity have been collected.

The style of spelling adopted is American,

all the reforms introduced being in the di

rection of phonetics. With regard to quo

tations it has been, says the editor-in-chief,

'a Herculean task to select, locate, and

verify exactly all the quotations used.

Practically alf English literature has been

ransacked for this purpose, scores of thous

ands of volumes having been read, hun

dreds of readers in different parts of the

world participating in the labor.' Stock dic

tionary quotations have been avoided in

favor of those of modern authors, which are

to serve the purpose 'as well or better.'

" This,' says Mr. Funk, ' is a distinct gain.'

As some o"f the 'best writing in English to

day is to be found in the high class news

papers,' ^quotations have been taken from

that source. Such, then, is the scope and

aim of the Standard Dictionary. It is an

implement that will be of vast service to

those who 'cultivate the literary arts on

either side of the Atlantic. It is a monu

ment to American industry, no less than the

great White City by Lake Michigan. In

view of the originality of the first part of

the dictionary, the second will be expected

with interest."

It is expected that the work will be com

pleted by June 1st, and we do not hesitate

to predict that the Standard will at once

take its place by common consent at the

head of the lexicons now in use. The work

is fully up with the times. It is a marvel

of accuracy and no detail, however unim

portant, is omitted. That the Standard is

the work of master minds will not be doubt

ed for an instant. It is exhaustive and

combines the best features of all other dic

tionaries, and it is not too much to say that

it stands unrivalled in excellence and merit.

The work is well named. It is and will

be the Standard, and the publishers are to

be congratulated upon their great triumph

which will endure as a monument to their

fidelity to a noble purpose which amounts

to a benefaction.

Tex thousand brotherhood men and more

throughout the country will rejoice to hear

of the appointment of Kro. K. V. (Dick)

Dodge to the office of Postmaster of San

Diego, Cal. Dick and his brother Jack are

deservedly two of the most popular mem

bers the order ever had. Way back in the

early davs, when it required sand and sac

rifice to be a brotherhood man, the Dodge

boys enlisted, and from that time to this

they have been valiant followers of the

flag; when there was fighting to do they

were in the thickest of it, nor was either of

them ever guilty of despondency, no mat

ter how fierce the ordeal through which

fate or fortune decreed they should pass in

their fight for the triumph of the right.

They first raised the standard of the broth

erhood in Southern California, and have

manfully stood by it through good and evil

report. And so we rejoice to know that

" Dick " has been honored with the post-

mastership, and we do not hesitate to pre

dict that his administration will be clean

and spotless, and that the people of San

Diego will have faithful and efficient service

to a degree that will challenge comparison.

Tiie Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass.,

have just published a new book on " What

an Engineer should know about Electrici

ty," price 50 cents. It is in pocket edition,

very convenient and serviceable and of in

calculable value to all who have to do with

electrical engineering. The same enter

prising firm has also gotten up a "chief en

gineer s log book," price 75 cents and an

''engineer's log book," price 50 cents, prac

ticable and useful lor purposes of reference

and otherwise.
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THE O'liO WDS AST) THEItl SE1C HIiOKS.

Mrs. Mabel O'Dowd hnd her friends t'other night

At a party by dozens and scores;

And eaeli one 'felt the throb of superior delight,

.Inst as he or she entered her doors.

Twas " the hit of the season " for wealthy display,

And her guests were decidedly proud.

But a few. like myself, who were not in the play.

Now feel bitter towards Mrs. O'Dowd.

About ten years ago the dear madame was poor,

But her husband and she gathered swill.

They raised pigs, that hud always the run of the floor,

(trowing fat. until ready to kill.

With the land at high tide, and good markets for pork.

Hollars grew in their socks pretty fast.

Which enabled them soon to lay off from such work,

And veneer with their riches the past.

With a cunning known only to jealousy. I

In disguise entered there with the crowd,

And the cobwebs I kept from the sifrht of each eye,

As I scrutinized Madame O'Dowd :

1 had also a chance to catch on to each truest.

And observe with what elegant grace,

Kvery one tried to do his or her level best

To be king or queen bee of the place.

On the list of their friends was a grand place to get,

One was sure of both fasting and sport ;

And I took in the sights and the sayings, yon bet,

< 'f that modern lum ton resort.

Mid the blare of the band both the hostess and host

I.eil the march, and up close in their wake

Came some couples of upstarts, deserving this roast,

Which I hope in good nature they'll take.

Billy Kvcrson. vender in chemical soap.

And a kin of O'Dowd's by the hogs;

Charley Edwards, whose grandsire met death by the

rope,

And their wives, just as graceful as frogs;

Bill Devine, that drove mules on the " raging canal,*'

And his wife that was cook on the scow:

Then she went by the title of " starvation Sal "—

she's a full blown aristocrat now.

Biddy Deegan. that shook off the worthy old name

Her old father and forefathers wore :

She is now Celia Darling, and brazens the claim

That she's heiress to ducats galore :

Jennie Stanhope, the only genteel person there,

And her mother, once qneen of the class.

In the cobble-stone school, where we kids in despair

< iften knelt to the beautiful lass.

Ellen Raymond, hrud waitress in Farley's hotel.

Ere she collared big Larry O'Neill ;

Andy Malcolm, that always could cut such a swell,

With his stockings low down at the heel ;

Johnny Fraser and wife, that are dunned every day

For the numerous debts which they owe,

To the roll of the music kept dancing away,

At this glittering parvenu blow.

When the music had ceased and the supper was served,

Table etiquette there was unknown ;

There was ignorance dense in the manner they carved.

And the way that they gnawed at a bone ;

But their dollars were mighty, thev blinded theireyes

To their actions distasteful and loud ;

Many pigs that would grunt at the gang in surprise.

( 'ft were killed by Patricius O'Dowd.

Now, my moral is this ; We must speed and get wealth

If we wish to be somebody here.

There are those who'd approve were it gotten by

stealth,

And the theft would not cost them a tear.

We can then blossom forth In the bloom of our pride,

And our neighbors with envy can kill.

Uke the wealthy O'Dowds, who now swim with the

tide.

Since they made all their riches on swill.

iiliailtly Mtvjiiiir.

The Hosts of Labor are Enslaved.

Mr. Editor:—We are the victims of mon

strous misrepresentations, bound in slavery

by our adherence to doctrines taught us

from the primer class in our school rooms

up and on to the bible class in our Sunday

schools. We have been duped—misled;

and yet we cannot charge conspiracy on the

part of our parents or ancestors, but rather

may say in their defense that they, like us,

have been the victims of their own ignor

ance.

When I meet men who labor sixteen

hours or less every day in the vear, and

who, with all their labor, are doomed to

suffer the tortures of the damned; who are

as familiar with the pangs of hunger, the

lack of sufficient raiment and shelter, as

thev are with the seasons of the year, then

do I covet the power of a monarch to com

mand a halt! Then do 1 wish for absolute

power, that I may strike from the limbs of

this laborer the chains of labor and pau

perism that have shackeled him from his

birth! We, who are enrolled in the army

of labor, in our daily struggle and toil for

our cur-like existence, are compelled to

suffer and mutely bear pain, fatigue and

misery, unknown, unexperienced, and un

considered by that regiment of lalwir ty

rants composed of sharks and dictators, the

majority of whom have gained their crowns

through the success of their ancestors in

the nefarious deeds of bygone days. We

are dependent upon their wealth for the

maintenance of our existence. Hut, why

so? Is not our labor sufficient? And are

they, who have paralyzed the natural re

sources of this country to riot in luxury on

the fruits of our labor forever, while we

meekly starve in the cold shadows of a

social edifice constructed on the ruins of

our manhood ami conceived for our degra

dation? No! Perish the thought that it

should be so! It is time that we, the life

Ereducing element of our countryV popu-

ition, should demand recognition" and fair

dealing from our masters, and the character

of our demand must be such as not to be

mistaken. Our organizations must, in the

eyes of our laws, be placed in a position of

equality with the organizations of our mas

ters ; must command the same respect and

consideration in the courts as the organiza

tions of capitalists. They must be relieved

from the influence of that factitious public

opinion which, parrot like, assails the hosts

of labor with the sophistries manufactured

for its use. which contemptuously demands

an answer to such <-uestions as: "Who

are you? Of what consequence are your

various trade unions and brotherhoods?

Are they not akin to the matin or the ban

dits of the Mexican border? 1 >o you not con

gregate in your numerous halls and lodge

rooms and plot and connive to wreck some
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trust, ileliversome railway corporation into

the hands of the receivers, or pauperize

some millionaire captain of industry?"

Too long have laboring men withheld an

explanation of their interests and convic

tions; too long have they been meek and

modest in facing the world ; too long have

they refrained from making a clean breast

of actual forts and necessities, accompanied

by a firm and resolute demand for their

rights. The gracious public is only asked to

be honest and admit that (iod placed all

men equallv upon the earth; why not, then,

accord to all an equal chance in the buttle

of life? And why not all laboring men be

liound together by the same ties and iden

tified in the same societies? I am not a

wmmissioned advocate of socialism, neither

iim I an anarchist; I am only one of the

many unwilling slaves whose heart shud

ders and whose hands rebel against certain

infringements of the self-evident laws of

nature. I am actuated only bv that social

and patriotic principle destined as a part of

Imnian nature, and, therefore, inherited at

birth. Alas! think of the helpless millions

» ho arc forced to forsake their manhood

and abandon the gospel truths thatdod

and nature ordained they should possess

and enjoy. Should the man who is born in

I>oweB8ion of and reared upon a fortune of

millions rule as high king over the unfor

tunate one who is born in the bare field of

labor, and reared as an ox in the yoke?

"hnuld he be permitted to apply the lash

and wring from the brow of the human ox

a 'Irop of sweat for every drop of sparkling

lienor quaffed by him, the natural born

iord and monarch? No, never! ''Of all

the good thing God hath given*' excess is

»«n. Excessive riches, excessive poverty,

iilike with happiness and wretchedness.

But to the question, what are the benefits

"( brotherhoods and unions? Labor or

ganizations have quelled manv an uprising

rebellion, made a wise and industrious peo

ple, and to them is due the credit for the

ew paltry dollars yet in circulation and

thus prevented from being hoarded up by

«mie tyrannical syndicate. I do not charge

all syndicates and corporations, millionaires

and magnates as guilty, but in conceding

that a man is innocent of robbery until

proved a thief, most of us can cast our

mind's eye on the thieves. And how they

cater to our childish ignorance with the

clamour of their military trappings ! Have

scare, you bright, ambitious youths! Steer

dear of the "home guard" militia, and

»pend not the morning hours of your man

hood in these sham military schools ! We

need none of such. The fact has long been

demonstrated that in times of war we able

liodied, hard-working, and, in a military

senee, ignorant men, are the pilots, the

wheelers, anrl the very life of the battle,

i:

while the educated military man is reserved

for the rear. Organizations, whether civil,

social or religious, are the keystones of civ

ilization. The law of admission to any of

these is to prove to the world that you are

a " golden rule " man ; that you recognize

your duty to become a helpmate, frater

nally, intellectually, morally and socially,

to your fellow man, and if von can donate

from five to five hundred dollars per annum

for the common benefit you can become a

member of most any organization or socie

ty. The dues and assessments of such or

ganizations are disbursed and distributed

among the unfortunate, the widows and

orphans, thus relieving the state and cer

tain landlords of an ever increasing drain

on their beloved treasure. When a ques

tion of importance arises none but wise

and discreet council is exercised or consid

ered. Too many distrust our integrity and

prevail on others to regard us as enemies

to < iod and human nature. There exists

to-day two classes of workingmen—the em-

Eloyed and the unemployed. The latter

ave, heretofore, been supported by the

former, but now, owing to legislation in

direct opposition to labor's interests, and

the repudiation by employers of certain

agreements existing between them and

their employes, the last chord of fraternal

obligation existing between them is severed.

As an instance, one of the recent repudia

tions of mutual agreement is the refusal to

recognize traveling cards, a rule that has

been in operation for years with mutual

benefit to employers and employes. This

serves as the last day of grace between

peace and war. This is one of the most

unjust, unscrupulous and ttyrannical acts

ever perpetrated on human nature. Those

who have experienced the benefits of trav

eling cards well know that the recognition

of cards is but an act of mutual friendship

and courtesy. And when a card is called

into service its holder is seldom drawing

favors in advance of deposit. Perhaps his

act of generosity or heroism was displayed

months or even years previous; perhaps

property to the amount of thousands of

dollars, and human lives were involved and

dependent on his care and judgment. Now,

if these fraternal obligations be discontin

ued in the future what can we expect but

discord, contempt, disrespect and indiffer

ence to take their place? Our well earned

experience and ingenuity has been given

gratis to the world ; we have used cuts, dia

grams and directions for the purpose of

enhancing our neighbor's knowledge, and

this is our reward. Experience is a sad but

honest teacher. Many a man who but yes

terday instructed a student is to-day in

idleness while the student has his bench in

life and is unwilling to share even one meal

of victuals with his former teacher. Take
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liped and avoid exposing those points you

tabored bo long to learn, and shy away from

lhose various, numerous and even damna

ble " question box queries." There is no

law as vet to compel a man to divulge his

scientific knowledge.

The poor, the clamoring poor! inoculated

with poverty, ignorance and misery. Slavery

on the one hand, idleness on the other.

What shall be done with them? Laboring

people have supported paupers, reared their

families and built not a few millionaires in

this country and the time is now here when

we should deliver over the paupers to their

rightful makers—the millionaires. Let the

millionaires, their rightful makers and

owners, care a short time tor the poor, and

perhaps they will he enlightened and awake

to a realization of the best interests of

America and her people. They may then

discover that Americans can protect and

support America but not the globe. They

may then advocate free coinage and free

men, high tariff and home manufactures, ex

clusion laws and American people, brother

hoods, unions and happy homes. Oh, Lord!

have our government such, and take from

our direct care and supervision the poor,

the honest and deserving poor, and permit

them to earn and enjoy an honest living

with honest wages and the most vigilant

protection. The toilers of this country-

have presented a flag of truce time after

time to the various corporations and syndi

cates, and what has been done with them?

The corporations have seized our flages and

braided them into a hangman's noose with

which thev would gleefully dangle us in

the air while they replace us with imported,

inexperienced a»d incompetent men, con

fined with the few rats, scabs and human

vultures they have produced within the

last few years.

Brothers, let us be martyrs to the cause

of humanity ! Deny not our name, nation,

identity or ballot, and one consolingthought

will remain to us : The low wage ferret,

the lackeys of the labor tyrants, the human

vultures, "the traitors of manhood, together

with the iron monarchs who run their mills

at reduced wages these winter months for

sweet charity's sake (?) will be relegated to

the rear. How can one weak and misera

ble human being amass his countless mil

lions, hire numerous assassins, and be al

ways doing something for sweet charity's

sake? Charity! The word is a mockery.

1 1 is but a part of the booty stolen from the

toilers at various times. Is it charitable to

demonetize wages and coin, and compel the

poor to live on adulterated food ? The ( 'ar-

hegie iron mills yielded rich profits at the

former rates of wages, what will be the re

turns for the coming months at greatly re

duced wages ? I>id the merchants make

reductions in the prices of the laborer's

provisions to correspond with the reduc

tions in wages?

To those who are suffering: Let your

actions be your prayers, and your prayers

be deliver "us from the surplus, the vast

surplus of tradesmen. Place yourselves

upon an equality with your fellow working-

men's interests and support the flag of

emancipation. Let us all pray in union.

La JrxTA, Col. Itn I). Mmilutll.

Railway Employes and the Ballot.

Mb. Editor:—When we see by late sta

tistics that one man out of every fifteen in

the United States is a railway employe, we

are forcibly reminded of how small a figure

they cut in the government of the country.

Why is this? I will endeavor to answer

my own query in the light of facts of which

I am cognizant.

I meet a railroad friend, and after the

usual amount of conversation on what is

aptly termed "shop," the Kicks and Jenk

ins outrages are referred to. I make a sug

gestion that our only retirees lies in the

ballot. My friend retorts:

"That's all bosh! the railroad companies

will buy up any man that we can elect."

I become interested. Here is a railroad

man who follows up politics some. " What

ward do you live in, Jim ?"

What's the matter? Jim scratches his

head and looks uncomfortable. Well. I'll

be merciful; he's only a railroad man, and

after all, what does he care what ward he

lives in ?

"Who is your congressman, Jim ?' ' Jim

becomes desperate.

" Well, to tell you the truth. Mac, I didn't

vote at the last election, and haven't fol

lowed the reports."

" Did you register, Jim?"

" Yes, but I didn't feel very well on

election day, and 1 knew that my vote

wouldn't make any difference one way or

the other."

" What kind of a time do you have at

your primaries, Jim ? "

"Primaries'. I never attended a primary

election in my life. What's the use? The

politicians fix all that."

Now, brothers, how many of you does

the above apply to? From my observation,

a goodly per centage, I'll warrant. If we

persist in neglecting our great privilege, our

bounden duty as citizens of this great re

public that has taught t he whole world a

salutary lesson, and leave the nominating

power entirely with the "pot house politi

cians" ami "ward heelers," what can we

expect? Take the great state of Illinois

for example. Sixty thousand railroad men

earning a living—but, hold; 1 will qualify

that—endeavoring to earn a living within

its boundaries. A few years ago a commit
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tee representing this magnificent army pe-

tioni'n the governor to appoint one of their

number on the railroad commission, and

how does he answer them? By arrogantly

and impudently appointing a stock yards

politician, who could not tell whether

vacuum were weighed or .measured, to the

position. Would you secure the recogni

tion your numbers and intelligence entitle

you to'.' Yes. Well, then, get together

and organize as Eugene V. Delis would or

ganise you, in a body, without regard to

what position yon fill or what pay you re

vive, (ret together and select a man who

has the honesty and ability to legislate in

your interests. Go to the primary election

in your district ; vote for him and nominate

him. And after you have nominated him,

work for hif- election, and throttle every

trand vou detect among the " heelers. '

Keep afoof from them ; let none of them po

int* your mind with their corrupt methods ;

keep clean, even if it costs you a few votes

to do it. It will pay you later.

The above may seem like a good deal of

effort, and may interfere with some little

personal comfort, but you will find it the

best paying investment you ever made. One

often hears the proposition that any man,

and especially a poor man, is corruptible.

Conceding that there may be more truth in

that proposition than an optimist would

like to admit, wherein lies the remedy?

Elect men pledged to the enactment of such

laws as the following:

Making the offering of a political bribe

a capital offense.

Making the acceptance of a political

bribe punishable by life imprisonment.

The above may sound chimerical, but do

yon think that any man would have the

temerity to offer or receive a bribe \vith

»uch laws staring him in the face? I think

not.

Chicago, III. F. A. ilcLixnijhUn.

Mr. Cray and the Anarchists.

Mr. Editor —Everything in this world

has its uses, even the louse and the rattle

snake, if we only knew what those uses

were. So have such things as Mr. W. H.

|jray their uses. They, too, play their part

in the mysterious phenomena of natural

economy. They are to the social, or body

politic, what the louse is to the individual

liody—a sure sign that it is filthy and needs

'leansing. They show us the rottenness of

"ur institutions and laws, and the foul

vermin that they breed. Mr. Gray shows

m something more—-the tremendous task

'bat reformers and workers for justice have

"n hand to overcome the opposition of that

prejudice and superstition which holds in

slavery the minds, and so the bodies, of

'hose whom they are trying to lift out of

their degradation and make free. For he

is a true type of a class whose ignorance

and bigotry forces them to prefer rotting in

their slime to coming out of their dirty

pool into the clean fields of reason and

common sense, to proclaim their manhood

and take their liberty.

This miserable wretch turns upon the

men who are sacrificing themselves in the

battle for human freedom ; giving all their

great talents, courage, character and ener

gies to the great cause of liberty. Turns

upon them as a maddened brute, driven to

desperation by cruel treatment, would turn

upon those who were endeavoring to re

lieve it of its agonies. No man who ever

wrote a line could paint the character of

his mind more accurately than he does

himself; and it is not such a one as intelli

gent men would be proud of.

In his muddy article, "Pardon of the An

archists," in the January Magazine, he

says to the editor : "You do not arouse my

anger," and a little further on proceeds to

give the lie to this statement by calling

Mr. Debs " Eugene Vindictive Debs," and

Governor A ltgeld "John Pardon Altgeld."

Me is too ignorant, however, to perceive

that he has stepped on himself.

" Why is it, he asks, addressing Mr.

Debs, " that you alone indorse the Govern

or's action, with the exception of the An

archists themselves?" Here, again, he ex

poses his ignorance of the sentiment of the

reform and labor press of the country, as

all of this preBS that has come under the

notice of the present writer—who is some

what acquainted with it—has, almost with

out exception, endorsed the Governor's

action.

"Are you (Debs) of the opinion that

John Pardon Altgeld and Eugene Vindic

tive Debs are the only able-minded men

our country has produced ? " Mr. Debs has

led too busy a life, and had too many other

things to think about, to find time to think

much on his own greatness ; and there is

not the least doubt but he is entirely ig

norant of how really great he is. But,

whatever he may think on this point, and

great and talented as he and Governor

Altgeld really are, they are not the only

great ones that "ourcountry has produced;"

nor even do they stand pre eminently alone

in their greatness ; forthoughthevarein the

front ranks, there are thousands by their

side and thousands more close behind them.

" What a pity, that out of sixty millions

of people only two seem to know the law."

It would, indeed, be a pitv were it true ;

but, fortunately for the enslaved millions,

it is not true; for if each of them were a

thousand times greater than he is, the

country must still go down despite of all

that they could do to save it. But, thanks

to their efforts, and those of hundreds of

others who, like them, have educated
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thousands to a knowledge of the "law"—

the law of freedom, justice and human

ity—they do not monopolize the knowl

edge of that subject.

The same crowd you (Debs) were to ad

dress on the lake front were mostly of the

type mentioned, as it is clearly demon

strated by their attempt to raid one of the

big department stores down town." What

is the cause of which this "crowd" is the

effect ? Is it not our class laws and corrupt

judges? Is not this "crowd" the fruit of

unjust laws and slimy ermine? and is it

not to such crowds, robbed of their rights

and turned into hungry wild beasts, that

Debs, and others like nim, nitust preach the

gospel of truth, that they may show them

what their rights are and how to get them ?

Mr. ( iray reminds Mr. Debs that " our

fair-minded Judge Gary is to sit on the

bench again." It is impossible to under

stand how a man can become so wholly

lost to all sense of self-respect, so morally

degraded and so incomparably stupid and

ignorant as to expose himself to the ridi

cule, pity, or contempt, as they may hap

pen to see it, of all intelligent people, as

Mr. Gray has here done. If Judge Gary

is a fair-minded judge, then so was the

judge who sentenced Kobert Emmet to

death for the crime of being^ a patriot, a

lover of his country and of liberty, and a

man of unflinching courage and unswerving

purpose; who said to the judge in his

famous speech from the dock: " My lord;

vou are a man and I am a man ; by a revo

lution of power we might change places,

but we never could change characters."

The Anarchists of Chicago might have said

the same, with equal truth, to the "fair-

minded Judge Gary." If he is a fair-mind

ed judge, then so are the Russian judges,

who merely do the Czar's bidding, and

sentence men to death or exile without

even the formality of a trial. As to Gary's

re-election, it was necessary to the accom

plishment of the purpose of the " citizens'

club," spoken of by Mr. Deegan, in the

January Magazine, and their pals in in

iquity, so as to make it appear that his con

duct was approved by those who must

suffer the most from it ; and they were

bound to procure it at any cost, which

they did. What his electiondid cost them

will, of course, never be known, but as for

the workingmen (slaves) who voted for him,

they deserve all the misery that their mas

ters inflict upon them. They prove to

the enlightened world that they have

prostituted themselves to the last degree ;

that they are wholly devoid of feel

ings of self-respect or manhood ; ignorant

slaves, in head, heart, body and soul, as

completely as if they were branded with

their master's initials, and they do not de

serve to be free. He does not deserve to be

free who will not inform himself as to that

in which his freedom consists. And these

men do not know in what their freedom

consists. Mr. Gray has his uses ; he is do

ing more to disseminate the truth about

the Anarchist trial, through the Magazine,

that reaches so many people all over this

broad country, than the most ardent friend

of the Anarchists and their cause could do.

The more he stirs up his " fair-minded

Judge Gary " the more he stinks—and lie

is rotten enough to stink a whole nation if

he is only stirred up enough—wThile the

more he rubs Debs and Altgeld the brighter

they shine and the more useful they be

come.

He says that Governor Altgeld commit

ted political suicide. This may be* true

from the standpoint of the politician for

revenue only, wit he will be alive in history

and illuminating its pages with dazzling

brilliancy, sharing honors with Dobs, when

the Garys, the Grays, and the many other

slimy things which now curse this earth

with their foul presence will be as forgotten,

dead, damned, and delivered in the bot

tomless ocean of oblivion as if they had

never been in existence.

Grand Junction, Col. /'. II'. Mmiahnn.

Free Transportation.

Mn Editor:—The old question of trans

portation is revived by the attempt of some

of the roads to substitute rates for passes

among their employes. Passes should be

given as a matter of course to any person

traveling on business for the company. On

anv other occasion rates seem, to my mind

at least, fairer to both parties. Merchants

make a practice of selling goods to their

clerks at wholesale prices; why should not

railroad men be satisfied if furnished trans

portation at wholesale prices ?

Several brotherhood men with whom I

have spoken on the subject say thev would

rather buy a ticket at a reasonable price

than to go through the red tape necessary

to secure a pass. Besides, a pass seems

like a favor, and a ticket a right.

On many Pacific roads the terminal point

of a division is often an insignificant cluster

of houses about a round house, t wentv miles

or more from the chief town of the district.

If an engineman desires to do his trading

in town, and the usual rule of one pass a

year is enforced, he goes to town once on a

pass and the rest of the year he pavs full

fare or "beats his way"—generally the lat

ter. At a rate of one cent, or one-half cent

a mile he and his family would make the

trip two or three times a month, to the

benefit of themselves, the business of the

town and the railroad company. However,

though many employes would be satisfied

with rates, nobody doubts that the passes

denied to trainmen will still be given once
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a year and a great many times a year to

people who are amply able to pay fare.

Grant that employes are not entitled to

passes except when traveling on company's

business. Then, in justice, why should an

official more than an ordinary employe be

allowed passes when traveling on his" own

business or for pleasure? And yet, who

ever heard of a railroad officeholder of any

description paying fare? Kven the friends,

relatives, business associates, and servants

of an officer of the company commonly en

joy privileges denied the men who actually

handle the trains.

la it fair? That question comes up in

my mind every time I find a fellow traveler

with a handful of passes kindly furnished

by friends in the office. One young lady I

met had passes over two routes from Chi

cago to the Pacific coast. She preferred a

third route and paid full fare. I thought

rather bitterly of the rule, "Employes are

forbidden to ask for favors beyond the lim

its of their own line," and how dreadfully

•hort some lines are.

By the way, speaking of officials, in all

the talk about " reduction of expenses made

necessary by hard times," has anybody

heard of a reduction in the big salaries of

the general offices ? Is not economy there

at necessary as on the road? Surely, a man

of independent fortune, who is paid from

■<> to Sl'o a day, can stand a 10 per cent, re

duction better than the man who earns

trom SI to $5. Furthermore, the saving in

one such salary would outweigh ten times

the pitiful sum shaved off from mere wages.

It is a strange sort of logic that can prove a

company at once rich enough to continue

paying high salaries in the office and too

poor to pay its section men their usual

»ajres. There is something about it sug-

srestive of the old saying of throwing out

with a shovel what has been saved with a

spoon. How absurdly insolent for gen

tlemen with pockets full of passes, and sal

aries untouched by " hard times," to de

mand that workingmen shall pay fare on

their few excursions and take fifty cents a

•lav less for a day's hard work.

tJestriction in the matter of passes and

cute in pay will be more enthusiastically

received by that army of sufferers, the

working force of the road, if it is understood

that the restriction touches officers as well

as men, and that the cut affects the top as

«ell as the bottom of the list.

Any imposition suffered by employes re

act* inevitably on the company in poor

service, and, vice rerm, fair treatment results

in good work. As a matter of business it

does not pay to be mean, and strikes will

go out of fashion when all the sacrifices are

not required from the tin pail brigade.

Pay your way and we will pay ours.

Uaklim), Calif. Emely L. Baker.

Ex-Governor Jons 11. Gear, of Iowa,

who is a candidate for United states Sena

tor in that state, got his nickname of "Old

Business " from a celebrated notice which

he served on the officials of a railroad dur

ing the winter of 187!). At that time the

northern part of Iowa was visited by a se-

vere blizzard, which snowed under the line

of the St. Paul railroad, and the company

taking no steps to clear the tracks, great

hardship was suffered by the settlers, who

ran short of fuel and other necessaries.

The situation was explained to Governor

Gear, and becoming satisfied that greater

hardship would result if the road wat not

opened, he Bent the following dispatch: —

"To the officials of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul railroad: If vou don't open up

the Milwaukee road to F.mmetsburg, I will.

John H. (iear, Governor." The road was

opened after the receipt of this telegram.—

Evening Post.

Wonders of the Human Heart.

The workings of the human heart have

been computed by a celebrated physiolo

gist, and lie has demonstrated that it is

equal to the lifting of 120 tons in twenty-

four hours! Presuming that the blood is

thrown out of the heart at each pulsation in

the proportion of sixty-nine strokes per min

ute, and at the assumed force of nine feet,

the mileage of the blood through the body

might be taken at 207 yards per minute,

seven miles per hour, 168 miles per day,

61,320 miles per year, or 5,150,880 miles in

a life time of 84 years. In the same period

of time the heart must beat 2,869,/76,000

times.

A Paris dispatch of Jan. 8 says "A man

whose name has not been ascertained was

robbed and murdered on a railway train

between Balvigny and St. Gothard last

night. The body was thrown from the

train and the murderers escaped." Inci

dents of this kind on European railwavs are

almost as common as train robberies in the

United States. On the whole, we would

much rather be robbed in company than

robbed in solitude and murdered besides.

The American car still has advantages over

the compartment carriage.—Railway Age.

The value of savin;.' something from wanes

is very well illustrated in France just now.

In the universal business stagnation in Eu

rope the French workman suffers less than

any other, because, and especially if he is

a married man, it is almost certain that lie

has something laid by from the wages lie

received in times of good trade.—American

Marliinixl.

Little f'larenre.—Pa, if a man from Portu

gal is a Portuguese, is his little boy a Por-

tugosling?
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GRAND LODCE.

 

Quarterly Dues Notice.

Office of tiik c.kanii Lodge, b. of I.. F., 1

Term Haute, Ind., April 1, 1894. j

Tn Members of Subordinate Lodges :

Sirs and Brothers :—Pursuant (o Sectiou 129 of

the Constitution, you are hereby notified that the

dues for the quarter ending July 31, 189-1, (such an

amount as may he determined by the several lodges,

provided in no ease it shall be less than five (S5.00)

dollars), are now payable, and must be paid to the

Collecto r of your lodge on or before May 1, 1894. This

amount will be in full payment of all subordinate

dues and beneficiary assessments levied by the Grand

Lodge for said quarter, as provided in section 133 of

the Constitution. All beneficiary members now en

rolled and all those admitted prior to June 1, 1894,

are liable for the full amount of quarterly dues for

said quarter. All members initiated during the

months of June and July are exempt from payment

of quarterly dues for said quarter, as provided in

Section 129 of the Constitution. Any member failing

to make payment as above provided will be expelled

from the order, as per Section 130 of the Constitution,

said expulsion taking effect May 2, 1894, and the Sec

retary is required to make due report thereof to the

Grand Lodge.

Yours fraternally.

F. P. Sargknt, G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Notice to Receivers.

Office ok the Grand Lodge, B. ok L. F., )

Terek Haite, Ind., April 1, 1894. J

T" Receivers of Subordinate iMdges :

Sirs and Brothers:—You are hereby notified, as

provided in Section JJ of the Constitution, that no

beneficiary assessment is required for the month of

April, 1894, and that therefore none has been levied

for said month.

Yours fraternally.

F. P. Sue: est, G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Special Assessment Notice.

Office ok the Grand Lodge, B. of L. F., )

Terre Haite, Ind., March 1, 1894. )'

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT NO. 2, 80.76.

To all Subordinate Lodges :

Dear Sirs and Brothers :—Y'ou are hereby notified

that Special Assessment No. 2, amounting to seventy-

five cents (90.75), has this day been levied by the

grand lodge for the Protective Fund to be used in

paying the striking firemen on the Lehigh Valley

Railroad who engaged in a strike, beginning Novem

ber 18th. 1898, and ending December fith, 1893, under

the laws of our order. A majority of the lodges be

longing to the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen

have voted to levy this special assessment, and the

will of the majority becoming the law, this levy is

made. (See Section 41, Page 16, of Constitution, i

This assessment is payable by all mem tiers whose

names appear on the rolls of membership on March

1st, 1894. and must be paid to the Collector on or be

fore April 1st, 1894. Any member failing to pay the

foregoing assessment within the time specified will

stand expelled as provided by the laws of the order.

Collectors are required to deliver the foregoing as

sessment to the Receivers of their respective lodges

on or before April 2nd. and Receivers are required

to forward the same so as to reach the grand lodge

on or before April 10th, 1894.

Collectors and Receivers are required to make col

lection and returns of the above assessment in all

things as provided by law for the collection and re

turns of assessments for the beneficiary department.

Collectors will receipt for this assessment on the

usual form, as no special slips have been issued.

Yours fraternally,

F. P. Sargknt, G. M.

F. W. Arnold, O. S. and T.

Notice to Secretaries.

Office of the Grind Lodge, B. ok L. 1'.. <

Terre Hacte, Ind., April 1, 1894. )'

To Secretaries of Subordinate Ledges:

Sirs and Brothfrs :—Pursuant to Section 130 of the

Constitution, you are required to report to the Grand

Lodge as expelled all members who fail to make pay

ment of their quarterly dues for the quarter ending

July 81, ism. The names of said members must la-

reported to you by the Collector of your lodge not

later than May 2d. and by you reported to the Grand

Lodge, in the prescribed form, immediately then-

after. Failing to report the names of expelled mem

bers as herein provided, the Grand Lodge will hold

subordinate lodges liable for their assessment*, a*

per Section 68 of the Constitution.

Yours fraternally,

. F. P. Sargknt, g. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. s. andT.

Address Wanted,

R. B. Perry. I. eft Savannah, (la., November 3M,

1893, in search of employment und hits not since beer,

heard from. Any information regarding him will In-

thankfully received by Mrs. J. V. Boyee. 2S Margaret

street. Savannah, Ga.
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Beneficiary Statement.

t IFFII-E OF GRA.ND SECRETARY AND TREASURES, )

Tkrre Haite, Ind.. March 1. 1894. J

.s ub&rfiinatf Lodge* :

utx akd Brothers—The following is a statement

the Beneficiary fund for the month of February,
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Receipts—Con t i nued .
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a
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427 »6S 442 $70 457 848 472

"?84

487 884 502

428 54 443 78 458 60 473 488 40 i03

429 6f 444 188 459 56 474 50 489 84 504

430 66 445 48 460 84 475 118 490 58 505

431 4C 446 122 461 52 476 44 491 54 ,506

432 122 447 74 462 120 477 82 492 64 507

433 7« 448 112 463 478 88 493 58 608

434 17« 449 98 464 38 479 66 494 62 509

435 46 450 76 465 50 480 36 495 54 610

436 451 28 466 134 481 80 496 54 511

437 42 452 68 467 58 482 38 497 42 512

438 44 453 64 468 46 4 S3 58 498 34 518

439 72 454 114 469 40 484 499 26

440 86 455 40 470 72 486 200 500 48

441 70 456 70 471 60 486 54 501 64

i
c

%_

856

54

21

52

51

32

86

26

90

34

20

88

Balance on hand February 1 , 1891 $16,693 75

Received during month 55,136 00

Total $71,829 75

Disbursements.

By claims 1206, 1207, 1208. 1209. 1210, 1211,

1212. 1213, 1214. 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219,

1220, 1221, 1222, 1223, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1227,

1228,1229,1230,1231.1232 $40,500 00

Balance on hand March 1, 1894 .... $31,329 75

Respectfully submitted.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

P. H. Moore & Co., publishers of " Ladies' World."

appear again in our advertising pages with another

splendid premium offer. It will surely pay our lady-

readers lo read it. as it affords an opportunity to get

200 varieties of flower seeds free with a three months

subscription. We have dealt with this firm for sev

eral years, and know them to be reliable.

Chvmley—" How the mischief did you come to

marrv that old widow? Why didn't you marry the

daughter?"

Benedict—" I thought over the matter carefully. If

I had married the daughter, I'd have had the mother

on my hands, anyhow. Then I'd have had both on

my hands, but as it is, now that her mother is pro

vided for, very- likely somebody else will marry the

daughter, ana then I'll only have one of them to pro

vide for."— Texas Sifting*.

Charlie—"Oh, I'm dreadfully hungry ! I believe I

could eat my own head."

Clara—"If you're so hungry, I should think you

would want something substantial."— Truth.

Editor—" We can't print these jokes. They've

Wagg—everv one of them appeared in Punch.'

"Well, what of that? Do you realize what a financial

success Punch has turned out to be ? "

" Poor Bostone is dead." "So I've heard." "I've

been asked to write a line for his gravestone." "Going

to do it?" "Yes. How do do you like this: 'He

never used the word pants.' "

Teacher.—Now, Tommy, tell me who first discov

ered the whalebone.

Tommy.—Jonah.—Harper's Young People.

Friend—" Well. Tommy, now that you've started

to school, what do you like best?"

Tommy—" Recess."
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"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX."

The Favourite of

AM Railroad Men.

A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Corered with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

S«nd postal for .mr valuable book, "Constipation."

An Educator!

" Simple Lessons in

Drawing for the Shop,"

By OIYILLE H. 1ETK0LI3.

(Chief Draftsman Northern Pacific By.)

PRICE, SO CENTS.

ADDRESS^

DEBS PUBLISHING Co.

TERRB HAUTE, IND.

A Scalded Engineer,

A Bruised Fireman,

A Sore-Handed Conductor,

A Chap-Handed Brakeman,

A Bleeding Switchman,

Will find a comforter and healer in a cleansing

and refreshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur Soap.

 

It Is not a fane; toilet soap, but a plain, every day

remedy for the mechanic, the busy housewife, and

the children. No household should be without it

Ask your druggist for it ; he keeps it.

HODEL

2F LINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Ix>dge-

rooni. Perfect in Design and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM.

Box 28.

WEILER,

Port Morris. N.J

Wlinn odilroocinff r\nr arl v*or*tioore muntinn tliia MoooTinA
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Firemen and Engineers!

YOU WANT THIS BOOK.

Gnmshnw's new and

COMPLETE.

Locomotive

Catechism.

SIMPLE.

PLAIN.

PRACT7CAL.

It

Contains

1300 Questions

With

Their

Answers.

 

Tells all

About

Repairing and

Running, all

Kinds of

Locomotives.

362 PAGES, NEARLY 200 ILLUSTRATIONS AND 9 FOLDING PLATES.

HANDSOMELY BOUND IN CLOTH, Price, $2.00.

Prepaid to Any Address.

No book on the locomotive has been indorsed as highly as Grimshaw's

" Locomotive Catechism." Both the Locomotive Firemen's Magazine and

Journal of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers have endorsed the work

very highly, and said it was the best work ever published on the suhject.

We have besides hundreds of testimonials from Engineers and Firemen,

stating that the work is the simplest and best ever published.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Send Now for a Copy to the Publishers ....

Norman W. Henley & Co.

132 NASSAU STREET,

Vanderbilt Building" NEW YORK.

'When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Do You Want a Picture of the

FAHOUS "999" LOCOMOTIVE?

We've had hundreds of letters asking for a picture—now we

have it. Something better than a photograph. A transparent,

copper-plate engraving of the famous flyer ; you can see every

thing outside and inside. Every part is numbered and named.

Fit for a gold frame in a palace. Printed on satin gloss paper,

14x28, and mailed in a tube (without folding) for 50 cents (stamps

are good, but we would rather have postal notes or money orders).

This is an educational device, up to date, unique, beautiful and

correct. Once seen, no other picture of this beautiful locomotive

will satisfy you at all. Send cash with order. LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEERING, 5 Beekman St., New York City.

 

If you are a subscriber, for 1894, to our paper, Locomotive

Engineering, you get the above picture and our other little

school masters, the Traveling Engineer's Examination

Chart and the Working Model of the Triple Valve,

The paper has over 40 large pages and is the best illustrated

and "most interesting railroad paper published." Prac

tical, instructive, interesting! No engineer, fireman or shop man

can afford to be without it. Sent to any address in the world for

$2.00. Angus Sinclair and John A. Hill, Editors. Specimen

Copy, free. Address

LocononvE Engineering,

5 Beekman Street, NEW YORK CITY.



 

LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN'S MAGAZINE ADVERTISERS.

Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

and Get "On Top."

" Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Full of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

"New Catechism of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 500 engravings. Greatest book published.

Price, $3.50.

"Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the Bubject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.

"Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it unaer all conditions. Price, $1.00.

"Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

Firemen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginners.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, 50 Cents.

"Alexander's Ready Reference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

"Twenty Years with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. E.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

"Simple Lessons in Drawing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A. splendid book. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

ehould have it. Price 50 cents.

"Roper's Sand Book of the Locomotive," by Stephen Roper.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

"Locomotive Running Repairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

little book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

8END ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. ~®B
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IMPORTANT.

 
In vieiv if the present uncer

tainty of business, we have de

cided to offer the two works oj

Professor N Hawkins upon easy

and liberal terms of payment to

tlw patrons of the Firemen's

Magazine and other*, who will

furnish a reference as to reliabil

ity, i. e., part of the cost with the

order when the hooka will be sent,

and balance monthly.

It is a proverb that " he. stands

strongest who stands on his head"

—this has been well illustrated in

the case of the owner of these two

books. In the numerous chamjes

which have taken place in the past

half year, and which are still go

ing on, the practical knowledge which has been acquired

from the Hawkins works has enattled many of thetr pos

sessors to hold over in goofl positions where others nave

Iwen forced to resign.

The" Hand-lxmk of Caletdations" (now selling in its

seventh thousand), and the "Maxims and Instructions

for the Boiler Room" {now selling in its third thousand),

are educational worta of the rarest value, and have al

ready, in score* and hundreds of instances, prewed the

stepping-stone far permanent advancement {Firemen to be

Engineer, Engineers to be Superintendents, etc.).

The "Calculations" teaches first, the principles on

which steam-engineering is founded, 4. e., mechanical

philosophy, and beginning with tlie figure one, proceeds

with rules, examples, and plain directions to the most es

sential problems relating to steam-engineering.

The " Maxims and Instructions" teaches how to "fire "

with all kinds offuels and the different varieties of boil

ers ; gives details of construction and dimensions of'boil

ers. It deals with the details and management of pipes

and piping, steam-pumps, injectors, tanks, steam-heating,

plumbing, etc. Ttte book has hundreds of definitions and

illustrations of appliances used in and about the boiler

room.

These books arc each provided with a ready reference

index, which renders their hundreds of practical sugges.

lions instantly available; hence they are works of both in

struction and reference.

These two books are each strongly and handsomely

bound in green cloth, with gold titles; they weigh over

five pounds for the pair and are almost a library in them'

selves. Theprice w $3.00 /or the two, and $2.50for a sin

gle volume, post or express prepaid to any part of the

world.

Parties wishing (hem on "part, payments " will be in

formed of the terms upon application. Club rates also

given on application. Correspondence solicited. We

furnish a descriptive catalogue J ree.

Theo. Audel & Co.,

PUBLISHERS.

Office 3. 91 Liberty St., N. Y.

P. S.— Very many Master Mechanics of railroads have

bought the pair of these " noble books" and found them \

exactly adapted to their department of railroad service.

LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
-BY-

ROBT. CRIMSHAW

1300 Questions and Answers

360 Pages.

ALL ABOUT REPAIRING AND RUNNING THE

VARIOUS KINDS OF LOCOfllOTIYES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FULLY - UP - WITH - THE - TIjnES.

Diagrams aim illustrations Galore.

PRICE, $2.00.

Address Orders to

•9

TERRE HflOTE. INDIUM.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "^1
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Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.

Locomotive Engine Running, by Axors Sinclair. Price, 12.00.

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. II ill. Price, 50 cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelax. Price, $1.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the different forms of block signals

aiv worked. Price, 82.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. X. Forney. I'nce, 83.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by X. Hawkins. M. E. Illustrated. Price, 82.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by I!. Pti-akt. Price,

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys, and the man who buys one, of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOGUE FREE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.
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OUB NEW 1351 FL0WE2 SEED OFFEB.

Usnf FLOWER SEEDS

Varieties, FREE!

An I'npHrallt'lcd OfTcr Ity

uiiOIiIhimI lEi-Iluble l»nb-

~7J\ lUhinirlloime! Tim Ladim'

WoblI) 1* a Ittrjfe 20-jHMfti, W*-

column llltisirattil Mn?:uine for

ladies nnd the family circle. It

|i devoted lostnrles. poems, ladies'

icy work, home dm-oralinn, hcuse-

vpinp, fashion*, hygiene, juvenile

rradlmr, etiquette, etc" To intr«xliice

thin charniiu^ liwili-s' j'ajxr tola 100,000

homes when it m not elreadi t^tfii, we

now nlake the followttin c*iio»*al uf»r .* Upon

rtcei/4 of <«tlu 18 Cent* «'« *'<•• ' •■' *"""/ *.

m mtfmJ Th€ Ladlcn' World/**

'Three Month* and toearh ntwcribfrwe will •/•> ansa!

Frce««rf paatpaid, a Imrgt au<i maan.ijlct*t C'olU-cllon

orCholee Klower Meed*, :V« eWrwssea, including Pansies,

Vcrbenus, Chrysanthemums, Asters, Phlox Dnuntnondfl, Ualwim,

Cjnma Vine, Slock*. Digitalis, DonMe /inula, Pinks, etc., etc.

Remember twelve cents pays for tlie nina;arine three, months ami this

rut ire magnificent Collet linn of Choice Flower Seeds, no I nit by a

tirst-cIawtSred Mouse ami Harraiited frtuhand reliable.. No bi'iy '"i"

afford to miss this wonderful opportunity. We guarantee

 

■ubfltTiuer many times the value of money Seut.

your money and make you a jm-ienl of b"lh seeds

you are not satisfied. l>o ti"l confound thisolfer wit

Lite cad -hjw'iinv scheme* of unscrupulous person

Wriuto-img. pon'tpatltoffl Six subscript lc

fix Seed Col let1 1 ions sent for W cents.

SPECIAL OFFER! £;»
cents for above offer, and aoMtau; IA<-

fttfer in wAiVA **e taw ihit adrtriiae-

rntnt, we will send /re*, iu addition to

all the above, one pat'ki't of the celebra

te,! HI a rj: ue rite tarnation (hall dwarf

> irlely), lbs oulv Carnation that will bbom

froni seed the first Mason. It produce* in rti

abundance, large, exquisitely fr.-ujrant flowers of the

most brilliant hues, In tbe various shades of white, red.

nk and vorieitated, fully So per cenl.beintf doub

butts Ix-frin to bloom in four months sft>-r planting, a

fund

I
'..fu-inilU

nil I'm

I I

 

ANOTHER GREAT
subscription price) we wll

YettPt together with ot

Flower Seed* -'

t comes, Thispn

led for the entire combination.

Vpon receipt of Tlilrty-

_ flic Cent* ('wr regular

d The Ladle*' World for One

ni ticen t Colleetlon of Choice

d, like* ) on« packet of the e*

naively advertised and popular Slnrguerlte Carnation. Address |

*. II. MOOUL dc CO., a? Park Place, >ew York.

D*E*L*A*V*A*U*S

Whooping Cough

Croup

Violent Coughs

Tested over 40 Twn. _.„
EFFECTUAL AND HARMLESS.

50c.perbot. atdrugfrlsts, or expressed from 6th

aad Wood Sts., I'rillwleliiiila. to any address 80c.

REMEDY
;mrs. winslows so&»wg

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING -

] For sale by nl 1 OrucelaU. 85 Centa a bottle.

THE BROTHERHOOD SEAT.

IS SENT UN OSS WaXC'S TBI li»

Patcuicd and ManuiVtured by

STANNAED & WHITE,

APPLET0N, WIS.

R.orL. K.No. M. ft ofL F..X0.2U,

Sen! stamp tor full particulars.

DRUNKENNESS

Thoroughly and permanently cured by a vegetable

preparation. Destroys the appetite for liquor in all

its forms. A positive cure if taken according to

instructions. No detention from business. Send

S; 00 for a supply, with full directions, sufficient to

cure any ordinary case. Address, C, E. FELLER,

M. D., ISO E. 7th St., St. Paul. Minn.

 

$12 to $35
Can be made vorklnc Tor

l prefel

their whole lime to the

u». Parlies preferred who can

t-ff^f W/ f*f*W business. Spare hours, though

» tl ▼» wrv mKV bl, profitably employeil

This announcement is of special interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Good opeuings for town

and city work as well as country districts.

It. I ..m»II>no> A CO..

■No. 3 No. I lll> Nl.. Hi. Iiiii.ni.l » n.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED

by local applications us they cannot reach the dis

eased portion of the ear. There is only one way In

cure deafne«s. and that Is by constitulloual remedies

Deafness is eansed by an inliamed condition of tin-

mucous liuinp; of the Eustachian Tube. When thL>

tube is inliamed you have a rumbling sound or im

perfect hearing, and when It is entirely closed, Deaf

ness is the result, and unless the intlamination can be

taken out and this tube restored to its normnl condi

tion, hearing will be destroyed forever; uine cases

out of ten are caused by catarrh, which is nothing

but an inliamed condition of the mucous surfaces.

We will give line Hundred Dollars (or any case of

Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by

Hall's Catarrh Cute. Send for circulars : free.

F. .1. CHENEY A- CO., Toledo. O.

aarsold by Druggists. 7.x-.

MARRIAGE PAPERS
I Months , 1 0 Cents.

_ . _ ^ICH *v PRtTTT (MM

AovtBTisc. RACiEiT P»r»ta Out. HEiaino Hand *9 ■ «,,. >u->. '.

Arm

 

FREETRIAL

■ lnronrownbon>«

for 80 days with-

■out pnyinc oris

icect in adranee; machino to bo rrturufi

onr expense 11 on^iaiisfBctory. w*

Ice all risks, par frrlcht, ahip »ry-

1 nh- r-', toanyone. In any Quantity at

j wholmale priee*. •'■■> Krnwood math ti«.

|M.MhUfl Arllarton. *-:i».ii); $♦', ,n Dl.

_J tin.fI7.50i»a5 High Arm Oem,$ie. We -ell

^ *" M^aVsBBsmCal *11 m*ke* *nd styles, from cbenp*«t %' .'A

a I i«"ajsVBB HrAto he«it "Kfin<*uoaY* IJi.'A ill atlwa-

Pt* '^^•^^^^^^■■■enis frf«e, Taaaa Elisscsr Woaui'a Fata

MxnaUAWAJuao. O«rll»J,000Dwwlnuao. buydkreLt-IromLutwtj

S*vc aeents larre profits. Cataluena aoJ tefttim-Ttiials tre*. Write

•ii..-. idd»u.tinfiiiu CASH.BU VERS' WNIOM,

158-164 W. VanBuren

ASHI

St.,0ept.A223>

JOSEPH LEICESTER ATKINS,

PATENT LAWYER

AND

Solicitor of U. S. and Foreign Patents,

Atlantic Building. 930 F. St. .

WASHINGTON, D. C.

MOORE & LAIMCEIM,

Printers, Bookbinders

and

Blank Book Makers.

20 26 South Fifth Street,

Terre Haute, Ind.

1 •irrnfina
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UfICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

■"■%B |T AND PAV FREIGHT.

ALA Buv* oor 2 ilrswrr walnut or oak Im-

1* I ■[,..., >>d lliich Arm Subtreewin*- m .■ , ria

ly bniahed, nickel plated, adapted to lir/hl

Dd heavy wurk: pnarenteed for 10 leara; with

autumatle Bobble Winder, v ir-'I'bn'.-ntinc t'ylm-

l-r MiNPllr.Srif.Si.il Ins Needle and a complete

I of Steel atUfhmeaU; uhlpped an; where on

40 !>««'■ Trial. No money required Id advance.

D !•• . World's Fair Medal awarded machine and attach

ment*. Bar tram factory and sa\-« dealer's and agent'i protila.

r r} rr iat TbJaOul and tend to-day for machine or laree free

r H 1 1 cataloror, tevtlmoninU and <. .■<,--<^ . ..|" the World's Fair.

OXFORD MFfi. CO. 312 wsbish An. CHICABO.ILL.

 

COOK REMEDY CO

Ej Blood Poison ! 1

Primaryr

" ond-

or

Tertiary

I permanently cured In 15 to SB days.

We eliminate all poison from the sytv

I tent, so that there can never be a

I return of the dim;ase in any form.

I parties can be treated at home aa

I well aj here, (for the aame price and

I under the same guarantee,) but with

I thot» who prefer to come here, we

I will contract to cure them or refund

I ail money and par entire expense of

I coming, railroad rare and hotel bills.

OurMagicRemed^ifu^a^
Never Failed to cure the most ob-

■tlnatecaMvs. Wechallenge the world

I for a case we can not cure. Since the

I hUtory of medicine a true specific for

BLOOD POISON has been nought

I for but nev*«r found until our Maple

I Cyphilene was discovered. We solicit

the mont obstinate cases &ad

challenge the world for a

case we cannotcure. Thtrtdis-

eeve has always baffled the Skill

Of mosteminent physicians-

S500,000 CAPITAL

I behind our unconditional guarantee.

Absolute proofs sent sealed on

| application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

*aa 107 Maaoala Twpla, Chicago. III.

COOK REMEDY CO

 

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
T THIS OUT and send it to us

lth your name and adilrt ^ nnil we

ill send >ou thlw watch by fxpress

forexamination. A Guarantee

For 6 Years and chain ami

Chaitn sent with it. You ex-

ajnlne it and if 3'Oti think, it

a bnrpraln pay our sample

price, $2.75 and expregscliax-

ffes, and it \n yours. It in

beaut if nil v engraved nnd

warranted the best time

keeper in the World for the

money nnd equal in appear-

ance to a frenulne Solid

Oold Watch. Write to-day,

this offer v.-Ill not appear

again.

THE

NATIONAL MFG.

—AND—

IMPORTING CO.

X 334 Dearborn St.,

<# CHICAGO. ILL.

 

FOLKS REDUCED
from 1 S to « lbfl. per

| month by a hannleai

treatment administered

Ctr»«tl*ineph;ni'-lanof17yeW experience. Nor%T"

ae4 «*■-*>; oo drttnttna from bailneu; no atarv-t \

kht o-» wrinkle* or DsfebfcMM follow thia treatment.

J health, clean the tkln, and hnnitirie* the

M
It (imjrovtf

by pbyitctMi vtA JrtdlnK«K!etylidl«s. Thouuuid. cured.

rABESTC TREATED BY MA.II.

O. W. J5\ SPnrDBB, M. ».,

l*€ .WICKERS THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

BLOOD POISON
When Mercury, Iodide of Potassium and I

I Hot Springs fail to cure, we will guarantee

a cure or no pay. Can be no failure. Cure I

in 20 to 90 days. Will contract to pay rail-

road fare and hotel bills If we fail. We |

I are incorporated, with large capital. Re

fer to Bradstreet's. Everything sent seal

ed, in plain envelopes. Write for refer-

| ences and proofsfree. c.n work during u-«»tman,. |

GUARANTEE REMEDY GO.

51 & 52 Dexter Buildina,

CHICAGO, ILL.

We will send you the MAR

VELOUS .mil 1'NFAIl.IAiCi

French Preparation,

CALTHOS

FREE by MAlt, and a

legally executed frnarante*

that CALTHOS will

RESTORE your

HEALTH, STRENGTH AND VjGOR.

Use it Sfpay ifsatisfied.

Von Mohl Co., Importers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

 

$50

& LJMBS
BEST LEG 1

Wood or£ubberFoot

TDIICCCC Elastic Stockings,

InUOuLO, Crutches, etc.

Catalogue Free. St ate particulars.

GEO. u. fi'lixii,

r. S- Government Mrr.Dept.

No. AA. KOCUESII Ii,.\. V.

 

 

orld s Fair Highest Awards
I Medal and Diploma

Ion our INCUBATOR and

I BROODtR Combined.

'Old Reliable" teffl
I If jouarelnteretiedin Poultry, It wtlli

I pay jot) to eend 4 cent! tn atampa for our

iTlpaeeoatalorue. firlnf raluabW poiata

a Poultry Culture. Addreaf.

Reliable Incubator and Brooder $Q'„fljj,g.cyi

NATIONAL HOTEL
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 182.)

102 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINQS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inquiry

promptly answered.)

 

POSITIVELY FREE.

Our New OROAN and PIANO BOOK.

Colored Portraits, Special Offers, and

full PmrtlciilarB of all our famous

ORCANS AND

P Sold to anyone at wholesale price, for

Coal] or on Terms to Suit.

, &OrgnnsS27.50. Pianos S1T6.0O.

| to-Write tcCday for this VALUABLE BOOK.=6«

rnBMicu s en munmmnMm jersey.

When addressing our advertisers niiTirmn this Mmrazirip. "^59
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OVERALLS FREE

By Mall or Express,

FOR 75 CENTS.

We are large wholesale manufacturers of Over

alls and ('oats bearing the "Carhartt" Hrand.

Tlie*e ^oods are designed and made especially

from siifrnestions made touts by member- of the

Jtrot herhood.

To Introduce them to many members t<i whom

their excellent qualities are unknown, we will for

a short time Bend (all charges paid), to any one

who will show them and help us increase their

sale, one or more irarments made of the ta'st blue

denims upon receipt of the following prices (pro

vided your clothing dealer does not Eeep them on

sale ) :

Overalls—(mii y size) $ ty$

Overalls—(with apron) S3

Apron Overalls—(with elastic in the sus

penders) 1.00

Sack Coats—(perfect fitting, to match) . . .83

Sack Coats—(made of blue and white

Amoskeag check) 73

In ordering, give waist measure and inseam (crotch to heel) for overalls, and for coats, the breast measure

under arms, saying whether regular or long sleeves are wanted. Address all letters plainly to

HAMILTON CARHARTT & CO., Detroit, Mich.,

479, 481, 483 and 485 Michigan Ave.

Samples of cloth and self-measurement blanks sent free to any address, provided this Magazine is

mentioned. This also includes linen tape measure.

 

Say, Joe. why the devil don't you get a suit of over

alls from that Detroit firm that advertises in our Jour

nal, same as I do, then you won't have To go around I

looking like a tramp with those Jim Crow duds on? j

THE

FIREMEN'S

FRIEND—

That never tears,

rips, or leaves him

in the lurch—

Tne Sweet, On l Co.

OVERALL.

R. R. men wear them

•nd one writes :

The Great Union Overall Manufacturers of the World are

SWEET, ORR & CO.,

But everybody does not wear overalls, so it must be remembered that this firm makes

the best pants, the best shirts and the best wearing sack coats that are made.

NT. B.—Everything guaranteed never to rip. If your local dealer does not keep our

goods, do us the favor to write direct.

 New Yoh, 1

June 5. 1883. I

Svrti, Orr <fr Co. :

DearSirs:—I have been

wearing your make of over

clothes for fourteen years,

and never had any of thera

to rip or any buttons to fall

off. I am s.iii-i,,'. I that I

get full value for my

money. Hoping you will

accept this as my apprecia

tion of your goods.

Yours respectfully.

Frank Acsnx,

4W7 Lex. Ave., N. Y.

Member of New York City

Division, 103, B. of L. K.

Offices and salesrooms:

NEW YORK CITY. CHICAGO, ILL. NEWBURCH, N. Y.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine."
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Don't Forget That the

Brotherhood Overalls

Are NOT Made by Chinamen,

Are NOT Made In "Sweatshops."

But are made by the BE8T PAID

WHITE LABOR In the Business.

They are made by a Brotherhood man, and were

officially indorsed by the B. of L. F. Convention at

Cincinnati. September. 1892. If no dealer keeps

them in your (own, insist upon getting them. The

dealers anywhere will handle them if the Brothers

will iiuiat. Won't YOU insist on the Brotherhood

Overalls made by H. S. PETERS,

Hinsdale St., Brooklyn.

Lodge No. », B. of L. F. Div. 419, B. of L. E.

There are numerous

oflei■» of cheap niualc

! thin »ea*on, but here uitha

cheapest and best oi all. Iho

■mall gum of ten cents will

bring you our charming

nuioiciil and literary

magazine three months ou

■aja^ak trial. You will also receive,

■ MM absolutely free, 163 pieces of

■ ^av popular sheet music, including

That is Love, After that JiaU,

Twist Love and Duty, Ever

Faithful. Old Madrid. Sweet

lien I her Bella, Two Little

1 Olrla in Blue, Better Bide a Wee, Comrades, Ta-Ka-

i Ra boom de ray. Little Fisher M«°*n.,J,»'"J

I Cat, Annie Kooucv, ifob up Serenely, I Whistle and

wJit for Katie, Bonnie lSoon, Stop Dat Knocking,

' Kiaslng Over the Garden Wall, Five o clock in the

1 Morning, Let Me Dream Again, When Rod leaves fall,

i In a Collage by the Sea, Speak to Me, Maiden »

I Vow, Brave Old Oak, She Wore a Wreath of Roses,

, Take Back the Heart, Mary and J"h"> ^>ve

Among the Roses, Anvil Chorus, Daddy Wouldnt Buy

' Me a Bow-wow, Think of Me Nevermore, I.ullohy,

> Old Zip Coon, On the Field of Glory, Swiss Boy,

i On Dav oTJoy, Itoiictna, Tender and True,

, Annie Laurie. The Parting, and msny others. AH the

above will cost you only 10 cents. Get the most for the

1 least monevhy aendinga silver dime to A mm

1 Nation fco..l*» rearljjjt., Bo.ton,M

tmerlcan ;

 

FQPF A fine 14k gold pis-

W* H 9* P t,(| watch I.. ev.-ry

■ ■■■■■■ readerof thlapapei.

Cut this out and semi It to os with

your full name and address, and we

will send you one of these elegant,

rlchlv jeweled, gold finished watches

by evnreaa for examination, and If

you think it Is equal in appear,

anee to any $25.00 gold watch

pay our sample price, |3.S0 and

express charges, and It Is yours.

Cuarantee for 5 Years
Bent with every watch, and If

yon sell or cause the sale of six we

will Klve you One Free. Write at

once, as we shall send out samples

for Ml days onlv. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

4 IMPORTINC CO.,

331 Dearborn St.. Cb.lci.0, 111.

HaUrway Watches
Hampden 1 "-jewel adjusted movement in Dueber gold filled open face case, warranted

20 yean?, $20.90. t»ent by express prepaid on receipt of amount or sent C. O. D. Exam

ination allowed on receipt of 50 cents.

Solid u -Karat Gold Chain, $10.00.

iSolid gold emblem pins and buttons of any order, 95 cents.

CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

l-ELY'S CREAM BALM-Cleanses the Nasal 1
I Passages, Allays Fain and inflammation Heals I

I the Sores, Kestores Taste and Smell, and Cures I

Gives Relief at once for Cold in Head.

Apvhi 1"'° *hr .VosfrtVs. It is Quickly Absorbed.

|60c Drujajists or by mail. .ELY BROS., 66 Warren St., N. Y.|

' Wlion Dkrlel rsaassri ti <r one <i, lii. , t ideal ^ montinn tlvia \l nr-t'o ,1.1
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Over 15,000 in use, scattered

in all parts of tlie world. Emi

nent surgeons and competent

judges commend the Rubber

Foot and Hand for their many

advantages. At every indus

trial exhibition where exhibit

ed they have received the hif,'li-

est awards. They are endorsed

and purchased by the U. S.

and foreign governments. A

treatise, containing -i'M) pages,

FREE ; also a formula for tak

limbs can be made and sent to a

guaranteed.

Marks' Patent Artificial Limbs
WITH RUBBER HANDS AND FEET

Are Natural in Action, Noiseless in Motion, and the Most

Durable in Construction.

It is not unusual to see an engineer with hand on the

throttle, or a conductor, baggage-master, brakeman, fireman,

carpenter, farmer, mason,

miner, and in fact men uf

every vocation, wearing one

or two artificial legs, with

rubber feet of Marks' Patents,

performing as much labor as

men in possession of all their

natural members, earning the

same wages; in fact, expe

riencing little or no incon

venience.

with 2H0 illustrations, sent

ing measurements by which

11 parts of the world with lit

 

Address,
A. A. MARKS,

701 Broadway, New York City.

Received the Highest Award at World's Columbian Exposition.

Established

Forty-one Years

 

^FKIAISamEWPLoyV'

THE

 

WHEEL
Of progresB too often heeomes the Wheel of Destruction,

ana at Mich times the pwsewrion of a Mtmneh true

friend, to vt hoin the

RAILROADER'S FAMILY

Can appeal In their sorrow, is the greatest hoon on earth.

Sueh u friend is the RAILWAY OFFICIALS AND EM

PLOYES' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION, of Indianapolis,

whose unparalleled growth (hiring the post year, mww-

i i ik "n increase of

$21,000,000,00

Over the previous season, unanswerably demonstrates

* its overwhelming popularity with the Kailroadrr* of

* INDIAtJAPOLlSJfilD.

WfK.PELUS. Sec.

America.

THINK OK IT!
If yo\i should pt ennght in that fatal accident whirl)

visits so many noble men. nnd leave nothiiu: to v.uir

dear ones, what would become uf them" A i '•■rtlluate

of Membership in Hie RAILWAY OFFICIALS AMI

EMPLOYES' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION is as safe

and certain as a landed estate, and the relief it si-eon - to

the bereaved family Is Hushed over the wire* the very mo

ment the news of a stroke of misfortune reaches the

Home Office . Ko Sensible Itallrnailsr learner doubt- it

hi- duty to earry tir-ttlaw Accident Insurance. I*" ■" '

postpone until it is too late, but take a member*' ;p

with us

:»»NOW :

-,., .1.;.. \l„. ....;
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HEROES OF PEACE!

They are Greater Than The Heroes of War !

AND DESERVE PRAISE.

How the Devoted Lives of Railroad

Engineers are Beset on Every

Side and How to Escape Some

of the Worst Dangers.

It is a mistake to suppose that heroes only die upon the battlefield.

The daily battle of life sees more heroes, Is full of more pathos, has things more terrible than the greatest

struggle between the hostsof war. In the patient suffering, cheerful resignation, fidelity to duty, we be

hold heroes as lofty, as lovely and as worthy as any ever exhibited by the soldier.

Wc are here reminded that among the fighters in the battles of peace, the engineer stands forth promi-

; »-i- the embodiment of the heroic. We read, only the other day, of the engineer of a wrecked train

mutilated and In great agony, and in intense darkness, crawling along the slippery track, lantern in hand,

u) warn an approaching train against danger. Such instances of devotion are innumerable, but the

thoughtful recognize the spirit of heroism which is made manifest by the stories and understand how ter

rible Is the men i .I and physical strain with which the railroad man has to deal.

Is It at all wonderful that with the constant jar, the irregular hours, irregular meals, the care, the re

sponsibility, to say nothing of the labor itself, many men break down? Is it at all wonderful that they

look forhelp which will relieve their nervous system of its cares, which will place life and health upon

> sure foundation?

Hundreds of engineers and railroad men have found a remedy which is precisely suited to their needs,

which will counteract the evil effects that the constant jarring and jolting has had upon their kidneys,

and which will tend to keep them in health, in strength, and prolong their lives. A few of the names of

those who have discovered this secret are given herewith:

Mr. A.G. Dingwall, of Salt Lake City, says: " I do not hesitate to recommend to locomotive enginemen

or others who may suffer from the effects of hard riding on any kind of rolling stock, Warner's Safe Cure.

Have had trouble of this kind myself, and know that Warner's Safe Cure is most efficacious in its action on

the kidneys. 1 know of other railroad men who have great faith in it for any of the inconveniences re

sulting from riding long distances on rough riding engines, and have always resorted to its use for cold in

shoulders, back or side. I carry u bottle of it on my engine with me all the time, and my faith iu its

power to give relief has never yet been shaken. My advice to enginemen who may occasionally be afflicted

with any of the Ills that arise from riding in hard riding engines is, try Warner's Safe Cure, and persevere

with it, and the result will be most gratifying to you."

iSeorge F. Anderson, 624 Olive street, St. Lonis, Ho., says: " I am a conductor on a Missouri street rail

way. Before coming to this work I was a hrakeman on the Missouri Pacific R. R., and had to give up

work because I had kidney trouble. I was so bad at times that I could not walk the length of the cur

without having to sit down and ease the pain in my back. I was obliged to give up my position and look

for something that would not be so tiring. A couple of weeks after 1 accepted my present situation. I

found that the jolting of the street cars was about as bad as the others, and my kidney trouble returned.

An old conductor on the line told me to use Warner's Safe Cure. I stuck to the medicine fuithfully and

managed to hold my job. I have not had a day's sickness this winter."

A. Coleman, Buffalo, N. Y. (N. Y. C. & II. R. R. R. Engineer), declares: "Some six years ago I was

afflicted with neuralgia and constant pains in my side and back. I commenced using Warner's Safe Cure. I

had finished two bottles with marked improvement in my case, but kept at it until I had used over twenty

bottles. I was so bad at one time that 1 could not bend my knee to pick up anything. I am sure that

without the use of your Warner's Safe Cure I would be in my grave to-day. I can daily attend to my

business on the road now, free from pain ami a well man."

Junius M. Dunden, Kitchburg. Mass.. asserts: " I have been an engineer on the Fitchburg Ry. for two

Tears, was fireman on the same road for three years. About five years ago I was troubled with my kid

neys and bladder so bad that it was almost impossible for me to urinate. I was so bad that I had to stop

work a number of times. 1 saw Warner's Safe Cure advertised, got a bottle and commenced taking it. I

continued its use and am now in perfect health."

George E. Thomas, C. E., 478 Calumet avenue, Chicago, III., states: " My business as civil engineer, in

fvmntetlon with railroad work, necessitates almost constant traveling. The result was disease of the kid

ney*, which gavp me great trouble. The use of Warner's Safe Cure entirely cured me."

Mr. Horace A. Hamilton, of Worcester, Mass.. says: "My life as a railroad engineer produced disordered

liver and kidneys, constant pain in the back, etc. At times I could not void urine for forty-eight hours,

and then high colored with brick dust and albuminous deposit. When all other medicines foiled a few

bottles of Warner's Safe Cure made me well so that now I am all right. My wife was afflicted with troubles

peculiar to her sex, and Warner's Safe Cure acted like magic in restoring her to health and strength."

Such statements speak for themselves. They show that for railroad and traveling men there is nothing

which so preserves the health and prolongs the life as Warner's Safe Cure. They show conclusively that

what this great remedy has done for others it is able to do again, perhaps for you. Beur in mind. " there

Is danger in delay! "

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Macrazine. "
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hmoum im s N CLARKSON & CO.,

The Railroad Jewelers,

 182 STATE ST..

CHICAQO. ILL.

We are the

Leaders in

Low Prices

Fine Watches,

F°K Diamonds, and

Solid Gold Jewelry.

Our catalogue is gotten up expressly for consumers. Goods of any

description sent C. O. D. approval. Agents wanted.

AVe are the only railroad jewelers who have received testimonials for

our Special Watches from the different Locomotive Brotherhood Divi-

isions in Chicago.

«W Our Illustrated Catalogue sent to any aildreHH in tile United States upon application.

 

Established 26 Tears.

ARTIFICIAL LEG8 AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled List of Awards. Free I II 11 si rated I .i talogu <■.

Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia), writes: " Wore

legG years. I commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessenden. Brig, and Bvt. Maj. r.ien'l r. R. Array. "I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and havo lately procured a

third.

John Connery, Conductor B., X. F. & W. Rv. " For the past year

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haic.ht, Conductor N. Y., L. E. & W Ry. " I would not j>art

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Send description of your case.

C. Jl. frees,
781 Broadway, New York,

Branch Office, 106 Fifth Are., cor. Washington St., Chicago, til.

 

FIRE UP!

BIRBJMBN !

 

You have a furnace in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

1ST. JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISIS, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNE8S, SWELLINGS, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. Warranted Not to Chafe the Stump.

Largest Firm In the United States.

Received Gold Medal and Diploma at the World's Fair.

The Inner Socket, seen outside the limb in out. is made over a plaster east of the

stump, giving an exact (it, being held permanently upon the stump by elastic fast-

tened to lacer above, and in act of walking, moves up and down in the Outer Socket.

bringing all the friction between the two sockets, instead of between the stump and

the socket, as is the ease in all single and wooden socket limbs, Wrh our SLIP

SOCKKT the most tender and sensitive stump can be fitted and limb worn with per

fect ease and comfort. Endorsed und purchased by U.S. Government Send for

our New Catalogue with Illustrations.

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

323 Nicollet Ave., MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

„„,,,„„ rvrrrorif, ' 84 Adams Street, Dexter Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
uk&huh utrlOhts | Oaiiforllia Midwinter Exposition, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

 

' When addressine our advertisers mention this Magazine.'
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Mechanical Engineer or Draughtsman; to
i or qualify

take.

MARK TOCB-

SELF A

charge of, or to superintend the manufacture of machinery bydevotingyour idle,

hours to Home Study by the method of THE CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOL OF MECHANICS' Scranton, Pa. To begin, students need

only know how to read and write. Moderate Charges Send for FREE Circular.

REGALIA
For Brotherhoods of

FIREMEN, ENGINEERS,

CONDUCTORS, BRAKEMEN, Etc.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST TO THE

-M. C. LILLEY «# CO., Columbus, Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Military and Society Goods, Railroad Caps and Uniforms.

WPlen»e Mention tlii- M;ittii/iiic."i«

.VI GENUINE

INGOTS S. MANUFACTURCS

BEAR OUR

REC/TRADE M*RKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castincs, Wire, Sheet &c

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltincCo.Limited

2 2 00Washington AvePhiladelphia.Pa.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-

Bronze in theUnited States and Sole

Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND Phosphor-Bronze.

 

H1GHKST AWARD AND MEDAL, WORLD'S COLOMBIAN KXPOSITIOIC

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR HNQINE WORK

*W Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Imitations."**

THICKS RKDUCKU FOR 1894.

For this year prires to Bremen (as agentsi will be: One

pound boxes, per dozen, $2. Three pound pnils, per do*.

£.>. Five pound pails, 497./SO per dozen.

»«3 Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Rock prices are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expect to buy from dealers at

these prices. Samples sent free on application. Address,

THE MATCHLESS MEM POLISH CO.,

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. Chicago.

BURNISHINE
The Most Marvelous Metal Polish in the World.

Will Produce a Most Brilliant Lustre to Brass, Copper,

Zinc, Steel, Etc.

Especially Adapted to Hot Metals.

SPECIAL PRICES TO FIREMEN:

One pound boxes. S^.OO per dozen; one-half pound,

$l.i'> per dozen : live pound pails, $7.50 per dozen.

Send rash with each order. Money will be refunded if

Polish is not satisfactory.

On receipt of 10 cents in postage stumps, we will send

2oz. box prepaid.

J. C.PAUL & CO.,

121 Lake St. Chicago, 111.
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CASTNER & CURRAN,

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York, 308 Walnut St,, Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchnrch Are,, London, England.

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coul for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coul are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 1883. Since that time

the out-puts have Increased over 1 ,'JOO per cent, be

yond ail precedent, amounting during 1892 to 3,000.-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New Tork.

Bullitt Building, 139 South Fonrth St., Philadelphia,

19 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Ijist Year, 3,500,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia. Greenwich Point.

K'rw York, Eureka Pier. Handrails (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, GERMANY.

American office, 1 5 Cold St., New York.

Represented by Thomas Prosskr & Sox,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty five years the " Kbctt

Tire" has proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article is wanted which will give satis

faction, get Kripp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

Valve OH-
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee*

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Oili

for railroad use. Bkwark of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRANKLIN, PA.

' WIiati arlrlroceincr nnr aHvortisprc mi*ntif»n t.l'lifl IV'f flfffUnilP. *
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WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

Ki.imik. 1a.. Dec. |H. 1803.

I>k \it Sirs:— Please send me

• •nc of your avals for locomotive

u->t. I rind ihnl they nre the

best *e»t fur engine use that I

hav< 6*-»»n yet. 1 wiint it -I

niche* long and JO inches wide.

Weight, 170 pound*. Semi it C.

ii. I).

Yours respectfully.

•ijnu-di \V. T. Hnows,

Kngineer C. K. I. A P. K. R.

We refer by permission in tlie

loUouringmm : D. J. Crowley,

Kngineer S.K.A W. Ry., 16 Jones

*t.,Savaiim.h. (ia.; Jno. Horton,

Kneiueer tirand Junrt'n, Colo ;

Win Mallooh, Engineer <i. T.

Kj Hellevllle. out.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.

 

ROUatl RIDINCJ MADE EASY, .lust put this sent in the l«ix and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of linest tempered steel spiral springs,

heavy band steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric. Any

size or shape desired. Csnal size. 18x24. Price for seat not over 24 inches

long. $;.0u. Terms, C. I >. 1 ». or cash with order. Please give your weight.

MANCFACTl"RED ONLY BY

SMITH & HAGGARD CO., Dept. B.

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Aves., CHICAGO, Ml.

CHAS. MILLER, President-

Qaleija Oil Works, Limited.

FRANKLIN, F>A..

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty years have demon

strated the fact that Galena oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated bv their exclusive use upon a large majoritv of the railways

of this country- They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

ail temperatures.

We afco supply our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a large ina-

jonty of the leading railroads of the country.

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

!»■ DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

. 2 Improved Cylinder Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

 

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Macasine.
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mm M / m*y^

PHILA I)EL rillA, 1>A .

Sole Patentees and Makers of

Self-Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE.—There are many injectors which will

work well when the conditions are favorable. This

injector is designed to work well under all condi

tions and is, therefore, the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF.

IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it

can be regulated, therefore, to work continuously

for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a sim

ple lever motion which readily starts and stops

its action.

flfcj>T When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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IF YOU RUN AN ENGINE

You want to know about the

»&M% ~ HANCOCK

^)n4p LOCOMOTIVE

INSPIRATOR

Adapted to

STANDARD FITTINGS.

It is the most reliable and efficient apparatus for feeding locomotive boilers that has

ever been applied. Reliable under the most exacting conditions, and wiil work perfectly

where others fail.

In use on fifty railroads, giving satisfaction. We shall be glad to send any man inter

ested in locomotive engines, circulars and full information. A postal card secures it.

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

 

Brooks Locomotive Works,

Dunkirk. N. Y

 

Compound

Locomotives

for

Passenger

and

Freight

Service.

KuiMem of Locomotive Engines for any required service from our own designs or those of purchasers

Wfcct Interchangeahility and all work fully guaranteed.

H.L. Hinman, I'res't and Treas. ft. .1. Gross, Vice Pres't. D. RrssELL, Superintended'

r. H. Sieyekx, Ass't to the President. T. M. Heo,uembolro, Secy. H. Tandy, Ass't Stipt.

'•» Tork Office,

B Broadway.

JOHN S. COOKE, Prest. and Genl. Man.

FRED \V. cooKE. Vice Prest

W'M. BKKDAN, Sec'y and Treas.

I'aterson, New Jersey.

 

WOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO.
(Formerly Danforth Locomotive and Machine Co.)

PATERS02T, AEIF JERSEY.
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ESTABLISHED 1831;

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 1,000.

 

Locomotive Bnginos
Adapted to even* variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like all

parts of different engines of same clan, perfectly interchangeable. Broadana Narrow Gauge Locomotives;

Mine Locomotives oy Steam or Compressed Air; Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compound Loco/notives.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD ELLIS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS, Vice-President and Treasurer.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent.

A. P. STRONQ, Secretary.

Scljerjectady * locomotive * Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVBS,

Showing an Economy of IB to 28 Per Cent. In Fuel and Water.

ZZZIANNUAL CAPACITY, 4QO —

' wl»*»« nrM-rdcciTiCT mil* niKw-rt wftrw Tnont-iriti thin TW ■lifi7lh..
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A BUSINESS TB.AGEDY.

BY KRANK A. MYERS.

They began the wholesale grocery busi

ness with a great flourish of trumpets and

loud proclamation.

Backed by a man of unlimited resources,

yet not known in the business at all, why

should the new firm not blow its horn? For

one thing, that was a good way to advertise,

and for another it would make competitors,

perhaps long in the field, tremble in their

boots. Ana this latter was no small grat

ification. What need the new business

care for the enmity of men pursuing the

eume line of business? Unlimited capital

made amends for all things! Why, of

course!

When the business opened up on one of

the best business streets of the great city,

Mr. \V. V. Indigo (kind of an odd name,

isn't it?), the moneyed man of the concern,

was not present. Indeed, he was seldom

there at any time. He did not wish to be

known in the affair at all.

Mr. W. V. Indigo was a gray headed, gray

moustached, clean shaved, nice appearing,

well mannered man of about fifty five.

It was his son, W. V. Indigo, Jr., a pre

sumptuous, conceited, inexperienced young

blood of twenty-one, who was the ostensi

ble member of "the firm of Percy & Indigo.

He was a beau, not a man of any business

tact, whatever. But the establishment of

the business was forthesole and single pur

pose of schooling the young man in com

mercial transactions and preparing him for

the responsible duty of conducting the in

creasing business on a wide scale in a short

time.

He took second place, in the firm name

because Walter Percy shouldered the whole

business at the start, and became the com

mercial instructor of the young man. Percy

h&d no money of his own to invest in the en

terprise, nothing but his business experi

ence, tact and nerve, and so it was under

stood that brains should count for purse,

this time at least, and the profits be shared

equally. Strange combinations are possible

in this world, and are sometimes effected,

and a horse and an ass may be seen travel

ing together upon the streets pulling the

same load.

In short, Walter Percy was a nice young

man, about twenty seven years old ; brave,

because the real battles of his life had been

few, and he had not been overcome as yet

by any opposition. Men who have gone

down in sheer defeat a time or two are less

brave—perhaps more brave, but less hasty

and rash—than they were when they first

began to roll the Sisyphean marble block

up the hill.

This new firm, with its illimitable re

sources and its great credit, began with a

view to do a large business and make much

money while at it.

" Might as well make much as little," said

Walter Percy. "While making money,

make it; that is my doctrine ; make lots of

it. It is but little harder to do a big busi

ness than a small one. And Mr. W. V. In

digo, Sr., says to make it count while doing

it, and not to stand back for the want of

funds to invest. That suits me to a T.

There is lots of money in this business."

And the business moved with a hum from

the very start. A number of traveling men

were sent forth east, west, north and south,

to the cardinal points of the Union, and

they secured orders in so great number that

the shipping force in the house had to be

increased.

The building from cellar to garret, through

all the stories, was stocked and crowded

with goods. It soon became a busy hive,

and the hum of business was heard there

from morning till night. Teams came and

went, hauling away goods. And still the

volume of business increased. It was very

gratifying to the young men composing the
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firm of Percy & Indigo to witness the great

volume of business they were. doing.

Standing at the stove one day, when the

tide of orders was coming in bo fast they

could hardly fill them, young Percy said to

young Indigo—one partner to the other:

" This is a real boom."

A beautiful smile of satisfaction wrinkled

the corner of his moustached lip.

" Making money, ain't we? " said young

Indigo, attempting to twist a few short

hairs he was cultivating on his upper lip.

" We must have another bookkeeper. '

" Is that so?" said voung Indigo.

"Yes."

" Well."

So Benthon Libros whs engaged. It was

a new line of bookkeeping to him, but he

was an honest well-meaning man, and that

was much.

They had been in business but six months

when Benthon Libros entered the office and

opened the ledgers. Not having had ex

perience in that line of bookkeeping he was

directed by the senior member of the lirm.

Everything he did was under the direct su

pervision of Percy. He even caught and

used Percy's methods of entering accounts

and followed his system of bookkeeping to

the letter. The necessity for stating this

so clearly at this point will appear later on.

For the first month Libros was busy all

the day drawing checks, either at the oreer

of Percy or young Indigo, but never with

out a request or consent from one or the

other.

And Percy kept the young typewriter

girl busy all the day answering the heavy

correspondence that began to roll up on

their hands. Young Indigo more and more

pushed the work oll'or away from his hands,

or did it hurriedly in order that he might be

free from it, and sit down, and putting his

feet upon his desk, talk away precious hours

to some young "friend" who "had just

dropped in." It seemed after a while to make

him angry to be interrupted in these com

posed talks by any matter of a business na

ture. He shoved it away from him. Percy

observed this unbusinesslike disposition in

his partner, but his hands were lied and he

was powerltss. When a man entered the

office and inquired for the proprietor, young

Indigo would look coldly at the fellow, and

if his dress did not suit him he would an

swer that the proprietor was not in. Or,

perhaps, without turning around in his

chair to look, would inform the man that

Mr. Percy had just stepped outside.

What was the difference? Theij had the

money and were "doing a land office busi

ness from the word go. Didn't need his

trade or patronage, anyhow, for he did not

believe he had any money."

But let Mr. W. V. Indigo, Sr.. enter the

office with his gracious and patronizing

smile, and the young Indigo hopped about

like his inusules were coils of springs and

he could not be still. Under his father's

eye he could not be quite attentive enough

to those who come in to transact business.

And the father, figuratively speaking, struck

hi* breast as a king would and smiled at the

aptness Kx smart son was manifesting for

genuine business.

Among other annoying things that attend

business of arty kind is to be named the

telephone. The "hello machine" rings in

at any time, without anv concern for the

interruption, and suddenly and perempto

rily breaks off any business that may be

going forward. The imperious little wall

king will brook no delays, but must be at

tended to instanter.

As theanswingof the telephone belonged

to the duties apportioned to young Indigo,

just undergoing his pupilage in business, he

became annoyed with it in time and set his

wits to work to be rid of it and shove it off

on. Libros, the bookkeeper. So he had it

changed from, his desk to the wall at Libro's

elbow, and he never again answered a tele

phone ring except under a violent protest.

Before he had the change effected lie would

answer sometimes so reluctantly that his

anger was open and perceived; and when

he could not hear or be heard very plainly,

and without asking the fellow at the other

end or being asked himself what he said, he

would hurl the ear-piece or receiver upon

the hook with a terrible frown and an an

gry, snappy exclamation of some sort or

other, ami leave it in utter disgust.

As was said he was a beau, and be was

perpetually smiling softly and " kindly" at

the little, patient, meek typewriter. ADd

she permitted it, because she was in his

employ. Sometimes he would go to her,

hang over her desk, or rest his chin in his

hands and his elbows on her desk, and while

pretending to be studying the " business"

was simplv "smiling" at her, "playing the

agreeable,1' as Libros said.

( >ue day the pretty little typewriter, whose

name was Lou Parsons, approached Libros.

and with an arch look and a nod toward

young Indigo, who was engaged in a very

animated conversation with Percy, perhaps

giving him some " straight " advice about

the business, she said :

" Look at Indigo and smile."

" Laying it off in savage style," smiled Li

bros. Neither one liked him in a way that

had any of the I>amon-Pythias element in

it. It was not his nature to make friends.

He did not need them; hix father hat! money.

" Do vou see that -finger shaking at Mr.

Percy?-"

" It goes, like his pencil does at me some

times, as if he was angry," said Libros.
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"lie makes me nervons," 6aid Miss Lou.
•' He has such a pointed manner, so positive

like."

"It is suggestive of his humor."

"Dictatorial and curt."

" When you ask him a question relating

to his work, as 1 am forced to do sometimes,

have you noticed that he takes it that you

are criticising him and fighting him?"

"Yes," with droll lips and drawn-down,

brows. " He is so peremptory and bossv

about here. I don t like him, that's all.

But you need not go and tell him, straight

off now, that I said so." She turned, laughed

bark over her shoulder, and going to her

desk sat down, almost tossing herself into

a lump in the chair. After a little bit,

when her disgust had partly vanished, she

evolved herself from her entanglement in a

lump and proceeded with her work of touch

ing the keys of the typewriter.

Lou Parsons was a lovely little girl.

Things went on another month or two

with a rush, a hip and hurrah, and a "spread

ing out" in the business.

As learned from the books, not as told

him by any one, Libros saw how the busi-

nea was going. They transacted all their

banking business at the People's national

bank. There Mr. W. Y. Indigo Sr., had de

posited bonds as collatteral for about $50,-

000, all of which was used in the business.

And yet—the house sometimes overdrew

its deposits as much as S3,000 ! Collections

were hard, and it appeared impossible to

"get ahead" or keep even with their de

posits. As Percy said:

" It is hard to get the balance on the right

ride of the check book any more."

This was the situation when Libros en

tered upon his work in the firm. It after

ward appeared that the bank informed Mr.

W. V. Indigo, Sr., of the situation at the

bank and he gave his consent to it.

Even the president of the bank coolly

walked into the house one day, found Percy,

and held a closed door conference with him.

It was a vigorous remonstrance against the

overdrafts.' Percy declared with all the

meaning and intent of his heart:

" I promise vou we shall try to get even

once more, and then over drawing shall not

occur any more, 1 promise you."

The bank president went away not fully

satisfied, but hopeful that his call and

"kick" would bear good fruit before long.

In the course of time a $500 draft, drawn

by an outside firm, was sent direct to Mr.

W. V. Indigo, Sr., for collection. This

awakened him. He came in to look into

the business and to plant his objections

against the payment of the debts of the

house by his personal funds or deposits.

The ostensible firm looked down its nose

wben the man with the long pocket entered

to investigate and remonstrate and to ad

minister advice. He wanted to know all

about the books, and Libros showed him.

It was also explained to the senior Indigo

that the books were kept according to the

instructions and orders of the senior mem

ber of the firm, Mr. Percy.

"Well, I think," interposed the gracious

stormer, Mr. Indigo, Sr., " I think these

books could be kept so as to show the na

ture of the business at the close of every

day. As it is I am in the blind."

Then Libros began to comprehend where

he stood in the opinion of Mr. W. V. Indigo,

Sr., and what were his true relations to the

firm. After he had gone, the assistant

bookkeeper said:

"What is it his business about these

books? Is be the firm? I don't like for

an outsider to come in and put his nose into

the private affairs of this concern. It's our

business to guard these secrets."

" His relation to this house has been scru

pulously guarded from me. What it is I

have never been informed. It is a secret

with them. But then we know he is the

man at the back of the whole concern."

So spoke Libros.

" Yes, 1 suppose we must secretely know

this to be the fact ; but it must never appear

openly that we know it."

" That's it. They appear to be concealing

the fact from us," said Libros rubbing his

chin.

A day or two succeeding this, while hang

ing over the ponderous volumes on their

counting-house desk, the assistant book

keeper suddenly looked up at Libros with a

confidential spirit in his eyes and said :

" I'm tired of this hard job and everlast

ing day-and-night work. From the time we

open our eyes in the morning till we close

them late at night we are buried here over

these confounded old ledgers, scarcely time

to eat a little snack and no time at all to

speak a word to a friend. Why, what is

life, anyway, carried on this way ? I don't

like the job one bit."

" It is tough I confess," said Libros mus

ingly.

'"Tough! I should snigger to Binile!

Why they would not work a boss as many

hours as they work us would have some

pity on the poor brute, but us poor humans

—O, well, we don't need any sympathy or

rest. We are not as good as his boss—his

brute. I don't like it one little bit. I don't

believe you do, either, though you are wiser

and keep your mouth shut. I confess to a

little running off at the mouth." He had a

fashion of rubbing his mouth with his palm,

and drawing a long breath through his nose

when ruffled a little in the quiet precints of

bis inner heart.

" It's hard ; but then we will get caught
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up after a while, and then it will be easier.

You see when we took hold here things were

terribly behind."

"I never saw things worse, did you?"

said the assistant young bookkeeper a very

nice and agreeable gentleman.

" Never in the world," said Libros, taking

nips at his nose with his thumb and

index finger. There was black ink all over

his middle finger, and a streak on his right

cheek where the pen had accidentally

touched it as he put the holder behind his

ear. There was a scratch of red ink on the

back of his left hand—true marks of the

character of his work.

"Perhaps I would be better satisfied if I

knew just what our weekly wages were go

ing to be," said the assistant. "Here we

work all week, take out of the drawer at the

end a little money, and leave the balance

to draw in a lump when we make a settle

ment. It is a saving up, but how much is

it, that's what I want to know."

"It would be more satisfactory if we

knew."

"Of course it would, and more business

like also. I spoke to Percy about it and told

him we would like it better if we knew just

what we were going to get."

" And what did he say ?"

" He said, that's so, and he would talk

with his partner and see about it."

"They are honorable men, all honorable

men, and will deal justly with us. I'm not

afraid to trust them. Mr. W. V. Indigo, Sr.,

is the soul of honor itself." Libros fully be

lieved this, for he said he knew the men he

was working for.

" That may be, but it would be better all

around if we knew just what we are going

to get."

" I believe if we do not agitate this mat

ter at all, but work on humbly and faith

fully and trustfully they will do better by

us in the end than they would if we stir this

thing too much and provoke them about it

with over persistence," said Libros. " Be

sides they are honorable men, and if we go

quietly on trusting it all to them they will

appreciate the delicate compliment and re

ward us liberally for it in the end. They

are honorable men, and will not, cannot,

mistreat us."

" I believe I would be satisfied with less

money, if they would name definitely the

sum we are to get." The assistant book

keeper reluctantly dipped his pen in the

ink and began posting trom the journal to

the ledger-lolio.

With heavy head, sometimes a blinding

headache, Libros went on with his onerous

burdens. It was toil, toil, day and night,

though he was sick yet he was faithful and

everat his post. Sometimes he did not reach

his couch till two o'clock in the morning.

And yet that same morning bright and early

he was in his place and bending over his

folios in the interest of the firm. He wae

doing his part fully relying on the honor of

the men for whom he toiled.

Attheendof about ten months the rumor

became current on the street that the house

had failed, or was about to " go under," and

over and over Libros was obliged, much to

his distaste, to inform the eager questioners

whom he chanced to meet on the street that

there was nothing at all in the rumor.

" Do you think they will fail?" asked the

assistant bookkeeper one day of Libros.

"No—they cant. They are honorable

men, and the Mr. W. V. Indigo, Sr., is good

for all their liabilities."

"They are getting terribly behind," said

the assistant la.i ing his head down confi

dentially upon the counting-house desk for

a minute. " If they have all that money to

pay at the bank, and the income now not

sufficient to meet current expenses—some

body's going to lose big money."

"They are running behind continually,

that is a fact," said Libros.

" Why is it ? Is it in the management or

what?"

" Both," smiled Libros. " Between me

and you and the gate-post they cannot run

much longer.

" Is that your private opinion publicly

expressed."

" My private opinion privately ex-

After a minute the assistant said :

" O, any one can see with half an eye.

They must wind up soon. They can't stand

this continual falling behind. They are in

the decline now, and the fall is sure to fol

low—sure as guns. Why, Percy is selling

some things at less than cost. The travel

ing men always sell at the lowest figure he

gives them, to be sure in order to underbid

all competition. They make some bad deals,

and then they lose from bad customers.

These perishable goods reach their destina

tion often in a bad condition. Then they

are returned and freight paid on the worth

less stuff both ways—dead loss. The trav

eling men make allowances for poor goods,

and cut out all the profits. Skinflint deal

ers defraud them, because they can and be

cause the middleman wants to hold their

trade. O, pshaw ! they are bound to fail—

can't help it.

" I think they will close out soon. Mr.

W. V. Indigo, Sr., is sick—living on milk

diet. He's worried, that is all. I<ercy looks

like he saw the devil in his dark, bed room

every night. Why? The senior Indigo is

worrying the life out of him, don't yon see.

" Is that why they are trying to gut this

'statement' out for him—to show up the

condition of the business—is that it? I

never thought before. Why, of course that

is it. I begin to see."
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" That five-hundred-dollar draft the silent

partner bad to pay the other day was the

exploded bomb in the camp," said LibroB.

" Here they keep ug working till mid

night every night on this statement, and

it's for his sake ! " exclaimed the assistant

as they hurried along the street toward

their homes for supper.

,'They cannot fault us for not being

faithful," said Libros.

" No rir. But will they pav us for it? "

"I have faith—implicit faith—in their

Christian honor. They are all leading mem

bers in the church," said Libros honestly.

One day Percy came in and said to the

assistant bookkeeper, much against his will,

but forced to do it by the senior Mr. In

digo:

" We must cut down expenses. We have

not made as much monev the first year as

we expected, and»we will have to let you

go. W'e like you, and wish we could keep

you, but we can't. We are using Mr. In

digo's money, and he orders retrenchment

—retrenchment."

When the assistant was paid, he was per

fectly satisfied with his wages. This gen

erous act made Libros feel better.

" I told you so," he said as he bade his

assistant good bye.

In a day or two Percy said to Libros :

" Mr. Indigo, Sr., has secured an expert

bookkeeper, who will come in here shortly

and take charge of these books. I must be

relieved of all this office work."

Libros was stunned, numb. Percy gazed

curiously, with his elbows on the end of

the desk, to note the effect on Libros.

"We do not doubt you in the least," he

added, " but I cannot give my time to so

many things. If 1 do something is sure to

be—bound to be— neglected."

The same day young Indigo, with a

shame faced look, asked the key to the

money drawer from Libros. It did look like

they suspected him. But no, they knew

better. They were simply automatons do

ing the absent Indigo's orders.

After a few minutes a bill came in for

payment. Pulling down the checkbook

young Indigo said pompously :

" I guess I may give a check for that."

Heretofore he could not think of writing

a check. Libros was employed for that

purpose. He even had to be coached and

waited on for his signature to the check

after it was written. But the stern de-

aianiU of a father make a difference.

In a tbort time Mr. Indigo, Sr., walked

into the office. The mild-mannered man

»ow had a brusk. stern, hateful air about

him, and Libros wished he himself out of

the impending crisis he clearly foresaw for

come time. Mr. Indigo, Sr.. was nervous.

Young Indigo, fils, was utterly submissive.

But the father was as gentle to him as the

course of a wind-wafted feather in the air.

This gentleness did not "gee" with the

son's cringing submissiveness, someway.

Now he earnestly showed Libros how to

balance the checkbook ; said that when he

was in business he would not accept the

key to the cash drawer; averred that he

would not put his signature to a check till

he saw that the balance was on the right

side at the bank ; and then with most

sternly knit brows and excited eyes com

manded Libros :

" I want you to understand that no check

is to be drawn here without my authority."

Then he snatched the pen from Libro's

fingers and demonstrated on the check

book how he wanted it balanced.

"That's the way I used to do it when I

was in business."

" But, my dear sir, you seem to forget,"

said Libros calmly but uneasily, "that I

might draw all the checks in this book, and

even sign them, but they would be worth

less at the bank. They require Mr. Percy's

or your son's signature. It's not the draw

ing of the check that's wrong, but the sign

ing of it. Besides, sir, I never draw a

check here unless ordered. But, yourwishes,

sir, shall be respected."

" I never saw such bookkeeping. I do

not know who is responsible," he added

bluntly.

" Every man has his own ways of doing

things. I have done this according to or

ders."

" Humph ! " sarcastically. " Get at your

collections. Get in all the money you can."

A drowning man will catch at a straw.

Libros saw that he was going to be made a

scape goat. He was a poor man, and could

not afford to be independent. He needed

every cent of money he could get to live on.

God knows how he struggled with poverty.

And here he was damned for doing his

duty. That is the way things often go in

this world. The good are made to appear

as the baggage and worthlees and wicked.

Libros felt he had been niisreprented to the

Mr. Indigo, Sr., but he could not help it

now.

He trembled for his wages. No doubt if

they had prospered they would have paid

him liberally for all his hard labor. But

how now ? He felt that he would be the

heaviest loser of all, and the one the least

able to afford it.

Goodness ! how that man Percy worried

day after day. His eyes grew "starey"

and large and glassy. He was deposed

from the management of the business and

put over the city department. He was

drifting away and losing interest in the

concern. Wliat pain was not to be seen on

his brow and face ! What did he not suffer !
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lie would involuntarily clasp his forehead

with his palm, and then jerk it away as if

he were tearing something out.

"Only a bud headache!" he would say

and go off whistling merely as a matter of

show to others.

Then he became too weary to attend

church on Sunday. Things grew worse and

worse. There was no relief. But through

it all, he bad one sweet satisfaction. In

the darkest hour of his adversity his faith

ful wife bent over his drooping bead and

whispered kind, consoling, trustful words

in his ear.

At length the People's national bank re

fused to receive their checks. Then the

end was not for oft'.

The expert bookkeeper came. He was

a perfect gentleman, l'or two or three

weeks Libros remained to assist him in

taking hold of things and " familiarizing

himself with the lay of the business," as

he said.

" I was employed here," said Herman

ISalsam, the expert accountant to Libros

one day, by old man Indigo, and he told

me that Percy was doing the bookkeeping.

If I had known that I was displacing any

one, I would not have come in here."

The new bookkeeper was treated bs good

as pie by both Percy and Indigo, Jr., but

Libros was scarcely to be spoken to as a

man any longer. That is the way of the

world, you know.

" I do not like to take hold of a declining

business,'' said Balsam to Libros. " A

kookkeeper has an awful amount on his

mind. It is a hard life."

Young Indigo gave Balsam the money-

drawer key, and told him the combination

of the safe. I.ibros was now entirely de

posed. He felt it keenly. Balsam wrote

the checks at his own pleasure. It began

to dawn on I.ibros just to what extent he

had been misrepresented to Indigo, Sr.

.Many whispers were exchanged that I.ibros

knew not of. And when he caught them

whispering Hiey would stand abstractly,

look blank, open a book, and then sepa

rate.

When Indigo, senior, entered Ualsani

said :

" We are trying to balance this check

book. It seems to be too much over

drawn."

II r. Indigo smiled. That was all. Percy

said:

" There are lots of drafts not credited up,

that is the reason."

This fell like a revelation on I,ibro's ears.

Hesaw then that he had been misrepresen

ted and made to appear as the sole cause of

the failure. All the sins of mismanagement

were piled on this scapegoat

Of course Percy meant to say it was

I.ibros' fault that the drafts were not credi

ted up. That small sin piled on him meant

all the larger ones also.

The truth is that Percy himself would

go to the bank and there write a check and

never report it ; would a month afterward

pull a well-worn freight-bill or receipt out

of his pocket that Libro had hunted for

long without avail ; would pav out money

and forget to whom he paid it; would re

ceive ami receipt for money and forget who

paid him; and other like unbusinesslike

methods.

" These are young men, merely boys," said

Kalsam to I.ibros referring to the original

firm, "and it is no wonder they are fail

ing. Experience was lacking. Then they

reached out too much. Percy could not

compass such a business. It's all plain."

All in one day the drummers and Libros

"went"—were dismissed. Neither of the

original members of t lit* firm were manly

enough to be in at the collapse, and Balsam

had the disagreeable duty to perform of

winding up the business. The typewriter.

Miss Lou Parsons, as she walked away with

Libros, said :

" Percy is sick. I guess it was because of

the way that awfullv mean man, Mr. W.

V. Indigo, senior, talked to him. O, my!

They say he talked scandalously awful

to him."

" I pity Percy," said Libros. "This is a

slam on him. He will never get rid ot it.

It will follow him into other places, and

hurt him. It is a bad recommendation."

" Now, if it would only hurt young Indi

go I'd like that. Aint be stuck up?'

asked Miss Lou with a dash of scorn in her

query.

" And he was sweet on you."

"No - h-h-h! Me! No-h-h-h!" she

sneered.

"Oh, that was a dead- open shet, as the

boy says plain to be seen, and denial re

moves no lact. Your blush tells what i/uu

think, too," added Libros.

"Come, now, none of your nonsense,"

she said in a most lively strain, tripping

along at his side, oblivious of the stream

ing multitude in the street. " But wha^ do

you think of the failure? "

" Big thing. ( >1<L Indigo lost heavily."

"About how much?"

" About fifty thousand dollars."

"He paid dear for his son's business edu

cation. She laughed a rollicking laugh.

As they paused on the corner a moment

before separating Libros asked:

" Have you got your wages'.'"

" Have 1 ! They don't get ahead of me.

I kept right up with them. Have you'.'"

" No. And I expect to have a time get

ting it out of them," answered Libros bend

ing his eyes iutently but abstractly far

down the bustling, throbbing street.

" If they had prospered no doubt they
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would have paid you liberally, but since

they failed they will cut and retrench on

all sides— wherever they can."

Libros feared this was too true. All men

are honorable men—till they lose money.

The two parted.

Hay after d»y for more than a month

Lihnje called for his money, but the expert

bookkeeper, perhaps under orders, first with

one and then another tergiversation, put

off a final settlement. They owed the poor,

faithful, hard-worked fellow about one hun-

"lred dollars back wages. The various little

escnses and subterfuges, some of them so

palpably thin as to reveal a glimpse through

at toe prompting cause, finally made Libros

fear that it was a settled plan not to close

his account at all.

At last all the employes were dismissed,

and no one was seen at the once busy bust

ling house but Herman Balsam, the expert

liookkceper. After a few days poor Percy

was sent adrift, empty handed, penniless,

and groaning with anguish and regret. He

was virtually driven away-driven into

sorrow and want -driven into the black

night of shame and pain. His sweet, little,

iaithful wile took it so to heart that she

sickened. Poor Percy hung over her with

a bursting heart but it. would not save her.

A little new child was left in his care, but

th« dear, loving young mother was in

heaven. A bard man's money murdered

her. Ah, what misery and suffering "cold

iaah " is the bloodless parent of in this

harsh, uncompromising, eivilizedage! What

—what could replace that fond, noble wife

10 Percy ?

The next step was the assignment of the

firm of Percy & Indigo to Mr- Mr.—AY. V.

Indigo, Sr., the preferred creditor, the man

whose certified check was good anywhere

in the city. The assets did not pay the

liabilities to him by half.

"'iood-bye, wages!" exclaimed Libros

when he heard of the assignment, or mort

gage made in the interest of Mr. Indigo,

the man of singular financial resources.

Now he sought Mr. Indigo, senior, to

have a talk with him. That gentleman,

ruld blooded and imperious, sat in his luxu

rious otlice. He barely recognized Libros—

too busy. But don't you suppose be knew ?

»f coose be did.

'"Mr. Indigo," began Libros, standing,

not even shown the courtesy of an invita

tion to a seat that stood at his knees. Mr.

Indigo wheeled around quickly in his chair,

ancowl on his face whicu was meant to in

timidate. P.ut it did not. Indeed he him

self saw in the face of Libros what he did

not like.

" Well ! " curtly - sourly.

'I've come to demand my wages."

"Do vou suppose," with" a Hash of the

eye, " do you suppose I'm going to reach

down and pay you more, after all my heavy-

losses in this unfortunate business. Not

much."

" Is that your ultimatum?"

"It is," sharply. Both men were strung

up.

"Then here's mine. \ ou cut my wages,

when you paid all the others liberally, be

cause, as Percy once said, you meant to

keep me permanently. Ye gods what a

reason ! You are a robber, sir, You rob

me, me who is poor and cannot afford to

lose a cent -rob me to pay yourself, you who

are rich and able to lose it. Is that manly?

Is that justice? You reverse the old rule of

the robbers who robbed the rich and paid

the poor you rob the poor to pay yourself.

But you are an honorable Christian ! Yes !

Borrowed the livery of heaven in which to

serve the devil. You have not only robbed

me of money, but of time which you had

no right to. But you are an honorable

man ! Yes ! You accepted ray services,

day and night, and now will not pay me

what you owe me. But you are an honor

able man '. Yes! You can steal from me

the last cent I have in the world—keep back

my fairly and hardly-earned wages—and

that is right i in your poor selfish eyes l but

if I should steal a hundred dollars from you

you would put me in jail, and if I took all

you had in this world and left you with not

enough to buy bread you would try to

hound me to death. That's what you have

done to me robbed me of my last cent.

But you are an honorable man. Yes! Now

just wait I've not done yet. You have

euchered me out of my earnings, you have

treated me as a scullion, you have acted

likeon unprincipled, soul hardened, money-

cursed wretch, you have taken the bread

from the mouths of my family, you have

treated me like a dog! But you are an

honorable man ! Yes ! You have deprived

me of many things I had calculated on by

the use of that money, you have cheated

me out of many little pleasures it would

have brought me, you have defrauded me

of my just rights, you have played the rob

ber and the hypocrite, you have acted the

lord and master and will still do it while I

must suffer that you may have what does

not belong to you. But you are an honor

able man! Yes! The (iood Hook says

' Thou shalt not defraud thy neighbor,

neither rob him: the wTages of him that is

hired shall not abide with thee all night

until the morning.' But you are an honor

able man! Yes ! "

All this time Air. Indigo, Sr., acted fidgety

and looked nervously around, drew long

breaths, got up from his chair, sat down

again, looked around for his hat, turned to

gaze out the window, reached out here and

there and took up and laid down a multi

tude of letters and papers on his desk,
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walked away and turned back, but through

it all he had to go. There was that in Li-

broa' eye that held him there. He was

afraid to remain and afraid to go away.

"Is that all?" he inquired, ironically,

when Libros paused.

" Are you so far sunk below decency and

human sympathy that all this seems as

nothing to you ? " added Libros with a sneer

and an evil glance. " I have not told you

what I think of you, nor what you are. I

will forbear. Hut what are you in mv opin

ion? I do not suppose you care for my

opinion. I am too insignificant to have an

opinion that has any weight with you—as

yuu think. We shall see. You are a miser

able, cowardly, dirty, thieving dog!"

Libros shook his fist at the trembling

thief. He dared not resent it. His inter-

locutorwas in the humor to get satisfaction

out of him.

"That's my blessing," said Libros, as he

moved out of the door, " and you are wel

come to it."

Poor Libros never got bis hard-earned

wages. That is the way with some em-

fdoyers; not content with receiving the

ion's share of the earnings of the poor,

faithful, oppressed wage-earner, they filch

from them their little trusted savings when

the slightest opportunity presents itself.

This business tragedy really fell heaviest

on our good, faith fill friend, Renthon Libros.

His account was criss-crossed.

THE AMERICAN PARMER'S STRUGGLE

FOR BREAD.

BY WILFRED P. BOltLANl)

When Henry A. Robinson, the present

statistician of the Agricultural Department,

entered on the duties of his office, about one

year ago, a government inquiry was begun

under bis direction and management for

the purpose of securing official information

that would render it possible to return an

answer to the question so often propounded

as to what it actually costs a farmer to raise

a bushel of wheat or corn. This inquiry

has just been completed, and the results

based upon it, which are simply astounding,

are now in the hands of the public printer,

to form a part of a regular bulletin to be

issued shortly by the agricultural depart

ment. For the statements of fact embodied

in this article I am indebted to the Wash

ington correspondent of the Detroit News,

who sends them to his paper, as having

been obtained from Mr. Robinson, person-

sonally, in advance of their official publi

cation. Every precaution was taken to

obtain accuracy in the results, and Mr.

Robinson's enviable reputation as a pains

taking statistician is an earnest of their

reliability, notwithstanding their really

startling economic significance. Every acre

of wheat in the country, according to the

inquiry, is grown at an average cost of

$1 1.69. Figured at the average price which

he got at the farm, 53 8 cents a bushel, with

out railroad transportation to the great

wheat markets of the country added, the

farmer received for the wheat grown on

each acre of land in 1893 the sum of $6.16.

This shows an average loss for each acre of

wheat planted of $5 53. The total acreage

of wheat in the country in 1893 was 34,029.-

418 acres. At an average loss of So. 5:! per

acre, the total loss to the farmers of the

country in growing wheat last vear was

$191,500,681.54. The average cost of grow

ing each acre of corn is SI 1.71. At the

average price for each bushel of corn at the

farm, 36.6 cents, the farmer received for each

acre planted to corn in 1893 $8.21. As the

cost of growing it was $11.71 per acre the

farmer's loss on each acre of corn grown

was $3.50 The total acreage in corn in

1893 was 72,036,465 acres, so that the farm

er's total loss on growing corn last year was

$252,127,627.50, and on the two items of

wheat and corn the total loss was $443,028,-

309.04, or nearly half a billion dollars. Is

it any wonder that there is intense unrest

among the farmers of the country when

they have such a condition as this to grap

ple with? The total wheat crop for 1893

was 396,131 ,725 bushels, a falling off of about

three millions bushels as compared with

1892. The average yield per acre wan f 1.4

bushels. If it costs $11.69 to raise 11.4

bushels of wheat, then it cost $1.02i to raise

one bushel. Wheat is now selling in Chi

cago at an average price of about 57 cents a

bushel. The average price received for the

wheat crop, at the farm, in 1893 was $6.16

per acre, or about 54 cents a bushel, thus

Bhowing an actual loss of 4S.5 cents on each

bushel raised in the country in 1893. The

price received per acre in 1892 was. $8.35;

in 1891, $12.86, and in 1890, $9.28. Only

once since 1883 has the price received been

higher than the actual cost of raising, and

that was in 1891. The average price receiv

ed from 1 S79 to 1 S89 was $9.97 per acre. The

total crop of corn iu 1893 was 1,619,496,131

bushels. The average yield per acre was

22.5 bushels, making the average cost per

bushel about 52 cents, at a cost per acre of

$11.71. At the price received per acre at

the farm, $8.21 , tlie farmer su tiered a loss of

about 16 cents on every bushel of corn

grown in 1893. Corn is now selline in Chi

cago for about 37 cents a bushel. The aver

age price per acre received for the corn crop

in 1892 was $9.09; in 1.K91, $10.98, and in

1890, $10.48. The average for ten years,

from 1S79 to 1889, was S9.48 per acre. 'Sine

items are given as entering into the cost of

raising wheat. These items for sixteen

states, as well as the general average for

the whole country, are presented in the

following table:
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Cost of Wheat Per Acre and Average Items Entering Into Cost.
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In explanation of the items classified as

expert average, which appear in this table,

it may be well to state the method by which

the figures were obtained. The first step

Uken in the investigation was to send out

thousands and tens of thousands of prelim

inary circulars to the correspondents of the

bureau and to practical farmers in every

section of the country. The reliability of

the final average struck must, of course, de

pend on the reliability of the individual

estimates, and the importance of accuracy

at every stage of their computation was

rtrongly impressed on those who undertook

to figure on the different items entering

into the cost of their crops. All last sum

mer thousands of farmers located in every

one of the 2,800 counties of the United

States in which wheat or corn is raised kept

&watch on things, made memoranda as to

<xist, and held long conferences with intel

ligent farmer neighbors. There were 25,099

different practical farmers who sent in re

ports to the department on the cost of rais-

'ng wheat, these individual reports often

representing the average cost for a whole

neighborhood. These individual reports

were then classified and averaged, under

the direction of Mr. Kobinson, and the re

mits as shown in the table obtained. Kent

ol land, or interest on money invested in

l»nd, is the most considerable item, being

an average of $2.80 for the entire country.

1'hig item shows a great increase in the

eastern states, and because of the compara

tively small acreage in those states other

items also show a great proportionate in

crease. The item, housing, includes shrink

age, waste, etc. For greater accuracy the

department sent to all the agricultural col

leges of the country to secure individual

estimates from trained scientific observers.

They alsog.it the names of such graduates

of agricultural colleges as had engaged in

farming, and solicited returns from them

also. These expert estimates were secured

for compaiison, from a little over 4,000 in

dividuals, and were averaged separately.

Thecloseness with which the different items

in these averages approach to the figures

obtained from the 2o,000 practical farmers,

makes the department very confident of the

general reliability of thtir estimate as a

whole. As will be noticed, the experts'

estimate of total cost per acre, averaged for

the whole country, is $11.48, as against

$11.69, the figure shown by the other set of

returns, a variance of only 21 cents per acre.

The greatest difference between the aver

ages of the two sets of reports is on the item

as to the cost of fertilizers, the experts'

estimate on this item averaging 18 cents

Eer acre higher, and this is what might

e expected from the scientific training

they have received, their knowledge of

the imperative needs of the soil, etc.

On rent of land there is only 5 cents

variance; on preparing ground, only 2

cents; on sowing, 2 cents; on harvesting,

2 cents; on threshing, 0 cents; on housing,

3 cents, and on marketing, 7 cents, the ex

perts being the lower on all these item. In

the matter of cost of seed per acre there

is a variance of 12 cents per acre shown in
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favor of the experts, and this, again, is what

we might expect from their scientific train

ing, leading them to practice the higher

economy in seeding. The average amount

of seed wheat planted per acre for the whole

country was 1.4 bushels.

Other evidence supporting the reliability

of the figures can be discerned by a study

of the table. For instance, states lying in

the same general section of the country

show little difference in the averages of cost

although, of course, the averages are based

on entirely (liferent sets of returns. In

Michigan the total average cost per acre is

$13.83, and in Ohio$l3.(>2; in Indiana, $12.39,

and in Wisconsin SI 2.93; in Maine $21.01,

and in Vermont $111.02. In South Dakota,

where the cost per acre is lowest, there is

still an average loss to the farmer of $2.41

per acre. One might be excused for ex

pecting to find at least one section of the

country where the tanners' account with

king wheat aDd king corn would show a

balance on the proper side of the ledger,

but such is not the case. The story of ab

solute loss to the farmer is invariable; there

is nowhere a rift in the clouds.

With respect to the corn crop, there is

even less difference between the expert and

the practical farmer's averages than is

shown in the case of wheat. The expert

average for the whole country being $1 1 ..">7.

as against $11.71 for the practical farmer's

average, a difference of only 14 cents per

acre. The same general conditions of var-

ance may be observed here as in the case of

wheat. Kansas is the state where corn is

raised at the lowest cost per acre, but the

Kansas farmer is still raising corn at a cost

per acre 3!) cents in excess of the average

price received for it, the average c< ist. for the

state being given as $8.00 per acre. Eight

items enter into the cost of raising corn,

and the averages arc obtained from the

reports of over 28,000 practical farmers and

5,000 experts.

There is a great deal of food for thought

in these figures; they have truly remarkable

economic significance, and should set far

mers to thinking, and acting, as they have

never done before. The apparent loss of

nearly hall a billion dollars dues not, of

course, mean that that amount of cash was

actually taken out of the accumulations of

the farmers of the country. The use of the

land and the labor in growing the crops are

the two biggest items in the cost per acre of

the two grains. If every farmer in the

country lived on a rented farm and hired

all his work done at ruling prices, the ag

gregate, actual out-of pocket loss would be

the nearly half billion dollars which the

figures quoted show. What the figures really

mean is that the farmer who owns his own

land and does most of his own work receiv

ed a little more than his actual outlay after

his corn and wheat were sold, but he got no

interest on the money invested in his farm

and the wages he received for his uncom

monly laborious toil were not above those

paid to the miserable ryots of India, or the

fellahs of Kgypt. With relation to his work,

the average farmer is both employer and

employe. He does his own work and as a

laborer, working for himself as employer,

he actually gets not half the wages of the

lowest paid laborers in the country. He is

a slave to his environment, as truly as the

poorest paid laborer struggling in the grasp

of the capitalists of the country, and he

enjoys scarcely the advantages of slaves.

Agriculture is the basis of life, both indi

vidual and national. When the farmers

are prosperous and contented all other

classes of the population of a country are

in a like condition, and the decline of it-

agricultural population always marks tin-

decline of a nation, in all the essentials of

a sound, healthy national life. There is no

fact more prominently written on all the

pagesof history than that. Oncol the con

spicuous facts of the agricultural statistics

of the last census is that the number of

tenant farmers, and the consolidation of

ownership of agricultural land, in this

country is increasing at a rapid rate. One

of the conspicuous facts that marked the

decline preceding the dissolution of the

great empire of Home was the decay of the

class of free, independent landed proprie

tors and the increase in the numbers of the

coloni, accompanied by the growth of the

latafundia to which l'linv ascribed the ruin

of Italy.

History is but repeating itself. The free,

independent American farmer is fast disap

pearing, and unless there speedily comes a

radical change for the better in present

economic conditions we may soon writefini*

on the last page of the history of the great

American republic, for it has entered upon

its period of decay and is already well on

the road to its dissolution. Whatever con-

elusion one may come to after a study "f

these figures, there is one fact that stands

out clear and distinct, namely, the working

farmer's interests as a land user are greater

than his interests as a land owner, and any

measure tending to free the use of land and

diversify occupancy is for his benefit. He

must be freed from the grasp of the capital

ist usurer and the political speculator, ami

that can only be done by, iu the instance,

freeing the land. The farmer must forego

the vain etl'ort to protect his interests as a

land owner, and devote his attention to the

protection of his interests as a land user.

There lies the way. The interests of the

farmer and the laborer are mutual', they

must affiliate, and unite their forces in de

fense of a free American citizenship anJ

against capitalism.
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CIVILIZATION'S GBAND BATTLE.

BY -IOSE GK08.

We are not in favor of military battles,

nr any other implying violence in any form.

Unite force has ahvavs been the greatest

curse of the human family. It was never

intended that human progress should thrive

through mere, exhibitions of animal power,

involving destruction and pain here, with

vainglory there, and negative results every

where. Because although it is true that

the race has experienced a certain degree

of progress, in spite of the senseless strug

gles for mastery among nations and classes,

in this or that line; yet the progress in

question has been saturated with crimes

and despair, with the wisdom that some

how or other perpetuates ignorance by

wholesale, with that goodness among some

which seems to be forever localized in

small groups and lacks power of diffusion.

fan we have any great respect for pro-

cress in theinid8tof deformities? That may

lie, of course, progress after the manner of

men, all because evolved through exhibi

tions of brute force, through battles, in

which violence is the principal element,

and selfishness the final aim.

Sooner or later we must try to have bat-

tie* of a different kind, evolving a different

form of progress, which eliminates all

crime, all despair, till selfishness, and builds

op the real healthy nation through the

round man and the symmetric citizen. No

other kind of progress will ever do. Every

other kind is a naked farce, a blasphemy, a

lie, good enough to brag about, and good

for nothing else.

The emptiness of our boasted progress is

perhaps most emphatically noticed when

we talk with people from whom we have

the right to expect sound conceptions of

life. In order to illustrate our meaning we

shall refer to a conversation we had a little

over one year ago with one of the most em

inent generals yet alive, eminent not only

(or his important services in our late war,

but also on account of his high personal

character, his culture, and all that combi

nation of traits which makes a man ex

tremely charming to whoever may come in

contact with him. Well, the only great

danger to our nation that that choice gen

tleman could see was—the machinations of

the Jesuits! And there is nothing of the

religious bigot in that old fine general, and

in many respects a choice man, a high

human type.

That this nation of ours, with our im

mense resources, large population, and so

on and so on, that we should be in danger

of shipwreck from a secret conspiracy on

'he part of, sav 3,000 poor priests, called

Jesuits, scattered through our 3,000,000

square miles! How ludicrous! When we

tried to call the attention of our general to

the lamentable ignorance of most of our

voters, handled like sheep by groups of

politicians, then the general recognized,

what? Not much. Only the need that

every citizen should be well posted up

about the excellence of our constitution, so

that to obev its requirements.

Well, well, our poor general had never

yet realized that all the disasters of this

nation of ours arise from legislative acts

enacted in obedience to our constitution.

With all his deep religious convictions our

general did not even suspect that what our

citizens need, what we all need, is to obey,

and so to be well posted up about God's

constitution in the universe, about that

eternal moral law which would remain a

fixed, tangible fact, and worthy of all re

spect, even if there was no God anywhere!

And that general simply stated what most

people in high position will tell you. The

idea that our constitution should not be in

fierfect accord with all moral and ethical

aw! Perish the thought. When pushed

hard, our friends of high degree may ac

knowledge that the perversity of some men

makes it impossible for us, the good fellows,

to make better laws or a better constitu

tion.

There you have it anyhow, an empty civ

ilization, incapable of raising men up to

any level compatible with the laws of God

or of nature. Choose whichever set you

like. You will find it mighty difficult to

trace a dividing line. Yes, an empty civi

lization, which piles up all the goodness in

a small group, and leaves the rest to forever

struggle with evil. A civilization unable

to specialize natural laws, the only ones

worthy of respect, worthy of free men, the

ones alone through which we can ever

learn how to live in peace with each other.

Apparently, it has never occurred to our

good men that any such specialization was

needed, or was possible. And why so?

Because, as stated above, our progress has

constantly proceeded along lines of violence

and brute force, through battles for selfish

purposes, for greedy aims, for exclusivism

in all forms, religious, civil, political, indus

trial. Even sex exclusivism rules supreme

as yet, since we keep denying to the moth

ers of our boys the right to say which laws

shall preside over the fabric of civilization.

Look now at the object of the first his

torical battle of which we have any records,

between Cain and Abel. The former was

jealous of the latter because he was prome

nading his flocks without having asked per

mission to the first comer, the top man, the

elder brether. We all know what the top

man did to assert his rights over the land.

Cain was the first land monopolist.
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All the other battles that for sixty cen

turies, more or less, have soaked the earth

with human blood and human tears, the

latter are sometimes more painful than

the former, they all have been fought for

the same purpose, viz : To assert the rights

of some to the possession of the earth, at

the expense of the rest. To see that the

first comer, or the top man, dead or alive,

should control the planet, and so most of

the wealth, regardless of any natural or di

vine law on the subject.

Here we are now brought face to face

with the fact that civilization's grand bat

tle must be fought through diametrically

opposed processes, and for totally different

aims than the previous millions of battles

through the whole course of human his

tory.

fxind possession by all, on principles of ethic*,

in accordance with the golden rule. That

should be the object of our grand battle, in

opposition to all former battles, in which

the open or hidden object has always been,

how to pile up most land in the hands of

the few, and leave the many with as little

as possible, in quantity as well as in qual

ity, and so as poor and degraded as possible.

The very nobility and the sublime alti

tude of the object in view, excludes the

possibility of any violence to accomplish

the proposed aim. The selfish object of all

previous battles involved the need of vio

lence. The grand ethical principle of the

battle we have mentioned involves the

need of peaceful processes, and hence the

complete elimination of that low element,

violence, which poisons all that it touches,

the sinner as well as the saint, the ignorant

as well as the wise.

It will not do any harm for us to briefly

expound at least one of the simple procefses

through which the grand battle could be

fought and won- at one blow, as soon as a

sufficient nucleus of common concensus has

been created among our farmers and labor

associations in regard to the few funda

mental economic principles that humanity

needs for life to be a joy forever, and not a

mass of negations, an empty dream, a

vacuum dark and dreary, as it has always

been, even for the few apparently happy

ones on the top, because of their i nil iici.ee

and wealth.

After a few years of wise propaganda in

economic principles, we dont see any rea

son why a good sized majority could not

march to the polls on a presidential elec

tion with a ballot containing the epitome

of two bills to constitute the foundations of

the new social compact, and to become

laws by the mere fact of a majority vote,

without any interference from congress,

because a majority vote is after all the real

sovereign power.

We suggest as follows :

BILL NO. 1.

Br U enacted, Six months after date (that of major

ity vote of the people) all present forma of taxation

shall cease, to He replaced by a 5 per cent, tax on land

and franchises values, to commence four month* after

date, assessments to rest on 70 per cent, of such actual

values during last six months of full monopoly rule.

Distiibution of tax fund, national and local, to be:

20 percent, administration, 20 per cent, defense or

public order, 60 per cent, public improvemi nls, de

tails to be annually determined by popular vote.

hill no. 2.

Be it enacted. Six months after date (that of major

ity vote by the people) government and silver notes,

so far issued, to be alone legal tender for all public

and private dues. Oovemment to issue ?iV),UO0,0O0

per annum additional legal tender nates to cancel

the labor values of all public and franchise corporate

debts. Total volume not to exceed S70 per capita,

unless decided by populur vote two years in advance.

Small coins to be used for change.

Besides the two above bills, improved as

much as we may like, the ballot would not

need to contain but two names, one for

president and one for vice president, as the

national executors of said bills, representing

the will of the people, mayor* to be the

local executors. The president and vice

president to be selected, one from among

the best leaders of the farmers alliances,

and the other from among the best leaders

of the labor associations, men that we knew

we could trust. Besides, the power of such

men would be limited to enforce the few

simple laws enacted directly by the people

in congress assembled—the grand congress

of the future. No other kind of congress

can give us real freedom, peace and happi

ness.

We know that all powers not delegated

to our elected congress remain with the

people. Hence, a majority of the people,

through specific popular vote, can cancel

our whole parliamentary system, when the

people consider it necessary to preserve

their legitimate rights and manhood.

To be sure, even the natural constitution

of things makes a specific majority vote of

the people the only sovereign that can ex

ist, unless we revert to the old theory of

monarchs by divine right. They are the

only two logical forms of government, gov

ernment of the few over a pack of serfs, or

government of free men as determined by

popular majority vote of all adults, malie

and female, in the nation or social group.

It is folly fur any man to fix the process

through which the people should march

toward all political and economic freedom

rather than linger in the midst of economic

and political monopolies, as we have ever

since that fir*t battle between Cain and

Abel for the supremacy of land monopoly.

Yet, it is only through individual sugges

tions that no doubt humanity will find the

best way out of the wooils in God's own

time. Only, God wants men to work out

their own salvation, under his guide and

aspirations, which are never wanting when

we wish to receive them.
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SOME ECONOMIC FALLACIES.

BY W. II. STUART.

It is to be observed that the various eco

nomic reforms currently advocated are all,

ostensibly, in the supposed interest of the

workingman. Thus, for instance, " protec

tion " is advocated on the ground that it

would protect us from competition with

foreign panper labor and keep up the wages

of the American worker, and enable him to

maintain a higher standard of living.

1 propose in this paper to show that,

under our present system of industrial com

petition between workers, no changes in

our fiscal policy or in our financial system

will be of any permanent benefit to the

man without capital, and that class, be it

observed, comprise the great mass of the

people.

Mr. David A. Wells, in his " Recent Eco

nomic Changes," lays it down as a self-

evident axiom that the average price of our

whfat crop is governed by the price the

surplus will bring in an overstocked market,

i. ?., that if we raise 300 millions bushels

more than there is effective demand for,

that the price the surplus product brings

'letermines the price of the whole crop. I

think Mr. Wells is right. Now, what is true

nl wheat is true of all other commodities,

and under our present industrial system,

lalor, that produces all wealth, is a mere

wjmmodity, governed by the same laws of

supply and demand that govern all other

commodities. Therefore, the value or wages

of labor is determined onlv and solely Dy

the demand. The "surplus" over that

nwasary demand, determines—the same as

rarplus wheat—the value or wages of the

labor crop.

This is merely stating in other words the

"iron law" of wages; a law that under a

capitalistic system of production is inevit

able and inexorable, from which there has

never, nor can be, an exception. A law,

tiie workings of which Is acknowledged by

all economists, which may be expressed by

tbe formula "that under free competition

the wages of labor continually tends to the

minimum on which the laborer will consent

to reproduce." 1 do not wish, however, to

b» understood as holding that the wages of

labor is affected as quickly, by an oversupply

u the price of wheat, because labor is ani

mate and is apt to resent all lowering of the

prieeof that "commodity." It forms unions

ind combinations to keep the price up. Nor

i* the value of all labor affected as the value

of a whole wheat crop would be. Unskilled

labor is first affected. But the law, in time,

is as inexorable and inevitable in the one

cas* as the other. A general reduction in

Uie wages of common labor will, in time,

•fleet the value of all labor.

Judged by this standard, let us briefly

review the various reforms advocated in the

interest of labor, and to increase wages.

First, let us take protection. It is urged

by its advocates that a high protective tariff

enables American manufacturers to com

pete with the products of other countries,

in which the standard of living and wages

is lower than ours ; that it enables tbe

A merican manufacturer to pay higher wages

and thus keep up the American standard

of living. Now a protective tariff may

certainly enable the home manufacturer to

pay higher wages, but is he compelled to

do so? The American manufacturer, while

crying loudly for protection to his infant

industry, is careful never to protest against

free immigration. He wants protection

against the products of foreign pauper labor

but the pauper himself he welcomes with

open arms. Why? Because, as a capitalist

whose only object is the production of sur

plus-value, he wants to retain the home

market from the exploitation of the foreign

capitalist, and being secure in that, he de

sires to increase his profits, and for that

purpose he desires cheap labor, just as much

as he desires cheap raw material. Many

workingmen fully understand this, and

hence, in many quarters comes the demand

for the restriction of immigration. This

might afford a temporary relief, but it would

be only temporary. The continued intro

duction of labor displacing machinery would

continually augment the army of the un

employed. Every year less men are neces

sary for the production of the national

wealth, i. e., less in proportion to the pro

duct.

It will, of course, be understood, that

nominal wages will be higher in a protected

country than in one in which free trade

obtains. If, for instance, protective tariff

enhance the price of commodities 20 per

cent., then wages must be that much high

er to make the purchasing power of wages

the same as in a free trade country. Here

we see that a protective tariff can have no

effect in raising real wages. No matter

what may be the increased profits of the

manufacturer, he is not compelled to divide

or share with his workmen, their wages are

determined solely by the supply of labor.

The tariff on steel rails has not been re

duced, yet, Carnegie has reduced the wages

of his men from 10 to 50 per cent. Carne

gie does not claim that his business is not

profitable, he merely takes advantage of

the over supply of labor and if the tariff on

steel rails was doubled tomorrow there is

no reason why he should increase wages an

iota. The men would not accept tbe re

duction to-day if they could help them

selves. An increase in the tariff would not

place them in any better position to resist

the reduction.

Then take " free trade." It is advocated
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on the ground that the producer is also a

consumer ; that the larger number of work-

ingmen ve engaged in such labor as can

not be protected, and whose wages are not

after' ed or raised by a protective tariff;

that the *'ee exchange of commodities with

other f . .tries would merely reduce the

exorbi*. it profits of the home manufac

turer?, and that the reduction in the prices

of goods would benefit the large mass of

workingmen by increasing the purchasing

value of their wages. It is also claimed

that the admission free of raw material

would stimulate industry ; cause an in

creased demand for labor and raise wages.

Now let us suppose that industry was

stimulated, and that the price of the cost

of living was reduced L'O per cent., would

not free immigration soon restore the sup

ply of labor, and as the standard of living

could be maintained for 20 per cent, less

than formerly would not wages under the

" iron law" be reduced to correspond to the

difference in the cost of living? But,

even with no increase in the population,

the same result would be effected, for if we

now manufactured goods we formerly im

ported, and thereby gave labor additional

employment in such industries, would not

such g.iin be offset by the throwing out of

employment of those who produced the

goods which we formerly exchanged with

other countries for the goods we now pro

duce ourselves? So that we see that the

cheapening of the cost of living effected by

the adoption of free trade, would merely

result in a corresponding lowering of wages.

Competition among laborers for employ

ment would still keep wages down to the

subsistance point.

Our prohibition friends never tire of quo

ting the enormous waste of wages for the

purchase of liquors — over a billion annually,

1 believe. It is everywhere assumed that

if this money was not wasted in liquor,

that it would remain in the pockets of the

wage-earners to purchase more of the nec

essaries and some of the luxuries of life.

No assumption could be more fallacious.

If prohibition was adopted tomorrow and

was absolutely effective, it would throw out

of employment 250,000 now engaged in

the manufacture and sale of liquors. This

would increase the competition among la-

berers, and as the standard of living could

be maintained on a billion less than for

merly, wages would inevitably fall, and per

haps even lower than that necessary to

maintain the old standard of living, this

owing to the increased competition. Para

doxical as it may seem, the cost of the

liquor, under our present industrial system

comes out of the pockets of the capitalists,

who are only obliged to pay sufficient

wageB to maintain the standard of living,

the disuse of liquor would enable the work

ers to maintain that standard on less wages,

and competition would inevitably force

wages down.

At present, the man who does not waste

time or money on liquor, can save the

average expenditure lor that purpose but

should total abstinence become universal

he would be compelled to abstain from

some other article or articles now in com

mon use to enable him to «ave something

from the average wage.

I hope, however, that none would be so

foolish as to use this argument in favor of

persisting in the drink habit. The crime

and misery caused by the use of liquors., is

too great to be offset by the mere fact that

its discontinuance would not raise wages.

We need sober men with clear and not

fuddled brains to help solve the problems

that are pressing on us.

The theory of "saving/' by the way. is

another economic fallacy. For instance, our

eminent soup-bone economist, Mr. Edward

Atkinson, has invented what he calls the

" Alladin Cooker," by the use of which lift

claims that nutritious meals could be pro

vided for a family of three for one dollar per

week, or one-third the present cost.

lie is quite out of patience with working

men who refuse to avail themselves of his

invention. Now let us assume that the

saving effect would be what he claims. The

result would be that the man with the

" Cooker" could subsist on two dollars per

week less than those who were without

them. Result ; those provided with the

"Cooker" would underbid for work, this

would force all to provide themselves with

" Cooker, " and as the same standard of liv

ing could be maintained for two dollars less

per week, competition would in time inev

itably force wages down, so that the advan

tage to the worker would be lost.

Besides, bourgeois economists of the At

kinson stripe fail to see that any lowering

of the standard of living, and wages, merely

reduces the purchasing power of the con

sumer. Lower wages means the ability to

purchase less commodities, decrease in the

consumption of commodities means less

ened demand for labor, lessened demand for

labor means idleness, bankruptcy of various

industries and another lowering of wages

and starvation for the unemployed. When

our standard of living is lowered to that of

the Chinese, four-fifths of our manufactur

ing industries will be unnecessary. High

wages means iuereased consumption and

prosperity, low wages means decreased con

sumption and its necessary correlative, idle

ness, poverty and starvation.

I shall now consider the financial and

monetary reforms advocated by a large class

of earnest people who see in the vicious

financial legislation of the past thirty years

the cause of all our poverty, and who look
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forward to the abolition of our national

hanking system, the free coinage of silver,

anil the increase in the volume of money

to $50 per capita, as the sovereign remedy

that will extirpate pauperism and give to

labor its full reward.

It may lie freely admitted that the finan

cial legislation of the past thirty years

might challenge all history for a parallel for

i he wholesale robbery of a people. Yet,

as a solution of the causes of our poverty,

I mean the poverty of the masses, it is to

tally inadequate, nor will the reforms advo

cated reach the root of the matter.

The theory, in brief, is that by contrac

tion of the currency effected by past legis

lation, and the nidation in the value ot gold,

the value of all agricultural land and pro

ducts have decreased enormously. A fa

vorite method of illustrating that reduction

in values is to point to the fact that twenty

years ago the national debt could have been

paid for in so many million bushels of

wheat, that now, having paid half that debt,

it would require more bushels of wheat

than twenty years ago to pay the balance.

Senator Stewart estimates the reduction in

the value of products within the last thirty

years, at 40 per cent., which reduction he

ascribes to the inflation of the value of gold

and its consequent increased purchasing ca

pacity.

This hypothesis can not be substantiated.

The reduction in the price of commodities

is admitted, but such reduction can be ac

counted for on other grounds, and for rea

sons natural and satisfactory, without re

course to an assumed hypothesis.

Take wheat, for instance. Twenty years

aspi it could not be produced for less than

$1.00 per bushel; it can now be produced at

a profit for 33J cents per bushel by the bo-

nanxa farmer. If it is replied that the

small farmer can not produce at the latter

price, the answer is, that neither can the

hand loom weaver compete in price with

the power loom, that the present methods

of farming are antiquated and must be

■ hanged like manufacturing industries to

correspond to improved and scientific meth

ods of production. Land that formerly pro

duced £1.50 wheat now produces fifty cent

wheat. This means decreased land values.

A curious thing about this ascription of the

cause of the reduction of land values in the

middle and western states to inflation in the

value of gold is, that the enormous reduc

tion in land values of the New England

•tates is never referred to as the result of

inflated gold values. The reason is that

the causes operating toward the deprecia

tion in land values there are too obvious,

viz.: the competition with the bonanza

farmer of the northwest. Land formerly

worth $50 per acre is now selling for $5 and

less. But in the middle and western states,

where the causes of the depreciation in land

values are not so obvious, the cause therefor

is ascribed to inflation in the value of gold.

Hut not only agricultural land: and pro

ducts have decreased in value, but nearly

all commodities have depreciated in value,

the true cause being, in my o ;on, im

proved processes in production. ; intro

duction of labor-saving machiner and the

consequent reduction in the cost of produc

tion.

I shall condense from D. A. Wells' "Re

cent Economic Changes," some facts bear

ing on this subject. Railroad freight rates

have been reduced from 31 cents per ton

per mile to less than one-half cent. Ocean

transportation of wheat from New York to

Liverpool from 181 cents per bushel to 3

cents. Telegraph rates six times less in

18S7 than in 18(>l>. Quinine from §4.70 to 30

cents per ounce. Pis iron, $33 per ton in

1872 to SKiin 1870. Whyshould wheat con-

tinue at the old prices when every other

product and commodity has decreased from

20 to 80 per cent.? Under the stimulus ot" a

failure of European crops in 1879-80 and

1881, the exportation ot wheat from this

country rose from 40,000,000 bushels to 150,-

000,000"; from a money value of 847,000,000

to !?L67,000,000. But this same scarcity of

European crops gave an enormous impetus

to the production of wheat in India, which

in a few years rose from nothing to 40,000,-

000 bushels. At the same time transporta

tion rates through the Suez canal fell from

321 cents per bushel to 1(1 cents, a differ-

efence of 101 cents per bushel in favor of

the Indian producer as against the Ameri

can.

In addition to those causes,!which are ob

vious, natural, and not hypothetic, the

American farmer is suffering from the re

sults of planless over-production, i. e., over

production as far as effective demand is

concerned. Not knowing what the rest

of the country is producing he continues

the production of cereals, hoping the de

pression in prices is only temporary. To

make good the deficit of one or more low

priced crops, he places a mortgage on his

farm, and as cheap wheat means cheap

land, he is surprised when the mortgage

becomes due to find that his land wiil not

much more than pay the mortgage, owing

to the decrease in land values, the re

sult of the decrease in the value of the

land products, which he ascribes to the in

flation in the value of gold. He is also suf

fering from the competition of the capital

ist bonanza farmer, who, even at the price

that is ruining his smaller competitor, is

able to make a profit, who on 50 cent wheat

makes a profit of 33J per cent.

Under no change in our financial system

can the small farmer expect to raise the

staple cereals in competition with his capi
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talist competitor. Mr. Carnegie has reduced

the price of his steel rails from $100 to $25

per ton. Might he not with the same show

of reason claim that at the former price in

1870 he could have paid off his debts with

so many thousand tons of rails, but that

now having paid off three-fourths of his

debt it will still require more thousands of

tons to pay the remaining one-fourth than

it would in 1870? Carnegie has adopted all

the modern devices for cheapening the pro

duct. Science, art and labor-saving inven

tions have been brought into service; he

has also combined with others to keep the

output within the limits of effective de

mand, and has thereby averted ruinous com

petition through overproduction. But the

American fanner continues his isolated,

wasteful system of production and imagines

that the price of silver has some relation to

the price of his wheat, whereas his capitalist

competitor the bonanza farmer has, like Car

negie, availed himself of all modern improve

ments, and the immense saving effected

by conducting operations on a gigantic scale.

Small farming must go with the stage coach,

the hand-loom and the tallow dip ; co-opera

tion is the only hope for the small farmer.

If he had his debts all paid to-morrow in a

depreciated currency the same causes for his

downfall would be at work, he would still be

confronted with the problem of wheat and

other cereals produced profitably at less

than half the cost that he could produce.

Small production of all kinds is doomed, it

is either large production for the benefit of

a few capitalists, or national co-operation in

the interests of all.

Advocates of the money theory point to

the fact that the per capita is actually less

than when population was only half what

it is now, and they point to that fact as a

sufficient cause of the depreciation of prop

erty, but a sure sign of the real scarcity of

money is a high rate of interest, and it is a

fact that interest was never lower than at

present, there actually appears to be a ple

thora of money. Three millions was offered

one day by one man in New York recently

for one per cent., without takers. The cur

rent rateof discount of the Bank of England

is two per cent. It should oIbo be remem

bered that as civilization advances the use

of actual money is constantly decreasing,

a system of checks and credits being substi

tuted. Bradstreet's report that of the total

volume of business transacted, only 7 per

cent, of actual money, either gold, silver or

paper, is used. Our city, state, national and

international clearing houses rendering the

use of money almost unnecessary, millions

of bills of exchange, checks and drafts being

daily liquidated in New York and London,

only a few hundred or thousand of pounds

or dollars in actual money being required to

settle balances. Of the inflation of gold val

ues alleged to have been effected by the <le-

monitization of silver in 1873 it may be said

that the effects claimed to have been effected

are grossly exaggerated. In the first place

silver was not in effect denionitized; it has

been in circulation every Bince, performing

all the functions of money, and not only s<>,

but in a greater quantity than ever before

in our history. Up to 1871! only 8 millions'

of silver had been coined, whereas since

then there has been coined, or in circulation

in the shape of silver certificates, more than

two hundred millions, performing all the

functions of money as effectually as gold

No. Contraction or insufficiency of the cir

culating medium will not account for the de

preciation of property and products. It is

quite evident that no improvment in our

money system, no increase in the circula

tion, no lowering of the rate of interest will

enable the small farmer to compete with

the bonanza farm. If interest on money and

rent of land was entirely abolished and the

circulation increased to $100 per capita the

small farmer, or the small producer of any

sort would be at the same disadvantage a>

he is at present.

It is sometimes urged that an increase in

the volume of money, would be lessening

its purchasing power, thereby increase the

value or wages of labor. To this it may be

shortly replied that the same cause that ef

fects the increase in the wages of labor will

also raise the cost of the standard of living

It is not a certain nominal rate of wages thai

men contend for. It is for a wage that will

maintain a certain standard of living, any

wage that provides that standard will ee't

men to work, whether the nominal wage ie

$1 .00 or $3.00 per day.

The day of small things is passing away,

never to return. A t present large production

insures exclusively to the benefit of the cap

ital class, but it only needs for us to adopt

a co-operative system of production to en

able us all to share in the advantages of the

grand industries. When a million more

American farmers lose their land, and a

couple of million more laborers, useless mid

dlemen, hucksters, small traders, solicit

ors, etc. are thrown out of employment by

the consolidation of capital, we will be ready

for national co-operation.

There only remains to coneiderthe single-

tax as a method for increasing wages. We

have in former numbers of the Magaxinb

discussed this theory in detail and showed

the fallacies upon which it rests, and the

impossibility, by its adoption, of raising

wages. It might, therefore, be dismissed ;

but for the sake of completeness we will

briefly review the argument against it.

The single tax theory is based on the as

sumption that the factors in the production

of wealth are Land, Labor and Capital, that

the first two factors are the only indispen
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sable (actors, capital being an auxiliary

which greatly increases the productiveness

of labor. Land being a gift of nature, all

should have access to it on equal terms, by

a tax that equalizes the advantages of lands

of varying productive capacity. Therefore,

labor is entitled to the whole product that

fan be obtained on land at the " margin of

cultivation," i. e. on land of no rental value,

without the aid of capital. The difference

m value above the margin of cultivation

would he confiscated by the state in the

shape of a single tax on rental values of the

bare laud. All assistance that labor would

recieve from improved tools and machinery,

would go in the shape of interest, or " the

just return," as tieorge puts it to capital for

iU"aid in production. In other words,

interest is the " wages of capital."

(jeorge fully understands the working of

the "iron law" of wages. He understands

thoroughly that under present competitive

renditions wages must continually tend to

the subsistence point, and he would en

dorse nearly all 1 have said regarding the

insufficiency of the reforms which I have

reviewed, as a means of raising wages. Only

in regard to the cause would we differ. He

expects that under the single tax, the in

struments of production will remain in the

hands of the capitalists, for the use of

which the capitalists can rightly claim as

their wages, all the product above what

unaided labor could produce on land of no

value. He admits, however, that under a

system of private land monopoly, by which

labor is excluded, from access to natural re

sources and opportunities, that capitalists

ut enabled to retain more than they are

justly entitled to as their "just return" for

" aiding production." lie claims that when

labor has free access to land at the margin

of production, or land of no rental value,

that men will not work for employers for

less than their labor applied to such land

would produce. That in consequence, labor

would receive its "just reward," ditto in-

'trest to the capitalists, ditto rent to the

immunity. 1 have before exposed the

abimrdity and utter shallowness of this

theory. 1 only want now to draw attention

to the fact that the single tax merely offers

to the man without capital all he can make

on land of no rental value, by his unaided

labor. All the value of land above that

quality would be confiscated by the state,

•ill the advantages to be derived from im

proved tools, machinery or other capital

would go, as now, to the capitalists. Now

the question I ask is what can a man now,

without capital, make on land of no rental

value, or if vou please, on land of consid

erable rental value V Even our farming class,

with years of experience, owning their own

land, with considerable capital in the shape

of machinery, can not compete with the

capitalist farmer, no more than the small

producer of any kind can compete with bis-

capitalist competitor. Why, the smallest

wages offered by the capitalists is more

than the laborer could produce on free

land without capital. I have frequently

referred to the fact that within sight and

sound of the New England factories were

hundreds, yes thousands, of abandoned

farms that could be, with their improve

ments, obtained for a less rental than any-

single tax would be. But the competition

with capitalist agricultural methods, made

this land worthless, and factory employes-

preferred the low wages offered by their capi

talist employers to starving on practically

free land. My single tax opponents never

answer this argument. Silence in view

of such facts is golden. This reduces the

single tax theory, as a scheme to raise

wages, to an utter absurdity. It would ex

cite the laughter of the gods, to see, in

fancy, our single taxer tickling his patch

on the " margin " with a stick, bidding de

fiance to the capitalist! And yet, there are

single taxers who believe in this theory,

who smile at the credulity and ignorance

of the man who believes in the Noah and

the ark, and Jonah and the whale stories

We must conclude, therefore, that the

single tax, no more than the other, reforms-

which we have reviewed, would afford any

permanent relief to labor, or effect any in

crease in wages. " The iron law" would oper

ate as effectually as at present. Labor

would still be ground down under the iron

heel of capitalism. Under existing condi

tions, land and natural resources are mere

ly a form of fixed capital in the hands of

the same class. There are really only two

classes, the plutocrats and the prolitaire.

To release us from this degrading bondage

to capitalism, we must control collectively,

all the means and instruments for the pro

duction and distribution of wealth.

* •
I have been quite dazzled, and somewhat

bewildered at the brilliant exhibition of

mental gymnastics given by my friend Bor

land in the April Magazine, in his effort to

find some flaw in the socialist theory of

value. I shall have something to say in

reply in the June Magazine.

There's never a rose in all the world

But makes some green spray sweeter;

There's never a wind in all the sky

But makes some bird wing fleeter;

There's never a star but brings to heaven

Some silver radiance tender,

And never a rosy cloud but helps

To crown the sunset splendor ;

No robin but may thrill some heart,

His dawnlight gladness voicing.

God gives us all some small, sweet way

To set the world rejoicing.
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STEAM Sl'PEKSEDEKS FAILURES.

Since my last article was sent on its way

to the printer, it has been in the line of my

work to do some exploring into the records

of the past, in the line ol a long litigation

on the merits of some so-called improve

ments in the " working of steam, and

there has so much new matter arisen in its

connection that 1 have decided to put some

of it into the way of the readers of the

Firemen's Magazine, for it is interesting,

and contains a great deal that is informa

tion.

James Watt had made certain valuable

improvements in working steam in his en

gines, and the scientific men of his day had

not fairly gotten over looking into the theo

retical part of his work, when some of the

proposed "steam supersedere" appeared

on the business horizon, and men took up

the new departures with a zest, as possible

means of doing even far better than the

new steam engine lately introduced could

do. I will give the most interesting of

them, as the total would fill an entire issue

of the Magazine.

Dr. Cartwright who was really the in

ventor of the power loom, soon had a
" \rapor" engine built, from his own plans,

and in his patent claim in English records,

date 1797, he claims "the use of ardent

spirits, or ether, or any other more volatile

spirit than water, either wholly or in part"

and his scheme set out another most amus

ing proposal. "It is to be used or attached

to a still, in order to utilize the vapor

therefrom, as a means of power, and after

wards condense the vapor for sale," and it

appears from a further examination of these

old records that the same Dr. Cartwright

as long ago as 1801, actually had in opera

tion an automatic cut off, and this was the

subject of another patent, but we do not

learn any particulars of the use of the

vapor engine, but in a few years afterwards,

a Mr. Howard, of London, patented an en

gine, for vaporizing alcohol at each stroke,

and it was first thrown by some sort of an

injector upon a bed of highly heated oil,

and the pressure raised by its vaporization,

was transferred by the oil into thecylinder,

with which it communicated, and then it

(the vapor), was condensed, " by a metal

surface of large area, surrounded or cov

ered by wetted Hannel, orsimilarsubstance,

and which was kept wetted, by water on

which a stream of atmospheric air was con

stantly blowing," and we have no definite

report of its success, nor what became of it.

In a short interval of time, another in

ventor pops up, and it is probable that lie

has substituted quicksilver for oil, as a me

dium of power, for an extract is made as

follows :

" One of the greatest discoveries in navi

gation has transpired. Three fourths of Hie

fuel now required in navigation will be

saved, the vapor of quicksilver substituted

for steam, etc.," but nothing further is

found as to it, excepting a number of simi

lar claims, which are too much like "fairy

tales," to copy.

In 18-12, there was patented in France,

the Ether engine, in which ether was used

in place of water, and the ether was put

into another vessel which in turn was put

inside of a steam boiler, and the same per

son, I)u Trembly, in '47, brought out his

"Binary" engine, which was to some ex

tent a success. It was an ordinary steam en

gine, using steam as usual, but he condensed

the steam, by contact with a surface which

on the other side was in contact with ether

in a liquid form, and the temperature of

about 1") inches oi vacuum produced a

pressure of nearly 50 lbs. of the vapor of

ether, and this vapor was used in another

cylinder to develop power, and the claim

for it was that the power was doubled, with

no added expense. This was used upon

eight vessels and in use so late as 18511.

One or more of these vessels were burned,

and much difficulty was found in the joints

and packings. Some commission was ap

pointed by the government, ami examina

tions made, the coal used was found to

amount to 2.8 pounds per horse power or a

small amount for the time. It was found

necessary to use the 1 1 umphrey I >avy safety

lamp in the engine rooms, to be secure

against explosions, and these gave no 9ort

of proper light. Finally all the remaining

engines were removed from the ships, al

though the inventor claimed that if he

could be allowed to use chloroform or Bi

chloride of carbon, all dilliculties would

vanish, but the men in charge of the ma

chinery had become chary of the engines,

and refused to make trips again.

After the London exhibition in 1S.M, one

of these Trembly engines came over to the

Novelty Works in New York, and was set

to work to drive the shops in regular ser

vice. It was started in the hot season, and

it was soon found that the high tempera

ture of the condensing water and danger of

fire, interfered with it« usefulness, and it

shortly disappeared. While in this search

the writer was amused to stumble over the

following statement in " .SpoiiB' Encyclope

dia:" "The bisulphide (of carbon) is

easily evaporated to a dense vapor, the

heat absorbed for evaporation being about

280 Fahr., that of steam about 1.000 Fahr.,

a saving of seventy-one per cent, of fuel-
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For aBout fifteen years at intervals the

bisulphide of carbon scheme appeared in

different forms.

In 187:2 the Ellis engine, which used a

steam engine, with an attachment quite

similar in appearance to the new style

Tandem-compound engine of '04, and in

{dace of I he chloride of carbon he used the

li sulphide. I'p to this time this chemical

had been a high priced one, but some

change in its production at this time made

it very cheap, us compared with its former

cost, and Kllis claimed that with the com

bined steam and Iii-sulphide of carbon he

could make power at 160 per cent gain as

to cost of fuel, or similar claims, the power

was to cost almost nothing. The curious

fact remains, that a " trial " was made, but

it was with an almost obsolete type of en

gine, and a very wasteful one, and the Kllis

engine show ed some gain. I pon this show

ing several firms entered into a company

to make the engines, among them were the

Atlantic Works at Kast Boston, Mass., the

Hawkins Machine Company at Fitchburg,

Mass.. and the Poole & Hunt Co., Baltimore,

.Maryland. Thousands of dollars of capital

were spent. Mr. Boole was seriously in

jured, nearly losing his life and in short it

goon died out for a time, although many

"engineers'' gave most gratifying certifi

cates of its economy, and in a short time it

utterly disappeared.

Meantime a " new and improved substi

tute for steam," appeared in Boston, about

1880, which was nothing more or less than

our old Knglish friend a hundred years old,

alcohol and water, and this was" actually

put into one of the cotton' mills at Nassau,

N. 11., for a trial, there were the usual num

ber of schemers in it, and the Mutual In

surance companies took a hand in its ex

tinction. This was soon proved a fraud,

but the schemers wanted one more chance,

and had a tug boat tilted up, to show that

it would do the business, and it went down

Boston Harbor on a trip, took fire and went

to the bottom of the harbor.

About this time a so-called Baptist min

ister in the city of I-owell. started a new

way of making power. It was our old

friend Bisulphide of carbon anil steam,

and it was named something like the

'Triple Thermic Motor. " It proved a

"scoop," for thousands of the people turned

their savings into the " Pastor's " hands, if

the truth is told, and the " brilliant success

of the matter" was astounding, but after a

while Lowell became ton hot for it and the

vdiole thing moved to New York where it

was exploited for some time, and as it had

done frequently before, it died again.

This was go seriously considered as a

means nf economy in power that Mr. Geo. H.

Corliss went to considerable expense and

trouble to experiment on it in a plant he

especially erected in the yard of bis works,

but he never advised its adoption, nor did

he in any try way to make it appear as of the

least utility. The Boston scheme was onlv

capitalized at the sum of twenty-five mil

lions of dollars, but capital did not seek it

for investment.

The actual economy of the bisulphide

of carbon engine seems to be equal to a

condensing engine working with 2.8 pounds

of coal per horse power per hour, using

initial of .'!•"> to 40 lbs. per square inch, but

taking the real cost of the carbon and its

loss the carbon engine costs just double

that amount of coal, and its percentage of

heat units realized is not over four percent.

of the theoretical.

About this same time, 1880-82, the

Woodbury, Patten, Merrill <k Woodbury

hot air engine came into the market. TLis

has been referred to before in this connec

tion. It has never been in any commer

cial sense a success.

Professor Kankine in his article on "Bin

ary engines" in 1858 0, demonstrated from

his theory, that non-aqueous vapor could

or would compete with the vapor of water.

under same consideration of circumstances,

and he remarked, that "by the addition ol

another engine, a wasteful steam engine

may be converted into an economical bin

ary engine," but he does not say what he

considers an economical one.

Aside from the one mentioned, there are

many other sources of power as "Carbonic

Acid and Ammonia," and of ammonia in a

variety of applications.

One of the most curious of the lot was

looked into by the writer while in New York

in '01. It was a surface motor for the rail

roads in the streets of New York, and was

a sort of hot water stored for power, re

heated, and then condensed with an no-

condenser. It was run for a while with ;i

great deal of noisy claim, and this was tu

lie put on the railroads, and to run with

a condenser, was to "revolutionize" the

whole business, but a company with a few

million dollars of capital was started. The

last the writer knew of the thing was that

cables had been ordered and now running,

while the revolutionizer had been sent to

" 1'ullmann," or in that country, and is

now resting from public gaze.

But the tallest scheme was in '80-82, and

emanated from Washington, I). C. It was

the " Zero Motor," and the intention was

to have a boiler in which was ammonia,

absorb its heat from the air, and this gen

erated heat or heated vapor, and the ener

gy thus created was applied to running an

engine, and after its energy was partially

spent in doing work what was left was con

densed into fluid again and pumped into
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the boiler again to commence its round of

duty? This thing was to revolutionize all

steamship engines. It had been at work in

the Washington Navy Yard, so said, for

months, endorsed by officials of the govern

ment, and it soon disappeared from the

public. A Prof. Gaingee was its inventor.

1 have not referred to F.ricson's Caloric en

gine for the reason it has once been dis

cussed in these articles, and may be recalled

by the reader on. reference if desired.

The Air or Caloric engine is too costly to

make from crude ideas, but the admixture

of air and steam has been one of the ideas

of the past, and some of the older ones in

engineering will recall the old "Storms"

engines, oftener referred to as the "Cloud

engine" and which Horatio Allen years

ago (1850-1 ) considered to " be capable of

saving nearly fifty per cent, of the fuel

used. This engine took in air which was

mixed with the steam and it was supposed

to make a large saving. This is an old

scheme, and has often been tried. In the

instance referred to it was again an utter

failure, and nothing was heard of it after a

trial on a small steamer that used the same

coal but in a trifle longer time, but the

owner refused to keep it as a saver, and it

lias long ago surrendered to steam pure and

simple.

One of the queerest engines ever seen

was examined by the writer a short time

ago. This was " a motor for a car." It had

a tremendous stock company behind it, and

it was a " perfect combustion'* scheme with

a funny engine ; base burner; boiler closed

fire pot, and no chimney or smoke pipe,

steam at 135 lbs., and base on the bottom

of the boiler into which the engines ex

hausted at a pressure of forty-four pounds

per square inch, but the thing was to run a

street car, <uitl il ilidfor a ivrrk, and then it

would not run itself, it had so economized

in its construction, that it could not go out

of the stable, and it was laid up to die. It

only cost a hundred thousand dollars to

try to run against such a back pressure as

would close any shop.

There are only some of the many "Super-

seders." Many more are not named than

are, and without doubt many are yet to come.

If reports are true there is one in Boston

now, which is to revolutionize all that is

now running, especially locomotives. The

new one is a petroleum burner, it makes its

power for a trifle less than nothing, and has

some of the oil left? It is going to be as

easy to put two thousand horse power into

the frame of one of our " Barkers" as it is

now hard to get in ten hundred horse

power. Perhaps more will be said after its

trial.

But the " Electric," locomotive is now

coming to the front, it is a combination of

steam and " litenin," but the steam power

is increased by the electricity, and it ia go

ing to show a great advantage, for no trol

ley is needed, but we won't all resign until

after the Fourth of Julv.

Thot. Pray, Jr.

PJSRPKTUAI. MOTION AGAIN.

There seems to be a peculiar fascination

about the perpetual motion idea that leads

even good mechanics, who might naturally

be supposed to be the ones to instantly rec

ognize its fallacy, to waste their energies in

the effort for its accomplishment. The

American Machinist contained an item a short

time ago telling of a machinist, who had

worked for years at his trade, committing

suicide because of his bitter disappointment

over the failure of a perpetual motion

scheme on which he had worked for years,

and because of his final conviction of the

impracticability of his idea life had no more

charms for him. The Macliinint thought it

strange that one who might surely be sup

posed to have some acquaintance with me

chanical laws should occupy himself with

such a vagary, and become thoroughly con

vinced that it was a vagary only after years

of trial. But it is a fact that those who do

have a knowledge of mechanics are the

greatest perpetual motion cranks. It is they

for whom the idea seems to have the great

est fascination, and it is they who stick to

it the longest. The latest perpetual motion

machine is a perpetual air engine, the creat

ure of the brain of Doctor Theodore Burr,

an aged mechanical genius of Detroit, Mich

igan. The doctor is described as "a little

old fellow of 72 years, but as bright as a new

dollar. His fingers have the peculiar deft

ness that only comes with a lifetime of me

chanical work, and his gray head has that

bird-like poise of the cunning inventor."

The doctor's machine is to run by com

pressed air, and all that is necessary to set

it a going in the first instance is to pump up

enough air by hand in the accumulator to

give it a revolution. It will take care of it

self after that, running perpetually and ac

cumulating such an excess of pressure that

it will be necessary to have a safetv valve

on the accumulator in order to get rid of it

The machine is described by the Detroit

Newt as follows :

The doctor led his visitor to the center of his shop

and exhibited whut appeurd at first glance to be t

compound steam engine of small size. There were

two steam cyliiidersabouilxlOinchcswiiha cylindri

cal valve chest between them. The latter contained

rotary mechanism for governing the admission of

steam to the piston chambers and exhausting when

it had done its work. Except that the valve was of •

unique and remarkable type, the machine might have

been considered an ordinary yacht engine. Al one

side and a little below the other cylinder w&> a bra*

cylinder whose piston was operated by a crank on the

main shaft. Between this cylinder and the others

and connected by steam pipe was an ordinary mage

boiler of perhaps 'M gallons capacity.

" There," said the doctor, proudly, " Is the simplest

and most economical engine In existence. It will take
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care of itself after you have (riven it a start, requiring

neither fuel, steam or electric current. It is not alto

Ktheryet or I would show you how simple and yet

how wonderfully it works.

"To start it I must pump up a pressure of say five

pound* of compressed air in (lie big reservoir. Open

the throttle and the machine moves slowly. By the

mechanism of this valve after the pistons are driven

to the end of the stroke the pressure is cut back into

the reservoir aud turned against the other end of the

pistons. The exhaust will open at the proper instant

but the escape or loss will be but about one pound of

pressure, and the rest is saved to be used again. As

the pistons are driven back and forth this brass air

pump is worked to replenish the reservoir. It will

accumulate pressure, faster than I can possibly use it,

*nd I must have a large safety valve in the reservoir

to prevent it from being hurst by the increasing pres

sure. Suppose now I start with 40 pounds pressure.

Iti each cylinder one pound is used to do the work of

pushing the piston one stroke and 39 pounds are

forced bnc.k into the reservoir, Now I have an in

crease of 39 pounds for the next stroke : 40 plus 39

pounds equals 79, and twice 79 is 158 pounds in each

cylinder. All the time the air pump is working, and

ynu sec we mnst have a safety valve to take care of the

pressure as it accumulates."

It was useless to argue with the doctor that he is

struggling with a mechanical paradox, beside which

the possibility of a man lifting himself by the straps

of his boots is simplicity itself.

" People have an idea I am crazy, but I can laugh

>iy and by." said he. "This I know. I have made

one such machine a success, and because I could get

no patent to protect me I broke it up so that no man

should steal my Idea. Now I am going to apply my

engine to a tricycle, on which I will ride to Washing

ton and put tn shame the men in the patent office who

say I am attempting impossibilities. The frame of

my machine will be strong tubing, which will be my

reservoir aud at the same time will support the work

iug parts and the seat. You can drive the machine

just as fast as a man can stand it to ride, for there is

no limit to the power except in the strength of the

tubing and cylinder. Come down next week, und I'll

oave the thing running so you can see for yourself."

The possibilities of such a machine, in a

commercial way, are certainly beyond com-

pntation, and when the doctor rides into

Washington on his perpetual motion tricy

cle he is sure to create a sensation. And it

remains true that the perpetual motion

crank is generally a man who is well posted

in the science of mechanics.

Commenting on the action of Judge Cald

well in recognizing the right of employes

of receivership railways to a hearing before

the court in matters affecting their interests

a* employes, equally with the representa

tives of the owners of the property them

selves, the Railway Age sees gaunt ruin to

tlie railway interests of the country if such

a principle is recognized as correct. The

-fjif'j idea seems to be that the courts have

no business to exert their authority in any

'iirection other than for the protection of

tlie property interests of the country, and

that they are doing something inimical to

the general good and prosperity of the coun

try when they consent to even listen to a

statement of the case from the employes'

-tandpoint of their interests. In other

words, it is right and just for the courts to

accept without any question whatever the

statements of the receivers with regard to

the necessities of the management of the

property in their charge, and grant every

thing they may ask for in the way of court

orders, on an ex parte statement alone and

no matter how such orders may affect the

welfare and prosperity of large bodies of law

abiding citizens. Of course it is well under

stood that the Age couldn't reason any dif

ferently than it does, even if it wished to,

but its arguments are sometimes so devoid

of even the commonest kind of common

sense that one wonders how they can be ad

vanced by an intelligent being. Speaking

of Judge Caldwell :

Again, it will be noticed, Judge Caldwell recognizes

the "labor societies" as the parties with whom the

receivers are to deal, and it would be interesting

to know on what grounds of law the Judge takes

this position. The immediate effect of the attitudes

of these judges upon the properties is a curious one.

The Union Pacific railway, being insolvent, is being

operated in trust under the direction of the court and

in the execution of that trust it Is necessary that all

expenses should be reduced to a minimum. The

courts however are compelling (for a term of some

three months, at least) the continuance of a scale of

expenditure which the properties cannot support.

It is difficult to understand how any rights of em

ployes (and still less of the " labor societies ") to any

certain fixed rates of pay can possibly be regarded as

superior to the necessity of economy in the operation

of the trust property. The employes of course can

stop workiug if they wish (and if they do it in an or

derly way) but if the principle is to be established

that the receivers of a railway are to be obliged, in

deference to any established right of labor, to continue

to pay in times of depression and insolvency the same

rates of wages as were paid in times of prosperity and

affluence, it will create another and very formidable

objection to American railway bonds as a source of

investment and can hardly fail to have a marked cf

feet ou the attitude of European investors toward

these securities.

Of course, according to the Age, the re

ceivers are the only ones who have the right

to be heard on the question of " necessary"

reduction of expenses. But the point I

want to call attention to is the one relating

to the " attitude of European investors

towards railway securities as an investment,

providing railway " labor societies " were

recognized as being entitled to a hearing

before the courts. I pass over such ques

tions as whether it is the business of our

courts to boom the stock and bond markets,

foreign or domestic, or to dispense even-

handed justice between man and man, and

whether we are really dependent on the " at

titude of European investors " or not for the

successful operation of our railways ; and

take up the implication that railway " labor

societies " are not recognized in Europe.

For, of course, the implication is there, as

it would be absurd to say that the consider

ation pointed out by the Age would have any

influence with " European investors, " with

regard to American railway securities, when

they are confronted with the same condi

tion at home. Any person who reads the

Board of Trade reports of the United King

dom of (ireat Britain and Ireland will be at

no loss to discover the utter falsity of the

Age's implication. He will be able to see

that we Americans are a long ways behind
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our British neighbors in the recognition of

the rights of railway '* labor societies." To

show the extent to which this principle of

recognition is carried, ! present the follow

ing article from the London Railway Review

concerning a circumstance which happened

on an Irish railway :

At the monthly meeting of the directors of thecom-

fany, held in the Board-room, Trulee, the chairman,

,ieut Colonel Rowan, presided, there being also pres

ent: Messrs. St. J. II. Donovan, J. 1\. R. Lntchford, J.

I\, R. M. Cowen.J. I*., M. MfMahon.-I. !»., P. Busteed,

J. P., M. O. K. Slattery, T. C, (i. S. MoSweency, secre

tary, R. A. I'arkcs, general manager and W. Totukins,

loco superintendent. Mr. Tomkins reported that he

was compelled to discharge Driver Quinn owing to

the general neglect of the engines placed in his charge.

After some consideration, it was decided to adjourn

the hearing of the charge to thet following day. The

branch officials then decided to wire for the Irish sec

retary, Mr. Teveuan. 10 represent Quinn. who was an

old and sterling member of the Tralee Branch. On

Tuesday the charges against Quinn were fully inves

tigated, and on Mr. Tevenan iwho had arrived by

mail that morning), presenting his card to the Board

of Directors assembled, he was. after a short discus

sion, allowed to occupy a seat in the boardroom and

represent Driver Quinn. The Chairman called upon

Mr. Tomkins to state the charges against Driver Quinn.

This he did at great length, and said that this man

had treated him with proes insolence and contempt,

and in his opinion he was not a qualified man for the

position he held. The * hairman asked if Quinn bad

anything to say in defeme. The charge of insubordi

nation was a serious one, and in the interest of the

company it was their duty to see that such was stop

ped.g Quinn denied the statements made by Mr. Tom-

kins, and said he had given his statement to the Irifh

secretary of the society, Mr. Tevenan, who had come

from Dublin to represent him. Mr. Tevenan said he

thanked the whole of the directors present for having

extended to him the privilege of being present to rep

resent the interests of Driver Quinn. Very serious

and grave charges had been made by their superin

tendent against Quinn. In his opinion, a deal of per

sonal feeling had been imported into the rase, auo he

was glad that they hud given every opportunity to

Quinn to place his defense before them. The most

serious charge that had been brought against tli is per

son was that he was incompetent to fulfill his duties.

If there was the slightest ground for this he admitted

that they were perfectly justified in dispensing with

this man. One or two points in the charges made he

wished to review. Hrst, this driver had been in their

employ since the line first opened, and prior to that

he was a competent fireman in the service of an ad

joining company, who demanded as great competency

from their men as any railway in the country. Dur

ing the time he had been with them they "had ad

vanced his wages for his abilities; and he maintained

that if the Board supported his dismissal they would,

in effect, be stulifying their own action regarding his

qualifications. I mil the present superintendent's

advent not a single complaint hud been made against

Quinn. and he thought it was one of those cases that

ought not to have been placed before them at all.

On Quinn's behalf, he might say that he was anxious

to do all in his power to perform his duties to the sat

isfaction of the loco, superintendent and themselves,

and he trusted that the Board would consider the

question favorably and reinstate him in his former

position in their service. There was no doubt thHt

the superintendent felt aggrieved, but he could as

sure him on the part of Quinn that he was mistaken

in his conclusion, and that no oflenfe had ever been

intended. The superintendent said he was quite sat

isfied with the explanation made on Quinn's behalf

by Mr. Trevenan, and he was quite willing to sink all

differences if Qulnu gave a guarantee that he would

do his work properly in future; he was not opposed

to him being taken back again. Quinn gave tin* guar

antee, and the Board reinstated him in his position.

The Board expressed the hope that the two men would

work in harmony in future. Mr. Tevenan desired to

express his sincere thanks to the Board for having

given him an opitortunity of placing the case of Quinn

before them. Their action was unique In the history

of the Irish railway service, and he trusted that their

action would he copied by other directors. The chair

man said, on behalf of the Board, that they were all

pleased to meet him, and he thought they all appro

elated his services on the present occasion, and that

the society Mr. Tevenan represented ought to prosqwr

under such a wise and respectable leader.

Just imagine the directors of an American

railway occupying themselves with the con

sideration of so small a matter as the dis

charge of an engineer, and admitting a gran«l

oilicer of hie "labor society" to plead bi*»

case before them as against one of their own

officers. And then imagine them, if you can.

deciding in the engineer's favor and rein

stating him in his position. We haw a

long ways to go yet before we shall be as far

advanced in the recognition of the rights of
" labor societies M as thev are in Kurope.

\V. l\ Ihwlaml.

lirilke Valve on I ap.

Mr. Editor:- In January Ma(;azi\k Mr.

(iara^hty puts (he brake valve on lap and

calls for some one to rind a direct commun

ication from airjrauge to train line ; and Mr.

Andrew Reid, in the March number, pre

sents proof that there is* such communica

tion. I want to say to Mr. Ueid that hi

proof is not satisfactory here in Alabama.

It is easy to furnish proof on any subject if

you can get people to believe what you eay.

but Mr. Reid will have to furnish some other

proof before we will accept it here. There

are five positions for the brake valve : (l.1

Full release, where all pressures are equal.

(2. i Running position, where the air passes

through a small port, by the excess spring,

leading from mam drum to train line. k'.\. >

Lap position, where all ports are blanked.

(4.) Service position, where air is drawn

out of the equalizing drum—or, as the boys

call it, the drum under the running board

through preliminary exhaust. This air

comes oh" from the top of piston seventeen,

and the train line pressure underneath, be

ing greater than that above it. raises the pie-

ton and allows air in the train line to now

to atmosphere; and thus the triples are

brought into action. (.">.) Emergency, or

all the way around and stop right now. po

sition, where the large cavity in the rotary

is brought into position to place the train

line in direct communication with the at

mosphere. And when you make an emer

gency application you do not draw any air

out of the equalizing drum, as the cavity in

the valve seat and in the bottom of rotary

are brought into communication only when

valve is in service position. When engi

neer's valve is on lap, as Mr. Ueid said in

the March number, let the air out of the

train line at the back end of tank and the

black hand will fall back. This is true, but

it does not prove that there is direct com

munication from train line to air gauge.

When the air is let out of train line there
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will be a slight leak through the packing

ring in piston seventeen. Though the leak

be ever so small it will show on black hand,

as the volume it is leaking from is so small ;

anil all packing rings are more or less leaky.

It will icak through joints if nowhere else.

There are two positions of the brake valve

where there is no direct communication

from air gauge to train line. These two po

sitions are lap and full emergency. I will

say to those who study air brakes that it has

been my experience that much more can be

Itarned by taking the valve apart than can

be learned by reading instruction books. I

have a question : Suppose we have two

brakes, one with a six inch piston travel

and the other with an eight inch travel.

I*t ns make an application, anything short

of full service, say eight pounds, which one

of those brakes will release the easier?

Again, let us make a full service application

and which one will release the easier?

Biumi.ngiiam, A I. a. ./. .1. Harrell.

No Communication While Vnlve is mi Lap.

Mr. Editor:—In March Magazine Mr.

Andrew Reid says that there is communica

tion between train line and air gauge when

brake valve is in lap position; but Mr. Reid

'loes not tell us through what parts such

communication takes place. There is no di

rect communication between train pipe and

air gauge while valve is in lap position, nor

after the brake valve is past service appli

cation. The train line pressure can be en

tirely exhausted and it will be several sec

onds before the black hand will drop back to

zero. Why is it? And where does the air

go to that allows it to fall back to zero? We

know that the gauge is attached to the

equalizing drum.

/.. .1. Ogden.

(iiiAMi Rapids, Mich.

fnfoi-iiintion Wanted.

Mr. Kihtor:—I notice a great many ten

wheel engines that have their eccentrics on

lead driving axle ; and 1 want to know how

'nob an engine could be run in case a strap,

"rpin was broken on front end of side rod ?

With the opposite rod taken down there

would be no connection with the eccentric

*xle. 1 have put this question to a number

of engineers but have failed to receive a sat

isfactory answer.

Coumhus. (Ja. If. .1. Willi*.

In Anuwer to Ours! inn*.

Mh. Editor:—In answer to Mr. (iaraghty's

question in the January Magazine, "Is

there any communication between train

pipe and air gauge when brake valve is on

l»p?" I will try and explain the action of

the engineer's brake and equalizing dis

charge valve. I wish first to explain how

the air passes from the main reservoir to

the train line when valve is in running po

sition. With this valve ( 1) 8) the air passes

up through the valve at the right side, where

there is a gauge connection for the red hand

which denotes main reservoir pressure; the

air is then on top of the rotary valve, pass

ing down through the feed port (J ) in the

valve body and against feed valve (2 1)

which is provided with asuiall spiral spring

requiring a tension of 20 pounds to com

press it so that the air can feed through

into the Irain pipe. This is where the ex

cess pressure arises ; after the air passes by

this valve it is reduced from (Ml to 70 pounds.

Now we have air in the train pipe, but it

will have to travel up in the cavity (0) of

the rotary before it is admitted to the equal

izing drum. Now, in cavity (Ci it passes

down through the equalizing port (G) on

top of the piston (17) to which the equaliz

ing drum is in communication; aho, the

air gauge for train line is connected in this

same cavity lit) on top of piston (17). This

engineer's brake and equalizing discharge

valve is simply a triple valve worked by

hand. When the valve is in the lap posi

tion all ports are blanked and no air can

feed from the main reservoir to train line,

nor from the train line to the equalizing

drum. So it can be plainly seen that there

is no communication between air gauge

and train line. The rotary valve laps over

the equalizing port ,\ of an inch, so all the

air pressure to the gauge is that in the equal

izing drum. It is true that if the train line

is leaking the gauge will show it by drop

ping back,but that ison account of air leak

ing out. of the equalizing drum through the

packing of piston (17). You can open the

angle cock on the back of the tank and the

hand will remain almost stationary for a

few seconds, then drop back gradually. I

would ask Mr. Reid to try this with a valve

of the 1)8 type, after being in service for a

short time. The I X > brake valve is on the

same principle, only provided with a feed

valve attachment and a warning port to

prevent carrying the valve in full release.

In answer to Mr. (iinter'a question: I'lug

the main reservoir gauge fitting in the brake

valve and put the valve in full release. The

train line gauge will then show the pressure

in main reservoir.

In February Magazine I noticed an arti

cle asking some one to give an account of

the new brake valve in freight service. I

will state the volume of air required for both

passenger and freight, and the reader may

judge for himself if it is good enough for

freight. We will take a passenger train of

fifteen cars; equipped with the 14 inch cyl

inders, this train will require 00,500 cuhic

inches of air, at a maximum pressure of 70

pounds, to operate the brakes satisfactorily.

With a freight train of fifty cars it will re

quire 82,500 cubic inches of air, at a max
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imum pressure of 70 pounds, to operate the

brakes satisfactorily. Also, an engine for

passenger with a main reservoir of Ki,000

cubic inches capacity, and one for freight

with a reservoir of not less than 20,000 in

ches capacity ; so we have 4,000 cubic inches

more with which to operate the freight than

the passenger. It is true, too, that a freight

train requires more air than a passenger

train does. Passenger cars are looked after

at each end of their trip, while a freight car

seldom gets an inspection ; they are all the

time on the go and are never tested by many

roads, consequently they are often very

leaky, and are frequently switched around

the yards with the hose hanging down strik

ing ash piles and such stuff. The hose catch

quite a lot of this foreign matter, and it is

carried up into the pipes, working into the

check valves of triples and causing very bad

handling of the brake ; also, getting into the

rotary valve and cutting the seat. In fact,

the foreign matter picked up by hose causes

two-thirds of the whole trouble we have

with air brakes.

Will a leaky rotary valve set brakes?

Covinotox, Ky. P. P. IMUr.

PreftMure In Main Kenervoir.

Mr. Editor:—Replying to Mr. Ginter's

question, asking how to determine how

much pressure is in main reservoir when

pump governor refuses to work and main

reservoir air gauge pipe is broken, I will say

that when engineer s valve is in release

position the train line gauge will give the

pressure of air in main reservoir. But,

when excess pressure spring is set to carry

20 pounds excess pressure, there will surely

be 20 pounds more pressure in main reser

voir than in train line when engineer's valve

is in running position.

Spoonbr, Wis. John S. Edwards.

Air PreHKiire Won't Work an Injector.

Mr. Editor:—Answering Mr. J. M. Bun

ker's questions : First, his dead engine

simply rolls the first five miles, she is not

towed, and the lever must remain in the

forward motion ; if he reverses the engine

she stops ; I cannot see how he is going to

get any air pressure. .Second, if be will

watch the steam gauge when throttle is

open and engine in back motion he will

notice an increase of pressure on the gauge.

In fact his injector will break a great many

times, as an injector will not work by air

pressure.

Hudson, Mich. /. E. Chase.

The official gazette at Pekin has recently

published a severe rebuke to the Bhuddist

priests for denouncing the railway locomo

tives as the cause of the recent illness of

the mother of the emperor. The august

lady's illness was produced by other causes.

Quetittoutt nnd Aniiwera.

The following questions and answers have

been clipped from locomotive Engineering:

H. C. S.j Gladstone, N. J., asks:

Why is it that in plate D 2U special quick

action triple valve (tor six-wheeled truck),

the stem in emergency piston 8 is hollow

the entire length, and what the horizontal

Eort shown directly underneath the piston-

ead is for? Also, explain the purpose of

middle port in valve seat. A.—Six-wheel

truck brakes have a 14-inch cylinder, and,

in order to make this release in the same

length of time taken by a 10-inch car cylin

der, there had to be a larger exhaust port;

this was done by boring holes through the

stem of the emergency-valve piston (8) and

from them to the top of piston ; this pro

vides enough extra area to make the re

lease uniform. The stem of emergency-

valve (10) seats against and closes this top

port, or hole, when the emergency piston

is forced down.

W. H. S. Danville. 111., writes:

I wish to know the best acids or compo

sition to be used to write your name on

tools ; also the best covering to be used to

protect the metal from the action of the

acid. A.—The best corrosive compound for

this purpose is a mixture of one ounce of

nitric acid with one-sixth of an ounce of

hydrochloric acid. Cover the article to be

marked with beeswax, write with a sharp

steel scribe and apply the compound with a

fine brush. Allow the compound to stand

five minutes, then dip in water and clean

thoroughly.

C. C. M., Bennett, Pa., asks :

If the branch pipe be taken off an injec

tor and another one put on which is much

larger, will the injector throw water into

the boiler? To show my meaning: Sup

pose I procure a branch pipe 6 inches in

diameter, and attach it by suitable reduc

ing apparatus to an injector and check of

the size commonly used, will or will not

the injector work, and why? A.—Yes, the

enlarging of the pipe won't make any dif

ference after it is once full of water. The

injector simply supplies a water pressor*

in the pipe.

W. V., Detroit, Mich., writes:

What effect does it have on the forward

motion to move back-up eccentric back half

an inch ? A.— It will make the valve open

more slowly when the engine is linkedup

in forward motion. Advancing the back-up

eccentric is sometimes resorted to as a

means of increasing the speed of valve open

ing when hooked up in forward motion.

Under some circumstances the latter change

will make an engine smarter.

B. L., Chattanooga, Tenn., asks:

1. What is the ordinary temperature of i

locomotive smoke box and how ia it founJ
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out? A.—The temperature varies from

»bont 000° to 1,600° Fall, when the engine ia

working. The temperature is usually meas

ured with a pyrometer which works by the

rspansion of metal. 2. In figuring heating

'tirface, is it customary to take the inside

or the outside surface of the flues ? A.—The

outside—that is, the side exposed to the

water. :i. Is there any hard and fast rule

for establishing the radius of a link? A.—-

No; when a designer is laying out a link

(notion he uses the radius of link which will

^erve best to adjust the steam distribution.

It is generally drawn from the center of the

•iriving axle| bilt sometimes it is made

longer or shorter.

W. H., Winnipeg, Man., writes:

1. If you lengthen the back-up eccentric

fd I inch, would it make any difference to

'ravel of valve when engine is in forward

s.far two notches from the center? A.—It

»ould affect the travel slightly. 2. Train

was coming into a station and engineer put

-ngineer's valve to service stop and brakes

would not work. Piston 17 was not stuck.

Put handle to emergency position and the

brakes worked all right. What was the

trouble? A.—We are afraid that if piston

IT was not stuck it worked mighty hard;

(xssiblv the preliminary exhaust port was

topped up.

Oil Fuel at the World's Exposition.

An interesting report on the results of

uningoil fuel at the Chicago Exposition has

l>een presented to the Standard Oil Co. by

Mr. Charles F. Foster. This statement avers

that the use of oil as fuel has been entirely

satisfactory in every particular. During the

period the Exhibition remained open, the

main boiler plant consumed 10,614,401 gal-

long, or 74,300,805 pounds of oil for generat

ing steam ; developing the aggregate energy

ol 32,31o,9t>4 horse power hours, at a cost of

i).:! mills per horse power hour. The contract

price for the oil delivered in the Exhibition

tanks was 724 cents per barrel of 42 United

Mates standard gallons. The boiler house

force and equipment comprised 210 burners,

itoinizing oil beneath 52 boilers with a

standard rating of about 21 ,000 horse power,

md attended by a staff of 42 men divided

mto three eight hour shifts. The saving in

"Mt of both fuel and labor for the oil fuel, as

"'-■mpared with coal of fair quality at market

price for large quantities, is apparent. An

"tnivalent consumption of from 500 to 600

tonts of coal per day would have been neces-

wry, bo that for the duration of the Exhibi

tion 70,000 tons of coal would have been

needed; and Mr. Foster remarks that "it

•oultl be dillicult to imagine how this vast

amount of coal would, in the limited space

available, have been handled expeditiously

*iid without endangering life and property.

The saving to the Exhibition by the use of

oil fuel was about 27 per cent, as compared

with the estimated cost of coal, including

the labor of handling. The oil plant worked

from start to finish without a break; and

the smokelessness and absence of odor from

the chimneys of the boiler house were made

a subject of general comment.—Scientific

American.

The necessity of scaling down interest

obligations and dividends to meet changed

conditions is being forced upon railway

companies in increasing numbers. As the

example is given in a circular just issued by

the directors of the Detroit, Lansing &

Northern company, in which security hold

ers are notified that on account of a falling

off of business, caused in part by the ex

haustion of the timber along the line, which

the slow growth of the country in manu

facturing and industrial industries fails to

make good, added to the fact of increased

outlay for needed improvements, the prop

erty is not now able to earn the interest on

its bonds. Its obligations, including bonds

and guaranteed stock of subordinate roads,

aggregate $5,611,000, on which it has been

paying interest at from 5 to 8 per cent—the

majority at 7 per cent. Formerly the com

pany carried this load and also paid divi

dends on common stock, but for years the

stock has had no return and now the fixed

charges are not earned. The directors,

therefore, propose to exchange for the old

securities new 4 per cent, bonds, accompa

nied with a bonus of new first preferred

stock equivalent to from 16s to 50 per cent,

of the bonds, according to class, thereby

cutting down the fixed charges from $354,-

000 to $251,000. As the net earnings for

1893, under unfavorable conditions, were

nearly $262,000, it appears that the new

bonds can be carried comfortably, and al

though security holders do not relish re

duction of interest, it is probable that they

will be glad to accept the proposition as

better than the results which might be

expected from foreclosure and reorganiza

tion.—Railway Age.

Tiik assertion is made in St. Nicholas, a

magazine published in this city, that there

are only four men in the world who know

how to run a geometric lathe properly. ThiB

is the machine that makes the scrolls and

arabesques on the backs of bank bills. It

adds: "Indeed, the man who now has

charge of the geometric lathe at the bureau

of engraving and printing is the only one

in the United States at the present time

who knows how to manage it, and if any

thing should happen to him it might tangle

matters up for awhile in this important

branch of our Uncle Sam's big government."

If the fact is as stated—may we question it

—it is a very curious one.— Tlie Engineer.
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Woman's Department.

EIHTi:i> BY IDA A. IIAKrER.

Letters fnr publication should ho directed to Mrs. Ida

A. Harper, Stanford. I'niversity, < ulii'orniu.

uoi'SEnoi.i) ecoxomics.

In reading the articles devoted to women

and their interests, in the various papers

itnd magazines of modern date, one would

be inclined to think that most women had

entered the professions, the trades, the fac

tories, or were engaged in some other wage-

earning occupation, so much attention do

those attract who are at work outside of

the home. But the truth is that the vast

majority of women are and always will be

employed within the household, and we

have no more important questions to con-

eider than those which relate directly to

the home interests. We are too apt to dis

miss them with the feeling that they were

settled long ago, that our grandmothers

solved every problem, ami all that is neces

sary for the woman of today is to follow in

their footsteps in domestic affairs. This is

a great fallacy ; it would be just as sensible

to say that farming should be carried on by

the methods of the early days, or that men

should do business after the fashion of a

century ago. There has been a decided

revolution in housekeeping, a readjustment

of its burdens, and, while its demands are

just as numerous as of yore, they are of a

different character.

The spring time especially brings many

perplexing questions. The annual house-

cleaning has become much more system-

ized; houses are more thoroughly "gone

over" every week, almost every room is in

daily use, and not so much dirt and debris

are allowed to accumulate. To those for

tunate housekeepers who have hard wood

floors and rugs, bouse cleaning has no ter

rors. It is the tearing up of the carpets

with their layers of dirt, the beating out of

this dirt, the scrubbing of the floors, the

relaying of the carpet, with the stretching

and tacking and all the attendant evils that

really constitute the chief bane of house-

cleaning. All the rest seems play in com

parison. We would advise those who can

not have hard wood floors to try the plan,

in one or two rooms, at least, of painting

the floor a width of two feet around the

walls and laying a rug in the center. Once

a week have it hung on the line and beaten

while the floor is being wiped up, and see

how you like the plan after a year's trial.

Once a week wash the windows, brush

down the walls and dust the pictures, and

when spring comes you will find that there

is really no house-cleaning to do in those

rooms.

We arc beginning to see the value of ed

ucating our women, in the application they

are making of their knowledge in the home;

in the better understanding they have of

sanitation, of heating, lighting, ventilating.

of healthful food, of correct dress, and oi

many other practical subjects. They have

come to believe that temperance and mor

ality are very closely connected with these

things, as well as are health and comfort.

Associations are being formed in many

places for the scientific study of these ques

tions, and competent women lecturers find

great demand for their services. In several

places schools have been established for

the careful training of girls for domestic

service. < hie of these schools has been

founded at Saratoga, -New York, by the wile

of Spencer Trask, a wealthy banker. Here

girls are trained to be skilled cooks, nurses,

laundresses, etc., and the graduates com

mand the highest wages. < ooking schools

are springing up in all parts of the country,

where both mistress and maid may learn

the best that can be taught. Whatever

pessimistic critics may say to the contrary

there never was a time when women were

more anxious to understand the domestic

sciences, and the homes of the future will

be more perfectly managed than evertbey

have been in the past.

In a recent lecture given bv Mrs. Minerva

Tobey, vice-president of the National House

keepers' Economic Association, she gave

the following description of .an ideal bed

room :

A southeastern or southwestern outlook; nn o\* n

fireplace: a warm air register at breathing height-

not on the tloor : a hnrd-wood Moor, with nig*: w»ll>

hard-plastered and painted, or papered with non «1>

sorhant washable paper; a metal bed, with an air

mattress: plain furniture without upholaicrin*, »nd

no window draperies except those which call In-

washed easily.

Most of these requirements are possible

in every family, and yet »e find that, with

many, the ideal bedroom has a brussehj car

pet, upholstered furniture, heavy draperies,

a much-carved bedstead and a stationary

washstand. The germ or bacterian theory-

has become so fully accepted nowadays, that

all of us ought to know how to arrange our

bedrooms so that they would neither breed

nor harbor the germs of disease or ill-health

This should be done in all the rooma of the

house, but it is vitally necessary in the

sleeping apartments. That thrifty hou.«e

wife is passing away who prided herself upon

making her bed before breakfast. The sen

sible one makes it after dinner. As soon as

one rises the bed covering should be thrdwn

loosely over some chairs by an open window,

and the mattress and pillows placed in a

draft of air, which should be allowed to cir

culate through the bedroom for Beveral

hours. At least once a week the beddinc,

should be put out of doors in the eon. The

garments that are worn during the night
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«houl<l never be rolled up and placed under

l In- pillow, but, after being thoroughly aired,

should be hung up until needed. Every

thing about (he washstaml should be kept

perfectly clean, and the test of the room

should be that coming into it from the out-

fide air, there should not be the slightest

impure odor. There cannot be too great

fare in this regard, if one wishes to feel well

and to have a clear, healthy skin, good di

gestion and sound sleep.

The spring is a trying time. There is apt

to be sickness in the family, and those who

are not actually ill are weak, tired and mis

erable. It is not possible to say how much

of this is due to the winter's confinement in

"•loee, badly-ventilated rooms. The house

should be put in a thoroughly sanitary con

dition, from the garret to the cellar, every

rloset, nook and corner. The system should

be cleansed of all impurities and, if neces

sary a mild tonic taken. Very often hot

water or hot milk, taken night and morning,

will answer the purpose. The tasks should

be lightened and as much rest as possible

secured. The housewife is apt to be neg

lected at this season, for it is the busiest

time of tbe year for her, and she is engaged

in looking after all the rest of the family.

Husband and cbildern, see that the mother

is well cared for. There is no danger but

that she will take care of you. What a chap

ter might be written ol the unthought-of

mother, the one who spends all her life in

kindly service for those around her. The

family grow so accustomed to this service,

to being waited on and petted and always

remembered by her, that they accept her

devotion as a matter of course, and too often

fail to render any acknowledgement of it.

No one but these patient, self- sacrificing

mothers know bow keenly this indifference

is felt, for no complaint ever is made. The

hurt is too deep for that. A mother's pure

unselfishness offers the highest example of

heroism. It asks no return, and yet there

is an intense longing for some sign of ap

preciation. A loving word, an affectionate

caress, such as are lavished upon the chil

dren without measure, if given by them to

the mother, would refresh her heart like

•lew and fill her soul with new strength.

Alas, that husband and children should be

no careless in bestowing them, so regardless

of the wealth of love and tenderness that is

*j freely and unceasingly poured upon them.

From house cleaning to parental and filial

lo\(—does that seem a long leap of the im

agination ? It need not be, for it is at this

teacon of tbe year, perhaps more than at

any other, that the demands upon the

housewife are greatest and that the practical

manifestations of her devotion to her home

an.l family are most apparent. It is at this

lime that she is especially in need of assist

ance and sympathy. If any one doubt this,

let him ask her if it is not true; or if he hes

itates to put it in words, let him offer some

kindly assistance and loving expressions and

note "how gratefully they will be received,

and with what a light step and cheerful

heart the heaviest burdens will be carried.

Make the experiment and be convinced by

the result.

THE WORKlSli WOM.AH,

Every one who gives even a superficial

reading to the newspapers and magazines

of the day must be struck by the promi

nence given to the wage-earning woman

and tbe various aspects oi the labor question

as they relate to her. Each month, in look

ing over the clippings I have made, I am

surprised at the number I have on this

subject. Most of them I drop into the

waste basket with much reluctance, for all

seem important and worthy of consider

ation. Among the many collected since

last I wrote, 1 find an article by the Com

missioner of Labor Statistics, "Carroll D.

Wright. lie states that a systematic col

lection of statistics contradicts the preva

lent idea that women arc paid less than men

for the same kind of work. He finds, bow-

ever, that woman's physical endurance is

not equal to that of man and that she does

not prepare herself as well or take as much

interest in her work as men do, because she

looks forward to marriage as a release from

it. Mr. Wright thinks that the industrial

development of women will result in a de

crease in the number of marriages and an

increase in the number of divorces, but he

does not think this would be a bad thing,

ae it would end by establishing woman s

social and intellectual equality, and would

bring about higher moral conditions and

greater happiness in tbe world.

Walter Besant, in London, is still oppos

ing women in the employments. " Sup

pose," he says, "that 10,000 women have

positions, that means 10,000 idle men, who

will have to emigrate. Therefore there will

be 10,000 women left without husbands and

10,000 possible families will not be founded,

and, at the low estimate of four children to

a family, 40,000 possible children will not

be born, and the country will lose the work,

brains and productive, fighting and colo

nizing power of 40,000 citizens." This is

very ingenious, but we must consider,

among other things, that there is an im

mense surplus of women in England and,

therefore, all the women cannot marry and

must either support themselves or be sup

ported by men. Also, we must remember

that possibly two thirds of these children

would be girls and, according to Mr. Be-

sant's scheme, would become only that

many more consumers. Then we must

recall that there is already in England an

army of unemployed, of hungry and home
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less, and there is no immediate demand for

increasing the number of marriages and

children. Mr. Besant will have to hunt up

some stronger arguments against permit

ting women to enter the occupations.

The New York Smi prints a column of the

employments now open to women and de

clares that they are crowding into practi

cally every avocation formerly followed by

men. The article closes with this declara

tion, which is full of truth :

Of course now men nre greatly alarmed lest the old

and honorable institution of marriage fall into inno

cuous desuetude because men will not be able to

marry and support wives on the wages they can earn.

If men had had more respect for this old and hon

ored institution, more eagerness to avail themselves

of it* opportunities, and had lived more fully up to

its principles there would not be so many women

fearful of entering into its bonds, or eager for re

lease from its indignities.

The Chicago Herald calls attention editori

ally to the great injustice done to women

by the " sweat shop act," passed by the

Illinois Legislature. It provides that no

woman shall be employed in any factory

or work-shop more than eight hours a day

or six days in a week. x\s it leaves men

free to work ae many hours as they please,

it will be seen at once that it shuts women

out of the employments where the men

work more than eight hours a day. An ex

ample is given of the great butter and

cheese factories of Illinois, where eight

hours' work a day would not enable the

women employes to take the milk through

the absolutely necessary processes to make

the butter or cheese. It is an example of

one class legislating for another, and there

should be a representation of women in

the Illinois legislature to watch the inter

ests of women.

The New York Ledgtr has a strong article

on "Business Women," in which it says:

"The fathers of daughters will live to see

their girls reflecting quite as much credit

on them by their business faculties as ever

their sons did." It closes with the follow

ing paragraph :

It is all very well to talk about women in busi

ness and say disparaging things of them and indulge

in all sorts of little vicious slaps and uncharitable re

marks; but when one conies down to actual facts,

the business woman of to-day stands well up in the

ranks. When it is taken into consideration the ob

stacles they have to contend with and their newness

in this sort of work, this is not the least remarkable

feature of the situation. The country is full of wo

men who raise their families with great credit to

themselves, and, meanwhile, conduct various sorts

of business with the very best financial results. Com

paratively little is said about it on account of a tend

ency in tne minds of many men to discourage and

belittle anything that looks like feminine competi

tion in the business world. But all these men are

wasting their time and strength. The movement is

. as resistless as all of the othe* processes well started

and is going on with a force of evolution.

That very able writer, Eliza Archard

Connor, dishes up the subject in such a

clever way that we cannot resist giving a

long quotation from her article. After pay

ing her respects to the man who declare*

that women have no business to leave

housekeeping, dressmaking, etc., she says

Hut what is the proper opinion to hold concemitiK

men when they go into house work and dre-ssmak

ing, as so many are doing in constantly increasing

numbers, this male person does not say. Nellhcrdoes

he tell us that he thinks the young' woman should

step down and out and go off and starve in order to

give him, the male person, buck his place, hut we in

fer that this is the case The long and short of it is,

when men support women, women do not need to

support themselves. But men do not and cannot

support all women in our time: therefore women

must and will earn their own living. We would sa«v

rilice much for the dear men, whom, one and all. we

adore. But starve? No. It is not men's duty to

support nil the women. It is the duty of men and

women to doexactly as each individual pleases about

the matter. If a man wants to earn bread for a wo

man. let Mm. if she is willing. But if she wishes to

or must support herself, then, by all the laws of jus

tiee and common sense, it is as much her right to

choose her occupation as it is that of any man ever

born. Manly men recognize the changed conditions

of society and give all the aid and encouragement

they can to the woman who must gel her bread in

paths hitherto untrodden by her sex. They know

that it is development and necessity that have force*!

this choice upon her, and they would die before

they would lay one straw in her way. But as to the

male person who conies with his whine and howl

about women's crowding men out of their employ

inent—well, heaven send him better light and know

ledge.

In the Tailors' Co-operative Society of

Glasgow, it was found that women were

taking the work at less wages than the men .

The latter demanded that all the women be

dismissed and, when the demand was re

fused, they struck. The employers finally

made peace by arranging that the women

should receive the same wages as the men.

This is the method we alwavs have advo

cated ; not that men should try to force

women out of employment which probably

keeps them and their families from starva

tion, but that they should make common

cause with them against a common enemv

for the common good.

MniTOJllAL l'AKAGBAVHS.

A strong effort was made to secure a bill

from the Virginia legislature providing for

a woman physician in each of the insane

hospitals of the state, to have the care of

women patients, but the men refused t4>

pass it. Nothing would seem to be more

just than that insane women should ln-

cared for by physicians of their own sex,

but there are very few states where it is

permitted. Wherever it has been tried it

has been a decided success, but this is one of

the offices that is used as a political rewanf.

and women are not entitled to political re

wards. It is true that the helpless, insane

wards of the state may suffer in conse

quence, but that does not cut any figure.

The delegates to the National Grange,

which recently met at .Syracuse, N. Y., rep

resented over a million farmers. Thev

adopted the following resolution:

Rmilrtd, That the National li range U In tavor of
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grunting to women the fame privileges at the ballot

box that arc granted to men.

This action has since been endorsed by

the several State Granges.

The Trans-Mississippi Commercial Con

gress, which met in .San Francisco, with

distinguished delegates from twenty-two

state*, adopted an out and out woman suf

frage resolution.

The Kansas State Teachers' Association

tdopted by a nnanimous vote, a resolution

extending full suffrage to women.

TheCentral Labor Union, of Boston, rep

resenting 40,000 workingmen, has again

petitioned the Massachusetts legislature to

punt municipal suffrage to women.

The Protestant ministers of Colorado and

the Catholic bishops and clergy, gave strong

support to the woman suffrage movement

•luring the recent campaign in that state.

We quote these authorities to show the

wide range which is covered by the advo

cates of equal suffrage.

»

On February 14th, at Littleton, Mass.,

Mrs. Amelia A. Frost was ordained a min

ister in the Congregational church. The

council appointed to examine her and decide

upon her fitness, represented ten churches.

It is the first instance where the Congrega-

tinnal church ordained a woman to preach.

Mrs. Frost is the wife of a minister and when

his health failed she took up his work and

has been preaching very acceptably for

sntne time, out without the official sanction

of the church. During the ceremony Dr.

Quint, Boston's old and honored minister,

Mud: "This council has set aside prejudice

«nd disregarded precedent. We have not

railed you, but we believe that the voice of

'Jod has called you, and we recognize it." In

jiving the right hand of fellowship, the Rev.

kichard Meredith said:

H St. Paul were here he would stand up and justify

every word he said about women, and express as-

totiMimenl that holy men and women had so clung

ta 'he letter of his instructions, and then he would

"■nction our action to day. 1 am here to welcome

*<m fully, coidially. I congratulate you on your

°Kaing ministry. I am not afraid of any editor or

J"? Doctor of Divinity. I welcome you as u full

i!ed(wl minurter, for time and for eternity.

How strange it seems that the churches

should have denied to women, for nineteen

hundred vears, the right to preach the gos

pel of Christ!

As goon as the suffrage was granted to

the women of Colorado the sixty-eight

leagues of the Equal Suffrage Association

■"ok up the systematic study of political

questions, using Fiske's Civil Government

Ml text book. At the annual banquet of

the Manufacturers' Exchange, in Denver,

the wives of the members were invited.

The wife of ex- Governor Routt received an

ovation when she responded to the toast,

" What Colorado Women can do for Home

Industry." Mr. Jeffery, President of the

Rio Grande Railway, made an eloquent

speech congratulating women upon the

possession of citizenship. The Denver

Chamber of Commerce passed a resolution

"heartily approving the efforts of the Wo

man's Political Club to advance the inter

ests of the state by recommending the

increased consumption of home products

by every housekeeeper in the Rocky Moun

tains." What becomes of the argument of

the opponents that if women become voters

they would lose the respect of men? At

the present writing, twelve thousand wo

men in the city of Denver have registered

to vote. These include almost all of the

wealthy and prominent women of the city,

according to all reports. What becomes of

the argument that the better class of women

would not vote?

• *

Margaret Richardson applied for admis

sion to practice law at ><orristown, Penn.,

and was refused by the Bar Association,

who adopted a resolution saying, " We

deem it inexpedient to permit women to

practice at the Bar." She carried the mat

ter into the courts and they gave a decision

in her favor. In their decree they say, " If

we should draw the line at sex, why not at

color or nationality?" Another woman

was refused admission by the bar at Carlisle,

Penn., and in its refusal this honorable

body expressed itself as follows:

Whenever men stay at home, nurse the children,

and do the housework, while the women battle with

the world, it will be time enough for the Carlisle bar

to modify its rules and admit women to membership.

About this time one of the newspapers of

that section contained an account of a trial

at Carlisle, for murder, where tiie judge,

who was a candidate for re election, ordered

that the jury should be given all the whiskey

they could drink. One would naturally

suppose that a bar which would permit

such conduct would object seriously to the

presence of a woman. Fortunately, how

ever, the supreme court of Pennsylvania

has decided that women are eligible to

practice law in that state, and they cannot

be prevented by the prejudice orsefishness

of a few intolereut men.

*
• •

At the recent National Woman Suffrage

Convention, held in Washington, D. C.,

United States Senators Carey, of Wyoming,

and Teller, of Colorado, and Representa

tives Davis, of Kansas, and Pence and Bell,

of Colorado, spoke from the platform, while

among the women speakers were a number

of wives of congressmen.
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The Iowa senate has adopted the law

which prevails in Missouri, providing that

if a man abandons his wife and children

and refuses to provide for them he shall be

imprisoned in the county jail not more than

one year or shall pay a line of not less than

$50 or more than $1,000. This may be hard

on the man, but how is it going to help the

family? If the man goes out of the state,

as he probably would do, he escapes all

punishment. If he can get off with a fine

of S50, that is much cheaper for him than

to support his family. If he stay a year in

jail, he is maintained in idleness at the ex

pense of the tax-payers, and has contributed

nothing either to his family or to the com

monwealth. What should be done in such

cases, and also in those of wife beaters, is

to put the man at work at so much a day,

part of his earnings to go to the state or city

to pav for his maintenance, and the re

mainder to his family for their support.

The women of Philadelphia pav taxes on

$30,000,000 worth of property, but are with

out representation. Our forefathers called

this tyranny.

The general Federation of Woman's clubs

has now a membership of .SOO subordinate

clubs, representing over -10,000 women.

NOTES.

Mrs. Kate Jones, 10!> Spring How, near

Lombard street, Baltimore, Md., desires to

learn something of the record of her hus

band during the Civil War. His name was

William Jones, he was a native of Boston,

and was a fireman on a road leading out of

that city. He served in the navy, and af

terwards was an engineer on the P. W. B.

road, and lived in Baltimore. He died Nov.

11, 1886. His wife will be glad of any in

formation, should this meet the eye of his

old comrades.—Our poets should remember,

when they commence their verses with

" thees" and " thous, " that they should not

drop into "yous" before they finish. We

would suggest to our prose writers that,

while it may save their time to write " &s, "

it takes considerable of the editor's time to

go over their manuscript and change all of

them to " and".—Wethrow readable letters

into the waste basket every month because

the writers did not sign their names. Kvery

writer dislikes to sign his" or her name at

first, but in a little while the embarrasment

wears off.—Several interesting topics have

been proposed, among them that of Dress

Reform. We would like to hear from our

correspondents on this subject.

A n Explanation.

The January number of your Mauazine

contains a criticism of the woman who is

st inlying mathematics and astronomy at

Johns Hopkins University. It is not true

that the University will not give credit for

the work performed, and if it were, that fact

would not and should not cut any figure;

she is studying for the learning, and not for

glory. The Mac azink states that a woman

with small children cannot do such work

without injustice to herself or to her family.

The absurdity of such a statement in the

utter absence of knowledge of Mrs. Davis'

physical and mental capabilities, can best

be illustrated by a simple statement of the

facts in the case : The eldest child is about

five, the youngest six mouths. The mother

is never away from them over three hours

at a time, and very seldom that long, and

they are always in charge of a first clans nurse

who has been proven thoroughly trust

worthy. The mother bestows about as much

time and attention on her children, and is

with them more, than the average mother

of a family, and far more than the average

society lady, whose time and strength are

largely consumed in shopping, calling and

entertaining; and a plumper, rosier, happier

trio of little ones, cannot be found. The

mother is in perfect health herself, and has

gained considerable weight since entering

the University, tipping the scales now at

nearly 1(!0 pounds. The whole criticism i»

founded on the fallacy that pleasurable, el

evating work is injurious to health. It i*

hopeless, heartless drudgery that kills, or

the ravages of worry and anxiety. Remove

all these elements, and the cases of injuri

ous over-work will* be exceedingly scarce.

Mrs. Davis' taste for mathematics, and her

genius for handling it are eo great, that her

present occupation is the most fascinating

pastime she could choose, and she is more

over, endowed with a most extraordinary

physique.

It ought to be sufficient to state that the

course pursued by Mre. Davis hue the cor

dial endorsement of her mother and her

husband, as well as the rest of her friends:

and it is respectfully submitted that their

interest in the welfare of herself and chil

dren is fully as great and a9 legitimate if

that of the editor of the Maiia/.ixe, even on

the assumption that Mrs. Davis' private

family affairs arc proper subjects of public

criticism. .1. P. D.

[We cheerfully give space to the above

letter from Mr. Davis. It is a pleasure to

hear from a husband so loyal to the inter

ests of his wile. We beg to assure him that

there was no intention to offend, or to crit

icise his family "affairs, and it will be noticed

that we mentioned no names in the para

graph in question. When a woman has dis

tinguished herself as Mre. Davis has done,

of course she must expect public mention

of the fact. Many of the newspapers in the

country contained a notice of tier entering

Johns Hopkins and spoke of this being tbi>
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more remarkable as she is the mother of

three children under five years old. _ If it

seem wise to Mrs. Davis and her family for

her to enter college for a difficult and ex

tended course, it certainly would be an

impertinence for outsiders to offer advice.

We wished to say only that, speaking from

general knowledge, we consider it somewhat

of a risk for a mother with three babies to

attempt it. There are very few women who

would be capable of doing it. It is not the

number of hours that are actually spent in

the university, but it is the double number

that usually must be occupied in preparing

the lessons, writing the theses, etc. There

are exceptions, however, in all cases, and

Mrs. Davis only proves more fully that she

is a woman of guperior ability. We shall

watch her progress with the greatest inter

est and feet an especial pride in her achiev-

ments.

Our understanding is that Johns Hopkins

['Diversity does not confer its degrees upon

women.—Ed.]

The Making of a Woman.

"The education of a girl resolves itself

into a single statement," writes Edward W.

Bok, in the January Ladies Home Journal.

He says that il a mother allows herself to

listen to the proclaimers of so-called "ad

vanced ideas, she will be led into the mis

take of cultivating the mind at the expense

of the heart. But the error is a cruel one,

painfully so, to the girl who is led, unknow

ingly into it. We do not want our daughters

to be encyclopedias, but. true, womanly

women. The first we can buy; the latter

we cannot. Teach by example as well as

precept the value of outdoor exercise. Then

begin mental development. Let her study,

not up to her fullest capacity, but just a

little this side of it."

I have copied only part of the article.

After reading it as it was copied from the

Journal by the Nonpareil, I gave some

thought to the sentence, " We will be led

into the mistake of cultivating the mind at

the expense of the heart." In exactly five

minutes I counted fourteen girls in my own

city { I counted thirty during the day),

good girls, girls of respectable parents, that

tad, through their affections, been led

astray. Does Mr. Bok mean to say that if

a woman's mind is cultivated to its fullest

capacity the woman will be less loving and

tender? Let him look at the big-hearted

women of this, or any other country. Who

are they? They are the brainy women, the

women whose minds have been developed,

""ipanded, and broadened. Mr. Bok says,

" Let her studv not up to her fullest capacity,

hut iuat a little this side of it." Now that

involve)! a nice little decision. Who would

ilare set a limit to the mental capacity of

any one, even a woman ? How are we to

know just when to call a halt? Why has

not a woman the same right to climb to the

tree-top of knowledge that man has? Don't

we all know that the mind is elastic? As

we acquire knowledge the mind expands,

grows, so to speak ; becomes healthy and

strong, and is able to contain and retain

more knowledge? But if we set a limit, if

we cease to study and think, our mental

power wanes and becomes dwarfed and

shrivelled. Mr. Bok says "we do not want

our daughters to be encyclopedias, but true,

womanly women. The first we can buy,

the latter we cannot." Does Mr. Bok think

there is danger of our daughters becoming

so learned? If he had been in as many

houses as I have, where there was hot even

a common school dictionary, and the mother

couldn't tell her boy what a silver certificate

was good for; and when he asked her what

a black back was, told him it was a negro,

he would probably change hiB opinion. A

lady of my acquaintance refused an offer of

young marriage. She afterward, in speak

ing ofit to her mother, said, " I could not af

ford to marry that young man, though I

know him to be industrious, sober, and of

good moral character. I could love him, but

I will not allow myself to do so. His income

is so small that I would have to practice the

closest economv. I would have to deny

myself many little pleasures and recreations

that I now have, because as a wife and

mother I could not earn what I now do. I

would be cramped, mentally and physicallv.

On a small income, with, perhaps, a family

growing up around me I would have to give

up so many things. Love for husband and

children would have to be meat and drink.

I have made my choice, I have chosen for

myself." I suppose Mr. Bok would say

this girl was selfish. He would say her

mind had been cultivated at the expense of

her heart. I saw she was sensible. She

counted the cost, and decided she could not

afford it. Why should a woman sacrifice

herself for her affection ? Too many women

have sacrificed body and brain for love. A

woman, whose mind has not been highly

cultivated, does not know how to love. Mr.

Bok need not fear for women's affectionate

nature. It will not suffer, even though she

be educated to her fullest capacity, her

affections will be refined, purified and

strengthened. Then we shall not hear of

so many unhappy marriages. Educated

women, when they give themselves in mar

riage, demand an equivalent. They can

usually take care of themselves, and do not

marry for board and shelter. A truly edu

cated woman is always, a true womanly

woman. Mrs. if. Orrell.

MURPHYSBOKO, ILL.

[Mr. Bok is able to secure for his ideas

the very wide circulation of the Ixidies Home

Journal, for the reason that he edits that
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publication, and editors do not put their

own writings in the waste basket. He has

said even more illogical and foolish things

than those quoted above. Although still

quite young, he has solved the "woman

question" to his own entire satisfaction;

but his influence is not sufficiently strong

to injure a cause which has had for its ad

vocates such men as Henry Ward Beecher,

Wendall Phillips, George William Curtis,

George W. Childs and scores of others of

similar ability.—En.]

TO W.

If thou woulcist illways love me as thou lov'st me now .

Wouldst clasp me to thy heart with love's caress,

Shower kisses on both lip and brow,

Enshirinemy image in thy loving breast,

-Misfortune I would bear with thee,

And bearing it would faithful be.

If thou wouldst always love me as thou lov'st me now,

Our thoughts would intermingle pure and true,

Earth then would seem more bright and fair.

Would tinge our lives with roseate hue:

While love would be the day starof my life.

And heaven could give no joy apart from you.

If thou wouldst always love me as thou lov'st me now .

'Twould be the dearest boon thou couldst bestt/w ;

'Twould fill my soul with joy supreme,

A joy that none but me could know :

The trials of this world would bring no fears.

Thy love would shield me from all ^rief and tears.

West Oakland, C'al. Nellie Bloom.

Woman's Itiahts.

We hear a great deal said of woman's

rights, womarrs wrongs, of woman's mis

sion, and all those sort of things. We be

lieve in woman's rights, but what are they ?•

Are there not false ideas current in refer

ence to woman's rights, we mean her right

ful position.

1'ardon us if we introduce here a few

words about woman ; with your permission

we will take you into the garden of Eden.

Now, first "imagine Adam in Paradise;

everything to please the eye and charm the

ear, "and minister to a pure taste. If ever

there was a being of whom it could be said,

" It is uood for him to be alone," that be

ing was Adam, and yet " it is not good that

man should be alone ; I will make him an

helpmate for him." The creation was in

complete without woman. If God has at

tached such importance to female influence

as to pronounce the Eden of his own plant

ing a solitary abode until Eve inhabited it,

shall we not attach importance to the fact

sufficient to assert the higher character of

her destiny.

Burns says that nature tried her 'pren

tice hand on man before venturing on the

finer task of fashioning woman ; but men in

general are slow to admit woman even to

an equality with themselves, and the pre

valent opinion certainly is that women are

inferior in point of intellect. We however

cannot come to a decision in the question

until the position of women in society is

such as to give fair play to their capabili

ties.

Take a class of boys and girls learning

the same lessons or studying the same sub

ject ; you never find the girls inferior to the

boys, their memories are as strong, their

perceptions as clear, and their understand

ings are as vigorous ; they learn as fast and

as easily comprehend what they are taught.

But let a woman grow up with the idea, as

we once heard a little boy say that " while

the chief aim of man is to enjoy himself

forever, the chief aim of woman is to get

married ;" that her sole object is to look

out for a suitable match ; that she needs no

insight into science ; that " to be literary

is to be blue; " that she is to have no voca

tion in which the cultivation of her intel

lectual power is necessary; that if she is

too learned she will frighten away the

young man who intends never to marry a

woman who knows more than he does;

that she must contract her intellect to the

dimensions of his ; that all the education

and training will be of no use to her when

she is married; that she will have no time

for music or no necessity for natural philo

sophy, and the education which is to ele

vate her will be pursued with a listleness

and apathy that always fall on man or wo

man engaged in any pursuit of which they

can say, " What is the use."

Now there are various judgments by dif

ferent individuals of what is sensible in

man.

Leslie tells a story of a captain of a

packet-ship, who often had ladies placed

under his charge for the passage, and who

was sometimes consulted in love affairs

that occurred on the voyage. One one oc

casion, a lady, who was very attractive,

received particular attention" from three

young gentlemen, and consulted the cap

tain as to which of them xltr nhutild encour

age. " Well you come on deck some calm

day, and I will have a boat lowered, and

you Bhall jump overboard. I'll take care of

you, and we will see which of them will

jump after you.'' She did so, jumped over

board, and two of them leaped into the sea

after her. Now here was another difficulty ;

which of these two should she encourage ?

She consulted the captain again and his

advice wa9 " Take the one that did not

jump, he is the most sensible man of the

three."

Please excuse us if we are a little wav

from our subject. We are not advocates of

woman's rights according to the theorv of

strong minded women, and we have liut

very little sympathy with what are cal led

"strong minded women," who would thru.«t

women out of her sphere, and force her to

occupy a position lor which she is not

qualified in any respect. Woman in her
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phere is all-powerful, but dress her up in

mle attire, let her unsex herself, and sac-

itire woman's tenderness, and modesty to

n insane desire for woman's rights and

be loses her infiuence for good.

Xaiwa and Juliette Roberts.

Kex-toxvillk, Ark.

[There are some good points in the above

rticle, but we cannot quite understand

rby the first part should attempt to prove

hat a woman's mind is as strong as a.

nan's, and the latter part should declare

hat the writers have no sympathy with

trong-minded women. They do not want

roman thrust out of her sphere and dressed

n male attire, through an insane desire for

soman's rights. We think our corres

pondents should write another article and

ell us who is trying to do this, and also ex-

>lain what they understand by a "woman's

sphere" and "woman's rights.—En.]

Our JAves*

It is said by a sweet poet,

■• Sculptors of life are we as we stand,

With our lives uncarved before us:

Waitine the hour when at (Jod* command,

i >ur life dream passes o'er us.

1*1 11* carve it then on the yielding stone,

With many a sharp incision :—

It's heavenly beauty shall be our own—

Our lives that angel vision."

Living our lives, is like building a new

house. We should build one first, to know-

how to build. Experience is the best

teacher.

To me. who have almost reached the high

noon of our allotted time, life seems a

rough, desperate struggle for existence with

us all. As I look back over the long,

rough path, I wonder if, could I be set back

to the beginning of my journey, would I

do any better. We seem to go on and on

Mind-folded, not knowing what lies before

us. Oh, the person is a billionaire who

can meet these trials, troubles, vexations

and disappointments of life, with a brave

heart, shoulder his burden and go on. It

seems to me that almost the greatest bless

ing we could receive would be a cheerful

disposition, to make the best of every

thing, always look on the bright side. We

ran look twice through this kaleidiscope of

life. One view is dark, gloomy and sad,

the other is bright, sunny and cheerful.

Sow our looking at it thus, will not change

it one way or the other. Let us keep the

bright picture before us. "Lis a grand,

beautiful world. How often our troubles

nre blessings in disguise, if we could only

«eitso. This life is too short to stop to

brieve at the thorns that pierce us. Let

oe reach for the roses, there are more of

them than thorns if we search for them.

We can all cultivate this good trait of char

acter, if we do not possess it by inheri

tance. A cheerful heart can do great good

in this world. Surely it "doeth good like a

medicine." Let us live our lives cheer

fully, at least, if we can't all live them

grandly and nobly.

Carrie E. Mitchell.

Kkitiimihru, III.

LIFE'S TASK.

Let us help to bear the burdens,

That we meet with everywhere,

If we lighten others' sorrows

Ours will be less hard to bear.

Knter homes where hope has fled,

leaving nothing in its wake

But ruined, blighted, lonely lives.

And hearts that only beat to break.

Let kindness be the balm we use

To soothe and heal the wounds of care,

Tell them of the Saviour's love.

And the " Home " where all is fair.

And when life's task is finished,

And we leave this world of sin.

We may hope at Heaven's portals

To be* told to enter in.

.KA1IVII.I.E, Col.1 Nellie LawUxt.

A tTutlffr.

A county judge in Hungary gave a deci-

cision a few days ago of which Solomon

himself might be proud. Members of the

Nazarene sect in the town of Gyoma re

quested his honor to be allowed to crucify

one of their number, "who was a messiah

and had been called by heaven to save

men." " Friends," he replied, after recov

ering his senses, " I do not wish to inter

fere with your religious practices. If your

messiah wishes to be crucified, let him pre

pare himself for death. Kemember, how

ever, that if he does not rise again in three

days I shall cause every one of you to be

hanged." The Xazarenes, it is needless to

add, allowed their chief to live.

A Homrmade Barometer.

A barometer which is said to be reliable

may be made by filling a common wide-

mouthed pickle bottle to within three inches

of the top with water. An ordinary olive

oil bottle is then inverted and placed within

the mouth of the pickle bottle as far as it

will go. In line weather the water will

rise into the neck of the flask higlier than

the mouth of the pickle bottle; in wet or

windy weather it will fall to within an inch

of the mouth of the ilask. Before a heavy

gale of wind, and at least eight hours before

the gale reaches its height, the water has,

it is said, been known to leave the flask

altogether.

A sbw device for ballroom decoration

consists in the freezing of incandescent

lamps into large and prettily-shaped blocks

of ice, which serve the double purpose of

giving forth coolness and light.
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GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF RAIL

ROADS AND EMPLOYES.

Persons calling themselves "Nationalists,"

and others, perhaps, who choose some other

designation, advocate the ownership and

the management of the railroads of the

United States hy the federal government.

We are not, at this writing, inclined to

discuss the financial aspect of the proposi

tion; how, if the government should con

clude to purchase the railroads, the money

could be obtained to pay for them, but in

stead, to call attention of the readers of the

Magazine to conditions that would most

probably confront employes who would be

required to operate the roads, a branch of

the subject which does not seem to have

attracted much attention, if, indeed, it has

been broached at all by the advocates of

government ownership of the railroads of

the country.

It is eminently prudent to say that it is

a question in which railroad employes are

vitally concerned, and upon whicli their

views should have due consideration. Na

tionalism, at least, as applied to railroading,

is paternalism, or wilder still, Bellainyism—

an ism which dwarfs out of sight the indi

vidual, while it indefinitely expands gov

ernment control to absolutism. It must be

this, necessarily, since there is no appeal

from the dictum of the government. The

subject warrants exhaustive criticism, and

the more it is investigated the more urgent

the analysis appears.

The value of the railroads of the country

is now placed at $11,000,000,000—or about

five times the cost of the war of the rebel

lion—and the number of employes required

to operate 175,22:? miles of track of these

roads, as reported December, 31, 1N!'2, ap

proximates 1,000,000. In case the govern

ment should own and operate these roads,

they would be practically consolidated into

one great system, and the interests involved

would be of such vast magnitude as would

probably make it necessary to create another

department of the government. To man

age an establishment of such enormous pro

portions would require military discipline

of the most rigid character, in which case

employes entitled—that would doubtess be

required—they would at once come under

laws and regulations of a cast iron order

from which, as has been observed, there

would be no appeal.

Here it becomes pertinent to inquire, first,

in case of government ownership and man

agement of the railroads, would the organ

izations of railroad employes as now con

stituted be tolerated ? Is it to be presumed

that immediately upon the passing of the

ownership of the roads from the corpora

tions to government all grievances would

disappear, and a railroad employes' millen-

ium would dawn? But suppose employes

should insist upon maintaining their or

ganizations with all of their grand officers

and machinery for presenting grievances

and orderingstrikes, is there a man who en

tertains the idea that the government would

for an instant permit the slightest inter

ference with its orders and regulations? A

moment's reflection discloses the prepos-

terousnessof such a conception. Employes

might be permitted to maintain organiza

tions of a beneficiary character to improve

the moral, social, educational and financial

condition of their members, but the govern

ment would make all regulations relating to

time and wages, nor would it for a moment

distinguish between a scab and a union man ;

belonging to an organization would cat no

figure at all, and as a consequence, organi

zations would at once be required to rele

gate all their machinery for protection to

the limbo of forgotten things. As well ex

pect enlisted soldiers in the regular army

to maintain organizations for the purpose

of criticising orders of superiors, presenting

grievances and proposing to strike if con

cessions were not granted. Indeed, under
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laws already in force, as interpreted by

certain United States judges, it is question

able if railroad employes connected with

the train service are any longer free men,

the interpretation of the law being that

they are a part of the rolling stock of the

corporations, held to their places by the

force of law.

With such facts in sight, is it not to be

presumed that, under Government control

of the railroads, the first thing Congress

would do would be to make laws concerning

their management? Such a conclusion is

not only logical, but inevitable. The laws

thus enacted would doubtless confer upon

a department, which the law would create,

the duty of making rules and regulations

for the management of the roads. The Gov

ernment, having become a " common car

rier," would brook no delays—and employes

would not be consulted any more than

soldiers in the army are consulted about

their movements. "Obedience" and "si

lence" would be the watch words—and any

infraction of the rules would be punished

with military promptness and rigor.

With i iovernment control of the railroads,

contracts between the Government and the

employes, would be based upon law, with

penalties attached of more or less severity,

in which the punishment of recalcitrant

employes would only be considered, be

cause, though the Government might be in

the wrong, there would be no process by

which it could be arrested, tried and pun

ched, the Government would be King—and

the maxim is " The King can do no wrong,"

only the subject, the slave, the employe—

hence the proposition for the Government

to control the railroads becomes a species

of despotism, such as applies to the control

of armies.

In the management of the railroads, the

• iovernment would want about 1,000,000

men. It is not to be presumed or assumed

that the < iovernment would tolerate any

happy-go lucky policy relating to the re

quired force to operate the roads. It would

insist upon order. The trains must go their

ceaseless rounds, day and night. What

more natural than the inauguration of a

system of enlistment for a term of years?

'luring which the men, while permitted to

die would not enjoy the privilege of quit

ting, any more than soldiers in the regular

army may throw down their muskets with

impunity. Desert, they might, but as de

sertion is a perilous business, employes

once in the toils, would probably prefer to

serve out their time, rather than be hunted

down by spies and detectives governments

have in their employ.

Again, suppose an employe was dis

charged from the service as the lightest pen

alty the authorities could inflict, what

would be the condition of the unfortunate?

lie would be practically branded as an out

cast, blacklisted to an extent that he would

not be permitted to enter the service again.

True, he might be pardoned and reinstated,

but the government, having absolute con

trol, would doubtless prefer that such de

graded employes should be warnings to

others to obey orders and be silent.

As to the matter of wages, if the govern

ment should purchase and control the rail

roads, what assurance has labor that wages

would be higher than at present? Indeed,

what is there to inspire the belief that

wages would not be reduced below their .

present averages? Manifestly, there is

nothing upon which labor can hang a hope

that its condition would be improved. If

the purpose of the government should lie

to pay high wages and at the same time re

duce the cost of transportation, there might

be developed the fact that the business,

like the postorfice department, was not a

self-supporting enterprise, in which case

appropriations would be required to meet

deficits. If such a condition of things

should occur, a cry would be heard demand

ing retrenchment and reform, and thus to

avoid deficiencies wages might be reduced,

in which event, what means of redress

would be in sight for the employes? The

grievance committee, even if one existed,

would not chirp, and the coming together

of grand chiefs, and grand masters and

grand lodges would be missionless. Neither

strike, kick nor boycott would be tolerated.

Mass meetings and whereases would avail

nothing, and all that would be left for the

employe would be submission and silence.

Whatever else may be said of the govern

ment ownership of railroads, it is difficult
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to see in what regard the employe thereby

would be benefited. We regard it quite

too early to advocate absolutism in indus

trial enterprises. As matters now stand,

there is quite enough of petty and pusil

lanimous czarisrn in shop, forge, factory and

mine and in the railroad service, and labor,

we feel warranted in saying, does not

clamor for more subjugation.

THE LABOR PROBLEM

We are by no means oblivious of the fact

that the caption of this article is a somewhat

antiquated chestnut—hackneyed to an ex

tent that rarely falls to the lot of any indus

trial or economic subject within the realm

of discussion, but does it follow, therefore,

that the labor problem has been discussed

to an extent, and so exhaustively that it

should be laid aside?

It so happens, that notwithstanding a

thousand pens and ten thousand tongues

have been engaged in solving the labor

problem, it still remains unsolved, and if

we are to believe only a part of what we

hear and see, the conclusion is enevitable

that the labor problem, now, as peremptor

ily as at any time in the past, challenges

men of the largest abilities to wrestle with

the difficulties it presents.

There are those, insignificant neither in

number nor mental grasp, who do not hesi

tate to affirm that the labor problem in

volves the perpetuity of the cherished in

stitutions of the American government. It

was a saying of the lamented Lincoln, that

this government " could not exist half free

and half slave," that slavery or the form of

government would have to be abandoned,

and now, the assertion is made that this

government cannot exist with a contempt

ible minority of plutocrats, and an over

whelming majority of proletariats, and the

proposition is woven into the warp and

woof of the labor problem.

No man, who gives the subject a moment's

serious thought, has failed to observe, on the

part of the plutocratic class the attitude of

employers towards employes. In certain

cases, there is a mock solicitude for their

welfare, and repetition ad nauseum of the

old Shakespearean saw, "There is a divinty

that shapeB our ends," that is to say, shapes

the workingman's ends so that he can be

driven into the mud and kept there, and on

the other hand, shapes the ends of the rich

employer, so that, regardless of winds and

tides he is always on top, and booted and

spurred, astride of the workingman, rides

him whithersoever he will, always claiming

that some " divinity " is responsible for con

ditions as they exist; that it is Heaven's

order, and therefore, any resistance only

serves to fasten the fetters more securely,

sink the workingman deeper in the mire,

and lift the employer to higher altitudes of

opulence and independence.

It is worthy of remark, that of late it has

become popular in certain quarters, to in

ject into the labor problem about every

thing politicians wrangle over—such as

government ownership of railroads and

telegraph lines, the single tax, bimetalisru

the initiative and referendum, and so on to

the end of the chapter, including the trans

fer of labor organizations, rank and file, to

some one of the political parties. By such

a harum scarum policy the real labor prob

lem is practically lost sight of, however no

torious the leaders in the scramble may be

come. To make things if possible, still

worse, Bellamyism is often hitched on to

the labor problem, and thus vagary and

hallucination, arm in arm, may be seen al

most any day, blazing the way to some

Utopia where only so much labor is required

to gather up and stow away the wealth.

AVe hold that primarily and fundament

ally, the labor problem involves mages—and

that when wages are adjusted upon a basis

of justice, the labor problem is practically

solved. It was said by the Master in His

sermon on the Mount, "Seek ye first the

kingdom of God and His righteousness, and

all these things shall be added unto you.*'

That is to say, don't go roaming into the

realms of discussion and waste your time

and strength, but rather find the one thing

needful and go for it with all your might,

and when found, grasp and hang on to it.

Things of miuor importance will come nec

essarily and inevitably and be added to your

stock of valuables. Hence, we infer, that

the supreme purpose labor should have in

view, is, to secure just wages; and this ob

tained, all other things that labor needs
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will he added as certainly as that there is

such a law as gravitation.

What are the other things to be added?

Preliminary to giving an answer directly,

we assume that money has power to secure

the other things referred to. Money may

not work miracles, but it does work won

ders—and these'wonders are seen on every

hand—and hence, we observe that the man

who seeks for money and finds it, adds in

definitely to his possessions—and the more

money he secures the greater is the num

ber of things which go to makeup the sum

total of his assets. With the rich, it is

called " income;" in the case- of the work-

ingman, it is called "wages." To those at

ill critically observant, it will be found

that men with the largest incomes have the

most of the things which go to embellish

homes—and it requires-a master of fine

writing to describe the luxuries which their

incomes command— and it is easy enough

to mark the upward grade in surroundings

from incomes of ,V>,000 to $5,000,000.

We have read, time and again, in the pre

ambles of the constitutions of labor organi

sations, that their purpose was to advance

their membership morally, socially and in

tellectually, all of which is well enough in

its way, but which, omitting the supreme

demand, wages, is of little consequence in

the discussion of the labor problem.

We hold that the fundamental idea of

labor organizations should be wages, pre

cisely as with capitalists, the purpose is

dividends, and with merchants, profits.

Syndicates, trusts and monopolies, pools,

also railroad corporations, are not organized

for moral, social and intellectual improve

ment of their members, but to make money,

to improve their financial condition, and to

this one thing they bend all their energies,

and thus it should, in our opinion, be with

labor organizations to obtain wages, the

higher the better.

We urge the wage method of solving the

labor problem because it alone can solve it.

Workingmen everywhere, we refer to organ

ized workingmen, demand just wages, their

fair share of the wealth they create, and as

we approach that point, workingmen be

come contented. The day a workingman

receives what he believes to be just wages,

with him the labor problem is solved and

it never will be solved until just wagi-B are

secured. If this is true, and we challenge

denial, why waste time and breath over

minor questions? Why clamor for single

tax? Why run mad over nationalism, an

other term for parentalism ? Why resolve

to go pell mell into some new fangled poli

tical party? Why get hoarse over the initia

tive and referendum? Why not, on the

contrary, unify, solidify and federate to

secure honest, fair and just wages? And

above all, why should labor writers and

speakers be constantly repeating the Btale

platitude, that "Capital has rights as well

as labor?" Capital will take care of its

rights. It will never abdicate any right,

and, moreover, labor does not seek to wrest

from capital any of its rights. It simply

contends that capitalists shall not longer

starve and degrade it by methods which

have prevailed since history was rescued

from fable. Labor is the investment, wages

the dividend. With fair wages the labor

problem is solved.

CHESTNUTS IN THE BURR.

Mr. Z. H. Holbrook, of Chicago, recent

ly delivered an address on the " Homestead

Troubles " in which he discussed the rela

tions of " Capital and Labor," and con

cluded with tne following resume of the

points made :

1. Work is a blessing, not a curse.

2. The greatest philanthropist is he who furnishes

employment to others.

3. Aggregations of capital are beneficial to society,

as they reduce cost of production.

4. Capital and labor are partners, but capitalists

and laborers ate not.

5. Labor must choose between the certainty of

wages and the vicissitudes and risks of profits or

loss.

6. Having chosen wages as its part, when wages

are paid the obligations of capital cease, except such

as pertain to the domain of private conscience.

7. The obligations of capital to share profits with

labor are no greater than those of others to shnrc

their surplus with the needy.

8. No man can show authority for dictating to cap

ital its duty to labor when agreed wages have been

paid.

!). Honesty, industry and thrift are the basis ele

ments of wealth.

10. The capitalists of to-day were the wage-earners

of yesterday, and '.he laborer of to-day can become the

capitalist of to-morrow.

fl. The mounds of property* are dissipated by the

sure laws of nature, hence the state does not need to

assist in the work.

12. It is not a crime to acquire and to own. It may

be a crime not to do so if one has the ability. Ac

quiring must not be confounded with avarice.

Finally : Man has an inherent and inalienable

right to labor, and this right must not be Interfered

with by unions or strikers. It is not the business of

government to aid in the acquisition of money or to

make property, but to protect every man, the hum
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blest and the wealthiest, in his lawful eli'orts to ac

quire and to enjoy the fruits of his labor.

We are inclined to devote some space to

Mr Holbrook's chestnuts, separate them

from the burr and examine them neriatim,

from 1 to "finally."

To say that work—labor, toil, drudgery—

Bynonyinous terms, are one or all blessings

and not a curse constitute debatable prop

ositions.

It is often said that millionaire employ

ers work quite as hard as their employes—

as for instance, Carnegie and Frick work as

hard as do the men who stand in front of

fiery furnaces, or who, handling the molten

iron, transform it into steel or roll it into

plates. It is only required to state the fool

ish falsehood to see it collapse.

Work is the general term as including

that which calls for the exertion of one's

strength ; it includes toil, which expresses

a still higher degree of painful exertion, as

also drudgery, which implies mean and

degrading work. The fact is, work—labor,

toil, drugery—involving different degrees of

physical effort, if we are to believe the

Bible, are so many curses, or, taken to

gether, are one curse, resulting from dis

obedience. Let us go to Genesis, chapter

iii, and note if work was originally design

ed as a blessing:

" And unto Adam he said, Because thou

hast harkened unto the voice of thy wife,

and hast eaten of the tree of which I com

manded thee, saying, thou shalt not eat of

it, cursed is the ground for thy sake, in

sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of

thy life. Thorns also and thistles shall it

bring forth ; and thou shalt eat the herb of

the field. In the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread till thou return into the

ground."

If that does not sound like a curse rather

than a blessing, the world has labored un

der a mistake for six thousand years.

To make the curse still more bitter, there

has been a ceaseless spawning of mercenary

scoundrels, who, when men work that they

may eat bread, stand ready to rob them,

ana it was this robbery by Carnegie and

Frick, which brought about the Home

stead troubles.

2. In thecoinage of nonsense into words,

the mint never set afloat a greater vagary

than Mr. Holbrook's declaration that " the

greatest philanthropist is he who furnishes

employment to others," since it is well

known that the great majority of employ

ers are as far separated from the philan

thropist as the dog star is distant from the

earth. A philanthropist loves his fellow

men ; the employer loves himself. The

philanthropist seeks to have the great army

of workers secure fair wages that they may

be happy ; the average employer is ever

lastingly engaged in reducing wages and

adding to the woes of workii gmeu. In

that nefarious business, Carnegi ' and Frick

were engaged at the time the Iomestead

trouble Degan. A man-eating tiger or a

lamb-eating wolf are philanthrc piste quite

as much as Carnegie and Frick, and others

of their ilk.

3. It is now almost universal! v conceded

that aggregations of capital are a menace to

the free institutions of the country, and

constitute a colossal curse, and it is only

moral deformities that attempt to justify

the rascally methods by which tie aggrega

tions of capital are secured, by giving they

reduce the cost of production, unmindful

of the haggard fact that they are making

men, women and children so (heap, that

human life, in the estimation of those who

control aggregations of wealth, fas little, if

any value at all.

4. Here is where Mr. Holbrook states

facts worthy of universal acceptance. Surely

"capital and labor are partnei-s" irrevo

cably so. Have always been partners since

the first drop of beaded sweat, in obedience

to God's command, stood out upon a labor

er's brow, and but for the Carnegies and

Fricks, whose counterparts have lived and

lied, robbed and oppressed from the begin

ning, labor would have been spared the

crushing ordeals through which it has

passed. Capitalists and labor are not part

ners. The footpad and his victim are not

partners any more than Job and the devil

were partners, and the hope is that as in

the case of the man of Cz, labor may ad

here to its integrity and eventually, like

Job, regain its rightful possessions in spite

of capitalistic satans.

5. The choice which labor is to make is

between the dignity of manhood and the

degradation of the menial; whether he will

be a man or a mouse ; whether he will con

trol himself or be controlled by others.

6. Right you are. When workingmen

obtain by organization and federation what

they decree are fair wages, and the sum is

paid in cash, obligations cease. There is to

be no hypocritical sniffling on the part of

capitalists as to what they can do for labor.

Latjor will take care of itself. It will not

be insulted bv slobbering paternalism.

7. The obligations of capital, or capital

ists, are just what labor imposes. Labor

does not demand a certain share of profits.

It demands fair wages. Labor does not

have to be told that over and above what

it receives, there is a va*t surplus that goes

to increase the fortunes of capitalists. But

labor, uninfluenced by base desire>, does

not envy those who thus grow rich. It

sinqdy demands fair wages.

8. Capital owes no duty to labor other

than fair, honorable treatment, and labor

owes no duty to capital other than a strict

compliance with its contract to do a fair
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'lay's work for fair, honest wajjes, the duties

being mutual, and equality of the parties

to the contract unquestioned.

!». The basic elements of wealth have

undergone a great change in late years.

Honesty, industry and thrift are still re

garded "as commendable, but wealth in a

vast majority of instances, is accumulated

by fraud, robbery, chicane and every con

ceivable form of duplicity. The trusts and

syndicates, corporations and monopolies

<fiecard honesty. Their industry is exhib

ited in concocting schemes by which unjust

laws are enacted, and just laws evaded,

their thrift being theft sustained by a cor

rupt judiciary, debauched by the boodle

the combines dispense to those who aid in

the nefarious work.

10. The capitalists of to-day are chierly,

as in the case of the Vanderbilts, the in

heritors of wealth. They never were wage

earners, and the laborers "of to-day working

at wages aanging from 75 cents to $4 a day

'luring all their days can not hope to be

come capitalists, as the term is now under-

Hood. If under the mont favorable condi

tions they can secure a cottage home and

save a few dollars for a rainy day and for

old age, the extreme limit of their accumu

lations is reached. Andeven this the great

majority of capitalists, by their ungodly

avarice, seek to jeopardize, and to this fact

is to be attributed the labor troubles at

Homestead.

11. The laws of nature do not dissipate

the " mounds of prosperity," as is shown

by the Vanderbilt and the Astor estates,

and numerous others that might be named.

The state has sought by constitution and

statute to aid nature in the work of dissi

pation, but millionairedom has found away

to defeat the laws of nature and the statute

also.

12? Verily, it is not a crime to acquire

property unless it is acquired by crime, as

is now being done in the United States, and

to an extent that has aroused the attention

"i Congress and created universal indigna

tion. Workingmen, as a general proposi

tion, are plundered to an extent that life

is made one continuous horror.

Finally. Manifestly, all men have an

inalienable right to work. But there is

another right, and that is, all men have a

right to organize unions and to strike if

their interests demand it. If A. is receiv

ing^ a day, a sum barely sufficient to en

able him to support his family decently,

and B., a scab, offers to do the work for SI

a day, A. has a right to resist the wrong,

'jrant that the effort of A. to maintain his

rights requires no assistance from the gov

ernment, it follows that the government

should not order out its military to aid the

scab to degrade labor. That is what the

government did at Homestead.

There are 20,000,00(1 wage earners in the

United States. Their demands do not ex

ceed a purpose to obtain such wages as will

6upport themselves and those dependent

upon them. It is a righteous demand.

Will it be granted? Not if the Carnegies

and Fricks are able to prevent it. Wealth

in such hands is powerful. But 20,000,000

men once aroused will prove more powerful.

What will be the result? Time will solve

the problem.

EXTHE XOU8.

A fallacy sat on a statesman's knee,

And asked, with a glance askew :

"What do yon think in yonr heart of me,

And what am 1 worth to you ? "

The statesman—being alone—spoke free:

"Don't puMish this interview,

You are worth a great many votes to me,

Hut I don't think much of you."

The fallacy hopped from the aged knee.

And winked as she said adieu :

"If voters were thinkers and saw through me.

They would think still less of von."

—PalL Hull Kuilgrt.

OBJECTIONABLE BOSSES.

The strike in the Brooks Locomotive Works. Dun

kirk, N. Y., has now become so serious that an appeal

has been made to Buffalo for stAte troops in case they

may be needed. The beginning of the strike was

caused a month ago by the refusal of the riveters in

the boiler factory to work under certain contractors.

President Himnan declined to yield to the demands

of the strikers, although twenty-eight men from

Philadelphia refused work upon learning they had

been brought to replace strikers, and the workmen

from Philadelphia at present secured arc not able to

venture safely outside the works. The lack of riv

eters had necessitated suspending labor In other de

partments mid now about Win men are out of employ

ment Although the emergency may not arise, state

troops at Jamestown and Buffalo arc reported as being

ready to move at a moment's notice.

The foregoing clipping from the Railvay

Age brings into prominence one of the

causes which in numerous instances are

productive of labor troubles.

It so happens that frequently proprietors

of large industries select as overseers of their

shops men who, though they may be in some

regards competent are in many other re

spects totally disqualified for the positions

they hold. Pig-headed, bigoted and arro

gant, they conceive it to be their duty to

Elay the role of guards in penitentiaries or

osses of convict laborers. Their ideas of

discipline are not specially dissimilar to

those practiced by overseers of negroes in

old "plantation times," and though the

lash is not used, the attitude of the boss

towards the men is that of a petty tyrant,

and who, dressed in a little brief authority,

exercises it in such a way as to earn the

contempt and loathing of the men he seeks

to control. He is no more fit for the posi

tion than hell would be for a powder maga

zine, or a chestnut-burr for an eye-stone.

Whenever such men are placed in control
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of great industries, troubles, more or less

damaging to the business, are certain to oc

cur, and though they may not lead to open

rupture—to a strike—they are certain to

create conditions flagrantly in antagonism

to the welfare of those who have their money

invested in the industry. To secure the best

work, workingmen must be treated as men

and not as menials, as slaves—and when the

overbearing methods of the boss can no

longer be endured, a strike is inevitable and

is just and honorable. Indeed, it is the last

resort of men who have a spark of self-

respect to assert their manhood.- The prin

ciple involved is a dear one, and for its

recognition workingmen have the right to

resort to extreme measures.

Progress and Poverty.

Mr. Editor:—It requires no lengthy argu

ment to establish the fact that there is a

surplus of engineers and firemen in this

country to-day ; it will not be necessary for

me to go into details to prove this assertion,

as a great number of our members are pain

fully aware of its truth already. The mate

rial cause of this state of affairs is tob many

promotions; the formal cause, seniority;

and the efficient cause, the stupidity and ig

norance of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers. The crowd of success-worshipers

who compose the conventions of the B. L.

E., principally passenger engineers who

have good runs, are too busy in their eager

ness to toady after P. M. Arthur to have a

thought about enacting any legislation fa

vorable to their unfortunate brothers who

are out of employment, quite often through

no fault of their own. About two weeks

ago the bricklayers in Chicago presented a

new schedule ; they wanted 50 cents an hour,

whereupon their employers suggested that

they submit their grievances to an arbitrator.

They did so and the arbitrator decided in

their favor. 80 the contractors gracefully

complied with their demand, and shortly

afterwards appeard in public print explain

ing how delighted they were with the set

tlement. Within the past month the car

penters of Chicago have, also, had a differ

ence with their employers. The contract

ors attempted to cut "the scale—35 cents

an hour—believing that they could obtain

plenty of help from the vast army of unem

ployed wintering in Chicago, so they refused

to honor the schedule in force and thereby

precipitated a strike. In view of the vast

number of idle men in Chicago, estimated

at several hundred thousand, everybody

predicted defeat for the men, and it came as

a great surprise when they won the strike

inside of three days. In the same papers

describing the victories of the Chicago brick

layers and carpenters there appeared a dis

patch relating how the great body of engin

eers and firemen on the X. P. 11. K. had suf

fered a reduction in wages, and they are

only one of many, as ten or fifteen different

railroad companies have reduced wages in

the past six months. When the Brother

hoods of Engineers and Firemen did make

a stand,when they walked out on the Lehigh

Valley, every one knows that they were de

feated ; and the greatest factor entering into

that defeat was the unusually large number

of engineers and firemen who«were glad to

obtain employment at any wages. Doe*

not the comparison appear startling? Does

not it strike a person with overwhelming

force that something must be radically

wrong when a bricklayer and a carpenter

can obtain better wages than a locomotive

engineer, with all his boasted skill, besides

working shorter hours and feeling more se

cure in the knowledge that lie can lose his

situation to-day and secure another equally

as good to-morrow? It requires no great

skill to be a carpenter. I have seen men

who never displayed any great genius be

come carpenters after an apprenticeship of

six months, while two years is the prescribed

period for a man to learn bricklaying. Let

us examine the methods and policies of the

bricklayers' and carpenters' organizations.

And also the policy of th*& Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers. Possibly we may

learn why the condition of their members

is in such startling contrast to-day.

When the bricklayers' union was organ

ized, they took the broad and liberal ground

that a man or boy who was fit to work with

them was also fit to associate with them in

an effort to have their grievances redressed,

he was worthy to counsel with them and

receive their advice and assistance, even if

he was only an apprentice. When an in

justice was committed against an appren

tice the bricklayers took it up. If he was

discharged by a contractor when his indent

ure as an apprentice had almost expired,

they saw that he secured employment with

another contractor and that he was pro

moted to the position of a journeyman when

he was entitled to it. When a selfish ap

prentice attempted to jump out and become

a journeyman before his allotted time, to the

exclusion of older and more experienced

men who might be in search of employment,

the union put a quietus on him. S'o uselw

or long-winded arguments were wasted on

him, but he was brought to time in a hurry,

and he had no junior organization to back

him up in his selfishness. In the spring: of

\S7 the Contractor's Alliance in Chit-ago de

termined to reduce wages and increase tin-

hours of labor from 8 to 10. On this issw

the bricklayers locked horns with their em

ployers, and there followed one of the bit

terest battles, lasting five month's that t«ver

occurred between capital and labor. But

thanks to the superb organization of the

bricklayers, they won, and since that liiem-
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orable struggle no contractor has ever in

vited a strike ; differences have arisen be

tween employers and employes, but they

have always been settled by arbitration, and

invariably in favor of the men. To-day, the

bricklayers' union in Chicago is the most

prosperous labor union in America. It owns

a liandsonie brick block worth hundreds of

thousands of dollars, which nets a hand

some rental that forms a fund to protect

against misfortune in their old age the men

of brains who conceived and perfected such

a grand organization. The history of the

carpenters' organization in Chicago is simi

lar to that of the bricklayers' ; they admit

ted apprentices to their union, and then they

federated. They made no senseless speeches

about » three dollar a day man having noth

ing in common with a dollar and a half a

day man, they federated with every other

organization engaged in the building trades.

Ilodcarriers, bricklayers, steam-fitters, plas

terers, everyone, nobody barred. Several

years ago when they demanded a uniform

rate of wages, '.in cents an hour, the con

tractors demurred, but after a hard struggle

the men won. and victory once more perched

oh the banner of progress. Then some of

the contractors artfully offered some of the

oliler men as high as 00 cents an hour. They

•aid to them " you are doing yourselves an

injustice to place your skill on a level with

these fresh fish," well knowing that if they

could create classes among the men their

union would soon go glimmering. But the
'■arpentere were not to be caught by any

Mich cheap trick ; they declined all such

tempting offers, and high upon the scroll

of progress, to-day, is inscribed the name of

the United Carpenters' Council of Chicago.

How different has been the policy of the B.

L. E. They have rejected with" scorn all

overtures from their apprentices for a close

affiliation of their respective interests. They

have persistently refused to federate with

their sister railroad organizations, and their

grand officers have gone about the country

hoasttully asserting, and writing magazine

articles, to the effect that the B. L. E. stood

•loof from all other labor organizations, and

formed the " aristocracy " of the American

workingmen. The less a man knows the

more susceptible he is to flattery, therefore,

»hen Chauncey Depew and other railroad

magnates flattered the leaders of the B. L.

E.. and told them what extraordinary skill

it took to run a locomotive, and how the en

gineers ought not lower their dignity by as-

Kiciating with the common herd, it found a

fwdy response in their hearts. Unlike the

carpenters they were too obtuse to see

through the small confidence game that

those polished arch-enemies of labor played

'in them, so they swallowed the bait, hook

>nd all. and cried for more. The poor fire

men who had been scorned and ridiculed

by the skilled (?) engineers found a brother

hood of their own, which has grown into a

young David that will soon slay the giant,

Goliath, with his little sling shot—Seniority.

It is a well known fact that there is a silent

but bitter struggle going on between the B.

L. K. and the B. L. F., and the B. L. F. is

slowlv but surely getting the best of it.

Members of the B. L. E. are dropping out of

the service every day to swell the ever in

creasing ranks of the unemployed, and B. L.

F. men are being promoted to fill their va

cant places. Already there are ten thous

and such men in the ranks of the B. L. F.,

who have been promoted to the position of

engineer, and who show their disapproval of

the B. L. E. by refusing to join it. Its policy

has been that of poverty, poverty of ideas,

poverty of execution, and poverty of good

results. The two contrasted policies are a

clever exemplification of the terms, progress

and poverty. The bricklayers' and carpen

ters' organizations are progressive to an un

usual degree, while the B. L. E. has gone to

the other extreme. It has exhibited a pov

erty of brains that would have warranted

an investigation as to its sanity years ago,

were it an individual instead ot an organiz

ation. This poverty of brains was strikingly

illustrated during the Lehigh Valley strike.

According to report, the grand officers of the,

B. L. E. called on the officials, and their dig

nity was insulted ; so a strike was ordered

at once. The men had been working under

these conditions for years and nothing was

thought of it. According to the laws of the

B. L. E., a two-thirds vote, favoring a strike,

of the members employed on the system

was necessary before a strike could be or

dered. This was not cast. It lacked fifteen

of the required number. But a little thing

like that did not prevent a strike being or

dered, when theirdignity had been offended,

and nothing but blood would wash the in

sult out, so the men were ordered out. Now

the strike has been declared illegal, and

every hard working member who went down

in his jeans for five dollars to pav the Lehigh

assessment can console himself with the re

flection that it was a contribution to the ig

norance of the grand officers, and every en

gineer who lost his position can reflect on

the proposition that Iiis means of earning a

livelihood was sacrificed on the altar of a

grand officer's wounded dignity. That it

was wounded pride and dignity they were

striking for instead of bread and butter is

conclusively proved by the settlement ; as

soon as the grand officers' grievances were

settled, by President Wilbur granting them

recognition, the strike was declared off; and

the men were smilingly told: " If you can't

get what you want take what you can get."

Were I to declare that all members of the

B. L. E. were poverty stricken in the upper

story, I would do thousands of them an in
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justice, for there are countless numbers of

them who are broad-minded, liberal and pro

gressive. On the other hand, there are

members who are as narrow-minded as P.

M. Arthur ever dared to be. But I am not

speaking of individuals, I am speaking of or

ganizations, and the point I seek to make is

that the B. L. E. is the most illiberal, narrow,

contracted, useless institution that ever bur

lesqued a labor organization, and its policy

for the past five vears has been as barren of

good results as the Sahara desert is of vege

tation. If its policy of exclusiveness is cor

rect, then the war of the Rebellion was a

failure, for it was fought on the assumption

by the Confedarate states that the diversified

interests of this country could not be suc

cessfully managed by one nation. If the

policy of the t'nited States is right then the

engineers' policy is a mistaken one, for the

two policies are directly opposed, therefore,

both cannot be correct. But while the B. L.

F. is besting the B. L. E. it iB also beating

itself; its triumph will prove a boomerang

that will eventually react upon it and de

stroy it. For through the seniority system

of promotion it is unconsciously assisting

the railroad companies to flood the country

with idle engineers and firemen. No shame

should attach to the B. L. F. that such a

condition of affairs exists. Its conduct has

been manly and consistent throughout. It

has held out the olive branch of peace to the

B. L. E., only to have it scornfully rejected

and the light forced on the basis of "your

life or mine," so in self-defense it was forced

to accept the challenge, and as a result the

B. L. E. is dving of dry rot to-day.

Had the B. L. E. profited by the C. B. &

Q. strike, had they taken warning from the

disastrous rout, as any body of men with

sense would have done, consolidated with

the B. L. F., and elected Frank P. Sargent

grand chief, the country would not be flood

ed with idle engineers and firemen to-day,

nor would the companies be so eager to re

duce wages. As the calling of the locomo

tive engineer has been well nigh ruined by

the blundering methods of the B. L. E., and

as it has proven itself wholly incompetent

to deal with the question, I suggest that the

ten thousand engineers in the B. L. F., in

co-operation with the firemen, call a halt

and take the settlement of the question into

their own hands. Then the B. L. E. will

fall in line later on, as it usually does, for,

like the Chinese, it can imitate but can not

initiate. Let it be settled on a plane of

equal justice to all, from the lowest to the

highest, and believing it would give satisfac

tion to all, I submit the following:

Article I. Whenever there exists a vacancy for an

engineer, the oldest fireman shall be promoted pro

viding he has fired five years, if not, hire an experi

enced engineer.

Akt. 2. Hire an experienced fireman for every

green man hired.

Art. :t. No engineer shall bonssi* ed u> secure a jot»

unless he has had at lenst three vet rs' experience a*

such, and no fireman who has hail le ss than one year't

experience.

Art. i. No engineer shall earn nore than $l'S> in

any one month.

At first glance this may appear impractic

able ; but before it is condemned let me cite

an instance of how a trunk line lately se

cured a number of engineers to the detri

ment of all idle engineers, also how they

might have been obtained, under the exe

cution of the plan submitted to the corre

sponding profit of the idle engineers and

firemen. I irst, they promoted eight firemen

who had fired long enough to entitle them

to a job of running, then ten n: en were hired

who had a " pull. " Then they were taken

sudden, and promoted forty men. some of

whom had not fired long enough to be eligi

ble to the B. L. F. In the meantime, they

hired about fifty raw recruits, and the engi

neers took them out, instructed them in

their duties, and declared tbey were " good

men." "Within six months thirty engineer?

had been discharged, principally promoted

men. To sum it up. ten engineers had been

hired and thirty discharged. Thirty minus

ten leaves a loss of twenty on the engineers,

side of the ledger. So the rush of business

on this division, instead of being a gain, was-

a positive loss to the men as it only served

to send twenty more engineers in search of

work. Suppose the plan suggested above

was in operation, and it could have been,

had engineers and firemen united in a de

mand for it. First, those eight old firemen

would have been promoted. Then fifty in

stead of ten, men would have been hired.

Next, the company wonld have hired

twenty-live experienced firemen instead oi

hiring all green men. Result ; seventy-five

experienced men would have tound profita

ble employment, which number added !•■

the surplus of twenty that was actually cre

ated, would make a grand total of 9o in favor

of the men. Ninety-five men on one dhis-

ion of one system would soon reduce the

surplus, and this is the best way to work off

the surplus. The tendency of the times i«

towards consolidation. Every time a trunk

line gobbles up a small road let this plan be

put in practice, and its good effects will soon

become apparent. The plan of promoting

two men and hiring one is impracticable,

and will never work for this reason: fir>t,

you must have it adopted universally, as the

firemen on a few systems will never consent

to having their roads made a dumping

ground for all the idle engineers in the coun

try ; and its adoption will never become uni

versal for the reason that on too many road;',

nowadays, a fireman must fire from five '"

ten years before it comes his turn for promo

tion, and he will object to any change that

will lengthen this term of service from three

fo five years more. I'nder the plan I have
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-ubmitted, old firemen would not be inter

fered with at all. When they have fired

five or six years they have earned as clear

a title to the position of an engineer as a ma

jority of the engineers of to-day. None of

them went to college to learn how to run an

engine, and there are any number of them

who never fired an engine three vears, not

to talk of five. Too often has it happened

that some farmer has got a job firing on

some one horse pike and been promoted in a

year or two, run long enough to join the B.

L E., and went over on a good road and got

t job of running in preference to men who

had tired a locomotive before he knew what

a locomotive was, and they had to show him

how to run his engine. Those are the kind

"i men who strut around and' talk about

those " yellow-hammers who are looking for

promotion while good men are idle." Arti

cle three will rule out this class, also those

" accidents " who have run just long enough

t» prove that they don't know how to run

an engine. No fireman should be asked to

lay back and give an engineer a job running

unless he can show at least three years' ex

perience. As a general proposition, it can

* stated that any man who has been an

engineer three years is a competent man,

■bole a man who has only run six months

■■r a year, and then been discharged, is not

aa engineer in the proper acceptance of the

term. The ideas embodied in W. H. Mil

ler's article in the March Magazine, with

reference to having all engineers pass a strict

examination similar to that passed by ma

rine engineers, are excellent, and if adopted

i -fiuld not fail to produce good results. Ar

ticle four covers 1 he case of those men who

do the work of two, and in some instances

three men. earning as high as S>00 per

month, and then talk about firemen crowd-

ingengineers out of employment ! Consist

ency, thou art a jewel ! The only way these

reforms will ever be accomplished, is by the

engineers and firemen standing shoulder to

shoulder in one organization, and insisting

"linn them with all their united strength.

Themostdirectway to such a consummation

would he for all engineers to join the Ameri

can Railway Union, its preamble declares

«ar on the present method of promotion,

«nd its policy is progressive—it admits all

enginemen. Bight here 1 wish to inquire

why it would not be a distinct step in ad

vance, and in line with progress, for all mem

bers of the B. L. F. to join the American

Railway Union? Like Brutus, " I pause for

a reply."

Bt'XTINOTOX, Mo. Jamr* Pergau.

Kf.xtuky is the foremost state in the

production of hemp and has been known

to produce :$5,()00 tons in a year. It pro-

'luces nearly two-thirds of tna American

tobacco crop, growing in 1889 280,000,000

Pounds.

The Alley 'L" and Organized Labor.

Me. Editor: —In the city of Chicago,

county of Cook, there is a little stilted rail

road about eight miles long which is known

as the South Side Rapid Transit Elevated

Bailroad. Title enough, eh? Well, to put

it mildly, the managements'—and there

have been two managements since the road

was put in operation, less than two years

ago—treatment of the enginemen in its em

ploy has been shameful, rotten! In No

vember, '!>:>, about a dozen or more em

ployes, realizing the necessity for organiza

tion, got together and sought to federate

the force without regard to what depart

ment a man might be employed in. Kesult :

Seven enginemen and three trainmen sum

moned before a so called court of inquiry,

composed of men who were ready to do tlie

bidding of the president and general man

ager, right or wrong. A farcical trial was

given the men, and this court of subsidized

subordinates, with the assistance of testi

mony given by two subsidized traitors from

the ranks of the men, promptly found the

seven enginemen guilty of working against

the best interests of the company and re

commended their discharge from" the serv

ice, which recommendation was speedily

acted upon. The trainmen were ordered

reinstated, which, I think, proves conclu

sively that the fight was to be made against

the two great brotherhoods. Now, in the

face of this, the management wanted to be

placed on record as being particularly

friendly to organized labor ! On the second

day of January, 1893, Compound Lodge 4SWI,

B. of L. F., was organized with ten charter

members. On the 25th day of January, 18i)3,

a new schedule was put into operation on

the stilted road with disastrous results to

499. Why? Well, out of the ten members,

eight found themselves out of situations, in

midwinter and in a strange city. But, worst

of all, the majority of these had families de

pendent on them, and, furthermore, they

had brought their families to Chicago from

distant places, at the expense of almost

everything they had in the way of worldly

goods. You will say that they were foolish

for not waiting to see how things were going

to pan out before moving their families to

Chicago. But the management, in almost

every instance, gave assurances of perma

nent employment at first-class wages. Were

these men discharged because, in making a

reduction of the force, they were found to

be the least competent enginemen? No,

most decidedly not. The majority of them

had a good hard coal record to refer to—

hard coal being the fuel used—while a goodly-

number of those retained had experience

only in burning soft coal. I state this fact

merely to prove that these men were not

discharged for incompetency, and not with

any intention of making invidious compari
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son between the men. The mere fact of

their having had the temerity to organize

was considered sufficient cause for their dis

missal. To emphasize the fact that organ

ized labor had no place and could expect

no quarter on his road, the general manager

refused to treat with a committee of the

discharged enginemen. We carried our

frievance to our nearest grand officer, Bro.

lannahan, at once; and he. in that inim

itable style which is all his own, brought

1 )r. Barnard to an understanding of the fact

that it was befit to accord us an audience,

which he did at once. Dr. Barnard began

an explanation of why he dropped the men

he did that would do credit to none but the

most driveling idiot in Bloomingdale asy

lum. To show you the calibre of the man:

He wouldn't allow the door of his private

office to be closed while entertaining the

committee, but kept it wide open and had

one of his cheap heelers stationed right out

side ready to come to his assistance when—

as he most certainly feared they would—

the committee should attempt to assault

him. Picture to yourself a committee com

posed of ten or twelve healthy, vigorous

enginemen assaulting a man who weighed

less than 1 1 M> pounds, and who was appar

ently in the last stages of a pulmonary com

plaint. Can you imagine anything more

ridiculous or improbable? Still, this repre

sentative of corporate greed had the audac

ity and narrowness to size up that body of

splendid men in just that way, simply be

cause they were representatives of organized

labor. Dr. Barnard's explanation: "(ien-

tlemcn, 1 am willing to acknowledge that 1

mav have made a mistake in dropping the

men 1 have and retaining those I did, but I

did it in accordance with my best lights on

the subject." Now, mark you what those

lights were. "On a certain day 1 told Mr.

Thompson (Supervisor of engines) that I

would be glad to have him dine with me at

my house. After dinner I said Mr Thomp

son, what is your opinion of Mr So and So

a.s an enginnian?' This opinion I at once

put down in short hand. ' iNow, Mr. Thomp

son, what is your opinion of Mr. Some-one-

else as an engineman?' This opinion 1 re

corded in the same way. I pursued the

same plan with all my subordinate officers,

being careful to always put each opinion

down in short hand so that one man's opin

ion would not influence another's." Here

the doctor rubbed his hands together glee

fully, and chuckled. Grand idea! "When

1 had the opinions of all my subordinate

officers in, and I can assure you, gentlemen,

that it required considerable diplomacy on

my part to get them to express their opin

ions in their great fear that they might do

someone an injury. I summed up the whole

and the men securing the best average were

retained; the others, I am sorry to say, let

go. But. mind you, you are not discharged,

but simply dropped for lack of room for

you at the present time. And furthermore,

gentlemen, if I can assist you in any way.

even if it necessitates the taking oil' "of my

coat and walking ten miles, invalid though

I am, I will gladly do it."

Buncombe! Hypocrite and liar? Well. 1

should say so. Why, the man had an

agent, then, in New York City endeavoring

to induce men to come here. You will nat

urally ask, how did this man's mind become

so bitterly poisoned against organized la

bor? I will tell you. This man Thompson,

got his baleful hooks in on the half dead

and feeble-minded old man, and influenced

him against, everv man whom he had the

least personal feeling against ; and I can as

sure you that the major part of them were

members of the brotherhoods—he having

beensummarily ejected from the B. of L. E.

He once said to a man who had on a B. of L.

F. pin, "What is that the emblem of, the

brotherhood of rag pickers?" This man

Thompson has left behind him a trail from

which a stench arises like that of a skunk.

Chased offthe Manhattan " L," brick batted

off of the New York Central, and fired bod

ily from the D. L. & W., is a short history

of his career since he landed on our too

hospitable shores. But a just retribution

has overtaken Dr. Barnard and his horde

of unprincipled sycophants. Their official

heads have dropped into the basket and

for the good of organized labor, may they

stay there.

Has the new management benefited the

enginemen any? Yes and no. Yes, from the

act that there are no more men of Thomp

son's ilk countenanced. And no, from the

fact that they have increased the hours of

labor and reduced wages. In connection

with the reduction of wages and increase

of hours, I will tell you about contract*

that were sent around to be signed by the

servants of the company. These contracts

were for three years, and the mi nu mum

wage for engineers was to be three and a

half dollars per day. while that of fireman

was to be two dollars and twenty-five cents.

The maximum wage of an engineer was to

be lour and a half dollars per day, and that

of a fireman two dollars and seventy-five

cents per day ; the above to be determined

by length of service. Well, all went on

smoothly until it came time to increase

wages ; then the new management showed its

fine Italian hand. By specious promises of

letting the wages remain at three and a half

dollars and two dollars and twenty-five cents

respectively, while eight hours was to con

stitute a day's work, they humbugged the

most of the men into giviDg up their con

tracts. How near do they live up to the

above promise? About as near as greedy

corporations generally do, by totally iguor-
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inir it six months after making it.

Vo yon know what ten or eleven hours

mean on an elevated engine? Well, I'll

tell you. It is equivalent to about thirty

hours on a surface road. Oh, you may

laugh, but I'll tell you that from the mo

ment you step onto your machine until you

dismount to go home, it is all work. Stop

and start is the order of the day from start

to finish. And, I'll tell you, many is the

poor aching back that can bear eloquent

testimonv against anything more than eight

liours. fro the enginemen rest easy under

the yoke of corporate greed and injustice?

No. emphatically Xo ! But thanks to their

intelligence and thoughtfulness for others

dependent upon them for support, they

swallow their wrath and, like manly men

that they are, bide their time. Brothers,

"Ur only salvation is in federation. Let us

federate!

CiucAfio, III. F. A. McLaughlin.

The Anarchists of Chicago.

Mb. Editok:—In all that has been said

in these columns concerning anarchy and

anarchists, there has been no attempt to

define the terms or to use them in any

"ther than their commonly accepted sense.

And yet, the commonly accepted definition

of anarchism is quite different from its ac

tual meaning when considered as a social

theory. It is commonly supposed that to

lie an anarchist one must be a dynamiter,

au assassin, and a thief. This, however, is

not correct. Nearly all anarchists condemn

violence. They believe in the dissemina

tion of ideas as the only means by which

their principles will be adopted, and they

hold that a resort to violence would only

arouse the prejudices and passions of the

people and close their minds against a fair

conirideration of their theories. Violence,

ax a means of accomplising ends, is a

method which no school of thought can

lav exclusive claim to and for which no

wliool can be particularly condemned. Pro

hibitionists, as well as anarchists, have re

ported to the use of dynamite to enforce

their principles, and the democrat and re

publican, aa well as the socialist and com

munist, have not hesitated to employ the

bullet.as a substitute for the ballot when

ever it has suited their purpose to do so.

)U- have, therefore, no more right to enter

into an indiscriminate condemation of an-

•I'chy because certain fanatical adherents

■if that theory have resorted to violence to

attain their ends, than we have to indis

criminately condemn Christianity because,

aa has frequently been the case, certain

'Jnatical Christians have committed mur-

d'T and other grave crimes, as a means of

mlfilling their conceptions of the Christian

theory. Anarchism, as a Bocial theory,

may be defined by the following passages

from Mr. John Henry Mackey's book, "The

Anarchist:"

" All government is based upon force. But wher

ever there is force there is injustice."

" Liberty alone is just ; the absence of all force and

all coercion. Equality of opportunities for all con

stitutes its basis.

" On this basis of equal opportunities, the free, in

dependent, sovereign individual whose only claim

on society is that it shall re,speet his liberty, and

whose only self given law consists in respecting the

liberty of others—that is the ideal of anarchy."

" When the resources of nature shall no longer be

obstructed by the violent arrangements of an unna

tural government which is a mockery on all common

sense, and which, under the pretense of the care of

the general welfare, purchases the mad luxury of an

insignificant minority at the cost of the misery of an

entire population, then only shall we see how boun

tiful she is. our mother. Then will the welfare of

the individual In truth have become identical with

the welfare of the community, but instead of sacri

ficing himself to it, he will have subjected it to him

self."

" For it is this and nothing else that anarchism

wants: The removal of all artificial obstructions

which oast centuries have piled up between man

and his liberty, between man and his intercourse

with his fellow-men, always and everywhere in the

forms of communism, and always and everywhere on

the basis of that colossal lie, designed by some in

shrewd and yet so stupid self-infatuation, and accept

ed by others in equally stupid self-abasement ■ that the

individual does not live for himself but for man

kind!"

However, the commonly accepted defini

tion of anarchy is something quite differ

ent. Those who express by their acts a

contempt or disobedience of existing law,

those who promote " disorder in a state,"

are, in the commonly accepted definition of

the term, anarchists; and a society where

" the laws are not efficient, and individuals

do what they please with impunity," is in

a state of anarchy. An anarchist, then,

may be one who knows nothing about an

archy as a social theory, or who, knowing

something of the theory, utterly condemns

it. He is one who, while fully accepting

the institution of government and its ex

isting laws as right and just, deliberated

breaks those laws and brings government

and its machinery for enforcing order into

contempt. He is one who, though in many-

cases sworn to enforce and execute the law

as it exists, deliberately breaks his oath

and does what he pleases with impunity, in

spite of the law. He "promotes disorder

in a state" by prostituting the law and

bringing it into contempt. There are many

of these sort of anarchists in the country

and Chicago has its full quota, and it may

be observed that these anarchists are the

most dangerous enemies to the present

order that exists to-day. Editor Stead, in

his new book, •' If Christ Came to Chicago,"

presents some interesting word-pictures of

these Chicago anarchists that are worth

pondering. Speaking of the courts, upon

which the citizens rely to obtain justice, he

says: "Almost everv principle of sound

jurisprudence is violated everv day in the

justices' courts, both civil and criminal
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•Justices nominated for political considera

tions and swayed more or less shamelessly

by partisan feelings, set before the lawless

members of the community a shameful ob

ject lesson in injustice and corruption."

There is hardly a court in Chicago where

a prisoner who has a political piill is not

tolerably certain of escaping punishment,

unless, of course, his crime has been too

flagrant or too sensational for it to be safe

for him to be liberated after the usual

fashion. The political machine of Chicago

is described as a "picture of bribery, in

timidation, bull-dozing, knifing, shooting,

and the whole swimming in whiskey.

The taxing machinery of the city is but a

gigantic engine for the robbery of the poor.

The assessors are all official perjurers.

Speaking of them: "Whatever may lie

the cause, there is a heavier sum in solid

dollars pocketed every year by the official

perjurers in Chicago than is paid to any

other officials in the service of the city.

a « There will be a poor lookout for

the town assessors of the city of Chicago

when they stand before God to render ac

count. For each and all of the whole 11

of them are false swearers." As a result

of the assessor's contempt for law, twenty

years ago Chicago was assessed on real and

personal property to the amount of $312,-

072,995, but in 1893 the amount was only

$245,790,351 : thus showing a shrinkage in

value of $ti0,2H2,l)44 in twenty years. This

is in the face of the law that provides that

" property shall be assessed at its fair cash

value, estimated at the price it would bring

at a fair voluntary sale." The assessors

take an oath to enforce the law. In failing

to do so they are perjurers. They are more

than this. In the common acceptance of

the term, they are anarchists. On the au

thority of the Chicago Times, Chicago's as

sessment to-day, under the provisions of

the law, ought to be not far from $2,000,-

(XXl,000, yet it is but little more than ten

per cent, of that sum. Hut where the great

evil of this perjury and contempt of law

appears is in the fact that it operates for

the exclusive benefit of the rich. If prop

erty-holders were all assessed at the same

rate there would be no great harm spring

ing from this evasion of the law other than

that connected with abstract considerations

of morality, but the law is broken in the

interests of the rich and the burdens of the

poor are increased proportionately. Mr.

Stead shows that the personal property in

the mansion of the great street railroad

magnate, C. T. Verkes, is only valued at

$1,000. The millionaires. .1. W. I»oane,

Marshall Field, Marshall Field, Jr. and G.

M. Pullman pay only $20 assessment for

their horses, $30 each for carriages, and so

on. The assessors, under oath, return as

the personalty of leading citizens these

figures: Marshall Field, $20.000 ; Marshall

Field, Jr., $2,000 ; I*. 1). Armour, *5.o00

George M. Pullman. $12,000 J. W. I»oanc.

S10.000; H. II. Kohlsaat, $1,500; C. T.

Yerkes, $4,000 ; Potter Palmer.$15,000. Mr.

Stead says: "None of these gentlemen

make out their own returns. Tliev prefer

the unerring judgment and trained exper

ience of the assessor. He stands between

them and their conscience. ' * * It is.

in plain Knglish, a colossal lie, bolstered

up by habitual perjury, and operating t"

Eroduce roguery of every kind. An assessor

as practically carte hlaurhr to steal where be

pleases. Nor is there any possibility of

any check upon his corruption, provided he

acts with ordinary cwution. The reform of

the assessment system can only be effected

by action at Springfield through the state

legislature, and this brings another ditli-

culty. Even if you were to reform the city

council of Chicago and get them unani

mously to indorse a bill reforming the as

sessment system, it would have no chance

at Springfield. The rich, who at the pres

ent moment escape their fair share ol the

burdens of the city, would simply go down

tn Springfield and buy up the legislature.

Congressmen are not only a more disreput

able lot than the aldermen, but their price

is much lower. You can buy up the legis

lature of Illinois at much less per hea-1

than you can the city council of Chicago.

I can only say, for my own part.

T marvel with exceeding great wonderment

that a system so rotten and so unjust could

be allowed to continue for a quarter of a

century in the midst of a nominally Chris

tian community." The Chicago Tim>» pub

lishes an interview with postmanster Iles-

ing on this subject, in which lie says :

" There is a business man in this town whose

taxes amounted to $1,500. He was going

to pay that sum without a kick. One day

a man went to him and said : ' Your taxes

are $1,500. I can get them cut to SToH.

What will you give me if I do this?' After

some talk the business man agreed to give

$400. 1 1 is taxes were reduced and he saved

$.350. The city was cheated out of $750.

That is only one case. There are scores of

others. Of the $400 bribe the assessor got

$200 and his agent $209. There are men

in the city of Chicago whose business it is

to swear to lies, to perjure themselves. A

merchant does not like the idea of goin*

on record as a perjurer. So he says to one

of these professionals: 'Here. I am goinjt

out of town. You fix up my taxes. Make

the amount so much.' naming the small

sum on which he wantsi to be assessed. The

perjurer does this and t;ets his price."

The Time* cites two instances in the arti

cle quoted from showing how the poor

man is compelled to bear the burdens ol

government, while this rich, through col
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lusion ami perjury, are exempt: " The Ash

land block is one of Chicago's most noted

sky-ecrapers. The ground on which it

stands is valued at more than $500,000. The

building, which was completed two year*

ago, coat more than $1,000,000 The build

ing and lot of ground upon which it stands

could not he bought for less than $2,000,000.

The lowest cosh valuation is placed at $1,-

suu.OOO. Yet it is assessed at $153,000!

'inly one twelfth of its actual value. As it

is, the owner or owners of the building

have evaded payment of taxes on $1 ,050,-

<W. " ' .lames McCombie is the

owner of a small piece of property at the

northwest corner of state and Twenty-fifth

streets. The corner building is a two story

lirick about forty feet wide and sixty feet

deep. This is rentedoutby Mr. McCombie.

'The next building north is a small wooden

structure, two stories high, twenty feet wide

and fifty feet deep. In this the owner has a

small tobacco and notion store in the front

and he and his family live in the rear.

Twenty years ago Mr. McCombie put up

these two buildings :it a cost of lees thah

$10,000. They are not worth half that much

to-day. Mr. McCombie is not a rich man.

and vet his taxes on this small property,

which he gained by vears of bard toil, are

$ita 81. The fair value at voluntary sale of

the little frame store occupied by Mr. Mc

Combie is about $2,500, yet the a'sessed valu

ation is $1,743. In other words, Mr. McCom

bie, who is a poor man, is assessed at seventy

per cent, of the value of his property,

while the millionaire owners of the Ash

land block are assessed but twelve per

cent, of the value of their money-making

investment. The cradle of anarchy is

rocked by such discriminating hands as

these."

Speaking further of these unjust condi

tions, the Times says : '• If the poor citizen

resents the injust ice, he is called an anarchist

or a socialist and an additional tax is laid

upon his little home and his cow to sup

port an additional regiment of militia to

"hoot down such wretches as he."

Remember, this is in Chicago, where "our

fairminded Judge Gary is to sit on the

I'tnch again,'' and where it is going to "fare

very badly with anarchists and all such law

breakers/' To enter into an exhaustive

review of Mr. Stead's book would occupy

too much space. That portion referring to

the tax dodger f have dwelt upon because

it ia corroborated by the articles in the

Chicago Timtx, and it will enable one, if he

is so inclined, to put his fingers on the real

anarchists of Chicago. In the commonly

accepted definition of the term, the asses

sor* of Chicago arc anarchists; they take

oath to obey the law. and execute the law,

wid thev habitually perjure themselves for

a consideration, i'hey bring the law into

contempt. The millionaires, the Fields,

the Armours, the Pullmans, etidgenwomne,

are also anarchists. They are guilty of

perjury and subornation of perjury. They

hold the law in contempt, and their actions

are calculated to "promote disorder in a

state." Is it much wonder that thinking

men should turn from the contemplation

of anarchy of this description to the con

templation of anarchy as a social theory?

If the citizens of Chicago have a consuming

desire to stamp out anarchy, they must de

vote their attention to the doings of those

anarchists who are masquerading in the

guise of archists.

IT. P. Borland.

Ray City, Mich.

Nero in the Oircus.

As an artist Nero would have made the

fortune of a dozen concert halls. Fancy the

attraction—an emperor before the foot

lights; but fancy the boredom also. The

joy at the announcement of his first appear

ance was so great that thanks were ottered

to the gods, and the verses he was to sing,

graven in gold, were dedicated to the Capi-

toline Jove. The joy was brief. The exits

of the theatre were closed. It was treason

to attempt to leave. I'eople pretended to

be dead, in order to be carried out, and

well they might. The star was a fat man

with a husky tenorino voice, who sang

drunk and half naked to a protecting claque

of ten thousand hands.

But it was in the circus that Nero was at

his best ; there no matter though he were

last in the race, it was to him the palm was

awarded, or rather it was he that awarded

the palm to himself, and then quite magnifi

cently shouted, " Nero, Cesar, victor in the

race, gives his crown to the people of

Rome !""

On the stage lie had no rivals, and by

chance did one appear, he was invited to

die. In that respect he was artistically sus

ceptible. When he turned acrobat, the

statues of former victors were tossed in the

latrimc. Yet as competitors were needed,

and, moreover, all emperor that he was, as

he, singly, could fill neither a stage nor a

track, it was the nobility of Rome that he

ordered to appear with him. The nobility

was willing enough to appear, only there

were few that cared to be forced, and for

this command the unforgiving nobili,ty

never forgave him. On the other hand,

the proletariat loved him all the better.

What greater salve could it have than the

sight of the conquerors of the world enter

taining the conquered, lords amusing their

lackeys?

Greece meanwhile sent him crowns and

prayers; crowns for anticipated victories,

prayers that he would come and win them.

Homage so delicate was not to be disdained.
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Nero set forth, an army at his heels; a legion

of claqueura, a phalanx of musicians, co-

hoits of comedians, and with these for reti

nue, through sacred groves that Homer

knew, through intervales which Hesiod

sang, through a year of festivals he wan

dered, always victorious. It was he who

conquered at Olympia ; it was he who con

quered at Corinth. No one could withstand

him. Alone in history he won in every

game, and with eighteen hundred crowns

as trophies of war he repeated Gesar's tri

umph. In a robe immaterial as a moon

beam, the Olympian wreath on his curls,

the Isthmian laurel in his hand, his army

behind him, the down that was Emperor

entered Kome. Victims were immolated

as he passed, the Via Sacra was strewn with

saffron, the day was rent with acclaiming

shouts. Throughout the empire sacrifices

were ordered. < )ld people that lived in the

country landed him, Philostratus says, the

conqueror of new nations, and sacrificed

with delight.

Hut if as artist he bored everybody to

death, he was yet an admirable impresario.

The spectacles he gave were unique. At

one which was held in the Taurian amphi

theater it must have been delightful to as

sist. Fancy eighty thousand people on as

cending galleries,' protected from the sun

by a canopy of spangled silk; an arena three

acres large, carpeted with sand, cinnabar

and borax, and in that arena death in every

form, on those galleries collossal delight.

The lowest gallery, immediately above

the arena, was a wide terrace where the

Senate sat. There were the dignitaries of

the empire, and with them priests in their

sacredotal robes; vestals in linen, their hair

arranged in the six braids that were sym

bolic of virginity; swarms of oriental

princes, rainbows of foreign ambassadors ;

and in the center, the imperial pulvinar, an

inclosed pavilion, in which Nero lounged, a

mignon at bis feet.

In the gallery above were the nccklaced

knights, their tunics bordered with the au-

gtisticlave, their deep blue cloaks fastened

to the shoulder; and there, too, in their

wide white togas, were the citizens of Home.

Still higher the people sat. In the top

most gallery were the women, and in a sep

arate inclo6ure a thousand musicians an

swered the cries of the multitude with the

blare and the laugh of brass.

Beneath the terraces, behind the barred

doors that punctuated the marble walls

which circled the arena, were Mauritian

panthers that had been entrapped with

rotten meat ; hippopotami from Sals, lured

by the smell of carrots into pits; the rhi

noceros of Gaul, taken with the net; lions

lassoed in the deserts ; Lucanian bears,

Spanish bulls: and, in remoter dens, men

unarmed, that waited.

By way of foretaste f r better things, a

handful of criminal, lo al desperadoes, an

impertinent slave, a m ichinist. who in a

theater the night befon had missed an ef

fect—these, together wit 1 a negligent usher,

were tossed one after tt i other naked into

the ring and bound to scaffold that sur

mounted a miniature hi 1. At a signal the

Ecaffold fell, the hill cru nbled, and from it

a few hyenas issued, \ ho indolently de

voured their prey.

With this for prelude the gods avenged

and justice appeased, a rhinoceros ambled

that way, stimulated l'r >m behind by the

point of a spear; and in a moment the

hyenas were disembowel ed, their legs quiv

ering in the air. Throughout the arena

other bea'ts, tied togeth ?r with long cords,

quarreled in couples; tln-re was the bellow

of bulls, and the moan of leopards tearing

at their Mesh, a Might of 'tags, and the lonn

clean spring of the panther.

Presently the arena wiis cleared, the sand

re-raked and the Befltifrii advanced—Sar-

matians, nourished on mares' milk ; Sicam-

brians, their hair done up in chignon-;

horsemen from Thessaly, Ethiopian war

riors, Parthian archers, huntsmen from the

steppes, their different idioms uniting in a

single cry- " LVsar, we salute you." The

sunlight filtering through the spangled

canopy chequered their tunics with burn

ing spot?, danced on their spears and uel-_

mets, dazzled the spectators eyes. Prom

above descended the caresses of fluteF;

the air was sweet with perfumes, alive with

multicolored motes ; the terraces were par

terres of blending hues, and into thai

splendor a hundred lions, their tasseled

tails sweeping the sand, entered obliquely.

The mob of the Bestiarii had gone. In tlie

middle of the arena a band of Ethiopians,

armed with arrows, knives and spears,

knelt, their oiled black breasts uncovered.

Leisurely the lions turned their huge, in

trepid heads; to their jowls wide creases

came. There was aglitterof fangs, a shiver

that moved the mane, a flight of arrows,

mounting murmurs, the crouch of beast*

preparing to spring, a deafening roar, and.

abruptly, a tumultuous mass, the sudden

ness of knives, the snap of bones, the cry of

the agonized, the fury of beasts transfixed,

the shrieks of the mangled, a combat hand

to fang, from which lions fell back, their

jaws torn asunder, while others retreated,

a black body swaying between their terrible

teeth, and, insensibly, a descending qniet.

At once there was an eruption of bellow

ing elephants, painted and trained for

slaughter, that trampled on wounded and

dead. At a call from a keeper the elephants

disappeared. There was a rush of mule?

and slaves ; the carcasses and corpse* van

ished, the toilet of the ring wa^ made; and

then came a plunge of bulls, mist)- of vapor
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about their long, straight horns, their, anx

ious eyes dilated. Beyond was a troop of

Thesi-alians For a moment the bulls

snorted, pawing the sand with their lore

feet, a;1 though trying to remember what

the> were doing there. Yet instantly they

seemed to know, and, with lowered heads,

they plunged on the point of spears. But

tin matter, horses went down by the hun

dred: and as the hulls tired of goring the

dead, they fought each other; fought ran-

orously, fought until weariness overtook

them, and surviving Thessalians leaped

upon their backs, twisted their horns, and

threw them down, a sword through their

throbbing throats.

Successively the arena was occupied by

hears, by panthers, by dogs trained for the

chase, by hunters and bunted. But the epi

sode of the morning was a dash of wild ele

phants, attacked on either side ; a moment

of sheer delight, in which the hunterB were

tossed up on the terraces, tossed back again

by the spectators, and trampled to death.

With that for bouquet the lirst part of

the performance was at an end. By way of

interlude, the ring was peopled with acro

bats who flew up in the air like birds, formed

pyramids together, on the top of which lit

tle boys swung and smiled. There was a

troop of trained lions, their manes gilded,

that walked on tight-ropes, wrote obsceni

ties in Greek, and danced to cymbals

which one of them played. There were

gee>e fights, wonderful combats between

dwarfs and women ; a chariot race, in which

balls, painted white, held the reins, stand

ing upright while drawn at full speed; a

i-hase of ostriches, and feats of haute ebole

on zebras from Madagascar.

The interlude at an end, the sand was re-

rake'l, and preceded by the pomp of lietors.

interminable files of gladiators entered,

holding their knives to Nero, that he might

see that they were sharp. It was then the

eyes of the Vestals lighted ; artistic death

was their chiefest joy, and in a moment,

when the spectacle began and the first

gladiator fell, above the din you could hear

their cry "hie habrt!" and watch their del

icate thumbs reverse.

There was no cowardice in that arena.

I f by chance any hesitation were discerni

ble, instantly there were hot irons, the sear

of which revivified courage at once. But

that was rare. The gladiators fought for

applause, for liberty, for death ; fought

manfully, skillfully, terribly, too, and re-

c*rived the point of the sword or the palm

««1 the victor, their expression unchanged,

the face unmoved. A mong them, some pro

vided with a net and prodigiously agile, pur

sued their adversaries hither and thither,

trying to entangle them first and kill them

liter < ilbers protected by oblong shields

and armed with short, sharp swords, fought

hand to hand. There were still others.

mailed horsemen, who fought with the

lance, and charioteers that dealt death from

high Briton cars.

As a spectacle it was uique ; one that the

Homans, or more exactly their predecessors,

the Eutruscans, had devised to train their

children for war and allay the fear of blood.

It had been serviceable, indeed, and though

the need of it had gone, still the institution

endured, and in enduring constituted the

chief delight of the vestals and of Borne.

By means of it a bankrupt became consul

and an emperor beloved. It had staid rev

olutions, it was the tax of the proletariat

on the rich. Silver and bread were for the

individual, but spectacles were for the

crowd.

During the pauses of the combats the

dead were removed by men masked as Mer

cury, god of hell ; red irons, that others,

masked as Charon, bore, being first applied

as safeguard against swoon or fraud. And

when, to the kisses of flutes, the last palm

had been awarded, the last death acclaimed,

a ballet was given, that of Paris and Venus,

which Apuleuis has described so well, and

for afterpiece the romance of I'asiphie and

the bull. Then, as night descended, so did

torches, too; the arena was strewn with

vermilion; tables were set, and to the in

citement of crotals, Lydians danced before

the multitude, toasting the last act of that

wonderful da v.—Edtjar Xaltiits' " hnjierial

Purple."

Overworked Employes.

There is no doubt that on the great ma

jority of the railroads in the United States

the employes are overworked. As a rule

the trainmen have long hours. Many of

them do not know what it is to have regu

lar Sundays or "days off." They are af

forded scarcely sufficient time for sleep,

much less for recreation of any sort. While

the trainmen have bitter cause for com

plaint, there is a large class of men in the

service of the railroads wdio are, if possible,

even worse off. These are the telegraph

operators and the switch tower men.

A switch tower operative in the employ

of one of the principal railroad companies

is a case in point. The man was complete

ly "fagged out" by twelve hours of con

tinuous duty at the switch levers. The

poor fellow said : '' It is no wonder that so

many accidents take place on the lines in

different parts of the country. 1 speak,

from experience. There are times when I

am so sleepy that it is with the greatest

effort that I can keep my eyes open at all.

but all the levers in the tower must be

watched. The slightest inattention on im

part might result in the wrecking of a train

and a terrible loss of human life."
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.1 Sl'MtAT SVGdESTIOX.

What though the politicians raj^e

And candidates conspire and plan,

I>et seas and hills uud streams engage

The efforts of the wiser man :

To him the brown thrush from the glade.

The murmuring brook eries : " Come and rest.

Along the grass, beneath the shade.

I'pon our common mother's breast! "

What though there's scandal in the air

And worth-less placemen twist ami liedire.

The blackbird pipes, the frisky hare

(lainbols adown the breezy sedge:

Krom yonder towering ]n>plar tree

The wood-dove's notes melodious sound

And chipmunks whi-k in humble glee

Their stiiped sides alonj; the ground :

Come from the town's unwholesome streets

And walls of heated brick, away

To where the surf its music beat*

Jn cadances of curling spray :

Come to the glorious mountain side

Where radium summer reigns supreme,

And let " dull care," what e'er betide.

He banished like a weary dream !

—.Veic Yuri: World.

LaGuillotine.

One of the most widely disseminated ol*

popular errors is that Dr. Guillotin invented

the grim machine which still bears his

name. The real inventor of this sinister

contrivance was Dr. Louis, a well-known

medical man and permanent secretary of

the Parisian (School of Medicine, or Aca-

demie de Medicine. The teachings of Bec-

caria, indorsed as they were by Voltaire

and other humanitarian writers of the

eighteenth century, had at last awakened

in the minds of the people a feeling of re

vulsion against the prevalent barbarous

method of putting criminals to death. Louis

XVI remembered with horror the indescrib

able torments to which the wretched Dam-

iens had been subjected for an attempt on

the life of his predecessor, and early in his

own reign manifested a desire to effect a

complete reformation of the prison system

throughout his dominions.

In 1783 he wrote a letter to his brother-

in-law, Joesph II, on this subject, and on

many occasions manifested a keen interest

in everything connected with a more hu

mane treatment of prisoners and con

demned persons. The queen, too, had

fdaced herself at the head of a society of

adies who devoted some of their leisure to

the visitation of prisons, and the subject of

their reformation had become fashionably

popular. In 17Xo Dr. Ix)uis, a well-known

professor of pathology, modeled his ap

paratus on the manaja, a rougher sort of

guillotine, which had been used in Italy for

centuries.

On March 7, 1 75)2, this gentleman read a

paper on his invention before a select as

sembly of members of Parliament, and ex

hibited a small model of it, made for him

by M. Schmidt, the famous manufacturer

of musical instruments, who was so liber

ally patronized by Marie Antoinette, for

whom he constructed several of his most

elaborate spinets and harpsichords. Little

did he imagine that he had exhibited a

model for an instrument which, within two

years, would destroy both his illustrious

patroness and her husband.

(Jn March 2f> a resolution was passed by

the national assembly recommending the

immediate introduction of the machines in

question in all prisons throughout the coun

try. The invention was hrst called tlte

" Louison," afterits real inventor. Dr. (iuil-

lotin, who continued his crusade against the

rack, the wheel, the rope and the stake—all

of which had only recently been abolished,

and several of which, notably the wheel,

were still in use in the southern provinces

constantly spoke with such enthusiasm of

Dr. Louis apparatus that the people endeil

by giving his name to -it, and he was pres

ently credited with having invented an in

strument which he had only introduced to

public attention.

On April 25, 17112, the guillotine was pub

licly used for the first time, and beheaded a

bandit named 1'elissier. This was in the

Place de Greve, where some twenty years

previously Damiens had been tormented

for days in precisely the same way as Ha-

vaillac had been for the assassination of

Henry IV.

During four months after the execution

the machine which was eventually to

achieve such sinister celebrity was disused.

In August it was transferred to the Place

du Carousel, and a few weeks later it was

alternately stationed in the Place de Greve,

the center of what is now called the Place

de la Concorde, and in the Place du Trone.

It was in the Place de la Concorde that

Louis XVI, Marie Antoinette, Mine. Eliza

beth and some K,000 other victims fell be-

naath the identical blade which, by a curi

ous irony of fate, is now to be seen in the

chamber of horrors at Mme. Tussaud's. As

it is impossible now to ascertain the exact

number of the victims of the massacre of

St. Hartholomew, so it is impossible to give

a correct estimate of the number of persons

who were put to death by the guillotine id

France between August 10, 17i)2, and the

iith "Thermidor," 17l»4, but it was certainly

not under 40,1 00.

Lamartine and Thiers gave the number

as under 20,000, but they do not seem to

have been acquainted with the evidence

which has been discovered duriug the last

few years of the facts of the "Comiteda

Salut i'ublic" in the small towns and vil

lages where rudelv constructed guillotines

were erected antf performed their awful

work with appalling regularity. Cndertbe

empire and restoration the guillotine was

permanently stationed in the l'lace de

Greve, and" executed annually between
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thirty and forty pereone. During the reign

of Louis Phillippe the guillotine was trans

ferred to the I'.arriere St. Jacques, and under

the second empire to the Place de la Ro-

quette, where it remains.

1 luring the Commune the old guillotine

was burnt by the people, and the present

instrument is quite new. Sanson, who was

the public executioner throughout the

Heign of Terror, sold the original guillotine

to ('artius for £1,000, and he in his turn

disposed of it for a larger sum to his niece,

Mme. Tussaud. Dr. < iulllotin, who died in

1*14, energetically, but vainly, protested

against the use of his name in connection

with this disagreeable subject.

Another evidence, if one were wanted, of

the great difficulty there is of correcting a

popular error. Needless to say that the

legend that Dr. Guillotin was among the

victims of his friend's ingenious and merci

ful instrument of destruction is wholly

apocryphal. I le died at a good old age, and

in his bed, surrounded by his children,

who, however, obtained permission to

change their name.—London Saturday Re-

The Pious-Looking Stranger.

Over in Missouri there is a certain plank

roiid and a certain toll-gate. Beside the

toll-g-.ite there is a farm-house, on the cool

anil comfortable porch whereof the worthy

tinner usually sit6, waiting to collect toll,

while his boy Bill ploughs the corn in the

field away beyond. On a certain recent

occasion, however, this worthy farmer hap

pened to be over in the Held helping his

hoy Hill when a pious-looking stranger

■Irove op to the toll gate. There was no

one in the farm house, no one nearer than

the farmer and his boy Bill, half a mile

away in the field. The toll-gate was un

locked- -open, in fact- but this pious stran

ger was temptation proof. He hitched his

horse to a tree and proudly floundered out.

t" where the fanner and his boy Bill were

at work.

"My good man,'' said he, ''are you the

keeper of this toll gate?"

"Yep," said the worthy fanner.

What is the toll, my good man?"

"Fi»e cents."

"Well, I wish to drive through, my good

man, and here is your five cents.''

The worthy farmer scratched his head

anxiously for a brief period. "Did you

come out here just to give me that nickel?"

he asked presently.

"For no other purpose, my good sir," and

'he pious-appearing man ambled soulfully

away.

"fell." said the farmer to his boy in an

agitated undertone, "get on the old gray

"mre and watch that stranger till he gets

to town."— <l>iincij, 111., Herald.

Large Landowners.

There is only one landed proprietor in

Kngland possessed of more than 100,000

acres in one county, there being three in

Ireland and no less than fourteen in Scot

land, in Kngland the Duke of Northumber

land is proprietor of 181 ,016 acres in North

umberland. In Ireland Mr. Richard Bur-

ridge is proprietor of 1 00, 1 52 acres in Galway ,

the Marquis ( onyngham 120,840 acres in

Donegal, and the Marquis of Sligo 122,002

in Mayo. In Scotland the Duke of Argyll

is proprietor of 108,315 acres in Argyle, the

Earl of Breadalbane 234,010 acres in Perth

and 204,102 acres in Argyle; Mr. Evan Bail-

lie, of Dochfour, 141,14.s"acres in Inverness;

the Duke of Buccleuch,2.">:),17!> acres in Dum

fries and 104,401 in Roxburgh; Air. Donald

Cameron, of Lochiel. 100.574 acres in Inver

ness ; the Earl of Dalhousie 136.602 acres in

Forfar, the Duke of Fife 1 30,829 acres in Ab

erdeen, the Duke of Hamilton 102,210 acres

in Bute, Sir George Macpherson-G rant 103,-

.172 acres in Inverness, Sir James Matheson

400,070 acres in Boss, the 1 >uke of Richmond

150,052 acres in Banff, Sir Charles Ross 110,-

445 acres in Ross, the Earl of Seafleld 160,-

224 acres in Inverness, and last, but not

least, the Duke of Sutherland with no less

than 1,170,454 acres in Sutherland, so that

his grace is possessed of very nearly the

whole county, the total area of which is

1,207,846 acres.

Writ of Injunction.

Senator Allen, of Nebraska, has intro

duced in Congress a bill for the " prevention

of the abuse of the writ of injunction."

The bill provides that it shall be unlawful

for any Court of the I' nited States, or Judge

thereof, to issue a writ of injunction, man

date, or restraining order against any labor

organization, its officers or members, in any

manner affecting their full freedom to

peacefully and quietly quit the service of

any person or corporation at any time they

may see proper to do so. Mr. McGann, of

Illinois, introduced in the House a resolu

tion directiug the Judiciary Committee to

investigate the charges made against Judge

Jenkins, who issued the injunction against

Northern Pacific, employes in Wisconsin,

and to report whether they warrant the

presentment of articles of impeachment ;

also to report what action is necessary to

prevent a recurrence of the conditions now

laid by the injunction upon the Northern

Pacific and other railroad employes and la

bor organizations. The resolution has a

long preamble, recitintr the right of em

ployes to organize and strike, and Judge

Jenkins' order restraining the employes of

the Northern Pacific from exercising this

right.
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GRAND LODCE.

 

Assessment Notice for May.

Office ok the Grand Lodge, B. ov L. 1'., )

Terre Haitk, I.vn.. May 1, 1891. /

Assessment No. 45, $2.00.

T'i Rrreircrx of $ ubordinate Lndtjt'8 :

Sirs and Brother*:—You are hereby notified of

tlie death and disability of the following members

entitled to all the benefits of the order, viz :

Claim No. 1233. Enoch B. Henney, of Davy Crock

ett I,oilge, No. 145, died of I'lceratioii of Bowels, No

vember 16, IS'.':!.

Claim No. 1234. Frank Simmons, of Just in Time

I<odge. No. 149, died of Small Pox, December 11. 1893.

claim No. 1235. Cornelius Collins, of Golden Eagle

Lodge. No. 7s, was killed by (fun Shot Wound, De-

eember 23, 1893.

Claim No. 1236. John Kagan.of Mt. Helena Lodge,

No. 123. was killed in a Railway Accident, December

31, 1893.

Claim No. 1237, James*;. Ctirv, of Red Mountain

Lodge, No. 339, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Arm, January 12, 1M>4.

Claim No. 123K, Michael Corcoran, of Resurrection

Lodge. No. 189, was declared totally disabled by Com

pound Fnu'lure of Ankle. January 13, ls!M.

Claim Xii, 1239. Frauksmith.of GoldenRod Lodge.

No. fKM, was killed in a Railway Accident. Januarv

14, 1894.

Claim No. 1240. Arthur C. Brings, of Golden (fate

Lodge, No. i»t. was Drowned, Januarv II. 1894.

Claim No. 1241. John Hewitt, of Golden (fate

I.ndge, No. til, died of Phthisis. January 1 1, 1S94.

Claim No. 1212. John I-'. Birdsell, of Big Four

Lodge. No. 337, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Leg. Januarv hi, 1MU.

Claim No. 1243. E. S. Stickle, of Taylor Lodge, No.

17'), was declared totally disabled by Disease of Brain,

January 19, 18411.

Claim No. 1244. James Flyiin. of Onward Lodge,

No. 41. was Run Over and killed. January 25, 1891.

Claim No. VIA': Frank Lee, of Three Branch Lodge.

Nn. ;1UI, died of Pneumonia. January 31, ls!'l.

Claim No. 1246. John R. Johnson, of Adopted

Daughter Lodge, No. 3, died of Pulmonary Tubercu

losis, February 1. 1*94.

Claim No. 1247. Seborn W. Powell, of Magnolia

Lodge. No. 220, wib declared totally disabled by Heart

Disease. February s. ls'.u.

Claim No. 1248. Frank McCouley. of Holbrook

Lodge, No. :;7s. died of l.a Grippe, Febiuary 12. 18V4.

Ci.ua No. 1219. Harry W. Has-, of Weaver Lodge.

No. 371), was killed by (fun Shot Wound. February 17,

iw.il.

Claim No. 1250. Walter Cheatham, of Midland

Lodge, No. 117, was declared totally disabled by laws

of Leg, Fubruarv 26, 1891,

Claw No. 1251. J. w. Moyberry, of J. M. Hodge

Lodge. No. 79, was declared totally disabled by Los-

of Hand, Mareh.'i, 1S94.

Claim No. 1252, Eugene T. Sullivan, of Decoration

Lodge, No. Ill, died of Tuberculosis. March '.i. 18W

Claim No. 1253. J. B, P. Black, of Kaw Valley

Lodge, No. 313, was declared totally disabled by Sciatic

Rheumatism, March 17. ls',14.

Claim No. 1254. Lewis F, White, of Petroleum

Lodge, No. 383, was declared totally disabled by Con

cussion of Spine, January 3. 1x94

Claim No. 1255. Patrick shea, of Fellowship Lodge,

No. 121, was killed bv Falling from Engine, Januarv

28, 1894.

Claim No. 1256. Deo. Ham. of Northwestern Lodge,

No. s.2, was killed bv Jumping from Engine, February

8, 1894.

Claim No. 12.57. M. T. MeNally. of Altoonn Lodge.

No. 287, was declared totally disabled by Loss of Hand.

February 15. 1894,

Claim No, 1258. ('has. W Keeling, of I'niou Lodge.

No. 138, died of Pneumonia. February 20. 1894.

claim No. 1259. Arthur Masters, of Orange drove

Lodge. No. 97, was kille'd in a Bailwav Accident, Feb

ruary 16, 1894.

Claim No. 1260. Archie K. Lake, of Ijikc Erie

Lodge. No. 211, died, of Diphtheria. February 21, ls'.u.

claim No. 1261. Georgclump. of Federation Lodge

No. 122, was killed in a Kailwav Accident. March 1

1894.

Claim No. 1262. Ben Bennett, of Trinity Lodge. No

83. died of Pneumonia. March 9, 1*94.

Claim No. 1263. Thomas Sweeney, of llolioken

Lodge. No. 354, was declared totally disabled bv Car

diac Disease. March 12. 1894.

Claim No. 1264. George W. ("urry.of Ntiuroa Lodge.

No. 391, was declared totally disabled bv Phlegmono

ces, March 12, ls'.M.

Claim No. 1265. Archie W. Graham, of Metropoli

tan Lodge. No. 3T>3. was declared totally disabled by

Fracture of Arm, March 12. 1891.

Claim No. 1266. John B. Loreuu. of Lucky Thought

Lodge, No. 232, was declared totally disabled by En

largement of the Liver, Murch 13, ls'Vl.

claim No. 12i',7. Isaac C. Kichwine, of Koeky Moun

tain Lodge, No. 77. was declared totally disabled by

Loss of Foot, March II, 1894.

Claim No. I2tih. John F. llaurnhan. of Eureka

Lodge, No. II. was declared totally disabled bv Sura*.

thenia, March 21, 1894.

Claim No. 1260. W. F. Brundagc. of Rocky Moun

tain Lodge. No. 77. was declared totally disabled be

Disease of Nervous System. March 22. ls'.u.

Claim No. 1270. James C. I'riery, of Pride of the

West Lodge No, 0. died of Consumption. March 2>.

1894.

Claim No. 1271. Michael Fadden. of chamberlain

Lodge. No. 186, was declared totally disabled with

Schrosis of Spinal Cord, April 2. 1894,

([.AIM No. 1272. Chas. L. Steiner. of (f uidiug Star

Lodge. No. 1.10. was declared totally disabled bv In

jury to Pelmic Bones. April :t. 1894.

claim No. 127a. F. A. McLaughlin, of Compound

Lodge, No. 499, was declared totally dltahled by Iaijs

of Hand. April 3, 1894.

An assessment of Two Dollars ((3.001 has been

levied for the payment of the above claims, and jou

are required to forward said amount for mrU np-i.ayr

whose name appears on the rolls of membership Mil

1st, 1894 lalso for all members luring taken a with

drawal (limited or final i nftcr May 1st. and for all

members who died or were totally disabled «noe iLal

datel, said remittance to reach the (fraud I ... j, in»t

later than May 20tii. Is'H. as provided by s.otion "■«

of the Constitution. Any lodge failing to make re

turns as above provided will stand sus|>emled from

all the benefits of the order, as per Section 52 of the

Constitution.

Yours fraternally. F. P. Samkm ti. M

F. W Arnold, if. S. and T.
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Beneficiary Statement.

0KFH"E OF < • R » ND StritBT.UiY AND TllF.ASl RER, I

Tkhbk Haite, Isi>.. April 1, 1891. i

>m> A.XU BwTHERa :—The following Is a statement

(in Beneficiary fund for tlio month of March, 1894:

KE» EHTN.
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222 81 ISO IN 80 225 48 297 131 869 96

20! 82 332 154 102 221. .136 298 70 370 28

am S3 220 155 114 227 118 299 106 371 70

294 84 216 156 104 228 282 300 1(8 372 76

'M 85 142 157 42 229 70 301 90 373 5*

362 86 ISO 148 141 880 101 302 88 374 78

1*1 87 98 159 204 231 160 303 80 375 76

220 88 160 142 242 86 301 114 376 48

116 89 161 40 283 76 305 58 877 172

130 90 142 162 262 284 110 306 176 378 202

150 91 111 its 121 286 307 182 379 272

92 92 102 164 134 286 186 308 64 381) II

1116 93 81 165 128 287 198 309 162 381 46

4* 94 146 166 218 988 118 310 70 382 118

68 96 214 167 96 189 104 311 50 883 84

102 96 80 168 148 240 204 312 48 884 116

172 97 218 169 316 241 386 313 385 70

168 96 78 170 98 242 214 314 84 886 32

in 99 242 171 74 213 40 315 158 387 62

128 100 81 172 210 241 26 316 104 888 154

;o 101 132 17:) 148 245 178 317 86 889 72

84 102 164 174 142 246 128 318 64 390 100

73 103 296 175 186 247 212 319 122 891 106

M 104 80 176 8 248 170 320 161 802 61

10. 105 110 177 90 219 112 321 46 393 60

1 >■ 106 54 178 166 280 242 322 54 894 70

70 107 196 179 80 251 306 323 26 895 61

1!" 108 74 180 56 252 166 324 41 396 90

11" 109 110 181 58 263 96 325 82 897 42

116 110 88 182 86 254 IPS 326 100 898 74

62 111 160 18! 1130 265 70 327 111) 899 40

154 112 62 184 112 966 51 328 224 400 82

58 113 128 1851 62 267 132 329 40 401 90

H 114 52 186 130 258 78 330] 170 402 52

114 115 90 187 86 259 132 331; . . 403

100 116 174 188 228 2601 94 332; 92 401 58

224 117 110 189 134 261! . . 333, 174 40". 152

go 118 62 190 46 262, . . 334i 136 406 36

-•If.
U9 42 191 126 263 130 335 94 407 110

172 120 122 1921 218 264 94 336 38 4(18 104

154 121 152 1931 86 265 131 337 202 4(f.' 118

214 122 58 194! 150 266 144 838 94 410 90

80 123 141 195i 44 267 150 339 270 411 34

164 124 100 196 102 268i 74 340 71 412 66

100 125 82 197 114 269 132 341 66 413 44

Z> i 126 81 198 128 270 216 342 61 414 70

66 127 110 1991 52 271 84 313 46 416

32 128 68 200 101 272 52 344 100 416 42
;■-'"

129 r.ij 201 100 278 110 345 62 417 54

72 180 236 202 186 274 44 346 38 418 64

1 1!. 131 80 903 148 275 80 347 71 419 82

21 132 120 2i>l 72 276 70 348: 82 420 i 160

. 190 138 120 106 102 '277 20 349 116 421 42

ISO 134 IMP 206 102
■278

38 350 116 422 42

102 135 98 'J 17 210 279 42 351 48 423 98

i a 136 52 208 80 280 56 352 8H 421 ISO

126 137 64 90! 102 281 112 S53i 52 425 108

9fi 138 122 210 50 282 66 3.1 156 426

' 66! 218 139 52 21! 242 289 90 355, . 127

! 102 140 172 .212 76 284
•290

356 48 428 56

' 5K 141 314 213 52 285 246 357 62 129 (56

92 142 220 211 110 2861 126 358 70 (SO 62

ins 14: 216 134
2871 . . 359 61! 131 40

190 144 116 211 78 288' 70 860! 74 132 132

RECErPTS—Continued.
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133 876 147 461 S52 475 8114 489 m 503 S>4

1(4 1/6 148 8112 462 118 476 44 190 6-1 504 24

1ft 44 449 90 163 192 477 48 191 54 .505 52

446 150 76 404 38 178 88 492 70
106 54

Ii7 84 151 28 405 62 479 72 MB ' 58 507 28

448 II 452 72 466 136 480 36 494 62 508 8?

449 76 453 467 58 481 80 495 S09 26

110 86 454 116 168 46 482 96 496 54 510 92

111 76 455 40 469 483 58 497 511 40

442 70 456 7(p 470 72 484 498 34 512 20

143 78 457 46 471 (12 485 204 499 40 513 38

441 142 468 54 472 314 486 50 500 50 517 50

445 48 459 60 473 84 487 81 501 66 515

116 134 460 86 474 50 488 40 502 58 516

Balance on hand March l, 1894 . .

Received during month

. $31,329 75

. 55,064 »*>

Total . . 686,41:1 7-".

I»isnr RSEMENTS.

Bv Claims 1233, 1231, 1235, 1286, lit", 1238,

1239, 1240, 1241, 1342, 1243, 1244, 1245. 1246,

1247, 124*. 1249, 1230, 1251, 1252, 1253 $U.500 00

Balance on hand April 1, 1894 $54,918

Respectfully submitted,

F. W. Arnold, G. S. unci T.

Special Assessment Notice.

Office ok the Grand Lodge, B. ok L. F,, i

Terre Haute, End., April 1. 1*594. i

Special Assessment No. 3, $0.75.

To >tl! Subordinate Lodges;

Dear Sir* and Brother.-*:—You are hereby notified

thnt special Assessment No. 3, amounting to seventy

five cents ($0.75), has this day been levied hy the

grand lodge for the Protective Fund, to be used In

paying the striking nremen on the Lehigh Valley

Railroad who engaged In a strike, beginning Novem

ber 18th, 1893, and ending December ftth, 1893, under

the laws of our order. A majority of the lodges be

longing to the Brotherhood of .Locomotive Firemen

have voted to levy this special assessment, and the

will of the majority becoming the law, this levy is

made. 'See Section 41, Page 16, of Constitution.

This assessment is pajable by all members whose

names appear on the rolls of membership on April

1st, 1894, and must be paid to the Collector on or be

fore May 1st, 1*94. Any member failing to pay the

foregoing assessment within the time specified will

stand expelled as provided by the laws of the order.

Collectors are required to deliver the foregoing a."

cessment to the Receivers of their respective lodge-

on or before May 2d, and Receivers are required t"

forward the tame so as to reach the grand lodge on or

before May 10th, 1894.

Collectors and Receivers are required to make col

lection and returns of the above assessment in all

things as provided by law for the collection and re

turns of assessments for the beneficiary department.

Collectors will receipt for this assessment on the

usual form, as no special slips have been issued.

Yours fraternally.

F. P. Sarqent, G. M.

F. \V. Arnold. G. S. and T.
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UKA.ND LODGE.

t. P. Sakoent Grand Master

Terre Haute, Indiana.

J. J. Hannahan Vice Grand Master

5949 Princeton ave., Englewood, 111.

r. W. Arnold . . . Grand Secretary and Treasurer

Terre Haute. Indiana.

BOARD OF GRAND TRUSTEES.

Wm. F. Hynes Chairman

935 Eleventh St., Denver Col.

Chas. W. Maikr Secretary

1714 E. Clark ave, Parsons, Kan.

alex. H. Sutton . . 975 N. Water St., Decatur, 111

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

Eugene A. Ball Chairman

Stratford, Ontario, Box 123.

T. P. O'Roureb Secretary

Pocatello, Idaho.

Henry Walton, 3837 Hamilton St.,

W. Philadelphia, Pa

Fred. Keeler, . . . 1503 Brooks St., Houston, Tex

E.H.Brown 119 So. Green St., Chicago, 111

8. RED RITEB ; Dealson, Tex.

-all i

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

1. DEER PABK ; Port Jerrls, N. V.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, corner Ball and Pike

sts. every Wednesday.

G. G. Carmer, 151 W. Main st Master

F. 8. Bishop, 21 Broome St Secretary

<.'.]-:. Barkmaii, nil Hikust Collector

F. H. Bogardus, 40 W Main st Receiver

J. T. Duffey, 52 W. Main st . . . Magazine Agent

8. SPARTAN • Motion. Iml.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

Clint Williams Master

Frank Kahuestock . . .* Secretary

Clint Williams Collector

K. J. 8hields Receiver

A. M. Holmes .... Magazine Agent

8. ADOPTED DAUGHTER; Jersey City, N. J.

Meets in Fisher's Hall, cor. Eric st. and Newark

ave.. 2d and 4th Sundays.

T. \V. Venner, 507 Grove st Master

E. V. Coar, '286 Monmouth st Secretary

J. B. Sweet. 125 Academy st Collector

E. M. MeMahon, 58 Gregory st Receiver

F. G. Hodges. 117 Glenwood ave . . Mag. Agent

4. (iltKAT EASTERN; Portland. Maine.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, cor Temple and Con

gress sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

C. E. Creamer, 3 Brlggs st Master

J. J. Bennett, 9 Briggs st .... Secretarv

J. S. Lowell, G.T.R.R. Rd. House . . . Collector

C. E. Creamer. 3 Briggs st Receiver

W. F. Cnffln, 1019 Congress st . . Magazine Agent

6. CHARITY"! St. Thomas. Ont.

Meets in Conductors' Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

P. M.

Robt. Forster, Box 1273 Master

Eli Cowles, Box 1273 Secretary

P. D. McCarthy, Box 1273 Collector

H. H. Tedford, Box 1273 Receiver

H. c. Burtch. Box 1273 . . Magazine Agent

o. PRIDE OF THE WEST; DeSoto, Mo.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. Second and Boyd sts.,

every Monday at 2 P. M.

Jno. McBride Master

P. N. Pile, Box 41 Secretary

Bertrand Buzzell Collector

W. li. Hart, Box 19] Receiver

J. C. Vandyke . . . . Magazine Agent

7. POTOMAC ; Washington. D. C.

Meets in McCauiley's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

R. M. Smith, 129 Carol st S. E Master

Jeremiah Reagan, 613 fith St. S. W. . . Secretary

N. H. Roberts, 1238 i£ St. 8. E . .Collector

H. A. Newman, N. E. cor. 4J4 and G.

sts. 8. W Receiver

L. E. Demiy, 466 I st. S. W. . . . Magazine Agent

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Saturday at 8 P.

M.

C. J. Turner Master

H. P. French, 209 Rusk ave Secretary

T. J. Dryer, 709 W Shepard st Collector

L. 8. Cox. 210 E Mnnson st Receiver

\V. B.Stafford, L. Box 292 . . . . Magazine Agent

9. FRANKLIN: Colnmbna, Ohio.

Meets in L. W. C. Div. B. of L. E. Hall, 80>J N.

High st., alternate Mondays at 8 P. M.

K. G. Hoag, lW'A N High st Master

Melvin Berlin, 435 Galloway ave . . . Secretary

P. J. Singleton, 468 Grove st Collector

J. F. McNamee, 1050 Atchison st . . . Receiver

R. G. Bradley, 1115 Atchison st . . . Mag. Agent

10. FOREST CITY; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets at 182 Ontario st, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

J. F. Bennett, 21 Dyke st Master

8. R. Tate, 79 Professor st Secretary

A. G. Laubseher, West Cleveland . . Collector

T. P. Curtis, 39 W. Madison ave .... Receiver

T. J. Dicks,:u> W. Madison st . Magazine Agent

11. EXCELSIOR; Phllllpsborg, H. J.

Meets in Gwtnner's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

A. S. Cole, 313 Chambers st Master

David Gorgas, Summit ave Secretary

C. J. Herbert, 827 Main st Collector

J. W. Sinclair, L. Box 96 Receiver

A. M. Vanatta Magazine Agent

12. BUFFALO; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, 198 Seneca it, every

Tuesday evening.

G.S.Fladung, 111 Colt st Master

F. J. Brennan, 175 S. Division st . . . Secretary

J. J. Knnuff ... Collector

P. J. McNamara, 70 Michigan st . . . - Receiver

P. M. Cleary, 139 N. Ogden st. . Magazine Agent

18. WASHINGTON ; Jersey City. N. J.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor. Pacific ave and Ma

ple st, every 3d Sunday at 10:30 A. M.

T. J. Carroll, 152 Pacific ave Master

J. C. Ballinger. 25 W 8th st, Bayonne . Secretary

G. S. Quick, 176 Jackson nvc Collector

W. J. Lewis. 401V, Communipaw ave . Receiver

G. R. Rowland, 224 Franklin st, Elizabeth.

Magazine Agent

14. EUREKA ; Indianapolis, Ind.

Meets in Griffith Block, 34 W. Washington at,

every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

Henry Zlnk, 410 S. Illinois st Master

W.J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Secretary

E. J. Kline, 631 N. West st Collector

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle «t Receiver

A. H. Reynolds 81 Gillard ave. Magazine Agent

16. ST. LAWRENCE : Montreal, Canada.

Meets in St. Charles Club Hall 1st and 3rd Tues

days

Chas. McCauley, 77 Mullin St., Pt. St.

Charles Master

Robt. WilliamsoD,119 Lcbeost.. Pt. St.

Charles Secretary

Jas. Murphy, 63 Richmond St., Pt. St.

Charles Collector

Thos. Wilson, 23S Magdalen st Receiver

J. G. Roxborough, 91 Conway st, Pt St.

Charles Magazine Agent

16. VIGO; Terre Dante. Ind.

Meets in Brothernood Hall. S. E. cor. Wabash

ave. and 7th st., 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 7:30

P. M.

E. II. Brannan Master

J. F. O'Reilly, 024 N. 5tb st Secretary

W.J. Butler. 402 N. 12th s t Collector

C. A. Bennett. 1004 N. ;>th at Receiver

P. H.Smith. 33V N 12th at . . . Magazine Agent

17. PINE RIDGE; ( hn.lron. Neb.

Meets In 1. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Bandars.

H. O. 8mith, Box 501 Master

J. E. Platner Secretary

H. M, Cram Collector

H. O. Smith, Box 501 Receiver

J. A. Powers Magazine Agent

18. WEST END; Slater. Mo.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday evening.

F. G. Klein Master

Jno. Reid, Box 134 Secretary

W. W. Golladay Collector

J. J. Day Receiver

H. W. Redman Magazine Agent
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It. TBriEEE ; Wadsworth, Nevada.

Meets la B. of L. E. and B. of L. F. Hall every

Friday at 7 P. M.

Jno Micander Master

0 W. Lindsay Secretary

W. F. Brown Collector

F. R. Fitch Receiver

W H. Osborn Magazine Agent

ft. NTTART ; Stuart, Iowa.

Meets In Engineer's Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

P M

J. W. Taylor. Box 172 Master

0. R. Conyers, Box 460 Secretary

Grafton Zenur, L. Box 17 ....... Collector

J. L. Williams . . Receiver

R. B. Hash, Box 391 Magazine Agent

tl. IMU'STIUAI, ; St, lioolc. So.

Meets in Haylin's Theatre, S. E. cor. 6th and

Walnut xts., 2d and 4th Fridays.

W. 6. Canfleld, 1422 Clark ave Master

T. B. Victor, 1109 Morrison ave .... Secretary

Louis Volker, 1008 Park ave Collector

W. A. Murphy. Ellendnle, St. Louis . . Receiver

Edw. Voelker, 818 Soulard st . . Magazine Agent

tt CEXTKAL; I rbana, 111.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

F. M. Call Master

.scott Busey, Box 61 Secretary

W. H.Scroggin, Box301 Collector

F.M. Call Receiver

W. F. Levis, Box 324 Magazine Agent

tL PHCEMX ; Brookneld, Mo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

Joihua Proctor, Box 60 Master

K. 8. Lucas, Box 608 Secretary

Jno. Braddock Collector

A. 8. Lucas. Box 608 Receiver

J. F. Holland . . Magazine Agent

14. GREAT WESTERN; Parson*. Kan.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, Forest ave, every

Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

J. P. Forbes Master

Bryant Lanham Secretary

Henry Lichesky, 2203 Crawford ave . . Collector

J. H. Galviu, 1930 Washington st . . .Receiver

Wm. Mllnc, 2224 W. Washington ave.

Magazine Agent

K. CONNECTING LINK : Boone, Iowa.

Meets in Red Men's Hall. cor. 7th and Story sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

B.H. Smith, Box 311 Master

M. N. Crane, L. Box 775 Secretary

M. N. Crane. L. Box 775 Collector

A. M. Sourwine Receiver

0. W. Roach .... Magazine Agent

M. ALPHA ; Baraboo, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays.

Henry Wettstein Master

Fred Van Leshout, Box 895 Secretary

W. H. Pobloy Collector

Fred Van Leshout, Box 895 Receiver

Arthur Argyk- Magazine Agent

t7. HAWK Kit; Cedar Rapids. Iowa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 9 2d st., 2d Suuday at

2:30 P. M., and 4th Monday at 7 P. M.

C. H. Wheeler Master

F. A. Hobsou. 65 7th ave Secretnry

A. H. McKenzic, 174 Bave. E Collector

J. L. Jennings. 351 B. ave. W . . . Receiver

C.I. Clark ll.C.R. ,iX. Rd. H se Magazine Agent

tt. ELKHUHN; North Platte. Neb.

Meets In First National Bank Hall, cor. 5th and

Spruce »ts, every Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

C R. DeMntt . . ■ Master

8. H. Douehower, L. Box 402 Secretary

T. A. Duke, Box 173 Collector

W. E. Jackson Receiver

T. E Morrison. Box 224 . . . . Magazine Agent

». I'EBKO UORDO-. Haaon City. Iowa.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, Main St., 1st Mon

day at 7:80 P. M.. and 3d 8unday at 2:30 P. M.

W. Ft. Rouse, 508 E. Huntleyst Master

Mai Newbowers, 410 E. Miller st . . . Secretary

Eugene Howeu Collector

Lewis Leitner ... Receiver

Max. Newbowers, 410 E. Miller st . . Mag. Agent

». CEDAR VALLEY; Waterloo, Iowa.

Meets in 8elect Knights' Hall, Svcamore and 4th

its, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. A Poley Master

R. A. Coraon, Box 1154 Secretary

H. B. Doxey Collector

*. A. Corson. Box 1154 Receiver

M. F. Whitney Magazine Agent

81. B. R. CENTRE; Atchison, Kansas.

Meets in Woodman's Hall, cor. 6th and Santa Fe

sts, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st Master

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fest . . . .Secretary

Edwin McKeeu, 1531 Commercial st . . Collector

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fe st . . . . Receiver

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st ■ ■ Magazine Agent

82. BORDER; Ellis, Kansas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Sunday at 3 P. M.

Gustave Ebeling, Box 213 Master

G. S. Lcisenring, L. Box 355 Secretary

W. M. Griest, L. Box 135 Collector

G. S. Leiseurlng, L. Box 355 Receiver

J. C. Barnes, Box 218 . . . . Magazine Agent

83. SUCCESS ; Trenton, Ho.

Meets In K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Monday after

noons and 2d and 4th Monday evenings.

W. M. Goode Master

G. N. Liston, Box 506 Secretary

G. N. Liston, BoxaOS Collector

W. C. Gallup, L. Box 34 Receiver

C. H. Torpey Magazine Agent

84. CLINTON; Clinton, Iowa.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. J. Coffey, 919 3d st Master

C. E. Potter, 848 Sunnyside ave .... Secretary

W.N. Smith, 425 8th ave Collector

P. J. Coffey, 919 3d st Receiver

Parker Liilis, 529 9th ave .... Magazine Agent

85. ABBOT; Amboy, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Monday

evenings.

J. D. Mahoney Master

J. B. Eson, Box 457 Secretary

C. H. Perrv Collector

J. H Dick". Receiver

Edw. Cnderwood Magazine Agent

86. TIPPECANOE: Lafayette, Ind.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Fifth and Columbia sts, at

2 P. M., Sundays.

Chas. Ernst, 164 Salem st Master

T. A. Vaugban, 131 Alabama st Secretary

Chas. Ernst. 161 Salem st Collector

W. R. Johnson, 110 8. 1th st Receiver

Jno. Morrow, L. E. <fc W. R.R. . . Magazine Agent

S7. NEW HOPE; Centralla, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, every Wednesday at

7:30 P. M. •

A. J. Randall, Box 238 Master

Ferdinand Bauer, Box 206 .... Secretary

E. S. A.lams. Box 314 Collector

W. R. Pixlev, Box 548 Receiver

D.A.Smith Magazine Agent

88. AVON ; Stratford. Oat.

Meets in Forrester's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

\V. II. Whitchurch. Box 318 Master

Jos. Gant, Box 318 Secretary

W. H. Chidlev. Box 318 Collector

Robt. Mcintosh, Box 318 Receiver

Wm. Stanford Box 318 Magazine Agent

39. TWIN (III ; Koek Island, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 2d Sunday and 4th

Monday.

E.J. Moonev. 26th and Vine sts Master

Daniel Marcjuey, 27:17 8th ave Secretary

G. B. Dodge, 9th ave. and 30th st. . . . Collector

J. P. Dolly, 6th ave. and 25th st Receiver

Wm. McElrath, Vine St., bet. 25th and

26th sts ... Mag. Agent

40. BLOOMING; Bloomington, 111.

Meets in Engineers Hall every Tuesdays at 7:30

P. M.

W. F. Costigan. 714 O'Hara st Master

Chris Baum, 1408 Western ave Secretary

Chris Baum, 14HS Western ave Collector

R.J. McDonald. 712 W. Walnut st . . .Receiver

F. E. DuBois, 509 W. Chestnut st . . Mag. Agent

41. ONWARD; Dickinson, N. Dakota.

Meets iu Odd Fellows Hall, every Thursday at

8:00 P. M.

H. F. Repke, Box 103 Master

W.J. Breckon, Jr Secretary

J. R. Morrison Collector

Brooks Goodall Receiver

P.J Needham Magazine Agent

43. ELMO; Madison, Wis.

Meets in Sharpe's Hall, Keyes' Block, Mifflin st.

2d and 4th Sundays.

C. M. Slightam, 341 \V. Wilson st Master

\V. J, Parsons, 409 W. Gorham st . . . Secretary

Jno. Harrington, 520 W. Main st . Collector

8. E. Alvord, ll« 10th st., Milwaukee . Receiver

8. E. Alvord, 118 10th st., Milwaukee, Mag. Agent
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48. ST. JOSEPH ; St. Joseph, Ho.

Meets lu Broekaw's Hall, Eighth and Locust sts,

2d and 4th Thursdays.

J. E. Shortle, 817 S. 11th st Master

W. E. Sullivan, 2219 3 6th st . . . .. Secretary

J. T. Downs, 709 S. ,Sth 8t Collector

Jos. Kane, 105 N. isth st ... Receiver

E.S. Lynn, 15th and Sacramento sts . Mag. Agent

44. F. Tf. ARNOLD ; East St. Louis, III.

Meets in Geary's Hall, 124 Main st, 1st and 3d

Tnesdavs. at 7:30 P. M.

R. H. Steveson, 14 S. 4th st Master

W. W. Glllls, 739 Colliusville ave . . Secretary

L. G. Denbach, 1908 E. Grand ave., St.

Louis. Mo. . . .... ... Collector

T. M. Leonard, 310 Market ave .... Receiver

W. J. Weick, 402 Victor St. St. Louis, Mo.

Magazine Agent

46. ROSE CITY; Little Rock, Ark.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, corner Markham and

Chester sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.,

and 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30 P. V

Juo. O'Malley, 1122 North st . . . Master

M.J. Murphy, 206 ''rots at. . . . .Secretary

Mathias Laux, L. Box 2 Union Depot . Collector

T. P. Homard, 121 Riverside ave .... Receiver

G. W. Edrington, 1822 W.7thst . Magazine Agent

♦«. CAPITOL; Springfield, III.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 3th St., bet. Monroe

and Adams, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

G. W. Price. Utb and Cass sts Master

A. P. Marsh. 1216 E. Capital ave .... Secretary

C. F. Sells, 1415 S. 9th st Collector

W. E. Hall, 1604 S 10th st Receiver

E. A. Watkins, 920 S 13th st . . Magazine Agent

47. TRIUMPHANT; Chicago. 111.

Meets in Prosperity Hall, N. E. cor. 8tate and 18tb

sts. 1st Monday at 8 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2

P. M.

W. A. Leonard, 1731 Wabash ave . . . Master

J. W. Mcintosh, 9143 Ontario ave., So.

Chicago . .... Secretary

F. L. Schrader. 1611 Wabash ave . . Collector

Jno. Glover, 155.S Wabash ave Receiver

F. B. Seyl, 3842 Lunglev ave Magazine Agent

48. W. P. HYNEK; Peoria. III.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Observatory Building. 2d

Saturday at 8 P. M. and 4tb Sunday at 2 P. M.

J. D Potter, 623 nowctte st . " ... .Master

W. A. McMillan, 206 State st Becretary

W. A. McMillan, 206 State at Collector
n. ■*. Watt. 617 1st st Receiver

F. P. Railsback, 406 Lincoln ave. Mag. Agent

49. J.M. RAYMOND: Decatur. 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall. 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Thos Nash, 929 E. North st Master

J. F. Doster. 1145 E. North st Secretary

J. B. Lonnou, 1057 N. Clayton st . . Collector

A. H. Sutton, 975 N. Water at Receiver -

F. W. Marsh. 638 E. Eldorado st . . Mag. Agent

50. GARDEN CITY: Chicago. 111.

Meets in Brown's Hall, 47ib and State sts, 1st

Saturday evening aiSd 3d Sunday afternoon.

Frank Hannahan, 4089 Dearborn st Master

W. E. Briden, 4718 Atlantic st Secretary

O. E. Polk Collector

J. H. Stephens, 3051 Dearborn st . . . . Receiver

J. T. Lee, 441)4 Armour ave . Magazine Agent

.11. FRISCO: North Springfield, Ho.

Meets in Engineers and Firemen's Hall. Com

mercial st.. every Wednesday at 2:30 P. M.

F. E. Gauo, 1934 N. Robbersou ave .... Master

B. C. Reddick, 1602 Florence st . . Secretary

W. H. Hulse, 1153 Thomas st Collector

H. F.Hill, 1104 Blaine st Receiver

S. O. Marcroft, 1.107 Lyon St. Station A.

Springfield . . Magazine Agent

hi. HOOD WILL; Loganaport, Ind.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, N. E. cor. Fourth and

Market sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. J. Fitzgerald, Washington st Master

F. P. Jackson, 631 Lyndon ave Secretary

Jno. Rombolt. 1W> Osage st Collector

F. P. Beam, .126 Miama st Receiver

F. P. Jackson, 631 Lyndon ave . Magazine Agent

•VI. EMPORIA : Emporia, Kansas.

Meets in Federation Hall, cor. 3d ave and West

sts., 1st and 3d Mondavs at 1:30 P. M.

F. E. Maier, 326 West st " Master

0. T. Pearce, 332 Constitution st . . . Secretary

1. M. Hadley. 3:12 Constitution st . . . Collector

S. A. Doty. 302 West st Receiver

E. S. Pearce, 332 Constitution st, Magazine Agent

84. ANCHOR; Moberlr, Ho.

Meets in Engineers1 Hall, cor5th nd Reed iu.,

every Tuesday evening.

Frank Fitzpatrick, 333 N. Clark st ... Master

Eugene Shcdd, L. Box 1442 Secretary

Max Owen, 438 E. Rollins st Collector

G. N. Cornell, 311 Hagood st Receiver

J. J. Cain, 334 N. Williams st . . M igazine Agent

55. BLUFF CITY : Memphis, Tenn.

Meets iuK. P. Hall, 1st aud 3d Monday even

ings.

P. M. Ford, !« Alabama st .... Master

L. J. Lucke, 237 Greenlaw st Secretary

Edw. Pacey, L •& N R R shops Collector

L. J. Lucke, 217 Greenlaw st Receiver

Michael Cady, 510 Bender st . . Mi igazine Agent

56. BANNER; Stanberry, Mo.

Meets In B. of L. E. Hall, every Saturday even

ing.

T. B. Cambron . . Master

Thos. Sauford, Box 41 Secretary

Nealy Stamper Collector

T. B. Cambron Receiver

J. S. McLaughlin Migaxine Agent

67. BOSTON ; Boston, Mass.

Meets in Ratlihorn Hull, tl»H Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 10:30 A. M.

J. E. Gorham, South Braintree Master

L. M. Howard, 45 Everett St., Jamaica

Plain Secretary

J. E. Gorham. South Braintree . . . .Collector

C. P. Shufelt. 11 Sarslield st . .Receiver

G. W. Duulap Cooks Ct., Mattapan . Mag. Agent

68. SACRAMENTO; Rorklln, Cal.

Meets In Masonic Hall, every Monday and

Thursday.

J. H. Penney . Master

W. B. Morton, Box 2 Secretary

A. R. Walther Collector

A. E. Harter Receiver

H. W. Noethig, Box 2 Magazine Agent

69. ROYAL GORGE; Pneblo, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. D St. and Union

ave.. every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

E.S. Miller. 732 Miller st Master

P. B. Bradford 37 Block X Secretary

C. E. Blackburn. 29 Block O Collector

J. F. Garrett. 7 Terrace View Receiver

J. K. Allen Magazine Agent

SO. UNITED; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets In Dover Hall, 2204 Marshall St., 1st ai-1

3d Saturday evenings.

W. J. Rogers, 4711 Mnlu st. nerniaiitown,

Philadelphia Master

J. H. Mohr, 2512 Fawn st Secretary

Jas. Wertz, 3120 York Road Collector

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. 9th st Receiver

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. :>th st . . . Magazine Agent

(11. MINNEHAHA ; St. Panl, Mian.

Meets in Druid's Hall, cor. Seventh and Jacksou

sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. F. Driscoll, 180 I'enna ave Master

F. W. Ferguson, 1029 Front st Secretary

J. V. Piper, 107 Sycamore st Collector

T. T. Hart, 709 Tuscarora ave Receiver

Jos. K.'llow, 603 Mississippi st . Magazine Agent

62. YANBEBGEN; Carbondale, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

E. F. Atkinson, 122 Belmont st- Master

G. P. Berry, 83 Park st Secretary

J. E. McCawley, 30 River st Collector

W. H. Brokenshlre, 51 Garfield ave . . Receiver

G. P. Berry, S3 Park st Magazine Agent

68. HERCULES; DaavUle, III.

Meets in K. of H. Hall. over N. K. cor. Main and

Walnut sts., 1st and Sd Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

W. J. Harter, 720 Wellington at. Mailer

E. E Partlow, Box 927 Secretary

Fred Krauel ... Collector

W, J, Harter, 720 Wellington st Receiver

F. J. Lorenz, 421 Short st . . . . Magazine Agent

64. SIOUX; Slonz City, Iowa.

Meets In Lyons Hall, 418 Pearl St.. 2d and 4ta

Sundays at 2 30 P. M.

J. N. Barber, 009 Lafavette w Master

T. F. DolaD,2»i:<3d*t Secretary

F. J. Anderson, 311 Wall st Collector

T. F. Dolan, 2nrs 3d *t Receiver

M. J. Mangan, 1516 E 7th st . . Magazine Agent
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85. FORT KIM. ELY; Waseca, Minn.

Meets iu Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

Win. Carroll Master

E. R. Hoi brook Secretary

Ira Blowers Collector

Jus. Hockenbull Receiver

K. 0. Faes Magazine Agent

W. CHALLENGE; Belleville, Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, Station St., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

Thus. Marshall, Jr., Belleville Station . Master

Wm. Andrews, Belleville Station . . Secretary

M A. Bonisteel, Belleville Station . . Collector

W. J. Ix>gue. Belleville Station . . . Receiver

J. W.Barlow, G. T. Ry. P. O. . . Magazine Agent

«. DOSIMON; Toronto, Canada.

Meets in 1.OOF. Hall, cor. Queen st and Spadine

»ve. 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Jno Lee. 21 Robinson st . Master

Thus. Hueston. 157 Euclid ave .... Secretary

hhlllp Richardson, 30 Stafford st . . . Collector

Jus. Pratt, 172 Huron st Receiver

Frederick Fox, 342 Adelaide st, W.

Magazine Agent

18. Fit CLAIRE ; Altooaa, Wis.

Meets in Fireman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. F. IV well Master

Wm. McLyman Secretary

Jno Morgan Collector

Stanley Ives Receiver

Wm. McLyman Magazine Agent

>■*■ ISLAND CITT s Broekvllle, Ontario.

Meets in Merrill's Hall everv Tuesdav at 7:30

P.M.

W. J. Powell, Box 183 Master

'has. Brownlow Secretary

Alexander Wood Collector

W. J. Dowell.Box 183 Receiver

J. B. Hlslop, Box 620 Magazine Agent

10. LONE STAR ; Loaa-vlew, Texas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 7:30

P.M.

Harry Finnegan. Box 141 Master

Drum Vandewater, Box 203 Secretary

L. D. Oden, Box 203 Collector

Harry Finnegan, Box 141 Receiver

Jno, Fogarty ... .... Magazine Agent

51. MIStJCEHANNA ; Oneoata. N. I.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Moudai s

»t7:30P. M.

F. A. Yoritey, 178 Main st Master

W, p. Emery, 66U Deitz st Secretary

J. N. 8tone, 4 Fairvlew st Collector

Ja». Walters. 9 Baker st Receiver
J.J. Curr. 2r> Fairvlew st . . . . Magazine Agent

«1 WELCOME; Camden, N. J.

Meets 2d and Taylor ave., 2d and 4th Sundays

F.A Potts. 643 Clinton st Master

JnoColton,412 8. 6th st Secretary

Q. W. Tash, 529 8 3d st Collector

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Receiver

6. W. Tash, 529 8. 3d s t Magazine Agent

>»• BAT STATE) Worcester, Mass.

Meets at Commonwealth Rail, 566 Main

«., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

L.I>.Chnffln,3h 'Hitler it Master

TIjoh. Loyud, s Glenwoort st Secretary

A. S, Hoyt. 2 Davis Court Collector

Thn«. Loynd, 8 Glenwood st Receiver

U. !'. Newton. ii l'enn live . . Magazine Agent

»■ KANSAS CITY; Argentine. Kan.

Meets In Noke Opera House, Silver ave,, bet. 1st

slid 2d «ts., 2d and 4th Sundays at2 P. M.

HentyBest Master

a. W. Bldwell Secretary

Anton Vogel Collector

'*■ f. Dewey Receiver

Toon. Donohne, Box 421 . . Magazine Agent

K- KNTEBPB1SK; Philadelphia. Pa.

Meets in Rodgers' Hall. 4113 Lancaster ave., al

ternate Sunday afternoons.

* 8. Whitman, *98 Belmont ave., West

Philadelphia . Master

' >■ Strode, 3306 Rockland st.,

West Philadelphia ... . .Secretary

1'. *. Mere, 681 N. 371 h st., West Phila-

delphia ... Collector

■' "< He-ophill. 703 N. 38th st, West Phila-

. '''-'phis .... . . Receiver

"' s. Moore, osi N. :V7th it. West Phil-

Mtlphla Magazine Agent

78. NEW ERA ; Willmar, Minn.

Meets iu I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. K. McLaughlin Master

Albert Baldwin Secretary

Nels Larson . Collector

Gunder Osmundson, Box 454 Receiver

Alfred Larsen, Box 34 Magazine Agent

77. ROCKY MOUNTAIN | Denver, Colo.

Meets at 3804 Market st., every Thursday at 7:80

P. M.

F. H. Lehman, 3931 Franklin st Master

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . Secretary

S. L. Kanaga, 3362 Market st Collector

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . Receiver

S. L. Kanaga, 3302 Market st . . Magazine Agent

78. GOLDEN EAGLE ; Seilalla. Ho.

Meets in Hart's Hall, E. 3d st., every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

Saml Bowser, 1113 E. 5th st ...... .Master

L. B. Alspaeh, 1307 E. 4th st Secretary

Saml Bowser, 1113 E. 5th st. Collector

W. O. Webster, 1206 E. 3d st Receiver

J. P. Baty, 1700 E. 4th st Magazine Agent

79. J. S. DODGE j Boodhonse, HI.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Worcester Building, ev

ery Monday at 2:00 P. M.

C. A. Sheppard Master

C. A. Hannaford, Box 847 Secretary

Albert 8anks Collector

Dan'l Stultz Receiver

Alonzo Griffin, Box 866 ... . Magazine Agent

80. SELF HELP; Aurora. III.

Meets in B. of L. E. and F. Hall, 19 Broadway,

every 2d Sundav.

J. 8. Slick, 402 Sexton st Master

W. H. Roe, 280 S Broadway Secretary

C. H. Kelley, 444 2d ave Collector

C. O. Spencer, 706 S Lake st Receiver

W. H. Roe, 2M) S. Broadway . . Magazine Agent

81. PINE CITY '- Staples, Hinn.

Meets in Miller's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Jas. Riley Master

P. F. McDonnell, Box 47 Secretary

Jacob Evcrhart . Collector

G. H. Littlemore, Box 181 Receiver

J. H. Grecnhalgh, Box »"> . Magazine Agent

88. .VIKTH WESTERN; Minneapolis, Hlnn.

Veets in Lodge Parlors 1st and 3d Sunday after

noons.

E. B. Mayo. 905 Fremont ave. N Master

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Glrard ave . . Secretary

E. B. Mayo, 905 Fremont ave N . . . . Collector

W E. Richmond, 820 N. Glrard ave . .Receiver

Edw. Sheasgrcen. 2025 Emersonave. N.Magazine Agent

88. TRINITY ; Fort Worth, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, So. Rusk st.. every

Wednesday at < P. M.

S. M. Dunaway, 1014 W. Dagget ave . . .Master

Jacob Weeman, cor. Cal houu and Elizabeth sts.

Secretary

I. M. liean, 801 Crawford st Collector

I. M. Dean, 801 Crawford st Receiver

Bnrk Michael, Clarendon . . . Magazine Agent

84. CALHOUN i Rattle Creek. Mich.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th Sunday af

ternoons and 1st Monday evening.

E. A. Rateliff. Ill Green st Master

J. D. Peffers. 84 Beach st Secretary

D. L. Munsell, 76 Mary st Collector

Jno. Tighe, 7a Hart st Receiver

E. J. Roach, 36 Lansing ave . . Magazine Agent

86. FARGO ; Farm, N. Dakota.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Tucsdavs at

7:30 P. M.

Paul Boleyn, 15 9th st S Master

C. H. Sheppherd, 1540 Front st Secretary

Silas Zwight, Arlington Hotel .... Collector

L. G. Snyder, cor. 16th st. and 1st ave. S. Receiver

N. A. Nielsen, 1421 3d ave. N. . Magazine Agent

86. BLACK HILLS; Laramie, Wyoming.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, cor. 2d and Garfield sts.,

every Friday evening.

Thos. Lynott. Box 111 Master

W. N. Roth, 806 3d at Secretary

W. P. Davis . . Collector

Edw. McBroom, 712 5th st Receiver

C. A Anderson, 358 W. Grand ave. . Mag. Agent
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s7. SUMMIT ; Rawlins, Wyoming.

Meets Id I.O.O.F. Hall 1st ana 3d Thursdays.

J. O. Quinn Master

Henry O'Donnell, I.. Bo.\ 159 Secretary

Jas. Welghtmau Collector

G. W, McXalr Receiver

P. II. Daley Magazine Agent

SS. MORNING STAB; Evanston, Wyoming.

Meets In K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 2 P. M.

H.J. Cramer, L. Box 2 Master

T. H. Hollingworth. L Box 212 ... . Secretary

Amenzo Graves, Box 156 Collector

J. J. Harrop, L. Box 48 Receiver

Fred Clement Magazine Agent

Ml. CHEHAW; Nclma, Ala.

Meets in Elks Hall, cor. Broad and Alabama

sts. Thursday evenings.

E. L. Cranford.321SelniaandSt. Ann sts . Master

P. C. Tynan, 129 Water st Secretary

R. O.Harris, 310 Alabama st Collector

E. L. Cranford, 321 Selma and St. Ann

fritS • Rflftfll VftT

P. C. Tynan, 129 Water st . . . . Magazine Agent

MO. SAN DIEGO ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Meets in McDonald's Hall, 127 N. Main st, alter

nate Saturdays at 7:30 P. t.

Wm. Fleming. 417 Amelia 8t Master

J. H. Hayes, 626 Stephenson ave. . . .Secretary

C. E. Rhodes, 220 N. Cummings St., Boyle

Heights Collector

J. T. Higgins, 808 E. 3d st Receiver

R. O. Quackenbush, 1821 E. 3d st

Magazine Agent

111 . GOLDEN GATE : San Francisco, Cal.

Meets in Champion Hall, corner Valencia and

16th sts every Monday at 8 P. M.

C. E. Bradley, 249 Washington St.,

San Jose Master

J. R. Cassidy, 172.1 San Carlos St.,

bet Ifth and l'.uh sts Secretary

Nelson Barton, 111 16th st Collector

W. S. Johnson, 135 n'.th st Receiver

W. M. Flack, 2(.K» Folsou st . . Magazine Agent

112 FRONTIER CITT ; Oswego, N. Y.

Meets in Jefferson Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

FraDk Welch, 211 W. 8th at Master

J. E. Dowd, 89 W. 9th and Utica sts . . Becretary

Jas. Whalen, 290 W. 7th st Collector

Jaa. Whaleu,290 W. 7th st Receiver

•no. Cole. Ill W.Liberty st. . . Magazine Agent

03. GATE CITY; Keokuk, Iowa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall. 22 So. Third st. 2d and

4th Sundays at 7:JV P. M.

Andrew Malum, Walsh . Master

Jno. Stanley, Box 18, Walsh Secretary

Laurence Walsh, Walsh Collector

Henry Montgomery. 222 Exchange st . Receiver

Ino Stanley, Box Id, Walsh . Magazine Agent

04. CACTUS: Tucson, Arizona.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Monday at 1:30

P.M.

H. F. Michels, Box 504 .. Master

R. W. Andersou, Box 218 Secretary

H. H. Dookham, Box 504 Collector

F. G. Church, Box 504 Receiver

F. W. Barnett, Box 504 Magazine Agent

!!.->. CHICAGO ; Chicago. III.

Meets in Concordia Hall, 237 Milwaukee ave., 2d

Tuesday at 7::<0 P M. and 4th Sunday at 9 A. M.

Edw. Seavert, 213 W. Indiana st Master

L. H. Evans, 456 W. Adams si . . Secretary

E. O. Moody, Chicago ave. and Halsted st

.... Collector

D. M. Leavitt, 70 Central Park ave . . . Receiver

I. J. Keveny, 174 N. Halstead st . Magazine Agent

Mil. ALEXIA ; Wellsrllle, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, Main st, 1st and 3d

Sundays.

\. 8. Askew, Box 695 Master

Chas. Maley, Box 310 Secretary

Chas. Maley, Box 310 Collectoi

C. H. Kelly Receiver

L. P. Satow Magazine Agent

!i; ORANGE GROVE ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Leroy and New

Main sts., every Friday at 8 P. M.

C. M. Warner, 199 Sotello st Master

H. C. Forsyth. 122 R. R. st Secretary

A. A. Elliott Collector

II. F. Bell, 902 Buena Vista st . . . Receiver

J. A. Fenton, 1440 San Fernando st . Mag. Agent

98. PERSEVERANCE; Terrace, CtaJu

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday

evening.

L. F. Zimmerman Master

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 Secretary

F. J. Berryessa . . . . Collector

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 Receiver

Hyruui i ihlson Magazine Agent

99. ROCHESTER; Rochester, N. T.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, over 88 State st.,

1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

E. E. Pruyn, 41 First ave Master

W. P. Couch, 24 Thompson ave .... Secretary

G. N. Kingsley, 71 Hayward ave . . . Collector

G. N. Kingsley. 71 Hayward ave . . . Receiver

H. H. Meyers, 211 N. Goodman st . . Mag. Agent

100. ADAIR; Bowling Green. KY.

Meets In Wright's Hall cor. Main and Adams sts.

every Monday at 2:30 P. M.

8. P. Price, 437 Church st Master

T. H. Glenn, 220 10th st Secretary

W. D. Perry, 232 6th st Collector

Harold Porter, 1149 Adams st Receiver

R. C. Johnson, 2:12 (Ufa st . . . . Magazine Agent

101. ADMIRATION; Buffalo. N. V.

Meets in Burgard's Hall, East Buffalo, every

Thursday at S P. M.

Edw. Cooke, 103 Sumner ave., E. Buffalo . Master

Robt. Fowler, 182 May st. K. Buffalo . Secretary

Frank McKnigbt, 108 Fay St., E. Buffalo

Collector

J. G. Smith, 69% St. Joseph ave, E. Buffalo.

Receiver

W. M. Kllis. 109 May st.. F.. Buffalo Mag. Agent

10C. CONFIDENCE; West Dos Moines, Iowa.

Meets in Flynn's Hall, cor. 7th and Locust sts.,

DesMoines, alternate Sundays.

C. M. Krull, 1019 E. Center St., DesMoines.

Master

Wm. Beese, 1457 E. Court ave., Des Moines

Secretary

Albert Brown, 802 E. Elm st, Eaat Des

Moines Collector

A. W. Conner, 503 8th st., Des Moines . Receiver

Jos. Krissiuger, Jr., 1005 E. Maple St. Dea

Moines ... MagazlDe Agent

108. FALLS CITY; LouIsTille, Ky.

Meets in Colgan's Hall, cor. 10th and Walnut

sts., every Thursday.

Fred St. John, Y.M.C.A., 1023 W. Broadway.

Master

Patrick Filburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Secretary

Gottlieb Kundiuger. 1428 12th st . .Collector

Patrick Filburn, 1415 \V. Broadway . Receiver

Henry Illume, Scottsburg, Ind . Magazine Agent

104. "OLD KKNTICK;" Lndlow, Ky.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P.M.

H. E. Jordcn Master

Jas. ijuiun .' .Secretary

Chas. Heimburger. Box 151 Collector

E. A. Fleming. Box 82 ... Receiver

Michael Cooney, Jr.. W. Covington . Mag. Agent

106. PROGRESS; Chllllcot.be, IU.

Meets in Dougherty's Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays

and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

8. P. Bourne, N. Chillicothe Master

A. G. Gillen, N. Chillicothe Secretary

S. P. Bourne, N. Chillicothe Collector

Fred Cornell. N. Chillicothe . ■ Receiver

R E. Lawrence. N. chillicothe, Magazine Agent

106. KEY CITY : Dnbaaae, Iowa.

Meets in Doffs Hall, 19th and Jackson sts.. 2d

and 4th Tuesday evenloits.

C. E. Redmond, cor 15th and Clay sta . . Matter

Martin Boleyn. C M. & 8t. P. shop* . . Secretary

Sam Schaner. Box 46 E. l>ubu<|ue . . . Collector

O. B. Rldgeway. 1615 Elm st ... Receiver

A.8. Graham, 446 Rhomberg ave, Magazine Agent

107. ECLIPSE; Gallon, Ohio.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, every Wednesday

evening.

P. D. Gregg, Box 677 Master

C. O. Douglas, Box 644 Secretary

W. A. Townsend Collector

H. U. Grenolds, Box 55 Receiver

F. P. Motsinger, Box 155 .... Magazine Agent

108. PIONEER; Chama, New Mexico.

Meets in Pioneer Hall. 1st and 3d Thursdays •'

7PM

J. C. Basher, Box 40 Master

J. W. Hopper, L. Box 7 Secretary

Jno. Reddlngton Collector

J. M. Havden Receiver

V. L. Coulson Magazine Agent
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PEACE; Kt.LoaU.lo.

Meets in Summit Hal), Swing ave and Market

it., 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

Jno. Woods, 7516 O'Rciley ave, 8o. St.

Louis Master

Benj. s'tyche. 313S Rutgcr st Secretary

W. J. Pourcllllo, 2949 Clark ave .... Collector

G. A. La Bee, 8219 8 Broadway Receiver

U. H. Balrd. 3009 Rutgcr si . . Magazine Agent

. OLD GUARD; Bsrjram Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

Wm. Fiumaurlce. 633 E. Rensslear st. . . Master

B. A. Huson, 623 E. Rensslear Bt. . .Secretary

G. L. Hutchison, 66.') E. Rensslear st. . Collector

T. E. Lowry, 341 cor. Wiley and Charles

sts . - Receiver

B. A. Huson, 623 Rensslear st. . Magazine Agent

BEACON : Mtttoon, III.

Meets In K. of L. Hall, Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

* E. Callahan. 69ChampBii?n at. . . . .Master

W. P. Fitzgerald. 102 E. Broadway . . Secretary

6. E. Callahan, 69 Champaign st . - Collector

A. E. Marshall, 74 Richmond st . . . . Receiver

Lee Sommer Magazine Agent

. M 1 VI Mi STAR ; Howell Sta., Kians. II I.-, ] nil.

Meets in Wesson's Hall. 2d and 4th Sundays at

1:30 P.M.

W. R. Crowdcr Master

G. T. Colvin. care Jacob Hettlg, cor. Law

ave. and tapper Mountain Koad . . . Secretary

M. J. Rlethmann Collector

J. C. Foster. 507 N. 6lb St., East St.

Louis, 111 Receiver

L A. Jacobs, r«iN, 3d st, E.St. Louis. 111.,

Magazine Agent

. i'l. iKk-hl in u.l, ; Pocatello, Idaho.

Meets In Masonic Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

Peter Durham Master

J. F. Holloway. Box 165 Secretary

W. H. Zelter. Box 162 Collector

8. G. Doane. Box HS Receiver

il. F. Best Magazine Agent

i. BLACK HAWK: Kelt honors. III.

Meets In Mason Hall, 4th and Washington sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

Dan'l Hammond Master

Ellsworth Newell, L Box 39 Secretary

Ellsworth Newell. L. Box 39 Collector

W. E. Burch Receiver

F. E. Cole Magazine Agent

I. GULF CITT f GalveatOB, Texas.

Meets iu Legion of Honor Hall, 3d floor, 22 Me

chanic st., n. w. cor., 1st and 3d Weduesdavs.

H. L. Briggs. 8th and Mechanic st . . . .Master

E. W. Boddeker, 910 ave 1 Secretary

C. H. Hawkins, 37th st and Ave H . . . Collector

Fred. Oehlert, ave N. bet. Slst and 32d

sts . - Receiver

E. W. Boddeker, 910 ave. I . . . Magazine Agent

I. ST. CLAUt; Fort Gratiot, Mich.

Meets In Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

Jno. Gould Master

U.G.Miller, Box 197 Secretary

B. 8. Wilson Collector

K G. Hubbard, Box 127 Receiver

C. E. Topp Magazine Agent

r, BEATEB ; London, Ontario.

Meeu in K P. Hall, cor. Dundas and Clarence

its, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Geo. Thody, 724 King st Master

E. K. Atkins. 268 Clarence it Secretary

n. 'j. McHarg. 579 Hortou at Collector

Wro. Kermath, "i60 Grey st Receiver

Wm. Kermath, 500 Grey st . . Magazine Agent

■ 8TAK OF THE EAKT ; Richmond, Ooebe*.

Meeu in McMorine's Hall, Main St., 1st Sunday

and 3d Wednesday.

G. A. Pye. Melbourne Master

I.E. Linaien Secretary

I. K. Lluahen , . . . . Collector

jno. Kelly Receiver

Wm. Fletcher, Box 118, Richmond 8tatlon

Magazine Agent

f. COLONIAL; llm<l Loop. Ouehee.

Meets in English School. River du Loup Sta

tion, 3d and 4th Sundays,

Timothy Btrule, River du Loup Station, Master

L. P. Poulin. River du Loup Station, Secretary

L. D. Poulin, River du Loup 8tation, Collector

C. 1. Levesque, River du Loup Station, Receiver

Felix Gaguorj, River du Loup station.

Matm/.ino Agent

120. FORTUNE; Syracuse, N. \.

Meets in B. of L. E Hall, cor. Seymore and Os

wego sts,, Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M.

Wm. Houston, 107 OBwego st Master

Jno. Martin. 465 Shonnard st Secretary

L. G. Rousson, 101 Bertha Place .... Collector

Isaac Gllbo, 138 Richmond ave .... Receiver

Jno. Martin. 4tlo Shonnard st. . Magazine Agent

121. FELLOWSHIP; Corning. N. T

Meets in Engineers' Hall, Griphin Block, Market

St., Lst and 3d Sundays at 3 P. M.

C. 8. Wilson, Wall st Master

J. L. Krebs, 22 W. 4th st Secretary

J. L. Krebs, 22 W. 4th st Collector

E. E. Everts. 87 Mill st . ....... Receiver

W. L. Carson. 321 E. Market st . Magazine Agent

1x8. FEDERATION ; Pana, III.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2nd and 4th Sundays.

Wm. Wolf Master

W. K. Gray, L. Box 306 Secretary

Wm. Wolf Collector

W. E. Gray. L. Box 305 Receiver

Wm. Cruthers . . ... Magazine Agent

128. OVERLAND; Omaha. Neb.

Meets in Redman's Hail, 1623 Farnham St., 2d

and 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

G. W. Carr, 1014 S. 11th st Master

B. H. Wiiikelinan. 1204K. tlthst Secretary

C. H. Forster, 1540 S 17th st Collector

Jno. Nilsson, 1018 8 11th st . Receiver

B. H. Winkelman. 1204 S. 9th st. Magazine Agent

124. PILOT) Perry, Iowa.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 2d and 4th Monday

evenings, at 7:30 P. M.

W. B. Howe, Box 153 Master

W. H. Gilroy, Box 339 Secretary

J. E. Banyard, Box 267 Collector

Oscar Woods Receiver

W. F. Bower, Box 404 Magazine Agent

126. GUIDE: Marshalltown, Iowa.

Meet- (n I. O. O. F. Hall, 126 E Main st, 2d and

4th Sunday afternoons.

S. S. Swanson.lll 8. 3d ave Master

Secretary

J. N. Hunt, 206 W. Rail Road st . . . . Collector

8. S. Swanson, 111 8. 3d ave Receiver

W. A. Holmes, 207 W. Boone st . Magazine Agent

126. COMET: Austin, Minn.

Meets in is. of L. K. Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays and

2d and 4th Sundays.

J. D. Sharrah Master

Wm. Ryan Secretary

J. C. Krickson Collector

W. H. Teeter Receiver

J. C. Erlckson Magazine Agent

127. NORTHERN LIGHT; Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Clement Block, Main st.,

lst Tuesdays and 3d Wednesdays.

H. A. English, 524 Rose st Master

Paul Eleombe, 571 7th ave N Secretary

Harry Wise, 636 McWilliams st . . . .Collector

E. M. Sawyer, 625 7th ave. N Receiver

U. H. H. Goodwin, 496 Logan ave . . Mag. Agent

128. LANDMARK ; Glendlre, Montana.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Tuesday evening.

B. P. Johnson Master

S. N. Van Blaricom, Forsyth Secretary

S. N. Van Blaricom, Forsyth Collector

Jas. McKenzie, Fnraytd Receiver

T. G. Sorenson, Forsyth .... Magazine Agent

129. MINERAL KING ; Kseanaha, Mich.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Coleman Nee Master

C. J. Dady. Box 452 Secretary

M. A. Berrlgan, 819 Ludington St. . . Collector

H. C. Gibbs, 425 Cs pbell st Receiver

E. A. Young, 510 Sarah st. . . . Magazine Agent

ISO. GUIDING STAB; Milwaukee, Wis.

Meets in Firemein, Hall, Lake and Reed sts. 2d

and 4tb SundayB.

C. 8. McAuliffe, 3116 Mt. Vernon ave . Master

F. J. Kline, 225 Greenbush st . . . . Secretary

J. E. Roberts, 31 31th st Collector '

J. E. Roberts, 34 84th st Receiver

P. J. Yerick, 673 National ave. . Magazine Agent

181. GOLDEN RULE; Stevens Point, Wit.

Meets In Adams' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

T. E. McPhail, 402 Center st Master

F. C. Holmau, lis Dixon st Secretary

E. J. O'Brien Collector

T. E. McPhail, 402 Center st Receiver

F.C. Hoiman, 418 Dixon st . . . Magazine Agent
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182. MARVIN HUGHITTj Eagle GrOTf, low a.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d 8undays at

2:30 P. M.

O. F. Schoonovcr Master

Wm. Muir Secretary

Nelson Marshall Collector

J. H. Howell Beceiyer

W. J. Robinson Magazine Agent

133. SPBAGIE; Spragae, Wash.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Monday at 1:30

P.M.

J. S. Burns Master

C. W. Sliunk Secretary

W. K.Storment Collector

J. 8. Burns Receiver

W. K.Stormeut Magazine Agent

134. EASTMAN : Farnham, Quebec.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Sunday at 3 P. M.

Wm Watts Master

E. J. McConomy Secretary

Chas. McGnire Collector

E. W. Gibson . Receiver

J. E. Blackburn Magazine Agent

136. NEW VKAK : E) Paao, Texas.

Meets in Myer's Opera House, every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

J. C. Slmino, Box 286 Master

,luo. Cnnnell, Box 108 Secretary

J. T. McManus, Box 108 Collector

O. W. Bernard, Box 108 .. . . . Receiver

M. E. Welsh, 405 Texas st . Magazine Agent

130. J. SCOTT; Lindsay, Ontario.

Meets in 8. O. F. Hall alternate Sundays at 2:80

P. M.

Wm. Dolby. Box 516 Master

Geo. Moore, Box 516 ." Secretary

W. H.IJrummoud. Box 516 Collector

Geo. Moore. Box 516 Receiver

Sam'l Harris . Magazine Agent

137. PROTECTION ; Kl.lc.n. Iowa.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th Mon

day at 2:80 P. M.

Wm. Taylor Master

H. H. Finney, Box 422 Secretary

J. L. chimi Collector

G. W. Trott Receiver

E. C. Wright . ■ Magazine Agent

1SS. UNION; Freeport, 111.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

W. T.Vlfond Master

E. J. Scanlan, 209 Van Bureu st . . . . Secretary

F. C. Stevenson, 13 Wenneshlrk st . . Collector

K.J. Scanlan, 209 Van Buren st . . . Receiver

F. B. Taylor, 151 Spring st. . Magazine Agent

I3». JIT. WHITNEY ; Sumner, Cal.

Meets in Druids' Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

C. A. Devins Master

W. H. Cleveland . Secretary

Milton Nicholson Collector

F, A Crosby Receiver

Milton Xirholson Magazine Agent

140. MOUNT orHAY; Sallda, Colo.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, every Monday at

7:30 P. M.

Henry Wise Master

C. W. Woodv, 1. Box 1S1 Secretary

E. J. Templetou, Box "i99 Collector

M. M. Smith. Box 599 Receiver

B. A. Coupland. Box 125 . . Magazine Agent

141. A. 0. PORTER; Fort Wayne, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 79 and 81 Calhoun St.,

every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

M. G. Walker, 278 E. Jefferson st Master

P. H. Ryan, 210 Lafayette st Secretary

Wm. O'Connell. 97 E. Jefferson st. . . .Collector

Wm. Dexter. 16 Urackenridge st . . . . Receiver

L". G. Rhodes, 131 Holmau st Mag. Agent

142. SAFETY; Toledo, Ohio.

Meets in Emery Hall, Broadway, 1st and 3d Sun

days atl:30 P. M., aud 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7 P. M.

C. E. 8tarkey, 918 Broadway Master

Geo. Bittman, 634 8. St. Clair st . . . . Secretary

C. E. Starkey, 918 Broadway Collector

Geo. Bittman. 631 8. St. Clair st . .Receiver

G. E. Cole, 126 Jarvis st .... Magazine Agent

143. E. C. FELLOWS ; West Oakland, Cal.

Meets in Bartlett Hall every Wednesday even

ing.

J. H. Follrath, 1361 E. 11th st, E Oakland, Master

T.J, Roberts, 17(52!., Sth st Secretary

W.J. Edwards, 12.M 7th st Collector

T. J. Roberts, 1762', stli st Receiver

C. B. Danieison, 17«, 7th st . . Magazine Agent

144. DECORATION Chicago, 111.

Meets in Scnoen's Hall. Ogden ave. and 12th St.,

1st Sunday afternoons and 2d and 4th Thurs

day evenings.

Martlu Murphy, 1)79 W, 12th st Master

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Secretary

Frank Lumpp, 834 Hastings st Collector

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Receiver

E. G. Aldrich. 1<H7 Vt. 12th st . Magazine Agent

14.->. DAVY CROCKETT ; San Antonio, Ttxaa.

Meets in Jones' Hall, 710 Austin st., every Tuea-

day at 7:30 P. M.

J. R. Norton, 1225 ave. D Master
G. A. Cook, 4UCJ Sherman st Secretary

Jos. Braun, lis Milan st Collector

G. A. Cook, 409 Shcrmau st. . . . Recevler

S. ('. Ramsey, 923 ave. B . . Magazine Agent

146. BAYOU CITY; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Bell's Hall, Liberty ave, Fifth Ward,

every Monday at 2:30 P.M.

J. C. Cole, 1805 Hardy st Master

Thos. BalUr. I, 1712 Nonce st . . . .Secretary

Wm. Whiting, 12119 Chupman st ■ ■ . .Collector

W. II. Klmmer 101s McKee st Receiver

E. .1. Speer Mnga/.ine Agent

147. MIDI.AM); Temple, Texas.

Meets In B. of R.T. Hall every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Arthur Haines. L Box 105 Master

H. C. Pitts, L. Box 105 Secretary

W. T. McOinuis, L Box 306 Collector

T. H. Boyd, L. Box 105 Receiver

B. P. Wellborn, Call Box 166 . . Magazine Agent

148. SUNNY SOUTH; Trier, Texas.

Meets in Engineers Hall every Thursday at 7:30

P. M.

Jos. Conerton Master

W. J. Lankford. Box 1*2 Secretary

W. H. McCorkle, loul North and B. sts., Collector

Daniel Fogarty, 624 Valentine st . . . Receiver

W. T. Phillips. 922 N. Fannie ave . . Mag. Agent

149. JUST IN TIME; New York, N. Y.

Meets in Horton Hall, 110 E. 12ftth st., 2d and 4th

Thursdays at 8 P. M. sud 2d Sunday forenoon.

A. H. Hawley, ss w. 131th si . ..Ma.su>!

S. IX I.nnpiiie, l^'.;Wth ave Secretary

P. J. Gahagan, 25.VI sth ave Collector

R. T. Roscoe, 944 E. 176th st Receiver

J. F. MacVeigh, Lind ave. and Cnion st ,

High Bridge Maguy.iue Agent

160. S. M.STEVENS; Jlarouette, Mich.

Meets in L. Hiilllier's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. W. Watt, 347 Fisher st Master

J. B. Crowley, 127 Fisher st Secretary

N. W. Thomas. 412 W. Washington st . Collector

G. McK. Gibson, 212 Division st . . . . Receiver

W. 8. Cooke, W Bridge st . . Magazine Agent

161. MAPLE LEAF: Hamilton, Ontario.

Meets in Maccabees Hall, Hughson st, 1st and 3d

Sundays.

Chas. Morgan. 30 Barton st Master

C. E. Soutnerst, 44 Florence st .... Secretary

Chas. Evans, 432 Locke st N Collector

J. D. Mills, 32 Inchbury st Receiver

Wm. Perkins. Sol Catherine st N . . Mag. Agent

168. NORTn POLE; West Bay lit;, Mich.

Meets In New K, P. Hall. 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

J. A. Deen, 109 Hart st Master

R. A. McPeak. 512 State at Secretary

J. B. Miller, 703 N. Cnion st Coil-dor

R. A. McPeak, 512 State st Receiver

Thos. Doyle . . Magazine Agent

168. H. C. LORD ; Fort Scott, Kansas.

Meets in K. of I'. Hall. Main and 2d sts., 1st and

3d Mondays at 2 P. M.

J. P. O'Brien. 124 S Margrave st Master

J. M. Parmlev. 102 S Barbee st . . . .Secretary

W. w. Lampion, 201 Arthur st Collector

W. B. Lane, 215 Hill st Receiver

J. M. PhuuIcv, 102 8. Barbee st . . . Mag. Agent

164. MrKKEN; ( liaoutr. Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Thursday at 730

P.M.

P. M. Roby, Box 629 Master

F. C. Hughes Box 247 Secretary

J. W. Fox Collector

J. H. Forbes. Box 375 Receiver

E. B. Fortnev Magazine Agent

166. J. F. BINGHAM i New fork, K. f.

Meets in Central Hall, 147 W. S2d st, 1st and 3d

Saturdays at 6 P. M.

W.F.Robinson. 12 Deroc st, High Bridge. Jlwter

J. J. Lovett, 302 W. 1 16th st Secretary

J. J. Lovett, 802 W. Hiith st Collector
Theo. Frv, ."jh; W. li'.th st Reeolver

W. C. 0 Oonnell, 2681 Sin ave. . Magazine Agent
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IJJ. NECHES ; Palestine. Texas.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Monday at 7:30

P. M.

Jo«. Terre, Box 92 Master

J. H Frost. Box 232 Secretary

M. A. Richardson, Box 232 Collector

F. C. Iwrie. Box 232 Receiver

Geo Batt Magazine Agent

It!. ECHO; Peru. I ii.l.

Meets in B. of L. F. Echo Hall. 1st and 2d Sun

days at 2 I*. M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7

P. M,

F. L. Wade Master

Lincoln Scott Secretary

M. E. Whetsel Collector

T. P. Doud, ISO W. 7th st Receiver

0. M. Jackson . . . . Magazine Agent

1(8. STANDARD: Detroit, Mich.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, 82 nnd 84 Gratiot ave„

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M,

s. I.. Warren Master

C. K. MiAulifTe. 187 Orleans st . . . .Secretary

Pardon Kcyes, 378 Welch ave Collector

G. L. Sutherland. 848 Junction ave . . Receiver

Jno. O'Neil, 378 Welch ave . Magazine Agent

lit. W. II. THOMAS; Nash rllle, Turn.

Meets in I. O. O. K. Hall, corner Church and

High sts., every Monday at 9:30 A. M.

■I M Augbey, 1104 Cedar st Master

J. H. Porter, 1902 Slate st Secretary

Jas. Gibbons, 1901 Patterson st . . . .Collector

W. C. McCombs, 321 Kuowles st . . .Receiver

J. M. Fleming, IStlO State st . Magazine Agent

>W. C.J. HEPBUHN; Evans, llle, lad.

Meets In Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Main and

Filth sts., 2d and 4ih Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. M. Clark. .',07 William st Master

Lou Heirarotb, 924 K Indiana st . . . Secretary

Geo. Shoemaker, 1913 Main st Collector

I.<iu. Heimroth. 924 E. Indiana st . . .Receiver

t~ F. Stiker, 1120 Cherry st . . Magazine Agent

l«. HERALD; Burlington, Iowa.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 210-214 N. 4th st., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

J. A. Richards. 1709 Orchard st Master

Lewis Benthel, 818 N. loth st Secretary

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st . . . . Collector

J. D. Hawksworth, 2003 Madison st Receiver

H. C. Sieben. 820 N. Oak st . Magazine Agent

m. PROSPECT; Elkhart, Incl.

Meets in Blackburn Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M„ and 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 7 P. M.

Wallace Marker. 122 State st Master

J.C. Doty, 510 Harrisou st Secretary

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Collector

Stephen Dusseau. 323 Jefferson st Receiver

J.C. Doty, 610 Harrison st . . . Magazine Agent

IR. .ETNA; Pine Bluff, Ark.

Meets in Atkinson Hall, cor. Main and 2d ave,

1st and 3d Fridays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

Tbaddeus Coshey. 1905 E. Boreriue^st. . . Master

"in. Mason. 101 Pennsylvania st. . . Secretary

Wm Farley, Avenue Hotel Collector

W. H. Rice, 519 E. 8th ave Receiver

W. H. Graven, 1005 Alabama st . . . Mag. Agent

IW. n:i, RIVER; Ashley, Ind.

Meets in Engineer's Hall every Wednesday

evening.

r »• S,eVCy Master

f „' .?""*•, Secretary

v ?; %OT,ILe Collector

». U.Tucker Receiver

t. M. Stafford, 618 LaFayette ave..

Iieiroit, Mich ... ... Magazine Agent

'«*. ROBERT ANDREWS; Andrews, lad.

"eeu in Firemen's Hall every Monday even-

L. I.. Wisner Master

« l.l.leason. Box 169 Secretary

' . H. Reefer Collector

0. y> .Adams, Box 166 . . Receiver

» J. Henderson Magazine Agent

!«. WM. HCOO; Hnatlngtoa. lad.

Meets in Firemen Hall, Geo. Cerlew Blk, 1st, 2d

"";} ''''' Wednesday evenings and 4th Sunday

*t * P. M.

» t teller, lis E Washington st . . . . Master

» R. Viillets, 58 Webster st Secretary

t\S: £''l"!?1 S3 Henry "t Collector
Al'in McEnderfer, 14 N Jefferson st . . Receiver

« «., Hanton, 16 Briant st . . . Magazine Agent

167. MOIST HOOD; The Dalles, Oregon.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

W. W. Young, Box 308 Master

Alex. Clcgg, Box 266 Secretary

J. H. Douglas Collector

J. P. Linehard, 555 Mitchell st. Portland

Receiver

F. E. Adams Magazine Agent

168. eUABD BAIL : North La Crosse, Wis.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 715 Rose St., La Crosse,

1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M. and 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

A. E. Ross, 1545 Loomis st. . . ... Master

J. E. Wells, Batavian Bank Build

ing, Room 15, La Crosse Secretary

E. C. Schneider, Portage Collector

A. T. Combellick, 1608 Lomis st . . Receiver

Cuauney Winn Magazine Agent

169. H. 0. BROOKS: HornellsrlMe, N. I.

Meets in B. of L.F. Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

J. L. Collins, 43 E. Main st Master

T. J. Glynn, 11 Pardee st Secretary

A. H. Spencer, 18 Elm st Collector

A. H. Spencer, 18 Elm st Receiver

J. R. Saunders. 43 Hartshorn st . Magazine Agent

170. PRA1BIE; Huron, S. Dakota.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 3d and Wisconsin

sts, 2d and 4th Sundays at 10 A. M.

W. II, Bliss. 534 Utuh st Ma'tei

T. R. Cooper -Sec e ary

F. M. Brown Collector

G. E. Briggs, 460 Idaho st Rcce ver

A. W. Harvey. Beach st. . . Magazine Agent

171. SUNBEAM ; Truro. Nora Srotia.

Meets in McKay's Hall, 1st Saturday and 3d and

4th Wednesdays.

J. K. Eraser, Box 436 Master

T. G. Dickson, Box 239 . . Secretary

Wm. McLean. . Collector

F. M. White Receiver

J. A. Gozeley . . Magazine Agent

172. E. <;. LAWRENCE; Ottawa, Ontario.

Meets in Manchester Hall, alternate Sundays.

H. A. H. McCauley, Hiutonburg P. O. . . Master

Chas. Sims, 680 Albert st Secretary

W. H. Wood. 217 Bridge st Collector

J. F. Snddaby, 307 Ann st Receiver

R. H. Fraser, 131 Spruce st . . . Magazine Agent

173. PACIFIC; Winslow, Arizona.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. H. Downs . Master

B. A. Workman. L Box 3 Secretary

S. 8. Harris ... Collector

B. A. Workman, I. Box 3 Receiver

Mark Whitaker Magazine Agent

174. IIARRISHCRIi: Harrlsburg, Pa.

Meets in Slide's Hall, S. E. cor. 3d and Cumber

land sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

T. R. Koons, tttio Kelker st ....... . Master

H. O. Motter, 1945 Moltke ave Secretary

R. J Seitz, 613 Harris st Collector

Wm. Blessing, 422 Riley st Receiver

E. E. Ewing. 101 Calder st . . . Magazine Agent

175. TAYLOR; Newark, O.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, south side square, every

Wednesday evening.

T. F. Roberts, 56 Mill st Master

O. A. Simcox, 49 Cedar st Secretary

J. W. Taylor, 2*1 Race st Collector

W. S. Fletcher, 25 Cedar st Receiver

W. R. 8tone, 76 Gay st Magazine Agent

176. MAIN LINE; Clinton, HI.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Monday evening,

S. F. Burt Master

J. II. Colgan, 239, N. 14th st., Springfield,

Secretary

L. P. Kurt Collector

A. S. Owen. Box 2:51 Receiver

J. B. lobnsou, Box 31 .... Magazine Agent

1)7. SUNSET: Marshall. Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 614 Railroad ave.

every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Glenn Holmes Master

E. S. Hardy, Box 184 Secretary

E. S. Hardy, Box 184 Collector

H. H. Edwards, Box 184 Receiver

J. C. Brown . .... Magazine Agent

178. SALT LAKE; Salt Lake City, Utah.

Meets in Temple of Honor Hail. cor. Main and

1st South sts., every Monday evening.

C. J. Selby, 316 S. 7th "West st Master

F. W. Mitchell, Box 17 Secretary

G. C. Woodruff, 472 N. 3d West st . . .Collector

Jno. Mace, 634 S. 8th West st. ... Receiver

C. J. Selby, 346 S. 7th West st . . . . Mag. Agent
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178. BEE HIVE ; Lincoln. Neb.

Meets in Young's Hall, 1519 O St., 2d and 4th

Sundays nt 2 P. M.

J. V. Hall. 229 N. 10th st Master

J. K. Robiuson, Box 981 Secretary

W. A. Hammond Collector

J. K. Robinson, Box 931 Receiver

('. E. ItnmlH) . . . . Magazine Agent

180. THKKK STATES; Cairo, III.

Meets in Casino Hall, cor. 12th st. and Washing

ton ave., 1st and 3d Monday evenings.

W'm. O'Connell, 201T Poplar st Master

J. J. Kellv, 2501 Poplar st Secretary

J. H. Pollock, 210 'jOth st Collector

Frank cjllman, sun Center .it . .Receiver

Robt. White. 3101 Park ave . . . Magazine Agent

181. WELLINGTON; Palmerston. Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall 1st and ad Sundays.

A. Dunbar Master

ffra. Wilson, Box 4:1 Secretary

S. P. Stringer Collector

Jas Nicholson, Box 21 Receiver

Alex. Edmiston. Box II . . . Magazine Agent

182. MAGIC CITY; Roanoke, Ta.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, cor. Salem ave aud

Jefferson St., 2d and 4th Sundays nt 10 A. M.

p. Ledg'Two'Hl. 717 4th ave, N. W . . . . Master

\V. W. Sims, 71S Salem ave Secretary

J. \V. Sawyer. 721 4th ave. N. W .... Collector

Lee Moore, 514 4th ave. N. E .... Receiver

L. C. Dickens. S01 10th st S. W. . . . Mag. Agent

188. LAKE SHOKK; Colllnwood, Ohio.

Meet, in I. O. O. F. H»!l every Thursday even

ing. ♦

('. E. Bell Master

J. H. Sturges. Box 19 Secretary

I.. H. Pickard Collector

C. H. Sherman, Box 377 Receiver

1). B. Gordon Magazine Agent

184. LISA ; Lima, Ohio.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hull, 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M. and 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M.

('. M. Johnson, 127 W. Market st . . . Master

A. J. Gustason. 768 Broadway Secretary

J. A. Sheely, 206 Water st Collector

J. N. Clutter, 817 W. High st Receiver

L. P. Tolby, 600 N Westst . . Magazine Agent

186. FIDELITY; Delphos. Ohio.

Meets In G. A. R. Hall, Main st.. 2d and 4th Sun

days at 2 P. M.

A. A. Washburn, L Box 78 Master

Henry Buckpitt Secretary

P. H. Cowdin Collector

A. A. Washburn, L. Box 78 Receiver

L. E. Ackerly Magazine Agent

186. CHAMBERLIN; Chicago. III.

Meets in Walther's Hall, 8934 State St., 1st and 8d

Sundays.

W. H. E. Green, 3609 Portland st Master

J. M. Manning, 408 Duncan Park . . Secretary

Edw. Koch Collector

Jno. Vass, 1087 E. North st, Decatur . . Receiver

Jno. Kiler, 4235 Princeton ave . Magazine Agent

187. LITTLE GIANT; Charleston, III.

Meets in Red Men's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M. and 2d anil 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P.M.

W. B. Brown Master

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Secretary

LcRoy Anderson, Collector

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Receiver

G.C.Barnes Magazine Agent

188. S. S. MERRILL: Chicago, III.

Meets in Miehle Hall, cor. Western ave. aud In

diana St., 1st and 3d Suudays at 2:30 P. M.

E. R. Roderick, N59 Indiana st . . . Master

Fred Myers, 170 N. Westeru ave .... Secretary

T. Wells, 1120 Superior st Collector

L. L. Gay, 32 California ave Receiver

E. R Roderick. Sii9 Indiana st . Magazine Agent

189. BALDWIN; Ft. Howard, Wis.

• Meets in B. of L. F. Hail, cor. Adams and Pine

sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Martin Sheeny . Master

D. E. Hogan. L. Rnx .305 . . Secretary

H. C. Crane. 3io Chicago st. Green Bay . Collector

Martin Sheehy ... . Receiver

H. G. Kull . Magazine Agent

190. FERGUSON; Sanborn, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d aud 4th Sundays at 7

P. M.

Emmet Wentworth, Box 102 Master

F. L. Powell Secretary

C. J. Walston Collector

C. J. Walston Receiver

Thos. Helman Magazine Agent

191. CUSTER ; Livingston, Montana.

Meets in Miles' Hall every Wednesday at 7:80

P.M.

J. A. Marshall. Box 303 Master

J. M. Lauuon. L Box 412 Secretary

A. C. Wilson, L Box 303 Collector

A. M. Getchell, L Box 321 Receiver

O. F. Wcssel . . Magazine Agent

192. Ml. TACOMA ; Ta.onin, Wash.

Meets in I. O, o. F. Hall, 314 E. 26th St., every

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

A. E. Swab, 413 E. 28th st Master

W. W. Thompson, 40"> Puyallup ave Secretary

J. J. Driscoll, 409 21st st Collector

J. M. Matheson, 218 E 26th st . . . Receiver

V. A. Eckstein. 402 E 20th st . . Magazine Agent

198. J. B. MA IN AUD; East Portland, Oregon.

Meets in Ross Hall, 21 J J Union ave. So. Portland

alternate Thursdays, :it 7::» P. M.

J. F. McQuuid, S. P.'R. K. Shops, Portland

... Master

G. B. Golll tigs, 20vK. Mist., Portland .Secretary

J. S. Montgomery, 24J-.J Union ave., So.

Portland Collector

D. J. Byrne, 20th and E. Glisau sts., Port

land . . Receiver

J. J. Lynch, 240 Kearney St.. Portland,

Magazine Agent

194. BONANZA ; Missoula, Montana.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2:30 P. M.

W. G. Marshall Master

W. J. Hanuun SkjroUry

S. L. Kellev Collector

H. L. Sbapard Receiver

A. S. Ericsson Magazine Agent

196. RE-ECHO; Montpeller, Idaho.

Meets in Montpeller Hall, 1st and 3d Friday* at

7:30 P. M.

Wm. Richmond, Box 37 Master

Jno. Gallagher Secretary

Jos. Mcllwain Collector

Henry Douglas, Box 12 Receiver

Ira Chaffin Magazine Agent

196. CLOUD CITT; Lead H lie. Colo.

Meets in Kostlch Hall, 615 Har ave., 1st and 'A

Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

S. H. Sollers Master

G. W. Buflehr, 217 E. 12th st Secretary

G. McGonigal, 306 W. 4th st Collector

T. J. Welsh, 12 Union Block Receiver

F. W. Strasser, Minturn .... Magazine Agent

197. RIVERSIDE; Savanna, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays st

9 A. M.

P J. McGarvey Master

L. D. McKee Secretary

I. H. Pulford. Jr. Box 375 Collector

.las. Bailey, L. Box B Receiver

F. L. Williams . . .... Magazine Agent

198. MAPLE CITY: Massillon. Ohio.

Meet" in K. of P. Hail, let Sunday afternoon

and 3d Sunday evening.

W. Y. Dennis, 31 w. Seminary st. Norwalk

Master

M. E. Church Secretary

E. C. Somers, Norwalk Collector

W. Y. Dennis. 31 w. Seminary st. Norwalk

... ... . . Receiver

W. C. Wright, 7 Ford ave. Norwalk

Magaziue Agent

199. MAHONING I Yoangstown, Ohio.

Meets In Trainmen's Hall, J2 \V. Federal at., M

Sunday and 4th Thursday.

M. J. Welch, 25Darrowst Ma«ter

J. V. Hogan. Nile* Secretary

Jno. Farragher Collector

Michael Hallisy Receiver

M. J. Welch. 25 Darrow st . . . Magazine Agent

MO. FAITH ; Meridian, lias.

Meets in B. of L. ETHall every Monday at 2 P. M.

R. L. Armlstead, 4»5 39th ave M«st*r

Albert Stoekdale, 425 Stfthave SccrrU/y

J. E. Mitchell, . Oollc-ctor

O. E. Cassldv, 642 35th ave Receiver

M. A. Cassid~ay, 642 35th ave . . Magazine Agent

201. FRIENDLY HA5D; Jackson, Teaa.

Meets in Greer Hall, cor. Main and Market *n

every Saturday evening.

J. C. Lludsey. Box 125 . Ma»ter

J. S. King, fa; !Mobile ave Secretary

Wm. Cook, 185 Farley st CoUfrtor

J. D. Bledsoe 343 Hnle »t Rroelfr

Mark Lawrence, l.C.R.R. Shops, Magaslne Ages
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MJ. SCIOTO; ChlUlcothe, O.

Meet* in Scioto Lodge Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2 P. M.

Patrick Donovan, 70 S. Sugar st Master

C. D. Waterman, 325 E. Main st . . . . Secretary

Albert Maunsell. E Water st Collector

J R. Schooley, 38.S Paint st Receiver

Alfred Dakiu. 231 E. 2d st . . . Magazine Agent

ML GARFIELD. Garrett, lad.

sleets in Frederick Hall every Sunday at 2 P.M.

W. F. Eagan Master

8. G. Pierce, Box 163 Secretary

Chas. Krutch Collector

0. F. Reneman. Box 96 Receiver

H. C. Barretta Box 270 Magazine Agent

W4. COTTON BELT i Jonesboroogh, Ark.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

J. L. Spence Master

W. E. Smith Secretary

w. E. Smith Collector

A. A. Goin Receiver

J. A. Blackwood Magazine Agent

Mi. FLOWER OF THE WEST; Topeka, Kan.

Meets in B. o{ L. E. Hall, cor. E. 4th and Adams

*ts.. 2<1 and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Christ. McGinnis, 322 Jefferson st Master

E. D. Webb. 2 Brook* Block Secretary

E. H. Powell, 1301 E. 4th st Collector

Christ. MeGlnnls, 322 Jefferson st . . . Receiver

W. M. Robinson, 714 E. 4th st . . Magazine Agent

M6. FORT PICK EKING ; Memphis, Teim.

Meets in Miller's Hall, cor. Penna. and Iowa

avea, every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

J. J. CJulnn Master

W. A. Weatherall, Station A Secretary

J. A. Murray, 62 Virginia ave ..... Collector

W. A. Weatherall, Station A ..... .Receiver

J. E. Hellon. 135 Pennsylvania ave . Mag. Agent

MI. LOTAL; Headline, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 912 Water St., every

Tuesday evening.

Loo Byers, 287 Walnut st Master

J. II. Kerr Secretary

Thos. Newberry Collector

W. F. Emerick. Vallonla Receiver

W. I. Schadt, 868 Water st . . . Magazine Agent

t08. KEYSTONE, Susquehanna, Pa.

Meets in Doran's Hall, alternate Tuesday even

ings.

Dsnfel Creegan, Box 'SI Master

C. W. Anderson, Box 337 Secretary

Jno Hile, Box 82 Collector

C. W. Anderson, Box 337 Receiver

J. J. Hotran, Box 937 Magazine Agent

JW. SARATOGA ; Whitehall, N. T.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Old National Bank

building, alternate Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

B. A. Long, Box 302 Master

U C. Gray Secretary

B. E. Gaines, Box 123 Collector

W«]U:r Johnson, Box 80 Receiver

L. C. Gray, Box 414 Magazine Agent

tit. 18-1; Schenectady, N. T.

Meets In Carpenters1 and Joiners' Hall, 336 State

st. 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

J. E. Van Vranken, Box 497 Master

Homer Eygnar, 302 Paige st Secretary

Jno. Vrooman, Box 497 Collector

J. E, VanVranken, Box 497 Receiver

August Ruter, 606 Peek st . . . Magazine Agent

ill. 0K0KO) Sonth Kaston, Pa.

Metis in Bragg's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

H. R. Bowes, 707 Berwick st ...... . Master

C L. McKec, 209.S. 5thst., Easton. . .Secretary

E. T. James, 432 Wilkabarre st Collector

P. 0. Reber, 109 Delaware st Receiver

W. C. Stocker. 31 Coal st. Mag. Agent

ttl. EXPIRE; Waterte-nn. N. T.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

A«rou Cartwright, 1" Meadows st . . .Master

T.H. Lynch, 101 Factory st Secretary

G. w. Stumpf, a Orchard st Collector

t. C. Nichols, 12 Poplar st Receiver

T. A. Fisher. Waltbam st . . . Magazine Agent

«!«• WEST 8B0RE; Syracuse, H. T.

Meets In Olbetcr Hall, 1120 Bennett ave, every

Thursday evening.

A. F. Riley. 642 Bennett ave Master

T. L. Crosby, 314 Henderson st . . . . Secretary

A. Pfeiffer, 140 Oak st Collector

K- J. Melrov, 140 Oak st Receiver

H. J. Hoolihan. 140 Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

214. ORIOLE; Baltimore, Md.

Meets In Smith's Hall, 20th st., 2d and 4th Son-

days.

I. H.White, 20 W.Oliver st Master

Jas. Magraw, 1817 liarclay st Secretary

H. W. M. Banks. 1015 Clifton Place . . Collector

T. C. Lambden, 1404 W. Franklin st . . Receiver

E. J. McCleary, 702 E. Chase st . . . Mag. Agent

215. EAST ALBANY; East Albany, N. T.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, every Tuesday even

ing.

J. W. Reed, 61 Pine st Master

D. F. Teeling, 21 Broadway, Bath-on-

Hudson Secretary

G. A. March, 358 Broadway Collector

G. B. Cone, 7ParkBt, Bathon-Hudson . Receiver

Thos. Paul, Jr.. 5 Aiken ave. GreeDbush

Magazine Agent

216. LYON BBOOK; Norwich, N. T.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Daniels Block, 191

Broad st, 1st Monday and 3d Sunday.

G. W. Obenauer, Birdsall st Master

R. E. Rowe, Globe Hotel Secretary

F. M. Fenton, L. Box 120 Collector

F. V. Thorp, L. Box 120 Receiver

T. M. Coleman, 6 Mechanic st . Magazine Agent

217. HEADLIGHT; BrazU, Ind.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 2d and 4th Sunday at 2

P.M.

J. N. Miller, Box 547 . . Master

Albert Sninehart. Box K38 Secretary

C. W.Miller, Box547 Collector

Jno. Boucher Receiver

Elza Ax Magazine Agent

218. PIKE'S PEAK; Colorado City, Colo.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Tues

days at 7:30 P. M.

L. L. Smith, Jr Master

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Secretary

J. F. Murray ... Collector

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 817 Receiver

C. B. Oren Magazine Agent

219. SMOKY CITY t Allegheny, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall. cor. Peunsylvania ave

and Bidwell St., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

Jos. Desmond, 26 Wayne st Master

J. A Frost, Jr., Colorado st Secretary

Peter Martin, 50 Kirkpatrick ave . . . Collector

D. J. Woods, 109 Juniata st Receiver

I. E. Stahl. 107 Lake st Magazine Agent

220. PROVIDENT; Sanitary, Pa.

Meets In P. O. 8. of A. Hall, Market St., 1st and 3d

Sundays at 1 P. M.

H. W. Schofrstall, Box 8:16 Master

Wm. Park, Box 836 Secretary

G. H. Morton Collector

Solomon Cherry, 209 4th st Receiver

H. 8. Beverlin Magazine Agent

221. HURON; Point Edward, Ontario.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Tues

days.

J. R. Kee Master

Dennis Burgess, L. Box 18 Secretary

F. J. Burgess Collector

J. 8. Crawford Receiver

Frank McNally Magazine Agent

222. WEBSTER ; Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, cor. 5th and Walnut sts.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

C. E. Snook Master

O. G. Andersen, 1 River st Secretary

T. F. Lowry Collector

O. G. Andersen, 1 River st . ... Receiver

G. H. Trusty, cor. 5th and Locust sts.,Magazine Agent

223. GREEN VALLEY; Grafton, W. Va.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

G. D. Kellar, West Grafton Master

J. D. E. Huffman Secretary

J. C. Bishop, West Grafton Collector

J. D. E. Huffman Receiver

M. J. Tighe Magazine Agent

224. T. C. BOORN, St. Cloud, Wan.

Meets in U. O. of W. Hall, cor. 5th ave. and 1st

st. South, 2d Sunday at 2 P. M. and 4th Wed

nesday at 7:30 P. M.

J. A. Heath, 10th ave. N Master

H. G. Ford, 407 19th ave N Secretary

Hugh Gallagher, 7th st. N Collector

Walter Bach, Box 159 Receiver

Jno. Mournan, 815 10th ave. N . Magazine Agent
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US. SUPERIOR, Fort William West. Ontario.

Meets in McDougal Hall, Fort William, every

Wednesday at 2 I'. M.

Jno. Whitchurst. Fort William Master

Wm. Hull. Fort William Secretary

A. N. Hobkirk, Fort William Collector

Alfred Wanklius, Fort William . . Receiver

W. W. Garrett, Box 141, Ft. William, Mag. Agent

126. MAGNOLIA ; Ennis, Texas.

Meet* in I. 0. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

H. H. Kendall, H. & T. C. Shops Master

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 136 Secretary

W. M. Nicol, L Box 136 Collector

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 136 Receiver

W. G. Snodgrass, II. & T. C. Shops . Mag. Agent

187. MAGNET; Binghamton, N. T.

Meets in Rod Men's Hall, over Robinson's Plan

ing Mill, office Chenango st, 2d and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

Mahlon Fraunfelker Master

J. T. Lewis, 23s Chenango st Secretary

F. s. Williams. 24 Virgil st Collector

Theo. Haskius, 25 Frederick st .... Receiver

C. H. Hamblln, 8 Morgan st . . Magazine Agent

288. ACME; Nrranton, Pa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M.

R. S. Gillingham, 128 10th st Master

J. G. Burnett, 338 Lincoln ave .... Secretary

A. J. Thomas, 317 8. Hyde Park ave . . Collector

R. S. Gillingham, 128 10th st Receiver

Frank Trumbower, 706 Scranton st.,

Magazine Agent

M9. BICKARD; Utlca, N. T.

Meets in Post Bacon Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. J. Quirk, Albany st Master

C. A. Pease, 72J4 Whitesboro st . . . . Secretary

W. F. Foley, 4 Montgomery st Collector

C. A. Pease, 72^ Whitesboro st .... Receiver

Wm. Barden, 122 Whitesboro st . . . Mag. Agent

tSO. ALBANY CITY; Albany, N. Y.

Meets in Stremple Hall. 253 Central ave, 1st, 3d

and ,'itb Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Gilkerson, 485 1st st Master

G. M. Jeflers. 36 Ontario st Secretary

Courtland Maher, 11 Prospect ave . . . Collector

G. M. Jeffers, 36 Ontario st Receiver

A. H. Vincent, 15 Hunter ave . Magazine Agent

HI. DELAWARE; Wilmington, Del.

Meet* in IS. of L. F. Hall, 3d and Market sts., 1st

and 3d Sundays.

A. C. Stidham, 221 E..6th st Master

A. C. Dunn, 410 Taylor st Secretary

J. A. Donlin, 117 E. 4th st Collector

A. C. Dunn. 410 Taylor st Receiver

W. H. Adams, 406 E 4th st . . . Magazine Agent

M2. LUCKY THOUGHT, Middletown, N. Y.

Meets in A. O. of H. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

M. J. Kerrigan, 7"> Linden Terrace . . . .Master

W. J. Leddy, 277 North st Secretary

Jno. Dunham. 125 Wickham ave . . . Collector

Jno. O'Furrell, 331 North st Receiver

V. L. Powell, 28 Broad st . . . . Magazine Agent

288. GLAD TIDINGS ; Moncton, New Brnnswlck.

Meets in Victoria Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P.M.

H. S. Cutten Master

G. W. Speer Secretary

Frank Gibson Collector

Harry Snider, Box 158 Receiver

JsJ} King Magazine Agent

284. NORTH RAY : North Bay, Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

Jno. Cleininson, Box 11 Master

Thos. Hiarly Secretary

W. H. Bowman Collector

Wm. McRae, Box 126 Receiver

J. A. Lynch. Box 120 Magazine Agent

285. THREE BROTHERS; Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meets in Franks Bros. Hall, Walurba, alternate

Sundays at 1:30 P.M.

N. K. Biesecker, cor. 38th st and Howlle

aye ... Master

Clins. Longacre, Jr., 28th st. Reading

room Secretary

J. i;. Wagner, 3710 Mifflin st . . .Collector

C. G. Parsholl, cor axth stand Howlie

ave Receiver

Chas. Longacre, Jr., 28th st. Reading

room Magazine Agent

236. HINTON; llinton. West Virginia.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Saturday at7:S0

P. M.

Lynn Gardner M&Mer

F. A. Cundiff Secretary

J. P. Lear Collector

J.E. Hogan Receiver

J. M. Morrison Magazine Agent

237. CENTRAL PARK ; Central Park, III.

Meets in Rebmann's Hail, cor. Lake and 41st

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. H. Bradley, 135 N. Avers ave, Chicago

... Master

Harry Lynch, 3 Metropolitan Place,

Chicago Secretary

J. C Todd, Box 124 Collector

Thaddeus Chew, Box 39 Receiver

Robt, Todd , . . .... Magazine Agent

238. PLAIN CITY; Pa.ln.ah, Ky.

Meets in Rogers' Hall, 12th and Broadway, every

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Lloyd Grimes, 1301 Broadway Master

L. L. Hutchinson, 1247 liroa.lway . . .Secretary

Thos. Challenor, 4:i0 S. 10th st . . . . Collector

J. P. Wesley. 986 Broadway Receiver

M. J. Ervin, 1120 Madison st . . Magazine Agent

289. BUCKEYE; Delaware, Ohio.

Meets in Henry's Hall, tl Lake st., 2tl and 4th

Sundays at i P. M.

J. W. Hetteubaugh, 169 E. William st . . Master

Dan'l Broderick,239 E. Central ave . Secretary

Leonard Schocller. 207 E. Winter st . . Collector

Chas. Hirsch. 216 E. Central ave . . . .Receiver

Jas. Guiuan, 161 W. Spruce st. . . . Mag. Agent

240. GILBERT; Jackson, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, cor. Jackson and Main

sts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M., and 2d

and 4th Mondays at 2:30 P. M.

Henry Mosher. 223 W Main st Master

G. A Holden, 1023 E. Main st 8ecreury

Henry Mosher, 223 W Main st Collector

M. A. Henry, 327 Quarry st . . . . .Receiver

C. G. Conkliu, 114 E.Wilkins st . Magazine Agent

241. LAKE ERIK; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in B. L. E. Hall, 412 So Division St., alter

nate Fridays.

J. I. Barker, 436 Swan st Master

(;. W. Halbin. 17 Superior st Secretary

F. V. Miner. 2-t Vary st .'..-.... Collector

I. H. Crossman, 500 Swan st Receiver

F. C. Loomis, 59 Watson st . . . Magazine Agent

242. LIBERTY; Elmlra, ». Y.

Meets in D., L. & W.-Y. M. C. A. Hall. 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Dennis McCnrty, 405 Crescent ave . . . Master

A. J. Keefe, 360 W. 5th st Secretary

J. F. Lonergan, Jr., liui Lakest. . . -Collector

A. L. Doolittle, 1022>i Lake st . . . Receiver

L. F. Burke, 365 Thurston st . . Magazine Agent

248. J. H. SKI, HI ; Texarkana, Texaa.

Meet* in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:80 P. M., and 2d and 4th Wedne.-days' at 9

P. M.

C. J. Neef, Box 64. Texarkaua. Ark . . . Master

C. H. Moore, care T. & P. R. R. Texarkana.

Ark Secretary

J. L. Simmons Collector

J.C.Reinhardt.Box ™, Texarkana, Ark, Receiver

T. O. Black, Bonham Magazine Agent

244. T. P. O'ROURKE; Chicago, 111.

Meets at 314 W. Twelfth St.. 1st Sunday at2 P. M.

and 3d Friday at 8 P. M.

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Master

Jno. O'Malley, 166 W. 18th at. Secretary

Jno. O'Malley, 166 W. 18th at. Collector

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Receiver

Magazine Agent

246. GEORGIA; Savannah, Ga.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, Sorrell Building, cnr.

ot Bull and Bay sts.. every Thursday at 7:30 P.

M., and 3d Sunday at 2..S0 P. M.

W. E. King, 199 Waldburg M Matter

Adam Hutton, 271 BuU st Swrvtary

G. K. Knight. 90 W. Broad at Collector

Fleming Gooisby, S4 Montgomery st . Receiver

F. J. Trott, 77>, Jones »t . . . . Magazi ne Agen I

246. MACON: Maron, Ga.

Meets in Morgans Hall, 1444 4th at. every Sun

day.

Chas. Green, 416 Elm st Matter

J. T. Roach, UC Hazel st Secretary

T. W. Hines, 816 3d st Collector

Chas. Green, 416 Kim «l R*celrw

J. M. Richards, 1*17 2d st . . . Magazine Agent
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Heels In Red Meu'B Hall, 6% N. Broad at, every

8un<l»y at 1 P. M.

1. 0. Teat, 85 Hood at Master

\ II. Elliott, 16S Peters st Secretary

V. B. Witters, ;m Woodward avc . . . Collector

r L. Frauds. Clara Receiver

Leiubold Wurreschke, 1 N Boulevard st

• Magazine Agent

WESTERN' RESERVE; A»htabula, Ohio.

(fits in Fa»s«lt Hail, Main St., 1st and 3<1 Mon

days at '■■» P. M.

A. M<'Daniel, 17 Colorado st Master

. D. Welsell,42 Klngst Secretary

. V. ilillyer. 218 West st Collector

i». Cuutls, 56 Lock wood at Receiver

. E. Ilenharn.76Fisk st . . . Magazine Agent

( IM MET; South Chicago, 111.

wis in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 92d street and

South Chicago avc, 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30

P.M.

X. Wall, 91st st. aud s. Chicago ave . . Master

mlel O'Connell, 88."i2 Houston ave . . Secretary

J. Lynch, 9306 Ontario ave Collector

A. Purvis, 8012 Houston ave . . Receiver

in. Zacher, 10203 Ave L. Colehour, Ind ,

Magazine Agent

NOLDEX LINK ; Wilkes Barre, Pa.

ets in Memorial Hall, So. Main st. 1st and 3d

imday s at 2 P. M.

«. Fox. 249 Kidder st Master

> Hale. Box 322, Kingston, Luzerne

*•■.-_ Secretary

1. Deela. Box 49, Kingston, Luzerne

? - • - • Collector

j. heeler. Kingston, Luzerne Co . . Receiver

K. Ouifield, Kingston. Luzerne Co.

... Magazine Agent
I ill i; II: Maueh Chunk. Pa.

•ts In Statils Hall, Upper Mauch Chunk, 1st

id 3d Sundays at 1 P. M.

j. Sandhas Master

3. Fulton Secretary

V. Smith. L. Box 365 Collector

s. Roberts, L. Box 365 Receiver

. Siiencer Magazine Agent

II I MBIA; Columbia, Pa.

I* in Fendrick'a Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays

7:30 P. M. '

I. Heiser. 164 Walnut st Master

Klugb, 242New'JdBt Secretary

I. Hinkle, 570 Walnut st Collector

Ucunison, 640 Chestnut st Receiver

. Dcniiell,313 and 315 Locust St.,

Magazine Agent
lENTOFf; Trenton, *. i. B

a in Stradliug Hall, 131 N. Broad st, 1st

I 3d Sundays.

<"ope, 17 Southard st Master

Staokhouse, 306 Genesee st . . . Secretary

.Shelly. 405 Monmouth st Collector

Parsioiis, 175 Brunswick ave. . . . Receiver

t'nfJey, 17 Southard st Mag. Agent

[MAX; Missouri Valley, Iowa.

? in <J. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30

• ;. ad . Master

French, Box 561 Secretary

Masters, Norfolk, Neb Collector

Hlbben Receiver

ew Dryden Magazine Agent

iAI. tUTIl Arkansas City, Kan.

in I. O. O. F. Hall. 1st and 3d Wednesdays

'■'■ CraD£_ U ■ ;. Master

siscr. SCT7So.Cst Secretary

•w f.Tsig, 1006 So. Cst Collector

mall. L. Box 291, Purccll, I. T . . Receiver

k Caldron. 1326 So. Gat . Magazine Agent

II MM. ; i naio. Cole.

i n rtlater's Hall, every Sunday at 2:30 P.M.

'***"■ Master

<ti>reaai . Secretary

> ..iilayher Collector

L.-Iams Receiver

'organ Magazine Agent

CAKSOS; Baton, New Mexico,

in I. O. O. F. Hall every Monday at 9 A.M.

lorcbonse Master

.iuwood Secretary

UT , ... Collector

p Oldhsun Receiver

oil Magazine Agent

268. RENO; Nlrkerson, Kan.

Meets in K. ol P. Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

C. W. Arnold ' Master

C. N. Woodell Secretary

Emit Misker Collector

G, E. Payne Receiver

I. E. Grimes Magazine Agent
-•.VI. ». J. CHASE; Ashland, Wis.

Meets in Good Templars' Hall, cor. Second st.

and 4th ave. W. , 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

R. W. Harrison, Commercial Hotel . . . Master

E. C. Schilling. 421 3d st E Secretary

Fred. Godfrey, 818 4th ave W Collector

Wm. Buckley, 7211 Ellis ave Receiver

W. C. Vallie. 4117th ave E . . . Magazine Ageut

260. CALIFORNIA ; Sacramento, Cal.

Meets in Smith's Hall, 7th st., bet. K aud L,

every Thursday at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Vice, Box 107 Master

R. E. Nobel, Box 107 Secretary

Jas. Mullen, Box 107 Collector

P. J. McEnerney, 711 H st Receiver

W. J. Fetherston, Box 107 .. . Magazine Agent

961. MAGDALENA ; San Marcial, Mew Mexico.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Sunday at 7 P. M.

W. R. Fisher Master

C. M. Grover Secretary

Gus Leslman Collector

C. H. D. Haines Receiver

Geo. Bruno Magazine Ageut

263. (II 1 I.N CITY; West Toronto lun.l, Ont.

Meets in Campbell Hall, alternate Sundays at 2

P.M.

Ernest McConnell Master

Fred Sharpe, 77 Louisa St., Toronto

Junction Secretary

Geo. Wauless Collector

Receiver

W. D. Donaldson, Toronto Junct . . Mag. Agent

268. ALAMO; Taylor, Texas.

Meets in Union Hall, every Saturday at 8 P. M.

W.H. Pipkin, Box 241 Master

G. .7. Ceanon Secretary

G. W. Payne ... Collector

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 Receiver

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 .... Magazine Agent

264. J. K. G1LBBEATH ; Butte City, Montana.

Meets in Frost's Hall, South Butte, 2d and 4th

Thursdays.

A. R. McDuffle, Box 94, 8. Butte Master

J. M.Hennessy. 126 Utah ave, S.Butte . Secretary

Wm. Sweeney, 8. Butte Collector

A. R. McDuflle, Box 94, S. Butte ... Receiver

J. H. Ryan, 8. Butte Magazine Agent

966. GBAND BIVKR; Grand Baplds, Mich.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

C. E. Rundell, 844 S Union st Master

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Secretary

C. E. Rundell, 344 S Union at Collector

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Receiver

Jno. Cunningham, 505 Ionia st . Magazine Agent

266. JOHN MICKEY; South Kaukauna, Wis.

Meets in Duggan Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

J. J. Palmer Master

J. M. Golden, Box 324 Secretary

R. B. Powers Collector

Jas. McGraw Receiver

F. L. Fosha. Box 272 Magazine Agent

267. E.Mir WOK: Algiers, La.

Meets in Castle Hnll 1st and 3d Thursdays at 1:30

P. M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. II. Hibben, Chestnut st Master

R. J. McCluskey, 122J4 Pacific ave . . .Secretary

F. J. Myers, 122 Pacific ave Collector

Jno. Mitchell, 86S Pacific ave Receiver

S. S. Andress. 99'fElmirast . . Magazine Agent

268. CLIFTON MIGHTS; .New Albany. Ind.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, cor. State and Mar

ket sts. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

C. L. Plowman, 194 cor. 4th and Oak sts . Master

Geo. Tharp, 94 K. Main st Secretary

I. D. Stevens, 143 Sycamore st Collector
• T. L. Teives, 485 Culbertson ave . . . -Receiver

A. D. Austin Magazine Agent

269. 0. K.; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets In Castle Hall, S. E. cor. Genesee and Cen

tral ave., 1st and 3d Thursdays at 7 P. M.

Adam Duds, Montgomery Master

J. R. Constable. Northern ave., Mt.

Auburn, Cincinnati Secretary

W. J. Haight, 98 Gleuway ave Collector

J. 8. Sheehan, 84 State ave Receiver

Cornelius Coakley, Hamilton . Magazine Agent
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*76.r MINNEAPOLIS; Minneapolis, Minn.

MeetsinP. O. S.of A. Hall, 2006 Cedar ave So., lit

Sunday at 1:30 P. M. and 3d Monday at 7:30

P.M.

Patrick Perusse, 116 Cedar ave Master

H. W. Beater, 262+ Bloomington ave. . Secretary

A. H. Titus, 3103 Cedar ave S Collector

Oliver Johnson, 2106 Bloomington ave, Receiver

W. H. Dickinson, Stoi 18th ave S . . Mag. Agent

271. BYRAM: Port Morris, >". J.

Meets in Union Ball 1st and 3d Sundays.

A. P. Stackhouse Master

Wm. Weiler, Box 25 Secretary

C. L. Miller Collector

Wm. Weiler, Box 25 ... Receiver

S. R. MeConnell, Box 42 ... Magazine Agent

272. WILSON: Junction, N. J.

Meets in Wells' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. 8. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 Master

J. E. Dineen, Somerville Secretary

Wm. Walsh Collector

Jno. Everitt Receiver

J. S. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 . . . Magazine Agent

278. DENVER; Denver, Colo.

Meets in Independent Hall, cor. Santa Fe st. and

W. 8th ave, every Friday at 7:30 P. M.

G. D. Blackford, 105 S. 9th »t Master

C. H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

C. H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Collector

R. B. Hind, 1024 8. 7th st Receiver

Patrick Kenuern, 979 S 10th st . Magazine Agent

274. JACKSON; Clifton Forge, Ta.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

7:30 P. M.

S. M. Anderson, Box 171 Master

H. S. Hunt Secretary

J. 8. Chittum Collector

W. G. Monroe. Box 145 Receiver

E. 8. Sydnor, Box 14 Magazine Agent

275. WEST CHICAGO; Chicago, 111.

Meets in Rebman's Hall, 2074 W. Lake St., 1st

and 3d Sundavs at 2 P. M.

J. P. Sheffield, 264 N. May st Master

II. t;. Kull, 81 Austin ave « Secretary

E. E. Ellsworth, W. Lake st Collector

F. N. Anderson, 280 W. Superior st . Receiver

Jas. Pierce, 230 N. May at ... . Magazine Agent

276. REGINA ; Vancouver, B. C.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall every Monday at

8 P.M.

Thos. Clouston Master

F. J. Coombs Secretary

A. I>. Ostram, North Bend Collector

Robt. Bunt, Kamloops Receiver

R. A. Moscrop Mag. Agent

277. ALABAMA; Mobile, Ala.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall cor. Royal and

Michael sts., 1st and 3d Sunday mornings.

J. B. Webster, Palmetto st. near Lawrence

at Master

J. F. McDonnell, 463 8. Lawrence st . . Secretary

J. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Collector

C. C. Redwood, 901 Dauphin st Receiver

J. F. McDonnell, 468 8. Lawrence st. Mag. Agent

278. WHITE BREAST; Laredo, Texas.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. Convent and Farragut

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

J. H. Mahlin, Mex. Nat'l Shops Master

Ed. Chamberlain, Box 108 Secretary

J. B. G'Sell, Mex. Nat'l Shops Collector

Ed. Chamberlain, Box 108 Receiver

J. A. Fink Magazine Agent

279. MONTE SANO; Tuscumbla, Ala.

Meets in Pythian Hall every Saturday evening.

J. W. Smith Master

H. H. Burkhart Secretary

Jno. Farr Collector

H. H. Burkhart Receiver

J. M. Kerby Magazine Agent

280. OZARK; Thayer, Ho.

Meets in Boyd's Hall. cor. 2d and Chestnut sts.

every Wednesday at 7 P. M.

C. P. Stevens, Box 143 Master

R. M. Slaight, Box 124 Secretary

H. N. Powell, L. BoxS Collector

J W. Lewis, L. Box 9 Receiver

J. H. Kellner Magazine Agent

281. MISSION: Yoakum, Texas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P.M.

O. L. Kinsley. Box 38 Master

J. F. Massey, Box 179 Secretary

Thos. Smith, Box S8 Collector

Jas. Covert, Box 38 Receiver

E. E. Potillo, Box 38 Magazine Agent

282. BURNSIDE; Mt. Camel, HI.

Meets in Union Hall every Thursday evening.

J. D. Devore Master

G. E. Poole Secretary

C. H. Tennyson. Collector

W. M. Birkht Receiver

Henry Voigbt Magazine Agent

288. LACKAWANNA: Great Bend, Pa.

Meets in Roosa Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30

P. M.

A. M. Sliker, Hallstead Master

Elwood Edinger Secretary

W. B. Trowbridge, Hallstead Collector

8. H. Wells, Hallstead Receiver

R. A. Barber, Hallstead Magazine Agent

284. ELM CITY; New Haven, Conn.

Meets in Elk's Hall, 852 Chapel St., 1st and Sd

8undays.

W. H. Norton, 63 Hulbut st Master

J. H. Kenney, 196 Cedar st Secretary

Louis Bassmier, 133 Spring st .... Collector

R. A. Bishop, 100 Park st Receiver

J. W. Kenney, 119 Putnam st . . Magazine Agent

285. CHARTER OAK: Hartford, Conn.

Meets in Bliss Hall, cor. Pratt and Main sts., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

D. C. Vanderburgh, E. Hartford Master

F. 8. Fish, 918 Main st Secretary

J. H. Osmond, 18 Walnut st Collector

Henry Vanderburgh, E. Hartford . . . Receiver

F. 8. Fish, 918 Main st Magazine Agent

286. SAGINAW VALLEY ; Saginaw E. S., Mich.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Geo. McNicoll, N. 6th st Master

Alfred Bush, 110 Dwight st Secretary

Jas. Klllen, 712 N. 5th st Collector

J^ H. Abrahams, care F. & P. M. Eng. House

Receiver

J. H. Abrahams, 611 Kirk tt. . . Magazine Agent

287. ALTOONA; Altoona, Pa.

Meets in Couch's Hall, 11th ave. and 13th st. 2d

and 4th Sundays.

F. A. Davis, 2406 11th ave Master

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave Secretary

I I. Anthony, Box 185 Collector

W. J. Buhr, 1003 Bridge st Receiver

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave . . . Magazine Agent

288. EMMET : EsthervUle, lows.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day.
A. L. Houltshouser. Box 5 Master

P. J. Sullivan, Box 48 Secretary

A. L. Houltshouser, Box 5 Collector

Wm. McArdle, Box 109 Receiver

C. V. Pendergast Magasina Agent

289. MT. LOOKOUT, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 1st, 3d and 5th Tues

days at 7:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

2 P. M. „

T. P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Master

Keno Bailey, Box 2iH> Secretary

T P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Collector

R. M. Smith, Box 266 Receiver

R. M.Smith, Box 266 Magazine Agent

290. MARION; Hannibal, Mo.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, cor. Main and Broad

way, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. S. Ott, 312 Center st Master

Juo. Hyde, 421 Hill st Secretary

J. T. Hart, 416 Washington st Collector

J. T. Hart, 416 Washington st Receiver

John Hyde, 421 Hill st Magazine Agent

291. ATLANTIC; Brooklyn, N. Y.

Meets in Triangle Hall, Halsey st. and Broad

way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 9 P. M. and Jul and

4th Suudays at 10 A. M.

J. H. Daley, 174 A. Hull st Master

Jno. Scully, 28 Jamaica ave Secretary

Wm. Young, 41 Williams 81 Collector

Lawrence Douehue, 250 47th st .... Receiver

J. M. Kuhn, 260 Cleveland st . . Magazine Agent

292. J. L- HARRIS, East Grand Forks, Mian.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall 2<1 Saturday at 7:39

P. M. and 4th Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

Mark Purcell, L. Box 20 Master

Alex. Thomson, L. Box 20 Secretary

Geo. Clifu.n, L. Box 20 Collector

T. E. Frost, L. Box 20 Beoeiver

J.J. Best Magazine Agent
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IM. LAFAYETTE; Marlon, low*.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 1st Monday at 9 A. M.

and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

C, A. Millerke. Box 135 Master

J. W.Johnston, Box 367 Secretary

S. E. Anson, Box 24 Collector

J. W. Humble. Box 221 Receiver

C M. Johnston. Box 367 . . . . Magazine Agent

M4. OHIO BITER; Bnntlncton, W. Ta.

Meets in Roxley Hall, every Friday at 7 P. M.

A. M. Haight Master

J. E. Perainger, 1840 8th ave Secretary

L. M. Louden Collector

W. T. Henley, 1323 6th ave Receiver

M. A. Quiulau. 706 6th ave . . . Magazine Agent

tK. U. 8.| Davenport, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. A. Clapper, 3043 nth ave., Kock Island,

111 Master

J. V. Cunningham, 216K.6th st Secretary

J. V. Cuuniugham,216 E. 6th st . . . .Collector

Thos. 8tapleton,306E9thst Receiver

Jerry Mausfleld. 2528 6th ave, Rock

Island, 111 Magazine Agent

tM. IRON RANGE; West Superior, Wis.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, Agen Block, 2d and

4th 8undays at 2:30 P. M.

F. J. Smith, 1616 Oaks ave Master

T. R. Taylor, 1913 11th st N Secretary

Geo. Leek, 514 Ogdeu ave Collector

T. R. Taylor. 191311th stN Receiver

B. W. Pink, 2316 22d st Magazine Agent

W7. CLARK; Jetrerhonvllle. lad.

Meets in Becbt Hall, every Sunday at 9 A. M.

J. D. Bigelow,2S.,)E. Maple st Master

J. E. Northam, 277 E. Chestnut st . . . Secretary

Christopher Sellmer, 234 Mechenic st . Collector

W. H. Phillips Receiver

F. A. Hutcherson, 113 E Maple st . . Mag. Agent

2*8. SNOW FLAKE, Glasgow, Boat.

Meets in B. R. T. Hall 2d and 4th Saturdays.

Alex. McLaughry Master

Chas. Mason Secretary

J. W. Hoffman Collector

R. J. Kane Receiver

J. O'Neill, Box 97 Magazine Agent

im CENTRAL OHIO; Crestllae, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday at 7

P. M.

F. M. Johnson, Alliance Master

H. E. Cotner Secretary

W. J. Wise Collector

O. W. Reed, Box 93 Receiver

Adam Wertenoerger. Alliance . Magazine Agent

SOO. HARBOR CITY, Hlchlgaa City, lad.

Meets in Amon Lodge, cor. Franklin and 6th sts

2<1 and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. P. Pickett, 112 Michigan st Master

C. F. LaFlare, 208 E. 2d st Secretary

C. C. Holtgreen.223 W 7th st Collector

Frank Smotzer, 121 K Boston st . . Receiver

C. C. Iluligreen. 223 W 7th st . . Magazine Agent

III. GREEN MOUNTAIN: Lyndonville, Vt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

10 A. M. and 2d Friday at 7 P. M.

A. C. Eastman Master

W. M.Weeks Secretary

V. W. Oakley Collector

W. M. Week? . Receiver

CO. Fowler Magazine Agent

SO*. Y0UGH1OGHENY; Connellsvllle, Pa.

Meets in Reisinger's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

E"lw. Stevens • . Master

W. \. Wallace. Box 324 Secretary

J. J. Kelly, Box 386 Collector

J. J. Kellv Box 386 Receiver

W. A.Wallace. Box 324 Magazine Agent

SOS. VILLA PARK; Streator. 111.

Meets in l'mou Hall, 127 N. Bloomington St., 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. J. Corcorau, 709 N Park st . . .Master

Mllford Rathbun. 806 Johnson st . . .Secretary

Moses Cantlin, 112 N. Broadway . . .Collector

Frank Shouts Receiver

Cha*. Snyder. 109 Stanton st . . Magazine Agent

•04. THREE BRANCH; Argeata, Ark.

Meets in Vogel Bros' Hall, cor. Newton ave. and

Beulah st. every Tuesday evening at 7:30 P. M.

H. II. Cole, Box 124 Master

A. H. Andrews. Box 147 Secretary

C. W. McDonnell, L. Box 260 Collector

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Receiver

C. D. Gregg Magazine Agent

306. I'MWIS | Rat Portage, Ontario.

Meets in Garfield Hall every Wednesday even

ing.

Jno. Bosman, Box 142 Master

Russell Woods Secretary

Jos. McMillan Collector

F. C. Munt Receiver

J. B Baxter . . Magazine Agent

(08. GRANITE STATE; Concord, N. B.

Meets in Temple of Honor 2d Saturday at 7:30 P .

M. and 4th Sunday at 4:30 P. M.

I. O. Mathews, IS Fremont st Master

F. E. Kenney, 38 Franklin st Secretary

J. J. Lane, 23 Thompson st Collector

E. B. Chandler, 22 West st Receiver

J. M. Donovan, 5 Grove st . . . Magazine Agent

107. HAMPDEN ; Springfield, Mass.

Meets in Crescent Hall, 1st Thursday at 7:30 P.

M„ and 3d Sunday at 1 P. M.

E. C. Pieice, L. Box 'J87 Master

E. F. French. 29 Gray ave Secretary

E. C. Pierce, L. Box 987 Collector

E. E. Dunham, 63 Auburn st .Receiver

F. B. Child. 9 Greenwood st ■ . Magazine Agent

808. SANTA ROSA ; Porforlo Diaz, Mexico.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Sunday at 2:30 P.

M.

A. J. Archer, Box 109, Eagle Pass, Tex. . Master

G. P. Jennings, Box 109, Eagle Pass,.Tex.

... Secretary

T. C. Larson, Box 109, Eagle Pass, Tex. Collector

Henry Scheyer, Box 10i., Eagle Pass, Tex.

Receiver

Henry Scheyer, Box 109, Eagle Pass,

Tex . Magazine Agent

800. BARTHOLDI; Long Islaad City, N. T.

Meets in Schwallenberg's Hall, 2d Monday and

4th Saturday.

W. H. Smith Master

W. E. Thursby. Thomaston Secretary

Patrick Mahonev, Jnwood Collector

A. H. Rauftle, 202 Jackson ave .... Receiver

Jos. Cole, Kentst, Greenpoint, L.I., Mag. Agent

810. CHESTNUT RIDGE ; Derry Station, Pa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Saturdays.

T. S. Krepps Master

D. M. Gipson Secretary

D. M. Sehott Collector

G. B. Meyers Receiver

C. F. Shi'rey Magazine Agent

811. BELLE PLAISE, Belle Plalae, Iowa.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. W.EUiott Master

G. H. Wills Secretary

W. A. Knights Collector

Edw. Zimmerman Receiver

M. A. Quigley Magazine Agent

812. MOUNT SHASTA; Dnnsraalr, Cal.

Meets in K. P. Hall alternate Mondays at 7:30 P.M.

A. W. Cole Master

H. L. Walther, Box 70 Secretary

H. L. Walther, Box 70 Collector

G. E. Schuler Receiver

W. D. McDonald Magazine Agent

218. KAW VALLEY; Armourdale, Kan.

Meets in Melville Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays at

1:30 P. M.

E. B. Noggle, 624 S. 7th St., Kansas City . Master

David Cronen, 217 N. 7th St., Kansas City

.... Secretary

B. L. Klingmann.Box 556 Junction CityCollector

W. D. Robbins, 618 St. Paul St., Kansas

City Receiver

H. Vt. Evans, 22 Perry so,., Kansas

City .... . Magazine Agent

814. GRAND FORKS; Grand Forks, North Dakota.

Meets in Odd Follows Hall, cor. 4th st and Kitt

son ave. 1st Sunday at 2 P. M. and 3d Sunday at

7:30 P. M.

Tim Cassidv Master

I. O. 01son,"L. Box 114 Secretary

Abraham McMahon, L. Box 114 ... . Collector

Geo. Thomson, L. Box 114 Receiver

G. A. Withey, S07 N. 4th st Mag. Agent

816. TROY CITY; Green Island, N. Y.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 285 River St., Troy,

2d and Ith Sundays at 2 P. M.

E. A. Covne, 275 9th st, Troy Mas er

Jno. Willetts, 473 9th St., Troy . . . . Secretry

Christopher Haverly, 67 Hudson ave . Collector

J. M. Williams, 825 River st, Troy . . .

Fred Levens, 1 Cannon st.

Receiver

. Magazine Agent
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516. OMEGA; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets in Yox's Hall, Howard and Walton sts..

1st and 3d Mondays.

Allen Nicol, 270 Fillmore ave Master

G.M, Petrie, 459 Eagle st Secretary

H. A. Smith, 187 Jefferson Bt Collector

J. J. Kinney, SI Walter st Receiver

H A. Smith. 187 Jefferson st . ■ Magazine Agent

51 7. WELCOME HOME: Henderson, Ky.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, every Sunday at 2 P. M.

Harrv Henry, 818 1st st Master

P. J. Kramer, L., St. L. & T. Ry. . . . Secretary

E. H. Zirckel, L. St. L. & T. shops, Clover-

port Collector

T. J. Cutts, 1003 1st st .... Receiver

J. P. Shoemaker, rare O.V. R. R. Magazine Agent

818. IRON CITY; Glenwood, 23d Ward, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meets in Feer's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30

P.M.

G. F. Kane, Versailles Master

J. C. Fttzsimmons, 2264 2nd ave . . . Secretary

J. H. Nelville, 43 Kenova st Collector

W. H. Rosenlleb. 6S3Lytlest Receiver

J. H. Nelville, 4:1 Renova st - . Magazine Agent

S19. MOOT MORIAH; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Mt. Moriah Hall, 63d st and Woodland

ave.. 1st and 3d Saturdays at 7:30 P. M. and

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

P. J. Layell, 33 Mt. Moriah Lane . . Master

J. E. Sentman, 59th st& Woodland ave, Secretary

Jefferson Miller. 124 E 13th st, Chester, Collector

W.D.Lewis, 219 Bailev st Receiver

G. W. Coylf, 1419 S. 56th St., West Phila

delphia . . ... Magazine Agent

820. ARBITRATION; East St. Paul, Minn.

Meets in Wild Block, 7th and Bradley sts, 1st Sun

day at 2:30 P. M.. and 3d Wednesday at 7:Sfi P.M.

Warner Snyder, 702 Preble st Master

W. L. Works, 697 Sims St., St. Paul . .Secretary

W. L. Works, ,">97 Sims St., St. Paul . .Collector

C. L. Work. 911 Lawson St., St. Paul . . Receiver

Jno. O'Malley, 679 E. 3d st., St. I'uul . Mag. Agent

Ml. SNOW DRIFT; Chapleau, Out.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, every Monday at 8 P.M.

Thos. Burt, Box 112 Master

W. L. Loomis Secretary

Kenneth McRac, Box 115 Collector

Jas. Rose Receiver

W. M. Measor . Magazine Agent

82-2. JULIEN; Dubuque, Iowa.

Meets in Stultz Hall, S. E. cor 25th and Jackson

sts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. H. Kirkland, 2ST>1 Washington St. . ■ . Master

J. H. Murray, 2sr»n Couler avfl . . . .Secretary

Nelson Gibbs, 3308 Jackson st Collector

\Ym. Sheridan, cor. 26th at and Couler ave,

Receiver

J. W. Robinson, 2W8 Couler ave, Magazine Agent

S4S. MUSCOGEE; Columbus, (la.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st ave, bet. 10th

and 11th sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 11:30 A. M.

G. F. Castleberry, 907 4th ave Master

H. H. Ward, 631 20th st Secretary

W. 0. Shafer Collector

G. F. Castleberry, 907 4th ave Receiver

J. W. Webster Magazine Agent

884. SOUTHER!) CROSS; Gainesville, Texas.

Meets in K. of L. Hall every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

J. D. Varner Master

B. M. Samuels. 1111 N Laumies st . Secretary

J. H. Garmany ... Collector

J. D. Varner Receiver

Dan Murphy, 510 Cotton st . . . Magazine Agent

826. SATILLA ; Way Cross, Ga.

Meets in B. ol L. E. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays, at
•2 P. M.

G. W. Barnes Master

Chas. Conrad Secretary

N. M. Duncan Collector

N. M. Duncan Receiver

E. G. Peirce . Mag. Agent

886. FOLWKLL; Bradford, Pa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st aud 3d Sundays at 2:30

P. M.

O. F. Colligan, 1 Thompson ave Master

C. H. Alger, 16 Pikest Secretary

G. P. dough, 59 Davis st Collector

G. P. ('lough, 59 Davis st Receiver

Frank Schoolmaster. 51 Jefferson St. Mag, Agent-

827. SILVER MOUNTAIN; Needles. Cal.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 8 P.M.

J. A. Stout Master

Harry Kitigham Secretary

L. H. Fitch Collector

W. H. Rogers, Box 216 Receiver

J. F. Taylor, Box 40 Magazine Agent

328. SPANISH PEAKS ; La Junta, Colo.

Meets in Martlcy's Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

2 P. M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M.

J. A. Martin Master

W. G. Thompson Secretary

C. T. Walker Collector

J. B. McChesney Receiver

J. R. Holm Magazine Agent

32!). BELVIDEBE; Beltldere, 111.

Meets iu I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

M. M. Silvius Master

E. E. Pi fiord Secretary

C. H. Williams Collector

J. W. Lyon Receiver

M. P. Plane, Box 712 . . Magazine Agent

380. RIVER VIEW ; Kansas City, Kansas.

Meets in Chamber of Commerce Hall, 1st and 3d

Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

8. M. Davenport, 559 Park ave Master

C. H. Smelser, 5ti8 Park ave Secretary

F. W. Fisher. 605 Splitlog ave Collector

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Receiver

Henry Eavers, M. P. freight house. Omaha,

Neb Magazine Agent

SSI. CHICAGO BELT LINE: Auburn Junction, 111.

Meets in Berudt's Hall 1st and 3d Mondavs at

8:30 P. M.

Matthew Bauer, South Englewood . . . Master

E. P. Beckler, Box 73, South Englewood Secretary

S. H. Lucas, South Englewoou .... Collector

W. E. Boyle, South Englewood .... Receiver

W. J. Kershau, Box 82, South Englewood.

Magazine Agent

832. STONE MOUNTAIN; Augusta, (in.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. Broad and Jackson sts,

1st and 3d Sundays.

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Master

E. J. Graham, 401 Taylor st Secretary

0. M. Burch, 427 Walker st Collector

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Receiver

Magazine Agent

833. FAIRMOUNT: Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Errickson's Hall, 3947 Lancaster are,

alternate Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

H. K. Sterling. 3*06 Atlanta st . . . .Master

W. H. Elliott, 3S30 Linwood st, W. Phila

delphia Secretary

H. B. Howerter, 3835 Linwood st . . . Collector

J. A. Bochm. 3818 Parrlsh st Receiver

C. H. Maul, 830 X. 40th st . . . . Magazine Agent

554. LONG DOUBLEB; East Syracuse, N. T.

Meets iu Masonic Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P. M.
C. H. Smith • • • . . Master

Isaac West Secretary

P. M. Joslin Collector

Isaac West Receiver

G. W. Studer Magazine Agent

555. SAINT ADOLPIIUS: llorhelaira, Canada.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall alternate Mondays, at

8 P. M.

J. G. A. Brazeau, 83 Moreau st Master

Thos. Foley, 19 Archambault Block.

Montreal Secretary

Arcade Langlois. 266 Desiry at . . . .Collector

J. G. A. Brazeau. 83 Moreau «l Receiver

Maurice Cody, 305 Statacona ave . . Mag. Agent

556. FALL RIVER; Ncodesha, Kansas.

Meets in Pierce's Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

3:30 P. M.

J. A. Miner Master

J. R. Young Secretary

1. K. Herrold Collector

Edw. Gray Receiver

J. A. Miner Magazine Agent

S37. BIG FOUR; Kansas City, Mo.

Meets in Carlson's Hall, N. K. nor. lfitn and

l'cun sts.. 2d aud 4th Friday evening*

Benj. McClcllau. 172* Jarbne at .... .Master

C.T. Largenl, 1639 Madison are . . . .Secretary

N.F.Clough, 1812 Holly at Collector

Frank Dickens. 1311 Reservoir ave . . .Receiver

J. D. Could, l":v, Jarboe St. . . . Magaziue Agent

888. WEST BRANCH I Renovo, Pa.

Meets iu Spaugler'a Hall, cor. 6lh st. and Huron

ave., 1st ami 3d Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

L. L. Smart Master

Hector Hughes Beeietary

Fred Kerby Collector

Fred Kerby Receiver

0. W. Long Magaxine Ageztt
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Bi. RED MOUNTAIN; Birmingham, A In.

Meet»in Allen A Scott Building, everv Friday

*t » P. M.

W. O. MeArdle, K. C, M. & B. U'd House Master

J. G. Hardy, Box 703 Secretary

W. II. Davidson, I.. .& N. shops . . . .Collector

J. 1. Dana, 2500 1st ave Receiver

F. O. Harvey, K. C, M. & B. Rd.

House Magazine Agent

MO. STAR OF THE WEST: Newton, Kansas.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 1st Thursday even

ing and 3d Sunday at 2 P. M.

W. H. Neeld,217 w5th st Master

J. H. Julian, 417 N. 10th st Secretary

P. D. Benfer, 612 E 2d at Collector

Henry Jack, 215 W 5th st . . .Receiver

H. E. Cox, 1029 S. Water Bt.. WichitaMagazine Agent

HI. GOLD RANGE) Donald, B. C.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 2d Wednesdays,

and 3d and 4th Sundays.

H. J. McSorley Master

Tbos. Necdham Secretary

J. J. Nealon Collector

Robt. Somes. Kamloops Receiver

A. J. Broudrett Magazine Agent

Mi. CASCADE: 91 .-.li.inc Hat, Northwest Ter.

Meets in Colter's Hall, 2d Wednesday aud 4th

Thursday.

Wm. Rutherford. Box 102 Master

Philip Hainel. Box 102 Secretary

Jas. Smealon Collector

Jas. Canty. Box 102 Receiver

W. S. Brears. Magazine Agent

Mt. NEW STATE; Lima, Montana.

Meets in Bailey's Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

A. T. Bntler Master

Ellsworth Dilsaver Secretary

Arthur Cory Collector

A. T. Butler Receiver

D. A. King Magazine Agent

M4. LAS ANIMAS; Trinidad, Colo.

Meets at Odd Fellow's Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

G. W. Miller, L*. P. shops Master

H. B. Garvin, Box 406 Secretary

W. K. Hedges, Box 584 Collec

W. F. Bendler. U. P. shops Receiver

Albert Butler, cor. Chacon st. and Lindon

ave Magazine Agent

Mi. FRONT END: Paris, Texas.

Meets in Public Square, 1st and 3d Saturday at

7:30 P. M.

C, B. Vannasdall. W Sherman st . . . ■ Master

M. N. Mishler, 318 S. Wright st . . . . Secretary

Collector

A. J. Riggins, 706 W. Austin st Receiver

M. N. Mishler, 318 S. Wright st., Magazine Agent

Ms. FL0WEBY LAND; Pensacola, Florida.

Meets in Rutherford's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays.

F. T. Martin, L. Jk N. Shops Muster

J. E. Lawless, 416 E, Wright st Secretary

J. B. Roes, L. & N. sh*ps Collector

H. A. Smith, 819 E Belmont st Receiver

E. J. Amos, L & N shops .... Magazine Agent

M7i COKE KING; Ncottdale, Pa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall alternate Sundays.

S. F. Scheivley Master

Vf. y Gallagher, Box 3 Secretary

Herb«rt Crippen Collector

G.A.Jackson Receiver

H. M. Kinkead Magazine Agent

M8. BLrE MOUNTAIN; La Grande, Oregon.

Meeu in K. P. Hall every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

H. M. Wall Master

F. P.. Hfrr Secretary

J.W. Byrnei Collector

F. E. Herr Receiver

J»y Thompson . Magazine Agent

M*. HUDSON KIYr.lt ; Union Hill, N. J.

Meets In Concordia Hall, 225 Bergenline ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays.

J- H. Lee, New Durham Master

J. J. Lawless. New Durham Secretary

J. J. Lawless, New Durham . . Collector

Henry Poynton. Box 2, New Durham . Receiver

0, 0. Oslrum, New Durham Mag. Agent

350. JAMES DONNELLT; Perth A in boy, N. J.

Meets in Lyceum Hall, Smith st, 2d and 4th Sun

days.

Jno. Jones, 141 Washington st Master

B. B. Sheets, 209 Washington st . . . . Secretary

J. B. Voorhees, 14 William st Collector

T. R. Mertz, Broad st Receiver

Jno Fahey, 31 N. 1st st, Magazine Agent

881. HOME; White Haven, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

G. S. Heimbach Master

M. J. Costello Secretary

N. M. Smith Collector

J. N. Deterline Receiver

Robert Bush Magazine Agent

862. CHAM PLAIN; St. Albans. Vt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundavs at

1:45 P. M. and 4th Monday at 7:45 P. M.

J. H. Sweeney, 10 Bishop st Master

J. W. Murphy, 19 Cedar st Secretary
T. H. Rooney, Center st ....••. . Collector

C. P. Kelly, 33 Diamond st Receiver

M. C. Foster, 22 Bishop st ... Magazine Agent

868. MARBLE CITY ; Rutland, Tt.

Meets in Pythian Hall, cor. Wales and Centre

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. R. McQuirk, 96 State st Master

Wm. Connell, 143 West st Secretary

F. E. Bixby, 30 Howe st Collector

F. H. Earle, 2-2 Howe st Receiver

F. E. Bixby, ;I0 Howe st Magazine Agent

864. HOBOKEN; Hoboken, N. J.

Meets in Bernitt's Hall, 1st and Bloomfield sts.,

2d and 4th Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Patrick Ash, South Orange Master

Chris. Dugan, 165 N. 5th st, Newark . . Secretary

Patrick Ash, South OraDge Collector

L. E. Genung, Chatham Receiver

J. R. Bilby, 239 Railroad ave, Newark

. Magazine Agent

866. STONE CITY : Jollet, 111.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 222 Jefferson St., 1st

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2:30

P. H.

Chas. Quinlan, 213 Morgan st Master

Jos. McGrath, 405 S. Chicago st . . . . Secretary

P. C. McGuirc, 112 S Chicago st . . . . Collector

Chas. Quinlan, 213 Morgan st Receiver

J. D. Pollard, 200 N. Eastern ave . . Mag. Agent

866. A. R. CAVNER ; Lorain, O.

Meets at Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Broadway

and Bank st, 1st aud 3d Sundays.

J. O. Hills, 25 Livingston ave Master

H. H. Ripley, Box 1156 Secretary

Collector

J. R. Schaar, Forest st Receiver

E. N. Rapstock Magazine Agent

867. JUSTICE; Carleton, N. B.

Meets in Madras School 1st and 3d Sundavs.

Sam'l Richie, 105 Brussel St., St. John . . Master

E. W. Griffith, Box 53, Fairville . . . Secretary

W. M. Beatteay, Union st., St. John

West end ... Collector

W. A. Smith, Box 35, Fairville . . .Receiver

W. B. Robertson, 88 Orange st, St. John,

Magazine Agent

368. COOKE; West St. Paul. Minn.

Meets in Paul Martin Hall, cor. Colorado and So

Wabasha sts, 1st Saturday at 7:45 P. M., 3d Sun

day 2:30 P. M.

Jno.Lynch, 246 Dunedln Terrace, St. Paul, Master

T. P. Foley, 88 Augusta st, St. Paul . . Secretary

Patrick Hurleg, 88 Augusta st, St. Paul, Collector

Jno. Trulander, 516 12th ave. S., Min

neapolis Receiver

J. W. Norton, 224 Duncdin Terrace . Mag. Agent

359. BIG FLINT; Wellington, Kansas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M., and 2d aud 4th Tuesdays at 2 P. M.

8. H. Barucr Master

L. M. Landreth Secretary

J. G. Beard Collector

Louis Brinkmier, ....'. Receiver

Harrison Beard Magazine Agent

360. COLD SPRING ; Springfield, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' ana Firemen's Hall, F Main

St. 1st and 3d Sundays.

T. E. James, 445 E.Harrison st Master

A. W. Binns, E. High st ....... . Secretary

H. .1. Teagarden, 207 Clifton st Collector

A. W. Biuns, E High st Receiver

Lang McGhee, 268 East st . . . Magazine Agent
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861. TRIED AND TRUE ; Wellington, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall let and 3d Sundays at 2

P.M.

M. G. Myers Master

M. B. Wagoner Secretary

W. H. Cunningham Collector

M. P. Mooney Receiver

S. C. Mayes Magazine Agent

862. CATARACT) Suspension Bridge, N. T.

Meets in Sons ol St. George Hall, cor. Falls and

1st sis. Niagara Falls, 1st and 3d Thursday

evenings.

J. A. Shrimpton, 615 E. Elmwood St., Niagara

Falls Master

A. W. White, Exchange Hotel ... Secretary

E. H. Blinco Collector

Chas. Baker. 524 4th St., Niagara Falls . Receiver

R. J. Pitts, 4th st, Niagara Falls . . Mag. Agent

S6S. METROPOLITAN : New York, N. T.

Meets in Elite Hall, 139 E. 59th at., 2d and 4th

8nndays at 2 P. M.

F. R. Elliott, 600 E. lSHth st Master

V; ButterBeld, 44> Amsterdam ave . . . Secretary

M. J. Lynch, Box 481, White Plains . . Collector

A. W. Eggleston, Jr., White Plains . . . Receiver

W.J. Murphy, 108 E. 121st st Mag. Agent

864. SOUTHERN STAR: Kanford, Fla.

Meets in A. O. D. W. Hall, Hotchkiss Block, lat

and 8d Sundays.

T. 8. Moxley, C. J. T. & K. W. R. R., Jack

sonville Master

J. P. Wallace Secretary

T. D. Stone, Palatka Collector

A. J. Harvey Receiver

0. E. Adams, Palatka Magazine Agent

866. VIOLET; Bellows Falls, Vt.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Saturday

evenings.

H. E. Bussey, Box 549 Master

E. F. Whitman, Box 614 Secretary

J. L. Reach, 26 Fulton st, Springfield,

Mass Collector

J. W. Gallagher, Windsor Receiver

G. A. Hoffman, Box 267, Windsor . . Mag. Agent

866. OASIS; Ogden, Utah.

Meets in K. P. Hall every Sunday at 7:30 P. M.

Henry Ward, Terrace Master

F. W. Johnston, 2429 Grant ave .... Secretary

Sam Walker, Box 372 Collector

M. J. Powers, Terrace Receiver

T. L. Dwyer Magazine Agent

867. MORGAN CRAKE; Somerset, Ky.

Meets in The Dill Moss Hall, Oriffiln ave, 1st

and 3d Saturday evenings.

W. L. Manpln .... Master

T. R. Harrison Secretary

G. L. Peffer Collector

Jos. Elliott, Box 61 Receiver

T. J. Heath Magazine Agent

868. DEEP WATER ; Springfield, Ho.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. College and Camp-

hell sts., every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

David Dingier, Hamilton st Master

Chas. Kirchgraber, 727 W. Walnut st . Secretary

V. M. Shoup Collector

F. B. Squires, L Box 1068 Receiver

C. M. George, 731 W. Scott st . . Magazine Agent

869. WALNUT VALLEY; El Dorado, Kan.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Main st and Cen

tral ave.. every Thursday at 2:80 P. M.

E. O. Summers, Box 293 Master

J. S. McSpaden Secretary

G. T. Scott Collector

E. L. Temple, Box K41 Receiver

G. A. Maxwell, 252 N. Waco st,

Wichita Magazine Agent

870. NEOSHO VALLEY; Council Grove, Kan.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 1st ami 3d Tuesdays.

A. H. Benson Masier

1. S. Tolbert Secretary

J. A. Flynn Collector

C. N Leeman, Box 271 Receiver

P. 8. De Hoff Magazine Agent

871. COVENANT: Nevada. Ho.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, E. Cherry St., 2d and

4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

W. L. McBride, 1028 E. Locust st Master

C. T. Callahan, 320 E. Alleson st . . . .Secretary

E. H. Schader, 711 E. Lee st Collector

Squire Innis, 903 Commercial st . . . . Receiver

F. P. Rhodes, 1043 Pennsylvania ave. Joplin,

Magaziue Agent

872. SIGNAL HOUNT; Big Springs, Texas.

Meets at Union Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

F. W. Fahrenkamp, Box 33 Muter

Jno. Price, Box S3 Secretary

J. B. Ryan, Box 33 Collector

J. F. Scholz, Box 33 . . Receiver

Reynold Schwartzenbach, Box 33 . . Mag. Agent

878. PAWNEE; Falrbary, Neb.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesday

at 7:30 P. M.

L. E. Bagg, Box 208 Master

I. T. Arnold, Box 132 Secretary

H. A. Jaqucs Collector

I. T. Arnold, Box 132 Receiver

T. H. Jones Magazine Agent

874. HeALLISTER: Herlnzton, Kan.

MeetB in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st Thursday at 1:30 P.M.

and 3d Thursday at 7:30 P. M.

J. E. Cushman Master

A. J. Hnatson.Box l'i3 Secretary

A. .1. Hoatson, Hox 1VS Collector

.1. I). Hornhergcr Receiver

u. P. Amick . Magazine Agent

876. FRIENDSHIP: Dayton, Ohio.

Meets in E. P. Hall 1st and 8d Sundays.

M. P. Hoban, 635 E 2d st Master

E. B. Chiids, 101 Hortou st Secretary

Elmore Dorman, 269 Valley st Collector

N. W. Rose, 121 Torrance st Receiver

Jos. McMlchael, 61 Horton at . . Magaziue Agent

876. J. H. KIRK ; Horton, Kan.

Meets in Kemper Hall, cor. Front and Main at.,

1st and 3d Mondays at 1 P. M.

G. H. Vansickle Master

M. E. Clark Secretary

M. M. Coinstoek Collector

Wm. Casey ....... Receiver

F. C. Lai ne. Kairbury, Neb . . . Magazine Attent

877. NICKEL PLATE, Coaaeaat, Ohio.

Meets in Harrington's Hall, cor. State and Cheat-

nut sts, 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 8 P. M. and 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 8 A. M.

W. S. Simpkins Master

F. M. Hubbard, Box 154 Secretary

L. C. Melson, Box 716 Collector

O. F. L. Wilkins, Box 5% Receiver

T. E. McGlnnls . . ... . Magazine Agent

878. HOLBHOOK; Chartlers, Pa.

Meets In Christian Hall, McKeea Rocks, every

Sunday at 1 P. M.

Wm. Dixon, McKees Rocks Master

J. 8. Holloway, McKees Rocks .... Secretary

J. M. Galbraith, McKees Rocks .... Collector

C. L. Hinsdale, McKee's Rocks .... Receiver

S. C. Beeson, McKee's Rocks . . Magazine Agent

879. WEAVER; Sayre, Pa.

Meets in Fireman's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2

P.M.

W. E. Preston, 181 Providence st Master

J. H. Repp, Box 255 Secretary

F. E. Green Collector

Johnson Walt, Box 218 Receiver

Martin Plumsted, Box 212 . .. . Magazine Agent

880. HUB CITY ; Aberdeea, South Dakota.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

C. A. Spink ._,. Master

G. B. A hell T Secretary

Humphrey Davis Collector

J. J. Brownlee Receiver

E. A. Conright. Montevideo, Minn. . Mag. Agent

881. J. W. WALKER; CoaeaMagh, Pa.

Meets in Kullo Hall, Main St., 2d and 4lh Mon

days at 2:30 P. M.

P. S. Coy Matter

J. A. Keiper Secretary

H. A. Horton Collector

J. L. Williams, Box 16 ReeeiTtr

W. F. Stump . . . . Magazine Agent

882. BETHEKDA ; Waukesha, Wis.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st aud 3d Sundays.

Martin Murray, 200 Main at Mailer

Frank Zimmerman, 820 The Strand . . Secretary

Wm. Doylen. 8r., 204 Arcadian ave . . Collector

Chan. Vrooman, fill Oakland ave . . . Receive'

Martin Murray, 200 Main st . . Magazine Azeot

888. PETROLEUM; Oil City, Pa.

Meets in Trax & Kramer's Hall, alternate Sun

days

Patrick Sheehan. 105 Washington ave . . H>»

J. R Cauon. 112 HoITmnn ave ^ecMary

W. D. MoQiiInn, 335 Washington ave . Collscior

A. G. Sittig. 56 Grove ave Receive'

Michael Fahey, 84 Spruce at. . . Magazine AX8"'
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184. B. H. WILBUR; Lehishton, Pa.

Meets In Reber's Ball, Bank St., 2d and 4th Sun

days 2 P. M.

A. H. Miller, Weissport Matter

L. O. J. Strauss Secretary

W. H. H. Pi ummer.Weissport .... Collector

Alfred Drelsbach, Weissport Receiver

A. T. Henry. Weissport . . . Magazine Agent

886. BOWER CITY; JanesvUIe, Wis.

Meete In B. of L. E. Hall 2d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

and 41b Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.

J. C. Morris, 353 Centre St Master

L W. Hagar, 289 Center ave Secretary

J. C. Morns, 853 Centre at. Collector

R H. Erdman, 407 North st Receiver

H. H. St. John, lo9 ('enter ave . Magazine Agent

MS. RAMONA; San Diego, lal.

Meets In K. P. Hall, cor 6th and F. sts., 2d and

4tb Sundays at 2 P.M.

Frank Demaree. 2016 K st Master

T. H. Robertson, Pacific Beach .... Secretary

T. K Fitzgerald, North San Diego . . Collector

R. V. Dodge, 6th and D sts Receiver

A. P. Tyler, 1056 3d st Magazine Agent

187. RED ROCK ; Sehrelber, Oatario.

Meets In R of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. H. Roemley Master

Jaa. Beggs Secretary

Edw. Sale Collector

Harry West Receiver

Albin Davis, C. P. R.R Magazine Agent

188. PHIL. H. SHERIDAN: Milwaukee. Wis.

Meets at Firemen's Hall, 170 Reed st 1st Sunday

at '2:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 7:30 P. M.

7. W. Archibald, 190 DeWit st Master

U. G. Hutchison, 812 National ave* . . Secretary

Nicholas Zehren. 193 Huron st .... Collector

J. <". Pier. 414 16th ave Receiver

O. I. Klutz. 'J4" Wisconsin st. . . Magazine Agent

888. LIVINGSTONEj ChlUIeothe, Ho.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, east side Public Square,

1st and 3d Sundays.

J. N. Maybanks, 802 E. Jackson st . . . . Master

W. E. Holland, 202 E. Webster st . . . Secretary

J. W. Slipp, Box 68 Collector

Vlrell QIore Receiver

H. P. Anderson, Box 68 Magazine Agent

8M. IKON MOUNTAIN ; Caroadelet, Ho.

Meets in Druids' Hall, 7001 So. Broadway, 2d and

4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

E. F. Paul, 7205 S Broadway, So St. Louis, Master

Peter tjulnn, 7000 Pennsylvania ave, So 8t.

Louis Secretary

Jos. Mlddleton, 7007 8 Broadway, So St.

Louis Collector

E. F. Paul, 7205 S Broadway, So St

Louis Receiver

L. N. Bauer, 7617 Penn ave,

So St. Louis Magazine Agent

861. SAUYOO; Ft. Madison. Iowa.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, James Block, 1st and 3d

Wednesday evenings and 2d and 4th Wednes

day afternoons.

W. A. Scherfe, 214 3d st Master

H- 8. Payne, 2401 Webster st Secretary

P. E. Weisner Collector

8. W. Bowser, 306 Hanover st Receiver

Jaa. Low, 1908 2a st Magazine Agent

8ft. WEST PEJTH; BlalrsvUle, Pa.

Meets In I.O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 2 P. M.

E. A. Wiley, Box 509 Master

J. I> Davis, Box 20 Secretary

L. H. Martin, Box 89 Collector

W. R. Ransom. Cokeville Receiver

F.M.Bennett Magazine Agent

888. BIO 8ANDT; Lexington. Ky.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, E. Main st., 1st Monday

at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

T. W. Collier, 71 S. Upper st Master

T. W. Robertson, 718. upper st . . . .Secretary

W. J. Burgess, C. A O. Shops Collector

J. A. Wyant. 101 8 Limestone st . . .Receiver

/. B. Cavlns, Clay ave Magazine Agent

8*4. PLEASANT V A LLE1; Beatrice, Nebraska.

Me*u In K. of P. Hall, N. Fifth St., every Sun

day at 2 P. M.

E. K. Cole. 809 S. 6th st . . • Master

D. A. McCerter. 1708 K Ella st Secretary

E. K.Cole, 809 S 6th st Collector

Henry Cox, Pacific House Receiver

II K. Keltic* Magazine Agent

896. MILLARD FOSTER; Armonrdale, Kan.

Meets at 601 Kansas ave., every Thursday at 7:30

P M

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Master

W. F. Remington, L. Box -li Secretary

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Collector

Thos. Qulnn, L. Box 26 Receiver

1). J. Tumblyn, Hellvllle .... Magazine Agent

896. TIP TOP; Woodland, Kasnas.

Meets In B.of L.F.Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

W. F. Hackett Master

L. K. Foster Secretary

L. K. Foster Collector

Welcome Sims, Roswell, Colo Receiver

Wm. Swearingen Magazine Agent

8*7. LONG DIVISION; Hoislngton, Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays,

at 2 P. M.

L. E. Baker Master

C. E. Tindall, Box 42 Secretary

P. D. Day Collector

G. W. Brtsby Receiver

J. M. Gleadail Magazine Agent

898. CONSTANT; Olean, N. T.

Meets In K. O. T. M. Hall alternate Sundays.

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st Master

J. W. Cook, Box 1048 Secretary

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st Collector

J. W. Cook, Box 1048 Beceiver

A. F.Johnson, 192 6th st. . . . Magazine Agent

888. CRESCENT CITI ; New Orleans, La.

Meets in Teutonia Hall, 2d and 4th Thursdays.

J. M. Gordon, 505 Chartres st Mapter

W. A. O'Donnell, 164 Laurel st . . . . Secretary

B. J. Meyer, 168 Clara st Collector

J. 8. BrasiU, 95 Locust st Receiver

G. H. Meyer, 168 Clara st . . . . Magazine Agent

400. MARIAS DE8 CYGNE: Osawatoale. Kaa.

Meets in Firemen's Hah every Friday at 7:80

P.M.

E. B. Dorman Master

C. W. Cook, Box 97 Secretary

E. B. Dorman Collector

Jno. Sims Receiver

T. H. Rader Magazine Agent

401. ITASCA ; Two Harbors, Minn.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Martin Muth Master

Paul Tingerthal Secretary

Jas. Shea Collector

Paul Tingerthal Receiver

J. II Olson Magazine Agent

408. WATER LILT; Water Valley, Hiss.

Meets in K. of P- Hall, 1st and 3d Thursdays, at

7:30 P. M.

J. E. Myers Master

W. S. Bosma Secretary

W. 8. Bosma Collector

W. W. Leland Receiver

W. S. Bosma Magazine Agent

408. ELIZABETH ; Portsmouth, Ya.

Meets in Pythian Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. P. Fitzpatrick, 301 8d st Master

A. W. Locke, 514 High st Secretary

C. E. Burroughs, lias Effingham st . . Collector

A. W. Locke, 514 High st Receiver

P. E. Whitehurst, 25 Dinwiddle st . Mag. Agent

404. GRAVITY; Dnamore, Pa.

Meets in Swarts Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P.M.

W. H. Jennings Master

C. E. Collins, Box 227 Secretary

J. E. Stuart Collector

D. G. Wescott Receiver

C. E. Collins, Box 227 Magazine Agent

406. VANDALIA ) Effingham, III.

Meets In K. of H. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2

P. M. and 1st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

W. H. Crise, Box 251 Master

A. J.' Cohea, Box 109 Secretary

W. H. Crise, Box 251 Collector

Aujrust Underriner, Box^Sl Receiver

F. W. Mascher Magazine Agent

406. THANKSGIVING ; Foxbnrg. Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays,

at 2 P. M.

G. H. McCleery Master

Albert Conant Secretary

F. W. Fuimer Collector

W. F. Keefer Receiver

C. E. Ritts Magazine Agent
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407. PUGET SOUND i Seattle, Wash. .

Meets In Masonic Hall, cor. Second and Pike

streets, 1st and 3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

F. K. Shipley, C. A P. S. shops Master

Wm. Claussen, C. & P. S. shops .... Secretary

Horatio Selfridge, C. & P. S. shops . . Cellector

.T. H. Gillnly. C. & P. 8. shops Receiver

G. E. Joerndt, C.iP.S. Shops . . . . Mag.Agent

408. CRYSTAL: Jacksonville. HI.

Meets in 8. P. & P. H. Hall alternate Sundays at

2 P. M.

F. P. Drew. 1003 E Lafayette ave Master

Basil McMillan. 46? Fast st ..... . Secretary

F. P. Drew. 1003 E. Lafayette ave. . . .Collector

H. T Benson . 788 K Col lege ave .... Receiver

Basil McMillan, 469 E. State st . Magazine Agent

409. AIR LINE; Princeton, lml.

Meets In Beeler Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P.

M. and 1st and 3d Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. W. Hilliard, Box 467 Master

J. L. Ballard, Box 467 Secretary

J. M. Kell Collector

J. W. Hilliard, Box 467 Receiver

W. H. Shrigley Magazine Agent

410; HERBERT P. LITTLEJOHN; Fltchbarg, MaM.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 11

A. M.

Wm. Scott, 58 Piue st Master

M. H. Cadagan. 93 Cedar st Secretary

W. B. Hodges, 69 Highland ave Collector

H. G. Pope, -if. Blossom st Receiver

Albion Howe, Fitchburg r'd hs . . . Mag. Agent

411. WOLVERINE; Marshall, Mich.

Meets in G.A.R. Hall, cor. Madison and State sts,

2d and 4th Sundays.

F. W. Smith Master

L. 8. Johnson Secretary

Frank West Collector

F. W. Smith Receiver

W. T. Owens Magazine Agent

412. JIT. BAKER; Ellensbnrg, Wash.

Meets In G. A. R. Hall, Cor. 4th and Pearl sts.,

every Friday at 2:30 P. M.

W. Y. Theal Master

H. F. Rowland, Box 4% Secretary

J. P. Clymer Collector

Orson Stevenson Receiver

O. P. Walden, Box 743 Magazine Agent

41S. TWO REPUBLICS; San Lois Potosl, Mexico.

Meets in firemen's Hall, Calle Morales, 1st and

3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

Dan'l Nolan Master

Geo. Richardson, Box 71 Secretary

Jno. Quinn. Box 71 . . Collector

Geo. Richardson, Box 71 Receiver

J. M. Worssner Magazine Agent

414. ADAMANT; St. Louis Mo.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor Chouteau ave. and

Manchester Road , 1st and 3d Mondays at 2 P.M.

E. J. Fish, 1419 Old Manchester Road " . Master

E. W. Keatley, 4222 Norfolk ave ... . Secretary

J. W. Donahoe, 1201 Old Manchester road

Collector

E. W. Keatley. 4222 Norfolk ave .... Receiver

J. F. Brogan, 1131 Tallinage ave. Magazine Agent

415. MAYFLOWER; Louisville, Ky.

Meets in Market Hall, Shelbv st.. bet Market

ana Jenerson sts.. every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

J. T. lteugan, 116 Hicket ave Master

Jos. Fitzpatrick, 910 Frankfort ave . . Secretary

G. P. Enochs, 1116 11th st Collector

Jos. Fitzpatrick. 910 Frankfort ave. . . Receiver

E. R. C. Nashold 1310 Reservoir ave . Mag. Agent

416. RADIANT; Mahonlngtown, Pa.

Meets in Smith's Hall 1st Sunday and 3d Tues

day.

J. M. Yates Master

G. P. Jones, Box 77 Secretary

E. H. Grace Collector

K. H. Grace Receiver

J. II. Mcllvenny. Cliff st., New

Castle . . ... Magazine Agent

417. DIAMOND; Champaign, HI.

Meets in Kuhn's Hall, 45 Main st, 1st and 3d

Mondays at T:3() P. M.

F. C. Sabin, 317 S. Randolph st Master

C. B. Vaughn, 402 Columbia ave . . . .Secretary

D. W. O'Brien Collector

H. C. Stitt Receiver

W. G. Tucker, 15 Eureka st . . Magazine Agent

418. BALD EAGLE ; Jersey Shore, Pa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, cor. Alleghony and

Wilev sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at L80 P. M.

C. H. Wvant Master

F. H. Heinbach Secretary

F. N. Sallada Collector

D. E. Messner Receiver

C. H. Sherry Magazine Agent

419. STEPTOE BUTTE; Tekoa, Wash.

Meets in Whitmore & McLean Hall, every Tues

day at 7::» P. M.

T. D. Connor Master

C. A. Painton, L Box 35 Secretary

W. F. Corcoran Collector

T. D. Connor Receiver

W. F. Potts Magazine Agent

430. ANN ARBOR; Owosao, Mich.

Meets in Richardson's Hall, Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E. Main st Master

A. F. Yerke«, 438 E. Main st Secretary

F. E. Harrington. 403 Michigan ave . . Collector

F. E. Harringtou, 4"3 Michigan ave . Receiver

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E Maiu st . . Magazine Agent

421. WINDSOR; Windsor, Ont.

Meets in A. O. F. Hall lBt and 3d Wednesdays.

Thos. Noble, G. T. R Muter
W. D. Athertou, G. T. R • ■ . Secretary

J. T. Pryor, G. T. R CoUector

Thos. Howe, G. T. R Receiver

M. J. king, G. T. R Magazine Agent

428. LAKE YIEW ; Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio.

Meets in Knights of Labor Hall, 8 Oak st, 1st end

3d Sunday; at 1:30 P. M.

J. W. Bunnell Master

Herman Richards 8ecret»ry

W. B. Porter. Box 434 Collector

T. A. Kagy, Box 407 Receiver

Magazine Agent

423. MOUNT HELENA ; Helena, Mont.

Meets in B. R. T. Hall, N. P. Depot, Holene eve,

1st and 3d Fridays at 7 P. M.

J. H. Daily, Bailey Bl'k Heater

J. E. Morris, ir>08 Pbcenlx ave 8ecret*ry

J. E. Morris. 1.W8 Phoenix ave Collector

J. H. Daily, Bailey Block Receiver

D. R. rtell, 1326 Holder ave . . . Magazine Agent

424. FLEETWOOD; Covlagtoa, Ky.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, cor. 5th and Mad

ison sts, 2d Wednesday at 7:80 P. M. and 4th

Sunday at 2 P. M.

?:. A. Brewer, 1514 Russell st Master

B. O. Chalkley, 1705 Russell st Secretary

Jno. King, 1209 Russell st CoUector

J. W. Kincaid, 1343 Scott st Receiver

F. W. Roberts, 1305 Russell st. . Magazine Agent

426. PETER BURNS; East Nashville, Tenn.

Meets in Burtons Hall, cor. Third and Forest

sts., Nashville, every Tuesday at 9:30 A. M.

T. M. Bledsoe, 205 Berry at Master

H. L. Tindell, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts., Nashville Secretary

Warner Campbell, 232 Foster st, Nash

ville ... .Collector

H. L. Tindall. cur. Stockell and Josephine

sts., Nashville Receiver

Warner Campbell, 232 Foster at.,

Nashville Magazine Agent

426. TOMBIGBEE; Avomlale, Ala.

Meets in Moore's Hall, lslTucssday and 3d Mon

day evenings.

D. H O'Neal Martet

W. B. Townley Secretary

W. H. Carithers Collector

J. A. Fulmer, Box 92 Keoelver

G. L. Jones Magazine Agent

427. CONGAREE; Columbia, S. C;

Meets in K. P. Hall, 226 Main st. every Sunday

at 10:30 A. M.

W. S. Fetner, 41 Richland at Master

J. C Walker, 11 Richland st Secretary

D. A. Dillard, 119 Winnat Collector

J. D. Tuck. 209 Richland st Receiver

W. P. Hutchison, 133 Winn st . Magazine Agent

428. CHEROKEE; Yaa Hares. Ark.

Meets in A. O U. W. Hall, 2d and 4th Wednes

days at 1:30 1". M.

Jeff Cornish . Master

J. C. Williams, Box 205 Secretary

F. 8. Johnson CoUector

Richard Hcuuesey Receiver

Jeff. Cornish Magazine Agent
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ft*. ■OUKT PLEASANT; Chicago. HI.

Meets lii Baker's Hall, cor. Hart and Archer

•Tea.. 1st .Sunday at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday

at 2:30 P. M.

Ch&s. Armstrong, 2869 Joseph St., Brighton

Park Master

Jat. O'Donnell, 1916 88th Bt Secretary

Gustave 8pludler, 2182 38th at Collector

Wm. Hayes. 2134 Joseph st Receiver

J. M. Brady, 2114 38th st .... Magazine Agent

446. WINCHESTER : Martlnsbarg, W. Ta.

MeeU In K. P. Hall, every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

W. F. Eberle Master

B. E. Baker, Box 193 Secretary

F. H. Brookman, Cumberland, Md . . Collector

• 'has. Pennell Receiver

Jno. O'Leary . . Magazine Agent

Ml. IONIA: Ionia, Mich.

MeeU In K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

F. H.Williams. 527 Rich st Master

F. H.Winiams, 527 Rich st Secretary

C. E. Hinds, 118 Mill st Collector

Patrick Kennedy, 148 Mill st Receiver

J. A.Garrity. 25 Railroad st . Magazine Agent

4K. PATAPSCO ; Baltimore, Md.

MeeU In Mechanic's Exchange Hall, 2nd floor,

2 E. Fort ave, cor. Charles st, 1st and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

H. H. Hildebrand. 1261 Riverside ave . . Master

W. A. Tribby, 1215 Riverside ave . . .Secretary

Jacob Kishell, 120 E. Fort ave Collector

P. F. Donnelly, 22 Beverlev st . . . Receiver

W. A. Tribby, 1215 Riverside ave . . Mag. Agent

MS. ENGLEWOOD; Chicago, 111.

MeeU In Kerwin's Hall, Wentworth ave. and

55th St., 1st Sunday morning and 3d Saturday

evening.

H. F. Brooks, 5711 Emerald ave, Engle-

wood Master

Nicholas Simon, bM$ Princeton ave . Secretary

Nicholas Simon, 5.".I9 Princeton ave . . Collector

Chaa. Naylor. 55/16 Wentworth ave . . . Receiver

C. E. Fair, ."i361 Tracy ave . . . Magazine Agent

4*4. WILLOW 0BOVE; Bennett, Pa.

MeeU in Mechanic's Hall 1st and 3d Thursday

evening.

F. H. Welk .... Master

Wm. Canavan, 187 45th St., Pittsburgh . Secretary

C. O. Spnurne Collector

F. E. Woodford, Box 178 Receiver

Ford Welk Magazine Agent

4». SOTTOWAT; Crewe, Ta.

MeeU in Masonic Hall, 2d Saturdayand 4th Sun

day at 2:30 P. M.

J. B. .Vale Master

N. H. Cheatham Secretary

J. B. Neale Collector

N. H. Cheatham Receiver

L. N. Kelley Magazine Agent

4M. JAMES I. WATT; JlrComb City, Hiss.

MeeU in Masonic Hall every Tuesday.

E. L. Huntley Master

J. C. Whlddon Secretary

J. J. Pimm Collector

W. L. Mnnn Receiver

A. F. liray Magazine Agent

4(0. EMERALD: Leavenworth. Kan.

MeeU in K. P. Hall, cor. 4th and Delaware sts.,

2d Sunday and 4tb Saturday evening.

Jan. McNerney, 4th and Kiowa sts ... . Master

Chaa. Curtin, 720 Kiowa st Secretary

Thos. Cronln, 718 Kiowa st Collector

J. W. Cookson. 1512 8. 2nd st Receiver

E. E. Dustln.fsMSoKspanadcst, Magazine Agent

438c COMFORT; Cheyenne, Wyo.

MeeU in Engineers' Hall, 112% W. 16th st. every

Friday at 7:30 P. M.

J. K. Baldwin, 200 E. 20th st Master

Ralpb Robertson, Box 046 Secretary

T. E. Holland. 1817 Vanlenen st . . . . Collector

H F. Zlnn. SW7 K lfith »l Receiver

P. H. Conway, fin* E. 18th st . . Magazine Agent

49. APACBS CANON; Las Vegas, Sew Mexico.

Meeu in K. of P. Hall, E. Las Vegas, every Sat

urday at 7:30 P. M.

J. A. I alrbalrn, E. Las Vegas Master

C T. E. Pterson, K. Las Vegas Secretary

Edw. Hears. E. Las Vega* Collector

Richard Jaequemln. K. Las Vegas . . . Receiver

Benj . snlk-r.K. Las Vegas . . . . Magazine Agent

440. CHERISH; Monett, Ho.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, bet. 3d and 4th ate. on

Broadway, every Tuesday at 2 P. M.

W. H. Smith, Box 60 Master

Robt Gardner Secretary

Thos. Mansfield Collector

W. H. Smith. Box 60 Receiver

J. D. Heyburn Magazine Agent

441. MIAMI; Cincinnati. Ohio.

Meets In G. A. R. Hall, Eastern ave. and Rlgley

St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

A. E. Merrill, 1195 Eastern ave Master

W. J. Brennen, 1141 Eastern ave . . ■ .Secretary

Jno. Denser, Loveland . . Collector

A. E. Merrill, 1196 Eastern ave Receiver

Mike Carroll, Morrow Magazine Agent

442. BABBIE BAT; AUandale, Ontario.

MeeU In Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

T. C. Royce Master

W. J. Church, Box 114 Secretary

J. N. Harps, Box 202 Collector

W. J. McKlnley, Box 207 Receiver

Lnke Spearn Magazine Agent

448. VIRGINIA, DanvUle, Ta.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 614 Main st, 2d and

4th Mondays at 1:30 P. M.

R. L. Pierre. North Danville Master

W. H. Moore, Box 132, North Danville . Secretary

A. E. Bost, Box 84 North Danville . . Collector

C. F. Gills, Box 171, North Danville . . Receiver

A. E. Bost, L Box 84, North Danville . Mag. Agent

444. MISSION BIDOE; KnoxvlUe, Tenn.

Meets In French A Roberta Building, every

Monday at 2 P. M.

R. H. Hart, 1220 Luttrell ave Master

J. W. Loba<'h, C24 Luttrell st Secretary

Tim O'Connor, 723 W Clinch st . . . . Collector

C. W. Pry. 703 Richard st Receiver

E. L. Shell. S17 Mcliee st. . . . Magazine Agent

446. MOUNTAIN GEM; Glenn's Ferry, Idaho.

MeeU in N. Schroder's Hall, every Tuesday at

7:30 P.M.

E. H. Rice Master

R. D. Gorby Secretary

Jno. Kiehm Collector

R. D. Gorby Receiver

S. E. R. White Magazine Agent

446. Bl.I KSTO.VK; Bluefleld, W. Ta.

MeeU in Stangcr's Hall, 1st and 2d Sundays at

7 P. M. and 3d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Wm. Dougherty, Box 135 Master

C. A Paul, Box 110 Secretary

Jos. Werner Collector

W. R. Yockey, Box 88 Receiver

Magazine Agent

447. FRENCH BROAD; AshevUle, N. C.

MeeU in B. of L. F. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

10:30 A. M.

O. M. Losey, Box 228 Master

H. A. Ragle, Box 412 Secretary

R. B. Lee, Box 412 Collector

B. T. ERerton, Box 412 Receiver

R. H. Means. Depot st Magazine Agent

448. ALTAMONT; Keyser, W. Ta.

Meets iu 1. O. 1). E. Hall every Tuesday at 1:30

P. M.

J. W. Dayton, Box 68 Master

Porter Kinney Secretary

H. B. Rice Collector

W. W. Da vis, Box 85 Receiver

J . W. Joucs Magazine Agent

419. NOLAN BITES; Cleburne, Texas.

MeeU In B. of L. F. Hall every Tuesday evening.

C. M. Rodgers Master

Jno. Mobley, Box 152 Secretary

G. L. Wilson Collector

C. E. Winther, Box 38 Receiver

J. L. Caffie Magazine Agent

460. CLEVELAND; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets in Fraternity Hall, cor. Lorain and Pearl sta

2d Saturday evening and 4th Sunday at 2 P. M.

J. A. Kreiss, Gustave Court No. 1 . . . .Master

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl st Secretary

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl st Collector

Jss Hugo, 110 Root st Receiver

G. C. Vfoodard, 50 Bridge st . . Magazine Agent
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461. BOIS d'ABC; Bonhnm, Tezu.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sunday! at

2:30 P. M.

B. E. Mathews Master

T. L. Cox Secretary

H. J. Pierce Collector

T. L. Cox Receiver

H. E. Collett Magazine Agent

462. ?TM. BEAZLEY ; Parkersbnrg, W. Ya.

Meets in I". (). A M. Hall. 511 Market St.. every

Sunday at 2 P. M.

N. F. Bishop, 1327 Spring st Master

L. W. Broughton, 334 9th st Secretary

J. F. McLaughlin, 612 Green st . . . .Collector

W. C. Scrogin. 128 8th st Receiver

W". 8. Carlens, Elboru, Parkersbnrg . Mag. Agent

468. BADFOBD; Badford. Ya.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, East Radford, 3d

and 4th Sundays.

W. E. Marion, East Radford Master

M. P. Corvin, L Box 463. East Radford Secretary

M. P. Corvin, L Box 463, East Radford Collector

W. S. Hutton, Bristol, Tenn Receiver

J. F. Blackard, Box 127. East Radford

■ ■ ■ . . Magazine Agent

464. MOUNTAIN PABK ; Ashley, Pa.

Meets in Mets's Hall, Main St., 1st and :;d San-

days at 2 P. M.

J. W. Richards Master

W. H. Dennis, Box 170 Secretary

H. H. Ruhf.Box 147 Collector

J. C. Ruhf, Box 147 Receiver

E. E. Bats Magazine Agent

466. JOHN BRANDT; Bosebnrgh, Ore.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall 2d Tuesdays and 4th

Wednesdays at 2 P. M.

. J. E. Hodgdon Master

S. B. Ferree Secretary

G. R. Happersett Collector

W. E. Everton. Box 526 Receiver

U. R. Siugletou Magazine Agent

466. SUN K1VEH; Great Falls, Boat.

Meets in Mlnot Hall, cor. Central ave and 2d at,

2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

Chas Peck Master

W. G. Locher, Box 680 Secretary

M.J. O'Reilly Collector

Chas. Peck Receiver

Chas. Weller Magazine Agent

467. HECKLENBEBO; Charlotte, N. C.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall every Sunday at » A.M.

Wm. Garranx, 501 N. Smith st Master

J. C. Lanyoex, 700 W. Trade st Secretary

W. E. Nesbett, 500 N. Graham st . . . Collector

C. A. Sigman, 5fl."> W. 9th st Receiver

E. L. Hanks Magazine Agent

468. MACKINAW; Van Wert, Ohio.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Emond Conaway Master

H. E. Welch, Box 518 Secretary

T. E. Cooney, Box 577 Collector

J. A. Butters Receiver

Jas. Steele Magazine Agent

469. BRACE ; Wabash, lad.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, evcrv Sunday at 2 PM.

Clyde Olive, 225 W. 8th st, Anderson . . Master

J. L. Rogers 150 W. 4th st, Anderson . Secretary

G. A. Reeves, Anderson Collector

Angus Mcintosh, 13 S. Sheridan St., An

derson ... . . Receiver

J. L. Rogers, 160 W. 4th st, Anderson

Magazine Agent

460. HILL CITY; Yleksbarg, Hiss.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. of Washington and

Clay sts., 1st and 3d Saturdays at 7:80 P. M. and

2d and 4th Saturdays at 8 A. M.

E. F. Hatchet t, 512 Henry st Master

Irwin Calkins. Box 16 Secretary

W. H. Shaw, 121 Pearl st Collector

E. W. nolleman, 41:: Crawford st . . . Receiver

Henry Hold Magazine Agent

461. MANCHESTER; Barcellne, Ho.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. Kansas and Howell

aves., alternate Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. H. Gray Master

David Jenkins Secretary

Chas. Billlngsley Collector

J. W. Kendig Receiver

J. D. Huffman Magazine Agent

462. LAKE CITY i Erie, Pa.

Meets in Metcalf's Hall. 724 State st. 3d floor,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. A. McClain, 234 W 23d st Master

P. 8. Olmstead, 330 W. 19tb st Secretary

8. B. Northnp, 311 W. 18th st Collector

H. B. Burr, 136 W. 20th st Receiver

Jos. Brady, Westfkdd, N. Y. . . Magazine Agent

468. ELM1KA; Elmira, N. Y.

Meets on 3d floor, 224 S. Main St.. Millers Bl'k.

2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

D. R. Jackson, 273 iiaty st Master

C. A. Washburne, 708 Spaulding st . . Secretary

P. P. Davies, 510 Penn ave Collector

F. ('. Harper, 382 Baty st Receiver

M. H. Dunbar, 230 W. Miller st . Magazine Agent

464. WHEAT CITY; Brandon, Manitoba.

Meets in Workman's Hall, 2d and 1th Sundays

at 3 P. M.
J. C. Massender, Box *.ri Master

Wm. Glenn Secretary

Edw. Shingfleld Collector

D. E. Crawford, Box 45 . . Receiver

R. H. Hardy, Moose Jaw, N. W. Ter..

Magazine Agent

466. OKMSBY; Pittsburgh. South Side. Pa.

Meets in Weber's Hall, cor. 27th and Sarah sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

A. M. Harvey, Sierra st, 27th Ward . Mast-r

J. L. Rogerson. US 25th st Secretary

D. F. Plunkard, Warten st., 25th ward . Collector

Thos. Jones, 2848 Sarah st . . . . Receiver

Geo. Hoffman. 2852 Saruh st . . Magazine Agent

466. ORPHANS' HOPE; Dennlson, Ohio.

Meets in Ewen tt Van Ostrans Hall. cor. 8econd

and Grant sts., 1st Sunday and 2d and 4th

Mondays at 1:30 P. M.

W. T. Wright, Box 108 Master

C. II. Clendeuning Secretary

Edw. Lamb Collector

W. T. Wright, Box 108 Receiver

C. H. Clendenning Magazine Agent

467. WESLEY CRAIG ; Corning, O.

Meets in K. P. Hal) 2d and 4th Snndays.

D. E. Davis Master

Fabe Cody Secretary

J. B. Pace ... Collector

Alexander Morrison Receiver

J. B. Pace Magazine Agent

468. ONTARIO; Londoa, Ontario.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. English and Dun-

das sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jas. Hand, Box 38, London East . . . Master

J. T.Cochrane, 1570 Adelaide st . . . .Secretary

J. H. Hubert. 670 Adelaide «t Collector

Russell Follis, 468 Dundos st Receiver

P. J. Kane, 672 Adelaide st .... Mag. Agent

468. HOUNT KATAHDIN; HeadersoB, He.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 2d Sunday and 4tn

Monday.

G. 8. Allen. Box 215 Master

M. P. Fuller. Box 101 Secretary

W. E. McLeod. Box 215 Collector

M. P. Fuller, Box 101 Receiver

E. G. Ryder, Box 223 Magaiine Agent

470. JOHN A. 1,0(1 AN; Murr.hj«bo™. III.

Meets in Bodaker Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

G. W. Hilleary Maater

R B. Collins Secretary

A. L. Dixon Collector

W. R. Childers Receiver

J. J. Norris. Box 381 Magazine Agent

471. INTERNATIONAL; Ft. Erie. Oat.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall. International

Bridge. 1st and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jno. Kingston, Amigarl Master

Alex. Mclntyre. Amigarl Secretary

Geo. Metier, Amtgari Collector

Richard Clark, International Bridge . Receiver

Reuben Plato. Amigarl Magazine Agent

472. JOHN J. M ANNINO ; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets InKlocke's Hall. cor. Gold and Lovejov

sts. every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

P. L. Carev, 319 s. Division st Mnater

K. C. Kecbler, 1008 Lovejoy si Secretary

J. I.. Rutty. 45Chci.tnu.tKt Collector

F. C. Keebler. HO Loveioy st Receiver

R. W. Ginklnger, S63 Eagle st . . Magazine Agent
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475. MAUMEE; Air Line Junction, Ohio.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays and 1st

and 3d Mondays.

W. N. Cooper Master

T. G. tmross, Jr Secretary

C. L. Boehm Collector

G. K. Phelps Receiver

A. B. Woodman Magazine Agent

474. TAUNTON; Taunton, Mass.

Meets In Good Templar's Hall 2d and 4th Mon

day evenings.

E. B. Mitchell. 39 Porter st Master

1. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Secretary

8. E.Cunningham, 419 Purchase st., New

Bedford . Collector

J T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Receiver

C. L. Freeman, 12 Washington st . . Mag. Agent

47*. JAMES LEAHY ; Grand Junction, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at8 P. M.

C. F. Schrader Master

0. H. Kearns Secretary

W. E. Dean Collector

K. A. Bliss, Box 315 Receiver

Kohl. Kowe . ... Magaxine Agent

476. W. J. WABD; Woodstock. H. B.

Meets in K. P. Hall, King st, 2d Friday and 4th

Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

I.. N. Dow Master

W. R. King Secretary

1. E. Richardson, 8t. Stephens Collector

Zebedee Gabel, Gibson .Receiver

John Keezer Magazine Agent

477. GLENWOOD; Ksnora, W. Va.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, Ceredo, 1st and 3d

Sundays.

Ralph Fields Master

J. B. Coleman, Ceredo Secretary

8. L. Cryer Collector

E. E. Lane Receiver

C. J. Lindner, 1108 Scott st, Portsmouth O.

' Magazine Agent.

478. NARRAGANSETT j Providence, R. I.

Meets In Trainmen's Hall, 297 Canal street. 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P.M.

n, W. Sawtell Master

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st .... Secretary

J. D. Mi-Sheehy Collector

R. E. McCarthy, 240 CharleBst . . . . Receiver

Wm. Smith, Valley Falls .... Magazine Agent

47*. ST. GEORGE ; Smiths Falls, Ont.

Meets In Haley's Hall 2d and 4th Mondays.

H. C. Pye Master

Edw. Pennett Secretary

Stephen Smith Collector

Andrew Boyd Receiver

8. B. O'Hara Magazine Agent

48*. CHIPETA ; Bldgway, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Monday at 8 P. M.

Thos. McKenna Master

C. C. Ervin Secretary

J. W. Sowers Collector

P. R. Blakely Receiver

J. T. Stewart Magazine Agent

481. EASTER; St. Lonls, Mo.

Meets in Brighton Hall, cor. Broadway and Sal

isbury at*., 2d and 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

T. M. Lynch, 1014 St. Louis ave Master

W. 8. Ferguson, 4030 N. 9th st Secretary

J. H. Frohoff, 919 St. Louis ave .... Collector

E. J. Kelfleln, 2714N. 13ihst . .Receiver

W. C. Linck, 8326 Halk Ferry Road, Mag. Agent

482. STILLWATER; Kallspell, Mont.

Meets In K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Saturdays at 7:30

P.M.

S. B. Thompson, Box 106 Master

Paul Logan Secretary

Root. Pauline Collector

Henry Therres, Box 106 Receiver

Fred Olander, Troy Magazine Agent

-48S. INDEPENDENCE; Baraesville Minn.

Meets in U. A. O. D. Hall, 1st Sunday at 2 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

G. W. Lumm Master

N. A. Graf Secretary

N. E. Varnoy Collector

Jas. Heudry Receiver

N. E. Varney Magazine Agent

484. II AMN'KK HALL ; Montgomery, Ala.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, over First National

Bank, every Monday evening.

Jno. Doyle, 329 Lee st Master

Geo. Miller, 329 Lee st Secretary

W. F. Mayson, 329 Leest Collector

J. B. Pugh, 320 Holt st Receiver

Willie Reynolds, 8o Perry st . . Magazine Agent

486. PAUL REVERE ; Charlestown, Mass.

Meets in Higelow Hall, S. Eden st, entrance Tib-

bettsTown Way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 10 A.M.

F. G Judkins. East Lexington Master

W. H. Ilildreth, 57 Rutherford ave . . Secretary

F. F. Derby, 9 Auburn st Collector

C. G. Bates, 73 Washington st Receiver

R. W. Miller, 31 Russell st . . . Magazine Agent

486. CHIPPEWA VALLET; Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, Spring St., 1st and

3d Tuesday evenings.

Jno. Enright Master

C. F. Korth, Box 256 Secretary

W. H. Barker. W. C. Eng house .... Collector

Jno. Knrlght, 710 Bay st Receiver

C. P. Dill, 1708 Lumbard st . . . Magazine Agent

487. WHIRLPOOL; Niagara Falls, Ont.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Lundy's New Block,

1st and 3d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

(.. A. Cook Master

W. A. Daltou Secretary

Alexander Mitchell Colleotor

G. A. Cook Receiver

Wm. Wright Magazine Agent

488. CUMBERLAND; Cumberland, Md.

Meets in J. R. O. U. A. N. Hall 1st and 3d Sun

day evenings.

J. F. Little. Elkins, W. Va Master

C. J. Graim, 29 Springvale 8t Secretary

J. T. Cookerly, 39 Liberty st Collector

W. H. Rice, 11 Harrison st Receiver

J. H. Strong, 325 N Mechanic st, Magazine Agent

489. RESURRECTION ; Creston, Iowa.

Meets In Brotherhood Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays

at 1:30 P. M. and 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30

P.M.

J. F. Oldham, 405 S. Vine st Master

J. P. O'Connor, 100 Howard & Pine sts, Secretary

W. H. Van Wormer, 100 Howard and

Pine sts Collector

F. T. Wilson, 611 N. Vine st Receiver

A. G. Smith, 217 N. Pine st . . . Magazine Agent

490. MIDNIGHT ; East Brady, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

I. B. Wike Master

J. A. Williams, 4118 Main st, Pittsburgh.

Secretary

J. E. Patterson Collector

A. L. Gill, Verona Receiver

M. W. Boyd, Verona Magazine Agent

491. BARTON SPRING ; Austin, Tex.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Congress ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays, at 8 P. M.

O. T. Moore, 1101 E. 3d st Master

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Secretary

C. B. Doran, Hampstead Collector

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Receiver

A. Davis, care Round House . . Magazine Agent

499. IVANHOE; Alrarado, Tex.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2:30

P.M.

J. B. Loftiu, L. Box 2 Master

Jno. Posey, L Box 45 Secretary

J. B. Wesson Collector

Andrew McCasland Receiver

W. H. Coble Magazine Agent

493. FULTON ; Atlanta, Ga.

Meets In Industrial Council's Hall, 26% E. Ala

bama St., every 2d and 4th 8unday at 2:30 P.M.

B. B. Plunkett, 6t>2 S. l'ryor st Master

Harry Huddleston, 41 Buena Vista ave. Secretary

A. B. Coogler. 58 W. Georgia ave . . . Collector

A. N. Thom, 6S McDaniel st Receiver

Harry Huddleston,41 BucnaVlsta ave, Mag.Agent
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404. BAT do SOt ; Gladstone, Mich.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 1st and 3d Sunday even

ings.

C. W. LaFaver j Master

J. A. Houle, Box 136 Secretary

F. W. Suddabv Collector

L. H. Wintel, L Box 646 Receive

N. D. Mclntyre Magazine Agent

485. BANSLNG ; Ccdartown, Ga.

Meets In K. P. Hall, every Sunday at 8:30 A. M.

J. 0. Kemp Muster

W. N. Tumlin Secretary

J. W. Noles Collector

W. N. Tnmlin Receiver

W. II. King Magazine Agent

496. KOBKKT K. LEE, Manchester, Ta.

Meets in Toney's Hall 1st Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

J. I. Brown. 1206 Decatur at Master

R. M. Hilton, 207 E. 12th st Secretary

F. R. Jeflress, 15 Governor st Collector

J. W. Walthall, 21st and Chicago Bts . . Receiver

T.B. Perdue, cor. 13th and Decator st, Mag. Agent

497. SINCERE; Richmond, Ya.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, corner Mayo and

Franklin sts.. 1st and 3d Mondays at 9:30 A. M.

C. R. Alley, 210 8. Laurell st Master

I. L. Parker. Jr.. 60S S. Pine st Secretary

J. A. Turner, 6S. 2d st Collector

Michael Kelly. 611>a S. Pine st Receiver

W. T. Day, ('. &0. snops, 2d st . . . Mag. Agent

498. YIGILANT; Bellwood, Pa.

Meets in Cornmessers Hall, 2d and 4th Sundavs

at 2 P. M.

J. (;. Potter Master

J. C. Nearhoof, Box 672 Secretary

C. H. Dunn Collector

T. J. Leidy, Box 605 Receiver

E. M. Donlev . Magazine Agent

499. COMPOUND ; Chicago, 111.

Meets at 355 63d st. 2d Tuesday at H 1'. M. and

4th Sunday at 2 P. M.

Geo. Coding, 6318 Drexel ave Master

F. A. McLaughlin. 6938 Stony Island

ave Secretary

C. L. Coleman, 542:: Dearborn st. ... Collector

J. E Leckie, 3839 Indiana ave Receiver

H. M. Landis. 3927 Wabash ave . Magazine Agent

£00. OUICK8TEP: Spooner, Wis.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 8 P.M. and 4th Sunday at 2 P. M.

D. D. Campbell Master

J. Ii. Saviit-e Secretary

D. D. Campbell Collector

Elbert Strattor Receiver

E. F. Boyle . Magazine Agent

501. SPOKANE: Spokane, Wash.

Meets in K. P. Hall, G. N. Shops, every Monday

at 7:30 P. M.

Alex. Laiiig, Box 422 Master

Peter Olson, Box 422 Secretary

W. B. DeRush, Box 422 Collector

L. C. Mowrey, Box 422 Receiver

Florence Moriarty, 96 Jamieson Bl'k. Mug. Agent

502. PRIDE; Louisyllle, Ky.

Meets in Scanlon's Hall, N. W. cor. 13th and

Kentucky sts.. every Monday aW:30 P. M.

W. W. Slab'y, 1609 Kentucky st Master

A. L. Brjaut, 1521 Southgate st . . . .Secretary

B. S. Riney, 1725 12th st Collector

L. D. Smith, 1417 loth st Receiver

J E. Kreamer, 1651 Prentice st . . . Mag. Agent

503. MT. SOPR1S ; Aspen Junction, Colo.

Meets in Frey's Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

C. C. Andrus Master

Jas. Weaver Secretary

Fred Stiffler Collector

B. W. Burgin Receiver

J. C. Frison Magazine Agent

504. GOLDEN HOD ; Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Meets in Creighton's Hall, 1st Wednesday and

Fourth Saturday.

Cornelius McTiernan, 285 Campbell Rd . Master

C. H. S. Skinner. 51 Duffus st Secretary

C. F. M. Wilson, 159 Campbell Road . . Collector

Jno. Hessian, 11 Knge st Receiver

Arthur Parmeter, Kentvllle . . Magazine Agent

605. COMPACT; Rankin, 111.

Meets in Woodman's Hull every Sunday at2 P.M.

A. T. Railsback, Box 58 Master

J. H. Doberty Secretary

A, J. Escbeiionck • . Collector

A. T. Railsljiick, Box 58 Receiver

A. Ii. O'Connor Magazine Agent

506. HOUSTON ; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Fischer's Hall, 1103 Houston ave., 1st

and 3d Wednesdays at 1:30 P. M , and Jd and

■Ith Wednesdays at 8:30 P. M.

J. W. White. 1503 Johnson st Master

F. E. Groselike, 1717 Johnson st . . . . Secretary

H. H. Hunt, 1905 Snarron st Collector

Henry Tiekoetter, 161 7 Crockett st. . .Receiver

W. J. Guynes, Box 262 Magazine Agent

607. MOUNTAIN ECHO: lla/leton. Pa.

Meets in Union Hall, cor, Wyoming and Green

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

Jas. Higgins, 444 E. Cranberry ave. . . Master

F. W. Hocking. 438 K. Walnut st. . . .Secretary

D. B. Gliem, 126 E. Minest Collector

Fred Meier, 100 E. Chestnut st Receiver

Magaziue Agent

SOS. WAYNE; Detroit, Mich.

Meets in Lincoln Hall. 265 Dix St., every ad. and

4th Sundays, at 2 P. M.

D. N. Sowle. 463 Dragon St. . . Master

C. W. Knight, 378 Welch ave.. W. Detroit,Secretary

G. L. Unruh, cor. Dix st. and Infantry

ave.. West Detroit Collector

D. N. Sowle, 463 Dragon st Receiver

J. H. Martin, 4 Wesson st. ... Magazine Ageut

509. SALT CITY: Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in D. I,. & W. Hall, over D. LiW. I>epot,

2d and 4th Sundays ai2 P. M.

Thos. Biley, 240 Tillman st Master

Webster Roof, 126 Courtland ave . . . Secretary

Henry Granish. loot Geddes st CoUector

c. B. Randall, 806 Oswego st Reoeiver

Webster Roof, 126 < ourtland eve . . Mug. Ageut

5111. SIIOREHAM: Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in I. O. O. 1. Hall. cor. 22r] ave and Cen

tral ave., Jd ami Ith Sundays at 2 P. M.

G. A. Rayuor, 2423 Central ave. N. E. . . Master

Fred Willsou,240l l-'ilmore si. N. E . . Secretary

G. M. Tibbs, 2540 Quincy si. N. E. . . . CoUector

T. H. Lyons. 2M3 Central ave. N. E. . . Receiver

F. W. Larkins, 731 2fith ave. X'. E. . . Mag. Agent

511. DIADEM: Blue Island, III.

Meets in Commercial Hall, Western ave. and

Cook si 1st and 3.1 Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

L. R. Friuk Master

W. B. Merrlman Secretary

F. L. Edwards, 414 44th st Collector

II. J. Parry, 4748 State St.. Chicago . . . Receiver

Albert Cary Magazine Ageut

512. ANTIKTAM: llagerstown, Md.

Meets in Odd Fel.ows' Hall, cor. Franklin and

Potomac sts.. 1st and 3d Sundays at 10 A. M.

D. B. Menciee. 21* Hijih st Master

W. T Kenncr. ;W Walnnt st Secretary

W. T. Kenner. 38 Walnut «t Collector

J. H. Moore, Shenandoah, Va . . . . Receiver

V. K. Dayhoff, Chewsvillc . . . Magazine Agent

518. MT. MONADNOCK ; Nashua, N. II.

Meets in Mechanic's Hall 2d and 4th Sundav af

ternoons.

C. B F. Horton, 11 Norton st Master

F. M. Chapman, Hox3:M, Hndsou . . secretary

W. T. McQuesten, Hudson Collector

F. B. Little, 34 Ilridge st Receiver

E. M. Aldrich, 142 (anal st . . Magazine Agent

514. PENOBSCOT; Bangor, Me.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall. Hammond St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Geo. True-worthy, 25 Pleasant st . . . . Master

P A. Stafford, 210 Main st Secretary

W. T. Pierce, 46 Lincoln st Collector

II. E. Coleman, HVi Main st. Receiver

A.I. I'lummer. M.C.R K Kug. House. Mag Ageut-

615. WASHITA: Chlrksshn, I. T.

Meets every Tue«>lav m 7. P. M.

J. F. Taylor, 110 Rya'u St., Ft. Worth.

Tex. Muster

Lu.lv Hawlcv. Box >■' . . . Secr.'tmy

(.'. C. Sett, 110 Ryan st.. Ft. Worth.

Tex C.ilU-flnt

J. n. storhm, Caldwell. Kan Receiver

Lmly Hau Icy. llo Uy«ti st.. Ft. Worth.

Tex Magazine Agent

516. ACORN; Chicago Junction, Ohio.

Meets in ii. K. c. Hall. 2.1 iui.I ttli Thursdays at

7:. a) P. M.

O. I:. Worley. Chii'aeo Misb-r

.1. (", Tiu^ey, Chicago . Secretar

B. H. Iltoofii., Chicago Collector

Melvill Kliersok*. ''iiirago ... Reeeher

Harry Millersl.ii), Chicago . . . Magazine A«ent



SUBORDINATE LODGES BY STATES.

ALABAMA. ILLINOIS. KENTl'CKY.

Birmingham, 839 East St. Louis 44 Lexington

Mobile . . . 277 Effingham . . 405 Louisville .

Montgomery .4*4 Freeport . . 138 Louisville,

selnia . ... 89 Jacksonville. 408 Louisville .

Tuscumbia . 279 Joliet .... 355 Ludlow . .

arizo.na. Keltbsburg . 114 Puducah .

Tucson ... 94 Mattoon ... Ill Somerset .

Wiuslow . .17:1 Mt.Carmel .282 Louisiana. Beatrice

ARKANSAS. Murphysboro 470 Algiers . . . 267 Chadron

MONTANA. RHODE ISLAND.

Argenta ... 301 Url>aua

Jonesboro . . 204 Pana . . .

Little Bock . 45 Peoria . . .

Pine Bluff. .163 Raukin . .

Van Buren . 42s Rock Island

British coldm. Roodhouse

Donald ... 341 Savanna . .

Vancouver . 276 Sprlugtluld

CALIFORNIA. Streator . .

Dunainuir . . 312 Indiana

Los Angeles . 97 Anderson

Needles . . . 327 Andrews

RockUn ... 58 Brazil . .

Sacramento . 260 Butler . .

3'nBernardlno90 Elkhart .

snn Diego . . 38T, Evansville

San Francisco 91 Evansville

. 393 Great Falls . 456 Lindsay ... 136 Providence . 478

103 Helena . . . 423 London . . . 117 soiVh Carolina

415 Kalispel . . . 482 Niagara Falls.4.S7 Columbia . . 427

502 Livingston . 191 North Bay . . 234 south Dakota

104 Lima .... 343 Ottawa . . . 172 Aberdeen . 880

238 Missoula . .194 Palmerston .181 Huron. . . . 170

.367 Nebraska. PointEdward.221 Mitchell .190

394 Rat I'ortage . 305 TEXAS.

17 Schrelber . . 387 Alvarado . . 492

373 St. Thomas . 5 Austin ... 491

179 Stratford . . 38 Big Springs .372

28 W.T'r'ntoJnc.262 Bonham ... 451

123 Oregon Cleburne . . 449

,„ The Dalles . 167 Denison ... 8

19 EastPortland. 193 £1 Paso

22 New Orleans. 399 Fairbury .

122 MAINE. Lincoln

48 Bangor . . . 51 1 North Platte

505 Henderson . 469 Omaha . .

39 Portland . 4 Nevada.

79 MANITOBA. Wadsworth

197 Brandon . .464 N. w. territory. LTGrande"" 348 Ennis

1(1 Winnipeg . .127 Medicine Hat.342 Rosebureh 455 Fort Worth

303 Maryland. north Carolina Gainesville

Baltimore . .214 Asheville . . 447 ,, T,ont°- .„ Galveston .

.459 Baltimore. .432 Charlotte . .457 Air LlneJuuc.4,3 Houston .

165 Cumberland . 488 north Dakota
Ashtabula . . 248

Houston
. 217 Hagerstown .' 512 Dickinson . . 41 Ashtabula . . 422 Lare'do

164 Massachusetts. Fargo .... 85 Bucyrus

.162 Boston ... 57 GrandForks . 314 LPi!'aK° i tn-

no

. 160 Cbarlestown. 485 new jersey.
Chillieothe

.112 Fitchburg. .410 Camden ... 72 Cincinnati

Talare . . 139 Fort Wayne 141 Springfield .307 Hobokeu . .354 Cincinnati

WtstOakland.11.3 Garrett . . . 203 Taunton. . .474 Jersey City . 13 Cleveland .

Canada. Princeton . . 409 Worcester . . 73 Jersey City . 3 Cleveland .

Hochelaga . 336 Huntington . 166 ME-Xico. Junction . . 272 Columbus .

Montreal . . 15 Indianapolis. 14 Porforio Diax.308 Perth Amboy.350 Conneaut .

Toronto ... 67 Jeffersonville297 B'nLuisPotosi413 Phillipsburg. 11 J;or"'nS • •

COLORADO. La Fayette . 36 Mississippi. Port Morris .271 ~rf,h.t"ne :

Aspen June . 503 Logansport . 52 Columbus . . 426 Trenton ... 253 Colliuwood

ColoradoCity.218 MichiganCity300 McCombCity. 436 Union Hill .349 D»yton . .

Ikimo . . . . 256 Monon ... 2 Meridian . .200 new Brunswick. Delaware .

Denver ... 77 New Albany . 268 Vicksburg. .460 Carleton . . 357 Delpbos . .

Denver ... 273 Peru ... 157 WaterVal lev. 402 Moncton . . 233 Dennison

GrandJ'nct'n 475 Terre Haute. 16 Michigan. Woodstock . 476 °

La Junta

Lend vi lie

Pueblo .

Rfdgway

Salida . .

Trinidad

Longview

," Marshall

ZZ Palestine

Paris

.135

.226

. 83

. 324

.115

. 146

.506

. 278

. 70

. 177

. 156

.345

San Antonio . 145

Taylor .

Temple

328 Washington '. 361 Battle Creek. 84 new Hampshire. Lima

. 196 Indian ter. Detroit

. 59 Chickasha . 515 Detroit . .

. 480 iowa. EastSaginaw.

. 140 Belle Plaiue . 311 Escamiba .

. 344 Boone 25 Fort Gratiot . llfi Las Vegas

158 Concord ... 306 Ji0"1111,, • ■

508 Nashua . . . 513 Norwalk. .

286 NEW MEXICO. £,e,far* •

129 Choma ... 108 &priugfleld

CONNECTICUT. Burlington . 161 Gladstone . . 494 Raton

< 439 Toledo

257 V.an w«rt

467

_M<>

1S3

375

2:>9

1*5

4ik;

107

|s|

3 41

. 142

. 263

147

243

148

281

j; Texarkana

Tyler . . .

Yoakum . .

TENNESSEE.

Chattanooga . 289

E. Nashville

Jackson . .

Knoxvllle .

Memphis .

Memphis .

Nashville .

UTAH.

{J? SaltLakeCity. 178

AiX Terrace . . ■»

■*?, Ogden

VIRGINIA

425

201

III

55

2i »;

159

366

GrandRapids.265 San Marcial . 261 Wellsville . . % Crewe

• 4£> Clifton Forge.274

Hartford . .285 CedarRapids. .

New Haven .284 Clinton . . . 34 Ionia . . . .431 new york. lonugstown. 199 j^yine .

Delaware. Creston . . .489 Jackson . . .210 Albany . . . 230 Pennsylvania. Manchester

Wilmington . 231 Davenport . 295 Marquette . . 150 Binghamton. 227 Allegheny . . 219 Portsmouth

dist. op colum. Dubuque . .106 Marshall . .411 Brooklyn . .291 Altoona

Washington . 7 Dubmiuc . . 322 Owosso . . . 420 Buffalo .

plorida. Eagle Grove . 132 WestBayCity. 152 Buffalo .

Pensacola . . 346 Eldon . 137 Missouri. Buffalo .

Sanford . . . 364 Estherville . 288 Brookficld . 23 Buflalo .

. 390 Buffalo .GEORGIA

Atlanta . .

Atlanta . .

Augusta . .

Cedartown

Columbus .

Macon . . .

Savannah .

WayerosB . . 326 Perry
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LADIES' SOCIETY, B. OF L. F.

MBS.

MBS.

Mas.

Mrs.

Mbs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mbs.

Miss

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

BRAND LODGE.

E. A. Ball Grand President

Box 123, Stratford, Ontario.

J. A. Leach Vice Grand President

Sedalia, Missouri.

Jambs I. Moore . Grand Secretary and Treas.

Box 389, Stratford, Ont.

W. Calkins Grand Insurance Agent

Sedalia, Missouri.

BOARD Or GRAND TRUSTERS.

W. H. Coffey, 486 A ave . W. Cedar Rapids, la

Lovejoy, 3)8 St. Joe st . . . Elkhart. Indiana

Slubber Huntington, Indiana

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

F. P. Sabgent Terre Haute, Indiana

Du Bois Boone, Iowa

King San Francisco, California

ORGANIZERS.

E. A. Ball, Box 123 . . . Stratford, Ontario

for Canada.

T. Killian, 22 East Pacific at. . . . Sedalia, Mo

for the Slate of Missouri.

. M. J. Schiedy Mauch Chunk, Pa

for the State of Pennsylvania.

M. L. Field, 731 South Water st . Denver, Colo

lor the State of Colorado.

W. S. Cook, West Ridge st . . Marquette, Mich

for the State of Michigan.

. W. H. Coffey, 434 A ave . . W. Cedar Rapids, la

for the State of Iowa.

T. J. Robebts, 1762% 8th Bt . . W. Oakland, Cal

for the State of California.

J. H. Kuhns Delphos, Ohio

for the State of Ohio.

Lovejoy. 318 St. Joe st Elkhart, Ind

for the State of Indiana.

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

1. GOOD ENDEAVOR ; Stratford, Ont.

Mrs. E. A. Ball, Box 123 President

Mrs. J. I. Moore Secretary

Treasurer

5. OIJEEN OF THE WEST; Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Mrs. W. McMullen, 507 F. ave President

Mrs. G. P. Smith, 189 C. ave Secretary

Mrs. W. C. Byers, 882 G. ave Treasurer

4. DILIGENCE; Perry, Iowa.

Mrs. Kailyard President

Mrs. E. G. Crawford, Box 518 Secretary

v Treasurer

6. EXCELSIOR; Marquette, Mich.

Mrs. W. Reany, 742 Bluff st President

Miss Agnes Healey, 307 Fisher st . . Secretary

Mrs. W. Boesler, 416 Washington st . . Treasurer

7. OCR PRIDK; Waterloo. Iowa.

Mrs. A. Livingston, 114 Barclay st. . . President

Mrs. Ellis Sweet ■ ... .... Secretary

Mrs. Charles Vroom, 202 Fremont st . Treasurer

8. GARFIELD; Garrett, lad.

Mrs. Katie McClarthy, Box 6 President

Mrs. Millie Fullmer, Box 64 Secretary

Mrs. Jennie Cramer, Box 218 Treasurer

9. WELCOME; Needles, California.

Mrs. J. A. Stout President

Mrs. A. D. Ensign Secretary

Mrs. J. G. Mills Treasurer

10. HELPMATE ; Elkhart, Ind.

Mrs Lizzie Lovejoy, 206 Kiuzy st . . .President

Mis. Jennie Miller, 410 High st . . . .Secretary

Mrs. Clara Shasberger, Middlebury St.,

Treasurer

12. HEART AND HAND; Delphos, Ohio.

Mrs. J. A. Kuhns, Lock Box 343 .. . President

Mrs. A. T. Hogarth, Lock Box 35 . . . Secrela v

Mrs. J. A. Slagle, Lock Box 119 ... . Treasurer

18. EUREKA ; Huntington, Ind.

Mrs. Jennie Robertson. 12 Allen st . . President

Mrs. Maggie Slusser, 115 Court st . . . Secretary

Mrs. Georgia Jones, 63 Fredrick st . . Treasurer

14. UNITY; HornellsvlUe, N. T.

Mrs. H. R. Clark, 9, McDouxall ave . . President

Mrs. E. McMullen, 20 Greeley ave . . Secretary

Mrs. J. C. Collins, 43 East Main st . . . treasurer

15. PROTECTION; Hauch Chunk, Pa.

Mrs. Geo. Tosh . President

Mrs. Geo. Swartwood. Box 181 Secretary

Mrs. M. J. Schiedy Treasurer

16. HEADLIGHT, Boone, Iowa.

Mrs. E. A. Cross President

Mrs. H. C. Barron Secretary

Mrs. M. Crane Treasurer

17. STAR OF HONOR; Moberly, Ho.

Mrs. Parsons President

Mrs. Kellogg, 400 So Ault st Secretary

Mrs. Lois Nicholson Treasurer

18. GOLDEN WEST ; San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. J. C. Miller, 1723 Luther st . . .President

Miss Kate Smith, 2332 Harrison st . . Secretary

Mrs. F. E. Pope, 2049;, Mission st . . . Treasurer

19. (JCEEN CITT ; Sedalia, Ho.

Mrs. Helen Lester .... . ... President

Mrs. Delia Klnzie, 1400 K. Fifth st . . Secretary

Mrs. Laura Buchanan Treasurer

20. SILVER STATE; Pueblo, Colo.

Mrs. Geo. Lamont. 1107 11th st . . . . President

Mrs. Geo. Loy. 73 Block st Secretary

Mrs. J. R. Mihoover, 707 :'A st Treasurer

21.* FRANKLIN: Columbus, Ohio.

Mrs. Ellen Colt, 999 Pennsylvania ave. President

Maude Rinehart Secretary

Mrs. Mary Diekerson, 1208 E. Atchison st.

Treasurer

22. SCENIC ROUTE; Dearer, Colo.

Mrs. M. L. Field, 7:11 S. Water st . . . President

.Mrs. Ida Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

Mrs. Harriet Bennet, 1250 S. 9th st . . Treasurer

23. FRIENDSHIP; Sunbury, Pa.

Mrs. Kate Snipe President

Mrs. Jennie Randies Secretary

Mrs. Kate Mills Treasurer

24. PROGRESSIVE; Conneaut, Ohio.

Mrs. E. A. Wilcox President

Miss Myrtle Bleasdale Secretary

Treasurer

85. FAVORITE; Arkansas City, Kan.

MrB. Annie Caldron, 1326 so. G st . . .President

Mrs. S. II. Ballou, 609 So. C st Secretary

Mrs. Emma Kizer, 829 So. C st . . . .Treasurer

26. PROGRESS; Carbondale, Pa.

Mrs. G. W. Osborne. 158 Cannan st . . President

Mrs. Geo Brandon, 154 Belmont st . . Secretary

Mrs. G. P. Berry, 83 Park st Treasurer

27. McKEEN'S PRIDE; Chanutr, Kan.

Mrs. J. W. Henaman President

Mrs. T. H. Schunty Secretary

MrB. T. H. Jackson Treasurer

28. CORAL LEAF ; West Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. T J. Roberts, 17tV>'^ 8th st . . . . President

Miss Mollie Roberts. 808 Cedar st . . .Secretary

Miss Gertrude Payne, 927 Pine st . . .Treasurer

29. FARRIE MAY: Topefca, Kan.

Mrs. J. Galletly President

Mrs. Cora Barnes Secretary

Mr«. Laura Verlin Treasurer

30. AURORA; Los Angeles, Cal.

Mrs. Eagan, 843 Bloom st Presldem

Miss Mildred Kin^sley. 122 Railroad St..

Secretary

Treasurer

33. PROTECTION'S HELPMATE: Eldou, Iowa.

Miss Ella M. Taylor. Lock Box 52 . . . President

Miss Grace L. Vass, Box 670 Secreury

Miss Annie Flowers Treasurer

SI. WHITE CITY: Mil. iiv... ill.

Mrs. Kate Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . . President

Miss Laura Bradlcv, 185 Avers ave . Secretary

Mrs. Kate Bradlev.' 135 Avon are. . .Treasurer
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"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX."

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Kennedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Corered with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

Band portal for cur valuable book, "Constipation."

RBGALIA
FOR

Brotherhoods of

Firemen,

Engineers,

Conductors,

Brakemen,etc.

Send for Price List to the

M. C. Lilley & Co.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Military and Society Goods, Rail

road Caps and Uniforms.

■WPLEASE MENTION THIS MAGAZINE"**

A Scalded Engineer,

A Bruised Fireman,

A Sore- Handed Conductor,

A Chap-Handed Brakeman,

A Bleeding Switchman,

Will find a comforter and healer in a cleansing

and refreshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur Soap.

 

It Is not a fancy toilet soap, bnt a plain, every da;

remedy for the mechanic, the busy housewife, and

the children. No household should be without it

Ask your druggist for it ; he keeps it.

flODEL

9S LINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Lodge-

room. Perfect in 1 resign and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM. WEILER,

Box 25. Port Morris, N.J

■ Wbon nrJrlroacino' ntir nc] vprtisprfl mpntinn triia Afacavina
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Do You Want a Picture of the

FAriOUS "999" LOCOMOTIVE?

We've had hundreds of letters asking for a picture—now we

have it. Something better than a photograph. A transparent,

copper-plate engraving of the famous flyer ; you can see every

thing outside and inside. Every part is numbered and named.

Fit for a gold frame in a palace. Printed on satin gloss paper,

14x28, and mailed in a tube (without folding) for 50 cents (stamps

are good, but we would rather have postal notes or money orders).

This is an educational device, up to date, unique, beautiful and

correct. Once seen, no other picture of this beautiful locomotive

will satisfy you at all. Send cash with order. LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEERING, 5 Beekman St., New York City.

 

If you are a subscriber, for 1894, to our paper, Locomotive

Engineering, you get the above picture and our other little

school masters, the Traveling Engineer's Examination

Chart and the Working Model of the Triple Valve,

The paper has over 40 large pages and is the best illustrated

and "most interesting railroad paper published." Prac

tical, instructive, interesting! No engineer, fireman or shop man

can afford to be without it. Sent to any address in the world for

$2.00. Angus Sinclair and John A. Hill, Editors. Specimen

Copy, free. Address

LocononvE Engineering,

5 Beekman Street, NEW YORK CITY.

 

■ When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine
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Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.

Locomotive Engine Running, by Angus Sinclair. Price, $2.00.

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. Hill. Price, oO cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelan. Price, $1.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the different forms of block signals

are worked. Price, $2.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. N. Forney. Price, $3.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by X. Hawkins, M. E. Illustrated. Price, $2.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by B. Stuart. Price,

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys, and the man who buys one of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOGUE FREE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.

"Locomotive Running Repairs
?>

By L. C. Hitchcock.

General Foreman Soo Shops.

A new book just from the press. Only work on the subject.

No Engineer can Afford to be Without it.

What Every Fireman Needs.

A book for all men who have to do with locomotive re

pairs by a veteran of many years' experience.

Written in plain language and freely illustrated.

t

PRICE, 30 Cents.

DEBS PUBLISHING CO. = = - Terre Haute, Ind.

IW* When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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IMPORTANT.

 

In view of the present luicer-

tainty of business, we have, de

cided to offer the two works of

Professor A* Hawking upon easy

and liberal terms of payment to

the patrons of the Firemen's

Magazine and others, who will

furnish a reference as to reliabil

ity, i. f., part of the cost with the

order when the books will be sent,

and balance monthly.

It is a proverb that " he stands

strongest who stands on his head' '

—this has been well illustrated in

the case of the owner of these two

books. In the numerous changes

which have taken place in the past

half year, and which are still go

ing on, the practical knowledge which has been acquired

from the Hawkins works has enattled many of'their pos

sessors to hold over in good positions where others have

been forced to resign.

The " Hand-book of Calculations" {now selling in its

seventh thousand), and the " Maxims and Instruction*

for the Boiler Emm" (now selling in its third thousand),

are educational works of the rarest value, and have al

ready, in scores and hundreds of instances, proved the

stepping-stone for permanent advancement (Firemen to be

Engineers, Engineers to be Superintendents, etc.).

The "Calculations" teaches first, the principles on

which steam-engineering is founded, i. e.t mechanical

phiU>sophy, ana beginning icith the figure one, proceeds

with rules, examples, and plain directions to the most es

sential problems relating to steam-engineering.

The " Maxims and Instructions" teaches how to "fire"

with all kinds offuels and the different varieties of boil*

ers ; gives details of construction and dimensions of boil

ers. It deals with the details and management of pipes

and piping, steam-pumps, injectors, tanks, steam-heating,

plumbing, etc. Tlie book has hundreds of definitions aiid

illustrations of appliances used in and about the boiler

room.

These books are each provided with a ready referencs

index, which renders their hundreds of practical sugges

tions instantly available; hence they are works of both in

struction and reference.

These two fwoks are each stnmgly and handsomely

bound in green doth, with gold titles: they weigh over

five poundsfor Vie. pair and are almost a library in them

selves. The price is$5.00 for the two, and J2.50 for a sin

gle volume, post or express prepaid to any part of the

world.

Parties wishing them on " part payments" will be in

formed of the terms upon application. Club rates also

given on application. Correspondence solicited. We

furnish a descriptive catalogue free.

Theo. Audel & Co.,

PUBLISHERS.

Office 3. 91 Liberty St., N. Y.

P. S.— Very many Master Mechanics of railroads havt

bought the pair of these " noble books " and found them

exactly adapted to their department of railroad service.

LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
BY-

ROBT. CRIMSHAW

1300 Questions and Answers

360 Pages.

ALL ABOUT REPAIRING AND BOKIfflE TB

V0RIODS KINDS OF LOCOmOTIYES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FOLLY - UP - WITB - TBE - THBES.

Diagrams ami illustrations fiaiore.

PRICE, $2.00.

Address Orders to

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HflOTE. HB10I,

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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YES!
Are You a -:-

-:- Union Man? WHY?

Because I believe that nothing else will enable me to better my condition.

I want, and I believe I am entitled to, shorter houra of work, and I want good

pay for the same, so that I can enjoy some of the good things of this life. I

have heard of and read about many things which are put forth aa likely to

benefit workingmen; for instance, co-operation, state socialism, land reform,

but every one of these, owing to the fixed habits of mankind, would take a

generation or two to change laws.

These sentiments are good in theory, what do you propose to do individ

ually to practically carry them out? I am glad you asked me the question,

as it gives me a chance to say to you that I individually intend to patronize

only Union Firms and buy only goods made by Union Labor, as this keeps

Union people employed, and this is why whenever I want a pair of overalls

to work in, or a pair of panta for holiday wear, that I always buy those madeby

SWEET, ORR & CO., and I want my fellow workmen to do the same, Their

overalls never rip, and pants made by SWEET, ORR & CO. are the best

fitting in the world and always guaranteed to be correct in every particular.

They can be had, or ought to be had, in every city in the Union.

SWEET, ORR & Co.,

115 Worth Street, New York City.

 

Jsifc

Ir\suioJ\c(^

cffcftd by a

srnevll .

ir\, our

divided * j°ay»)9

sHEt
(V\N DE MADE

BY EVERY

fyviJivVtf) /HAN

WHO -SE.NDS FOf? THE

/in™ 4fTt uDOAi rrs ^AND ACTS UPON rf-i

SfCCESTlQNS.

Servd for Bylaws, Specimens

of ore, etc etc, to the

orphani wmawM&M.(?.

N0.3O KiTT^EDGE BLOO.

^ jDejsv£R, Colo,
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INSTRUCTION-MAIL
In Architeotursl Drawing,

Architecture,

Plum bine, Heating and Ventilation,

Bridge Engineering,

Railroad Engineering,

Surveying and Mapping,

Electrical Engineering,

Mechanical Drawing,

Mining,

English Branches and

MECHANICS.
Diplomas awarded. To begin students need only

know how to read and write. Send for FREE Circu

lar of Information stating the subject you think of

studying to

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

OF MECHANICS AND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES,

BCBANTON, PA.

4000STUDENTS
 

CUT THIS OUT ana send It to us with your name

and address, and we will send you this elegant watch

by express for examination. You examine it and if you

consider It a bargain pay the express aKent our sample

price, tl.98. and It Is vours. Fine Rold plate Chalo

and t'h.rtn FRKK with each watch, also our written Unar-

antee forE re.ra Write to-dn v. this mav not appear again.

THE NATIONAL MFC. A IMPORTINC CO.,

334 D«urborn Street, nhlr.ssrn. III.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, 1

Lucas County. )

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the senior

partner of the firm of F. ,T. Cheney A Co., doing bus

iness in the city of Toledo, county and shite afore

said, and that the said firm will pay the sum of ONE

HfNDRED DOLLARS for each and every ease of

Catarrh that eannot be cured by the use of Hail's

Catarrh Cure.

FRANK .1. CHENEY,

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence,

this i»th day of December, A. P. 188«.

1 sTiaT.1- a- w- GLEASON,

' — .—'' Notary Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally aiid acis di

rectly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the sys

tem. Send for testimonials, free.

F. J. ill ENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

ft*? *old by druggists, 75c.

UJ ICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

™ ■,■> IT AND PAY FREIBHT.

XLA Bayt our 8 drawer mink or o*k Itn

Tl ipmifd High Am 8laf«rsewing mirln;:*

I !!'..)> [iiii-iii ii, nickel plated , adapti d in lv i

I and heavy work; pu«'»iHfrJ for 10 Yearef wtih

I Automatic Bobbin Winder, rVir.ThreadlngCjIla.

[der ^hullle.s^lf-Setilne Kfrdle and » complete

ls-t of Htrel Allnehment*, -hi|>i>erl an; where on

30 Day's Trial. No money required io advance.

75,0OOnow (d use. World'a Fair Medal awarded machine and attach

ments. Buy from factory and aave dealer'a and agent'i pronti.

Frj r r Cat Thla Ont and aend today for machine or larp* free

If EC catalogue, teatlmnnialn and GMmnaen of lh« World'* Fair.

OXFORD MFG. CO. 3t2Witiiil> arc. CHICAGO, ILL.

 

FROM GANGER

V. 5. Census for 1880 Reports

DEATHS

The Iola Sanitarium

Is an institution thoroughly equipped

for the treatment of Cancer, Tumors,

and all malignant growth without the

use of the knife. We never fail to ef

fect a permanent cure where the cir

cumstances are at all favorable for

treatment. Keferences sent free on

application.

Address all letters to Dr. GEO. DALE,

tola Sanitarium, Iola, Wisconsin.

We will wind yon the MAR

VELOUS and r>'FAIU»«J

Freuch Preparation,

CALTHOS

FBEK by WAIL, sad *

legally executed g-iiartEite*

that CALTHOS will

RESTORE roar

HEALTH, STRENGTH AND VIGOR.

Use it fypay ifsatisfied.
Von Moht Co., Importers, Cincinnati. Ohio.

 

7C Buy* our #9 Natural Flrmh Bafcy Carrta**

|| VMinj -i- with plated tU-el wliwl», axle,

nir», and one place •(cam bent handle. Mail* af b*«tto»;*-

rlal,fiMlrnni»tieS,rellahif.aB.lr'.aT»nt.ed for 3j«aw. WHpiwd

, 00 10 dan' trial. JKKHJliT PAlDjno mot*; rvquir-.l ta

advance. T6,«»W tu u»e- We tre the oldoa* aad beitkoova

1 one -I ■■'■ it *iv. 1. reliahh. aad ntpaMttla* R«f>i*oa»

\furtd*Wlataoj una. Make and Mil MdUMbm tknw

9iu»r»Diea tot* MWHllWQ.wU at the towtt faetory

/price*. WRITE TO-DAY tat our utr«« FRf£ lliiittraud

,,i«l..-i- c.n-'e .1 ;-i-..rru aadatrU* put>ll,li«4.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI.

 

$12 to $35
C'Jan be made working for

uh. Parties preferred who can

1""% 1* r ■" Slve their whole time to the

r-*r*t° WPPk business. Spare hours, though
I V,l TT t\.l\ may be profltabiy employed.

This announcement is of special Interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Good openings for town

and city work as well as country districts.

It. I ..Mill >«.«»% .V CO.,

-\o. 3 Mo. 1Kb SI.. Richmond, Vau

JOSEPH LEICESTER ATKINS,

PATENT LAWYER

AND

Solicitor of U. S. and Foreign Patents,

Atlantic Building, 930 P. St.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

 

BABY CARRIACESc.M
Anywhere toany.neai Woolr*alr Prlr*a without r>»j-

ing one cent in advance Wrnayfrwiffct' lujf-.ia

factory Save deal- I t«H.4UC»rri«j«r»r S*.t*.

era" profits, Unr- S12.00 ♦• •• Si.»t-

illustrated catalog I **00 " « »».:*.

frr^. Address Cash Buyer*** Union,w
1 r. 1 Weal Tu I'.urea Street, ■! 8 Cfclaaf*, XU.

NATIONAL HOTEL.
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B.of L. E. DiT. 182.)

I02 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPR1NOS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inqnir?

promptly answered.)

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine."
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D*E*L*A*V*A*U*S

Whooping Cough

Croup

Violent Coughs

*••*•* OTer 40 Y«>»ra.
• EFFECTUAL AND HARMLESS.

80c. per boc. »t druggists, or expressed from etb

and Wood Sis., Philadelphia, to any address 60c.

RE#EM

COOK REMEDY CO

LJ Blood Poison !fZ

Primary,

* cond

or

Tertiary

permanently cured In 15 to 36 day*.

Ve eliminate all polBon from the sya-

I tern, bo that there can never be *

I return of the disease In any form.

Parties can be treated at home aa

well as here, (For the same price and

I under the same guarantee,) but with

I thotte who prefer to come here, we

I will contract to cure them or refund

I all money and pay entire expense of

I pomintr, railroad fare and hotel billa.

OorMglcRemedKM.'.Vn'S
t Never Tailed to cure themont ob-

( stinate case*. Wechallengethe world

I for a ease wc can not cure. Since the

I history of medicine a true specific for

I BLOOD POISON baa been Bought

I for but never found until our Matric

I Cyphliene was discovered. We solicit

the most obstinate cases and

challenge the world for a
case we cannot cure. Thisdls-

mm has always baffled the skill

I of most eminent physicians*

9500,000 CAPITAL

I behind our unconditional guarantee,

I Absolute proofs sent sealed on

I application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

>•*■ S07 Masoalc Tsssplss Chicago, 111.

COOK REMEDY CO

BLOOD FOISON
When Mercury, Iodide of Potassium and I

I Hot Springs fall to cure, we will guarantee

a cure or no pay. Can be no failure. Cure

In 20 to 90 days. Will contract to pay rail

road fare and hotel bills If we fail. We

are Incorporated, with large capital. Re- |

I fcr to Bradstreet's. Everything sent seal-

I ed, In plain envelopes. Write for refer-

I ences and proofsfree. c»n work Oaring ir,»imai*

GUARANTEE REMEDY GO.

61 & 62 Dexter Building,

CHIGflGO, ILL

IMRS. WINSLOW'S HW6
[- FOR CHILDREN TEETHING •

t For s*le by ad I Itrnggt» ia. i*;» Centa a bottle.

 
CDCC A fi°e i4k eoi,t p,a~
rn r_ r_ tttl watch to every

■ ■■■■»■ reader of th is pap^r.

Cat this oat and send it to us with

your fall name and address, sod we

will send you one of these elegant,

richly jeweled, gold finished wal< l<-s

by express for examination, and if

you think It Is equal in appearano to

any $25.00 gold watch pay our sample

prlce,$M,50,and it la yours. We tend

with the watch our guaraotee that

you can return it at any time within

one year if not satisfactory, and if

you sell or cause the sale of si* we

will give yoa Oo« Fre*. Write si

once, as we shall send out samples

for AO days only. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

& IMPORTING CO.,

331 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

FOLKS REDUCED
^ From 15 to J* lbs. per

^^LJH m month by a harmless

•■■■^ssbssTbs^^ treatment administered _ ,

ictlchiB; physician of 11 years* experience. Nof*yT*

bad effects; no detention from business; no slarv-,. \ , . .

lor, no wrinkles or (Ubbiness follow this treatment. It rmprovss

tt» general health, clears the skin, and beautifies the complexion.

Endorsed by physicians and leadingsociety ladles. Thousands cured.

PATIENTS TREATED BY MAIIj

sonfidentlajly. For particulars call, or address with ftc in stamps.

O. "W- B\ STOTDERv, M. I>.»

e46M'V!CKER'S THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

DRUNKENNESS

Thoroughly and permanently cured by a vegetable

preparation. Destroys the appetite for liquor in all

its forms. A positive cure if taken according to

instructions. No detention from business. Send

81.00 for a supply, with full directions, sufficient to

cure any ordinary case.

i. D., 180 E. 7th St., St.

Address, C.

Paul. Minn.

E. FELLER,

 

a, LIMBS
BEST LlEG—dscr f\

Wood orSubber Foot*0V^

TDIICCCC Elastic Stockings,

InUoOLO, Crutches, etc

Catalogue Free. State particuli

CEO. Ii. PCLLEK,

V. 8. Government Mfr» Dept.

S..AA KUt'llLSTUi, N. Y.

 

[World s Fair Highest awards
{Medal and Diploma

Ion our INCUBATOR and

I BR00DLR Combined.

'Old Reliable" hSffi
Elf joosrs Interested in Poultrr, It will

| pay jna to and 4 cent* in stamps tor our

|l2p*«^caUlofue, eking *alu»ble points .'

|oa Poultrj Culture. Address

I Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co. Ouincy. III.

 

 
POSITIVELY CDCC

Our New OROAN and PIANO BOOK.

Colored Portraita, Special Offers, and

full Particulars of all our famous

msm and mm,
Sold to anyone at wholesale

Cash or on Terms to

irice, for

lull,

*3-

OrcnnsS3T.50. Pianos S1T5.00.

rite tojfky for this VALUABLE BOOK.-®*

LUnniOn & 1>U. IiuMUhrt « Yet™.

THE BROTHERHOOD SEAT.

13 SKNT ON ONE WRF.K'S TRIAL.

Patented and Manufactured by

STANNARD & WHITE

APPLETON, WIS.

B.ofl. E.,No.B8. B.ofL. P.,N

S*;Dd*Umj, for full particulars.

 

-r*Ti Vw,

WriMi !iililri»s«iTi(r nnr nflvprtisprs mention this Mnsrazinp.
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Over 15,000 in use, scattered

in all parts of the world. Emi

nent surgeons and competent

judges commend the Rubber

Foot and Hand for their many

advantages. At every indus

trial exhibition where exhibit

ed they have received the high

est awards. They are endorsed

:ind purchased by the U. S.

and foreign governments. A

treatise, containing 430 pages, with 260 illustrations, sent

free; also a formula for taking measurements by which

limbs can be made and sent to all parts of the world with tit

guaranteed.

Marks' Patent Artificial Limbs
WITH RUBBER HANDS AND FEET

Are Natural in Action, Noiseless in Motion, and the Most

Durable in Construction.

It is not unusual to see an engineer with hand on the

throttle, or a conductor, baggage-master, brakeman, fireman.

carpenter, farmer, mason,

miner, and in fact men of

every vocation, wearing one

or two artificial legs, with

rubber feet of Marks' Patents,

performing as much labor as

men in possession of all their

natural members, earning the

same wages; in fact, expe

riencing little or no incon

 

venience.

Address,

Established

Forty-one Years.

A. A. MARKS,

701 Broadway, New York City.

Received the Highest Award at World's Columbian Exposition.

 

IiV, RAILWAY # .

* Ma If ... ^Hk xf

THE

 

fc^P^NDIAtlAPOLlSJhlD.

\N?K.BELLIS,Sec.

WHEEL
Of program too often becomes the Wheel of Destruction,,

ana at such times the possession of a staunch true

friend, to whom the

RAILROADER'S FAMILY

Cnn appeal in their sorrow, is the greatest boon on earth.

Rueh a friend is the RAILWAY OFFICIALS AND EM

PLOYES' ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION, of Indianapolis.

whose unparalleled growth during the past year, Know

ing an increase of

$21,000,000,00

Over the previous season, unanswerably demonstrates

its overwhelming popularity with the Railroaders of

America.

THINK OF IT!
If von should get caught In that fatal accident whleh

visits so many noble men. and leave nothing in your

dear ones, what would become of them? A Certificate

of Membership in the RAILWAY OFFICIALS AND

EMPLOYES^ ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION in as safe

and certain as a landed estate, and the relief it sceurcs to

• the bereaved family is flashed over the wires the very mo-

ment the news of" a stroke of misfortune rearh« the

Home Office. No Sensible Railroader longer rtonboi il

his duty to carry first-clam Accident Insurance. IV) not

postpone until it Is too late, but take a momber«ni»

with us

: NOW :

' \A 1 . . L 1 , . . , i . t ■ «!,;„ m.~..:.
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HER0E5 OF PEACE!

They are Greater Than The Heroes of War !

AND DESERVE PRAISE.

How the Devoted Lives of Railroad

Engineers are Beset on Every

Side and How to Escape Some

of the Worst Dangers.

It is a mistake to suppose that heroes only die upon the battlefield.

The dally battle of life sees more heroes, is full of more pathos, has things more terrible than the greatest

•truggle between the hosts of war. In the patient suffering, cheerful resignation, fidelity to duty, we be

hold heroes as lofty, as lovely and as worthy as any ever exhibited by the soldier.

We are here reminded that among the fighters in the battles of peace, the engineer stands forth promi

nently as the embodiment of the heroic. We read, only the other day, of the engineer of a wrecked train

mutilated and in great agony, and in Intense darkness, crawling along the slippery track, lantern In hand,

to warn an approaching train against danger. Such instances of devotion are innumerable, but the

thoughtful recognize the spirit of heroism which is made manifest by the stories and understand how ter

rible is the mental and physical strain with which the railroad man has to deal.

Is it at all wonderful that with the constant jar, the irregular hours, irregular meals, the care, the re

sponsibility, to say nothing of the labor itself, many men break down? Is it at all wonderful that they

look forhelp which will relieve their nervous system of its cares, which will place life and health upon

« sure foundation ?

Hundreds of engineers and railroad men have found a remedy which is precisely suited to their needs,

which will counteract the evil effects that the constant jarring and jolting has had upon their kidneys,

and which will tend to keep them in health, in strength, and prolong their lives. A few of the names of

those who have discovered this secret are given herewith:

Mr. AG. Dingwall, of Salt Lake City, says : " I do not hesitate to recommend to locomotive enginemen

or others who may suffer from the effects of hard riding on any kind of rolling stock, Warner's Safe Cure.

Have had trouble of this kind myself, and know that Warner's Safe Cure is most efficacious in its action on

the kidneys. I know of other railroad men who have great faith in it for any of the inconveniences re

sulting from riding long distances on rough riding engines, and have always resorted to its use for cold in

shoulders, back or side. I carry a bottle of it on my engine with me all the time, and my faith in Its

power to give relief has never yet been shaken. My advice to enginemen who may occasionally be afflicted

with any of the ills that arise from riding in hard riding engines is, try Warner's Safe Cure, and persevere

with it, and the result will be most gratifying to you."

George F. Anderson, &M Olive street, St. Louis, Mo., says: "lima conductor on a Missouri street rail

way. Before coming to this work I wasabrakeman on the Missouri Pacific R. R., and had to give up

work because I had kidney trouble. I was so bad at times that I could not walk the length of the car

without having to sit down and ease the pain, in my back. I was obliged to give up my position and look

for something that would not be so tiring. A couple of weeks after I accepted my present situation. I

found that the jolting of the street cars was about as bad as the others, and my kidney trouble returned.

An old conductor on the line told me to use Warner's Safe Cure. I stuck to the medicine faithfully and

managed to hold my job. I have not had a day's sickness this winter."

A. Coleman, Buffalo, N. Y. (N. Y. C. & II. R. R. R. Rngineer), declares: "Some six years ago I was

afflicted with neuralgia and constant pains in my side and back. I commenced using Warner's Safe Cure. I

had finished two bottles with marked improvement in my case, but kept at it until I had used over twenty

bottles. I was so bad at one time that I could not bend my knee to pick up anything. I am sure that

without the use of your Warner's Safe Cure I would be in my grave to-day. I can daily attend to my

business on the road now, free from pain and a well man."

James M. Dunden, Fitchburg, Mass.. asserts : "1 have been an engineer on the Fitchburg Ry. for two

years, was fireman on the same road for three years. About five years ago I was troubled with my kid

neys and bladder so bad that it was almost Impossible for me to urinate. I was so bad that I had to stop

work a number of times. I saw Warner's Safe Cure advertised, got a bottle and commenced taking it. 1

continued its use and am now in perfect health."

'Veorge E. Thomas, C. E.. 478 Calumet avenue, Chicago, 111., states : " My business as civil engineer, in

connection with railroad work, necessitates almost constant traveling. The result was disease of the kid

neys, which gave me great trouble. The use of Warner's Safe Cure entirely cured me."

Mr. Horace A. Hamilton, of Worcester, Mass., says: "My life as a railroad engineer produced disordered

liver and kidneys, constant pain in the back, etc. At times I could not void urine for forty-eight hours,

and then high colored with brick dust and albuminous deposit. When all other medicines failed a few

bottles of Warner's Safe Cure made me well so that now I am all right. My wife was afflicted with troubles

peculiar to her sex, and Warner's Safe Cure acted like magic in restoring her to health and strength."

Such statements speak for themselves. They show that for railroad and traveling men there is nothing

whir-h ?o preserves the health and prolongs the life as Warner's Safe Cure. They show conclusively that

what this great remedy has done for others it Is able to do again, perhaps for you. Bear In mind, " there

Is danger la delay! "
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ESTABLISHED

1884.
S. N. CLARKSON & CO.

The Railroad Jewelers.
—•

The ClarksoD Perfection Electric ALARM CLOCK

Set the Alarm to the hour desired.

The most perfect combination of

the Electric Alarm Clock yet pro

duced. It will not admit of Bleep

ing over. Once started, the Perfec

tion rings until you stop it. To

atop it from rinsing, move the Clock

oft' the metal heads. Price, $4.50.

Every one warranted to work perfectly nr

money refunded. Goodi ofany description sent

(" O. I', on approval. Agent-" wanU-d.

Our iilocfated Catnlomie sent free to but

Solid Gold, $7.00, l"r" '" "" L'- 8 °° •pp"0"*™-

 

 

 

Established 26 Year*.

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled List of Airardi. Free Ulustratid Catalog.*.

Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia), writes: " Wore

leg G years. I commend your workmanship cordially.'*

Francts Fessenpen. Brig, and Bvt. Maj. C.en'l U. S. Army. " I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John Connery. Conductor B., N. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

have run n passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Hak-.ht, Conductor N. Y., h. E. & W Ry, " I would not part

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Send description of your case.

C. A.. FREES,
781 Broadway, New York,

Branch OBlce, 106 Fifth Are., cor. Washington St., Chicago, U).

 

FIRE UP!

BIRBMBN !

jk

 

You have a furnace in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

1ST. JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISES, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNESS, SWELLINGS, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. Warranted Not to Ohafe the Stump.

Largest Firm in the United States.

Received Gold Medal and Diploma at the World's Fair.

The inner Socket, seen outside the limb in cut, is made over a plaster cast uf the

stump, giving an exact fit, being held permanently upoti the stump by elastic fas

tened to lacer above, and in act of walking, moves up and down in the'Outer Socket,

bringing till the friction between the two sockets, instead of between the etumpaml

the socket, as is the case in all single and wooden socket Umbo \V,*i. our sLU*

SOCKET the most tender and sensitive stump can be lilted and limb worn with per

fect ease and comfort. Endorsed and purchased, by U, 8, riovernment Send for

our New Catalogue with Illustrations.

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

323 Nicollet Ave.. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

tjb iwnw nrrrnra f M Adams Street, Deiter Building, CHICAGO. ILL.
bbahoh utriuws , Caiiforaia Midwint„ Exposition, SAN FRANCI800, OAL.

 

When addressing our advertisers mention this Momainn.'
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Railway Watches
Hampden 17-jewel adjusted movement in Dueber gold filled open face ease, warranted

\ . .ii-k, $20.90. Sent by express prepaid on receipt of amount or sent C. O. D. Exam-

u allowed on receipt oJ 50 cents.

Solid 14-Karat Gold Chain, $10.00.

Solid gold emblem pins and buttons of any order, 05 cents.

CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

^.ttfUUffi. PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

REC.TRAOE MARKS. In GOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, S HEET &C

ThePhosphor Bronze SMELTiNcCo.LiMirto

2 2 00Washington Ave,Philadelphia.,Pa.

' oricinal manufacturers of ph0sph0r-

Bronze in theUnited States and Sole

SArs^z-Jjunye.. Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

 

BURNISHINE
The Most Marvelous Metal Polish in the World.

Will Produce a Most Ilrillinnt Lustre to Brass, Copper,

Zinc, Steel, Etc.

Especially Adapted to Hot Metals.

SPECIAL PRICES TO FIREMEN:

One pound boxes. 82.00 per down : one-half pound.

$1.2") per dozen ; five pound pails, S7..X) per dozen.

Send cash with each order. Money will be refunded il

Polish la not satisfactory.

On receipt of 10 cents in postage stamps, we will send

% lb. box prepaid.

J. C.PAUL & CO.,

121 Lake St. Chicago, 111.

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

^^- DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

 

&. I laiiroved Cylinder Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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CASTNER & CURRAN,

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York. 308 Walnut St, Philadelphia

70 Kilhy St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchnrch Ave., London, England.

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until lHKi. Since that time

the out-puts have increased over 1 ,200 per cent be

yond all precedent, amounting during 1892 to 3,000.-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New York,

Bullitt Building, 139 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

19 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Year, 3,600,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

K«w York, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, CERMANY.

American office, 15 Gold St., New York.

Represented by Thomas Prosser & Son,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty-five years the " Krupt

Tire" has proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article is wanted which will give

faction, get Kripp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

YalVe Oil.
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee*

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Oik

for railroad use. Beware of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRAXKLIir, PA.

Whpn flddrpssino' nnr nHvprttsprs mp.nt.inn t.hifl MAmuine. "
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IIGHKST AWARD AKD MKDAL, WORLDS COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

Eldos, [a.. Dee. is. 1898.

Dfar Sirs :—Please send me

one of your seats for locomotive

use. I find that they are the

best seat fur engine use that I

here seen yet. I want it 24

Inches long and 20 Inehea wide.

Weight, 170 pounds. Send it c.

0. i>.

Yours respectfully.

(Signed) V. T. Brown.

Engineer C. K. I. & P. K. R.

We refer by permission to the

following users : I). J . Crowley.

Engineer S.F.& W. Ry., lfi Jones

il.,SavannP.h, Ga.; Jno. Horton,

Engineer Grand Junet'n, Colo ;

fa. Malloch, Engineer G. T.

Ry.. Belleville. Out;

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR ENGIHK WORK

«W Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Imitations."**

TRICES REDUCED FOR 1894.

For this year prices to firemen (as agents) will be: One

pound boxes, per dozen. #~\ Three pound pails, per doz.

48.7. Five pound pails. ST-XO per dozen.

' - Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Rork prices are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expect to buy from dealers at

these prices. Samples sent tree on application. Address.

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. Chicago.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.
 

ROUGH RIDING MADB EASY. lust put this seat in the box and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of finest tempered steel spiral spring.

neavv band steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric. Any

size or shape desired. Usual size, l*x24. Price for seat not over 24 inches

long, $2.00. Terms, C. 0. D. or cash with order. Please give your weight.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

SMITH & HAGGARD CO., Dept. B.

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Aves., CHICAGO, III.

 

-CHA8. MILLER, President-

Galena 0*1 Works, i^ited.

FRANKLIN, PA.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty years have demon

strated the fiat that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market. „,„,>,„

GalenaTolls in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

~The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority of the railways

of U is roumrv They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New \ork to the

psAclflcTOastftudoiionetothe City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

^*^™£™unp?v our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a large ma

>,r.i;. oi the leading railroads of the country.

1 PDCfil »11F ™ir ofl-vertisprK mpntion this Magazine.*
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WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., incorp., ^■■M>\L.

Sole Patentees and Makers of

Self=Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE—There are many injectors which will work well when the conditions are

favorable. This Injector is designed to work well under all conditions and is,

therefore the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF. IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

work continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

motion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,
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JOBBER IN WATCHES.

/<$SaFeb'y 1st

FELLOW ENGINEERS AND RAILROAD HEN :

Dear Sirs :—Let me introduce you to " THK PRESIDENT" watch movement, just finished

by The United States Watch Co., Waltham, Mass. It is the embodiment of every improve

ment and finest finish known to the art of watch-making. It is made especially for the

Railroad trade and the exclusive control is in the hands of a Railroad man. For men in

Train service, it has no equal, and the price is within the reach of all. Read carefully the

Certificate below and buy no other until

you have seen it.

Very respectfully yours, etc.,

THE PRESIDENT.

U 0
OFFICE OF )

THE UNITED STATES WATCH CO.. \

Waltham, Mass. I

This Is to Certify, that Watch Movement No.

called "The President," is First Quality Nickel, IS

Size, Full Plate, Stem Winding and Lever Setting. It

has a Double Roller Escapement, 17 Jewels in (told

Settings, a Safety Pinion, Hardened and Tempered

Breguet Hair-spring, Compensation Balance, Adjusted

to Heat, Cold, Isochronism, and All Positions, Math-

eson's Patent Regulator, Double Sunk Dial, and is highly

finished in all its parts.

The movement is made in both Open Face and Hunt

ing, and is the only 18 size Double Roller, Lever Setting Movement on the market.

Having all the advantages of this form of escapement, it recommends itself at once es

pecially for Railroad Service and all conditions where the watch is subjected to violent exter

nal motions.

The Company guarantees that this movement will vary less than Six seconds in a

calendar month, and fully warrants and defends each and every representation above

made. JSyAsk your Jeweler for It.

THE UNITED STATES WATCH COMPANY,
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FRANCHISES AND MONOPOLIES,

ny a. p. ouion.

No great fortunes can be made except by

means of the taxing power, by means of

franchises and monopolis, but all franchises

and monopolies are created by the taxing

power. The operation of franchises and

monopolies not only give their owners the

opportunity to tax all others by charging

more for their services or commodities than

they are worth, and more than they would

cost in a free market, but to deprive all

others of their equal rights. Great fortunes

can not be accumulated except as power is

given to draw from the earnings of others

withoutcompensation. Only by taxation can

the earnings of others be taken from them

withoutcompensation. By charging more

for their services and commodities than they

are worth can franchises and monopolis

diaw from the earnings of others. Their

charges are as high as the traffic will stand

or the utmost limit which others can be

forced to pay, thus assuring to themselves

the maximum of accumulation.

Take the sugar monopoly. To tax raw

sugar only, would injure the manufactures

as well as the consumer of the refined sugar.

It would increase the cost of production to

the manufacturer of the refined iust the

amount of tax on the raw sugar, which he,

of course, would shift to the consumer.

But with increased cost consumption is les

sened, and with lessened consumption the

manufacturer must reduce his output, it,

then-fore, will be an injury to him. But

there is always imposed what is called a

compensatory tax on refined sugar of foreign

make. This tax the manufacturer adds to the

price of his sugar, or only so much of it as

will make it impossible for the foreign made

to be brought in and compete with him.

In such case he will be able to add but part

of the tax, but that part which he is able

to add constitutes a tax which he has the

power to impose on all others, taking from

their earnings without compensation what

ever the sum may be, and adding the same

to his accumulations. He has not earned it,

but the law having given him a monopoly

he takes the opportunity to rob every per

son who buys nis commodity.

Take a franchise, gas for instance. A

company applies for the privilege of laying

pipes through the streets of a city or town

for the purpose of conveying gas to cus

tomers. After much higgling as to price

and what its rights shall be, the franchise

is finally granted upon the payment of a

merely nominal sum, a sum insignificant

and out of all proportion to the benefits

conferred. The company has acquired pub

lic rights, one of which is the right to tax

every person who patronizes it. It goes

into operation. At first no figures appear

on the profit side of the ledger, but as its

pipes are extended and its customers mul

tiply, profits appear and steadily increase.

At first we will say they are 5 per cent., then

10 per cent., then L'O per cent., and so on,

up to UK) per cent, or more. The company,

because of its franchise, and having the

power to tax, can compel the people to pay

it enormous profits. It is not to be sup

posed that the people would willingly con

tribute to its enrichment with such a lavish

hand. Every cent it collects bevond a fair

and reasonable profit is a tax which the law

gives it the right and power to impose, and

every cent it takes beyond such fair and

reasonable profit it takes from the earnings

of the people without compensation, and

adds to its accumulations. This sum, how

ever small or great it may be, is a robbery

of every person who uses its gas. Gas

works are natural monopolies and should

be owned and' controlled bv the govern

ment. It is one of the functions of govern

ment.

Take railroad monopoly,—that necessar

ily held by a road doing a great freight and

passenger business. It must have a wide

stretch of territory in which to operate

without competition to insure its existence,

that is, if the usual salaries to officers, at
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torneys and dividends on stock, including

the water, must be paid. $.V),000 a year to

its president, and salaries to other ollicers

proportionate to their standing. The enor

mous salaries and exorbitant percentage

paid to stockholders are all gotten in the

ordinary, legitimate manner. The road is

empowered bv law to charge all the traffic

will stand. It is a monopoly. It lias no

competitors. All who desire the services

of the road must go to it and pay its charges.

These charges include the enormous salar

ies and exorbitant dividends to which all in

the territory and thousands besides must

continually contribute. The sum that the

road can appropriate from the earnings of

the people beyond a fair and reasonable

profit without compensation is unearned by

the road, and is robbery, and no less a rob

bery because the privilege and power was

given it by law. This robbery will go on

uutil the people, through their government,

take possession of the road beds and man

age them in the interest of the whole peo

ple. This it may do by right of eminent

domain.

Take land monopoly. When compared

to land monopoly all others sink into insig

nificance. It is only by reason of land

monopoly that other monopolies can be

maintained; without that others would be

impossible. Abolish all taxes, and take

the rental value of land for public purposes

would make land monopoly impossible.

The abolition of all taxes, would, of course,

include tariff taxes. The abolition of the

tariff tax on sugar would kill the sugar

monopoly. Let foreign refined sugar come

in free and American refiners could not

maintain a monopoly, but as the labor cost

to them to reline is less than to any for

eigner, and as they could buy their raw

sugar at the same price as tne foreigner

they could hold the market against him.

As they would be obliged to sell cheaper—

as they could, of course, with the tax off

the raw sugar—than they do or even can

now, their sales would be so much larger as

to swell their profits to greater dimensions.

Hut our virtuous and honorable senators

would have forever lost the opportunity of

making a few hundred thousand dollars by

dealing in sugar trust certificates, and idso

of finding their pocket books greatly dis

tended in a no less honorable (?) way, to-

wit: by conferring with the head of the

sugar trust.

The abolition of all taxes and using ground

rents for public purposes would kill the

gas monopoly. The value of a franchise,

the value subject to taxation, is land value.

The only value that is rightfully subject to

taxation is that given by the public, by the

prensence of the community, by public im

provements, by civilization. Nothing that

lias value not thus created is a rightful sub

ject of taxation. The value of a franchise

being thus created is, therefore, a rightful

subject of taxation. When such values are

taken for public use, and only such, fran

chises will bear their just and equitable

share of public burdens, and will cease to

be monopolies.

If to-day all franchises were taxed on the

value thus created, the tax rate would be

so greatly reduced that every member of

the community would easily and i|uickly

realize the benefit. Thus by taxing land

values, by taxing those values, and those

values only, those values which are created,

and can only be created by the public, by

the whole community, all franchises woulil

pay a just andequitaldetax. and all monop

olies would be taxed out of existence. The

application of the single tax. would anni

hilate land monopoly. Land monopoly

being the mother of others, others could

not come into existence. The public is to

day the riglitful owner of all those busi

nesses or industries which are in their

nature monopolistic, and would then lie

controlled and managed by the state or

municipality. Then, instead of ground

rents, which are created by the public, go

ing into private pockets, they would go

into the public treasury. Instead of the

enormous salaries, the exorbitant dividends

and excessive prolits. which likewise go into

private pockets, would alsogo into the pub

lic treasury, and all be used to defray public

expenses, as justice and equity demand*.

The power that creates may likewise de

stroy. They were created by the taxing

power, and it may destroy them.

Land monopoly exists in the right—legal

right, but contrary to natural riant—of

private ownership of land, and i.'ivee the

owner the right to hold it out of use. to re

fuse to let others use it and to charge others

for its use. The value that he charges

others for it he did not give it and is not

his, it was given by the public and helonirs

to it. Land is a product of nature, mail

had no hand in its creation, human labor

took no part in its formation . did not add

one grain to its bulk nor one ounce to its

weight. Therefore, man cau have no

right of ownership in it. It is only by

human labor that such right is or can be

acquired. Man is likewUe a product of

nature, and must have equal ritrhts in. and

to nature. One of the acknowledged natural

rights of man is the ri^ht to maintain him

self; it is only by the u.-e of land that this

can be done, therefore, his equal riant in.

and to nature, must be his equal right to

the use of land. As the right of owner

ship can be acquired only by human labor,

it therefore follows that no mau can have

the right of ownership of land. Man ran

rightfully own onlv that which man lia*1

created or produced. Man as a member >>f
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community creates land values. Man can

create land values only by being a member

of community. Each man is a joint owner

in the values which each member of the

community has jointlv created. It is. there

fore, the community in which is vested the

ownership of land values. It does not nor

does any of its members create land, there

fore, it nor they nor anv one of them can

rightfully own land. Communities form

themselves into governments. ( iovernments

must be supported, (iovernments as well

as men should use their own resources to

defray their expenses. When men take

from the resources of others the means to

defray their expenses we say they have

committed a robbery. When government

takes from the resources of the people to

defray its expenses it also commits a rob

bery. It does it on a grand scale and calls

it legal, yet it is more infamous and detest

able. Governments always have adequate

means in the land values created by the

community to defray all its expenses. Let

siovernments use all this value to defray its

own expenses. Then no great fortunes

could be made, as then neither individuals

nor corporations could get possession of any

of this value. Governments having ceased

to impose taxes, there could lie no more

legal robbery. Each man would come into

possession of his natural rights, franchises

could trouble us no more forever, and mo

nopolies, having been deprived of their

source of life, would become but a memory

of the past.

WANTED, A NEW ETHIO.

HV WILFRED 1>. IIORLAN'D.

The mere vague impulse in man to do his

duty is barren without the knowledge which

enables him to perceive what his duties are

and bow to perform them ; and it is the prov

ince of ethics to supply such knowledge

that man's impulse to do his duty may be

fiuitful of good both to himself arid his fel

low man. I'p to the present time we have

never had an ethic that embraced the

whole of society, that was universal in its

application. We have had one ethic for

one portion of society and another for the

other portion, and this is no more than the

natural consequence flowing from the differ

entiation of society into two classes, the

rulers and the ruled. It is not to be ex

pected that this same ethic would answer

jor both classes when their ends and aims

in life are so totally different. In ancient

times the differentiation between the rulers

and the ruled took place arbitrarily on the

basis of master and slave, and there was no

hypocritical pretense of an universal ethic.

In our own times the differentiation takes

place on the basis of the rich and the poor,

and there is a pretense, which is the rank

est hypocrisy, that society is governed by

an universal ethic, or code of ethics. In

ancient Greece there was no pretense what

ever that what was morally right for the

master was morally right for the slave.

The Greeks were not hypocrites in their

social relations, they were frank to the

point of bluntness in their teaching of two

ethics—the one for the master the other for

the slave.

Aristotle says: "Nature creates some

men for liberty and others for slavery. It

is useful and "just that the slave should

obey. There are in the human race indi

viduals as inferior to others as the body is

to the soul, or as the beast is to the man.

These are the beings suitable for the labors

of the body alone, and incapable of doing

anything more perfect. These individuals

are destined by nature to slavery, because

there is nothing better for them than to

obev. The science of the master reduces

itself to knowing how to make use of his

slave. He is the master, not because he is the

owner of the man, but because he makes

UBe of his property. The citizens ought

not to lead either the lives of mechanics or

hucksters, for that kind of life has some

thing base in it, and is contrary to virtue.

To them also ought all property belong,

since it is needful that the husbandmen be

either elaves or barbarians or perioeki

I serfs i. It is not, therefore, proper for any

man of honor, or any citizen, or any one

who engages in public affairs, to learn these

servile employments without they have oc

casion for them for their own use, for other

wise the distinction between master and

slave would be lost."

Plato's code of ethics for the government

of his ideal republic is the same as that of

Aristotle. He i Pinto) says: "Nature made

neither shoemakers nor blacksmiths; such

occupations degrade the people who en

gage in them, base mercenaries, nameless

wretches, who are excluded by their con

dition from political rights. As to trades

men, accustomed to lie and deceive, they

will be suffered in the city only as a neces

sary evil. The citizen who shall degrade

himself by shopkeeping will be prosecuted

for this offense.

With these ideas permeating Grecian so

ciety, it was the most natural thing in the

world that two ethics should make them

selves plainly apparent, the one for the

guidance of the rulers, or the members of

society, the other for the guidance of the

ruled, or those who were practically outside

of society. It would have been regarded

as an infamous proceeding, entirely inad

missible from a moral point of view, to

compel a citizen of the state, however pov

erty stricken he might be, to associate on

terms of equality with the beasts of burden

and be driven along with them to the river
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to drink, yet this was the common practice

with regard to the treatment of the slaves,

and it was regarded as quite the proper

thing to do; and the citizen who should

beat a slave would not be deemed guilty of

any offense, while the slave who should at

tempt to strike a citizen would be held as

guilty of an offense of such enormity that it

could only be adequately punished by death .

The same ideas and the game ethics prevail

ed in Roman society, and it was not until

after Christianity had become organic that

the notion was accepted of an universal

ethic for the whole of the human race, for

the ruler as well as the ruled, the master as

well as the slave. But the universality of

the Christian ethics had application only

in one direction, to the spiritual rather than

the material relations of men in society, to

rules of faith rather than to rules of action.

The fathers of the church, indeed, taught

that the slave was as worthy in the eyes of

God as the master, and they laid down cer

tain rules of conduct, which if followed

without distinction of rank, would finally

bring the master and slave upon exactly

equal terms before the throne of Grace.

But these rules of conduct related more to

the relations of men to the church than to

thfir relations with each other in society.

They were calculated to establish rules of

faith rather than rules of action, and did

not interfere with the material relations of

men except slightly, by reflection. The

church accepted the division of society as

she found it, as the natural order, and at

tempted to establish an ethic that should

result in equal rewards in the life to come

without interfering with the order of things

as they had become established in this life.

Indeed, submission to this order was taught

as a Christian duty. This, of course, could

only result in the continuance of two ethics,

the one for the rulers, the other for the

ruled, while the appearance of universality

was maintained with respect to certain

rules of conduct relating to the life beyond

the grave, of which men knew nothing.

The church did not attempt to interfere

with the division of society into rulers and

ruled; she even acquiesced in the idea that

this division should be maintained on the

basis of slavery, and, of course, with regard

to the material relations of men in society

there was no pretense of an universal ethic,

there was no attempt to disguise the fact

that the action which would receive severe

condemnation when committed by one

member of society, might be committed by

another without the slightest fear of evil

consequences to follow. But, during the

evolution of society, the idea of an univer

sal ethic has progressed until, nominally,

all Christian communities are governed by

a. code of ethics that are applicable to all

members alike, both in their material and

spiritual relations with each other.

The command to ''love thv neighbor as

thyself," as illustrated by the parable of

the good Samaritan, has broadened out so as

to embrace the whole of the human race.

The idea of slavery, narrowed down at first

to a question of race differences and applied

solely to the relations existing between the

white man and the black, has finally disap

peared from the Christian code of ethics;

and how all men, without distinction of

race or color, are regarded as being equally

entitled to freedom, equally children of

God's family, all neighbors, and all Bubject

to the same code of ethics without any dis

tinctions of class or caste. In arriving at

this result, the church has rarely, indeed,

been a leader; she has been content to fol

low the current of public opinion when she

could no longer successfully oppose it, and,

instead of pointing out the way for others

to follow, she has blindly groped along in

the rear, giving her sanction to innovations

only when compelled to do so by the public

clamor, and clinging with wonderful tena

city to the relics of worn out traditions and

puerile superstitions which humanity had

outgrown. Professing to be the authorita

tive interpreter of the word of God, she has

always exercised her function for the pur

pose of conserving the material relations of

men in society as she has found them, al

ways for the preservation of the status of

ruler and ruled on whatever basis men had

seen fit to establish it. When 6he could no

longer conserve existing institutions by

preaching slavery as a natural condition for

a part of the human race, and in conformity

with Christian ethics she preached the doc

trine that poverty was a natural and divine

institution for a part of the race, that men

were born naturally rich and naturally poor,

that the poor were naturally dependent on

the rich for favors which they should re

ceive from God, alone, and that this anom

alous constitution of society was strictly

conformable with universal Christian ethics.

She has always been conservative, never

progressive. The facts are, of course, what

we might naturally expect them to be were

we dealing with an institution that was the

creation of the ruling classes, a strictly

human institution, calculated for the pur-

Eose of keeping the masses in subjection;

ut this is not what the church professes to

be. She professes to be a super -human in

stitution, existing as a product of the divine

afflatus, to expound God's word and to

teach men a proper rule of life: to point ont

the way, to lead the procession in the man-h

of human progrens, to establish divine jus

tice, divine ethics upon earth, not foraclass

or a portion of mankind, but, impartially.

for all, for the entire human family. Out of

the attempt to reconcile the profession with

thefacts has sprung a condition of the rank
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est hypocrisy; the church has warped divine

ethics so as to make them conform to hu

man institutions, instead of pointing out

the way in which human institutions should

be made to conform to divine ethics. Her

pretensions of absolutism have been thrown

in the scale for the preservation of iniquity

instead of for the abolition of iniquity. In

all this, it must be remembered that the

church is spoken of as an organism. Some

of the very best friends of humanity, of

liberty, and of the emancipation of human

reason from the thraldom of superstition,

have been found within the fold of the

church ; but they have labored in defiance

of her dogmas, as they have, by no means

infrequently, suffered fearful persecution at

her hands for their labors in the cause of

human freedom.

Now, in spite of our universal Christian

ethics, we continually are regaled with

accounts of the doings of our " best citi^

xens," or " our best people," which force us

to the conclusion that society is still gov

erned by two ethics. One would naturally

suppose that the word "best," when used

in this connection, signified those persons

who had the most respect for the laws, the

highest morality, as measured by the stand

ard of the established ethic, and,' in all other

respects, those who furnished by the ex

ample of their lives the best standard for

others to pattern after, from the standpoint

of the highest social good ; but such is not

the case, for if it were possible for all to

follow the example set by our " best people "

society would soon become disrupted from

top to bottom, social order would give place

to chaos, and anarchy—in the common

acceptation of the term—would reign in

stead of law.

The word "best," when used in this con

nection, is meant to signify persons who

are governed by a somewhat different ethic

than the common herd, to whom is ac

corded a certain license of action in their

relations with their fellow men, and with

society, not accorded to others, and who

are not amenable to the laws in the same

degree as are those who fail to measure up

to the "best people'' standard. We all

know, for instance, that when one of these

"best people" becomes beastly intoxicated,

and creates disturbance on the street, the

guardians of society deal very gently with

pirn. He is not forcibly arrested and cast

into a dungeon, to be afterwards hauled up

before a magistrate and compelled to take

his place in an indiscriminate crowd of

criminals and prostitutes, to receive the

sentence of the law and pay the penalty

that society imposes for his misdemeanor,

'•h no, that is not the way to handle one of

the "best people !" He is restrained as gen

tly as possible by the guardian ot the

peace ; carefully taken up and placed in a

hack, accompanied to his home and assisted

to his bed, where he is left to sleep off his

debauch, and the affair is hushed up or

kept as quiet as possible ; the name of the

"best citizen" never makes its appearance

in the police court records. Still, we have

people who are simple enough to believe

the fiction that "the law is no respecter of

persons." However, the police know bet

ter than that. The drunk and disorderly

who is not numbered among the "best

people" receives no favors from the police.

He is made to feel the full majesty of the

law, its letter as well as its spirit, there is

no mincing of matters with him. The

policeman must be very circumspect in his

treatment of the "best people for their

petty infractions of the law ; he must over

look their little offences if he expects to

hold hisjob ; and these same "best people"

are the first to bring him to account for

neglect of duty if he fails to enforce the

plain provisions of the law when dealing

with those members of society who are not

"best people."

A very forcible illustration of the ethic

which governs these "best people" in their

relations with the officers of the law is

contained in a news item that appeared in

my daily paper a few days ago. Two spe

cial customs inspectors were compelled to

sneak out of Windsor, Ont. in a round

about manner, and in disguise, in order to es

cape violent handling by amob of the "best

people" of that town, after beingon duty at

the custom house only about a week. There

had been complaints of a great deal of

petty smuggling being carried on across

the Detroit river at that point, and these

officers were sent by the Dominion govern

ment to investigate the matter and put a

stop to it. The "best people" made no

complaint that these officers had stepped

outside the bounds of the law during the

performance of their duties, there was no

claim that they had done anything more

than what the law gave them full authority,

and even required them, to do. But it ap

pears that they failed to exercise proper

discrimination ; they failed to recognize

the subtle distinction that exists, or that

should exist, between "best people" and

other people ; and, along with the common

herd, some of the "best people" of Wind

sor were subjected to the indignity of be

ing searched, and some dutiable goods that

were found upon them were confiscated.

This action caused such a storm of indigna

tion among the aforesaid " best people"

that the town of Windsor actually became

too hot to hold the customs inspectors ;

they were compelled to suspend their du

ties and keep shady in order to escape vio

lent handling from the people, and the

proposition was advanced in all seriousness

that if the officers were not recalled there
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was great danger that they would be mur

dered. And yet, they had simply done

their duty ! Simply done what the law re

quired them to do. The situation was ex

plained to the revenue authorities at the

seat of government and the inspectors were

promptly recalled, but they had to sneak

out of town like common thieves in order

to escape the fury of the "best people."

Their superior officers will no doubt read

them a lecture on their lack of discrimina

tion, and, hereafter they will probably be

able to recognize the difference that exists

between "best people" and those who are

not "best people."

Xow, it is not an uncommon occurrence

for persons to be searched at these custom

houses : in fact, it is cjuite an ordinary affair ;

and when the searching process is restricted

to ordinary people the custom house officers

receive nothing but commendation from the

"best people" for doing their duty. In

deed, were the common herd to resist the

searching process as forcibly as did the "best

people," these same "best people" would

be found on the side of the customs officers,

upholding them in the discharge of their

duty, and demanding that the outraged law

should be vindicated. It is merely a ques

tion of goring the wrong ox ; but, in their

ethical aspects, such matters as this need a

thorough readjustment, or else we must

give up the hypocritical pretense of an uni

versal ethic.

Some time ago, in my own city, a member

of the demi- monde had the audacity to open

an assignation house directlv across the

street from the Young Men's Christian As

sociation building. There was nothing

about the exterior of this house to indicate

its character ; everything about it was quiet

and orderlv, and the person who was not

informed of the character of the house would

never entertain a suspicion that it was any

thing out of the ordinary. But its location

did not suit the ideas of"the " best people."

It did not appear that they were opposed

to assignation houses in general, but they

wanted to have them regulated and kept

away from particular quarters of the city;

and the idea that one of them should be per

mitted to flourish in such a close proximity

to the Y. M. ('. A. building was not to be

entertained for a moment. The question

was discussed, both editorially and by com

munications from "Rex," "Vox I'opuli,"

"Justice," "Yours for Morality," and a

host of others, in the daily papers. It was

argued that the sons of some of our "best

citizens" were members of the Y. M. C. A.

and regular habitues of the building across

the street, and if this moral plague spot was

allowed to continue in its present location

the morals of these young gentlemen would

certainly be corrupted and the objects of

the Association be so much harder of at

tainment, if not entirely defeated. The

" best people " demanded protection for

their sons from the contaminating influence

of such pernicious examples: the officers of

the law were exhorted to do their duty, anil

the house was closed up and the business

removed to a less "respectable" location.

Now, there is no doubt that the sentiment

that impels men to bring up their children

in a pure moral atmosphere is one to be

highly commended: but from the point of

view which regards the law as an instru

ment for the protection of morals, there is

an element of incongruity about such af

fairs as this which would be laughable if it

were not so sad.

In other quarters of the city are some of

the very lowest dens of vice and immoral

ity flourishing practically unchecked bv the

officers of the law. Around these pfague

spots may be found little boys and girls,

sons and daughters of citizens who are en

titled to the full protection of the laws,

who are compelled, while engaged in their

innocent plays, to witness exhibitions of

the most revolting immorality and listen

to the most revolting language day after

day, and whose coptam ination. while grow

ing up in this atmosphere, is a forgone con

clusion. The parents of these children are

poor, they are not " best people," and their

poverty compels them to live in these low

quarters because they cannot afford to live

elsewhere, but the administrators of the

law trouble themselves very little about

their moral surroundings, and there is no

agitation for the removal of the dens of

vice which are contaminating the moral

characters of future citizens of the state.

Such cases as this are but exemplifications

of the theory of human inequality, which

many persons so fondly imagine has been

abandoned, and they illustrate the fact

that laws and governments are instituted

for the exaltation of some at the expense

of the degradation of others.

A short time ago one of these " best peo

ple " was arrested for wrecking a bank.

While acting as its cashier he- had appro

priated the funds of the institution to his

own use, and when the bank encountered

the late financial squeeze it was discovered

that this " best citizen " was an embezzler

of many thousands of dollars. Me was a

very conscientious church member, and a

great deal of sympathy was expressed for

him in his misfortune (?)—none lor the per

sons who were the losers by reason of his

peculations : he was, of course, arrested,

but lie received very different treatment

from that accorded to a common criminal.

His bail was fixed at twenty thousand dol

lars, and he was unable to forni-h it .it the

moment; but he was not thrown into

prison in default of bail. <>h,no! He was

one of the " best people ! " See? He was
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given 'time to secure bail, and an officer of

the law was detailed to accompany him in

his search and instructed to afford him

everv facility, consistent with the ends of

the faw, in his search for proper sureties for

his appearance in court at the appointed

day of trial. This gentleman kept up an

unavailing search for bail, accompanied al

ways by the representative of the law, for

more than two weeks ; and, finally, when it

was found to be impossible to secure the

amount of bail that had been fixed by the

court, he and his attorneys went into court

with a motion for the reduction of bail to

the sum of ten thousand dollars, sureties for

which sum the " best citizen " was prepared

to furnish at once. The court heard the

arguments in favor of the motion, and

granted it ; bail was reduced to ten thous

and dollars ; it was promptly furnished, and

the " best citizen was permitted to go

about his business. He will, no doubt, be

able to manufacture evidence enough be

fore the day of trial to convince a jury

of his peers that he is the victim of a con

spiracy, and not an embezzler at all.

It would be a waste of space to point out

the manner in which the law would have

dealt with this man had he been a poor

wretch who was guilty of stealing twenty-

five dollars' worth of property, for the pur

pose of protecting himself or family from

the pangs of starvation. Long ere this he

would have been convicted and sentenced,

and he would now be working out the pen

alty which the law imposes for grand

larceny, behind the bars of the state's

prison. The court would have been able to

exercise no discretion in dealing with him ;

the law would have been applied impar

tially (?;.

Tlie ethical considerations which enable

these "best people" to look with abhor

rence on a common thief who steals a few

'lollarg from another person, while permit

ting them to take advantage of the neces

sities of workingmen to grind down their

wages to a point far below that of respect

able living, are most fearfully and wonder

fully like those which animated the rulers

of society in the days when workingmen

were all in slavery, and without prospect of

emancipation ; but there is this difference :

There was no hypocrisy in the promulgation

of thoBe old-time ethics, while at present

the entire social relation is nothing but a

tissue of hypocrisy and falsehood.

The Carpenter of Nazareth had reference

to these "best people" when he said:

" Woe unto you. Scribes and Pharisees,

hypocrites ! for ye devour widows' houses,

ami for a pretence make long prayers: there

fore ye shall receive the greater damna

tion. And the strangest part of the whole

affair is that the institution which pretends

to expound the ethics of Christ, the church,

is in close communion with these same

Pharisees who " devour widows' houses,"

and occupies itself with manufacturing ex

cuses for their unutterable iniquities to

wards God's children.

That salacious old hypocrite, Colonel

Breckenridge, is one of our "best people,"

a pillar of the church, and he found no dif

ficulty in persuading an eminent Presbyter

ian Doctor of Divinity, Rev. Dr. Paxton, of

Xew York, to violate the law by suppress

ing liia marriage record, and even commit

perjury by making a false record, so as to

enable him l Breckenridge ! to carry on his

iniquities the more easily. And this Pax-

ton, this Doctor of Divinity, is so utterly

shameless a person as to rush into print in

defense of his friend " Willie," with the

plea that his failing is a natural one, and

he could not help his lecherous propensities

if he tried! Which may be all true enough,

but where is the Christian ethic that per

mits a minister of the gospel to defend such

doings? And where is the minister who, if

the person were one of the common herd,

would not most unqualifiedly condemn

such acts as those committed by Brecken

ridge? And these are the representatives

of the institution that is busying itself with

carrying the gospel of light to the benight

ed inhabitants of heathen countries!

Some time ago it was my pleasure to list

en to a lecture delivered by a Hindoo monk,

the Brahmin Swami Vive Kananda, who

was a delegate to the World's Congress of

Religions in Chicago last summer. He ex

posed the iniquities of the missionary busi

ness in India with a master hand ; but what

impressed me the most forcibly was the ex

planation of the attitude of these so-called

heathens toward the real ethics of the

Christian religion. He said: "AVe want

missionaries of Christ. Let such come to

India by the hundreds and thousands.

Bring Christ's life to us, and let it permeate

the verv core of society. Let him be

preached in every village and corner of

India. But," he said, "if your missionary

does not represent Christ, what right has

he to call himself a Christian ? Let Christ

be preached in every village in India, but

don't have your missionaries choose their

profession as a means of livelihood. Let

them have the call of Christ. Let them

feel from within that they were born for

the work." This is important testimony

from the mouth of one who is competent to

speak by authority : it makes it apparent

that the real ethics of Christianity are not

unacceptable to the Hindoos, at feast, and

that the same causes that have operated to

make Christianity a failure here are the

ones which operate to make it a failure

abroad.

While reflecting on these words of Ka-

nanda's, I thought of Christ's injunction to
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his disciples: "Provide neither gold, nor

silver, nor brass in your purses; nor scrip

for your journey, neither two coats, neither

shoes, nor yet staves : for the workman is

worthy of his meat." And then, again, I

thought of his words to the Scribes and

Pharisees: "Woe unto you, Scribes and

Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea

and land to make one proselyte ; and when

he is made, ye make him two-fold more the

child of hell' than yourselves."

It is claimed that Christianity, the real

article, is competent to settle the labor

problem and establish correct social rela

tions on earth, and there can be no doubt

but the claim is sound ; but when working-

men are asked to put their trust in the or

ganized representatives of Christianity, the

Churches, and depend on them to secure

justice between man and man, they have a

right to scornfully reject the invitation;

ay, they would be less than the intelligent

human beings that they are if they did not

reject it, because the Church is a prosti

tute, she does not represent Christ; like

the ruling classes she has adopted two

ethics, she preaches Christian ethics for the

poor and worldly ethics for the rich. What

society now needs above all things iB a new-

ethic; one that shall be universal in fact as

well as in theory, one that shall condemn

the stock and money gambler, the monopo

lizer of natural resources, the big thief who

steals the bread from the mouths of the

families of his employes by increasing

profits* at the expense of wages, equally

with the poor devil who gambles in lottery

tickets, or the petty thief who steals to

avoid hunger. We must have a new stan

dard of morality, and if organized Chris

tianity is not competent to give it to us, so

much the worse is it for organized Chris

tianity. Organized society, when estab

lished on a democratic basis, when affect

ing to dispense equal benefits to all of its

members, cannot maintain a double stan

dard of morality ; it is an utter impossibil

ity ; it is thoroughly incompatible with the

genius of democracy. When we have a

single standard, when the actions of every

single member of society are measured by

the same rule, we have democracy; when

we have a double standard, when the ac

tions of one portion of society are meas

ured by one rule, and the actions of another

portion by some other rule, we have oli

garchy, tvranny, aristocracy, or some other

bastard form of government, although it

may masquerade under the title of democ

racy. It is time to throw off the mask, to

drop all hypocritical pretense: it is time

that workingmen began to recognize the

fact that henceforth it must be with us,

two ethics and a nation of aristocrats and

Blaves, or one ethic and a nation of free

men. And this conviction is beginning to

force itself upon the minds of our pluto

cratic rulers, they are beginning to throw

off the mask of hypocrisy, as is indicated

by the remarks of Senator Wolcott, while

speaking on the Allen resolution anent the

Coxey movement in the United States Sen

ate a few days ago. Senator Wolcott said :

" 1 believe the time has come when those

of us who are in public life ought to begin

to cultivate more regard for the perpetuity

of republican institutions and to pander

less to that misguided portion of the labor

vote whose labor is with their threats and

never with their hands. It is time that we

stood for American manhood, for the right

of every man to work if he wants to. if it

takes the whole army of the United State*

to enable him to do so." Which all sounds

very nice, hut his estimate of the " perpetu

ity of republican institutions," and the real

animus of his remarks, appeared in what

follows: " It is time that we had the cour

age to stand together against this socialism,

populism and paternalism which is run

ning riot in this country, and which must

end—if not crushed—in the destruction of

the liberties which the laws give us, liber

ties which should be dearer to us than life

itself " There is the unmistakable gage of

the class battle, the battle for the mainte

nance of two ethics as against one ethic for

the governmentof society. Upon which side

are workingmen going to elect to cast their

strength? The press dispatch states that

"a number of the senators took the pains

to go to Senator Wolcott on the floor, after

he nad concluded his remarks, and express

their approbation of what he had said."

Verily society is now sadly in need of a new

ethic."

SOCIALISM AND ITS OEITIOS.'

BY « . H. STUART.

In the April Mao vzixk Mr. W. P. Borland

attempts the hopeless task of discrediting

the socialist theory of value, a theorv that

is based on the assumption that wealth, eco

nomically considered, is the product exclu

sively of labor. Admit the claim, and it

follows logically and inevitably, that labor

is entitled to the whole product. This the

ory was first stated definately by Adam

Smith, although his further utterances were

not always consistent with the theory he

enunciated. Kicardo more fully developed

and established this theory. Put Adam

Smith was not the first economist who p*r-

ceived that labor produced all wealth.

More than a century before "The Wealth

of Nations " had appeared, .lohn Locke had

declared his belief that at least !•}• per cent,

of all wealth was the product of labor. W.

Patty and other economists before Smith's

time had reached similar conclusions. In

deed, when a definition of the term
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'•wealth " was reached, no other theory was

possible. Consequently the theory is gen

erally accepted among all schools of political

economy. Even Henry George admits that

wealth is the product of labor applied to

land, although like other bourgeois econo

mists he defends exploitation of labor

through interest by introducing a third fac

tor as an auxilarv in production, viz: cap

ital.

But to Karl Marx must be credited the

work of scientifically and exhaustively an

alyzing this theory, and following it to a

logical conclusion. By his masterly analy

sis of capitalist production he showed con

clusively, that capitalist production is based

on the exploitation of labor ; that while la

bor is the sole producer of wealth, it never

theless receives of the product in the shape

oi wages only sufficient to enable the pro

ducer to maintain an existence and repro

duce others to continue the process.

Karl Marx says :

The wealth of those societies in which the capital-

i-.s mode of production prevails, presents itself as an

immense accumulation of commodities, its unit be-

in? a «incli' commodity. A commodity is In the first

place, an object outside us, a thing that by Its prop-

irtics satisfies human wants of some sort or another.

The nature of such, whether, for instance, they spring

from the stomach or from fancy, makes no difference.

Every commodity has two values, a use

value and an exchange value. The utility

of a thing makes it a use value, but this

utility is inherent in the thing itself, and is

limited by the physical properties of the

commodity, having no existence apart from

it. This use value of a commodity is inde

pendent of the amount of labor required to

appropriate its useful qualities. " Use val

ues become a reality only by use or con

sumption." Exchange value, on the con

trary, has no reference to the properties of

the commodity. Exchange value presents

itHelf as- the proportion in which values in

u«e of one sort are to be changed for those

"f another sort, a relation continually

1 banging with time and place. Use values

always present themselves to us qualita

tively, differing from one another, but as

exchange values they are merely different

quantities, and consequently do not possess

an atom of use vnlue. If then we leave out

of consideration the use values of commod

ities, they have only one quality left, that

"i being products of labor, as Marx says :

He «ee then that that which determines the magni-

luoe of the value of any article is the amount of labor-

time socially necessary for its production. * » « *

1 'inimoditles, therefore, in which equal quantities of

'•uoriire embodied, or which can be produced in the

-ame time, have the same value. The value of one

• nrnmodily is to the value of any other, as the labor-

time neressary for the production of the one is to that

ni'ieswiry to the production of the other. As values,

J1'] '"mmodltles are only definite masses of conjealed
le'or-tlini-

In short, the socialist theory is, that na

ture furnishes free the raw material of use

value, and that human labor, and human

labor only completed the process of turning

the raw material that nature supplies into

" wealth."

If this theory is true, then it logically fol

lows, that the idler, or the non-producer, is

either a parasites or a robber, and a system

in which the parasite and robbers are en

abled to exploit the actual producers is an

unjust one. It is the great merit of " Capi

tal," by Karl Marx, that the process by

which the laborer is defrauded, is laid bare

and exposed with a dialectic precision and

a thoroughness never equalled. Against the

socialist theory, the sycophantic apologists

of capitalist exploitation have waged bitter

warfare. But socialism is in the air ; it in

fluences legislation everywhere. Its influ

ence is as potent in Kaiser cursed Germany,

as in democratic America. The cause of

the toiler is in the ascendant. Everywhere

labor is demanding its rights, its rights to

the wealth it alone produces. The right of

the capitalist non-producer to absorb all

surplus wealth over the cost of the main

tenance and reproduction of the real pro

ducer is everywhere challenged. Capit

alism is doomed And why not ? What is

it that socialism demands ? This : That the

toiler shall control the tools necessary for

the production of wealth, the tools that his

own labor has supplied. Socialism demands

that the divorce between the tools and the

toiler shall cease. It points to the histori

cal fact that for centuries before the advent

of the capitalist system, the artisan owned

his own tools. The cloth manufacturer e. g.

owned his own loom, the cloth was woven

by his own hands and by those of his family,

he disposed of his product directly to the

consumer, no middleman interposed to ab

sorb part of his labor ; but with the advent

of manufacture, the invention of the power

loom, and the use of steam as a motive

power, conditions entirely changed, im

mense factories arose, the hand loom weaver

was forced to work for the capitalist for a

wage that represented, not the value of his

labor, but his necessities. Socialism de

mands that this condition shall cease. It

is evident, howrever, that we can not return

to the old hand tools and the isolated sys

tem of production. The machinery tor

making shoes can no longer be contained on

the bench of the isolated worker. It re

quires an immense factory fitted up with

costly labor-saving machinery, and a minute

subdivision of labor that renders technical

skill almost unnecessary. As, therefore, it

is evident that the individual worker can

no longer control the tools of production,

socialism demands that these tools shall be

owned collectively ; that they shall no longer

be controlled by a non-producing class, who

use them to defraud the real workers of the

product of their labor, and that enables the

exploiter to pile up unnecessary wealth,
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while their unfortunate victims eke out a

miserable existence in the brutal competi

tive struggle for a chance to work.

In a Moid, socialism demands that all the

instruments and means of production shall

be owned collectively. Its motto is : The

tools to the toilers. " The produce to the

producers !

With this digression let us return to Mr.

Itorland and his criticisms. And let it here

be understood, that to refute Marx's theory

of value, it must be shown that in the pro

duction of wealth there are other factors

besides nature and human labor; these fac

tors must be indicated and their existence

proved, and some proportion given of the

part played by such factor or factors in pro

duction, what proportion of the product

such factors are equitably entitled to claim.

After a very intelligent presentation and

definition of use and exchange values, show

ing that the labor time expended on com

modities would be the basis upon which

all exchanges would be effective in the so

cialist state, Mr. Borland says:

That is, providing the socialist* were able to har

monize their theory with the incontwtiltU: facts that

are all the time cropping up to give it the lie. which

not being the case at present, is' no more likely to be

after socialism had become established.

Let us see what these incontextihle facts

are. He instances the fact that when an

object of considerable utility is rare upon

the market, it increases in value until the

extra profit derived from its production at

tracts the productive agents of society,

with the result that a glut ensues, and an

equilibrium is finally established with the

prices of other products. Very well, an

equilibrium is restored and the theory cf

value is not affected. Besides, in what way

would that condition of things affect values

under socialism, where till labor would re

ceive the same reward? or even if labor was

paid according to the individual product,

the scarcity of a certain commodity would

enhance temporarily the proportion going

to the producer, such temporary aberra

tions of value do not affect the general law

of value.

Again, he says.

Let us take a national object, say a fruit. We may

suppose that it costs nothing to taW possession of it.

that it presents itself at haphazard to the passerby,

who has only to stretch forth his hand and lake it

without labor. From a socialistic pointof view—and

Marx is positive on this point—"A use value, or use

ful article, has value only because human labor in

the abstract has been embodied or materialized in it."

Mr. Borland's object here appears to

show that Marx is contradictory, that in

the case of the fruit there was no labor em

bodied in it, yet it. had value. Rut Marx's

statement just quoted related to use values

derived from labor, as say a coat, or a barrel

of flour, for he states that " a thing can be

a use value without having value i i. c, ex

change value), such as air, virgin soil, nat

ural meadows, etc.

If fruit was so plentiful that it could be

picked anywhere without labor, it would

nave a use value, but no exchange value

whatever, and Mr. Borland's remarks as to

how its value would be affected through

scarcity and the desire to possess, is beside

the question altogether; where it requires

labor to produce it, it will like all other

commodities derive its value from the labor

expended in its production.

Mr. Borland asks: "And who can rightly

contend that the value of a diamond bears

any relation to the social labor time em

bodied in it?'' I can assure him confident

ly that the diamond has no other value

than the labor time embodied in it. Marx

says:

Diamonds are of very rare occurrence on the earth's

surface, and hence their discovery costs on an average

u great deal of lalior time. Consequently much lalwir

is represented in a small compass. Jacob doubts

whether gold has ever been paid for at its full value.

This applies still more to diamonds. According to

Eschwege, the total produce of the Hraziliun mines

f.ir the eighty years ending in I8-'.'I hud not realized

the price of one and a hall" years' average of the sugar

and coffee plantations of the same country.

Mr. Borland says:

Suppose there is but one diamond on earth and

that its possessor has secured it without effort, has

merely stretched forth his band and picked it up.

There is no lalior time embodied in the diamond,

will the socialists say that in receiving the price of

the diamond its possessor is guilty of robbery.

The question is a childish one. In the

first place, if there had never been any

diamonds previously discovered, the one

picked up would have no value. What

gives diamonds their value is the exact

knowledge of their physical properties;

their great antiquity as an article of value

and adornment ; their rarity and the con

sequent great amount of labor expended in

the effort to discover them. Imitation

diamonds of paste can be procured at a

small part of the cost of real diamonds, t In

difference between which can only be de

tected by an expert, but their difference in

value is the difference in labor time neces

sary to produce each kind. If, for instance,

a man found a diamond on the street, that

fact would not affect the value of diamonds,

which would still be the amount of socially

necessary labor time requisite for their pro

duction, lint suppose it was a common

tiling to pick up diamonds promiscuously,

say that 25 per cent, of diamonds were

found that way, their value would depre

ciate 2"i per cent., if 50 per cent, were so

found, their depreciation would be in tin-

same ratio, and if diamonds were picked

up everywhere without labor, they would

have no more value than pebbles. But, as

a matter of fact, fruit is not picked every

where without labor, nor or diamonds found

on the roadside, but both represent in their

production labor time.

Mr. Borland appears to argue that the

scarcity of a thing gives it a value apart

from any labor expended upon it. This ia
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mere nonsense. Tin- scarcity of a utility

or use value if an evidence that peat labor

is required for its discovery or its iiroduc-

tion. The fact is, the illustrations ottered

hv Mr. Holland are frivolous in the ex

treme, and have no bearing whatever on

the question of the composition of values

under practical and normal conditions.

He is compelled to assume impossibilities

in order to make any showing whatever.

Of course, scores of volumes have been

written by the paid apologists of labor ex

ploitation. But 1 really think a fellow

wage slave like Mr. Borland might be en

gaged in better business than in repeating

the specious and frivolous arguments of the

paid advocates of labor exploitation. There

is some excuse for those who are paid to do

the work there is none lor him. Besides,

the urguments he oilers are now relegated

to apologists of the third class. The most

eminent of the paid apologists for capital

ism base their defense of labor exploitation

<m something altogether different, namely,

on the claim that capital is an independent

factor, or at least an auxiliary in produc

tion. This is Henry George's theory, al

though he bases the justification of interest

on the reproductive forces of nature and

the element of time, giving a value to capi

tal—owing to equalization of advantages—

quitedistinctand separable from labor. For

a criticism and refutation of this theory I

refer the reader to mv article in the Maga-

AziNEfor May, lSt»3. '

Hut the argument of the bourgeois econo

mist is. that capital is a distinct factor in

production. It is admitted that labor pro

duces capital. But some producers abstain

from consuming all this wealth, and devote

their "savings" to productive purposes, and

"interest" is the reward of their "abstin

ence."

The Austrian theory of value is also

based on "abstinence" as the starting point

of capital, t >n this abstinence theory, the

brilliant socialist writer, Mr. E. B. Bax,

says:

Economists, in the v»in search for 'a scientific ex-

ptanntiou of Interest no capital, lighted upon the

nnivelv brilliant i<len that intcrent was the reward a

beneficent nature had provided for "thrift." Now,

as every small boy knows, if lie abstains from eating

ills calce, or a portion of it, one day. he has tiie

pleasure of consuming the same another day. Km

the only reward of the small boys virtuous thrift is

the future pleasure of consumption, as against the

present or past. With this he nas to be saliHlied. as

iheciike does not increase or multiply with keeping.

But »c are asked by the Economists to believe that

the virtue of the small boy. like Sampson's locks,

gti>w« with hi* growth and strengthens with his

•treiifrtli, in such wise thai when he becomes a big

•litituilM it has acquired proportions entitling it to a

rraard altogether Incommensurate with what satis

fied It in its earlier stages. Now he expects his cake,

hihIit the abstract expression "commodity in gen-

•ml ' r,r irs concrete symbol money, to grow by keep-

In* m indefinable proportions, like the good fairy's

• >ke In the iiurtTV tBh.-. So far. so good: hut here

the uninitiated stumbles across the puzzling fact lhat

•othe cnrnal eye the abstinence and the increment

do not run band in hand together, but that the ab

stinence lags behind the increment, and finally stops

altogether, and that, too, just at the time whin The

pace of the increment is accelerating by "leaps and

bounds." To the carnal eye, for example, the ab

stinence of a Nathaniel Rothschild or a Samuel Mor-

ley is tielow the minamum vimhile. The unfortunate

student of orthodox economy is thus driven to ac

cept the Economists' assurance on the strength of

that unsatisfactory surrogate the "eye of faith."

iJiven a causal relation between abstinence and in

crement, and he naturally expects to find cirtcri*

paribus, a progressive increase in the cause to precede

or accompany a progressive increase In the effect.

Experience, however, shows the reverse. What, then,

becomes of abstinence as a scientific rniton d'drc of

interest '.' Surelv it is something like effrontery for

n doctrine which has at iis basi- such childishness as

this, to arrogate to itself the name of science, as is

done by the orthodox economy.

Mr. Bax further points out that "profits"

are divided by the Economists into three

elements: 111 wages of superintendence,

(2) indemnification lor risk, |3| reward for

abstinence. He observes with sarcasm,

"that 'wages' of superintendence becomes

greatest when the capitalist ceases to 'su

perintend ; ' and the indemnification for

risk reaches its highest point when the

possessor of wealth can afford to defy all

risk with impunity."

That sophists and sycophants should in

vent such excuses for" robbery is not sur

prising. But that intelligent workers, the

victims of such a system of exploitation

should repeat parrot-like the sophisms of

their masters, is certainly discouraging.

There is no use being mealy mouthed about

terms, but it may be set down as true, that

the man who defends exploitation of labor

by means of rent of land, or interest on

capital, is either a sycophant apologist for

the exploiting classes, or an ignoramus—

either a knave or a fool.

Here I am reminded of a case often pre

sented by defenders of our present sys

tem : It "is this: -V man works industri

ously ; is saving and prudent, accumulates

say, a thousand dollars, which he invests

in" machinery, hires men, increases his

business, employs more men, until he

has finally hundreds in his employ and ac

cumulates a fortune by the profits from his

business, and the the question is asked

confidently, "has not such a man acquired

his wealth honestly?" The answer is no!

He has acquired his wealth by withholding

from labor the lull equivalent of what it

produced. Slavery illustrates this case

clearly. For instance, say that instead of

investing the thousand dollars in machin

ery, he had invested that amount in a

slave, he sets the slave to work, and with

the profit derived from his work, buys an

other, and another, until he has hundreds

producing wealth for him and acquires an

immense fortune thereby. As we are all

agreed that chattel slavery is wrong, we all

admit that the gains of the slave owner

represent mere robbery of labor. Now

the two systems are precisely parallel, the
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slave owner uses force, he provides his slave

with food, shelter and clothing and retains

all the surplus product of his slaves.

Whereas the capitalists use fraud, takes ad

vantage of a system that compels the wage

slave to dispose of his labor, under nfectio

jut-it of ''free contract." That is ; the capi

talist goes through the farce of bargaining

what portion ot the product will be re

turned to the laborer in the shape of wages.

But every intelligent student of Economics

recognizes that the minimum amount the

workers consent to live upon, decides the

"wages" they will receive. So that the

wage slave has the advantage over the

chattel slave, that he can change his mas

ter; instead of being the slave of one man,

he is the slave of a class—the capitalists.

Our principal advantage over the chattel

slave is that we have insisted on a higher

standard of living; insisted upon educa

ting ourselves, an extravagance that our

masters at one time vigorously protested

against. We have, therefore, shared some

what in the advancement of civilization

and intelligence, and in time, will perceive

how we are degraded and defrauded by a

system which compels us to engage in

brutal competition with our fellows for the

privilege of gaining access to the tools of

production our own labor created, instead

of owning those tools in common, our

selves.

Hut, to return to Mr. Borland and his

criticism, which I am sorry to say continues

in a carping and trivial vein. For instance,

he endorses my advice to those subscribers

of the Magazine who fail to read it, and

remarks thereon :

I am led to wonder if Mr. Stuart is not in ft position

to take some of his advice to himself. Who is in the

worse position, the person who reads not at all, or the

person who rends in so superficial a mtinncr as not to

know what he has reud '.' 1 candidly assure Mr. Stuart

that, so far as I can remember, 1 have never quoted a

line or a word from Box's " Kellgion of Socialism " in

my life.

This style of criticism is rather "small

potatoes." The head and front of my offend

ing is, that I credited a rather copious ex

tract which Mr. Uorland gave, to Mr. Bax.

I was mistaken, and it is not of the slightest

consequence who wrote it. Nor has Mr.

Borland any right to assume that I read it

superficially ; on the contrary, I read it very

carefully.

1 Ie also carps at my definition of the word

"religion." He informs me the word has a

very comprehensive meaning, as: "sense

of duty; conscientiousness; sense of obliga

tion." Quite true, but I used the term in

the sense that is almost universally attached

to it, viz.: our relations to a supposed su

preme being. In that sense, socialism is

ueither religious nor irreligious.

I assure Mr. Norland that I am quite fa

miliar " with that idea of Marx, that the re

ligious system of a people always answers

to a definite economic category," and Marx's

" idea " may be a correct one, but it remains

an "idea" which may be accepted or r«- -

jected; it forms no necessary part of the

socialist theory. It is quite evident to ine

that the belief in the existence of a supreme

being, or in the existence of a divine revela

tion, is not dependent upon the form of any

economic system only in so far as a better

economic system may make it possible

through better education and higher cul

ture to arrive at truth. He savs further:

" As for Mr. Bliss, he may be good authority -

on Christian socialism, but Mr. Stuart surely

knows that the Christian socialists are not

orthodox." I assure Mr. Borland, on my

honor, I didn't. An "orthodox" socialist

is one who believes in the collective owner

ship of the means of production under a dem -

ocraticformof government, and whether he

is a Mohammedan, a Christian, or an athe

ist, does not in the least affect his "ortho

doxy" as a socialist. Again: "Mr. Bliss is

no more an authority on socialism than Mr.

Bellamy." Quite true; they are both, how

ever, excellent authority on socialism. And

again: "The position of Mr. Bliss in the

socialist movement is well known. lie is

even 'damned with faint praise' by the

Twentieth Century for continuing to work

such a ' barren field ' as he is in. The im

plication intended by Mr. Borland being,

that the Twentieth Century considered social

ism and Christianity incompatible. Nothing

of the kind was intended. Here is what the

Twentieth Century did say :

Rev. \V. D. P. Bliss Issues ft New Year's edition of

" The Pawn,'* organ of christian socialism. Wo have

often felt that M r. Bliss wits working a barren field.

for while the founder of Christianity taught the prin

ciples of socialism, the organization itself is too often

the defender of capitalism, the apologist for usury,

and the dispenser of that charity which is " as sound

ing brass and tinkling cymbal.' Yet, the growth of

socialist sentiment in the church is now very rapid,

and if the editor of " The Dawn " can brint; those of

its members to practice the fundaments! doctrine*

so long overlooked by the church, his work will ni-i

be in vain. ,

As Mr. Borland considers the Twentieth

Century the leading socialist organ of this

country, and as the editor is one of those

whom he considers " the only logical social

ist," I hope he will now be satisfied that

Qhristian socialists are eminentlv "ortho

dox."

I quite agree with Mr. B. that "society N

not going to accommodate itself to the view?

of either the Blisses or the Baxes wh" may

constitute but a small part of it (socialist

society)." There isn't the slightest d'nil.t

but " that there would always be some per

sons who would fail to see things as those

gentlemen saw them, and there is no e\i-

dence that they would apprehend things

differently than they do now." Quite true,

indeed, with the qualifications I have al

ready made regarding the change an im

proved social system might effect in our
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ethical or religious ideals, which suggest the

thought that perhaps the bugaboos Mr. B.

raises in regard to the new social system

are as unnecessary as they are ridiculous.

Mr. Borland instances the persecution of

the Mormons as an evidence that religious

bigotry has not yet died. But the persecu

tion of the Mormons in late years is not on

account of their religion. The objection

against them has been on moral grounds—

against the practice of polygamy. This is a

practice that all civilized nations are op

posed to, both Christian nations and those

that are indifferent or hostile to religion.

Mr. Borland draws mv attention to a move

ment now "immensely active" in this

country, and that people are not yet so

weaned from the desire for persecution, and

that it is out of such material the future co

operative commonwealth is to be formed.

Yes, I acknowledge there is yet room for

improvement. Mr. Borland himself has fur

nished an example of how ready people are

to arouse religious prejudice when it suits

their purpose. But I assure Mr. Borland

that the editor of this magazine has voiced

the sentiments of every socialist in regard

to the movement referred to. It is not too

much to claim that under an economic sys

tem where education will be universal and

the brutality engendered by poverty and

ignorance obliterated, that religious perse

cution will entirely cease.

Another of the incoiilestible facts that tell

against socialism, according to Mr. B., is

that "the Australians who have started a

socialistic community in Paraguay refuse to

accept persons whose morality is doubtful.

A socialistic colony is now being started in

Hreensburg, Ind.,'and its projector adver

tises that " none but persons of good moral

character will be admitted," upon which

iny intelligent critic remarks: "Now, it

seems to me, that state? the whole question

for socialism." That is to say, that unless

socialism can take the worst elements of

society—the thieves, murderers and thugs,

and make a success of such material for a

socialistic commonwealth, that socialism is

a failure. This is intelligent (?) criticism

with a vengeance! Because the projectors

of small socialistic experiments, the start

ing of which is universally discouraged

among scientific socialists, insist that their

hazardous and uncertain experiments shall

not be handicapped at the start by bad ma

terial, we are to assume that socialism

would only he successful if composed exclu

sively of the elite of society. This is an

argument that might be used against the

anarchism, but not against socialism. So

cialism will remove the causes that develop

criminals, it will make it easy for everyone

to provide an honorable and ample living

for himself and family; only a fool would

be guilty of theft when moderate exertion

will insure an abundance. Mr. B. adds:
•' But when our moral natures are properly

developed, that is sufficient by itself, and

socialism has no raitxm d'etre," which is

mere childish nonsense. 1 have shown in a

former article that our moral natures can

never be "properly developed" under s>

system that consigns the great mass of the

people to lives of bitter toil and poverty,

and the necessary result: ignorance, bru

tality and fanaticism.

Mr. Borland tries to bolster up his silly

statement regarding the supposed increase

of power of majorities under a socialist

regime. He quotes my statement that :

" The majority, providing it is strong enough

to enforce its action, can now absolute!v

prescribe what the people shall eat, drink

and wear, and what religion shall prevail."

Upon which he remarks: "This is a re

markable statement, to say the least, and I

assure Mr. Stuart he is far from right. The

power of the majority in this country is

now limited by a fundamental law."" Of

course, but how long would a " fundamental

law" remain in force against the will of «

majority? Mr. Borland knows as well as I

do that the will of the majority under a

democracy is as absolute as the will of the

Czar of Russia. Any limitations, constitu

tional or otherwise, designed to prevent

hasty legislation, can be abrogated when

ever" the majority so desire. But, assuming

the converse to oe true, how does Mr. Bor

land know that the same limitations would

not prevail under a social democracy? Will

he kindly explain why the elimination of

private capital would make any change in

majority rule? Has the assumption by the

government of the carrying of the mails or

the establishment of free schools increased

the power of the majority?

The fact is, Mr. Borland, in his eagerness

to make a point against socialism, made a

very foolish statement, in limiting the

power of the majority, under our present

torm of government ; any school boy of

average intelligence knows better. I again

assure him that no extension of the present

power of the majority is contemplated by

socialists, or would be possible. Nothing

better illustrates the impregnability of the

socialists' position than the extraordinary

arguments brought to bear against it by its

eager opponents. If Mr. Borland really

believes that the adoption of a co-operative

system of production, by abolishing poverty

and making education universal, would tend

to turn us into beasts, ready to cut one

another's throats, and that our benign i '.'

system of private capitalism is the only

thing that prevents such a condition, then

he is right in opposing socialism, but such

a belief discredits his intelligence, and the

ranks of the single-tax is the proper place

for him to remain. There requktcat in parr.
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It is a continual source of amazement to

socialists to discover the crass ignorance

that prevails amoDg otherwise intelligent

people on the subject of socialism. This

ignorance is not confined to the unintelli

gent and superficial, hut is shared in by

scholars, and even professors of political

economy. When, for instance, a superficial

writer like .Jos6 ( iros criticizes organized

socialism, tells us that " we don't want

economic rent determined by any set of

government ollicials. * * N'or do we

* want wages determined by government

officials. * We don't want plutocracy

in any form, not even one composed of

socialistic saints," and such like twaddle,

ad infinitum. When the very object and

aim of socialism is to abolish economic

rent, abolish wages, and make plutocracy

impossible, we are not surprised that Mr.

(iros knows nothing about socialism, nor

about economics beyond the idea that pri

vate ownership of land is wrong, don't

claim to know anything, and is, perhaps,

proud of his ignorance. Nor, indeed, does

Bro. (iros need to know, his accurate and

complete knowledge of "(iod's will" and

of Divine laws," upon which subject he is

mi fail and speaks ex cathedra, renders any

knowledge of economics on his part quite

superfluous. But when he tackles socialism,

upon which subject he is not inspired, we

smile at his innocent prattle with good

natured contempt. But what shall we say

when the New York Evening Past, that is

noted for its literary ability and scholar

ship, said editorially, some weeks ago:

" There are two great assumptions at the

bottom of the theory of socialism, one is

that the resources ol the state are myster

ious and inexhaustible, and the other is

that the present well-to-do class would

under socialism continue in existence, and

Lot only pay workingmen whatever wages

they asked, but joyfully meet all demands

made on them in the shape of property and

income taxes, and buy all the state goods,

while the laborers had short hours, steady

employment and a fair share of the luxur

ies. Here is a scholarly ignoramus who

prates of a " well-to-do class " of idlers,

who "pays workingmen wages," buys " all

the state goods," pays the " property and

income takes " under a socialist regime.

Then the criticism of a French econo

mist, M. Yre (iyot, whose idea of the social

ist theory of value is. that mere muscular

energy of itself, and under the most un

favorable conditions, is what produces

wealth most abundantly. Then the criti

cisms of Prof. 1'awc.ett, of F.ngland. whose

work on political economy is considered a

standard, says seriously: "If the state

divided all the lands among the inhabitants,

there would gradually arise the same in

equality of wealth which exists now."

Certainly there would, but no one outside

of a lunatic asylum proposes any smoh plan

of " dividing up " either the land or any

thing else. With the same idea in his pro

found noddle, Mr. Joseph Cook, the philos

opher of transcendentalism, says vehem

ently : " Bather thangiveproperty Monday

morning into the control of men who, before

Saturday night, will have produced inequal

ity again by their own spendthrift character.

we will see to it that in this country sterner

laws are made than now to repress heresies

and demagogues under universal suffrage."

Then there is Prof. (ioldwin Smith, of

international fame for ripe scholarship, who

issued a little brochure three or four years

ago, under the title "False Hopes," in which

he traced the rise of socialism, single-tax,

trades unions, strikes, etc., to a great

extent, to the decadence of religion ('.').

There's scholarly profundity and discern

ment for you ! The absurdity of many

of the objections and arguments urged

against socialism Mr. Borland sees as clear

ly as socialists, yet he himself urges others

that are equally as frivolous.

The works of Henry < ieorge himself show

an ignorance of other schools of economics

that is astonishing. What would we think

of a man who wrote a book advocating a

new theory of the origin of specie, which

claimed to have " covered every point and

met every objection," but which complete

ly ignored the works of Darwin? and yet

that is what (ieorge has done. He has

wrote a work and offered it as the

"sovereign remedy " for all social ills, and

has yet ignored the works of Karl Marx

and the socialist school. Nor is there any

evidence whatever that George ever read

one of these works. On the contrary,

the internal evidence of " Progress and

Poverty" negatives the assumption. In the

preface to that work he couple- the names

of Proudlion and Lassallein a manner that

shows lie probably ne\er read a line of

either. The contribution of Karl Marx to

political economy can no more be ignored

than could Darwin's in biology. Karl

Marx's " Capital" marks an era as distinct

in political economy as does Darwin in

another science. To this ignorance of cur

rent political economy may be traced

< ieorge's misconception of the meaning and

function of capital. He is entirely oblivions

of the extraordinary difference effected

when wealth used tor the production of

more wealth ihis definition of capital) is

used by the owner of that wealth to in

crease his personal product, or when used

for the purpose of extracting surplus value

from the labor of others.

His other extraordinary misconception of

the difference between the economic rent

and monopoly rent. i. »•., the difference be

tween rent under a state of freedom, as
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contemplated by Kicardo's law of rent, and

that which obtains under a system of gen

eral monopolization of land, such as now

obtains, reduces his whole theory to an ab

surdity, which will be referred to by future

economists as the Jin <le deck—economic

"fake " jiar excellence.

INDUSTRIAL FEEEDOM.

BY JOSE GROS.

It has taken about forty centuries of post

diluvian civilization for men to conceive

the two words with which this article is

captioned. We don't remember of any his

torical period in which that conception was

preached by any set of men, or grasped in

any distinct form by any group of reform

ers. It is hardly over ten years old, that

conception. And how few do yet under

stand the real meaning of those two words

— Industrial Freedom! To those who un

derstand the fullness of that motto, to them

the motto implies a radically new departure

in human affairs, a new leaf in the history

of humanity, new fundamental perceptions

of life, a peaceful revolutionary process

such as history has never had, such as men

never even dreamed, unless it is a few clear

minds to-day. And the dream is far from

wild, because it rests on the simplest meth

ods conceivable and takes full cognizance

of all law in nature and in ethics, in the

physical as well as in the moral order.

When that new departure is to commence,

that no man can tell. It will all depend on

human volitions, because, while the final

triumph of truth is inevitable, God is not

going to bring it about until men co-oper

ate with him. He can wait just as long as

men see fit to wait. And God wants tree

co-operation, not the forced one of social

ism.

We hear" a great deal, in our days, about

social and economic evolution, by which it

is intended to convey the idea that, bad as

it is, our social and economic status, it con

stitutes an advance over that of previous

civilizations, indispensable to any substan

tial social growth in future human develop

ments. Are we sure that that is a correct

view? It flatters our human pride. There

is no. doubt about that. It is not pleasant

to imagine that we have, all along, been

lounging in the wilderness of human fancies,

Koing to and fro through the interminable

forests of our own conceits, and yet, now

Hiid then we should look at the facte of his

tory such as they are. For instance, let

your mind rest a few moments on the so

cial reconstruction of William the Con

queror, that ideal tyrant, soon after he

overcame all resistance and became the

master of England.

For all practical purposes William was a

first class socialist, as much so as needed in

that historical period, short of industrial

freedom. And please remember that there

is no middle term between industrial free

dom and some sort of socialism. And re

member too that so far all civilizations have

been but forms of government—class social

ism. We mean government giving to a class

the privilege of handling the other classes,

directly or indirectly, by hook or crook.

The civilization of to day is essentially

government corporation socialism, worse,

if possible, than any other. Perhaps state

or national socialism would eventually be

come more fatal yet ; but, as the matter has

never been tested, we should neither say

yea nor nay on the subject. Well, the so

cialism of William the Conquerer left 13,-

000,000 acres of land as common property

where the common people could obtain

fuel and pasture for their cows, pigs, &c.

And nobody willing to work needed to loaf

in the dark ages of feudalism, in England

or anywhere else. Not even in the vast

empire of I'ersia 25 centuries ago were men

forced to beg for labor in vain, as in our

days, close to the portals of the twentieth

century of Christian progress, so called!

It is bad enough to have to beg for labor.

It is far worse to be in danger of having no

work even if we beg for it !

The writer is old enough to remember

that forty years ago, in the old effete na

tions of Europe, in the southern sections

anyhow, healthy tramps and city loafers

were unknown, except in certain very poor

and remote localities, or after warlike de

velopments. It was reserved to us, the

richest nation on earth, by God belssed

with higher blessings than any other na

tion, and that on top of three centuries of

popular education and political freedom, it

was reserved to us to evolve the sight of

large numbers of male adults, able and

willing to work, but unable so to do! And

that has been the case for over twenty

years, with greater or less intensity every

now and then, with profound peace all

along, with famous crops year after year.

And that is what we call social or economic

evolution ! Are we sure that that is not

dissolution ?

Now let us see. About 13,000,000 acres

of common land for three or four millions

population in England six centuries ago, in

the dark ages. Not even free roads for

most of our 70,000.000 free (?) American

citizens, in our enlightened age, because

half the breadth of the road belongs to the

land holder in front, even if he never saw

the land, and you have to move when in

the road. Seldom anybody forced to beg

for labor in vain under peace and fair cropn

in the old nations. Quantities of such peo

ple to day and during many previous years

in the most enterprising nation that ever

lived, with the greatest natural domain
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that a nation ever had ! Is that evolution?

Is it not rather dissolution ? And why all

that? Principally, anyhow, because of land

concentration in the hands of the few car

ried to a greater intensity than ever before.

Never before can you find a continent like

oura more completely under the direct and

indirect control of 50,000 men, the masters

of 70,000,000 population. And please no

tice that not even the farmer free from

mortgage, or the city worker with a home

free from debt, can claim to be a real land

holder. The reason is very simple. We

have at least fifteen billions of dollars in

public and franchise corporate securities, a

colossal general mortgage on all small fry

land holders and the honest labor of all

workers.

The chariot of civilization has always

been rolling up anil down hill. Periods of

greater or less prosperity have been fol

lowed by others with greater or less hard

ships. Only that such a prosperity has

always been concentrated with the few and

the hardship with the many. The periods

of hardship have invariably coincided with

great land concentrations. Those of pros

perity have resulted from relative land sub

division. To be sure, we never had any

solid prosperity, much less an ideal land

subdivision.

Ix)ok at that Rome which gradually ex

hausted and conquered Carthage. The lat

ter republic was cursed by large landed es

tates. The former contained yet a good

proportion of small real freeholders. Land

subdivision prevailed over land concentra

tion. As long as the former continued, so

long do we find the Roman armies invinci

ble in war, and the republic prosperous and

wealthy within, all relatively speaking.

And what about that old Prance, overrun

by the armies of England when the latter

had evolved a certain degree of land subdi

vision, under mild feudal rules, while

Prance was groaning under large land con

centrations and a harsh feudalism?

Prom that turn your eyes to revolution

ary France, when land subdivision had

taken the place of land concentration. You

.see then the French armies entering all the

capitals of Continental Europe, victoriously

promenading in all directions, except Eng

land, saved by her turbulent channel and

insular position.

And what about those small but power

ful republics in Northern and .Middle

Italy, sprung up from the ruins of the

Roman Empire? Some of them supported

in plenty a population of mk) per square

mile, while we, the grand nation, cannot

even support 2o per square mile, although

our modern inventions have multiplied by

:!() the productive power of the average

man. l'nder land subdivision we could

support in plenty an average density of 400,

even with the old plain tools. Bonanza

farms, or great land concentration, mean

the wilderness in the country on one side,

and the wilderness of large cities on the

other, poverty in the latter coupled with

great wealth, and nothing but poverty in

rural districts. It means a very low aver

age product per acre, wretched cultivation,

slaves in the fields and slaves in the cities.

Could we scape any such developments

by simply carrying land concentration to

the highest point, under public officers,

with piles of bureaus right and left trying

to discover the actions and reactions of

the very laws of nature which the sys

tem would repudiate? Why should offi

cial land concentration and ollicial capital

ism be any better than the capitalism ami

land concentration to which we can trace

all the disasters of human societies ?

We all know that on one hand the small

sin evolves or invites the big one. There is

some form of evolution for you, evolution

downwards. On the other hand, the small

virtue invites the grander and most impor

tant virtues. There is evolution upwards.

In the monopoly evil private land monop

oly comes first. ( orporate monopoly fol

lows. The iiual step would be the nation

alization of all monopoly, if we want to

carry evolution downwards, and so the

monopoly evil to its most fatal ultimatum.

There is, then, a certain logic in the social

istic philosophy. It does not accord with

moral law, nor with laws of sound progress.

It takes effects lorcauses. It would attempt

to suppress the monopoly evil by making it

official, public—eternal, so to speak, or

rather giving it its maximum destructive

force.

The logic of history is as follows : Every

step in land concentration mark* a decrease

in industrial freedom, and a decrease in

average per capita production with given

tools. Every step in land subdivision marks

an increase in industrial freedom, with cor

responding increase in average per capita

wealth produced, with improved distribu

tion. We are not justified in assuming,

and socialism does not prove, that the

above logic of history can be changed

through the low, human, mechanical con

trivance of officialism, or bureaucracy, * re

turn to old, worn out despotism and com

plexities.

The correct lines of healthy human pro

gress lies in the direction of plain, simple

adaptation to the order of nature. That

alone can develop the ideal man, and henev

the ideal social group.

Too much government has forever been

the great curse of hunianitv. Too much

government means too little freedom. The

inevitable officialism of our modern social

ists would be industrial despotism under

the mask of political freedom, because of
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too many laws and regulations with which

tn keep the individual into a given indus

trial socket, with hardly any initiative of

his own. That would be a reactionary and

retrogressive progress with a vengeance.

The socialistic song of large production

through combination sounds well enough.

But, combination under a strait jacket.

without freedom, can never work very well.

We have had enough of it to know some

thing on the subject.

Manhood through freedom. Freedom

through manhood. Just as few laws as

possible. Just as little government as

needed to see that Peter does not interfere

with John's happiness. And, please, broth

er reformers, trust men to their own free

combinations, co-operations and the like.

I>on't envelop vour reforms in the low ma

terialism of dollars and cents. Dollars and

cents shall not be wanting if we strive for

that freedom which rests on righteousness,

and hence on the law of equal rights and

opportunities. We have nothing to do

with equality in wealth. Why to treat

men as if they were a pack of good sized

babies ?

THE ETHIOAL AND ECONOMIC BASIS

OF SOCIALISM.

BY OEORGE C. WARD.

I have been very much interested in read

ing the very able contributions from my

friends, .lose Gros and Wilfred P. Borland,

in the April number of the Magazine, and

have thought it expedient to contribute my

mite to the fund of current discussion of

the various phases of socialism.

I am not ashamed to confess that as the

days roll by my mind is becoming more and

more convinced of the justice and practi

cability of the single tax and its adaptability

as a means to land nationalization, but,

strange tosav, while single taxers are, as a

rule, individualists of the strictest sect, I

am inclined to be a single taxer, because I

am a socialist and because socialism and the

tingle tax seem to rest upon a common

ethical and economic basis. The claims of

land nationalization rest upon the postulate

that land is the free gift of God to all men

and the common heritageof all men equally.

Accepting this composite ethical and eco

nomic proposition as its basic principle, the

dingle tax would take from each and every

man, as a tax, any benefit or value derived

w realized by him from the use of land,

which was in excess of the benefit or value

realized by the individual whose benefit or

Mine thus derived was the least of all.

Now, land nationalization is the essence

nf socialism, as applied to the land question,

entailing, as it does, the abolition of private,

-|>eculative ownership of land and the eli

mination of land from the catalogue of com

modities, or properties which may be ethi

cally bought and sold. Socialism, applied

to land, means the common or collective

ownership of land, by the people and the

restoration to humanity of the heritage

stolen from it by a cunningly devised sys

tem of land tenure. But the single taxer

points out the fact that, while it is true

that the land belongs to the Almighty and

is simply held by the living people in usu

fruct, it is so held by them, not only in

common, but equally, and proposes the single

tax as the means of apportionment to each

and every individual his or her proper and

righteous portion of .the land value thus

belonging to the whole people, equally, but

none theless in common. The single taxer

calls attention to the fact that, as land dif

fers greatly in utility, value, and in benefit

conferring properties, it is impossible for

free holding, by use and occupancy, to give

to each and all an exactly or even an ap

proximately equal portion of the common

fund of land values. Proceeding further in

the same line of argument, the single taxer

asserts that as the general fund expended

for purposes of government and the con

struction of public improvements is so ex

pended as that the benefits are enjoyed by

all equally, if each and every individual is

made to pay to the community, in its organ

ized capacity as a government, a tribute or

tax equal in amount to the land value or

benefit enjoyed by him or her, not only will

it be possible to abolish all other forms of

national and state taxation, but because of

the fact that each and every individual will

derive an equal benefit from the expendi

ture of the public fund thus raised, the

people, as individuals will, in fact, own and

enjoy the land values of the nation, not

only in common, but also equally.

And this, as Mr. Henry Goorge points out .

is the very essence of State Socialism as ap

plied to land. And, because I am a social

ist, I am about ready to yield an assent to

these propositions and advocate the single

tax—and further still—because I am a social

ist, I propose to U8e the arguments advanced

to sustain the single tax, as potent reasons

why the principles of Socialism should be

yet further extended, so as to embrace the

common yet equal ownership of all patent

rights and hence all improved, labor saving

machinery and tools of production, all pul>

lie utilities and specially the banking busi

ness or facilities of the nation, through the

medium of which the stored up product of

the people's toil is gathered up, guaranteed

safety and sure return and loaned to those

who wish to use it in business enterprises

and in the development of the resources of

the nation.

The fundamental ethical basis of socialism

is the eternal Fatherhood of God and the

universal Brotherhood of man. It is found
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in the solidarity and homogeneity of the

human race and the continuity of its exist

ence. It is found in the momentous yet cen

tral truth that society is a social organism,

having an organic life and a common soul,

individuals being but members of the or

ganic man, the Lord and head of whom is

Jesus the Christ. In the beginning of our

history of time we find man, and revelation

shows to us man, perfected and purified, as

the ruler of the universe in the coming new

era of redemption. Have there been trials,

tribulations, reverses and dark ages? Or

ganic man—the human race—has suffered

equally and alike. Have there been tri

umphs and victories, glories and brilliant

achievements? Together the memberc of

the human organism—the genus homo—have

shared the benefits and reaped the rewards,

Have there been gigantic intellects and no

ble souls? They were but the vehicles

through which God worked out His eternal

purposes in regard to man. Has man meas

ured the universe, chained the forces of na

ture and forced the very elements to do his

bidding? The authors of these achieve

ments have passed from the stage of action

and the glorious results are .the common

heritage of the children of men. Has inven

tion multiplied the productive power of

man a thousand fold ? God, who furnished

the inspired brain, freely revealed the in

ventions to lighten the labor of toiling hu

manity. These are not souls, but one soul,

the soul of man. Not hearts, but one heart,

the heart of humanity. Not brains, but one

brain, the human brain. The thoughts and

ideas, the deeds and actions, the glories and

achievments, the knowledge of the sciences

and advance in art, the fruits of inventive

genius, all these belong not to the individ

ual, but to the race, to whom they were be

queathed by the illustrious dead members

of the organic body man.

It is a disregard "of these vital and funda

mental ethics that is responsible for all the

misery and anguish, the pain and poverty,

the riots and panics that darken with foul

blots the pages of history.

The early fathers taught the ethics of so

cialism as "the tenets of Christianity. Said

St. Augustine, commenting upon Psalms

cxxxii. and cvi.

Let your charitv attend to this. It Is because of

private properties Unit lawsuits, hatreds, brawls, wars

among men, risings, faction feuds, scandals, sins,

cri mes and man quelllngs arise. WhataboutV About

the verv things we hold as private property. Do we

evergo"to law about the property we hold in common ?

We draw in the air in common : we all look on the sun

iu common. Blessed then are they who so prepare n

place for the lord, that they do not exult in their pri

vate place '•', " *' Then, brethern, let us abstain

from the owning of private property (or at least from

raring about it, If we cannot get out of owning

it), and prepare a place for the Lord. Indeed, that

most glorious City of God, when she obtains her prom

ised heritage, wherein none dies and none is born,

will not have citizens who rejoice in private property :

for God will be all in all. IJ any one. truly and heartily

desires Hi* society m this pilgrimage, he vitl always prefer

things to be Mdeolleetirely rather than primtety. seeking

not his own but the things of Jesus Christ.

And in these latter days many of the most

eminent preachers are beginning to voice

the Gospel in its ancient and pristine pur

ity. The Rev. Thos. Dixon, Jr., in a recent

sermon said:

The only glimpse of light that we see in the dark

ening picture of our present commercial calamities

comes from the spots where social co-operation has

taken the place of competition. We find here the

kev to the ultimate solution. If we are ever to

do"away with the ever recurring crisis and collapse of

trade we must harmonize the two sides of wealth

creation and bring about the era when production

shall become social and co-operative, and to this end

the organized power of the state, of the municipality

and of the district must tic brought into concerted,

and cooperative action. It is inevitable thai with

the advance of civilization the state shall advance in

its functions.

The state is not a tvranny imposed from without.

By the state 1 mean the organic community govern

ing themselves. There are hundreds and thousands

of 'men who are now employed directly by the state.

Thev are not subject to the depressions of a commer

cial crisis. It is possible for the functions of govern

ment to be gradually increased until vast interests;

now in the hands of private corporations will be

placed entirely beyond the danger of panic. It is

possible for the municipality to absorb to-day. and

that to its enormous advantage great industries that

are in private hauds.

I appeal for a soul to society. As a social organism

we need to be conscious of our being. We are actlne

as though we were in a dream. Wi- are merely drift

ing toward these great transformations. Could we

but gain consciousness of our organic life we eonkl

move forward with gigantic strides. Let no man be

frightened with the cry of paternalism. Whether pa

ternalism ne good or evil depends entirely upon who

titepntrr is. We need a more thoughtful citizenship.

We need to study our relatious and our obligations to

one another. Let the man who believes in individu

alism take note of his present inconsistent and unten

able position.

The present crisis is the wreck of an overdone in

dividualism. The present system, so far from main -

Mining individuality, is crushing out from the life of

men whatever individuality they had.

Is is possible that the followers of Christ,

the Socialists, are beginning to apprehend

that the message of God to man, the Gos

pel of peace and good will, is an exposition

of the socialistic programme, the reign of

brotherly love ?

Let single taxers understand that Thomas

Jefferson, when he declared that "the land

belongs, in usufruct, to the living," might

consistently have included much else be

sides land in his catalogue of the gifts of

God held in usufruct by each succeeding

generation. Socialism rests upon the same

ethical basis as does the single tax.

But what shall we say of the economic

basis of Socialism? Single taxers assert

that all wealth, i. e. real capital, is the pro

duct of labor applied to land. Hence all

the so-called capital, with which labor is

now exploited, is in reality the proudest of

the very labor it now exploits. But United

States Circuit Court Judge Caldwell goes

farther and concedes that labor i.« capital.

In the course of his decision in the Union

Pacific case, he says :

" A corporation is organized eapltal ; organi«ed
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labor is organized capital : what it is lawful for one

to do it is lawful for the oiher to to do."

But not only is both labor and its pro

duct, capital, but what is known as the

cash capital, or money invested in business

enterprises is actually the property of the

men employed by the exploiters called

manufacturers. One-half, or probably two-

thirds of the total " deposits in all bank

ing institutions of the nation are the "sav

ings" of the wage workers of the nation.

On the other hand, fully as large a propor

tion of all productive and business enter

prises are carried on with borrowed capital,

such capital being the savings of the men

employed in such enterprises. The banks

pay the depositors—say three per cent, and

loan their deposits at from six to twelve

per cent. The result is that the wage

workers pay, as consumers, in increased

price of articles consumed, not only the

three per cent, the bank ostensibly pays

them, but also pay for the privilege of thus

being exploited by their own saved eapital,

the extra per cent, the banks charge for at

tending to the business. This is individual

istic and corporative exploitation of labor

for private emolument and enrichment, and

the funny part of it is that on top of the

interest paid the banks, the exploiters

charge interest upon "capital invested?"

and a certain rate of profit above wages of

euperintendency, and yet the employes, in

reality, own all the "cash capital" invested,

as well as patting in all the' "labor capital

expended. And for all this, they get a

"bare subsistence."

Now take a glance at another plan. Sup

pose two hundred men, possessed of the

average savings of $300 each, making a

"cash capital fund of $00,000. Suppose

they invest this $60,000 in a manufacturing

establishment, including lot, building, ma

chinery, tools, raw material, Ac, Ac. and

electing some of their own number as su

perintendent, bookkeeper, overseer, dec., dec.

inaugurate a productive enterprise, manu

facture a line of goods and sell at cost to

themselves, for home consumption, but to

all others at the governing prices in the

present competitive market, dividing the

net proceeds, above cost, in equal propor

tions among themselves. In addition to

the average wage received under the for

mer system, or example, the two hundred

men would receive 8ix per cent, interest

upon $60,000 —say four per cent, profits

and the money paid by their former ex

ploiters for rent and insurance, and sink

ing fund, <&c. and also the increase in the

value of their lot. This would be co opera

tive, in a competitive community, for the

benefit of the individual co-operators, but

the consuming public would not be bene

fited in the slightest degree by the opera

tion. And if this co-operative system were

extended so as to embrace each and every

productive enterprise in the country, no

one would be benefited except to the ex

tent that the co-operators in each plant, or

enterprise were benefited by receiving

their own net special product, as wages and

for home consumption, at cost and free

from the burden of interest and profit.

Nothing can benefit toiling humanity

but the abolition and elimination of the

factors rent, interest and profit, as now ap

plied and used for individual aggrandize

ment and the enrichment of capitalistic

exploiters of labor. The single tax will

divert the rent fund, which now goes to en

rich individuals, from private hands to the

public revenue. The principles and ethi

cal basis of the single tax, applied in

other directions, will abolish all profits

above fair wages and utterly destroy inter

est, thus robbing money of its "power to

oppress." I will further elaborate in my

next communication.

HOW THE 0HTJK0HES LOOK ON LA

BOR'S POSITION.

BY MARIE LOUISE.

The Boston CongregationalUt disserting on

our perturbed social conditions in one of its

latest issues said:

" We think our friends, the wage-earners,

have forgotten that the present economic

system is not the creation of any single in

dividual or set of individuals but an evolu

tion, or development, the work of centuries,

something which capital can no more

change than labor, the rich man than the

poor man. That churches should recognize

this system is only natural."

Personally, 1 am thankful for the Congre-

gationalist'ii candid statement of its position

regarding the claim, or rather the non-claim

of the laboring class. It is always beneficial

to know the number and the social status

of those who step out to affirm or to demon

strate that we, the sons and daughters of

toil, have no right to a better place in soci

ety than that we now occupy, and that all

hopes towards an ameliaration are futile.

But what is pre-eminently useful in the

statement of the clerical organ is the formal

declaration that the church recognizes this

(our present) system and indorses it as

natural and irremediable, being, as it is,

"the work of centuries of evolution or de

velopment."

Ordinarily, the views of the church on

general points do not affect the thinkers

and the scientists to a very serious degree,

but when the economic question of the din-

are the matterin dispute clerical utterances

acquire a degree of importance correspond

ing to the hold of the church on the minds

of the least enlightened among the laboring

class. While the economist and the soci
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ologist, as such, have nothing to say about

disputes on religious creeds and theologic

interpretation of dogmas, they are morally

bound to expose fallacies which the privi

lege of the pulpit makes dangerous to the

solution of the labor problem.

It is marvelous to see how the clergy can,

without efl'ort, harmonize gros9 contradic

tions and assimilate hostile elements. Only

a few years since clerical organs had held it

sacrilegious to explain any question by the

theory of " evolution or development."

The doctrine they upheld was that of crea

tion, final and immuatble, otherwise of fixity,

as interpreted on the authority of the bible.

In those days the Congrcgnthnalist had snid

"ihe present economic system is not the

creation of any single individual or set of

individuals, it is the creation irrevocable and

final of God Almighty, who, in His unerring

wisdom, 1ms decreed that there shall be rich and

poor, masters and toilers in society."

By the law of its being, a church must

rest on the divine principle of absolutism ;

it must represent on earth a power, spirit

ual or supernatural, whose omnipotence

created all things in the far remote past,

whose will is unchangeable. The creatures

it ministers to must be predestined to pain

and hardship on this earth with a beam of

hope for a reward beyond the grave. Re

move the theory of absolutism, of predisti-

nation, of fatalism, and the church organi

zation at once collapses, its base slips from

under it. Theideaof a creator omnipotent,

absolute and unchaugable, involves the

logical inference of the impotency of the

matter created to progress and alter its pri

mitive condition; it is an emphatic denial

of the qualification of free- will in man.

When the theory of evolution made its

appearance in the philosophical world the

clergy rose in arms against it and flung at.

it the bitterest of denunciations. But w-hen

the new theory had worked its way into

public favor the clerical anathematizers

made volte face and placed the heresy on

their tables of divine laws. This move in

stantly threw them at the elbows of the

agnostics and the atheists, and an odor of

tire and brimstone made them recoil a few

steps. Their deity, whose very existence

the new doctrine threatened, made'a somer

sault and suddenly landed by their side on

the new ground they had entered. The

deity had donned a new, but ill-fitting at

tire. Many years shall the garment require

to assimilate well to its figure. Yet, cleri

cal veracity swore that no change whatever

had taken place in the appearance of the

deity, and attributed their late quarrel with

the new theory of evolution to the careless

use of terminology on the side of their op

ponents.

To a pure, unprejudiced logician, the

theory of evolution and that of creation are

entirely dissimilar. (I mean creation, as un

derstood by theologians and scientists, ad

verse to the speculations of Charles Darwin

and Herbert Spencer, adversaries among

whom is found Prof. Dawson, Principal of

McGill College, at Montreal, Canada, a sci

entist of merit, a geologist and explorer of

good fame.) The church, however, was

not slow in turning the new popular doc

trine to its own advantage: it grafted the

new theory of evolution on the old one of

creation and did it with the best of success.

This flank movement saved modern Christ

ianity from destruction for, on the one

hand, the church could not afford to do

away with the principles of absolutism, of

predestination and of innate, persistent

depravity; on the other hand, an attitude

of obdurate resistance was dangerous, for

the people become fascinated with the new-

idea would soon finally divorce the old. To

graft cleanly the new doctrine on the old

dogma required a great deal of mental gym

nastic, an art in which the clergy has always

been proficient. Thus we behold to-day

expressions like those of the Boston Con

gregationalist, which, in one and single

breath, tell us of an "economic system

which is an evolution, or development, the

work of centuries,'" but which has arrived

at a point when evolution ceases and " not

the capitalist, nor the laborer nor the rich

man nor 1 he poor man, (inferring nobody

at alll can change it, and that it is only na

tural for the churches to recognize that

system."

Fellow-workingman, do you hear that

declaration? The svstem by which, since

twelve months, millions upon millions of

working people are out of employment suf

fer untold privations and pressed by the

gnawing of hunger and the shame of wear

ing tattered clothes, sink into degradation

and hold out their hands for alms—a system

by which nearly all the land and the wealth

it contains has been monopolized into a few

hands, thus shutting all natural opportuni

ties against the masses of the people—a

system which makes of labor a tool of capi

talism to be used when needed and put

away when not needed—a system which

completely ignores that labor and the

laborer are irremediably attached to one

another—that system, the churches declare,

cannot be changed either by capital or

labor, or rich man or poor man—the

churches recognize that system as legitimate

and moral !

Working people ! ye who have ears, hear!

Were it not for the influence of the ch nrch ou

the mind of the masses, those clerical and

Bophistic utterances had not deserved even

a passing notice. The clergy has a right to

its opinion, but that body of men sways the

thoughts of a large number of the commu

nity, especially those of women. Persuade
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11 individual that he is sick and you shall

•.«>n have a patient for the physician.

Vnsnade a man that he is born for servi-

udr and he will bo of his own accord and

dace his neck under the yoke. Class priv-

lege is produced by class imbecility, the

oroner can endure only so long as the latter

ndures.

The statement of the CongregationalUi

nncerninc the fixity of our present eeo-

lomic system is too absurd to be refuted.

it shows in the editor a gross ignorance of

ustorical data, a lack of observation, a

vant of philosophical knowledge and log

ical common sense. In society there ex-

«ta nothing that can not be transformed.

Man is not a piece of lifeless matter, or an

automaton. He is a being finely organ

ised and endowed with efficient mental

pialities. So plastic is his nature that he

can adapt himself to his environment and

(rrow out of it with a marvelous facility.

All he needs is freedom for his mind and

limbs. Let him have that and you will see

how long he will remain in the same groove.

livery pulsation of a man's heart is for pro

gress, for one step and then another step

onward and forward. His activity, expedi

ency and creative geniuB is inexhaustible,

his love for the good and the beautiful is

unquenchable. Man is sluggish and stupid

when lie is in bondage, when his brother

man crushes in him the manly dignity and

hope, when he is made to believe that he

was born to fill the office of a servant,

clrndge to individuals richer than himself

in money and authority, when he has per

mitted h*i8 brother man to use him as trib

utary and enrich himself with the product

of his toil. Labor thus deviated from its

normal course by having its product flow oft'

the producer instead of flowing toward him,

hecomeeprostituted and dishonored. Labor

and the laborer being welded together, the

ihgradation of the former is reflected upon

the latter, and both are thrown into de

pendency. This monstrous institution, the

exploitation of man by man, has, in the

course of many centuries, evolved the dis

tressing situation in which society finds

itself.

Does it follow, however, that this eco

nomic anachronism has succeeded in estab

lishing itself in the public conscience and

has become part and parcel of our individ

ual and social organisms? Contemporary

history emphatically disproves that as

sumption. The civilized world is uneasy,

it stirs, it groans. Modern society is shaken

from center to circumference, the most

skeptic admit it. From ocean to ocean the

cry is heard: "Investigate, redress wrongs."

Even the pope in his mitre elevated on his

spiritual throne, feels the universal tremor

mid Bends encyclicals to his flocks on the

subject of the commotion brought on by

the clashing relations of capitalists and the

laborers.

There is an economic axiom which Adam

Smith launched on the thinking world as a

bomb whose mission it is to destroy slowly

or otherwise, the capitalistic system of in

dustry which the Congregationalist affirms

cannot be changed. That economic axiom,

the most revolutionary of all axioms, is

that " Labor is the source of all wealth."

Labor, then, is the intelligent, designing,

purporting creator of wealth. Capital is a

part of the produced wealth transformed

into an implement needed to labor for the

furtherance and the increase of production.

Thus it becomes one with labor, and both

factions logically belong to the laborer.

The subjection of labor to capital is an

anomaly, a departure from the laws of so

cial equilibrium, a subversion of the nat

ural order of things. The term labor sug

gests the action of an intelligent being. It

cannot be bought or sold unless the creature

who labors is also bought or sold with it.

The subjection of labor means nothing shor t

of servitude for the laborer. In other

words, a condition of slavery which by its

very nature is the subversion of all social

equity and of all sociological laws. The

present situation of labor being anomalous,

agitations and disturbances are inevitably

produced, a general sense of insecurity and

tear prevails in society. Demands for more

repressive laws besiege the legislature,

while the increase of repression ever bear

ing on the poor classes, foments hatred

and incites evil deeds.

The question at the bottom of all social

trouble is the placing of labor in its normal

position. Man must live ; to live he must

work and the product of his labor is all his

own. Capitalism is a cancer on the body

economic ; with care and circumspection

the tumor shall be removed and health be

restored to the body. The abolition of cap

italism does not imply the ruin of the rich

and the enrichment of the poor; it means

wealth for all and labor for all, it means

peace and plenty, it means that each indi

vidual shall be self-supporting and free.

Labor and capital, by the force'of logic, are

one. I'ierre Joseph Proudhon, says: "La

bor, talent and capital are analytical terms,

not synthetic. Capital is labor solidified,

talent is labor considered in itB several de

grees of perfection."—l)e la Creation, de

VOrdre lUinn VHumanity, page 2."iG.

It is obvious, therefore, that the artificial

line drawn between the economic factors,

labor and capital, is responsible for the

social misery we endure. The evil, as it

strikes the working class, does not spare the

wealthy; a social commotion is felt by all.

The " Labor Problem," as it is called, is

easy to solve on a purely natural basis.

What stands in the way is the short sight
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edness of the rich and the lack of clear

judgment in the poor. Wealth blinds and

hardens the former, poverty misleads and

confuses the latter. Yet let both the rich

and the poor beware; a problem brought

forth by the logic of events for a solution

mu.tt be solved, and the sooner the better.

IEEE USE 01 THE EAETH.

BY W. E. BROKAW

In your May number W. II. Stuart makes

a lop-sided argument against the single tax

and then says: "My single tax opponents

never answer this argument." What is his

argument? Simply that farmers cannot

now compete with capitalists and have

abandoned farms in sight of factories, and

that "all the advantages to be derived from

improved tools, machinery or other capital

would go, as now, to the capitalists." This

latter is an unsupported assertion which

he cannot prove. The reason why not only

farmers but other laborers can not make a

living on those abandoned farms, and bare

ly exist anywhere, is because everything

they consume or produce is taxed—their

industry is lined, while the speculator in

land is almost exempt.

The value of land is purely the value of

the privilege of exclusive possession. The

privilege to exclude others is all that

ground- rent is paid for. Where that privi

lege does not exist land has no value. The

degree of that value is determined by the

advantages such privilege gives. The more

people desiring that privilege over any

locality, the greater advantage, and hence

the more valuable it becomes. I defy Mr.

Stuart, or anyone else, to show any other

way of securing both equal freedom in the

use of the earth, and exclusive possession

of certain portions of it, than by requiring

each exclusive possessor to pay to the whole

excluded community the full annual value

of that privilege.

I also defy him, or anyone else, to show

how, with such a land tenure system in

America, capitalists or any other class

could dictate wages or keep men out of

employment who desired work.

Property rights all spring from the indi

vidual's right to himself—self ownership.

He who does not own himself cannot own

anything. Self ownership is manifested in

control of one's own faculties and the re

suits of their exertion. Without equal

freedom in the use of the earth one cannot

be equally free to exert his faculties and

control the results. If not equally free he

is partially a slave-and that's how it

comes that another becomes possessor of

the fruits of his toil. There is no other

way. The single tax will secure that equal

freedom in the use of the earth, and noth

ing else will. The veriest savages, under

such freedom, could soon amass great

wealth, independently of all "capitalists'"

producing their own capital. But without

labor the capitalists would starve in a short

time.

Whether Mr. Stuart has ever been an

swered through your columns or not I d<>

not know. But he has been answered from

the platform in his own city of Los An

geles, where he wilfully or ignorantly mis

represented utterances of Henry George,

and failed to come forward manfully ami

admit it after being corrected. Such men

may deceive the uninitiated by their bom

bastic claims, but they cannot convince the

cool reasoner who will take the pains to

study the single tax. To one who has been

as many years in the agitation as I have,

meeting leaders of thought of all schools,

it becomes exceedingly monotonous to read

such stale objections, continually rehashed,

as Mr. Stuart advances.

One thing more, concerning your edito

rial on the labor problem. You pay: "We

urge the wage method of solving the labor

problem because it alone can solve it," and

then add : "Why clamor for single tax ?"

I answer, because nothing else will secure

to each his full wages. Because, no matter

what other reforms you adopt, or solution

you try, the benefit, if any, goes to "the

robber" that takes all that is left." See

"Protection or Free Trade," chap. XXV.;

and the single tax is the only thing that

will kill off that robber.

rNTEBEST.

BY D. C. DAVID.

In the April number of the Magazine I

noticed an article on " Money and Inter

est," by my friend, Mr. James MiddletoD.

This interest question seems to be a hobby

of his. He uses the old illustration : " I ani

a farmer. I need seed corn, potatoes and

wheat; I have not the money to buy with .

my neighbor has." Why haven't you the

money to buy with ? Ts if. because you bave

neglected your opportunities, ""or neiaTise

you have not had opportunities? The

chances are as a million to one that you

have had no opportunities. I have the

things you want, but I know we are not

going to meet as equals. We meet as mas

ter and slave; the fact that you are under

the necessity of borrowing makes you n

slave. But as you talk like a fainninded

man, and are willing to pay for service ren

dered, I will lend you what you need: and

will tell you something you do not seem t"

know. If you take care of the corn, wheat

and potatoes that I don't ne«d, and return

them to me when 1 <i" need them, you will

render me as great aBervice as I render you

Why should you return me an iiicreoW
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quantity, when, if I do not lend to you or

some one else the quantity will be reduced

in the fall? Of couree, any increase must

come from labor and the reproductive forces

• if nature; but I will charge nothing for the

reproductive forces of nature, nor for the

use of the earth. Why should I? Oh, no,

I charge nothing for risk, because 1 am not

going to take any risk '. It you know of any

man who will lend without security, I will

be greatly obliged if you will point him

out. You take the risk of losing your home

and you furnish me with a basis of credit,

therefore, why should you pay me interest?

I understand, perfectly, that although I

cannot save my wheat, etc., without loss, I

fan sell it and save the money, thereby

forcing the loss upon somebody else. Be

cause, if I save $100, commodities to that

value must perish, or remain in the reser

voirs of nature, for want of an effective

demand to call them forth. Whether I

destroy what has been produced or act in

such a manner as to prevent its production,

amounts to the same thing. I have a little

scheme to get and Bave 1100, but others

have similar intentions, and therefore save

their money so that the 3100 never gets to

me. I can prove, in many different ways,

that interest is robbery.

I will not take up space with an expla

nation of the genesis of interest ; because its

origin can easily be found in the desire of

men to get something for nothing. This

desire is no more pronounced in those who

have millions than in those who have noth

ing. If brother Middleton should come my

way without a coat, and I should have an

extra coat, I think I ought to give it to him.

Because, if I were the only denizen of the

earth, I would have no coat. Others must,

therefore, have contributed to the making

of that coat, and many men, possibly, have

a better claim upon it than I have. The

fact of my having two coats, while thous

ands are coatless, is a suspicious circum

stance in itself. If I should commence to

act in a brotherly fashion towards all men

I might create an impulse that should go

on increasing in energy through all the

unthinkable cycles of eternity. I cannot

say that I have always, nor generally, acted

that way. I have studied Theosophy, and

have a better fulcrum for my lever than I

once had. I recommend theosophy to

readers of the Magazine.

SAX DJSZANHT'S UEDEXl'TION.

Shabby Hammy Delaney stepped up to the bar,

And from toeing that mark he had many a scar.

He was blear-eyed, and red nosed, had wrinkles bo

deep,

That a fly crawling round to cross o'er them should

leap.

There ne stood, full of longing, no money had he,

And the bottles so tempting before him could see ;

He was nervous, unsteady, down-hearted and weak,

But he managed these words there to shamefully

speak:

" I am sick and in need of a drink to restore

Mv poor head, for it aches as it ne'er did before :

All my nerves are unstrung, and my heart is a load,

Bearing dowu like a stone in its fleshy abode :

And my stomach is empty, my sprees that are past

Are as nothing compared to my greatest and lust ;

Will you give me u drink to recover my brain?

And. with Cod's glorious help, ever" more I'll re

frain."

Then the bartender said : "Yes, I"ll give you a

drink,

tint in mercy's name. Sam, of your family think :

You've a wife whom you've sworn at the altar to

love.

And two children, akin to the angels above :

If you longer pursue such a dissolute course,

Separation must follow by death or divorce.

Here's the bottle, but pause ere you touch it again.

Though I sell it. 1 prize the redemption of men.

Sammy thought for some seconds, but touched not

the glass :

He reflected when Kate was a beautiful lass,

A« they strolled side by side, 'neath the shade of the

trees.

When her ringlets were tossed by each spice-laden

breeze:

Of the vine-trellised cot where they lived when they

wed,

And the hopes they enjoyed, now long faded and

dead:

Of the eyes that were dim from the fall of her tears.

And the miserable life he had led her for years.

Then his heart that was seared by intemperate hours,

Soon began to o'ertlow, till the tears fell in showers.

Koran instant or two he let nature have sway,

Tocn he straightened himself, and he brushed them

away,

And he said : " There are limes in the lives of us all

When a word can reclaim us or urge us to fall.

You have saved me, old friend of my youth, and I'll

prove

I am worthy my wife and my children's love."

Out he went ; not a taste did he take, but began,

< mce he passed through the door, to again be a man.

lie fought bravely the battle the craving to kill

Which he had for all liquors. At length his strong

will

Made him victor at last. Xow he has his reward—

Once again is his mansion with merriment stored.

The glad face of his wife and the pranks of his boys.

As he shares in their sports, are the best of his joys.

If we'd stretch forth a hand ami a kind word in time,

In the manner the bartender done in the rhyme,

We perhaps might reclaim many victims of drink,

Ere too deep in the dregs of damnation they'd sink.

Human nature is weak, there are none of us strong ;

Though our aims may be right, we too often go wrong.

Let us aid one another, much suffering 'twill save,

And perhaps we'll have peace t'other side of the grave.

#hand\i Maguire.
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MECHANICAL.

Contributors will sign their namos to their articles

and forward copy so as to reach the editor not later

than the first day of each month.

WHAT COXSTITITES •'ECONOMY" WHEN

THE COMPOUND IS COMPARED

WITH SINGLE CYLINDER?

Pdssibly other readers of the Magazine

have waded through some statements as to

the work of a new oompound, in which a

large percentage of gain was said to have

been accomplished; hut it is not usual to

have such a statement without one single

figure for comparison. In reading over the

several statements it struck me by its in

consistency, and in the total hick of any

sort of defined information. It is usually

the practice to say that a certain number

of pounds, or some sort of reference was the

fact, and in the report to the superintend

ent of one of our railroads, he would in all

probability ask some pointed questions if

an engineer was to report he had taken on

" the usual amount of coal from station 14,"

it is quite likely that engineer would get a

ehort but clear inquiry to step up to the

captain's office at once. But in this state

ment we are told " the performance was

very satisfactory," and the run over the

same line with the same number of cars

was with a perceptible saving of fuel (?).

How do we know, there is no weight given,

no time, no miles, nothing but the bare

statement that it was bo, ami then as we

read further on we find, "steam at the end

of the stroke was apparently very dry."

How do we know V Was it in any way test

ed? What does the indicator diagram look

like? What is the efficiency as compared

with the theoretical? Or is it similar to

some statements made a short time ago,

with reference to an electric lighting sta

tion run by a professor in a university, who

claimed that he could run his power for

three pounds of fuel per indicated horse

power an hour. A test was instituted to

ascertain how much he did know about it,

and the report said at its final figures, that
'• under favorable circumstances he did

produce a h. p. with 5.N4H pounds per hour,

but taking the full night's run and for

several days in a month, it was found to be

over»i'.i pounds an hour, or l>.2.'!+." Here

we have a statement that, while we do not

doubt his honestv, was only within fifty per

cent, of the truth, but it was troublesome

to find out what was the fact.

It is far easier to say, than to get at facts

first and then state them, and the very lack

of this reliable information is a prejudice

to all parties. What we desire is such in

formation as will make our statements re-

respected, and -based on facts alone. But

to return to our saver of fuel, the statement

is all in favor of the new engine as com

pared with one of the old plan, single cyl

inders, but there is not one figure in the

statement, nor is there a basis of any com

parison whatever for the reader to work out

to his own satisfaction where the saving

came in, or how it saved in amount or per

centage; and unlike a statement lately-

made by an engine builder, as to his new

arrangement of cylinders, for when his ma

chine was at work, and the exact test he

had so stipulated was carefully made, it

was found he had agreed to do a thing

which was and is utterly impossible with

any steam, unless with' superheating to

some extent, and no way was provided to

do that, anil in the end of the computations

it was found he had promised to do be

tween one and three-quarters and one and

eight-tenths as much as it was possible t<>

do with the steam, and he is now looking

over his plans to see how it was;- really, he

had agreed to work on the abstraction of

heat from steam in Mich :i wa\ that it railed

for 23 per cent, of the heat in steam, while

it is a most excellent one that gives out 14

per cent, of the total. The man was wrong,

or his way of expressing it. Here we have

a very troublesome factor, the heat of steam

is not to be mixed up in such calculations,

for as a physical substance it has the. same

utter disregard for the statements of care

less men, as they have for the laws that, so

far as we know, govern its going out and

its coming in. In its "cycles," where ope

rated for power, and in all these workings

we are to study what is possible with all re

gard for the "truth, rather than to do so

with any idea of adapting our preferences

to the action of heat, we might be more

successful.

That there are gains in the use of multi

ple cylinders is not to be disputed, but it is

as necessary to say that those cylinders are

to be used with some regard for the condi

tions under which fairlv favorable to their

load is to be observed. And in all such

cases it is to be understood that where the

conditions change much as to the load

there will be found less economy than

where the conditions are carefully regard

ed; but if the vacuum could be added to

the locomotive it would be far easier to

make a great gain, as it is we must let the

problem be worked out with a trial run

ning over the course of a few years, and out

of reach of the patentees or interested par

ties as the only way of settling it.s actual

worth to its users.
>

An inquirer wants to know what is the

weight ol a gallon ol water at its greatest

density, also a cubic foot of same?

Water is at its greatest density at 8!».l"

F. and a cubic foot weighs t)'2.4'ii pound*
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avoirdupois, and the United States stand

ard gallon of 231 cubic inches, at 3(».1° F.,

weighs 8.3451 pounds, and in one pound at

the same temperature there are 27.(5812 cu

bic inches. The formula1 for computing

the density of water was given in the Fihe-

mkn's Mauazine some two years ago, not

having thorn at hand cannot give the ref

erence.

* *
A regular reader of the Magazine has

written for sonic infonnation as to the use

of petroleum for fuel. He asks, " why is it

that if petroleum has twice or more the

heat in it that coal has, it is not more used

for making steam?'' To answer this rc-

cjuires a little explanation. Anthracite

coal has in it from 12,300 British thermal

units per pound, to as high as 14,500 or

more. Bituminous coal has less or more,

all dependent on the sort of coal and the

amount of moisture, as well as ash or for

eign matter in a pound. It is as a rule in

practice considered to be equal to the evap

oration of twelve pounds of water into

steam if all the heat units are utilized, or

that that is the limit of practice in the use

of coal, from present information, and the

cost of coal is now near $3.23 per ton for

steam.

Fetro'eum has the heating capacity of

from 21,000 to 21,1100 heat units per pound,

or pretty nearly 50 per cent, more than coal

per pound, and it is also true that it has

not «o great loss in weight as has coal, so

that its real efficiency is rather more than

30 per cent, above the value of coal per

pound, or equally to nearly 1.8 pounds of

coal in its heating capacity when all con

siderations are allowed.

The weight of a gallon of petroleum is

t>.5 pounds standard, but nearer (i.7 when

weighed, so that a gallon of petroleum is

equal to nearly twelve pounds of coal under

the boiler in its heat power, and it requires

HtO gallons to equal a ton of coal (gross), or

2,240 pounds.

The price of oil in Boston is slightly under

three cents per gallon, or 190X-03=$5.70,

cost of oil equal to a ton of coal at $3.25 or

nearly that, so that although oil has in it

fully 50 per cent, more heat units per pound,

at the present low cost it is far higher than

coal, and if the Standard Oil Co. should at

any moment say it was ten cents a gallon,

no one could say no, if it were not out of

the question at cost, and it is also curious

t" find that when boilers have been fired

with oil for a while that the shell or tubes

are structurally changed, for the fire is so

fierce on the sheets or surface, that defects

are fast brought to the surface, and in some

ca»>es the use of oil has been found to make

the iron or steel short, and soon come

down, but what the specific cause of this is,

i? not known, it is as likely to be some

treatment of the rolling or in working as in

the oil.

A mixture of oil and steam has been

used and shows very little superiority to

that of coal when all is considered, but it

is very dangerous in some of its applica

tions, for the heat is far more intense than

oil alone. Many kinds of fuel have been'

used to supplant coal, but in a careful con

sideration there are none of them as good

all considered.

Mixtures of good coal with screenings, or

with culm, are much used, and are advan

tageous in cost where there is jjrate surface

enough, but there is little use in expecting

to compete with coal in the locomotive, for

it usually draws its own fuel from the mine

to point of consumption, and it is likely to

remain so, regardless of the claims of com

petitors.

Some of the fuels used are curious in

comparison. In some of the horse rail

roads, or where cable and horse were to

some extent combined, the dung from the

horses is fired regularly and with good re

sults. In cities it is used to save cartage.

This is used combined with saw dust, and

it is peculiar in its action on boilers, short

ening the life or durability of the boiler in

a very perceptible manner.

Saw dust, and water form another fuel in

use at the large saw mills. This is mixed

with strippings, or edgings and fed green,

it not wet. The spent tan bark is used in

tanneries, and is wet or partially dry from

the press. This is very efficient when it is

dry, but as used it is of small value alone,

but when mixed with soft coal or culm is

much used, and it is cheaper to shovel it

into the fire than to cart away if wet.

When dry it is nearly !»0 per cent, value in

the fire pit, when wet or moist it varies

from 15 to 25 per cent.

In southern states and the islands the

remnants of the sugar cane, called " ba

gasse," is used in the fire pit, when dried

it is most excellent fuel.

Cotton seed was used until it was found

the seed was almost equal in value to the

lint, and the hulls are now burned, and the

pomace after the oil has been stripped by

the press, but there is little of it done now,

for the meal made from the pomace is

again almost the value of the seed as of old ;

for years this was thrown away, it is now

an important factor and is money.

There is yet much to learn of the value

of fuels in relation to making steam, and it

is not possible to make any great strides in

it, but the small advantages are to be stud

ied and in all of them there are many to

save something on, or in connection with.

Boiler and engine are not either perfect,

and can be improved, plenty of room for us

all " up stairs. Can we reach it?

Thos. Pray, Jr.
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RUNNING BY LANDMARKS.

Locomotive Engineering recently contained

pome comments on a theory that some per

son had advanced, that engineers should

cultivate the practice of counting the rail

joints for the purpose of determining their

location in snowy or foggy weather when it

is impossible to keep track of familiar land

marks. The stand was taken, and justly so,

that the person who advanced any such

theory as that had no practical knowledge

of locomotive running, as an engineer has

eo many other necessary duties to occupy

his attention that it is an utter impossibili

ty for him to occupy himself with counting

rail joints. Most roads now have mile posts

situated close to the track, which can be

seen except in extraordinarily bad weather,

thus enabling a man to tell where he is ; but

it was not always so, and it is not univer

sally so now, and it is not infrequent, even

now, for engineers to become utterly be

wildered and lose all track of where they

are. It is not, by any manner of means, a

fleasant situation for a man to be in ; and

can think of nothing more calculated to

give an engineer the "creeps" along his

spinal column than the certain knowledge

that he is running along without knowing

exactly where he is, unless it may be the

sudden discovery that he don't know where

he is when he has all the time been running

along in the confident belief that he did

know. That latter discovery sometimes

comes to a man as a result of running by

landmarks without knowing it, and, while

watching out for his landmark, he suddenly

finds that he has the old girl wide open and

making time in a place where he ought to

have her shut off and pretty well along to

wards a full stop. When that discovery

comes to a man all of a sudden, if it don t

raise him right up off of his seat and shove

some of his hair up through the roof of his

hat I don't know what will. I have been

dead lost many times when I knew I was

lost, and the man who would have talked

rail joints to me at those times would cer

tainly have stood in danger of a terrible

death, but I was never lost without know

ing it except once, and that once scared me

so bad that I would want big pay to go

through the same racket again, although I

was in no real danger at all. It was a num

ber of years ago ; I was firing for one of those

engineers who can always tell when the fire-

boy begins to get weary, and who is not

afraid to take hold of the scoop and help

him out. We had a hard run, a night

freight, the time was fast and the train was

heavy; and together with doing work along

the road and getting laid out here and there

for superior class, trains, it was almost im

possible to pound the old girl hard enough

to make the time on the first sixty miles of

the run, which was almost a dead pull for

the whole distance, with the exception of

a few miles where a man could swing them

a little. But the last thirty miles of the

run we had things all our own way, nothing

to meet, no work to do, and track that was

just enough down grade all the way so as

to make it an ideal place to make up lime.

We used to figure to make up about all the

time we could in running this thirty miles,

and it was customary—a custom which he

established himself— for my engineer to

take the scoop whenever we arrived at that

stage of our journey, as we used to double

the road on this run with practically no

rest, and by the time we got back to this

point I was generally pretty tired and in

good shape to take a little rest. Well, on

the night I got my scare we had made a

prettv good run, and when 1 took the throt

tle I figured on striking the end of the div

ision on time without any particular effort.

Everything run along as I had expected

and we passed the last station, six miles out

from the end of the division, only about

three or four minutes late. Right here we

ran into a dense fog that had settled down

over the face of the country ; but that was

not an uncommon occurrence and it caused

me no uneasiness, because I knew the road

so well that the idea of getting lost never

entered my head. Just before entering the

yard we had to make a stop for a railroad

crossing, and we used to shut off for this

stop, generally, at a big barn situated close

to a double road crossing, about half a mile

back. This always made a good easy stop

for us ; with a good rail it was only necess

ary to set three or four brakes on the hind

end and the thing was done in good shape.

There was three road crossings between the

last station and my barn and on this night

I located them all without much trouble :

I had them sailing along at a pretty good

gait, expecting to see my barn loom iip out

of the fog at any instant and thinking how-

good it would feel to wash up and crawl in

to bed after striking town exactly on time,

when, horrors ! ! a switch light loomed up

out of the fog, and clinkety clink the old

girl went over a switch about a quarter of

a mile from where 1 ought to have them to

a dead stop. Well, mavbe mv heart didn't

come up far enough to shut off my wind. 1

was so scared for a full minute tnat I could

not see straight ; but instinct helped me out.

It was only about the fourteenth part of a

second after I struck that switch until I had

the caboose jacked up and the old girl work-

ingon sand in the back motion. I expected

sure to run that crossing, and there was

some danger in doing it, too, as there was a

train due thereon the other road just about

that time, but I never knew the old girl to

act better than she did that night . she

seemed to take right hold of them from the

start, and although 1 don't believe the train
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crew had,tiuie to set brakes enough to do

any real good, we came to a stop within

about fifty feet of the crossing. I was over

my scare by that time, enough to begin to

look around me, and I cast my eyes over to

the left hand side and found that engineer

of mine sitting up there laughing at me.

He made me mad by telling me that when

I put her over, with the coal dust on my

face, I put him in mind of a whitewashed

nigger. It didn't take me long to recover

my spirits after that. I haven't had any

more scares like that since, nor I don't want

any. The conductor came over ahead with

the bills just as we were pulling into the

yards, and the remark he made almost gave

me the heart disease. He said : " that was a

mighty good stop we (that we is what fixed

me) made at the target." I could only an

swer, " yes, that's the way it looked to me."

But, talking about landmarks puts me in

mind of something else. I know somebody

will say this is a lie, because there have

been stories similar to this one going the

rounds of the press for a number of years,

only varied some as to location and circum

stances, but I can take my oath on a stack

of Bibles of any size that this is a Gospel

fact. I was running a locomotive on a log

ging railroad up in northern Michigan ;

there were ten crews of us who used to run

five engines, working night and day week

and week about, changing from the day to

the night run, and vice versa, every Sunday.

We hauled fifteen cars in each train, and

made four trips from the skidways to the

banking ground anil return for a day's work.

The road was operated ljy a telephone sys

tem, a box being placed at every side track,

where the engineer of each train used to

apply for orders from the train dispatcher

at the central office as he needed them.

There was nothing very arbritary about

this system of running trains, and the way

some of us used to interpret our orders

would have turned the best train dispatcher

in Christendom into a raving lunatic in at

tempting to tell where all of his trains were

at any given time, and, " thereby hangs the

tale." It was to our advantage to get our

four trips in as quick as possible, as that

finished our day's work and we could then

turn the engine over to the other crew and

take a rest, and we used to take advantage

of every circumstance that would put us

ahead. When we got our load at the skid-

ways we would get orders to meet one or

two of the empty trains at sidetracks down

the road, they having similar orders with

respect to us. Well, we would jog them

along as fast as possible and if our empty

train was in the siding at the established

meeting point, all right, we kept right

on going; and if she wasn't there why it

was all right, too, we kept right on going

just the same. This was calculated to mix

things up; we generally met the empty

trains between two sidetracks, keeping our

whistles in operation so as to let them know

we were coming, and then they were com

pelled to run ahead to the next Bidetrack

and let us by, and as we made time, or

thought we did, by this practice it came to

be the established rule with us, accepted by

all without protest, except the kicker, "Big

Pete." For the life of me 1 can't tell what

Pete's other name was ; I never heard any

body call him anything besides " Pete," or

" Big Pete," and he was big, so big that he

almost tilled up the cab, and you never met

him but he had a kick coming about some

thing or other. He had formerly been a pas

senger engineer on some road running out

of Chicago, the Northwestern, I think it

was, but whiskey had got the best of him,

and whenever he didn't have three or four

drinks inside of his skin he saw things cross

ways and became grouty. Well, " Pete "

did'nt approve of our system of running

trains, he said it was dangerous and liable

to put some of us in a condition to get

measured for a wooden overcoat if we did

not stop it. He went to the dispatcher

about it, but the dispatcher told him that

he could do nothing about it and referred

him to the superintendent. The superin

tendent was a person who knew a whole lot

aboutsawlogs but not much about railroads,

and he could see no particular danger in the

way the trains were run, so he told " Pete "

that as long as the boys made the trips all

right he could not see as there was any par

ticular danger in the system. He said " all

you have to do is to watch out the same as

the rest of them ;" after that, " Pete" had

to content himself with growling. One

night, it was dark as pitch, I got orders to

meet "Pete" at a certain side track down

the road, and when I arrived there he was

not yet in sight, but this time I lived up to

my orders. I had a couple of pistons which

were blowing pretty bad and I had got a

few turns of packing fixed up all ready to

slip in at the first opportunity, during the

few minutes I had waited for my train to be

loaded, and I made up my mind to wait for

" Pete" this time and slip in a few turns of

packing while doing so. I hurried up, all

the time expecting "Pete" to show up

around a little curve about a mile from the

siding, and got one piston packed. Then I

listened for " Pete " for a moment but could

hear nothing of him. I slipped in one turn

in the other piston so as to stop the worst

of the blow, then 1 went to the telephone

box and asked the dispatcher what he knew

about "Pete." He said: "damfino any

thing about him, he pulled out of here like

he didn't have no time to lose after I give

'im 'is orders, and he's had plenty time to

git there fore this." I made up my mind

that " Pete" was in the ditch somewhere,
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and I concluded to pull out. T started, and

had just got my train about half way by the

switch, when T heard " Pete " whistle away

down the road. I stopped and backed up

to clear the switch, and in another minute

" Pete" came rolling around the curve and

was soon in the siding out of the way; when

he pulled by he saluted rne with, " whatin-

helkepye." I met "Pete" the next day

and asked what had been the matter with

him the night before when coming back

after making his second trip, lie said,

" Huh, there was nothin' the matter with

me, but there must have been something

wrong with you when you was so dam par

ticular about living up to your orders as to

wait a half an hour at. a meeting point for

an empty train." "Pete" had asked the

brakeman on my train how long we had

waited for him the night before on that trip.

Well, that's all the satisfaction 1 could get

out of " Pete," but the thing was too good

to keep and his fireman gave it away a few

days after that. Between the two sidings,

the one at which we had orders to meet

each other and the next one down the road,

there was a stretch of perfectly straight and

level tTack about three miles long; at each

end of this straight track there was a

slight curve and the siding where we met

was about, a mile from the straight track

after turning the curve at the upper end,

while the other siding was less than a half

a mile from the curve at the lower end.

When" Pete " turned the curve at the lower

end of this straight track on the night in

question, between the dense rows of tall

T>ine trees that lined each side of the track,

lie saw what he took to be my headlight

just turning the curve away off at the up

per end of the straight track. " Pete" shut

oil' with his usual remark, "somebody's

goin' to get hurt yet with this dam fool way

of running trains," and backed up into the

siding which he had just passed, lie waited

a reasonable length of tfme for me to show

up and thought it strange that he heard

neither my whistle nor any sound from my

train ; he began to get suspicious that there

was something wrong and told the brake-

man to pull the pin and he'd take a run up

to the curve with the engine and see what

wns the matter. When he turned the curve

the second time there, in the same old

place, was my headlight: but this time he

made it out to be the full moon which had

just risen, and he couldn't mistake it for a

headlight any longer for it was now half

way up to the tree tops. He got his train

out of that, side track pretty lively after that,

and before morning he had sworn both the

fireman and the brakeman to secrecy but

they failed to keep their oaths. It was only

necessary to say " moon" to " Pete" alter

that to throw him into a spasm.

II'. /'. norland.

LKSSONS KKOM OUIl WRECKS.

Some months ago I took occasio'n to call

attention to the fact that the officers and

men of theM. & K. division of the D. L. &

W. 1{. K. could with truth be proud of their

record, for in spite of the fact that it is one

of the oldest roads in the United States,

and has for years done a heavy passenger,

freight and coal business, no passenger had

ever been killed in its cars. But the article

had hardly appeared and reached its readers

when the sad accident on the Newark

Meadows, on January l-">, marred the hith

erto fair record of the road.

It appears that during a dense fog i which

is apt to hang over these meadows on win

ter and spring mornings i a passenger train,

making its way to New York city with its

daily load of commuters, was overtaken

and run into from the rear by another train,

also loaded with its daily patrons, and as a

consequent result thirteen lives (all passen

gers) were sacrificed, besides some forty

more or less severely injured, some crippled

for life.

The road has been severely censured for

not having a block signal, and it has been

asserted that with block signals such acci

dents could not happen, and yet it is a fact

that on another road, running over these

same meadows, had a disastrous collision

at a point not more than a half ruile from

the scene of the M. it K. road wreck, and

this in spite of the fact that said road was

equipped with a block signal. It seems

strange that so little was said or heard

about this other accident, although about

the same number of lives were lost ; but it

may make some difference because they

were "only immigrants," and the road

used to be considered as owning the state

of New Jersey. I think that fair play and

no favors should be accorded to all, and if

the M. & E. has established a good record,

do not too hastily condemn them for one

error or mistake, but give the officers a

chance to show that they consider the

safety and comfort of their passengers as

paramount to all other considerations.

The precaution for rear end collision in u?e

on the M. it K. is the standing order for the

rear brakeman to flag trains following his

train, and to also place torpedoes on the

track to warn the next train that the

previous train has been stopped. The first

part of this order is all right, for if one

train from any cause is failing to make its

time, and is thus running near the time of

a following train, the flagman slimiM drop

off and flag the other train, ami if this rule

had been adhered to the accident would no:

have happened. Again, aho, that slaughter

or immigrants on the other road would Dot

have happened if the block signal system

had been properly managed and obeyed.

This brings us back to the fallibility of the
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human race—frail man, with his weak

nesses, his foibles, his mistakes and his

short comings.

.Sometimes, when hard pressed and over

worked, man asks: "What do the dis

patchers take me for'.' Do thev think I am

made of iron or steel and will not tire?"

This seems to imply that iron or steel

mechanism would be better to rely on than

fallible man, and no doubt this is true.

We have automatic machinery that per

forms its allotted task without failure, and

even goes so far as to keep tally on itself,

and present at the close of it day's work a

record of its performance. There are those

machines that turn out our envelopes about

as fast as one can wink, then counts them

into bundles of twenty-five and present

them to the operator ready to pack away.

Water works have automatic registers

giving the strokes of the pump and number

of gallons pumped. Automatic meters

measure the water or the gas consumed in

a certain line of pipes, and all do it with

unfailing accuracy, because they are iron or

steel and do not get tired or fail.

Before going further, I wish to allude to

the torpedoes which the flagman is to place

on the track whenever he goes out to flag.

The orders are that be is to go back about

one-half mile and place a torpedo on each

rail, then, when he is called in, he is to put

another torpedo about half way to the train.

Xow, the orders to an engineer striking tor

pedoes are to bring " his train to a full

stop" and "then to proceed with caution

until the cause of the torpedoes is ascer

tained. Accordingly, a train striking tor

pedoes must be brought to a full stop, and

if the flagman does his duty he will go

back one-half mile and put on his torpe

does for the next train, and so on ad in-

liuitiim. I have had the luck to strike

seventeen torpedoes in seven miles, and

saw nothing of the flagman that placed

them or the train that he belonged to.

Suppose I had made those seventeen full

stops, given my flagman time to travel one-

half mile back and return to my train, and

that each succeeding train lived up to the

same rule, what would be the result ? There

would be a block of trains at that point

trying to get over the road but not able to

do it.

Torpedoes tell you that at some time some

train lias been stopped or ran slow at the

|>oint where you crack them, but whether

it was five minutes or five hours since they

were placed you have no means of telling.

I have cracked some late on Sunday after

noon which could only have been placed by

trains abont ti o'clock Sunday morning, and

which, to mv knowledge, had reached their

terminus before 7:30 that morning, yet at li

oVlock Sunday evening they warned (?i me

of danger ahead! Under these circum

stances what good are torpedoes? They

tell you nothing definite.

While running an extra, or as some call

it, a second section of a train, it was my

fortune to follow a flagman who used to

place torpedoes with great liberality. J

tried to persuade him to adopt some sort of

a system about it, for our mutual benefit.

For instance, I said to him : " If you are

on time do not put on any torpedoes, be

cause 1 do not expect to run on your time,

or if I come to a water tank near your time

I shall be looking for you." ■ " But if you

are stopped and behind put on one torpedo

for five minutes, two torpedoes for ten, and

SO on, one torpedo for every five minutes

you are behind time, and then when I come

along I can tell just how long you have

been away." "This would be some satis

faction to me and ought to be to you, be

cause you would know that you had given

me some information." But after these

talks he would go on his old way the same

as before, and I could never find out where

they were or how long they had been g jne

ahead of me

The best satisfaction to an engineer is

some definite idea of the location of the

preceding train, and an invention got up

by two conductors on our road, Messrs.

Young and Davis, meets the retirement

better than any block signal, and does it

automatically; never failing so as to pro

duce danger ; if it ever should fail it would

be on the side of safety.

In simple language, the system devised

by these gentlemen consists of a series of

clockworks, set up at suitable points along

the road, and designed to run at regular

time speed, and carry a suitable hand over

a dial, numbered up to forty-five minutes.

These hands are operated either mechani

cally or electrically, so that a dial can show

for the spot opposite the post or by wire

connection with a spot in the road a mile

or more away.

In practice, a train passing a post with

the clockwork wound up and running,

depresses a small lever which breaks a

magnetic circuit by which the hand is car

ried over the dial, and the hand is brought

up perpendicular. As soon as the train has

passed the hand commences to move from

the perpendicular, and keeps indicating the

lapsed time. When the hand stands hori

zontal to the right it will indicate that fif

teen minutes have lapsed since the train

passed. If the hand points down it will in

dicate a lapse of thirty minutes, and of

course, when it reaches.the other horizontal

position, it would indicate forty- live min

utes lapsed. As before stated, the post can

be connected with the tripping arrange

ment by wire, and could thus send back its

message to the following train that the pre

ceding train had reached and passed a
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point a mile or more away so long ago.

In actual practice we will assume a poet

set at the side of a piece of straight track,

and connected to the rail at that point.

An engineer sees the hand at fifteen min

utes and knows that the preceding train

has been gone that long. He next finds

another post along the straight piece and

finds it at ten minutes. This would show

that the other train was not making its

time, and would cause him to watch for the

next indicator. Now suppose at the end of

the straight piece we have a deep cut and a

sharp curve, and that a point beyond the

cut and curve was electrically connected to

a post near the end of the straight line,

and that its pointer also showed ten minutes.

The engineer having definite news of the

train ahead, need feel under no apprehen

sion of finding a rear end, and being obliged

to use the emergency stop.

If the clock should stop, or the magnet

or electricity fail to work, the hand would

remain at twelve, or perpendicular, and

indicate danger, and the engineer would

proceed with caution to the next post, and

as it is not presumed that they would all

fail at once, he would get the proper infor

mation there and proceed accordingly.

Havingcarefully studied the patent papers

of this invention, it seems to me as if it were

far ahead of anything yet out in the way of

h block signal, as it is entirely automatic in

its action, and gives definite information

about lapsed time, which no block system

has ever attempted to give.

Win. Wetter.

No Communication Between Train Pipe and

Gil uge.

Mr. Editor:—I wish to inform Andrew

Reid that there is no communication be

tween the air gauge and train pipe when

the engineer's valve is on lap. When you

pump up the maximum pressure, and lap

the valve, and open train cock on back end

of tender, your black hand will tall owing

to a leak in the rotary valve, due to its

routine motion, and not from train pipe.

It can also be proven by opening the train

pipe cock at front end of engine. Now we

will try it with a train. Take a train, say

of 20 cars, and make a reduction by service

application of ten pounds then bring valve

back on to lap, and see if black pointer does

not remain stationary, though the train

pipe pressure is escaping from train pipe

below piston 17. My object in presenting

it to the Magazine was to bring out all pos

sible argument, as nothing creates more in

terest like a spirited argument, especially

on that important subject of the "Air

Brake " where it is settled bevond a doubt

that it will be an important feature in the

examination of firemen iorpromotion. An

other point in the handling of the air brake,

is why does a service application, hold bet

ter sometimes than an emergency. This is

caused by the check valves in "the triple

valves leaking. When you make an emer

gency application, the train pipe pressure

enters the brake cylinder through the check

valve, uniting with the reservoir pressure,

giving a pressure of (>0 lbs. per square inch

on the piston, and as soon as the pressure

becomes equalized, the check seating pre

vents brake cylinder pressure re entering

train pipe. But as these check valves often

leak, the cylinder pressure feeds back to

train pipe through the leaky check, which

of course releases the brake. To test this

point make an emergency application, leav

ing the handle of valve in the emergency

position, and walk back and notice what

cars have their pistons in release position,

or releasing slowly. And those that are re

leasing can be counted upon as having a

leaky check valve.

Baltimore, Md. Walter. C. Garaghty.

A New Definition of Clearance.

Mr. Kditor :—I wish to take Mr. Gar

aghty to task in regard to some of his an

swers to the, examination chart questions

recently propounded by Locomotive Engi

neering. Some of Mr. Garaghty's answers

are excellent, while others, which I shall

criticise, are very misleading. 1 would like

to have even- reader of the Mechanical

Department of the Magazine preserve their

copy of the April number and watch the

controversy, as Mr. Garaghty will doubt

less defend his position.

In regard to disconnecting an engine, I

shall advance some ideas which I have

practically demonstrated, to my own satis

faction, and to the satisfaction of master

mechanics I have worked for, to be a great

improvement over the old idea that a great

many men seem to entertain, to- wit: that

if anything happens out on the road, no

matter where or how. the first and only-

thing that can be done is to disconnect.

While on this portion of my argument I

shall not try to prove anything by the in

dicator; yet, as a whole, it will play an im

portant part. Too little is known about

that little instrument from the ash pit man

to the bloated bondholder. Aud what an

opening of eyes there would be among

those latter gentlemen if they could get u

few cards from their managing and finan

ciering departments. There would be on

entire new distribution of—well, it might

not be—steam ordered at once.

To begin, I shall take Mr. G.'b firft ques

tion and answer, "What is clearance?"'

" Clearance in a cylinder is the space allowed

for the piston to clear the cylinder beads

when engine is on the centre." Mr. Gar

aghty has not answered the question at all.

His is no more a proper definition of clear
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ance than it is proper to say that a wedge

is " stuck up.'* Evidently Mr. G. has never

bad any experience in working up indica-

cator cards. If he has he merely gives his

definition to provoke controversy. A 11 first

class engine builders, when economy is the

object to be attained in the distribution of

steam, claim, and the indicator proves it,

that one of the most important points in

the economical distribution of steam is to

construct the position of valve and steam

ports so as to reduce the clearance to a

minimum. Now I hope the engineer or

fireman who has accepted Mr. (i.'s defini

tion will, right here, stop and ask himself,

what has the position of valves and steam

ports got to do with clearance? If he stud

ies it out for himself he will have a defini

tion of clearance that will be worth more

to him than any other he can get. Con

cisely stated, clearance is the space from

the piston, engine on center, through steam

porta to valve face.

Arthur L. Pawhall.

Ai.nvnvv.wivr., N. M.

To Run l>y Air Pressure.

Mb Editor :—In answer to J. M. Bunker's

questions in the March Magazine, I would

say that air enough could be accumulated

to'run the engine the last mile by placing

the reverse lever in hack motion and open

ing the throttle, until engine is nearly

stopped. Then throttle should he closed

and lever put in forward motion until suffi

cient headway is attained to repeat the

former operation. In this way sufficient

pressure might be accumulated to run the

engine last mile. Second, The air pressure

iri« overcome the steam pressure. Third,

No ; as the principle on which the injector

works is that of the condensation of steam,

and water will not condense air.

/. W. Cmtk.

IlLKAN, X. Y.

Qtientfoun mi Hrake Handling.

Mr. KniToit :—I would like to have some

of your correspondents answer the follow

ing questions : First, Suppose you are pull

ing a passenger train of four cars, all equip

ped with the Westinghouse air brake. The

cylinder on the front car is 10x12 with seven

inch piston stroke and leakage groove in

cylinder. The rear car has a 10x12 cylinder

with a three inch piston stroke and no

leakage groove in cylinder. Now, suppose

you make a service application of eight

pound*, will you get more pressure in the

front car than in the rear one, or will the

pressure be equal? Second, Suppose you

have a car with a three inch piston stroke

and no leakage groove in cylinder. You

make a reduction of about eight pounds and

get about 02 pounds in brake cylinder. Now,

if instead of this slight reduction you make

an emergency reduction, will the" pressure

in the car cylinder exceed that of the train

line or auxiliary, train line pressure not to

exceed seventy pounds?

Bradford, Pa. James W. J. Droneu.

The Varied l'»e» of Electricity.

According to the account given by a cor

respondent, Great Falls, Mont., appears

fairly entitled to the distinction of being

called the Electric City. At Black Eagle

Falls, three miles above the town, an im

mense dam has been thrown across the

Missouri, and hydraulic works and power

houses erected. Not only are the street

cars propelled and lighted by electricity

from the power-houses, but they are heated

as well by electric radiators placed in each

car. Elevators, printing-presses, cranes and

all kinds of machinery are operated by the

ubiquitous force. There are automatic ex

cavators, electric pumps and electric rock-

crushers. A not uncommon sight on the

streets is a mortar-mixer attached to an

electric wire leading down from a pole. The

restaurants cook by electricity, the butcher

employs it to chop his sausages and ham

burger, and the grocer to grind his coffee,

and so likewise does the tailor to heat his

goose. The subtle fluid is a welcome bless

ing in every home; the housewives run

their sewing'-machines and heat their flat-

irons by electricity ; they bake their cakes

in wooden electric cake-ovens that can be

set away on a shelf like paste-board boxes.

They have electric boilers and broilers and

teakettles. "What a singular anomaly when

one pauses to think of it ; that of broiling

steaks and heating flatirons through the

instrumentality of a waterfall !—Engineering

Magazine.

Mr. Editor:—Jn answer to J. A. llarrell's

question asking which would release the

easiest, the six inch or eight inch piston

travel: The eight inch will release the easi

est on account of the air equalizing at a

lower pressure. If Mr. Harrell is a good

operator he can release the eight inch pis

ton and hold the six inch piston by restor

ing train pipe pressure equal to that in

auxiliaryin each case.

Grand Rapids, Mich. L. .1. Ogden.

It is not generally known that India rub

ber expands by cold. This was shown by

Professor Dewar at a lecture recently. A

piece of rubber tissue wai stretchecl like

the head of a drum and cooled locally by

the application of a pad wetted with liquid

air to minus 180° or so. AVhenever touched

by the cold pad the rubber expanded into

puckers, which stretched tight as the rub

ber got warm again.— The Engineer.
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The Richmond Compound Locomotive.

In our last issue we gave a description of

atrial of the Richmond Locomotive Works'

two cylinder compound, which has been

doing some good work of late in regular

service. Reference was then made to the

fact that some interesting figures showing

its performance in comparison with sixteen

simple engines of the same series and car

rying the same pressure, which figures we

were not at that time at liberty to publish.

We have now obtained permission to do

so and present them without comment:

£g5
-r
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Engine miles—freight ....

Miles to one ton of coal . . .

2,814 i.r*

lO.ttl 24.U0

Miles to one pint of oil 10.56 li.Oli

Pounds of coal per engine mile . 118.27 83.16!

Car mileage ... 03,375 26,6!M

Average ear* hauled . 22.4 23.7

Average cars hauled 1 mile per

37SO 3tW.x

Pounds of coal peroar per mile. R.29 3..V2

—Locomotive Eng ineering.

Thb Sunday rest reform on railways has

not been entirely abandoned, although it

must be confessed that of late years the

tendency has been rather to increase than

diminish train movement on that day. All

managers admit the desirability of giving

every man one day's rest in seven, and

some of them have practically discontinued

freight service on .Sunday. The New York

Lake Erie & Western railroad has issued an

order to hold all common freight trains in

the yard from 12 o'clock .Saturday night to

12 o clock Sunday night every week in the

year, only the necessary crews to handle

fast and perishable freight being kept at

work. The passenger service also has been

greatly modified so that the station agents

and telegraph operators will get a few extra

hours' rest Sunday. The order affects

nearly 8,000 men, half of whom will get an

entire days's rest, the other half being re

quired to work only two or three hours

Sunday. We believe that this arrangement

will increase efficiency, safety and economy

in the Erie service and greatly promote the

happiness and welfare of the employes.—

Railway Age. %

Is a circular issued by the Traveling En

gineers' Association, calling for information

on the operating of locomotives, the ques

tion is asked, What is the average time

your engines are waiting for trains? This

is a small question with a big tail to it. On

some roads the engines are expected to be

sent to the starting point for the train at

the schedule time, and then they often

stand for hours waiting. In this kind of

waiting service, coal is burned sufficient to

pull the train over a considerable part of

the trip. With the telegraph system now

in use there is no excuse for keeping en

gines waiting in steam for hours to take

out trains that are late. It indicates bad

management if the motive power depart

ment is not kept informed of the hours

at which trains may be expected to ar

rive. This useless waiting for trains wastes

more fuel than those responsible for it

are aware, besides keeping crews on duty

many extra hours. The expensive leak

ought to he stopped, and the Travel

ing Engineers will do an important service

to railroad companies if their investigation

directs attention to the magnitude of this

waste.— Lucmwitice Engineering.

Although the intramural elevated rail

way at the world's fair seemed to be a de

monstration of the adaptability of electrici

ty as a motive power, yet it is said that the

managers of the Metropolitan elevated road

which is soon to be opened in this city have

given up theideaof employingthat medium,

after long and careful investigation, and

will use steam locomotives. Yet elevated

railways possess certain manifest advant

ages over surface roads for the transmission

of power by wires. Evidently engineers

have grave problems yet to solve before the

manifest destiny of electricity is realized.

Two or three more elevated roads are al

ready proposed in Chicago, and a sub-

railway to form a loop road under the center

of the city has been chartered, so that there

is still a wide field here for inventors and

experts in electricity.—Ilailnag Age.

Electric locomotives are proving them-

ielves to be well adapted for use in coal

and other mines, and they now furnish the

motive power for hauling cars in about 30

mines in the 1'nited states. They are de

signed to occupy but little, if anv. more

space than the cars they haul. With any

other method of traction considerable more

height and width is necessary. In coal

mines in which there are narrow seams

this is especially noticeable, as much rock

has to be blasted away to admit of the pas

sage of mules. Ry using electric loconuv-

tives the blowing down of the roof is

entirely done away with. The increased

speed also permits a larger tonnage to be

taken from the same outlet, and witli fewer

turnouts, switches and cars.—Xali'mal Car

and Lucomutire hnilder.

The elevated railroads of New York city

carried 8,000,000 more people during 1893

than during the previous year. The figure*

for 1S92 were 213,000,000 passengers carried,
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while 221,000,000 passengers were carried

daring 1803. Twenty new engines were or

dered during the year. The number of pas

senger coaches employed in the service is

1,116, and 75 new ones were added during

the last four months. Improvements in

the structure continue to be made, and the

light 50 and 00-pound rails are being re

placed by 90 pound rails. The locomotives

consume over 200,000 tons of the best white

ash anthracite per year. The coal makes

no smoke. Over 3,000 trains per day are

run, the exact number being 3,300. The

The employes number 5,000, and all are

paid by the hour. Twelve hours is the

longest time any man is required to work

per day on the roads. The maximum pay is

$3 50 per day. Engineers earn $100 per

month.—XatMiial Car and Lormnatire Builder

A lar<;e proportion of the cities of this

country are in a chronic condition of com

plaint at the exorbitant price charged by

the gas companies for gas. That the com

plaints are well founded is proved by the

citation of instances where, through the

restraining influence of legislation, the

price is much lower. This high price is bad

where workshops are lighted by gas, and

it is particularly bad for the small gas en

gine trade. The gas engine is one of the

most popular means of furnishing small

power, and can very well hold its place if

it has a fair chance in the price of gas.

Hut, handicapped as it is in many cities, it

is at a disadvantage that does not belong to

it by right: unnecessarily high price for

gaa is a detriment to a hundred small

manufacturing interests in a large city, and

it looks as if the outcome would be that

cities will find themselves compelled to fur

nish gas as well as water to the citizens.—

American Machinint.

The new engines recently built by the

Pittsburgh Locomotive Works for the Man

hattan elevated are the largest yet used on

that road. They are designed to haul a load

of five cars weighing 20,000 pounds each, or

145,000 pounds in all, on a grade of 2.5 per

cent., and at a maximum speed of 25 miles

an hour. The Belpaire firebox is largely used

on the road, the first engine equipped with it

being built in 1887, and in the new engines

there is a combination of the Belpaire fire

box and the extended wagon-top boilers.

The first combination of the Belpaire fire

box with an ordinary wagon-top boiler was

employed on the Brooks eight-wheel express

engines built for the Exposition Flyer on

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern rail

road. The new engines have driving wheels

3 feet 0 inches in diameter, cylinders 12x16

inches, and a boiler with a working steam

Eressure of 140 pounds, and Eames vacuum

rakes. The total weight of the engines is

47,000 pounds, of which 33,000 pounds are

on the drivers.—Railway Age.

Last July we made the remark, in com

menting on the discussion by the Associa

tion of Master Mechanics on the compound

locomotive, that from the mass of contra

dictory testimony it was difficult for an un

prejudiced observer to tell "where he was

at. Recent reports from widely different

section." of the country, show that a very de

cided saving of fuel is effected bv the com

pound. This seems to be assured, but the un

prejudiced observer is still looking for data

regarding expense for repairs, and on this

point information seems to be difficult to

procure. There seems to be no good reason

why a well-designed compound should be

more expensive to maintain than a single

•engine, except in the matter of the larger

cylinder; but the very fact that they are

new, that none has ever worn out, and that

repair record* are not published serves as a

check upon their introduction.—American

Engineer.

The air of this country seems to have a

beneficial effect on Italians, at least they

are moving against the padrone system by

which the latter pockets just about half

the monev paid to laborers by the city of

New York, and gets a big bonus for sup

plying contractors and corporations with

laborers. The whole padrone system is

scarcely removed from slavery, and is much

worse in some respects.—American Machin-

int.

Measuring High Temperatures.

Professor Roberts Austen, in England,

has recently devoted much attention to the

measurement of very high temperatures,

and has obtained results of great interest

in connection with the molecular structure

of alloys. He has now turned his atten

tion to providing a recording pyrometer for

use in works, and this new instrument he

exhibited together with some remarkable

photographic curves obtained by its aid.

The pyrometer itself is a thernio-junction

of platinum and platinum alloyed with

rhodium ; this is attached to a galvanome

ter and the spot of light from its mirror is

received on a revolving drum covered with

sensitized paper. The curves exhibited

gives a 24 hours' record of the variations

in the temperature of the blast supplied to

furnaces smelting iron. It is thus possible

to account for variations in the working

of these large structures, and by insuring

regularity of work to avoid the occurrence

of these variations; also to effect economies

of fuel.—American Engineer.

Tiik total amount of new track built in

the United States in the year 1893 is 2,585

miles; in Canada, 433 miles.
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Brightest month of all the year:

Beautiful fragrant June.

All things seem happv since she is here.

l'right. merry month of June.

Now the rose of perfume sweet.

Scents the bulmy air :

Now the wild flowers at my feet

Seem to ine more fair.

Now bright birds of every hue

Throng the shady grove :

Now the sunlight on the dew,

Lingers as with love.

Roses, sunlight, birds and flowers,

Are to drive dull cure away ;

But still there's one sad thought in June :

" She too must pass away."

Leadville, Col. Keltic Latrlrw.

THE 1-RESENT STATUS OF WOMAS SVF-

I--HA UE.

Every one who follows the history of cur

rent events through the daily reading of the

newspapers, must admit that the question

of woman suffrage is becoming an impor

tant issue in the affairs of this country.

There is scarcely a session of the legislature

in any state that is not called upon to grap

ple with this subject, and it crops up, in

one form or another, at many of the con

ventions and associations held for various

purposes. People are understanding more

fully than ever before the power that lies

in the ballot, women are entering more act

ively into business and public life, and are

beginning to realize the disadvantages of

being without this influence. Since our

last writing, the Iowa legislature has granted

municipal suffrage to women with some

property qualifications, and the bill awaits

the Governor's signature. It passed the

senate by a vote of 27 to 20, ana the house

by 51 to 39. We shall be able to give more

particulars hereafter.

In Colorado the women have exercised

the suffrage in the municipal elections for

the first time, and the newspapers are full

of commendation. None of the dire occur

rences predicted have taken place, but the

papers in all parte of the state compliment

the women for their dignity, their business

like methods and their large vote. At Den

ver, in a majority of the wards, more than

half the vote was cast by women ; at Color

ado Springs more than one-fourth more

ballots were cast by women than by men.

At Greeley and at Montrose women were

elected city treasurers. The papers state

that in many places there were flowers on

the judges tables, and in one ward in Den

ver the election was held in a conservatory.

The Colorado Springs Evening Tvlvyruj)!'

says : " Yesterday's results are a strong evi

dence of the power and efficacy of the

woman's vote upon the side of good govern

ment." The Boulder AVir» says, '" It was

an ideal election in every way. There was

an air of refinement and courtesy that could

be better felt than described, due to the

presence of the ladies, and it was the gen

eral sentiment that the experiment of wo

man suffrage is already a success, and if the

question were submitted again to morrow,

there would be few to vote against it."

Scores of such extracts might be quoted.

The Associated Press dispatches, which art-

supposed to be without bias, speak in com

plimentary terms of the success of woman

suffrage in Colorado. The dreadful things

that would occur when women were given

the ballot have been held up as a bugbear,

these manv years, to frighten women from

asking for it and men from granting it, but

in every instance where they have voted

the testimony is similar to that of Colorado.

The practical teat surely should be able to

refute the foolish arguments which no

longer ought to have any weight. And yet

in the very face of this unimpeachable tes

timony from Colorado comes the action of

the Massachusetts legislature refusing to

grant municipal suffrage to women. There

are no more highly educated and capable

women in the country than in the state oi

Massachusetts; they pay taxes on millions

of dollars of property, thousands of them

are wage-earners, and yet they have been

going before the legislature for eighteen

\ ears asking for a representation, and have

been refused. Fifteen years ago they were

granted school suffrage but anything more

has been persistently denied to them. This

year it looked as if they might secure their

bill. In spite of every obstacle that could

Eossibly be interposed, the bill passed the

ouse of representatives by a clear majority

of 1 22 votes and, although it was three times

debated and three times voted upon, it held

this majority for two months. When it

came to the senate, one of the most power

ful and persistent lobbies ever known in

that body conspired to defeat it, headed by

such men as Henry Cabot Lodge and ex-

Governor Robinson and backed by the

Liquor Dealers' Association. It is said that

the latter raised a fund of $20,00(1 to defeat

the bill. The Boston IlrrnUi, which fought

it bitterly, had the decency to protest

against the manner in which it was defeated.

It says editorially: "There is little doubt

that, if it had not been for the liquor influ

ence, the vote of a majority of the senators

would have been in iavor of municipal suf

frage for women, and if there is no other

way of putting a curb upon a thoroughly

corrupt and corrupting influence in politics.
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it is not impossible that in a year or two

more, female suffrage may be carried

through simply as a popular protest against

this pernicious lorm of legislative dictation.

But still the Herald stood shoulder to shoul-

iler with the liquor element in opposition

to (granting women the right of representa

tion. Notwithstanding the tremendous op

position the vote in the senate stood 23 to

13. A change of six votes would have car

ried the bill.

The speeches of the opponents were verv

amusing. One member opposed the bill

because women are very conservative and

their vote would not change affairs any ;

another, because women were so radical

they would turn everything upside down;

one, because the women would carry the

state for prohibition; another, because

women would become a tool in the hands

of the rum power ; the republicans, because

tbe women would deliver the state to the

democrats ; the latter, because the majority

of the women would vote the republican

ticket; one member voted "no" because

women would not use the ballot if they had

it : another, because the women would all

rush to the elections and leave their homes

and children unprotected ; one, because the

franchise would make the ladies masculine

and unwomanly; another, because he did

not want any " hysterical voting. " 1 >o these

things sound incredible? They are copied

from a stenographic report of the debate.

Oue speaker after another declared that

"only a few misguided women wanted the

ballot," although individual letters asking

for it had been handed in to the committee

signed by over 40,000 women. They de

clared that the people of the state were not

in favor of it, although petitions had been

sent to the legislature signed by 200,000

names. One member, Mr. Hayes, of Lowell,

• leclared that "the quarrels that would

arise from the passage of this act would re

quire an insane asylum and a divorce court

to be erected in every municipality in the

commonwealth." He did not state just

how he would " erect" a divorce court.

And so, after this burlesque was ended,

the bill was voted down. If every man in

Massachusetts represented himself and one

woman by his vote, there would still be

«;.',.000 women unrepresented, as there are

that many more women than men in that

-tate. But how can a man represent him

self -and a woman at the polls, any more

tb:in he can represent himself and a father

or brother or son? If he cannot do this,

then there are 700,0*10 persons, over 21

years of age, in Massachusetts who are de

prived of representation.

In the progressive state of Kansas school

suffrage was conferred upon women before

the war. In 18.S7 they were granted the

municipal suffrage. Now after thirty three

years trial of the one and seven years of

the other, the legislature has submitted an

amendment to the votes of the male citi

zens to give to women the full suffrage.

The three political conventions. Republi

can, Democratic and Populist, will meet in

June and early in July. It is earnestly de

sired that each of these conventions shall

declare for woman suffrage, and for this

end the speakers and leaders among the

women suffragists are bending every energy.

They are greatly in need of money to pay

the expenses of speakers, literature for dis

tribution, etc. During the many years of

its existence this department has never

asked for money for any purpose, but we

think it is justifiable to suggest that those

of our readers who are interested in secur

ing suffrage for women can very materially

assist by contributing to the Kansas cam

paign. The general officers of the National

Woman Suffrage Association have prepared

a Lucy Stone Memorial Box, which will be

sent upon receipt of five cents. They are

to be used for collecting small amounts from

one's individual friends, and will be opened

on Lucy Stone's birthday in August. We

hope that all of our readers will send for

one or more of these boxes and see that

thev are filled. Your gentleman callers

will respond liberally to your request for

dimes and quarters. Address Mrs. Harriet

Taylor Upton, Nat. Treas., Warren, Ohio.

At the municipal elections held in Kansas

this spring the woman vote was the largest

that has ever been cast. The great major

ity of voters were among the most respect

able women in every community. The

vote was divided among all political parties,

but it was almost unanimous in favor of

law and order. There is, however, an un

dercurrent of opposition to giving Kansas

women the full suffrage, for various rea

sons, and the battle will not be won without

a fight.

Before this reaches our readers the Con

stitutional Convention of New York state

will have met and the question of striking

out the word " male " as a qualification for

voters will have been settled. A vigorous

campaign is being made and, in the city of

New York, an unusual feature of it is the

interest that is being taken by the promi

nent, wealthy and fashionable women.

Heretofore they have kept aloof from the

movement, but now. to quote Mrs. Liver-

more, " they have caught the divine con

tagion of an intense desire for justice," and

are rushing about with petitions, holding

meetings in their handsome parlors, organ-

izingcommittees, opening headquarters and

displaying great energy and enthusiasm.

Among the active workers are found Bishop

Potter, Dr. and Mrs. Rainsford, Mr. and

Mrs. Russell Sage, Mr. and Mrs. Rockefel

ler, Frederic Coudert, Rabbi Oottheil, Rob
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ert Ingersoll, William Dean Howells, and a

long list of equally distinguished individ

uals. It is amusing to read, in this connec

tion, from the New York correspondent of

the San Francisco Chronicle, that "pro

fessional agitators, like Susan B. Anthony,

are kept in the background." Miss Anthony

has Bpoken in everv county in the state of

New York, sixty of them, and is universal

ly recognized as the bone and sinew of the

movement. She is in demand from every

quarter, and is speaking rive times a week.

As soon as the New York campaign is fin

ished, she is booked for one hundred and

twenty-five speeches in Kansas. This does

pretty well for a woman seventy-three

years old.

We have given an unusual amount of

space this month to the subject of woman

suffrage, because the present time Beems to

mark an important epoch in its progress.

A xotjswortbyscaxd.il.

As this article is being written, the deci

sion of the jury has just been rendered in

the Pollard-Breckenndge breach of promise

case at Washington. 1>. C. The plaintiff

gets a verdict for $15,000. She will never

receive any money, for the defendant be

longs to that improvident, spendthrift class

of public men who spend their income

much faster than it comes in, deplete the

pocketbooks of their friends, and live on

credit as far as it will go. She has obtained,

however, what is far sweeter than money,

viz: revenge. It was for this alone that

the suit was undertaken by a desperate

woman, and we believe that when all the

circumstances of the case are understood

the average man and woman will not find it

in their heart to blame her for pursuing the

course she did. She had nothing to lose

out of the wreck of her life, and she deter

mined that the man who was responsible

for this should go down with her. This

may not be in accordance with certain scrip

tural injunctions, but it is a phase of hu

man nature in which we can not help but

sympathize, even though our higher moral

convictions mav declare against it.

The details of the case are no worse than

daily confront us in the newspapers, and

we would have passed them by without a

reading but for the prominent position

which, for so many years, has been held by

the defendant, 'file circumstance of his

being a member of congress would not

cause his immoral career to excite surprise,

for it is a deplorable fact that the lives of

many congressmen are anything but models

of virtue and integrity, but Col. Brecken-

ridge always has posed as a man of the

highest standard. His speeches have been

replete with lofty moral platitudes, he has

kept his church membership prominent

ly before the public, he has gone about

over the land addressing Young Men's

Christian Associations and Sunday school

celebrations, and with fine southern chiv

alry has posed as the protector of defense

less women. And yet all these years he

has lived a licentious and corrupt life, gross

ly unfaithful to his marriage vows, dishon

oring the memory of his dead wife, and

bringing in a second innocent wife to share

his shame and disgrace. We do not have

to depend upon the testimony of Madeline

Pollard for this knowledge, Col. Breeken-

ridge himself admits it upon the witness

stand, without a blush or the quiver of a

muscle.

One can scarcely recall anything ap

proaching in its brazen effrontery the testi

mony of this man. He admits that at the

beginning of their acquaintance he was

nearly fifty, the girl under twenty, he a

member of congress, a pillar in the church,

she in boarding school, always taught to

regard him with respect and reverence. He

had a wife and a family of children. " No

man in America had less excuse for such

an action than I, with the domestic sur

roundings I then had," he delares on the

witness stand. For nine years the rela

tions were continued and, during this time,

the Colonel introduces his mistress to the

young girls of another boarding school ; he

takes her to the house of an old friend, an

estimable widow, and, vouching for her

purity, secures her a home there : he in

dorses her as a person of good moral char

acter when she wishes to obtain a govern

ment position; the two children which re

sult from these relations are disposed of

without delay; within a week after his

wife's death he is consorting with anil

promising to marry this girl; finally, he

takes her to New York, registers her at the

hotel as his daughter and lives with her up

to the very day when he marries an estim

able woman.

It would be hard to paint a blacker pic

ture than this, and yet all the excuse that

this man offers was the one originated by

Adam, "The woman tempted me and 'I did

fall ; " and his sole endeavor to escape was

based upon the unsuccessful attempt to

prove that she had been betrayed before

he met her. He made no charge that she

was ever untrue to him during the nine

long years that followed. A fitting climax

to tins most disgraceful story was the speech

of defendant's counsel. Col. Phil Thompson,

himself at one time on trial for having

committed a murder. The press reports

tell us that his anecdotes were unfit for

publication, and his sneers at the seventh

commandment called forth a universal pro

test. He justified bis client's action, de

claring " Both were pursuing a course of

immorality aggreeable to each other and

telling any little lies that came along to
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help each other out. Every man in the

court has told lies about thfse little domes

tic matters. I don't see why this man,

who is no worse than the rest of us, should

be punished just because he was found

out/'

And now we have, standing out in clear

and beautiful relief against this dark back

ground, certain features which lift us into

a higher moral atmosphere and revive our

faith in humanity. First, is the attitude of

the press; almost universally has it con

demned the Breckenridge standard of mor

als. This has not been the expression of

the religious press alone, but of the secular,

also. There has been no attempt to palliate

or condone the immorality of the defend

ant, but there has been an almost unanan-

imous voice of scorn that he should at

tempt to save himself by still further de

grading the woman he ruined, and a de

mand that he should retire from public life.

A second admirable feature is the stern, in

flexible and austere bearing of Judge Brad

ley excluding, as far as the law would per

mit, the vulgar curiosity- seekers from the

court room, restraining any undue exhibi

tions by counsel or witnesses, and keeping

the case as much as possible within the

bounds of decency. Third, is the courage

ous and highly commendable speech of

Judge Jere. M. Wilson for the plaintiff. He

declared the principle, which the world is

only just beginning to recognize, that there

must be but one standard of morality for

l>oth men and women, and that the man

must share with the woman in the results

of sin. He characterized the plea of Adam

laying the blame on the woman as that of

a craven and a coward. It was a brave

speech which deserves to be engraved on

tablets of stone. Fourth, is the verdict of

tl>e jury. It is in the highest degree cred

itable to them that they made no compro

mise with infamy. If all men are guilty, as

Col. Phil Thompson declares in his speech,

it would not have been strange if a portion

>ii this jury had sympathized with the de

fendant, but it is to their everlasting credit

that they put a unanimous seal of condem

nation upon his hypocricy and depravity.

Fifth, is the action taken by the women "of

the country. From far and wide comes de

nunciation of Col. Breckenridge's immoral

life and shameless acknowlegement of it.

Flowers, letters of congratulation and reso

lutions of approval have been sent to Judge

Wilson by ladies of the highest social stand

ing. A! Lexington, Ky., a petition to con

gress to impeach Col. Breckinridge is beiug

signed by many distinguished women.

Many organizations and societies have

made this the occasion of declaring that

men and women must be measured by the

lamr standard of morality.

From these observations we must con

clude that this great scandal case has not

been wholly demoralizing to the public.

It has opened up some social questions

which needed revising. An object lesson

like this is of more weight than a story or

a drama. It carries its moral lor both

women and men, that the wages of sin is

death in one form or another. Whether or

not congress takes any action in the mat

ter, Col. Breckenridge will never regain his

former prestige in that body. Whether he

is re-elected remains to be seen. He prob-

ablv will seek a re-election as a vindication,

and his constituents may stand by him to

prove the truth of Col. Thompson's declar

ation that all men are sinners in this regard,

and must stand by each other. We ven

ture the assertion that if the women of bis

district had a vote they would not choose

to be represented by this man. The sug-.

gestions to his wife that she secure a di

vorce at once are very impertinent. That

is a strictly private matter for her alone to

decide. The fact thatshe would drive down

Pennsylvania avenue with Col. Brecken

ridge while the newsboys were crying the

verdict indicates that she means to remain

with her husband. That he should subject

her to this ordeal shows the supren le callous

ness and brutality of the man. The weak

est part of a woman's nature lies in her

affections, but, since herein also is her great

est strength, we can not criticise. All right-

thinking people will hope that the princi

pals in this revolting case will retire from

the public gaze and keep out of sight. It

has carried its lesson, which should be re

membered and heeded, but the actors and

the scenes in the melancholy spectacle

should lie forgotten as soon as possible.

HE OF GOOD CHEElt.

A reply to " The Heart's Secret Chamber," by Nellie

Bloom, iii April Mauazine.

Your poem has a mournful strain.

It speaks of sadness, dark and drear,

Of uneheercd lonliness, rayless night.

And friendship's severed ties, once dear.

Oh. would that I could (rive yon cheer!

Bring back those happy, by pone years.

Breathe gladness into your tired soul.

And brush away the crystal tears!

Open " The Heart's Secret Chamber." friend.

And let in the bright, shining son :

It mav bring gladness to those smiles,

And joy may be partially won.

I do not think that it was meant

That sorrow should our portion he.

For sweet contentment tills my heart.

And love for love is given me.

It is not gold or precious gems.

That give me happiness and joy.

But friends, a loving husband, dear,

And a darling, dark-eyed, baby boy.

Oh. why be sad? for nature smiles

Alike on all, if you but see.

Why should the father not be kind

To you as well as unto ine?

Needles. Cai.. Mrs. A. D. Enitiijn.
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DRIFT OF THE MOXTB. .

The number of women physicians is rap

idly increasing in all parts of the country.

In Boston there are a number whose in

come is expressed by five figures. This vear

twelve southern women will graduate from

the Woman's Medical College of Pennsyl

vania. It is accepted now as eminently

right and proper that women should prac

tice medicine, but when they first attempted

to enter this profession, in this land of the

free and home of the brave, the opposition

was so great that they had to go to Vienna

and St. Petersbnrg, "in Europe, to obtain

their education. "

On the last day of its session the general

assembly of Kentucky passed what is Known

as the " Husband and Wife Bill," and it was

signed by < <overnor Brown. This bill wipes

out the disgraceful property laws relating

to married women which have always pre

vailed in Kentucky. It gives to the woman

entire equality with her husband in the

ownership and control of property. She can

make a contract and carry on business in

her own name. A widow and widower are

given the same rights in the estate of the

one deceased. It is a radical measure and a

great credit to the members of the Ken

tucky legislature.

* &

Mrs. Zerelda G. Wallace, one of the be

loved mothers in Israel of the temperance

and suffrage cause, is as truly a friend of

men as of women. She expresses herself

thus beautifully:

I rejoice over the results nf the woman's suffrage

campaign in Oilnrado, not so much that the women

have the suiVragc as because the whole thing shows

the progress and development of men quite as much

as of women. Talk as much as wc may of the pro

gress of women, the whole question resolves itself

into this: That until men grow just, broad and

grand, they will never deal righteously with us or

themselve-. Hence 1 feel that tneattitudeot the men

in Cotorado is the most hopeful feature. It is ODly

the beginning of the end J.et us thank (iod and

take courage. Humanity will in li me reach it** high

destiny and vindicate Its claim to divine origin.

*
* *

The Young Woman's Christian Associa

tion of Boston conducts an excellent train

ing school for domestic service which this

year will have forty-four graduates. Its va

rious classes have contained 800 students.

It also conducts a Traveler's Aid Society

which has assisted more than 1700 young

girls. These are only two features of the

splendid work it is doing. Our young peo

ple should remember this when they are

inclined to sneer at religious institutions.

While some of them undoubtedly are open

to criticism, yet much if not most of the

charitable work of the world will be found

to be under religious auspices.

* * ■■'

After a long and patient struggle, the

Woman's Council of Cleveland, O., has at

last succeeded in securing police matrons

for that city. Two excellent women have

been appointed, one of them a widow with

a mother and two little children dependent

on her for support. She will receive $»Xi»i a

year, just two thirds the salary of a police

man. Fifty-five dollars a month is not a

great deal for the support of four persons.

Cleveland is to be congratulated on this

new departure, however, and, after a year's

experience, she will wonder how she did

without women police matrons.

* *

Mother Husband, the famous war nurse

of the army of the I'otomac. recently died

in Washington city. She was the grand

daughter of William Morris, one of the im

mortal sicners of the 1 »eclaration of Inde

pendence. While her two sons were fight

ing at the front, she was devoting her life

to the hardest kind of hospital service,

which she continued till the close of the

war. Did she not serve her country as ef

fectually as any soldier in the ranks?

*

Rev. Anna Shaw is the only ordained

Methodist minister in this country, and she

is also a very witty and forcible lecturer.

She is often called upon to perforin the mar

riage ceremony and, in a recent speech be

fore the Association of Pilgrim Mothers,

she said :

1 never use the word obey in the marriage cere

mony. I wouldn't marry a woman that was sueh n

ltMil as to promise to ol>ey a man in everything and

mean it. 1 wouldn't marry a woman that was such a

liur as to Promise to obey ami not mean it. There is

nobody that knows so much about the dutv of a.

wife and mother or is so ready to tell what be knows

as a veryyounj; man who has never tried being cither

one.

«
• it

A recent writer says:

Pecuniary equality will be the natural result of po

litical equality : but while wc are laboring for tin

latter, the woman who contemplates marriage should

have a clear and candid understanding with her in

tended husband. If hi i> not sufficiently enlightened

to perceive that she has an equal riabt with him to

the common property, then she should leach him the

lesson. If she cannot do so. she had better avoid a

closcrconnectlon with him. A business arrangement

should he made, by which the income isdivided Into

three parts, one for current household exiienses and

one for each partner In the firm. When children

come there should be a fourth division lor them.

This is sound doctrine, and applicable in

all households.

•
?. •

The Dundee i Scotland) I'mirirr has dis

patched two lady correspondents around

the world to investigate, in the various coun

tries, the questions of woman's work and

wages and other questions of intercut to

women. They expect to travel about 2i5.t»m

miles, and their investigations will doubt

less prove to be of great value.

A number of towns in Massachusetts have

elected women as overseers of the poor.

They are better fitted for this position than
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men, as tlieir judgment ia usually more cor

rect in regard to the amount and kind of

relief that should be given, and they are

mure careful and economical in the expend

iture of monev.

yoms.

We take pleasure in acknowledging the

rweiDt of the wedding cards of our admired

contributor, Nora Bull. She was married

at her home in 1'rairie du Chien, Wisconsin,

April 5, to Edwin T. Froelich. The cards

announce that they will be "at home" in

Froelich, Iowa. We extend warmest con

gratulations and wishes for a long, happy

and prosperous married life. We hope the

new wife will not allow her gifted pen to

grow rusty from disuse, but that we may

hear front her again when the honeymoon

begins to wane and she finds some "leisure

time which she can claim for her own.

In the April number the poem entitled

" Tbe Heart's Secret Chamber," is signed

" Nellie Bloo.'' Our readers will have no

difficulty in understanding that it was writ

ten by our well-known correspondent, Mrs.

Xellie Bloom, but such typographical errors

are very annoying. Since coming so far

away from the publishers it has not been

possible for the editor of this department

to read the proof, but we trust that the

errors mav be few in the future.

THE GREA T AMERICA!* DESERT.

Westward the star of empire kikes its w'ay."

Wliere once the Indian and the buffalo,

lri unchecked freedom roamed the barren lands.

Where choked up rivers lost the way to go.

And sunk exhausted in the parched sands—

Nuw, nevermore the herds browse o'er the leu :

Tlieir dry, bleached bones have almost ceased to be.

In curly days long trains of wagons moved,

Hoddcd, across the barren, sandy waste,

N Itli anxious inmates, whom it well behooved

To Itmk alert for foes in every shadowy place'.

Nnw. never comes the red man skulking there,

Pei-ked in his war-paint, feathers in his hair.

W here wagons snail-like crept in days of yore.

\nd weeks elapsed before the goaf was won.

Nmu speed the mighty trains with rush and roar.

And cross the wide expanse from sun to sun.

In less time than it look those emigrants

Now one can cross the entire continent.

Where erst none deemed the plains as fit

To r»l»e an habitation lone thereon—

The prairie dog from countless holes would flit,

tnd rattlesnake glide out neath the warm sun—

Where many moons elapsed between the rains

Wen- -wallowed into fever parched plains—

-Now lowly homes dot here and there the land.

\nd tow lis in midst of desolation show-

Tin- rulchty nnil reclaiming work of man.

Wal from the vast and arid desert slow shall grow

A prosperous lntid. As Holy Writ foreshows,

Tin desert yet shall blossom as the rose '.

'oho, row. Grace Lei Dunning.

[Accompanying the above poem came the

handsome photograph of the writer and an

exouisite book of pressed wild flowers of

» 'ol'trado. They are as perfect in form and

color as when gathered from the field and

mountain Bide. I can hardlv put into words

my appreciation of the kind thoughtfulness

that would prepare so beautiful a souvenir

tor one who is a stranger, except as we all

feel acquainted through the columns of the

Magazine. It will take its place among

my most cherished mementoes.—En.]

Woman's DresH aittl Rights,

I read an article in the Magazine this

month from Carl E. Kreische on dress re

form, and must say he has strange ideas for

a man. It may be all right for Dr. Mary

Walker to wear bloomers, or for a woman

who has adopted a public calling, but for

a wife I dont approve of it. To begin with

I don't think a woman should try to copy

after men, for she forgets herself when she

does so, whether it is in dress or habits ;

and as for ennobling her in man's eyes I

don't see how it can. I should think it

would be to the contrary, as the average

man is apt to say, " Why should I be more

polite to her or show her any more defer

ence than 1 would a man ; she puts herself

in a man's place, why shouldn't I treat her

the same? Why shouldn't they? For

there is nothing gentle and ladylike about

such costumes to recall a treasured mother's

memory or gentle looks. I agree with the

gentleman, Tiowever, about the long trail

ing dresses women have been wearing

lately. I don't think they look nice trail

ing in the dust and dirt, by any means ; I

don't believe they promote health either,

but if women would make a practice of

dressing comfortably and neatly without so

much cloth in their skirts to weigh them

down, they would certainly be stronger,

but it is not necessary to wear bloomers to

accomplish that.

I see again this month another piece

about the equality of men and women and

woman's rights. What are woman's rights?

That is a question that few seem able to'

answer at the present time. The general

opinion of woman's rights seems to be that

she must vote to have her rights. How

mistaken I think that is. She has always

had them if she had cbosen to use them.

Hut they have lain dormant as a butterfly

waiting for spring, until the last few years,

when, behold, there is a great clamoring

for rights. They want more rights and don't

exercise those they have. They have ttie

rights to control nations and don't do it.

If the women that want to vote would

bring up sons with the right principles of

honor and freedom they would not need to

vote, and 1 say the same of those women

who travel around tbe country as heroines,

lecturing on temperance. If those of them

that have husbands were to stay home and

keep their house clean and raise sons who

would abhor liquor, and let them spread
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their influence with their companions, I

don't think there would be any need for

them to travel and lecture. The great

trouble with our American women of to

day is, they are getting to think it a dis

grace to raise a family, and that is the rea

son they are stepping in public places

where they should raise sons to step. Not

that woman hasn't the intellect to fill

such places, for where do men get their

intellect from jf not from the mother who

succors them ? Women are lacking physi

cally, not mentally, tor the position they

are trying to fill, and they will find it out

before many years. I could say a good

deal more on this subject, but I don't wish

to tax your patience or the readers' longer

this time.

J/r*. D. Mil-*.

Los Angeles, Cal.

I wear your letters o'er my hourt,

'Tis there they softly rest.

They seem to soothe the soul's keen pain,

That lurks within my breast;

Their precious contents oft I've read-

Cherish each word you've said—

In life I'll wear them o'er mv heart,

They'll lie there when I'm dead.

The love you say you hear for me,

I read in everv line.

But fate has willed that we must part-

That I can ne'er be thine ;

But in those white-winded missives, dear.

Are loving words you've said —

In life I'll wear theii) o'er my heart,

They'll lie there when I'm dead.

Some friendly hand will place them there.

'Twill be my last request

Their fond and tender words of love,

Will be a mute caress :

E'en though our paths do lie apart.

As thou hast oft times said ;

I'll wear your letters o'er my heart,

They'll lie there when 1'ni dead.

When I beneath the coffin lid

Shall sleep in death's embrace,

When I no mure can read the lines

Your loving hand has traced

l*pon each page, so dearly prized,

O'er whicn sad tears are shed.

Your letters that are mine in life,

Will still be mine when dead.

Weht Oakland, Cal. Sfttie Bloom.

I>i'ena Hrf'orm.

I am glad of an opportunity to say a few

words on the subject of dress reform, for I

can speak from experience, having worn

the Bloomer dress for more than a quarter

of a century. 1 adopted it at the age of

twenty-four, wore it through scoffs and

sneers and was married in it, one of the

guests remarking that it was the first time

he ever saw two pair of pants married. 1

am the mother of nine children, and I be

lieve my invariable good health was greatly

attributable to my mode of dress. . I had

been detetermined to wear the short dress

as long as I lived, knowing that it was the

most convenient, comfortable and healthy

dress in the world, and even refused my

choice of a silk dress if I would make it up

long. But, alas ! for human resolutions ; as

the years went by and I was still alone in my

dress, my courage began to weaken, and at

the earnest solicitation of growing daught

ers I went back into the bondage of long

skirts.

Romttr RamtdtU Churchill.

Fawjo, K. D.

A Touch of JVnturr.

He was a locomotive engineer, rough, gruff

and surly. He had commenced the battle

of life at an early age, and had received

what education he possessed amid the

coarse and crude surroundings of railroad

life. He had entered the service of the

corporation a quarter of a century liefore

as a hostler in the round house, and In

constant and faithful application had at

last arrived at the goal of his boyhood's

ambition and stood on the right side of the

locomotive. His early life had been de

void of pleasure. His nature was like the

material of the engine which he directed—

hard and inflexible. His associates said

that his heart was without sympathy, that

it was never known to throb with that kiu-

dred feeling which diffuses love and sun

light unto the dark recesses of this troubled

world.

He married late in life, when he felt

himself amply able to support a family.

People said that he married forconvenience

and a home, that love on his part had never

entered into his calculations. Children

came to bless the union as the years rolled

by, but still his nature remained unchanged:

be mi}.dit have loved his family, but never

by word or action did he evince the, least

concern regarding their welfare. He bad

few associates and fewer friends ; he gained

the reputation of being hard-hearted, hard-

fisted, cruel and tyrannical. L'tterlv ignor

ing public opinion, and refusing the com

panionship of his fellow employes, he lived,

from day to day, month to month, the

faithful, methodical and unsympathetic

servant of the corporation whose only re

cognition of his faithfulness was shown on

their monthly pay rolls.

One day in mid-winter his train was be

hind time; the weather was dreary and

dismal, a mist was falling, freezing on the

rails as it fell, rendering progrefs up grade

slow and difficult. The train reached the

summit of the grade fifteen minutes late :

this must lie made up in order to make

connection with another road. The engi

neer had a horror of being late ; he polled

the throttle viciously and the train wnirled

at a terrific rate of speed down the grade .

faster and faster it sped on towards its des

tination ; five minutes of the lost time bud
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been made up; at this rate he would make

the connection on time. With his hand

tirmlv clasping the throttle, his eyes fixed

steadfastly on the track ahead, he appeared

like an immovable fixture of the locomo

tive, placed there for the purpose of in

fusing faster speed into the being of iron

«nd brasp, which obediently obeyed his

master hand.

A curve looms up ahead ; there is no time

to apply the brakes to ease the momentum

of the train ; the connection must be made;

the curve is gained; the engineer with his

eyes strained upon the track ahead, beholds

standing in the center, directly in front of

the locomotive, a little girl apparently

about eight years of age. The child, dazed

and bewildered by the thunder of the ap

proaching train, stands motionless; the

hissing, steaming mass of metal continues

to dash forward ; the engineer with super

human effort, seizes the reverse lever and

applies the emergency air brakes; the

brakes close on the wheels with a sudden

clasp and grind, the machinery of the lo

comotive groans under the terrible strain ;

for an instant he beholds the supplicant

features of the child gazing up at him in

hopeless terror ; he instinctively closes his

eyes; the train continues to move forward

over the sleet-covered rails ; there is a muf

fled jar and the engineer knows' that all is

over; he opens his eyes, the track in front

of the locomotive is clear. The train is at

last brought to a standstill, the engineer

hurriedly alights and walking rapidly back

up the track, he observes a crowd of pas

sengers congregated in a group on the bank

near the track; he rushes through the

crowd, roughly elbowing his way to the

center. Upon the ground lies a mass of

mangled human flesh, the cinder-blackened

snow is covered with red spots ; he stands

gazing upon the mutilated remains for a

moment, then suddenly kneeling on the

damp ground, he gently raises the shapeless

mass in his arms with the tenderness of a

woman, strokes the matted and blood

stained hair from the forehead and gazes

with an expression of the deepest agony

into the upturned face; gradually tears,

which, maybap. have been welled up for

years, begin to flow down his smoke- begrim-

ined face, dropping like rain upon the fea

tures of the child; he stands thus for sev

eral moments, apparently unheedful of the

surrounding crowd; at last he seems to

suddenly recollect bis duty, and with a sob

which he made no effort to suppress, he

jrently replaces the bodv on the ground,

and turning to the affected bystanders,

gays: " Boys, it may appear to you un

manly and womanish for an old railroader

like me to take on like this, but I've got a

little girl up in the country about this little

one's age, and may God in His mercy spare

her from any such fate as this ;" and with

out another word he makes his way back to

the engine and the train moves on toward

its destination.—Railroa'l Employe.

-1 Moving Mimitt-i < ,, .

A traveling mountain is found at the Cas

cades of the Columbia. It is triple-peaked

mass of dark brown basalt, six or eight

miles in length where it fronts the river,

and rises to the height of almost 2,000 feet

above the water. That it is in motion is

the last thought that would be likely to

suggest itself to the mind of any one pass

ing it, yet it is a well-established fact that

this entire mountain is moving slowly but

steadily down to the river, as if it had a

deliberate purpose some time in the future

to dam the Columbia and form a great lake

from the Cascades to the Dalles.

The Indian traditions indicate immense

movements of the mountains in that region

long before white men came to Oregon and

the early settlers—immigrants, many of

them from England—gave the above de

scribed mountainous ridge the name of

"traveling" or ''sliding mountain."

In its forward and downward movement

the forests along the base of the ridge have

become submerged in the river. Large tree

stumps can be seen standing dead in the

water on this shore. The railway engineers

and brakemen find that the line of the

railway that skirts the foot of the mountain

is being continually forced out of place.

At certain points the permanent way and

rails have been pushed 8 or 10 feet out of

line in a few years.

Geologists attribute this strange pheno-

monon to the fact that the basalt, which

constitutes the bulk of the mountain, rests

on a substratum of conglomerate or of soft

sandstone, which the deep, swift current

of the mighty river is constantly wearing

away, or that this softer subrock is of it

self yielding at great depths to the enor

mous weight of the harder mineral above.

—Goldth triiitt'n Geixjraph ten! Magazine.

THE PHAYEH.

Dear Ix>rd ! K ind Lord I

Gracious Lord ! I pray

Thou wilt look on all 1 love.

Tenderly to-day !

Weed their hearts of weariness;

Scatter every cure

Down a wake of angel wings.

Winnowing the air.

Bring unto the sorrowing

All release from pain :

Let the lips of laughter

Overflow again :

And with all the needy

o divide. I pray.

This vast treasure of content

That is mine to-day.

—Jama' Wlriteomb Riley.
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JUDGE CALDWELL AND THE UNION

PACIFIC EMPLOYES.

When a man is summoned to give testi

mony in court, anil takes an oath to tell

the truth, any eulogy touching his veracity

becomes a questionable compliment, an in

timation that " the truth, the whole truth

and nothing but the truth " had been in

peril, and that the witness had been, fortu

nately, rescued from the unpleasant dilem

ma to which perjurers are sometimes sub

jected.

It appears that Judge Caldwell entertains

views relating to the duties of a judge quite

in consonance with those which devolve

upon a witness—he does not like1 to be eu

logized nor thanked for being honest and

upright—as is shown by the following inci

dent:

Chairman Yrooman of the 1!. of L. E.

thanked the judge for his decision, where

upon, the judge, quick as a flash, replied :

"No thanks are necessary, Mr. Yrooman.

when a court dues it) duty clearly, without fear

arfaror, it in not deserting of thanks."

These were words '' fitly spoken,'' as beau

tiful and as valuable as " apples of gold in

pictures of silver." Judge Caldwell is evi

dently made of the right sort of material—

a large per cent, of iron and sand, with no

intermixture of sawdust, putty or caout

chouc. Nevertheless, Mr. Yrooman is not

to be seriously criticised for thanking Judge

Caldwell for his celebrated decision, since

every honest man in the country feels

thankful for his verdict, for, notwithstand

ing it was not entirely unexpected, when it

came it was phenomenal—a revelation, that

at once set a revolution in motion. Judge

Caldwell's decision was eminently natural

and rational, direct and honest, distin

guished for its law and common sense, and

justice to all parties.

In this connection it is pertinent to re

mark that it was these characteristics thai

created wide spread surprise. YVe have re

marked that a decision was expected in

which something would be said differing

from the decision of Judge l>undy, and

workingmen entertained hopes that some

relief would be granted them, that they

would receive honorable recognition, and

their rights receive some judicial consider

ation, but they had so often, of late, been

the victims of brutal judicial bludgeons,

wielded by other United states judges, in

the interest of receivers and corporations,

that they were unprepared for declarations

from the bench which emancipated them

from the degrading grasp of ignorant and

rapacious receivers acting in the interests

of men who held millions, evidences of

debts, but in fact representing the most

stupendous frauds ever perpetrated in this

country. Judge Caldwell, in treating this

feature of the case, became, morally, heroic,

lie referred to the receivers, of whom four

of the five were totally incapable of de

termining what wages employes should re

ceive, and their opinions upon the subject

were of no consequence, because they knew

nothing about wage schedules, and while

the judge expressed a prudent anxiety to

have the road relieved of its financial em

barrassments, be said, " to accomplish this

desirable result the wages of the men must

not be reduced below a reasonable and just

compensation for their services. They

must be paid fair wages, though no divi

dends are paid on the stock and no interest

on the bonds." It is just here that Judge

Caldwell puts some facts upon record, in

such such a way that ought to strike dumb

those who are eternally defending corpora

tions as models of honesty, and lampoon

ing labor organizations as the enemies of

capital. Said the judge: " It is part of

the public history of the country, of which

this court will take judicial notice, that

for the first S:;i>.000,000 of stock issued this

company received less than ^ cent.* on the
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dollar, and that the profits of construction,

represented by outstanding bonds, was

$4:5,929.238.44." These two items repre

sent $79.929,o28.44, of which at least $35,-

280,000 was pure fraud, 84:3.929,328.44, was

a trick in construction, also a fraud upon

innocent stockholders and the government.

After all, we inquire, what is there re

markable about the decision of .ludge Cald

well that it should awaken continental

interest? Truth never changes ; justice is

eternal : inalienable rights are immutable,

•ludge Caldwell grasped them and wove

them into the woof and warp of his decis

ion—a triumph of the judiciary over the

world, the flesh and the devil, corporation

cussedness and capitalistic greed. That

the decision was phenomenal, rare, excep

tional, is of itself an arraignment of the

courts of the country. Judge Caldwell,

erudite, profound and analytical, capable,

abstruse, master of the technical in law

and logic, like all great-minded men, states

propositions which a wayfaring man can

comprehend, and then, bringing the law of

equity to bear upon the case, brushes aside

subterfuges, sophistries, special pleadings,

chicane and every vulgar trick, and blazes

away through the jungle of jugglery that

leads men out into the clear light of com

mon sense, which is always good law. lie

pays no attention to the sinuous trails of

eerpents, the pathways of trappers, the

little elevations where prairie dogs bark, but

knowing the right way. he illuminates it

by the search lights of justice and wins the

gratitude of a nation.

Workingmen— railroad employes, have

believed that they had rights that should

be respected, but time and again corpora

tions, aided by judges, had struck them

down, until railroad employes were being

taught that only fines and imprisonment

awaited them if they asserted their rights,

bat Judge Caldwell came to their rescue

and told them, told the country, corpora

tions and receivers, that, " In this country

it is not unlawful lor employes to asso

ciate, consult and confer together with a

view to maintain or increase their wages

by lawful and peaceful means any more

than it was unlawful for the receivers to

counsel and confer together for the purpose

of reducing their wages. A corporation is

organized capital ; organized labor is organ

ized capital. What is lawful for one to do

is lawful for the other"

It was this right, which had been struck

down, that Judge Caldwell restored, and in

the re-establishment of which he took oc

casion to remind employes and employers

that railroad receivers cannot abrogate con

tracts at their own sweet will ; that they

cannot " hang employes and try them after

wards ; " in a word, that laws arc made for

employes as well as employers ; that courts

are established to administer justice, and

not for the purpose of aiding and abetting

wrong; that in the United States " the per

iod of compulsory personal service, save as

a punishment for crime, has passed," an

intimation that the courts which have

sought to visit upon railroad employes "the

pains and penalties of the early English

statutes" perpetrated a damnable outrage,

for which they should be impeached and

disgraced forever. In announcing that rail

road employes are entitled to fair wages,

that contracts shall be respected, that em

ployes shall be paid though the payment of

dividends and interest on waterHi stocks

and bonds is postponed, that employes have

a right to organize and confer together in

all matters relating to their welfare unmo

lested and unintimidated, we say, in mak

ing such announcements Judge Caldwell

voiced eternal principles of right anil jus

tice, for which he is entitled to the grati

tude of railroad employes and all the

toilers of America.

The Magazine has a right to indulge in

no little self felicitation, because on numer

ous occasions since we have had control

of its pages we have, in our way, advo

cated the principles laid down by Judge

Caldwell in his masterly decision, and

the decision absolutely vindicates the

theories of law and justice we have advo

cated and maintained. The decision of

Judge Caldwell is full of inspiration for

workingmen to stand firmly by their organ

izations, and to be content only when they

are awarded the fullest measure of their

rights.
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THE OUTLOOK OF LABOR.

In every section of our broad land men,

regardless of trade, calling or profession

are studying the outlook of labor—prog

nosticating, questioning and reading the

signs of the times. Capitalists, merchants,

manufacturers, agriculturalists, .politicians

and statesmen , philanthropists and econo

mists are profoundly interested in the out

look of labor. This is not surprising, since

it is fundamentally true that when labor is

prosperous general prosperity, happiness

and contentment prevail, and when adver

sities befall labor every interest feels the

baneful consequences. If hitherto such

facts have not been fully recognized, they

are now admitted and their force fully com

prehended by all thoughtful men, and they

are daily coming into more pronounced

conspicuousness. Men laugh at the Coxey

•'commonweal'' demonstration, when in

fact it would be difficult to find its parallel

in grim, haggard and dangerous character

istics. The calling together from all parts

of the continent of a horde of men forced

into idleness by no fault of their own, rag

ged, hungry and homeless, seekingwork or

subsistence, levying contributions as they

march, everywhere creating unrest and

alarm, is a spectacle which no prudent cit

izen can contemplate with composure. It

is a symptom of a national disease ceaslessly

boding evil. It is organized poverty, an

army of hungry, ragged men, always on the

verge of despair, inviting recruits from the

ranks of the wretched and forlorn where-

ever they are found- *>n all sides we hear

it said that Coxey is a crank, that no good

can come to him. to his army, or to others

by this "commonweal" demonstration.

Tlie conclusion is correct, no good can pos

sibly come from forced idleness, prolonged

hunger, such shelter for men as is pro

vided for beasts, and often no shelter at all.

No good can come from bringing together

from east. west, north and south large bod

ies of men, who, if not clothed and fed and

sheltered will find ways to obtain such es

sentials at any risk, because " hunger

knows no law.'' Coxey, though he will

not extort from congress the enactment

of laws which operate to give the idle

work, nor provide for them in any way,

it is becoming painfully apparent that

he has begun a movement well calculated

to breed discontent and make it epidemic

throughout the country, and just what re

sults will follow no one can fortell.

If an army of one hundred thousand

enforced vagabonds should manage to reach

Washington they would constitute an ob

ject lesson, such as the world never beheld

since the Israelites marched out of Egypt

through the Red Sea. statesmen, politi

cians, philanthropists, educators and di

vines could contemplate it and exclaim,

" Here is one of the evidences of progress,

religion, education and civilization in a

government of the people, by the people

and for the people. Here is seen the fruits

of class legislation. Here is an exhibition

of plutocracy, corporation, trust, monopoly

and robbery on the one hand, and poverty,

hunger, squalor and degradation on the

other hand. Here are two exhibits in the

great Columbian Fair No. 2, held in the

capital of the nation. A. D., 18i)4. Look '.

By all the pagan gods in a pile, above the

army of citizen vagabonds, without food,

clothes or shelter, floats the star spangled

banner, ' Old Glory ! ' '

We do not suppose Coxey will inarch into

Washington a hundred thousand hungTy,

ragged, shoeless, hatless, frost bitten Amer

ican citizens, but it will not lie because

there are not one hundred thousand idle

workseekers in the country, for there are

millions of them, but enough will strangle

into Washington to humiliate the nation —

enough, as wo have suggested, to make an

object lesson for the study of statesmen, if

any are found in the capital of the nation.

In studying the outlook of labor the in

quiry goes round, What are employers doing

to improve conditions'.' The reply is, in

some cases nothing, in others as little as

possible, while almost invariably those who

are doing anything in the way of giviDg

employment, a reduction of wages in some

form is insisted upon. In numerous roses

the cut is direct, ranging from 5 per cent, to

L'") per cent., the average being fully 10 per

cent. If, however, the wages per day or

per hour are maintained the reduction i«

reached by reducing the number of hours

per day, or the number of days per week.
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often equivalent to a direct cut of from 10

to 'i0 per cent. Nor are these cuts of wages,

direct and indirect, the only burdens im

posed upon labor. In addition there has

been going on a eea9less discharge of em

ployee who are forced into idleness without

an opportunity to earn any rate of wages.

In carrying out their programme of reduc

tion employers claim in every instance that

they are in the grasp of imperative necessi

ties that can not be avoided, the result of

conditions they had no hand in creating,

and which they can neither control nor

modify. The facts seem to warrant such

declarations. There is universal business

demoralization—and what is being done is,

as we have remarked, at reduced wages.

It is not to be doubted that almost every

form of investment in industrial enter

prises pays, just now, small dividends or no

dividens at all, and that in numerous cases

operations are continued at a loss. Be this

a.* it may, labor in the United States is pay

ing the severest penalties ever imposed

upon it since the government had an exist

ence, and there never was a time in the

history of the country when the outlook

of labor was more gloomy.

The inquiry goes round, When can a

change in the outlook be expected ? In re

ply, men well posted in dates and data say

that the panic of 1873, less serious than

that of 1893, dragged along for six years,

and that the country did not fully recover

from its effects till 1879, hence no time can

In1 named wrhen the business depression

now afflicting the country will disappear.

Those who pretend to know whereof they

fcpeak, on the one side, contend that the

>:ood of the country demanded the coinage

of what is called the "seigniorage" silver

in the treasury', and congress enacted a law

providing for such coinage of silver dollars,

hut the president, thrusting aside the action

of congress, interposed his veto, and that

.-ource of relief disappeared. There are

those who have clamored for sweeping re

forms in tariff legislation proposing to re

lieve the people of intolerable burdens of

taxation, but the party in power wrangles

and factionizee until all hope of relief in

that direction disappears. Meanwhile the

country suffers, and labor more than any

other interest. Nothing can be hoped for

from legislation, but during this period of

suspense and uncertainty, confidence in the

future is semi-paralyzed and the day of re

lief postponed.

Under such circumstances and in such

conditions what can labor do? Can labor

set industrial enterprises in operation?

Can labor, even if organized, obtain fair

wages per day ? Is not labor so conditioned,

as a general proposition, that it must ac

cept reduced wages or remain idle ? Would

a strike improve conditions? Such is the

character of the questions with which labor

is called upon to wrestle. If any one has

prudent advice to give, the present is a

time when it will be patiently considered.

As we write, a case under our observa

tion occurs. Carpenters demand 30 cents

an hour. Contractors will pay 2.> cents an

hour. Carpenters refuse. Contractors re

main firm. Pending the controversy nine

houses which were to be constructed are

abandoned and a contract to build a $150-,

000 block is in peril. Meanwhile carpen

ters are idle. Contractors refuse to consult

unions and contract with individuals. Such

are the facts disclosed. Conditions are ab

normal. Labor leaders now have an oppor

tunity to speak. What will they say? As

the English say, Hear! hear!

THE UNION PACIFIC AND THE

UNITED STATES.

There exists a certain class of writers and

talkers whose business appears to be the

defense of railroad corporations and mana

gers at all times and under all circum

stances, and they are never more impudent

and blatant than when railroad employes

protest against the outrages perpetrated by

these corporation officials. It is a well

known fact because it is an officially record

ed fact, that the interstate commerce law

had its origin in charges of outrages perpe

trated by railroad corporations so enormous

and so flagrant as to cause a universal pro

test and a demand for remedial legislation.

It is not required that we should recite

these indictments; they are known and read

of all men. and include almost every form

of duplicity and fraud known to our Chris

tian civilization. Not only was congress
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called upon to arrest the deluge of rascality

but state legislatures were implored to in

terpose and check, if possible, the rapacity

of railroad corporations. And now we have

authentic advice from Washington giving

an outline ot legislation "to be enacted to

punish the officials of the I'nion Pacific for

a series of outrages perpetrated by them to

defraud the 1'nited States government.

The charges are of the most serious charac

ter and exhibit a degree of lawlessness

which it is difficult to contemplate with

composure.

The joint resolution submitted to congress

by Representative Poatner, of Louisiana,

in its recital specifies numerous violations

of law for the purpose of defrauding the

government, such as " an attempted consol

idation with the Kansas Pacific railroad

and the Denver Pacific railroad and issued

stock of the I'nion Pacific on this consoli

dation for $14,000,000. It is charged that

afterwards further stock amounting to $10,-

000,000 was issued ior the alleged purpose

of making repair?, etc.; that the purchase

of the two railroads by the I'nion Pacific

was made by the directors, who were them

selves stockholders in the Kansas Pacific

and the Denver Pacific, while the president

of the I'nion Pacific was at the time pres

ident of the Kansas Pacific: that dividends

have been voted in violation of the acts of

1S73 and 1S7S, not out of actual earnings

and while the I'nion Pacific was still in de

fault to the 1'nited States. These pay

ments from 1ST:? to 1KS4 are stated to have

been $L'7.000,000." Specifications further

recite that the directors of the Union Pa

cific paid " the interest on the first mort

gage bonds of the < iregon Short Line Kail-

road Company, amounting to $4,000,000;

that the directors in violation of the law

and their official dutie«, paid subsidies to

the Pacific Mail Steamship Company

amounting to about $1,400,000." The reso

lution arraigns the directors of the I'nion

Pacific for numerous malfeasances, the pur

pose of which was to commit fraud and

whirh were successful to a degree that de

mands prompt action on the part of con

gress to protect the interests of the govern

ment, and the charge is specifically made

that the directors of the I'nion Pacific

•' misappropriated and misapplied the prop,

erty and funds " of the road, or in other

words, embezzled and stole money which

belonged to the 1'nited States, and that

they should be compelled to restore the

stolen property.

Let it be remembered, in this connection,

that the men who are arraigned by con

gress for fraudulent practices, mean dupli

city, corruption and business rottenness,

are the men who, with the aid of 1'nited

States judges, seek to make the employes

of the road pay the penalties of their ras

cality. Is it to be presumed that such a

gang of railroad wreckers as have hail

charge of the I'nion Pacific, and who have

for years schemed to defraud the govern

ment and pocket the proceeds of their

knavery, would hesitate to offer a United

states judge, or any other judge, a bribe to

aid them in their bunco business? And is

it not infamously apparent that their hooks

and traps have been successfully baited?

Is it not visible to the naked eye that di

rectors, receivers and judges are mora)

lepers, as unclean as the inmates of pest

houses? When such monstrosities: are

clothed with power to impoverish working-

men, what remains of life worth the living?

When by virtue of law, wrongs are perpe

trated and workingmen defrauded, hope? of

redress may be entertained, because the

law may be repealed or amended; but in

cases where there is no law, when a United

States judge, in the arrogance of absolut

ism, robs workingmen of wages and tics

them to a machine, sentences tbem to hard

labor, and fines and imprisons them for

" contempt," what is there left of our boa-t

ed liberty and citizen sovereignity? In old

abolition times, when the country was "ha'f

free and half slave," men pointed to the

"star spangled banner" and shouted.

"Haul down that flaunting lie;" but nrv

slave owner in all of the "sunny south"

■treated a "nigger" more contemptuously

than the Jenkinses treat railroad employe.-.

These ermined autocrats, these csars. ,«nl-

tans and shahs, don't care fur Inw. though

they are created by law. the theory being

that they constitute a department of *1j>-

government and are not amenable to law

And the query has gone the rounds of tin
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press, "What are you going to do about it?"

a sneering equivalent of Vanderbilt's excla

mation, " The public be d d." The idea

seems to prevail that 1'nited States judges

are the pliant tools of corporations, whose

supreme duty it is at the bidding of their

masters to reduce workingmen to the con

dition of the dog under the wagon. To

what extent railroad employes will play

dog or dogs at the behest of ermined auto

crats, is as yet au unsolved problem, but

we surmise it will be well for the peace of

the country if courts are cautioned to be a

little more careful in issuing their decrees.

As yet the United .States is not Poland, nor

yet Ireland, though when a United States

judge decrees that sovereign citizens shall

not consult together about wages and wel

fare, under penalty of fine and imprison

ment, Russia, Turkey, Persia, Ireland and

Poland and every other country where men's

rights have been cloven down, and men are

slaves, march in procession, bearing testi

mony of this degradation autocrats have se

cured for the masses, and the world looks

on and sees the United States take its place

at the tail end of the train.

Corporations, directors and managers, as

in the case of the Union Pacific and the

Northern Pacific and other great systems

of railroads, bring about wreck and ruin.

Then a United States judge is appealed to,

to strike down the rights of workingmen,

and dire penalties are threatened if the de

cree is disobeyed. Thus, step by step, men

are degraded and all too often accept their

disgrace without protest.

Rut not all of them tamely submit. A

readjustment is coming. We want it to

come by righteous processes. We want

it to come by the peaceful though often

rugged roads of justice. We want it to

come by the administration of honest laws,

by unbribed, undebauched and unim

peachable courts. We want it to come by

the ballot, by legislation designed to pro

mote the welfare of the nation, but come it

will. It is coming. Men who are not deaf

hear the cries of a thousand .Johns in the

wilderness to make straight paths for

labor's emancipation from the decrees of

purchased judges, from the tortures of

scheme created poverty and wretchedness,

from the curse of class legislation. It were

folly to fix a day for the readjustment.

There will be signs, and we have them ;

there will be wonders, and we are having

them ; there will be portents, they are seen

in all directions. The hope of all good

men is that the readjustments may come

as the sunshine and the shower come to

make the earth beautiful and fruitful of

blessings, but come they will, and men at

the helm of the ship of state will be wise if

they study the signs of the times.

THE RIGHT SORT OF TALK.

The Boston Labor Leader in a recent issue

contains the following caption, " The limit

of state duties : "

In his Faneuil Hall address last week, Mr. Morrison

Swift used these words, "We propose to take away

the property of the rich—by law."

In this proposition we have the essence of the dis

tinction between the purposes of organized labor

and of those for whom Mr. Swift speaks.

The legitimate labor movement proposes to do

nothing of the kind.

It purposes to so modify, either by repeal or enact

ment, the law so that men shall have equality of op

portunity to reap the full measure of the conse

quences of their own conduct.

It does not accept the communistic proposition

that property shall be taken, without equivalent, to

be divided among those who have none.

It recognizes that the law of equity is distinct from

the theory of equality, and that the attempt to sup

plant the individual virtues of industry, thrift and

prudence by state action and a viva voce vote is as

unjust in conception as it is impracticable in execu

tion.

The theoretical gentlemen who are fond of Imply

ing thut it is the duty of the state to make everyone

rich and happy, may well remember that the famous

Bill of Rights guarantees to the citizenship the power

to " acquire and possess" property.

The dangers from Mr. Swift's theories and those of

his school are not so much to the property holders of

the state as to the working classes, upon which they

will inevitably react.

There is, however, an advantage to be gained from

the discussion he has stirred up, that a much-needed

education may be obtained by citizens in all classes

upon the proper limits of the duties of the state.

II should be distinctly understood by the legisla

tors of this commonwealth that organized labor,

however much it may be in sympathy, as it needs

must be from the large quota of its own members

embraced by them with the unemployed, is not in

accord with the extreme utterances of Mr. Swift as to

what the state may properly be called upon to do.

As Herbert Spencer has pointed out, the state is

not a manufacture, but a growth, its "vast and com

plex organization . . . resulted from the voluntury

co-operation of men pursuing their private ends."

Organized labor may anil does demand that the in
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dividual freedom of the citizen Bhall not be invaded

by other citizens, that the wage-earner shall not be

put in a position of inequality und lack of opportu

nity by reason of state interference in behalf of

■ others, tiiven even justice before the law, we fancy

that he is willing to "assume the consequences of his

own conduct."

This is as Prof. Nichols said in his testimony, an

entirely different thing from the responsibility of

the state to feed and shelter those who can not do

this for themselves, and this responsibility is fully

accepted by all humanitarians.

The foregoing from the Labor Leader

brings to the front several questions which,

with more or less directness, people are de

bating in the press and on the rostrum.

In every direction scenes are witnessed

in which the unemployed are demanding

of local governments employment, or, in

the absence of employment, subsistence—

food and fuel, and occasionally, with an

emphasis, if demands are not heeded, which

means trouble for the government. Nec

essarily, such demands force into promi

nence the question, What has municipal

government, state government, or even

the federal or general government, got to

do with furnishing the unemployed with

employment—work and wages? We an

swer, nothing at all ; the governments to

wbich we have referred, have one, and onl y

one means for obtaining money, and that is

by taxation. These governments operate

under charters or constitutions, having no

powers whatever, except such as are con

ferred by such organic, or fundamental

laws—anil here it should be remarked, be

cause it is a fundamental fact, that no

where does charter or constitution confer

the right on the governments named, to

tax the people to. raise money to support

the unemployed. There is, in other words,

no paternalism in American government—

neither municipal, state nor federal.

Take for instance the 5,000 men who invad

ed the state house of Massachusetts, de

manding of the legislature employment.

The state could only reply that it had no em

ployment for them—and when the demand

was ma<le for subsistence, the state could

only reply, thsit it had no money with

which to purchase food for the hungry—

and what was true of the government of

the state of Massachusetts, was equally

true of the government of the city of Bos

ton—and these governmental conditions

and restrictions apply with equal force to

all the states and cities of the country.

To change this policy, it would be neces

sary for the government to levy an i-mploy-

•merit tax, specially designed for the benefit

of the unemployed. As a matter of course,

before such a tax could be levied constitu

tions and charters would have to be so

amended as to permit cities and states to

enter upon a system of improvements de

signed, specially, to give work and wages

to the unemployed. Such amendments to

organic laws could never be enacted, or if

they were, and laws were passed to give

them effect, cities and states would be

bankrupted in five years. The flood gates

of speculation, peculation and fraud would

be swung wide open and ruin would result.

Notwithstanding all this, the demand for

employment by the unemployed haa re

peatedly been made upon municipal and

state governments during the past year,

and fearing the consequences of denials,

concessions have been made, and work,

prospectively required, has been supplied,

the benevolent purpose being, to bridge

over, if possible, the fearful conditions

which have confronted multiplied thou

sand of wage earners, and that too by no

fault of their own.

To go still deeper in the analysis of the

problem, the fact is developed, that unless

the idle find work, and obtain wages where

by the necessaries of subsistence can be

had, the scenes of the past year are likely

to be re-enacted upon a larger scale. The

idea is abroad and it is taking on a more

fully developed shape, that the govern

ment is bound, in some mysterious way, to

give the unemployed work or provide for

their pressing wants, and the idea is secur

ing a deeper hold upon thousands of the

people. It were folly to ignore it. The

language of Mr. Swift, quoted by the Lahor

Leader—"We propose to take away the

property of the rich by law," is putting it

mildly. The men who propose /« (ate away

property from anyone by law—which we

suppose means confiscation, are ripening

for taking property by the moat speedy

means that can be suggested. Such froth

amounts to little where normal conditions
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exist, but where thousands are hungry,

ragged and cold—laws are ignored—be

cause it is said that "hunger knows no

law"—it does not reason—and as the pangs

of hunger tear and rend the vitals, men

become maniacs—and results, always the

same, are appalling.

Contemplating the outlook, we are forced

to the conclusion that the nation's labor

troubles are the joint product of the two

great political parties which, for years have

controlled the destinies of the country. In

this fact lies the danger. If congressional

legislation has wrought the ruin which

confronts the country on all sides, is there

one hope left, to spring eternal in the hu

man breast, that either of the parties

which conjointly have wrecked the indus

tries of the country, can inaugurate pros

perity ? The question is up for debate, and

it is one in which wage earners are pro

foundly interested.

THE STRONGEST SENTENCE IN

JUDGE CALDWELL'S OMAHA

DECISION.

Mr. K. C. Snydder, of the Chicago Herald,

recently interviewed Judge Caldwell at

Omaha. In the interview we find the fol

lowing:

Then the reporter asked him to write what he

regarded as one of the strongest sentences in his recent

<lcci*lon. Taking up the pen which had been dis-

cnrded for a moment he wrote this utterance, which

i - destined to become memorable :

A corporation is organized capital ; it is capital con

sisting of money and property. Organized labor is

organized capital; It is capital consisting of brains

and muscle. What it is lawful for one to do it is law

ful for the other to do. If it is lawful for the stock

holders and officers of a corporation to associate and

• •onfer together for the purpose of reducing the wages

of Its employes or of devising other means of making

their investments profitable, it is equally lawful for

organized labor to associate, consult and confer with

a view to maintain or increase wages, ltoth act from

the prompting of enlightened selfishness and the ac

tion of both is lawful when no illegal or criminal

means ore used or threatened.

The announcement that labor has a right

to organize to obtain and maintain fair

wages, is not new. It has been stated and

conceded long prior to the wrecking of the

I'nion Pacific.

There is something about the sentence

which Judge Caldwell think? the "strong

est" in his decision, which we do not com

mend. The expression "enlightened sel

fishness," has a bad ring and an offensive

odor. Strictly speaking, there can be no

such thing as " enlightened selfishness. Be

sides the motives which prompt labor to

organize, and those which incline capitalists

to combine, are so widely different as to

bear little, if any, resemblance. When la

bor organizes to secure better wages and

succeeds society is benefited, the gain does

not all accrue to labor, to the few,, but is

widely distributed. The homes of the

masses, the nurseries of patriotism, liberty

and independence, feel the vitalizing influ

ences resulting from any advance in wages,

the effect being, in all regards, of the most

gratifying character. Manifestly, there is

in such a policy that which bears the stamp

of enlightenment. No search light is suffic

iently luminous to enable the investigator

to find in it a well grounded objection. But

is it " selfishness '!" Is there anything con

nected with it against which conscience can

formulate an objection ? Selfishness is de

clared to be a " vice utterly at variance with

the happiness of him who harbors it,"

hence, " enlightened selfishness," becomes

enlightened vice. Judge Caldwell doubtless

stated the law, when he said : " It is lawful

for the stockholders and officers of a corpor

ation to associate and confer together for

the purpose of reducing the wages of its em

ployes," but to say that such a course is

" enlightened selfishness," is, to put it

mildly, a rare exhibition of incoherency. If

the eminent jurist had said, that when

stockholders and officers confer for the pur

pose of reducing wages, they exhibit sordid

selfishness, he would have stated the exact

fact, but any intimation that the selfishness

of corporations, expressed in the reduction

of wages, bears thestampof enlightenment,

that conscience is in any way involved, that

it is anything more or less than mean con

temptible avarice, does violence to language

and words cease to be the signs of all ideas

of honesty.

There is not in the records of the human

family anything more commendable, more

enlightened, more strictly in consonance

with the well being of society at large, than

the organization of wage earners to secure

for themselves and for the good of those
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dependent upon them, an equitable share

of the wealth they create ; nor has there

ever been a more villainous exhibition of

man's inhumanity to man, than the asso

ciation of capitalists, under any of the

thousand corporate names they have chos

en, to reduce wages and degrade the wage

earner. And yet, as Judge Caldwell re

marks, such associations having in view

such atrocious purposes, are lawful, equally

lawful with associations which have in

view purposes worthy of the highest com

mendation In the Union Pacific case

these distinctions were brought to the at

tention of Judge Caldwell, and he passed

upon them. lie saw, on the one hand, the

sight of a large number of men included in

various labor organizations, foully dealt

with by an organization of capitalists. He

saw that the capitalists were animated by

a purpose of robbery which he unfortunate

ly calls " enlightened selfishness," enlight

ened piracy, and in righting the monstrous

iniquity, he puts this sentence in his deci

sion :

The court shares in their anxiety to have an eco

nomical administration of this trust to the end that

those that own the property ami have liens upon It

may get out of it what is fairly their due. Hut to ac

complish this desirable result the wages of the men

must not be reduced below a reasonable and just

compensation for their services. They must be paid

fair wages, though no dividends are paid on the

stock and no interest paid on the bonds, it is a part

of the public history of the country, of which the

court will take judicial notice, that for the first £tti,-

000 .DUO of stock issued this company received less than

'.'cents on the dollar, and the profit of construction,

represented by outstanding bonds, was S4:i,,.<-_ti,:^j.s..">4.

We choose to think the foregoing is the

"strongest sentence" in Judge Caldwell's

Union Pacific decision. It goes deeper, has

a wider spread, and reaches higher than

any other sentence in his justly famous de

cision. It is an announcement for the first

time made by any judge, state or federal,

that the courts would not protect organiza

tions of capitalists in carrying out their

"enlightened selfishness," to rob working-

men to pay interest and dividends on vil

lainous frauds, but that the court would

protect the organizations of workingmen in

obtaining and maintaining fair wages, an

enlightened policy, seeking the welfare, not

only of wage men, but the good of society

at large. The difference is as the difference

between daylight and darkness, right and

wrong, truth and error, and this difference

Judge Caldwell saw, and pointed out bo

clearly as to win universal applause.

DUNDY VS. CALDWELL.

The Omaha World- Herald, of recent date,

contains a full account of Judge I'undy's

explanation of his order, or ju-rmUnion, re

lating to the cut in ths wages of the Union

Pacific employes by the receivers. The

proceeding, as Judge Caldwell pointed oujt,

was in all regards tyrannical and unjust.

The receivers violated contracts, changed

schedules, ignored organizations, were deaf

to petitions and remonstrances, and being

iron shod, trampled contracts and schedules

into the dust, and being backed by the

court, thought their scheme to pocket many

thousands of dollars of workingmen's wages

every month perfect, and chuckled as they

contemplated the sum total of their rob

beries. But the fabled bull in the china

shop did not create greater consternation

than did Judge Caldwell when he upset

their plans.

There are soms features of the Union Pa

cific imbroglio of remarkable significance,

as for instance, 'Judge Caldwell heard and

determined the cases of certain employes,

included in organizations represented in

his court by their Grand Chiefs and attor

neys, while employes who were not thus

represented were left out in the cold, to

endure, as best they might, the wrongs in

flicted by the receivers in reducing their

wages. It is probably true that under or

dinary practice Judge Caldwell could hear

and determine such ctfses only as were

brought to his notice in regular form, and

yet, it seems strange that in righting griev

ous wrongs he did not throw the protecting

arms of the court around all the Buffering

victims of the receiver's tyrannical policy.

This he did not do, and as a consequence,

these ostracised employes appealed to Judge

Dundy, and whatever may be said of his

previous action in responding to the peti

tion of these neglected and wronged men he

expanded to the full stature of an upright

Judge. It goes without saying, that tin-

action of Judge Caldwell created a splendid
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opening for all concerned to deal justly by

the employes of the road, regardless of or

ganization, but it so happened that a vast

number of the men who were unrepresented

in the cases .Judge Caldwell determined had

been organized under the banner of the

American Hail way Union and were repre

sented in Judge Dundy's court, and that

Judge Dundy, regardless of any former ac

tion, decided to hear these men, and to deal

justly by them. Nor is this all—the re

ceivers, themselves, having received a reve

lation from Judge Caldwell, came into court

with a petition, demanding justice for the

men, all classes of employes, the same mea

sure of relief that Judge Caldwell had ex

tended to the various organizations he had

heard. We think it difficult to exaggerate

the revolution wrought in these regards on

the Union Pacific. It reads like fiction

rather than stubborn fact, and that our

readers may have the story in full we repro

duce the petition of the receivers to the

court, as follows :

To the Honorable Judge of the. Circuit Court of ttie United

.•Stntet:

Your petitioners, the receivers, herewith, now come

and say: They submit to your honors that it is not

Incumbent upon them herein to answer the interven

ing petition of the American Railway Union in this

case, for the reason, as they represent and show to

voiir honors, that no such organization had ever been

so far organized or in existence on the Union Pacific

system prior to the receivership or to have had any

negotiations or arrangements with the managing

officials of said railway system with respect to the

rules*, regulations and schedules governing the em

ployment or pay of employes, or with respect to any

other matters affecting the administration ot the

affairs of the Union Pacific system. But your receiv

ers are willing to meet in or out of court any duly

constjtuled representatives of any class of the em

ployes of the Union Pacific system, and to adjust with

them the matter of fair and reasonable wages for

services performed. Your petitioners respectfully

nhow to your honors that at a meeting of the receivers

held in New York, on April 9, 1894, the following pre-

fimhle and resolutions were adopted :

Wherkas, The United States circuit court of Ne-

lirnskn has decided Hint the schedules of pay, and

the rules and regulations which were in force upon

the said Union Pacific system at the date when the

l»TYiperty of said system passed into the custody of the

receivers be in full force and effect by said receivers;

and

Whereas, The Union Pacific Railway company, by

order dated August '-'6, 189::. hud directed certain re

dactions to be made in the salaries of a portion of

the employes of the company, by which reduction

ti)o«e employes whose salaries have been reduced do

not, in the judgment of the receivers, receive just

relative compensation when compared with the com

pensation of the employes affected by said order.

Rfxolrcd, That the general solicitor of the receivers

be directed to present to the court this petition on

behalf of the receivers, asking for authority to fix all

salaries, so that from and after April 1, 1894, all em

ployes of the receivers affected by the order of Au

gust 20, 1893, shall receive the same rates of pay which

were in force before the order became effective.

Resolved. That the general solicitor be authorized to

so draft said petition as to request authority for such

advance in the wages of the truckmen, bridgemen,

laborers, clerks, etc.. and those classes of labor not

included in Judge Caldwell's order whose pay was

reduced by the officers of the I'nion Pacific Railway

company during the few months just preceding the

appointment of the receivers, its may seem to the

general manager proper ami just under the circum

stances.

Your petitioners submit to your honor that the

position taken by your receivers in and about the

adoption of the foregoing resolutions was reasonable

and proper and fully justified by the circumstances

and the situation. They now represent and show to

your honor that the pay of all classes of employes on

the I'nion Pacific system prior to September. 1893,

was relatively just and fair as between the several

classes; and if there is no controlling reason growing

out of the situation as heretofore presented by your

receiver to this court why those classes of employes

whose matters have recently been heard and adjusted

should participate ill any decrease of wages looking

to a reduction of the expenses of operation of the

properties of the Union Pacific system, it is manifestly

unjust that those reductions which have cheerfully

and without protest been submitted to by the unor

ganized employes of the Union Pacific system should

be further continued.

Wherefore, your petitioners pray the order and

direction of the court in the premises and suggest

that your honor make an order herein, authorizing

and empowering your receivers to relieve all the

employes of the Union Pacific system from the effect

of the percentage reduction of August 28, 18113, and

further authorizing and empowering your receivers

to readjust Hie wages of trackmen, bridgemen, clerks,

sectionnien, laborers and all other employes whose

pay was reduced by the officers of the Union Pacific

system.

The foregoing is a remarkable document.

Never, since railroad wrecking was reduced

to a science, and progress and poverty, hand

in hand, began their march from Plymouth

Rock to the Gojden Gate, has any thing

bearing the slightest resemblance to it ap

peared in print, bearing the plutocratic

stamp. It not only recognizes the Ameri

can Railway Union, but all the employes

on the system, organized and unorganized

—a petition from the men who cut wages

as pirates cut throats, to restore wages as

they were before they were reduced.
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It is not required that the Magazine

should indulge in any criticisms relating to

any disagreements between Judges Cald

well and Dundy, except to say that the em

ployes of the Union Pacific haye been im

mensely the gainers. We know little of

court courtesy, and care for it even less than

we know, our interest centering in the fact

that Judge Caldwell enunciated great truths

baaed upon fundamental principles, and

that his decision made it possible for Judge

Dundy to restore wages to all the wronged

men on the Union Pacific, which he has

done, and that as a result peace reigns

throughout the system between court, re

ceiver and employes. The universal verdict

is that the cut in the wages on the U. P. K.

R. was a grievous wrong, and that the action

of Judges Caldwell and Dundy in righting

the wrong not only reflects the highest

credit upon these gentlemen, but is a vic

tory for labor of incalculable importance.

MAN.

" What is man that thou art mindful of him ?"

■' Strang how a harp of so man)' string*

Should keep in tune so long.''

Those who have studied man, physically,

admit that he is " fearfully and wonder

fully made," and this conclusion is sup

ported by the facts disclosed when his

physical organism is subjected to dissec

tion.

The Pojmhir Science Monthly emphasizes

the fact that man need not wander the wide

world around for opportunities to investi

gate the curious and wonderful works of

Omnipotent wisdom, but may, if they are

seeking for the marvelous, find in the ex

amination of themselves such wonderful

things as will satisfy much of their ambi

tion.

Now, it is very interesting to know that

in a perfect human body there are about

203 bones, constituting the frame work for

about 500 muscles. In the item of bones,

all men are born equal, and the same is

true of muscles, but it should be stated, as

a general fact, that the bones and muscles

of a workinginan are superior to those of a

millionaire, being better developed, and

therefore of greater service to the world.

The alimentary canal, by which nourish

ments are conveyed through the body, is

about 32 feet in length, and any derange

ment of its functions places health, and

life itself in peril. No canal in the world,

however vast in its dimensions or cost, is to

be thought of for a moment in comparison

with the alimentary canal that every man

bears about in his body, and about which

not one man in a thousand has ever given

a moments study.

Taking 130 pounds as the average weight

of a human body, one-fifth of the weight,

or 30 pounds, is blood, and the duty of the

heart is to distribute this blood throughout

the body. The heart is (> inches in length

and 4 inches in diameter, and beats 70 times

per minute, -4,200 times per hour, 100,800

times per day, 311,792,000 times per year,

2,503,440,000 in three score and ten, and at

each beat 2\ ounces of blood are thrown out

of it, 17.3 ounces per minute, 056 pounds

per hour, 7ii tons per day. All the blood

in the body passes through the heart in 3

minutes. This little organ, by its ceaseless

industry, pumps each clay what is equal to

lifting 122 tons 1 foot high, or 1 ton 122

feet high. Considering the vast amount of

hard work which the heart is required to

perform, it is not surprising that " heart

failure " is so frequently referred to as the

immediate cause of death. Necessarily,

when the heart ceases to pump and dis

tribute the blood, a man dies, but to as

sign the responsibility to " heart failure."

as frequently as it is done, is pronounced

by the highest medical authority as incor

rect and misleading, and yet. it is true, that

as a machine, the heart is frequently over

tasked to an extent that, independent of

disease, it can no longer perform it? duty,

in which case death ensues from heart fail

ure.

In the matter of breathing, it is stated

the lungs contain about one gallon of air

at their usual degree of inflation, and that

a man breathes on an average 1,200 ! lines

per hour, inhales ikh) gallons of air.

or 24.000 per day. The aggregate surface of

the air cells of the lungs exceeds 20,000

square inches, an urea nearly equal to the

floor of a room 12 feet square.

Such facts deepen the impression that a

man is fearfully and wonderfully made, and
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that as a harp of many strings it is still

more wonderful that it does not more fre

quently get out of tune and require repair

ing.

Referring to the brain and nerves of a

man. it is said that the average weight of

the brain of an adult male is 3 pounds and

8 ounces; of a female, 2 pounds and 4

ounces. The nerves axe all connected with

it, directly or by the spinal marrow. These

nerves, together with their branches and

minute ramifications, probably exceed 10,-

000,000 in number, forming a " body guard"

outnumbering by far the greatest army

ever marshaled. It is exceedingly difficult

to grasp the ramifications of such a ma

chine as scientific investigation proclaims

man to be. To weigh the brain and count

the nerves connected with it, or to approx

imate the number, is no Bmall undertaking,

but when the powers and capacities of the

brain are considered, all laws of calculation

are useless—as well try to fathom the at

tributes of God Himself, or find the boun

daries of the universe.

In the further consideration of man we

are told that the skin is composed of three

layers, and varies from one-fourth to one-

eighth of an inch in thickness. The at

mospheric pressure being about 14 pounds

to the square inch ; a person of medium

size is subjected to a pressure of 40,000

pounds. Each square inch of skin contains

3,500 sweating tubes, or.perspiratory pores,

each of which may be likened to a little

drain pipe one fourth of an inch long, mak

ing an aggregate length of the entire sur

face of the body of 201,1«5 feet, or a tile

ditch for draining the body almost forty

miles long.

In writing of man, from bones to skin,

we are ready to exclaim with the Psalm

writer, " What is man that thou art mind

ful of him? " And in answer, it might be

said, that man is the Creator's clu-f d'xuvre,

His masterpiece. His grandest creation.

Hence, as " God is no respecter of persons,"

but awards to all equal consideration, the

fact that one class of men assume author

ity to impoverish and degrade another class

of men, must of necessity be esteemed in the

courts of heaven as treason to the Creator's

government. Nor do we doubt that it was

owing to such treason that made the Crea

tor " repent" that he had made man, and

paved the way to the decree that He would

destroy man from the face of the earth.

Admitting that God is still mindful of men,

we do not hesitate to believe He is well

pleased when He sees organized working-

men battling for their rights against the

machinations of plutocratic pirates, whose

ambition is to rob them—to make life scarce

ly worth the living—to make liberty a sham

and the pursuit of happiness as fruitless as

looking for a needle in a haystack.

MEDICAL SCIENCE

It has been held by eminent men of a

particular school of medical jurisprudence,

that in the vegetable kingdom there is to

be found a remedy for all the physical ills

which fall to the lot of man's mortal body.

And among all nations, savage and civi

lized, the hunt for such remedies has been

continued since sickness and death invaded

the world. But in spite of all explorations

of the herbs of all the hills, valleys and

mountains, people continue to get sick and

die; the provision being a wise one we

think, else starvation would do the work

that is now left to less violent and sweep

ing misfortunes. Nevertheless, science

never tires in its investigations and the

vegetable kingdom continues to yield up

its secrets for the relief of human infirmi

ties.

Medical science, however, does not con

fine its investigations to vegetation. It ex

plores the mineral kingdom for remedies

and proclaims that it has found them. Nor

does this suffice, but the explorations over

leap all boundaries to find remedies for

human ills, until the insect world is invad

ed to find panaceas and specifics for disease.

Once in a while some student makes a

clean breast of it, goes into particulars and

informs us that, in addition to Spanish flies,

potato bugs are equally blistering when ap

plied to the human cuticle, and that the

United States alone has no less than fifteen

known species of blistering beetles; and to

soothe those who are afflicted with kidney

troubles, it is stated that cockroaches, dried

and powdered, are recognized by the med

ical fraternity as a remedy for dropsy.

Now then, we take it, not the cockroach,
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but the announcement that the discovery

having been made that the cockroach is

valuable as a medicine for the afflicted, the

insect will be more favorably regarded by

the people. We have no idea what cock

roaches are worth by the pound, by the

thousand, or by the bushel, but if the prices

are such as to yield moderate profits and

the demand warrants large investments, a

cockroach trust might be organized by

Rockefeller and some other millionaires,

which, with an inexhaustible supply of

roaches, would net immense dividends.

A cockroach millionaire might not sound

quite up to the standard of New York's

"40(1," but Ward McAllister would soon

discover a way to reconcile matters. The

enterprise might be known as the "cock-

roachefeller trust," or the " kidneyan cor

poration," in which case stock could be

watered ail infinitum, or if Ward wanted to

knock out everything plebeian and vermin

ous, he could call it "Blatta Orientalis,"

when the cockroachers would be admitted

to banquet and ball. The cockroachers

when organized might extend their opera

tions to the collection of potato bugs, until

all hands became gold bugs with which to

blister the world; in fact, they might col

lect the American blistering beetles and

knock the Spanish fly out of the markets.

It would be a most interesting feature in

business circles to read the quotations Of

cockroaches, potato bugs and beetles on

'change, as also the quotations of the stocks

and bonds of the insect syndicate.

Manifestly, the discovery that cock

roaches, potato bugs and beetles possess

medicinal qualities, may be the basis of

great industrial operations in the near fu

ture. Trapping cockroaches and beetles,

and gathering potato bugs in their season,

suggest large possibilities for the employ

ment of women and children, and the in

ventive Yankee who first throws upon the

market a cockroach trap that meets the re

quirements, will find himself suddenly a

social lion. Quite likely Mr. Edward At

kinson could invent such a trap, and thus

add fresh luster to his fame, secured by the

Aladdin oven invention and to the discov

ery that a square meal for a workingman

can be secured for three cents.

CRIME IN PRUSSIA.

Advices from Berlin of late date report

that Berlin and the provinces are experi

encing an "avalanche of crime of the most

atrocious character—such as murder, rob

bery, assaults on women and children, on

officials and employers." In this there is

nothing strange or novel. On the contrary,

it is as natural as cause and effect. It may

be phenomenal, but it conforms to the laws

which govern such cases, laws as certain in

their operation as the laws of gravitation

and attraction.

It appears, however, that the Kaiser has

become much concerned, if not alarmed, by

the seriousness of the reports relating to

the frequency and the enormity of the

crimes committed—and he has caused a

letter to be written and circulated among

judges, high police officials, teachers and

doctors of law, for the purpose of ascertain

ing the cause of the deluge of crime now

prevailing in his kingdom. The questions

are as follows :

Are the youthful criminals more deserving of the

attention of physicians or of the criminnl law ?

If this be the case, what counsel have you to offer in

the premises?

How can the influence of family life be directed

toward an abridgement of the evil '.'

Has woman and child labor in factoriesa bad influ

ence on the growing generation, such as to foster

crime?

How about the schools'.' Do you think teachers lay

too much stress on the cultivation of the mind while

neglecting the cultivation of the heart and soul?

The Kaiser, it is seen, doe? not ask ques

tions designed directly, if honestly answer

ed, to make him responsible for a large per

cent, of the crimes about which he appears

to be so much concerned.

Suppose he had asked, "Are youthful

criminals of a class that are well fed, clothed

and sheltered? What per cent, of their

crimes can be traced to poverty, squalor

and degradation? Is taxation, to mantain

royalty, a standing army and other outrages

upon decency and common sense, in any

way responsible for the " avalanche of

crimes" in Berlin and the provinces? Ii

not the taxation, levied upon my subject*,

in itself a huge crime, and the prolific par

ent of most of the crimes committed in my

kingdom?

His subjects, the socialists, would have
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promptly responded in a way that would

have niade his diamond bespangled crown

set very uneasy on his head. The Kaiser

tarns his attention to the "family life" of

liis subjects, his cattle, and would know

what its iufluences are upon children. If

he were not as blind as a bat he would

know that extreme poverty, low wages, bad

and insufficient food, create conditions in

which criminals are developed, not only in

Germany but everywhere, in all civilized

lands. Then he inquires about the effect of

woman and child labor in factories, when

he ought to know that such labor is debas

ing and must, eventually,"where it is per

mitted, be productive of degeneracy, and

then this royal individual refers to schools

and the influence they exert upon " heart

and soul," and doubtless wonders that the

poor, who are half fed, half clothed, and

sheltered less expensively than beasts of

burden, are not made to appear like angels.

All that is required anywhere to produce

" avalanches of crime" is for the rich to pro

ceed with their robberies. Degradation will

follow, penitentiaries will be crowded, not

only in Germany but in this "God favored"

land, known as the United States."

THE CRAND MASTER VINDICATED.

In the following report of the Grand Execu

tive Board and the Board of Grand Trustees

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen

will be found a triumphant vindication of

Grand Master F. P. Sargent, in reference to

all his official acts since the close of the last

convention. It appears that Bro. Sargent

has been not only harshly criticised, but

that he has been the subject of slander and

vilification to an extent that made it nec

essary to convene the boards above named

for the purpose of instituting an investiga

tion in justice to Bro. Sargent as well as the

order at large. We have happened to see

or hear but a small part of the alleged vi

tuperation which is so fiercely resen ted, and

our own idea is that investigating slanders

is a waste of time. The easiest way to kill

a slander is to ignore it. We speak from

experience. Still, the results of the invest

igation here recorded are exceedingly grat

ifying to Bro. Sargent and his many friends

as well as the order at large.

It is shown that in all his official conduct

Bro. Sargent acted with a prudent regard

for the welfare of the order, and no blame

attaches to him as Grand Master for any

art of omission or commission in connec

tion with his high office. The report also

shows the brotherhood to be in a prosper

ous condition, which will be gratifying to

every member of the order.

The full text of the report is as follows :

Terre Haute, Ixi>., May 12, 1894.

To the Public :

We, the members of the Grand Executive

Board and the Board of ( Jrand Trustees of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,

having concluded our deliberation-!, are

now prepared to submit the following state

ment:

We were called together by Grand Master

Sargent for the express purpose of inquir

ing into his official acts and to investigate

bis management of the Toledo, Ann Arbor

& North Michigan strike, the Lehigh Val

ley strike, the Louisville & Nashville, the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois and Great North

ern troubles. Also to inquire into the

manner in which the Protective Fund has

been handled.

We have exhaustively reviewed each

separate case, from the incipiency of the

trouble on the Ann Arbor to the recent dis

turbance on the Great Northern, and in no

single instance can we find where Grand

Master Sargent has done wrong. His judg

ment has been sound, his acts wise and his

utterances reasonable, conservative and in

perfect consonance with the policy, laws

and established customs of the Brother

hood of Locomotive Firemen. He has

honestly, conscientiously and fearlessly

performed his duty, and we heartily en

dorse his official acts and utterances.

The Custodian of the Protective Fund has

accounted for and paid over to the Grand

Secretary and Treasurer every dollar of

principal and interest. It was paid out in

accordance with the laws of the order to

the firemen engaged in strikes on the Ann

Arbor and Lehigh Valley railroads. Not

a dollar was misapplied, and the records in

the grand lodge office show to the minut

est detail how it was expended.

The Custodian of the Protective Fund,

Wm. F. Hynes, is deserving of special

credit for the way in which he fulfilled the

trust reposed in him. So conservative has

been his management that he would not

deposit a cent of it in even the strongest

banks without a personal guarantee from

responsible men outside the security of the

bank. Through this precaution the funds

were entirely safe during all the financial

storm of last summer and not a cent was at

any time in danger. It was promptly fur

nished when called for to pay striking fire

men on the Ann Arbor and Lehigh Valley

Railroads.

The brotherhood is in a prosperous condi

tion, considering the general depression

and consequent shrinkage in railroad traf

fic. Despite the fact that hundreds of fire
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men are out of employment and the earn

ings of the majority of those employed

have been less, because of less traffic, the

order has faithfully discharged its every

obligation.

At the present time we have 519 lodges,

with a total membership of 2.S,1(>(>. From

. August 1st, '93 to May (>th, '94, 16 lodges

were organized. From Aug. 1st, '92 to date

$826,250 has been paid on death and disa

bility claims. In the same period $99,425.59

has been paid from the protective fund.

For the past eighteen months a vigorous

propaganda of vilification, innuendo, slurs

and slanders has been maintained and di

rected with malignant purpose against our

order and its grand officers. The batteries

of the falsifier have been trained on us with

the set intent, doubtless, of disrupting our

organization. Every mean, low, sneaking

method which perverted ingenuity could

devise has been resorted to to excite sus

picion in the minds of the rank and tile of

our membership and shake their loyalty to

and trust in the order. In this our enemies

have a two-fold purpose, to accelerate our

dissolution by disheartening the rank and

tile and to so "disgust our grand officers that

they will retire from the positions they hold.

We denounce as unmitigated falsehoods

the fugitive items of news floating through

the press of the country about the shaky

condition of our order and the corruption

of our grand officers.

We caution our members against the in

sidious approaches of those who are en

gaged in a reprehensible effort to belittle

and disrupt the brotherhood, and urge upon

them the expediency of remaining true to

the order and its officers, who have been so

true to them.

EroENE A Hall, Chairman,

T. P. O'Roi'rke, Secretary*,

E. H. Brown,

Fred. Keeler,

Grand Executive Board.

W. F. Hynes, Chairman,

Ciias. W. M.MER,

Al.KX. II. Sl'TTOX,

Board of < irand Trustees.

Compulsory Arbitration.

Mk. Editor:—Upon the question of com

pulsory arbitration we are called to ex

press approval or disapproval ; and upon

such expression, by the membership of the

various railway organizations, will depend,

no doubt, an effort to amend the present

act creating boards of arbitration. As the

act to be amended is a national law, and

deals only with those parties engaged in

inter state commerce, it is evident that it

is a question of considerable importance.

Asa national law which, in its present form

is more ornamental than useful, it will un

doubtedly remain unchanged until con

gress is petitioned to amend it by intro

ducing the principles of coercion. If we

will have the courage to be honest and

frank, we shall have to admit that it is a

question upon which we are hardly compe

tent to form an opinion. We are not aware

that it has been profoundly considered,

widely discussed, or extensively tried; there

fore our conclusions will be narrow and

conjectural. It is safe to assume however,

that when congress passed the act creat

ing boards of arbitrations or commissions,

their intention was to protect the public

interest rather than the rights and inter

ests of the individual. I doubt if they

had any desire to interpose any barrier

to the absolute control of the internal

affairs of railroads by the railroad mana

gers. However this may be, our position

relative to the question of compulsory ar

bitration is such that we should eliminate

from the question all public considerations,

and deal with it only as we may conceive

it to affect the rights and interest of the

railway employes. As the law is at pres

ent, it does not abridge in any way, any

natural or legal right of an individual ; or

of an association. Neither of a corpora

tion. Neither does it invest the individ

ual or corporation with any new rights. It

simply prescribes the method to be adopted

when a dispute or controversy between a

railway and its employes, is of such a na

ture and intensity that the two parties in

terested are unable to agree, and they vol

untarily conclude to submit it to arbitra

tion, i'nder the provisions of this law, all

parties between whom there may be a dis

pute or controversy, may exercise their

own judgment and discretion as to whether

they will submit to arbitration ; and hav

ing submitted a matter to arbitration they

are under no compulsion to accept the de

cision of the arbitrating board. As a means

of conserving the public interest, or of pro

moting pacific relations between the rail

ways and their employes, it has been a

complete failure ; and mainly for two rea

sons.' First, because in most cases, sooner

or later, the contending parties have been

able to settle their disputes. Secondly,

they have had no confidence in arbitration.

Now what is proposed by the amendment

to this act? YVe are told the intention is,

to make it a compulsory law—a law which

will coerce the two parties to submit their

disputes to arbitration. But will the amend

ment as drafted accomplish this end'' Let

us see. I'nder the amended act, arbitra

tion would depend upon the " written pro

position" of one party to the other party

of the dispute or controversy. Without

such written proposition under the amended

act, the law would be a nullity even as at

present. And if there is no faith in arbi

tration, from whence shall the written
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proposition spring? It may be assumed

as a positive fact that the railway com

panies are opposed, and will exert a tre

mendous influence to any measure compell

ing them to arbitrate differences with their

employes. It is evident therefore that the

railroad managers would not be the party

to submit the written proposition, without

which there could be no arbitration. Now

under these circumstances the only party

upon whom can be placed a reliance to

bring forth the " written proposition,"

must be the interested employes. But will

they do it ? I think the amendment car

ries the assumption that they will. But as

they have had no faith in arbitration, it is

doubtful if they become the prime movers

in a scheme of coercion, as Dinding upon

themselves as upon the other party. Even

though they should have faith in arbitra

tion, and should submit the " written pro

position," so essential, the other party to

the dispute is under no compulsion, unless

the " differences or controversies have been

accompanied by acts or threats to act in

such manner as to hinder, impede, obstruct,

interrupt or affect such transportation of

property or persons." In other words the

aggrieved employes must assume the atti

tude of striker* ; and by acts or threats to

act in such manner as to interfere with in

terstate commerce, before the act becomes

a compulsory law. Seeking to promote

pacific relations between contending par

ties and to keep the channels of inter-state

commerce unobstructed, it invites beliger-

ency and hostility, and makes such acts a

prerequisite to its interference and demon

stration of its virtues. It seems to me that

a law embodying such features as these

falls far short of being a compulsory arbi

tration law ; and that such features are

grotesque absurdities ; ineffectual make

shifts. It is a well established rule in ar

bitration that the " arbitrator ought to be

a person who stands perfectly indifferent

between the disputants." Is this rule re

cognized in the proposed amended laws?

The fact that each of the contending par

ties " shall select and appoint one arbitra

tor, is a guaranty that the board will be a

biased board, and one which will not stand

perfectly indifferent between the dispu

tants. It will not be contended for a mo

ment that a railroad company or the em

ployes in exercising the right to select and

appoint an arbitrator, would not select and

appoint a person who would be favorable

to their respective interests. In granting

the right to select the implication is estab

lished that the rights and interests of the

respective parties will be well guarded. The

very selection itself surrounds the arbitra

tors with obligations to the party to whom

he owes his selection. But it will be said

that there is a third arbitrator—one who

owes his selection to neither party; and

therefore he stands perfectly indifferent be

tween them, unbiased, unprejudiced, neu

tral. To this argument I would reply that

the character, disposition and position of

this third arbitrator would be most care

fully scrutinized by the other two arbitra

tors who have the selection. I apprehend

that a railroad manager, stock owner or

legislator would be objectionable to the arbi

trator representing the employes ; while

any and every man who had expressed an

interest in the cause of labor would be ob

jectionable to the arbitrator representing

the company. But grant that the third arbi

trator possessed the qualities of an ideal

judge, would he be in a position to recon

cile the opposing and conflicting interests

which the other two must necessarily rep

resent ? If so then he would virtually be

the sole arbitrator, and upon this one man

would rest the responsibility of adjudi

cating the differences between those two

mighty forces. Capital and labor, are you

ready and willing to submit your rights,

interests, nay ! your very destinies to such

a tribunal? If so, why not clamor for the

eradication of jury trial. Do you believe

for a moment that your interests as em

ployes would be more faithfully and suc

cessfully guarded ; that a greater degree of

justice would be meted out to you ; that

your compensations would be more equita

ble ; that your services would be lees oner

ous, anil that your treatment would be

more as become men? If you do, you

forget that in every dispute between an

tagonistic parties the settlement has been

dissatisfactory to one or both of the par

ties, and that the decision has been ac

cepted, not as a final settlement, but as a

temporary adjustment, holding good only

to such times as circumstances and condi

tions warrant and justify a renunciation.

What has been the results of state boards

of arbitration. In how many instances have

they endeavored to justify the longings and

aspirations of the struggling workman?

in how many instances have they endeav

ored to protect the weak against the strong?

in how many instances has their sense of

justice been warped by the power and in

fluence of brain and capital, when muscle

and poverty have been pleading for mercy?

Can you recall a single instance when a

legal board of arbitration has been of any

benefit to organized labor in its contests

with railway corporations? In the Lehigh

strike the boards of arbitration represent

ing Xew York and New Jersey, interfered

to bring order out of chaos ; harmony out

of discord ; manhood out of serfs ; justice

out of tyranny. What was the result? A

meaner subterfuge was never put forth. A

more treacherous and diabolical scheme

was never concocted than in this verv case.
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And yet those boards of arbitration con

gratulated themselves upon the termina

tion of that strike and considered that

their good offices had accomplished much

towards that termination. But let us hasten

along and glance at other features of arbi

tration. 1 find that where arbitration has

been made compulsory, the awards of the

arbitrating boards "operate as final and

conclusive judgments respecting all the

matter submitted, and it binds the rights

of the parties for all time." This is the

theory prevailing in England, where com

pulsory arbitration has been applied to

railroads since 1845. The courts have rec

ognized this theory, and have refused to

set aside such awards unless it could be

proven that they were the outcome of cor

ruption and fraud ! To adopt compulsory

arbitration and recognize this theory, is to

bind the modern to the mediaeval; the

mediaeval to the aneient. The ancient

Medes and Persians made their laws un

changeable and unalterable. An award,

which is final and irrevocable, when ap

plied in the settlement of controversies

which arise as the result of ever changing,

varying conditions, is worthy of the times

of those intellectual pigmies and industrial

paupers. Those who would submit an in

dustrial controversy of 1894 to an adjudi

cation which was to be final, co-existing

with time, would ally themselves with the

devotees of Filmer and the doctrine of pas

sive obedience. They would be dead and

insensible to that progressive spirit which

animated Charles Sumner, when he said,

"times change and all things with it; and

he who has lived through a lapse of years

untouched by these mutations has lived to

little purpose. "

The United States has established eight

hours as a legal day's work ; while many of

the states have made ten hours the legal

day. But with railroad companies they

exact twelve hours. Time is computed by

the day. Now suppose the employes on

any system should petition their officials

for a ten or eight hour day and they were

unable to obtain concessions. The matter

in dispute is referred to an arbitrating

board whose decision is to be final in ac

cordance with the theory of compulsory

arbitration. Do you believe, for a moment,

under present conditions- industrial stag

nation, commercial paralysis, when oper

ating expenses are being" reduced to the

lowest point in order that the receipts

shall be equal to the expenditures, that

the employes would be able to get any

favors or concessions from an arbitrating

board in the way of reduced hours ? AVould

or could this matter under present condi

tions be settled for all time, and at the

same time be an equatable or just award to

either or both parties. Would not an

eight hour decision force a company into

insolvency, providing the rate per day re

mained the same ? If it did then what

more or less than judicial confiscation of

personal and corporate property would

such an award be ? Suppose the award

was a twelve hour award, would it be a

just award, and one which should govern

for all time? May we not conceive that,

under certain conditions, such a decis

ion would amount to a confiscation of

the employe's compensation. It seenis to

me that the principle underlying the na

tional eight hour law is, the greater the

wealth and ability of the employer, the

higher the rates of compensation to the

employe. For a reduction of hours with

out a reduction of rate, is equivalent to a

higher or greater compensation. If this

be true, should not the same principle gov

ern between a railroad company and its

employes? But the wealth and ability of

a company is not a fixed but a variable

quantity. Therefore the relations between

the company and its employes must par

take of these varying conditions ; and any

settlement between them, based upon

present conditions and circumstances, can

not be a final and irrevocable adjustment,

without violating every principle upon

which justice and common good are founded.

Now what justification is there for a com

pulsory arbitration law? Do not forget

we have eliminated the public's interest

from the question. As employes, do our

necessities, conditions or welfare call for

such interference? Have our relations

with our employers been so unhappy, mis

erable and contentious that we have been

goaded to resistance and strife ; and in our

struggles have been defeated and plundered?

Has corporate capital become omnipotent,

beneath whose shackles we toil as ancient

slaves? It seems to me that the schedule

of wages, of rules and regulations, which

seem to be fair, and under which we labor,

fairly contented on over a hundred roads,

is a partial if not a complete answer. By

virtue of our organization we have been

recognized as a competent contracting party,

worthy of respect and consideration. As a

rule we have been able to settle disputes

and controversies with our employers with

out violent or disastrous result*. If the

terms have not always been satisfactory

we can congratulate ourselves that we hail

a voice in the making of those terms, and

that in accepting them we retain and con

cede the right to a rejection or a renewal

of them when conditions justify it-

While the railroad companies have be

come colossal institutions buying legisla

tors and corrupting courte; exacting tri

butes, which are held in check, onlv by na

tional law; so have labor organisations

advanced in power and influence. The
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right to organize and combine is no longer

questioned. Numerically, they are a mighty

aggregation, with a tendency to multiplica

tion.

Education and experience has taught the

several organizations that " in unity there

in strength ;" " that an injury to one is the

concern of all." With increasing numbers;

more diplomatic generals; with rights eon-

ceeded to us, which have always been ques

tioned; with a national recognition of our

power and importance, why should we sur

render any rights or privileges to an irre

sponsible arbitrating committee? It is by

virtue of the power and influence which

organization has developed that there is a

tendency to legislation, which will restrict

and control such power and influence.

Having built up this power and influence

liy gradual and legitimate processes, would

it be prudent or wise to forego the pleasure

and profit accruing from such advantages ?

Having a more matured condition and bet

ter opportunities for the development and

protection of our interests, why should

we solicit the protection of an arbitrating

guardian ?

Compulsory arbitration is a scheme to

infringe upon the rights of the individual ;

to trespass upon his liberties. It is to rob

organizations of their defensive weapons.

It is foreign government versus home rule.

J. Ii. Word.

H"« HESTER, N. Y.

The Evil of Religious Strife.

Mr. Editor:—The Maoazixe for April

contains an editorial article, captioned

" Furious Fanatics," which is of the nature

of a general comment or reply to anony-

nious correspondents who take exception

to the utterances of the editor on the sub

ject of the A. P. A. in a previous number

of the Magazine; some of these anonymous

eoi respondents going so far as to threaten

the editor with the vengeance of the order

unless he retracts. This shows how well

the designs of our enemies have succeeded.

lhe poison they have injected into us is

doing its deadly work, doubtless to their

utmost satisfaction. It is not at all strange

that so prominent a person as the editor of

the Magazine should be threatened with

assassination, when it is considered that

such an obscure individual as the writer of

this article is threatened in like manner,

not by an anonymous correspondent, how-

ever, but directly by a self-confessed mem

ber of the order. The effort to arouse the

average man to an intelligent interest in

what is going on about him, or to the study

°f first principles, or the motives under

lying the actions of people at any time,

would seem to be as fruitless as the attempt

of a 6culptor to carve a marble statue out

°f a pan of dough. Nevertheless, " let us

reason together " for a moment. Can the

organizers, the men in whose heads origi

nated the idea of this order, be sincere in

their avowed purpose to prevent a union of

church and state, and to preserve Ameri

can liberties and institutions from destruc

tion by religious domination? If they are,

why don't they go at it right, why not go

to "the bottom? Why don't they demand

the retirement of the chaplains from the

legislative halls of our nation, and the dis

continuance of the practice of praying

therein? And, in connection with this,

why don't they oppose the entire body of

Christians who, without regard to sect,

creed, or nationality, are using every means

in their power to have God put in the con

stitution? If they succeed in doing this, it

will unite church and state in this nation

and deprive us of all our liberties. We will

then have Sunday laws, or any other laws

that ministers of all religions may deem it

to their interest to have enacted, and be

forced to worship (rod according to law, or

the dictates of men who know no more

about God or the right way to worship him

than we do ourselves. And if. perchance,

there be some of us who do not believe in

Gods of any kind, and who have, therefore,

no desire to worship myths, having exist

ence nowhere outside of the diseased imag

inations of ignorant and superstitious peo

ple, we are liable, as of old, to feel the ex

hilarating sensations produced by the

wheel, the thumbscrew and the rack—"all

for the love of God," doncherknow ! The

fact that the A. P. A. does not try to pre

vent this is sufficient proof that its profes

sions are false, and made only to cover up

its real purpose, which is to create dissen

sion among workingmen by playing on

their religious prejudices, disrupt their

labor organizations, and then in their weak

ened condition, work their will upon them.

If people would only stop to think we could

never be caught in any such a trap as the

one set for us now; a trap baited with re

ligious animosity by those who wish to en

slave us. No thoughtful student of his

tory, religious or secular, or of human na

ture, could become a member of any order,

the advocacy of whose principles would be

calculated to stir up religious strife. More

bloodshed, tears and agony have been caused

by religon, than all other things combined

that have ever been used to set men to the

work of cutting their neghbors' throats.

The situation just now reminds me of a

Spanish bull fight. The masses represent

the bull ; the red rag of religion is shook

in our face, and, true to our natural in

stincts, we rush at it, while monopoly, our

real enemy, whose intended victims we are,

stands by with sword in hand to stab us to

a vital spot as we rush by. Now, as often

in the past, under the inspiring sentiment
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of patriotism we are being led to use our

massive power for our own injury. "What

fools these mortals be ! " Every working-

man in this country, where thought and

speech are as yet comparatively free, should

look with suspicion upon any organization

purporting to be for his benefit, or, rather,

the benefit of a portion of the working

classes, whose principles its members are

afraid, or ashamed, to proclaim and advo

cate in the broad open light of the day, in

any community or presence; and no free-

minded man will belong to such an organi

zation, in a free country where he has the

ballot in his hand.

P. H". Monahan.

Grand Junction, Colo.

The Old Dispensation.

Mr. Editor:—1 see that Bros. Martin and

Mayhall, from La.Tunta, are making quite a

record in the Firemen's Magazine as labor

agitators. Bro. Martin waves the red flag

and says that he is Irish, which I have no

reason to dispute. Bro. Mayhall lays claim

to being a tourist of some note and has

known what it was to want a meal. Now,

it was my pleasure to help make Bros. Mar

tin and Mayhall B. of L. F. men, and it hurts

me to see them take the pen and be among

the first to try and pick flaws in the B. of

E. F. to the advancement of the American

Railway Union. I was always learned to

praise the bridge that carried me safely over,

and if any of the timbers gave way, or be

came rotten, to replace them with new. Not

so with Bros. Martin and Mayhall. They

imagine that they have made a discovery—

that the Old Dispensation is bound to sink ;

that it can't float any longer ; that it is bound

to go down with a crash, and they are like

rats fleeing from a sinking ship, and they

will take refuge in the " New Dispensation,

as Bro. Martin styles it. Now, brothers,

don't be alarmed.

The B. of L. F. has stood the storms of

something like twenty- one winters, and to

my knowledge the greatest portion of that

time your names were not on the rolls. It

was built up by older heads than yours, by

men that had turned gray in the service,

until it has become one of the greatest labor

organizations in the world, in fact, second

to none. Bro. Martin waves his flag and

thinks he has gained a victory when he

agrees with Bro. Carter that the heaviest

expense borne by us are the assessments

levied during strikes. But the good brother

does not say what the assessment will be

in his " New 1'ispensation " when they come

to strike. Now let us examine this, good

brother, and find out if he has any room for

complaint. He has paid the very Targe

amount of seventy-five cents in the heavy

expense that he talks about. His heart

must truly be as small as a mustard seed,

and as hard as flint, to let that small amount

bother him. Where was the brother in

1888, when the monthly assessments were

from $7.00 to $8.00 a month, levied to pay

the C, B. &. Q. strikers? Where was Mr.

Martin during all the time we were assessed

seventy-five cents every quarter for a pro

tective fund, until we had accumulated

$65,000 or $70,000 ? His name fails to appear

on our rolls in all that time. Where was he?

Even the echoes fail to answer. He is still

dissatisfied and his large brain is working to

try and destroy the order that has made

him in part what he is. He refers to $7.00

and $10.00 quarterly dues that we ordinarily

pay. I will refer the brother to the 15. of L.

F. constitution under the head of dues, and

he can see verv plainly that our dues are

$5.00 a-quarter for three quarters, and $7.00

for one quarter, making in all $22.00 a year,

with $1,500.00 insurance. Now the rest of

this very heavy expense that Bro. Martin

is so eager to show to the public is local

lodge dues, and has nothing to do with the

order, as he very well knows. The brother

allows that large and expensive brain of his

to say that if we were relieved from our com

pulsory insurance, our assessments would

be lighter. Now, is it not a positive fact

with our compulsory insurance it makes it

one among the cheapest insurance that can

be obtained for the railroad men. Now,

why is it that our worthy brother is so ready

and willing to find fault with the order and

the expense ? Why has he not made a mark

for himself and reduced them in a measure?

His opportunities have been large. He rep

resented his lodge at the last convention at

Cincinnati. At the present time he is chair

man of the firemen's local protective board,

and last, but not least, he is master of his

lodge. Now, I suppose that if there was

any other office that the lodge could give

him he would accept it with a smile and a

"thank you brothers," and then take a

head-of time order for home and tax and

worry his brain over an essay on the Ameri

can Kailway Union; tell what great advan

tages it had over all other orders ; how cheap

it was, and that there was no obligation to

take, and that there was no chance for per

jury; that it was free for all—Mexicans,

dagoes and negroes—as Mr. Martin says

that all it requires to be a member was to

have your name on the books. Butj Bro.

Debs' answer, when asked who was eligible

for the order, was anyone that drew pay

from a railroad company. As the brotht-r

says, the field is large and the harvest will

be great for the man that can control the

vast army of railroad men in one order, and

that order with neither corner stone uor

foundation. Bro. Martin very well knows

that the members in all other labor organisa

tions are coutrolled by an obligation nnd a

constitution providing some form of govern-
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mem. But not so with the American Rail

way I'nion. Just draw pay from a railroad

company and get your name on the books,

is all that is required. I will 86k the brother

one question: It you were thrown out of

employment now, which card would you

travel on in seeking work ? I rather think

that you would drop back to the " Old Dis

pensation," as you know it has been tried

and not found wanting. If I was Bro. Mar

tin, and aspired for notoriety and the name

of labor agitator, as he does, I would only

hold membership in one order. I would not

allow the members of the B. of L. F. to elect

me to all the offices that there was any honor

to hold, and then treat the order with as

much contempt as he does in his writings.

Ira, old boy, I have touched you light this

time. Not but what you left many gaps

down for a man to see that the office bee

is buzzing in your hat. But you need not,

in your wrath, consider me an enemy to the

American Railway Union, as I am not. I

am a warm friend to any labor organization

founded on good principles, but I think that

if you and Bro. Martin wish to advertise

your new orders, that you should do it in

some other way than through the pages of

the Firemen's Magazine. Now, I am free

to admit that I do not belong to thev new

order, and I am not able to say whether

your writings are a work of art or not. But

I am able to say that all writings like yours,

and Bro. Martin's, when printed in the Fire

men's Magazine, should be classed as pat

ent medicine advertisements, and charged

for accordingly.

LaJcsta, Col. Win. I>. Crane.

In Defense of the A. P. A.

Mr. Editor:—In the March Magazine I

find an article written by A. J. Uray, and

as I am a brotherhood fireman I consider it

a duty as well as a pleasure to inform Mr.

Hray that he is laboring under a great mis

take with regard to the motive of the Amer

ican Protective Association. The struggle

of the wage laborers of the world is not for

national or sectarian rights, it is a struggle

for the rights of the human family—the

rights of the oppressed as against the op

pressor, the robbed as against the robber.

Every wage worker who understands his

rights as an American citizen is engaged in

tins glorious struggle. The A. P. A. does

not interfere with any one's rights or lib

erties. The Roman Catholics may go

through the land lecturing as they please

and they will not be mobbed or greeted

with riots, for the A. P. A. is composed of

the bent men in the nation ; they arc quiet,

orderly law-abiding citizens. A s lor myself,

1 am not an A. P. A. man, but 1 respect the

order and I wish it God speed, for it is con

stitutional and is actuated by the purest

and noblest motives, and when it conies my

turn to vote I can be depended on to cast

my ballot for one whose sole allegiance is

to his (iod and his country, and not to any-

foreign potentate, be he prince or pope.

I read vEaop's Fables a few months ago,

and one of theiri struck me as being appro

priate to the times : There was once a sim

ple flock of sheep, watched over by some

faithful watch-dogs who night and day

bravely defended them from the wolves.

One day the wolves came to the sheep and

said in a very bland way: "There is no

enmity in our hearts against you ; we should

live at peace. The dogs are the ones who

make all the trouble. They are wicked

curs and keep up a feud between us, whereas

if they were away we could live peaceably

together." The simple sheep were deceived

bv the smooth words and evident good will

of the wolves, and they thereupon dismiss

ed the faithful watch-dogs. But that night

the wolves came upon them, and as there

were none to protect them the confiding

sheep were all devoured.

It seems to me that the interpretation is

clear: The flock is the American people;

the A. P. A. is the watch-dog that guards

the sheep from the wily attacks of the

Romish wolves. It—the Romish church—

says to us, " There is no enmity in our heart

against you. We are all traveling the road

to heaven, but we are taking different ways.

We want to be at peace with you. We are

loyal to the country ; we love" its laws ; we

uphold its public schools and all its institu

tions ; let us be friends. But we cannot be

while you have those curs of the A. P. A.

at your heels. Send them away and we shall

live peaceably together." Woe to the

flock if it dismisses its faithful hounds ! For

the moment it does, that moment does the

Roman Catholic church step into power,

take the reins of government in her bands

—they are almost there now—and then

farewell to liberty and truth, freedom of

speech and of the press ; and then for the

rack and the inquisition.

The democrats have spoken also of the

"terrible persecution" that is being waged

against them. If keeping them out of office

it- persecution, the meaning of that word

has changed somewhat since last I saw it

in the dictionary. And the change in its

meaning since the Romish church had un

limited power till now, is so great as to form

an anti-cliiuax of the first order. It used

to mean—under the sanction and by the

authority of the holy Roman Catholic

church and his holiness, the pope, and his

minion.--—burning at the stake, stretching

on the rack, piercing a body with spears,

rending with wild beasts, throwing men

and women from precipices to break their

necks, and all because they were peaceable

people who chose to worship Hod according

to His commandments, and not according
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to man's dictates. Has the Romish church

forgotten, can she blot out the blood of the

innocent ones who had kept the simple faith

of the early Christian ages, and who lived

a peaceable, happy life, but who were hunt

ed like wild beasts and murdered because

they worshipped God in spirit and in truth

and in the beauty of holiness? Or the

blood of the Huguenots, the most, peace

able, law-abiding citizens of France, who

were foully murdered, and that at a time

when Roman Catholics had pledged them

selves to allow them freedom of worship ?

And this was when the Huguenots were off

their guard, as they would like the Ameri

cans to be now.

It would take volumes to illustrate the

meaning of persecution in the dark ages,

when Rome reigned supreme and men

obeyed the voice of the priest and the pope

as the voice of God. "lis a pity our Ro

manist brethren would not open their nos

trils and inhale a little of the smoke, fig

uratively speaking, that went up to heaven

as an accusation at the burning of hundreds,

aye. thousands, of innocent victims; beau

tiful young girls, young men in the strength

of manhood, noble mothers and fathers,

hoary headed men and women who suffered

martyrdom because they read God's word

and trusted in Jesus Christ as their Saviour

and mediator instead of a priest. These

were deeds of the holy Roman Catholic

church, done under sanction and by the

authority of her infallible popes. They

were not sins, not even mistakes, but the

doing of service to God. Her teachings

were that it was fulfilling a duty to exter

minate heretics, else why this wholesale

slaughter? What is right for the pope is

right for the lavman. Her theology teaches

that "the end justifies the means," but

Paul says, "Do not evil that good may

come," so we may judge if the Romish

church clings to the bible.

But we need not go to the dark ages for

persecution. Go to any Roman Catholic

country and see how Protestants are treated.

It is not many weeks ago that < iendrean, a

man of unimpeachable character and pure

life, was incarcerated for telling of the'love

of God on one of the street corners of that

intensely Romish Province of Quebec.

Home's idea of liberty is, " Give up all

your freedom to us." Her freedom is ab

ject slavery. It seems to me that the ideas

of the Romanists with regard to persecu

tion must suffer somewhat, but then there

are none so blind as those who will not see.

Rome is on trial to-day iu the United

States. Loudly is she clamoring " Js'ot

guilty " to the charges brought against her,

but we must take the proofs and the deeds,

not the words. Home has not changed; what

she has done she will do again if she gets the

power. If the lecturers who have lately

spoken to us tell untruths, why are not the

Romanist men enough to meet them face to

to face on the platform before the people

and answer the charges ? Xone would be

more glad than I to know they are untrue.

Why not bring their books of theology—

not the sugar coated pills which have lately

been going the rounds—and show their doc

trine, whether it is good or evil ? Why

not open their nunneries and let God s

light reveal to us whether they are right or

not? If these lecturers spoke falsely the

Romanists would only be too glad to prove

their innocence instead of striking cowardlv

blows in the rear. Again,' if these men tell

untruths, why not bring them before the

law and punish them in a lawful manner?

If a man should cover my fair name with

infamy and slander, I would either pass it

by unnoticed, or bring him to justice and

maintain my cause, f would not waste my

work in a vain way. Innocence is always

fearless and will welcome investigation,

but " error wounded writhes in pain." I

do not wonder that Rome is howling against

the lectures delivered against her; the won

der to me is that she does not hide herself

in shame from the face of the earth. 'Tis

enough to make anyone blush to have such

a record brought to light. History does

not lie; these facts cannot be gainsaid.

They are written in blood which nothing

can efface. The dogs bark but the caravan

moves along. May the light and liberty of

truth break through the clouds of ignor

ance and superstition, and may it bless the

whole world.

Isroy ifinrr.

Ehc'AXaba, Mich.

Certainly Right.

Mb. Editor:—What is the A. P. A.? and

what is it for? As an observer, as one who

has studied this subject for a longer time

than the A. P. A. has been in existence, if

we mistake not, and as one who has studied

every phase of the subject that has yet ap

peared, as such an observer we may be al

lowed to express ourselves.

As we understand it, the object of this

association is chiefly, and in brief, to pro

tect the American government and people

from the domination of the papacy, by

opposing every kind of union of church anil

state. It is therefore necessarily opposed

to the encroachments of the papacy upon

the government through any of tier politi

cal scheming or aggression. That there ie

abundant room autl great need of something

of this kind being done is evident to everv

person who has watched, in any sort of fafr

minded way, the course of public or govern

mental affairs for the past twenty years or

part thereof, or who will so watch allairs

now. This the regular readers of the Aimr-

ican Sentinel, the organ of the A. P. A.,
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know full well, because all that the Simtinel

has ever existed for is to point out these

very evils and dangers. And now there are

bo many of them and they multiply so fast

we can hardly discribe them all as they

pass.

That such work is proper according to

every principle of the government and con

stitution of the United States, is plain to

every person who knows the A, B, C of

these principles or of the history of the

making of the constitution and government

of the United States. The government of

the United States was established upon the

principles of the total separation of the

government from any church or religion,

and specifically the Christian religion ; and

tills for the express purpose of escaping

any establishment of the Catholic church

or religion. Jefferson and Madison and

their fellow workers for civil and religious

liberty, declared that " To judge for our

selves and to engage in the exercise of re

ligion agreeably to the dictates of our own

conscience, is an inalienable right, which,

upon the principles on which the gospel was

first propagated, and the reformation from

popery carried on, can never be transferred

to another." They said that "it is impossi

ble for the magistrate to adjudge the right

of preference among the various sects that

profess the Christian faith, without erecting

a claim to infallibility, which would lead us

back to the church of Rome." They op

posed all governmental favors to "the

Christian religion," because, as they said,

''Distant as it may be in its present form

from the Inquisition, it differs from it only

in degree. The one is the first step, the

other is the last, in the career of intoler

ance." Thus spoke the heroes and patriots

who established on this continent the sep

aration of religion and the state as a gov

ernment principle, and who made the gov

ernment of the United States with the

principle declared in its constitution. And

they did it, as repeatedly declared, that the

People of the United States might not be

led back to Rome, to popery and to the In

quisition.

And the maintenance of these principles

to-day for the same purpose for which they

were established is as proper and as honora

ble as was the establishment of those princi

ples in the beginning. It is as proper and

honorable for men to-day to maintain these

principles as it was for Jefferson and Mad-

l8on to advocate them and secure their es

tablishment as the principle of the govern

ment when the government was establish

ed. So far, therefore, as the object of the

•'•P. A. is concerned, it is precisely the

object which the makers of the govern

ment had in view when they prohibited

an.v connection of the government with

any religion. In the object announced the

A. P. A. are in the company of Jefferson,

Madison and their fellow workers in "the

times of '76." The object, therefore, is as

certainly right as that the principles of the

United States government, as founded by

our fathers, are right.

Of the political methods of the A. P. A.

we know nothing personally. We have

seen statements by Catholic papers and

their partisans of what these methods are.

But if we understand rightly, these methods

of the A. P. A. are really known only to the

members. And so, not knowing for our

selves these methods, and not being willing

to take our information from the avowed

enemies of the order, we are prepared to ex

amine with perfect impartiality, whatever

those methods may be supposed to be. By

the report of the case in the Toledo court it

appears that the A. P. A.'s of that city, at

least, are arming. That is clearly wrong. It

is only following the methods of the papacy,

and it cannot win in opposition to the pa

pacy. If this be true of the A. P. A.'s

throughout the country, then they are all

wrong in this particular, and should change

their course at once in this matter.

If it be true that the A. P. A. proposes to

accomplish its object by disfranchising or

curtailing the political or civil rights of

Catholics, that method is certainly wrong.

If, however, the A. P. A. proposes to accom

plish its object by recognizing the political

and civil rights of Catholics equally with

all others, while at the same time insisting

that every citizen and every candidate for

office shall faithfully maintain the funda

mental principles of the government, and

the plain provisions and intent of the con

stitution, then this is certainly right. If

the A. P. A. proposes to accomplish its right

object by the application of a religious test

in any case, that method is wrong. If the

A. P. A. proposes to accomplish its proper

object by the test of the fundamental prin

ciples of the government and the provi

sions of the constitution in every case, then

that method is certainly right. If the A.

P. A. should apply even the test of the con

stitution and the fundamental principles of

the government only to the Catholics, this

method would be wrong. If the A. P. A.

applies this proper test to professed Protes

tants and all others alike, then this is cer

tainly right. If the A. P. A. opposes only

Catholic aggression and encroachments

upon the government, this is not enough.

To be right it must oppose Protestant ag

gression and encroachment as well, and also

every other that infringes to a hairbreadth

the fundamental principles or the consti

tution of the government. If the A. P. A.

opposes only Catholic interference with the

public school, this is not enough. It must

equally oppose Protestant interference with

the public school. If the A. P. A. opposes
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only religious interference with the public

school, that is not enough. To be rightand

to further its avowed objects it must oppose

all appropriations of the public money to

any cliurches or religious orders for any

purpose whatever; it must oppose this

joint resolution which is now before con

gress, to add a religious amendment to the

national constitution ; it must oppose the

assumption, on the part of the judiciary

whether state or national, of insinuating

religious matters into their decisions and

imposing them upon the people as law ; all

this must the A. P. A. do if it will make

good its avowed object of protecting the

American government and the people from

the dominion of papacy, and prevent the

union of church and state.

It may be that the A. P. A. is doing all

this. We sincerely hope so. It may be

also, that the A. P. A. is doing all this

in the right way, accomplishing the good

and proper object of its organization by

right methods in all things. This, also, we

sincerely hope it is doing; for as the object

of the A. P. A. is certainly right, we sin

cerely desire to see all its methods right,

also, so that it can win. And, indeed, we

want it to be right, whether it wins or not.

But, it is said, the A. P. A. is a secret or

ganization. This is a queer cry to raise by

anybody who knows anything about the

papacy. The papacy is the most secret or

ganization that was every on earth. The

papacy being perfect mistress of ever ele

ment and method of secrecy, there can be

no plan of secrecy devised in opposition to

her, that can win. She can undermine them

all.

Now, Bro. Debs, will you please explain

why such an organization should have any

thing to do with organized labor, and cause

the destruction of the brotherhood?

Unless we "poor devils," as you call us

in the last issue of the Magazine, are so

narrow minded as to let our political and

religious views bias our action toward our

laboring brother. Don't you think if we

are composed of such an element,, and

should the brotherhood die out of existence,

there would not be much lost, and if partly

composed of such an element that the

sooner we are rid of their membership the

bet ter for us ? We could not count on them

in case of trouble, and we do not estimate

our strength by the number of members

alone, but by the tried and true brothers.

In regard to the form of obligation, how

do you know it to be genuine? You are

certainly mistaken about the A. P. A. being

organized in New York. It was first organ

ized and introduced in Iowa, and is, there

fore, no " Wall street scheme."

Again I desire to call your attention to

what, in my mind, gave birth to an ogani-

zation called the "Amoreans," which ex

isted some hundreds of years ago, and that

of the A. P. A. of to-day. The oppression

of the church in the past made it necessary

for the existence of the Amoreans for the

express purpose of protecting the liberties

of the people. This same political oppres

sion under the garb of religion caused the

people of the eighteenth century to rise up

in America and call a halt, which resulted

in riots and bloodshed in many of our large

American cities and drove from our soil the

would-be pope, and now if I am correctly

informed as to the mission of the A. P. A.,

it is to check and forever destroy the prob

abilities of any union of church and state,

no matter by what denomination the at

tempt may be made ; and that the order

does not attack the religion of any church,

but the political power, and is pledged to

the ultimate destruction of political power

being used by any religious body.

Yours lraternally.

./. D. Ileffii/T.

Lexinotox, Ky.

A New Solution.

Mr. Editor :—Under the caption, " Pro

viding for the Needy," you criticise an ar

ticle in the Forum for Februry, by Josephene

S. Lowell, who traces the cause of our pres

ent "acute" and "chronic" distress to, (1)

a surplus of unskilled labor ; (2) low wages;

(3) improvidence. The lady is credited with

being familiar with " sociological problems,"

and consequently her solution of the ques

tion should command respect. She says:

" To diminish the surplus of unskilled labor,

one plain remedy is to cease to attract -more

unskilled people to the spot where there is

already too many, and to deal with such as

come naturally, in a way which, while good

for them, will not he agreeable to tliem."

The italics are mine. Can it be possible

the same idea is cropping up in various parts

of the country as solutions of the " sociolog

ical problem?" The lady hints darkly at a

method of getting rid of surplus laborers

"which will not be agreeable to them."

You know that Dean Swift grimly suggested

the eating of the redundant babies of the

Irish population, as a means of furnishing

food and at the same time reducing the su

perfluous population. Malthus advocated

preventive measures for keeping the pop

ulation within bounds, and considered that

wars, plagues, and famines were natures

plans for reducing a too redundant popula

tion.

Now I have my share of local pride, and

I desire this city shall receive credit for the

first frank and outspoken method of dealing

with surplus laborers in a way that " will

not be agreeable to them."

A local writer has proposed a method of

dealing with the quest ion tlialmay be some

thing like what Mrs. Lowell ilarkfy hints at.
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He first draws attention to the " on to Wash

ington'' movement. He shows that there

is no use closing our eyes to the fact that

there are more laborers than is necessary

for the production of wealth. He frankly

admits that the reason offered by the social

ists is correct, viz.: that the use of machin

ery is continually displacing laborers ren

dering them unnecessary. He makes copi

ous extracts from a three column article in

the Xew York Sun of recent date, which

showed the enormous number of laborers,

skilled and unskilled, who had been dis

placed by labor saving machinery, and the

conclusion of the Sun that American work

men must make up theif mind to have their

days of employment decreased, as the pro

duction of wealth was yearly requiring lees

labor. But he scouts the proposition of the

socialists, of a co-operative system of pro

duction and distribution. He admits that

it would enormously increase the produc

tive and distributive forces of society, indeed

he opposes it on that very ground," because

he claims the supplying" of human wants

would be so easy, tha't mankind would sink

into aTethargic state of " innocuous desue

tude," the absence of competition would

remove all incentive to exertion and society

would sink down to a dead level of nerve

less mediocrity. So he concludes we must

retain the competitive system for the pur

pose of keeping man up to a high standard

of attainment, activity and progress. But

competition must not be too excessive as

that also is bad. Here is the gist of his pro

position in his own words :

I have thought over the subject long anil carefully

in>l have fullv evolved a plan thiit will make perpe-

™i"gciod times:" that will solve the great indus-

i™ problem and mnke employment certain for all

"M'lii-uiiw: insuring also fair remuneration. I con-

lwl"« degree of pride and self congratulation in

m>; success, lor not one of the eminent authorities on

Witical economy nas given the world an outline

"J » scheme to solve the problem and allow our so-

'i«l and commercial system to remain unchanged.

I is true the Nationalists claim to have proposed a

m«iry of production that would abolish poverty

aii'l insure to everyone willing to work all the luxu

ries as well as the necessities of life: but these

wicked agitators not only propose to destroy the

■ramp and make destitution impossible (and bevond

mis no good man would wish 10 go) but they mean
'■abolish the millionaire and make it impossible for

tic favored few to control the many. \\ bat a crude,

»irt*rniis «iatc of society would ensue without mil-

iioua res and private fortunes! Who would lead in

"»lal ailairs" who would endow our universities.

J'UUOiinr fine churches, pay the largo salaries our

'"'I preacher* earn, determine the fashion in dress,

""""■i 1 fancy I can see an ignorant Nationalist blush

in confusion over the practical question.

It Is certain that the one cause of so many uncm-

I'lcywl is simply because society docs not" require

uieir labor. In oilier words the necessities and luxu

ries needed by aociely ran be produced by probablv

"iir-llurd of th,. number of men who miist exist by

producing we&ith.

hi fact aUiul four years ago one of the most dis-

jnkuwfieil statist iciaus of the age demonstrated that

11 »JI the milllor, r.ietorlvs in the country were in full
"(-.■ration then- wojld still be ■."i.oOO workingnicu out

"J work, and In times of depression as the present,

"}»''irplu« must extend into the millions. Now.

"ilaia the plan. Let every county in every State of

the I mon appoint a committee of investigation and

let this body report the exact number of laboring

men required in their district.

A census of the workingmen will of course show

the surplus number of producers and this surplus

may be shipped to a central point previously selected.

(The method of selecting this surplus may lie accom

plished by lot or any other way. It is"a matter of

trivial detail i.

At the central point designated, the Government

would build a large air tighi structure prepared

for the administration of chloroform, and there

unhappy individuals that are causing the trouble

and discomfort of modern society would be pain

lessly and rapidly dismissed from a world that has

no need of their .services.

I cheerfully admit, at this point, that the thought

less and superficial, those wno have not examined

the social problem and have not made a special

study of social conditions will at first glance object

to this plan, and will do so conscientiously and from

the best of motives, but I am prepared to meet and

answer every honest objection. First, the practical

business man and utilitarian will object on the

grouud-of expense : but I am prepared to prove that

all expenses may be met and in all probability the

process would result in a profit. In the first place

a great many could be canned and shipped to the

Cannibal Islands—Mr. Mark Twain deserves some

credit lor this suggestion—and doubtless the natives

would gladly exchange cocoanuts. bananas and other

tropical fruits. Science has already demonstrated

the human skin can be put to numberless profitable

uses; an extra article of glue could be made; the

bones even could be used. A few years ago the San

Diego "Union" estimated that one tramp would fur

nish sufficient fertilizing matter to insure a healthy

development of an orange tree. I need not waste

more time on this objection : many other sources of

profit will occur to any candid observer.

A second objection might spring from mere senti

ment. A superficial sentimentalist mav say society

has no right to put innocent persons to death : they

might go further and call it wholesale murder : but if

society exercises on undoubted right to cause men to

die the painful death of starvation, can it not cause

the painless death of chloroform narcosis? Is so

ciety always careful that none but the guilty are

killed on the battlefield? Those killed in war fre

quently die with no benefit to the survivors, but

think of the enormous benefit to the workers that

are left under my plan and to general society! no

idle men. no surplus labor, everybody well paid. I

have not the time to answer this objection in full

and doubtless the good sense of the reader will dis

cover other answers.

I will come.at once to the most practical and im

portant objection that can be urged. Many good

Christians would regard the plan as an absolute

blocking of the chief road to heaven. For there are

many that know of but one path to the mansions of

the blest: and that lies through giving cast-oft* win

ter flannels, worn out clothes and surplus cold meat

to the poor.

There is but one way of keeping this well traveled

highway open. In every district a few of the most

infirm may be reserved as (it objects for alms giving

and the exercise of charity.

The writer closes his article by stating

that there are many other arguments that

might be urged in favor of his proposition

that will readily occur to any one interested

in the subject. He is carefufto state that the

thinning out process would require to be

renewed every few years according as ad

vances in science and new inventions made

men superfluous, or as he says : " In order

to maintain the proportion of producers to

the new condition from continual improve

ment in machinery and methods of pro

duction." The writer concludes with the

assertion that he is without prejudice and

will gladly abandon his plan in favor of
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any other that could be shown to have any

advantage of this scheme and still retain

our competitive, social, and economic sys

tem.

It is unnecessary, I hope, to any, that T

take no stock whatever in the plan pro

posed. I feel confident, notwithstanding

the objections stated, that socialism is the

only solution of the problem. Yet, as an

alternative I think it only fair to present

this writer's solution of the problem of

what to do with our surplus labor under

competitive conditions of production, and

the inevitable displacement of labor, under

private ownership of the means and in

struments of production.

II". //. Stuart.

Los Angeles, Cm..

" A Hotter Fiiiniicial System," by George <'. Ward.

-II1.' panes, paper cover, priced cents; issued from the

press of the Arena Publishing Company, Boston.

Mass.

This little book from the pen of a writer

who is well known to readers of the Maga

zine, is a masterly and thoroughly logical

argument for the nationalization of our

banking system. Mr. Ward takes for his

text the financial plank of the Omaha plat

form of the people's party, and then, as

stated in his introduction, he attempts to

demonstrate that every principle ot that

platform " may be subserved and every de

mand realized by the nationalization of the

banking system of the United States and

the assumption, as a public function, by the

government, of the banking buiBuess of the

nation." There is no useless theorizing

about Mr. Ward's treatment of his subject;

he deals with facts, and he has been at in

finite pains to collate a vast number of them

all of which illustrate in a striking manner

the correctness of the idea he is contending

for. A notable chapter of the book is the

one treating of " the volume of money ;"

standing by itself it should commend the

book to the attention of students of finance.

Mr. Ward shows that the range of prices

that prevailed in the three year period 1867

-70 might be obtained with a per capita

circulation in excess of bank reserves of

only $16.45, and he says, " We are justified,

then, in concluding that the demand for

fiftv dollars per capita is wild, visionary,

and impracticable. And Mr. Ward has

recognized a fact that a great many writers

on finance are prone to forget—he has taken

account of conditions. There is a great

truth contained in the following paragraph

which it would vastly benefit the majority

of our financial doctors to reflect upon:
'• During 1867-70 the labor of the nation

was fully employed and its ability to pur

chase and consume was limited only by its

wages received. In 18!K) the ' the army of

the unemployed' numbered two millions.

No amount of tinkering with the volume of

money can overcome the effects of these

conditions. " Mr. Ward shows that, with

a system of governmental banking such as

he advocates in operation, such panics as

that of 1893, due to "lack of confidence,"

would he rendered impossible, and making

the most liberal allowance for the expenses

of conducting such a system, they would be

more than covered by a rate of interest on

loans not to exceed 2 per cent, per annum.

The book should be read by all who are in

favor of " A Better Financial System."

W. P. KvrlaTHl.

THJS JiHOTHJ-JKHOOIt SEAT.

Of the many inventions I note on the rail,

There is one above others all engineer* hail.

'TIs the " Brotherhood " skat made by stannarp A

White,

And oh ! boys, in old times it would clve tne iii-

light

When my back used to ache till my eyeballs were red.

And ray teeth, one by one, seemed'to drop from my

head.
As I sat like '• stiff," every lurch making groans.

At the way the old stub roads were grinding* my

bones.

Those were days when we planted the seeds uf di*

ease

Which shall grow like ill weeds till our heartbeats

shall cease'

Kidney ailments, dyspepsia, lumbago dim sight.

And the blasted rheumatics I feel as 1 write.

We were tossed o'er rough joints and hove rail-end*

for years. ■

Till we nurtured the grass by the wayside with

tears.

All because we sat rigid in cold and in heat.

For no man yet invented the " Brotherhood "

Seat.

We old-timers, from bone-yards of phyMoul ills.

Would advise men to guard against tonics and

pills.

By investing the price in this < 'ommon-Sense Seat,

For 1 feel in my heart that it cannot !>e l>ettt.

Had I one long ago, oh, what songs 1 could sing.

But I groaned without back-rest or even a spring.

From my fancy these lines I most cheerfully write.

In behalf of the scat made by StasnarI) & Wilirr..

Shandy Xtiguirr.

" Locomotive Mechanism and Engineer

ing" is the title of a new book bv H. ('.

Reagan from the press of John Wiley and

Sons, 53 East 10th street, New York, N. Y.

The book contains 145 illustrations, 30"

pages, and sells at S2.00 per copy. The au

thor is a practical engineer and his etyle i.»

clear and easily understood. Mis treatment

of the various parts of the locomotive is that

of a writer who is thoroughly familiar with

his subject and locomotive enginemen will

find the new book a valuable acquisition to

locomotive literature.

The members of Maumee Vallev Lodge

No. 512 B. of R. T. express their thanks to

the members of Ann Arbor I/xlge No. 42"

B. of L. F. for the active part they took in

the burial of the late Bro. Chas. McConell

at i Kvosso, Mich. The kindness thus shown

is fully appreciated ami will be long remem

bered.
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OXI.T A W03T.IX.

Only a woman : shivering and old,

The prey of the winds and prey of the cold !

Chevies that are shrunken.

Eve« that are sunken,

1.1ns that were never o'er bold.

only a woman, forsaken and poor.

Asking for alms at the bronze ohuroh door.

Murk lo the organ—roll upon roll

Till' waves of its music go over the soul.

Silks rustle past her,

Faster and fister ;

The great bell ceases its toll.

Fain would she enter, hut not for the poor

swingeth wide open the bronze church door.

Duly a woman, walling alone.

Icily cold on an ice cold stone.

What do they care for her.

Mumbling a prayer for her—

living not bread, but a stone?

Coder rich laces their haughty hearts beat,

Mocking the woes of their kin" in the street.

Only a woman ! In the old days

Hope caroled to her the happiest lays,

•somebody missed her.

somebody ernwned her with praise.

Somebody fared out the battle of life.

stntntr for her sake who was mother and wife.

somelaslv lies with a tress of her hair

Light on 'his heart where the death shadows arc,

Soinelsxly waits for her.

opening the gates for her. .

'•iving delight for despair.

Only a woman—never more !

she is dead in snow at the bronze church door.

—From an Unknown Author.

The publishers of Locomotive Engineering

are giving their subscribers for 1H94 three

educational charts of great value. Chart

Xo. 2 has just been issued and represents

a modern locomotive, a marvel of perfection,

with each part accurately named and num

bered and there has been such a demand

for these charts that the publishers have

had a supply prepared on coated paper for

training which can be had for 60 cents per

copy. Addrees Locomotive Engineering, 5

Beekman street, New York City.

Two books of special value from the pub

lishing house of Lee and Shepard, Boston,

are on our table, viz: "The Co-operative

( ommonwealth " by Lawrence (ironlund

and " The Speeches, Lectures and Letters "

of Wendell Phillips. Both are books of the

day, gotten up in a cheap yet substantial

form, and should be in the library of every

student of current events. Price 5(1 cents

each. Address Lee and Shepard, 10 Milk

street, Boston.

The Maine railroad commission reports

that of 0,332,535 passengers carried in that

state last year only one was killed and but

ten was injured, seven of these but slightly.

(,f the employes six were killed and thirty-

one injured. ' It is probable that the peace

ful avocation of farming was attended in

the same state with a much greater number

of casualties anil fatalities than resulted

from the operation of 1,400 miles of rail

ways.—Jdiiliray Age.

The American Telegraph System,

In an interview in the Telegraph AgeCcAo-

nel R. C. Clowry, vice president of the

Western Union Telegraph company, says,

regarding some comparisons made between

British and American telegraph systems:

" The British telegraph system comprises

but about 30,000 miles of line, 100,000 miles

of wire and S.000 offices, extending over an

area of about 120,CXI0 square miles; while

the "Western Union telegraph system alone

comprises about 100,(X10 miles of line, 750,-

000 miles of wire, K,500 miles of ocean sub

marine cables and 22,000 offices, extending

throughout an area of more than 3,000,000

square miles, being therefore about quad

ruple the British government telegraph sys

tem, and extending over an area twenty-

four times as great. The capital account

of the cost to the British government of its

telegraph system is $50,000,000. If the

Western Union Telegraph company's cap

ital account was in proportion to its prop-

ertv in the same ratio it would be over

S2( 10,000,000.

" During the past summer I have met

and conversed with representative electric

ians from nearly all parts of the world, who

came here to visit the exposition. Each of

them has inspected the Western Union

office and system in Chicago, and in every

case has stated distinctly that the progress

of telegraphy in the United States was very

far in advance of what it was in Europe.

Our instruments, switchboards, etc., appear

to be a revelation to most of them. Then

again the United States is the only country

in which telegraph lines are operated direct

from dynamo current. In Europe they still

adhere to the old battery system l in some

cases using storage batteries), and the gen

tlemen who visited me were surprised to see

the great advance we have made in this di

rection. The only European instruments

which we have adopted in this couutry are

the English Wheatstone, which we work to

advantage on some of our long circuits,

while in Kngland they are gradually substi

tuting our Morse system, including the du

plex, quadruplex, etc.. for their old ma

chinery. In fact an electric manufacturing

company of Chicago is shipping telegraph

instruments to nearly all parts of Europe.

It appears to me therefore that the United

States is very much in advance of all Euro

pean countries in all branches of electrical

industries, the telegraph and telephone in

cluded, ami in fact in all mechanical indus

tries, very nearly all of the great inventions

having been made by Americans "—Rail

way Age.

Addresses Wanted.

G. J. Flvxn. \iimikis Mci'i.iisiMiN, and Rob't P.

Conant—Members of Mission Lodge, No. 2S1, are re

quested to correspond with the Secretary of their

lodge.
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two sixyvns.

There was a man. it is said, one time.

Who went nstray in his youthful prime.

(an the brain keep cool "and the heart keep quiet

When the blood is a river that is running riot?

And l>oys will be boys, the old folks say.

And a man's the belter who's had his day.

The sinner reformed, and the preacher told

of the prodigal son who came back to the fold.

And Christian people threw open the door

With a warmer welcome than ever before :

Wealth and honor were his to command.

And a spotless woman liavehim her hand ;

And the world strewed their pathway with Mowers

a-blooin.

Crying: " liod bless lady and God bless bridegroom!"

There was a maiden went astray

In the golden dawn of her life's young day :

she had more passion and heart than head.

And she followed blindly where fond love led ;

And love unchecked is a'dangcroua guide.

To wander at will by a fair girl's side.

The woman repented and lunicd from sin.

Hut no door opened to 1 I her in :

The preacher prayed that she might be forgiven.

And told her look for mercy in heaven :

For this is the law of earth we know.

That the woman is scorned while the man may go,

A brave man wedded her, after all.

lint the woild said, frowniuglv: "We shall not call !"

'Ella Whteler Wild*.

Color-Blindness.

The importance of color-blindness is

world-wide. It concerns all who travel bv

water or by rail, for upon proper recogni

tion of colored signals the safety of vessels

and of trains depends; and it so happens

that the colors used for signaling are so

imperfectly recognized by four men out of

every hundred that they may be con

founded the one with the other. To you

as guardians of the safety of the traveling

public the importance of the subject pri

marily appeals ; for to you it looks for its

guidance, and from you should emanate

measures for its protection.

Many of you are perfectly familiar with

color blindness, all of you should be ; and

to that end 1 shall present a brief and

practical exposition of the subject, hoping

that it will excite your interest and further

investigation.

Color-blindness, which in no way inter

feres with the sharpest sight, may be com

plete when no colors are perceived and in

tensity of light as light and shadow is the

only guide to the outline and recognition

of objects; or the defect mar apply to one

or more of the primary colors. But the

most frequent form is blindness for red

and green, which alone concerns us, and

is found in four out of every hundred men

and one out of every five hundred women.

Color-blindness atl'ects all races and con-

ditionsof men. It is hereditary, congenital

and incurable, but at times may be palli

ated.

Color-blindness may be acquired from

disease or disturbance of the central nerv

ous system when it is only with—usually—

other symptoms of a general disorder, and

is not classed as true color-blindness.

Experience has demonstrated the neces

sity of using red and green signals on rail

ways, and custom has settled upon the

former color to indicate danger and the lat

ter caution, while white means safety. Now

a color-blind person cannot distinguish ac

curately between red and green, for he

relies upon their luminosity or brightness

alone in reaching his conclusions, and under

certain conditions he may confound either

of these colors with white. Hence it be

comes a matter of serious moment to detect

the four per cent, of such individuals among

railway employes.

In devising tests for this purpose it was

soon discovered that such as required the

naming of colors was unsatisfactory, for de

fective nomenclature and perfect color per

ception often coexist; and final selection wns

made of those tests which required the

matching and comparison of colored ob

jects, without the naming of any. That

known as Holmgren's has received the sanc

tion of almost universal adoption, and will

alone be demonstrated. Holmgren's test

consists of a set of Berlin worsteds contain

ing upwards of a hundred small skeins

composed of reds, greens, yellows, blues

and their derivatives, and browns and

grays (these latter "being confusion'' col

ors); and besides these three skeins of

larger size, known as "test skeins" and col

ored respectively green, pink and red.

The method of applying this test is to

loosely pile the worsteds on a white cloth

in a good light, and, placing the large teat

skein of green aside, the person to be ex

amined is asked to select and pick out of

the general heap those skeins of the same

color, darker or lighter, and put them be

side it. The normal eyed will dothisqui«-kly

and without difficulty, but the color-blind

will show his defect by selecting besides the

greens, or without them, some of the grays,

light browns, pale and even full reds.

The test need go no further to prove color

blindness, but Holmgren advises that its

varietv be established, and this is done by

remixing the worsted, laying aside the large

pink test skein, and asking the examinee

to select and pick out all the lighter and

darker shades of this color. He will pick

out blues, violets or bluish green and enow

predominance of red-blindness, or lull green

and grays, and demonstrate that green-

blindness is strongest. Defective percep

tion lor green means faulty perception of

red, however, and vice versa. < »ther fori us

of color-blindness are as rare as they are

unimportant from a practical standpoint,

and we may pass them by.

A further test which is of some practical

value, because it illustrates the mistake-

which may occur insignaling with the color
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blind, is with the large red test skein, the

rolor of which corresponds to the danger

signal of railroads. This is laid aside and

the examinee is asked to pick out the col

ore which match it. " He will select reds,

browns and greens, preferring the darker

shades of these colors if he is red blind, and

lighter ones if he is green blind.

It is obvious from these exhibitions that

color-blind people should find no employ

ment on railroads where signals must be

recognized. Safety certainly requires this

and discountenances even palliation of the

condition.

Palliation can be effected, however, and

when the means of doing so are thoroughly

understood by intelligent, conscientious and

painstaking men, I believe it can be done

with safety. The plan was suggested by

Maxwell and consists in viewing signals

through red and green glass simultaneously.

Looking through a red glass a red flag is

made lighter and a red light is clearly seen,

while a green flag is made darker and a green

light is much obscured. Looking through

a green glass the red flag is made darker

and the red light is much obscured, while

the green flag is made lighter and the green

light is clearly seen.

Unnecessary Seduction of Employes.

One of our contemporaries, which has

been devoting a great deal of space and

labor lately to arguing that railroad men

of all classes are in duty bound to accept

reduction of pay without a murmur, injects

upon railroad officials the question : " If

j on bad to pay the salaries of all the men

employed out of your own individual in

come, do you think there would be as many

employed?" An attempt is then made to

answer the question in the negative. We

believe that we have enjoved as good op

portunities for observing the conditions of

employment on railroads and in private

firms as any person connected with th Rail

way Age, and the result of our observations

is that we consider that railroad officers as

» rule are less given to retaining superfluous

help than any other kind of employer. A

private employer, whose individual income

suffers most severely in hard times, will

often keep on old t-mployes when there is

little for them to do, partly through benev

olent instincts and partly because it is good

business policy to retain valuable men. In

the course of numerous tours made during

the last three months, we have been greatly

impressed with the sympathy that private

employers display towards those depend

ent upon them, and with the number of

manufacturing establishments thatarekept

running with the expenses greater than

the income. This is done for the purpose

of providing a livelihood for the workmen

under circumstances when it would be

money in the pockets of the employers to

close down the works.

We regret to say that we have seen very

little of this benevolent spirit among rail

road officers. They are bounded so with

orders to reduce expenses that they appear

to have no bowels of compassion" Those

who perceive that they are losing valuable

men who will be hard to replace when busi

ness revives, and understand that the policy

will be costly in the end, perform the acts

of harshness because they have no option

in the matter. To the manipulator of

stocks, the individual employe is a mere

machine. Supply and demand is his high

est law, and he cares nothing for depriving

men of employment. Men of this stamp

give orders that operating expenses of rail

roads be reduced, and the executive officers

have to obey or get out.

The present lamentable depression of

business has been greatly intensified by

this tendency of railroad stock owners and

gamblers to reduce operating expenses,

and stop purchasing everything not abso

lutely required to keep trains going. It is

the most short-sighted kind of business

policy, and ultimately causes increase in

the expense necessary ; but those who pur

sue it care for nothing but the present,

and their acts exert disasterous influence

upon the welfare of the whole country.

There is certainly no reason to find fault

with the men in charge of railroad operat

ing for keeping at work men whose services

might be dispensed with. The cause for

regret is all in the opposite direction.—

Locomotive Engineering.

Germany's Electric System.

In Germany they do not operate the tele

graph and telephone on the same plan as

prevails in the United States. Details of

the way in which Emperor William's coun

try manages the electrical department of

the government were recently related to a

reporter by Heinrich Hofmeister, director

of the German telegraph system and su

perintendent of the cable system at Em-

den. On being asked to state the differ

ence between telegraphic service in his

country and this, Dr. Hofmeister said :

"The greatest difference which I have ob

served is that we do more for the small towns

and the villages all over the empire. We

have arranged it so that the smallest com

munities have a service twice a day for let

ters, newspapers, packages and money, and

that they have an efficient telegraph and

telephone service. In Germany the mails,

the telegraph and the telephone are con

fined in one department, known as the

reichspostamt, or, as you would call it, the

postal department. Dr. von Stephan is at
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its head, and since 1870 his strong person

ality has been bent to this one end, that in

the matter of intercommunication the peo

ple shall have a perfect service at the mini

mum of cost. His success has been won

derful and his work is the admiration of

the world. HiB theory is that effective ser

vice at low rates multiplies business. His

slogan was ' reduce the tariff.' "

''How do your tolls compare with the

rates of this country ? " was asked.

" Very much lower. The charge for a

ten-word message to any part of the em

pire is' 50 pfennigs, or 12J cents in your

money."

" Irrespective of distance? "

" Yes. It is the same for five miles as for

fifty."

" What are the telephone tolls? "

"Twenty-five cente for five minutes' con

versation. We do not take distance into

account. You can talk from Berlin to

Hamburg at the same rate as to the near

est station. We charge individual sub

scribers 150 marks (about $36) a year for

the use of the telephone, and there is no

charge for switches.

" Is there a deficit or a surplus at these

rates ? "

" O a handsome surplus every year,

which is turned into the general treasury.

Lest you may think the charges by your

private corporations are too high as com

pared with ours, I ought in justice to say

that we operate much of our mails, tele

graph and telephone system conjointly. In

small places one man acts as postal clerk,

telegraph operator and telephone manager.

When we added the telephone service we

did not incur in many places additional

cost for buildings, employes and incidental

expenses. But, as I said before, the peo

ple of the interior are better served than

Americans. We provide fire alarms, calls

for physicians, weather reports, etc., and

we are always prepared for emergencies."

" Do you still string wires on poles?"

" Indeed not. We abolished overhead

wires long ago, not only in the cities, but

throughout the empire. We employ un

derground cables, containing seven hard

copper wires, constructed like submarine

cables, and incased in iron pipes like gas

mains. Germany is one gigantic spider

web of underground cables. Main lines

radiate from Berlin to the outermost edges

of the country, and these radiating lines

are joined together at regular intervals.

' .Spider web ' exactly describes the sys

tem. It is Dr. von Stephan's chef d'oeuvre.

With this network under the earth no me

teorological disturbance, however severe,

can interfere with the perfect working of

the wires from Berlin to any part of the

realm. No invading army could cut the

wires unless it dug trenches over the face

of the empire. Occasionally we string

wires on poles in the country, but we use

two poles strongly braced to support the

crossarms, much like the bents of a bridge,

and we put up porcelain insulators, which

frevent the escape of the electric current,

t seems to me that in this country your

poles are too flimsy and your glass insula

tors imperfect."—Elrvtriral Worker.

Barnabee's Prise Story.

The following story, ascribed to H. C.

Barnabee, of the Bostonians, won second

prize in a contest for the best story sent to

Life's Calendar:

A well known Congregationalist clergy

man of Boston went to an eminent dentist

of that city to have himself supplied with a

new set of teeth. After several pilgrimages,

the work was completed. The clergyman,

who possessed a voice pitched in an almost

feminine key, stepped from the operating

chair and, standing before a long mirror,

began to grimace, opening his mouth wide

so as to show his new set of teeth. He

finally burst out with the exclamation,

"Jesus Christ!" The dentist, who was a

religious man and who did not know that

his patient was a clergyman, upon the repe

tition two or three times of the sacred name,

protested most vigorously against what he

considered a blasphemy. The good clergy

man, astonished, turned from the mirror

and said : " My good friend, I'm not swear

ing. It is 30 years since I've been able to

pronounce the name of my blessed Re

deemer without whistling."

Figures Tell the Story.

In England and Wales one hundred per

sons own 4,000,000 acres. In England, in

1887, one-thirteenth of the people owned

two- thirds of the national wealth.

Seventy persons own one-half of Scot

land; 1,700 own nine-tenths; twelve per

cent, own 4,046,000 acres.

In Ireland less than eight hundred per

sons own one-half the land; 4*>2 members

of the house of lords own 14.250,012 acres,

which rent for $57,865,630. The total num

ber of tenant farmers in England, Scotland

and Wales, is 1.060,030, and of these Ireland

furnishes 574.222 and England 314,800.

England's war debt is $3,600,000,000. and

the English bondholders fatten on an inter

est of $313,004,300 annually drawn from the

industrial population of that country.

In London relief was given to" 88.164

paupers in one week. It takes 14,000 po

licemen to guard London's population.

In the United States seventy persons are

worth $700,000,000—and leas 'than fifty of

these can control the currency and com

merce of the country on a dav's notice.

One hundred are worth $300,000,000 and
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LM.llOO own over one-half the total wealth.

The censun shows that the railroads of the

country own 2*1,000,000 acres of land, and

foreign and domestic syndicates 84,000,000,

making a total of 365,000,000.

In New York City 10,000 of the 2,000,000

inhabitants own nearly the whole city, and

odIv 13,000 own any real estate.

In Chicago—population 1,200,000—less

than three and one-half per cent, own all

the real estate.

Total number of millionaires, 30,000.

Total number of people out of work, over

1 ,1X10,000.

The number of tramps, 500,000.

Ei-soldiers in poor houses, (50,000 ; bond

holders, none.

Estimated that 10,000 children die from

lack of food in this country annually.

There were 57,000 homeless children in

thei United .States in 1880.

In New York 400,000 working women are

so poorly paid that they must accept char

ity, sell their bodies or starve. In one pre

cinct twenty-seven murdered babies were

picked up ; six in vaults.

New \ork has 1,000 millionaires.—Cleve

land Citizen.

Mules are not Pools.

One day on a railroad an engineer scared

up a mule on the track beside him. They

were about two miles from a bridge at the

time; knowing the fashion all animals have

of running straight ahead on the track in

stead of putting their common sense on the

matter and sheering off to one side, the

engineer fairly made the surrounding coun

try ring with the noise of his whistle, so as

to get clear of the mule before thev got to the

bridge. But Mr. Mule seemea to think

that the whistle was intended only to keep

him on the track and make him run faster,

and he kept straight on at redoubled speed.

Of course the engine could easily have

overtaken him and knocked him to smith

ereens, but as that might have resulted in

knocking the train into the same kind of

fragments, the engineer slackened speed a

little, and finally stopped and sent the fire

man out to drive the beast off" the track.

That was done several times, but each

time the fireman had hardly got back into

the cab again when the mule was on the

track the same as before, and tearing ahead

like mad. In fact, the thing was becoming

very monotonous, when, looking up sud

denly, the engineer saw that he was very

close' to the bridge. Then he began to get

uneasv, for fear the idiot of a mule—as he

thought the animal to be—was going to

try to cross the bridge, though now he

would manage to step on the ties sure

footed the puzzled railroader could not un

derstand.

They were so near the bridge by that

time that the engineer dared not go an

other rod, so he stopped short, ju9t as the

old mule dashed off across a field, braying

like a good fellow. And then the engineer

and fireman saw the game the wise old

animal was playing. Right in the middle

of the bridge was another mule stuck fast,

with his legs between the ties.

The old railroader insists upon it that the

mule had kept on the track to make the

train go slow, and thus prevent it from

coming into collision with the mule on the

bridge, not because it cared so much about

the fate of its companion, but to save the

train from wreck.—Ixt* Angeles Herald.

What Interested Napoleon,

At one of Napoleon's reviews an old

frenadier who had made the campaigns of

taly and Egypt, not hearing his name pro

nounced, left, the ranks and asked for the

Legion of Honor. " What have you done,"

said Napoleon, "to obtain this recompense?"

"It was I, sire, who, in the desert of Jaffa,

in a dreadful heat, offered you a water

melon." "I thank you again for it, but

that is not worth the Legion of Honor."

The grenadier who, so far, had been as cold

as ice, flew into a paroxysm, and said with

great volubility: "Do you count for noth

ing seven wounds received at the bridge of

Areola, at Lodi, at Castigloine, at the Pyra

mids, at Saint Jean d'Acre, at Austerlitz, at

Friedland—eleven campaigns in Italy, in

Egypt, in Austria, in Prussia, in Poland?"

Here the emperor interrupted him, and

imitating his vivacious language, said :

"Well, well, well ! how you scream ! Now

you come to essential points; you end

where you ought to have begun ; this is

better than your watermelon."—San Fran

cisco Argonaut.

TUHNIXG THE FLOWEltS.

Out in the country where two roads met.

A cottage with open door I found ;

The board for the evening meal was set.

The good wife bustled busily round.

It was homely and plain—but oh. so sweet,

AVith rose and lavender freshly culled,

And there, in a cradle, just at my feet.

A beautiful babe to sleep lay lulled.

I sat me down, with a bidden right.

And a sense of comfort over me stole :

The board, though homely, was clean and white,

And llowcrswere upon it—set in a bowl.

Ami the good wife said unto me, her guest.

As she twisted the blooms in the bowl so brown :

" t like to turn what are freshest and best

To the side where the man of the house sits down."

I looked at the flowers—so white, so red ;

I izazed at the happy-faced busy wife.

And. " That is a nice idea." I said :

" I wish we could carry it all through life.

For the world would be a far happier place,

And many a glint through the darkness loom,

If we ' turned the flowers ' with a tactful grace.

And showed the glorv instead of the gloom."

— Tri-State Gnicir.
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A MODEST MAX.

I'd min so live that my last sleeping-place

Will need no shaft far' reaching into space,

To blazon to the people's wondering eyes

Great deeds of might anil marvelous enterprise.

No wish have 1 to lend my fellowmen

To bloody war ; nor sway them with my pen.

I only ask that such my fife may be

That on the stone which is set over me

May be ibis short description of my worth :

" iferelies the hones of onewhoowned the earth."

—IndianaiHili* Jtmrnal.

An English Engine-Driver.

An engine-driver, recounting his experi

ence, said that he had thus far escaped

smash- up, but that he thought he was in

great danger one night. Said he : " It was

a clear autumn evening, and I was running

a passenger train. We were a little behind

time, and I was going along at a good pace.

There was a big wood to go through, and

the line, on clearing it, took a sharp turn

to the westward. Just as we made that

turn my heart came right up between my

teeth, for there, coming straight down the

line was another engine, with her headlight

naming in my eyes.

" I blew down brakes, and had my en

gine reversed before I'd drawn half a breath,

sent the train back as hard as I could to a

siding about a mile behind us, and waited

for the other train that I supposed to be

close by, but she didn't come. I made the

signalman wire up the line to see if there

was any special or runaway engine in the

way, but the answer was that the line was

clear.

"The passengers got out and began to

talk and ask questions, and as for me, I was

dazed. I thought of runaway locomotives

and train-wreckers. Everything was quiet

around the bend as far as I could see and

hear. Presently I happened to glance west

ward across a clearing; there was the head

light shining through the trees as serene

and steady as you please. It was the

planet Venus."

Premiums on Naval Vessels.

The interesting statement comes from San

Francisco that an error of 12 pounds has

been proven to exist in the Navy depart

ment steam gauges used in testing the

" Monterey " and the " Olympia," cruisers

built by the Union Iron Works, of San Fran

cisco, which works suffered pecuniarily on

account of an apparent delicienoy in the

machinery of the tirst named vessel, repre

sented by 12 pounds boiler pressure. When

just the same deficiency was shown in the

second vessel suspicion was aroused, and the

Mare Island Navy Yard gauges examined.

Of course there can be but one fair and

honorable way of dealing with such a. case,

and that is to fully reimburse the Union

Iron Works, even if a special law of congress

be required for the purpose; and in the

meantime it would be very interesting to

know just how the government gauges

came to be so much in error at a time when

so much depended upon their being right.

It so happens that contemporarily with

this discovery some little stir is being made

about the matter of premiums paid by the

government to contractors for performances

of vessels beyond contract requirements in

respect either to horse-power or speed ; it

being charged that things are so arranged

between the officers of the Navy and the

contractors that the large premiums can be

readily earned.

There are, of course, a hundred ways in

which engineers of the Navy department,

so disposed, could arrange things so that

certain favored contractors might know in

advance that a large premium was to be

earned on any given vessel, but we think if

those who are charging such things against

officers of the Navy were somewhat better

acquainted with the methods of the depart

ment and with its personnel they would

know that such a charge is about the last

one likely to have any truth whatever in it.

—American Macliiniit.

The First Mint.

Massachusetts was the first of the colo

nies to establish a mint. It was located in

Boston, and was in charge of John Hull, who

was bound under oath to coin, by the help of

God, every shilling of three penny troy

weight and other pieces in proportion. " So

neere a you can, was the considerate con

cession made by the court that would not

be too strict in its demands on a man's

ability to coin money to a nicety with the

rude implements then in vogue. Hull was

to have one shilling out of every twenty.

The business proved to be so good that when

Hull's daughter married Judge Samuel Se-

wall, her father gave her as dowery her

weight in silver. The story goes that after

the wedding ceremony a large steelyard was

brought into the room and the bride was

placed upon one of its platforms, while pine

tree shillings were poured into a tub upon

the other side until the steelyard balanced.

These New England coins had for their de

vice a tree, at first a willow, then an oak,

and last a pine. The date on most of them

was 1052, for our prudent fathers saw nn

reason for changing the die every year.

This indifference served them a good pur

pose on one occasion, for Charles II., learn

ing that the people of New England were

coining their own money, was very much

displeased. In a conversation with Sir

Thomas Temple he expressed his indigna

tion in no mild terms. Sir Thomas was a

good friend to the colonists and had spent

several years in New England. He apolo

gized for them on account of their ignorance

of the law, and took from his pocket some
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of the oak-tree shillings. He told the king

that the people of Massachusetts had

adopted the oak as the emblem of their loy

alty to his majesty, inasmuch as that tree

bad saved the life of their king. This sat

isfied Charles, who good naturedly smiled

and called the Massachusetts people "a par

cel of honest dogs."

A Oreede Burial.

"Can a feller buy a stack of blues in here

toda^?"

" Not to-day, partner "

"What's the matter?"

" Well, Joe Simmons is being buried to

day, and the house is clo*ed until after the

funeral."

" Who was Joe Simmons ? "

" How long have you been in the camp ?"

"Came in on theafternoon train."

"Thought so. Well, Joe Simmons was

Jeff Smith's best friend. This is Jeff's

house, and not a card will be turned or a

drink sold until Joe's remains have been

carefully planted. You can slide up to the

bar and gulp one to Joe's health beyond

the range, but your money don't go."

The above conversation took place at the;

Orleans club in this camp Sunday after

noon, says the Creede ( Col.) Chronicle. The

inquiring party was a miner fresh from

Leadville. The man who responded was

the barkeeper at the club. After the drink

the mixologist waxed talkative. " I've

known Jeff Smith," he said, "for a number

of years, but I never saw him knocked

such a twister as when he found out that

Joe had to die. Down in Texas, years ago,

both of 'em was kids together. They went

to an old log school-house and helped each

other to annoy the teacher and get a little

learning. Then they went to punchin'

cows and worked for the same outfit, after

ward graduating into the Texas rangers.

They ran together, swore together—yes,

and I guess they skinned many a sucker

together, too—but they never gave a friend

dirt.

"Well, Joe comes into camp when he

hears the boom is on, and went to dealin'

for Jeff. He finally got sick—pneumonia—

and Friday night a few moments before 12

o'clock Jeff goes up to his room. Joe was

dyin' and Jefl" knowed it, but he tried to

give him a stall that he was looking all

right."

"' ' Don't lie to me, Jeff,' says Joe. ' I

know I'm dyin'. My last chip will be cashed

in verv soon, and I want to say good-by to

you. You won't have no preachin' at" my

eent-off, will jou? No. Good. Just lay me

out and wish me good health on the other

side of the range, if there is another side

and any health there. Good-by, old pard ;

I'm off:'"

" Them was the last words Joe spoke, and

Jeff came down to the saloon and cried like

a baby. He savs to me : ' Chick, the whitest

man on earth just died,' and I knowed what

he meant. But there goes the funeral pro

cession."

Joe Simmons was one of the best known

gamblers in the west. He was Smith's

schoolday friend, and the last wishes of his

friend were sacred trust to him. Accord

ingly, the funeral which took place Sunday

and the services at the grave were perhaps

the most unique ever witnessed. It is sel

dom that Bacchus is called upon to preside

at the grave. But the sound of the popping

champagne corks mingled with the curses

of the ore drivers as they swung their lead

ers along the narrow trail which passes be

side God's acre on the broad plateau above

this rustling camp. Yet the remains of a

human being were being consigned to their

last resting place. At 2 o'clock the funeral

cortege left the undertaker's. A wagon con

taining the deceased was in advance. Next

followed the only hack in town, containing

Jeff Smith, John Kinneavy, Hugh Monan,

and a Chronicle reporter. Wagons with fifty

friends of the departed followed.

A blinding snow storm was in progress,

but the horses plodded up the steep hill

side. When half way up the mourners

were forced to get out and walk to the head

of the hill, as the horses couldn't stand the

strain.

Finally the cemetery was reached. Six

mounds of earth ominously close together

marked it. A gaping, oblong hole had been

dug beside the last mound. When the box

had been taken from the improvised hearse

it was lowered into the grave. Kverv head

was uncovered, and Jeff Smith, standing at

the foot of the grave, thus addressed the

throng:

" The man whom we have just laid to

rest was the best friend I ever had. You

all know him. Did any of you ever know

him to do anything that wasn't square with

his friends? No. I thought not. Neither

did I. The best we can do now is to wish

him the best there is in the land beyond

the range, or the hereafter, if there is any

hereafter. Joe didn't think there was, and

I don't know anything about it. Friends,

I ain't much of a speaker. But Joe was my

friend, and all he wanted was for us to

gather at his grave and drink his health

when he was gone. Let us do it."

Twelve bottles of Pommery were then

opened, and each of the assemblage took

bis glass in hand, while Smith said: "Here's

to the health of Joe Simmons in, the here

after, if there is a hereafter." The glasses

were drained. Then all joined hands

around the grave and sang "Auld Lang

Syne."

It was a strange and weird sight. The

snow was falling in thick, heavy clouds,
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and for a moment the sun came out al>ove

the crested rliffs and glinted on the glasses,

giving a new sparkle to the wine that toast

ed the obsequies of the dead sport. Sorrow

for the nonce was drowned by an offering

to Bacchus.

The dirt was filled into the grave and the

cortege returned to town. In a few mo

ments they were busy again with the cards

and chips, and the Orleans club opened for

business.

This event, at which perhaps the outside

world would stand aghast, simply proved

that the sporting element of a mining camp

regard the last wishes of the dying as a duty

to be performed faithfully. They may be

outside the pale of the world in many

things, but they practice the broad princi

ples of humanity. How many centres of

civilization do this?—Crude Chronicle.

Imprisoned in a Bottle.

Some time ago a druggist of Putnam,

Conn., threw a lot of empty bottles into

the back yard of his store, and recently,

while he was strolling there, he heard one

bottle clinking against the rest in a pecul

iar way. The bottle rolled around like it

was bewitched. The druggist picked up

the locomotive bottle, and was astonished

to cee a rat gallivanting inside it. He was

a big gray fellow, while the bottle nozzle is

scarcely big enough to let a man thrust his

finger into it. The rat's body is more than

three times larger than the orifice, and the

mystery is how did the rat ever get in the

bottle.

The druggist has placed the imprisoned

rat on the counter in his store, and scores

of people inspect it daily. It is the con

jecture of a scientific Putnam citizen, who

is familiar with the habit of rats, that it

crawled into the bottle when young, and,

since it is known that rats help one another

in tribulation, that the animal's mother

has visited the bottle daily and contrived

to thruBt food into it. The rat appears to

be in excellent health, and apparently is

happy and contented.—Philadelphia Ledger.

An engineer, who now considers himself

" too old to begin," recently remarked to

the writer that looking back over his life

he considered one of the great disabilities

under which he had labored was hiB ina

bility to make a respectable free-hand

sketch. This is a matter of greater im-

Eortance to some than to others, and what

e said may not have been much exaggera

ted. At any rate, it is a matter of a good

deal of importance to mechanics, and es

pecially so to machinists. Almost every

one knows of some machinist who attends

to outside work a good deal, who will bring

to the shop such a sketch of what ie re

quired as would fill a draftsman's heart

with envy. And we know that he gets

Eaid for this accomplishment. Everybody

as noticed at school that some boys

"take naturally" to sketching forms, sur

reptitiously, while others never cause their

teachers trouble in this respect. It would

probably be said of the boy who showed

uncommon proficiency in this that he was

a genius, but every boy has got enough of

genius to learn to do something in the

way of sketching, and he should learn it if

it requires a good deal of effort. He should

be compelled to learn something of it as a

part of his common school education, and

if he learns a trade should follow it up

during his apprenticeship.—American Ma

chinist.

An Engineer's Story.

I once had an interesting experience

with a quicksand. My engine ran off a

low bridge near River Rend, about 100

miles east of Denver, and fell into a small

creek filled with quicksands. A wrecking

train came up in a few hours, but the en

gine had entirely disappeared. The rail

road officials ordered it raised, but it could

not be found. We sounded with rods to a

depth of over sixty feet, but not a trace

did we discover of the engine, which had

vanished as completely as if it had never

existed.

"Four years afterward it was found at a

depth of over 100 feet and was raised. We

then ascertained there was scarcely a bit

of rust on it, the breaks were few, and,

after a little tinkering, it was put upon the

road again. The sand had kept out the

air, and prevented the iron from oxidizing."

—Xrw York- Tribune.

A curious cane of the invisible being pho

tographed was when the " Great Eastern "

was taken prior to her being broken up for

good'. When the photograph was made the

photographer was not a little surprised to

find great big letters extending the whole

length of the ship advertising some one's

patent pills. It appears that these letters

had at one period of the ill-fated vessel's

downward career been painted on as an ad

vertisement. They had, however, been

subsequently painted out with tar. and al

though invisible to the eye, the camera had

detected and recorded them.

This seems improbable, but it ie quite

within bounds. When the letters were

painted on the vessel's side they stood

above the surface: any subsequent coat of

paint would cover them and the ground

beneath them equally, so that although in

one color there would" be projections which

would catch the light and be photographed.

— The Engineer.
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IX THE CA IM TilA T COXES AT E I'EX-

XXO.

There's a calm that comes at evening

When the weary day is o'er

Thai's as soothing as the lullaby

Our mother* sang of yore ;

And though the day be dreary.

1 can just forget it all.

In the calm that conies at evening.

When the twilight shadows fall.

When 1 see my sweelheurt's signal

From her waving window blinds,

1 can feel her perfumed presence

Wafted to me on the winds.

Then I hush my heart to hear her.

.\nd I almost understand

Her sweet welcome in the wimple

Of the wind-wave from her hand.

When she laughs it's like the music

Of the ripple on the rill.

And her breath is like the perfume

From the dowers on the hill.

I dare not hope she loves me.

But she tells me I can call

In the calm that comes at evening,

When the twilight shadows fall.

My life is like a stream of joy

That swiftly rushes by.

While I linger in the laughing.

Luring luster of her eye.

So my cane is in the corner.

And my hat bangs In the ball,

In the calm that comes at evening,

When the twilight shadows fall.

—Cy. Wannan.

Pious Wisdom.

A great many prayer meetings arc prayed to death.

Men who stamp around among the stars in the pul

pit are not much account in helping people towards

heaven.

No matter what you may say or think, if you know

that your scales or measures are wrung, your heart is

not right.

There arc so many people who think they ought to

help the Lord to keep the preacher humble.

There arc spots on the sun, and yet there arc pco-

who expect a ten year old boy to be perfect.

If you want t>> make a boy work without knowing

it. get him a safety bicycle.

No man can comprehend the divine character until

he has the divine character.—Ban's Horn,

The Depths of Ignorance,

A young man who was a stranger in South Boston

looked in vain for the Perkins Institute. Finally he

said to a street boy :

"Kindly tell me the way to the School for the

Blind?"

" Don't yon know where the Blind Asylum is?"

"No; that's what I asked you."

Instead of giving the desired information the boy

beckoned to an urchin on the other side of the street

while lie screamed at the top of his voice:

"Hi. Billy! Come over here ! Here's a feller what

don't know where the Blind Asylum is! "

Sid He Look Like It?

The little bov had come in with his clothes torn.

his hair full of dust and face bearing unmistakable

sign* of a severe conflict.

"Oh. Willie! Willie!" exclaimed his mother, "you

have disobeved me again. How often have I told you

not to play with that wicked Stapleford boy? "

" Mamma." said Willie, wiping the blood from his

nose, "do I look as if I had been playing with any

body? "—Vogue.

Charlie—Ob, I'm so dreadfully hungry! I believe

1 could eat mv own bend.

Clani-H you're bo hungry I should think you

would want something substantial.

GRAND LODCE.

 

Assessment Notice for June,

Office of the Grasp Lodge, B. of L. F., )

Terre Haute, Isi>, June 1, 1894. f

Assessment No. 4(1, $2.00.

To Rfceitm of Subordinate Lodge* :

Sirs and Brothers:—You are hereby notified of

the death and disability of the following members

entitled to all the benelits of the order, viz.:

Claim No. 1274. Win. H Barrus, of Just in Time

Lodge, No. 149, died of Pneumonia. February 12, 1894.

Claim No. 1275. C. K. Pillard. of Mt. Ouray Lodge,

No. 140, died of Phthisis, February 12, 1894.

Claim No. 1276. Frederick Ross, of San Diego

Lodge, No. 90, was killed in a Railway Accident, April

18, 1890.

Claim No. 1277. Joseph .1. Fox, of Compound Lodge,

No. 499, died of Apoplexy. May 8, 1893.

Claim No. 1278. Thomas J. Ames, of Rocky Moun

tain Lodge, No. 77, died of IHiodinum, Februarys,

1894.

Claim No. 1279. James W. Quiun. of Pacific Lodge,

No. 173, was killed by Falling from Kngine. February

26, 1894.

Claim No. 12S0. John Martin, of Petroleum Lodge,

No. 183, was killed in a Railway Accident, March 9,

1894.

Claim No. 1281. Daniel Adams, of Lake Erie Lodge,

No. 241, died of Pulmonary Tuberculosis, March 21,

1694.

Claim No. 1282. Peter F. Kelley, of Enterprise

Lodge, No. 75, died of Paralysis of Bladder, March

28, 189L

Claim No. 128:!. John Shanley, of Bluff city Lodge,

No. 5-"), died of Consumption, March 30,-1894.

Claim No. 1284. E. E. Zeigler, of Truckce Lodge,

No. 19, died from Surgical Shock, March 30, 1894.

Claim No. 1285. Charles Hilborn. of < hicago Belt

Line Lodge, No. 331, died of Smallpox, April 4, 1894.
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Claim No. 1286. Fmnk W. Suler, of J. \V. Walker

Lodge, No. 381, was Caught in Drake aiKl killed. April

5, 1894.

Claim No. 1287. Oliver Ferguson, of summit Lodge,

No. 87, was declared total'; disabled by Injury to

Spine, April 13, 1894.

Claim No. 12SH. John A. Connors, of Protection

I.odge, No. 1.17, died of Typhoid Fever. April 10, 1894.

" Claim No. 1289. Wm. Keall.of Narragnnsett '.Lodge,

No. 17s. was declared totally disabled by Fracture to

Leg, April 23, 1894.

Claim No. 1290. Wm. Becker, of Ozark Lodge, No.

280,was declared totally disabled by Loss of Foot, April

24, 1894.

Claim No. 1291. Charles,!. Boylan, of Fellowship

Lodge, No. 121, died of Concussion of the spine, April

:i0, 1894.

An assessment of Two Dollars ,$2.00i has been

levied for the payment of the above claims, and you

are required to forward said amount for rarh member

whose name appears on the roll of membership May

:!lst, 1891 (also for all members having taken a with

drawal (limited or final! nfler May 1st, and for all

members who died or were totally disabled since that

date>, said remittance to reach the grand lodge not

inter than Jink 20th, 1894, as provided by Section 50

of the Constitution. Any lodge failing to make re

turns as above provided will stand suspended from

all the benefit* of the order, as per Section 52 of the

Constitution. Yours fraternally,

F. P. Sargent, G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. & T.

Beneficiary Statement.

Office of Grand Secretary and Treasurer, )

Terre Haute, Ind., May 1, 1894. f

To Subordinate Lodges :

Sirs ami Brothers:—The following is a statement

of the Beneficiary Fund for the month of April, 1894:

Receipts.
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>> 27 52 77 102 127

:: 28 53 78 S8 103 128

4 29 M 79 104 129

5 30 55 80 105 ISO

f. SM0 31 56 81 106 131 *2

7 00 32 57 ■1 H2 107 1X2

8 4 83 4 58 2 . 83 108 8 133

•1 34 59 84 109 134

111 4 35 60 86 110 1851 . .

11 36 61 86 111 186 . .

V 37 62 87 112 4
1371 . .

13 38 63 88 118 138i 4

14 39 2 64 1 89 56 U 189 . .

l!i 40 4 65 90 115 1401 . .

111 41 66 91 116 141

17 42 67 92 117 142, . .

is 43 68 98 118 1431 . .

l'l 44 69 94 119 144; . .

•.M
45 8 70 95 120 146' . .

■n
40 71 4 96 121 146 . .

■v
47 72 97 8) 122 147 . .

■/.<
48 2 78 98 . . 1 123 148 . .

74 49 4 74 99' . . 1 124 149' . .

2.'. 50 . - 75 100, . .1 125 1501 . .

Receiits—Continued.
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213 275 837 399 461

214 276 338 400 462

215 277 339 401 463

216 278 340 402 464

217 279 841 403 465

JW 218 280 342 404 466

219 281 84 313 405 467

12 220 282 344 406 468

221 283 345 407 469

222 284 346 408 470

223 285 347 409 471

224 286 '«8348 410 472

225 287 349 411 473

226 288 350 412 474

227 88 289 351 413 475

228 290 352

ii

414 476

229 291 353 415 477

2 230 292 354 416 478

231 293 355 417 479

23-2 294 856 418 480

233 295 357 419 481

8 234 296 358 420 482

235 36 297 4 859 421 488

286 298 360 422 484

8 237 299 361 42) 485

<JS 238 300 362 42 424 4864

23>.l 301 363 425 487

240 802 ' St,SIM 426 488

241 303 365 427 489

242 304 366 428 490

243 8 305 367 429 491

4 244 4 306 368 430 492

245 307 369 481 49S

246 308 370 432 494

247 309 8 371 433 495

2 248 310 372 434 496

249 4978 311 373 435 4

260 312 374 4 4* 496

251 313 72 375 437 499

252 314 376 43s 500

253 815 377 439 501

254 4 316 378 440 502

255 317 379 441 508

256 318 380 442 504

257 319 381 443 606

258 320 8821 . . 444 506

259 321 383! . . 445 607

260 384 6322 446 .50s

261 7s 4 885 447 509323 64

262 324 386 448 5ir

263 325 887 449 511

264 326 888 450 .612

265 327 389 4S1 618

266 . . S28 890 452 514

391 \\s267 329 453 515

268 880 892 454 516

269 331 111 393 455 Ml

270 332 394 45C. -.!-

271 333 39i 4.M ■ 519
272 :ui 396 458 ■ 520

4 273 33.', 397 459 |

274 336 398 460

810

■ >

190

191

192

193

191

195

1%

197

198

199

200

201!

21 rj

20.:

2or

2d'.

206

201

2> i>

209

21i'

211

212,

Balance on hand April 1, 1894,1 $54,913 7S

Received during month 1,030 00

Total *SS,943 7S

Disbursements.

ltv Claims 12.54. 12" 5, 12V., 1257, 125S, 12.V.I,

1260. 1261, 12112, 1263, 1261, 126."), 1260, 12i7.

1268, 12119, 1270, 1271 127,000 0J

. 928.943 :■'.Balance on hand May 1, 1894 . .

Respectfully submitted,

F. W. Aknold. U. S. and T.
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JOINT PROTECTIVE BOARDS B. OF L. F.

Alabama Great Southern.

P. 0. Jordan, A. G. S. shops, Birmingham,

Ala Chairman

F. J. Bedford, 2217 4th are., Birmingham,

Ala. Secretary

ALABAMA 4 VICKSBURG.

Cbas. H. Lee, 425 39th are, Meridian,

Miss Chairman

J. E. Mitchell, Meridian, Miss Secretary

Atlantic ft Pacific.

II. N. Norton, 917 Avenne D, San Antonio.

Tex Chairman

S. S. Andress, 125 Atlantic are., Algiers,

La. Secretary

A.. T. ft S. F.

S. E. Fulton, 8OOV2 E. 1st St., Los Angeles,

Cnl. . . .... Chairman

Fred Lawton, Aspen, Colo Secretary

A. T. ft S. F., Colorado Midland Division.

F. H. Burton, Box 24(1, Colorado City,

Colo. . . 1 . . Chairman

Geo. McGonigle, 306 W. 4th St., Leadville,

Colo Secretary

Boston ft Maine.

A. C. Eastman, Lyndonville, Tt .... Chairman

G. O. Fowler, Lyndonville, Vt ecretary

B.40.

H. N. Lamb, Garrett, Ind Chairman

B. ft o. South western.

Wm. Hyson, 294 E. 4th St., Cliillicothe,

Ohio Chairman

W. H. Johnson, 144 Scioto ave., Chillicothe,

Ohio Secretary

B., C. B. ft N. ET.

Wm. MeVrdle, Estherville, Iowa . . .Chairman

F. C. Little, Estherville, Iowa Secretary

Canadian Pacitii-.

Geo. Gouerlay, 148tiz Straclian ave, Toronto,

Ont. ... Chairman

Wm. Glenn, Brandon, Manitoba Secretary

Central of Georgia.

Keeno Bailey, Box 21, Cedartown, Ga . Chairman

J. E. Stephens, Box 21, Cedartown, Ga . Secretary

Chesapeake ft Ohio.

C. M. Thornbnrg, Hnntington, W. Va. . Chairman

C. R. Alley, Richmond, Va Secretary

C,C.,C. *8t.L.

Lee Wetit, 136 Prairie ave, Mattoon, 111. Chairman

I>. W. Dwyer, 227 E. Central ave., Delaware,

Ohio ... Secretary

Chicago * Alton.

C. A. ilannaford,.Roodhotrse, 111. . . . Chairman

John Reid, Slater, Mo Secretary

Chicaoo ft Eastern Illinois.

W. H. E. Green, :i609 Portland St., Chicngo,

111 . . . . §

Chicago ft Great Western Rr.

Patrick Herley, 88 Augasta St., St. Paul,

Minn. Chairman

John Fe;enmeir, Clifton Hlghts, So.

Des Moines, la Secretary

C, M. ft St P.

W. B. Howe, Box 153, Perry, Iowa . . . Chairman

C P. logmundson, Box 1, savanna. 111., Secretary

ecretary

0. ft N. W.

W. E. Hotchinson, 312 National ave., Mil

waukee. Wis Chairman

F. E. Wilder, 1502 Charlotte St., Escanaba,

Mich Secretary

C, R. I. A P.

Jno. F. Taylor, Box 52, Stuart, Iowa . . Chairman

K. L. Dresser, Goodland, Kan Secretary

0., St. P., M. ft O. Rt.

W. F. Gale, 1508 E. 4th St., Sioux City,

Iowa Chairman

Wm. McLyman, Altoona, Wis Secretary

Cincinnati Southern.

D. R. Walker, Staunton House, Chattanooga,

Tenn Chairman

T. R. Harrison, Somerset, Ky Secretary

Delaware ft Hudson.

Peter Becker, 15 Ralph St., Wilkesbarre,

Pa Chairman

A. J. Bookont, 219 Chestnut St., Oneonta,

N. Y Secretary

D. L. ft W.

F. J. May, Hallslead, Pa Chairman

James J. Welsh, 16 Olephant Lane, Mor-

ristown, N. J Secretary

Denver ft Rio Grande.

M. M. Smith, Box 599, Salida, Colo. . . Chairman

Ira Lowe, 1120 S. loth St., Denver, Colo . Secretary

Duluth, South Shore ft Atlantic.

Jno. Milne, Thomaston, Mich Chairman

Jno B. Crowley, 127 Fisher St., Marquette,

Mich Secretary

Erie.

P. J. Reilly, 44 Front 6t., Port Jcrvis,

N. Y Chairman

D. Oreegan, Box 291, Snsquehanna, Pa . Secretary

E., T., V. ft G.

R. L. Wood, Tnscumbia, Ala Chairman

R. H. Hart, Box 422, Knoxville, Tenn. . Secretary

Fitchburg Railway.

Wm. L. Carson, 321 E. Market St., Corning,

N. Y Cnairman

F. L. Bunnell, 323 E. Market St., Corning,

N. Y Secretary

Gould.

A. Dillon, Downs, Kan Chairman

G. P. Reed, Osawatomie, Kan Secretary

Gould Southwest.

Geo. P. Reed, Osawatomie, Kan Chairman

Ed. Turner, Kl Dorado, Kan Secretary

Grand Trunk.

James Burke, Box 318, Stratford, Ont. . Chairman

James Nicholson, Box 21, Palmerston,

Ont Secretary

Great Northern.

J. F. Driscoll, 180 Penn ave., St. Paul,

Minn Chairman

M. J. O'Reilly, Great Falls, Mont. . . . Secretary

G. C. ft 8. F.

C. M. Rogers Chairman

A. J. Schmidt, L. Box 51, Hrownwood,

Tex Secretary

Illinois Central.

Wibnr T. Vifond, 13 Winuesheik St.,

Freeport, 111 Chairman
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Jacksonville Southeastern.

Dennis Havey, J. S. E. Bonnd House, Jark-

sonville. 111. . . Chairman

Fred Zeppenfleld, 831 Beesley ave, Jack

sonville, 111 Secretary

K. C, Ft. S. A M.

Joe Givens, 1012 W. Elm St., Springfield,

Mo ... Chairman

C. E. Wilson, 124 S. Margrave St., Ft.

Scott, Kan Secretary

L. V. B. B.

I. T). Miller, Box 171. Ashley. l*a. . . .Chairman

Wm. B. Moore, Mauch Chunk, Pa. . . . Secretary

L. S. A M. 8.

Daniel Blanchaid, 811 S. 2d St., Elkhart,

Ind .... Chairman

Chas. E. Bell, Collinwnod. Ohio .... Secretary

Manhattan (Elevated.

A. H. Hawley, 311 W. 117th St., New York

City Chairman

W. V. Bobinson, 12 Deroe st. New York

City Chairman

Michigan Central.

Geo. A. Holden, 1023 E. Main St., Jack

son, Mich Chairman

Jos. U. Goodwin, 700 Catherine St., West

Bay City, Mich Secretary

Missouri Pacific.

Asa Dillon, Downs, Kan Chairman

Geo. P. Reid, Ossawatomie, Kan .... Secretary

M., St. P. A Sault Ste. Marie.

Geo. W. Stevenson , Gladstone, Mich. . Chairman

J. A. lloale, Gladstone, Mich Secretary

M. K. AT.

T. L. Collacott, 419 Crawford St., Dennison,

Tex Chairman

S. Bowser, Sedalia, Mo Secretary

Mobile & Ohio.

W. F. Snider, Mnrphysboro, 111 Chairman

Montana Union By.

Wm. White, Anaconda, Mont Chairman

Chas. Hoffman, So. Bntte, Mont Secretary

New Orleans A North Eastern.

Chas. H. Lee, 425 39th ave., Meridian,

Miss. . Chairman

J. E. Mitchell, Meridian, Miss Secretary

N. Y. C. A H. B. B. B.

C. A. Pease, 72V2 Whitcsboro St., Utica,

N. Y Chairman

C. J. Wriker, 774 2d St., Albany, N. Y. . Secretary

N. Y., P. A O.

Frank N. Gear, 109 Literary St., Cleveland,

Ohio Chairman

T. McCarthy, Sharon, Pa Secretary

N. Y. A N. E.

D. O. Vanderbnrg, E. Hartford, Conn. . Chairman

G. W. Dnnlap, Box 486, Saco, Maine . . Secretary

Norfolk A Western.

J. B. Neale, Crewe, Va Chairman

Charles P. Vounce, 721 11th ave., Boanoke,

Va Secretary

Northern Pacific.

J. W. Matheson, 218 E. '-litli st.,Tacoma,

Wash. ... Chairman

C. N. Dorsey. 1108 Bryant ave., North Min

neapolis, Minn Secretary

Ohio Kivf.i! Railroad.

James F. McLaughlin, O. R. R. shops. Park-

ersburg, W. Va Chairman

Frank H. Knox, O. R. B. shops, Parkers-

burg, W. Va Secretary

Old Colony.

C. P. Shufelt, 14 Sarsfleld St., Boston,

Mass Chairman

L. M. Howard, Everitt St., Jamaica Plain,

Mass. . Secretary

Pennsylvania, East of Pittsburg.

E. A. Jacobson, 8411 Haverford St., Phil- *

adelphia, Pa. Chairman

D. R. Jackson, 273 Baty St., Elmira, NY.. Secretary

Pennsylvania, West of Pittsburg.

F. M. Johnson, Alliance, Ohio, Chairman

C. F. Scott, Alliance, Ohio Secretary

Pittsburg A Western.

P. W. Goodrick, Butler, Pa Chairman

A. Conant, Foxburg, Pa Secretary

P. AR.

Wm. Gausline, 1056 Butler St., Easton,

Pa Chairman

Wm. Preston, Sayre, Pa. Secretary

queen A crescent.

C. H. Lee, 425 39th ave.. Meridian, Miss. . Chairman

T. R. Harrison, Somerset, Ky Secretary

Richmond A Danville.

M. J. Boling, 107 Plain St., Columbia, S.

C Chairman

J. A. In liner. Box 228, Asheville.N. C. . Secretary

ST. L. A S. F.

J. M. Johnson, Monett, Mo Chairman

G. Messlck, Springfield, Mo Secretar/

St. Louis Southwestern.

F. L. Nazicr, Pine Bluff, Ark Chairman

A. A. Goin, Jonesboro, Ark Secretary

Southern Pacific.

H. N. Norton, 917 Avenue D, San Antonio,

Tex Chairman

H. L. Walther, Box 2, Dunsmuir, CaL . Secretary

Texas A Pacific.

J. M. Stevenson. Marshall, Tex. ... Chairman

B. E. Mathews, Bonliam, Tex Sivretar;

Union pacific.

C. A.M. Petrie, Ellis, Kan Chairman

R. J. Clark, Evanston, Wyo Secretary

Vandalia.

C. W. McFarland, G15 N. 11th St., Terre Haute,

Ind Chairman

J. G. Zink, 206 Forsyth St., Indianapolis.

Ind Secretary

Wabash.

G. J. Desbrough, l«7 E. North St., Decatur,

111 ... Chairman

John Va<s, lox~ E. North st., Decatur,

111 Secretary

WEST Shore R. It.

W. H. Brewer, New Durham, N.J. . . Chairman

Orran O. 0»trum, New Durham, S. J. . Secretary

W. N. Y. A P. R. R.

W. F. Fahn, 218 Maurice st, Buffalo,

N. Y Chairman

J. W. Cook, Box 1048, Glean, N. Y. . . . Secretary
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The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Covered with ■ Tasteless and Soluble (listing.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

•and postal for our Taluable book, "Oonatlpation.'*

nODEL

2f LINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Jnn what is required for the Lodge-

room. Perfect in hesign and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM. WEILER,

Box 2D. Port Morris. N.J

A Cool Skin,

FREE from Rash, Eczema, Irrita

tion, Scalds, Burns or Cutaneous

Troubles, will ensure sleep to the

TIRED RAILROAD MAN.

He will find a comforter and

healer in a cleansing and re

freshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.
It Is not a fancy toilet soap—but a

plain, every-day remedy for the me

chanic, the busy housewife and the

children. No household should be

without it. Ask your druggist—he

keeps It.

N. B.—Beware of vile imitations. Ask

for and obtain

GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP

Endorsed by Fairmount Lodge,

No. 333, of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen.

 

Philadelphia, Pa., April 6, 189*.

Mr. H. C. Reagan :

Dear Sir. and Bro.:—We. us Fairmount Lodge. No.

333, of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, hav

ing carefully gone over the contents of your work on

Locomotive Mechanism and Engineering, unani

mously resolved—

That we tender our earnest congratulations to you,

on tills successful undertaking, and. as it tills a long-

felt wantainong our class, we give it the endorsement

and recommendation 01 this lodge.

Attest: 11. li. Stehliko, Muster.

WM. II. Elliott, Secretary.

Locomotive Mechanism and Engineering.

By H. C. Reagan. Explaining Fully and clearly the

Construction and Action of Simple and Compound

Locomotives. Illustrating the principal "break

downs" which happen to a Locomotive, with Com

plete Directions what should be done when one

occurs "on the road." Questions and Answers are

so arranged that they can be used by Master II--

chanics or Traveling Engineers, or by the Demon

strator in the Lodge Room. 145 illustrations. SOU

pages. L>mo, cloth. |2.00.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,

53 East 10th St.,

Agents wanted. New York.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. '
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Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

and Get "On Top."

"Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Full of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

"New Catechism of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 500 engravings. Greatest book published.

Price, $3.50.

"Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the subject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.

"Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it unaer all conditions. Price, $1.00.

"Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

" Firemen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginners.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, 50 Cents.

"Alexander's Ready Reference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

"Twenty Years with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. K.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

"Simple Lessons in Drawing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A splendid book. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

should have it. Price 50 cents.

"Roper's Sand Book of the Locomotive," by Stephen Roper.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

"Locomotive Running Repairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

little book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

SEND ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE SAUTE, INDIANA.

SSS" When addressine our advertisers mention this Magazine. "TBS
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Do You Want a Picture of the

FAHOUS "999" LOCOMOTIVE?

We've had hundreds of letters asking for a picture—now we

have it. Something better than a photograph. A transparent,

copper-plate engraving of the famous flyer ; you can see every

thing outside and inside. Every part is numbered and named.

Fit for a gold frame in a palace. Printed on satin gloss paper,

14x28, and mailed in a tube (without folding) for 50 cents (stamps

are good, but we would rather have postal notes or money orders).

This is an educational device, up to date, unique, beautiful and

correct. Once seen, no other picture of this beautiful locomotive

will satisfy you at all. Send cash with order. LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEERING, s Beekman St., New York City.

 

If you are a subscriber, for 1894, to our paper, Locomotive

Engineering, you get the above picture and our other little

school masters,* the Traveling Engineer's Examination

Chart and the Working Model of the Triple Valve,

The paper has over 40 large pages and is the best illustrated

and "most interesting railroad paper published." Prac

tical, instructive, interesting! No engineer, fireman or shop man

can afford to be without it. Sent to any address in the world for

$2.00. Angus Sinclair and John A. Hill, Editors. Specimen

Copy, free. Address

LocononvE Engineering,

256 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY.

 

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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IMPORTANT.

 

In view of the present uncer

tainty of business, we have de

cided to offer the two works oj

Professor N Hawkins upon easy

and liberal terms of payment to

the patrons of the Firemen's

Magazine and others, who will

furnish a reference as to reliabil

ity, i. e. , part of the cost with the

order when the books will be sent,

and balance monthly.

It is a proverb that ** he stands

strongest who stands on his head"

—this has been well illustrated m

the case of the owner of these two

books. In the numerous changes

which have taken place in the past

half vcar, and which arc still go

ing on, the practical knowledge which has been acquired

from the Hawkins works has enabled many of tlteir pos

sessors to hold over in good positions where others have

been forced to resign.

The " Hand-book of Calculations" {now Belling in its

seventh thousand), and the "Maxims and Instructions

for the Boiler Room" (now selling in its third thousand),

are educational works of the rarest value, and have al

ready, in scores and hundreds of instances, proved the

stepping-stone for permanent advancement {Firemen to be

Engineers, Engineers to be Superintendents, etc.). t

The "Calculations" teaches first, the principles on

which steam-engineering is founded, i. c., mechanical

philosophy, ana beginning with the fipure one, proceeds

with rules', examples, and plain directions to the most es'

sentiol problems relating to steam-engineering.

The " Maxims and Instructions" teaches how to "fire "

with all kinds offuels and the different varieties of boil

ers; aives details of construction and dimensions of boil

ers, jl deals with the details and management of pipes

and piping, steam-pumps, injectors, tanks, steam- healing,

plumbing, etc. The book has hundreds of definitions and

illustrations of appliances used in and about the boiler

room.

. These books are each provided with a ready refercna

index, which renders their hundreds of practical sugges

tions instantly arailaljle; hence they are works of both in

struction and reference.

These two btwks are each stronaly and handsomely

bound in green cloth, with gold titles; they weigh over

five poundsfor the pair ami are almost a library in them

selves. Tfie price is 85.00 for the two. and 82.50 /or a sin

gle volume, post or express prepaid to any part of the

world.

Parties wishing them on " part pay \ne nts" will be in

formed of the terms upon application. Club rates alto

given on application. Correspondence solicited, Wt

furnish a descriptive catalogue free.

Theo. Audel & Co.,

PUBLISHERS.

Office 3. 91 Liberty St., N. Y.

P. S.— Vcry many Master Mechanics of railroads have

bought the pair of these ' ' noble books ' ' and found them

exactly adapted to their department of railroad service.

L0C0M0TIYE

CATECHISM
-BY-

ROBT. GRIMSHAW

Questions am Bnswers

360 Pages.

BLL ABOUT REPAIRING AND RUNNING THE

KINDS OF LOCOmOTiTES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FDLLY - DP - WITH - T»E - TUBES.

Diagrams and Illustrations Galore.

PRICE, S2.00.

Address Orders to

DEBS PUBLISHING 60.,

TERRE HAUTE. INBIIfl.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Mnmir.ine
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Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.

Locomotive Engine Running, by Angi-s Sinclair. Price, $2.00.

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. Hill. Price, 50 cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelax. Price, $1.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the different forms of block signal?

are worked. Price, $2.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. N. Forney. Price, $3.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by X. Hawkins, M. E. Illustrated. Price, $2.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by B. Stuart. Price,

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys, and the man who buys one of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOGUE FREE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.

I TO THE OPPONENTS
JUST PUBLISHED.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM

By ROBERT QRIMSHAW.

Containing neurly 1300 questions and answers con

cerning Designing and Constructing. Repairing and

Running various kinds of Locomotive Kngines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post and

remind the engine runner, fireman and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK FRESH FROM THE PRESS,

FULL,Y UP TO THE TIMES.

EVERT TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages; filled witli Cuts, Diagrams and

Illustrations. Tells all ubout the Locomotive in lan

guage any schoolboy can understand. Difficult prob

lems made easy. A popular book for the masses.

PRICE, $2.00, PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS.

AGENTS WANTED!

Vie want an agent at every round house In the

cnuntry. Liberal commissions and exclusive agency

Riven. Several agents sold more than 50 copies
"■nth the firnt week. SEND NOW for copy and

full particulars to

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

150 N assau Street, NEW YORE.

OF THE

KNIGHTS OF LABOR.

You judge our organization without com

plete understanding of our principles or

our position on current questions. There

is ONLY ONE authorized organ of the

General Order of the Knights of Labor,

and that is the

JOUBNHL Of II)B KNIGHTS OF LHBOR

The best reform weekly paper in America.

SUBSCRIBE FOR IT-READ IT-THEN

CRITICISE US.

Price, SI a year.

814 North Broad Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I MlK! »"» MEW INVENTIONS i nnvi

LUUIV! Can light your headlight while LUUI\!

running. This patent Lighter is especially adapted

to service in Murray weather. Can be used with any

headlight without removing the chimney. No oil:

no caps nor wicks used. Only a match, easily uirried

in Pocket. No engineman can afford to be without

one. Once used, always used. Price SI.no each, by

mail. Address HANS TWETE, Box Sit.

Member biv.GUB. of L. E. Harnesville, Mian.

• ..,,,- n.l,-,ir+i'^uru mantiAT, +liia Af orrcivi it**
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INSTRUCTION-MAIL
In Architectural Drawing,

Architecture,

Plumbing, Heating and Ventilation,

Bridge Engineering,

Railroad Engineering,

Surveying and Mapping,

Electrical Engineering,

Mechanical Drawing,

Mining,

English Branches and

MECHANICS.
Diplomas awarded. To begin students need only

know-how to read and write. Send for FREE C'ircii-

lflr of Information stating the subject you think of

studying to

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

OF MECHANICS AND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES,

8CHANTON, PA,

4000STUDENTS

JA&ID0NS
w78 Fifth Ave Chicago^

|fa[IUFACTURER.OF/

Artificial

Ll MBSv^ NO DEADSOUND

MoStiffAnkle

no HeavyJar-

. 7 * —^-^jpDMfHToWAniBClMAairm

l'FE Like In Motion Neare" durable in Construction.

The Only Rubber Foot Made Without

A Wood Core Or Filling

FREE

 
Send as vour full name and

ftddici" and Wr will Send you

• hoi of our Hnest 10c <iif irs,

retail rain* 18.00, for ♦«. f»H

Iq order to Introduce this LtsdiI we will t-nd

von r'UKK this elegant watch, H karat, j:old

finished, bcantifulh enerav^d and equal lo

net and an good a time keeper as the

average ffB.I •< gold filled watch, "v\ e

tend the 50 cigars and watch totrefhrr

C. 0. [>., co-t only 98.9*. Vou

ezaniin^ th(\m at the express offlie

nil if satisfactory pay the ajreiit the

mount and they are yean. Wiita

to-dav. Mention whether you want

Ladle-' or Genta' »(ee watch, AddrMI

THE NATIONAL MFG. &

IMPORTING CO.,

334 Dearborn SL . Chicago, 111.

MONEY
Invested NOV** in pond Gold Mining Stocks will

retuni enormous profits in the next one or two years.

The Gold Mining Boom of '49 timl \">0 now being

repeated.

Write or call for our list of mining investments

sure to return large profits.

Tin Consolidated Mining Brokerage Co.
•2U Washington >(., Room 11, Boston, Mass.

BABY CARRIACESsch.W

Anywhere to anyone at wholesale niM without pay

ing one cent in advance. We i*ar freight. Kuyffom

factory. 8a« deal- | f.N.MJ Carriage for •».«.

eiV profits. Uw |1!W " " • &.»».

illustrated catalog | *5.00 *' " l-.lt.

fre*. Addrew Cnsh Buyers* Union,. .

 

 
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S

<flO AND AGENT'S PROFITS.

TlfcbuyourOxi'ir'l I:---

-., Jablc for either «*x, made of

t&r ^^Xteriiil, strong, Mil»taotial. accural** If*

adjusted and lullr warranted. Write in-day f>«r uu.r

l:*n»e complete cntalotrue of bicvclet, |iarts, re-pair*, tru..

firee. <>3^X^OHX> MPO, CO.

338 Wabnah Avenue, - CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BROTHERHOOD SEAT

IS SENT ON ONE VTKF.KH TRIAL.

Patented and Manufactured hy

STANNAKD & WHITE,

APPLETON. WIS.

B. of L. E, . No. «S. D. of L. F. , No. 23,

Send damp for full particular*.

 

 

C*^> 4-f\ {.. Can be made norklnf for

«P1^ L\J H*mJJ IIH' i,,irIi':"s preferred who can

ft ... i B've their whole time to the

r^t* WPPk business. Spare hour**, though
* W1 TT ^*'1» may be profitably employ**!.

This announcement is of Hpecial interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Good openings for town

and city work as well as country districts.

HI ,lo ll Won A CO.,So. 3 mm, IMIi SI.. Hiclmioud. Vs.

♦ 0 7K Bnysoor $9 Natural Ftnlth Baby Curiae*

■■>■ I W ctiniplete with plated iter! whevli, UM,

and i.m place steam bent b audi*. X sda ■ t b«-t **•«*•

lTflniabea,r«lia)>lr.»nileuaraataed I ■• - fan »Wwf4

0 days' trial. FkElUUT l'AII>;o« ttamj ffawajJa

advance. 7&.UUU Id use. Wean the aMaH *»d br»t kw>»,

ooocern ofmir kind, reliable and ntf-^iibve. R»f.r»cw»

" ruroUfced atanj ti-ne. MsWe and aaU noibicf tat »ba>t M

•naraiitte tot* aurepeemn**'', *gld »i 't.* I*»»»» f»**t»T7

prtcr* WRITE TO DAY for wf Inf. I'F.I I ...uWW-!

catalnfiw ofl'.r* »t .le-i.-tn andafrlei publUbed.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave.. Chicigo. IIL

JOSEPH LEICESTER ATKINS.

PATENT LAWYER

AND

Solicitor of U. S. and Foreign Patent*,

Atlantic Building. 930 P. St.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

NATIONAL HOTEL.
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 182.)

I02 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inqatrj

promptly answered.)

UfICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU 00

"IrK IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

S|4 Ii"v" our - Jr.-iw.--T w*loiit or oak !■•

tItproved llifcta Arm sI«9«r«e«iD(macl.lo«

floely 1 ni- ii<- 1. nickel plated, adapted 1« h<bt

id heavv work; guaranteed for 10 taarai with

I t u lomatic Bobbin Minder. Seir-Tkreadlaf Cylia-

jj. <l.-r Bbaltle. 8elf.8etllnj Nee>dle siui a o^mpUia

•A Steel ittathnenU; ahlpped nay wh«rt tm

HO Uay'a Trial. No raonev required Uk a-l . »• •

15,000 now In use. World's Fair Medal awarded machine aodalta/b-

tnenta. Buy from factory and aave dealer'a and af«nt'a nronta.

rnrr Cot ThU Out and aend to-day for machine of lirre fee*

rlfCE calaloKue.teatlmonlnUand Oilmnara of the World** Fair.

OXFORD MfO. C0.3iaWat»ihAT».CHieAB0,ltt.

FOLKS REDUCED

 

 

m nti lb by • harmfe

trealmani admin I tiered

j praetldnit phyaklafl of 11 yeart* ezparlrac*. No^v"

>ad affarla: 00 deUnttoo from buitneu; no itarv \ \

tar. no wrfnklei or flabblneia follow this traatmetii, 11 Irnvrerea

tba mineral health, clears the sklD, and beititlflea lilt eomoleriaau

KndoVaad by phyaWans and leading sorlety ladies. Thoi^and* :ur«d-

FATTENTN TREATED BY MAIL
•Onfldanttally. For particulars call, or addrasfVltb 6 ■ in itaCip*.

O. "W. jF*. SNYDER, M- I»..

I46M-V1CKERS THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

MRS. WINSLOW'S "WW
,- FOR CHILDREN TEETHINC •

1GI West Van Hurra street, HI 8 Cnlaaf*. UL
1 For Ml. by ul 1 l>r uEel.!.. as (ml. a battle
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MILLION FOR A "CURE."

DRUGGIST SdHRASE SiLLS A SECRET COM

POUND TO A SYNDICATE.

II In it Kem«"<lv f«r Klieuiiiatism That He Has

llecn Working on for Years and Has >'o\v

Hroittrltt to a Stale of Perfection—The Syn-

illeale is Given the Exclusive Agency, hit!

the Druggist Helaiiis His Secret—Names of

llie Huyeri* Not Given.

Frank .Schrage, a North Clark street drug

gist and the discoverer of what he claims is

an infallible specific for rheumatism, sold

tho exclusive agency for his remedy yester

day to a syndicate of Chicago people for a

large bonus and a large royalty. It was re

ported that the bonus was SI ,000,000.

For this complete story see the ''Chica

go Tribune" May :(. It was also published

in the "Chicago Times," "Post," "Slants

/.titnng," " Fraie Presse," "Philadelphia

1'resse" and many other leading papers.

It has never failed yet. Does it need

any argument to prove that a syndicate

<!id pay $1,000,000 for a "fake?''' Other

P-ople art ciirrd, you can do as j on please

ali> mt trying it. The demand comes in

faster than we can make it now. Only

small orders received. Price, $1.50 a bottle

at Chicago. Hook of Testimonial lc. by

mail.

Swanson Rheumatic Oure Co.,

1(17 Dearborn st..

ITT THIS HIT. Chicago, 111

Catarrh Cannot be Cured

iviih LOCAL APPLICATIONS. a» they (tmnot reiirh

Tin- sent oi the (Unease. Catarrh is u blood or consti

tutional disease, uii-t in order to cure ft you must

lake internal remedies. Hnll'fi Catarrh < 'ore ts taken

internally, and nets directly on the blood und mu-

funt surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not u quack

medicine. It wtm prescrilied hy one of the brat phy-

'i'-inns in this country for years, and is a repular pre

■Tlptlon. It isconi|»ised of the hcsl tonics known,

"imhined with the best blood purifiers, nctiiu: direct

■ y on the mncotis surfaces The perfect combination

"fthetwu ingredients is what produces such won-

'i'rful results in eurinji Catarrh. .Send for testimo

ninls. tree.

F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. (>.

sV,ld by dru^ists, price To c.

OF INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

V. 8. CENSUS. ISSO. REPORTS

35.000 DEATHS

*■ CANCER^

The IOLA SANITARIUM
i'»n in»t ituMi.n rhnrnaghly equipped fur tin- treat

ed ( iiii'i-r. Tumor* and alt runliif iiHiit Kmwth

i! the ««e <if ih*1 knife i» rul rltoi-'tri ii per niiinon t

hi if tin- . ircumstuncea are at nil /uvurnble

tor trtntint ni . Ki-forencen «n application

VMf—fc 1H£. (.K't. PALE. lola. Wisconsin

COOK REMEDY CO

Ell Blood Poison! il^j
permanently cured In IK to 86 days. I

We eliminate all poison from the sys- 1

tem, to that there can never be a

return of the disease in any form.

Parties can be treated at home as

I well as here, (for the same price and I

I under the same guarantee,) but with I

I those who prefer to come here, we I

I will contract lb cure them or refund I

I all money and pav entire expense of I

I coming, railroad fare and hotel bllla. I

0urMagicRemed,^^eaanr3

I Never Failed to cure the most ob- 1

I stinate cases. W echallengetheworld I

I for a case we can not cure. Since the I

I history of medicine a true specific for I

I BLOOD POISON has been sought I

I for but never found until our Magic I

I Cyphilene wasdiscoTered. WeBollcltl

I the most obstinate cases &nd |

challenge the world for a
I case we cannotcure. Thir>di*

I ease has always baffled the skill

I of most eminent physicians.

$500,000 CAPITAL

I behind our unconditional guarantee. I

I Absolute proofs sent sealed on I

I application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

imi 1107 Hatonle Tempi*, Ctak**e, III.

COOK REMEDY CO

We will send yon tho MAR

VELOUS and IAFAILI>U

French Preparation,

CALTHOS
FBIl: l.r MAIX, and a

legally executed guarantee

that CALTHOS will

RESTORE your

HEALTH, STRENGTH AND VIGOR.

Use it fypay ifsatisfied.

Von Mohl Co., Importers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

 

a LIMBS
BEST LEG *gr f±

Wood orSubtler Foot ^^J\J

TDIICCCC Elastic Stockings,

I flUOOLO, Crutcliea, etc.

Catalogne Free. State particulars.

CEO. U. FELLEK,

r. 8. Government Hfr.Dcpt.

No. AA UUCUilbTl.li. >. V.

 

 

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
ITT THIS »i:t and send it to us

itli your name nnd address and we

ll send vim this watch by express

forexun.illation. A (.usrsntr*

l .r 6 YearH and chain and

charm sent with it. You ex

amine it nnd it you think it

a bargain pay our sample

price, t'i.la. and it is yours.

It is beautifully engraved

and warranted the bent time-

Iceepei in tlie World for the

money and equal In appear

ance to a genuine Solid

Quid Watch. Write to-day,

this offer will not appear

ilrTliin.

THE NATIONAL MFG.

& IMPORTING CO.,

k 334 DEARBORN STREET,

Chicago, III.

' Wrmn Oflrlrtteaintr nnr fwlvorticorc mpntinn this ATacrHsrini.
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To all LMoit Mei*: - "

Greeting :--

We, the members of Local Union No. iS,

United Garment Workers of America, employes of

Sweet, Qrr & Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., hereby certify

that all garments in this Factory are made under strictly

Union i emulations; a fact which we shall be very glad

to have Union men remember when they have occasion

to buy an Overall.

Mary F. Cahill, Rec. Sec. George Gasking, Pres.

L. O. Bedford, Treas. Eveline McGuire, Fin. Sec.

N. B.-EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

Pants from $1.00 to $4.oo.

Ask your dealer for a pair of yellow ticketpants, price$1.50

Newburgh, N. Y.

Chicago, III.

New York City.

SWeet, Or & Go.

ENG1NEMEN ! FOR YOU !
A (Julius (hut will never leave you in the lurch or

let your " trousers down.'' Only 25 cents

 

The "WORKERS'' is the simplest, complete**,

most comfortable and most serviceable low -cost sus

pender made. (Have testimonials from railroad men

everywhere.)

Easy on buttons. Does not slip down on shoulders.

Has no rubber in web to induce perspiration Great

stretch in back elastic graduated cord. Ask for it or

send stamps forasainplc pair. Say if you like black.

Our new suspender, the " CHESTER." at SO cents,

is a handsome one and quite ns comfortable. The

best suspender in the world.

Chester Suspender Co.,

60 Decatur Ave. Roxbury, Mass.

RBGALIJl
FOR

Brotherhoods of

Firemen,

Engineers,

% Conductors,

Brakemen,etc.

Send for Price List to the

/VL. C. Lilley & Co.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Military and Society Goods, Rail

road Caps and Uniforms.

■••PLEASE MENTION THIS MAGAZINE-W

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Perfect Railroad Watches

ttlGtl&ST GRADE

ROGKFORD

WATCH GO.

15 JEWELED

MOVEMENT.

 

 

GUflRflNTE,E,D

TO PASS

RfllLROAD

INSPECTION

COSTS NOTHING

TO EXAMINE.

 

American 14k Qold Filled Hunting Case, ele

gantly engraved and finely finished, and accom

panied by the manufacturer's own guarantee

to wear for twenty years. Fitted with No. 84

Rockford movement as described b;low,

S25.15.

Jos. Fahys & Co.'.* "Montauk," dust proof,

open face case, 10k gold tilled, screw back and

bezel, neatly and artistically engraved, and ac

companied by the manufacturer's signed guar

antee 10 wear for fifteen years. Fitted with No.

c-7 Rockford movement as described below,

S22.50.

The No. 87 Open Face and No. 8a Hunting flovements are the highest giade ij-jeweled movements

made by the Rockford Watch Co. They have fifteen finest ruby jewels, in solid gold settings, Breguet

hair-spring, patent micrometer regulator, fancy or double sunk dials, and are elegantly damaskeened in

gold on solid nickel. They are fully adjusted to heat, cold and positions, will pass railroad inspection, as

they comply with the requirements of railway time orders, and are acknowledged the best movements

ever offered for the money.

With each movement Is sent a signed and numbered guarantee and our agreement to clean

and oil movement once a year for five years from date of purchase.

For the benefit of those who do not wish to purchase higher priced cases, we will furnish these

movements in Dueber 5ilverine Cases at the following prices: No. 87, $15.95; No. 84, $16.60, and

will allow a credit of 75 cents for the open face and 91.25 for the hunting case (when returned) on any

purchase of a solid gold or gold filled case for the movement made within one year..

Samples of these watches can be seen and purchased for above prices at any Express Office in the

United States. If the agent of the express company doing business in your town has not samples on

band, write us. giving his name and name of the company, also stating which watch you wish to ex

amine, and we will at once forward samples for your inspection. If the watch is satisfactory, pay ths

agent our price and he will deliver it to you, otherwise you do not pay a cent.

MOORE & EVANS, Wholesale Jewelers.

MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

Wl.nr. .i.l.lr □tn<v Ml* orli.orticora moTiMnn thia AfocraTino
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Marks' Patent Artificial Limns
WITH RUBBER HANDS AND FEET

Are Natural in Action, Noiseless in Motion, and the Mo«t

Durable in Construction.

It is not unusual to see an engineer with hand rcs tL?

throttle, or a conductor, baggage-master, brakeman, tresai

carpenter, farmer,

Over 15,000 in use, scattered

in all parts of the world. Emi

nent surgeons and competent

judges commend the Rubber

Foot and Hand for their many

advantages. At every indus

trial exhibition where exhibit

ed they have received the high

est awards. They are endorsed

and purchased by the U. (S.

and foreign governments. A

treatise, containing 430 pages,

FREE; also a formula for taking measurements by which

limbs can be made and sent to all parts of the world with lit

guaranteed.

 

miner, and ;n u

every vocati

or two artificial HflS

rubber feetof Mar;

performing a* mnch lab<

men in possession .

natural members,

.same wages; hi

rieneing little or no in

venienoe.

ith 2l'>0 illustrations, sent

Address,

Established

Forty-one Years.

A. A. MARKS,

701 Broadway, New York City.

Received the Highest Award at World's Columbian Exposition.

 

C1DENT A S SOCI ATI

INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.
iENTS TO REPRESENT US AND -

A&AlfJST OTHER COMPANIES

"*■ IGg|gp^^^ls@9@i^

gome of iui

Claims Pali

10 F

Death Claims==Firemen.

Win. Whitalg, Wis. ('. Ry

Frank Strub N 1'. Ry

c. \V. Kyun 111. C. Ry

c. '/.. lloynton, 111. C. Ry

Hugh (J i liner. SI. I...ts. F

.Inn. V. Moore, I'. I'. Ky . .

Win. Ji. Doane, e. 11. AX. Ry

.lohn Uuntc. 111. City
■Evans Jones, St. I.. N. A N. W . . .

M. .1. Chauneey, K.T. V. A (J. Ry .

II. I'. Shriner, U. A M. Itv . . .

Thomas Me^ee. 111. ('. Ity . .

II. I!. Arthur, It. A I). !iv ...

II. W. elements. C. A O. liy

\V. .1. \\ heeler. Si. ].. s. \V. Kv

.lot' Hartley. I'. I'. Ity ....... .

T. H. Wallace. M. I'. Ity

George Knuckles. E. T. V. it il. Ity

H. W. Xeedham. X. I'. Ity ... .

(has. A. King. St. I.. I. M. & S . . .

jl WO

1..VW1

1.011(1

1,3011

1 .501 >

1.(10(1

■J.IHNI

1..TIKI

1.IKMI

1..KKI

'J.IKIil

I ..3(10

'J.'HNI

.".(Kill

2,(100

l.imo

1,(MH)

K. skillman, 111. ('. Ry

s. Mclnnes, HI': Four liy. . . .

Geo. F. Well, r. 11. I. A I'. Ky . .

K.B. Hood, (.'. H. A N". Ity ....

Ira I,. Owens, I'. 1'. Ity

I'. F. Leyha. Ft W. A I). C . . . .

•lames llowen. 1. N. A. & f - .

Frank Nichols. St. 1,. 8. W. Ky . .

(irlia Fowler. M. L.s.A W. Ky .

John Work hoi!'. L. N. A. A «'. Ky

Samuel Home. I.. N*. (). A T. Ky .

(). \Y. Kean. B. A M. K. Ky ...

•Ino. MclohDsou. St. I.. A S F. Ry

e. n. Hasemier, It. A M. I!. Ky

c. II. Crosby, Soo Line

.1. T. Stewart. N. N. A M. V. Ry

A I'. Ilaer, I). A R. '( Ky • -

Andrew conn, 1). it H. G. Ry

(has. L. Myers. M. 1'. Ky . . .

1 "

!■■

Disability Claims==Firemen

H. X. Hancock, C. B. A Q. R, hand S7W | Elmer E. Barbec. c. A O. Ky.. arm ...

F. T. Wilson. C. B. A (). Kv, arm I .nun I W. C. King, C. 1) & X. Ity.. arm ...

W. II. Smith. St. L. AS. l\ Itv.. hand ... 7.VI Charles Brown, c. I". Ry.. arm . . J*

.1. K. Kennedy. Big lour Ity.. loot aOO , John Lour. C.iO. Ry., arm .

AIilUtKSS W. K. BELLIS, Secretary and General Manager. Lock Box 01, IndlanapolLs M.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Uapuuue."d
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lid Gold, $7.00,

S. N. CLARKSON & CO.

The Railroad Jewelers.
—•

The Clarkson Perfection Electric ALARM CLOCK

Set the Alarm to the hour desired.

The most perfect combination of

the Electric Alarm Clock yet pro

duced. It will not admit of sleep

ing over. Once started, the Perfec

tion rings until you stop it. To

stop it from ringing, move the Clock

off the metal heads. Price, $4 60.

Frery oo<: warranted to work perfectly or

mon*j Yeftindtii. Goods ofaoy 'Inscription »«it

C ii 0. on approval. Agrni* wanted.

Oqr niuitrared Catalujrue sent ft-tr to auy

fi«ru of the L\ S oo application.

 

 

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARM8.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled List of Awards. Free Illustrati d Catalogue.

Hon. "Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia), writes: " Wore

leg 0 years. 1 commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessenden, Brig, and Bvt. Maj. Gen'l I'. S. Army. " "1

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have Intel v procured a

third.

John Connery. Conductor R., N. F. & W. Ry.

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen

J. W. Haioht, Conductor N. Y., L. E. & W Ry.

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Send description of your case.

For the past year

1 1 would n.n part

C. A. JFRBBS,

tabllahed 46 Yean.

781 Broadway, New York,
Branch Offlcr, 10G Fifth An., cnr. Washington St., Chicago, III.
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1ST. JACOBS OIL
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PULL YOUR LEG"
Is less to fear with Railroad men than to Lose Your Leg. In the latter case you

surely want to replace it with a Patent A dustableSlip Socket, li'armnfrd

tint to Chaft tin- Stump. Received the Gold Medal and the

Diploma at the World s Fair.

LARGEST FIRH IN THE UNI : ED STATES.

The Inner Soeke'. seen outside the 1'mb in cut, is mad^ over a plaster -ca«l of the

stump, giving an exact fit, being held permanently upon the slump bv clastic fast

ened to lacer above, and in act of walking moves lip and down in the "tit r Socket,

bringing all the friction between the two sockets. Instead of between the stump

and the socket as is the rase of all wooden socket limbs. With our >1.II' SOCKET

the most tender, sensitive stump can be fitted and limb worn with perfect ease and

comfort. Endorsed and purchased by I'nited States Government, ^end for our

New Catalogue with Illustrations

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.

*B Nicollet Ave , - Minneapolis, Minn.

Branch OPFHES: SI Adams St . Dexter Building. Chicago. California Mid-

Winter Exposition, East Gallery Liberal Arts Building. San Francisco.
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TjI'P'P'pi Examination
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2 2 00 Washington Ave,Philadelphia. Pa
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!4 lb. pound box prepaid.

J. C.PAUL & Co.
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A. V. CHASE & Co.
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"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. a and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pump
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No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon O
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POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New Tort 308 Walnut St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va,

1 Fenchurch Ave., London, England.

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used It to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

thown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 1883. Since that time

the outputs have increased over 1.200 per cent, be-

rond all precedent, amounting during 1892 to 3,000,-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.
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Bullitt Building, 139 South Fourth St, Philadelphia.

19 Congress St., Boston, Haas,
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tives and Steam Ships.
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SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

Kiw You, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)
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FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, GERMANY.
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Represented by Thomas Prosseb & Son,

P. O. Box 2878.
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Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,
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Tire" hns proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article is wanted which will give satis

faction, get Krupp's.

Important to
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Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

YalVe Oil-
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee!

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.
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References furnished upon application.
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SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.
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HIGUKST AWARD AND MEDAL, WORLDS COLOMBIA* KIP

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL F

FOR BHQINS WORK

■W Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Iuiitatii

THICKS REDUCED FOB 1894.

For this year prices to firemen (as agents) will t>

pound boxes, per dozen. 4SW. Three pound pails, ]

SS. Five pound pails, 97.SO per dozen.

»■* Cash must always come with orders to avoid

Bed Rock priees are here given to firemen as age

they cannot and must not expect to buy from dt

these prices. Samples sent free on application. A

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH GO.

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. (

WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

Eldo.v. Ia.. Dee. IK, 1893.

Dkak Sirs:—Please send me

one of your septs for locomotive

use. I find that they are the

best seat for engine use that I

have seen yet. I want it M

inches long and 20 inches wide.

Weight, 170 pounds. Send it C.

O. D.

Yours respectfully.

(Signed! w. T. Brown.

Engineer C. II. I. & P. R. R.

ALL STEEL CAB SEA1
 

We refer by permission to the

following users : D. J. Crowley.

Engineer S.F.&W. Ry., 16 Jones

St., Savannp.h, Ga.; Jno. Horton.

Engineer Grand Junct'n, Colo ;

Wm. Malloeh, Engineer G. T.

Ry.. Belleville. Out.

ROUOH RIDING MADE EASY. Inst put this seat in the box i

your cushion on it. Made only of finest tempered steel spiral I

heavy band steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric

size or shape desired. Usual size. 1Sx24. Price for seat not over H

long, $2.00. Terms, C. 0. D. or cash with order. Please give your <

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

SMITH & HAGGARD CO., Dept.

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Aves., CHICAGl
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Tty co irjrioiority

Galena Oil W°rks> i^itcd
FRANKLIN, PA.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty Years have

strated the fact that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not frees

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majoritv of the r

of this country. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all dim*

all temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Siblev's Perfection Valve Oil. which is in exclusive use upon a lai

Jority of the leading railroads of the country.
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Self=Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE—There are many injectors which will work well when the conditions are

avorable. This injector is designed to work well under all conditions and is,

herefore the most reliable.

IT WILL RESTART ITSELF. IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLO WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

■irk continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

notion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,

)unkirk. N. Y

Compound

Locomotives

for
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Locomotive Engines
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APPLICATION OF THE 800IALISTI0

THEORY OF VALUE.

BY WILFRED P. BORLAND.

" The proof of the pudding lies in the eat

ing of it. The test of a theory lies in the

application of it. I am unable to dignify

Mr. Stuart's peevish and incoherent attack

on my article which appeared in the April

number of this Magazine, by calling it

criticism. The splenetic and fault-finding

tone in which he imputes to me improper

motives for refusing to look at social ques

tions through the same colored glasses as

himself, I cast aside, as being not only un

worthy of attention but entirely out of place

in an argument calculated merely to estab

lish the truth or error of an economic prin

ciple. The task of discrediting the social

istic theory of value is certainly not a " hope

less" one, as socialists themselves have dis

credited it in cases too numerous to menr

tion ; and there is not a single organic de

velopment of Marxian, or democratic, social

ism in existence to-day wherein the theory

is not distinctly discredited. Dr. Albert

Schaffle, a very much better informed so

cialist than Mr. "W. H. iStuart, says that

"without considering the varying use-value

of different labor and different products, it

is impossible to conceive a socialistic esti

mate of value which could take the place of

the present market value as contemplated

by normal political economy." Atad he fur

ther Buys that " the bare labor-cost value,

»a it has been formulated up to now, invests

the whole economy of socialism for the pres

ent w th the character of an Utopia." In

truth Karl Marx lays down too marked a

distir ction between use-value and exchange-

value. The two sorts of value are, of course,

quite different; nevertheless, they are in

separably connected as properties of the

same body, and, although it is possible to

separate them by means of an arbitrary

mental process, it is not possible to do so

when considering the actual function of the

two sorts of value as properties of com

modities circulating throughout the social

organism.

Marx contends that commodities, consid

ered merely as commodities, have no use-

value, but merely have exchange-value.

But this is entirely too marked a distinc

tion, since it is utterly impossible for an

object to become a commodity, to acquire

exchange-value, unless it is also an use-

value ; and the moment it loses its property

of use-value it loses also its property of ex

change-value, it ceases to be a commodity.

The two properties are so intimately related

to each other, although so entirely different,

that it is impossible to either destroy or

create the one without destroying or creat

ing the other also. We may illustrate the

subject by means of an example drawn from

the physical properties of matter. All bodies

have two properties which they hold in com

mon—weight and extension. These two

things are quite different—weight is one

thing, extension is another—yet they are so

intimately connected as properties of the

same body that it is utterly impossible to

separate them, except by means of an arbi

trary mental process which bears no rela

tion to the actual fact and which is utterly

valueless in practice. We cannot destroy or

create the property of weight in a body

without also destroying or creating the prop

erty of extension. We cannot create or de

stroy the property of extension without

also creating or destroying the property of

weight; nor can we actually think of these

two entirely different properties as existing

apart from each other in the same body.

Thus it is with commodities. They have

two properties which enter into the compo

sition of their value-form. These two prop- ?

erties are quite different, yet they are •so*"

intimately connected that it is utterly im

possible to consider them as existing apart

from each other, except by means of a sort

of mental process that is wholly useless in

the presence of the facts.
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Mr. Stuart says: " Admit the claim (labor

produces all wealth) and it follows logically

and inevitably that labor is entitled to the

whole product." Quite true; neither the

truth of the proposition nor its logical con

sequence is denied— by me, at least; and

when Mr. Stuart answers me as if I had

denied it, he either does not understand the

theory which he affects to believe himself,

or he imagines that I do not understand it.

But I would wish Mr. Stuart to know, right

here, that I am not a child who rushes into

the discussion of a question without having

studied it sufficiently to obtain a fairly clear

conception of its various bearings, and that

when I enter into a controversy of this de

scription I know enough about my subject

to discuss it on it.* merits, and on its merits

alone. The proposition that "to refute

Marx's theory of value, it must be shown

that in the production of wealth there are

other factoi s besides nature and human

labor," is not true, since the theory of value

is calculated to secure harmony in the dis

tribution of wealth rather than in its produc

tion, and it does not logically follow from

the proposition that " labor creates all

wealth." Mr. Stuart has, here, either fallen

into the very common error of transposing

the terms "wealth" and "value," or he

imagines that 1 am so poorly equipped for

the discussion as to permit myself to be be

trayed into the silly fallacy of answering to

the wrong point. The two propositions

which lie at the bottom of modern scientific

socialism are: 1. " Labor creates all wealth."

2. " Labor-time is the absolute measure of

value." The first of these propositions I

admit without question; the second, I deny.

It follows from the first proposition that the

individual is entitled to enjoy the full bene

fit of the wealth which is the product of his

labor, including, of course, its exchange-

value. Proceeding from this impregnable

position. Marx regards the production of

wealth as a collective, or social process, and

he seeks a rule by which to apportion to the

individual producer his full share of the

product of the collective industry. This

rule he finds in his theory of value. An

alyzing commodities, as thev present them

selves fresh from the capitalistic labor pro

cess, he finds that, as values (that is to say,

in their character of commodities i they pre

sent the one common feature of being pro

ducts of labor, and that their magnitude of

value is directly proportioned to the dura

tion ol the labor process from which they

have issued. From this fact he deduces a

rule of distribution. Accepting the duration

of the labor process as the absolute measure

of the exchange- value of its product, and

extending the rule universally, lie gets the

theory of value, by which the value of the

service which the individual has contributed

to the process of production is determined

and his just portion of the product indi

cated. So far, good; we may proceed now

to the application of the theory. But, firrt,

let me call attention to the fact that the

burden of proof rests on the socialists, on

those who affirm the truth of this theory oi

value ; they must show that the application

of the theory is competent to apportion to

the individual the full and actual prodnct

of his industry, or the full and actual equiva

lent thereof. AVhen they do this the theory

is proved, and until they do it, the theory

is debatable. The rule of distribution pro

mulgated by authoritative communism was

a thoroughly arbitrary one. The individual

was repressed; his actions were governed

entirely by an authority superior to him-

Belf; the thoroughly free movement of the

individual producer was neither contem

plated nor allowed; the individual was re

garded as a mere cog in the social machine,

fitted into his place by a superior power,

and allowed such portion of the product of

the collective industry as answered for the

satisfaction of his wants, or, rather, his

needs, as determined also bv a superior

power. This theory is dead. Humanity has

outgrown it. Scientific socialism has takeu

care not to commit itself to any such vagar

ies ; it seeks at all points to avoid the mani

fest difficulties in the programme of authori

tative communism. Instead of repressing

the individual, it seeks to free him from re

pression; instead of fitting him into his

place by means of superior authority, it

pronounces his absolute right to exercise

the privilege of a free man and find his own

place to suit himself; instead oi declaring

that he shall share in the product of the

collective industry in accordance with his

•pre-determined needs, and without refer

ence to his effort, it declares that he shall

share in such product strictly in accordance

with the value of his effort ; it declares that

he shall be permitted to enjoy the fruiteof

his own industry, and of his own industry

alone; it apportions to the individual that

partof the collective product which answers

to correspond with the value of the effort

he has contributed to tbe process of pro

duction, and that part alone. Scientific s>

cialism dutt not enforce equality of material

conditiod, nor declare at equal apportion-

ment of products; it dVw.i declare that the

individual shall have whs t he produces. an>l

that there shall be equal rewards for equal

service. With this understanding of tbe

subject, we may proceed,

As the substance of value is human labor,

and as, according to the socialists, the sub

stance is measured exactly by the duration

of labor, it follows that i be value ol labor

is invariably and cortair ly reflected in it*

product ; and it is logical y certain that pro

ducts requiring equal quantities of labor

have equal value, and that the labor itaelf

111
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is entitled to equal reward. Thin puts out

of sight the question of utility. Everything

works well up to this point; but right here

we run foul of the question of economic mo-

tin, and the socialists discover that there is

an element of value which has not entered

into their calculations and which renders

their theory practically worthless. Man

seeks to satisfy his wants with the least ex

ertion. There is a fact of human nature

that can never be put out of sight. As, in a

correct sucial state, man can satisfy his

wants only by the exercise of labor, and as

the perfectly free individual will always sat

isfy his wants in the easiest manner that

presents itself to his view, it is absolutely

certain that when the reward of labor is

estimated wholly by the duration of its

function, men will gravitate towards those

occupations whose character is of a nature

to permit them to obtain the reward in the

easiest manner. As, for instance, the indi

vidual will not work during ton hours at

ditch digging, or at quicksilver mining, or

at the many other highly laborious and re

pugnant, though socially necessary, occu

pations, when his ten hours' labor exerted

in these occupations creates no more value

and receives* no more reward than wrould

his ten hours' labor when exerted in the

many more agreeable occupations which

he is at perfect liberty to enter. The appli

cation of the theory of value at once de

stroys the economic motive, necessary to

the free movement of individual producers,

and creates disharmony in the economic

arrangements of the social body. We have

a glut of laborers here, a scarcity there ; a

superabundance of certain products, an ab

solute dearth of others. How to secure har

mony, how to introduce the motive neces

sary for the maintenance of equilibrium in

economic forces— that is the question. The

communists made short work of this mat

ter, since they did not admit the necessity

of a motive in the individual ; they secured

barmonv by simply ordering the individual

to his place and Keeping him there by the

force ol authority. But the socialists are

not allowed to do this. They scornfully re

ject such measures as tend to enslave the

individual and interfere with his thorough

liberty of action. They, therefore, find them

selves, when they enter into the develop

ment of an organic programme, cast upon

the horns of a dilemma. They must either

accept the doctrine of communism, and em

ploy force to secure harmony, or they must

ditcredit their absolute theory and proceed

empirically. The latter horn they accept.

They reacfily recognize the dilliculties of

the situation, and thev attempt to remove

them by decreeing differences in the dura

tion of the labor day for the different occu

pations as an inducement for the workers

to ireely distribute themselves in a proper

economic ratio throughout the arena of

social production. Thev decree, for instance,

that.one hour's labor devoted to certain re

pugnant tasks shall be equal in value to

two or three hours' labor devoted to other

more pleasant tasks, and shall be rewarded

accordingly. The moment this principle is

admitted, the theory of value falls to pieces.

It is obvious that labor- time is no longer

the measure of value; the logic of fact has

forced the recognition of utility as an ele

ment in the composition of value. The so

cialists are at once deprived of their abso

lute rule; they find themselves launched

upon the boundless sea of empiricism, and

the organic development of scientific social

ism issues in just such fantastic arrange

ments as those which nationalism presents

to our view. Just how it is possible for a

believer in Bellamyism to enter the lists in

defence of Marx's theory of value is one of

those things that are past finding out. The

logical processes of such a person are, to say

the least, peculiar, as nationalism is a rum

mequitur conclusion. I do not know that it is

necessary for me to say anything further

concerning the theory of value, in the pres

ent article, but it is pertinent to ask : AVould

the workers in the socialistic state be liable

to always understand and appreciate the

value of the statistics which empowered a

social functionary to say to one laborer

" here is a note for ten hours' labor," and

to another who had worked during exactly

the same time, " here is a note for five hours'

labor?" Such questions as this relate to

essential points—points that are vital to the

harmonious working of the socialistic the

ory. They cannot be disposed of by bluster

and mere scolding, but must be discussed

candidly and in the calm atmosphere of

reason. Some socialists, like Schatfie, have

frankly admitted the inaccuracies in the so

cialistic theory and have set themselves

honestly to work to correct them, and 1 may

say with truth that no person would hail

the success of their effort swith greater sat

isfaction than myself. When I am accused

of "eagerness to make a point against so

cialism," my accuser simply does not know

what he is talking about. J care nothing

about socialism, nor any other theory; 1

am not a theory monger in any sense of the

word. The only thing I am interested in

is the attainment of absolute human liberty.

I follow theories only *o far as they tend

towards liberty, and no farther ; if socialism

can guarantee my liberty, and that of my

fellow men, I am a socialist ; otherwise, not.

Names cut no figure with me; it is things I

am after. I am a single taxer because I be

lieve it will give me and my fellows a greater

measure of liberty than any programme at

present attainable, and let it be understood,

now and for all time, that human liberty is

so grand, so divine, so sublime a principle
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that it must not be sacrificed to the neces

sities of any theory on earth, no matter by

whom it is promulgated. Socialists who ac

cept the dogma that all sociologic and eco

nomic knowledge resided in the brain of

Karl Marx, and died with him, are seldom

in a frame of mind to discuss social ques

tions as they ought to be discussed, reason

ably and candidly. They appear to proceed

upon the hypothesis that all persons who

do not accept their means are opposed to

their ends ; that those who fail to put their

trust in socialism must necessarily be in

favor of capitalism. If one ventures to point

out defects in socialism, he is at once as

sailed as either a knave or a fool, and, by

the bitterness and truth of their criticisms of

the presentsystem, the socialists attempt to

obscure the issue and envelop their unlucky

op ponent in a cloud of dust. Such tactics will

answer to squelch some persons, but in deal

ing with one who has made an honest and

searching study of sociology, and who has

earnestly studied socialism from many

points of view, with the object of under

standing it, they will not answer. Social

ists of this description have some things to

learn yet, which it would profit them to

learn quickly. They should learn that clear

and incisive criticism of the present system,

however true, does not establish the truth

of socialism ; that when the defects of cap

italism are shown, it does not necessarily

follow that the perfection of socialism is

proved beyond question. They should learn

that when Peter is proved to be a bad man

it does not necessarily follow that Paul is a

good one. They should learn that there are

some persons outside the ranks of the so

cialists who are possessed of a modicum of

exact knowledge concerning social ques

tions, and who have acumen enough to

properly use it ; and they should learn that

there are many persons, who are by no

means fools, who oppose socialism from

thoroughly honest and conscientious mo

tives. Now, I may say a few words con

cerning Mr. Stuart's impotent attempt at

criticism.

Some of the illustrations which I employed

in my April article were far-fetched, but

they were used to establish the place of

utility in the compsoition of value, and it

is sometimes well to use a far-fetched illus

tration in order to bring a fact prominently

into view. The character of the illustrations

did not affect the fact which they estab

lished: the illustrations were non-essential,

the fact is essential ; and it will be observed

that while Mr. Stuart has something—not

much- to say about the non-essential, he

is most industriously silent concerning the

essential. The religious question may be

permitted to rest where it is, since any fur

ther discussion must turn merely on mat

ters of opinion, and I am willing to let such

authoritative utterances as I have already

produced—and I could produce many more

—go for what they are worth. But I no wish

to say a few more words concerning the

Mormons. When Mr. Stuart excuses the

persecution of the MormonB because it was

undertaken on moral grounds, he furnishes

me with evidence that persons or secta

would be just as liable to suffer such perse

cution under socialism as they are to-day.

This argument of morality has been used as

a specious pretext for religious persecution

in all ages of the world, and, with respect

to its application to the Mormons it is one

of the baldest pieces of hypocrisy that could

well be imagined. I am in a position to say

something on this question from the etana-

point of personal observation. About fif

teen years ago it was my fortune to be domi

ciled "for a time in a community of Mormons

in the territory of Arizona. These people

were polygamist, but a more industrious,

frugal, temperate, honorable, and thor

oughly moral community of persons it has

never been my fortune to enter. A t that

time I enjoyed some Blight personal ac

quaintance with Mr. John N. Young, a son

of Brigham, a polygamist, and those rail

road men who may chance to remember

Mr. Young as a contractor engaged in the

construction of the Atlantic and Pacific

railroad will bear me out in the assertion

that a more upright, conscientious and

moral gentleman than he was conceded to

be, even by the Gentiles, would be hard to

find. Although, when originally promul

gated by .loseph Smith, the Mormon belief

did not enjoin the practice of polygamy, it

came later on to be adopted as an integral

part of the Mormon religion, and wnen

their persecution was undertaken on moral

grounds polygamy was one of their most

essential articles of faith ; they sincerely

believed it to be right, and they had a per

fect right to practice it without interference

from others as long as they held that belief.

All the Mormons asked was to be let alone;

they migrated into the desert to escape

persecution, and by their industry, frugal

ity and temperance, they created an Em

pire and made the desert to blossom like

the rose. They became wealthy, attended

to their own business, and were a happy

and contented people. Then the Gentiles,

casting covetous eyes upon the Mormon

wealth, raised their hands in holy horror at

the practice of polygamy, and instituted a

persecution on moral grounds for the sole

purpose of filling their pockets with wealth

which was the product of others' industry ;

and their misguided followers, as is always

the case, entered with enthusiasm into the

iniquitous schemes of their loaders under

the belief that they were engaged in a great

moral reformation. Tw)-pennv orator*,

whose moral perceptions night have l>eeii
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buried from sight under the point of a pin,

entered the crusade and hurled thunder

bolts of rhetoric against practices and be

lief? about which they possessed as much

meritorouB knowledge as they did of prac

tices and beliefs carried on among the in

habitants of the planet Saturn. We are

told that the practice of polygamy is one

that "all civilized nations are opposed to,

both Christian nations and those that are

indifferent or hostile to religion." Suppose

we admit that as true, which it is not, in

what way does it justify the persecution of

the Mormons? When a community of in

dividuals, sincerely believing in polygamy,

attempt to live out their belief, whose busi

ness is it but their own? Why should they

be forced to adopt the beliefs of others in

deference to moral sentiments which they

do not accept themselves ? As long as they

attend to their own business, and live out

their own beliefs, why, in the name of God,

should thev not be let alone?

The Perfectionists were also persecuted

on moral grounds, but it would much profit

those who have hastily accepted, and par

rot-like repeated, the arguments against

this sect, to read the writings of John Hum

phrey Noyes, a cultivated gentleman, the

founder of the Perfectionist sect. They

may there catch glimpses of elevated moral

sentiments which will come as a revelation

to them. They may contemplate a scientific

doctrine, founded on moral considerations

of the very highest character, and which

issued in happiness and contentment to a

considerable community of people, of much

more than average intelligence and educa

tion, until they were pounced upon by a

horde of pseuao-moraliBts and.forced to re

nounce their belief. In the name of all

that's holy ! who set these great moralists

up to be judges over the social and religious

beliefs and practices of their fellow men ?

From whence comes their authority? That

is the baldest fallacy that ever afflicted the

human race which enables a majority, how

ever large, to force its opinions and beliefs

on a small minority ; which sets up and

maintains an universal moral code by the

force of law. Liberty cannot be maintained

when such principles are admitted. Such

principles involve a transposition of the

terms, right and wrong.

With regard to the orthodoxy of the

'lifferent expounders of socialism, the mat

ter may also be permitted to rest, as being

a non-essential point, and not to be settled

by opinion ; but I may be permitted to re

mark that I have some knowledge of social

istic literature, and I would suggest, if the

feet is as stated by Mr. Stuart, that the

various sects of socialists follow out one of

their strongest common principles, and get

together.

Mr. Stuart wants me to "kindly explain

why the elimination of private capital

would make any change in majority rule ?"

I cannot attempt to explain any such prop

osition as that, as it is one I have never ad

vanced. I do not believe that the elimina

tion of private capital, as contemplated by

socialism, would make any change in the

principle of majority rule, and that is just

the reason why I oppose the massing of all

productive capital under collective control

and management. Collective control under

democracy, necessarily means majority con

trol, and while the national administration

of capital would effect no change in the

principles of majority rule, it must give

such rule a new direction. Majority con

trol of capital means majority power to

direct the uses of capital, and the ends for

which it shall be administered. It means

a power lodged in the hands of a majority

to dictate what forms production shall take,

what things shall be produced and what

shall not be produced. It means an im

mense power, the power to say what certain

persons shall eat, drink and wear, lodged

in the hands of the majority, which may

or may not be used as the majority hap

pens to feel about the matter. There is

some escape from such contingencies as

this while private capital is allowed to ex

ist, but when it is once eliminated there is

absolutely no escape. The minority must

then cut their coats to suit their cloth,

whether the material happens to suit them

or not. It seems to me that there is no

more self-evident proposition than that.

SINGLE TAX ECONOMY.

BY W. H. STUART.

In the course of my polemic against the

single tax I have, I believe, thoroughly ex

posed the fallacy underlying the single tax

assumption that mere accesB to natural op

portunities would solve the economic prob

lem. I have shown that under present

conditions of production, by the aid of

costly labor-saving machinery, and the use

of immense capital, mere access to land

and natural resources to a man without

capital would be a hollow mockery. As a

complete non sequitur to the single tax

argument I have more than once referred

to the thousands of abandoned farms of

the New England states. Hundreds of those

farms, with substantial improvements, have

been offered for less than the cost of the

improvements. Hundreds of others have

been offered for the mere agreement so pay

the annual taxes. There were at one time

nearly four thousand of these abandoned

farms. Hundreds of them within sight and

sound of the New England factories, yet

there is no evidence on record of a factory

employe having ever taken advantage of

this "free access to natural resources " as
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an alternative against accepting any " re

duction" offered by the capitalist owners of

the factories. Now, this fact is totally at

variance with the single tax theory which

holds that with free access to " the margin

of cultivation," i. e., to land of no rental

value, capitalist exploitation would be im

possible ; that in those halcyon days, in

stead of employes seeking employers for a

chance to work, employers, on the contrary,

wou Id compete for laborers and that through

such competition labor would get its full

reward, and involuntary poverty be forever

abolished. But strange to say, the factory

employe has hunted employers as assidu

ously as ever, and he has ever been willing

to accept "a reduction" in preference to

starving on the free land near bim. This

upsets the whole single tax theory.

In my May article I referred to the fact

that my single tax opponents never an

swered this argument. However, I can no

longer taunt my opponents with their reti

cence and reserve in the premises, for in

the June Magazine Mr. W. E. Brokaw, the

editor of the St. Louis Courier, the official

single tax organ, shies his caster into the

ring, and with the confident air so charac

teristic of the orthodox single taxer whose

knowledge of economics is usually confined

to the few borrowed platitudes found in

" Progress and Poverty," comes to the res

cue, spits on his hands and asks the by

standers to "watch me do him up. See? "

Mr. Brokaw says :

In your May number, W. II. Stuart makes a lop

sided argument against the single tax, and then says:

" My single tax opponent never answers this argu

ment " What is his argument '.' Simply thHt fanners

cannot now compete with capitalists, and have aban

doned farms in sight of factories, and that "all the

advantages to be derived from improved tools, ma

chinery or other capital would go. as now, to the

capitalist/' This latter is an unsupported assertion

which he cannot prove. The reason why not only

farmers, but other laborers, cannot make a living on

those abandoned farms, and barely exist elsewhere,

is because everything they consume or produce Is

taxed—their industry lined, while the speculator in

land is almost exempt.

All of which goes to show how entirely

euperflous brains and intelligence are to

the editor of a single tax paper, and how

thoroughly well qualified Mr. Brokaw is for

the position.

Let us see. Mr. Brokaw starts off rather

incoherently. He asks: " What is his ar

gument?" and answers, " Simply that farm

ers cannot now compete with capitalists,

and have abandoned farms in sight of fac

tories." I fear Mr. Brokaw wrote under

great mental excitement. I feel quite posi

tive that I never gave as a reason why

" farmers cannot now compete with capi

talists " was because they "have abandon

ed farms in sight of factories." Of course

no farmer could expect to compete if he

had abandoned his farm, whether it was in

sight of a factory or not. Why in the world

didn't he stop on it? Ah, there is the rub!

Here is where Mr. Brokaw gets in his fine

work. Here is where he puts to shame mv

former opponents, who will be covered with

confusion when they see how simple the

answer is that they missed. The reason,

says Mr. Brokaw, why the farmers coulrf

not make a living on those abandoned farms

and why they barely exist elsewhere, is

" because everything they consume or pro

duce is taxed—their industry is lined, while

the speculator in land is almost exempt."

There it is, as clear as mud ! Now, would

Mr. Brokaw kindly explain why it was that

when " Progress and Poverty " was written

the New England states were settled by a

prosperous and contented agricultural pop

ulation, when land was worth an average

of S40 per acre, and when the cereals were

grown with profit. Genesee wheat, raised

in Genesee county, New York state, was

known all over the union for its superior

quality, yet in less than a decade the agri

cultural areas of the New England states

were almost depopulated, the same system

of taxation being in effect. Is Mr. Brokaw

so ignorant of recent economic changes as

not to know that the result was due solely

to the competition with the machine work

ed farms of the northwest ? That on the

level plains of the 1 >akotas machinery could

be used to such good advantage that they

could produce the cereals at one third the

cost of the New England farmer, who was,

in consequence, driven to the wall and

forced to abandon his farm from sheer in

ability to compete?

Will Mr. Brokaw also explain why the

"bonanza" farmer of the northwest and

the valleys of California made agriculture

pay, notwithstanding the fact that " every

thing they consume or produce is taxed."'

Hoes he not know that the World's Fair

commissioners were shown a wheat field of

7,700 acres in Dakota, where the wheat was

produced at a net cost of 33$ cents per

bushel, so that at 50 cents per bushel it

paid a profit of :'>:>* per cent.?

Here is another case : At a recent single

tax meeting that I attended in this city,

one of the speakers was strongly insisting,

as usual, that free access to land would

make the man without capital economic

ally independent, and that "the single tax

would do it." At the conclusion of the

speech a gentleman in the audience arose

and stated that he knew two men who had '

taken up government land in the state two

years ago. This land not being patented

they had no taxes to pay. They put their

land in wheat for two seasons, had good crops

which they sold for an average of oO cent*

per bushel'. The lirst season they lost ?W0

and the last season !?<i00, and ye"t within *

few miles of those farms were immense

wheat fields that had been plowed by trac-
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tion engines with a dozen plows attached,

tbat plowed the land at a cost of 2"> cents

per acre; where machines costing several

thousand dollars each, combined headers

anil threshers, that went into a field of

ripened grain, cut it down, threshed and

sacked it at the rate of four sacks per min

ute, at a cost of three or four cents per sack.

This wheat was sold at a profit for 50 cents

per pushel. The single tax speaker was

asked how much better off those two men

would have been under the single tax

regime? After a hurried consultation

among the "economists" one of them arose

and stated that with the adoption of the

single tax free trade would obtain, and that

the two farmers referred to would have

saved all their indirect taxes, and as the

government would own the railroads they

would be able to ship their grain to market

cheaper. Hut as the bonanza farmer would

also share in the diminution of taxes and

transportation charges, would not the small

tanner be under the same relative disad

vantage as before? The single tax "econ

omists" have never been able to solve the

problem. They nevertheless keep on re

peating the same old stale platitudes with

''damnable iteration." They are as blindly

ignorant of the real solution as Editor Bro

kaw is. It is painful to an intelligent stu

dent of economies to hear those people di

agnose social conditions like experts, and

then afterwards hear them prescribe like

veritable quacks.

Cannot even a single taxer see that under

present conditions of great aggregations of

capital, carrying on production on a gigantic

scale, makes it utterly impossible for the

man without capital, or even the man with

moderate capital to compete in production?

Even a single taxer will admit that it

would be impossible for a hand loom weaver

to compete in cost of production with the

owner of the power loom and the steam

engine. No more can the ordinary farmer

compete with the bonanza farm of 10,000

or 100,000 acres, supplied with all the latest

labor saving machinery. The capitalist

mode of production is as inevitable in agri

culture and horticulture as it is in manu

facture. Nothing can be more certain than

that in lees than a score of years small

farming will be as obsolete as the stage

coach and the tallow dip.

It is the merest effrontery for an ignorant

rfocfrimirc to tell an intelligent audience

that "The reason why not only farmers,

hut other laborers can not make a living

on those abandoned farms, and barely ex

ist elsewhere, is because everything "they

consume or produce is taxed- their indus

try is fined while the speculator in land is

almost exempt."

In view of the facts I have just cited, and

many others which I have offered in previ

ous numbers of this Magazine in the dis

cussion of single tax fallacies, Mr. Brokaw's

"defi" to "Mr. Stuart or any one else, to

show how, with such a land tenure system

in America, capitalists or any other class

could dictate wages or keep men out of em

ployment who desired to work." I have

discussed this subject pretty thoroughly in

this Magazine with much abler opponents

than Editor Brokaw, but if Mr. Brokaw is

in earnest in his "defi," and will open the

columns of the Courier to a discussion, I

will agree to prove that the single tax

theory is based on ignorant assumptions

and shallow economic fallacies. Does Ed

itor Brokaw accept? I may mention that

a similar public challenge to our local

single tax club has been declined, and I

have been notified that the only proposi

tion they will consider is an oiler to prove

that " the single tax would be no improrement

whaterer over exUting condition*." 1' or fear it.

may be assumed that the club is composed

of a few workingmen, new converts to the

single tax, and therefore diffident about en

tering a public discussion, I will state that

the personnel of the club consists of half a

dozen lawyers, some of whom have been

single taxers for years, several other pro

fessional gentlemen, a millionaire capitalist

or two, and a very small contingent of men

who earn a living by the ubb of muscles,

other than their jaws. The whole very re

spectable " aggregation " is presided over

by a gentleman who has fought under a

variety of flags, both political and econom

ic, who is careful to announce at each meet

ing that no " discussions " will be allowed,

but that sincere seekers after economic

truth may ask questions, which one of the

"lawyers" usually answers, and who dis

courages the use of technical terms by

questioners. I remember asking the presi

dent a question in which the term " margin

of cultivation" was used, and was severely

taken to task for using obscure terms de

signed to befog the meaning. He is also,

together with the club, in entire sympathy

with the desire to " lift the movement out

of the howling dervish state of emotional

insanity " into the sphere of practical poli

tics (with big p's.) They are careful to dis

avow any sympathy with "socialism or

communism." " The Single Tax as a Fiscal

Keform " is the only point of view from

which they desire to discuss it, and only the

occasional question of a "crank" forces

them to acknowledge that the "movement"

at one time meant something more. They

are profuse in their protestations that "the

millionaires have nothing to fear from us."

They regard the millionaire using his capi

tal for productive purposes as " a public

benefactor," of whom they cannot have too

many to help develop the resources of the

country (?) They are bitter opponents of
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anything in the shape of an income tax,

which they denounce as the " robbery of

labor (?)." Indeed, they are a thoroughly

practical and highly " respectable" body of

gentlemen, with "no nonsense" about them,

who are not single taxers exclusively " for

their health."

But to return to Bro. Brokaw. He assures

us there is no other way by which a man

can secure his rights to the use of the

earth than by the adoption of the single

tax; he assures us the veriest savage

under such conditions of freedom "could

soon amass great wealth independently of

all 'capitalists' producing their own capi

tal." Bro. Brokaw's assertions have the

airy abandon andbreeziness of our western

prairies. But I imagine if I had him under

fire for a few months he would gradually fall

into a more careful and guarded mode of ex

pression. Just now he feels like the cham

pion checker player of a country village.

He wonders if there is a man in the world

who can beat him !

Mr. Brokaw says : " Whether Mr. Stuart

has ever been answered in your columns or

not, I do not know." By which, of course,

he means answered in regard to the aband

oned farms. Well, no; I haven't. My op

ponents were too intelligent to oiler so friv

olous a reason as he has done. They knew

there was no intelligent answer that a sin

gle taxer could make to the question, so

they wisely decided not to draw attention

to the weakness of the single tax by dis

cussing it. I venture the assertion that

Mr. Brokaw will be inclined to follow their

example in the future.

"But," continues Mr. Brokaw, "he has

been answered from the platform in his

own city of Los Angeles, where he willfully

or ignorantly misrepresented utterances of

Henry George, and failed to come forward

manfully and admit it when corrected."

The assertion referred to is one I have made

in several single tax papers, and probably

a dozen other papers and magazines, in

cluding this one. It was this, that Henry

George defended in the Standard the "cor

ner" in wheat engineered by "Old Hutch"

in Chicago a few years ago. That George

claimed such men were public benefactors,

and that such operations provided a legiti

mate use for capital. I spoke from recol

lection of the editorial in the Standard. At

the next meeting of the club the president

denounced the assertion as an unwarranted

slander on Henry (ieorge, and stated that

he recollected the editorial in question, and

that the tenor of it was altogether different

from what I had stated. You see, I was

not "corrected." I was merely "contra

dicted." They could have easily settled the

question by producing the editorial, but

they knew better than to do so. Nor have

they done so yet, though over two months

have intervened. Now, I make this offer:

If Mr. Brokaw will reproduce the editorial

in question in the columns of the Courier

and it does not bear out substantially my

assertion, I will pay for its insertion at the

usual advertising rates, and will deposit the

money in advance. Does Mr. Brokaw ac

cept? I would also suggest to Bro. Brokaw

the advisability of accepting with a certain

reserve the playful extravagances of hi*

correspondent, the Dugald Dalgettr of the

club.

Mr. Brokaw says : "To one who ha? been

so many years in the agitation as I have,

meeting leaders of thought of all schools,

it becomes exceedingly monotonous to read

such stale objections, continually rehashed,

as Mr. Stuart advances." I fear this is mere

vulgar boasting. Will Mr. Brokaw kindlv

give us the name of one " leader of though t'-

of the socialist school whom he has met in

debate, either in print or on the platform ?

(I don't, of course, mean the depot pint

form. ) For a man might meet " leaders of

thought," such as Soup-bone Atkinson or

Louis F. Post for years, and finally die of

inanition from actual poverty of real eco

nomic ideas. Read Karl Marx, Mr. Brokaw,

and you will likely learn more than von

have from all the "leaders of thought"

you probably ever met.

THE TOOLS OF PB0DU0TI0N.

BY GEORCiE f. WARD.

In my last communication I endeavored

to briefly indicate what would be the result

of the elimination of the capitalistic ex

ploiters and exploiting corporations from

our system of productive industries and the

operation of the same by the present wage-

working employes, associated into co-oper

ative companies and using their money sav

ings and labor power as working capital. 1

tried to show that, if these co operative as

sociations continued to compete with each

other in no greater or less degree than man

ufacturing concerns now compete and prices

were kept up to their present level, thus

preserving intact the fund accruing from

interest upon cash capital and profit above

fair wages, no one would be benefited except

the workers thus associated into co opera

tive companies, who would get what now

goes as interest and dividends, to banks and

other money lenders and the partners in

private firms and Ishare holders in corpor

ations. It will be noticed that I now as

sume that the single tax is in operation

and that the money now paid as rent t"

landlords, as also the unearned increment

which now goes into the pockets of land

owners, is taken by the people, as a public

revenue, for public use, ana that all other

forms of taxation have been abolished. It

mast be remembered, however, that this
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will not affect price, as if rent is not an ad

dition to price, it must certainly be an

ingredient thereof and necessarily be in

cluded therein, so that the single tax paid

upon land occupied for wealth or income

producing purposes would be in the nature

of an indirect tax upon consumers.

We will also assume that the principles

of the single tax have a yet wider and more

perfect application and enforcement, and

that all public utilities, such as railroads,

telegraphs, telephones, water, gas and elec

tric light works, street railways, &c, &c,

are owned by the nation, state, or munici

pality and operated by and for the people,

at cost of the service, including a fair day's

wages for an eight hour day, repairs, and

interest upon and sinking fund for the pay

ment of bonds issued for construction. This

assumption not so much upon the strength

of the following declaration:—

With respect to monopolies other than monopoly

of land, we hold that when free competition becomes

impossible, as in telegraphs, railroads, water and gas

supplies, etc.. such business becomes a proper social

function which should be. controlled and managed

by and for the whole people concerned through their

proper government, local, state, or national, as may

lie,

which single taxers will recognize as a

part of their platform ; but rather upon the

more recent form of single tax faith which

fsocialist like) holds that a franchise is val

uable only because the growth of society

lias made it so, and that, equally with land

values, franchises belong to the people and

their worth or value should accrue to the

public benefit and not to the enrichment

of individuals, or corporations. In this con

nection it may be stated that, rates, fares,

etc., remaining as they are, the annual value

of the franchise would, in most of our cities,

more than pay all expenses of municipal

government, and in some cities would pay

such expenses two or three times over.

This is an important fact as, in all such

cases, the single tax upon land values would

be available, in its entirety, for state and

national revenue. Irrespective of the sin

gle tax, this is sound socialistic doctrine.

Sow let us pause and inquire " where

we are at." The land is nationalized in

that each pays to all the value, or benefit

derived or realized from the use or occu

pancy of land, so that all enioy the owner

ship of land equally ; while all receive from

each the annual value of his or her use and

holding of land, so that all use and enjoy

the land in common. That settles the land

question.

The railroads, telegraphs, telephones and

express businesses are owned and operated

by the people at cost of operation and inter

est and sinking fund upon and for cost of

purchase and construction. That settles

the question of transportation of individ

uals, goods, commodities and news.

The minor public utilities in cities, towns

and villages are owned and operated by the

people, or community in the several cities

and towns; either at cost, etc., in which

case the people -would be saved from the

Eayment of interest and dividends upon

onds and stocks which now represent the

value of the respective franchises'; or else,

the rates, fares, etc., remaining as they are,

the money now paid as interest and divi

dends upon paper representing franchise

values, would remain in the hands of the

people as a public fund with which to pay

the expenses of municipal government and

provide useful and ornamental public con

veniences.

This is all sound single tax doctrine, but

it is also in line with the most radical and

advanced programme of socialism. En

passant, it may be remarked that it is also

sound populist doctrine and strictly in ac-

• cord with the programme of the people's

f>arty. The three chief issues in the popu-

ist contention are land, money and trans

portation. Numeorus municipal, county

and state platforms have attested to the fact

that the programme, as I herein outline it, is

that of the People's party, so far as trans

portation and public utilities are concerned.

On the land question, the Omaha platform

is a trifle uncertain and vague, but the rank

and file of populist voters have long since

stepped far in advance of .their platform as

relates to land. Most of them are what are

known as " use and occupancy men." Sin

gle taxers have but to explain to them the

co relation of the terms " common " and

"equal" as applied to the term " in usu

fruct. " They understand the term " com

mon " and define " in usufruct " correctly

as " use and occupancy," but many of them

have yet to understand that land must all

be of the same value in order that free use

and occupancy may give all men the use of

land " equally." So soon as a man thor

oughly assimilates that idea, he is in a fair

way to accept the single tax as an efficient

and equitable means to the end of land

nationalization.

But—a word to the corps of single tax

writers. The first problem that confronts

an intelligent farmer who has mastered

Ricardo's theory of rent and comprehends

the single tax propoganda, is something

like this: Given a county in which the ex

tremes of productiveness are twenty and

sixty bushels of corn, and wherein the lands

are about equally distributed between these

extremes, the average economic rent would

be twenty bushels of corn per acre—or one-

half the average crop—Query : Is it intended

to tax farm lands to that extent '.' This

query has never been satisfactorily an-

wered. With the present status of land

statistics in the United States, it may be

pointed out that with the throwing open

to settlement of the hundreds of millions of
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acres now held out of use by land monopo

lists, and the inevitable abandonment of

the less productive sites for the occupancy

of the more productive ones, the margin of

cultivation would be greatlv raised and the

economic rent correspondingly reduced.

This is all right, so far as is concerned the

United states, but how about countries in

which the pressure of population forces into

use every available acre of land? In the

next place it might be pointed out to the

farmer that from this gross economic rent

there would be deducted, annually, the

current, prevalent rate of interest upon the

value of all improvements and appurten

ances, in order to And the net single tax

the farmer must pay. Finally, the farmer

might be asked to figure what proportion

of his crop is now absorbed by the tariff

and other forms and kinds of indirect taxes

and his own direct taxes he now pays, all

of which he would escape under a single tax

regime. But this is a digression.

To resume. We have disposed of land

and transportation and I will now add an

issue to the three leading issues of the pop

ulist programme, making it read " Land,

Money, Transportation and Tools of Produc

tion." I do this in deference to my own

predilections in the matter and to point out

a common basis of union for all who, like

myself, are semi socialists, or socialists ( lim

ited), and who do not, as yet, admit the

necessity of extending the socialistic pro

gramme so as to embrace the commercial

distributive agencies, such as wholesale and

retail stores, the mechanical trades and

arts, or the professional and various phases

of labor of service. In a word or two, the

carpenters, doctors, painters, teachers, law

yers, barbers, store and office clerks, etc.,

etc.

Just here it may be well enough to intro

duce the programme of the new trades-

unionism of (ireat Britain, now being dis

cussed by the trades-unionists of the United

States. It is as follows :

I. Compulsory education.
■_\ Direct legislation.

3. A legal ei^ht hour day.

4. Sanitary Inspection of workshops, mine and

house.

">. Liability ol employers for injury to health, bodv

or life.

(1. The abolition of contract system in all public

work.

7. The abolition oi the sweating system.

■s. The municipal ownership of street ears and gas

and electric li^ht plants for public distribution of

li^ht. heat and power

9. The nationalization of telegraphs, telephones,

railroads and mines.

10. Collective ownership by the people of all means

of production and distribution.

II. The principle of referendum in all legislation.

The phrase " all means of production and

distribution" would seem to include min

eral and timber lands, stores and railroads,

although railroads and mines are covered

by section 9. There is no doubt, however,

but that manufacturing plants, including

machinery and tools of production are in

cluded in the phrase. Assuming that

" moans of production " must have beeu in

tended to include " land," and that the

single tax is the best method of establishing

an equal, yet common, ownership of the

land, it will be seen that on land and trans

portation, public utilities, etc., single tax-

ers and the new trades unionists are in

harmony and unison.

The ethical basis for the demand for pub

lic, or common ownership of " the tools of

production" (improved, labor saving ma

chinery ) has already been indicated. Briefly

stated, it is the common heirship in all

triumphs of the inventive genius of man.

on the part of every member of the human

race—organic man. Again, it may be

stated as the indefeasible, common owner

ship, on the part of every individual of the

human race, of every benefit conferred

upon the genu* homo by and through the

inventive genius of human beings who lived

and toiled in past generations. It is equally

as easy to prove that individuals have a

right to monopolize and hold out of use the

land as to prove that individuals have a

right to monopolize to their own selfish use

and benefit the results of the past triumphs

and achievements of the entire human race.

This is a fundamental and basic ethical

proposition, the disregard of which has dif

ferentiated the human race into a few

thousand millionaires and hundreds of mil

lions of paupers. I may not have expressed

this idea in as glowing terms, or well

rounded periods as it might be stated, but

I have stated it plainly and by it 1 stand

or fall.

The economic basis for this demand is

the apparent evils resultant from individual

ownership and control and the easily ap

prehended benefits that would result from

communal or public ownership. Not only

has the value of all displaced labor flowed

into the coders of those who own the labor

displacing machinery, but much of the la

bor employed and utilized is tbat of women

who should be at home attending to their

household and parental duties, and children

who should be at school laying the founda

tion for a life of honorable and useful Amer

ican citizenship. The adult males, who

should rightfully perform the work of the

nation, are tramping the continent as va

grants and tramps, while their honest,

earnest and despairing competion for em

ployment only serves to more fully pauper

ize the toiling masses, and their tears an'l

groans and sufferings are transmuted into

gold in the coders of the usurping pirate?

who have stolen the goodly heritage of the

human race. The private ownership, by

the few, of the sources and tools of produc

tion, has and ever will result in niL*erv, woe
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and industrial serfdom. Their public own

ership will usher in an era of joy, plenty,

and industrial emancipation.

Now please, Mr. Single Taxer, do not

spring upon me that stale old chestnut

about " access to natural opportunites etc.,

etc." A natural opportunity to a man with

out capital to develop it, would be about

as useful a9 an elephant to a man who had

no circus and no money with which to buy

hay. The farmers of the nation are sick

unto death of a disease which orthodox

" regular " doctors tell us is " overproduc

tion," but we, heterodox, " quacks " though

we may be, know that the patient is suf

fering from underconsumption, caused by

the inability of the toilers in the cities to

purchase and consume farm products. If

you set all the unemployed to producing

food, you can hardly expect those now at

work to eat it all, when they cannot eat

what the present number of farmers can

produce. The cure is a reduction in length

of the day of labor, and the substitution

of men for women and children, so that all

men who will work, may work ; and an in

crease in the wages paid for a day's work.

The establishment, ownership and opera

tion, by the people's government, of the

manufacturing and mining plants of the

nation and the diversion into the " wage

fund" of the hundreds of millions which

are now paid as interest and dividends,

would not only allow the reforms I have

indicated to be inaugurated, but would also

admit of a very decided reduction in the

price of coal, iron and manufactured prod

ucts.

I shall not attempt to indicate the man

ner in which this innovation might be

brought about. There are several feasible

plans and the undertaking, as a whole,

would not involve half so large a financial

transaction as would the assumption by the

government of the ownership of the nation's

railroads. But one thing I wish to state

and that is that it would not involve or ne

cessitate any change in monetary systems,

or a transition from money to "labor

checks, "any more than does our present

public operation of the postal system, or

our prospective public ownership and oper

ation of our railroad system.

But, for the benefit of my friends Gros

and Borland, I want to outline a scientific

system of gradation of wages. The state

ment, often made, that one day's labor is

worth another, and that a day's labor

would be an equitable and scientific unit

or standard of value, is subject to the fol

lowing limitations. First : provided the

same cost, in time and money, is expended

in preparation for the kind of occupation

the laborer is employed itl. Second: pro

vided the expenditure or loss of vital energy,

or life force is the same. These two quali

fications are, to a great extent, compen

satory, or self-balancing, because as a rule,

the laborers in occupations for which the

most costly preparation is necessary are

likely to live much longer than the laborers

who do not require such costly preparation.

The scientific rule is this: "Each worker

should be able to earn the same wages in a

lifetime spent in labor." Hence a man en

gaged in an occupation in which the labor

ers enjoy an average duration of life of

twenty years should receive double the

wages paid a laborer engaged in an occupa

tion wherein the laborers' lives average

forty years. This is scientific, yet simple

justice applied to wages. All that is needed

is to grade the wage scale as life insurance

premiums are graded, and by the same act

uary's mortality table. This can be done

in dollars and cents and as well under a

socialistic as under a competitive system,

the people's government being the wage

payer.

These ideas are submitted with the res

ervation that nothing contained therein

shall be construed as committing me to the

single tax programme. I am simply study

ing along those lines. In New Zealand,

very excellent and surprising results have

been accomplished by the abolition of all

taxes upon personal property and iniprov-

mentsupon land and the substitution there

for of a tax upon bare land and a graded

income tax. There is first a general ail va

lorem tax upon bare land, assessed at its

actual cash value ; next, a graded tax upon

all lands above a certain value, owned by

any one individual, firm or corporation ;

lastly, an additional tax upon lands held

by alien owners. If the assesed valuation

returned by land owners does not come up

to the governmental assessor's estimate of

the land's true value, thirty davs notice is

given and if the land owner fails to amend

his return, the government pays him the

valuation he himself affixes upon it, with

ten per cent additional and the land reverts

to the government. Holders of land mort

gages are taxed as part owners of the lar>d.

A graded income tax is levied upon all in

comes derived from any and all sources

except land, all incomes of less than fifteen

hundred dollars being exempt,

INTEREST AND THE CAUSE OF IN

TEREST.

BY A. J. liHIY.

The wealth of this country, and, in fact,

the wealth of the world, is rapidly becom

ing concentrated in the hands of the few

who live without work, and the masses,

those who do labor and produce all wealth,

find it growing more difficult to get a living.

If the rate of wages is higher than it was

forty years ago, employment is more uncer

tain, and a chance to toil and earn bread
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by the sweat of the brow, ia becoming a

privilege, a boon which the honest, faithful

toiler must beg of the few who have it to

bestow.

Labor organizations have served to keep

up wages but not to increase opportunities

for employment, and, unless there is a

change, it is only a question of time when

they will be forced, by the vast army of

unemployed, to accept reduction after re

duction until a wage is reached which will

give but a bare living. What the laborer

should aim to do, and what he must do if

he would permanently better his condition,

is to bring about a change which will in

crease his opportunities for employment

and give him a larger share of that which

his labor produces. Labor organizations

should be schools in which laborers should

be educated in the laws which govern

the production and distribution of wealth ;

then when they have learned what will

better their condition, they have the power

through the ballot, to give expression to

their views in the form of law.

No one denies that enough could be pro

duced to give to all an abundance were

laborers given free access to natural oppor

tunities. But they are denier1 -free access

to these opportunities to the materials of

production, and are only given access to

such materials when they consent to sur

render a large part of the products of their

labor to -r, Landlord or a capitalist. Had

they free access to these opportunities, and

were they permitted to retain the full pro

duct of their labor, the wealth of the world

would soon be in the hands of the laborers,

and the distribution would be fair and

equable.

Products of labor are now divided be

tween the laborer, the landlord and the

capitalist. Labor does all the work and

gets little more than a bare living, while

landlords and capitalists do no part of the

work but manage to become multi-million

aires on the share which goes to them. It

is through exactions for rent and interest

that the few, who perform no labor, grow

wealthy, and the many, who labor and pro

duce all wealth, are impoverished.

Neither rent nor interest are just, and

both can and must be turned to the advan

tage of the laborer if he would retain the

full product of his labor. There is an irre

pressible conflict between the laborer on

the one hand, and the landlord and capi

talist on the other.

Labor is the only active factor of production

without labor there could be no production.

Land produces no wealth, it furnishes the

material which labor converts into wealth

or capital ; and capital furnishes labor with

that which makes it more efficient; of it

self capital produces nothing.

While land without labor will produce

no wealth yet it will, by reason of an ever

increasing demand for land, caused by in

crease of population and advance of ma

terial progro&s, increase in value. That is

to say, it will not produce wealth nor will

it add to wealth, yet it will give to its owner

the power to command a constantly in

creasing share of that which labor pro

duces upon, or with land. Rent will in

crease even though land be unused by

labor.

Capital, without labor, will produce no

wealth, neither will it add to wealth. Un

like land, it will not increase in value with

increase of population and advance of ma

terial progress. On the contrary, capital

will not only not increase in value by the

mere lapse of time, but, without the ex

penditure of labor to care for, preserve and

protect it, capital will constantly decrease

in value. This decrease results from dis

integration and decay, change of customs

and fashions and improver -at in machin

ery and processes of production. Nature

is constantly changing the form and place

of matter, tearing down and rebuilding;

there is no form of wealth which is un ex

ception to this rule, and constant care is

required to counteract this tendency of na

ture to decompose and recompose with all

her material.

Wealth accumulated for future use not

only does not increase but it is a burden, a

charge upon the owner if he would keep it

intact. Without labor capital does not in

crease in value, it earns no interest, it is a

charge upon the owner to the extent of

labor required to care for it, or for storage,

or insurance to guard against loss, if it does

not actually depreciate in value from some

of the causes mentioned. Investments in

land are made for two reasons: one, be

cause it is a safe means of preserving wealth

which has been accumulated, not tor pres

ent but for future use, and the other, be

cause it will increase in value, and when

wanted for use, more wealth can be ob

tained in exchange for it than was required

in exchange to obtain it. This increase in

value is called " unearned increment."

There is, as we have seen, no unearned

increment arising from an investment in

wealth, but, rather, an unrequited decre

ment.

Then whv should one who has accumu

lated wealth which he does not wish to now
use, and, in fact, has no present use for, re- •

quire of another, who has immediate uw

for it, and who, borrowing it, undertakes to

return it when the lender wishes to use it,

not. only the return of the exact amount

borrowed but a large sum in addition '.'

Does not the borrower render a valuable

service to the lender when he relieves him

of the trouble anil expense of caring for

his wealth until such time as he wishes to
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use it? On what principle of equity can

lie require the ireturn of more than the

amount borrowed; does not the service of

the borrower, in caring for aud preserving

the wealth of the lender, place him under

obligations to the borrower? The tempo

rary advance of wealth may be an advan

tage to the borrower, but that is no reason

wby the lender should be rewarded with an

increase.

If we do not go outside of the transac-

tiou itself, the obligation incurred, upon a

loan, is as often, if not more often, from

lender to borrower than it is from borrower

to lender. Then why do men consent to

pay interest for the use of wealth or capi

tal?

Interest is paid not because capital earns

it, nor because capital, as such, could com

mand it, but because capital and land are

interchangeable, and land will increase in

value without cost or care on the part of

the owner. ,..,.

Interest is caused by the monopolization

of land which enables individuals to appro

priate rent and the unearned increment of

its value.

Interest does not regulate rent, but rent

and the increase in land values regulates

interest. I use the terra interest in its

economic sense, which differs from commer

cial interest in that it excludes insurance

against risk.

Kent cannot be abolished, neither can it

be decreased as long as individuals are al

lowed to appropriate it. Take the rental

of land for public use and no profit could

be made on an investment in land, and no

gain could be had by the control of land

except it was used productively, and then

the whole gain would go to labor. There

would then be no form into which wealth

could be changed in which it would in

crease in value without labor, and would

not be a constant charge upon its owner.

Cheapen money to such an extract that

values would double, and the rate of inter

est would remain the same; the amount of

money required to purchase a tract of land

would be doubled, rent would be doubled,

and the amount of interest paid on money

obtained to make a given investment would

be doubled. If the current rate of interest

was six per cent., and government should

loan money at three per cent., it would re

sult in doubling the price of land, and

rents would then be but three per cent, on

the value of land, but the amount of rent

would be unchanged.

Capital may be said to be omnipresent, it

is easily transferred from place to place ;

this is not true of land, it cannot be moved

from one place to another to equalize sup

ply and demand, and equalize rent. Rent

is an absolute quantity, it is not determined

by the rate of interest, nor the amount of

capital invested. It varies greatly in dif

ferent localities in which the rate of inter

est is the same, but it appears not to vary,

because the rate of interest determines

capitalized rent or present selling price of

land. And, as all capital is potentially

everywhere—at all limes, it operates to

equalize the return from the rent of land

by making the present value of the land

conform to the amount of capital which

would return in interest, a sum equal to

the rent of the land.

Interest is caused by rent, but the rate of

interest is not determined by rent at any

one place, nor can it, when risk is elimina

ted, be more than temporarily higher in

one place than it is in another. Whether

it is the average rent and unearned incre

ment, or some other rent and unearned in

crement which determines the rate of in

terest, I cannot say, I only go so far as to

affirm that it is rent and the unearned in

crement of land values, which causes in

terest. By using the rate of interest as a

divisor, and the annual net rent of a given

piece of land as a dividend, the quotient

will be the market value of the land. To

illustrate : suppose a lot in a growing town

is purchand for $100, and is rented for a

period of five years at- eight dollars a year,

the k'c^ee to pay all taxes and expenses.

The current rate of commercial interest

being eight per cent, this is considered a

fair rental. At the expiratior of the five

years, with no further outlay on the part

of the owner, the growth of the town has

cause a greater demand for lots, and there

are those who will now give the owner of

the lot sixteen dollars a year for its use. If

the rate of interest has not changed, the

lot is now worth S200. Should the rate of

interest be reduced to six per cent., the lot

would be worth S266.66, and should this re

duction in the rate of interest result from

greater stability of values, and greater

security, thus eliminating risk and lessen

ing insurance, the same cause would in

crease the value of the lot, and this same

local cause would have lowered commercial

interest and increased rent. Here, obvi

ously, interest had nothing whatever to do

with determining rent; if it had, the rent

of the laud and its selling value, would

have remained unchanged if the rate of in

terest did not change, and should the rate

of interest change, as suggested, to six per

cent., the $100 invested in the lot should

return but six dollars, and the rent of the

lot should be six instead of sixteen dollars,

at the end of the five years. Kxamples,

like the one given, are of common occur

rence, and they conclusively show that rent

is not determined by interest. The rate of

interest serves only to determine the capi

talized rental or market value of land.

Take the economic rent of land for pub
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lie use, by the single tax, and away goes

interest and speculative rent. Then the

laborer will get the full product of his toil,

for he would then have access to land by

the payment of a small rental equal only

to the superior advantage of the land used,

and would pay no other tax, or charge;

and capital would be at his command with

no charge other than the return of the

amount borrowed when wanted to be used

bv lender.

TAX EEFOEM.

BY S. D. Gl'lON.

The Washington Pout, a paper of recent

birth, liberal, non-partisan and ably edited,

thinks weli of the single tax, mentions

many good results that it believes would

follow from its adoption, and I think would

fully endorse it, only, as it says: "It has

not been made clear to it how it could bring

the millenium ;—change the nature of man ;

—inspire with industry those who are now

idle and vicious ; -increase the number of

the thrifty and lessen the number of the

incompetent and worthless." Theee things

the Post " finds it difficult, if not impossible,

to believe." There are some who can be

made to see the truth or the natural and

inevitable effects of a cause, only by occular

demonstration. These are those who have

not the intellectual ability to reason from

cause to effect. 1 >oes the Pout wish to be

classed with' these? It seems to the Post

that, so long as there is land to be had at a

merely nominal cost by all those who really

wish to earn a living through honest toil,

there is little reason to revolutionize our

system of taxation in pursuit of an ideal.

Judging by the ability displayed by the

editor of the Pout he must be possessed of a

very high order of intellect, that his reason

ing powers must have been developed to a

high degree and that he must be bo thor

oughly well equipped that he can argue

from cause to effect, and will, as every un

biased mind must, reach logical, unrefut

able conclusions. He who is thus equipped

needs not that others shall make clear to

him the results which must inevitably fol

low the adoption of the single tax. It is

not clear to the Post " how Mr. George's

remedywill usher in the millenium." What

is the millenium? It is our highest ideal

of a state of perfect happiness, and must

come through the aggregation of all those

things which we believe or imagine will

when operating together at the same time

produce the maximum of happiness. The

Post mentions almost numberless things

which it says the adoption of the single tax

would do, which are just the things that

must be done to create or bring about the

millenium. It is not even imagined by its

warmest advocates that the single tax could

usher in the millenium in all its fullness, it

must come and can only come through the

slow process of evolution, but they do be

lieve, and the Post itself must believe, be

cause it altirms, that the single tax will

usher in those things which will create the

conditions precedent to the ultimate reali

zation of the millenium. The Pu*t affirms

"that the single tax would simplify tax

ation." Assuredly it would, th« simplifi

cation of taxation would be a good thing,

as the language of the Post plainly indicates

that it believes. It would help to bring

about better conditions, conditions prece

dent to the realization of the millenium.

It believes that it "would remove a gn at

many difficulties and inequalities." These

difficulties and inequalities are obstruct ions,

the removal of which would open the way

and free the coutse, so that those things

which produce the conditions precedent to

the realization of the millenium could have

free operation, which would greatly hasten

its realization. The Post seeB, as it une

quivocally affirms, "that it would make

drones among land holdera contribute their

proper share toward the common fund, and

put the penalty, if penalty there must b^,

upon sloth rather than upon activity." In

doing this, and the Post believes that it will,

verily, it will be helping to form the consti

tution of the millenium and accelerate it*

coming. It also sees that "it would create

countless opportunities that do not now

exist. To be a millenium countless oppor

tunities must necessarily exist. The Post

cannot conceive of a millenium without

them." But "it is difficult if not impos

sible" for the Punt " to believe that it would

change the nature of man, that it would

inspire with industry those who are now

idle and vicious, that it would increase the

number of the thrifty and lessen the num

ber of the incompetent and worthless."

Now, in asserting that it cannot believe

that the single tax will do these things the

Post virtually admits its inability to reason

from cause to effect. All who know any

thing about the working of our present sys

tem, even the millionaire and monopolist

will admit, for indeed they must know, that

the reason why there are so many people

who are ever in straitened circumstances,

so many who are continually strmrglim:

with all their might to keep food in the

larder, decent, respectable clothes on their

backs and a shelter over their bends, so

many who are so abjectly poor that they

cannot live decently and make both ends

meet, and so many paupers and tramps is

because of lack of opportunity. As natural

opportunities begin to grow 'scarce, owiog

to their having been appropriated by the

rich, the above ronditions begin to develop,

and as such opportunities become more

and more scarce, these conditions manifest

>r
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themselves with greater virulence. The

Port knows that all natural opportunities

which can be made available at the present

time have been gobbled up by the rich and

in most cases are held on speculation until

tbe demand for their use becomes so great

that the holders are able to realize fortunes

by their sale, and it knows, too, that these

fortunes were not earned by the holders,

hut that they were created solely by the

community, that it was the presence of all

the people with their intelligence, energy

and labor which gave the value to every

opportunity. Natural law commands that

exact justice be done. Natural law pro

claims that justice consists in insuring to

each all that his intelligence, energy and

labor may create, and preventing any one

from obtaining any part of that which

others have created without their free con

sent. The Port knows that the placing of

laws upon the statute books to subvert

natural law and set aside justice must, in

Ihe end, prove disastrous. Natural law

cannot be subverted, neither can justice be

set aside nor ignored with impunity. The

history of all times and of all nations con-

closively proves this. Natural law declares

that all nien are born equal, and endowed

with certain inalienable rights, among

which are life, liberty and the pursuit of

happiness. Each having these inalienable

rights, then each has an equal right to

maintain them. These rights can only be

maintained by the same processes and the

use of the same means, tn en each has an

equal right to avail themselves of the same

processes and to make use of the same

meajis. Natural law declares that these

natural and inalienable rights can be main

tained and made secure only by each hav

ing at all times and under all circumstances

an equal right to the use of the land. Na

tural law not only declares and proclaims

this, but commands it: disobey, and misery,

poverty and degradation will surely follow;

obey, and there will as surely follow plenty

and happiness. Says the Port: "It is dif

ficult if not impossible to believe that Mr.

'ieorge's remedy would change the nature

»f man." We can judge what we suppose

to be the nature of man only by bis acts.

A hog will, when hungry, crowd another

out of or away from the trough, and we say

it is the nature of the hog, but when it has

eaten its fill it will go away and lie down,

and neither by force nor persuasion can it

l'e gotten back again. Judging by its acts,

it has evinced two contrary natures. A

watchdog springs with vengeance at a stran

ger who attempts to intrude on his domain,

and again we say it is the nature of the dog,

hut immediately his master calls him and

proceeds to fondle him, his fierce vengeance

ie gone and he manifests the utmost plea

sure and delight. I nder different circum

stances they each evinced opposite natures.

A man brought up in an orderly commu

nity, by an industrious father," who has

taught him from his earliest years that in

dustry and temperance are prime virtues,

that honesty and kindness will insure the

respect and esteem of his fellow men, that

righteousness consists in doing unto others

as he would have others do unto him, and

that only by the practice of these things

can he hope to succeed in life in all that

makes life essentially successful. With

such environment and such teaching he

will become so thoroughly imbued with

their spirit that the practicing of them will

become so natural to him that thereupon

will depend his happiness. We ascribe

these virtues to him and declare that their

manifestation must be in accordance with,

and prompted by his nature. Now, all men

are possessed of the same nature. All men

are human beings, and, therefore, must be

possessed of the same nature, i. e. human

nature. But human nature is susceptible

to influences, and as the influences are good

or evil there will be developed a good or an

evil disposition. With such influences and

training as received by the man mentioned

above a saintly disposition would be devel

oped. With influences and training of an

opposite character there would be develop

ed a devilish disposition. This is manifestly

self-evident, it is the effect of the law of

nature, of natural law, and, therefore, in

evitable. A man born and brought up in

the slums, associating continually with the

inhabitants of the sub-cellar of society, with

the idle and vicious, with harlots, thieves

and murderers, there will be developed in

him, he being a human being, a devilish

disposition.

The Post plainly sees and admits that the

adoption of the single tax " would make

drones among land holders contribute their

proper share toward the common fund, and

put the penalty, if penalty there must be,

upon sloth rather than upon activity." It

must also see and admit that the "drones

having been made to contribute their prop

er share, that the poor would surely be

relieved of an unjust, grievous burden, and

sloth having been made to pay the penalty

—if penalty it chooses to call it—and in

that degree relieved activity; the slothful

would be impelled to activity in order to

meet the penalty, while the active would

rejoice and be inspired to put forth greater

activity. It also sees and admits that its

adoption "would create countless oppor

tunities that do not now exist." It must

also see and admit that these countless

opportunities would soon be taken advant

age of by countless numbers of people. If

its vision is not perfectly clear as to this,

and cannot admit it with entire readiness,

it has only to contemplate the opening to
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settlers of Oklahoma and the Cherokee

Strip.

The Pott, in admitting that the adoption

of the single tax will do these things virtu

ally admits all that its advocates claim for

it. ' These things are, indeed, the very foun

dation of the physical and material consti

tution of the millenium, and in admitting

that the single tax will hring about con

ditions that will ultimately change what

the PokI is pleased to call the nature of man,

virtually admits that its adoption will bring

such benign conditions as will surely pro

duce the morals and ethics which must

form part of the constitution of the mille

nium.

LABOR'S NEW PHASE.

BY MA HIE LOrjSE.

Abraham Lincoln was more than a hu

manitarian, more than a wise statesman and

energetic chief, he was a philosopher and a

propnet. After the war of secession the

fumes of victory and of complete success

in his undertaking did not obscure his

judgment or blind his mental perception.

The good accomplished by the war he esti

mated at its true value, and the evil which

the emancipation of the negro slaves and

the centralization and consolidation of poli

tical authority might bring forth, did not

escape his penetration. His glance pierced

the mist of times to come and his prophetic

eye could see events shaping in the bosom

of futurity. We may imagine the pang of

sadness at his heart when he said :

I affirm it as my conviction that class laws, placing

capital above labor, are more dangerous to the repub

lic at this hour than chattel slavery in the days of its

haughtiest supremacy. Labor is prior to. ana above

capital and deserves a much higher consideration.

Since these prophetic words were uttered

hardly thirty years have gone by, and al

ready the social chaos which Lincoln fore

saw is upon us. Capital towers above labor,

'the baBe is uppermost and the structure

swings, for the line of gravity falls over the

circumference of the base. In the inverted

social edifice labor is on its knees, alter

nately praying, asking, demanding to be

heard.

Anteriorly to the Ann Arbor strike in

March, 1891!, the working people were led

to believe that trades unions could, by a

strong concentration of their foices, effect

ually cope with the rapacious out-reaching

of organized capitalism. The question oi

capital vs. labor was thought to be an issue

collateral, if I may use that expression;

the battle was in no way connected with,

nor detrimental to the political rights and

political equality of the combatants. These,

it was believed, resembled two brothers de

scending to a corner of the back yard to

adjust with their lists, and unknown to

their parents, a quarrel between them.

The laborers assumed that they were fight

ing a free battle, on a free ground, with

equal chances for both parties engaged.

This faith of the working class in political

equality accounts for the rapid spread of

trades unions in this republic. Those sec

tional organizations, like the guilds of the

middle ages of which they are a modified

reproduction, were pregnant with a disas

trous principle, viz.: Sectional strife and

warfare among the various parts of the

general body.

Great as this injury proved to be to the

organized workingmen, it was borne pa

tiently or it was overlooked for the sake of

the great power the organization was sup

posed to possess for checking the encroach

ment of the capitalists. But the Ann Arbor

strike of last year, which provoked the in

junction of Judge A. T. Ricks, and after

wards that of Judge Taft, sapped the found

ation of trades unionism in this country.

The action of the court of justice in interfer

ing in the strike in the interest of the corpor

ation and by the verdict given against Chief

Arthur, as representative of the brother

hood, together with the proceedings entered

against several strikers, have virtually de

clared trades unionism an illegal combina

tion of men amenable to the penalty of the

law. All illusions about the efficacy of

trade and craft organizations to cope with

capitalism have radically vanished ; the leg

islature has openly declared itself in favor

of capitalists and this decision settles the

question definitely. "The strike," say*

Mr. H. AV. Ashley, general manager of the

road, " attracted general attention for two

reasons. First, Because it was the first

time the judicial authorities held that em

ployes of a common carrier were semi-

public servants and must perform their

duties so long as they remained in the ser

vice of a carrier. Second, Because the

chiefs or leaders of a labor organization,

irresponsible, unincorporated and unknown

to law, were held criminally and financially

for the overt acts of the orders they rep

resented."

Arguing the case, Judge Ricks incident

ally mentioned that "in 18!»1 he had grant

ed a similar mandatory order on a bill for

an injunction filed in that court bv the

Wheeling & Lake Erie railroad, which was

enforced with beneficent results as against

its engineers, firemen and trainmen who

had refused to handle inter-state commerce

freight loaded on cars consigned to various

ports on Lake Superior and Lake Michi

gan."

Manifestly, the standing in court of em

ployers and employes is not on a base of

equality, neither is it on oae of equity.

It is amazing to see the length of time it

took the American workingman to discover

that. The equality before the law is »
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word to which no substance is annexed, yet

the ringing of the word has been sufficient

to dazzle the toilers and rock them into

slumber. He who fancies himself free and

complacently sits down to compliment him

self on his splendid condition, is not far from

having the manacles of despotism clasped

around his limbs. "Eternal vigilance is

the price of liberty," let us not forget it.

No man, nor law, nor established condition

may be safely entrusted with the keeping

of individual liberty. Men are variable,

laws are plastic, conditions are uncertain.

Why? The assumption of the law used by

Judge Ricks that an act done by an individ

ual tn the exercise of a right may be lawful, but

when done by a number conspiring to injure or

improperly influence another, may be unlaw

ful," is an emphatic condemnation of the

working people to silence, submission and

servile degradation. Between an employer

and his employes the contest is always that

of a single individual or corporation with

several individuals. The employer being

"single," according to the law, may legally

exercise his right, but the employes being a

"number" are forbidden to exercise thesame

right. Actions done by several individuals

are, of necessity, concerted actions and may

easily be construed into an attempt at con

spiracy. A law can always be found to fit

a case, especially when that case is tabooed.

After the Scotch rebellion of 1745, the Eng

lish judges said to the government : "Bring

on the men you want executed, and we will

find the laws to hang them by."

Obviously, the attitude of the court in

the Ann Arbor difficulty has sealed the

destruction of past trades unionism and

shown the necessity of organizing all the

toilers, regardless of grade or conditions,

into a soDd, compact hody of trade socie

ties, not federated but confederated, in

order to present to capitalism a front which

neither it nor the legislature, on which it

leans, will dare treat with contempt. The

toilers must stand shoulder to shoulder for

the elevation and dignity of labor; they

most close on one another and form a wall

impenetrable to capitalistic bullets. The

breach in labor's camp has always been the

cause of its defeat ; nothing else under the

sun could ever have conquered it. Hitherto

it has been too sectional, too sectarian, too

exclusive; each trade or brotherhood has

acted with a view to serve its own interests

regardless of the injury it inflicted on the

other fellow workers. It has ignored the

fact that the " concern of one is the con

cern of all ; " that class distinction, class

rule are death to the welfare of labor and

the consequence of this error is the present

situation, where, as Mr. Depew, an eminent

authority on such matters, lately said, "to-

dny fifty men can meet together and stop every

wktel and every wire and paralyze the entire

country within the space of twenty-four hours!"

Fellow workmen, read this statement of

one of our millionaires over and over again,

until you comprehend the full extent of its

meaning. Repeat it to yourselves until you

utter it in your dreams at night, until your

dreams are transformed into a nightmare

and the horror of your position haunts

every one of your steps. Slumber not;

awaken ! Fifty men have it in their power

to throw you and your dear ones face to

face with starvation and the terrors that

fatal word implies, within the space of

twenty-four hours. The power of capitalism

has reached its summit, and nothing but a

confederation of all labor organizations and

the organizing of all workers can counter

balance that immense power of money.

Not only does enforced idleness and starva

tion confront us all, not only are millions

of toilers out of employment, and compell

ed to receive chanty and beg, but it has

become evident that the stricken laborer

must bear his misery in silence and say

" God bless you " to the rich who gives him

alms out of the wealth which, as Adam

Smith solemnly declared, is produced by

labor and by labor alone. A worker unem

ployed does not remain long in that posi

tion before his clothes wear into tatters

and the last of his shirts drop into shreds.

Let him travel on foot several miles to look

after work, let the dust of the road cover

his poor clothing and besmear his hair and

face, with no money in his pocket to get a

room to wash himself and brush off the

dust on his garments, and you will have an

individual which the wealthy class and the

monkeying class of clerks will call a dirty,

" soap-fearing, vermin-haunted vagabond,"

as his " Highness," Dean Francis Wayland

of Yale college described the umemployed

of Boston on their way to Washington,

whom the Yale students intended to receive

and befriend in New Haven, yesterday,

April 30.

The insults, irony, lies, malignity which

the mercenary press of New York, the cor

rupted politicians and the besotted money

class heap on the unemployed who dare to

mention their suffering, throw in the shade

all the brutal virulence the bloated feudal

lords of the middle ages poured on their

rebelling bondmen. It needed an indus

trial crisis like that we now endure and

the enforced idleness of several millions of

toilers to discover that so much turpitude

lay potential in these puppets of authority

and moneyed aristocracy. Instead of put-

ing on sackcloth on beholding so much

misery, dirt and degradation in the very

bosom of the great American republic, they

laugh at and scorn and malign the victims

of the capitalistic, monopolistic system

which has obtained and consolidated.

The New York Sun has a staff corres
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pondent whose purse is too empty to be an

independent capitalist, and whose mind is

too foul to sympathize with or assist the

dependent workers. That " Jesuit in Bhort

gown" manages to procure statistics which

prove " that the distress and the destitution

caused by the .present crisis among the

earners of wages have been enormously

exaggerated by the well-meaning but in

considerate philanthropists who have un

dertaken to relieve them. * • * • The

collections made for the relief of the unem

ployed poor here in this city (New York)

so far as the amount has been published,

has not exceeded $250,000, which would not

suffice to furnish with food, fuel and cloth

ing for more than a single week the i'00,000

persons said to be on the verge of starva

tion." In a subsequent contribution he

writes: "As I pointed out last Monday,

most of the writers and speakers who de

claim against the existing order of society

and urge the adoption of the improvements

upon it which they have devised, are ill-

informed as to the facts of the case, and ac

cept for the truth the fancies of their own

excited imagination. Throughout all this

past hard winter, scarcely one solitary case

of death from actual want of food has been

brought to light, etc."

The Sun paper may have been mum re

garding the dailv occurrence of death

through want of food and the numerous

suicides caused by hunger, which happened

in New York these last eight months. That

organ is perverted enough to suppress this

news for fear of disturbing the rich in their

palaces and their feasts ; but other papers,

though pledged against the unsubmissive,

starving laborers, Lave published accounts

whose horror suffieienly demonstrates the

enormous dimension of thesufferingamong

the masses.

By a strange coincidence an appeal to the

rich in favor of charity made by Secretary

Herbert, of the navy department, has

aroused the ire of the editor of the Sun,

and he gives vent to his hatred of the dis

contented unemployed in his usual incisive

style. Among other things he makes

statements which give the lie to those of

the "Jesuit in short gown," who contrib

uted the lines I have quoted above. In the

heat of his indignation the editor exclaims:
'• Probably never before in the history of

the world were the contributions of the

rich for the assistance of the poor so great

in volume during a corresponding period as

they were in this country during the prev

alent dulness of last winter. In this city

(New York i alone they amounted to mil

lions of dollars, and throughout the union,

in almost every community, they were as

large porportionately to the suffering. The

aggregate of this charity was enormous,

and it was expended by the rich at a time

when they themselves were enduring losses

of both capital and income produced by

the same causes which deprived labor of

employment. The system of private chari

ties was extended and enlarged to an un

precedented degree, and the sum contrib

uted for the alleviation of the distress and

importunity was vastly increased by the

gifts of individuals who wanted the satis

faction of being their own almoners. • *

* * Moreover, that vast volume of benev

olence did not serve to relieve or even to

mitigate the social discontent of which

Coxey is a representative. Kather, it has

aggravated it.

This is the way labor is assailed to day by

the illogical, inconsistent, unintelligent

Eress of the country because a new spirit

as arisen among the toilers ; a new im

pulse for self-preservation is moving them;

because they combine and confederate into

one body, moved by one idea, and they

step forward with one uniform step, with

faces turned toward the goal their present

misery has revealed to them.

KEEP SWEET.

BY .IOSE GROS.

The conditions of modern societies are no

doubt extremely complicated. The worst

feature we have to deal with is the very

multplicity of reform movements that are

being agitated. We have really un embarra*

de richeises, as the French say, an embarrass

ing wealth of reforms. That is very pro

voking, but it does not need to be discourag

ing. Chaos must precede order, and chaos

is here, among us, in the midst of all na

tions, in our own perhaps more than any

where else. But why should we need chntt

after so many centuries of order? We only

see an answer to that question, viz: The

order we have had has rested on oppres

sion. not on freedom, on injustice, not on

ethics. And all because hate has been con

stantly prevailing among men.

Look at the history of all religious de

velopments. It has been a history of hates.

Yet, where shall we turn, for reform in that

direction, if not to religion of some kind?

And no kind of religion is good for niiu-li

that does not teach men how to supprt)--

hate, and hence how to keep sweet. And

very few men seem to have learned any

thing of the kind as yet. The point i*

illustrated by many social reformers to-day.

Here we are, trying to discuss the method*

by which modern civilization can be saved,

and every now and then we, some of u«

anyhow, feel inclined to make an exhibi

tion of ourselves through absence of sweet

ness towards each other. That will never

do. We can only reform humanity bv re

forming ourselves. We can only reform

ourselves by keeping sweet with each other,

while suggesting our respective method*
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through which humanity can most effectu

ally realize divine ideals. Let ua be aware

of imitating the great multitude of relig

ious cliques that for centuries long and

manv have quarrelled among themselves,

and have thus, made such a dreadful hash

oi what we call Christian civilization.

To begin with, we reformers should not

rare about converting each other to our

own hobby. Perhaps it is belter that we

should not. Our principal miss'on is to .

make men think by themselves, and to

think noble thoughts. That fnvolv'es, on

our part, great duties and responsibilities.

We must teach men how to trace effects to

causes, how to discriminate between truth

and error, and even between truth ab

solute and truth relative. That can only

be done by carrying our discussions on a

very high plane, and hence avoiding all

personalities, all harsh epithets, all bitter

ness, etc. We should not write for the

fake of vain-glory in trying to show that

faun one of uh is better than the rest of us,

«r some one here and there. We should

aim at the upheaval of humanity regard

less of fame to any of us at the expense of

anybody eUe.

Two articles in the June Mag.xzixk come

to most vividly reflect the meaning of our

above thoughts, with the coincidence that

they both are from the pens of two social

ists. One of the articles is couched with a

beautiful elevation of views which iB very

refreshing. The other article is rather de

pressing and sad. In the former you can

follow thought after thought, gliding along

as the notes of a gorgeous melody, in gen

tle undulations, to express the holy aspira

tions of its composer. You may not quite

agree with all his thoughts, but never

mind about that. All the same you may

revel in the balmy altitude to which the

writer has carried your soul. You can, for

a few moments, forget all your own espec

ial ideas about such and such processes, as

the most direct to arrive at certain rt-sults.

You can even tay to yourself : Well, if

the conceptions of our own reform group

were found wanting, after they had been

tried, we should not object to follow the

lines suggested by that other reform school,

as presented to us by such a writer.

We shall now try to be frank with that

other friend of ours, that other socialist who,

in his .June article, gives us an extra dose of

sarcasm and personalities. Wo don't really

»*-e the need ol any bitterness among re

formers because they happen to disagree,

t-ven disagreements are useful among men

if they only keep sweet. Disagreements

at then as stimulants on the fibres of the

soal. They embody that grand law of free

competition, indispensable to all healthy,

physical and mental development, working

among men as it works among the stars, re

vealing the existence of a Power who is in

favor of freedom and against oppression

even in forms relatively mild and gentle.

We can hardly conceive of a more gentle

oppression than that exercised in many of

the least objectionable religious orders of

times gone by, symbols of socialistic or

ganizations, where the general good of each

set of people in each convent was the pri

mary and final law, as it would be in the

socialistic regime, yet, they all proved a

failure, and the broom of time swept them

off as mere cobwebs, as hinderances to hu

man progress.

Absence of free competition evolves petri

fication in thoughts as well as in acts. Life

is motion, atomic, molecular or molar, in

chemical or vital forms, and hence invisible

to mortal eyes, or in grand, mechanical, in

visible display of power, in the cosmos as

well as in the realm of social growth. In

the latter history tells us that free competi

tion is life, and their absence is death. If

civilizations have perished, if human insti

tutions have decayed, if Christianity itself,

the Christianity of men, has failed to give

us peace on earth, it is all because the lair

of free comprtilion has found tyrants every

where, in all times and under all flags, in

all churches and all states or nations.

That absence of free competition, the in

evitable concomitant of land monopoly,

growing in intensity as land monopoly

grows ; that alone accounts for all social

deformities, when we stop to think sober

thoughts, and dmlain to waste brain force

in sarcasms against those who have some

thing to say different from what we say.

Such sarcasm constitutes a virtual surren

der to the logic and sense of our opponents.

We then literally give up our own case.

Sarcasm tends to deteriorate our own per

ceptions of right. It implies a spirit of in

tolerance, and a reformer should be toler

ant if he is anything. He should strive for

high ideals in conduct. In the battles ol

thought the victory invariably comes to

the gentle writer, never to the sarcastic

one. We don't need to object to some oc

casional funny sally in connection with this

or that self-evident concluion. All else,

in the discussion of serious subjects, U

mere wasting powder in fire Ealutes, cele

brating the triumph of those who oppose

our views with solid facta and gentle lan

guage. The latter alone enables us to dis

criminate and reason correctly in all social

phenomena.

For instance : Take the most prominent

evils of the day such as the professional

tramp, the tenement house, lots of faith

ful workers out of work, the drunkard, the

insane asylum, the absolute poverty of the

poor and the relative one of many of the

rich, disease among all classes from pauper

to potentate, religious indirl'erentism on
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one side and religious fanaticism on the

other, abandoned farms in Bight of towns,

and abandoned city lots in the bosom

of large cities. Do you want to know the

why of all such barbarisms and many

others in the midst of the highest forms of

social growth? Keep sweet and ask history

about it. The answer will come to you in

four words—" abtence of free competition."

The writer lives in a street 70 feet wide

by 700 long, 5 minutes walk from smiling

fields in one direction, and 15 minutes walk

from the business center in a town with

10,000 population. Out of the 14 residences

in that street, we have one, two or three

that remain abandoned for long periods,

not always the same of course. Does that

mean a depreciation of land values there,

or the poverty of those who remain there,

or any drawbacks in that locality? It

would be difficult for you to discover a

more convenient or charming place. To be

sure, a lot 100 by 200 represents about $15,-

000. Absence of free competition makes it

inconvenient for many people to live there 1

Land is too expensive for many to live

there ! And land near towns is often too

expensive for many fanners to farm there.

We generally kick our farmers far away

from cities and towns, with our absence of

free competition for land where farming

would pay. The same close to a growing

town or city is generally held by specula

tors for city lots in 5 or 10 years, if not in

20 or 30. The rich land gambler can wait

very long and never loses anything by thus

waiting. It is the safest investment, land

gambling, when presided by keen fore

sight.

Under a healthy civilization we would

notice a certain regularity in sections where

all land would be under proper use, while

others would not yet be used at all. It is

a disorderly civilization that gives us the

barbaric mixture we have now, of aban

doned lots in the center of cities and aban

doned or unused broad acres close to towns

or in the suburbs of large centers of traffic.

All because of monopoly in natural re

sources, and hence monopoly in labor pro

ducts.

Is the latter possible without the former,

as socialists assert? If so, how? No man

can conceive how. No man can explain

how the thing is to be accomplished. The

converse is a self-evident truth, because we

all know that he who controls the source

of a stream shall control the channel. A

mere dam built up here or there shall devi

ate the water where he may see fit. Hence

those shall control most labor products,

most wealth, who shall control most of the

source of all wealth, most of the best land

from which the wealth is to come, and

where it has to be moved, handled, stored

up, etc. It has always been so, and

it shall always be so, as long as the laws of

nature change not. Socialists themselves

shall realize that later on. In the mean

while let us keep sweet all around. Let as

reason, talk and write like men, not like

sour old aunties, Let ns respect each other

as reformers of different Bchools, and give

our readers a chance to form their own

final conclusions, instead of attempting to

force them to accept our own.

The future belongs to those who want the

triumph of truth rather than that of their

own school of thought.

" WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SA VED / "

Bob Ingersoll, Bob Ingersoll, I heard you here on©

night.

An off you rattled flery talk enough a man to fright ;

You preached on how we must be saved—'twas doe-

trine strange to all—

And many thought you Satan, Bob, that listened in

the hall.

Bob Ingersoll, Bob Ingersoll, our dear old mothers

said,

If good, we'd find a place with (Sod the moment we'd

be dead.

And now, when tossed on life's rough sea and sigh

ing for a calm.

You tell us all were foolish tales, and mothers"

tongues a sham.

It grated harshly on our minds. In days of callow

youth

We felt the words they told us, Bob. were trumpel-

blasta of truth :

We dreamt of angels and their wings, and hourly we

would sigh

To leave this world in spring of life for mansions in

the sky.

Oh, eloquent Bob Ingersoll ! I wonder how you dare

Express such thoughts before mankind? I doo't

know how you'll fare

When God shall call your sinful soul for judgment.

Bob, I fear.

You'll hear the dreadful charge to slide off down

ward on your ear.

I know, my bold defaming chap, your doctrine's sure

to please

Some wealthy fellows, like yourself, who lie on bed)

of ease;

But we who struggle hard for bread beneath each

tyrant's frown.

Prefer our dear old mothers' talcs, that pledged an

endless crown.

There's no one, Bob, who can deny but that your

brain is bright;

You've only got one grievous fault, your doctrine

Isn't right.

I wish you'd take a tumble soon, and come our pious

way.

Your tongue is just a dandy one to eloquently pray.

If not. my flowery Infldel, I fear you yet shall roairt

'Way down upon a whirling spit, until you're brown

as toast ;

Because you thunder forth such lies your audience*

among.

Ah, Bob, whatever else you've got, you have a lying

tongue.

I wish you'd Join our choir above, where I my voice

shall raise

To topmost pitch, on Jordan's banks, in songs of end

less praise.

Indeed I wouldn't like to hear the devil rattling

chains.

To bind you tight for ever more In never-ending

pains.

Standy .i/Vv.miir.
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than the first day of each month.

BURNING Oil,; NEW CRUISERS; STKAM

POWER.

Since the article for the June Magazine

was written, some interesting facts on the

burning of oil as fuel has appeared in the

Engineer, [London], from which I have

taken the salient points, and it will be found

varied, as well as very interesting, to all

readers. It will be understood by our

readers, that there are enormous oil inter

ests in the Black Sea ports of Russia and it

is to them that the article refers.

" Although it is true that petroleum in

any but. the crudest form is an exceedingly

expensive fuel, if purchased in England, it

is not necessarilv costly if purchased in the

Black Sea or in the United States." The

"Baku standard," a steamer, is fitted for

the burning of oil as fuel, and she is a tank

steamer running from the United States or

the Black Sea with oil in bulk as cargo for

England, she is 3,705 gross tons, 330 feet

long, 43 feet wide by 23 feet deep, and her

capacity is 1 ,200,000 gallons of oil.

Only three boiler tenders were shipped,

(in place of fourteen firemen and trimmers),

one of these met with a {all and breaking

his collar bone, the other two had to stand

six hour watches in place of the usual four

hour watch, the long watch would have

been impossible with coal, there appeared

to be little trouble with the fires in the

worst weather, and they needed but little

care, the amount of oil used in a day of

twenty-four hours, was twenty tons, equal

to forty tons of coal per day, and as a triple

engine was used, the fuel was equivalent

to 2500 H. P. the engine of the " Baku Stan

dard " do not, however, indicate anything

like that amount, but nearer 1500 II. P.

[the amount is not given in the article,] a

letter from the superintending engineer of

the firm who put in the engines says: " the

1. H. P. of the same ship with coal is from

15(t0 to 1800, and the coal used is thirty tons

a day of twenty- lour hours, at sea. <: Mak

ing this comparison, it would seem that the

actual value of oil is only one and a half

times that of coal in evaporative power,

while it is of greater cost, but the actual

cost is not given : but the greatly reduced

c-Mt of help in the fire room is cited as a

saving, to offset the increased cast of the oil

over the coal, up to this point there seems

to be a satisfactory condition of affairs, in

the new departure, but some important

points now appear for our consideration,

Mil in the case of a ship they mean a great

cost.

" So far Mr. Stuart [the owner] seems to

be contented with the result in all respects

but one, and that is the old trouble that

has arisen over and over again when petro

leum fuel is used in connection with surface

condensing engines—a very serious quan

tity of steam is used in spraying the fuel.

This represents so much waste, which is not

the worst of the matter. The steam so

used goes off into the chimney in one or

another form, and the auxiliary feed has to

be employed to make up the loss, salt water

cannot be pumped into the boilers, fresh

water enough cannot be carried, conse

quently an expensive and heavy evaporat

ing plant has to be fitted up and worked

with the liquid fuel. It is easy to under

estimate this item, when we say that during

the first voyage of the Baku standard the

weight of steam required to spray the oil

exceeded that of the oil, reaching over a

ton an hour, some idea of what it repre

sents in the way of a loss, may be formed :

Allowing 20 pounds of steam per I. H. P.,

a very liberal allowance, we see a ton of

steam per hour means about 112 I. H. P.

and allowing a pound of fuel evaporates 15

pounds of water an hour, it means that not

less than 3,600 pounds of oil has to be burn

ed each twenty four hours, for the purpose

of supplying fresh water to the boilers for

forcing the fuel into the furnaces.

It is stated that a different set of burners

are now being prepared for the furnaces and

it is hoped the supply of axuliary feed will

be reduced to ten tons each twenty-four

hours."

My own impressions of this article were

at first reading that some mistake had been

made in statements, for the amount was so

enormous, but on a careful re-reading, it is

apparent that the facts are stated, and it is

also a very poor triple engine that is allow

ed twenty pounds of steam per hour, fif

teen is large, and this would call for 150

I. H. P. to put the fuel into the furnaces, or

or nearly ten per cent of the whole power,

which would make a negative quantity of

the saving in labor, or feeding the few men

required, but this is not all ; there is a lia

bility of fire and explosions if any air gets

mixed with the fuel on its way from the

bunkers to the furnace, and some other

questions seem to have arisen in the whole

application of liquid fuel, that are not all

comfortable even if seemingly economical.

It may be that petroleum steamers can use

liquid fuel, at some saving, but the saving

seems to disappear on a careful considera

tion of the whole of the circumstances, for

a steamer whose whole business is with the

oil supply, can put in her fuel while loading

her cargo, but a steamer not loading with

oil could hardly take in other cargo, or sup

ply herself with such fuel, when in other

business, or away from the source of supply
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and it might be possible for shippers to have

a word to say as to the shipment of their

goods in immediate contact with such a

cargo of fuel.

The economy of the matter seems to be

indirect rather than direct, and it would

scera, also that the saving has to be most

decidedly proven, before it can be accepted

as in any way final or conclusive, the

amount of feed water required to provide

for the jet, is out of all proportions to the

seeming saving and ten per cent, of fuel

added to any ship to supply the ship with

feed water would at once cause all such

consideration to lie dropped.

The Lloyds seem to consider it as experi

mental, and do nothing to interfere* with it

so far as reported, rather looking on it as

something to be decided by further experi

ment and the final result will be waited

for with interest just as all such innovations

in regular practice usually are.

*
"'

«
The new lT. S. Cruiser, " Olympia," in her

trial, the details of which are only lately

given, has proved up to all requirements

and in excess on Bpeed, she is steel, pro

tected cruiser, .344 feet over all, draft 21 feet

(i inches, displacement 5,872.1ft tons, has

two triple expansion engines, each having

42 inches hign, 59 in intermediate and 92

in low pressure cylinders, with piston valves

on all the cylinders, each engine has a screw

oi three blades, 14 feet !i inches in diameter,

19 feet pitch, variable, four double ended

and two single ended boilers, 824 feet of

grate surface and 28,298.64 feet of heating

mrface, carry 160 lhs steam pressure, speed

of engines about 138 revolutions per min

ute, at full speed, and at full speed made a

total of 17,313.08 I. H. I', on main and aux

iliaries, all running, used 37,9157.5 pounds

of best Harris coal per hour, or 2.22 pounds

per indicated H. 1'. per hour, all working

included, at full speed, the coal was to some

extent estimated, being taken from bags of

100 pounds each—speed under full swing

was 21 'is knota after correction.

•
* *

Some experimental work has lately been

done in the locomotive practice of finding

the efficiency of the engine with regard to

the expenditure of heat in power, and the

results are astonishing to the makers, the

claim was made that " nearly .200 of the

fuel value would be accounted for in the

steam as referred to by Carnot's evele, or

that the range of temperature would show

.2 of that efficiency, and this is found by

hiking the temperature of the steam as it

enters the cylinder, for the highest temper

ature, and the pressure of the exhaust as

the final temperature for the range, then

subtract the lower from the upper, and

divide the remainder bv the absolute tem

perature of the higher temperature or add

to the sensible temperature of the steam at

the highest pressure 401.2 degrees F. and

the result will in all cases be a decimal,

which represents the percentage of heat ac

counted for, of the toial heat used or possi

ble to be given out from the combustion of

the coal ; the pressure carried on this test

was 170 steam gauge, or 1S4.7 absolute, and

the exhaust was supposed to come down to

8 pounds by gauge, had this have been the

fact the figures would have stood 1S4.7

pounds, 375° F. and 8 pounds as 22.7 pounds.

2.14° F. and 375.0-234.7=140 3 (375+481.2

=836.2] and 140 3+836.2=10.77 percent, as

the efficiency. What did happen is stated

as follows: total steam in the cylinder was

101 pounds initial, or :i04° F. back pressure

22.7 pounds, 2:14.7° F. and 364—234,7=129.3

(364+461.2=825.2) and 129.3-(-82S.2=15.tt«

per cent, shown by the actual working of

the engine under very favorable circum

stances, which is far better than usual re

sult, on further trial of the engine it was

found on linking her up that the back press

ure increased, but the efficiency was con

sidered as high. Taking diagrams from a

ship lately, with 165 pounds steam gauge,

it gave in the high cylinder a total of 174,

absolute, or 370.2" F.and in the low pressure

the back pressure was 5.S pounds absolute,

or 100° F. here he have the vacuum, or

nearly 75 degrees lower temperature than

in the locomotive, and the problem bv same

rule is, 370.2—106=204.2-=-831.4- 24.50 per

cent, accounted for in a ship using a con

denser, or something near 50 per cent, more

than the locomotive gave on same basis;

the range of temperature is the precise

thing to be accomplished, and it is utterly

impossible with our present knowledge to

get the same range without the condenser

that we can with it.

In some of the high pressure compounds

it is supposed that a partial vacuum is

made, and it may be true, but what of the

blast with no pressure? If we can arrange

to have a vacuum to some extent on our

compounds, it will add to their economy, as

well as to their use for general working,

the writer hopes some of our readers will

find out how to do it, and profit by his in

dustry.

In the consideration of these subjecte, it

is always to be understood that a saving in

pounds of coal, is not efficiency of heat units

to the .same extent, or in same ratio, for in

carrying high pressure it is easy to get much

more heat out of tritlingly small addition*

to the lower pressure than in proportion to

pressures as usually compared. If we take

water at 212° 1'. and make it into steam at

that temperature, it calls for an expenditure

of 1140 heat units for each pound of steam

or water made into steam ; and if we wiali

to make steam of loo pounds, only 1 IW.lieiit
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units are called for to take water at same

temperature and turn it into steam at that

difference of pressure, thus it uses up only

47 more heat units to make the same water

into 100 pounds of steam pressure, than it

does into 14 7 pounds of pressure or one at

mosphere, or about 4 per cent, and it is the

fact, though not generally conceded, that

the work given out by a pound of steam,

depends on the range of temperature it

passes through in doine that work, or the

work depends on the difference in the de

grees of temperature of the steam when it

enters the cylinder, and the temperature

when it leaves the cylinders, (or one cylin

der. )

The working of steam is yet capable of

much advance but to understand it we must

study its laws, become familiar with them

and try to conform to them so far as we can,

without attempting to force them into our

own ways or ideas of what it should do.

Heat is one of the most interesting of all

substances to study as also one of the most

profitable when studied aright.

Thomas Pray, Jr.

ECONOMY.

1 see that in spite of the multiplied cyl

inders and expansions used in marine en

gines, some of the "ocean grey hounds" use

over o(Ki tons of coal per day, but within

the past month a new device, by which

nearly 100 tons per day has been saved, (at

hast that is what was claimed for it) was

tried on one of the second rate boats. When

it comes to cutting down the fuel bill at the

rate of IuO tons a day on a single vessel it is

surely worth while to investigate. One

obstacle, however, exists to an investiga

tion, and that is that the inventor iB not yet

ready to be investigated, and keeps his new

improvement a secret. Ever since the

" Keeley motor " craze, a thing that has to

be kept such a profound secret, and is not

ready to stand a full and free examination,

is apt to create a spirit of doubt, and hence

it is not to be wondered that many doubt

the claims- made and wish to have more

than mere assertions before they will be

lieve. This is also the condition in regard

to manv of the trials made with " com

pounds f' on railroads, although it would

appear that the preponderance of evidence

gathered here and there seems to show in

Javor of compounds as fuel savers, and yet

it may be that much of this results from

superior management of the men in charge,

who, knowing that they were expected to

show a saving, may have done their best.

Some time ago a feed water heater was in

troduced on some roads and great accounts

were given ot the Baving of fuel on some of

the first engines equipped with it. but it

seems that none of the newest and best en

gines get any more of these heaters, and

they are not even kept on some that had

them. About a ton or more per day was to

be saved by these heaters and as they were

not very expensive a big saving should have

resulted, but actual practice does not seem

to have resulted so well and hence they

have fallen into disuse. So it may be with

some of the compounds which promise much

at the start but whose extra expense may

counterbalance any saving in fuel.

»
* •

Borland tells a story about an engineer

taking the switch for the moon, which be

mistook for the headlight of Borland's en

gine and thinks it necessary to vouch for

its truth. Now of course I do not know any

thing about that story of his but it is a fact

that some years ago one of our flagmen w as

roused out of a little nap by the sudden

stop of the engine at an unusual place and

looking out of the rear window he saw a

headlight staring at him. He seized his

red light and made frantic efforts to bring

the reckless runner following them so close

to a stop to find that it was only the moon

rising and peeping at him around " l'ater-

son rocks. If Borland's engineer made

that mistake it may surely be possible for a

flagman to do the same thing.

• $
• & *

At the risk of being called an intruder in

the argument which our brother from X.

M. seems to be ready to open, I would say

that it does seem to me that our brother

from Baltimore did give a proper answer

when he defined " clearance in a cylinder "

to be " the space allowed for the piston to

clear the cylinder heads when engine is on

the center," and in this view our brother is

sustained by all books treating on the sub

ject. Hods are re-adjusted at times and if

there was no " clearance " the slightest dis

placement either way would result in disas

ter. Our X. M. brother says it is reduced

to as small a space as possible, and then he

goes on and measures up through the steam

passage to the port and valve : and points

out the use that clearance is in affording

space for compression, and this brings me

to the point, that the clearance space with

the steam passage and port up to the valve

forms a compression space at the end of the

stroke. That is the point I believe which

Brother Parshall wishes to make by calling

attention to the position of the valve and

the ports. Most every student of valve

motion knows that four and in some cases

five actions of differing character take place

in each movement of the piston from end

to end of the cylinder. In the first place

we have admission of steam when the valve

is open and the steam rushes in an unbro

ken stream from the boiler through the

throttle valve into the dry pipe and from

that to the steam chest and finding the
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port open it goes into the cylinder. This

action continues until the point of cut off

is reached, when the valve closes the port

and stops a further inflow of steam. The

steam admitted up to this point is now cut

off from its source of supply but has still a

further power by expanding, which is the

second action aud takes place until in due

course of the valve movement the port is

again opened and put into communication

with the exhaust port when released, the

third action, takes place. But before the

piston has reached the end of its stroke the

valve again closes the port and the steam

that did not go out in tne exhaust is com

pressed between the advancing piston and

the cylinder head and also fills the steam

passage up to the valve. The fifth action

also comes in at this point in engines which

have lead, for the steam port opens in that

case before the piston is on the dead center,

and pre-admission takes place at the same

time as compression. If asked: "What

is clearance?" I would therefore answer

just as Brother Garaghty did, but if asked

what use the clearance and the steam pass

age up to the port and valve was at the end

of the stroke, 1 would answer they formed

a "compression space."

William Weiler.

PROPOSITIONS CONCERNING FIREMEN.

At the March meeting of the New York

Railway club Mr. W. G. Wattson, superin

tendent of the West Shore railroad, submit

ted some propositions concerning locomo

tive firemen which created considerable

discussion. Mr. Wattson's propositions

were : First, The locomotive fireman should

invariably be selected from employes en

gaged in road service. Second, Locomotive

firemen should be selected from among the

men filling position of head b'rakemen on

freight trains. Third, in selecting firemen

the man's promise of becoming a good run

ner should be the controlling consideration,

and that everything else should be subor

dinate to this essential requisite. Fourth,

As a general rule, the fireman who has the

least promise of becoming a satisfactory

engineer is the one who is selected from the

ranks of the engine wipers.

With regard to his second proposition,

Mr. Wattson said: "This proposition antici

pates that the position of head brakeman

on freight trains shall be filled by men who

have been especially selected with, reference

to their fitness for firemen, and that while

they are filling the position of head brake-

man they will be on probation or trial for

the purpose of ascertaining as nearly as

possible whether they are the right kind of

timber to grow up to be engineers or not."

In view of the fact that practically all of

the locomotive engineers in this country

now come from the ranks of the firemen,

and that the great majority of firemen ulti

mately become engineers, it may be said

that these propositions have reference to a

process of selection for the purpose of secur

ing the best class of engineers attainable,

and they may all be simmered down and

their essence presented in the single ques

tion: How shall we otain the best material

out of which to make satisfactory locomo

tive engineers ? That it is possibleto confine

such material within the ranks of a single

class of employes is a proposition that may

well be doubted; embryo engineers are

liable to be found in the ranks of many

other classes of employes besides those en

gaged in road service, and any objections

they might have to entering into a period

of probation as head brakeman on freight

trains should not be allowed to affect their

chances of eventually becoming engineers.

Firemen should, undoubtedly, be selected

with a view to their fitness to become good

engineers, but that head brakemen should

be selected with a view to their fitness to

become good firemen and so good engineers,

is a proposition that is open to argument.

It seems to me that that is separating cause

and effect by too much of an interval to

always produce good results. The essential

qualities of a good engineer may often be

found in those who are filling the position

of head brakemen, and it is certain that

such men make good firemen and should be

?liven due recognition when selecting men

or the position of firemen ; but it is also

true that there are many men in other

branches of the service who possess the

necessary qualities of a good engineer in

the very highest degree, and who would

never apply for the position of fireman when

a period of probation as head brakeman on

a freight train was staring them in the face.

The process of selection might, here, defeat

itself; what was gained in one way would

be loBt in another. The position of bead

brakeman on a freight train is not, by any

means a pleasant position to fill, and if the

brakeman properly attends to the duties he

is paid for attending to he hasn't time to

obtain much more than a general knowledge

about tiring a locomotive. The acquaint

ance with the road which the brakeman

necessarily gathers while performing his

duties is a good thing for a fireman to have;

but if this was the principal thine for the

fireman to know it would, indeed, be for

tunate, as the fireman who is capable of

being a fireman, and so an engineer, may

acquire such necessary knowledge as this

in—well, say, three trips. Those who are

capable of becoming good engineers may be

selected from the ranks of the firemen by

following out an intelligent system of pro

gressive examination ; and the poor material

should be weeded out at least once a year;

to be replaced by other material which has
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been subjected to the ordeal of a rigid pre

liminary examination. No favoritism what

ever should be allowed to enter into this

process of selection,—and this is a matter

that Bhould be well understood by all par

ties concerned—and, although employes

should be given the preference over other

candidates for preliminary examination,

the question of what particular branch of

the service they came from should not be

allowed to enter into the matter at all. The

wiper, or other employe, who is capable of

passing a proper examination, is just as

liable to develop into a first-class engineer

as is the head brakeman on a freight train ;

in fact, some of the very best engineers in

this country began their railroad experience

as wipers in around house. " What's bred

in the bone will come out in the flash." It

don't make much difference where you

put a man whose make-up contains the

essential qualities of a good engineer, those

qualities will stay by him; and, by the way,

thoBe qualities are "just as necessary to his

success in many other vocations in life as

they are to his success in locomotive engi

neering. First-class firemen, the making

of first class engineers, may be secured by

inaugurating a system of first-class examin

ations ; and, not the least point to be re

membered is that first-class men cannot

be induced to undergo the ordeal of a first-

class examination, when the reward con

tingent on their passing such examination

is second class wages.

• «
We have a new order, the order of "As

sociated Railroad Men," launched upon the

troubled sea of railway affairs by Mr. Dan

iel Breck, roadmasterof the L. & N. railroad

at LaGrange, Ky. Mr. Breck, assisted by one

J.M. Hall, as stated in an address to "fellow

employes, has come to the conclusion, or

conclusions, that " the railroads of thiscoun-

tryare in a bad fix, and that we must set

our- selves to helpthemout." Just exactly

what the nature of the "bad fix" is, tha't

forms a part of his profound conclusion,

Mr. Breck does not state very clearly ; but

it has something or other to do with freight

rates, and the "anti-railroad people" who

are doing their best to ruin the railroads,

and their employes along with them. Mr.

Breck believes, "with President Perkins of

the "Q," and General Manager Ashley of

the Wabash, that the woes of the country

may all be traced to the reduced earning

capacity of the railroads, and that if they

be relieved from oppressive statutes and be

allowed to restore rates to the old time

basis, wages will increase, prosperity will

once more spread her wings over an

afflicted country, and a God may once more

be found in forsaken Israel. Breck states

• most profound truth to his fellow em

ployes when he says that " we cannot get

blood out of a turnip." That reminds me

of the remark made by the man whose

friend had remarked on the size of his

room, that it wasn't big enough to swing a

cat in. " But, my dear sir," was the reply,

" I don't want to swing cats in this room."

The great beauty of this new order is that

it is going to be just as free as the air we

breathe; it isn't going to cost a single red

cent to belong to it. All that is necessary

to do is for three persons to form them

selves into a " Chapter " and then write to

Breck for a copy of the constitution, and

" further particulars as to the aims and

methods of the association." Breck's per

oration is worth quoting :

In order to join our society no one need leave or be

unfaithful to hi* own brotherhood. He will instead

by joining us be best serving his brotherhood's inter

ests. If we make our companies prosperous, will we

by doing so hurt your brotherhood? We will have

no secrecy and no pledges. Bound together by a

common interest, the common good will be our law.

Our general offices will be in the nature of a bureau

to gather information for us. keep us advised of what

is best to be done, and bv giving united, consistent

and vigorous action, enable us to help our companies

and ourselves and to put down our enemies. We

have seen to what straits our companies have been

reduced, and have learned the necessity of giving

them our support.

I irganizcd for a laudable purpose, allying ourselves

with the right thinking part ol the community, what

an organization ours will be. The people of the

country at lar^e. as well as every railroad employe,

from the president to the water boy, will be inter

ested in our success. To the community at large we

will mean the return of the huge transportation in

terests of the country to a normal, rational and sol

vent basis. writh a great incidental advance toward

general prosperity. Boards of directors and stock

holders will welcome us, for to them we mean the

salvation of their possessions from confiscation. Pres

idents ami general managers will join with us, for to

them we mean the success of their policy and the

strength of their administration.

The anti-railroad lawyer will have to make an hon

est living. Railroad commissioners will have to

know something about railroads. The people will be

shown the meanness with which their officers have

truckled to the prejudices of the people themselves,

and will despise them for itand will repudiate them.

Our cutis arc just and reasonable. We are l.Owl.OUO

strong. We have our votes to cast, our wages to

spend, our patronage to bestow. Injustice and op

pression will have to reckon with us. And with such

a bulwark interposed between it and confiscation,

capital will again seek its accustomed channels in

railroad building, improvement and operation.

It is, of course, the very worst kind of

bad logic to say that this new order ought

to be condemned simply because the Rail

way Age is in favor of it and has strongly

indorsed it; but that fact furnishes pre

sumptive evidence that there is a good

sized African concealed in the wood-pile,

and employes will do well to think a couple

of times before landing with both feet into

the order of " Associated Railroad Men."

G(rand) M(aster) Pullman, chief of the

Sleeping Car Conductors and Porters of

America, is out with a general order to As

sistant Chief Garcelon, as follows:

It appears that of the conductors and porters now

in the employ of this company (V>0 have served five
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vears or over, as shown by the following list. Con-

ductors— i:!l. ■> year: i">, 1U; ll, 15; 11, JO; 1,25. Porters
—ail, "> years; m, ii): SI, 13; 15. ■-!".

1 desire that a proper expression of the company's

appreciation should be given to those who have

served it thus long and faithfully. In considering

tile form which such expression shouhl take, it ap

pears to me most appropriate that it should he one

which will not only be apparent toallwith whom the

recipients come in contact in the performance of their

duties, but will also be an incentive to their fellow

employes.

With these objects in view, it has been decided to

award to each of such employes who have nerved for

five years a -'badge of honorable service." to be worn

upon tile left sleeve of the uniform, and to consist of

an embroidered bar (gold for conductors and silver

for porters) and a similar bar for eacli additional live

\ ears of service. As a further recognition the com

pany will present tn each of the conductors or porters

I ho have served ten years or more two uniforms

per year while they continue in service.

1 will be glad if you will arrange to carry out these

suggestions as Boon as practicable.

That is a very nice thing for the G.M. to do,

these hard times; and it is gratifying evidence

of the prosperity of the order, it shows that

the conductors and porters are paying their

dues regularly, notwithstandingthe hard

times. This is a measure which the many

other grand chiefs throughout the country

would do well to imitate. If a system of

gold and silver bars and free uniforms could

only be generally adopted it would do

much to restore harmony where contention

now prevailp, and might reconcile the con

tentious ones to some further " necessary''

reduction in wages.

IK. P. Borland.

Emergency Application of Brakes*

Mu. Editob:—There seems to be a pre

valent belief among Borne engineers hand

ling air, that in order to obtain the emer

gency application, you must make a quick

reduction of train line pressure of 10 or 12

pounds, so that the piston of triple valve

can take a run for the graduating spring

and compress it. Of course the graduating

spring must be compressed before an emer

gency applicat ion can be had, but the weight

of piston or the distance it travels from the

release position to the graduating stem,

cuts no figure in the case at all. The object

of making a quick reduction is to get suffi-

cient pressure out of train pipe in order

that the difference of pressure in auxiliary

reservoir might be great enough to compress

the graduating spring before much air es

caped to brake cylinder. That is the reason

that we are instructed to make the reduc

tion quickly, if it was to derive pressure

from the momentum of piston as so many

believe the graduating spring could he made

weaker and we could still get the emergency

by a slow application. The feed port lead

ing from the auxliary to brake cylinder is

small as compared with the opening of train

pipe to atmosphere through the emergency

opening in the engineers valve E. in order

to get the pressure out of train pipe as

above stated. In reply to Mr. Willis as to

breaking a Bide rod on an engine where the

eccentrics were on one axle and the main

rods connected to another, you would have

to be towed in. When you brake a side

rod, on the class of engine you ppeak of. the

other rod would have to be taken off, ami

both main rods would do you no good, ae

they are not connected to the same axle

that the eccentrics are. The Forney ele

vated engines are connected the same way

the eccentric on the front axle and the main

rods connected to the back axle (pin i and

if you brake a side rod on this class of en

gines, you would have to be towed in.

Baltimore, Mu. Walter C. Garaghty.

Referring to Englnea With Eccentric mi Lend

Axle.

Mn. Editor :—Ten-wheel engines, with

eccentrics on lead driving axle, may be run

with one side, in case the eccentric-rod or

strap breaks, in the following manner : Take

down main-rod on broken side ; cover the

ports with valve; clamp valve stern to clear

the rocker arm, and block piston at one end

of cylinder. Engine is then ready to move

with one side, with all the train she can

haul. But, in case a pin or side- rod on such

an engine is broken, we must take off both

main rods, and all side-rods from both sides;

disconnect valve rod trom rocker arm

place valves over ports and clamp valve

rodB to clear rocker arms ; block pistons at

one end of cylinder. She is then what one

might properly call a dead engine, and ready

to r>e towed to the shop.

Reading, I'a. T. X. Huthrnhcrger.

Differences in itrnke Valve and Piston Travel.

Mb. Editor:—Mr. Ilarrell says that there

are two positions of the brake valve, lap

and emergency, where there is no communi

cation from train pipe to air gauge. Witb

regard to lap position be is correct; but

with regard to emergency position it will de

pend altogether on the style of valve used

whether there is communication or not.

When the l C. ) valve with perforated piston,

or the E (i valve are placed in emergency

position there is communication from train

pipe to air gauge. The E (i valve as tir*t

made had no communication in emergency

position, but, later the Westinghouse Com

pany extended the port i P.) in the rotary

so as to allow the a'r to escape from the lit

tle drum, through the preliminary exhaust

port. With regard to differences in pinou

travel, the piston having the longer travel

will release first ; but it will take the loDger

time for the air to escape from the cylinder

having the longer piston travel. The larger

volume of air requires a longer time to es

cape through a quarter inch port than, does

the smaller volume. From Zoaomotitf E*>-

ghweriiuj, I noticed a question relating to a

frequent trouble when the brake valve is
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left without proper care. " Train was com

ing into station and engineer put engineer's

valve in service stop and brakes would not

work, piston 17 was not stuck. Put handle

to emergency position and brakes worked

all right?* This might have been caused in

three different ways : 1st, by the gasket (til )

leaking through from train pipe to top of

piston 17, when, as fast as the air was drawn

from the top of the piston the train pipe

would supply it through the leak; 2nd, the

gasket may nave swelled so that piston 17

could not rise ; '!rd, the preliminary exhaust

port could have been stopped up.

Covington, Ky. /'. P. Holler.

For Information.

Mr. Editor:—1 wish to ask for informa

tion through the Mechanical Department

of the Magazine. What changes are re

quired in a locomotive to adapt her to the

burning of coal and also to the burning of

coke. I have reference to front end grates,

etc., and hope your contributors may fur

nish the desired information.

Minneapolis, Minn. T.I. Weklon.

In Europe Corliss valves have been fitted

to locomotives. At the present time, there

are eleven engines on the Paris and Orleans

Kail way fitted with Corliss valves, one at

each corner of the cylinder, actuated by a

Gooch link motion having an extra deep

•lie block, to which "two radius rods are

jointed one above the other. The upper

of these radius rods actuates the exhaust

valves and the lower one the admission

v;ilve«, from which it will be understood

that for all positions of the reversing handle

in forward running, the periods of release

and compression are comparatively late and

the cut off comparatively easv, while in

backward running the reverse obtains. As

an engine spends most of its time running

forward, this latter is not very materially

objectionable, while the improvement in

forward running is likely to be considera

ble; in fact, compared with engines fitted

with the ordinary slide valve, the saving in

coal i» stated to be 15 per cent.— The En-

•jlneer.

The city authorities of Chicago produce

figures to show that they can make and de

liver gas to the citizens at SO cents, and

coverinto the city treasury S-.000,()l)0 a year

in the transaction. By and by those "who

dwell in cities will find out what great frauds

'lie gas companies really are. Taken at an

average, the residents of cities in this

t'ountry are paying twice as much for gas

m they should pay, yet when anything is

^id against sucn extortion it is called

"howling" or something equivalent.—

American Machinist.

The Action of the Injector,

Notwithstanding the fact that much has

been written upon this subject, the action

of the injector still appears mysterious to

many of those to whom it is afamiliar object.

It is strange that the reason for its working

is not more general'y understood, even by

those accustomed to operate it daily, espec

ially as this method of feeding is now so

universally employed for locomotive and

stationary boilers.

The simplest method of considering the

theory of the injector is to eliminate the

more complicated sides of the question, and

consider it solely from a mechanical point

of view ; simply as an apparatus in which

the momentum of a jet of steam is trans

ferred to a more slowly moving bodv of

water, producing a resultaut velocitv suffic

ient to overcome the pressure of the" boiler

The high velocity attained by a jet of

steam has been calculated, and diagrams

have been given that show the fall of press

ure and increase in velocity as the volume

is increased according to the laws under

which the steam expands. Suppose that a

nozzle connected with a reservoir contain

ing steam at 1-0 pounds pressure discharges

1 pound of steam per second ; at this min

imum diameter the steam will have reached

a velocity of 1 ,407 feet, but when the ter

minal pressure is L'L' inches vacuum the

velocity will be :i 44(1 feet per second. Let

us suppose that this jet flows into a com

bining tube, which is able, bv means of

the great conductivity of its walls, to ab

stract sufficient heat to completely condense

the steam at a final pressure of" 22 inches,

or 4 pounds absolute. This reduces the

steam to a solid jet of water having a cross

section »i:f the area of the steam while

passing through the steam nozzle, and yet

does not in any way affect the velocity^ as

the contraction of the jet is entirely lateral.

A jet of water issuing from the "delivery

tube, forced out by the pressure of the

boiler, would have a velocity nearlv eqml

to that due to the head, or approximately

13H feet per second, only ,'. of that of the

jet of condensed steam. But an injector is

required to perform useful work, forcing a

supply of feed water into the boiler; there

fore a certain weight of feed-water must be

added which will take the place of the cold

walls of the tube for the purpose of conden

sation. This mass of water receives the

energy of the moving steam, condenses it.

and the two fluids move aiong together

through the delivery tube with a terminal

velocity greater than a jet of the same den

sity issuing from the boiler. If the weight

of water supplied is too great, the steam

will not have power enough to give the re-,

quirpd velocity of l:>:i feet; if there is an

insufficient supply, the volume of the steam

will not be reduced sufficiently to pass
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through the tubeB, and in neither case will

the injector work properly.

Turning again to figures, and taking the

simplest possible case, we can follow the

steam through its whole course within the

tubes, and determine the relation of the

different parts of the injector. As the ve

locity and volume of the steam at the in

stant of passing the minimum diameter of

the steam nozzle are 1,407 feet and 5.05

cubic feet respectively, and after complete

expansion in the combining tube 3,446 feet,

and 74.2 the cross section of the steam jet

at that time must be :

3440 * 5.05 '

times the area of the steam nozzle. During

complete condensation the volume of 1

pound of steam shrinks from 74.2 cubic feet

eo that the cross section of the jet after con

densation is :

0 016 5.99 1_

74.2 X 1 ~ 774

the area of the steam nozzle, so that the jet

of condensed Bteam would pass through an

orifice -1¥ the area of the steam nozzle at

a velocity of 3,446 feet per second.—Engin

eering Mechanics.

Air Space For Boiler Furnace*.

There has been considerable talk and pri

vate discussion regarding the statement

made by Mr. F. A. Schefiler in his paper be

fore the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers that he had successfully run a

Stirling boiler with a grate having only 15

per cent, of air space, and in view of the

amount usually considered necessary, it is

not strange that this was questioned. But

we are very apt to either forget to note

down what "has been done in the past or to

overlook it, and it often leads us into error

by answering before we have really looked

the case over. It may be interesting in this

respect to look back at a little railroad prac

tice which has gone on record and see what

has been done, not forgetting, however, to

make allowances for the forced draft in this

case. On the Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western railroad, in about 1866 or 1857,

they were running wood-burning locomo

tives having a fire-box about 60 by 66 inches,

and this was all blank at the bottom except

a grate of about 18 by 24 inches near the

center of the fire-box, havingprobably about

50 per cent, air space through it.

This gives between 5 per cent, and 6 per

cent, of air space for the whole fire-box,

which is rather a low percentage, although

wood as a fuel and forced draft account for

much of this.

On the New York, Providence & Boston

railroad there were, between 1860 and 1870

grates in use which would be laughed at

now, and probably not given a trial, because

" any one knows they would never do " but

they did. These consisted of plain flat east

plates, having round holes through them,

about one inch in diameter and probably

two inches between centers, making about

20 per cent, of air space.

These were used on account of durability,

freedom from warping, etc., and were used

very successfully for a number of years, there

being no trouble whatever from lack of

draft or steam from the boiler. Why they

were abandoned it is hard to say, but pre

sumably, as with many other things, they

gave place to others which were just as good

or no worse, and new things are often con

sidered better by the majority.

We cannot always tell why old things

are abandoned and replaced by others, and

we are safe in saying that it is not always

merit that does it.

As an example of this I may mention a

certain railroad whoBe chief offcial con

vinced the directors that the engines they

had were not economical nor fit for the

work, and had some others built on the

monstrosity plan.

These engines were put to work on the

same runs, and it so happened that one of

the old ones was pressed into service on a

similar run. This continued without com

ment for nearly two years, when some of

the observing engineers began to see and

comment on the fact that the old engine was

doing more work per pound of coal, and

had not been in the shop for repairs in all

this time, while the new engines, the " econ

omizers," had been laid up half a dozen

times and were burning more coal.

This got to the ears of the chief officer,

who ordered the new engines, and the old

engine was hauled off that run in a hurry,

as lie evidently was of similar mind with
Mrs, Malaprop in " The Rivals," that •' com

parisons are odorous."

I do not mean to say that tin-, was the

case with the grates mentioned, but there

are too many cases where the old machine

is declared a failure so the new one can have

an excuse for existing.— Fred H. Colrin m

American Machinist.

The Bessemer invention of steel was made

in 1855 by a student in his laboratory. He

propounded his idea to the world, "but it

took fifteen years before it was successfully

put in operation. I know Mr. Bessemer

very well. He is a modest man who never

sought to make a fortune, but he has taken

the rewards of hiB great invention, and he

told me the last time I saw him in London

that he had got out of his invention nearly

$10,000,000. The contribution which he

made to the world by that invention in the

saving it has effected in the ordinary op

erations of society is simply incalculable.

If I were to say we were saving $1,000,000,-

000 a year in this country alone as the
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result of that invention applied to every

branch of industry, particularly in the

transportation of the goods and products of

the country, I should certainly underesti

mate the amount. And now I am going to

say something even more surprising. Tak

ing the world together, the saving effected

by that invention is greater than the total

value of all the movable capital of the world

one hundred years ago. One man, by a

single invention, has contributed to the

aggregate wealth of the world more value

than existed fifty years before his birth.

Now he has got ten millions of dollars. It

is a great sum. He will leave it to his chil

dren, who have done nothing, have contrib

uted nothing, to the acquisition of his

money. Whom has he robbed? Whom

will his children rob? Who would be the

gainer if he had never received one penny

for his great discovery? How much would

the distribution of his $10,000,000 over the

face of society add to the fortune of any

single individual, and how much has his

invention added to the fortunes of all man

kind ?—Ahram Hen-lit.

The fact that after years of experience in

counterbalancing engines in locomotive

practice, the matter is far from being set

tled, would rather rationally lead to the

conclusion that there was something to be

learned in regard to counterbalancing gen

erally. It is impossible for a force to act

instantly—there is no such thing as instantly

in mechanics—and perhaps the counterbal

ance is not properly placed. However this

may be. we believe that in high-speed en

gineering the whole matter of counterbal

ancing is tentative—a little more or less

makes the engine run about right, and a

little more or less goes. Perhaps putting

the counterbalance a little further ahead

•or behind might produce better results, but

the exact location would, in all probability,

be so controlled by spring of parts and con

ditions of rigidity that just what to do with

it must be determined by trial. It is rather

evident that there is more in counterbal

ancing a steam engine than has been dream

ed of, in philosophy.—American Machinist.

Thk use of primary batteries for telegra

phy has almost died out in our large towns,

in New York more than 30,0(10 cells have

been replaced by dynamos. At Boston,

10,000 cells, costing probably $20,000 a year

to maintain, have oeen replaced by current

derived from the electric light mains, at a

cost of 83,000 a year. In this city the West

ern Union Company have a special plant

of fifty-one small dynamos : in Chicago they

have forty-six. In Kngland it has been

found that accumulators give far better re

sults than dynamos, especially for high

speed working.—The Engineer.

Oxe of the dangers of private railway

ownership was asserted in a recent lecture

by professor BcmiB, of the Chicago Univer

sity, to be " the tendency to corrupt legis

latures, councils, courts, assessors and other

agencies of influence by passes and direct

bribes, which are often demanded of the

roads by corrupt officials." The professor

appears to have reversed things. It is " cor

rupt officials " who try to corrupt the rail

ways, it seems, by demanding bribes ; and

therefore the people ought to turn their

attention to electing representatives who

are not of a corrupting disposition. There

is no danger from the railways if law makers

and law executors are honest. In fact, it

is the railways that need protection. In

view of the extraordinary restrictions which

legislation has thrown about railways, ex

tending even to fixing the rates which they

may charge and prescribe the expenditures

which they must make, the suggestion of

their corrupting legislatures is almost hu

morous. That bugbear has vanished, and

Erofessor Bemis should not try to frighten

y its memory.—Railway Age.

Removal of the IVrrU Wheel.

The Ferris wheel is to be removed from

Jackson Park, Chicago, to New York City.

The work of removal has begun, and the

site selected for it>in New York is a large

lot, now used for various purposes, but con

taining no building, at Broadway and 37th

street. The location is well chosen, being

in the heart of the theatre district of the

city, where all visitors and lovers of amuse

ment frequently congregate. The job of

tearing down, transporting and re erecting

the wheel will consume four months, and

cost $1.10,000. The material will be loaded

on rive Illinois Central trains of 30 cars each.

The car which carried the great Krupp gun

will transport the 70-ton axle. There is

2,000 tons of metal in the wheel, and 500,-

000 feet of timber is needed for the false

work.—Sational C!ar and Locomotive Builder.

A French engineer, M. Du Bosquet, says

that French express locomotives weigh

about 1,581 lb. per indicated horse power

developed at their maximum power. Tak

ing this ratio, an engine to draw a train of

100 tons at a speed of 75 miles an hour up a

slope of 1 in 200, would weigh 150 tons, and

generate 2,000 h. p. The maximum possi

ble speed attained with such an engine and

train up the slope would be 87.5 miles per

hour. The engine would weigh 070 tons,

and would generate 8,932 i. h. p. If M. Du

Bosquet's reasoning is sound, there would

seem to be little prospect of any further

great advance in railway speeds so long as

steam locomotives are used to furnish the

motive power.— The Engineer.
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Woman's Department.

EIHTED BY IDA A. HARPER..

Letters for publication should be dim-ted to Mrs. Ida

A. Harper, Stanford University, California.

EDUCATION AXI> MARJCI.I (IE.

Several of our correspondents have asked

for an opinion in regard to the effect that

the higher education of women will have

upon matrimony. This is a question that

is everywhere being seriously asked. Sta

tistics show that there are over 40,(KK) girls

and women in the colleges of the I'nited

States. This number will never grow less

but will be constantly increased. In the

average family, nowadays, there is just as

much expectation that the girls will go to

college as that the boys will go, and as we

have always looked upon every girl as a

future wife, the query naturally arises,

" How will this higher education affect her

matrimonial prospects?" The same ques

tion was asked when girls first began to

enter the High School, but that was so long

ago we have almost forgotten it. In all

towns which support a High School, it is

expected that the girls of energy and am

bition will take the full course of instruc

tion, ami the young man of intelligence will

prefer them to girls without education. He

would be ashamed of the latter. On the

same principle, as we have said before in

this department, the college-bred man will

want a college-bred wife. This disposition

on the part of men will increase as a college

education becomes more common among

women. A century ago the most eminent

men were not ashamed of ignorant wives,

because all women were ignorant. Now we

ridicule the wives of our prominent men if

they are ignorant, because our standard of

woman has changed.

To a man of education or of wealth it does

not detract from a woman's chances if she

have no domestic accomplishments. The

first marries a woman, usually, for an intel

lectual companionship, and if she cannot

be both educated and domestic he will

prefer the former. The wealthy man does

not expect his wife to work and will not

consider it any drawback if she does not

know how to do it. Both would be pleased

to have their wives competent to manage a

household, and, in fact, expect them to

learn to do it, but do not think it vitally

essential. It is much more necessary that

the man of small means should marry a

wife who understands work and is willing

to do it, as the welfare of the family will

depend largely upon her. We do not be

lieve, however, that any man who really

loves a woman will give up marrying her

because she cannot cook and sew. He wid

have the woman he loves, and will trust

that she will be able and willing to help

share the duties of wedded life. The state

ment can be made and proved, we think,

that a woman's domestic qualifications rank

only secondary in the opinion of the man

who loves her and wants to marry her, even

though they may play a very prominent

part afterwards. We venture the opinion

also, that, while a man may be ignorant

himself, he is proud of an educated wife.

A 8 far, then, as the men are concerned,

an education on the part of women will be

no bar to their matrimonial prospects. The

other phase of the question is. " What will

be the effect of this higher education on

the women, themselves, as regards mar

riage?" It will have to be admitted, we

think, that it will have a tendency to tie-

crease the number of marriages. There

are several reasons for this: The woman

who spends four or five years in college,

studying the best authors, coming in con

tact with teachers of hi^'h moral character

and fine mental attainments, anil viewing

life from a serious standpoint, is apt to form

a very lofty idea of the future, and to have

definite opinions of the work she ought to

do anil the use she ought to make of her

time and attainments. She is not opposed

to the thought of marriage but she is not

willing to make it the chief aim of her life.

She has a noble conception of a husband

and when she finds her ideal she will accept

him with all her heart, but she will not

take a poor substitute. Meanwhile, she is

not going to sit idly at her chamber window

and watch for him to come down the road.

She is capable of active, efficient work which

is worth its equivalent in money. I'sually

she finds congenial occupation and she

enjoys, to the lnllest extent, her financial

independence. She does not have to give

herself to some man, an unloving wife, for

the sake of food, shelter and clothes. She

can afford to marry for that highest of all

considerations, for the only one, indeed,

that ever should cause a marriaire -pure,

wholesome love. She will be a better wife

because she was a free agent in making the

choice and the contract. She will be a more

capable wife because of her discipline, ht»r,

knowledge, her self-reliance, her valuable

experience. I believe that the educated

woman, as anile, makesafar more efficient

wife than the uneducated woman. Should

she never find her ideal, a life of spinster-

hood is far more creditable than a lovele?^

marriage; and it is infinitely preferable that

she should be fitted for some work that the

world needs and that will give her a com

fortable income, than that she should be

dependent upon relatives to whom ghemuft

render services worth double what the

receives for them.

To sum up, in brief, the opinions of tho^e
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who have observed and thought much on

this Biibiect—the higher education of wo

men will result in fewer marriages but in

more satisfactory ones ; it will make women

happier because it will give them a choice

in the kind of a life they may pursue ; it

will have an infinite influence in elevating

the standard of men, because every true

man wishes to fulfill the ideal of good wo

men; for men, in general, love women and

want to marry them, and, whenever it be

comes necessary, they will conform their

lives to meet the requirements established

for them by these women.

UyCHANOIKO HUMAN NATURE.

We are told that this is a world of change

and that it is through this change human

ity progresses. Evolution is the changing

process of unchanging laws. We seize upon

the last part of this sentence and apply it

to human nature. All else may change, we

say, but there are certain attributes of men

and women that are carried from generation

to generation. I have never been so vivid

ly impressed with the truth of this as during

my past year's experience at the University.

Two decades have passed away since my

own brief college life, which was terminated

by an early marriage, but countless times

daring the past nine months the score of

years has seemed blotted out and I have

been back again on the old campus, with all

its sweet associations. All parents, to a

greater or less degree, live their lives over

again in their children, but this is especially

the case where one shuts out all the rest of

the multitude and is surrounded by the

peculiar atmosphere of the college life, a

email existence within itself, with its own

peculiar environment and conditions, and

very little affected by the great, teeming

world outside, with its cares and burdens,

its harassing problems and human trage

dies.

How many times during the past year I

have smiled or sighed at the repetition of

the old, old story ! How many things have

seemed perfectly clear when viewed through

the light of recollection ! How often the

reproof has died on my lips because of the

soft whisper of remembrance ! I hear the

eame lamentations over the long lessons

and hard examinations. I see the students

wasting precious time during all the semes

ter and then, at the last moment, burning

the midnight oil and studying themselves

into a nervous prostration in order to secure

the necessary " credits." I see all the pan

orama of the emotions again unrolled—love,

jealousy, hatred, revenge—yesterday, the

region of heavenly bliss'; to-day, the depths

of hopeless despair ; to-morrow, back again

on the delectable heights ! I see the little

flirtations, the long walks by the lake and

through the woods, the afternoons in some

shady nook, with Moore and Byron, those

perennial college classics, the moonlight

conferences on the steps or over the gate,

the tender missives containing the same

declarations, made in almost the identical

language that delighted my heart in the

long ago ; facsimiles almost of those that

my mother also had laid away, tied with

faded ribbons and fastened with little

diamond-shaped seals, containing a loving

verse.

These things are the fragrance of college

life, its poetic charm. Without them it

would be dull and arid. I cannot under

stand the spirit that condemns these inno

cent pastimes. I do not envy that person

in whose existence they have had no part.

I look with much indulgence upon the

vagaries of the boys and girls. They hon

estly believe nobody else ever had such

troubles or such delights. They believe

their experience is entirely new and novel,

and they have a profound pity for us older

people, whcjiave finished all such pleasures.

Well, we feel very sorry for ourselves, when

we think they are ended. These youths

will never be young but once, let them

drink to their fullest capacity the overflow

ing cup. When they have become mature

men and women, every joy which comes to

them will be clouded with the remembrance

of Borne sorrow. No day will be wholly free

from its recollections of broken friendships,

of the loved ones gone out of life, of disap

pointments, of toil and struggle. Youth is

the only time when we can give ourselves

up unreservedly to such happiness as comes

only when unvexed by memories of the past,

undisturbed by forebodings of the future.

Let us rejoioe that human nature does not

change, that our children can have their

studies and their sports and their friend

ships and their love affairs with the same

zest and enjoyment as did their fathers and

mothers. There are no improved versions

of the old story. We would be glad to spare

them many of our experiences in later life,

we would like to have them avoid some of

the mistakes of our own youth, but, since

that cannot be, we will not ask, we do not

want, any revised editions of the old-time

boys and girls.

the suffrage movement.

Ab the matter for the July Magazine

must be prepared in May, it is impossible

to tell the results of the New York consti

tution convention, now in session. As we

have stated before, a strong effort is being

made to secure a woman suffrage amend

ment, but its most earnest advocates are by

no means sanguine of success. It would be

almost too much to expect so great a revo

lution in so large and important a state. A

splendid campaign has been made, however,

and its educational value will be felt here
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after. One of the peculiar features is the

opposition that has been developed among

certain women. These "remonstrants"

have assembled in force at Albany, opened

headquarters and are making speeches,

electioneering and pursuing the very meth

ods that they condemn the suffragists for.

The "remonstrants" are said to be mostly

women of the so-called aristocracy, who do

not want to soil their fingers with the ballot

or come in contact at the polls with their

humble sisters. Most of us can hardly

understand the spirit of women who can sit

on the platform and in the audience and

approve of resolutions protesting against

equal suffrage because " women are quali

fied to vote." We are willing they should

speak for themselves, but some of us think

we are as well qualified as the mass of im

migrants who land at Castle Garden and

become voters within six months. How

ever, it is something accomplished when

women are roused from their indifference

and apatby and made to think on this im

portant subject. The women of Brooklyn

have issued an address to the constitutional

convention, saying that they pay taxes on

$104,000,000 of property and they want some

representation. Opposed to all the efforts

for woman suffrage are the solid phalanx of

the liquor, gambling and general "sport

ing" element which is so powerful in all

the cities of New York state, the narrow-

minded conservatives who prefer to have

the world stand still, and the masses of the

indifferent, who, not being for a thing, must

necessarily be counted against it.

since our last writing, the legislature of

Ohio has conferred the school suffrage on

the women of that state. This is an enter

ing wedge and shows a recognition of the

principle that women are entitled to vote.

This makes twenty-three states in which

women have school suffrage. During the

months of March and April three states,

Kentucky, Iowa and Ohio conferred a lim

ited suffrage on women.

Kansas is in the midst of her campaign.

An amendment, giving to women the full

presidential suffrage will be submitted to

the women of that state in November. A

number of prominent speakers are canvass

ing the state, holding 100 two-day county

mass meetings. The statement is often

made that "women can have the suffrage

whenever they want it," and yet not one

woman in Kansas will be allowed to cast a

ballot next November to say whether she

would like to vote or not.

The women in Kentucky are in a state of

great excitement over the candidacy of Gen

eral Breckenridge for re-election to con

gress. They are holding meetings, sending

in petitions, passing resolutions, etc. How

much effect these may have it is impossible

to say, but one thing is certain, if the women

of General Breckenridge's district could vote

their opinions, he would not have a ghost of

a chance. Of course a number of men will

vote against him, but whether enough of

them will do so to insure his defeat remains

to be seen. Will the better element of men

never realize the necessity of calling women

to their aid in securing purer politics?

EDITORIAL XOTE8.

In an obituary notice of a well-known

woman who was for many years a member

of the Board of Education, the following

paragraph occurs :

" For years she was a weekly, often daily, visitor to

the schools, and both teacher* and pupil* wilt long

recall the quiet manner In which she would enter

the school-room, take some vacant desk, and, with

knitting in hand, remain (or hours a keen observer

of all that was being done, and many n young teacher

will recall with gratitude the kind word of praise tluii

always came in dtte time."

This is what we need on our school boards,

some one who can give a careful, personal

supervision of the work and attention to

individual teachers. The average male

members of the boards serve their terms

and step down and out without ever having

entered the school room or known the

teachers by sight. They have no individual

knowledge of the methods employed, of the

special needs of the children, of the personal

fitness of the teachers. For these and many

other reasons we need a representation of

women on our school boards. They have

more time to give to visiting the school

rooms, looking after the heating ventilation,

etc,, they understand better the kind of

training children need, they can confer more

confidentially and sympathetically with

teachers, they understand as well, and in

some cases better, the judicious and econom

ical management of finances, they are, at a

rule, much more interested in the educa

tion of children. It is a mistake to have

kept women off of our school boardx for so

many years, one which should be rectilied at

once. There should be a representation of

women on every Board of Education in the

United States.

Charles Kitch Johnson, an enterprising

newspaper man of Toledo, has collected a

large number of opinions of eminent women

on the question, " Do you wish you were

a man? The great majority answered in

the negative, in fact the affirmatives were

almost too few to be counted. The test

was not a fair one, however, because the

ladies interviewed were almost all engaged

in literary work, and literature is one of the

very few occupations in which it is not an

especial disadvantage to be a woman. The

pay is about the same and the disabilities

of sex do not interfere with the opportuni

ties for work, as is the case in most kinds

of business. Many women engaged in lit
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erary pursuits can do their work at home;

others do not have to go outside of their

offices. The woman reporter, who must go

out in all kinds of weather and to all sorts

of places, would find it an advantage to be

a man. If the women in other professions

and in the various wage earning occupations

were given an expression, they, doubtless

would express themselves as preferring to

be a man. We believe that summed up,

the case is about this: she who is allowed

to live the purely feminine life, provided

with an agreeable home, the comforts of

daily existence, protecting care and loving

kindness, is satisfied to be a woman. She

who is denied these things, who is forced

to enter the crowded ranks of the bread

winners, who is deprived of the domestic

pleasures that women naturally love, rebels

against her sex and would like to be a man. '

She believes that the struggle would not be

so hard, she craves the independence, the

freedom from surveillance and criticism,

the larger opportunities that men enjoy.

This is perfectly natural, and not to be won

dered at. There are many pleasures in the

life of a woman who is permitted to devote

herself to her home and children and is not

harassed by outside affairs, but when she is

compelled to abandon her own work and

take up that of the man, or, worse still,

when she is forced to try to do both, she

cannot help wishing to be a man and have

a better chance.

regulation of vice, as conducted by Pollner,

his predecessor. Director Herbert says:

" I am not in favor of condoning crime" or

of setting up two standards of morality.

Men who visit disorderly houses will not be

assured of protection by my sanction.

There will be no more medical examinations

of debased women to guarantee the safety

of men." Cleveland is thus relieved of a

most disgraceful system, and she owes it to

the women of the city. They were sup

ported, of course, by the best men, but the

women led the movement with vigor and

persistence, hampered as women always

are by the fact that they could not back up

their petitions and arguments by voting

against the officials who were responsible

for the iniquitous law. At stated periods

this attempt to fasten upon our cities one

of the most immoral of French customs

raises its head in various parts of the coun

try. It obtained a foothold in St. Louis,

until swept away by the indignation of de

cent citizens. It cropped out in New

Orleans, and now it is coming to the surface

in San Francisco, that hot bed of wicked

ness. It will never be tolerated by the

wives and mothers of this country, and they

can always depend upon the assistance of

enough respectable men to insure its de

feat. It must be remembered, however,

that in every case, it has been men who

have made and enforced this law, for the

protection not of women but of men.

At the recent commencement exercises

of the Southwestern College of Homeop

athy, at Louisville, Kv., more than one-half

of the fifty guests at the banquet table were

women, and a number of them responded

to toasts. Through one of the addresses it

was learned that "out of eighteen homeo

pathic colleges in this country, fifteen ad

mit women.*' All of us can remember the

intense prejudice that existed against

'" women-doctors " when women first began

to enter the medical profession. That was

comparatively few vears ago, and yet now

there is scarcely a city in the United States

that has not its woman-physician. The

prejudice has not entirely died away, but

they can now enjoy all necessary oppor

tunities for obtaining the education, and

they stand a fair chance with men in se

curing a practice. It seems an eminently

suitable occupation for women, and the

next generation will wonder why they had

to fight for the privilege of adopting it.

But the next generation will find many

things in the history which the present

generation is making, to excite their sur

prise, if not their contempt.

The new Director of Police, at Cleveland,

<>hio, has abandoned the infamous state

The North American RrrU'w for May con

tains an article on " The New Woman " by

" Ouida," the novelist, who seldom has a

good word to say for her sex, and whose own

reputation has suffered considerably in the

wear and tear of life. She has an utter ab

horrence for the " new woman ;" equal suf

frage is in her eye the worst form of immor

ality; a college education for women can

only be hardening and deforming; public

schools, hotels, railway trains and sea voy

ages are goinj; to destroy all modesty in

woman ; and it will end by making her

odious to man, and probably in her being

kicked back roughly by him into the se

clusion of the harem." If travel and edu

cation are to make our women as immodest

as " Ouida's " ideal heroines, we might have

occasion for alarm. The editor of the Re

view must find it difficult to get any one to

take the negative side of this question, if he

is obliged to put it into the hands of this

notorious novel writer.

The second annual convention of the

national Federation of Woman's clubs was

held in Philadelphia in May. It was at

tended by 700 delegates from 355 clubs in

36 different states. It was entertained at

the Xew Century Club, one of the finest
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club houses in the country. It was built

and is owned and controlled exclusively by

women. The Woman's club is a distin

guishing feature of the present age, and there

is scarcely a town of any size in the United

States, that has not one or more of these

organizations. Their objects are various,

sometimes purely for literary culture, in

many instances for reforms of different

kinds, occasionally for political study, and

also for the systematic study of art, of

music and of household economics and the

many subjects of interest that are occupy

ing the great body of the women of to-day.

They have operated, probably more than

any one factor, in broadening the minds

of women, teaching them that education

does not stop when the school room door

closes, arousing an interest in public affairs,

and giving women confidence in their own*

powers. The club meetings are a pleasant

social diversion in the somewhat monoto

nous life of women. This national federa

tion, bringing them all together in one great

organization, gives them additional strength

and interest. The ideal club, the club of

the future, will be composed of both men

and women, in fact this plan has been

adopted in a number of cities and found to

be very acceptable. Of course there will

be always some clubs exclusively for men

and some exclusively for women, but ex

perience is constantly demonstrating that

everywhere the most satisfactory results

are achieved where there is the concerted

action of both men and women.
#

Coventry Patmore, an English writer,

contributes to the current literature on

" woman," which is occupying so large a

space in the newspapers and magazines

of the day. He thinks that woman's sole

and only mission is to inspire man to do

great things, and he says, " Bhe is able to

fulfill this, her necessary and delightful

function, just because she, herself, is noth

ing in battle, policy, poetry, discovery, or

original, intellectual or moral force of any

kind." And so it is to this cipher that men

must look for their inspiration to noble

deeds? Well, thank Heaven, the little

Coventry Patmores are growing beautifully

less, an<i a race of men are coming, are here

indeed, who not only recognize the moral

and intellectual force of women but glory

in it, and find therein their most powerful

incentive to make of themselves all that

this new order of womankind demands and

expects. j .

Teaclter.—What are the two capitals of

Rhode Island?

Smart Scholar (promptly).—R and I.

Teacher.—Now Tommy, tell me who first

discovered whalebone ?

Tommy.—Jonah.—Barper'g Young People.

yOTES.

We acknowledge the receipt of resolutions

of respect and a poem in memory of Mrs. L.

H. Fitch, a member of Welcome Lodge, N'o.

9, Ladies' Society, B. of L. F., Needles, Oil.

Our space is so limited that we are not able

to publish these or any others of a similar

nature, although we should like to give

pleasure to the friends.

•
» *

A poem received from Newton, Iowa, en

titled "loved in Vain," possesses some in

terest, but we cannot use it. There is not

one line which is written grammatically

and correctly capitalized, spelled and punct

uated. It would have to be entirely re

written, and time is too valuable.

Woman's Dept :—The May number, has

considerable to say about woman suffrage I

will sav something also.

You"say "The Protestant ministers of Col

orado and the Catholic bishops and clergy

gave strong support to the woman suffrage

movement during the recent campaign in

that state." ■

What a credit it must be to the cause to

gain that victory in Colorado, where the

dominant partybreathes forth anarchism

and socialism, "and cries from behind the

executive in his chair that the people should

ride blood to the bridle bits.

What a victory you down trodden women

have gained. Here in Massachusetts,

where there are so many homes of culture

and refinement where woman is the centre

of attraction the bright and shining light

wielding such moral and devine influence,

and where institutions of learning and cul

ture were established before Colorado was

thought of. .Strange that woman can't have

suffrage.

In your article "The making of a woman,

you and Mrs. M. Orrell seem to criticise and

judge Mr. Bok wrongfully. Mr. Bok is right

in his argument.

This is a sorry age for this country, that

woman has become canonized. I honor

woman, I respect woman, I sympathize

with woman, I reverence woman, but it i«

the grand and Oodly woman of the old

school, and the refined and cultured lady

educated by this Mamon loving generation

to wrapp their hearts up in silks and tie

them with ribbons and judge a man by the

size of his pocket book. Look at all the

flaming palaces of hell in the city presided

over bv women, talk about purifying the

ballott!

What a relishing sight it is to see a young

woman 21 or 22 marrying an old roan of 60

for his millions, oh, yes, you tender women,

you talk purity but when you prostitute

yourselves to a "rich man thats all right. In

that article I have mentioned regardini!

Mr. Bok that woman who said she had an
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offer of a young marriage, but she did not

want it because she would have to deny

herself of a great many things, that she

could love the man if she wanted to. Let

me tell you right here such as she is is what

fills all our bouses Of prostitutes. When

woman says, that when financial reverses

come to a family love goes out of the back

door, and by what I have seen it is about

so, but only among you enlightened and

cultured American women.

It is not good for man to be alone I will

create for him a helpmeet.

This age of Christian enlightenment that

calls her a companion for the rich man and

a helpmeet for the poor man.

C. U. Again,

[Our correspondent seems somewhat con

fused in his ideas, but we cheerfully grant

him a place in our free parliament. Such

articles help the cause they attack. The

reason the women of Massachusetts cannot

get the suffrage is because the whiskey lob

by in the legislature is too strong for them.

We are glad to know from his own declara

tion, that our correspondent has so much

respect for women. We should never know

it from the general tone of his letter.—En.]

" THE SOXG OF THE SHOV!"

[There tire shop girls in Islington working one

hundred an<l seven hours a week.]

With eyelids weary and worn,

With limbs as heavy as lead,

A shop-girl sat in her chill, bare room.

Holding her aching head.

And over her pale, thin face

The tears were beginning to drop,

As, checking a sigh that became a sob,

She sang the " Song of the Shop ! "

"O! it« work—work—work !

Till the brain begins to swim ;

And work—work—work !

Till I ache in every limb ;

Compelled through the livelong day

Behind the counter to stand.

Till the heart growsslck and the brain be

numbed.

As well as the wear)' hand.

" Work—work—work !

In the hurry and rush and glare :

Work—work—work !

In the foul, gas-poisoned air.

Whatever the seasons be,

No change in my lot they bring-

And it's only because the fashions change

That I know* it once more is spring.

"Oh ! but to breathe once more

The breath of the cowslip sweet;

To see the blue sky above my head

And green grass beneath my feet.

Oh ! but for one short hour

To feel as I used to feci.

Before to the counter I was bound.

Like a slave, with chains of steel."

With eye-lids weary and worn,

With limbs as heavy as lead.

A shop-girl sat in her chill, bare room

Holding her aching head,

Essaying In vain to check

The tears that perforce would drop

As still, in a voice of dolorous tone

That u its hfdf a sob and half u moan,

She sang this " Song of the Shop! "

—Imrultm Truth.

Her Brother Entertained Him,

She was not quite ready to receive him,

says the New York Pi-ens, so she sent her

little brother to entertain him while she put

the finishing touches to her toilet.

The entertainment was lively if not satis

factory.

"You are Ethel's beau, ain't you ?" the

youthful prospective brother-in-law began.

"Yes," said the youth, pleasantly.

" You have money in the bank, haven't

you?"

" Yes."

"And it's in your own name, ain't it?"

" Yes."

" And you expect to keep it in your own

name after vou're married to Ethel ?"

" Well—er—yes."
'• Well Ethel will have something to eay

about that."

Ethel's beau began to feel uncomfortable.

" You smoke, don't you?" continued the

inquisitor.
fl Yes, a little."

" And you expect to smoke after you are

married to Ethel."

" Ye-es."

" Well, Ethel will have something to say

about that?"

Ethel's beau felt more uncomfortable

than ever.

" You belong to a club, don't you?" pur

sued the self-possessed urchin.

" Ye-es."

" And you expect to belong to it after you

are married to Ethel ?"

" I suppose so."

" Well, Ethel will have something to say

about that."

Ethel's beau was growing red in the face.

" You play billiards, don t you ?" contin

tied the boy.

" Yes, sometimes."

" And you expect to play sometimes after

you.re married to Ethel ?

"I do."

" Well, Ethel will have something to say

about that."

" Look here, my young friend," said the

exasperated lover ; "I've got an important

engagement which I forgot. I'm going to

attend to it. You tell Ethel I've gone, and

see what she has to say about that."

And he went.

D.

He calls her his dearest, his darling,

His dearie, his dove, for you see.

More fri-quent than raindrops in April

Are love terms beginning with V.

AFTERWARD.

The cooking is really quite dreadful,

The baby is howling high (',

And frequent as raindrops in April

Are phrases beginning with I).

—Life.
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CONDITIONS.

The optimist may be satisfied with con

ditions and the pessimist may lament over

what he deems the misfortunes of mankind,

and if the pessimist seeks to remedy the

affliction, whatever it may be, he is the

better man of the two, but if he is content

to murmur, bewail and croak, then the op

timist is the more lovable character. There

are certain untoward conditions which,

being productive of great mental or physi

cal distress, cannot be contemplated with

composure, so independent of human agen

cy that they are termed " acts of God." It

would be an easy task to catalogue some of

them as, for instance, earthquakes, cyclones,

the calamities attending overflows of rivers,

death dealing thunderbolts, storms at sea,

when navies go down, railroad wrecks

which neither care nor foresight could pre

vent, and many other kindred and inscruta

ble dispensations. In such cases it were

folly to complain. There is no remedy.

The best that can be done is to consult ex

perience and science for the purpose of re-

■ lucing results in the line of death and de

struction to the minimum. Men possessed

of common sense do not, while contem

plating disasters of the kind mentioned,

sit down and growl on the one hand, content

with the theory that all things are for the

worst, nor, on the other hand, fold their

hands and smilingly assert that things are

i irdered for the best. On the contrary, they

take a hand in ordering and adjusting affairs

t < > the extent, at least, of confronting na-

t tire with appliances designed to modify the

disastrous consequences of conditions they

did not create, as, for instance, build strong

ships to battle with storms at sea, set up

lightning rods to catch thunderbolts, build

low, one-story houses when living within a

seismal territory, and thus we could indefi

nitely point out how men on the alert, in a

measure, at least, may modify results when

conditions productive of disaster are beyond

their control.

But there are conditions brought about

by human agencies, many of which are fruit

ful of calamities of wider sweep and more

direful consequensces than those which are

credited to a mysterious providence. And

it is such conditions that men are required

to consider, because by giving them special

examination ways and means may be found

to change them and create other conditions

calculated to promote the welfare of indi

viduals and commmuities.

In this connection it becomes eminently

prudent to inquire regarding the condition

of our country. It is blessed beyond the

power of hyperbole with food products.

Our granaries are full to repletion, and

we seek constantly for foreign markets in

which to dispose of the surplus. In this

we have a condition that even a pessi

mist must approve and admire, and an

optimist may shout with some show of

propriety, " I told you so; all things are

done for the best." Certainly, it was the

order of nature to create the soil, to send

the sunshine and the rain, and it was the

order of a largely redeemed human nature

from savagery to plow, sow, cultivate and

harvest the products. Usually, however,

we credit such a condition to Providence,

and to such a conclusion we are not dis

posed to offer objections further than to

say, "in creating them, God and man are

in alliance." But while we are indulging

in thanksgiving for such boundless stores

of food, we are confronted by a condition

which silences rejoicings. Multiplied thous

ands of our people, men women and chil

dren, are in the grasp of hunger, premoni

tion of famine. What of such a condition?

It is purely a condition brought about by

human agencies. There is no'niysterious

Providence in any sense responsible, and

hence it becomes possible for human agen

cies to diminish the sufferings of the peo
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pie, and these are being employed; but to

abate the distress caused by the conditions

is not sufficient, the supreme demand being

to prevent the recurrence of such national

calamities.

In surveying the field of battle, for such

it is, where the idle, the impoverished, the

ragged, hungry and homeless, have strug

gled for life, men, stout-hearted and strong-

nerved confess to sensations akin to de

spair. To relieve the universal distress, to

provide for the destitution seen on every

hand, appears a work so herculean that only

the power of a miracle working God is

equal to the task, but as the condition was

created by man, man must work out of it or

succumb to the indescribable curse, and if

experience—and since the new world was

discovered it never taught a more terrible

lesson for the benefit of workingmen—will

not suffice to redeem men from the bondage

of error when by the fiat of their sovereign

will it may be done, then the time is at

"hand to write the epitaph of a government

by the people, of the people and for the

people.

Men who discuss remedies for conditions

productive of disaster, inquire relative to

the cause of the calamity. The President

of the United States, after collecting all the

facts available by the government, called

congress in extraordinary session to change

deplorable conditions. Banks were failing

by the hundred, industrial enterprises were

closing their doors, money became phenom

enally scarce, disaster after disaster followed

fast and followed faster, wreck and ruin

was seen on all sides, and the president said

the condition was owing to " congressional

legislation." That was the cause assigned

by the chief magistrate of the nation, and

the legislation which was selected to bear

the anathemas of the nation was the famous

and infamous " Sherman bill," which sim

ply provided for the purchase of a certain

amount of silver bullion for which the gov

ernment issued in payment silver certifi

cates which entered into the currency of

the country. It was charged that the

"Sherman bill" caused undue exportation

D' gold, and with this the hue and cry be

gan.

The arraignment of congress upon the

charge of being responsible for the calami

ties under which the country for a year past

has suffered, is an indictment of the people,

of popular government in all of its branches,

since it is the theory of our government

that the people are sovereign, and have

.such laws and such administration of the

government as they desire. But this may

be said, if the people find themselves be

trayed by their representatives they may

displace them for others who are not knaves,

and in this way so far as legislature is con

cerned, change conditions or prevent the

recurrence of calamitous conditions ; but

everything depends upon the intelligence

courage, and integrity of the people.

In discussing the deplorable condition of

business affairs it will be profitable to keep

prominently in mind President Cleveland's

declaration that the cause is " congressional

legislation." We do not doubt the presi

dent's averment, hence we affirm that con

gress has betrayed the people. The presi

dent's indictment includes the two great

parties that have for years controlled con

gressional legislation, and these two great

parties, corrupt to the core, are now asking

the people to still further trust them. They

closed the mills and the factories through

out the great mining regions ; they closed

the silver mines as if by a decree of Jehovah.

They created a, condition in finance which

paralyzed business of every description and

filled the land with idleness and all the in

describable woes which idleness inflicts, and

now they appeal to the victims of their

perfidy and treachery for a new lease of

power, that congressional legislation may

proceed in the old ruts, and in the old ruts

it is proceeding. Bearing in mind the dec

laration of the president, charging present

conditions upon congressional legislation,

men naturally turn to congress for relief,

and are required to contemplate spectacles

of wrangling, duplicity and perfidy which

loads to the conclusion that conditions are

to be made still more disastrous. Senators

are charged with using their information

for successful gambling in stocks, and an

investigation is to probe the charge to find

the depths of congressional rottenness.

The great body of the people have lost all

confidence in congressional integrity. The
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hope which animated the nation when con

gress assembled, that conditions would be

changed for the better, has practically faded

out of sight. Business demoralization con

tinues. The army of men forced into idle

ness is not diminished ; the fangs and pangs

of hunger are doing their work; tramps*

multiply. Those who have work are con

fronted with demands for a reduction in

wages; poverty goes down to deeper depths.

There are more rags, more riots, but no re

form, and still congress yields only dead

sea fruit, and the conclusion is forced upon

all thinking men that parties as they exist

cannot create better conditions and will not

supply remedies for the disasters which the

president sayB are the result congressional

legislation.

If the ballot is to change conditions, if

the ballot is to prevent the recurrence of

such conditions as now afflict the country,

it is time that workingmen should renounce

their bondage to the old parties, to find or

found one whose representatives in con

gress shall so legislate that no president

from this time forthwith and forever shall

be required to say that the country is in

the grasp of appalling calamities as the re

sult of " congressional legislation." Will

workingmen be taught by experience ? Will

they heed admonitions such as present con

ditions voice in thunder tones ? We shall

see.

It is officially stated that a mistake is

made by those who think $50,000 a year is

all the President of the United States re

ceives. In addition to that sum the chief

magistrate is given $33,034 to pay the sal

aries of his clerks and subordinates. His

private secretary has $3,260, his assistant

secretary $2,250, the stenographer gets

SI ,800, each of five messengers $1,200, the

steward $1,800, each of the two doorkeepers

$1 ,200, while other employes are paid in

proportion, down to the man who takes

care of the fires, who receives $864. In ad

dition $8,000 is allowed for incidentals, such

as stationery and carpets, $12,500 for re

pairs and refurnishing, $2,500 for fuel,

S4.000 for the greenhouse, and $15,000 for

i he stable, gas and other incidentals. In

all the president and his house cost the

country over $125,000.

REMINISCENT.

On the 16th day of July, 1880, by the ex

ceeding kindness and confidence of friends,

to memory dear, we were made editor of the

Locomotive Firemen's Magazine. That was

fourteen years ago. We write reminiscent'

ly. We are turning the accomplishment of

those fourteen years into an hour glass, and

musingly note the sands, recalling all the

hours they measure by their passage. We

group into bright constellations old friends,

good friends, dear friends, and as their

light, the light of other days, beams down

upon us, the song of pur heart is,

And here's a hand, my trusty fiere '

And gie'B a hand o' thine!

And we'll tak' a right gude Willie waugbt,

For auld lang syne,

For auld lang syne, my dear,

For auld lang tyne,

We'll tak' a cup o' kindnesi yet,

For auld lang syne.

It has been written that " years steal fire

from the mind as vigor from the limb."

Possibly ! later on, we shall doubtless be •

convinced of the declaration, not now; and

yet, fourteen years of toil and anxiety have

made many a man prematurely old, whit

ened his locks and wrinkled his brow, and

made life a burden. It is the habit of some

to " sigh for vanished years." We are not

of the number. It may be, and it is doubt

less true, that " there is a tide in the affairs

of men, which, taken at the flood, leads on

to fortune," and which if "omitted, all the

voyage of their life is bound in shallow-

and miseries." We have great respect for

the Bard of Avon, and are not disposed to

venture a controversy with such august

authority, but it may be said, taking a gen

eral survey of the " affaire of men," that a

great majority fail to see the tide in time

to take it and ride upon its crest to fortune.

At the early age of 24 years our atten

tion was called to the tide which offered

the editorship of the Firemen's Magaxtkc.

It was thought to be an auspicious tide,

and we seized it with all the enthusiasm of

youth. Did it "lead on to fortune?" Well,

that depends specifically upon what the

term fortune is made to signify. Lexicog

raphers are prolific in definitions and some

one of them ought to meet our editorial

venture, but the indications are that of »

list of about thirty not one exactly fits the
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case. Our mounting of the tripod can

scarcely be referred to as chance, accident,

luck, hap or fortuity, since, in no instance,

was the position accepted as a means of

livelihood ; a hundred openings to moderate

ambition promised better returns, certain

ly no prospect of estate, substance, property

and possessions, ever dazzled our eyes or

tickled our fancy, and wealth, riches, opu

lence, never flashed above the horizon as

stars in the firmament of hope to inspire us

to do and dare for the purpose of gathering

in bullion with the idea of becoming a mil

lionaire, to dress in purple and fine linen,

hire a French cook, and have strawberry

short rake every day. Aside from such

considerations, the tide that took us into

the editorial chair in the sanctum of the

Firemen's Magazine, if not an incident

presaging fortune, has at no time during

our incumbency, been labelled a misfor

tune or unfortunate.

True enough, tides and w inds have not

always been fair, seas have not always been

tranquil, but year after year, on the first

day of January, we have launched a new

volume, have made fourteen voyages, and

on each succeeding December have returned

to port with every mast, sail and rope intact,

and ready to set sail again. And now,

after fourteen voyages midst shine and

storm, the good old ship, staunch and sound

from keelson to quarter deck, is in better

condition to contend with gale and billow

than when first we took command.

We first joined the order February 27th,

1875.

When our name first appeared as editor

the Magazine had an enrolled subscription

list of 1 ,s00, all told. It has since reached

a circulation of 35,000, a gain of nearly 2,000

per cent., an average of nearly 150 percent,

a year.

In felicitating the great Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen upon the steady

growth of its Magazine it will not be re

garded as vain boasting, if, in throwing a

backward glance over the years of our edi

torial pilgrimage we, too, accept the felici

tations of facts showing the phenomenal

trrowth of the Magazine.

The Firemen's Magazine, since it passed

under our control, contains the history of

the order in every essential particular. To

write a history of the Brotherhood of Lo

comotive Firemen from the day of its or

ganization to the present, the Magazine

would supply all needed data. It contains

the public utterances of its grand officers

when made from manuscript, as also the

reports of its grand officers to annual and

biennial conventions, so that step by step

the evolution record of the brotherhood

from small beginnings to its present numer

ical strength, wealth and influence, is pre

served, and those who would know its ad

vancement may find the interesting data in

the pages of the Magazine.

It would be the merest prudery on the

part of the writer to intimate that real sat

isfaction is not experienced in the contem

plation of his connection with the Fire

men's Magazine. Assuming control of the

publication, when, as has been stated, its

monthly edition was only 1,800, pride and

ambition, coupled with a desire to promote

the welfare of the order, prompted ceaseless

efforts to improve its various departments

■ and give it commanding prominence in the

list of the labor organs of the times. To

say that this laudable ambition has been

fully realized, is but to state a universal

verdict from which there has been no ap

peal. We recall no question relating to the

welfare of labor, that has been up for de

bate since we took charge of the Magazine,

that has not been discussed in its pages,

and such was the prudence and opportune

ness of its utterances that those who recog

nized their merits, included many of the

best writers and thinkers of the period.

It would be remarkable, indeed, if during

fourteen years no mistakes had been made,

and it is quite as noticeable that the list of

errors, all things considered, is so limited.

The maxim here applies that "it is human

to err, and divine to forgive," and thus, as

we write, to the extent of our ability, mis

takes are obliterated, and only the words

fitly spoken, which are like " apples of gold

in pictures of silver," are to have a place

upon the tablets of memory.

We write in a reminiscent vein, because

the 16th of July is an anniversary day, re

calling the beginning of our editorial career

—a valedictory may appear later, when we
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say farewell and leave to other hands the

work we have pursued since July 10th, 1880.

THE COAL MINERS' STRIKE.

All things considered the strike of the

coal miners of the United States is probably

the most serious event in industrial affairs

that ever occurred in this country.

In the onward march of invention steam

power is employed almost universally; coal

has practically displaced wood as fuel, and

as a result, wherever a locomotive putt's

and whistles on the 200,000 miles of the

railroads of the country, or wherever a sta

tionary engine is located, coal is in demand

as a fuel. Nor is this all. Beyond the

limits of natural gas, in all the great cities

and most important towns, coal is used for

domestic purposes, and thus coal becomes

a universal fuel—an article of prime neces

sity, the importance of which cannot be ex

aggerated.

A person at all thoughtful need only to

survey the field of enterprises in which coal

i? used to generate steam, to be convinced

that to cut off the supply of coal, or to ma

terially reduce the quantity mined, must

be attended with incalculable disasters to

business; disasters so overwhelming in

their sweep as to arrest the wheels of prog

ress and the march of civilization.

According to the census report there was

mined in the United States in 1880, 05,723,-

1 10 tons of bituminous coal, and 35,863,230

tons of anthracite coal—a total of 101,686,-

860 tons, and it is safe to say that now the

annual product of the mines is not less

than 150,000,000 tons, and to say there are

300,000 men employed in mining this an

nual output is an exceedingly conservative

estimate.

In this brief outline it is seen that in it

self the coal mining industry expands to

vast proportions, and when we consider

how intimately and indissolubly coal is as-

h >ciated with all the great industrial enter

prises of the country, the mining industry

expands to such proportions of interest

and importance that it is practically im

possible to grasp sums total.

If we were to introduce arguments relat

ing to cause and effect, we are inclined to

the opinion that no other industry in this

country is productive of an amount of

wealth approximating that which can be

traced directly to the labors of the coal

miner; and the inquiry is naturally sug

gested, Does the miner, even in a remote

degree, share in the benefits which his ar

duous vocation creates ? That he does not

is universally conceded.

If the investigator goes to the anthracite

coal fields of Pennsylvania for facts and

proof, he will be forced to the conclusion

that in no land beneath the sun, in no era

of the world's history, has human depravi

ty had a more satanic exemplification than

in the afflictions which the proprietors oi

the Pennsylvania anthracite coal mines

have studiously and continuously visited

upon coal miners ; and coal proprietors ev

erywhere throughout the country, with ex

ceptions as rare as angels' visits, have pur

sued the same degrading, defrauding, hun

ger-panged policy. The world has known

the enormity of the evils complained of. The

story in all itB haggard features has repeat

edly been told. The miserable victims of

"man's inhumanity toman" have occasion

ally rebelled, only to be forced into sub

mission by hunger, cold and nakedness.

Living but one remove from the condition

of wild beasts, they lived and toiled and

died, the victims of cruelty, poverty and

degradation such as have cursed no civilized

land under heaven.

But, and America ought to be thankful

for the fact, coal miners had not become so

debased that they would no longer protest,

and under the leadership of men who knew

the right and dared maintain it, the miners

organized to demand justice, and all ordi

nary efforts having failed to secure redress,

at least 150,000 men resolved to cease dig

ging coal until they secured fair wages for

their work. This organization is known as

the United Mine Workers.

The cause of the strike now in full blast

was the reduction of wages in certain dis

tricts, where the prevailing price at the be

ginning of the reduction was 70 cents a ton

and the cut proceeded until prices were re

duced all the way from 38 to 00 cents a ton,

netting a man from 50 to 75 cents a day.

The resistance to this piratical policy be

gan by local strikes, but no benefit resulted.
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and there came the order for the members

of the i'nited Mine Workers to quit; and

as we write not less than 150,000 men are

idle, demanding 70 cents a ton as a uniform

rate for digging a ton of coal; and no man

who is at all familiar with the subject will

charge the miners with making an unrea

sonable demand.

We have indicated the great importance

of coal as a fuel, and this fact has prompted

proprietors to put forth superhuman efforts

to replace the miners who are striking, by

men who, regardless of right and justice, are

willing to accept such wages as the propri

etors offer. The regular miners, who are

contending for simple justice, are disposed

to resist the employment of such men, and

as we write news comes of battle and blood

—of dead and wounded, and the outlook is

full of peril.

Already the premonitions of a coal fam

ine are widespread and unmistakable. In

numerous instances railroads have felt its

grasp ami have reduced the number of

their trains. From every direction infor

mation comes that factories have had to

suspend operations, and the declaration is

made that unless the miners at an early

day resume work, the condition of business

will be of a character so deplorable as to

defy exaggeration. Every branch of busi

ness will, to a greater or less extent, be in

volved. Ten thousand engines will stand

still, and a million employes will be added

to the ranks of the idle—and all because

1'tO.OOO or 200,000 miners absolutely declare^

they are robbed, degraded and starved that

mine owners may grow rich upon their un

requited toil.

What m to be done?

It is the old, old question. If the miners

can hold out the operators will be com

pelled to pay them fair wages ; and since

the alternatives are work and starve, or be

idle and take the chances, the indications

are that the latter choice will be made,

and if it is, the duration of the struggle

cannot, in the nature of things, be long

Protracted, and the miners will win a not

able victory, all the more certain because

their demands are just.

We predict a victory for the Mine Work

ers. In saying this we are not unmindful

of the sacrifices the mine workers are ma

king, but we believe the interests at stake

demand that the struggle shall be carried

forward until the nation shall learn also,

by sacrifice, the fact hitherto disregarded,

that the nation's boasted wealth and prog

ress, civilization and all its attendant bless

ings, depend primarily upon the toiling

masses, and that justice to them, whether

resulting from legislation, arbitration or

striking, is the basis of national prosperity.

Experience may be, and often is, a dear

school, but if the nation will learn in no

other school, then, let the test come, as

come it will, and the sooner it comes the

better it will be for all concerned.

WEALTH AND LABOR.

We have on our table two bulletins of

the U. S. census bureau for 18SH). One,

treating of the wealth of the United States

and giving totals for four decades from 1850

to 1SSK), and the other, treating of the in

dustries of the country, show the increase

in the number of establishments, capital,

employes, etc., for the decade between 1SS0

and 1.S1X), the figures of both bulletins

showing a marvelous increase of wealth,

industrial enterprises, capital, product, etc.

Referring to the bulletin showing the

wealth of the country, the figures are as

follows :

TRUE VALUATION OF ALL REAL

ERTY.

AND PERSONAL PROP-

g AMOUNT.

PER CAPI

TA.

INCREASE

PER CENT.

1850

1860

1ST0

1880

1890

87,135,780,228

16.159.616,068

30.088.518.507

43,tU2,000,0(IO

B5.037.0!ll,197

8308

514 126.46

780

870

85.07

45.14

19.021 ,(>:«>

ASSESSED VALUATION OK REAL

* ERTV.

AND PERSONAL PROP

S
5"

TOTAL.
TER CAPI

TA.

INCREASE

PER CENT.

18V0

1800

1870

86,024,666,900

12,0*1 ..ViO.OOS

14,178.986,732

17,139.903.495

25,473,173.418

8260

384

368

342

407

100.58

17.33

1880

IK'JO

20.88

48.62

The foregoing table discloses some things

of special interest, as for instance, in 1850,

84.2 per cent, of the " true valuation " of the

wealth of the country was assessed for tax

ation. In 1860 only 74.7 per cent, was as-
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sessed for taxation, in 1870 the amount as

sessed had fallen to 47.2 per cent. ; in 1 880, it

declined to 30.5 per cent, and in 1S90, the

assessed value of the wealth of the country

was only 40 per cent, of its true value, or

in other words, in 1890, $39,&54,917,779 of

the wealth of the country escaped taxa

tion.

But our purpose in giving the census

figures of the nation's wealth is to enable

the readers to see at a glance the growth of

the nation's wealth, demonstrating that we

are the richest nation on the planet. This

increase from 1850 to 1890, forty years,

amounts to the colossal sum of $57,901,310,-

909, or an average of $1,447,532,774 a year,

for forty years. It is just here that the

political economy declaration comes prom

inently into view, that all wealth is created

by labor, hence, without labor no wealth is

created.

Dismissing this branch of the subject for

the present, we turn to the industries of

the United States as tabulated by the cen

sus bureau. Here again we find food for

profound reflection upon the proposition

that labor not only creates all the wealth,

but is the chief factor in all that goes to

achieve progress, maintain the government

and give character to our civilization.

The census bureau supplies the data for

07 of the leading industries of the country,

which constitute 80.89 per cent, of all the

industrial establishments, and shows what

the increase has been in the number of es

tablishments, the capital invested, number

of employes, amount paid out for labor,

the cost of materials and the value of the

product for the years 1880 and 1890, as fol

lows :

1890, number of establishments . . 29<! 133

1880, number of establishments . . 222,937

1890, cost of material .

1S80, cost of material .

Increase tUT^sf

1890, value of product . . . .$7«Craia

1880, value of product . . . . 4,33.i.V;|

Increase 105,440

1890, capital invested .... $5,282,9,50,531

1880, capital invested .... 2,274,382,070

Increase $3,008,568,401

1890, number of employes .... 3,775,602

1880, number of employes .... 2,155,022

Increase 1,620,579

J2cn' PE-1 f0r Wages $1,839,017,529

1880, paid for wages 747,610,056

Increase $1,091,407,473

Increase. . $3JK,4:«ij-

m the foregoing we have sti.si &.t ,,y

of all the establishments in the ountr.

80.45 per cent, of all the capital inv^

79.17 per cent, of all the employe*. r< :<v

cent, of the wages for all industries, <y

per cent, of total materials for ill

dustries and 81.31 per cent, of the uM

product of all manufacturers of th* n»

try. By this statement we find thai i^

total number of industrial esUbl»ht.««

in the country in 18!K>, was 3ti6.i><S. fy

capital invested in all industries in !■<«.

amounted to $6,566,750,181. Tbe nui.

of employes in all the establishment!

1890 was 4,709,000. The total amowit pcj

out for wages in 1890 was $i>.:«iV:>'

The cost of. the material for all infer*

in 1890 was $.r>,127,9.'>9,629, and the

product of all the industrial establishmts*

in 1890 was $9,454,918,620. It ie seen It

the figures introduced, that in ls«i. fo

product of all of the industries of the «»

try reached the colossal sum total of h-

454,918,620. The cost of materials wat JV

127,554,6251, leaving $4,327,304,001. 0m ,

this the sum labor received in wa«. **

$2,305,289,301 , leaving$2,022,074,7its « pnsi

to owners, an amount which paid them ,»i:

per cent, on their investment, while tht

average yearly income of the employes »n

$482, or for 300 days, an average of $\j/6je

day. It is seen that while the eraplova

received $482 for a year's work, the &<i'#K

establishments received an average of fsje:

each. Had the proprietors been corneal

with, say, 10 per cent., instead of 30.7 per

cent, of the profits, the employee vtkii'J

have received a large share of the wealth

they had created.

The figures we have introduced show tin

for the year 1890, 4,709.000 employes pro

duced wares valued at $9,454,7l$,fKM, or aa

average of $1,982. of which he received ?4«.

leaving $1 ,500 for his employer. With wet

facts in full view, it is easy to axxraut lor

the rapid multiplication of millionaires is

the country and for the increasing poverty to
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the toiling masses. In view of figures sub

mitted, no reflecting mind can contemplate

the sum total of which labor creates, with

out being profoundly impressed with the

fact that the efforts which are made to de

grade labor are a crime against humanity, a

crime; which sooner or later will call down

the vengeance of heaven ; a crime that will

imperil the government and its institu

tions, arrest the march of progress and

blotch our civilization. And no fact which

now challenges the attention of men, in

all the walks of life, is more conspi-

cious, or fraught with more danger to the

peace and prosperity of the nation, than

the ceaseless efforts of employers to reduce

wages, and thereby weld upon the limbs of

labor tbe fetters of poverty more securely.

To resist this enslavement labor organizes;

but since only a majority of the toilers are

organized, the degradation of labor pro

ceeds, and if at any time it becomes appar

ent that labor is cheered by the prospect of

victories, court injunctions, deputy mar

shals armed with Winchester rifles, author

ized to kill in the name of the law, turn

victories into defeat, or if these fail, armed

soldiers are called out and the state aids in

the degradation of workingmen.

We have shown by the highest authority,

that in 1800 there were 4,709,000 employes

in the various manufacturing industries of

the country. If to this number there is

added the employes in mines and engaged

in transportation, the number would ex

pand to 0,000,000. Of this vast army, how

many are organized in all of the brother

hoods of the land, possibly 1,000,000 or 1,-

■500,000, and as a general proposition these

organized men have demonstrated their

impotency to resist the downward course

of wages, and the result constitutes, today,

and object lesson of terrible significance.

Present conditions ought, in the very nature

of things, to solidify the workingmen of

America. If it is not done, the perils of

poverty will materialize—indeed the word is

already going forward and the end is likely

to be disasters that even brave men do not

care to contemplate.

" TnE flag of the free heart's only home,

by angel hands to valor given," alias "Old

Glory," was devised as early as 1777.

JUDGE JENKINS.

There is, after all, say what we will, some

thing in a name. Ordinarily, men make

little note of names, but occasionally the

fact confronts us that a name, considered

in connection with other things with which

it is associated, is singularly incongruous—

its inappropriateness is seen at a glance,

and the mind yields assent to the absurdity

in spite of itself. If an effort is made to

reverse the verdict the unsuitablenessofthe

name is only the more stubbornly asserted,

and no divinity, however industriously it

may hew and whittle, can change our convic

tion. Jenkins is a case in point. Jenkins as

a clown, a buffoon, a jack-pudding, a zany,

any sort of a mountebank, would pass un

noticed. Jenkins as a dancing master or a

floor-walker in some fashionable notion

store, would be well enough, but Jenkins,

as a United States Judge, is where the name

forces the conclusion that a serious incom

patibility exists. Jenkins has long been

a man that suggests the dude, the masher,

a person of small head, small capacities,

who parts his hair in the middle, and smells

of pomatum, wears corsets, and who is never

more happy than when in a swallow tail

coat and shining tile he is the laughing

stock of level headed men and women—

and nothing is more common than to refer

to such a coxcomb, as a "Jenkins "—a "Jen

kins of a fellow," an exquisite "jackanapes,

of no particular consequence in this or any

other world. It is seen at a glance that

when Jenkins was made a United States

Judge, people had a right to expect that a

reign of damphoolism on the bench would

be inaugurated the moment an opportunity

offered for a display of first-class asininity.

The opportunity came, and Jenkins was

ready. Jenkins became a tool of the cor

poration—a highly serviceable tool. Don

ning cap and bells the corporation could

use him as a gimlet, pod auger, monkey

wrench, jack-screw, drill, crow bar, any

thing conditions might require. In fact,

the corporation used him as a bomb, and

Jenkins exploded several times, and the

corporation chuckled and exclaimed—

"How's that for high Jenks?" During

these performances, Jenkins, covered all

over with ermine, danced around in the
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ring while the corporation shouted " Bra

vo!" "Good for you, Jenks!" Jenkins ac

cepted this flatulent flattery and expanded

to prodigious proportions, soliloquizing, "I

am the long looked for Daniel come to

judgment, the one Jenkins of all the Jen

kinses—since Adam was a rag baby and

mosquitoes wore boots, the world has sighed

for. I can twist the tail of the lion of labor

until its squeal can be heard from the Mis

sissippi to the Pacific, and corporations will

be induced to build a monument to perpet

uate the name of the only Jenkins that ever

appeared on this mundane sphere, since

the fiist Jenkins tadpole lost its tail."

Manifestly, Jenkins was as happy as aclam

at high tide. He had won the applause of

the corporations, and corporations have

money and give dinners. They can " touch

the button " and all the trains on the con

tinent are at the service of those who do

their bidding. What cared Jenkins for the

hireling employes? They could not ban

quet him, give him free passes, nor slip a

thousand dollar greenback into his pocket

"unbeknown" to him—and Jenkins, as

wise as any other monkey, knows where his

bread is buttered.

The trouble with Jenkins is and was,

that like a small calibred imitation of a

judge he got uproarously happy over an

opportunity to perform an exceedingly

dirty job in the interest of a corporation,

regardless of decency, propriety and justice,

and this he did with such lickspittle, fawn

ing, debased subservency to the corpor

ation and with such total disregard of the

rights of employes, that he aroused univer

sal indignation and contempt. Jenkins

seems to have contemplated the perform

ances of Kicks and Taft aa below the stand

ard corporations required to teach employes

their dependence upon them for existence,

and he decided to supply the long felt want.

If he could not out Herod Herod, he felt

confident he could out polecat Ricks and

Taft and create a continental stink of forty

horse power, and he did, be it said, perform

that sort of a feat. Jenkins became notori

ous. No other Jenkins the world had

known stood so much in need of disinfect

ants. His case was diagnosed by numerous

horse doctors. It was given out that he

liT"

had blind staggers. Others thought corpor

ation oats had produced pole-evil, or big-

head—which seemed to be conceded aDd

congress concluded to examine his case and

pass sentence. Jenkins regarded the allair

as in the highest degree complimentary

and his head took to swelling still worse.

The congressional committee which in

vestigated Jenkins, referring to his injunc

tion, which provided that the employes of

the Northern Pacific could not quit nor

consider the propriety of striking without

being guilty of contempt of court, says:

This was the object nought to be obtained. That

the order was drawn to effect it, and it whs signed b]r

the Judge with that intent, the lauguageof the order

and concomitant circumstances left no nnjin tor

doubt. Your committee lias no hesitation in declar

ing that theorders rendered wcreagross Rhuseoi th*

power of the court, were supported by neither Memo

nor authority, were layoud the jurisdiction of the

Judge and were therefore void.

Such is the opinion of a congressional

committee sitting in judgment on Jenkins,

pronouncing his orders as totally vicious

and void, as a " gross abuse " of power, "sup

ported by neither reason nor authority."

The committee further declared that

" they clearly recognize the right of the

laboring people, as a means of selling their

labor at a higher price, of coercing employ

ers to accede to their demands." •

"The conclusion," therefore, of the Judge

" that the employes of the Northern PacinV

Kailroad Company might be forced by him

by writs of injunction to protect that com

pany from loss and the public from incon

venience by remaining in its service at a

rate of wages to which they hail not given

their assent, is one in which we can not

concur, and which in our judgment is sup

ported by none of the decisions which he

cites." In this it is seen that the props Jen

kins placed under his orders to support

them are all knocked out, and Jenkins, in

stead of being seated on a bench, finds him

self soiling his judicial trousers by sitting

in the dirt. The committee, however, final

ly came to Jenkins' rescue, lifted him up.

put his hat on, brushed some of the dirt

from his robes ami said:

"Your committee Mini nothing in tile tevtimm)

nor see any corrupt intention on the pari oi the

Judge to render these orders, it i* altogether (•**'

hie that he is sincere in tie conviction that he pmc-

crly exercised the equity jurisdiction of hl» i.ntrt 11
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I»reveiHing loss ami damages which would have re-

stilted from a lawful strike against the Northern I'a-

cillc Kailniad Company. This view of the rase pre

vents us from recommending any proceedings look-

Ing to his imptarhmont, but in order that tliere may

he mi further excuse for the rendition of any such

orders or decrees and that lite courts of equity of the

I'nited States may not he deceived as to the extent

of their powers in enforcing contracts for personal

services by lejral process, we recommend the enact

ment of a statute which will prevent them from

doing no.

Here we havea Judge, pronounced guilty

of issuing orders embodying " gross abuse"

of the power of the court, supported by

neither reason nor authority, declaring it

"altogether possible" that Jenkins was

sincere in the conviction that he properly

exercised the equity of jurisdiction of his

court." If the committee is correct, then

Jenkins must be either an a99 or a knave,

and from such a conclusion there is no

escape for him, except to change the verdict

and pronounce him both an ass and a knave.

—Vale, Jenkins.

JOHN JACOB ASTOR.

The city of New York after the lapse of

a century or more has a John Jacob Astor,

a great grandson of the first John Jacob

Astor, who laid the foundation of the Astor

estate and fortune.

The present John Jacob is a " literary fel

low," and has written a novel, "A Journey

to Other Worlds." The author is a gentle

man of thirty years, and the richest land

lord in America, owns more "unearned in

crement" than any other man on the conti

nent; just how much that amounts to no

one is permitted to know, outside of the

Astor family, and it is questionable if Mr.

Astor himself could tell. The first Astor

had the gift of foresight abnormally devel

oped. He believed in acquiring land, and

having secured a title to it, it was hence

forth to be a part of the Astor estate, and

to this day the Astors buy but never sell

land ; hence the present John Jacob is the

largest landlord in America. The Astors

are not bankers, they do not loan money,

they engage in none of the business activ

ities of this wonderfully active age. They

simply rent property and collect rents, and

as their cash accumulates they buy more

land. The founder of the family saw big

money in pelts, skins with the hair and fur

on them. Skinning fur bearing animals

was his mission and he performed it mag

nificently, fie found fortunes in fur, and

having skinned everything from a mole to

a bear to be found from the Hudson to the

lakes, he branched out and extended his

operations to the Pacific ocean. With the

money thus obtained he bought land in

and around the city of New York. His

great grandson, John Jacob, has gone into

the literary business, and his first effort is

a book to bear the title of " A Journey to

Other Worlds," purely a creation of the

fancy. Mr. Astor projects himself into the

year 2000 and begins his novel by describ

ing the then city of New York, and then

the world in general. In this he is not the

first in explorations, several have preceded

him, but John Jacob has made some dis

coveries that escaped the notice of the

other dreamers, as for instance he discov

ered that departed spirits all go to the planet

Saturn. John Jacob says he knows of no

reason why departed spirits should not find

a permanent home on some one of the plan

ets, and therefore selects Saturn,' one of the

most interesting planets known to the

solar system. Astronomers say that Saturn

when nearest the earth is 811,000,000 miles

distant, and how long it would take a de

parted spirit to reach Saturn, John Jacob

does not say, but the surface area of Saturn

being 1(),(>00,000,000 square miles, which at

280 to the square mile, would accommodate

5,448,000,000,000 people, is probably why

John Jacob selects Saturn for departed

spirits. We do not doubt that John Jacob

has studied carefully the Saturn land ques

tion, and very likely has picked out a lo

cality for the Astor family. Being a church

man, John Jacob referred that part of his

book locating departed spirits in Saturn, to

Dr. Yibbert, of Trinity Chapel, who in

dorsed the theory, to the extent that it was

not heterodox, and might be put forth as a

harmless fancy. John Jacob has also stud

ied science in rejation to the triumphs of

electricity. In the year 2000 John Jacob

believes that electricity will do the work of

the world, when men and women will cease

to toil and all will become " commonweal-

ers." As John Jacob will be in Saturn

long before A. D. 2000, he does not inti
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mate whether the Astors will collect their

rents by electricity or adhere to present

methods. John Jacob puts forth the idea

that in A. D. 2000 a new power will be in

operation, which he calls "apergy," there-

verse of gravitation, by which men will be

able to rise from the earth and navigate the

air. This done, good bye to all the trans

portation vehicles known to the present, a

warning to the Vanderbilts and other rail

road magnates to get ready for the appoint

ment of receivers. John Jacob does not

discuss social, political, or economic prob

lems scientifically or otherwise, deeming it

prudent to steer clear of the rocks and

reefs upon which so many have been

wrecked. The Saturn theory no one will

antagonize, and the suggestion that men

will be able to fly, though possibly a wild

goose notion, will be popular with the

masses. When a man with a hundred mill

ions writes a book, he can give it a superb

binding, at least, and if people won't buy

it, he can give it away, and by advancing

rents, Bay 5 per cent., get his money back.

We find going the rounds of the press the

following bit of romance:

Wc are living, we are dwelling

In a grand and awful time ;

In an age on ages telling,

To be living is sublime.

Hark ! the waking up of nations,

Gog and Magog to the fray !

Hark ! what soundeth ? tis creation

Groaning for its latter day !

What about the " grand and awful time"

in which we are " living" and " dwelling?"

What is there about the time imposing and

solemn or direful and appalling? Why is

it particularly exalted, stately and majes

tic " to be living" these days? It is a time

when gilded thieves and freebooters have

things pretty much their own way. It is a

time of moral, religious, financial and polit-

ical rottenness ; a time for the organization,

tinder the laws, of deadfalls to catch the

unwary; a time when many divinely com

missioned embassadors (?) of the lowly

N azarene receive more cash for one sermon

than the Master ever possessed during his

incarnation, and whose sumptuous style

says more distinctly than words, "I am

your Shepherd and ye are my mutton."

It is a "grand time" for watering stocks

and for collecting bucket-shop dividends!

and an "awful time" for the poor devils

who have to pay out of earnings that barely

suffice to keep souls imprisoned in bodies

that are mere prison houses. Scoundreliem

in all its various phases was never more

sublime than just in this time. The na

tions may be waking up, but if their eyes

are yet half open, what evidence is there ot

such arousing? As for "Gog and Magog,"

does it matter which whips? As we view

the subject Dog and Hog have formed an

alliance with Bull and Bear, and in the

"fray" are getting about everything in

sight. They generally win and as their

motto is, "To the victors belong the spoils,"

little is left for outsiders.

Reports have it that the Philadelphia A

Reading R. R. has caught 12 men who stole

rides on its trains, and has succeeded in

having them sent to jail for 20 days. Sup

pose the stolen ride was worth $1.25, then

in that case the thieves are sweating out

their fare in jail at the rate of S cents a

day. During the past twenty-five years,

gangs of burglars, probably not more than

twelve in all, have stolen from the P. & K.

not less than $50,000,000. Had they been

promptly arrested and imprisoned one day

for each 5 cents stolen, or 60 cents a day for

the entire gang, they would be entitled to

their liberty A. D. 6560.

The burning of the Talmage tabernacle

on the 12th of last month was not an un

mixed calamity. The concern was in debt

and heavily insured. Inasmuch as it paid

its labor and material men off at 23 cents

on the dollar, the insurance based on full

value will pay it out and enable them to re

build. If lucky enough to again pay off

the men who rebuild at 2:i cents, they can

burn it up again and make money. SU

Paul's text, " Be ye diligent in business,"

is where DeWitt's lambs have anchored.

Profits on church building pays the cost of

inculcating the truths of the bible and slip

pery financeering.

The startling headline in an exchange.

"The Senate Has Waked Up," proves to

have been a canard. The senate may 'lie

but never awakens.

wr
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SARGENT AND HANNAHAN.

It affords the Mauazink special pleasure

to call the attention of its readers to the

probability that < J rand Master F. I'. Sargent

and Vice tjrand Master .!. J. Hannahan, of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,

will be nominated as candidates for con

gressional honors.

They are confessedly representative men

iD labor organizations. Bro. Sargent is a

man of clear perceptions, one who is emi

nently conservative, Arm in his convictions,

and logical in bis conclusions. ' In congress

he would be found a valuable member of

committees, where thorough investigation

ie required. Bro. Hannahan, in congress,

would at once take high rauk on the floor

as a speaker. He is a natural born orator.

Hehas a brilliant imagination, and the ros

trum has few more effective speakers than

Bro. Hannahan. Should these gentlemen,

members of our brotherhood, be elected,

labor would have two champions of its

canse, who would at all times be found

reliable and incorruptible, no matter what

the opportunities might be in that direc

tion.

The Old and the New.

Wb. D. Crane and fanatics few, so few.

Avarice, conceit and ignorance your hoodo. hoodo ;

Were the I), of L. F. controlled by such as you, I would

sAy adieu.

And live, die and go to heaven with the A. K. V.

Now through a sensitiveness pertaining

to the laws of etiquette, it becomes my duty

to offer to the many readers of the Mai. a-

zink an apology (which is justly due from

mv honored opponents i for the certain few

who are debating the merit* and demerits of

the "new" and ''old" dispensations, in

view of the fact that we ;ire monopolizing

valuable space, and though our discussions

evolve from a question of universal welfare

and importance, I readily perceive and ad

mit that they are not of public or national

interest. In the first place Bro. W. S. Car

ter is solely responsible, as he propounded

the '"question, and those secondly respon

sible are such hammer heads as W. D.

Crane and others of the leather eye na

tionality.

Bros. A. W. Dawler, Jno. A. Martin, .Tas.

I>eegan and myself are registered upon the

affirmative of the "question" advanced in

tue January number of the Mac.azink by

Bro. W. S. Carter, "Are the Brotherhoods

a Failure?" and being to a great degree on

the affirmative of the question, we are in

disputably entitled to the closing argument

Now, Bro. Carter prepared his challenge for

the autumn publications, but Bro. Debs

was desirous of peace and unity in labor or

ganizations and refused publication of any

communication either for or against the A.

K l'. In the meantime Bro. Carter ap

pealed tc the entire staff of B. of L, F.

grand officers and finally Bro. Debs sanc

tioned the publication of his sentiments,

which fired the first rollei/ in the battle that

is now ragingbetween " class organization "

and the A. R. U. During the time that

Bro. Carter was appealing to the grand lodge

staff for the enforcement of his desires.

Bro. Debs was daily rejecting or contribut

ing to the waste basket numerous brilliant,

fluent and patriotic essays pertaining to the

mission, merits and principles of the A. R.

U. If I remember correctly, the first ap

pearance of the callow abbreviation (A. R.

U.) in our Magazine was in Bro. Carter's

essay.

In reference to Bro. Crane's article, I

must confess that I am astounded beyond

comprehension that he has for once in his

indolent career placed himself on record as

being in cognition of the B. of L. F. But

I am also pleased with his initial declar

ation of being an inhabitant of this un-

celestial hemisphere, in the manner which

he " advertises " Bro. Jno. A. Martin, of No.

328. I am aware that his love for Bro. Mar

tin is by no means copious, owing to the

fact that Bro. Martin has been a respective

successor in lodge duties, which were at

one time entrusted to the abilities of W.

D. C, the incompetent, the irresolute and

artful evader of lodge duties. The compar

ison of Bros. Crane and Martin is like that

of "Emerson" and "Solomon," one is a

dwarf, both physically and mentally, the

other is a symmetrical giant, in botlimind

and body, and is a fair representative of the

broad-minded, generous-hearted, patriotic

and progressive class of men who help to

mold the destinies and salvation of the pro

fessional railroad man. Hro. Crane states

that " he helped to make B. of L. F. men

of Bro. Martin and myself," this is a mis-

" statement," as we were born union label

mm, but I think he was present at our ini

tiation and he has since that time attended

lodge as many as three or four times and

yet complains of " growing gray " in re

placing the " rotten timbers in the bridge

that has been worn out by drones and dead

heads. I say we need to overhaul the en

tire structure, as the abutments and piers

are weak and the channel of the profession

has been growing larger and tutting at both

ends. Hence, the demand of the times is

a larger, more modern and substantial

" bridge." (Debs is building it.)

Brother Crane was firing an engine the

day Brother Martin and myself were born ;

at the present is so engaged and does not

stand far ahead of us on the " seniority "

list either, so I here and forthwith submit

the question of progress and protection and

ask if existing circumstances are just and

proper? No they are not! Yet, this is a

fair illustration of what the dear class organi

zations have done for their mortal victims.
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Then, as to " the office bee buzzing in my

hat" Brother Crane, have no unnecessary

fears, but just keep your eye on Brother

Carter this September at the Ilarrisburg

convention, and if he becomes editor of the

Magazine you will then have an unlimited

space allotted you in order to do the nec

essary repairs on your " Bridge." As to

your question, " Choice of traveling cards"

I will ask if we do not, as individuals, bear

and make valid the recognition of traveling

cards ?

I always have recognized cards and will

continue to do so, but I have yet to garni

shee my first extra fireman for five dollars

room rent. Now Bro. Crane I have known

brotherhood men to do this very trick and

yet, they were too liberal and blmt of broth

erly lore, to join the A. R. I". May (iod

grant their request, and protect the just !

And as to me " Knowing what it is to

want a meal " that is correct. I claim that

any mail who ever asked for a situation at

manual labor has, indirectly if not directly,

asked for food.

While I have the floor I would call the

kind and considerate attention of all readers,

to an editorial on page 896 of the May num

ber of the Trainmen'* Journal. It is a slan

derous composition, originated through av

arice and ill will. It is a fair exposure of

the terms governing certain popular class

organizations, and such selfish, one sided

views are the sole progenitors of the present

(A. K. I'.) reform.

One pitiful plea is, " Men make up all

organizations and they can do no more in

one than the other." Can it be possible

that the author and his constituents are

unaware that such past conditions inspired

the first call for the " Xew Bridge?'

We have been in many instances, de-

Erived of displaying our abilities for the

etterment of our condition and utterly

prevented from doing the "good" men

should and would cheerfully do, only for be

ing duped by that chestnut of a. phrase

"Honor the grand chieja and our dear

ives indeed) brotherhoods." This plea

alone lost the C B. it Q. strike. Another

gross insult is this: "Now what more

can the A. R. TT. accomplish than other

organizations?" It can and has gained

more newspaper notoriety it is true, but

men can do as much practical good and

more in the present organizations when

they choose to work together and if they

won't work together in their several organ

izations they won't come together any

where else." I for one, prefer "cheap news

paper notoriety" to those "dear' grand

lodge greetings for assessments number so

and so of S4.00." If all the brotherhoods

would consolidate, dispensing thereby with

numerous and expensive conventions and

grand chiefs, and voice and forward the

principles of our salvation (the A. R. F.i

then with the money so invested hereto

fore, the railway employes could control a

few of those so termed " notoriety news

papers " and divide them so that corpora

tions could not control everv gallev of type

in the world !—?—?—? The ed'itor also

charges Bros. James Hogan and K. M.

< ioodwin with declaring the strike without

the sanction of the employes or the super

ior authorities of the union. That is false,

as the strike was ordered by a foiir-fiftbs

majority of the employes.

Again, there are the grand officers wbu

exerted their influence to defeat the G. N.

and N. P. employes in their struggle for

life, liberty and justice.

Here is an extract from the Associated

Press of April the Kith, (three days after

the strike):

Chief Aktiii r— He's Going to St. Pacl to Investi-

(■ate the Strike.

Chicaoo, April 16.—-Chief P. it. Arthur, of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and t 'nief sar

(rent, of the Firemen'sorder, passed through Chiton,

to day. the former en route to St. Paul.

" I am going to St. Paul to investigate the tireat

Northern strike," said chief Arthur. " When 1 was

up there some weeks ago, the engineer* entered*

contract with the company, which was a settlement

of their differences with the company. The utrike.

in so fur as the engineers are engaged in it, is a vii>-

lation of that agreement and a violation of the lawi

of the Kngineers' brotherhood.

" Some of the engineers have struck, but whether

the ones who have gone out are member* of the

brotherhood or not 1 do not know. If they are. Ihey

have violated the rules anil must take the oonsc-

qneuces.

" My object in going to St. Paul is to meet the ex

eeutive committee of the engineers, the chairman of

which telegraphed for me yesterday."

"Will you order the engineers who are on strike

tit return to work if they arc members of the brother

hood?" Mr. Arthur was asked.

" I cannot say as to that. Kven if they should re

turn to work that would not save them from Uic

consequences of violating the rules ol the brother-

hood."

Bro. Crane may interrogate me for not

writing directly to the Trainmen1! Journal.

but my reason for not doing so, is because

I have sufficient reason to doubt the in-

tegritv of the presiding officers.

Bro! Debs fathered the B. of R. R. B. He

it was who convinced the Brakemen that

it was necessary that they be organized and

for years B. of R. H. B. Lodge No. 1, liore

the name E. V. I'ebs. So when the ./our-

nol betrays a parent, why should a stranger

place confidence in it? Hro. Crane a.« to

our "patent medicine advertisement" I will

ask you or anv other " fanatic " how great a

per cent, of the Magazine do you individ

ually own ? Now I am firing a run opposite

you, how then can 1 attend the B.of I- F- on

Tuesday, help to enact and advance the

interests of the craft and then on Wednes

day attend the A. R. V. and work to

our detriment? I would be a fool, were

I to tear down on Wednesday what I had

assisted in formulating on Tuesday, would
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I not? You should kindly thank any

lirother fireman who attends the A. R. V.

in order that the firemen's interests be pro

tected.

Now, Bro. Crane, you are sore against the

Magazine being used to build up the A. R.

V. ; well. I am apposed to its being used by

Bro. Carter, yourself, or any one else, to

tear down the A. R. U. Hence the dis

cussion. "The Railway Times, the organ

of the Union." that signifies all, firemen

and all classes shall have a voice in its

pages, it does not confine., its columns to

i'Um or personal aggranisenient • So the

course pursued by the Railway Times con

demns and proven your argument (the policy

has been in vogue from the origin ol class

organizations I to be the rral and just cause

of the death of class organizations in rail

way service.

I recognize the fact that further discus

sion upon this question is unnecessary,

from the fact that the greatest debaters

the world has ever known could not win

on the negative side of the question, be-
'•ause it is contrary to the laws of human

nature and the trend of events. In clos

ing, I will hope to never have occasion

to discuss this question further in print, as

it is an impossibility to do so and strictly

avoid personalities. But, it is far better to

■'"Ik in to-day, with an honest heart and a

clear conscience, than to crawl in to-morrow.

La JrxTA Col, Ira I). Mayhall.

Equalization and Unification.

Mr. Kditoh:—The article on "Progress

and Poverty" in the May number signed

by James Peegan is a very interesting one,

and as I do not intend to go in any further

details on the subject, I will only state my

opinion, which is, that about nine-tenths

01 the article are based upon good solid

tacts and principles. There are, however,

a few points that the writer has carried to

an extreme both in reference to B. of L. F.

•and B. of L. E.

"The Articles," if adopted as they read,

would not prove satisfactory, as there is

left too much room for argument on either

side and would have a tendency to still in-

■ rease the surplus of engineers and firemen

which the writer thinks has been one of the

evils of the past. I have always thought

that one engineer hired to one promoted

would do justice to all concerned; the same

rule in regard to firemen. Article 4 is as

good as it can be made, for why should not

engineers be satisfied with Simper month?

rngineers' pay is nearly all over the coun

try $4 per day, which would give SI 24 in a

thirty-one day month and there should be a

law to prohibit engineers from making more

than SI 25 in any one month. Then there

would probably be but few idle engineers,

there would be a few more promotions to

some of the boys that justly deserve it, and

the surplus of engineers and firemen would

be very small. The engineers have for the

last few years been bothering their heads

how to reduce the suplus of engineers, but

they have never found any other method

than the old song, "to quit making engi

neers stop promotion," and at many places

hard feelings have existed on that account

between engineers and firemen. But why

do not the engineers sacrifice a little in a

matter that seems so important to them ?

.Aytty are they not satisfied with making

standard pay every day ? No, if they could

only stop promotion for two or three years

the firemen would be the only ones" that

would have to suffer and in the meantime

they can make from $1 75 to $250 per month,

may be more, while their brothers are hunt

ing for a job and their poor families are

nearly starving. It seems that when the

time comes that he can make a little that

justly belongs to others, he will desert his

friends and brothers, sympathy and feelings

are gone, and he has sold his principles for

—money !

The idea is very good in regard to all

members of B. of L. F. joining the A. R. I".

It would be a very progressive step, and

why should the firemen not do it, if they

are not as narrow minded as some of the

members of the B. of L. E. ?

But should not also the engineers join the

A. R. I".? But how can they without ex

pulsion from the B. of L. K? The ten

thousand engineers that have not joined

the B. of L. E. should join the A. R. V. at

once, for if they were able to detect the B.

of L. E. to be a useless institution and for

that reason did not join that order, they

also ought to be able to see the advantages

in the A. K. T.

Then the other ten thousand engineers

(for I presume there are about that many)

that have joined the B. of L. K. but are

also members of the B. of L. F., should join

the A. R. V. and find out whether the B. of

L. E. would not rather have some A. R. V.

men in their order than have them ex-

Eelled, for sooner or later the B. of L. E. will

e forced to change the article in their con

stitution that prohibits an engineer that be

longs to B. of L. K. from being a member of

any other labor organization than the B. of L.

F., for if not, the B. of E. E. will in the near

future decrease worse than it did when no

B. of L. E. member was allowed to be a

member of the B. of L. ¥., and it must be

taken into consideration that B. of L. E.

will have to be " forced " to change its laws

for its own benefit, and the sooner it is

forced the better for itself and all con

cerned, j

In conclusion we hope that the vast army

of engineers in the .South and West, of

which nine-tenths are in favor of federation,
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will soon take a decided step and join the

A. R. Y., as that is certainly thr quickest,

most effective, proper and complete way of

federation for railway employes.

J. Weeman.

Ft. Worth, Tex.

Relief of the Needy.

Mb. Editor:—About as regularly and as

often as Lodge No. 99 meets—bi-monthly—

for the transaction of business, there ap

pears upon our table some communication

asking for alms, and mostly for members of

the B. of L. F. The most pleasant way of

soliciting alms seems to be the putting up

of some useful or ornamental article to be

rattled for. These communications are al

ways accompanied with tickets—usually

four at a quarter of a dollar apiece—and it

is hoped and expected by the solictor that

the lodge will draw an order for the amount

of the lull value of the tickets. These so-

licitions have become so frequent that we

have decided, as a rule, to ignore them. In

doing this we are not unmindful of the un

fortunate condition of many brothers,

neither do we become insensible to the ap

peals of charity. We, as a lodge, recognize

them and provide for them among our own

members, by the payment of weekly bene

fits in cases of sickness or disability. Un

der this system we have disbursed hun

dreds of dollars, and no member of No. 99

has become an object of charity through a

rattling scheme. Having adopted rules and

regulations to govern the payment of such

benefits, we collect from each and every

member $5.75 per quarter. Of this amount

$4.00 per member per quarter goes to the

grand office for beneficiary claims, leaving

$1 .75 per member per quarter to be applied

to the general fund of the lodge, from which

our weekly benefits are paid, together with

other incidental expenses. The amount of

money thus raised was sufficient for several

vears to enable us to pay $5.00 per week

sick benefits. We were then paving for 2(i

weeks, if the sickness or disability contin

ued that long. Having one case in which

we paid for the full time, and several others

for which we were called upon to pay from

10 to IS weeks' benefits, we were forced to

levy special assessments. This caused us

to reduce our benefits from $5.00 to $3.00

per week, and to reconstruct our laws so as

to prevent impositions which had been

practiced upon us. As a result of such

changes, we have, during the past year, re

plenished our treasury so that we are able

to restore the $5.00 weekly rate, but the

limit of time is to be Hi "weeks, and the

maximum amount to be paid $50. Under

our present regulations we expect that

$5.75 per quarter will pay our pro rata

share of beneficiary claims, and all of our

eick benefits. But, if necessary, we shall

resort to special assessments to keep up our

weekly benefits of $5.00. Our member*

have grown to regard this policy as essen

tial and beneficial as any feature of our or

ganic existence. Providing thus liberally

tor our own members, we can see no reason

why we should be called upon to help to

sustain members of other lodges. If other

lodges would adopt the same, or some sim

ilar system of paying weekly benefits, we

think there would not be an excuse or ne

cessity for a resort to the nefarious raffling

scheme—a scheme possessing all the ele

ments of a lottery, though presented in the

guise of alms or charity.

J. li. Ward.

Rochester. X. Y.

E. L. Rii.ev, a prominent member of the

B. of L. F., is announced as a candidate for

representative. He is well known as an

active worker in the field of organized

labor and if elected will undoubtedly devote

his time and ability to furthering the inter

ests of his constituents. The workingmen

of his district will find him true to their

best interests.

One of the "rights of man," which the

leaders of strikes failed to mention, is the

right to work. Senator Wolcott of Col

orado made a telling allusion to this in a

speech in the senate the other dav in refer

ence to the "industrial army'' disturb

ances, lie said :

I believe the time has come when those

of us who are in public life ought to begin

to cultivate more regard for the perpetuity

of republican institutions and to pander

less to that miscalled portion of the labor

vote whose labor is with their throats an*l

never with their hands. It is time that we

stood for American manhood, for the right

of every man to work if he wants to. if it

takes the whole army of the United States

to enable him to do so. The right of every

man is to enjoy equal liberty with every

other man and that means that he shall

have such liberty as is not inconsistent

with equal rights of his neighbor: the righi

to hold and enjoy the property which the

laws of the country have enabled him to

secure. It is time we had the courage to

stand together against this socialism, pop

ulism ami paternalism which is running

riot in this country and which must end (if

not crushed I in destruction of the liberties

which the laws give us. liberties whirb

should be dearer to us than life itseit -

Railtray Age.

The man who lets his wife *plil all th»

wood may mean well, but he shouldn't t-e

allowed to do :ill the talking at 4 prayrr-

meeting. Hum'* //urn.
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iOME 0\, BOYS!

t'ome, boys, and mount the burning deck—

our orators speak vapidly;

We loug once more to reach the shore

Of " Iser rollfDg rapidly! "

To half the campaign speeches

We do not much incline :

We wiint the fellow who was born

"At Biiigen, on the Rhine! "

The campaign music tills the air

And jars from left to right :

once more, once more we yenrn to hear

old "Curfew " ring to night;

The orators keep mouthing on.

And every one's a bore ; *

We want the burial of sir John.

Whose other name was Moore ! ■'

S<< mount the burning deck, and shout,

While fast the fires glow;

And lead that lamb of Mary's out.

Whose " fleece was white as snow ! "

—Atlanta Cumtittttion.

A Memorable Day.

Tbe most memorable phenomenon of the

heavens in modern times was that day of

remarkable darkness over New Kngland

May l!i, 1781. That day, says a writer in

theVhicago rimes, made a more profound

impression, has been more written and

talked abont, than all tbe auroras, comets

and meteoric showers within the last five

centuries. The great astronomer Herechel

placed it in the domain of the unexplaina-

ble. So pronounced was the darkness that

settled down over the earth that fowls went

to their roosts, horses and cattle showed

distress, dogs whined, and thousands of per

sons anticipated the dawn of doom. The

great colonial struggle for American inde

pendence was still in progress, the federal

union was not yet established ; there was

that chaotic state that generally precedes

great changes, and there was considerable

rancor in the minds of the people.

I'atriot and royalist each regarded the

ominous sky and the threatening gloom as

Iheevidenceof I leaven's displeasure against

the other, and the general conclusion was

that the impendine mystery would culmin

ate in the fate of Sodom and Gomorrah.

The ignorant gave way to all sorts of gro

tesque conjectures, and tbe few profounder

minds were unable to advance any rational

explanation of the very unusual occur

rence.

The legislator© of Connecticut was in

session on this ill-omened day, and most of

the members made no secret of their belief

that now had come the great day foretold

in the apocalyptic vision. A member got

up and proposed adjournment. The matter

being open for discussion a legislator named

I'avenport arose and said :

" Mr. Speaker, it is either the day of judg

ment or it is not. If it is not. there is no

need of adjournment ; if it is. 1 desire to be

found doing my duty. I^et candleB lie

brought and let business continue."

But the motion to adjourn was decisively

carried, and the law makers who fashioned

the laws for the "men of steady habits"

went forth from their chamber to gaze at

the weird and somber sky.

It was Friday and the intensity began

soon after ten o clock a. m. and continued

till past the middle of the following night.

The wind was from the southwest, and the

darkness seemed to come with it from that

direction. It soon became too dark to read

common print readily, and candles were

lighted in order to attend to household

duties. After a time the breeze subsided;

a dead calm followed and added to the sol

emnity. The darkness was all over New

England, westward as far as Albany, N. Y.,

southward along the coast of Maryland,

South Carolina and Georgia, and northward

as far as any communication was had with

any settlements.

Nothing was known beyond these boun

daries, but there is reason to believe that

a much greater area was involved.

Prof. Williams of Harvard college, was

indefatigable in observing, collecting and

recording reports of the conditions attend

ing this phenomenon, and to him the credit

is due for the data from which it is possible

to deduce the causes of this soul-harrowing

dark day. Mr. Williams professed himself

unable to otter any solution, but this was

probably owing to the lack of knowledge of

the physical interior of this great country

and its sometimes peculiar relationship to

current meteorology.

All was black a9 primeval night when

chaos ruled the world and sun and stars

were as inky spots in tbe heavens.

And now we come to the key that un

locks the mental situation, and it becomes

clear what it was that stood in the way of

an understanding of this mystery. In

numerable were the grotesque and irra

tional hypotheses that were advanced from

which their advocates endeavored to find

the solution of this extraordinary occur

rence.

An eclipse of the sun was claimed, but

as the moon was near its "full" and prob

ably one hundred and eighty degrees out

of solar line from the earth, such a condi

tion was physically impossible. A transit

of Venus, or some other celestial body

across the sun's disc, had advocates. Men

of grave demeanor contended that a star

had caught lire and started a conflagration

of the heavens, or the sun had expired,

hence the residuum of smoke and ashes.

There had been immense land fires, where

there was no one to report, covering per

haps manv hundreds if not thousands of

square miles, probably fanned by brisk

gales, the vapor and sooty substances taken

up by ascending currents from the heated

surface and loaded on favoring breezes to
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be wafted over the land of the pilgrims

and, a* it chanced, to be air-dammed, with

the results narrated. This continued until

the barrier gave way, when the vapor soon

dispersed.

The great middle and western states have

time and again had this smokiness, which

no one now thinks of regarding as super

natural. The only unusual feature oi this

occasion was the unusual combination of

conditions.

This, in brief, is the explanation of the

wonderful dark dav.

"Fly by Night."

I presume that most people who visit the

theater have heard the term "fly by night"

applied to minor and unstable theatrical

companies, but 1 believe there are very few,

if any, who understand the meaning of the

term, and ampng even the present genera

tion of actors there is probably none who

knows how the term originated.

It was in the days when old Sol Smith,

dead and gone these many years, had a

strolling company which played in only the

smallest and queerest of all the small queer

towns in the south and west. Smith and

his company were playing a varied reper

tory, as every company had to do at that

time, of which " Macbeth." with all of

Locke's original music, was a prominent

feature. But the public proved unappre-

ciative, and the times were hard. Soon old

Sol and his company were at low water

mark, and at length found themselves

stranded in a little Kentucky town, from

which a flinty hearted landlord refused to

permit them to remove their baggage until

they had liquidated his claim against them

tor boitrd.

Smith felt that he was equal to the emer

gency, having "been there" often before,

and he cast about in his mind for some

means of deliverance. At length he hit

upon a plan. He.engaged a countryman to

luing a strong wagon, drawn by a pair of

sturdy horses, under the window of his

room at the back of the tavern at a certain

hour on the following night. The mem

bers of the company were let into the se

cret, and it was arranged that on the night

in question they should throw the land

lord off his guard by assembling in the par

lor and practicing one of the witches' cho

ruses composed by I^ocke for "Macbeth''

and entitled "We Fly by Night," in which

those words are repeated over and over

again. Meanwhile old Sol and bis most

trusty henchman were to lower the trunks

from the window to the countryman, who

was wailing below to receive them.

This programme was carried out to the

letter. The company was singing "We Fly

by Night" for dear life in the parlor, while

Smith and his man Friday were letting

down the trunks with as much celerity and

quietness as possible, but, alas' not, a?

they fondly thought, into the hands of the

countryman who was to convey them to a

place of safety, but into those of the land

lord, who had somehow or other got wind

of the scheme.

At length the work was completed, old

Sol and bis companion, with a great load

lifted from their minds, joined the com

pany in the parlor and united with them

in singing "We Fly by Night." But just

as they had sung those, words for the third

time the door opened, and the landlord,

entering, said, with a winning smile, "Ex

cuse me, ladies and gentlemen, but yon

won't fly this night, for I still have posses

sion of your trunks."

From that to the present all queer dra

matic and musical companies have been

known as "fly by nights"—Joseph Jrjf'ir*on

in At»' Ytirk Hmibl.

A Olever Stratagem.

Once during the Iron lluke's campaign

in the Pyrenees, it happened that General

Picton's disposition for receiving the as

sault of Marshal Soult displeased him. The

danger threatened from in front, and the

difficulty lay yi delaying the attack until

Wellington could effect the change he

wished. He was, as usual, equal to the

occasion. Waving his hat in the air he

galloped to the front of a regiment as if he

meant to order a charge. The whole ol

Picton's line cheered tremendously, and a*

the roar died away Wellington was heard

to remark, half to himeelf: "Soult is a

cautious commander and will not attack in

force without ascertaining the meaning of

these cheers. That will leave time for \.h*

Sixth division to come up, and we shall

beat him." This was exactly what hap

pened, and Soult sustained a bloody re-

pulee where he might have won an easy

victory.

The Voice in Men of Different Baces.

The Tartars are supposed to have, as a

nation, the most powerful voices in the

world. The Germans, according to the

London Iaiucc), possess the lowest voices of

any civilized people. The voices of both

.1 apanese and Chinese are of a verv low order

and feeble compass and are. probably weaker

than any other nation. Taken as a whole

Europeans have stronger, clearer and better

voices than the inhabitants of the other

continents.

Hoctor— Have you followed my advice in

regard to eating plain food and keeping

quiet at home? Patient—That's all I>»

been able to do since you sent in jour bill.

— Villi- llecortl.
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Proverbs of the Day.

A prodigal picks his own pocket.

Empty threats make lyirjg children.

Don't go to the wrong shop to get shaved.

A stinted wife can find a vest pocket in

the dark.

If we had eternal sunshine we would have

no crops.

The dangerous end of a rattlesnake makes

no noise.

The aggressive man"always finds the hor

net at home. • ■■

Some people mistake getting religion for

a receipt in full.

There is a Lazarus for every crumb from

the party table.

When 1 go to a revival 1 don't want to

listen to a blackguard.

< me demagogue is more dangerous than a

dozen aristocrats.

The man who gives himself away is not

always worth taking.—Chicago Herald.

Here's a Tall Pish Story.

"This seems strange, I'll admit," said the

second mate of a coastwise steamer in a

west side saloon recently, "but it's true.

"I was mate on board a sailing vessel

plying hetween Xew York and Rio. The

flay before we sailed on one occasion we

noticed a school of minnows swimming

about the kitchen port hole, from which

the cook threw out slops and scraps. The

fish remained with us day by day. We

were sixty days making Rio, and- would

you believe it- -the fish had grown from

minnows to ten and twelve pounders when

we at last threw anchor in Kio harbor.

Who's a ? I ran prove it."- Xev; York

Herald.

Bemarkably Considerate.

A Cincinnati newspaper reports a strik

ing manifestation of amiability on the part

of a little maiden of that city. A beauti-

(ul new doll bad just been given her, and

as she sat holding it and singing to it her

mother noticed that the old one was not in

sight. "What have you done with Bea

trice?" asked the mother. "I've put her

away." answered the little girl. "If she

saw me loving my new baby it might hurt

her feelings."

" Don't you think Miss Biggs has a peachy

complexion? "

She—" I'd not thought of it before, but

she has a kind of frost-bitten look."

Sharp Practice.

"It was the queerest thing," said the girl at

the jewelry counter during the lull, accord

ing to the Buffalo Espee**. " When I was

in the other store up town the floorwalker

came around and told us all to look out for

those people that go around and steal be

cause they can't help it. I was kind of

green, then, and I almost put my eyes out

looking for them. < >ne day a woman came

to the counter and I didn't pay much at

tention to her. After I was through with

the party I was waiting on I happened to

look at her and saw her take a gold-headed

hairpin from a tray.

" I didn't say a word, but I found out

who she was. That night I went right over

to her house and told her what I had seen.

She tried to brazen it out, but I was too

much for her, and finally she owned up

that she had taken the pin."

" Did you have her arrested ? " asked the

other girl.

" No," said the first girl, but I made her

give me the pin."

Then she turned her queenly head,

pointed to something glittering in her hair

and asked, proudly: " Ain't it a bute?"

An International Family.

A typical southern African household de

scribed by Oliver Schriener had an English

father, a half Dutch mother with a French

name, a Scotch governess, a Zulu cook, a

Hottentot housemaid, and a Kaffir stable

boy. while the little girl who waited on the

table was a Basuto.

Ha! Ha!

No doubt Goliath was much surprised

when 1 >avid knocked him down with a stone

from his sling. Such a thing had never

entered his head before.—(Hens Falls Re

publican.

" 1 think Mrs. Crankford must be getting

on beautifully with her lessons at cooking

school."

Mrs. Fling—"Did her husband mention

it?"

" No. but he's taking all his meals down

town now."

Oi'ar woman wants the eurth for sleeve,

Khe want* the sky for hat : •

she also want* n Knot hole when

she nee* a mou^e or rat.

— lloston Trtmtcrijit.

" Doctor, I want to know if you can pull

a tooth for me right away?"

Doctor—" ( ertainly ; will you want some

thing to kill the pain? "

" Oh, it doesn't matter ; it's my husband's

tooth."

"You still are calling upon that pretty

little Mills girl?"

" Yes ; engaged now."

"Do you like her father?"

" Yes; he's out of sight."
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DOX'T III..13IE THE WOKI.lt.

Don't blame the world because the thorns are found

among the roses:

The <1hv that breaks in storm may be all sunshine

when it closes.

We cannot hope to always meet with Fortune's fond

caressing;

And that which seems most hard to bear may bring

with it a blessing.

• The buried seed must rot in earth ere it produce the

(lower.

And the weak plant to fructify must have both sun

and shower.

So man, to gain development, must struggle with

life's crosses.

And view with calm philosophy his trials and his

losses.

A deadly, pois'nous weed may yield a salve of surest

healing:

The sweetest bloom may5 pois'nous be although its

bane concealing.

Things are not always what they seem, but still 'twas

Heaven designed them.

And we should class them all as good, and take them

as we find them.

Little we know of this brief life, and nothing of its

sequel ;

Then let us take in humble trust all that may seem

unequal.

»;od's ways are not our ways, and He should certainly

be trusted ;

All that is wrong, in His good time, will surely be

adjusted.

The Story of a Model.

Posing ia becoming a finer art and at

tracting more women to it every year, es

pecially in New York and the larger cities,

where artists find inspiration and congre

gate for work and to show the world their

accomplishments, says the New York I'nsx.

Good models are the hardest thing an art

ist has to find, as every artist knows. More

over, the best models are snapped up at

once, and to succeed the artist often has to

call in the aid of the photographer. So

necessary has the artist found the photo

grapher to be that there is one place on

West Twenty-third street where a first claes

photographer, who did not succeed as an

artist, has made a great success of photo-

§raphy for artists, and much of his work is

one with the models whom artists bring

to him.

The artist and model appear after the

model has posed in the artist's own studio

several times and he decides just what he

wants. It may be a hand and arm or a

head and drooped eyelids. A tempting

smile, a coquettish glance that no woman

can preserve for days in a studio pose are

often wanted. When an artist finds a good

model he is apt to have her photographed

in many positions.

This photographer makes a specialty of

undraped tigures, but none except the per

sons for whom they are made ever gets so

much as a peep at the results, for the pho

tograph is the property of the artist who

brings the models.

The original of certain exquisite charac

ter photographs which have attracted the

attention of people from all over the coun

try is a charming model, who has very few

flaws in her physical composition and

heartily enjoys posing. Many models have

only the requirements for a certain line of

pictures, like the old Greek now in this

country who has been painted or sketched

as Sophocles over three hundred times.

The model who delights the artist's heart

is one who can pose for anything, from a

milkmaid to Venus.

The girl who poses in New York for pure

business conies sometimes from a race of

models and has traveled with her family

straight from the atmosphere of the large

studious of Rome and Florence. More

often she is some American girl or of mixed

parentage, who has fallen on evil times,

and the stories of New York's poseurs of

of the studios would make dramatic and

sad reading.

Into the art league life class one night

walked a young southern girl, who is bound

to make a place for herself in time. The

model was already in position, and rs she

passed to her easel she looked at the plat

form to see what the new model was. For

a second she couldn't believe her senses,

for there stood a girl of one of the oldest

Bouthern families. The last time she had

seen the model was at a Virginia house

party, where the model had been the pet

of a large circle and no girl was so beauti

ful or so admired.

When the lirst rest was called the young

student went to speak to the model, whose

face Hushed red for a second, and then the

two girls sat down and talked it over. Hard

times had come to the beautiful girl. Her

lather died. Their financial arl'aire were

entangled and with only a little money and

a fine voice the girl and her mother came

to New York, where the girl's voice soon

secured her entrance to one of the most

aristocratic choirs in the city. She foolishly

married a college boy. Now, with a little

baby, she is supporting her mother by pos

ing in the nude. " Hut don't let mother

know," she added. The girls of the elaa*

had drawn around the two and a»ked ber

to sing. There is a feline mascot in the

league that had been purring around tbe

model.

When the students begged the girl to ring

she was very willing, ana with the pretty

kitten clasped in her arms and the drapery

half pulled around her white, babylike

shoulders, the girl sent her beautiful voice

swelling out into the studio.

Such a slim, Blip of a girl standing there,

less than nineteen years old. Thought* of

the little baby deserted by the father,

thoughts of this wee girl model secretly

earning money to keep her baby and mothi-r

came to all the girls, and when the loveljf

voice took up "Gome unto me, all ye tint
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are weary and heavy laden," there was

hardly a dry eye among the girls, and if

they only could have put the model onto

canvas as she was then, somebody would

have won fame.

He Was an Experimenter,

The voung man on the opposite side of

the table studied the bill of fare for some

time, while the waiter stood on one leg with

his ear held out for the order, and then he

said: " I want some of that hominy and a

Bide order of maple syrup, a little spinach,

some sweet corn, and a cup of chocolate."

The waiter slowly moved h)s lips in amaze

ment, says the Chicago Record, and had

the order repeated. lie smiled and started

away, and the young man looked after him

frowning:

"Confound these waiters," he said, "I

suppose they expect every man to order

something conventional, like steak and

coffee or liver and bacon."

"You did put in a queer order," was sug

gested.

"Oh, I don't know. It may turn out to

lie a good combination. I'm experiment

ing all the time."

" Experimenting? "

" Yes ; I try new combinations. How did

people ever find out that jelly and roast

duck go together? How did they ever get

on to spring lamb and mint sauce, pie and

cheese, steak and mushrooms, and so on?

Why, by trying new combinations. I order

whatever strikes my fancy, and in that way

I eet some good combinations."

" What are some you have discovered?"

"Scrambled eggs and cranberry sauce is

one. Cold pigs' feet and lemon ice is an

other. I>id you ever dip slices of banana

into hot bouillon? Of course not. There

are no fixed rules about things—you must

experiment."

Friendship in the Family.

One of the most important requisites of

home life, and one frequently overlooked,

is the intimacy that should exist between

the parent and the child. This is. indeed,

the foundation on which all good influences

may be most securely laid. The control

which is obtained through fear, or force, or

bare authority, has nothing abiding in it.

As soon as the fear is outgrown, or the force

removed, its power will pass away. But

the influence which is at work where real

sympathy and friendship *xist between

parents and children will abide long after

the relation itself is severed, and willenter

as a powerful factor into the whole life.

A line of employment iiuite pleasant these days,

when the sktea arc mi blue, and tbe soft, gentle rays

J'f the sunshine in springtime get into the soul.

I«n fish line connected witn a hook and a pule.

—Detroit Fnt 1'riM.

A $98 Tennis Gown,

This is certainly the age of ready-made

gowns, and there is a range of prices as var

ied as the incomes of the population of the

United States. Yachting and tennis gowns

have I seen within the last few days rang

ing in price from $2 48 to $H8.

The $98 one was a very smart creation of

dark blue serge—the best kind of English

serge, made with round skirt, draped a lit

tle at the hips to show an under petticoat,

and with a very smart little zouave jacket,

to be worn over a white silk skirt, fastened

with pearl buttons, on which were tiny

blue anchors. The jacket, on either side,

had three large pearl buttons, with gold

anchors, and a jaunty little yachting cap

had a gold anchor in front.

The S2.48 suit I only Baw in a shop win

dow, where it looked really very smart. It

was of brown duck, with plain gored skirt

and a short, full jacket, worn over a red

waistcoat. As to its appearance after a few

weeks of wear I should not like to be re

sponsible. The $!»8 one would certainly

last many years. But between the two

there is a great gulf fixed, which, fortunate

ly for the hundreds of women who have to

buy their own clothes, is filled with plenty

of suits in which they can look well by the

outlay of not many dollars.

Worship of a Hero.

A reference to the welcome which Emer

son gave Kossuth reminds a Boston Tran

script writer of a story that Louisa M. Al-

cott used to tell. The Alcott children, says

the writer, were always hero worshipers.

They had heard from their brave, great

hearted mother the story of Kossuth's work

and Kossuth's country, and finally they

were taken to hear him speak. They came

home thrilled with the inspiration of it,

and then lamented bitterly that they had

secured no relic of the great patriot, how

ever insignificant, which they could en

shrine and worship as their fashion wa9.

But Anna—the gentle, timid Meg of later

time—drew, exultingly and blushingly, a

glass goblet from beneath her cloak, and

whispered: "He drank from it!" "She

had rushed in," said Miss Alcott, "where

we other vandals feared to tread. While

the lather was soaring with Kossuth into

the heroic empyrean, and we all stood

round, amening so to speak, Anna had

stolen close to the desk, and whipped the

goblet under her cloak. We built a little

shrine for it, and hung it on our chamber

wall."

Editor— I regret, Mr. Barnstormer, that

my paper referred to your starring trip as

a "starving one." Mr. Barnstormer—

Don't mention it. Your statement was ab

solutely correct.—Xew York Journal.
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A Mild Pish Story Teller.

"Let's see," mused the drummer at a De

troit hotel the other evening, " but isn't

there a place around here somewhere

called Lake St. Clair flats?"

" Yes, sir," replied the alderman in the

group.

''Oreat place for rishing?"

"The best in the world."

"Always sure of getting fish at the flats?"

"Always, if in season.

"I've read and heard a great deal of the

place, and I know several ( incinnati people

who have been up there. < >ne of 'em told

me he caught four perch up there between

sunrise and sunset.

"Only four!" gasped the alderman.

" Why, my dear sir, what could your friend

have been doing all that day?"
•' Fishing for perch. He didn't even stop

for dinner. Another onefold me that he

caught three black bass during the week he

made a business of fishing, but of course" -

" Only three black bass in a week! I'd

like to know what sort of a fisherman your

friend calls himself?"

"He is rated an Al man, but 1 am sorry

to say nobody has any confidence in his

word. His story wasn't quite as bad as

that of his brother, though. Say! There

was a man who stood right up at the bar of

the Burnet House and gave us his solemn

word that he caught a pike up there which

weighed two full pounds. He wouldn't

take off a fraction of an ounce. They ex

pelled him from a club for lying, but 1 have

often wondered if he didn't really believe

what he was telliDg."

"He didn't claim but two pounds for his

pike?" demanded the alderman as he

turned pale.

" Only two pounds. There was a Coving

ton man in the party, and when he got

back home he went around telling every

body that he hooked a fish so large that it

broke his line. They were goinj; to run

him for mayor of the town but that killed

him dead, l'eople argued that if he would

lie about one thing he would about another,

and that it wasn't a safe thing to put a liar

in public oflice."

"Was that all he claimed -that a fish

broke his line?"

"That's all, but it settled his hash pretty

quick. So there is good fishing at the Hats,

eh? I'm glad to meet a man who knows

all about it. Now, alderman, I wish you'd

give me a few particulars."

" No, sir! No, sir! " exclaimed the alder

man as he jumped up and mopped the per

spiration from his brow.

"Won't you tell me how many perch

you have caught in a month up there?"

" No, sir! "

" Nor the weight of your largest fish?"

" \"o,-sir!"

" But you see, alderman "

"I see nothing! I won't tell you one

durned word about fishing. I was given to

understand that you were an honorable,

straightforward man, but I have discovereil

to the contrary. No, sir not a statement—

not a word. A man who'll choke another

man off as you have me can go and fish in

a mud hole and be hanged to him."—l>t-

Imil Fr*<' Prem.

A Eeceptive Mind.

Theophile Gautier, the French author,

was gifted with an extraordinary memory.

Whatever he had heard or seen remained

engraved upon his mind.

On the day on which the two first vol

umes of Hugo's " Legende des Siecles" were

published, the author dined in Gautier's

company at the house of another friend.

There were several literary men present, all

allied more or lees closely to the tribe of

romanticists, admirers of Victor Hugo, and

counting upon finding a feast of good thing*

in his new work.

In the course of the talk < -autier re
marked: '• Let us prove what we advance.

1 will recite ' Les Lions' to you." And in

a clear voice, his eyes gazing steadfastly as

though he were reading from afar a book

visible tjo himself alone, he recited the whole

piece, not repeating himself once, never

hesitating, and not mistaking a single rel

iable.

Yet he had read it that morning for the

first time.

Many times his friends, doubtful upon

some point of history, language, geography,

anatomy or art, referred the matter to liim,

and received immediate satisfaction. They

used to say then : " We have only to turn

over the leaves of Theo."

A Cause of Agreeable Maladies,

Village Hotel Keeper—" so you think it's

queer so many ladies fall sick in this small

place, do you?"

. stranger -" Yes."

Village Hotel -Keeper — "Then you

haven't seen the new doctor. He's the

handsomest man in seven counties."

His Notion of an Ideal Union.

Weary Watkins " They's only one thing

keeps me from becomin' a workingman and

joinin' a union."

Dusty Rhodes—" What's that?"

Weary Watkins " I can't find no union

what's on a strike all the time."

It Was too Kind to Her.

She—"They say this photograph doesn't

do me justice."

Her S'ounger Brother- " Well, I wouldn't

feel hurt if they do say so. Justice should

always be tempered with mercy, any way "
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Woman's Soprano Voice.

The scientist who discovered in the

human larynx the anatomical reason why

woman has a soprano voice and man a bass

one was a woman, Mrs. Emma Seller. She

was a (iermao. bom in W'urtzburg. Left

a widow with two children to support, she

resolved to become a teacher of sioging,

but suddenly lost her voice. Then she de

termined to find out why ; also to discover

it possible the correct method of singing,

so that others might not lose their voices.

For this purpose she studied anatomy.

she dissected larynx after larynx and Bpent

years in her search, trying to find for one

thing why women's head tones could reach

high t' while men had no soprano tones.

At length her search was rewarded. She

discovered under the microscope one dav

two small, wedge shaped cartilages whose

action produces the highest tones of the

human voice. She made her discovery pub

lic. It excited great attention among

scientists. Her own brothor. a physician,

praised the treatise in the highest terms

till he found his own sister had written it.

Tnen lie dashed it down, saying in a rage

that she would better be attending to her

homework. Mme. Seller's portrait, a mar

ble relief, is in possession of the American

Philosophical society of Philadelphia, of
■which she was a member. She wrote

among other books, " The Voice in Sing

ing" and "The Voice in Speaking." She

died in 1SS6.

A Foolish Belief.

"There is a generally believed theory in

regard to alligators' nests," said a Florida

man recently to a representative of the

Ghibr-Drinorrtit, " which is entirely erron

eous. The popular idea is that the mother

alligator never goes out of sight of her eggs,

and that if anyone disturbs the nest their

life insurance policies are woith par in a

very few minutes.

"1 was not an alligator expert when I went

dnwn on Indian river for the rirst time, anil

was ignorant of the dire consequence of

touching alligators when they were still

bottled up in a shell in a liquid state. See

ing a nest and three eggs on the bank of the

river, I captured them, without seeing anv

maternal saurian, and took them home with

me. Here I put the eggs under a stove,

and in the course of a few days they hatched

out.

"The reptiles broke through the sides of

the shell, which remained fastened to them

t'.v umbilical cords and did not free them

selves from their late place of residence lor

several days. They were fierce from the

moment of birth and would strike at any

one who approached them. Running

around with the egg still attached to them

and their mouths wide open, they presented

a strange spectacle.

"Since then 1 have robbed several nests

when the parent alligator was out calling

upon the neighbors, and I have never yet

caught a glimpse of any enraged saurisn

hastening to avenge the abduction of her

embryo offspring. The nests are not found

very frequently, but when they are and

there are no reptiles in sight they can be

robbed with perfect safety to the robber."

"Paying the Piper."

How many times we have heard the ex

pression "pay the piper," and wondered

where it originated. Perhaps some of you

have heard the legend, but for the many

who have not I will tell it. In all likeli

hood it came from the old and celebrated

German legend of "The Pied Piper of

Hamelin." Robert Browning has given us

a pretty description of the legend in a poem

of the same name. The story tells that a

young musician, dressed in disguise, came

to llainel, a flourishing town in Brunswick,

and offered to rid the town of the rats

which had infested it for so long a time.

He wore a fancy coat of many different

colors, hence he was called the pied piper.

The commissioners of the town gave him

orders to destroy the rats, and promised

him a reward when he should have done

so. But after the work was completed the

promised reward was withheld, and the

piper in revenge blew his magical pipe again

and by its wonderful tones drew all the

children of the town to a cavern in a hill

side. The opening of the cavern was closed

as soon as the children had entered, and

their parents never saw them again. And

so our proverbial expression, "pay the

piper," sprang from this legend, and it con

veys a warning to all men to pay everyone

his just dues, or to he on the lookout for a

revenge as cruel as that of the- Pied Piper

of Hamelin.

A Creeper for Baby.

One of the latest and best of utility

"creepers" is very easily made. Gingham

is the fabric used. First measure baby's

length and breadth, in order to allow the •

little one a chance for freedom of motion.

The gingham is then cut bagshape, 12 by 14

being the popular number of inches. This,

when sewed up at the sides and bottom, is

gathered into a band with buttonholes and

buttons. In each lower corner openings

have been made. These are hemmed and

are then ready for the chubby legs. Draw

ing them up over the child's limbs you will

rind the dainty clothes snugly incased and

yet the limbs of the toddler at liberty to

move at will.
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BECAUSE WE LOVE.

Sweetheart of mine, since we were wed

The necond xtimmer now is here.

And love grow* utronjrer every year.

We are so happy. sweet, I said :

Why is it T and she answered low :

" Because we love each other so."

Oft have I heard the moaning "love

Call her lost mate from out the wood ;

she suffered, felt and understood :

For she was filled with tjrief and love.

Such sorrow may we never know.

Because we love each other so.

—Cy Wurman, in .V. Y. Sun.

The Bible in Point Alphabet,

The only Bible published in the point

alphabet to be used by the blind has lately

been printed in Louisville. It consists of

1,839 pages, is in eleven volumes, and was

turned out by the American Printing House

for the Blind, which is an annex of the Ken

tucky Institute for the Blind. The eleven

employes of the printing house were en

gaged on the work for about ten months,

and on May 7, 1894, just a little over a year

after the work was begun, the first ship

ment to the American Bible Society at New

York was made.

Of course this is not the only Bible that

can be read by the blind. Those thus af

flicted have been reading a Bible for the

past forty years, but it was published in

what is known as the line alphabet. The

line alphabet and the New York point

alphabet differ from each other very greatly.

The former in made up of the Roman let

ters enlarged and raised on the leaves of

t lie book, so that the blind reader may know

them by following their outline with his

fingers. Kvery school child can read abook

printed in that way. But with the New

York point alphabet it is diil'erent. Kach

letter is represented by a different number

of raised dots arranged in a fixed position.

Strange to say, this second method is easier

to learn, and is always taught before the

line method. It may seem queer that the

Bible published forty years ago did not

come out in the point language, but that

was because only the line alphabet was

known then.

. That any sort of a Bible for the blind

came out at all is due to a bequest of $40,000

made to the American Bible Society by a

wealthy woman of New York city. It was

made a permanent fund for printing Bibles

for the blind. The first work was published

in Boston, where the only publishing-house

for the blimi in America was situated. All

the printing of Bibles for the blind was done

at Boston up to 1KK3, when the second

American printing house for the blind was

established at Louisville.

This was done by a special act of congress.

The bill authorizing the act was first intro

duced by Mr. Henry Watterson in 1*76, and

was flnallv passed through both nooses in

1879, through the efforts of Mr. Albert .-:.

Willis, who was then the representative

from this district. One of the provision* oi

the law is that the national treasury pay an

annual subsidy of SI 0,000 toward maintain

ing the publishing house here. The slate

of Kentucky was not to be outdone, so in

1883 it bought the preeent site of the pub

lishing house adjoining the Kentucky Insti

tute for the Blind, on the west, and had

erected a three-story brick building. Since

then this Western branch of the pablishing

house has been turning out text books and

religious literature, both in the line and

point alphabets, in large amounts.

1 luring all this time the Bible fund had

been growing, so it was concluded to have

a new Bible, done in the point alphabet,

published. The western branch of the

American Publishing House for the Blind

was the only bouse that could do the wort.

eo orders were Bent to Superintendent Hun-

ton to begin on the volumes at once. The

four girls who do the type setting began

their part of the work April 2S, ls«3. As

soon as one page was set nu it wai carried

into the molding room and an impression

taken. The page was then readv to be cast.

It was carried down stairs and placed in the

sterotyping machine. A thin coat of tin

foil was then laid over the mold and a light

pouring of metal made so as to melt the

tin foil into the mold, Another pourine

was then made to fill in the blank space*

between the lines and re-enforce the back.

A piece of ordinary roofer's tin the size of

the page was then laid over the back of the

thin nittal impression, and another light

pouring made to make the two adhere,

when this had been cooled off the work

men had a true copy of the page on a very

light, flexible plate of stereotype. All the

rest of the l,K3',l pages were treated in tin-

same way, and on January 23, 1NSM. the day

the last page was set up, the last page was

also completed.

The work of printing was then begun.

The leaves are necessarily very heavy and,

of course, can be printed on only one side.

Four sheets or pages were printed at a

time. When the pages were ready for

binding six of them were grouped together

and stitched with a wire. The inside edge

of each sexto is bound by a cloth-lined

cardboard guard. This is made necessary

by the thickness of the leaves and the con

stant handling by the reader. When these

sextos are bound together they make a vol

ume varying in thickness of from three to

four inches. The New Testament is in

cluded in three volumes, the old in eight.

All of them are bound uniformly in Rus

sian calf. On the back of each volume are

the words Holy Bible in the point alphabet.

and also in ordinary print. Tbe books oi
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the Bible included within the volume are

also indicated in the same way.

The whole work of printing the first set

of this Bible cost just $3,000. The cost of

binding is actually a dollar a volume. It

may seem that for the blind to have this

Bible in their homes is an expensive luxu

ry. But this is not the case. Provision

was made that the sacred library might go

into every home at really a very small out

lay of money. The interest on the be

quest nearly half a century ago has grown

so that the book can be sold to the blind

at really less than the cost of the binding.

The whole set is sold at $7, and the New

Testament alone can be secured tor So less.

These Bibles are being sent out to all the

schools for the blind in fche country

through the American Bible Association.

It is expected that they will eventually

take the place of the line Bibles, not only

in the schools, but in every household

where there are any educated blind who

may care to read the scriptures.

Among the other work in the New York

point alphabet turned out exclusively by

the publishing house here in Louisville are

the international Sunday school lesson

leaves. The money to pay the expenses of

printing these is furnished by private sub

scription, secured by the unaided efforts of

H. L. Hall, a blind man, whose home is in

1'hiladelphia. These leaves have been com

ing out for a little over ten years, and dur

ing that time 4,(500,000 have been pub

lished. I'p to 18!>2 the copy for these

leaves was edited by Miss Alice V. Broadus,

• laughter of l>r. John A. Broadus. Since

that date Miss Hosalie Broadus, a niece of

Or. Broadus, has done the work. The

blind who are able must pay $1.50 a year

for the leaveB, but the poor can have them

for the asking. All they have to do is to

apply to the nearest superintendent of a

school for the blind and show that tliey

really want the leaves, and they are readily

and gladly furnished. So few of the 4,fi(i0,-

«X) leaves printed have been sold that it

can almost be said they were all given

away.— LouinvUle Courier Journal.

Had It in His Head.

" Now, Willie" said his teacher, as school

opened, 'you may recite your geography

lesson. Where is Afghanistan? "

Willie hesitated a moment.

" Don't you know'.' " asked the teacher.

" Yes : I've got it in my head somewhere,

but I can't lay my brain on it just this

minute," Willie replied.

A Queer Christening.

An " up-to-date christening." which was

recently held at an English country house

in a sporting county, is described" by an

American girl in one of her home letters,

and quoted in the New York Tribune.

" Milly is up and has taken to riding

again, and is in her habit from morning

until evening, when she slips into a lovely

tea gqwn for an hour or so, to appear

resplendent later on in gorgeous dinner at

tire," so runs the letter.

" The house is full of people, all of the

hunting set, of course ; so I was not in the

least surprised when I was told that the

baby's christening was to come off at the

next meet and hunt breakfast, which was

to take place at 11 Hall. 'I shall be

sure of my godfathers and godmothers if I

combine the two,' said Milly, ' and I think

it will be a good send off for baby,' she ad

ded with all seriousness.

" And so, just before they started, the

child was baptised and christened, all the

party, except the cletgyman and myself,

being in habits or boots and breeches. It

was Teally a very pretty sight, however,

with the" two godfathers "in their pink

coats. Miss S., as godmother, in the nattiest

of habits, with Milly standing by similarly

attired, and the little pink shred of human

ity in long lace robes. As soon as the

ceremony was over, the entire party took

horse and scampered away, leaving the

small M. F. H. of the future to his nurses."

"There is a young country boy staying

at our boarding house," writes a correspon

dent, " who is a perfect little gentleman in

his way. The other day he brought his

sister into dinner and gave her a general

introduction somewhat as follows: 'Ladies

and gentlemen, this is my sister.' Then he

electrified the gathering by continuing:

' My sister, these are ladies and gentleman.'

Whereat the ladies and gentlemen present

were highly delighted.' — Chicago Liter-

Ocean.

AX A LIEX.

A man without country i« he who I- l»>rn

In h nation whew from hiin his hirtliriulit is turn

By a law that ileprlvee him of land or of leave

To earn what the sweat of hi-> limn shoul'l receive.

Chart/* II', Stiff itf>on.

A stkam fire-engine for use along the line

of a railway has been made in Kngland, the

design being arranged so as to permit the

steam to be taken from an ordinary loco

motive boiler. It is in fact a powerful

double acting steam pump mounted on a

car, so that it can be run to the scene of a

fire by rail and then take steam from the

locomotive which hauled it. thus saving

the time of firing up, and reducing the cost

of construction. The Enginetr.

Mamma—T>id vou ask < ;od to make your

little brother well, Freddie ?

Freddie—Well. I should think so. How

could I forget it when he has to have all

the playthings while he's sick?
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TO YOU.

Vain the war against our passion's torrent.

It was written we should love each other:

Find our souls' completeness in the knowledge

We were ever one in love unbroken.

Twain were we and sorrowful and weary

I H the hollow masks about us lying ;

I if the empty laughter of the youthful,

And the sadder laughter of the elders,

shadows in a world of shadows dwelling:

Dreamers wrapped ahout with the ideal.

And the world could go its way without us.

Then a word, a look, and all the silence

Thrilled and throbbed with light, and sound and

color.

While the shadows lied and left us standing

Shudd'ring with the mightv pain and rapture.'

I if our meeting souls. And life completed.

Spread its golden veil upon foreheads.

with its glow and glory surely hiding

All the dark and evil ftom our vision.

What is silence save a sweeter language,

.larred by no harsh sound of lips that talter

Kurdened with their weight ot love and longing?'

silence, and a look, and clinging fingers— ■

These are more than all Love's lond expressions,

Many words and ceaseless repetitions.

I.ove from soul to soul is silent ever.

In the hands that clasp and lips that linger.

Lives his deepest language Words are feeble.

Love me, then, in silence of the spirit,

Knowing I am but thine own forever;

soul with soul in love and trust abiding.

Clart Btatriii SI. Otorge.

An Indiana Mystery,

Singular and unexplainable phenomena

are again attracting attention to the stone

quarry on the lands of Charles Carter, a

wealthy farmer residing a few miles south

of Osgood, Ind. The quarry is located in

the bend of Cedar creek, at the base of a

steep and broken hill, and was first oper

ated nearly fifty years ago. The stones were

then removed in the tedious old-fashioned

process of pioneer times.

( >ne day an effort was made to remove a

ledge of rocks by blasting with gunpowder.

A heavy charge was fired, resulting in the

dislodging of a vast quantity of stone and

dirt and revealing several unsuspected

graves that had been rudely fashioned in

the buried rock. ( )ne of these subterranean

vaults contained three skeletons. Two of

the rleshless and crumbling forms were of

giant proportions; the other of the trio,

supposed to be that of a female, was of me

dium size, but encircling the bare bones of

its lifeless limbs were numerous bands of

silver and copper that had evidently been

worn on the arms and ankles during lifetime

as ornaments or tokens of rank. With the

bodies of the stalwart companions, who had

apparently been consigned to the tomb at

t lie same time, were relics of rude weapons

used by the Indians in early days, and were

supposed to be the remains of warriors or

chieftains entombed with the corpse of their

queen or prophetess.

The other vault contained a mass of com

mingled bones, and appeared to be the

remains of a number of human beings buried

indiscriminately at different times. The

long period that had elapsed since the in

terment had allowed tons of earth to slide

over and accumulate upon the rockv recep

tacle of the unknown dead and completely

obliterated all traces of its singular exist

ence.

The ghastly find attracted crowds of per-

sons to the spot, but in time it was forirot-

ten save by those whose ghostlv supersti

tion reminded them of the secluded tombs

that had been disturbed by the ruthless

hand of civilized man, and around which

lingered the haunting- spirits of the strange

dead, incensed at the exposure and destruc

tion of their resting place.

Several of the workmen refused to labor

at the quarry after the removal of the crumb

ling remains, and for 'some vears work was

suspended at the old "stonediggings." In

time the old premises changed hands, and

the new owner, on coming in possession,

resumed work at the abandoned quarry.

For several years the labor of getting out

stone was continued uninterrupted, but one

day when Chris Salless. who still resides in

that vicinity, was engaged with a force of

men drilling down below the bed of the

creek, a rumbling sound startled the labor

ers, and soon the earth about them began

to shake as if in the throes of an infant

earthquake. Filled with alarm, the men

rushed from the locality, and as thev re

treated rapid detonations disturbed the air.

although no explosives or combustibles of

any character were about the place. For

days these strange sounds and rambling

reports seemed to roll from the bowels of

the earth' and then a weird stillness fol

lowed that cast a depressing dread upon the

returning workmen, and forced them, by

the powers of preternatural fear, to forsake

the somber shadows of the stone-girted

glen. Once more the old stone quarry be

came deserted and abandoned. For nearlv

twenty year* no stone has been quarried

from its mysterious depths, but at varying

intervals the singular sounds and peculiar

commotions would recur, and, continuing

for days, attain subside with the stillness ui

years. I >uring some periods of these erup

tive disorders, small stones, dirt and «r-

cummulated debris would be hurled into

the air a distance of thirty or forty feet.

Perfect quiet has prevailed in the shunned

locality for more than five years until last

Thursday, when the singular phenomena

a«ain attracted public attention.

A Cincinnati Ein/uirer reporter conversed

with Mr. Carter, the owner, and a number

of intelligent and prominent parties, and

recent disclosures lead them to the theory

that probably the peculiar disturbances are

occasioned by the presence of natural gas

that at times, under an increased pressure,

is forced through fissures in the rock and
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firoduces the explosions that agitate the

ocality. But a majority ot persons who

know of the singular facts connected with

the place are positive that the peculiar oc

currence is produced by occult forces under

the control of supernatural agencies, seek

ing to revenge desecration of the stony

sepulchers of the savage dead, and with

superstitious awe seek to avoid the place

.strenuously as they would the abode of the

damned.

Girls Who Sell Their Hair.

•'Do we have many girls come to sell

their hair ? Well, I should say so, but we

don't make a business of buyng on account

oi the risk we would have to run," said a

Pittsburgh hair dealer to a Dispatch repre

sentative, recently. "I have had girls come

to me and offer to sell their hair as it was

on their heads. No, they don't get good

prices—one dollar and fifty to two dollars

and fifty cents being as much as I ever

gave. 1 know of one case, however, where

a wellknown society woman took a fancy to

the hair of a young lady she met accident

ally and she paid the highest price I have

ever known for a head of hair. The young

lady in question had a luxuriant growth of

golden-brown hair and one day she was ap

proached by this lady, who was compelled

to use false hair, who said to her : 'Miss

, if at any time vou desire to part with

your hair, you can lind a customer in me.'

The young lady was in need of pin money

at the time anil said : 'Well, I am not par

ticular about keeping it now, as it is a little

too light for my taste.' So she agreed to

have her hair cut and in payment received

eight dollars and a half. If girls could al

ways get such a sum for their (lowing locks

there would be a great many more short-

haired young ladies about the city."

New York Centum, engine, No. 870, has

been doing some good work during the past

year. It has been doubling the road be

tween New York and Albany, 143 miles,

nearly, ever)' day with heavy fast passenger

trains. It came out of the shop March 26,

1S03, and continued in service until April

2, 1894—370 days. During this time it work

ed 300 days, and run 106,866 miles. There

were but two slight failures during the year,

causing delays aggregating forty minutes ;

thirty minutes of"this time was caused by

a broken whistle.—National Car and Locomo-

liu Builder.

Wakes Them Up.

When on a sultry day anything is said in

congress about the new mint, every sleepy

Kentucky member jumps to his feet, bows,

and says : " Yes, sah ; don't care if 1 do."—

MeKttajMtrt Timet.

Summer Breakfasts,

In hot weather the jaded appetite fre

quently turns from an Arcadian diet of

fruit, vegetables, eggs and milk, and all else

that is deemed healthful and seasonable,

and craves something that will stimulate

the palate—something quite different from

the every day menu—a thing savory and

piquant and high seasoned. At breakfast,

especially, when the languid desire for food

requires to be tempted, it is wise to have

little relishes in the way of side dishes that

may serve either as a substitute or an ad

dition to the regular fare.

An appetizing dish is anchovy toast and

poached eggs. Cut some squares of bread

about three inches square and fry them a

golden brown ; spread them rather thickly

with anchovy butter or any seasoned potted

meat that can be rubbed down with butter

to make it spread easily; then lay on it a

poached egg neatly trimmed and garnished

with sprigs of parsley. Another good

breakfast dish for a relish is haddock toast.

Pick the flesh from a smoked herring or

haddock; pound it perfectly smooth with'

butter; then put it in a pad with very little

cayenne and about an ounce of anchovy.

Stir it over the fire, then pile on squares of

fried and toasted bread, sprinkle with pep

per and chopped parsley and serve hot.

Tin: record of the Union Pacific railway

for the year 1SH3, in spite of the efforts of a

management second to none in ability, is

one of heavy loss— an impressive illustra

tion of the general condition of the country.

The principal results for the past two years

are thus shown :

1893. 1892.

Average miles operated .... 8 1(17 8,149

Gross earnings 837, 145.417 S15,025.17<>

< ipcratine expenses . . . . 27.28K.U19 30,144,675

Net earnings . . 10,159,3!I8 14,880,501

Total income ... ll,l«t.oso 16,496,851

Interest on bonds . . . 10,70n.ws 10.844.043

Sinking funds 977,533 1,093.239

I'nitea States requirements . . 1,218,423 1,358.1X1

Tottil expenditures 13.845,921 14.427.(194

Surplus .... 2,069,757

Deficit 2,535,811 ...

Earned on slock 3.40 p. e.

In a single year the gross earnings fell off"

$7,380,151, and although the expenses were

82,858,656 the loss in net earnings was 84,-

721,103. The largest decrease in earnings

was upon the Colorado lines, owing to the

silver crisis, and upon the Kansas Tines, re

sulting from the failure of the wheat crop.

The ratio of operating expenses to gross

earnings for the whole system, including

taxes, was 72.27 per cent., against 66.69 per

cent, the previous year. The gross earn

ings per mile of road were 84,6.88, against.

$5,621 in 1892, and the net earnings, after

taxes, per mile of road, $1,300 against $1,873.

—Railway Atje.
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Women and Marriage.

The federal census for 18!i0 reports that

of the 19,002,1 7S women of marriageable age

<i, 233,207, or one-third, were unmarried.

Over one-half (53 per cent. I of the women

between 20 and 25 were unmarried, and 28

per cent, of those between 25 anil 30, while

6 per cent, will never marry.

If a woman does not marry by the time

she is 20, says the New York World, the

chances are 53 to 47 that she will not be

married until she is 25, and 2s to 72 thatshe

will not be married until she is 30. To put

it in simpler form, of every 100 women who

reach the age of 20 unmarried, 47 marry be

tween 90 and 25, while 25 marry between

25 and 30, and 8 never marry.

One reason why fifteen years ago 03 out

of every 100 women married between the

ages of 20 and 25, while only 47 marry now,

is because many avenues have been opened

to women by which they can earn a living

without becoming the "servant in all but

salary " of a man. Shorthand and the type

writer have opened opportunities for hun

dreds of thousands, and the commercial

colleges have filled our cities and towns

with clerks, bookkeepers and telegraphers

of the gentler sex. Tasting the sweets of

independence they apparently look askance

at matrimony with its burdens and sacri

fices.

The big tunnel at Niagara Falls, by means

of which the power of the falls will be used

to generate electricity, is a marvelous piece

of engineering work, and it is estimated

tbat the company will be able to develop

no less than 460,000 horse power by means

of its several turbine wheels. The power

is to be carried to great distances. For in

stance, a contract has been entered into to

furnish power to mills in the eastern part

of the state, several hundred miles from

the falls, at the low cost of SI 2 a year per

horse power, runniDg night and day.—Xa-

tional Car and Locomotive Builder.

One of a Thousand.

Maude—" Isn't it funny he should fall in

love with that fright of a girl"

Klaine—" Not at all. She used to laugh

at his jokes."

.lilsou says it may he extravagant for the

women to put so much material in their

sleeves, but a great deal more goods would

go to waist if the same fashion should pre

vail in men's attire.—Buffalo Courier.

" Did you tender your resignation'.' " eaid

a man to an ex-ollice-holder. " I resigned

by re>iuest. sir. hut there was nothing ten

der about it. It was tough, sir." -Piltal>urg

Chrnnich.

( >f the possibilities of electricity the pros

pectus of a proposed " national school of

electricity," to be established at Chicago

under the auspices of Edison and a number

of other eminent electricians, says : " More

than $800,000,000 are employed in electrical

pursuits to-day, and these figures are being

increased at the rate of 1100,000,000 annual

ly. Within a decade nine-tenths of the

steamboating, railroading, canal hauling,

illumination, domestic lighting, heating,

cooking, factory operation, mining and met

allurgy will be done by electricity. There

ure also many applications of electricity yet

in an undeveloped state. Electricity is the

most promising field in civilization to-day."

While the prediction that within ten years

"nine-tenths of the steamboating, railroad

ing, canal hauling," etc.. will be done by

this wondrous agency will doubtless prove

extravagant, it is certain that the applica

tion of electricity to the practical arts is

still going rapidly on, and none may ven

ture to fix its limitations. In the single

direction of urban and rural railway trans

portation the electric motor has made as

tonishing advances within the past ten

years, and who can say that it may not

eventually supersede the steam locomo

tive?—Railway Age.

General Manager Allen, on behalf of

the Missouri. Kansas & Texas Kail way. has

presented engineer George Lyons of Par

sons with a handsomely engraved set of res

olutioiiB by the directors of the company,

extolling him for his presence of mind an'l

bravery in saving an M., K. iv. T. train from

bandits at Kelso, L T., last November. En

gineer Lyons was pulling train No. '3 one

evening in November last ; when at Kelso.

I. T., the train dashed out the side track.

Taking in the situation in an instant, in

stead of stopping, he pulled the throttle

wide open and dashed down the track

through the split switch at the other end.

He was none too soon, for, as was suspect

ed, bandits made their appearance and be

gan to bombard the train with Winchesters.

During the tiring Fireman Milne was struck

in the face by a ball, frightfully tearing his

lower jaw. lie was not forgotten, however,

as the company will pay his expenses to

New York, where he goes to have a ditticult

operation performed. — Drniwti iTex.) U*f

aid.

I'irst Burglar—Any luck lately'1 Second

Burglar—No. Worked all night on a safe

and when I got it blowed open it was a

folding be'd.—PuH:

Judge (iuffey— What passed between

yourself and the complainant? O'Brien—

I think, sor. a half a dozen bricks and a

piece of pavin' stone.—Raymond'* M<mlhly.
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Reign of Mexican Parvenues.

Mexican society has undergone a consid

erable change since the days of the empire;

and this on account of the many revolutions

through which the country has passed, the

accession to power of parties hitherto ob

scure and the closer connection existing and

*-ach day becoming more developed between

Mexico and the outside world, says a corre-

tpondent of the New York Trilmne. The

grand old families of imperial times have

nearly all disappeared, and their place has

been taken by the "parvenu." The don

and the " mantilla " have passed away, and

men and fashions of the present day reign

instead.

Still. Mexico, in many things, clings to

the past. It jet maintains its old family

pride and certain customs and in many in

stances does not take kindly to the trans

ition which is slowly but surely telling upon

the nation. There exists in Mexico a strong

line of demarcation between class and class,

and between natives and foreigners. Socie

ty in Mexico is exclusive, and the entree

into it is difficult to obtain, and when once

you have succeeded in entering a great

watchfulness and care have to be exercised

to retain a good footing therein. For in

spite of the warm welcome and effusive po

liteness shown to the newly admitted a lit

tle mistake will bring about coolness and

ultimate banishment. There is no doubt

that Mexican society is hollow and insin

cere, although their language is brimming

over with honeyed words and phrases, in

reality meaningless and unnecessary.

Naturally, life and customs differ in every

household, yet in the home circle especially

there is much similarity, from the presiden

tial mansion downward, always excepting

ihe "pueblo" (or poorer class), whose cus

toms and mode of life are of a different

character. They generally dwell in huts of

adobe consistingof one room, the only light

they receive being admitted through the

door. Their food is unvaried—viz., tortillas,

frijoles and chiles: and their drink pulque,

the old national drink dating from Aztec

times. It is the juice of the maguey or

century plant, which is largely cultivated,

and a healthy drink although, if taken to

excess, highly intoxicating. In the presi

dent's family, as in many others, the two

principal meals of the day are almost the

only occasions when all the members meet.

The desayuno, consisting of a small cup

of chocolate or black coffee, with a roll of

white bread or sweet cake*, and followed

by a glass of milk, is served from 7 to ft a.

in., and every one partakes at his or her

own convenience. About 1 2 or 12::S0 o'clock

breakfast, consisting of soup, fried rice, fri

joles and usually nine other courses, are

served, and at s 6r il p. m. the dinner, that

ie a repetition of the above. At both these

meals wine is the usual beverage.

In his family circle and among his friends

President Diaz is most amiable and courte

ous, but in his public life and toward his

officials heisflrmand relentless, so much so

that the title of president is almost obscur

ed by that of military dictator. He is a

man who neither drinks nor smokes, and

whose whole time is devoted to the dis

charge of his official duties, a few da) s of

hunting in the mountains being the only

relaxation he allows himself.

He takes the greatest interest in the de

velopment and progress of Mexico, and

every facility is given to strangers by him

for carrying out any new enterprise. Some

idea of his feeling toward the people may

be formed from what took place at the recep

tion held in the Palacio Nacional on the

occasion of his last birthday. I'pon the

platform in the hall of the ambassadors,

surrounded by his generals and officials, he

had been engaged all the morning in re

ceiving congratulations from the diplomatic

body, from the members of the government

and of the army. Although necessarily

fatigued, the evening was devoted to the

reception of the people and of those who

were prevent ed from attending in the morn

ing. The first to be received was a deputa

tion from Oaxaca. the state in which the

president wi»s born and in which his earlier

davs had been spent.

The meeting between the president and

his old compatriots and companions was

touching. There was to be seen the ab

sence of dignity of power and in its place

signs of real affectiou. The old friend and

companion, rather than the president, was

there. The deputation was followed by a

vast crowd of the pueblo of the city, for

each of whom he had a kind word and a

warm handshake. Among these was a

poor old Indian, who had come with diffi

culty, bent down with age and infirmity.

As he drew near the president descended

and helped him on to the platform, and

after talking with him for a few moments

led him across to the place of exit. This

was all done in a perfectly simple and nat

ural manner, showing the kind and sympa

thetic nature of the man.

During a certain part of the year the pres

ident inhabits one of the houses in the

Calle Oadinas, in the heart of the city, and

in no wise different from the others. Dur

ing the summer months he and his family

take up their residence at the old historic

residence of Chapultepec, at one time the

burying-place of the Aztec kings. The

castle is built upou a lofty rock, and

with its buildings, its terraces and its ob

servatory commands the admiration of the

visitor. Approach to the castle is through

a fine Etone archway, on the one side of

which is the guard house and on the other
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the officers' room, leading into an extensive

and well laid-out park and flower garden.

The grounds are of many acres in extent

and kept in excellent order.

Adjoining the castle is the military school

from which the army receives its officers.

Although living at Chapultepec, it must be

remembered that he spends each day in the

city in his rooms at the Palacio Nacional

transacting the business of the nation. He

is always at his post, hard at work, yet

ready to receive the stranger who would

pay his respects to him. The plaza where

the Palacio Nacional is situated abounds in

historic members. Where the building now

stands was at one time the site of the pal

ace of the Emperor Montezuma. And fac

ing it the old cathedral of Mexico rears its

mighty pile on the site where the Aztec

temple was built.

The cathedral must be approached closely

if one would form any idea of it. It has

been considerably dwarfed through the

sinking of its walls and towers into the

earth, it being, like the rest of the city,

built upon a marsh. It is in the renais

sance style of architecture and is -400

feet long, 200 feet wide, and its towers,

from which a splendid view of the country

round about can be had, are about 250 feet

high. At the north side of the Palacio

Nacional is the Calle S. Teresa, in which

is the postoffice, and a little further down

the nacional museum. In this building are

preserved relics of Aztec times, demon

strating the high state of civilization at

tained by the Aztecs, and also the zeal that

animated them in the worship of their

many gods. In the museum the first thing

that catches the eye is the famous Aztec

calendar, one immense circular stone elab

orately carved. Farther on is the famouB

sacrificial stone, three feet high and nine

feet in diameter, upon which thousands of

victims have been sacrificed. It is also one

mass of carving, the subjects being warriors

leading away prisoners.

Not far from the cathedral is the Church

of S. Domingo, famous for being the church

of the inquisition in Mexico. The school

of medicine is built on the site of the court

and dungeons of the inquisition. The gar-

rote used by the inquisition is yet to be

seen in the "museum. To the president is

due the bringing together of all those things

bearing upon the history of Mexico. He

has been accused of persecuting the church.

This is, however, incorrect. The law of

reform was passed anteiior to the coming

into power of Diaz. By this law the prop

erty of the religious orders and of the

churches was confiscated and the buildings

nationalized. Liberal as Diaz is, he dare

not go against the law, especially as lie is

surrounded by those who have grown rich

by church plunder and rank as the "par-

venues" of the country.

A Conductor Who Defended his Money.

Tom Iiobinson is a thick-set freight con

ductor on a run that takes him through

the verdant New Jersey meadows, and ac

cords him the distinction of living in the

lively regions where Jersey City ends and

Hoboken begins. Tom is something of a

joker, and says his home is the liveliest

place on the mainland, for there are swarms

of mosquitos of the Jersey breed about the

house all the year round.

No man in the service is more attentive

to rules than Tom, but the rule asrainst

going into saloons while off duty he has

considered an infringement of his personal

liberty. Not that he is a drinking man,

but he had a habit of looking into the little

saloon on the corner while on his way

home and indulging in a glass of beer.

This saloon was the resort principally of

men of low degree, and Tom was considered

the most aristocratic patron. The habitues

of the place naturally envied Tom, and

coveted the wealth a railroad conductor

must necessarily possess.

One night, as Tom was crossing some

vacant lots between the saloon and hi*

mansion, two enterprising voters of the

region jumped upon him and demanded

that he empty his pockets into their hands.

Instead of doing that he smote them from

head to heel with all the weapons that na

ture had provided. After a violent conflict

a well directed blow from a cudgel laid him

low, and the ruffians were victors.

They carefully examined the pockets of

the prostrate conductor, and all they found

was a dime and two cents. They were the

most disgusted brace of ruffians in Jersey.

They had received about $10 worth of blows

and gathered in only a few cents. "Be

.l;ises," groaned one of them as he limped

sadly away, " if the fellow had had a dollar

in his pocket he wud av kilt us both.''—

Locomotive Engineering.

The Ironmonger holds that there should

be in every county, a combination againtt

the articles produced by the prison-labor

contract system and eold in competition

with the products of free labor. We heartily

indorse all this. It has been our contention

for years that prison labor should not be

brought into competition with free labor.

The tendency of doing this is to fill the

prisons, which, we think, has been rather

clearly shown in some parts of the country.

—A mrrica n Macli in int.

By All Means.

Hazel—" Sandstone has asked me to lend

him $5, and I don't know whether to do it

or not. Would you ?"

Nutte ( earnestly I -■" I would, old man.

He invited me to dine with him this even

ing."— Life.
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The Use of Glass.

Sime the days when Pliny's fabled Phoe

nician manners were supposed to have dis

covered the art of making glass by burning

seaweed on the sandy shore the art of glass-

making has made enormous strides. But

the Phoenicians were not the discoverers.

The Egyptians knew about glass loDg before

them, as is proved not alone by many pic

tures of glass blowers on the old tombs and

monuments, but by the discovery of the ar

ticle itself in many forms in excavations at

Egypt, Ninevah, T'roy and Alexandria. The

arts of cutting, grinding, gilding and color

ing glass were practiced 370 years before

Christ. Pieces in the forms of lenses, vases

and bottles have been found in Rome, Pom

peii and Herculaneum, but no windows.

The first glass windows in England were

introduced by the Abbott Benedict A. D.

674. The Venetian glassmakers and glass-

blowers were celebrated in the thirteenth

century as they are celebrated to-day.

The manufacture of glass was one of the

earliest industries in this country, and to

day the glass manufacturers—especially the

mirror manufacturers—stand among' the

foremost and best in the world. The first

factory spoken of was at Salem, Mass., and

was the property of one Ananias Conklin,

the position of his factory is even now

known as Glasshouse Field. In 1746 there

was a factory at Jamestown, Va., and in

1750 there was another at Germantown,

Mass. But the first of which any real his

tory exists was organized by Robert Hewes

of Boston at Temple, N. H., 1790.

To begin to enumerate the uses to which

glass is put one would have to enumerate

every trade, every kind of building, every

walk and employment in life, every step in

life from the baby's bottle to the glass cov

ered wreath upon the grave, every science

and scientific experiment ; there is not a

single movement in the life of man or wo

man, that does not include the employment

of glass. The great firm of Siemens Bros.,

of Berlin, have for many years been trying

to produce a glass that shall be strong

enough and flexible enough to act for rail

road sleepers, ties and wheels.

Some slight idea of the vastness of the

amount of glass used for windows, says the

Recorder, and mirrors, may be obtained

when it is stated that for several years past

the sum of money annually paid in premi

ums for insurance has reached close upon

$700,000, a sum representing glass to the

actual value $25,000,000. Nor does this by

any means include the whole of the glass

thus used, for assuredly there are many

people who do not insure at all and some

who only do so partially. In a large hotel

now building in New York city there will

be 3,000 sashes, each about four feet square,

without counting the large windows on the

ground floor. A still better idea of the

quantity of glass used throughout the

United States may be obtained from the

estimate that during the coming year there

will be manufactured and imported some

89,500,000 square feet of plate mirror and

sheet glass. In detail 12,000,000 square feet

of plate, 40,000,000 square feet of window or

sheet glass, 4,000,000 square feet of mirrors

and 5,000,000 square feet of colored, ceiling,

floor and roofing glass. This is all to be

manufactured in the United States. Then

there are orders in hand abroad for impor

tation into America amounting to 3,500,000

square feet of mirror glass, 25,000,000 square

feet of window glass and 800,000 square feet

of colored, ceiling, flooring and roofing glass.

TJtATERXITY.

What though the crowds who shout the word,

Pervert the meaning it should bear,

And feel their heart with hatred stirred

Even while their plaudits fill the air ;

Yet shall not we thou mighty Thought,

Despair thy triumph yet to see.

Or doubt the good that shall be wrought

In thy great name, Fraternity.

By prophets told, by psalmists sung.

Preached on the Mount by lips sublime,

The theme of every sage's tongue

For twice a thousand years of time ;

What happy progress hast thou made ?

What bliss to man hath flowed from thee '

What war and bloodshed hast thou stayed ?

What peace affirmed, Fraternity ?

Alas ! the years have failed to teach

The obvious lesson to mankind.

And myriad preachers fail to preach

Conviction to the deaf and blind.

Still do we rush to furious war,

Still to the slayer bend the knee.

And still, most Christian as we are,

Forget thy name, Fraternity.

And shall we, cramm'd with mutual hates,

Dispise our neighbor for a flaw,

And sneer, because he promulgates

Before he understands the law ?

No ! let us hail the word of might,

Breathed by a nation of the free :

Thy recognition is a light—

Thy name a faith, Fraternity.

The preacher may belie his creed,

But still the truth preserves its flame :

The sage may do a foolish deed.

Yet wisdom shares not in the shame.

Be scorning hushed—be cavil dumb—

Whatever ills the world may see,

We'll look for blessings yet to come

In thy great name, Fraternity.

—Charles Markey.

The following table shows the compara

tive cost of a number of leading articles

consumed in the United States :

Liquors 8900,000,000

Tobacco t',00,000,000

Bread 505,000,000

Meat 303,000,000
Iron and Steel • 296,000,000

Woolen goods 237,000,000

Sawed lumber 233,000,000

Cotton goods 233,000,000

Boots and shoes 197,000,000

Sugar and molasses 153,000,000

Public education 96,000,000

Clergymen's salaries ... 12,000.000

Christian missions, home and foreign . . . 5,500,000
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HELP ONE ANOTHER.

" Help one another," the snowflakes said.

As they cuddled down in their fleecy bed,

"One of us here would not be felt.

One of us here would quickly melt !

But I'll help you, and you help me,

And then what a big white drift we'll see."

•' Help one another," the maple spray

Said to hi.» fellow leaves one day :

" The sun would wither me here alone,

Long ere the day is gone ;

But I'll help you, and you help me,

And then what a splendid shade there'll be."

" Help one another," the dew drop cried,

Seeing another drop, close by ita side :

"This warm south wind would blow me away.

And 1 should be gone ere noon to-day ;

Bot I'll help you. and you help me,

And we'll make a brook and run to the sea."

" Help one another," a grain of sand

Said to another grain just at hand ;
•' The wind nmy carry me over the sea,

And then, oh, what will become of me?

But come, my brother, give me your hand,

We'll build a mountain and there we'll stand.'

And so the snowflakes grow to drifts,

And grtiins of sand to mountains:

And leaves become a pleasant shade,

Ami dew drops feed the fountains.

 

Advice for Fat Folks.

Professor Schweninger, Bismarck's pro

tege and physician, says to fat people who

want to reduce their obesity: Man lives

not on what he eats and drinks, but on what

he digests and consumes, and according to

the way in which he digests and consumes

it. As' lor the chemical elements of food,

it is very interesting to know them; but,

peeing that they usually occur in various

combinations, there is little help to be ex

pected from the physiology of foods. For

practical purposes the professor divides the

nourishment of his patient into three parts

—the staple food, which may amount to

two thirds, three- fourths, and four-fiths of

the entire nourishment consumed each day;

subsidiary aliments and drinks.

Hunger and thirst have no place in Dr.

Schweninger's method. Hunger, he ad

mits, offers a short cut to leanness, but it

does not contribute to improve the quality

of the blood or to strengthen the muscles

and the heart, and any treatment that is to

benefit the corpulent must do all these

things, besides reducing weight and bulk.

Neither does the professor prescribe an

apothecary's scales with which to weigh

and dole out the morsels of meat, vegeta

bles, or bread. On the contrary, within

reasonable limits, his patients may eat and

drink as much as they like, provided that

they confine themselves to the kinds of

food which he permits, that they eat little

at once, though oftener than usual, and

allow a certain time to elapse between eat

ing and drinking. The reasons given for

this prescription are as follows: Suppose a

corpulent man consumes daily a quantity

of food represented by ten and takes two

meals daily, and suppose further that his

weight is increasing in consequence. It is

possible to arrest this increase of weight,

and even to lessen it without diminishing

the quantity of food he consumes, provided

that instead of dividing it into two meals

he divides it into four or five. Heavy meals

Eromote the formation of fat ; light repaet?

ave the contrary effect. It is needless to

fix the quantity that may be eaten with

impunity at these light and frequent meal*,

because the patient must act on the jirinei-

ciple that repasts may easily be too heavy,

but can never be too light.

The reason why drinking should not ac

company eating,"but he indulged in before

or afterward, is, in the first place, because

liquids are foods as well as solids, and re

pasts must be kept as light as possible at

all costs. But there is another reason.

Dry repasts, if light, lead to a Iosb of flesh,

whereas the same quantity of food, if it in

clude liquids, is devoid of this effect. It is

not easy to say why this should be so, but

the most probable explanation is that when

only solids are eaten the juices of the body

are called into action to a larger extent

than otherwise, in order to further the pro

cess of digestion, whence a sensation of

thirst is usually experienced. The body

has thus lost more than the ordinary quan

tity of water, and if this loss be not compen

sated by drinking it will be replaced by the

body itself, which will draw upon its super

fluous fat for the purpose. The fat is de

composed into its elements, and combus

tion takes place. This process commences

about an hour after eating, and if drinking

be deferred until then it may be indulged

in afterward with profit, inasmuch as it

Eromotes the very process which, half an

our earlier, it would have prevented. But

in anv case and at all times during the cur*

liquids must be taken with aa much mod

eration as Bolids.

Turning now to the question of diet, Pro

fessor Schweninger allows his patients -to

compose their menu from the following

goods: 1. Staple nourishment—Every spe-

cies of fresh meat cooked in every conceiv

able manner and served hot or cold, fat or

lean; fish, oysters, caviare, crabs, lobster?,

sausages, eggs, cheese, etc. 2. Subsidiary

food—Bread, fruit, spinach, asparagus, cab

bages, sauerkraut, cucumbers, green salad.

3. Drinks—Water, soda water, acidulated

mineral waters, fruit juices, lemon juice,

white wine and cider.

Alcohols are to be avoided, so are aim

soups, potatoes, turnips, nut«, macaroni,

rice, pastry, and butter and lard i except in

so far as they are needed in order to cook

the meat and vegetables i, and not only al

coholic drinks, but also tea, coffee, choco

late, cocoa and milk.

The professor dolefully complains of the

indignation often manifested by his stout
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female patients on hearing sentence pro

nounced against tea, coffee, milk and choco-

jate. " Milk, cocoa, and chocolate are ban

ished already." they murmur; "if I have,

in addition, to give up my tea and coffee,

what else is there for me to take at my first

breakfast in the morning?" To this Dr.

Schweninger has oue stereotyped reply.

Tea and coffee have been struck out for the

express'purpose of radically changing the

form of the first breakfast, which should be

a "compact meal," consisting of meat, fish,

eggs, cheese, or some other similar nutri

tious food.—London Telegraph.

The Bights of Railroad Employes.

The rights of the employes of railroads

that are in the hands of receivers have been

passed upon by the courts lately in several

notable instances, but the decisions lack

that uniformity which is desirable where

Ihe interests involved are so important.

There are now about 32,000 miles of railroad,

representing $4,000,000,000 of capital, which

are being operated under judicial supervis

ion and direction, with the probability that

other lines will be forced into the same un

fortunate state during the present year. It

is very desirable, therefore, that the legal

rights and duties of the men who are thus

practically placed in the service of the gov

ernment shall be defined by the proper tri

bunals in such a way as to avoid confusion

and prevent mischief. There is a difference,

of course, between the positions of men who

are working for a railroad company under

ordinary conditions, and those who are

doing like work when the property is in

charge of receivers. As to what extent this

difference affects their privileges and obliga

tions, there may easily be a contrariety of

opinion ; and it is for the courts to settle the

matter according to those rules of justice

and equity which have the same meaning

and application in all parts of the country.

This should not be difficult for judges have

the same laws to construe and the same cir

cumstances to deal with, practically speak

ing; and it is to be hoped that they will

agree upon some general plan of action, in

stead of pulling at cross purposes as they

are now doing.

It is unquestionably true, as Judge Cald

well says, that the employes on a road in

the hands of a receiver are the employes of

the court, in the same sense that the receiver

is, and, therefore, as much entitled to be

ht ard upon any issue affecting their inter

ests. In the case of a proposed reduction

of wages, they should have opportunity to

show that such reduction is unnecessary or

improper ; and when the reduction is made

in spite of their protest, for reasons satis

factory to the court, they should certainly

have the privilege of refusing to work at the

prices thus fixed. The idea that a man may

be forced to render service on terms that do

not suit him is repugnant to the spirit of

our institutions, and can hardly be popu

larized by judicial scantion and enforcement

in any contingency. But it is manifestly

true at the same time that the employes of

a railroad, particularly one that is in the

custody of the government, should not be

alowea to paralyze or obstruct its operation

on any account or in any manner. They

can quit its service at their pleasure, when

they do not thereby violate an express con

tract ; but, having taken such a step, it is

clearly wrong for them to interfere with the

property or the functions of the road. If

they want to strike, in other words, they

may legally do so, to the extent of severing

their relations with the road and seeking

employment elsewhere ; but they must not

use their power as individuals or in an or

ganized capacity to prevent other men from

taking their places, or to atop the moving

of trains by any sort of violence. The courts

should find it easy to agree upon these

points and to compel the faithful observ

ance of rules established to meet all of the

necessities of tbe situation ; and that kind

of action is imperatively demanded of them

in the interest of all concerned.—St. Louis

Globe Democrat.

Hard to Make a Lion Lie Down with a Lamb.

" The hardest thing to train a wild beast

to do is to perform with a weak, defenseless

animal," remarked A. L. Hutchins, an old

circus and menagerie hand, who has desert

ed the arena and ring for mercantile pur

suits. " I remember once several years ago

an effort being made to persuade a very

docile lion to lie down with a lamb. Thu

idea was certainly a good one, but it took

several lambs and also several weeks before

the lion, which was willing to jump through

a burning hoop, sham death on being shot,

etc., could be persuaded to allow a lamb to

enter his den with impunity. Twice he

killed a lamb in the presence of his trainer,

and the second time he nearly killed the

trainer, who rather recklessly tried to get

away the carcass. Finally the lion would

tolerate a lamb in its den just as long as

the keeper stood over it with an iron bar.

But the effort was so evidently forced and

the performance was so utterly lacking in

smoothness and interest that it was aban

doned after two or three attempts."—St.

Louis Globe- Democrat.

She Was Not Poetic.

It was in the far west.

"Darling!" he whispered. "After I left

you last evening I walked on air ! "

She met his words with a look of wonder

and maze.

" Well, I declare! " she exclaimed. "Who

cut you down, Hank?"— Tovn Topics.
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NO SHOW.

Joe Beal 'ltd set upon a keg

Down to the groc'ry store, an throw

One leg right over 'tother leg,

An' swear he'd never had no show :

"Oh.no," said Joe,

" Hain't hed no show"—

Then shift his quid to 'tother jaw.

An' chaw, an' chaw, an' chaw, an' chaw.

He said he got no start in life.

Didn't git no money from his dad,

The washin' took in by his wife

Earned all the funds he ever had ;

"Oh, no," said Joe,

"Hain't hed no show"—

An' then he'd look up at the clock,

An' talk, an' talk, an' talk, an' talk.

" I've waited twenty year—le's see-

Yes, twenty-four, an' never struck,

Altho' I've sot roun' patiently.

The fust tarnashion streak er luck,

"Oh no," said Joe,

" Hain't hed no show "—

Then stuck like mucilage to the spot,

An' sot, an' sot, an' sot, an' sot.

" I've come down regerler ever' day

For twenty years to Piper's store ;

I've sot here in a patient way,

Say, hain't I, Piper?" Piper swore,

. " I tell ye, Joe,

Yer hain't no show,

Yer too dern' patient"—the hull raft

Jest latted, an' laffed, an' laffed, an' laffed.

—S. W. Fots in Yankee Blade.

A Boy Revolutionary Hero,

Of the boy heroes of the Revolution the

first and almost forgotten one was Nathan

Benam. In the spring of 1775 he lived

with his father, a farmer, near the village

of Shoreham, which was opposite Fort Ti-

conderoga. Farmer Beman was an Ameri

can devoted to the cause. Being of a roving

disposition, and fond of play, Nathan had

often crossed the lake and formed the ac •

quaintance of the boys whose fathers com

posed the garrison. The little fellows had

fine times under the walls of the fort, and

every now and then Nathan went inside

and saw how things were moving along

there. In the month of May, Ethan Allen,

at the head of the famous Green Mountain

boys, came up through the forests to sur

prise and capture, if possible, the fort and

its garrison. The expedition with which

Benedict Arnold was connected, was com

posed of three divisions, one of which was

to capture some boats at Skenesborough

and send them down the lake to Allen and

his men, who were to get them at Shoreham.

But when the renowned Green Mountain

leader reached the latter village, in the

night time, not a single boat awaited him.

This was a bitter disappointment, for Allen

had but eighty-three men with him and his

position was one of great hazard. It looked

like madneps to assail with his small force

an armed place like Ticonderoga, yet it

wjts still more dangerous to remain idle.

" We can't wait for the boats, my boys ! "

exclaimed the intrepid Allen. "We must

assault the fortress:.

In looking for a guide the Vermonter

found Farmer Beman, who, as soon as he

understood what was wanted, said:

" Why not take my boy? Nathan knows

all about the fort. He s been all over it,

and knows the location of every rat- hole

inside and out."

The suggestion delighted Allen, and little

Nathan was called and questioned. .

" I'll go, sir," he said, at once. " I know

the way to Delaplace's quarters, too, if you

should want to find him."

Delaplace was the commandant and. of

course, the very person whom Allen wanted.

The little party crossed the lake in such

boats as they had at hand, oars were dipped

silently in the starlit water, and no ODe

spoke above a whisper. Morning was near

at hand, and so much precious time had

been lost that every moment had to be put

to use. When the patriots reached the

opposite shore the commander turned 1o

Nathan Beman, and laying his hand upon

his shoulder, said quickly:

" We're ready now. Show us the way to

the sally port.

Guided by the farmer's son, the moun

taineers moved toward the fort, and, coming

suddenly upon a sentry, heard the snapping

of the fusee lock and saw him run through

a covered way within the walls.

"Quick!" cried the boy, looking up at

Allen, and the soldiers sprang after the

guard and made their way to the parade

ground unopposed. The enthusiasm of the

patriots now broke forth into shouts of

victory which, reaching the ears of the Brit

ish soldiers, caused them to spring from

their pallets and rush from their barracks,

only to be made prisoners as they appeared.

Never was a surprise more complete—

thanks to Nathan Beman. When Allen

had secured most of the garrison he asked

the boy to show the way to the command

er's room, and the two were soon running

up the steps leading to it.

Bang! bang! went Allen's sword against

the colonel's d >r, and the British officer

hurried out of bed to answer the demand.

It happened that Allen and Delaplace were

old acquaintances, and the reader can im

agine the latter's astonishment when he

saw who was hammering at the door. Of

course there was nothing for him to do bat

to surrender. The spoils that fell into the

hands of the victors amplv repaid them for

all the dangers they had facea, and the fort

remained in the hands of the Americans

for many months later, when it was aban

doned and dismantled by Gen. St. Clair.

Amid the general rejoicings that followed

this exploit the part played by Nathan Be

man was not forgotten. His name was oo

many tongues and his services were em

balmed in the poetry of the day. Without

him Allen's heroic expedition would in all

probability have resulted in failure.
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Nathan grew to manhood and ended his

days in peace in the year 1856, dying then

in Franklin county, Xew York, at the age

of 8!t years. " He lived," says Lossing, the

historian, " to see our confederacy increase

from thirteen to thirty stars, and from
••^OOO.OOO of people 20,000,000."—The Ad

vance.

Ingersoll's Star-Route Story,

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll has another fad

hesides Shakspeare, and that is story telling.

When he was here last Wednesday he in

dulged it to quite an extent, and among the

atones that he told was one about the way

that luck befriended him in one of the

famous star-route trials, in which he took

such aprominent part. I had a jury," said

he, "on which there were four negroes. The

testimony was against me, and when it came

to time for summing up I was confident that

I should be beaten out of my boots. I went

at it, however, and talked something like a

week. I believe my speech was over five

days in length. I knew that I would have

to gain the affection of my jury and I picked

oat the four negroes as the most likely sub

jects. On the second or third afternoon of

my speech I happened to mention John

Brown, and I noticed that one of the jury

men looked interested. I had just as soon

talk about John Brown as anybody else, and

I don't know but that I had rather eulogize

him than anybody else in American history.

So I reviewed all the circumstances attend

ing his raid and bis life and dwelt on his

bravery and things of that sort for an entire

afternoon. I guess I must have talked for

five hours about him. When I had finished

him up I was sure that I had captured one

man on that jury anyway. 1 talked long

and finally finished and the jury went out.

It disagreed and I practically won.

" I learned in a day or two that I had five

men on the jury who stood out for me and

who made the disagreement. They were

the four negroes and one of the white men.

I was sitting in my office one day not long

utter when the door opened and the juryman

who bad been so deeplv interested in John

Brown came in ' Mistah Ingersoll,' he said,

'I thought I would come around and tell

you how powerful glad I was to hear you

talk that way about John Brown. After

that, sah, I would have stuck to you if I had

to stay in that jury room until I died, sah.'

I asked him why he was so interested in

John Brown, and he said, 'Well, sah, I

don't tell many people, but I'll tell you. I

wo? one of the men who was with John

Brown on that raid, sah.'

" The next day my office man, who was a

negro, came to me and said : ' I'se powerful

glad you won. Cunnel, powerful glad. I

helped you, sah. I asked him how on earth

he helped me, and he said. ' My father was

on the jury, sah, an' I says to him, ' We

must stick to the Cunnel,' an he says to me.

' Oh, yes, we must stick to the Cunnel ;'

and he did, sah, he did.'

" There, you see, were two cases of luck,

if I hadn't spoken of John Brown, and had

not had a negro porter with a father, I

might have been defeated. These two ne

groes influenced the other two, and the

white man stuck to me through some other

influence which I have not been able to

locate."—Buffalo Express.

Eeinard Mannesman.

Mr. Heinard Mannesman, Sr., of Kem-

scheid, Germany, who died recently was

perhaps best known to the younger gener

ation of mechanics in this country through

his connection with the Mannesman process

of rolling tubes, but there are many qth«r

interesting things connected with his life

and achievements, he having done very

much towards the modern building up of

Germany's manufacturing industries, and

at the same time basing his efforts upon

the very best motives which influence men

in making progress.

Mr. Mannesman's father owned an old-

fashioned steel works which when his son

took its management was improved and

made famous, the subject of this sketch

finally making his files as well and as favor

ably known upon the continent of Europe

as the best English files.

Socially and politically, also, he was prom

inent, and the very high regard in which

he was held by his workmen is shown by

the fact that during the great strike in 1K7:!

he was selected bv them as their represen

tative, although from the narrow point of

view, his interests as a manufacturer were

against those whom he was thus chosen to

represent. Mr. Mannesman was in his 80th

year when he died, and leaves six sons who

are technically trained in the same line as

that pursued by him.

The difference in spirit manifested by en

gineers and scientists, on the one hand,

and by politicians on the other, was shown

in connection with Mr. Mannesman's ex

hibit of files at Paris in 1867. The files were

awarded gold medals, and it was proposed

to give him the crolr d'honneur, but Napol

eon III. declined to grant this distinction,

writing upon the margin of the jury's re

port, "To a Prussian, never! "—American

Mnrliinml.

Lake Titkaca, the highest navigable

water in the world, 1:5,000 feet above eea

level, has had a steamship of 500 tons

launched upon it. The vessel was built on

the Clyde, and the transportation doubt

less involved many difficulties.— The En

gineer.
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HIGH LIFE IX CniCAOO.

Last night dear Mrs. Bacon-Rhynde,

Of Prairie avenoo.

(■nt up a fete to celebrate

Her daughter Mamie's dayboo.

The lavishness of wealth displayed

Would turn a Cnesus pale.

And liest of all was Bacon-Rhynde

In his first gwallertail.

A hundred splendid carriages

Drove thither through the mud.

With the alcet who came to greet

The latest social bud.

In fact, the city all was there.

Excepting the canail.

And mongst them all strode Bacon-Khynde

In his tirst swallertail.

His doeskin vest was deeMtay,

As all such vests should be.

And frills galore his bosom wore,

A gorgeous sight to see :

Four diamonds that for n king

As ransom would avail.

Shone in his shirt when Kncon-Khynde

Wore his iirst swallertail.

His collar high its fence uprcared

About his ruddy neck :

His long cutis shone with perfect tone

And innocent of fleck.

His trousers! When I speak of them

Mv powers begin to fall,

For 'they were white when Bacon-Khynde

Wore hiB first swallertail.

French counts were there and English lords.

And real KyeUllan dooks.

And native pets whom cigerettes

Had made as psle as specks.

Great men were there who.-e bank accounts

No crisis could assail ,

But Bacon-Khynde outdid them all

In his tirst swallertail.

1 can't forget that swarry held

On Prairie avenoo: .

Though 'twas hy right his daughter's night.

'Twas Bacon-khynde's dayboo,

A Chinese junk of* fashion he.

Full-rigged and under sail—

Chicago's great Akhoond of Swat,

In his tirst swallertail !

—.Ve«' Y»rk Sun.

Elephant Meat for Food.

All African explorers speak highly of

elephant steaks. The full-grown elephant

weighs about 7,010 pounds, and Mr. New

buary estimates that he can count on some

:!,0(K) pounds of first class meat from each

animal. In twenty-five years he expects

to see elephant meat for sale in all mar

kets.

Steaks aa big as bed mattresses will bang

up on all sides and French elephant chops

with handles on them six feet long will lie

on the counters. Elephant hides, he thinks,

will be found valuable for leather, slightly

thick, perhaps, but it can be split. Then

there is the ivory, always in good demand.

The clip of wool from an elephant will, of

course, he admits, be small, but there were

formerly woolly animals of the elephant

kind, and he does not see why careful

breeding may not revive the species. Fine

all California elephant's wool clothing he

considers a possibility of the future. But

it is not alone in these ways that Mr. New

buary expects to be able to teach California

to profit from the elephant. It is a power

ful and intelligent animal, and as a beast

of burden will be as successful in Califor

nia as in India. It can be readily broken

to harness, and can draw enormous loads.

Nor does he despair altogether of the ele

phant as a driving animal.

lie thinks it not unlikely that the Cali

fornia trotting elephant maybe evolved, as

the American trottiuir horse has been

Cabmen may yet call out: " Keb.sir keb!

Nice closed keb and rapid elephant!" Of

course, as a saddle beast the elephant ha*

proved his superiority in the Orient. Its

gait, however, is at present irregular, but

Mr. Newbuary sees no reason why it may

not be taught a graceful canter and a

swinging gallop. But the most practical

place where the elephant can be put to

immediate usefulness Mr. Newbuary con

siders to be the orange proves.

'"In picking oranges," says Mr. New

buary, the trained elephant would be a

great success, lie would come as a boon

to orange growers. He could readily reach

all over the trees with his trunk and care

fully- pick the fruit and place it in a bag on

his \>ack ; he could pick more orangee than

ten men, and would never strike for higher

wages or flirt with the hired girl. If I were

asked to name in three words the hope of

California for the future I should answer

'Elephants, elephants, elephants.'"—Oafi-

fornia Times-Mirror.

How the Apostles Died.

St. John died a natural death.

St. Matthew was killed with a halbert.

Judas " fell and his bowels gushed out."

St. Barnabas was stoned to death by

Jews.

Paul was beheaded by command of New.

St. Luke was hanged on an olive tree in

Oreece.

St. Philip was bound and hanged against

a pillar.

St. Simon was crucified after the manner

of Jesus.

Andrew was bound o a cross, and left to

die from exhaustion.

St. James the (ireat was beheaded by

order of Herod at Jerusalem.

St. Bartholomew was flayed to death by

command of a barbarous king.

St. Mark was dragged through the streets

of Alexandria until he expired.

St. James the Less was thrown from a

high pinnacle, then stoned, and finally

killed with a fuller's club,

Peter was crucified in Koine, with hi*

head down, on a crocs similar to that use'l

in the execution of Jesus.

St. Thomas was shot bv a shower of

arrows while at prayer, and afterward run

through the body with a lance.— Si. I»ui>

Reptiblic.

YUM
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Faces and Callings.

It appears probable that the tailor's dis

tinctive type of face may have been parti

ally created by his habit of working his

jaws concomitantly with his shears. Let

any one watch a person cutting a piece of

tough material with scissors and he will see

that the lower part of the face wags in

r_v thmic and spontaneous unison with the

blades, shepherds and farm laborers who

join sheep- shearing gangs certainly acquire

a different expression wnile engaged in this

kind of work.

The cast of countenance by which one so

easily recognizes a groom is partially expli

cable fronTthe fact that the muscles which

close the jaw and compress the lips are

always called into play when we are assert

ing our will over that of a horse. Nearly

all jockeys and other horsy men have a

peculiar set of the mouth and chin, but I

have been unable to distinguish any special

characteristic about the eye or upper part

of the face.

It is instructive to compare the visage of

the ruler of horses with that of the ruler of

men. The horseman's face shows command

in the mouth, the drill sergeant's in the

mouth and the eve, The last is undoubt

edly the most effective instrument in ex

acting obedience from our own species.

Here we get a hint of the cause of that want

of dignity, that element of coarseness which

is discernible in the countenance of some

men and women who have much to do with

horses. The higher and nobler method of

expressing authority is outweighed by the

lower and more animal one—Blackwood's

Magazine

A Sample Steal.

One is strongly reminded of the old say

ing regarding the falling out of rogues by

some recent occurrences in connection with

the financial management of the Northern

Pacific Railroad, illustrating again the fact

that much that in nowadays called " busi

ness" and "financiering" is really swin

dling, if not stealing.

In this contest for control of the affairs of

the road named, it has been shown by the

testimony of the engineer in charge of the

work, coroborated by the cashier and book-

keeker, that the actual cost of a terminal

in Chicago was something less than $8,000,-

000, though in bonds and assumed indebt

edness the cost to stockholders, ami event-

uallv, of coarse, to the public, was made

$20,000,000, leaving $12,000,000 entirely un

accounted for.

Asa result of this piece of " financiering "

a number of " very prominent men," " sub

stantial citizens." etc., have found it desira

ble, not. to say highly important, that they

should leave the country ; which they have

done, with aliases instead of their proper

names appearing upon the passenger lists

of the steamers by which they sailed.

The whole thing is a disgrace not only to

the rascals engaged in the transaction but

to American railway management general

ly, and it cannot lie denied that such acci

dental exposures ( making it plain that there

is much more not exposed to the light), do

more than all other influences combined to

produce dissatisfaction among the masses of

' the people ; which is apt to I >e manifested in

ill advised legislation or in worse ways.

What an encouraging thing it is, for in

stance, for a machinist working in a rail

road shop or for the head of a department

in such a shop to reflect that economies and

improvements made by him as a result of a

life's study and hard work, are a million

times over" swallowed up by a few weeks or

days scheming of officers intrusted with

management and control, assisted by law

yers to steer them clear of penitentiaries.

We do not for one moment think that an

honest mechanic has the least reason to envy

such precious rascals ; quite the contrary,

but this does not prevent his feeling dissat

isfied with the relative rewards of honest,

faithful service on the one hand, and of

downright thieving on the other.

In all seriousness we declare our belief

that such men as have been concerned in

this Northern Pacific steal, and that are

elsewhere carrying on similar operations,

are infinitely more powerful factors in

breeding discontent and disregard of law

than all the sincere but misguided Coxeys

that some of us have persuaded ourselves

to believe dangerous to society.—American

Machinist.

The amazing growth and value of the

cotton-seed oil industry is well shown by

the following facts. In 1880 there were

forty cotton seed mills, with an aggregate

capital of $3,500,000. There are now 800

mills having a combined capital of about

$30,000,000. At preeent about 1,500,000

tons of seed are annually used bv the millB,

yielding to the farmers about $18,000,000 a

year for a product which until recently was

regarded as waste material. The total out

put is about 1 .500,000 barrels or 00,000,000

gallons of oil, 500,000 tons of cotton-seed

meal, 750,000 tons of hulls, and 30,000,000

pounds of linters, the aggregate value of

which will average about $30,000,000.— The

Engineer.

Naturally.

Ilaverly—"There is only one drawback

to women practicing medicine. They al

ways devote themselves instinctively to

one specialty."

Austin—""What specialty is that?"

Maverly—"Heart trouble."—Xev York

World.
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SICK TRANSIT.

This is the state of man: today he puts forth

The tender roots of habit: tomorrow blossoms

Of the same, and keeps on blossoming

And taking deeper root, until at last

It takes more work to move him from his corner

Than it does to stir a house dog from the rug

Before the fire.

Then—when he thinks, pood easy man,

His ways are settled for all time-

Some busy woman comes along and says:

" Please move about six inches till I run

The sweeper o'er the place your chair has been."

An lo. he splits the air with lamentations,

Loud, and deep, and shrill :

He cries, there is no rest this side of Paradise

For a poor man, weary and worn from moving round

» )ut of the way of sweepers,

And wishes he were dead.

O, how wretched is that poor man who cannot sit

In last year's dust and grime until this year

shall be two years ago last year !

And when he dies, his hope and comfort is.

He will be laid in flirt, never to move again.

—Robert J. Bitrdrtte, in Ladux Home. Journal.

Growth of Paternalism in Our Midst,

Recent amendments of the constitution

have also considerably altered the original

character of that document, and invariably

increased federal power. But, above all

dangerous to democracy is the growth of a

vast army of officers, whose dependence on

the central government compels them to be

obedient and subservient to'centralization.

They can be counted on as men to place

their allegiance to the powers exercising

government above allegiance to principles.

The possible limits of centralization Irom

these directions may have been reached, for

the Federal Election bill* has startled the

people into an indignant protest irrespective

of parties. But Jefferson was not a mere

opponent of a strongly centralized govern

ment at Washington. He wrote, ''The

tyranny of the legislatures is the most form

idable dread at present, and will be for

years.'"

Our state governments have, in many

cases, become tyrannical, to a degree equal

to that action of Parliament that led to our

revolt. In several cases they have interfered

with the collection of private debts ; and

have in all directions so overlaid statutes

that simple equity has become impossible

where not illegal. The question never was

one essentially of the national government

against state governments ; but of govern

ment altogether against the liberty of the

individual. Jefferson's jealousy was for the

fundamental inherent rights of the individ

ual. He opposed any assumption of power,

anywhere, by any body of men, not strictly

limited by compact; not fully and literally

designated bv the people as the official duty

of such a delegated body. From congress

down to boards of supervisors, we have

abundant illustrations of the tendency of

official bodies to magnify office, and forget

that they are servants and not lords of the

people.

But the danger to popular and individual

liberty seems more likely to suffer limitation

and mutilation from another direction.

Dazed by the fact that we, the people, are

receiving the most perfect service from

national post-offices ; and that, in a few

other directions, we are doingco-operatively

what individually we could not so well do. a

popular cry has arisen and gained great force

in different organizations for an entire upset

of the old system and a total surrender to

nationalism. Legislation seems, to many,

the final remedy for all ills. I have no space

for anything like a reasonable discussion of

this momentous danger. It is, perhaps,

enough to call attention to the fact that the

most outrageous assumption of unwarranted

authority has occurred from that service of

which we have been most reasonably proud,

the post-office. Our public carriers have

notified us, that if our social and theological

views do not accord with the views of the

man whom we select to be responsible for

an honest mail service, our mails are closed

against us. There is already a censorship

of literature. Shall we have also in due

time a censorship of the press and of the

pulpit? This has been the invariable ten

dency of centralized authority.—-4r<vwj.

Tub tailor-made girl has written out a few

simple questions, and she hopes that some

nice, good man will be kind enough to an

swer them. Here they are:

Why do coat-tails turn up until the scal

loped .edges remind one painfully of cold

pancakes?

What reason can you give for the down

right stubbornness of curl's ? They either

will not show themselves at all or else they

stretch out about six inches over your

bands.

Is it an established fact that collar bit-

tons, studs and cuff-links are invariably tco

small or too large for their respective but-

ton- holes?

When the stiff corners of your collar rise

up fiercely and dig big holes in your chin

what do you do about it?

Is it possible to tie a necktie neatly and

correctly without losing your temper and

twenty minutes valuable time?

If a shirt-bosom shows an inclination to

assume the wavy appearance of a wash

board, is it wise to stamp your feet and yell?

Of what great benefit are ten pockets

when you don't dare use any of them be

cause they'll bulge out and spoil the shape

of your coat?

Do collar-buttons always roll under the

bureau? Don't they occasionally make a

bee line for the stairway and turn hand

springs clear down to the parlor floor?

Don't you honestly think that those demi-

trained coats are everlasting nuisances, any

way ?
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Harnessing the Wind.

The Netherlands Society for the Promo

tion of Industry has offered a gold medal

and $150 for the best paper on the use of

windmills and electric accumulators for

supplying power to factories. The points

••specially to be considered are the average

energy a common windmill can produce in

conjunction with storage batteries, the in

stallation most suitable, the cost per horse

power per hour, and the economy of the

system on a large scale.

In this country a fair measure of success

has been attained in harnessing the wind

to the performance of menial and domestic

service. It has been made to pump water

for stock, to grind feed, cut up ensilage and

fodder, and in due time it will be employed

to furnish electric light for farm residences

and yards. »

The Sen- York Press, in a recent issue,

said : " Mr. J. A. Corcoran, of -Jersey City,

has just completed a novel experiment in

the application of a windmill to an electric

lighting plant. The plant, though an ex

perimental one, is now in operation with

out as yet a single mishap, and the storage

cells furnish current for twenty-four incau-

descent lamps in Mr. Corcoran's residence.

Everything points to the complete success

of the scheme. The mill has a diameter of

eighteen feet, and at a speed of twenty

miles an hour is capable of delivering three-

horse power. The dynamo, driven by belt

from toe main gear, charges a set of storage

batteries. It is so designed that throughout

the wide variations of speed of the wind

mill it maintains the potential constant.

Mr. Corcoran says the application of a

windmill to run the dynamos of an electric

lighting plant will place electricity in the

homes of thousands, who can thus secure

their motive power from nature. A wind

mill is not a very costly structure, and any

one who owns a bit of open land about his

residence can erect one and fit up his sim

ple electrical apparatus inside of it. The

thousands of windmills one sees in travel

ing over the country, if Mr. Corcoran's

scheme prove a permanent success, may be

utilised for lighting the residences of the

owners and those of their neighbors, as

well as drawing water for stock. One wind

mill will light half a dozen residences at

the same time. The machine in Mr. Cor

coran's windmill occupies a floor space of

only thirty inches square and fifteen inches

high. The dynamo has a maximum cur

rent capacity of thirty-five amperes at thir

ty-five volts, and is put into action when

tbe speed is 600 revolutions per minute:

that is, when an eight-mile breeze is blow

ing."

In Iowa, it should be noted, the average

velocity of wind is above eight miles per

hour, especially on the elevated ridges.

By utilizing the waste forces of nature,

by means of wind motors, dynamos, and

storage batteries, we may in due time

furnish our homes with light and heat. It

is safe to predict that within the first quar

ter of the coming century vast progress

will be made in that direction. The golden

age of the world is the future, and not in

the past.—Iowa Weather Review.

Too Much Discipline.

" Talk about discipline," remarked Victor

M. Harding in the Auditorium Hotel, " the

quintessence of this essential quality is

reached in Russia. While the Russian army

has been defeated many times, it has never

been stampeded. It has been driven from

the field but never fell in a panic-stricken

mob. This is attributable to no other reason

than the firm government and strict obedi

ence to orders. Count Kievlovsk once told

me the story of a Russian soldier who was

told to throw his gun aside and run down

to the river and summon a superior officer.

The soldier misunderstood the order, and

running down to the shores of a rapid and

deep stream, threw himself in. He could

not swim a stroke but never thought of that.

It was with the utmost difficulty that he

was rescued. As it was he nearly died.

When taken to task for j umping into almost

certain death he only replied, ' Death don't

count when orders are to be obeyed.' The

funniest sight I witnessed in Russia was an

incident of an army surgeon on his rounds.

Kntering the hospital ward the officer in

charge gives the order, ' Attention,' and

those who have at least one leg left stand

up like soldiers. ' Tongues out is the next

command, followed by the projection of all

tongues. The surgeon walks down the line

examining each tongue and giving direc

tions for treatment. When allthe inmates

have been attended to and the surgeon

leaves the room the order ' Tongues in ' is

given, followed by ' In place next,' which is

the official permit to return to the cots."—

Chicago Herald.

Great Victory of American Bailwaymen.

The strike on the Great Northern Rail

way of America has been declared at an

end. The result was the outcome of a con

ference between the president of the rail

way company, the president of the Rail

way Union, and representatives of the com

mercial bodies of the cities of St. Paul and

Minneapolis, the latter acting as judges.

The company has conceded nearly every

thing that the men demanded. This is a

heavy score for the new Railway Union,

and the principle of amalgamation it rep

resents, being in striking contrast to the

miserable failures of the sectionalism hith

erto so much in favour in the United States.

—London Railway Review.
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LOVE'S FOREVER.

" Then must we really part forever'.'"

Some rashly .spoken word had ehilled her.

And scornfully she turned away

From the soft speech whose potent sway

Had evening after evening thrilled her.

Ktsponsive to the plaintive plea

That eertitled his heart's endeavor,

She glanced at him disdainfully.

And cold as rolls the l'olar sea

Her voice pronounced the word " Forever!''

A sob ! A moan ! With leaden feet

From the veranda he descended.

Trod ruefully the murky street,

Praying to rind a winding kheet.

And whatsoever with it blended.

" This woe must cease," he said, then laid

His hand upon a dagger straightway :

A gasp ! a shudder ! then the blade

Was pocketed and tracks were made

Back toward the cruel maiden's gateway.

A form rushed out. four arms did lock

As if they never meant to sever;

A simultaneous labial shock.

And twenty minutes by the clock

Had marked the bounds of Love's forever.

—Boaton Courier.

Slot Machines.

Two young men entered the Layfayette

cafe recently and ordered drinks, says the

Philadelphia Press. While the barkeeper

was preparing them one of the young men

turned to a slot machine which advertised

that it could tell anyone's age. He dropped

a nickle in the slot, followed the instruc

tions printed, and soon obtained a card on

which were the figures, " 20 years, <> months,

19 days."

" By George, that's my age to the day !

he exclaimed.

The bartender looked up and said :

"Is that so? Are you reallv 20 years

old?"

"Yes," replied the guileless youth.

" I am very sorry, continued the bar

tender, "but if that is so I can't sell you

any drinks ; you are a minor."

An elderly gentleman with a gray beard

stood by with an amused smile while that

was going on, and told the bartender that

he was right. The elderly man proved to

be J. W. Brooks, of New York, who is heav

ily interested in the slot machines, and in

speakingof them he said to a Prat reporter:

"There is an immense amount of capital

invested in these little affairs. Erastus

Wiman, of Xew York, was the first to bring

them to this country, I believe, and about

1886 he placed in the large American cities

weighing machines. These make a great

deal of money, and then H. K. Thurber

started in with the slot machine which sold

candy aDd chocolate. Mr. 'Wiman thought

he had a patent for the United States, and

a costly lawsuit followed. During this the

records of the patent office at Washington

were examined, and they found that 100

years ago a man in England, who kept a

tavern, made use of the slot machine. This

was a tin box containing tobacco. The fre

quenters of his tavern dropped a half-penny

in the slot and it struck a lever which

opened the box. Then the purchasers took

out a pinch of tobacco and put it in one of

the pipes lying around on the table in the

bar room. This is the first slot machine of

which any record is known, Nowaday?

they sell everything in them, especially in

England, where they are used for postage

stamps. In Washington the other day I

saw a slot machine into which you drop

two nickles, and from which you obtain a

glass of rock-and rye. I do not think that

anv of the machines cost over S30. And if

only on i cent profit is made every day, it

means 1 I per cent, interest on the invest

ment, 'lie first month our company placed

a machine in the Hoffman House in New

York citv it took in S-16. A certain dry-

goods firm recentlv put out a lot of slot ma

chines which sell lead pencils. You put a

penny in life slot and out comes a pencil

nicely sharpened and covered with the ad

vertisement of the firm. The latter esti

mates that the advertisement pays all

expenses, and so the pennies taken in are

clear profit."

Brother Gardner on Astronomy.

" f hold hear, in my nan'," began Broth

er Gardner, as the thermometer showed

the usual 120 degrees in the vicinity of the

stove, " a letter from Philadelphia axin' me

if 1 believe wid de Kev. Jasper of Richmond

dat de sun do move. Sartin I do. I know

de white folks claim dat it am de atrtli

which am movin', while de sun stands still,

but right dar' we split. Joshua was about

as nigh bein' an angel as any white man

will eber git, an' when he ordered de sun

to stan' still he knew what he was talkin"

'bout. It would have been just as easy fur

him to have commanded de airth to stan'

still, but he didn't do it. If Joshua didn't

know his bizness de rest of us might as well

hang up.

"An' now, you cull'd folkses, min" what

I'ze gwine to say. Doan' let de 'stronomy

bizness keep you awake nights. Pe sun

am up dar by day, an' de moon an' stars

am up dar by night. De Lawd put de sun

dar to thaw de ice off de back doar step,

make cucumbers grow and fotch up degrade

an' de co'n. It didn't do any wnss when

astronomy was unknown, an it wouldn't

do any better if ebery family in de kentry

had a telescope fo' hundred feet long. Pe

moon was hung up dar, dat folkB might see

to move by night when de rent got too

high ; dat lost cows could see to tin' dar way

home ; dat folks could see to chop wood an"

empty bar'ls of ashes on de street; dat

wimin comin' home from pray'r meetin'

could avoid de nail heads stickin' np inde

planks, an' fur var'ns oder reasons. Von
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jist take de sun as he runs an' de moon as

you fin' it, an' de lees you worry 'bout 'em

"de mo' meat an' 'taters you'll nave in de

winter. De poorest cull'd man I eber

knowed was an ole black man down in Var-

ginny, who was always wonderin' if dey

Lad a reg'lar lock on de gates of heaven, or

only a latch string. While his naybnrs

war' plantin' he was wonderin'; while dey

war' hoin' he was theorizin'; while dey was

reapin' he was ragged an' hungry. Let de

sun move or stan' still— let de moon be

made of old silver or green cheese—let de

stars be ten miles or 10,000,000 miles away

—keep de whitewash brush gwine an' de

bucksaw in good order an' you'll be all

right."—Detroit Free Frew.

The Koran and Iron.

Iron, we all know, is occasionally referred

to in the Bible ; but not so many are per

haps aware that the most common and use

ful of metals forms the title of a division of

the Alkoran of Mohammed. Yet this is the

case. The fifty-seventh chapter of the Mo

hammedan Scriptures is entitled "Iron;

Revealed at Mecca or at Medina." For sin

gularly enough, it appears to be uncertain

which of the two Arabian cities was the

scene of the revelation of thip portion of the

Koran. Although the word iron, as we see,

constitutes the title, it is found but once in

the chapter—namely, in the sentence, "And

we sent them [men] down iron, wherein is

mighty strength for war and various advan-

tagesunto mankind." The legend embodied

in the note of the commentator to the first

phrase is curious. It runs as follows : " That

is, we taught them how to dig iron from

mines. Al Zamakhshari adds that Adam

is said to have brought down with him

from Paradise five things made of iron—

namely, an anvil, a pair of tongs, two ham

mers—a greater and a lesser—and a needle '."

It is interesting to note in the above quoted

sentence of the chapter that the fact that

iron is a substance "wherein is mighty

strength for war" seems to be of first im

portance. The " various advantages unto

mankind " are apparently a secondary con

sideration.— Iron.

Why They Liked It.

A story is told by a French paper of two

provincials, a man and his wife, who vis

ited the Louvre in Paris.

"What strnck you most at the Louvre?"

asked one of their friends when they re

turned home and began to tell of the won

ders they had seen.

"Oh, replied the husband, "a picture

which represented Adam and Eve, with the

apple and the serpent."

And his excellent wife chimed in: "Yes,

we found that very interesting, because,

yon know, we know the anecdote."—Ex.

Carries Part of His Skull in His Pocket,

Peter ('. Wedell, while on the witness

stand in Judge clover's court recently,

pulled out of his pocket a piece of his own

skull about the size of his hand wrapped in

a piece of paper, and unwrapping the

trophy exhibited it to the jury, after which

his attorneys offered it in evidence, but the

jurymen made haste to announce that it

was sufficient for them to have seen it.

Mr. Wedell, who is a good looking man

of 35, when he has his hat on, also exhibit

ed his head to the jury with his hat off.

The left side of the cranium was bare of

hair over a spot about the size of a horse

shoe, where the piece of skull was taken

out, and the pulsations of the brain could

be distinctly seen. Wedell was for fourteen

years a locomotive engineer on the Mis

souri Pacific railroad, which he is now

suing for $40,000 damages on account of his

injuries.

He was hurt near Atchison August 10,

1892, by his head coming in contact with a

standpipe as he was leauing out of the cab

of his engine while it was running at full

speed. Toe standpipe had been set up so

near the track that his head hit it while he

was "on the lookout" ahead of his engine.

He alleges carelessness on the part of the

company in having it set so near the track.

— Kansas City Journal.

The hard" time* do not bring slow times

to railway trains, although they compel

reduction of expenses in many other wavs.

The public has been educated to fast trav

eling, and while this means increased cost

and risk to the railways there is no dispo

sition indicated to return to the average

speed which was thought high a few years

ago. On the contrary, the summer time

tables show some notable lessening of the

time of journeys. The New York Central

and the Pennsylvania each have put in

service twenty-four hour trains between

Xew York and Chicago, which run as fust

as anybody ought to ask to ride. The Cen

tral's river leaves New York at 11 A. M. and

reaches" Chicago at 10 A. M., local time; the

Pennsylvania limited starts at 10 A. M. and

completes the run at (» A. M. Coing east

both trains start at 5:30 P. M. and reach

destination at 0:150 P. M. eastern time. Amid

the superb appointments of these wonder

ful trains, timed so as to pass through the

most attractive scenery by daylight, and

with facilities for taking three "square

meals "—or meals of triangular or circul <r

shape, if preferred— the time passes quickly

away, and to most travelers the journey

seems too short rather than too long. For

all that the railways are voluntarily doing

for their comfort those who journey cer

tainly ouerht to feel a warm sense of grati

tude.—Railway Age.
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LITTLE THIti'GS.

A good-bye kiss is a little thing.

With your hand upon the door to go.

But it takes the venom out of the sting

Of a thoughtless word or a cruel fling

That you made an hour ago.

A kiss of greeting is sweet and rare

After the toil of the day.

And it smoothes the furrows plowed by care.

These lines on the forehead you once called fair,

In the years that have Sown away.

Tisn little thing to say, " You are kind,

I love you, mv dear," each niifht.

Hut it sends a tlirill through your heart, I find.

For love is tender, love is blind.

As we climb life's rugged height.

We starve each other for love's caress,

We take, but we do not give : ,

It seems so easy somesoul tobless,

But we dole the love grudgingly less and less,

Till 'tis bitter and hard to live.

—PUttbnrg BvIUtin.

Petrified Prices.

We were sitting on the tavern veranda

after supper for a smoke, when an old

datky with a crooked leg came along and

took off his hat and said:

" Gem'len, I should like to ax yo' a few

queshuns, please."

Being told to go ahead, he came up the

steps, bowed and scraped, and observed:

" I lost my ole woman doorin' de wah,

;m' she was buried on de gravel ridge ober

yere 'bout two miles. I dun went an dug

up de body last week to put it in a new

place, and it was all paralyzed to stun."

''You mean petrified."

"Dat's it, sah. Took fo' men to git it

out of de grave. Just dun turned into rock

an' looked as nateral as life. Seemed like

I was dun talkin' to de ole lady agin,"
•' Yes."

" She was lyin' dar on de grass when a

feller driv up in a wagin and offered me 35

fur de body. Do yo' reckon it was right to

sell it?"

" Well, that's according to your own feel

ings."

" Jest so. She was dun dead."

"Yes."

" An' all turned to stun."

"Yes."

" An' so I reckoned it wouldn't hurt nuf-

fin. I got de money an' de man driv off.

An' now Uncle Jason tells me dat 1 got

< heated. He says a paralyzed body am

w nth $30. Can yo' tell me if dat's so?"

" You ought to'have got at least $25."

"Ha! Den I was cheated?"

" It looks that way."

"Jest beat right outer $20! Hu! Wall,

dey doan play dat trick on me agin. 1'se

got de market price now, an' I knows what

rigger to ask. "

"But the body is already gone."

"Yes, dat body, but I dun buried two

odder wives an' three chillen on dat same

grave ridge, an' when I get 'em dug out dey

is gwine to fetch market ijuotashuns or I'll

t umble 'em right back in agin ! ''—M. Quad.

Thesk are the days when a girl loves to

sing about jingling sleigh-bells and Christ

mas trees. She may be sipping lemonade

and fanning herself furiously, but all the

time she's dreaming of that nice, lovely bliz

zard that we had last winter. Girls don't

like warm weather. Shiny noses that might

be mistaken for ivory paper-weights and

bangs that would make first-class chimney-

cleaners are not especially in favor. There's

mighty little harmony in the uncurled curls

and wilted collar combination, and few dis

positions can hold out against it. Surely if

you are a man you must have noticed bow

all vour girl friends skip past you with a

cold nod that is out of keeping with palm-

leaf fans and iced coffee. You see they do

that for your own good, for they realize that

at a single sight of their poodle-like heads

you may die of plain every-day fright.

They don't have to be told that they are

Bights. They know it the very minute their

bangs straighten out with all the stiff un

bending lankness of a dead pussy cat. Some

girls say that life isn't worth the trouble of

living in summer Others declare thai

warm weather is positively the only decent

season. These last damsels have naturally

curly hair and freckleless noses. There are

reasons for all opinions.

Nearly all of the inventors of devices

intended to act as flying machines seem to

think that it is most important tobeal'le

to Boar to great heights. While this might

be very pleasant, much the same as a cruise

in a pleasure yacht, yet the Atlantic liners

generally try to make the most direct route,

and so Hying machines intended merely for

purposes of commercial transportation need

only rise high enough to clear terrestrial ol>

structions and obtain for themselves what

may be termed a clear "air way." It is not

impossible that such moderate heights

might permit transfer of power without a

conductor, and so avoid the necessity for

carrying the power generating machinery,

which would certainly enable a large por

tion of dead load to be omitted.— The Bi-

gini'ir.

The bank of England, which is the great

depository of bullion in the realm, holds

at ordinary times in its vaults $125,000,000.

The bank of (iermany holds $200,000,000 of

bullion in gold and silver. The hank i'f

France usually holds $475,000,000. Thf

United SlateB holds in the treasury and i»

the various national banks somewhereabout

$700,000,000 in gold and silver. The in

creasing wealth of the various nations »

somewhat remarkable. During the last ten

years the bank of France baa more than

Jioubled its reserves. The bank of 'to-

many in 1881 held about $140,000,UOO.—

Drake'* Magazine.
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A Summer Picture.

There were white clouds in the sky ; not

enough to obscure the sunlight but only to

temper its dazzling radiance. The water

was as blue as the sky and almost as bright,

except where the reflected clouds made

patches of shadow. ' The white sails of

boats gleamed in the sunlight or loomed up

darkly, richly gray in the shadow. The air

was laden with the briny odor of the sea

and to breathe it was to feel rejuvenated

and strengthened.

Hack from the shore stood the picturesque

cottages, with their gable roofs, their tur

rets, their unexpected angles and bows and

curves, their balconies and piazzas. Gay

flower beds bloomed beiore them. Muslin

curtains waved in the windows, (lay ham

mocks were hung here and there and rough,

rustic benches were made gay with cush

ions. Altogether it seemed an ideal sum

mer place.

Both the young women who stood on one

of the piazzas, looking wistfully out to sea,

sighed drearily.

" It's no use," she said decidedly. " H'b

a pretty place and a charming house. But

I can't take it. My husband could never

eland the dampness of that wet water."—

A'eie York World.

Wanted, a New Coin.

In these days of money discussions it is

pertinent to call attention to a much need

ed coin. The denomination in mind is a B

cent piece. Modern business ingenuity

and enterprise have brought about a fine

discrimination in the matter of selling

prices, and instead of being satisfied with

fixing their profits in decimals and demi-

decimai denominations find it to advantage

to make the concession of a single penny

on a $5, $10, or $15 Kale. I n values that are

K'Ff. than So it is almost as common to see

iiVi and V.) figures as it is those ending with

0 and 00. In fact, a !i cent piece is now as

necessary as a 10 cent piece.

It is very pleasant to our feelings and de

sirable to our purses to enter a large store

and purchase a 20 cent collar for 19 cents,

hut it transforms us into pestiferous and

cranky individuals to be compelled to stand

on one foot fur twenty seven minutes and

wait for the return of the penny due in

change. The pennies we cave in promis

cuous buying would provide us with after

noon papers and postal card,-, but the time

lost in waiting for change would make an

annual income sufficient for an African

prince.- -Shot- and l.mtlier Foots.

A Railway Mistake.

A man went to a certain railway station

in New Jersey to buy a ticket for a small

village called Morrow, where a station had

been opened only a few days previously.

"Does this train go to Morrow?" asked

the man, coming up to the office in a great

hurry, and pointing to a train on the track

with steam up and every indication of a

speedy departure.

"No; it goes to day," replied the ticket

agent curtly. He thought the man was

" trying to be funny."

"But," rejoined the man who was in a

great hurry, " does it go to Morrow to

day?"

" No, it goes yesterday, the week after

next," said the agent sarcastically, now

sure that the inquirer was trying to make

game of him.

" You don't understand me." cried the

man. getting very much excited, as the en-

fine gave a warning toot; " I want to go to

lorrow."

" Well then," said the agent sternly,

" why don't you go to-morrow, and not

come fooling around here to-day? Step

aside, please, and let the lady approach

the window."

"But, my dear sir," exclaimed the be

wildered inquirer, " it is important that I

should be in Morrow to-day, and if the

train stops there, or if there is no train to

Morrow to-day " At this critical junc

ture, when there was some danger that the

mutual misunderstanding would drive both

men frantic, an old official happened along

and straightened out matters in less than a

minute. The agent apologized, the man-

got the ticket and the train started for

Morrow to-day.— Youth's Companion.

What For?

A—" Hello, Charlie! Mustache cutoff, I

•ee. What did you have that done for? "

B—"Fifteen cents."— Harrard Lampoon.

A Sign of Mental Activity.

" Talking to one's .«elf is generally con

sidered a sign of a weak brain," said a doc

tor, yesterday, "but nothing could be a

greater mistake. It is a sign of an extremely

active brain. It may be a strong or a weak

intellect but the activity must be there to

cause this peculiarity. If you will observe

you will be astonished how many people

you will meet on the street who are think

ing aloud. The talking is done unconscious

ly. Often the people addicted to the habit,

if you called their attention to it. would

aver that they never were guilty of such a

thing. Some of the brightest men I have

ever known do their thinking aloud without

knowing it, and, on the other hand, some

of the weakest individuals, mentally, whom

I have met in my practice keep up a con

tinuous conversation with themselves. So

it would Beem that a man who talks to

himself must be one of two extremes, a wise

man or a fool."—Pittsburg Dispatch.
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GRAND LODCE.
 

Quarterly Dues Notice.

Office of the grand Lodge, B. of L. F., 1

TEBRE Hai'te. 1ni>., July 1, 1891. I

To HembersoJ Subordinate IsmUji*:

Sirs and Brothers:—Pursuant to Section 129 of

the Constitution, you are hereby notified that the

dues for the quarter ending October 31, 1894 (such an

amount as may be determined by the several lodges,

provided in no case it shall be less than five ($5.00)

dollars!, are now payable, and must be paid to the

Collector of your lodge On or before August 1. 1894.

This amount will be in full payment of all subordi

nate dues and beneficiary assessments levied by the

Grand Lodge for said quarter, as provided in Section

132 of the Constitution. All beneficiary members

now enrolled and all those admitted prior to Septem

ber 1, lx9t, are liable for the full amount of quarterly

dues for said quarter. All members initiated during

the months of September and October are exempt

from payment of quarterly dues for said quarter, as

provided In Section 129 of the Constitution. Any

member failing to make payment as above provided

will be expelled from the order, as per Section 130 of

the Constitution, said expulsion taking effect August

2, ls'.H, and the Secretary is required to make due re

port thereof to the Grand Lodge.

Yourd fraternally,

F. P. Sari.ent. G. M.

F. "ft". Arnold, G. s. and T.

Notice to Secretaries.

Office ok the Grand Lodge, It. ok L. f.. i

Terre Haute, Ind., July 1, 1891. )

To Secretaries' of Subordinate Lodges :

Sirs and Brothers:—Pursuant to Sections 127 and

128 of the Constitution you are required to report to

the Grand Lodge as expelled all members who fail to

make payment of their Grand Dues for the year end

ing July :"lst, If**). The names of said members must

be reported to you by the Collector of your lodge not

later than August 2d, and by you reported to the

Grand Lodge immediately thereafter. Failing to rw-

port the names of expelled members as herein pro

vided, the Grand Lodge will hold subordinate-lodges

liable for their Grand Dues as per Section .">M of the

Constitution. Yours fraternally.

V. P. SAROENT. (i. M.

F. W. Arnoi.ii. G. S. ami T.

Grand Dues Notice.

1U94-95, $2.00.

Office of the grand Lodcik. B. ok I.. F.. i

Tehee H u te, Ini>., July l, 1894. i

To Subordinate lodges :

Sirs and Brothers:—You are hereby notified that

the amount of Tun Dollars (42,00) for Grand Due*

for the year ending July 31, 1895, is now due and

must be paid on or before August 1, 1«M. Any

member failing or refusing to make payment of Lis

Grand Dues as above required, will stand expelled,

said expulsion taking effect August '2d. Collectors

are required to deliver their returns for Grand Dm «,

together with the proper statements, to the Receivers

of their lodges not later than August 5th, and Re

ceivers are required to forward the same so as to

reach the Grand Lodge not later than August 10th,

as provided in Section 127 (Page 43) of the Constitu

tion.

Yours fraternally.

F. P. Saroest. G. SI.

F. W. ARNOLD, G. S. AUtl T.

Notice to Secretaries.

Office ok ttie Grand Lodcik, B. or L. F., )

Terre Hai te, Ind., July 1, ls94. >'

To Secretarirjt of Subordinate Ijidgrt :

Sirs and Brothers :—Pursuant to Section 130 of the

Constitution, you are required to report to the Grai d

Lodge as expelled all members who fail to make pay

mentof their quarterly dues for the quarter ending

October 31, 18IM. The names of said members must

be reported to you by the Collector of your lodge not

later than Angus! 2d, and by you reported to the

Grand Lodge, in the prescribed form, immtdiattly

thereafter. Failing to report the names of expelled

members as her* in provided, the Grand Lodge will

hold subordinate lodge* liable for their asst»ment>.

as per Section 53 of the Constitution.

Yours fraternally.

F. P. Sarhent. G. M.

F. W. Arnold. G. S. and T.

Notice to Receivers.

Office of the grand Lddoe, B of L. F.. i

Terre II.ute, Ind., July 1, D#L J

To Brreivers of Subordinate Lo'(g<* : *

Sirs and Brother":—You are hereby notified, is

provided in Section 54 of the Constitution, that no

beneficiary assessment is required for the mouth id

July, 1894, and that therefore none has been levied

for said month. Yours fraternally.

F. P. SAWiKsr, i«. M.

F. W. ARNor.D. G, S. and T.

Special Notice.

No lodge should be without a copy of the Latest bo. ik

wf schedules of wages and agreements between En

gineers and Firemen and Railway Officials. We have

a large supply on hand and will furnteh them to sub

ordinate lodges at seventy-five cents per copy. Srt'd

your orders at once and they will be promptly tilled

All orders must come through the Secretary or Ail

ing Secretary of the lodge.

Voubm fraternally.

F. P. .-AR'iHNT. G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.
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Beneficiary Statement.

Office of (Jkami 8t( hetaiiy ami Tkeasvrer, \

Tehke Haitk, Isii.. June 1, 1894 J

Tn Sidiordinale Lmtcic :

Sirs and Bkothf:us> :—The following is a statement

.if the Benefiiiary Fund for the month of May, lS'jt:

Reckipts.
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' J J 74 100 146 160 218 874 290 362 42

V.I 75 181 147 158 219 128 291 178 368 164

■'. ISO 76 26 148 114 220 151 292 40 364 91

;'i 188 77 2K4 149 336 221 100 293 42 365 66

6 138 78 198 150 166 222 94 294 80 366 58

7 5.s 79 10 151 84 223 86 293 367 62

► 216 80 42 152 128 224 T4 296 82 368 118

'.
222 81 102 163 80 225 48 297 122 309 94

lij in; 82 294 154 lOD 226 148 298 370 28

l: 18* 83 220 155 114 227 121 299 108 371 70

12 .'Tn 84 218 156 ire 228 286 300 110 37: 74

X.', 386 85 157 40 229 70 301 82 373 46

14 310 86 128 158 128 230 102 302

' 52

374 66

!.'. 130 87 104 159 148 231 164 303 376 82

!l. 210 88 202 160 128 232 94 304 124 876 41

IT ins 89 36 161 233 70 305 34 377 130

18 108 90 146 162 246 234 108 306 170 378 200

19 Hi. 91 110 168 120 235 307 l:» 379 258

S) 90 92 84 164 120 236 ISO 308 72 380 56

21 Ills 98 98 166 110 237 212 309 172 381 40

2J 2> 94 150 166 238 112 310 68 382 108

Z\ 30 95 192 167 96 239 100 311 50 583 76

24 M 98 78 168 140 240 192 312 46 384 100

26 I6i. 9T 211 169 310 241 378 313 52 385 70

26 166 96 74 170 98 242 210 314 386

iior, i ies 99 224 171 64 243 3". 316l 162 387
•4 128

100 78 172 116 244 16 316; 104 388 152

29 i,i; 101 128 173 152 246 . . 317 82 389 74

.4. H'J 102 166 174 130 246 118 318 52 390 OKI

3] 72 108 276 175 158 247 20'2 319 76 391 102

32 82 104 68 176 248 164 320 176 392 62

& ill 106 96 177 84 249 86 321 42 393 58

34 l:to 106 52 178 160 250 234 822 48 394 64

15 50 107 186 179 81 251 304 323 22 395 62

36 M- 108 76 180 54 252 170 324 32 396 100

37 i 106 109 132 181 56 253 94 323 84 397 38

38 1 116 110 "4 182 114
•254

164 326 104 398 70

39 | 62 111 158 183 186 256 82 327 112 399 36

40 ! 15$ 112 70 184 112 256 56 328 110 400 to

41 54 118 128 185 30 257 130 329 42 401 81

42 H 114 54 186 120 258 76 330 162 402 52

« , 144 lit. 88 187 76 259 331 56 403

44 152 116 176 188 224 260 102 332 80 404 36

46 226 117 106 189 131 261 78 333 172 403 144

46 80 118. 56 190 42 262 210 334 136 406 44

47 206 119 42 191 108 263 126 335 SO 407 104

48 ; 166 120 120 192 136 264 68 836 38 408 98

49 1 144 121 152 193 8b 265 112 337 196 409 118

60 ir.ii 122 54 194

' 40

266 140 338 90 410 86

.'■i
78 128 136 195 267 150 339 246 411 28

... 148 124 96 196 100 268 76 340 72 412 50

fc SI 125 80 197 110 269 120 341 62 413 l>

fo , 208 126 8-1 198 124 270 206 342 70 414 70

K. , » 127 106 199 52 271 88 313 38 415 158

» 30 128 62 200 1IX) 272 52 344 101 416 10

5; ' 800 129 18/ 201 98 273 108 345 38 417 66

0B 7() ISO 230 202 128 274 44 346 38 418 60

59 104 131 68 203 154 275 76 347 72 419 88

611 2-4 182 112 204 70 276 68 348 74 420 78
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•277

20 849 108 421 42

m 15ti 134 120 206 98 278 81 350 120 422 ;'.6
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62 136 92 207 206 279 36 351 42 423 90

64 136 136 52 208 86 280 52 352 424 100

.:, 124 137 66 209 100 281 114 363 30 426 106

« 96 138 111) 210 54 282 60 354 1.58 426 10.1

i;;
218 189 52 211 228 283 94 855 82 427 70

f* w 140 170 212 74 284 292 356 46 428 58

i* 5s 141 272 213 52 285 244 357 62 429 40

7H ST, 142 224 214 98 286 102 358 .56 430 64

71 ITU 143 254 2*5 138 287 110 359 70 431

',. l:"2 1441 111' 21b 78 288 60 360 84 432 114

Receipts—CominiK il.
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433 876 148 8116 463 S94 17s 880 493 8-18 608 8100

4J4 174 449 86 464 38 479 70 494 68 509 30

1)5 50 450 60 466 52 480 36 496 510 90

4 it 151 26 466 481 72 496 44 511 66

1)7 24 452 70 467 58 482 28 497 38 51? 20

488 44 463 62 468 40 188 48 498 22 513 3S

4 I'.i 80 454 116 469 40 484 499 38 514 42

410 82 465 40 470 70 485 198 500 46 515 68

111 456 50 471 62 486 601 64 516 46

442 68 457 44 472 487 SO 502 56 517 36

413 84 458 44 473 70 188 40 503 58 518 68

144 126 469 52 474 38 489 74 504 26 519 46

146 46 460 80 475 110 190 50 505 40 520

416 136 461 46 476 44 191 .52 306 52

447 48 462 120 477 40 192 60 507

Balance on hand May 1,189-1 828,943 75

Received during- month 5:2,240 00

Totul $81,183 75

Disbursements.

By claims 1272, l'„73, 1274. 1275, 127fi, 1277,

127», 127D, 12-0, 1281, 12-2. 12S5. 1281, 1285,

128*1, 1287, 1288. Iv81». 1200, 121*1. 1292, 121):.,

1204, 1205. 1290, 1207, 1208, 1209 $12,000 00

Balance on hand June 1, 1894 . $39,183 73

Respectfully submitted.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

" LIKE HIS MOTHER VSEH TO MAKE "

"I was born in Indiany," said a stranger lank and

slim.

As us fellers in the restaurant were kindo' gym' him.

And Uncle Jake wus slidiif him another pun' kin pie,

Anil an extra cup of coffee, with a twinkle in his eye—

" I was born in Indiany—more'n forty years ago.

And I hain't been back in twenty—an' I'm workin'

back'ards slow ;

Hut I've et in every restaurant 'twixthere and Santa

Fe;

And I want to state thisroflee tastes like gittin' home

to me.

Pour us out another, daddy," said the feller warmm'

up.

A-speakin' 'crost a snueerful, as uncle took his cup—

" \\ hen I seed your sign out yonder," he went on to

I'ncle Jake—
" ■ Come in and get some coffee like your mother used

ti» make '—

I thought of my olil mot her and the Posy county farm,

And me a little kid agin a hangin' in her arm

Asshe set her pot a bilin'—broke the eggs and poured

'em in "—

Ami the toller kind o' halted with a tremble in his

chin.

And Cucle Jdke he fetched the feller's coflee back

and stood

As solemn for a minute as an undertaker woy'd :

Then be sort o' turned and tiptotd to'rds the kitchen

door, and aext

Here comes his old wife with him, a rubbin' of her

specs.

And she rushes for the strunger, and she hollers out

" It's him!

Thank <iod, we've met him comin'! Don't you know

your mother. Jim '.'"

And* the feller as he grabbed her, says: "You bet I

hain't forgot"—

But wipin' of kis eves, savshe, "Your coffee's mighty

hot."

—Jamct WhUcomb Riky.



 

"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX."

A Cool Skin,
 

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.

A .Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

tort-red with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

fend postal for our valuable book. "Coua*.1 gallon."

nODEL

2f LINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Lodge-

room, l'erfect in Design and AVorks

Smoothly in all its parts. A great ohject

leaaon. Address

Box 25.

WM. WEILER,

Port Morris, N.J

FREE from Rash, Eczema, Irrita

tion, Scalds, Burns or Cutaneous

Troubles, will ensure sleep to the

TIRED RAILROAD MAN.

He will find a comforter and

healer in a cleansing and re

freshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.
It Is not a fancy toilet soap— but a

plain, every-day remedy for the me

chanic, the busy housewife and the

children. No household should be

without it. Ask your druggist—he

keeps it.

N. B.—Beware of vile Imitations. Ask

for and obtain

GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP

An Educator!

11 Simple Lessons in

Drawing for the Shop."

By OIYILLE H. BEYNOLDS.

( Chief Draftsman Northern Pacific By.)

PRICE, 50 CENTS.

ADDHE55_

DEBSPUBLISHINGCo.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.



Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

and Get "On Top."

"Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Full of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

"New Catechism of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 500 engravings. Greatest book published.

Price, $3.50.

"Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the subject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.

"Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it unaer all conditions. Price, $1. 00.

"Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

Firemen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginners.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, 50 Cents.

"Alexander's Ready Reference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

"Twenty Years with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. E.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

"Simple Lessons •hi Drawing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A splendid book. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

should have it. Price 50 cents.

"Roper's Hand Book of the Locomotive," by Stephen Roper.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

"Locomotive Running Repairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

little book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

SEND ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HA UTE, INDIANA.

'^T When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. ~^t



Do You Want a Picture of the

FAHOUS "999" LOCOMOTIVE?

We've had hundreds of letters asking for a picture—now we

have it. Something better than a photograph. A transparent,

copper-plate engraving of the famous flyer ; you can see every

thing outside and inside. Every part is numbered and named.

Fit for a gold frame in a palace. Printed on satin gloss paper,

14x28, and mailed in a tube (without folding) for 50 cents (stamps

are good, but we would rather have postal notes or money orders).

This is an educational device, up to date, unique, beautiful and

correct. Once seen, no other picture of this beautiful locomotive

will satisfy you at all. Send cash with order. LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEERING, 5 Beekman St., New York City.

 

If you are a subscriber, for 1894, to our paper, Locomotive

Engineering, you get the above picture and our other little

school masters, the Traveling Engineer's Examination

Chart and the Working Model of the Triple Valve,

The paper has over 40 large pages and is the best illustrated

and "most interesting railroad paper published." Prac

tical, instructive, interesting! No engineer, fireman or shop man

can afford to be without it. Sent to any address in the world for

$2.00. Angus Sinclair and John A. Hill, Editors. Specimen

Copy, free. Address

LocononvE Engineering,

256 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY.

 

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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JUST PUBLISHED.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM

By ROBERT dRIMSHAW.

Containing nearly 1300 questions and answers con

cerning Designing and Constructing, Repairing and

Running various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post and

remind tlie engine runner, fireman and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK FRESH FROM THE PRESS.

FULLY DP TO THE TIMES.

EVERT TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE TREATED.

Nenrly 400 pages ; filled with Cuts, Diagrams and

Illustrations. Tells all about the Locomotive in lan

guage any schoolboy can understand. Difficult prob

lems made easy. A popular book for the masses.

PRICE, $2.00, PREPAID TO ANY ADDRE8S.

ACENTS WANTED!

Wc want an agent at every round house in the

country. Libernleommissions and exclusive agency

given. Several agent s sold niure than 50 copies

each the first week. SEND NOW for copy and

(ul! particulars to

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

150 Nassau Street. NEW YOHK.

Endorsed by Fairmount Lodge,

No. 333, of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen.

Philadelphia Pa., April 6, 189*.

ifr. H. C. Jtcagan:

Dkar Sin and Bro.:—We, as Fairmount Lodge, No.

333, of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, hav

ing carefully gone over the contents of your work on

Locomotive Mechanism and Engineering, unani

mously resolved-

Thai we tender our earnest congratulations to you,

on this successful undertaking, and. as it nils a long-

felt want among our class, we give it the endorsement

and recommendation of this lodge.

Attest: H. L. Sterling, Master.

Wm. H. Elliott, Secretary.

Locomotive Mechanism find Engineering.

By H. C. Reagan. Explaining Fully and Clearly the

Construction and Action of Simple and Compound

Locomotives. Illustrating the principal "break

downs" which happen to a Locomotive, with Com

plete Directions what should be done when one

occurs "on the road." Questions find Answers are

so arranged that they can be used by Mw'ctII..-

chanics or Traveling Engineers, or by the Demon

strator in the Lodge Room. 145 illustrations. 300

pages. 12mo, cloth. 12.00.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,

53 East lOth st.,

Agentswanted. New York.

LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
-BY-

ROBT. GRIMSHAW

1300 Questions am Answers

360 Pages.

BLL ABOUT REPAIRING AND HOMING THE

VARIOUS KINDS OF LOCOPIOTIYES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FDLLY - DP - WITH - THE - TIHIES.

Diagrams and illustrations Galore

PRICE, $2.00.

Address Orders to

TEBRE HBOTE, INDIAN*

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.



 

Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.

Locomotive Engine Running, by Angus Sinclair. Price, $2.00.

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. Hill. Price, 50 cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelan. Price, 81.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the different forms of block signals

arc worked. Price, §2.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. N. Forney. Price, 83.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by X. Hawkins, U. E. Illustrated. Price, $2.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by B. Stuart. Price,

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys, and the man who buys one of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOGUE FBEE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.

T^o all U^io]Q Me^ " "

Greeting:--

We, the members of Local Union No. 18,

United Garment Workers of America, employes ol

Sweet, Orr & Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., hereby certify

that all garments in this Factory are made under strictly

Union regulations ; a fact which we shall be very glad

to have Union men remember when they have occasion

to buy an Overall.

Mary F. Cahill, Rec. Sec. George Gasking, Pres.

L. O. Bedford, Treas. Eveline McGuire, Fin. Sec.

N. B.==EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

Papts front $1.00 to $4.00.

Ask your dealer for a pair of yellow ticketpants, price$1.60

Newburgh, N. Y.

Chicago, III.

New York City.

SWeet, Qrr & Qo.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine, ""^t



INSTRUCTION- MAIL
In Architectural Drawing,

Architecture,

Plumbing, Beating and Ventilation,

Bridge Engineering,

Railroad Engineering,

Surveying and Mapping,

Electrical Engineering,

Mechanical Drawing,

Mining.

English Branches and

MECHANICS.
Diplomas awarded. To begin students need only

know how to read and write. Send lor FREE Circu

lar of Information stating the subject you think of

studying to *

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

OF MECHANICS 1ND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES,

SCRANTON, PA.

4000STUDENTS

V78RFTHAVECHICA60^

Artificial A^l

—

PtTeo^

NO DEAD SOUND

NoStiffAnkle

No HeavyJar-

^pftOACNTbrUTURE In Action

Durable In Construction.

The Only Rubber Foot Made without

A Wood Core Or Filling

l,FE IIKeTn Motion Ne'aRES''

 

CDCC A fine )4k p]».

nr Q ttd watch to ^vrry

" " reader of thlnpar*r.

Cut this out and send it to us with

your fall name and addrtss, and we

will wrd y<iu on* of these eletrant,

richly jeweM.K<.ld finished watches

by exprrss for examination, and if

you think It Is cental In nf'prarsncq to

MylSS.OOitoldwatchM) our lamp].

price, M.SO.and 1 1 U yours. Wesend

with Xhv watch our guarantee that

you can return it at anv lime within

one year If not aatisrViorv, and If

you aell or causi- th* naif of six we

will give you One Fre*. Write at

once, as we shrill send out samples

for *0 dava onlv. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

& IMPORTING CO..

334 Eeirtorn St., Chicago, HI.

MONEY
Invested NOV.' in Mod Gobi Mining Stocks will

return enormous profits in the next one or two years.

The Gobi Alining Boom of '49 and '50 now being

repeated.

Write or call for our list of mining investments

Mm t,, rottUS large protlts.

Tbs Consolidated Mining Brokerage Co.

Ml U'nsliinst.m St., Kooro 11, Boston, Mass.

(0 71 Bayioor |9 Natural Finish Baby Carriage

V«£s I J complete with plated steel wheels, axle,

apfinft, and •«• ataes steam bcDthaodle. Made ort>t*tmata»

ttaUBaalTaaLtbed.reliarilr.ftD.i^.Araiiteed (or 3 Tears. Shipped

«»10 dais' trial. VbXUi H I I'AIlt; no moueT required la

advaoea. is,U1D to use. W» are tba oldest and tiett knawa

ofour kind, rcliabls and ratpuaatblc. Refer*do*

afanr ti'se. Hake sad sell nothlr-e but what «a

i tob* Mrepresanted, told at tba lowest fa-rtarr

"BITE TO-DAY for tut larf* FRFE illuatratad

—„~* aflateetde'iirns and styles published.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

 

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S

""A— *I9 AND AGENT'S PROFITS.

-LbuyourOxfordBossBicvcle.suit-

Jable for either sox, made of" host «ia-

■—p^t*ruil, strong, substantial, accurately

adjusted and lully warranted. Write to-day for our

large complete catalogue of hievcles, parts repairs etc

<"*• «>XF"oni> sico. co!

338 Wabash Avenue. - CHICAOO. ILL.

 

THE BROTHERHOOD SEAT

IS BKNT OS ONE WEEK 3 TBIAL.

Patented tod Manufactured by

STANNAED & WHITE,

APPLETON, WIS.

B.otL. E.,No.8S. B.orL. F..N0.28,

Send lUmp for full particular*.-

 

$12 to $35 E

Per Week

:in b« made working for

in. Parties preferred who can

give their whole time to the

business. Spare hours, though

way be profitably employed.
1 his announcement is of special interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Good openings for town

and city work as well as country districts.

It I JOHNSON A CO.,

\o. 3 So. I lib St*, Kithmond, V».

I MIKI **** "EW INVENTIONS i nnvi
LUUIM 'an light your headlight while LUUIM

running. This patent Lighter Is especially adapted

to service in sturmy weather. Can be used with any

headlight without removing the chimney. No oil •

no caps nor wicks used. Only a match, easily carried

in Pocket. No engineman can aft'ord to be without

one. Once used, always used. Price Jl.no each by

Address HANS TWETE, liox S8,

Harnesville, Minn.

mail.

Member Div. W B. of L. K.

JOSEPH LEICESTER ATKINS,

PATENT LAWYER

AND

Solicitor of U. S. and Foreign Patents,

Atlantic Building, 930 P. St.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

OF INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

IT. S. CENSUS, 1880. REPORTS

35.000 DEATHS

<m-CANCER^
The IOLA SANITARIUM

is an institution thoroughly equipped for the treat

ment of Cancer, Tumors and all malignant growth

without the use of the knife, and effects a pernmnent

cure where the circumstances are at all favorable

for treatment. References on application.Address DK. GEO. DALE. Sola. Wisconsin.

OXT TRIAL
For 30 DAYS, a

"Never- Slip" Truss.

For Particulars, and Circulars on

_ BRUCH

Address O. W. F. SNYDER, M. D.,

3*0 McVlcker's Theater Building, Chicago.

 

RUPTURE

[MRS. WINSLOW'S "■*%*•

>- FOR CHILDREN TEETHING

> F°y;1; *rj4.' j>rM»*'l"t«- 85 Cent. » bottle.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine."



SCHRAGE'S C'JOK REMEDY CO

RHEUflATIC

CURE.

"THE SI,000,000.00 CVRE"

Doesn't cure everything, but does cure Rheuma

tism, Gout and Neuralgia, every time. We refer to

three bank presidents, doctors, lawyers, brokers,

farmers, .Soldiers, K. K. men and magnates of all

kinds; the rich and the poor, priest and potentate.

SCHRAGE'S RHEUMATIC CURE has never

failed yet. The discovery of the age. Endorsed by

2,700 newspapers. Will not injure the most delicate

persons; builds up the system. All vegetable, no

poisonous matter. Every bottle numbered. Refuse

substitutes and buy direct of owners. Highest en

dorsements in Jlilwaukee.

References: Morton E. Davis, formerly trainmas

ter, 111. Cent. Ry., Mutual Reserve Building, New

York City; J. K. Tremaine, ex master mechanic, II.

& St. J. Ry., R ■okery, Chicago. Ill : H. Patat, 1427 N.

Seventh St., Philadelphia; S. L. bows, Jr.. Cedar

Rapids, Iowa; Dr. H. C. Fickes, Glenwood. Wis.

Get free testimonials. $1.50 per bottle.

SWBNSOK BHEItylflTIC CURE CO.,

OWXISRS.

167 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

BABY CARRIACESS£M

Anywhere to anyine at Wholesale Prlwi without pay-

\^*m inp one cent in advance We pay freight. Bujfrom

y Save deal- I tlS.&O Carriage for 19.24.

ers' profits. Urge »18.00 » •' •».»*.

illustrated caUlo? | »1,00 " " ft.7*.

 

I C4 Watt

Address Cash Buyers' Union. .

e»ll an Ifureo.Street, »l S ChlMf»,Ui-

NATIONAL HOTEL.
J. H. BREWIR, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 182.)

I02 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINOS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inquiry

promptly answered.)
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An EXTRAORDINARY OFFER!

98

Blood Poison !tg
permanently cured In 16 to 36 day*. I

We eliminate evil poison from the aya- 1

I tern, ao that there can never be * I

I return of the dittea.se In any form. I

I Partlea can be treated at home a* I

I well aa here, (for the same price and I

I nnder the aame guarantee,) but with I

I thoae who prefer to come here, we I

I will contract to cure them or refund I

I all money and pay entire ezpenae of I

I oomlntf, railroad fare and hotel blila, I

0BrllaglcReinedH{«fi.v.a„,3

I Never Failed to cure the moat ob> I

I atlnatecaaes. ^echallengethe world I

I for a case we can not cure. Since the I

I history of medicine a true apeclflc for I

I BLOOD POiSONhaebeenaoughtl

I for but never found until our Metric I

I Cyphilene was discovered. We solicit I

I the most obstinate cases »r'

challenge the world Jfor _
case we cannot cure. Thlsdia. I

ease has always baffled the skill I

of most eminent physicians*

$500,000 CAPITAL

behind our unconditional guarantee. I

Absolute proofs Bent sealed on

application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

■■■aa 107 ■aaonle Teaapla, Cala—a, IP.

COOK REMEDY CO

We will nond Ton tba MAR

VELOUS unit r.\KAII.INU

French Preparation,

CALTHOS

FBEE by WAIT,, .nd ■

legally executed pilar.ute*

ti.ui CALTHOS will

RESTORE Tour

HEALTH, STRENGTH AND VIGOR.

Use it Srpay ifsatisfied.
Von Mohl Co., Importer!, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

£j5fWIFEc*'

$I4.<

IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

L Bays oar 9 drawer walnut or oak lav

■ proved High Ara 81aawreewhia* mechlae

idy bnished, nickel plated , adapted u- Ucai

I and heavy work; guaranteed for lOlaara) e»ltb

1 Automatic Bobbin Winder, Slf-Threadlng (jlle

|d.-r Shuttle, Helf.Sell1af Needle and a crimpl.w

■* a 1 \*<t of Steel atlsenioentat shipped any eb*rv •>■

H • )0 Day's Trial. No money required la adranc*.

75,000 now louse. World's Fair Mrdml awarded machine and attach

menta. Bay from factory and save dealer's and aa*ei)t*s areola

Fprr Cot This Out and send to-day fur machine or tare* free

IfEC catalogue, testimonial* and GllmpaeBof tbe World's Fair.

OXFORD MFG. CO. 312 Watnh At,. CHICAGO, III.

 

THE ASTRONOMICAL WONDER,

PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

Reveals that: MERCURY People Have Ex

ecutive Power and Oratory; VENUS Peopl*

Mane Good, True Friends : MARS People are

Leaders and Rulers ; JUPITER People Make

Money; SATURN People are Sickly : URA

NUS People Think, Work and Advance

NEPTUNE People are Travelers and Sutts-

m=n.

M.ist people are out of their sphere- a

belong. Send one dollar for the Play of the riant-t

an 1 ascertain, \ddress, PLANETARY pt It. OO

«lo Wabash Avenue, Chicnuo. Ill

 

a LIMBS
—best leg—<fcr-/^

Wood orXubbrrPxt*Oy

TDIICCTC Ela'tlcPtOftlnm.

I tlUoOLO, I rut. lit», etc-

C»t*lofrne Froo. StittepfcrUculi

t IT THIS ADYERTlHtHENT OVT

and send It tip us nith \our name

and address and we willwrnlvui!

bv ei press, C. O. P. a box ofonr

Very Finest Cigar*, retail prlee

•.'•.00, and I hi, hom.iir.il II Karat

Gold Finished Watrh for unl'

$2.9**. We anid the watch and box

at cigan logelh.r. You ei amino

ihi*m nt the express office and If

satisfactory pay the i-x press a tret t

our Spec hi I K*fr;i(irdlnnry Prlee,

¥2.0% and they are yours. The

watch Is beautihilh engraved and

Is equal in appearand to a fifi.Ofl

gold filled wauti and a perfect Unic

keeper. U'e mnke'.hi* eatratirdinarv

oll-r to Introduce this special brand

of cigars and only one walch and one

box of clears will be told to rath

person at this price. U rile to day.

THE NATIONAL. MFC.

& IMPORTINC CO.,

334 Ecartorn St., Chicago, l\l

ceo. u. rrLi.ru,

1". 8. Government Mfr. Dtpi.

KcAA KOIHLSTIJS. N. 1.

 



Perfect Railroad Watches

HIGHEST GRADE

R06KFORD

WATCH GO.

15 JEWELED

MOVEMENT.

 

 

GUARANTEED

TO PASS

RAILROAD

INSPECTION

COSTS NOTHING

TO EXAMINE.

 

Jos. Fahys*& Co.'* "Monteuk," dust proof. I American 14k Gold Filled Hunting Case, ele-

open face case, 10k gold filled, screw back and gantly engraved and finely finished, and accom-

bezel, neatly and artistically engraved, and ac- panied by the manufacturer's own guarantee

cnmpanied by the manufacturer's signed guar- 1 to wear for twenty years. Fitted with No. 84

antee to wear for fifteen years. Fitted with No. I Rockford movement as described below.

87 Rockford movement as described below, S25 15

$22.50. I

The No. 87 Open Face and No. 8a Hunting novements are the highest grade 15-jeweled movements

made by the Rockford Watch Co. They have fifteen finest ruby jewels, in solid gold settings, Breguet

hair-spring, patent micrometer regulator, fancy or double sunk dials, and are elegantly damaskeened in

gold on solid nickel. They are fully adjusted to heat, cold and positions, will pass railroad inspection, as

they comply with the requirements of railway time orders, and are acknowledged the best movements

over offered for the money.

With each movement Is sent a signed and numbered guarantee and our agreement to clean

and oil movement once a year for five years from date of purchase.

For the benefit of tho^e who do not wish tn purchase higher priced cases, we will furnish these

movements in Dueber Silverlne Cases at the following prices: No. 87, $15.05; No. 84, $16.60, and

will allow a credit of 75 cents for the open face and 81.25 for the hunting case [when returned) on any

purchase of a solid gold or gold filled case for the movement made within one year..

Samples of these watches can be seen and purchased for above prices at any Express Office in the

United Stated. If the agent of the express company doing business in your town has not samples on

hand, write 113, giving his name and name of the company, also stating which watch you wish to ex

amine, and «e will at once forward samples for your inspection. If the watch is satisfactory, pay the

ag.*iu our price and be will deliver it to you, otherwise you do not pay a cent.

MOORE &, EVANS, Wholesale Jewelers,

MASONIC TEMPLE. CHICAGO.

Jfair Wtien addressing our advertisers mention thi& Magazine. "IM



Marks' Patent Artificial Limbs

 

Over 15,000 in use, scattered

in all parts of the world. Emi

nent surgeons and competent

judges commend the Rubber

Foot and Hand for their many

advantages. At every indus

trial exhibition where exhibit

ed they have received the high

est awards. They are endorsed

and purchased by the U. iS.

and foreign governments. A

treatise, containing 430 pages, with 260 illustrations, sent

frke ; also a formula for taking measurements by which

limbs can be made and sent to all parts of the world with lit

guaranteed.

WITH RUBBER HANDS AND FEET

Are Natural in Action, Noiseless in Motion, and the Most

Durable in Construction.

It is not unusual to see an engineer with hand on the

throttle, or a conductor, baggage-master, brakeman, fireman,

carpenter, farmer, mason,

miner, and in fact men of

every vocation, wearing one

or two artificial legs, with

rubber feet of Marks' Patects,

performing as much labor as

men in possession of all their

natural members, earning the

same wages; in fact, expe

riencing little or no incon

venience.

 

Address,
A. A. MARKS,

701 Broadway, New York City.

Received the Highest Award at World's Columbian Exposition.

Established

Forty-one Year;

 

W®NM0 F HCiA\isMMPlOYE'5

C C I D EMTASS O CI ATI

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
We pay agents to represent us and not

AGAINST OTHtB COMPANIES.

gome or me

Claims Paid

to Firemen :

Death CIaims==Firemen.

Will. Whitzig, Wis. <\ Ry $1,500

Frank Strub N P. Ry 1,500

C.W.Ryan 111. C. Ry l.ooo

C. 7,. Boynton. Ilk C. Ry 1,6011

Hugh Gilmer. SI. J.. AS. F 1,500

Jno. O. Moore, I'. P. Ry l.ooo

Win. B. Doane. ('. II. A X. Ry 2.000

John Hunter, 111. c. Ry 1,51x1

Evans .lones. St. I.. X. it N. W

N. J. Chauncey, E. T. V. A (.;.

H. P. Shrlner, II. A M. Rv

Thomas McGcc, 111. C. Ry . . .

II. IS. Arthur. K. A I). Ity

II. W. Clements, ('. A (). Uy . .

W. .1. Wheeler, St. 1.. s. W. Rv

Joe Hartley, V. P. Ity . . . . . . .

T. R. Wallace, M. P. Ry

George Knuckles. E. T. V. & <;. Ry

B. W. Needham, X. P. Ry

Ry

1,00(1

2,000

1,000

2,000

1 ,501 1

2.000

1,501)

2,01X1

II.OIKI

2.IXKI

1.01)1

E. Skillman. III. C. Ry $1,000

S. Melnnes. Big Four Ry 1,000

Geo. E. Welb>, V. R. I. & P. Ry 2.000

E. B. Good, C. B. & N. Ry I.SO0

Ira L. Owens. I. P. Ky t.MO

P. F. Leyha, Ft. W. 4D.C 1.000

.lames Bowen, I.. X. A. A <" 1.000

Frank Nichols, St. L. S. W. Ry 1,000

Orlla Fowler, M.L.S.&W.Ry 1,'»»

John Werkhoff, L. N. A. A V. Ry Vv

Samuel Home, L. N. O. & T. Ry -' l«>0

(). W. Bean, B. & M. R. Rv I.<»«

Jno. MeJoliDRon. St. L. A S. F. Ry .....'. 2,000

('. I). Hasemier. B. A M. It. Ry I,iW»

( . II. Crosby, Soo Line 2'**

J. T. Stewart, S. N. & M. V. Ry J'U)

A. P. Baer, I). A R. li. Ky -''"*>

Andrew Conn, 1>. A R. G. Ry 1'"'

(has. L. Myers. M. P. Ry 2,tw

Chaa. A. King, St. L. I. SI. A S 1,000

Disability CIaims==Firemen.

H. X. Hancock, C. B. A Q. R, hand $750 I Klmer E. Barbee, C. A O. Rv., arm $l,0ni

F. T. Wilson. C. B. A 1). Kv. arm 1.000 I w. C. King, c. II A X. Ry., arm .... . 1.0W

W. H. Smith, St. I.. AS. I'. Ity., hand .... 750 ,Charles Brown. ('. V. Ky.. arm l.<«*>

J. E. Kennedy, Big Four Ry., toot . . 5oo I John Long. (.'. A O. Ky.! arm "">

ADDRESS W. K. BELLIS, Secretary and General Manager. Lock Box <>3, Indianapolis. Ind.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.



S. N. CLARKSON & CO., The Railroad Jewelers

The Clnrkaon Prrirrtlon Kloplrir Alarm (lock

rings until stopped. Price, $4.50.

PRICKS OF LEADING AMERICAN MOVKMENTS.

Howard So. 7 58 00 ESTABLISHED

Howard No. 6 WOO luj,

Clarkson's Special Railroader, 17 Jewel 31 00

ClarkBOn's Rnilroader 27 00

Clarkson's Railroad Queen 22 00

Raymond Nickel 17 no

Raymond Gilt 16 00

Hampden's Special Railway, 17 Jewel 36 00

Hampden's New Railway, 17 Jewel 28 00

Hampden's Nameless Railway, 17 Jewel 18 00

Jobn D. Dueber, 17 Jewel 14 00

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS.

Crescent Street. Nickel $23 00

Applcton Traiv, Nickel 18 00

Appleton Tracy. Hilt II 00

The above movements will stand inspection on any of

the roads in the Unites states.

Goods of any description sent C. O. D. on approval.

Agents wanted, our illustrated catalogue sent Tree to

»nv address in the United Slates.

126

State St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

 

 

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARM8.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled List of Awards. Free Illustrated Catalogue.

Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia), writes: "Wore

leg 6 years. I commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessenden, Brig, and Bvt. Ma). Gen'l U. S. Army. I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John Conkery. Conductor B.. N. F. & W. Ry. " For the. post year

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haight. Conductor N. Y., L. E. 4 W Ry. " I would not part

with artificial limb for Ave times its cost.'

Bend description of your case.

C. A.. FRBES,

Established £6 Tears.

781 Broadway, New York,

Branch Office, IOC Fifth Are., cor. Washington St., Chicago, HI.

 

FIRE UP!

&IRBMBN!

 

You have, a furnace in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

1ST. JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISE8, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNE8S, 8WELLINCS, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

 
ti

PULL YOUR LEG
V

Is less to fear with Railroad men than to I.ose Your Leg. In (he latter case you

surely want to replace it with a Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. ICamiiiled

not to Chaje the flump. Received the Gold Medal and (he

Diploma at the World s Fair.

LARGEST FIRJ1 IN THE UNI ED STATES.

The Inner Socket, seen outside the limb in cut. is made over a plaster east of the

stump. giving an exact fit, being held permanently upon the slump by elastic fast

ened tolacor above, and in act of walking moves up and down in the Outer Socket,

bringing nil the friction between the two sockets, instead of between the Mump

and thu socket as is the rase of all wooden socket limbs. With our SLIP SOCKET

the raoM tender, sensitive stump can be fitted and limb worn with perfect ease and

comfort. Endorsed and purchased by In ited States Government. Send for our

New < dialogue with illustrations

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.

.Til Nicollet Ave , ... - Minneapolis, Minn.

Branch Offices: 84 Adams St , Dexter Building. Chicago. California Mid-

Winter Exposition, East Gallery Liberal Arts Building, San Francisco.

1 When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. '



■ ELYS CREAM BALM-Cleansed the Nasal I

■ Passages, Allays Fain and Inflammation, Heals I

■ the Sores, Restores Taste and Smell, and Cores I

rofifo

Olves Relief at once for Cold In Head.

Applv into thr Sostrila. It i$ Quickly Absorbed,

|50c .Druggieta or by mail. ELY BROS., 66 Warren St., N.T.|

  
'Cl'P'P'P Examination

FOR 60

DAYS.

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! NO MONEY REQUIRED IN ADVANCE.

BOX OF 60 CIGARS ANO WATCH FOR $2.75. 100.000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.

CUT THIS OCT .11.. 1 frml it to ui with your nuns and aJdreu, (no money required In ftdranre) and we will tend

to you M expn ••, lame day we receive vonr order, one box containing fiO of Oar Celebrated 6r. Clears »d<1

In the mine [latkn^e a genuine Solid Nickel Plated Watch, item winder and m tier, enamel dial, oil tempered, «a-

braftkftbte insln*nrinir, finely finished Iraln, jeweled balance, doit proof, finely polished eat*, a splendid Iin»efce#per.

A written puanntee for 6 Yean sent with eTery watch. You examine the roods at the exprent office and If s*ti*-

fartory, pay the express apent ftl.75 and express charjree, and the box of 40 Oral**, Wateh, Chats and Chare*

are your*. Ai this offer It made tolcly to introduce our famous br, CUarv, to protect ourselves against dealer*

ami (peculators orrlirinft in larg« quantity, we will ant sell mora than 8 hoxe* and walche* toanv one peracn.

Writ, to-day. THE CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Ml GENUINE

INCOTS & MANUFACTURCS

B Z A F. CUR

RECfRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co.Limiteo

2 200washingt0mavenphiladelph|a..pa

oricinal manufacturers of phosphor-

Bronze in theUniteo States and Sole

iVill-liMil'iil
TriT^-raiTT

£9]
 

BURNISHINE
The Most Marvelous Metal Polish in the World

Will Produce a Most Brilliant I.nstre to Brass, topper

Zinc, Steel. Etc.

Especially Adapted to Hot Metals.

SPECIAL PRICES TO FIREMEN':

One pound boxes. 82.00 per dozrtn : one-half pound,

SI. J"' p< r dozen ; live pound pails. J7.50 per dozen.

Send cash with each, order. Money will W refunded

if Polish is not satisfactory.

( m receipt of 10 cents iii postage stamps, we will «nd

1 , 11. pound box prepaid.

J. C.PAUL & Co.
lL'l Lake St. Chicago, HI.

A. V.CHASE & Co.
Somerset, Mass. Sole Eastern AwutS-

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO..

 

ADDRE5S

Vi .' I m nroved Cylinder Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.



CASTNER & CURRAN, CAST STEEL WORKS

Ceneral Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York. 308 Walnut St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston, 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchnrch Ave., London, England,

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 1883. Since that time

the out-puts have increased over 1,200 per cent be

yond all precedent, amounting during lSW to 3,000,-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WH1TE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New York.

Bullitt Bnilding, 139 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

19 Congress St., Boston, Haas.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

shipments Last Year, 3,500,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

Kiw You, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

-OF-

FRIED. KRUPP.

ESSEN, GERMANY.

American office, 15 Cold St., New York

Represented by Thomas Prosser & 8on

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty-five years the " Krupp

Tire" has proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article is wanted which will give satis

faction, get Krlpp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

perfection

Valve OH-
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee*

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished u^on application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Oill

for railroad use. Beware of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRANKLIN, PA.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.



HIUHKHT AWARD AND MEDAL. WORLD'S COLETMBLA*

0T 'PC-* « N

mwum
ici.li'lHIKH

i «wnm %*t uro aura «* wuan d otals »ia«j «• •

u.~* MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO

» «** 0HI0A0O, ICU, W. •. A. __

STATIONAST ud riKH BKOUTV wot* 'f-

« oJU^ABOSSiOMS HAILINOB.

 

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR BNG.INB WORK

Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid ln>itattom-"W

PRICES REDUCED FOIl 1894.

For this year prices lo firemen (as agents) will be: Om

pound boxen, per dozen. JSV. Three ponad JfflUs, per dm

$5. Five pound pails, #...>« per dozen.

«»j Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Rook price* are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expect to huy from dealer* at

these prices. Samples sent free on application. Address.

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO..

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market SI. Ch.csjo

WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

Eldos. Ia., Dec. Is, 1898.

DearSiks:—Please send me

one of yourseatsfor locomotive

use. 1 find that they arc the

best seat for engine use that I

have seen yet. I want it St

inches long and 20 inches wide.

Weight, 170 pounds, .-cud it C.

O. V.

Yours respectfully.

(Signed) \v. T. Brown.

Engineer C. R. I. & P. K. R.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.
 

We refer by permission to the

following users : 1>. J. Crowley,

Engineer 8.F.A W. Ry.. lfi Jones

St., Savannc.h, Ga.; Jno. Horton,

Engineer Grand Junct'n, Colo.;

Vt'm. Malloch, Engineer G. T.

Ry., Belleville. Out.

ROUGH RIDING MADE EASY. Just put this scut In the box and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of finest tempered steel spiral sprinjp

heavy hand steel bottom frame, and tempered woven win.- fabric. An;

size or shape desired. Usual size. 18x24. Price for seat not over 'Jt indies

long, JJ.OO. Terms, C. O. D, or cash with order. Please give your Wright

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

SMITH & HAGGARD CO., Dept. B.

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Avm. CHICAOO, III.

 

CHAS. MILLER, President-

Galena Oil Works, Lifted.

FRANKLIN, PA..

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Axe the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty yean hare deoaa

etrated the fact that Galena oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand u cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will iwe tmsas lo 2»

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority <il U>e rsilnf*

of this country. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New ^ ork tit (a*

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability tu oil rhnule? saJ

all temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a Isi^t as

'lOrity of the leading railroads of the country.

9S9* When addressing (5ur advertisers mention this Magazine.



WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., incorp., Phi.ade.pM..

Sale Patentees and Makers of

Self=Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE—There are many injectors which will work well when the conditions are

favorable. This injector is designed to work well under all conditions and is,

therefore the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF. IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

work continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

motion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,

Dunkirk. N. Y.

 

Compound

Locomotives

for

Passenger

and

Freight

Service.

Builders "f Locomotive Engines for any required service from our own aesigaa or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeahilily and nil work fully guaranteed.

M. L. IIinman, Prest and Treas. ft. J. Gross. Vice Prcs't. 1). Rissn.i.. Superintendent.

F. H. Htevkns, Ass't to the President. T. M. Hkjl'EMBOL'KU, Secy. H. Tandy. Ass t t-upt.

Sew York Office,

46 Broadway.

H. A. ALLEN.

Agent.

JOHN 8. COOKE. Prest. and Genl. Man.

FREP W. COOKE, Vice Prest.

Wm. BKKDAN, Bec'y and Treas.

Patersou, New Jersey.

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth Locomotive and Machine Co.)

PATEHSOK, KBW JERSEY. •

*oS" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.



^==ESTABLISH ED 1831;

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, l.OOO.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard paugcs and templates. Like *L

Sarts of different engines of Fame class, perfectly interchangeable. Broad and Narrow Gauge 1-ocomotivei :

line Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air; Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compound Locomotives.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, pa.

EDWARD ELLIS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS, Vice-President and TrMaorw.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent

A. P. STRONG. .Secretary.

Schenectady * locomotive * Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

ShowInK an Economy of IS to 26 Per Cent, in Fuel and Water.

Z^ANNUAL CAPACITY, 4Q0=^~^=

t&~ When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. fN



LOCOMOTIVE

Firemen's Magazine.

AUGUST, 1894.

THE TOOLS TO THE TOILEES.

BY JOSE ORGS.

For the last three years '91, '92 and '93,

this Magazine has published about 120 anti-

socialistic articles, and about 50 from social

istic writers. Not a single assertion, in the

latter, has been left unanswered, from dif

ferent points of view, while none of the

fundamental principles in the 120 articles

have been disproved by socialists. They

have simply overlooked them, or misrepre

sented them, or made fun of them. The

latter always proves that the writer is at

the end of the rope, in a ditch from which

he cannot get out.

All the above can be verified bv any of

our readers who may see fit to overhaul the

articles in question, even if they, the read

ers, fail yet to be convinced in any given di

rection.

Towards the end of '92, and for about 12

consecutive months, the writer tried to ex

pand the subject of social growth, in order

not to tire out our readers it we kept always

hammering on the same hobby or side in

social phenomena. We had to return to the

only spot in which the fight was going on,

and thus combat the same old fallacies for

ever reproduced by the open or hidden

enemies of progress.

During the first four months of the pres

ent year we all have tried to diversify our

subjects. For two or three months the ten

dency is again towards concentrating the

fight in a single battle field. We have never

taken the trouble of fussing any where

around the baggages, in the march of civil

ization. The churches and the plutocrats

are enough for that job. We must then

pitch into the old battle field again, boots

and all. We hope our reader.- will be indul

gent with us. We shall not imitate that

friend of ours, the socialist who is trying to

feed ns again with the same identical facts,

and language, fully answered, and with

which he did treat as for about eight

months In the year of grace 1893. We don't

object to a plate of hash now and then ; but

dislike it when cooked over. We shall then

approach the battle field through different

roads, fighting with improved guns and tac

tics, to the best of our ability.

We like the socialistic motto of " the tools

to the toilers;" but we don't consider that

quite sufficient. We want the toilers to

have, not only the tools, but the wealth,

and all of it, since it is all produced by them

Hence we want the toilers to have all the

land values too. And we want the toilers to

control everythingthrough the simplest pro

cess of universal ethics and freedom, not

through the complicated devices of official

ism which have always tended to despotism.

There is the open issue between us and

socialists.

Already over twenty years ago we were

often raising the dust among our plutocratic

friends by telling them that all land belongs

to the toilers, in the order of. nature, and

hence in the order of God. Their line of

defense was always as follows : Land can be

had very cheap, if the workers want to hare

it. And that is just the direct or indirect

argument with which socialists combat the

very reform Which would constitute an

enormous step towards the socialistic ideal,

if humanity can ever be coaxed into it, or

if it is at all possible. The blindness of

the theologians of the past and the present

is no where compared with that of socialists.

To speak of cheap land under monopoly

rule, under taxation on all that labor is to

produce and consume ; under restrictions in

production and commerce ; under patents

and franchises with which we give to some

the power to tax, to rob, the rest; under

public debts ; under the political monopo

lies we call freedom, and with which we

convert the ballot into a farce ! It is no

doubt pitiful to hear reformers talking like

the enemies of humanity in all historical

periods, using the same arguments, parrot-

like. ! According to such reformers the tax

ing of monopoly instead of labor will pro

duce the same identical results that we have

today when we tax labor and let monopoly

rule supreme. It is just like saying that if
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the sun should take the place of the moon,

by night, darkness would still prevail on

the side of the planet Hooded by the sun

light.

Gentlemen of all school* or of no school

at all, land has never been cheap and can

never be cheap, to the toilers, until we give

it to them, all of it, free, with the land val

ues they create, to be determined by them

selves, and until we suppress all our infernal

class legislation.

The trouble with our socialists is that

most of them are either professional men,

with no business grasp, or men who have

always lived under bosses. The latter con

dition, depending on a boss for a living,

kills, in many cases, our analytical faculty,

and all power to digest thought. Then, let

the mind become entangled into schemes

loaded with minute details, as it is the case

with the socialistic ideal, and the mind is

then petrified into a crude mechanism, di

vorced from all natural law and all natural

rights. No wonder that such men implic

itly believe themselves to be wiser than

God, or wiser than the clay and unconscious

forces from which they come. Our friends

can choose between the two sides of the

dilemma. No trouble about that, and they

don't need to grumble if we refuse to wor

ship the idols they have built up, by which

ever isms on this side of Hades they maybe

known.

We tried to show, in the TweiiiieUi Cen

tury for March loth of this year, that tax

ation on land values could be established

under plutocratic principles, as weJl as un

der democratic ones, for the benefit of mo

nopolies as well as for that of the workers

of nations. All in life is a question of class

ification. No science is possible without

that. Yet, socialists want to deal with the

greatest of all sciences without the use of

classification. Never any desire to discrim

inate between the working ami the loafing

capitalist, between interest from loanB and

that increased product that labor should

recieve when working with better tools, be

longing to the capitalistic worker, because

the loafing one is the product of monopoly

in natural resources or class legislation, and

would rapidly vanish without all that.

Never any wish to differentiate between

competition under monopoly rule, and that

under conditions of real freedom in all pro

duction and commerce, because of freedom

in all natural resources, and no privileges

to any body in any form whatever, just the

opposite of what has been the case under all

social compacts!

That reluctance to all classification, on

the part of socialists, for fear that that will

kill their pet schemes, that alone makes such

schemes stand self condemned in the eyes

of those who have time, patience and sulii-

cient impartiality to review their whole plan

of social re- organization. As such a plan

rests on officialism, bossism, on a delegated

plutocracy instead of the self appointed one

of all times, of course that socialists cannot

very well take cognizance of taxation in land

values codified by the people for their ben

efit. I>on't you see that they don't conceive

how real freedom can be made to work cor

rectly V ]>on't you see that they have not

confidence enough in the average intelli

gence of the individual man '.' Don't you

notice that their whole social scheme i9

based 'on the authority of the few regulating

all production and commerce, fixing the

hours of labor and the earnings of every

son of Adam right and left?

Our present social combinations are bad

enough. They consist of a self appointed

industrial oligarchy in close alliance with a

delegated political oligarchy. .Socialism

would give us a delegated oligarchy with

both political and industrial power to handle

humanity as a pack of sheep, to which we

had given the right to vote what the few fro-

posed according to their views of life; just

what has taken place bo far under our po

litical system of delegated political oligarch

ies. You would simply have the same

process extended to all industrial ramifica

tions.

We can hardly escape from the above

alternative until men see fit to grasp the

most self evident fact in the whole range of

economic thought. It is as follows :

You cannot control the waters of a stream

without controlling the channel. Hence

you cannot control any labor products, in

the long run, without controlling the nat

ural elements from which such products are

to come, and on which they are to move,

and rest, with the men who are to use them.

Not until you fully grasp that sell evident

fact can you see the strict righteousness

that would preside over a social compact

resting on taxation in land values and fran

chises, as we have often specified. Now for

the socialists again :

You can fry a lot of egga, for instance, by

simply holding the handle of the frying pan

upon the fire, or you could hold the planets

in their orbits by simple con trolling the sun.

According to the logic of socialists neither

of these two processes would do, they are

too simple. In the case of the sun vou

should pin each planet in its orbit, stick it

through, besides noldin^ the solar disk, lest

all planets fly off into infinite space. In

the case of the frying pan, you should bold

the pan itself with the eggs and the fat. he-

sides the handle of the pan, lest the whole

concern sinks down into the fire.

Well; joking aside, we fully endorse that

good socialistic motto, " The Tools to the

Toilers " only that is not enough. We want

all the wealth, and the land, and the land

values, controlled and possessed by lt>«

toilers, each one to control his share] him

self alone, or in free association with other
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men, without the leaet interference from

any public boss. And hence we want all

the above to rest on free competition among

workers, and on free co-operation with all

natural laws and ethical principles, without

any monopoly whatsoever, political or eco

nomic.

Monopoly is but organized human selfish

ness, ingrained in human laws concocted by

tyrants or plutocracies, self appointed or

delegated. There is no special difference

between the two, if history does not lie on

the subject.

And that free competition among men,

with their free co operation in connection

with ethical and natural law is just what

your socialists fail to conceive or cannot

stand. They hate all law that has not been

burn in the socialistic mind, some any how,

as Satan hates holy water. 80 they say. We

don't know anything about it, because we

never came across any other Satan but that

of human selfishness. Selfishness itself is

nothing but the human will saying: "I

want to make my own laws." That ap

plies to the individual and to the collective

human group, to organized society.

Let us then place that society, and so the

individual, in peace with natural law, the

divine will follow if you don't get excited

about it, and we shall develop all individu

als as veritable kings and gods, just as it was

decreed by a wise Creator, as soon as men

should see tit to co-operate with Him for

that purpose. That may necessitate the

suppression of all delegated legislative

bodies. Let the people, in annual or bien

nial elections, tix the simplest and most

specific processes by which all fundamental

law, ethical and natural, shall be allowed

" iree play."

THE MUNICIPAL PROBLEM,

BY WILFRED P. BORLAND.

Speaking of our cities, Brvce, in his

cellent work, "The American t'omm

ex-

wion-

wealth," says: "There is no denying that

the government of cities is the one con

spicuous failure of the United states. The

faults of the state governments are insig

nificant compared with the extravagance,

corruption and m stnanagement which mark

the administrations of most of the great

cities."

The growth of cities in the United States

within the last fifty years has been some

thing wonderful; nothing like it was ever

before known in any part of the world. At

the time of Washington's inauguration to

the presidency there were no large cities.

Philadelphia was the largest city in the

1'nion, with a population of 42,000. New

York came next, with a population of 33,000;

and Boston, which came next in size, with

18,000, was not yet a city, nor did Boston

become a city until 1822, at which time her

population was about 40,000. In 1800 there

were but six towns in the United States

that might be ranked as cities from their

size. By 1810 the number had risen from

six to eleven ; by 1820 the number had

reached thirteen; by 1830 it had become

twenty-six, and in 1840 there were forty-

four cities altogether. Thus, in the forty

years following tlve beginning of the cen

tury, the number of cities increased by

tb.irtv- eight, and the urban population in

creased from 210,873 in 1800 to 1,453,094 in

1840. But in the next forty years, between

1840 and 1880, the number of new cities

which came into existence was 242. and the

urban population increased to 11,318,547.

Take the city of Chicago as a remarkable il

lustration of this tendency to urban growth.

That city has grown from 4,000 inhabitants

in 1840 to more than 1,000,000 in 1890, a

250-fold increase in the space of fifty years.

In 1790 but 120,000 of our 4,000,000 inhabit

ants resided in urban communities ; in 1890

more than 10,000,000 of our 05,000,000 in

habitants resided in cities of over 100,000.

This rapid growth has entailed some im

portant consequences; it has raised up

Eroblems in government that could not have

een taken account of when our general

theory of government was originally worked

out, and, as in all probability our cities are

destined to increase both in number and

size, it is certainly the part of wisdom to con

sider those problems with reference to their

practical solution, rather than with refer

ence to their relation with any particular

theory of government. If democracy is in

competent to solve the municipal problem,

so much the worse for democracy; but de

mocracy must, at least, be given a fair trial

before it is condemned as incompetent.

Fointing to the serious evils of municipal

government in this country, and calling at

tention to the undeniable superiority of mu

nicipal administrations in European cities,

a certain class of publicists have given ex

pression to extremely pessimistic views con

cerning the future of democratic institu

tions. They see nothing but evil for the

future; they see the decadence and disso

lution of the nation, all proceeding from

influences generated in those " foul sinks of

corruption"—the cities; and they sigh for

some despotic power, some strongly cen

tralized and arbitrary government, to de

liver them from the consequences that have

been conjured up by their own imagination,

and what they are pleased to term "the

evils of democracy.'' That there is such a

sentiment as this abroad in this republic is

undeniable; and that the sentiment has

been generated by the scandalous corrup

tion and mismanagement of our city gov

ernments is in many cases also beyond

question. The municipal problem, there

fore, assumes proportions of much more

than a local or transient character ; it has
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become a national problem, and upon its

proper solution depends the perpetuity of

republican institutions in this country. The

municipal problem is one of the most fun

damental questions in American politics to

day, and for that reason workingmen should

prepare themselves to understand it and

see that it receives consistent and intelli

gent treatment. Democracy is something

more than a name ; it is a force that is capa

ble of being used either for good or evil. It

is not necessary, nor would it be correct, to

admit that democracy has been used to pro

duce evil in our cities ; but the admission

might be made without in any way weak

ening the proposition that the same force

may be used so as to produce good. Neces

sarily, there are two sorts of democracy—

direct and indirect—equally efficient if prop

erly used and understood. I say "neces

sarily," because no way has yet been dis

covered whereby a considerable community

of persons may secure the proper adminis

tration of their collective affairs except in

directly, or through representatives. The

first sort finds its expression in our town

ship government, as exemplified in New

England and the northwestern states which

have adopted it, and is a pure democracy.

The other finds its expression in our county

government, primarily, which is composed

of representatives elected by the people and

having delegated powers" to make laws

which shall be binding on all within its jur

isdiction, within certain constitutional lim

its; it is representative democracy. Pure

democracy has one signal advantage over all

other kinds of government. It tends to

make every man feel that the business of

government is part of his own business, and

keeps alive a spirit of direct responsibility

for the proper conduct of public affairs

which no citizen, however humble, can lose

without endangering the liberties of all.

Representative democracy, on the other

hand, tends to weaken this feeling of indi

vidual responsibility in governmental af

fairs. All energies in this world are weak

ened from want of exercise, and when peo

ple have once got into the habit of leaving

their local governmental affairs to be man

aged by representatives their political en

ergy is apt to deteriorate. When some fit

subject of complaint is brought up, the in

dividual is apt to feel that it is none of his

business, as long as there are proper officers

elected to look after it. Me casts his vote

on election day, and thinks his duty ends

with that assertion of his right of citizen

ship. That is a lesson that has to be learned

yet: that the citizen of a democratic state

has something else to do besides vote. This

weakening of political energy seems to be

inherent, and inevitable, in the representa

tive system ; nevertheless, pure democracy

seems impossible of application to a wider

sphere than the town-meeting. It may be

that the introduction of the initiative and

referendum will have the effect to restore

political energy and impart the feeling of

responsibility generated by participation in

town- meeting, and the measure is for this

reason alone, if for no other, worthy of trial ;

but even this does not contemplate, in full

measure, the elimination of representative

democracy. Let it now be observed that

representative government is necessary for

cities. In counties, representative govern

ment is necessitated by the extent of terri

tory covered; in cities it is necessitated by

the large population. This is illustrated by

the experience of Boston. In 1820, with a

population of 40,000, Boston had 7,000 voters

qualified to attend town-meetings, and

" when a town- meeting was held on any ex

citing subject in Faneuil Hall, those only

who obtained places near the moderator

could even hear the discussion. A few busy

or interested individuals easily obtained

the management of the most important af

fairs in an assembly in which the greater

number could have neither voice nor hear

ing. When the subject was not generally

exciting, town-meetings were usually com

posed of the selectmen, the town officers,

and thirty or forty inhabitants. Those who

thus came were for the most part drawn to

it from some official duty or private inter

est, which, when performed or attained,

they generally troubled themselves but lit

tle, or not at "all, about the other business

of the meeting."—Quincy's Municipal His

tory of Boston, p. 28.

'Under these circumstances it was found

necessary, in 1 822, to drop the town- meeting

altogether and devise a new form of govern

ment for Boston. After various plans bad

been suggested and discussed, it was decided

that the new government should be vested

in a mayor; a select council of eight persona

to be called the board of aldermen ; and a

common council of forty-eight persons, four

from each of twelve wards into which the

city was to be divided. All these officials

were to be elected by the people."—Figke's

Civil Government in the I nited States,

p. 162.

Being necessarily representative, the effi

ciency of municipal government may be

said to depend on two primary conditions,

viz.: the character of the representatives,

and the constitutional limitations under

which they labor. Under the first is, oi

course, included the assumption that the

representatives shall possess proper and

adequate knowledge of the requirements of

municipal government ; and under the sec

ond is included the assumption that the

Eower delegated to the representatives shall

e such as to permit them to go to the full

length of their constitutional limitations

whenever necessary. Neither of these pri

mary conditions have been observed, ex

cept' in a spasmodic and helpless sort of
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fashion that amounted to nothing. Mu

nicipal government has been placed in

charge of representatives whose character

was such ii9 to render it quite a matter of

certainty that they would not do any good

if they could; and then they have been

hedged about with constitutional limita

tions such aa to render it quite certain that

they could not do any good if they would.

National and state government is limited to

work of general supervision ; it is concerned

with the establishment and enforcement of

certain general principles. Municipal gov

ernment, on the other hand, is a matter .of

details—and very intricate details at that.

The administrators of municipal govern

ment are continually called upon to deal

with problems which no general theory of

government will fit, and which must be set

tled, if settled right, independent of any

political considerations whatever. The the

ory of cities which has prevailed with us up

to now, which regards a city as a little re

public, a state in miniature, is not ade

quate. A rational view of cities is that

which regards them as large corporations

for the carrying on of a large business hav

ing many branches, most of which require

administrators having special aptitude and

training, and that they should be governed

accordingly. What is the specific character

of municipal government, what duties are

its administrators called upon to perform?

They are required to furnish large commu

nities with necessary pavements, sewers,

water, light, fire and police protection,

transit facilities, etc., in the cheapest man

ner consistent with permanent and first-

class work : and the necessities of the case

are such that the administrators must be

invested with the proper authority to carry

oat the purposes of their administration,

just as the superintendent of a railroad

must be invested with the proper authority

to enforce discipline and institute proper

methods of management for the conduct of

the business in his charge. It is, perhaps,

unnecessary to say that up to the present

time municipal government in this country

lias not been generally viewed in a rational

manner. The American people have be

come so inoculated with the terrible virus

of partisan politics that it seems out of the

'luestion for them to view any governmental

'luestion in a rational manner. The multi

plicity of details connected with city gov

ernment, and the special knowledge re

quired to grapple with them properly, ren

ders it impossible that the great mass of

citizens should be able to watch its opera

tions closely. Much work must go on which

cannot be intelligently criticized by the

average voter, because it requires' special

knowledge which the average voter does

Dot possess. Difficult and intricate prob

lems in sanitation, and in engineering, for

example, are continually presenting them

selves for solution, which problems require

to be dealt with by men possessing tech

nical and scientific knowledge of the very

highest order, and who must be in a posi

tion to feel that they owe allegiance to the

inhabitants of the municipality alone and

are answerable to them only for the proper

performance of their duties. And when

competent men are found to deal with these

problems, they must be allowed carte blanche

to deal with them in their own way, within

the prescribed constitutional limitations,

and must be made to feel that their tenure

of office depends on their faithful and effi

cient performance of duties towards the

municipality which employs them, and on

that alone. This is the only way to secure

clean and efficient administration of mu

nicipal government. It does not imply an

abandonment of democratic principles, but

it does imply the application of those prin

ciples in a special manner, and it further

implies the entire divorcement of munici

pal from national and state politics. Once

in a while it becomes necessary to teach

party organizations to know their place,

and there should be no delay in giving them

to understand that, however serviceable

they may be in national affairs, they have

no place whatever in municipal politics.

The object of a municipal election is simply

to secure an upright and efficient munici

pal government, and to elect a man to a

municipal office because he' happens to be

a democrat or a republican, a protectionist

or a free-trader, a prohibitionist or a popu

list, is about as sensible a proceeding as to

elect him because his father was an Irish

man, or because his mother was a member

of the Methodist church.

" It is worthy of note that the degrada

tion of so many English boroughs and cities

during the Tudor and Stuart periods was

chiefly due to the encroachment of national

politics upon municipal politics. Because

the borough returned members to the house

of commons, it became worth while for the

crown to intrigue with the municipal gov

ernment, with the ultimate object of influ

encing parliamentary elections. The mel

ancholy history of the consequent dickering

and dealing, jobbery and robbery, down to

1 835, when the great municipal corporations

act swept it all away, may be read with

profit by all Americans."—Fiske's Civil Gov

ernment in the United States, p. 135.

"At present the disposition to run and

vote for candidates according to party is

practically universal, although the duty of

party loyalty is deemed less binding tnan

in state or federal elections. AVhen both

the great parties put forward questionable

men, a non-partisan list, or so-called 'citi

zens ticket, may be run by a combination

of respectable men of both parties. Some

times this attempt succeeds. However,

though the tenets of republicans and demo
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crats have absolutely nothing to do with

the conduct of city affairs, though the sole

object of the election—say of a city comp

troller or auditor—may be to find an honest

man of good business habits, four-fifths of

the electors in nearly all cities give little

thought to the personal qualifications of

the candidates, and vote the ' straight out

ticket.'"—Bryce's American Common

wealth, Vol. I, p. 598.

The divorcement of municipal from gen

eral politics is something that must be ac

complished before municipal officers of the

proper character can be secured, and the

first step towards this end must be a con

stitutional onegrantingcities complete local

autonomy. Cities derive their corporate

life from the state legislature; the charter

of a city, under which it does business,

comes from the legislature and is entirely

within the control of the legislature. The

powers committed to a city are strictly lim

ited to those defined by the charter or

granted by special act of the legislature. It

is not to be expected that these charters as

originally granted can cover, or provide for,

all the requirements of cities as they may

arise. The charter which would answer all

the requirements of a citv of ten or fifteen

thousand inhabitants might not do at all

for a city of four or five times that size, or

even larger. Consequently, as cities in

crease in size, problems and wants unfor-

seen at the time the charter was granted,

are continually presenting themselves to

the administrators of city government, and

when they attempt to deal with them they

find they have no power to do so; their

hands are tied by inconsistent charter pro

visions, and, strange anomaly in our demo

cratic theory, the people wholly concerned

in the matter have no power to remove

such inconsistencies, but must apply to the

state legislature for relief. From this con

dition of affairs has sprung the consequence

that the bulk of legislation in most of our

states has come to be nothing more than

petty and inconsequential tinkering with

city charters—a legislative function which

is entirely outside the line of state duties.

For instance, the Xew York commies oners

of 1876, appointed to devise a plan for the

government of cities in that state, reported

that the legislature of 1870 passed 212 acts

relating to cities and villages, which acta

constituted more than three-fourths of the

entire volume of legislation at that session.

808 acts, which, when printed, filled 2,00(1

octavo pages, were passed altogether, and of

these 2,000 pages the 212 acts tilled more

than 1,500. It need hardly be said that the

greater part of this legislation was worse

than useless. This state control of city

charters, besides hampering the cities by

compelling them to work under defectis'e

charters for indefinite periods, or -until the

state legislature can be induced to change

them, tends to beget political corruption in

various forms. VVhen a city want* a new

charter, or an amendment to an old one, it

must maintain an expensive lobby at the

state capitol for the purpose of obtaining

the requisite support to carry the measure

through; and the local representatives of

the city must engage in log rolling, or po

litical trading, with members from other

parts of the state in order to obtain the

necessary number of votes to have the city's

wants enacted into law. It is not to be ex

pected that a member from one of the rural

districts of a state shall properly under

stand the merits of a measure relating to a

rapid transit problem in a great city where

he has no interests whatever, and his sup

port for such a measure can likely only be

obtained by the city's representative agree

ing to support some measure in which the

rural member is directly interested, of the

merits of which the city member likewise

knows nothing. The outcome of this pu-

litical jobbery is, too often, political rob

bery. Schemes which involve the rankest

kind of robbery of the people are foisted

on the legislature by dishonest law maker*

and rushed through, not on their meriu,

but by this process of political trading.

Useless offices are created and bestowed on

vile creatures, solely as a reward for disre

putable party service, and the people foot

the bills. It is not only to secure laws from

the state permitting them to act, that the

cities are put to useless trouble and ex

pense, but they must be continually on

their guard to prevent the legislature from

passing laws for them which they do not

want at all, and which would be injurious

to their welfare. The knowledge that the

control of municipal affairs is vested in it

has created a certain habit in most legisla

tures. They must show their authority

every little while just to bring home to the

inhabitants of cities the knowledge of the

fact that the legislature has the power to

control tht-ir political destiny--* iod only

knows for what other reason, if therf is

another, the greater part of legislative tink

ering with city affairs by the state is under

taken—and when business gets a trille slack

they resort to charter tinkering on their

own hook. In his chapter on municipal

government, in Bryce's American Common

wealth, Mr. Seth Low speaks of hie experi

ence with this tendency while acting «

mayor of Brooklyn, as follows:

" In every year of his term, the writer was

com pel led to oppose at Albany, the seat of

the state legislature, legislation seeking to

make an increase in the pay of policemen

and firemen, without any reference to the

financial ability of the city, or the other de

mands upon the city for the expenditure of

money. Kfforts were made. also, at ow

time, to legi-late out of office come of the

officials who had been appointed in eon
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formity to the charter. New and useless

offices were sought to be created, aud the

mayor found that not the least important

of his duties, as mayor, was to protect the

oity from unwise and adverse legislation on

the part of the state."

The length of session of our state legisla

tures has increased to such an extent of late

years as to cause much uneasiness, and the

balk of absolutely useless legislation has

reached amazing proportions. Many plans

have been proposed to remedy this state of

firfairs. The easiest, simple? t, and most ra-

t ional plan would be to trrant absolute home

> ule to cities, thus relieving the state legis-

latnres from a great mass of business in a

field where they do more harm than good,

und, at the same time, the area in which

political jobbery becomes effective would

be much circumscribed. It used to be held

that stat* control of city affairs was neces

sary to prevent corruption within the cities

themselves. This was a manifest departure

from the American theory of local self-gov

ernment, and experience has proved it thor

oughly untenable. Speaking of this theory,

the New York commissioners before men

tioned said that: "The notion that legis

lative control was the proper remedy (for

local corruption i was a serious mistake. The

corrupt cliques and rings thus sought to be

ba filed were quick to perceive that in the

business of procuring special laws concern

ing local affairs they could easily outmatch

i he fitful and clumsy labors of disinterested

citizens. The transfer of the control of the

municipal resources from the localities to

t he eapitol had no other effect than to cause

a like transfer of the methods and arts of

corruption, and to make the fortunes of our

principal cities the traffic of the lobbies.

Municipal corruption, previously confined

within territorial limits, thencefortli es

caped all bounds and spread to every quar

ter of the state. Cities were compelled by

legislation to buy lands for parks and places

' because the owners wished to sell them;

compelled to grade, pave, and sewer streets

without inhabitants, and for no other pur

pose than to award corrupt contracts for

the work. Cities were compelled to pur

chase, at the public expense, and at extrava

gant prices, the property necessary for

streets and avenues, useless for any other

purpose than to make a market for the ad

joining property thus improved. Laws were

enacted abolishing one office and creating

another with the same duties in order to

transfer official emoluments from one man

10 another, and laws to change the func

tions of officers with a view only to a new

distribution of patronage, and to lengthen

the terms of offices for no other purpose

than to retain in place officers who could

not otherwise be elected or appointed."

The arguments in favor of making cit

ies autonomous bodies are numerous and

weighty : those against it are not numerous,

and are mostly inadequate and beside the

question entirely. Necessarily, it is impos

sible to present the municipal problem in

its various aspects, within the restricted

compass of an article of this character. The

workiogmen of the 6tate of New York are

now laboring in the constitutional conven

tion, now in session, to secure an amend

ment to the state constitution granting

cities the right of home rule. The amend

ment provides that one-tenth of the quali

fied electors of any city may initiate the

movement for a new charter. This deprives

the city government of the power to block

such reforms as are likely to correct their

abuses and restrain their thieving propensi

ties, and is an important provision. The

amendment also provides for local option

in taxation, which is a power that may be

used so as to correct many municipal abuses.

The home rule sentiment is fast growing

and we may expect to see it put in practice

quite generally throughout the country in

the near future. Thiiteen states have no

constitutional restrictions affecting the char

ters of cities. Thirty states guarantee more

or less of home rule to cities. The consti

tution of Missouri provides that any city of

more than 100,000 inhabitants may elect a

board of thirteen freeholders, which, within

ninety days, shall return a proposed char

ter, which by a ratification of a four-sevenths

vote at a general or special election, shall

supersede all existing charters or laws.

Amendments may be ratified by a three-

fifths vote, and alternative articles may be

voted upon. The city of St. Louis has been

working under a charter formed in accord

ance with this provision since 1S7(>, and it

has given fair satisfaction. In the new state

of Washington cities with a population of

20,000 may form their own charters inde

pendent of the legislature. There are prob

lems to be worked out in cities of much

more than local importance; they affect

the very life process of the nation itself, and

the first practical step towards their solu

tion is to make our cities autonomous bodies.

LESSON TAUGHT BY THE 00AL

MINEBS' STBIKE.

BY MAKIK LOUISE.

The strike of the coal miners, which to

day i .Tune 22) is apparently disrupted—it

can not be said to be settled—is replete

with useful lessons and important warnings.

It appeared above the industrial horizon

like a thunder cloud, dark and dense. It

raised and spread and cast its gloomy, fore

boding, leaden bulk over more than fifteen

of our mountain states. The storm broke

loose and raged during two months, and, at

times reached gigantic proportions. A

contrary current suddenly paralyzed its

course, "and at present, comparative still
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ness prevails in the disturbed districts.

The storm did not wear itself out, it was

smothered by reactionary influence. The

sky is still overcast, the atmosphere still

oppressive and the spirit of man is sad.

In a special to the New York World, yes

terday, President McBride is reported to

have said that at thetimehe madeacompro-

mise with the operators at Columbus, "the

miners were making great preparations for

lawless acts. In one place fourteen can

non were secretly trained on a mine by

them."

This statement shows that President Mc

Bride, in the Columbus conference, acted

in accordance with his own view of the situ

ation, and not conformably to the wishes

of the miners whom he represented. To

demonstrate that he lacked in throrough-

ness and fidelity, would be a waste of time.

His conduct, which doubtless finds appro

bation at the hands of capitalists and luke

warm friends of labor, presents to us a les

son of great import, and ought to be the

means of arriving at the solution of a prob

lem which, in itself, is to be life or death to

modern organizations of wage workers.

On the 14th of May the expressions of

Mr. McBride as reported in the press of

that day, were to the effect that no com

promise would meet the approval of the

miners. In his own words: "The old

scale and no compromise." * * •

" We are simply fighting for living wages

and there is no place for an agreement

short of full justice to the men who work

in the mine's." The situation was clearly

defined; it admitted of no equivocation.

The old scale was to be won back by means

of a strike.

Now what is a strike ? Mr. McBride as

well as all thoBe familiar with labor organ

izations, knows that a strike is a war; a

war whose temper oscillates between pass-

iveness and violence as the difficulties it

meets are either hard or easy to overcome.

Is a strike an act recognized as legal by

our statute Jaws? Yes and no. Techni

cally, it is legalized; practically, it is not.

The position that a strike occupies is ident

ical with that of all things defined and reg

ulated by statute laws, the more you try to

see through it the thicker it grows ; you are

looking through a bottle of ink. In an

affair at law nothing is distinguishable save

the clattering of lawyers' tongues and the

damnable jargon they use. Laws are never

meant to be understood by the people.

Thay are meant to be a black art, to be in

terpreted by black robed magicians ; they

are meant to be a tangled enigma for the

purpose of keeping people in a constant

dread of having some time or other trod on

one of the threads of the obscure and close

woven fabric. Yes, a strike is recognized

by law as a legal act, providing it sheds oft

all of its war features and assumes a suave

attitude of passivenees ; providing its essen

tials be as technical as the law which re

cognizes it, and retains nothing of a strike

but the name.

It is to be regretted that legislators have

wasted any part of their valuable time to

legislate into legality an act which conld

not possibly be illegal. The right of a

worker not bound by contract, to stop

working, leave his place to others and si

lently retire to his home, can not be dis

puted, and to render such act legal is like

declaring with statutory pompousness that

twelve o'clock has been legalized to take

place in the middle of the day.

President McBride, it seems, has been

able to grasp the whole extent of that

which is legal in strikes. For having done

that much of mental effort some laboring

men believe themselves entitled to be the

honored leaders of organized labor.

On the 3d of this month (June) Mr. Mc

Bride was both astonished and wrathful on

receiving the news that striking miners

held trains loaded with coal and sometimes

used violence to accomplish this ; that they

made a business to persuade scabs to quit

work, and did it with arguments more or

less forcible ; that at the approach of law

officers, deputy sheriffs armed with Win

chester rifles to shoot them down, they did

not always run away and " get the shots in

the back " as was the case with the cokers

at Uniontowu, Pa., on May 24. The great-

labor leader uttered his displeasure of the

lawless acts in the following manifesto,

issued on June 4th :

" There is no break in our ranks and there

need be none if you keep the peace and re

cognize the law. The holding of trains and

the obstructing of railroad traffic by large

bodies of miners has resulted in not only

bringing the militia into action, but in

turning the tide of public opinion against

us to an extent almost disheartening to ua,

and we say to you candidly, that regardlees

of the provocation you may have, such

work means defeat to our cause. Hence,

you must stop such work."

Below that significant and prophetic man

ifesto, the daily press reports :

"Mr. McBride to-day received a letter from

an Indiana operator offering to make it in

teresting and profitable to him if he wcnU

permit the writer's mines to work, and an

operator in the eighteenth Ohio district of

fered his influence in Mr. McBride's congres

sional campaign this fall for a similar favor.

' This is the first I knew I was a candidate

for congress,' exclaimed the unsophisticated

labor leader. He was perhaps not aware of

his natural fitness to represent the people

in a congress owned by capitalism, but cap

italists soon discovered it. Unquestionably

he would fill the place of congressman to

more advantage to himself and profit to

the parties in power than he does in lead
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ing the impoverished wage slaves. Instead

of denouncing the miners for acts they

were driven into doing, and of fawnimg on

the operators and the ignorant public, why

did be not spread all over the country the

letter of the Alabama strikers which the

New York World published on May 31st?

In that pitiful, heart-rending appeal of the

Alabama miners are shown the causes

which made strikers desperate and resolved

to get living wages or die in the attempt,

lawlessness, contempt of all justice and

morality have Tjeen manifested by the op

erators and inflicted with impunity on their

helpless victims, the miners and their fam

ilies. Listen to a part of the sad story they

relate :

For instance, a reduction of 25 per cent,

was offered at the Johns mine, where it is

all negro labor. The miners refused. Then

the superintendent, Llewellyn Johns, sent

the bank boss into the mines to call a meet

ing inside to intimidate the men into ac

cepting. They still refused. The boss went

oat and fastened up the entrance to the

mine, saying that the men would have to

come to terms before they got out. The

miners knew nothing of this until they

came to the top of the mainway at knocking

off time, and they were forced to return to

their places of work to get tools to break

the barricade. About that time the miners'

wives had found out what was going on and

they collected in force with tools and made

an egress for their husbands. The miners

never retaliated in any form, but quietly

accepted the indignities heaped upon them.

The next insult was an individual canvass

among the men. In several instances if a

man refused he was beaten with a black-

snake whip, and if he ran away he was

fired at. These things are Bpoken very

lightly of by the press, but we will refer

you to the executive board of the United

Mine Workers of Alabama at Birmingham

lor substantiation. The company now have

agents scouring the country for colored la

borers to take the place "of the regular

miners. They have over 200 of them and

are advertising for 1 ,000 more. They have

some working at the Pratt mines heavily

guarded by so-called men with Winchesters.

The miners had a meeting at Pratt to-day,

having their wives and children with them.

These guards notified them that they must

leave in five minutes or they would fire into

the children. Of course they had to go.
We have no redress. • • • • •

While we do not object to peace officers in

their proper capacity, we certainly do not

like the way all the armed force of the Btate

are nsed for the benefit of the coal operators

only, nor the flooding of our mining camps

with the scum of the earth, acting as deputy

sheriffs—the same class of thugs that Pink-

erton took to Homestead—for they break

into peoples' houses at all hours of the day

and night to see that the strikers are where

they want them."

The simple and sorrowful appeal of which

the preceding lines are an extract, was sent

by the miners to the New York World.

That paper published it under the heading:

"Threatened to Shoot Children. Alabama

Strikers Appeal for Justice Through the

World." Further than that the great daily

makes no comment. Had these atrocities

been committed by miners on their em

ployers the press of the county had sounded

it with great blast. The violent acts of

which the striking miners have been guilty

were the result of great provocation; the

violent acts committed by the operators

were wilful and unprovoked. Yet we do

not hear of a score of these wealthy law

breakers being in prison cells awaiting trial,

whilst hundreds of miners lie in chains ana

their unfortunate wives and children are

thrown on the public road to die of want.

President McBride's feelings and concep

tion of pore justice are tuned to those of

the mercenary press of this country. A

fight in which the two combatants have

the same advantage is expected to be fair

and square on all points. But when a child

is pitted against a full grown man and

fights for his very life, be not surprised,

above all be not horrified if the child uses

instruments instead of his fists. When Mr.

McBride wishes to have strikers sit and

wait patiently for the surrender of the op

erators, he must begin first by removing all

surplus laborers and all class privileges.

Then, and not till then, shall a fair fight be- ■

tween employers and employes be possible.

Mr. McBride may be a great man but he is

not a labor leader, let him bear this in mind.

For leaders labor must have men of ada

mantine nature, imprevious alike to the se

duction of gold and the scolding of public

opinion ; men wedded heart and soul to

the disinherited class they champion.

The turn of affairs in the coal miner's

strike is a chapter full of valuable lessons.

It is time for the American workingman to

barken and heed. In the past he compla

cently reposed on his belief in the individ

ual liberty and social equality as guaranteed

by the American constitution; in political

rights which politicians held to his eyes as

a sparkling jewel. The strikes we have

had since 1887, however, give us reason to

suspect that the jewel is merely a glitter

ing bauble. The social equality and eco

nomic equity which a government of, by

and for the people is supposed to realize has

ended in establishing a system by which all

the wealth, natural and produced, is owned

by a few, whilst the toiling millions depend

on their will and caprice to obtain the

barest necessities of life. Remember th*

words Mr. Chauncey Pepew pronounced, I

believe at a banquet : " To-day. fifty men

can meet together and stop every wheel and every
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n ire and paralyze the entire, country within the.

space of twenty-four hours.''

With the help of the powerful machinery

which the monopolists have at their com

mand, and with the depression in wages

they are enabled to force on the laborers,

over production or its equivalent, under

consumption, must obtain. The result in a

glutted labor market, an army of unem

ployed, a growing contingent to the army

of tramps. How, under such conditions,

can a strike confined within the limit pre

scribed by ''law and order" have any

chance of-guccess ? The American Railway

("nion won a brilliant victory against the

Great Northern system because it controlled

nearly all the employes of the 4,(XX) miles

of tied up road. The organization was so

thorough and comprehensive that no ques-

1 ion of surplus labor paralyzed the move

ments of the leaders. Added, to this was

the stern determination of President Debs

not to compromise, but to stand firmly by

labor's just rights. When Mr. Hill, as a

war tactic, mentioned his doubts about the

representation of the American Railway

Union, he met the objection squarely in the

face, and answered: "If the other organi

zations represent the men let them set your

wheels turning. The men will not go back

to work. My idea is that in raising the

(|ueslionof representation you have sought

to evade the issue. We presented the

terms upon which we would return to work.

I am authorized to say that we will settle

on these terms and on no others." We are

•not informed that Mr. James .1. Hill pro

posed to Eugene V. Debs to use his influ

ence for his congressional campaign.

This marvelous and sweepingstrikeowed

its great success to a solid vombination of

all the classes of workers engaged on the

(ireat Northern railway. It was "a long

pull, a strong lull, a pull all together.','

What made the failure of the coal minprs'

strike was the absence of a general 6olidifi

cation of all those willing and capable of

working mines. So general a solidification

of coal mine workers is perhaps not possi

ble as is the case of nearly all other trades.

This is due to surplus labor. Unless au

alliance, offensive and defensive, beentered

into by all the producers of the country

talks of striking and " keeping within lim-

ils recognized by law' are sheer absurdi

ties. None but a maniac would engage in

so hopeless an undertaking. Not only is

the capitalist, by means of his great wealth,

enabled to wait until the wage worker is

starved to death and is compelled to accept

his terms, but, owing to the plethoric con

dition in the ranks of wage labor, he can

continue to run his mill or his factory with

out a moment's stoppage. Superabundance

of workers is synonymous with poverty of

workers. Misery and hunger compel the

poor to work at any price, and to risk even

death to do it.

Where, then, is the possibility of a strike

carried on within the circumscription of

"law and order," ;is Mr. McBride in-sistctl

that his miners should do? It i* not a

strike the suffering workingnien are told to

engage in, it is simply an abandonment of

their situations in favor of other hungry

toilers who rush to take, their vacated

(daces. Do you call that a strike? If it lie

one, pray do not dignify it with even a pass

ing notice. •

The instinct of the workingman does not

mislead him. lie knows to a certainty that

he has the right to live by working, to his

crude but sound reasoning the idea of com

bination of workers to defend their rights

appears as a means of salvation. AVbat fails

his mind is the knowledge that strength,

like all other things, exists only by com

parison, and the power of their united action

is available only when the resistance

brought against it is not greatly its superior.

You have an obelisk to raise on its base

One man cannot do it, it requires concerted

action. But what must the power of the

concerted action be, is essential to know.

The united effort of three men cannot

place the obelisk on its base. How many

men, then, does it need? This is the pari

of reasoning which workingmen neglect in

their plans of organization. To defeat cap

italism a force greater than itself is neces

sary. Nothing but the weight of all the

toilers of the country united in a solid body

can batter on the rugged cornets of modem

capitatism. All else sh.ill fail!

On the occasion of the unsuccessful strike

of the street car employes in New York a

few years since, the Worhl had a most sug

gestive cartoon. It represented a car and

the conductor stepping down the platfonu.

Below this was written "Strike!" for

ward, to the front of the car, the conductor

was seen h ing on the ground, stunned by a

monster club labeled "Capital," which a

corpulent capitalist had mercilessly brought

down on him. Below this was written

"Struck!"

This cartoon was a perfect rendering of

the unfortunate strike it referred to, and it

would be appropriate to nearly all those

which have taken place since labor has

taken to the notion of tickling capitalism in

the ribs. The coal miners have also been

struck, but with this difference for the bet

ter that they stood before their foes in au

erect attitude and showed a desire to hit

capitalism on the face instead of tickling it

in the ribs. They have written the first

page of American"history where an entente

of labor has raised to the dignity of an in

surrection, where the blood of the toiler*

has const-crated the right of labor to be

free and honored.
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LOSS OF EFFICENCY IV CONDENSING

ENGINES.

The standard of efficiency which has been

adopted, is the range of temperature—the

absolute temperature and while this has

never yet been accomplished in actual work,

and probably never will be, it remains a

standard by which we may compare any

engine, condensing or noncondensing, sim

ple, or compound, or otherwise. The effi

ciency of the engine may be greater or less,

according to the way in which steam is

used, or worked, and those conditions are

mainly dependent upon the mechanism.

It has heen found that there is no gain by

increasing the ratio of expansion beyond a

certain limit, and while this would appear

strange it remains a fact, the various rea

sons exist which preveDt any gain when the

expansion is carried beyond a certain point.

Up to this point the losses of heat Y>y back

pressure don't change much in their ratio

to the power exerted or steam used, but

past this point the misapplication of heat

during expansion and a little excess of back

pressure both rapidly inrrrnne as the ratio of

expansion increase<,and we should remember

under ordinary circumstances a gain in ex

pansion becomes more than balanced by

the increase of loss in the two factors

named. Another curious fact in connec

tion with the efficiency of steam from a

theoretical standpoint, is, that a condens

ing engine is not capable of utilizing quite

so largea percentage of the theoretical heat

as the noncondensing engine tinder similar

conditions, comparing both with a perfect

engine and making all allowances for clear

ance, wire drawing, loss of expansion, etc.

The conditions of practical economy re

solve themselves then into several factors,

some of which we avoid and come of which

are misleading, others are unavoidable, that

is to say, with the present mechanism and

our knowledge we are not able to avoid cer

tain losses and other9 we may avoid to a

certain extent, so that we have avoidable

and unavoidable losses, and it has been

found, in many cases where the practical

economy is considered, that the usual con

densing engine really utilizes more than 40

to 50 per cent, of possible heat, and un

der many conditions of actual cases really

less than that; in the noncondensing en

gine the apparentefficiency is found greater,

because some of the losses in efficiency are

less ia the condensing engines, so that the

relative efficiency as compared with the

theoretical, or ideal engine, is greater under

certain conditions and in practical use : aa

we are discussing the locomotive more than

any other engine, it is well "to note these

facts, for the locomotive is unavoidably

noncondensing, and whether simple or com

pound, it is not necessary to consider. The

main point .which we are considering is

what underlies the wholestructureof steam

engineering, viz : That the transfer of heat

is unavoidable from the very nature of the

process of converting it into work in the

engine itself ; if we could only combine a

refrigerating apparatus with the locomotive

then we should have a gain by the transfer

of heat— expansion, but as this is an im

possibility we must make the unavoidable

losses as small as possible in any heat en

gine, and thereby accomplish as much of

the theoretical as possible. If we convert

a certain percentage of heat into useful

work, that stands to the credit of " for use

ful work done;" on the other hand we

have several losses to charge in the account,

and these are practically as follows : First,

in heating feed water ; second, the loss dur

ing expansion ; third, the loss of uncom

pleted expansion ; fourth, the loss in excess

of backpressure; these last four items of '

loss frequently making up 60 per cent, of

the available heat, sometimes more than

that ; one of the largest terms in such com

putations is the loss of incomplete expan

sion, it sometimes rises as high as 30 to

34 per cent, the back pressure is really

less than (i percent., while the "loss during

expansion " frequently fises a3 high as 5]

to (1 per cent., while under good conditions

the heating the feed water is really less

than 7 to 7 \ per cent., this refers to good

condensing engines. In a case of this kiEd

recently cited where the erigine was worked

with an expansion of about 7 times, using

70 pounds pressure, the condenser rising to

102°F., or with exceedingly little back pres

sure, the total loss of the available heat

was 41.1' per cent, while that realized was

58.8 per cent., and this was considered an

exceptionally good showing. The elements

to be considered are the temperature at

which the engine receives the steam, and

the other element is the rejection of the

heat. If the heat is rejected at 212°F. or

higher, as it frequently is in the locomo

tive, the percentage of heat reelized or

work done is considerably diminished, for

the higher the temperature of the steam as

it is rejected from the engine, the lower

the range of temperature between its re

ceipt and rejection, and it does not make

any difference what the ratio of expansion

is, the accuracy of the cut-off, or the posi

tion of the link, or any other usually con

sidered factor. The absolute measure of

efficiency is the range of temperature be

tween the steam admitted into the cylinder

and that passed out of it as compared with
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the absolute temperature. This feature is

often lost sight of, and the same thing holds

good with reference to any engine, whether

condensing or noncondensing. It is true

that many other factors enter into the cal

culation, but that which is given is the

point from which all efficiencies of account

are finally figured.

If it were possible to send the steam into

an engine at its highest pressure, which

would consequently be its highest tempera

ture, and to reject it at the very lowest,

then the range, as compared with the effi

ciency, would be high, but circumstances

which we cannot control cut down the

temperature of admission, or by reason of

valve ports and other controlling devices,

which wire-draw the steam, hence we do

not realize the highest temperature but

some other one. Before expansion com

mences the steam-valve is partly closed,

the pressure is reduced a little, a slight

amount of superheating may take place

but the real efficiency is not increased,

and a loss takes place from misapplication

of the heat. If it were possible to intro

duce heat into the cylinder of the locomo

tive at 375°F., or 185 pounds, and reject it

at 163°F., or 5 pounds, which would be

practically a vacuum or 10 pounds per

square inch, the efficiency of that engine

would be very largely increased, but as it is,

we really' enter the steam at from 350 to

360°F., and more frequently exhaust at

220°F.. or about 2.2 pounds above the at

mospheric line. "This makes a wonderful

difference in the efficiency of an engine,

provided the steam has been economically

made.

In a recent trial of a condensing steam

engine with a purpose to get at the absolute

facts, it was found that a loss of 40°F. was

taking place between the discharge of the

condenser and the external air, and this

loss upon computation was found to be very

nearly one-half the work done by the ma

chine, that is to say, it was found that if

the 40°F., which was afterwards done, was

entirely put out of the way, and the con

denser was delivered at G0°F., which was

the temperature of the atmosphere rather

than 100°F., which was the fact in the first

case, and it required near half a horse power

less than before, in other words, the thermal

units wasted from each horse power each

minute by a lowering in the temperature

of the condenser of 40° was a loss of very

nearly one-balf of each horse power per

minute.

One of the most important losses arising

from the fact that the fluid does not expand

steadily through the whole difference of

pressure, thus it might otherwise be said

that it does not all do useful work, but the

old problem of energy thrown away on

what we are not yet able to stop is one of

our unwelcome attendants. The extent to

which this is carried in some of the engine*

is a larger part of the whole than is desir

able, and with a link motion, where the

valve is moved positively, it becomes s

source of more loss than in the automatic,

or cut off engine, and it is due to the pecul

iarities of the slide valve moved by a link

that one of the most annoying sources of

loss is encountered ; the motion is slow in

its closing, all the while it is dragging on

its way to close, it is "drifting" in ete&m,

this raises the expansion line and reduces

the actual expansion as well as increases

the condensation and materially change*

the computations as to the work of the

cylinder as to its effective work, whether

alone or in series with others.

All these matters add to the difficulty of

overcoming the natural features of the sin

gle valve engine, or in a place where one

valve is expected to act in a variety of ways,

and to accomplish many separate function*,

to admit, carry, release, cushion, as well as

change its lead by the link, and so shorten

or lengthen its admission, and otherwise be

in several places at once, so far as accom

plishing its work goes.

If someone can perfect a valve that will act

on its steam line (admission), so as to carry

steam to any part of the stroke, called for

by the change of grade or load, using the

whole pressure of steam for any length of

the stroke, not choking down, we shall

have one of the most important of the

whole desirable steps toward the final put

ting the locomotive on the basis of a steam

saver, not a steam chewer.

Some of the recent literature on the new

improvements in the locomotive would

seem to haveasinistermotive, or to impute

ignoraaee to those who were to read the

peeuliar and one-sided statements put out,

and it needs some of the factors referred to

in this article to be considered.

The demand for more economy in all

parts of railroad management, aside from

the salaries of the head men and the friend*

of the large stockholders, it may in time

arrive at some reward to the man who can

discover a way to do more work with lees

coal, to the extent of allowing him to earn

forty dollars a month if he will give to tht

road the benefit of his invention ?

Tliot. Pray, Jr.

We are almoet daily in receipt of letters

intimating that the writers have bad an

offer to go to Brazil or other South Ameri

can countries, and asking our advice about

going there to run engines. From all we

can learn it's a poor place to go to; wajtes

are no better there than here, money of tLe

country depreciated and climate undesira

ble. AVe do not believe that any reliable

firm are contracting with men to go to thow

countries.—Loamoiivt Engineering.
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More About Braking.

Mk. KniTOR :—In answer to Mr. Droney's

questions in the June Magazine, I will say

that there is more pressure in- the cylinder

having the three-inch piston travel than in

the one having the seven-inch, because of

the smaller space for a given volume of air.

There will not be more pressure in brake

cylinder than in auxiliary from an emerg-

tncy application, as the "shorter the piston

eravel the less the space for train line

pressure ; as there is but three-inch travel

the space will be ten by three inches, and

this apace only gets a per cent, of what is

in train line, and being entirely empty to

start with, it is the auxiliary pressure that

will equalize in brake cylinder, as that

which came from train line is of less pres

sure thun the auxiliary. On this same

principle Mr. Droney can reduce his piston

travel until he gets it down to the thirty-

second of an inch, and then ask some one

if, in an emergency application, there would

not be 85 or 90 pounds brake cylinder

pressure from 70 pounds train line and

auxiliary. And on the same principle water

will run up hill without assistance. Vol

ume and space are the main features in

this case.

Mr. Ogden has not given a satisfactory

answer to my question in the May Maga

zine. He has started acroes the river and

fell asleep on a sandbar, and thinks he is

safe, but one of these days the water will

wake him up, and it will be swift and wide.

Birmingham, Ala. J. J. Uarrell.

Questions antl Answers.

The following questions and answers have

been clipped from Locomotive Engineering:

S. G., Fall River, Mass., writes :

What is the answer to questions 14, 21,

23 and 25. Chart No. 1? A —Question 14

reads: "How would you place piston and

valve if disconnecting a mogul or ten-

wheeler, where side rod pin would strike

cross-head key if it was blocked in center of

guides ? " This was put in to call attention

to an often forgotten point. The answer is

obvious. If the front side rod pin struck

the key when cross-head was in the center,

it would be necessary to block the cross-

head forward or back, and if forward move

the valve forward, and vie* versa; the pin

might strike the key if it was forward or

back ; this point should always be observed.

Question 23 reads: "What could happen

that would cause yon to disconnect without

covering the ports ? " We will answer this

by asking another. What good would it do

to cover the ports if the steam chest cover

was broken ? Question 25 reads : " Does

it ( the piston ) stop at each stroke ? When ?' '

Yes, the piston stops at each end of the

stroke.

S. G., Fall River, Mass., writes:

1. Am running a magul; drivers are

equalized to front truck by usual long

equalizer with a hanger coming from back

up to a cross lever between the* ends of the

front driver springs. Should I break this

long equalizer or center pin of pony truck,

how should I block up? A.—Raise engine

in front and block between the cross equal

izer and the boiler, or between the long

equalizer to truck and the cyliner saddle.

2. If truck wheels are solid cast iron plate

wheels, and I break out a piece or a piece

of flange how can I block wheel to slide?

A.—This is a case for horse sense and judg

ment. Probably by blocking a piece of

wood or a tie between the broken piece and

the frame, or some other stationary part of

the truck. 3. What kind of a clamp would

you recommend for holding disconnected

valve stem where metallic packing is used?

A.—A strip of iron 1$ inches wide, J inch

thick, with a slot in it for the key, and car

ried back, beat and punched to go over one

or both of the gland studs. It must be the

right length to hold the valve in the center

of the face of the seat.

M. T., Port Jervis N. Y., writes :

There is a difference of opinion between

different parties in this vicinity as to the

construction of a deck engine and a foot

board engine. Please advise in your next

issue how a foot board engine is constructed,

and also how a deck engine is constructed.

A.—We do not that there is an established

rule in this matter. In Europe the platform

behind the boiler-head ( in this country

called a "deck" ) is called a foot-plate. In

this country the word "foot-board" was

once used to designate the same thing, and

some still call the " running-boards " ahead

of the cab foot-boards. If we were the

court of last resort in this case ( which we

are not ) we should say that an engine hav

ing the boiler extending through the cab

and where the engineer and fireman stand

on an extension of the running-board,

which becomes the cab floor, was a "foot

board" engine ; and one with a short boiler-

head and an open deck between the men

and back of the boiler head ( like the ordi

nary soft coal eight-wheeler), a "deck"

engine.

J. R., Grand Rapids, Mich., writes;

In running different engines I notice that

injectors placed about on a level with top

of tank run with less noise, have greater

range, start quicker, not so liable to break

as those high up on boiler. Now is not the

velocity greater when the lift is 1 foot than

it is at 25 feet? If velocity, vacuum and

steam pressure are the main points in the

successful working injector, why place it so

high? If it takes all the power to raise

water say twenty-five feet, what's left to
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force it in boiler? And this climbing up

and down every time to start or stop it is

not pleasant. .1.— A whole chapter might

well be written on the outrageously un

handy location of injectors ; they ought to

be so located that a runner could handle

them without even taking his head inside

the window let alone getting off his seat.

Every inch of extra lift decreases the capac

ity of any injector, and adda a straw to the

load of possible failure, affects the range,

and causes the instrument to make more

noise.

J. J. Jones, Hanover, Kan., writes:

1. Why can a person skate over ice so

thin that it would break almost instantly if

the same person were to stand still on it?

A.—Thin ice may be crossed quickly be

cause it is supported by the water, which

is quite dense, and moves from under the

ice and the skater slowly. The ice and wa

ter do not have time to get out from under

him. 2. 1 low can you get a 75- ton engine

over a bridge constructed to carry only a

50 ton engine? A.—.Strengthen the bridge.

These questions are doubtless raised by one

who believes the common fallacy that an

engine running very fast over a bridge does

not put the pressure upon the structure

due to the full weight of the engine. Exact

engineering measurements have proved

that there is nothing in this theory.

Train Signalling; on Eiigrliffh Hallway*.

Judging from reports that have recently

come through our English exchanges there

seem to be on English railways much diffi

culty and many accidents on account not of

defective signalling apparatus bat of lack

of intelligence or over work on the part of

the operators. In two very recent instances

accidents have occurred from allowing two

trains to enter the same block in direct vio

lation of regulations. In relation to a third

accident, however, Transport thus details

the duties of the signal man at the point

where the accident took place:

Here a careful and well-conducted man

has charge of a cabin. It contains "forty-

seven lever* in us?, besides block instru

ments for the up and down 'slow' and up

and down 'fast' lines to and from ISodleys,

six 1'11-tale instruments for the lines

through the'station, six electric route indi

cators, f c electric starting indicators, a

telephone, and a speaking telegraph instru

ment." Add to the curatorship of this

museum of apparatus the obligation to see

each train entered in the book five several

times; add further a dense fog, and the

Budden arrival of "three fogmen to have

their tickets tilled in ; " and the wonder is,

not that Cleaver " became confused, and did

not clearly know what he was doing," but

that any one should be expected to keep

his head and do everything according to

the proper routine. And really, it the 47

levers and 24 instruments fail, unless work

ed by archangels, to protect the 402 ysrde

of line between Bridgeman Place and'Hod-

ley's cabins, it does seem a pity to spend

on them money which comes not from the

cloudB, nor even out of the pockets of bloat

ed share-holders, but simply out of the

pockets of the customers of the railway.—

Railway Age.

Fhom a report to the board of trade it ap

pears that the number of persons ki'led

and injured during the past year on I'.ritieh

railways was : Passengers—from accidents

to trains, rolling stock, permanent way, etc.,

killed 17, injured 484 ; by accidents from

other causes, killed 80, injured, 737: ser

vants of companies or contractors, from ar-

cidents to trains, rolling stock, permanent

way, etc., killed 10, injured 7;i ; bv acci

dents from other causes, killed 450, injured

2,558 ; persons p assing over railways at level

crossings, killed 55, injured :J>0; trespasser

(including suicides), killed :!(R), injured 1>V

other persons not coming in above elassili

cation, killed :>0. injured 02. Total killed,

1,011, injured 4.109, showing a decrease on

the totals of the year 1802 of killed 11'.',

injured :>76.—American Machinist.

The award of a contract for sixty locomo

tives by the directors of a Brazilian gov

ernment railway to the Brooks Locomotive

Works of Dunkirk, X. Y., is an event of

great significance. It is not only highly

complimentary to the manufacturers, whose

Eroducts have long borne a high reputation,

ut it is encouraging evidence of the ability

of American establishments to compete in

foreign fields with nations which have

hitherto largely monopolized those fields.

The event is also another indication that

the World's Columbian Exposition is bear

ing fruit, as the engines are required to be

of the design shown in the tine exhibit oi

the Brooks Locomotive Works at the s-Teat

fair. It is stated that the order will amount

to nearly $750 000—Railway Aye

Only one railway in North ( arolina paid

a dividend for the last year, and that one

is a local road, the A tlantic tV North Caro

lina, less than one hundred miles long

The great systems which do the throuiru

business and seek the favor of the public

by fast trains, magnificent cars and exten

sively advertised resorts are all in bank

ruptcy, while the little "plug" road, re^

moved from the expenses and dangers oi

competitive traffic by its isolation, and able

to charge reasonaMe rates for its services,

makes money for its owners. Meeting the

rateB and equaling or surpassing theextrav-

agances of competing lines are the principal

causes of railway rum.—Hailtaw Ag-.
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Hon. L. S. Coffin, whose" white button"

total abstinence movement is doing a great

work for railway men, writes to the Iowa

Stats Regigtrr from Pittsburgh, Pa.:

1 doubt if ever in all the history of tem

perance reform there can be found its equal.

It is but two years ago the firat white but

ton was put on and now already over 110,-

ikh) have been given out and they are being

worn by these men in every state and terri

tory of this union, in Canada and Mexico,

where the whistle of the locomotive is

heard. There seems to be a determination

among them to make the thing unanimous.

I have been here now nearly a week speak-

ingevery night and two and three times on

Sunday. Tbt boys are forming local organ

izations all around and on the first Sunday

and Mondav of July there is to be a delegate

conference here to complete a National Kail-

road Temperance association of the white

button. I leave here for Trenton, N. J.,

where between Saturday noon and Tuesday

morning next I am advertised to make not

lese than eight addresses. The following

Saturday and Sunday about the same work

ia laid out for me in Columbia, Pa. The

work is spreading wonderfully.—Railway

Age.

The engineer who is installing the electric

power plant for the new Metropolitan Ele

vated railway in Chicago figures that the

use of electricity will save that company

$300,000 a year in operating expenses, com

pared with the cost of running trains by

anthracite -burn ing locomotives. The sav

ing in fuel alone by using soft coal in sta

tionary boilers instead of nard coal in loco

motives is figured at $200,000, and the dif

ference in salaries if high-priced engineers

had to be employed for each train, with

other economies which electric power will

give, are expected to amount to at least

$100,000 a year more. If experience demon

strates the correctness of these estimates

the steam locomotive will have received

another serious setback.—--Railway A<ie.

The Guion steamship company has de

rided to sell its ships and go out of business

because it does not pay to carry across the

Atlantic wheat at a penny a bushel or other

freight at twenty cents a ton. There are

several railway companies in the United

States that would like to go out of business

also, for similar reasons, but unlike the

steamship owners the bulk of their prop

erty is not of a movable character. The

shipowners may seek new routes of busi

ness, but the railway cannot be moved and

it cannot be abandoned except at total loss

of the investment And because railway

property is fixed the communities in which

u exists should not take advantage of the

fact to treat it unjustly.—Raihvay Ayr.

Excursion Ticket for the Corpse.

While an excursion trainto Alabama was

waiting at the depot a negro appeared at

the ticket window and purchased a ticket

for himself. Then he said to the ticket

agent :

" Boss, I want 'under round trip 'scursion

ticket for a corpse."

The agent opened his eyes in astonish

ment. An excursion ticket for a corpse was

something new to him.

The negro explained: "You see, boss,

my brudder died yesterday, and I want to

take de corpse down to Montgomery and

let the family view the 'mains, and den

bring 'em back to Birmingham and bury

him. Pis will be a heap cheaper den fur de

family to come up here."—Marietta (Ga.)

Journal.

The Chicago & North Western makes a

very good showing for the year ending May

31 last, considering the condition of railway

business generally. On the 4.273 miles con

stituting the North Western proper the

earnings were $31,971 ,885 against, $32,709, 747

last year, a decrease of only $737,862. The

expenses, taxes, interest and sinking fund

aggregated S27,6!)4,157, a reduction of $1,-

003,575, and after paying the regular divi

dends of 7 per cent on preferred and 0 per

cent on common stock, aggregating $3,000,-

504, there remained a surplus of $371,133,

against $873 148 last year. Few, indeed,

are the railway companies that have stood

the storm of financial disaster like this ; and

few are the companies which have so mag

nificent and homogeneous a property under

so able and tried a management.—Railway

Age.

Great is the City of Manchester.

Manchester's name is well known by

reason of the great ship canal which her

men of enterprise and nerve built. But

that one great work is not all she did or is

doing. Here are some of her recent expen

ditures: Ten million dollars for a water

supply, $3,000,000 for better drainage, $2,-

500,000 for improved gas works, $750,000 for

an electric light plant. The result of all

this is Manchester's general prosperity.

The canal is the crowning work of all, and

the results are marvelous.—Ba\imore Amer-

Some of our contemporaries are standing

up on their hind legs and howling about

the Coxeyites. It seems to us that the

Coxeyites are very much like the green

bottle fly, not so awful bad in themselves,

but indicating the presence of a carrion

somewhere—where'.' That's the question

the American people must answer.—Loco

motive Engineering.
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Woman's Department.

EDITED BY IDA A. HAKI'KI:..

Letters for publication (-huuld be directed to Mrs. Ida

A. Harper, Stanford I niversity, California.

IiRIEb' SKETCH OF STAMFORD l/.V/-

V2MSITY.

The Leland Stanford Jr. University has

just celebrated its third commencement

with over sixty graduate students, of whom

thirteen are women. Any skepticism which

might have existed in regard to the succees

of this great new university, in this com

paratively new country, is shown by this

time to be unfounded. During the present

year one thousand students have been reg

istered. There are only tour stales which

have not sent representatives. A little over

one-half of the student* are residents of

California, but, as comparatively few of

these are native born, the student body tan

by no means be considered typical of this

state. The cosmopolitan character may lie

understood by the fact that there are nearly

forty students from New York state and

about thirty each from Indiana, Illinois and

Iowa ; far-off Maine and Massachusetts con

tribute Ave students each ; Canada sends

fourteen, Japan eight, Hawaii seven, Brazil,

Oermany, Denmark, France, Italy, Russia,

Scotland, England, Ireland and Mexico all

have creditable representatives. There is

one negro student in attendance.

About three hundred of these students

are women, and there is, perhaps, no uni

versity in the country where their equality

is so fully recognized. This is due, in a

large measure, to the fact that the presi

dent and faculty are all in favor of co

education, and set the example of treating

the girls with the highest respect and con

sideration. In many of the classes women

are given the most desirable seats by com

mon consent, and I have frequently seen a

professor stop after he had commenced his

lecture to see that girls were provided with

seats. If there is any discrimination or

partiality shown by professors it is in favor

of the girls. 1 have been told repeatedly

by different members of the faculty that

they got the most careful and conscientious

and, in many instances, the best work from

the girl students. The ablest paper during

the year on constitutional history was pre

pared by a girl under twenty years of age.

The ablest botanical thesis, prepared from

or ginal investigation, was wnttt-n by a lady

student. The prize story of the year was

written by a girl eighteen years old. The

senior farce was written and put on the

stage by a girl of twenty. At an important

election one of the girl students went in

with one hundred and forty proxies and se

cured the coveted position over the male

competitors. The girl* have a membership

in all the clubs and societies that they rare

to join, they hold office and they have a

vote in all elections and on all matters that

come up before the students. These priv

ileges are not due to the much exploited

California chivalry, as there are onlyoneor

two California men on the faculty, but they

are simply the result of the broad, liberal

spirit of the university, which expresses

itself in every department and in all the

various phases of the college work and life.

The situation is unique. Here we have,

placed in the center of the largest stock

farm in the world a great university, equip

ped with fine laboratories, libraries and all

the modern applianc s for the higher edu

cation; a faculty selected from the best

colleges of this country and Europe: stu

dents gathered from all parts of the world,

and all of these shut in by mountains, iso

lated from the rest of mankind and leading

the most primitive life imaginable, tireat

troops of beauti ful horses come racing down

to the fence and look over as if they would

say, " What are these people doing in oar

domain? They don't look like blooded

stock." On this side of the fence we have

poor students of tine mental caliber, burn

ing the midnight tallow candle and sub

sisting on scraps in their struggle to reach

a higher life; on Hie otbersideof the f»nee,

petted and coddled by a retinue of servant*,

a piece of horseflesh with a market value

of $1 "10,000. But the poor student is not

worrying over this discrepancy. He find*

his inspiration in the thought that the

president and some of the most distin

guished professors in this great university
'•worked their way through college," anil

this recollection gives brilliancy to his little

candle and savor to his humble food.

Senator Stanford reasoned wisely when

he placed his university among the groves

and fields. Owning property from one enii

of the state to the other, he selected what

was to him the most cherished location of

all, the site of his own home and the tomb

of that sole representative of his house,

destined to live only in this memorial in

stitution. Stanford University is riluated

in the heart of the exqisite Santa Clara

valley. The foot hills commence their as

cent at its very threshold and rise in mag

nificent oak-crowned terraces until they are

lost in thelonglineof mountains that touch

the western horizon. < >n the east is an arm

of San Francisco bay and. rising up from

its shores, the rugged coast range, on whose

highest peak, as we look toward the south,

we see the famous Lick Observatory. Oo

one side of the 1" niversity is a lovely fresli

water lake much enjoyed by the boat clubs,

on the other is the tamous arboretum, cov

ering many acreB and containing trees from
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til the countries of the world. At its en

trance is the large museum with its fine

collection ; up one of the long drives is the

elegant Staniord mausoleum. In the dis

tance rise the gables of the handsome Stan

ford home, now occupied by its one solitary

owner. In a cluster of magnificent oaks is

the home of President Jordan, and now we

are on the college campus. Here is the

dots' dormitory, said to be the finest in the

United States, erected at a cost of a quarter

of a million dollars ; the girls' dormitory,

the professors' houses, a few boarding

houses and some very pleasant private res

idences, a little community of perhaps fif

teen hundred souls, living a purely literary

life, afar from all the world's distractions,

entirely dependent upon each other for

social pleasures. There are no factories, no

theaters, no saloons, no stores, no stables,

no loafers, no tramps. A mile away is Palo

Alio, two miles away Menlo Park. Once

a day the grocers', butchers' and milkmen's

wagons come clattering over with the nec

essaries of life ; Chinamen with their heavy

paniers of fruit and vegetables go trotting

about from door to door ; every day in the

year carriage loads of tourists bring us a

momentary reminder of the far-away out

side world, and then pass out of our exist

ence and memory forever.

There is a peculiar charm about this

primitive life. It has not the dead monot

onous level of ordinary country living.

We are in daily contact with the great

minds of the past and present. We have

scores of lectures every day in the week

such as people in cities gladly pay a dollar

for and onlv can have occasionally; we

have books by the thousand and time to

read them ; we have geological and botani

cal excursions into the mountains and

fields ; we have ideal Sunday services in the

pretty chapel, with the doors wide open

and the air full of perfume and the song of

biidg, and the best ministers that the dif

ferent cities can send us ; we have our own

brass band and string band, mandolin clubs

and glee clubs. The most important exer

cises are held in the big gymnasium, which

is transformed into a bower by great

branches of broom tall palms, pampas

plumes and thousands of roses ; and here,

also, the young people dance with an enjoy

ment that is an utter stranger to the crowd

ed and heated city ball room. If this sim

ple, healthy life palls upon us, an hour's

ride by rail takes us to San Francisco, where

may be had all the beBt and all the worst

afforded by any large city in the country.

It will be seen that the opportunities

heie for earnest, systematic study are un

paralleled, and the statement is often made

that there is not such hard and incessant

work done at any other university in the

country. The elective system, which is

very fully carried out, enables the student

to select the branches that he loves, that it

is a pleasure to study and that he expects

to make practical use of in after life. The

credit system gives him an opportunity to

make every hours' work count in the nec

essary amount to secure his degree, and

stimulates him to greater effort than where

four full years are required, no matter how

great the proficiency. The seclusion here

and the entire separation from all the dis

tractions of outside life are a most potent

factor in enabling the student to give the

best of himself to his college work. This

also has the additional and even more im

portant effect of securing an exceptionally

fine morale among the students. The stan

dard in regard to the vices common to col

lege life is far above the average. The

greatest incentive to work, however, is found

in the fine, stimulating atmosphere and the

absolute purity of the air. We are too far

north for the tropical heat and languor, and

the air blows fresh and untainted from the

sea and the mountains, giving one an en

ergy and buoyancy that must be guarded

against or they will make him forget the

necessity for rest. Possibly this may be

one reason for the exceptionally fine record

the university has made in athletics.

The architecture of the buildings, which

have already cost a million dollars, has been

many times described. They are construct

ed of yellow sandstone, roughly hewn, with

pillared porches after the Moorish style,

enclosing a quadrangle of between three

and four acres. By moonlight the scene is

more beautiful than the imagination can

conceive, and it is the best loved picture

in the memory of the student after he has

gone back into the prosaic world.

ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Coronado Beach, Cal., June, 1894.

The imagination cannot conceive a fairer

picture than lies stretched before me as I

write. I wish that I could put it into words,

so that our readers might share, in some

small degree, at least, the pleasure it af

fords. Coronado Beach is the name given

to a long, narrow, curved peninsula that

juts out from the extreme southern end of

California, holding in its hollow San Diego

Bay. Here are a number of fine residences

and pleasant grounds ; but the distinctive

feature of the place and the one which has

given it a world-wide reputation, is the

magnificent Hotel del Coronado, located on

its very tip, its spacious grounds washed on

one side by the bay, on the other by the

freat billows of the Pacific ocean. I do not

now of any place that more strikingly illus

trates the wonderful possibilities of Califor

nia soil and climate. Six years ago this

spot was a barren, sandy waste. It was

purchased by a party of capitalists, who
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planted and watered and cultivated, and

now there are groves and hedges and acres

of grass plats, lofty palms, fertile gardens

and myriads of blooming plants. AVhen I

was here two years ago, I said if tourists

could see but one spot in California it should

be this, and a second visit confirms the

opinion.

The fact of the place being so easily ac

cessible makes it especially desirable. One

may have an early evening dinner in San

Francisco on one day, and a late evening

dinner here on the next day. The Southern

Pacific railroad carries the traveler through

the beautiful and fertile San Joaquin valley,

where, for many miles, he looks out on tlie

broad waters of San Francisco Kay. The

next day he passes through much pictur

esque mountain scenery," including the

famous " loop " in the heart of the moun

tains, where the train crosses and recrosses

its own track and even goes through a tun

nel beneath it, in its effort to climb the

steep sides of the mountain. And then,

when he is hot and dusty and tired and

cross from his ride through the desert, he

gets off at Mojave, in the very center of it,

and finds a meal which is beyond criticism,

and is given plentv of time to eat it. This

puts him in a good humor and he is ready

to enjoy the few hours spent at Los Angeles.

This is the second city in the state, rn size,

and it is much handsomer than San Fran

cisco. Its business blocks would be a credit

to any eastern city. It has sixty miles of

cable and electric cars, many miles of paved

streets, and its private houses and grounds

are beautiful as one would imagine Para

dise. As we stood at the entrance of some

of them and looked in at the exquisite fo

liage, the fountains, statuary, flowers, and

elegant and stately houses, lsaid, " It seems

as if there could not fail to be perfect hap

piness amid such beauty." And a wise

young girl, who was with me, said, "Well,

even I have lived long enough to know that

there may be the greatest happiness in very

humblest surroundings." I had to admit

the truth of this, and, indeed, it is what

helps reconcile us to the terrible inequali

ties of life, as regards material things. If

there were no happiness without wealth,

we would be ready to follow the example of

.lob, who was ready to "curse (iod and die."

While it is hardly possible to be happy in

the midst of extreme poverty, where the

struggle for the necessities of life is bitter

and unending, yet observation will show

that the largest happiness and contentment

lie in the "golden mean," among what are

called our middle classes. We find here

the greatest sobriety and morality, and it is

to this division of society that we must look

for the finest type of the men and women

of the future.

To come back again to this cool, shaded

veranda, where I write, covered with climb

ing roses and honey suckle: The large in

terior court is a great bower of tropical

bloom; the fuchsias and heliotrope climb

to the second story; rose trees and azaleas

are bending with blossoms, the whole is

surrounded by a brilliant border of pinks

and nasturtiums and geraniums, while near

the fountain, in the center, are perched

bright plumaged paroquets completing an

ideal picture. Across the bay, on a long

stretch of sandy hills, lies San I'iego. Afar

off, where the shadowy line of mountains

melts into the horizon, is old Mexico. But

most beautiful of all, the one thing of which

one never tires, is the illimitable ocean. It

rolls in to the very steps of the hotel. The

large dining room, which seats 1 ,000 guest*,

overlooks its sun-kissed waters; the great

circular ball room overhangs its rolling bil

lows and the music blends with the roar of

the surf. From the beatiful parlors the

guest steps out on glass enclosed veranda?,

where he may view the magnificent spec

tacle, sheltered from every breath of wind,

or he may walk forth on the grassy terraces

and, in a rocking chair under the palm trees,

watch the distant sails, the sentinel light

houses, the blending of sea and sky. or be

may stroll down on the lonsr, white beach,

where the great, curling billows roll their

white foam up to his very feet.

What an idle, useless life one leads in a

big hotel. The important work of the world

never has been, never will be done by peo

ple who abide in hotels. The life is ener

vating, it destroys activity, it takes away

self-reliance. Existence resolves itself into

touching the button and letting somebody

else do the rest. We get through breakfast

at 1(1 o'clock, read or write letters till 11, go

for a salt water swim till 1, drees for lunch

eon ; afterwards lie down and rest ( ? ) awhile,

make a careful toilet for dinner, spend an

hour at the table : then sit in the moonlight

and enjoy the magnificence of the ocean, »x

its mighty breakers dash upon the shore;

then wander into the ball room and listen

to the orchestra and watch the dancers;

then stroll into the billiard parlors or linger

at the whist tables and observe the players,

and then, at midnight, go to bed, conscious

of havingaccomplished nothing all day lone.

Such a life, day after day, cannot bat be

demoralizing, and yet, for those who are

busy every moment of ten or eleven month*

in the year, it is a welcome relaxation, in

enjoyable change, and it will have no inju

rious results. We go back to work with •

relish, and our plain, simple existence tskrt

on a new zest because of the contrast it

affords to the butterfly life of fashion and

frivolity, which no normal, well-balanced

man or woman would wish permanetly to

adopt.

Tne Southern California railroad offer*
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each a wealth of interesting and delightful

resorts that it would be almost an impossi

bility even to touch upon them. Its pecu

liar " kite-shaped track" includes a greater

range and variety of scenery than any road

of the same length in the country. It spans

the four most beautiful valleys of Southern

California and carries one by the sea side,

over the mountains, through orange groves,

past canyons, and waterfalls and parks and

old missions, a bewildering array of inter

esting places. Before the close of summer

we expect to visit a number of these inland

and seaside resorls and I hope for the plea-

pure of recording some of their most attract

ive features, thinking they may possess an

interest for those of our readers who may

not have the privilege of visiting them.

Strong as was the desire to return to the

friends and kindred in "the east," I could

not resist the opportunity to travel over

this wonderful state, whose resources seem

even more remarkable as one learns to know

them better.

JBJUTOItlAI. XOTES.

Oscar Wilde, the apostle of the sunflower,
fays, '• I 1 ke to detect intelligence in men;

I don't like to find it in women. Their

mission in life is to be beautiful—that is

all." This is not the first silly thing that

Oscar has said, although people who read

his writings say they sometimes detect some

intelligence in them. The three or four

million women in the United States who

have to work for a living might be able to

support themselves by their beauty, al

though there is a possibility that the mar

ket might be overstocked, but unfortunate

ly the beauty was left out when a laTge

number of them were created. The most

of them, therefore, cannot fulfill their mis

sion but must "hustle" to make an honest

living, the same as Mr. Wilde does. They

say, by the way, that be is the homeliest

man in London. Some men seem to have

a mission to dodge the foolkiller, and it is

wonderful how long some of them succeed

in doing it.

« •

A Miss Fleury, M. D., has been made

clinical assistant in one of the Dublin hos

pitals. This is said to be the first public

appointment ever given to a woman in ire-

laod. The Austrian government has ap

pointed two women physicians in the prov

ince of Bosnia, both graduates of Zurich,

Switzerland. Until now women have been

steadfai-tly refused permission to practice

medicine in Austria. In Afghanistan, in

the very heart of barbarous Asia, the Ameer

has appointed an English woman physician

in the palace. \^t us hope the time may

come when there may be no corner of the

earth where a woman may not have a phy

sician of her own sex, if she so desire.

In a recent report Carroll D. Wright

states the total number of building and loan

associations in this country to be 5,838,

with l-,745,725 shareholders and $450,667,-

594 net assets. The average age of these

associations is six years, the great bulk of

the shareholders are wage earners, and the

and the number of homes that have been

built through them is 314,755. This offers

great encouragement to the thrifty, and

disproves some of the arguments that are

made to show that it is impossible for the

workingman to save enough for a home. It

would be interesting to know how much of

this stock is owned by women. They are

noted for their prudence in small savings,

and their names are on the books of all the

building and loan associations in the coun

try.

• ».

The New York Constitutional Convention

has not yet, at this writing, taken up the

subject of woman suffrage. Miss Anthony

who had gone to Kansas to assist in the

campaign there has been recalled to Albany,

as tne situation there is considered more

precarious. Although the movement has

received the support of a number of first

class papers and many prominent people,

it is very doubtful if there is a sufficiently

strong public sentiment to secure the desir

ed amendment. The Review of Reviews is

authority for the statement that nine-tenths

of the delegates are opposed. The perma

nent chairman, Joseph H. Choate, is in

favor. The campaign has been one of edu

cation and its effects will not be lost.

♦
• #

It is estimated that in the whole of Eu

rope over 600,000 women hold public ap

pointments. Women are very largely em

ployed in the post offices, telegraph and

telephone offices, savings banks, and very

extensively by the railways as station

agent, clerks and even at switching and flag

stations. France, which is considered very

conservative in many things, is noted for

the large number of women employed in

public capacities, between five and six

thousand in the post office alone. The

completed census of the United States,

doubtless, will give some startling statistics

as to the number of women in business in

this country.

*
• *

The board of health of Orange, X. J., is

considering the advisability of issuing a cir

cular suggesting that women wear their

skirts sufficiently short to clear the ground,

in order to avoid contagion and the spread

of disease by sweeping up the filth and dis

ease germs. One would think it might oc

cur to these Solons to sweep and clean their

streets, so that it might be safe for a wo

man's skirts to touch the ground. But the

city council of El Paso, Texas, think differ
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ently and they have passed an ordinance

that no woman shall walk or ride on the

streets of that city wearing what is known

as the " divided skirt." It seems as if the

women of El Paso would want some official

voice themselves in this matter, and would

object to having a body of men regulate by

law the cut of their skirts. It is almost the

universal opinion of physicians that the

sidewise position of a woman upon a horse

and the heavy and awkward riding habit

are positively injurious. Expert bicyclists

all agree that, for a woman to ride the

wheel with speed and comfort, a divided

skirt is almost a necessity. There is a grow

ing sentiment everywhere that women who

are obliged to go on the streets in rainy

weather should nave some sort of a costume

that will do away with the wet and drag-

fled skirts which are so detrimental to

ealth and comfort. Just as women are

beginning to struggle out of this bondage,

the city council of El Paso rises up and pro

poses to prosecute any woman who runs a

seam up through the middle of her dress

and divides it into two parts. And when

these idiots run for office again, the women

of El Paso will all sit at home with folded

hands and let them have it.

• •
The cold facts are very apt to freeze out

our pet theories. The last census shows

that, instead of all those superfluous women

we have heard so much about, there are in

the United States 1,422,410 more single men

than women. It is a real comfort to know

that women are not "dreg in the market,"

and that if every last one was married,

there would still be a million and a half

men with no one to take them in out of the

wet. It is the men who are superfluous,

and the women are finding this out every

day. The census only confirms officially

what they have been thinking privately

for sometime.
•

» •
Miss Olive Schreiner, author of " The

Story of an African Farm " and other enter

taining stories, has married a man whose

ideas are as advanced as her own. Instead

of conferring his name upon his wife, he has

taken hers, and become Mr. Cronwright

Schreiner. It seems as if this is carrying

the matter a little too far, and yet, as the

world has never heard of Mr. Cronwright

and has heard a great deal of Olive Schrei

ner, perhaps it is all right. Really, when

we come to think of it, it is nobody's busi

ness but their own.

• *
Congressman Breckenridge, of Kentucky,

expressed himself in 1891 as very much op

posed to woman suffrage. He feared " it

would affect the present relations of hus

band and wife." We have, since then, had

the Colonel's own testimony as to his idea

of the relations which a husband should

sustain to a wife, with practical illustra

tions by the Colonel himself. With the

incoming of woman suffrage, such men as

Mr. Breckenridge read the handwriting on

the wall.

H'/trre Reformation Should Com >>■■ m -

" Not long ago one young man was over

heard to remark to another that the (fir)i

did not care if they (the boys) did drink,

they would go with them just the same.

There is too much truth in this. Young

ladies do too often go with young men who

drink. If the fellow is well dressed and

Eretty good looking they do not question

is principles. Our young ladies are not

half awake to the real evils of strong drink,

or the sorrows that come to those who are

the wives of drunkards. Neither are they

awake to theirown responsibility. Christian

young ladies, and even those who are work

ing in temperance organizations where they

hear so much about the curse of intemper

ance, will often marry men who drink oc

casionally. They flatter themselves that

when once married these young men will

give up drinking and the companionship of

the boys" and all will be well. She 'mar

ries a man to save him,' but in a few

months awakes to the fact that instead of

helping him to a better life, he has dragged

her down to a lower one. It is time the

young ladies give heed to the experiences

of the past, and require as many virtues in

young men as the young men require in

them. We do not see young men of ster

ling worth marrying girls that drink, smoke

or gamble. There is no good reason why

young men should not be just as moral as

young women, and it is largely the fault of

the women that there are different codes in

practice in the social world.

" Young women not only owe it to them

selves and their own future happiness that

what is right for one should be ngl.t for the

other, but they owe it to the young men

also. Many a man has been eternally lost

because some woman made light of hit

faults. If, instead of treating them lightly,

she had talked with him faithfully, and

then firmly refused his company until he

reformed, she could have helped him to a

better life. But remember, this must be

done before instead of after marriage."

The above lines were copied from The

Zion Watchman, and every word is only loo

true. I send them to you for publication

hoping every young lady that reads the

Magazine will read and think over them

and try to exert a good influenceover young

men. Eugenia Hauk.

McDonald, Tknn.

[ We endorse in the strongest manner

every word of the above article.—En.]
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THE Soyas THA T lilt. ET SIXOS.

What music could hesweeter than the rythm of the

rain.

Or the oft repented measure of the katydid'* refrain '.'

<>r the droning <>1 the pollen-laden bumble-bee that

Willi's

Through the suuny summer hazes of the sonj:s that

Riley sings'.'

Oh. I linger as I loiter tlirone.li a little rhymeland

•trvet.

Till I know the* verv pattern of the shadows at my

feet ;

And my happy heart beats faster with the stimulant

of Joy,

As I hear the bubbling laughter of a ragged little boy.

oh. little bov of Rilev's with vour trousers worn and

old.

With your freckled fai-e, and tattered hat, and sunny

heart of gold,

I never knew how blue the sky nor clover fields how

sweet.

Till 1 followed in the pathway of your dusty little feet.

"h. Haly. little Haly! I am mourning with the rest:

Kurl love each blade of timothy your little feet have

pressed.

Oh, the sadness and the ylmlness and the breath of

many springs.

In the rhyming, chiming melodies the lloosicr poet

sings.

— IjPt Uni/d, in Kate Field's Wa*hingtmi.

Ahout C*mnirlirn.

Without doubt the only permanent aid

to beauty ie a sound mind in a sound body.

As early as the days of Aspasia in Greece

and Cleopatra in Kgypt artificial means for

enhancing the beauty and improving the

complexion were in use. The word "cos

metic" does not mean paints and washes

for the face, as is generally understood now

adays, says the New York Commercial Ad-

rertiner. It means adorning, and applies to

every part of the toilet, and even to the

dress. It is the art of embellishing every

thing we see. whether face, neck, shoulders,

arms, hands, hair, feet or breast.

In medicine it goes even further, but its

mission to the world of beauty suffices us

for the present. The ancient Jews, Greeks

and Romans were the masters of the arts of

cosmetics. The bible gives recipes for their

use, and we read of Hebrew women passing

the greater part of the day in adorning

themselves. In Rome the art of increasing

the beauty at one time became a popular

frenzy. It is told of a patrician Roman lady

that she had no less than eighteen women

to help her at her toilet; and to each was

intrusted only one part of the person.

When a Roman lady arose in the morning,

her first act was to plunge into a bath of

perfumed oil, and afterward a bath of tepid

water, which had been sprinkled with oil

of roses. Perfumed soaps that were worth

their weight in gold were used in these

baths. Gray hairs were always died black,

but some women preferred a golden yellow.

nr even a blue. Roman women preferred

to look pale, and consequently powdered

their cheeks with prepared chalk. They

were acquainted with rouge, which was used

to stain the lips and the nails, but never on

the face. They stained their eyebrows and

eyelashes by means of smoked pins, and a

delicate pink tint was given to the insides

of the nostrils with carmine. Manicures

and petticurea were well known to the Ro

mans, and rich ladies would keep several in

their employ.

During the reformation cosmetics Wfnt

out of tavor, but they were soon revived in

France. At the present time balms and

other forms of cosmetics are so extensively

advertised that we must believe they are

very generally used. In the day time it is

easy to detect the dyed hair or the stained

face, and the electric light is a keen detec

tive of such fuperiicial beauty.

After all, sound health and a contented

mind are the two greatest beautifiers in the

world with the decided advantage in their

favor that the beauty they give improves

in the sunlight and does not vanish when

the gas is turned on.

Mtmir In His Heel*.

CoT. Julian K. Larke, is a journalist and

a veteran of the Crimean war. Col. Larke

is a gray-haired man full of reminiscences

and very fond of music. He often plays

the organ for secret societies. Recently a

big society gave a swell reception and the

colonel furnished the organ music. After

the wine had been flowing steadily for an

hour and the banquet had disappeared, a

veteran amused them all by walking on his

hands. The colonel was seated at the organ

trying to find the lost chord, but he stopped

the search long enough to gaze at the hand-

walking feat.

" You can't beat that, colonel," some one

said in jest.

"Oh, can't I? You don't know me. I

am an athlete," he replied modestly.

Much bandiage followed, and finally the

colonel said if someone would work the or

gan pedals for him he would show them a

trick be used to do in England.

The pedals were worked and the colonel

leaped into the center of the room as agile

as a squirrel. Rising nimbly on his hands,

his feet in the air, he walked quickly to the

organ and to theastoniehment of every one

played*" Home, Sweet Home," with his

heels. As an encore he played "Will Never

Get Drunk any More." Still standing on

his hands he walked to the center of the

room and turned a half-dozen handsprings.

Considering his advanced age and the fact

that his body is filled with leaden bullets it

was a most wonderful feat.—Ex.

" You have plenty of reading here," said

a visitor to the literary editor, pointing to

a pile of books on the editorial desk.

" These are not for reading," replied the

editor. "They are for reviewing."
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THE SITUATION.

On Friday, May 10th, the employes of

the Pullman Palace Car Company, at Pull

man, struck against a reduction of wages,

tyranny and degradation, and the strike

has steadily progressed until it has attained

continental proportions.

It is not the purpose of this article to

recite incidents of the strike, but rather to

point out the reasons why of the strike

that has led to present conditions, with

such reflections as the subject suggests.

Let it be said at the start that the Pullman

employes never, at any time, objected to

the rapid increase of Mr. (ieo. M. Pullman's

great wealth, though his multi-millions rep

resented very accurately the amount he

had, by financial legerdemain, abstracted

from them. What they wanted, and the

utmost they demanded, was fair wages and

honorable treatment.

The employes of the Pullman Palace Car

Company, like the great mass of their fel

low toilers, preferred to submit to extor

tion and injustice as long as the wrongs

could be borne rather than interfere with

the plans of the company or create any

disturbance. The testimony that such is

the distinguishing trait of the great body

of American workingmen is overwhelming.

There is not a strike on record which,

upon investigation, does not disclose the

fact that labor had been cruelly wronged,

and the wonder has been that American

workingmen could be induced to bear the

outrages inflicted upon them so long and

so patiently.

In writing of the situation it were su

preme folly to so much as intimate that

workingmen have been unmindful of the

losses and sacrifices incident to the adop

tion of extreme measures to maintain their

rights. They have comprehended more

fully than others the bitterness of the ordeal

they would be required to pass in vindicat

ing their manhood and their just demands,

andtliestrikeswhich have occurred, wheth

er success or defeat attended them, have,

in every instance, added indefinitely to the

glory of the sturdy manhood of American

workingmen.

No one questions the declaration that a

strike is quasi war, not necessarily san

guinary, though now and then, blood and

carnage have told the terrible penalties

labor has paid in its efforts to obtain the

privilege of living as becomes American

citizens.

For the strike now on, as we write of the

situation, (ieo. M. Pullman is responsible.

It is becoming awfully tragic, and history

will declare, when peace is restored, that it

had its origin in the venality, despotism

and oppression of Geo. M. Pullman. He i>

the author of the present situation. He

began years ago to lay the foundation 01

his autocracy at the town of Pullman. Thia

fact is vividly shown in an editorial article

in the Chicago Herald. That paper says

In advance of the inevitable trial. Mr. Pullman will

do well to consider certain facts. He has set up in the

town of Pullman a modern satrapy—a survival of

medieval feudalism repugnant to the thought ami

spirit of the nineteenth century. Hehnscndcavorvd

to combine a great industrial establishment with u

"hodge-podge jumble oi Bellamy socialism and Rut

sian autocracy, lie lias attempted to revive in Amer

ica an institution that has not been seen slntr the

llfteenth or sixteenth century.

How well the experiment has succeeded he himself

can te-tify. Satisfactory at tiret, like all things novel .

the " iiHslel town" has degenerated. The " thous

ands of happy, contented, well paid workmen " have

been transformed by degrees Into sullen, discontent

eil strikers—justilied, unhappily, in their sullenne**

and discontent. The wlieels are bile, the chimney*

of the mills stand smokeless.

Hoes Mr. Pullman feel justilied In continuing the

strike" (iranting that he may defeat hla striking em

ploye tills time, does he care to invite another are*

another—and yet another—inevitable so ton; *s

wrong conditions exist'.' These are the condition' he

sliould consider carefully, aud any true friend—If lie

has one—will advNe him as to their unswer.

He should subdivide his town and sell lot* m ony-

one who will buy. He should abolish the sy?ler-- >■(

overseers and inspectors and quasi spies. He sl*-it]|>t
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enfranchise bis men and tuake them freemen instead

of feudal retainers. He should come down from his

ducal throne and take his place anions Americans as

an American. He should become a democrat in

stead of an autocrat : a benefactor rather than a slave

driver. He should he a man.

In the foregoing the reader has a graphic

pen picture of Geo. M. Fullman. In his

'■Russian autocracy," his sub -autocrats and

" quasi- spies " we have the origin of the

strike and the cause of the present situa

tion, aided by the railroad managers com

bined to perpetuate the strike regardless of

the cost of money and blood.

The policy of Geo. M. Pullman to rob

his employes is characteristic of the man.

His insatiable thirst for money is not con

fined to his piracies upon his employes,

but extends to the public, and his methods

of robbery are so much like those of an

outlaw as to make them a subject of con

gressional investigation. As a consequence,

.Senator John Sherman, of Ohio, introduced

a resolution to investigate Geo. M. Pull

man's piracies, and the resolution was

adopted by the United States Senate, the

purpose of the resolution being to put an

end to Pullman's plunderings of the public.

In an interview, published in the St.

Louis Globe- Utmocrat, Senator Sherman took

special pains to point out the infamies

practiced by Geo. M. Pullman, and among

other things Baid:

1 regard the Pullman Company and Sugar Trust as

the most outrageous monopolies of the day. They

make enormous profits and give their patrons little

or mulling in return in proportion.

Senator Sherman gives Geo. M. Pullman

a certificate of character so infamous that

the government proposes to clip his clawB

and restrain bis rapacity. He is, probably,

the first plutocrat made rich by plundering

employes and the traveling public to be

subjected to investigation and punishment

lor his crimes, and yet this rogue receives

the aid of railroad managers, who form an

alliance with him that they may perpetu

ate his piracies and reap a per cent, of the

plunder.

This fact brings into view the question of

sympathy on the part of labor organiza

tions for the oppressed and robbed Pullman

employes.

This sympathetic feeling has had much

to do in creating present conditions. This

purpose of workingmen to aid their fellow

toilers when in trouble, a trait of human

nature worthy of the highest eulogy, is al •

most universally denounced by the press of

the country, while the action of railroad

managers is commended. Such exhibitions

of high consideration of Pullman and his

pals and brutal denunciation of workingmen

who have by words and deeds shown Sympa

thy for the Pullman employes, is a feature of

the situation which has tended to aggravate

conditions. The men who sympathize with

their fellow-men in distress are those who

are animated by the spirit of Christ, and

those who denounce them and malign

them for such exhibitions of brotherly feel

ing, without which the world would be

transformed as if by Jehovah's decree into

a hell, are the Pharisees, the canting hypo

crites, who " devour widow's houses," and

for a " pretence, make long prayers," and

who, therefore, as Christ said, are entitled

to "special damnation." These " whited

sepulchers," these plutocrats and their

sycophantic parasites—fleas in the hair of

the Pullman dog—do not complain of sym

pathy when one corporation or a dozen

corporations combine with the Fullman

corporation and express their profound

sympathy for Pullman, though they see the

4,000 victims of his rapacity reduced to

suffering.

We do not write of the situation to ap

prove or to extenuate violence. We deplore

such incidents of strikes. The Locomotive

Firemen's Magazine has never, since it

passed under our control, applauded a

wrong. It has been our purpose to enthrone

and uphold the right. But there has never

been a strike of any notable proportions

that deeds of violence, more or less deplor

able, have not occurred. Why ? Is it be

cause 'men are depraved? Is it because

men are brutifled ? By no means. Admit

ting that a strike is war pre supposes resist

ing forces—power confronted by power.

Strikes are always based upon a principle,

exceptions confirm the rule. Labor de

mands fair wages, it strikes against oppres

sion, poverty, squalor, degradation, and all

the numberless woes that oppression, in

justice and tyranny inflicts. The enemies

of labor, those who oppose the working
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men, are those who rob them and the con

scienceless gang of boot-lickers, who hope

to profit in some way by their fealty to

power. In good old colony times, when

the king imposed the tea tax, brave men,

disguised, boarded a ship loaded with tea

and threw the entire cargo overboard. The

king and his tories protested, and out of

such acts of heroic defiance came the revo

lutionary war, and from out of the war carue

the American republic. Where labor has tri

umphed in a strike society has always been

benefited, and where the strike was lost

society has always been the loser. Why ?

Because society is profoundly interested in

the preservation of the manhood, inde

pendence and prosperity of the masses,

while plutocrats, governed only by their

greed, look only to their own interests,

which they hold are promoted by the de

gradation of labor, because with that de

gradation wages go down and their piracies

become the more profitable.

L'nder such circumstances it is not only

not strange but natural that in the conten

tion for supremacy by the forces of the

right and the forces of the wrong deeds

of violence should sometimes occur. It is

human nature—it is history, and history

will repeat itself until the day of darkness

comes for our land, when plutocrats are

supreme, or think themselves supreme.

Before an amazed country, the preliminary

acts of a mighty tragedy are being acted,

and it were well to let the curtain fall.

The condition of the country is becoming

hourly more momentous. The camps are

all astir, where drums beat tbe long roll

and the bugles call to arms. The President

of the United States, the commander-in-

chief of the army and the navy, is concen

trating his battalions in various places.

When a semi- savage queen had been de

throned in the interest of good government

and of civilization, the president became

so profoundly stirred that he sent a private

commissioner to feel the pulse of the old

. queen and report to him how matters stood ;

but when 4,000 Pullman employes were

being ground to dust between corporation

mill stones the commander-in-chief goes a

fishing, and at the call of courts concen

trates soldiers of his standing army, a la

czar, at various points with orders to fertil

ize American soil with the blood of Ameri

can workingmen. As we write the work of

blood-lettiDg has begun and the street gut

ters of Chicago are running red with blood.

The situation is one of terrible signifi

cance. The count) y is alarmed. Morethan

one-half of the continent is involved and

the army of the idle is increasing. Geo.

M. Pullman's greed, depravity and despot

ism aided by the alliance of railroad mana

gers have brought about conditions of peril

from the contemplation of which bold men

turn away.

As we conclude this article, it must be

said that the situation is full of premoni

tions that the worst has not been reached.

There are no encouraging symptoms. The

outlook is in all directions disheartening.

Around the horizon and overhead naught

but storm clouds meets the vision. The

vivid Hash of the lightnings of anger ac

companied by the sullen, deep-toned mut

terings of human voices mingled with the

explosions of powder, bode only evil. But,

regardless of the outcome, it will be written

that Geo. M. Pullman and his confederate

despoilers of labor were responsible.

LEGISLATION.

It will be conceded, we assume that leg

islation is the means by which govern

ments exist and are perpetuated : legisla

tion, signifying law making, a legislator is

a lawmaker, one clothed with legal author

ity to make laws—hence, absolute ruler-

are legislators, their decrees are laws. Ab

solutism in government has not been pop

ular hitherto in the United States. We

boast of a government by the people, »•■

talk of the sovereignity of the citizen, anil

yet, whether a law is made by an autocrat,

a congress or a legislature matter* little, it

has precisely the same end in view and

reaches it; by the autocrat, with terrible

directness, by a limited monarchy and a

democracy, by a more circuitous route, but

in at least three objective points, results

are the same. All the autocrat can do, ur

the extreme of his power, is to take • 1 i lil*.

(21 liberty and Hi) property, and the mild

est government on the face of the earth,

regardless of name, can do and does the
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Baine things. We are not discussing pro

cesses, hait results. In the instances cited,

autocracy and democracy do precisely the

^ame things. The case admits of neither

sophism, technicality, nor special pleading:

the facts are as stated, and in both cases

the claim set up, is the supremacy of law.

In the United States, the people discuss

legislation. Here we have a free press and

free speech ; here, the people, excepting

always office-holders, parasites, lickspittles

and all the fawning crew of boot-lickers, are

not afraid of officials, from a coroner who

s> ts on a corpse to a president ; the people

have a fad that these officials are simply

servants, not masters, and yet these ser

vants (?) in congress and legislatures enact

laws as infamous as ever disgraced an auto

cracy. The machinery constructed by the

government by the people, crushes and

grinds and kills and robs, just the same as

a government by a czar, sultan or shah, as

we have remarked, with a little more cir

cumlocution, but ultimately reaching the

same result.

Let it be understood, that we are not de

fending autocracy, nor aristocrocy, nor any

other ocracy, except democracy, the su

preme will of the people, but it is, never

theless, true, that when legislation crushes

an individual, it does not matter to him or

her, whether he or she is the victim of the

decree of an autocrat or of a law enacted

by a body chosen by the people. If the

life of a man is taken, what matters it to

the victim who ordered his death ? After

the halter, the ax, or the bullet has done

their work, subsequent proceedings no

longer interest the victim, but between sen

tence and execution the condemned may if

he regards his sentence unjust engage in

very serious reflections however unprofita

ble they may be. If the subject of an

autocrat, having no voice in the govern

ment, he will not accuse himself of having

had any agency whatever in bringing about

his doom, and the same would be true if the

despot had deprived him of his liberty or

his property, having had no voice in shaping

the laws under which he suffers, he could

not reproach himelf for any dereliction of

duty, he simply had to submit in silence to

death, slavery and poverty as his master

might choose. But in a government like

ours, if by the operation of law calamities

overtook and overwhelmed him, he could

not submit without realizing that in some

measure he had been the author of the

misfortunes of which he complained. He

had lived in a land where the people were

the sovereigns, in a land where ballots de

termined everything, and if he voted for

vicious men and continued to vote for them,

he would be regarded in a measure, and a

very large measure, the author of the

calamities he bewailed and would be en

titled to precious little sympathy.

To this it has come. Legislation is largely

accountable for the national ills which are

now of such a formidable character as to

excite universal alarm, and the people who

have been choosing vicious representatives

are primarily responsible for every vicious

law upon the statute books; blinded by

partisian fealty, the people have for years

pursued a course which has at last pro

duced a crop of bitter fruits, and the end is

not yet to be seen. Men see the frowning

cloud and the vivid flash of the lightning,

and they hear the deep toned mutterings

of the thunder, and when any suggestion is

made by workingmen that a different class

of representatives are required to enact

wise and just laws, and to repeal vicious

and odious statutes, a subsidized press, and

bribe cursed and debauched men cry out

"politics, politics," as if there was some

other way out of the darkness into the

light, some other way from peril to safety

other than politics, something superior to

the ballot wielded by honest, conscientious

men. But there is no other method of re

lief that comporta with our system of gov

ernment. If our liberties are to be main

tained, if our institutions are to be perpet

uated, it must be done by a free, untram

melled ballot, and men must be in politics

if they vote at all, and when men can be

persuaded to vote for honest men pledged

to honest measures, plutocrats will cease to

rob, will cease to have at their beck and

call the armies of the states and of the

nation to aid them in their piracies upon

labor, and they will have a judiciary which,

under ermined robes will cease to hide an

untold amount of infamy.
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A MILITARY ERA.

Away back, some six or seven hundred

years before the dawn of the Christian era,

Ieaiah, the prophet, with a prophet's vision

saw, or thought he saw, a time when the

nations would " beat their swords into

plowshares, and their spears into pruning

hooks," when "nation would not lift up

sword against nation," and when they

would " learn war no more," and some six

hundred years after Isaiah's prophetic

words Christ was born, and the angels filled

the world with rapture when they sang,

" Glory to God in the highest, and on earth

peace, good will toward men." It would

scarcely be becoming to so much as intimate

that Ieaiah was the victim of hallucination,

but so far, though twenty-four centuries

have come and gone since he saw the dis

appearance of swords and spears, the na

tions are still learning war, and if here and

there swords have been transformed into

plowshares and spears into pruning hooks,

it has been because more effective death-

dealing weapons have been available, and

instead of "on earth peace," as the angels

proclaimed, the war spirit has dominated

the world, and never more complete!}' than

at present. Indeed, the present may very

properly be regarded as a military era.

We have no desire to write of the mili

tary establishments of European nations—

all Christians except a handful of Turks,

and all trusting to guns instead of gospel,

to powder rather than to prayer to carry

forward our Christian civilization. We are

particularly interested in the military af

fairs of the 1'nited StateB. True, as a na

tion, in our infancy, we were rocked in a

war cradle, and the music of the nursery

was supplied by fife and drum, the scream

of bullets and the bursting of bombs.

There were blood and carnage all the way

from Boston to Charleston. There was a

Continental army with Washington at its

head, and yet when the war was over and

England retired from the fray, the Conti

nental army disappeared as if by enchant

ment. There was no war spirit in time

of peace, because peace hath her victories

as renowned as war, indeed, far more re

nowned. Again, in 1812-15, when troops

were required, the people, who are the gov

ernment, supplied them, and when peace

was declared everything bearing the ap

pearance of war vanished. Again, in isfio-

66, the people responded, saved the union,

and this done, soldiers became citizens.

Standing armies are a menace to liberty,

hence, as a nation, we do not want one, and

will not tolerate such a machine to aid the

echemes of heartless, ambitious men. But

at this particular juncture ceaseless efforts

are made to infuse the American people

with what is called a " war spirit." Trne.

there is no war, nor a probability of war,

but there are thousands, soft- shelled lads,

dudes and donkeys, who are persuaded by

men of small caliber who are ambitions to

wear swords and parade for the delectation

of hoodlums, to enlist in what they call the

"home guard," the "state legion." This

would be innocent enough were it not for

the fact that these military nincompoops

are the creatures of designing men, corpor

ation plutocrats and mine owners who, by

the aid of high state officials, can use the

troops to perpetuate such outrages as their

greed may require.

The press, as is usual, comes to the rescue

and advocates more troops, better equip

ments, better guns with longer range, that

death may be more certain. They say the

times demand greater military power, but

a military power is autocratic, it is despotic

cruel, heartless, murderous, bloody, and

the only power which can reduce freemen

to slaves. Why is there such a clamor for

the establishment of such a power in the

United States of America? Where are the

enemies of our "God favored country''"

Who are these enemies? What is their

character .' What are their implement* of

warfare ? These are pertinent questions.

They go to the marrow of conditions. They

sink down into the soul of the nation like

lead in still waters. What answers are

made to these interrogatories ? They come

from every direction, north and south, east

and west, from cenfer to circumference

The enemies to be killed by the military

power are the workingmen of the country.

They are found in our mines. They <li|?

coal, iron, lead, zinc, quicksilver, copper,

silver and gold. The enemies of the coun

try are found at the blazing, roaring lorjw
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They are in all the factories where wheels

move by steam power or water power: they

are along all of the "SOO/XK) miles of land

and water transportation; peaceful, patient,

industrious, they constitute the power that

moves the world. Their implements of

warfare are the pick, the hammer, the en

gine, the ten thousand and one tools with

which workingmen build all the monu

ments that mark the country's progress

and glorify our civilization. To subjugate

such enemies is the high ambition of the

plutocrats who clamor for troops. Steadily

by degrees these enemies are being subju

gated by tbe standing armies of states and

of the nation. The dance of death and

ilegradation goes merrily on. The sublime

purpose of the war spirit now sought to be

aroused is the reduction of the wages of

workingmen and working women. To reduce

wages builds up fortunes on the one hand,

and on the other hand scoops out a deeper

ilegradation for the wretched victims of the

military power. The work is going bravely

on. Every year the law forges fresh mana

cles for labor, and now the suggestion is

that additional power shall be given the

military arm ; that it shall be larger and

have a more devilfish grasp ; that it shall

be stronger that it may strike a more death -

dealing blow. To increase the military

power, to whom do the plutocrats and their

fawning, lickspittle press propose to appeal?

To workingmen—and " tell it riot in Gath,

publish it not in the streets of Askelons,"

these plutocrats and their aiders and abet

tors expect to recruit their armies from the

ranks of workingmen. Since time begun

such an insult was never ofl'ered free men.

And now the question arises, how do work

ingmen treat the unspeakable insolence

. and indignity '.' To hear the reply is enough

to make all the pagan gods retire from the

business, enough to make a brass dog tuck

its tail between its legs and howl, for it is

a fact that workingmen, black, white and

yellow fall into line in this military force

and go forth to shoot workingmen whose

crime is that they resist degradation.

The theory that ours is a " government

of the people, by the people and for the

people," was once well founded. A change

has come. We cling to the shadow but the

substance is disappearing. We have the

shell but a in il i t ary serpent has about sucked

its last remaining liberty- sustaining prin

ciple. The government is rapidly becom

ing a military despotism. Laws are mule

to enrich the few and enslave the many,

and the military arm, already powerful, is

to be made more potent to trample upon

justice, crown and enthrone the wrong,

bludgeon truth to silence and exile right.

The crisis is here. It is possible for

workiDgmen to aid their enemies by join

ing the military, or the)- may by their bal

lots make for themselves a destiny of free

dom.

PROBABILITIES AND POSSIBILI

TIES.

There was never a period in the history

of labor, when probabilities and possibilities

were so entangled in men's minds as at

present. The most astute are unable 1o

map out a pathway to any goal, near or

afar, and the problems which confront the

most thoughtful are becoming every day

more complex and stubborn.

Men write and reason only to increase

confusion. Facts aresorepplant, that pro

babilities degenerate to possibilities and

suddenly become improbabilities, if not

impossibilities, when it is found necessary

to change front, choose some new road and

pursue it until again confronted with ob

stacles which will not yield, and then things

proceed while affairs grow worse by degrees,

and rapidly assume conditions which are

admittedly full of peril.

What are the probabilities for the future

of labor? Are they of a character warrant

ing the conclusion that its condition will

improve, or that it will be less prosperous

than at present—in a word, become worse?

Scanning the situation as a mariner surveys

the skies, what probabilities are discovered ?

Are not all probabilities merged into possi

bilities? Do men say this or that is prob

able, or that it is possible? Take, for in

stance, the question of wages. What is

probable? Is it likely that present rates of

wages will be maintained? Is it presumed

that wages will decline? Is it to be expect

ed that wages will advance ? In discussing

Buch propositions, if probabilities are about

equal, then they are contradictory and dis
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appear to give place to possibilities or to

chance ami everything is at sea—deep sea,

w In re there are no soundings, or navigators

of the labor ships are sailing amidst treach

erous currents and perilous surroundings.

Discussing probabilities, we mention ar

bitration, sometimes thought to be a pana

cea for labor troubles, a desideratum, the

one thing needful to take wrong from the

throne and place it upon the scaffold. Ar

bitration is as old as the eternal hills. It

is primal, has been in vogue since prehis

toric men disagreed about flints and furs.

A ibil ration fills the bill sometimes. To

arbitrate presupposes that one of the parties

demands more than simple justice requires,

and that concessions must be made by one

party or both. There are advocates of

arbitration, who are so much in love with

the theory that they would eliminate the

voluntary feature and introduce compul

sory, arbitrary arbitration, according to

statute, which is not arbitration in fact, or

as the term is generally understood, but

rather a court to hear and decide arbitrarily,

with penalties attached to enforce decisions.

It goes for little, or for nothing at all, to

contend that such arbitration settles the

disputed points. To say that a settlement

thus anived at is better for labor, is to

intimate that labor needs a guardian created

by law to take charge of its interests and

determine what is best for it. And here

tho question arises, is it probable that work

ing men will submit to such an arrange

ment andsurrender their right to determine

for themselves what methods shall be

adopted to protect their interests? We

think the probabilities are not in the di

rection of compulsory arbitration, though

there is a possibility of such a thing. It

would doubtless happen that a corporation

would cut down wages to an extent that

organized labor would revolt. In such a

case the compulsory arbitration law would

doubtless compel the aggrieved organized

workingmen to submit to the reduction of

wages or appeal to the arbitration law for

redress. Suppose the rate of wages was

$1 25 per day, and the corpoiation cut it

town to SI. IX)? Organized labor would seek

to show that $1.00 a day was insufficient

wages, but if the corporation would come in

and show it could have all the men it warn

ed at that price, what would the aibitra-

tors be likely to decide? Would they say

the corporation should pay $1.25 a day,

when the proof was that they could hire

men to do their work for $1 .00 a day ? True,

organized labor might show that the men

offering to work for convict prices were

scab*, but the corporation would insist they

were men, capable to perform the latwr

required, in which case the arbitrators

would be in a dilemma, and their decision,

if it had any effect at all, would be the cre

ation of a wage scale. Is it probable, or

even possible that workingmen will, by

their votes, encourage such a scheme ? That

non-union men may favor such an arrange

ment, it is both possible and probable, but

it ought not to be either probable nor pos

sible for union workmen to place in the

hands of any set of men the determination

of wages, upon which their lives, their lib

erties and their happiness depend. The

probable ought to be that workingmen

will not build scaffolds for their own immo

lation. Why should it be possible for a

body of organized workingmen to place io

the hands of one man the power to annul

the will of a majority of their number when

authoratively expressed? Such a thin?

beggars all ideas of the probable and en

thrones the wrong in human affairs, and

places the right on the scaffold, which makes

the most hopeful doubt, begets diatruaf

where there should be confidence and tbe

most courageous halt in their advance

This thing of conferring autocratic power

and surrendering in advance, ought tostaml

in the catalogue of possibilities. It ought

to be classed with the impossibilities.

Federation of labor organizations ba*

been for years the battle cry, and a feder

ation that would proclaim labor invincible

when contending against its foes is a possi

bility, just as it is possible for a time to

come when the lion and the ox will eat

straw together from the same stack, when

the ox will forget that it has horns and the

lion will cease using its paws, but to clars

such things as probabilities, or even possi

bilities smacks of hallucination. Why','

Because in the present condition of what is

called " human nature," the class riws su
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perior to the cause, and each for all and all

lor each, does not exercise sufficient sway

to create a probability, nor even a possibil

ity that any sort of a federation is at hand

which will make an iron worker, for in

stance, the champion of the rights of a cigar

maker, and thus on through the entire list

of trades. These are glowing theories a<1

infinitum and ad nanseum, but when an

emergency arises, men survey a desert

where not even a cactus, nor a sprig of sage

grasscf the practical appears. Worse, still,

perhaps, federation is used just as the devil

quotes scripture, tobegjile its votaries and

make conditions worse. Federation is pos

sible. We have it now, and have had it for

years past and gone, and men who are at

all thoughtful, in surveying the field and

contemplating results are reminded of the

"barren fig tree" with an abundance of

foliage and no fruit. Is it probable that

tli is sort of federation is to go on forever?

Certainly, it is possible. Men now, as in

tlic pas*, are wedded to idols, and the dif

ference between worshipping a stock or a

stone, and a form of federation that is inef

ficient, is scarcely apparent.

Is it probable that something better will

come? Is it possible for workingmen to

suggest an improvement upon federation?

We do not doubt it. We suggest consoli

dation of trades and callings. We mean one

government, one constitution, one supreme

law, one flag, one shibboleth—" Jalor omnia

rineet." With this consolidation labor or

ganizations become invincible. Are there

any precedents calculated to encourage and

inspire confidence? Assuredly. On every

page of authentic history there are examples

ol the conquering power of the consolida

tion of forces, and a government becomes

contemptible in the eyes of all nations,

where it is either incapable or neglects to

protect its humblest citizen againstoutrages

perpetrated by any other sovereignty. Is

it probable that labor will consolidate its

forces, and thus make it possible to protect,

even one of its members against outrage?

The verdict of the world, long since ren-

ilred, is that a nation never expands to

neater or sublimer proportions than when

with its consolidated power it redresses the

wrongs inflicted upon one of its citizens, and

an example or two furnished by the United

States of America illustrates our idea.

Some years ago a subject of the emperor of

Austria came to the United States and sim

ply declared bis intention to become an

American citizen. Soon after he visited

his native land, and was arrested, his

American citizenship was ignored, and he

was required to do military duty for a gov

ernment he had renounced. An American

battleship was in an Austrian port, and its

commander having learned that Martin

Costa, the American citizen referred to, was

in that city, demanded bis release and that

he should promptly be sent on board of his

Bhip and be placed under the protection of

the American flag. The authorities hesi

tating to obey the order, the battleship was

brought broadside to the city and her decks

cleared for action. Her guns were shotted,

and then came the order, "Send Martin

Costa, the American citizrn, on board my

Bhip or I'll bombard your city." It was

enough. The American citizen was rescued.

The name of an obscure man was given to

history. The right was vindicated. Amer

ican citizenship was made 1o mean some

thing, and American power and prestige

was something more than sounding brass.

Again, an utterly unknown American

citizen was wrongfully imprisoned by the

authorities of Mexico. H is liberation was

demanded by the American government.

Mexico hesitated. Then came an exhibi

tion of power on the Mexican border, and

the peremptory order to release the Amer

ican citizen. It sufficed, and the prison

doors swung open, and the prisoner was

free. The incidents related were premoni

tions of war in the event the humble and

obscure American citizens had not been

surrendered. These were exhibitions of

consolidated power to resist wrong and op

pression, and the world applauded. In

labor affairs, consolidated power on the

part of organizations would achieve the

same results, by different methods. There

would be no military display, no bujile

callB to sanguinary strife, but the power

exerted would not be less potential in se

curing beneficent results. When a corpora

tion oppressed a wiper, a trackman, or a

shopman, his case would at once concen
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Irate upon it the consolidated power of the

organizations. If it were a railroad the de

mand would be made to remove the burden

from the humble worker, and a refusal

would huBh to Pompeiian silence the in

dustry. True, there would be inconven

ience, but justice would demand the sacri

fice, the wrong would be taken from the

throne and placed upon the scalfold, and

he would be a degenerate American who

would not rejoice over such a victory.

It is possible to consolidate. It is possi

ble to enthrone the right. It is possible to

be true and brave and honest. What are

the probabilities'.' We think they are

cheering. We believe the outlook is hope

ful. We fancy we see the dawning of a

lietter day for labor in every field of toil.

Men are learning to analyze errors and

to eliminate them, and possibilities are be

coming probabilities. Entrenched errors

are hard to dislodge, but with consolidation

of the forces of labor such notable victories

would be won for the right, that men would

wonder as they contemplate the dreary

road labor has traveled to reach, at last, the

goal of Boccees.

CARNOT.

The president of the French republic was

believed to be a great and a good man. 1 'n-

der any circumstances, the civilized world

would have lamented bis death. But Presi

dent Oarnot did" not <lk. He was killed—

murdered—by an Italian mad dog, a human

wild beast, an anarchist. This makes the

taking off of the distinguished Frenchman

a horror. When a heartless despot who

murders, tortures and exiles the victims of

his power, is killed, free men show signs of

neither grief nor sympathy. Such autocrats

are simply monsters, and the great mass of

mankind breathe freer when they are dead.

President Carnot was not a despot. lie

ruled France to the extent of the power

conferred upon him by the people, and some

consolation is derived from the fact that his

murderer was not a Frenchman, indication

of the fact that, as president, Carnot was ac

ceptable to rranee.

An effort is made to show that the assas

sination of the French president has no po

litical significance, because all the crowned

heads of Europe make haste to send slob

bering messages of regret and condolence, m

if they had been deprived of a personal

friend—a royal game of Machiavelianism,

duplicity and cunning, which Frenchmen, at

least, understand. France stands forth as

a ceaseless menace to royalty, and all tie

shams and infamies perpetrated under the

dogma of a divine right to rule, and it mat

ters nothing what King Humbert or Em

peror William may say; they and all the

restof the crowned heads would be delighted

to see France again in the grasp of a revo

lution the result of which might be. France

once more a monarchy.

It is doubtless quite true that in the work

of exterminating anarchists all European

nations are in alliance, because anarchism

profess that it is their mission to kill them

when opportunities olfer, but, beyond this,

there is in Europe no friendship for France.

As for anarchists, they are the same, re

gardless of nationality, opposed to all law;

they are insane enough to believe that by

assassinating chief rulers and by throwing

bombs they can destroy law and government

and upon the ruins inaugurate chaos. They

are making little headway, though they do

create unrest and consternation. Anarch

ists have no respect for law. They are tbe

defiant enemies of law and order, and it is

here that a grave question arise*-. Are gov

ernments doing that which has a tendency

to create a disrespect for law? What are

the facts in the I'nited States? The press

of the country is ceaselessly pointing out

vicious laws, denouncing their authors, anil

holding them up to universal scorn and con

tempt. It does not help matters in the least

to say—as is said, " Such things are done

and said for partisan purposes." Indeed,

the fact only makes the situation worse—un

speakably worse. Not a legislature in our

forty states can assemble without being ac

cused of bribery and debauchery. Scarcely

a law is passed that is believed to be free

from the taint of corruption. What is the

result? It is to create a universal distrust,

a deep, all pervading belief that law-makere

are debased, unfaithful, and that the law*

they make nre vicious. In this we have the

bi>sis of anarchism. We state the case

mildly, l'roof is at hand, and it is over

whelming. The l'. S. senate, once held I"
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be the most august law-making body in the

world, is to day the synonym of all that is

iuiamous. Two great trusts, that of sugar

and that of whiskey, it is charged, domin

ate legislation, and certain senators are

named as traitors to principle. What is the

result? The nation is to have a tariff law

covered all over with infamy, blotched with

bribery, and universally condemned. An

archists despise law—all law, good and bad,

and, blinded by hate of bad laws, they are

unable to discover the good in any statute,

and condemn the entire code. It could

scarcely be expected that anything better

could result when the press of the country,

eecular and religious, independent and par

tisan, is ceaselessly condemning law and

the administration of law.

Recently, in the state of Indiana, a na

tional bank was wrecked, and hundreds of

depositors were reduced to poverty. The

president, a representative Christian in a

great church with two steeples, confessed

his guilt, lie had robbed his depositors of

at least $800,000. He lived in clover a foot

high. His home was palatial. He had stolen

it from confiding men and women. The law

fixed his penalty at from two to ten years

in the penitentiary, and the judge who sen

tenced him to six years almost choked with

sympathy when sentencing the old scoun

drel. When he arrived at the prison there

was another exhibition of profound sympa

thy, in which the warden made a consum

mate ass of himself. And, mind you, the

palatial home of the hoary old thief had

been transferred to Mrs. Bankwrecker,

while widows and orphans, in their rags, in

silence and sorrow, witness the game of law

in which a rich and religious thief wins the

pot. Men look on, and noticing how differ

ently a poor devil who has stolen a coat or

a side of bacon is treated, silently and some

times vociferously curse such exhibitions

of administration of the law. And prudent

men say, " Such things are well calculated

to make anarchists."

In connection with this case of bank-

wrecking were two prominent business

scoundrels who aided the president of the

bank to wreck it and get away with

$25,000. They were, like the president of

the bank, pillars in a fashionable church.

They were found guilty. The trial de

veloped that they were a brace of polished,

cultured, intellectual, religious scoundrels.

They gave liberally of their swag to aid in

building up Christ's kingdom on the earth,

they owned aristocratic pews in the eanctu-

ary, they contributed liberally to pay the

priest's fat salary. Two more rascally re

ligious disciples never paid tithes, or made

long prayers, but they were found guilty.

One was sentenced to ten, and the other to

six years imprisonment. Over these two

miscreants the divine who practiced the

ology for their benefit broke down and

went all to pieces. He followed the con

victs into court, into jail and into the peni

tentiary, and sobbed like a water plug all

along the line. But the religious rascals

had to go to the penitentiary, had to have

their heads shaved, had to be measured,

numbered, weighed and photographed,

wear stripes, dine at the fable d' hole and

sleep in a cell; hut here again the prison

officials exhibited their asinine qualities

of head and heart, and expressed regret

that they could not be treated in a way

more becoming their social status. Men

looked on in wonder and disgust. They

saw that, even in a penitentiary crime did

not level down ; that an educated, cultured,

religious scamp, creature saturated with

villainy, had a better show than a poor

devil, who, instead of stealing $325,000, had

stolen only $3.25. Such things bring law,

and the administration of law, into con

tempt, and are well calculated to produce

anarchists. But this is not all of the shame

ful business. The two religious rascals,

having lots of money saved out of the $825,-

000 stolen from the bank, could employ

high priced attorneys and at once a scheme

was set on foot to get the rascals out of

prison. They had been fairly tried before

an honest judge and by an honest jury,

had received their sentence and were in

carcerated. But that amounted to noth

ing. There was a higher court, and after a

few days of consultation the scamps came

out of prison, gave bonds and are as free

as other rascals who have served full time.

Here again the common people denounce

such laws and euch court proceedings—

their indignation is righteous. They say
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" such things make anarchists," and they

tell the truth. If it is desirable to arrest

the growth of anarchism it would be well

to put a stop to practices sanctioned by law

which create anarchists.

A MONEY POWER.

If we are to believe the half we hear and

read about the money power, of its cease

less grinding?, like the mills of the gods,

we would scarcely believe that the Ameri

can people by their votes have created and

still maintain one of the most colossal

money powers known to the civilized na

tions of the earth. Such is the fact, never

theless, and the national banks of the

United States constitute that money power

which workingmen indoree by their votes.

We have before us, as we write, the re

port of James II. Eckels, comptroller of the

currency, brought down to December 4th,

1803, and the figures we give may be re

garded as authentic, and it must be said

they ought to set men to thinking who in a

general, haphazard way discuss the "money

power."

On the :!Ist of October there were in the

country 4,o:iO national banks; of this num

ber 1,134 were in process of liquidation,

leaving at that date 3,700 in operation.

These banks are banded together in what is

called a national association. Their inter

ests are identical, touch one and you touch

them all. The national bank scheme was

one of the happiest ever devised for making

money easily, continuously, and in sums to

suit the most rapacious ambition.

These 3,706 national banks have capital

stock amounting to $695,558,120, represent

ed by 7,450,000 shares and held by :i00,000

shareholders. Putting the best possible

face on this money power, 300,000 persons

dictate the financial policy of 05,000,000 of

people; that is to say, less than five persons

in every 1,000 impose any burdens they

please on the other 005 persons, and this

privilege is conferred upon this select few

by the aid of the votes of workingmen.

These 3.70(1 national banks have $224,-

327,350 invested in U. S. bonds, upon which

they draw interest at the rate of 0, 2 and 4

per cent , yielding annually $8 660,237.

Deducting the investment in bonds, $224,-

327,350 to secure circulation, and govern

ment deposits, on which the government

pays interest, and they have of their capi

tal stock remaining $471,230,770 to loan out

at rates of interest ranging from 6 to 10 per

cent, the rate averaging, probably. 7 per

cent.

Of the $224,327,350 U. S. bonds deposited

with the government, $200,416,350 is to se

cure their notes issued to them by the gov

ernment, amounting S-ptember 30th, lHStS,

to$209,214,106. It will be well to remember

just here that the government pays the

banks interest on the bonds deposited t>>

secure the notes issued, that is to redeem

them when called upon to do so, and the

banks receiving the notes loan them out at

rates of interest, as hts been stated, of from

6 to 10 per cent., averaging 7 per cent. By

this it is seen that the national banks by

investing $605,558,120 in capital stock, tht-y

have $004,560,280 bearing interest as fol

lows: Bonds, $200,214,350; notes to loan.

$200,214,106, and the balance of their capi

tal Btock after purchasing bonds to secure

circulation, of $48*;, 131,770, of which the

notes, 3200,214,100, is absolutely a gift of

the government.

But this is not all. On the 31st of Octo

ber, 1803, these banks held $1 ,451,124,330 oi

individual deposits, and government tie-

posits amounting to $14,322,573, or a total

of deposits amounting to $1 ,465,406.003. If

to this amount is added surplus capita)

after purchasing bonds to secure circulation

and the bills issued by the government

upon these bonds, we have a grand sum

total of money controlled by these 3,7(»i

banks of $2. 100,842,830. More than the

entire sum of money of all description." in

circulation in the I'nited States, and if .ty

per cent, is kept on hand as a reserve u>

pay individual depositors, the remainder

amounts to the enormous sum of $1,440,-

501,802, upon which the people pay an

average of 7 per cent., or an annual interest

tribute of $100,839,332. This is what may

be styled a money power, created, fosteieil.

protected, and perpetuated by law, and

workingmen who rightfully complain of tie

degrading power of combined capital, bav*

been for years voting to maintain thi*

money power. This money power has <-on-

trolled both national and state legislature!.
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It has corrupted cabinets, congressmen and

senators. It has corrupted state legisla

tures and courts. Its crushing power has

been felt by all classes, but upon none has

it fallen with such disastrous consequences

as upon laboring men, as is seen at present

from the center to the circumference of the

country.

The national banks, as is seen by the sum

total of the money they control, can make

money scarce or plentiful as it may suit

their purpose. To use common phrases,

they can make money "tight" or "easy:"

they can create a panic* they can topple

over commercial or industrial enterprises

as the whim may take them. Their mana

gers constitute the plutocratic class, and

they have been known to threaten the gov

ernment if their demands were unheeded,

and still in numerous ways too devious to be

traced, the national banks, always with

more than a billion of cash under their

control, are doing things which, could they

he laid bare to the naked eye, would create

universal dismay, and the wonder would

he, why such money machines for creating

wealth and poverty were ever created, and

still greater amazement that they are per

mitted to exist.

It is often said by those who advocate the

national bank scheme, that they give the

people a sound and stable currency, intend

ing to be understood that, but for the na

tional banks, a sound and stable currency

could not be had. Nothing more fallacious

and false could be stated. A national bank

bill is good simply because the government

is behind, and the same is true of the

"greenback," the silver and the gold cer

tificate, all of which are as sound as the na

tional bank bill. The bank confers upon

its bills no value whatever, it is the gov

ernment. But it is held that because na

tional banks are creatures of federal law

they are entitled to special favor and con

sideration. Such a claim is utterly value

less, The records show that some of the

most stupendous frauds and villainies the

country has known have been perpetrated

by national banks, and the fact that the

federal examiners of national banks for the

purpose of keeping them straight, have at

last come to be regarded as a danger rather

than protection, since from collusion or ig

norance, examinations and reports of ex

aminers in numerous instances have aided

rascals to perpetrate astounding frauds.

But aside from such reflections, the point

we make is, that the national banks consti

tute a collosal money power, a consolidat

ed, resistless power which ought not to

exist, but which does exist by virtue of

law. To get rid of this consolidated power

votes must be cast for men who are opposed

to the power, and it is just here that the

question arises, will workingmen continue

to vote to perpetuate this organized, con

solidated and invincible power? If they

conclude that such a power is a menace to

liberty and to their own welfare, they will

be required to go into politics and vote

for men who will advocate measures to de

throne this money power. Will they do

it? The question is up for debate.

THE CRY FOR STATE HELP.

In the May Forum, we find two articles

(1) captioned " Necessity of State Aid to the

Unemployed " by Dr. Stanton Coit, (2) " The

Dangerous Absurdity of State Aid " for the

unemployed, D. Mc. G. Means.

In these two articles, reasoning and con

clusions differ widely. Every observation

seems to have been made from stand points

which were so remote from each other, that,

what one saw, or thought he saw distinctly,

was totally obscured from theother's vision.

It is a case in which both cannot be right

but in which both may be wrong. Dr. Coit

advocates state, or municipal, aid because

" hunger undermines and destroys the will

power and intelligence of a man more rap

idly than support by charity;" hence, "men

are wrong wrho prefer starvation, as they do

to begging," and Dr. Coit further remarks

that " we must not forget that to feed the

able bodied and to clothe them still allows

next to the worat of all calamities to fall

upon them and crush out their manhood."

Here is a dilemma. "Men are wrong " says

Dr. Coit " who prefer starvation to begging."

and men who beg lose their manhood, or it

is "crushed out of them." What is best

for the idle man—starve, or have his " man

hood crushed out of him?" It were far

better to starve than to lose one's manhood.

The Dr. further says, "The moment idle
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ness, though at first enforced, becomes In

habit agreeable, that moment a deteriora

tion, a decay, of a man's character sets in

at the very root," and, according to I>r. Coit,

it requires only eighteen weeks to reduce

an idle man from respectability to " loafer-

dom, drunkenness, vagrancy and crime."

Therefore, says Dr. Coit, " it is evident that

tnere is only one wise method of bringing

relief to the able bodied unemployed," and

that is " giving wages in return for work."

That solves the problem. But, unfortu

nately, not more than one out of every

hundred can find the work and the wages,

for he says, referring to conditions in New

York City, where an effort was made to

supply " relief work " to the unemployed,

" it has been heart-rending to have to turn

ninety- nine away for every i<i«man to whom

we could give relief work, yet this was the

ratio at which employment was found for

the idle by the New York relief commit

tees." Hence the conclusion that ninety-

nine out of every one hundred were forced

into" loaferdom, drunkenness, vagrancy

and crime."

As relief committees could not find work

for the idle, and as private individuals had

no work, or not sufficient work for the idle,

it became a fierce, a terrible neceesity for

the municipality (the state) to come to the

rescue, and find work for the idle. If this

is not done, then the state or the munici-

ipality must face conditions armed with

teeth and claws, to do what imperatively

requires an immensely increased armed

force of police, deputy sheriffs, deputy mar

shals and soldiers, all to be paid by the state

out of funds obtained by taxation. To kill

the idle reduces the number to be fed and

clothed; as many as are killed are out of

the way; " subsequent proceedings interest

them no more." It costs something to bury

them even if they are buried like dogs, but

the wounded must be cared for; our Christ

ian civilization of bullets instead of ballots,

is still sufficiently vigorous to saw off legs,

set splintered bones and bandage the

wounds of the idle as they by degrees sink

to " loaferdom, drunkenness, vagrancy and

crime." To arest them, try them, convict

them and send them to prison, is also ex

pensive, and after all the poor devils have

to be fed and clothed bv the state. True,

they can be set to work in prisons, whereby

a gang of contractors get rich, and prison

made goods are forced upon the markets

at prices which create idleness and supply

more candidates for " loaferdom, drunken

ness, vagrancy and crime." Hence, as a

mere economic proposition, would it not be

better for the state, for cities, to find work

for the idle, though money had to be bor

rowed to pay the wages ?"

Mr. D. Mc. <.;. Means takes no stock in

such a theory as Dr. Coit advances. It is

not required, in referring to the Funtm arti

cles, to do more than tersely state the main

points of the positions: Dr. Coit advocates

state aid to give the idle work and wages.

Mr. Means asserts that to invoke state ai<l

to give the idle work and wages, is both

dangerous and absurd.

It may be well to say just here, that just

in proportion as the number of the idle in

creases danger increases, and if the number

of idle men have reached a sum total so

great that opportunities for work and wages

are not sufficient to meet requirements,

then in such a contingency any effort on

the part of the state or municipality to meet

the deficiency, is both wise and prudent,

rather than absurd, unreasonable or ridicu

lous—indeed, the danger and the absurdity

attaches to a policy which denies work ami

wages to idle men.

Mr. Means indulges in sweeping asser

tions, designed to belittle the startling farts

which confront Americans on every hand,

relating to the vast number of the unem

ployed. We do not hesitate to admit that

there is a large number of men out of em

ployment voluntarily, who could, if they

would, immediately resume work, provided

they would accept wages, which, though

perhaps sufficient to keep protesting and

agonized souls in famished bodies, are never

theless the wages of slaves and not oi free

men. We shall not attempt an argument

to disprove that labor organizations are an

imated by the spirit of true and patriotic

Americans in striving to maintain wage* at

a point that will furnish them simply a re

spectable living, and therefore refuse to

work for wages that brings upon them 1'ag"

degradation and makes labor a hissing and

a by-word in the mouths of men like Mr

Means. We willingly admit there are mjoI>
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American workingmen out of employment,

and American liberties and American insti

tutions have no firmer guarantee of perpet

uity than is found in this resistence to

wide spread national degradation.

Mr. Means boastingly points to the fact

that the consumption of coal, so necessary

to the country's prosperity, is in active de

mand, and points to the fact as a standard

by which to measure industrial prosperity,

l>ut he fails to ask the pertinent question :

Why should, say 400,(KX) miners, be degrad

ed to pariahs, to peons, to helots, that those

who use the coal may riot in luxury? If

coal is so essential, why not pay those who

• lig it at the peril of life and limb, a fair

price for their work ? We do not overlook

what Mr. Means says of the building trades,

the members of which in the city of New

York champion rates of wages that rescue

them from lairs, and their lives from a per

petual horror. But aside from such cases,

there are a vast multitude of men, who are

idle, made so by no fault of their own, by

circumstances and conditions they had no

hand in creating, but who, on the contrary,

are the victims of circumstances and condi

tions creatfd by the ilale, by the government

Mate, federal and municipal. These victims

of usury were at work in factory, shop, forge

and mine—in enterprises of transportation

by sea and by. land—when, suddenly and

without warning, by the effect of vicious leg

islation, multiplied thousands of working-

men were forced into idleness. The state, by

which we mean legislation, was responsible

for the calamities. The rich controlled the

state. The state was bribed and debauched,

and for the ills which now afflict vast num

bers of workingmen, the state is chiefly

responsible. This being true, what is the

duty of the state? If the United States, or

any of its great cities, like Canton and Hong

Kong were in the grasp of the " black

• lenth " plague, and hundreds were dying

daily, the state would promptly furnish aid.

The state has set the example already when

some great calamity has befallen commun

ities, though the visitation was caused by

what is technically termed, the " act of

God," by furnishing aid, and now, when

multiplied thousands are idle, and are rap

idly descending, as Dr. Coit says, to " loaf-

erdoni, drunkenness, vagrancy and crime,"

the obligation of the state to come to the

rescue is demanded by every consideration

of right, justice and humanity. The danger

lies in refusing, not in granting the aid.

Just how states or cities could provide the

necessary work, it is not required that we

should point out, ways to do it are numer

ous. The proposition is not impractical,

and where there is a will there is a way,

and that way is far preferable to calling

out the military, both an expensive and a

murderous way.

The first step should be taken by the gen

eral government, because there is the high

est authority for saying, that the general

government, the supreme state, is chiefly

responsible for the devastating causes of

idleness with which the country is afflicted.

This state aid, let it be understood, is not

advocated as a fixed policy to be continued

indefinitely, but to meet an emergency to

rescue citizens, who have been forced into

idleness, from lives of vagabondage—some

thing worse than death.

WHAT MINERS SAY.

Some weeks since, three men, represent

ing the coal miners at Streator, 111., sent to

Gov. Altgeld a communication deprecating

the power and the piracies of corporations.

They said :

"They (the corporations) oppress and wrong the

people, and the state clothes them with the power

by which they do these things. They anticipate de

mands and take possesion of opportunities, and

there seems to be nothing left for the people but to

do theirbidding. The state having made them pow

erful for the creating and tin* gathering of wealth

away from the many towards the few more fitted and

crafty, can not the state devise a way by which they

can be used to serve honorably and profitably the

less fortunate many, upon whose patriotism the state

needs must depend? We find ourselves unable to

cope with our surroundings, and we view with re

gret our growing dissatisfaction and rebellious spirit.

We are practically denied the right of contract, and

we daily witness the departure of our personal inde

pendence and consequent decline of our ambition

and manhood."

Our literature, from the farmer's al

manac, to volumes of political economy, by

authors great and small, is rilled with dis

sertations on money and morals, riches and

rascality, land and larceny, poverty and

progress, plutocrats and penitentiaries, and

yet, we fail of remembering in any publi

cation, in any lecture or address, in any

speech in congress or elsewhere, or in
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any message of president or governor, any- This rate or increase, in « few state*. neariiW
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ded, and makes no effort to remedy the 8aid Pr«ident BrinkerhofT, if this cam

wrong-until, finally, the conclusion is that Pr<**eds f«r another forty yeara, as it did

the corporation is the state, and uses its from ,8">0 t0 1Si,°' " Mene> Mene" W

money power to corrupt and debauch leg- rPbarBln wlU be wntten uPon the b"-

islatures, as the sugar trust uses its power <»uet bal1 of lhe ^public," an.l what is the

to debauch the United States Senate till meanin8 of tbe *""»'« woida? "<.od

that august body stinks in the nostrils of hath numbered thy kingdom and finuhed

the nation. The miners say they are una- lL ' "Tbou art weighed in the balance

ble to cope with their surroundings; that is and found wantin&. ' "™7 kingdom u

to say, they must go down to degradation dlvlded and *iven t0 the Medee and ['w'

with a wail in their throats-their high Biane" r™d*nt BrinkerhofT is of tbe

ambition thwarted and their manhood de °Pinion tbat unlees there ie an M ta tht

stroyed. What then? Vagabonds and flood of cnme- the coantly ie doome,i

slaves. The picture is repulsive-it is full Povert-v is tbe Parent of crime CorPw

of terror-butit is true to fact and to life t,0D8< Bay the *tr<>at°r mlner»- "opprw

and the lines are growing darker every day and wron* tbe PeoPle" They tel1 **

contemplating such conditions, the cor- trutb- Tbe 8tate create8 the corporation*,

poration grinding like the mills of the gods but doeB not re8tram them' oPPf<*»0n

and defying the state, or more properly, in and wronK breed ">mma!e. wb° «» 8U?

partnership with the state, what more na- the 8keleton hand like that which wrote

tural than that crime should increase? To upon the pla8t6r> BelBhaxzer e doom and

show the ratio of the increase of crime in tbe doom of his kioB,ioln'' The ^

the United States, it may be well to repro- P°rat,on ia banqueting in gilded palaces,

duce the remarks of President BrinkerhofT and the wealth which P»rcb"es their wine

of the National Prison Congress which was and their laxurieB is wruDB ^ "<>PPr«sion

recently in session at St. Paul. The figures and wron« from tbeir ^ploye*. We

are startling. President BrinkerhofT said: need a chan«e of ™Ien-hone»t men in

"That crime is on the increase out of proportion offiVe> men who wl11 extract the fan?* of

to population is indicated in many ways, but for the corporations and blunt their claws and re-

country as a whole the United states census is tin- strain their rapacity. Can we have the

most reliable snide. Let ns look at it br decades: u__„o \-_„ n„„o o • u- .i• . change? ies. flow? By wielding in the

Year. Primnett. imputation. interest of right and justice the all voo-

1850 ..... . . ^,737 i out of s.44| quering weapon, the ballot. WiU work-

1S70 ...'..'.'.'.' :i>'.:m i out of i!i:i ingmen use the ballot for that r.arpo*e '
1HH0 oSl.liOV 1 out Of SV) r. .u ,u _mi

1890 tfisa i out of t.-.t If they are wiBe they will.
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The Heart of the Labor Problem.

Mr. Editor:—The Magazine for May con

tains an editorial captioned, "The Labor

Problem," from which is to be understood,

as a general principle, that labor cannot

expect to gain any advancement of its own

interests hy a study of political economy or

the science of government, or by taking an

active part in politics : and that all its

power should be used to solidify, unify, and

federate, so as to secure honest, fair wages.

No member of labor's ranks can offer any

objection to unifying, solidifying, and fed

erating, as labor organizations, so as to se

cure honest, fair wages ; but the man who

thinks that this alone will solve the labor

problem is sadly mistaken.

There are more laboring men and women

in this country to day, by millions, thin

there are jobs for, and', consequently, men

are roving over the country like a band of

vagabond, masterless dogs, existing by char

ity or theft, some of them on the way to

the national capital in the form of a "peti

tion in boots," to beg or demand employ

ment of the government - something it can

not give them, unless it robs somebody else

to do so. Nevertheless, it may do this, for

it is a good hand at the robbing business.'

How can these unemployed, homeless, pen

niless outcasts unify, solidify, or federate

so as to compel anybody to give them em

ployment at any wages, to say nothing of

honest, fair wages ? And how can those

who are lucky enough to have employment

unify, solidify, and federate as close as they

may, compel capitalists or others to open up

industries for their employment, or main

tain honest, fair wages tor themselves in

the face of so many idle men who are eager

to work for merely enough to keep soul and

body together? They must, however, in

such a situation, do one of two things,

either of which will reduce their wages.

They must support the idle men by contri

butions, or accept the wages for. which the

idle men would go to work.

The latest news from C/ipple Creek, this

state, where a hot tight has been going on

between the miner's union and the mine

owners for honest, fair wages, with deputy

sheriffs to assist the mine owners and the

militia to preserve order, is to the effect

that the strike is settled on these terms :

The miners are to get three dollars a day

for eight hours' work, and the mine owners

have the right to hire non union men.

It requires no very brilliant mind to see

that that is a practical defeat for the union.

And so it mmt ever be as long as men have

to remain in enforced idleness : and there

will be men in enforced idleness so long as

our present political and economic system

is allowed to stand.

"We hold," says the Magazine, " that,

primarily and fundamentally, the labor

problem involves wages, and that when

wages are adjusted upon a basis of justice,

the labor problem is practically solved."

No, not "practically," but absolutely solved,

Mr. Editor, for when justice is done, all is

done that can be done by man or nature.

But what is a basis of justice ? Can justice

be based upon anything but the law of

equal freedom? And can the law of equal

freedom exist, or be practiced, under such

laws and institutions as we have to-day?

Surely not. How, then, can we, under

these conditions, secure fair, honest wages?

'How can we tell what they are? We can

never ascertain what they are by any arti

ficial standard of measurement. Nature

has furnished the true standard by which

alone wages can be measured, and when

ever man interferes with that standard in

justice results and disorder and misery

follow. Fair, honest wages is all that a

man can or will produce under conditions

of equal freedom, in which he has free ac

cess to the natural elements from which all

wages, and everything else, is produced,

which he can retain for himself, and not be

compelled to part with any portion of it to

support plutocracy or monopoly. Evidently,

then, honest, fair wages can never be ob

tained except by free access to nature's re

sources and the enjoyment of the right to

freely trade the products of one's labor

with all others who may wish to trade with

him.

The Magazine says : " The day a work-

ingman receives what he believes to be

just wages, with him the labor problem is

solved ; and it never will be solved until

just wages is secured. If this is true, and

wre challenge denial, why waste time and

breath over minor questions ? Why clamor

for the single tax? Why run mad over

nationalism, another term for paternalism?

Why resolve to go pell mell into some new

fangled political party? Why get hoarse

over the initiative and referendum?" It

often happens that we believe things that

are not true, and our believing them will

not make them true, for no amount of be

lief will alter the nature of fact; so that

no matter how strong a workingman may

believe that he is getting fair wages it will

not make him to be getting it, any more

than a belief on the part of a slave that the

institution of slavery was right made it so,

nor will such a belief solve the labor prob

lem for him who holds it, nor for anybody

else, because it is error, and error can

never perform the functions of truth. We

clamor for the single tax because it is right

and simply just, and the only thing that

will ever solve the labor problem ; for it is

the law of equal freedom, is scientific, and,

therefore, absolutely correct. We clamor

for it because it will procure for every man

the entire product of his labor, which is his
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" honest, fair wages," and we know that

nothing else will do it ; and because it will

prevent the millionaires escaping taxation

on all but five per cent, of their property,

thereby throwing the burden of support of

government upon the poor man who is

taxed upon ninety five per cent, of his

property, as is shown by the Chicago Times

and editor Stead, in his book, " If Christ

Came to Chicago," to be the case in that

city, and every intelligent man knows that

it is only a type of all other cities. We grow

hoarse over the referendum because it also

is right, and because we who grow hoarse

over it hate this slave-breeding government

which is neither more nor less than the

tool of plutocratic thieves and robbers that

they use in their nefarious operations of

beating down labor to the earth and taking

from it that which it has produced, and

which belongs to it only. We hate it with

that intense hatred which all liberty-loving

persons, who know what freedom is and

what it means, must feel for all forms of

oppression, tyranny and slavery. We grow

hoarse over it because we want, in fact as

well as in theory, a government of the

people, for the people, and by the people, in

stead of a government by monopoly) plutoc

racy and thieves ; and because we want to

vote directly for our laws and know what

they are ; bo that we can live up to them

and thereby avoid litigation of all sorts, and

the support of hordes of thieving lawyers

and prostitute judges, which are merely so

many clubs in the hands of our soul, body

and freedom murdering masters.

I ijuote again: ''Why should labor

writers and speakers be constantly repeat

ing the stale platitude that ' capital has

rights as well as labor'."" Because they

are ignorant of the truth, or else too cow

ardly to speak it. They are mere bread

and butter speakers and writers, and are,

therefore, false guides for men who are

seeking the truth, and are sure to lead them

to their destruction. And such leaders and

speakers must soon step aside and give way

to the genuine article. The blind have fol

lowed the blind, or hypocritical, who have

led them in a circle within the corral fence

of slavery long enough to their own injury.

The demand is now for leaders, speakers,

and writers of principle—men of loftier

minds, nobler sentiments and a higher

order of intelligence, having clear knowl

edge of the truth, who will breakdown the

slave pen fence and lead us out into the

middle of the road to freedom, and keep us

marching therein until we reach our proper

goal—liberty. Such men will have millions

for principle, but not a cent for policy, and

all intelligent men will fall in fine behind

them. There is no scab in this country to

day whose conduct is more injurious to the

rights and interests of labor and labor

unions than the workingman who cannot

or will not study the science of political

economy and government. 1 make no ex

ceptions.

/'. II". Munahan.

Grand Junction, Colo.

THE CHA.BZTX BALL.

Have you over attended n charity bull.

Where n parvenu crowd ruled the roost in some hall.

'Mid the blare of the music and sound of the gODg.

Tripping lightly the gayly fantastic along*

If you haven't then list, and in second hand style

I will angle about for the edge of a smile,

As I sing you some sighta that were witnessed by all.

On the memorable night of our charity ball.

They were panieky times, and the lowlv and poor

Needed clothing and food. How wius best to secure-

A sufliciency worried the brains of us all,

Till by vote some agreed on a charity ball.

There was deafening applause. Antediluvian toes

Soon were limbered for whacking the floor with ilieir

blows.

Then the price of admission was fixed, and tb< niylit

i if the ball they were full of the greatest delight

When the strains of tiie orchestra flouted along,

oh. they ravished our souls like voluptuous «me:

And the grand march wasstarted by Kcginald Revere

And his wife in the lead—they are venders of lieor-

t'losc behind them came Andy MoNulty and Jane.

People say in their spite: "She is touched In the

Drain."

Jennie Skinner and shop-lifting Judy of vorc.

Floated by with their t'ect scarcely touching the floor.

Jerry Ferguson marched with the widow Leroiie.

In their footsteps came Tommy and Delia Molonc.

Hilly Edwards, the butcher, and " Foxy the hog."

With their wives came along at a liog trotter's jug.

Phillip Fraser, the artist, and Nettie Metiee

I'nssed uproarously by. praising tills our first spree

( hai ley Maxwell and Jennie uext strode on the floor.

So conceited, forgetful of when they were poor.

To and I'm. here and there floated couples about

Kverv nabob we had in the parish was out,

lluttte Flatfoot. Kit Dorun, Jole Somem and Nell

And their partners—their names I'm unable to tell.

They were queens—in their minds—and tlie> inlm

fcked the style

Of the fisliion'plate panes. F.ach one when »he >1

smile

Thought the sun had just risen, so rank was her gall.

On that night of all nightsat our charity ball.

When the frolicking ceased anil the eating begun.

Holy Moses, 'twas then we had elegant fun :

Some had napkins tucked under their chins and Rome

more

Dropped them on" from their plates noath their »«»

on the tloor ;

Some would slaughter the victuals and eat with llitir

knives, 9

And some liuslmnds. the idiots, would spoon feed

their wives,

.some with forks picked their teeth, and the urmI »if

the ciowi!

Would make Hottentots say they wen- vulgar and

loud.

They let etiquette go to thedevil. and I

Didn't care any more on their actions to sp>.

Thev iiirain took the floor, and they belted awn>

In the wait/, and quadrille till the dawning of day

Kre they purled they gathered around Hi a ring

And by vote they decreed every year they would brtnx

Out their forces again in response to the call

of the friends of the poor for« charity ball.

Dress parading themselves was their ohlefcM dt*trr.

Little cared they if victuals or raiment or fire

The receipts of the blow-out would larvrly prwurr.

For the least of their thoughts were bestnurd on lti<

poor:

But who wore the best silks and the costliest Ian

And the richest of sables with stateliest gra<»

Was a matter which filled them with en\y anil »w».

liolug home full of gossip and hate in the morn

Snna>/« Jfoa"1''
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Just a lew People.

The census bureau took from every

family in 22 states and territories answers

to the questions whether it owned or hired

the farm or home occupied, and the extent

af the incumbrance on owned farms and

domes, if any, with the value of the prop-

arty. The results are believed by the

Springfield Republican to be fairly represen

tative of the whole country. Assuming

this to be so, 32 per cent, of the farm fami-

liee aod 03 per cent, of the home families

in the country are tenants. Among farm-

owning families :!0 per cent, carry mortgage

debts averaging SI,130 on farms whose

average value is Si, UK); among homeown-

ing families 20 per cent, carry incum

brances averaging SI. 130 on homes valued

on the average of $.".,254. The census will

show the number of farms to be about

4, oOO.OOO, leaving s, loo, 152 families occupy

ing homes that are not farms. Mr. Holmes

confines his wealth estimates here to prop

erties valued at less than $5,000. Such

farms encumbered constitute so per cent.

in number and 52 per cent, in value of all

encumbered farms, and such encumbered

homes constitute 82 per cent, in number

and 4fi per cent, in value of all encumbered

homes. The census did'not take the values

of unencumbered farms and homes, and

the percentage in the other case are adop

ted here as probably the tiuth.

According to the estimates tabulated by

Mr. HolmeB, 91 per cent, of the families of

the country own no more than about 20

per cent, of the wealth and 0 per cent, own

71 per cent, of the wealth. And Mr.

Holmes believes his estimates do not over

state the case against the poor. These con

clusions are about as dubious as any which

have been reached in the study "of this

question. Proceeding to divide the richer

;i percent, of the families as between the

rich and moderately well off. Mr. Holmes

takes the New York Tribune'* list of mil

lionaires i-1,047i, and gives them an aver

age of about $3,600 000—this estimate being

also partlv based upon the results of

Thomas O. Sherman's claims in the same

line. This gives to the 4,047 very rich

families or three hundredths of 1 per cent,

of all the families, about $1 2,000,000,000 or

20 per cent, of tbe nation's wealth, and

leaves the remaining property of the na

tion (51 per cent. 1 to 0 per cent, of the

families, including the comparatively few

millionaires. The result seems incredita-

ble to Mr. Holmes. That 4,017 families

. should possess nearly as much wealth—

seven tenths as much at least—as 11,503,-

XS7 families is, indeed, rather startling.

But it is probable, he contends, that the

statement is approximately correct. Ex

cluding the millionaires, the wealth of the

I,0U2,21S families lying between them and

the great mass of people holding property

valued at less than $5,000 becomes an aver

age of $28,000 a family, which seems large

for so many, but which, Mr. Holmes goes

on to demonstrate, must be about the case.

—Detroit \eiex.

An Innocent Crook.

A few days ago two men were arrested

for smuggling opium, says the Chicago

Herald. Similar business has been of fre

quent occurrence, and the almond-eyed

celestial is quite often the beneficiary there

by, since he is able to buy the article when

it is in the bands of the government much

cheaper than he would under any other

circumstances. The two men in question,

it seems, had been run to cover through in

formation given by the celestial. After the

case had been made against the brace, one

of them said to an officer :

" Well, it serves- me bloody well right for

goin' into such a t'ing. .See? I was roped

in and I took to it and give up a ffood,

legitimate business that I was in, and here

I am, bloomin' idiot that I was."

The fellow's manner indicated a sincerity

which interested the custom house inspec

tor and he askf d the man :

" What was the legitimate business you

were in before you made this false step? "

"Liftin' pocketbooks, sir."

When the time came to hand them over

to the lockup the inspector said to the same

fellow: "This is a pretty good valise you

had that opium in, and as I am shy a valise

1 guess I'll take it, as you will have no use

for it for a while."

The man looked at t he inspector and said

in a pleading way : "Say, don't do it. Don't

take me trunk. 1 has lessons for keepin'

it. When I git out of this scrape I'll pinch

you one that 11 suit you as well.

A Heavy Strain.

Wife- -Is my husband's condition serious?

I>octor—Rest will cure him. He is suf

fering from brain strain.

"There! 1 told him he ought to hire a

real estate agent to do it."
'• I>o what?"

" We concluded to let our country house

for the summer, and my husband insisted

on writing the advertisement himself."—

Xetr York Weekly.

Caution Necessary,

Grateful Customer— I am glad to see you

keep your hands as well as your razor scru

pulously neat and clean.

Tonsorial Artist.—Yes, sir. We're obliged

to. A barber never can tell when he's in

danger of catching the measles or some

thing of that kind from a customer. Sham

poo, sir?—Chicago Tribune.
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OLD.JOXES, l'lO WMAX.

Across the cornfield marched old Jones.

And as the plough out through the furrow.

He sang a hymn in dulcet tones

That sent the chipmunk lo his burrow :

" ("Mas 'n did my Sa-vyer blee—

Dand 'id my suvren di-ee.

Woe de devote that sacred h—

; nation !"

The solemn crow fl»w o'er the Held.

Nor paused to hear the language spoken :

But glad sunlight the cause revealed—

I'pon a root the plough had broken.

0 6 a * o

Another point is s3t in place,

And once again sweet hope is springing—

( lid deacon Jones, the soul of grace,

The solemn stave once more is singing :

" W'-th /it fur crimes tha ti have done

He gmaned upon that tree-ee?

1'tn-ma zing pit tee gra sun none.

An dlove beyond—!"

The bluejay screams his wild delight.

The blacksnake hides amid the brambles.

By the fierce language put to flight.

The gray squirrel up the chestnut scrambles;

For sin is lurking in the path.

As roots beneath the furrow hiding,

E'er re*dy to distort with wrath

A faith the'flrmesc, most abiding.

£o sang old Jones—ani so mav we

*m> singing dowi: life's yielding meadows.

our faith turn skyward, just as he—

Nor fear the touch of sinful shadows.

Hut when the trial comes, ah. then

We fall, like Jones, and raise a ruction :

And rave and roar, like o!her men.

Whene'er life's {dough meeUnn obstruction.

— CtrwUind I'lain ItcaUr.

Black Snakes are Fond of Wild Oats,

" If it hadn't been that there was a bounty

of $2 a head on wild cats then," said I'ncle

Joe Vondersmith. of York county, Penn

sylvania, "it wouldn't have cost me a cent

to learn that blacksnakes were fond of wild

fats. Ah it was, it cost roe $20. Hut I

s'pose the knowledge I got was worth the

price.

" I used to peddle through the lower

counties and down through Maryland.

Those are great districts for snakes, es

pecially blacksnakes and copperheads. It's

fun to see folks doing their haying down

through there, especially when they're

loading it after it is cut and cured. A man

will take up a forkful of dried grass, but he

won't pitch it on the wagon right away.

He gives it three or four peculiar shakes to

rattle the snakes out of it. If four or rive

■copperheads don't tumble out the man

ain't satisfied, and gives the hay another

shake. It's worth going a long journey to

see 'em load hay down there.

"They never speakabout big blacksnakes

in that country. There's no use of it, be

cause there ain't any little blacksnakes.

At least you never see one, unless you call

one nine feet long a little- one. They don't

run much finer than that. If one is killed

smaller than that it is toted around as a

curiosity. It was in that stretch of territory

that I learned to talk intelligently about

the partiality of blacksnakes for wild cats.

I was driving along one day through a

Bcrubby piece of wo >ds near the York

county border, and hearing a peculiar noise

at the side of the road I got out of my

wagon to investigate. In a hollow stump I

found nine wild cat kittens almost as big as

full grown house eats.

'"Ha! ha! ' I says. ' Here's $18 for me,

sure enough ! '

" While) I was busy appropriating the

scrambling and scratching young cats, out

of the woods came the mother of the litter,

and mad* rijiht for me. I put two or three

pistol balls into her, and that was all there

was of the fight.

" ' Have to call it S20, now,' I says, and I

tumbled the old cat's carcass into the wagon,

and put the nine kittens in by her. They

snuggled down meek as mice, and I started

on, feeling good.

" 1 bad gone a mile or so when I happen

ed to look back along the road and saw a

big black streak coming toward me like a

hurricane. I knew what it was in a second.

It was one of the famous blacksnakes of

that district. I put whip to my horse,

thinking I might get away from my pursuer,

but I didn't know the qualities of those

snakes. This one closed up the space so

fast that he was almost at the hind wheels

of my wagon before I had run five rods. 1

thought, of course, that the snake wanted

me, and I quickly turned over in my mind

what was best to be done to save myself.

Having often read of travelers pursued by

wolves tossing dogs and other things from

their sleds as sops to the wolves, thus gain

ing time and distanc, a happy thought

struck me and 1 grabbed a wild cat kitten

and tossed it out to this snake to see how it

would work. It worked first rate. The

snake stopped. I whipped up my horse.

Looking back I saw the snake getting ready

to envelop the kitten, and I thought I wis

saved. But just then out of the woods at

one side of the road whizzed another black-

snake as big as the first and went to climb

ing right up into my wagon. I grabbed

another kitten and chucked it out, and had

to groan a little, for it wai another $2 con

tribution to snakes.

"Then away I went again, hoping to save

the rest of the prize money. By and by I

looked back to see bow the land lay. It

wasn't laying at alb It was all torn up by

four more immense blacksnakes, which

were putting in their bestlicks to catch me,

not more than one hundred yards in the

rear. I threw another kitten out suppos

ing the four snakes would stop and have a

squabble for it. Hut they didn't. Unegot

it, and the other three came right on. Aid

more snakes came out of the woods and
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joined in the chase. I saw it was no use.

ami go I stood up, my horse g>ing at full

jump, and fed thtm snakes wildcat kittens

until the whole nine were gone, and I was

$18 out.

'" I was pretty near out of the woods by

thia time. I could see the clearing right

ahead.

" * I'll save the old dead cat, l>y gum! ' I

save, ' and clear up fl' out of this, anyhow !'

" lint I was overhauled l>y a tremendous

bip blacksnake before I got to the end of

the woods, and I knew by the hump on him

that he had at least two of the kittens in

side of himself already. I had to give up

the old cat. and went out of those woods

into the clearing a humming. I looked

back and saw the whole caboodle of snakes

having a grand old rough-and-tumble over

the body of the mother wildcat, but I

didn't stay to see how it came out. So I

found out by personal observation that

blacksnakes are fond of wildcats, but it

cost me $20."

Something of a Flat Spot,

(ieneral Superintendent Bradley, of the

West Shore, tells an amusing story of his

early railroad life.

It was out in western New York, and in

the days of iron tire.

Old Judd Morrell was running an old

pelter that had been shimmed and flat

tened until she rode like a tin peddler's

wagon on a corduroy road. The superin

tendent, who is now vice president of the

C. & K. I., got on the engine one day and

sat down on the cushionless seat for a ride.

When they got to going pretty lively the

engineer stood on tip-toe to lessen the jar,

the fireman went out in the tank and the

superintendent's bat danced around on bis

head like a green boy on a trotting horse;

finally, he leaned over toward old Judd

and said:

"Judson, isn't this track pretty rough,

or has she got aflat spot in her tire? Don't

seem as if her wheels was round?"

"Hound!" yelled Morrell, "Why, sir,

her wheels ain t no nearer round than the

state of New Hampshire!"—Locomotive En-

<jinterii>g.

Wanted it Long.

Farmer Wayback—" I promised my boys

I'd buy 'em a few bicycles ef they don't cost

too much."

Dealer—" Well, here is a fine one at $95."

"Wha?"-
•'The one next to it is $80, the next to

that S76, and so on. The farther we go

along the row the cheaper they get."

" Say mister, how long is the row? "

"The length of the stare."

" Waal, ei your store is 'bout half a mile

iong I'll walk on with yeh."—0<W News.

Was all Fixed.

The gander legged younir man in a sky

blue necktie came hurriedly into the squire s

office and laid a legal document before that

potentate.

"Is that paper negotiable in this mar

ket?" he inquired anxiously.

The squire looked over it long enough to

determine in his own mind that it was a

marriage license.

" I suppose it is," said the squire, " but it

cannot be validated, so to speak, unless the

party of the second part is present."

"You mean the gal? " asked the negoti

ator, more nervous than before.

. " I do."

"She's all right; she's outside in the

wagon holdin' the hosses."

" You don't expect me to go out there to

perform the ceremony, do you?" asked the

squire, haughtily.

" Have you got the power to fix the busi

ness?" inquired the young man, apparently

of the belief that the squire had to call in

the police or a preacher or some other func

tionary.

" Certainly; I've got all the paraphernalia

right here, handy; all I need is the girl."

"And the whole caboodle wouldn' amount

to shucks without her, would it? "asked

the youth, with a smile as happy as it was

sheepish.

"Hardly."

" Shake, old man," exclaimed the Romeo,

extending his hand. " Shake once for luck.

I'll go right out and hitch the hosses and

fetch in the gal, and you can hitch us.

Here's 50 cents to show you I mean busi

ness," and he hustled out to hitch the horses

preparatory to the other hitching.—Detroit

Frt'e Pr<w.

Getting at the Facts.

Attorney—"You are the president of the

Dazzling Sun Gas Co., are jou not? "

Witness—" I am sir."

" Now, eir, for the purpose of getting at

the exact facts in this case, I am compelled

to ask you what it costs the company per

1,000 feet to manufacture gas ? "

" That, sir, is a matter of no concern to

you, and has nothing to do with this case."

" I insist upon knowing."

" 1 prefer not to answer."

(To the court)—" Your honor, it it abso

lutely necessary to get the figures."

The court—"The witness will answer the

question."

" Now, then, I will ask you again, sir,

How much does the manufacture of gas

cost the company by the 1,000 feet?"

" I haven't any idea. I have nothing to

do with the business affairs of the company,

sir, except to draw mv regular quarterly

dividend of 5 per cent.''—Chicago Tribune.
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AT THE TUSK OF THE ROAD.

Where the rough road turns, and the valley sweet

Smiles bright with the balm of bloom.

We'll forget the thorns that have pierced our feet

And the nights with their grief and gjoom ;

And the sky will smile, and the stars will beam.

And we'll lay us down in the light to dream.

We shall lay us down in the bloom and light

With n prayer and a tear for rest,

As tired cnildren who cr^ep at night

To the love of a mother's hreast ;

And for all the grief of the stormy past,

Rest shall be sweeter, at last—at last !

Sweeter because of the weary way

And the lonesome night and long.

While the darkness drifts to the perfect day

With its Rplendor of light and song—

The light that shall hies* us, and kiss us, and love us.

And sprinkle the roses of heaven above us !

—F. /,. Stanton in Washington Pt#t. .

The Real Buffalo Bill.

There lives Et Wichita, Kan., the man

who is rightfully entitled to whatever fame

and honor belongs to the name of "Buffalo

Bill." 'William Mattheweoncarrieil that title

through twenty-five years' active service on

our western plains and mountains, before

the country west of the Mississippi was set

tled by the whites.

Mr. Matthewson is a hale and hearty

veteran of 60, a quiet, unassuming man,

who since his residence in Wichita in 1808

has beeu one of its most public spirited

and influential citizens. In appearance be

is not unlike the pictures of the typical

" I'ncle Sam." With the exception of a

pair of eyes of eagle keenness, he is very

unlike the popular impression of the west

ern scout, Indian trader, and buffalo hun

ter, lie is not at all given to talk of his

exploits, but careful and interested ques

tioning will thaw him out, and the listener

will he rewarded by reminiscences enough

to fill a book.

In anpwer to the inquiry of a writer for

the Great Divide, Mr. Matthewson said :

"No, I have never written a word of my

life for the public, although there have

been one or two short sketches in the west

ern newspapers. Hut, as to writing the

h'story of my life, why, I should hardly

know where to begin. And why should 1?

The trials and hardships which I endured

in the early days were a part of the neces

sities of pioneer times, which I shared in

common with the first settlers. If it has

been my fortune to risk my life, it has al

ways been in the endeavor to save human

life and property. If I had thought of

gaining any renown for the few good deeds

I was fortunate to do, perhaps 1 might not

have accomplished them. Hut the lrontier

man in those days was not thinking of

making material for history or dime novels.

He lived face to face with actual peril, and

was too busy with the emergencies of the

present to care for the curiosity of the fu

ture. I did, however, for fifteen years,

keep a diary of my daily life, as I lived in

connection "with Kit Carson and his party

—the two Maxwells, James and John Baker,

and Charles and John Atterby. I had the

record of all our adventures through the

Rocky mountains and country where Den

ver now stands, of our getting the Indian-

togther to prevent them raiding into Mex<-

co, of my life with Col. St. Vrain and Col.

Bent, of all the years that I acted as Indian

trader at the great bend in the Arksansa.«

river, at Cow creek, and at the post on tl-e

Little Aakansas on the old Santa Fe trail

I had several memorandum books that

would be priceless to me now burned when

my ranch on Cow creek was burned in 'fU."

"Did the Indians give me the name of

'Buffalo Bill ?' Oh, no, the white settler,

gave me that title ; not simply because 1

was a great buffalo hunter, but Uecausi-

they were grateful to me for saving their

lives during a period of great scarcity. It

was this way : In 1S00 there was a terrible

drought in Kansas, the crops having failed

entirely. I suppose the people would have

suffered some if I hadn't been a hunter.

"There were plenty of buffalo roaming tho

plains, but the Indians were thick and no-

tile and the settlers unused to Indian war

fare. I took a wagon train and eome men

and set out for the buffalo grounds, ac-l

from September until February we killed

buffalo and sent train after train to the

famine-stricken people of western Kansas."

"How did William Codv happen to call

himFelf Buffalo Bill ?"

"Well, you sec Cody worked for me when

he was a young fellow—he is only about 4 >

now. I reckon he had begun to read Indian

stories and see how much was to be mail*'

by that kind of a reputation, and lie «'»>•

always fond of talk and show. 1 never wa?

any hand to wear my hair long and tr*

swaggering about the country blowing

about what I had done. I've had my b»ir

get pretty long at times, but was glad k>

get it cut, when I could get back to a phve

where I could.

"Cody knows he has no real right to the

name, but if he wants to show off as »

dime novel hero I have no objections. 1

reckon seeing so many of those Indian lie-

has sort of disgusted me with talking about

my adventures, though I've had about a^

manv and thrilling escapes as any of 'em

can tell."

Mr. Matthewson chuckled with the recol

lection of an amusing incident.

"After Wichita began to settle up wi'h

people coming in from everywhere—toor-

ists sometimes— I have often had f artire

come out to my hou^e to look at me, as if 1

were a natural curiosity. < >nce a lot of

folks, some of them ladies, came oot after

1 was in bed, and begged me to come o"'

and talk to them, one of the ladies mW:
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'Is that Buffalo Bill? Why, he doesn't

look like a dangerous man.'

"'My God, madam,' I said, 'I didn't

know anybody thought I was.'
•' I reckon she was disappointed that I

«lkln't have buffalo horns growing out of

my head."

The following incident is taken from the

history of .Sedgwick county :

"In the summer of 1864, on the 20th,

21st, and 22d of July, at Cow creek ranch,

Mr. Matthewson and five of his men had

one of the hardest and most unequal fights

for three days that the annals of Indian

warfare recount. A t the end of. three days

of perilous hardship and desperate fight

ing liOO Indian warriors, well armed and

mounted, were repulsed and forced to re

tire. After they were driven off they

turned their attention to a large train com

posed of 135 wagons and 155 boys and men,

who had formed a corral and gone into

camp about three miles from Matthewson's

ranch.

"The wagons were loaded with govern

ment supplies for the soldiers of Arizona

and New Mexico. Their contents, how

ever, were disguised. In the train were

several wagon loads of the most improved

arms, including .Sharp's rifles and Colt's

navy revolvers, but the teamsters and

wagon- masters were ignorant of this. The

owners of the train, Peck, Durfee & Co., of

Leavenworth, bad informed Mr. Matthew-

son of its contents, and this knowledge en

abled him to save the train from complete

disaster.

" In the fight at the ranch, after the In

dians had been repulsed with great loss,

they formed Indian fashion and made for

the wagon train, which they surrounded,

and began firing on the unarmed teamsters,

gradually drawing in their lines. From the

top of the stockade building, by the aid of a

field glass, Mr. Matthewson studied the sit

uation, and it only required a few miuutes

for his practiced eye to discover the peril of

the tram and to determine that unless im

mediate help was given the whole outfit

mast be massacred. He decided at once to

go to the rescue.

"Taking his Sharp's rifle and six revol

vers in his belt, and mounted on his cele

brated mare Bess, he picked his way care

fully throng! i the tali grass and down a

ravine until within 200 yards of the corral.

" The Indians were circling around fight

ing on horseback, and as all their attention

was directed to the train they failed to ob

serve him until he had passed through their

line and in a moment gained the corral.

With one leap the gallant Bess cleared the

inclosnre of the corral. Matthewson threw

himself troiii the back of the noble animal

ami called for an ax, and in less time than

it takes to tell of the affair he had mounted

one of the wagons and began splitting open

the box and banding out rifles and ammu

nition to the men.

"Many of them knew him, and all had

heard of his daring deeds. Cheer after cheer

went up as they recognized their rescuer,

and it was but a few momenta until a well

directed fire was turned on the now aston

ished and routed indians.

"After continuing the fight for a short

time and having many of their number

killed and wounded, the Indians hastily

beat a retreat. In the spring of I860 the

owners of the train, at a banquet given in

honor of Mr. Matthewson, presented him

with a handsome pair of revolvers, mounted

with silver and inlaid with gold, as a token

of their appreciation of his bravery."

Mr. Matthewson is one of the best Indian

scouts employed by the government. He

has been instrumental in managing several

important treaties with the Indians. In

1855 he was sent by the government to

gather together for a council the Kiowa,

Comanche, Apache, Arapahoe and Chey

enne Indians. A treaty of peace was con

cluded in October, 1865. He entered into a

private treaty with the chiefs of the differ

ent tribes, in which they agreed to allow

him to come and go and trade among them,

and he agreeing never to take up arms

against them again. This treaty was never

broken, although Mr. Matthewson has sev

eral times acted as mediator between the

government and the Indians. In 1865 he

pre-empted the quarter section of land on

which his handsome residence now stands

and built on it one of the first houses in the

town—a log house, which stands yet on the

banks of Chisholm creek, an object of inter

est to visitors who like to hear of the famous

" Buffalo Bill."

Mr. Matthewson is wealthy and lives in a

beautiful residence on Central avenue. He

is a Mason, a Knight of Pythias, and an

Odd Fellow, having been grand master of

the state for three years.

He has the confidence and esteem of his

fellow townsmen as William Matthewson,

and that is more to him than notoriety as

" Buffalo Bill."

Appropriate.

Sculptor—" I'm getting up a new statue

of Franklin, and I want to indicate his dis

covery of electricity."

Friend—" Why not represent him with

one leg, the other having been taken off by

a trolley car ? "—Xeir York World.

Knew Him Too Well.

The Suitor (bitterly)- " You reject me?

Why, some months ago I consented to wait

until you could learn to know me better! "

The Girl—" Yes. That's where you made

your mistake."—Chicago Record-
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the nor among nis blocks.

Huildiny a castle lino.

With terrace, tower and wall,

Ami turrets that so brightly shine

Above the shadows tall ;

But see ! it Bways. falls, post nil cure,

For iih ! the buse is insecure !

Foundations must be firm

For superstructure's need;

They will stand the longest term

When built on noble deed

Such character, my boy. will stand.

And grow among fife's wrecks, more grand.

—Anne E. Thomas, in Harper's Young Proplc.

They are Micawbers.

On a corner of odd old Ann street, just

where historic Theater alley cuts into the

narrow and bustling thoroughfare, is a little

saloon, old-fashioned as the oldest thing in

the street, and one of the most interesting

spots in its way in that street full of inter

esting things.

It is a store that was established away

hack in the '50s, and withstanding the rage

for modern and elaborate fittings in such

resorts, it clings to its ancient style of in

terior arrangements. The bar counter is

antique, and along the east walls are ar

ranged old wooden tables with wooden

chairs. Liquors, bottled during the war

times, are displayed on the back counter,

and there are old-fashioned show-cases

where other venerable bottles are stored.

A sign, swinging outside the narrow en

trance, which is built diagonally across the

corner of the building, tells of its ancient

origin.

Here meet daily, and linger from early

morn until midnight, a knot of men who

have been severally called the coterie of

Has Beens and the happy family of Micaw

bers. They got these names because they

all have been something in the world some

time, but now, like Micawber, buffetted and

tired by the battle of life, they are simply

existing aimlessly, waiting for something to

turn up.

A Btranger chancing to come upon the

group unexpectedly, would be instantly im

pressed with the likeness of every one of

them to familiar characters in Dickens'

stories. He could spend an hour entertain

ingly studying their whimsicalities, for it

would be a study of the eccentricities of

brain and talent gone to seed, as it weie.

The Has Beens rush in and out during the

daylight hours with n tremendous show of

pressing business cares. They send notes

to one another, and are constantly having

whispered confabs together, with looks of

importance strangely out of keeping with

the worn and rusty clothes that they wear.

It is soon discovered, however, that all this

bustle and nervous excitement is mere pre

tense, practiced as a sort of intellectual di

version or to mislead visitors who do not

belong to the happy family.

The men really have nothing whatever

to do, and are waiting, waiting, waiting for

work that never seems to turn up. That

they have brains is apparent to any one who

stops to listen to their conversation a? they

sit at the tables. They talk glibly of better

days, of their youth at college and ol later

enterprises. Their discussious usually take

on a religious tinge. It is when religion is

discussed, by the way, that they consider

themselves in luck. Forarquaintaneeswho

are better off in the world drop in at such

times and set their tongues wagging witb

some degree of eloquence by setting up

mixed ale. or some other comforting and

cheering beverage for the ootorie.

" Here's luck," cry the Has Beens, raising

their glasses and tossing oil' the drink to

the acquaintance who plays host.

Then begins the wonderful flow of remin

iscence, some of it Munchausen-like in it*

exuberance of improbability. There a\>

pears to be a sort of secret agreement that

none of these reminiscences shall he Ion*.

Every one of the Has Beens wants a chance

of telling his own individual tale. The as

tonished listener hears that they are all

housed in handsome flats up town or board

ers at reputable hotels, who love to drop

into this ancient hcstelryon account of the

wealth of old-time associations clustering

about it.

Some are heirs, in these tales, to large

estates, awaiting remittances from their

lawyers, or owners of property tied up in

litigation. Investigation will prove tbat

the remittances never come, and that the

boasted residence in fashionable flats and

hotels of repute is in reality lodging in some

cheap lodging house along Park row or the

Bowery.

A New Yorker who spent much time re

cently studying the members of the happy

family, discovered that they' numbered a

lawyer, a physician, an inventor, a patent

solicitor and an old commercial traveler

The whole group were traveling as the say

ing g^oes, on their uppers, but they wouldn't

admit it.

How they manage to exist is a mystery,

and probably they would all quickly drift

to the workhouse did nut the polite notes

that some of them send to the friend* of

their better days produce something sub

stantial in the way of financial assistance.

They term these gilts " loans," but th*

loans are never repaid. As long as the

money holds out, they have a jolly, happy-

go-lucky time of it at the saloon.

Sometimes one of the Micawbers will pull

himself together and disappear for weeks

at a time. Such disappearances art- a sure

sign that something in thewayof work has

turned up at last. But it is transitory em

ployment, and the Micawber alwaysreturns

to his old haunt, happy once more in the
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eccentric society of his impecunious fel

lows.

The proprietor of the bo9telry Baid that

it coet him nearly $2,000 a year to feed the

coterie. He has got all their whimsicalities

down to a fine point and knows all their

stories by. heart, but he seems to have a

compassionate spot in his heart for them,

and often when business is dull toward the

approach of midnight he will till up a lot

of generous bumpeis of hot stuff for them,

and alter they have tossed it off they will

sinu a glee for him in rollicking chorus.

Sometimes he gets nettled at them, and

shuts both them and the resort up abruptly.

It is an odd phase of the varied life of

the big metropolis, and it has pathos as

well as interest, and the moral that makes

it worth studying is one that men of wit

and talent who are apt to be too fond of an

easy time can take to heart with profit.

When you are able to earn money by your

talent, lay by some of it for a rainy day,

and don't find yourself forced into mem

bership in the coterie of Has Beens, the Mi-

cawbers of Gotham.—AVi« York Sun.

War's New Terrors.

Indications are that when two European

armies eventually meet on the field, if the

war talk ever resolves itself into actual con

flict, a good many men. will faint away in

terror of their adversaries, says the New

York Sun. The "inventions" which have

been brought out lately in France, Ger

many and Austria, and which have been

purchased by the governments ot these

countries, are innumerable, and every one

of them is designed to slaughter human

life at a rate that appals the imagination.

The most intense and theatric secrecy is

maintained concerning all these inventions

and only a few general facts regarding them

have been made public. The German

army, it is understood, is armed with rifles

which will send a bullet through four men,

standing one behind the other, at a dis

tance of two and a half miles from the rifle.

Austria has a machine gun which shoots

several thousand bullets a minute, which is

operated by steam and controlled by a sin

gle gentleman with a waxed moustache

and a monocle in his left eye, who lightly

turns the crank. At least this is the con

dition of things according to the latest

illustrated journals at hand. The man

with the eyeglass can turn the crank fast

enough to sweep thirty or forty thousand

men into eternity during the luncheon

hour.

Incidentally a German tailor has invented

a coat that makes the wearer absolutely

indifferent to bullets at any range, and the

Italians have a machine for throwing very

small and almost invisible torpedos a dis

tance of nearly a quarter of a mile. The

torpedos describe a parabola in the air,

drop into the camp of the enemy and ex

plode with force enough to kill a hundred

or more soldiers, if they happen to be in

the vicinity. Great numbers of them can

be thrown at a time, and a pleasing and

cheerful feature of it is that there are no

disagreeable odors nor any smoke whatever

when the explosion occurs.

M. Turpin of France is the latest hero in

this direction. He has invented something

which is so altogether aw ul that the tax

payers have requested the government to

give M. Turpin a great amount of money so

that he will not turn his machine over to

the Germans. This machine is operated

by electricity, and, according to its inven

tor, it is of so terrible a nature that it will

do away with all fortifications throughout

the civilized world. This is merely a detail

of the execution which this machine is ex

pected to accomplish. Forts will be of no

use, because M. Turpin's machines would

rend them into atoms, and at a distance of

several miles a man can mow down the

enemy at the rate of 20,000 at an engage

ment. The facts are inspiring, but there is

a lack of detail about them which is in ac

cordance with much of the literature which

has lately been put forth by the various

Mucchausens among the war officers of

Europe. The Turpin invention so far out

strips everything else, according to the crit

ics of modern warfare, that it will insure

universal peace. One machine alone is

enough to devastate a country.

He Shut Him Up.

" Does this razor cause you any unneces

sary pain?" asked the barber.

" No," replied the victim ; " by holding

my breath and clinching my teeth I think

I shall be able to enduie it without taking

any more gas."

t-ilence reigned thereafter. — Arkansnir

Traveler.

A New Song,

''And this is your birthday gift from

your husband?''

" Yes but I have never taken a piano

lesson."

" Can't your husband teach you ? I heard

some one say that he played, the races

beautifully."— Chicago Inter- Ocean.

Make the Surroundings Natural.

Dealer—This is the best parrot we have,

but I wouldn't sell him without letting you

know his one fault—he'll grumble terribly

if his food doesn't suit him.

Miss Fitz—I'll take him. It will seem

quite like having a man in the house.—

Spare Moment*.
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Knew He Was Color Blind.

lie had marks of ancient paint about hia

garments. There was an anxious, uncer

tain look on his face as he inquired of the

motive power clerk if Mr. Thompson was in.

"No, replied the clerk, "but there he

is, coming along the hall."

The marked man walked along to meet

the superintendent of motive power, and

cheerfully exclaimed, " Good morning, Mr.

Thompson!"

"Good morning," was the reply, " but

you have the advantage of me."

" Why, Mr. Thompson, don't you remem

ber me. I'm Tom Grimshaw. I worked

for you ten years ago."
•' What do you want now ? "

" I want a job painting."

"I don't believe you are capable of mix

ing paint properly. You would be sure to

spoil lots of material."

" Why, Mr. Thompson," answered the

son of the brush, " you know I was a good

hand when I worked for you before, and

never spoiled any material."

"I can't help that; hut all the same I

know that you are color-blind. Last time

I saw you, you told me that I was an old

white headed son-of-a-gun, and I had not a

white hair in my head at that time."—Loco

motive Engineering.

(hire for " Freshness."

We spent a half day in a roundhouse

lately and observed a few things. For in

stance :

One fireman was explaining to another

how the injector worked—ana a very good

explanation it was.

The engineer was packing, and, seeing a

stranger with a boiled shirt on interested

■in the explanation, put in his oar; he first

reminded the firemen that he was "runnin'

■when they was born," and then commenced

to explain the injector for our especial

•benefit— the old vaouum-in-the feedpipe

-explanation.

The whole proceeding was comical in the

extreme, and reminded us of the section

foreman's rebuke :

" Putt doon that ile can, Jerry Cassaday

-and kape away from that push-kayr. Go

git youre tchuvel, there do be oulder min

on the job than youse—phwat the divvel

do ye know about matchinnery, anyway?"

— Locomotive E ngineering.

A Form of Belligerency.

" I never saw such a fellow as Banx," re

marked a man about town. " He is always

challenging some one to play poker."
'• Yes. He goes about, so to speak, with

a stack of chips on his shoulder."— Wotlt-

ington Star.

No Time to Aim.

It is a strange fact that the human hand,

eye and nerve are so constituted as to act

automatically and correctly at the proper

moment, almost without conscious effort on

the owner's part. The author of "Tales of

a Nomad" gives an experience that illus

trates this in a most fortunate manner.

"We were passing through grass about

two feet in height, with clumps of low

scrub here and there. I was leading, and

my spoorer, a Kafir named Jacba, was fol

lowing me. He had only one eye, and that

eye was keener to detect game than two

pairs of ordinary optics ; but on this occa

sion it overlooked a terrible danger, for the

reason that the danger, though within a

few yards of us, was invisible.

"There was a rustle in a patch of scrub

six or seven yards before me, and suddenly

out of it rose a wounded buffalo with bloody

mouth and glaring eye. wheeled round fac

ing me in act to charge.

" It all took place quicker than thought.

My rifle, which, happily, was at full cock,

went up to my shoulder instinctively and I

dropped him in his tracks with a ball

through the brain.
'• 80 sudden was the whole affair that my

heart had not even time to give a great

thump. I do not quite remember how I

did it. I am sure I did not take a fine sight

and I doubt whether I looked at the rib of

my rifle at all."

Black Hosiery is Doomed.

In Paris the crv has gone up : " No more

black stockings,'' and the shops in Paris are

eager to please, and, obedient to the voice*

of their fashionable customers, exhibit now

heaps of silk and thread hosiery, all of the

same color, but infinitely varied in shades,

from the dark gray called steel gray to the

palest dove tint. A few white articles are

seen in the lot, and far away, in a remote

corner, a thousand pairs of black silk stock

ings, open-worked, as thin as the webs of

the most artistic spider, lovely, but dis

dained and snubbed by their friends of old.

are given away almost for nothing.

Compensation.

The devoted wife seemed not at all dis

concerted, although his anguish was plainly

poignant.

" Certainly," she answered. " I had just

as lief sell my diamonds and wear past* one*

as not. Of course"

For the first time a shade of anxiety

swept across her face.

" I will still have a detective to follow

me about when 1 wear them."

Yes, indeed ; that would be arranged.—

Detroit Tribune.
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Discover an Elotherium.

Prof. .1. 15. Matcher and his party of stu

dents from Princeton college, who have just

completed a tour through the Bad Lands of

Sooth Dakota in search of fossils and petri

factions, have met with very great success.

The party has been in the Bad Lands be

tween Cheyenne and White river since the

first of March. Since completing their task

the students have started on an overland

trip to Yellowstone park. The collection

of fossils has been snipped to Princeton.
It ■weighs 0,000 pounds and consists of rare

specimens of extinct animals.

The choicest and most valuable specimen

was the elotherium, or extinct pig. The

specimen was found protuding from a bank

of one of the deep hollows in the Bad Lands.

This is the only skeleton ever found of this

character in that district, and was perfect,

no bones being missing. This carcass is

much larger than the modern pig, in fact it

is largerthan thelivingrhinoceros. Another

specimen was the titanotherium.or extinct

rhinoceros, which was twice as large as the

modern rhinoceros. He also found several

specimens of the rhinoceros family, and

the metamynodor, a relative of the rhinoc

eroa. A fine specimen of the poebrother-

ium, a species of the camel, is among the

collection. This animal was very much

smaller than the modern camel. Then

there are skeletons of numerous small ani

mals, lie found a few fish skeletons, the

only fish skeletons ever found in these beds.

Last year's expedition from Princeton suc

ceeded in obtaining the only crocodile ever

found in the Bad Lands On this trip a

good specimen of the amphisbaenoid lizard

was unearthed, the only specimen of this

reptile, so far as known, ever found in the

world. This has no limbs at all and was a

very low order of lizard.— Chicago Record.

This Way in El Paso.

A good story illustrating one phase of

the silver question was told by Lawyer Sol

omon Lincoln at the Boston Merchants'

clnb, of which he is a member.

"People living on the border between

Mexico and the United States ought to be

pretty well satisfied with the present con

dition of atl'airs," said he, "with things as

they are in the vicinity of El Paso, Tex.

"El Paso is located on the Rio Grande.

If you cross the river you are in Mexico.

In El Paso an American silver dollar is

worth 100 cents, but if you go over into

Mexico it is only worth JSii cents.

"A Mexican silver dollar, on the other

hand, is mbject to a discount of In per cent.

in El Paso. So that there is retaliation,

you see.

" When a citizen of El Paso is thirsty he

steps into a barroom in his town arid orders

a lemonade or something stronger and

planks down an American silver dollar on

the counter.

" The drink is placed on the counter.

" After the customer has quenched his

thirst he picks up his change.

" This does not consist of 85 American

cents. ( >li no ! The price of the drink was

15 cents, but the change consists of a Mexi

can silver dollar, worth but 85 cents.

" Later in the day the citizen of El Paso

crosses the river and pays a visit to the

Mexican town on business or pleasure.

" He becomes thirsty again.

" Entering a Mexican barroom he steps

up to the counter and says :

" ' AVhisky.'

" The drink is placed on the bar and after

draining the glass the El Paso man settles.

This time he pays for his drinks with a

Mexican silver dollar.

"The Mexican bartender smiles depre-

catingly as he gives his customer his change

—an American silver dollar, worth, of

course, but 85 cents.

"Then the American crosses over to El

Paso again. He can go home and spend

the night with his family or he can buy

another drink in his own town and get

another Mexican silver dollar.

" He can go back and forth all day, you

see, get all he wants to drink and still have

a silver dollar in his pocket.

" It may be an American or it may be a

Mexican silver dollar, it makes no "differ

ence to hi in.

"Is it any wonder that the people of El

Paso are satisfied with the present status of

the silver question?"—Xew York Advertiser.

Good as a Guide Book.

People who have traveled are apt to think

that their conversation should consist large

ly, of descriptions of the different places

they have visited. Mr. Horatio Barnes and

his friend, Mr. Smith, had passed a year in

Europe, and had not been at home very long

before Mrs. Barnes began to look upon Mr.

Smith's frequent visits at the house as a

kind of infliction. No sooner were the two

men seated than they began to descant up

on the glories of Paris or the beauties of

some other foreign city. Mrs. Barnes had

never been abroad, but she was a woman

who had read widely and could converse

acceptably, and she decided that for the

present she had heard enough about her

husband's travels.

"No doubt you enjoyed Cordova?" she

remarked one evening when the gentlemeu

had reached Spain in the course of their

" fireside travels."

"Oh, certainly, Mrs. Barnes. Small place,

but interesting,-' answered Smith, briskly.

" The scenery there must have delighted

you, and if you visited any of the homes of
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the nobility you were doubtless impressed

by the number of beautiful paintings on

their walls. Why, in one salon in Cordova

there are pictures by AlonzoCano, Murillo,

Corot. Landelle and Bouguereau."

" Yes? " responded Mr. Smith. " Well, I

don't seem to recall much about the town

only the trouble we had in getting there."

"I suppose you liked Madrid better?" re

marked Mrs. Barnes.

" Yes; Madrid, as you know, is a famous

city."

"Certainly. You doubtless remember

Pradilla's wonderful painting of Queen

.luana, which is owned ny the city?"

"No," replied Mr. Smith briefly. And he

looked at Mrs. Barnes in undisguised aston

ishment as she continued to praise or crit

icise the attractions of foreign cities, asking

Mr. Barnes his opinion of the several modes

of travel between places of interest, and

speaking familiarly of diilerent continental

hotels.

Mr. Smith finally endeavored to change

the subject, but Mrs. Barnes insisted on

pointing out to the two gentlemen how lit

tle they had really seen, explaining care

fully the Wonderful paintings they had left

unvisited. At last, at a somewhat later

hour than usual, Mr. Smith took his de

parture, with an inward vow never to in

troduce the subject of foreign travel again.

" When were you abroad, my dear?" Mr.

Barnes asked as soon as his friend had dis

appeared.

" Never," was the smiling reply, " but we

have several guide books in the house ami

I decided that as you and Mr. Smith pre

ferred to talk out of them I would talk too.

I have read them very carefully, and I pre

sume many of your friends have enjoyed

the same privilege."

"I hope not," said Mr. Barnes, but the

ingenious reproof had the desired result.—

Youth's Companion.

How Ohina Got Its Name.

Upwards of 1,100 years before Christ the

Chinese were a people ruled by a dynasty

of kings, but there is no authentic history

of them prior to the Chow dynasty. The

"Celestial empire" has in its time borne

many odd names, for it was formerly the

custom to change the name of the country

every time a new dynasty gained control of

governmental affairs. Thus in the ancient

writings we find it referred to as Hai-que,

Cham-que, Ilan-que, etc., according to the

name of the ruling monarch. The true

name, according to oriental scholars, is

Chumque, which means " the center king

dom of the world." The early European

explorers, especially the Portugese, cor

rupted Chum-que into Chin que, and from

this word later navigators evoluted the

word China.—St. Louie Republic.

Maine Birds in July.

Our Maine July, even when hot, is mu

sical. The robin and catbird have not yet

tired of domestic occupations; they are

both busy rearing their second broods,

worms are plenty and they are loud in ex

pressions of paternal interest—satisfaction

or apprehension, as the case may be. Those

who venture near their nests get roundly

scolded and perhaps even threatened with

more serious treatment unless they move

off. A friend of ours who confesses to

having played upon the apprehensive na

tures of a pair of catbirds that yearly built

near his house, says he has not always

been sure of the safety of his own eyes, so

swiftly did the worried parents dart about

his head. Left quietly alone, however,

they fill much of the day with exultant

songs, croonings, lullabys and the mild

chatter of their small talk. The song spar

row keeps on with his gentle rapture* : you

often see him perched upon a low limb or

a fence rail at midday, even, pouring out

his little song, so full of simple Bweetnem

and the pure joy of existence. And this

he keeps up all summer, being one of the

few birds that does not give up hig song

even in August. The whistle of the quail,

too, may be heard often at noon on the

hottest day ; he is weather-proof along with

the towheeorchewink and swallows, whwe

twitterings do not cease except at night.

Among the thickets which line the country

roads your eye sooner or later will catch a

gleam of rufous color, as that prince of song

sters, the brown thrasher, looks out at you

from his retreat. If not too near the mid

day heat—surely if you call upon him early

in the morning—he may be depended upon

to delight your ear from a low tree top with

a flood of such masterly melody as you will

hardly hear elsewhere.—Leuixton Journal.

Do Animals Think?

Mrs. Mouseawary had a great many chil

dren. At the time of which I write no less

than six were living on the same farm with

her, and all of them were black, like her

self. They were so large then that she had

ceased to treat them as kittens ; indeed,

they were quite as big as she was, but they

had not forgotten that she was their moth

er, and would not allow her to be insulted

with impunity.

This is how it happened. One day Mrs.

Mouseawary had a choice bit of meat which

she was eating with relish when she was

espied by Sport, an American setter. Gen

erally the dogs and cats on the farm lived

at peace with one another, and when two

or three cats were together Sport, being

somewhat of a coward, was especially care

ful not to give them a chance to u#e their

claws on him. But he was also, 1 regret to
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say, somewhat of a sneak, and now, per

ceiving that puBsy was alone and unpro

tected, he did not hesitate to charge upon

her and procure the dainty for himself.

What did Mrs. Mouseawary do? She was

not strong enough to assert her rights by

herself, but she went straight to those six

black kittens of hers and told them all

about it. Cat language evidently admits of

explaining a case very clearly, for pussy

was not only able to tell her children how

she had been wronged but also to point out

to them just which of the white dogs it was

that stole her lunch.

The dogs went to their kennels to be fed

every evening at 6, and Sport was, in the

habit of repairing thither about fifteen min

utes before that time. To reach his ken

nel it was necessary that he should pass

through a gate beside which grew a pine

tree. The cats had evidently observed all

tbiBj for a little while before the accustom

ed time for Mr. Sport's advent they climbed

up the pine tree and hid themselves among

the brandies at a convenient height from

tbe ground and lay in wait.

It was not long before the culprit came

along as usual, little dreaming of the pun

ishment in Btore for him. As he passed

under the tree the cats with one accord

jumped to the ground and surrounded him,

and so terrific was their onslaught that

their victim found it impossible to escape

and could only crouch to the ground and

yelp for mercy.

It was well for Sport that the gardener

came running to his assistance, otherwise

such a terrible use did his six black ene

mies make use of their claws that he would

have had no eyes and very little hair left

to boast of.—F. A. I), in Chicago Timet.

Fresh From the Strip.

A bright young woman who went into

the Cherokee strip on the day of the open

ing last September, is Miss Suda Bates, and

she knows a great deal about the new ter

ritory. She entered Red Rock on the after

noon of Sept. 16, and the next morning

rode thirty miles on horseback to the new

town of Perry. She did not take up a

claim at once, but was immediately install

ed as assistant postmaster. A few weeks

after she undertook the management of the

Oklahoma Herald, a weekly paper. She

wrote all the reading matter in the paper,

tended to the advertising, swept the office,

and bossed the foreman, enjoying life very

much meanwhile.

Perry, which started in on its career as a

city with 20,000 inhabitants on the first

day of its existence, is now reduced to 7,000,

but Miss Bates thinks this population will

be steady and that if the people can live

till their crops come in they will be all

right. Over 05 per cent, of the residents of

the strip own their homes; 40,000 farms

have been taken up. Miss Bates has rid

den all over the country on horseback. She

says it makes her angry to see how much

better the government treats the Indians

than it does the settlers. Seed and ma

chinery are furnished the wards of the na

tion, a man sent to teach them farming

whenever they desire it, and a house built

for them. .They prefer to live in their te

pees, however, and stable their horses in

Uncle Sam's houses. At the door of the

wigwams the braves sit and smoke, while

the squaws do all the farming. Shortly be

fore she left Perry an Indian with whom

she had become friendly invited her out to

a ghost dance at Chief Whitewater's farm.

The dance began Sunday afternoon. The

Indians, in their best finery, took hold of

hands and danced in a ring. This is simply

the Indian method of "getting religion. '

They keep up the dancing till one of the

dancers faints, when he or she is laid inside

the ring and left to regain consciousness.

The religion comes when they faint, and

they are supposed afterward to have been

"converted at the time.

High Train Speeds,

The popular appreciation of high train

speed is altogether comparative. For a

few years past there has been an ambition

among some railroad men to have a clear,

record of 100 miles an hour. Although

there is no authentic record of that speed

having been reached, the nearest possible

approach to it is used as the subject of

boasting, and stretching the figures in the

five score direction is the most innocent

and popular subject of lying.

The reckless destruction of truth over

train speed has hitherto been confined al

most exclusively to this continent and to

the British Isles. We are pained to notice

that this infection of pride and mendacity

is spreading. The Dutch are agitating to

have the express trains speeded up away

above the velocity of their canal boats, and

even sleepy Spain has wakened up, and

trains with schedules based on the ox- cart

pace are no longer popular. The agitation

in favor of higher train speeds in Spain has

not been barren of results, for the papers

have lately been full of sensational accounts

of a train that for two hours kept up a

speed of twenty-five miles an hour. We

are afraid that some of the newspaper re

porters from Buffalo have gone to Spain—

the fellows who made out that a certain

train was running at the rate 112 miles an

hour.—Locomotive Engineering,

Ada—" I've been wondering all day why

you weren't invited to the Bigelows.

Kitty (sweetly)—"And I've been won

dering why you were."—Life.
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ZO VIS FIXMl) HIM.

" Love hath made me rich," he said ;

" I was poor and lone;

Life, to me, seemed hopeless—dead !

Hitler was my moan.

" Like a bet-gar at love's' gate.

There a crust to win,

Love came in the twilight late,

Kissed and led me in.

" Now my servants eome and go.

All tin-neighbors stare.

(This lore's father inlaw, you know

Is a millionaire ! ")

—Atlanta Coin'tUiition.

Indian Belies after a Flood.

A few clays ago when the water in the

Allegheny river was slowly subsiding, a

man was noticed walking along the shore

intently scanning the banks. " I am hunt

ing for Indian reiics," he said.

" You sec, in the early days this was a

great redakin country. Thousands of In

dians followed the rivers in their canoes

and lived along the banks. Every time

the water is high I am sure to find some

trophv that a savage no doubt prized high

ly. 1*he flood carries them down and de

posits them along the shore, or they are

washed out of the banks.

" Many a time after a rise I have discov

ered a stone tomahawk or a battle ax stick

ing out of the mud that had been lost years

ago, and the water had revealed it. I have

at my home a lot of Indian relics, including

arrowheads, tomahawks, battle-axes, pieces

of baked pottery, and other interesting ar

ticles. Most of* them I have found along

the rivers immediately after high water. I

remember during the flood of 1889 I un

earthed a double bitted battle-ax. It was

the first of the kind I had ever seen. Be

fore the advent of the white man the Indi

ans knew nothing of metals. Their weap

ons were made chiefly of stone.

" As a rule, the tomahawks are not works

of art. A thin stone was chipped off to

make it as sharp as possible, and some

times the Indians serrated the edges to

make them more effective in dealing an

enemy a blow. The jagged appearance of

many of the tomahawks 1 have collected

shows that the savagt-s knew how to inflict

pain upon an adversary.

"The tomahawks either had no handle or

very short ones. They were tied to clubs

by thongs, which the Indians wielded with

unerring aim. The boys were taught to

throw them, and every brave was an expert

at it.

"The double-bitted battle-ax in my pos

session has a short handle. There is evi

dence to show that it had been tied to a

club like the others. Occasionally a toma

hawk is unearthed that some redskin had

taken the trouble to polish, or at least make

it smooth. This was done by rubbing stone

against stone. The chances are that these

hatchets were carried by the chiefs. With

these stone implements the Indians cut

down great trees and young saplings. Asa

rule, however, when they wanted timber

they burned the trees at the base and then

hacked at them until they fell.

" Some years ago I found a curiou« article

along the Allegheny that has puzzled me

to figure out what it was used for. It is

wedge-shaped, not very large, and has a

hole worn through it at the end. It is large

enough to admit the hand, and places were

made on the side for the fingers and thumb.

I find that my hand will fit the position ex

actly, which leads me to think that it was

used by women. I reason that the hand of

the average Indian was larger than the

white man's."—Cor. Pittsburgh Chromclf.

Why rish Bite at Plies.

Sir Herbert Maxwell's recent argument is

to the effect that salmon bite at the fly from

curiosity, or from mixed motives, not from

hunger. A second rise may be " motived "

by wrath at a slight prick. This we think

unreasonable. The more a fish—a salmon,

that is—feels a prick the less chance there

is of his coming again. The angler may be

sensible of a tug and yet may hook his prey-

on a second venture, but then it is probable

that the salmon never touched the point.

He got hold of the feather or of the body of

the nook.

The hypothesis of his indignation was in

vented years ago, in the case of trout, by

the Spectator. Some one argued that troot

do not feel as we feel, consequently that

angling is not bo cruel as angling for the ed

itor of the Spectator would be. That posi

tion is demonstrable. The mouth of the

editor of that humane journal is not ajrrisly.

horny kind o( substance. The theorist

went" on to urge that you may see a trout

feeding in clear water, may put a dry fly

over him, hook him, lose him, see him feed

again, hook him again, lose him and never

put him off his feed. This is a matter of

tact, l.ast summer we had occasion t/> ob

serve it. The trout, twice hooked, never

ceased to feed ; he only shifted his position

by about a foot and a half, and went on eat

ing natural flies. Now, this circumstance

shows that the trout's appetite was undi

minished, though he had twice felt the

steel and been dragged across the stream.

The Spectator, however, urged that the

pricked fish comes again, when he does come

again, in anger and revenge. Nonsense! He

merely continues to dine, taking such float

ing flies as recommend themselves to his

taste and fancy. Now, if you hooked the

Spectator with a white bait and played him

upstairs and down-stairs, and stirred him

up under the table and broke him on !b»

banister he would not proceed to a cutlet.

The trout does not remain feeding nor-
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mally, sometimes. The argument that he

snaps in anger may therefore be dismissed.

The fish's motive is appetite. He is look

ing for floating Hies and he sometimes takes

the artificial for the real article. If hooked

he often does not feel pain enough to

frighten him.—Saturday Iteriew.

" High Man Out."

Three buds of promise in summer gowns

came fluttering into a west side drug store

and went to the soda water fountain as if

by instinct.

" Will you let us have the directory,

please," said one of them.

The bulky volume was laid before her.

" Now, girls, remember. The last figure

counts, right hand page and each one gets

three cuts. I'll begin.

She opened the book and said " Oh-h-h,"

while the two giggled with delight. The

page was 170H.

" Put down 3 there," said she. Another

cut brought 407.

" That makes 10. Now I get another.

Good ! That's 5 more. Fifteen isn't bad."

The second girl opened at 20>(>, so that 9

was her first count. Next time she " cut"

3 and the last number was 7,' making her,

as she observed, " high man."

The third began with 7<>, added 5 and

collapsed on the third trial, for the right

hand page was 1451.

"I'm stuck," she said with the philo

sophic air of a thorough sport. She began

to rumage in her purse, and the highly en

tertained drug clerk drew three chocolate

ice creams.

He observed after the girls departed:

'That's the first time I ever knew the city

directory was a gambling implement."—

Chicago Record.

Birds as Foragers.

Food provision is the object for which

birds periodically change their dwelling

places. The sovereigns, the bishops, the

barons of the old and medieval times, when

they had exhausted the resources of one

estate moved on to another. This was the

reason of the constant journeyings of our

ancestors in the days gone by, when each

district provided for its own needs. The

fashion among birds still prevails. Hence

the great waves of bird life constantly eb-

bingand flowing high up in the ocean of air ;

hence the regular migrations so wonderful

in the distances and dangers little birds

compass in their long flights over thousands

of miles; hence the fitful flittings which, on

a smaller scale, distinguish even the birds

that are classified as stationary species.

There is no food at all left for the birds in

the higher arctic regions in winter; plants,

fish, insects are killed or buried in the ice

and snow; the vast hordes of lemmings, lit

tle creatures near akin to the voles that

have made such ravages on the sheep farms

of southern Scotland of late years, leave

high latitudes ; there is nothing left even

for birds of prey.

In the summer, wild luxuriance of forest,

field and fen, shoals of fish in the great rivers

and the deep blue sea, swarms of insects

flying in dense clouds over fjeld and fjord

and steppe and birds in teeming multitudes

—sea birds, river birds, sand birds, hill-

loving birds, wood-haunting birds, field

birds, birds big and birds little, myraid

hosts of birds. In the winter, frozen seas,

icebound rivers, iron hills, snow-clad for

ests, snowy fields, no fish, no insects, no

seeds, no berries, no worms visible even to

sharp bird eyes, therefore, no birds.

In the countries bordering on the polar

seas, where the changing seasons bring al

ternately the two extremes of dearth and

plenty, birds are more numerous in the

short" summer than anywhere else all the

world over and in winter absent altogether.

All are migrants there by force of circum

stances.—Cornhill Magazine.

Used to It.

Young Author (engaging apartments)—

" You have several literary men boarding

here, I believe."

Mrs. Slimdiet—" Yes, quite a number. I

like literary men."

" I am delighted to hear it."

" Yes, you see, literary men never kick

when I demand cash in advance. They are

used to it."—Spare Moments.

The " Scorching" Position.

" Can't you give me a motto as a sort of

guide while I'm struggling through my ca

reer?" said the young bicyclist who had

determined to become the greatest racer of

his age.

"Certainly," said the sporting man,

thoughtfully. " Hump yourself."- Chicago

Record.

Had to Do It,

She—"Why, there's Charley Yan Beet.

Don't you remember his going to California

with his fiancee?"

He—"I should say I did. He wrote me

he didn't have money enough to get back.

How do you suppose he managed it ?"

She—"Why, he married her out there."

—Life.

It Suited Him.

Nodd—My father-in-law and I have

bought a horse and carriage together.

Todd—How do you manage about -divid

ing up the expenses?

Nodd — Kasy enough. He keeps the

horse and I keep the carriage.—New York

World.
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Public Works for the Needy.

The fact that the beet system of charity

is the employment of the needy rather than

the distribution of relief to those who re

main in idleness, whether enforced or

otherwise, has been proven conclusively, I

believe, during the past winter by the op

erations of the citizens' employment and

relief committee in Pittsburg. I was a

member of the committee, and was very

familiar with ita workings. Over a quarter

of a million dollars, or, in round numbers,

$253,000, were expended under the direction

of the committee during the winter on the

improvement of Schenley and Highland

parks. The wages paid were $1 per day, and

over l:i,000 men were employed during the

course of the work, upon whom nearly 50,-

000 other people were dependent. There

were over 22,000 applications received from

men who desired work, and the system fol

lowed in the consideration of these requests

was simple but effective. Each applicant's

condition was investigated to see whether

he needed relief and was a resident of the

city. This latter point prevented the idle

and unemploved from the outside from

coming in. The applications were handed

to the police authorities, and the policemen

inquired whether the applicants were de

serving or not, and so reported.

In this way we effectually prevented the

unworthy and impostors from receiving

help. There was such a large number of

applicants, and it was so necessary to give

every man a show, that there were frequent

discharges. For instance, a man would

work two or three weeks and then be laid

off to give another deserving applicant a

chance. The men thus laid off were re

employed when the opportunity arose, but

when a man was discharged for cause he

was not allowed to get work again. I be

lieve that organized charity in all the great

cities should be carried out upon such lines.

There are hundreds upon hundreds of the

deserving needy who would starve or even

steal before they would beg. I know that

is a broad statement, and the latter part of

it indicates a good deal of innate immoral

ity on the part of humanity, but the fact

still remains that a great many people will

commit crime before they will Deg, while

the instances of starvation from motives of

pride under such circumstances are too nu

merous to need mention. Both of these

classes, however would eagerly take advant

age of honorable work by which they could

secure the necessaries of life. It is a ques

tion that should be deeply considered by

those philanthropic citizens upon whose

joint efforts communities depend for the

relief of their unfortunates in the time of

need. It makes no difference whether a

relief fund is the result of popular sub

scription or of state, municipal or national

appropriation. All persons in need of it*

help, and who are able to perform manual

or other labor, should be accorded an op

portunity to give some return for the assist

ance which they receive. Such a system

takes the sharp sting out of charity for

those who dislike to receive it under that

name.—R. A. Corlaish in Washington Slur.

Wyoming Soda Lakes,

As described by H. Pemberton, Jr., and

George P. Tucker, there exists a deposit of

sulphate of soda locally known as a lake,"

about fourteen miles southwest of Laramie,

Wyo. The deposit is composed of three of

these lakes lying within a stone's throw of

one another—the Big lake, the Track lake,

and the Red lake—having together a total

area of about sixty-five acres. They are the

property of the Union Pacific Railroad com

pany, and are connected by a branch of

that road with the main line at Laramie,

and are generally known as the Union Pa

cific lakes. In these lakes the sulphate of

soda occurs in two bodies or layers. The

lower part, constituting the great bulk of

the deposit, is a mass of crystals of a faint

greenish color, mired with a considerable

amount of black, slimy mud. It is known

as the "solid soda," and is said to have a

depth of some twenty or thirty feet. Above

this solid soda occurs the superficial layer

of pure white crystallized sulphate of soda.

This is formed by solution in water of the

upper part of the lower body, the crystals

being deposited by evaporation or by cool

ing or by the two combined. A little rain

in the spring and autumn furnishes this

water, besides innumerable small, sluggish-

flowing streams are present in all the lakes;

but on account of the dry air of this region

the surface is generally dry, or nearly so,

and in midsummer the clouds of efflores

cent sulphate that are whirled up by the

ever blowing winds of Wyoming can be

Been for miles. The layer of white sulphate

is from three to twelve inches in thickness.

When the crystals are removed the part

laid bare is soon replenished by a new

crop.—Popular Science Mnnthhi.

Blinkers—"This life insurance idea is

good enough if a man dies young, but sup

pose I should live thirty or forty years

longer—I'd be terribly out of pocket.'

Agent—" No danger of that, sir. You'll

soon kill yourself working to pay the pre

miums."—New York Weekly.

" Of course you believe in the millen

nium," said the irritable man's friend.

"To be sure."

" What is your idea of it?"

"It'll be a time when every lawn mower

will have a music box attachment."—

Washington Star.
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Assessment Notice for August.

Office of the Grand Lodge, B. or L. F., )

Tf.rre Haute, Ind., August 1, 1894. J

Assessment No. 47, $2.00.

To Receivers of Subordinate Loeloes :

Sirs and Brothers:—You are hereby notified of

the death and disability of the following members

entitled to all the benefits of the order, viz.:

Claim No. 1292. Amos G. Carpenter, of Liberty

Lodge, No. 242, died of Heart Disease. February 25,

Ism.

Claim No. 1293. Owen Edwards, of Silver Mountain

Lodge, No. 327, died of General Paralysis, March 1,

1894.

CLAIM No. 1294. Fred W. Lasso, of Blue Mountain

Lodge. No. 348, Scalded to Death, March 14. 1894.

Claim No. 1295. Charles Fullingtou, of Red River

Lodge. No. 8, was declared totally disabled bv Scalds

and Injury to Skull, April 27, 1894.

Claim No. 1296. Samuel J. Cashing, of Fellowship

Lodge, No. 121, died of Typhoid Fever, May 3, 1891.

Claim No. 1297. Matthew E. Gratz, of Alpha Lodge,

No. 20, was Drowned, May 0. 1894.

Claim No. 129S. Samuel T. Williams, of Hinton

iXHige, No. 238, was declared totally disabled by Dis-

t»tt of the Lungs. May 8, 1894.

Claim No. 1299. John C. Pier, of Phil H. Sheridan

Lodge. No. 388, was declared totally disabled bv in

jury to Right Leg, May 14, 1894.

Claim No. iaoo. G. M. Porter, of Loval Lodge. No.

an, died of injuries received in a Wreck. January 10,

Claim No. 1301. Samuel A. Ertel, of O. K. Lodge,

Bo. 269. was Run Over and killed, February ii. 1894;

Claim No. 1302. William MrCosh, of Vandalia

Mage, No. 40o. was declared totally disabled by In

anity. March 2.s, 1891.

Claim No. lae. Emmet Torrant, of Spanish Peaks

lodge. No. 328, died of Blood Poisoning, April 5, 1894.

Claim No. 1801. Aubrey Tubbs, of White Breast

Li*lge, No. 27s. died of Tubercular Phthisis und

Dropsy ©I the Heart. April 12, 1894.

Claim No. 1805. John H. Adams, of Macon Lodge,

No. 240, died of Compound Fracture of the skull,

April 15. ijjjM.

Claim No. 1306. Michael Leaven, of O. K. Lodge

No. 209, was declared totally disabled by Curvature of

Spine, April 17, 1894.

Claim No. 1307. Con. O'Connell. of Gate City Lodge

No. 93, died of Tubercular Laryngitis, .April 19, 1894.

Claim No. 1308. B. P. Guion, of Peace Lodge No.

109, died of Gunshot Wounds, April 24, 1891.

Claim No. 1309. H. W. Fowler, of Elm City Lodge

No. 284. was declared totally disabled bv Spinal Con

cussion. April 24, 1894.

Claim No. 1310. Hugh MeGlnley, of Santa Rosa

Lodge No. 308, died of Smallpox, April 25, 1894.

Claim No. 1311. A. D. Isom. of Evening Star Lodge

No. 112, was declared totally disabled by Loss of Arm,

May 15, 1891.

Claim No. 1312. M. L. Hann, of Red River Lodge

No. 8, was declared totally disabled by Injury to

Spine, May 4, 1894.

Claim No. 1313. Joseph Beckerton, of Morning

Star Lodge No. 88, died from Valvular Disease of the

Heart, May 6, 1894.

Claim No. 1314. Charles B. Martin, of Fidelity

Lodge No. 18"), was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Leg, May 7, 1894.

Claim No. 1315. A. M. Sonrwine, of Connecting

Link Lodge No. 25, died of Heart Failure, May 10,

1894.

Claim No. 1310. Thomas A. Silva. of Just in Time

Lodge No. 149, died of Endocarditis. May 12, 1894.

Claim No. 1317. John E. Glasson, of Marvin Hughitt

Lodge No. 132, died of Heart Failure, May 19, 1894.

Claim No. 1318. C'- W. May. of Alamo Lodge. No.

203, died of Injuries received in a Wreck, May 23, 1894:

Claim No. 1319. John II. Elliott, of Magnolia Lodge,

No. 220. killed in a Wreck, May 25, 1891.

Claim No. 1320. Edward Davis, of Three Branch

Lodge, No. 304, was declared totally disabled by In-

sipient Tuberculosis of Lungs, May 28, 1894.

Claim No. 1321. G. W. Seybert, of Tip Top Lodge,

No. 396, was declared totally disabled by total and

permanent Anchylosis of right wrist, May 28, 189-1.

Claim No. 1322. Jacob A. Gaither, of Magnolia

Lodge, No. 226, killed by Engine Turning Over,

June 2. 1894.

Claim No. 1823. Robert B. Collins, of John A.

Logan Lodge, No. 470, killed in a Wreck, June 4, 1894.

Claim No. 1324. John Patrick, of A. G. Porter

Lodge, No. 141, was declared totally disabled by

Atrophy of Left Leg, June 5, 1891.

Claim No. 1325. William E. Ranek, of Fairmount

Lodge, No. 333, died of Cerebral Svphilis,. June 8,

1894.

Claim No. 1326. S. A. Poulton, of Vandalia Lodge,

No. 403, was killed in a Wreck, June 9, 1894.

Claim No. 132". William II. Steele, of Riverside

Lodge, No. 197, was declared totally disabled bv Gen

eral Nervous Prostration, June 18, 189-1.

An assessment of Two Dollars ($2.00) has been

levied for the payment of the above claims, and you

are required to forward said amount for each member

whose name appears on the rolls of membership Au

gust 1st, 1894 (also for all members having taken a

withdrawal (limited or final) after August 1st, and

for all members who died or were totally disabled

since that date), said remittance to reach the Grand

Lodge not later than August 20th, 189-1. as provided

by Section 50 of the Constitution. Any lodge failing

to make returns as above provided will stand sus

pended from all the benefits of the order, as per Sec

tion 52 of the Constitution.

Yours fraternally,

F. P. Sargent, G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.
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Beneficiary Statement.

Office of (.Irani* sr.< riitaky ami Theasi'rkr, >

Terrk Haute, Ind., July 1. 1894. /

To S ubordintite Lodgct :

Sirs AM> Brothers :—The following is a statement

of the Beneficiary Fund for the month af .lune, 1894 :

Kkckipts.
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2 42 74 92 146. 162 218 74 290 112 362

II 560 75 184 147 160 219 128 291 186 363 100

4 76
■26

1481 118 220 156 292 36 364 %

5 188 77 284 149 ! 574 221 112 293 42 365 60

li 134 78 198 1501 166 222 1)4 294 80 366 5s

7 56 79 68 151 84 223 Sti 295 367 62

s 214 80 42 1521 148 224 68 296 368 70

9

i»
81 102 1531 80 225 52 297 122 369 92

in 82 294 154l 100 226 116 298 370 28

11 18X 83 220 155 116 227 128 299 108 371 70

12 274 84 218
156j 110

228 28S 300 110 372 71

l:; 380 85 142 1671 . 229 70 301 84 373 50

14 326 86 12* 158; 128 230 104 302 88 374 66

1., 13li 87 98 1591 148 231 164 303 68 375 82

16 212 88 98 160 128 232 104 304 138 376 44

17 11* 89 161 ] 40 233 66 305 54 377 154

IS 112 90 150 162, 248 284 108 306 ISO 378 204

19 91 110 1631 122
235 48 307 130 379 258

20 96 92 84 164 120 2S6 130 308 70 380 56

21 104 93 1*6 165) 110 237 208 309 106 381 40

22 28 94 150 1661 . . 238 116 310 66 382 112

23 3-1 96 1112 1671 96 239 100 811 50 383 SO

•Jl
84 96 78 168; 140 240 192 312 46 384 101)

'.'.-. 166 97 216 169 312 241 378 313 52 385 TO
20 164 98 74 170 96 242 208 314 386 32

27 16 1 99 22-1 171 68 243 30 315 162 387 60

•2S
128 100 78 172 244 26 316 388 154

at* 70 101 128 178 144 246 317 389 74

:w 82 102 164 174 146 246 318 52 890 100

31 68 103 276 175 158 247 202 319 SO 891 100

32 82 104 176 92 248 164 320 162 392 62

33 114 105 177 84 249 86 321 42 893 58

111 128 106 52 178 164 250 240 322 48 394 64

IIS 107 188 179 86 251 304 3213 395 66

31 i 106 108 76 180 54 252 170 324 52 396 90

117 111) 109 132 181 58 253 94 325 86 397 3K

:« 116 110 74 182 108 254 162 326 101 3'JS 70

:;>i Hi 111 158 183 194 255 82 327 110 399 36

10 158 112 64 184
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266 56 328 114 490 82

41 52 118 128 185 257 132 829 16 401 86

42 44 114 54 186 122 258 76 330 108 402 54

43 144 115 K8 187 76 259 120 331 56 403 2K

41 154 116 176 188 232 260 102 332 SO 404 50

45 226 117 106 189 134 261 333 172 -105 111

ii ; Ml 118 56 190 46 262 334 130 406 40

47 119 40 191 263 142 335 86 107 106

4K 168 120 120 192 172 264 68 836 38 408 98

111 148 121 152 193 86 265 132 337 2O0 400 120

.Ml 164 122 54 194 228 266 131 338 90 410 90

M 78 123 136 195 40 267 lis 339
•111

28

52 124 96 196 104 268 . 76 340 7° 412 44

125 80 197 110 269 341 02 413

•M 222 126 81 198 124 270 210 342 72 414 70

.'... 58 127 106 199 52 271 88 343 38 415

56 28 128 62 200 100 272 52 344 100 416 40

57 304 129 178 201 '.IN 273 100 345 62 417 50

5.M 70 130 230 202 132 .274 41 346 38 118 68

511 104 131 OK 203 162 275 76 347 72 419 ss

tin 24 132 1211 204 74 276 70 348 74 420 7K

Ill 181', 133 06 205 102 277 20 349 10s 421 42

1,2 150 134 124 206 98 278 34 350 422

111) 62 135 94 207 202 279 36 351 42 423 'hi

l\l 160 136 52 208 82 280 52 352 124 108

11 > 124 137 60 209 102 281 114 353 50 425 100

r.r, % 138 112 210 51 282 354 15S 426

07 218 139 211 228 2*3 U4 aw 427 76

fi- 86 140 166 212 78 284 292 356 418 60

ll'.l fiO 141 278 213 52 285 234 357 02 429

7' > 90 142 224 214 9S 280 102 368 56 4» 72

71 170 143 215 136 287

'66

859 70 m
72 192 144 112 216 78 288 360 80 132 130

Receipts—Continut d.
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IRS 50 450 56 465 480 36 495 611 102

136 451 26 466 260 481 72 496 40 511 TO

137 24 452 70 467 482 28 497 512 6»

I3S 48 153 468 40 488 46 498 24 51S :«

139 78 454 116 469 484
•1(9

44 511 42

110 SH 455 40 47(1 68 485 202 500 44 51 46

111 68 456 471 02 486 601 70 51 1' 4K

1 12 68 457 S2 472 187 76 502 66 ■>17 4"

113 78 458 44 473 70 -188 40 603 58 61s 5*

114 126 459 52 474 58 489 504 '26 .'.19 4t>

115 46 460 80 475 110 490 50 605 40
;.-•

440 144 161 46 476 44 491 r>2 506

417 48 4G2 118 477 492 507 30

Balance on hand June 1. 1894 $39,1*3 75

Received during month 49,294 0"

Total SS8.477 "•">

PlsmRSEMENTS.

Bv Claims 1300. 1301, 1302. 1303. 1304, 1305,

1300", 1307, 1308. 1309, 1310. 1311. 1312,1313, 1314,

1315, 1310, 1317, l.'lls. 1319, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1323,

1324, 1325. 1326, 1327 J42.0fli.tt

. S46.I77 ■
Balance on hand .Inly 1, 1*94 . .

Respectfully submitted.

F. W. Aknoli., G. S. aiidT.

Special Notice.

No lodge should be without a copy of the latest book

of schedules of wages and agreements between En

gineers and Firemen and Railway Officials. We luuv

a large supply on hand and will furnish them to sub

ordinate lodges at seventy live cents per copy. >'nd

your orders at once and they will he promptly filled.

All orderaniust come through the Secretary or Actinic

Secretary of the lodge.

Yours fraternally,

F. I*. SAJii.ENT. G. M.

F. W. ABNOLU, U. S. and T.

NATIONAL HOTEL.

Brother.I. H. Brewer. Proprietor of National Howl.

Hot Springs, Arkansas, and member of B. of L E..

Division ls'2. has been advertising in the Maoa*!"

for some three years, and asks us to again remind '■«'

readers that he is looking for railroad men to •*■•!>

with him whenever passing his way. We hopr uw

hoys wUl give this brother the preference every time

when they have occasion to visit Hot Springs.

He Doesn't Keep Late Hours Now.

The Husband ilale from the clubi—I—cr-did"'1

I'hpect you would be sitting up for me, dear.

The Wife (cheerfully)—I haven't been sitting "P ,"'

,*ou. dear. I've just come in myself.— AVu- Yorkr***

8he Hit It

A little colored girl was called upon at school <"

a sentence on the blackboard coiiUiiiin- [l1
writ*

word delight. This is what she wrote:

Moses when delight went out '.'"— Truth

■ Where «»»

Where He Kissed Her.

"And he kissed you'' "

" Yes. and right under mother'* eyt»."

"1 should think he would have preferred W»'"

under your own."—AV ie l'.»t Pn».
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BRAND LODGE.

r . P. Sargknt Grand Master

Terre Haute, Indiana.

J. J. H annahan Vice Grand Master

6949 Princeton ave., Englewood, 111.

F. W. Arnold . . . Grand Secretary and Treasurer

Terre Haute. Indiana.

BOABO OF GRAND TRUSTEES.

VI. F. Hynes Chairman

935 Eleventh St., Denver Col.

Ch as. W. Maier Secretary

1714 E. Clark are, Parsons, Kan.

alii. H. Sutton . . (75 N. Water St., Decatur, 111

GRANT EXECUTIVE BOABD.

Eugene A. Ball Chairman

Stratford, Ontario, Box 123.

T. P. O'Roubke Secretary

Taylor, Tex.

Henry Walton, 3837 Hamilton St.,

W. Philadelphia, Pa

Fred. Kebleb, . . . 1503 Brooks St., HouBton, Tex

S. H. Brown 119 So. Green St., Chicago, 111

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

I. DEER PABK; Port Jit vis N. V.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, corner Ball and Pike

sts. every Wednesday.

G. G. Carreer, 151 W. Main st Master

F. S. Bishop, 21 Broome at. Secretary

C. E. Barkmau, lul Plkest Collector

F. H. Bogardus, 3 Front st Receiver

J. T. Duffey, 52 W. Main st . . . Magazine Agent
1. SPARTAN ■ Monon, lad.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

Clint Williams Master

Frank FahneBtock Secretary

Clint Williams Collector

K. J. Shields Receiver

A. M. Holmes Magazine Agent

8, ADOPTED DAUGHTER; Jersey City, N. J.

Meets in Fisher's Hall, cor. Erie st. and Newark

ave., 2d and 4th Sundays.

T. W. Venner, 507 Grove st Master

E. V. Coar, 286 Monmouth st Secretary

J. B. Sweet, 125 Academy st Collector

E. M. McMahon, 58 Gregory st Receiver

F. G. Hodges, 117 Glenwood ave . . Mag. Agent

4. WHEAT KASTKRN; Portland. Maine.

Meets In B. of L. E. Hall, cor Temple and Con

gress sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

C. E. Creamer. 3 Briggs st Master

J. J. Bennett, 9 Briggs st .... Secretary

J. S. Lowell, G.T.R.R. Rd. House . . . Collector

C. E. Creamer, 3 Briggs st Receiver

W. F. Coffin, 1019 Congress st . . Magazine Agent

6. CHARITY ; Kt, Thomas. Oat.

Meets in Conductors' Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

P. M.

Robt. Forster, Box 1273 Master

Ell Cowles, Box 1273 Secretary

P. D. McCarthy, Box 1273 Collector

H. H. Tedford, Box 1273 Receiver

H. C. Burtch. Box 1273 . . Magazine Agent

t. PRIDE OF THE WERT; DeSoto. Ho.

Meet* In K. P. Hall, cor. Second and Boyd sts.,

every Monday at 2 P. M.

Jno. McBride Master

P. N. Pile, Box 41 Secretary

Sertrand Buzzell Collector

W. B. Hart. Box 191 Receiver

J. C. Vandyke Magazine Agent

J. POTOMAC; Washington. D.C.

Meets In McCaulley's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

R M. 8mith. 129 Carol st 8. E Master

Jeremiah Reagan, 6136th St. S. W. . . Secretary

N. H. Roberts, 1238 V, St. S. E . . Collector

H. A. Newman, N. E. cor. \% and G.

sts. S. W Receiver

L.E. Denny, 466 1 st. 8. W. . . . Magazine Agent

8. BED BITER ; Denlson. Tex.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Saturday at 8 P,

M.

C. J. Turner Master

H. P. French, 209 Rusk ave Secretary

J. J. Croftou, 203 Morgan st Collector

J. K. Fairlev. Munson st Receiver

W. B. Stafford, L. Box 292 . . . . Magazine Agent

9. FRANKLIN; Columbus, Ohio.

Meets in L. W. C. Div. B. of L. E. Hall, 80% N.

High st., alternate Mondays at 8 P. M.

K. G. Hoag, 160% N High st Master

Melvin Berlin, 435 Gallowav ave . . .Secretary

P. J. Singleton, 468 Grove st Collector

J. F. McNamee, 1050 Atchison st . . . Receiver

R. G. Bradley, 1115 Atchison st . . . Mag. Agent

16. FORE8T CITT; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets at 182 Ontario st, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

J. F. Bennett, 21 Dyke st Master

8. R. Tate, 79 Professor st Secretary

A. G. Laubscher, West Cleveland . . Collector

T. P. Curtis, 39 W. Madison ave .... Receiver

T. J. Dicks, 39 W. MadiBon st . Magazine Agent

11. EXCELSIOR; Phllllpsbnrg, N. J.

Meets in Gwinner's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

A. S. Cole, 313 Chambers St. Master

David Gorgas, Summit ave .Secretary

C. J. Herbert, 827 Main st Collector

J. W. Sinclair, L. Box 96 Receiver

A. M. Vanatta Magazine Agent

12. BUFFALO; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, 198 Seneca st, every

Tuesday evening.

G. 8. Fladung, 111 Colt st Master

F. J. Brennan, 175 S. Division st . . . Secretary

J. J. Knauff Collector

P. J. McNamara, 70 Michigan st . . Receiver

P. M. Cleary, 139 N. Ogden st. . Magazine Agent

18. WASHINGTON ; Jersey City. N. J.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor. Pacific ave and Ma

ple st, every 3d Sunday at 10:30 A. M.

T. J. Carroll, 152 Pacific ave Master

J. C. Ballinger, 25 W 8th st, Bayonne . Secretary

G. S. Quick, 176 Jackson ave Collector

W. J. Lewis. 401JiCommunipaw ave . Receiver

G. R. Rowland, 224 Franklin st, Elizabeth,

Magazine Agent

14. EUREKA; Indianapolis, lad.

Meets in Griffith Block, 34 W. Washington It,

every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

Henry Zink, 410 S. Illinois st Master

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Secretary

E. J. Kline, 631 N. West st Collector

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Receiver

A. H. Reynolds. 81 Gillard ave. Magazine Agent

15. 8T. LAWRENCE; Montreal, Canada.

Meets in St. Charles Club Hall 1st and 3rd Tues

days

Chas. McCauley, 77 Mullin St., Pt. St.

Charles Master

Robt. Williamson, 134 Congregation St.,

Pt. St. Charles Secretary

Jas. Murphy, 63 Richmond St., Pt. St.

Charles Collector

Thos. Wilson. 500 Magdalen st Receiver

J. G. Roxborough, 91 Conway Bt, Pt St.

Charles Magazine Agent

16. TIGO; Terre Haute, Ind.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, S. E. cor. Wabash

ave. and 7th St., 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 7:30

P.M.

E. H. Brannan Master

J. F. O'Reilly, 624 N. 5th st Secretary

W. J. Butler, 402 N. 12th at Collector

C. A. Bennett. 1004 N. 9th st Receiver

P. II. Smith, 339 N 12th st . . . Magazine Agent

17. PINE BIDGE; Chadron, Neb.

Meets In 1. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

H. O. Smith, Box 501 . Master

J. E. Platner Secretary

H. M. Cram ... Collector

H. O. Smith, Box 501 Receiver

J. A. Powers Magazine Agent

18. WEST END; Slater, Mo.

Meets In K. of P. Hall every Saturday evening.

F. G. Klein Master

Jno. Reid. Box 134 Secretary

W. W. Golladay Collector

J. J. Day Receiver

H. W. Redman Magazine Agent
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19. TBCCKEK; Wadsworth, Nevada.

Meets in B. of L. E. and B. of L. F. Hall every

Friday at 7 P. M.

Jno Micander Master

G. W. Lindsay Secretary

W. F. Brown Collector

F. R. Fitch Receiver

W. H. Osborn Magazine Agent

M. STUABTj Stuart. Iowa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

P. M.

J. W. Tavlor, Box 56 Valley Junction . . Master

O. R. Couyers, Box 460 Secretary

Grafton Zenor, L. Box 17 Collector

J. L. Williams . . Receiver

R. B. Hash , Box 391 Magazine Agent

SI. ODUSTBIAL ; St. Lonls, Ho.

Meets in Havlin's Theatre, S. E. cor. 6th and

Walnut sts., 2d and 4th Fridays.

W. G. Oanfleld, 1422 Clark ave Master

T. B. Victor, 1109 Morrison ave .... Secretary

Louis Volker, 1008 Park ave Collector

W. A. Murphy, Ellendale, St. Louis . . Receiver

Edw. Voelker, 816 Soulard st . . Magazine Agent

55. CENTRAL; Urban*, III.

Meets 1m I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

F. M. Call Master

Scott Busey, Box 61 Secretary

W. H. Scroggin, Box 301 Collector

F.M. Call Receiver

W. F. Lewis, Box 324 .... Magazine Agent

S8. PH4ENIX ; Brookfleld, Ho.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

Joshua Proctor, Box 60 Master

A. S. Lucas, Box 608 Secretary

Jno. Braddock Collector

A. S. Lucas, Box 608 Receiver

J. F. Holland Magazine Agent

S4. GREAT WESTERN; Parsons. Kan.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, Forest ave, every

Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

J. P. Forbes Master

Bryant Lanham . Secretary

Henry Lichesky, 2203 Crawford ave . . Collector

J. H. Galvin, 1930 Washington st ... Receiver

Wm. Milne, 2224 W. Washington ave.

. . • Magazine Agent

56. CONNECTING LINK : Boone, Iowa.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, cor. 7th and Story sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

B. H. Smith, Box 311 Master

M. N. Crane, L. Box 775 Secretary

M. N. Crane, L. Box 776 Collector

W. H. Oummiugs, Box 420 Receiver

C. W. Roach Magazine Agent

98. ALPHA : Baraboo, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays.

C. A. Rich Master

Fred Van Leshout, Box 896 Secretary

W. H. Pobioy Collector

Fred Van Leshout, Box 895 Receiver

Arthur Argyle . Magazine Agent

97. HAWKEYK; Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 1st ave. and 3d St.,

2d and 4th SuudayB at 2:30 P. M.

C. H. Wheeler Master
F. A. Hobsou, 6.r> 7th ave Secretary

A. H. McKenzie. 171 B ave. E Collector

J. L. Jennings, 351 B. ave. W Receiver

C. L Clark B.C.R. A N. Rd. H se Magazine Agent

58. ELKHORN; North Platte, Neb.

Meets in First National Bank Hall, cor. 6th and

Spruce sts, every Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

C. R. DeMott Master

8. H. Donehower, L. Box 402 Secretary

T. A. Duke, Box 178 Collector

W. E. Jackson Receiver

T. E Morrison, Box 224 . . . . Magazine Agent

59. CERBO UORDO; Mason City, Iowa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Flail, Main St., 1st Mon

day at 7:30 P. M., and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

W. R. Rouse, 508 E. Huntleyst Master

Max Newbowers, 410 E. Miller st . . . Secretary

Eugene Bowen Collector

Lewis Leitner . ... Receiver

Max. Newbowers, 410 E. Miller st . . Mag. Agent

SO. CEDAB VALLEY; Waterloo, Iowa.

Meets in Select Knights' Hall . Sycamore and 4th

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. A Poley Master

R. A. Coreon, Box 1154 Secretary

H. B. Doxey Collector

R. A. Corson, Box 1154 Receiver

M. F. Whitney Magazine Agent

SI. R. R. CENTRE; Atchison, Kansas.

Meets in Woodman's Hall, cor. 6th and Santa re

sts, 2d and 4tb Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. A. Short. 1417 Atchison st Master

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fest . . . . Secretary

Edwin McKeen, 1531 Commercial st . . Collector

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fe st . . . . Receiver

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st . . Magazine Agent

SS. BORDER: Ellis, Kansas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 3 P. K.

Gustave Ebeling, Box 243 .' Master

G. 8. Leiscnriug, L. Box 355 Secretary

W. M. Griest, L. Box 13.) Collector

G. S. Leisenring, L. Box 355 Recelrer

J. C. Barnes, Box 218 . . . . Magazine Agent

83. SUCCESS ; Trenton. Mo.

Meets In K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Mondsy after

noons aud 2d and 4th Monday evenings.

W. M. Goode Master

G. N. Liston, Box 506 Secretary

G. N. Liston, Box 500 Collector

W. C. Gallup, L. Box 34 Receiver

C. H. Torncy Magazine Agent

34. CLINTON; Clinton, Iowa.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Monday* at

1:80 P. M.

P. J. Coffey, 919 3d st Master

C. E. Potter, 848 Sunnyside ave .... Secretary

W. N. 8mlth,425 8th ave Collector

P. J. Coffey, 919 3d st Receiver

Parker LilMs. 529 9th ave . . . . Magazine Agent

So. AMBOT; Freeport, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 50 Stephenson sL. 1st

and 3d Stiudai s at 2:30 P. M.

J. D. Mahoney, Box 247, Clinton Master

J. B. Eson, Box ln:*> Secretary

C. H. Perrv, 172 Liberty st Collector

J. H Dick.'Amboy Receiver

Edw. I'nderwood Magazine Agent

86. TIPPECANOE: Lafayette, Ind.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Fifth and Columbia sts, at

2 P. M., Sundays.

Chas. Ernst, 104 Salem st Muter

T. A. Vaughan, 131 Alabama st Secretary

Chas. Ernst. 164 Salem st Collector

W. R. Johnson, 110 8. 4th st Receiver

Jno. Morrow, L. E. <k W. R.R. . . Magazine Agent

87. NEW HOPE: Centralln, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, every Wednesday st

7:30 P. M.

A. J. Randall, Box 238 Master

Ferdinand Bauer, Box 206 . . . . .Secretary

E. 8. Adams, Box 31 1 Collector

W. R. Plxley, Box 548 Receiver

D. A. Smith Magazine Agent

38. AVON; Stratford. Ont.

Meets in Forrester's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. H.Whitchurch, Box 318 Master

Jos. Gant, Box 318 Secretary

W. H. Chldley. Box 818 Collector

Robt. Mcintosh, Box 318 Receiver

Wm. Stanford Box 318 Magazine Agent

89. TWIN CITY; Bock Island, 111.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, 2d Sunday and 4th

Monday.

E. J. Mooncy, 26th and Vine sts Master

Daniel Maronev. 27.'tt 8th ave Secretary

G. B. Dodge, ;»17 loth ave Collector

J. P. Dolly, Otb ave. and 25th st Receiver

Wm. McE'lrath, Vine st., bet. 25th and

26th sts Mag. Agent

40. BLOOMING; Bloomlngton, MI.

Meets in Engineers Hall every Tuesdays at 7:80

W. F. Costlgan,714 0'Harast Master

Chris Baum, 1408 Western ave Secretary

Chris Bauni, 1408 Western ave Collo'tor

R. J. McDonald. 712 W. Walnut st . . . Receiver

F. E. DuBois, 509 W. Chestnut st . . Mag. Agent

41. ONWARD; Dickinson. N. Dakota.

Meets In Odd Fellows Hall, every Thursday st

8:00 P. M.

H. F. Repke, Box 103 Master

W. J. Breikon, Jr Secretary

J. R. Morrison Collector

Brooks Goodall Receiver

P.J Needham Magazine Arent

4S. ELMO; Madison, Wis.

Meets in Kharpe's Hall, Keycs* Block, Mifflin «.

2d and 4tb Sundays.

C. M. Sllghtam, 341 W. Wilson st Matter

W. J. Parsons, 409 W. Gorhnin st . . . 8ecre»ry

Jno. Harrington. 520 W. Main at . . .Collector

8. E. Alvord, 104 '.Hh St., Milwaukee , . Receiver

8. E. Alvord, 104 Uth St., Milwaukee, Mag. Agent
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4*. ST. JOSEPH { St. Joseph, Ho.

Meet* in Brockaw's Hail, Eighth and Locust sta,

2d and 4th Thursdays.

J. E. Shortle, 817S. 11th Bt Master

W. E. SuUivao.2-jr.i3. 6th st Secretary

J. T. Downs, 709 8. Sthst Collector

Jos. Kane, 105N. lxth st Receiver

E.S. Lvnn.isth and Sacramento sts . Mag. Agent

44. r. VV. A BNOLD ; East st. Louis, III.

Meets iu Geary's Hall. 124 Main st, 1st and 3d

Tuesdays, at 7:30 P. M.

B. H. Stevenson, 420 S. 4th st Master

W. W. Gillls, 739 Collinsville ave . . . Secretary

L. G. Denbach, 1908 E. Grand ave., St.

Louis. M( Collector

T. M. Leonard. 313 Market ave .... Receiver

W. J. Weick, 402 Victor St. St. Louis, Mo.

Magazine Agent

45. BOSS CITY: Little Rock, Ark.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, corner Markham and

Chester sts., 1st and 3d 8uudays at 2:30 P. M.,

and 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30 P. M

Jno. O'Malley, 1122North st Master

M.J. Murphy, 200 Cross st Secretary

Msthias Laux, h. Box 2 Union Depot . Collector

T. P. Ilomard, 121 Riverside ave .... Receiver

G. W. EdrinKton. 1822 W. 7th st . Magazine Agent

46. CAPITOL; Springfield, IU.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 5th St., bet. Monroe

and Adams, 1st and 3d Sundavs at 2 P. M. and

2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Price, Uth and' Cass sts Master

A. P. Marsh. 12IG E. Capital ave . . . .Secretary

C. F. Sells, 1415 S. 9th st Collector

W. E. Hall, 1604 8.10th st. Receiver

E. A. Watkins, Tilton, Vandercook P. O.

... Magazine Agent

47. TRIUMPHANT; Chicago, HI.

Meets in Prosper! ty Hall, N. E. cor. Stat* and 18th

sts, 1st Monday at 8 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2

P. M.

W. A. Leonard, 1731 Wabash ave Master

J. W. Mcintosh, 9143 Ontario ave., So.

Chicago Secretary

F. L. Scnrader. 1641 Wabash ave . . Collector

Jno. Glover. 1558 Wabash ave Receiver

F. B. Seyl, Everett | Magazine Agent

48. H. F. HVNES; Peoria, III.

Meets in K. P. Hall. Observatory Building, 2d

Saturday at 8 P. M. and 4th Sunday at 2 P. M.

J. D Potter, 621 Howette st Master

W. A. McMillan, 206 State st Secretary

W. A. McMillan, 206 State at Collector

D. N. Watt, 617 1st st Receiver

Grant Cromwell, 120 Green at ... - Mag. Agent

49. J. M. RAYMOND ; Decatur. 01.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Thos Nash, 929 E. North st Master

J. F. Doster, 1145 E. North st Secretary

J. B. Lonnon, 1057 N. Clayton st . . . . Collector

A. H. Sutton, 975 N. Water st Receiver

F. W. Marsh, 638 E. Eldorado st . . Mag. Agent

60. (UUI)K.N CITY | Chicago. HI.

Meets In Brown's Hall, 47th and State sta, 1st

Saturday evening and 3d Sunday afternoon.

Frank Hannahan, 4089 Dearborn st . . Master

W. E. Briden, 003 Dexttr ave Secretary

G. E. Polk Collector

J. N. Parry. 4757 Dearborn st Receiver

K. B. Powley, ".108 s. Halstead st . . Mag. Agent

61. FRISCO: North Springfield, Jlo.

Meets in Engineers' and Firemen's Hall. Com

mercial st., every Wednesday at 2:30 P. M.

F. E. Gano, 1934 N. Robberson ave .... Master

B. C. Reddick, 1002 Florence st . . . . Secretary

W. H. Hulse, 1153 Thomas st Collector

H. F. Hill, 1104 Blaine st Receiver

8. C. Marcroft, 1,">07 Lyon st. Station A,

Springfield Magazine Agent

12. tlOOD WILL; Loransport, Ind.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, N. E. cor. Fourth and

Market sts.. 1st and 3d Sundays.

L. E. Brown . . . Master

F. P. Jackson, 631 Lyndon ave Secretary

Jno. Rombolt. 100 Osage st Collector

F. P. Beam, 525 Miatna st Receiver

F. P. Jackson. 631 Lyndon ave . Magazine Agent

M. EMPORIA; Emporia, Kansas.

Meets in Federation Hall, cor. 8d ave and West

sts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 1:30 P. M.

F. E. Maier. 326 West st Master

J. L. Bogle, n Oak st Secretary

I. M. Hadley, 332 Constitution st . . . Collector

8. A. Doty. 302 West st Receiver

E. 3. Pearce, 332 Constitution st, Magazine Agent

64. ANCHOR; Moberly, Ho.

Meets in Engineers1 Hall, cor 5th and Reed sts.,

every Tuesday evening.

Frank Fitzpatriok, 333 N. Clark Bt . . . . Master

W. T. .Scully. 331 N. Clnrk st Secretary

Max Owen, 438 E. Rollins st Collector

G. N. Cornell, 311 Hagood st Receiver

J. J. Cain, 331 N. Williams st . . Magazine Agent

55. BLUFF CITY ; Memphis, Tean.

Meets iu K. P. Hall, 1st and 3d Monday even

ings.

P. M. Ford, 93 Alabama st Master

L. J. Lucke, 237 Greenlaw st Secretary

Edw. Paccy, L & N R R shoDS Collector

L. J. Lucke. 237 Greenlaw st Receiver

Michael Cady, 510 Bender st . . Magazine Agent

66. BANNER; Stanberry, Mo.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, every Saturday even

ing.

T. B. Cambron Master

Thos. San ford, Box 44 Secretary

Nealy Stamper Collector

T. B. Cnmbron Receiver

J. S. McLaughlin Magazine Agent

67. BOSTON ; Boston. Mass.

Meets in Rathborn Hall. 094 Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 10:30 A. M.

J. E. Gorham, South Bralntree Master

L. M. Howard, 45 Everett St., Jamaica

Plain Secretary

J. E. Gorham, South Braintree .... Collector

C. P. Skufelt, 11 Sarsfield st Receiver

G. A. Canon, Mattapan Mag. Agent

68. SACRAMENTO; Rocklln, Cal.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Monday and

Thursday.

J. H. Penney Master

W. B. Morton, Box 2 Secretary

A. R. Walther Collector

A. E. Harter Receiver

H. W. Noethig, Box 2 Magazine Agent

69. ROYAL GORGE; Pueblo, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. D st. and Union

ave.. every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

E. S. Miller, 7:12 Miller st Master

P. B. Bradford 37 Block X Secretary

C. E. Blackburn, 29 Block O Collector

J. F. Garrett, 7 Terrace View Receiver

J. K. Allen Magazine Agent

60. UNITED; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets In Dover Hall, 2204 Marshall St., 1st and

3d Saturday evenings.

W. J. Rogers, 4744 Main st, Gcrmantown,

Philadelphia Master

J. H. Mohr, 2312 Fawn 6t Secretary

Jan. Wertz, 3420 York Road Collector

B. F. Pettlt, 1727 N. 9th st Receiver

B. F. Pettlt, 1727 N. 9th Bt ... Magazine Agent

61. MINNEHAHA ; St. Paul, Minn.

Meets in Druid's Hall, cor. Seventh and Jackson

sta., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. F. Driscoll, 180 Penna ave Master

F. W. Ferguson, 1029 Front st Secretary

J. V. Piper, 107 Sycamore st Collector

T. T. Hart, 709 Tuscarora ave Receiver

Jos. Kellow, 605 Mississippi st . Magazine Agent

81. YANBERGENj Carbondale, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d and 4th Sunday!

at 2 P. M.
E. F. Atkinson, 122 Belmont st • • . . . .Master

G. P. Berry, 7'.i Park st Secretary

J. E. MoCawley, 30 River st Collector

W. H. Brokenshlre, 51 Garfield ave . . Receiver

G. P. Berry, T'.i Park st Magazine Agent

68. HEBCULE8; Danville, III.

Meets in K. of H. Hall, over N. E. cor. Main and

Walnut sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

W. J. Harter, 720 Wellington st Master

E. E. Partlow, Box 927 Secretary

Fred Krauel Collector

W, J, Harter, 720 Wellington st . . . . Receiver

F. J. Lorcnz, 421 Short at ... ■ Magazine Agent

64. SIOUX; Slonx City, Iowa.

Meets in Lyons Hall, 418 Pearl St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

J. N. Barber, 809 Lafavette st Master

T. F. Dolan, 101 Wall st Secretary

F. J. Anderson, 511 Wall st Collector

T. F. Dolan, 101 Wall st Receiver

M. J. Mangan, 1516 E 7th st . . Magazine Agent
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66. FORT BIDGELT ; Waseca, Minn.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

Wm. Carroll Master

E. R. Holtjrook Secretary

Ira Blowers Collector

Jas. Hockenhull Receiver

R. O. Faes Magazine Agent

66. CHALLENGE; Bellerllle, Ontario.

Meet* in B. of L. E. Hall, Station St., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

Thos. Marshall, Jr., Belleville Station . Master

Wm. Andrews, Belleville Station . . . Secretary

M. A. Bonisteel, Belleville Station . . Collector

W. J. Logue, Belleville 8tation . . . Receiver

J. W.Barlow, G. T. Ry. P. 0. . . Magazine Agent

67. DOMINION ; Toronto, Canada.

Meets in l.O.O.F. Hall, cor. Queen st and Spadlne

ave, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Juo Lee, 21 Robinson st . Master

Thos. Hueston. 157 Euclid ave .... Secretary

Philip Richardson, 30 Stafford st . . . Collector

Jas. Pratt, 172 Huron st Receiver

Frederick Fox, 342 Adelaide st, W.

Magazine Agent

68. EA U CLAIRE ; Altoona, Wis.

Meets in Fireman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. F. Pcwell Master

Wm. McLyman Secretary

Jno Morgan Collector

Stanley Ives Receiver

Wm. McLyman Magazine Agent

69. ISLAND CITT ; BrockrlUc. Ontario.

Meets in Merrill's Hall everv Tuesday at 7:30

P. M.

W. J. Dowell, Box 183 Master

Chas. Brownlow Secretary

Alexander Wood Collector

W. J. Dowell, Box 183 Receiver

J. B. Hlslop,Box620 Magazine Agent

70. LONE STAR; Lonzrrlew, Texas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 7:30

P. M.

Harry Finnegan, Box 141 Master

\V. L. Patrick Secretary

L. D. Oden, Box 203 Collector

Harry Finnegan, Box 141 Receiver

Jno. Fogarty Magazine Agent

71. KrsO.lTKIIA.YiiA | Oneonta. N. T.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Moudajs

at 7:30 P. M.

F. A. Yorkey, 178 Main st Master

W. P. Emery, 66« Deitx st Secretary

J. N. 8tone, 4 Fafrview st Collector

Jas. Walters, 9 Baker st Receiver

J. J. Carr. 25 Fairview st . . . . Magazine Agent

78. WELCOME) Camden, N. J.

Meets 2d and Tnvlor ave., 2d and 4th Sundays

F. A Potts, 643 Clinton st .Master

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Secretary
G. W. Tash,.r>29S3d st Collector

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Receiver

G. W. Tash, 529 8. 3d s t Magazine Agent

78. BAT STATE; Worcester, Mass.

Meets at Commonwealth Hall, 566 Main

St., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

L. D. Chaffln,;3* Cutler st Master

Thos. Loynd, s Glenwood st Secretary

A. N. Hoyt, 2 Davis Court Collector

Thos. Loynd, 8 Olenwood st Receiver

G. P. Newton, t> Penn ave . . . Magazine Agent

74. KANSAS CITT ; Argentine, Kan.

Meets in Noke Opera House, Silver ave,, bet. 1st

and 2d sis., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Heniy Best Master

R. W. Biilwell Secretary

Anton Vogel Collector

G. F. Dewey Receiver

Thos. Donohue, Box 421 .. . Magazine Agent

76. ENTEBPBIKE; Philadelphia. Pa.

Meets in Rodgers' Hall, 4113 Lancaster ave., al

ternate 8uuday afternoons.

W. 8. Whitman, 893 Belmont ave., West

Philadelphia Master

J. L. Strouse, 8305 Rockland St.,

West Philadelphia Secretary

D. S. Moore, 681 N. 37th St., West Phila

delphia Collector

J. 8. Hemphill, 763 N. 38th st, West Phila

delphia Receiver

D. S. Moore, 681 N. 37th St., West Phil

adelphia Magazl e Agent

76. NEW ERA ; Wlllmar. Mini.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

Nels Larseu Master

Albert Baldwin. Secretary

Nels Larsen - Collector

Gunder Osmundson, Box 454 Receiver

Alfred Larsen, Box 34 Magazine Agent

77. ROCKT MOUNTAIN; Denver, Colo.

Meets at 3804 Market st., every Thursday at 7:10

P.M.

F. H. Lehman, 3931 Franklin st Master

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . Secretary

8. L. Kanaga, 3362 Market st Collector

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . . Receiver

8. L. Kanaga, 3362 Market st . . Magazine Agent

78. GOLDEN EAGLE ; Sedalls. Mo.

Meets in Hart's Hall, E. 3d st., every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

Sam'l Bowser, 1113 E. oth st Muter

L. B. Alspach, 1307 E. 4th st Secretary

Saml Bowser, 1113 E. 5th st Collector

W. O. Webster, 1206 E. 3d st Receiver

J. P. Baty, 17U0 E. 4th st Magazine Agent

79. J. M. DODGE; Roodhou.e, III.

Meets In K. of P. Hall, Worcester Building, ev

ery Monday at 2:00 P. M.

C. A. Sheppard Master

C. A. Hannaford, Box 847 Secretary

Albert Sanks Collector

Dan'l Stultz Receiver

Alonzo Griffin, Box 866 ... . Magazine Agent

80. 8ELF HELP; Anrora, III.

Meets in B. of L. E. and F. Hall, 19 Broadway,

every 2d Sundav.

J. S. Slick, 462 Sexton st Master

W. H. Roe, 280 S Broadway Secretary

C. H. Kelley, 444 2d ave Collector

C. O. Spencer. 706 8 Lake st Receiver

W. H. Roe. 280 S. Broadway . . Magazine Agent

81. PINE CITT ; Staples, Minn.

Meets in Miller's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Jas. Riley Master

P. F. McDonnell, Box 47 Secretary

Jacob Everhart Collector

G. H. Littlemore, Box 181 Receiver

J. H. tlreenhnlgh, Box 95 .... Magazine Agent

81. NORTHWESTERN; Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in Lodge Parlors 1st and 3d Sunday after

noons.

K. B. Mayo. 905 Fremont ave. N Master

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Glrard ave . . Secretary

E. B. Mayo, 905 Fremont ave N . . . . Collector

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Girard ave . . Receiver

Edw. Shcasgreen. 2025Emersonave. N.Magazine Agent

88. TBINITT ; Fort Worth, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, So. Rusk st., every

Wednesday at * P. M .

8. M. Dunaway, 1014 W. Dagget ave . . .Matter

Jacob Weeman, cor, Calhouu and Elizabeth tv.

Secretsry

I. M.' Dean, 801 Crawford st Collector

1. M. Dean, 801 Crawford st Receiver

Burk Michael. Clarendon . . . Magazlue Agent

84. CALHOUN ; Battle Creek, Mich.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and Uh Sunday af

ternoons and 1st Monday evening.

E. A. Ratcllff, 38 Taylor st Matter

J. D. l'c Hers. 84 Beach st Secretary

Wm. Boaz Collector

Jno. Tighe, 79 Hartst Receiver

E. J. Roach, 36 Lansing ave . . Magazine Agent

86. FARGO I Farm, N. Dakota.

Meets in G. A. R. Hull -'d and 4th Tuesdays it

7:30 P. M.

Paul Boleyn. 15 9th st 8 Master

C. H. Sheppherd. 1M0 Front st Secretary

Silas Zwlghl, Arlington Hotel . . . . Collerlnr

L. G. Snyder, cor. 16th st. and 1st ave. S, Ke<eiwr

N. A. Nielsen, 1421 3d ave. N. . Magazine Agent

86. BLACK HILLS; Laramie, Wyoailaa.

Meets in ft. A. R. Hall, cor. 2d and Garfield «»..

every Fridayevenlng.

Thos. Lynott, Box 111 Maitw

W. N. Roth. 806 3d st Secretary

W. P. Davis <»llerlor

Edw. Mcllroom. 7125th st Receirer

C. A Anderson, 356 W. Grand ave. . Meg. Agaol
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87. SUMMIT ; Rawlins, Wyoming.

Meets In I.O.O.F. Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays.

J. 0. Qniun Master

Henry O'Donnell, L. Box 159 Secretary

Jas. Weightman Collector

G. W, McNair Receiver

P. H. Daley Magailne Agent

88. IllKMMi STAR; Evaaoton, Wjomlnir.

Sleets In K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 2 P. M.

H. J. Cramer, L. Box 2 Master

T. H. Hollingsworth, L Box 212 ... . Secretary

Amenzo Graves. Box 156 Collector

Receiver

Fred Clement Magazine Agent

89. CHEHAW ; Selma, Ala.

Meets In Elks Hall, cor. Broad and Alabama

ats. Thursday evenings.

E. L.Cranfonl. 321 Selma and St. Ann sts . Muter

P. C. Tynan, 129 Water st Secretary

R.O. Harris, 310 Alabama st Collector

E. L. Cranford, 3-21 Selma and St. Ann

sts Receiver

P. C. Tynan, 129 Water st . . . . Magazine Agent

90. SAN DIEGO ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Meets In McDonald's Hall, 127 N. Main st, alter

nate Saturdays at 7:30 P. It.

Wb. Fleming. 417 Amelia st Master

J. H. Hayes, KK Stephenson ave. . . . Secretary

C. E. Rhodes, 220 N. Cummings St., Boyle

Heights Collector

J. T. Biggins, 808 E. 3d st Receiver

R. O. Qunckenbush, 1821 E. 3d st

Magazine Agent

91. GOLDEN GATE) San Francisco. Cal.

Meets In Champion Hall, corner Valencia and

18th sts every Monday at 8 P. M.

C. E. Bradley, 219 Washington St.,

San Jose Master

J. R. Cassidv, 127 ltith st Secretary

Nelson Barton, 111 16th st Collector

W. S.Johnson, 135 H'.thst Receiver

W. M. Flack, 2909 Folson st . . Magazine Agent

Hi. FRONTIER CITT ; Oswego, If. T.

Meets in Jefferson Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Frank Welch, 211 W. 8th st Master

J. E. Dowd, 59 W. 9th and TJtlca sts . . Secretary

Jas. Whalen, 290 W. 7th st Collector

Jas. Whalen, 290 W. 7th st Receiver

Jno. Cole, 111 W.Liberty st . . . Magazine Agent

St. SATE CITT; Keokuk, Iowa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall. 22 So. Third st. 2d and

4th Sundays at 7:?9 P. M.

Andrew Malum, Walsh Master

Jno. 8tanley , Box 18, Walsh Secretary

Laurence Walsh, Walsh Collector

Henry Montgomery, 222 Exchange st . Receiver

Jno. Stanley, Box 19, Walsh . . Magazine Agent

M. CACTUS: Tucson, Arizona.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Monday at 1:30

H. F. Michels, Box 504 Master

R. W. Anderson, Box 218 Secretary

H. H. Dockham, Box 504 Collector

F. G. Church, Box 504 Receiver

F. W. Barnett, Box 504 Magazine Agent

K. CHICAGO; Chicago. III.

Meets in Concordia Hall, 237 Milwaukee ave., 2d

Tuesday at 7:30 V. M. and 4th Sunday at 9 A. M.

Edw. Seavert, 213 W. Indiana st Master

L. H. Evans, 456 W. Adams st Secretary

E. O. Moody, Chicago ave. and Halsted st

Collector

D. M. Leavitt, 70 Central Park ave . . . Receiver

J. J. Keveny, 174 N. Halstead st . Magazine Agent

96. ALEXIA; Wellsvllle, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, Main st, 1st and 3d

Sundays.

A. S. Askew, Box 695 Master

Cbas. Maley, Box 310 Secretary

Chas. Maley, Box 310 Collectoi

C. H. Kelly Receiver

L. P. Satow Magazine Agent

97. ORANGE GKOVE ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Leroy and New

Main sts., every Friday at 8 P. M.

C. M. Warner, 199 Sotcllo st Master

H. C. Foreyth. 122 R. R at Secretary

K. F. I.yttle Collector

II. F. Bell. 902 Buena Vista st Receiver

J. A. Fenton, 1440 San Fernando st . Mag. Agent

98. PERSEVERANCE ; Terrace, Utah.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday

evening.

L.F.Zimmerman Master

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 Secretary

F. J. Berryessa Collector

K. P. Moffett, Box 24 Receiver

Hyrum Ohlson Magazine Agent

99. ROCHESTER; Rochester, X. Y.

Meets in Koyal Arcanum Hall Cook Opera House

Bid., S. St. Paul st. ,1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

E. E. Pruyn, 41 FirBt ave Master

W. P. Couch, 24 Thompson ave .... Secretary

G. N. KingBley, 71 Hayward ave .... Collector

G. N. Kingsley, 71 Hayward ave .... Receiver

H. H. Meyers, 211 N. Goodman st . . Mag. Agent

109. ADAIK; Rowling Green. KY.

Meets in Wright's Hall cor. Main and Adams sts.

every Monday at '2:'M P. M.

S. P. Price, 437 Church st Master

T. H. Glenn, 220 10th st Secretary

W. D. Perry, 232 6th st Collector

Harold Porter, 1119 Adams st Receiver

R. C. Johnson, 2I>2 6th st . . . . Magazine Agent

101. ADMIRATION ; Buffalo. X. V.

Meets in Bnrgard's Hall, East Buffalo, every

Thursday at 8 P. M.

Edw. Cooke, 103Sumner ave., E. Buffalo . Master

Robt. Fowler, 182 May st. E. Buffalo . Secretary

Frank McKnlght, 108 Fay St., E. Buffalo

Collector

J. G. Smith, 69% St. Joseph ave, E. Buffalo,

Receiver

W. M. Ellis, 109 May St., E. Buffalo . Mag. Agent

102. CONFIDENCE; West Des Moines. Iowa.

Meets in Flynn's Hall, cor. 7th and Locust sts.,

DesMolnes, alternate Sundays.

C. M. Krull, 1019 E. Center St., DesMoines,

Master

Wm. Beese, 1457 E. Court ave., Des Moines

Secretary

Albert Brown, 802 E. Elm st, East Des

Moines ... Collector

A. W. Conner, 503 8th St., Des Moines . Receiver

Jos. Krisslnger, Jr., 1005 E. Maple st, Des

Moines Magazine Agent

108. FALLS CITY; Louisville, Ky.

Meets in Colgan's Hall, cor. 10th and Walnut

sts., every Thursday.

Fred St. John, Y.M.C.A., 1023 W. Broadway,

Master

Patrick Filburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Secretary

Gottlieb Kuudinger, 1128 12th st . . .Collector

Patrick Filburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Receiver

HenrvBlume, Scottsburg, Ind . Magazine Agent

104. "OLD KElfTl'CK;" Ludlow, Ky.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P.M.

H. E. Jorden Master

Jas. Quinn Secretary

Chas. Heimburger, Box 151 Collector

E. A. Fleming, Box 82 Receiver

Michael Cooney, Jr., W. Covington . Mag.Agent

106. PROGRESS; Chillicothe, 111.

Meets in Dougherty's Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays

and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

8. P. Bourne, N. Chillicothe Master

A. G. Glllen, N. Chillicothe Secretary

S. P. Bourne, N. Chillicothe Collector

Fred Cornell, N. Chillicothe . . Receiver

R. E. Lawrence, N. Chillicothe, Magazine Agent

106. KEY CITY: Dubuque. Iowa.

Meets in Doft's Hall, 19th and Jacksou sts., 2d

and 4th Tuesday evenings.

Sam Schauer, Box 46 E. Dubuque . . . .Master

Martin Boleyn, C. M. & St. P. shops . . Secretary

Sam Schauer, Box 16 E. Dubuque . . .Collector

O. B. Rldgeway, 1615 Elm st ... Receiver

A.8. Graham, 446 Rhomberg ave, Magazine Agent

107. ECLIPSE; Gallon, Ohio.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, every Wednesday

evening.

P. D. Gregg, Box 677 Master

O. O. Douglas, Box 614 Secretary

W. A. Towusend Collector

H. U. Cirenolds, Box 55 Receiver

F. P. Motsinger, Box 155 . . . . Magazine Agent

108. PIONEER; Chama, New Mexico.

Meets in Pioneer Hall, 1st and 3d Thursdays at

7 P. M.

J. C. Basher, Box 40 Master

J. W. Hopper, L. Box 7 Secretary

Jno. Reddington Collector

J. M. Hayden Receiver

V. L. Coulson Magazine Agent
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109. PEACE ; St. Lonls, Mo.

Meets In Summit Ball, Ewlng ave and Market

at., 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

Jno. Woods, 7516 O'Reiley ave, So. St.

Louis Master

H. L. Pedrich, ".147 Caroline st . . . .Secretary

W.J. Pourclllic. 2949 Clark ave . . . .Collector

G. A. La Bee, *21'.is Broadway Receiver

G. H. Baird.3009 Kutger st . . Magazine Agent

110. OLD G LARD; Bucyrns, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

Wm. Fttzmaurice, 633 E. Rensslear at. . . Master

B. A. Huson, 623 K. Rensslear st. ... Secretary

G. L. Hutchison, 665 E. Rensslear st. . Collector

T. E. Lowry, 341 cor. Wiley and Charles

Its Receiver

B. A. Huson, 623 Rensslear st. . Magazine Agent

111. BEACON; Mattoon, 111.

Meets In K. of L. Hall, Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

S. E. Callahan, Oil Champaign st Master

W. P. Fitzgerald, 102 E. Broadway . . Secretary

8. E. Callahan, 69 Champaign st . • Collector

A. E. Marshall, 74 Richmond st . . , . Receiver

Lee Sommer Magazine Agent

112. EVENING STAB ; Howell Sta., Evaaaville, lad.

Meets in Wesson's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. R. Crowder Master

G. T. Colvin, care Jacob Kettig, cor. Law

ave. and Upper Mountain Road . . . Secretary

M. J. Riethmann ... .... Collector

J. C. Foster, 507 N. 6th St., East St.

Louis, 111 Receiver

L. A. Jacobs, 500 N. 3d st, E. St. Louis, 111.,

Magazine Agent

US. CLARK-KIMBALL ; Pornlello, Idaho.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

Peter Durham Master

J. F. Holloway, Box 165 Secretary

W. H. Zciter, Box 162 Collector

8. G. Doane, Box 86 Receiver

H. F. Best Magazine Agent

114.' BLACK HAWK) Kelthsburf, 111.

Meets in Mason Hall, 4th and Washington sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

Dan'l Hammond Master

Ellsworth Newell, L Box 89 Secretory

Ellsworth Newell, L. Box 39 Collector

W. E. Burch Receiver

F. E. Cole Magazine Agent

lit. GULF CITY | Galveston, Texas.

Meets in Legion of Honor Hall, 3d floor, 22 Me

chanic St., n. w. cor., 1st and 3d Wednesdays.

H. L. Briggs, 8th and Mechanic st . . . . Master

E. W. Boddeker, 910 ave I . . . Secretary

C. H. Hawkins, 37th st and Ave H . . . Collector

Fred. Oehlert, ave N. bet. 31st and 32d

sts . . Receiver

E. W. Boddeker, 910 ave. I . . . Magazine Agent

118. ST. CLAIM; Fort Gratiot, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

Jno. Gould Master

C.G.Miller, Box 197 Secretary

E. 8. Wilson Collector

E. G. Hubbard, Box 127 Receiver

C. E. Topp Magazine Agent

117. BEATKB ; London, Ontario.

Meets In K. P. Hall, cor. Dnndaa and Clarence

sta, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Geo. Thody, 724 King st Master

E. R. Atkins, 268 Clarence st Secretary

H. U. McHarg, 579 Horton st Collector

Wm. Kermatn, 560 Grey st Receiver

Wm. Kermath, 560 Grey st . . . Magazine Agent

118. STAB OF THE EAST ; Richmond, (jneber.

Meets in MeMorlne's Hall, Main St., 1st Sunday

and 3d Weduesday.

G. A. Pye. Melbourne Master

J. E. Linahen Secretary

J. E. Linahen Collector

Jno. Kelly Receiver

Wm. Fletcher, Box 118, Richmond Station

Magazine Agent

119. COLONIAL ; River da Loup. Quebec.

Meets in English School, River du Loup Sta

tion. 2*1 and 4th Sundays.

Timothy Birule, River du Loup Station, Master

J. V. Dion, River du Loup Station . . Secretary

8. G. Ferguson Collector

C. J. Levesque, River du Loup Station, Receiver

Felix Gaguon, River da Loap Station.

Magazine Agent

1M. FORTUNE ; Syracuse, R. T.

Meets in B. of L. E Hall, cor. Seymore and Os

wego sts., Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M.

Wm. Houston, 107 Oswego st Master

Jno. Martin, 465 Shonnard at Secretary

L. G. Ronsson, 101 Bertha Place .... Collector

Isaac Gilbo, 138 Richmond ave .... Receiver

Jno. Martin, 465 Shonnard st . Magazine Agent

1X1. FELLOWSHIP; Corning. N.T.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, Griphin Block, Market

St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 3 P. M.

C. 8. Wilson, Wall st Master

J. L. Krebs, 22 W. 4th st Secretary

J. L. Krebs, 22 W. 4th st Collector

E. E. Everts, 87 Mill Rt Receiver

W. L. Carson. 321 E. Market st . Magazine Agent

Ux. FTTliERATlON ; I'ana, 111.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2nd and 4th Sundayi.

Wm. Wolf Master

W. E. Gray, L. Box 306 Secretary

Wm. Wolf Collector

W. K. Gray. L. Box 305 Receiver

Wm. Cruthers Magazine Agent

123. OVEBLAMJ; Omaha. Nob.

Meets in Redman's Hall, 1628 Farnham st, 2d

and 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

G. W. Carr, 1014 S. 11th st Master

B. II. Wlnkelman, 1204 S. 9th st Secretary

C. H. Forster, 154U8 17tn st Collector

Jno. Nilsson, 1018 S 11th st . . . Receiver

B. H. Wlnkelman. 12m S. 9th st. Magazine Agent

124. PILOT; Perry, lona.

Meets Id Red Men's Hall, 2d and 4th Monday

evenings, at 7:30 P. M.

W. B. Howe, Bnx 153 Master

W. H. Gllroy, Box 339 Secretarj

J. E. Banyard, Box 267 Collector

Oscar Woods Receiver

W. F. Bower, Box 404 Magazine Agenl

126. GUIIIE: Marshalltown, Iowa,

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall. 126 E Main st, 2d and

4th Sunday afternoons.

8. 8. Swamon, 1118. 3d ave Master

T. It. Long. 305 8. 1st st Secretary

Wm. Jennings, 505 W. Boone st . . . .Collector

8. 8. 8wanson.Hl 8. 3d ave Receiver

W. A. Holmes, 207 W. Boone st . Magazine Agent

128. COMET; Austin, Mian.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays and

2d and 4th Sundays.

J. D. Sbarrah Master

Wm. Ryan Secretarj

J. C. Erickson Collector

W. H. Teeter Receiver

J. C. Erickson Magazine Agent

127. NORTHERN LIGHT; Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Clement Block, Main st,

1st Tuesdays and 3d Wednesdays.

H. A. Knglish. 524 Rose st Master

Paul Elcombe, Jarvis ave Secretary

Harry Wise. 636 McWilliamsst . . . .Collector

E. M. Sawyer, 625 7th ave. N Receiver

U. H. H. Goodwin, 49T>~Logan ave . . Mag. Agest

128. LANDMARK ; Glendlve, Montana.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Tuesday evening.

B. P. Johnson Master

8. N. Van Blaricom, Forsyth (Secretary

S. N. Van Blaricom, Forsyth Collector

Jas. McKenzie Receiver

T. G. Korenson, Forsyth .... Magazine Agent

129. MINERAL KING; Earaneba, Mich.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sunday* at

2 P.M.

Coleman Nee \ Muter

C. J. Dady. Box 462 Secretary

M. A. Berrigan. 81»Ludlngton st. . . Collector

H. C. Olbbs, 425 C»' pbell st Receiver

E. A. Young, 510 Sarah st. . . . Magazlue Agest

ISO. GUIDING STAB; Mllwaakoe. Wis.

Meets in Flremens Hall, Lake and Heed sts. 2d

and 4th Sundays.

C. S. McAullffe, 8116 Mt. Vernon ave . . Master

F. J. Kline, 2* Greenbush st Secretary

J. E. Roberts, 34 34th st Collector

J. E. Roberts, 34 34th st Receiver

P. J. Yerlck, 673 National ave. . Magazine Aftat

181. GOLDEN RULE ; Stevens Point, Wa.

Meets in Adams' Halt, 2d and 4th Sundays si

2:30 P. M.

T. E. McPhall, 402 Center st Matter

F. C. Holman, 418 Dixon st SeynHary

E. J. O'Brien . OolleJtnr

T. E. McPhall, 402 Center st Receirar

F.C. Holman, 418 Dixon st. . . Magazine A*»nt
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182. MARVIN HCGHITT: Eagle Grove, Iowa.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:80 P. M.

O. F. Schoonover Master

A. R. Tillinghasi Secretary

Nelson Marshall Collector

J. H. Howell, Receiver

W. J. Robinson Magazine Agent

183. 8PRAGUE; Spragne, Wash.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Monday at 1:30

P. M.

J. 8. Burns Master

C. W. Shnnk Secretary

W. K.Storment Collector

J. S. Burns Receiver

W. K. Storment Magazine Agent

184. EASTMAN; Farahaoi, Onebec.

Meets in I. 0. 0. F. Hall every Sunday at 8 P. M.

Wm Watts Master

II. E. Cowan Secretary

Chas. McGuire Collet-tor

E. W. Gibson. Box 12 Receiver

J. E. Blackburn Magazine Agent

1*5. NEW TEAK; El Paso, Texas.

Meets in Myur's Opera House, every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

J. C. Simino, Box 256 Master

Jno. Connell, Box 108 Secretary

J. T. MeManus, Box 108 Collector

O. W. Bernard, Box 108 .. . . . Receiver

M. E. Welsh, 405 Texas st . . . Magazine Agent

13«. J.SCOTT; Lindsay, Ontario.

Meets in S. O. K. Hall alternate Sundays at 2:ao

P M

Win. Dolby, Box 516 Master

Geo. Moore, Box 516 Secretary

W. H. Drummond, Box 516 Collector

W. G. Chambers, Box 516 Receiver

Sam'l. Harris . . . . Magazine Agent

IS". PROTECTION ; Eldon, Iowa.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th Mon

day at 2:80 P. M.

Wm. Taylor Master

E. H. Finney, Box 422 Secretary

J. L. Chinn Collector

G. W. Trott Receiver

E. C. Wright Magazine Agent

188. UNION; Freeport, 111.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 2d and 4th 8undays.

W. T. Vlfond Master

E. J. Scanlan, 209 Van Buren st . . . . Secretary

F. C. Stevenson. 13 Wenneshirk st . .Collector

K. J. Scanlan, 209 Van Buren st .... Receiver

F. B. Taylor, 151 Spring st. . . Magazine Agent

It). MT. WHITNEY; Sumner. Cal.

Meets in Druids' Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

C. A. Devins Master

W. H. Cleveland Secretary

Milton Nicholson Collector

F, A Crosby Receiver

Milton Nicnolson Magazine Agent

140. BOIJNT OCRAT: Sallda, Colo.

Meets iu Odd Fellows' Hall, every Monday at

7:30 P. M.

Henry Wise Master

C. W. Woody, L Box 181 Secretary

E. J. Templeton, Box 599 Collector

M. M. 8mfth,Box599 Receiver

B. A. Coupland, Box 125 ... . Magazine Agent

141. A. G. PORTER; Fort Wayne, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 79 and 81 Calhoun St.,

every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

M. G. Walker. 278 E. Jefferson st Master

P. H. Ryan, 210 Lafayette st Secretary

Wm. O'Counell, 97 JJ. Jefferson st. . . .Collector

U. G. Rhodes, 1.11 Holman st Receiver

U. G. Rhodes, 131 Holman st Mag. Agent

144. SAFETY: Toledo, Ohio.

Meets in Emery Hall, Broadway, 1st and 3d Sun

days atl:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7 P. M.

C. E. 8tarkey, 918 Broadway Master

Geo. Blttman, 634 8. 8t. Clair st . . . .Secretary

C. E. 8tarkey. 91* Broadway Collector

Geo. Bittman. 634 8. St. Clair st . . . . Receiver

G. E. Cole, 126 Jarvis st . . . . Magazine Agent

MS. E.C. FELLOWS; West Oakland, Cal.

Meets in Bartlett Hall every Wednesday even

ing.

J. H. Follrath, 1361 E. 11th st, E Oakland, Master

T.J. Roberts. 1762M 8th st Secretary

W. J. Edwards, 1255 7th st Collector

T. J. Roberts, 1762)£8th st Receiver

C. B. Danlelson, 1787 7th st . . Magazine Agent

144. DECORATION Chicago, III.

Meets in Schoen's Hall, Ogden ave. and 12th St.,

1st Sunday afternoons and 2d and 4th Thurs

day evenings.

Martin Murphy, 979 W. 12th st Master

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Secretary

Frank Lumpp, 3*4 Hastings st Collector

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Receiver

E. G. Aldrich, 1017 W. 12th st . Magazine Agent

148. DAVY CROCKETT; San Antonio, Texas.

Meets in Jones' Hall, 710 Austin st., every Tues

day at 7:30 P. M.

J. R. Norton, 1225 ave. D Master

G. A. Cook, 1211 Ave. L> Secretary

Jos. Braun, IIS Milan st Collector

G. A. Cook, 1211 Ave D Recevler

S. C. Ramsey, 923 ave. B . . . Magazine Agent

146. BAYOU CITY; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Bell's Hall, Liberty ave, Fifth Ward,

every Monday at 2:30 P.M.

J. C. Cole, 1805 Hardy st Master

Thos. Ballard, 150s Nance st Secretary

Wm. Whiting, 1209 Chapman st . . . . Collector

W. 11. Kiinmur 1018 McKee st Receiver

E. J. Sneer Magazine Agent

147. MIDLAND; Temple, Texas.

Meets in B. of R.T. Hall every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Arthur Haines. L Box 105 Master

H. C. Pitts, L. Box 105 Secretary

W. T. McGinnis, L Box 306 Collector

T. H. Boyd, L. Box 106 Receiver

B. P. Wellborn, Call Box 166 . . Magazine Agent

148. 8UNNY SOUTH; Tyler, Texas.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Thursday at 7:30

Jos. Conerton Master

W. J. Lankford, Box 132 Secretary

W. H. McCorkle, 1001 North and B. sts., Collector

Daniel Fogaxty, 524 Valentine st . . Receiver

W. T. Phillips. 922 N. Fannie ave . . Mag. Agent

149. JUST IN TIME; New York, N. I.

Meets in Horton Hall, 110 E. 125th St., 2d and 4th

Thursdays at 8 P. M. and 2d Sunday forenoon.

A. H. Hawley, 88 W. 134«h st Master

S. D. Lappine, IS63 Park ave Secretary

P. J. Gahagan, 2554 8th ave Collector

R. T. Roscoe, 944 E. 176th st Receiver

J. F. MacVeigh, LIud ave. and Union st.,

High Bridge Magazine Agent

150. S. M. STEVENS; Marquette, Mich.

Meets in L. Huillier's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. W. Watt, 347 Fisher st Master

J. B. Crowley, 127 Fisher st Secretary

N. W. Thomas, 412 W. Washington st . Collector

G. McK. Gibson, 212 Division st ■ . . . Receiver

W. 8. Cooke, W. Ridge st . . . . Magazine Agent

151. MAPLE LEAF; Hamilton, Ontario.

Meets in Maccabees Hall, Hughson st, 1st and Sd

Sundays.

Chas. Morgan, 30 Barton st Master

C. E. Southerst, 44 Florence st .... Secretary

Chas. Evans, 432 Locke st N Collector

J. D. Mills, 32 Inchbury st Receiver

Wm. Perkins, 304 Catherine st N . . Mag. Agent

152. NORTH POLE; West Bay City, Mich.

Meets in New K. P. Hall. 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

J. A. Deen, 109 Hart st Master

R. A. McPeak, 512 State st Secretary

J. B. Miller, 703 N. Union st Collector

B. A. McPeak, 612 State st Receiver

Thos. Doyle Magazine Agent

168. H. C. LORD : Fort Scott, Kansas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Main and 2d sts., 1st and

3d Mondays at 2 P. M.

J. P. O'Brien, 124 S Margrave st Master

J. M. Parmley, 102 S Barbee st .... Secretary

W. w. Lampton, 201 Arthur st Collector

W. B. Lane, 215 Hill st Receiver

J. M. Parmley, 102 8. Barbee st . . . Mag. Agent

164. McKEEN: Chan ate, Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Thursday at 7:80

P.M.

P. M. Roby, Box 629 Master

F. C. Hughes Box 247 Secretary

J. W.Fox Collector

J. H. Forbes, Box 375 Receiver

E. B. Fortney Magazine Agent

165. J. F. BINGHAM; New York, N. Y?

Meets in Central Hall, 147 W. 32d st, 1st and 3d

Saturdays at 8 P. M.

W.F.Robinson. 12 Deroe St., High Bridge, Master

J. J. Lovett, 802 W 146th st Secretary

J. J. Lovett, 302 W. 146th st Collector

Theo. Fry, 606 W. 125th st Receiver

W. C. O'Donnell, 2631 8th ave. . Magazine Agent
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ISO. HECHES ; Palestine. Texu.

Meets iu Engineers' Hall every Monday at 7:30

P. M.

Jos. Terre, Box 92 Master

J. H. Frost. Box 232 Secretary

M. A. Richardson, Box 232 Collector

F. C. Irarie, Box 232 Receiver

Geo Batt Magazine Agent

167. ECHO ; Peru. In.!.

Meets in B. of L. F. Echo Hall, 1st and 2d Sun

days at 2 P. M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7

P. M,

F. L. Wade Master

Lincoln Scott Secretary

M. E. Whetsel Collector

T. P. Doud, 180 W. 7th st Receiver

O.M.Jackson Magazine Agent

U8. STANDARD; Detroit, Mich.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, 82 and 84 Gratiot ave.,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M,

S. L. Warren Master

C. E. McAulifle, 187 Orleans st . . . .Secretary

Pardon Keyes, 378 Welch ave Collector

G. L. Sutherland. 848 Junction ave . Receiver

Jno. O'Neil, 378 Welch ave . . . Magazine Agent

168. W. H. THOMAS j Nashville, Tenn.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Palmer Building, Union

6t., every Monday at 9 P. M.

J. M. Aughey. 1104 Cedar st Master

J. H. Porter, 191)2 State st Secretary

Jas. Gibbons, 1901 Patterson st . . . . Collector

W. C. McCombs, 321 Knowles st . . . . Receiver

J. M. Fleming, 1910 state st . . Magazine Agent

160. C. J. HEPBURN ; EvansvIIle, lad.

Meets in Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Main and

Fifth sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. M. Clark, 807 William Bt Master

Lou. Helmroth, 924 E Indiana st . . . Secretary

Geo. Shoemaker, 1913 Main st Collector

Lou. Heimroth. 924 E. Iudiana st . . . Receiver

E. F. Stikcr, 1120 Cherry st . . . Magazine Agent

1«. HERALD; Bnrlington, Iona.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 210-214 N. 4th St., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st Master

Lewis Benthel, 818 N. 10th st Secretary

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard Bt . . . .Collector

J. D. Hawksworth, 2003 Madison st . . Receiver

H. C. Sleben, 820 N. Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

162. PROSPECT ; Elkhart, Iml.

Meets in Blackburn Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

Wallace Marker, 122 State st Master

J. C. Doty. 510 Harrison st Secretary

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Collector

Stephen Dusseau, 323 Jefferson st Receiver

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st . . . Magazine Agent

168. *:TN A ; Pine Bluff, Ark.

Meets in Atkinson Hall, cor. Main and 2d ave,

1st and 3d Fridays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

Fridays at 7:30 P.M.

Thaddeus Coshey, 1905 E. Boreque st. . . Master

Ernest lieane, :«'l E. i.th ave Secretary

N. P. O'Neal Collector

W. H. Rice, 519 E. 8th ave Receiver

W. H. Graves, 1005 Alabama st . . . Mag. Agent

164. EEL RITER; Ashley, Ind.

Meets in Engineer's Hall every Wednesday

evening.

F. M. Kelley Master

C. E. Blair Secretary

G. E. Scovllle Collector

W. H. Tucker Receiver

F. M. Stafford, 648 LaFayette ave.,

Detroit, Mich . Magazine Agent

166. ROBERT ANDREWS; Andrews, Ind.

Meets In Firemen's Hall every Monday even

ing.

L. L. Wisner Master

W. J. Gleason, Box 169 Secretary

C. H. Keefer Collector

G. W. Adams, Box 166 . . • Receiver

T. J. Henderson Magazine Agent

166. WJI. HUGO; Huntington, lnd.

Meets in Firemen Hall, Geo. Cerlew Blk, 1st, 2d

and 3d Wednesday evenings and 4lh Sunday

at 2 P. M.

C. M. Keller, 118 E Washington st . . . . Master

W. H. Willets, 58 Webster st Secretary

G. H. Holland, 63 Henry st Collector

Alvln McEndcrfer, 14 N Jefferson st . . Receiver

G. C. Marston, 16 Briantst . . . Magazine Agent

167. MOUNT HOOD; The Dalles, Oregon.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

W. W. Young, Box 308 Muter

Alex. Clegg. Box 266 Secretary

J. H. Douglas Collector

J. P. Linehard, 555 Mitchell st, Portland

Receiver

F. E. Adams Magazine Agent

168. eCARD RAIL ; North La Crosse, Wis.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 715 Rose st., LaCToate.

1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M. and 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

A. E. Ross, 1545 Loomis st. . . ... Master

J. E. Wells, Bataviau Bank Build

ing. Room 15, La Crosse Secretary

T. C. Murphy Collector

A. T. Combellick, 1608 Lomis st . . Receiver

Chauncy Winn Magazine Agent

169. H. G. BROOKS; HornellSTllle, .N. Y.

Meets in B. of L.F. Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

J. L. Collins, 43 E. Main st Master

T. J. Glynn, 11 Pardee st Secretary

A. H. Spencer, 18 Elm st Collector

A. H. Spencer, 18 Elm st Receiver

J. R. Saunders. 43 Hartshorn st . Magazine Agent

170. PRAIRIE; Hnron, S. Dakota.

Meets Iu I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 3d and Wisconsin

sts, 2d and 4th Sundays at 10 A. M.

W. H, Bliss, 534 Utah st Master

T. R. Cooper, 355 Frank st Sec eary

F. M. Brown Collector

«. F.. Briggs, 466 Idaho st Rectiver

A. W. Harvey, Beach «t Magazine Agent

171. SUNBEAM ;' Truro. Nova Scotia.

Meets in McKay's Hall, 1st Saturday and 3d and

4th Wednesdays.

J. K. Frascr, Box 436 Master

T. G. Dickson, Box 239 Secretary

Wm. McLean Collector

F. M. White Receiver

J. A. Gazeley Magazine AtreDl

172. F. 0. LAWRENCE ; Ottawa, Ontario.

Meets in Manchester Hall, alternate Sundsji.

H. A. H. McCauley, Hlntonburg P. O. . . Master

Chas. Sims, 680 Albert st Secretary

W. H. Wood, 217 Bridge st Collector

W. H. Wood, 217 Bridge st Receiver

R. H. Fraser. 131 Spruce st . . . Magazine Agent

178. PACIFIC ; WInslow, Arizona.

Meets In B.of L. F. Hall every Sunday at2P.M.

H. H. Downs . . Master

B. A. Workman, L Box 3 Secretary

8. S. Harris ... Collector

B. A. Workman, L Box 3 Receiver

Mark Whitaker Magazine Agent

174. HARRISBIKU; Harrlshurg, Pa.

Meets in 8i!>)e's Hall, S. E. cor. 3d and Cumtwr-

land sts., 2d awl 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

T. R. Koons, 606 Kelkerst Master

H. O. Mottcr, 1945 Moltke avo Secretary

R. J Seitz, 613 Harris st Collector

Wm. Blessing, 422 Riley st Receiver

E. E. Ewing. J04Calderst . . . Magazine A**nt

176. TAYLOR; Newark, O.

Meets in O. R. ('. Hall, south side square, every

Wednesday evening.

T. F. Roberts, 56 Mill Bt Marter

O. A. Simcox, 49 Cedar st Secretary

J. W. Taylor, 234 Race st Collector

W. S. Fletcher. 25 Cedar st Reccirer

W. R. Stone. 76 Gay st Magazine Agent

176. MAIN LINE; Clinton, m.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Monday evening.

S. F. Burt Master

J. H. Colgau, 239, N. 14th.st., Springfield,

Secretarr

L. P. Kurt Collector

A. S. Owen. Box 211 Receiver

J. B. Johnson, Box 31 Magazine Agent

177. 8UNSET; Marshall. Texas.

Meets in I). of L. F. Hall, 614 Railroad are.

every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Glenn Holmes Matter

E. 8. Hardy, Box 184 Secretary

E. S. Hardy. Box 1S4 Collector

H. H. Edwards. Box 184 Receiver

J. C. Brown Magazine Agent

178. SALT LAKE: Salt Lake City, Utah.
Meets In Temple of Ilonor Hall, cor. Main suJ

1st South sts., every Monday evening. .

C. J. Selby, 346 S. 7th West st Jte*"

F. W. Mitchell, Box 17 Btctwary

O. C. Woodruff. 472 N. 3d West st . . . CoUt*«

Jno. Mace. 634 8. 8th West It. .... Bo?"!'

C. J. Belby, 346 S. 7th Weal st . . . . Mag. A«c»'
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17*. BEE HITE ; Lincoln. Neb.

Meet* In Young's Hall, 1519 0 St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. V. Hall, 229 N. 10th st Master

J. K. Robinson, Box 931 Secretary

W. A. Hammond Collector

J.K. Robinson, Box 931 Receiver

C. E. Kambo . . . . . Magazine Agent

180. THREE STATES: Cairo, HI.

Meets In Casino Hall, cor. 12th st. and Washing

ton ave., 1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

Wm. O'ConncIl, 21)17 I'oplar st Master

J. J. Kelly, iWl Poplar st Secretary

J. H. Pollock, 210 20th st Collector

Frank Oilman, 509 Center st Receiver

Eobt. White, 3101 Park ave . . . Magazine Agent

181. WELLINGTON; Palmeretoa, Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

A. Dunbar Master

Wm. Wilson, Box 43 Secretary

8. P. Stringer Collector

J as Nicholson, Box 21 Receiver

Alex. EdmistoD. Box 41 . . . Magazine Agent

188. MAGIC CITY: Roanoke. Ya.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, cor. Salem ave and

Jefferson St., 2d and 4th Sundays at 10 A. M.

D. Ledgerwood, 717 4th ave, N. W . . . . Master

W. W. Sims, 718 Salem ave Secretary

J. W. Sawyer, 721 Ith ave. N. W .... Collector

Lee Moore. 514 4th ave. N. E .... Receiver

L. C. Dickens. 301 10th st S. W. ... Mag. Agent

188. LAKE SHORE; Collin wood. Ohio.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall every Thursday even

ing.

C. E. Bell Master

J. H. Sturges, Box 19 Secretary

L. H. Pickard Collector

C. H. Sherman, Box 377 Receiver

D. B. Gordon Magazine Agent

184. LIMA ; Lima, Ohio.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall. 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M. arid 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M.

C. M. Johnson, 127 W. Market st Master

A. J. Gustason, 2R:> W. Kibbv st . . . . Secretary

J. A. Sbeely, 206 Water st Collector

J. N. Clutter, 817 W. High st Receiver

L. P. Tolby. 009 N Wcstst . . . Magazine Agent

186. FIDELITY: IMphos. Ohio.

Meets iu «. A. R. Hall, Main st., 2d and 4thSun-

days at 2 P. M.

A. A. Washburn, L Box 78 Master

Henry Buckpitt Secretary

P. H. Cowdin Collector

A. A. Washburn, L. Box 78 Receiver

L. E. Ackerly Magazine Agent

186. CHAMBERLIN; Chicago. III.

Meets in Walther's Hall, 3934 State St., 1st and 3d

Sundays.

W. H. E. Green, S609 Portland st Master

J. M. Manning, 419 Duncan Park . . . Becretary

Edw. Koch Collector

Jno. Vass, 1087 E. North st, Decatur . . Receiver

Jno. Kiler, 4235 Princeton ave . Magazine Agent

187. LITTLE GIANT; Charleston, 111.

Meets iu Red Men's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P.M.

W. B. Brown Master

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Secretary

LeRoy Anderson Collector

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Receiver

G. C. Barnes Magazine Agent

188. S. S. MERRILL ; Chicago, III.

Meets In Mlehle Hall, cor. Western ave. and In

diana 8t.,"lst aud 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

E. R. Roderick, 869 Indiana st . . . Master

Fred Myers, 170 N. Western ave .... Secretary

T. Wells, 1120 Superior st Collector

L. L. Gay, 32 California ave Receiver

E. R. Roderick. 8i',9 Indiana st . Magazine Agent

I8». BALDWIN; Ft. Howard, Win. *

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Adams and Pine

st*., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M,

Martin Sheehy Master

D. E. Hogan. L. Box 305 Secretary

B. C. Crane, :«U Chicago st. Green Bay . Collector

Martin Sbeehy Receiver

H. O. Kull Magazine Agent
110. FERGUSON; Sanborn, Iowa. ^ g

Meet* In I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d aud 4th Sundays at 7

P. M.

KmmetWentworth,Boxl02 Master

F. L. Powell Secretary

C. J. Walston Collector

C. J. Walston Receiver

Thoa. Helman Magazine Agent

191. CCSTER ; Livingston, Montana.

Meets in Miles' Hall every Wednesday at 7:80

P.M.

J. A. Marshall, Box 303 Master

J. M. Lanuon, L Box 412 Secretary

A. C. Wilson, L Box 303 Collector

A. M. Getchell, L Box 321 Receiver

O. F. Wessel Magazine Agent

19-2. MT. TACOMA; Tacoma, Wash.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 314 E. 26th St., every

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Jas. Cark, 218 E. 26th st Master

W. W. Thompson, 405 Puyallup ave . . Secretary
• J. J. Driscoll, 409 21st st Collector

J. M. Matheson, 218 E 26th st Receiver

G. O. Phelps. 314 £. 25th st . . . Magazine Agent

108. J. B. JIAYNARD; East Portland, Oregon.

Meets in Ross Hall, 24% Union ave. So. Portland

alternate Thursdays, at 7:30 P. M.

J. F. McQuald, S. P. R. R. Shops, PortlandMaster

G. B. Gollings, 209 E. 5th St., Portland . Secretary

J. S. Montgomery, '24% Union ave., So.

Portland . . . . Collector

D. J. Byrne, 20th and E. Glisan sts., Port

land . . Receiver

J. J. Lynch, 249 Kearney st., Portland,

Magazine Agent

104. BONANZA ; Missoula, Montana.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2:30 P.M.

W. G. Marshall Master

X. J. Bostwick Secretary

S. L. Kelley Collector

J. K. Towers Receiver

A. 8. Ericsson Magazine Agent

105. RE-ECHO; Hontpeller, Idaho.

Meets in Montpelier Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P. M.

Wm. Richmond, Box 37 Master

Jno. Gallagher Secretary

Jos. Mcllwalu ... Collector

Henry Douglas, Box 12 Receiver

Ira Chaflin Magazine Agent

108. CLOUD CITY; Leadvllle, Colo.

Meets in Kostk-h Hall, 615 Har ave., 1st and 3d

Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

S. H.Sollers, 321 E. 12th st Master

G. W. Buffehr, 217 E. 12th st Secretary

G. McGonigal, 306 W. 4th st Collector

Krcd Hyde, Ilox 653 Receiver

. F. W. Strasser, Minturn .... Magazine Agent

107. RIVERSIDE ; Savanna, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays at

9 A.M.

P. J. McGarvey Master

L. D. McKee Secretary

J. H. Pulford, Jr, Box 375 Collector

Jas. Bailey, L. Box B Receiver

F. L. Williams Magazine Agent

108. MAPLE CITY; Massillon, Ohio.

Meets in I. O. U. A. M. Hall, 17 E. Main St.,

everv Mondav at 7 P. M.

W.Y. Dennis, Hotel Sailer Master

M. E. Church Secretary

E. C. Somers, Norwalk Collector

W. Y. Dennis, Hotel Sailer Receiver

D. E. Barker . Magazine Agent

100. MAHONING I Yoangstown, Ohio.

Meets in Trainmen's Hall, 22 W. Federal St., 2d

Sunday and 4th Thursday.

M. J. Welch, 25 Darrow st Master

J. P. Hogan, Niles Secretary

Jno. Farragher Collector

Michael Hallisy Receiver

M. J. Welch, 25 Darrow st . . . Magazine Agent

S00. FAITH; Meridian, Hiss.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall every Monday at 2 P. M.

R. L. Armtstcad, 405 39th ave Master

Albert Stockdale, 419 38th ave Secretary

J. E. Mitchell, Collector

O. E. Cassidy, 642 35th ave Receiver

M. A. Cassiday, 642 35th ave . . Magazine Agent

201. FRIENDLY HAND; Jackson, Tenn.

Meets in Greer Hall, cor. Main and Market sts.

every Saturday evening.

Win. Cook, M. & O. R. R. Shops Master

J. S. King, 1:16 Mobile ave Secretary

Wm. Cook, M. & O. K. R. Shops .... Collector

J. D. Bledsoe 343 Hale st Receiver

Mark Lawrence, I.C.R.R. Shops, Magazine Agent
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102. SCIOTO; Chilllcothe, 0.

Meets In Scioto Lodge Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2 P. M.

Master

John Stage, 284 E. Main st Secretary

Albert Maunsell, E Water st Collector

J. R. Schooley, 38 S Paint st Receiver

Alfred Dakiu, 231 E. 2d st ... Magazine Agent

203. GARFIELD, Garrett, lad.

Meets in Frederick Hall every Sunday at 2 P.M.

W. F. Eagan Master

8. Q. Pierce, Box 163 Secretary

Chas. Krutch Collector

C. F. Reneman, Box 96 Receiver

H. C. Barretta Box 270 Magazine Agent

204. COTTON BELT | Jonesborough, Ark.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

A. A. Goin . Master

W. E. Smith Secretary

W. E. Smith Collector

A. A. Goin Receiver

J. A. Blackwood Magazine Agent

206. FLOWER OF THE WEST; Topeka, Kan.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, cor. E. 4th and Adams

Bts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Christ. McGinnis, 322 Jefferson st Master

E. D. Webb, 2 Brooks Block Secretary

E. H. Powell, 1301 E. 4th st Collector

Christ. McGinnis, 322 Jefferson st . . . Receiver

W. M. Robinson, 714 E. 4th st . . Magazine Agent

206. FORT PICKERING; Memphis, Tenn.

Meets in Miller's Hall, cor. Penna. and Iowa

aves, every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

J. J. Quinn, 85 Kansas ave Master

W. A. Weatherall .Station A Secretary

J. A. Murray, 62 Virginia ave Collector

W. A. Weatherall, Station A Receiver

J. E. Hellon, 1.35 Pennsylvania ave . Mag. Agent

207. LOYAL: Meadville, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 912 Water St., every

Tuesday evening.

Lou Byers, 287 Walnut st Master

J. H. Kerr Secretary

Thos. Newberry Collector

W. F. Emerick, Vallonia Receiver

W. I. Scbadt.868 Water st . . . Magazine Agent

208. KEYSTONE, Susquehanna, Pa.

Meets in Doran's Hall, alternate Tuesday even

ings.

Daniel Creegan, Box '!91 Master

C. W. Anderson, Box 337 Secretary

Jno Hile, Box 82 Collector

C. W. Anderson, Box 337 Receiver

J. J. Hogan, Box 937 Magazine Agent

208. SARATOGA; Whitehall, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Old National Bank

building, alternate Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

B. A. Long, Box 302 Master

L. C. Gray Secretary

H. E. Gaines, Box 123 Collector

Walter Johnson, Box 59 Receiver

L. C. Gray, Box 414 Magazine Agent

210. 18-Kj Schenectady, N. Y.

Meets in Carpenters1 and Joiners' Hall, 836 State

st, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

J. E. Van Vranken, Box 497 Master

Homer Eygnar, 302 Paige st Secretary

Jno. Vrooman, Box 497 Collector

J. E. VanVranken, Box 497 Receiver

August Ruter, 606 Peck st . . . Magazine Agent

211. ONOKO; South East on. Pa.

Meets in Bragg's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M.

H. R. Bowes, 707 Berwick st Master

R. C. Billing, 976 Wllkesbarre st . . . . Secretary

E. T. James, 432 Wilksbarre st Collector

F. O. Reber, 109 Delaware Bt Receiver

W. C. Stocker, 31 Coal st Mag. Agent

212. EMPIRE; Watertown. N. Y.

Meets in Red Men's Hail, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Aaron Cartwright, 17 Meadows st . . . Master

T. H. Lynch, 101 Factory st Secretary

G. W. 8turnpf, 2 Orchard st Collector

F. C. Nichols, 12 Poplar st Receiver

F. A. Fisher, Waltham st . . . Magazine Agent

218. WEST SHORE; Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets in Olbeter Hall, 1120 Bennett ave, every

Thursday evening.

A. F. Riley, 642 Bennett ave Master

F. L. Crosby, 1513 Burnett st Secretary

A. Pfeiffer, 140 Oak st Collector

M. J. Melroy, 140 Oak st Receiver

H. J. Hoolihan, 140 Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

214. ORIOLE; Baltimore, Hd.

Meets in Smith's Hall, 20th st, 2d and 4th Bon-

days.

I. H.White, 20 W.Oliver st Matter

Jas. Magraw, 614 E. Biddle st Secretary

H. W. M. Banks. 1015 Clifton Place . . Collector

T. C. Lambden, 713 W. Franklin st . . Receiver

E. J. McCleary, 702 E. Chase st . . . Mag. Agent

215. EAST ALBANY) East Albany, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, every Tuesday even

ing.

J. W. Reed, 61 Pine st Master

D. F. Teellng, 21 Broadway, Bath-on-

Hudsou Secretary

G. A. March, .358 Broadway Collector

G. B. Cone, 7 Park st, Bath-on-Hudson . Receiver

Thos. Paul, Jr., 5 Aiken ave. Greenbush

Magazine Agent

216. LYON BROOK) Norwich, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Daniels Block, 191

Broad st, 1st Monday and 3d Sunday.

G. W. Obenauer, Birdsall st Master

R. E. Rowe, Globe Hotel Secretary

F. M. Fenton, L. Box 120 Collector

F. V. Thorp. L. Box 120 Receiver

J. M. Coleman, 6 Mechanic st ■ Magazine Agent

217. HEADLIGHT; Brazil, Ud.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 2d and 4th Sunday at 7

P.M.

Master

■ ■ . ■ ■ Secretary

C.W.Miller, Box 547 ! '.'.'...'.. '. .Collector

Receiver

Elza Ax Magazine Agent

218. PIKES PEAKj Colorado City, Colo.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Tun-

days at 7:30 P. M.

L. L. Smith, Jr Master

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Secretarr

W. J. Southers Collector

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Receiver

C. B. Oren Magazine Agent

219. SMOKY CITY) Allegheny, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Pennsylvania are

and Bidwell St., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

Jos. Desmond, 26 Wayne st Master

J. A FroBt, Jr., Colorado st Secretary

Peter Martin, 50 Kirkpatrick ave . . . Collector

D. J. Woods, 109 Juniata st Receiver

I. E. Stahl, 107 Lake st Magazine Agent

220. PROVIDENT) Sun bury, Pa.

Meets in P. O. 8. of A. Hall, Market St., 1st and U

Sundays at IP. M.

H. W. Schoffstall, Box 836 Master

Wm. Park, Box 836 Secretary

G. H. Morton Collector

Solomon Cherry, 209 4th st Receiver

H. S. Beverlin Magazine Agent

221. HURON; Point Edward, Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Tues

days.

J. R Kee Master

Dennis Burgess, L. Box 18 Secretary

F. J. Burgess Collector

J. 8. Crawford Receiver

Frank McNally Magazine Agent

222. WEBSTER; Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, cor. 5th and Walnut »U..

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

C. E. Suook Haiter

O. G. Andersen, 1 River st .Secretary

T. F. Lowry Collector

O. G. Andersen, 1 River st Receiver

G. H. Trusty, cor. 5th and Locust st*.,Magazine Agent

228. GREEN VALLEY; Grafton, W. Ya.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sunday* st

1:30 P. M.

G. D. Kellar, West Grafton Master

J. D. E. Huffman Secretary

J. C. Bishop, West Grafton Collector

J. D. E. Huffman Receiver:

M. J. Tlghe Magazine Agent

224. T. C. BOORN, St. Clond, Mian.

Meets in D. O. of W. Hall, cor. 5th ave. and"?

st. South, 2d Sunday at 2 P. M. and tin Wed

nesday at 7:30 P. M.

J. A. Heath, loth ave. N »»'«'

H. G. Ford, 407 19th ave N Secretary

Hugh Gallagher, 7lh st. N Coli«wr

Walter Bach, Box 159 Recelvaj

Jno. Mournan, 815 10th ave. N . Magazine Altai
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IK. SUPERIOR, Fort William West, Ontario.

Meets in McDougal Hall, Fort William, every

Wednesday at 2 P. M.

Jno. Whitehurst, Fort William Master

Wm. Hal], Fort William Secretary

A. N. Hobkirk. Fort William Collector

Alfred Wankling, Fort William . . . Receiver

W. W. Garrett, Box 141, Ft. William, Mag. Agent

SM. MAGSOLIA; EnnU, Tern*.

Meets in I. 0. 0. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

H. H. Kendall, H. & T. C. Shops Master

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 186 Secretary

W. M. Nicol, L Box 136 Collector

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 136 Receiver

W. G. Snodgrass, H. & T. C. Shops . Mag. Agent

BH. MAGNET; Blaghamton, N. I.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, over Robinson's Plan

ing Mill, office Chenango Bt, 2d and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

Mablnn Fraunfelker Master

J. T. Lewis, 238 Chenango st Secretary

F. 8. Williams, 24 Virgil st Collector

Theo. Haskins, 25 Frederick st . . . .Receiver

C. H. Hamblln, 8 Morgan st . . Magazine Agent

M8. ACHE; Srraoton, Pa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P.M.

R. S. Gilllngham, 128 10th st Master

J. G. Burnett, 338 Lincoln ave Secretary

A. J. Thomas, 317 S. Hyde Park ave . . Collector

R. S. Gilllngham, 128 10th st Receiver

Frank Trurnbower. 706 Scranton St.,

Magazine Agent

t». RICHARD; It lea, N. T.

Meets in Post Bacon Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. J. Quirk, Albany st Master

C. A. Pease, 72X Whltesboro st . . . . Secretary

W. F. Foley, 4 Montgomery st Collector

C. A. Pease, 72% WhTtesboro st .... Receiver

Wm. Barden, 122 Whitesboro st . . . Mag. Agent

MO. ALBANY CITY ; Albany, N. T.

Meets in Stremple Hall, 253 Central ave, 1st, 3d

and ."'tli Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Gilkerson, 485 1st st Master

G. M. Jeffers, 36 Ontario st Secretary

Courtland Maher, 11 Prospect ave . . . Collector

G. M. Jeffers, 36 Ontario st Receiver

A. H. Vincent, 15 Hunter ave ■ Magazine Agent

Ml. DELAWARE; Wllmlnitton, Del.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 3d and Market sts., 1st

and 3d Sundays.

A. C. Stidham, 224 E. Cth st Master

A. C. Dunn, 410 Taylor st Secretary

J. A. Donlln, 417 E. 4th st Collector

A. C. Dunn, 410 Taylor st . .- Receiver

W. H. Adams. 406 £ 4th st . . . Magazine Agent

•B. LUCKY THOUGHT, Mlddletown, N. T.

Meets in A. O. of H. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

M. J. Kerrigan, 75 Linden Terrace . . . .Master

W. J. Leddy, 277 North st Secretary

Jno. Dunham. 125 Wlckham ave . . . Collector

Jno. O'Farrell, 331 North st Receiver

V. L. Powell, 28 Broad st . . . . Magazine Agent

tW. GLAD TIDINGS; Moarton. Hew Braaswlck.

Meets in Victoria Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P M

H. 8. Cut ton Master

G. W. Speer Secretary

Frauk Gibson Collector

Harry Snider, Box 158 Receiver

Jas. King Magazine Agent

«4. NORTH BAT; North Bay. Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

Jno. Cleminson, Box 11 Master

Thos. Hcarly Secretary

W. II. Bowman Collector

Wm. McRae, Box 126 Receiver

J. A. Lynch, Box 126 Magazine Agent

Hi. THREE BROTHERS; Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meets in Franks Bros. Hall, Walurba, alternate

Sundays at 1:30 P.M.

N. E. Biesecker, cor. 38th st and Howlie

aTe Master

Chas. Longacre, Jr., 28th st. Reading

room Secretary

J. G. Wagner, 3710 Mifflin st Collector

C. G. Parsboll, cor 38th stand Howlie

ave Receiver

Chas. Longacre, Jr., 28th st. Reading

room Magazine Agent

£36. HINTON; Hlnton, West Virginia.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Saturday at 7:80

P. M.

Lynn Gardner Master

F. A. Cundiff Secretary

J. P. Lear Collector

J. E. Hogan Receiver

J. M. Morrison Magazine Agent

£87. CENTRAL PARK ; Central Park, 111.

Meets in Rebmann's Hall, cor. Lake and 41st

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. H. Bradley, 135 N. Avers ave, Chicago

Master

Harry Lynch, 410 Superior street

Chicago Secretary

J. C Todd, Box 124 Collector

Thaddeus Chew, Box 89 Receiver

Robt. Todd Magazine Agent

888. PLAIN CITT; Padacah, Ky.

Meets in Rogers' Hall, 12th and Broadway, every

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Lloyd Grimes, 1301 Broadway Master

L. L. Hutchinson, 1247 Broadway . . . Secretary

Thos. Challenor, 430 8. 10th st Collector

J. P. Wesley, 986 Broadway Receiver

M. J. Ervin, 1120 Madison st . . Magazine Agent

£89. BUCKEYE ; Delaware, Ohio.

Meets in Henry's Hall, 61 Lake St., 2d and 4th

8undays at 1 P. M.

J. W. Hettenbaugh, 169 E. William st . . Master

Dan'l Broderick, 239 E. Central ave . Secretary

Leonard Schoeller, 207 E. Winter st . . Collector

Chas. Hirsch, 216 E. Central ave .... Receiver

Jas. Gulnan, 161 W. Spruce st. . . . Mag. Agent

£40. GILBERT | Jackson, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, cor. Jackson and Main

sts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M., and 2d

and 4th Mondays at 2:30 P. M.

Henry Mosher, 223 W Main st Master

G. A Holden, 1023 E. Main st Secretary

Henry Mosher, 223 W Main st Collector

M. A. Henry, 327 Quarry st Receiver

C. G. Conklin, 114 E.Wilkins st . Magazine Agent

£41. LAKE ERIE; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in B. L. E. Hall, 412 So Division St., alter

nate Fridays.

J. I. Barker, 436 Swan st Master

C. W. Halbin. 17 Superior st Secretary

F. V. Miner, 25 Vary st .... .... Collector

I. H. Grossman. 500 Swan st Receiver

F. C. Loomis, 59 Watson st . . . Magazine Agent

£42. LIBERTY ; Elmlra. N. Y.

Meets in D., L. & W.-Y. M. C. A. Hall, 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Dennis McCarty, 405 Crescent ave . . . .Master

A. J. Keefe, 360 W. 5th st Secretary

J. F. Lonergan, Jr.. 1101 Lake st . . . .Collector

A. L. Doolittle, 1022% Lake st . . . . Receiver

L. F. Burke, 365 Thurston st . . Magazine Agent

£48. J. H. SELBY ; Texarkana, Texas.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 9

P.M.

Master

C. H. Moore, care T. <fe P. R. R. Texarkana,

Ark Secretary

J. L. Simmons ....*. Collector

J.C.Reinhardt, Box 56, Texarkana, Ark, Receiver

T. O. Black, Bonham Magazine Agent

£44. T. P. O'BOURKE; Chicago, III.

Meets at 314 W. Twelfth st., 1st Sunday at2 P. M.

and 3d Friday at 8 P. M.

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Mastei

Jno. O'Malley, 5783 Wright st., Englewood

Secretary

Jno. O'Malley, 5733 Wright st., Englewood

Collector

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Receiver

Magazine Agent

£46. GEORGIA ; Savannah, Ga.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, Sorrell Building, cor.

of Bull and Bay sts., every Thursday at 7:80 P.

1L and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

W. E. King, 199 Waldburg st Master

Secretary

G. K. Knight, 90 W. Broad st Collector

Fleming Goolsby, 84 Montgomery Bt . . Receiver

F. J. Trott, 77% Jones st . . . . Magazine Agent

£48. MACON: Macon, Ga.

Meets in MeUoldrick's Hall, 704 1th St.. '2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Chas. Green, 416 Elm st Master

J. T. Roach, 452 Hazel st Secretary

T. W. Hines, 816 3d st Collector

Chas. Green, 416 Elm st Receiver

J. M. Richards, 1537 2d st ... Magazine Agent
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M7. KENNESAW; Atlanta, ()a.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 6% N. Broad st, every

Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. O. Teat, 85 Hood st Master

C. H. Elliott, 29 Walker st Secretary

W. B. Watters, 305 Woodward ave . . . Collector

T. L. Francis, Clara Receiver

Reinhold Wurreschke, 1 N Boulevard st

... Magazine Agent

M8. WESTERS RESERVE; Ashtabula, Ohio.

Meets in Fas-sett Hall, Main st., 1st and 3d Mon

days at 7:30 P. M.

S. A. McDaniel, 17 Colorado st Master

C. D. Weisell,42 Kiugst Secretary

A. V. Hillyer, 218 West st Collector

Jas. Coutts, 56 Lockwood st Receiver

MTE. Benbam,76Fisk st . . . Magazine Agent

449. C AHMET; South Chicago, 111.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 92d street and

South Chicago ave, 2d arid 4th Sundays at 7:30

P.M.

Win. Muldoon Master

Daniel O'Connell, 8852 Houston ave . . Secretary

B.J. Lynch, 930S Ontario ave Collector

H. A. Purvis, 9012 Houston ave .... Receiver

Wm. Zacher, 10203 Ave L, Colehour, Ind.,

Magazine Agent

ISO. GOLDEN LINK; Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Meets in Memorial Hall, So. Main st. 1st and 3d

Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. M. Fox, 249 Kidder st Master

E. O. Hale, Box 322, Kingston, Luzerne

Co Secretary

Geo. Deels, Box 49, Kingston, Luzerne

Co ... . Collector

P. L. Keefer, Kingston, Luzerne Co . . Receiver

A. E. Cauneld, Kingston, Luzerne Co.

Magazine Agent

161. LEHIGH: Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Meets in Stahl's Hall, Upper Mauch Chunk, 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. L. Sandhas Master

H. B. Fulton Secretary

H. W. 8mith, L. Box 365 Collector

Chas. Roberts, L. Box 865 Receiver

Wm. Spencer Magazine Agent

162. COLUMBIA; Columbia, Pa.

Meets in Bitner's Hall, every Monday at 7:30

P.M.

H. B. Heiser, 164 Walnut st Master

H. G. Klugh, 242 New 2d st Secretary

H. M. Hinkle, 570 Walnut st Collector

Jos. Dennison, 640 Chestnut st Receiver

Edw. Dennell, 313 and 315 Locust St.,

Magazine Agent

168. TRENTON; Trenton, S. 1.

Meets in Stradling Hall, 131 N. Broad st, 1st

and 3d Sundays.

C. W. Cope, 17 Southard st Master

Koljt. Stackhouse. 306 Genesee st . . . Secretary

M. J. Shelly, 405 Monmouth st Collector

F. P. Parsons, 175 Brunswick ave. . . . Receiver

F.N. Caffey, 17 Southard st Mag. Agent

164. CLIMAX; Missouri TaUey, Iowa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30

P. M.

J. E. Halstead Master

W. L. French, Box 561 Secretary

O. P. Masters, Norfolk, Neb Collector

Jesse Hibben Receiver

Andrew Dryden Magazine Agent

MS. CANAL CITY; Arkansas City, Kan.

Meets in I. O. 0. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 2:30 P.M.

Edwin Crane Master

Iran Kiser, 807 So. C st Secretary

Andrew Craig, 1008 So. C st Collector

8. S Small. L. Box 291, Purcell, I. T . . Receiver

Patrick Caldron, 1326 So. G st . Magazine Agent

166. HIGH LINK; Ciibiii, Colo.

Meets in Slater's Hall, every Sunday at 2:30 P.M.

Jno. Olson Master

J. R. Morgan Secretary

W. E. Gallagher Collector

C. D. Adams Receiver

J. R. Morgan Magazine Agent

167. KIT CARSON; Raton, New Mexico.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall every Monday at 9 A.M.

C. T. Morehouse Master

W. J. Linwood Secretary

J. I>- Shy Collector

Morgan Oldham Receiver

C. 8. Wolf Magazine Agent

168. RENO; Mrkerson, Kan.

Meets In K. of P. Hall every Wednesday at ":*

C. W. Arnold Muter

C. N. Woodell Secretary

Emil Misker Collector

G. E. Payne Receiver

I. E. Grimes Magazine Agent

369. D. J. CHASE; Ashland, Wis.

Meets In Good Templars' Hall, cor. Second it.

and 4th ave. W. , 1st and 3d 8undays at 2 P. M.

R. W. Harrison, Commercial Hotel . . . Muter

E. C. Schilling. 421 3d st E Secretary

Fred. Godfrey, 818 4th ave W Collector

Wm. Buckley, 720 ElliB ave Receiver

W. C. Vallle, 411 7th ave E . . . Magazine Agent

160. CALIFORNIA ; Sacramento, Cal.

Meets In Smith's Hall, 7th st., bet. K and L,

every Thursday at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. Vice, Box 107 Master

R E. Nobel, Box 107 Secretary

Jas. Mulleu, Box 107 Collector

P. J. McEnerney, 711 H st ...... . Receiver

W. J. Fetherston, Box 107 .. . Magazine Agent

Ml. MAGDALENA; San Mareial, New Mexico.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Sunday at 7 P. M.

W. R. Fisher MuUir

C. M. Grover Secretary

Gus Leslman Collector

C. H. D. Haines Receiver

Jno. Snyder , . . . . Magazine Agent

M2. O.CEEN CITY ; West Toronto Janet, Oat.

Meets in Campbell Hall, alternate Sundays at 3

P.M.

Eruest McConnell Master

Fred Sharpe, 77 Louisa st., Toronto

Junction Secretary

Geo. Wauless Collector

Receiver

W. D. Donaldson, Toronto Junct . . Mag. Agent

M8. ALAMO; Taylor, Texas.

Meets in Union Hall, every Saturday at 8 P. M.

W. H. Pipkin, Box 241 Muter

G. J. Calnon Secretary

G. W. Payne ... Collector

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 Receiver

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 ... . Magazine Agent

164. J. K. 6ILBREATH; Butte City, Montana.

Meets In Frost's Hall, South Butte, 2d and 4th

Thursdays.

A. R. McDuffie, Box 94, S. Butte Master

J. M. Henuessy. lai Utah ave, S. Butte . Secretary

C. II. DeCarnp, Box 105 Collector

A. R McDuffie. Box 94, S. Butte . - . Receiver

J. H. Ryan, S. Butte Magazine Agent

MS. GRAM) RIVER; Grand Ravins Mich.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

C. E. Rnndell, 344 S Union st Master

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Secretary

C. E. Rundell, $44 S Union st Collector

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Recelrer

Jno. Cunningham, 505 Ioniast . Magazine Agent

M6. JOHN Hit KEY; South Kaukauna. Wis.

Meets in Duggan Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

' 1:30 P.M.

J. J. Palmer Muter

J. M. Golden, Box 324 Secretary

R. B. Powers Collector

Jas. McGraw Recelrer

F. L. Fosha. Box 272 Magazine Ageal

M7. ENDEAVOR; Algiers, La.

Meets In Castle Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at 1:»

P. M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. H. Hibben, Chestnut st Matter

R. J. McCluskey, 111% Atlantic ave . . Secretary

F. J. Myers, 122 Pacific ave Collector

Jno. Mitchell, 1131., Atlantic ave. . . Receiver

S. S. Andress, H9% Elrnira st . Magazine Agent

168. CLIFTON HIGHTN; New Albany. Ind.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall. cor. State and Mar

ket sts. 1st and 3d Suudavs at 2 P. M.

W. A. Crabb. 810 E. Sycamore st Master

Geo. Tharp, 94 E. Main st Secretary

I. D. Stevens, 14:i Sycamore st Collector

T. L. Telves.485Culbertson ave . . . . Reojlw

A. D. Austin Magazine Agent

M0. O. K. ; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets in Castle Hall, S. E. cor. Genesee ami Cen

tral ave., 1st and Sd Thursdays at 7 P. M.

Adam Dods, Montgomery Maiter

J. R. Constable. Northern ave., ML

Auburn. Cincinnati Secretary

W. J. Haight, 98 Ulenway ave Collector

J. S. Sheehan, 84 Slate ave Receiver

Cornelius Coakley, Hamilton . Magazine Aftat
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17*. MINNEAPOLIS; Minneapolis, Ulna.
Meets In A. O. U. W. Lodge Parlors. •-'113 Bloom-

inglon ave.. 'it Suudsy at 2 I'. M. and itli

Thursday at 7 :!0 P. M.

Patrick Pe'russe. 116 Cedar ave Master

H. W. Beater, 26:24 Bloomiugton ave. . Secretary

A.H.Titus, 8108 Cedar ave 8 Collector

Oliver Johnson, 2106 Bloomington ave, Recetver

\Y. II. Dickinson. 2301 18th ave S . . Mag. Agent

171. BYKAM; Port Morris, X. 1.

Meets in Union Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

A. P. Stackhouse Master

Wm. Weller, Box 28 Secretary

C. L. Miller Collector

Wm. Wciler, Box 25 Receiver

S. R. McConnell, Box 42 . . . . Magazine Agent

«7». WILSON; J gun Ion, X. J.

Meets in Wells' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. 8. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 Master

J. E. Dineen, Somerville Secretary

Wm. Walsh Collector

Jno. Everitt Receiver

J. 8. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 .. . Magazine Agent

87*. DENVER; Denver, Colo.

Meets lu Independent Hall, cor. Santa Fe st. and

W. 8th ave, every Friday at 7:89 P. M.

G. D. Blackford, 105 9. 9th at Master

C. H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

C. H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Collector

R. B. Hind. 1024 8. 7th st. ...... Receiver

Patrick Keuuern, 979 S 10th st . Magazine Agent

874. JACKSON; Clifton Forge, Va.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

7:30 P. M.

8. M. Anderson. Box 171 Master

W. G. Monroe, L. Box ll.'i Secretary

J. 8. Cbittum Collector

W. G. Monroe. L. Box 145 Receiver

E. 8. Sydnor.Box 14 MagazineAgent

97S. WEST CHICAGO; Chicago, 111.

Meets in Rebman's Hall, 2074 W. Lake St., 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. P. Sheffield, 264 N. May st Master

H. O. Kull, 81 Austin ave Secretary

E. E. Ellsworth, W. Lake st Collector

F. N. Anderson. Box 71 Mayfair . . Receiver

Jas. Pierce, 230 N. May st . .MagazineAgent

176. KEG IN A ; Vancouver, B. C.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall every Monday at

8 P.M.

Thos. Clouston Master

F. J. Coombs Secretary

A. V. Ostram, North Bend Collector

Root. Bunt, Kamloops Receiver

R. A. Moscrop Mag. Agent

»77. ALABAMA; Mobile, Ala.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall cor. Royal and

Michael sts., lstand 3d Sunday mornings.

J. B. Webster, Palmetto st. near Lawrence

st Master

J. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Secretary

J. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Collector

C. C. Redwood, U01 Dauphin st. . . . Receiver

J. F. MrDonnell, 463 8. Lawrence st. Mag. Agent

178. WHITE BREAST ; Laredo, Texas.

Meets In K. P. Hall, cor. Convent and Farragut

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

J. H. Mahlin, Mex. Nat'l Shops Master

Ed. Chamberlain, Box 108 Secretary

J. B. G'Sell, Mex. Nat'l Shops Collector

Ed. Chamberlain, Box 108 Receiver

J. A. Fink Magazine Agent

179. MONTE SAXO | Tuscumbla, Ala.

Meets in Pythian Hall every Saturday evening.

J. W. Smith Master

H. H. Burkhart Secretary

Jno. Farr Collector

H. H. Burkhart Receiver

J. M. Kerby MagazineAgent

180. OZARK ; Thayer, Mo.

Meets in Boyd's Hall. cor. 2d and Chestnut sts.

every Wednesday at 7 P. M.

C. P. Stevens, Box 143 Master

J. H. Kellner Secretary

C. P. Stevens Collector

J. W. Lewis, L. Box 9 Receiver

J. H. Kellner Magazine Agent

181. MISSION ; Toaknm, Texas.

Meets In K. 01 P. Hall every Wednesday at 7:30
p u

O. L. Kinsley, Box 38 Master

J. F. Massey, Box 179 Seeretary

Thos. Smith, Box 38 Collector

Jno. Mameron Receiver

K. E. Potillo, Box 38 MagazineAgent

888. BUBNSIDE ; Mt. Carmel, III.

Meets in Union Hall every Thursday evening.

J. D. Devore Master

G. E. Poole Secretary

C. H. Tennyson Collector

W. M. Birkltt Receiver

Henry Voight Magazine Agent

888. LACKAWANNA ; Great Bend, Pa.

Meels in Roosa Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30

P. M.

A. M. Sliker, Hallstead Master

Elwood Edlnger Secretary

W. B. Trowbridge, Hallstead Collector

8. H. Wells, Hallstead Receiver

R. A. Barber, Hallstead Magazine Agent

184. ELM CITY; New Haven, Coaa.

Meets in Elk's Hall, 852 Chapel St., 1st and 3d

Sundays.

W. H. Norton, 63 Hulbut st Master

J. H. Kenney, 196 Cedar st Secretary

Louis Bassmier, 133 Spring st .... Collector

R. A. Bishop, 100 Park Bt Receiver

J. W. Kenney, 119 Putnam st . . Magazine Agent

886. CHARTER OAK; Hartford, Conn.

Meets in Bliss Hall, cor. Pratt and Main sts., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

D. C. Vanderburgh, E. Hartford Master

F. 8. Fish, 918 Main st Secretary

J. H. Osmond, 18 Walnut st Collector

Henry Vanderburgh, E. Hartford . . . Receiver

F. S. Fish, 918 Main st MagazineAgent

886. SAGINAW VALLEY; Saginaw E. 8., Mich.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th 8undays.

B. W. Crowley, F. & P. M. eng. house . . Master

Alfred Bush, 110 Dwightst Secretary

Jas. Killen, 712 N. 5th st Collector

J. H. Abraham, care F. & P. M. Eng. House

Receiver

J. H. Abraham, 611 Kirk st. . . Magazine Agent

887. ALTOONA; Altoona. Pa.

Meets in Couch's Hall, 11th ave. and 13th;st. 2d

and 4th Sundays.

F. A. Davis, 2406 11th ave Master

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave Secretary

J. I. Anthony, Box 185 Collector

W. J. Buhr, 1003 Bridge st Receiver

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave . ■ . Magazine Agent

888. EMMET; Estherville, Iowa.

Meets In Masonic Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day.

A. L. Houltshouser, Box 5 Master

P. J. Sullivan, Box 48 Secretary

A. L. Houltshouser, Box 5 Collector

Wm. McArdle, Box 109 Receiver

C. V. Pendergast Magazine Agent

889. MT. LOOKOUT, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall. 1st, 3d and 5th Tues

days at 7:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

2 P. M.

T. P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Master

Keno Bailey, Box 266 Secretary

T. P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Collector

R. M. Smith, Box 266 Receiver

R. M. Smith, Box 266 MagazineAgent

890. MARION; Hannibal. Mo.

Meets In A. O. U. W. Hall, cor. Main and Broad

way, 2d and 4th SundayB at 2 P. M.

• J. S. Ott, 312 Center st Master

Jno. Hyde, 421 Hill st Secretary

J. T. Hart, 416 Washington st Collector

J. T. Hart, 416 Washington st Receiver

John Hyde, 421 Hill st Magazine Agent

891. ATLANTIC; Brooklyn, N. Y.

Meets in Triangle Hall, Halsey St. and Broad

way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 8 P. M. and 2d and

4th Suudays at 10 A. M.

J. H. Daley, 174 A. Hull st Master

Jno. Scully, 28 Jamaica ave Secretary

Wm. Young, 41 Williams st Collector

Lawrence Donehue, 250 47th st . . . .Receiver

J. M. Kuhn, 260 Cleveland st . . Magazine Agent

898. 1. L. HARRIS, East Brand Forks, Minn.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall 2d Saturday ut 7:30

P. M. and 4th Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

Mark Puree! 1, L. Box 20 Master

Alex. Thomson, L. Box 20 Secretary

Geo. Clifton, L. Box 20 Collector

T. E. Frost, L. Box 20 Receiver

J. J. Best Magazine Agent
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m. LAFATETTE: Marlon, low*.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 1st Monday at 9 A. M.

and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

C, A. Millerke, Box 155 Master

J. W. Johnston, Box 367 Secretary

8. E. Anson, Box 24 Collector

J. W. Humble, Box 221 Receiver

C. M. Johnston, Box 307 .... Magazine Agent

294. OHIO BITER; Huntington, W. Ta.

Meets in Roxley Hall, every Friday at 7 P. M.

A. M. Height Master

J. E. Persinger, 1840 8th ave Secretary

L. M. Louden Collector

W. T. Henley. 1323 6th ave Receiver

M. A. Quinlan, 706 6th ave . . . Magazine Agent

295. V. 8. ; Davenport, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. A. Clapper, 3045 5th ave., Rock Island,

111 Master

J. V. Cunningham, 216 K. 6th st Secretary

J. V. Cunningham, 216 E. 6th st . . . .Collector

Thos. Stapleton, 306 E 9th st Receiver

Jerry Mansfield. 2628 6th ave, Rock

Island, 111 Magazine Agent

296. IKON RANGE; West Superior, Wis.

Meets In A. O. U. W. Hall, Agen Block, 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

F. J. Smith, 1616 Oaks ave Master

T. R. Taylor, 1913 11th st N Secretary

Geo. Leek, 514 Ogden ave Collector

T. R.Taylor, 191311th stN Receiver

B. W. Pink, 2316 22(1 st Magazine Agent

897. CI.AKK: Jefferson > ill.. In. I.

Meets in Becht Hall, every Sunday at 9 A. M.

J. D. Bigelow, 255 E. Maple st Master

J. E. Northam, 277 E. Chestnut st . . .Secretary

Christopher Sellmer, 234 Mechenic st . Collector

W. H. Phillips Receiver

F. A. Hutcherson, 113 E Maple st . . Mag. Agent

298. SNOW FLAKE, Glasgow, Boat.

Meets in B. R. T. Hall 2d and 4th Saturdays.

Alex. McLaughry Master

Chas. Mason Secretary

J. W. Hoffman Collector

R. J. Kane Receiver

J. O'Neill, Box 97 Magazine Agent

t99. CENTRAL OHIO; Crestline, Ohio.

Meets In Engineers' Hall every Wednesday at 7

P. M.

F. M. Johnson, Alliance Master

H. E. Cotner Secretary

W. J. Wise Collector

Q. W. Reed, Box 93 Receiver

Adam Wertenberger, Alliance . Magazine Agent

800. HARBOR CITY, Michigan City, Ind.

Meets in Amon Lodge, cor. Franklin and 6th sta

2d and 4th Sundavs at 2 P. M.

W. P. Pickett, 112 Michigan st Master

C. F. LaFlare, 206 E. 2d st Secretary

C. C. Holtgreen, 223 W 7th st Collector

Frank Smotzer, 121 E BoBton at . . . Receiver

C. C. Holtgreen, 223 W 7th st . . Magazine Agent

S01. GREEN MOUNTAIN; LvndonviUe, Tt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d BundayB at

10 A. M. and 2d Friday at 7 P. M.

A. C. Eastman Master

W. M.Weeka Secretary

D. W. Oakley Collector

W. M. Weeks Receiver

G. O. Fowler Magazine Agent

102. YOUGHIOGHENY; Connellsvllle, Pa.

Meets in Reisinger's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Edw. Stevens .... ■ . Master

W. A. Wallace, Box 324 Secretary

J. J. Kelly. Box 386 Collector

S. A. McPhee Box 387 Receiver

W. A.Wallace. Box 324 Magazine Agent

(OS. VILLA PARK; Streator. 111.

Meets in Union Hall, 127 N. Bloomington St., 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. J. Corcoran, 709 N Park st .... Master

Milford Rathbun, 806 Johnson st . . .Secretary

Moses Cantlin, 112 N. Broadway . . .Collector

Frank Shouts Receiver

Chas. Snyder, 109 Stanton st . . Magazine Agent

104. THREE BRANCH; Argenta, Ark.

Meetsin Vogel Bros' Hall, cor. Newton ave. and

Bculah st. every Tuesday evening at 7:30 P. M.

H. 11. Cole. Box 124 Master

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Secretary

C.W. McDonnell, L. Box 260 Collector

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Receiver

C. D. Gregg Magazine Agent

SOB. UNWIN; Rat Portage, Ontario.

Meets in Garfield Hall every Wednesday i

ing.

Jno. Bosnian. Box 142 Master

Russell Woods Secretary

Jos. McMillan Collector

F. C. Munt Receiver

J. B. Baxter Magazine Agent

MM. (JRAN1TE STATE; Concord. N. H.

Meets in Temple of Honor 2d Saturday at 7:i0 P.

M. and 4th Sunday at 4:30 P. M.

I. O. Mathews, 13 Fremont st Master

F. E. Kenuey. :!8 Franklin st Secretary

J. J. Lane. 23 Thompson st ..... < Collector

E. B. Chandler. Box 1x7 West Concord Receiver

J. M. Donovan, 5 Grove st . . . Magazine Agent

107. HAMPDEN; Springfield, Maas.

MeeU in Crescent Hall, 1st Thursday at 7:30 P.

M., and 3d Sunday at 1 P. M.

E. C. Pierce, L. Box 987 Master

E. F. French. 29 Gray ave Secretary

E. C. Pierce, L. Box 987 Collector

E. E. Dunham, 6.1 Auburn st Recelm

F. B. Child, 9 Greenwood st . . Magazine Agent

SOS. SANTA ROSA; Porforlo Diaz, Mexico.

Meets In Firemen's Hall every Sunday at 2:30 P.

M.

A. J. Archer, Box 109. Eagle Pass, Tex. . Master

O. P. Jennings, Box 109, Eagle Pass, Tex.

Secretary

T. C. Larson, Box 109, Eagle Pass, Tex. Collector

Henry Scheyer, Box 10s., Eagle Pass, Tex.

Receiver

Henry Scheyer, Box 109, Eagle Pas-,

Tex Magazine Agent

809. BARTHOLDI; Long Island City, N. Y.

Meets in Schwallenberg's Hall, 2d Monday and

4th Saturday.

W. H. Smith. 9 nnd 11 Vernon ave .... Muter

W. E. Thursby, Thomaston Secretary

Patrick Mahoney, Inwood Collector

A. H. Rauftle, 202 Jackson ave ... Receiver

Jos. Cole, Kent st. Greenpoint, L.I., Mag. Agent

S10. CHESTNUT RIDGE; Derry Station, r».

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Saturdays.

T. S. K repps Master

D. M. Glpson Secretary

D. M. Schott Collector

G. B. Meyers Receiver

C. F. Shirey Magazine Agent

811. BELLE PLAINE, Belle Plains, Iowa.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. W. Elliott Mattel

G.H.Wills Secretary

W. A. Knighta Collector

Edw. Zimmerman Receiver

M. A. Quigley Magazine Agent

812. MOUNT SHASTA; Dansmalr. Cal.

Meets in K.P. Hall alternate Mondaysat 7:30P.M.

A. W. Cole Mister

H. L. Walther, Box 70 Secretary

H. L. Walther, Box 70 Collector

G. E. 8chuler Receiver

W. D. McDonald Magazine Agent

SIS. KAW TALLEY; Armourdale, Kan.

Meets in Melville Hall, 2d and 4th Mondaysat

1:30 P. M.

W. 1). Bobbins, i'.is St. Paul st ... .Matter

David Cronen, 217 N. "th St., Kansas CitySecretary

B. L. Klingmann.Box556 Junction City

. . . . " Collector

W. U. Robbins, 618 St. Paul St., Kauus

City Receiver

H. W. Evans, 22 Perry sq., Kansas

City Magazine Agent

81... TROY CITY; Greta Island, N. Y. __

Meets iu Odd Fellows' Hall, 285 River st, Troy,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

E. A. Coyne. 275 9th st. Troy ■*•"

Jno. Wlrtetts, I7:i9th sl.Troy . . . . ^""J
Christopher Havvrly, 67 Hudson ave . Colleen*

J. M. Williams, 826 River st, Troy . . . Kecvi^l

Fred Leveus, 1 Cannon at. . . . Magaxioe Ag«n>
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OMEGA ; Buffalo, N. Y.

eeu in Yox's Hall, Howard and Walton sts.,

1st and 3d Mondays.

lieu Nicol, 270 Fillmore ave Master

. M, Petrie, 459 Eagle st Secretary

. A.Smltb, 187 Jefferson st Collector

J. Kinney, 31 Walter st Receiver

'. A. Smith, 187 Jefferson st . . Magazine Agent

WELCOME HOME i Henderson, Ky.

:eet» in I. O. O. F. Hall, every Sunday at 2 P. M.

:arry Henry, 818 1st st Master

. J. Kramer, L„ St. L. 4 T. Ry. . . . Secretary

. n. Zirckel, L. St. L. 4 T. shops, Clover-

port Collector

. J. Cutts, 1009 1st st Receiver

. P. Shoemaker, care O.V. R. R. Magazine Agent

I ROM CITY; Glenwood. SSdWard, Pittsburgh, Pa.

leets in Peer's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30

P. M.

. F. Kane, Versailles Master

. C. Fitzsiramons, 2264 2nd ave . . .Secretary

. II. Nclville, 43 Renovast Collector

t. H. Rosenlieb, 683 Lylle st Receiver

. II. Nclville, 43 Renova st . . Magazine Agent

MOUNT MORIAH; Philadelphia. Pa.

leets in Mt. Morlah Hall, 63d st and Woodland

ave. 1st and 3d Saturdays at 7:30 r. M. and

2d and 4th Suudays at 2 P. M.

'. J. Lavell, 33 Mt. Morlah Lane ... Master

. E. Sentiuan,59thst4 Woodland ave, Secretary

efferson Miller, 124 E 13th st. Chester, Collector

V. D. Lewis, 219 Ballev st. . Camden, N..T. Receiver

i. W. Coyle. 1419 S. 50th St., West Phila

delphia ... .... Magazine Agent

ARBITRATION | East St. Paul, Minn.

ileets in Wild Block, 7th and Bradley sta, 1st Sun

day at 2:30 P. M.. and 8d Wednesday at 7:80 P.M.

Varncr Snyder, 702 Preble st Master

. M. Staeire. 574 Buy St., St. Paul . . . Secretary

V. L. Works, 597 Sims St., 8t. Paul . . Collector

J. L. Work. 911 Lawson St., St. Paul . . Receiver

no. O'Miilley. 879 E. 8d St., St. Paul . Mag. Agent

SMOW DRIFT; Chaldean, Oat.

ileeta in Firemen's Hall, every Monday at 8 P.M.

rhos. Burt. Box 112 Master

V. L. Loomls Secretary

icnnetn McRae, Box 115 Collector

us. Rose Receiver

\. M.Mcasor. Magazine Agent

JULEEN; Dubuque, Iowa.

Heets In Stultz Hall, S. E. cor 25th and Jacxson

sis., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

T. H. Klrkland, 2270 Jackson st Master
I. H. Murray, 2S.r)0 Couler ave . . . .Secretary

kelson Gibbs. 3308 Jackson st Collector

A'm. Sheridan, cor. 20th st and Couler ave,

Receiver

I. W. Robinson, 2998 Couler ave, Magazine Agent

MUSCOGEE; Columbus, fia.

Meets in Odd- Fellows' Hall, 1st ave, bet. 10th

and 11th sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 11:30 A. M.

3. F. Castleberry. 907 4th ave Master

H. H. Ward. 031 20th st Secretary

W. C. Shafer Collector

J. F. Castleberry, 907 4th ave. .... Receiver

I. W. Webster Magazine Agent

SOUTHERN CROSS; flaiaestllle, Texas.

Meets in K. of L. Hall every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

J. D. Varner Master

B. M. Samuels, 1111 N Laumies st . . . Secretary

J. H, Garmany Collector

J. D. Varner Receiver

Dan Murphy, MO Cotton st . . . Magazine Agent

SATILLA ; Way Cross, 6a.

Meets In B. of L. E. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays, at
■2 P. M.

G. W. Barnes . Master

Chas. Conrad Secretary,

N. M. Duncan Collector

N. M. Duncan Receiver

E. G. Pelrce - . Mag. Agent

. FOLVTELL; Bradford, Pa.

Meets In G. A. R Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30

P.M.

r. F. Colllgau. 1 Thompson ave Master

C. H. Alger. 16 PikesU Secretary

G. P. Clough, 59 Davis st Collector

G. P. Clougn, 59 Davis st Receiver

Frank Schoolmaster. 31 Jefferson st. Mag, Agent

. RILTKB MOUNTAIN: Needles, Cal.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 8 P.M.

J. A. Stout Master

Horry Kingham Secretary

L. H. Kltch Collector

W. H. Rogers, Box 216 Receiver

J. F. Taylor, Box 40 Magazine Agent

828. SPANISH PEAKS ; La Junta, Colo.

Meets in Manley's Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

2 P. M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M. STZ

J. A. Martin Master

W. G. Thompson Secretary

C. T. Walker Collector

J. B. McChesney, Athens, Denver . . Receiver

J. R. Holm Magazine Agent

829. BELVIDERE; Belvidere, 111.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

M. M. Silvius Master

E. E. Dtfford Secretary

C. H. Williams Collector

J. W. Lyon Receiver

M. P. Plane, Box 712 Magazine Agent

880. RIVER VIEW ; Kansas City, Kansas.

Meets in Chamber of Commerce Hall, 1st and 3d

Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

8. M. Davenport, 559 Park ave Master

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Secretary

F. W. Fisher, 605 Splitlog ave Collector

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Receiver

Henry Eavcrs, M. P. freight house, Omaha,

Neb Magazine Agent

SSI. CHICAGO BELT LINK: Aabarn Junction, HI.

Meets in Berndt's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays at

8:30 P. M.

Matthew Bauer, 8414 Union ave, South

Englewood Master

E. P. Beckler, 70r> 87th St., South Engle-

wood Secretary

S. H. Lucas, 8807 Murry st.. South Engle-

wood Collector

W. E. Boyle, South Englewood .... Receiver

W. J. Kershau, Box 82, South Englewood,

Magazine Agent

832. STONE MOUNTAIN; Augusta. Ga.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. Broad and Jackson sts,

1st and 3d Sundays.

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Master

E. J. Graham, 461 Taylor st Secretary

0. M. Burch, 427 Walker st Collector

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Receiver

Magazine Agent

888. FAIKMOl NT: Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Erriekson's Hall, 3947 Lancaster ave,

alternate Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

H. E. Sterling, 3806 Atlanta st Master

W. H. Elliott, 3830 Linwood st, W. Phila

delphia Secretary

H. B. Howerter, 3835 Linwood st . . . Collector

J. A. Bochm. 3818 ParriBh st Receiver

C. H. Maul, 830 N. 40th st . . . . Magazine Agent

SS4. LONG DOUBLER; East Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P. M.
C. H. Smith • • • . . Master

Isaac West Secretary

P. M. Joslin Collector

Isaac West Receiver

G. W. Studer Magazine Agent

S86. SAINT ADOLPHUS: Horhelaga, Canada.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall alternate Mondays, at

8 P. M.

J. G. A. Brazeau, 214 St. Catherine st . . Master

Thos. Foley, 33 Archambault Block,

Montreal Secretary

Arcade Langlois, 260 Dezery st . . . . Collector

J. G. A. Brazeau, 21 I St. Catherine st . . Receiver

Maurice Cody, 305 Statacona ave . ■ Mag. Agent

888. FALL RIVER; Neodesha, Kansas.

Meets in Pierce'B Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

3:30 P. M.

J. A. Miner Master

J. R. Young Secretary

1. K. Herrold Collector

Edw. Gray Receiver

J. A. Minor Magazine Agent

887. BIG FOUR; Kansas City, Mo.

Meets in Carlson's Hall. N. K. cor. 10th and

Pcnn sts., 2d and 4th Friday evenings.

Benj. McClcllan, 172s Jarboe st Master

C. T. I.argent, 1639 Madison ave .... Secretary

N. F. Clough, 1812 Hollyst Collector

Frank Pickens. 1311 Reservoir ave . . .Receiver

J. D. Gould, 1735 Jarboe st. . . . Magazine Agent

838. WEST BRANCH ; Renoro, Pa.

Meets in Spaugler's Hall, cor. 0th St. and Huron

ave., 1st and 3d Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

L. L. Smart Master

Hector Hughes Secretary

Fred Kerby Collector

Fred Kerby Receiver

O. W. Long Magazine Agent
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839. RED MOUNTAIN; Birmingham, Ala.

Meets-in Allen it Scott Building, every Friday

at 8 P.M.

W. O. McArdle, K. C, M. &.B. R-d House Master

J. G. Hardy, Box 703 Secretary

W. H. Davidson, L. & N. shops .... Collector

J. J. Dana, 2500 1st ave Receiver

F. O. Harvey, K. C, M. & B. Rd.

House Magazine Agent

340. STAR OF THE WF.ST: Newton, Kansas.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 1st Thursday even

ing and 3d Sunday at 2 P. M.

W. H. Neeld, 217 w 5th st Master

J. H. Julian, 417 N. 10th st . Secretary

P. D. Benfer, 612 E 2d st Collector

Henry Jack, 215 W 5th st . . Receiver

H. E. Cox, 941 S. Water St., Wichita

Magazine Agent

341. 60LD RANGE; Donald, B. C.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 2d Wednesdays,

and 3d and 4th Sundays.

H. J. McSorley Master

Thos. Needham Secretary

J. J. Nealon Collector

Robt. Somes, Kamloops ... . . Receiver

A. J. Brandrett Magazine Agent

848. CASCADE; Medicine Hat, Northwest Ten

Meets in Colter's Hall, 2d Wednesday and 4th

Thursday.

Wm. Rutherford, Box 102 Master

Philip Hauiel, Box 102 Secretary

Jas. Smeaton Collector

Jaa. Canty, Box 102 Receiver

W. 8. Brears Magazine Agent

343. NEW STATE; Lima, Montana.

Meets in Bailey's Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

A. T. Butler Master

Ellsworth Dilsaver Secretary

Arthur Cory Collector

A. T. Butler Receiver

D. A. King Magazine Agent

844. LAS ANIMAS; Trinidad, Colo.

Meets at Odd Fellows Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

G. W. Miller, U. P. shops Master

H. B. Garvin, Box 406 Secretary

W. K. Hedges, Box 584 Collector

W. F. Bendler, U. P. shops Receiver

Albert Butler, cor. Chacon st. and Lindon

ave Magazine Agent

845. FRONT END: Paris, Texas.

Meets in Public Square, 1st and 3d Saturday at

7:30 P. M.

C. B. Vannasdall, W Sherman Bt Master

M. N. Mishler, 318 8. Wright st . . . . Secretary

Collector

A. J. Rlggins, TOfi W. Austin st Receiver

M. N. Mishler,318S. Wrightst., Magazine Agent

848. FLOWERY LAND; Peasacola, Florida.

Meets iu Rutherford's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays.

J. I. SiziT Master

J. E. Lawless, 416 E, Wright st Secretary

J. B. Ross, L. & N. shops Collector

H. A. Smith, 819 E Belmont st . . Receiver

E. J. Amos, L & N shops .... Magazine Agent

847. COKE KING I Scottdale, Pa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall alternate Sundays.

8. F. Scheivley Master

W. F. Gallagher, Box "i Secretary

Herbert Orfppen Collector

G. A. Jackson. Box 504 Receiver

H. M. Kinkead Magazine Agent

848. BLUE MOUNTAIN; La Grande, Oregon.

Meets in K. P. Hall every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

H. M. Wall Master

F. E. Herr Secretary

J. R. Oliver, L. Box 116 Collector

F. E. Herr Receiver

J. R. Oliver, L. Box llfi Magazine Agent

848. HUDSON RIVER 1 Union Hill, N. 1.

Meets in Concordia Hall, 225 Bergenline ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays.

J. H. Lee, New Durham Master

J. J. Lawless, New Durham Secretary

J. J. Lawless, New Durham . . . . Collector

Henry Poynton, Box 2, New Durham . Receiver

O. O. Ostrum, New Durham Mag. Agent

860. JAMES DONNELLY ; Perth Amhoy, V J.

Meets in Lyceum Hall, Smith st, 2d and 4th Son-

days,

Jno. Jones, 141 Washington st Matter

B. B. Sheets, 209 Washington st . . . .Secretary

J. B. Voorhees, 14 William st Collector

T. R. Mertz. Broad st Receiver

Jno Fahey, 34 N. 1st st Magazine Agent

SSI. HOME; White Haven, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

G. S. Heimbach Muter

M. J. Costello Secretary

N. M. Smith Collector

J. N. Deterllne Receiver

Robert Bush Magazine Agent

852. CHAMPLALN; St. Albans, Vt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and .Id Sundays at

1:45 P. M. and 4th Monday at 7:45 P. M.

A. F. Crown, V Kairfleld at Matter

J. W. Murphy, 19 Cedar st Secretary

Fred. Quebec. Foundry st Collector

J. W. Murphy. 1!> Cedar st Receiver

M. C. Foster, 22 Bishop st . . . Magazine Agent

868. MARBLE CITY; Rutland, Tt.

Meets in Pythian Hall, cor. Wales and Centre

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. R. McQuirk, 96 State st Muter

Wm. Connell, 143 West st Secretary

F. E. Bixby, 30 Howe st Collector

F. H. Earle, 22 Howe st Receiver

F. E. Bixby, 30 Howe st Magazine Agent

864. HOROKEN; Hoboken, N. 1.

Meets in Bernitt's Hall, 1st and Bloomfleld it*.,

2d and 4th Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Patrick Ash, South Orange Master

Chris. Dugan, 165 N. 5th st, Newark . . Secretary

Patrick Ash, South Orange Collector

L. E. Genung, Chatham Receiver

J. R. Bilby, 239 M. & E. K. R., Newark

Magazine Agent

866. STONE CITY; Jollet, 111.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 222 Jefferson st, lit

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at £30

Chas. Qulnlan, 213 Beach st Matter

Jos. McGrath, 405 S. Chicago st . . . . Secretary

P. C. McGuire, 412 S Chicago st . . . .Collector

Chas. Quintan, 213 Bi'ach st Receiver

J. D. Pollard. 200 N. Eastern ave . . Mag. Agent

866. A. R. CAYNEK; Lorain, O.

Meets at Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Broadwty

and Bank st, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. O. Hills, 25 Livingston ave Matter

H. H. Ripley, Box 1156 Secretary

Collector

J. R. Scliaar, Forest st Receiver

E. N. Rapstock Magazine Agent

867. JUSTICE; Carle ton, N. B. •

Meets in City Hall, St. John, West End, 1st and

3d Sunday*.

Sam'] Richie, 105 Brussel St., St. John . . Muster

E. W. Griffith, Box 53. Falrvllle . . . Secretary

W. M. Beatteay, Union St., 8t. John

West end Collector

W.A.Smith, Box 35, Falrville . . .Receiver

W. B. Robertson, 88 Orange st, St. John,

Magazine Agent

868. COOKE; West St. Paul, Minn.

Meets in Paul Martin Hall, cor. Colorado and So

Wabasha sts, 1st Saturday at 7:45 P. M.. 3d Sun

day 2:30 P.M.

Jno. Lynch, 246 Dunedin Terrace, St. Paul . Master

T. P. Foley, 88 AuguBta st, St. Paul . . Secretary

Patrick Hurleg, kh Augusta st, St. Paul , Collector

Jno. Trulander, 016 12th ave. S., Min

neapolis Receiver

J. W. Norton, 224 Dunedin Terrace . Mag. Agent

869. BIG FLINT; Wellington, Kansas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at a

P. M., and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 2 P. M.

8. H. Barner Matter

L. M. Landreth Secretary

J. G. Beard Collecw

Louis Brinkmler Receiver

Harrison Beard Magazine Agent

860. COLD SPRING ; Springfield, Ohio. „ ,
Meets In Eugineersrand Firemen's Hall, Y Main

st. 1st and 3d 8undays.
T. E. James, 44.r> E. Harrison st Matter

A. W. Binns, E. High st Secretary

H. J. Teagardeu. 207 Clifton sL . . . . Co!!**""
A. W. Binns, E High st Receiver

Lang McGhee, 268 East st . . . MagsxiDe Ate1"
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. TRIED AND TRUE; Washington. Inil.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P M

M. 6. Myers Master

M. B. Wagoner Secretary

W. H. Cunningham Collector

M. P. Mooney Receiver

S. C. Mayes Magazine Agent

. CATARACT; Suspension Bridge, >'. T.

Meets in Sons of St. George Hall, cor. Falls and

1st sts. Niagara Falls, 1st and 3d Thursday

evenings.

J. A. Slirimpton, 615 E. Elmwood St., Niagara

Fall* .Master

A. W. White, Exchange Hotel . . . Secretary

E. H. Blinco Collector

Chas. Baker. 524 4th St., Niagara Falle . Receiver

R. J. Pitts, 4th st, Niagara Falls . . Mag. Agent

. METROPOLITAN; New York. N. T.

Meets in Webster Hall, cor. HOth st. and 3d ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. R. Elliott, 6(«l E. lWth st Master

F. T. Greene, 366 Alexander ave . . . Secretary

('. W. Pitts. 3.-»a Alexander ave Collector

F. R. Elliott, turn K. 139th st Receiver

<'. W. Pitts, :«u Alexander nve . Magazine Agent

. SOUTHERN STAB: Kanford, Kla.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, Hotchkiss Block, 1st

and 3d Sundays.

T. 8. Mnxley, C. J. T. & K. W. R. R., Jack

sonville Master

J. P. Wallace Secretary

T. D. Stone, Palatka Collector

A. J. Harvey Receiver

0. K. Adams, Palatka Magazine Agent

. TIOLET; Bellows Falls, VU

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d Saturday

evenings.

H. E. Bussey, Box 549 Master

E. F. Whitman, Box 614 Secretary

J. L. Keaeh, 26 Fulton st, Springfield,

Mass Collector

J. W. Gallagher, Windsor Receiver

Q. A. Hoffman, Box 267, Windsor . . Mag. Agent

. OASIS; Ofden, Utah.

Meets in K. P. Hall every Sunday at 7:30 P. M.

Henry Ward, Terrace Master

F. W. Johnston, 2429 Grant ave .... Secretary

C. H. Smith Collector

F. W. Johnston. 2129 Grant ave . . . .Receiver

T. L. Dwyer Magazine Agent

. MORGAN CRANE; Somerset, Ky.

Meets in The Dill Moss Hall, Grifflin ave, 1st

and 3d Saturday evenings.

W. L. Manpin Master

T. R. Harrison Secretary

(J. L. Peffer Collector

Jos. Elliott, Box 61 Receiver

T. J. Heath Magazine Agent

. DEEP WATER; Springfield, Mo.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. College and Camp

bell sts., every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

David Dingier, Hamilton st .... Master

Chas. Klrrhgraber, 727 W. Walnut st . Secretary

V. M. Shoup Collector

F. B. Squires, L Box 1068 Receiver

C. M. George. 731 W. Scott st . . Magazine Agent

. WALNUT VALLEY; Kl Dorado, Kan.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Main st and Cen

tral ave., every Thursday at 2:80 P. M.

E. O.Summers, Box 298 Master

J. 8. McSpaden Secretary

G. T. Scott Collector

E. L. Temple. Box 6-11 Receiver

G. A. Maxwell, 252 N. Waco st,

Wichita ... Magazine Agent

. NEOSHO VALI.KT; Cornell Orove. Eaa.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 1st and :sd Tuesdays.

A. H. Benson Master

1. 8. Tolbert Secretary

J. A. Flynn Collector

C. N Leeman, Box 271 Receiver

P. 8. De HofT Magazine Agent

. COVENANT t Nevada, So.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, E. Cherry St., 2d and

4th Thursdays at 7:80 P. M.

W. L. McBride. 1028 E. Locust st Master

C. T. Callahan, 320 E. Alleson st . . . . Secretary

E H. Schader, 711 E. Lee st Collector

Hqulre Innls, 903 Commercial st . .Receiver

F. P. Rhodes, 101:1 Pennsylvania ave, Joplin,

Magazine Agent

872. SIGNAL MOUNT ; Big Springs, Texas.

Meets at Union Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

F. W. Fahrenkamp, Box S3 Master

Jno. Price, Box 33 Secretary

J. B. Rvan, Box 33 Collector

J. F. Seholz, Box 33 Receiver

Reynold Schwartzenbach, Box 33 . . Mag. Agent

878. PAWNEE; Falrburr, Neb.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesday

at 7:30 P. M.

L. E. Bagg, Box 208 Master

I. T. Arnold, Box 132 Secretary

H. A. Jaqnes Collector

I. T. Arnold, Box 132 Receiver

T. H. Jones Magazine Agent

874. MCALLISTER i Herlngton, Kan.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st Thursday at 1:30 P.M.

and 3d Thursday at 7:30 P. M.

J. E. Cushman I Master

A. J. Hoatson, Box 153 Secretary

A. J. Hoatson.Box 153 Collector

J. D. Hornberger Receiver

O. P. Amick Magazine Agent

876. FRIENDSHIP; Dayton, Ohio.

Meets in K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

M. P. Hoban, 635 E 2d st Master

E. B. Chtlds, 104 Horton st Secretary

Elmore Dorman, 269 Valley st Collector

N. W. Rose, 121 Torrance st Receiver

Jos. McMichael,61 Horton st . . Magazine Agent

876. J. H. KIRK; Horton, Kan.

Meets in Kemtier Hall, cor. Front and Main St.,

1st and 3d Mondays at 1 P. M.

G. H. Vanslckle Master

M. E. Clark Secretary

M. M. Comstock Collector

Wm. Casey Receive?

F. C. Laine. Fairbury, Neb . . . Magazine Agent

877. NICKEL PLATE, lonneaat, Ohio.

Meets in Harrington's Hall, cor. State and Chest

nut sts, 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 8 P. M. and 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 8 A. M.

W. S. Simpkins Master

F. M. Hubbard, Box 154 Secretary

L. C. Melson, Box 716 Collector

O. F. L. Wilkins, Box 596 Receiver

Jos. Simard Magazine Agent

878. HOLBROOK; Chartism, Pa.

Meets in Christian Hall, McKees Rocks, every

Sunday at 1 P. M.

Wm. Dixon, McKees Rocks Master

J. S. Holloway, McKees Rocks .... Secretary

J. M. Galbraith, McKees Rocks .... Collector

C. L. Hinsdale, McKee'e Rocks .... Receiver

S. C. Beeson, McKee's Rocks Magazine Agent

878. WEAVER; Sayre, Pa.

Meets in Fireman's Hall 2d and 4th Sunday! at 2

P. M.

W. E. Preston, 131 Providence st Matter

J. H. Repp, Box 255 Secretary

F. E. Green Collector

Johnson Walt, Box 218 Receiver

Martin Plumsted, Box 212 . . . Magazine Agent

880. HUB CITT; Aberdeen, South Dakota.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

C. A. Spink Master

G. B. A bell Secretary

Humphrey Davis Collector

J. J. Brownlee Receiver

E. A. Conright. Montevideo, Minn. . Mag. Agent

881. J. W. WALKER; Coaemangh, Pa.

Meets in Kullo Hall, Main St., 2d and 4th Mon

days at 2:30 P. M.

P. 8. Coy Master

J. A. Keiper Secretary

H. A. Horton Collector

J. L. Williams, Box 16 Recelvtr

W. F. Stump . . Magazine Agent

882. BETHESDA ; Waukesha, Wis.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

Martin Murray, 200 Main st Master

Frank Zimmerman, 820 The Strand . . Secretary

Wm. Doylen, Sr., 204 Arcadian ave . . Collector

Chas. Vrooman, 611 Oakland ave . . . Receiver

Marti ii Murray, 200 Main st . Magazine Agent

888. PETROLEUM; Oil City, Pa.

Meets in Trax & Kramer's Hall, alternate Sun

days

Patrick Sheehan, 105 Washington ave . . Mas

J. R Canon, 112 Hoffman ave Secretary

W. D. McQuinn, 335 Washington ave . Collector

A. G. Slttig. 56 Grove ave Receiver

Michael Fahey, 84 Spruce st. . . Magazine Agent
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184. B. H. WILBUR; Lehlghton, Pi.

Meets in Reber's Hall, Bank St., 2d and 4th Sun

days 2 P.M.

A. H. Miller, Weissport Master

L. O. J . Strauss Secretary

W. H. H. Plummer,WelBsport .... Collector

Alfred Dreisbach, Weissport Receiver

A. T. Henry. Weissport . . Magazine Agent

186. BOWER CITY; Janesrllle, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall 2d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

and 4th Wednesday at 7:80 P. M.

J. C. Morris, 353 Centre st Master

I. W. Hagar, 259 Center aye Secretary

J. C. Morns, 35a Centre st Collector

R. H. Erdman, 407 North st Receiver

H. H. St. John, 159 Center ave . Magazine Agent

186. BAMON'A; San Diego, Cal.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor 6th and F. sts., 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P.M.

Frank Demaree, 2016 K st Master

T. H. Robertson, Pacific Beach .... Secretary

T. F. Fitzgerald, North San Diego . . Collector

R. V. Dodge, 5th and D sts Receiver

A. P. Tyler, 10o6 3d st Magazine Agent

887. BED BOCK; Schrelber, Ontario.

Meet* in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. H. Roemley Master

Jas. Beggs Secretary

Edw. Sale Collector

Harry West Receiver

Albln Davis, C. P. R.R Magazine Agent

188. PHIL. H. SHERIDAN: Milwaukee. Wis.

Meets at Firemen's Hall, 170 Reed st 1st Sunday

at 2:30 P. M. and 8d Sunday at 7:80 P. M.

F. W. Archibald, 190 DeWit st Master

W. P. Hogan, 379 Jefferson st Secretary

(.'has. Cook , 322 Cass st Collector

J. C. Pier. 414 16th ave Receiver

G. I. Klotz, 243 Wisconsin st. . . Magazine Agent

189. LIVINGSTONE ; ChUlicothe, Ho.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, east side Public Square,

1st and 3d Sundays.

J. N. Maybanks. 302 E. Jackson st ... . Master

W. E. Holland, 202 E. Webster st . . . Secretary

J. W. 8tipp, Box 68 Collector

Virgil Glore Receiver

H. P. Anderson, Box 68 Magazine Agent

190. IRON MOUNTAIN; Carondelet, Mo.

Meets in Druids' Hall, 7001 So. Broadway, 2d and

4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

E. F. Paul, 7205 S Broadway, So St. Louis, Master

Peter Quinn, 7000 Pennsylvania ave, So St.

Louis Secretary

Jos. Middleton, 7007 8 Broadway, So St.

Louis Collector

E. F. Paul, 7205 S Broadway, So St

Louis Receiver

L. N. Bauer, 7617 Penn ave.

So St. Louis Magazine Agent

Ml. NAUVOO; Ft. Madison, Iowa.

Meets In K. of P. Hall, James Block, 1st and 3d

Wednesday evenings and 2d and 4th Wednes

day afternoons.

W. A. Scherfe, 211 3d st Master

(". E. Kumleh, 1221 5th st Secretary

F. E. Weisner Collector

S. W. Bowser, 305 Hanover st Receiver

Jas. Low, 1906 2a st Magazine Agent

192. WEST PENN; Blalrsvllle, Pa.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 2 P. M.

E. A. Wiley, Box 509 Master

J. D. Davis, Box 20 Secretary

L. H. Martin, Box 89 Collector

W. R. Ransom, Cokeville Receiver

F.M.Bennett Magazine Agent

MS. BIG SANDY; Lexington, Kj.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, E. Main st., 1st Monday

at 7:80 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

F. W. Collier, 71 8. Upper Bt Master

T. W. Robertson, 718. Upper st . . . .Secretary

W. J. Burgess, C. <fc O. ShopB Collector

J. A. Wyant, 101 S Limestone st ... Receiver

J. B. Cavins, Clay ave Magazine Agent

W4. PLEASANT YALLEY; Beatrice, Nebraska.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, N. Fifth st., every Sun

day at 2 P. M.

E. K. Cole. 809 S. 6th st Master

D. A. McCarter, 1708 E Ella st Secretary

K. K. Cole, 809 S 6th st Collector

Henry Cox, Pacific House Receiver

B. F. Eckles Magazine Agent

M6. MILLARD FOSTER; Armoirdale, lam.

Meets at 601 Kansas ave., every Thursday at 7-JO

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Master

W. F. Remington, L. Box 26 Secretary

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Collector

Thos. Quinn, L. Box 26 Receiver

I). J. Tamblyn, Bellville .... Magazine Agent

896. TIP TOP; Good I and, Kaunas.

Meets in B.of L.F.Hall every Monday at 7:80 P.M.

W. F. Hackett Blaster

L. K. Foster Secretary

L. K. Foster Collector

Welcome Sims, Roswell, Colo Receiver

Wm. Swearlngen Magazine Agent

M7. LONG DIVISION; Holslngtoa, K annas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays,

at 2 P. M.

L. E. Baker Master

C. E. Tindall, Box 42 Secretary

P. U. Day Collector

Q. W. Brlsby Receiver

J. M. Gleadail Magazine Agent

M8. CONSTANT; Olean. N. Y.

Meets In K. O. T. M. Hall alternate Sundays.

A. F. Johnson. 192 fitb st Master

Patk Drlscoll, Jr., N. Washington st. . Secretary

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st Collector

A . F. Johnson Receiver

A. F.Johnson, 192 6tb st. . . . Magazine Agent

M9. CRESCENT CITY; New Orleans. La.

Meets in Teutonia Hall, 2d aua 4th Thursdays.

J. M. Gordon, 506 Chartres st Matter

(J. J. Daussat, 491' . Poydras st . . . .Secretary

B. J. Meyer, 168 Clara st Collector

J. 8. Brasill, 95 Locust st Beceirer

G. H. Meyer, 168 Clara st . . . . Magazine Agent

400. MARIAS DES CYGNE; Osawatomle. Kan.

Meets In Firemen's Hah every Friday at 7:30

P. M.

E. B. Dorman Master

C. W. Cook, Box 97 Secretary

E. B. Dorman Collector

Jno. Sims Receiver

T. H. Rader Magazine Agent

401. ITASCA ; Two Harbors. Minn.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Martin Mutb Master

Paul Tlngerthal Secretary

Jas. Sbea Collector

Paul Tlngerthal Beceirer

J. H. Olson Magazine Agent

401. WATEB LILY; Water Yalley, Mies.

Meets In K. of P- Hall, 1st and 3d Thursdays, t

7:30 P. M.

J. E. Myers Muter

W. 8. Bosma Secretary

W. S. Bosma CoUaatar

W. W. Leland Receiver

W. S. Bosnia .... Magazine Axeut

403. DEVOTION; Portsmonth, Ya.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 217 High st. Sunday* at

2:30 P.M.

C. K. Reese, 1412 Green st Master

A. W. Locke.N.W. cor.Wnsbingtou and

High sis ... . Secretary

T. It. Orillin, 1413 Green st Collector

W. C. Thews, 1402 Green st . . . Recelvrr

J. E. Morris. 1103 Washington st . . Mag. Agent

404. GRAVITY ; Danmore. Pa.

Meets In Swart* Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at! P.M.

W. H. Jennings Mailer

C. E. ColllnsTBox 227 Secretary

J. E. Stuart Collector

D. G. Wescott Receiwr

C. E. Collins, Box 227 . . . . Magazine Agent

406. VANDALIA; Kfflnghan, III.

Meets in K. of H. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at i

P. M. and 1st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

W. H. Crise, Box 251 Master

A. J. Cohea, Box 109 Secretary

W. H. Crise, Box 251 Collector

August Underrlner, Box 251 Beceirer

F. W. Mascher Magazine Agent

408. THANKSGIVING; Foibnrg. Pa.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 3d SonJajt

at 2 P. M.

G. H. McCleery *"»*

Albert Conant Secretary

F. W. Fulmvr Collector

W. F. Keefer R«cw»w

C. E. Rltta Magazine Agtnt
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407. PUGET SOUND ; Seattle, Wash.

Meets In Masonic Ball, cor. Second and Pike

streets, 1st and 3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

F. K. Shipley, C. & P. S. shops Master

Wm. Claiiftsen, C. A P. 8. shops .... Secretary

Horatio Selfridge, C. & P. S. shops . . Cellector

J. H. Gillnlv, C. 6 P. 8. shops Receiver

G. E. Joerndt.C.AP.B. Shops . . . . Mag. Agent

408. CRYSTAL; Jacksonville, 111.

Meets in S. P. St P. B. Hall alternate Sundays at

2 P.M.

F. P. Drew, 1003 E Lafayette ave Master

Basil McMillan. 469 Fast «t Secretary

T. P. Drew, 1003 E. Lafayette ave. . . .Collector

B. T Benson, 788 E College aye . . . .'Receiver

Basil McMillan, 469 E. State at . Magazine Agent

40». AIR LIKE; Princeton, lad.

Meets In Beeler Ball 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P.

M. and 1st and 3d Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M.

J. W. Hilliard, Box 467 Master

J, L. Ballard, Box 467 Secretary

J. M. Kell Collector

J. W. Billiard, Box 467 Receiver

W. B. Shrigley Magazine Agent

410. HERBERT P. LITTLEJOHN; Fltchborg, Ban.

Meets In O. A. R. Ball 2d and 4th Sundays at U

A. M.

Wm. 8cott, 58 Pine st Master

M. B. Cadagan. 93 Cedar st Secretary

W. B. Bodges. 89 Highland ave Collector

H. G. Pope, 46 Blossom st Receiver

Albion Howe, Fitchburg r'd hs . . . Mag. Agent

411. WOLYEKTNE; flanhall, Mich.

Meets in G.A.R. Ball, cor. Madison and State sts,

2d and 4th Sundays.

F. W. Smith Master

L. 8. Johnson Secretary

Frank West Collector

F. W. Smith Receiver

W. T. Owens Magazine Agent

411. JIT. BAKER) EUeaabarg, Wash.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Cor. 4th and Pearl sts.,

every Friday at 2:30 P. M.

W. Y. Theal Master

H. F. Rowland, Box 496 Secretary

J. P. Clymer Collector
Orson Stevenson •. Receiver

O. P. Walden, Box 743 Magazine Agent

413. TWO REPUBLICS: San Lais Potest, Mexico.

Meets in Firemen's Hall. Calle Morales, 1st and

3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

Dan' 1 Nolan '.Master

Geo. Richardson, Box 71 Secretary

Jno. Quinn. Box 71 *. . .Collector

Geo. Richardson, Box 71 Receiver

J. M. WorsBner Magazine Agent

414. A DASAST; St. Lonls, Mo.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor Chouteau ave. and

Manchester Road, 1st and 3d Mondays at 2 P.M.

E. J. Fish, 1419 Old Manchester Road . .Master

E. W. Keatley, 4222 Norfolk ave .... Secretary

J. W. Donahoe, 1204 Old Manchester road

Collector

K. W. Keatley. 4222 Norfolk ave ... . Receiver

J. F. Brogan, 1131 Tall mage ave.Magazine Agent

415. MAYFLOWER; Loalsville, Ky.

Meets in Market Hall, Shelbv st.. bet Market

and Jetrerson st*.. every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

J. T. Rengan, 116 Bicket ave Master

Jos. Fitzpairick, HO Frankfort ave . . Secretary

G. P. fcnochs; 1116 Uth st Collector

Jos. Fitzpatrlck. 910 Frankfort ave. . . Receiver

E. R. C. Nasuold 1310 Reservoir ave . Mag. Agent

416. RADIANT; Ushonlna/town, Pa.

Meets in Smith's Hall 1st Sunday and 3d Tues

day.

J. M. Yates Master

G. P. Jones, Box 77 Secretary

E. H. Grace Collector

E. B. Grace \ Receiver

J. II. Mcllvenny. Cliffst., New

Castle Magazine Agent

417. DIAMOND; Chanpaign, 111.

Meets In Kuhn's Ball, 45 Main st, 1st and 8d

Mondays at T.3u P. M.

F. C. Sabin, 317 8. Randolph st Master

C. B. Vaughn, 402 Columbia ave .... Secretary

D. W. O'Brien Collector

B. C. Stitt Receiver

W. G. Tucker, IS Eureka st . . Magazine Agent

418. BALD EAGLE; Jersey Shore, Pa.

Meets in Engineer's Ball, cor. Allegheny and

Wiley sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

C. B. Wyant Master

F. B. Beinbach Secretary

F. N. Sallada Collector

D. E. Messner Receiver

C. B. Sherry Magazine Agent

410. STEPTOE BUTTE; Tekoa, Wash.

Meets In Whitmore & McLean Hall, every Tues

day at 7:30 P. M.

T. D. Connor Master

C. A. Painton, L Box 35 Secretary

W. F. Corcoran Collector

T. D. Connor Receiver

W. F. Potts Magazine Agent

480. AKN ARBOR; Owosso, Hleh.

Meets in Richardson's Ball, Washington st, 2d

and 4th Sundays.

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E. Main st Master

A. F. Yerkes, 488 E. Main st Secretary

F. E. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . . Collector

F. E. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . Receiver

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E Main st . . Magazine Agent

491. WINDSOR; Windsor, Oat.

Meets in A. O. F. Ball 1st and 3d Wednesdays.

Thos. Noble, G. T. R Master

W. D. Atherton, G. T. R - - . Secretary

J. T. Pryor, G. T. R Collector

Thos. Howe, G. T. R Receiver

M. J. King, G. T. R Magazine Agent

4*2. LAKE VIEW; Ashtabula Harbor. Ohio.

Meets in Knights of Labor Ball, 8 Oak Bt, 1st and

3d Sundays at 1:80 P. M.

J. Vf. Bunnell Master

Herman Richards. Box 630 Secretary

W. B. Porter, Box 434 Collector

T. A. Kagy, Box 407 Receiver

Magazine Agent

428. MOUNT HELENA; Helena, Moat.

Meets in B. R. T. Ball, N. P. Depot, Belena ave,

1st and 3d Fridays at 7 P. M.

J. II. Dally, Bailey Bl'k Master

J. E. Morris, 1508 Phoenix ave Secretary

J. E. Morris, 1508 Phoenix ave Collector

J. B. Daily, Bailey Block Receiver

D. R. Bell, 1325 Bolder ave . . . Magazine Agent

484. FLEETWOOD: Covington, Ky.

Meets in' Odd Fellow's Hall, cor. 6th and Mad

ison sts, 2d Wednesday at 7:80 P. M. and 4th

Sunday at 2 P. M.

E. A. Brewer, 1514 Russell st Master

B. O. Chalkley, 1705 Russell st Secretary

Jno. King, 1209 Russell st Collector

Hewitt Myers, 1111 Bnnkliek st . . . .Receiver

F. W. Roberts, 1305 Russell st. . Magazine Agent

486. PETER BURNS; East Nashville. Tenn.

Meets in Burton's Ball, cor. Third and Forest

sts., Nashville, every Tuesday at 9:30 A. M.

T. M. Bledsoe, 205 Berry st Master

B. L. Tindell, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts., Nashville Secretary

Warner Campbell, 2S2 Foster st, Nash

ville Collector

B.-L. Tindall, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts., Nashville Receiver

Warner Campbell, 232 Foster St.,

Nashville Magazine Agent

486. TOMBIGBEE; Avondale, Ala.

Meets in Moore's Hall, 1st Tuessday and 8d Mon

day evenings.

D. H O'Neal Master

W. B. Townley Secretary

W. H. Carithers Collector

J. A. Fulmer, Box 92 Receiver

G. L. Jones Magazine Agent

487. CONGAREE; Colombia, 8. C:

Meets in K. P. Hall, 225 Main st. every Sunday

at 10:30 A. M.

W. S. Fetner, 41 Richland Bt Master

J. C. Walker. 11 Richland st Secretary

D. A. Dillard, 119 Winn st Collector

J. D. Tuck. 209 Richland st Receiver

W. P. Hutchison, 131! Winn st . Magazine Agent

428. CHEROKEE ; Van Bnren, Ark.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 2d and 4th Wednes

days at 1:30 P. M.

Jeff Cornish Master

J. C. Williams, Box 205 Secretary

F. S. Johnson Collector

Richard Heunesey Receiver

Jeff. Cornish Magazine Agent
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489. MOUNT PLEASANT; Chicago. 111.

Meets in Baker's Hall, cor. Hart and Archer

aves., 1st Sunday at 7:30 F. M. and 3d Sunday

at 2:30 P. M.

Chas. Armstrong, 2389 Joseph St., Brighton

Park ... Master

Gustave Spindler, 2551 38th st Secretary

Uustave Spindler, 2182 3»th st Collector

Wm. Hayes, 2134 Joseph st Receiver

J. M. Brady, 2114 38th st . . . . Magazine Agent

480. WINCHKSTEBj Martlasbnrg, W. Ta.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

W. F. Eberle Master

R. E. Baker, Box 193 Secretary

F. H. Brookman, Cumberland, Md . . Collector

Chas. Pennell . Receiver

Jno. O'Leary . . Magazine Agent

481. IONIA; Ionia, Mich.

Meets in K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

F. H. Williams, 527 Rich st Master

F. H. Williams, 527 Rich st Secretary

C.E. Hinds, 118 Mill st Collector

Patrick Kennedy, 148 Mill st Receiver

J. A.Garrity,25 Railroad st . . Magazine Agent

482. PATAP8CO; Baltimore, Md.

Meets in Mechanic's Exchange Hall, 2nd floor,

2 E. Fort ave, cor. Charles st, 1st and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

H. H. Hlldebrand, 1261 Riverside ave . . Master

W. A. Tribby, 533 E. Fort ave Secretary

Jacob Fisheil, 120 E. Fort ave Collector

P. F. Donnelly, 22 Beverley st . . . Receiver

W. A. Tribby, 533 E. Fort ave ... . Mag. Agent

488. BUGLEWOOD: Chicago, HI.

Meets In Kerwin's Hall, Wentworth ave. and

55th st., 1st Sunday morning and 3d Saturday

evening. ,

H. F. Brooxs, 5711 Emerald ave, Engle-

wood Master

Nicholas Simon, 5349 Princeton ave . Secretary

Nicholas Simon, 5349 Princeton ave . . Collector

Chas. Naylor. 5506 Wentworth ave . . . Receiver

C. E. Fair, 5361 Tracy ave . . . Magazine Agent

484. WILLOW GROVE; Bennett, Pn.

Meets in Mechanic's Hall 1st and 3d Thursday

evening.

F. H. Welk .Master

Wm. Canavan, 187 45th St.. Pittsburgh . Secretary

C. O. Sprague Collector

F. E. Woodford, Box 178 Receiver

Ford Welk Magazine Agent

435. NOTTOWAY; Crewe, Va.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d Saturday and 4th Sun

day at 2:30 P. M.

J. B. Neale Master

N. H. Cheatham .Secretary

J. B. Neale Collector

N. H. Cheatham Receiver

L. N. Kelley Magazine Agent

486. JAMES I. WATT: McComb City, Miss.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Tuesday.

E. L. Huntley Master

J. C. Whlddon Secretary

J. J. Pimm Collector

W. L. Munn Receiver

A. F. Gray Magazine Agent

487. EMERALD: Leavenworth, Kan.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. 4th and Delaware sts.,

2d Sunday and 4th Saturday evening.

Jas. McNerney, 4th and Kiowa sts ... . Master

Chas. Curtin, 720 Kiowa it Secretary

Thos. Cronin, 718 Kiowa st Collector

Chas. Curtin, 720 Kiowa st Receiver

E. E. Dustln, 6U2 So Eapanade Bt, Magazine Agent

488. COMFORT; Cheyenne, Wyo.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 112>i W. 16th st. every

Friday at 7:30 P. M.

J. K. Baldwin, 200 E. 20th st Master

Ralph Robertson, Box 646 Secretary

T. E. Holland. 1817 Vanlenen at . . . . Collector

H. F. Zlnn. 307 E 16th «t. Receiver

P. H. Conway, 60S E. 18th st . . Magazine Agent

488. APACHE CANON: Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, E. Las Vegas, every Sat

urday at '-' P. M.

J. A. Kairbairu, E. Las Vegas Master

C. O. E. Plerson, E. Las Vegas Secretary

Edw. Sears, E. Las Vegas Collector

Richard Jacqucmln, E. Las Vegas . . . Receiver

Benj. Sulier.B. Las Vegas . . . . Magazine Agent

440. CHERISH; Honett, Mo.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, bet. 3d and 4th at*, on

Broadway, every Tuesday at 2 P. M.

W. H. Smith, Box 60 Master

Robt Gardner Secretary

Thos. Mansfield Collector

W. H. Smith, Box 60 Receiver

J. D. Heyburn . . • Magazine Agent

441. MIAMI; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Eastern ave. and Rlgley

at., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

A. E. Merrill, 1195 Eastern ave Master

W. J. Brennen, 1141 Eastern ave .... Secretary

Jno. Denser. Loveland Collector

A. E-. Merrill, 1195 Eastern ave Receiver

Mike Carroll, Morrow Magazine Agent

449. BABBIE BAY; Allendale, Ontario.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Sunday*.

T. C. Royce .Master

W. J. Church, Box 114 Secretary

J. N. Harps, Box 202 Collector

W. J. McKInley, Box 207 Receiver

Luke Bpearu Magazine Agent

448. viRGlalA, Danville, Ta.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 614 Main at, 2d and

4th Mondays at 1:80 P. M.

R. L. Pierce, 8-18 Battery at Master

W. H. Moore, Bjx 132, North Danville . Secretary

A. E. Bost, Box M North Danville • . . Collector

C. F. Gills, Box 171, North Danville . . Receiver

A. E. Bost. L Box 84. North Danville . Mag. Agent

444. MISSION RIDGE; KnoxvlUe, Tenn.

Meets in French dt Roberta Building, every

Monday at 2 P. M.

R. H. Hart. 1220 Luttrell ave Master

J. W. Lobach, 624 Luttrell st Secretary

Tim O'Connor, 728 W Clinch st . . . . Collector

C. W. Pry, 708 Richard st ...... Receiver

E. L. Shell, 817 McGee st. . . . Magazine Agent

448. MOUNTAH GEM; Glenn's Ferry, Idaho. .

Meets in N. Schroder's Hall, every Tuesday at

7:30 P. M.

E. H. Rice Maater

R. D. Gorby Secretary

Jno. Klehm Collector

R. D. Gorby Receiver

S. E. R. White Magazine Agent

446. RLUKSTONE; Blaeflold, W. Ta.

Meets in Stanger's Hall, 1st and 2d Snndayait

7 P.M. and 3d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Wm. Dougherty, Box 135 Msstrr

C. A. Paul, Box 116 Secretary

Jos. Werner ■ . . . Collector

w. R. Yockey. Box 88 Becel«r

\V. A. Taylor, Box 167 ..... Magazine Agent

447. FBE.NCH UUUAD; Ashevllle, N. C.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall 2d and 4th Sundsyi it

10:30 A. M.

O. M. Losey, Box 228 M«*»r

H. A. Ragle, Box 412 Secretary

R. B. Lee, Box 412 Collector

B. T. Egcrton, Box 412 Receiver

R. H. Means, Depot st Magazine Attn:

448. ALTAMONT; Kayaor. W. Ta.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 130

J. W." Dayton, Box 68 Master

Porter Kinney, 64 Maryland /tve., Cumber

land. Md secretary

H. B. Rice Collector

W. W. Davis, Box 85 Receiver

J. W. Jones Magazine Agent

448. NOLAN RIVER tClebarne. Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Tuesday evening.

C. M. RodgerB - Master

Jno. Mobley, Box 152 Secretary

G. L. Wilson Collector

C. E. Winther, Box 88 Receiver

Dan'l Russ Magazine Agent

460. CLEVELAND; Cleveland. Ohio.

Meets in Fraternity Hall, cor. Lorain and Pearl tti

2d Saturday evening and 4th Sunday »t2P- zt

J. A. Kreiss, Gif-tave Court No. 1 . . . . Maiwr

E. L. 3anks, 483 Pearl st Secretarr

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl it Collects'

Jas Hugo, 110 Root at Recelret

O. C. Woodard, 50 Bridge st . . Magazine Agent

481. BOIN d'ARC: Bonfeazo, Texas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and Sd Sunday: »'

2:80 P. M.

B. E. Mathews Kilter

T. L. Cox SecretsC

H. J. Pierce CollwU"

T. L. Cox Recti*"

H. E. Collett Magazine Azvst
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4*3. WM. BEAZLKT; P»rker«hurit. W. Va.

Meets Id U. O. A M.Hall, all Market St., every

.Sunday al 2 P. M.

N. K. Blabop, 1827 Spring st Master

L. W. Broughton, 384 9th st Secretary

J F. McLaughlin, 812 Greeust . . . .Collector

W. C. Sorogiu. 128 8th st Receiver

W. 8. Carlens, Elhorn, Parkersburg . Mag. Agent

44S. BADFORD; Radford. Ta.

Meeta In Odd Fellows' Hall, East Radford, 3d

and 4th Sundays.

W. E. Marion, East Radford Master

M. P. Corvtn, L Box 468. East Radford Secretary

M. P. Corvin, L Box 468. East Radford Collector

W. 8. Hutton, Bristol, Tenn Receiver

J. F. Blackard, Box 127. East Badford

Magazine Agent

4«(. MOUNTAIN PARK; Ashley, Pa,

Meets In Metx's Hall, Main St., 1st and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

J. W. Richards Master

W.H. Dennis, Box 170 Secretary

H. H. Ruhf, Box 147 Collector

J. C. Ruhf, Box 147 Receiver

E. E. Buti Magazine Agent

ton. JOHN BRANDT; Roseburgb, Ore.

Meets, in A. O. C. W. Hall 2d Tuesdays and 4th

Wednesdays at 2 P. M.

Walter Drennaa Master

Thos. Herbig Secretary

G. R. Happersett Collector

W. E. Everton. Box 626 Receiver

G. R. Singletou Magazine Agent

Ut. SUN BITER; Great Falls, Moat.

Meets in Mlnot Hall, cor. Central ave and 2d st,

3d and 4th Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

Chas Peck » Master

W. G. Locher, Box 630 Secretary
M.J. O'Reilly •. . .Collector

Chas. Peck , . . . Receiver

Chas. Weller Magazine Agent

«;. MECKLENBEKO ; Charlotte, N. C.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall every Sunday at 9 A.M.

Wm. Garraux, 501 N. Smith st Master

J. C. Lanyoex, 21U W. 4th st Secretary

W. E. Nesbett, 500 N. Graham st . . . Collector

C. A. Sigman, 50f) W. 'Jth st Receiver

E. L. Hanks Magazine Agent

168. MACKINAW; Taa Wert, Ohio.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Emond Conaway Master

H. E. Welch, Box 518 Secretary

T. E. Cooney, Box 577 Collector

J. A. Butters Receiver

Jas. Steele Magazine Agent

46». liRACE; Wabash, lad.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, every Sunday at 2 PM.

Clyde Olive, 225 W. 8th st, Anderson . -Master

J. L. Rogers 150 W. 4th st, Anderson . Secretary

G. A. Reeves, Anderson Collector

Angus Mcintosh, 13 S. Sheridan St., An

derson ... Receiver

J. L. Rogers, 160 W. 4th st, Anderson

Magazine Agent

460. HILL CITY; YieksbaVg, Hiss.

Meets In E. of P. Hall, cor. of Washington and

Clay its., 1st and 3d Saturdays at 7:30 P. M. and

2d and 4th Saturdays at 8 A. M.

E. F. Hatcbett, 512 Henry st Master

Irwin Calkins. Box 16 Secretary

W. H. Shaw, 121 Pearl st Collector

E. W. HoTlernan. 413 Crawford st . . . Receiver

Henry Dold Magazine Agent

MI. MANCHESTER; Mareeline, Mo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. Kansas and Howell

aves., alternate Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. H. Gray Master

David Jenkins Secretary

Chas. Bllliugsley Collector

J. W. Kendig .' Receiver

J. L>. Huffman Magazine Agent

Ml. LAKE CITT ; Erie, Pa.

Meets in Metcalf's Hall, 724 State st., 3d floor,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. A. McClaln, 234 w 23d st Master

P. B. Olmstead, 330 W. 19th st Secretary

8. B. Northup, 311 W. 18th st Collector

H. B. Burr, 136 W. 20th st Receiver

Jos. Brady, Westfleld, N. Y. . . Magazine Agent

468. ELMIRA; Elmlra, M, V.

Meets on 3d 'floor, 224 S. Main St., Miller's Bl'k,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

D. R. Jackson, 273 Baty st Master

C. A. Washburne, 708 Spaulding st . . Secretary

P. P. Davies, 510 Penn ave Collector

F. C. Harper, 382 Baty st Receiver

M. H. Dunbar, 230 W. Miller st . Magazine Agent

464. WHEAT CITT; Brandon, Manitoba.

Meets in Workmau's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 3 P. M.

J. C. Massender, Box 85 Master

ffm. Glenn Secretary

Edw. Shingfleld Collector

D. E. Crawford, Box 45 .Receiver

R. H. Hardy, Moose Jaw, N. W. Ter.,

Magazine Agent

466. OBHSBT; Pittsburgh. Sooth Side, Pa.

Meets in Weber's Hall, cor. 27th and Sarah sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

A. M. Harvey, Sierra st, 27th Ward . . . Master

J. L. Rogerson, 118 23th st Secretary

D. F. Plunkard, Warten st., 25th ward . Collector

Thos. Jones, 3470 ('arson st Receiver

Geo. Hoffman, 2872 Sarah st . . Magazine Agent

466. ORPHANS' HOPE ; Dennlson, Ohio.

•Meets in Ewen & Van Ostrans Hall, cor. Second

and Grant sts., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

W. T. Wright, Box 108 Master

C. H. Clendeuning Secretary

Edw. Lamb Collector

W. T. Wright, Box 108 Receiver

C. H. Clendenning Magazine Agent

467. WESLEY CRAIG ; Corning, O.

Meets in K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

D. E. Davis Master

Fahe Cody Secretary

J. B. Pace Collector

Alexander Morrison Receiver

• J. B. Pace . . Magazine Agent

468. ONTARIO; London, Ontario.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. English and Dun-

das sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jas. Hand, Box 38, London East . . . Master

J. T.Cochrane, 9 Wellington ave., Wind

sor Secretary

J. H. Hubert. 670 Adelaide st Collector

Russell Follis, 46M Dundas st Receiver

1'. J. Kane, 672 Adelaide st Mag. Agent

469. MOUNT KATAHDIN; Henderson, Me.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th

Monday.

G. S. Allen. Box 215 Master

M. P. Fuller, Box 101 Secretary

W. E. McLeod. Box 215 Collector

M. P. Fuller, Box 101 Receiver

E. G. Ryder, Box 223 Magazine Agent

470. JOHN A. LOGAN; Hnrphysboro, 111.

Meets in Bodaker Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

G. W. Hilleary Master

J. H. Delano, Jr Secretary

A. L. Dixon Collector

W. R. Childers Receiver

J. J. Morris, Box :!»1 Magazine Agent

471. INTERNATIONAL; Ft. Erie. Ont.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, International

Bridge. 1st and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jno. Kingston, Amigari Master

Alex. Mclntyre. Amigari Secretary

Geo. Metier, Amigari Collector

Richard Clark, International Bridge . Receiver

Reuben Plato, Amigari .... Magazine Agent

473. JOHN J. MANNING ; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Klocke's Hall, cor. Gold and Lovejoy

sts. every Tuesday at S P. M.

P. L. Carey, 319 S. Division st Master

F. C. Keebler, 1008 Lovejoy st Secretary

J. L. Rutty, 45 Chestnut st Collector

F. C. Keebler, 1008 Lovejoy st Receiver

R.W.Ginkinger, 863 Eagle st . . Magazine Agent

478. MAEHEE; Air Line Junction, Ohio.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays and 1st

and 3d Mondays.

W. N. Cooper Master

Secretary

C. L. Boehm Collector

G. E. Phelps Receiver

A. B. Woodman Magazine Agent
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474. TAUNTON; Tag nton, lui.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall 2d and 4th Mon

day evenings.

E. B. Mitchell, 39 Porter st Master

J. T. Bishop. 34 Myrtle st Secretary

8. E. Cunningham, 419 Purchase St., New

Bedford Collector

J. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Receiver

C. L. Freeman. 12 Washington st . . Mag. Agent

475. JAMES LEAHY : Grand Junction, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday atS P. M.

C. F. Schrader Master

0. H. KearnB Secretary

W. E. Dean Collector

E. A. Bliss, Box 395 Receiver

Robt. Kmve . . Magazine Agent

478. W. 1. WARD: Woodstock, If. B.

Meets in K. P. Hall, King st, 2d Friday and 4th

Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

L. N. Dow Master

W. R. King Secretary

1. E. Richardson, St. Stephena Collector

Zebedee Gabel, Gibson Receiver

John Keezer Magazine Agent

477. (JI.ENWOOI); Kenova, W. Va.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Ceredo, 1st and 3d

Sundays.

Ralph Fields Master

J. B. Coleman, Ceredo Secretary

S. L. Cryer Collector

E. E. Lane Receiver

C. J. Lindner, 11088cottst, Portsmouth 0.

Magazine Agent

478. NARRAGANSETT; Providence, R. I.

Meets in Trainmen's Hall, 297 Canal street. 1st

and 3d Sundays at2:30 P.M.

G, W. Sawtell Master

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st .... Secretary

J. D. McShechy Collector

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st . . . . Receiver

Wm. Smith, Valley Falls .... Magazine Agent

479. ST. GEORGE ; Smiths Falls, Oat.

Meets in Haley's Hall 2d and 4th Mondays.

H. C. Pye Master

Edw. Pennett Secretary

Stephen Smith Collector

Andrew Boyd Receiver

S. B. O'Hara Magazine Agent

480. CHIPETA; Rldgway, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Monday at 8 P. M.

Thns. McKenna Master

C. C. Ervin Secretary

J. W. Sowers Collector

P. R. Blakely Receiver

J. T. Stewart Magazine Agent

481. EASTER; St. Louis, Mo.

Meets in Brighton Hall, cor. Broadway and Sal

isbury sts., 2d and 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

T. M .Lynch, 1014 St. Louis ave Master

W. 8. Ferguson, 4030 N. 9th st Secretary

J. H. Frohoff, 919 St. Louis ave .... Collector

E. J. Keiflein, 2714 N. 13th st . . Receiver

W. C. Linck, 8326 Halk Ferry Road, Mag. Agent

482. STILLWATER: Kallspell, Mont.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Saturdays at 7:30

P. M.

Robt. Pauline Master

A. J. McGinn Secretary

Robt. Pauline Collector

Ole Olson Receiver

.I.N. Reynolds Magazine Agent

488. INDEPENDENCE; Barnetvllle Minn.

Meets in U. A. O. D. Hall, 1st Sunday at 2 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

G. W. Liimm Master

N. A. Gray Secretary

N'. E. Varuey . Collector

Jus. Hendry Receiver

N. E. Varney . Magazine Agent

486. PACL RETERE; Chorlestown, Mass.

Meets in Bigdow Hall, S. Eden st, entrance Tib-

bettsTown Way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 10 A.M.

F. G. Jndkins, East Lexington Muster

W. H. Hlldreth, 37 Rutherford ave . . Secretary

F. F. Derby, 9 Auburn st Collector

C. G. Bates, 17 Harvard Square ... Receiver

R. W. Miller, 31 Russell st . . Magazine Agent

486. CHIPPEWA VALLEY ; Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, Spring St., 1st and

3d Tuesday evenings.

Jno. Enright Master

C. F. Korth, Box 256 Secretary

W. H. Barker. W. C. Eng house .... Collector

Jno. Enright, 710 Bay st Receiver

C. P. Dill, 1708 Lumbard st . . . Magazine Agent

487. WHIRLPOOLS Niagara Fall*, Oat.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Lundy's New Block,

1st and 3d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

G. A. Cook Master

W. A. Daltou Secretary

Alexander Mitchell Collector

G. A. Cook Receiver

Wm. Wright Magazine Agent

488. CUMBERLAND: Cumberland. Md.

Meets In J. R. O. U. A. N. Hall 1st and 3d Son-

day evenings.

J. F. Little. Elkins, W. Va Master

C. J. Graim, 29 Springvale st Secretary

C. A. Twlgg, Cl s. Mechanic st Collector

W. H. Rice, 11 Harrison st Receiver

J. H. Strong, 326 N Mechanic st. Magazine Agent

489. RESURRECTION ; Creston. Iowa.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays

at 1:30 P.M. and 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30

W. N. Nell. 511 N. Vine st Master

J. P. O'Connor, 100 Howard & Pine sts, Secretary

W. H. Van Wormer, 100 Howard and

Pine sts Collector

F. T. Wilson, 614 N. Vine st Receiver

A. G. Smith, 217 N. Pine st . . . Magazine Agent

4M. MIDNIGHT; East Brady, Pa.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

I. B. Wike Master

J. A. Williams, 4118 Main st, PitUburgh.

Secretary

J. E. Patterson Collector

A. L. Gill, Verona Receiver

M. W. Boyd, Verona Magazine Agent

481. BARTON SPRING ; -Austin, Tex.

Meets In K. of P. Hall, Cougress ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays, at 8 P. M.

0. T. Moore, 1101 E. 3d st Master

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th at Secretary

C. B. Doran, Hampstead . . Collector

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Receiver

A. Davis, care Round House . . Magazine Agent

484. IVANHOE; Alvarado, Tex.
Meets In B.' of L. F. Hall every Sunday at •£»

P.M.

J. B. Loftin, L. Box 2 Muter

C. W. Avery Secretary

J. B. Wesson : Collector

Geo. Brinklow Receiver

W. H. Coble Magazine Agent

488. FULTON ; Atlanta, Ga.

Meets in Industrial Council's Hall, 26X E. Ala-

bama St. . every 2d and 4th Sunday at 2:30 F.M.

B. B. Piunkett, 662 S. I'ryor st Master

Harry Huddleston. 41 Bucna Vista ave. Secretary

Harrv Huddleston, 41 Buena Vistaave. Collector

A. N.'Thom,6»McDanielat . . . .Receiver

Harry Huddleston.41 BuenaVlsta ave, Mag Agent

484. BAY de NOC; Gladstone. Mich.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 2d and 4th Thursday

evenings.

C. W. LaFaver Master

J. A.Houle, Box 136 Secretary

F. W. Suddaby Collector

L. H. Wlntel, L Box 646 ReoeUe

N. D. Mclntyre Magazine Agent

486. BANNING: Crdartowa, Ga.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Sunday at S.;» A. M.

Master

W. N. Tumlln Secretary

J. W. Noles '.Collector

W.-N. Tumlln Receiver

W. H. King Magazine Agent

496. ROBERT E. LEE, Manchester, Ta.
Meets in Toney's Hall 1st Saturday at 7:30 P. al

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.
J. R. Prettyman Barter

R. M. Hilton, 207 E. 12th st Secretary

R. M.Woodbury, MW.Simmsst Collector

J. W. Walthall, 21st and Chicago at* . Receiver

J. H. Barnes Magazine Agent

497. SINCERE; Richmond, Va.
Meets In Odd Fellow's Hall, corner Mstosm

Franklin sts.. 1st and 8d Mondays at 9:30 A. ■•

C. R. Alley, 210 S. Laurell st Master

1. L. Parker. Jr.. 60S 8. Pine st. . . . • Secretary

J. A.-Turner, 68. 3d st rollceu-r

Michael Kelly. 611 %». Pine st R».t]T*»

W. T. Day, C. A O. snopi, 2d at . . . Mag. AgeM
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VIGILANT j Bell it oo.l. Pa.

,ieets in Commessers Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

. G. Potter Master

. C. Nearhoof, Box 672 Secretary

;. H. Dunn Collector

". J. Leldy, Box 605 Receiver

'.. M. Donley Magazine Agent

I OMPOI ND; Chiraco, 111.

leets at 355 63d st. 2d Tuesday at 8 P. M. and

4th Sunday at 2 P. M.

ieo. Godlng, 6406 Ellis ave Master

'. A. McLaughlin. 6938 Stony Island

ave Secretary

\ L. Coleman. 5423 Dearborn st. ... Collector

. E. Leokle. 329 31th st Receiver

I. M. Landis, 3927 Wabash ave . Magazine Agent

QUICKSTEP: Spooner, Wis.

leets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 8 P.M. and 4th 8unday at 2 P. M.

). D. Campbell Master

. B. Savage Secretary

). D. Campbell Collector

) D. Campbell ... Receiver

'.. F. Boyle Magazine Agent

SPOKANE) Spokane, Wash.

leets in K. P. Hail, G. N. Shops, every Monday

at 7:30 P. M.

Uex. Laing, Box 422 .. . Master

"iter Olson. Box 422 Secretary

V. B. DeRush, Box 422 Collector

i. C. Mowrey, Box 422 Receiver

'lorence Moriarty, 96 Jamieson Bl'k.Mag.Agent

PBIDE; Louisville, Ky.

leets in Scanlon's Hall, N. W. cor. 13th and

Kentucky sts.. every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

V. W. Slaby, 1609 Kentucky st Master

i. L. Br) ant, 1521 Southgate st . . . .Secretary

!. S. Riney. 1725 12th st Collector

V. \V. slaby, 1609 Kentucky st Receiver

. E. Kreamer, 1651 Prentice st . . . Mag. Agent

HT. SOPRIS; Aspen Junction, Colo.

leets in Frey's Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

'. C. Andrus Master

as. Weaver Secretary

'red Stlffler Collector

). W. Burgln Receiver

. C. Prison Magazine Agent

(.01.DEN ROD ; Halifax, Nora Scotia,

leets in Creighton's Hall, 1st Wednesday and

Fourth Saturday,

'ornellns McTiernan. 285 Campbell Rd . Master

:. H. S. Skinner, 51 Duffus St., . . .Secretary

:. F. M. Wilson, 159 Campbell Road . . Collector

no. Hessian, 14 Kage st Receiver

Irthur Parmeter, Kentville . . Magazine Agent

COMPACT: Rankin, 111.

leets in Odd Fellow's Hall every Sunday at 2

k. T. Railsback, Box 58 Master

, H. Lioherty Secretary

k. J. Escbenoack Collector

I. T. Railsback, Box 58 Receiver

i. W. Dond Magazine Agent

HOUSTON; Houston, Texas.

leets in Fischer's Hall. 1103 Houston ave., 1st

and 3d Wednesdays at 1:30 P. M., und 2d and

4 th Wednesdays at 8:30 P. M.

. W. White, 1503 Johnson st Master

Secretary

I. H. Hunt. 1905 Sharron st Collector

lenryTieJtoctter, 1617 Crockett st. . .Receiver

V. J. Guynes, Box 262 Magazine Agent

MOUNTAIN ECHO: Hazlcton, Pa.

levt* in Union Hall, cor. Wyoming and Green

sts.. 1st and 3d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

ns. Higgins, 444 E. Cranberry ave. • . .Master

■". W. Hocking. 438 E. Walnut st. . . . Secretary

>. B. Gliem, 126 E. Mlnest- Collector

fred Meier, 10U E. Chestnut st Receiver

Magazine Agent

WAINE; Detroit, Mlrh.

.leets In Lincoln Hall, 265 Dix St., every 2d and

4th Sundays, at 2 P. M.

J. N. Sowlc, 463 Dragon st Master

'. W. Knight, 1790 Michigan ave . . .Secretary

i. I., Uuruh, cor. Dix st. and InJantry

ave.. West Detroit Collector

3. N. Sowlc, 463 Dragon st. Receiver

r. H. Martin, 4 Wesson st. . . . Magazine Agent

609. SALT CITI: Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in D. L. & W. Hall, over D. L.<fcW. Depot,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Thos. Riley, 240 Talman st Master

Webster Roof. 126 Cortland ave . . . Secretary

Henry Granish. 1004 Geddesst Collector

O. B. Randall, 806 Oswego st .... Receiver

Webster Roof, 126 Cortland ave . . Mag. Agent

510. SHOREHAM; Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall. cor. 22d ave and Cen

tral ave., 2d and 1th Sundays at 2 P. M.

G. A. Rayuor, 2423 Central ave. N. E. . . Master

Fred Willson.2101 Fllmore st. N. E . . Secretary

G. M. Tibbs, 2540 Qnincy st. N. E. . . . Collector

T. H. Lyons, 2541 Quincv st Receiver

F. W. Larkins, 740 26th ave. N. E. . . Mag. Agent

511. DIADEM; Blue Island, III.

Meets in Commercial Hall, Western ave. and

Cook St., 1st and 3d Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

L. R. Frlnk Master

W. B. Merriman Secretary

F. L. Edwards, 414 44th st Collector

H. J. Parry, 4757 Dearborn St., Chicago Receiver

Albert Cary Magazine Agent

512. AUTIETAM; Hagerstoon. M,l.

Meets in Odd Feliows' Hail, cor. Franklin and

Potomac sUs., 1st and 3d Sundavs at 10 A. M.

D. B. Menefee. 218 High st Master

W. T. Kenner. 38 Walnut st Secretary

W. T. Kenner. 38 Walnut st Collector

J. H. Moore, Shenandoah, Va Receiver

V. K. Dayhoff, Chewsvillc . . . Magazine Agent

51S. MT. MONADNOCK ; Nashua, N. H.

Meets in Mechanic's Hall 2d and 4th Sunday af

ternoons.

C.B F. Horton, 11 Norton st Master

F. M. Chapman, Box 334, Hudson . . Secretary

W. T. McQueslen. Hudson Collector

F. B. Little, L. Box 36), Hudson .... Receiver

E. M. Aldrich, 142 Canal st . . Magazine Agent

514. PENOBSCOT ; Bangor, He.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Hammond St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Geo. Truewortby, 25 Pleasant st Master

P A. Stafford, 210 Main st Secretary

W. T. Pierce, 46 Lincoln st Collector

H. E. Coleman, 165 Main st. . Receiver

A. I. Plummer, M.C.R.R.Eng. House. Mag Agent.

515. WASHITA: Chirk ash a, I. T.

Meets every Tuesday at 7. P. M.

J. F. Taylor, 110 Ryan St., Ft. Worth,

Tex. Master

Ludy Hawlev. Box 67 Secretaiy

C. C. Scott, 110 Ryau St., Ft. Worth,

Tex Collector

J. H. Sterba, Caldwell, Kan Receiver-

Ludy Hawley, 110 Ryan St., Ft. Worth.

Tex Magazine Agent

516. ACORN; Chicago Junction, Ohio.

Meets in O. R. (J. Hall, 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7:30 P.M.

O. R. Worley, Chicago Master

J. C. Tinkey, Chicago Secretary

B. H. Brooks. Chicago Collector

Melvill Ebersole. Chicago Receiver

Harry Millership, Chicago . . . Magazine Agent

517. PALMETTO: Palatka, Kla.

Meets every Sunday.

O. E. Adams Master

S. A. Coleman . . Secretary

J. N. Brooks Collector

T. M. Hyers Receiver

A. J. Smith Magazine Agent

518. CUMBERLAND VIEW : Nashville, Tcim.

Meets in Knights of Honor Hall, cor. Market

and Centre sts., every Tuesday at 9 A. M.

A. T. Rogers, 1109 S Market st Master

F. D. McMurry, lun Maury st . . . . Secretary

Andrew Frey, 409 Chestnut st Collector

C. J. Weidenljacher, 1006 S. Cherry st Receiver

.1. W. Bills, 117 Maple st . . . . Magazine Agent

519. tliATE; Diiliitli. Minn.

Meets in Seva Hall, W. Superior St.. bet. 18th

and 19th aves.. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

L. L. Hood, 1534 W. Superior st .... Master

G. F. Watson, 1902 W. Superior st . . . Secretary

.1 A. Marshall, 1908 W. Superior st . . Collector

T. W. Robinson, 1905 W. Superior st . . Receiver

P. L. Whalen, 1421 W. Michigan st . . Mag. Agent



-16 SUBORDINATE LODGES BY STATES.

ALABAMA.

Birmingham, 339

Mobile ... 277

Selma .... 89

Tuscuinbia . 279

ARIZONA.

Tucson . . . 94

Winslow . . 173

ARKANSAS.

Argenta ... 304

Jonesboro . . 204

Little Rock . 45

Pine Blnff. .163

Van Buren . 428

BRITISH COLUM.

Donald . . .341

Vancouver . 276

CALIFORNIA.

Dunsmuir . . 312

Los Angeles . 97

Needles . . . 3'_'7

Rocklln . . . 58

Sacramento . 260

S'nBernardlno90

San Diego . . 386

San Francisco 91

Tulare . . 139

WestOaklaud.lJ3

CANADA.

Hochelaga . 335

Montreal . . 15

Toronto ... 67

COLORADO.

Aspen June . 503

CoforadoCity.218

Como .... 256

Denver ... 77

Denver . 273

GrandJ'nct'n475

La Junta 328

Leadville . . 1%

Pueblo ... 59

Ridgway . . 480

Salida . ... 140

Trinidad . . 344

CONNECTICUT.

Hartford . . 285

New Haven . 284

DELAWARE.

Wilmington . 231

DIST. OF COLUM.

Washington . 7

FLORIDA.

Falatka . . . 517

Pensacola . . 346

Sanford ... 364

GEORGIA.

Atlanta . . .493

Atlanta ... 247

Augusta ... 332

Gedartown . 495

Columbus . . 323

Macon .... 246

Savannah . . 245

Waycross . . 325

IDAHO.

Glenns Ferry.445

Moutpelier . 195

Pocatello . . 113

ILLINOIS.

Amboy ... 35

Auburn Jet . 331

Aurora ... 80

Belvidere . .329

Bloomington 40

Blue Island . 511

Cairo .... 180

Central Park. 237

Centralia . . 37

Champaign .417

Chicago ... 47

Chicago ... 50

Chicago ... 95

Chicago ... 144

Chicago . . . lKfi

Chicago ... 188

Chicago . . . 244

Chicago ... 249

Chicago . . . 275

Chicago . . . 433

Chicago ... 429

Chicago . . .499

ChilHcothe . 105

Clinton ... 176

Charleston . 187

Danville . . 63

Decatur ... 49

ILLINOIS.

East St. Louis 44

Effingham . . 405

Freeport . . 138

Jacksonville. 408

Joliet . . . .355

Keithsburg . 114

Mattoon ... Ill

Mt. Carmel . 282

Murphysboro 470

Urbaua ... 22

Pans .... 122

Peoria .... 48

Rankin . . . 505

Rock Island . 39

Roodhouse . 79

Savanna ... 197

Springfield . 46

8treator . . . 303

INDIANA.

Anderson . . 459

Andrews . . 165.

Brazil ... .217

Butler .... 164

Elkhart ... 162

Evansville . 160

Evansville . 112

Fort Wayne • 141

Garrett ... 203

Princeton . . 409

Huntington . 166

Indianapolis. 14

JefferBouville297

La Fayette . 36

Logansport . 52

MichigauCitySOO

Monon ... 2

New Albany . 268

Pern 157

Terre Haute . 16

Washington . 361

INDIAN TEE.

Chickasha . 515

IOWA.

Belle Plaine . 311

Boone .... 25

Burlington . 1(>1

CedarRapids. 27

Clinton ... 34

Creston . . .489

Davenport . 295

Dubuque . . 106

Dubuoue . . 322

Eagle Grove . 132

Eldon . . 137

Estherville . 288

Fort Dodge . 222

FortMadison. 391

W.DesMoines.102

Keokuk ... 93

Marlon ... 293

Mason City . 29

Marshalltowu 125

Mo. Valley . 254

Perry .... 124

Sioux City . . 64

Stuart .... 20

Waterloo . . 30

KANSAS.

Argentine . . 74

ArkansasCity.255

Armourdale. 313

Atchison . . .31

Chanute . . . 154

CouncilGrovc370

Eldorado . . 869

Ellis 32

Emporia . . 53

Fort Boott . . 153

Goodlaud . . 396

Herington. .874

Hoislngton . 397

Horton ... 376

Kansas City . 330

Leavenworth.437

Newton ... 340

Ncodesha . . 336

Nlckerson . . 258

Osawatomie . 400

Parsons ... 24

N. Topeka . . 395

Topeka ... 205

Wellington . 359

KENTUCKY.

BowlingGre'nlOO

Covington . . 424

Henderson . 317

KENTUCKY.

Lexington. . 393

Louisville . . 103

Louisville . . 415

Louisville . . 502

Ludlow ... 104

Paducah . . 238

Somerset . . 367

LOUISIANA.

Algiers ... 267

New Orleans. 399

MAINE.

Bangor . . . 514

Henderson . 469

Portland . . 4

MANITOBA.

Brandon . . 464

Winnipeg . . 127

MARYLAND.

Baltimore . . 214

Baltimore . . 432

Cumberland . 488

Hagerstown . 512

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston ... 57

Cbarlestown. 485

Fitchbnrg . . 410

Springfield . 307

Taunton ... 474

Worcester . . 73

MEXICO.

Porforio Diaz.S08

8'nLuisPotosi413

MISSISSIPPI.

Columbus . .426

McCombCity. 436

Meridian . . 200

Vicksburg. .460

WaterValley. 402

MICHIGAN.

Battle Creek . 84

Detroit ... 158

Detroit . . . 508

EastSaginaw. 286

Escanaba . .129

Fort Gratiot . 116

Gladstone . . 494

GrandRaplds.265

Ionia .... 431

Jackson ... 240

Marquette . . 150

Marshall . .411

Owosso ... 420

WestBayCity. 152

MISSOURI.

Brookfield . 23

C'arondelet . 390

Chillicothe . 389

Hi- Solo ... 6

Hannibal . . 290

Kansas City . 337

Marcellne . . 461

Monett ... 140

Moberly ... 54

Nevada ... 871

N. Springfield 51

Poplar Bluff. 292

Sedalia ... 78

Stanberry . . 56

St. Joseph . . 43

Springfield . 368

St. Louis . . 21

St. Louis . . 109

St. Louis . . 414

St. Louis . . 481

Slater .... 18

Trenton ... 33

Thayer ... 280

MINNESOTA.

Austin ... 126

Barnesville . 483

Duluth . . . 519

E.GrandF'rks292

East St.Paul . 320

Minneapolis . 82

Minneapolis. 270

Minneapolis. 510

Staples ... 81

St. Cloud . . 224

St. Paul ... 61

Two Harbors.401

Waseca ... 65

West St. Paul. 858

Willmar ... 76

MONTANA.

Butte City . . 264

Glasgow . . .298

MONTANA.

Glendlve . . 128

Great Falls . 456

Helena ... 423

Kalispel ... 482

Livingston .191

Lima ... .343

Missoula . . 194

NEBRASKA.

Beatrice ... 394

Chadron . . 17

Fairbury . . 373

Lincoln . . 179

North Platte . 28

Omaha . . . 123

NEVADA.

Wadsworth . 19

N. W. TERRITORY.

Medicine Hat.342

NORTH CAROLINA

Asheville . .447

Charlotte . . 467

NORTH DAKOTA.

Dickinsou . . 41

Fargo .... 85

NEW JERSEY.

Camden ... 72

Hoboken . . 854
■Jersey City . 13

Jersey City . 3

Junction . . 272

Perth Amboy.350

Phillipsburg. 11

Port Morris . 271

Trenton ... 253

Union Hill .349

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Carleton . . 857

Moncton . . 233

Woodstock . 476

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Concord ... 306

Nashua . . . 513

NEW MEXICO.

Chama ... 108

Las Vegas . . 439

Raton .... 257

San Marcial . 261

NEW YORK.

Albany . . . 280

Binghamton. 227

Brooklyn . . 291

Buffalo ... 101

Buffalo ... 241

Buffalo ... 472

Buffalo ... 316

Buffalo ... 12

Corning ... 121

East Albany . 215

EastSyracuse. 334

Elmira . . . 242

Elmira . . . 463

Greeulsland . 315

Hornellsville.169

L. I. City . . 809

Mlddletown . 232

New York . . 149

New York . . 155

New York . . 363

Norwich . . 216

Olean .... 898

Oneonta ... 71

Oswego ... 92

Port Jervis . 1

Rochester . . 99

Schenectady. 210

Syracuse . . 120

Syracuse . . 213

Syracuse . . 509

Busp's'nB'ge. 3ii2

Utica . . .229

Whitehall . .209

Watertown . 212

NOVA SCOTIA.

Halifax ... 501

Truro .... 171

ONTARIO.

Allaudale . . 442

Belleville . . M

Brockvllle . 69

Chapleau . . 321

Ft. Erie . 471

Ft,WllllamW.2SS

London . . .468

Smiths Falls. 479

Windsor. . .421

ONTARIO.

Hamilton . . 151

Liudsay ... 136

London ... 117

Niagara Falls.487

North Bay . . 234

Ottawa ... 172

Palmerston . 181

PointEdward.221

Rat Portage . 305

Sohreiber . . 387

St. Thomas . 5

Stratford . . 38

W.T'r'ntoJnc.262

OREGON.

The Dalles . 167

KastPortland. 193

La Grande . . 348

Roseburgh . 455

OHIO.

Air LineJuuc.473

Ashtabula . . 248

Ashtabula . . 422

Bucyrus . . 110

Chicago J'tn. 5 6

Chillicothe .202

Cincinnati . 269

Cincinnati . 441

Cleveland . . 10

Cleveland . . 450

Columbus . . 9

Conneaut . . 377

Corning . . . 467

Crestline . . 299

Colllnwood . 183

Dayton . . .875

Delaware . . 239

Delphos ... 185

Deunison . . Ifi6

Gallon .... 107

Lima .... 184

Lorain . . . 356

Norwalk ... 198

Newark . . . 175

Springfield . 360

Toledo ... 142

Van Wert . . 458

Wellsville . . 96

Y'oungstown. 199

PENNSYLVANIA.

Allegheny . . 219

Altoona ... 287

Asblev . . .454

Bellwbod . . 498

Bennett ... 434

Bradford . . S26

Blairsvllle .392

Carbondale . 62

Chartiers . . 878

Columbia . .252

Conemaugh . 381

Connellsville.302

DerryStation.810

Dunmore . . 404

East Brady . 490

Erie 462

Foxburg . . 408

Great Bend . 283

Harrisburg . 174

Hazlcton . . 507

JerseyShore . 418

Leblghton .384

Muhoning-

town ... 416

MauchChunk.»l

Meadvllle . .207

Oil City ... 383

Philadelphia. 60

Philadelphia. 75

Philadelphia. 319

Philadelphia. :ia

Pittsburgh . 238

Pittsburgh . 818

Pittsburgh . 465

Ronovo ■ . . S38

Sajrre .... 379

Bcottdale . . 847

Sxranton . . 228

South Kaston. 211

Siisi|Ui-hauDa.2oS

Sunliury . 220

WllkesBarre. 250

White Haven. Sol

llt'KREC.

Farubam . . 134

RiverduLoupll9

Richmond . 118

RHODE ISLASD.

Providence .471

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Columbia . .427

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Aberdeen . .3D

Huron . . .

Mitchell . .

TEXAS.

Alvarado .

Austin . .

Big Springs

Bonham . .

Cleburne

Denlson . .

El Paso . .

Ennls . .

Fort Worth

Gainesville

Galveston .

Houston

Houston .

Laredo .

Longview

Marshall

PalcAtlne

Pari* . . .

San Antonio

170

YH

("J

. 491

. 872

.461

41..

. J

1X6

ia6

. M

tU

.11*

.146

.«*

.278

. 70

.171

.1*1

.S4J

.1*5

an

147
■:«s

14*

>!

. 56

Taylor .

Temple .

Texarkan*

Tyler . .

Yoakum ■

TENNESSEE.

Chattanooga. 2>»

E. Nashville . <zt

Jackson . . .801

Knoxrille. .444

Memphis

Memphis

Nashville

Nashville

UTAH.

SaltLakeCiti. 178

Terrace ... 98

Ogden ■ M

VIRGINIA.

Clifton Forge.iH

Crewe ... .4*

Danville. . .441

Manchester . tst

Portsmouth . 4M

Radford . . . 4&S

Richmond .417

Roanoke . . IS

VERMONT.

Bellow* Full- *»

Lyndonvllle. *1

RutLaud . . .Si

St. Albans. .82

WISCONSIN.

Altoona . . . «

Ashland. . . »

Baraboo ...»

Cbip'wa 1"*1!» 4*S

FortHowsrd . 1»

Janesvllle * «S

Madison . . . 42

Milwaukee .150

Milwaukee .»*

N. La Crosse. I«

8 Kaukauus.2*

Spooner . . .U>

StevensPoIot 11

Waukesha. .SB

W. Superior. 98

WASHiNoro>.

El lenabnrgb . 413

Seattle. .407

SpokaneFalli-Ml

a;:.m
Teko* . . . • 41»

WEST VIROtSlA.

I«

"4

4"

4.<

Blue 6*14)

Grafton ■

Hlnton . .

Huntington

Kenova . ■

Keyser . ■

Marti u»burr. 4.1)

Parkerabunt . 444

WYOML'"..

Cheyenne . . flj

Evanatoo . • JJ

Laramie . . • ■

Rawlins . . . V
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DIES' SOCIETY, B. OF L F.

BRAND LODGE.

E. A. Ball Grand President

Box 123, Stratford, Ontario.

J. A. Leach Vice Grand President

Sedalia, Missouri.

Jambs I. Moors . Grand Secretary and Treas.

Box 389, Stratford, Ont.

W. Calkins. . Grand Insurance Agent

Sedalia, Missouri.

BOARD Or GRAND TRUSTERS.

W. H. CorFRY,486 A ave . W. Cedar Rapids, la

Lovbjov, 318 St. Joe st . . . Elkhart, Indiana

Slusskr Huntington, Indiana

6RAND EXRCUTIVR BOARD.

F. P. Baroxnt Terre Haute, Indiana

Du Bois Boone, Iowa

King Ban Francisco, California

ORGANIZERS.

E. A. Ball, Box 123 .... Stratford, Ontario

for Cauada.

T. Killian, 22 East Pacific st. . . . Sedalia, Mo

for the Slate of Missouri.

. M. J. Schirdt Mauch Chunk, Pa

for the State of Pennsylvania.

. M. L. Firld, 731 South Water st . Denver, Colo

tor the State of Colorado.

. W. 8. Cook, West Ridge st . . Marquette, Mich

for the State of Michigan.

. W. H. Coffey, 434 A ave . . W. Cedar Rapids, la

for the State of Iowa.

. T. J. Roberts. 1762% 8th st . . W. Oakland, Cal

for the State of California.

. J. H. Kchns Delphos, Ohio

for the State of Ohio.

i. Lovrjoy. 318 St. Joe st .... Elkhart, Ind

for the State of Indiana.

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

GOOD ENDEAVOH; Stratford, Oat.

Mrs. E. A. Ball, Box 123 President

Mrs. J. I. Moore Secretary

Treasurer

OIKKK OP THE WEST; Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Mrs. W. Me Mullen. 507 F. ave President

Mra. G. P. Smith, 1X9 C. ave Secretary

Mrs. W. C. Byers, 332 G. ave Treasurer

DILIGENCE; Perry, Iowa.

Mrs. Banyard President

Mrs. E. G. Crawford. Box 518 Secretary

Treasurer

KXCELKIOB; Marqartte, Mich.

Mrs. W. Reany, 742 Bluff st President

Miks Agnes Ht-aley. 'Vfi Fisher st . . Secretary

M rs. WT Boesler, 416 Washington st . . Treasurer

OUR PBIDE ; Waterloo. Iowa.

Mrs. A. Livingston, 114 Barclay st. . . President

Mrs. Ellis Sweet ... ... .Secretary

Mrs. Charles Vroora, 202 Fremont st . Treasurer

HVBFIELD; Garrett, lad.

Mis. Katie MiClarthy, Box 6 President

Mrs. Millie Fullmer, Box 64 Secretary

Mrs. Jennie Cramer, Box 218 Treasurer

WELCOME; Needles, California.

Mrs. J. A. Stout President

Mrs. A. D. Ensign Secretary

Mrs. J. G. Mills Treasurer

HELPMATE; Elkhart, lad.

Mrs Lizzie Lovejoy, 206 Kinxy st . . . Piesident

Mis. Jennie Miller. 116 High st . . . .Secretary

Mrs. Clara Hhaaberger, Middlebury St.,

Treasurer

HKABT AND BAUD; Delano*. Ohio.

Mil, J. A. Kuhns, Lock Box 343 . . .President

Mrs. A. T. Hogarth, Lock Box 35 . . . Secretaiy

Mr*. J. A. Single. Lock Box 119 ... . Treasurer

15. EUREKA ; HaatlagtOR, lad.

Mrs. Jennie Robertson, 12 Allen st . . President

Mrs. Maggie Slusser, 115 Court st . . . Secretary

Mrs. Georgia Jones, 63 Fredrick st . . Treasurer

14. UNITY:; Horn el 1st tile. N. V.

Mrs. H. R. Clark, », McDougall ave . . President

Mis. E. MeMullen, 20 (ireelej ave . . Secretary

Mrs. J. C. Collins, 43 East Main st . . .Treasurer

16. PROTECTION ; Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Mrs. Geo. Tosh . President

Mrs. Geo. 8wartwood, Box 181 Secretary

Mrs. M. J. Schledy Treasurer

16. HEADLIGHT, Boone, Iowa.

Mrs. E. A. Cross President

Mrs. H. C. Barron Secretary

Mrs. M. Crane Treasurer

17. STAR OF HONOR; Moberly, Ho.

Mrs. Parsons President

Mrs. Kellogg, 400 So Ault st Secretary

Mrs. Lois Nicholson Treasurer

18. GOLDEN WEST ; San FranrUro, Cal.

Mrs. J. C. Miller, 1723 Luther st . . . President

Miss Kate Smith, 2332 Harrison st . . Secretary

Mrs. F. E. Pope, 2049% Mission st . . . Treasurer

18. QUEEN CITY ; Sedalia, Ho.

Mrs. Hi-len Lester President

Mrs. Delia Kinzie, 1400 E. Fifth st . . Secretary

Mrs. Laura Buchanan Treasurer

80. SILVER STATE; Pueblo, Colo.

Mrs. Geo. Lamont, 1107 11th st . . . . President

Mrs. Geo. Loy. 73 Block st Secretary

Mrs. J. R. Mlhoover, 707 3d st Treasurer

21. FRANKLIN; Colnmbns, Ohio.

Mrs. Ellen Colt, 999 Pennsylvania ave, President

Maude Rluehart Secretary

Mrs. Mary DIckerson, 1208 E. Atchison st,

Treasurer

88. SCENIC ROUTE ; Denver, Colo.

Mrs. M. L. Field, 731 S. Water st . . . President

Mrs. Ida Curtis, 800 S. 9th st Secretary

Mrs. Harriet Bennct. 1250 S. 9th st . . Treasurer

28. FRIENDSHIP; Sanbnry, Pa.

Mrs. Kate Snipe President

Mrs. Jennie Randies Secretary

Mrs. Kate Mills Treasurer

24. PROGRESSIVE; Conneaut, Ohio.

Mrs. E. A. Wilcox President

Miss Myrtle Bleasdale Secretary

Treasurer

25. FAVORITE; Arkansas City, Kaa.

Mrs. Annie Caldron. 1326 So G st . . . President

Mrs. S .11. Ballou, 009 So. C st Secretary

Mrs. Emma Klzer, 829 So. C st . . . .Treasurer

26. PROGRESS; Carbondale, Pa.

Mrs. G. W. Osborne, 158 Canaan Bt . . President

Mrs. Geo Brandon, 154 Belmont st . . Secretary

Mrs. G. P. Berry, 83 Park Bt Treasurer

27. McKEEN'S PRIDE; Channte.Kan.

Mrs. J. W. Henaman President

Mrs. T. H. Schunty Secretary

Mrs. T. H. Jackson Treasurer

2s. CORAL LEAF; West Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. T J. Roberts, 1762% Nth st . . . . President

Miss Mollie Roberts. 8W Cedar st . . .Secretary

Miss Gertrude Payne, 927 Pine st . . . Treasurer

20. FARRIE MAT; Topeka, Kan.

Mm. J. Galletly President

Mrs. Cora Barnes Secretary

Mr-*. Laura Verlin Treasurer

30. AURORA; 1 os Angeles, Cal.

Mrs. Eagau, 843 Bloom st President

Miss Mildred Klngsley, 122 Railroad St.,

Secretary

Treasurer

83. PROTECTION'S HELPMATE ; Eldon, Iowa.

Miss Ella M. Taylor, Lock Box 52 . . . President

Miss Grace L. Vass, Box 670 Secretary

Miss Aunie Flowi-rs Treasurer

84. WHITE CITY: Chlrago, III.

Mrs. K»te Bradley, i:to Avers ave . . .President

Miss Laura Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . Secretary

Mrs. Kate Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . . Treasurer
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"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX."

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

CoTtred with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

■and postal for onrralaabla book, "OonatlpaUon."

nODEL

2TLINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

A great help in the Btudy of Valre Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Lodge-

room. Perfect in Design and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM. WE1LER,

Box 28. Port Morris. N.J

A Cool Skin,

FREE from Rash, Eczema, Irrita

tion, Scalds, Burns or Cutaneous

Troubles, will ensure sleep to the

TIRED RAILROAD MAN.

He will find a comforter and

healer in a cleansing and re

freshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.
It Is not a fancy toilet soap—but a

plain, every-day remedy for the me

chanic, the busy housewife and the

children. No household should be

without It. Ask your druggist—he

keeps it.

N. B.^Beware of vile Imitations. Ask

for and obtain

GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP

 

SCHRAGES

Rheumatic

CURE.

"THE 91 ,000,000.00 CURE"

Doesn't cure everything, but does cure Rheum*-

tUm, Gout and Neuralgia, every time. We ref-r (D

three bank presidents, doctors, lawyers, brokers,

farmers, soldiers, R. R. men and magnates of all

kinds ; the rich and the poor, priest ana potentate.

SCHRAGE'S RHEUMATIC CURE has never

failed yet. The discovery of the age. Endowed &T

2.700 newspapers. Will not injure the most delicate

persons; builds up the system. All vegetable, no

poisonous matter. Every bottle numbered. Ref"*

substitutes and buy direct of owners. Highest en

dorsements in Milwaukee.

References: Morton E. Davis, formerly trainmc*-

ter, 111. Cent. Ry., Mutual Reserve Building, »»

York City; J. K. Treroafnc, ex-master mechanic. H

& St. J. Ry., Rookery, Chicago, HI.

Get free testimonials. $1.50 per bottle.

SWHNSOU RHEUmflTIC CURE CO.,

OHTVEHS,

167 Dearborn St., CHICAQO.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

and Get "On Top."

"Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Full of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

'New Catechism, of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 500 engravings. Greatest book published.

Price, $3.50.

'Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the Bubject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.

'Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it unaer all' conditions. Price, $1.00.

Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

Eiremen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginners.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, SO Cents.

Alexander's Ready Reference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

Twenty Years with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. E.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

Simple Lessons in Drawing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A splendid book. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

should have it. Price 50 cents.

Roper's Hand Book of the Locomotive," by Stephen Roper.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

locomotive Running Repairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

ittle book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

UNJD ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA.

<^T When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "®t
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Do You Want a Picture of the

FAHOUS "999" LOCOMOTIVE?

We've had hundreds of letters asking for a picture—now we

have it. Something better than a photograph. A transparent,

copper-plate engraving of the famous flyer ; you can see every

thing outside and inside. Every part is numbered and named.

Fit for a gold frame in a palace. Printed on satin gloss paper,

14x28, and mailed in a tube (without folding) for 50 cents (stamps

are good, but we would rather have postal notes or money orders).

This is an educational device, up to date, unique, beautiful and

correct. Once seen, no other picture of this beautiful locomotive

will satisfy you at all. Send cash with order. LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEERING, 5 Beekman St., New York City.

 

If you are a subscriber, for 1894, to our paper, Locomotive

Engineering, you get the above picture and our other little

school masters, the Traveling Engineer's Examination

Chart and the Working Model of the Triple Valve,

The paper has over 40 large pages and is the best illustrated

and "most interesting railroad paper published." Prac

tical, instructive, interesting! No engineer, fireman or shop man

can afford to be without it. Sent to any address in the world for

$2.00. Angus Sinclair and John A. Hill, Editors. Specimen

Copy, free. Address

LoconoTivE Engineering,

256 Broadway,

0\ MM &j£ ko

NEW YORK CITY.

 

■ When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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JUST PUBLISHED.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM

By ROBERT CiRIMSHAW.

ontaining nearly 1300 questions and answers con-

rning Designing and Constructing, Repairing and

inning various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post and

mind the engine runner, hremnn and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK FRESH FROM THE PRE8&

FULLY UP TO THE TIMES.

EVERT TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages: filled with Cuts, Diagrams and

lustrations. Tells all about the Locomotive in lan-

uage any schoolboy can understand. Difficult prob-

"ins made easy, A popular book for the masses.

PKICE, $2.00, PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS.

AGENTS WANTED!

We want an agent at every round house in the

•juntry. Liberal commissions and exclusive agency

iven. Several iigriits sulci more than 50 copies

<nch the first week. SEND NOW for copy and

ull particulars to

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

150 Nassau Btreet, NEW YORK.

ENDORSED BY FAIRMOUNT LODGE, No. 333,

BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN.

Locomotive

Mechanism and

Engineering.

By H. C. Reagan. Explaining Fully and Clearly the

Construction and Action of simple and Compound

Locomotives. Illustrating the principal " break

downs" which happen to a Locomotive, with Com

plete Directions what should be done when one

occurs "on the road." Questions ,md Answers are

eo arranged that they can be used by Master Me

chanics or Traveling Engineers, or by the Demon

strator in the Lodge lioom. ll'i illustrations. :aio

pages. 12mo, doth. SJ.oo.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,

53 East loth St. New York.

Agents wanted.

LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
-BY-

ROBT. GRIMSHAW

Questions agd answers

360 Pages.

BLL MOOT REPAIRING HMD RUNNING TIE

VARIOUS KINDS OF LOCOJIIOTIYES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FOLLY - UP - WITH - THE - TUBES.

Diagrams and Illustrations Galore.

PRICE, $2.00.

Address Orders to

debs mm 60.,

TERRE UflOTE, INDIUM.

• When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "
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Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.

Locomotive Engine Running1, by Angus Sinclair. Price, 82.00.

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. Hill. Price, 50 cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelan. Price, $1.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the different forms of block signals

are worked. Price, S2.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. N. Forney. Price, 83.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by N. Hawkins, M. E. Illustrated. Price, $2.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by B. Stuart. Price,

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys, and the man who buys one of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOG TIE FREE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.

T^o all U^i0]Q Melt: - -

Greeting :--

We, the members of Local Union No. 18,

United Garment Workers of America, employes of

Sweet, Orr & Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., hereby certify

that all garments in this Factory are made under strictly

Union iegulations ; a fact which we shall be very glad

to have Union men remember when they have occasion

to buy an Overall.

Mary F. Cahill, Rec. Sec. George Gasking, Pres.

L. O. Bedford,- Treas. Eveline McGuire, Fin. Sec.

N. B.==EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

Parjts fpon) $l.OO to $4.oo.

Ask your dealer for a pair of yellow ticket pants, price $1.50

SEC SWeet, Orr & Qo.

>C" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "^1
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INSTRUCTION-MAIL
In Architectural Drawing,

Architecture,

Plumbing, Beating and Ventilation,

Bridge Engineering,

Railroad Engineering,

Surveying and Mapping,

Electrical Engineering,

Mechanical Drawing,

Mining,

English Branches and

MECHANICS.
Diplomas awarded. To begin students need only

know how to read and write. Send (or FREE Circu

lar of Information stating the subject you think of

studying to

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

OF MECHANICS AND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES,

SCBANTON. PA,

4000 STUDENTS

JASftBDNS
w78FifthAveChica6o-,

MjfHJfACTURER.OF

Artificial

*M>V^ 'a'$%m\t no dead sound

noStiffAnkle

No HeavyJar,

lie, i i——rr—S<t Ap««vichTo nature In Action
»« LlKElMMoT^TiEARf»T wDuWBLE ,, Construction.

The Only Rubber Foot Made Without

A Wood Core Or FIlling 

FREE
A Hot HkeoH [I.

ted watch to rvt ■

reader of thiapapn

.[•Cut tola oat •» i teod it to ua wtU

>■ your full name and addreaa, and w:

fe will wod 70a ■■•■!<* of toMc elegant,

1'' richly jeweled, gold tintahedwatchei

£ by tipreea for eiamlQallon, tod i£

you think It la equal Id appearance tc

toy $26.00 cold w 11, ti pat ouriampi'.

price, $S.M),and It ieyourV W shi,

with tht watch our guarantee that

1 ou can rnum Lt at any lime withit

cot year if not aatiafactorv, and it

you Mil or c«aie the tale of six wi

will give you One *>»«. Write at

once, ai we ahall aend out aamplea

'or 60 d*ya only. Addres*

THE NATIONAL M*F'G

A IMPORTING CO.,

331 Dearborn St.. Chicago. ZU.

IIMI***1 "EW invention ■*» 1 nni/r

LUUIAS Can light your headlight while LUUIM

running. This patent Lighter is especially adapted

to service in stormy weather. Can be used with any

headlight without removing the chimney. No oil-

no caps nor wicks used. Only a match, easily carried

In Pocket. No engineman can afford to be without

one. Once used, always used. Trice $1.00 each, by

mail. Address HANS TWETK, Box S8

Member Div.6'JB. of L. E. Bamesville' Minn

NATIONAL HOTEL
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 182.)

102 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inaulrt

■romptly answered.l

OF INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

P. 8. CENSUS, 18S0. REPORTS

35.000 DEATHS

•»CANCER-*,
The IOLA SANITARIUM

10 an institution thoroughly equipped for the treat

ment of Cancer. Tumors and all malignant growth

without the uee of the knife, and effects a permanent

cure where the circumstances are at all favorable

for treatment. References on application

Address DR. CKO DALE. Sola. Wis.Wisconsin.

MONEY
Invested NOW in good Gold Alining Stocks will

return enormous profits in the next one or two years.

Thetlold Mining Boom of '49 and '50 now being

repeated.

Write or call for our list of mining investment*

Bure to return large profits.

Tin Consolidated Mining Brokerage Co.

24i Washington St., Room 11, Boston, Mass.

ONTRIAL
For 30 DAYS, a

"Never -Slip" Truss.

For Particulars, and Circulars 00

BRuCH

Address O. W. F. SNYDER, M. D.,

846 McVlcker'g Theater Building, Chicago.

 

RUPTURE

How's This.

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case

of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.

We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney for

the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable

in all business transactions and financially able to

carry out any obligation made bv their firm.

West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, Ohio.

W aiding Kiunan <k Marvin. Wholesale Druggists,

Toledo, Ohio.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting di

rectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the sys

tem. Price, 75c per bottle. Sold bv all Druggists.

Testimonials free.

THE BROTHERHOOD SEAT

IS SENT ON ONE WEEK'S TBIAL.

Patented and Manufactured by

STANNABD & WHITE

APPLET0N, WIS.

B.o'L. E.,No.&8. B.ofL. F.,No.28

Send stamp for roll particular!.

 

tO 7R Bay* oar $9 Natural Finish Baby CarrtaM

tf L* I v complete with plated iterl wheel a, axle.

 

rings, *Dd osepteta ataambeot beadle. Hade ofbeatmete-
■ JLoeij noi.b.J.rel

oa 10 daya' trial. FkElUM

n d ruaranuted for 3 yeara. Shipped

UUT PAID;oo money require J la

a tbe oldeetaod btitkuowa

rL»l.flMliflalib«4,rallal,>.

i onlOdeyi'trial. FKE1UUT PAID; do money required

adraaee. 75,000 in uae. We are tha oldeetaad beitkuoi

ooaoeru ofoui kind, reliable and reep.meible. Keferea.ee

\fWn[*bedafanj ti-ae Makenadeell nothing; but what wa

Hfuaraate* tab* aarrpraaenieJ, eoll at the lowest faet+ry

/price*. WRITS TO-DAY for our large FREK illujttatad

eatalesro* efleteet design*- anditylei publiahed.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. -^B
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FREE TO SUFFERERS
Why waste time.money and health wlth"doctor3,"wonderfiil"cure-al Is,"

specifics, etc., when when I wlllaend FREE the. prescription of anew

and positive remedy for a prompt lasting care. Lack of strength,

vigor and manhood quickly restored in young or old man. I »end tnl»

prescription FREE of charge, and there is no humbug 01 advert i»

lug catch about it. Any good druggist or phvsicinn can put it up for you,

as every thing Is plain and simple. I can not afford to advertise and

giveaway this splendid remedy unless vou do me the favor ol buying

;-a small quantity from me direct or advise your friends to do so. Bat

you may do as you please about this. You will never regret having

written me, as this remedy cured me after everything else had failed.

Correspondence strictly confidential, and all letters sent in plain sealed envelope. Encloie

stamp if couvenient. Address I . H. HI M.I.Kl iikii, Box A 314, Albion, Mich.

 

COOK REMEDY CO

1 Blood Poison ! sg
permanently cured In IS to 86 dayi. I

We eliminate all poison from the sys- I

I tarn, so that there can nerer be m I

I return of the disease In an v form. I

I Partiee can be treated at home aa I

I well as here, (for the same price and I

I under the same fruarantee,) but with I

I those who prefer to come here, we I

I will contractu) cure them or refund I

I all money and par entire expense of I

| coming, railroad fare and hotel bills. I

irMagicRemedy^«ii8veeaanra

I Never Failed to cure the most ob- I

I itlnate coses. We challenge the world I

I for a case we can not cure. Since the I

I history of medicine a true specific for I

I BLOOD POISONhasbeensoughtl

I for but never found until our Magic I

Cyphilene was discovered. We solicit I

the most obstinate cases and I

challenge the world for a
case wecannotcure. Thisais-i

ease has alwavw baffled the Skill I

of most eminent physicians*

$500,000 CAPITAL

I behind our unconditional guarantee. I

Absolute proofs tent sealed ou

I Application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO..

i— t07 luoik Tsstplst Coleaf. III.

COOK REMEDY CO

 

CUT THIS OUT and send it to ub with your name

and address, and we will send you this elegant watch

by express for examination. You examine it and if yon

•onsider it a bargain pay the express agent our nrwnple

"rice, tl.98. and it is yours. Fine gold plate < hals

infl eimi-m KRBK with each watch, also our written l.oar-

iBter foriyesrs. Write to-day, this mav not appenr again.

THE NATIONAL MFC. A IMPORTINC CO.,

334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

BABY CARRIACESsch.W

Anywhere to any.ne .1 Wholemsle Prlw« without p»r-

ing onoc*nt in&dvmce fffpiy freight. Bayfrom

r»etury. SaTerteal- [ ilS.&o Carriage ror ■?.».

«rV proOtl. Ur(- »1S.OO " - tin.

illuitriled e«t»!os | W.OO " " »«.»*.

fre». iddrns Cash Buyer.' Union,
lGJWe.tV.oltureontreel, Bl 8 Caiaafl.IU.

 

f .. -f .-. {.- < ■>■• be made working for

4M-£ IU »PSS •»■• Parlies preferred who can

—. •%■% r i Klve tnclr whole time to the

L9of* V\/pp|/ businesH. Spare hours, though
1 *»■ vv w«Ti may he prontably employed.

This announcement is of special interest to stirring men

who wlBh to rise in the world. Good openings for town

and city work as well as country districts.

ii.r..mit>M^ .v CO.,

>€.. 3 Ma. nil! Ml., Klrhmond, \ i\.

We will send yon tbo MAR

VELOUS „iiii iNrirLue

Preach Preparation,

CALTHOS

FREE by MA1X,. and a

legally oxecoted guaranta*

that CALTHOS will

RESTORE your

HEALTH, STRENCTH ANO VIGOR.

Use it Sfpay ifsatisfied.
Von Mohl Co., Importers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

 

Uf ICC CANNOT SEE HOW TOO DO

VlF,* |t *■"> P»* fRIIBHT.

X|A Bnyi our f drawer walaul or oak lav

I 'mrvrmt lilg" arm !tli|fr.r*iu<u>. x>

Hotly tiotah-d, nfckel pUUd.sdaptod U Mall

d haary work; raaranlasd for 10 xaara; ».ia

Aotonatit Bobbin Winder, &-lt*.Tbr*adlBf Cjllo

Idar Sbaltl-, 8*lf.8«Ulr»c !ltYdla sod a eompl«w

|«rt t.f 8tf»l a<tacb.n*>DU;«hipri'd any wb*>» • «.

SO Day'a Trial. No mon«v r»qutrad la »d »■"*'■*

75,000 now fa use. World'* Fair Medal awarded machine and atu< *

meets. Boy from factory aod save, dealer's aod agvot** sroflta.

enrr Cat Tola Oat aod aeod to-day for machine or larr* tm

rlftt rataloffae, teattrootitalB aod Qllmpaea of the World'* Pair,

OXFOBP MFQ, CO. 3i2 Wrtwh Av>. CHICABO.IU.

THE ASTRONOMICAL WONDER,

PLAY OF THE PLANETS,

Beveals that : MERCURY People Have Ex

ecutive Power and Oratory: VENU8 People

Make Good, True Friends ; MAHB People are

Leaders and Rulers ; JUPITER People Make

Money: SATURN People are Sick ly ; URA

NUS People Think, Work and Advance.

NEPTUNE People are Travelers and Statta-

men.

Most people ore out of their sphere—where do you

belong? Send one dollar for the May of the Manea

and ascertain. Address, PLANETARY Pi: It. < <>..

60 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

SiUMBS

 

-BEST LEG—4; e- r\

Wood orJZxibbtT f\Mt

TDIICCCC Elastic Stocilnra,

InUoOLO, Cmtcbea, etc.

Catalogue Free State particulars.

GF.O.U.FCLLCU,

(T.S. (tavernmeat IflfKDepL

ho. A A KOCHESXtU. Ji. Y.

 

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S

u-^ *IO AND AGENT'S PROFITS.

^^rlCuuyourOxfordBosiBU-vcle.M'lI-

J:iljl'' for either sex. made ol baa "it-

g^/lerlul, strong, substantial, accurately

adjusted and lully wnrrnmed. Write To^iay for oar

large, complete cntaloKue of btcyclej, part*. tvi*ln, etc^

Ofte. OXPOKD Mlf**. CO.

338 Wubuoli Avenue, - CHICAGO, LLL.

 

MRS. WINSLOWS 5%°7W
FOR CHILDREN TEETHINC

| For sale by al 1 OruavUta. So Coat, a batUa,

1 When addressing our advertiB«re mention this Magazine. "
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Perfect Railroad Watches

tllGtt&ST GRADE

ROCKFORD

WflTGfl CO.

15 JEWELED

MOVEMENT.

 

 

GUARANTEED

TO PASS

RAILROAD

INSPECTION

COSTS NOTHING

TO EXAMINE.

 

American 14k Gold Filled Hunting Case, ele

gantly engraved and finely finished, and accom

panied by the manufacturer's own guarantee

to wear for twenty years. Fitted with No. a*

Rockford movement as described below.

S25.15.

Joa. Fahys A Co. '5 "Montauk," dust proof.

open face case, 10k gold filled, screw back and

bezel, neatly and artistically engraved, and ac

companied by the manufacturer's signed guar

antee to wear for fifteen years. Fitted with No.

87 Rockford movement as described below,

S22.50.

The No. 87 Open Face and No. 84 Hunting Hovements are the highest giade 15-jeweled movements

made by the Rockford Watch Co. They have fifteen finest ruby jewels, in solid gold settings. Breguet

hair-spring, patent micrometer regulator, fancy or double sunk dials, and are elegantly damaskeened in

gold on solid nickel. They are fully adjusted to heat, cold and positions, will pass railroad inspection, as

they comply with the requirements of railway time orders, and are acknowledged the best movements

ever offered for the money.

With each movement Is sent a signed and numbered guarantee arid our agreement to clean

and oil movement once a year for five years from date of purchase.

For the benefit of those who do not wish to purchase higher priced cases, we will furnish these

movements in Dueber Sllverine Cases at the following prices: No. 87, $15.95; No. 84, $16.60. and

will allow a credit of 75 cents for the open face and 81.25 for the hunting case (when returned) on any

purchase of a solid gold or gold filled case for the movement made within one year,.

Samples of these watches can be seen and purchased for above prices at any Express Office in the

United States. If the agent of the express company doing business in your town has not samples on

hand, write us, giving his name and name of the company, also stating which watch you wish to ex

amine, and we will at once forward samples for your inspection. If the watch is satisfactory, pay the

ag*nt our price and he will deliver it to you, otherwise you do not pay a cent.

MOORE & EVANS, Wholesale Jewelers.

MASONIC TEMPLE. CHICAGO.

•1^ When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "^|
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With Rubber Hands and Feet

ARE* NATURAL IN ACTION, NOISELtSS IN

MOTION AND THE MOST DURABLE

IN CONSTRUCTION.

Over 15,000 in use, scattered in all parts of

the world. Eminent surgeons and competent

judges commend the Rubber Foot and Hand

for their many advantages. At every indus

trial exhibition where exhibited they have re

ceived the highest awards. They are en

dorsed and purchased by the U. S. and foreign

governments. A treatise, conmkiing 430

pages, with 300 illustrations, sent fkek; also a

formula for taking measurements, by which

limbs can be made and sent to all parts of the

world with fit guaranteed.

5§?

 

To A. A. MARKS;

Dsaji Sik : 1 was a professional tight rope

walker and aeronaut before I lost my leg, and

1 do not allow the loss of a leg to compel me

to seek another occupation. With your pat

ent artificial leg I can walk a tight rope

nearly as well as I ever could. The rubber

foot enabks me to balance with safety. 1 he

absence of an ankle joint removes the risk of

falling to a large degree."

V bile walking on the ground I never feel

the necessity ol looking for uneven or bad

filaces. 1 feel safe and sure on my rubtter

oot, no matter where 1 place it. I consider

your invention of the rubber foot the most

valuable and important to persons who have

lost their natural limbs than any invention

that has been made.

If any person doubts my ability to walk on

a tight rope with an artificial leg applied, I

will wager $100.00 with them that 1 can per

form for 30 minutes on a one and one-naif

inch rope elevated fifty feet above the Round.

Resp'y yours, PROK. F. E. JACOB1

157 Hank St.,W'aterbury, Conn.

"• ***?
ADDRESS

RMlWM OFFlClALSel tMPiOYES

ACCIDENT ASS QCIATION
•INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.

AGENTS TO BEPRESENT US AND NOT TALK

AGAIN5T OTHER COMPANIES.

gome of ite

Claims Paid

to Firemen:

Death Claims==Firemen.

W'm. Whltllg, Wis. C. Rv. . .

Frank Strub N P. Kv .". . .

C. \V. Ryan 111. C. Ry . . . .

C. Z. Boynton, 111. C. Ry . . .

Hugh Gilmer, St. L. & S. F . .

Jno. I'. Moore, V. P. Ky

Wm. R. Doane, C. B. & N. Rv

John Hunter, 111. ('. Ry

Evans Jones, St. L. N. & N. \V

N. J. Chauneey, E. T. V. <& G

H. P. Shriner, B. & M. Kv . . . .

Thomas McGee, 111. C. Ry

B. B. Arthur, H. & 1). Ry

II. \V. Clements, C. A i>. Ry . . .

W. J. Wheeler, St. L. S. W. Ry . . .

Joe Hartley, I'. P. Ry

T. R. Wallace, M. P. Ry

George Knuckles, E. T. V. & G. Ry

B. W. Xeedham, N. P. Rv

Chas. A. King, St. L. I. M. AS. . .

Ry

SI 500

1.500

1,00(1

1 ,500

1 ,500

1 .0110

'J.OOO

1 ,500

1,000

L'.OOO

1,000

L'.OOO

1.500

L'.OOO

1 .500

•J.000

:i,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

E. Skillman, 111. C. Ry tlfl»

s. Mclnnes. Big Four Ry 1 '(0

Geo. E. Wells, C. R. I. it P. Ry 2.(M

E. B. Good, C. B. & K. Ry I.HO

Ira L. Owens, V. P. Rv 1 '*'

P. F. Leyha, Ft. W. Si'l). C 1 >fl>

James Bowcn, L. X. A. &C 1.M0

Frank Nichols, St. L. S. W. Ry 1.000

orlia Fowler, M. L.S. & \V. Ry 1,0)0

John Werkhoff. L. N. A. & C. Rjr .... l.ow

Samuel Home, L. N.O. & T. Ry 2.(>»

i). W. Bean, B. & M. R. Ry l.'M)

Jno. McJohnson. St. !.. & S, F. Ry 2.0UO

( . D. Hasemier. B. & M. R. Ry ...... l.iMO

C. n. Crosby, Soo Line . . . . £W0

J. T. Stewart, N. N. & it. V. Ry i.000

A. P. Itaer, D. &R. G. Ry :'.«»

Andrew Conn. D. «fc R. G. Ry I.OT

(has. L. Myers. M. P. Ry 2.B0

Disability Claims==Firemen.

H. N. Hancock, C. B. & Q. R. hand J750 I Elmer E. Barbee, C. & O. Rv., arm fl.WD

F. T. Wilson, C. B.ACJ. Kv., arm l.noo 1 w. c. King, ('. B & X. Ky.. arm I,0»

W. H. Smith, St. L. & S. F. Ry., hand 7S0 J Charles Brown, 0. V. Ry., arm 1,00)

J. JE. Kennedy. Big Four Ry., foot Soo j John Long, C. &0. Ry.i arm S»

ADDRESS W. K. BELLI5, Secretary and General Manager, Lock Box 9J, Indianapolis. Ind.

t&" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine
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S. N. Clarkson & Co., The Railroad Jewelers.

126 8TATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

American Railway Union Emblems.

 

 

 

 

10—Solid Gold Button, $1.00 No. 21—Solid Gold Pin, $'.'.00 Xo. 22—Soli ! Gold Charm, 15.00 No. 23—Solid Gold Charm, $5.00

 

■subllshed 26 Tear*.

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Cnpiralleleil List of Awardi. Free Illustrated Cataloffne*

Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia) writes: " Wore

leg 6 years. I commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessenden, Brig, and Bvt. Ma]. Gen'l U. S. Army. " I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John Connery. Conductor B., N. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

have run a passenger train. Best havo ever seen."

J. W. Haight, Conductor N.Y., L. E. &W Ry. " I would not part

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Send description of your case.

C. A. FREES,
781 Broadway, New York,

Branch Office, 106 Fifth Ave., cor. Washington St., Chicago, HI.

 

FIRE UP!

FIRBMBN !

 

You have a furaaoo in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

1ST. JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISE8, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNESS, SWELLINGS, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

 
it

PULL YOUR LEG
J>

Is less to fear with Railroa<1 men than to Lose Your Leg. In the latter case you

surely want to replace it with a Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. Warranted

not to Chafr the Stump. Received the Gold Medal and the

Diploma at the World s Fair.

LARGEST FIRfl IN THE UNI I ED STATES.

The Inner Socket, seen outside the limb in cut, is made over a plaster cast of the

stump, giving an exact fit, being held permanently upon the stump by elastic fast

ened to laecr above, and in act of walking moves up and down in the Outer Socket,

bringing all the friction between the two sockets, instead of between the stump

and the socket as is the case of all wooden socket Jimbs. With our SLIP SOCKET

the most tender, sensitive stump can be fitted and limb worn with perfect ease and

comfort. Endorsed and purchased by United States Government. Send for our

New Catalogue with illustrations

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.

328 Nicollet Ave , ... - Minneapolis, Minn.

Branch Offices: 84 Adams St , Dexter Building, Chicago. California Mid-

Whiter Exposition, East Gallery Liberal Arts Building, San Francisco.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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'EVD'CT'p Examination

FOR 60

DAYS

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! NO MONEY REQUIRED IN ADVANCE.

BOX OF BO CIGARS AND WATCH FOR $2.75. 100.000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.

CUT THIS Ol'Tand-end it to us with your nama and ixMmi, (tin mr.ney rehired In iJnra] ard w« will ana

to too by (ipmi, Hint day we receive vur tinier, fine b*n otilainirjjr; 50 of Ilur Olatirat*4 Br, f la;an, ox*

in ili* tunc picknce a pemilne Solid Nickel Plated Wnten, stem winder and tetter, enamel dial, oil Unipuvd, ■»-

breakable niamipriug, finely finiihed train, jeweled balance, dutt proof, finely polls bed case, a splendid tine

A written guarantee for 6 Y*ar* *■ nl with erery watch. You examine tlie frooda at the. erf-ma office and If a

factory, pay the npmi aeent 62.75 and errre*t rhnrgea, and tie bos of SO Omn, natch, Chats aad C

are yonr*. At thli offer Is mnde no 1 fly to IntroHnc* our famous Re. CUrBra, to protect numlwi a**in it dt-aicn

and i;>eciilators ordering in lnrj»e qiinntittej, wr will ant aell mora than 3 hole* and Wairhe* toanv one pfrtro.

Writ. io.d.y. THE CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

 

, All GENUINE |

INGOTS i MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR

REC TRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c

ThePhosphor Bronze SmeltincCo.Limited

2 2 00 Washington AvePhiladelphia. Pa.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-

Bronze in the United States and Sole

Makers of'ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

 

FIREMEN! HAVE YOU TRIED IT?

The Marvelous Metal Polish

BURNISHINE
Hot or Cold Metal No Matter Whu ii.

The only Polish adopted and used in the Transportation

Building hi the World's Fair.

Note i hew.* special pricks to Firemen :

i >ne pound boxes, 12.00 perdozerj ; one- half pound. S1.£*

per dozen ; live pound pails', $7.50 per do/»-n.

(ash with order. Money refunded if anything i-

with the polish. Samples free on application. Send ](•:

for quarter pound box. prepaid.

J. V. FAIL A CO.. II. B. LEONARD \< ■•

121 Lake .Street, -<>k> Eastern Agents.

Chicago, III. foment*, Mast.

 

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the •• DETROIT."

^3s DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

Ho. 2 ImDroved Cylinder Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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CASTNER & CURRAN,

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York, 308 Walnut St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston, 36 Main St., Norfolk, 7a.

1 Fesohnroh Ave., London, England.

Tlie Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

gTeat rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 1883. Since that time

the out-puts have increased over 1 ,200 per cent, be

yond all precedent, amounting during 1892 to 8,000,-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERW1ND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New York.

Bullitt Building, 139 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

19 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Tear, 3,500,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

Niw York, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

-OF-

FRIED. KRUPP.

ESSEN, GERMANY.

American office, 15 Gold St., New York

Represented by Thomas Prosser & Son,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty-five years the " Krutt

Tire" has proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article is wanted which will give saws-

faction, get Krupp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

YalVe Oil.
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee*

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing oi

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Oili

for railroad use. Beware of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRANKLIN, BA.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. *
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HIGHEST AWARD AND MEDAL, TOBLD'8 COLUMBIA* IXPOSITIOS

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR BNQINS WORK

•9F" Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Imitations."**

TRICKS REDUCED FOR 1894.

For this year prices to firemen (as agents) will be: One

pound hones, per dozen, *». Three pound palls, per doi

93. Five pound pails, 97.50 per dozen.

««: Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Rock prices are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expect to buy from oaalCTl M

these price*. Samples sent free on application. Address,

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. Chicajo

WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

EI.DOS-, Ia.. Dec. is. ISM.

Dear Sirs :—Please send me

one of yourseats for locomotive

use. I rind that they are the

best seat for engine use that I

have seen yet. 1 want it 24

inches long and 20 inches « ide.

Weight. 170 pounds. Send it C.

O. D.

Yours respectfully.

(Signed) W. T. Brown,

Engineer C. R. I. & P. R. R.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.
 

We refer by permission to the

following users: I). J. Crowley,

Engineer S.F.&W. Ry., lSJones

St., Savannpii, Ga.; Jno. Horton,

Engineer Grand Junel'n, Colo.;

Wm. Malloch, Engineer G. T.

Ry., Belleville. Ont.

ROUGH RIDING MADE EASY. Just put this seat in the box and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of linest tempered steel spiral springs,

heavy hand steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric. Any

size or shape desired. Usual size. Ihx24. Price for seat not over 24 inches

long, $2.00. Terms, C. O. I), or cash with order. Please give your weight.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

SMITH & HAGGARD CO., Dept. B.

Cor. Sacramento and Carroll Airs., CHICAOO, 111.

 

-CHAS. MILLER, President-

Qaleija Oil Works, L^uted.

FRANKLIN, PA.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the post twenty years have demon

strated the tact that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze In tn«

Ooldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority of the railway

of this country. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to to*

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

all temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which la in exclusive use upon a larj* aa-

iorii y of the leading railroads of the country.

W&* When addressing cur advertisers mention this Magazine. *^J
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WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., incorp., PWtad!fft

Sole Patentees and Makers of

Self=Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE—There are many Injectors which will work well when the conditions are

favorable. This Injector is designed to work well under all conditions and is,

therefore the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF. IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

work continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

motion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,

Dunkirk. N. Y

 

Compound

Locomotives

for

Passenger

and

Freight

Service.

Builders of Locomotive Engines for any required service from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability and all work fullv guaranteed.

M. L. HlMMAN, Pres'tand Treas. R. J. Gross, Vice Pres't. D. ECSSKLL, Superintendent.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the President. T. M. Hequembol'rg, Sec'y. H. Tandy. Ass t Supt.

lew York Office,

46 Broadway.

E. A. ALLEN

Agent.

JOHN S. COOKE, Prest. and Genl. Man.

FRED W. COOKE, Vice Prest.

BKRDAN, Sec'y and Treas.

Paterson, New Jersey,

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth Locomotive and Maehlne Co.)

PATERSOIT, NEW JERSEY.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.'
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ESTABLISHED 1831

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 1,000.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like tL

parts of different engine* of same class, perfectly interchangeable. Broad and Narrow Gauge l-ocomotives;

Mine Locomotives oy Steam or Compressed Air j Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compound Locomotives.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD ELLIS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS, Vice-President and Treasurer.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent

A. P. STRONG. Secretary.

Schenectady * L;ocorjqotiVe * Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

Showing an Economy of IB to 25 Per Cent. In Fuel and Water.

ZZ=ANNUAL CAPACITY. 4QO —

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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THE PEEVEESITY OP LAW.

BY WILFRED P. BORLAND.

The utter perversity of that thing called

" law" is something fearful to contemplate.

It works at cross purposes entirely ; it is

almost impossible to tell where it is going

to strike or whom it will hit. There seems

to be only one thing certain about it, and

that is, if you want a law for one purpose

you must make one that is ostensibly for a

totally different purpose, in order to accom

plish your object. There is a science of

law making which our statesmen have not

yet studied sufficiently. The science of the

matter is that they ought not to proceed

straight at their object in such an open,

bull-headed manner, but should proceed by

roundabout methods ; make it appear that

they want something different, and then

the thing that they really do want will

come as a consequence. It would be a good

thing for the government to appoint a com

mission to develop this science of law.

Facts might be collected and classified in

such a manner as would be a great help to

our law makers in their noble work of leg

islating for the good of the people, but the

old, worn out canons of logic would cer

tainly receive a terrible shock. The real

science of the matter would explain the

failure of our legislators to accomplish

things for the people which they have been

earnestly trying to accomplish for so long.

It might even furnish an impregnable the

ory upon which they might proceed to set

tle without further difficulty that much

vexed question of tariff reform. It wou.d

certainly appear that our legislators were

wrong in letting it be known that they

wanted tariff reform, and the science of the

matter might teach that the proper way to

secure tariff reform was to pass a law re

quiring every citizen of the United States

to wear wooden shoes. Or it might appear

that the proper sort of a law for the restric

tion of immigration would be one compel

ling people to cut their hair short, or to go

to church on Sundays. Anyway, there is a

wide field for investigation, and the true

connection between cause and effect in this

field of action ought to be established so

clearly that "he who runs may read."

Look, for instance, at that magnificent in

strument, the inter-state commerce law.

There was a law that was enacted to protect

the people against the exactions of the rail

way corporations, but it has never done it.

The law has been on our statute books for

seven years now, and beyond furnishing fat

situations for a few worn out politicians it

is as useless as though it had never been

enacted. Not a single one of its ostensible

objects has been accomplished. The law

has been openly and shamelessly violated,

and when its violators have been called to

account they have escaped conviction and

punishment on petty and transparent tech

nicalities, until it has come to be regarded

as a mere waste of time and money for the

government to attempt to enforce its man

dates regarding inter-state commerce. The

corporations have even ceased to oppose

the law, ite provisions are so easily violated.

One railroad president, Mr. Stickney, pub

licly said that "If all who have offended

against the law were convicted there would

not be jails enough in the United States to

hold them." And this has been going on

ever since the law was enacted.

Here is a significant passage from a recent

report of the inter-state commission: "It

may be fairly claimed that much greater

benefits would have been realized had the

statute aB enacted expressed the evident

purpose of those who framed it, and re

ceived a construction according to its ap

parent import. It is not too much to say

that judicial interpretation has limited its

scope and ascribed to it an intent not con

templated when it was passed. If its sup

posed meaning, as understood at the time

of its passage, had been upheld by the

courts, it is believed that its operation
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would have been much more effective and

its usefulness greatly increased. So far as

failure has attended the efforts to give it

proper administration, that failure can be

mainly attributed to differences between its

apparent meaning and the judicial interpre •

tation which some of its provisions have

received."

There is vaguely perceived the necessity

for that science of law making of which I

spoke above. Isn't it perfectly conceivable

that the mistake in the first instance laid

in the fact that, instead of an inter-state

commerce law, they did not enact a law re

quiring locomotive engineers to wear stand

ing collars, or compelling locomotive fire

men to wear Peters overalls ? What a ter

rible mistake we have made in not attempt

ing to develop that science sooner. I take

great credit to myself for suggesting the

matter even at this late day. I feel sure

that fame and fortune await me as soon as

I get the idea a little further along. If

there are any political scientists who are

out of a job, and who want to aid me in

Eutting the science on a working basis, they

ad better apply right away, so as to get

themselves in on the ground floor. Look

at the result ! All at once this useless thing

springs into life; its form is instinct with

life and power; its grand potentialities are

recognized, but in a direction its projectors

never thought of at all. Verily, the law is

wonderfully afflicted with ataxia, and its

ways are hard to determine.

Who would have thought that this law,

which was enacted to restrain the robbing

tendencies of the railroads, was such a pow

erful force in another direction as it has

proved itself to be? Who would have

thought that a law of that sort was compe

tent to invest the general government with

sufficient power, and the kind of power, to

call out the whole military force of the

country to shoot down strikers, in aid of

the very corporations whose villanies it

was aimed to suppress by the law? But,

there is the fact staring us in the face, and

what is to be done about it? Is there any

man so sunk in ignorance as to deny that

we need a new science of law making?

The peculiar thing about the matter is that

the government never rose to a realization

of the supreme importance of sustaining

the majesty of this law until after it had

become warped and twisted so as to make

it operative against the very people it was

not intended to hit, and to apply to acts

and conditions that entered not into the

original theory at all. For the past seven

years the law has been in existence, and

the people against whom it was directed

have paid no more attention to it than a9

though it had never been enacted; and all

this time the government has been as meek

as a mouse. But the moment it is dis

covered that the law can be strained so u

to make it hit somebody else, the govern

ment becomes as bold as a lion, and «ud-

denly discovers that the majesty of the law

must be supported at all hazards, even if it

takes the whole strength of its military

arm to do it.

Now, make no mistake about it, the inter

state law has a new lease of life, a new ob

ject to live for, a new purpose to fulfill, and

it becomes a force in this country from this

time forth. Henceforth, all the power of

the general government will be put forth

to sustain and enforce this law, but it will

not be against the Counselmans, the Gow-

ans, the Depews, or the interests they rep

resent, it will be against the employes of

the railway corporations. Chauncey Depew

cables to the London Timet that " Congress,

in enacting the inter-state law, had assumed

to regulate commerce between the states,

and unconsciously with it the responsibil

ity to keep open inter-state lines as national

highways." There we come right back to

that question of perversity in the law again.

It seems impossible to get away from it,

turn which way we will. The power that

was attempted to be exercised, comriouth/,

was never exercised at all ; it was no power.

But the power that was assumed unoon-

tciously, that which was not realized, is act

ive and potent; it was, and is, the only

power in the law. If there is not a field for

investigation, I don't know where one

would go to look for it.

In the issue of July 13th, the Railway Ajt

asks the question : " Can there be such a

thing as a lawful Btrike on any railway en

gaged in inter-state commerce?" After

examining this question at some length the

Age answers it in the negative; and its

answer is eminently correct.

Whether we may like it or not, the facta

of the situation are just to place railway

employes in this position: The moment

they enter upon a strike their quarrel is do

longer with their employers, or the inter

ests they represent, it is with the government of

the United States. They are no longer in the

position of employes trying to force coo-

cessions they are entitled to from the hand*

of their employers, but in the position of

rebels, insurrectionists against the govern

ment; they must overthrow the whole

power of the government in order to win

their strike.

How this condition has been brought

about is a matter of secondary importance

just now ; the question involves a long

story of outrage, oppression, and defiance

of the people's rights that cannot be en

tered into just here; but it illnstrates the

perversity of law, and the point I want to

emphasize is that the condition mttsf be dealt

with as it actually exists.

In the course of a lecture to the daily
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prees, in the columns of the Railway Age,

''Auditor" puts the case just this way:

" The daily press forgets that any railway

ttrike just as soon as it stops (whether by

open violence or by intimidation) one train

engaged in commerce between states 6«-

eornes from that inttant criminal and a defi

ance of the authority of this government."

That's his language, emphasis and all, and

for this once that monumental pervaricator

most be given credit for telling the truth.

That is the exact theory upon which the

powers that be proceed to interpret the

inter state commerce law, and it requires

very little straining of the theory to turn

the most innocent acts of a body of strikers

so as to make them conform with the defi

nitions of conspiracy or insurrection and

place strikers in the attitude of rebels.

There is probably not a single provision of

the inter-state law but has been violated by

eveTy railway corporation in the United

•States times without number, and that

with the utmost impunity, and there is

something gbastfully incongruous in the

fact that the only effective use that has ever

been found for the law has been to repress

strikers and bring them into subjection to

conditions against which they rebeled ;

bnt there is the fact, and what is to be done

about it ? If the government has so much

power to enforce tnis law in one direction,

is it not pertinent to ask why has it not the

same power to enforce it in another direc

tion? Is this law to be enforced against

one class of citizens while another class are

allowed to violate its provisions with im

punity ? Is it to be believed, or is it the

proper thing to believe, that this govern

ment has power enough to compel railway

employes to observe the spirit of the law,

as interpreted by the courts, while it is

powerless to compel railway corporations

to observe the letter of the law ? Suppose

it had been thoroughly understood from

the start that the government was powerful

enough, or was disposed to use its power,

to enforce the law against the corporations,

to exert the whole force of its military arm

to force the corporations into obedience to

its mandates, does anyone suppose that the

law would have been the dead letter that it

has been ? There is no room for any such

a supposition. Then why is it that the

power of government is not exerted so as to

compel the corporations to observe the law?

Aye, there's the rub ; why is it not ? Simply

because the corporations are above the law ;

they are stronger than the government;

the laws cannot touch them ; the only laws

that the government can enforce are such

laws as are not antagonistic to the corpora

tions, or those whose enforcement will be

in their interests. When the corporations

and their sycophantic agents, like Arch

bishop Ireland, for instance, are crying out

with such a loud voice for the enforcement

of law and order, the word " law " is a use

less and meaningless word. They don't

mean "law" at all, they simply mean

" order ; " they use the word " law " simp

ly through force of habit, or for its alliter

ative effect. They care nothing about law,

all they want is order. No matter that

their own acts may have been the means of

producing disorder, that cuts no figure;

they are above the law and cannot be called

to account ; but the poor miserable dupes

who are not above the laws must be forced

into order at all hazards. Social order is

certainly something that must be main

tained, and it is about time we made up our

minds to secure social order by putting a

quietus on those who are responsible for

social disorder. Social order is not to be

arrived at by a display of guns and bayon

ets; it is to be obtained by simply doing

justice , and it must be understood that the

laws which are regarded as necessary for

the maintenance of social order are just as

binding on one class of citizens as they are

on another, just as necessary to be observed

by the rich as they are by the poor.- If the

theory is correct that regards all our laws

as necessary for the protection of property

and the maintenance of order, then there

must be no half way measures about it at

all, but the laws must be obeyed in toto.

There is no place in our theory of govern

ment for the doctrine that any part of our

population are superior to the laws : the

laws must be enforced impartially or not at

all. If the rich have any right to break

the laws the poor have the same right ; and

if the army is to be called out to force the

poor into submission to law, then must it

be used for the same purpose whenever the

rich are concerned. This remarkable rev

erence for law should not be allowed to go

to seed among that class that exhibits it ;

it should be diffused over our whole popu

lation so that all may profit by whatever

good there is in it. In delivering himself of

some profound opinions concerning the

Pullman strike, Archbishop Ireland says :

" Labor must learn that however sacred its

rights are, there is something above them

and absolutely supreme—social order and

the laws of public justice. There is no

civil crime as hideous and pregnant of evil

as resistance to law and the constitutional

authorities of the country. This resist

ance is revolution ; it begets chaos ; it is

anarchy ; it disrupts the whole social fabric

which insures life and safety to the poor as

well as to the rich, to the employe as well

as to the employer."

In delivering himself of this apotheosis of

law, the worthy archbishop probably did

not intend to hit the big guns so hard as he

did, but it is always dangerous to play with

fine phrases, and in attempting to uphold
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social order as against the excesses of the

few poor dupes of the law he has uncon

sciously delivered a stinging rebuke to his

patrons and admirers. " There is no civil

crime as hideous and as pregnant of evil as

resistance to law and the constitutional

authorities of the country." Why don't he

thunder that into the ears of the monopo

lists and shylocks of the country upon every

possible occasion ? Why don't he reiterate

it from his pulpit and through the press of

the country until it is brought home to the

understanding and the conscience of every

lawbreaker in this country, be he rich or

poor, great or small, Jew or Gentile, Chris

tian or infidel ? Well, there is good reason

why he does not; it doesn't do for these

Christians for revenue only to speak such

sentiments except when they are applicable

only in one direction, or, rather, wnen tbey

can be made to appear so. And whatever

these Dogberrys may sav, there is nothing

superior to the" rights of labor. The rights

of labor is the question that is absolutely

supreme; it is above all other questions; all

other considerations sink into positive in

significance when measured by this one, be

cause until the rights of labor are fully

recognized we shall never have true social

order. Standing armies and displays of

military force cannot maintain social order.

Repression is not the remedy for oppres

sion. When the workingmen get their

rights we shall have social order, and not

before; and if those rights cannot Vie got

without a revolution, then the revolution

must come; all the military force in Chris

tendom cannot prevent it. "After me the

deluge," is a mighty poor motto for our

plutocratic masters to act upon now, be

cause we have reached a period in the march

of our destinies when it is absolutely im

possible for anyone to declare with certainty

just how soon the deluge is liable to arrive,

if present conditions are allowed to con

tinue, and those who hope to escape the

deluge may wake up some fine morning to

find themselves engulfed. These monopo

lists and privilege mongers seem to be in

capable of learning anything from the ex

perience of their prototypes in past histor

ical periods. They are not able to see that

the civilization they are so much in love

with cannot be maintained on the basis of

privilege, no more in this age of the world

than it could be in past ages, and all their

efforts are directed towards keeping the

workingmen in order whilst preserving

their own privileges intact. They will wake

up some fine day to the discovery of their

mistake.

In philosophizing on the course of history,

Professor Kidpath says: "When the iron

jaws of monopoly have once closed on the

marrow- bone of privilege, they have never

relaxed until they were broken." Is it pos

sible that these great lovers of order, and of

civilization, have not the courage to reverse

this dictum of philosophy? It begins to

look that way. The attitude of these privi

lege mongers towards that instrument of

law, which they are so insistent that work

ingmen shall observe in the interest of

order, is one of supreme contempt. Look at

Mr. Pullman; for instance. The laws which

permitted him to oppress his employes

were lived up to for all they were worth,

while the laws which were calculated to

free his employes from oppression were en

tirely ignored. There are many instances

where employes received for two weeks'

labor, after deducting rent and water and

gas rates, all of which are under the control

of the Pullman company, from one cent up

to one dollar. ^That to purchase the neces

saries of life for themselves and families!

But such outrages as that might be perpe

trated according to law, and when Pullman

was grinding his employes in that manner

he was a law-abiding citizen. Other cases

are numerous enough, however, where laws

were directly violated whenever they fav

ored the employes or conflicted with' Pull

man's interests. The law of the state of

Illinois requires corporations to pay their

employes weekly, but Pullman pays his

workmen semi-monthly. It would be idle

for workingmen to attempt to force Pull

man to observe the weekly pay-day law, as

to do so would only be to throw themselves

out of situations ; but isn't it a wonder that

persons wbo are capable of developing so

much respect for law as Pullman and his

like have shown lately, should be willing to

Clace themselves in ' the attitude of law

reaker, to any extent whatever? Cases are

numerous where, if an employe earned—

say $25 in two weeks, and nis rent, water

and gas rates amounted to $17, and he owed

the company $10 back, not only would the

$17 be retained, but the remaining $* of tbe

S2o earned also, to apply on the $10 back.

The labor laws of Illinois forbid that sort of

work, but what does Pullman care for the

labor laws, or any other laws for that mat

ter, when they interfere with his own laws?

Wherever the state laws conflict with the

Pullman laws, the latter always prevail.

And why should they not? The state laws

are merely supposed to represent the will

of the sovereign people of Illinois, while tbe

Pullman laws represent the will of George

M. Pullman. It would be absurd to at

tempt to place the latter in subordination

to the former. In fact, it is never intended

that the laws which are placed on our statute

books in th« interests of the workers are to

be observed by the capitalists. Tbe loveri

of law will rind that out after a while. There

is not the slightest intention of enforcing

laws that limit the privileges of capitalists,

or forbid them from entering into conspira
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ries which involve the most barefaced

schemes of robbery of the workers ; those

laws are merely thrown out as a bait to

catch the votes of the workers. Our law

makers are naught but a pack of highway

robbers, an organized band of pirates und

freebooters ; none but thieves and scound

rels can remain in the business of law mak

ing and make a decent living at it. The one

who tries to be honest loses influence so that

his honesty does not count, or else he is

kicked out of office for fear his honesty may

do some harm. And it is to this pack of

highway robberB that we have entrusted

the business of making regulations for the

maintenance of social order ! The very idea

is sickening. The experience of an honest

legislator in the state of Iowa is graphically

presented by Hanlin Garland in "A Spoil

of Office."

"Bradley Talcott, an honest young farmer,

is elected to a seat in the legislature and

Sroes to the capital with high hopes of re

form and a totally inadequate idea of the

character of the average legislator. The

first three or four week« of legislative life

sickened and depressed Bradley. He learn

ed in that time not only to despise, but to

loathe some of the legislators. The stench

of corruption got into his nostrils and jovial

vice passed before his eyes. The duplicity,

the monumental hypocrisy of some of the

leaders of legislation made him despair of

human kind and to doubt the stability of

the republic. He was naturally a pure-

minded, simple-hearted man, and when one

of the leaders of the moral party of his

state was dragged out of a low resort, drunk

and disorderly, in company with a leader

of the senate, his heart failed him. He

was ready fo resign and go home. Trades

among the committees came obscurely to

his ears ; hints of jobs, getting each day

more definite, reached him. Railway lob

byists swarmed about and began to lay

their cajoling, persuasive hands upon mem

bers, and he could not laugh when the

newspaper said, for a joke, that the absent-

minded speaker called the house to order

one morning by saying, ' Agents of the K.

C. & C. will please be in order.' It seemed

too near the simple fact to be funny. The

school book lobby, the university lobby,

the Armour lobby, each had its turn with

him through its smooth, convincing agent.

" He reached his lowest depth one night

after a conversation with Floyd Smith, an

ex-clerk, and a couple of young fellows who

called upon him at his room. Floyd no

ticed his gloomy face and asked him what

the trouble was. He told them frankly

that he was disgusted.

" 'Oh, you'll get used to it! ' the ex-clerk

said. ' When I first went into the house I

believed in honesty and sincerity, like

yourself, but 1 came out of my term of

office knowing the whole gang to be thieves.

My experience taught me that legislators

in America think it's a Christian virtue to

break into the United States treasury.'

"The others broke out laughing, believing

him to be joking, but there was a ferocious

look on his face, and Bradley felt that he

might be mistaken, but he was not joking.

" ' They stole stationery, spittoons, waste

baskets. By God, they stole every thing

that was loose and at the end of the term

they seemed to be looking around unsatis

fied, and I told 'em there was just one thing

left—the gold leaf on the dome.'

"The others roared with laughter, and

Bradley was forced to join in. But the face

of the ex-clerk did not lose its dark inten

sity.

" 'Take salary grabbing. Why they wanted

me to certify to their demands for Sunday

pay for themselves and their clerks, and I

refused and they went wild. I'm not an

angel nor a Christian man, but I won't sign

my name to a lie, and blamed if they didn't

paes the order without my signature ! Yes,

sir ; it's there on record.

" ' Take nepotism. The members bring

their wives and daughters down here, put

them in as pages and clerks, or divide the

proceeds when they have no relatives. .

Every device, every imaginable chicanery,

every possible scheme to break into the

state money box is legitimate in their eyes

and worthy of being patented. Public

money is fair game, and yet,' he said, with

a change of manner, ' we have the fairest,

purest and most honorable legislature, take

it as a whole, that there is in the United

States, because our state is rural and we're

comparatively free from liquor. Our legis

lature is a Sunday school compared to the

leprous rascals that swarm about the Capi

tol at Albany or Springfield.'

"'What is the cure'." asked Bradley,

whose mind had been busy with the prob

lem.

'"God Almighty! There iB no cure except

the abolition of government. Government

means that kind of thing. Look at it!

Here we enthrone the hungry, vicious, un

educated mob of- incapables and then won

der why they steal and gorge and riot like

satyrs. The wonder is they don't scrape

the paint off the walls.'

" ' Oh, you go too far. A legislator would

not steal a spittoon.'

" ' Xo, but the fellow he recommends for

clerkship does.'

" ' My idea is that there are very few men

who take money.'

'"I admit that ; but theyll all trade their

job for another job. HoneBty is impossible.

The angel Gabriel would become a boodler

under our system of government. The

cure is to abolish government.'

" This conclusion, impotent to Bradley,
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waa practically all the savage critic had to

offer. Either go back to despotism or go

ahead to no government at all."

This is a picture true to life, as any per

son who knows much of our legislative af

fairs will admit, of the average law-making

body in this republic ; and it will serve to

explain in great measure the perverse ac

tion of the thing called " law." Senator

Keck said, upon the floor of the United

Slates senate chamber, that " it is impossi

ble to have an honest legislature, state or

federal, so long as representatives are sent

who owe their election to or are personally

interested in great moneyed corporations or

monopolies. No matter whether they call

themselves Democrats or Republicans, they

are not the representatives of the people ;

they are simply the agents or attorneys of

those who seek their own aggrandizement

by taxing the masses." Many of our old

common law maxims read nicely, and it is

supposed that they furnish a stable basis

for the theory of law, but they are entirely

meaningless ; they merely serve to give an

appearance of respectability to the Chris

tian theory, they are never observed in

practice. One of those old maxims, leijis

constructio non facit injuriam—" the inter

pretative construction of the law shall

wrong no person"—might as well be ex

punged from the legal records, as it is no

longer binding. The interpretative con

struction of the law harms every person

connected with it, even those whom it con

strued so as to benefit, in nine cases out of

ten. Look at the anti- trust law of 18!>0.

Not a single one of its provisions have been

enforced, or even been attempted to be en

forced against the trusts; it is " anti-trust"

only by its title, but a federal judge found

occasion to interpret this law so as to make

it operative against a labor union in New

Orleans, and now another federal judge in

Chicago has seen his way clear to the inter

pretation of this law so as to make it oper

ative against Mr. Debs and his associates.

Here is another law that was enacted to

suppress monopolies of capital, but it is

only useful in suppressing monopolies of

labor. Monopolies of either sort are not

the tiling, but they must be treated alike ;

the law that touches one without touching

the other with the same force is entitled to

no respect whatever. Law is effective only

in proportion as it is felt to be just. Un

just laws cannot long exist in this country

in this age of enlightenment, and in this

fact lies the hope of the laboring masses. A

little more pressure, a little more tighten

ing of the screws by their capitalist masters

and the laboring masses will be ready to rise

in their might and sweep the whole misera

ble code of unjust and iniquitous laws which

afflict them as with a leprousy into well

merited and well earned oblivion.

A REVELATION.

BY MAB1K Li>VISE.

What, is the true position and the real

power of the capitalistic class, and what is

the true position and real power of the toil

ing class in this republic at the present

time, are questions which, previous to the

great railroad strike, but a few persons

could answer with accuracv. The masses

of the people put a blind faith in the ad

equacy of a republican form of government

to protect and preserve popular liberties.

They viewed without alarm, nay, with

equanimity, the stupendous growth of mo

nopolies, the building of princely fortunes,

the erecting of colossal factories, the form

ing of trusts, combines and mighty corpor

ations, never questioning whether the rapid

growth and concentration of fortune* oper

ated not against their own opportunities to

earn their livelihood. They saw a new and

strange phenomenon appear—the tramp.

They wondered at his repulsive aspect and

attributed his condition to a lazy instinct

which made him select to beg and roam in

stead of working. The idea did not sug

gest itself that the degradation of the poor

wretch had a reflex action on them, thev

failed to notice the coincidence which

brought to the surface of society at one

and the same time the millionaire and the

tramp. On all these significant manifesta

tions the working class remained blind.

To preserve what they considered fair

wages they organized trades- unions, elected

leaders and became absorbed in the warfare

these leaders kept lively among themselves

and the organized bodies.

The capitalists on their side rejoiced to

see the workingmen sinking considerable

money and time into labor organization!

the very nature of which was a certificate

for the permanency of the present wage sys

tem. They encouraged and lauded those

societies, praised the " noble, manly bear

ing " of the men who paraded on "labors

day, exalted the magnificent brilliancy of

the turn-out and rewarded in rfirow «•<»!/»

" efficient and level-headed " leaders, whose

Janus faces at one and the same time looked

grave and disciplinarian at their tlock and

gave a smirking wink to the capitalist

spectators. The toilers, children-like, were

furnished with toys of different kinds, and

as long as the toys captivated their atten

tion the monopolists felt secure in raking

up more money, capturing more land, tak

ing control of the seas, counting the votes

cast by the masses, inaugurating presidents

with military solemnity and monarchical

paraphernalia, sitting on the benches of

the congress and senate, increasing tbe

number and the pay of the army ana po

lice, taking up and polishing anew obsolete

laws of puritanic rigidity and performing
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several other dexterous tricks of legerde

main.

The press of the country found it profit

able to give elaborate accounts of the nappy

condition and satisfaction of the American

workingmen, of their love for the laws and

the constitution, of their solicitude for the

preservation of the present highly gratify

ing economic regime, of their pride of our

national institutions. The press further

devoted columns to the publication of the

princely gifts by multi-millionaires to their

cherished and honored fellow- citizens of the

working class, to the devotion and self-

sacrifice of the millionaires' wives who

leave their palaces to go slumming and sit

on the only chair with four legs in the

poor's room, and take on their knees the un

kempt, unwashed, unfed, wasted form of

a child of poverty-stricken parents. How

enchanting the whole picture ! Just glance

at that dainty, well-dressed, well fed female

millionaire sitting in the midst of dirt and

strewed flebris (sorrowful remnants of furn

iture) smiling on the ragged, hollow-cheek

ed, crippled forms of the wife and children

of an American king, and bestowing alms

with her gracious hand ! Assuredly, when

wealth has gravitated to such power, great

ness and kind sympathy ; when poverty has

reached the last ditch of misery, is humble,

patient and full of gratitude, the niillenium

has entered, for all reachable points above

and below are reached and they harmon

iously stretch out and link in the center.

Thus the perfidious tactics of a subsidized

pre*s succeeded in harmonizing the most

antagonistic elements and coloring in gay

tints the grimest of all pictures. Now and

then a speaker or a writer would be rash

enough to mention the sufferings of the

poor and the unemployed and the iniquity

of the economic conditions which pro

duce the billionaire and the tramp. But

they were soon silenced with scorn and

raillery, were called discontented idlers,

maniacs and calamity shriekers, and some

times (God forgive me for penning the

word) the were denounced as anarchists !

The capitalists rested easy, everything

around them appeared smiling and smooth

—whatever of grim poverty there was, was

hidden from view, whatever of wailing

there was, was smothered by the cackling

of a brainless, soulless press.

The poor and the unemployed suffered in

that silence which hopelessness and despair

create, attributing the woes, perhaps not to

divine will, but to an inevitably irremedi

able calamity, under which they must groan

until death or a favorable incident relieve

them from their pains. Of late I have

spoken with many, and, to my question,

" What shall we do? " they invariably an

swer: "Nothing; we have to beg, starve

and die; we dare not complain aloud or

show ourselves in day- light, for we fear the

police and the jail. We must bear our

misery until business gets better.

I have walked the streets of New York

after midnight to Bee hundreds, thousands

of specters, shod with shoe debris, tattered,

unkempt, haggard, surge from no one

knows where, creep and limp along the

house-walls, mute, noiseless as ghosts. Op

posite the barrels of refuse with which the

New York streets are studded at night, a

specter and his shadow detached from the

house wall and made a bee-line towards the

barrel, plunged his hands into it, brought

out pieces of bread or other edible more or

less foul, cast around a furtive glance and

sneaked to the corner to devour his miser

able pittance.

Shall I say that tears came to my eyes

and my heart broke at the sight of that

unutterable human degradation ? No !

tears came not to my eyes and my heart

broke not. In the presence of so appalling

a social fact, tears refuse to flow, the heart

refuses to break. The dread calamity calls

not for soft emotion, it calls for solid ac

tion.

On the scene of that terrible piece of real

ism did newspaper reporters appear? No,

they were in their offices arranging notes to

construct the sensational report of a supper

at Delmonico, or of a ballet where nude limbs

kicked and slippers flew in the air to the

great delight of decrepit old millionaires.

The editors of newspapers were better en

gaged, they gathered matter to write a

rousing editorial about the wealth and

greatness of the American Republic and

the fizzle of a republican or a democratic

convention. And when, a few hours later,

the dawn gilded the gates of the east, the

phantoms which prowled around the barrels

of refuse had vanished, no one knows where,

the city awoke, traffic made the streets

lively and the newspapers full of good news

delighted the hearts of the Wall street

gamblers, the politicians, the capitalists, the

aristocracy of labor and the brainless

dudes.

Not until the last days of June, this year,

were we aware that we lived in a " fool's

paradise." At that time a spark revealed

to us the chasm over which we hang. A

boycott made by one labor organization to

redress the grievances of one of their sec

tions suddenly called up tens of thousands

of sympathizers and culminated in a strike

whose ramifications embraced the largest

part of our territory and threatened to

clasp in its powerful arms every one of our

states. .System after Bystem of railroads

was tied and commerce depending on trans

portation came to a standstill.

At the first indications of a strike the man

agers smiled with pity and contempt. They

had never stood in fear of their employes
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who were too much divided to make a stand

look anything else but a ludicrous attempt

to smash their heads against a stone wall.

But that strike under notice burst out and

rolled with the impetus of a flood breaking

through dams. Wherever it passed, men,

women and boys rushed to join in the loud

protest of labor against corporate oppres

sion. The smile of the managers was now

a grin. Above the uproar of congregated

protesting toilers (called a mob by the vir

tuous prees) two words rang like a tocsin,

" sympathetic strike." Managers listened,

turned livid pale and trembled with dread.

"That means unity in the ranks of labor,"

they muttered, in quivering voices ; " let

us hamper their movements and prevent a

fusion or we are lost ! " In their terror

they cried to the government : " Turn out

all the force you have, crush this uprising

or we and you are lost ! "

At the words " sympathetic strike " the

government went frantic with apprehen

sion. Troops were called and shipped with

a haste which indicated great danger to

face. No sudden invasion by foreign arm

ies ever created more tremor. State sover

eignty was trampled under foot, and to the

calm, judicious protest of Gov. Altgeld, the

head of the republic replied with a tone of

haughtiness which his state of trepidation

alone can excuse. Government attorney

Olney, private attorney of the corporations

and stockholders on roads, ran through vol

umes of statute laws to find those he could

best twist and warp to crush labor and save

his and the corporations' property. The

press yelled itself hoarse clamoring for the

blood of all those who dare injure a wheel

or scratch a panel of Pullman cars. " Pro

tect property ! " they shouted in morning

editions, in evening and middle-day extras.

But over and above all that fanfaronade

and judicial clap trap, one thing alone ter

rorized the capitalist and legislators. The

boycott— strike-hurricane — embracing all

the toilers of the land in a common bond

of sympathy, the hundreds of thousands of

workers whom all the devices of their gen

teel, law-worshipping leaders aided by the

force at the command of established au

thority, could hardly restrain from throw

ing up their work and forcing on insurrect-

ed capitalism and the legislature a sur

render to labor rights and demands. In all

the nightmares that late suppers and

champagne set on a gambol in the brains

of the capitalists, nothing so awfully start

ling had ever appeared. " A general up

rising of labor for the redress of the griev

ances of a small body among them ! By all

the powers in hades, did so infernal a freak

ever happen in history?"

For, being new, the thing was none the

less real, and mightily tangible at that.

Newspaper editors, where were you while

this tremendous force of labor gathered

and solidified ? Why were you not alive

and give the hint to capitalists ? You feared

to dim their peaceful felicity ! I believe

you ; for a wonder, you speak the truth.

Labor in its turn was ill informed about

the power of capitalism. The workingmen

cherished their belief in political eqnality,

and looked upon the law and the govern

ment as a third party, an umpire, a media

tor impartial between them and the capi

talist. Man to man, they had a fair chance

of victory. That government troops could

be called out to shoot them and protect the

corporations which overtly prevented the

running of mail cars by hitching to them

and next to the locomotive Pullman sleep

ers ; that such a treason and distortion nf

statute laws could take place not one toiler

in ten thousand would have suspected.

This strike has likewise been a revelation

to them. It is not capitalism alone they

are called to fight, it is the entire country

outside of themselves, the entire force of

the army and the police, the combined

array of "the state, the church and the club.

To the upright, unsuspicious, genial bom

and daughters of toil what an amazing

revelation !

LIVE QUESTIONS.

BY S. I). Cil'IOJJ.

Even if the object of the present strike

should be attained it would be at a tremen

dous cost; a cost altogether beyond any

benefits possible to be gotten from it. The

mere forcing Pullman to arbitrate, even

though it should result in opening his

shops and increasing wages, could affect

the situation but temporarily, and then in

no degree commensurate with the want*,

demands, and rights of the masses. It

would be but a palliative, and a weak one

at that. Not only a palliative and a weak

one at that, but as soon as they find their

condition even a little improved'they would

lose in some degree their anxiety to main

tain a warfare, and their energy in tbeir

own cause would weaken and die out, ami

at the next election they would vote the

same old ticket, and monopoly would still

have them firmly in its power.

The A. K. U. was gotten together not to

eompel their masters to give it a palliative,

a mere temporary boon, but to demand

and enforce the placing upon the statute-

books such laws as will compel monopoly

to do to labor complete and lasting justice.

As long as the present laws are in (ore*

and the present system is maintained, the

condition of labor cannot be improved ex

cept temporarily and in isolated cases.

1 sav that it is utterly impossible that

anything permanent can be gained by stri-

king; it is not in the nature of the cat*.

The attempt might as well be made to bail
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oat one of the great lakes as to attempt to

benefit labor by striking. The lake cannot

be bailed out while water lasts, neither can

striking benefit labor while the present

eystem is maintained.

They have got together. The biggest la

bor organization ever known has been got

ten together, and if properly managed,

and those economic doctrines promulgated

throughout its ranks, doctrines which when

formulated into laws and placed upon the

Btatute books will permanently benefit la

bor, make this the prime object of its being,

restrict strikes to out incidents that may

possibly occur, and its membership will

surely continue to increase.

Success can only come to any cause—it

can be attained only by conforming strictly

and undeviatingly to the natural law of

cause and effect. Figs cannot be grown

from thistles, neither can labor be benefited

by keeping in force those laws which must

necessarily impoverish the laborer, though

they may even be maintained by the sword

and by public opinion. Success can only

be gained by conforming the civil to the

natural law. Strikes can only act as im

pediments.

Labor is impoverished. Why? What is

the cause? Will strikes remove the cause,

or even lessen the impoverishment? Will

the abolition of immigration remove the

cause or lessen the impoverishment? It

might lessen it in a degree for a short time,

but so long as the present system is main

tained monopoly will find means to absorb

all that labor can produce. These and oth

er schemes that labor may propose are but

palliatives and can be of no permanent val

ue; in fact, inasmuch as they seem to do

some good they put off to a later day the

realization of the permanent and lasting,

and so are evils. Strikes are illogical, and

when entered into for the purpose and with

the expectation of gaining any good, it

evinces some decree of lunacy.

To insure success the means used must

always and in every case conform to, and

have direct and intimate relation to the

end sought for. Labor organizes for the

purpose of bettering its condition. It

wants higher wages, shorter hours, some

of the pleasures and luxuries of life. Is

striking the natural and most direct means

to attain these ends? Will it enrich the

employer so that he can afford to pay higher

wages? Will it enable him to lessen the

hours of toil? Surely not. It will have a

contrary effect. It will anger him, thus he

will become an antagonist, and render him

less able to pay higher wages or lessen

the hours of toil. Again, striking will de

prive the members of work and wages en

tirely, produce hunger, nakedness and un-

happinees. Natural law cannot be abro

gated, evaded, nor set aside; therefore,

strikes must produce these results. Every

effect must accord with its cause. These

are the logical and inevitable effects of

strikes.

The object of labor in getting together is

to devise ways and means to bring about a

betterment of the condition of the laborer.

These ways and means must be in conform

ity to, must be in accord with, the natural

law of cause and effect. A fireman wishing

to get up steam in his boiler will put coal

in the furnace, not asbestos ; wishing a hot

fire as quicklv as possible he will open the

damper and put on the blower, so as to

create a draft, he would not turn steam

into the furnace. He would follow natural

law. If labor would better its condition it

likewise must follow natural law and pur

sue scientific methods.

But what is the condition of labor ? It

says that it does not get work or wages

enough, that it can get but few or none of

the enjoyments, comforts and pleasures of

life. It sees vast quantities of wealth,

great storehouses filled with food, more

than enough for all, mighty warehouses

piled up story above story with good things.

Labor has a natural longing for a sufficiency

of these things, declares that it produces

them all, and that it exerts itself to its ut

most to obtain all it can of them, yet as the

years roll around, though it tries ever so

persistently and faithfully, it finds itself with

less and less, and itevermustbesowhilethe

present system of taxation is maintained.

Labor, to better its condition, to get some

of the comforts and pleasures, and obtain

the good and necessary things of life, must

insist that the present system be abolished,

and exert all its power to have adopted a

just and equitable system. The present in

equitable system compels labor to pay all

interest, profits and taxes. Monopoly has

arranged it so that all these are first paid

from the product of labor, and so what fin

ally come to labor as wages is but an infin-

itessimal part of what it has produced—

about one dollar in seven. The present

system of taxation robs labor and enriches

monopoly.

The great masses of mankind have been

defrauded of their heritage and it has been

done by taxation. The fraud has been and

is continually being perpetrated in such a

manner as to make it seem a good thing, a

very blessing to the poor and hel pless. The

arguments used to prove that is righteous

instead of fraudulent and wicked are soph

istical, and that sort by which black can

be proven white, and white no color at all.

For centuries the people, by such argu

ments, have been led to believe the super

stition that private property was (Jod or

dained, and that the landlord was such by

decree of the Almighty. Ab long as the

landholding class can "hold the masses in
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subjection to that superstition monopoly

will not fear but that it can draw to itself

all the wealth the world can be made to

produce, except a bare living for those who

labor and produce it.

The landlords having the monopoly of

the land, have every good thing they desire

while the masses having no land are beg

gars. The reason there are so many beg

gars, the reason there are any beggars, is

because the right to private property in

land is maintained, and this is done by the

power of superstition, the people believing

that it was divinely ordained. But the

power which did ordain or could ordain it

was the power of the landlords. They as

sumed the right and enforced it by the

power of might. Every title to land in

England can be traced back to force and

fraud, and were written in blood with the

point of the sword. It was only by follow

ing the customs and usages of England that

private property in land came to be recog

nized in this country, and is having the

same malign and pernicious effect in this

country that it has had there. When the

masses have come to understand that their

condition, that the poverty, misery and

degradation that exists, was and is not

caused by a God, and that such an idea is a

pure superstition, but that all the evils

which afflict society are caused by man-

made laws, they will then be ready to wipe

those laws from the statute books. Civil

ized man must have a government; it must

be supported, and society must furnish a

fund for its support. Society does now, and

at every stage of its growth has furnished

this support. Since civilized society has

existed land has had value. Society causes

the value (which is a self-evident fact), but

the landlords, having made the people be

lieve in a superstition, have been able to

appropriate that fund to their own use. It

has been clearly shown that the only au

thority to hold private property in land is

given by man-made laws; then, by man-

made laws it may be taken away, and inas

much, and because the holding private

property in land is the sole cause of pover

ty, misery and degradation, and all kinds

of evil, these man-made laws must be abol

ished, must be rendered null and void. All

that is necessary to do this is to take by

taxation that fund which society annually

creates for the support of government, and

abolish all other taxes. Natural law gives

every man the right to use any idle land,

but society may compel every man who

uses land to pay into the public treasury

the rental value of the land for the support

of the government. If labor will study this

subject it will find that under this system

it will get higher wages, shorter hours, and

an equitable share of the comforts and pleas

ures, the good and necessary things of life.

FREEDOM TJNDEB CORPORATEBAR0H8.

BY JOSfe BROS.

There is no doubt that this nation of ours

has recently had an admirable object les

son of our own blunders. We refer to the

events in Chicago during the first two

weeks, July 1894.

We shall not waste our breath against in

dividuals. We are dealing with national

sins. We don't really see how we could

expect better results from the policy we

have been following all along in our nation

al history, constantly sanctioned by the

mas°es and the classes, by the poor and the

wealthy, by the ignorant and the wise.

We should, of course, recognize that, in

God's eyes, the wise and the wealthy in each

historical period, are far greater criminals

from any social deformities allowed to go

on year in, year out. Yet, the wealthy are

constantly rising out from poverty, and the

wise out from among the ignorant.

All social deformities must necessarily

spring up from empirical conceptions in the

science of social growth. But who knows

anything about any Buch science? A few

cranks here and there. That is all. Has

that science been taught in churches or

schools high or low? Never. Far from

that. On this side of the ocean we have

been made to worship our own institutions

as the ne plus ultra of human growth. Yet,

when we study the struggles of the inen

who established our institutions, we dis

cover there what? a bitter tight to mix np

good and evil. An intense distrust on thf

part of the men with property against the

men without it, or very little of it. To be

sure, that is the history of humanity every

where. And all because of no conception

about a science of social development.

Science means precision, symmetry, har

mony, equilibrium. All that implies the

brotherly interlinking of forces and forms,

unity of purpose in a march towards grand

results for universal good. Has that been

the object of any civilization, of any cod*

of human laws, of any constitution?

Can you give us any reason for the few to

always have masses of property and the

many mighty little, if any? We" mean res-

sons based on laws in nature. You will tell

us, because some men are born with great

ability and others are not. Grant lor *

moment that that is so. Take two men,

one with great ability and the other with

but the average ability of most men. Pl«*

the two men by themselves on two different

islands with the same natural resources and

conditions. Let even the great ability row

start in island No. 1 with a capital of - '

millions, and the average ability man in

island No. 2 with but a capital of $.'),C00

I^eave each man there, with hie wife, »

baby, for any fifty years. Go there, to thaw
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two islands, at the end of that half century.

Do you expect to find any especial differ

ence between those two family groups, in

their general comfort. Hardly. Why?

Because neither of those two men has been

able to humbug any other men, to rob any

other men through monopoly in natural

resources, and much less through patents

or franchisee with which to intensify mo

nopoly by additional restrictions in this or

that line of production or commercial ac

tivities.

Look now at that historical Pullman

town, with about 11,000 population and

shops for the manufacture of a certain line

of goods, employing, say, 4,000 people, men,

women and children, in that population of

11,000. What do you see there? The val

ue of the labor products, buildings, ma

chinery, materials at hand or in process of

exchange, conducive to the working of

those shops or factory, is about three mil

lions of dollars. The capital of the com

pany is sixty- one millions, of them, twenty-

five in surplus. Out of those sixty-one mil

lions total capital, about fifty-eight millions,

call it fifty- five millions if you like, what

are they? Nothing but land values, or ac

cumulated land rents, and patent profits,

nothing but profits resulting from human

laws of privilege sinning againct the law of

equal rights, violating the thou shall not steal

of the Decalogue, blaspheming against the

brotherhood preached by the Christ we

pretend to worship.

Should we blame the barons of the Pull

man Company for all that, or their breth

ren, the railroad barons ? They are all cre

ated by our own laws and in virtue of our

own constitution. Grant that we could in

terpret that constitution a little better;

but, have we not ordained that laws should

be interpreted by a group of men whom we

call judges ?

•lust before writing this article we had a

little talk with a man who is now in very

comfortable conditions, the son of a poor

mother, himself a hard worker, a model

man in most respects, with no grasping in

stincts, generous, willing to improve hu

manity ; but, like millions of other men,

unable to conceive how humanity can go

on if government limits itself to enforce the

law of equal rights, the law of universal

brotherhood. We should have no railroads,

no telegraphs, no telephones, no men shall

give us any useful inventions unless human

laws come to transgress God's laws of equal

rights, inviting the ability men to do what

they like with the earnings of those who

have less ability, for the time being. The

laws of a wise creator, or of nature if you so

prefer, are deficient in wisdom, and selfish

men must come with human laws to the

rescue, and invite the selfishness of the

ability chap, otherwise the inventive fac

ulty bIiuII remain dormant forever in the

brains of that being whom we are told was

built up after the image of his own creator.

What can yon expect of humanity as

long as profoundly religious men, good men

too, men with golden souls, have yet such

low perceptions about the intrinsic beauty

of their own God.

The destinies of this nation are in the

hands of the workers ; but they need high

moral aspirations, considerably higher than

those we find* anywhere among most people

in all classes, high or low. Each one of us

needs to have the courage of his own con

victions, sufficient courage to look at truth

face to face. If we want freedom we have

to work for it. We have been working for

freedom under corporate barons, and we

have it. If we don't like it let us suppress

it. The barons that human laws have cre

ated, human laws can destroy, and should

destroy, if they, the barons, interfere with

the grand divine ideal of manhood uni

versal.

The problem of humanity is not that of

living wages, or fair wages or anything like

it. The problem is to give to the workers

the whole product of labor. The whole

wage system is wrong from top to bottom,

under King Monopoly. That king converts

republics into dens of thieves with a mask

of righteousness.

The task before us is great indeed, be

cause of the inertia of the working masses.

Without that, we could march to the polls

in 1896, 10,000,000 strong, with one, two

or three short, precise, fundamental bills,

with executive officers of our own, from

the people, and just break the doors wide

open, for every one of us to step into that

Promised Kingdom of Righteousness.

Sooner or later it must come to that or to

a military despotism. It is for us to choose.

We are inclined to think that all our

evils arise from worshiping our own insti

tutions too much and God's institutions too

little.

LESSONS FE0M THE STEIKE OF 1894.

BY JAMES MIDDLETON.

The great railway strike of 1894 is prac

tically over. Another great battle between

laborers and capitalists has been fought.

The laborers have met defeat.

For a time great arteries of the nation

were paralyzed. Passengers and freight

were blockaded. Vast quantities of fruits

and other perishable products were ruined,

and would-be connumers in Chicago and

elsewhere suffered for lack of them.

If the strike had been more widespread,

more determined on both sides, and of

greater duration, the mind can hardly con

ceive of the suffering from hunger in the

large cities and of the desperate state of af
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fairs that would have been evoked.

Unless some remedies are applied the

time is coming, and may not be far distant,

when labor on railways will be more com

pletely organized, and will join in battle to

the bitter end with those who control our

steel highways; highways that are just as

essential to our social existence now as

were the wagon roads of our forefathers to

their social life.

What shall be done? Shall strikes on

railroads be forbidden by legal penalties?

■Shall railway employes be forbidden to or

ganize or to consult together and to advise

each other concerning the wisdom or un

wisdom of striking?

Such is the remedy some propose* Such

is the remedy some high in legal' authority

have sought to employ, making laws with

out the formality of legislatures.

In all conflicts between the strong and

the weak there have been found judges and

officials who make haste to act as the tools

of the Btrong in crushing the weak. On the

other hand, there are always some whose

ermine is not stained ; officials who dare do

right, regardless of friend or foe. In their

increase is hope.

The right to organize, the right to strike,

is a sacred right which must be jealously

guarded. Yet it is a right that may be

sadly abused. It may be used to further

wrong and injustice, but the right must re

main.

Compulsory arbitration is advocated. Let

the workingman beware of compulsory ar

bitration as he prizes liberty. If the gen

eral government should step in and say to

an employer, " You must run your business

and you must pay such a scale of wages,"

it would mean the annihilation of that

freedom which the anglosaxon has always

prized more than life itself. None the less

would it be a death blow to that freedom

if the state were to tell the workman that

he must work, and at a scale fixed by the

state under penalty of the law. Whether

looked at'Trom the standpoint of employer

or employe, compulsory arbitration is a

remedy infinitely worse than the disease.

To the workingman it is especially full of

menace. When we find courts and officials

too often anxious to do the bidding of cap

ital, what guarantee is there that boards

of compulsory arbitration shall always act

justly, either to employer or employe?

What, then, shall be done? Shall our

great cities ever be in danger of starvation

from such conflicts? Yes, rather than em

ploy such remedies. The true way is to

tiad out the fundamental causes and to re

move them.

The lirst great cause is selfishness. That

cannot be removed by the action of govern

ment. That must be done by moral forces

outside. Another cause is the great army

of the unemployed men whose wives and

children are suffering for the necessities of

life ; men who would rather be called scabs

and bear the contumely of organized stri

kers, than to see little ones suffering for

food and clothing and look at the haggard

face of their starving wife.

While the striker, seeking his just share

of production, should evoke the sympathy

of all, yet the great army of the unemployed

should evoke a deeper sympathy. Organ

ized labor must get rid of this great army,

if it would receive its fullshare of the prod

uct. When there are two men ready to

take the place of each striker, strikes moat

often fail of their immediate object. When

there shall be a greater demand for labor

ers than there are laborers to fill the de

mand, then strikes will be unknown ; then

each iwll receive his full share of the prod

uct. The iron law of wages will always act

downward when there is a reserve force of

the unemployed for capital to call upon.

Just as surely, as rigidly, will it operate to

raise wages to the maximum when the de

mand for laborers exceeds the supply.

To remedy this condition of things ia in

the power of government. "Cease to do

evil; learn to do well," is as applicable to

governments as to individuals. The evils

are unjust monetary laws, whereby a fa

vored few are privileged to exercise func

tions that belong to the people as a whole ;

the placing of franchises in the hands of a

few; and, above all, beneath all, unjust

taxation, favoring capital at the expense of

the consumer, fostering monopoly and spec

ulation generally, and in land, the funda

mental basis of fife, especially.

The great aim of organized labor Bhould

be to help sweep away these evils by edu

cation and the ballot. Through the bal

lot we may gain a just monetary system.

Through the ballot we may bring the steel

highways, the great arteries of the nation,

to the nation itself, and make them as our

wagon roads are, the property of the peo

ple, and not of a favored few to lay the

many under tribute and to control too often

legislatures and other public officials.

Through the ballot we may sweep away

all taxes upon the products of labor, as

f>roduets, and make the owners of mining

ands, agricultural lands, water privilege,

and city lots, pay the taxes in proportion

to the value of the natural opportunities

they enjoy under the protection of the

state.

Laborers and small capitalists will be

freed from the present burdens of taxation

by government and quasi taxation by fa

vored individuals which is now crushing

out life itself. Opportunities will then be

opened to those who wish to employ them

selves. Every industry will be quickened,

the demand for laborers will exceed the sup
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ply. The great iron law of wages will be

transformed from a baleful weight of op

pression into the wageworkers' potent ally,

assuring him the full product of his toil.

None should ask for more, none should be

satisfied with less.

While the great moral agencies should

work to remove selfishness from the human

heart, these reforms must come through the

ballot. The one will help the other until

selfishness, oppression and injustice are

swept away, and freedom, justice and love

reign supreme in governments and in hu

man hearts.

These are lessons of the strike. If the

people heed them not, the future of our

country, of humanity, is full of gloom.

If they are heeded and produce their just

results, "the strike will have served a useful

purpose and will have been a marked step

in the accomplishment of the dream of the

ages, the complete triumph of freedom,

justice and love upon earth.

Then strikes will be unknown.

DESTEOY LIBERTY TO PRE8EEVE

CIVILIZATION.

BY J. S. ALLISON.

The Progressive Farmer directs attention

to a dispatch sent from Washington, July

2d, to the Chicago Inter-Ocean. In it the

following words appear:

Public men here are very reluctantly arriving at the

conclusion that this country may be culled upon to

decide whether it shall become necessary to destroy

liberty in onler to preserve civilization.

Commenting upon it the former paper

says : "This is one of the most astounding,

and indeed the most startling declaration

that has appeared in the plutocratic press."

Farmers and workingmen, read carefully

these lines. Weigh them well and reflect.

Consider in what short time you may have

no voice in the affiirs of this republic.

It may not be out of place to examine

this " liberty" and "civilization." It will

not be denied that there are several kinds

of "liberty" and a "civilization." First,

there is natural liberty and civil liberty.

Then there is political liberty and religious

liberty.

Natural liberty is defined as consisting

" in the power of acting as one thinks fit,

without any restraint or control, except

from the laws of nature." Is this the kind

of liberty to be destroyed by plutocracy in

order to preserve civilization ?

Political liberty is " the freedom of a na

tion or state from all unjust abridgement of

its rights and independence by another

state. Is this the kind of liberty which

plutocracy proposes to destroy in order to

preserve civilization?

Religious liberty is the " free right of

adopting and enjoying opinions on religious

subjects, and of worshiping the Supreme

Being according to the dictates of conscience

without external control." Is this also the

kind of liberty which plutocracy intends to

destroy in order to preserve civilization ?

" Civil liberty is the state of men in a

state of society, so far only abridged and re

strained as is necessary and expedient for

the safety and interest of the society, state

or nation." Is civil liberty, then, to be de

stroyed by plutocracy in order to preserve

civilization?

" Civilization is the state of being refined

in manners from the grossness of savage

life, and improved in the arts and learning."

Did the dispatch to the Inter-Ocean mean

that liberty, whether natural, political, re

ligious or civil, is to be destroyed in order

to preserve the people of this republic in a

state of being refined from the grossness of

savage life and improve them in the arts

and learning?

No, verily ! By " liberty " it meant the

right of voice or vote in the management of

governmental affairs, and by "civilization"

is meant the maintain mice of the present

conditions brought about by the passage of

unjust laws through the influence and

power of corporations, capitalists and in

come classes.

The "civilization" to be preserved by the

destruction of " liberty" is meant the con

tinuation of the present arrangement of

affairs by which the farmers, and other pro

ducers have been, are now, and are yet to

be deprived of the major part of their pro

duce.

The "civilization" to be preserved by the

destruction of " liberty" is intended the

perpetual existence of the conditions where

by the laboring class have been, are now,

and are yet to be defrauded of the greater

part of their hire.

The "civilization" to be preserved by the

destruction of " liberty" is meant the ever

lasting inheritance, to us and our children

after us, of the national bank system, nat

ional bonded indebtedness, protection alone

for the manufacturing interests, and gov

ernment partnershipjwith railroads, whisky

trusts, and unlawful aggregations of incor

porated and unincorporated capital of all

kinds.

The " liberty" to be destroyed in order to

preserve civilization is meant the destruc

tion of all organized or unorganized efforts

on the part of the farmers and producers to

secure for themselves a living price for the

produce of their fields.

The "liberty" to be destroyed in order

to preserve civilization is meant the de

struction of the liberty of the laborer or

workman to obtain, with or without organ

ization, a just and living wage.

And the " liberty" to be destroyed in or

der that civilization may be preserved is
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meant that the farmer and the laborer shall

be denied the privilege of uniting politically

in the struggle for a competence, leisure,

and education for themselves and family,

while living, and a decent burial when

dead. To successfully accomplish the fail

ure such political union, would be all that

plutocracy could desire. Failing in this, it

would only be necessary to pass a law dis

franchising the labor vote. To ascertain

whether this has not been thought of, let us

read what the Indianapolis News, demo

cratic, says: "If the workingmen had no

vote they would be more amenable to the

teachings of hard times." Again, U. S.

Senator Sharon, a republican, said: " We

need a strong central government; the

wealth of the country has to bear the bur

dens of government and shall control it."

The money power then seems disposed to

perpetuate itself, if it has to take the bal

lot from the laboring class to do it. The

right of suffrage being lost, the denial of

the right to bear arms would easily follow.

With both these rights lost, the laboring

classes would be absolutely helpless at the

feet of plutocracy. To be forewarned is to

be thrice armed. Therefore, the sooner all

farmers, laborers and workingmen unite in

one common political party, and stand to

gether, and vote together, the better it will

be for them and this republic.

GOVERNMENT BANKS.

BY OEOKGK C. WARD.

At the very outset of an inquiry as to the

feasibility of extending the socialistic pro

gramme so as to involve the common own

ership of money or, more strictly speaking,

so as to include in such programme the

right settlement of what is known as the

money question, or financial problem, it

becomes necessary to divide the question

into two divisions. These divisions may be

known as Money—its nature and functions;

and Money—its avenues of distribution.

A little reflection will suffice to convince

one that, in its nature and functions, scien

tific and strictly honest money is already

purely socialistic. In its very essence

money is the material evidence and embod

iment of a social compact. Where there is

no society or social organization there can

be no money. The fundamental and strictly

essential attribute of good money- -the legal

tender quality—is the mandate of govern

ment, or fiat of law, impressed upon some

suitable substance. Thus, Attorney Gen

eral Ackerman says: " We repeat, money is

not a substance, but an impression of legal

authority—a printed decree." Again, Tiff

any on Constitutional Law, Chapter XII.,

section 400, page 221, says: " Money is the

sovereign authority impressed on that

which is capable of taking and retaining

the impression." Hence money is a social

compact, strictly socialistic in its character

and attributes. There is not, nor indeed

can there be, such a thing as individualistic

money.

Then as to its functions, it will be found

to' be strictly of the nature of a social or

communal convenience. It count*, deter

mines and differentiates the value of the

property of the people, both severally and

collectively. It is a universal solvent, a

general ultimate of payment of the debts of

the people, both severally and collectively.

Held by the individual, it is a sight draft

upon the total volume of all the people's

exchangable commodities exposed for sale.

Paid to the people's government, it dis

charges all obligations due from the indi

vidual to the community. Paid out by the

representatives of the people, it cancels all

debts due to individuals from Bociety. It

is a communal, or common tool, used by

the people collectively and in common.

And then it is socialistic aa to its owner

ship. The savings banks of the nation are

responsible to 4,7S1,G05 depositors for the

safe investment and sure return of $1,712,-

709,020, while the money of the country

changes ownership at the rate of $000,000!-

000 daily. It is certain that the banks of

the nation are liable to the people in the

sum of at least $2,300,000,000 savings de

posits, such vast sum belonging to individ

ual units of society, above all liabilities and

debt, as a reserve fund for enforced idleness,

sickness, old age and death. This is twice

as much as the banks could pay, even if

they had every dollar of money in existence

outside of the United States treasury.

Money is the communal token—credit of

society, to be used as occasion and neces

sity require. Money in its nature, attri

butes, functions and ownership, is of the

very essence of socialism. It is against the

avenues of distribution that the socialistic

programme must be directed.

Vi hat then are the avenues of distribu

tion? And if of distribution, what are the

methods of prior accumulation ? For it is

certain that in order to be distributed,

money must first be accumulated. An ex

amination will show that the domestic and

commercial transactions of the nation and

the prosecution of its productive and dis

tributive industries, involve a constant,

ceaseless accumulation and distribution of

the people's money. Paid out by the peo

ple, as individual units for the manifold

and multiform necessities and luxuries of

life, money filters through retail stores,

rental agents, doctore, lawyers, dentists, bar

bers, dressmakers, tailors,"and the thousand

and one servitors of public convenience and

servants of society, until finallv it reaches

the wholesale stores, then the jobbers, and

at last the manufacturers. Starting in
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another direction, it is paid out by manu

facturers, jobbers, wholesalers and retailers,

railroads and other corporations to em

ployes and again takes up its silent and

ceaseless pilgrimage as before. Such of it

as individuals manage to save above and

beyoDd the cost of living is deposited for

long time, at a low rate of interest, in the

banks and becomes "savings deposits," to

be loaned out at a hi^h rate of interest to

such as need it, to again start upon its end

less round of travel. Those who own it and

have saved it, hold the certificates of de

posit of the banks, while the banks are se

cured by a lien upon the actual, material

wealth of thoee who borrow it. But all

this time very little of the money remains

in savings banks, or the vaults ol loan and

trust companies, being freely loaned as fast

as received. But in national and state

banks there is constantly a larger amount

of money—$350,OCO,000 on Sept. 30, 1892—

culled ''cash reserves required," and a

smaller sum, $108,000,000, which was a por

tion of the active cash banking capital of

the nation, and, in the national banks

alone, changes ownership at the rate of

S400.000.000 a day, the average duration of

a deposit in these banks being four and

one-half days. By this time we may per

ceive that the avenues of accumulation and

distribution against which the socialistic

attack must be directed, are the banking

institutions of the nation. Not only do

they accumulate and distribute, but they

regulate and control the volume of active

money circulation and affix the current,

prevalent rate of interest upon money, thus

prescribing what shall be the limitations

of " the power of money to oppress."

Some idea of the important functions per

formed by the banks of the nation muy be

obtained by studying the following table

in the light of the fact that the total volume

of money in circulation, outside of the

1'nited States treasury, does not exceed the

sum of $1,100.000 000.

National All other

Banks. Hanks.

Loan*, etc J1.M3,6H4,16S S2.:us,U>:;,077

I'nited States bonds . 224 040,SfK) 149,982,221

All other ttonda . . . 14S,.t69,9.)0 *59,t>22,129

' uphill stork .... «W,,"fMI,:B!l •UH1,(*I".2I0

surplus and profit* . 3511,223,441 ::w.2Wi,>7

Hi'puwts . l,46j.44<i.904 3.070.4IS2.IIW

lyLal resources . ... 3,1W,0*J,2H :»,97!).UUK,533

The above table reveals the fact that at

that date (July, 1803) the banks owed the

people nearly nine times as much money as

they had in their vaults, while the people

owed the banks six times as much money

a* there was in the country outside the

hanks. At the date referred to, the bank

ing institutions had in their vaults $515,-

000,000 in money. Another interesting fact

proved by the foregoing table is that every

dollar outside the banks had been loaned

by them nearly six times upon the average,

while the same dollar had been deposited,

on the average, by six individuals.

These facts unerringly designate and lo

cate the avenues of accumulation and dis

tribution of the communal tool, or instru

ment of exchange—money. The banks are

the avenues and it is the banking business

which must be included in the socialistic

programme. The banking business of the

nation must be assumed by the people's

government, as a public function, and ad

ministered by public functionaries at the

cost of carrying on the system. The cost

of a perfectly adequate system of govern

ment banks would be about eighty millions

of dollars a year, in addition to, say two per ,

cent, upon the long time savings deposits of

the people, which would probably have to

be paid until the people became educated

to a recognition of the fact that interest is

an incubus and a curse, not only to those

who pay it, but also to those who receive

it. As all interest is an addition 1o the cost

price to consumers of all necessities of life,

and the average deposits of savings deposi

tors are just about equal to the average

earnings of wage workers, it is easily per

ceived that even were the banks to charge

borrowers no higher rate of interest than

they paid depositors, such depositors would

lose in prices paid for commodities as much

as they gained in interest upon their de

posits. But the banks pay an average of

three and charge an average of eight, so

that labor would be benefited by the entire

abolition of interest. But the banks pay

interest upon only about one-half of their

deposits and charge interest upon the

whole, from which fact we may prove that

even if governmental banks were to pay

two per cent, upon one-half the deposits of

the people, they could loan the entire de

posits at the same rate—two percent.—and

yet very easily settle with depositors and

defray the expenses of the banking system.

This would result in the establishment of

a uniform rate of interest all over the United

States, of two per cent, and, even upon only

the volume of loans at present made by the

banks, would save to the people $250,000,-

000 annually. But governmental banking

would do much more than this, and I

am glad to find in the April number of

the Magazine, Mr James Middleton siding

with me in the contention I have been

making for years, to- wit: That the way

to destroy interest is for the people, in

their organized capacity as a government,

to enter into competition with the banks in

the business of accumulating the people's

token, credit, or money, and loaning it out

at a nominal rate of interest.

Mr. Middleton says :
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Mnny attempts have been made to lower the rate of

interest by statute enforced by penal laws. Such at

tempts have been and must be dismal failures. They

increase the difficulties of the borrower, who must

have and increase the actual rate by increasing the

risks of the business. The repeal of usury laws have

usuallv proved beneficial to the borrowers.

If government must regulate the rate of ...

should loan on fixed capital at, say two per cent, .and

gs bs

If government must regulate the rate of interest it

hould loan on fixed ea

open up postal savings banxs ai one ami one-mm p<;i

cent The rate of interest would adjust itself natur-

allv and eaallv to that standard, and the poor and the

wage worker 'would have a savings bank that would

be as stable as the government itself. Kellogg, in

" l>abor and Capital," proposed a scheme of that na

ture.

I am glad to find him thus advocating the

extension of the socialistic programme so

as to embrace the banking business. The

extortions of interest aggregate as large an

amount as rent, profit and tariff combined.

At this writing the private and public in

debtedness of the people of the United

States aggregates twenty-five billions of

dollars, and it draws an average of seven

per cent, interest, equal to $1,750,000,000

annually. The reduction of interest to two

per cent, would increase the consumptive

rapacity or purchasing ability of the people

in the sum of $1,250,000,000 annually.

Think of it. Consider it from that stand

point, also remembering that a very large

moral right of man to the product of his labor, and

whether the interest is the result of a bargain be

tween equals. The fact that he can pay it depend*

upon the increase which the productive forces ul na

ture gives to his labor and capital.

Without such increase there would be no such

thing as interest. What then I borrow is capital in

the shape of commodities, and when money enter*

into the transaction it is as a medium to facilitate thi-

borrowing.

A large part of interest is a premium for risk. ^ v

mav not know just how mtich Is premium for risk or

insurance. The only standard that we can have i»

the rate of interest paid on the best securities, like

government bonds. In times of panic the risks in

crease and the rates go up. As the panic subsides

the rates diminish. Sometimes they fall below the

usual rate of good times, and then rise to the ordi

nary rate as business revives.

Ro great an element is risk that there are not want

ing acute economists who claim that if risk could be

completely elimina'cd interest would disappear :

that risk is all there is to interest Certainly tbc ran

of interest in the best class of securities ahow« that it

is a very large element.

From the foregoing one may apprehend

the fact that Mr. Middleton finds a right

eous basis for interest in "the increase

which the productive forces of natnre give

to labor and capital," and what he desig

nates " the element of risk." This is a very

peculiar position for a single taxer to occu

py. If individuals may not appropriate to

themselves the communal wealth inhering

in land values, surely individuals may not, _— :_*„„„„♦ :- r..,:A Ki loknr in lanu values, uureiv muiviuumis uitu uui
proportion^ this interest is paid1 by labor w £ the labor performed

for the privilege of being exploited with fey £ OBBupot^ God 0ur StL£0}XT 8ai,i

" My Father worketh hitherto and 1 work."

or

its own savings

I have been considerably amused by a

perusal of Mr. Middleton's spacious apology

for interest, and his labired effort to prove

interest to be right and juBt. At the risk

of being anticipated in my remarks I shall

endeavor to point out the flimsiness of Mr.

Middleton's argument.

The basis for his contention is probably

suflciently outlined in the following para

graphs from his article in the April Maga

zine. He says:

If money were the onlv thing borrowed and lent,

in'erest undoubtedly would be unknown. But so far

from money being the only thing borrowed and lent,

it is only one of the things, and it is chiefly borrowed

us a medium to get something else.

I am a farmer. I need seed corn, potatoes and

whent- I have not the money to buy with: my

neighbor has the required seed anil loans it to me. I

airree to pay him back after harvest with an addi

tional amount for services rendered. That additional

amount is true interest, if our bargain was a bargain

between equals, what I pay him is an equivalent for

services rendered. In many cases the loan is actually

effected in some such way.

Iumanv cases the one loaning the seed, machine

or fertilizer takes a note for the market value of the

commodities measured in money at the time the loan

is effected to be paid with an increase when the crop

is sold In the fall. In suet a case the rate of interest

will probably be lower than in the first, a« the bor

rower has to do the marketing.

In many cases the borrower goes to some one who

'his money, borrows that, then goes to the one who

has the required commodities and buys for cash. At

the end of the season he markets his crop and pays

his note with interest.

In each of these cases the increase has come from

labor and the productive forces of nature. The in

terest or payment for services rendered is a part of

that increase over and above the original Investment,

it may or mav not be just. That depends upon the

God's labor is freely pei formed, without

money and without price, and individuals

must indeed be presumptuous who charge

others for God's bounties. Moreover, the

presence in large numbers, of the disinher

ited who own no land, results in the build

ing up of a city, and siogle taxtrs claim

that the land values thus produced belong

equally to those who own and those who do

not own land. But the fact that an indi

vidual is upon the earth and owns a crib of

corn, a bin of wheat or a cellar full of seed

potatoes, confers upon him no indiviudal

right or claim to an interest in the increase

given by the productive forces of nature.

All individual claims must be enforced by

the application of labor to the material

vehicle through and upon which the pro

ductive forces of nature reveal themselves

and act—our mother earth. I'nlike our

natural forest.-, wheat fields and potato

patches are not the spontaneous or volun

teer products of nature, but are the legiti

mate results of labor applied to land. It it

true that seed is required, but weevil and

moth eat and devour, while dampness

moulds and corrodes wheat, and a potato

will keep well but a single season, so that

the lender of such perishable products doe*

well to have them taken care ot for a sea

son and then returned without interest. If

he receives interest he gets paid for labor

performed by others than himself, or

charges for God's free gift to those only who
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choose to appropriate such gift to them

selves by the application of labor to land.

la one case he robs man, in the other he

acts as an unauthorized agent of Almighty

«od.

Then as to the ''element of risk." Who

bears or runs the risk ? The lender ? Nay,

verily! but the borrower. In western Kan-

.•i- and other localities hundreds of thous

ands of bushels of seed wheat have been lost

i a an endeavor to realize " the increase given

to labor and capital by the productive

forces of nature/' But the loss of this

wheat did not 1 i c i u i date the debt incurred for

money with which to buy it. The borrower

had to lose both his labor and his wheat.

This spring a large area of oat fields and

potato patches were destroyed by cold

weather and untimely frosts, but those who

bought seed oats or potatoes upon credit or

with borrowed money, will have to pay for

them nevertheless. And so it is with all

forms of perishable wealth. Horses or cat

tle die, or are accidentally killed. Hogs

take the cholera and die in droves. And

as with live stock, so also with all perisha

ble commodities. Upon all alike rests the

blight of rust, corrosion and corruption,

the inevitable result of the lapse of time.

The value of all perishable commodities

constantly deteriorates from use and the

ravages of the destroying elements and de

composing forces of nature. And all this

risk and loss, both possible and inevitable,

u borne by the borrower, no matter if he

returns payment in kind or pays the debt

with money. Instead of paying interest

the borrower should be paid a premium for

the risk he assumes.

Broadly speaking, the rule may be laid

down that the risk assumed in guarantee

ing the care and safe return of capital

is equal, or more than equal to the benefits

derived from its use. Interest has no just,

righteous or scientific basis, but is a curse

and an incubns upon human effort. Inter

est is robbery and must be abolished. It

is the borrower and not the lender who

renders a service, such service being the

safe keeping and return, unimpaired in

quantity or quality, of the perishable cap

ital of which ne borrows the use. The bor

rower thus saves the lender from all the

expense and labor necessary to protect and

preserve his perishable capital. In the case

of the farmer who borrows seed wheat, Mr.

Middleton says he agrees to pay it back

"after harvest, with an additional amount

for services redered." What services? Ren

dered by whom and to whom ?

But the discussion of the " element of

risk" idea opens up another avenue of in

quiry. Is the single tax to be collected for

realized benefits actually received, or pros

pective benefits which may possibly accrue?

Must the farmer who loses his crop pay the

annual use-value of his land under prosper

ous conditions, or will he simply have to

pay a tax equal to the amount of his actual

benefits? There is a question for single

taxers. After all, does not socialism offer

the only form of government which prom

ises to comply with the Divine injunction,

" Bear ye one another's burdens?

LAND MONOPOLY.

BY B. C. STICKNEY.

Mr. W. H. Stuart in the May issue of the

Magazine avers that single tax advocates

cannot answer the argument that the sin

gle tax would be of no benefit to the man

without capital ; that even with free access

to land he could not compete with the capi

talist farmer ; that the man without capi

tal would starve on free land. I would like

to ask the readers of the Magazine to ex

amine that argument with me.

From the reading of Mr. Stuart's article,

one unfamiliar with the subject would re

ceive the impression that the purpose of

the single tax men is to make idle agricul

tural land freely accessible to all who

wished for it. That is so ; but they have

another purpose of greater importance,

which is to make valuable land (city land,

mining land, timber land, etc.) worthless

for speulative or monoplistic purposes.

They propose to put all men upon equal

terms with respect to the privilege of using

any land ; to make it practically impossible

for some men to bar out other men from

using land.

It may be true, as Mr. Stuart intimates,

that men with no capital would be unable

to put valuable land to good use ; but men

with moderate capital could do it, and they

would undeniably be benefited by the

adoption of the single tax. At the same

time it is obvious that the moderate capi

talists could not put these valuable lands

into use without employing men who have

no capital. This would, thin the ranks of

idle men, and reduce the competition be

tween workers for chances to work. Those

who would thus be first to be given em

ployment in developing land now idle,

would find themselves in position to pro

vide better and more food, clothing and

shelter for themselves and families, to pro

duce which other men now idle would be

given employment. There can be no ques

tion that the mere act of throwing our

valuable lands open to enterprising men

would in a very short time result in the

employment of every willing worker in the

land ; in fact, we would be offering boun

ties to immigrants, instead of trying to

keep them out. Mr. Stuart has therefore

given the land question merely a superfi

cial examination, if he thinks that the

single tax will do nothing more for the
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■worker than to merely give him an oppor

tunity to use agricultural land.

Mr. Stuart says that "under the single

tax, the instruments of production will re

main in the hands of the capitalists, for

the use of which the capitalists can right

fully claim as their wages, all the product

above what unaided labor could produce

on land of no value." Truly, bioad is the

way that leadeth to error. A man would

require several days in which to cut down

a tree, if he had only a sharp stone with

which to do the work ; but with an axe he

could cut it down in an hour. Before

wearing out the axe he could demolish

more trees than he could cut down in a

century with a sharp stone. Now, accord

ing to Mr. Stuart's notion, the man with

out capital would have to render his ser

vices for a century in exchange for the axe.

The fact is, however, that the value of the

axe depends not upon the advantage it-

gives the laborer, but upon the amount of

labor it takes to produce the axe, which

important distinction Mr. Stuart over

looks. Very little of the- assistance that

labor receives from tools and machinery

goes or ever will go in the shape of inter

est. This is clearly so, because if the pos

sessors of tools and machinerv were to

have such a good thing of it as Mr. Stuart

intimates, nine-tenths of our population

would devote themselves exclusively to

' making tools and machinery, whereas it is

manifest that the bulk of the population

must always devote its labor to producing

things intended for consumption, and that

only a small proportion can profitably be

employed in making tools for the rest to

use ; and this is entirely regardless of the

amount of aid such tools render to the

users.

Mr. Stuart says that Henry George "ad

mits that under a svstem of private land

monopoly, by which labor is excluded from

access to natural resources and opportuni

ties, capitalists are enabled to retain more

than they are justly entitled to." This is

precisely the contrary of what Henry

George does claim, for his contention is

that in consequence of such land monopo

ly, interest is lower than it should be ; and

he contends that low wag^es and low inter

est go together. This is true, because,

since labor produces all capital, interest on

capital can be nothing but an indirect re

turn for the labor that produced the capi

tal ; wherefore low interest, as well as low

wages, means poor returns for labor. The

more perfect the artificial barriers by

which tome men keep other men from ac

cess to land, the larger the share of wealth

the land owner can obtain, and the smaller

the share that goes to both laborer and

capitalist.

When, I say "capitalist," I of course will

be understood to exclude every variety of

monopolist. A capitalist is merely the

possessor of wealth, that has been pro

duced directly by human exertion. A

monopolist is a man who, by virtue of his

control over something that others must

use, is able to obtain their services or their

wealth, or both, without rendering a fair

return, or, as in the caBe of a land-owner,

without rendering any return whatever.

A capitalist is therefore broadly distin

guishable from a monopolist. A man may

be a great capitalist, and yet not be a mono

polist, as for instance a merchant. Or a

man may be a great monopolist, and yet

have only a trifling capital, as for instance

the owner of large tracts of valuable Unci.

Or a great monopolist may also be a great

capitalist, as for instance the 'Western

Union Telegraph Company.

Mr. Stuart argues that "even our farm

ing class, with years of experience, owning

their own land, with considerable capital

in the shape of machinery, cannot com

pete with the capitalist farmer, no more

than the small producer of any kind can

compete with his capitalist competitor."

Now I submit, that when the time comes

that nobody except a great capitalist can

make a living, there will be no more capi

talists of any sort. When all are so poor

that no one can even afford to buy a news

paper, the valuable plants owned by the'

daily papers will be worth nothing, not

even as old junk, for there will be no junk

dealers, or any other small capitalists, in

existence. Not only will the great capital

istic press perish, but all other great capi

talistic enterprises as well, in consequence

of the same lack of purchasing power on

the part of the great arniv of workers.

ThuB is Mr. Stuart s notion that under fair

conditions only great capitalists can suc

ceed, reduced to an absurdity. The fact if,

that there are now, and would continue to

to be under fair conditions, thousand? of

minor capitalists to one great capitalist

It is only when there is general proBpcritf

on the part of a large population that capi

tal can or will be massed in productive en

terprises. My remarks will be misunder

stood unless it is borne in mind that I re

fer strictly to capitalists, and not in any

sense to monopolists, for all are aware that

great monopolists thrive where the bulk

of the population exists in poverty. What

the small farmer and the sniaHprodiicer

have to fear is not the competition of tie

great capitalists, but the extortions prac

ticed by the great and small monopolists-

Mr. Stuart's contention may well he

questioned, that if a man having no capi

tal were to be presented with a plot ot

farmiug land, he would starve on it. It *

not so bad as that, for anybody who ha*

witnessed the degraded dep'ths of poverty
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to which thousands sink in our large cities,

will admit that if any one of these miser

able images of the Creator were to be cast

upon an uninhabited island, he would be

able to provide for himself in far more

' comfort than it is possible for him to do as

now situated. This improvement in his

condition would be due to the fact that he

would then have unrestricted access to na

ture, whereas now he has not. It should

not be forgotten that America was settled

by men who had no capital ; that the pio

neers who gradually pushed civilization's

borders across the continent had no capi

tal- Indeed, all civilized countries, so far

as we know, have been settled by men who

had no capital. Contrast with the hard

ships endured by these pioneers, the favor

able conditions that would be enjoyed by

the pioneer of to-morrow, were the single

tax to go into effect, removing the barriers

between the dense city's degraded workers

and the fertile but idle square miles just

without the city limits ; the pioneer of to

morrow would leave the city's squalor, and

would need to travel only a few minutes to

find a place on which his home could be

built; he would not suffer the hardships

and exile of the old pioneers. When his

home would be erected, it would not be

taxed; nothing that he might produce

would be taxed. His land would not be

taxed, unless he were to occupy some spe

cially desirable location, and even then it

would be a trifling tax, no more than he

ought to pay for the privilege of occupy

ing a better spot than his neighbors. He

would also enjoy the great benefits conse

quent to the abolition of imp#ort tariffs and

other taxes upon enterprise.

Mr. Stuart is therefore manifestly in the

wrong when he contends that the smallest

wages offered by the capitalists at the pre

sent time are more than the laborer could

produce on free land under the reign of the

single tax.

But, as before pointed out, the single tax

would soon cause a brisk demand for labor,

and naturally nobody would take up farm

ing unless he should desire to be his own

master; and as most men prefer to be

their own masters, employers would be

obliged to offer better wages than farm

ing would yield. In any case, no man

would be obliged to accept less than he

could obtain by workiDg upon land free of

access, free from tax, and within short dis

tance of a market ; although Mr. Stuart

has po distorted this conclusion of Henry

George as to make him appear to say that

no laborer could get more wages from em

ployers than he could make by cultivating

the* land without the aid of farming imple

ments.

The one thing necessary is to reduce

competition among all grades of laborers,

by increasing the demand for labor; and

this, as pointed out, can be accomplished

by throwing open the earth's resources to

the men of enterprise in the community.

In the June Magazine Mr. Stuart be

wails the single tax men's lack of fami

liarity with the writings of Karl Marx.

Marx said that "the monopoly of land is the

basis of monopoly in capital. This is true,

and professed followers of Marx should en

courage the single tax men in their endeav

ors to destroy the monopoly of land.

A TORTUSE HUNTER.

In the hammock she swings in an elegant pose.

For indeed she's a beautiful creature,

From her bangs to the tips of her satin-clad toes

She's indebted immensely to nature ;

Every movement she makes has been studied with

care,

She seems perfect to every admirer.

Oh, she queens it along with so perfect an air,

That a man for his bride would desire her.

She's just out of her teens! The rich tides of youth

In her veins are healthfully bounding.

Crimson lips! dimpled cheeks! perfumed breathing !

In sooth.

The still deeps of one's heart she keeps sounding ;

Every glance of her eyes when in tenderness sent

Thrills a chap to the depth of his nature :

And of course such effect is the hidden intent

Of this charming and idolized creature.

She is seeking a " mash," in the phrase of the day,

One possessed of position and money ;

And she don't care a tig if he's wrinkled and gray,

With the cash he'll be sweeter than honey.

On the chess-board of life she is playing a game,

Every move's for an elegant marriage,

To insure her position, to bring with it fame,

Rich surroundings in mansion and carriage.

Human nature is weak, and this artful gazelle

Knows the way a rich idiot to capture ;

With his wealth she will queen it and cut a big

swell ,

And the fool will approve in his rapture.

Till the cobwebs are swept from the sight of his eyes,

Anil he sees her as others behold her :

Then, of course, he will gulp a big gasp of surprise,

But he's caught, and there's no use to scold her.

A true, innocent girl, in a calico dress,

Though as poor as Job's turkey, and willing

To remain by your side, in your joy and distress,

And to love you, though not worth a shilling,

Is better, one thousand times better, in life

Than a Juno like her I see swaying,

For she'll make one a true and a lovable wife,

And no games of deceit she'll be playing.

Shandy Maguire.

SOMETHING MISSING.

I know that she is gone away,

Because the sodden skies are gray

Instead of blue ;

Because the sun shines hot and fierce,

Or else too cold and weak to pierce

The dull clouds through.

Because the thronging crowds I meet

Wear mournful faces on the street,

And downcast eyes ;

Tlie horses have a jaded look :

The sparrow chirps from out his nook

With restless cries.

I know that she is gone away.

Because each moment seems a day.

Each day a year:

Because the city lacks that grace

Which marks her mere abiding place

When she is here !

—Harry Rumaine in Life.
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OCEAN STEAMSHIP CHANGES OF TWENTY

YEARS.

Beginning at about 1871, what is usually

spoken of as the North Atlantic steamship

service, has undergone a change in the size,

model and displacement, and engineering

and speed, and the results of this are ap

parent only upon a very careful comparison,

and this comparison brings out very clearly

the fact that these results aTe attained only

after infinite thought and important com

putation, and that very much is due to the

observations and records of these various

experiments, and that the different com

petitors in the race have, without any

doubt, to some extent, followed each other

in very important points while having va

ried widely as to ceitain other points or

considerations in the one grand aim which

was to save time, and if possible, to econo

mize the expense.

Like any other commercial scheme there

is a certain element of limit beyond which

these people have not passed, and there are

certain other things beyond which at pres

ent they cannot pass, and like almost all

other great improvements they are limited

in some directions, and they must stay in

side that limit with whatever they do.

People who have made freqnent trips across

the ocean either to the British or to the

Continental ports have had an opportunity

to observe very much with reference to the

changes which have been going on steadily,

Eers'stently and continuously. The writer

as had ample time to notice all this on not

only the " liners," as they are called, but

on many war ships of our own as well as

other governments. In I860 eight and one-

half or nine days was considered a rapid

passage, from that time to this how the

time has been shortened! And some of

the details in connection with it have been

considered worthy of putting in permanent

and authentic form, it might with interest

occupy several articles, but as condensation

is the order we will give those particulars

which will be most pertinent to the subject.

In November of 1807, the old City of Paris

made, what at that time, was considered a

very rapid passage, eight days, four hours

and one minute. Two years afterward the

Inman ('o. brought out the City of Brus

sels, which made the passage in seven days,

twenty-two hours and three minutes, and

to this ship belongs the credit of being the

first to come within the eight day limit.

The Brussels was considered a " record

breaker," but she is to day out of the race,

and is considered very slow. The Brussels

was 390 feet long, 40 feet 4 inches bean, and

registered 3090 tons gros*. She had horizon

tal trunk engines, ill* inches in diameter

and 48 inches stroke, and carries steam at

30 pounds, indicated 3030 horse power, and

on ner best trip averaged 14 53 knots. The

White Star line shortly after this brought

ought the Oceanic. She was the first of the

new models, and what is now termed

"lean," being 101 times aa long as she was

wide. The Oceanic registered 3,708 ton*

gross ; she was 420 feet long, 40A beam and

23^ feet deep, and had two high pressure

cylinders of 29 inches and two low press

ures of 7S inches diameter, two cyhndfr*

on one piston rod, 60 inches stroke and car

ried 00 pounds of steam. She remained in

the North Atlantic service but a short time

and was then sent away into the Pacific

service.

The Oceanic W8s followed in 1871 by the

Adriatic, and in 1872 by the Celtic. Their

measurements were 471 feet long, 41 feet

beam and 38811 tons gross. They had four

cylinder compound engines, two Sigh prest-

ure of 41 inches and two low pressure of

78 inches in diameter, 30 inches stroke, and

with 70 pounds of steam developed 3.880 in

dicated nrrse power. These ships reduced

the record to seven days, sixteen hours and

twenty-six minutes from Ireland to Sandy

Hook. From Sandy Hook to Ireland the

run was seven days, nineteen hours and

forty-three minutes. This record belonged

to the Adriatic, the Celtic was two hour*

later than the record each way. The same

year that this occurred saw the only* (fort

which has ht>en made in America dnriDg

the twenty five years. The American Steam

Ship Co. built four ships named after four

states, and all these were put in commission

during the years 1872 and 1873, known M

the Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and Pennsylva

nia. These were built by Cramps, of l'hil-

delpbia, were 357 feet over all, 43 ieet

beam and 24 feet deep, 3120 tons grots. All

had compound engines, high pressure 4S

inches, low pressure 90 inches diameter,

with 4 feet stroke carrying 75 pounds of

steam, and developed about 2,000 horse

power, making 14 knots as an average speed.

These ships have now passed into the

hands of the International Navigation to.

In 1873 the Inman Co. brought out two

new ships built by different builders, the

City of Chester, 47*70 tons, 444 feet long, 4<

feet beam, 34 feet deep, with compound en

gines, 68 inches high pressure, 120 inches

low pressure, with 5.1 feet stroke. Sixty-

five pounds of steam developed 4,300 horse

power. The City of Richmond, the other

one of the two, had 47so tons. These two

ships were a failure as far as lowering the

record went, and the Adriatic carried tbe

pennant until the Inman Co. bought out
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the City of Berlin, late in 1873. She was

400 feet long, 44 feet beam, and 34 feet deep,

54'K) tons gross, two cylinder compound en

gines, high 72 inches, low 120 inches diam

eter, stroke 66 inches, and with 75 pounds

of steam indicated 5,200 horse power. Her

record was seven days, fifteen hours and

twenty-one minutes. Shortly after this the

White Star Co, made another attempt in

the Germanic and Britanic. These ships

were 455 feet long, 45 feet beam, 33 feet

deep, 5008 tons gross. These had compound

4- cylinder engines, the two high pressure

being 48 inches and the two low 83 inches

diameter, each 5 foot stroke, and with 75

pounds of steam indicated 5 GOO horse power.

These were 16 knot ships, and the record

was reduced by the Britanic to seven days,

six hours and fifty-two minutos.

In 187!» the Cunard Co. "brought out the

< >allia, 430 feet long, 44 feet beam, 34 feet

deep, her gro s tonnage being 4800, with

three cylinder engines, high 64 inches, two

low pressure 80 inches diameter, each 5 feet

stroke, indicating 4440 horse power. The

Gallia did not wear the pennant. Her time

wag seven days sixteen hours and thirty-

two minutes, or only ten hours behind the

Britanic'sbest record.

In the same year, 1870, the Arizona was

brought out by the Guion line. The Ari

zona was 450 feet long, 45 feet 4 inches

beam, 35 feet 7 inches deep, and she had

three cylinder compound engine", with one

62 inch high pressure, and two 00 inch low

pressure cylinders, with 5£ feet stroke.

With 00 pounds of steam she developed

6,640 hoire power, her gross tonnage being

5162. Her best record trip was seven days,

three hours and thirty-eight minutes,

making 16.27 knots. The Arizona carried

the pennant for two seasors. or from the

fall of 1870 to sometime in 1881, when the

Guion Co. brought out the Alaska, 500 feet

long, 50 feet beam, 38 feet deep, with a ton

nage of 0500, having three cylinder com

pound engines, with a 68 inch high press

ure, and two 100 inch low pressure. With

steam at 100 pounds pressure indicating

11.SO0 horse power, made the trip from

Ireland to Sandy Hook in six days, eighteen

hours and forty seven minutes, or 17.44

knots per hour. The Alaska took the pen

nant, but the same year a ship building

company in England brought out the City

of Kome, and she was put into service by

the Inman Co. One of the most exciting

tests which has ever been known took place

between these two ships. The City of

Borne, after much struggle, obtained the

record of six days, eighteen hour*, which

was forty- seven minutes better than the

A laska's record, and the pennant was trans

ferred to the City of Rome. The City of

Rome was 560 feet long, 52 feet beam, 37

feet deep, and her gross tonnage was 8144;

indicated horsepower, 11,500. The City of

Rome was unsuccessful, and after a few

trips she went from the Inman Co. back to

the builders, where it is said that many

alterations in the engines were made, and

when she went out again it was under the

Anchor Line flag.

In 1881 the Cunard Co. brought out the

Servia, which was 515 feet long, 53 feet

beam, 37 feet deep, and her gross tonnage

was 7302. She had one 72 inch high press

ure, and two 100 inch low pressure cylin

ders, and being 6 foot stroke, with 00

pounds of steam developed 10,200 horse

power, but her best record for speed was

six days, twenty-three hours and forty-nine

minutes.

In 18K3 the International line brought

out the steamer America, built on a differ

ent model. She made the time six days,

fourteen hours, sixteen minutes, and a

speed of 18.41 knots per hour; proving un

profitable, she was sold twice and is now in

the service ( f Italy under another name as

a transport ship. The Oregon was also

brought out in the same year by the Guion

line. She was 501 feet long, 54 feet wide

and 38 feet deep, 7,375 tons gross. She had

three cylinder compound engines, high

pressure 70 inches, low pressure 104 inches,

diameter each 6 feet stroke, and with steam

at 110 pounds developed 13,300 horse power.

She made the trip in six days, nine nours,

twenty-two minutes, or an average of 18 58

knots per hour. She was in the government

service and then the Cunard company's.

She is now at the bottom of the ocean oft

the south shores of Long Island, sunk by a

collision. The Aurania was brought out

by the Cunard company in the same year,

1883. 470 feet long, 57 feet beam, 37 feet

deep, gross tonnage 7,260. She had three

cylinder compound engines, high pressure

68 inches, low 91 inches diameter, each 8

feet stoke, and with 00 pounds of steam

indicated 8,850 horse power; her speed all

the way was only 17.21 knots ; this was the

Cunard company's third disappointment,

and her record was six days, twenty hours,

forty-eight minutes

In the seasons of '84 and "85 the Cunard

company brought out the Umbria and

Eutruria. These sister ships were 501 feet

long, 57 feet beam, 38 feet deep and 8,120

tons gross, having three cylinder compound

engines, the high being 71 inches and the

low pressure 105 inches diameter, stroke 8

feet; with 110 pounds of st€am their hone

power was 1 ,440 and 1 ,460 respectively. The

very best record these ships produced was

six days and one to two hours as the aver

age, however each ship made one trip a

little inside of six days, and until 1880 these

two ships practically gave the Cunard com

pany the pennant, but during this time the

North (ierman Lloyds in 1885 brought out
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the Allerand the Saale, and in '80 the Trave,

in '87 the Lahn, all of which were built in

England. The three ships are practically

the same in all essential particulars, 439

feet long, 48 feet beam and 84 feet deep.

The Aller registered 4994 tons, the Saale

and Trave 5380, and the Lahn, which is 10

feet longer and ten inches deeper than the

Saale and Trave, is 5681 tons. The three

ships are very much alike in general di

mensions, differing only in small details.

They have triple expansion engines, with

a high pressure 44 inches, the intermediate

70 inches and the low pressure 108 inches

diameter, 72 inches stroke; with steam at

150 pounds the engines indiate 3,800 horse

power, and their very best speeds have been,

lor the Aller 17.7, for the Saale 17.1 and for

the Trave 18.0 ; the Lahn has different en

gines from the other three, being 5 cylinder

triple expansion with 2 high pressure of

32J inches each, one intermediate of 68

inches, and two low pressure of 85 inches

each, the high and low pressure cylinders

being arranged tandem ; with 150 pounds

of steam they indicate 9,800 horse power,

and produced" a speed of 18.4 knots, making

a Southampton record of six days, twenty-

two hours, forty-two minutes, which is

equal to a Queenstown record of six days,

seven hours, thirty minutes.

In 1890 the North German Lloys brought

out two more steamers, the Spree and the

Havel ; they have not, however, changed

the record. In the seasons of 1889 and 90

the Hamburg company brought out four

Bteamers namely, Columbia, Normania, Au

gusta-Victoria and the Furst Bismarck.

Two of these are English built and two are

German. The Columbia, 463 feet 6 inches

long by 55 feet 6 inches by 35 feet, 5 inches,

her gross regietered tonnage 7363: she has

twin screws driven by 3 cylinder triple ex

pansion engines ; high pressure 41 inches,

intermediate 66, and low pressure 100 inches

diameter, by 5 feet 6 inches stroke, and

with steam at 150 pounds indicates 14,600

horsepower, making 19.15 knots per hour

the whole way, and is equal to a Queens-

town record of six days. The Xormania is

500 feet long, 57.1 feet beam, 34 inches deep,

8250 tons ; she has triple expansion en-

engines, high 40 inch, intermediate 67 inch,

low 106 inch, 5 feet 6 inches stroke, and with

steam at 150 pounds developed a little over

15,000 horse power : her best passage has

shown a speed of 19.33

The Bismarck and Victoria are 502 feet

6 inches long, 57J feet wide, 38 feet deep,

with a tonnage of 8874; have triple ex

pansion exgines, the high pressure is 43t',t,

the intermediate 66TV, an<' the low pressure

IOOj'j inches diameter, the stroke is 5 feet

3 inches, and they indicate 16,800 horse

power, and are equal to a Bix days record.

During the years 1886 and '87 three

French ships were built, their speed being

equivalent to a Queenstown record of six

days, four hours, thirty-three minutes.

Thorna* Pray, Jr.

FACTS AND FIGt'RES.

The Interstate Commerce Commission

has just finished jt sixth statistical report,

and with the usual (?) dispatch made in

getting out official reports we find this one

a year behind, as it brings its figures up to

June 30, 1S93.

The total mileage of railways in the

United States at the close of the year em

braced in the report was 176,471 miles,

being an increase of 4,897 during the year,

or over 1,740 miles more than was built in

the preceding year. This shows that there

was a revival in railway building, although

the miles added do not" come up to the high

tide figures of years ago when as high as

15,000 miles were built in a single year. It

is stated that nineteen roads were aban

doned during the year, and as there is an

increase of mileage the presumption is that

enough new road was built to make up

these miles of abandoned road and leave a

net increase as above given. The total

length of line is given at 230,137 miles;

10,051 miles being second track and 42,043

miles being yard tracks and sidings. The

proportion of double track is thus about 1

in 17 miles of road, and of yard tracks and

sidings 1 to 4 miles of road.

The number of locomotives in service

June 30, 1893, was 34,788, being an increase

of 1,652 during the year. Of these, 8,U57

were passenger locomotives, 18,599 were in

the freight service, 4,802 were in the switch

service, and 2,430 are unclassified, being

probably the gravel and other work train

locomotives. These locomotives require

aboat 350 miles of track to stand on, and

would thus form a solid line across the

state of Pennsylvania from Philadelphia to

Pittsburg. Again as many locomotives de

velop power enough to move themeelree

and have as much as 400 horse power to

spare for useful effect it would require more

than 13,000,000 horses to equal the work

done by these locomotives, and as we have

only about that number of horses in the

United States, it would take all the blood

and tlei-ih horses to do the work done by

these "iron horses," and even then we

should not be able to get the speed we are

now having, and it would not leave a horse

for any of the thousands of uses to which

that animal is now devoted. A little re

flection on these figures will cau?e as to

wonder how the world would get along

without locomotives, and as it to emphasize

these reflections we are in receipt of new*

that hundreds of locomotives are now

standing idle for lack of the controlling

mind and guiding band, and the whole

country is becoming paralyied and its in-
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dustrifis are at a stand, and it is only a

question of time to produce actual distress

in one section of our country from the lack

of communication with other parts upon

which they are dependent for supplies.

The total number of cars owned by the

carriers making report was 1,119,878, to

which should be added 154,0I>8 leased cars,

making a total of 1,273,946 cars operated di

rectly by the carriers. This shows an in

crease in the number of cars directly con

trolled of .58,854 during the year. Of the

total number of cars, 31,384 were in the

passenger service, and 1,047,577 in the

freight service, leaving about 195,000 cars

a* unclassified or belonging to the gravel or

other work trains.

One year has thus added nearly 5,000

miles of road, nearly 1,700 locomotives, and

nearly 59,000 cars to the railway service of

the country, and these additions themselves

afford work and sustenance to an army of

workers, for they represent about 200 mil

lions of dollars, or enough to pay 300,000

men an average of nearly $700 per year, and

taking five persons to the worker as a basis

furnishing support to a million and a half

of our population.

The number of passeDglers carried per

passenger locomotive was 6G,2t>8 and the

number of passenger miles per passenger

locomotive was 1,588,601. These figures

show an increase in the efficiency of passen

ger locomotives. The number of tons of

freight carried per freight locomotive was

40,062, and the number of ton miles accom

plished per freight locomotive was 5,031,889.

These figures show no change in the effi

ciency of freight locomotives as compared

with previous years. It is to be doubted

whether there was any gain in efficiency

in the passenger service locomotives, and a

lack of advance in the Bame line with the

freight service, because of these figures, for

they only prove that some of the passenger

trains were more crowded than before and

thus increased the passenger mileage, while

the freight hauled did not increase or keep

pace with passenger traffic.

The total number of employes in the ser

vice of railways on June 30, 1893, was 873,-

W2, being an increase of 52,187. Of this

total of employes, 35,384 are assigned to the

work of general administration, 25(i,212 to

maintenance of way and structures, 175,464

to maintenance of equipment, and 397,915

to conducting transportation, the remainder

8,627 being unclassified. We have then

nearly 900,000 railway employes which,

with 'their families represent "about four

and one-half millions of persons, and with

the army of construction and equipment

gives us about six millions of our people

directly dependent upon the railway ser

vice for their support, or nearly one in ten.

The vast army of railway employes and

the multitude deriving their support from

them makes the following part of the re

port of deep significance and thrilling im

portance to all, but especially to those

whose nearest and dearest ones are con

stantly exposed to the dangers incident to

a life on the rail.

The number of railway employes killed

during the year was 2,727, being greater by

173 than those killed during the previous

year. The number of employes injured

was 31 ,729, being greater by 3,462 than the

number injured the previous year. The

number of passengers killed during the

year was 299, being less by 77 than the

number killed during the previous year,

and the number injured was 3,229, being

two in excess of the number injured the

previous year. Of the total number of

deaths to employes on account of railway

accidents, 433 were due to coupling and un

coupling cars, 644 to falling from trains and

engines, 73 to overhead obstructions, 247 to

collisions, and 153 to derailments, the re

mainder being due to causes not so clearly

defined. An assignment of casualties to

the opportunity offered for accidents shows

one employe to have been killed for every

320 men employed, and one to have been

injured for every twenty-eight employed.

The most dangerous service is that of train

men, and for these the statistics show one

employe to have been killed for every 1 15

trainmen, and one employe to have been

injured for every ten engaged in this ser

vice. A similar comparison shows one pas

senger to have been killed for each 1,985,-

153 passengers carried, or for each 47,588,906

passenger miles accomplished, and one pas

senger injured for each 183 822 passengers

carried, or for each 4,40(3,059 passenger

miles accomplished.

One railway employe killed each year out

of 320 employed !

One injured each year out of twenty-

eight employed!

One trainmen killed out of 1 1 5 employed !

One trainmen hurt out of every ten em

ployed!

And yet with these dread facts ever be

fore them, many would like to forbid these

men to organize for mutual protection and

for relief in case of injury or to bring tem

porary comfort to the home made desolate

by a death at the post of duty on the rail.

Let us not pay any heed to their behests

but continue in our line of duty as marked

out by our order, protecting ourselves from

injustice and inflicting none on others,

practicing charity in its broadest sense, liv

ing in strict sobriety (not only while on

duty but also when off duty) and working

industriously both at our calling and to

propagate the principles of our order and

we shall have the reward of knowing that

we have done our duty, which in itself is

the greatest satisfaction a person can enjoy.

William Weiler.
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Locomutice Engineering expresses eome dis

appointment 'with t lie designs offered in its

prize contest, because there was so little

that was new sent in for consideration. It

reports that " there was nothing new of

value offered, but the combination of good

devices and the arrangement of them was

admirable in many cases." It is somewhat

interesting to note that a locomotive fire

man, Fred M. Wescott, of Toledo, Ohio,

Presented a drawing which is spoken of as

eing " by long odds the nicest piece of work

of all those offered and was highly compli

mented by the committee." As Mr. Wes-

cott's work came in direct competition with

the work of many professional draughts

men, it speaks well for the fireman. Mr.

Wescott captured the second prize for eight-

wheelers, fifty dollars, ana would have

taken first prize but for "doubts about the

inside closing check and locating the air

pump too high." Mr. WeFcotc is em-

atd as a fireman on the Wheeling &

i Erie railroad, and lie learned all he

knows about drawing at the manual train

ing school at Toledo. The first prize design

calls for checks on the boiler-head inside

the cab, and an open pipe carries the water

up toward the front end of boiler. This

seems to be the greatest departure from

ordinary practice that appeared in either of

the other designs so far presented, and for

my part I fail to see much value in it. I

don't believe I would want a check buzzing

in my ear all the time; I would take my

chances on an inside closing check up at

the front end of the boiler and feel better

satisfied.

a «

It seems there was an almost unanimous

sentiment in favcrof thecompound express

ed at the compound " experience meet

ing'' held by the master mechanics at their

recentconvention. Oneof theM. M.sseemed

to hit the feeling of the great majority

pretty accurately when he expressed his

belief that the compound " is the coming

type of eDgine for freight service in this

country." Another said: " We have had

two compound engines for the last twenty

months, and I would like to add my testi

mony to that of the other gentlemen in fa

vor of the compound engine for freight ser

vice. We all know there are about a dozen

devices, each of which will pave about 10

per cent, on the locomotive, according to

the statements of the people who sell them.

The compound system is the only device I

have seen applied to a locomotive which

saves coal every week in the year and we

are fully satii-tied with it." One of the ex-

fieriences presented was that the trainmen

iked the compounds, because in their use

" there is almost an entire absence of dirt

and sparks." It was remarked by one

member that the M. M.s have a great ileal

to say against the compounds < utside, but

very little in the meetings. When the sys

tem of rating engines according to the num

ber of tons hauled, instead of rating U em

by car loads, comes to be generally adopted,

and there seems to be a strong sentiment

in that direction now, we shall have a sta

ble basis for comparison of that much vexed

question of economy, and there will be no

chance for further argument in that direc

tion.

*
• »

The Boston Traiitcript describes an elec

tric locomotive now under construction in

that city. The machine follows closely the

lines of steam locomotives; and it is hart to

see where the advantage is going to come

in. "The cylinder is lengthened and ha*

in its interior a series of armatures which

are so ene rgized as to draw the piston si

te rnately from one end to the other, the

driving axles being provided with commu

tators tochange the direction of the current.

The current may be received in any of the

ordinary ways." There may be something

in this mode of applying electric power for

locomotive purposes that does not appear

on the surface, but if the new machine

does not turn out to be another candidate

for the scrap pile, I shall miss my guets.

The Eleventh Annual Keportof the Mich

igan Labor Bureau deals extensively with

the condition of the railway employes of

of the state, and forms an interesting Htndy;

particularly interesting are the remarks of

individual employes in response to request*

for their views on the labor situation. Ooe

section man put the whole wages question

in startling clearness in these few words:—

"Eight in family makes twenty-four meato

per day, or 720 meals per month. Wage*.

?:>2 per month, less $7 for rent, leaves f-i

a month ; so meals must not cost over three

and one-half cents each. No books, no

clothes, no wood, no coal, no beer." The

whole story of dreary, hopeless, dishearten

ing toil could not be better presented in »

whole volume than it is presented by this

poor section man, here, in a few word*. One

baggageman says : " I work fourteen hoars

a day and am paid S-fO a month. The com

pany requires me to buy two uniform suit*

a year." Another reports a<x in family and

says " it is hard work to live like Americans

on $35 a month." There is not much com

plaint among the firemen, but the omra-

tors and agents complain bitterly oi the

conditions surrounding them, and it will be

admitted that the operator who says "Ibe

general tendency in all railroad work i« to

increase the amount of work and lessen sal

aries " speaks no more than the truth- One

fact developed by the canvass, and it ii »
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fact that the commissioner regards as worthy

of special notice, is that only about 21 per

cent, of the railway laborers of the state

axe organized.
*

* •

There seems to be a sentiment among the

railroado, openly expressed since the Pull

man strike, towards making a united and

determined effort to break un all railway

labor organizations. The B. of L. F., 0. R.

C, B. of R T. and S. M. M. A. organizations

on some roads have been notified that con

tracts with them will no longer be recog

nized, because individual members of those

orders in some instances went out through

sympathy with the A. R. U. Other in

stances are numerous where members of

the A. R. l\ have been given the alterna

tive of renouncing their membership in

that order or losing their jobs. In fact, the

war on labor unions will be prosecuted in

the present period of depression more vig

orously than ever before, and the war will

be carried on under government auspices.

Those who doubt that the government will

not exert its power to crush labor unions

may read the following extract from a

Washington dispatch. The language is at

tributed to Attorney General < >lney, and he

is talking about the anti trust law—a law

which he has frequently declared to be un

constitutional :

" Some people slid I neve r did anything under this

law." he exultantly remarked to a western senator.

" Well. 1 have found a use for it (ew expected, and a

good use. loo. I'll break up every labor union in

this country before we are through, for I will make

every strike the b8>>is for locking up every man who

counsels or is concerned in it before it is begun."

The idea of the railway managers eeems

to be to Eupplant the present organizations

with some sort of a paternal arrangement

which shall be under the administration

and control of the railroads. Will em

ployes permit them to accomplish their ob

ject? I think not.

W. P. Borland.

The Proper Definition of Clearance.

Mr. Editor:—We notice that our defini

tion of clearance in a cylinder has brought

forth criticism from Mr. Parshall, and in

his attempt to correct us be has given a defi

nition very misleading indeed, and in fact

it is no definition at all. We have no cor

rection to make in the definition that we

gave, and of course the steam port is also

taken in with, and is called clearance space.

That will no doubt be conceded. We will

give the definition of clearance as some of

the locomotive experts give it, and let the

readers judge for themselves as to the

proper one to take, our definition or Mr.

Parshall's. Here is what Mr. Forney, who

is the greatest locomotive expert in this or

any other country, says of clearance :

" When the piston of an engine is at the

end of its stroke there is always somespace

left between it and the cylinder head, so

that there will be no danger of the one

striking the other. The distance between

the piston and cylinder head at the end of

each stroke is called the clearance."

Here is another definition from Mr. For

ney: "The clearance of a piston is the

space between a piston and the cylinder

head when the former is at the end of its

stroke. If the piston touched the cylinder

head at the end of each stroke it would

cause a concussion or thump which would

injure those parts. Owing to the impossi

bility of constructing machinery with ab

solute accuracy it is therefore necessary to

leave a space usually from one-hall to one-

fourth of an inch wide between the piston

and the cylinder bead, so as to be certain

that they will not strike each other should

there be any slight inaccuracies in the

length of the piston rods, main rods, frames

or other paits."

Heie is a definition from another locomo

tive expert: "'The interior length of the

cylinder bore from cover to cover is always

a little longer than the stroke, plus the

thickness of the piston, so that a small va

cant space called the clearance is invariably

left at the end of each stroke."

The above is from Holmes, in bis Text

Book of Science. We could give more dt ti-

nitions from different authors, but as they

all mean the same, only some worded dif

ferent, it would no doubt be useless to give

any more. Mr. Parehall could have gotten

a better definition of clearance than he

gave by simply looking at the April issue

of Locomotive Engineering, page 140.

Another point in Mr. Parshall's letter we

wish to call the reader's attention to is

where he says that all first-class engine

builders, when economy is the object to be

attained, etc. Hid Mr. Parshall ever see a

first class engine builder that did not a m

for economy? If they failed in economy it

was not because they did not wantit.it

was due to an error in construction. Here

is where the indicator can. be applied. As

you say, the clearance must be reduced to a

minumum, but you cannot do away with it

entirely.

We again call the reader's attention to

the latter part of Mr. Parshall's letter,

where he says: "Concisely stated, clear

ance is the space from the piston, engine on

center, through steam ports to valve face."

Now right above his definition he wants to

know what has the position of the valve

and steam ports got to do with clearance.

We did not mention anything about valves

and steam ports in our definition, although

when the clearance space is filled with

steam the steam port is also filled. Your

idea that you advance in regard to discon

necting an engine would be very poor in
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deed, in this locality. "When you break

down on the road the proper thing to do is

to try and get out of the way and not block

the road by standing around and looking at

your break down. Your method might do

on some small road where there were only

two trains daily, one each way, and only

one engine; the train in one dircctidn has

the absolute right of track over the other.

Then if you broke down you could have all

the time you wished, as the other train

could not come out until you got in to bring

it out. Where, if you break down in this

locality, by the time you got stopped and

located the trouble there would be another

train behind you. Now-a-days your pres

ent foundation depends upon "what you are

doing, and not what you have done. It

makes no difference to the company you

serve, whether you have run on twenty

different roads or only one, you are rated

upon what you are doing at present. In

conclusion I will say that at some future

date I will present to the readers of the

Magazine some indicator cards taken from

some of the fastest passenger engines in

this country.

»
• *

There is no doubt but that many persons

are under the impression that back press

ure and compression are the same, and for

the benefit of those under that belief we

will try and point out the difference.

Back pressure may be stated as pressure

which opposes the movement of the piston

by the live steam. Compression is the

pressure caused by the closiDg of exhaust

port before the end of the stroke, and in

creased ahead of piston as it nears the end

of stroke. Back pressure takeB place while

the exhaust port is open ; compression oc

curs later in the stroke, beginning when the

exhaust is closed, and ending when the port

is opened to give the lead.

The action of steam in a locomotive cyl

inder are pre-admission, or more commonly

called lead, admission, expansion, exhaust,

back pressure and compression. There is

juet as much difference between back press

ure and compression as there is between

pre admission and admission. Pre-admis

sion takes place before the piston arrives

at end of stroke, and admission takes place

after the piston leaves the center, and the

movement of piston marks the distinction.

Back pressure and compression both are

present during the same movement of pis

ton, but the valve marks the line where

back pressure ceases and compression be

gins. So long as compression does not rise

above boiler pressure it is a benefit and

saves steam by cushioning the piston and

its connections at end of stroke. There also

seems to be a belief among^ many that lead

is given to a valve to cushion the piston at,

the end of stroke. I know of nothing more

atipurd. Lead is given to a valve to secure

full boiler pressure, if possible, and alsc to

obtain as large a port opening as can be

had just as the crank passes the center. If

lead waB given to a valve in order to cushion

the piston at the end of stroke, in addition

to compression, as so many believe, there

would be too much compression, and too

much compression, especially in high speed

engines, is worse than not enough.

Walter C. Oaraghty.

Baltimore, Mi>.

Mr. Editor:—In regard to the question

asked by T. 1. Weldon, it is necessary to

have a large grate area to burn coke as the

flame of coke is very short there is little, if

any, difference in front end arrangement.

It is also a good plan to take both front and

back dampers off The P. F. W. & C. R. W.

have engines in service in the Alleghany

yards that burn coal or coke according to

place the engine is assigned to. If your

engine does not cut her fire lower the flash

pan in the front end until you think it ad

justed properly. In reply to Mr. Willis at

to breaking a side rod on an engine where

the eccentrics were on one axle and the

main rods connected to another, if you break

a pin on lead driving wheel I can not see

why she is a dead engine as several brothers

have already styled her. If your eccentrics

are in proper shape and valves the same

take down side rods then sand your rail

good, start her slow and carefully, and do

not let her slip ; if she does not start off 0.

K. I am a Jonah.

Some few months ago I saw an engine in

the same condition so having the opporton-

ity mvself and several others thought we

would experiment a little and after doing

the aforesaid we run her about !KK» yards.

But, if a like occurrence should happen with

me on the road I would have her towed to

the shop, for it would be very risky busi

ness to haul a train with her, that is provid

ing the engine would slip, for the test we

made was with the light engine.

Allec-fiany City, Penn. W. J. Edward*.

QiieKtlous nml Allfiwem.

We clip the following questions and an

swers from Locomotive Engineering :

J. F. W., Terrell, Texas, writes.

My engine is cutting right back driving-

flange. The engine is in perfect tram and

runs a little too much to the right in front.

Can you propose a remedy? A.—There

are so many things which mav cause an en

gine to cut certain llangesof Jriving-wheel*

that no general directions may be given-

When a back driver is cutting, it can often

be remedied by throwing the head of the

engine to the same side, but in the c«e

submitted the head of the engine is said to
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be running to the eame side as the driver

that has the cutting flange. We would con

clude from thiB that the engine was low on

the right hand side. It might, however, be

that the driving-wheel which is cutting is

smaller than the one opposite to it, and it

might be that the driving-box brass was

worn thin or the front truck out of true.

All these causes must be taken into consid

eration and the real cause of the defect

judged accordingly.

A. S., Dennison, Ohio, writes :

I was hauling a freight train of twenty-

one loads with a Class K consolidation en

gine, the engine fitted with Richardson

valve, with relief cock in steam chest.

When running down a grade, at a speed of

3o or 40 miles per hour, the driving-wheels

revolving only at the rate of about 1"> miles

per hour, I had to use steam two or three

times to keep the engine from locking her

wheels. The engine was in the forward

motion, and full stroke, brakes and every

thing free. A.—We cannot account for this,

unless there was so much friction some

where that the engine could not keep up.

Might it be possible that you were mis

taken—seems impossible to reconcile with

any known laws.

G. A., Princeton, 111., writes: '

I notice in railroad papers that experi

ence in increasing the travel of locomotive

valves and adding lap makes a smart en

gine, but wasteful of fuel—that is for a 6 or

0}-inch valve travel ; while a 4 or 4;-inch

travel acts to make an engine logy but eco

nomical of fuel. I notice this opinion was

given by the S. M. P. of the Old Colony

road and others. If this is so, there is a

m.'8.-(iu for it. What is the reason ? Please

explain why should merely increasing the

travel of valve tend to burn more coal ?

.1.—The only explanation we have heard

of the above is that long travel gives quick

opening and closing of valve, creating a

jerking or uneven draft on the fire that

was detirimental.

K. E. M. D., Delaware, Ohio, writes :

An engine came in with the receiving-

valve of the Westinghouse air-pump stuck,

and the discbarge-valve heated so much

that the pipe leading to main reservoir be

came red hot. Please explain the cause of

this? A.—The pump piston kept churn

ing a small volume of air, and the work

done by the piston was converted into heat.

Compressing air or any other gas always

generates heat, but its effects are not per

ceptible when the compressed medium

passes away with small resistance.

J. A. P., Vichy, 111., asks :

1. In what position should an engine be

to test the blowing of valves with the lever

in the center ? A.—Top or bottom quarter.

2. With engine on her quarter and lever on

center, will steam go through cylinder

cocks or through exhaust, if valve is blow

ing? A.—To exhaust, and possibly to cyl

inder cocks if blow is strong. :!. With the

lever in center, can engine be placed in

any position where steam will come out of

one cylinder cock on each side? A.—With

a right-hand lead engine, the lever in the

center, and both cranks ahead of the axle,

it is possible for the valve on each side to

open the port the amount of the lead.

G. R , Chicago, writes :

Firebox side sheets are generally ^-inoh

thick for all kinds of locomotives. We

have engines carrying 130 pounds of steam

and others carrying ISO pounds, all with

the same thickness of side sheets. Now

what I want to know is, if fs sheet is right

for 1 30 pounds pressure, is it not wrong for

180 pounds pressure? .1 —The thickness

of sheet named has been found to be about

right for water that contains scaling ingred

ients. A thicker sheet is more liable to

crack. When the pressure is raised the

same strength can be secured by putting

staybolt8 closer.

Header, Waukesha, Wis., says:

Mention was made in Locomotive Engi

neering a short time ago of thermo-pile. I

have looked up several mechanical books

to find out what kind of an instrument it

is and cannot find anything about it. Will

be glad to get some light through your

columns. A.—The thermo-pile is part of an

exceedingly delicate heat measuring instru

ment tirBt brought to popular attention by

Professor Tyndall in bis lectures on " Heat

a Mode of Motion." The pile is made up

of pieces of metal having different mag

netic properties, such as bismuth and anti

mony.

W. W. II., South Bay, Maine, asks:

How many locomotives can Baldwin's

turn out in thirty days, and how long does

it take them to make a locomotive boiler ?

.1. — About ninety engines per month.

Time required to build a boiler depends on

what is ready in the shape of material. If

an odd boiler was asked for, it might take

two or three weeks ; if material was on

hand one might be completed, from start

to finish, in five or six days.

C. A.M., Erie, Pa., asks:

What is meant by the factor of safety of

a boiler? A.—The factor of safety is the

entire strength which the boiler possesses

to resist rupture. Jf a boiler is to carry a

certain pressure, say 1!j0 pounds to the

square inch, it ought to be made so that the

weakest part is capable of standing a pres

sure five times as great. This being done,

the factor of safety is said to be 5.
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Air Braken with Link-aml-Pln Couplers.

At the last meeting of the New England

Railroad Club, a short discussion took

place on the efficiency of power brakes on

cars equipped with link and-pin couplers.

The following is the substance of what was

said:

Mr. Lauder: I have heard lailroad men

occasionally discussingthe question whether

it was possible to operate the Westing-

house airbrake on cars with the link and-

Ein coupler, ignoring the fact that it has

een done on thousands of cars and hun

dreds of trains for the last 15 years. I

think some oix years ago the I'nion Pacific

road gave the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company the largest order they ever had

at one time, for 9 500 sets, almost half a

million dollars. They furnished their en

tire equipment at that time, and I suppose

all their new equipment since, with the

power brake. 1 don't think the Union

Pacific road has anything to-day but the

link and pin coupler. And the Southern

Pacific also, with its heavy grades, far

worse than anything in New England, for

the last 10 or 15 years, have handled their

trains with perfect success with the air

brake and the old link and-pin coupler.

Mr. D. W. Hunter: I would like to ask

Mr. Lauder if he would approve the use of

the Westinghouse air brake or any power

brake with the link-and pin coupler?

Mr. Lauder : I should most certainly; I

would approve the use of the air brake

with any of the existing couplers, and

there is no question that it can be so used.

We have on our road operated the air

brake with freight cars for ten years with

as good success as on our passenger trains.

The rigging sometimes gets disordered, and

the parts worn, but with ordinary care of

the rigging the air brake can be used with

any tjpe of coupler we now have. It oper

ates better, however, with the vertical

plane coupler.—National Car and Locomo

tive Builder.

The following is contributed to us by Mr.

H. L. Clark, Atchieon, Kan.:

I claim that the fireman is the one who

should pump the engine, and I will try to

convince enginemen that I am right.

When leaving a station with the boiler

full of water, and the engineer doing the

pumping, a good fireman is always worried

to know just when the engineer will put

his injector on. The fireman does not want

to waste any coal, and it takes very little

coal to keep steam up, but the fire must be

hot when the injector is started to hold the

steam. It often happens that when the in

jector is started, the fire is in no condition

to receive it and the steam soon drops back.

To regain the steam, the fireman must

crowd his fire, which often results in leav

ing a bank, and a waste of coal.

If the fireman is indifferent as to how his

coal record is, and only tries to keep the

engine hot, to be safe he will keep up a

heavy fire, and then hold the door open or

let the engine pop. As some engineers

keep the boiler full all the time, this hap

pens at every station, and in going over the

division considerable coal is wasted.

But when the fireman does the pumping,

then there is a great change ; he becomes a

better ' bov," and takes more interest in

his work. There is not so much to worry

him. He can gradually work his fire into

the proper condition, and when it is time

to start the injector he has a hot fire to re

ceive it, and has not wasted any coal.

The most successful firing I ever did was

when the engineer allowed me to pump the

engine on a local passenger train. The in

jector on my side would not quite supply

the engine when working her hard, ana the

engineer would occasionally start his in

jector just before shutting off for a station

and regain the water that was lost. Bat

on level track the injector would jnst sop-

ply her, and it was a pleasure to fire the

engine she steamed so well.

There is another thing about the saving

of coal that is not given the attention it

deserves by some engineers, and that is

about getting out of town. To show the

injustice that is practiced on the firemen

and the company by some men, I will re

late an incident that I will swear to.

I was once unfortunate enough to fire for

a man who had a notorious habit of slag

ging an engine when leaving town. He

would pull the throttle wide open, and

when gang about fifteen miles an hour be

would pull the lever about half way up the

quadrant and leave it there until the speed

was too fast, and then hook her back aod

commence easing her off on the throttle,

very often going to the next town and wait

for time. This man took a lay-off, and the

engineer who was put on in his place saved

coal enough in a round trip to more thin

pay my wages, and in a run of 140 miles

against a strong wind he made up thirty

minutes.—iAicomothe Engineering.

Rapid ETaporatlon in Locomotive Ballm.

Considering the tremendous rapidity with

which locomotive boilers convert water in

to steam, it is surprising that the accident

of burned crown-sheets is so exceedingly

rare. We know of nothing which forms a

better testimony to the care and vigilante

of the average locomotive engineer. Every

body who has bad experience in the cab of

a locomotive is well aware how rapidly the

water disappears if anything happens to

prevent the injectors working, but very

few people have seen actual figures of tbe

tremendous evaporation going on. Mr.
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Sanderson, of the Norfolk & Western,

speaking on this subject some time ago,

gives figures that will be interesting to

moat of our readers. He said: "Several

years ago, when they had some engines

burned owing to the carelessness of engine-

men, they made experiment] with one of

their engines, which has a boiler 60 inches

in diameter, lias 1,774 square feet of heat

ing surface, and 31 square feet of grate

area. The quantity of water evaporated

when one safety-valve was blowing off was

twelve gallons per minute; when both

safety-valves were blowing off the rate is

doubled. When the engine is working

moderately, the feed water is used up at

the rate of about forty- four gallons per

minute. When the engine was working

hard on a hill, the evaporation rose to sev

enty-seven gallons of water per minute.

The last figures represent measurements

taken when the safety-valves are closed, so

that if the engine is working hard on a

hill, and both safety-valves blowing off, the

water would be going away at the rate of

eighty-nine gallons per minute. This re

presents nearly 1 inch in the water gauge

per minute so it can readily be seen how

little time there is for a crown sheet to get

exposed when anything has happened to

stop the feed water supply.—Locomotive

Engineering.

To Solder Aluminum.

For some time it was asserted that alumi

num could not be soldered readily, and

quite recently a reporter for a New York

paper wrote a whole column upon the sub

ject, as he had discovered an obscure

Fr«nch chemist who had the secret of sol

dering aluminum, for sale for $50. As a

matter of fact there are a dozen different

mediums for soldering the metal in ques

tion, and here are some of them :

(1) Unalloyed pure tin, melting point

250°; (2) tin 1,000, lfad 50, melting point

280° to 300°; (3) tin 1,000, zinc 50, melting

point 280° to 320°; (4) tin 1,000, copper 10

to 15, melting point 350° to 450° ; (5) tin

1,000, nickel 10 to 15, melting point 350° to

450°; (6) tin 900, copper 100, bismuth 2 to

::, melting point 350° to 450°. The first

three do not color aluminum, and can be

used for ornamental and artistic objects.

Four and five are yellowish in color, but

have the advantage of higher melting

point and greater strength and hardness,

and suggest the possibility of using alumi

num for various articles and purposes for

which hammered, coated or enameled iron,

tin plate, copper, zinc, lead, etc., are now

used. The Journal of the Society of Chemi

cal Industry says the last alloy can be

made to assume any tint of yellow by va

rying the proportion of copper, and is,

therefore, suitable for the soldering of

aluminum bronzes ; the proportion of bis

muth is adjusted so as to keep the melting

point suitable for the use of the soldering

iron.—The Engineer.

German Locomotives.

Mr. G. Lentz, in a recent address before

a German engineering society on locomo

tive design, said that the German and

other continental locomotives are modeled

after both English and American designs,

with the result that a mixture of the fea

tures of both is found in them ; the prac

tice of later years, however, following

rather more closely the lines of English

builders. But the inside cylinders and

crank axles of the English engine have not

found favor, at least not in Germany,

where sharper curves are permitted than

in England, and where, therefore, numer

ous crank-axle failures have led to the

adoption of outside cylinders. Compared

with the English locomotive, the American

engine does not commend itself in appear

ance to Mr. Lentz's tastes ; there being as

he puts it, less beauty of design in its

make-up, while in many cases it is embel

lished with flourishes and needless orna

mentation which give it an unrestful air

The English builder, on the other hand,

aims at the utmost simplicity and turns

out an engine solid and clean cut in ap

pearance. Next to the English engines in

the order of merit, so far as appearance is

concerned, Mr. Lentz places those of Bel

gian make, in which inside cylinders large

ly prevail. Crank axle fractures, however,

occur in large numbers with these, notwith

standing the fact that their design pro

vides for an extra bearing for these axles.—

American Engineer.

At the recent meeting at Detroit of the

Association of Railroad Telegraph Superin

tendents. Mr. M. C. Selden of the Balti

more & Ohio read a paper upon the subject

of the telephone in railroad service. The

objection made to the telephone in com

parison with the telegraph, that there

would be no written record, is answered by

Mr. Selden. He calls attention to the fact

that the ordinary telegraph instrument

gives no written record, and that the ele

ment of personal fallibility is present in its

use ; and that if a telephone message is

written before sending and spelled out, as

it should be if of importance, the receiver

will have ample time to write it out while

receiving it, and records are thus preserved

at both ends of the line. In matters of

less vital importance the telephone offers

advantages which can not be approxima

ted by the telegraph. The Pennsylvania

Lehigh Valley and New York Central sys

tems have already established telephone

service between many principal stations.—

Railway Age.
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For some years after the extension smoke-

box for locomotives first appeared there

were numerous patents obtained for com

binations calculated to improve the box as

a spark arrester, or to perforin some real or

imaginary function which the common ar

rangement failed in. This line of inven

tion led to the wasting of money by people

ill able to afford squandering their means

on patent office fees, and it fell into inoc-

uous desuetude for a few years, but the

infection to improve smoke-boxes is spread

ing again. Half a- dozen patents have been

taken out within the last month for the

improvement of the locomotive smoke-box.

We only hope that the inventors will be

more fortunate than their predecessors.

Railroad companies are not ready to spend

money on draught obstructors these days.

They got too many lessons when the period

of fearful and wonderful smokestacks of

the kind that trainmen, for good cause,

called icecream freezers, was passing. The

man who promises to save 20 per cent, of

fuel by an improved smoke-box is sure to

get left. Superintendents and master me

chanics will not listen to tales of that kind.

—Locomotive Engineering.

A ctriovs incident was related by Mr.

Jacob Jobann, superintendent of machin

ery of the Chicago & Alton, in remarks

made at a Western Railway Club meeting.

Mr. Jobann said that for thirty years he

had followed the practice of giving valves

inside clearance instead of inside lap with

beneficial results. He went on: "I took

up that subject in 1803 with Mr. Hudson,

superintendent of the Rogers Locomotive

"Works, and begged him to send me en

gines with inside clearances and he de

clined to do it. We corresponded about

three months and he still persisted in hav

ing his J- inch inside lap. The road I was

with was not very solid financially, we were

buying engines with paper, so 1 could not

stand upon my dignity about having the

engines just as we wanted them, f finally

dropped the subject, and as fast as the en

gines arrived at my shops the valves were

taken up and fixed as I wanted them.

When changed they would take two more

cars over the hill than they would when

they bad the inside lap."—Locomotive Engi

neering.

A railway station indicator, which is

worked automatically by means of a lever

projecting underneath the carriage in posi

tion to strike an inclined plane upon the

track upon approaching a station, has re

cently been put into service upon an English

railway. The indication is by means of a

card bearing the name of the station, and

a small bell to call attention to the change.

—Locomotive Engineering.

Burlington engine No. 2G built at the

company's shops at Hannibal has made a

remarkable record in the matter of contin

uous service and small cost of maintenance.

It came out of the shops June 2:!, 18H2. and

was returned May 20, 1894, being out of the

shop, therefore, one year and eleven months

or 097 days, during which period it was

only idle seven days. It ran during the

period 149,665 miles. During this period

it consumed 5,009 tons of coal, 10,20;', pints

of oil, of which 7,012 were used for lubricat

ing purposes. It therefore ran 29.52 miles

to one ton of coal. This engine hauled,

during this time, trains 15 ami 10, which

are the fast night Denver trains, and trains

Nos. 13 and 14, consolidated St. Paul and

Denver trains between St. Louis and Han

nibal. These are the two heaviest, fastest

and most important trains of the system.

No accident of any kind happened to this

engine causing any delay. This is espe

cially interesting at this time in view of the

report to the Saratoga convention of the

Master Mechanics' Association of the com

mittee on ''cost of maintaining locomo

tives."— Railway Age.

A Wh.kkshaurk, Pa., inventor is claimed

to have solved the problem of preventing

boiler scale by means of a cartridge which

when placed in the boiler has the power of

attracting to itself the oxygen in the water

which otherwise would attack the metal.

Tests are described by a local paper in

which polished steel plates were placed in

vessels of water, one with the cartridge, the

other without, and left for a week. The

plate in the plain water came out badljr

rusted, while the one in the " doctored '

water was perfectly bright. Tests with salt

water under the same conditions, are al

leged to have given the same results.—Rail-

nay Age.

A pwiLiAH improvement on the link mo

tion has been patented by Mr. William 15.

Warren, Peoria, 111. It consists in placing

the eccentric rod-pins at different sides of

the link. The forward eccentric rod is

pinned at the back of the link in the usual

way, and the back-up eccentric is pinned to

the forward side. The pins are so located

that a straight line connecting their center!

passes through the center of the hanger

pin.—Locomotive Engineering.

It is announced that as one result of tli«

recent investigation of armor-plate fraud*

at Carnegie's, the board will recommend

that "in futnre mechanical engineers and

not sailors be selected to inspect govern

ment material," the inspection having

been, up to this time, mainly by enriins

who have returned from sea voyages.
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The capital stock of our railways on

June 30, 1893, was $4,668,935,418, of which

$2,859,334,572 or 61.24 per cent, of the total,

paid no dividends during the year. Only

5.32 per cent, paid as much as 7 per cent,

dividends, only 5.24 per cent, paid from 6

to 7 per cent., only 11.62 paid from 5 to 6

per cent, and the remainder had less than

5 cent, if it had anything at all. The

bonded debt amounted to $5,225,689,821, of

which $697,141,268, or 13.3 per cent, paid

no interest. Evidently the investors in

railway securities, representing millions of

people" whom the labor agitators are wont

to denounce as the capitalistic classes, are

receiving very small returns on their

money. Moreover bonds and stocks to the

value of many millions of dollars are an

nually wiped out of existence by financial

failure^ involving principal as well as in

terest in the calamity. People whose sav

ings are thus wiped away are in many

cases more entitled to sympathy than those

whose wages have been reduced by hard

times—certainly to more sympathy than

those who are offered good wages and not

only refuse to work but try to keep others

from working also.—Railway Age.

General passenger agent Daniels has pub

lished a list of unclaimed baggage and par

cels that have accumulated at the stations

of the New York Central road in one year,

which furnishes remarkable evidence of the

carelessness of the traveling public. The

list, which is about two feet long, closely

printed in fine type, with abbreviations to

designate various articles—B. T. for black

trunk. R. T. for russet trunk, R. V. for rus

set valise, etc.—comprises hundreds of arti

cles, such as trunks, handbags, boxes, bask

ets, umbrellas, boots and shoes, rubbers,

coats, gossamers, books, a bicycle tire,

canes, and bundles, packages and parcels

of all shapes and kinds—including three

boxes of cigars, which we are expected to

believe have remained within reach of the

baggagemen, unsmoked, for more than a

year. The number of stupid people who

leave their belongings in the cars and sta

tions is astonishing, and still more aston

ishing is the fact that so many articles of

value are never claimed.—Railway Age.

Reports eay that the Williams Palace Car

Company, capitalized at $3,000,000, will be

gin the construction of cars in St. Joseph,

Mo., to compete with the Pullman and Wag

ner companies. There is a saving of weight

in the Williams car of 5,000 pounds. The

berths will be a little longer than those in

the Pullman and Wagner cars and about

the same width. They will be arranged in

about the same manner with upper and

lower tiers. The rack upon which the mat

tresses will rest will be made of aluminum

inclosed in a case of wood and will fold up

in the same manner that an accordion does,

and be deposited in the wall of the car in a

space of one and seven-eights of an inch

thickness. Upon these frames will rest mat

tresses made of cloth and rubber, which will

be inflated with air immediately before

being put in use. In the summer chilled

air and in the winter warmed air will be

used. These mattresses, together with the

bed clothing, will be stored underneath the

seats when they are not in use.—Locomotive

Engineering.

There must be something more than com

mon about the powers exercised by the coal

strikers who have lately been tearing up

railroad tracks, destroying bridges and play

ing havoc generally with railroad property.

A morning paper dispatch lately went on

to tell that a band of strikers blew up a rail

road frog with dynamite and with fiendish

deliberation burned up the fragments.—

Locomotive Engineering.

The moBt encouraging feature in the rail

way outlook just now is the general change

of sentiment on the part of commercial

and legislative bodies in regard to the pool

ing of competitive traffic. More than

twenty boards of trade of large cities have

Eassed resolutions favoring the proposed

ill legalizing such pooling, under oversight

of the inter-state commerce commission.

Many of the strongest opponents of the

plan, like ex-senator Reagan, now favor it,

and there is no doubt that the bill will pass

both houses of congress in a few days.

With competition thus regulated, tempta

tions to discrimination removed, and steadi

ness of rates insured, the railways and the

public will alike be benefited and the era

of destructive rate wars will, it is hoped,

be brought to a speedy close.—Railway Age.

The number of railway corporations in

the United States at last report of the inter

state commerce commission was 1,890, of

which only 752 were independent operating

roads, although 939 maintained operating

accounts. Of the 1,138 subsidiary compa

nies 778 maintain financial accounts, being

leased or operated under traffic agreements,

the remaining 360 apparently having only

a nominal existence. Consolidation is still

going on, though upon a small scale of late,

and there are now 42 companies which oper

ate more than 1,000 miles each, their mile

age aggregating 98,385 miles, or 55.78 per

cent, of the total mileage of the country ;

but there are 902 companies which repre

sent 250 miles or less each, and 90 others

which operate between 250 and 500 miles.

So the great majority of the railway com

panies are still small.—Railway Age.
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SUMMER TRAVELS.

Santa Catalina Island, July, 1894.

When I had my last monthly chat with

the readers of the Magazine, I was at what

seemed tome the loveliest spot in California,

but, in a state so abounding in beautiful

places, as does California, one hardly dares

give the palm to any one. The more one

sees of it, the more readily he can excuse

the Californians for their pride in its won

derful resources. If one summer anywhere

west of the high mountain ranges, "he will

never experience an uncomfortably hot day.

If he like the sea coast, there are as many

miles of it as from New York to Florida,

and it is thickly dotted with pleasure re

sorts, ranging from the simplicity of tents

on the shore, to elegant hotels with all the

modern conveniences. If he prefer the

mountains, he may make his choice from

three different ranges, and here also, among

their almost inaccessible heights, he may

live in a hotel or a cabin. He may betake

himself to a ranch and lie under the trees

while the ripe fruit drops into his mouth,

or he may go to the city and revel in the

delights of metropolitan life. In California

one may find any kind of climate, scenery,

people or mode of living that he happens to

desire. It is, in truth, a state of magnifi

cent resources. It must also be admitted

that its deserts are just as barren as its val

leys are fertile, that an immense amount of

soil is wasted on mountains, and that, in

many places, there are more boulders to the

acre than in any other spot on the globe.

From Coronado Beach we went over into

the heart of the San Bernardino valley,

where I visited an old schoolmate who lives

on a big fruit ranch near Redlands. The

pretty town of Riverside has been described

so often as to be quite well known ; San Ber

nardino, the county seat, is a thriving place,

but, to my mind, Redlands is the banner

town. To one who is not acquainted with

the possibilities of California, it would seem

incredible that there could be such a devel

opment in the space of half a dozen years.

It is in the heart of the orange district and

the center of a great deal of wealth. There

are no end of beautiful homes, with spacious

and handsome grounds. " Smiley Heights,"

the winter home of two New Yorkers, rep

resents an expenditure of $100,000, and

there are many others quite as attractive.

The valley is like a great bowl surrounded

by mountains, and yet it is itself 1,500 feet

above sea level. It is the highest, dryest

and warmest place in Southern California,

and is a paradise for invalids. A great deal

of capital is attracted there through people

who have made their fortunes and want a

mild and equable climate in which to spend

the remainder of their days. It seems as if

they ought to live forever in such an at

mosphere, but the cemetery shows that

Death also has found this salubrious spot.

If I were asked what is the most remark

able thing I have seen in California, I

should answer, " The system of irrigation."

A river flows where it is of no benefit to

anybody. Man, who wants this river for

his own purpose, turns it from its course,

and, by means of flumes and pipes, carries

its rushing waters whereverthey are needed.

He goes to the top of the mountains and

turns the springs and streams into great

reservoirs where the precious fluid is stored

for future use. There is in this locality,

and extending for many miles across the

state, a clear, swift stream of water called

the "Zanja, pronounced "Sankey." the

entire channel of which was made by In

dian women more than a hundred years

ago. I was impressed especially, while

here, with the danger of buying land in

California without seeing it. There may be

one tract rich and fertile and admirably

adapted for fruit growing, and directly

across the road another which never could

be made to yield, or if at all, only after a

fortune had been expended on it ; and right

here, in this most fertile locality, are hun

dreds of acres so thickly covered with huge

boulders that they are utterly useless for

all time to come.

It was here that we were caught by the

" strike." While sitting on the veranda,

in the cool of the evening, with our trunks

all packed for starting the next morning,

some friends drove up with the information

that not a train was running. Our visit

was ended, our plans made for the future,

it was getting hot, and there was every

reason to believe the delay would be pro

longed. Two days afterward, however, we

were able, by going five miles down the road

with a " dummy engine to meet the last

overland from off the desert, which brought

us to Los Angeles. From there we came by

the "Terminal," the only road which was

not "tied up," to the coast, and taking the

steamer, reached Santa Catalina, in safety,

very glad indeed, to find so comfortable and

delightful a spot.

Here we have remained several weeks,

growing more in love with the place every

day. How I have wished that all the weary

and worn might come here for awhile and

rest in the arms of Mother Nature. And

yet, if only a small proportion came, we

should run the risk of being crowded off,

for there is but a small foothold here. Such

a unique place, the top of a mountain ris
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ig out of the water and forming an island

i the midst of the Pacific Ocean, thirty

niles from the mainland. It is twenty-one

[riles long and from one to eight miles wide,

nd consists wholly of mountains and can

ons. The latter come down sharply to the

rater's edge, but at the southeastern corner,

ne of these canyons broadens out, forming

gentle slope of perhaps six or eight acres ;

nd here the little village of Avalon has

prang np, only five or six years old, but

lestined to a long life, if an earthquake

loes not swallow up the island some fine

lay, as is frequently predicted. Avalon

'i insists merely of hotels and boarding

louses, groceries, drug stores, curiosity

hops, ice cream parlors and a big dance

>avilion. Many pretty, private cottages

:ling to the mountain side, but the greater

lumber of people who summer here, live

n tents. These tents are well built, divided

nto rooms, carpeted and furnished, and it

s really an ideal way to live in this warm,

Iry climate. There are places where one

ran buy hot soups, meats and vegetables,

ind the bakeries are excellent. There are,

:iowever, good hotels and boarding houses

or those who cling to the conventionalities

)f life.

The little bay forms a perfect crescent,

?alm and lovely, and the cove is sheltered

by the mountains from the strong ocean

winds. They rise up almost perpendicu

larly on all sides except that which looks

out over the broad, blue Pacific. It is a

most beautiful spot, where art has done,

can do, nothing to assist nature. The only

amusement after nightfall is to wander by

the shore and listen to the music of the

wrves, or, if this grow monotonous, to

drop into the big pavilion and watch the

merry dancers under the inspiring strains

of the orchestra. By day, camping parties

form and go up into the mountains in

search of quail, prairie chickens and wild

goats. Other parties go out for a day's

fishing and almost without exception, come

home laden with bass, mackerel, barracuda

and the big jew-fish, some of them so large

that a man cannot carry more than one.

There are hundreds of little row boats, danc

ing in the sun, sailing vessels, steam

launches and many beautiful yachts. Bath

ing is the most popular form of entertain

ment and there is always a merry crowd in

the water, kicking, splashing, shouting and

performing all sorts of antics, some of them,

it must be admitted, a serious offense

against modesty and good taste. The young

people are fond of mounting the burros and

iollowing the mountain trails, but older

people find rather too hard work in this

kind of fun. The trot of a burro is as bad

as a case of sea-sickness, which is the very

worst that can be said about it.

What we enjoy above all else are the

beauty, the rest, the quiet and the uncon-

ventionality. No steam whistles, no clang

ing electric cars, no stony pavements, not

not a sound except the shouts of children

and the murmur of the waves We may

put on one plain dress in the morning and

wear it all day without any infraction of the

proprieties. Sometimes we climb to the top

of a mountain peak and watch the sun drop

into the deep waters. Most of the day we

sit upon our veranda, which overlooks the

ocean, so near we could throw a stone into

the waves, and read and write and sew,

watch the panorama spread out before us,

and revel in the delicious air. There is

never a hot and never a cold day, always

sunshine and a fresh breeze, and on either

hand, the mountains and the sea, of which

one never grows tired. When we see the

moon rise up over the high peaks and shine

down in a broad, white, endless path along

the dark waters, we say again and again,

" Never will we forget Santa Catalina. It

would be a pleasure to remain here all the

rest of the summer, but there are many in

teresting places in Southern California

which we nope to see before the end of the

season sends us back to work ; and, so in a

few days, we shall have to say good-by.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Three weeks away from books and maga

zines and all newspapers, except one daily

which discusses nothing but the " strike,

without even her correspondence, how is

the editor to make any notes on current

events? From the two states which we

have been watching lately with considera

ble interest, New York and Kansas, I have

had no news for a month. What the New

York constitutional convention has done

with the "woman question," I cannot tell.

Early in June a large number of distin

guished women appeared before the com

mittee on suffrage in the assembly chamber

and several very fine addresses were made,

which were received with great courtesy

and attention. I wish it were possible to

reproduce them here, especially that of Dr.

Mary Putnam Jacobi, a celebrated physi

cian. It was an argument for woman suff

rage, so strong, so logical, so comprehen

sive, that one cannot see how it could fail

to convince. A petition was presented to

the convention tne first of June, signed by

300,000 persons over 21 years of age, resi

dents of New York, asking that the suffrage

be granted to women. In addition, there

was presented the endorsement of over 100,-

000 members of various labor organizations,

who had approved the petition in their

meetings and sent this official statement

properly signed. These petitions, doubt

less, have been largely increased since then.

It was shown that, in the city of New York,

women pay taxes on $300,000,000 of prop
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erty, and in the state outside on consider

ably more than that amount. Compare

this with the amount that brought on the

revolutionary war against taxation without

representation. The statement being con

tinually reiterated that the majority of

women do not want to vote, they have

asked that the women of the state may be

allowed to vote on the amendment to give

women the ballot, and thus let the matter

be proved in the only way possible. The

probability is that the convention will re

fuse everything they ask,—and then the

opponents will keep right on saying that

when women want the ballott "they can

have it.

.».

No news has been received from Kansas

since the Democratic state convention. It

was not expected that it would adopt a

woman suffrage plank. Although some of

the county Republican conventions declar

ed for equal suffrage, the state convention

refused to do so. Able addresses were

made by Miss Anthony, Rev. Anna Shaw,

Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, Mrs. Laura M. Johns

and others, and a memorial asking for the

suffrage, to which was attached many yards

of signatures was presented, but the con

vention ignored the question. It is believ

ed that a very large proportion of the Kan

sas Republicans are in favor of woman

suffrage, but they are determined to regain

the state from the Populists this fall, and,

in order to do this, they must conciliate the

liquor vote and the foreign vote, both of

which are strongly opposed to giving the

ballot to women. If women themselves

could vote they would not have to go plead

ing before conventions, only to have their

claims utterlv rejected. In the Populist

convention the committee brought in a

majority report against equal suffrage, but

the convention took up the minority report

and passed it by a vote of 337 to 269. The

office-holding element did everything in

their power to defeat the amendment, but

it is well understood that the Populist party

favors equal suffrage. The question of ex

tending full suffrage to women will be

voted on by the male half of the people of

Kansas next November. There is no man

so ignorant or so degraded, in that state,

but will have his vote on this question,

while the mothers and wives will stand

back, powerless, awaiting the decision.

•
• •

When I wrote last month I had not been

able to get a report from the convention of

Working Girls' Clubs, held in Boston. The

delegates represented 180 clubs, composed

of stenographers, dressmakers, milliners,

book keepers, saleswomen, operatives from

the mills, and wage earners in various oc

cupations. The sessions continued for near

ly a week and were universally commeded

for their dignity, harmony and strict

observance of parliamentary usage. They

were devoted chifly to a discussion of practi

cal questions, profit-sharing, trades- unions,

domestic service, matters of finance, etc.

Receptions were given by the wives of the

Lieutenant-governor, the Mayor, Mrs. Louis

Agassiz, and other well-known people. The

convention was addressed by Hon. Carroll

T. Wright, U. S. Commissioner of Labor ;

Mrs. Alice Freeman Palmer, Dean of Chi

cago University; Dr. Wm. J. Tucker, Presi

dent of Dartmouth College ; Mrs. Ellen H.

Richards, of the Boston Institute of Tech

nology, and many other distinguished per

sons. The greatest interest, however, was

felt in the addresses and reports of the del-

gates themselves, coming as they did from

various parts of the country and from

many ranks of life. The Boston Woman'*

Journal makes the following significant

comment :

To one whose eyes are weary with the account! in

the press of the gathering of the numerous clans of

Coxey's army, with the reports of the desperate

words of anarchists, and of the severe arraignment

in labor and l'opulist conventions of the plut«x-racy

of wealth and the corruption of government, and

whose bouI has been harrowed by descriptions of the

unemployed of both sexes as ground oetween the

upper and nether millstones—the fact that an a.ssem-

blage of working women held three days' ses«i«'n

without airing any grievances, and without passing

any resolutions of condemnation, seems ainazim:.

There were discussions of hardships and of unjuci

conditions, but without bitterness, and with a re

markable appreciation of both sides of the question.

It should be, indeed, the mission of wo

men to bring not a sword but peace into

the world. There was a very strong feeling

in the convention in favor of the co-operation

of men and women in all the work of the

times. Opinions were expressed both for

and against the suffrage for women. It

was a noteworthy convention. The organi

zation of clubs of wage-earning women,

the uniting of these clubs into one federa

tion, and the coming together annually for

the full and free discussion of subjects of

mutual interest and for personal acquaint

ance, are movements of importance and

worthy of commendation.

•
• •

Here is an incident that I came across

this summer. I was attracted by the intel

ligence and good manners of a girl who

waited on me at the table, and, after

awhile, I learned her story. She and her

friend, a bright refined girl, who waited on

the adjoining table, are natives of Canada-

One was a type writer and one a dress

maker. By the hardest kind of work they

managed to pay their board, the rent of

one room ana to dress plainly. They bad

no leisure, no vacations, and the clo9« con

finement affected their health. They were

anxious to see something of the world, and

finally they formed a plan and pat it into
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execution. By close economy they saved

enough money to take them to Boston.

Here they secured a position in a hotel,

one as chambermaid, the other in charge

of the linen room. When the World's Fair

opened, the proprietor paid their way to

Chicago and put them in a hotel there.

Tbey saw the fair thoroughly, and, at its

close, they had saved enough money to

bring them to Southern California where,

with their recommendations, they had no

trouble in securing hotel service. They

have had a year here, seeing as much of

the country as possible, and next winter

they will enter service in San Francisco.

By next summer they expect to have saved

enough to visit their relatives in England.

They have worked fewer hours than at

their old occupations, the exercise has re

stored their health, they have had the ad

vantage of travel, they have dressed bet

ter, and they have saved money. They

have every evidence of being girls of ex

cellent character. There is no question

bnt that domestic service is better paid

than most of the occupations in which

women are engaged. If it were possible

to get a class of women to go into it who

would place it on a higher plane, it would

be much more to their advantage than to

ilrag out their lives on the starvation wages

they receive behind the counter and at the

needle, simply because these occupations

are considered more " respectable."

•
• •

Mrs. Z. E. Hearsey, of Baton Rouge, La.,

is described as a most successful business

woman. She has a large book store and

controls the sale of New Orleans papers in

her city, employing thirty newsboys. She

also carries on an extensive trade in flori

culture, and supplies the market with the

choicest of flowers. Both of these branches

of trade are eminently suited to women.

Let us hope the day is at hand when a

greater number of women will go into busi

ness for themselves, and thus enjoy an in

dependence which is never possible when

one is dependent upon a salary paid by

some one else and likely at any time to be

lessened or withdrawn.

*
* *

One of the greatest organizations of wom

en in the world is the Woman's Liberal

Federation, of England. A number of years

ago a tory organization was formed in that

country, which, out of compliment to Lord

Beaconsfield, was called "The Primrose

League." The women in the Liberal party

then formed their Federation, which has

become a recognized political power. Lady

Aberdeen, who is known to Americans

through her enterprise at the World's Fair,

the "Irish Village," which made $100,000

for the Irish peasantry, has been the presi

dent. Previous to her election Mrs. Glad

stone was president. At their recent an

nual meeting, Lady Carlisle was elected to

this office. She is probably the ablest wo

man, in political life, in England, which is

noted for its able women. In her opening

address she declared that in this most truly

democratic society there was not one more

democratic than herself. The Federation is

composed of about 400 large associations,

they have plenty of funds and take an act

ive part in the political campaigns. Their

work at the next general election will be

to secure candidates who favor full suffrage

for women. There is a strong sentiment in

favor of it among both parties, but neither

of them is at present strong enough to

make it an issue. Women in England have

all now but the Parliamentary suffrage.

There is something in this for American

women to reflect upon.

•
* *

Illinois has a verv efficient state factory

inspector in Miss Florence Kelly. In her

first statement, recently presented to the

Governor, she says she found, in five

months, 0,576 boys and girls under 16 years

of age, in 245 establishments. This does

not include hundreds who were diecharged

because they were under 14. This shows

an utter disregard of the law on the subject.

Miss Kelly's task has not been an easy one,

as she would have been forcibly ejected

from many of the factories if she had not

Eroved that she had a legal right to make

er investigations. Women are especially

fitted for a work of this kind, having a keen

eye, a persistence in obtaining information

and a sympathy which will not permit

them to be turned aside from their pur

pose.
*

* *

At the 75th annual convention of the

Episcopal diocese of Maine, there was a

long and vehement debate in regard to per

mitting women to vote at the parish meet

ings. It was finally carried in the affirma

tive by a vote of 21 to 18. There seems to

be no doubt of the ability of the women to

do most of the work in the parish , but when

it comes to a question of allowing them to

vote on matters directly connected with

the parish,—oh, dear, no. What a dreadful

thing this vote is, to be sure.

•
* *

The British Woman's Temperance Asso

ciation are about to make a new experiment

in reforming inebriate women. They will

be taken to an industrial farm and provided

with agreeable outdoor occupation, fruit

growing, poultry raising, gardening, bee

keeping, butter making, &c. In the winter

they will have sewing, knitting, lace mak

ing, cooking and other indoor employments.

They will have pleasant surroundings,
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moral influences, and their intemperance

will be treated as a disease. Undoubtedly,

so long as they remain here there will be

great improvement, but when they go back

to the city, with its pitfalls of sin on every

hand, it is more than probable that their

poor, weak, diseased natures will be unable

to resist the temptations. Perhaps, some

day the good and intelligent women will get

a fair, fighting chance at these dens of vice,

that stand wide open, embellished with all

that is attractive and protected by law and

public sentiment. As the situation is now,

women are permitted to do all that they

desire to take care of the unfortunate vic

tims, but are deprived of all power to re

move the causes which bring them to ruin.

»
» *

Beading that Madame Marie Barg, of

Louisiana, has received an award from the

World's Fair authorities for orangine, re

minds me of a personal incident. In the

Florida building at the fair, where they

were selling orange cider, was a large plac

ard asking that each one should write in a

big register on the counter his opinion of

the beverage. While I was draining my

glass my mischievous brother, who was

with me, wrote, "The best drink sold on

the grounds, and I have sampled all of

them," and signed my name !

•
* •

A worthy citizen of Glasgow, Scotland,

on a recent visit to Paris, was horrified to

see in the show windows some bicycle

dresses for women. Since his return home

he has been carding the papers, exhorting

the Scotch women to " beware of these

devilish accoutrements which were design

ed by Satan to lower the moral tone of wo

men." Isn't it funny how perfectly famil

iar men seem to be with the intentions of

both the Lord and the devil when they

wish to enforce their own opinions in regard

to the things that concern women ?

*
* •

Mrs. Julia Josephine Irvine, M. D., who

has been appointed President of Wellesley

Cellege, is a graduate of Cornell and also

studied for several years in Switzerland,

Italy and Greece. She has been for some

time a Professor of Greek at Wellesley. She

is a daughter of the late Dr. Mary F. Thomas,

of Richmond, lnd., one of the earliest wo

man-suffragists on record, and for many

years President of the Indiana State Asso

ciation. It will be found that there are

many distinguished children of these

"strong-minded" women.

•
* •

The English parliament recently discussed

a bill to restrict the sale of firearms, and

one of the provisions of which was that no

dealer should sell a pistol to a married wo

man. The reason for this was explained

by one of the noble lords to be that the

temptation to kill their husbands would be

too great, and that the opportunity should

not be put in their way !

Woman's Drvss and Rights.

I think Mrs. Miles is very much mistaken

when she says women try to pattern after

men when they put on a short dress. They

do it for convenience, health and comfort.

And I can say this in vindication of the

general good sense and politeness of men.

that I was never shabbily or disrespectfully

treated by them while I wore the short

dress. But if anybody turned up their nose

at me it was a woman. We hear of man's

inhumanity to man, but if we tell of wo

man's inhumanity to woman we are speak

ing a gigantic truth.

And why should women vote? Because

it would be only an act of justice, after all.

She is just as much human as a man is, and

it is being demonstrated daily that she is

not inferior to him, only as regards physi

cal strength, and I think she has as much

right to vote as to go to church or eat her

dinner. How is a woman that is unmarried

to have sons to vote? And because she re

mains unmarried is she to be denied the

liberty of free speech ? It seems to me

that the word " male " ought to be stricken

from the constitution as regards voting,

and I sincerely hope and pray that it wul

be, and then will the stars and stripes floit

over a really free and happy people.

Rosette Ramsdell Churchill.

WBEN BEAUTS SBOVI.lt BOPE.

To MRS. CARRIE MITCHELL, KK1THSRIRC., ILL.

When overy flay is crowded full of joy.

And in oiir hearts love sings a roundelay.

And friends seem near and true, and no alloy

Commingles with the gold of our fair day

Then hope smiles, for the future glows

With promises of every" good to l>e.

And in the garden of our life, the rose

Of happiness is beautiful to see.

But should fate bring misfortune to our door.

And bid no ray of hope to enter there ;

And cast long shadows on our peawful floor.

Our lives to dim with sadness and despair;

'Tis then that hope, bright star from Heaven «nt.

In woman's heart triumphant rises high

And clouds of anguish and of doubt are "rent

By light divine, that reaches from the sky.

"Tis well to rest in hope at dawn of day.

But oh. the faith that shineth in the night.

Not only leads its own serenely on the way.

But helpeth countless others in the liiht.

So friend, thv sunny spirit, thy sweet «oul

The faith that guides where otherK hopeless any.

Will some day bring thee to a brighter goal.

With blessings following upon the way.

.Varirnn/ Ifatto*.

Miss Elizabeth Banks will puhlishabook

which will endeavor to show that domestic

service is preferable to shop or factory for
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Our Moneyed Arlatoeraey.

"Without making much fuss about it e

large number of foreigners of rank and title

are visiting American friends at their sum

mer residences and otherwise "looking

around" at this country and its institu

tions. Passing by some of these strangers'

criticisms on the present state of affairs, it

is amusing to note the surprise the mode of

living here creates in intelligent minds ac

customed to much simpler forms of wealth

at home

Count Nympsche, a German friend of

Prince Hatzfeldt, who married the daughter

of C. P. Huntington, expresses the livliest

astonishment at such an establishment as

the Huntingtons occupy for other than

royalty. He Bays there is no luxury or

magnificence to compare with that seen in

private houses in America anywhere from

the Atlantic to the Pacific, ana his opinion

is echoed by foreigners of other nationality

as well as by our so called English cousins.

A well known lady, who has made Berlin

her home for many years, returned to her

native land last spring to find such an Alad

dinlike change that she says it has almost

made her silly- " No one in Germany, at

least, dreams of the extent of this moneyed

aristocracy." She paused. " 1 hate that

phrase, and withdraw it ! But it surprises

me to see luxury where I left mere comfort

only twenty years ago. The emperor is not

housed half so well as some of my acquaint

ances in their Bummer places." The frugal

German appears to be most touched hy

American progress in the weird art of liv

ing up to a big income.

Playxna In the Garret.

"There is one delight," said a man who

was reared in a small town, "that I suppose

many children born in great cities never

know, and that is the delight of playing in

the garret. Many city children, to be sure,

have relatives in the country or in smaller

cities or towns whom they have visited, who

live in houses with garrets, and these know

something of the delights of the garret, but

there must be many city children who

never even heard the name.

" For myself, I remember well a garret to

which I used to climb in rainy weather up

a steep and narrow flight of stairs. It was

warm and rather stuffy in the garret, but the

rain made music on the shingled roof and

the garret itself was full of treasures. There

was room . to begin with, space to move about

in, though you needed to look out a little

for the timbers in the sloping roof. There

was a swing from the two beams, and we

used to swing and swing in that and never

got tired of it. There was a chimney up

through this garret, a great, big, friendly

chimney, and we used to play tag around

that chimney until we couldn't run any

more. There was a great lot of old maga

zines, and these were an unfailing source of

delight. There were old books in queer

type and with strange-looking pictures;

there were queer old hair covered trunks

with round tops, studded with brass-headed

nails. In these trunks and around in the

garret were curious, old-fashioned men's

clothes and the most extraordinary gowns

and capes and hats of women ; not fancy

costumes, but the real things, such as they

actually wore many years ago, and looking

stranger than anything you could hire at a

costumer's. We used to drees up some

times in these old, old things and parade

around in the garret and have great times

generally, and so forget ourselves in the de

lights oi the garret that the very world

itself looked strange when we came down

stairs and back to it.

" What is there in the big city that takes

the place of the garret?"—N. Y. Sun.

A Woman Horse Denier,

There is a woman horse dealer in Idaho.

She is in partnership with her father and

two brothers. The firm owns a horse and

cattle ranch in the Brunean valley. At

home this young woman goes about and

buys horses. Her judgment on a horse is

said never to fail. When the shipping sea

son comes she leaves the ranch and goes

east with her stock. She plans her visita

tions to certain cities, travels in the caboose

of the train which hauls the horses and is

treated with all respect. From city to city

she goes, and is a very successful horse

dealer. There is no reason why she should

not be successful, as ahe is quiet and unob

trusive, attends to her own business and

has her own bank account from which to

draw.

To Fill Z'p Floor Craekt.

If your kitchen or other floor that you do

not wish to carpet shows unsightly cracks,

try the following receipt for them : One

pound of flour, three quarts of water and

a teaspoonful of alum and make a paste of

them, cooking well together. After remov

ing it from the stove stir into it a lot of

paper that is torn in small pieces and let it

soak, stirring as much as you can. The

paper should be stirred until it is all in a

pulp and the mass is so thick that it is diffi

cult to stir longer. Apply it to the cracks

—be sure the floor is freshly cleaned first—

and force it in, smoothing it off even with

the surface. Leave it to dry thoroughly

and you will find that it is more lasting and

a great deal cheaper than putty. This can

be painted right over as though it were

wood.
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THE FOURTH OF JULY.

Mr. Samuel J. Niccolls, in the Globe-Dem

ocrat, of July 4th, has a paper captioned,

"Thoughts for the Fourth," and starts out

as follows :

The Fourth of July, by unquestioned right, stands

first among our national holidays. The great event

which it commemorates must ever make it dear to

all true Americans and lovers of liberty. Usually it

has been celebrated with not a little boasting over our

manifest destiny and our favored condition as a free

people. Hut whatever we may think of our future

as a nation, it would be idle to attempt to disguise

the fact that the return of Independence Day this

year finds us in a condition that excites distress and

alarm among all serious-minded men. Our indus

tries are prostrated, trade is paralyzed, capital is un

employed, labor is full of unrest and discontent, and

hope for better times through long delays is sick and

weak. There is a serious apprehension felt on all

sides with reference to greater evils to come; nor

can tnere be any relief until this apprehension is re

moved. Some urgent questions must be settled, and

settled promptly and finally, before there can be a

return to prosperity. It is indeed a most serious time

with a people when they begin to distrust them

selves and their institutions. Two things ore spe

cially manifest to all. and they are signs of evil

import. One is the prevailing lawlessness of the

times. In this respect our present condition furnish

es a sad contrast witli earlier periods in our national

life. One of the distinguishing characteristics of the

American people in the past has been their respect

for law. Intelligent visitors from the Old World,

where force plays such an important part in the pres

ervation of public order, have observed this charac

teristic, and writers like De Toqueville and Prof.

Bryce have mentioned it to our praise.

The 4th day of July, as a national holi

day, commemorates an eyent which ought

to be very dear to American workingmen

opposed to oppression, robbery and degra

dation, because it was a day on which the

people—at least a large majority of them—

decided to strike against the laws, the au

thority, the government of England.

Prior to July 4th, 1776, the colonies were

full of agitators. They defied courts and

their injunctions. They flung defiance into

tberery teeth of the British king, his gen

erals and his soldiers. There was riot and

bloodshed, battles, defeats and victories.

Washington and his compatriots were de

nounced as anarchists, nihilists, rebels and

traitors. Upon the heads of Hancock, Ad

ams, Washington and others a price was

set, and if they had been caught they would

have been unceremoniously shot to death

or hanged. The Declaration of Independ

ence recited the cause of the great strike for

liberty. The authors of the strike knew there

would be great inconvenience to the people

of the colonies, that trade and commerce

would be crippled ; that untold sacrifices

and sufferings would result, but the Uadert

did not heed such ravings. There was a

principle involved, and they struck /or a

principle, and, moreover, these patriotic

strikers Btarted out early to enlist sympa

thy for their righteous cause. They wanted

money, they wanted troops, they wanted

ships of war, and France sympathized with

the heroic, patriotic strikers, gave money,

men, fleets, munitions of war, and by virtue

of such sympathyand aid Washington event

ually won the strike. At that time there

were thousands of tories in the colonies,

despicable creatures who denounced the

strike for liberty and independence, they

denounced France for her sympathy and

aid, and the colonists, who fought and suf

fered and bled and died were denounced as

anarchists, traitors, enemies of their conn-

try and their countrymen. It was the

greatest strike on record, and as a result of

the strike conditions were greatly improved,

a new nation was born, and England learned

and the world learned that the strikers were

not anarchists ; that they were simply op

posed to bad laws but were in favor of good

laws, of good government, of being sovereign

citizens instead of subjects and slaves, that

they were opposed to degradation, and that

their shibboleth was, "Give me liberty or

give me death."

The strike of which we write began 113

years ago and continued about eight yean,

or until 1784, and from that day to the
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resent, the American people have kept

ive and vital the spirit of independence.

hey love liberty and hate tyrants. It does

ot matter to them who the tyrants are or

hat methods are employed to crush them,

ley 'will not yield their rights, their liber-

ee, their independence and go down to

egradation without a struggle. It is as

rant eaid "The American way."

We have no eulogies for old King George,

ut it is doubtless true, and easily demon-

trated, that the American people now are

mfronted with enemies indefinitely more

tfamoue than was King George and his

dvisera. Mr. Niccolls says :

But tlie outlook to-day reveals something widely

Afferent. Within the last ten years there have come

mong us those who are professedly anarchists. They

re the avowed foes of all government, and are eam-

xtly laboring to bring societv into that disorganized

nd debased condition in which there shall be no law

ave that which seems best to each man. The mur-

lerous spirit which recently, throughtthe hand of an

issassin, struck down the chief magistrate ol France,

iiiimates the bosoms of thousands in our own land!

Sor is this spirit of lawlessness confined to those who

jpenly declare that they seek the destruction of so

lely. It is to be seen among those who would be

Indignant U classed with anarchists, but who. never

theless, upon one pretext or another, combine to

tlcfeat law. in order to carry out their own selfish pur

poses. They organize to carry out their own ends,

irrespective of the legal and social rights of others.

It is simply anarchy in organized form, paradoxical

a* the statement may seem. Sometimes we see it

among capitalists, who cloak their oppression and

mbbi-ry under the disguise of law. Again, it is in

the world of labor, where the laws that secure the

tights of all arc defied in the interests of an organized

society.

We do not doubt that there are anarchists

in the United States, and that some of them

have been imported, the most of them by a

class of capitalistic employers who, disre

garding justice and the welfare of the state,

raked the ranks of the most degraded local

ities of Europe for men who would work for

less wages than were demanded by Ameri

cans, preferring to employ anarchists rather

'.tian patriotic workingmen, and yet, all of

these imported Huns, Dagoes, Slavs and

I'oles are not anarchists, and if they have

been transformed into enemies of law and

order, the employes who sought to degrade

them more than when they landed upon

oar shores, are responsible. But the writer

is unfortunate when he refers to the assass

ination of Carnot as indicating the spirit of

imported workingmen. Booth, who assass

inated Lincoln ; Guiteau, who assassinated

Garfield ; Prendergast, who assassinated

Mayor Harrison, were not importations, but

native assassins— anarchists, if the term

better expresses the infamy of their acts.

Anarchists, wherever found are the out

growth of conditions ; necessarily so. They

are the effect of a cause, as, for instance,

President Cleveland said the wide spread

demoralization in finances and industries

which began in 1S03 was chiefly owing to

congressional legislation. In this we have

the cause. Multiplied thousands of idle,

hungry, ragged, desperate men is the effect,

not the only effect, because such conditions

produce or are likely to produce, anarchists.

It does not matter in what country or under

what form of government the conditions

exist, the effect, while human nature re

mains as it is, will be practically the same.

As, for instance, if the republic of the

United States of America was Russianized,

the mere fact of calling it a republic will

not prevent nihilism. Arbitrary, despotic

tyranny will produce anarchists. Bad laws

enacted, under cover of which, courts, gov

ernors, and presidents issue despotic decrees

which crush the masses and protect pluto

crats, trusts and corporations, will now, as

certainly as in 1774-84 produce rebellion.

There is always a limit beyond which, if ar

bitrary power is exerted, the consequences

will necessitate martial law, which being

no law at all, will be anarchism. True,

the military power may restore order, but

liberty will have taken to itself wings and

will have flown away.

The grand old 4th of July, as a national

holiday is a thing of the past. That men

are " created equal " is denounced as a va

gary, the hallucination of a diseased brain,

and the " inalienable rights of .life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness" have been

relegated to the limbo of shams. Court in

junctions spread out over the land like

shrouds. The club of the deputy marshals

and the rattling discharge of guns proclaim

that the sacred institutions of the country

are in peril ; only plutocrats are happy as

they behold the power of the government

exerted to protect them in their piracies

and spoliations.
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Mr. Niccolla puts in a plea for labor; in

deed it has become fashionable for writers

and speakers to express a great deal of

sympathy for labor. They deplore the de

gradation of the masses—shed tears at the

wails of the idle, the starving, the ragged,

homeless victims of oppression are wafted

on every wind that blows over the country

—in fact, endorse strikes and declare them

good things to have, but when the strike

inconveniences the public and the pluto

cratic pirates who are responsible for the

strike, then, in that supreme hour, presto!

the strikers become anarchists and to shoot

them down as if they were coyotes, is ap

plauded to the echo.

No fair-minded ruan can help sympathizing with

the wage-earners, who constitute the large bulk of

society, in their efforts to secure themselves from

the oppression of capital, and to obtain a fKir share

in the goods of this world. Undoubtedly many disa

bilities rest upon this class, and there are limitations

which make their lot, at times, no enviable one.

Those who are more fortunate in the possession of

material wealth would be most selfish indeed, and

untrue to what is best in our common humanity, if

they failed to show to the great mass of the wage-

earners their sympathy : or to aid thtm in their

struggles to ameliorate their condition. Hut while

this is true, it does not follow that we should permit

our sympathies to blind us to the dangers and

wrongs of many well-meant, but misguided, move

nt ents in the world of labor. Within the last few

months a civil war has been existing in some seven

or eight states of our Union, and is now being car

ried on. There is a widespread and formidable in

surrection against law now existing and actively pro

pagated. This state of affairs has been plausibly dis

guised under the name of " strikes " A strike in

one aspect of it is a perfectly proper and lawful

affair. No one can question the right of one man or

ten thousand to ijuit work, provided they have tilled

their contracts to their employers; and, further

more, I c'o not hesitate to say, that there is some

thing sublime and worthy of admiration, when

thousands of men quit and choose to suffer hunger

and privation in order that wrongs done to some of

their number may be righted, or that those who have

wronged them may be compelled to do them justice.

If strikes were confined to this limit, no one could

find fault, and no one need dread them, save selfish

oppressors of the poor. But, unfortunately, strikes

as they now exist, are very different things from this

ideal one. They are movements that destroy the

peace and subvert the social order of communities.

Municipal, county, and even Btatc authorities are

helpless in the presence of the violence they in

spire. They have no hesitancy in arraying them

selves against nationul authority, and only submit in

the presence of superior force.

In 1776 when the 4th of July became a

national holiday the supreme idea was lib

erty, liberty as the patriotic colonists, not

the tories and traitors, understood the

term, in 1894 the battle cry, not of tones

and traitors, but of patriotic wage-earners,

is wages—for without honest wages comes

poverty, degradation and slavery, hence

the strike, " something" the writer extols

as sublime and worthy of admiration, un

til some one is inconvenienced, then troops

are called out, not to protect but to over

whelm the men fighting for breath and

bread, for wives, children and homes.

Surely, the 4th of July, 18!H, was not a

day for rejoicing. Millions of men's hearts,

like muffled drums, were beating funeral

marches to the graves plutocrats were dig

ging to bury the hopes, aspirations and

liberties of workingmen—and the pluto

crats won the victory. What then ? A na

tion of helots, of peons, pariahs, proleta-

riasts—debased below the level of Russian

serfs. What is the remedy ? Some say the

ballot—but under the sway of the ballot

for more than a hundred years, we have

achieved present conditions. But, save

one, " vote for honest men." That is what

we have been doing for a hundred years

—that is to say—voting for men said to be

honest—and who were probably honest up

to the time that the High Priests of Bul

lion tempted them with " thirty pieces of

silver " or a railroad pass, and accepting

the bribe they would, in obedience to their

masters, have betrayed Jesus Christ, *-«

they have betrayed those who had confi

dence in them.

But it is doubtles wise to try the ballot

method of preserving something of the old

glory of the 4th of July. There ie little

hope that anything very creditable can

be accomplished, because the more men

are debased, the more ready are they to

sell their votes to the monsters who oppress

them. Still, if the tyrannies of the pres

ent have sufficiently aroused the populace

it is possible that honest men may be

elected and the 4th of July rescued from

eternal odium.

Once every fifteen years the planet Mar*

comes within 35,000 000 miles of the eartfi.

At all other times a distance of 141 ,t"00,C««i

miles separates the Marsians from the peo

ple of our sphere.
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LORD MACAULEYS PROPHECY.

The corporation press baa of late been

ndustriously engaged in printing and cir-

u lating Lord Macauley's letter to Mr.

ienry S. Randall, of New York, written in

Hay, 1857.

Ix>rd Macauley was of plebeian birth,

•hat i8 to say, he was not a scion of the

iriatocracy. lie was a child of common

leople, his father being a Scotch Presby

terian clergyman, and his mother a Qua-

teress. As a result, while not one of the

proletariat class, no aristocratic blood was

in his veins. He was a brainy fellow, and

bis intellectual faculties were of the high-

est order. These having been discovered,

he became the associate of aristocrats—

was given governmental employment by

which he made money; but whatever of

fame has fallen to his lot, was not acquired

by aristocratic influences. In politics he

made a sorry exhibition, and though once

or twice a member of the British Parlia

ment, he did nothing that raised him

above the dead line of mediocrity. Prac

tically he knew nothing of government,

and his theories of government were a mass

of vagaries, except in so far as he allied

himself with the English aristocracy and

availed himself of opportunities to dis

credit the class of people in which he was

born. It was said of Tom Moore, the Irish

poet, that he " dearly loved a Lord "—and

the same is true of Macauley, who by his

masterly genius won fame as a poet, a

historian and essayist, desired to wear the

title of " Lord," and be addressed as " My

Lord." The title dwarfed him, made him

vulgar, as it would have degraded Shakes

peare, Milton or Gladstone.

It is this Lord Macauley who prophesied

the downfall of the American Republic,

because here the people, and not an aris

tocracy, rules.

Ix>rd Macauley starts out with this de

claration: "I have long been convinced

that institutions purely democratic must

Booner or later destroy liberty, or civiliza

tion, or both," and adds :

" In Knropc, where the population is dense, the

effect of such institutions would be almost instan

taneous. Whui huppened lately in France is an ex

ample. In 1MH n pure democracy was established

there. During a short lime there whs reason to ex

pect a general spoliation, a national bankruptcy, a

new partition of the soil, a maximum of prices, a

ruinous load of taxation laid on the rich for the pur

pose of supporting the poor in idleness. Such a sys

tem would, in twenty years, have made France as

poor and barbarous as the France of the Carlovln-

gians. Happily, the "danger was averted, and now

there is a despotism, a silent tribune, and enslaved

press. Liberty is gone: but civilization has been

saved. I have not the smallest doubt that, if we had

a purely democratic government here, the effect

would be the same. Kither the poor would plunder

the rich and civilization would perish, or order and

property would be saved by a strong military gov

ernment and libertv would perish.

The foregoing, as has been stated, was

written in 18o7, it is now 1894—thirty seven

years ago, and, contemplating France to

day, what muBt be thought of Macauley's

prophecy ? It has required a hundred years

for France to emancipate herself from king

ly and aristocratic rule. Often the people

have gone down—but the aristocrats, one

time more than the people have succeeded

—and to day the democratic government

of France is as strong as the aristocratic

government of England—indeed, there is

less unrest in France than in England.

There are no royal baries born in France—

no more Prince Imperials. The throne and

its jewels have disappeared. There are no

"My Lord Macauleys" in France, and

there is more liberty in France than there

is in England, and civilizalion is of a type

as exalted as England can boast. With

these facts in full view, what becomes of

"My Lord Macauley's" prophecy? It is

reduced to the level of a vagary, to a hallu

cination—and " My Lord Macauley " stands

before the world as a preacher of false doc

trines, the defender of the " divine right"

of kings and aristocrats to rule—a delusion

that is passing away, even in England,

where a powerful party exists opposed to

the House of Lords, to aristocratic rule and

to the throne itself.

Lord Macauley explains to Mr. Randall

how unrest and incipient rebellion are sup

pressed in England at times when alarm

prevails. At such times England's aristo

cratic government introduces heroic meas

ures—the logic of powder and ball—and

quiet is restored on the surface, but in

every instance the aristocracy makes con

cessions to the democracy. The franchise

is broadened, and ballots are multiplied.
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Labor organizes as in the late strike of the

coal miners and England's industries are

paralyzed—liberty is more firmly estab

lished and in the triumphs which the

democracy achieves, civilization takes on

greater exaltation. " My Lord Macauley "

did not see these things. Being a lord by

decree, he became oblivious of facts rela

ting to the march and magnitude of com

ing events even in his own country. And

being incapable of comprehending proba

bilities at home it would be surprising if he

understood the character and purposes of

the sovereign citizens of the United States.

He forgets that the government of the

United States is a government by the peo

ple. He forgets that the people of the

United States are intensely loyal to the

government, and that when troubles come

by virtue of vicious legislation and corrupt

legislators, the purpose is to annul the

legislation and depose the rascals who en

acted it. To the workingmen, to the com

mon people, the constitutions of the states,

and the constitution of the Federal gov

ernment are sacred. Here the masses, the

common people, the wage earners, consti

tute the security of the government. In

times of peril the common people of the

United States constitute the hope of the

country, who now love liberty, law and or

der as they did when on two occasions they

humbled the pride of Lord Macauley's

king and his aristocratic advisers. Lord

Macauley recites troubles in England and

says:

" I have seen England pass three or four times

through such critical seasons as 1 have described.

Through such seasons the United States will have to

puss in the course of the next century, if not of this.

How will you pass through them? I heartily wish

you a good deliverance. But ray reason and my

wishes are at war, and I cannot help foreboding the

worst. It is quite plain that your government will

never be able to restrain a distressed and discon

tented majority. For with you the majority is the

government, and has the rich, who are always a

minority, absolutely at its mercy. The day will come

when in the state of New York a multitude of peo

ple, none of whom has had more than half a break

fast or expect* to have more than half a dinner, will

choose a legislature. Is it possible to doubt what

sort of legislature will be chosen? On one side is a

statesman preaching patience, respect for vested

rights, strict observance of public faith. On the

other is a demagogue ranting about the tyranny of

capitalists and usurers and asking why anybody

should be permitted to drink champagne and to ride

in a carriage while thousands of honest folks are in

want of necessaries. Which of the two candidates

is likely to be preferred by a worktiigman who hear*

his children cry for more bread ? I seriously appre

hend that you will, in some such season of adversity

as I have described, do things which will prevent

prosperity from returning; that you will act like

people who should, in a year of scarcity, devour all

the seed corn, and thus make the next year « year

not of scarcity but of absolute famine. Then' will

be, I fear, spoliation. The spoliation will IncreaM

the distress. The distress will produce fresh spolia

tion. There is nothing to stop you. Your < oustitu-

tlon is nil sail and no anchor. As I said before,

when a society has entered on this downward pro

gress either civilization or liberty must perish

Either some Caesar or Napoleon will seize the reins of

government with a strong band or your republic

will be as fearfully plundered and laid waste by bar

barians in the twentieth century as the Roman t-oi-

pire was in the fifth, with this difference that tlie

Huns and Vandals who ravaged the Roman empire

came from without, while your Huns and Vandals

will have been engendered within your own country

by your own institution."

In this year of our Lord, 1894, the conn-

try has reached a crisis in commercial and

industrial affairs, such as Macauley de

scribed. Thousands are out of work, but

even the Cozey armies, tramping across the

continent—poor, houseless and homeless

wanderers in a land of fabulous plenty, the

government is not denounced, and every

army and every detachment of the army

of tramps, bear aloft the national flag.

They are in favor of a government of the

people and not of plutocrats. They des

pise the American codfish, mackeral, rail

road, coal oil and trust aristocracy as thou

sands of honest Englishmen despise the

aristocracy of their country. They de

nounce laws which enabled pirates to roh

them and demand their repeal, and though

hungry and ragged and homeless—" poor

wanderers of a stormy day," they sing the

" star spangled banner " and bear it aloft

as they march and stand.

The flings at the American constitution

is in keeping with English thoughts sine*

1776, but the facts of history emphas-iz*

Macauley's folly and short-sigh tednefg. He

has visions of a Napoleon or a Ca'sar, rid

ing rough shod over the American people,

because he imagined the American people

are in all regards like the old Roman pro

letariats, plebeians and slaves. True C»>

sars and Napoleons may come, in which
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event, there will be occasions for more

Mark Antony orations. Lord Macauley

talks about the disappearance of liberty

and the preservation of civilization, or the

tlestruction of both liberty and civiliza

tion. If liberty must go, we say let civili

zation go with it. In the United States,

when liberty and independence goes, there

will exist no civilization not even such as

Russia lioasts. Far better give the country

back to wild men and to wild beasts than

to become the subjects of a despot and

rattle our chains for the amusement of our

masters. Things look dark and threaten

ing, and dark days may be in store for the

peoples—but it is always darkest just before

day. I-ord Macauley was a brilliant essay

ist and poet and his history of England

baa given him enduring fame. But as a

prophet he is a dead failure.

THE LIMIT OF ENDURANCE.

Everything has its limits except space

and eternity, provided, they can be called

things. The mind and all of its wonderful

faculties: thought, imagination, hope, fear

and aspirations, all operate within certain

boundaries. It may be said that time should

be included with space and eternity, per

haps so ; it is not essential since we abso

lutely know nothing of either. True, for

convenience we divide and subdivide time

and space, but eternity is beyond our grasp

and we let it alone. And time and space,

though we talk about seconds and centuries,

of inches and miles, we find as we proceed

that all limits vanish and we turn our at

tention to things which have limits, and

determine as best we may, what their limits

are. Life has its limits, our years are num

bered—three score and ten is the limit, mil

lions fall short of it, a few go beyond it.

The luxuries of wealth have their limit, the

privations of poverty have their limit. Hu

man joys and human sorrows have their

boundaries. Crime and cruelty, virtue and

vice operate within certain restrictions

fixed by human depravity, or human prob

ity, regardless of any particular form of

government. In a despotism the autocrat

determines limits, in ademocracy the people

exercise that power; in either case it is

human will power not divine power, and

being human power that prescribes limits

it becomes possible for human power to

change the limits, broaden or contract them.

As to the limit of human endurance, his

tory is full of examples, in reading which

the mind either expands with rapturous

delight, or evinces unutterable scorn and

detestation. Slavery is an old time insti

tution. What were the conditions before

the flood we are not advised, but as human

slavery includes the sum total of human

depravity, we do not doubt that the giants,

for there were giants we are told in those

far away times, subjugated those of less

power and brought about that condition of

wickedness which prompted the Creator to

declare He would annihilate the race ; the

limit of sin had been reached as also the

limit of Jehovah's patience, but his wrath

was modified to the extent of saving one

man and his family, Xoah, all others were

drowned as if they had been so many rats.

Again we find, according to the record that

Divine as certainly as human endurance,

has its limits, as, for instance, the cruelties

inflicted upon the Israelites in Egypt.

These cruelties became so continuous and fla

gitious that in the councils of the Almighty

that vengance took the place of patience.

The grievance committees of the oppressed

Israelites were repulsed by Pharoh, a la

Pullman, until all Heaven cried "shame!"

just as all the Pullman employes pointed

their fingers at Pharaoh Pullman and held

him up to the scorn of all workingmen of

America, whose chicken hearts and white

livers had not taken refuge in their boots.

Outside of heaven there was no sympathy

for the Israelites when Moses ordered the

strike, and in dealing with it, God, who was

first, last and all the time on the side of

Moses, the great labor agitator, did not con

sider in the slightest degree the inconven

ience His methods would bring upon the

innocent people of Egypt. To subdue

Pharaoh the people suffered every plague,

and there were nine of them fell upon the

people with the same terrific force that they

fell upon Pharaoh. It was Jehovah's way

of managing a strike, and as the strike pro

ceeded Jehovah's wrath burned with a fierc

er fury, until, to bring Pharaoh to terms,

the first born in every family of the Egypt
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ians was slain in a night, then while all

Egypt was wrapt in mourning, while every

family was wailing, while the embalmers

were at work making a mummy in every

Egyptian home the limit of endurance was

reached and Pharaoh consented to let the

enslaved Egyptians go, and suspend brick-

making for a time ; but he had no sooner

consented than he relented and followed the

fugitives and met his Red sea defeat. Ul

timate limits of Divine and human patience

had been reached and the right won a

victory.

Since that epoch in the history of labor,

numberless Pharaohs have arisen to oppress,

rob and degrade the world's toilers and put

to the test human endurance, and in mil

lions of instances the limit has been reached

and the victims of oppression have gone

down to death, unknolled, uncoffined, un-

shrouded and unsung; and still the Pha

raohs and the Pullmans and the corpora

tions and the courts and the armies are

driving men to the uttermost limits of en

durance. In doing this the pulpit comes

to the rescue and recites Paul's direction to

Titus "to be subject to principalities and

powers," and " obey magistrates," which,

had it been followed by the patriots of '76,

there would have been no Declaration of

Independence, there would have been no

great American republic, a new nation

would not have been born, and

" The flag of the free heart's only home."

would never have waved over

" The land of the free and the home of the brave."

We would have remained the subjects of

King George and would never have known

the inspiring thrill of manhood sovereignty.

But the limits of human endurance had

been reached, and Patrick Henry condensed

it all into a sentence when he said : "Give

me liberty, or give me death." Then the

patriots of the colonies struck for liberty,

regardless of inconveniences, sacrifices death

and desolation. Property was destroyed,

the laws of England were set at defiance and

after an eight year struggle victory perched

upon the standard of Washington. King

George and his armies were driven away,

a price was set upon Washington's head,

there was treason in his camps, but France

looking on, said liberty is a good thing, the

cause of Washington is just and from sheer

sympathy joined in the strike and helped to

win a victory. Indeed without such sympa

thy the struggling continental armies might

have gone down in defeat. And yet, thous

ands of workingmen whose vital interests

are involved, under the leadership of atoty

press, declaim against sympathy as if it

were a crime. The question arises : will the

time ever come in America when the toiling

masses will declare that decreased wages

and consequent poverty and degradation

have reached the furthermost limits of en

durance? Already such conditions have been

reached by multiplied thousands, and other

thousands are yearly being drawn down to

death in the maelstrom of corporate greed.

Here and there thty appeal to their fellow

toilers as fate bears them on towards the

verge of the vortex, for help, for sympathy,

telling them they too are approaching by

steady steps to the engulfing whirlpool, but

a hireling press and armies of degenerate

men tell them their fears are groundless

and their protests criminal, and other

thousands of their fellow toilers, eating the

crumbs which fall from rich men's tables,

moral and mental deformities, rattle their

chains and chuckle as they see men struggle,

as they hear them protest, and by forces

they cannot withstand whirild to silence.

Men talk of hard times, of commercial,

financial and industrial demoralization, and

while they talk and scheme, the corpora

tions rob their victims and the limit of hu

man endurance is reached, and trouble

begins. The toilers are ostracised, the rich

only have influence, they pursue their vic

tims to the uttermost limits of endurance

and when they turn upon their pursuers

the government brings out its judicial and

its military machines, injunctions cover the

land like shrouds, marshals swarm like beet

in June, troops shoot and stab, the innocent

and the guilty pour out their life blood, and

the proclamation goes forth " Quiet reigns "

The government for the corporation, of

the corporation and by the corporation

triumphs ; the government for, of and by

the people, ceases to be—Xo, not that ex

actly—"Freedom's battle once begun standi"

numberless defeats." Thechampionsof tli*

poor may be imprisoned, perish in dungeon?,
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turved and exiled until their bones fill all

he valleys, but at last the genius of liberty-

ball breathe upon the dry bones, and as in

tie prophet's vision the world shall see rise

p an army, greater than all standing

rimes of potentates and plutocrats, an

rmy equipped with moral and with phys-

;al power that shall bear down and sweep

way all opposition and win a victory for

abor the fruition of which shall last until

be sun is cold.

JUDGE BAKER ON STRIKES AND

STRIKERS.

.1 udge Baker, U. S. District Jndge, of In-

liana, is getting to himself a sort of a rat

ional reputation for more than his fair

hare of misinformation relating to strikes.

V i t b plutocrats, the denunciation of strikes

nid strikers is always popular, because such

ibuse encourages them to give the screws

■I oppression another turn, and emboldens

hem to filch another per cent, of wages from

he toilers, facts which U. S. judges, except

n rare instances, heed, Judge Caldwell

itanding forth as the one conspicuous ex-

:eption in a quarter of a century. The

N'ew York World, in a recent issue, com

ments as follows:

In hearing a case at Indianapolis, Judge Baker, of

lie Federal Court, asserted from the bench that every

strike to lie successful must involve violence, intimi-

latlon and wrong. His exact words were :

" Every one that has any sense at all knows that a

«trlke would not amount to anything unless they fol

low it out by violence. They know that if they would

lo what they have a right to do. decently and orderly

go about their business and leave the employes alone,

i strike would not amount to anything. They knew

it would absolutely fail."

This statement Is not true. History contradicts it.

The great English mining strike, one of the greatest

in the world, was conducted to success without vio

lence, and that was but one of many examples.

It is a grievous pity that a judge on the bench

phould talk with so loose a disregard of facts even up

on indifferent subjects. It is greatly more than a

pity that a judge should so deliver himself upon a

matter likely at any moment to come before him in

iiny one of a hundred shapes for judicial determina

tion.

Such nttcrances discredit him. They cast doubt

upon his intelligence. They create suspicion as to

his impartiality where judicial calm and fairness are

most imperatively needed in order that the rulings of

•ourts may be respected. They suggest either igno

rance of the farts of recent history or a reckless dis

regard of them, and either state of mind is lamenta

ble in a judge.

It is not only a "grievous pity that a

judge on the bench should talk with bo

loose a disregard of facts," but is a far more

grievous pity that men like Judge Baker

should be on the bench, unless possibly in

a dog show. Manifestly, Judge Baker has

no sympathy for a poor man who is op

pressed by a rich man. On the bench, he

is the wateh dog of plutocratic interests.

The offshoot of miserable poverty himself,

he scratched along, as he says, to obtain an

education, for which he is to be honored ;

but as soon as by the chuc a-luc of fortune

he reaches a post of power, he forgets the

poverty and privations of his youth and

with the heartlessnees of an Apache In

dian, turns upon the unfortunate, as if to

strike against oppression is a crime deserv

ing the severest condemnation and punish

ment. Such is his nature, or such has be

come his nature by associating with tailor

made men. Men whose fortunes have been

made by methods which in pagan China,

would have cost them their heads—but

which in the United States confers upon

them autocratic powers which they use in

alliance with gilded scoundrels, to Russian

ize America.

The World need not to have gone to Eng

land for facts to convict Judge Baker of

ignorance. There have been a thousand

strikes in the United States, for various

causes, won and lost, in which there was

no violence—in which workingmen boldly

stated their grievance and walked out—

and this is true in the state constituting

Judge Baker's district, facts which he ought

to have known, and of which he was doubt

less cognizant, but which he lacked the

manliness to state, because to have given

them judicial prominence would have made

him less popular with the plutocratic class,

whose interest, it appears, U. S. courts are

bound to promote.

The World intimates that Judge Baker's

utterances disqualify him to act "imparti

ally when judicial calm and fairness are

most imperatively needed in order that the

rulings of courts may be respected." But

U. S. judges, as a rule, care nothing for '

such criticisms. They are in for life, they

have fat salaries, they enjoy all the luxu

ries—they associate with plutocrats—they

look with proud contempt upon working
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people, and seemingly rejoice when they

can tramp and stamp upon them with the

iron shod heels of their judicial boots.

As a consequence, the masses, though com

pelled for a time to submit to judicial out

rages, have a contempt for courts that is

but one remove from hate, a detestation

which is rapidly overcoming patience, and

which must be regarded in the nature of a

public calamity of uncertain and porten-

tious dimensions.

But Judge Baker having made the mis

take that strikes are necessarily attended

with violence, has sought to make himself

level with plutocrats by denouncing wage-

workers on a strike as highway robbers.

The Philadelphia Telegraph being delighted

with Baker's utterance* says:

Judge Baker, of the Federal Court of Indiana, has

struck the bull's eye of the striking principle in a

manner which will commend itself to the great ma

jority of reputable people. Multitudes of other per

sons have doubtless had the same idea, but it has

been given to this wise judge to give it forcible and

pointed expression. Judge Baker says that the

striker militant, and there are practically no others,

is no more nor less than a highwayman. Such a

person makes a proposition, or takes a stand as he

calls it, which is in reality nothing but a threat. It

is a " Stand and deliver'1 quite as much as though

he made a demand for watch and pocketbook.

With such a Jeffrys upon the bench what

hope of fairness or justice could a working-

man entertain if brought before Baker?

A humming bird in hell would have as

much chance to save its wings, as a work-

ingman would have for justice if arraigned

before the autocrat Baker. Having de

nounced the striker as a highwayman—no

extenuating proof would be tolerated, pre

judged and pre- doomed, law, testimony,

justice and all things in consonance with

liberty are swept away by an autocratic

judge as thoroughly permeated with ven

geance as a rattlesnake in August is charged

with venom. Judge Baker, and other U. S.

judges of his ilk, are totally incapable of

administering justice when a workingman,

who has struck against oppression, spolia

tion and degradation, pleads for justice in

a U. S. court, when such misfits as Baker

presides.

A Parisian- book collector has 700 vol

umes not larger than one inch wide and

two inches tall.

WHAT WILL THE VERDICT BE?

In the United States of America the truth

admonishes the world that man's capacity

for self government is still on trial—a ver

dict has not yet been rendered, nor does the

seer exist who can tell what the verdict

will be—nor is this all ; our Christian civil

ization is on trial in the United States, as

in no other land beneath the eun.

Now, in the United States we founded a

government based upon principles such ae

no other government ever formulated. We

eliminated the false, and enthroned the

true. We followed no example, bat set an

example. Ours was the model government.

We had the models of all governments, an

cient and modern, before us. The apostle

Peter discovered that "God was no respecter

of persons," and we said " all men are cre

ated equal." We discarded nobility and

titles of nobility. We exalted the man,

made him a sovereign, and the ballot was

his scepter of authority, the one thing that

gave him a voice in the government. We

did still more.' We emancipated religion

from government control, and placed all

forms of religion upon an absolute equality.

The church could rattle but it could not

bite. We decreed free thought, free schools

free bible, free speech, free press ; in a word,

created a nation of free men. There was to

be liberty and independence, and every

man, in his own way, untrammelled, was

to seek for happiness without being ques

tioned by any other man or set of men.

Such was the government founded by the

fathers of the republic—such is still the

theory.

With such a beginning, was it not natural

and legitimate to proclaim that here, in the

United States, we had founded a govern

ment designed to bring forth all the choicest

fruits of man's highest conceptions of Chris

tian civilization?

We have said that the government and

our civilization are still on trial. The ques

tion is being asked, Is man capable of self-

government? and is the civilization of which

he boasts Christian civilization?

If, to demonstrate man's capacity for self-

government, we point to the grand march

to the nation's material prosperity daring

the past hundred years, all doubts at once
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disappear and the question is irrevocably

settled. Such majesty of sums total sil

ences all croaking, as effectually as the roar

of Niagara would drown the chirps of crick-

eta—and if to demonstrate that our civili

zation is Christian civilization, church edi

fices, from the " little church around the

corner " to the steepled and domed cathe

dral are to be accepted as conclusive, then,

indeed, nothing more in the way of proof

need be added. We have the church, the

si-hool, the bible, the press, the ballot, and

yet the time has not arrived to determine

whether or not self-government, govern

ment by the people, is a success. The prob

lem is unsolved and uncertainties, like storm

clouds, darken the horizon, and doubt and

distrust are written on the faces of millions

of men and women.

It is not wise that men should become

alarmists in any objectionable sense of the

term, but it is eminently wise that men

should not be blind to conditions and the

trend of events, which all prudent men

regard as fraught with danger. It may be

premature to ring alarm bells, but it is

eminently opportune to look facts square

in the face, and state them as they actually

exist. There are causes which have pro

duced deplorable effects. The effects we

see, and we know they are daily becoming

more serious.

In view of such things, men are discussing

the strength of the government. They say

ours is a strong government. Some declare

it is the most efficient and mighty govern

ment in the world, but to sustain their opin

ions they refer to the military power of the

government, to its resources of physical

force ; whether it be soldiers, equipped

with gunB, or deputy marshals and deputy

sheriffs, wielding clubs and authorized to

use revolvers. And in making such ap

peals we are adopting the methods of des

potisms and semi-despotisms throughout

the world.

The cry is heard, not from the " rabble-

agitators and demagogues," but from men

in congress and legislature that laws are

made to aid plutocrats and oppress the

poor, and when the poor resist, the courts

issue injunctions and fine and imprison

those who disobey, at their own sweet will,

and if the clubs and pistols of deputy mar

shals do not suffice, their armies are ordered

out to shoot, pound' and kill, and then the

plutocratic class shout, " I told you, ours is

a strong goverment ; if you doubt it, count

the dead and wounded and dying. If you

doubt the power of the government, take

the census of the prisons, crowded with

men who dared to resist oppression ; take a

position on the highways and see the man

acled procession tramp along to prison, as

Russian exiles, the victims of a despot's ire.

Go to Siberia, and then ask if the time has

come to declare that the experiment of

self-government has proven a success, and

if our boasted Christian civilization is en

titled to the eulogies which pyrotechnic

orators bestow upon it."

We do not doubt the power of the gov

ernment. It is strong in money and guns.

Abandoning persuasion, its hopes center in

powder. It exhibits to the world, as do all

the strong governments of which we read,

that its hopes center in bullets, not in bal

lots, and the times in which we live pro

claim that self government and Christian

civilization are on trial. No seer, no wizard,

no prophet, as he sees the shadows of com

ing events fall athwart the pathways of

progress and poverty, as hand in hand they

march and moan, shout and shiver. God

gives the sunshine and the rain. Men plow

and sow and reap and gather into barns,

set hunger wastes the forms of stalwart

men, and women and children in desolate

homes gather their rags about them and go

down to death, or what is infinitely worse

than death. In view of conditions and sur

roundings, who is prepared to say what is

in store for us, or what the verdict will be

touching self-government and Christian

civilization ?

True, we have the ballot, and men could,

if they would, wield it in a way to glorify

truth and justice and all things calculated

to give the victory to self-government and

Christian civilization. If the ballot is to

be so wielded the time has come for the

battle of the ballots to begin. There is

hope in the ballot if it is used to place hon

est men in power. Otherwise, the ballot

only hastens the downfall of self-govern

ment and makes Christian civilization, if
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possible, more odious than the civilization

of pagan lands.

In conclusion, John Boyle O'Reilly said

and suDg:

The earth was not made for its people—that cry has

been hounded down as a social crime :

The meaning of life is to barter and buy, and the

strongest and shrewdest are masters of time.

Cod made the million to serve the few. and their

questions of right are vain conceits:

To have one sweet home that is wife and true, ten

garrets must reek in tile darkened streets.

'Tis civilization, set they say, and it cannot be changed

for the weakness of men.

Take care ! take care ! 'tis a desperate way to goad the

wolf to the end of his den.

Take heed of your civilization, ye on your pyramids

built of quivering hearts ;

There are stages, like Paris in "9:!. where the common

est men play most terrible parts.

Your statutes may crush, but they cannot kill the

patient sense of a natural right ;

It may slowly move, but the people's will, like the

ocean o'er Holland, is always in sight.

" It is not our fault ! " say the rich ones. No; 'tis the

fault of a system old and strong ;

Hut men are the makers of systems ; so the sure will

come if we own the wrong.

It will come in peace if the man-right lead; it will

sweep in storm if it be denied ;

The law to bring justice is always decreed, and on

every hand are the warnings cried.

Take heed of your progress! Its feet have trod on

the souls It slew with its own pollutions :

Submission is good, but the order of tiod may flame

the torch of the revolutions!

Beware with your classes! Men are men, and a cry

In the night is a fearful teacher :

When it reaches the hearts of the masses, then they

need but a sword for a judge and a preacher.

Take heed ! for your Juggernaut pushes hard ;

God holds the doom that its day completes ;

It will dawn like a lire when the track is barred by a

barricade in the city streets.

THE HARRISBURG CONVENTION.

On Monday, the 10th of September, 1S!»4,

the Fourth Biennial Convention of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen will

convene in the city of llarrisburg, Pa.

That it will be the most notable conven

tion, without an exception, ever held by

the brotherhood we do not doubt ; indeed

when we give earnest thought to existing

conditions of labor throughout the country,

we cannot fail to be impressed with the be

lief that they must of necessity create the

profoundest solicitude on the part of the

delegates, for never in the history of organ

ized labor has the "impending crisis " been

so near at hand as at present.

We are not overestimating the intelli

gence of the laboring masses when we say

that recent events have convinced the most

skeptical in our ranks that the mighty

forces of capitalists and millionaires nave

at at last unmasked themselves and now in

their true light they stand together in un

holy alliance, the most formidable the

world has ever seen with the single purpose

in view of annihilating if possible, organ

ized labor. Never was there a time wnen

brave and manly words and acts were in as

supreme a demand, and we are firm in the

belief that the convention will be equal to

the occasion.

The outlook is one of great concern and

the delegates representing the Brotherhood

of Locomotive 1'iremen should come pre

pared not to foment strife and discord for

the purpose of gratifying selfish or personal

desires, but with the firm determination of

legislating wholly and Bolely for the l>est

interests of the toiling masses. While

there may be conflicting opinions, there

should be a singleness of purpose in a

spirit of moderation, concession and com

promise, in doing only that which will re

dound to the everlasting honor of the

brotherhood and accomplish work in the

interest of organized labor that will be far

reaching and beneficial in its results.

The committee of arrangements of llar

risburg Lodge, No. 174, have been fully

alive in the matter of securing hotel accom

modations at special rates for the delegates

and visitors, as will be seen by referring to

the following list :

Commonwealth Hotel, Market Square,

rate $2.50 per day, roomB occupied by two

persons. Single room, $3.00 per day.

V nited States Hotel, corner Market and

Camden streets, $1.50 per day.

< -rand Hotel, $2.50 per day.

Boston House, corner Market Square and

Second street, S2.00 per day.

Lochiel House, Third and Market streets,

$2.00 per day.

Franklin House, Walnut street and Court

avenue, rate $1.50 per day.

Hershey House, 327 Market street, rate

$1.50 per day.

Hotel Columbus, Third and Walnut

streets, rate $1 .50 per day.
• Commercial House, 217 Market street,

$1.50 per dav.

Central Hotel, 311 Market street. SI.CO

per day.

The "Commonwealth Hotel will be the

headquarters of the grand lodge.

To prevent dalay and annoyance it >>

suggested that delegates secure their rooms

in advance. This can be done by corres

ponding with the " Clerk " of any of t-ic

above named hotels, making mention that

the writer is a delegate to tne B. of L. **•

Convention, and giving notice of the tim*

of arrival, or at what time the room w

wanted.

The convention from time it ia called to
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order should be one of business only. Fes

tivities should be sidetracked while the

delegates, sensible to their responsibilities

and the duty they owe their constituents,

deliberate upon the future welfare of the

order. Hitherto our conventions have been

equal to the task of successfully disposing

of grave questions that conditions have im

posed, but that matters of far greater im

portance and of an hundred times more

significant in their nature will have to be

considered is as true as that day follows

night or that rivers flow to the sea.

The delegates fully alive to the emer

gencies now existing should come prepared

to discuss them dispassionately, yet fear

lessly, for never has there been a time in

our history as an organization, when their

utterance could possibly have such force

and weight as at present.

The thoughts of the entire labor world

will be cast in the direction of the capital

of the Keystone state and the rank and file

will eagerly await the result of the delib

erations ol what will doubtless pass into

history as the most important convention

ever convened by the Brotherhood of Loco

motive Firemen.

Demands of the Hour.

Mr. Editor:—I trust I can rightly call

vou friend, for 1 feel that all who love

human blood more than that which it

creates for use, are my friends.

What I write is addressed to those who

are beginning to think for themselves. To

those who wish to see the social problem

solved, and solved aright.

I am pleased to notice that after taking a

Fomewhat pessim istic view of the " Probabil

ities and Possibilities " you still see the sun

of righteous conditions shining from afar.

You truly mention that " there was never

a period in the history of laborwhen prob

abilities and possibilities were so entangled

in men's minds as at present." The whole

social fabric is in a bad way. It is like a

garden, which a man thought to plant in

many kinds of vegetables and cereals, which

were to embellish the tallies of the children

of men. Hut cast a look at the garden and

what do we see?

We see that where wheat was thought to

have been sown stands theology.

That where we were sure corn was planted

Stands gnrernment.

The spot which we mistook for a potato

patch is occupied by a landlord.

Our patch of rye "turns out to be a usur

er's exchange table.

Where we were confident our tomatoes,

peas, beans, cabbage, &c, &c, were planted

stands a subsidized press, boards of trade,

far-seeing hutine** men, and those who can

not see so far.

Now, what is to be done to cleanse our

social garden ? The answer is plain enough

to me, and if I am right I wish to show

others the light. If I am wrong I am ready

to be corrected.

Call in the laborers and show them the

true condition of the garden. Let them

see that, though they have toiled late and

early in their efforts to gain that which

supports the body and makes peace and

happiness possible, they have indeed culti

vated those things which are poisonous to

the whole human race.

show them that theology grows in the

same proportion as wrong (according to

law) grows. Show them that there were

more churches built in this country during

the year ending June 30th last than ever

before in the same period, and that there

were also more arrests made and more

crime committed, and this in the face of

the hardest times this country has seen.

Show them that to keep up the fake of

government—city, county, state and na

tional—they have to pay the enormous

sum of $1,000,000,000, which sum simplified

amounts to $15$ for each individual mem

ber of the nation, making the father of the

average family to pay $77.00 per year for

the " protection " which he is supposed to

receive.

Show them that the landlord saps from

them a sum about equivalent to the above.

Show them that the exchange tables of

national banks alone rob them of $100,000,-

000 yearlv.

Show them that the great papers of to

day are used by the hoarders of wealth to

mislead those who create all wealth.

Show them that the shrewd business men

are those who steal all but a living from

the laborers after the other fellows have

got all they could.

Show them these things and fail not to

present the truth to them, and I believe

every worker will soon be found in the

garden digging out the poisonous plants

which they have ignorantly been protect

ing and caring for so tenderly ever since

the dawn of history. After they have all

been dug out and destroyed, let us forget

that there ever was such a quality as greed

inherent in the human mind.

Let us consider that human nature is

only as it has been taught. Then love will

rule and the darkness of "cannibalism" and

"Christian civilization" will depart from

the world forever.

Chambers, Neb. J. Stern.

The Sure Test.

"How do you know he's a real profes

sional humorist? "

"Because he can never see anything

funny in anybody else's humor."—Chicago

Record.
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THE GOOD OLD FARM.

There's trot to be a revival

Of good sound sense among men,

Before the days of prosperity

Will dawn upon us again.

The hoys must learn that learnln'

Means more than the essence of books,

And the girls must learn that beauty

Consists in more than looks.

Before we can steer clear of failures

And big financial alarms.

The boys have got to qmlt clerkln'

And get back on the farms.

I know it ain't quite so nobby,

It ain't quite so easy, I know.

As parting your hair In the middle

An' sittin' up for a show.

But there's more hard dollars in it,

An' more independence, too,

An' more real peace and contentment,

An' health that Is ruddy an' true.

I know that it takes hard labor,

But you've got to "hang on " in a store.

Before you can earn a good llvin'

An' clothes, with but little more.

An' you steer well clear of temptation

On the good old honest farm,

An" a thousand ways and fashions

That only bring to harm,

There ain't but few that can handle

With safety other men's cash,

An' the fate of many who try it

Prove human nature is rash.

So, when the road to the prison

Lays by the good old farm.

An' a man sees a toilin brother

Well out of the way of harm,

He mourns that he hadn't stayed there

A tillln' the soil in peace,

Where he'll yet creep back in dishonor,

After a tardy release.

What hosts of 'em go back broken

In healih. in mind and in purse,

To die in sight of the clover,

Or linger along, which is worse.

An' how many mourn, when useless,

That they didn't see the charm,

The safety and independence

Of a life on the good old farm.

The Upstart Plutocraoy.

Whoever casta his eyes abroad over the

world cannot fail to observe that vast and

vigorous changes, whose natural result will

be an uplifting of the masses and a general

improvement of the social system, are

foing on throughout all civilized countries.

Everywhere is seen a restless discontent

with the old order of things, in "which

laws grind the poor and rich men rule the

law," and a striving after a new order

" wherein shall dwell righteousness "—the

poor man shall receive a due return for his

toil and be given leisure to cultivate those

higher faculties by virtue of which he is a

man.

On the continent of Europe, where the

iron heel of an effete feudalism has well

nigh crushed out the manhood of the peo

ple, this discontent finds expression in a

find fury which seeks to tear down all ex

isting institutions and substitute for them

only a lawless anarchy. In Britain, where

comparative freedom has fostered a higher

intelligence, it has placed political power

in the hands of the people and is soon to

overthrow a worn out and rotten aristoc

racy, and in this country, where thought is

free, where every man is a king and all men

are equal before the law, it has already

risen against the upstart plutocracy, which

in recent years has built itself up by the

watering of stocks and the wrecking of rail

roads, and now seeks to grasp permanent

power by fraud at the polls and the corrup

tion of legislatures. Herein we may see

the great issue which is to divide the politi

cal parties of the near future. It will not

be the tariff, nor the currency, nor whether

we shall have government or individual

ownership of the telegraphs and the rail

roads. To any of these systems we can ad

just ourselves provided they be honestly

and economically administered.

The real question will be whether our

government shall be controlled by the hon

est workingman, who by his labor adds

something to the wealth and comfort of the

community, or by the scheming monopolist

who produces nothing, lives only for him-

Belf and by corrupt legislation seeks to fat

ten, like the robber baron of the middle

ages, upon the spoil of his poorer neigh

bors. The struggle will be between dishon

est capital and honest labor, and the result

need not be feared. Eighty thousand must

go down before eighty million. The pres

ent " hard times," when all over the coun

try millions are standing idle or receiving

only precarious employment, will precipi

tate the issue and bring about an order of

things wherein honest labor shall reap the

fruit of its toil, and the reign of dishonest

capital will come to an end. Then we shall

return to the better days of the republic

and our country resume its place in the van

of civilization.—James R. Oxlmore.

Financial Panics.

o

Financial panics, as near as I can ascer

tain, date back to the year 120 B. C. At

that time old Anahasas, one of the sub-

rulers of Asia, wanted $17 mighty bad to

make some needed repairs to his house and

paint the front picket fence, and he ordered

every subject who had any wealth to walk

up to the cashier's office and deposit it.

After (six weeks of bulldozing he got hit

money, but as there were only $3 left for

about 420,000 people to do business on, a

financial panic was the result. For three

months the wildest excitement prevailed.

Business houses which had been in exist

ence for 200 years and handled over 301)

pounds of barley per year were carried to

the wall and over it. Such small firms a*

dealt in dates and carried a stock of ten or

twelve pounds on sixty days' time stood no

show at all, but were hustled along like

feathers before a hurricane. The panic
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was stopped by the man who caused it.

Old Anahasas ordered everybody to shut

up blowing about hard times and resume

business, making death the penalty, and in

fifteen days things were going on as usual.

Up to the year of 1872 there had been no

less than ninety-two financial panics. Some

were confined to a single nation, while

others were so widespread that if a man in

Borneo owed a man in New York $2 it was

impossible to get a squeeze on him. There

was apparently no real cause for ninety-one

of these panics. The ninety-third/ or the

one in the spring of 1872, 1 thoughtlessly

brought about myself by threatening to sue

a chap who owed me $7. He got scared

and scared the chap who owed him, and

inside of two years the United States was

up a tree. With the ninety- fourth, or re

cent one, I had nothing whatever to do,

being off on my annual vacation. The first

I beard of it was when I got home and found

the yard full of butchers, bakers, grocers,

and icemen, all of whom recklessly de

manded indorsed notes.

"While we may not be able to figure out

the cause of panics the remedy is at hand

and easy of application. I was' in Montana

when one started. It started in a bank.

The banker was about to fail and start a

wave of disaster sweeping east when several

depositors simultaneously rested the muz

zles of their guns on the counter and an

nounced an alternative. The panic fell

dead, and public confidence was instantly

restored.—hi. Quad.

Theories About Baldness.

A question that often arises and is seldom

answered twice in the same way is as to why

the hair falls out on the top of the head and

not at the back and on the sides. The old

fashioned theory is that baldness occurs

within the lines marked by a man's hat, and

as nobody has ever offered conclusive proof

to the contrary that explanation may be

the correct one.

The case was stated the other day to two

very intelligent barbers. One of them

thought that the reason why baldness oc

curred at the top of the head was that the

brain came closest to the surface there, and

this being an age in which many brains are

kept going at nigh tension the abnormal

amount of blood thus carried to the crani

um produced a kind of fever in the upper

scalp. Fevers, as is well known, often re

sult in the falling out of the hair.

The second barber gave variety to the dis

cussion by enlarging upon the notion that

he had formed from the observation and

reflection of many years.

" You will notice," said he, that the first

hair a baby has comes in on top of the head

and falls out before the child is many weeks

old. The hair that comes to stay grows

thicker and stronger on the sides and at the

back, and I have an idea that the growth

on the top of the head is always the weak

est from infancy on to old age.

" But how do you account for the fact that

women do not grow bald as men do ?" queri

ed a skeptical listener.

" Account for it? I don't have to account

for it," replied the ready witted second bar

ber. " It isn't so. Why, I used to work in

an establishment where they had nine

chairs in the men's department and eleven

in the women's, and I want to tell you that

I learned some things there that the aver

age man and the average barber, too, for

that matter, doesn't know. If you could

appreciate as I do the number of women

who have false hair so artistically arranged

that nobody can tell it from their own nat

ural tresses, you wouldn't ask why men

grow bald and the other sex doesn't."

Hairdressers have their pet theories on

this subject as well as barbers, and some of

them are very plausible. But if you should

ask a dotcor who was not ashamed to con

fess his ignorance the chances are that he

would tell you he didn't know much about

it.— Washington Star.

The Bull Tight.

There does not seem to be much solid

foundation for the reported decline in the

popularity of bull fighting in Spain, and in

the south of France the passion for the

brutal sport appears to be on the increase.

There is not a town of any importance in

the south of France which does not boast

its arenas, either permanent or temporary,

that is to say, in existence during the holi

day season. At Bayonne there has recent

ly been constructed an arena which rivals

the San Sebastian establishment, at a cost

of many thousand pounds. At Mont de

Marsan, at Dax, at Bordeaux, and at many

other towns in the south of France bull

fighting is as common a sport in the sum

mer months as it is in Spain in the winter.

The "sport," moreover, is extending north

ward, and the latest piece of news in

matters tauremachic is that a magnificent

arena is to be inaugurated this season at

Lyons. And be it noted that it is not the

old-fashioned baiting that is in question,

but the real Spanish bull fighting, with all

its horrors of blood and cruelty. The skill

ful tourneys, where no blood was shed, and

where the danger was great for the ath

letes, are found flat and profitless by the

present generation. They will tell you at

the Nimes, or the Bayonne arenas that a

genuine Spanish fight, with horses, picadors,

and all the rest of it, will draw six times

as much money as the most classical bout,

and the natural consequence thereof needs

no expounding.—Chicago Inter- Ocean.
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HYMXS TBA.T MOTHER SXTXtt.

Through the chunking scenes of life,

The shadowed vale of smiles find tears,

Where all is lost within the mist

That hides the bygone years.

Some strains there are that linger still,

And many hearts no longer young

Are thrilled with joy again to hear

The hymns that mother sung.

We used to gather at the hearth

When darkness overcame the day.

And. dreamily, as children will,

We'd watch the shadows play :

And sitting by the glowing tire,

As toond fro the kettle swung.

We learned the songs we've always loved.

Tlie hymns that mother sung.

We seem to hear again her voice.

So long remembered, clear and sweet

As when, in days of long ago,

We sat at mother's feet :

And gazing upward on the wall.

Where dearest father's picture hung.

We thought lie smiled, for he, too, loved

The hymns that mother sung.

On many snowv wintry nights,

When all without whs cold and drear.

We've clustered close around her chair

In happiness and cheer.

No more for us the glowing tire.

No more the cricket's chirping tongue,

And never more on earth we'll hear

The hymns that mother sung.

To them we owe our happy home.

Praise be to »iod who reigns above,

For keeping ever bright and clear

The lessons learned in love.

Outliving sorrows, hearing hope ;

The dear old songs have ever cluDg

And never can the heart forget

The hymns that mother sung.

—yeu'ark Journal.

Ceremonial Manners in Japan.

(riven a highly imitative race like the

Japanese, and let one undeviating standard

be set before them, and for generation after

generation no change will be witnessed.

The standard will act like that of the French

academy on the language of France. Now,

at home, in America, we have fifty stand

ards of manners—the reserved and reticent

New England manners, the slap you on the

back far western manners, the demagogue's

manners, the drummer's manners, the cut

and dried business man's manners—these

and dozens of others might be specified. And

it must be admitted by even the moBt pa

triotic that the man who should try to

model his deportment on all these schools

at once would come to a somewhat mixed

result.

Nothing of this bewildering complexity

has ever existed in Japan. From mikado

at the top to cooly at the bottom of the

social scale, one undeviating standard has

always prevailed. Originally an importation

from China, it has been elaborated through

centuries of study of the most elaborate

ceremonial etiquette till at last through

constant practice it has become second na

ture. No one ever saw anything else, ever

dreamed of anything else.

There is one way of saluting a superior,

one of saluting an equal, one of saluting

an inferior, and one's head would have been

cut off had he departed from it. No Jap

anese child ever saw a drummer— saw only

prostrate artisans saluting samurai, sa

murai saluting daimios, daimios saluting

shoguns. The whole ceremonial became

organized into them as much as their in

stinctive habits into our setters and point

ers, perhaps the best mannered of our pop

ulation.

Little girls of ten will one see here whose

finish of breeding would have awakened the

envy of a ducheBS at the court of Louis

XIV at Versailles. Female servants one

will encounter at a dinner in the house of

a Japanese gentleman whose grace, charm

and dignity are the quintessence of lady

like refinement. " Trifles make perfection,

but perfection is no trifle." The simple

fact is that the young woman of twenty has

been doing the thing for a thousand yeara.

—Christian Rigiitler.

Blood Stains.

To the present day the superstition is

rife that blood stains cannot be washed

out. During the French revolution 80

priests were massacred in the Carmelite

chapel at Paris, and the stains, so called,

of their blood are pointed out to-day.

Sir Walter Scott, in his "Tales of a

Grandfather," declares that the blood stains

of David Rizzio, the Italian private secre

tary of Mary, Queen of Scots, who was

stabbed at Holyrood palace by certain Pro

testant leaders of her court, aided by her

husband, Darnley, are still to be seen.

In Lancashire the natives show a stone

called the "bloody stone," which was so

marked to show heaven's displeasure at

some of Cromwell's soldiers' atrocities at

Gallows Croft. In "Macbeth," act 5, scene

1, Shakespeare alludes to the idea, "Yet

here's a spot."

The truth is blood cannot be easily ex

punged. In the first place, if that of a

murdered person, it is not attempted. In

the next place, blood contains oxideof iron,

which sinks deep into the fiber of wood

and proves indelible to ordinary washing.

Thus it is true that stones of a porous na

ture and wood not of the hardest kind are

susceptible to the stain of blood produced

by the oxide of iron which the blood con

tains. But the blood of a pig is as good as

that of a murdered man.— /VunioiiV HtvMv.

Part of the Bird.

The Young Housewife—Have you any

nice chickens?

The Poulterer—Yes, ma'am.

The Young Housewife Well, send me a

couple in time for tlinner, and I want theni

with the croquettes left in, do you under

stand?—Chicago Record,
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The Free Possession of Land.

The Jeffereonian revolutionists of 177H

struck hard at the existing system of civil

society, but failed to discover one of the

deepest abuses of all. They did not forsee

the dreadful consequences of the Anglo-

feudal system of land ownership in Amer

ica. So they let it pass. It was not in

Jefferson to blink at what he saw, but he

did not see it. In the Declaration the Eng

lish principle of primogeniture and entail

was knocked away. The author of the great

document swept over a wide ground in his

daring summary of things self evident.

All men are created equal. They are en

dowed with inalienable rights. The prin

cipal of these are life, liberty, the pursuit

of happiness. Good, Thomas Jefferson !

A fter 1 18 years we ratify and indorse. But

another thing was wanting which you did

not perceive. After " the pursuit of hap

piness " you should have added, " and the

tree possession of land." That was neces

sary to complete the fourfold formula of

emancipation. The failure of the congress

of the revolution to provide in advance

against the monopoly of land, with the con

sequent exclusion of the poor and humble

from what ought to be their inalienable

birthright, has proved to be the one great

bar to the forward march of that democ

racy which, in the words of Carlyle, is

" destineil, whirlwindlike, to envelope the

world.—John Clark Ridjmth.

Those who through force of circum

stances are obliged to remain in town and

get their only outings in semi-occasional

trips to the park must notice the rare en

joyment that sundry groups of men, wo

men and children derive from a day of free

out-door life spent under the trees and loll

ing on the velvety green grass. Picnics

have always been a most popular form of

summer amusement, but when they are

made the mainstay of health and happi

ness to those whose dwelling place is in the

closely built up portions of a great city,

then they become one of the arteries of

life, and as such prove rare ohjects of pleas

ant study to the observer. The whole fam

ily have come out to spend a long, happy

day in some quiet nook near a little stream

or in the shade of a giant elm. The father,

wearied with the care and monotony of a

ceaseless struggle for existence, alternately

smokes and dozes, waking when a call to an

al fresco feast reminds him that he is hun

gry. And how he does eat, to be sure. No

more than the others, perhaps, but the

tired lines in his rough face somehow fade

away as he devours great slices of pies and

cubes of bread in an atmosphere free from

the smell of the shop or the dirty street.

In thought he is once more a boy on the

old farm, and he looks across the board to

his wife, the sweetheart of his youth, and

wonders if she, too, is thinking of that old

time. She in turn knits a little, but is

quite content to sit with folded hands, the

pleasant breeze fanning her brow while she

watches in pleased amusement the babies

rolling in the grass and the little wedding

romance springing into sudden growth

among the older boys and girls. At last,

when night comes, the whole party crowds

into the one not over roomy wagon and

drives into town. To-morrow they will

take up their tiresome duties once again,

but life is not quite so hard, for have they

not the memory of that one perfect day

just gone and the hope of others more to

come ? And as they close their weary eyes

the last waking thought is one of gratitude

that city dwellers have yet a bit of country

close to their doors to which they may flee

when heat and mental worry prove too

much for human beings to bear.—Phdadd-

phia Times.

Turtles Good Fighters,

Two months ago a crowd of coal miners

near Newport, Pa., took two snapping turtles

into a cockpit, and forcing open their jaws

poured some whisky down their throats.

Then they were turned loose on each other,

S800 being wagered on the outcome, but

with the uderstanding that no decision

would be made until one of the snappers

gave up or was killed. The turtles fought

fiercely, each tearing his antagonist's head

and neck with his horny beak until one ob

tained a grip upon the other's flipper.

After a brief but ineffectual struggle to

break his antagonist's hold, the turtle whose

flipper was caught seized the other by the

neck. Aside from a Bteady " weaving " mo

tion there was no further demonstration

for several hours. The crowd of miners

watched them from early evening until long

after midnight, when the two turtles, each

retaining his vicelike grip on the other,

were carried from the pit and placed in the

cellar of a deserted house. This was two

months ago, and since neither of the snap

pers has shown any symptoms of weaken

ing his hold upon the other, and the bet<

have not vet been declared off.—Cliicago

Herald. '

Western dealers in silverware are said to

make a point by advertising to give the

weight of silver dollars in spoons, forkp,

etc. This at first sight seems a good bar

gain for the purchaser, but when it is con

sidered that the silver dollar will pass for

a hundred cents, while the silver of which

it is composed is worth but little more than

half that, the margin for manufacturing is

seen to be quite a substantial one.—Ameri

can Machinist.
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zim IT DOWN.

Has your life a bitter sorrow ?

Live it down.

Think about a bright to morrow.

Live it down.

You will find it never pays

Just to sit, wet-eyed, and gaze

On the grave of vanished days;

Live it down.

Is disgrace your galling burden ?

Live it down.

You can win a brave heart's guerdou.

Live it down.

Make vour life so free from blame

That the luster of your fame

Shall hide all the olden shame;

Live it down.

Has your heart a secret trouble ?

Live it down.

I.'seless grief will make it double,

Live it down.

Do not water it with tears—

Do not feed it with your fears—

Do not nurse it through the years-

Live it down.

Hnveyou made some awful error?

Live it down.

Do not hide your face in terror:

Live it down.

I>ook the world square in the eyes ;

<io ahead as one who tries

To be honored ere he dies;

Live it down.

—Ella Whtclcr Wilcox.

Too Many Sparrows,

It appears that the detested English spar

row is by no means a general favorite in his

own home across the water, where his hab

its have been more carefully noted.

In the course of his paper on " Wild Birds,

Useful and Injurious," in the Royal Agri

cultural Society's journal, Mr. C. F. Archi

bald gays : " The sparrow has received an

overflowing measure of abuse from farmers

and gardeners, and, notwithstanding all

that has been urged in its favor by enthusi

astic advocates, there can be little doubt

that it deserves a large share of the vituper

ation bestowed upon it. The keynote to

the sparrow's character is to be found in

the delusion under which it labors that

corn growing is carried on for its especial

benefit. Grain is undoubtedly the main

stay of the sparrow. This it obtains in the

fields at seedtime, when sprouting, in the

unripe, milky condition, and when fully

matured. At this last named period a

quantity of grain is wasted by being shaken

out on the ground by the birds, in addition

to the amount actually consumed. At this

time, too, numbers of sparrows which live

for the greater part of the year in towns are

tempted to visit the field, their grimy ap

pearance proclaiming their usual haunts.

" In gardens the sparrow finds full scope

for its destructive propensities in devouring

peas, of which it is very fond, as well as a

few gooseberries and cherries. In the most

mischievous way, too, it pulls to pieces the

flowers of the crocus, dahlia, primrose, poly

anthus, hepatica, heartsease, wistaria, the

shoots of pinks and carnations, the pods of

the laburnum and the bloesum of fruit trees.

It also does considerable damage to beds of

young radishes and lettuces, besides levy

ing toll on the grass seeds sown on lawns.

On the other hand, it must be freely admit

ted that the sparrow does a great deal of

good.

"Among the pests destroyed by the spar

rows are wireworms, daddy ionglegs, weevils

from peas and beans, aphides, caterpillars,

of various kinds, houseflies, ' blue beetles,'

'black beetles' and white butterflies. In

some districts choviss, otherwise known as

Maybugs, occasionally do immense damage,

and at such times sparrows have been seen

with their mouths crammed full of them.

The quality of weed seeds which the spar

row eats must also be placed to its credit,

for in this way it helps to suppress such

objectionable plants as charlock, corn bind

weed, goosefoot, knotgrass, buttercup, dan

delion, chickweed and dock."

Teaching the Young Idea.

Suppose you are a primary teacher. Do

you realize what you must "put into your

work if you wish to succeed ? You must be

teacher, mother and nurse to your little

charges. You must work with them during

hours and for them after school. You

must be ready to grasp an idea anywhere

and adapt it to the needs of a particular

Eupil who may be dull, indifferent or dis-

eartened, or all three, poor little chaps !

You must be untiring in your vigilance

over their morals and Bet them always a

good example in manners by being court

eous, even if they break your umbrella or

spill ink all over your best gown. If yon

are a boys' teacher, you must be ready at

any moment to dress a cut, pick out .

splinter, arbitrate in a fight or give a decis

ion on the merits of racers or the owner

ship of marbles, fish-hooks and malodorous

bottles of bait. If you can't meet these

emergencies, the average small boy will

hold you in contempt. If you want to win

his love, you must know something about

the construction of kites, be interested in

the "oneriest lookin' " dog that ever in

vaded a schoolroom, and not be too finicky

about when he washed his hands last if a

pupil should offer you candy.

If you can do all these things and Ianirb

about them afterward, you will probably

stand high in favor.

But there is a more serious consideration.

You must alBO have his respect, and this is

not always so easily or pleasantly won.

Great stress has been laid upon the effi

cacy of moral suasion, but there are time*

when human perversity rises to such *

pitch that the most persuasive tongue i.<

powerless to enforce obedience to vour will.

You may lie obliged to pick up a shrieking,
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fighting strap of humanity and put him

• jack repeatedly where you wish him to

stay till, worn out from the struggle, he

succumbs and likes you all the better for

faaving conquered him. There's nothing

mean about the small boy.—Mary B. O'Suf-

Jit'an in Donahoe'n Afagazine.

The Late Pat Rooney.

Pat Uooney only recognized his own

name in print by looking for the two "o's"

in it. He was very diligent in seeking all

means of securing his name in large type,

and at each stand watched out for those

two "o's," only being contented when they

"were very large and on the top line. Before

I 'At started starring he had many a spirited

argument with the manager of the specialty

company of which he was a member on

account of sometimes observing the name
•with the double "o" down low on the bill

and in rather small type. The manager

generally came out second best, as did all

who incurred Pat's displeasure. When the

company had a date at Hooley's Theatre,

Chicago, Pat, in company with the man

ager, was passing the theatre. Pat, always

eager to have his mind set at rest in

regard to the place and size of his name,

stopped, and taking a good look at the bill

board, and seeing "Hooley's" in very large

type at the head, he mistook the two "o's"

for the two in Rooney. Rapturously he seized

the manager's hand. "Look at that, sir;

that's all right, my bojr. Rooney on the

tirst line and in the biggest letters. I'll

not forget you for seeing to that, old man.

Come in and take a dnnk.—Chicago Inter-

Ocean.

Wickerwork.

Young American girlB quickly learn the

art of work with rushes and wicker. You

may hire in New York girls who will weave

wicker about small bottles for oil or per

fumes at 5 cents a bottle or less. There

are places where such work is done by con

tract, but it is more cheaply done in large

quantities by hiring the girls directly and

furnishing them materials bought by the

bale.

The wicker weaver sits on something like

a saddler's horse and holds the bottle in

a wooden vise resembling the saddler's.

Skilled girls work with great precision and

rapidity, and the product, by reason of its

simplicity, the almost natural state of the

material " and the obvious fitness of the

fabric for its purpose, has some artistic

value.—AVio York Sun.

A Simile.

Ranks—How did you sleep last night?

Tanks—Like a top. The minute my head

touched the pillow it went round and round.

— AV«- York World.

Uncle Sam's New Library,

No such library as this new one of Uncle

Sam's was ever planned before. You must

imagine to begin with, two iron bookcases,

each 05 feet high, 112 feet long and 45 feet

wide. They tower up through the building

story on storv in nine tiers. Each book

case will hold" 800,000 volumes. The metal

framework is made gridiron fashion to per

mit the free passage of the atmosphere, for

books need fresh air as much as human

beings, else they rot. The floors are sheets

of iron, and fire could do no damage worth

mentioning, for books will not burn. They

will only smolder under favorable circum

stances.

The library has 1,800 windows. Those

which admit light to the great book stacks

above described are single sheets of fine

plate glass. Looking from the interior

courtyards, the walla inclosing the book

stacks appear to be almost wholly of glass.

Thus the title on the back of every volume

may be easily read. The shelves already

provided will accommodate 1,500.000 books

—twice as many as are now in the library.

The building has been so constructed as

to afford space for other stacks, which may

be put up at any time, and will hold 2,700,-

000 volumes more. A million books in ad

dition may be accommodated in the court

yards, and there is room for more besides.

The librarian of congress a century hence

will not find himself cramped in the least.

— Washington Star.

The Eetort Courteous.

In the course of the debate on the bill to

dismiss railway postal clerks Mr. Grosvenor

of Ohio was giving the house the benefit of

his knowledge of the experience in the

postal service as far as appointees in his

own district were concerned. He thought

that if the bill were amended so as to re

quire the old employes to pass an examina

tion and grade 50 per cent, not one of the

dismissed clerks, who, of course, were all

Democrats, would come within 1,000 miles

of getting back.

"The gentleman is a distinguished mem

ber of congress," said Mr. Pendleton of

West Virginia. " Does he think he could

pass the examination required to enter the

railway postal service?"

"I think so," said Mr. Grosvenor, "if the

gentleman from West Virginia had to put

the questions."— Washington Post.

Obscure.

Old Border—You ought to get a filter,

madam.

Mrs. Wisakheard (the landlady)—Why,

1 thought the water was remarkably clear.

Old Border—So it is. I referred to the

soup.— Life.
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THE MOTHER WANTS HEB BOX.

There's a homestead waiting for you, my boy,

In a quaint old-fashioned town ;

The gray moss clings to the garden wall,

Ana tlie dwelling is low and brown :

But a vacant chair by the fireside stands,

And never a grace is said

But a mother prays that her absent son

Soon may be homeward led,

For the mother wantB her boy.

She trains the vines and tends the flowers,

For she says " My boy will come;

And I want the quiet, humble place

To be just the dear old home

That it seemtd when he, a gentle lad,

I'sed to pluck the orchard's gold,

And gather of roses and lilies tall

Far more than his hands could hold,

And still I want my boy."

How well we know the very place

Where you played at bat and ball ;

And the violet cap vou wore at school

still hangs on its hook in the hall ;

And when the twilight hour draws near.

She steals adovvn the lane

To cosset the lambs you used to pet,

And dream you are home again ;

For the mother wants her boy.

She is growing old and her eyes are dim

With watching day by day,

For the children nurtured at her breast

Have slipped from her arms away :

Alone and lonely, she names the hours

As the dear ones come and go ;

Their coming she calls " The time of flowers! "

Their going, the " The hours of snow ! "

Work on, toil on ; give strength and mind

To the task in your chosen place,

But never forget the dear old home,

And the mothar's loving face !

You may count your blessings score on Bcore,

You may heapyour golden gain.

But remember when her grave is made

Your coming will be in vain ;

'TiB now she wants her boy.

His Family Sorrows.

At one of the village stations a woman

with a parrot in a cage, got on the train, and

soon after she had taken a seat and while

the bird was solemnly eyeing the passen

gers around him a jolly looking old man

came from the rear end of the car and in

quired.

" Madam, is that a talkin' parrot?"

" Yes sir," she replied.

" Brought up in your own family?"

" Mostly, sir."

" Ah there !" suddenly screamed the bird

as he gave his wings a flop.

"That is bewtiful—bewtiful! " chuckled

the old man as he rubbed his hands together.

" Madam, I used to own a parrot."

" Yes."

" He was a great comfort to myself and

wife, who were childless. He would swear

by the hour. Does your bird swear ?"

" No sir, " she stiffly replied.

"No? You should have taught him to,

madam. You don't know how much solace

can be got from a swearing parrot."

" You bet ! " yelled the parrot.

" Bewtiful— bewtiful! If he does not

swear, he could easily be taught. He uses

all kind of slang, of course?"

"No sir. He uses only those two express

ions, and I'm giving him away on that ac

count."

" You shouldn't do it, madam ! Yon

don't know what a comfort it is to have a

slangy parrot around the house. My par

rot could say, ' Bull down your vest,' ' Snoot

that hat,' ' <iet on to his shape' and many

other bewtiful things. When my wife lay

dying he called out, ' Hold on to your

breath ! ' "

At that moment the conductor came

along, and seeing that the woman was an

noyed he suggested to the old man that he

return to his seat.

"Oh, certainly, certainly!" was the re

ply. " I was just going. .Seeing the parrot

has put me in mind of my family sorrows,

and I will sit down and weep. I once hud

both wife and parrot, but now I'm all aloDe

in this world—all alone ! The last words

my wife spoke were, ' Good-by, Richard ! '

and the last speech the parrot made was.

'Nail up your chin!' I hoped this was a

bird like mine, but I've been disappinted.

Yes, I'll sit down."

He returned to his seat, and for half an

hour he wiped the tears from his eyes. 1

finally went over to him and asked if there

was any way T could let the sunshine into

his darkened life, and after a pull at his

nose he replied :

" Waal, yes. Invite me to step out on

the platform and take a nip from your bot-

We went out and nipped, and his sorrow

ing soul sorrowed no more.—if. <t'tad.

Don't Use Big Words.

In promulgating your esoteric cogitations

and in articulating your superficial senti

mentalities and amicable philosophical or

psychological observations oeware of plati

tudinous ponderosity. Let your conversa

tional communications possess a clarified

conciseness, a compacted comprehensible-

ness, coalescent consistency and a eoma-

tented cogency. Kschew all conglomera

tions of flatulent garrulity, jejune babble

ment and asinine affections. Let your ex

temporaneous decantings and unpremedi

tated expatiations have intelligibility and

veracious vivacity without rhodomontade

or thrasonical bombast. Sedulously avoid

all polysyllabic profundity, pompous pro

lixity, psittaceous vacuiiy, ventriloquial

verbosity and vaniloqtient vapidity. -Shun

double ententes, prurient jocosity and pes

tiferous profanity, obscurant or apparent.

In other words, talk plainly, briefly, natu

rally, sensibly, purely and truthfully. Keep

from slang; don't put on airs; say what

you mean ; mean wnat you say and don't

use big words.—Philadelphia Prat.
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A Matrimonial Conspiracy.

Father John Sergieff, of Cronstadt, is

obably the most universally popular priest

the Russian Orthodox church. Ilispray-

b and benedictions are besought by the

ievously sick and unfortunate in nearly

ery government of European Russia, by

tter and by telegraph, so implicit is the

iblic confidence reposed in his piety and

isdom. Father John himself is a man of

tuple life, making no pretensions what-

er to extraordinary sanctity, of modest

»bits and lavish to the last ruble of his

msiderable income in relieving the neees-

tous, making no distinction of creed or

ice.

Not a little indignation has therefore

t-en raised by the discovery in the govern-

lent of Orel that the good father's repu-

ition has for some time past been wick-

Jly traded upon by a number of designing

lainmas who have unmarried and dower-

•98 daughters to dispose of. These solicit-

us matrons, sometimes acting in concert,

ut in different localities, have fabricated

otters of advice, purporting to be written

y the worthy priest of Cronstadt, recom

mending particular matrimonial alliances

ietween tbeir daughters and certain pious

iachelor neighbors as being divinely or-

lained.

These spurious letters proved successful

>aits in very many instances, but eventu-

illy the maternal conspiracy was detected,

ind it is now probable that the more guilty

if the intriguing mothers and matchmak-

Dg spinsters of Orel will have to do pen-

inee for their indiscretions in a conventual

retreat before Father John's absolution is

/ranted and the civil authorities are satis-

ied.— Odessa Cor. London Neva.

A Balloon Explosion,

"One of my balloons gave me a scare

once,'' remarked Mr. Carl E. Myers, the

aeronaut, " but it wasn't because I was in

it. It was in Juneof 1891, when I was con

ducting some rainmaking experiments in

Washington. I sent up a balloon ten feet

in diameter, filled one-third with oxygen

and two thirds with hydrogen gas, and at

the height of 1,")<X) feet I exploded it by an

electric wire. It was the most extraordi

nary sight that I have ever seen, that ex

plosion. As for the sound—well, that was

what frightened me. I wasn't prepared for

it. At the instant of the explosion the

balloon became 100 feet in diameter and of

a dull red color. It wasn't as if it had ex

panded to that size. It looked as if the

original balloon bad simply disappeared

and another ten times as big had simul

taneously taken its place. A fraction of a

-'•mini later the thing vanished, and the

air was filled with minute particles. Then

came an explosion that was simply terrify

ing. Never have I heard anything to ap

proach it. It seemed to shake my heart

within me. My head rang for hours after

wards. The wire was thrown back to us

crumpled up like so much twine. For a

distance around all the little fishes in the

brooks were killed by the concussion.

"Directly below the balloon was the

bowling alley of the Casino rink, and after

the explosion that alley looked as if an

aerial giant had stepped on it. It collapsed

as a card house collapses under a careless

touch. On the following day I received

polite notes from the assistant secretary of

agriculture and the chief clerk of the Smith

sonian institute. The secretary protested

mildly. The chief clerk set forth that his

cattle on a neighboring farm had been seri

ously disturbed by the explosion , and would

I please go away somewhere when 1 wanted

to do it again. I moved to Texas, where

cattle are cheap."

Doubtful About the Doubt.

We are justly proud of our jury system,

but the twelve "good men and true" are

not always the wisest of mankind. At a

recent session a prisoner was indicted for

pocket picking, and to most people in court

the clearest possible case was made out by

the prosecution.

"Have you anything you would like to

tell the jury before they retire?" said the

judge.

" Well, all I wanter say is, I hopes as 'ow

thev'll give me the benefit of the doubt,"

replied the prisoner despondently.

The jury considered their verdict. They

were no little time over it.

" Can I assist you in any way, gentle

men? " said the judge at last becoming im

patient.

" We are almost agreed, me lud," said

the foreman, "but we can't quite under

stand what the doubt is the prisoner wishes

us to give him the benefit of."—London Tit-

Bits.

A Shower of Wheat,

In the 169(i or thereabouts it was a report

in Bristol aud thereabouts that it rained

wheat about this town aDd six or seven

miles round, and many believed it. One

Mr. Cole being curious to find out the

truth of the odd phenomenon procured

several parcels of it, and upon diligent ex

amination of them with magnifying glasses,

judged from the taste, figure, size and

smell that they were seeds of ivy berries,

driven by a strong wind from the holes and

chinks of bouses, churches and other build

ings, where starlings and other birds had

laid or dropped them, but if so it's strange

that they should fall in so great quantities

in so many places.—Cox's Manna Britannia.
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THE ENGINEER'S SOLILOQUY.

What's the world a-eoming to, an engineer would

like to know,

When they are making ice to order, and manufactur

ing snow?

The cities have gone out of sight,

For when they have a cloudy night,

They run the stars by steam,

And here's the lightning with a song, proclaiming

man is bosa,

And all the street cars skim along without a mule or

"hoss,"

And here's that ringing telephone that never seems

to tire,

But takes a man's voice free of charge o'ern hundred

miles of wire.

And here's the phonograph which makes your

memory vain,

And like a woman, when you talk keeps talking

back again,

Oh ! how the world is moving beneath the sun and

moon,

I can't help thinking I was born a hundred vears

too soon,

But when I go to heaven it won't be in the night,

For my grave shall shine like davliglit in a bright

electric light.

—From Hu- Engineers' Review.

Pullman's Cheapening of Oars.

Since the railroad strikes happened there

have been numerous attempts made to de

fend the action of the Pullman company in

reducing the wages of car builders, on the

grounds that the prices paid for car build

ing is so low that the work could not be

done unless the price of labor was excep

tionally low. We should like to ask these

apologizers for and defenders of the Pull

man company, who was responsible for

bringing the building of cars to a point of

cheapness where living wages could not be

paid? Every one who understands how

car-building contracts have been awarded

in the last year is perfectly aware that

Pullman has been principally responsible

for the unparalleled low prices for which

contracts have been taken. Pullman has

grasped nearly all the orders given out be

cause he had a wage-reducing hold upon

his workmen possessed by no other manu

facturer of cars. When bids were put in

for building a lot of cars, the ordinary run

of builders would figure on living wages for

their workmen reduced as far as reason

would go, and they would generally offer

to take the contract on cost prices. These

figures were nearly always underbid by the

Pullman company, because the latter were

aware that their workmen, housed in dwell

ings rented from the company and held in

bondage by the institutions peculiar to that

extraordinary social vampire, could not

successfully resist reduction in wages of a

character which no other car builders would

ask their men to submit to. This is not

fair competition. It is forcing other car

builders and their workmen to the wall by

a power which no company or individual

has a right to exercise in a free country.

We should like to know who or what has

derived benefit from this unequaled era of

cheapness in car building brought about

by the Pullman methods. Railroad com

panies may save a few dollars in a car, bat

it is not felt in their aggregate expendi

tures. The workman has no money to

spend beyond paying for bare living,"and

all those who benefit from the active circu

lation of money suffer in consequence. It

is a sorrowful outlook for a country when

the law of free competition is exceeded to

bring prices down to the bare necessities of

life. Cheapness is a curse to every countrv

where it holds dominion.—Locomotive Engi

neering.

He Held the Port.

" Do you know that little fellow ? " asked

an old-timer, as the scribe shook hands

with Gus Dowdell, of^ the Gould Coupler

Co., on the porch at Saratoga.

" Yes, he's with Gould—"

"Oh, I know, I know, my boy; but do

you know his history?"

The scribe took out his note book and

put down a mark—it was one of the few

things left that he had not found out—and

answered " No."

"Well, sir, that boy was a telegraph op

erator on the Pennsylvania road at Pitta-

burgh during the Centennial, and the great

strike of '77 found him there. He stayed

at his post to the last. When the old Union

depot was ablaze he wired : ' The depot i*

on fire now,' and half an hour later : * This

room is too hot to stay in any longer, good

bye.' Then he took the screws out of hie

key, tore it off the table, put it under his

coat and left.

" When old Tom Scott heard of it, he sent

for the boy, and gave him a good job-

took him to Europe with him the next year

and the year following sent him over alone:

besides he gave him a pass for life on the

P. R. R. Byatem. Gus is a brick, yon

bet! "—Locomotive Engineering.

A Mechanical Horse.

A correspondent sends us a copy of a St.

Paul paper containing what is evidently a

reproduction of a patent-office drawing oi

a mechanical horse. This horse's interior

economy consists of various spur-wheels,

cranks, levers, hinges, springs, etc allot

which operating severally and conjointly

are supposed to imitate the motion of a

real horse in walking, while the motif?

power is derived from the less of the rider

who is supposed to sit upon the baci of

this contrivance and work his feet up and

down a la bicycle. Cnder what theory »

patent is granted upon such a thing a* *

useful invention" is more than we find

ourselves able to comprehend in the limi

ted time we can permit ourselves to study

the matter.
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It is stated in defense of this monstrosity

at the bicyclist does not feel that sense

superiority over ordinary pedestrians

at the equestrian does, and this horse is

'signed to fill this long-felt want. It is

ated, furthermore, that when this horse

walking there will be the same action to

aintain his perpendicular that there is in

ie revolving wheels of a bicycle, and that

will be impossible to tip it over. We

lould judge the whole contrivance to

eigh about 1,000 pounds, and the sight of

man mounted upon it and trying to work

up a moderate grade would be a specta-

e for the gods. Verily! the fool-killer

5th sadly neglect his business.—American

fachinist.

Punished for Curiosity.

It is dangerous to gratify curiosity or to

iolate precedent at the Chinese imperial

mrt. The emj^ess dowager is a great

tickler for etiquette. Recently she re-

uired the services of Dr. Li Tech'ang, vice

resident of the Imperial Academy ofPhy-

icians, at Peking, for one of the members

f her suit at Eho Park palace. The

earned doctor had never been inside these

amous palace grounds, and his curiosity

ras fired to see the many curious objects of

vbicli he had heard wonderful tales. So

ie bribed a palace eunuch to show him

ironnd the grounds.

While the two were leisurely walking

ibont and enjoying themselves the em

press spied them. She at once dispatched

tervants to punish their effrontery. The

•iinuch was seized, thrown on his face and

accommodated with 50 blows with the

bamboo on the calves of his fat legs. The

doctor was docked three months' pay and

received a severe reprimand, while his as

sistant was ordered never to venture again

into the empress' presence.

The affair created a sensation because of

the high position of the physician and of

the humiliating punishment dealt out to

him.—Xew York Sun.

Small but Firm.

It was in the smoking car on the New

York Central. There was one chap who

was blustering a great deal and telling how

many duels he bad fought, and behind

him sat a small man reading a magazine.

"Sir! " said the big man, as he wheeled

around, "what would you do if chal

lenged?"

''Refuse," was the quiet reply.

"Ah! I thought as much. Refuse and

be branded as a coward! What if a gen

tleman offered you the choice of a duel or

a public borne-whipping—then what? "

" I'd take the whipping."
•' Ah ! I thought so ; thought so from the

looks of you. Suppose, sir, you had foully

slandered me?"

" I never slander."

"Then, sir, suppose I had coolly and de

liberately insulted you. What would you

do?"

"I'd rise up this way, put down my book

this way, and reach over like this, and take

you by the nose like this, and give it a

three-quarter twist—just bo ! "'

When the little man let go of the big

man's nose, the man with the white hat on

began to crouch down to get away from

bullets, but there was no shooting. The

big man turned red, then pale, then looked

the little man over and remarked :

" Certainly—of course—that's it exact

ly!"

The little man, whose name is Twombly,

had resumed reading his magazine. When

the others found that the case was settled

they returned to their talk about the

Strikes.—Locomotive Engineering.

Champagne and Whisky.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell in answer to the

question, " Which one of the alcoholic

liquors is the least injurious for man to

drink ? " has written a letter saying that,

"setting aside considerations of peculiari

ties, of personal temperament and indi

vidual idiosyncracies and attempting to

lay down a rule for the government of the

majority of cases" he would say "in a gen

eral way" he adhered to the old traditional

belief that "whisky is, after all, the least

injurious, safest and best." But constitu

tions and temperaments are affected in

many different ways. For instance, he

knows a man who thinks that whisky

poisons him, yet can take champagne with

impunity, while there are others to whom

champagne is poison who can drink whisky

without feeling any the worse for it.—

Philadelphia Record.

Another Bold Texan.

A young married couple from Texas were

doing is'iagara falls. They were being con

ducted under the falls by a guide.

" You must take care now, for if you let

your foot slip you will be lost."

" Jane, you go on ahead," said the man

from Texas.—Texas Sifting*.

Worse and Worse.

Enfant Terrible—Mrs. Myles was prais

ing you to day, mamma, to Mrs. Renwick.

I was on the other side of the garden wall

and heard 'em.

Mamma—What did she say ?

Enfant Terrible—She said there were

worse old gossips than you in the town, after

all— Truth.
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IX THE! BEART.

If no kindly thought or word

We can give, some soul to bless ;

If our hands, from hour to hour,

Do no deeds of gentleness ;

Jf to lone and weary ones

We no comfort will impart—

Tho' 'tis summer in the sky,

Yet 'tis winter in the heart !

If we strive to lift the gloom

From a dark and burdened life ;

If we seek to lull the storm

Of our fallen brother's strife ;

If we bid all hate and scorn

From the spirit to depart—

Tho' 'tis winter in the sky,

Yet 'tis summer in the heart !

Oan there be a Lawful Eailway Strike ?

The country has learned a good deal

about the law of common carriers and the

law of conspiracy during the past week or

two. Certain legal principles have been

forced into prominence which ought to

have great interest to labor organizations

and which will not be forgotten in future

strikes.

In the first place any interference with

or wilful obstruction to the passage of the

United States mails is a crime. In the

second place any interference with or wil

ful obstruction to inter-state commerce is a

crime; and any conspiracy to prohibit,

limit, confine or abridge interstate com

merce is also a crime. The continuance of

obstruction to or interference with the pas

sage of the mails or the conduct of inter

state commerce in opposition to the civic

or political authorities is an insurrection.

The attempt on the part of any considera

ble number of persons to resist the arrest

by proper officers of the law of any person

or persons guilty of obstructing or inter

fering with the passage of the mails or the

conduct of inter-state commerce is an in

surrection.

Can there be such a thing as a lawful

strike on any railway engaged in inter

state commerce?

When a strike takes place on any rail

way it is presumably with the object of

crippling or interfering with the conduct

of the business of the road. If this intent

can be proved against the parties to the

strike, it undoubtedly becomes a conspiracy

and any participant in the strike commits

a crime. There might, however, be dilli-

culty in proving this intent in a case where

men peacefully and individually stopped

work. But this is certain : After they

have stopped work any one of them who

by intimidation or by violence prevents

any other man from going to work or who

takes any active step whatsoever to pre

vent the company from resuming or con

tinuing operations, or who offers any ob

struction to the passage of any train, is

guilty of a crime. United opposition on

the part of those who have struck to the

resumption or continuance of business, in

defiance of the civil or political authorities

of the city or state or nation, is an insur-

redion.

The very essence of a strike on any rail

way is to interfere with its business. If

that business is the conduct of inter-state

commerce, such interference is a crime.

If that interference is persisted in, in ac

tive opposition to the constituted authori

ties, every man assisting in such interfer

ence is an insurgent against the govern

ment of the United States.—Railway Agr.

How a Trolley Oar Beally Works.

The following has been published as a

bona fide explanation of the action of a

trolley car by a man who professed to know

all about such matters, given for the benefit

of his friend who had never studied into

the matter. They were standing near a

trolley car and the electrftian said:

"You see that little copper wheel on top

of the pole, that runs along pressing against

the wire; well, that's what makes the

electricity. That was the invention. The

pole from the car-roof with the copper

wheel on the end of it is what they call the

carbon. Now, some fellow discovered that

such a wheel on the end of the carbon,

running against a steel wire, created the

electricity. The faster that copper wheel

revolves the more electricity it makes and

the faster the car goes. That's the reason

the little copper wheel is made so small.

Then the extra power, more than is neces

sary to keep the car going, you know, is

accumulated in those things at each end of

the car, and when the driver wants to start

her up he just turns his crank and lets out

enough electricity to start her; then the

copper wheel on top of the carbon start!

generating, and so on it goes, (ireat in

vention, sir; great invention ! "

This man is undoubtedly one of the

many who are alwayB ready to affirm that

there can be no doubt that electricity ingo

ing to supplant the steam engine.—Ameri

can Machinist.

Webster's Portrait.

Daniel Webster once sat for his portrait

to the late G. P. Healy, and the senators

remark when he surveyed the completed

picture became one of the artist's favorite

anecdotes in alter years. "I think.'' said

Webster as he looked at his counterfeit

presentment, " that is a face I have often

shaved." Healy found Andrew .lackson »

disagreeable and unwilling "subject," afi'l

lie compensated himself bv pBintitig Old

Hickory with absolute fidelity to nature,

not glossing a single defect. The portrait

gives Jackson an ugly, savage and pallid

face.—Chicago Herald.
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Buoked Against Etiquette.

The following story is told bv the Wash

ington Times on one of the Florida con

gressmen :

The gentleman in question was called on

the other day at his hotel by a delegation

of about twenty citizens from his district,

who had come to advocate the claims of a

certain candidate for postmaster, who, it

was generally understood, was to get the

place, but whose nomination failed to be re

corded among the elect on the yellow tissue

paper. The delegation all knew the con

gressman pretty well, and so they went up

to the congressman's room in a body, where

they found him shaving, and filed in one by

one.

The Florida statesman was rather dis

mayed by the delegation and didn't know

iust what to do with them, but after a pause

lie blurted out rather sharply :

" Look here ! jOf course you know I don't

mind it a bit, but a man can't act up here

at Washington the way he would down in

Florida. They have a thing they call eti

quette up here, and it's the proper thing to

send up your card before you come to a gen

tleman^ room."

"All right," said the leader who took the

matter more seriously than was intended.

" We'll go down stairs and send up our

cards."

Before the congressman could recover

from his surprise the whole delegation filed

out of the room without another word, and

a few minutes later a porter brought up a

hatch of cards. The congressman reflected

a moment. "Tell them I'm out," was his

answer.

The delegation has not been heard of

since, but it is rumored that they have pur

chased books on etiquette " to learn what

it is, anyway."

After an investigation of the subject of

railroad pooling, extending through all of

this congress, the house committee on com

merce has reported the bill, of which re

presentative Patterson of Tennessee is the

author, to radically modify the anti-pool

ing section of the inter-state act, so as to

permit pooling under certain restrictions

and under the supervision of the inter

state commerce commission. The report

states that there has been shown a consen

sus of opinion on the part of the state

commissioners and the interstate com

merce commission to permit competing

roads to enter into contracts for a division

of their gross earnings under safeguards

and restrictions. It is held that if the

companies were receiving the published

rates approved by the inter-state commerce

commission they would be comparatively

prosperous. Bv rebates, drawbacks and

other devices tfie large shippers are reim

bursed, while the small shippers are re

quired to pay the published rates. Thus,

it is held, the railroads are impoverished,

the public injured, small enterprises de

stroyed and discouragement of individual

efforts brought about. A system by which

competing railroads may divide their earn

ings, says the report, would remove the

motive for discrimination, so that large and

small shippers would fare alike.—Railway

Age.

The recent court decision in a western

state which permits persons who have

made a voluntary settlement with railway

companies for personal injury claims to

bring suit for additional amounts, retain

ing what they have already received from

the company, is an encouragement to liti

gation that will gratify small lawyers and

dishonest claimants. It is the commenda

ble practice of most of the railway com-

fianies to adjust claims for injuries prompt-

y and liberally with the claimants them

selves, without putting them to the cost

and harrassment of retaining lawyers—

who commonly take the lion's share of the

amount awarded—and of carrying on a

long contested suit. Thus the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul company has had

5,139 claims for personal injuries presented

to it within the past three yean of which

only 189 went into court, all the others be

ing amicably settled. But if every person

who has been injured on a railway can ac

cept payment of his demands, signing a

release of all claims, and then allow a

shyster to commence suit for a larger sum

on the pretence that he was deceived or

unduly influenced by the claim agent, the

natural course of the companies will be to

stop making agreements which the benefici

aries may immediately violate and to let

claims take the slow and uncertain course

of litigation.—Railway Age.

One of the most curious situations, per

haps, ever presented by the records of the

Patent Office is found in the fact as stated,

that Mr. Seymour, who is now Patent Com

missioner, acted, prior to his appointment,

as patent attorney in an application made

for a patent on an improvement in air com

pressors. This was in 1883, and the appli

cation was returned on account of infor

malities and ambiguity of terms With a

recommendation that a competent attorney

be employed to present it. The attorney

who made the imperfect application hav

ing now become Patent ( ommissioner, is

asked to pass upon the application for a re

opening of the case.

It is to be noted, however, that many

men can learn a good deal of patent law in

eleven years—the time intervening between

the first application and the petition for its
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re-opening, and as the man who figures as

the inventor in the case discharged a num

ber of machinists some time ago because

they did not vote to suit him, it is just pos

sible there may be more politics in this re

vivals of the case than there should be.

Nevertheless, upon the face of it, it must

be confessed there is little encouragement

"in the incident for those who are interested

in inventions and patent matters.—Ameri

can Machinist.

It is sad to reflect that railroads with an

air of romance about them are Bubject to

the same influences which brought the

Prairie Midland and the Mountain Central

to grief. About two years ago we gave

illustrations of locomotives from the Bald

win Locomotive Works being unloaded at

Jaffa for the Jaffa & Jerusalem Railway.

The engines were duly put in service and

the road opened. The population of Jeru

salem has greatly increased of late years,

and is now about 00,000. It was expected

that the railway would greatly boom the

ancient city, and that the adjacent terri

tory would begin to have fewer beggars

and more laborers. These improvements

may be on the way, but they did not come

soon enough to give the railway a paying

business. The tourists who were to crowd

the trains did not appear in the expected

numbers, and the consequence is that the

company has defaulted in the interest of

its bonds, and the road is in the hands of

its enemy—a receiver, or his Asia Minor

equivalent.—Locomotive Engineering.

Pots and Fans in Paris,

I was particularly struck by the number

of cooking utensils I saw heaped up in one

of the rooms at the laboratory. "Confisca

tions of the inspector," said the chemist.

" Do you survey kitchens, then ? "

" Certainly," he responded. " Every dish

used in a public restaurant in Paris, either

in the kitchen or for the table ; every pot,

pan and utensil in the bakeries, and every

beer faucet in the wine shop—in short,

everything used in preparing or serving

foods is under the care of the inspector.

The law forbids the use of lead, zinc and gal

vanized iron in the manufacture of cooking

vessels. It orders that all copper vessels be

tinned and kept in good condition. It di

rects that pottery which is covered with a

glaze containing enough oxide of lead to

yield to a feeble acid be seized. It orders

that tin cans never be soldered on the in

side, and that the materials used in their

manufacture be conformed to a certain

standard. It is the inspector's business to

look after these things."

"And the results?''

"That depends. There are certain estab

lishments in Paris, like the great restau

rants, which employ a skilled tinner regu

larly, and their utensils are always in order.

In many little shops kept by women the

copper vessels are the pride of the estab

lishment, but in many others they are un

happily neglected. In 1889, out of 215 sam

ples analyzed here 97 contained lead."

Eailroads in the Wrong Places.

When you see the words Boston & Al

bany you naturally think of the road from

the Hub to the Hudson, but there ie a Bos

ton & Albany of Georgia.

Who'd suppose that the Bangor & Port

land was anywhere but in Maine. It's up

in the interior of Pennsylvania.

The Oregon <fe Texas begins on the line

of the Fall Brook road and runs up to a

tie camp. The only two stations on the

road are named Texas and Oregon.—Loco

motive Engineering.

A Thief Bewarded.

A thief in the act of breaking into a

safe was greatly astonished on looking up

to see a gentleman quietly watching his

proceedings. He tried to escape, but the

gentleman stopped him.

"Go on, my friend," he said. "I am

greatly interested in your work."

" How is that ?" inquired the astonished

thief.

"Because I have lost the key to this safe.

If you can open it, yon shall be well re

warded for your trouble."—Arlequin.

The Year 1894.

The year IS! '4 corresponds to the one

thousand eight hundred and ninety-eighth

from the birth of Christ, to the year 7403 of

the Byzantine era, to the years 5654-6 of

the Jewish era (the latter year beginning

at sunset on Sept. 30), to the year 2047 since

the foundation of Rome, to the year 2554

of the Japanese, and to the years 1311-12 of

the Mohammedan era, the year 1312 of the

era of the hegira having begun on the 6th

of July.—St. Loni* Republic.

A Study in Wrinkles.

When George Rignold waaplaving "Henry

V," a friend visited him in his dressing

room and remarked a large and handsome

photograph of Wordsworth hanging on the

wall. Said the friend, " I see you are an

admirer of Wordsworth."

" Who's Wordsworth ?" queried the actor.

" Why, that's his picture—Wordsworth,

the poet."

" Is that old file a poet? I got him for a

study of wrinkles."—London Anttrcrt."
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A Fruitless Investigation.

Three years ago a roval commission on

labor was' appointed in England to investi

gate " the questions affecting the relations

of employers and employed," and "to re

port whether legislation can with advantage

lie directed to the remedy of any evils that

may be disclosed, and, if so, in what man

ner."

It was the most important attempt to set

tle the labor question ever made in that

"ountry. The commission, as the London

Times remarked at the time of its appoint

ment, was " unparalleled for size and the

representative character of its members."

'Great expectations" of the result of its

inquiry were aroused, for both labor and

apital were considered equally in its ap

pointment. Nor has the commission disap

pointed the public so far as concerns the

horoughness with which it has performed

he task committed to it. It has done a

>rodigious amount of work. Sixty-seven

eparate blue books have been filled with

eports of its proceedings, and it has ex

tended in them the great sum of nearly

:2.-)0,0OO.

Every phase of the labor question has

ieen studied by it minutely and labori-

lusly. Every variety of opinion has been

ibtained from both employers and eni-

iloyed. Yet no result of any practical

alue has been reached. Nothing has been

>ronght out which affords any assistance

oward the solution of the problems dis-

uesed. On all hands, in the commission

tself and outside of it, among both employ-

re and employed, there is only dissatisfac-

ion. Its report* present no decision of any

nportance, but merely a mass of conflicting

pinions and impressions. For instance,

ne witness puts the total membership of

ibor unions at 871,000 and another at 1,500,-

X> ; and the commission does not venture

) say whether they include 10 per cent, or

) per cent, of English workmen. As to the

gislative regulation which it was appointed

i suggest, it can recommend only that

othingmore be attempted in that direc-

on. Practically it gives up the problem

insoluble by any possible legislative de-

ces.

All attempts to settle the question, which

ive been made in this country by legisla-

re, have been equally fruitless. At one

ne bureaus of labor statistics in the

ites were demanded by leaders of labor

lions as a panacea for the troubles. They

oved to be useless, except as a means of

altiplying offices. Official arbitrators

sre created but they had nothing to arbi-

ite about ; and even if they had had the

ance to interfere, they could not enforce

eir decision without a radical change in

e constitution. They couldn't compel

sn to work for less wages than they were

willing to take ; and they could not enforce

employers to pay higher wages than tbey

were willing to give. They could not com

pel men to labor for employers they did not

wish to serve, and they could not compel

employers to keep laborers they did not

want. They could not make it lawful for

one set of workmen who had thrown up

their places, to keep another set from tak

ing them. Strikes continued to be almost

invariably and necessarily violent, for the

possibility of their success depended gener

ally on the ability of the strikers to prevent

other laborers from taking the wages they

had rejected. Strike succeeds strike and

legislative devices for the cure of the

trouble follow each other in constant suc

cession, but the remedy is not discovered.

It is not discoverable. A hundred thou

sand blue books may be filled with the

story of the attempts to find it, but it will

not be found. The right to labor and the

right to employ labor cannot be interfered

with. Competition in labor cannot be pre

vented by any legislative means possible.

Men cannot be lifted up by law. They

must lift themselves up. If a man is will

ing to work for a dollar a day, he cannot

lawfully be restrained from taking the wage.

If a man is unwilling to pay more than a

dollar a day, he can not be forced by law to

give more, though he may be driven by the

necessities of his enterprise to make the

price higher.

These labor commissions are useless.

They can advise nothing. State arbitration

between employer and employed is a hum

bug. It is only suggested to wheedle the

ignorant laborer.—N. Y. Sun.

Sale of the Thousand Islands.

The government is rejoicing over the sale

of the Thousand Islands, which, it appears,

are going off cheap for cash. Over 800 have

been sold for the paltry sum of $40,000, or,

say, $125 each. The Ontario government

was not given much time to consider their

Eurchase. The Dominion government has

ad its own way. The " nigger in this wood

pile" is yet to be discovered. Just what

motive is behind the determination of the

government to sell the islands in spite of

public opinion is not evident. Those who

remember all the Rykert and other timber

land deals, and who look back over the 13

years' record of this most corrupt govern

ment, will look for revelations in connec

tion with this matter some day.—Montreal

Witness.

A Substitute.

He—I've brought you a pet monkey to

amuse you, darling.

She—-Oh, how kind of you ! Now I shan't

miss you when you are away. — Lyon*

(France) Republican.
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Pleasing a Husband.

Why is it, asks a female critic, that women

treat their husbands as if they were the only

bores of their acquaintance? Surely after

having chosen one man from among millions

for a life companion, one can at least treat

him well during the journey. I think that

one great trouble is that always immediate

ly after marriage the wife becomes careless

before her husband, regarding him as a

property, and gives up all effort to please

nim. There is no greater mistake. A hus

band, as a rule, is easy to win, but hard to

hold. Treat the man as carelessly as you

will before marriage, but after marriage

make yourself the idealized synonym of

womanhood for him. Exert easily and

without any apparent intention every

charm, every womanly fascination you pos

sess. What you don't possess cultivate.

Make your mind and your wishes in har

mony so far as possible with your husband's.

Put your nature en rapport with his. Learn

something of his affairs, appreciate him, in

terest yourself in his work, help him your

self practically.

Let your soul and mind reach out and be

an inspiration to him. There is no man

who can not do more for the assistance and

encouragement of a woman if she loves him.

Then cultivate your own mind. A husband

soon ceases to care for a woman who is men

tally greatly his inferior. Dress for him.

Never let him see you in curl papers and a

wrapper. Always try to keep yourself the

daintiest, the most chic, the best educated

woman of his acquaintance. Make him

proud of you. Entertain for him ; to make

his evenings cheerful, be gracious to his

friends, dress for dinner always, let him in

vite whom he will to dinner without com

plaint, be systematic about your household

affairs, and don't nag your husband with all

the petty cares of the day. It is bad enough

to endure them. It doubles them to re

count them.

Personally, keep always a haze of idealism

about yourself for your husband. Be always

a pleasant problem for him. Coquette with

him, and remember that the only proper

person with whom a wife may coquette is

her husband. He may not expect to find

variety in you. Husbands seldom do in

their wives. But let him see that you pos

sess the greatest quality of fascination.

There is nothing that so greatly preserves

the admiration of a husband for his wife as

the fact that she is the object of others' ad

miration. Reserve always some part of

yourself from your husband ; let him realize

that there is still some fascinating mystery

about you that he has not yet solved—in

short, idealize yourself for him. Keep up

the romance of life and he will follow you

always. Suggestiveness is the wonderful

charm of women. Do not let him feel that

you are one of the commonplaces of his life,

but stand on your pedestal of wife as an

idealized reality. We see a mountain in

the range of our vision shrouded in the won

derful blue haze in which nature wraps her

self, and we are charmed. We reach the

mountain top, and, alas ! the haze lias van

ished. Surely the haze of a fascination

should never be dropped by a wife before

her husband's eyes.

The Value of a Ian.

" When we were children," remarked a

delightful old lady, who carried her 7(1 years

with aristocratic grace, "The little girls

were always taught to carry a fan when they

went into the drawing room. 'Always car

ry your fan, my dear,' was my mother's last

injunction when I went out. 'It will keep

you from feeling awkward and looking con

scious,' and I have often thought what an

excellent fashion it was and wnat a pity it

is that the importance of the fan had eo

greatly decreased. In my day to manage a

fan properly was considered a distinct ac

complishment. To unfurl it slowly and

majestically as a Juno might, to flutter it

vivaciously, to wave it languidly, to open

and shut it meditatively—all this we were

expected to learn by instinct and observa

tion.

" ' With a fan you need never look ill at

ease,' was another of my mother's maxims,

and we girls quickly found out the truth of

this for ourselves, and I tell my grand

daughters that they lose a goodly weapon

when they leave their fans at home or con

sider them merely as an adjunct of their

toilets, in use merely to cool their heated

faces."—Xt'ir York Trihune.

" It is always usual to speak of India a*

a country whose public works and general

civilization are a long way behind tbe

times," said Capt. Easley, of the British

army. "People who make this criticism

would be surprised to see some ot the roads

in British India, especially any one wbo

has been used for a long time to the high

ways of America. The longest trunk road

in the world is in the northern part of

India, and it is kept in repair at compara

tively small expense, thousands of men

being glad to work on it, especially during

famine years, at purely nominal remunera

tion. This road is 1,800 miles long, and ij

in first-class condition throughout, being

more or less macadamized its entire length.

For purposes of transportation this road is

invaluable, and in the event of an outbreak

or a war it would prove of immense value

to the military authorities. A road of thia

length and of this quality would be an ob

ject lesson in this country, and it would be

of special usefulness, owing to the mag

nificent distances between your largest

cities."
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Thoughts in the Face.

Trouble or passion, which in one instance

8 recorded in bold characters, in another

nay leave scarcely a visible mark; and it is

nbvious that a lean face will betray the

*tory of emotional experience more readily

than one covered with a mask of fat and a

smooth skin. Every expression of the face,

pays Blackwood's, results from the contrac

tion of definite muscles by means of the

nerves, and as those muscles are most

strengthened which are most exercised, it

is easy to infer the effect of along-continued

dominant emotion on the face, even al

though it may exist in an individual too

well-bred to allow his countenance to be

■ listorted by the prevailing passion. When

ever the thoughts take their habitual direc

tion, a stream of nervous influence from the

brain to the hidden expression muscles is

the inevitable concomitant. The subject

himself may be unwarned as to what is go

ing on, and the closest observer may not

notice the vaguest tremor of movement.

Vet, in the course of years, the muscles so

stimulated assert themselves over the oth

ers, and a permanent impression in accord

ance with the mental character comes out.

The incessant flow of involuntary nerve-

ourrents to the facial muscles doubtless

accounts for the odd similarity of expression

anion l' men of the same vocation. It is not

always easy to lay one's finger on the pre

cise conditions of the environment which

conduce to the facial characteristics ; yet

who is not familiar with the leading charac

teristics of the lawyer's type of face, the

doctor's, the tailor's, the shoemaker's, the

jockey's, etc?

The fact that two people who live long to

gether tend to grow alike is accounted for

by unconscious mimicry reacting upon the

muscles of expression in the same way as a

ruling passion does. This tendency to fa

cial imitation is very general — in fact,

almost universal—but apart from this the

daily exhibitions of one set of emotions by

the one person will almost invariably awa

ken corresponding emotions in the other.

A Wonderful Change in Ohappie.

Chappie left the hotel piazza announcing

that he was going to his room to put on his

white flannel suit. I le returned in half an

hour and the girls were surprised to see

that he had no alteration in his attire.

" I thought vou went to change your

suit," said Lucile.

" Yes, but I changed my mind."

" How delightful, said Oracie. " Then

we may expect you to really entertain us

this evening."

Chappie was pleased for the moment, but

has been wondering since whether there

was not some hidden meaning in the lovely

girl's remark —Newark Call.

A Summer's Day Incident.

The young man with the pepper and salt

suit, the yellow shoes and the straw hat

bound about by a varicolored ribbon was

walking just ahead. He seemed to know

that he was made up for display, for he

kept looking in at the show windows and

pulling down his cuffs. At the corner one

of those sudden gusts of wind which seem

to come from nowhere blew off his straw

hat, the one with the varicolored ribbon.

He made a grab with both hands, but it

was too late. The wind had taken it off

his head.

He saw a hat rolling down the street,

traveling on one edge. Of course he was

after it.

" Go it," shouted a policeman.

"Hooray," yelled the corner newsboy.

The pedestrian found time to stop and

encourage him in his chase. But the hat

had a long start on him, and the wind was

holding out. Once he saw the hat topple

over and lie quietly on the cobble stones

for a moment. Then a puff of wind raised

it and sent it wheeling along at an increased

speed.

He did not hear the jeering laughter of

the teamsters. With lips firmly set and

nostrils distended he ran, gaining every

moment. Once he was delayed. The hat

ran under a coal wagon, and he had to go

around. At last the hat ran into the curb

stone near a corner street lamp, and with a

pounce he was upon it.

All flushed and breathless, he picked it

up, and then leaned up against the lamp

post to rest.

A man also flushed and breathless came

running up and took the hat out of his

hands.

" I'm much obliged," said he.

"For what?"

" This is my hat."

"Where's mine, then?"

" Hanging behind you at the end of the

string."

Sure enough he had forgotten all about

his new hat string.—Chicago Record.

A proposition- to forfeit the land granted

by the government to certain railways of

the west and south which have not com

pleted their lines within the legal period is

now before the house committee on public

lands. Under the operations of this bill the

Northern Pacific railroad would lose 37,-

000,000 acres of land ; the Southern Pacific,

4,000,000 ; their California and Oregon

branches, 4,000,000 ; the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha, 1 ,"100,000, and the

St. Vincent extension of the St. Paul, Min

neapolis & Manitoba road, 1,000,000 acres.

Twenty-five roads in all would be affected

by the bill.—Railway Aye.
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LIVE while you live.

I sometimes think never blows so reil

The rose as where some buried Oesar bled ;

That every hyacinth the garden wears

Dropt in her lap from some onee lovely head.

And this reviving herb whose tender preen

Hedges the river lip on which we lean—

Ah ! lean upon it lightly ! for who knows

From what once lovely lips it springs unseen'.'

Ah ! my beloved fill the cup that cheers

To-day"of past regret and future fears :

To-morrow ! Why. to-morrow 1 may be

Myself with yesterday's seven thousand years,

For some we loved, the loveliest and the best,

That from his vintage rolling time has prest,

Have drunk their cup a round or two before,

And one by one crept silently to re6t.

And we that now make merry in the room

They left, and summer dresses in full bloom,

Ourselves must we beneath the couch of earth

Descend — ourselves to make a couch — for

whom?

Ah ! make the most of what we yet may spend,

Before we, too. into the dust descend!

Dust unto dust, and under dust to lie.

Sans wine, sans song, sans singer and sans end !

—Fitzgerald Translation of Omar Khayyam.

Oldest Living Engineer-

George Watson, the oldest living engin

eer between Pittsburgh and New Orleans,

is celebrating the 77th anniversary" of his

birthday, having attained that age at 9:30 A.

M., August 16th. Mr. Watson was born in

1817, at the corner of First avenue and Ross

street, lie commenced steamboating in

1S30, going as cabin boy of the steamer Alle

gheny, an Allegheny river packet. He later

learned the trade of engineer, and worked on

almost every packet of note that run in the

trade between this port and the South from

1835 to 18(50. He was for a number of years

engineer of Brown's mill. His last steam-

boating was done on the ferry boat Will

iam Thaw.

Mr. Watson has a wonderful memory and

can relate incidents that happened seventy

years ago, when Pittsburg was but a village

and there were few houses in Allegheny.

His mother was born in 1775, the year be

fore the Declaration of Independence was

signed, and she was the youngest of eight

children. She was born adjoining the spot

where the Hostetter factory now stands.

Mr. Watson says his grandfather helped to

make a treaty with the Indians here. And

he can trace the two last generations of his

ancestors back 140 years. All that part of

Pittsburg lying in and about Smithfleld

street was owned by his grandfather, and

was known as Smith s field, and that street

was named in his honor.

Mr. Watson can well remember when the

old penitentiary was built on Ohio street.

He said that at that time there were only

four houses standing on Federal street. He

can readily note the changes which have

occurred in Pittsburg and Allegheny since

1 825. He is enjoying very good health, and

says he is only a boy. He can be seen al

most any day strolling along the wharf.

Another narrow gauge road, the Houston

East & West Texas, 232 miles long, has

joined the great majority by widening its

track to 4 feet 8i inches. The disappear

ance of the narrow gauge within a few

years has been remarkable, and yet the

species is by no means extinct, for we count

up in the "Official Guide 90 roads in tin-

United States of that class—nearly all oi :i

feet gauge, with a few varying from i' feet

to 3 feet 0—besides a number in Canada

and Mexico. There is no reason to doubt

that the capacity of these narrow roads is

fully equal to "the demands upon them.

The C, B. & Q. company owns two narrow

gauge roads in Iowa, aud Manager Law says

that they carry standard gauge loads and

make standard gauge time, running 50 miles

an hour or more with steadiness and ease.

There is no doubt that the 3 feet gauge

road* have some considerable advantage

in respect to economy over the wider road*,

and where through traffic is not an im

portant element, their service is entirely

satisfactory. We expect to see some more

3 feet and "even 2 feet roads built to meet

special conditions, though the general

tendency will be in the direction of uni

formity of gauge and equipment, and the

widening of narrow roads will not entirely

cease for some time.—Railway Ag<\

Foreordination.

Years ago an old hardshell preacher, who

lived on the border in the days' when the

Indians were at war with the' whites, was

making preparations one morning to go to

his church, miles away, through a country

infested with the savages. He was care

fully loading his old flint-lock rifle to take

along, when a friend present remarked :

" What are you going to take that gun

along for, old man ? Don't vou know that

if it is foreordained for the Indians to kill

you, the gun won't save you ? "

" That's very true," said the old man, as

he deliberately rammed the ball home,

" but suppose it is foreordained that the

Indian shall be killed ? Now, how would

the good Lord carry out his purpose ii 1

diiln t have my gun along?" That closed

the debate.—SummerrUle ( Ga.) .Wit*.

His Will.

The rich old man with a young wife wu

having a hard time trying to make her coin

cide with his idea of what her duties were

with reference to himself.

" Madam," he exclaimed after a heau-l

argument, " I tell you I shall mould vou to

my will."

" That's easy enough," she retorted.

"Only make it in my favor, and I'll attend

to the balance."— iMroit Frre Prea.
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Tis a Little World After All.

Two Americana were introduced to each

other not long ago in a London house, where

they were dining with a company of En

glish acquaintances. One of them told a

story of the civil war as an illustration of

the relish which an eager appetite gives to

an unexpected dinner, says the Youth'* Com

panion.

It was an incident of the military opera

tions of the I'nion army on the North Car

olina seaboard. The narrator was an officer
■who was with a strong column in a forced

march from the coast. The troops had

started before daybreak, and had rapidly

approached .the Confederate position by a

rircuitous road.

At noon they baited for reinforcements,

having discovered the Confederates strongly

entrenched in front of a small town.

The American who sat on the opposite of

the table from the narrator put in a word.

" I know that country well," he remarked.

" I was there on the day you mention, but

behind the earthworks, not in front of

them."

The Union officer, after expressing sur

prise that his account should be confirmed

so unexpectedly, went on with his story.

" I was desperately hungry," he said, "and

knew that the provision train would not

arrive for several hours. Noticing a small

house not far away on another road leading

to the town, it seemed to me that it could

be approached without observation from

our road by a detour through the woods,

and that I might find there something to

eat. "

Then he told how he crept through the

woods with half a dozen scouts and made a

■lash for the house, noticing as they entered

it three officers in gray riding rapidly away

toward the town.

Again came an interruption from the

other side of the table :

" I was one of those horsemen. AVe had

l>een taken by surprise, and, after finding

out how strong was the column on the

main road by using our field glasses from

the upper windows, we had started in hot

haste for headquarters in town."

Everybody at the table smiled as the

story was resumed.

" \Ve found a colored woman inside who

told us that she had cooked a dinner for

three Confederate officers, but that when it

was ready they had suddenly mounted their

horses and hurried away.

" The table was spread and a fine goose

roasted to a turn was on a platter, with

baked sweet potatoes and a bottle of wine.

We posted one man guard, and then sat

down. It seems to me I never enjoyed any

other dinner so much as I relished that

stolen goose."

" I believe you," said the other American.

" That was my goose, and I had paid for it.

My mouth watered for it when I left the

house. "

The companv laughed heartily as the two

veterans, who had once fought in opposing

armies, but were then dining at peace in

London, compared notes about the goose.

The world did not seem so big after all,

when these two men could discover each

other in an English house after thirty years,

and laughingly agree that it was a good

goose, whoever paid for it.

Death From Fright.

" During my forty odd years of practice I

have never seen but one case where death

was caused by fright," remarked Dr. L. M.

Alderoy, a prominent New York physician.

" The instance I speak of happened in South

America, at which time I was making a

tour through that country. It came about

in this way : One afternoon we experienced

a rather severe shock of earthquake. Some

time before the shock was felt a young Mex

ican who was employed to work about an

anatomical museum in the town where 1

was then visiting fell asleep in a chair in

the room which contained all the ghostly

relics. Suddenly he was awakened by an

extraordinary noise, he was horrified to see

all the death's heads nodding and grimac

ing, and the skeletons dancing and waving

their fleshless arms madly in the air.

Speechless with terror, the poor fellow fled

from the frightful scene, and upon reaching

the street fell to the ground unconscious and

half dead with fright. After a few hours he

became somewhat rational, and it was ex

plained to him that it was an earthquake

that had caused all the commotion among

the specimens, but the shock had been too

severe, and his death followed in a few

days."

Modern Surgery.

There are three locations, so to speak, the

absolute cleanliness of which must be above

suspicion before the operator is justified in

proceeding to his work. These are the

surgeon's hands, his instruments and the

integument covering the part of the pa

tient's body at which the operation is about

to be performed. How is the requisite

cleanliness in each case secured? So far as

the hands are concerned, by profuse scrub

bing with a nailbrush in soap and hot water,

followed by a thorough drenching in some

antisceptic solution, as that of 1 in 2,000 of

perchloride of mercury. So far as the in

struments are concerned, by sterilizing

them—that is, by boiling them in water, or

by passing them through the flame of a

spirit lamp, or placing them in a steam ster

ilizer, and then, when the operator is ready

to begin, by putting them into a receptacle
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containing an antiseptic solution—as, for

example, that of carbolic acid. Lastly, so

far as the patient's integument is concerned,

by washing the part first thoroughly with

soap and .water, having previously shaved

it, if necessary, and afterward with a perch-

loride of mercury solution, or, if the part

be greasy, by removing all the greasy mate

rial by scrubbing it with ether.

Without going into further details these

are the cardinal precepts of the science of

operating in the present day. Of course

each wound which in this manner is made

under aseptic conditions, as it is called, is

kept aseptic by the UBe of antiseptic dress

ings until healing has taken place. The

results of this method of treatment of

wounds are nothing less than wonderful in

comparison with those which the earlier

surgeons were able to obtain. What hap

pens after, say, the amputation of a limb

nowadays? The rule is, nothing—nothing,

that is to say, beyond the uneventful con

valescence of the patient.

The dressings are not touched unless the

temperature and the pulse of the patient

indicate, by some disturbance, that it would

be expedient to examine the wound. The

temperature and the.pulse are the surgeon's

guide. He takes his cue from them. Noth

ing can be amiss in the wound if these

remain normal, and thus it follows that a

large wound, such as that following an am

putation, heals soundly from first to last

without any suppuration. What a contrast

with that which obtained in former days !

Suppuration was then thought to be an

indispensable part of the healthy process

of healing. In the present time, on the

contrary, a surgeon is held to have failed in

his practice of the principles of surgical

cleanliness if, in wounds originally aseptic,

suppuration occurs.—Nineteenth Century.

Oommon Sense Food.

The educated have only glimmering ideas

as to what their children should eat—half

of them, till a few years ago, had a sort of

horror of sugar, one of the most nourishing

of all substances—and the uneducated have

positively no idea upon the subject. They

just eat and give their children what they

can get. It may be said that this is inevit

able, because the majority in all countries

are too poor to do anything else; but is that

true?

We are not pretending to be experts, but

if we understand what professionals say,

much of the bee t food produced i n the world

is also the cheapest. Oatmeal, for example,

is better than rye bread, and it is cheaper

than either. Hardly anythingin the world

is as nourishing as lentils, which might be

sold cheaper than bread, and eaten, too,

with dripping, an invaluable combination.

Millet, on which the big races of India grow

so tall and strong, might, if there were a

demand for it in Europe, be far cheaper

than wheat, and so might "corn flour," on

which Kentuckians, the strongest race in

America, are bred, though that requires

mixture with a less nitrogenous diet.

We entirely admit, and never remember

without a sense that the world on somf

points is topsy-turvey, that the best of all

foods for children, milk, is in this country,

and this country, alone, almost unprocura

ble for them ; but even that fact is harlly

known, or is not believed, for if it were un

derstood our first demand of the philan

thropist would be low railway fares tor

milk.

Of course, there are plenty-of prejudices

about food—some years ago the Suffolk la

borers would not touch fish, because it was

used as manure—but they are none of them

insuperable. Most of them arise from dif

ficulties about cooking, or from the sheer

dislike to anything new, which for years

checked the sale of the tomato ana the

plantain. Now everobody eats tomatoes,

and if plantains could be reduced to their

proper price, say sixpence a bunch, no com

mercial fleet would be able to cope with the

demand.—London Spectator.

A well known business man is spending

the summer at a country boarding house in

Montgomery county, and his interesting

family of a wife and three tiny misses are

with him. The other night wfien Mrs. W.

was saying good night to the angels the

eldest asked for something to eat.

"I'm sorry, darling," said the devoted

Earent, " but there is not a thins to eat up

ere, and everything is locked up down

stairs."

"Ain't there a cracker here?" inquired

the little one, wistfully.

" No, darling."

" Ain't there even a real old piece of

bread?" continued the hungry sufferer.

" No, precious, not a thing.

The little one sighed wearily, then she

brightened up with hope as a bright idea

struck her.

"Then, mamma," she queried plaintively,

" won't you please give me a pill ?"

That baby got a generons slice of buttered

bread, despite all obstacles, after that re

mark.

Misunderstood.

He had an auburn-haired girl and prom

ised to take her out riding. She met him

at the door when he drove up in a buggy

and exclaimed:

"Hello! Ready?"

She misunderstood him and thev don't

speak now. Thus slang makes another slap

at love's young dream.— Texan Sifting*.
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The Nation's Wealth.

The latest bulletin which has been issued

•y the census bureau, that on the wealth

>i the country, is one of the most interest-

ug and suggestive documents ever issued

>y the government. According to this

bulletin the assessed value of all the prop

erty in the country in the census year of

890 was $25,473,173,418, of which amount

l\ 8,956,555,675 represented real estate, and

>6,516,017,743 personal property, which in
cludes live stock on farms, as well as ma

chinery of all sorts in mills, mines and fac-

oriee and product on band, telegraphs,

elephones, shipping, railroads and rolling

'tock, money of all sorts and every kind of

•roperty outside of what is ordinarily

lassed as real estate and the improvements

-hereon. This is the value set for pur

poses of taxation. The true valuation, that

s, the sum for which this property could

<ell in a normal market, was computed at

565,037,091,197, of which amount $39,544,-

'44,33:: represents real estate and the im

provements thereon, and $25,492,546,864

jersonal property.

For the purpose of this computation the

:ensus oftVials divided up the states and

territories into six groups. The true value

)f the property of all sorts in the North

A tlantic division—the New England states

ind Xew York, New Jersey and Pennsyl

vania—is put at $21,435,491 864, that of the

<outh Atlantic division—the states begin

ning with Delaware and ending with Flori

da, including the District of Columbia—at

fco.l 32,980,666, that of the North Central

livision—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, the

I >akotas, Nebraska and Kansas—at $25,255,-

?15,549, the South Central division—Ken

tucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,

Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and

the Indian Territory—at$6,401,281,019, and

that of the Western division—beginning

with New Mexico, Colorado', Wyoming and

Montana on the east, and taking in all the

states and territories westward to the Pa

cific—$6,81 1 ,422,099. In order of wealth

the states along to and including Missouri

rank in this order: New York, $8,576,701,-

<91; Pennsylvania, $6,190,746 5.~>0; Illinois,

55,066,751,719; Ohio, $3,951,382,384 ; Massa

chusetts, $2,803 645 447 ; California, $2,533,-

733,627 ; Missouri, $2,397,902,945.

A comparison of the figures of recent

censuses shows a striking increase in the

wealth of the United States. The true

value of the country's property amounted

to only $308 per capita in 1850. while it was

$514 in 1WK), $780 in 1870, $870 in 1880, and

$1,039 in 1890. In 1870, however, the value

was stated in the depreciated currency of

that period. After changing the value to

the gold level the figures for 1870 would be

$096 instead of the $S70 stated in the cen

sus report. A truly marvelous growth is

represented by those figures. The increase

in population in the United States, which

is more rapid than in any other great coun

try in the world, is largely exceeded by the

expansion in the value of property. Con

trary to the popular assumption, some of

the states in the Rocky Mountain region

and farther west lead in per capita wealth,

Nevada standing first with $3,941 per in

habitant, and other places in the same re

gion are also represented by high figures,

but this is due to the estimates of the

value of mining property, which value has

been largely reduced since 1890. Outside

of the mining region Rhode Island leads

with a per capita wealth of $1 ,459, while

New York's figure is $1,430. Missouri in

per capita wealth is far down on the list,

ranking as thirty-three among the states

and territories. Her figure, however, which

was $895 in 1890, and only $720 in 1880,

shows a handsome growth in the decade.—

St. Louis Globe Democrat.

Fables of the Phoenix.

The paragon of all fabulous creatures was

the bird described by the ancient writers

under the title of the " Arabian phrenix."

Ovid says: "Although most beings and

things have their origin in other individuals

of their own species, there is one remarka

ble exception to this general law—the mi

raculous bird called the 'phoenix,' which

reproduces itself. According to a belirf

which Herodotus heard expressed at Heli-

opolis, the famous Egyptian ' city of the sun'

this 'miraculous' bird visited that place

once every five hundred years—always com •

ing from the direction of Arabia—on the

occasion of its father's death, and always

buried him with peculiar ceremonies.

According to tne best evidences which

can be gathered from the writings of Ovid,

Pliny, Herodotus and Dion Cassius, after

the phoenix had lived his alloted lifetime of

five hundred years he selected a spot and

prepared his own deathbed, which consisted

of a sort of nest, or funeral pyre, made of

leaves and branches of the oak, ears of

sweet Bpikenard, cinnamon bark, yellow

myrrh, etc. Seating himself upon this he

flapped his wings with such velocity as to

cause the nest to take fire. After bird and

nest had been consumed, a little worm ap

peared in the ashes and rapidly developed

into a full-fledged phoenix. The first care

of the new bird was to arrange for the sep

ulchre of his father's ashes, which Herodo

tus describes as follows :

" With the myrrh and other gums it has

amassed the phoenix fashions a ball as large

as it can carrv. This ball it hollows out,

and in the hollow- places puts the ashts of

the dead parent. The ball is deposited in

the nest, and the young phoenix carries the
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whole from Arabia to Egypt for the purpose

of interring its father's ashes at the 'city of

the pun.' Having reached its destination

it lays its burden down upon the altar of

Helios and disappears as mysteriously as

it had come." The legends connected with

this fabulous bird vary in some of their de

tails, but all agree in the statement that

only a single bird of the species was living

at anv one time.

An Office Drama.

It was Friday night. The telegraph edi

tor felt in his pocket and glanced contem

platively at his watch.

" What have they got to-night? " he said

finally, addressing the assistant telegraph

editor.

" Pork and beans, stewed tomatoes and

apple pie," was the reply.

"And"

" It's all right. Dead swell layout."

The telegraph editor ruminated and again

felt in his pocket. Then he remembered a

little indebtedness of 25 cents.

The copy boy entered.

The telegraph editor scribbled on a piece

of paper.

"Take this to the assistant city editor

and be dod gasted quick about it," said

the telegraph editor. He handed the copy

boy a piece of paper which looked like

this:

1'oc.

25c.

WELL?

25c.

25c.

The copy boy took the paper into the

sporting editor's room, where he stopped to

listen calmly to the arrangements for a

prize fight; then he went out into the area

way and threw paper wads at the watch

man.

Then he went into the local room and

threw a crumpled piece of paper on the

desk of the assistant city editor.

"His nibs sent that to yeh," he re

marked, pushing the paperweight off the

desk onto the toe of the Constant Reader.

The assistant city editor apologized to the

Constant Reader and looked at the paper.

Then he drew a half dollar from his pocket,

rarefnlly laid the paper over<it and rubbed

it with the butt end of his lead pencil. Un

derneath the rough facsimile of the coin he

wrote:

" Please send back the change."

" There, take that back, quick," said he.

The copy boy went into the dramatic ed

itor's room and put a mustache on the

latest photograph of Helene Mora. Event

ually he reached the telegraph room and

handed the paper to the telegraph editor.

The telegraph editor studied it for a full

minute. Then he remarked calmly :

"That's the grouchiest guy that ever

Btruck this joint. He ain't even got man

ners enough to pretend that he's broke."

Then the telegraph editor pulled his chair

up to his desk and wrote a head to the gold

exports, which began, " Millions in Our

Pockets Still."—Ciiwinnat! Commercial Ga

zette.

" We should hardly expect to learn much

about the arts of civilized life from the

tribes of Central Asia," remarked Walter

B. Brooks of Birmingham, Ala., "and yet

according to some of our most noted ex

plorers the inhabitants of western Mongo

lia know how to make better brick than we

can make. They use about the same ma

terial as we do. and singularly enough the

thing that gives superiority to their pro

cess of brick making is one of the most

powerful agents of civilization, steam.

When the brick have been baked for three

or four days, the opening in the oven is

closed up with felt, which is kept wet, s<>

that the bricks, still intensely heated, are

enveloped in steam. This process causes a

remarkable change in the character of the

brick. From red they turn gray in color,

and at the same time they acquire a re

markable degree of toughness and hard

ness, and resist the effects of the weather

much better than do the bricks of Europe

and America. Necessity, as usual, was tbe

mother of invention in this case, for the

climate in which these ingenious Mongols

live is subject to great extremes of tem

perature, which have a disastrous effect

upon brick made by the ordinary process."

It is announced from Washington that

the United States will bring suit against the

Central Pacific railroad as a corporation for

the sum of $27,855,680, with interest there

on at the rate of 6 per cent, for a period of

thirty years, the total amount ot the suit

being for $78,095,1)04 ; also that the govern

ment will bring suit against the I'nion

Pacific and the Kansas Pacific railroads, as

two associated corporations, for a total of

$153,539,") 12, witli interest at 0 per cent, also

for thirty years, the amount due from these

roads being $92,910,633.1)0. The grand ag

gregate for these suits against the three

roads will be $171,000,537.00. It is stated

that the government will seek to prove

that the sinking funds intended to be used

for payment of the debts to the government

incurred in the construction and operation

of the roads have been diverted to other

purposes, and that corporations and also

the original stockholders are liable therefor.

The inauguration of so gigantic a scheme

of litigation as is thus suggested would he

an immense boon to the legal fraternity,

whether or not it ever reached a termina

tion—in fact, the longer it was continued

the better for the lawyers.—Railtvati -ty-
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A Story About Senator Call.

Some gentlemen who were sitting in the

obby of one of the best known hotels the

ither night fell into a reminiscent mood,

md the stories told included this about

Senator Call, of Florida:

It was in 1 870. The returning board was

•onsidering the question of awarding the

'leetoral vote of the state. One of the

nembers of the board was Samuel B. Mack-

in. The day after the decision was made

n favor of the Republican presidential can-

hdate Macklin asked a friend of his named

ilorris to go driving with him. Macklin

eeme<l strangely excited, and Morris agreed

o k° providing he should be allowed to

lanille the reins. This was agreed to, and

is the two drove along they got into an ani-

nated discus sion of the action of the board.

A'hile this was at its height they passed the

esidence of Wilkinson Call. A little far-

her on they were passed by Call, who had

tarted out in a buggy. Macklin immedi-

itely stopped his defense of his action as a

nember of the board and declared to Morris

is Call passed them:

" I mean to kill that man. If there is a

nan in the world I hate, he is the one."

For a moment Morris thought nothing of

lis companion's words, but suddenly Mack-

in turned, drew his pistol hastily from his

lip pocket, pointed the weapon at Call's

:arriage and fired. Fortunately Morris re-

rained his presence of mind. He seized the

eins tighter with one hand, while with the

ither he struck the hand containing Mack-

in's pistol, and talked to the horse, which

Kaa frightened by the report of the pistol,

n such a way that Call, who was not hurt,

ihould think that Macklin had shot at some-

ihing along the roadside. Call evidently

inderstood it so, for he merelv turned his

lead and drove on, and it was fully 15 years

jefore he knew that Macklin had ever tried

o kill him. The latter has now been dead

or some time.—Cor.

The young man who has had the price-

ess experience of self abandonment to

lome happily chosen point was well illus-

rated in a man I knew, writes G. Stanley

Hall in the Forum. With the dignity and

>ense of finality of the American senior

rear quick within him his first teacher in

iermany told him to study experimentally

>ne of the seventeen muscles of a frog's

eg. The mild dissipation of a somewhat

:oo prolonged general culture, aided by

>ome taste for breezy philosophic specula-

lion, almost diverted him from so mean an

ibject. Hut as he progressed he found that

be must know in a more minute and prac

tical way than before—in a way that made

previous knowledge seem unreal—certain

definite points in electricity, chemistry,

mechanics, physiology, etc., and bring them

to bear in fruitful relation to each other.

As the winter proceeded the history of pre

vious views was Btudied and broader biolog

ical relations seen, and as the summer

waned and a second year was began in the

study of this tiny muscle it was seen that

its lawB are the same in frogs and men; that

just such contractile tissue had done all that

man had accomplished in the world, and

muscles are the only organs of the will.

As the work went on many of the myster

ies of the universe seemed to enter in his

theme. In the study of this minute object

he gradually passed from the attitude of

Peter Bell, of whom the poet says :

A primrose by a river's brim

A yellow primrose wiis lo him,

And it was nothing more—

up to the standpoint of the seer who

" plucked a flower from the crannied wall "

and realized that could he but understand

what it was, " root and all, and all in all, he

would know what God and man is." Even

if my friend had contributed' nothing in

discovery to the temple of science, he had

felt the. profound and religious conviction

that the world is lawful to the core, and had

experienced what a truly liberal and higher

education—in the modern as distinct from

the mediaeval sense—really is.

Oarnot and Seven.

An interesting discovery has just been

made by a contributor to a French periodi

cal, who has apparently a touch of super-

stitition in his character concerning num

bers. Whether or no he believes in the

mysterious and uncanny influence of num

ber 13 is not stated, but he points out

that the unfortunate President Carnot was

throughout his life under the influence, so

to say, of the figure 7.

He was born in 1837 and entered the

Ecole Polytechnique in 1857. He became

president of the republic in 1887 by virtue

of the seventh article of the constitution.

On the 17th of May in the present year he

?resided at the centenary fetes at the Ecole

olytechnique. He died in the fifty- sev

enth year of his age and in the seventh

year of his presidency.

In the carriage in which he was seated

when assassinated there were, including

the driver, etc., seven persons, the crime

being committed on a Sunday, the seventh

day of the week, by Cesario, an Italian,

there being respectively seven letters in

these two words.

To conclude this list of sevens, it is

pointed out that M. Carnot's remains were

laid in the tomb in the seventh month of

the year and on the seventh day after the

murder was committed. It might be ad

ded that Cesario came from Cette to com

mit it, and that the pronunciation of Cette

and sep (seven) is identical.—London Stand

ard.
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A LAW <!BADVATE.

He has just come out of college

With his head crammed full of knowledge.

80 he thinks ! So he thinks !

He will surely make a hit.

With his arguments and wit.

Sohethinks! 80 he thinks!

He will argue like a sage.

Though but "Jo vears of age.

.So he thinks : So he thinks!

He has come the courts to alter,

In his works he'll never falter.

So he thinks ! So he thinks !

But he'll run against a stump

And receive a great big bump.

So we think ! So we think !

He will leani he's sometimes wrong

And his points not always strong.

So we think! So we think !

He will learn life's hard and dreary.

That courts don't run by theory.

So we t hink ! So we think !

And he'll say : " I have very oft

Been very crcen and very soft "

So we think ! So we think !

—yew York Sun.

Customs of Costers.

A writer in the London Quiver says that

the costers are now a large class. Though

the coster's work is extremely hard and his

profits are precarious he lives for a good

purpose. When he speaks of himself as

"a general dealer," he means that he trades

in anything which enable* him to turn an

honest penny. His ordinary mode of life

is even lower than is meant by living from

hand to mouth. When he turns out in the

email hours of the morning to look round

the markets, he may not even know

whether his traffic for the day will consist

in fish, vegetables or fruit. He may take

a hasty penny breakfast in the street and

then go to Billingsgate with the idea of

"loading up" with the first, only to find

that everything is too dear, and then he

must hie away to Spitalflelds or Covent

Garden. AVhen he thus arises with the

lark, he cannot tell whether he will have

"a good day" or a very poor one.

The most despairing time of all is when

the markets all round are too dear to allow

of the barrow being "loaded up." If the

coster can clear ?> or 4 shillings in the day,

he will not be down-hearted, and should

he earn nothing, or even make a loss, he

looks at the matter as philosophically as

one could expect. There are shrewd busi

ness men among the costers who rise into

thriving shopkeepers. The bank estab

lishment for their own use teaches them

to save, and the evening for receiving de

posits will be one of the liveliest of the

week. The fact is also learned that there

is strength in unity, so that the London

Union of General Healers in its way exer

cises as farreaching an influence as a city

guild.

The chairman might correctly have de

scribed himself in the words ot one of his

brethren, "I ain' a eddicated person, but I

know wot's wot." He provea this cbarm-

tertistic by rising into a thriving trades

man, having one or two shops, and when

on one occasion his errand boy stole a box

containing nearly 100 sovereigns the police

would not believe that such a man had so

much money to be stolen. The fact was a*

stated, however, and the "general dealer"

still continued to make progress, while he

was well known to Lord Shaftesbury, who

publicly alluded to him as "My friend .''

At first sight it may appear to be a hum

ble thing to be a leading spirit among such

humble folk, but in a way there is ample

scope for administrative ability and enter

prise. '

Europe's Torch of War.

After the dreadful Franco German war 01

1870-71 the principle of prolonged military

service and of diminished annual contin

gents was given up. The monstrous prin

ciple of universal service was adopted in

stead. By this principle the whole nation

is under arms.

A country is no longer a country ; a peo

ple is no longer a people; a nation is now

nothing but an army, and a country is only

a barrack. Everybody is sur le qui vive.

If war breaks out to-day, all professions

become deserted, all functions aoandoned;

the life of the nation stops, so that national

activity may be said to begin again only

with the blood that is shed.

Moreover, before two hostile armie«—

that is, two nations when they are enemies

—join in combat each of the two armies -

that is, each of the two infinite horde*

which traverse their several countries to

meet eventually on the field of battle-

will leave behind it a country in famine,

its factories silent and its trade paralyzed.

Again, enormous stocks of food supplies

must be accumulated on the frontier where

the two armies are likely to meet, but be

fore reaching these inexhaustible' maga

zines the army must be fed while crosiin;

their own territories, and that require*

money. .So that before even the first gun

is fired each army will have expended en

ormous sums and left in its train towns

and villages stripped of men and beast*,

the cities in famine, the countrv without a

single tiller of the field.—MrChtre'* Maga

zine.

Defense of Lying.

It is an awful wicked thing to tell a lie,

no doubt ; but what an uncomfortable world

this would be without lying! Families

would be rent asunder, friends would be

come enemies, and language would become

extinct, for nobody would be upon epealt-

ing terms with anybody else.— liotton Trwr-

ncript.
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The Eight to Get Rich.

In a recent address, Hon. Abram S. Hew-

t forcibly defends the right to get rich as

ie essence of individual liberty. Thecon-

itution recognizes it, he argues, by invest-

ig all citizens with freedom of personal

xertion for the promotion of their own

elfare and prosperity, which includes the

rocess of accumulation, of increase of

roperty, according to the measure of indi-

i' lual ability. It is true, he says, that the

sw, and not the many, become wealthy,

nd that some large fortunes seem to be

vile when contrasted with the numerous

ases of small estates, or of no estate at all;

>ut it would be an infinitely greater evil,

e contends, if we should, even in order to

et rid of the exceptional instances when

lie right to get rich has been perverted to

raudulent uses, adopt the policy of under

lining the security of property, and taking

iway the incentive which success alone

itfers to industry, enterprise and honesty,

"he hope of profit and reward is the basis

if all progress, he insists ; and any theory

vhich antagonizes that idea is false and

pernicious. We have prospered beyond

precedent as a people by reason of the sort

)f liberty which gives to every man the
■ight to apply his energies in any direction,

vith the assurance of protection in the pos-

>ession and enjoyment of all that he may

itcquire.

The inequalities that we see do not sig

nify, as we are sometimes tempted to be

lieve, that the philosophy of our political

-v stem and our industrial structure is illog

ical and unjustly discriminating. They are

unavoidable under any system, and simply

mean that men differ in degrees of capacity,

and that they can not be artificially made

and kept equal in that respect. " I have

myself often felt a sense of grievance, which

almost amounted to impatience," says Mr.

Hewitt, "that some men could have so much

more than others." But this does not seem

such a wrong, he goes on to point out, when

we reflect that if these superfluously rich

men did not exist there would be very few

people who would have a competence. They

are to be regarded comparatively and ac

cording to the logic of general conditions.

It is undeniable that the great mass of man

kind eniov more of the comforts and pleas

ures of life than they have possessed at any

former time in the history of the race.

There is much want and misery, to be sure,

and probably always will be, but the fact

remains, as Mr. Hewitt graphically declares,

that " it is easier for a tramp to get a living

in this world to-day than it was a hundred

years ago for an "honest and industrious

man." The right to get rich does not con

demn any class or any person to poverty.

It merely offers the inducement that is the

1'rincipai secret of success ; and some men

profit by it more than others because they

are more intelligent, energetic and perse

vering.—St. Tjouis Globe Dnnocrat.

A Hudson's Bay Post.

Life at a distant Hudson's Bay post, far

from a railway, may seem a very quiet and

uninteresting'one to dwellers in busy towns,

but quiet as it is the particular post in the

district is the center of all life and anima

tion for all the white men, half breeds and

Indians within a range of many miles.

There they come to hear the news and bring

the backwoods gossip. At any hour of the

day one or two Indians or half breeds may

be seen listlessly hanging about the store

or shop smoking, but talking little. Per

haps they have come in to buy something,

perhaps they want to eell some skins—or

very likely they are only loafing.

Often they come to see the manager sim

ply in the hope of getting an advance of

money or of stores on credit, previous to

going on a prolonged hunting trip, when,

if refused the first time, they will hang

about for days, persistently and petulantly

returning to the charge. But this advance

is often allowed, repayment being taken

when the furs come in in the spring.

The Indians look upon the manager of a

Hudson's Bay post very much in the light

of a father, and if he is a good hearted fel

low, as he usually is, he in turn comes to

regard them almost in the light of his chil

dren and to know the characteristics of

each one of them. But, like a father with

his children, he knows what is good for

them and often in many ways has to deny

them to protest them against themselves.—

Blachrood's Magazine.

An English May Day.

Baroness Burdett-Coutts clasped the gold

-chain and cross that Mr. Huskm annually

gives to the " May Queen" at Whitelands

College, Chelsea, round the neck of Miss

Emma Hands, the young lady elected to

that pretty distinction by her fellow-stu

dents. The May Day observances began

with a festal service in the college chapel,

which was beautifully decorated with spring

flowers ; and after last year's " Queen

Dowager " had gracefully abdicated, and a

chaplet of apple blossoms bad been placed

on the head of the newly-found sovereign,

an intricate May-pole dance was performed

in the great hall while the "Queen" retired

to assume her regal robes. Baroness Bur

dett-Coutts said that she hoped the day

would be a pleasantly memorable one in all

their young lives, and that the winner of

Mr. Ruskin's beautiful gift would find it

one of her greatest pleasures in the future

to bring to other minds and homes some of

the lessons of love and gentleness to be

found in his works.—Ixmdon Teltgraph.
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XT SWEETHEART.

Twas a quaint rhyme scrawled in a spelling book.

And handed to me with a bashfnl look.

By my blue eyed sweetheart, so fondly true,

In the dear old school days long years ago—

" If you love me as I love you

No knife can cut our love in two "

That " Siiunders' Speller," so tattered and torn,

Has always a halo of romance worn.

And never a poet with honeyed pen

Has written so precious ft rhyme since then—

" If you love me as 1 love you."

Ah, dear, you know I did—I do.

I've kept it safely for many a year—

This dotr's-enred, shabby old spelling book, dear,

And now, as I hold it within my hand.

Again in the schoolroom I seem to stand-

Reading once more, with rapture new—

" If you love me as I love you."

How some foolish saying from out the past.

Like a rose branch, is over the pathway cast.

And the time of Mowers, we still remember.

Till winds blow cold in the bleak December.

God grunt it always may be true—

" That you love me as I love you."

—Carolyn L. Baron.

The Oare of Tender Feet.

First and foremost, the boots and shoes

for summer wear should be half a size larger

than those worn during the winter. Shoes

are generally considered more comfortable

than boots, and should certainly be adopted,

if possible, in the summer, for they leave

the ankle free and the circulation unim

peded. However, if boots must be worn,

they should not be very high, as any addi

tional pressure means additional suffering.

It is hardly necessary, I hope, to mention

that extremely pointed toes and really high

heels should never really be thought of by

any one who values peace of mind and com

fort. The leather for summer footgear

should be light, but not too thin, and brown

in preference to black, when brown is suita

ble to the occasion.

The evil effects of tight lacing will be very

soon realized by the woman who has tender

feet ; the undue compression adds tenfold

to the pain, and very often the ankles, even

of young girls who are silly enough to sac

rifice their well-being for the sake of having

a waist of 18 inches, are so swelled and in

flamed by the end of the day that they are

utterly shapeless.

Incases of this kind the remedy is not

far to seek, but it is more difficult to relieve

those who suffer legitimately, so to speak.

The following treatment should be perse

vered in ; it will give immediate relief, and,

when practicable, should be resorted to

twice a day. Do not wait until you go to

bed, but if the opportunity offers when you

come in, weary and footsore, apply the

remedies then:

Soak the feet well in tepid water, to which

a little ammonia has been added, and as

the water gets cold pour in more hot to

keep up the temperature. After drying the

feet, rub them gently and thoroughly with

a mixture made thus :

Add 1 ounce of the best linseed oil to the

same quantity of lime-water, shake the liot-

tle in which the ingredients are until a

mixture about the thickness of cream is

produced, then pour in half a dram of spir

its of camphor, shake again, and it is ready

for use. The feet, alter being rubbed,

should be wrapped in soft linen for a little

while, and then powdered with boracie acid

before the stockings are replaced. In the

event of the feet and ankles being in a vt^ry

inflamed condition, after soaking tbeni a* I

have described, apply an arnica lotion,

which will soon allay the discomfort. This

is made by adding twenty drops of tincture

of arnica to half a cupful of tepid water;

saturate a piece of lint snfliciently large to

envelop the entire foot with the lotion,

cover it with a piece of oiled silk, and rest

for an hour or two.

The Niagara Falls Fower Oompany.

The supply canal leaves the Niagara river

about 7,000 feet above the falls. It is 1SS

feet wide and 12 feet deep, with cut etone

wallB. From this canal water passes by

gates and penstocks to the turbines. At

present the wheel- pit is constructed only on

the western side of the canal. This pit is

21 feet wide, 17!) feet deep and 150 feet long,

and the turbines are now being placed in

the northern end of it. The penstocks

which supply the turbines are 7 J feet in

diameter, and the turbines themselves, each

of which is double, take the water at the

center and discbarge outwardly. These are

five feet three inches in diameter, and each

double turbine will develop 5,000 horse

power. The shaft from the turbines h ol

hollow steel, :i8 inches in diameter and 2 of

an inch thick. At bearings the shaft is solid

and 11 inches in diameter. The turbines

are so arranged that the weight of shaft',

turbines, and «ear is counterbalanced by

the upward thrust of the water, so that

when running the thrust will be on the

bearings at the top. These are to run at

250 revolutions a minute. The breadth

from the surface of the water in the canal

to a point half way between the two double

turbines is i:$i> feet. The tail-race ia a tun

nel 7,000 feet long, 21 feet high, IS feet 1«

inches wide, lined throughout with brick.

It has a fall of 52} feet, and opens at the

bottom of the non:e, just below the upper

suspension bridge, at the level of the Htream

An Unsatisfied Boy.

Old Gent—See here, boy, what do yon

mean by speaking so disrespectfully of your

father?

I'rchin—Well, I guess you would, too, if

vour old man wouldn't let yon go in swim-

inin' only fourteen times in a whole day:

dafs what.— Siulh Botlon .Wn'j.
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Federation of Women's Olubs.

The National Federation of Women's

-'lubs has just finished an interesting an

nual meeting at Philadelphia. Nearly

ivezy woman whose name is identified with

:he advancement of women was present,

md the field of activity in reform was thor-

>ughly discussed.

A topic of particular interest in view of

ill that has been said and written was

Iress reform. The committee having the

natter in charge said in its report : '"The

public has treated our various styles of

Jregs very kindly, and the dual dress in

<ome form is growing familiar in the bicy

cle suit as well as in the physical culture

classes. These receive favorable comment

iiul illustration in the daily papers. There

»re indications everywhere of a great change

n public opinion within the year, and of

in inquiring mind and desire for radical

mprovement in woman's dress. The at-

empt to make trousers look and behave

ike a skirt can never be very satisfactory.

rhere is great need of experimenting, and

>f the comparison and criticism of experi

ments in dress by groups of interested wo-

nen. I have seen nothing yet which

teems to be entirely satisfactory to recom-

xiend for general adoption.

"We must work toward it bold, but not

too bold. It seems absolutely necessary to

lestroy the fashionable ideal as fast aa possi

ble and I think the hideous newspaper illus

trations of 'latest novelties' are helping us

wonderfully ; no lover of beauty with a

.•rain of good sense can defend such out-

tines." As a means of destroying Parisian

nfluence it was decided to offer a prize for

the best student's dress, and thus to secure

he adoption of new ideas in the schools

whence the influence of common sense

night spread.

Another subject considered was divorce

reform. The report of the committee depre

cates any further legislation restricting

'reedom of divorce until the women of the

I'nited States have had ample time to form

mil express an opinion on every restriction

uroposed. The National Divorce Reform

League, an organization composed wholly

jf men, comes in for a share of criticism.

rhe women are suspicious of it because in

none of its reports is any evidence shown

that the real source of social evil is per

ceived—namely: the subjection and conse

quent helplessness of women.

Before the adjournment of the meeting

the Federation adopted unanimously this
••■solution, suggested by the Breckinridge

case:

" Ketohed, That the Federation of Wo

men's Clubs declares its belief that one

itandard is equally binding upon men and

vomeii, and that immoral conduct which

debars the one from public and social life

should also debar the other."—Albany Even

ing Journal.

Work, Not Talk.

Times never boom so that a lazy man

will prosper. An idler can inherit wealth,

and it slips through his fingers until in a

few years he is a ragged loafer. No man or

set of men can sit around on the stool of

do nothing and make times better by theor

izing on the financial question or discussing

the rapid transit on which this country is

going to the " demnition bowwows." It is

true there are certain times when the con

ditions are better for general prosperity

than at others, but as a main proposition

an individual's prosperity depends solely

upon himself and the country's prosperity

upon the industry and frugality of its peo

ple. No legislation can alter this fact ;

neither can the enactment of any law

make a professional loafer prosperous or

keep an industrious, economical man from

succeeding in life.

This is a lesson that people should learn.

Success in the various occupations in life

depends upon their own endeavor and not

upon any legislation congress may enact.

When people learn to work and think more

and discuss politics less, an era of prosper

ity will dawn upon this fair land that will

surprise even the most cynical curbstone

prophet.—Kansas City Timet.

Paper Telegraph Poles.

One of the latest uses to which paper has

been turned is the making of telegraph

poles. The paper pulp employed is satur

ated with a mixture of borax, tallow and

other substances. The mass is cast in a

mold, with a cone in the center, forming a

hollow rod of any desired length, the cross

pieces being htld by wooden keys driven

in on either side of the pole. The paper

poles are said to be lighter and stronger

than those of wood and to be unaffected

by the many weather influences which

shorten the life of a wooden pole. It ia

doubtful, however, whether the paper pole

will come to be anything like a rival to

the iron pole, which is now high in favor

for the carrying of all kinds of wire lines.

The value of iron telegraph poles has been

well tested under the most trying condi

tions on the line between Kurope and India,

and again across arid stretches of country

in Australia. Insects that eat out the core

of everything in the shape of wood, leaving

the shell only, and bird borers that drill

holes in the toughest of trees, let the iron

pole pass, and even wandering tribes can

not chop it up for firewood, although down

in Australia they have not yet quite gotten

over their trick"of making arrow heads of

the insulators it carries.
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MrB. TJ. 8. Grant.

Those who now meet Mrs. U. P. Grant find

that though time has touched her gently,

the resemblance to the young matron of

former days is scarcely traceable in the

elderly woman of to-day, attired still in

widow's weeds. She has grown much more

corpulent with advancing years ; her brown

hair changed to snowy white and the lines

which time has drawn in a face possessing

prominent features, indicate strength of

character and common sense. In manner

she is unaffected and gracious ; her cordial

greeting at once puts visitors at ease, who

soon become charmed listeners to fluent

reminiscences of noted people and incidents

in her eventful life. On the occasion of our

visit, to the suggestion that visitors might

be an intrusion upon her time and tax upon

her strength, Blie assured us that when her

health admitted, the attention of strangers

among whom she is thrown gave her pleas

ure. Meeting people has been so much a

part of her life that should courtesies now

be withheld she would feel somewhat neg

lected. She recognizes the fact that the

desire of the public to meet her is influ

enced by admiration of her husband, which

she regards as a tribute to his memory and

which she is pleased to gratify. Mrs. Grant's

life has been one of unusual excitement

and activity. She is living now largely in

the past, and what wonder, for who has

such a past to recall. Housekeeper.

Cynical Metaphors.

Man is said to be an animal that has a

mania for getting up societies and making

himself president. If the presidency has

been already claimed, he contents himself

with the position of treasurer. In a cynical

old bachelor's opinion, ideas are like beards

—men only get them when they grow up,

and women never have any at all. It was

probablv another old bachelor who said,

" Mature shudders when she sees a woman

throw a Btone, but when a woman attempts

to split wood nature covers her head and

retires to a dark and moldering cave in tem

porary despair." A spinster says : " Old

bachelors are frozen out old gardeners in

the flower bed of love."

A farmer said, "One thing I don t like

about city folk—they be either so stuck up

that yer can't reach them with a haystack

pole or so friendly that they forget to pay

their board."— -Veto York Despatch.

The Two Kittens.

The once idea of a learned woman, angu

lar, absorbed, unmindful either of the deco

rums of social usaue or the charms of dress

and manner, has long since given way be

fore a better acquaintance with our faecin-

ating women scholars, artists, professors,

physicians, architects and "divines." In

fact, so completely changed from " all that"

primitive notion as Moliere himself would

admit, that he could no more write " Lea

Precieuses Ridicules" of any professional

woman here than he could unwrite his Tar-

tuffe, written for all time. It is an open se

cret that within one of the women's clnbs in

Philadelphia are two ladies who are kno» n

to one of their intimates as " the two kit

tens." They are so playful, so graceful, so

apparently unstrenuous in their casual con

versation, so dainty, so thoroughly bewitch

ing in their gavety. And yet upon one of

these ladies will the university thi« spring

place its dignified " degree " and upon the

other has long rested the dignity of a pie-

siding officer, with all the rules of " order"

and parliamentary procedure at her finger

ends.—Household.

The Doll of Colored Children.

Did any one ever see little colored girls

playing with any other sort of dolls than

white ones ? Perhaps such little girls some

times have black dolls, but the writer often

sees them at their doll play in a street

which is almost exclusively inhabited by

colored people, and has never seen them

with any but white dolls. Generally the

dolls are quite blonde. It is not for want

of black dolls in the stores; they are nu

merous enough, and are much favored by

white girls. The reason for it is of course

. a very pathetic story—the long story of a

race enslaved and despised until it has to a

great extent lost its pride in itself and

come to court another by a habit which is

second nature. The mulattoes and quad

roons are given a certain precedence and

honor by the blacks, and the little mulatto

girls will have none but white dolls, and

blondes at that.—Boston Transcript.

He Got the Russet Shoes.

Oliver Van ( >stend, the >"ew York electric

expert, is very fond of driving, and a day or

so ago told his groom to have the mare be

most favors for a spin in the park fref lily

shod. Being in a merry mood, he added,

" If the blacksmith has any ruseet (hoes,

tell him to fit her out with that kind.'"

What was his surprise to get a bill for a

complete set of fine copper shoes, especially

made to order; but, as the joke was on

him, he paid up without protesting.—S>v

York Mail and Express.

Eevenge.

" That disagreeable Mrs. Highfli acted »s

though she didn't want to speak when she

met me on the street, but I'll get even with

her."

Florence—" What will you do?"

" Kiss her the very next time I m***

her."—Chicago Inter (hean.
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offee and Indigestion,

frequently advise dyspeptics

aubled with indigestion to avoid

ey would a poison," said J. T.

ew Orleans, long identified with

ade. " I have heard other phy-

le the use of coffee as a promoter

Both sides were right and

The brand of coffee has noth-

th it either. It is wholly in the

)ffee long boiled, whether it be

S or the most costly brand will

oi luce indigestion, but it will

orse case of it than the persist-

)f the most indigestible foods,

hand a simple infusion of coffee

e digestion. By the latter pro-

iroma of the coffee is preserved,

elicious beverage, and is health-

By the boiling process, the

s coffee is absolutely destroyed,

erage rendered harmful. And

rill boil coffee. You need not

supported word for this. The

ias been proven beyond ques-

periment8 made by I*r. Van

sbablv the most distinguished

Berlin."

New York Central earnings for the quar

ter ending June 30 (partly estimated) will

show a falling off of $1,885,000, notwith

standing an increase of ::oo miles of road,

but reduction of operating expenses has

brought the loss in net earnings down to

$661,000. For the year the gross earnings

are estimated at $4:5.840.000, a loss of $3,09(>,-

000 compared with last year, and net earn

ings will be $14,221,000, which is only $423,-

000 less than last year, the falling off having

been to a large extent compensated by the

severe reduction of $2,072,000 in operating

expenses. In spite of retrenchment, how

ever, the profit over first charges lacked

$711,000 of being sufficient to pay the mod

erate dividend of 5 per cent.—RaUn-ay Age.

Two Conundrums,

me and bright young woman

and is spending the summer

evening this week she was at a

: young people, and some one

you were going to dam the Miss-

how would you do it?" The

: "Why dam it you can't?',

ening she was invited to a trip

ver with a party. Her escort

man who was not at the gath-

irevious evening. He proposed

a: " If you came to a river when

ry and the bridge were away

ou cross?" The young woman's

jre partly engaged with what

lg and partly with other things,

ig of the other conundrum, she

ered : " Why d— it, you can't."

and her consternation were a

old. The balance of the even-

istly spent in explanations by

oman.—Buffalo Express.

The Kaffirs.

rs are great philosophers. If

I die, the owner never grieves,

i: "Now I must go to work for

vhite men who treat them well

lasters), and in six months he

e a cow. It will have a calf.

II calf, in a vear I'll have a pair

should it be a heifer calf I'm

er, for the next year I'll have

ristead of one."—Xew York Tri-

Most people have an idea that rice paper,

out of which cigarettes are made, is made

of rice—99 out of every 100 smokers share

this opinion. Rice does not enter into the

composition at all, and the name is a mis

nomer. The so-called rice paper is made

from the pith of a small tree which is indi

genous to Formosa. It is found nowhere

else, I believe. It belongs to the family

which is represented in this country by the

sarsaparilla. The pith is pure white. The

stems are Bent to China, where the paper

is made. It is used largely by the Chinese

artists for water color drawings. Those il

lustrated Chinese and Japanese books are

made of it. The Chinese and Japs also dye

the paper and make artificial flowers of it.

" It has been a popular opinion for Borne

time," remarked Prof. L. D. Grey, of Mon

treal, "that certain diseases, such as car

buncle, cancer and their allies, may be

transmitted from one animal to another, or

from animals to man, by means of flies

lighting upon the diseased spot and thence

passing to a healthy subject. Although

this is rather hard to believe, still it has

been proved by direct experiment to be not

simply probable, but an actual fact. This

is not done by the ordinary blow or meat

fly, but by the common house-fly, which,

after coming in contact with a sore and

thence passing to a healthy animal, imparts

the infection to the latter."

XY OIRL.

I.asi night I held her on my knee,

The girl that I love best ;

That little head sodear to me

Was pillowed on niv breast.

I held ner little hantftn mine.

And kissed her o'er and o'er;

But then, you see. she's barely nine,

And 1 am sixty-four.

And if it happens that I be

The grandad that adores

The grandchild that takes after me,

It's no concern of yours.
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GRAND LODCE,

 

Assessment Notice for September.

Office of tiik Grand Lodge, B. of L. F.. 1

Terre Haiti, Ijjd., September 1, 1894. )

Assessment No. 18, $2.00.

To Receivers of Subordinate Lodges:

Sirs and Brothers:—You are hereby notified of the

death and disability of the following members en

titled to all the benefits of the order, viz.:

Claim No. 1328. Robert W. McMullen. of Maple City

Lodge, No. 198, was killed in a Collision, February

12, 1894.

CLAWNO. 1829. J.F.Brown, of Crystal Lodge. No 40s.

was declared totally disabled by Blindness, April 5,

1891.

Claim No. 1830. 1'etcrWhitmaw.of Eel River Lodge,

No. 164, was declared totally disabled by Epilepsy,

May 19, 18<H.

Claim No. 1331. G. O. Spaulding, of Eastman Ixslge,

No. 184, was Drowned, May 20, 1894.

Claim No. 13S2. Saml. Rowbottom, of Central Park

Lodge, No. 237, was declared totally disabled by a

Tumorous Growth, May 24, 1894.

Claim No. 1333. Thomas Chapman, of P. H. Sheri

dan Lodge, No. 388, was declared totally disabled by

Hemorrhage of Lungs, May 26, 1894.

Claim No. ISM. T. C. Green, of Blue Mountain

Lodge, No. 348, died of Paralysis of Heart, June 5, 1891.

Claim No. 1335. M. F. Murphy, of Charaplain Lodge,

No. 352, was Stabbed and killed June 8th, 1894.

Claim No. 1836. John M. Rummel, of D. J. Chase

Lodge No. 259, Fell from his Engine and was killed,

June 10, 1894.

Claim No. 1337. J. 8 Vinyard, of J. M.Dodge Lodge.

No. 79, was declared totally disabled by Ankylosis of

Knee. June 11, 1891.

Claim No. 1338. Thomas Hare, of Iron Range Lodge,

No. 296, was Struck by a Switch Target and died, June

13, 1894.

Claim No. 1339. Joseph H. Rubbert, of Cerro Gordo

Lodge, No. 29, was declared totally disabled by being

Scalded, June 13, 1894.

Claim No. 1840. J. C. White, of H. C. Lord Lodge. No.

158, was killed in a Railway Accident, June 15, 1894.

O vim No. 1341. Win. A. Rouse, of Pilot Ixidge. So.

121, was declared totally disabled by Injury to Spinal

Cord, June 19, 1894.

Ci vim No. 1843. Edward Cahow. of Stuart Lodge.

No. 20, was declared totally disabled by Injury to

Spinal Cord, June 20. 1894.

CLAIM No. 1343. Georges. Flading. of Buffalo Lodge.

No. 12, was declared totally disabled by Injuries sa>-

tained Falling from Engine, June 21. 1894.

CLAIM No. 1844. James Anderson, of Franklin Lodge.

No. 9, was declared totally disabled by Paralysis, June

21, 1894.

Claim No. 1345. James G. Warland, of Elkhom

Lodge, No. 28, died of Septemia, June 21, 1894.

Cl um No. 1346. Arthur .1 . Bowers, of Green Valley

Lodge, No. 223, was Struck by Train and killed, June

28, 1894.

Clum No. 1347. F. H. Humphrey, of Paul Revere

Lodge, No. 485, was killed in tt Wreck. June 29, ISM.

ci.a im No. 1348. John McCabe. of Triumphant Lodge.

No. 17, was Shot and killed, July 2, 1894.

Cl aim No. 1349. C. A. Sterns, of Long rxmbler

Lodge, No. 331. died of Typhoid Fever, July 8, lvi.

CLAW No. 1850. JamesClark.of Mt. Tacoma Lodge.

No. 192, was struck by Guard Post and killed. July :<

1891.

Claim No. 1351. Thomas Gribble, of Headlight

Lodge. No. 217, wag declared totally disabled by

Phthisis Pulmonalls, July 6, 1891.

Claim No. 1352. Jacob Herider, of Sprague Lodr*_

No. 138, was declared totally disabled by Disease «

Lungs, July 7, 1894.

Claim No. 1353. E. F. Fleck, of Golden Eagle Lodce.

No. 78, was killed in a Railway Accident, July 13. lw.4.

CLAIM No. 1854. John Gatchel). of River View Ixslgc.

No. :v», was declared totally disabled by Injury' W

Back and Lungs, July 13, 1891.

Cl um No 1355. Wm. Swatz, of W. F. Hynea Lodge

No. 48, was killed in a Railway Accident, July 13, IfJ*.

Claim No. 1358. Lewis L. Frampton, of BclTtdere

Lodge, No. 829, was declared totally disabled h>

having Leg Crushed. July 17, 1894.

Claim No. 13.57. Harry A. Smith, of omega Lodge.

No. 316, died of Pulmonary Consumption, J uly 22, VVi

Claim No. 1358. JeffDavis Aront. of Lone star Lodirt,

No. 7(1, was killed in a Collision, July 23. 1894.

CLAIM No. 1359. Eugene Flanigan. of East Albany

Lodge. No. 215, was declared totally disabled by havins

Hip Crushed, July 25, 1894.

Claim No. 1360. John Laird, of Eureka Lodge. No.

14, was declared totally disabled by Fracture of Skuu.

August 7, 1894.

Claim No. 1361. Martin Glynn, of Falls <:itv Lodgr.

No 108, was declared totally disabled by Tubereu

losis, August 11, 1894.

An assessment of Two Dollars (?2.00i has ban

levied for the payment of the above claims, and you

are required to forward said amount for rruh uirmber

whose name appears on the mils of membership

ArctsT 31, 1894 lalso for all members having taken a

withdrawal (limited or linal) after Al'itsr 1st. and

for all members who died or were totally disabled

since that date), said remittance to reach the Grand

Lodge not later than Seitemhek 2Uth, 1891, as pro

vided by Section 50 of the Constitution. Any lodge

failing to make returns as above provided will stand

suspended from all the benefits of the order, a» per

Section 52 of the Constitution.

Yours iratcrnally,

F. V. Saruext, (i. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. 8. and T.
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Beneficiary Statement

Office of urand Secretary and Treasurer, 1

Terhe Haute, 1ni>., August 1, 1894. /

• S inordinate Ladgt* :

'Irs and Hkothkks :—The following is u statement

:Iie BonefUmry Fund tor the month af July, 1894:

Receipts.

?J--

50

90

91

9-2

93

94

t
97

98

99

10U

101

102

103

104

106

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

LU

IIS

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

12ft

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

J96

lift

146

147

148

149

ISO

151

162

153

154

15ft

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

m
164

16.'.

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

is»;

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

1%

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

'208

209

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

221

225

226

227

'228

229

230

231

232

'233

234

235

236

237

218

239

,'4H

241

242

243

■241

245

246

247

248

249

ZVl

251

252

2,5:;

254

255

256

267

258

259

260

•261

262

263

264

266

206

267

'268

269

270

271

'272

'273

274

'275

276

277

•278

279

280

281

282

2JS3

2M

■2X5

286

'287

'288

ill)

J--:

Receipts—Continued.

: 6 ' 6 ^ 6

V. A
c

!b , s ss
Q

A 'A -
4> o» i s 9)

u » . 5
€

J 3 1 I
s

2
S

33 < < <

133 444 468 178 493 508

114 SN74 449 164 179 494 .509

lift 450 18ft 60 180 495 510

446 4>1 466 181 496 511

417 452 m 467 58 112 437 512

418 4W 468 4« 498 si a .
■119 1*1 459 40 4M 419 514

no 4ftfi 470 lift 600 515

111 456 471 486 501 516

412 457 172 417 502 517

413 458 171 448 508 518

411 459 474 189 504 519

lift 460 47ft 490 .SOfi 520 .. .,
416 461 476 111 506

447 462 177 32 4 12 $81 607

210

211

212

213

214

21ft

216

Balance on hand July 1, 1894

Receive*! (luring month . .

Total

DlSBTRSEMENTS.

By claim of Annie Tourville . .

.$46,473 75

. 2,962 00

. $I9,43T> "5

. SI ,967 90

. $47,467 85Balance on hand August 1, 1£94 . .

Respectfully submitted.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Special Notice.

No lodge should be without a copy of the latest book

of schedules of wages and agreements between En

gineers and Firemen and Railway Officials. We have

a large supply on hand and will furnish them to sub

ordinate lodges at seventy five cents per copy. Send

your orders at once and they will be promptly tilled.

All orders must come through the Secretary or Acting

Secretary of the lodge.

Yours fraternally,

F. P. Sargent, G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

"Don't you consider Mr. Nuwed very devoted

since his marriage?"

" Well. I can't say. I've never seen him with any

one but his wife."

"Did the new soprano seem to make a good Im

pression on the congregation?"

'■Pooh, no; there was really not one thing in her

singing to find fault with."

Pastor—Tommy, have you read the story of Moses

in the bulrushes?

Tommy—Nope; whenever we do sneak in one of

them good detective stories ma finds 'em an' burns

'em up.

'The doctor says Mrs. Holtou must take more ex

ercise."

" What is she going to do?"

" Hire three more servants."

" Well, Ethel, congratulate me. I've just sold my

horse."

"Good; who bought him?"

" Your father."

"Great heavens, George, do you realize what you

have done? Alas! in two weeks father will be for

bidding me to see you."—Jlnrper' ft Bazar.

A serpentine dancer in a London music hall twirls

around with so much rapidity lhat the clocks in her

stockings get all wound up.— Kings' Jester.



"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX."

A Cool Skin,

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Corered with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

■and postal for our valuable book. "Constipation."

ENGINEMEN ! FOR YOU !
A Gallus that will never leave you in the lurch or

let your " trousers down." Only 25 cents.

 

The "WORKERS" is the simplest, eompletest,

most comfortable and most serviceable low-cost sus

pender mnde. (Have testimonials from railroad men

everywhere.)

Easy on buttons. Does not slip down on shoulders.

Has no rubber in web to induce perspiration Great

stretch in back elastic graduated cord. Ask for it or

send stamps for a sample pair. .Say if you like black.

Our new suspender, the " CHESTER," at SO cents,

Is a handsome one and quite as comfortable. The

best suspender in the world.

Chester Suspender Co.,

60 Decatur Ave. Roxbury, Mass.

FREE from Rash, Eczema, Irrita

tion, Scalds, Burns or Cutaneous

Troubles, will ensure sleep to the

TIRED RAILROAD MAN.

He will find a comforter and

healer in a cleansing and re

freshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.
It Is not a fancy toilet soap—but a

plain, every-day remedy for the me

chanic, the busy housewife and the

children. No household should be

without It. Ask your druggist-he

keeps It.

N. B.-Beware of vile Imitations. Ask

for and ototaln

GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP

RBGALIA
FOR

Brotherhoods of

Firemen,

Engineers,

Conductors,

Brakemen,etCc

Send for Price List to the

M. C. Lilley & Co.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Military and Society Goods, Rail

road Caps and Uniforms.

■••PLEASE MENTION THIs'mAGAZINS-W

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Engineers and Firemen!

STANDARD LITERATURE.

These Books Will Help You to Master Your Calling

and Get " On Top."

" Locomotive Catechism," by Robert Grimshaw. Nearly 400 pages.

Pull of cuts and illustrations. Fresh from the press and fully up to the

times; Price, $2.00.

"New Catechism of the Locomotive," by M. N. Forney. More than

700 pages and more than 600 engravings. Greatest book published.

Price, $3.50.

"Compound Locomotives," by Arthur T. Woods. The only book on

the subject. Should be in the hands of every student of the locomotive.

Price, $1.

"Air Brake Practice," by J. E. Phelan, of the Northern Pacific R. R.

An exhaustive treatise on the Air Brake; explains in simplest language

how to operate it unaer all conditions. Price, $1.00.

"Progressive Examinations of Locomotive Engineers and

Firemen," by John A. Hill. A capital little book for new beginners.

An excellent pocket companion. Price, 50 Cents.

"Alexander's Ready Reference," by S. A. Alexander, for engineers

and firemen. This book contains more valuable information in fewer words,

and is easier understood by railroad men than any other book now in print.

Price, $1.50.

"Twenty Years with the Indicator," by Thos. Pray, Jr., M. E.

Copiously illustrated and containing many rules as to the best way to run

any steam engine to get the best results. Price, $2.50.

"Simple Lessons in Drawing," by Orville H. Reynolds (Chief

Draftsman, Northern Pacific Railway). A splendid book. Every student

of locomotive engineering and every explorer in the field of mechanics

ohould have it. Price 50 cents.

"Roper's Hand Book of the Locomotive," by Stephen Roper.

One of the most valuable treatises ever written on the subject. It is fully

illustrated, and contains a description of the most approved locomotives in

use. Price, $2.50.

"Locomotive Running Repairs," by L. C. Hitchcock. A splendid

little book for locomotive men. Price, 50 cents.

SEND ORDERS TO

DEBS PUBLISHING CO.,

TERRE HATJTE, INDIANA.

<©" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "®t
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Do You Want a Picture of the

FAriOUS "999" LOCOMOTIVE?

We've had hundreds of letters asking for a picture—now we

have it. Something better than a photograph. A transparent,

copper-plate engraving of the famous flyer ; you can see every

thing outside and inside. Every part is numbered and named.

Fit for a gold frame in a palace. Printed on satin gloss paper,

14x28, and mailed in a tube (without folding) for 50 cents (stamps

are good, but we would rather have postal notes or money orders).

This is an educational device, up to date, unique, beautiful and

correct. Once seen, no other picture of this beautiful locomotive

will satisfy you at all. Send cash with order. LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEERING, 5 Beekman St., New York City.

 

If you are a subscriber, for 1894, to our paper, Locomotive

Engineering, you get the above picture and our other little

school masters, the Traveling Engineer's Examination

Chart and the Working Model of the Triple Valve,

The paper has over 40 large pages and is the best illustrated

and "most interesting railroad paper published." Prac

tical, instructive, interesting ! No engineer, fireman or shop man

can afford to be without it. Sent to any address in the world for

$2.00. Angus Sinclair and John A. Hill, Editors. Specimen

Copy, free. Address

LocononvE Engineering,
256 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY.

 

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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JUST PUBLISHED.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM

By ROBERT GR1MSHAW.

Containing nearly 1300 questions and answers con

cerning Designing and Constructing, Repairing and

Running various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post and

remind the engine runner, fireman and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK FRESH FROM TEE PRESS.

FULLY UP TO THE TIMER

EVERY TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages; filled with Cuts, Diagrams and

Illustrations. Tells all about the Locomotive In lan

guage any schoolboy can understand. Difficult prob

lems made easy. A popular book for the masses.

PRICE, $2.00, PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS.

ACENTS WANTED!

We want an agent at every round house in the

country. Liberal commissions and exclusive agency

given. Several ngents sold more than GO copies

each the first week. SEND NOW for copy and

full particulars to

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

150 Nassau Street, MEW YORK.

ENDORSED BY FAIRM0UNT LODGE, No. 333,

BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN.

Locomotive

Mechanism and

Engineering.

By H. C. Reagan. Explaining Fully and Clearly the

Construction and Action of Simple and Compound

Locomotives. Illustrating the principal " break

downs " which happen to a Locomotive, with Com

plete Directions what should be done when one

occurs " on the road." Questions and Answers are

so arranged that they can be used by Master Me

chanics or Traveling Engineers, or by the Demon

strator in the Lodge Room. U5 Illustrations. 300

pages. 12mo, cloth. $2.00.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,

53 East ioth St. New York.

Agents wanted.

LOCOMOTIVE

CATECHISM
-BY-

ROBT. CRIMSHAW

Questions and Answers

360 Pages.

HLL ABOUT REPAIRING AND RUNNING THE

VARIOUS RINDS OF LOCOtyOTIYES.

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FOLLY - DP - WITH - THE - TIjnES.

Diagrams and Illustrations Galore.

PRICE, $2.00.

Address Orders to

DEBS PUBLISHING 60.,

TERRE HAUTE, INDIAN*.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "
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Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.
\

Locomotive Engine Running, by Angus Sinclair. Price, $2.00 ,

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. Hill. Price, 50 cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelax. Price, 81.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the different forms of block signals

are worked. Price, 82.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. N. Forney. Price, 83.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by X. Hawkins, M. E. Illustrated. Price, 82.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by B. Stuart. Price,

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys. and the man who buys one of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOGUE FREE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.

^o all Ui?ioij Mel*: - -

Greeting :--

We, the members of Local Union No. 18,

United Garment Workers of America, employes of

Sweet, Orr & Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., hereby certify

that all garments in this Factory are made under strictly

Union legulations ; a fact which we shall be very glad

to have Union men remember when they have occasion

to buy an Overall.

Mary F. Cahii.l, Rec. Sec. George Gasking, Pres.

L. O. Bedford, Treas. Eveline McGuire, Fin. Sec.

N. B.==EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

Pants fponj $1.00 to S4.00.

Ask your dealer for a pair of yellow ticket pants, jrrice $1.50

SSC" SWeet, Orr & Go.
W*~ When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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J£±. DIPLOMAS AWARDED.

Courses in other trades,

all Including thorough in

struction In Mathematics

and Physics. Send for

FREE circular, stating

subject you wish to study

toTHK COKRESPOKD.

EXCE SCHOOL OF

MECHANICS, Scran-

ton, Ha.

riODEL

SfLINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

. A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Lodge-

room. Perfect in Design and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM. WEILER,

Box 28. Port Morris. N. J

THE BROTHERHOOD SEAT

IS SBNT ON' ONE WEEK 9 TRIAL.

Patented and Manufactured by

8TAMAED & WHITE,

APPLETON, WI8.

8ofL.R,Xo.8S. B.ofL. F..N0.28,

Bend itrnmp for full particulars.

 

OF INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

TJ. 8. CENSUS, 1SS0, REPORTS

35.000 DEATHS

*CANCER^
The IOLA SANITARIUM

is an institution thoroughly equipped for the treat

ment of Cancer, Tumors and all malignant growth

without tho life of the knife, and effects a permitnoDt

cure where the circumstances are at all favorable

for treatment. HeferenceB on application.

Address DR. GEO. DALE. Sola. Wisconsin.

 

CDEC A fin, 14k gold pls-

rnr r te<i watch to .v.r ■
■ ■■•"■■ readtrof thiepape,

Cot thle ooi end lend it to us wits

jour full urn, and tddreas, and w:

will wod you one of tcese elegant,

richly jeweled, gold finished walcbee

by eipreae for examination, and ft

you think It la equal In appearance to

any .35.00 gold watch pay cur earn pt

prlce,$3.W,and it la yours. VV. sent

with the watch our guarantee lha.

you cao return It at any time wltbtt

one year If not satisfactory, and if

you aell or cause the aale of six we

will give you One Free. Write at

once, aa we ahall send out aatnplca

for 60 days only. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

& IMPORTINC CO..

331 Csirborn St., Chicago, III.

$100 Eeward, $100.

The reader of this paper will be pleased to learn

that there is at least one dreaded disease that science

has been able to cure in all its stages, and that is

Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive

cure known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being

a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional

treatment. Hall's catarrh Cure is taken internally,

acting directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of

the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the

disease, and giving the patient strength by building

up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its

work. The proprietors have so much faith in its

curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars

for any case that it fails to cure. Send for list of tes

timonials.

Address, F. J. CHENEY ct Co., Toledo. ().

**- .Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.

 

OLKS

ill

RIEND

rAT FOLKS REDUCED

from 15to251bRpermonthbya»

HARMLESS TREATMENT.

Nostarving ; leavesno wrinkles.

THOUSANDS CURED.

18 Years' Successful Practice.

TREATMENT BY MAIL.

For particulars call on. or ad*

dress with (i cents in stamps,

O. W. F. SNYDER, M. D„

Chk'tiKo, 111.

•; ir, McVirker's Theater Bldg.

 

MY HUSBAND

158

CwMtitMsthnf

you do It.

fCAi Kenwood 9i\fbini> for - $'-'3.00

»50 Irline-loa JUetunr for . $19.:.)

Standard Sla^ru . *.H.OO, JII.CO

*i;..lt"\ tun! 27 other itj.es. All at-

iiii.ft Ul l.tK. We pay freight ship am-

Where on «Oday« free trial, itl nnv boma

Without niklnic oneci-m in advance. I)nv

from factory. Save agents larpo profit-i.

0»rr Itni.O(K) in im. Catalogue and to*ti-

□UAlia.a free Write at onca. Add re-..

(i»r»li), CASH BUYERS' UNION,
•164 West Van Buren St, B 94, Chicago, III.

t&" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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FREE TO SUFFERERS.
Whv waste time.moncy and health with"doctorR,"wonderfuP'curealls,"

SDecitlcM, etc., when when I will send FREE the prescription of a. new

and positive remedy for a prompt lasting cure. Lack of stretiirth.

vigor and manhood quickly restored in young "fold man. I send inn

prescription FREE of charge, and there is no humbug or udvertls

iug catch about it. Any good druggist or physician can put it up tor you,

as every thing is plain and simple. I can not afford to advertise ami

giveaway this splendid remedy unless you do me the favor of buying

<>a small quantity from me direct or advise your friends to do 90. But

'you may do as you please about this. You will never regret having

writtennie, as this remedy cured me after everything else had failed.

Correspondence strictly confidential, and all letters sent in plain sealed envelope. Enclose

stamp if convenient. Address E. H. MUNGEKFOKU, Box A 314, All,,,,,. Mich.

 

C'JOK REMEDY CO

I Blood Poison! ill
I Mrm&neatlT cured In IB to S6 iUyi. I

I Wa slimlnate al 1 poison from the sys- 1

I tern, so that there can nerer be * I

I return of the disease In any form. I

I Parties can be treated at home as I

I well as here, (for the same price and I

I under the same guarantee.) but with I

I those who prefer to come here, we I

I will contract to cure them or refund I

I all money and pay entire expense of I

ning, railroad rare and hotel bills. I

. irlaglcReiBedHJfaisVna
Never Failed to cure the most ob- 1

stlnate cawes. We challenge the world I

for a case we can not cure. Since the I

I history of medicine a true specific for I

BLOOD POISON has been sought I

I for but never found until our Magic I

[ CyphilenewaBdlscoTered. We solicit I

I the most obstinate cases »nd I

challenge the world for a I

case we cannot cure- This dis

ease has always baffled the skill

of most eminent physicians

$500,000 CAPITAL

I behind our unconditional guarantee. I

I Absolute proofs sent sealed on I

I application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

mm S87 Mesonie Temple, Calsara, III.

OOK REMEDY CO

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
CCT THIS OCT and send it to us

h your nninu and address ami we

" eend you this watch by express

forexamination. A Cnnr-antee

For 6 Tvsrs and chuin and

charm sent with it. Yon ex

amine it and if you think it

a bargain pny our sample

price, •2.50, and it Is yours,

it is beautifully engraved

and warranted the beet time

keeper in the World for the

money and equal in appear

ance to a genuine Solid

Gold Watch. Write to-day,

this offer will not appear

again.

THE NATIONAL MF6.

& IMPORTING CO.,

334 DEARBORN STREET,

Chicago, III.

<P . _ 4.-. C -» p- Can '"• made working for

3)12 LO 4>.S.S "»■ Parties preferred who can

Zl _ , , 1 «lve their whole time to the

Dnfl \A/litfiW' buBineHB. Spare hours, though

r »^» TT wvrv may bc. profltably employed.

This announcement is of special interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Oood openings for town

and city work as well as country districts.

II. I .JOHNSON A CO.,

N... 3 Wo. I 1 Hi Si .. It 1. ImiioikI. Va.

 

 

NATIONAL HOTEL.
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B.ofL. E. Div. 183.)

I02 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Inquiry

promptly answered.)

WirC CANNOT SEE HOW TOO 00

IfirL ITANDPAYFREI8HT.

CIA Bays ear I drawer waloal or oak lav

TrTit.ftl Hlffb 4fm8l»f»r«**»lrjK cth Lis-

L finely finished, niekei ptn*0 , adeptrd to lifii

. *Dd besry wort; rnftranUsJ for lOlHri; "He

I Aatesiatls efefabla Winder, rVlf-Tbre»dlat Cjlla-

Ider BamUla.Self-SsUlac K-edle sud • complete

|tet of steel ittaakMBt.!. ehlpped anr »h»» •

tO Day's Trial* No money rrqulred lu sdr&ar*.

15,000 now loose. World's.' air MeaaJ ivuM uMcbta* •««>:-■■■

aunts. Buy from factory and save dealer's and arcnt't pf*t«

rnr>r CalTUsOat sad scad lo-dayfor maeblne >■< !»'.• '■'*

rntt r.talorae.UetlmonUli-od QiLmpsee of the World'e Felr

OXFORD MFfl. CO. 313 Wibu. An. CHICJTCOJU.

THE ASTRONOMICAL WONDEB,

PLAY OF THE PLANETS,

Reveals that : MEKCUHY People Have Ex-

eoutive Power and Oratory: VENU8 People

Make Good, True Friends : MARS People are

Leaders and Rulers : JUPITER People Make

Money: SATURN People are Sickly: UBA-

NUS People Think, Work and Advance.

NEPTUNE People are Travelers and States

men.

Most people are out of their sphere—where do you

belong? Send one dollar for the Play of the Planet*

and ascertain. Address, PLANETARY PUB. CO.,

60 Wabash Avenue, ClUcago, III.

 

LIMBS
Arti

ficial _

BEST tKO JfcCf\

WoodorBriberFootf^J^J

TnilOCCP Elastic Stock In its,

InUoOLO, Crutches, «tc,

OaUlotroe Free. Stat* particoUra.

CEO. U. FELLEH,

r. S. GoTirawat M rr» Depl.

S*. AA HOCHEsTEB. 2C. V.

 

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S

*IO AN0 AtJENT'S PROFITS.

-eivlLbuyour Oxford Boss Bicfrle.aill-

■ J:ibk' for either sex. made of best 1st-

^Mjei..rl'il sironii, MiMuullaJ. KfunwT

adjusted and mllv wiirranted. Writs UMlay **os«

large complete catalogue of MctcK-*, |mrt», repairs. Sit,

tree. OXFORD MFO, CO.

338 Wabash Avenue. - CUICAQO. HX.

 

MRS. WINSLOW'S Sos0ytf,huVng

- FOR CHILDREN TEETHING ■

For ••leb^sll l>ru«xl«U. M Cent* a lotSa

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^fftolliini,

With Rubber Hands and Feet

ARC NATURAL IN ACTION, NOISELESS IN

MOTION AND THE MOST DURABLE

IN CONSTRUCTION.

Over 15,000 in use, scattered in all Darts of

the world. Eminent surgeons and competent

judges commend the Rubber Foot and Hand

for their many advantages. At every indus

trial exhibition where exhibited they have re

ceived the highest awards. They are en

dorsed end purchased by the U. S, and foreign

governments. A treatise, containing 430

pages, with 300 illustrations, sent free; also a

formula for taking measurements, by which

limbs can be made and sent to all parts of the

world with fit guaranteed.

'OLuZ'^Sr■u*»e

 35
To A. A. MARKS:

Dear Sir : 1 was a professional tight rope

walker and aeronaut before I lost my leg.and

I do not allow the loss of a leg to compel me

to seek another occupation. With your pat

ent artificial leg 1 can walk a tight rope

nearly as well as I ever could. The rubber

foot enables me to balance with safety. The

absence of an ankle joint removes the risk of

falling to a large degree.

While walking on the gTound I never feel

the necessity oi looking for uneven or bad

plates. 1 feel safe and sure on my rubber

foot, no matter where I place it. 1 consider

your invention of the rubber foot the most

valuable ami important to persons who have

lost their natural limbs than any invention

that has been made.

If any person doubts my ability to walk on

a tight rope with an artificial leg applied, I

will wager $100.00 with them that I can per

form for ;-j minutes on a one and one-half

inch rope elevated fifty feet above the ground.

Resp'y yours, PROF. F. E. JACOBY.

157 Bank St.,Waterbury, Conn.
 

ADDRESS

ffoXYWAX OFFIUALSMMPIOYES

DENT ASSOCIATION

NDlANAPOLlS,lND.
^,4TS TO REPRESENT US AND NOTTALK

AGAINST OTHER COMPANIES

Some of me

Claims Paid

to Firemen :

Death CIaims==Firemen.

Win. Whitzig, Wis. C. Rv $1

Frank Slrub N I'.Ry ' I

C. W. Ryan 111. C. Ry 1

C. Z. Boyntou, 111. C. Ry 1

Hugh Gilmer, St. LAS. F 1

Jno. C. Moore, V. P. Ry 1

Wni. B. Doane, C. B. A"N. Ry 2

Jotau Hunter, 111. c. Ry 1

Evans Jones, St. L. N. i N. W ..... .

N. .1. Chaunccv, E, T. V. A G. Ry 2

H. P. Shriner, B. A M. Ry 1

Thomas McGee, III. V. Rv 2

B. B. Arthur, K. A D. Ry 1

II. W. Clements, c. A 0. Ry 2

W. J. Wheeler. St. 1,. S. W. Ry 1

Joe Hartley, l'. p. Rv . . . 2

T. R, Wallace. M. P. Ry 3

George Knuckles, E. T. V. .v. G. Ry 2

B. \V. Needham, X. P. Rv I

Chaa. A. King, St. h. I. M.4S 1

500

.."ill I

,000

.500

,500

,000

,000

500

000

,000

,000

,000

,500

,000

soo

000

000

000

,000

,000

E. Skillman, 111. C. Rv 81,000

S. Mclnnes, Big Four Ry 1,000

Geo. E. Well.', ('. R. I. A P. Ry 2,000

E, B. Good, C. B. A N. lty 1,500

Ira L. Owens, V. P. Ry 1,590

P. F. Leyha, Ft. W. A 1). C . . . 1.000

lames Bowen, L. N. A. A C 1,000

Frank Nichols. St. L. S. W. Ry .

Orlia Fowler. M. L. S. A W. Ry . .

John Werkhon", L. N. A. A C. Ry

Samuel Home, L, N. O. A T. Ry .

O. W. Bean, B. A M. R. Ry .

1,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

Jno. McJohtiSou. St. L. A 8. F. Ry 2,000

('. I). Hasemier. B. A M. K. Ry 1,080

('. H. (rosbv, Soo Line 2,000

J. T.Stewart, N. N. A M. V. Ry 2,000

A. P. Baer, D. A R. G. Ry 2,000

Andrew Conn. 1). A R. G. Ry 1,500

(has. L. Myers. M. P. Ry 2,000

Disability Claims==Firemen.

H. N. Hancock, 0. B. A Q. R. hand .

F. T. Wilson, C. B. A(J. lty., arm . .

W. H. Smith, St. L. A 8. P. Ry., hand

. . J750 I Elmer E. Barhee, C. A 0. Rv., arm 81,000

. . 1,000 I W. C. King, C. B A N. Ry.,"arm 1,000

. . 750 I Charles Brown, C. U. Ry., arm , . • 1,000

J. E. Kennedy. Big Four Ry.. loot ... 500 j John Long, C. A O. Ry., arm 50»

ADDRESS W. K. BELLIS, Secretary and General Manager, Lock Box 03, Indianapolis, Ind.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine,
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S. N. CLARKSON The Railroad Jeweler

The C'larkson IVrfW-Hoii Elertrie Alarm 4l«»«u

rings until stopped. Price, $4.50.

PRICES OP LEADING AMERICAN MOVEMENTS.

HowardNo. 7 58 00

Howard No. 5 42 00

Clarkson's xpeeial Railroader, 17 Jewel... 31 00

Clarkson's Railroader , 27 00

CUrkson's Railroad Queen 22 00

Raymond Nickel 17 00

Raymond Oilt 16 00

Hampden's Special Railway, 17 Jewel .15 00

Hampden's New Railway, 17 Jew.] 28 00

Hampden's Nameless Pail way, 17 Jewel I H 00

John D. Dueber, 17 Jewel 14 00

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS.

Crescent Street, Nickel |23 00

Appleton Tracy, Nickel 18 00

Appleton Tracy, Gilt 16 00

The above movements will stand inspection on any of

the roads in the United States.

Goods of any description seut C. O. D. on approval.

Agents wanted. Our illustrated catalogue sent free to

any address in the United States.

■ 26

State St..

CHICAGO.

ILL.

 

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled Lint of Awarda. Free Illustrated Catalofia.

Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia) writes: "Wore

leg 6 years. I commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessknden. Brig, and Bvt. Ma). Gen'l U. 8. Army. "I

wore your leg will, entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John Connery, Conductor B.. N. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

have run n passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haight. Conductor H. Y., L. E. & V Ry. " I would not part

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Bend description of your case.

C. A. FRBBS,
781 Broadway, New York,

Branch Office, 106 Fifth Are., ror. Washington St., thlraf o. m.

 

Established 26 Tears.

 

FIRE UP!

BIRBMBN I

 

You have a furnace in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

1ST. JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISE8, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNESS, SWELLINGS, BACKACHE, NEURALGIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

 it

PULL YOUR LEG"
Is less to fear with Railroad men than to Lose Your Leg. In the latter cast* JWJ

surely want to replace it with a Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. Warranted nsl to

cli'ifr the ntump. Received the Gold Medal and the Diploma at the World'* Fair.

Also Gold Medal, Bronze Medal and Diploma at the California Mid-Winter Inier-

nutionul Exposition.

LARGEST FIRM IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Inner Socket, teen outside the limb in cut. is made over a planter '"ast of tb*

stump, giving an exact lit, being held permanently upon the stump by ehrtlc '«*■

ened to laeer above, and in act of walking moves up ami down in tne (later Socket,

bringing all the friction between the two sockets, instead of between the &lt**£

and the socket as in the case of all wooden socket limbs. With our SI. II* sim'KET

the most tender, sensitive stump can be fitted and limb worn with perfect «e*e and

comfort. Endorsed and purchased by the I'nited States Government. s#-nd for our

new catalogue with illustration*,

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

383 Nirollct Are. MINNEAPOLIS, MINX.

Branch Office*: M Adam* .St., Dexter Muililins, Chicago: 116 Jones St.. ■*"

Francisco.

1 When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "
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. -ELY'S CREAM BALM-Cleannea the Nasal |

■ Passages, Allays Pain and Inflammation, Heals I

I the Sores, Restores Taste and Smell, and Cores I

ATARRH
Gives Relief at once for Cold In Head.

Apply into ths Xostrits Tt is Quickly Absorbed,

|S0c Druggist* or by mail. ELY BROS., 66 Warren St., N.T.|

S-fEVER

 

FOR 60

DAYS.

 

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! NO MONEY REQUIRED IN ADVANCE.

BOX OF BO CIGARS AND WATCH FOR $2.75. 100.000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.

CUT THIS Ol'T and ieo.l it to ui with your nam* and addrm, (no money re<]tilTvd In advance) and we will tend

to you by express, ume day we receive your order, one box containing 50 of Oar Celebrated Se. Cigar*, and

In the same package a ppnuine Solid Kirkrl Plated Watch, item winder and setter, enamel dial, oil tempered, un

breakable malmpnnn, finely finiihed train, jeweled balance, dust proof, finely polished case, a tplendld timekeeper.

A written guarantee for & Year* lent with every watch. You examine the froodi at the expren office and If satis

factory, pay the express aeent $9-75 and express chnrjres, and th* box of SO Cigar*, Watch, Chain and Charxa

are yonn. As this offer is mnde solely to Introduce our famous &e. Clears, to protect ourselves against dealers

and speculators ordering In large quantities, wp *»|1| not aell more than S bnxM and watrhen to any one person.

Write to-day. THE CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

&$®$j$Lm PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

reictraoe marks. Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co.Limited

2 2 00Washington Ave,Philadelphia.,Pa.

• original manufacturers of phosphor-

Bronze in the United States and Sole
j/uyi/^i-x* >evy. Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

 

FIREMEN! HAVE YOU TRIED IT?

The Marvelous Metal Polish

BURNISHINE
Hot or Cold Metal -No Matter Which.

The only Polish adopted and used in the Transportation

Building at th« World's Fair.

Note these special prices to firemen :

One pound boxes, 82.00 per dozen ; one-half pound, $1.25

per dozen : live pound pails, $7.50 per dozen.

Cash with order. Money refunded if anything is wrong

with the polish. Samples free on application. Send IQc

for quarter-pound box, prepaid.

J. C. PAUL & CO.. H. B. LEONARD & CO.,

121 Lake street. Sole Eastern Agents.

Chicago, 111. Somerset, Mass.

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variatipn of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

™m^ DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

 

So. I Improved Oyliider Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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CASTNER & CURRAN,

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York. 308 Walnut St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchuroh Ave,, London, England.

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until lSSi. Since that time

the out-puts have increased over 1,200 per cent, be

yond all precedent, amounting during 1892 to 3,000,-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New York,

Bullitt Building, 139 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

19 Congress St,, Boston, Mass,

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Year, 3,504,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

N«w YORK, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

-OF-

FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, GERMANY.

American office, 15 Cold St., New York,

Represented by Thomas Prosseb A Sos,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty-five years the "Kim

Tire" has proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article is wanted which will give iatk>

faction, get Kripp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

Valve Oil«
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee!

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chert by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and 8ignal Ofli

for railroad use. Beware op Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRANKLIN, PA.

t&~ When atkfressirjtf our advertisers mention this Magazine."
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HIGHEST AWARD AND MEDAL, WORLDS COLUMBIA* EXPOSITION

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR ENQINB WORK

B£T Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Imitations."**

TRICKS REDUCED FOR 1894.

For this year prices to firemen (as age
pound boxes, per dozen, $■■!. Time pou

$5. Five pound pails, If '.'><> per dozen.

tt»"Ca«h must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Roek prices are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expeet to buy from dealers at

these prices. Samples sent free on application. Address,

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

nts) will be: One

una pails, per doi.

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. Chicane.

WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

Eldok, Li.. Dee. l\ IMS,

Dear Sirs :—Please send me

one of yourseatsfor locomotive

Ubc. I find that they are the

best seat for engine use that I

have Ken yet. I "ant it 21

inches long and 20 Inches \\ Ide.

Weight, 170 pounds. Send it C.

O. D.

Yours respectfully.

(Signed! \v. T. Brown,

Engineer C. R. I. & P. R. R.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.
 

We refer by permission to the

following users : D.J. Crowley,

Engineer S.P.A W. Ry.. l<> Jones

et., 8avanne.h, Ga.: Jno. Horton,

Engineer Grand Junet'n, Colo.;

Win. Malloeh. Engineer G. T.

Ry., Belleville. Ont.

ROUOrl RIDING MADE EASY. Just put this seat in the box and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of finest tempered steel spiral springs,

heavy band steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric. Any

size or shape desired. Usual size, l*.x2-l. Price for seat not over 24 inches

long, $2.00. Terms, C. O. D. or cash with order. Please give your weight.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Haggard & Marcusson,

409 and 411 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

 

-CHA8. MILLEB, President-

Galena Oil Works, Limited.

FRANKLIN, PA..

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty years have demon

strated the fact that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from "ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority of the railways

of this country. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

aU temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a large ma*

Jority of the leading railroads of the country.

ttf When addressing cur advertisers mention this Magazine. "^|
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WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., incorp., Phil-**%:;

Sole Patentees and Makers o(

Self=Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE—There are many Injectors which will work well when the conditions are

favorable. This injector is designed to work well under all conditions and U,

therefore the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF. IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

work continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

motion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,

Dunkirk, N. Y.

 

Compound

LocomotiTM

for

Passenger

and

Freight

Service.

Builders of Locomotive Engines for any required service from our own designs or those of purchaser*.

Perfect interchanfleabfllty and all work fully guaranteed.

M. L. Hinman, Prea'tand Treas. ft. .1. Gross. Vice Pres't. D. Rissell. Superintendent.

H. Tandy, Ass t Supt.F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the President. T. M. Hekiemboiko, Secy.

lew York Office,

46 Broadway.

JOHN S. COOKE. Prest. and GenL ]

IK in W. COOKE, Vice Prest.

Wm. BKRDAN, Secy and Treas.

Paterson, New Jeney.

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth Locomotive and Machine Co.)

PATERSON. NEW JERSEY.

t&" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. ~Vi
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ESTABLISHED 1831 =

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 1,000.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like all

parts of different engines of same class, perfectly interchangeable. Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives:

Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air; Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compound Locomotives.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD ELLIS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS, Vice-President and Treasurer.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent.

A. P. STRONQ, Secretary.

Scfyeijectady * IxoconjotiVe * Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

Showing an Economy of IB to 2B Per Cent, in Fuel and Water.

=ANNUAL CAPACITY, 4QO —

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "®I
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Perfect Railroad Watches

tllOtlEST GRADE

ROCKFORD

WATCH GO.

15 JEWELED

MOVEMENT.

 

 

GUflRMIMD

TO PASS

RAILROAD

INSPECTION

COSTS NOTHING

TO EXAMINE.

 

Jo». Fahysoc Co.'s "Montauk," dust proof. American 14k Oold Filled Hunting Case, ele-

open face case, 10k gold filled, screw back and gantly engraved and finely finished, and accoin-

bezel, neatly and artistically engraved, and ac- panied by the manufacturer's own guarantee

companied by the manufacturer's signed guar- to wear for twenty years/ Fitted with No. St

antee to wear for fifteen years. Fitted with No. Rockford movement as described bilow.

87 Rockford movement as described below, $25 15

S22.50.

The No. 87 Open Pace and No. Sa Hunting; flovenients are the highest gtade 15-ieweled movement!

made by the Rockford Watch Co. They have fifteen finest ruby jewels, in solid gold setting. Breguet

hair-spring, patent micrometer regulator, fancy or double sunk dials, and are elegantly damaskeened in

gold on solid nickel. They are fully adjusted to heat, cold and positions, will pass railroad inspection, as

they comply with the requirements of railway time orders, and are acknowledged the best movement!

ever offered for the money.

With each movement Is Bent a signed and numbered guarantee and our agreement to clean

and oil movement once a year for five years from date of purchase.

For the benefit of those who do not wish to purchase higher priced cases, we will furnish these

movements in Dueber Sllverlne Cases at the following prices: No. 87, $15.95: No. 84, $16.60. and

will allow a credit of 75 cents for the open face and 91.25 for the hunting case whtn returned) on any

purchase of a solid gold or gold tilled case for the movement made within one year,.

Samples of these watches can be seen and purchased for above prices at any Express Office in the

United States. If the agent of the express company doing business in your town has not samples oa

hand, write us, giving his name and name of the company, also stating which watch you wish to ex

amine, and we will at once forward samples for your inspection. If the watch is satisfactory, pay ufl

agent our price and he will deliver it to you, otherwise you do not pay a cent.

MOORE & EVANS, Wholesale Jewelers.

MASONIC TEMPLE. OHICAGO.

|a#"" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. ~1M
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CONSTITUTION FAILURE.

BY WILFRED P. BORLAND.

There comes a time in the life of the

physical body when the powers decay, and

the constitution of the individual "is no

longer able to meet the demands made upon

it by the will of the individual. In the pe

riods of childhood, early manhood and mid

dle age, the constitution of the physical

body is, with rare exceptions, able to meet

all demands made upon it for action, and

the individual is always, in a physical

sense, in a position to be able to satisfy his

wants and aspirations. But, with the pe

riod of old age decay manifests itself and

the constitution of the individual becomes

incompetent to perform its functions satis

factorily for its possessor. The individual

finds himself constantly wishing to do

things, right and proper that he should do,

and the doing of which would contribute

greatly to his happiness and peace of mind,

out which he finds physically impossible

for him to do ; his physical constitution is

no longer equal to the demands made upon

it by his will ; it fails to perform its func

tions as its possessor wishes them to be per

formed. This period of constitution failure

and decay ends in death for the individual,

as there is no process known to science

whereby one may renew his physical con

stitution. The search for some elixir of

life, some fabled fountain of youth ; in other

words, for some means of regenerating the

physical constitution of the individual man,

has been prosecuted with vigor in all

ages of the world and in all stages of

civilization of which we have record. But

this search has been productive only of

failure and disappointment, except in the

field of romance where the topic is a copi

ous one, and it has led to some of the dark

est tragedies recorded in history. It is the

inexorable decree of nature that the period

of decav and constitution failure must end

in death ; the body to which the constitu

tion is attached must perish. Whether or

not there is a process of regeneration after

death, whether or not the old constitution,

animated by the same soul, renews itself in

another physical body, are questions that

are at present beyond the ken of man ; all

that man is permitted to know is that upon

the complete failure of his constitution to

perform its functions his body must perish.

Transferring our point of view to the so

cial body, or the body politic, we are able

to perceive processes in the life of societies

which are analogous to those we have just

noted in the life of individuals. It happens

with the body politic that it becomes at

times sadly hampered by its constitution;

the instrument which met all the wants of

the members of the social body in periods

of childhood, youth and middle age, no

longer meets the demands made upon it;

it fails to perform its functions properly ; no

longer has sufficient vital power to enable

it to respond readily tO'the demands made

upon it by the general social will ; becomes in

competent to give expression to the wants

and aspirations of the body it inhabits ; and

when the members of the social body de

sire to perform acts which they believe will

contribute to their happiness and peace of

mind,.as well as the general welfare, they

find that they cannot do these things be

cause their constitution says "nay. At

such times we have periods of disorder and

contempt for, or defiance of, law ; because

the law, being constructed with reference

to its harmony with constitutional sanc

tion, and the constitution being a thing

which has become devitalized and incompe

tent to properly perform its functions, no

longer permits the members of the social

body to do those things which will con

tribute to their happiness and peace ol

mind ; they are hampered by the body of

constitutional law, which weighs them

down as with a nightmare, and they cannot

meet their social wants and aspirations

without becoming lawbreakers and placing
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themselves in opposition to the established

order of things.

When these periods arrive, we always

find a drove of reactionary croakers—

priests, judges, lawyers, privilege mongers

of all kinds and their paid lackeys and

apologists, who are unable to understand

any question apart from its connection

with the established order of things—who

develop great respect for the law as it ex

ists, and who exhibit great concern lest the

decrepit instrument which is supposed to

vitalize the social body may chance to

die. As is the case with the individual

body, these periods of constitution failure

iu the social body have invariably ended

in death, and the death has hitherto al

ways been a violent one. The disputes

generated by the attempt to hold the mem

bers of the social body to the observance of

worn out and decrepit constitutional sanc

tions have always been decided by the ar

bitrament of arms, with the result that the

old constitutional sanctions have been

swept away and new ones have taken their

place. In theory, these violent processes

are not required by the necessities of the

case, and in fact thev ought not to occur;

nevertheless, it is a fact that no social body

has hitherto been able to throw off a con

stitution which it has outgrown, for the

purpose of assuming a new one, except by

a violent process. The crust of custom be

comes so thick that it must be struck hard

in order to break it. The conservatism of

privilege that has old constitutional sanc

tion for its support becomes so marked that

it can only be shaken out of itself by de

structive measures.

Let it be understood that this is true only

with reference to social movements, only

with reference to those movements that

have changed the social relations of men.

Constitutions have been changed or amend

ed so as to accommodate them to a political

fact, on numerous occasions, without tur

moil and without bloodshed, but such has

never yet been the case when constitutions

have been changed so as to accommodate

them to a social fact.

It may be well, here, to indicate the dif

ference between a social movement and a

political one. A social movement has for

its object a change in the Bocial relations of

the people. A political movement has for

its object a change in the existing form of

government without reference to the social

relations of the people. Political move

ments are frequently carried through with

out bloodshed and war, but social move

ments never have been. Tor instance, the

recent revolution in Hawaii was a political

movement, it changed the form of govern

ment but it did not change the social rela

tions of the people. Our own civil war was

a social movement; it did not change our

form of government in the slishtest; we

went into that war as a republic and we

came out as a republic, but the war estab

lished a new social status for four millions

of our people, it changed the social rela

tions existing between the black man and

the white. A political movement may be

carried through without any reference to

a social movement; thus, in a monarchy

where slavery exists, the form of govern

ment may be changed to that of a republic

without in any way disturbing the institu

tion of slavery, or a republic where slavery

exists may be changed to a monarchy with

out disturbing the institution of slavery.

Likewise, a social movement, one of which

completely changes the social relations of

the people, may be carried through with

out producing any change in the existing

form of government. But it happens that

political and social movements sometimes

become blended and are carried on together,

and when that occurs we have times " that

try men's souls." Yet, there can be no

doubt that where these double movement*

are concerned, the purely political issue in

volved might be settled peaceably and

quietly, if it could only be divorced from its

relation with the social issue and consid

ered by itself.

The French revolution was both a polit

ical and a social movement, but there can

exist no doubt as to what brought on the

reign of terror. The political constitution

of the French government might have been

changed after no greater event than a war

of words, and, in fact, there was good pros

pect that it would be so changed, we may.

indeed, say that it actually was so changed,

but the social relations of the French peo

ple could not be changed by any such

method as that; the only death" in store for

the old social regime was a violent one.

The social movement brought on the revo

lution, and it carried the political move

ment along with it, thus changing the po

litical constitution of the government and

the social relations of the people at the

same time. A social movement may take

on the character of a political movement

when the political constitution in such as

to interfere with the introduction of re

forms that effect the social relations of the

people. This was the case with France

upon the convocation of the states general

in 178!>; it w«b the case with us, here in the

United .States, in the period precediog our

civil war, and it is to a certain extent in

the case with us at the present time. It i*

of the highest, importance that the people

of this nation, not the workingmen mere

ly, but every citizen, of whatever degree,

who is interested in the future welfare of

the country and its people, should under

stand the character of the great industrial

and economic agitation that it now being
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carried on. It is a great social movement;

it k a movement that is destined to change

the existing social relations of this entire

people; it is a movement that will surely

end in the total abolition of wage slavery

and bring about a complete change in the

property relation as it now exists; it must

be understood and treated as such, and it

remains to be seen whether or not we shall

be able to settle a great social question any

more satisfactorily than such questions

have been settled in the past. In theory,

we have one signal advantage over those

who have been called upon to settle these

great social questions in formerdays, which

advantage ought to enable us to escape in

a measure from the dreadful concomitant

of fundamental social changes. AVe have

the ballot, and the constitutional right to

so use it as to change our entire scheme of

fundamental law bo as to rnake it conform

with our eocial needs and aspirations. But,

as a matter of fsct, it is extremely doubtful

it this is so much of an advantage as it is

supposed to be. The advantage, if such it

may be called, did not serve to enable us

to escape from a great war which was based

upon the necessity for social change; our

fundamental law could only be changed so

as to make it conform with a social fact by

a resort to arms, but perhaps we were not

then as socially self-conscious as we are

now, or as we may become in the near fu

ture. And the very fact that the people

have the suffrage, the fact that they have

the power to change the constitution by

constitutional methods, is, in a certain

sense, a stumbling block in the way of

progress. There is an assumption that be

cause the fact exists the people are respon

sible for their own miseries. It is continu

ally dinned into the ears of the people that

they have the power to bring about any

sort of a condition that they want, and why

don't they do it? They are pointed to the

constitution, the palladium of their liber

ties, and told to go ahead and bring about

the reforms they wish for in a constitu

tional manner; everything is said to be in

their own hands. It is here thatthecroak-

ers and privilege mongers get in their fine

work. They say to the masses, blindly

pressing for social change, " we know that

your demands are just; we know that you

are being pressed to earth under the weight

of wrongs which should be rectified; we

sympathize with you and earnestly desire

to see you enjoying every one of the rights

which you demand for yourselves; but

the remedy lies in your own hands, and you

must proceed in a strictly lawful and con

stitutional manner." '""Social order," say

they, " requires that the law as it actually

exists must not be violated; when law is no

longer respected anarchy rules, and the

very foundation of the social structure is in

danger of destruction. If the law does not

represent your will you have a legitimate

and constitutional method at hand for

changing it; proceed along that line, the

only Bale one, and we are with you, all hon

est men will applaud your efforts and you

will ultimately succeed.

" This reasoning is plausible, it is strict

ly in line with the theory of our social

compact, and there can be no doubt but the

greater number of those persons who in

dulge in it are honest and sincere in the

belief that they have only the good of the

whole social body at heart. Nevertheless,

although plausible and reasonable, the

difficulties in the way of this strictly legiti

mate method of improvement seem almost

insurmountable, for the reason that the

constitution itself stands as a buttress to the

very evils that are sought to be repressed

by law, and the moment a radical and effect

ive law is directed squarely ata crying social

evil it comes in violent contact with the

sanctions of that instrument and falls life

less to the ground. Very well, then, the

same power that created the constitution

can amend or abolish it, can create another

which shall be in harmony with the pro

gressive ideas of the age in which we live.

This is true, but the moment it is attempted

all the forces of the old social order, strug

gling to maintain its privileges intact, are

roused into antagonism ; all that petrified

conservatism, that horror of change which

always distinguishes those who profit by

the existence oi things as they are, straight

way brings all the immense force at its com

mand into the line of resistance; and that

will be wise counsel, indeed, which shall

avail to prevent, in such a time, the very

conflict sought to be avoided by such a

method of procedure. And, again, those

old constitution builders of ours were so

much in love with their work they thought

the instrument which was the product of

tbeir efforts so near a perfect one for the

government of man that they desired it to

stand for all time to come, and they hedged

it about with such safeguards as to make it

next to an utter impossibility for the people

to change it so as to bring it into harmony

with the social aspirations of a twentieth

century commonwealth. To illustrate the

immense difficulties in the way: When the

Coxeyites were demanding the issue of

Ireasary notes and the inauguration on a

national scale of public works, for the pur

pose of employing the millions of idle and

starving men who had been deprived of

their meanB of subsistence and rendered

helpless by the industrial crisis, a demand

which wasiu harmony with the wishes of a

vast majority of the laboring men of this

country, it was treated as a complete and

self-evident absurdity. It was declared that

our law-making body would be entirely
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transcending its constitutional authority by

the inauguration of any such scheme as

that, and there can be no doubt that had

the altogether unlikely came to pass, by

congress acceding to the demand, the matter
■would have been promptly appealed to the

court, which would have responded by de

claring the act unconstitutional. Then,

look at the almost hopeless process that

must be gone through in order to remedy

that constitutional defect. It is appalling

when one thinks of the matter seriously.

During the course of his address before the

American Bar Association, at its annual

meeting in Saratoga, on August 22, Judge

Cooley, president of the association, and

probably the highest authority on consti

tutional law in the country, remarked on

the Coxey movement as follows :

The thought actuating the movement was that the

country of their birth, or which they had selected

to live in, owed them the duty to see that th« means

of support were provided (hem, and that the govern

ment must perform this duty. No attention seems to

have been taken by them of the apportionment of

powers between the states and the general govern

ment; the states were passed unnoticed, though to

one familiar with our institutions it was plain

enough that the duty insisted upon, if it existed at

all, must rest upon the states, and the armies marched

directly upon the national capital to demand the

action of the general government.

These vagrant bands marched across the country

to the great detriment of its industrial life. While

they pretended to represent the doctrine that the

government was under obligation to provide for its

people, the means whereby a comfortable living

might be had, they found sympathizers among those

temporarily out of employment and also anions

other well-meaning people who had of the true func

tions of government only vague and unsettled no

tions. They caused unrest everywhere, and as they

represented notions which are antagonistic to the ex

isting social and political state, they were everywhere

a public danger.

It is here plainly set forth that legislation

of the character demanded had no consti

tutional sanction, the general government

was utterly powerless to afford the desired

relief; and the closing sentence of this

quotation is pregnant with food for earnest

thought. " They caused unrest everywhere,

and as they represented notions which are

antagonistic to the existing social and politi

cal state, tttey were everywhere a public

danger." The idea expressed in that sen

tence pretty accurately represents the abili

ty of the upholders of the existing order of

things to comprehend the significance of

the great social movement that is going on

about them, and it also furnishes a very

fair indication of the immensity of the dif

ficulties which stand in the way of bringing

about desired constitutional changes. There

is no intimation here tliat there is any "pub

lic danger" to be apprehended from the

fact of millions of idle men, divorced from

their means of subsistence through a legiti

mate operation of the existing social state,

tramping about the country without a place

to lay their heads, and without a crust be

tween them and starvation in a land over

flowing with all the good things of life.

It is only when these men band together

and get " notions " in their heads that there

is any "public danger" to be apprehended.

And what were those "notions'1 which

are " antagonistic to the existing social and

political state?" Simply that millions of

idle citizens should not be left to starve in

the midst of plenty, and that there should

be provided some means whereby thev

might turn their labor into bread with

which to feed themselves -and their wives

and starving little ones. The existing social

regime had cast them off, had decreed that

they were superfluous, but they had a no

tion that they had a right to protect them

selves from starvation, and they asked

merely for the chance to labor for bread.

President Cleveland had told them that

their condition was the result of vicious

legislation on the part of the national law

makers ; what more natural, then, than that

they should turn to those lawmakers for re

lief? What more natural than the belief

that the body which had produced chaos in

the industrial world might also be able to

produce order? And, as they were work-

ingmen, what more natural than that the re

lief sought should take the form of a demand

to be provided with work? All they asked

for was work, a chance to earn a living;

surely there was nothing incongruous in the

idea that the body which they had l>een

taught to believe exercised absolute control

over the industrial destiny of this great na

tion, this country of almost limitless re

sources, might at least give them this.

But such "notions," it seems, are antag

onistic to the existing social and political

state, " and their organized expression,

therefore, constitutes a "public danger." •

And these " notions " are also unconstitu

tional, that is to say, there exists no constitu

tional method whereby they may be car

ried into effect. Thenconsiclering that the

mere organized expression of such " no

tions" constitutes a "public danger'.'-

how much greater must that danger appear

when the attempt is made to alter that

constitution so as to permit the mere " no

tions " to assume the character of actu;

alities ? It would be more than well ii

laboring men could be brought to devote

some attention to this phase of the indus

trial situation, to the end that they might

thus form some sort of an idea of the mtf-

nitude of the task that lies before them,

and thus still the warring factions within

their ranks and permit them to use their

constitutional weapons for all they are

worth. Understand, there is no claim here

that there is anything impractible about

the "notions" under consideration, it ia

nowhere asserted that there is any iniur-

mountable obstacle in the way of their

realization. And, from a comtnonseoM
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standpoint, one might be excused for be

lieving tbat these millions of idle men

might better, and with far more safety to

the whole country, be employed in some

productive labor and thus become self-sup

porting, even though that labor was car

ried on under public auspices, than to be

left helpless and starving to float at the

mercy of the wind and tide upon the vast

sea of industrial stagnation. It is only as

serted that they are out of harmony with

constitutional sanction and that, therefore,

they are " antagonistic to the existing so

cial and political state," and their organ

ized expression constitutes a " public dan

ger. " Oh ! that men would only learn to

starve quietly and in a constitutional man

ner, like good citizens as they ought. We

should, indeed, be near unto elysium then.

But we shall go on in this way, ever widen

ing the circle of authoritative condemna

tion of those " notions " which are " an

tagonistic to the existing social and politi

cal state," ever bringing the force of con

stitutional prohibition against them, until,

by some process or other, the "notions"

themselves become legitimatized. The

holders of these "notions" will, in the

meantime, be called upon to suffer con

tumely, ostracism, persecution and perhaps

death ; yet they must not falter, yet may

they take heart and have courage, for were

not Garrison, Phillips and Lovejoy afflicted

with these " notions," and are their names

not spoken with reverence by this genera

tion ? Are the acts of those who opposed

themselves to the then " existing social

and political state" not written down on the

pagee of history in the most flattering terms

of approval ? Returning to Judge Cooley,

it appears that in spite of his reverence for

that venerable instrument there still ex

ists a doubt in his mind concerning the

infallibility of the constitution. He is in

clined to think that the work of our old

constitution builders may contain imper

fections after all ; may be in need of review

and revision. The address from which I

have already quoted contains the follow

ing:

The year which has elapsed since the last meeting

is, in some very striking particulars, one of the most

notable in the history of the country, and, I think,

cnnnot more usefully occupy your time than by in

viting your consideration of some of the phases of

social and public life which, in a constitutional point

of view, appear to merit notice They have a bearing

upon the vital principles of our political institutions,

and seem to indicate a necessity for reviewing the

work of those whom we have been accustomed to ad

mire and respect as the founders of liberty in the

western world, and for considering and judging for

ourselves whether the structure they created, and

which has hitherto been the admiration of the world,

is worthy of the praise it has received.

The experience of the year has taught us. if we

needed the lesson, that times may and will come

when the fact that for n century political institutions

have hail beneficent operation and the excellence of

their principles has seemed unquestionable to those

who have enjoyed them, may perhaps no longer be

accepted as conclusive evidence of their consistency

with true liberty or with the highest good of a great

people. The careless or interested criticism of one

whose political following seems to be discontented

with whatever of government now exists, mav suffice
to — • ....■,.. .

an

Sut our constitutional structure under suspicion

the outcry of persons who not unlikely are so

new to our country that they speak but imperfectly

its language and cannot read a clause of its constitu

tion, may be enough to raise in the mind of one who

courts their favor, doubts, real orpretended, whether

the freedom we are supposed to enjoy is more than

nominal. .

When such a time comes the most fundamental

principles may be in need, not merely of tacit ac

ceptance, but of a defense that shall consist in active

and aggressive warfare upon those who in disorderly

or unconstitutional ways, assail them.

The thought expressed here is one that

is present in the minds of all those who are

affiliated with a class in this republic which

sees its profit in the continuance of the ex

isting order of things ; it is a thought which

finds open expression from pulpit and ros

trum with increasing frequency of late,

many of those who give expression to it

honestly believing that they are working

for the preservation of law and order, and

in the interests of libertv, when the truth

is they are working merely for the preserva

tion of privilege and the continuace of rob

bery. The constitution which gave the

members of the plutocratic class the liberty

to plunder their fellow men in accordance

with the forms of law has served its pur

pose to their complete satisfaction, and

they are now ready to pitch it overboard

in order to adopt another which shall give'

them all the power they need to thoroughly

conserve their existing rights and privi

leges. Let no one suppose that this talk of

change is calculated to interfere in any way

with the existing social relations ; indeed,

Judge Cooley's condemnation of those

" notions " precludes the possibility of en

tertaining such a supposition. The change

in view is merely one which is calculated

to restrict the power of the ballot to assail

the existing order of things ; it is one that

has for its object the limitation of the right

of suffrage to those only who are known

to be in favor of things as they are.

There is a suspicion that the producing

element of the nation is becoming united,

that workingmen are becoming class-con

scious, and there is a fear that the great

Eolitical power which the masses are capa-

le of wielding may possibly become so

solidified that it will successfully be used

so as to break down the wall of privilege

and possibly change the constitution so as

to accommodate it to the great social idea

that is at the bottom of the present agita

tion. This fear will furnish a motive for

the manipulation of public sentiment so as

to create prescribed classes, and the pro

scriptions will be sought to be extended

from time to time as fa9t as the necessities

of the case may seem to require it, until

the privilege mongers feel themselves se-
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cure in the possession of their booty, and

the last semblance of manhood is crushed

out of their serfs—the workingmen. And

the presence of this fear is the day star of

hope for the producing masses if they will

but understand and appreciate the situa

tion as it exists. It points out the way for

them to go in search of the only method

left to them for their peaceable enfran

chisement. Fellow workingmt*n ! close up

the ranks, and let it not be set down, when

the history of the approaching crisis shall

be written, that you tailed to make proper

use of your constitutional prerogatives or

neglected your duty to your fellow men

and to humanity at large.

IN OUPID'S NET.

BY FRANK A. MYERS.

They met first while she was visiting her

uncle at Banquo, and thence for a month

their meetings were frequent.

.She was a beautiful, modest, lovely girl,

and possessed of refined taste and penetra

ting intelligence.

He was a high-toned, smart, jolly young

man; neat in dress, but just a little short

in his fund of real sympathy for others.

He had an abundance of it for himslf, and

may have been just a shade egotistical—at

least I always thought so. There were

others who said he was as unselfish as sun-

shino. It is certain he had a great many

friends, even if he was a trifle independent

sometimes. What was always a great source

of pleasure to him was the bountiful way

in which nature had bestowed good looks

upon his physiognomy. Everybody said he

was a fine looking man. Added to this was

his talkative, sociable disposition. In brief,

he was popular and a ladle's man.

" As this is your last evening with us be

fore returning home, let's attend meeting

to-night—what do you say'.'" said this

handsome young man, whose name was

Tobin Wing, addressing Wellie Mace.

" All right." said Wellie, gleefully, her

bright eyes gleaming like jets.

There were "no intentions" in this case

on the part of either, it needs to be said

here, and still they found a peculiar pleas

ure in being together. The truth is, neither

knew the workings of their own hearts, and

apparently cared not to know.

I believe this is the last night of the

protracted meeting," said Tohin. aa he

pushed his chair back a little from the glow

ing grate.

Yes," responded Wellie, with a light,

easy laugh, as she turned to Tobin. lie

was staring stolidly into the red embers of

the coal lire, and did not return her twink

ling, merry look. Running his lingers

through his short hair a few times in a sort

of self- abandoned manner, he observed in a

most unstudied, casual style, as if it had

just occurred to him :

" When you get home I hope you will

not object to receiving a letter from me."

A slight blush suffused her fair round

cheeks at this half inquiry, and her f yes

of penetrating mould assumed a tender

glow, and her words and act* belied her

feelings as she replied naively:

" You are cruel to want to inflict poor roe

with your heavy and gaudily wjitten let

ters, but—"

" O, none of that, now," he interrupted.

" If you don't wish them—"

"Hear me through," she cried, with a

falsetto sternness meant for the comic,

"and prejudge not rashly."

" Well," he interjected indifferently, if

not a little independently.

" I meant to tell you how gladly your

proposition struck me, and how—how-

pleased I was that you made it."

Was she thankfully and gratefully ac

cepting the proposal, or was she pretending

a little? He could not tell. Or perhaps

she was retracting or explaining away her

seeming stiffness and insouciance at first.

" You never jest? " he inquired in a tone

that caused her to feel small in her own

eyes.

" Well, hardly ever ! " was her jocose and

airy response, after the prevailing fashion

then to (|iiote Pinafore.

" I never know when you mean anvthinjt

in earnest," he remarked soberly and slow

ly, intending to test her real solemnity and

seriousness. Yes, oh, yes; he liked lhe

girl, but there was something so douhtfal

about her style, and he couldn't tell just

what her mind was two minutes in snivel-

Bion. He guessed she, herself, knew her

self. If she didn't, she ought to, and it was

not his business to set to work to study her

and reveal her unexplored self to herself.

And yet he caught himself doing just this

thing.

" 1 am not a flirt," she said, tartly a? sh*

could, as if resenting an affront implied in

his remark, at the same time trying to pre

serve a smiling face. She was, in tact, not

provoked one bit. His solemn air was

manufactured for the occasion, and he en

joyed getting her into straits and letting

her disentangle them alone. If he had

paused an instant to analyze his own sense

of the matter, he would have found that he

rather enjoyed teasing her, and ftill be

could have discovered no reason for it. The

singular state of feelings he had in her

presence this eveningdid not amount to an

emotinn, nor did he care what they w«*

All in all his indifference was not indttfer-

ence.
" I did not say you was," he responded

sharply.
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" You left that inference," turning the

tables on him.

"I will not dispute that," with calculat

ing frankness that made him marvel at hie

own intellectual coolness.

" You cannot," she retorted, with feigned

defiance.

" I will not."

" You dare not."

" What would you do if I did? "

" Eat you alive," bursting into rippling

laughter at the ludicrousnebS of her own

thought.

"Gracious ! " he exclaimed farcically,

lifting his large eves to hers with kindling

light.

" It's true," with mock gravity.

"I don't donbt it."

"' You would better not."

" fshaw! now, you're no lion."

" No, but I'm a girl, and that's more."

" I don't believe it."

" You're skeptical."

" Upon that point—yes."

" And destitute of sincerity."

" I deny the soft impeachment."

"l>enial does not divest you of guilt,"

she returned.

"Still I deny."

"Anybody can do that. Defense is

harder."

" And will always deny."

" Generally the weaker the cause the

stouter the denial," glancing up archly at

him.
•' But the letter," he said abruptly, in a

tantalizing tone.

" 1 have seen no letter," she said twit-

tingly.

" I>o you want to, really?"

" Was ever woman born that did not re

joice and cry over a letter from a line young

man ? I shall watch every mail that arrives

till I get this letter from you. Now, mark

me—I am in downright earnest."

He saw a twinkle in her eye, and said

to himself that she was laughing at him.

" You shall have the letter. Of course I

want to wiite to you, of 1 would not have

broached the subject." After he had said

this it Founded like an apology, and he

half-despised himself at the moment tor

the retrenching utterance.

" You are an honest-hearted gentleman,

I confess, and I always thought so." That

sounded like she was twitting him, and he

pricked up his ears.

" I always was," he interjected, scarcely

knowing how to answer her.

"I hope you always will lip," ghe re

turned, trying to impress him with both a

serio comic and melodramatic air at the

same time.

"Same to you," he rejoined, affecting to

utt*r slang.
'•Humph!'" she ejaculated with a manu

factured tone and air of disgust, curling her

rosy lips and half closing her darting eyes,

at the same time springing up from her

seat and approaching the lamp on the cen

ter table. Then she resumed : " And dare

you question my honest intents?"

■ " I dare do what man dare do. He that

dares do more is not a man," said Tobin

quizzically, quoting a sentiment from

Shakespeare.

" And I would spit on thee—if it were

fashionable these days," observed Wellie,

assuming the air of Queen Ann, as she con

ceived, and concluding with a bursting

laugh that would admit of no interpreta

tion.

"I believe you;" he answered so sagely

that she felt she had made a very grave

mistake.

"And has it come to this?" she queried

half-mechanically and with the attitude

and spirit of a soliloquist.

" Aye, to this," he uttered sternly.

" Man, have you no mercy? "

" Mercy is to those who mercv showr."

" Take pity then."

"Pity! That argues me as your supe

rior."

"And, if it does?"

" Conference to be full and gratifying

must be between equals. And 1 take it

you do not wish to confess to inferiority."

"To confess that, is not to confess to dis

honesty," said she as a tear of vexation

stole down over her dimpled and lovely

cheek. She took her kerchief gently from

the folds of her trim-fitting dress and with

a pretense of touching only the tip of her

nos6 softly mopped up the dewdrop of

surprised emotion, which Tobin had not

seen. She was not angry, but she was " all

torn up" and could not tell what was the

matter. But her serious air could not now

be concealed, and he half felt like accusing

himself of untoward harshness.

" The latter question settled," remarked

Tobin quietlv and with a view to amending

affairs. " anct the time for church being at

hand, let us bury the red-edged tomahawk

and repair to our devotions at the church."

Springing up like one who never knew a

tear in all her life she said bubblingly:

" It is so ordered, Mr. Secretary. Soon

we can sing the song of our childhood—

' Hii_'h and low, fast ami slow,

(Her the hills away we so.' "

And she flitted about lively for a mo

ment, seeking her hat and wrap. These

on, she put her tippet about her neck and

with a frolicking air caught up her black

muffas if it were about to escape out of pure

willfulness. Then she added in lively

strain, the room echoing the gentle note of

her musical voice :

" Xow I'm ready, sir. And, pray, don't

you say that I delayed you." All this had
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«uch a lively, pleasant humor in it—no

false note in a single sound.

He took his hat and great-coat from her

soft hands, and as he quietly got into his

coat he said :

"As long as we are before time we are

not behind."

"But better late than never, Hal," she

replied in the style of one who inwardly

said, " Now; there, take that."

" Proverbial still," he responded enig

matically.

"What—how?"

" Depend on't, woman will have the last

word.'^
'• And man will browbeat her out of all

feeling of intelligent respect, and congratu

late himself on his smartness in doing so,"

she retorted with equal fitness and shrewd

ness. She was not sure that she approved

of this censorious counterstroke, after it

fell upon her own disapproving ears, and

she found herself wondering what he

thought of it. She did not like to pat her

self into mental states that wondered what

others thought of her ; she preferred to be

selfish and approve her own conduct and

words.

"And woman feels it her bounden duty

to tell him every thought her feelings sug

gest, leaving no room for the play of the

imagination. '

And now she wondered whether he was

capable of wondering what others thought

of him.

"That last- word business, as you persist

in demonstrating, is more a masculine

theory than a natural fact," she said slyly.

"I don't think so."

" No, men do not think so, I know. If

woman tamely submits to his imperial

highness and says nothing, but obeys his

every beck and nod, she is a model woman,

indeed; a veritable Griselda. I'm glad we

are not all that way."

" And I'm sorry," he responded farci

cally and with designing purpose.

" Let us agree to disagree here. I do not

care to discuss this point further now. since

the truth cannot shake either from his firm

convictions." This remark placed her in

the ascendency.

" Convince a man against his will, and

so forth," he subjoined, as if to agree with

her. " You let him have his opinion still,

&c," she amended as a sort of mocking con

clusion, but without any intent at raillery.

"Too bad," he commented satirically.

" I'm glad you confess to the truth—once

in your Bweet life, at least."
'■ At least," in astonishment.

"Yes," in a merry, laughing tone.

"Great Cassar! what a beast you paint

mortal man ! " feiguing to believe her in

eolid earnest.

" I have not overdrawn the picture."

' " And yet lovely woman could not do

without the beast.

" I've nothing to say on that point."

"How strange! How very strange."

" And is it so strange, indeed," she said

airily and connecting the conversation now

with that of a moment before.

" Most passing strange ! A woman with

nothing to say ! I am dumb ! " He af

fected to laugh.

" Then let me take you back home; we

want no dumb beasts at church."

His hearty laugh at this witty sally ac

knowledged his defeat, and he was glad a

truce was at last declared between them.

They were now at the church door, and

the opening song broke through the bar

riers of walls and swept away on the cold

night air into the limitless beyond. It

went forth as a sweet incense "unto the

Lord from the profane altar of man's way

ward heart, and just in the degree that it

became earnest and acceptable unto Him

did it raise up the down-trodden and heavy-

laden to a purer and higher sphere of right

eousness and perfection.

It cannot be said that either Wellie or

Tobin enjoyed in any sense the church ser

vices. Their minds—perhaps their hearta

also—were preoccupied with the lively con

versation thev had had.

The next day a jolly crowd of Wellie'i

friends congregated at the depot to see her

off home and bid her goodbye. The Bnow

was falling fast, and the irrepressible young

gabblers collected around the stove in the

depot waiting room, where they were seem

ingly each trying to outtalk the other and

where no one listened to anything that

was said. All were standing irregularly

aroundi the cannon-stove, twittering and

chirping like young birds in their nesta

when the mother bird brings them gome-

thing to eat. The screaming laughter and

the explosive bursts of gayety resounded

in the room like the confusion of a mad

house and bewildered the silent spectator*.

But it waB pleasant to behold the buoyancy

of lightsome youth and witness its mani

festations of absolute freedom from soul-

hardening care.

Wellie Mace was the liveliest of the

lively. Happy in the fact that she had

turned her face homeward, she surrendered

to the impulses of the occasion. A nd then,

perhaps, she was endeavoring to make an

impression on Tobin Wing, who was pres

ent to bid her godspeed on her journey.

The enlivening spirit of the occasion was a

gay scene of youthful frivolity never to lie

forgotten. Like the winds that roar these

young folks gushed and tossed back and

forth thoughtless words, and no one conld

divine why or what gave rise to the swill

current of foamy ideas.

But through it all Wellie and Tobin
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seemingly strove to say as little to each

other as might accord with those who took

no interest in one another. And neither

knew whether they would ever meet again

or not, and apparently cared not whether

the currents of their lives should ever again

run together in the same channel. They

had no secret understanding. Neither

could account for his or her indifference.

It was not desirable, it is quite safe to say.

They were and they were not acting for

the special concern of the other. One

thing waa very sure, they parted most ex

cellent friends.

Like a bit of noise from the inferno, the

train rolled and hissed into the depot,

puffing like a bridled hurricane. Securely

bundled up, Wellie was helped into the

coach by Tobin. Just before she entered

the car" door she turned and waved her

hand in silent goodbye to all the crowd of

booming, beaming friends on the platform.

Notwithstanding she had kissed all the

girls a mute goodbye, she impulsively

turned and gayly fluttered her hand back

as if it were a silent speech from her over

flowing soul. Her wrap flitted in the swift

air like a banner from some mast, her

cheeks were red as spring roses, and with

uplifted hand she stood there a perfect pic

ture of youthful beauty and innocence. A

chorus of melodious female voices greeted

her lively, fun-loving ears :

"Goodbye, Wellie."

She disappeared in the coach. Tobin

found her a Beat, and she thanked him,

smiling graciously.

"Don't forget the letter," she cried just

as the car jerked in its start.

Tobin had but time to say—

"No."

And he hastened out of the moving car.

Wellie had gone to her home more than

a hundred miles away.

And again Tobin took up his monoto

nous duties as an aid clerk at the depot.

When he thought about it, he confessed

that his acquaintance with this dashing,

spirited, well-mannered girl had been to

his life like the crocuses to the early spring

—a joy and an adornment.

CIIAPrER II.

Tobin, during hiB first leisure hours,

wrote a pleasant, chaffy, chattering, non-

serious letter to Wellie. lie did it, it is es

sential to say, honored reader, almost as a

perfunctory duty in the fulfillment of a re

quest he half wished he had not made.

Upon his table in his room was scattered

much writing material and many old let

ters. When he had finished the hastily-

thought-out letter he sat in pensiveness,

gazing blankly at the unfolded sheet. It is

hard to determine now whether he felt any

satisfaction at all in his performance. He

did not believe he did.

In a hollow-spirited listless manner he

at length read it. over from beginning to

end, and when he had finished he

tossed it down petulantly like one dis

gusted with the fading, fleeting vanities of

life. He was half inclined not to send it,

even after the labor of writing the four

pageB full. He had lost, he thought, all in

terest in the incipient correspondence.

But like many others he did not know him

self—knew not what caused his dry, dull,

dusty feelings. A dearth had struck his

enthusiasm, like the drying heats of sum

mer.

Then he arose from the littered table and

went out.

Two days afterward he visited his room

again, and there lay the unsigned letter to

AVellie. In a half j eating humor he scrawled

hi? loved name to the uninspired document,

and folding it up, shoved it hurriedly into a

large, plain, white envelope. Fearing to read

it again, lest he should not send it at all, he

hurried it off to the postoffice. He felt a

little meanly at the way in which he had

executed a matter that he himself had re

quested, but then he recalled the fact that

he profferred the request when under the

spell of her glorious humor. After all there

was something rich and vague and desirable

about this girl.

The letter bore the trite and tentative

intelligence that her visit to Banquo had

been a delight to him, and that he hoped

she would renew her acquaintances—he

wrote it in the plural number—there some

time in the near future. With a gracious

contortion of the pen he feared, however,

she would never repeat her visit, especially

if what he had heard of her was true, and

that was that she was soon going to marry

a young gentleman, a telegraph operator,

in her own town of Dennis. He hoped she

would at least notify him of her wedding in

time to send his special congratulations.

And very much more of the same trifling

sort. To himself he said it made the goose

marks show on his flesh to write such

deadly nonsense. A week later, he could

not have told, for the life of him, what

foolishness he had written. But, if the

truth must out, he did not particularly care

what he wrote.

A reply to this strange billet-doux came

promptly. Wellie denied very sentiment

ally and with uplifted hands the " charge"

that she was going to marry soon. She

wrote with joyful emphasis that she had

long since made up her mind "to live

and die an old maid, regardless, " de

clared that life would be sweeter without a

" beast " than with one, and asserted that

she did not propose to put herself in a

position where she would be compelled to
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" have the last word.''

"So far as marrying is concerned," she

wrote easily and gracefully, "no young

gentleman has had the temerity to ask me

for my hand and heart, and what is more, I

hope none ever will, so I will he spared the

vexing pairs of flatly rejecting him. Xow,

I'm disposed to think you will declare this

all to be only sour grapes, but I beg to as

sure you that I am perfectly sane while

penning this language.

" It is perhaps no news to you to be in

formed that Claude Fenshaw spent an hour

with me at home last Sunday evening.

But what I desire to say in this connection

is that he saw the photograph of your sis

ter Lillie, and falling in love with the pic

ture, requested me to ask her through you

to correspond with him. "

Xow, this had a tone of frankness about

it, but still that very open tone might be

deceptive. Tobin reflected that they might

have agreed to this as a stratagem to de

ceive him. At all events he suspected

that Claude admired Wellie's photograph

more than he did Lillie's. However, he

wrote hack to Wellie, without consulting

Lillie in the matter, that she would answer

Claude's letters. He had no other ideas

but that Lillie would gladly avail herself of

the opportunity to carry on this corres

pondence for pleasure and profit both.

In a short time afterward Lillie received

a letter from Claude, written not only in

elegant pencraft, but in refined language.

A nd what do you suppose I .illie did ? With

a sudden singular perversity of spirit she

peremptorily refused to answer it. Xow,

we are sure, from a certain angle of view,

you will agree that, her reasons for the re

fusal were good. She said, first, that she

ought to have been consulted in this ar

rangement in which she was so prominent

ly concerned ; and, next, she would notcor-

respond with an entire stranger, who in

time, if he was not already, might turn out

to be a villain : and then how would she

feel with the remembrance of this corres

pondence clinging to her like an incubus!

Ilespite all his spacious and vatied argu

ments to the contrary she Btill maintained

her resolute decision.

With Claude's first letter in hand Tobin

was placed in a dilemma, such as he had

not in the least suspected. Should Claude

find out that l.illie would not correspond

with him. he would never believe other

wise than that Tobin had conspired to have

her insult him by this refusal, or else that

he was a fool and unworthy of a reply.

Whatever Claude might twist out of the

entanglement he could not escape the con

clusion that Tobin had willfully misrepre

sented the fact when he wrote Wellie that

his sister would answer the letters. And

perhaps Wellie, too, would feel hurt over

it, since she had asked the favor forClande.

It was equivalent to impeaching her hon

esty in the matter, and making it appear

that she had recommended an unworthy

correspondent for Tobin's sister. And so

unexpectedly a real crisis had come that

Tobin was truly nonplussed. What aggra

vated the matter not a little was Lillie'n

utter indifference about it.

After cudgeling his brains lor two or

three days trying to solve the difficulty, he

finally askedLillie for Claude's letter, and

she gave it to him.

Then he went to his room, sat down at

his table or desk, and wrote to Claude in

Lillie's name. What could he do but ex

press delight at the receipt of the pleasant

letter, and hope their correspondence would

prove profitable from a literary standpoint,

as she sould entertain no other motives

whatever in writing.

After this missive was finished he ex

plained all about it to Lillie, read over hij

answer to Claude, and said this was the

only way he knew out of the perplexing

strait.

Like a sudden playful breeze it now

struck Lillie as a huge joke, and she laughed

heartily over it. Of course she did not ob

ject to his writing to Claude in her name a»

long as he read to her the letters he wrote.

The letters from Claude she was sure to set.

She became profoundly interested.

Claude responded promptly to this, and

she perused the love document—with the

love part all left out—with infinite satisfac

tion.

"I have one girl," he wrote, hall rebuk-

ingly, in answer to her statement that she

entertained no motives but thoseof literary

culture, "and that is quite enough for me,

and hence I write simplv for pastime and

profit,"

The concluding facts of this true tale do

not justify this statement, aa we shall «ee

by and-by.

"When he asked whether Tobin was writ

ing to Wellie, it was very natural for Lillie

and Tobin both to suspect the real motive

of the query, if not the reason in the first

place for the correspondence. He added

that Wellie denied writing to Tobin, but

as for himself he believed they were cor

responding regularly. To the brother an'l

Bister this singular affair became absorb

ingly romantic, and added a new spice to

their fresh young lives.

" Xow look here, Li),'" remarket) Tobin.

when he had finished reading Claude's let-

ter, " we must not answer that woint abnot

whether I am corresponding with Well)*,

and we must strive someway to gain hi«

full confidence and extract a confession oi

the whole business from him. See""

" Just so—all rightl But you know that

I have nothing to do with thii thing,
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laughed l.illie. '' I'm not sure of the Tight

ness ."

"Well, that is the idea, anyway," inter

rupting her and holding one eye shut with

a comic leer.

Then he drew a letter from his inside

coat pocket, and read it to Lillie. It was

from Wellie. And she wanted to know

whether Claude was writing to Lillie.

Wellie wrote that he denied it, but she did

not believe him—that his mysterious air

about it contradicted his denial. The most

of the letter was filled with scribblings

about Claude, and silently conveyed the

impression that she thought a good deal of

Claude Fenshaw. Tobin knew not what ob

ject she had in trying to convey that im

pression. Perhaps she did think very much

of Claude, and perhaps she was only en

deavoring to make Tobin think so. Her

letter was adroitly drawn, and left Tobin

in a very unsettled state of mind about her.

And yet he said to himself that he did not

care a pinch of snuff, one way or the other,

about it.

Three or four letters were written to

Claude, ostensibly by Lillie, and the pretty

jestgTewto fine proportions. The perpe

trators of the joke had many a hearty laugh

over it. It was rich. But never once was

answered the point whether Tobin was cor

responding with Wellie. And yet in every

return letter Claude repeated the same

question. Evidently he was deeply inter

ested in that one single fact; it was no pass

ing idle fancy with him.

At length he wrote that he believed she

i l.illie) studiously avoided answering his

question, and therefore he would construe

her silence into an affirmative answer.

This was his cloture, so as to speak, and he

believes it will force her to a yea or nea on

the point. But notwithstanding all this

the letters to him were as silent as the mid

night stars on a cold wintry night.

With equal persistence Wellie repeated

her question as to whether Claude was cor

responding with Lillie. Tobin took no

cognizance of it whatever, and wrote not a

breath concerning that point. At last she

wrote, he thought, a little petulantLy re

garding it, and still her correspondent re

mained as speechless as a mummy.

It was a" difficult task to gain Claude's

confidence.and induce him to write unre

servedly about Wellie. This was now the

great desideration with Tobin. His diffi

dence Tobin assumed to be a slight pointer,

and one not altogether favorable.

In the strictest confidence Tobin repre

sented to Claude that she (Lillie, the pre

sumable writer) was betrothed to one of

the finest young men of Banquo. He furth

er wrote that as soon as this fine young

man completed his college course they were

going to marry, which would be in about a

year, " or such a matter." He made Lillie

say they exchanged letters weekly ; the re

ceipt of this weekly missive, fledged with

the pinious of eternal love, was the chief

event of the week to her. As soon as he

had finished his collegiate studies he would

enter the legal profession.

Now, all this was manufactured for the

occasion, of course, for the single and sole

purpose of gaining Claude Fenshaw's im

plicit and unreserved confidence. It was a

straw-man he set up—all a joke on Tobin's

side only. As Tobin viewed it, a joke was

a joke, whatever its character, and there

fore could not be immoral.

And the "joke" won, after two or three

more letters had passed. Claude opened

up himself like a book printed in pica, and

he wrote as one who had the complete con

fidence of his esteemed correspondent. Her

(Tobin's) artless prattle about her intended

( ? ) induced him to talk freely about Wel

lie. This was much to Tobin's delight.

And Lillie also relished the joke, much as

a hungry man does a strawberry shortcake.

And yet the nature of Claude's confessions

were not exactly agreeable to Tobin, for

some inscrutable reason. He would rather

the statements or information contained in

Claude's letters was not true.

The letters bore the unwelcome news

that he was engaged to Wellie: that his

"pa" was the wealthiest man in Dennis.

He hoped Wellie was not going to marry

him for his money. Three times a week he

called on her, the " nicest girl he ever knew."

And somewhere along in each letter he per

sisted in asking the same old question,

whether Tobin was writing to her.

The persistence of this inquiry finally

caused Tobin to believe he wrote. his con

fession expressly to have Lillie reveal it to

Tobin, in order to discourage or overthrow

his supposed rival. There was now a beau

tiful uncertainty about the whole affair on

both sides. It grew more and more en

tangled. The more he tried to solve it the

worse it became.

Lillie saw that the " joke " was growing

richer and more desperate every day. It was

leading Tobin on like a man who was lost

in the canebrakes of a large swamp. The

end—it never occurred to Tobin to think

of that.

And once Claude wrote he saw every

time he called on his sweetheart the ele

gant plush album Tobin had given her for

a Christmas present when she was visiting

in Banquo. lie also stated that he saw the

ring she wore with Tobin's initials, "T.

W, in it. However, he was frank enough

to say that she denied receiving the ring

from him. He asked " Lillie to tell him

definitely about this ring.

Tobin, as Lillie, be it always remembered,

confessed the gift of the album, but as to
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the ring ehe could not say.

Meanwhile the correspondence went on

between Tobin and Wellie. And Tobin

was extracting much " fun " out of his

correspondence with these two persons.

All that Claude wrote to Lillie, with his

own trifling comments thereon, Tobin re

peated to Wellie. To all this Wellie Mace

made answer, not exactly as a defense of

herself but as an explanation. She averred

that they were not engaged, that he did

not call on her three times a week ; that

he had not called on her over six times in his

life, and that she did not care how rich his

"pa" was—it made no difference to her.

Here was a pretty mess, indeed. The

richness of the " joke " relieved his mind

of the fraud of writing in his sister's name,

if indeed it ever gave him the least con

cern. How easy he could end the whole

matter by suddenly breaking off the corre

spondence and refusing to explain! The

hard-hearted fellow had no concern what

trouble he engendered between Wellie and

Claude. Of one thing he was certain, and

that was that he would never reveal the

fact that he wrote Lillie's letters to Claude.

Strange as it may seem that Claude

Bhould be guilty of such boastful folly, it is

nevertheless true that he wrote these words

to Lillie now :

"It will not be good for Tobin to come to

see Wellie here at her home, as I've heard

he intends to do."

At first Tobin took this as a threat of vio

lence to his person; perhaps Claude would

act the part of a villian and assassin in this

gentle by-play in lite. But of course he

could have had no such mad design. All

he meant by this fustian expression, which

sounded to Tobin as big as /Esop's inflated

frog, was to the general effect that " mat

ters " were so definitely arranged between

them that Wellie would not entertain him

if he came. In a jealous humor he wrote

this bold foolishness as a blulf. He was

shrewd enough to play a little jealous

game. And further he hoped to encom

pass Wellie's flirtation with Tobin. In his

own soul he was conscious that she cared

little if any for him, and he feared she was

becoming firmly attached to Tobin as the

ivy to the masterful oak of the forest. He

said to himself that if she learned to love

Tobin it "was all day with him." So in

all innocence he wrote the notorious boast

recorded hereinbefore.

In one of Tobin's dashing letters to Wel

lie he spoke of her little sister Dola, and

sent her his best good wishes. This brought

a respectful letter from the kind mother

and a polite invitation to spend a few days

with them. As Dola was not old enough to

write, the loving mother acted as her letter-

writer.

Now, Tobin began to correct some of his

vagaries and conjectures about the relations

of Claude and Wellie. The general tone of

the evidence was to the effect that Claude

had misstated some things. He concluded

Claude was not an acceptable prospective

son-in-law to any one in Wellie's home. So

the bewilderment increased.

In a fit of garrulity and unconcern he

wrote to Wellie that it was his honest opin

ion she was a flirt; however, he believed she

was sincere and without any of the elements

of a mean coquette.

" H you do not like my opinion of you,"

he wrote, " I may conclude I have been

abusive where I meant to be kind. If yoo

approve of openness and frankness, I am

sure you will give me credit for possessing

these admirable qualities. I do want to say,

above all things at this time, that your let

ters have been bright, crisp; and interesting,

and my correspondence with you has been

profitable in the highest degree."

This was his last letter. The dual corre

spondence had grown wearisome.

In fact, in one of his latest letters he beg

ged she would talk about something else

than Claude. And she had answered that

she would try, but the trial was an utter

failure.

When she so defiantly and vehementlj

denied what Claude had written to Lillie

about her and himself, and positively de

clared she did not believe he wrote such

stuff, Tobin bundled up Claude's letters to

his sister and forwarded them by mail to

Wellie's sister Maude, who read them and

then turned them over to her sister. To

bin's single object in Bending them to Maude

was to have a witness, in case Wellie should

burn them. In a doubting humor he said

she might deny the receipt of them and

then defy him to prove that Claude ever

said such things.

There was a pause in these very unu>ua

proceedings for a time, like the eloquent

silence of a Quaker meeting, bu- a' leDgth

Wellie wrote to Lillie that she expeetedto

visit again in Banquo during the approach

ing holidays and would, therefore, accept

the invitation to be her guest.

To Tobin this news conveyed a pleasing

significance, in spite of his indifference so

rigidly imposed on himself without any sp*'

cial reason or purpose. And yet her coming

might—indeed must—involve a very unpal

atable explanation of the mixed-up corres

pondence, and would, no doubt, occasion no

very pleasant set of feelings between them.

He judged, with impartial sense, that ench

strained relations might be brought about

as would make her an awkward guest of

Lillie's. Still he desired to see her, and run

the hairbreadth risk of making her an in

veterate enemy. So he must set his mother

wits to work to avoid an impending social

drama of no pleasant nature. And in lime
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he struck a plan that would avert the un

pleasantness looming up in the near future

like fearful breakers to old salts of the sea

—at least he felt confident in the success of

his scheme.

Accordingly, he induced Lillie to write

that previous engagements would take him

toWingateat the time of her promised visit

to Banquo, a circumstance that caused him

profound regret, as it would deprive him of

the exquisite pleasure of her lively pres

ence. Or all those, he caused Lillie to write,

whom he numbered among his chosen

friends, none afforded him more pleasure to

see and converse with than herself.

The hypocrite, if we must apply so vile a

turn to one who would not purposely de

ceive in other things for all the world. But

he rested supremely innocent on that old

adage which falsely asserts that all things

are fair in love and war. Things were so

mixed up in all this business that he felt

almost justified in saying anything.

As to Claude, he was now confident the

fellow was deeper in the design to deceive

for an ignoble, selfish purpose than he at

first thought it possible. This was equiva

lent to saying that he had himself been de

ceived not a little. His writing to Claude

in his sister Lillie's name was merely a

playful trick, but one Claude wouldnot ap

prove of should he find it out. Of course

Claude would get mad, conceive himself

very badly injured, and all that, but—

what of it? The kettle should not call the

pot black, you know. There was no law of

casuistrv that would justify Claude's decep

tion, orhis anger either, for that matter,

unless the boy s rule can be regarded in

this case, and, that is, " you began it first."

But no one will consent to have his own

evils exposed; it hurts and enrages. If one

falls into his own trap he is ready, on a mo

ment's preparation, to swear most gallant

ly—hard as the army in Flanders. Laying

bare another's cunning is a bold declara

tion that you have no good opinion of him,

and we are not of those who believe that

there are even some who are unconcerned

when they are hated. Evidently Claude

had designed to make a cat's-paw of Lillie

for a clever selfish purpose. Should she

ever discover his deception she must place

him low down in the grade of manhood.

And if Wellie should find him out he was

certain she could find no justification in his

course. In a sense Wellie had been the in

nocent means of opening up the way to all

this love-light trickery. Further, what

must Wellie think when she should discov

er that Lillie had refused to write to one

she had recommended to her as a perfect

gentleman? And when the whole truth

eiiould out, what kind of young gentleman,

in fact, had she recommended? And again

if Wellie should know all, what must she

think of Tobin? Whom must Tobin be

lieve, Wellie or Claude ? Their statements

about each other crossed as positively as

the beams of a church cross. Their con

flicting statements might, if in very truth

they did not, make her seem to be an un

truthful girl, to say the least about it. But

she knew nothing—the only innocent one

of all. If she knew, it would be highly im

proper for her to visit Lillie.

This sweetly innocent girl had her rea

sons for wanting to go to Banquo once more.

In Tobin's last letter she read between the

lines a chilliness that struck her as the es

sence of a secret anger, and she hoped the

visit would explain all differences away.

Her sedate and considerate mother urged

her not to spend a moment of breath over

the assumed anger disclosed nowhere in

the letter, but to make her intended visit

as if nothing was suspected. But the break

ing off the correspondence itself was an

inexplicable matter. It is to be remarked

here that those who seek pity usually ob

tain it. Wellie had wretched images; she

wanted encouragement. Tears were even

her portion at times. It was not because

she cared for Tobin, but the thing dis

pleased her. If she had been guilty of

trifling, it is due to say she was now per

fectly cured of that. * It hurt to feel that

any one could have grounds for believing

she was a trifling, flirting girl.

When Tobin ceased to write to Claude,

Lillie was in the humor to have him con

tinue it.

"What's the use, Lil?" Tobin said

sharply.

"The desperate fun of it," returned Lil

lie.

"No, it's all over now."

CHAPTER III.

The day before Christmas Lillie met

Wellie at the train. It was a mild winter

day, unlike the blustery, cold one when

she left there about a year before.

The two girls rushed together on the

platform like colliding engines, and kissed

in a happy greeting. Then Wellie grasped

Lillie emotionally around the neck and

bowed her head a moment on the other's

shoulder. When she lifted up her fair,

round, rosy face, a glistening tear stood in

each eye.

"O fie!" she exclaimed, dashing away

the tears with her small gloved hand on

being discovered in her sentimental weak

ness.

She would have it appear her tears were

joyful ones, while in reality they were pro

duced by an entirely different cause. The

warm, sweet greeting she received, when

she had abundant reasons, as she thought,

to expect a different one, overcame her and

she wept.
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I-illie suspected the cause of the tears

but said nothing. Her sympathetic seri-

<>u8iipes was but momentary.

" I'm w glad to see you," cried Lillie with

a desperate, welcoming smile.

It was a singular, heart-felt meeting.

Lillie was burdened not a little with the

secret of Tobin's correspondence with

Claude in her name. She began to fear her

own weakness and inability to keep it.

Wellie inquired not for Tobin, for she

knew where he was.

That evening there was a public enter

tainment and banquet at the public hall,

and the two girls of course attended. The

general liveliness of Christmas in a pleas

ant little country town was apparent on

every hand. There was movement and

commotion, bustle and preparation, expec

tation and enthusiasm. The next day

passed in yule-tide gayety and Christmas

good cheer, and so occupied were the two

young friends that no opportunity was of

fered to speak of that which lay nearest to

the hearts of both.

Let us hasten the story.

The day succeeding Christmas these two

girls, each with her own singular burden to

bear, each holding a dead secret in her

heart, were alone in Lillie's room, a perfect

liitle bower of loveliness and blending

colors. It is for lovely woman alone to

touch a room as with a magic wand and

make it burgeon into beauty and glory.

This fairy retreat was aglow with thought

and touch.

Wellie sat in a soft, luxurious armchair

near the roaring coal- stove, and Lillie sat

near_8o near that their eyes and inner

souls seemed to touch.

A picture of the great dead general-

General Grant—was the object on the wall

on which Wellie's eyes rested.

"Grant," she ejaculated, nodding toward

the riainting.

"Yes; that is a bit of my work," re

sponded Lillie.

"It is good," returned Wellie. "I won

dered whether you did not paint it,"

" Yes ; but it is a clumsy thing."

" I did not mean that. It is not a clumsy

trick of the brush. It is really good." And

Wellie meant this.

"But to yourself within you do not sav

so."

" I do, Lillie. I imagine portrait paint

ing difficult ; but anybody can see that it is

a true and lifelike picture of the famous

general."

" I did that the past summer during my

idle moments. I did not work very hard

at it."

" It needs no apologies at all. Few are

good at portrait painting. To get the right

expression and faithfulness to life in a face

is no very easy thing, I know."

" Do you love painting?"

" I have tried it, but I have no ability in

that direction," remarked Wellie thought-

full y.

" None at all. I fear I'm cut out to make

trouble to myself and others," ventured

Wellie, sadly enough indeed." It was a re

mark that broke the ice.

" I know to what you allude," returned

Lillie, bending forward in her chair in her

excitement.

" Yes, you know but too well," and the

remark was so broad in its application that

Lillie presumed she knew more than she

in fact did. " And I humbly beg your

heartfelt pardon," she added, agitatedly.

And before Lillie realized it, Wellie flung

herself on her knees and bowed her heaa

on her lap. iShe sobliedlikeabrokenheart-

ed child. And then Lillie, full to over

flowing, bent down, put her hand gently on

the weeping girl's head, and mingled her

tears with Wellie's.

Not a word was spoken for several min

utes, and the two girls sobbed as if they

would not be comforted. After this paiwe

of serious silence Wellie asked in broken

accents:

"Say—do you—do you- forgive—me?''

"I've nothing to forgive," sobbed Lillie.

Their fresh young hearts were stirred like

great forest trees in a fierce, whistling

storm.

" But—do you—you forgive—me ? "

"Yes, to the fullest extent—all—all—

everything!" assented Lillie, seeing that

nothing but an affirmative and plain an

swer would suit her state of mind and soul.

"Now, you don't say that because I ask

you for it?" said Wellie, still doubting.

" No, no, no! 1 say it from the bottom

of my poor heart."

"God bless you, Lillie. I knew you loved

me."

And the sobbing girl sprang up from her

knees overjoyed, and caught Lillie around

the neck ana kissed her again and again.

Once more their Bad, sweet tears flowed

freely and truly mingled as they fell. Lillie

could not speak, so overcome was she with

her emotions. After an interval in which

the swelling emotions were somewhat

calmed Wellie asked, still clinging to Lillie.

" You do not hate me?"

" No, no!" was all Lilliecould respond.

" You still love me?"

" Indeed, Wellie, I love you as my sister,"

dashing awav the fast (lowing teare.

" I know it!"

Again the fountains of her eye.- over

flowed. Again she kissed Lillie passion

ately, and then walked quietly to theartn-

cliair and reseated herself.

Her fears were allayed. The worst was

over she believed. Peace had lieen made

without any specilications as to therau*en
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>f the trouble, like the treaty of Ghent after

he war of 1812.

" Now, Wellie," Lillie began in a sort of

xmfessional humor, " I want to say this ;

hat really no harm has been done. But

.ruly, I have given you cause to feel badly,

f not angry, and I have need to ask your

orgiveness."

" No, no. It is all my fault."

" But if I think I have done wrong, too,

irill you forgive me ? "

" You doiTt need it."

"But will you?"

" Why, yes, with all my heart."

"There, now, I have regained your love,

rad I feel glad in my heart. 1 am to be

>lamed some in this."

" No ; not bo. All the blame is on me. I

itarted it. I asked you to correspond with

:iaude."

You see both girls were laboring under

mme misapprehension as to the extent of

he knowledge of the other in this very

Angled affair.

"Yes, I know," returned Lillie, "but

liat is not all. My big brother played you

md Claude both a sort of scurvy trick, I

ear, and I'm not guiltless, for I might have

critten it all to you, but I did not.

" I know," still not comprehending, "but

(hen I should have written to yon at the

irst and asked you about it instead of To-

jin, and that would have ended it at once."

" I let it go, not thinking anything bad

vould grow out of it," said Lillie, "because

t was Biich a good joke. It was all meant

n fun."

" I'm so glad you did not really get angry

5ver it," remarked Wellie, innocently, re-

dining back in the armchair and looking

lpward toward the ceiling just over the pic

ture of General Grant.

" I was afraid you'd be angry," observed

Lillie, in explanation of her feelings.

" O, no. When my sister put Claude's

etters to you into my hands, I was thun-

lerstruck. I did not want to believe my

jyes. But there they were. And he had

said he was not writing to you. That set-

Sled him forever with me. He was not

lonest or truthful."

" And will you believe it, I did not write

>ne single letter to Claude," explained Lil-

ie. They were approaching the main point

is well as a common understanding.

Wellie turned to her so suddenly and

with such an incredulous look that Lillie

jpened her eyes in startled wonderment, if

Dot of half fear.

"Who did?" she exploded, in an aston

ished and doubtful tone.

"Tobin," meekly.

" Tobin ! " Wellie's eyes exhibited more

white than customary. A sort of palsied

look overspread her white face.

"Tobin, repeated Lillie, in subdued em

phasis.

" Do I hear you aright?"

" Yes, he wrote everv letter."

"How?" still dubious.

" With the pen," her face brightening

into a smile.

" You know what I mean," replied Wellie,

with a rather stern, unanswering gaze.

" Well, I would not write, and Tohin took

it up in my name."

"And you knew it?"

" Certainly. It was a huge joke. And I

read all Claude's letters," Lillie laughed.

At first, in her present humor, Wellie did

not see the point of the joke so clearly.

After a moment's reflection she said, seri

ously:

" Well, that does not change my part in

this mixed-up affair one bit. I am to blame.

You did right in not answering Claude."

" I will not say anything about that. Now

you understand what I meant by saying my

brother played you and Claude a scurvy

trick."

Pausing a moment, in which her thoughts

seemed to be wrestling and writhing with

each other and tumbling about like fighting

gladiators, Wellie said :

" No. Tobin is a young man. All this

was fun to him. I still am to blame for not

writing to you. But I did not think of it at

the time."

This one single point could not be remov

ed from her too accurate and circumspect

mind.

" To be sure, it was fun to Tobin to fool

Claude."

" No doubt of that." After a second she

resumed : " I have Claude's letters to you

yet. I will show him." A new resolve had

apparently crept into her heart. "I shall

point out his duplicity through these let-

ten. I am sure he ought to be taught the

leseon."

" It was a rich joke," laughed Lillie.

"A tangled affair," the lines in her white

brow smoothing out into a smile.

" I think the joke is on Claude."

" It is, it is ! " Wellie fairly shouted in a

burst of laughter. The ludicrousness of the

whole thing seemed to break in upon her

suddenly. It took all this time for the in

finitude of the huge jest to remove the seri

ous tone that dominated her truth-loving

soul.

Long did they talk. It was a sweet, sis

terly talk. Then they understood all about

it. and perfectly understood each other.

The conversation had cemented their souls

like links of a chain. They were insepar

able friends forever.

Again and again they laughed heartily

over the monumental joke on Claude.

"See what he has come to by his smart

ness," commented Wellie.

Now Wellie did not dread so much to see

Tobin. When he returned from Wingate

she met him with a quiet demeanor he
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could not divine. He had remained away

as long as he could from hifl position, and

only returned at last under a protest of his

feelings. He did not want to meet Wellie.

In his own mind there was no question of

his guilt.

she greeted him politely and earnestly

enough, to be sure. But her quiet air of

assurance and self-poise puzzled him. He

had taken no thought how she would ap

pear to him, when he should meet her, and

now that he had met her he was not fully

satisfied about it. Reasoning a little after

ward on the matter he believed he wanted

her to greet him at first a little timidly.

After all might she not regard him as the

villain in the piece, since he had obtained

Claude's confessions by stealth, as it were?

He had not done it fairly, that was certain.

And if she did so view him, there was no

alternative. The more he thought about it

now the leBS he wanted her to think evil of

him. He had thought he would not care

what she thought about it, but now, con

fronted by her composure and inexplicable

general attitude, he really desired her good

opinion. At all events it was certainly too

late to remove those facts of the past that

might give her cause to think illy of him.

What a singular ball of flesh the human

heart is ! One time it will, and the next

time it will not.

But still there were her statements con

flicting with Claude's. It never occurred to

him before that her statements might be

truthful and Claude's dishonest. Indeed,

now that seemed to be the only real con

dition of affairs, and he wondered that he

ever thought she might be untruthful. Of

course, she was truthful and Claude un

truthful, as the man as a rule is quite apt

to be.

They sat down alone in the parlor before

the great blazing fire in the grate. The red

ravs of the flame fell over them like a man

tel, at the same time casting their shadows

on the wall on this wailing, throbbing win

ter evening.

They were about to discuss a matter the

end of which no prophet could foresee.

She looked bewitchingly lovely in a close-

fitting, fashionably-finiBhed dress of the

latest pattern and material. Her little feet

were just perceptibly pushed out from be

neath the edge of her dress and extended

toward the fire. Her ivory features and

gentle smile and perplexing deliberation

charmed him. He himself had been a fool

all along. Now he wished he had not writ

ten to Claude as Lillie.

Without prefatory remarks " leading up "

to the matter in her mind—disregarding all

precedents relating to the prologue—she

began the attack boldly thus :

"So you wrote to Claude instead of Lillie,

I am informed?"

This hit him like an iceberg does a ship

in midocean. The " I am informed'1 was

not offensive, but it was apparently calcu

lated. No blame could be imputed to her

because of her open manner, and more

over, what did he expect from her. He waa

prepared for anything.

Girls can't keep anything. Lil. he re

flected like one retreating within himself,

has told the whole business. He should

have expected it, for a girl can't padlock

her lips and throw the key into the oottom

of the well.

" You have been informed correctly,"

placing considerable stress on the word

" informed," and uttering it with equal

frigidity. Oceans would nave frozen be

tween them, and the farcical part is that

neither wished such a frigid air. Both

hoped for May weather, at least, before

they ceased talking.

"And you returned Claude's letters to

me through my sister? "

" I did. And was that a crime, pray?"

"And you think I stated falsehoods?"

" You wrote you'd explain. I supposed

yon had something surely to explain. An

explanation implies something that needs

explanation."

" And you feel all right about it ? "

" I have not grieved one single moment

over it."

" And you have no compunction of con

science, according to this confession, for

any trouble you may have caused ? "

Then she had had " trouble" over it with

Claude. Then they were lovers in very

truth, and Claude spoke truthfully. All

this passed through his mind in an instant

" I did not know before that I had caused

' trouble.' About that you know best."

" And you would not believe me, if I said

I loved Claude and we are engaged? "

"If you are, it would be bat natural.

Generally two of the opposite sex marry."

"And you believe Claude called on me

three times a week ? "

" You have positively denied it." He

was uneasy.

" But when I denied it, you tried to con

vince me I was untruthful by placing all of

Claude's letters in my hands to read.

This was a clincher. It was just what

he had done. He felt a little meanly now.

She did not want to quarrel with him—

would rather, deep down in her heart of

hearts, they were lovers. If they should

eventually part as eternal enemies, she

should cry her eyes out, she knew. Bat

she could not do otherwise than she did.

An obtuse, blind impulse drove her to her

several accusing inquiries. She reallv be

lieved him the beet young man she hadever

met in her life. Already he had cost her

many tears and heartaches.

And he admired her spirit and intelli-
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eente. He had never known a girl just like

her. Nor did he wish to quarrel with her.

Bat they had always been at dagger's points,

so to speak, and now he desired a change.

Someway there was something a little dif

ferent in their attitudes on this evening

after all. It was worse, or it was better, he

knew not which.

" I sent you the letters," he returned

calmly, " to show you I did not speak false

ly, since you wrote you did not believe

Claude said such things as I wrote he did.

I had no thought further than to vindicate

myself. But it seems you make more out

of it. My integrity was squarely impeached

by your positive words. You claim yours

was" impeached by my act in trying to prove

myself innocent of the charges you put upon

me. We were both right and both wrong."

This turned the tide of affairs.

" Do you think I'm guilty or not?" she

queried half-appealingly, changing her tone

of bold self-assurance.

" Are you through ? " he queried, disre

garding her petitioning inquiry, and con

tinued without waiting for an answer :

Then you get on the witness stand a few

minutes."

" Well," demurely.

" Do you think I schemed to bring all

this about?"

" You have not denied it."

" Do you think I forced Claude to make

:he statements about you that he did ? "

" I thought nothing about it. I'll be as

raDk as you were to me."

" Do you think I would have returned

ais letters, or revealed my secret of this cor-

espondence, if you had not made it neces

sary for me to do so?"

"I can't say."

" Are any of Claude's statements true."
'•In part."

" What part?"

"Must you know?"

" Yes. or the difficulty as to who is an-

ruthfnl still remains uncleared."

"Manlike, you will force the weaker ves-

el to tell you all her secrets, lay open her

nost sacred heart like a book, just like the

yrannical 'beast,' man, usually does with

: weak, defenseless woman."

" You are at liberty to do as you please

n the matter."

" He stated the truth when he said his

pa' was rich—that only."

It was her purpose to have him reveal

he exact condition of his mind, instead of

oluntarily yielding her circumstances at

lis dictation.
'• Was he truthful when he said you were

ngaged?"

It was all coming out now.

" Will you believe me?"

"Whatever yon assert solemnly here

low I'll believe. Now is the accepted time

for truthfulness and honesty, if ever."

She felt the truth of this more than he

did.

" We are not engaged," with peculiar em

phasis.

Now, if he had paused there she would

have had a vague suspicion that a little

jealousy actuated him. She hoped he was

a little jealous, for then she would know

better his real feelings for her. She hoped

he loved her just a little—no, a great deal.

But she feared he did not. Indeed, she

was not a little desperate at this stage of

the conversation.

" Did he call on you three times a week ? "

" He did not."

" Why did he write these things—do you

suppose ? "

" He probably desired what he wrote,

and thought perhaps to cut off all obstacles

in his way to that end."

" I believe you," said Tobin, in atone of

faithful trustfulness and seriousness that

sent a thrill to her heart. It was not ex

pected. Spring time was coming.

" You make me glad," she threw out im

pulsively. It had a dramatic effect.

" Do you think we have explained ? " he

inquired, touching secretly upon the rising

tide of pleasurable sensations rolling into

their hearts like a ground-swell, while a soft

twinkle played with iridescent light in his

eyes.

" Do you think yon have explained ? " she

answered naively, glancing up archly at

him from beneath her symmetrically arched

brows. The tension was over; the new

gentle feeling was contageous. Happiness

cooed like a dove at the door of their hearts.

It was what they desired.

"I do. Dovou?"

"I do."

How much was in the mutual confessions

and concessions.

"They say one never knows a woman's

heart," he^said, playfully, turning his mean

ingful eyes upon her poetic, lovely face.

His look was not lost.

"They say is nobody, for they say man is

deceitful and full of envy," she responded,

at the same time sending forth a merry

peal of laughter that filled the room like

sweet music.

" Let that be as it may," he said, feeling

that the old playful humor, so ravishingly

uncertain and inspiring, had returned like a

prodigal once again. It was honored by a

position in a familiar and delightful niche

in the walls of his soul.

" But are you satisfied with matters as

they stand at this moment?" This query

was leading, and Wellie so felt it.

"I am. Are you?"

" I am," he answered with a promptness

that was in itself a declaration of his glad

ness.
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" It was a neat trick and a dangerous one

you played," she observed with strict ad

herence to the bounds of mental propriety.

" I confess the justness of your remark."

" I cannot imagine what other motives

Claude had than jealous promptings," she

observed.

" Doubtless that was it."

"He evidently thought to impose a false

hood on .you for a selfish purpose."

" He will reap his satisfaction out of it,

no doubt, if he has not done so already,"

he replied ironically.

" He does not know that you wrote the

letters to him."

" No ; but he ought to know, if he had an

evil purpose in it, he urged, earnestly.

" Yes, and he shall know it. I hate one

who tries to rob another of a friend. I hope

this is not presumptuous." They were

coming together. The tone of their hearts

would not be suppressed. Sunlight was

succeeding the clouds.

"No, no! You may rely on my friend

ship henceforward and forever. As I wrote

to you, I admire honesty of heart and pur

pose. I like a girl who will not flirt."

This was drawing close. He said he

" liked," and that, you know, is closely akin

to " loved." She noted this with a tranquil-

izing sense of relief and gladness. Then he

did like her metal. She was like no other

girl he had ever met.

" I did wrong in not asking Lillie's per

mission to allow Claude to write her. But

she and I have settled all that between us

amicably," she added with a good deal of

visible satisfaction stamped in bold expres

sion upon her face.

"And the wrong I did was in not telling

you I was writing to Claude in my sister's

name, and all the time telling you what he

said to me. But if I had told you, that

would have spoiled it all, for no doubt you

would have told him. I could not ask you

to keep it from him, for I did not know

your relationship. It was better for me to

keep the secret, you see, than for me to ask

you to keep it. Besides, you know, a secret

is published when you tell one more—so it

is said. I confess it was obtaining facts and

secrets under false pretense, but since we

have made our peace I cannot be sorry for

my conduct."

If Tobin had so far cunningly avoided

leaving a suspicion in Wellie's mind that

there was even the slightest bit of jealousy

in his heart toward Claude, this last remark

must have supplied the deficiency. His

allusion to the fact that he did not know

their relationship proved that such an idea

had found a lodgement in his mind, and

may have been present during all the time

of the scene of this story, for aught she

knew. It might have been an incentive to

his conduct all along.

"Allow me to say," she observed, "that

under the actual circumstances you could

have made such a request of me with per

fect freedom and absolute safety."

This was simply a casting of the lead in

order to sound the depths. He did not

perceive her motive.

"But just there was the rub. I could not

boldly ask you about such a delicate mat

ter, a thing that was none of my busineN

whatever, and I confess I had not the cour

age to do the only other thing left to do.

which was to declare the honest truth and

risk the consequences. After I got into the

scrape I enjoyed it for a time, and designed

never to say a word about it. But even

this I was not permitted to do, as you now

know."

The depths were not very great, she

thought.

" I m glad and I'm sorry the thing hap

pened at all," she said archly and tenta

tively.

" I'm glad."

" You are ? " with real surprise and i

gleam of delightful suspicion.

"Yes." He ventured nothing more. He

was waiting—waiting to observe her inner

emotions and make sure of the truth be

had a wild suspicion of and a new and genu

ine hope for.

"Why?" she asked innocently, ae she

would have him believe.

" Because."

"That's a woman's reason," she retorted

gavl£

es, but reasons are not sexual. They

are common property, you know."

"But this is one my sex has pre empted

and has exclusive possession of.

" I'm sorry, because it serves my purpose

so well now," he said dryly, shifting no-

easily in his seat.

" What purpose?"

She was bewitchingly tempting.

" To conceal a truth/'

"What truth?"

"The reason why I'm glad."

"Glad for what?"

"That this all happened."

"This what?"
•' How dull you have suddenly grown."

" I want to know it all."

"Can you not imagine?"

" I'm easily imposed on. I have no sus

picions. I'm not so ordained by nature."

" Well, glad our quarrel ia over."

She had boldly led up to the point, and

after all it did not out. She fell back opon

her inner consciousness, and—lamented.

They sparred long after this fashion. Tbe

mental foils they fenced with daubed and

bent and even struck fire sometimes.

Their shadows from the paling firelight

became less distinct on the wall, and seemed

to be blended together as one. The ehcdet
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f a raw winter night bad long settled down

yer the cold world, and the winds whistled

itterly without.

Their talk had ended. But they knew

ach other better. Each had now a lively

printing hope, that was not possessed be-

Dre, and a soft gladness that could neither

>e explained nor reasoned away.

The conversation had untangled the kinks

>f the thread of fate spun by the Parcre,

ind Atropos had sealed their destiny. To

wn's heart was laid open to Wellie as clear

is a book.

CHAPTER IV.

Wellie's mother had arrived to accom

pany her daughter on her return home, and

the invitation was extended to all the fami

ly to visit them, and done bo zealously that

I.illie had a suspicion that the mother had

an object in it.

When Wellie returned home, she wrote

Claude a letter emphatically ordering him

never to burden ner with his presence

again, for, she said, she had no use for one

who would scheme to deprive her of a friend.

Claude knewwhomshe meant by"friend ,"

and a new revelation was born to him. He

had played his cards and lost.

When she added in her letter that Lillie

had never written a letter to him, but that

Tobin had written all the letters in her

name, his anger knew no bounds. He sat

down and wrote a mean, insulting letter to

Wellie, accusing her of plotting to have

this imposition done to him, declaring Tobin

to be the meanest scoundrel unhung, and

swearinggrossly and violently with the pen.

That letter was the end of Claude, as to

this story. He never again " bobbed up

serenely."

Of course Tobin and Wellie renewed their

correspondence.

In a year wedding cards were out an

nouncing their approaching nuptials.

IMPROVING THE OCCASION.

BY W. H. STUART.

The single tax contingent are "improv

ing the occasion" of the failure of the late

strike to urge the adoption of their favorite

nostrums, no less than three writers in the

September Magazine "pointing with pride"

to the taxation of land values as the com

plete solution of the labor problem ; the

"panacea" that will forever make strikes as

impossible as they would be unnecessary.

There is something both touching as well

as amusing in the devotion with which the

victims of economic superstitions will hug

delusions that have been fully and repeat

edly exposed, and to which they can offer

no valid or reasonable defense. For in

stance I have shown conclusively that un

der preeent economic conditions "of concen-

trationof wealth in the hands of the capital

ists class, the production of commodities on

a grand scale, by the use of costly labor-

saving machinery, makes competition im

possible. This concentration of wealth and

system of large production is gradually

driving to the wall the middle class, the

whole tendency of modern industry is tow

ard this gigantic system of production.

Already we are told the production of four

hundred different commodities are con

trolled by "trusts" or "syndicates." It is

no longer possible for a man of even re

spectable capital to compete in cost of pro

duction against those gigantic trusts and

combinations. Competition is simply out

of the question. The success or perma

nency of any one of these various trusts

would not be in the slightest degree effect

ed by any change in our system of land ten

ure or taxation.

To talk of the advantage that "free ac

cess to natural opportunities" would be to

the man without capital is the merest

"tommy rot," which any man of even ordi

nary intelligence ought to be ashamed of.

If instead of owning the land upon which

the Homestead and other plants are lo

cated, Carnegie was compelled to pay a

yearly tax or ground rent, in what way

would that make competition any easier

against him ? The land upon which his

plants are situated is of very moderate

value, be is under no compulsion to build

in the heart of a great city, nor within

fifty miles of one. A hundred other loca

tions would be equally good for his pur

poses. It would be a matter of complete

indifference to him what system of land

tenure or taxation was in effect, providing

security of tenure was assured him. What

has control of natural opportunities to do

with the success of the great sugar trust,

or the Armour meat trust, or the great cot

ton seed oil trust, or the flour trust, or the

leather trust, or biscuit or match trust, or

insurance trusts, and a hundred others

that might be enumerated, that are neither

the result of our financial policy or would

be effected by any change in our land sys

tem.

A bonanza farmer produces wheat for

33J cents per bushel, a small farmer for $1

per bushel. Would not the same relative

difference in cost be maintained under any

land system? Suppose the average rental

value of agricultural land under a single

tax regime was S2 per acre, how much bet

ter off would the small farmer be in compe

tition with his capitalist competitor? With

iron, lead, zinc, silver and other mineral

lands thrown open to all for a stated an

nual rent or royalty to the state, how would

the man or men without capital, or with

moderate capital, compete in cost of pro

duction with combinations of wealthy capi

talists controlling every improved device

or machine for extracting the ore and
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handling it expeditiously and with the low

est possible cost?

Ifan employe in, say, a brewery was dis

satisfied with the wages offered by the

brewing syndicate and he had under the

benign influence of the single tax "easy ac

cess" to land, could he start another brew

ery in opposition? If, instead of being

compelled to pay $5,000 for a site for a flour

mill, it could be procured for an annual

rental of say $500, would that make it any

easier for the man without capital, or the

man with moderate capital, to "buck"

against the flour trust? The man who would

Beriously assert that the fifty millions accu

mulated by Geo. M. Pullman was the result

of the private ownership of the land upon

which bis plants are located, or upon the

rents derived from the use of the land by

his tenants at the town of Pullman would

be properly put down as a driveling idiot.

The fact is our whole system of trade, com

merce and production would continue un

der a single tax regime substantially as

at present. Capitalism and its corollary,

wage slavery, would be as rampant as at

present. The man without capital, with

only his labor to sell, would under the stress

of devilish competition with his fellows

be compelled to sell it to those who con

trolled the instruments of production for a

bare subsistence wage or starve. Any as

sertion to the contrary is a mere assump

tion with not a leg to* stand upon in the

shape of an argument.

It really appears to me that until single

taxers can show in some valid and reasona

ble way how the adoption of the single tax

would place all upon an equal footing, or

give all an equal chance in the race for a

living ; how the present discrepency in the

cost of production between the small and

the large producer, both in manufacture

and agriculture, would be removed'by the

taxation of land values, until, I say, this

can be shown clearly, single taxers ought to

have the grace to cease their interminable

and insufferable "twaddle" about the ad

vantage of "free access to natural resources,"

and allow the space thus wasted in our

magazines and papers to be devoted to

some useful purpose.

Mr. S. D. (iuion, under the caption "Live

Questions," says: "As long as the land-

holding class can hold the masses in sub

jection to that superstition, (that private

ownership of land is just,) monopoly will

not fear but that it can draw to itself all the

wealth the world can be made to produce except

a bare wibswtence for tho»e wtw labor and pro

duce it." The italics are mine. By mo

nopoly it is of course to be understood that

Mr. Guion means land monopoly. This is,

of course, merely stating in other words

Henry (ieorge'a dictum. "Why in spite of

the increase in productive power do wages

tend to a minimum which will give but a

bare living, is that with increase in pro-

ducture, rent tends to even greater in

crease." "Rent swallows up the whole gain

and more than the gain." This assumption

rests on as scientific a basis as that of P.ro

Jasper's, that "de sun do move." Indeed

George's assumption is even less plausible

than Bre'r Jasper's, because the sun does

really appear to move, while George's as

sumption is not even plausible, on the

contrary, it is opposed to the intelligent ob

servation of every one not a mere doctrin

aire. George quotes no facts or statistic?

in favor of his assumption, he merely as

sumed it and his uncritical followers merely

repeat it automatically, as if the proposi

tion was a self-evident one, needing no de

fense or ratification. But statistics, facts, ob

servation and common sense all discredit

George's theory. For the past ten years

wealth has been increasing at a greater

gace than any other period in the world'*

istory. Yet during that time "rents have

been steadily decreasing, not only in thii

country but also in England, t Germany and

other countries. In this country economic

rent of the agriculturing areas of the New

England states has been nearly wiped oat

This depreciation is quite as marked, if lee;

in degree, in the great Middle and Western

states. Only in a few favored localities

have urban or agricultural rente increased

Hon. D. A. Wells, in|his "Recent Economic

Changes," quotes English authorities to

show that the rent of land and value of

products in both Germany and England

have declined enormously. While in this-

country the fact is too patent to require

verification.

Let us suppose that the atmosphere »k

as subject to private monopoly as the land.

and for the use of which rent could be de

manded. Air would, of course, be greatly in'

demand wherever population had concen

trated. The larger the city and the greater

the business the more valuable would be air.

and the greater rent would be exacted for

its use. Under such a condition of thiap

how easy it would be for some sba!lo«

economist to declare that the private mo

nopoly of air was the cause of increasinc

poverty ; that rent of air tended to absorb

all surplus wealth ; that the cure for pov

erty was to abolish all private property in

air. It would be pointed out that labor,

which produces all wealth, cannot even

draw a breath without paying tribute to

the private monopolist. That to place all

men on an equal footing all that was neces

sary was to tax the rental value of air to

the use of the community.

Would not the reasoning be jost as plaus

ible as the arguments offered in support oi

the confiscation of rent of land? Yet air

is absolutely free, and poverty alKHinds

Equally fallacious is the theory that the

abolition of private property in land would,
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under present economic conditions, solve

the economic problem.

• •

Under tbe caption, "Land Monopoly,"

Mr. B. C. Stickney invites the readers of

tbe Magazine to examine some argument I

offered in the May issue. He says : "From

the reading of Mr. Stuart's article, one un

familiar with the subject would receive the

impression that the purpose of the single

tax men is to make idle agricultural land

freely accessable to all who wished for it.

That is so ; but they have another purpose

of greater importance, which is to make

valuable land, city, mining, timber land,

etc., worthless for speculative or monopo

listic purposes." Which goes far to show

how slovenly and careless a reader Mr.

Stickney is of the writings of his opponent.

On the contrary, I have insisted that the

adoption of the single tax would entirely

prevent the holding out of use of land of

any description, urban or agricultural, for

which there was not immediate demand or

use. Indeed I have based an important ar

gument, showing the insufficiency of econo

mic rent, on that very fact. I have shown

that present rent is monopoly rent due to

the monopolization of unused land; that

the adoption of the single tax would throw

upon the market hundreds of millions of

acres of the finest agricultural land, and

hundreds of thousands, and perhaps mil

lions of urban and suburban residences and

business lots; with the inevitable result

that economic rent would probably not

equal a tenth and perhaps not a twentieth

of present rent ; that in consequence the

term "single tax," as implying its suffi

ciency for all the purposes of revenue, is a

misnomer and absurd, exhibiting in a strik

ing manner the shallowness of the Georgian

philosophy.

Mr. Stickney admits that it may be true

that men without capital would be unable

to utilize natural opportunities, but con

tends that men of moderate capital could

and they would be benefited, and would

give employment to men without capital.

Well, are the men of moderate capital who

now own their own land successful? and

are they giving employment to the unem

ployed? Does Mr. Stickney really believe

that we have not farmers enough to supply

agricultural products, does he not know

that the introduction of machinery is every

year making fewer men necessary for the

production of the natural wealth; that

under our present wasteful and isolated

methods of farming, one-third more men

are employed than will be necessary under

a scientific svstem of production "such as

obtains on the "bonanza" farms; that as

soon aa agriculture is as fully controlled by

capitalists as manufacturing industries are,

that one-third of the present farming class,

both ownere and laborers, will be unneces

sary. The adoption of the single-tax will

not have the slightest deterring effect on

this concentration of capital in agriculture,

on the contrary it will only hasten it. Sup

pose one hundred men are engaged in an

industry in which each works independent

ly, owning and controlling individually the

tools necessary for the creation of the pro

duct. Now suppose one of the number in

vents a machine that with the labor of ten

men does the work as efficiently as the hun

dred men formerly did. Three or four of

the men having saved some money, pur

chase the machine, build a factory, set ten

or twenty of the men to work and under

sell the other workmen and thereby monop

olize the business; suppose the single-tax is

in effect and that easy access to agricultural

land of the finest quality can be had on pay

ment of a reasonable rent. But they find

that the same revolution in methods by the

aid of labor- saving machinery is making it

as impossible to compete in agriculture as

it was in their former occupations. Is it

not inevitable that under such conditions

" wages " under competition among the

workers will keep at the subsistence point?

If not, why not? If Mr. Stickney is not

totally blind to the tendency of capital to

concentrate, he must see that even now the

man of moderate capital is being rapidly

wiped out by the gigantic trusts and syndi

cates that have the principal industries of

the nation in their grip, and when in a few

years they dominate agriculture and horti

culture as fully as they do other industries,

the man without capital will be as power

less with free land as he is at present, in

deed more so.

Now suppose in the case of the hundred

men referred to, that in place of three

or four of this number owning and control

ling the new tools of production, and the

restworking for them for competition wages,

that the hundred jointly owned and oper

ated the new machinery in the interest of

all, how would they be effected? Why,

simply in this way, they would either pro

duce more wealth, and thuB increase the

wealth of all, orj they could keep up the old

rate of production and thus reduce their

hours of labor. Does Mr. Stickney think

this would be a wicked thing for the work

men to do ? or does he think private owner

ship of the tools of production by the few,

ana consequent degrading wage slavery for

the vast majority, the best and most scien

tific form of production?

When Mr. Stickney speaks of interest as

being " nothing but an indirect return for

the labor that produces the capital," he is

talking the veriest claptrap that shows his

knowledge of economics to be of the kin

dergarten order. Capital produces nothing,

without labor it is dead, inert matter, it is

entitled to no "return." All wealth is the

product of labor, and of labor only. Capi
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tal when produced bv labor is a valuable,

and indeed, an indispensable auxiliary

(under present conditions) to labor. But

the capitalist, as such, is not a valuable

auxiliary, or, indeed, a factor at all in the

production of wealth. Under our present

industrial system the laborer produces all

wealth, but permits the capitalist to retain

the most of it in the shape of rent, interest,

and profits, while the capitalist generously

returns to the laborer sufficient of the pro

duct that he produced in the shape of

"wages" to maintain a bare living. Now

would it be an awful foolish thing on the

part of the laborer to retain all of the pro

duct in his own hands and devote part of it

in the shape of capital to the production of

more wealth, and let the capitalists earn

their own living or starve? For, recollect,

that a capitalist, as such, no more produces

capital than a landowner does the land.

Both rent of land and interest on capital

represents robbery of labor, pure and sim

ple. The man who defends rent, equally

with the man who defends interest as the

"just return to capital -for its trid in pro

duction," is either an ignoramus or a knave.

Just in proportion as he has an intelligent

knowledge and conception of the science of

political economy, just in that ratio is the

presumption that he is a knave.

The ideal of "a fair day's pay for a fair

day's work" is a contemptible one, and

shows that the man who gives that as the

ultima thule of the labor problem, has a dis

gracefully ignorant conception of the rights

of labor. " Wages " mean a part of the pro

duct, it implies wage-slavery and an idle

and useless capitalist class, who prey on

the ignorance and credulity of their dupes.

Under a proper industrial system the term

"wages" will have no meaning, for the la

borer will receive the full product of his

labor, free from the robbery of rent, inter

est, and profit. Under such a system there

will be no use for the capitalist, the land

owner or the profit monger. It is, of course,

quite possible that a capitalist may also be

a producer, as a producer he is a laborer

and entitled to pay. He may be the mana

ger of a business in addition to being a capi

talist, if so he is entitled, to remuneration

for his " aid in production " as manager, but

he is not entitled, as "wages" of superinten-

dency, all the product except a bare living

to other laborers. But as a mere capitalist,

he is a non-producer. For note, the capital

is that portion of wealth devoted to pro

ductive purposes from which the owner ex

pects to receive a return "without risk or

personal exertion," and the man who ob

tains the product of the labor of others

without giving the product of his own labor

in return is a robber, equally and on the

same footing as the landlord.

»

1 will close this article by slightly "im

proving the occasion " myself. We are liv

ing under a system of " free contract," and

free competition. Production is carried on

by private citizens under competition with

other citizens. Under this system it is

agreed that private ownership of the means

of production is the correct way to canyon

our industrial affairs. The owner of the

" means of production " is permitted to treat

labor, like raw material, as a commodity,

and to purchase it in the cheapest market

There is no minimum wage that the law

compels him to pay. If he can hire men

for 25 cents per day he has a perfect legal

right to do so, and indeed competition com

pels the capitalist to buy his labor in the

cheapest market ; if he don't his competitor

will, and drive him out of business. The

law guarantees him in the possession of his

property, and agrees upon the payment of

an annual tax to defend him and hie prop

erty against, not only foreign aggression,

but also from aggression at the hands of his

fellow citizens. Every officer in the conn-

try, from the President down to the hum

blest constable, is sworn to do this. The

larger number of our laws relate to the

means for making the owners of land and

capital secure in their possession, prescrib

ing penalties for any act of aggression and

providing means of ascertaining the amount

and nature of such aggressions. On the

part of the man without capital, the lew

provides that he shall be free to work where

he pleases and at what rate of pay he

pleases ; if he can not get one dollar per

day for his labor he is allowed to accept s

half or a quarter of that sum, or if he pre

fers, he can starve, and by the way, fre

quently does. The law forbids him to

trespass on the land or property of others

or to interfere by violence to compel an em

ployer to pay him higher wages, or to pre

vent a fellow employe from accepting the

job he resigned on account of insufficient

wages. Now, the founder of this order of

things argued that human selfishness was

the beet and only proper incentive to exer

tion ; that with perfect freedom men, while

pursuing their own selfish ends, would be

unconsciously subserving the interest! of

the whole community. As time rolled on

and machinery was introduced and the use

of steam as a motive power became unirer-

sal, the small isolated worker found he could

not compete with the new tools of produc

tion from which, by an economic revolution,

he became divorced, and he was forced to

work for the new capitalist class, who con

trolled those new tools of production, for »

wage that represented not the value of his

product, but of his necessities. The prole

tarian soon discovered that the only "free

dom " he had was to work for a wage test

yielded him a bare subsistence or starve,

until now the whole machinery of produc

tion is monopolized by a lew', while the
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great majority are forced to work for a con

tinually decreasing wage, while even mil

lions, owing to the rapid displacement of

men by machinery, are unable to get work

at any wages, with the prospect that a pro

portionately decreasing number will be re

quired by the capitalist class to carry on

production.

This is the system now in force. If the

producer is satisfied, there is nothing for

him to kick against. He is in favor of the

laws that guard private property, and when

his own property rights (if he has any) is

invaded he is prompt to appeal to the law

for protection, and he should be equally

ready to have the protection of law extend

ed toothers. He elects lawmakers for the

express purpose of continuing this system

of private property and to enact laws guar

anteeing its inviolability. Now, I repeat, if

he is satisfied with free competition, and

the private ownership of the means and

instruments of production, let him uphold

the laws, let him net sneer at them when

it happens to pinch him, and be quite in

different when it pinches others. Nor

should he sneer at " government," because

government and the laws are what he has

made or what be has tacitly agreed to,

neither let him sneer at the military or mi

litia that are organized to enforce the laws

relating to private property and free con

tract. But if, on the contrary, he is satisfied

the system is an unjust one, that enables

the few to accumulate enormous unearned

wealth, while its producers starve, which

generates cunning, dishonesty, tyranny,

on one side; while misery, poverty, degre-

• 1 at ion and ignorance are the lot of those on

the other (the under) side. Then let him

come out boldly, intelligently, and manly

in favor of a system of fraternal co-operation,

where production will be carried on for use,

not for profit, and in the interest of all the

people instead of a few, then will be ush

ered in an era of unsurpassed peace and

prosperity such as the world has never

witnessed. This can be done without a

strike (except at the ballot box) and by

legal and constitutional methods. This is

the only strike against capitalism that will

succeed.

INSIDIOUS OPTIMISM.

BY MARIE LOUISE.

A pessimist is one who takes cognizance

of the dark side of human affairs and wholly

ignores the bright one. An optimist is one
■whose mind operates conversely and sees

but the brilliant shades on the human pic

ture, entirely overlooking the sombre color

ing of the background. Thepessimist lacks

hope for and faith in mankind, the optim

ist lack." penetration and mental energy—

both, the one and the other, lack mental

balance. The truly intelligent compre

hends that the human being is endowed

with immense possibilities, good and bad,

which opportunities invariably develop, and

that evil, which is but undeveloped good,

can be eradicated only by taking full cog

nizance of it, diagnozing it carefully and

applying to it proper remedial treatment.

The "well poisedand virile mind grasps with

a firm grip both the good and the evil, meas

ures and adjusts them and endeavors to es

tablish equilibrium between the construct

ive and the destructive forces of society,

knowing that a perfect balancing of social

elements is necessary to produce true and

lasting happiness. By overlooking the in

nate goodness of mankind the pessimist

makes all progress difficult; by taking no

account of the evil forces at work and per

mitting them to take root and thrive the

optimist makes progress impossible. The

influence of the latter is far more baneful

than that of the former, for to be conscious

of the existence of evil is to be striving to

remove it, whilst to ignore it and let it go

unhampered, is to foster and entrench it.

But far more pernicious and deadly are

pessimism and optimism when assumed and

used as a tool by designing persons to work

out their own personal objects. Men in au

thority use both of these to successfully

subject their fellow-men and. make them

tributary to their own wealth and power.

With that weapon in their hands the un

scrupulous parasites are enabled to perpe

trate deeds of darkness and fiendishness.

Our political rulers and their obsequious

servants, the press of the country, carry

their assumed optimism to a degree truly

marvelous. Although starvation has stroll

ed all over the land since twelve months,

although thousands of unfortunate men

and women have sought premature death

to escape the horrors of forced idleness and

poverty, our mercenary press continues to

go into paroxysms of occultation over our

glorious institutions and the unprecedented

happy condition of the masses of the people.

It is urgent for them to impress.upon every

individual poor that his is an isolated case,

the result of some accountable or unac

countable accident, but that the rest of the

nation enjoy undisturbed prosperity. What

can a poor wretch do when he reflects that

the merciless hand of fate has selected him,

among all the rest, to smite him down?

What else but despair can his poor lonely

and lonesome heart feel ? The villians who

thus cast him away as a useless individual

know that his sense of isolation shall mad

den him and fling him into murderous de

spair, that he will either slaughter himself

or do rash deeds by which he shall be ex

pelled from society. But what of it ? What

is a man's life, what matters the torture he

is made to endure so long as the other un

fortunates are not permitted to know about

their common misery and do not rise in a
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body to question the cause of their wretched

position and endanger the peace of the po

litical and financial rulers ?

The New York Sun correspondent of Fall

River, on August 29th, in the matter of the

strike of the cotton mills hands, writes :

A lot of misinformation about the condition of the

employes in the mills here and in New Bedford have

been sent to the New York World and to other news

papers which make it a business to try and render

everybody dissatisfied with life and are constantly

stirring up men to revolt against social order. Here

is a sample :

After reprinting a table of wages paid to

cotton mill operatives which was taken from

an old statement of the Bureau of Labor of

Massachusetts, and which shows that more

than one-half of the employes in cotton

mills got less than $5 a week,"the story pro

ceeds. These figures tell the story of the

strike. It is a simple struggle for existence.

Their conditions have been not unlike those

of (Germany and Belgium where a large class

of unskilled laborers and mill operatives

find it absolutely essential that the mother

and every child who can earn as small a

sum as a mark a week shall share in the

burden of life. The cut in wages which

caused the present revolt was a summary

announcement that a reduction would be

made on August 20th, and that the details

would be given out by the overseers. When

the overseers announced the degree of the

reduction it is said that fathers of families

were seen to sob like children.

Then the insidious optimist, the worthy

correspondent of the notorious New York

daily, strikes fromlthe shoulder and in order

to prove the absurdity of the " story," as he

calls it, as well as the unreasonableness of

the strike, unrolls the following long list of

statistics :

The best answer to these stories are, of course, the

figures. Here is a list of the mills of Kail River, the

weekly pay roll of each, and the average wages paid :

NUMBER PAY AVERAGE

MILL. EMPLOYED. ROLL. WAGES.

American I.inen Co 1,000 $5,000 35 60

Annawan 135 675 5 00

Barnabv 400 3,OU0 7 50

Barnard 350 2,400 6 8ft

Belmont 120 650 6 43

Border City 1.200 7.500 6 25

Bourne Mills 475 8,100 6 74

Chace Mills 470 3,400 7 24

Conanicut Mills 17ft 1,300 7 42

Cornell 400 3,000 7 50

Davol 42ft 3.200 7 ft2

l>urfee 1,050 .7,500 7 14

Ironworks 1,800 12,000 6 6ti

Fall River 355 2,300 6 40

Fall River Merino 150 800 5 33

Flint 500 800 6 00

Globe Yarn 1.025 6,850 6 68

Granite 1.200 8,200 6 85

Hargraves 1.000 5,500 ft 50

Kerr Thread Company . . . 500 3.500 7 IX)

King Philip 1.200 10,000 8 :'~)

Laurel I-akc 365 2,300 6 29

Mechanics' 570 :;.s50 ti 75

Merchant* 1,350 7,000 6 6:;

Metacomet :«5 1,600 ft 00

Narragansett • loo 2,550 6 37

Osborn 7,5" ft,3O0 7 08

Pot-asset 720 4,600 fi 54

R. Borden . . 740 6,050 8 04

Robeson 230 .81,700 87 40

Sagamore '.OO 6,000 « M

Sanford 350 2,100 • 00

Seaconnet 400 2,500 6 2'.

Shove 625 4,000 « 40

HIade 425 2,600 6 IS

Stafford 800 5,200 6 SO

Stevens 1.50 1,200 8 00

Tecumseh 400 3,300 8 02

Troy 390 2.709 6 !W

Union 90U 6,000 « M

Wampanoag 800 5.200 6 50

Weetainoe 400 2.850 7 l:

In every cotton mill a large number o! children be

tween the ages of 14 and 17 years are employed. In

these averages their wages are Included, and that

brings the average down "considerable lower than it

would be if only the -wages of adults were included.

It will be seen from this table that there are only two

mills in Kail River where the average wngcs, itir-lud

ing children, is as low as S5 a week. There is none

where the average wages is less than that. There a<y

only 5 where the average wages is less tliau 86 u trn-t.

There are 14 where the wages average over 87 n week.

mm I in which the average Is over 88. The average of

all is ifc',.70 a week.

In 1S80 the average wages paid was 85.69, and at thai

time the product of this labor was selling at 3ft cent*

a yard, a full cent a yard more than to-day.

stories of starvation and struggles for existence are

resented by nobody more than by the nieti and wnntfn

who are now on " vacation. " The weavers, who are

represented as earning$5 a week, average more th»:i

87. and some of them more than 88. Some earn »

much as *'.). They get Is cents a piece for their wort.

The best weavers average eight looms, and each loom

produces n piece a day! That nets the weaver 18.64

a week. The average good weaver can manage seven

looms and earns 87.20, while a poor weaver will aver

age six looms and will earn nearly p) a week.

The Sun correspondent from Fall River

struck from the shoulder but he sadly

missed his mark. Not even the pink-colored

spectacles he wears, magnifiers though they

be, can bring out any figure by which a re

volt against the present social order should

be condemned.

What does his long list of statistics prove '

Admitting these to be correct, i,God forbid

that I Bhould question the accuracy of

statements made by great corporations!!

are not the wages of overseers, of large and

small bosses, included in them? Is not a

collateral fund devoted to private secret

work of which some employes, related to

Judas by consanguinity, are the recipients

and which invariably appears anion? the

list of "wages paid" in the caah books of

the establishment ?

Were but these sifted out, how much per

capita would remain for the simple workine

bee?

But I will even go further towards meet

ing the gleeful optimist, and admit for the

sake of argument that the wage money

showed in the list was paid entirely to the

simple workingrnan. In his summing re

marks, he states that the average waze ii

more than $7 per week and rises to enl'lim-

ity by declaring that some weavers even

" net$S.<)4 a week." This, in his estimation,

is all that a workingrnan could claim, all

that is necessary to provide for his rode

tastes and vulgar needs, all that capitalists

could be made to pay for one of their imple

ments of production. Very well, we will
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agree even on this. But when the $7 a

week sustain a reduction of 20 per cent,

what is left to the worker? S5.C0, and this

for full working weeks. Time lost on ac

count of sickness, holy days, etc., reduces

the income considerably.

Can a man of sound mind, not pledged to

.Satan, be found to affirm that a family can

live as human beings ought to do with so

meagre an income in a country where rents

are high and commodities dear ? I would

suggest to the pedantic correspondent of the

Sun to try the experiment for a few months

and see how long the pink shade of his spec

tacles would keep its color. To the rational

thinker and the free-minded, nothing is

more loathsome than the miserable cant of

mercenary and insidious optimists. They

resemble the charming snake which fascin

ates its prey before killing it. Our house

may be burning over head, but with smiles

and seductive voices they say to us : " Sleep

in peace, happy ones, angels watch over

your slumber."

Yes, angels watch over the slumber of

the masses, angels born in the infernal re

gions! "Eternal vigilance is the price of

liberty," let the workingman bear this ax

iom in mind. Let the individual toiler un

derstand that the hardship which presses

upon him also presses on the millions of

men and women who labor throughout the

land. Let him scoff at the serpent which

tries to charm him into apathetic thought

lessness. For things to be right about him

he must feel them to be so, no one can judge

for him. And if things seem wrong to him,

his nature as a man bids him to make an

effort to lighten them and his human sym

pathy commands him to extend his hand

to his fellow workers and sufferers in order

to make a strong and united effort for over

throwing the evil which weighs upon them.

What if all the press and the pulpit of the

country sing themselves hoarse in eulogy

of our present social conditions ? Decidedly,

they have a right to do it and to do many

other things as foolish. The press and the

pulpit are the beneficiaries of present estab

lished authority and are interested in the

preservation of the present social order.

P.ut the cotton mill workers of Fall River

and New Bedford, the I'nited Miners' As

sociation, the Pullman employes and the

other discontented, has just as much right

to protest and rebel against that present

social order which proffers them the hand

some sum of $5.00 in exchange for six days

of arduous work. They feel outraged at

Ijeing classed among the cheapest imple

ments of production even though the Sun's

correspondent of River Fall be outraged at

their impudence in finding fault with so

magnificent an income as $5.60 per week.

Thedictum that" what is sauce for the goose

is sauce for the gander," js not exclusively

true, or rather may be interpreted different

ways. The mine operators, railroad cor

porations, cotton mill owners, Pullman and

other monopolies adore the present social

and economic regime through which mil

lions flow into their pockets swifter than do

cents in the pockets of the workers whose

toil, applied to natural opportunities, create

all the wealth. These money kings adore

our social system and I commend them for

their good taste. The wage workers, it

seems, take exceptions and refuse to kneel

before the idol, nay, they even carry their

audacity to look at it with angry flashing

eyes and to swear at it. Well, what are the

money kings and their satellites going to

do about it? It is not a theory, it is a tact

that confronts them. To win the discon

tented back to capitalistic sense of reason

the insidious optimists will have to lose no

time in crying out the beauties, abstract and

concrete, of our present social regime ; they

will have to double the loudness of their

blast and raise it to a roar.

In the same issue of the -Sim in which the

River Fall strike was discussed by its cor

respondent, an editorial on " The Causes of

Suicide " endeavoring to prove that the large

amount of suicides was not due to " poverty

or actual destitution." That was the same

tune of insidious optimism played in another

key. The editor of the Sun seems to have

forgotten all the philosophic axioms he

knew when he became one of the shining

lights of Brook Farm some forty years ago.

Social iniquities are not felt by the starving

alone, they press down and madden men

and women for whom the question of a piece

of bread has never existed. Every suicide

reveals that an element of tyranny is lurk

ing somewhere, around and tyranny breeds

degradation, hunger, destitution and crime.

Of all the phenomena which point to a social

iniquity and political corruption, suicide is

the most appalling becauee it is the greatest

of violence against nature. Were not our

consciences benumbed by false ethics, we

would have no rest until this grim phenom

enon had disappeared from our midst. Its

disappearance, of course, necessitates the

removal of the causes that produce it, and

they are the same causes which force work-

ingmen into a strike, which permit capital

ism to demand federal protection, which

turn gatling guns towards the assembled

people, called mob in plutocratic parlance,

and which swings open the prison gates to

receive and confine the brave and devoted

captains of labor's legions. No cloak of in

sidious optimism is ample enough to cover

up the whole of that sad picture.

THE HIGHEE DUTIES.

BY JOSE GKOS.

One of the principal and brightest edi

tors of one of our principal New York

dailies was recently asked : "iBthe press
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capitalistic ? " The editor assumed an in

dignant expression as if the question em

bodied an insult. Did he deny the implied

fact? He indorsed it without his realizing

it. He said : " A newspaper is a busi

ness plant, and, like all business, strives

for success in a legitimate way. " Well,

our Mr. Pullman has done that, our

Mr. Frick, our Astors and Vanderbilts, our

syndicates and corporations have done the

same. What is the meaning of legitimate

when applied to the purposes of business

success ? To accumulate wealth through

all those processes of wholesale robbery

that have from time immemorial been

fixed up, first by despotic kings with their

councils, later on in legislative halls, and

by so- called representatives of the people,

but really representing their own selves

as a grand totality, and no matter what

the good intentions of a few of them may

have been.

Let us now return to our editor. The

success of a newspaper, he said, is con

ditioned on its circulation. Hence, the

editor must please his readers in all things.

Let us remember the last three words. He

added : " The newspapers comprise the edi

fice of our liberties. They guard the rights

of the people, look after the laboring

classes, and protect the defenseless from

the tyranny of monopoly," with consider

able more of that trash.

So there you have it in that grand tem

ple of liberty. Here, in our own nation,

we have yet a defenseless class in need of

protection against the tyranny of monopoly,

laboring masses to be protected and looked

after as if they were a pack of babies, or

serfs, or domestic animals, incapable of

protecting themselves, with no brains of

their own to know what they should have

and hpw to claim it. And the protectors

of those defenseless classes are a few large

dailies in our large cities. That is an em

phatic acknowledgement that such classes

are not protected by our own laws, that

tyranny and monopoly, wholesale robbery,

prevails yet in that grand temple of lib

erty of ours.

It is splendid to have such a confession

from one of our most brilliant editors of

one of our big dailies, with a large choice

circulation among the top classes in that

grand commercial metropolis of ours, New

York City. And remember that those

great protectors of our defenseless sheep,

the laboring classes ; that such protectors,

the big dailies, are business plants, run for

business success, bent upon having a large

circulation, and hence perfectly willing to

please their readers in all things.

The idea that at least one of the objects

of a large newspaper should be to educate,

to lead men into truth, into unselfishness,

into the suppression of all that tyranny and

monopoly that yet prevails among us, by

the confession of our sweet protectors, that

idea is nowheie in the minds of our editors

of our big dailies. The readers must be

pleased in all things. We most have busi

ness success, dollars and cents. If we

happen to write for the potentates, whose

wealth is constantly growing under the ac'

tion of our laws of "tyranny and monopoly,

why should we run the risk of displeasing

them by intimating that monopoly and

tyranny could be suppressed through such

and such legislation ? Perhaps that would

delay business success, or make it lees

complete. Very likely it would. If so,

there you have a temple of liberty in which

we punish the defender of truth and re

ward the defender of lies. So much the

more reason for somebody to risk some

thing in order to reconstruct that rotten

temple of liberty where we give carir blanch

to the wrong-doer by wholesale, as long as

he keeps within the limits of human law,

broad enough for all practical purposes.

Look now at the low conceptions of men

implied by the above criminal philosophy,

peculiar to our kid glove anarchists, the

patrons of laws of iniquity and sin. Are

men so depraved, so vile, so low, that they

want to be pleased in all things ? Are they

so dead to all noble perceptions as that?

It may be so with some ; but, if that was so

with all or with the most of them, then-

then humanity would have perished long

ago. What has perpetuated the race, in

the midst of all the criminal excesses of the

ruling classes, in all nations and historical

periods, now a little more, now a little lees,

is the goodness of the race, a silly kind of

goodness if yon like, the goodness that sub

mits to outrages and injustice from century

to century. Without that, the oppressed

would have long ago suppressed allvestiges

of what we call civilization.

Yes, most men are fond of all that is grand

and noble and true. You may need a cer

tain degree of tact in expounding a new

truth. You may need considerable patience

and expect some kicks from those whom

you lead into higher conceptions of life. It

very often happens that those who kick the

hardest when they first hear of a new trnth,

are the greatest defenders of that truth

later on.

Take again that bright editor above men

tioned, lie is simply the type of manv men

to-day in our grand temple of liberty. While

claiming to be the protector of our worlriD!?

classes, in that interview we have been re

ferring to he plainly showed the wrath of thfc

reprobate against the workers who dared to

assert their rights of leaving their bosses if

displeased with them. All because so many

did it at one time in Chicago, not long ago,

and that brought some inconvenience to

many of our fine ladies anil gentlemen
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through the land of liberty. And again that

editor simply reflected the mental condition

o( uiost of the men from whom we should

expect better than to become all at once

like eo many demons escaped from the in

fernal regions. Perhaps that proved how

guilty their consciences felt. Their temple

of liberty was shaking. What right had

the temple to play any such tricks ?

We have, of course, at least two kinds of

liberty ; that of the top men, or those who

struggle to be at the top, who expect or wish

to be there before they descend to their

graves, and the liberty of those who want

neither top nor bottom. The former seems

to be perfectly compatible with tyranny

and monopoly, with defenseless classes to be

protected by Bomebody . That is plutocratic

liberty. At the opposite pole we have the

simple, plain liberty which means absence

of tyranny and monopoly, absence of de

fenseless classes, nobody in need of protec

tion from anybody else, everybody equally

protected by the eternal laws of God s

universe.

Now please don't come to us with that

nauseating platitude for every song by all

oar tyrants in church and state, the selfish

ness of men. We know all about that, per

haps more than we need. But where do

jou find that selfishness, at the top or at

the bottom of the social structure ? In both,

of course ; the crude at the bottom, the re

fined and satanic at the top. But why

should we have any top or bottom in society

any more than in the planetary system, in

the cosmos, in the finite ? Because of hu

man enactments in defiance of all natural

law, because of selfishness among those who

make civilization what civilization is. We

refer to the bulk of those who have time to

think and influence enough toembody their

thoughts in human enactments.

The clock of time eternal is forever on its

onward march. Men shall not always trifle

with the destinies of their own race. This

earth of ours could hardly be built up for

the mere purpose of remaining a colossal

insane asylum for ever, as it has been so

far, or, nntil all at once, as if by magic, it

becomes just the opposite. Naturedoes not

rest on any such wild, disorderly processes.

A 11 that would be a combination of deform

ities and caprices on a gigantic scale, worthy

of the barbaric imagination of theologians.

Science and human observation repudiate

all that. The cosmos is a constant exhibi

tion of organized beauty, with its succes

sive waves of glory, with its melodies and

rhymes, never disconnected from cause and

effect, never resting on caprices or whims.

Judging from all that man has done or at

tempted to do through our long centuries of

riots and heroisms, of selfishness and self-

denial, of perversity and nobility, judging

by all that, man is a mixture of the angel

and the demon. From that there springs

up two philosophies of human growth.

They are as follows : That of the top men

bent upon humbugging the rest. " The de

mon shall forever crush the angel." That

of plain men, with faith in God and hu

manity. " The angel can crush the demon,

because all the forces of the universe are

adapted to that."

The latter philosophy is endorsed by sci

ence. The power of environment in the

growth of all living organisms is the most

emphatic repudiation of that philosophy of

despair with which we have been fed

through all our educational methods, relig

ious and secular, as the most convenient

to quiet our conscience and relieve us from

all responsibilities in the building up of our

own manhood. It is a philosophy of cow

ards or reprobates choose whichever you

like.

The philosophy in question has no room

for the higher duties of moral and ethical

law to be applied to natural life ; no room

for a science of social development respect

ing natural laws, and giving to all men their

natural rights. That philosophy is admira

bly adapted to simply develop the demon

among some men, and the simplicity of the

idiot with most of the rest. No wonder

that humanity has so far been like a sickly

colony of men living in vast swamps, re

jecting all conceptions about a science of

drainage, expecting that later on God shall

transform such swamps into healthy hills

and valleys, all at once, as a divine freak !

The moral swamps of nations are and have

always been the economic and political mo

nopolies with which we force all men to

live unnatural lives, leaving just as few

chances as possible for the development of

the angel in men. Nature establishes a

healthy struggle for an upward march of

the whole race, uniform, symmetric, but

we, fools that we are, establish a mere ani

mal struggle to see who shall get on the top

of somebody else.

Through economic monopolies we give to

some the power to appropriate most of the

natural resources which constitute the in

heritance of men, for all to have and freely

enjoy.

Through political monopolies we again

give to the few what belongs to all—the law

making power. That is used by the few to

perpetuate and intensify " all economic mo

nopolies."

There we have the two points of attack

against which the armies of the people

should peacefully march through the ballot

box, thus establishing a normal social en

vironment for the development of the angel

in men, since the whole universe is a con

stant struggle for the evolution and perpet

uation of beauty. Hence the need of the

higher duties.
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MECHANICAL.

Contributor* will siffn their names to their articles

and forward copy so as to reach the editor not later

than the first day of each month.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CHANGES OF TWEN

TY YEARS.

In 1888 the Inman Line brought out the

City of New York and her sister ship, the

City of Paris. As afterward appeared, these

ships were a considerable advance on any

thing which had previously been construct

ed ; some trouble was had with their ma

chinery, but nothing serious occurred until

that terrible mishap which befell the City of

Paris, and which nearly destroyed both her

engines, the ship escaping by what seemed

at the time to be almost a miracle, her ma

chinery was, however, finally replaced and

improved, since which time both ships have

made fine passages, and are considered as

second only to-day in speed, and equal to

any in accommodations and safety, so far

as that factor can be measured. Since these

ships were launched, by a special act of

Congress they have been taken into the

hands of American owners, and are now

The precise records of the four boats are

not at the moment at the writer's haDd.

but they ran down the record from 5 davs

and 20 hours to nearly 5 days and a half.

Later the Cunard Line brought out the

Campania and the Lucania, which are still

larger than the Teutonic and Majestic,

being 622 feet long, 65-feet beam, and 41

feet 6" deep, with a tonnage of 12,t»50, and

a draft of 27 feet. She had two high pres

sure cylinders 37", one intermediate 79",

and two low of 98", with a stroke oi 69"on

each engine. With twin screws indicating

between 29,000 and 30.000 horse power when

at full speed and full power ; these ships

have very recently cut down the time to

5} days making an average of 22 knots per

hour nearly, for the whole distance. In

this somewhat brief way the history has

been outlined only, of one of the noblest

achievements of engineering which has

ever occurred ; reducing the steamship time

from Liverpool to New York, from 11 or 12

days in 1869 to 5 days and 9 or 10 hours in

1894 has no tinge of romance in it, it has

been a business operation. The daily rnu

of a ship in 1869 was from 250 mile* up

wards and a return trip the writer made in

sailing under the American flag; under the tnat.8ttme year in 9 days and 14 hours wag

names of" Paris; ""New York." They are ?°J?j"/ie™<1 vejy , test, but the last trip in

560 feet long, 63 feet beam, 43 feet deep,

and their tonnage is 10,500, their engines

are 45" high, 71" intermediate, and 113"

low, by 5 feet stroke, carrying a pressure of

150 pounds of steam, having twin screws

and two sets of engines, which make from

72 to 75 revolutions when running at full

speed, and indicate from 19,200 horsepower

to 18,600 or 19,800.

These ships made a record of 5 days and

IS or 20 hours; and on their first trip they

made an average of 19 knots.

In 1889 the White Star Co. brought out

the "Teutonic" and "Majestic;" these

ships are still larger than the Paris and

New York, and were another advance, and

they are certainly among the finest ships

now afloat ; they are 582 feet long, 57 feet

6" beam, 39 feet 4" deep; their tonnage is

9,685 and they are fitted up with twin

screws, triple expansion engines ; 43" high,

68" intermediate, 110" low, by 5 feet stroke.

The screws were 21 feet 6" in diameter. 28

feet 6" pitch. The center of her screw

shafts were 16 feet apart so that the screws

really overlap each other in their action on

the water by 5 feet 6". Her working pres

sure is 180 pounds and their passages were

more hotly contested with the Paris and

New York; after their appearance running

regularly, a great deal of rivalry existed

and the four ships made frequent passages

where the difference in time, all things

being considered, when favorable runs

were assured, made anywhere from 18 to

31 minutes in the 2,800 or 2,900 miles.

1894 inside of 5 days and 12 houre, is now

considered only as showing what the near

future may have in store. In 1869 the fast

est time was 230 hours for one wav. In

1894 fast time is 131 hours: and two' ships

are now building one of which proposes to

make the trip in 108 hours from Queens-

town to Sandy Hook, and we suppose that

the builders are anticipating doing better

even than that. One of these ships will

cost three and one-half millions and the

other four millions of dollars. One is -up-

posed to have 42,000 horse power, the other

one upwards of 35,000 horse power. The

speed at which these ships are driven can

be easily computed by remembering that

a nautical mile is 1.1515 statute miles,

so that 20 knots becomes 23.03 miles. :'I

knots becomes 24.182 miles. 22 knots be

comes 25.333 miles, 23 knots is 26.484 miles,

and 24 knots 27.636 miles, the railroad man

can readily understand what this means.

The propeller power of the Campania is

equal to 35 or 40 of the best locomotive? in

power, while her carrying capacity if she

were loaded with wheat would take sev

eral train load.- of that substance ; beside*

carrying her coal and her crew she Ukes

nearly 2,000 passengers, and when in deep

water makes from 22 to 23 knots eTery

hour for 5J days. The coal required lor

these various ships varies consid^rahlv.

some of them running considerably over

four hundred tons in 24 hours, that depend

ing upon the speed at which thev are

driven.
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The Campania and the Lucania are 70

feet shorter than the Great Eastern, their

tonnage is nearly G,000 less, their draft is :>

feet less, and their passenger capacity is

not quite half of what the Great Eastern's

was. The Campania's horse power is 3j times

as much as trie Great Eastern contained,

and she only made 14 or 14J knots per

hour with 8,000 horse power. The Cam

pania uses a little more than the same

amount of fuel that the Great Eastern did.

There is much more with reference to these

ships that would be interesting without

doubt and whatever the future may con

tain for us, these enormous structures pass

across the ocean with much more regulari

ty than some express trains making ', of

the distance, they are exceedingly comfort

able, and show what may be accomplished

by persistent effort ; it might be interest

ing to make some comparison between

them and the locomotive, but the main ob

ject of this article has been to encourage

thinking in relation to locomotive engine,

and see whether modifications could not be

made which would bring about some similar

if not as marked changes and improvements.

No comparison has been made with the

new U. 8. cruisers or battle ships which

have lately been tested and have shown

such speed, for the test which is made with

them is only for four hours. They are run by

the men who build them, and* can never

be run at the same speed again by any one

else without long familiarity with the ma

chinery, while the liners of which we have

here written make this terrible speed for

days at a time and ordinarily without the

slightest break or mishap, and after a few

miles outside Sandy Hook until they are

within a few ^iles of Queenstown, and

instead of running 80 or 90 miles they run

2,800 or 2,900 when they do not encounter

ice or fogs, or when for some other cause

thev do not have to slow up and run care

fully.

These ships are constructed with a

healthy regard for economy and their work

is regular, while the war snip at its highest

speed is not considered or counted for econo

my, and some of our new ships have a

speed of 20 knots or greater while they are

really run at a speed of 12 or 14 knots while

cruising, it being more economical to run

them at that speed, but in case of an

emergency they have the power, and can

get into or out of trouble at a very high

rate of speed.

This then draws the line between the

ocean ships and the naval vessels, of what

ever class they may be, the naval vessels

are built for fighting and rarely require

their maximum power, the liners are ele

gant floating hotels, in which it is for the

interest of the owners to get rid of their

passengers as soon as it is possible, as every

day feeding and lodging cost a large amount

of money, hence a few hours taken from

the passage means a good many dollars in

food saved, and other creature comforts, as

well as coal. The passages of the ships are

regular, while a war ship may lie in dock

or at anchorage for months, and then sud

denly have to go the very other side of the

world on short notice, having no designated

route ; or, as a railroad man would say, one

is a " fast express" and the other is a " wild

flyer."

The engineering achievements are wor

thy of the highest commendation, the ef

fect in the different lines will be vast, and

whatever the improvements that are possi

ble, it will all tend to a higher civilization,

more comfort, and 80 far as we know, pro

gress.

The record as it now stands, or the latest

trips reported as " breaks" are as follows:

Paris, Southampton to New York, June,

'93, 6d 9hrs 37 minutes.

New York, Aug. 25th, '94, Southampton

to New York, 6d 8'hrs 38 minutes, fastest on

record.

Campania, Queenstown to N. Y., Aug.

18th, '94, 5d 9hrs 29 minutes. 2783 knots,

21.49 knots per hour for the whole time,

average 515.8 knots per 24 hours.

Lucania, Queenstown to N. Y., Nov. 4th,

'93. 5d 12hrs 47 minutes.

The Teutonic and Majestic are a few min

utes behind the Paris and New York on

the same runs, 18 minutes in one case and

37 or 38 minutes in another.

On Aug. 31st '94 the fastest passage ever

made between Queenstown and New York

was finished by the "Lucania"—time 5

days 8 hours and 38 minutes ; this is fifty-

one minutes faster than before, almost at

the same moment, actual time the Campa

nia, had finished up the fastest eastern pass

age ever made, on her run from New York

to Queenstown, time 5 days 10 hours and

47 minutes, being 73 minutes ahead of

time, or an hour and thirteen minutes bet

ter than previous record, the passage of the

Campania was at the rate of 21.41 knots an

hour for the whole distance, or 2,814 knots,

from the bar outside of Sandy Hook

to Daunt's Rock off Queenstown, the Lu

cania ran 2,787 knots on her way and at the

rate of 21.65 knots an hour from Daunt's

Rock to Sandy Hook Bar—the daily aver

age of Lucania was 535 knots, Campania

ran into fog and lost nearly 135 miles- in

time, or her record would be much lower

than now recorded.

• *»**»»

In my article in September on page 855

on the last paragraph a very serious mis

take has been made, who is responsible for

it is immaterial, in speaking of the horse

power of the Umbria and Etruria, it is put

down as 1,440 and 1,460 respectively, it
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should be 14,840 and 14,460 respectively,

these amounts are precise. On the next

page and in the same paragraph speaking

of the three German ships, the Aller, Saale,

and Trave, in the 16th line from the top of

page 850 it does read indicates 3,800 horpe

power, this should read 8,300 horse power.

Thoma% Pray, Jr.

The following item appeared in the Rail-

way Age; issue of August 24th : A Minne

apolis dispatch says: "Commencing next

Monday all firemen on the 'Soo' railroad

will be in the employ of the engineers of

the road instead of the company, as has

always been the case up to this time. The

object sought to be obtained "by this course

is to improve the personnel of firemen, to

rid the service of any jealousies that have

existed, to make every engineer interested

in securing the best possible class of men

for firemen, and to make firemen loyal and

efficient, for the reason their employment

and promotion depends on the recommen

dation of the men for whom they are firing."

If there is any truth in this item, it can be

asserted with certainty that it is one of the

queerest methods on record for improving

the "personnel of firemen," and ridding

the service of " jealousies." I can conceive

of no plan which is better calculated to de

feat the avowed object in view than the

one proposed. To place a fireman in a po

sition where he is absolutely dependent on

the engineer for his job, instead of on the

company that pays him his wages, looks to

me like taking a long step backward. What

standard shall the engineers establish by

which to determine when they are getting

" the best possible class of men for fire

men ? " Will it be one established by each

one's individual will or ideas of the fitness

of things ? Evidently so, since the employ

ment and promotion of the firemen " de

pends on the recommendation of the men

lor whom they are firing." What sort of a

hand will be dealt out to the company after

a shuffle of that description? A mighty

poor one, I'll warrant. And how shall the

firemen's organization on the " Soo " road

proceed to protect its members, in their

rights to runs, etc., under a regime of that

sort ? Will it make contracts with the en

gineers individually or collectively, and if

so, how will it proceed to enforce them?

But, perhaps, there won't be any firemen's

organization on the "Soo" road after this

plan has been for a short time in force.

Who knows ? I hope this item is a product

of the fertile imagination of some newspa

per reporter.

•
• •

If such a plan as this should come to be

generally adopted it might be an excellent

thing for unprincipled engineers, in a pe

cuniary way. Some months ago Locomotive

Engineering published a letter which had

been written to Editor Hill, asking his as

sistance to get the writer a job of firing

somewhere in the country ; and the writer

naively intimated that he would be willing

to pay Mr. Hill $50 for his services in the

matter providing the desired situation was

secured. There are plenty of men in this

country who are in the same position with

this individual, willing to pav $25 or $50 for

a job, the several railroad" employment

agencies are making a good profit out of

them ; and they would be a snap for many

of those engineers who had full control of

the employmeat of their firemen, and who

were not particular about what method*

they took for making a little pocket money

" on the side." Of course, the companies

would institute safeguards against that sort

of thing, but we have safeguards against

legislative bribery, have'nt we? And, what

ever the safeguards, it seems quite certain

that improvement of " the personnel oi

firemen would not always be kept in view.

• •
The latest argument in favor of the auto

matic coupler is rather an odd one, but, if

accepted, it is likely to carry more weight

than all those that have gone before. It it

that the automatic coupler is an aid to tbe

railroads in times of strike, by enabling

them to fill the places of striking switch

men more easily. " Inspector," inihe Rail

way Age, presents an extract from a letter

written shortly after the recent Btrike, by

" the general manager of one of the largest

railway systems in the world," and he says

that the argument contained therein " hit

force." The quoted matter is as followr

" It seems to me the experience of the laM

few weeks ought to be a sufficient object

lesson to railroad managers to prompt them

to equip their freight cars with automatic

couplers. The very reason switchmen art

opposed to automatic couplers, as is well

known, is because it renders their business

less hazardous and their places could 1*

more readily filled by green hands. w>

found it easy enough to get green men to

take places as brakemen or firemen, bat

few new men care to do switching. Tbe

action of switchmen in the late strike surely

ought to spur managers up to equipping

freight cars all over the country with the

automatic M. C. B. coupler." It will be »

surprise to many railroad men to learn thit

it is " well known" that switchmen are op

posed to the automatic coupler because it

renders their occupation " leas hazardous."

and if it is a fact it furnishes a etrangt- com

mentary on the justice of an industrial sys

tem whose tendency is to lead men to preier

a more hazardous* employment to a less.

Butwhv should there be any argument in

this'.' What power have the'small number
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of switchmen in the country to coerce rail

way companies into continuing to use the

more hazardous method of coupling cars

against their will ? If the railroads should

set to work to equip their cars with the au

tomatic coupler, simply because it was

" less hazardous," and more in the interests

of human life, how should the switchmen

go to work to prevent them ? Seeing that

there is a law requiring railway companies

to do this very thing within a specified

time, it looks as though they have over

rated the power of opposition of the switch

men. But if the argument takes hold it

will have one good effect. It will spur the

companies up to the work of equipment so

that none of them will be coming forward

with a plea for an extension of time at the

expiration of the limit set by law. The

motive of self interest is the only one that

induces corporations to respect the law,

after all.

» " •

How these general managers do contra

dict themselves ! here is one of them,

" the general manager of one of the largest

railway systems in the world," declaring

that he found no difficulty in hiring all the

green men necessary to nil all branches of

the service, except that of switching, and

that difficulty would have disappeared if

they had only had automatic couplers ;

imf the General Manager's Association has

been telling the country that it was liter

ally swamped with experienced and first-

class men for all branches of the service.

The organ of the General Manager's Asso

ciation, the Railway Age, has Btated that

ess than one per cent, of the men hired

nere found to be inefficient, "the ineffi

ciency being in almost every case owing to

the fact that they were foreigners." Out-

Bide of this one per cent, the men were de-

dared to be without exception " first-class

men." And observe that none were de

clared incompetent; simply "inefficient."

And, so far as my knowledge goes, and I

am not one of the "green hands," the

statement that switchmen are opposed to

automatic couplers, either because they are

less hazardous" or for any other reason,

8 absolutely false. It may be true that

*'ith automatic couplers in general use the

ailroad!* would have less difficulty in fili

ng the places of striking switchmen with

' green hands," but it is not true that

'witchmen are opposed to automatic cou

plers. I have heard switchmen oppose

iome particular form of automatic coupler,

>r express preference for one style more

•han another, and condemn the want of

iniformity in the styles in use. I have

ceard them say that they would prefer the

>ld link and pin to being compelled to work

with such a mixed up museum of curiosities

^j has been floated around the country in

the name of automatic couplers in the past

few years, and I have said it myself, but I

never yet heard a switchman express a wish

to see the old hand system of coupling cars

be retained in preference to a uniform and

complete system of automatic couplers ;

and it is quite certain that the switchmen's

organization worked as hard for the passage

of the car coupler law as did any of the

other railway organizations. There is plenty

of food for thought, however, in the idea at

the bottom of this general manager's ex

pression of opinion, for it is nothing more.

The tendency of the times is to deprive

workingmen of the material benefits (low

ing naturally from the use of improved ma

chinery and more efficient industrial pro

cesses. Why should switchmen be opposed

to automatic couplers ? because they render

their occupation " less hazardous," and

thus widen the field of competition for their

places in the industrial world, and lower

their wages. Thus the benefits flowing

from the use of the improved machinery

will go, not to the switchmen, but to the

railroads ; they will save enough on the

item of wages to pay the increased cost of

the couplers, and make a profit besides.

And this principle holds, true in every

branch of modern production. Queer, isn't

it? W. P. Borland.

Steam Economy.

Mb. Editor:—Under the caption of " Econ

omy "in the July number of your Magazine,

one becomes thunderstruck with the Mil-

tonic grandeur of the language the writer

uses, terms that are almost bewildering.

" Multiplied Cylinders and Expansions,"

"Marine Engines" and "Ocean Grey

hounds," as though Titan like to reach the

very skies of mechanical literature. But

he takes an Icarian fall in the last para

graph when he undertakes to demonstrate

that clearance is merely the distance from

piston to cyclinder head, engine on center,

and that clearance space is compression

" space," and has nothing in common with

economy.

It becomes evident that Mr. Weiler, like

the rest of us, can learn something in re

gard to the economical use of steam. Mr.

Weiler has utterly ignored the assertion ia

my first article in which I said that the in

dicator proved that reducing the clearance

in an engine increased the economy. Does

Mr. Weiler consider that every time the

exhaust port opens that the clearance space,

not compression space, is cleared of all the

steam to the valve face, and that the space

from the piston to the valve lace is filled

each stroke with steam that is thrown away

pure and simple, consequently the greater

the clearance space the more uneconomical

the engine. I have some indicator cards
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from a double valve long ported engine

which Bhow no leaks at all, neither in the

valves or piston , and cut off as near right as it

would be possible to adjust valves; yet it is

utterly impossible to get the initial pres

sure within two-thirds of boiler pressure.

Why ? Improperly designed steam ports

and valves. Too much space to be rilled

with steam, not compression space either.

It was upon the idea of reducing this space

that George H. Corliss brought out his au

tomatic cut-off and reduces the clearance to

the minimum by placing the valves on the

extreme ends of the cylinder, doing away

with the lorg passages and reducing the

clearance to the smallest possible amount

and increasing the economy of the engine.

Now, if this is compression space, why does

reducing it economize in coal consumption ?
■ Bio. Weiler says Bro. Caraghty is sus

tained by all books. What books? What

authority upon mechanical engineering has

ever given such a definition of clearance?

And, furthermore, I can find in no work

upon mechanics or engine designing any

such a term as compression space. In P.

F. Hemenway's "Indicator Practice and

Steam Engine Economy," I use Mr. Hem-

en way more particularly, as he is not only

the best of authority, but his is about the

only work treating upon locomotive indi

cating thoroughly. Chapter two we find

among others, the following definitions:
'■ ( 'learance is the space between the piston

at the end of its stroke and the valve face.

His usually reckoned in percent, of the

piston displacement, or in its equivalent in

length added to the cylinder. Compression

is ttie action of the piston in compressing the

steam remaining in the cylinder at ex

haust-closure into the clearance space."

Now, Mr. Editor, to clinch my definition

of clearance 1 will give Prof. John E. Sweet's

plan for measuring same: The following

remarkably simple plan for determining

clearance was communicated to the Ameri

can Machinist by Prof. John E. Sweet. He

says : " See that the piston and valves are

made tight and the valves disconnected ;

arrange to (ill the clearance space with

water through the indicator holes, or

through holes drilled for the purpose. Turn

the engine on the dead center, make marks

on the cross- head and guides; weigh a pail

of water, and fromitfill the clearance space.

Weigh the remaining water so as to deter

mine how much is used. Then weigh out

exactly the same amount of water aa is

used, turn the engine off the center, pour

in the second charge of water and turn

the engine back till the water comes to the

tame point that it did in the first instance.

Make another mark on the cross-head and

guide, and the distance between these

marks is exactly what you really wish to

know; that is, it is just what piston travel

equals theclearance. . . . Ifittakesono

pound of water to fill this space and to admit

another pound, the piston must be moved

one inch; then the clearance bears the eume

relation to the capacity of the cylinder m

one inch bears to the stroke of the piston.

Thus under these circumstances, in an en

gine of ten inches stroke, it wonld be naitl

to have ten per cent, clearance.1'

It may be added that, considering the

length of the indicator diagram as repre

senting the stroke of the piston drawn to a

scale, it is only necessary to lay off this one

inch, or whatever the distance may he, on

the eame scale to establish the elearanre

line on the diagram. The two from which

the above articles are quoted are mechan

ical authorities from which there is no ap

peal. 1 am much obliged to Mr. Weiler for

the information in regard to the adjusting

of rods. In eighteen years experience with

engines of nearly all kinds and classes, from

the locomotive up to the compound con

densing, I had never dreamed that rods

were readjusted, or that if the piston did

not clear the cylinder head somet hing wonM

become disemboweled.

In my next 1 shall take up some more of

Mr. Garaghtv's answers.

Arthur L. Parshall.

Auirqi krqik, New Mexico.

Tin- Engineer*!* ISrnke A'alve.

Mk. Editor:—There have been several

cases that came under our notice recently

where the preliminary exhaust port in the

engineer's brake valve has been made

larger so as to obtain a quicker action of

the brakes during a service application, anJ

it is our object in this letter to show that

the above method should not be toleiatwl

by any means, as the brake valve has dis

tinct features governing its action, founded

by men of experience years ago. To make

a service application we first reduce a por

tion of air Irom chamber I » through the pre

liminary exhaust port. To this chamber

the equalizing reservoir is connected to in

crease the air capacity of the former. Bat

before this equalizing reservoir was con

nected it was difficult to make an applica

tion light enough, as the equalizing piston

would raise and the train pipe pressure

would exhaust itself, causing an emergency

application of brakes, when only a service

application was desired. Bat by connect

ing the equalizing reservoir to chamber I)

gives us a greater air capacity to dift'barp;

from, which in return we can get any de

sired application of brakes.

The equalizing discharge valve has dis

tinct features governing its action, the ex

haust port which is in proportion to the

train pipe so as to render efficient service

with either a long or short train, and the

equalizing piston which will not close the
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ort until the pressure in the train pipe

as become equalized, and the preliminary

thaust port is in proportion to chamber

eo ae to render all variation for service

ops.

It may also be stated that the present

ze of the preliminary exhaust port is also

proportion to the graduating valve's ae

on in auxiliary reservoir pressure, as the

•aduating valve is the valve for admitting

r gradually from auxiliary reservoir to

•ike cylinder and whatever reduction is

atle through the preliminary exhaust port

i the service position, the graduating

live can keep pace with it in reducing

niliary reservoir pressure. Then if we

ilarge the preliminary exhaust port in

der to obtain a quicker application for

rvice stops, we would reduce the pressure

o much in train pipe in advance of the

aduating valve's action on auxiliary res-

voir pressure, which would leave a greater

esaure in auxiliary reservoir, and as the

iple valve would be already in the posi-

:>n for graduation, there should he no dif-

rence between train pipe pressure and

ixiliary pressure.

Returning to the equalizing discharge

>rt it is also proportioned to render effi-

;nt service with either long or short

lins. As it is proportioned to meet the

quirements of the long train (fifty cars)

certainly will render efficient service for

e short train, as there is no objection to

e brake being applied in a shorter time,

us the shorter train getting the benefit,

it to prevent an emergency application

brakes with the short train, when only

service application is desired, we come in

ntact with the graduating springs in

pies and the tension or resistance of

ese springs will render a full opening of

i' equalizing discharge port, with service

aking irrespective of any number of cars.

So it can be seen that the ports in the en-

leer'e brake valve are in proportion to each

her, and should the valve become too slow

action for service applications, it will be

jnd upon examination that the valve is

rty and the piston will not respond to

ght reductions owing to it being gummed

i by oil, or the piston packing iB too tight

d not from the size of its ports.

Walter C. Garnghly.

Baltimore, Mi».

Wilier FlaHliii>£ Into Steam.

In the course of a discussion at the South-

n and Southwestern Railway Club on

•usible Plugs for Fireboxes," Mr. R. P. C.

uderson, of the Norfolk A: Western, men-

med a fact in connection with the law

lich keeps water liquid under certain

essures, which has very rarely been seen

practice. It is well known, for instance,

at while water turns into steam at a tem

perature of 212 degrees under atmospheric

pressure, it will stand a temperature of 350

degrees before turning into steam when the

pressure is 120 pounds to the square inch.

These figures are a matter of calculation,

and are rarely seen in operation except in

laboratory experiments. In the remarks

made by Mr. Sanderson he said: " I never

appreciated the fact as to water flashing

into steam until I watched it, when trying

to wash the grease off engines with hot

water, and found we had nothing but steam

a few inches from the nozzle, and we had to

get pressure down below 100 pounds before

there was any hot water when the jet struck

the grease."

In connection with this engineers under

stand how much more disastrous a boiler

explosion is when a large quantity of water

has been in the boiler than where the boiler

supply was short. Those who have given

the subject most attention are well aware

that a boiler carrying a large volume of wa

ter is much more liable to disaster, in case

of anything happening, to suddenly reduce

the pressure on the boiler, such as the frac

ture of a sheet or the sudden opening of a

very large safety-valve. When the sudden

reduction of pressure takes place the water

flashes into steam, and there have no doubt

been many caseB where this has caused

violent boiler explosions.— fjocomotm- ]Cn-

ghieerivg.

Renewing Steel Rails.

Mr. K W. McKenna, formerly assistant

general superintendent of the Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul and recently appointed

general superintendent on the ( Ireat North

ern, has recently been granted a patent for

renewing old steel rails. The patent de

scribes the p'rocess as consisting in heatii g

the old rails to a temperature near to but

below the point at which the carbon con

tained therein would be affected, and sim

ultaneously straightening and reducing the

cross section equally in all directions except

in height. The result is a rail of slightly

less width, but of the same height and the

same or greater length. A detailed analy

sis of the chemical and physical results

obtained has been made und«r the direc

tion of Messrs. J. N. Barr and George < iibbs

of the Milwaukee road, demonstrating that

the chemical characteristics remain un

changed and the physical properties remain

the same or are improved. The patent is

said to be a fundamental one, and* is of

especial value in view of the practice of re

moving rails where the flowage of metal at

the ends has become so great as to occasion

uneven joints. The following figures are

given as showing the relative values of so-

called worn-out rails bv each of the three

different methods of disposal: As scrap,

S10 per. ton ; by sawing off the ends, $14.4.'! ;
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by renewing as above, $19.71. It is claimed

that 96 per cent, of the rail is restored to

its usefulness by this process, while by

sawing, about :!0 per cent, is lost.

Tests of the invention have been made at

the works of the East Chicago Iron & Steel

Company, but it is proposed shortly to or

ganize a company to carry on the work.—

Railway Age.

Coining Flying Machines.

The pioneer machine will, in all proba

bility, be a large kite like affair, with power

in the shape of a gasoline motor and screw

propeller. It will be provided with a means

of guiding both up and down, and sidewise.

It will carry but one operator, who must

feel that the machine is almost part of him

self. Its speed will be small, probably from

15 to 25 miles per hour, and its cost need

not be more than that of a small steam

launch, while its greater speed and ability

to go anywhere will commend it to enthu

siastic athletes everywhere.

The art of balancing once learned, and

fear allayed by usage, improvements will

follow. Increased experience and our su

perior intelligence will enable us to surpass

the birds in their own element. Professor

I.angley thinks 90 or 100 miles per hour not

improbable. The increased skill due to a

regular use would probably enable a flyer to

manage a machine without the aid of a mo

tor or, at most, with such assistance as his

own muscles afford.

Such a machine need not cost greatly

more than a first-class cycle. P>usy New

Yorkers could spend their nights in the

Catskill's and their holidays in the White

mountains. Pleasure seekers would find it

the most agreeable method of travel. Its

high speed, its universal application, its

freedom from the common causes of acci

dent, such as snags, washouts, broken rails,

burnt bridges and collisions, and its clean

liness would combine to make it a popular

means of transit. Fifteen years mark the

history of the bicycle as it grew from an

athlete's means of amusement to the busy

man's vehicle. Half that time has seen the

electric street car displace the horse. Is it

unreasonable to think that before many

years the flying machine will have placed

itself by their side as a means of transit ?—

( 'asxier's Magazine.

The employes of the Denver, Lcadville &

(iunnison road have wisely agreed to accept

the reduced wages which Keieiver Trumbull

offered, the employes having failed to secure

the support of the court to their position,

that as this road was previously operated

as a branch of the Union Pacific and as an

other federal court bad enjoined the receiver

of that company from reducing wages,

therefore the same wages must be main

tained on the separated road. To tbis evi

dently untenable argument, Judge Mallet

replied: ''The inquiry at the court in

Omaha was not directed to any particular

branch of the road, but it was directed to

the whole Union Pacific system. Thejudires

there said that if the road was not paying

operating expenses it should be cast off, re

ferring particularly to the South I'ark

branch. This was in effect done, and the

receivers were directed to stop the opera

tion of the road. They were not allowed to

continue its operation for the reason that it

could not pay expenses. It is clear tbat

this decision there made is not binding on

the present condition of things. It bec»ine

a queetion whether under a different man

agement the road could be made to pay ex

penses. This must either be done or the

road stopped and everyone dismissed. It is

not a question of a road earning large sume

of money during prosperous times and then

reducing during a depression. The court?

have held that where large sums of money

have been made in prosperous firms thin

money shall be used to pay wages during »

depression. I think that the receiver should

be allowed to make the reduction and seed

the road can be made to pay operating ex

penses. If he can do more than this, the

men ought to be paid a fair compensation."

—Railway Aye.

The Kussian government proposes to in

troduce on their state railways a tariffbased

on the Hungarian zone system. In Rnesia

it is the long distances which make the

cost of railway traveling keenly felt. In or

der to travel 1.000 versts (<><;:! miles i by

third-clasB a fare of 14.40 roubles (45s Nd),

together with the government tax, ha? to

be paid. Only i"> per cent, of the third-

class passengers now travel distances ex

ceeding 100 versts, indicating that the ma

jority of the lower classes cannot afford to

pay more than 1A roubles 1 4a 9d). It is be

lieved that for the first Jew years of the

operation of the new taritf the companies

will suffer loss, by reason of the reduction,

but in the opinion of the authorities tbe

losses are only likely to be temporary, and

the cheap tickets will increase the number

of passengers.—Railway Age.

A Fr* Y»nl» of R«-«l Tlipr.

The whole general official force of a well

known road were out on a tour of inspec

tion. At each division they would pick "P

the division officers, and "take thein over

their own part of the line.

The special was on the siding waiting for

No. ti. A sectiou gang were at work near

by, and No. <i was late.

The crowd stood on the track waiting and

talking.

The general manager squinted down the
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nain line, and said to the general Biiperin,-

endent, " John, ain't there a low place in

ho track there?"

John squinted.

"Smith," said he to the division superin-

endent, " there's a low joint there at that

iwitch."

Smith sqninted.

" Hogan," said he to the road in aster,

' there's a bad joint there ; better have it

ixed."

Hogan squinted.

"Sullivan," said he to the section fore-

nan, " there's a dam bad joint there; raise

t up."

Sullivan squinted.

"Jerry," said he to one of his gang,

' Phv in the divel don't ye do phwat ye'r

oukl; go ye now and tamp that low jint."

Jerry squinted—but he got his bar first.
•' Moike," paid he to the youngest man on

he job, " dom youre lazy sow), do youse

•ome and tump thiB toie phwile Oi hould

ipp the ind."

" Moike " failed to squint.

And, lo. the low "jint" was raised.— La-

■nmotive Engineering.

Tliirly-live \ i-;u. on One Locomotive.

Engineer Jefferson 15. Clark, "Jeff," as

be boys call birn, recently delivered his

>ngine to the Dt-pew shops of the New

^'ork Central to be cut up. The engine—

he "160"—was built in 1856 and was

lamed " Burrows," after the well-known

ii vision superintendent of the Western di

vision, who has recently retired from serv-

re. Mr. Clark took her in 1859 and ran

ier eteadily uotil now—to be exact, thirty-

ive years, two months and twenty-five

lays. Of course the old engine has been

ebuilt many times, but she and Uncle

' Jeff" stuck together like lovere.

Everybody on the Auburn road between

iuffalo and Syracuse knew Clark and his

•ngiue

The officials offered the old-timer another

•ngine on his old run, but he has been lay-

ng off since he lost the " 150," and must

eel something like a widower.

This is the longest case of " keeping his

>wn engine" we have ever heard of.— Tjoco-

notire Engineering.

Representative Haugen, of Wisconsin, has

nt reduced in congress a resolution looking

oward government control of railways.

Jr. Haugen eaye the time is at hand when

omething must be done with the railway

iroblem. Personally he inclines to the

iew of A. B. Stickriey, of St. Paul, who, in

lia work on "The Railway Problem," takes

in advanced position, considering that he

a not a theoretical reformer, though a great

practical railway manager. Mr. Haugen

>elieves the transportation business to be

mblic business, and as such the public has

a right and the government has a duty to

see that no quarrel between the managers

of the roads and their employes ia permit

ted to delay or hinder the road in its public

function. His resolution introduced recites

the several arguments against the railways

as at present managed and makes an argu

ment for an investigation. The resolution

also calls upon the committee on inter-state

and foreign commerce to investigate upon

the advisability of enrollment into the pub-,

lie service all railroad officers and employes

in the same manner as officers and enlisted

men are now sworn into the military service

of the United States.— Rnilvay Age.

It is reported that the New York, Susque

hanna & Western railroad has adopted a

new form of signal, the invention of A. C.

Gordon, of Rochester, N. Y. The theory of

the system is not only to give the engineer

warning of a train ahead, bat to indicate

to him the time that has elapsed since a

given signal was passed. Each train sets

the signal po as to display a red half- disc.

This half-disc changes for half an hour

gradually from red to white and the relative

proportions of the two colors displayed

show the engineer of the next train the

time elapsed between the two trains. The

line which separates the white from the

red moves like the minute hand of a clock

and indicates by its angular position the

time elapsed since the last train passed.

After half an hour the half-disc is all white,

then the engineer knows that he is half an

hour or more behind the preceding train.

At night the signal is illuminated by the

headlight of thu locomotive. The success

ive signals indicate to the engineer of the

following train whether he is gaining or

losing on the forward train. The half-disc

changes to full red each time a train passes.

—Railway Age.

The last spike waB driven on July 30th

upon the Tehuantepec National railway,

completing Mexico's first transcontinental

railway, and the train crossed the Isthmus

of Tehuantepec from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, a distance of only 192 miles. This

long proposed railway is destined to carry

an important share of the traffic between

the two oceans and will form a serious rival

to the Panama railway, which crosses the

continent, some 1,300 miles farther to the

south. The new road, however, has at pres

ent to contend with poor harbor facilities,

Sarticularly at its Pacific coast terminus at

. alina Cruz, and much money will have to

be spent to put it in condition for active

competition with existing routes between

the great oceans. The completion of the

Tehuantepec railway, however, is one of

the most important events of the year, and

it is due to American engineers and Ameri

can builders.—Rail-way Age.
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EltOM OCEA.lt SHORE TO MOUNTAIN

SUMMIT.

The witty traveler who said that in one

day in California you could freeze through

and thaw out did not greatly exaggerate. I

can testify by experience, that in an hour

and a-half one can go from the sea coast

with the thermometer at (15° to the interior

of a valley where it stands at 100°. You have

only to decide what temperature you pre

fer and you can have it by the expenditure

of a dollar or two. After leaving Catalina

Island we returned to Pasadena to finish

that part of our programme which had been

interrupted by the strike." If one wishes

to realize fullv the possibilities of Califor

nia soil and climate ne has a fine opportu

nity here. Ten years ago it was a desert,

five years ago a village and to day a beau

tiful little city of S,000 inhabitants, exclu

sive of tourists, with whom in the winter

season it overflows. It is a city of beauti

ful homes. You do not have to wait a life

time to see your trees and shrubbery grow

to maturity. The eucalyptus, of which

there are' 140 varieties, grows ten feet in a

year. In a very few years a rose slip will

cover the house and bear thousands and

tens of thousands of blossoms. In five

years, with ordinary attention and plenty

of water, you may have an avenue of large

pepper and magnolia trees, a garden, as

lovely as a dream, of roses, lilies and every

plant that blooms, masses of climbing

vines and an orchard of oranges, lemons,

walnuts, figs, olives, etc., and all this will

be as beautiful in the winter as in the Bum-

nier. No words can describe the flowers of

California. Kverything is a wilderness of

bloom. There are hedges of calla lilies and

geraniums; the fuschias and heliotrope

climb to the second story windows and are

loaded with blossoms; the nasturtiums run

riot over the fences and up the chimneys;

the morning glories will cover a whole

house, if they are permitted, and they do

not close during the day, as they do further

east. All of thtse are seen at their best in

Pasadena. One of the handsomest homes

is that of (Jovernor Markham. Another is

that of Prof. Lowe. He organized and man

aged the balloon service during the civil

war. and is the inventor of water gas and

artificial ice. lie also built the Mt. Lowe

Railway, which is one of the wonders of

the age. No visit to Southern California

would be complete without a trip to Kcho

Mountain. A charming ride through the

valley brings us to the foot of the mountain,

and an electric railway, with an incline o!

8A feet to the mile, carries us up through

the canyon, skirting the sides of the moun

tain and looking down into deep chasms.

At a height of 2,200 feet we come to I lie

Kubio Pavilion, a hotel built in one of the

moBt romantic spots in the world, in a

mountain gorge, among rocks and water

falls and overhanging trees. But the mo,i

wonderful part is yet to come. Before n.«

is an almost perpendicular iricline of 1,300

feet to the top of the mountain, and up

here we are going in a cable car. It is the

steepest railroad in the World, a rise of »£

feet in every 100. At one point a trestle i«

built over a gorge; it is 200 feet long, tad

the upper end is 100 feet higher than tlir

lower end. The road is operated from tin-

power house at the top of the mountain,

and so perfect is its construction, so great

the precautions, that we take our seats in

the car and ascend without a tremor. At

the summit is a large and beautiful hotel,

with broad verandas commanding a vie*

that cannot be excelled on the continent.

We are fifteen times higher than the Ferris

wheel at the World's Fair.

We were there during full moon and to

the end of life shall I remember the

evenings on those overhanging verandas

Every electric light was plainly visible in

Ix)s Angeles, nearly twenty miles away,

while those of Pasadena lay "at our feet like

a great constellation, stretching into the

distance on every side were lofty moon-

tains, while afar off a silver sheen marked

the Pacific Ocean. Through a fine telescope

we viewed the planets. .Saturn, with his

fiery rings, the Mountains of the Moon, a

rare and glorious spectacle. One mornJM

I looked upon the scene by sunrise, a* it

came up out of the mists like a great en

chanted picture, the air so clear that Cata

lina Island, sixty five miles away, is plain

ly visible, and ail the beauties of the splen

did San Gabriel valley enhanced by the

flood of golden sunlight. Many hundred

feet up the mountain side. Professor Swift,

late of the Rochester Observatory, is build

ing a new observatory, from which much

is expected by the scientific world. i?p»f*

forbids a further description of the nis?-

nificent features which cannot fail Im render

this one of the famous resort? of the world

when it shall have been fully completed.

SASTA MONK A.

One of the unfortunate requirement! of

travelling for the purpose of sight neeiufis

that one must be continually " moving on.

If one has a lixed amount of time to «•« »

certain number of places, he must follow

the programme. No sooner does he f*t

unpacked, comfortably settled, and some

what acquainted v. ith his fellow traveller?
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than the schedule announces that the time

is up and he must obey the cry of " all

aboard." •

Tbe sight of Santa Monica was formerly

the ranche of United States Senator Jones,

of Nevada. It is still his home, although

he represents the state of Nevada in the

eenate, or, to put it more exactly, he repre

sents his silver mines, just as other men

represent their coal mines or their sugar

plantations. In laying out the town he re

served a section of five acres where he built

a magnilicent home, surrounded by beauti

ful gardens. He has obeyed the scriptural

injunction to care for those of his own

household, and has provided well for all

his kindred. He is spoken of as a kind

and charitable man and held in high es

teem at Santa Monica. The town extends

for a mile or more along the high bluffs

overlooking the Pacific ocean and contains

many lovely homes. The beach is said to

he the finest on the coast, and people come

from all parts of the state to enjoy the bath

ing. Thousand* of people go into the surf

every day, and the large interior " plunges "

are filled with a merry crowd. An hour in

the great breakers is the most exbilirating

sport in the world. We stayed three weeks

here instead of two, as we intended, because

of th« excellent bathing facilities. The long

beach affords an endless and interesting

panorama. The crowds of people lounging

on the white sand, the groups of children

playing at the water's edge, the bathers

performing their varied antics, the burros

trotting by with tbeir jolly riders, all forms

an inspiriting scene and one that does not

grow tiresome.

There are many delightful drives up the

long canyons. I was particularly struck

with an incident that came under my no

tice. Through one canyon (lowed a clear,

cold stream of mountain water, an invalua

ble blessing in this arid region. A number

of little homes were built her«, dependent

upon their large gardens. Suddenly the

stream disappeared and only the dry, rocky

bed remained. An investigation showed

lliatthe source of the stream in the moun

tains had been purchased by a party of

capitalists who had turned it from its orig

inal direction and carried it, by aqueducts,

to their own property. Kvery drop of water

in California must be paid for. The gov

ernment sells the "water rights'' in the

mountains at a fixed price, but the pur

chaser is placed under bonds to do a certain

amount of work in the way of aqueducts,

flumes, reservoirs, Ac. Then any one who

can pay for it is eutitled to have the water

carried' to his place and guaranteed so many

hours' supply each day. While this may

feem an injustice to those through whose

land the stream* originally ran, yet with

out this provision the state never could

have been developed. There would have

been no laud cultivated except those few

scattering tracts through which these

streams ran, and even they would have been

dried up in mid-summer. Capital came in,

built the great reservoirs where the winter

rains are stored, the hundreds of miles of

Humes, going over the southern part of the

state like a network, expended millions of

dollars. Now the man of small means can

take up a tract of land in the middle of the

desert, arrange for his water supply, and in

a few years his desert will bloom like Para

dise. There is one axiom that must not be

lost sight of, namely, that we must consider

" the greatest good to the greatest number. "

In order to obtain this it is often necessary

that one man or one woman must suffer,

or that some small portion of the commu

nity must be inconvenienced, but this is

unavoidable. We must get away from the

habit of looking at thing* from a purely

selfish standpoint.

After leaving Santa Monica we returned

again to Los Angeles for a brief visit to a

family for many years residents of Indian

apolis and closely connected with the his

tory of Indiana, that of Mr. John Harrison,

a cousin of ex- President Har/ison. His

wife was a Miss McCarty, whose father was

one of the founders of Indianapolis, and

left an estate which is said to be one of the

most valuable in Indiana. A few years ago

they purchased an elegant home in Los

Angeles and decided to spend the remain

der of their lives in this almost perfect

climate. Their house is filled with inter

esting reminders of the historic past, in

which the grandfather, President William

Henry Harrison, played a prominent part ;

and sitting upon the broad veranda, sur

rounded by palms and roses and a wealth

of beautiful Mowers, I enjoyed to the full

est the reminiscences of those pioneer days

so far removed from the comfort and luxu

riance of the present. In driving about

the city I was again impressed with the

beauty and desirability of Los Angeles. It

contains thousands of splendid homes, sur

rounded by such tropical loveliness as ex

ist* onlv in California, and is especially

enjoyable as it possesses the advantages of

a city. The climate is very tine and it is

les* than an hour's ride from both sea side

or mountain resorts.

SANTA BARBARA.

A five hours' ride by rail brings u? to

Santa Barbara, where I write this letter. It

is one of the oldtst towns in the state, if

we may apply the term " age " to any place

in what forty years ago was almost an un

known country. The development of Cali

fornia is a story far bevond the riotous im

agination of a Rider Haggard or a Robert

Louis Stevenson. The first impression of
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the town is not entirely favorable. Many

of the buildings are old and there is a gen

eral uncared-for appearance about many

localities, but a closer acquaintance makes

it easily apparent why it has so favorable a

reputation. The town lies between the

mountains and the sea and so peculiarly

sheltered as to possess the warmest winter

climate along the coast. It is, indeed, as a

winter resort that Santa Barbara is famous,

although it is perfectly delightful in sum

mer also. A wide, paved street extends

for several miles through the center of

town, and, branching off from this in many

directions, are some of the most beautiful

driven on the continent. In the newer

>>arts of the town are many elegant resi

dences, but it is the superb country homes

that challenge admiration. They are

owned by people from New York, Chicago,

San Francisco and other cities, some occu

pied as winter homes, others all the year.

The great trees, the driveways, the bridges,

the wide lawns, the wealth of flowers and

foliage make one feel that he is passing

through a scene of enchantment. They

have this advantage over similar country

seats in other states, that they are equally

beautiful in summer and winter. People

come here from all parts of the country

but it is much more popular in the winter

than in the summer. Bathing is not so

agreeable here as at Santa Monica because

the beach is at a considerable distance from

the residence portion of the town, and the

quiet waters of the bay do not offer the at

traction of the great rolling breakers.

I believe it is no exaggeration to say that

nowhere in the world are there such flow

ers as at Santa Barbara. There are gardens

here 1 00 years old. The growth goes on the

same winter and summer, and things bloom

more profuse] v in the winter. There seems

to be no limit to the vines. They cover

the whole house, if permitted, and climb to

the tops of the chimneys, and even to the

very tips of the lightning rods, and are a

mass of riotous bloom. One rose vine is

known to have borne 100,000 blossoms in a

season. On a suburban ranche near here is

a camellia japonica twelve feet high, which

has 1,500 buds and blossoms at one time,

each as large as a small saucer and bright

red. I have ceased to be astonished at any

thing in the way of flowers, or to make any

attempt to express my admiration.

One of the most unique attractions of

Santa Barbara is the Old Mission, which

stands like a sentinel upon the mountain

side and overlooks the entire valley and

the blue Eeas- beyond. We felt fully repaid

for rising early on Sunday and attending

morning service, conducted by the Francis-

ran monks, and wandering afterwards

through the quaint old cemetery, listening

to the bells which, formorethan acentury,

have rung out the matins and vespers.

These missions, scattered at intervals along

the coast are, perbaps^he most interesting

features of California. They were founded

in the latter part of the eighteenth century

by the Franciscan Fathers, who came up

from Mexico to Christianize the Indians.

They selected the most beautiful and fer

tile locations, and, with infinite toil and in

dustry, built up magnificent properties, or

chards, vineyards and gardens, constructed

aqueducts, collected great herds of rattle

and civilized the Indians. Then, when

they became rich and prosperous the Mexi

can government, looking with greedy eyes

upon their possessions, passed an act con

fiscating the church property, and, in man?

instances, plundering the missions. By

1840 their ruin wa6 complete. Many of

them were destroyed and those that re

main are mere parish churches. It is *

black chapter in history-

California seems very negligent in regard

to preserving the ancient relics. The pic

turesque Spanish houses, with their adobe

walls and moss covered tile roofs, are fast

disappearing. The greed for wealth is the

Eredominating passion, and, as theseqnaint

uildings are usually upon desirable loca

tions, they are ruthlessly torn down to

make room for smart new houses with their

fresh paint and cheap ornamentation. They

have almost passed out of existence, and

with them that proud old Spanish rate,

noted for their generous hospitality, once

the wealthy and aristocratic land owners ol

the Pacific coast, now scattered, impover

ished and almost extinct.

To see all the points of interest in South

ern California in one summer would be im

possible, and we find our vacation drawint

to a close with many places still unvisited.

It has been, however, a most restful and

entertaining summer. Very few days has

the thermometer gone above 70°. The air

is light and stimulating, the nights alniort

too cool. We have made many charming

acquaintances only, alas, to say " wod bye

before the friendship was hardly formed.

We go back to work refreshed and strength

ened, and deeply thankful for the privilege

of spending a season so rich in happy ex

periences.

August, 1894.

EDITORIAL XOTES.

I wish, every month, that we could have

a dozen times as much space for our edi

torial notes, or, better still, that we had a

weekly instead of a monthly in which to

write them. The Household Rtnlm. a vert

able magazine published by Miss Alice

Webster, at Cleveland, O., sets aside one

page which she verv cleverly calls the

" Man's Department,'1 and it is conducted

as the Woman's Department of various
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publications used to be. It will be admit

ted nowadays, we think, that the "woman

question " in its various phases, has long

since emerged from its corner and occupies

a large amount of space in the papers and

magazines of the day. The growth of wo

men in public importance has been marvel

ous, and one hardlv would dare predict their

position a generation hence. One thiDg,

however, may be safely declared, it will be

as much superior to that she occupies at

fi resent, as she now holds in advance of the

a9t generation.
*

* •

The Committee on Woman Suffrage has

presented an adverse report to the New

fork Constitutional Convention. They

voted against every amendment proposed

to permit women to vote upon questions of

schools or taxes; to authorize the legisla

ture to confer the right of suffrage ; to per

mit women who own property to vote ; to

allow any vote of either men or women to

he taken in the state of New York as to

whether the ballot shall be given to women.

This is about as sweeping as could be, and

it is done in face of the facts, first, that the

women of New York already have school

suffrage, conferred by the last legislature ;

second, that the women of that state pay

taxes on over $400,000,000 of property;

third, that a petition askiDg for woman suf

frage was presented to the committee

signed by 400,000 citizens of New York

state, over twenty-one years old. Not

withstanding the report of this committee,

a fight will be made in the convention to

Becure the amendment. We have said,

from the start, that we do not believe it

will be successful. The movement is op

posed by a solid army of brewers, saloon

keepers, gamblers and the whole strength

of Tammany Hall, and we doubt if any

measure can prevail against such forces.

In connection with this, here is one article

of the constitution of New York : " For

the purpose of voting no person shall be

■ leemed to have lost a residence

while kept at any almshouse, or other asy

lum, or at public expense, nor while con

fined in any public prison." Paupers, lu

natics, criminals, carefully guarded in their

right of franchise, which is positively re

fused to the women of the state who are

among the most intelligent and competent

tn be found in the world.

•
• •

In pleasant contrast to this is the action

of the Republican state conventions of Cali

fornia and North Dakota, which put a

woman suffrage plank in their platform,

And the action of the national convention

of Republican Leagues at Denver, which

adopted a resolution favoring equal suf

frage. The Populist state convention of

South Dakota adopted a woman suffrage

plank almost unanimously and with great

enthusiasm. Similar action was taken in

the state of Washington. On the other

hand, the Democratic state convention of

Kansas denounced woman suffrage, and

their candidate for governor, David Ober-

myer, in his speech opening the campaign,

spoke strongly and bitterly against it. Mr.

Smith, editor of the Leavenworth Journal

of Commerce and Post, has issued a manifesto

to the Democratic newspapers of the state,

telling them that it is made their duty by

the platform to combat woman suffrage.

And so the fight goes on.

•

The friends of temperance, whether Prot

estant, Catholic or non-sectarian, will greet

with the warmest approval the recent de

cision of Monsignor Satolli, the representa

tive of the pope in the 1'nited States. Bish

op Watterson, of Columbus, O., announced

that he would suspend from its rank aDd

privileges any Catholic society having sa

loonkeepers among its members, would

recognize no new society having them on

its membership rolls, and would refuse ab

solution to any saloon keeper who sells on

Sunday or conducts his business in a dis

reputable manner. An appeal was made

to Archbishop Satolli, who sustained the

bishop upon every point, declared that " the

liquor traffic is a source of much evil, and

favored the expellingof saloonkeepers from

all Catholic societies. This is the most im

portant action evsr taken by the Catholic

church upon the temperance question and

deserves the highest commendation.

* t

In a recent speech Ex- Senator Ingalls de

clared that he is opposed to woman suffrage

because b is mother, sisters, wife and daught

ers do not want it. And so all the women

of Kansas must be disfranchised because

the ladies of the Ingalls family do not wish

to vote! If ever the Kansas women do

get the ballot, it is safe to say that Mr. In

galls will carry that "Ex" appendage to

his name for a good long time.

*
* •

The men really are having a hard time

of it. One of them cards the papers to say

that he had to sit in the moonlight for an

hour with a pretty girl in a hammock and

listen to her talk equal rights while he

wanted to talk love. Another jeered at a

girl riding a bicycle in Lincoln Park, Chi

cago, and she had him arrested and fined

$25.

* *

A Pennsylvania woman, 93 years old, with

170 descendants, issues a challenge to any

woman of her age to ride a bicycle race for

a bible. Some of us who have tried it think
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we shall be quite that old and have as many

descendants before we learn to master the

two-wheeled machine.

The Republican, Democratic and Prohi

bition state conventions of Illinois have

nominated a woman for trustee of the State

University, so whichever way the political

wind blows, it is bound to blow a woman

upon the State Board of Trustees.

Jlmltli and Duly ItiK- the Soul.

That everyone should maintain and pos-

pe?s a healthy body is now considered one

of the requisites of moral and christian citi

zenship. Or, in other words, that it is a

dntv every person owes his soul.

Hitherto "men have practically regarded

themselves as bodies possessing pouls,

ntther than as souls possessing bodies,"

but it has been understood, at last, that to

be true to the soul, to bring out its best

and highest elements, one must keep a

pure abiding place for its habitation. Not

only must the body be pure and sweet, ex

ercising all its functions, but pure and

bright thoughts have much in common

with keeping both soul and body well. In

a paper read before the Oongreps of Scien

tists, held in San Francisco, May 2!) to

June 4, 1894, this passage occurs:

"Those things which are most useful

and beautiful, when inverted and abused,

become most baneful. Thought may be a

beautiful builder or a malign destroyer.

With orderly and powerful creative energy,

when rightly directed, it may invigorate

the human form divine, purge it of im

purity and cause it to thrill with harmon

ious vibration and wholeness. From the

ppiritual plane it may illumine and vivify

the intellectual, social, (esthetic and indus

trial faculties in man, giving him a well-

rounded and ideal development. It is a

power house of such wonderful capacity

that its dynamics, when exercised inaccord

with law, can hardly be estimated or con

ceived."

"The spiritual store house of man's

nature contains rich treasures deposited by

divine beneficence, and thought is the key

that unlocks and bestows them. Intelli

gently directed it is the 'prayer without

ceasing.' Man exercises his prerogative

as a son of God in proportion as, through

his own volition, he enters into bis allotted

kingdom and wisely transforms it. In the

deep recesses of his own nature he may

uncover a fountain from which will (low

forth new and ever ascending aspirations

and ideals."

With a pain- racked body that by abuse

and selfish indulgence we have rendered

unfit for mental or physical work how can

we expect to attain a high and lofty ideal

of thought.

The day will yet come when to be ill

will be the sure sign that we have by

heredity absorbed some loathsome taint?

from bygone ancestors, because the time

will come when to neglect the laws of

health and happiness will be considered

unchristian, uncivilized and unclean. And

when this bas happened all those clean-

born will be healthful.

But while there are so many who are

poor and unable to maintain the healthy

conditions that are required of man, by hi-

Maker, in order that he can observe the

laws of health there must be something

criminally wrong with the civilization that

permits this poverty and degradation in the

midst of plenty.

While a country in which men are sup

posed to make the laws by their ballot*

Eermits millions of acres of fertile lands to

e held for speculative purposes, while the

improvements made by one man are taxt-i

to increase the value of this land specula

tor's domains. While the hand of the op

pressor falls so heavily on the small farmer

that he is continually leaving the rural

districts and coming into the city to take

the places of mechanic and artizan at what

he on the farm would consider good waset.

because there he has board, fuel and wash

ing provided, and never thinks that in the

city they are to buy. While in the unrest

and hopeless condition of the present time*

there is neither money nor confidence

enough to prevent millions of honest men

from traversing the country in search of

employment, dare we say "«r are »»'

brother x ker]HT»."

Yet we are, truly we are. Everyone

stands singly and alone responsible before

God for not doing his best—not giving his

mite to eradicate these wrongs and heroine

to give everyone a healthy body anil a

pure mind. Not doing what we can to up

lift the human race and let the new li?bt

with its dazzling rays penetrate into tli»

dark gloom aud pessimism of the present

and transform them into abodes of warmth

and brightness.

Mr*. .V. II*. HaipM-

Italy, Texas.

" The JUtfl Miianipmit lloniw in Ihr ffwrU."

It is not often that a man can buy a?150.-

000 house simply to tear it down and make

a llower garden in the space it occupied. It

is not every one who can afford to indulg*

such an expensive fancy, for a eitv garden

necessitates an enormous outlay of uione^.

but the fame of the Yanderbilts' wealth it

world-wide, and there is no lack of fundi to

prevent the gratification of any desire,

even though it be for breathing room only.

Mr. ( 'ornelius Vanderbilt haspurchased the

Seventh Regiment club house, on the cor

ner of Fifty-eighth street and Fifth Kit
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nue, at an expenditure of $150 000, for the

purpose of making a garden in front of the

palatial-like residence he is now building.

His original house stood on the corner

of Fifty-seventh street and Fifth Ave

nue, in the famous spot known as million

aires' four corners, and four large and cosily

brown stone residences on Fifth Avenue

and the Seventh Regiment club house on

Fifty-eighth street occupied the space de

sired for his garden plot. The only thing

to do was to purchase the entire lot, which

was done, and the residences have been re

moved day by dav, and the new wing added

to the house. When completed it will be

not only the largest and most magnificent

private residence in New York, but in the

whole United States. It is made of brick

and granite and will cost about S7,000,000.

No expense has been spared in erecting

this structure. The walls were designed

and decorated in France and brought to

this country, and skilled workmen accom

panied them and will put them in proper

position. The flower space is even larger

than that of many large hotels, and the

looms are large and spacious. Every arti

cle of furniture has been imported from

foreign countries and even the iron fencing,

which is to surround the garden on all

sides, was brought from Kngland, and it has

only its F.nglish origin, which gives it favor,

for its architecture is neither elegant or at

tractive.

Workingmen, is there anything in the

above item, copied from The Popular btaya-

cine, that interests or concerns you? Is

there anything in it that concerns the

industries of America' Is there any

thing in it that concerns the vast

army of unemployed American laborers?

What does the American millionaire say to

American labor? Simply this: "I want

none of you, you may starve, die, rot in the

open air, I will not employ you. American

industries may sink or swim, 1 will employ

foreign designers and decorators, I will use

only imported furniture, and an English

fence." AVorkingmen, do you 6ee the

" handwriting on the wall?" Does it con

cern the hungry, ragged, homeless Ameri

can tramp, that foreign labor is preferred to

American? When I think of a S150.000

flower garden and a $7,000,000 residence in

a country filled witli pale faced poverty, I

wonder that God does not pour out the last

vial of his wrath on this millionaire-cursed

world. But after all God is not to blame.

He never made a millionaire. The labor

ing men of America have made the golden

calf themselves. They have blindly laid

nine-tenths of their earnings on its altar.

They have worshipped it, obeyed it, voted

for it, they have become abject slaves to

the golden beast. Even now in this boast

ed land of the free there is the right of way

and the grass (who made the earth and the

grass?) upon which you must not trespass.

The bristling bayonet warns you, a poor

unarmed tramp, to move on. Everybody

tells you to move on. You have made

the country rich and fruitful by your

labor, now you must vacate the earth.

Where will you go? It don't seem hardly

right to send you to hades. Heaven with

its golden streets and jeweled gates is the

millionaire's home. A poor tramp would

be out of place in such a fine residence.

Perhaps if the tramp would get off the

earth he would find a new continent, but I

suppose the first thing he would do would

be to pay some one a big salary to legislate

in the interest of the coming million

aires. Now, workingmen, let me tell you

a fact, you have the most powerful

weapon ever placed in the hands of a peo

ple, the ballot, rightly used, will free you.

Strike at the ballot box for bread and

home, or the time may come when even

that rig^ht may be denied you. You are

the majority, by a united ballot you can

save the American laborer and the Ameri

can industries. Then let the American

millionaires move to a foreign country

where things and people are more to their

taste, if not so elegant and artistic.

Mr*. M. Orrrtl.

Ml'RPIIYSBOKO, 111.

What is the matter with V. U. Again'.'

By the way, islthat his name, nom de plume,

or a threat to come again? Did his best

girl jilt him for a millionaire of 00? " Per

ish the thought."

" Vox FtiptiH, Vox Dei."

" Man is a creature composed of a body

and soul made to the image and likeness of

(iod." If we would only reflect on the

phrase "made to the image and likeness of

(■od," it would enable us to have constantly

before our mind the idea that man is the

physical likeness of (lod in every respect,

and this knowledge would impress upon

us our position in the work of creation.

Man is the medium through which God

speaks to his people, for, was it not the

disciples and their followers whom God

chose to impart to the world the object of

our redemption by Him? It seems to me

that the voices of such men as Napoleon,

Garibaldi, the Duke of Wellington, and

hosts of others, rising amidst the din of

those times and encouraging the people by

their eloquent speeches, leave the impres

sion that the voices of the people of France,

England and Italy were but the inspiration

from the voice of (iod, and made the peo

ple realize that their voice was the echo

of God's proclaiming to the world that which

is right. It is also true that the voice of the

wicked is the voice of God, but the wicked

are those that hear the word of God, but,
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going their way, are choked with the pleas

ures of life, and steeling their hearts against

good, forget that the voices of earth, though

faint and weak, are the echoes of Ilia voice

from heaven, begging them to be good and

strive for a noble end.

If men would only think of this likeness

to God, would there not be less profane lan

guage used?

Yes, and if they should remember " Vox

populi, vox Dei, the sentinel at the close

of day would cry, "All is well."

Annie C. Firming.

Nashville, Tenn.

Letter From Indian Territory.

To pass away one of the hot afternoons we

have down here in the territory, I got out

an old volume of the Magazine, and in

looking over the letters, I found I was not

very far from several of the old contribu

tors, the nearest being " Irene," of Ft.

Worth. I wonder if she is still living there.

I shall try to imagine which one of all the

throng she is when I go down to Ft. Worth

visiting. Also, " Annie Sams," of Roan-

oake; "Rose Temple," of El Paso; "Char

lie." of Kyle; "Azeliah," of Dallas; " C.

J. Bell," of Brownville, and several others.

In moving we have lost, or missed getting

so many numbers, that I have rather lost

track of the contributors, and am not on to

the combination of real names and noros

des plumes. We are now in the land of the

noble (?) red-man. They look quite pictur

esque in their war paints and feathers.

But how they can endure to wrap them

selves in great woolen blankets in this warm

climate, and this time of year, is more than

I can understand.

The noted Mission schools are eighteen

miles west of us.

Whathas become of " Chrysanthemum ? "

Olire-Roby Ferguson.

Chic'kahha, I. T.

[The Woman's Department would be glad

to know what has become of all these old

contributors. Many have been frightened

away by the rule which requires the correct

name to be signed. Others are discouraged

by the long delay in publishing their let

ters. The correspondence is prepared and

forwarded every month but the columns are

so crowded that they have to wait.—En.]

Why Bobby Wax a Skeptir.

Skeptics, unlike poets, are made, not

born. Bobby was a skeptic. All through

the long Sunday school hour he sat with his

little face unyielding and cynical, and his

bright black eyes undimmed by the emo

tion which rushed up in warm tears to the

eyes of bis classmates when the old, sweet

stories of the bible were retold.

It was springtime, and from the duBty

window of the little unpainted country

school house, the boy could see the smiling

of the newly-awakened earth. Just at the

edge of the orchard, in his sight, a rugged

apple tree lifted a gnarled, black arm to

hold its first bouquet of blossomB high

against the eky, and deeper in he knew the

grass was soft and green and flecked with

tender violets of white and blue.

The theme that day had been the beauti

ful promise, " I le will give his angels charge

concerning thee," and Bobby had listened

to the reading in respectful silence. The

teacher laid her pretty white hand upon

his sunburned fingers. " Do you ever pray,

Robbie?" she asked.

The boy flushed painfully, but with his

honest eyes fixed full upon her, he shook

hiB head. Her tendereyes filled with tears.

" Oh, Bobbie! " she said, " how can you

go through the long, dark night without

first kneeling down and asking that the

angels may be sent to guard your bed? "

Bobby stammered. The found, grieved

eyes of the other little rascals, his class

mates, were upon him, demanding an ex

planation.

" Are you not afraid, dear," his teacher

repeated. " to go to sleep without saying a

prayer? "

A hand seemed to close around his throat.

He had believed that he had a right to

keep his secret reason for his doubt in big

own heart, but it was plain that he mnet

tell in self defense. The tears were very

near the surface.

'•No, ma'am," he answered; "I ain't

afraid to go to sleep ; I'm only jes' afraid to

go through the pasture—'cause the oldgoit

bumps me every time. I've prayed—an'

prayed (with a long sob). Kvery time I

had" to cross the field I us to kneel down by

the bars, on the outside, an' pray that old

Hilly would't see me, but whack ! he'd come

jes' the same, an' I found out it didn't do

no good to ask. It ain't so bad to get

knocked down now, you see, 'cause I'm ei-

pectin' it; but (with a tremulous sigh*

when a feller is dependin' on angels it's

pretty bad to get le't."— < 'hieago 1'oxl.

A Vrark at Woman..

In its beginning conceit or vanity is a vir

tue, not a vice. It is the conscious sense

of noblesse, obliging man to live up to bis

noblesse. It is the desire for admiration,

keeping woman up to the plane of pleasing.

In other words, it is a most powerful in

centive to right seeming and right being.

Exactly where the virture shades off into

a vice is a nice question to determine. But

in a broad and general way we can *ay that

whenever the consciousness of deserving

admiration or the desire for admiration is

overweening and overwhelming; whenever

it is a lie or the cause of lies; whenever it

induces the individual to be offensive, owr
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;aring or ridiculous ; whenever it leads to

ie sacrifice of principle, honor and self-re-

>ect ; whenever it entailB the discomfort of

hers—then it is a vice, and is properly

issmatized by the unpleasant name of con-

■it or vanity.

Now, in which sex is the inordinate love

admiration attended with the greater

88 of principle, truth and self respect—in

hich does it take on the more offensive,

••erbearing and ridiculous shape ? That the

>nceit of man is more overbearing than

ie vanity of woman is self-evident. For

tan is the stronger Bex, and it is the ten

ancy of ill-directed strength to be over-

i>armg.

L'ndonbtedly this is a condition of mind

>at is unpleasant and vexatious to other

unds which are brought in contact there-

■ith. But at least it has the merit of truth-

llness. At least the man believes in him-

slf. He credits himself with the qualities

pon which he conceits himself. The fact

lay not be a fact ; to him, however, it is a

»ct.

But a woman's vanity is never entirely

ruth ful, never entirely sincere. It is the

nld desire to impress by appearing to be

omething which she is not, and which she

Q8tinctively knows she is not. It is a eon-

esBion of weakness in the very attempt to

mt on a show of strength. A vice that

a based upon an honest misconception of

act is infinitely lees harmful than a vice

hat is based upon a wilful distortion of

act. A lie is really the only great crime

hat a human being can commit. Well

md wisely did the old theologians, when

•asting about for a name which should hold

lp the enemy of mankind to the uttermost

Ictestation, brand him and stigmatize him

orever as the Father of Lies. And because

be vanity of woman is founded upon un-

ruth it 18 more offensive and ridiculous,

ind entails a greater loss of principle, of

innor, of self-refnect. than the conceit of

nan.— W. S. Wnhh, in North American Re-

Sif/ittillttg to l/.f< s.

tinuously, but whenever the planet gets

into a certain position they are found to be

still hanging there.

What bothers the originators and sup

porters of the theory is to discover some

way of answering back, eo that it may be

definitely decided whether the lights have

been hung out for our benefit or not. Do

the people of Mars know anything about

electricity? If so, could a light strong

enough to be seen at Mars be produced '!

Tbe new government light at Sandy Hook

throws a light one hundred miles over the

sea. Mars is 40,000,000 miles away from us,

however, and between 100 and 40,000,000

there is an alarming difference. May be

the Martians have keener vinion than the

people of earth. They may have more

powerful telescopes. If they are really

trying to signal to us it would go to show

they are endowed with ingenuity. They

might be much quicker at detecting our

signals than our astronomers have been in

discovering and comprehending theirs.

It has been suggested that a huge electric

triangle be erected on the most conspicuous

point to be found suitable for the purpose.

The sides of it should not be less than one

hundred miles in length. They should be

studded over the entire distance with the

strongest electric lights that can be made.

These lights should be kept going long

enough to give the Martians time to dis

cover and comprehend the signal. Then if

the luminous points seen on that planet as

sumed the form of a triangle it would show

that the signal had been seen and under

stood. After that a code of signals might

be arranged whereby the people of the two

worlds might communicate regularly with

each other. The scheme is alluring and in

teresting enough to receive attention. It

may yet prove as fascinating as the discov

ery of the north pole.— Chicago Port.

HIS REA SON.

Astronomers of the day are strangely ex

cited at present. They are trying to fathom

a startling mystery. Luminous points have

been discerned sticking out of Mars and

the theory has been suggested that they

may be beacon lights hung there by the in-

habitants of the planet as signals to the

people of the earth that the existence of

their world is known, and that the opening

of a line of communication between the

two spheres would be exceedingly pleasant

and interesting. Should there be any basis

for this idea the Martians must have a good

•deal of perseverance. It is four years since

the luminous points referred to were first

■detected. They have not been in sight con-

•• I'm going back tu town," ho said,

Spake the maiden, " Sny no more."

While the waves from the sea curled restlessly

Over the whitened shore.

" You're cruel and heartless and all things else,

You're a mean old h.rrid thing!

For you said you'd stay til] 1 went away,

There ! I'll give you back your ring."

■• I'm going back to town." " Knough : "

She spake with a look of scorn.
'■ I'll make you sutler you poor old duffer,

And sorry thai you were born."

" You are going back to town, then go.

There are other men as sweet ! ' '

And she quickly rose from her former pose,

And moved away ten feet.

" I'm going back to town," he said ;

" Nay, dearest, hear me speak

And don't be rash—to get the cash

To carry me through next week."

— Tom Mmon in New York Hun.
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A LARGER STANDING ARMY.

Thare iB now a demand, made by certain

military gentlemen who wear shoulder-

straps and who are fed from the public crib,

for a larger standing army. It has been

suggested that there should be a military

post in every state, where at least a thous

and soldiers should be stationed and held

in readiness for Berioua work.

In lookiog over the field , men inquire:

What ia the necessity for a larger standing

army? Are there any enemies in sight,

foreign or domestic ? Is there a probability

of an invasion from Mexico or Canada? No

replies are made to these queries, and si ill

the demand is made for a larger standing

army, more ft deral troops. It is under

stood that corporations of the Pullman and

Homestead stripe, coal operators and rail

road magnates and other employers of la

bor, favor the increase of the federal army,

and it ia just here that the secret leaks out.

The patriot is the man who reduces wages,

and the enemy to be shot down is the man

who resists spoliation. The plutocrat be

lieves in powder, ball and bayonet. He

has observed their quieting effects. Kvery

workingman killed for clamoring for fair

wages helps the piratical employer amaz

ingly. The circumstance, while it intimi

dates workingmen, emboldens the pirate—

assures him of security, and impreeses him

with confidence in the strength of the gov

ernment, and the act is wildly applauded.

If Kuropeans so much as intimate that oura

is not a strong government, the president,

the general in command and the corpora

tions point proudly to battlefields where

workingmen liestiffand cold in theirblootly

rags, and ask what Kuropean government

can improve upon the spectacle? Kurope

looks, and acknowledges the rum, and joins

in with American plutocratic patriots in

singing our national anthem: "The Star

Spangled Banner."

The president orders out the federal

troops. Having been a hangman he lias tie

required nerve to do bis duly when a mur

derer is to be banged or a wo kinpmanshot.

On such occasions he expands to the largest

proportions of a czar, sultan or shah, atJ

yet, there is something connected with tlie

busines-i which seemingly troubles his wak

ing and sleeping hours. Possibly dead men

visit him in his dreams and show him their

wounds, flaunt their bloody shirts in hiri

face, call his attention to their gloomy

homes, introduce him to their starving

wives and children, and bother him fo

much that congress cornea to bis aid ac4

passes resolutions applauding his military

orders. It does not matter that the congress

which indorses the military exploits of the

president is the target for the Fcorn ami

contempt, the flinga and jeers of thecouii-

try, imbecile and incapable to an extent

that dtties characterization- bribed andilc

bauched, vulgar and venal until all the peo

pie cry out Shame! It is the coDgr^n

fitted by nature and acquirements to vote

that the military remedy for labor tronblit

is just the thing, and the plutocratic cor

porations cry the louder for a larger stand

ing army. The enemy to be subdued ii

labor.

At the same time, while the demand is

being made for a larger standing army, gov

ernors of stales and military gentlemen cf

small caliber are demanding a larger 'borne

guard," more state troops, greater military

efficiency. If it is asked why this demand

the reply is that labor is becoming d.irwr

ous. It will not be degraded anil robbed

to please the corporation, hut as that is

just what the military machine is for aid

nothing else, the corporation insists upon

more state troops. If, however, the aetbe

state militia is to be increased, the recnii'f

must come chiefly from the rankB of labor,

and workingmen, in the event of becomii'K

a part of the military machine, will be re-
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ired, if ordered, to shoot down their fel-

xr workmen. If they, however, do not

int to join in that sort of work they can

ally avoid it by refusing to enlist.

Id this connection an incident at Pull-

Aii has special significance. It was re-

rled by the Associated Press as follows:

"ho sensation of the day at Piillmnu was tlie refusal

Company M of the 1st Infantry to eat at the same

ile with non-union workmen. At 1:30 o'clock l.ieut.

wra marched Company M up to the big mess tent

at stands on the lawn behind tlie lintel Florence.

irn- the company was left in command ul Sergt.

ok. When the company came to break ranks ut

e tent entrance they were indignant to see two

Lies within filled with non-union employes of the

illmtin company. The workmen were a port of the

•w iorce hired to-day. They had been smuggled in

ilh the soldier boys on the apology that they were

raid to go home for dinner. As the practice had

•en tried in a smaller way last week to the distaste

the company, the soldiers were prepared for deeis-

c action. William Byrnes, a member of the eom-

»ny. stepped into the entrance and said:

" As volunteer soldiers the men of Company M are

ere to sec that the laws of Illinois are obeyed. lam

ot nware that It is soldierly or that discipline corn

el* us to do what we feel is unpatriotic ami not

orthy of gentlemen. My scruples demand that 1

tmll not associate with scabs. I refuse to sit with

hem at the snme table."

There was an outburst of applause from Byrne's

omrndes, and Sergt. Cook inarched the company

cross tlie street Hnd broke ranks.

"We will not enter that tent." a dozen privates

aid, " till we are assured that all nonunion work

nen are to be kept out."

The workmen were finally marched out and the

ompany marched in. receiving the assurance that

hey will hereafter have the mess tent to themselves.

The foregoing has been widely comment-

■<1 upon by the press, the. point being made

that a soldier on duty is not expected to

tiave any views of his own; being a part of

in unthinking machine he is simply to

obey the orders of his superiors, shoot,

<tab, hew down and trample upon those he

is told are the enemies of the state, and eat

his grub without having anything to Bay

about his surroundings. The Pullman in

cident is. therefore, in the line of rebellion,

mutiny, grave insubordination, but it sharp

ly delines the deepseated hostility of state

troops lo scabs—men who are willing to ac

cept such degrading wages as corporations

choose to offer. Taking this view of the

snbject, the Pullman incident is a note of

warniDg that plutocratic employers will do

well to heed, since it is indicative of hI ill

graver incidents of insubordination on tie

part of state troops recruited from the ranks

of workingmen.

ALTGELD AND PULLMAN.

For a number of years the town of Pull

man has been regarded as a sort of a para

dise, an Kden, where the "thorny stem of

time" was continually blossoming and pro

ducing the most delicious fruits that labor

ever gathered and garnered. Descriptions

of Pullman became revised editions of "Bax

ter's Saints' Kest." Painted or modeled,

Pullman appeared a fairy land, and George

M. Pullman, in white robes, playing angel,

was forever tinging:

" Here bring your tools and skill.

Here rent my houses,

I.abor has no sorrows

Pullman connotheal."

And, sure enough, men Hoiked to Pull

man with their wives and children, thtir

tools and their skill; they rented Pullman

houses, burned Pullman gas, drank Pullman

water, and became Pullman slaves. ,

Geo. M Pullman grew fat faster and faster

until he bloomed into a multi-millionaire.

The more millions he secured, the meaner

he became. Pullman gradually lost its pa

radisial pretensions and became more like

a poor farm—a penitentiary, or slave pen.

Wages were reduced, clothes became rage,

food scarce, rent high, and hence, debt,

destitution and despair transformed Pull

man into a sort of a hell hole, where (ico.

M. Pullman personated htB royal forked tail

ed highness to a dot. With true satanic

genius he gave his slaves the choice to work

or starve, or work and starve. In either

case, starvation was their fate, and starva

tion has come. Fully eight thousand men.

women and children in Pullman are in the

grasp of famine.

Governor Altgeld, having been made

aware of the deplorable condition of (Jeo.

M. Pullman's late employes, issued the fol ■

lowing proclamation to the people of Illi

nois, and especially to the citizens of Chi

cago:

" There is great distress growing out of the want of

food in and around the town of Pullmnn. More than

a thousand families, or in the neighborhood of six

thousand people, are utterly destitute—nearly four-

fifths of these are women and children. The men

have endeavored to get work, but were unable to do
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80. * * * As a rule the men are a superior class of

laboring people—industrious, capable and steady,

and some of them have worked for the Pullman com

pany for more than ten years. Those who have been

given work can get food, ibui are still in such an im

poverished condition that they cannot help their

neighbors if they would. The relief society Is unable

to ■get more Bupplies. On last Saturday It Rave to

each family two pounds of oatmeal and two pounds

of eornmeal, and, having nothing left, it suspended

operations, leaving the people in an absolutely help

less condition. The County Commissioners of Cook

county, us overseers of the poor, have rendered some

assistance, but, owing to limited-appropriation, they

can furnish relief but for a short time We cannot

now stop to inquire the cause of this distress. The

good people of this state cannot allow women and

children by the hundred to perish of hunger. I there

fore call upon all humane and charitably disposed

citizens to contribute what they can toward giving

relief to these people." The Governor has also called

on the Commissioners of Cook county to do all in

their power in the matter.

The foregoing reads like a wail from India

or Russia. It informs the world that Pall-

man is famine cursed and that help must

come speedily if Pullman's slaves ere to be

rescued from death by starvation. Gov.

Altgeld telegraphed George M. Pullman re

garding the condition of his former em

ployee, as follows:

*' It is claimed they struck because, after years of

toil, their loaves were so reduced that their chil

dren went hungry. Admitting that they were wrong

and foolish, they had yet served you long and

well, and you must feel some interest in them. They

do not stand on the same footing with you, so that

much must be overlooked. The State of Illinois has

not the least desire to meddle in the affairs of your

company, but it cannot allow a whole community

within its borders to perish of hunger. The local

overseer of the poor has been appealed to. but there

is a limit to what he can do. I cannot help them very

much at present, so, unless relief comes from some

other source, I shall either have to call an extra ses

sion of the Legislature to make special appropriations

or else issue an appeal to the humane people of the

State to give bread to your recent employes. It seems

to me that you would prefer to relieve the situation

yourself, especially as it has cost the State upwards

of SoO.OOO to protect your property and as both state

and the public have suffered enormous loss and ex

pense on account of disturbances that grew out of the

trouble between your company and its workmen."

The millionaire, true to his cold-blooded

nature, remained silent and passive. Gov.

Altgeld became heroic, and having made a

personal inspection of Pullman homes, ad

dressed a letter to the conscienceless author

of the horrible discord, in which he said:

" I examined the conditions at Pullman yesterday,

visited even the kitchens and back rooms of many of

the people. I learn from your manager that last

spring there were S/JtiO people on the pay mil. Yes

terday there were 2,'ADat work, but over nix hundred

of these are new men, so that only about 1,000 of the

old employes have been taken back, thus leavinc

over one thousand of the old employes who have not

been taken back. A few hundred have left. Th»-

remainder have applied for work, but were told thai

they were not needed. These are utterly destltow

The relief committee has exhausted its resources, li

seems to me your company cannot afford to have rm-

appeal to the charity and humanity of the state t<>

save the lives of your old employes. Four fifth* of

those people are women and children. No matter

what caused this distress, it must be met. If you will

allow me, I will make this suggestion : If you ha<l

shut down your works last fall when you saybuMne»

was poorer you would not have expected to get aiir

rent from your tenants; now. while a dollar is a lane-

sum to each of these people, all the rent now due U a

comparatively small matter to you. If you will can

eel all rent to Oct. 1 you would be as well off a* if you

had shut down. This would enable those who are m

work to meet their most pressing wants. Then, if

you cannot give work to all. work some half time.*"

that all can at least get something to eat for their

families. This will give immediate relief to Ox-

whole situation, and then by degrees assist as many

to go elsewhere as desire to do so, and all to wbiun

you canot give work. In this way something like i

normal condition could be re established at Pullman

before winter, and you would not be out any inure

than you would have been had you shut down ayC*r

ago."

To this letter Governor Altgeld received

a reply from Heorge M. Pullman, declining

to contribute to the suffering people in his

town, and the governor therefore dismissed

him, substantially, as follows:

"I see that your company refuses to do anything

towards relieving the situation at Pullman. If }<> '

will make the round I made, go into the bousesol

these people, meet them face to face and talk Willi

them you will be convinced that none of them b*1

¥1,300 or any other sum of money a few weeks ago. It

is not my busiutss to Hx the moral responsibility in

this case. There are nearly six thousand jK*>ple of

fering for want of food. They were jour employ*,

and four-fifths of them are women and children

Some of these people have worked for >oii more than

ten years. 1 assumed that even if they were wrmiK

and had been foolish, you would not be willing '"

see them perish. I also assumed that, as the State

had just been to a large expense to protect yoat

property, you would not want to have the public

shoulder the burden of relieving distress tfl your

town. As you refuse to do anything to rvhrvHbe

suffering in this ease. I am compelled to apl**! *•>

the humanity of the people of Illinois to do*o."

The foregoing is only an outline oi a cor

poration campaign against enslaved and

starving men, women and children of un

paralleled greed and HataniccrueUy. We in*
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trodiice a mere synopsis of Pullman's ra

pacity and depravity, to preserve the

record, and exhibit George M. Pullman

before the world aB one of the meanest

monsters the country has produced.

AN ERA OF BLOODHOUNDISM.

"l)own South," when a "nigger" com

mits a crime and runs away, the first

thought is to put bloodhounds upon his

track. Some " niggers" evade the hounds.

The hounds lose the "scent," and the

"nigger" goes free, at least for a time.

"Up North" things are transpiring which

suggest the bloodhound tactics in vogue

"down South." When workingmen arouse

the ire of the railroad magnates by resist

ing oppression, spoliation and degradation,

having no faith in the ordinary methods of

repressing wrong, the magnates fly to the

federal courts, which promptly issue "in

junctions, which in every essential particu

lar are as arbitrary and as despotic as ever

emanated from a czar or a sultan, and to

compel obedience, selections are made from

the rabble and criminal element to play the

role of deputy marshals, and armed with

pistols, they are put upon the track of work

ingmen, a la bloodhounds hunting " nig

gers," to capture or to kill as their brutal

instincts may dictate, and when these offi

cial hounds do not suffice, these federal offi

cials, paid from revenues created by labor,

"touch the button," and the land swarms

with troops, ordered out by state and fed

eral authorities, and then the plutocratic

class and their lickspittals, the press ver

min, that riot in the hair and intestines of

corporations, applaud Buch bloodhoundism.

Rev. John Snyder, in the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat, in the list of " Timely Topics,"

which he discusses, refers to the act of Presi

dent Cleveland in sending federal troops

to Chicago, an act which has been uproari

ously indorsed by both houses of congress.

Mr. Snyder professes to have " unbounded

confidence in Mr. Cleveland's honesty and

patriotism and large admiration for his wis

dom and statesmanlike qualities;" never

theless, he believes that Governor Altgeld,

of Illinois, in his acts and protests, "is

nearer the spirit and purpose of the consti

tution than the President." He offers a

lame apology for the course pursued by the

President, and adds :

But history shows that nations have seen their rights

gradually melt away under just such pleas of press-

in;; necessity. Besides, there is no evidence that such

an emergency had arisen as the President seemed to

assume. The state of Illinois was abundantly able to

cope with the conditions, even though the moving or

detention of the I'nited States mail was a question at

issue. The danger has already passed, and ns serious

as it wa.s, it never assumed such proportions as justi

fied the denial of the clearly implied right of the

state of Illinois to protect the interest of its citizens

without federal interference ; and u bad precedent has

been established. The very heart and core of our gov

ernmental system is found in state autonomy. Take

that away and we become simply an unwieldy and

inelastic mass which will slowly drift into a central

ized and bureaucratic despotism. We fought the

war of 18f>I to destroy the notion that this union

could be legally dismembered ; not to cancel or ob

scure the plain, constitutional right of state sover

eignty. Mr. Altgeld may be an anarchist and a

blatherskite, but I solemnly believe that when this

hour of natural human passion lias passed away his

protest to the President's action will be regarded as

sound in logic and strong in its adherence to the

spirit of constitutional law.

In analyzing the foregoing, it is easy to

see that the writer believes President Cleve

land to be a usurper, who has violated the

constitution and ha9 established a danger

ous and an alarming precedent, which has

only to be followed and re-enacted as often

as the creatures of federal preference may

demand it, to ultimately establish a despot

ism upon the ruins of the Republic. That

their executive outrages are perpetrated in

the interest of the rich is shown in every

stage of the proceedings. In the name of law

and order law is struck down, the will of a

despot is substituted, and though quiet may

be established by bullets and bayonets it is

not order, but oppression, submission par

necessity, with a proviso, to be thrown off

when conditions promise a glimmering

chance for the down-trodden to break their

yokes and chains—a policy fruitful of pro

tests and inflammatory appeals, calling

always for more troops and other equip

ments to maintain a government which was

once the government, by, of, and for the

people, which found its support, strength

and glory in the intelligence, prosperity

and sympathy of the masses, but which

now in its legislative, judicial and military

departments is a government by, of, and for

the plutocratic class, from which the masses
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are turning with loathing. This condition

of things is treated with levity and Bcorn.

The courts issue decrees and fine and im

prison men without trial, and when men

protest, chief executives, with the vengeance

of savages, institute bloodhound tactics

and hunt down those who dare resist, as

bloodhounds pursue "niggers" "down

South," and this is done beneath the starry

folds of the national flag, and men are ex

pected to sing—

" Long may it wave,

o'er the land of the tree and the home of the brave."

Xo sane man can contemplate present

conditions with composure. The whole

country is volcanic. There is a hot breath

of discontent rising from the throats of

millions of oppressed men, like smoke from

active volcanoes, and the country is in the

fjrrasp of alarms, and federal and state

bloodhoundUm will not make things better.

VILLAINY IN HIGH PLACES.

It is very common for a subsidized press

now-a-days, in explosive pyrotechnics, to

laud and magnify the railroads as the chief

factor in carrying forward American civili

zation. As a result railroad builders, in

spite of •themselves and their record, are

held up as philanthropists, constantly en

during "those yearnings of soul for man's

happiness and salvation which distinguished

the prophets and attuned David's harp to

heavenly melodies. The plutocratic swind

lers appreciate the contemptible crew of

fawning bootlickers, know the dirty ma

terial of which they are made, but tolerate

them because their nefarious schemes are

aided by the subserviency of their menials.

The following from the Evansville Courier

presents a number of these millionaire

scamps in their true colors before the pub

lic:

Never was there a more colossal robbery than that

of the Pacific railroads by c. I'. Huntington, I.eland

Stanford. Mark Hopkins and Charles Crocker. Their

aggregate wealth when they commenced the con

struction of the Central Pacific Railroad was less

than sjo.ooo, according to the tax duplicate of Sacra

mento, Cala., which was the home of all of them. It

lias been proven that they made a profit In caah,

bonds and stock out of the construction of the Cen

tral Pacific and its branches of more than $l0n,oou,<>0t>,

and it is also In evidence that the net earning of the

company, all of whose stock they own, have amount

ed to SlTO.uxyjOO during the past thirty years. Vet

they have not paid 1 ecn#of interest on lhe aubstdy

bonds issued by the government In the aid of this

road, nor have they provided an adequate Kinking

fund to take up the bonds at maturity. The history

of the world affords no parallel to this audacious

theft, but the same audacity which aecnmi'lished !i

is now being used in Washington to induce congiew

to give these foiirmillionaire estates another hundred

years in which to add to their plunder. They want

a century's time for the payment of the principal and

interest to the government. They will not pet it

from this congress although the Republican* of the

senate with the help of the six Hemocratle traitor* ■

who have been the attorneys of that other i-oloaal

theft known as protection would probably give Hunt

ington and his associates whatever they might ask.

They have only to divide the vote of the Kemocmrr.

however, so as to assure a Republican congress next

year, to get what they want from that party which

has always served monopolies, trusts uud railroad

wreckers and robbers.

Thus are four millionaire miscreants, rob

bers, as contemptible as so many bunco

steerers, or green goods men, rioting in

luxury on stolen money, not one dollar in a

thousand honestly obtained by any powi-

ble verdict honest men would render.

They have robbed the government, robbed

the public, robbed their employes and

pocketed the swag. They have violated

laws and contracts, but the government

has taken no adequate steps to punish I lie

rascals. The courts issue no restraining

orders to suppress the rascals, and their

robberies go unpunished. The facts made

public startle the country because it is set n

that the government, by its congress and

courts, permit rascality in high places to

prosper without let or hindrance while with

lynx-eyed vigilance it watches poor devils,

who, being robbed by corporations, dare

protest, and the moment that they try to

secure fair wages from these plutocratic

pirates are subjected to all the pains and

penalties pampered judges and a military

machine impose. Why prate of a govern

ment by the people, of the people and for

the people, when gangs of organized capi

talists plunder the people, and placing their

money where it will do the most good, de

bauch congressmen, senators, legislators

and courts, upon the plan of Jayiiould,

who, when he wanted a judge to do hi*

bidding, went out and bought bim. Under

such circumstances it is not surprising that

the government, the courts, legislators and

military machines, one and all, are looked
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npon as being engaged in Russianizing the

Tnited States of America for the purpose

of filling the land with serfs—giving the lie

direct to the old-time eulogy that this is

'• the land of the free and the home of the

brave," demonstrating beyond equivoca

tion that it is becoming the land of the

plutocrat and the home of starving, de

graded American wage-earners

COREA.

The war between China and Japan, over

Corea, has for some time attracted the at

tention of civilized countries.

C'otea, or TezoSien, is a peninsula lying

between the Yellow sea on the west and

the sea of Japan on the east. In length,

Corea is 580 miles, and from 200 to 260 miles

in breadth, having an area of 52,000 square

miles.

Old time geographers were able to give

boundaries sufficiently accurate for schools,

bat in matters relating to physical aspects,

climate, people, government, religion, prod

ucts, etc., there was a deal of conjecture

which later explorations set aside. As for

instance we are told by high authority, at a

date very modern, that " the Coreans are a

well-made race, with an agreeable physiog

nomy and very polished manners," but

more recent accounts represent the people

of Corea as a miserable mass of human

beings, and as a race about played out,

their country inhospitable and dreary—

hut, stragetically considered, important to

China, Japan and Russia—hence the war

now going on. If it has any significance, it

s that Corea Bhall not be gobbled up by

•ither of the powers named, but shall re

main, as it is, in the hands of the natives,

who, being ignorant and superstitious and

ranting in capabilities, are not dangerous.

It appears that Corea has been for a long

lme tributary to China, though once upon

i time conquered and held by Japan. It

s said that the literati of Corea make use

>f the Chinese language and characters,

hough the common herd have a language

ind an alphabet of their own, and further,

hat the religion of Corea is the same as

hat of China.

By examining the map, it will be seen, if

Jbina can't send troops to Corea by water,

she can march them in overland, by a cir

cuitous route, and since China has a popu

lation of about 400,000,000 while Japan is

credited with no more than 50,000,000, it

would seem that ultimately China would

win the pot—that is to say, defeat Japan.

This, however, is by no means certain,

since the Japs are by far the most warlike

people and largely in advance of the Celes

tials in training, whether the war is con

ducted on the land or on the sea. Russia

would like to transfer Corea to her empire,

because such a transfer would give her sea

ports and enable her to develop a great

naval force, but, if the time is not yet ripe

for the conquest, Russia will see to it that

neither China nor Japan acquire control in

Corea—hence the war between China and

Japan appears to be a singularly foolish

affair, having no compensating end in view,

since Russia, if she cannot gobble the

country, will not permit either China nor

Japan to occupy and rule it.

If by some fortunate turn in affairs both

China and Japan could be involved in a war

with Christian nations, much real good

might be achieved. As for instance, all the

ports of the two pagan empires might be

thrown open to trade, and the barbaric ex-

clusiveneBS knocked out of them. It is all

folly to expect any valuable results from

missionary work—these heathens should

be required to open their ports and admit

the civilizing influences of commercial na

tions. The idolatry, despotism and exclu-

siveness of China and Japan should be

knocked out of them, and if the war be

tween these copper colored nations could be

made to accomplish such a result, it would

be a blessing.

RICKS.

U. S. District Judge Augustus Hicks apr

pears to be, as Lincoln was in the habit of

saying, "a bad egg." A " bad egg" undis

turbed is not offensive, but break its shell

and the vocabularies of the world are not

equal to the task of describing what fol

lows.

Ricks was believed to be a bad egg. As

a judge working men had no doubts con-

cerninghis rottenness. They believe him to

be the weak, pliant, venal and contempti-
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ble tool of corporations, ready to do their

bidding for such considerations as they

might offer. But they are unable to smash

his judicial shell and compel the nation to

hold its nose. Finally, however, the op

portunity came, and the Central Labor

Union of Cleveland, 0., availed itself of the

occasion to expose Ricks, and exhibit him

before the country, not only as a judicial

Judas and a corporation parasite, but as a

man whose accounts are as crooked, as his

judicial opinions, showing him to be, and

to have been, always on the make, totally

regardless of the commandment, "Thou

shalt not steal."

In overhauling his account, before hell

and heaven were outraged by his appoint

ment to the U. S. bench, Ricks has been

shown to have been guilty of embezzle

ment, of defrauding the government, of

pocketing money which did not belong to

him, in a word, he is charged with being

what is termed in police parlance a " sneak

thief"—and he is to be investigated by a con

gressional committee, and if found tobe guil -

ty, as will doubtless be the case, away goes

his judicial head, and the miserable rascal

may find himself wearing stripes instead of

judicial ermine. The charge is that he

stole something more than $1,500, and if

that amount is uncovered he doubtless

managed to steal other amounts which will

not be unearthed. Such is Ricks, the cor

poration judge, who delighted to lay his

official paw upon working men.

Canada has 15,020 miles of railroad track,

said to have cost $872,15(1,000, or $58,066 a

mile, when in fact $30,000 a mile would be

an overestimate, indicating that the Cana

dians are trying to pay interest on $421,-

551,320 of water. A Judge Caldwell in

Canada must be a hugely felt want.

To the Real Friends Of the Home For

Aned and Disabled Railroad Men.

My Dear Bkothkbs:—I feel that I must

from my very heart thank you one and all

for what you are doing to sustain this

Home. I have just come from the bedside

of the helpless men there. As I sat and

talked with the inmates and realized how

comfoitably they are situated, I said to my

self, "how I wish every railroad man in the

nation could look in upon them."

If these men had homes of their own and

were in independent circumstances as far

as money is concerned, they could not be

made more comfortable than they are now.

These poor men, four of them paralyzed,

three of them to such a degree that assist

ance must be rendered to them in taking

their food and in the operations of nature,

are now provided for in much better shape

than they would usually be in a home of

their own.

What would these men do if it were not

for the Home I cannot see.

Again let me express to all the contributors

for the support of the Home my most heart

felt thanks for the remembrance of a broth*

er's need. To be sure, it is a very small

sum each one of you pay, but the great good

that comes to these helpless men from

these many littles is absolutely inexpressi

ble. I firmly believe, did every railroad

man in the land know just exactly what

good comes to these helpless men as the

writer does, there is not one in all the tena

and hundreds of thousands who would re

fuse to contribute his mite to the support

of the Home.

Brothers, will yon allow me once again

to assure you your money is most sacredly

and economically used for the one purpote

alone, and that is to make as comfortable

as possible the unfortunate men who, from

accident or exposure have lost health, or

by being crippled, can no longer do work

on the rail and have no way of making a

livelihood.

Some who have had the benefits of the

Home have gone out from it, and poor,

human nature-like, have attempted to "be

foul the nest that so freely gave them shel

ter." This is disheartening and terribly

discouraging to us who have given so murJi

time and toil to its building up. But thil

should not discourage us. As our Great

Leader in working for humanity has said,

" If they have done these things to the

green tree what will they notdotothedry."

He, in the love and compassion of his great

heart, cured the ten men who were sick

with the loathsome leprosy. Still but one

only returned to thank him for doirjg what

no other one could do. So, brothers, if

some are ungrateful and return abuse for

good done to them, let us, by patient con

tinuing in well-doing, make these helpless

men who are now inmates here feel that

they indeed have a home where their broth

er railway men will see to it that their even;

want shall be fully met.

These are now hard times. Many a man

is seeking a job, and we sometimes may

have a fear that these men here will be

forgotten; but then our faith in railroad

men rebukes us. You will not forget them.

As I said above, could you all only spend

eveu an hour at the Home yon would nevtr
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after have to doubt of the good it is doing.

Most of you know me well enough to trust

me to see for you and you will take my

word for it.

As Dr. Ingalla said to me this morning :

" If I could be assured that should misfor

tune come to me I should find as comforta

ble a home in helplessness as these men

now have, I should cast all fear to the

winds."

I do then most earnestly hope and trust

that in these hard times no one will forget

to send in his little mite, so that the doors

of the Home shall still stand wide open for

every deserving but helpless railroad man.

L. S. Coffin, President.

A Word of Caution.

Mr. Editor:—With the advent of the re

cent locomotive, with its mammoth fire

box arranged to give every inch of heating

surface possible, the fireman is besieged

with new dangers. To one of the most for

midable I wish to call attention. It is one

which the fireman seems- to recognize the

least.

A number of eye cases have recently

fallen under my observation, which prompt

me to utter a word of advice and caution.

I will studiously avoid all medical terms

that the laity, one and all, may comprehend

the full import of my words.

The covering of the eve ball, particularly

that portion concerned in the admission of

the rays of light, is made up of very deli

cate transparent cells. This membrane is

continually kept moist by the action of the

eye lids. That these cells must be perfectly

transparent, in order to allow of perfect

vision, must be evident to every man.

That they must be kept moist, to avoid

friction with the eye lids and irritation

from foreign material, is an obvious fact.

The chemical composition of these cells

is similar to that of the white of eggs. Now

we all know the change that takes place in

the egg when exposed to heat. How the

transparent portion thickens, turns white

and becomes opaque. Firemen, when you

swing open the firebox door on one of the

modern moving volcanoes, especially those

called culm-burners, is not the heat in

tense? Is not the brilliancy of the fire

blinding. Will not repeated exposures of

this kind cause the same change in the deli

cate cell covering of the eye Dall as takes

place in the egg.

Does not the intense heat rapidly evapor

ate the protecting fluid of which I spoke ;

and allow of friction between the eye ball

and lids? Does not the blinding brilliancy

of the fire have a paralyzing effect upon the

nerve of sight ? To all these questions oph

thalmic surgeons, one and all, answer yes!

How may this be prevented? Simply by

wearing a pair of colored glasses when look

ing into the firebox. They will prevent the

heat striking the eye ball,' causing evapora

tion of the protecting fluid and opacity of

the cells. They will prevent the brilliancy

of the fire injuring the nerve of sight.

By this simple precaution you may ward

off many sleepless nights from swollen, red,

smarting and aching eyes, which would

lead finally to impaired vision or total loss

of the same. F. C. Hall, M. IK

SoRANTON, Pa.

OCTOBER.

The slimmer is rolling along,

The leaves ore one color and soar,

I tell you my boys in this song.

With the force of a truth-telling tongue,

That winter will shortly be here.

The time when we'll suffer with chills.

When we'll ache with the pains in our bones,

And must swallow whole boxes of pills,

Yes, and also some quinine and squills.

To allay our unfortunate groans.

What a beautiful sight It will be,

For a fellow to roll out of bed.

About ten feet of hummocks to see,

Then a breeze full of aevil-tongued glee,

Pelting icicles onto his head !

Ere the sun takes a notion to yawn,

Ere he thinks from his couch to arise,

About three or four hours before duwn.

A poor devil must jump and begone.

To light drifts under blizzard swept skies.

1 regret when my lifetime began,

That my sex was the kind that it is,

There's no mercy at all for a man.

While a woman can glide o'er life's span,

If she's got but a sootherin' phiz.

If we only could muster content.

And apply it to salve our distress,
Wrhen our minds are on misery bent,

We need never half starve in the Lent

Of our lives we must truly confess.

Evermore I shall dream I'm a king.

And I'll not on my face let a frown,

Whatever the Fates "to me bring.

Yes, I'll laugh and I'll jovially sing,

But, oh, Lord, I'm in need of a crown!

—Shandii Maffttirf.

Mr. Carwardine's Book on the Pullman

Strike.

Editor Locomotive Firemen's Magazine :

I learn that rumors have been unjustly

circulated to injure the sale of Rev. W. II.

Carwardine's recent book, "The Pullman

Strike," on the ground that it was publish

ed from a non-union office. The fact of the

matter is that the house of Charles H.

Kerr & Co. has for years been a reform pub

lishing house in the interest of the people

as against capitalists.

A short time ago they acquired by pur

chase the book composing plant of the

Thome Type- Setting Machine Co. in Chi

cago. The typographical union had never

fixed a scale for this machine, and for that

reason the plant was run outside the union.

Since the attention of the company, how

ever, has been called to the matter they
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have made application for admission to the

union which has been favorably received,

as will be seen from the following letter

from the president of the typographical

union, given out by him at 3 P. M. to-day:

To Whom it May Concern:

Tin' firm of Charles II. Kerr Jc Co., publishers, hav

ing promised to unionize their printing office under

the auspices of Chicago Typographical Union No. Hi,

as' soon as possible, the undersigned would recom

mend thut cognizance hereof should tic had by all

friends of organized labor, and patronage be accorded

them, especially us regaids Rev. W. H. Carwardine's

book, " The Pullman Strike."

Fraternally,

J am km Griffon,

President C. T. U. No. Hi.

I trust you will be willing to publish this

letter in order to correct the false impres

sion which has been made on many good

union men. It must be evident to all that

nothing would suit the Pullman Co. better

than to have Mr. Carwardine's little book

suppressed, while its wide circulation can

not fail to benefit the cause of labor every

where.

Yours fraternally,

John T. Ridge,

(ien'l. Agt., 175 Monroe St.

Chicago, Sept. 5, 1894.

"Striking for Life."

This is the title of John Swinton's great

book on the recent great strike. It is not

necessary to say that John Swinton is pre

eminently the author for such a work, and

those who have been privileged to examine

its pages enthusiastically declare that the

old veteran has in all regards been equal to

himself. The style is clear, graphic, almost

startling in the vividness of its portrayal of

the exciting events that marked the pro

gress of the great contest. The labor world

on both sides of the Atlantic will be inter

ested in what John Swinton has to say on

this all important subject. His noble neart

has always been with the lowly and down

trodden and it is not difficult to guess what

are the distinguishing features of his re

flections and conclusions. All his self sac

rificing life he has pleaded the cause of the

musses, scorning wealth, disdaining the

edicts of society, refusing to be bribed by

position. His larye brain and tender heart

in holy alliance, John Swinton stands to-day

the patron saint of the working poor and

has the genuine gratitude and affection of

more of I.<v Minerubles than any man in

America.

Everv workingntan, every student of so

cial science, should read John Swinton's

" striking for Life." The book is truly

great. It is an arsenal of fact and logic and

for purposes of reference absolutely invalua

ble. Send to A. H. Keller & Co.", Publish

ers, Philadelphia, Pa., for a prospectus.

The advertisement of the book appears else

where. •

The Captain's Visitor.

During the summer of lsils, being in the

service of the 1'nited States, 1 was stationed

at Fort. Wallace, Kan. In those days the

arrival of the overland mail coach was an

event of some importance, and those of us

who were oft' duty used to be on hand at

the post trading store to welcome it, and

incidentally to note the number of bullet

holes made in it since the last trip.

( >ne morning there got off the coach from

the west a tall, middle-aged man, wearing

a broad slouch hat, a long linen duster, and

a pair of cavalry boots, into which hi«

trousers were carelessly stuck. Seeing my

comrade and me in close proximity, he

approached, and we, recognizing him, gave

a military salute, which he gracefully re

turned.

He inquired who was in command of the

garrison. I answered :

" Capt. B is temporarily in command

in the absence of Col. ."

He desired to be directed to Col. 'i

quarters. We pointed out the house. Then

I returned to the office where I wa8 on duty

as clerk.

Capt. B was a pompous martinet who

had never smelled powder in his life, and

was detested by both officers and men. In

due time he arrived, and having noticed

the tall man, he called to his orderly:

"Orderly, go and ask that man sitting in

front of Col. 's quarters whether he is

an officer."

The orderly returned with an answer in

the affirmative.

Said Capt. P> : "<Jive my compli

ments to that officer and say that I desire

his presence at headquarters."

The orderly did so.

Shortly after the tall man entered. Capt.

B , looking quite stern, asked:

" Sir, are you an officer of the army ? "

"I am."

. "To what branch of the service do yon

belong?"

" Not to any particular branch at pres

ent."

" On what duty are you'.'"

"Well, I have been traveling a little,

lately, through the west.''

" Are you on leave of absence? "

" Not exactly."

"Well, sir, did it not strike you that it

was your duty to report to these head

quarters immediately on your arrival in the

garrison?"

The tall man admitted that it had not

struck him; in fact, he was tired and hun

gry and thought more of breakfast anil »

little rest than anything else."

Said Capt. B : " Well, Bir, that i-« no

excuse for a breach of military etiquette.

We keep here a book in which we require

all officers entering the garrison to resist*'
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Orderly, hand the register to the officer.

You will be good enough to write your

name, rank and regiment, with such re

marks as will be necessary."

The gentleman leisurel v took the pen and

quietly wrote:

" William T.Sherman, lieutenant general,

United States army."—' 'hicago Record.

The Lawyer's Bad Break.

"It is well for a speaker to know where

his peroration is going to end when he be

gins," said E. It. Harper of Denver. "I

heard a young lawyer make his maiden

speech. It was in defense of a fellow who

was about half-witted, arrested on the

charge of stealing a hog. the young attor

ney having been appointed by the court.

1 1 is defense was that his client was an idiot

ind unable to distinguish between right

and wrong. He closed a flowing speech

with a peroration like this:

'"Gentlemen of the jury, look at my

lient. That low, receding forehead, those

lusterless eyes, portend that he was de

prived by nature of the power to distin

guish right from wrong, ignorant of the dis

tinction which exists between his own

property and that of others. To him, as to

the two- year old child, whatever he wants

and can reach belongs to him. lie knows

neither why it does nor why it does not.

Hut, gentlemen of the jury, such are the

institutions of this, our free aud glorious

Muntry. that my client, idiot though he is,

"tands for a trial today by a jury of his

Jeers.' The culprit got the full limit of the

aw."—St. Loui* Clohi- Democrat.

A Huge Empire.

Millions of acres of land are lying idle in

vfstern Kansas and Nebraska, in Oolbrado,

Wyoming, 1'tah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana,

\rizona, New Mexico and California, want-

ng only the magic touch of water to make

hem bloom into a flower garden, and yet

jroducing nothing but lean coyotes, sun-

logs and scenery- <>ne million acres of-

and, worth SI. 25 per acre, or $1,250,000, if

vatered. would bring SI 1 ,1'50,000. Accord-

ngto the estimates of Maj. I'owell, there

re 1,000,000 square miles of these lands

f Inch need only water to render them pro

active. Special Agent Ilinton estimates

hat there arc 17,000,000 acres of arid lands

vhich the general government could and

bould reclaim.

If we add 17,000.000 acres to our cultiva

te domain we shall increase our capacity for

npportiDg a farming population as much

s though wc had absorbed one-third of

he cultivated land in the United Kingdom,

r one-fifth of that of France, or one fourth

hat of Germany, or all the cultivated land

\ Sweden, Norway and Creece, put to

gether. We can annex a Canada of our

own without asking anybody's leave, and

have a million acres to spare. We can

have within our own borders as much cul

tivable land, in addition to our present

208,000,000 acres, as Australia and Holland

combined have under cultivation.—Cy.

Warman hi McChm'n Magazine.

A Song Worth Thousands.

" The Poet of the Rockies," Mr. Cy War-

man, is responsible for " Sweet Marie." Mr.

Warman likes " Sweet Marie." One reason

for his fondness is that he made $2,667 in

royalties between January and July, and

expects his receipts for the three months

ending with September to be over 82,000

more.

Mrs. Warman is in a measure as respons

ible to the public for " Sweet Marie" as her

husband is. She inspired the song. Her

name is Marie ; and they have been mar

ried only a couple of years, which accounts

for " Sweet Marie " perfectly.

Mr. Warman has not always been a poet,

although he is now making thousands of

dollars from a successful song and has

already made a reputation. He went to

Colorado in 18><0, when he was twenty-five

years old, and began work on the Denver &

Rio ( irande railroadas afireman. His train

ran through the famous Marshall Pass, and

he attributes his subsequent career as a

poet to the inspiration of the scenery in

the Rockies. " I couldn't help wrfting

poetry with such scenery as that to run my

engine through," he says.—Exchange.

"The Pullman Strike."

This valuable and interesting book by the

Uev. W. 11. Carwardine should be read by

every man who is interested in the labor

question. It contains 136 pages of solid

matter in relation to the origin and progress

of the great Pullman strike. Mr. Carward

ine is pastor of the First M. E. church in

Pullman, has been a close student of men

and conditions there, and no one is better

qualified to fairly, impartially and accu

rately relate the facts that led up to the

greatest strike of the world and the main

features of that great conflict until its close.

To get the truth, clearly and concisely,

send 25 cents for a copy of the " Pullman

Strike" to Chas. H. Kerr & Co., Publishers,

175 Monroe street, Chicago, 111.

Special Notice.

KurNip.—A gold U. Ij. K. ring, marked with tlie

initials M. .1. n. 1W2 on inside. It was found nn n

negro who was arrested and is believed to huve been

stolen. 1'oliceman .1. C. Kennedy has the ring, from

whom the owner can jiiet it on describing same.

Address Wanted.

DKI.I. E, Davihsox is requested to send his address

tohissisier. Lillian V. Davidson. WK'i Fourth avenue,

south, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Beneficiary Statement.

Office of Grand Secretary ami Treasurer. \

Terre Haute, ind., September 1, 1894. j

To StUKinlinnte Lodges :

Sirs ami Brothers:—The following Is a statement

of the Beneficiary Fund for the month of August, 1894.
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Respectfully submitted,

F. W. Arnold. ii. s. ajid T

Rather Absented Minded.

Mine. Snriih (irand. the noveltsl, 1» one of tbnsr

known as "absent minded.'' On* day s rWior

found her With a big awkward volume on hrr knsr

heated, excited and evidently put out.

" la anything the matter?' salted the visitor

"(Hi, yen," she answered, " I've lost my F"'" *«"

I'm writing to catch the post."

"Why, where are you looking for it.'"

She litsnced at the visitor and then at the U»ik

"1—I believe I was looking for it nmoro! th« pi In

thetlietloniiry."— Yuuth'e VimijMinfnn.
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J. V. Reynolds, 100 Delaware st Master

E. G. Lowrey, 13 Abbey st Secretary

A. G. Laubscher, West Cleveland . . Collector

T. P. Curtis, 41 W. Madison st Receiver

T. J. l)icks,;'.'.i W. Madison st . Magazine Agent

11. EXCELSIOR; PhlUlpsbnra, N. J.

Meets in Gwlnner's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

W, M. Myers Master

W. E. Prall,Box5C Secretary

C. J. Herbert, 827 Main st. Collector

J. W. Sinclair, L. Box 96 ...... Receiver

A. M. Vanatta Magazine Agent

12. BUFFALO; Buffalo. N. V.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, 198 Seneca st, every

Tuesday evening.

Jas. Manning, 851 Eagle st Master

F. J. Brennan, 175 8. Division st . . . Secretary

T. J. Burke, 79 Fulton st Collector

P. J. McNamara, 173 Chicago st . . . . Receiver

P. M. Cleary, 139 N. Ogden st. . Magazine Agent

15. WASHINGTON ; Jersey City, N. J.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor. Pacific ave and Ma

ple st, every 3d Sunday at 10:30 A. M.

E. F. Jones, Communipaw ave Master

Henry Klein, 135 Woodward st . . . . Secretary

Geo. Snyder, 210 Monitor st Collector

W. J. Lewis. 401% Communipaw ave . Receiver

G. R. Rowland, 224 Franklin st, Elizabeth,

Magazine Agent

14. EUREKA; Indianapolis, Ind.

Meets In Griffith Block, 34 W. Washington at,

everv Tuesday at 8 P. M.

T. D. McKeever. 216 Delos st Master

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Secretary

E. J. Kline, 631 N. West st Collector

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Receiver

A. H. Reynolds. 81 Gillard ave. Magazine Agent

16. ST. LAWHENCE: Montreal. Canada.

Meets in St. Charles Club Hall alternate Sun

days.

8. J. Adams, 382 Magdalen St., Pt. St.

Charles Master

Robt. Williamson, 134 Congregation St.,

Pt. St. Charles Secretary

David Mahoney, G. T. Ry., Pt. St.

Charles Collector

ThOB. Wilson, Pt. St. Charles . . . Receiver

J. G. Roxborough, 91 Conway st, Pt St.

Charles Magazine Agent

16. VlflO; Terre Haute, Ind.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, S. E. cor. Wabash

ave. and 7th st., 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 7:30

P.M.

McE. B. Glenn, 1427 S. 6th st Master

J. F. O'Reilly, 624 N. 5th st Secretary

W. J. Butler, 402 N. 12th st Collector

C. A. Bennett. 1004 N. 9th st Receiver

P. H. Smith. 339 N 12th st . . . Magazine Agent

17. PINE RIDGE; Chadron, Neb.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. E. Platner, Box 547 Master

W. E. Drews Secretary

Herman Mechler Collector

H. O. Smith, Box 534 Receiver

J. A. Powera Magazine Agent

18. WEST END; Slater. Mo.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 1st ami 3d Saturdays.

J. J. Day Master

W. R Van Booven Secretary

M. C. Page Collector

F. G. Klein Receiver

H. W. Redman Magazine Agent
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19. TRUCKEK; Wadsnorth, Nevada.

Meets In B. of L. E. and B. of L. F. Hall every

Friday at 7 P. M.

•Jno Micander Master

G. W. Lindsay Secretary

W. F. Brown Collector

C. A. Beemer Receiver

W. H. Osborn Magazine Agent

M. STUART: Stuart. Iowa.

Meets lu Engineer's Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

P. M.

J. L. Williams Master

Wm. Stewart Secretary

P. C. Barnhart Collector

Jacob Sehlarb Receiver

R. B. Hash, Box 391 Magazine Agent

11. INDUSTRIAL ; St. Louis. Mo.

Meets in Druids' Hall, Utli and Market sts., 2d

and 4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

W. G. Perkins. 2124 Franklin ave . . • Master

R. E. McKenzle, 1711 Bacon st Secretary

ft. G. Canfleld, 1422 Clark ave Collector

Louis Volker, 1008 Park ave Receiver

Edw. Voelker, 816 Soulard st . . Magazine Agent

18. CENTRAL: I'riiana, 111.

Meet* l:i Kirk|>ntrick Lindsey Block 2d and 4th

Sundays.

F. M. Call Master

W. E. Stitt Secretary

W. E. Stitt Collector

F.M. Call Receiver

W. F. Lewis, Box 324 ... Magazine Agent

15. P1I4KMX ; Brookdeld, Mo.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

Joshua Proctor, Box 60 Master

Jno. Braddock Secretary

Jno. Braddock Collector

Jno. Braddoek Receiver

J. F. Holland Magazine Agent

14. GREAT WESTERN ; Parsons, Kan.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 1901 Forest ave.,

every Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

Jerre McCarthy, 2108 Crawford ave. . . .Master

F. R Plauce, 2-108 Crawford ave . . . .Secretary

Jno. O'Reilly Collector

J. H. Galvin, 1930 Washington st . • .Receiver

Wm. Milne. 2224 W. vvushiiigton ave., Mag. Agent

•«. CONNECTING LINK : Boone, Iowa.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, cor. 7th and Story sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

B. H. Smith, Box 311 Master

M.N. Crane, L. Box 775 Secretary

M. N. Crane, L. Box 775 Collector

J. F. Bills Receiver

C. W. Roach Magazine Agent

16. ALPHA » Baraboo, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall. 2d and 4th Mondays.

Fred Van Leshout. Box 895 Master

O. E. Whitcomb, Box 960 Secretary

Lincoln liarett Collector

O. E. Whitcomb, Box %0 Receiver

Arthur Argyle Magazine Agent

87. HA WKE1E; Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 1st ave. and 3d st.,

2d and 4th Suudaya at 2:30 P. M.

C. H. Wheeler, 65 Tth ave Master

A. H. Preston Secretary

s. It. Westcott, 10s :(<1 st Collector

C. II. Wheeler, 65 7th ave. Receiver

C. L Clark H.C.R. A N. Rd. H se Magazine Agent

88. ELKHOHN; North Platte. Neb.

Meets in First National Bank Hall, cor. 6th and

Spruce sts, every Sunday at 2.00 P. M.

T. A. I>uke Master

8. H. Donehower, L. Box 402 Secretary

A. M. Seharinunn \ . . -Collector

W. E. Jackson Receiver

T. E Morrison, Box 224 . . . . Magazine Agent

19. UKRRU (illRIM); Mason City, Iowa.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, Main St., 1st Mon- .

dav at 7:30 P. M., and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

Lewis Leitner, Box 826 Master

Alex. Motterhead, Box 164 Secretary

Nels Nelson, Box 282 Collector

W. R. Rouse. 5i is E. Huntley st Receiver

Max. Newbowers, 410 E. Miller st . . Mag. Agent

80. CEDAR VALLEY; Waterloo. Iowa.

Meet* In A. i). t'.W. Hall, cur. tth and Sycamore

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. T. Courtney Master

B, A. Corson, Box 1154 Secretary

H. J. Reynolds Collector

R. A. Corson, Box 1154 Receiver

M. F. Whitney Magazine Agent

81. R. R. CENTRE; At-rhlson. Kansas.

Meets in Wakes' Hall, on Commercial St.. bet.

15 and 16 sts., 2d and 4th Thursdays .U2F. M.

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st Master

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fest . . . .Secretary

Edwin McKeen, 1531 Commercial st . . Collector

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fe st .... Receiver

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st . . Magazine Agent

82. BORDER: Ellis. Kansas.

Meets in Opera Hall every Saturday at 3 P. M

Jno. McKanna Master

G. S. Leisenring, L. Box 355 Secretary

J. W. Brooks . Collector

G. S. Leisenring, L. Box 355 Receiver

J. C. Barnes, Box 218 .... Magazine Agent

83. SUCCESS ; Trenton, Mo.

Meets in K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Mouday after

noons aud 2d and 4th Monday evenings.

W. M. Goode Maiter

C. II. Torpey Secretary

C. II. Torpey (Jollector

W.C. Gallup, L. Box 34 Receiver

C. H. Torpey Magazine Agent

84. CLINTON ;' Clinton, Iowa.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays at

1:30 P.M.

P. J. Coffey, 916 3d st Master

C. E. Potter, 848 Sunuyside ave ... . Secretary

W. N. Smith, 425 8th ave Collector

P. J. Coffey, 91C. 3d st Receiver

Parker LifllR. 529 91h ave .... Magazlue Agent

38. AMBOY; Freeport, III.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 54 Stephenson «l., lit

and 3d Sunda' s at 2:30 P. M.

J. B. Eson, Box 1030 Misu-r

J. J. Sbaughnessy, 13 Stephenson »t. . . Secretary

C. H. Perrv, 172 Liberty st Collector

J. II Dick, K'.i Mechanic st Receiver

Edw. Underwood Magazine Agent

86. TIPPECANOE: Lafayette. Ind.

Meets in U. A. O. D. Hall, cor. Fifth and Colom

bla sts. at 2 P. M., Sundays.

Cnas. Ernst. 164 Salem st Matter

T. A. Vaughan, 131 Alabama st Secretary

Chas. Ernst. 164 Salem st Collector

W. R. Johnson, 110 8. 4th st Receiver

Jno. Morrow, L. E. & W. R.R. . . Magazine Axem

87. NEW HOPE; CentraUa, III.

Meets In Engineers' Half, every Wednesday »i

7:30 P. M.

Fred Itauer, Box 206 Mailer

E. J Dietrich Secretin

E. .1. Dietrich Colleetnr

J. G. Heyduck, Jr Receiver

D. A. Smith Magazine Agent

88. AVON ; Stratford. Ont.

Meets in Forrester's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

Jno. Irwin. Box S18 si"!"

Jos. Gant. Box 318 Secretary

W. H. t'hidley. Hox:)18 CoUeetor

Robt. Mcintosh, Box 818 Receiver

Wm. Stanford Box 318 Magazine Agent

89. TWIN CITY; Bock Island. HI.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 30th st. and nth ate..

2d Snndav a' 2 P. M. aud 4it> Monday at » P. M

Jerry Mansfield. 2528 6th ave Master

.las. Powers, 2Mh st. and Mh ave. . . . Secretary

G. B. Dodge, 3017 10th ave ..... CoUeetor

T. E. Rod. rli-k. :wh st. and 6th ave. . . Reetlttr

Wm. MoElrath, Vine st., bet. 25th and

261 li sts ... . ... Mag. Arm

40. BLOOMING: Bloomlngton. III.

Meets in Adress Hall every Tuesday at MO

P. M.

W. F. CostiKan. 714 O'Hara st Maiter

Chris Baum, 1408 Western ave Secretary

Chris Baum, 1408 Western ave Collector

R. J. McDonald. 712 W. Walnut »t . . Receiver

F. E. DuBoia. 509 W. Chestnut at • ■ Ma*. Agent

41. ONWARD: Dickinson. N. Dakota.

Meets lu Odd Fellows Hall, every Thursday at

8:00 P. M.

W. J. Breckou . ■ Macer

W. II. Morris Secretary

Jos. Stewart CoUeetor

Brooks Oood&U Rvcclvw

P.J Necdham Magazine Agent

41. ELMO; »adlson. Wis.

Meets in Capitol Lodge Hall. Keye*' Block.

Mifflin »t 2d and 4tli Sundays.

R. R. Wllber, ">26 W. Clymerst. - • ■ Master

Frank l.awronce, 4.i'i \\ . Mifflin st . «.<TelafJ

Jno. Harrlngtou, 520 W. Main at . . . Collector

U. It. Wilbcr, >2ri W. Clymor St . . . . Itecelrtr

S. K. Alvord, 104 9th St., Milwaukee, Mag. Aftii
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JOSEPH ; St. Joieph, Ho.

In Brockaw's Hall, Eighth and Locust sts,

ud 4th Thursdays.

ahey, Vilh and Monterey sts ... . Master

sbefleuberger, 2131 S. uth st . . . Secretary

Lynn. 15th aud Monterey su . .Collector

sne, 105N. isth st . Receiver

ynn.lSth and Sacramento sts . Mag. Agent

V. ARNOLD ; East St. Louis, 111.

In Geary's Hall, VIA N. Main st, 1st and 3d

■days, at 7:30 P. M.

Stevenson. 420 S. 4th st Master

Gillls, 739 Colllnsvtlle ave . . Secretary

'enbach, 1908 E. Grand ave., St.

is, Mo Collector

Boyne, 121 S. 6th st Receiver

Veick, 402 Victor St. St. Louis. Mo.Magazine Agent

!- CITY; Little Rock, Ark.

In O. R. C. Hull, cor. Markham ami Ctaes-

[»., 1st and 3d Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M. and

id lib Wednesdays at 2:30 P. M.

omard. 121 Riverside ave Master

ook, 135 Riverside ave Secretary

Ireen, 2120 W. 10th st Collector

loraard, 121 Riverside ave . . . .Receiver

Kdrlngton, 1x22 W. 7th st . Magazine Agent

MPHAXT; Chicago, 111.

u Prosperity Hall, N. E. cor. State and 18tb

st Monday at 8 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2

leKenua. 1240 Michigan ave . . .Master

urns, 48 E. lfitu st Secretary

■1 Thometz. 72fi 8. Canal st . . Collector

eaban, 1210 Michigan ave .... Receiver

?yl, Everett Magazine Agent

'. IM MS: Peoria, III.

in K. P. Hall, Observatory Building, 2d

■lay at 8 P. M. and 4th 8unday at 2 P. M.

lander, 307 Antoinette st Master

awyenberg, HI W. Madison st . Secretary

itter, f.17 Howette st Collector

''«tt, 617 1st st Receiver

romwell, 120 Green st . . . . Mag. Agent

RAYMOND: Decatur. HI.

n Engineer's Hall. E. Kldorado St., 2d and

indays at 2 P. M.

muon, 1057 N*. Clayton st Master

ister, 1145 E. North st Secretary

punon, 1057 N. Clayton st . . . . Collector

utton, 975 N. Water st Receiver

[arsh, 638 E. Eldorado st . . Mag. Agent

>ENC1TY; Chicago. III.

in Brown's Hall, 47th and State sts, 1st

flay evening and Sd Sunday afternoon,

lannahan, 4089 Dearborn st . Master

>wley, M0KS. Hulstead st . . .Secretary

atson, 230 Swan st Collector

rry, 4916 Armour ave Receiver

>wley, 5108 s. Halstead st . . Mag. Agent

O ; North Springfield, Ho.

n O. A. R. Hall. Springfield, 1st and 8d

c-days at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

esdays at 7::i0 P. M.

mo, 1934 N. Kohberson ave .... Master

irner, St«. A., Springricld . .Secretary

lulse, 115:! Thomas st . . Collector

inston, Sta. A.. Springfield . . Receiver

rcroft, 1507 Lyon st. Station A,

ilield Magazine Agent

WILL; Logansport, Ind.

i Firemen's Hall. N. E. cor. Fourth and

t sts., 1st and Sd Sundays at 2 P. M.

H.i, cor. Broadway and 4th sts . . Master

r'kson, 032 Linden ave Secretary

r-kson. 032 Linden ave Collector

own Receiver

-kson, 631 Lyndon ave . Magazine Agent

, ROBINSON; Logansport, Ind.

i Firemen's Hall, Market and 4th sts., 2d

h Sundays at 2 P. M.

Inncgln, 131 W. Market st . . Master

mith, 40.1 Miami st Secretary

mpmau, 107 7lh st Collector

■ ldard. 112U North st Receiver

zgerald, Washlngtonst . Magazine Agent

54. ANCHOR; Soberly, Ho.

Meets in odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

J. T. Grimes, 612 Vincel st Master

.J. s. Sours, 323 Hugood st Secretary

Max Owen, 438 E. Rollins st collector

... . . Receiver

J. J. Cain, 334 N. Williams st ■ . Magazine Agent

5.1. BLUFF CITT ; Msrnphl*. Tenn.

Meets in Collins' Hall. 170 Johnson St., 1st and

3d Mondays.

J. M. Burns. 285 High st Master

L. J. Lucke, 217 Greenlaw st Secretary

Kobt. Campbell. W2 Rolicrsou st . . .Collector

L. J. Luckc, 237 Greenlaw st Receiver

Michael Cady, 510 Bender st . . Magazine Agent

56. BANNER; Stanherry, Mo.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 7:30

I'. M

T. It. Cameron, Box 155 Master

Thos. Sanford, Box 44 Secretary

Nealy Stamper Collector

T. B. Cambron Receiver

J. S. McLaughlin Magazine Agent

57. BOSTON ; Boston, Haas.

Meets in Rathborn Hall, 694 Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 10:30 A. M.

J. P. Vasquo. S Hillside Park, Somerville. Master

L. M. Howard, 45 Everett St., Jamaica

Plain ... . Secretary

\V. H. Taylor. N.V. ,fc N.E. ens. house . Collector

C. P. Shufelt, USarsfleld st., Roxbury . Receiver

G. A. Canon, Mattapau Mag. Agent

68. SACRAMENTO; Rocklln, Cal.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Monday and

Thursday.

J. H. Penney Master

W. B. Morton, Box 2 Secretary

A. R. Walther Collector

A. E. Harter Receiver

H. W. N'oethig. Box 2 Magazine Agent

69. ROYAL GORGE; Pueblo, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. D st. and Union

ave., every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

T. W.Hughes, 13 Block L Master

.1. C. Waddle, S09 S. Union ave .... Secretary

Robt. Wilmundcr, 50 Show ave . . . .Collector

J. F. Garrett, 7 Terrace View Receiver

J. K. Allen Magazine Agent

60. UNITED; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Dover Hall, 2204 Marshall St., 1st ai.J

3d Saturday evenings.

F. O. Metzger. 2067 Monmouth st .... Master

J. H. Mohr, 2312 Fawn st Secretary

.las. Wertz, 2312 Fawn st Collector

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. 9th st Receiver

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. 9th st . . . Magazine Agent

61. M1NNEHA II A ; St. Pan), Minn.

Meets in Druid's Hall, cor. Seventh and Jackson

sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. F. Driscoll, 180Pennaave Master

F. W. Ferguson, 1029 Front st Secretary

J. V. Piper, 107 Sycamore st Collector

T. T. Hart, 709 Tuscarora ave Receiver

Jos. Kellow, 605 Mississippi st . Magazine Agent

62. VANBERGEN; Carbondale, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

M.J. McLaughlin Master

E. 1). Gardner, 34 N. Washington st . Secretary

W. W. Kuapp Collector

W. H. Brokenshire. 51 Garfield ave . . Receiver

G. P. Berry, 7'.l Park st Magazine Agent

68. HERCULES; Danville, III.

Meets in K. of H. Hall, over N. E. cor. Main and

Walnut sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

W. J. Harter, 720 Wellington 8t Master

E. E. Partlow, Box 927 Secretary

Fred Krauel Collector

W, J, Harter, 720 Wellington st . . . .Receiver

F. J. Lorenz, 421 Short st . . . . Magazine Agent

64. SIOUX; Slonx City. Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 707 4th st., 2d and ith

Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

P. J. Kelly, Room 32, Evans Block .... Master

T. F. Dolan.2013 3d st Secretary

F. J. Anderson, 511 Wall st Collector

T. F. Dolan, 2013 3d st Receiver

M. J. Mangan, 1516 E 7th st . . Magazine Agent
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66. FORT RIDGELY ; Waseca, Minn.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundaysat
•2:30 P. M.

R. G. Faes Master

W. H. Jones Secretary

Goo. Woskle Collector

W. J. Pugenhart Receiver

R. G. Faes ... . . Magazine Agent

•«. CHALLENGE; Belleville, Ontario.

Meets In B. of 1.. E. Hall, Belleville Station,

'2d Hnn 4ii Sundays.

Geo. Collins, G. T. Ry., Belleville Station,

... ... . Master

Jno. McDonald, G. T. Ry., Belleville 8tation

. . . " Secretary

M. A. Bonisteel, G. T. Ry., Belleville Station

Collector

W. J. Logue, G.T.Ry. Belleville Station, Receiver

J. W.Barlow, G. T. Ry. P. O. . . Magazine Agent

67. DOMINION : Toronto, Canada.

Meets in I.O.O.F. Hall, cor. Queen at and Spadlne

ave. 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Jno. Sheldon. S2 Clyde st Master

Thos. Hueston. 131 Spadina ave .... Secretary

Philip Richardson, SO Stafford at . . . Collector

Jas. Pratt, 172 Huron st Receiver

Frederick Fox, 342 Adelaide at, W.

Magazine Agent

68. KAII CLAIRE ; A 1 toon a. Wis.

Meets in Fireman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. F. Powell Master

Wm. McLyman Secretary

Jno Morgan Collector

Stanley Ives Receiver

Wm. McLyman Magazine Agent

68. ISLAND CITT ; Brockvllle. Ontario.

Meets in Merrill's Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P. M.

W. J. Dowell, Box 183 Master

C. J. Brownlow, Box 541 Secretary

Alexander Wood Collector

W. J. Dowell, Box 183 Receiver

J. B. Hislop, Box620 Magazine Agent

70. LONE STAR; Longvlew, Texas.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Saturday at 7:80

P. M.

B. M. Dobbs Master

W. L. Patrick, Box 185 Secretary

L. D. Oden, Box 185 Collector

Harry Finnegan, Box 141 Receiver

Jno. Fogarty Magazine Agent

71. SUSQUEHANNA; Oneonta, N. 1.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 3 P. M.

H. A. Wickham, 27Fairviewst Master

G. P. Eaton, S3 Main St. Secretary

Jno Klomps.SG London ave Collector

Jas. Walters, 4s River at Receiver

J. J. Carr, 25 Fairview st . . . Magazine Agent

78. WELCOME ; Camden, N.J.

Meets 2d and Taylor ave., 2d and 4th Sundays

F. A Potts, 643 Clinton st. Master

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th at Secretary

G. W. Taah, 529 8 3d st Collector

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th at Receiver

G. W. Tash. 529 8. 3d s t Magazine Agent

78. BAT STATE; Worcester, Haaa.

Meets at Commonwealth Hall, 566 Main

at., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

L. D. Chaffln, 3s Cutler Bt Master

Thos. Loynd, 8 Glenwood at Secretary

A. N. Hoyt, 2 Davis Court Collector

Thoa. Loynd, 8 Glenwood st Receiver

G. P. Newton, 6 Penn ave ■ ■ . Magazine Agent

74. KANSAN CITY | Argentine, Kan.

Meets in Noke Opera House, Silver ave,, bet. 1st

and 2d sts., '2d and 4th Sundays at '2 P. M.

Hemy Best Master

R. W. Bidwell Secretary

Anton Vogel Collector

G. F. Dewey Receiver

Thos. Donobue, Box 421 . . Magazine Agent

76. KNTERPRISE; Philadelphia. Pa.

Meets in Rodgers' Hall, 4113 Lancaster ave., al

ternate Sunday afternoons.

W. H. Acker, 3951 Wallace St., West

Philadelphia Master

J. L. .Strouse. 3305 Rockland St.,

West Philadelphia Secretary

D. S. Moore, Oil N. 37th St., West Phila

delphia Collector

J. S. Hemphill, 763 N. S8th at, Wast Phila

delphia Receiver

D. 8. Moore, 681 N. 37th at., West Phil

adelphia Magazine Agent

70. OCEAN; Norfolk, Vn.

Meets In Acree Hall. eor. Brambleton and

Windsor sts., 1st and 3d Sunday* at 2 P. M.

Sami. Wluslow. 128U Brambleton ave . .Master

W. F. KeeliUK. 1310 Brambleton ave • • Secretary

Moses Caj.ps, 82 Granville ave Collector

Roht. Addison. 30 Maltby ave . . . Receiver

D. D. Dozier, 772 Brambleton ave - . Mag. Agent

77. ROCKY MOUNTAIN ; Denver, Colo.

Meets at 3804 Market St., every Thuradny at TUB

P.M.

F. H. Lehman, 3931 Franklin st Master

W. F. Bruudage, 1216 Larimer at . . . Secretary

8. L. Kanaga, 3362 Market at Collector

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer at ... . Receiver

J. W. Hevener, 3137 Arapahoe st.

Magazine Agent

78. GOLDEN EAGLE ) Sedalla, Ho.

Meets in Hoffman's Hall, 731 E. 5th St.. every

Thursday a 7:30 P. M.

J. P. Alcorn, 1-223 Engineer st Master

C. T. Pratt, 1' 15 E. 0th st Secretary

C.T. Pratt, 1115 E. 6th st Collector

W. O. Webster, 1206 E. 3d at. Receiver

J. P. Baty, 1700 E. 4th at Magazine Agent

78. J. M. DODGE; Roodhoase, 111.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Worcester Building, ev

ery Monday at 2:00 P. M.

C. A. Sheppard Muter

C. A. Hannaford, Box 847 Secretary

Albert Banks Collector

Dan'l Stultz Receiver

Alonzo Griffin, Box 866 ... . Magazine Agent

81. PINE CITY ; Staples. Ulan.

Meets In Miller's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundayi.

Jas. Riley Master

P. F. McDonnell, Box 47 Secretary

Jacob Everhart Collector

G. H. Littlemore, Box 181 Receiver

J. H. Greenhalgh, Box 95 ... . Magazine Agent

88. NORTHWESTERN; Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in Lodge Parlors, 55 4th st. 8., Ut and Id

Sundays fit i P. M.

F. X. Holl, WM 22d ave S Master

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Glrard ave . . Secretary

Gustave Ludwig, 24 5th st. N. E Collector

w E. Richmond, 820 N. Glrard ave . . Receiver

Edw. Sheasgreen, 2025Emersonave. N.Magazine Agec.

88. TRINITY ; Fort Worth, Texas.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, So. Rusk st. every

Wednesday at * P. M .

8. M. Dunaway, 1014 W. Dagget ave . . . Master

Jacob Weeman, cor. Cal houn and Elizabeth em

Secretary

I. M. Dean, 801 Crawford st Collector

1. M. Dean, 801 Crawford st Receiver

Bark Michael, Clarendon . . . Magazine Agent

84. CALHOUN; Battle Creek, Ilea.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, 97 Marshall st.. M and

4th Sunday aiternoons and 1st Monday eves

Ing.

Harrv White, 97 Marshall st Master

E. w. Wilson, is Green st Secretary

Richard Reid, Warren st Collector

J. R. M.Ikiuald. 431 Marshall st . . . . Receiver

E. J. Roach, 36 Lansing ave . . Magazine Agent

86. FARGO I Fargo, N. Dakota.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall '2d and 4tb Tuesdays at

7:30 P. M.

Paul Boleyn, 15 9th st 8 Marter

C. H. Kheppherd, 1540 Front st Secretary

Silas Zwlght, Arlington Hotel .... Collecur

L. G.8nyder,cor. lfithst. and 1st ave. S, Receiver

N. A. Nielsen, 1421 3d ave. N. . Magazine Area!

86, BLACK BILLS; Larasale, Wyentlng.

Meeta In A. (). I". W. Hall, cor. 2d and Garfield

sts.. every Friday evening.

J. S. Gugerty Matter

W.N. Roth. 806 3d at CaOtKy

W. P. Davla Collector

W. N. Roth, 806 Sd at Receiver

O. A- Anderson, 358 W. Grand ave. . 1
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HI!HIT { B>wll», Wl

leeta In I.O.O.F. Ball lit and 3d Thursdays.

. O. Qulnn Master

lenry O'Donnell, L. Box 159 Secretary

as. Welghtman Collector

>. W, McNalr Receiver

Magailne Agent

MORNING STAB; Eranatou, Wromlnir.

leeu in K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 2 P. M.

L J. Cramer, L. Box 2 Master

'. H. Holllngworth. L Box 212 . . . .Secretary

U K. Austin, Box 155 Collector

'. H. Hollingworth, 1,. Box 212 , . . Receiver

red Clement Magaxlne Agent

CHF.HAW ; K<-lma. Ala.

Iiets in Mechanics' Hall, every Thursday at

7:30 P. M.

'. K. Oldham Master

. E. Brlggs Secretary

no. Booth, .121 Selma and St. Anu sts.. Collector

:. Li. Crauford,S21 Selma and St. Ann

sts Receiver

'. C. Tynan, 129 Water it ... . Magailne Agent

SAN DIEGO ; Los Angeles, Gal.

leets In McDonald's Hall, 127 N. Main st, alter

nate Saturdays at • <«> P. V

Vxn. Fleming. 417 Amelia st Master

. H. Hayes, 626 Stephenson ave. . . . Secretary

I. O. Qunckenbush, 1902 E. 3d st, . . . Collector

. T. Hlgglns, 808 E. Sd st Receiver

l. O. Quackenbush, 1821 E. 3d stMagailne Agent

ttOLDEN GATE ; San Fraaclara, Cal.

ileets in Wood and Coal Yard Hall, 725 Valencia

st. 1st Monday at 8 P. M.

»m. Lorkwood, 2 3 Shotwell st Muter

t. F. Laoge, 725 Valencia st Secretary

t. F. Lange. 725 Valencia st Collector

1. H. Powell, 130 18th st Receiver

V. M. Flack, 2909 Folson st . . Magailne Agent

FRONTIER CITY ; Oswego, N. V.

Heets in Jefferson Hall, W. 1st st., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

I an. Gorman. 323 W. 8th st Master

r. K. Dowd, 59 W. »tb and Utlca sts . . Secretary

las. Whalen, 290 W. 7th at Collector

laa. Whalen, 290 W. 7th at Receiver

Fno. Cole, 111 W. Liberty at. . . Magailne Agent

GATE CITY ; Keokuk, Iowa,

Meets In Engineer's Hall. 22 So. Third at. 2d and

4th Sundays at 7:39 P. M.

Andrew Malum, Walsh Master

Ino. Stanley, Box 18, Walsh Secretary

Laurence Walsh, Walsh Collector

Henry Montgomery, 222 Exchange st . Receiver

Ino. Stanley, Box 19, Walsh . . Magaxlne Agent

CACTUS: Taeson, Arizona.

Meeu in Masonic Hall. Stone ave, every Monday

at \'JV P M

W. E. Shanah'an, Box 504 Master

K. J. Landon, Box 504 Secretary

A. M. Han is. m. Box 501 Collector

C. E. Howard, Box 504 Receiver

F. W. Barnett, Box 504 Magaxlne Agent

CHICAGO; Chicago, III.

Meet* in Concordia Hall, 237 Milwaukee ave., 2d

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and 4th Sunday at 9 A. M.

Edw. Seavert. 213 W. Indiana st Master

L. H. Evans, 456 W. Adams at Secretary

Collector

D. M. Leavitt, 70 Central Park ave . . . ReceiverMagaxlne Agent

ALEXIA : WeUsvUle, Ohio.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, Main st, 1st and Sd

Sundays.

A. 8. Askew. Box 696 Master

Chas. Maley, Box 310 Secretary

Chas. Maley, Box 310 C'ollectoi

C. H. Kelly Receiver

L. P. Satow Magaxlne Agent

ORANGE GROVE ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Leroy and New

Main sts., every Friday.

I.. A. Hayes Master

H. C. Forsyth. 122 R. R. st Secretary

B. F.Lvule, 135 S. Chestnut rt Collector

L. A. Hayes Receiver

J. A. Fenton, 1440 San Fernando st . Mag. Agent

98. PERSEVERANCE; Terrace, Utah.

Meets In Engineers' Hall every Wednesday

evening.

L. F. Zimmerman Master

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 Secretary

F. J. Berryessa Collector

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 Receiver

Hyrum Ohlson Msgsxlne Agent

M. ROCHESTER; Rochester, H. T.

Meets in Royal Arcanum Hal' Took Opera House

Bid., S.St. Paul st.,lst and 3d Tuesday evenings.

E. E. Pruyn,41 First ave Master

W. P. Couch, 24 Thompson ave .... Secretary

G. N. Kingsley, 71 Hayward ave .... Collector

G. N. Kingsley, 71 Hayward ave .... Receiver

H. H. Meyers, 211 N. Goodman st . . Mag. Agent

100. ADAIR; Bowling Green, KY.

Meets in Wright's Hall cor. Main and Adams sts.

every Monday at 2:30 P. M.

Andrew McHugh Master

T. H. Glenn, 220 10th at Secretary

W. D. Perry, 232 6th at Collector

Harold Porter, 1149 Adams st Receiver

R. C. Johnson, 232 6th st . . . . Magailne Agent

101. ADMIRATION; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets in Burgard's Hall. cor. Walden and Bailey

aves., Buffalo, every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Edw. Cooke, 150 Keystone st., E. Buffalo . Master

Robt. Fowler, 182 May st. E. Buffalo . Secretary

Frank McKnlght, 108 Fay at., B. Buffalo

Collector

J. G. Smith, 69 St. Joseph ave, E. Buffalo,

Receiver

W. M. Ellis, 109 May st., E. Buffalo . Mag. Agent

102. CONFIDENCE ; Heat Des Moines Iowa.

Meets in Flynn's Hall, cor. 7th and Locust sts.,

DesMolnes, alternate Sundays at z:30 P. M.

Jos. Harkness, Wabash Rd. House .... Master

Wm. Reese, 1457 E. Court ave., lies Moines

.................... Secretary

Jos. Krlssinger, Jr., 1005 E. Maple St.,

DesMolnes ." Collector

Wm. Beese, 1457 E. Court ave., Des

Moines .... Receiver

Jos. Krlssinger, Jr., 1005 E. Maple at, Des

Motnea . Magazine Agent

108. FALLS CITY; Louisville, Ky.

Meets in Colgan's Hall, cor. 10th and Walnut

ats., every Thursday.

Oscar Ball, 1023 W. Broadway ...:.. Master

Patrick Filburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Secretary

R. L. Crow Collector

Patrick Filburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Receiver

HenrvBlume, Scottsburg, Ind . Magazine Agent

104. "OLD KENTICK;" Ludlow, Ky.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P. M.

H. E. Jorden Master

Jas. Qulnn Secretary

Chas. Heimburger, Box 151 Collector

E. A. Fleming, Box 82 Receiver

Michael C'ooney, Jr., W. Covington . Mag.Agent

106. PROGRESS; Chillieothe. HI.

Meets in Dougherty's Hall, 1st and 8d Mondays

and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

Geo. Jones ..... Master

A. G. Gillen. N. Chillieothe Secretary

Peter Artz.N. Chillieothe Collector

Fred Cornell, N. Chillieothe . . Receiver

R E. Lawrence, N. Chillieothe, Magazine Agent

108. KEY CITY : Dubuque, Iowa.

Meets in Putt's Hall, 19th and Jackson sts., 2d

and 4th Tuesday evenings.

Sam Schauer, Box 46 E. Dubuque, 111 . . Master

Martin Boleyn, C. M. & St. P. shops . Secretary

Sam Schauer, Box 46 E. Dubuque, 111 . Collector

O. B. Ridgeway, 1615 Elm Bt Receiver

A.S. Graham, 446 Rtaomberg ave, Magazine Agent

107. ECLIPSE; Gallon. Ohio.

Meets In Carhatt's Hall, E. Main St., every Wed

nesday at 7 ;ki P. M.

August Gerbait, Box 196 Master

S. L. Manner/, Box 366 Secretary

W. A. Townsend, Box 65 Collector

P. D. Gregg, Box 677 Receiver

F. P. Motslnger, Box 155 ... . Magazine Agent

108. PIONEER; Chama, New Mexico.

Meets in Pioneer Hall, 1st and 3d Thursdays at

7 P. M.

Oscar Duxstad Master

J. W. Hopper Secretary

P. F. Vofgt Collector

J. M. Hayden Receiver

V. L. Coulaon Magaxlne Agent
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109. PEACE ; St. Louis, Mo.

Meets in Summit Hall, Erring ave and Market

St., 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

Jno. Woods, 7516 O'Reiley ave, So. St.

Louis MaRter

H. L. Allison. 3147 Caroline st Secretary

W. J. Pourcillie, 2949 Clark ave .... Collector

G. A. La Bee, 8219 S Broadway Receiver

O. H. Baird, 3009 Rutger st . . . Magazine Agent

110. OLD (11 ARD; Bncyrus, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P M.

Wm. Fltzmaurice, 68 E. Rensslear st. . . Master

B. A. Huson. 623 E. Rensslear St. . . Secretary

G. L. Hutchison, 66ft E. Rensslear St. . Collector

T. E. Lowry, 341 cor. Wiley and Charles

sts Receiver

B. A. Huson, 62! Rensslear st. . Magazine Agent

111. BEACON ; Mattoon, 111.

Meets in K. of L. Hall, over Cunningham's dry

goods store, Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

... Master

W. P. Fitzgerald, cor. E 8th st. and Broad

way Secretary

W. P. Fitzgerald, cur. E. 6th st, and Broad

way Collector

A. E Marshall, 74 Richmond st . . . . Receiver

Lee Soinmer Magazine Agent

lUt. EVENING STAB; Howell Sta., Evansvtlle. lad.

Meets in Curry's Hall. 2d and 4th Mundavs at

7:30 P. M.

M. J. Riethman, Howell Master

G. T. Colvin Secretary

Mart Whit ford Collector

T. P. Stephenson Receiver

L. A. Jacobs, 500 N. 3d St., E. St. Louis, 111.,

Magaziue Agent

118. CLARK-KIMBALL ; Pocatello, Idaho.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Cleveland nve. and B.

St., every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

11. II. Maguire Master

J. F. Holloway, Box 16ft Secretary

W. H. Zeiter ". Collector

S. G. Doane, Box 86 Receiver

H. F. Best Magazine Agent

114. BLACK HAWK; Kelthsnurr, III.

Meets in Mason Hall, 4th and Washington sta.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

\Y. M. Marks Master

Ellsworth Newell, L Box 89 Secretary

Dan'l. Hammond Collector

W. E. Burch Receiver

F. E. Cole Magazine Agent

Ho. GULF CITT; Galveston. Texas.

Meets in old Masonic Hall P. U. St.. between 22d

2:: sts.

II. L. Ilriggs, S02 Mechanic st Master

E. W. Boaiieker, MO ave I . . Secretary

C. II. Hawkins, 38th st. and ave H . . . Collector

Fred. Oehlert, 31st st. and ave N . . . . Receiver

K W. Boildeker, 910 ave. I . Magazine Agent

116. ST. CLAW; Fort Gratiot, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

Jno. Gould Master

C. G. Miller, Box 197 Secretary

E. 8. Wilson Collector

Receiver .

C, E. Tonp Magazine Agent

117. BKAVEK ; London. Ontario.

Meets in Castle Hall, cor. Clarence and Dundas

sts.. 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Geo. Black, 460 Simcoe st Master

E. R. Atkins, 2M Clarence st Secretary

Geo. Black, 460 simcoe st Collector

Geo. Thody, 724 King st Receiver

Wm. Kermath, 560 Grey st . . . Magazine Agent

118. STAB OF THE EAST ; Richmond, (Richer.

Meets in McMorine's Hall, Main st-, 1st and 3d

Sundays at 2. P.M.

R. A. Leondard, Richmond Station . . . Master

J. E. Linahen, Richmond Station . . . Secretary

Geo. Goyette, Richmond station . . . Collector

G. A. Pye, Melbourne Receiver

Wm. Fletcher, Box 113, Richmond Station

..... Magazine Agent

LIS. COLONIAL ; River du Loup. Quebec.

Meets in English School, River du Loup Sta

tion, 2d ana 4th Sundays,

Timothy Birule, River du Loup Station, Master

J. V. Dion, River du Loup Station . . Secretary

S. G. Ferguson, River du Loup station, Collector

C. J. Levesque, River du Loup Station, Receiver

Felix Gaguon, River du Loup Station.

Magazine Agent

120. FORTUNE ; Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in B. of L. E Hall, cor. Seymore andOt-

wego sts,, Wednesdays at S P. M.

Fred nemars, 726 Marcellus st Master

Wm. Houston, 107 Oswego st Secretary

L. G. Rouason, 101 Bertha Place .... Collector

Isaac Gilbo, 138 Richmond ave .... Receiver

Jno. Martin, 46ft Bhonnard at. . Magazine Agent

121. FELLOWSHIP; Corn ina.N. Y.

Meets in Huber's Hall, cor. Market and Cedar

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays Rt 3 P. M.

Chas. McCarthy, 364 F. Second st Master

E. K. Beak's, :<13 K. Third *t Secretary

E. E. Heals, 313 F. Third s Collector

K. E. Everts, 87 Mill st Receiver

W. L. Carson, 321 E. Market st . Magazine Agent

US. FEDERATION ; Pana, IU.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2nd and 4th Sundayi a!

2:30 P. M.

W. J. Miller Master

W. E. Gray- L. Box 305 Secretary

Matthew Fry Collector

W. K. Gray, u Box 805 Receiver

Wm. Cruthcrs Magazine Agent

125. OVEHLAMM Omaha. Neb.

Meets in I ntterson's Hall, S. E. Cor. 17th anil

Farnhani sts., 2d and 1th Wednesdays at * I'M.

I. N. Wright Master

B. S. Hriggs. 1130 8. 29th st Secretary

C. H. Forsu-r, 1540 s 17th at UolleetOf

Jno. NIlBson, 1018 8 11th st. . . Recelrar

B. H. Winkelman. 1204 S. 9th st. Magazine Agent

124. PILOT; Perry, lona.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d st, 2d and 4th Tocsdan

at 7:30 P. M.

W. B. Howe. Box 153 Master

R. It. Slookwell, Box 8S2 Seeretarj

J. E. Banyard, Box 267 Collector

Oscar Woods . . Reo*lrcr

W. F. Bower, Box 404 Magazine Agent

126. GUIDE: Marshalltown, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F Hall 126 E Main st, 2d and

4tb Snndavs at 1:80 P. M.

O. A. Bach, +15 8. Center st Master

T. IS. Long, 305 8. 1st st Secretary

Wm. Jennings, 505 W. Boone st . . . . Collector

A. L. Johnson, 405 s. Center st Recclrer

W. A. Holmes, 207 W. Boone st . Magazine Agent

128. COMET: Austin. Minn.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 1st and 3d Monday! and

2d and 4th Sundays.

Ma«x»r

R. W Beecher Secretarj

J.C. Erlckson Collector

W. H. Teeter Receiver

J. C. Rrickaon • Magazine Agent

117. NORTHERN LIGHT; Winnipeg-. Manitoba.

Meets in K. P. Hall. Clement Block, Main st.,

1st Tuesdays and 3d Wednesdays.

W. H. H. Goodwin, 4% U>gan st Muter

Paul Eleombe. ;>»7 Jarvis ave Secretary

J. B Russell, 712 Pacific nve Collector

Geo. Maneely, 405 Alexander st . . . . Receiver

U. H. II. Goodwin, 49i> Logan ave ■ Mag. Agent

128. LANDMARK; Glendlve, Montana.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Tuesday evening.

Jas. lilnir Master

Robt. McNeilly Secretary

Alex McDonald, Forsyth Collector

Jas. McKenzie Receiver

T. G. Sorenson. Forsyth .... Magazine Agent

129. MINERAL KING; Mrnnaba, Mien.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 2d and lib Sunda^i u

2 P. M.

Coleman Nee. General Delivery Muter

C. J. Dady. Box 452 Secretary

M. A. Berrlgan, 819 Ludingtuu st. . . . Collector

H. C. Gibbs, 42">Ca' pbell st Receiver

E. A. Young, 510 Sarah st. . . Magaziue A«ent

180. GUIDING STAB; Milwaukee, Wis.

Meets in Firemen* Hall, Lake and Reed r-ta. id

and 4th Sundays.

J. H.IIrady. 7'.ilScottst Matter

A. J. Hall. 3:17 llraitv st •iectetarj

J.E. Roberts, 31 31th st Collector

J. E. Roberts, 34 34th st Reeelrtr

P. J. Yerlck. 673 National ave. . Magazine Agent

181. GOLDEN RULE ; Stevens Point. Wis.

Meets in Adams' Hall, 2d and 4th Sunday* at

2:30 P. M.

T. E. McPhail, 402 Center st Muter

E. G. Zimmer, !UK Center ave Secrotarr

K. G. Zimmer, ;U8 Center avo Collectw

T. E. MePhail, 402 Center «t Receiver

F.C. Uolman, 418 Dixon st. . . Magazine Agent
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ARVL1 HUGHITTj Eagle Grove, Iowa.

its in 1. 0. 0. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

»P.M.

. Sehoonover Master

:. Ttllinghast. Secretary

1011 Marshall Collector

. Howell Receiver

'. Robinson Magazine Agent

'HAGUE; Sprague, Wash.

ts in B. ofL. F. Hall every Monday at 1:80

M.

Burns Master

. Shuuk Secretary

:. Storment Collector

Burns Receiver

: . Storment Magazine Agent

STMAN ; Karnham, Onehec.

s in I. 0. 0. F. Hall eVry Sunday at 3 P. M.

Wat ts Master

Cowan Secretary

. McGuire Collector

Gibson Receiver

Blackburn Magazine Agent

W SHAH ; El Paso, Texas.

» in O. R. ('. ilall every Monday evening.

I laukins, 1107 Franklin st. . . . Master

Hughes, Box ids Secretary

McUinley, Box i"8 Collector

Bcnniughotf. Box 108 Receiver

Welsh, 405 Texas st . Magazine Agent

iCOTT; Lindsay, Untarlo.

i in S. O. E. Hall alternate Sundays at 2:30

Dolby, Box 516 Master

Drummoud, Box 516 Secretary

I'yra, Box 516 . Collector

Drummond, Box 516 Receiver

. Harris . . Magazine Agent

n E<HON j Eldon, Iowa.

in K. of P. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th Mon-

at 2:30 P. M.

'aylor Master

Finney, Box 422 Secretary

Jhlnn Collector

Trott Receiver

iVrigbt Magazine Agent

UN; Kreeport, 111.

in A. O. B. W. Hall. 2d and 4th Sundays.

hinidt, 41 Iroi|Ulsst Master

canlan, 209 Van Buren st . . . . Secretary

tevenson, 47 Float st Collector

:aulan, 209 Van Buren st .... Receiver

aylor, 151 Spring st. . . Magazine Agent

WHITNEY | Sumner, Cal.

in Druids' Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

)cvins, Kern '. . . Master

'rosby, Box :<9, Kern .... Secretary

I'hlllips. Box 39, Kern Collector

Irosby, Box :», Kern Receiver

Nicholson Magazine Agent

NT OUBATj Sallrla. Colo.

in I. O. 0. F. Hall, every Monday at

*. M.
■ove. Box 463 Master

Voody, Box 181 Secretary

L'mpleton, Box 591 Collector

imith, Box591 Receiver

ouplaud, Box 125 . . . . Magazine Agent

PORTER; Fort Wayne, Ind.

rj B. of L. F. Hall, 79 and 81 Calhoun st..
■ Monday at 7:30 P. M.

atz, 4S vv. Main st Master

van, 210 Lafayette st Secretary

<>1c, 8 Mechanic st Collector

re hart, 62 Boon st Receiver

bodes, 131 Holman st. . . . . Mag. Agent
■TV; Toledo, Ohio.

u Emery Hall, Broadway, 1st and 3d Sun-

itl:30 P. M., and 2d and 4tb Thursdays at

a rkey, 918 Broadway Master

ttman, 634 S. St. Clair st . . . .Secretary

arkey, 918 Broadway Collector

ttman, 634 S. St. Clair st . . . .Receiver

>k\ 12tS Jarvis st . . . . Magazine Agent

FELLOWS} West Oakland, Cal.

u Burtlett Hall every Wednesday even-

illrath, 1361 E. 11th st, E Oakland, Master

herts. 1762% 8th st Secretary

1 wards, 125o 7tbst Collector

berts, 1762^8th st Receiver

ulelson, 178/ 7th st . . Magazine Agent

144. DECORATION Chicago. HI.

Meets in Society Hall, cor. Ogden ave. and 12th

m. 1st Sunday afternoons and 2d and 4th

Thurtday evenings.

Martin Murphy, 979 12th st- Master

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Secretary

Frank Lumpp, 334 Hastings st Collector

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Receiver

E. G. Aldrich, 1017 W. 12th st . Magazine Agent

146. HAW CROCKETT ; San Antonio. Texas.

Meets in Jones' Hall, 710 Austin st., every Tues

day at 2:00 P. M.

J. R. Norton, 104 River ave Master

G. A. Cook. 1211 Ave. I) Secretary

Jos. Brauu, US Milan st Collector

G. A. i;ook, 1211 Ave D Recevler

S. C. Ramsey, 805 ave. D . . . Magazine Agent

146. BAYOU CITY; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Bell's Hall, Liberty ave, Fifth Ward,

every Monday at 2:30 P.M.

Jno. Roach, 1410 Liberty ave Master

Thos. Ballard, 1508 Nance st ... Secretary

Pat'k DeCour<:y, Jr., 1503 Brooks st . . Collector

W. H. Kimmer 1018 McKee st Receiver

E. J. Speer Magazine Agent

147. MIDLAND; Temple, Texas.

Meets in B. of R.T. Hall every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Arthur Haines. L Box 105 Master

H. C. Pitts, L. Box 105 Secretary

W. T. MeGinnis Collector

T. H. Boy1, L. Box 105 Receiver

B. P. Wellborn, Call Box 166 . . Magazine Agent

148. SUNNY SODTH; Tyler, Texas.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Thursday at 7:30

P. M.

Wm. Fox Master

J. T. Peyton, 317 Poplar st Secretary

W. H. McCorkle, 1001 N and B. sts. . . . Collector

Daniel Fogarty, 524 Valentine st . . Receiver

W. T. Phillips, 922 N. Fannie ave . . Mag. Agent

149. JUST IS TIME; New York, N. Y.

Meets in Horton Hall, 110 E. 125th St., 2d and 4th

Thursdays at 8 P. M. and 2d Sunday forenoon.

Jno. Rliter, 7(1 E. 115tU st Master

S. D. Lappiue, 1K63 Park ave Secretary

P. J. Gahagan, Mi9 W. ll'Jst Collector

R. T. Roseoe, 944 E. 176th st Receiver

J. F. MacVelgh, Liud ave. and Union St.,

High Bridge Magazine Agent

150. 8. M. STEVENS; Marquette, Mich.

Meets in L. Huillier's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. W. Watt, 347 Fisher st Master

J. B. Crowley, 127 Fisher st Secretary

H. R. Roberts, l(Xi W. Bluff st Collector

G. McK. Gibson, 212 Division st . . . .Receiver

W. S. Cooke. W. Ridge st . . . . Magazine Agent

151. MAPLE LEAF; Hamilton. Ontario'.

Meets in K. O. 1. M. Hall, 14 Hughson st, 1st and

So Sundays.

Wm. Perkins, 301 Chatharine st, N . . . .Master

Alex, MC oil, 25 Crook st Secretary

Chas. Evans, 107 Locke st Collector

J. D. Mills, 82 Inchbury st Receiver

Wm. Perkins. 304 Catherine st N . . Mag. Agent

162. NORTH POLE; West Bay City, Mich.

Meets in New K. P. Hall. 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

Fred Roach Master

R. A. McPeak. 514 State st Secretary

J. B. Miller, 703 N. Union st Collector

R. A. McPeak, 514 State st Receiver

Thos. Doyle .... Magazine Agent

158. H. C. LOUD: Fort Scott, Kansas.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Main and 2d sts., 1st and

3d Mondays at 2 P. M.

\V. r. PritL'hard. 300 Margrave st Master

W. H. Pool, 110 X. Little st Secretary

W. E. I'lersol, Gulf Rnd House .... Collector

W. F. Pritchard, 300 Margrave St. ... Receiver

J. M. Pnrmley, 102 S. Barbee st . . . Mag. Agent

164. McKEEN ; (hanute, Kansas.

Meets in Re>l Men's Hall every Thursday at S

P.M.

P. M. Roby, Box 629 Master

J. E. Flint, L. Box 46 Secretary

S. J. Kester Collector

J. E. Flint, L Box 46 Receiver

E. B. Fortney Magazine Agent

166. J. F. BINGHAM ; New York, N. Y.

Meets in Central Hall, 147 W. S2d st, 1st and 3d

Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Sam'l Baines, 71 Patchen ave, Brooklyn . Master

J. J. Lovett, 302 W. 146th st Secretary

G: W. Smith, 307 \V. 144th st Collector

Theo. Fry, 506 W. 125th st Receiver

W. C. O'Donnell, 235 W. 142d st. Magazine Agent
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156. HECHES ; Palestine. Texas.

Meets In Engineers' Hall every Monday at 7:80

P.M.

Leo Delaney, Box 232 Master

S. E. Burkhead, Box 232 Secretary

Milton Mcridith, Box 282 Collector

W. T. Murrell, Box 232 . . .Receiver

Geo Batt Magazine Agent

167. ECHO ; Pern, I nd.

Meets in Echo Hall, 1st and 2d Sundays at 2 P.

M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7 P. M.

M.E. Whetsel Master

F. K. O'Connell Secretary

M. E. Whetsel Collector

T. P. Doud, 181 W. 8th st Receiver

G. M. Jackson Magazine Agent

188. STANDARD: Detroit, Mich.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, 82 and 84 Gratiot St.,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. E. Rice, 392 Congress st. E Master

C. E. McAuliH'e, 420 Fort St. E Secretary

Thos. Johnson, 315 Catherine st . . . . Collector

n. E Rice, 892 Congress st. E Receiver

Jno. O'Neil, 378 Welch ave . . . Magazine Agent

168. W. H. THOMAS; Nashville, Tens.

Meet* in K. of P. Hall. I'nlmer Building, Union

St., every Monday at 9 P. M.

J. M. Aughey, 1104 Cedar st Master

J. H. Porter, 1902 State st Secretary

Jas. Gibbous, 1901 Patterson st .... Collector

W C. McCombs, 321 Knowles st . . . . Receiver

J. M. Fleming, 1910 State st . . Magazine Agent

160. C. J. HEPBCRN ; EransvlUe, lad.

Meets in Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Main and

Fifth sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. M.Clark, 402 William st Master

F. M. Paine, 1320 Walnut st Secretary

Richard Witty, 1046 Main st Collector

Lou. Heimroth. 924 E. Indiana st . . . Receiver

E. F. Stiker, 1120 Cherry st . . . Magazine Agent

161. HERALD; Burlington, Iowa.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 210-214 N. 4th St., 2d and 4th

8undays.

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st. Master

Lewis Benthel, 818 N. 10th st Secretary

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st . . . . Collector

J. D. Hawksworth, 2003 Madison st Receiver

H. C. Sieben, 820 N. Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

162. PROSPECT; Elkhart, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Blackburn Bl'k, every

Sunday at 2 P.M.

Wallace Marker, 122 State st ....... .Master

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Secretary

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Collector

Stephen Dusseau, 823 Jefferson Bt . . . Receiver

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st . . . Magazine Agent

168. iETNA; Pine Blnff. Ark.

Meet* In Atkinson Hall, cor. Main and 2d ave,

1st and 3d Fridays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

Thaddeus Coshev, 1905 E. Boreque st. . . Master

Ernest Deane, 321 E. 6th ave Secretary

J. A. Frazier, 1020, E. 2d ave Collector

J. F. Franey, 615 Morris st Receiver

W. H. Graves, 1005 Alabama st . . . Mag. Agent

164. EEL BIVEB; Ashley, Ind.

Meets in Engineer's Hall every Wednesday

evening.

F. M. Kelley Master

C. E. Blair Secretary

G. E. Schoville Collector

W. H. Tucker Receiver

F. M. Stafford, 648 LaFayette ave.,

Detroit, Mich Magazine Agent

166. ROBERT ANDREWS: Andrews, Ind.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Monday even

ing.

L. L. Wlsner Master

G. W. Adams, Box 166 Secretary

C. H. Keefer Collector

G. W. Adams, Box 166 .. • Receiver

T. J. Henderson Magazine Agent

166. WM. Ill (.11: Huntington, Ind.

Meets in Firemen Hall, every Wednesday at 7::»

P.M.

C. M. Keller, 111 Washington st Master

W. H. Wtllets, 58 Webster st Secretary

L. A. Ertzinger. 8 Market st Collector

Alvin McEnderfer, 14 N Jefferson st . . Receiver

G. C. Marston, 16 Briant st . . . Magazine Agen

167. HOTJNT HOOD; The Dalles, Oregon.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, first and last Wednesday!

at 7:3U P. M.

J. H. Douglas . . Master

Alex. Clegg, Box 266 Secretary

Jas Brennan Collector

J. P. Liuehard, 555 Mitchell st, 8latlon B.,

Portland Receiver

F. E. Adams Magazine Agent

168. GUARD RAIL ; North La Crosse, Wis.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 715 Rose St., N. La Crosse.

1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M. and 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

J. H. Schaller, 424 Caledonia St.,

La Crosse Mister

J. E. Wells, Butavlan Bank Build

ing, La Crosse Secretary

J. J. Murphy, 430 Avon St., La Crosse . Collector

T. C. Murphy, Portage Receiver

Chauncy Winu Magazine Agent

169. H. G. BROOKS; HornellsvIHe, N. T.

Meets in B. of L.F. Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M.

C. L. Burt, 25 June st Master

T. J. Glynn, 11 Pardee st Secretary

L. E. Reed, 10 Vauscoter st Collector

J. L. Collins, 43 E. Main st Receiver

J. R. Saunders. 43 Hartshorn st . Magazine Ag^at

170. PRAIRIE; Huron, S. Dakota.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 3d and Wisconsin

sts, 2d and 4th Sundays at 10 A. M.

W. H, Bliss, 534 Utah st Master

T. R. Cooper, 355 Frank st Secreiary

T. C. Lauters, 445 6th st Collector

G. E. Briggs Receiver

A. W. Harvey, Beach st. . . ■ . Magazine Agent

171. SUNBEAM; Truro, Nova Scotia.

Meets in Caledonia Hall, 1st Saturday andSd

Wednesday.

Alex. Robbins, Box 239 Ma-ter

T. G. Dickson, Box 239 Secretary

T. A. Edwards Collector

J. K. Kraser. Box 436 Receiver

J. A. Gazeley Magazine Agent

172. F. (,. LAWRENCE ; Ottawa, Ontario.

Meets in Manchester Hall, Wellington st., alter

nate Sundays.

W. H. Wood, 217 Bridge st Master

R. H. Fraser, 131 Spruce st Secretary

Chas. Dow, 791 Wellington st . . . .Collector

Chas. SiuiB. (SO Albert st Receiver

R. H. Fruser, 131 Spruce *t . . . Magazine Agent

173. PACIFIC; Winslow, Arizona.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. H. Downs Master

B. A. Workman, L Box 3 Secretary

T. T. Harris Collector

B. A. Workman, L Box 3 Receiver

Mark Whitaker Magazine Agent

174. HABR1SBCRG; Harrlsburg, Pa.

Meets in Sible's Hall, S. E. cor. 3d and Cumber

land sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

Caradoc Edwards, 1604 Logan ave .... Matter

B. P. Huber. 1716 N. 5th st Secretary

R. J Seitz, 618 Harris st Collector

Wm. Blessing, 422 Riley st Receiver

E. E. Ewing, 101 1 'uliler st . . . Magazine Agent

175. TAYLOR ; Newark, O.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, south side square, every

Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.

Louis Kastla. Cedar st Master

O. A. Simcox. 49 Cedar It Secretary

Samuel Work, 49 Cedar »t Collector

J. C. Sudbury, 23 Clinton Bt ..... . Receiver

W. R. Stone. 76 Gay st Magazine Agent

176. MAIN LINE; Clinton, Ul.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hull Room 21, Unlou Blork,

every Monday evening.

Henry Lynch Master

Kent Hannah, Box 130 Secretary

L. P. Kurt Collector

B. F. Goodwin Receiver

J. B. Johnson. Box 31 Magazine Ageat

177. MASK! : Marshall. Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall. 614 Railroad see.

everv Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

.1. A. Roilcers Mailer

E. S. Hardy, Box 184 Secretary

E. 3, Hardy. Box 184 Colleevw

H. H. Edwards. Box 184 Seeeivo

J. C. Brown Magazine Agent
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T LAKE: Salt Lake Cltjr. Utah.

* Jd Temple of Honor Hall. cor. Main and

South sts., every Monday at 8 P.M.

Bruwn. 22 Germany ave Master

Dzvls, Box 17 Secretary

Woodruff, Box 17 Collector

ilaee, 634 S. 8th West St. ... Receiver

ielby, 340 S. 7tb West st . . . . Mag. Agent

'. HIVE; Lincoln, Neb.

: In Young's Hall, 1019 O St., 2d and 4th

•lavs at 2 P. M.

iaU, 229 N. 10th st Master

Robinson, Box 931 Secretary

r Shafer, 637 N. 11th st. Collector

Robinson, Box 931 '. . Receiver

iambo . . . Magazine Agent

iEE STATES ; Cairo, IIL

in Casino Hall, cor. 12th St. and Washing,

ave., 1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

VOonuell, 2017 Poplar st Master

icily, 2V)1 Poplar Bt Secretary

i'olloek, 210 20th st Collector

lillmau. 509 Center st Receiver

White, 3101 Park ave . . . Magazine Agent

I.LINUTON ; Palmerston, Ontario.

in A. O. V. W. Hall. Main St., 1st and 3d

lays.

abar Master

nison, Box 43 Secretary

Nieoll Collector

Icholson, Box 21 Receiver

Kiliniston, Box 41 . . . Magazine Agent

I ( I 'IT V ; Roanoke, Va.

in Mountain Hale Hall. I. O. O. F., 20i

r*on fit. 8., every Sunday at 9 A. M.

:>ore, 514 1th ave. N". E Master

hafln, 621 1st ave, N. W Secretary

Westwood, 1310 2d ave. N. W. . . Collector

*9t. 731 1st ave. N. W Receiver

ickens, 301 10th Bt 8. W. ... Mag. Agent

K SHORE: Colllnwood, Ohio.

in I. O. O. F. Hall every Thursday evening.

lerce Master

turges. Box 19 Secretary

Mekard, Box 3S4 Collector

herman Receiver

ordon Magazine Agent

i ; Lima. Ohio.

ii B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday.

hitler, 817 W. High st Master

ustason. 233 W. Kibby st . . . .Secretary

iberu, Kibben st Collector

lutter, 817 W. High st Receiver

iilby, 609 N Westst . . . Magazine Agent

I.ITT; Delphoa, Ohio.

n G. A. R. Hall, Main St., every Sunday

. M.

kcr Master

Buokpitt, nox 119 Secretary

Iter Collector

asliburn, L. Box 78 Receiver

:-kerly .... Magazine Agent

[BERLIN; Chicago, 111.

ii Walther's Hall, 3934 State Bt., 1st and 3d

iys.

:. Green, 3609 Portland st Master

anning, 419 Duncan Park . . .Secretary

och Collector

ss. 1087 E. North st, Decatur . . Receiver

ler, 4236 Princeton ave . Magazine Agent

!,E GIANT ; Charleston, 111.

ii Red Men's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P.M.

nlth Master

reeman, Box 156 Secretary

Lnderson, Collector

rt't-man, Box 156 Receiver

rnes Magazine Agent

MERRILL: Chicago^111.

i Miehle Hall, cor. Western ave. and In

st.. lHt and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

iderick, X69 Indiana st . . . Master

rers, 1107 Chicago ave Secretary

.. 1120 Superior Bt Collector

r. 32 California ave Receiver

ideriek, 809 Indiana st . Magazine Agent

WLN; It. Howard, Win.

i B. of L. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

Sheeny Master

igan. L. Box 305 Secretary

inc,321 S. Washington St., Green

Collector

Sheeny Receiver

all Magazine Agent

190. FERGISON; Sanborn, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at 7

P.M.

Emmet Wentworth, Box 102 Master

Henry Kissler Secretary

O. J. Walston Collector

C. J. Walston Receiver

Thos. Helman Magazine Agent

191. CrSTER; Livingston, Montana.

Meets in Miles' Hall every Wednesday at 7:99

P. M.

J. A. Marshall, Rnx 303 Master

J. M. Lsnuon, L Box 412 Secretary

A. C. Wilson, L Box 303 Collector

A. M. Getchell, L Box 321 Receiver

O. F. Weasel Magazine Agent

191. MT. TAt'OMA; Tacoma, Wash.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 314 B. 36th Bt., 1st

and 3d Tuesdays at 7.30 P. M.

.las. Clark, 21SE. 26th st Master

Wm. MoBcrop, 218 E. 20th st Secretary

Jas. Clark, 218 E. 20th st Collector

C. W. Me^er, East F. and 20th st . . . . Receiver

G. O. Phelps, 311 E. 25th st . . . Magazine Agent

198. J. B. MAYNARD; East Portland, Oregon.

Meets in Ross Hall, Portland, East Side, alter

nate Thursdavs, at 7:30 P. M. •

J. F. McQuaid, S. P. R. R. Shops, PortlandMaster

C. S.Sweeney, SSfi Benton st Secretary

W. D. Jesse, ION. Union avo Collector

D. J. Byrne, 20th and E. Glisan sts., Port

land . . Receiver

J. J. Lynch, 249 Kearney St., Portland,

Magazine Agent

194. BONANZA; Missoula, Montana.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2:30 P. M.

W. G. Marshall Master

X. J. Bostwlck Secretary

8. L. Kelley Collector

J. B. Powers . . Receiver

A.S.Ericsson Magazine Agent

196. RE-ECHO; Mont poller, Idaho.

Meets in Brennan Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P. M.

IraChaffln M-ster

W. H. McGllviay, (Vtll Box IS Secretaiy

Jos. Mcllwaln Collector

Henry Douglas, Box 13 Receiver

Ira Chaffin Magazine Agent

196. (LOU) CITT ; Lead v ill*. Colo.

Meets in P. O. S. of A. Hall, 1st and M Tncadavs

at 7:30 P. M.

A. F. Taylor, Delaware Block Master

G. W. Buffehr, 210 E. 12th st Secretary

Geo. McOonigal 300 W. 4th st Collector

Fred Hyde, Box 053 Receiver

F. W. Strasser, Minturn .... Magazine Agent

197. RIVERSIDE; Savanna, 01.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays at

9:30 A. M.

C. P. Ingmund«on, Box 1 Master

L. D. McKee, Box 227 Secretary

J. H. Pulford, Jr, Box 375 Collector

Jas. Bailey, L. Box B Receiver

F. L. Williams Magazlna Agent

198. MAPLE CITT; Massillon, Ohio.

Meets in I. O. U. A. M. Hall, 17 E. Main ft.,

every Monday at 7 P. M.

W.Y. Dennis, Hotel Sailer Master

M. E. Church Secretary

E. C. Somers, Norwalk Collector

W. Y. Dennis, Hotel Sailer Receiver

D. E. Barker Magazine Agent

199. MAHONING : Tonngxtown. Ohio.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, 23 Central Square. 2d

Sunday at 10:30 A. M. and 4th Thursday at 7

P.M.

D. J. Madden, 1018 Ford ave Master

W. 8. Neeley, 18 N. nine st Secretary

Jno. Farragner, 117 Holmes st Collector

Michael Hallisy, 719 Covington st. . . .Receiver

M. J. Welch. 25 Darrow st . . . Magazine Agent

900. FAITH ; Meridian, Miss.

Meets inB. of L.E.Hall, cor. 23d nve. and 5lh st.,

every Monday at 2 P. M.

J. L. Stutz Master

Albert Stockdale, 419 38tb ave Secretary

R. E. ("rook Collector

O. E. Cassldy, 642 S5th ave Receiver

M. A. Cassiday, 642 35th ave . . Magazine Agent
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201. FRIENDLY HAND; Jackson, Tenn.

Meets In Machinist Hall evety Thursday evening.

Win. Cook, M. & O. R. R. Shops . . Master

J. S. King, i:M5 Mobile ave Secretary

Wm. Cook, M. & O. R. R. Shops .... Collector

J. D. Bledsoe -Ml Prince Edward st. . .Receiver

Mark Lawrence, I.C.B.R. Shops, Magazine Agent

202. SCIOTO; Chilllcnthe, 0.

Meets In Clough Hal!, cor. Main and Mulberry
sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 1J. M.

J. R. Schoolev, 351 Eastern ave Master

J. D. Stage, 284 E. Main st Secretary

E. C. Brant, % N. Hickory st Collector

J. R. Schooley, ail Eastern ave .... Receiver

Alfred Dakin, 231 E. 2d st ... Magazine Agent

208. GARFIELD, Garrett, Inil.

Meets in Frederick Hall every Sunday at 2 P.M.

G. E. Campbell, L. Box 272 Master

H. Q. Pierce, Box 163 . Secretary

Jno. Larkins . . Collector

O. F. Reneman, Box 96 Receiver

H. C. Barretta Box 270 Magazine Agent

201. COTTON BELT: Joaesboroogh, Ark.

Meets In K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

W. B. Mathis Master

W. E. Smith Secretary

J. L. Spenco Collector

A. A. Goln Receiver

J. A. Blackwood Magazine Agent

206. FLOWER OF THE WEST; Topeka, Kan.

Meets in A. O. U. W. No. 3 Hall, 418 Kansas ave..

2d and 4th Sundays at 2::i0 P. M.

B. II. Tobias, 520 Lawrence st Master

H. B. Stillman, 420 Qulncy st Secretary

E. H. Powell, 1301 E. 4th st Collector

Christ. McGinnls. 322 Jefferson st . . . Receiver

W. M. Robinson, 714 E. 4th st . . Magazine Agent

206. FORT PICKERING J Memphis, Tenn.

Meets in Miller's Hall, cor. Penna. and Iowa

aves, every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

J. J. Quinn, 85 Kansas ave Master

Robt. Hall, H5 Kansas ave Secretary

('. F. Loneryan, Station A Collector

Robt. Hall, 85 Kansas ave Receiver

J. E. Hellon, 135 Pennsylvania ave . Mag. Agent

207. LOYAL: Headville, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 912 Water St., every

Tuesday afternoon.

W. A. Smith. 10 Atlantic ave Master

J. II. Kerr. 868 Water st Secretary

W. P. Herriugton, Phcenlx Hotel . . .Collector

W. F. Emerick. Vallouia Receiver

W. I. Sehadt, 868 Water st . . . Magazine Agent

208. KEYSTONE, Susquehanna, Pa.

Meets in C. M. B. A. Hall, alternate weeks.

J. J.Hogan, Box '.'37 Master

Dan'l. Creegan, Box 21>1 .Secretary

Jno Hile, Box 82 Collector

C. W. Anderson, Box 337 Receiver

J. J. Hogan, Box 937 Magazine Agent

209. SARATOGA; Whitehall, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Old National Bank

building, alternate Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

(.. W. MeChesuey, Box 138 Master

J. S. C. Peck, Box 413 Secretary

B. A. Long, Box 302 Collector

J. W. l'arrar, Box 31>1 Receiver

L. C. Gray. Box 411 Magazine Agent

210. 1S-K; Schenectady, N. Y.

Meets in Carpenters' and Joiners' Hall, 836 Stale

st, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

Jno. Yrooman, Box 4fl7 Muster

Homer Eygnar, 302 Paige st Secretary

Jno. Vrooman, Box 497 Collector

J. E. VanVranken, Box 497 .... Receiver

August Ruter. 606 Peck st . . . Magazine Agent

211. ON0KO: South Easton, Pa.

Meets in Bragg's Hall, cor. Burwick and Aaron

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

.las. Tharp, M3 Wilkes Barre st Master

('. N. Conine. 821 Wilkes Barrest . . . .Secretary

J. 1). Leibensperfrer, 374 Berwick st . .Collector

F. O. Reber, 109 Delaware Bt Receiver

W. C. Stocker, 31 Coal st Mag. Agent

212. EMPIRE; Watertawn, N. Y.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Thos. Barnett Master

T. H. Lynch, 101 Factory st Secretary

G. W. 8tumpf, 2 Orchard st ..... . Collector

F. C. Nichols, 12 Poplar st Receiver

F. A. Fisher, Waltham st . . . Magazine Agent

218. WEST SHORE; Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in Olbeter Hall, 1120 Burnett ave, every

Thursday evening.

A. F. Riley, 642 Burnett st Matter

F. L. Crosby, 1513 Burnett st Secretary

A. Pfeiffer, 140 Oak st Collector

M. J. Melroy, 140 Oak Bt Receiver

H. J. Hoollhan, 140 Oak at . . . Magazine Agent

214. ORIOLE: Baltimore. Md.

Meets in Smith's Hall, 3 w. 20th st., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

I. H. White, 20 W. Oliver st Matter

Jas. Magraw. 600 E. Biildle st Secretary

J. W. Berthold, 2106 Jefferson Place . . Collector

W. H. Kennedy, 2123 Jefferson Place . Receiver

E. J. McCleary, 702 E. Chase st . . . Mag. Ages.

216. EAST ALBANY; East Albany, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, every Tuesday even

ing.

H. A. Morris, 3'JS Broadway Master

1). F. Teeling, 21 Broadway, Bath-on-

Hudson Secretary

G. A. March, 358 Broadway Collector

G. B. Cone, 7Parkst, Bath-on-Hudson . Receiver

Thos. Paul, Jr., 5 Aiken ave. Greenbush

Magazine Agent

216. LYON BROOK: Norwich, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall. Pauiels Block, lfi

Broad st., 1st Monday evening and 3d SuuJ«)

afternoon.

Frank Esplteck, 16 Mechanic st Muttr

R. E. Rowe, Globe Hotel Secretary

W. T. Haight, State st Collrtw

F. V. Thorp, L. Box 120 Receiver

I. M. Coleman, 6 Mechanic st . Magazine Agent

217. HEADLIGHT; Brazil, Ind.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 2d and 4th Sunday it 1

P.M.

-. . . .Matter

Secreurj

C.W.Miller, Box 517 Collector

Receiver

Elza Ax Magazine Ages!

218. PIKE'S PEAK; Colorado City, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Tuesday evening

F. II. Burton "Maitrf

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Secretin

W. J. Southern Collector

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Receive'

C. B. Oren Magazine Agent

219. SMOKY CITY: Allegheny, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall. cor. Pennsylvania in

and Bldwell St.. every Monday at 1:30 P. 51.

J. 11. Koekenstein, 297 Franklin at ... . Mi-ter

H. W. Robli, r.ilJuanitast Secrrun

Peter Martin, 50 Kirkpatrick avo . . . Collect"'

U A. Simpson, 278 Franklin st Recent

I. E. Stahl, 107 Lake st Magazine Agent

220. PROVIDENT: Sunbury, Pa.

Meets in P. O. S. of A. Hall, Market St., 1st xai *

Sundays at 1 P. M.

H. W. Sohoffstall, Box 836 Mister

Wm. Park, Box 836 Secretary

G. H. Morton, Box 830 Colleen"

Solomon Cherry, llox >*3t'. Receivr

H. S. Beverlin Magazine Aleut

221. HURON ; Point Edward. Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d roe-

days.

Jno. Kntiwles Master

E. J. Everett seereUrr

F. J. Burgess Collector

J. 8. Crawford Receive'

Frank McNally Magazine Agea?

222. WEBSTEIt; Fort Dodge, Iowa,

Meets in Engineer's Ural. .*ilb at.. 2d audits Sun

days at 2 1'. M.

Frank Evans, 713 3d av« s >li><-"

O. O. Andersen, 1 River st Secretary

F. E. lingers Collect"'

O. <>. Auderseu, I River st Becetvei

G. H. Trusty, cor. 6th and Locust sts.,Magazine Ajenl

228. GREEN VALLEY » Graftea, W. Vs.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesday"

at 7:30 P. M.

W. S. l!l<ho| M«M«

J. D. E. Hutftnan aacreUry

J. W. Shaffer ftollncto'

J. I>. E. Huffman tare!'''

M.J. Tighe MagajdM Agual
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C. BOOBS, St. Cloud, Minn.

is in Stone Cutter's Hall, '.15 St. Germain st.,

-unrtny at 2:30 P. M. and 4th Wednesday at

D P. M.

. Harding. 511 .Hd ave N Master

r. Ford, 407 19th ave N Secretary

lordun, I 107 1st st. N Collector

.er Bach, Box 159 Receiver

Mournan. 815 10th ave. N . Magazine Agent

PEKIOR, Fort William West, Ontario.

ts in McDougall Hall, Fort William, every

■duesday at 2 P. M.

m Hod/rsou. Fort William Master

Hall, Fort William Secretary

• Rumsey, Fort William Collector

.. Mcl'halen, Fort William . . . Receiver

V. Garrett, Box Ml, Ft. William, Mag. Agent

UNOLIA; EnnlK, Tim

.a in 1. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesday!

7:30 P. M.

. Kendall, L. Box 03 Master

I. Nlcol, L. Box 136 Secretary

i.Nicol, L Box 136 Collector

I. Nicol, L. Box 138 Receiver

i. Snodgrass, H. & T. C. Shops . Mag. Agent

lGNET; Biaghamton, N. Y.

x in Red Men's Hall, Robinson Bl'k, 2d and

Sundays at 2 P. M.

Williams, 24 Virgil st Master
■y Cunningham, Robinson st . .Secretary

Williams, 24 Virgil st Collector

i. Haskins, 25 Frederick st . . . .Receiver

Hamblln, 8 Morgan st . . Magazine Agent

HE; Scranton, Pa.

a in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d 8undays at 2

M.

Depuy, 524 N. Lincoln ave Master

Gabie. 117 8. Gartield ave .... Secretary

Thomas, 317 8. Hyde Park ave . . Collector

Gillingham, 301 10th st Receiver

k Trunibowcr, 706 Scranton St.,Magazine Agent

KARD; Utica, Ji. T.

h in Post Bacon Hall 2d and 4th Sundays

! P M.

Quirk, Albany st Master

Pease, 1iVt Whitesboro st . . . . Secretary

. Foley, 72 2d st Collector

Pease, 72% Whitesboro st .... Receiver

Burden. 122 Whitesboro st . . . Mag. Agent

BANT CITY: Albany, N. T.

s in Stremple Hall. 241 Central ave, 1st, 3d

I 5th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

Kiddick, 216 Broadway, East Albany . Master

. Jeflers, 86 Ontario st secretary

Hand Maher, 11 Prospect ave . . . Collector

Jeffers, 36 Ontario st Receiver

Vincent, 15 Hunter ave . Magazine Agent

LAWARE; Wilmington, Del.

s in B. of L. F. Hall, 3d and Market sts., 1st

i :>d Sundays.

lollisou, 9.S I'inest Master

Dunn, 410 Taylor st Secretary

Donlin 305 E. 3d st Collector

Dunn, 410 Taylor st Receiver

Adams, 406 E4tb st . . . Magazine Agent

CKY THOUGHT, Hlddletown, N. T.

» in A. O. of H. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Kerrigan. 75 Linden Terrace .... Master

Powell, 2* Broad st Secretary

l.eddy, 277 North st Collector

O'Farrell, 331 North st Receiver

Powell , 28 Broad st . . . . Magazine Agent

AD TIDINGS; Honrton, New Brunswick.

s in K. of F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

Rlppey Master

Jefferson, Secretary

, Specr Collector

I'uttun Receiver

Clng Magazine Agent

1.4 ii BAY; North Bay, Ontario.

s in 1. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

.indsay Master

Lyons Secretary

MiCambly Collector

Lynch Receiver

Lynch, Box 126 Magazine Agent

236. THREE BROTHERS; Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meets in Welsh Bros. Hall, cor. 2tUh St. and

1'enn ave. alternaf Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

Chas Longacre, Jr., 303.S Penn nve . . . .Master

W. H. Phillips, 4H10 Liberty ave . . . .Secretary

C. B. Woods, 2H14 Penn ave. . . . .Collector

G. W. Caldwell, OJ06 Center ave. East End

. . Receiver

Chas. Longacre, Jr., 28th st. Reading

room Magazine Agent

286. BJNTON; Hlnton, West Virginia.

Meets In Masonic Hall, every Satnrday even

ing.

C. J. Andrews Master

F. A. Cundiff Secretary

J. P. Lear Collector

J. E. Hogan Receiver

J. M. Morrison Magazine Agent

287. CENTRAL PARK; Central Park, IU.

Meets in Rebmann's Hall, 1974 Lake St., Chi

cago, l«t and 3d Sundays.

W. H. Bradley, 135 N. Avers ave, Chicago

Master

Harry Lynch, 2002 Carroll ave. Chicago

Secretary

W. N. Code, 1811 W. Ohio St., Chicago . Collector

E. II. Brown, 119 S. Green st., Chicago . Receiver

Robt. Todd . . Magazine Agent

218. PLAIN CITY; Paducah. Ky.

Meets in Rogers' Hall, 12th and Broadway, every

Tuesday at 7P. M.

Lloyd Grimes, 1301 Broadway Master

L. L. Hutchinson, 1214 Monroe st . . . Secretary

Thos. Challenor. 430 8. 10th st Collector

J. P. Wesley, 1131 Madison st . ... Receiver

M. J. Ervin, 1120 Madison st . . Magazine Agent

28S. BUCKEYE ; Delaware, Ohio.

Meets in Henry's Hall, 61 Lake st.. 2d and 4th

Sundays at 1 P. M.

J. W. Hettenbaugh, 169 E. William st . .Master

E. S. Ociell, care Christ Beckhold, E. Central

ave ... Secretary

Chris Bechhold, 225 E. Central ave . . Collector

W. J. Potter, 217 E. William st Receiver

Jas. Guinan, 161 W. Spruce st. . . . Mag. Agent

240. GILBERT; Jackson, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, cor. Jackson and Main

sts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M., and 2d

and 4th Mondays at 2:30 P. M.

J. N. Powell, 301 S. Em ave Master

G. A Holden, 1023 E. Main st Secretary

Henry Mosher, 223 W Main st Collector

F. C. Pierce, 312 Francis st Receiver

C. G. Conklin, 114 E.WUkins at . Magazine Agent

141. LAKE ERIE; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in-B. L. E. Hall, 412 So Division St., alter

nate Fridays.

J. I. Barker, 436 8wan st Master

C. W. Halbin. 17 Superior st Secretary

F. V. Miner, 25 Vary st Collector

I. H. Crossman, 500 Swan st Receiver

F. C. Lo' >m is, 59 Watson st . . . Magazine Agent

242. LIBERTY ; Elmlna, N. Y.

Meets in D., L. & W.-Y. M. C. A. Hall, 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Dennis McCarty, 405 Crescent ave .... Master

A. J. Keefe, 360 W. 5th st Secretary

Michael Kendrick, 152 W. Washington st

Collector

C. H. Carr, 1321 Lake st Receiver

L. F. Burke, 365 Thurston st . . Magazine Agent

243. J. H. SELBY ; Texarkana, Texas.

Meets cor. Broad and Spruce sts. 1st and 3d

Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

E. Fitzgerald, Box 71 Master

W. A. Smith Secretary

Os'.-arDellz, Box 372 Collector

K. H. Delk Receiver

T. O. Black, Bonham Magazine Agent

244. T. P. O'ROURKE; Chicago, III.

Meets at 314 W. Twelfth St.. 1st Sunday at2 P. M.

and 3d Friday at 8 P. M.

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Master

Jno. O'Malley, 0733 Wrightst., Englewood

Secretary

Jno. O'Malley, 5733 Wright St., Englewood

Collector

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Receiver

Magazine Agent
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248. MACON i Macon, Ga.

Meets In McUoldrick's Hall, 704 4lh St., 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:.TO P. M.

Chas. Green, 416 Elm st Master

J. T. Roach. 13 2d St.. S. Macon . . . .Secretary

J. E. Sires, 452 Oak st Collector

Chas. Green, 416 Elm st Receiver

J. M. Richards, lft.17 id st ... Magaziue. Agent

847. KENNESAW; Atlanta, 6a.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 6% N. Broad st, every

Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. O. Teat, 85 Hood st Master

C. H. Elliott, '29 Walker st Secretary

W. B. Watters, 305 Woodward ave . . . Collector

T. L. Francis, Clara Becelyer

Reinhold Wurresehke, 1 N Boulevard st

Magazine Agent

848. WESTERN RESERVE; Ashtaaula, Ohio.

Meets in Knights of Honor Hall, hit and 3d Mon

days at 7: TO P. M.

K. W. Johnson, 31 Prospect st Master

II. 8. Redhead, 11 Spencer st Secretary

A. V. Hillyer, 218 West st Collector

Jas. Coutts, 56 Lockwood at Receiver

M. E. Beuham,76Fiskst . . . . Magazine Agent

248. CALUMET; South Chicago, HI.

Meets in I. 0. O. F. Hall, cor. 92d street and

South Chicago ave, 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30

P M

Wrri. Muldoon Maiter

Daniel O'Connell. 8852 Houston ave . . Secretary

B. J. Lynch, 930B Ontario ave Collector

H. A. Purvis, 9012 Houston ave .... Receiver

Wm. Zacher, 10203 Ave L, Colehonr, Ind.,

Magaaine Agent

250. GOLDEN LINK; Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Meets in Grand Army Hall, lit and M Sundays

at 2 P.M.

Frank Downs, Kingston, Luieine Co. . . Master

E. O. Hale, Box 322, Kingston, Lu

zerne Co . . Secretary

A. K. (anfleld, Kingston, Luzerne Co., Collector

P. L. Keefer, Kingston, Luzerne Co . . Receiver

A. E. Caufleld, Kingston, Luzerne Co.

Magazine Agent

251. LEHIGH; Mauch Chink, Pa.

Meets in Stahl's Hall, Upper Mauch Chunk, lit

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. L. Sandhas Maiter

J. H. Kicker, East Mauch Chunk . . . Secretary

W. F. McGinley Collector

H. B. Fulton Receiver

Wm. Spencer Magazine Agent

862. COLUMBIA; Columbia, Pa.

Meets in Bitner's Hall, every Monday at 7:90

P M

J. A. Miller, Tremont House Master

H. G. Klugh, 242 N. 2d st Secretary

H. M. Hlnkle, 570 Walnut st Collector

Jos. Dennison, 640 Chestnut st Receiver

Edw. Denuell, 313 and 315 Locust St.,

Magazine Agent

268. TRENTON; Trenton, N. J.

Meeta in A. P. A. Hall, cor. Broad and State

bis., at 2 P. M.

J. B. Salter. 231 Walnut ave Master

Robt. Staokhouse, 306 Genesee it . . . Secretary

M. J. Shelly, 411 Monmouth st Collector

F. P. Parsons, 175 Brunswick ave. . . . Receiver

F.N. Caffey, 17 Southard st Mag. Agent

864. CLIMAX; Missouri Valley, Iowa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

7:30 P. M.

J. 8. Halstead Master

W. L. French, Box 541 Secretary

Jno. Perry, Box 469 Collector

D. J. Kennedy Receiver

Andrew Dryden, Box $75 . . . Magazine Agent

866. CANAL CITT; Arkansas City, Kan.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesday*

at 2:30 P. M.

Jno. Bienfang, Room 2, Syndicate Blk Master

T. L. Rowland, 610 E.Monroe st . . . .Secretary

E. R. Fleischer, 1201 So. K. st Collector

Phillip Enderweisen Receiver

Patrick Caldron, 1326 So. G st . Magazine Agent

8641. llH.ll LINE; Como, Colo.

Meets in Slater's Hall, every Sunday at 2:30 P.M.

Daniel McGreevey Master

Jno. Olson Secretary

Edw. Conahan Collector

C. D. Adams Receiver

J. R. Morgan Magazine Agent

867. KIT CARSON; Baton. New Mexico.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall every Monday at » A.M.

C. T. Morehouse Maiter

Secretary

J. D. Shy Collector

Receiver

6. 8. Wolf Magazine Agent

258. HONTICELLO; Charlottesillle, Vn.

Meets in Bank Bld'g. Main andGib »U , every

Monday at 2 P. M.

R. L. Brown, 21° »th st . . . Master

J. H.Power, 110S Duke St. Alexandria . Secretary

C. E. Howell. King st Collector

J. L. Almond, 1102 Grove st Receiver

Magazine Agtnt

868. D. 1. CHASE; Ashland, Wis.

Meets in Good Templars' Hall, cor. 8econd ft.

and 4th ave. W..lstandSd8undayaat2.:» P.M.

R. W. Harrison.ail 8th ave. W Master

T. W. Driscoll, 2100 6th st. E Secretary

Fred. Godfrey, 818 4th ave W Collector

Wm. Buckley, 720 Ellis ave Receiver

W. C. Vallie,4117thaveE . . . Magazine Ageit

BM. CALIFORNIA ; Sacramento. Cal.

Meets in New Forster's Hall, I st. bet. 7th and

8th sts., every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

T. C. Clarke, Box 107 Master

C. P. Wilson, Box 48 Secretary

C. P. Wilson, Box 48 Collector

W. Lambert, Box 107 Receiver

W. J. Fetherston, Box 107 .. . Magazine Agent

881. MAGDALENA ; San Marclal, New Mexico.

Meeta in Masonic Hall every Sunday at 7 P. M.

W. R. Fisher Maitar

J. R. Williams Seereurr

H. H. Kochler Collector

W. R. Fi.her - ■ Receiver

Jno. Snyder Magazine Agent

888. QUEEN CITT ; West Toronto Janet, Oat.

Meets in Campbell Hall, alternate Suudiji tt

2:30 P. M.

Ernest McDonnell, 77 Vine St., Toronto

Junction Mart*

Fred Sharpe, 10M Quebec ave., Toronto

Junction Secretary

G. W. Riley, 34 Union St., N. Toronto

Junction Collector

Geo. Wattless, Clendenning ave., Tor

onto Junction Receiver

W. D. Donaldson, Toronto Junct . . Mag. Agent

888. ALAMO; Taylor, Texas. .«,-■

Meets in Union Hall, every Saturday at , »1P.»

W. S. Goff MnrtO

C. P. Chrietzberg Secretary

G. W. Payne ... Collector

J. R. Steadman, Box 166 Receiver

J. R. Steadman, Box 166 ... . Magazine Agent

884. J. K. GILBBEATH ; Butte City. Montana.

Meets in Frost's Hall, South Butte, 2d and 4U

Thursdays at 8 P. M. „ ^_
A. R. McDuffle, Box 94, 8. Butte Master

J. M.Hennessy, 126 Utah ave, 8. Butte . Secretary

C. H. DeCamp, 8. Butte Collector

A. R. McDuffle, Box 04, 8. Butte ... Receivr

J. H: Ryan, 8. Butte Magazine Agent

886. GRAND RIVER; Grand Rapids, Mich.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Suudayi zt '

P. M.

Frank MeMauaway, Room 12. Wlnegar B1**uc

L. A.' Ogden, 219 Central ave." . '. . . .Secretary

Jno. Cunningham, 50ft Ionia it ... . CoUeelK

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Receiver

Jno. Cunningham, 506 Ionlast . Macazine Agent

888. JOHN MICKEY; South Kankauaa, Wis.

Meets in Duggan Hall 2d and 4th Sunday" ■

1*30 P M
Luther Clark. Box 267 Matter

B. W. Hayes ^"P,
Wm. MnrtetiB t.olltetw

Richard Callahan toB"l2

F. L. Fosha, Box 272 Magazine AT*"

887. ENDEAVOR ; Aiders La. _.

Meets in K. of 1". Hall every Wedne*'.!.? »t > *>

Rudolph Engler, Box 86, MeDonoghvnlcMMfJ

R. J. MeCluBkey, 111H Atlantic ave . Secrttary

F. J. Myers, 45'-! Pacific eve Colled*

Jno. Mitchell. 11SK Atlantic ave. . . Rerttrsr

8. 8. Andrcss, »>aElmira»t . . Mjagnzlne AfW
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'TON HIGHTS| New Albany, Ind.

in A. O. r. W. Hall. N. E. cor. State and

ket sts.. l*t and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

>illard, Box 74 Master

burp, 94 E. Main st Secretary

tcvens, E. 4th st Collector
reive*, 4a.r>Cul be rtson ave . . . . Receiver

\ustln Magazine Agent

..: Cincinnati. Oblo.

in Queen City Hall, sth and Fre«m«n

.. 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 7 P. M.

Dods, Montgomery Master

nyder, Montgomeiy Secretary

laight, 1W Glenway ave, 21st ward Collector

age, 30v Chase hvc, 25th ward . . Receiver

ins Coakley, Hamilton Magazine Agent

VKAPOL1K; Minneapolis, llii.

in A. O. C. \V. Lodge Parlors, 2413 Bloom-

)B ave., id Sunday at 1 P. M. and 4th

rsday at 7:30 P. M.

Johnson, 2106 Bloomington ave. . Master

ritus, 3103 Cedar ave 8 Secretary
■ming, 2201 21st ave S Collector

Johnson, 2106 Bloomington ave. Receiver

Dickinson, 2301 18th ave S . . Mag. Agent

4JI ; Port Morris, H. J.

in Union Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P.M.

liller Master

teller, Box 26 Secretary

»saw Collector

teller, Box 25 ........ Receiver

IcConnell, Box 42 . . . . Magazine Agent

SON: Junotloa, N. 1.

in wells' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 3:30

veland. Jr., Box 106 Master

'alsh Secretary

(nick Collector

*eritt Receiver

veland, Jr., Box 106 .. . Magazine Agent

VKlt: Denver, Colo.

in Goody Hall. Sth and Santa Fe ave.,

y Friday at 7:» P. M.

a Fields, 731 S. Water st Master

( artis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Collector

■i brik, 744 S. 9th st. Receiver

t Kennern, 979S 10th st . Magazine Agent

KSON; Cliftoa Forge, Ta.

in Masonic Hall. 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

P. M.

Mathews Master

Monroe, L. Box 145 Secretary

Fdnor Colleotor

inderson Receiver

rdnor,Boxl4 Magazine Agent

T CIUCAUO; Chicago, 111.

in Rebman's Hall, 2074 W. Lake St., 1st

id Sundays at 2 P. M.

lefneld, 264 N. May St., 3d floor . . Master

leffleld, 264 X. May st., 3d floor . Secretary

inderson Collector

.nderson. Box 71 Mayfair . . Receiver

rce. 230 N. May st ... Magazine Agent

ISA; Vancouver, B. C.

In Good Templar's Hall every Monday at

n.

'lonston Master

>omba . . , Secretary

>stram. North Bend Collector

Bunt, Kamloops Receiyer

iloscrop Mag. Agent

KAMA j Mobile, Ala.

'it J. F. McDonnell s residence 1st and 3d

ays.

'ebster, 58 S. Royal st Master

'cDonnell, 463 8. Lawrence st . . Secretary

cDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Collector

rDonnell, 4i« s. Lawrence st . .Receiver

cDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st. Mag. Agemt

TE BREAST ; Laredo, Texas.

In K. P. Hall, cor. Convent and Farragut

st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

Sell, Mex. Nat'l Shops Master

amberlaln, CIS Hidalgo »t . . .Secretary

Sell. Mex. Nat'l Shops .... Collector

amberlaln, 615 Hidalgo st ... Receiver

»k Magazine Agent

TE SANOj Tnseambla, Ala.

In K. P. Hall every Saturday at 7:30 P M.

^hnson Master

irr Secretary

oody Collector

arr Receiver

erby Magazine Agent

980. OZARK: Thayer, Mo.

Meets in Boyd's Hall. cor. 2d and Chestnut sts.

every Wednesday at 7 P. M.

O. P. Stevens, Box 143 Master

J. H. Kellner Secretary

C. P. Stevens Collector

J. W. Lewis, L. Box » Receiver

J. H. Kellner Magazine Agent

*81. MISSIOM ; \ oakum. Texas.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall, Front st., every Wed

nesday at 7:20 P. M.

O. L. Kinsley Master

C. T. Wade. L. Box 107 Secretary

Thos. Smith Collector

Jno. Mameron, Box 38 Receiver

K. K. Potlllo, Box 88 Magazine Agent

282. BIBNS1DK ; Mt. Carmel, III.

Meets in Union Hall every Thursday evening.

J. D. Devore Mostei

G. E. Poole Secretary

C. H. Tennyson Collector

W. M. Birkltt Receiver

Henry Voight Magazine Agent

•SB. LACKAWANNA: Great Bead, Pa.

Meets in Roosa Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:80 P.M.

W. B. Trowbridge, Hallstead ...... Master

R. A, Barber, Hallstead Secretary

A. M. Bilker, Hallstead Collector

S. H. Wells, Hallstead Receiver

R. A. Barber, Hallstead . . . . Magaziue Agent

2*4. ELM CITY: New Haves, Oonn.

Meets in Elk's Hall, 862 Chapel St., 1st and 8d

Sundays.

W. H. Norton, 63 Hurlbut st Master

J. F. Farrell, 295 w. Water st Secretary

Louis Bassemier, 133 Spring st Collector

R. A. Bishop, 100 Park st Receiver

J. W. Kenney, 119 Putnam st . Magazine Agent

2*6. CHARTER OAK; Hartford, Coaa.

Meets in Bliss Hall, cor. Pratt and Main sts., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

W. B. Fish, E. Hartford Master

B. E. Bowne, Bnrnsid* Secretary

J. H. Osmond, 6 Atlantic st Collector

Henry Vanderburgh, E. Hartford . . . Receiver

F. 8. Fish, 918 Main st . . . . Magazine Agent

2M. SAGINAW TALLEY; Saginaw E. 3., Mirk.

Meets in Lester Adams' Hall, Potter st., 2d and

4th Sundays,

Chas. Hawker, Sevis st Master

Alfred Bush, 110 Dwight st .Secretary

Jas. Killen, 706 N. 5th st Collector

J. H. Abraham, 833 N. 6th st Receiver

J. H. Abraham, 611 Kirk st. . . Magazine Agent

2*7. ALTOONA; Altoona, Pa.

Meets in Couch's Hall, 11th ave. and 13th st. 2d

and 4th Sundays.

F. A. Davis, 2406 11th ave Master

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave Secretary

J. I. Anthony, Box 186 Collector

W. J. Buhr, 1003 Bridge st Receiver

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave . . . Magazine Agent

208. EMMET; Kstherville, lews.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day.

Thos. Brand, L. Box 214 Master

P. J. Sullivan, Box 48 Secretary

A. L. Houltshouser, Box 5 Collector

Wm, McArdle, Box 109 Receiver

C. V. Pendergast Magazine Agent

2*9. MT. LOOKOUT, Chattanooga, Tena.

Meets inB. ofL. E. Hall, lBt.Sd and 5th Tuesdays

at 7:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 2 P.M.

T. P. Pennabaker, Box 266 Master

M. W. Manker, Box 266 Secretary

T. P. Pennabaker, Box 266 Collector

R. M. Smith Receiver

R. M. Smith, Box 268 Magazine Agent

2*0. MABION; Hannibal, Mo.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall. cor. Main and Broad

way, 1st and 3d Wednesday evenings.

J. S. Ott, 312 Center st Master

Jno. Hyde, 421 Hill st Secretary

Jno. Hyde, 421 Hill st Collector

J. T. Hart, 416 Washington st Receiver

John Hyde, 421 Hill st Magazine Agent

2*1. ATLANTIC; Brooklyn, N. Y.

Meets in Triangle Hall, Halsey st. and Broad

way, 2d and 4tn Wednesday afternoons and 2d

and 4th Sunday forenoons.

JnliusSchieler, 275 MofFattst Master

Arthur Stewart, ;»78 Halsey st Secretary

W. O. Price. 299 Liberty ave Collector

Horace Penson, Logan st. near Liberty

ave Receiver

J. M. Kuhn, 260 Cleveland at . . Magazine Agent
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192. J. L. HARRIS, East Grand Forks Minn.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall 2d Saturday at 7:90

P. M. and 4th Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

Mark Purcell, L. Box 20 Master

Alex. Thomson, L. Box 20 Secretary

Geo. Clifton, L. Box 20 Collector

T. E. Frost, L. Box 20 Receiver

J.J. Best • . . Magazine Agent

298. LAFAYETTE: Marlon, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. TJ. W. Hall, 1st Monday at 9 A. M.

and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

C. A. Millerke, Box 156 Master

J. W. Johnston, Box 3107 Secretary

W. C. Johnson, Box 22 Collector

C. F. Lewis Receiver

C. M. Johnston, Box 367 . . Magazine Agent

294. OHIO RIVER; Huntington, IT. Va.

Meets in Boxley Hall, every Friday at 2:30 P. M.

A. M. Haight, 11)27 7th ave Master

J. E. PersinKer, 1K40 »th ave Secretary

■T. E. Persinger. Win nth ave Collector

W. T. Henley, 1323 6th ave Receiver

M. A. Quintan, 706 6th ave . . . Magazine Agent

295. TJ. 8.; Davenport, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall lst and 3d Sundays.

J. A. Clapper, 3045 5th ave., Rock Island,

111 Master

J. V. Cunningham. 216 E. 6th st Secretary

J. V. Cunningham, 216 E. 0th at ■ . ■ .Collector

Thos. Stapletmi, 306 E 9th st .-Receiver

Jerry Mansfield. 2528 6th ave, Rock

Island, 111 Magazine Agent

206. IRON RANGE; West Soperlor, Wis.

Meets in A. O. tj. W. Hall, Agen Block, 2d and

4th 8undays at 2:30 P. M.

F. J. Smith, 1616 Oaks ave Master

T. R. Taylor. 1913 11th st N Secretary

Geo. Leek, 514 Ogden ave Collector

T. R. Taylor, 191311th stN Receiver

B. W. Pink, 2116 22dst Magazine Agent

297. CLARK; JeffersonviUe, Ind.

Meets in Becht Hall, every Sunday at 9 A. M.

o. T. Sherley. lutl Spring st Master

Edw. Coy, 100 Illinois ave Secretary

Christopher Sellmer, 234 Mechanic st . Collector

W. H. Phillips, 193 Broadway .... Receiver

F. A. Flutcherson. 113 E Maple st . Mag. Agent

299. CENTRAL OHIO; Crestline, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday at 7

P.M.

F. M. Johnson, Alliance Master

H. E. Cotner Secretary

W. J. Wise Collector

G. W. Reed, Box 93 . . Receiver

Adam Wertenberger, Alliance . Magazine Agent

(00. HARBOR CITY, Michigan City, Ind.

Meets in Amon Lodge, cor. Franklin and 6th sti

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. P. Pickett, 112 Michigan at Master

C. F. LaFlare. 206 K. 2d st Secretary

C. C. Holtgreen, 223 W 7th st Collector

Frank Smotzer, 121 E Boston at . . Receiver

C. C. Holtgreen, 223 W 7th st . . Magazine Agent

SOI. GREEN MOUNTAIN; LyndonvIUe, Tt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall lst and 3d Sundays at

10 A. M. and 2d Friday at 7 P. M.

G. F. Devins Master

A. C. Eastman Secretary

E. P. Kickaby Collector

L. A. Emerson Receiver

G. O. Fowler Magazine Agent

202. YOTJGHIOGHENY; ConneJIsvlIle, Pa.

Meets in Reisinger's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Edw. Stephens ■ . Master

W. A. Wallace, Box 324 Secretary

Collector

S. A.McPheeBox387 Receiver

W. A. Wallace. Box 321 Magazine Agent

SOS. VILLA PARK; Streator. HI.

Meets in Union Hall, 127 N. Bloomington at., 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

E. J. Cantlin, 611 N. Park st Master

Wm. iluigley, 620 E. Main st Secretary

E. J. Cantlin. 611 X. Parent Collector

Mllford Rathbun, 206 Johnson st . . Receiver

Chas. Snyder, 109 Stanton st Magazine Agent

S04. THREE BRANCH; Argenta, Ark.

Meetsin Vogcl Bros' Hall, cor. Newtonave. and

Beulah st. every Tuesday evening at 7:30 P. M.

H. H. Cole, Box 124 Master

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Secretary

J. s. Wnuncr Collector

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Receiver

C.D.Gregg Magazine Agent

SO*. UNV7IN; Rat Portage, Ontario.

Meets in Garfield Hall every Wednesday i

ing.

J. B. Baxter Muter

J. 51. Fleming . .' Secretary

Cornelius Canty Collector

F. C. Munt Receiver

J. B. Baxter Magaziue Agent

SOS. GRANITE STATE; Conrord, N. H.

Meets in Temple Hall, 2d Saturday and Kb Sun

day.

C. E. Ban lett, 25 Franklin st . . . . Mister

G. H. Maxfleld, 41 Franklin st . . . . Secretary

C. E. Newman. 99 N. State st . . Collector

E. B. Chandler, Box 187 West Concord Receiver

J. M. Donovan, ft Grove st . . Magazine Agent

■07. HAMPDEN ; Springfield, Mass.

Meets in Crescent Hall, lst Friday at 7:J0 P.

M., and 3d Sunday at 1 P. M.

L. E. Marble, s Aubnru st Matter

E. E. Leander, 16 Boylston st . . Secretary

E. C. Pierce, L. Box 987 Collector

K. E. Dunham, 63 Auburn st Receiver

F. B. Child, 9 Greenwood st . . Magazine Agent

SOS. SANTA ROSA; Porfnrlo Diaz, Mexico.

Meetsin odd Follows' Hall every Suuday at 1
►• M.

J. C. Graham, Box 109 Eagle Pass, Tex.

Matter

G. P. Jennings, Box 109, Eagle Pass, Tex.

... Secretary

T. C. Larson, Monclova. Mcx. . . Collector

Henry Scheyer, Box lO1.-, Eagle Pass, Tex.

Recelvtt

Henry Scheyer, Box 109, Eagle Pass,

Tex Magazine Agett

509. BARTHOLDI; Long Island City. N. V.

Meets In Schwallenberg's Hall, 2d Monday and

4tb Saturday.

W. R. Kellv Muter

Alfred Liija \ . . .Secretary

Patrick Mahoney. Tnwood, L. I Collector

A. H. Rauftle, 17 Ely ave . . .Receiver

Jos. Cole, Kentst, Grecnpolnt, L.I., Mag. Afent

510. CHESTNUT RIDGE ; Derrr Station, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d ave. ami Cheat-

nut st., 2d and 4th Saturday evenings.

J. II. Brantlinger Muter

D. M. Glpson Becretarj

Lee Keltz Collector

T. 9. Krepps . . Receiver

C. F. Sblrey Magaziue Axeot

SU. BELLE PLAINE, Belle Plalne, Iowa.

Meets in Guthrie's Hall, Main st.. lst and U

Sundays.

Edw. Zimmerman Mattar

G.H. Wills, L. Box 47 Secretary

Robt. Hart Collector

C. M. Balr Recelvtr

M. A. Quigley Magazine Agent

S18. K AW VALLEY; Armoordale, Kan.

Meets In Melville Hall, tth st. and KausatSTe,

2d and 4tb Mondavs »> 1:30 P. M.

W. 1). Bobbins, Kansas City . MJttst

David Croneu, 217 N. 7th St.. Kansas City

Secretary

David Crouen, 217 N. 7th St., Kansas City

Collector

W. D. Bobbins, 618 St. Paul St., Kansu

Citv Receiver

H. W. Evans, 22 Perry so,., Kansas

City Magazine Altai

SU. TROY CITY; Green Island, N. T.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 285 River n.Troj,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

II. J. Stamler, ftO Madison ave.. Albany . Mute'

Wilbur Livingston, 2/>s s. Pearl it.. Albany

. Secretary

. Troy

.Mi

Receiver

agaxlne Ages'

Christopher Haverly, «7 Hudson are . Collector

J. M. Williams, 82ft River st,

Fred Levens, 1 Cannon st

SIS. OMEGA: Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Vox's Hall, Howard and Walton I*.

1st and 3d Mondays.

Wm. Oliver, Ml S. l'ivlalnn st aUnf

G. M, Petrie. 4ft9 Eagle st Sevrrlarj

ti. a Twltchell, 80 Moore ave Collector

Allen Nlcol, 270 Fillmore av* Reoetftr

H A. Smith, 187 Jefferson at . . Magazine Aitf'
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COME HOME; Henderson, Ky.

in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

a.
rowder, care O. V. Ry Master

ramer, 934 3d st Secretary

toners, care O. V. Ry Collector

d Newcomer, care O. V. Ry . . . Receiver

loemaker, careO.V. R. R. Magazine Agent

ClTVjiJlenwood, 43d Ward, Pittsburgh, Pa.

in Feer's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:80

ane, Versailles Master

itzsimmons, 2264 2nd ave . . -Secretary

clvllle, 43 Renova st Collector

itosenlieb, 683 Lytle st Receiver

elville, 43 Renova at . . Magazine Agent

NT MORIAH; Philadelphia, Pa.

In Mt. Moriah Hall, 6235 Woodland ave.,

r- Sunday at 2, P. M.

.iwis, 219 Bailey st. Camden, N. J., Master

muian. 59th st A Woodland ave, Secretary

picer, 3513 BK kuis st Collector

.ewis, 219 Bailey St., Camden, N..I. Receiver

'oyle, 1419 S. 56th St., West Phila-

lia .... Magazine Agent

ITB1TION; East St. Paul, Minn.

in Wild Hall, K. 7th st, 1st Sunday at 2:30

. and 3d Wednesday at 7:8f P. M

>'Donnell, 958 Kuclid St., St. Paul . Master

!'jutgomery,4i'»s Hopkins st, St.

Secretary

ipketnan, 1026 York st., St. Paul. Collector

Malley. 879 E. 3d St.. St. Paul . Mag. Agent

V DRIFT; Chapleau. (Int.

in Firemen's Hall, 1st and ::d Monday at 8

icholson, Box 113 Master

joomis, Box 129 Secretary

•'ieholson, Box 113 Collector

ise Receiver

Measor Magazine Agent

KN ; Dubuque, Iowa.

in Stnltz Hall, 8. E. cor 25th and Jackson

1st and 3d MondayB at 7:30 P. M.

trley, cor. 27th st. and Couler ave. Master

I urray, 2X50 Couler ave . . . .Secretary

(iibbs, 33U8 Jackson St. . . . Collector

shneider, cor. 23th st. and Couler

Receiver

Lobinson, 2998 Couler ave, Magazine Agent

I 0(1 EE; Columbus. Ga.

in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st ave. bet. 10th

IHh sts, every Thursday at I P. M.

astleberry Master

■Yard, 631 20th>t Secretary

V'ebster Collector

i\'ard, i;-12i)th St. ...... . Receiver

k'ebster Magazine Agent

rilERN CROSS; GalnesvlUe, Texas.

In K. of L. Hall every Tuesday evening.

arner Master

Dee, 213 Taylor st Secretary

-armany ... Collector

arner Receiver

urphy,5l0Cottonst . . . Magazine Agent

I, LA; Way Cross, 6a.

In B. of L. E. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays, at

M.

'esperman Master

.ee Secretary

alley Collector

Duncan Receiver

'eirce . Mag. Agent

WELL; Bradford, Pa.

In G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30

nrfey, 112 Main st Master

Clog, 14 Potter st Secretary

'lough, 59 Davis st Collector

'lough, 59 Davis st Receiver

Schoolmaster. 51 Jefferson st. Mag, Agent

II: MOUNTAIN; Needles, Cal.

inB. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 8 P.M.Master

Bingham Secretary

Smith Collector

Receiver

Magazine Agent

828. SPANISH PEAKS ; La Junta, Colo.

Meets in Manley's Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

2 P. M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M.

J. A. Martin Master

W. G. Thompson Secretary

C. T. Walker Collector

J. B. McChesney, Athens, Heaver . . Receiver

J. R. Holm Magazine Agent

8X9. BELTTDERE; Belrldere, III.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P.M.

M. M. Silvius Master

E. E. Difford Secretary

C. H. Williams Collector

J. W. Lyon Receiver

M. P. Plane, Box 712 Magazine Agent

830. BITER VIEW ; Kansas City, Kansas.

Meets in Chamber of Commerce Hall, 1st and 3d

Thursday evenings.

S. M. Davenport, 539 Park ave Master

C. H. Smelser, 668 Park ave Secretary

F. W. Fisher, 32(1 N. 6th st Collector

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Receiver

Henry Eavers, M. P. freight house, Omaha,

Neb Magazine Agent

181. CHICAGO BELT LINE; Auburn Junction, HI.

Meets in Berndt's Hall, South Euglewood, 1st

and 3d Mondays al 8::» P. M.

Matthew Bauer, Mil Union ave., South

Englewood . Master

E. W. Thomas, 8719 Murray ave, Chicaco,

Secretary

S. H. Lucas, 88th st. and Murray ave,

Chicago Collector

W. II. Gray, Auburn Park . . . Receiver

W. J; Kers'hau, Box 82, South Englewood,

Magazine Agent

832. STONE MOUNTAIN; Augusta, Ga.

Meets in Montgomery Hall 1st and 1th Sundays.

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Master

E. J. Graham, 461 Taylor st Secretary

O. M. Burch, 247 Walker st Collector

G. E. Florence, 1312 May ave Receiver

Magazine Agent

833. FAIRMOUNT : Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Errlckson's Hall, 3947 Lancaster ave,

alternate Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

Bellville Graham, 514 X. 10th st., W.

Philadelphia ... Master

W. H. Elliott, 3830 Linwood st, W. Phila

delphia ... Secretary

H. B. Howerter, 3835 Linwood St., W.

1'hlludelpbia Collector

J. 1. Hubbs, 35:13 Fairmouut ave., W.

Philadelphia . Receiver

C. H. Maul, 830 N. 40th st . . . . Magazine Agent

334. LONG DOUBLES; East Syracuse, H. T.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P. M.

Geo. Hammond Master

J. K. Shatter Secretary

P. M. Joslin Collector

Isaac West Receiver

G. W. Studer Magazine Agent

335. SAINT ADOLPHUS; Hochelaga, Canada.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall alternate Mondays, at

8 P. M.

J. G. A. Brazeau, 214 St. Catherine st . . . Master

Thos. Foley, 33 Archambault Block,

Montreal Secretary

Arcade Langlois, 266 Dezery st . . . . Collector

J. G. A. Brazeau, 214 St. Catherinest . . Receiver

Maurice Cody, 305 Statacona ave . . Mag. Agent

386. FALL RIVER; Neodesha, Kansas.

Meets in Pierce's Hall, 1st and 2d Tuesdays at

3:00 P. M.

Chss. Kochler Master

C. R. Baxeudale Secretary

T. C. Beasley Collector

Ellis Pee Receiver

J. A. Miner Magazine Agent

387. BIG FOUR: Kansas City, Mo.

Meets in Denison Hall, 14th and Penn sts., every

Tuesday evening.

W. T. Barker, 16U9 Madison Ave Master

C. T. Largent, 1639 Madison ave .... Secretary

N. F. Clough, 1812 Holly st Collector

Frank Dickens, 1311 Reservoir ave . Receiver

J. D. Gould, 1735 Jarboe st. . . . Magazine Agent
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SSH. WIST BRANCH: Renovo, Pa.

Meeta in Spauglers Hall, cor. fith st. and Huron

ave., 1st and 3d Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

L. L. Smart . Master

Hector Hughes Secretary

Fred Kerby Collector

Fred Kerby Receiver

0. W. Long Magaxine Agent

MO. STAB OF TRR WEST: Newton, Kama*.

Meeta in Engineer's Hall, 1st Thursday even

ing and 3d Sunday at 2 P. M.

N. W. Smith. 127 Main st Master

P. D. Bcnfer. 612 E. 2d st Secretary

J. E. Jett. 126 W. 2d st Collector

F. K. Watkiiis. 121 W. 4th st .... Receiver

H. E. Cox, 944 S. Water St.. Wichita

Magazine Agent

Ml. GOLD RANGE; Donald, B. C.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 2d Wednesdays,

and 3d and 4th Sundays.

Wm. Nicholson Master

Thos. Needham Secretary

J. J. Nealon Collector

Robt. Somes, Kevelstoke .... / . Receiver

A. J. Brandrett Magaxine Agent

MS. CASCADE: Bedlcine Hat, Northwest Ten

Meets in Colter's Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Wed

nesday.

Phillip Hamel, Box 102 . . Master

Philip Hainul, Box 102 Secretary

Jas. timeaton, Box 102 Collector

Jas. Canty, Box 102 Receiver

W. S. Brears Magazine Agent

MS. YEW STATE; Lima, Montana.

Meets in Bailey's Hall every Wednesday at 7: JO

P.M.

Master

A. T. Butler Secretary

Collector

Receiver

Magazine Agent

Mt. LAS A MSIAS ; Trinidad, Colo.

Meets at Odd Fellow's Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

B. H.iOodfrey, 121* Piue st Master

H. F. Holser Secretary

Edwin Cackley Collector

J. W. Sheppard, 616 .State it Receiver

Albert Butler, cor. Chacon st. and Lindon

ave Magazine Agent

MS. FRONT END; Paris, Texas.

Meets in Braden's Hall every Saturday uight.

.1. N. Atkinson Master

('. S. McCall, 313 S. Wright st Secretary

J. N. Atkinson Collector

A. J. Riggins, 706 W. Austin st Receiver

M. N. Mishler, 318 S. Wright Bt., Magazine Agent

8M. FLOWERY LAND; Pensaeola, Florida.

Meets in Paramount Hall, Wright St., 1st and 2d

Mondays.

J. 1. Sixer, care L. & N. Shops Master

J. E. Lawless, care 1.. & N. Shops . . ■ Secretary

J. B. Ross, L. it N. shops Collector

H. A. Smith, 819 E Belmont st Receiver

B. J. Amos, L & N shops .... Magazine Agent

MY; COKE KINO ; Scot Wale, Pa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall alternate Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. P. Kiukead, Box 801 Master

W. F. Onllagher, Box 274 Secretary

Herbert Crlppen, Box Stt Collector

G. A. Jackson Receiver

H. M. Kinkead Magaxine Agent

MS. BLUE MOOTAIM; La Grande, Oregon.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 2 P. M.

C. H. Norrls Master

1. L. Rood, L. Box 187 Secretary

J. R. Oliver. L. Box 116 Collector

I. L. Rood, L. Box 187 Receiver

J. R. Oliver, L. Box 116 Magazine Agent

MO. HUDSON RIVER j Union Hill, N. J.

Meets In Concordia Hall, 226 Bcrgenline ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays.

Samuel Alslcbon, New Durham Master

J. J. Lawless, New Durham Secretary

J. J. Lawless, New Durham Collector

Henry Poynton, Box 2, New Durham . Receiver

O. O. Ostrum, New Durham Mag. Agent

860. JAMES DONNELLY : Perth Amboj. N. 1.

Meets in Lyceum Hall, Smith st,2d and «lh Sun

days.

W. It. Cheshire, 95 Market st Muter

J. B. Voorhees, 14 William st Secretary

Geo Durra, Washington st Collector

T. R. Mertz, W> Broad st Receiver

Jno Fahey, SI N. 1st Bt Magaxine Agent

Ml. H09E; White Karen, Pa.

Meet* in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sondayi.

Michael Mulligan Master

J. N. Peterline Secretary

N. M. Smith Colie.tor

G. 8. Heimbach Receiver

Robert Bush Magazine Agent

862. CHAMPLALN; St, Albans, Tt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Suuilayi tt

L45 P. M. and 4th Monday at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. H. Kilburn. 12 Farrar st Master

J. W. Murphy. 19 Cedar tt Secretary

A. E. Smitn. Messenger st Collector

J. W. Murphy, 19 Cedar st ...... .Receiver

M. C. Foster, 22 Bishop st . . . Magaxine Agent

MS. BABBLE CITY; Rat land, V*.

Meets in Pythian Hall, cor. Wales and Centre

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2: SO P. M.

W. A. Snnvlilge, Salem. N. Y Mauler

Wm. Connell, 143 West st Secretary

F. E. Bixby, 30 Howe st Collector

F. H. Earle, 2Z%Howe st Receiver

F. E. Bixby, 30 Howe st Magaxine Agent

864. HOBOKKN: flobokea, N. J.

Meets in Holstlne's Hall, cor. 1st and Bloom

Held sts. 2d and 4th Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Patrick Ash, South Orange Msswr

Chris. Dugan, 165 N. 5th st, Newark . . Secretary

Hudson Blanchard, Boonton Collector

Patrick Ash, South Orange Receiver

J. R. Bilby, 239 M. & E. R. R., Newark

Magazine Agent

M6. STONE CITY: Jollet, TIL

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 222 Jefferson sL. lit

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and Sd Sunday ai 2:9

P M

Chas. Quintan, 21S Beach st Muter

Jos. McGrath, 405 8. Chicago at ... . Secretary

P. C. McGuIre, 412 8 Chicago st . . . .Collector

Chas. Quintan. 213 Beach st Receiver

J. D. Pollard, 200 N. Eastern ave . . Mag- AS"1'

MS. A. B. CATNEB; Lorain, O.

Meets at Royal Arcanum Hall, eor. Broadwiy

and Bank st, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. O. Hills, 25 Livingston ave Muter

H. H. Ripley, Box 1156 Secretary

F. A. Bloom Collector

H. H. Ripley, Box 1156 Receiver

B. N. Rapstock Magazine Agent

887. JUSTICE; (arleton, S. B.

Meeta In City Hall. 1st and 3d Sundays.

Frank Franley, Box si. Kairvllle .... Muter

K. W. Henderson, Fairville Secretary

W. S. Beatteay. Fairville Collector

W. A. Smith, Box 35, Fairville . ... Receive'

W. B. Robertson, 88 Orange St. 81. John.Magaxine Agent

SM. COOKE; West St. Panl, Minn.

Meets In Paul Martin Hall, cor. Colorado and 80

Wabasha sts. 1st Saturdayat 7:46 P. M.. 3d Bos-

day 2:30 P. M.

Jno.Lynch, 246 Dunedin Terrace. St. Paul. Muter

T. P. Foley, 88 Augusta st, St. Paul . . Secretary

Patrick Hurleg, 88 Augusta st, 8t. Paul, Collector

Jno. Trulandcr, 616 12th are. S.. Min

neapolis Receiver

J. W. Norton, 224 Duuedin Terrace . Mag. Agent

SM. BIG FLINT; Wellington, Kansas.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall. 1st audM Sundayi and

2d and 4th Tuesdays.

8. H. Barner. 810 E. Lincoln ave .Ma«t*r

8. J. Cotton, 51.". E. Lincoln ave .... Secretary

J. G. Beard. 22s K. Lincoln ave ... . Collector

Louis Brinkmier, E. 4th *t Rereiver

Harrison Beard Magazine Azefll

800. COLD SPRING ; Springfield, Ohio.

Meets In Engiueers'audFlremen'tHnll.r' Main

st, 1st aud 3d Sundays.

H. J. Teagarden. 207 Clifton st. Master

T. E. Janes, 445 E. Harrison st . . . .Secretary

Bert Hummer", Box 38 Collector

T. K. Janes, 4tTi K. Harrison st .... ReoeirW

Lang McGhee, 268 East st . . . Magazine Agent
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■«. TRIED AND TRIE : Washington, Ind.

Meet* in B. of L. K. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 1

P. M.

August Mischler Master

at. B. Wagoner Secretary

W. H. Cunningham Collector

at. Q. Myers Receiver

a. C. Mayea Magazine Agent

ML CATARACT; Suspension Bridge, N. T.

MkU in Sons of 8t. George Hall, cor. Falls and

1st sis, Niagara Falls, 1st and 3d Thursdays

at 8 30 P. M.

J. A. Shrimptou, 616 B. Elmwood St., Niagara

Falls . .Master

O. A. Maker, 582 4th St., Niagara Falls . Secretary

Dovld Sinclair, 522 4th St., Niagara Falls

Collector

Qhaa. Baker. 524 4th St., Niagara Falls . Receiver

B. J. Pitts, 4th Bt. Niagara Falls . . Mag. Agent

MS. METROPOLITAN: New York, H. T.

Meets In Webster Hall, cor. 140th it. and 3d ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. R. Elliott, 600 E. 139th st Master

▼ . Bntwrfield, 40 Amsterdam ave . . . Secretary

Jos Anderson, 2J7 Alexander ave. . .Collector

J. M. Reilly. White Plains Receiver

G. W. Pitts, 35'.* Alexander ave . Magasine Agent

MM. SOUTHERN STAR: Sanford, Fla.

MeetB In A. O. D. W. Hall, Hotchklss Block, 1st

and 3d Snndays.

J. M. Bunker Master

J. A. i isteen Secretary

J. D. Fowler Collector

T. 8. Moxley, eare J. T. <fc K. W. R. R., Jack

sonville Receiver

O. E. Adams. Palatka Magazine Agent

8*». VIOLET; BeUows Falls, Ti.

Meets in Ke.l Men's Hall. 1st Sunday at 10:30 A.

M and 3d Saturday at 7:10 P. M.

J. A. Yonng, Box Via Master

R. F. Whitman, Box 614 Secretary

J. A. Young, Box 63ft Collector

M. F.Whitman, Box 614 Receiver

e. A. Hoffman, Box 267, Windsor . . Mag. Agent

MM. OASIS; Ogdea, Utah.

Meets in Thomas Hall every Sunday at 7:30 P. M.

H. C. Parrish Master

F. W. Johnston, 2429 Grant ave .... Secretary

Henry Ward, Terraoe Collector

H. C. Parrish Receiver

T. L. Dwyer Magazine Agent

Mf. MORGAN CRANE; Somerset, Kv.

Meets in The Dill Moss Hall. Grifflln ave, 1st

Saturday at 2 P. M., and Sd Saturday at 6 P. M.

0. L. Puffer Mastsr

H. M. Hinea Secretary

J. T. McCabe Collector

W. L. Manpin Receiver

T. J. Heath Magasine Agent

MS. DEEP WATER; Springfield. Ho.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. College and Camp

bell sts., every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

David Dingier, Hamilton st Master

Chas. Kirongraber, 727 W. Walnut st . Secretary

V. M. Shoup Collector

F. B. Squires, L Box 168 Receiver

C. M. George, 731 W. Scott st . . Magazine Agent

S6«i. WALNUT TALLET; El Dorado, Eaa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall. cor. Main at and Cen

tral ave., every Thursday at 2 P. M.

0. W. Durham Master

0). P. Mettler Secretary

O. T. Scott Collector

B. L. Temple ... Receiver

G. A. Maxwell, 246 Waco st, Wiehita.Magazine Agent

WO. NEOSHO VALLKT; Coaarll Grove, Eaa.

Meets In K. of C. Hall, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

A. H. Benson . Wastar

W. C. Furguson Secretary

J. A. Flynn Collector

C. M. Leevnan. Box 271 Receiver

P. & De Hon" Magazine Agent

All. COVENANT: Nevada, Be.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall. R. Cherry st., 2d and

4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

W.J. Kooncy. 4J1 H. Walnut at Master

F. A. Ueuwick ... .Secretary

I H. Schxader, 711 Klee st Collector

Bqaire Innes, 90S N. Commercial st . Receiver

F. P. Rhodtst, 104:i Pennsylvania ave. Joplin,

Magazine Agent

878. SIGNAL MOUNT; Big Springs, Texas.

Meets at Union Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

F. W. Fahrenkamp, Box 83 Master

Jno. Price, Box 83 . . . Seceetaiy

Reynold Sihwartzenljacb, Box 88 . . .Collector

Dennis Ryan, Box 33 Receiver

Reynold Schwurlzonbacn, Box 83 . Mag. Agent

878. PAWNEE: Falrbary, Neb.

Meets in I. O. O. !'. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

J. n. Neville Master

J. t. Turner Secretary

A. A. Wood Collector

Wm. Costello Receiver

T. H. Jones, Box 495, Dos Moines, Iowa,

Magazine Agent

•74. MCALLISTER: Hertnrton, Eaa.

Meets In Odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at IMP. M.

J. K. Cushman, Box 278 Master

A. J. Hoatson, Box 153 Secretary

J. B. Dugan Collector

J. D. Hornberger Receiver

O. P. Amick Magazine Agent

875. FRIENDSHIP; Dayton, Ohio.

Meets in Withoft's Hall 2d and 4th Wedneaday

evenings.

N. W. Rose, 121 Torrence st Master

W. F. Millikan, 2312 E. 3d st Secretary

C. D. Jenkins, E. May st Collector

H. E. Rossell, 2613E. 6th at Receiver

Joe. McMichael,61 Horton it . . Magazine Agent

»*. J. H. KIRK; Hortoa, Eaa.

Meets in Kemper Hall, cor. Front and Main St.,

1st and 3d Mondays at 1 P. M.

Albert Westeen Master

M. E. Clark Secretary

Wm. Casey Collector

F. C. Lalne Beeeiver

F. C. Lalne Magazine Agent

177. NICKEL PLATE, Coaneaat, Ohio.

Meets in Harrington's Hall. cor. State and Chest

nut sts, 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 8 P. M. and 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 8:30 A. M.

Frank Curtis, Box SOS Master

K. B. Stroek, Box 461 Secretary

L. C. Melson, Box 716 Collector

O. F. L. Wllklns, Box 696 Receiver

Jos. Simard Magazine Agent

•78. HOLBROOK ; Chartlers, Pa.

Meets in Christian Hall, McEeea Rocks, every

8unday at 1 P. M.

Mllo Bowles, McKees Rocks Master

R. M. Clark, McKees Rocks Secretary

J. M. Galbralth, McKees Rocks .... Collector

C. L. Hinsdale, McKee's Rocks ... Receiver

S. C. Beeson, McKee's Rocks . Magazine Agent

879. WEAVER; Say re. Pa.

Meets in Fireman's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2

P.M.

E E. Welton, 1S7 Chemung st., Waverlv,

N. Y Master

A. K. Ridgeway, Box 626, Athens . . . Secretary

J. H. Repp, Box 256 Collector

Johnson Walt, Box 118 Receiver

Martin Plumsted, Box 212 . . . Magazine Agent

860. BUB CITY; Aberdeen, 8oath Dakota.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 1:30 P. M.

C. A. Spink Master

G. B. Abell Secretary

Humphrey Davis Collector

Jno. Richardson Receiver

E. A. Conrlght, Montevideo, Minn. . Mag. Agent

•81. 1. W. WALKER; Coaemaagh, Pa.

MeetB in Kullo Hall, Main St., 1st and Id Run-

days at :::» P. M.

B. P. Rankin Master

D. A. Moyer, Box 182 Secretary

Alex. Mcdoueh Collector

P. 8. Coy, Box 194 Receiver

W. F. Stump Magazine Agent

S8C. BETHESDA ; Waukesha, Wis.

Meets In Engineers' Hall 1st and Sd Sundays.

It. F. Stroud, Broadway Master

W. II. Cutting, 4 Wisconsin Cent, ave . Secretary

Wm. Doylen, Br., 204 Arcadian ave . . Collector

C. L. Vrnoman, 611 Oakland ave . . . .Receiver

Martin Murray, 200 Main st . . Magazine Agent
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S83. PETROLEUM; Oil City, P».

Meets in Trax & Kramer's Hall, alternate Son

days

Jno. Davis .".3 Pearl nve Master

S.C. Lowery, cor Kissel andSeeleynv'es.,se<'.reUiry

W. D. McQuinn, 335 Washington aye . Collector

A. G. Sittlg. 56 Grove ave ... . Receiver

Michael Fahey, 84 Spruce st. Magazine Agent

184. B. H. WILBUR: Lehlgaton, Pa.

Meets In Beber's Hall, Bank St., 2d and 4th Sun

days 2 P.M.

Peter Young, WeisBport Master

L. O. J . Strauss Secretary

W. H. H. Plummer,WeisBport .... Collector

Alfred Dreisbach, Weissport . Receiver

A. T. Henry, Weissport .... Magazine Agent

SSS. BOW KB CITT; Janesvllle, Wis.

Meets In B. of L. E. Hall 2d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

and 4th Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.

R. 1'. Kay, 15m ("cuter ave Master

1. W. Hagar. 269 Center ave Secretary

W. A. Webber, 10 1'eail st Collector

B. H. Erdman, 407 Norths! Beceiver

H. H. St. John, 159 Center ave . Magazine Agent

186. RAMON A ; Sun Diego, Cal.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, cor 6th and F. sts., 2d

ano 4th Sundays at 2 P.M

I>. L. Marrs, 057 C'oHimb'a st Master

H. G. Holley, care R. V. Dodge, "ith and

D sts Secretary

I). L. Marrs, 957 Columbia st Collector

B. V. Dodge, 5th and Dim Beceiver

A. P. Tyler. 1056 3d st Magazine Agent

S87. BED ROCK; Hehrelber, Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. H. Roemley Master

Alfred Bilbe Secretary

R. J. Craig Collector

Hugh Gwvnne Receiver

Albin Davis, C. P. R.R. . . Magazine Agent

188. PHIL. H. SHERIDAN: JHlwank.ee. Wis.

Meets in EgEellioff Hall, cor. Reed and Oregon

sts., 1st Sunday at 2:30 P. M. and :>d Sunday at

r.m p. m.

K. P. Fitch. :::i0csssst Master

W. C. Dunn, :i'!0 Cass st Secretary

('bos. Cook, .'Kl Cass st Collector

J. t:. Pier. 414 16th ave Beceiver

G. I. Klotz. 243 Wisconsin st. . . Magazine Agent

S8S. LlVlSbsTONE; ChUllcothe, Mo.

Meets in G. A. B. Hall, east side Public Square,

1st and 3d Sundays.

Jno. Bammer, 100 E.Webster st .... Master

Frank Harker, 322 E. Jackson st . . . . Secretary

H. W. McKinlev, 315 E. Webster st . .Collector

Virgil Glorc, 125 Maple st . . . Beceiver

H. P. Anderson, Box 68 Magazine Agent

880. IBON MOUNTAIN ; Carondelet, Mo.

Meets in Druids' Hall, 7001 So. Broadway, 2d and

4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

Win. Cushing, 7E07 Minnesota ave., St.
I.ouis •••... Master

C. G. Bauer, 7:120 S. 0th St., St. Louis . Secretary

Chas. Roehow, 6733 Virginia ave., St.

Louis .... Collector

E. F. Paul, 7205 8 Broadway, St

Louis Receiver

L. N. Bauer, 7617 Penn ave.

So St. Louis Magazine Agent

881. NAUVOO; Ft. Madison. Iowa.

Meets In A. O. I'. W. Hall every Saturday even

ing.

J. E. Blevins, 1613 2(1 st Msster

.las. Low, 1906 2d st Secretary

C. S. Tucker, 2i',".l Santa Fe ave Collector

8. W. Bowser, lti07 2d st Beceiver

Jas. Low, 1906 2a st . Magazine Agent

899- WEST PENS; AileKheny. Pa.

Meets in Rcinman's Hall, I.owry st., 1st and 3d

Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

E. A. Wiley, 10 Huniilion st Master

J. D. Davis. Box 20, Blairsville . . . Secretary

L. H. Martin, Box 39, lilairsvillc . . Collector

W. R. BanBom, Cokeviile Beceiver

F. M. Bennett, Blairsville . . Magazine Agent

898. BIO SANDY; Lexington, Ky.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, E. Main Bt..lBt Monday

at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

F. W. Collier, 121 E. High St. Master

T. W. Bobertson, 121 E. High «♦ . . Secretary

W. J. Burgess, C. & O. Round House . Collector

J. A. Wyant, 101 S Limestone si ... Beceiver

J. B. Cavins, Clay ave Magazine Agent

894. PLEASANT TALLET : Beatrice. Nebraska.

Meets in K. P. HaU. 11 1 N. FUth St., 1st. ?d ami

5th 8undajs.at2P. M.

E. K. Cole. 809 8. 6th st Muter

D. A. McCarter, 1708 E Ella st Secretary

E. K. Cole, 809 8 6th st Collector

Henry Cox, X. 4th st Beceiver

B. F. Ecklcs Magazine Afent

896. Mil, LAUD FOSTER; Armounlale, nan.

Meets at 601 Kansas ave., every Thursday at 7:10

P. M.

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Muter

W. F. Remington, L. Box 26 Secretary

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Collector

Thos. Quinn. L. Box 26 Receiver

D. J. Tamblyn, Bellville .... Magazine Agent

896. TIP TOP; Boodland, Kasnas.

Meets in B.of L.F.HaU every Monday at 7:80 P.M.

W. F. Haekett Master

L. K. Foster Secretary

L. K. Foster Collector

Welcome Sims, Roswell, Colo Receiver

Wm. Swearlngen Magazine Agent

897. LONG DIVISION; Holsingtoa, Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays,

at 2 P. M.

J. M. Glendall Mavler

C. E. Tindall Secretary

David Rodeck . Collector

J. B M- Cauley Receiver

J. M. Gleadail . Magazine Agent

898. CONSTAST; Olean. N. V.

Meets in K. O. T. M. Hall alternate Sundays.

C. P. Anderson, 81 3d st Majttr

Patk Driscoll, Jr., N. Washington st. . Secretary

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st Collector

A.F.Johnson, 192iithst Receiver

A. F.Johnson, 192 6th st . . . Magazine Agent

899. CRESCENT CITT ; Hew Orleans. La.

Meets in Teutonla Hall. Exchange Alley anil

Custom House st., 2d ana 4th Thursday*.

J. M. Gordon -S3 N. Rampart st Master

E. J. Bolean, 97 Locust st Secretary

B. J. Meyer, 168 Clara Bt Collector

J. B. BrasUl, 95 Locust st Receiver

G. H. Meyer, 168 Clara st . . . . Magazine Agent

400. MARIAS DE8 CTGNEj Osawatomie. Kan.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Friday at •#>

P.M.

J. E. Stitt Matter

C. W. Cook, Box 59 Secretary

Jno. Sims Collector

J. E. Stitt Receiver

T. H. Rader Magazine Agent

491. ITASCA ; Two Harbors, Minn.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Martin Muth Master

Paul Tingerthal Secretary

Jas. Shea Collector

J. H. Olson Receiver

J. H. Olson Magazine Agent

498. WATER LILT; Water Talley, Miss.

Meets in K. of P. Hall. 1st Thursday at 7:80 P M.

and Sid Thursday at 3:30 P. M.

J. E. Myers Matter

W. S. I:, .musi : Secretary

W. S. Bosma • .... Collector

J. M. Collins Receiver

W. S. Bosma Magazine Agent

403. DEVOTION ; Portsmouth, Va.

Meets iu K. of P. Hall, 217 High st. .'-I and «tn

Sundays at2:'0P. M.

Mailer

Eugene Eley, 1110 Green st .... Secretary

T. B. Griffin, 1413 Green st Collector

E. J. Hall, 500 4th st Bereire

J. E. Morris, llu:s Washington st . . M«*. Agem

494. ttBAVITi ; Danmore. Pa.

Meets in Swan / Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays atSP.M.

Thos. Kelly . . Master

C. E. Colllna Secretary

J. E. Stuart Collector

D. G. Wescott Beceiver

C. E. Collins. Box 227 ... Magazine Agent

496. VANDALIA ; Effingham, IB.

Meets in K. of H. Hall 2d and 4th Snndayt al 1

P.M.

W. H. Crlse, Box »1 Master

A. J. Cohea, Box 109 Becrftary

W. H. Crise. Box 2S1 Collector

August Cnderrlner Receiver

F. W. Mascher Magazine Agent
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HANKKGIVING ; Foxbarg. P».

:ta in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 21 8undays

2 P. M.

Jackson Master

:. Kitts Secretary

r) Raughton Collector

t. Keefer Receiver

:. Ritts . Magazine Agent

LtlKT SOUND; Seattle. Wash.

ts In Masonic Hall, cor. Second and Pike

reets, 1st and 3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

. Claussen, C. & P. S. shops Master

i Lovejoy, C. A P. 8. shops .... Secretary

I. u'Brieti. C. A P. S. shops . . . . Collector

;r McGregor, Boulevard Receiver

:. Joerndt, C<sF. 8. Shops . . . . Mag.Agent

UVSTAL; Jacksonville. HI.

is in S. P. & P. H. Hall alternate Sundays at

P. M.

. Drew, 1003 £ Lafayette ave Master

11 McMillan. 469 Fast st Secretary

. Drew, 1003 E. Lafayette ave. . . .Collector

P Benson, 1216 E Capitol ave., Spring-

•ld Receiver

1 McMillan, 409 E. State st . Magazine Agent

IR LIKE; Princeton, Ind.

U in B. of 1.. F. Hall. cor. State and Main

v, 2d and 4tu Sundays at i P. M.

. Cox, L. Box 505 Master

. Ballard. I.. Box 505 Secretary

:. Small . L. Box 505 Collector

> uraetz. L. Box505 Receiver

H. Sbrigley Magazine Agent

i KBERT P. LITTLKJOHN ; Fitchbarg, Haas.

ts in Q. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 11

M

in Howe, 3-' North st . . . • Master

\. Chase, 17 Newton Place . . . .Secretary

t. Hodges, 89 Highland ave Collector

1. Pope, 4G Blossom st .... Receiver

ion Howe, Fitchburg r'd hs . . . Mag. Agent

OLTEBINE; Marshall, Mich.

u in G. A.R.Hall, cor. Madison and State sts,

and 4th Sundays.

{. 8mith Master

Johnson Secretary
■ik West Collector

' Smith Receiver

.'. Owens Magazine Agent

rTO REPUBLICS I San Lnls Potest, Hexleo.

ts in Firemen's Hall. Calle Morales, 1st and

Sundays at 8 P. M.

'1 Nolan Master

Richardson, Box 71 Secretary

Quinn. Box 71 Collector

Receiver

. Worssner Magazine Agent

UMANT ; St. Louis, Mo.

Ut in Masonic Hall, cor Chouteau ave. and

anchester Road, 1st and 3d Mondays at 2 P.M.

Arnold, 823 Manchester Road . . Master

'I. K eatley, 4216 Kolsom ave .... Secretary

tare Stoll, 111!) Talmage ave . . . Collector

v. Keatley. 4216 Kolsom 2ve . . . Receiver

. lirogan, 1131 Tallmage ave. Magazine Agent

ATFLOWEB; LonlsTllle, Ky.

ts in Market Hall, Shelbv st.. bet Market

a Jefterson «t*.. «very Wednesday at 2 P. M.

. Keagan, 416 Bicket ave Master

Klupatrick, MO Frankfort ave . . Secretary

. Enochs, 1116 llth at Collector

Fitzpatrick. 910 Frankfort ave. . .Receiver

.. C. Naeholdl310 Reservoir ave . Mag. Agent

tDlANT; Hahoningtown, Pa.

ts in Smith's Hall 1st Sunday and 3d Tues-

f. Holcomb Master

. Jones Secretary

.Grace Collector

I. Grace Receiver

. Mcllvenny, CUfT St., New

jstle Magazine Agent

iABOND; Champaign, III.

t» In Kuhn's Hall, 45 Main st, 1st and 3d

•nd&ys at 7:30 P. M.

. Sabin. 317 8. Randolph st Master

f. O'Brien Secretary

I. Freilerlckson Collector

. Walters Receiver

i. Tucker, 16 Eureka st . . Magazine Agent

418. BALD EAGLE; Jersey Shore, Pa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, cor. Allegheny and

Wiley sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

R. R. King Master

F. H. Heinbach Secretary

T. W. Tieruey Colleotor

1). E. Messner Receiver

C. H. Sherry .... . Magazine Agent

418. STEPTOE BUTTE; Tekoa, Wash.

Meets in Whitmore A McLean Hall, 1st and 3d

Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

C. A. Painton, Box 35 Muter

H. (i. Bingham Secretary

D. S McDonald Collector

T. D. Connor Receiver

W. F. Potts . . . Magazine Agent

480. ANN ARBOR; Owosso. Mleh.

Meets in Richardson's Hall, Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E. Main Bt Master

A. F. Yerkes, 4SS E. Main st Secretary

F. K. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . . Collector

F. E. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . Receiver

A. F. Yerkes, 43S E Main st . . Magazine Agent

421. WINDSOR; Windsor, Out.

Meets in A. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Wednesdays.

Thos Howe, G. T. R. . Master
W. D. Atherton, G. T. R ■ ■ . Secretary

J. T. Pryor, G. T. R Collector

Thos. Howe, G. T. R Reeelver

M. J. king. G. T. R Magazine Agent

482. LAKE VIEW; Ashtahnla Harbor, Ohio.

Meets in Old Masonic Hall. 1st aui 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. A. Strong. Box IIS Master

Herman Richards, Box 630 Secretary

W. B. Porter, Box 434 . Collector

T. A. Kagy, Box 407 Receiver

... .... Magazine Agent

42S. MOUNT HELENA; Helena, Mont.

Meets In A.O. U. W Hall, cor. Main A Broadway,

1st and 3d Fridays at 7 P. M.

J. H. Daily, Bailey Bl'k Master

J. E. Morris, 1508 Phoenix ave Secretary

.Ino. ileaney. care J. H. Daily, Bailey Bl'k

Collector

J. H. Daily, Bailey Block Receiver

D. R. Bell, 1325 Bolder ave . . . Magazine Agent

484. FLEETWOOD; Covlnaten. Ky.

Meets in McCullom Hall, 15tu and Russell sts.,

2d Friday at 7:30 P. M. and 4th Sunday at 2:30

P. M.

B. O. Oialkley. 1705 Russell st . . . Master

W. D. Pethel, Banklick st., bet. 13th and

14th sts . . . .... Secretary

Hewitt Myers, llli Banklick st . . . .Collector

J. w. Goodbew. 1610 Banklick st . . Receiver

F. W. Roberts. 1305 Russell bu Magazine Agent

436. PETER BURNS; East Nashville. Tenn.

Meets cor. Stockell and Josephine sts., every

Mondav at 9:30 A H

T. F. McGlyman. HIS Main St., Nashville . Master

H. L. Tlndall. cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts.. Nashviile .... . . Secretary

D.M. Boyd. 500 Meridian st., Nashville. Collector

H. L. Tindall, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts., Nashville Receiver

Warner Campbell, 500 Meridian at..

Nashville Magazine Agent

488. TOMBIGBEE; Arondale, Ala.

Meets in Moore's Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day evenings.

D. H O'Neal Master

W. H. ' arithers Secretary

I. W." Neel Collector

W. H. Carithers Receiver

G. L. Jones ..... . . Magazine Agent

421. CONGABEE ; Colombia, S. G:

Meets in K. P. Hall, 225 Main st. every Sunday

at 10 A. M.

Oscar Land, l.v, Taylor st Muter

W. H. Fetner, 41 Richland st Secretary

A. C. Gruber, cor. Taylor and Barnwell sts

Collector

J. D. Tuck, 209 Richland Bt . . . . Receiver

W. P. Hutchison, 133 Winn st . Magazine Agent

428. CHEROKEE ; Tan Bnren, Ark.

Meets in A. O. TJ. W. Hall, 2d Thursday at 7:30

P. M. and 4th Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

Richard Henuesey Master

Henry Phelps Secretary

C. I. Clark Collector

F. D. Glpson Receiver

Jed. Cornish Magazine Agent
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488. MOUNT PLEASANT; Chicago. Hi.

Meets In Baker's Hall, cor. Hart and Archer

aves., 1st Sunday at 7:80 P. M. and 3d Sunday

at 2:30 P. M.

Chaa. Armstrong, 2389 Joseph St., Brighton

Park Master

Gnstave Spindlcr, IVil 3Mh st Secretary

Gnstave Bpindler, 2182 3»th st Collector

Wm. Hayes, 2134 Joseph st Receiver

J. M. Brady, 2114 S8th st .... Magazine Agent

488. WINCHESTER; Brunsirirk. 31.1.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

W. F. Eberle, Martinsbnrg, W. Va . . . .Master

Jno. O'Leary Secretary

C, T. Lindell Collector

C. H. Edmonstou Receiver

Jno. O'Leary Magazine Agent

481. KIM* ; Ionia, Hlrb.

Meets in K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Snndnys.

F. H. Williams, 527 Rich st Master

A. J. Whitehead, 527 E. Main st . . . .Secretary

G. M. Kling, 412 Washington st . . . .Collector

J. F. Wei ton, 430 K Washington st. . . Receiver

J. A.Garrity,2ft Railroad si . . Magazine Agent

488. PATAP8CO; Baltimore, Sid.

Meets in Mechanic's Exchange Hall, 2nd floor,

2 E. Fort ave, cor. Charles st, 1st and 3d Son-

days at 2 P. M

W. E. Harris, 161 E. Randall st Master

F. V. Hossefross 1637 Hanover st . . .Secretary

Jacob Fisheil, 120 E. Fort ave Collector

P. F. Donnelly, 22 Beverley it ... . Receiver

W. A. Trlbby, 533 E. Fort ave .... Mag. Agent

484. WILLOW GROVE; Burnett, Pa.

Meets in Jr. O. A. M. Hall 1st and 3d Thursday

evenings at 7:30 P. M.

D. G. Paden Master

P. E. Woodford, Box 17S Secretary

C. O. Bprague Collector

F. K. Woodford, Box 178 Receiver

Ford Welk Magazine Agent

Mi. NOTTOWAT; Crewe, Ta.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d Saturday and 4th Sun

day at 2:80 P. M.

W. E. Perkinson Master

J. A. Bradshaw Secretary

W. A. Clayton Collector

J. B. Scale. Box 41 Receiver

L. N. Kelley Magazine Agent

4M. JAMES I. WATT; HcComb City, Wm.

Meets In Masonic Hall every Tuesday.

E. L. Hnntley Master

J. C. Whiddon Secretary

J. J. Pimm Collector

W. L. Mann Receiver

A. F. Gray Magazine Agent

48T. EMERALD; Leavenworth, Kan.

Meets In K. P. Hall, cor. 4th and Delaware sts.,

2d Sunday and 4th Saturday evening.

Jas. McNerney, 4th and Kiowa sts . . . . Master

Chas. Curtln, 720 Kiowa st Secretary

Thos. Cronin, 718 Kiowa st Collector

Chas. Curtin, 720 Kiowa st Receiver

X. K. Dustln, 6U2 Ho Kspanade st, Magazine Agent

488. COMFORT; Cheyeue, Wye.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, J12^ W. 16th st. every

Friday at 7:30 P. M.

J. K. Baldwin, t* 8 E. lsth st Master

Ralph Robertson, 807 K. 16th st Secretary

G. A. Rockafleld Collector

P. 11. Conway. 171."» House st Receiver

P. H. Conway, 608 E. 18th st . . Magazine Agent

448. CHERISH; Moaett, Mo.

Meets in Engineer's Hall. Broadway, bet. 8d and

4th »t«. evwry Tuesday at 2 P. M.

Thos. Mansfield Master
W. L. Shaffer • • Sec etary

F. I), l'lavan Collector

W. L. Shaffer Receiver

J. D. Heyburn Magazine Agent

441. MIAMI; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets In G. A. R. Hall, Eastern ave. and Rigley

St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. J. Brennen, 1141 Eastern ave Master

Geo. Everhart. 170 Tcceuphy st . . . . Secretary

Jos. Leen, 116 Wulworth ave Collector

Jno. Denser, Loveland Receiver

Mike Carroll, Morrow Magazine Agent

44*. BARBIE BAT; Allan dale. Ontario.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Bandavs.

T. C. Royce ifaster

W. J. Church, Box 114 Secretary

J. N. Harps, Box 202 Collector

W. J. McKinley, Box 207 Receiver

Luke Spearn Magazine Agent

448. VIRGINIA, DaavUle, Ta.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, 514 Main at, 2d and

4th Mondays at 1:30 P. M.

R. L. Pierce. 848 Battery st Master

W. H. Moore, Neapolis Secretary

.1. T. Brown, N'eapolia Collector

C. F. Gills. Box 171, North Danville . . Receiver

A. E. Boat, L Box 84. North Danville . Mag. Agent

444. MISSION RIDGE; Kaoxville. Tenn.

Meets in French A Roberts' Hall, cor. Gay anil

Dejiiit sts., every Monday at 2:30 P. M.

E. A. Lloyd, 500 Williams st Master

W. N. Ooiorth, 430 W. Depot st Secretary

E. B. Love. i»01 E. Park st Collector

C. W. Pry. 708 Richard st Receiver

K. L. Shell, 817 MoOea st . . . . Magazine Agent

448. BLl EHTONK; BlaeBeld. W. Ta.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 2d Bundayi tt

7 P. M. and 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

P. D. Rice Master

J. G. Etter Sec etary

Jos. Werner, Box 36 Collector

G. R. Jones ... Receiver

M. H. Hair Magazine Agent

447. FRENCH BROAD; AshevUle, H. C.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall 2d and 4th Buadayi st

10:30 A. M.

O. M. Losoy. Box 228 Muter

T. C. Folsom, Box 412 Secretary

R. B. Lee, Box 412 Collector

B. T. Egerton, Box 412 Recelnr

Magazine Agent

448. ALTABOUT; Keyser, W. Va.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 1:M

P.M.

J. J. Johnston, Jr Master

T. E. Johnston Pecretaif

R. K. Fazenbaker Collector

W. W. Davis, Box 1. ueoeliw

J. W. Jones Magazine Agent

448. TOLAS RIVER; Clebnrnr, Texas.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall every Tuesday tt >

P. M.

C. M. Rodgers L Box 71 Master

Jno. Mobley, Box 12 Secretary

S. J. Elstner Collector

O. L. Wilson, L. Box 11 Recel«r

Dan'l Rose Magazine Agent

480. CLEVELAND; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets in Fraternity Hall, cor. Lorain and Pearl its

2d Saturday at l::m P. M. and 4th Sunday tt:

J. A. Krelss, Gnstave Court No. 1 .... Matter

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl st Secretary

E. L. Banks. 483 Pearl st Collector

Jas Hugo. 110 Rootst B**ci'»<

«. C. Woodard, 60 Bridge st . . Magazine Agent

481. BOW 4' ABC; Bonham, Texas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and M 8un.l»yi tt

J00 P. M.

Lawrence Johnson Muter

T. L. Cox Becretan

W. A. Kea Collect*'

T. L. Cnx Recti"'

H. B. Collett Magazine Agent
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. BEAZLEY; Parkersburg, W. Ya.

in J. O. U. A. M. Hall, 611 Market st„

y Sunday at 2 P. M.

Sayres, IC^ Ann at Master

Broughtou, 834 9th st Secretary

IcLaughlin, 113 6th st Collector

Sc.rogln.l2»»th st Receiver

;arlens, El born, Parkersburg . Mag. Agent

FORD; Badford. Ta.

Id Odd Fellows' Hall. East Radford. 3*

)th Sundays at 2 P. M. and 1st and 3d

(days at 8 P. M.

lavely, Edtn and st, Bristol . . . .Master

'oryju. L Box 468, East Radford Secretary

ferndon, Bristol Collector

Jutton, Bristol Receiver

■ . ■ . . Magazine Agent

TITAIN PARK ; Ashley, Pa.

in Meti's Hall, Main St., 1st and 2d 8un-

at 2 P. M.

lodgers Masters

Miller, Box 171 Secretary

>onlap Collector

uhf, Box 147 RecelTer

»utz Magazine Agent

S BRANDT; Roseburgh, Ore.

In Old Masonic Hall 2d Tuesdays and 4th

nesdays at 2 P. M.

iverton Master

Kerbig Secretary

iverton Collector

lapi.ersett Receiver

iugleton ........ Magazine Agent

BITER; Great Falls, Mont.

In Mlnot Hall, cor. Central ave and 2d st,

id 4th Snndays at 7:30 P. M.

eck , Box 465 Master

.ocher. Box 630 Secretary
■awford Collector

_Keilly, Box 465 Receiver

teller . . . . Magazine Agent

IXENBKRe; Charlotte, >. C.

i Odd Fellows' Hall every Sunday at9 A.M.

nith,708W Trade st Msster

myoex, 216 W. 4th st Secretary

lesbett, 412 N. Smith st Collector

igman Receiver

«™ Magazine Agent

KINAW; Tan Wert, Ohio.

n ITnion Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Conaway Master

trmentront Secretary

d Conaway Collector

Boyer, Box 323 Receiver

!ele Magazine Agent

i CITY; VIeksbnrg, Miss.

n K. of P. Hall, cor. of Washington and

its., 1st and 3d Saturdays at S:30 P. M. and

d 4th Saturdays at 7:30 P. M.

urry, 512 Henry st Master

(rallagher, T:u Mulberry st . . Secretary

thaw, 121 Pearl st Collector

letcher, 121 Pearl it Receiver

Dold Magazine Agent

I CITY j Erie, Pa.

in K. & L. of H. Hall, State st. bet. 7th

th sts., 1st and Sd Sundays at 2 P. M.

icClaln, 234 W 23d st Master

mstead, 330 W. 19th st Secretary

>rthup, 811 W. 18th st Collector

urr, 136 W. 20th st Receiver

»dy, Westfleld, N. Y. . . Magazine Agent

111 I Klmira. N. Y.

m 3d floor. 224 S. Main St., Miller's Bl'k,

d 4th Sundays at 2.30 P. M.

ickson. 273 Baty st Master

ashburne, 70S Spauldlng st . .Secretary

»vies. 510 Ponn ave Collector

arper, 882 Baty st Receiver

'unbar, 230 W. Miller st . Magazine Agent

AT CITY; Brandoe, Manitoba.

a Workman's Hall, 2d and 1th Sundays

'. M.

lV*r*e Master

lle?n Secretary

o'den • Collector

rawford1, Box 45 Receiver

lardy, Moose Jaw, N. W. Ter.,

Magazine Agent

MS. OKMSBY; Plttsbnrgb, South Side, Pa.

Meets in Weber's Hall, cor. 27th and 8arah sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

H. K.Smith. 12921th st Master

A. M. Harvey, Sierra st, 27th Wnrd . . Secretary

R. T. Stratton, 111 2Cthst Collector

J. L. Rogerson, 118 iith st Receiver

Geo. Hoffman. 2852 Sarah st . . Magazine Agent

466. ORPHANS' HOPE ; Dennlson. Ohio.

Meets in Engineer's Hall. cnr. Grant and Second

sts., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

H. K Brown, Box 247 Master

Edw Enclehard, Box 66 Secretary

Jus. Hoffman . . . Collector

David Parks, Box 21 Receiver

C. H. Clendenning Magazine Agent

467. WESLEY CRAIG ; Corning, O.

Meets in K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

V. E. Davis Master

Fabe Cody Secretary

J- B. Pace Collector

Alexander Morrison Receiver

J. B. Pace Magazine Agent

468. ONTARIO; London, Ontario.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. English and Dna-

das sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Wm. Russell, 696 Elias st Master

Russell Follis, 46R Dundas st Secretary

Geo. Prodger, 11 Alfred st Collector

Geo. Gourlay. 14S>< Strachan ave . . Receiver

P. J. Kane, 672 Adelaide st Mag. Agent

468. MOUNT KATAHDIN; Henderson, Me.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th

Monday.

G. 8. Allen. Box 215 Master

Alex. Devlne, Box 221 Secretary

John Humphreys Collector

Fred Rolfo . . Receiver

E. G. Ryder, Box 223 Magazine Agent

470. JOHN A. LOGAN; Morphysbore, HI.

Meets in Bodaker Hall, 1st and Id Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. R. Childers Master

W. F. Sniler, Box 406 Secretary

J. J. Norris Collector

J. H. Delano, Jr Receiver

J. J. Norris, Box 381 Magazine Agent

4T1. INTERNATIONAL ; Ft. Erie. On t.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, International

Bridge. 1st and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. G. Bowu, Amigari Master

Alex. Mclntyre. Amigari Secretary

Geo. Metier, Amigari Collector

Richard Clark, International Bridge . Receiver

Reuben Plato, Amigari . . Magazine Agent

478. JOHN J. MANNING ; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets in Klocke's Hall, cor. Gold and Lovejoy

sts. every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

P. L. Carey, 319 S. Division st Master

F. C. Keebler, 1008 Lovejoy st Secretary

J. L. Rutty, 45 Chestnut st Collector

F. C. Keebler, 1008 Lovejoy st Receiver

R. W. Ginkinger, 863 Eagle st . . Magazine Agent

473. MACMEE; Air Line Junction, Ohio.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays and 1st

and 3d Mondays.

W. N. Cooper Master

Secretary

C. L. Boehm Colleotor

G. E. Phelps Receiver

A. B. Woodman Magazine Agent

4Y4. TAUNTON; Tannton, Mass.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall 2d and 4th Mon

day evenings.

E. B. Mitchell. 39 Porter st Master

J. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Secretary

Fred Aufford, 29 Maple st Collector

J. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Receiver

C. L. Freeman, 12 Franklin ave, . . Mag. Agent

4f». JAMES LEAHY ; Grand Junction, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 8 P.M.

P. P. Ready, 'rannison Master

O. H. Kearhs .... Secretary

Andrew Struthers Colleotor

C. L. Cruin Receiver

Robt. Rowe Magazine Agent
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116. W. J. WARD; Woodstock, N. B.

Meets in K. P. Hall, King st, 2d Friday and 4th

Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

W. H. Parker Master

Jas. Johnston Secretary

Andrew Strainers Collector

Zebedee Gabel, Fredericton Receiver

John Keezer Magazine Agent

477. GLENWOOD; Kenova, W. Va.

Meets in Midway Hall every Tuesday evening.

8. L. Cryer . . . Master

Ralph Fields, Ceredo Secretary

G. S. Osborn Collector

W. E. Williams Receiver

C. J. Lindner, 11088cottst, Portsmouth O.

Magazine Agent

478. NABBAGANSETT: Providence. B. I.

Meets in Trainmen's Hall, 301 Canal Btreet. 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P.M.

G. W. Sawtell, 44 Nichols st Master

B. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st .... Secretary

J. D. McShechy, 23 Webstei st Collector

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st . . . . Receiver

Wm. Smith, Valley Falls .... Magazine Agent

479. ST. GEORGE ; Smiths Falls, Ont.

Meets in Haley's Hall 2d and 4th Mondays.

H. C. Pye Master

Edw. Pennett Secretary

Stephen Smith Collector

Andrew Boyd Receiver

8. B. O'Hara Magazine Agent

480. CHIPETA ; Bldgway, Golo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays,

at 8 P. M.

J. W. Sowers Master

C. C. Ervin Secretary

J. J. Manifold Collector

J.T. Stewat Receiver

J. T. Stewart Magazine Agent

481. EASTER ; St. Loais, Ho.

Meets in Brighton Hall, cor. Broadway and Sal

isbury sts., 2d and 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

Henrv Mincer, 1931 Dodier st Master

W. S.Ferguson, 402K N. 9th st Secretary

T. M.Lvnch,27ISN. 11th st . . . .Collector

W. c. Linck, 8326 Halls Ferry Road . . Receiver

W. C. Linck, 8326 Halls Ferry Road, Mag. Agent

482. STILLWATER; Kallspell, Mont.

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays at 7:30 P. M.

Robt. Pauline Master

A. J. McGinn Secretary

Robt. Pauline Collector

B. J. Quinney ' . . . Receiver

J. N. Reynolds Magazine Agent

488. INDEPENDENCE ; Barnesrille Minn.

Meets in U. A. O. D. Hall, 1st Sunday at 2 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

G. W. Lumm Master

N. A. Gray Secretary

N. E. Varney Collector

Jas. Hendry Receiver

N. E. Varney Magazine Agent

484. STAR OF JERSEY; South Anilioy, N. J.

Meets in Protection Hall every Tuesday at 8

P.M.

A. T. Kerr Master

T. C. K'vin Secretary

R U. Hue Collecior

Asa Tnomas Receiver

Magazine Agent

485. PAUL SEVERE ; Charlestown, Mass.

Meets in Billow Hall, S. Eden st, entrance Tib-

bctts Town Way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 10 A.M.

H. W. C'asson, IS Pearl st Master

W. H. Hildreth, 57 Rutherford ave . . Secretary

F. F. Derby, 9 Auburn st Collector

C. G. Bates, 17 Harvard Square .... Receiver

R. W. Miller, 31 Russell st . . . Magazine Agent

487. WHIRLPOOL; Niagara Falls, Ont.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Lundy's New Block,

1st and 3d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

J. S. Whittuker Master

W. A. Dalton Secretary

J. J. O'Rourke . Collector

G. A. Cook Receiver

Wm. Wright Magazine Agent

488. CUMBERLAND ; Cumberland. Md.

Meets in J. R. O. U. A. N. Hall 1st and 3d Sun-

day< at 2 P. M.

J. F. Little. Elkins, W. Va Muter

C. J. Graim, 29 Sprlngvale st Secretary

C. A. Twigg, 61 S. Mechanic st Collector

W. H. Rice, 11 Harrison st Receiver

J. H. Strong, 325 N Mechanic st, Magazine Agent

489. RESURRECTION ; Creston, Iowa.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 1st and Sd Mondavi

at 1:30 P. M. and 2d and 4th Mondays at 730

P.M.

W. N. Neil, 511 N. Vine st Matter

J. P. O'Connor, 100 Howard & Pine sts, Secretary

W. H. Van Wormer, 100 Howard and

Pine sts Collector

F. T. Wilson, 614 N. Vine st Receiver

A. G. Smith, 217 N. Pine st . . . Magazine Agent

490. MIDNIGHT; East Brady, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundiyi

at 2 P. M.

I. B. Wike Muter

J. E. Patterson ... Becretary

T. L. Davis, 74 4Hh st, Pittsburgh . . . Collector

Jno. Ruppel, Hulion Receiver

M. W. Boyd, Verona Magazine Agent

491. BARTON SPRING ; Austin, Tex.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Congress ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays, at 8 P. M.

Chas. Knlow, 1311 1. 2d st Muter

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Secretary

J. P. McOaithy, Hempstead Collector

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Receiver

A. Davis, care Round House . . Magazine Agent

492. IVANHOE; Alvarado, Tex.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2:8

P.M.

Moigan Shemeley Master

N. F. Avery Secretary

W. H. Rogers Collector

Geo. Brlnklow Receiver

W. H. Coble Magazine Agent

498. FULTON; Atlanta, Ga.

Meets in Industrial Council's Hall, 26W E. Ala

bama St., every 2d and 4th Sunday at 2:80 P.M.

B. B. Plunkett, 265 Cooper st Muter

Harry Huddleston, 04 McDaniel st . . Secretary

R. N. Birrlay. 61 McDnulel st Collector

A. N. Thorn, 64 McDaniel st ... Reoeirar

Harry Huddleston, 64 McDaniel st . . Max kftn\

494. BAY de NOC ; Gladstone, Mich.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 2d Rnd 4th Thursday

evenings.

Jas. Fitzpatrick Mottr

J. A. Houle, Box 136 Secretary

O. V Kurket Collector

L. H. Wlutel, L Box 646 Receive

N. i). Mclutyre Magazine Agens

495. BANNING ; Cedartown, Ga.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Sunday at 8:30 A.M.

Muter

W. N. Tumlin Secretary

J. W. Noles Collector

W. N. Tumlin Receiver

W. H. King . . Magazine Agent

496. ROBERT E. LEE, Manchester, Va.

Meets in J. W. Tony's Hall, Uth and Hall sU.

1st and 3d Saturdays at 10 A. M.

J. T. Aheru,8i)7 McDonarst Master

R. M. Hilton Secretary

R. M. Woodbury, :son Simmast, . ..Collecior

J. W. Walthall, 21st and Chicago nts . . Receiver

J. H. Barnes Magazine Agent

497. SINCERE; Richmond, Va.

Meet* in Odd Fellow's Hall, corner Mayo and

Franklin sts.. 1st and 3d Mondays at ID A. M.

C. R. Alley, 210 S. Lanrell st Matter

W. (i. Miller, 108 W. Main st ;s-cr*tsry

J. A. Turner. ITS. Cherry st Collector

Michael Kellv. 605 China at., SM. A . . Receltrr

W. T. Day. C.&O. (hops, 2d at . . . Mag. Agent
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VIGILANT; Bellwood, Pa.

eets In Cornmessers Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

U. Pottor Master

C. Nearhoof, Box 672 Secretary

H. Dunn Collector

J. Leidy, Box 605 Receiver

M. Donley Magazine Agent

COMPOUND ; Chicago, 111.

iiW at 355 63d st. 2d «nd 4th Saturday evenings.

. M. Laudis, *027 Wab«sh ave Maater

;o. Godlng, (HOI Kills ave Secretary

I.. Coleman. 6404 Ellis ave . . . Collector

E. Leckie, 329 34th st . . Receiver

M. Landis. 3927 Wabash ave . Magazine Agent

SPOKANE; Spokane, Wash.

eets in K. P. Hall, E. Spokane. 2d and 4th Mon

days at 7:30 P. M.

lex. Laing, O. N. Shops, llillyard . MaBter

■ter Olsen. G. N. Shops Secretary

. L. Ziegwied, G. N. Shops Collector

C. Mowrey, Box 422 Receiver

orence Moriarty, 96 Jamiesou Bl'k.Mag.Agent

PRIDE; Lonlsvllle, Ky.

eets in Bronger's Hall, S. W. cor. loth and

Southgate st*., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

. W, Slaby, 1609 Kentucky st . . Master

E, Hardaway, S. E. cor. 12th st. and

Broadway . Secretary

M. Rlney, 1122Zanest Collector

. \V. Slaby, 1609 Kentucky st Receiver

E. Kreamer, 1651 Prentice st . . . Mag. Agent

mi. SOPRIS ; Aspen .1 unction, Colo.

eets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

W. Burgin . . Master

A. Britiain Secretary

. H Smith Collector

I. May Receiver

C, Frison Magazine Agent

GOLDEN ROD ; Halifax, Nora Scotia.

eets in Creigbton's Hall, 1st Wednesday and

Fourth Saturday.

>rnelius McTiernan, 285 Campbell Rd . Master

H. S. Skinner, 51 Duffus st., . . . .Secretary

F. M. Wilson. Richmond . . Collector

10. Hessian, 2 Kenneyst., Richmond Receiver

rthurParmeter, Kentville . . Magazine Agent

COMPACT ; Rankin, 111.

sets in Odd Fellow's Hall every Sunday at 2

. T. Railsbaek, Box58 Master

W. Doud Secretary

J. Escheuback. Tipton, Ind Collector

red Jones, Box 44 Receiver

. W. Doud Magazine Agent

HOUSTON; Houston, Texas.

L-*jts in Fischer's Hall. 1103 Houston ave., 1st

mid 3d Wednesdays at 8::t0 P. M., and 2d and

llh Wednesdays at 1:30 P. M.

. . I. Denton, 717 silver st Master

. J. Guynes. 2207 Center st .Secretary

H. Hunt, cor. Silver and Churn sts . Collector

L. Gwalmey. 1117 Johnson st . . . .Receiver

. J. Guynes, Box 262 . . . Magazine Agent

MOUNTAIN ECHO; Ha/leton, Pa.

e«W in Union Hall, cor. Wyoming and Green

sts., 1st aud 3d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

J. Wagner, 4.39 E. Walnut st Master

W. Hocking, 145 E. Broad st .... Secretary

>nard 'ticking Collector
•ed Meier Receiver

• • ■ Magazine Agent

ii ITHB; Detroit, Mich.

• •ots In I. 0. O, F. Hall, cor. of Dix and Park

aves., 1st and ;d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

M. Sowle. 463 Dragon ave. . ... Master

ugh UcDarmld, 249 16th flt . • .Secretary

U. Martin- i Wesson ave., W. Detroit

. Collector

J. Itoach W Welch ave.. W. Detroit

... Receiver

H. Martin, 4 Wesson st. . . . Magazine Agent

609. SALT CITY; Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in D. L. & W. Hall, over D. L. £ W. Depot,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Webster Roof, 126 Cortland ave Master

C. B Randall. 806 Oswego st . . Secretary

Geo Hitzheimer, 524 Butternut st . . .Collector

Frank Garnish, 229 Putmau st . Receiver

Webster Roof, 126 Cortland ave . . Mag. Agent

510. SHOKEHAM; Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall. cor. 22d ave and Cen

tral ave., 2d aud 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

T. H. Lyons, 2.VU Quiney st. N. E. ... Master

Andrew Kkborn, Station E. . .Secretary

C. G. Haney, Station E. Collector

C. A. Colby, 771 28th ave. N. E Receiver

F. W. Larkins, 740 26th ave. N. E. . . Mag. Agent

611. DIADEM; Blue Island, 111.

Meets in Commercial Hall, Western ave. and

Cook St., 1st aud 3d Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

. . Master

Secretary

A. E. Curtice Collector

H. J. Parry, 4767 Dearborn St., Chicago Receiver

Albert Cary . . Magazine Agent

612. ANTIETAM ; Hagerstown, Md.

Meets in Odd Feliows' Hall, cor. Franklin and

Potomac sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 10 A. M.

C. E. I'erry, 203 W. Franklin st Master

W. T. Kenuer, 38 Walnut st Secretary

W. T. Kenner. 38 Walnut st Collector

J. H. Moore, Shenandoah, Va . . . Receiver

V. K. DayhofT, Chewsville . . . Magazine Agent

613. MT. MONADNOCK; Nashua, N. H.

Meets in Mechanic's Hall 2d and 4th Sunday af

ternoons.

C. B F. Horton, 11 Norton st Master

F. M. Chapman, Box 3:14. Hudson . . Secretary

W. T. McQuesten, Hudson Collector

L. R. Winters, 127 E. Holies st Receiver

E. M. Aldrich, 142 Canal st . . Magazine Agent

614. PENOBSCOT; Bangor, Me.

Meets in United Fellowship Hall, Main St., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

G. B. Nickersou, Larkin st Master

C. L. Cummings, Broad st Secretary

G. B. Nickersou, I.arkinst Collector

C. L. Cummings, Broad st. . . . Receiver

A. I. Plummer. M.C.R.R.Eng. House. Mag Agent.

615. WASHITA ; Chlrkanha, I. T.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, every Friday at 7. P. M.

Jno Feeney Master

K. E. Fields Secretary

T. W. Knnz Collector

H. P. Arnold, Caldwell, Kan Receiver

Magazine Agent

516. ACORN; Chicago Junction, Ohio.

Meets in O. It. C. Hall, 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7::i0 P. M.

O. R. Worley, Chicago Master

J. C. Tiukey, Chicago Secretary

B. H. Brooks, Chicago Collector

Melvill Ebersole, Chicago Receiver

Harry Millcrship, Chicago . . . Magazine Agent

51J. PALMETTO; Palatka, Fla.

Meets in Turner's Hall every Suuday.

O. E. Adams Master

F. O. Dumas Secretary

J. H. Brooks Collector

T. M. Hyers Receiver

A. J. Smith, G. S. and F. Shops, Macon, Ga.

. . Magazine Agent

518. CUMBERLAND VIEW; Nashville, Tenn.

Meets in Knights of Honor Hall, cor. Market

and Ceutre sts., every Tuesday at 9:30 A. M.

S. D. Petttt, 445 Chestnut st Master

F. D. McMurry, 100 Maury st Secretary

T. G. Ayers, til Chestnut st Collector

C. J. Weidenbacher, 1006 S. Cherry st . Receiver

J. W. Bills, 117 Maple st .... Magazine Agent

519. AGATE; Duluth, Minn.

Meets in Seva Hall, W. Superior st., bet. 18th

and 19th aves.. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

L. L. Hood, 1534 W. Superior st ... Master

G. F. Watson, 1902 W. Superior st . . . Secretary

J. A. Marshall, 1908 W. Superior st . .Collector

T. W. Robinson, 1905 W. Superior st . . Receiver

P. L. Whalen, 1 121 W. Michigan st . . Mag. Agent

 



11)0* fil'BORDINATE LODGES BY STATES.

ALABAMA.

Mobile . . .277

Selma .... 89

Tuscumbia . 279

ARIZONA.

Tucson ... 94

Winslow . . 173

ARKANSAS.

Argents ... 804

Jonesboro . . 204

Little Rock . 45

Pine BluCf. . 163

Van Buren . 428

BRITISH COI.UM.

Donald ... 341

Vancouver . 276

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles . 97

Needles . . . 327

Rocklin ... 58

Sacramento . 260

S'oBernardinoSW

San Diego . . 386

San Francisco 91

Tulare . . 139

WestOakland.143

CANADA.

Hochelaga . 336

Montreal . . 16

Teronto ... 67

COLORADO.

As). rti June . 503

ColoradoCity.218

Como .... 256

Denver ... 77

Denver . 273

GramU'nct'n475

La Junta . 328

Leadville . . 1%

Pueblo ... 59

Ridgway . . 480

Salida . : . . 140

Trinidad . . 344

CONNECTICUT.

Hartford . . 285

New Haven . 284

DELAWARE.

Wilmington . 231

DIST. OF COLCM.

Washington . 7

FLORIDA.

Palatka ... 517

Pensacola . . 348

Saniord ... 364

GEORGIA.

Atlanta . . . 498

Atlanta ... 247

Augusta ... 332

Cedartown . 495

Columbus . . 328

Macon .... 246

Waycross . . 325

IDAHO.

Montpeller . 195

Pocatello . . US

ILLINOIS.

Amboy ... 35

Auburn Jet . 311

Belvidere . . 329

Bloomington 40

Blue Island . 511

Cairo ... 180

Central Park, 237

Centralia . . :>7

Champaign . 417

Chicago ... 47

Chicago ... 50

Chicago ... 98

Chicago ... 144

Chicago ... 186

Chisago . . .188

Chicago ... 244

Chicago . . .249

Chicago . . . 275

Chicago ... 429

Chicago . . .499

Chilllcothe . 106

Clinton ... 176

Charleston . 187

Danville . . 63

Decatur ... 49

ILLINOIS.

East St. Louis 44

Effingham . . 405

Freeport . . 138

Jacksonville. 408

Joliet .... 355

Keithsburg . 114

Mattoon ... Ill

Mt. Carmel .282

Murphysboro470

Urbana ... 22

Pana .... 122

Peoria .... 48

Rankin . . . 505

Rock Islam! . 39

Roodhouse . 79

Savanna ... 197

Springfield . 46

Streator ... 303

INDIANA.

Anderson . . 459

Andrews . . 165

Brazil ... .217

Butler .... 164

Elkhart ... 162

Evansville . 160

Evansville . 112

Fort Wayne . 141

Garrett ... 203

Princeton . .409

Huntington . 166

Indianapolis. 14

Jeffersonville297

La Fayette . 36

Logansport . 52

Lognnsport . . 51

MichiganClty300

Monon ... 2

New Albany . 268

Pern ... 167

Terre Haute . 16

Washington . 361

INDIAN TEK.

Chickasha . . 515

IOWA.

Belle Plaine . 311

Boone .... 25

Burlington . 161

CedarRaplds. 27

Clinton ... 34

Creston ... 489

Daveuport . 295

Dubuque . . 106

Dubuque . . 822

Eagle Grove . 182

Eldon .... 137

Estherville . 288

Fort Dodge . 222

FortMadison.391

W.DesMoines.102

Keokuk ... 93

Marion . . . 293

Mason City . 29

Mar8halltownl25

Mo. Valley . 254

Perry .... 124

Sioux City . . 61

Stuart .... 20

Waterloo . . 30

KANSAS.

Argentine . . 74

ArkansasCity.255

Armourdale . 313

Atchison . . 31

Chanute ... 154

CouncilGrove.370

Eldorado . . 309

Ellis 32

Fort Scott . . 153

Goodland . . 398

Herington . . 874

Hoisington . 397

Horton . . . 376

Kansas City . X3<1

Leavenworth.437

Newton ... 340

Neodesha . . 336

Osawatomie . 400

Parsons ... 24

N. Topeka . . 895

Tope k a . . . 205

Wellington . 359

KENTUCKY.

BowllngGre'nlOO

Covington . . 424

Henderson . 317

KENTUCKY.

Lexington. .393

Louisville ■ . 103

Louisville . . 415

Louisville . . 502

Ludlow ... 104

Paducah . . 238

Somerset . . 367

LOUISIANA.

Algiers . . .267

New Orleans. 399

MAINE.

Bangor . . . 514

Henderson . 469

Portland . . 4

MANITOBA.

Brandon . . 464

Winnipeg . . 127

MARYLAND.

Baltimore . . 214

Baltimore . . 4*2

Brunswick . 430

Cumberland . 48*

Hagerstown . 512

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston ... 57

Charlestown. 485

Fitchburg . . 410

Spring field .307

Taunton . . . 474

Worcester . . 73

M EX ICO.

Porforio Diax.308

S'nLuisPotosi413

Mississippi.

Columbus . . 426

McCombCity. 436

Meridian . . 200

Vlcksburg . . 460

WaterValley. 402

MICHIGAN.

Battle Creek. 84

Dotroit ... 158

Detroit ... 508

EasLSaginaw. 286

EscanaDa . . 129

Fort Gratiot . 116

Gladstone . . 494

GrandRapids.265

Ionia .... 431

Jackson . . . 240

Marquette . . 150

Marshall . . 411

Owosso . . . 420

WestBayCity. 152

MISSOURI.

Brookfield . 23

Carondelet . 390

Chillicothe .389

DeSoto ... 6

Hannibal . . 290

Kansas City . 337

Monett ... 140

Moberly ... 64

Nevada ... 371

N. Springfield 51

Poplar Bluff. 292

Sedalia ... 78

Stanberry . . 56

St. Joseph . . 43

Springfield . 368

St. Louis . . 21

St. Louis . . 109

St. Louis . . 414

St. Louis . . 481

Slater .... 18

Trenton ... 33

Thayer ... 280

MINNESOTA.

Austin ... 126

Barnesvllle . 483

Dulutu . . . 619

E.GrandF'rks292

East St. Paul .320

Minneapolis. 82

Minneapolis. 270

Minneapolis . 510

Staples ... 81

St. Cloud . . 224

St. Paul ... 61

Two Harbors. 401

Waseca ... 65

West St. Paul. 858

MONTANA.

Butte City. . 2*4

MONTANA.

Glendlve . . 128

Great Falls . 456

Helena ... 423

Kallspel . . . 482

Livingston . 191

Lima .... 343

Missoula . . 1*>1

NEBRASKA.

Beatrice ... 394

Chadron . . 17

Fnirbury . . 873

Lincoln . . 179

North Platte. 28

Omaha ... 128

NEVADA.

Wadsworth . 19

N. W. TERRITORY.

Medicine Hat.342

NORTH CAROLINA

Ashevllle . . 447

Charlotte . .457

NORTH DAKOTA.

Dickinson . . 41

Fargo .... 85

NEW JERSEY.

Camden ... 72

Hoboken . . 854

Jersey City . 13

Jersey City . 3

Junction . .272

Perth Amboy.SSO

Phillipsburg. 11

Port Morris . 271

South Amboy.484

Trenton ... 258

Union Hill . 849

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Carleton . . 357

Moncton . . 233

Woodstock . 476

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Concord ... 306

Nashua . . . 513

NEW MEXICO.

Chama ... 108

Raton .... 257

San Marclal . 261

NEW YORK.

Albany . . . 130

Blnghamton. 227

Brooklyn . . 291

Buffalo ... 101

Buffalo ... 241

Buffalo . . .472

Buffalo . . .316

Buffalo ... 12

Corning ... 121

East Albany . 215

EastSyracuse. 334

Elmira ... 242

Elmira . . . 463

Greenlsland . 315

Hornellsville.169

L. I. City . . 309

Middletown . 232

New York . . 149

New York . . 155

New York . . 863

Norwich . . 216

Olean .... 398

Oueoulii ... 71

Oswego ... 92
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Rochester . . 99

Schenectady . 210
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Syracuse . . 213

Syracuse . .509
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Whitehall . . 209

Watertown .212
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PoIntEdward.221
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St. Thomas . 5

Stratford . . 38
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OREGON.

The Dalles . 167

EastPortland. 193

La Grande . . 348

Roseburgh . 455

OHIO.

Air LineJunc.473

Ashtabula . . 248

Ashtabula . . 422

Bucyrus ... 110

Chicago J'tn. 5'6

Chillicothe . 202

Cincinnati . 269

Cincinnati . 441

Cleveland . . 10

Cleveland . . 450

Columbus . . 9

Conneaut . . 877

Corning . . . 467

Crestline . . 299

Collinwood . 183

Dayton ... 375

Delaware . . 239

Delphos ... 185

Dennison . . 466

Gallon .... 107

Lima .... 184

Lorain . . . 356

Norwalk ... 198

Newark . . 175

Springfield . 360

Toledo . . 142

Van Wert . . 488

Wellsville. . 96
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Ashley . . . 454

Bellwood . . 498
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Bradford . . 326
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Dunmorc . . 404
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Pittsburgh .318
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SoulhKoston. 211

Susquehanna. 208

Sunuury . 220
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' SOCIETY, B. OF LF.

GRAND LODGE.

u. . . . .... Grand President

k>x 123, Stratford, Ontario.

ach Vice Grand President

Sedalia, Missouri.

. Moore . Grand Secretary and Treas.

Box 389, Stratford, Ont.

ilNS . . Grand Insurance Agent

Sedalia, Missouri.

BOARD OF GRAND TRU8TKB8.

offky,436 A ave . W. Cedar Rapids, la

v, 318 St. Joe st . . . Elkhart, Indiana

t Huntington, Indiana

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

iROKnt Terre Haute, Indiana

s Boone, Iowa

San Francisco, California

ORGANIZERS.

(ALL, Box 123 . . . .Stratford, Ontario

for Canada.

lian, 22 East Paciac St. . . Sedalia, Mo

for the State of Missouri.

i hiedy Mauch Chunk, Pa

or the State of Pennsylvania.

■"ikld. 731 South Water st . Denver. Colo

tor the State of Colorado.

Dook, West Ridge st . . Marquette, Mich

for the Stale of Michigan.

Coffey, 434 A ave . . W. Cedar Rapids, la

for the State of Iowa.

IOBERT8, 1762% 8th st . . W. Oakland, Cal

for the State of California.

Kchns Delphos, Ohio

for the Slate of Ohio.

ioy, 318 St. Joe st Elkhart, Ind

for the State of Indiana.

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

ENDEAVOR ; Stratford, Ont,

A. Ball, Box 123 President

I. Moore Secretary

Treasurer

I! OF THE WENT; Cedar Uaplds, Iowa.

'. McMulleu,507 F. ave. .*. . .President

.P.Smith, 189 C. ave Secretary

'. C. Byers, 332 G. ave Treasurer

ENCE; Perry, Iowa.

anyard President

. G. Crawford, Box 518 Secretary

Treasurer

XSIOR; Marquette, Mich.

V. Roany, 742 Bluff st President

kgnes Hcaley, :i07 Fisher st . . . Secretary

V. Boesler, 116 Washington st . . Treasurer

PB1DE; Waterloo. Iowa.

k. Livingston, 114 Barclay st. . . President

Cilia Sweet ... .Secretary

Charles Vroom, 202 Fremont st . Treasurer

TELD; Garrett, lad.

tCntic McClarthy, Box 0 President

Millie Fullmer, Box 64 Secretary

lenuie Cramer, Box 218 Treasurer

1 OME ; Needles, California.

J. A. Stout President

A. D. Ensign Secretary

J. G. Mills Treasurer

.(•MATE; Elkhart, lad.

Lizzie Lovejoy, JOB Klnzy st . . . President

Jenuie Miller, 410 High st . . . .Secretary

I'liita Shssberger, Miadlebury St.,

Treasurer

IBT AMI HAND; Delphos, Ohio.

J. A. Kubns, Lock Box 343 . . . President

A. T. Hogarth. Lock Box 35 . . . Secretaiy

J. A. s-lagle. Lock Box 119 .. . .Treasurer

18. EUREKA ; Huntington, Ind.

Mrs. Jennie Robertson, 12 Allen st . . President

Mrs. Maggie Slusser, 115 Court st . . . Secretary

Mrs. Georgia Joues, 63 Fredrick st . . Treasurer

14. UNITY; Hornellsvllle, N. Y.

Mrs. H. R. Clark, I), McDougall ave . . President

Mis. E. McMullen, 20 Greeley ave . .Secretary

Mrs. J. C. Collins, 43 East Main st . . .Treasurer

16. PROTECTION ; Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Mrs. Geo. Tosh President

Mrs. Geo. Swartwood, Box 181 Secretary

Mrs. M. J. Schiedy Treasurer

18. HEADLIGHT, Boone, Iowa.

Mrs. E. A. Cross President

Mrs. H. C. Barron Secretary

Mrs. M. Crane Treasurer

17. STAR OF HONOR; Molierly, Mo.

Mrs. Parsons President

Mrs. Kellogg, 400 So Ault st Secretary

Mrs. Lois Nicholson Treasurer

18. GOLDEN WEST ; San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. J. C. Miller, 172:! Luther st . . . President

Miss Kate Smith. 2332 Harrison st . .Secretary

Mrs. F. E. Pope, 204!!1 .. Mission st . . . Treasurer

10. 01 KEN CITT; Sedalia, Ho.

Mrs. Helen Lester President

Mrs. Delia KInzie, 1400 E. Fifth st . . Secretary

Mrs. Laura Buchanan Treasurer

20. SILTER STATE ; Pueblo, Colo.

Mrs. Geo. Lamont, 1107 nth st . . . .President

Mrs. Geo. Loy, 73 Block st Secretary

Mrs. J. R. Mihoover, 707 3d st Treasurer

21. FRANKLIN ; Columbus, Ohio.

Mrs. Ellen Colt, 999 Pennsylvania ave, President

Maude Riuehart Secretary

Mrs. Mary Dickerson, 120s E. Atchison st,

Treasurer

22. SCENIC ROUTE ; Denver, Colo.

Mrs. M. L. Field, 731 S. Water it . . . President

Mrs. Ida Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

Mrs. Harriet Beuuet. 1230 s. 9th st . . Treasurer

23. FRIENDSHIP; Sunbnry, Pa.

Mrs. Kate Snipe President

Mrs. Jennie Randies Secretary

Mrs. Kate Mills Treasurer

24. PROGRESSIVE; Conneaut, Ohio.

Mrs. E. A. Wilcox President

Miss Myrtle Bleasdale Secretary

Treasurer

25. FAVORITE; Arkansas City, Kan.

Mrs. Annie Caldron. 1326 So. G st . . . President

Mrs. S. II. Ballou, 609 So. C st Secretary

Mrs. Emma Kizer, 829 So. C st . . . .Treasurer

26. PROGRESS; Carhoudale, Pa.

Mrs. G. W. Osborne, K>8 Caunan st . . President

Mrs. Geo. Brandon, 154 Belmont st . . Secretary

Mrs. G. P. Berry, S:i Park st Treasurer

27. SCREEN'S PRIDE; (hanute.Kan.

Mrs. J. W. Henaman President

Mrs. T. H. Schunty Secretary

Mrs. T. H. Jackson Treasurer

•-'». CORAL LEAF; West Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. T J. Roberts. 1762% sth st . . . . President

Miss Mollie Roberts. 80s Cedar st . . .Secretary

Miss Gertrude Payne. 927 Piue st . . . Treasurer

20. FARRIE MAY; Topeka, Kan.

Mrs. J. Galletly President

Mrs. Cora Barues Secretary

Mr*. Laura Verliu Treasurer

30. AURORA; Los Angeles, Cat.

Mrs. Eagan, 843 Bloom st President

Miss Mildred Kingsley, 122 Railroad St.,

Secretary

Treasurer

33. PROTECTION'S HELPMATE : Eldon, Iowa.

Miss Ella M. Tavlor, Lock Box 52. . .President

Miss Grace L. Vass, Box 670 Secretary

Miss Annie Flowers Treasurer

34. WHITE C1TV; Chicago, III.

Mrs. Kate Bradley, 1:15 Avers ave . . .President

Miss Laura Bradley. 133 Avers ave . . Secretary

Mrs. Kate Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . . Treasurer
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:3™™ah!uu™^ A Cool Skin,
 

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOIl ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Covered with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

■and postal for our valuable book, "Constipation."

HODEL

2fLINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Lodge-

room. Perfect in Design and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM. WEILER,

Box 26. Port Morris. N.J

FREE from Rash, Eczema, Irrita

tion, Scalds, Burns or Cutaneous

Troubles, will ensure sleep to the

TIRED RAILROAD MAN.

He will find a comforter and

healer in a cleansing and re

freshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.
It is not a fancy toilet soap-but a

plain, every-day remedy for the me

chanic, the busy housewife and the

children. No household should be

without It. Ask your druggist—he

keeps It.

N. B.—Beware of vile Imitations. Ask

for and obtain

GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP

IMPORTANT

TO THE LABOR WORLD AND STUDENTS

OF THE INDUSTRIAL PROBLEM.

A NEW BOOK

"Striking for Life;"

Or, Labor's Side of the Labor

Question ....

By JOHN SWINTON.

With articles specially contributed b;

SAMUEL GOMPERS,

President of the American Federation of !■»-

* bor, and

EUGENIC V. DEBS,

President "f the American Railway I ulnu.

also by

JOHN W. HA YES,

General Secretary-Treasurer of the KnlaM»ol

Labor.

SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.

Cloth *'-5°
Full Russia $i-00

"Striking for Life " has the imJorM'tneiil "I si' ^

bor organizations. Illustrated with thlrtvWD lull

uace photographs taken specially for this baot '.nr-

W the strike, send orders to A II. KKLr.KK*"'

publishers, Philadelphia. P11.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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/a* Diplomas Awarded.

Course*; in other trades,

nil including thorough in

junction in Mathematics

and Physics. Send for

FREE circular, stating

subject you wish to study

loTHE CORKKSPOM).

ENCE SCHOOL OF

MECHANICS, Scinn-

tou, Pa.

INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

V. S. CENSUS, 1880. REPORTS

35.000 DEATHS

 

jRSEirfriAlfiMDJM" "lodge, no.

MOTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN.

Locomotive

Mechanism and

Engineering.

H. C. Reagan. Explaining Pally and clearly the

rynrtructlon and Action of Simple and Compound

ocomatives. Illustrating the principal " break-

owns " which happen to a Locomotive, with Com-

lete Directions what should be done wtien one

ccura " on the road." Questions and Answers are

) arranged that they can be used by Master Me-

hanics or Traveling Engineers, or by the Demon-

Lrator lu the Lodge Room. 145 Illustrations. :i00

ages. 12mo, cloth. J2.CJ0.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,

t East 10th St. New York.

 

UP TO DATE .-.

Pocket Primer

OF . . .

AIR BRAKE

INSTRUCTION.

Simple and Easy. All

neat end no flysteries.

Sent by flail on re

ceipt of

Price, 50 Cents.

Address

W. S. ROGERS, H. E.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

 

CDEC a "■>• nk»oHi'i»-

rnrr ud *»!<& to #»»r.
■ ■■■»■•■ r.ed.rofthlep.pee

■raCat tbla oat tod i.Dd il lo ui wito

*joor foil nimt end eddrraa, and wr

willeend yon on. of tbaae elegant,

richly j.w.lf d, (Old finiahed Welch..

by ezpreea for •lamination, and it

j on think It la equal In appearance to

any tvo.00 gold watch pay oartampi-.

price,|3.40,and It la yonra. W, acne

with the watch onr imarante* tha-.

you can return It at any lima wltbii

on. yaar l( not aatiefactory. and if

you aall or cauar the Bale 01 six w.

will adye yon Oat Pre*. Write at

once, aa we .ball aend oat Bamplea

for 60 daye only. Addraaa

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

4 IMPORTINC CO..

331 Curbora St., Cniago, 111.

if Ohio, City of Toledo, I

I.1CAS COINTY. )''

NEW AND COMPLETE.

FOLLY- OP -WITH-TPE-TIPIES.

Diagrams and Illustrations Galore.

PRICE, $2.00.

Address Orders to

•9

TERRE H0UTE. INDIflHJ.

Igents wanted.

9Sf When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.



3°5™~*™™u^^ A Cool Skin,

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Covered with m Tasteless and Soluble Costing.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

■•nd postal tor our valuable book, "(Jonaltpation.'*

FREE from Rash, Eczema, Irrita

tion, Scalds, Burns or Cutaneous

Troubles, will ensure sleep to the

TIRED RAILROAD MAN.

He will find a comforter and

healer in a cleansing and re

freshing wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.
It Is not a fancy toilet soap—but a

plain, every-day remedy for the me

chanic, the busy housewife and the

children. No household should be

without It. Ask your druggist—he

keeps It.

N. B.—Beware of vile Imitations. Ask

for and obtain

GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP

j^jtLil

To all IMoiJ MeIr: ' "

Greeting •--

We, the members of Local Union No. 18,

United Garment Workers of America, employes of

Sweet, Orr & Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., hereby certify

that all garments in this Factory are made under strictly

Union regulations ; a fact which we shall be very glad

to have Union men remember when they have occasion

to buy an Overall.

Mary F. Cahill, Rec. Sec. George Gasking, Pres.

L. O. Bedford, Treas. Eveline McGuire, Fin. Sec.

N. B.==EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

Paqts froip $1.00 to $4.00.

Ask your dealer for a pair of yellow ticketpants, price $1.50

Newburgh, N. Y.

Chicago, III.

New York City.

SWeet, Qrr & Go.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "^H
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jZS. Diploma* Awarded.

Courses in other trades,

all Including thorough in-

•tiurtion in Mathematics

and Physics. Send for

FREE circular, stating

subject you wish to study

loTHE CORREMPOND-

ENCB SCHOOL OF

MECHANIC*, Scran-

ton, Pa.

>F INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

V. S. CBNSPS, 1880. REPORTS

35.O0O DEATHS

<-* CANCER"**
The IOLA SANITARIUM

is an institution thoroughly equipped for the treat

ment of Cancer, Tumors and all malignant growth

without thu uso of the knife, and effects a permanent

cure where the circumstances are at all favorable

for treatment. References on application.

Address DR. G£0. DALE. Iola. Wisconsin.

C j ok REMEDY CO

I Blood Poison I gg.
j permanently cured In IS to Si days. I

I We •llmlnate el 1 poison from the sys- 1

I Urn, to that there can neTer be a I

I return of the disease In any form. I

I Parties can b« treated at borne ae I

I well as here, (for the same price and I

I under the same guarantee,) but with I

I those who prefer to come here, we I

I will contract to cure them or refund I

I all money and pay entire expense of I

I coming , railroad rare and hotel bills. I

0urMaglcRemedy^£Vnr5

I Never Failed to cure the most ob- 1

I stlnate cases. ^ echallengethe world I

I for a case we can not core. Since the I

I history of medicine a true specific for I

BLOOD POISON has been sought I

I for but never found until our Magic I

I OyphllenewasdlscoTered. We solicit I

I the most obstinate cases and I

challenge the world for a
case we cannotcure. This dis

ease has always baffled the skill |

I of most eminent physicians*

$500,000 CAPITAL

I behind our unconditional guarantee. I

I Absolute proofs sent sealed on |

I application. Address,

COOK REMEBT CO.,

mm fI Maaoelt Tissto, Cateage, I1L

COOK REMEDY CO

 

UP TO DATE .-.

Pocket Primer

OF . . .

AIR BRAKE

INSTRUCTION.

Simple and Easy. All

Heat and no Tysteries.

Sent by Tail on re

ceipt of

Price, 50 Cents.

Address

W. S. ROGERS, H. E.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

 

CDdTAhl>< uk «°M pla-
sFsflsF 1* tod w.tch to tvtff*
■ ■■■■■Ml reader of thlapapca

Cat tbk <ml and »»nd It to us wttt

your tall nuni and address, and «:

will Hod joq obi of tbsae *kgaoi,

richly j«**«|, d, gold finished watch**

by *ipr«w for <iamin»tioii, and it

yoo think It la equal Id appearance to

any I'^.COgold watch pay our iamp»-.

prkt,(3.&0,aDd it hi yogis. W, ntnt

with tbs watch our guarantee tha-.

you can return it at any Mine withit

one year If sot satisfactory, and if

yoo tell or cease the rale of six w «

will five you Use Free. Write at

ones, as we shall aead oat ramples

for SO daya only. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

A IMPORTINC CO..

334 Burbots St., Chicago, 111.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, \

Ll'CAS COCHTY. J

Frank .1. Cheney makes oath that ho is the senior

partner of the Hrni of K.J. Cheney & Co.. doing bust-

m'ssin the City of Toleilo. ( ounty and State aforesaid,

and that said firm will pay the sura of ONE HI'N-

0RE1) ]>(H.r.AI;s for each and every rase of Catarrh

that cannot bo cured bv the use of Hall's Catarrh

I'l'KE. FRANK J. CHENEY.

.Sworn to before rae and subscribed In mv presence,

this Cth day of December, A. L>. \mvi.

SKA I.
A. \V. GLEASON,

S'ntary I'ubUr.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts

directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the sys

tem. Send for testimonials, free.

F. .I. CHENEY it CO.. Toledo. O.

>"> Sold by llrnaj-ists. 7V.

 

'Simple Lessons in

Drawing for the Shop,"

Bg OBTILLE i. REYNOLDS.

(Chief Draftsman Northern Pacific Ry.)

PRICE, 50 CENTS.

ADDRESS..

DEBSPUBLISHINGCo.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.



A Cool Skin,

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.

A Standard Remedy the World over

•"■OK ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Corered with ■ Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.

365 Canal St.

■end petal /or oar rateable book, "Oonrtlpattoo.-

FREE from Rash, Eczema, Irrita

tion, Scalds, Burns or Cutaneous

Troubles, will ensure sleep to the

TIRED RAILROAD MAN.

He will find a comforter and

healer in a cleansing and re

freshing wash with

Glenn's

I Sulphur

Soap.
m-irl" "0t a fancy to,let soap-but a

ohaniV ♦-Kry"w *y remedV 'or the me

chanic, the busy housewife and the

children. No household should be

^thout't. ^sMo. druKK,sthbe°

fo'rand obt^ °f V"e lmitati°"- ***

GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP

nonEi IMnnnT a »i>r J

Yo all U1?*01} MelJ: - -

Greeting:—

We, the members of Local Union No. 18,

United Garment Workers of America, employes of

Sweet, Orr & Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., hereby certify

that all garments in this Factory are made under strictly

Union regulations ; a fact which we shall be very glad

to have Union men remember when they have occasion

to buy an Overall.

Mary F. Cahill, Rec. Sec. Georc;e Gasking, Pres.

L. O. Bedford, Treas. Eveline McGuire, Fin. Sec.

N. B.==EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

pants fpon, $1.00 to $4.00.

Ask your dealer for a pair ofyellow ticketpants, /> rice$1,50

SWeet, Orr

When addressing our advertisers mention this Jlairazir-^

Newburgh, N. Y

Chicago, III.

New York City.
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PlI'lJlMA* AWAKDED.

Coureo? in oilier trades,

nil Including thurougli in-

stiuction in Mathematics

nuil I'hysics. Semi for

V I: E K circular, stating

subject you wish to study

l, Till: CORRESPOND

ENCE SCHOOL OF

MECHANICS, Scrnn-

ton. !**».

INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

[J. 8. CENSUS, 1880, REPORTS

.OOO DEATHS

CANCER
ie IOLA SANITARIUM
nutitution thoroughly equipped fur the tr<-at-

! Cancer. Tumors and all malignant jjr.iwth

it the use of the knife, and eftectsa permanent

h«*re the circumstances aro at all favorable

jttment. References on application,

Lddre8B DR. (JEO. UALK. tula. Wisconsin.

">K REMEDY CO

Blood Poison! 111|
permanently cured in IB to 5» day*. I

w» allmlnate all poison from the aye- I

tam, bo that there can nerer be a I

return Of the disease In any form. I

Partlee can be treated at home aa I

wail a* here, (for the aame price and I

under the aame guarantee,) but with I

thoae who prwfer to come here, we I

will contract to cure them or refund I

all money and pay entire expense of I', railroad rare and hotel bill*. I

,.JcRemed^ifB'/eVnr3

Nnvnr Failed to cure the mort ob- 1

for a c*»e w<* en not cure. 81ne« . « J

hurtory of medicine* tru»»p»cl

RLOOD POI80Nk"h»°'i

fir but nercr round 1

CypMleno was <1I«co»t

:be most obstinat-

nallenge tho

cats wecannc
,M> bM wwav- n

of moBtemmr

J50O.0O

r.bjml our '

AUBOlute '

 

 

UP TO DATE .-.

Pocket Primer

OF . . .

AIR BRAKE

INSTRUCTION.

Simple and Easy. All

neat and no flysteries.

Sent by flail on re

ceipt of

Price, 50 Cents.

Address

W. S. ROGERS, fl. E.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

 

■THEE t"1 w,ich to **♦*-
■ ■■iaia" rtaderofthlspapat.

Cat tola out and trod it to ua writa

your fall name and addrea, tod •»:

will Mod you otti of tba«e elegaat,

richly j* waled, (Old finished waichet

by «i[r»»* for eiamloatlos, aud if

yoa think It la equal In appearance to

any $75.00 gold watch pay our tamp.'.

price ,J3.So,*Dd it ta yours. Wi aeoc

with the watch oar guarantee tha.

you caa return It at any time witbis

one year If net satisfactory, and if

you Mil or cauac the sale of six re*

will Kire you Oae Pre*. Write at

one*, aa **• ahall srod out samples

for $0 day. Ltily Addreu

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

& IMPORTING CO..

334 DMrbora St., Chicago, III.

>l ATF "I' Oil in. ('II V OK Tnl.KlKi, I

Lucas County. i

Kjeank .1. ( iii.m.y makes oiiih that he is the senior

l.artiier of I In- tin 1". .1 , » in;\ i.y A- c< ... doing busi-

i tess in the City of ToU'do, County and Slate nforepuid,

,in.l thai siid Mrm will |»av the sum of OS'E ill'N-

[>REJi DOLLARS for each ami every cose of Catarrh

ihateaniiot he cured h\ the iim* of Hall's Catakkh

' irk. KRANK J. < IIKNKV.

Sworn h> u-i'.rv nil- mid subscribed in mv presence,

this Oth day of l>e<-e!iiher. A. p. iswi.

\. \Y. r.il.KAsnX,

Stitary Public.

Ball- Catarrh i tire ii> taken itiiermillv and nets

directly on the blood and mucous surface- of the svk-

leiii. •'end for tt—tiriKHiials. free.

1 I ' IIKNKY A i " Toledo, i >.

•' ■ >-.ld bv I»nm«Kt>- TV.

MRS. WINSLOWS Soi7^a

- FOR CHILDREN TEETHING

F.r ule by .11 J>ruccl-t •. So Cent. . b.ttle.

Lessons in

for the Shop,"

[ILLE H. BETNOLDS.

wman Northern Pacific Ry.)

\E, 50 CENTS,

fUBLISHINGCo.

ftB HAUTE, IND.

Ithis Magazine.
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Removed April 1st to

HOVER, A. J.—

Lock Box 68.

 

Don'tforgcttl|attt|c^\ i 11 c

*w Brotherhood \J VCl dllz^

°* T^S^0^

are NOT MADE by Chinamen,

are NOT MADE in "Sweat Shops,"

but ARE MADE by the

BEST PAID WHITE LABOR

In the business.

Thev are made by a Brotherhood man, and were offl-

clallvendorsed by the B. of L. F. Convention at Cm"in-

nati 'Septemhor, 1892, If no dealer keeps them in your

town, insist upon setting them. The dealers anywhere

will handle them if the Brothers will uuM. won t \(JU

Insist an the Brotherhood Overalls, made by

H. 8. PETERS,
f Lodjc No. S,B ofL P.I

JDiv. *1», B. ofL. E. ( Lock Box 68. Oover, S. J.

FREE TO SUFFERERS.
Why waste tlme.moneynnd health wlth"doctors,"wonderfnl"care nils."

spcctUcs, etc..when when I will send FREE the prescription of anew

and positive remedy for a prompt laallng tore, Lack of strength,

vigor and manhood quickly restored in voting or old man. I send till*

prescription FREE of charge, and there is no humbug or adv.

ing catch about it. Any good druggist or phvsician can put it up foi

as every thing is plain nnd simple. I can not afford to advertise ana

k. give away this splendid remedv unless you do me the favor of buy inir

s»>:i small quantity from me direct or advise your friends to do so. But

SS^'you may do as you please about this. You will never regret h

writtenMK, as this remedy cured me after evers'thing else had failed..

Correspondence strictly confidential, and all letters sent in plain sealed envelope. Enclose

stamp if convenient. Address E. H. MUNUEKFOKD, Box A 314, Albion, Mich.

 

 

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
CTT THIS OCT and BPTid it to US

with your name nnU address, and wa

111 send you this watch by expren

for examination. AGoaruntMi

Fur 6 War* and chain and

charm sunt with It, Yon ex

amine It and If you think it

a b&rpaln pny our sample.

rrlce, *.2.60, and It is yours,

t la beautifully eiiBrnved

and warranted the best time

keeper in the "World forthe

money and equal in appear

ance to a genuine Solid

Gold Watch. Write to-dny,

this offer will not appear

again.

THE NATIONAL MFG.

& IMPORTING CO.,

334 DEARBORN STREET,

Chicago, III.

Uf ICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

"*,■, IT AND PAY FREI6HT.

VLA Bora oar 1 dtmmtt walDtil or o*k lav

Trrpr«Tt4Illffa Arm Wac*r**wln»; ma.--l.iaa

__ BBtly Unlahad, nlckal pUud , adapted t* Ugh*

and htiTj war*; rttaraoWad fo- lOTMn-, wita

ADtom»IU BobkutVlnder. SWr-Thrt-dlac Cflla>

der BaaUU, Self-Battler, H—dl» and a oaaaalaaa

■•lot Bteel itlMhBMoU|-blpp«<) any whw <m

10 Day'a Trial. No moory r#qutrtd la Uimm.

79,000 dow looa*. VVorld*a Fair Madai eward»d mmckmm aa*»>*».A.

 

Dtou. Bar from factory and ■*?• daalar'i and ac*et** p- ■ -«

rnrr Cat Tola Oat and aaad to-day for rnacbla* or »-. frea

I* Kct caUtoro*. Uatlmoalala end Ullmnari of tb# World'*. Fair

OXFORD MFD. CO. 3tJ WrtHh in. GHICABO.ILl.

$12 to $35
Can be made working for

ii« Parties preferred who can

-^ __ r "^i"- give their wnole time to the

\Jfkt* V\/ ppLf business. Spare hours, though
* ^"* TT Wrv may be profitably employed.

This announcement is of special interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Good openings for town

and city work as well as countrv districts.

it. I ion-. ni>\ A CO.,

No. 3 So. 111b St., Kichmond, Va,

&LIMBS
BEST LEG 4jC?/*\

Wood orSubber Foot '•'OVy

TDIICCCC Klirtle Stockings,

InUOOCO, Crut.htl, etc.

Catalogue Free. Stat* particular*.

GEO. II. FCLI.EB,

IT. S. tioTernmtDt Mrr. Drpt-

KAA KOtlLE»TlJi,.N. V.

NATIONAL HOTEL
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 182.)

102 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS. ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of Ln<jnlry

nrmnntiv answered.1

High]

Ho Urn « l Marble* i*uf . t : ~>

8&0 trllavlnrt Macula* for - fl9~*4

Standard Mlturrra * t*.0O, $1 Ijuki

flj.ou, and 27 uthrr ■**)«* *« mL-

iantorUL W* par frvtrhl akla. *,-»•-

v t m . en HO dajk fra* t rial. In au» > i^

vith ml Asking (itio crul In ■(1r4Dolt 8V

ifin ruclorr. Ka*« atciita targ* {tf^XTra,

In r HM1,000 la B»* 4 atal<>(ru««r«J*-«i'

ao«l<:« fr** WrUr al "i«rr »*•""*

la fall), CASH BUYERS1 UNION,

58-164 West Van Buren St., B :'4,Ciic*go, I".

 

 

MYHUSBAHD'":-nr

al
OLKS

RIEND

AT FOLKS REDUCED
trotn Uttofl&lb* permontbby*

HARMLESS TREATMENT.

NoKtarvlUK ; 1cji\»* no wnnk.e*

THOl>AXDS < 1 KEI».

18 Y< a'B' MuicKrfol 1-rartira.

TREATMENT BY MAIL.
For p»rticulor» c»U oo. t.f %&•

drew with fio*ni# in #tunr^

O. W. F. WNVIIEIt, M. I»«

. III. n ^... 111.

■!U; M;V.r..r'i TheStM £100.

When addressing our advertisers mention this JVJ uKazine. "
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ith Rubber Hands and Feet

NATURAL IN ACTION, NOISELESS

MOTION AND THE MOST DURABLE

IN CONSTRUCTION.

•er 15,000 in use, scattered in all parts of

forld. Eminent surgeons and competent

ra commend the Rubber Foot and Hand

leir many advantages. At every indus-

exhibition where exhibited they have re-

d the highest awards. They are en-

d and purchased by the V. S.and foreign

mmenta. A treatise, containing 430

S with 300 illustrations, sent free; also a

ula for taking measurements, by which

■ can be made and sent to ali parts of the

I with 6t guaranteed.

i

To A. A. MARKS:

Dear Sir : 1 was a professional tight rope

walker and aeronaut before I lost my leg, and

I do not allow the loss of a leg to compel me

to seek another occupation. With your pat

ent artificial leg I can walk a tight rope

nearly as well as I ever could. The rubber

foot enables me to balance with safety. The

absence of an ankle joint removes the risk of

falling to a large degree.

W lull- walking on the ground I never feel

the necessity of looking for uneven or bad

places. 1 ieel safe and sure on my rubber

foot, no matter where 1 place it. I consider

your invention of the rubber loot the most

valuable and important to persons who have

lost their natural limbs than any invention

- that has been made.

If any person doubts my ability to walk on

a tight rope with an artificial leg applied, I

will wager $100.00 with them that 1 can per

form for 30 minutes on a one and one-half

inch rope elevated fifty feet above the ground*

Kcsp'y yours, PROF. F. E. JACOBY.

157 bank St,,Waternary, Conn.
 

ADDRESS

RMVW/vvOFFlClALS&lrv

ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION

INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND
WE PAY AGENTS TO BEPHCiCNT US

gome of ifie

Claims Paid

to Firemen:

Death Claims==Firemen.

Vhilzig, Wis. C. Rv

Strub X I'. Kv '

Ryan 111. C. Ry

lovnton, 111. C. Ry

Gilmer, St. [„4S. F ...

. Moore, V. P. Ky . .

I. Donne, C. H. AN. Ry . . .

Icinter, 111. ('. Kv . .

Jones, st. I.. N. & N. \v . . .

hauueey. E. T. V. vfc <;. Ry .

■hriner. 15. ,t M. Ry

isMeGee, ill. C. Ry . .

irthnr. K. <fc I>. Ry , .

' lements, ('. & O. Ry . .

Vheeler. St. 1.. s. \V. Rv

rtley, V. P. Kv ... . . . .

Valine?. M. 1'.' Ry ....

Knuckles. E. T. V. .v. G. Ky

^'eedhnm, X. P. Kv

k. King. St, I,. I. M. AS..

$1 .vm

1,500

l ,ooo

1 ,500

i ,500

1,0110

2.11(10

1,500

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

],i00

2.000

1.500

2,0110

3,000

2.000

1,000

1,1X10

E. Skillman, 111. C. Ry

s. Mclnnes, Big Four Ky. . .

Geo. E. Wells «'. K. I. & P. Rv . .

E. 11. Good. C. B. & X. Ky ....

Ira L. Owens, I'. P. Ry

P. F. Leyha. Ft. \V. & D, C ...

James Bowen, L. X. A. & C . .

Frank Nichols. St. L. S. \V. Ry . .

( >rlia Fowler. M. I,. S. A W. Ry . .

John Werkhoff, L. X. A. <i c. Rv

Samuel Home, 1.. X. O. A T. Ry .

O. W. Bean, If. ,V M. K. Kv . . . .

Jno. McJohosou, St. L. A S. F. Ry

C. D. Hasemier, B. & M. K. Ry

C, H. Crosby, Soo Line . .

J. T. Stewart, X. X. A M. V. Rv

A. P. Baer, D. A R. G. Ky .

Andrew Conn. I). A R. G. Ry

('has. L. Myers. M. P. Ry

Disability CIaims==Firemen

.81,000

. 1,000

. '2.000

. 1,500

. 1,500

. 1,000

. 1,000

. 1,000

. 1,000

. 1,000

. 2,000

. 1,000

. 2,000

. 1.000

. 2.000

. 2,000

. 2,000

. 1,500

. 2,000

Uncock, C. B. A Q. K. hand .

'iNon, C. It. ifcij. Kv..nrm . . .

^mith. St. L. A S. F. Ky., hand

ennedy. Big Four Kv,, loot

. . $750 | Elmer E. Barhee, I'. A O. Kv., arm $1,000

. . 1,000 W. C. King, C. B & S. Ry., arm 1,000

. . 750 I Charles Brown. e. V. Rv., arm 1,000

. . 500 | John Long, C. iO. Ry., arm 500

ADDRESS \V. K. BELLIS, Secretary and General Manager, Lock Box 03, Indianapolis, Ind.

• When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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S. N.CLARKSON The Railroad Jeweler

The Clarkson Perfection Electric Alarm Clock

rings until stopped. Price, $4.50.

PRIDES OF LEADING AMERICAN MOVEMENTS.

HowardNo. 7 68 00

Howard No. 5 42 00

Clftrkson's Special Railroader, 17 Jewel 31 00

Clarkson's Railroader 27 00

Clarkson'e Railroad Queen 22 00

Ravmond Nickel 17 00

Raymond Gilt 15 00

Hampden's Special Railway, 17 Jewel 35 00

Hampden's New Railway, 17 Jewel 28 00

Hampden's Nameless Railway, 17 Jewel 18 00

John D. Dueber, 17 Jewel 14 00

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS.

Crescent Street, Nickel $23 00

Appletoo Tracy, Nickel 18 00

Appleton Tracy, Gilt 16 00

The above movements will stand inspection on any of

the roads in the United States.

Goods of any description sent C. O. D. on approval.

Agents wanted. Our illustrated catalogue sent free to

■any address in the United States.

126

State St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

 

 

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled List of awards. Free Illustrated CataJofM-

Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia), writes : " Wore

leg 6 years. I commend your workmanship cordially. "

Francis Fessenoen. Brig, and Bvt. Maj. Gen'l O. 8. Array. "1

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John C'onneky. Conductor B.. N. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haight. Conductor N. Y., L. E. & W Ry. " I would not part

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Bend description of your case.

C. A. FRBBS,

■stabilised 26 Tear*.

781 Broadway, New York,
Branch Office, 10A Fifth Ave., eor. Washington St., Chicago, m.

 

FIRE UP!

FIRBMBN!

 

You have a furnace in front, cool drafts about you, and mishaps all the time.

1ST. JACOBS OIL!

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISES, CUT8, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNESS, SWELLINCS, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

 it

PULL YOUR LEG"
Is less to fear with Railroad men than to Lose Your Log. In the latter case yon

surely want to replace it with a Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. Warranted «ot »•

chafe the Mump, Received the Gold Medal and the Diploma at the World's Fair.

Al>o<rolrt Medal, Bronze Medal and Diploma at the California Mid-Winter Inter

national Exposition.

LARGEST FIRM IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Inner Socket, eceii outside the limb in rut, is made over a planter tast of the

stump, giving an exact lit, being held permanently upon the stump by elastic fast

ened to laeer above, and in act of walking moves up and down in the Outer ScrkH,

bringing all the friction between the two sockets, instead of between tbe Mt^rap

and the socket as in the case of all wooden Rocket limbs. With our SLIP S<KKET

the most tender, sensitive stump fan be fitted and limb worn with perfect ohm. and

comfort. Kndorsed and purchased by the I'nited States Government. Send for our

new catalogue with illustrations.

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

383 Nicollet Ave. MINNEAPOLIS, MIN"N.

Branch Office*: 84 Adams St., Dexter Building, Chicago: lie, Jones M , .-»»n

Francisco.

(©- When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine."
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I-ELY'S CREAM BALM-CleanseBthoNasall

■Passages, Allays Fain and Inflammation, Heals I

■ the Sores, Restorea Taste and Smell, and Cores I

Gives Relief at once for Cold In Head.

Apply into tlie A'ottriU. /( u Quickly Absorbed.

|S0c. Drugg'*'* or bJ niail. ELY BROS., 66 Warren St., N. Y.|

 

FREE

FOR 60

DAYS.

Examination

 

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! NO MONEY REQUIRED IN ADVANCE.

BOX OF 50 CIGARS AND WATCH FOR $2.75. 100.000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.

CUT THIS Ol'T and tend it lo u* with your nam* end addreu, (no money required In uItuk) and we will tad

to you by eiprns, umr day we receive voor order, one boi containing SO of Oar Celebrated 6*. Cigar*, and

In the unit [.ih kace a penulne Kolld Nlekol Plated Watch, stem winder and utter, enamel dial, oil tempered, un

breakable mainspring, finely finished train, jeweled balance, dost proof, finely polished cafe, a splendid timekeeper.

A written guarantee for G War* sent with eeery watrh. You examine the good* at the express office and if tatla-

factory, pay the exprets agent ft. 7S and express charge*, and the box of SO Clear*. Watrh, Chats and Ckara*

are roar*. At thii offer U made solely to introduce our famous Se. Clarara, to protect ourselves against dealer*

and (peculators ordering in large ouantitiM, we w|11 ant aell more than t hoxe* snd watthea to any one person.

Wriui»HU7. THE CHICAGO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

.■VI GENUINE

INC0ISI MANUFACTURC*

B C A t .IH

REC.JRAOE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castincs, Wire, Sheet &c

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltincCo.Limited

2 2 00Washington Ave,Philadelphia..Pa.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-

Bronze in theUnited States and Sole

Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND^'Phosphor-Bronze.

 

FIREMEN! HAVE YOU TRIED IT?

The Marvelous Metal Polish

BURNISHINE
Hot or Cold Metal -No Matter Which.

The only Polish adopted and used in the Transportation

Building at the World's Fair.

Note these special prices to Firemen :

< >no pound boxes, 52.00 per dozen ; one-half pound, $1.25

per dozen ; five pound pails, $".50 per dozen.

''ash with order. Money refunded if anything Is wrong

with the polish. .Samples free on application. Send 10c

for quarter-pound box, prepaid.

J. </. PAUL A CO.. H. B. LEONARD & CO.,

121 Lake Street, Sole Eastern Agents.

Chicago, 111. Somerset. Mass

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

^^ DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

No. 2 Imimmd Oyliadsr Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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CASTNER & CURRAN.

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York. 308 Walnut St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St„ Boston. 36 Main St„ Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchnrch Ave., London, England,

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 1883. Since that time

the outputs have increased over 1,200 per cent, be

yond all precedent, amounting during 1(*92 to 3,000,-

000 tons. During the present y«ar it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERW1ND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

55 Broadway, New York,

Bullitt Building, 139 South Fourth 8t., Philadelphia

19 Congress St., Boston, Mass,

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Year, 3,500,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

Nrw Yokk, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

-OF-

FRIED. KRUPP,

• ESSEN, GERMANY.

American office, 15 Cold St., New York

Represented by Thomas Prosseb <& Son,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty-five years the "Kret,

Tire " has proved itself the best in the market.

If a reliable article Is wanted which will give sau>

faction, get Krupp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

Valve OH-
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee!

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest bj

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal OQl

lor railroad use. Beware op Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRANKLIN, PA.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.*
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HIGHf.ST AWARD AND MEDAL, WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

•rnmMt

n>ii'i«ii:u

Mi Ufn CXlAlll tf mOED if OlALS WUnl itf * f

■iTCmill MtTAl POIIIH CO.

CHIOACO. ILL., U. •. A. _____

„ V,"^LA»aB 8ION8 aAlLIMO*

Le-_X-__-£&l£ ._*.

ft -U"p!f «ttk aJiMaI to —1*1. •*■) H »__ ■

.__^T___1,-

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR ENGINE WORK

Sf Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Imitations."**

TRUES REDUCED FOR 1894.

For this year prices to firemen (as agents) will be: One
I pound boxes, per dozen, $•!. Three pound pails, per doi.

|».5. Five pound pails, 97.50 per dozen.

'' - Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Rock prices are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expect to buy from dealers at

these prices. Samples sent free on application. Address,

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. Chicags.

THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

>S, Ia.. Deo. 18, 18B8.

iks :—Please send me

i ir seats for locomotive

id that they arc the

for engine use that I

II yet. I want it 21

»g and 20 inches wide.

70 pounds. Send it C.

irs respectfully.

Vlr", T. HltOWN,

leer C. R. I. & P. R. R.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.
 

r by permission to the

users : D.J. Crowley,

S.F.JtW. Ry.. IB Jones

neh, Ga.: Jno. Hortou,

Grand Junet'n, Colo.;

loch, Engineer G. T.

ville. Out.

KOUaH RIDING MADE EASY. Just put this seat in the box and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of finest tempered steel spiral springs,

heavy band steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric. Any

size or shape desired. Usual size, 18x24. Price for seat not over 24 inches

long, $2.00. Terms, C. O. D. or cash with order. Please give your weight.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Haggard & Marcusson,

409 and 411 S. Canal St., CHICAGO. ILL.

 

-CHAB. MILLER, President-

rralei}a Oil \Vorks, ^nuted.

FRA.NIZLIN, _P__.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
raits of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty years have demon*

iact that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Mis in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

»ther.

riority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majorltv of the railways

atry. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to the

tt and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

iturcs.

lUpplf our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a large m*

e leading railroads of the country.

Ussf When addressing cur advertisers mention this Magazine. "^|
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WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., incorp.. Ph,tadfThp:

Sole Patentees and Makers of

Self=Acting Injector of 1887,

 

NOTE—There are many injectors which will work well when the conditions ere

favorable. This injector is designed to work well under all conditions and Is.

therefore the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START IT8ELF. IT WILL ADJUST

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

TSELF.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

work continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

motion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,

Dunkirk, N. Y

 

Compound

Locomotirea

for

Passenger

and

Freight

Service.

Builders of Locomotive Engines for anv required service from our nun designs or those of purchaser*.

Perfect interchangeahflity and nil work fully guaranteed.

M. I.. IIinmas, Pres'tand Tress. R .1 Gross. Vice Pres't. D. Rrs-n 1 , Superintends*.

F. H. Stevens, Ass't to the President. T. M. HEQl'EMBOURu, Secy. II. Tandy. Ass t Supt

JOHM s.i ( k ikk, Prest. and Genl. Man.

FRED W. COOKS, Vice IT. st.

BERIIAN, Sec'y and Trcas.

1'aterson, New Jersey.

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth LocomoUTe and Machine Co.)

PATERSOIT, NEW JERSEY.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "Si
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ESTABLISHED 1831

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 1,000.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like all

parts of different engines of same class, perfectly interchangeable. Broad ami Narrow Gauge Locomotives;

Mine Locomotives Dy Steam or Compressed Air; Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compound Locomotives.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD. Ell. IS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS, Vice-President and Treasurer.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG, Secretary.

Schenectady * IxocorrjotiVe * Works*

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for ail Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

Showing an Economy of IB to 25 Per Cent, in Fuel and Water.

Z^ANNUAL CAPACITY, 4QO —

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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IMS

i

Ho. 3- 17:. 4. Ho. 5.

Hottlei Sutter Mottied Butter Black Sutter

Bolder. Bolder. Bolder,

$1.20 each. $1 35 each. with

Sold Baads,

SI.60 each.

Nos. 3. 4. and 5 are same Length as

No. 2 and have same style tips.

Sent by mail, postpaid, for 2 cents each

in addition to prices quoted.

30 DAYS TRIAL FREE

We absolutely gUHMuteeevery

"Windsor" fountain I'en to be in

perfect working order, and will

refund the money paid for any

pen which after 30 days' trial

does not give entire satisfaction*

What more can be done to de

monstrate that the ** Windsor"

is the best Fountain Pen ever

90 esntieach. made?

The "Windsor" is made from th'-brst hard rob

ber, well finished, and has guarantei d 16K solid

g" d pen. Each pen is put in a neat paper box,

with filler and directions.

Send all orders to

JMoora *£ ISvnns,

WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

MASONIC TEMPLE. CHICAGO.

Ho. 2.

Blatt Sutler

Holler.

MONTANA

DIAH0ND5
Are REAL GEMS of fine blue white color,

without flaws, very brilliant, and as perfectly cut

as the very best stones ever turned out by the

diamond cutters. They so nearly resemble the

genuine diamond that even experts cannot always

leli the difference. Thousands are being worn to

day by people in the west—many of them ha^e

been worn for years and their brilliancy has never

dimmed. We have heretofore only sold these

goods in large lots and to the regular dealers, but

we have recently determined to place them di

rectly in the hands of the people. In order to in

troduce our goods we make the following propo

sition1: To Everyone who will agree to displav

the stone to their friends, mentioning our nau.e

and address, and who will send us the names of

eight persons likely to purchase such goods to

whem we can send our large illustrated catalogue

(soon to be issued) and 25 cents to pay expenses,

we will send

A FINE ONE KARAT STONE FREE,

theregular price of which is ?2.oo per karat. If

after receiving and examining the gem, you are not

satisfied, it can be immediately returned to us and

we will refund the amount sent.

Montana Diamond Mining Company,

303, 59 STATE ST., CHICAGO.

HiSTO^ifl.
A 68-PAGE

MONTHLY MAGAZINE

For the Home and for the Youth

of both sexes. Four complete and

two continued stories founded on

historical facts in each issue.

Historia's mission is to furnish good read

ing to young people. It presents clearly

and in entertaining style interesting ac

counts of brave and patriotic deeds taken

from history, thus gratifying the desire of

the young for thrilling adventure and ro

mance, fostering a taste for profitable

reading, informing them regarding events

with which everyone should be familiar

and giving an insight into the delights of

history.

Subscription Price, $1.00 per year.

Special Oiler • •

Historia for 3 months and Premium 30 cts,
We want new subscribers and to secure them

we will send to everyone sending us a 3 months

trial subscription to Historia at 30 cents any one a<

the following premiums: Fine Rolled Gold Rin*.

Scarf Pin, Cuff Buttons, Breast Pin or Brooch.

Watch Charm or a tine Pocket Knife for either boy

or girl. Address

The Historia Company.

chicago. ill.

TIOUT? A Solid Rolled

V it Ej-Ei Gold R»o* wiU

be sent Tree to everyoce send

ing rne the name-szud address

es of•ten people over fifteen

yearsof age likely to purctu-*

jewelry or wjtches. Send j1«

of finger and&ccntsin starup*

Large catalogue free.

BANNISTER.

 

to pay postage, etc.

E. J.

142 MADISON Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.-^*
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PUBLIC OPINION.

BY WILFRED P. BORLAND.

What is this thing we call "public opin

ion ? " It is one of the many idols at whose

shrine poor humanity bows down in super

stitions and craven worship ; one of the nu

merous devices for securing the plasticity

of the multitude, that it may be moulded

to the will of a few scheming individuals,

and thus be made the instrument for its

own enslavement ; one of the almost num

berless artifices for suppressing the ego in

man and compelling the individual to lose

sight of his personality, to sink his indi

viduality in the wild chaos of the unreason

ing mob.

Public opinion ! It is one of the greatest

frauds and humbugs of this age—this age

which is pre-eminently an age of frauds and

humbugs. Providing only that it is con

ventional, any sort ofa sentiment, any cus

tom, usage or law, though it may be as re

volting as bell to the individuals' moral

sense and utterly inconsistent with the be

liefs and aspirations of nine persons out of

ten, straightway receives the approval of

public opinion, becomes stamped with the

conventional brand, and men bow down and

worship it, submit their actions and their

words to be measured by this rule on pain

of ostracism, contempt, and perhaps perse

cution if they do not.

Society—that is, the few who control and

direct the social and industrial activities of

the multitude— imagines itself burdened

with the supreme duty of protecting and

preserving itself, with all its rottenness and

nnjustness unabated, and public opinion is

one of the instruments, not the least pow

erful, which it has manufactured for accom

plishing its purpose. This society is like a

furnace which must be kept at a white heat

in order to accomplish its work ; human

souls and human bodies constitute the ma

terial which feeds it, and public opinion

furnishes the fuel. A so-called savant, a

reputed wise man, who is in the service of

and supported by this society, utters a sen

timent ; peurile it may be, and as false as

the tales of Munchausen, but straightway

it is taken up, stamped with the proper

brand, togged out in the proper finery, set

on high, called public opinion, and received

and worshiped as the calm and deliberate

judgment of millions of people! Public

opinion is manufactured to order. When

ever society is in need of more fuel for its

furnace, whenever it wishes to perpetrate a

fresh crime against the multitude, sink a

few more individuals in the maelstrom of

its iniquities, it sets its agents to work to

manufacture public opinion in favor of its

schemes, and on the high tide of that manu

factured sentiment it rides safely into the

desired haven, casts anchor, and straightway

the chains of slavery are riveted upon

another contingent of human individuals,

another quota of human souls and bodies

are captured and sacrificed to keep up the

whiteheat of society's furnace of hell.

And it is to the ebbing and flowing of this

manufactured sentiment that we are told

our reforms must be subordinated. We are

told that no measure, however much its

effect may be to benefit the people at large,

can hope to succeed against the dictates of

public opinion; no reform can be carried

out when public opinion is against it. There

would be some ground for having patience

with those who prate so learnedly about

the power of public opinion if it could be

shown that it is really public opinion they

are talking about ; if it was not known that

what they denominate public opinion is

really nothing more than the private opin

ion, or, rather, a subtle expression of pri

vate preferences or will of a few individuals

who seek to mould the actions of the mul

titude so as to confer supposed benefits and

advantages upon themselves.

Mankind is like a flock of sheep who

follow the bell-wether wherever he may

chance to lead. The bell-wether may be
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presumed to know where he is going and

what he is going for ; but the balance of the

flock know nothing ; it simply follows blind

ly wherever it is lead, although it may

possibly be to certain destruction, and when

it has come to a stop there is not one of the

flock who could give any reason for being

where they are other than that the bell

wether led them, and chances to be there

also. This is sheep nature. It seems to be,

also, human nature ; it is taken advantage

of for the manufacture of public opinion,

and the fiction lies in regarding each and

every one of the human flock as a bell

wether and assuming that he is where he

is by his own volition. To say, as we do,

that this country is ruled and our institu

tions supported by public opinion, that is,

after the manner of the real wishes and

the deliberate judgment and preference of

a majority of our people, is one of the bald

est fictions that can be imagined. The real

public opinion of this country is against

special privileges ; against class laws of all

description ; against the using of the power

of the government for the purpose of con

ferring benefits and advantages on any

person or set of persons which are not en

joyed by all persons alike. There are none

who have the temerity to defend special

privilege considered by itself; even those

who profit by privileges granted by the

government dare not come out boldly and

defend their privileges on their merits ;

whatever defense they have to make when

ever their fictitious advantages are assailed

is made on utilitarian grounds, and never

on the ground that they are justly entitled

to them ; the abolition of privilege is the

campaign stock in trade of political orators

of all parties, and it is stock that sells well

in any kind of a crowd. Yet never was

there a more privilege-cursed country on

the face of the earth than is the United

States, and our whole fabric of law is erected

to sustain and perpetuate privilege.

How does it come that this public opin

ion against the rightfulness of privilege

does not receive adequate expression in

our laws ? How does it come that this

public opinion which we are told all things

must bow down to, and which so many per

sons pretend to worship, which we are told

is the political and social barometer of the

country, is so powerless to get rid of privil

eged classes in our republic? It comes

about because our talk about the power of

public opinion is mere nonsense. It comes

about because it is not public, but private

opinion that controls our legislation and

receives expression in our laws. Not one

person in a hundred, ay, not one in a thou

sand has any power of independent thought;

the 95) or the !>!>!> merely follow the bell

wethers wherever they may chance to lead,

and it is only necessary to hang the bells

on the proper sort of wethers and there you

have your public opinion, there yon have

your mob going any way you wish them to

go. It is a very pleasant fiction to say that

they are following public opinion.

One of these bell-wethers who got hia

bell from the privileged classes, and who.

therefore, is one of the shining apostles of

freedom, Mr. Edward Atkinson is the first

two letters of his name, ha? lately been

telling the British Association something

about public opinion in America concerning

the money question. Atkinson talks well.

That is to say, he talks fluently and easily

—which is not to be wondered at, seeing

that he hasn't much to do except talk

—and he is the recognized American au

thority on codfish, soup-bones, beans, and

—liberty. Atkinson fairly dotes on liberty;

the twenty-four hour day is too short m

which for him to tell all of his overmaster

ing love for freedom and for humanity at

large ; he loves his fellowmen, but his love

is tempered by the thought expressed in

that line of Pope's :

" What dust we dote on, when 'tis man we love* "

and he is hot particularly in love with

dust. However, Atkinson recently read a

paper before the British Association, illus

trated by diagrams, on " The evil effect of

raising prices Dy depreciating the standard

of value." Considerable of a tale might

be told about "The evil effect of lowering

prices by appreciating the standard of

value," and it wouldn t have needed any

diagrams to illustrate it, either, but that u

not in Atkinson's line of business. Bat,

after telling the British Association what a

wonderful nation this is ; how we are

" smothered in the abundance of our own

products ;" "burdened with an excess of

all the necessaries of life;" and that in

spite of all this we have the paradox in our

midst that " want exists in the midst of

plenty," and then that other fact, which

cannot be considered as exactly paradoxi

cal, that " incapacity rules the halls of con

gress ; " after telling them that " the safety

of the country has rested for the time being

upon the courage of the executive officer!

of the nation, who have justified the con

fidence which has so fully been reposed in

them," he ventured the assertion that

" Public opinion is becoming enlightened,

so that the end of this purely political

and non-commercial crisis can be foreseen

at an early day."

That the present crisis is a "purely poli

tical and noncommercial" one will be

news to many who have thought other

wise; but it rnuut be understood that this

is the dictum of those who manufacture

public opinion, and that is the way it will

be set down. However, Atkinson stated a

bit of real news, which even manufactured

public opinion will find it hard work to
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propagate and nurse into a semblance of

realitv, when he told the British Associa

tion that "being now the only machine- using

nation of the world that isor might be ab

solutely self-sustaining—producing an ex

cess offood, oi fuel, of phosphates and of

iron and copper far beyond our wants—we

are now the creditor nation, especially of

Europe, in our annual commerce."

With nearly forty billions of debt rest

ing on the shoulders of this people, a sum

which can never be paid while the sun

shines, under the present industrial and

financial system, it is highly interesting to

know that we are to be regarded hence

forth as a "creditor nation;" and there is,

indeed, some reason to believe that the

members of the British Association quietly

laughed at Mr. Atkinson when he advanced

that idea, and set him down as a consum

mate ass. But it will be supported by the

factitious public opinion which alone has

weight to dictate our forms of governmental

policy, because it was advanced to sustain

the conclusions : " It is, therefore, very

certain that we shall maintain the surest

and saiest monetary unit." By which is

meant the gold standard.

"With few exceptions," says Atkinson,

"we concur in the definition of good money

—namely, quoting from memory—"that

only is good money which is worth as

much after it is melted as it purports to be

worth in coin." I fancy the few exceptions

who fail to concur in receiving this defini

tion of good money will far outnumber

those who may be included in Mr. Atkin

son's rule, but it is the opinion of the

smaller number that has thus far been

taken as the authoritative index of the

wishes of the whole ; this it is which has

been deferred to by our legislators in

shaping financial legislation ; this it is that

has been denominated public opinion.

Mr. Atkinson farther told the British

Association that "the cheap money craze

has about spent itself." "We have," said

he, "over 4,500,000 freehold farmers, by far

the greater part of whom have no incum

brance on their lands. They are now con-

scions that they hold the true political

power, and are slowly but surely preparing

to exert it. As they are the great creditor

class of a great creditor nation, it is not

probable that they will much longer toler

ate uncertainty and confusion in our finan

cial legislation, and to them, at least,

finality in a unit of value is unthinkable !"

It will no doubt be encouraging to those

4.600,000 freehold farmers to learn that

they are "the great creditor class of a great

creditor nation." It may also be some

thing of a surprise to them, but as they

constitute less than one-half the total

number of farm families in the country,

and as during the decade from 1880 to

1 890 the farm mortgage debt increased 65

per dent., while the number of tenant farm

ers increased 64. per cent., and all the

while we were getting rid of that "duality

in our unit of value" which Atkinson

thinks is the cause of "confusion and un

certainty," they may not be able to derive

as much satisfaction from their position as

creditors as will the creditors composing

the British Association. These farmers to

whom "duality in a unit of value is un

thinkable" are the very ones who are

credited with starting this "cheap money

craze," and the craze has by no means

spent itself—the platforms of all political

parties in at least nine-tenths of the states

and congressional districts of the country

are made up with the view of pandering to

this "cheap money craze," and catching

the votes of those to whom "duality in a

unit of value" is not "unthinkable, that

is to say, they declare in favor of silver as

a money metal, and against the exclusive

gold standard, although sometimes in

equivocal terms, which is the "dualitv"

that Atkinson says is " unthinkable —

and should the real public opinion of the

country receive adequate expression in the

coming elections I imagine the British As

sociation may come to the conclusion that

Mr. Edward Atkinson has been telling

them a pack of lies.

When we contemplate the fact that there

was a 236 per cent, increase in the urban

mortgage indebtedness, and a 212 per cent,

increase in the number of urban tenant

families during the period covered by the

eleventh census, we may certainly say that

it is not a good showing for the gold basis

for which Atkinson so confidently tells the

British association American public opinion

is favorable. I imagine that American pub

lic opinion is far from approving conditions

of that sort, or from defending any of the

institutions that have had any influence in

bringing the conditions upon us. But it is

the private opinion of the few bankers and

capitalists that is called public opinion, and

in obedience to tradition, accepting the fic

tion as fact, our legislators proceed to enact

this private opinion into law and then just

ify their iniquities, their crime." committed

against the American people, by the plea

that they were carrying out the wishes of

the people as expressed by the general

public opinion. It is one of the greatest of

the many great farces which are continually

being enacted for the delectation of the

American wealth producers whilst their

pockets are being picked under the forms

of law.

As an instance of the way in which pub

lic opinion is manufactured, look at the

agitation for the repeal of the Sherman sil

ver law. That law did no harm, but much

good, by furnishing to the people a few
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mi] lions of money which they would not

have been able to obtain otherwise ; it in

creased the volume of our circulating me

dium by the addition of $148,000,000 of legal

tender money during a period when all

authorities agreed that we needed more

money ; the treasury notes issued under au

thority of the law were absolutely required

to aid in transacting the business of the

country, and that fact was really all that

was accomplished by the law. But the law

was inimical to the interests of the English

bondholders who hold a mortgage on this

country, this " great creditor nation," and

their American agents, the bankers; it in

terfered somewhat with their plans of spoli

ation, and, therefore, the edict went forth

that it must be repealed.

But how should that be done in the pres

ence of that " increasing sentiment in favor

of government legal tender notes and silver

coinage," mentioned in the panic bulletin

issued by the bankers' association in March,

1893? Simply by manufacturing an oppos

ing sentiment for the time being. The plan

was outlined in the circular referred to, as

follows: "Be careful to make a money

stringency felt among your patrons, especi

ally among influential business men. Ad

vocate an extra session of congress for the

repeal of the purchase clause of the Sher

man law, and act with the other banks of

your city in securing a large petition to con

gress for its unconditional repeal, per ac

companying form. Use personal influence

with congressmen, and particularly let your

wishes be known to your senators." This

plan was carried out ; the Sherman law was

denounced as vicious. It was charged by

the bankers and the press of London and

New York that the financial condition of

the United States was precarious; that the

money issued by the government was a de

preciated currency, and that there was dan

ger of a collapse. This cry was taken up

and echoed and re-echoed by the press in

every commercial city in the country until

the people really began to believe it. Peo

ple feared, they knew not what—this was

the lack of confidence the banks had been

working for—and under the influence of the

clamor of the press people who had never

even heard of the Sherman law, or if they

had heard of it had never given it a mo

ment's thought, and who couldn't tell the

difference between it and the differential

calculus, began to talk learnedly of the evil

effects of the Sherman law, and joined in

the clamor for its repeal. They were merely

following the bell-wethers.

It was said, and repeated, and reiterated

to tiresomeness, that all the country was

suffering from was lack of confidence, and

that the one thing needed to restore con

fidence was the repeal of the Sherman

law ; therefore, the Sherman law must be

repealed at once. Boards of trade and

business men's associations throughout

the country passed resolutions denuncia

tory of the law and calling for its repeal;

men who had never before known what an

awful monster the law was began to discuss

its terrible effect upon the industries of the

country. Ignorance, with the seriousness

and owlish gravity that ignorance always

assumes when dressed in the garb of knowl

edge, was ready with its opinions ; opinion*

stolen from the bell-wethers of the human

flock, but which ignorance calmly retailed

as its own personalproperty ; and when the

agitation had brought the people to the

proper point that they were willing to sub

mit to anything which promised relief, an

extra session of congress was called, and in

spite of the stubborn fight made by the few

clear heads and honest hearts in our na

tional legislature the law was repealed, and

the wishes of the bankers and bondholders

accomplished under the name of public

opinion.

The repeal was to restore confidence and

put an end to the hard times ; the farmeri

were assured that they would get better

prices for their wheat ; it was confidently

asserted that wheat would never rise in

price until the law was got out of the way.

Although we may be thankful that confi

dence was restored, we have the hard times

with us still, which is nothing to be thank

ful for, and the price of the farmer's wheat

dropped three cents a bushel within three

days after the repeal of the law, and it nil

been dropping steadily ever since. During

the discussion of this measure in the senate,

Senator Stewart, after presenting a resolu

tion from a Knights of Labor Assembly in

Columbus, Ohio, in favor of silver coinage

and the government issue of money, saia:

"Now, when the gold people are talking

about public sentiment I defy them to pre

sent a petition from any labor organization

in the United States. They have not been

heard from through these papers. But one

class has been heard from, that is the

money class and its dependents." And it

is the wishes of this class that passes for

public opinion and to which our legislated

defer.

Instances might be multiplied to show

the manner in which public opinion is man

ufactured for the purpose of using it so as

to enslave workingmen, to create sanctions

for measures which involve the robbery of

the masses and the violation of the riithts

of the wealthproducers, but it is needless

to do so, as we all are able to call them to

mind. Why, then, should workingmen

longer submit to square their actions to the

rule of this manufactured sentiment? Why

trim their sails so as to catch the favoring

breezes of this small class-sentiment, and

submit to the dictum that their reforms can
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be no otherwise brought about? Why

longer endorse the lie that measures for

their benefit must wait for the approval of

public opinion before they can hope to suc

ceed ? Why not, rather, face the fact in all

its reality, learn to know the fact as it ex

ists, that any measure in the interests of

workingmen, of the wealth producing

masse*, any measure in the interests of

human liberty, will always be opposed by

public opinion, and if it hopes to succeed it

must be pushed squarely against that opin

ion and backed up and sustained by the

united power of the workingmen until it

overrides it and breaks it down ? If working-

men hope to gain any advantages through

the power of public opinion they will find

their hope always blasted, never arriving

at fruition. They will find public opinion

always against them, because the machin

ery for its manufacture is all in the hands of

their enemies. Then let them ignore pub

lic opinion. Let them so use their power

as to put men in congress who will surely

do something in opposition to so-called

public opinion, and see if it will not surely

do them some good. If they are bound by

the limitations of human nature to follow

bell-wethers, let them select their wethers

from out of their own flock ; and for the

good of humanity let them pitch public

opinion to—Hell.

THE JUDICIARY IN GOVERNMENTAL

FUNCTIONS.

BY JOKE (1ROK.

Can anybody give us any good reason,

based on historical facts, for" government to

be a machine with three wheels—the legis

lative, the executive and the judiciary—and

not simply with two by dropping the last

one? Our conservative friends, with that

admirable complacency of theirs, for the

creations of their own fancies, will point to

our wonderful development as a nation,

and to that great prosperity of ours, trans

cending the dreams of poetry and prose

from time immemorial. We have certainly

prospered in figures representing popula

t ion and wealth. But what of that ? Shall

we forever be fascinated with prosperity

without equity, without mental peace ? Pal

aces here, fine and grand, with wretched

tenement districts over large sections in all

our cities ; respectable people in choice

spots, vice and squalor in vaster and more

extensive portions of the same centers of

population ! Kven among the relatively

pretty streets of cities, towns and villages

over the land, those fine people that are

constantly singing that prosperity song of

ours, even there they can find trouble

enough, hardly anything else but anxie

ties for the to-morrow or the day after.

And this happens, not only now and then,

under the distress of our occasional com

mercial and industrial paroxisms, but all

along, even if less pronounced, among

eighty-five per cent, of the population at

least. The writer has seen such a condi

tion even with the relatively at ease, all

along, for over thirty-five years, in the most

flourishing sections of this nation. We doubt

if, below the three per cent, on top, you

can ever find absence of anxieties from

fears of poverty. And still a few maniacs

are always ready to howl about our pros

perity !

Even Huxley, the English scientist, fatal

istic as he is, and unwilling to expect that

humanity can ever be better than we have

made it so far, even he declares that for

ninety per cent, of the people in the rich

est nations life is but a question of slow

starvation. He could have called it ninety-

five per cent, without any great exaggera

tion on the subject. He has added that if

he had to choose between the lowest life of

the lowest savage, as he has seen it in his

travels, and other travelers have stated,

and the life that civilization imposes upon

many, he would prefer the former, that of

the savage.

The superb self conceit with which we

are apt to now and then imagine that we

have solved pretty nearly all national prob ■

lems, simply because we have nanaged to

go through 1 10 years of national existence

without going to pieces, when other na

tions have kept themselves alive, and very

much so, through twenty or thirty centur

ies, although less advantageously situated

than ourselves.

Have we not developed and intensified

in about a single century all the evils of

humanity in forty centuries ? We may

have modified the form of some of the old

evils, but the essence remains. And here

we are, on the brim of a military despotism

besides that of a judiciary, which seems to

be hungry and thirsty after the annihila

tion of the few natural rights we thought

we had acquired never to be lost.

Many of those who attack and deplore

the evils of to-day are apt to imagine that

they are the product of the blunders of

our own generation. We don't believe in

sanctifying any of the old generations any

more than our own. There is no logic in^

that. It has been one of the greatest mis

takes of humanity the worshipping of our

own ancestors. With the old Greeks, their

ancestors were the gods of OlympuB. Some

feeling of the kind baa always prevailed

even on this side of the Atlantic, and has

been fatal to us.

Suppose that we try to be frank with

ourselves, and boldly trace our present evils

to what we may call our five capital nation

al sins. They are as follows :

Taxation in the most unjust forms possi

ble.
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Monetary systems vile in the extreme.

Banking methods adapted to gambling

hells.

Class legislation of the most criminal

kind.

Land monopoly, land robbery, carried to

the most gigantic degree imaginable.

By the last sin alone we have, in a soli

tary century, given to 200,000 families the

patrimony that God meant for one billion

of people and their unborn generations.

We are willing to saddle our own gener

ation with the responsibility of having con

siderably intensified our above five capital

sins. Yet, we challenge anybody to dis

prove that their essence has not always

been among us, or that they have not con

stituted the germs out of which we have

developed all our national diseases. And

how can we suppress any of our present

evils unless we see the causes to which

they are due, far back, directly or indirectly

sanctioned by the very laws forever at the

root of our social structure ?

Look now at the naked fact that behind

that set of laws of our own, to which we

must necessarily owe our own national

troubles, we have a magnificent judiciary,

virtually clothed with omnipotent power.

Is it wise to have a lot of fine judges who

can play the pope without living in the

Vatican, that palace in the eternal city, that

Rome, the capitol of Italy ? Who can give

us a plain answer to that plain question?

Can you tell us what becomes of popular

government and real freedom when five or

six men, ten or fifty, are allowed to read our

own laws the way they like? Is not that

an emphatic assertion that the people can

not be trusted to do their own thinking,

and cannot cancel any law they may find

unsatisfactory, to be replaced by another

one ? Or is human language incapable of

formulating plain thoughts, appealing to

the plain sense of the average man ? If so,

why have any public or private schools

where men may learn how to reason cor

rectly on the fundamentals of human ex

istence, in the life they have to live? la

not language a divine gift to men, for them

to understand each other in all that may

be condu ive to their welfare and manhood

on the face of the earth?

Don't you see that we really relegate most

men, and even God himself into the limbo

of fools, when we give to a few judges the

power to say : the laws you made don't read

the way you want them to read ; or they

don't mean what you wanted them to mean.

Why should any number of judges know

what we mean by this or that law ; by this

or that constitution, fixing certain limits to

certain laws, when it is we, the people, who

sutler when laws or constitutions are wrong,

and have the greatest interest in changing

them ?

The above questions may invite the

squealing of a pack of old uncles eaying:

But don't you see that the laws are not

made by the people, but by the legislators

that the people elect for that object ? Yes,

we know all about it. The people elect

over 3,000 men to make our state laws, and

over 300 men to make our national laws.

We don't really see how that improves the

situation. The situation means that the

people have not even brains enough to

elect men that can be trusted to do what

the people may need or what the peo

ple may wish them to do. The situa

tion means that a majority, of five or six

men, in a bench of judges, shall say what a

majority of 50 or 100 or more in legislative

bodies meant or should mean in the lava

they passed for the real or apparent par-

pose of fulfilling their engagements toward

the men who elected them to make their

own laws. That kills all responsibility on

the part of the men we elect. That con

verts popular freedom into a clean farce,

and our representatives into puppets.

Whether truth and men come from a

conscious power called God, or from un

conscious nature, in either case they must

be intimately interlinked, men and the

truth by which they are to live or perish,

enjoy or suffer. If so, language must be

able to express truth in forms easily appre

hended by most men, and the latter should

then be able to formulate laws that could

have but one plain, simple meaning. A

judiciary for the purpose of interpreting

laws or constitutions is nothing but an em

phatic repudiation of a logical creator, or

that of a humanity with plain common

sense. That judiciary of ours virtually as

serts that men were never born to be free.

never born to understand truth, outside of

a few judges, in favor of whom we abdicate

all discriminating powers between truth

and error, between right and wrong in tbe

life of our own nation.

That millions of supposed free men should

need to place a few judges, nothing but

lawyers after all, on the very top of staUs

and nation, for a number of years or for

life, with fat salaries, compared with the

mean earnings of most honest workers; t»

be clothed with a fanciful infallibility

about human laws, when the few men in

question are just as fallible as every one of

us, even if they have been in college, and

perhaps more fallible on that account! h

not that just as childish and idiotic, jogt &.*

illogical and unnatural as possible?

We can only see a reasonable explana

tion for the existence of a judiciary in gov

ernmental functions. It is that' eternal

fear that the wise men of all p*rto<ls have

had lest they are swept off the face of th*

earth by the'excesses of the ignorant. Tbe

latter, with the ballot in their hands, may
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become extremely dangerous, they may

even force wrong laws through 'the dele

gated legislative bodies they can influence.

1 lence the need of a few men, back of those

legislative bodies, to whom we, the wise

fellows, may resort, when necessary, to

have such and such laws declared uncon

stitutional, or to have them read so and so ;

just what we, the wise chaps, consider it

best for the preservation of these laws of

monopoly without which everybody would

eventually possess as much wealth and

knowledge as every one of us; when none

of us could lord it over the rest ! And how

dreadful that would be!

In spite of all the above, the people should

respect (?) and obey their own creations,

and hence the judiciary in question, no

matter how inconvenient that may turn

out to be. Grant that what we call the

creations of the people are but indirectly

so, the result of the few forever cheating

the many into making them believe that

white is black and black is white. All the

same, we, the people, must always give

good example to the wise, as long as we

have any proress at all through which to

peacefully and orderly improve civilization.

Our previous analysis has but one object,

that of letting the people trace effects to

causes. That alone can teach them how to

permanently suppress the evils with which

all nations have forever been afflicted. A

single, solitary word embodies all those

evils. That word is—monopoly. Our judi

ciary is nothing but the incarnation of in

tellectual monopoly, a few minds declaring

the truth about this or that law. That

most necessarily prove fatal to all real free

dom. That negatives the manhood of the

millions who are forced to live under the

laws in question. We can make another

set, but what is the use? Our judiciary

may see fit to read them in the way we

never meant they should read. We are

nothing, then, but a pack of serfs.

We emphatically assert that the judiciary

in governmental functions must be swept

out of existence by the sovereign people,

through the ballot, if we want to ever be a

nation of free men, with capacity to read

our own laws, and hence with the spirit of

self government.

We shall be glad to recede from our posi

tion if our analysis can be proved incorrect,

and our conclusions incompatible with a

much better civilization than any so far.

KINDEBGARTEIT ECONOMICS.

HY W. II. KTCAKT.

When " Progress and Poverty" appeared,

some fourteen years ago, it was eagerly read

by thousands who had previously never

given social or economic problems a thought.

The study of political economy was, at that

time, confined to a few professors of that

science scattered in various colleges and

universities throughout the country. Those

professors were, and are yet, the paid apolo

gists of a system that enables the few

sharp, cunning, able and unscrupulous

members of society to live luxuriously on

the ignorance and credulity of the great

maas of the producers. This system of ex

ploitation is made possible by the division

of society into two classes, viz.: those who

own and control the means of production

—land and capital—and those who, being

divorced from the means whereby an inde

pendent living could be made, were com

pelled to sell their labor power under com

petition with their fellows to the capital

ists, the monopolizers of the "means of

production."

" Progress and Poverty " was written to

prove that the private ownership of land

was the sufficient cause for the great and

unequal distribution of wealth. AU poverty

was traced to that cause. It was argued

with great plausibility that the concentra

tion and increase or population merely

served to add to the value of the land where

such increase and concentration occurred;

that the enormous increase in productive

power of labor by co operation in produc

tion, and by the aid of labor-saving ma

chinery, merely added to the value of land ;

that those who owned and controlled the

land were enabled to absorb in the increase

in its value, the "unearned increment,"

or in increased " rent " for its use, all the

advantages of modern productive processes.

It was therefore proposed as a " sovereign

remedy," that would abolish poverty, that

society should confiscate for public pur

poses the rental value of the land, irrespec

tive and exclusive of improvements. The

theory being that when all had equal ac

cess to land upon equal terms that an equi

librium of opportunities would be effected,

and labor would receive the entire return

it was entitled to as its share in production.

It must be here noted that the Georgian

theory of economics assumes three factors

in production, viz.: land, labor and capital.

The first factor, land, being a gift of nature

and indispensable for human existence,

should not be monopolized by a few to the

exclusion of the great majority who had

equal rights to its use, but should be the

common property of society. But as the

value of land greatly varied, either through

superior fertility or site value, the users of

such land should be forced to pay to the

community the value of such superior ad

vantage, in the shape of a tax that would

equalize all natural opportunities and place

all upon an equal footing. Capital is, ac

cording to Henry George, another factor in

production, and is entitled to a "return"

in the shape of " interest." In this regard

he is in entire agreement with the current
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and orthodox schools of economics. He

does not, however, base his plea for the

"wages of capital" on the "abstinence"

theory of N. W. Senior, on the contrary he

discredits " abstinence " as a factor in pro

duction. He justifies "interest" on a

novel and somewhat original ground, viz.:

that capital invested in certain things, as

sav sheep, cattle, swine, etc., increase in

value as a result of the "element of time"

and of the " reproductive forces of nature "

that are quite separable and distinct from

labor, and he contends that capital invested

in other ways in which the element of time

and the reproductive forces of nature are

not factors, should, by the law of equaliza

tion, share in this increase. I have in a

former number of this Magazine exposed

this fallacy of this justification for interest,

and I shall not now discuss the subject. I

merely now point out that the theory that

capital is entitled to a "return" for its

" aid in production" is the basis on which

the present robbery of labor is everywhere

justified and defended.

This brings us to the other factor in pro

duction, viz.: Labor. Labor is entitled,

according to the Georgian theory, to all it

can make on land at the " margin of pro

duction " with the individual tools that can

be used by the laborer. All above what

can be made on land at the margin of pro

duction, «. «., on land of no rental value,

will be confiscated by the state in the shape

of the single tax, and all the advantage of

"capital" as an "aid in production" by

the use of the modern tools of production

would be confiscated by capitalists in the

shape of "interest" for their contribution

toward the processes of production.

I have challenged single taxers to dispute

this proposition. True, Mr. W. E. Brokaw,

editor of the national organ of the single

taxers, denied the proposition in his " irrup

tion " into the columns of the June Maga-

zr n icand challenged me to prove it. I accept

ed the challenge and* asked him to open the

columns of his paper, the/Single Tax Courier,

to a discussion, but I have heard nothing

further from the valliant Brokaw. While

single taxers are everywhere prompt to oc

cupy and use space in the columns of labor

papers and magazines for the propogation

of their kindergarten ideas of economics,

their national organs, neither the Standard

or Courier would or will allow a free discus

sion in their columns. That is to say, no

serious argument against their theory

will be discussed. iSuch trifling objections

against their theory as, that the landlord

will be able to shift his increased taxes

onto the tenant are answered over and

over again in one and two column articles

ad nauxeum. By the way, this reminds

me that in the same July article Mr. Bro

kaw charged that I had willfully or ig-

norantly asserted, that in an editorial in

the Standard Mr. George had defended

"Old Hutch" in his famous "corners''

on wheat in Chicago a few years ago.

that such men were public benefactors, and

the promoting of "corners" a legitimate

use for capital. The reader will perhaps

recollect that I challenged Mr. Brokaw to

reproduce the editorial referred to in the

columns of the Courier ; offering, if my state

ment was not substantially correct to pay

for the insertion of the editorial at the

usual advertising rates, money to be de

posited in advance.

The reader will be surprised and pain* 'I

to learn that the editorial has not been re

produced in the Courier nor have 1 l>een

called upon for a deposit for that purpone.

Comment is unnecessary.

But to return to the Bingle tax theory.

With the confiscation of economic rent, and

the national or municipal ownership oi

certain public utilities, which single taxer*

term "national monopolies,'' which they

are forced to admit could not be left in the

bands of private owners to be regulated t>y

by free competition.

Then laisfr: jaire was to be lord of all,

and free competition have undisputed sway.

Here is where the socialist critic shows

the utter shallowness of the single tax the

ory. He points out that the revolution ia

the form of the modern tools of production,

from the small hand tools owned and con

trolled by the individual and isolate'!

worker, has had the effect of completely

divorcing the laborer from his tools as an

independent owner.

The socialist shows that the evolution in

the form and nature of the tools of prodm -

tion makes it impossible for the isolate*!

and independent worker to any longer con

trol or own them. He points out that

while private ownership in the means oi

production is allowed that thev must, )■>'

the nature of the case, become the properly

of a small minority of society, who are en

abled to use these tools as a means of op

pression, to absorb from labor all above

the amount necessary in the form of

" wages " to maintain the actual producer

according to the standard of living then

prevailing. The problem presented by the

socialists, why a few should be permitted

to monopolize all the advantages obtained

by the use of labor saving machinery and

by the aid of concentrated capital, is a

problem that the single tax intellect ap

pears incapable of grasping.

There are no exceptions, from Henrr

George down to Jose Groe, and even Mr.

Borland, who has really made a creditable

effort to understand the socialist argument,

has failed, for, with the usual single tax

inability to master the problem, he inform!-

us that he " feels confident that with free
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access to land it would be impossible to

monopolize machinery." This kind of an

answer is repeated over and over again by

single tax speakers and writers. The writers

in the Single Tax Courier continually assert

that with the freeing of opportunities by

the adoption of the single tax, that wealth

could be produced abundantly. Under such

conditions, we are assured by \V. E. Brokaw,

"even savages could produce wealth abund

antly." It appears impossible for the single

tax intellect to grasp the problem, the re

sult?, probably, of an insufficiency of grey

matter in the brain or of an extra convolu

tion to bring it up to the standard. When

pressed and asked how, with free access to

land, men without capital will be able to

compete in production with the capitalists,

they will ask, as Mr. Borland does, "why

they can not produce for themselves instead

of for the capitalists?" It is evident that

the problem again eludes them.

Let me state the problem in a manner bo

simple that perhaps the single tax intellect

may be able to grasp it. Let us suppose

that when this government was formed we

had adopted the theory of common owner

ship of the land under the system proposed

by the single tax theory, but that in every

thing else we demanded private ownership

and free competition. Under such condi

tions of land tenure, with a population of

three millions and territory sufficient to

support one thousand millions, with pri

vate monopolization of unused lands im

possible, it is evident that economic rent

would be a very trifling tax totally inade

quate for public revenue.

At that time every craftsman and work

man owned the tools of his trade. They

were his individual property by the use of

which he made an independent living with

out being in any way dependent on a "capi

talist." The weaver, let us say, owned Ms

own hand loom operated' by himself and

family and perhaps an apprentice or two.

After a while the spinning jenny is invented,

followed soon after by the power loom, pro

pelled by steam. Now, one man attending

the new machinery can weave as much

cloth or cotton in one day as one hundred

formerly could. The small hand loom oper

ated by the isolated worker and his family

was replaced by the huge factory with the

tens of thousands of spindles propelled by

a mighty Corliss engine. This factory pro

duces cloth or cotton so cheap that if the

old isolated worker was presented with the

raw material free he could not sell the

product in competition with the capitalist

owner of the factory. A thousand isolated

hand looms distributed over a large section

of country are now concentrated under one

roof working for a capitalist who now con

trols and owns the machinery that employs

the thousand men. The old independence

of the laborer is gone ; he no longer controls

the tools of his trade ; if he thinks of aban

doning weaving and choosing some other

occupation, he finds the same state of things

affecting the condition of other workers.

If he tries agriculture or horticulture he

finds that small production is impossible

as against the capitalistic system, by the

aid of immense capital and the use of costly

labor-saviDg machinery. Everywhere he

turns he finds that his efforts to compete

are futile; free land is all around him in

plenty, but the capitalist farmer produces

at one-third the cost that he does.

Here single taxers like Mr. B. C. Stickney

ask, why if the employment of machinery

is so profitable do not all engage in that en

terprise and thus grow rich. The answer is

simple : Only a certain amount of machin

ery is necessary to carry on productive pur

poses, to make more than is necessary

would be both waste of labor and of capital.

.Suppose it requires 100 factories with 500

owners, giving employment to 50,000 labor

ers, to supply the wants for a certain com

modity for our population of 05,000,000. The

500 owners and the 100 factories can sup

ply the market and make a profit, but

the addition of 100 more factories would be

a useless waste of capital, the mere addi

tion to the number of factories would not

increase the output of the particular com

modity, nor would it give employment to

more laborers, nor in the slightest degree

raise wages. The competition of the last

hundred factories might drive the first hun

dred out of business, but the proportion of

employers to employes would still remain

as five to five hundred. If the twro hun

dred factories consolidated, the rate of em

ployers to employed would raise to 10 as

against 500, but the effect of the consolida

tion would be to decrease the number of

workmen required. But as a matter of fact

the continual tendency, the result of con

solidation and concentration of capital is to

diminish the numbervf employers and also

the number ot employes, for the weaker

capitalists are continually driven to the

wall in competition with their stronger and

shrewder competitors, while the economy

in labor affected by consolidation, and the

use of costly and improved labor displacing

machinery is continually decreasing the

number of workmen required by the capi

talists to carry on production. This is what

socialists mean when they talk of the "mo

nopoly of machinery," and to say that such

monopolization would be impossible under

a system that made free access to land pos

sible, exhibits a kindergarten conception of

the problem as singular as it is discredita

ble. By the very nature of the case, the

tools of production, under a competitive

system, must continue to be owned and

operated by a continually diminishing
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number of capitalists, while the improved

methods of production possible by such

concentration and consolidation require

also a continually diminishing number of

employes.

Another reply made by the kindergarten

economists when closely pressed is, that

when natural opportunities are free to all

that men can go to work for themselves in

stead of for the capitalist. Certainly they

can and produce wealth in abundance. If,

for instance, every capitalist in the land

should fly off to our neighbor Mars taking

all his wealth with him, leaving us simply

the land, we could in less than a quarter of

a century reproduce every form of wealth

now existing. But mark you, if we com

menced with common ownership of the

land, but retained private ownership of the

tools of production we would not only re

produce the wealth, we would also repro

duce the present unequal distribution of it.

For the ownership of the modern tools of

production carries with it the ownership of

the wage slaves who are compelled by an

economic necessity—their absolute divorce

from the tools of production—to sell their

labor at the bare cost of maintenance and

the reproduction of others to take their

places when worn out and discarded by

their capitalist masters. So, while it is now

possible for a body of men to start life for

themselves on free land, yet, unless the

machinery of production was also owned in

common, they would simply, on a small

scale, reproduce the present unequal distri

bution of wealth.

The very raison d' etrc of socialism is to

restore to the worker the tools of his trade.

But as the tools of production have, by an

economic evolution, entirely changed their

form and shape, as it is no longer possible

for them to be owned and operated by the

isolated worker, socialism declares that

the only possible or conceivable solution of

the problem is that the workman must own

those tools in common. The thousand weav-

eis with their thousand hand looms can no

longer compete with the capitalist owner

of the factory employing a thousand work

men, who are thereby forced to accept sub

sistence wages or starve, but the thousand

weavers can again gain possession of the

tools of their trade by owning the new tools

of production contained in the factory in

common and be free men. Then instead

of producing wealth for an idle capitalist

class, who give them back of the product

in the shape of " wages" sufficient to main

tain a miserable and precarious existence,

they will produce wealth for themselves

abundantly. Every improvement in pro

ductive processes, either by improved ma

chinery or discoveries in science, will enable

the workers to increase both the aggregate

and individual amount of wealth, or will

enable them to reduce the daily hours of

labor, thus giving leisure for cultivating the

social, intellectual, moral, and physical

qualities and virtues. Every worker who

acquires an intelligent grasp of this ijuen

tion is at once a socialist, for he sees at

once that through socialism only is the

economic emancipation of labor possible

or conceivable.

We expect the professors of political

economy to defend the present system of

exploitation of labor through rent, interest

and profits. They are the paid apologist!

of their capitalist masters, who mainly sup

port and endow the institutions that give

them a living, but why should supposed

intelligent workers, the victims of this in

iquitous syetem of exploitation and robliery.

defend the means by which it is made pos

sible? Why, for instance, should a worker

of the supposed intelligence of James Mid-

dleton defend "intertst" when "the

result of a bargain between equals." He

supposes the case of a farmer who needF

seed corn, potatoes and wheat, but who

has not the money to buy with, so he bor

rows from a neighbor agreeing to retnrn

the seed with an added amount as "inter

est," or the farmer borrows the money for

which he pays interest to the lender and

pays for his seed with cash. The answer

to this proposition is simple and should

not be above the comprehension of even *

kindergarten economist. It is this: The

interest or increase is not a matter that

concerns exclusively the principal partiee

to the contract. As far as they are con

cerned it may be equally advantageous ; it

certainly is to the lender, for he receives for

the use of his capital " an income without

risk and personal exertion," and so far as he

does so is a robber of labor. For mark you,

all interest, rent and profits come out of the

product of labor, and are added and form »

part and are constituents in the price

of every commodity, for both interest and

rent are paid for in the price of every com

modity. Therefore, the farmer who pan

interest or rent adds it to the price of the

commodities he has for sale, and it is paid

for by the ultimate consumer of his pro

ducts, providing that consumer is a pro

ducer; if he is not. a producer he merely

shifts the entire cost, both labor, rent anil

interest onto the real producer.

Take another illustration : A merchant

is engaged in business ; he pays $i,00O per

annum in salaries, a like sum as rent, and

a similar Bum as "interest" for "accommo

dations" at his local bank. His bargain

with the bank is certainly " between

equals." He is, in the shape of a profit

monger, an active exploitator of labor. In

order to exploit labor efficiently he re

quires a certain amount of capital, and not

having sufficient of his own, he agrees
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with the passive owner of capital—the

banker, to let him share in the "swag" in

the shape of "interest." It is entirely a

"bargain between equals." But the $15,000

paid out qy the merchant as salaries, rent,

and interest are added to the cost of the

commodities which he sells, and are paid

for by the consumer, they form a tax that

like all other taxes are paid for directly by

the actual producer and consumer, and

only indirectly by the merchant.

Mr. Middleton s further defence of inter

est aa based on "natural law" flowing out

of the action of the "reproductive forces of

nature" and the "element of time," is a

shallow and superficial fallacy which I

have exposed in a previous number of this

Magazine, and which was also excellently

answered by Mr. Geo. C. Ward in the Sep

tember Magazine.

Here I would like to say a word of cau

tion to those who like Mr. Ward anticipate

the great advantage to labor that would

ensue by the reduction of interest to say

two per cent. I am heartily in favor of

the nationalization of money and of bank

ing. It must be remembered, however,

that interest on money, or "contract inter-

eat," as economists term it, is a secondary

and derivative form of interest and not

"interest proper" at all. Interest proper

must first be extracted from labor before a

dollar of "loan interest" or "rent" can be

paid. The difference between the labor

cost of commodities, i. <:., "wages," and the

ultimate cost of the commodity to the con

sumer constitutes the fund out of which is

paid all interest, rent, profits and taxes,

and all the cost of supporting a useless

dass of middlemen and parasites. If the

original exploiters, who, by the way, are

not always the chief beneficiaries, are re

lieved from a part of the tribute they are

now compelled to pay the land owner or

the passive owner of capital, it by no

means follows that the wages of labor

would be raised and labor being abundant,

the lessened cost of commodities would

lessen the cost of subsistence, and under

the pressure of free competition, and the

"iron law" of wages, "wages" would de

crease to correspond to the decrease in the

cost of commodities, as the same standard

of living could be maintained on the de

creased wages. So that it must be under-

stood:that temporary palliatives, while they

may be defended as steps toward an econo

mics ideal, can of themselves work no

permanent benefit to labor while private

ownership of the tools of production, and

the competive system are retained.

A word, in conclusion, with Mr. Stickney,

who speaks of a "capitalist" as distin

guished from a monopolist. This is " kin

dergarten economics par (.icelleiur. He

says a capitalist is merely the possessor of

wealth that has been produced by human

exertion. If he had added " of others," the

definition would have been exact. This de

fines a monopolist as a man who by virtue

of his control over something that others

must use, is alile to obtain their services, or

their wealth, or both, without rendering a

fair return, or, as in the case of a land owner,

without rendering any return whatever.

I assure Mr. Stickney this is the exact

definition of a "capitalist" who is merely

the possessor of wealth produced by othnrs.

"A capitalist is (not) therefore broadly dis

tinguished from a monopolist." On the

contrary, they are identical. A capitalist,

as suchj no more produces capital than a

land owner produces land. They are both,

equally, the exploiters of labor. Mr. Stick

ney diagnoses correctly the trend of eco

nomic conditions when he says that "when

the time comes that nobody but a great

capitalist can make a living, there will be

no more capitalists of any sort." Quite

true, indeed. "Capitalists implies the ex

istence of wage slaves who support in idle

ness the capitalists. But in view of the fact

that the national wealth is now owned and

controlled by less than three per cent, of

the population, does not Mr. Stickney think

we are making rapid strides towards a con

dition of things where the great middle

class, the small exploiters, profitmongers

and useless middlemen will De wiped out

and society divided into two classes, say

five per cent, plutocrats and ninety-five per

cent, proletarians, men without property,

wage staves. The dernier rcssort of the single

taxer when forced to acknowledge that even

under a single tax regime industry can not

be prosecuted successfully by a man with

out capital, is, that with equal access to

natural resources, that labor canproduce all

it is really entitled to claim. If the kinder

garten economists are pointed to the suc

cess of the bonanza farm in reducing the

cost of production, it is replied that the

small farmer outnumbers the bonanza farm

ers, and that under fair conditions the small

farmers will always outnumber the bonanza

farmers. This is, of course, kindergarten

logic. At one time the hand looms out

numbered the power looms thousands to

one. What is tne proportion now? A few

years ago it was possible to predict the fail

ure of capitalist methods in agriculture.

The Standard and kindergarten economists

continually declared that large production

in agriculture would never be profitable;

that it was a form of industry that could

never fall into the hands of the capitalists;

that it was the one "haven of refuge" that

the independent worker could always re

sort to when dissatisfied with the wages

offered by his capitalist employer. Butfacts

discredit single tax economics and logic.

Capitalist methods are as successful in agri
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culture and horticulture as in other indus

tries. The bonanza farm, like the power

loom, is here to stay, and the capitalist sys

tem is as sure to dominate, in time (and a

short time at that), one form of industry aa

fully as the other. " Kindergarten econom

ics and "economists" will never solve

the problem. The future is in the hands of

the socialists. We must substitute for pri

vate ownership of the means of production,

for free competition and consequent wage

slavery, and production for profit, produc

tion for use, under a system of fraternal co

operation and common ownership of the

sources of wealth and culture—in a word,

the co-operative commonwealth.

THE POTJETEENTH OENTUEY.

BY MARIE LOUISE.

In the 1900 years which constitute the

existence of our civilization (so called chris

tian), two centuries distinct and apart, are

specially remarkable for the important so

cial and political questions which they

have grasped and moulded into shape.

As one hour, or a minute for that matter,

is pregnant with the minute or hour which

immediately follows it, so a century is preg

nant with the century next to it in the or

der of succession. The same is true of

civilizations:—one is but the offspring of

that preceding it and contains within itself

the accumulated features and possibilities

of its ancestry. Periods of time, therefore,

are successive series of analytical terms

operating towards the discovery of the

great synthetic principle of eternal truth,

a discovery which, to all appearance, lies

buried in the mysterious bosom of a far

reaching futurity.

Among the analytical and experimental

processes which operate on the lengthy

stretch of ages, some are productive of

more important results (beneficial or other

wise) than others. Most remarkable in

this category stand the fourteenth and the

nineteenth centuries of our civilization. In

this article, the great realization and prom

ise of the fourteenth century will be the

subject of my dissertation. For the sake

of clearness, we will hastily glance over the

material which, during 1300 years, gath

ered and piled up to bear the structure of

the 14th century.

The first four centuries of our civiliza

tion are characterized by the final disinte

gration and fall of a gigantic political-

military despotism and the upbuilding of a

stupendous theocratic despotism. In the

5th century, the barbarians made a decisive

attack on the tottering Roman Empire and

shattered it. But when they turned towards

the christian church which had just com

pleted her solidification, they met a rock

which defied the power of their arms.

They swarmed all over western, i.e., civilized

Europe, being pushed on and onward by

the continual influx of fresh invading

hordes. During four centuries they roamed

over the land plundering the natives and

carrying vast numbers of these as slaves

to serve them in their interminable pere

grination. Thus the barbarians became

the master and the natives became the

slaves. The last throb of civilization wu

made silent by the screw of chattel slavery.

At last, in the beginning of the tenth cen

tury, the barbarians ceased roaming. The

most powerful among them assumed the

mastery over the rest. Each of these lords

selected a spot sufficiently elevated to com

mand a good strategic position and built on

it a castle which served at once of strong

hold and of residence. Round that castle

beneath, at its foot, clustered mud hnts I

they were the dwellings of the slaves whom

the lord owned as chattels. And yet, those

slaves were not negroes, did not belong to

a race so-called inferior. They were the

descent of kings, princes, lords, and well-

to-do merchants who had fallen prisoners

of war and of barbarian conquest; they

were the vanishing shadow of the great

Roman and Greek civilizations—a shadow

which shall retrace its steps, by and by,

and shall grow dense and denser until it

mingles anew with its substance, and then

—look to your castle, your escutcheons and

your dames, oh mighty, haughty seigniort!

Thus was feudalism established. In *

short time Europe became studded with

formidable, grim-looking manor houses,

whose barons held men and the land on

which they lived in dependency. Ger

many, the west and north of Europe, in

cluding England, became strongly feudal

ized. In southern Europe and in the ren

ter of France, including Flanders, a few

cities—dilapidated remnants of the Roman

empire—strove to preserve their existence

amid the chaotic overturning of the bar

barian invasion, the devastating wars of

Charlemagne, and, later on, against the

rapacious greed of the feudal lords of

whom they had become vassals. Those

cities were commercial and industrial cen

ters. Their inhabitants had preserved *

few sparks of the spirit of liberty which.

under Roman rule, municipal rights had

elicited. In the eleventh century the

sparks kindled into a flame and there

was inaugurated a struggle known in his

tory as the " Insurrection of the Cities,"

or commons, which lasted one hundred

years and culminated in the victory of th«

commons over their seigniors. Charters

were granted to the cities or comniunrt

(also called in Latin gildoniae) and their au

tonomic liberties were guaranteed. The

first freed communes in France were Bean-

vais, Laon and St. Quentine. These, strange
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Bay, -were vassals of bishops, and were

led by their lords in their efforts to win

?ir freedom. It is a popular belief that

- Christian church in the middle age, and
■lier, upheld chattel slavery and the bond-

?_of cities. This, however, is erroneous.

liahie historians prove the converse to

true. In Greene's " History of the Eng-

u People," date 1013, A. t)., we read:

-lavery was gradually disappearing before

e_ efforts of the church. Theodore had

nied Christian burial to the kidnapper,

id prohibited the sale of children by their

irents after the age of seven. Egbert of

nrk punished every sale of child or kins-

Ik with excommunication. The murder

a slave by lord or mistress, though no

ime in the eyes of the state, became a

n tor which penance was due the church.

» • • • Althelstan gave the slave

ass a new rank in the realm by extending

> it the same principle of mutual respon-

ibility for crime which was the basis of

rder among the free. The church was far

rom contenting herself with this gradual

levation ; Wilfrid led the way in the work

f emancipation by freeing 250 serfs whom

if found attached to his estate at Selsay.

■lanumission became frequent in wills, as

be clergy taught that such a gift was a

<oon to the soul of the dead. At the synod

>f Chelsea the bishops bound themselves

o free at their decease all serfs on their es

tates who had been reduced to serfdom by

want or crime."

In the history of France similar testi

monies are given by Guizot and Jules

Michelet, both reliable and unbiased his

torians. In thus siding with the harsh lot

oi the slave the church was doubtless actu

ated by a sense of morality and justice, but

there was also a political reason which

made it imperious for her to curtail the

power of the barons, who were the great

fclave holders and even dealers, according to

Greene's history, which states : "The wealth

of English nobles was said sometimes to

spring from breeding slaves for the market."

I>ate 1113.

The church and feudalism stood for two

powerful principles which repelled one

another. The former was a pure expression

of centralized authority, the latter that of

decentralized and autonomic authority.

Thus the church, true to the laws of her

own being, hampered and harrassed feudal

ism. In the middle ages we find her allied

with the king of a country against his vas

sal barons and other nobles whose might

was a menace to the kingship. Rugged

feudalism, then, had to contend against the

three elements which, besides itself, con

stituted the nation, viz.: the king, the

church and the common people. It was to

the handicapping of feudalism by the crown

and the church that the communes owed

their freedom and their vested rights.

Right on the steps of the final emancipa

tion of the communes the spirit of liberty,

long subjugated, began to rise and flutter

about the minds of men. Abelard, in

France, and his disciple, Arnold de Brescia,

in Italy, discoursed on philosophy and re

duced religion to it. Their teachings created

an immense sensation and stirred the world.

They threw about the sparks of free thought

which, in the fifteenth century, were to set

Europe ablazing.

The intellectual awakening of the twelfth

century was partly due to the influence

which the wars of the crusades brought

upon the European nations. In these wars

nobles and commons and slaves moved and

mingled together and shared the emotions

of danger, hope and glory. In the face of

danger all sham distinctions vanish, noth

ing but the man is left and there he shines

gloriously. The beneficial effect of the cru

sades went still further. Christians, Greeks

and Mussulmen were brought face to face,

the superstitious hatred they bore one

another melted away when their close con

tact revealed their true nature, and, accord

ing to Guizot's " History of European Civ

ilization," they mixed together in all kinds

of social relations and formed ties of friend

ship. The crusades, I maintain, was the

first serious blow given to religious super

stition in onr own era.

The primitive organizations in England

which corresponded to the French cities or

communes, were called merchants' guilds ;

those of Holland were called Yroedscapen ;

those of Schlewig Herzlagh and those of

Germany had several appellations.

The same characteristic, however, was

common to all these fraternities. They were

the merchants and small traders of the free

corporate cities, organized for mutual pro

tection and self-government. Guizot gives

a clear definition of these communes :

" Let us enter one of these free cities," he

says, ' ' and see what is going on within. We

find ourselves in a fortified town defended

by armed burghesses. These burghesses

fix their own taxes, elect their own magis

trates, have their own courts of judicature,

their own public assemblies for deliberating

upon public measures from which none are

excluded. They make war at their own

expenses, even against their suzerain, main

tain their own militia, in short, they govern

themselves, they are sovereigns."—[History

of Civilization in Europe, p. 153.]

Mechanics and persons employed in me

nial work were excluded from the com

munes and merchants' guilds. Manual

labor was regarded as degrading. "One

passage in a Brussels ordinance," says Mr.

H. W. Cherouny in his work on the labor

question, "dated 1229, speaks of the work-

ingman as one without a hearth, without
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honor, who lives by manual labor. It was

legal for a guild member to box a laborer's

ears on the street if he thought himself of

fended by words or gestures."

"There soon became formed a burghess

aristocracy," Mr. Guizot informs us. "The

notions of that day, coupled with certain

social relations, led to the establishment of

trading companies legally constituted. A

system of privileges became introduced in

the interior of the cities and, in the end, a

great inequality."

History is the best text book for the po

litical economist and the philosopher.

Breadth of mind and soundness of judg

ment cannot be the share of the individual

who neglects the study of human history.

The effortB of man in the past and the re

sults of these efforts are the molecules that

constitute the Rock of Ages, the indestruct

ible, because it is the material evidence of

eternal truth.

The burghesses of the twelfth century,

they whose fathers had shed their blood

and offered up their lives to free themselves

and posterity from the despotism of the

feudal lords, were no sooner emancipated

than they became in their turn outrageously

tyrannical over the toilers whom they used

for producing their wealth. Human rights

is a truth to the oppressed, but to the ear

of the oppressor it sounds like cant.

Was the tyranny of the burghesses as de

testable as that of the baron ? Ob ! it was

far more detestable, far more inhuman. To

the burghees, the toiler was a thing, an in

strument wherewith to realize profit, a tool

to be used for all it is worth. In the rela

tion of the baron to this slave sentiment

held a place, were it ever so little ; a kind

of feeling analogous to that of a man for

his horse, which he bought and which he

feeds in order to preserve its existence. But

in the relation of the burghess to his jour

neyman sentiment held no place. The

burghess purchases not his laborer and had

no interest in his preservation. The' labor

market is always well stocked, too well

stocked sometimes, for the burghess is now

and then very distressed by the mutinous

tendencies of the human working machine.

The religion of wealth dehumanizes man,

the offerings to that insatiable deity are

the flesh and bones of the toiler ground

into bits of gold!

To the arbitrary conduct of the burghesses

of the cities of the middle ages the laboring

element often replied by riot and even in

surrections. The merchants' guilds in Kng-

land and Germany had now taken the title

of Patricians and all mechanics were ex

cluded from the fraternity, participating

only in the burdensome taxation for the

maintenance'of the guild. Masters of crafts,

some of them well to do, commenced or

ganizing guilds of their own which com

prised themselves, their workmen and ap

prentices. The patricians brought against

those guilds (called mechanics' i all the

weight of their mighty power. Royal

edicts interdicted all associations of me

chanics. In Zurich it was ordained tb:it

" nobody should enlist to form a guild of

mechanics under a fine of banishment for

five years, payment of fifty marks and de

struction of liis house." At Magdeburg, in'

1301, ten craftsmen's guild-masters were

burnt in the market place; the weavers of

Cologne lost a battle against the merchants'

guilds, and on November 21, l.'!71, thirty-

three craftsmen were decapitated, eighteen

hundred banished and their guild hall was

burned.

The London weavers, being a powerful

organization, took the lead in pet itioning

the government for recognition. They and

the Oxford weavers obtained their charters

under Henry I. During the reign of Henry

II. the Weavers' Guild of Nottingham.

Huntingdon, Lincoln and Winchester were

incorporated. The final victory of the me

chanics' guilds occurred under KM ward III

and the name of " Great Livery Companies '

was given them. These guilds were similar

to our present trades unions with the excep

tion that they embraced the manufacturers

as well as the workmen. Each guild cat er» I

to the interests of its own trade in all the

departments of production and distribu

tion; they were free, self governing indus

trial centers. That they became wealthv

and powerful need not be stated. Kings,

princes and nobles sought the honor of

membership. King Edward III. was en

rolled member of the armourer's guild ;

the grocer's guild had sixteen aldermen

among tbem. On reaching the summit of

power they also reached the paroxysm of

tyranny and corruption. The masters had

become merchant princes, and the laborer*

had become their slaves. Enormous fees

were demanded for apprenticeship and for

the privilege of a journeyman to become

master. The rigidity of restrictions con

signed a large class of the people to idlene*-

and pauperism.

The apogee of the mechanics' guild

rounded another cycle of the workings of

authority. The communes, oppressed by

the seigniors, had revolted and won their

liberty. Become merchants' guilds they

set to oppressing the poorest among their

fraternity—the craftsmen. These in their

turn rebel, win their rights to form them

selves into guilds and become powerful.

Immediately they set to oppressing the

poorest among them, the journeymen an-1

apprentices. It is the same phenomenon

eternally repeating itself under various

conditions-, it is a vicious circle; we can ni>t

get out of it. The words Of P. .1. Proudhnn.

"Invested with authority, all men are
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alike," stand proven in all data of human

history. It is not the man that is bad, it

is the condition that forces him into

haughtiness and cruelty. Oh, when will

the working class learn that no one can do

them justice, that they must perform that

act themselves ; they must do it or remain

enslaved.

With the ascendency of the mechanics'

guild to local government and industrial

supremacy in the 13th century, the class

called in history the third estate had per

fected its organism. From the ruined cities

of barbaric times, the third estate has kept

in constant process offormation. It silently,

cautiously, ard laboriously plodded along,

gathering to itself all the good on its road,

interfering with none of the rights of the

barons or of the crown, but simply strug

gling to preserve its own existence and de

velop its vital functions. Year by year it

grew in numbers and strength, absorbing the

most intelligent and ingenious of the work

ing class in the midst of which it moved

like a centre of gravitation. At the end of

the 13th century it had secured all the

avenues of industry and monopolized all

means of production. Then it turned round

and put up a fence between itself and the

working class which stepped on its heels.

Thus was created the fourth class, the

proletariat. With that proud and rigid

upstart, the third estate, soon to be the

bourgeoisie, we arrive at the threshold of

the 14th century.

The church, as I have stated before,

maintained during the middle ages an at

titude of antagonism toward the barons

and tacitly formed an alliance with the

crown. The common people who instinc

tively hated the barons loved the church

fur her apparent equity and for the spiritual

benefits she confered on them. "The

church," says Michelet, " was the real domi

cile of the people. A man's house, the

wretched masonry to which he returned in

the evening, was only a temporary shelter.

To speak truly, there was Dut one bouse,

the house of G»d. Not in vain had the

church her right of asylum, she was now

the universal asylum. * * Men prayed

there, there the commune held its deliber

ations. The bell was the voice of the city ;

it summoned to the labors of the field, to

civil affairs, sometimes to the battles of

liberty. In Italy, it was in the churches

that the sovereign people assembled. It

was at St. Mark's that the deputies of Eu

rope sought from the Venitians a fleet for

the 4th crusade. Trade, was carried on

around the church, the places of pilgrimage

were fairs. The articles of merchandise re-

reived the priestly blessing." * * *

Patient, full of ambition and greed for

wealth, the Christain church ingeniously

brought within her grasp the land and the

riches of Europe. "In 1245," says Cassell's

History of England, " the church's prefer

ments alone held by the Italians in England,

independent of other exactions, amounted

to 60,000 marks per annum, a greater sum

than the revenues of the crown. * * »

In 1279 she owned the three- fourths of the

property of the whole kingdom and threat

ened to swallow up all its lands."

The barons were furious. They sent

orders to the wardens of the seaports to

seize all persons bringing bulls and man

dates from Rome.

The pope, instead of relaxing his grasp as

prudence suggested, sent an order demand

ing for himself the half of all the revenues

of the non- resident clergy and a third of

those of the resident ones. This last stroke

broke the camel's back. It roused the Eng

lish clergy and embittered the king. The

bishop of Lyncoln, Grosteste, tore up the

bull and sent a caustic reply to the pope.

The holy father was both astonished and

indignant. "What!" he exclaimed, "is

not England our possession, and its king

our vassal, or rather, our slave?"

Henceforward the conflict between the

church and the crown ran fierce. Edward

I enacted statutes detrimental to the hold

ing of mortmain property. That struck

the church on her backbone. "In 1297 the

king outlawed the clergy and ordered the

sheriffs of England to seize all the lay fees

of the clergy, as well secular as regular,

with all their goods and chatties and retain

them until further orders. He gave orders

to all the judges to do every man justice

against the clergy, but to do them justice

against no man."—[Cassell's History of

England, pages 455-6.]

These eneigetic measures on the part of

Edward I were forced upon him by the ab

solute impossibility of raising taxes on his

people whom the church had drained dry.

The king was in great need of money to

carry out his war against the Scots, but

none could be levied. The treasures of the

nation, the accumulated wealth of centur

ies, were stored up in churches, monaster

ies, and in the Vatican at Rome. The king,

it is said, was so distressed and perplexed

that, in one of his parliaments, he was

seen to weep.

Towards the end of the 13th century,

monarchy, sustained as it had been in the

&ast by the common people and burgheeses,

ad shaken the foundation of feudalism and

become solidified. It was fast approaching

absolutism. The governmental machinery

had undergone gradual and important

transformation, had become huge and com

plex. The bankers and the legists now

clustered round the throne and chased

away the clerical element which hitherto

had monopolized the secular power.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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MECHANICAL.

TO COSTKIIIITTORS.

Forward copy so as to roach editor not later than

the loth of each month. Write on one Hide of paper

only. Sifoi name and nom-de plume, the latter for

publication.

OPINIONS VS. FACTS.

It is frequently rnuch easier to give an

opinion than to state a fart, opinions are

plenty in the market, everybody has thun,

and can humor ihem, but when it comes to

facts, right down hard farts, from actual

observation it sometimes takes agood many

days, weeks, or months, to dig a fact out of

a mass of opinions. And the writer has

often when comparing some statements

with the facts, been reminded of his boy

hood da>s, when sent out to look up the

cows, and get them home for milking, ac

companied as all boys are, by a good dog.

Now at d then on the way home the dog

would find a wood chuck. The cows would

find their way home alone, and after pulling

down a rod or so of stone wall, more or lees,

the dog -would get a grip on the wood chuck;

and sometimes lot g after supper and after

milkit g the boy, the dog, and the wood-

chuck would find their way home, a good

deal belatid, though of little consequence,

and sometimes the boy would get tanned

with "oil of birch " but the fact was. the

wood chuck was too much of a temptation.

So it is with a great many op nions, with

out stopping to consider all the resultant

effects people attach a great deal of value

to somebody's opinion, without looking

carefully into the real facts. And while I

don't propose to make war on anybody's

opinions, the argument is intended simply

to show that it is much better to pay care

ful atlenti n to the facts, even if we don't

pat ours- Ives on the back so much as to

our opinions.

The discussion in the Firemen's Maga

zine of late, some of which I am sorry to see

has taken a slightly sarcastic turn with ref

erence to the clearance in a steam engine

cylinder, as one of the subjects in which

opinions on one side and facts • n the other

have been stated, with various references

as to authority. Clearan e has perhaps

been one of the writer's hobbies for the last

25 or 28 y< ars ; men have frequently made

war on clearance, and clearance remains

to day, just as much as back pressure, it is

one of the things we have to get < n with.

We know it is a nuisance, we are sure it is

expensive, and it is a fact that it is rarely

stated correctly, except by some man that

pulls the thii'g to pieces and measures it,

and finally ascertains the fact that it is

much or little larger than was stated. Clear

ance properly is every particle of room be

tween the face of the valve as it sits on the

seat, and the piston head. It is not alone

the clear space between the end of tbe

piston and the end of the cylinder; it is

the space between tbe piston head and the

cylinder end together with the space con

necting the valve port, whether in the mid

dle or end of the cylinder, and the space

conn- cting the port with the cylinder up to

the piston head, when the crank is on either

dead center.

The clearances on some of the steamships

which have pii-ton valves and where the

cylinders are large, involves from one to

three hundred cubic feet, and the percent

age varies anywhere from two and a half

on the most modern construction of tbe

Corliss valve engine, up to thirty-six or

thirty-eight on some of the high speed elec

tric light engines which the writer has in

dicated. The locomotive engines where the

valve ports are in the middle of the steam

chest have clearances varying from seven

to fifteen per cent., according to the steam

valves and the way in which the motion is

adopted. Four years ago the writer indi

cated for the builders some large freight

engines with piston valveB, and a very pe

culiar movement, in which the clearance

was practically fr m fifteen to eighteen per

cent.; in this particular engine the steam

was more efficient tlnn in the slide valve

Richardson type, although the clearance

with the piston valve was from five to six

per cent, more than with the Richardson

valve; and this assertion is borne out bv

the fact that very few piston valves were

made, for while they were advantsgous in

one way, they made a good deal of troul It-

for the man who had to stay on and run

them.

Here then an opinion is not borne oat by

the fact, while both are correct as far as

they go.

The question of the effect of clearance on

the economy of steam is one that has been

very much discussed there being among its

advocates men who claim, that so long as

the clearance space is filled by compression

that no more steam is consumed by the

engine; on the other hand, we have tbe

well known fact that clearance reduces the

ratio of expansion, and while it increases

the mean pressure to a certain extent it-

does it in Buch a way that it does not in

crease tlie economy of the engine, this may

vary more or less, on a locomotive, accord

ing to the load, grade, curves, the pressure

and the point at which the lever is set.

While various opiniot s exist on clearance

the facts are simply, that the less cleara' ce

it is possible to use in any engine with

safety, all things consider«d, the greater

the economy. And in some of the modern

pumping engines, the builders have been

to a very great expense by making tbe
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valve ports and the valve seat of the Corliss

engine in the heads, so a« to get up nearer to

the piston, and reduce the clearance. In a

pumping engine examined by the writer

only a few w>eks since built by the Allis

works, at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, probably

the cost to the builders of that engine was

more than $1,000 simply to reduce the

clearance one or two percent. Ordinarily

it may be laid down that the greater the

clearance, the greater the consumption of

steam per indicated horse power, and on

the other hand it is equally just to lay down

the fact that conditionsexistwhere economy

)8 not so essential as first cost, or room, so

that, these engines which appear to be very

lacking in economy are still demanded anil

must be used.

Conditions exist in all engineering where

we cannot use the machinery valve gear,

or the apparatus which we would like to.

And it is the economy of different engines

under different conditions, and we must

consider all these tilings when making any

statement with reference to them it is more

or less trouble to get at the actual clearance

of any engine but it can be done by turn

ing the engine over, and by use of the water

pail, rubber hose, thermometer, and a pair

of scales.

The weight of water and its temperature

being known it is eaBy to convert a certain

number of pounds into exact cubic inches

it occupies when the temperature is known.

This is some trouble, takes time, but when

this is known, the abstract fact is known

anil the percentage that the clearance bears

to the whole cylinder volume can be very

easily computed. " (- ""'TS

If an indicator diagram is taken and the

clearance is added in proportion of its ratio

to the whole cylinder volume it lengthens

the lines of admission, or makes the cut-off

later, and either one of these points which

are praotic.ally one and the same, increase

the terminal pressure, s> that increase of

terminal pressure increases the mean pres

sure, and increases the consumption of

steam, but does not increase the power in

proportion, for anything that reduces the

ratio of expansion reduces the gain in

economy of steam. The question ib, does

clearance cost something? And it comes

down to the old question of getting some

thing for nothing, most men have decided

that it is impossible to get something for

nothing, and have ceased to m*ke efforts

in that direction. This could he shown

much better by an engraving, and it may

come to that if the editor approves.

A curious statement has lately been made

with reference to the "pre admission" of

steam, the wr ter was always old fashioned

enough to call " preadmission" by its real

name, which is steam lead ; if the valve opens

before the crank gets to the dead center, it

was steam lead twenty or thirty years ago,

and the writer did not know the newfangled

term ; the same dudish expression has been

referred to release, compression, etc., all

this can be stiown on one or two diagrams

better than in a good many words.

What is a railroad any way ? This ques

tion regarding it in a practical sense is

nothing more or less than a combination of

teams for carting to any point merchandise,

or people, from one point to another, and

the fact of its management settles the

fact of its paying something back to the

people who own it, speaking from a strictly

commercial standpoint (certainly not where

the receivers mismanage and others steal

everything but the right of way and a

streak of rust) and in place of the old four

or six horse teams that used to travel over

the country with a single wagon, a locomo

tive takes from five to twenty five variously

loaded and cart them for from one-eighth

to one tenth of what the price was thirty

or forty years ago, having reduced largely

the cost of transportation, and if the fact is

to be Btated, h*ve still to reduce the cost

by various economies, so that to make the

thing practical or applicable we must study

to do more with the same amount of fuel,

and to use less fu-1 for the same amount of

work or in some other way to accomplish

more with the same out lay of money,

whatever it may be.

The d^scuf sion of thiB topic by the read

ers of the Magazine will be of far greater ad

vantage to them individually, and to their

employers than the wasting of pages on a

question without coming to any actual

fac's, this kind of a discussion is also ele

vating to every one that participates, opin

ions are as good from one as from the other,

if based upon fact, but it is frequently more

trouble to get at an actual fact in "a case

than it is to simply express an opinion and

let it go at that. The Magazine is really

for the benefit of those who read it, and

through which they certainly do much to

help each other, if only they will do so, and

it would seem that much good might be

done the advocates of both sides of the

question, and such is the sincere hope of

the writer, rather than to be considered

as criticising in reference to the facts and

opinions of others.

For firemen that will pay attention to

the facts in his work, or his business, there

is plenty of room. Men are wanted every

day of the year who can do something bet

ter than the other fellow has done it. ThiB

is an old saying to be sure, but is just as

true as when Daniel Webster said to his in

quiring young friend, "there is plenty of

room upstairs."

Thos. Pray, Jr.,
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INSTRUCTION.

Mr. Weiler is aa ready to learn as any of

the rest of us and is ever on the lookout for

new f*cts and theories, and the first fact

noticed in the October Magazine is that

our friend Parshall should be thunderstruck.

Up here it is the lightning which strikes,

and if a man wishes to be so precise as our

friend he should not start out with asser

tion so contrary to all natural laws. Again

I have not been a student of Milton to any

great extent, and it is therefore hardly pos

sible that I have stolen any of his grandeur

of language ; indeed if correctly informed I

believe Milton lived and wrote before the

age of mul—(oh ! I nearly forgot that I " al

most bewildered " our friend by writing of

a number of cylinders as multiplied, yet I

can hardly call them by any other name :

so at the risk of " almost bewildering "

him again I must say it), before the age of

multiplied cylinders and expansions. If

our one cylinder be increased to two we

have certainly multiplied by two, and if we

have four as in the quadruple engine it cer

tainly indicates another multiplication. I

wish indeed that we were Titans so as to be

able to reach the very skies of mechanics

and be able to bring them to mortal view,

but whenever we plume our wings for an

aerial flight some critic makes it hot enough

to soften our wax wings and lets us down.

May our fall ever be into a soft spot as that

of Icarus, who while flying with his father

Daedalus out of Crete into Sicily, soared so

high as to melt the wax in his wings and

fall into the sea. Daedalus is said to have

been a most ingenious artist and mechanic

of Athens, who formed the Cretan labyrinth,

and invented the auger, axe, glue, plumb-

line, saw, and masts and sails for ships, and

why Icarus should be brought to grief in

the performance of his filial duty remains

a mystery, just as great as the fact that

friend Parshall should seek among ancient

mythology for suitable words or illustra

tions to embellish a modern mechanical

discussion. Let us leave these old gods and

demi gods and come down to the present

time when we have things fully as wondrous,

and many of them far in advance of even

the most vivid dreams and legends of the

ancients.

Getting down to the point under discuss

ion cleared from all verbiage it was simply

this: was Bro. Daraghty right when he

said that " Clearance is the space allowed

for the piston to clear the cylinder head

when engine is on the center" and nothing

else. There was nothing in my article

about the economy or wastefulness of clear

ance, but Parshall jumps at such a conclu

sion without any reason for it, and bases

his arguments on that assumption. After

18 years of experience with all kinds of en

gines from locomotives (lowest?) up to

the compound condensing, he ought to go

slow ana not to forget some of the actions

of steam and the most common laws of na

ture. One of the first laws we stumble upon

is that in all nature there is no vacuum,

and that it is very hard to produce a vac

uum even with the best appliances for the

purpose, and yet Mr. Parshall says that

every time the exhaust port opens, the

clearance space iB cleared of all the steam

to the valve face, and that the space from

the piston to the valve face is filled each

stroke with steam that is thrown away."

This of course does not settle the question

of what is clearance, but it does settle the

point whether Mr. Parshall is a safe au

thority to quote after, and in order to illna-

trate let us take an ordinary diagram of

valve motion such, for instance, as may be

seen in "Forney's Catechism," fig. 266, page

294, where we have motion curves laid oot.

Taking the mid-gear curve we find the port

is open the amount of lead at the beginning

of the stroke, that it never opens full width

and closes at about 15£ inches. The ex

haust port is open nearly full width at the

beginning of the stroke, opens wider then

commences to close at 12* inches, but doet

not close till about 21} inches of the stroke,

thus leaving 2£ inches of travel to the piston

out of a supposed 24 inches. The exhaust

does not create a vacuum in the cylinder

when it leaves it, and no indicator diagram

ever made has shown that to be the cue.

hence we have if not more at least the

usual atmospheric pressure in the end of

the cylinder. If the clearance between the

cylinder head and the piston was one quar

ter of an inch, and 21 inches of atmosphere

had to be compressed into it, we would ob

tain 126 lbs. of compression ; of course not

considering the steam-ways or passages

We would thus have not an emptv space nut

a space filled with compressed' steam of

nearly boiler pressure, and even almost the

same heat, and this is what is taking place

with well designed locomotives on our roads

every day. A caution was thought neces

sary by one of the best designers of locomo

tives, lest the compression be allowed to

become too great and lift the valve from

its seat against its face. So if this counts

for anything it must certainly be safe to sat

that there is no vacuum in the end of the

cylinder, but that there can be power

enough created there to form a valuable aid

to the further movements of the locomotive.

Now as a compromise I would propose

that Mr. Parshall accept the term clear

ance as laid down by " Forney " to mean

"the space between the head and the pis

ton " and we will agree with him and "For

ney" in calling it "clearance space up to

the valves."

Wm. Wtiler.
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NOTES.

In examining a fireman for promotion,

" how much knowledge of the air-brake is

it necessary for him to have to be consider

ed fully competent to take a train oat on

the road ? " is a question that formed the

subject of a committee report, and created

considerable discussion at tbe recent con

vention of the Traveling Engineer's Asso

ciation. Firemen may read the following

report concerning what the Traveling En

gineers consider it is necessary for them to

know, and then begin to study up, as it is

possible that many will find themselves

tacking in knowledge upon a few of these

points, at least: "He should be able to

follow the air from tbe time it enters the

air-pump until it returns to the atmosphere

at retainers or exhaust ports on triple, and

know its different names and purposes. He

should have a sufficient knowledge of the

air pump to make an intelligent report of

troubles, or work to be done, or repairs to

be made. He should know when the pump

has stopped because he is not giving it oil.

He should know that if the pump stops on

account of the governor shutting it off, that

it is all right, for I saw a report on a work

book of a prominent road, not long ago,

that there was somethirg wrong with air-

pump ; he could not get over 70 pounds on

either hand on gauge ; that the pump would

stop and then start up again. Now this

man fired a passenger engine six months

before he was promoted, and did not know

anything about governor or brake-valve

action. He should know the effect of main

reservoir being full of water, the causes of

pump heating, and tell which one is caus

ing the trouble, so that he will not burn

the pump up by poor piston packing or too

mucn oil. He should understand the dif

ferent positions of brake valve and the im

portance of excess pressure with long trains,

and the why. He should know tbe damage

be can do with rough handling, with both

wholly or partially equipped airbrake

trains, and the effect sla< k has on the trains.

He should know that he should not draw

less than 5 pounds from the train pipe, or

rather gauge, for the first reduction, and

why. That after the first reduction he

should draw a little air at a time in making

a stop, so as to make the stop with one

application with a freight train, and make

it stop a short distance from the point, we

will eay it is a water tank. Then if level re

lease bis brakes, and pull up and stop with

reverse lever; if he has done it right, he

should have only 40 or 50 feet at farthest to

pull up. If he releases before he stops,

not to open the throttle at the same time.

The effect of overcharging train pipe if

he wishes to apply brakes again before

auxiliaries and train pipe have time to

equalize. He should know that with a

train that has parted there is no necessity

to bleed the air out of the auxiliaries on

rear portion ; if he handles his brake-valve

right he can release them when he is sure

the brakeman has opened angle cock again ;

if air has been let out he would not know

it until he wanted to stop, and perhaps

have a wreck because all cars were not

working. He should know if hands on

gauge stood ten pounds apart when valve

is in full release the gauge is out; if to

gether in running position the brake-valve

is defective. He should know that the

black hand on gauge is not connected to

the train pipe, neither does it read that on

gauge, it reads train line, which includes

train pipe auxiliaries, equalizing reservoir,

and when .brake is fully applied he can tell

very closely what pressure is in brake cyl

inders, by measuring piston travel. In

handling 'trains wholly equipped with air

he does not have as much shock as he does

with partially equipped trains ; then he

will want to use all brakes, and not a few

on head end of train, as some men now

want to do. In plain words he will soon

find out he can handle 50 as well as 10. As

soon as he does this he will do better work

for himself and the company employing

him." One of the engineers, during the

discussion on this report, said that the

company he worked for did not undertake

to put brains in men, or words to that effect,

evidently intending to convey the idea that

it required more brains than some firemen

possessed to master thoroughly the points

covered by the report. There would appear

to be some good ground for this idea when

it is considered that the report makes men

tion of a man who knew nothing about tbe

action of the pump governor, although he

had fired a passenger engine for a period of

six months previous to his promotion. Al

though such ignorance as that might not be

taken as absolute proof of want of brains,

it certainly shows a sad lack of the power

of common observation, the presence of

carelessness, laziness, or something like

those qualities which are exceedingly bad

for engineers or firemen to carry around

with them ; and, in these days of active

general discussion of airbrake matters

in railroad circles, such ignorance cer

tainly does furnish strong presumptive

evidence of extreme weakness in the up

per story. It would not be sufficient evi

dence to warrant commitment to a re

treat for feeble minded persons, but it

might be good enough on which to base a

will contest after the individual's decease.

Still, I have no doubt that there are many

firemen who are in the same position with

this individual spoken of, (although they

must be among the callow ones) and there

are many more who, although able to un

derstand the functions of the pump gov
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ernor, will yet need to do a power of hard

atndying in order to bring themselves up to

the standard of knowledge required by the

Traveling Engineeis, to be possessed by

candidates for promotion. The air brake

is becoming every day a more complirated

mechanism ; one who was well versed in

knowledge of the air-brakes ten or fifteen

years ago would be completely at sea in at

tempting to successfully handle the appa

ratus of the present day, providing he had

not kept himself fully posted in the mean

time ; and firemen need to keep themselves

fully up with the times, by devoting plenty

of study to this branch of their business.

•
* •

Isn't the air brake becoming altogether

too complicated a mechanism? Couldn't

the same work, or equally as good and

equally as safe work, be performed by a

machine containing about half the number

of parts composing the present apparatus?

There are so many thing-uma-bobs and

rig-a-majigs about the present apparatus

that its very appearance is confusing to

most persons, and it is not much to be

wondered at that there are many whose

business it is to handle it, day in and day

out, who know considerably less about the

air-brake than they ought to. Why, if this

tendency towards complication and addi

tion of parts is carried much further, one

will need to take a thorough course of train

ing in some technical school or other in

order to be able to understand thoroughly

the mechanism of the brake and give a

clear description of the functions of its

various parts. According to the evnlntion

philosophy, as expounded by Herbert Spen

cer, progress consists in an advance from

the homogeneous to the heterogeneous;

the evolution of the air-brske has certainly

proceeded in harmony with this condition

of the law of progress. But there is another

condition of the law of progress which says

that progress is also a movement from the

indefinite to the definite. As well as being

a movement from the simple to the com

plex, progress is also a movement from the

indefinite to the definite. That the evolu

tion of the air brake has been such as to

satisfy this latter condition of the law of

progress is open to question ; there are

some mighty indefinite points about it.

*
• *

I was looking at the cut of a new quick-

action triple valve a short time ago, the in

vention of Mr. Herbert M. Lofton, of Sa

vannah, (ra., and it struck me as being a

great improvement in triple valves. It

seems to me that this triple is capable of

doing all the work of the standard Westing-

house triple, although it is so simple that a

child could understand it, and it has so few

parts that one wonders what in the world

is the necessity for all the parts of the Wes-

tinghouse triple when he examines this

one. The principal claims made for this

new valve are—quoting from the circular

advertising it—'"its simplicity, the absence

of delicate parts liable to get out of order,

the small number of working part-, ami

the ease with which they are accessible for

cleaning and repair." Some such a triple

as this one is needed badly; the tendency

to complexity has been carried too far; the

simple foundation principle of the air brake

does not require so vast an amount of com

plex and indefinite machinery for the pur

pose of putting it in successful operation.

But it is not at all likely that any device

which represents a very radical departure

from the Westinghouse apparatus stand*

any reasonable show of obtaining recogni

tion to correspond with its merits. That it

one of the beauties of the monopolistic

regime^ we are living under. It is stated on

good authority that there are many im

provements in telegraphy—some of them

of vital importance to the public—that the

Western Union has bought up, or repressed

in some way or other, so as to hold the

field with their old instruments and shield

itself from the competition of the new. It

is some such condition as this, I imagine,

that surrounds the air brake situation.

The Westinghouse people are in practical

control of the field, and by buying up or

repressing improvements wliich pomiseto

compete with their own instruments they

may continue their apparatus in use until

such time as it appears profitable to them

to make a change. This, in spite of any

benefits which might accrue to the railroad-,

and to the public at. large, by reason of the

introduction of such improvements. Out

side of Westinghouse circles the inventor

of air brake machinery stands a mighty

poor show of gettiog any benefit out of his

inventions. Thus the world must wait for

progress until the millionaires are ready for

the curtain to go up. W. P. Borland.

MONEY FOR THE EXTRA MEN.

If all governments who own the railway

follow the practice of Brazil in purchasing

big engines woe betide the poor fire boy—

unless, like Brazil, they furnish two boya to

the engine. The Brooks locomotive work!

are now constructing a class of engines

which iAKomotire Engineering aptly dobs

mastodons. This publication gives the fol

lowing information regarding these engine*

"The cylinders of the engines are 21 x2t> The

steam ports are 18} in. long, iL; in. wide and

the exhaust port :!} in. wide. Richardson

balanced valves are used with J in. lap and

A in. lead. Driving wheels are 54 in. in

diameter, with !» in. axles. The boiler is 29

feet 7} in. long, the smallest ring being i'"

inches." The total weight is 1 70 fHX) popodt

and is a mass of brass bands and casings

Wonder if the oldest man will kick for her"
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POETICAL MECHANICS.

The Confessions of "Shandy Maouire."

[Dally Telegraph, Harrisbug. Pa.]

TO WILLIAM K. LOCKWOOl).

Friend Lncfoouod. while the night is young,

I have a ditty yet unsung.

-Just give me your attentive oar,

Un 11 Its music you will hear.

I've often scrimmaged ihrough my head,

In search of rhymes ere going to bed.

To dress up subjects rude aud rough,

"Which I considered pretty tough ;

Hut, dear old friend, jtist'now I rind

A nut to crack of hard st rind ;

To frankly tell you what I think.

In language smeared with printer's ink.

About that " Quest " you harp on so.

Your everlasting liaminer-blow.

I've often watched the wheels revolve, tind sat

With doubtful fancies 'neath my hat,

As round and round they'd spin amain

Before a swiftly moving train ;

I've often thought I felt the crack

Parading up my aching back.

Around my shoulders, ribs and side*.

On ne'er-to-be- forgotten rides:

I'd hear a thump above the din

Of rolling wheels as on I'd spin,

And from a heart o'erehtirned with woe

I'd suy, "That's Lockwood's hammer-blow."

When joints were rough in early spring

I'd feel some jarring round me ring ;

And when I'd too many cars.

The thumping almost reached the stars.

A deadhead often in the cab

Would Are at me his fluent gab

About the rods at every throw,

Till told of Lockwood'a hammer-blow.

The engine foreman once got on,

1 almost felt my job was gone.

He sat uneasy ou the seat.

And seemed atleoted with the heat—

At least I thought so—till he said :

" Instead of snoring in the bed.

Key up your rods, your wedges set,

Or on the carpet you will sweat."

" Why, you're mistaken," I replied,

" Thnl jar you feel when open wide

Is not from rods unkeyed, I'm sure,

Besides the wedges are secure -.

Just watch the crank ou downward throw.

You'll find it's Lockwi>od'8 hammer-blow."

Old friend, I took your name in vain ;

That chap he jumped the moving train.

And muttered as he s'ruek the ground :

" How some men let their engines pound."

To legislative halls you go

Expounding on the hummer-blow

With railway presidents you're free

To call at will, and make them see

The strain on bridges, and on rails !

When hammered by revolving flails:

In institutes of science, too,

Tough problems they receive from you :

You've got a flowery gift of gab

To win the heroes of the cab—

And may you live for many years

The sterling friend of engineers—

And 1 shall pray that, ere you die,

You'll i» rtk me squarely in the eye.

Conviction flowing from your lips,

Devoid of any verbal tips.

And .showing me. beyond a doubt.

That you have solved the problem out,

Just where to find and how to go

To catch your famous hammerblow.

Shandy Muguire.

September, 1804.

Mr. Editor:—Bro. Fennell (Shandy Ma-

guire) makes a loud call upon me to bIiow

aim

" Just where to tind and how to go

To catch your famous hammer-blow."

Bro. Debs said or wrote to me, " the boys"

are gettinga little tired of the hammer-blow

question, suppose you give them a diserta-

tion on valve motion. My reply was: "So

long as locomotives are counter- balanced

in the present ignorant manner, I propose

to keep up "protestation," "agitation,"

" demonstration," and time will bring about

"revolution" in locomotive mechanics." Re

cent investigation goes far to convince me

that the " Centrifugal Lift and Tangential"

throw of the counter balance in a locomo

tive driving wheel may be worse in some

regards than the hammer-blow. I begin

with the intention of complying with

" Shandy's request, "and showing me, be

yond a doubt, that you (I, and others)

have solved the problem out." The Pur

due University at Lafayette, Ind., has done

a grand work in the solution of this prob

lem, by what are known as "shop tests."

Just as these were bearing rich fruit mis

fortune came and fire destroyed the labor

of years. Phu>nix-like, Bhe has risen from

the ashes and in again restored and "ready

for business at the old stand." Before this

destruction, however, some tests were made

which determined, with a 85,000 lb. Schen

ectady locomotive, on the locomotive test

ing machine, that the hammer-blow of the

counter balance hammered a three sixty-

fourth (Jf) inch steel wire as flat as a piece

of paper, while the lift of the same left the

wire a circle, showing the driver left the

rail by this action. If these shall lead to

further tests in accordance with the recom

mendations of the committees of the Frank

lin Institute and American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association, I believe these will

prove my predictions more than fulfilled.

The public and railway men owe a great

debt of gratitude to Purdue University,

and also to Professor William F. M. Gobs,

Director Engineering Laboratory, under

whose charge the tests were conducted,

and will be continued. Professor Goss has

just eent me a recent pamphlet issued by

the inslitute, entitled "Locomotive Testing

at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana,

1894," with three photographic views of

the locomotive "Schenectady" resting on

the testing machine. 1st. A head view.

2d. A side view, with the wire passing

under the front driving wheel. 3d. A pho

tograph of the locomotive in the ruins

after the lire. There are six other plates

relating to the plans and detai's of these

tests, besides eleven pages of printed mat

ter.

The confessions of " Shandy Maguire,"

dedicated to mjself, are those of a locomo

tive engineer in good standing with the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. re

siding at Oswego, New York, and last but
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m

sure-

not least he is the acknowledged poet laur

eate of all the railroad brotherhoods. The

way he captured the audience at the Loco

motive Firemen's convention at Harris-

burg on September 10th he might clai

that other title, " Poet Lariat," for he sur

ly "noosed" them. After Shandy's poetic

confessions he still wants to know "just

where"

" To catch my famous hammer-blow."

Let him, or for that matter, any lodge of

locomotive fieremen, or division of locomo

tive engineers, send to Professor Goss for a

copy of the data herein referred to, and

keep this on file in the lodge and division

rooms. And further let the 60,000 men in

these two brotherhoods heartily aid and

support Purdue University in this grand

undertaking. First, with their influence.

Second, with their means and votes if nec

essary. This subject seems to be coming to

the front again, if I may believe the recent

photographic conditions of track as shown

in the Railroad Gazette, and the confessions

of " Headlight " and " Bridge Engineer "

therein and relating thereto. This subject

ought to interest and instruct the Ameri

can "International Association of Railway

Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings,

who hold their next annual convention at

Omaha in October.

William E. Lockwood.

Loch jErie, Glen Loch, Pa.

An Air-lirake Tent.

Brother G. A. McLean, of Salt Lake Div.,

222, sends us the following account of an air

brake test, which will no doubt be of pecul

iar interest to many of our brothers who

are continually facing the danger of a "run

away" on our mountainous roads :

Mr. John M. Hurst, master mechanic of

the Salt Lake & Hot Springs Railway, has

invented an improvement on the Westing-

house automatic air brake, which, in the

opinion of a number of prominent railway

men who recently witnessed a practical

test of the device t>n the line of the Utah

Central Railway, bids fair to create entirely

new possibilities in railroading on heavy

grades. The invention is nothing less than

a device whereby a continuous pressure is

maintained on the brakes, after the appli

cation at the engineer's valve has been

made.

In the Westinghouse automatic air-brake

systems, the application of the air partially

exhauet the supply of air carried in the

auxiliary reservoirs, and in order to re

charge these auxiliary reservoirs it is nec

essary to release the brakes, all but a press

ure of fifteen pounds, and it is during these

periods when the process of recharging iB

going on and the brakes are not fully ap

plied, that the momentum of the train in

creases. That these frequent releases of

the brakes is a strong element of danger in

railroading in a mountainous country is

witnessed by the frequent disasters that

have been the result of trains running

away on heavy grades. These disasters are

not altogether results of faulty construct inn

in the Westinghouse brakes, but are fre

quently caused by faulty manipulation on

the part of the engineer.

With Mr. Hurst's device the chances of

improper manipulation are eliminated.

The only safeguards that the railways have

against such occurrences is that of redu

cing the down hill load behind an engine

to a given number of cars, the number

varying according to the different grades

that have been encountered. Mr. Hurst's

device effectually eliminates this danger

ous element, and it was to give railway

men an opportunity of passing on its mer

its that General Manager McGregor rtcent-

ly ran a special train from Salt Lake lo

Park City over the Utah Central Railway,

on which road the appliance has been m

continuous use since h»Bt December. The

party was composed of General Manager

McGregor and General Superintendent

Mackintosh, of the I'tah Central; General

Superintendent Bancroft, Master Mechanic

Patterson and General Air-Brake Inspector

Theo. A. Hedendahl, of the Union Pacific:

General Manager Simon Bamberger and

Master Mechanic Hurst (the inventor ol

the device,) of the Salt Lake & Hot Springs

Railway ; Mr. I. M. Burgnon, a prominent

Eastern railroad man ; Mr. George Got?.

formerly chief engineer of the Rio Grande

Western Railway ; several prominent Salt

Lake business men, a number of ladies

and the Tribune reporter. Invitations hid

been extended to General Superintendent

Welbjr and Master Mechanic Lamplugh, of

the Rio Grande Western, but neither of

these gentlemen were present.

The train consisted of an ordinary coach

and the general manager's private car, in

the observation room of which two ordin

ary duplex air gauges were attached to the

train pipes, so that the occupants of the

car could at all times read the pressure

carried in the main reservoir and could

note the pressure in the train pipes when

the brakes were applied. Engineer Arthur

Edson was at the throttle, and it depended

on his intelligent handling of the air

whether the peculiar merits of Mr. Horet't

device should be displayed to the beet ad

vantage.

The trip up Parley's canyon was without

incident, and it was not until the down

grade on the other side of the divide was

encountered that the air was applied, and

the experts had a chance to make note*

on the value of Mr. Hurct's patent. Down

the long stretches of 2* to 4 per cent.
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grade, from the divide to Park City, the

eyes of the railway men were fastened on

the two air gauges in the car, and every

application of the air and its result was

noted. The hand indicating the pressure

on the brakes would show an application

of 20 or 25 pounds to the square inch, and

wonld remain at that figure until it was

the pleasure of the engineer to increase or

decrease the pressure; whatever applica

tion was made, could be maintained in

definitely, and the brakes never be re

leased tor the recharging of the auxiliary

reservoirs, as in the ordinary automatic

brake.

The best test was given on the return

trip, when the steep grades that are a

feature of the Utah Central on the Salt

Lake side of the divide, had to be de

scended. The maximum grade here is 7

per cent., and application of 40 pounds

pressure were frequently necessary to keep

the train under control. Whatever the

application, however, the apparatus did

not fail to maintain it at that figure until

changed at the engineer's valve.

This performance fulfilled all the prom

ises Mr. Hurst had made for his invention,

and he was congratulated by the railway

men on having so successfully surmounted

the greatest obstacle of the ordinary auto

matic system, and one which had been at

tempted by intelligent air-brake specialists

all over the United States.

The device does not in any way displace

the Westinghouse automatic brake, as the

pump, engineer's valve, triple valve, auxil

iary reservoirs and brake cylinders are all

Westinghouse. Its features are the addi

tion to the regular air-brake equipment of

the engine of a small cylinder and a double

train pipe instead of a single, as in the or

dinary brake. The addition to the cars is

simply the double train pipe, and the dis

advantage attached to two couplings for the

double line has been overcome by a speci

ally designed duplex coupling, by which

both air hose are connected as easily as in

cam* of the single pipe.

The purpose of the second line of pipe is

to retain the air in the brake cylinder while

the auxiliary reservoir is being constantly

recharged from the main reservoir on the

engine, without varying the brake power,

unless desired by the engineer. The device

also economizes in the running of the air

pump, as no air is lost except when the

Drakes are released for the purpose of in

creasing the speed of the train on a de

scends g grade.

Further, the cars equipped with the

Hurst improvement can be coupled indis

criminately with cars carrying the ordinary

brake, without interfering in any way with

the automatic features of either.

While yesterday's trip was undertaken

for the purpose of exibiting the practical

workings to prominent railway men, it was

for the more immediate purpose of obtain

ing an opinion from Mr. Theo. A. Heden-

dahl, the air brake specialist of the Union

Pacific, than whom there is probably no

higher authority on air.brake matters in

the United States. Mr. Hedendahl's opin

ion will, therefore, be accepted by most

railroad men as that of a strictly impartial

judge. He states that the end which Mr.

Hurst's improvement accomplishes is one

that has been eagerly looked for by all pro

gressive railway men, and in his opinion

there is no doubt left, since the test, but

that the problem of a continuous applica

tion of the brakes by air has been solved.

While he does not claim perfection for the

device in all its details, be is unqualified in

his opinions as to its efficiency.

Mr. Hurst has labored for years on this

problem that is now so signally demon

strated, and is very naturally elated over

the good opinions of the high authorities

who witnessed the tests —Locomotive Engi

neer'» Journal.

Inter-Btate Commerce Report on Government

Ownership of Railroads.

In compliance with a resolution of the

senate, introduced by Senator Pettigrew,

the interstate commerce commission has

compiled some data regarding the owner

ship of railroads by foreign governments.

This is summarized as follows:

It appears that ten countries do not own

or operate railways, viz.: Columbia, Great

Britain and Ireland, Mexico, Paraguay,

Peru, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, the Uni

ted States and Uraguay. The following

governments own ana operate some of the

railways : Argentina, Australasia, Austria-

Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Cape

of Good Hope, Chili, Denmark, France,

Germany, Guatemala, India, Japan, Nor

way, Portugal, Russia and Sweden—18.

The following governments own part of

their railways, but do not operate any,

leasing all the present mileage to private

companies, viz.: Greece, Holland and Italy

—three.

Though not inclined to be accurate, it is

believed that the foregoing summary rep

resents an approximately correct statement

of the relation of the various government

to the railways of the world.

RELATIVE CHARGES.

The relative rates charged for freight and

passenger service on the government- owned

railroads and the other facts cited in con

nection with such roads are calculated to

afford little encouragement to the advo

cates of government ownership. A com

parison of passenger charges per mile

shows an average in Great Britain of 4.-12
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vents for first-class, 3.20 for second class

and 1.94 cents f >r third class. In France

the average is .'! 86 cents for first class, 2.K6

cents for second-class and 2.08 for third-

class. In Germany the average is 3 10 for

first-clase, 2.32, cents for ee< ond-class and
l..r)4 cents for third class. In the United

■i^tate the average charge is 2.12 cents. '

The average charges per ton per mile are

as follows:

Cent. Cents.

<ireat Britain . . . . 2.80 Herman)- 1.64

France 2.20 | United States .... 1.00

The interest on capital invested in the

several countries is as follows:

Pr. ct. Pr. ct.

United KiiiK<lmn . . .41 Austria 3.1

France 3 8 . Belgium 4.6

Germany 5.1 1 United States 3.1

Russia 5.8 ; The world 3.2

SYSTEM OK OPERATION.

The system of operation of the railroads

in different countries is indicated:

In Austria about 4 per cent, of the rail

way mileage is owned and about 73 per

cent, is operated by the state. Upon the

expiration of charters, notexceeding ninety

years, the lands and buildings of tiie com

panies revert to the government, but the

equipment remains the property of the

private owners. Before a railway is opened

it must be approved by the minister of

commerce. The tariff of state roads are

fixed by the government; those of the

companies are subject to revision by the

government every three years, and govern

ment has power to reduce rates if the earn

ings exceed 15 per cent, on capital.

In Canada about one-tenth of the mile

age of about fifteen thousand miles is owned

and controlled and operated by the govern

ment. For the year of 181)2 trie operation

of the government lines resulted in a loss

of over $<>00,000.

At the present date by far the larger por

tion (about five-sixths) of the French rail

way system is operated by private com

panies, each c mpany Berving a definite ter

ritory and being comparatively free from

the competition of other lines. But the rail

road properties are ultimate'y to become

the properly of the government. This sys

tem is a mixed one of state and private

ownership.

In Gtruiany nearly !K) per cent, of the

railway mileage is owned by the govern

ment. Under the law the government is

required to manage the railways in the in

terest of general traffic on a single system.

It may cause the construction and equip

ment "of roads and enforce uniform traffic

and police regulations.

IN UKKAT IIRIT.MX.

In Great Britain and Ireland the govern

ment does not own the railwavs. There

are stringent regulations provided by law

and administered by the railway commis

sion and board of trade.

Italy has tried both state and private

railroads, and has come to the conclusion

that it is not advantageous to own and

operate the railways. The result was a re

organization of the whole railway system.

Under the present syttem private compa

nies operate the state roads under contract

with the government.

In Russia the government is stated to own

and operate about 40 per cent, of the rail

way mileage. Nearly all of the railways

owned by private companies have received

subsidies from the government.

It is stated that in the United States sev

eral of the states have tried ownership in a

limited way. Illinois constructed a road at

a cost of $1,000,000, but disposed of it for

$100,000; Indiana had a similar experience:

Georgia ownB a railroad, but found it expe

dient" to lease it to a private company:

Pennsylvania constructed a railroad from

Philadelphia to Columbia, but subsequently

sold it; Massachusetts. Michigan and sev

eral other states tried the experiment with

out success.

The inter-state commerce commission die-

claims any original investigation of this

subject, the report being compiled from ex

isting sources of information.—Rnadmait"

and Foreman.

USES OF ALUMINUM.

Ten years ago the uses of aluminum was

confined to a few articles, chiefly scientific

instruments. Now the metal is employed

in the manufacture of cooking utensils.

dental plates, buttons, combs, brushes,

boats, surgical instruments, army and navy

equipments and a thousand and one fancy

articles.

Germany's soldiers are to have aluminum

buttons, says the Army and Navy Ga&ttt.

and the other metal portions of their uni

forms are to be made hereafter principally

of the new commercial metal.

In England a new dress fabric is to be

made of peat fiber, and the Marquis of

Lome believes that the use of aluminum

will also be extended to drapery goods.

" since it can be drawn into wires finer than

a hair and yet so flexible that they can be

woven with silk." The metal is certainly

remarkable for its lightness and tenacity.

Among the equipments of a polar expe

dition recently fitted out in F.nglaad waa

an aluminum "boat of 14ti pounds, which af

forded accomodations that could not have

been supplied by a boat of less than fW

pounds if made of any other metal. Th*

barometers, cups and many other article*

taken on the journey were made of alumi

num.

According to the London Enginrtr, exper

iments are to be made with a pontoon
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'bridge made of aluminum at the next Ger

man army maneuvers, and the Court Jour

nal reports that France will soon launch a

torpedo boat made of aluminum.

In France aluminum pencils are made

that write on gtas«. A permanent tracing

is made, or one which is practically perma

nent. It can be removed with hydrochlor

ic acid.

In Austria a pyrotechnic mixture con

taining aluminum is used for obtaining a

very strong light. Photographers use the

mixture in photographing at night.

The price of aluminum has been going

down steadily with the discovery of new

processes of reducing the metal from the

crude clay or ore. A quarter of a century

ago the price per pound was over $16, and

as late* as the early part of 1888 it sold in

this country at $8. That year the price fell

to $4 and it has been falling steadily ever

since until now the metal can be bought as

low as 50 cents a pound. This is quite a re

duction from $16, or even from $8, the pre

vailing price less than seven years ago.

St. Louis is particularly interested in this

new metal for several reasons. The largest

plant in America for reducing or extracting

aluminum from the ore in a St. Louis con

cern. Its capacity is more than ten times

that of the next largest aluminum plant in

the United States. We have here too, sev

eral manuf icturin^ establishments that use

aluminum in the an icles they manufacture.

And, then, St. Louis promises to be one

of the chief producers in tlii* country of

the ore from which the metal is extracted.

i )ur lire clay yields from 30 to 50 per cent,

of aluminum. Outside of Missouri the best

deposits of the available aluminum ore are

in Arkansas, Georgia and Alabama.

WHV WAGES ARE REDUCED.

On the hepls of the official report, says the

American Macliirmt, certifying to the steal

ings in connection with Northern Pacific

dealings, comes the report of the institu

tion ot a suit to recover nearly twelve mil

lions of dollars charged to have been

" wrongfully appropriated " by means of

manipulating Hocking Valley railroad

bonds, and it is explained "how a syndi

cate made $11,589,000 without putting up a

dollar.

The same paper contains accounts of nu

merous business failures attributable to in

creasingly fierce competition, and suicides of

honest and industrious men and women,

discouraged at their inability to find work

to do by which they could earn an honest

living.

Recent events seem to be pointing to the

necessity for more governmental supervi

sion of a sen-ice which has become an ab

solute necessity to our modern civilization,

and in which there cannot in the nature of

things be free competition. This govern

mental interference, supervision, or owner

ship (whatever form may finally develop)

may be looked upon as a necessary evil, but

it would be hard to show that the proba

ble evil would be nearly so great as the

present system of speculation, discrimina

tion, corruption and robbery. More ras

cality has been uncovered within the past

few years in connection with railroad man

agement than has been connected with the

postoffice department in its entire history,

and there is evidence that the people are

becoming thoroughly alive to the evil and

determined to right it in some way.

RAILWAY STATISTICS.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Edward A.

Mosely, secretary of the Inter State Com

merce Commission, the Magazine is in re

ceipt of the sixth annual report of the

statistics of railways in the United States

for the year ending June 30, 1893.

From a summary of railway mileage,

published by states, it appears that there

was in operation on June 30, 1893, 176,461 07

miles of track in the United States. " This

shows an increase during the year," says

the report, "of 4 897.55 miles, being an in

crease of 2J>0 per cent. The previous re

port showed an increase during the year

ending June 30, 1892, of 3,160 78, being an

increase of 1.88 per cent, over the mileage

of the year 1891. The rate of increase from

1886 to 1887 wns 9.08 per cent.; from 1887 to

1888, 6.05 per cent.; from 1888 to 1889, 3.22

per cent.: from 1889 to 1890, 4 78 per cent.;

and from 1890 to 1891, 2.04 per cent. By a

comparison of the rates of increase for the

years named with the rate for the year cov

ered by this report, it appears that railway

construction during the twelve months

ending June 30, 1893, stands below the av

erage of construction for the six previous

years. It is, however, in excess of the rate

of increase for the accounting year imme

diately preceding, and probably indicates a

turn in the curve of railway construction.

"The state of Washington leads in con

struction with 556.32 miles; Montana shows

an increase of 409 66 miles; Wejt Virginia

of 365.01 miles, and Texas of 298.97 miles.

The other states which show an increase

in mileage in excess of 100 miles are Cal

ifornia, Florida, Indiana, Michigan, Minne

sota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Pennsyl

vania, Wisconsin and AVyoming. The

states of Kansas, Oregon, the territory of

New Mexico, and the District of Columbia,

show a slight decrease in mileage, due to

remeasurement of main lines or abandon

ment of small, unimportant lines.
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Woman's Department.

EDITED BY IDA A. HARPER..

Letters for publication should be directed to Mrs. Ida

A. Harper, Stanford University, California.

THE MODERN WOXA If.

The daily newspaper is perhaps the best

expression we can find in regard to social

conditions. It doeB not pretend to offer a

solution of the perplexing questions bnt it

makes a record of them, and it portrays

with accuracy the general progress of people

and affairs. The constant reader cannot

fail to be impressed with the change that

has taken place in the newspaper with re

gard to women. In olden times women

received no special recognition and, in fact,

were scarcely referred to except when sold

out for taxes or advertised by some vindic

tive husband as having "left his bed and

board." Eventually the " Woman's Corner"

or the " Woman's Column " was adopted by

a few enterprising papers, which consisted

of various recipes for cooking, a few hints

on crocheting, and some masculine advice

on the care of household and children. The

evolution has been rapid. To-day the

largest and most influential newspapers in

the country devote an entire page to sub

jects exclusively pertaining to women and

on almost every page is more or less reading

matter in legard to questions directly con

cerning women. One of the large San Fran

cisco dailies, a few Sundays ago, looked as

if it might be a " woman's edition." There

were pictures of women on nearly every

page, and if the matter directly concerning

men and directly concerning women had

been placed side by side, I think the latter

would have occupied the greater space.

There is scarcely an edition of the promi

nent magazines that does not contain one

or several articles on the various aspects of

the "woman question."

The increase in quantity of such writing

is no more noteworthy than the complete

change in the character of it. We still

find the cooking rtcipies, some of them

very good and some very bad; in the dead

of winter a column on canning and preserv

ing fruits ; in the middle of summer, on

making mincemeat and plum pudding; di

rections for preparing an elegant dinner in

twenty minutes, although some of the ar

ticles would need two hours for cooking ;

how to live luxuriously on fifteen cents a

day, etc. And yet, on the contrary we have

a great many scientific, practical and valu

able articles on the preparation of food.

The directions for fancy work still occupy

considerable space, and although many

rooms would be improved by the absence

of most of these things, and although they

can be bought about as cheaply as made,

yet they serve to occupy the time of women

who would not use it in doing anything

more useful. The fashion articles, while

sometimes absurd, are in many instances

of considerable benefit, especially to womeo

who live away from cities and have no op

portunity to see the shop windows and the

walking fashion plates. Since these de

partments, for the most part, have been

placed in the hands of women, most of their

absurdities have disappeared. I remember

in times past, that frequently the young

men in the newspaper office would come

into my editorial sanctum, where I til

writing perhaps an article on " European

Politics or " The Present Campaign, and

ask me to help them out of the dreadful

muddle into which they had gotten their

fashion column or their woman's depart

ment. And then T would have a quiet

smile, all to myself, over the " small capac

ity of the female intellect."

The most significant change, however, ie

apparent in the different attitude toward

the pursuits, the habits, the dress, and in

fact all that goes to make up the life of the

modern woman. Formerly but one type

of woman was recognized, the purely do

mestic and effeminate. All women, no

matter what their ability, taste, disposition

or surroundings, were forced into this mold.

But of late years there has been a complete

revolution. We will not refer to the en

trance of women into the industrial world

or into the realms of the higher education.

These subjects have been fully discussed in

this department, but will illustrate the

point we wish to make by several example*.

This is the age of the athletic woman.

The clinging-vine type, who "swooned"

and " burst into tears," and prided them

selves on having the consistency of a jelly

fish, have faded away and a new order of

womankind has taken their places. The

woman who is not athletic is not " up to

date." All first-class girls' schools nowa

days are supplied with a g>mnasium and

the girls have their tennis clubs, their boat

clubs and their "basket ball," which it*

modified foot ball game. I was never to

much impressed as this summer with the

popularity of the athletic girl. The one

who could ride horseback, swim, bicycle

and play tennis, was the one who vat in

constant demand. The wives who had most

attention from their husbands and who

seemed to have the beet time were those

who could enter into every pastime, and

did not have to sit on the hotel veranda til

day in a rocking chair while the husbands

were off enjoying life. One of the happiest

couples I m«-t were some fashionable people

from New York, who had travelled over

the world and had come out to California

on a hunting tour among the mountains.
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had been sleeping in cabins and roughing

it after the manner of hunters. She would

follow the hounds all day and come into

the hotel dining room in the evening

arrayed like a princess. The newspapers

are taking up and advocating hunting as a

pastime for women. The Chicago Herald,

which is, perhaps, as representative of pro

gress as any paper in the country, has had

several long articles lately on the subject,

illustrated by pictures of women in hand

some hunting costumes. In a recent arti

cle the Herald says :

If anyone hud suggested to the grandmothers of

long ago that a granddaughter of theirs would handle

the rifle with as much ease and skill as that exhibited

t>y her brother, he would have been mercilessly ridi

culed. One change in the girl of to-day which makes

her doubly attractive is the ability to enter into out

door sports of any kind and Hill retain her love and

delight in everything that is feminine.

After describing some excellent cases of

marksmanship, especially among Western

women, the article says :

Yet all these sports are entered into in a way that

i* delightfully feminine. The nicer sensibilities of

the woman are in no way affected by the strength of

nerve and physique acquired, but rather intensified.

And that iudesenbable charm of womanhood, a mix

ture of independence and still dependence, without

which she is a bore to the average man, is a noticeable

attribute in the sportswoman of to-day.

It is hardly probable that hunting will

become universally popular among women.

There is a decided sentiment among many

of them that it is cruel to hunt game

merely for the sport of it. The Herald sug

gests that women should learn to use fire

arms as a protection against burglars and

because they go about so much alone now

adays. Perhaps the woman of the future

will not scream at the sound of a pistol or

go into spasms at the sight of a mouse.

From a syndicate article used by many

large papers, entitled " Some Smart Women

Whips, we learn that " this is the era of the

woman and the horse," and that " in the

smart set the women who cannot drive one

horse or two is the exception, while many

can drive a tandem or four- in-hand." Well,

our great grandmothers drove an ox cart

and our grandmothers could take Dobbin

and go to church. From this, by evolution,

comes the fin de inecle girl holding the rib

bons over her four in hand, while the pub

lic applauds. The lady driving her carriage,

the girl with her dog cart are an every day

eight. This summer I boarded at the house

with a beautiful young lady, a belle in Chi

cago society. She had come to California

on a pleasure trip, become fascinated with

it and bought a ranche. Every morning

she jumped into her cart, picked up the

reins and dashed off to her ranche, where

she spent the day. She was building a

honse, setting out lemon and olive groves

and making a beautiful place, without any

assistance except what she paid for by the

day. This was unheard of twenty years ago,

indeed, one might say ten years ago. It is

one of the many straws showing the cur

rent toward the independence of women.

The bicycle is literally a " wheel of pro

gress." All of us recollect distinctly the

Erotest that was made when women first

egan to use it. A bishop in the Metho

dist church published a warning to women

not to " unsex" themselves by riding a bi

cycle. It was too good a thing, however, to

permit men to monopolize. The women

concluded they would run the terrible risk

of being "unsexed" and now there are

thousands of women in this country and

Europe who are enjoying the convenience

and delight of this little machine. In a

short time it was found that both were

seriously interfered with by the inconven

ience of the conventional woman's dress,

and a few progressive women set to work to

devise a safer and more convenient costume.

Instantly the old fogies broke forth afresh.

The newspapers joined in the clamor of ridi

cule and denunciation. Now the women

were going to " unsex " themselves for sure.

They must not discard the long skirt that

made it awkward, dangerous and almost

impossible to mount a wheel, because, well,

because it would "unsex" them. The

wager may be safely made that if any man

would put on a woman's dress skirt and try

just once to mount a wheel, he would be

forever afterwards a strong advocate of a

short or divided skirt for bicycle riders.

The better class of newspapers soon recog

nized this need and now they use columns

in illustrating the different designs of bi

cycle dresses and advising the r adoption.

I heard a number of gentlemen, this sum

mer, approve of the " cavalier " style of

riding horseback, for women. This, of

course, would necessitate the divided skirt.

This question has not attracted so much

attention because comparatively few of our

American women ride horseback, but it has

everything to commend it. The uncom

fortable and unhealthy position of a woman

sitting sidewise, the heavy and cumbersome

riding habit, making her entirely helpless

in case of an accident, should have been

abolished long ago, indeed, should never

have been adopted.

It was the intention to give a number of

other illustrations of the changed senti

ments, the exploded theories, in regard to

women, but this article is so long that they

will have to be deferred until next month.

There are innumerable instances to show

that the athletic girl is having her " inning "

at the close of the nineteenth century ;

physical exercise means health and strength,

bright eyes, clear complexion ; it strength

ens the nerves and cures " the blues "; by

bracing up the system it gives broad and
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cheerful views of life ; it makes all kinds of

burdens easier to be borne ; it cures pessim

ism. In thinking of all the generations of

women w ho have known only the exercise

that is found in hard work, we can but ex

claim, " O, the p'ty of it, the pity of it."

LIFE IXSUIIAXCE FOR WOMEX.

This subject is beginning to attract con

siderable attention and the insurance com

panies are making investigations as to the

advisability of taking risks on women. At

first the sentiment was strongly against it,

and they are still relused by many com

panies. The railroad accident companies

will insure women only against death and

not against accident. That is, if a woman

is killed the money will be paid to her heirs,

but if ehe is injured, no indemnity will be

allowed, even if it is shown that she is de

pendent upon her labor for her support or

that others are dependent on her. Not

many of the other accident insurance com

panies will insure her against anything but

death. A few will allow weekly payments

in case of accident, if she is engaged in some

wage-eiirning occupation, but no value is

placedon her services in berown household.

One objection to insuring w< men is that

they have no "monetary insurable inter

est," that is their death would cause no

financial loss to anybody. N- w that we

have probably 4 000,000 women in this

country engaged in wage-earning occupa

tions, outside of domestic service, this ob

jection should begin to lose its weight. A

second charge is the difficulty of securing

thorough medical examinations and that

women will not always tell the truth about

their health. Perhaps they are like the

man who beirg asked by the judge, "Guilty

or not guilty? ' replied-, "Your honor must

find out from the evidence." A man also

would conceal his physical disabilities as

far as possible from the medical examiner,

i unless he were applying f^r a pension.)

The life of financial dependence that has

been forced upon women, the necessity of

obtaining money by begging for it or by

various kinds of deception, and the fact

that, by havii g property placed in her

name and by other tricks she is made to

serve as a shield for man's dishonesty, make

it not surprising, if, as one writer expresses

it, "many women have the idea that the

foundat'ons of business are fraud and de

ceit, instead of honesty and integiitv."

It was supposed, for a long time that the

rate of mortality was greater among women,

but this has been entin ly disproved by

statistics. Women live to a greater age

than men and the death rate is smaller.

Insurance statistics show the death rale

per annum in each 1 ,000 to be 2.45 per cent,

greater among men. The fraternal orders

which have admitted women have found

them better risks than men. The Knighte

and Ladies of Honor, which cent aire the

largest women membership, has this testi

monial from its medical examiner. "The

death rate each year, wiihout ex.-eption,

has been less among women than men, and,

from a medical standpoint, I would urge

the order to increase i's ranks as far at

possible from women." The perils of ma

ternity have been considered a vital factor

in increasing the death rate among women,

but these have been largely overcome by

the progress in medical science. The best

authorities agree that " the dangers, expos

ures and various vicissitud< s to which male?

are subjected, together with the evils of

intempeiance, more than counter-balance

the risks of maternity."

An objection which underwriters recog

nize as important is that " husbands insure

wives for the purpose of putting them out

of the way to get the insurance." A prom

inent writer says:

It seenis that the moral risk of Insuring women 1*

fur grea'er than the physical : no! that the woman

herself is morally a risk, out that the avaricious ten

dencies of her husband make it a huzardoiu exjKTi-

ment. Permitting a husband to put a moneyed value

on his wife is fraught with danger which ha* not been

anticipated by loving, unsuspecting wive.« with th*lr

husband's wellfare at heart. One large ironiranee

company discovered a great Increase in the nurUlHr

of their ft male riaks, and upon investigation eaire

to the conclusion that men are not to be trusted.

It is men, not women, who make this

charge. The evolution of women from the

position of achattle to that of an independ

ent individual has been in progress for cen

turies and is not yet accomplished.

EDI I Dill I I, NOTES.

Since our la*t writing, the New York

Constitutional Convention has gone on

record an opposed to woman suffrage. The

suffragists decided to rest the cas- simply

on an amendment which should give the

people an opportunity to vote on th« ques

tion. This the convention refused hv t

vote of !»7 to 00. It was not asked that

women might be allowed to vot*> on the

amendment but s'mply that it might go

before the male voters for a decision. The

action of the convention cannot be inter

preted in any other way than that they

were afraid the measure would carry. It

there had been a chance of its being Voted

down, this would have been the essi« st wsy

of disposing of it for a number of years.

The most despotic governmeMs pay some

regard to the right of petition hut in this

case a petition, signed by 625,000 person*

over 21 years of age, received no considera

tion. So large and representative a petition

was never before presented to a constitn-

tional convention. The petition ivmon-

st-ating against <he suffrage was signed by

15,000 names. The action of the president

of the convention, Joseph H. Choate. w**
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a great surprise. He was on record as in

favor of women suffrage and its friends

were rejoiced to have him in the chair. In

the making up of committees and in every

possible way he used his ii fluence against

the measure. He is a candidate for gover

nor of New York, which possib'y explains

it. Of the 97 votes against it, 75 wtre cast

by Republicans and 22 l>y Democra's. of the

ttO in favor, 33 were Repub icao and 27 Dem

ocratic. It will be seen therefore, that the

defeat was due to Republican votes. It is

not probable that any further effort will be

made to secure favoiable action from the

convention, but the forces will be centered

on the next legislature. An amendment

from this source will be just as effective.

The campaign baa been highly educational,

the suffragists are well organized, there is a

wide sentiment in favor of it,- and there

will be a strong attempt to elect men to the

1« gislature who w ill vote for suffrage. Un

fortunately women have only a negative

influence, the men will do the voting, and

it is the voting which counts.

•

According to the despatches both Gover

nor Lewelling and Mrs. Lease, of Kansas,

travel on railroad passes. One of two things

might be expected, either that they would

cease their attack upon the railroads or de

cline to ac< ept favors from them. Mrs.

Lease is qnoted as saying:

All this talk that the women will improve the poli

tics of the state is foolishness. We are no better and

no wors*- than men. Women will call eaeh other

liars on the platform ju.ut like men. Th» y will riiie

on parses just like men. You will find the worst set

of eat scratching cut throats among women that yovi

can riutl anywhere.

Mrs.- Lease should speak for hprself alone.

She is reported to have called Mrs DigKS a

liar on the platform. There is no other

case on record in this country of euch a

thing being Honp b\ a woman on a public

platform. The World's Fair Woman's Con

gress was the largest body of women ever

ass< mb ed, but there was not a word spoken

durii'g its week's sei-sions that was not of

the most dignifi- d and harmonious nature.

The Woman's Council, with hundreds of

delegates, has met several times in Wash

ington without one word on its platfoim

that could be criticis* d by the most fastidi

ous. The Woman's Christian Temperarce

Union baa held mammotli conventions for

twenty years without ary ,:clawings" or

calling of names. The suffragists have been

holding large annual coi venti ns since

before the war without a single instance of

undignified language or beligerent demon

stration. The World's Fair Board of Lady

Managers had come excit> d sessions but

there was no calling of names or physical

conUfts. The women of the country must

emphatically dec ine to be designated by

Mrs. Lease as " cat-scratching cut thoats

unless she can produce some examples be

sides herself to prove her charges. ,

*

We have had no more significant instance

of the infiuei ce of women than in the de

feat of Colonel Breckenridee for the Con

gressional nomination in Kentucky. It is

true the combined influence of the clergy

was against 1dm, and that there was a cer

tain amount of moral sentiment opposed

to him among the other men of his district,

but the geneial comment upon his defeat

was, " The women did it." By every re-

ppectable method they worked against him.

Never before did women take eo prominent

a part in a political campaign. They worked

through the press, the pulpit, the public

meeting, the clubs, the prayer meetings,

the homes, and they accomplished their

object. If they had had the ballot them

selves, they could have done it with one-

half the effort. If the women in all the

districts in the United States, which are

repreeent-d in congress by immoral men,

ehould make a similar fight, there would

be, to put it mildly, a general uprising from

one end of the country to the other. In

Colonel Breckenridge's case the sin of mor

ality was intensified by hiB shameless ef

frontery and dtfiance. When women can

express their sentiments by means of a

vote, we shall have an entirely different

class of candidates, and consequently a rad

ical reform in legislation.
«

* *
The committee on pensions has reported

favorably Senator IVffer's bill to pay the

pet sion to the wife where the husband is a

habitual drunkard or neglects to support

his tamily. This ought to he done, but the

bill never will receive a majority vote.

* -*
The Republican state convent ion of Idaho

adopted unanimously a woman suffrage

plank. If the American s;sters can si cure

enough of these planks they may be able

to " get in out of the wet."

For Baby's Sake.

I do wish, for the mother's benefit, there

was Fome way to keep baby's birth a secret.

Or, better, I wish everybody had sense

enough to stay away, and let baby and its

mother alone. It isn't the first baby and

it won't be the last unless Gabriel blows

bis horn as soon as the event is over. Pre

vious observation has taught me that

babies are usually either girls or boys, and

weigh from five to fourteen pounds. They

are generally bald headed and toothless.

It wont die if you do not Bee it at once, but

its mother may if you do. It really is none

of your business whom it favors, nor what

color its ejes are. No diubt it in awfully

cute and ugly, all babies are. I think ite-

mother would be very glad if you didn't
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call until she was able to set up ; although

she may be too polite to tell yo'u so. She

needs rest and quiet and so does baby.

Wait a week or ten days, then make your

visit short. If baby is asleep do not dis

turb it, if it is awake look.at its clothes so

you can tell exactly how they are made and

the probable cost. Of course you must see

its cute little feet and its fat little lees, be

cause it might be deformed if you did not.

Of course it has got the hives and will die

unless you prescribe some of the nas y tea

that saved the lives of your own brood.

But let me beg of you do not take baby up

and kiss him ; baby may not like the smell

of your breath, and 1 know many wise

mothers who do not like to have their

babies kissed even by their friends. Babies

have some rights which people ought to

rtspect. They belong to their parents and

are not public property, admire them to

your heart's content, but, hands off, if you

please. Babies are all very much alike, so

don't worry over the next one in your

neighborhood. If you do not see it for two

weeks, the sun will rise in the east and set

in the west, as usual. Mrs. M. Orrell.

Murphysbobo, III.

The JtighU Women Should Use.

What great and grand rights the women

have if tney only would use them for the so

cial purification of the world and quit that

senseless clamoring for more, when they

already possess enough rights to make a

great change by banding together into one

universal society. In union there is

strength. The young men, for instance,

may live a debauched, fast life, and many

of them laughingly remark when remon

strated with for their evil ways, " Oh ! don't

you know the dear girls like us only the

more the worse we are ?" Think how we

must be deteriorating in social ideas, if the

girl of the period is thus spoken of. The

young ladies of a certain Eastern town set

a very laudable example worthy of follow

ing by all other places. They clubbed to

gether and made resolutions to not speak

or in any way notice the male portion of the

population, until they gave up saloons and

all vices. There was some ridicule and re

bellion among the young men for quite a

while. But upon seeing the girls were firm

they became very tired of their enforced

retirement from all social intercourse, gave

in and reformed, which I think a great vic

tory for the ladies and shows what rights

for good or evil they possess. If they all

would join in expurgation a vast improve

ment would be the result. With better

men the consequence would be a better

government, and there would be no need of

further advocacy of woman's going to the

polls. Mrs. b. Pattison.

El Paso, Tkx as.

TO THE READERS Of THE MAOAZIXE.

Dear readers of the Firemen's Mauazine.

It is very plainly to bo Keen

That in your heart has crept the thought,

That life for me is sorrow wrought :

That I am sad the whole year 'round :

The joys of earth I ne'er have found ;

And in the kindness of each soul,

With tender words you oft condole

And sympathise with me, thus sad.

That love of man has ne'er made glad :

And when you real my sad. sad rhymes,

Perchance you think my heart now pines,

And grieves and sighs o'er blighted nope*,

(For much I write would thus denote).

Or that, mayhap, some faithless s#ain,

Has torn and rent my heart In twain,

And to relieve my feelings, I

Have traced in verse so tenderly,

The soul's keen pain o'er love's defeat.

O'er which sad tears I oft must weep:

This Is the picture you now sec

In fancy's realm, or Mrs. B——.

And now kind friends do you believe.

If e'er in love I'd been deceived.

That I would write in such a strain

The world's cold sympathy to gala '.'

I'd sooner shield the soul'H keen pain,

Hy writing in a mirthful vein.

The sorrows of life fall to our lot.

Though heart and lip betray it not,

And I, perchance, have had my share.

Yet no greater than others have to bear ;

So I write my verses whiwe sad refrain

Is echoed and re-echoed a^aiu and again

in the hearts of earth's toilers, where rest* Jeep

woe.

Whose burdens are heavy tho' we ne'er may

know ;

And now kind friends I'll bid you adieu,

With the wish that no sorrows may come to you

Many thanks for your kind words written to mf.

And, for commiseration expressed

For your friend, Mrs. B .

Jn*r». Nrilir Bloom.

West Oakland, Cal.

A XHfflcult Task.

What shall we write about? This is a

question which puzzles a great many of us.

An essay of the school girl type is,' so to

speak " out of style " now, they are read in

a careless, impatient manner by the major

ity, or still more often entirely ignored.

Something startling or sensational is the

only thing that will arrest the attention

of the public in general. Bat those, who

from year to year spend their lives in one

place, performing the same monotonous

routine of work, varied only by attending,

occasionally, an entertainment or party

except they are bleat with an intellect above

the average how can they write acceptably"

Fresh fields and pastures new furnish ma

terial for the pen wielder. The tourist who

is gifted with a good memory and can write

entertainingly of his or her travels, ie t

favored person indeed. Nothing, I think,

is more interesting, or enjoyable in the line

of reading than a good descriptive account

of some place or places made beautiful by

nature, or the skillful hand of man. The

articles we have been favored with from

time to time by Mrs. Harper on subject*

of this kind are invaluable. She has the

faculty of making one almost believe that

he has really been there also.
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Mr. Debs' name is at the present time

very prominent, not only among railroad

circles but throughout the length and

breadth of the land. That his motives are

pure and free from selfishness and that he

is earnestly striving to help uplift the down

trodden will ever be the opinion of his

friend and champion, Mrs. C. S. Miller.

Willard, Minn.

[It is a pleasure to hear from Mrs. Miller

again. She writes that a short time ago

she was called to give up a dear little nine

days old baby. I am sure that all our

readers will extend sincere sympathy.—

Ed.]

To the Iteailera of Woman's Department.

The fourth biennial convention of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen enact

ed a law which placed upon the Editor and

Manager of the Magazine the task 'of edit

ing the Woman's Department. What will

be the Outcome remains with the ladies. It

is to be hoped that beginning with the

January number the readers of Woman's

Department will contribute liberally to its

columns. It will not be nect-ssary that the

names of correspondents be published, but

of course the editor must know from whom

the communication is received.

Write concerning the Ladies' Society of

the Brotherhood; verses that contain merit

will willingly be published, but never write

very long letters ; they are seldom read.

W. S: Carter,

Editor and Manager.

THE FLIGHT OF THE FLYER.

Near where the hill-girt Hudson lay,

Down the steel track the engineer

Checked his Bwift steed at close of day,

As, leaping like a frightened deer,

At each wild surge she seemed to say:

Away! Away! Away! Away!

The slow team toiling up the lull,

The light boat drifting with the breeze,

The swiftest trains seemed standing still.

Red vines were twining round the trees,

Whose leaves made golden by the frost

Gained more of lustre than they lost.

The trackman tamping up the rail,

Felt the perfume of dying flowers ;

The shadows lengthened in the vale ;

And watchmen watched from out the towers

The little cloud of dust behind,

As we went whistling down the wind.

Night's curtain falls ; and here and there

The housewife lights the evening lamp ;

And where the fields are cold and Dare

His fire is kindled by the tramp,

Down through the midnight, dark and deep,

The world goes by us, fast asleep.

I'd through the morning, on and on !

The red sun rising from the sea.

As we go quivering through the dawn,

Lights up the earth, reveals to me

In the first ruddy flush of morn.

The golden pumpkins in the corn.

From west to east, from shore to shore,

The black steed tramples through the night.

And with a mighty rush and roar

Breaks through the dawn ; and in their flight,

Wild birds, bewildered by the train,

Dash dead against the window pane.

" Be swift," I cried, "Oh, matchless steed,

The world is watching, do your best! "

With quick and ever quickening speed,

The hot fire burning in her breast,

With flowing mane and proud neck bent,

She laughed across the continent.

—Cy Warman, in N. Y. Sun.

TUB FALLING J.BA TBS.

The leaves are falling, the beautiful leaves,

The russet, the golden, the red ;

So bright in their way, yet how short was their stay,

It is sad but 'tis true they are dead.

The leaves are falling, the beautiful leaves,

In a silent way speaking to all,

In beauty today, to-morrow decay,

So prepare! for like me you must fall.

The leaves are falling, the beautiful leaves,

From their heights they come silently down

To the mother earth that gave them their birth,

The red and the gold and the brown.

The leaves are falling, the beautiful leaves,

They but brighten a desolate day;

They speak to the heart and a lesson impart.

All are silently passing away.

G. M. S.
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NOVEMBER, 1894.

Tiubty-five TnousAND readers will prob

ably expect from the new editor a saluta

tory overflowing with gems of rhetoric, re

plete with promises and rosy-hued visions

of the future. Thirty-five thousand readers

are doomed to disappointment, sad, dispir

iting disappointment. The new editor

makes no great and glowing promises, paints

no soul-entrancing pictures of the future.

Of course it will be his desire that the

Magazine shall fulfill all requirements,

meet all expectations of friends ; in fact, he

has instituted great changes for the com

ing year, which, it is hoped, will redound

to the benefit of the brotherhood, but pre

fers to let the Magazine speak for itself.

THE JENKINS CASE.

Judge Jenkins has been turned down

once more. After resolutions of impeach

ment and investigations by congressional

committees poor Jenkins is now humiliated

by the decision of Justice Harlan, but, in

asmuch as Judge Jenkins has a lifetime

job, is beyond the reach of the American

voter, he will continue to draw a princely

salary and grind out injunctions as of yore.

Regardless of what the law may be or that

his injunctions fall flat when appealed to

the United States Court of Appeals, he can,

of course, do again what he did in the North

ern Pacific case, be used in an emergency.

Some may say that this is all that was

ever expected of him, and that this injunc

tion which restrained the employes of the

Northern Pacific from striking was never

intended to be the law, but simply a pro

cess by which Henry Yillard could make a

few more millions. Be that as it may the

fact remains that a strike is legal. This

fact was decided by the United States Court

of Appeals sitting in the city of Chicago on

Monday, the 1st day of October, Justice

Harlan, of the United States Supreme Court,

presiding. The opinion in the case was de

livered by the Justice. A review of the

case will lay the facts before the readers of

the Magazine, and show them what mem

bers of labor organizations may and may

not lawfully and legally do.

In 1890 an act was passed known as the

Sherman act, or anti-conspiracy act. This

act and the inter-state commerce act, which

was intended .to restrain corporations, hu

been invoked by corporations to oppress

laboring men, especially those engaged

upon railways, and it was held: In Re

Higgins, in the 27th Federal Reporter 444.

by Judge Pardee that " the employes of

the Receiver, although pro hac vice offi

cers of the court, may quit their em

ployment as can employes of private parties

or corporations provided they do not thereby

intentionally disable the property, but they

must quit peaceably and decently. Where

they combine -and conspire to quit with or

without notice, with the object or intent of

crippling the property or its operation, I

have no doubt that they thereby commit >

contempt, and all those who combine and

conspire with the employes to thus quit, or

as officers of labor organizations issue pri

vate orders to quit or to strike, with the in

tent to embarrass the court in the admin

istering of property, render themselvei

liable for contempt of court."

Cogley on Strikes, a recent work issued in

Washington, has said " that the ingenuity

of man could not conceive of a lawful

strike."

In the case of Waterhouse vs. Comer

Judge Spear, the District Judge of Georgia,

said, in referring to the inter-state com

merce acts and the Sherman act, that " In

the presence of these statutes, which we

have recited, and in view of the intimate

interchange of commodities between peo

ple of several states of the L'nion, it will be

practically impossible hereafter for a body

of men to combine to hinder and delay the

work of the transportation company without
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becoming amenable to the provisions of

these statutes."

This case was followed by what is known

as the "Ricks case," and the decision of

Judge Taft in the Lake Shore case. Step

by step the Federal Judges encroached

upon the rights of the laboring men by vir

tue of these statutes.

On December 19th, 1893, a petition was

filed to restrain the employes of the North

ern Pacific railroad company from striking.

On the 22nd day of December a supple

mental bill was filed in the said case re

straining the employes from striking and

from doing various other acts, such as de

stroying locomotives, injuring cars, destroy

ing telegraph lines and committing various

acts of violence. It also restrained the

officers of the various labor organizations

from advising with the men belonging

to their organizations, from quitting

the service of the railway company

or communicating with them in any man

ner whatsoever. The men were en

joined from quitting the employment of

the railroad company on the 1st day of Jan-

nary, 1894, or at any other time, without

the consent of the court. The various labor

organizations met and determined to resist

this injunction so issued by the court at

Milwaukee, and while they did not desire

to strike out all the matters of injunction,

each as that restraining the men from de

stroying locomotives and committing vari

ous acts of violence, yet they moved the

court to modify the injunction in the fol

lowing particulars, to-wit, " and to strike

therefrom the words :

"From combining and conspiring to quit,

with or without notice, the service of the

said receivers with the object and intent of

crippling the property in their custody or

embarrassing the operations of the said rail

road.

" From so quitting the service of the said

receivers, with or without notice, as to

cripple the property or to prevent or hinder

the operation of the said railroad.

" From combining or conspiring together

or with others, jointly or severally, or as

committees or as officers of any so-called

labor organizations, with the design or

purpose of causing a strike upon the

lines of railroad operated by the said re

ceivers.

" From ordering, recommending, approv

ing or advising others to quit the service of

the receivers at any time.

" From ordering, recommending, advising

or approving by communication or instruc

tion or otherwise, the employes of said re

ceivers or any of them, to join in said strike

at any time.

" From ordering, recommending or ad

vising any committee or committees or

class or classes of employes to strike or join

in a strike at any time."

It was directly alleged in the bill pray

ing for an injunction that the railroad com

pany had no contract with its employes.

Such being the case the railway labor or

ganizations insisted that the men had the

right to quit at any time that they might

see proper. The court below (Judge Jenk

ins) refused to modify the injunction and

continued the same in force for all purposes,

and an appeal was taken from the decision

of Judge Jenkins to the United States

Court of Appeals. In the meantime several

other courts had decided the various ques

tions involved. Some decided in favor of

laboring men and others deciding other

wise.

Hallway labor organizations insisted that

the law as laid down in Pomeroy's Equity

Jurisprudence, section 1343, applied to this

case. He says :

" It is, however, a familiar doctrine that

courts of Equity will not exercise its

jurisdiction to grant the remedy of an af

firmative specific performance, however

inadequate may be the remedy of damages

whenever the contract is of such a nature

that the decree for its specific performance

can not be enforced and its obedience com

pelled by the ordinary processes of the

Court. A specific performance in such

cases is said to be impossible ; and contracts

stipulating for personal acts have been re

garded as the most familiar illustration of

this doctrine, since the court can not in

any direct manner compel an actor to act,

a singer to sing, or an artist to paint."

Labor organizations also claimed that the

men could not be compelled to work for a

railroad company, having no contract with
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it, for any definite period of time and

that any attempt to compel them to labor

against their own inclination and wishes

was contrary to the 13th amendment of the

Constitution of the United States, which

provides as follows : " Neither slavery nor

involuntary servitude, except as a punish

ment for crime, whereof the party shall

have been duly convicted, shall exist with

in the United States or any place subject to

their jurisdiction."

In the decision of the case by the United

States Court of Appeals the court held that

Judge Jenkins had exceeded his powers >

and sustained the motion of the various or

ganizations to modify the decree. The court

cited the doctrine as laid down in Pomeroy,

and reversed the entire decision of Judge

Jenkins, excepting that part of it which

provides and enjoins the men " from com

bining and conspiring to quit, with or with

out notice, the service of the said receivers

with the object and intent of crippling the

property in their custody or embarrassing

the operations of the said railroad." The

court sustained that part of the injunction

upon the ground that if a man should quit

the service of the company for the sole pur

pose of injuring the property of the com

pany then in the hands of the receiver that

they would be liable. If they should quit,

not for the sole purpose of injuring the

property but for the purpose of bettering

their own conditions, then they would not

be liable. The court held that they would

have a right to quit under such circum

stances. They have a right to combine if

combining was not for the sole purpose of

injuring the company, but to better their

own condition, and the fact that they did

so quit and did so injure the company was

not the object of their quitting.

In this case, the Magazine is informed,

there is no appeal. The Supreme Court of

the United States might order the case cer

tified up to that court if they should see

proper but we are informed that this is not

at all probable and therefore this case set

tles once aid for all the rights of the labor

ing men belongiug to the railroad organiza

tions in this country to at any time cease

their employment and quit the service when

he deems it proper.

CONSOMME ARBITRATION.

The Union League Club of Chicago held

high carnival a few nights since in mrmoriam

of Mrs. O'Leary's cow, which bovine of the

gentle sex in a moment of rudeness kicked

over the lamp that set fire to Chicago away

back in 71. The club's "Committee on

Political Action " selected for discussion on

this enjoyable occasion the subject of arbi

tration as being of paramount interest to

the three hundred members of the Union

League Club and fifty jnvited guest* who

were present. Many prominent speaken

voiced opinions upon the question, whether

or not the time had come when the strong

arm of the law should be invoked to prevent

those great social upheavals commonly

known as strikes, whether or not compulsory

arbitration was a panacea for those little

differences that continually bob up be

tween capital and labor. The Union League

Club, the fifty invited guests, and many

prominent speakers with surprising una

nimity arrived at the conclusion that com

pulsory arbitration was not exactly what

the doctor ordered.

That this elite body of social economists

were actuated in their conclusions solely

by unselfish motives, actuated by a love of

humanity, is evidenced by the argument*

and menu introduced. Of the argument!

only cursory extracts can be produced, bot

of the menu the gentle reader shall not be

deprived. While philanthropic sentiment

reigned supreme, while the love of the poor

and lowly hovered o'er that festal board,

there was also a smell of machine oil and

a suggestion of overclothes in the follow

ing:

MEM).

Oak Island in Half ShelU.

Celery. Stuffed Ollret.

Consomme Rachel.

Troncon of Salmon a la Joinville.

HollandatM! Potatoes.

Sliced Cucumbers.

Haunch of Venison a la Londonderry.

Browned Sweet Potatoes.

Champaign Punch.

Quail Farcie au Cresson.

Chicory Salad

Brie aud Gorgonzola Cheese and Crackers.

Cafe Nolr.

What a beautiful, typical picture of en

lightened civilization ! A parable of edi

bles ! Here we eee that great commoner,
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the oyster, given the precedence, the place

of honor, indicative of the humble makeup

of the assembly. The poor man's sweet

potato was given preference over the mill

ionaire's champaign punch. The Union

League Club, while invigorated with sliced

cucumber, sweet potatoes and champaign

punch, voted on an amendment which

"opens the doors of the Union League Club

to army officers located at Fort Sheridan

and to officers of the navy and army hap

pening to be assigned to duty for a time in

or near Chicago." And who does not know

of the undying love that army officers lo

cated at Fort Sheridan have for striking

workmen ?

Innocent laymen of schools of economy

have, perhaps, in their innocence welcomed

the idea of compulsory arbitration, taking

into consideration only the effective settle

ment of labor disturbances. The leading

Bpeaker at this banquet quickly opened the

eyes of these innocents by stating at the

outset:

The settlement of labor controversies by arbitra

tion Involves many considerations outside of the sot-

element of the difficulty pending. Some of these con

siderations reach the vital qnestiona of private prop

erty, its management, its uses and its control. The

sacredness of private property even is involved in

this question of industrial arbitration.

That s where the shoe pinches. A sacred

right of property has been the right to col

lect a bounty from the consumers, form

trusts by which profits are increased, re

duce wages, hire Huns and Dagoes and send

for the militia. Compulsory arbitration

might invade upon these sacred rights.

"The first question," continued the speaker,

" which will be asked is, ' shall a man carry on his

own business in his own way?' This is not anew

question. Some of you may remember that many

centuries ago—more than twenty at least—there was

a proprietor of some great vineyard who hired a lot

of men one morning to work, and they worked all

day. At the eleventh hour there were some men em

ployed to work In the same vineyard, and at night,

when the men came to the master for their pay, they

all received wnges alike: those who came in the

eleventh hour being paid precisely the same as those

who had borne the sweat and the toil all day. They

struck, these men who had been working all day.

They SBld : ' It Is not fair that the man who has

come In here and worked only one hour, the last hour

of the day, should be paid the same as we who have

worked all day. And the knock down argument

which was made at that time was this : ' Is it not

lawful for me to do what I will with mine own?'

[Applause.] Nothing more was said at the time, as I

• remember the story. It seemed to be h convincing

argument to the men themselves that the proprietor

of the vineyard had a perfect right to spend his

money in his own way, and if he chose to pay men

for one hours' labor the same rate that he paid men

for twelve hours, there was no fault to be found with

it—at least the argument ceased then and there. But

the question has been asked ever since, and in recent

times it has been answered in another way than it

was answered in the story I have related. [ Applause.1

The audacity ! The unreasonable gall of

working people to ask that those who " had

borne the sweat and the burden of the toil

all day " should receive the same rate of

pay that the lad who stood in with the boss

did. If compulsory arbitration will estab

lish standard wages in any branch of in

dustry, take from employer the right, the

sacred right, to pay who and what he

pleases, what is to become of these script

ural manners and customs ? It is not sur

prising that the Union League Club of Chi

cago decided against compulsory arbitra

tion.

The first part of the speaker's address

was intended, no doubt, to jolly the cham

paign punch and quail fareie. au cretson part

of his audience, the latter portion of the

address was of an entirely different nature.

The speaker said:

" Arbitration cannot settle strikes, cannot avoid

them entirely, but arbitration in the true spirit is the

greatest thing on earth, which is love; arbitration in

that spirit can do much toward reducing the number

and the severity of industrial controversies. Under

the principle of arbitration— compulsory arbitra

tion—the workingman becomes a slave. We have

abolished slavery in this country. Every man shall

have the right and liberty to work. Every man shall

have the liberty to make his own contracts. I am

sorry to say that the idea of freedom of contract is

too much of a fiction. If you make a contract subject

to the compulsory forces of a court you have gone to

a great depth of damage. It sounds well to say that

there is a freedom of contract, but it does not exist.

Every man must take such conditions as society law

forces upon him. The laborer who works with his

hands is obliged to take the wage his kind gets. If he

goes into compulsory arbitration he has lost whatever

there Is left of the freedom of contract, because he bus

allowed a court of law to fix the price at which he

will sell his labor. He must sell it at the price the

law directs or not sell it at all. So on either hand,

looking at the interest of the workingman and of

the employer and of the community itself, compulsory

arbitration means death to industry and the enslave

ment of workingmen generally." [Applause ]

The speaker, who was no other than Mi-.

Carrol D. Wright, is in hearty accord with
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the idea of optional arbitration but draws

the line at compulsory arbitration. Mr.

Wright is a broad guaged man and has al

ways taken a liberal view of the labor

movement, but when his remarks before

an audience like the Union League Club

have been flavored with Troncon of Salmon

a la Joinrilk they sound somewhat fishy.

THE BRAYING OF A LION.

Perhaps an enterprising showman of the

Barnum type could successfully palm off on

an unsuspecting public an ass disguised in

a lion's skin as a genuine specimen of the

genus felU Africanus, but there is one thing

that would probably cause this experiment

to result disastrously; in fact, would in

evitably bring the showman to grief—the

lion would bray. In the city of St. Louis

there is a great daily publication that, just

at present, is having paroxysms of grief be

cause of the number of idle men in the coun

try. This great newspaper goes into edi

torial spasms because the noble working-

man has suffered terribly during the past

depression in business. That this commis

eration for the poor of the land is not af

fected might have passed as being real, but

like the ass in the lion's skin, it could not

forego the exquisite pleasure of braying.

The Globe-Democrat gleefully recites the fact

that in the city of Philadelphia there is a

judge of the Jenkins calibre—a judge who

has smiles for representatives of capital and

frowns for representatives of labor.

Under the glaring caption of " The Walk

ing Delegate," the Globe Democrat proceeds

to dissect that opprobrious gentleman as

follows:

That peculiar and more or less pestiferous charac

ter, the walking delegate, has received a backset which

ought to materially modify his offensive arrogance

and self-importance. It was in the Circuit Court of

the United States at Philadelphia, Judge Dallas pre

siding, where this interesting event occurred. Grand

Master Wilkinson, of the Brotherhood of Railroad

Tniinmen, petitioned the court to enjoin the Reading

railroad from discharging employes alleged to be

members of said labor organization. As soon as the

fact appeared that Mr. Wilkinson was not himself In

the employ of the Reading railroad, Judge Dallas in

formed him that he hud no standing in the court, and

could not be allowed to interrupt the regular order

of its proceedings. In other words, he was told that

the court could not recognize him in his capacity as

a walking delegate, assuming to represent members

of the order over which he presided. The petition

was dismissed without any decision upon the issue

that it involved because it was presented by a man

exercising official authority unknown to the laws of

the country and not entitled to the notice of the

courts. And so Mr. Wilkinson went away, judicially

snubbed, and admonished to mind his own business.

If Grand Master Wilkinson had been the

representative of capital, had been the grand

master of some commercial organization in

stead of an organization of workingmen, his

"offensive arrogance" would not have been

so painful to the Globe-Dcnwcrat and Judge

Dallas. If a representative of the Reading

railroad had " petitioned the court to en

join" their employes from "quitting or

combining to quit" the services of that

company, a special train would probably

have conveyed Judge Dallas to his "cham

bers," and an injunction would have been

granted that would make the Globe-Demo

crat shed tears of joy.

In its ecstacies of delight at this Jenkin-

sonian action on the part of Judge Dallas,

the Globe-Democrat gives its editorial scalpel

another whet and proceeds thus :

This action on the part of Judge Dallas serves to

emphasize the fact, generally overlooked by men ltts

Mr. Wilkinson, that the labor organizations hRve ao

legal existence, and so can not claim any rights or

privileges as such in tiie courts. They arc simply

voluntary associations of men engaged iu given pur*

suits, and the officers chosen to conduct their affair!

have no powers or functions that judicial tribunal*

are bound In any sense to respect. The walking dele

gate is irresponsible, like the organization that to

represents. His authority is not such as justifies bim

in asserting himself in a en.se at law. He does not

stand for anything that can be reached by judicial

process, and so the courts can have nothing to do

with him as an intermediary agent between the em

ployer and the employe, and u specially commissions!

adjuster of labor controversies. This fact should be

carefully studied by those whom it particularly con

cerns—the members of labor organizations who habit

ually surrender their ritrht of independent thought

and action to the walking delegate, and fancy that

they must obey him because of his official conse

quence. The truth is that he does not possess any

legal authority, and when he goes into court for any

purpose pertaining to the office that he holds, his im

portance quickly becomes a fiction and an absurdity.

So " labor organizations have no legal ex

istence and cannot claim any rights or privi

leges as Buch in court." If the Globe-Demo

crat was as anxious to champion the poor

man's cause as its campaign taffy wonld in

dicate, it would not have forgotten that

Judge Caldwell said: "A corporation is or

ganized capital consisting of money and
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property. Organized labor is organized

capital consisting of brains and muscle.

What is lawful for one to do is lawful for

the other to do." The Globe-Democrat over

looks the fact that it was labor organiza

tions that knocked out Judge Jenkins ; that

upon an appeal by labor organizations Judge

Harlan set aside the famous injunction re

straining members of labor organizations

from striking.

II a " walking delegate," that " pestifer

ous" character, "does not stand for any

thing that can be reached hy judicial pro

cess," how is it that judicial processes are

always resorted to by judges when they con

clude to put a stop to a strike? Did Judge

Ricks resort to a " judicial process " when,

at his behest, "Walking Delegates" Arthur

and Sargent were arrested and brought be

fore his court for alleged connection with

the Ann Arbor strike? The trouble with

the Globe-Democrat is, the lion's skin it dons

just previous to every election cannot drown

its bray.

NATURE'S NOBLEMEN.

James Root and J. E. McGowan, engineer

and fireman, are receiving the praise so

richly deserved for their heroic deed in

saving the ill-fated passenger train from

the terrible forest fires in Minnesota ; but,

as usual, the fireman is overlooked entirely

by many of the writers, poets, etc., who

seek to immortalize the event.

All are familiar with these terrible forest

fires from accounts published in the daily

press, but from a personal communication

from Master Mechanic Brooke, of the St. I'.

<fe D. to Locomotive Engineering, the follow

ing account was taken:

" Engineer Root left Duluth on the after

noon of September 1st," says Mr. Brooke,

" on our limited train for St. Paul. Train

consisted of combination car, one coach and

two chair cars, engine No. 60, Fireman John

McGowan, and Conductor Thos. Sullivan.

During the previous two weeks the smoke

from the forest fires was so thick in the

vicinity of Hinckley that the front of the

engine could not be seen from the cab in

the day-time, and it was frequently neces

sary to run with the headlight lit in broad

daylight.

'.'The conditions on this day were not

different from what they had been con

tending with for a number of trips until

they began to approach Hinckley, when the

smoke became denser and more oppressive.

They kept on, however, expecting to get

through it shortly after leaving Hinckley.

When within three-quarters of a mile of

the station they ran amongst a lot of flee

ing people, signaling them to stop, which

they did. The engineer and conductor then

found out that Hinckley was all on fire and

the track impassable, and that our bridge

right at the town was on fire.

" There was an extra freight train run

ning behind them, but the conductor and

engineer decided that it would be safe for

them to back up as far as Skunk Lake, six

miles back, which owing to the total absence

of rain for the last three months, had evap

orated down to a mere mud hole and

morass. After loading up all the refugees

in sight, and waiting until the cars began

to catch fire, they started back. Although

they ran the six miles in about eight min

utes, the hurricane of flame overtook them.

Almost at the start the heat bursted cab

windows, pieces of glass cutting Engineer

Root severely in the neck near jugular vein

and in the head. The cab was on fire with

flames shooting in at the windows, which,

with the loss of blood, soon weakened Root

so that he fell over on deck, while the fire

man had gone to drop himself in manhole

of tank in order to thoroughly wet his

clothes, after which he came back with a

bucket of water and throwing it on Engi

neer Root revived him and assisted him to

his place again. About this time the cab

curtain strings burned off letting curtain

down, which immediately took fire, but

was torn off by the fireman. Fireman Mc

Gowan then commenced drawing water

from tank, throwing it continuously over

the engineer, himself and a refugee who

had crawled on the enginee just as they

started back, and who lay overcome in the

gangway.

" With the reviving action of water, En

gineer Root managed to retain his seat,

while the firman fed the firebox and oper

ated the injector. After reaching the tres

tle at Skunk Lake the engineer stopped his
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train, which in the meantime was all on

lire, with windows all out on one side, and

the train crew unloaded the passengers and

got them down in the lake. All that re

mained in the lake were saved. Some of

the refugees, however, jumped off before

the stop was made, owing to the heat and

flames, and were burned.

"In the meantime the fireman helped

Root down from the engine to the lake, and

then went back to try and get the engine

away from the burning train and off the

trestle. He endeavored to put out the fire

on tender, but as the coal was on fire he

had to give it up. He then filled the en

gine with water, put in a good fire, and cut

ting her loose from tender, ran her ahead.

He then went down in the lake and spent

the rest of the time caring for his engineer

and others until the relief train reached

them from Duluth.

" This limited train had between 125 and

140 regular passengers, and they picked up

at least 200 refugees, if not more ; the exact

number can never be determined. The

conductor, Tlios- Sullivan, as soon as his

passengers were unloaded, started back to

protect his train and Bend notification of

the disaster. After reaching Miller station

and sending his message, human nature

could stand no more, and he had to suc

cumb to the strain.

" Our brakeman, colored porter and news

agent proved themselves the right men in

the right place. The porter using the fire

extinguishers putting out the flames as they

broke out in the dresses of his lady passen

gers.

"Of the heroism of Engineer Koot too

much cannot be said, and a close second

comes his brave fireman, John McGowan,

whose physical ability not only sustained

himself but assisted Engineer Koot to stick

to his post. To give you a faint idea of the

condition of affairs in that cab, the lagging

caught fire and notwithstanding the rapid

ity with which they backed up the flames

were swifter and blew back in the cab,

setting front of cab on fire, burning all the

wooden handles of steam connections, ami

melting cab lamp, liuning boards were also

burned as well as cab seats charred."

Mr. Brooke says " Of the heroism of En

gineer Root too much cannot be said, and a

close second comes his brave fireman, John

McGowan." The Magazine agrees with

Mr. Brooke on the first proposition, too

much cannot be said of the heroism of En

gineer Root, but that his brave fireman

comes a close second, The Magazine will

not admit, relying as it does upon the facte

set forth in Mr. Brooke's own account,

John McGowan saved the train !

ANARCHY IN HIGH LIFE.

The Pullman Palace Car Company had *

hearing on October 3d, says a press report,

before the capital stock committee of the

State Board of Equalization of Illinois in

the city of Springfield, which episode brings

to light the fact that the Pullman people

are not the only ones dodging the tax col

lector. The report says :

Mr. C'randon then read a long list, compiled by«a

expert, of large buildings in Chicago whirh are •*-

sessed at from 5 to 10 per cent, of their real value.

The list included the Unity building, of which Got.

Altgeld is the principal owner, and there were wink*

and smiles when Mr. Crandon got this far down the

list.

"The Unity building," said Mr. Crandon. "Ib»

lieve there has been Boine question about that.

[Laughter.] 1 want to make no mistake about It. <~>f

the Unity company the authorized capital stock is

81,000,000, all paid up. The company has issued $300,-

000 of first mortgage bonds. That makes $1,300,000.

The building occupies a space of ground HO feet un

Dearborn street and 1"J0 feet on Court alley, leased for

ninety-nine years. The renting capacity of the build

ing is about 8180,000 per annum. At 5 per cent, that

gives it a valuation of 8:1,800,000. But let us be liberal.

.Suppose it pays only 2% per cent, on its valuation:

that would make Its vftlue81.90u.OUO. 1 understand it

is assessed at 8141,800. [Laughter.]

Mr. Crandon declared property in Cook county i«

assessed at little over 1 per cent, nf its actual value

He said lie had compiled a list of the millionaires and

multi-millionaires of Chicago, together with the as

sessment of their personal property. He would not.

he said, make the list public, but would file it with

the committee for the private inspection of its mem

bers. These millionaires, he said, were assessed on

their personal property from 82W to 81 ,000. "And ai

to Gov. Altgeld's personal property assessment," said

Mr. Crandon, "I tried to llnd it, but and that be i»

not assessed at all."

A member—But he Is assessed down here.

Mr. Crandon— No, he is not assessed in Sawnunon

county, either.

Mr. Maxwell (In astonishment i— Is it true that <>»T.

Altgeld is not assessed in either Cook county or San

gamon '.'

Mr. Crandon—I examines! the assessment in ?an«

inon county this morning, and could not find the
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name of Altgeld. The county clerk in Cook county

set a nun to work lust week, and he could not find

the name.

Continuing, Mr. Crandon said that the book value

of the tangible property of the Pullman company was

as follows: In Illinois, 88,166,224.51 : outside of Illi-

nois, t45,W!5,852.14 ; total. $54,392,076.65. On this basis

he thought last year's assessment of $1,600,500 was in

excess of the assessment of other property in Chicago.

The report of the Pullman company filed with the

capital stock committee shows its capital stock to be

$56,000,000 , paid up, $35,430,000: fair cash value, $13:1;

number of cars owned. 2.576, of which sixty are in use

in Illinois.

It seems that one of the " rights of prop

erty " which must be protected against

the invasion of the common herd is the right

to make the small propertyowners bear the

burden of taxation. Here we have a " com

piled list of millionaires and multi-million

aires " who are only assessed on personal

property "from $200 to $1,000." This is

anarchy in high life which is surely breed

ing anarchy in low life ; the latter can be

checked with gattling guns, of course, but

from the former there is no escape.

DOES "IT COST TOO MUCH?"

The list of fatalities resultant from rail

way accidents is continually increasing.

Particularly is this true with regard to en-

ginemen. It is not surprising that old line

insurance and accident companies hesitate

to take what they term "extra hazardous

risks," except at greatly advanced rates,

yet it is a still greater surprise that the

brotherhoods can insure this same class at

less than one- half the amount charged by

some old line companies.

The brotherhoods insure not only against

death from any cause whatever, but pay

full face of policy for total disability. A

fireman, for a small sum, can carry a policy

of $1,500, payable at death or total disabil

ity ; secure all other advantages of the or

ganization, which advantages cannot be

secured elsewhere, and in addition to this

prove his manhood by sustaining an organ

ization that has sustained him. It is some

times said by non-union firemen that " the

brotherhood costs too much," or "men on

the outside get along just as well as broth

erhood men." That such " dead beats " of

the labor movement should be suffered to

reap some of the hard earned profits of or

ganized labor is one of the stumbling blocks

of the labor movement. If "men on the

outside get along just as well as brother

hood men," and "without costing too

much," it is for the same reason that "men"

can get their stomachs filled at a charity

entertainment and then slip out without

paying, that men can draw pensions who

never smelled powder.

But with all their boasts these "men"

have their days of reckoning. There are but

few train or enginemen who have time to

read " letters ; " they are too busy as a rule,

even though the bearer of the " letter " be

searching employment. That hearty grasp

of the hand is missing, a grasp that to be

appreciated must be experienced—experi

enced when friends are in need, among

strangers, far from home, and wife and

babies. These " men " enjoy a cheaper life

and enjoy a cheaper death ; just fifteen

hundred dollars cheaper. Of course the

aged mother, the weeping widow, the little

toddling babies may be left in abject want,

stricken with poverty, but what does that

matter to these " men? "

WHAT ARE STRIKES?

The columns of the daily press are seldom

without accounts of strikes or rumors of

strikes. Hardly a day passes without some

thing being printed about a strike, and, yet,

what is a strike ?

"War between capital and labor" says

one, " an industrial insurrection ! " says an

other, and last, but not least, lexicograph

ers say that a strike is " the act of quitting

work ; specifically, such an act by a body of

workmen done as a means of enforcing com"

pliance with the demands made on their

employer."

The latter definition is taken from the

1893 edition of Webster, and is accompa

nied by this quotation as a corolary :

Strikes are the insurrections of labor.—F. A. Walker.

An insurrection is a " rising against civil

or political authority." Judges Caldwell

and Harlan say that strikes are legal. How

can insurrections be legal ? In face of these

incongruities what better authority could

be appealed to than the great orders under

whose jurisdiction strikes are conducted—

labor organizations ?

The representatives of capital, when in

volved in disputes with labor, bring into
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service the lock-out, the black-list and the

impoverished condition of employes, while

the latter can rely solely upon the strike ;

therefore, labor organizations should be

the best authority on what a strike is.

The " golden rule " of all labor organiza

tions is that no strike can take, place without

the consent of the majority. If one, two, or a

dozen men quit the service of a corporation

without consulting the wishes of a majority

in that branch of the service, it ie no strike,

they simply quit. If they call to their as

sistance, previous to quitting, the advice

and services of other associates, and their

grievance is not ratified by a majority, and

yet they sever their connection with the

company, it is no strike. If a majority de

cide against a strike there can be no strike,

in fact most labor organizations exact a two-

thirds majority vote in favor of a strike be

fore one can take place. Then what must

these great upheavals of labor that ignore

all laws of all labor organizations be called?

" Insurrections of labor?"

comparison has been made, and their wages

should accordingly be reduced. The pe

tition of the Receiver is overruled except as

to these two particulars."

STILL ANOTHER.

United States Circuit Judge Woolson on

October 11th decided that the Receiver can

not reduce wages of employes of the Omaha

& St. Louis (Wabash) Railway.

Judge Caldwell ruled in the Union Pa

cific case that "employes must be paid fair

wages even though no dividends may be

paid." Judge WoolBon's decision recites the

above and holds that this is law. Of course

the general rule is that a court must

turn the road over to the stockholders as

soon as such a thing can be safely done.

The retention of faithful, intelligent and

capable employes is of more importance

than a temporary increase in earnings, and

the court would not be justified in discharg

ing satisfactory employes because of present

ability to employ others at reduced wages.

The evidence shows that some of the em

ployes are hardly able to maintain their

families on the present wages. The highest

and best services cannot be expected from

men compelled to live in a state of pinch

and want. " It is conceded by the em

ployes that the rate of local freight en-

ginemen and trainmen on this road are

greater than on other lines with which

NO DIVIDING LINE.

The brotherhood knows of no geographi

cal boundary between the United States

and Canada. It is all one country to loco

motive firemen regardless of what politi

cians may say. Speaking of some recent

"campaign talk" of a prominent politician

the American Machinist says : " It will be

remembered that during the visit of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

to Montreal last June, the then recent

declaration of Senator Frye that "Cana

dians hate Americans," attracted consider

able attention and adverse criticism by the

Canadian hosts of the society. Another

proof that Senator Frye's declaration was

not correct is found in the recent generous

action of Sir Donald Smith, who, it will be

remembered, took a prominent part in the

entertainment of the society. He has just

given the sufferers by fire in Wisconsin the

sum of $5,000, indicating that his generosity ■

and humanity does not stop at political

boundaries." American members of the

brotherhood who have met and mingled

with the lads from Canada, especially those

members who were so fortunate as to at

tend the Toronto convention, can brand as

false such accusations as that credited to

Senator Frye.

CIVIC FEDERATION OF CHICAGO

Under the above title some of the citi

zens of Chicago have formed what they de

clare "a non-partisan, non-sectarian asso

ciation, inviting the co-operation of all

forces that are now laboring to advance the

municipal, philanthropic, industrial and

moral interests of Chicago."

Under the auspices of the Civic Federation

a conference will be held on November

13th and 14th for the purpose of discussing

the subjects of industrial arbitration and

conciliation. The first day will be devoted

to "such industrial disputes as might be

properly controlled by national legisla

tion;" the second day to a "general discus

sion by experienced persons, representing

both capital and labor, as to the best method
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of arbitrating the differences so frequently

arising between the two."

Mr. Ralph M. Early, the secretary, con

tinues: "It is further expected that the

conference would bring into view the meth

ods heretofore or now employed in this or

other countries, and that the information

thus gathered would prove of great service

in the formulating of legislative action,

which, in some of the states, if not in con

gress, will, no doubt, be attempted in the

early future. In fact it might be deemed

expedient by the committee to recommend

such legislation."

Grand Master Sargent has received an

earnest invitation to be present, to which

he responded that the Brotherhood of Lo

comotive Firemen will be represented at

this important meeting.

THE RAILWAY LABOR MOVEMENT

IN GREAT BRITAIN.

American railway employes, generally

speaking, have little or no knowledge of

what their cousins in John Bull's domain

are doing. "With many the opinion pre

vails that an employe of a British corpora

tion can hardly call his soul his own, much

less demand justice through the service of

a representative committee. If American

workingmen would interest themselves in

the labor movement in other countries they

might discover, to their surprise, that

others are making great strides in bettering

their condition.

Tlie Railway Revieiv, "a (British) weekly

newspaper for railwaymen," carries at its

masthead the assertion that "All Men Are

Brethren," and is not backward in demon-

stratingthe proposition. The Magazine re

produces a few notes and editorial mentions

from an issue of thiB progressive labor pub

lication which will throw considerable light

upon the relative positions of railway offi

cial and employe in the land of our fore

fathers.

Students of tlu' unemployed problem should note

this. On Monday, the 3d hist . a passenger guard tit

London ltoad station, Manchester, M. S. & L., came

on duty at 5: IS A. M. and finished at 2::i0 P. M., when

hi- commenced work on the platform till ll::so P. M.

Thus* he put in over eighteen hours, but he was still

not satisfied. After walking two miles to hi.s home,

fie enjoyed himself in luxurious ease until 3:1."» A. M.,

at which time he began to get a special train ready.

With a little luck he could get back about 11:30 P. M

on Tuesday, and he was thus on duty over forty-two

hours with less than three hours in bed. Now, we

quite admit that the company ought to be punished

for such a flagrant violation of the hours act, but

what about the man? It is useless to disguise the ugly

fact that overwork is encouraged by many employes,

and this is the secret of its prevalence. Though we

do not know this passenger guard, we feel sure that

he has contributed to the Watkin charity appeal.

Some men do not want the old system to pass away ;

it provides too much overtime. Nevertheless we are

making it more and more uncomfortable for the sel

fish individual who, too cowardly to contend for bet

ter conditions for themselves and fellows, seek to add

to their wages at the expense of the unfortunate out-

of-works who have none at all. It is no use railing at

capitalists only, for the worst enemy the employes

have is the man whose hunger for overtime leads him

to sacrifice everything, even the interests of himself

and family, to satisfy it. Such a policy is at once

dangerous to the public and detrimental to the men,

and should lie condemned by all right thinking

people.

Have we progressed this well in America?

The companies here are not guilty of " a

flagrant violation of the hours act" when

they "double men out" at both ends of

the road; there is no "act" against it.

Are we "making it more and more un

comfortable" for men who are content to

draw double pay while members of the

same division or lodge are in distress for

the necessaries of life ?

In speaking of the membership of the

"Associated Society of Railway Servants,"

the Review says :

Leaving out of count four who consider themselves

too old to join, we learn that there are only three

signalmen and one emergency signalman in the Ath-

erton and Tyldesley district who are outside the A.

S. R. S. What an unenviable position to be sure.

We wonder whether the wives or sweethearts of these

men had a look at our leading article last week. It

would not be a bad idea of the competitors for the

splendid medallion offered for their capture to at

tempt to snare their birds in this direction. Some

how or other, we have a presentiment that our broth

ers will soon be able to bring them into the fold. It

must be so lonely outside.

How does this strike you for organiza

tion? Only four signalmen in two entire

districts who remain out of the fold.

Regarding recent favorable legislation,

the Review says :

Now, a word to railwaymen on this reform which

has just been introduced. The central feature of it

is the part played by the Amalgamated Society. But

for its advocacy and work, these two sub-inspectors

would be now nonexistent. This is a mere truism,

and one of the many which non-unionists conven
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iently ignore. It lias been trade union energy und

money whicli have brought it about, but all the ad

vantages which may result from the now departure

will be shared by every man in the railway service.

A few have sown ; the many, as usual, will reap. We

appeal to non-unionists whether this is fair.

A Welsh correspondent enters complaint

of the " chilliness " of certain men who call

themselves brotherhood men :

From information to hand, I cannot but draw the

inference that at Barry. Havod, men toward men are

deplorably lacking in that brotherhood of man which

Bhould stand out prominently in all trade unionists.

Endeavor at all times cheerfully to carry n manly

bearing in all your acts and thoughts ; do not stoop

to such mean, frivolous, yet despicable action, one

by another; curry no favour, ye then are not bonds

and tattlers in return, for, mark you, I am inclined

to think that the management is totally ignorant of

the fester that exists among you, and would not take

advantage of it, if they did. Hut were you to fall in

the hands of some men, what ready-made tools you

would be found for your own and fellows' destruc

tion. Thus far on this occasion and no further, and

may I not, I pray, need to make my knowledge known.

POLITICAL HEROES.

What a pity that workingmen do not ex

pend the energy wasted on both sides of

the tariff question in securing stringent

laws prohibiting "black-listing," laws that

can be enforced against employers as effect

ually as others are enforced against em

ployes. The season of political festivities is

at hand. Many weary wage-workers will

spend sleepless nights, wielding leaky

torches, shouting themselves hoarse in

lauding and denouncing the protective

tariff; yet no flaring of flambeaus, no tramp

ing of clubs, in the interest of an anti-

black-listing law, an anti-Pinkerton law or

any other law that has for its purpose the

helping of the wage-earner. Who ever

heard of a bank president or railway offi

cial soiling a dress suit with kerosene oil

from a campaign torch ? The wage-earner

does all this gratuitously, but seemingly en

joys himself amazingly.

A SOCIAL REFORMER.

The October Arena is, as usual, filled to

overflowing with good things. Henry Latch-

ford in "A Social Reformer " brings promi

nently before the reading public one who

has done much for his fellow man, Henry

D. Lloyd of Chicago.

In speaking of the home life of this great

reformer Mr. Latchford says : " One always

meets at that home, gathered around a

table which accommodates from twenty to

thirty people, rich and poor, white and

black, gentle and simple, college president

and seamstress, artist and mechanic, divine

and layman—all on a basis of liberty, fra

ternity and humanity." This picture ij

but typical of his whole life and is an open

index to his character.

Perhaps the fairest estimate, save Mr.

Latchford, of his position may be formed

from his speeches. On the occasion of *

mass meeting in the Chicago Armory, to

protest against a raid made by the police

on some workingmen peacefully assembled

in Greif's Hall, Mr. Lloyd presided, and said

at the close of his address :

Everybody is predicting revolution, shall It be i

French revolution, which tlod in his infinite merry

forbid, or shall it be an Anglo-Saxon revolution a!

peace, compromise and progress? That will ben

question of temper. Every noble voice that spent-

to us across the civil flames and social wreckage of tin-

past warns us not to repeat the fatal blunder of uV

bad temper with which faulty humanity has debated

all its past difficulties.

Once upon a time there was a union of workingmen.

artificers in precious metals, who with toil and sacri

fice found out how to make for themselves magic riur-

—these rings more beautiful than any kingly crown

and stronger than the will of a tyrant—these rings tfn?y

had but to turn on their fingers, and a mighty spini

appeared, who would execute for thein any commuiii

thar was honest, kind and pure. The very god?

looked down with admiration upon these rings and

rewarded the makers by decreeing thiit their de*r?n<l-

ants should be born with the rings already upon their

fingers. Upon the gifts of their ancestors and their

gods only one condition was Imposed. They must

use the rings. If left unused their power would

grow less until it disappeared.

That union was the union of these 1'nited State

and its walking delegate was George Washington.

The ring of citizenship is upon the finger of every

American. With this ring you can breakthe ring* or'

boodlers, rings of politicians, rings of mouey power.

street car rings, gas rings, railroad rings, rings of

monopoly. You must use it or lose it. If with thl>

magic ring on your hand you drift into disaster, li

must be that you prefer it.

On another occasion Mr. Lloyd, while ad

dressing the American Federation of Labor,

said:

' In seven years—.Ian. 1, I8ill—the twentieth century

will open. The eighteenth put an end. by the Amer

ican and French revolutions, to the ancient rrginr <•!

political and social tyranny. The nineteenth century

has seen the last chain of chattel slavery broken, lu

seven years the century will open which, before it^

close, will see the social crime of enforced poverty

and the dependence of any human being upon *n

other, for the necessaries of life or the means of in

dustry, forever abolished throughout Christendom

Let us begin to make ready now for that next email

cipation. that new liberty, that enlarged democracy

Let America, the leader of liberties of mankind, makr

the first move, and let the federation of trades union*

of its working people lead America,

In conclusion Mr. Latchford says of this

philanthropist: "His noble personality.

his elevated character, his pen and voice

and purse are now, as they have ever been,

on the side of those in all countries and oi

every creed who suffer from what he be
lieves to be injustice • • • This Chris

tian gentleman is admired by people of

intellect, he is respected by nch men,

and he is loved by the poor of Chicago."'
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QUERENT COMMENT.

The Railway Young Men's

Undertaking.Christian Association of Kan-

'sas City is doing a good work

in a noble cause. Their membership is

large and composed almost entirely of rail

way men. In addition to the usual advan

tages of such associations, classes in pen

manship and spelling, shorthand, mathe

matics and mechanical drawing will shortly

be established solely for the benefit of rail

way or expressmen. In these classes the

tuition is free, which will prove a blessing

to those who are so unfortunate as to have

been disabled in railway service. Such an

institution as this should receive the sup

port of every member of the brotherhood

though he be not a professed Christian.

The Monthly Mirror, published by the Kan

sas City Association, sa>s:

Any male officer or employe of any railroad, tele

graph, express, fast freight, or palace ear company,

or of any railway pool or commission, the Union Do-

pot company, or either cable railway company,

or the stock yards company, or of the rail

way mail service, who is a member in good stand

ing in any evangelical church may /become an

ncftve member, and if not a member of any church

but is of a good moral character may become an aaso-

einlt member. The uctive members only shall vote

or hold office. All other privileges of the association

are common to both classes of members. The annual

membership fee is $ i.00. You can become a member

whether you are a Jew or a Gentile, Catholic or a

1'rotestant. Christian or unbeliever. All we ask is

that you are a gentleman. For loafers, tramps, bums,

men who want to use the association as a cover for

their meanness, and men who want to make it a hid

ing place from work we will not admit at any price ;

though we are always ready to do our part in the

work of regenerating into new life any man.

A Center Shot.
The United Mine Worker

hits the nail on the head

and presents the facta of the case in a nut

shell when it says: " The man who starts

out a speech or a written article with the

exhortation to workingmen to arbitrate

ought to be shunned aa soon as he makes

the first break, for it is evident he knows

nothing about what he essays to enlighten

people on. Workingmen are always will

ing to arbitrate and don't need any per

suasion on that point; it is the other side

that ought to be educated on that score.

When people learn that the aggressive side

in this whole contention is capital they will

quit shouting 'arbitrate! Don't strike!'

to the workingman. The very first time

we learn of a Tabor dispute in which the

employes refuse to arbitrate we will give it

due prominence, but we don't expuct to

hear of such a thing for some time to come.

There is no need to tell laboring men to ar

bitrate; they are always willing to do so.

Turn your batteries in the other direction,

gentlemen, please."

Union, on dividing lines of

Organl""tion. policy, results in disunion.

Centralization of interests

can never be accomplished through diver

gent channels. Unity of purpose should

be accompanied by unity of actions. Gen

erally speaking, wage-earners assert their

citizenship at the polls, yet in such a man

ner that the efforts of one half are neutral

ized by the efforts of the other half. Speak

ing of similar organizations of different

policies, the Machine Wood Worker says :

Dual organizations in one trade are antagonistic to

the best interests of the wage workers. One organi

zation for each trade or industry is sufficient, and it

is well to bear in mind that too many organizations

mean the less organization.

The Machine Wood Worker is also respon

sible for the following:

When fool lecturers talk about the high wages paid

American labor over European labor, the enhanced

purchasing power of the dollar abroad is invariably

lostsightof If the cost of living in America averages

S10 per wick and in Europe $ft, and if the wages of the

European averages fifty per cent less than on this

side of the Atlantic, yet they are relatively the same.

In England an ordinary mechanic will earn in two

days enough to pay a week's board bill. In the United

States he can do no better, and as all other necessaries

of life are correspondingly cheap his wages arc no

better here than there. It is not the dollars a man

receives for his labor that determines how well he is

paid, so much as it is the quantity and quality of the

products of others that he can secure with what he

receives for what he produces.

What strike *' naa Decome extremely

Have none! popular in many quarters to

cry down the efforts of organ

ized labor. Not only from the ranks of capi

talists but from labor circles comes the

statement that " strikes are never won,

organizations are useless." The great good

done by labor organizations is ignored and

particular stress is laid upon the fact that

strikes have been lost notwithstanding the

large expenditures of hard earned cash.

These critics seemingly forget that it is the

fear of a strike and not the strike itself that

wrests justice from unwilling hands. The

American Federationist says truthfully:

The number of strikes that have been averted by

the trades unions can never be correctly recorded.

The efforts to reduce wages and increase working

hours successfully checked will be but half written.

The concessions gained in the matter of wages, hours

of labor, conditions of employment and legislation,

are but grudgingly acknowledged and frequently

unappreciated As a matter of fact, the great victo

ries of the labor movement are those which are

achieved unheralded and unknown to the general

public They are obtained by the unions In confer

ence with employers or their representatives in their

offices and in many cases a condition of settlement

being the fact that the victory should not be pro

claimed to the world.

Great opposition to compul-

A?bltratlo7.80ry arbitration comes from

both capital and labor. Capital

views the movement with dread, fearing an

invasion of " rights of property," a curtail

ing of prerogatives ; wnile la>>or fears the

fersuasive influence of a crisp bank note,

f it takes a half doz«n bailiffs, 8>ul para

lyzing oaths and barricaded doors to keep

an ordinary petit jury above suspicion what

could be expected of a board of arbitration

when " intimidated " with a certified check
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for a hundred thousand. If all were actu

ated by a sense of justice and love of fellow-

man compulsory arbitration would be the

proper thing and from the results of recent

strikes it may be the least of two evils,

certified checks notwithstanding. The Ci

gar Makers1 Journal objects to the matter on

general principles and says :

Compulsory urbitration means compulsory compli

ance with the findings and awards of turn boards of

arbitration, which means a complete surrender of

the industrial freedom we have been able to force and

hold through the power and efficacy of our labor or

ganizations. If the principle that the state, us such,

can force any of its subject* to submit to arbitration

is once established in law and practice, then by the

same rule and logic it can force those same subjects

to accept the terms submitted, and all semblance to

industrial freedom, in so far as the workers are con

cerned, is at once completely destroyed. 1'nder such

a regime we would be at the complete mercy of dom

ineering capitalistic slave drivers; in trade disputes

Injunctions would till the air. and not only the leaders,

but the workers as well, would be arrested and tried

for conspiracy, and those who resisted would be held

to be traitors in open rebellion and would be treated

as such. Beware of all attempts to bring about com

pulsory arbitration. Free and voluntary arbitration

in trades disputes may be and in some cases is all

right. However, the result of such arbitration is

generally dependent upon the strength and ability

of either side to the controversy to back up its posi

tion and demands.

Riots vs. strikes. Ma?y Peopfe confound

a strike with a not, sim

ply because strikers sometimes lose their

heads, and under the influence of excite

ment do things that no labor organization

approves. It should be borne in mind

that when a striker breaks the law of

the land he is also a violator of

the laws of his organization. In most

instances rioting originates among the

unorganized, in fact among the sympathiz

ers instead of the strikers themselves. The

Railroad Telegrapher delivers the following

"short sermon":

Labor is the capital of every workingman. If he

sees fit to cca.se giving it to any one, and is not under

contract to give it for a stated period, he can with

draw it. lie can also talk to other workmen and

persuade them to do likewise, but it should he re

membered that the right of free speech does not give

any citizen the right to trespass on the property of

another citizen whileexercisiugsuch right It is also

unlawful for a man to pick up a club and thump an

other man who applies for the work he has withdrawn

from. Organized labor must light fairly and squarely

to win. violence may secure a temporary victory,

but after the battle is over the loss is greater than the

gain and the victors themselves are dissatisfied for

the reason that the principle involved was hidden

from the eye of the world by the conflict itself and

the confusion and losses incident to the same.

The Telegrapher also says:

When Horatio Seymour was governor of Xcw York

state a strike occurred on the New York Central rail

way. The road was tied up and business was suffer

ing. Seymour was equal to the emergency. He sent

for the ofllcials of the road and said to them, " Gen

tlemen, this road was chartered to do the business of

a common carrier for the benefit of the people of the

state. I will give you jast twenty four hours to set

tle this strike and resume business, or I shall seize

the road and operate it In the interest of the state."

Alas! good friend Horatio is dead, and

his successors are not built of the same kind

of timber. In these later days of civiliza

tion, the governor generally sends for the

sheriffs and adjutant general and says.

••Gentlemen, this road was chartered to do the busi

ness of a common carrier for the benefit of the pcopl*

of the state. I will 'give these riotous striken )i«

twenty-lour hours to go back to work and rnusv i!u

invasion of rights of property, or I shall bring *\owv

upon them the entire militia of the state.*' _j ».■*-»

* m» » The Foreman's Advance repro-

KcciiSfic. dacee from the -tV«w York Stm one

' of Cy Warman's poetic gem*,

"The Freight Train." Cy is a rhymster

with a brilliant future, he can reproduce a

lame exhaust to perfection ; listen :

How 1 love to watch the local

Winding up around the hill

In the sunrise of the morning

When the autumn air is still,

And the smoke, like loosened irewna*,

Floats away above her back.

And to hear the chucka. chucka,

Chucka, chucka, of the stack.

*> ,.*. , « -. The Union Pa.ific offi-

$££3l^M^?K™*d for dealing in

pohtu-8, have reformed to

a certain extent by eliminating from em

ployee, at least, "this objectionable fea

ture. In September a bulletin was posted

which says : "On account of personal strut?

being engendered among employes by »<■

tive participation in political matters, it has

been decided to request all employes to re

frain from becoming particularly identified

in any way. Should any employe desire to

accept a nomination for office of any kind,

he will be required to resign from the ser

vice." In regard to this circular the Cnim

Pacific Employe*' Magazine expresses the

following opinion:

There is nothing new about this matter. Men if-

cepting nominations were held to be unable todo«

full day's work mid hare their minds on a {KilltU-mJ

office at the Mime time. Ithasalwavsbeenaquc*non

as to the justice of such a ruling h'or there are thuu

siinds of things a man could have his mind on rather

than his work that would be more detrimental than

running for office. Falling in love, or " gvttinjt re

ligion " would be worse, but a man running forufftov

usually can find plenty to do looking after hlacanvo*

but when it comes to the prevention of the discussino

of politics, there is no two sides to that. A man h»

no time to discuss politics when at work. As far"

discussing polities outside of working time is con

cerned, that is positively none of the business of any

employer; and it never has raised as much disturb

ance as the discussion of the differences in reli«kin

has. which in no way pertains to the welfare of the

men, being an absolute waste of time. The rinulo

is simply advisory, it Is no order, and the least atuo

lion that is puid it the better, outside of the tinu

actually in service.

The American Engiiwcr '»m/

£o?omo°Uv.. Railroad Journal has com

menced the publication oi i

monthly list of accidents to locomotive eo-

gineers and firemen which, it is* hoped, will

draw the attention of the many reader* of

that excellent publication who aiv in official

circles, to the crying need of safety appli

ances. The October number of the Anuri-

can Etigiin <>r reports for A tigust 1 1 accidents,

which list was compiled from newspaper
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reports and therefore necessarily Incom

plete. Of this number 17 engineers and 15

firemen were killed, and 22 engineers and

15 firemen were injured, which would indi

cate that the running of an engine was a

more dangerous occupation than firing. The

causes of the accidents are specified as fol

lows : Collisions, 14 ; cattle on track, 4 ; de

railments and unknown, 3 each ; land slides

and struck on siding, 4 each ; other causes,

1 each. The Journal explains the purpose

of this new departure as follows :

The object of publishing this monthly list of acci

dents to locomotive engineers mid firemen is to make

known the terrible sacrifice of life and limb that is

constantly going on among this class of people, with

the hope that such publications will in tune Indicate

some of the causes of accidents of this kind, and help

lo lessen the awful amount of suffering due directly

and indirectly to them. If any one will aid us with

the information which will help make our list more

complete or correct, or who will indicate the causes

or the cures for anv kind of accidents which occur.

they will not only be doing us a great favor, but will

in- aiding in accomplishing the object of publishing

this report, which is to lessen the risk and danger to

which the men to whom we intrust our lives areex-

posed.

With the exception of po-

^.Srlu^Hor^itical questions there is

probably no subject attract

ing so much interest at present as the ar

bitration of disputes which continually

arise between capital and labor. If some

means could be devised whereby strikes,

expensive and obnoxious to all concerned,

could be prevented by the arbitrament of a

just and equitable commission or board it

would be hailed with delight by working

people. No one is more averse to a strike

than a laboring man with a family depen

dent upon his efforts for sustenance. His

tory reminds one that the American colo-

nistB were averse to their great strike, a

strike that cost untold numbers of broken

heads and hearts. But when no power can

be appealed to for justice and right the

workingman, like his forefather the colo

nist, strikes, and strikes hard. With him

it iB not a matter of choice but of necessity.

Under this head the Eight Hour Herald

aptly says:

Sever before w'as such wide-spread interest mani

fested in measures calculated to prevent strikes and

lockout* as is noticeable at the present time, concilia

tion and arbitration being the especial measures more

frequently alluded to. Reform organizations, as well

as our great colleges, are contributing to the agitation,

addresses, lectures and papers being^ delivered upon

the subject without end. Public discussions on ar

bitration are frequently being held, while the best

minds In the nation are contributing to the result of

this conclusion through the medium of their maga

zines. Certainly some good should come of all this

discussion.

Another election is upon us and

VaSJor.' W*M 80on De gone and in how few lo

calities have the working people

concerned themselves about the convict sys

tem, that system prevailing in many states

that brings prison made goods in direct

competition with those of honest labor.

Only a short while ago the state militia of

Tennessee were in the field for weeks and

months to protect mining contractors who

preferred to lease convicts from the state to

paying their old employes twice as much

wages per day as was paid for convicts.

The laws of Tennessee provided for just

Buch transactions aa that and it is safe to

say that but few of the thousands of work

ingpeople who voted in Tennessee protested

against it in the proper manner. As long

as working people sustain such laws with

ballots they should not attempt to repeal

them with bullets.

The Railroad Telegrapher says concerning

convict labor:

Convict labor should be used to make our country

more habitable for free labor; not as a factor to drive

free labor into idleness and poverty. The population

of our "slum" districts is sufficiently large already.

Every citizen whose labor is depreciated in value by

competition with convict labor is forced from his re

spectable home into the tenement and enforced idle

ness obliges him to hide his honest face in the shad

ows of our cities, where the hand of vice soon chokes

all honesty and love of law and order out of him.

. Educatlona, Among the five hundred

Correspondence, lodges of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen it

would not be an easy task to find one that

did not include in its membership some

persons capable and willing to lend interest

to the Magazine by contributing to the

correspondence colu mns. There is nothing

that brings a publication of this nature in

closer touch with the members than brief,

newsy letters concerning the conditions

surrounding the membership. Of course,

all should not write at once, but if it was

necessary the Magazine could be enlarged

to accommodate these members. They

own the Maoazixe, it is their property.

Each and every member is a stockholder,

and every effort should be exerted to make

this fact apparent. The Trainmen's Journal

thus exorts ita readers:

We urge our brothers to write of the industrial situ

ation in their respective localities. There is some

thing interesting and instructive in having the facts

made known through the medium of the Journal, and

any suggestions that would tend toward a betterment

of conditions are what we need to make it valuable

and readable. Anything touching on the general

welfare isgiven attention, and we ask our brothers to

tell how the situation looks and what could be done

to improve matters m the section where they are

located.

THE LABOR MOVEMENT.

On October 3rd, the Farmer's National

Congress convened at Parkersburg, W. Va.

The delegates, 500 in number, included

many representative farmers from all parts

of the country. Among the matters urged

before the congress at the session were free

rural mail delivery, rural telephone lines,

the enlargement of the work of the weather

bureau, good roads at a reasonable cost,

fuller agricultural statistics, accurate crop

reports, better supported and managed
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agricultural experimental stations, judicious

legislation effective in stamping out infec

tious live stock diseases, a national and

systematic improvement of the waterways

and such revision of railway legislation as

will, while preventing abuses, remove need

less interference with proper railway man

agement.

Among the prominent men in attendance

were Colonel Needham, president of the

New EDgland Agricultural Society ; Judge

Lawrence, president of the National Wool-

Growers' Association; Mr. Bontam, presi

dent of the National Swine-Breeders' Asso

ciation; Colonel Cunningham, the largest

tobacco grower in the world, and O. T.

Johnson, of California, the pioneer success

ful beet sugar producer of the country.

•
* »

It is cheering news, indeed, to hear that

trades unions throughout the land are com

ing closer together, meeting and greeting

and settling differences by fraternal, yet

business-like methods. During the month

of September the United Brotherhood of

Carpenters held their convention in the

city of Indianapolis, on which occasion the

Machine Wood Workers urged the Carpen

ter's Brotherhood to relinquish all claims

on machine men, mill bench hands, etc.,

and to grant to the Machine Wood Workers

sole jurisdiction over mill hands. The re

quest was granted and all mill hand unions

will be transferred to the Machine Wood

Workers. The carpenter's brotherhood

also decided that aa far as possible it would

aid the international union in organizing

factory workers throughout the country.

This is as it should be; no two organiza

tions should claim for membership men

employed in the same calling.

*
* •

Terrence V. Powderly, so long the great

leader of the Knights of Labor, has joined

the legal fraternity. His complete knowl

edge of the labor question, taken in con

nection with his marked ability, will make

his counsel invaluable in cases involving

labor law.
*

* •

The Central Labor Union of Nashville,

Tenn., is wide awake in the protection of

free labor and home industry. Upon the

report becoming current that the slate pro

posed to let the entire contract for building

the new state prisons to one person or firm,

and that the contractors would probably

use convict labor, the union entered the

following protest:

Whekkah, It has come to our notice that the duly

authorized agents of the state of Tennessee, who have

in charge the awarding of contracts for the construc

tion of the new state penitentiary, intend to " lump "

said contracts to the detriment of the smaller con

tractors of the state of Tennessee, who will thereby

be prevented from bidding on same, therefore, be it

Setnhrd, That we, the Central Labor Union of Nash

ville, Tenn., in special session assembled, hereby (tin-

demn the said proposed mode of awarding conlracu.

JZcsolvai, Further, thuil we protest a#aiii*i the em

ployment of convicts on said new prison, the em

ployment of such labor on state work In-ing iniraio-]

to the best interests of the tux-payers of the state.

A struggle long averted, but inevitable,

between capital and labor, took place in

the cities of New York, Brooklyn and New

ark in the early days of September, result

ing in a brilliant victory for the latter.

That odious, poverty-breeding, sweat shop

system has succumbed to the onward ruarch

of the United Garment Workers of America

and another system substituted, that of

weekly wages, a ten hour day and a mini

mum scale.

• «

On October 3rd, the Second International

Congress of Railway Workmen was held in

the city of Paris, France, on which occasion

there were assembled delegates from the

different railway labor organizations of

many countries. No report of the proceed

ing has been received in time for publica

tion in the present issue of the Magazine.

•
• *

The United Brotherhood of Carpenter*

held their convention in Indianapolis in

September. Hard times seems to nave at-

fected the membership of this organization

as severely as many others, but its financial

condition is excellent. With the finance*

all right, a return of prosperous times will

soon bring increased membership.

*
• •

The Road Master's Clerks' Association

met at Chicago on Wednesday, Oct. loth.

Among the many subjects discussed were

"Best Method of Letter Filing." "B«t

Method of Keeping Material ami Tie lie-

ports," " Best Time Book and Distribution

of Labor Sheets." Sessions were held at

the Palmer House.

•
• •

On the first of October there were 2,000

miners out on strike at Massillon, 0., 900

at Denton, Ky., 600 at Whitwell, Tenn ; all

fighting against unjust reductions of wage*-

•
•

The International Typographical Union

held its convention at Louisville, Ky., dur

ing the past month. The officers "obown

for the ensuing year were : President, W.

B. Pregcott, Toronto and Indianapolif,

First Vice President, Theodore Perry, Nash

ville; Second Vice-President, Frank ir

Boyle, St. Paul ; Third Vice-I*resideDt,

Charles B. Lahan, Chicago; Secretary and

Treasurer, A. G. WinfS, St. Louis. The

following delegates to the American Feder

ation of Labor to be held at Denver were

chosen: Win. M. lliggins, Louisville; An
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gust Mc<irath, Boston, and John W. Bram-

wood, Denver. For trustees of Childs-

Drexel fund, James J. Dailey, of Philadel

phia; Alexander Duguid, Cincinnati; Henry

E. Dorsey, 1 >allan, Tex., and L. C. Shepard,

Grand Kapids, Mich., were chosen. Colo

rado Springs was selected as the place for

holding the next meeting.

* »

The actors of Boston recently formed a

anion of the theatrical profession. The

many grievances which led up to this pro-

ceedure on the part of actors of the Hub

City are Bet forth at length. "The mana

gers of many of the theatrical employment

agencies," ho says the Labor Leader, " were

particularly complained of. and their system

of taking ' blood' money from members of

the profession seeking employment was

denounced. One cause of complaint was

the lack of protection from irresponsible

managers who leave companies stranded on

the road without making provisions for

their members reaching home."

Unemployed Labor In France.

The latest returns of the Central Labor

Office in Paris are not particularly encour

aging, according to the statistics just pub

lished. In the country districts, 67 per cent.

of the agricultural laborers are out of work ;

while in the wine districts of the Cher and

Herault the number of idle hands amounts

to from 75 to 80 per cent. As a set-off all

but 3 per cent, of the miners and quarry-

men are fully occupied. In the food trades

7 per cent, of the bakers, 20 per cent, of the

cooks, and 15 per cent, of the butchers' men

are without occupation. The state of things

in Paris, as acknowledged by the represent

atives of the various trades unions, is still

worse. Whereas only 7 per cent, are want

ing work in the book"trades in the provin

ces, the number is 19 per cent, in Paris,

while 13 per cent, of the workmen in the

leather and fur- dressing trades, 27 per cent.

of the shoemaking trade, and 77 per cent, of

the glove trade are out of work. It is reck

oned that of the men engaged in the me

chanical, spinning and weaving industries,

12 per cent, are idle.; among the hand loom

weavers 31 per cent.; in the hosiery trade,

24 per cent ; in the dyeing, bleaching and

sizing trades, 13 per cent.; in the lace and

embroidery trades, 36 per cent. ; of the up

holsterers, 15 percent.; of the tailors, 20 per

cent.; and of the hatters, 16 per cent. The

position of hand-weavers is getting more

precarious from day to day, as, apart from

the difficulty of obtaining work, by reason

of overproduction in factories, they have

had tosubmit to a sensible redaction in pay.

This is particularly the case in the Depart

ment of the Maine et Loire, whereas full

work ia going on in the Khone and Haute

Loire.—Exchange.

TRADE UNION CONGRESS.

A Trade Union Congress was held by Brit

ish workingmen at Norwich, England, dur

ing the month of September. A reading of

the proceedings would put to shame the

much vaunted freedom of political action

among American workingmen, inasmuch as

while British workmen were fraternally

meeting in one representative body for the

purpose of procuring favorable legislation,

their American cousins were allying them

selves with the different political parties,

hurling epithets at each other—complete

ly disfranchising themselves, neutralizing

their efforts, by pulling in opposite direc

tions.

This congress was made up of representa

tives of all trade unions and was a non-par

tisan political brotherhood. A parliament

ary committee was elected to lobby in the

interests of labor, to meet capital with their

own weapons, to fight the devil with fire.

H the lobby of capital succeeded in pur

chasing a member, the lobby of labor would

see that that member stayed at home the

next time the votes were counted. The

Magazine hopes and prays, anticipates and

predicts, that the day is not far distant when

American workingmen will follow in the

footsteps of Great Britain's yeomanry.

From the published proceedings of this

congress of trade unions the following ex

tracts are presented, hoping that similar

action will be taken by American labor or

ganizations :

PARLIAMENTAKY PROCEDI'RE.

Mr. Charles Kenwick, M. P., row to move the first

resolution on the agenda paper, which ran as follows :

" That in the opinion of this congress the shameful

and unpatriotic practice of obstructing public busi

ness in the house of commons has now developed to

such an extent that further reform in the rules of

parliamentary procedure is urgently demanded, in

order to put an end to such disgraceful proceedings.

We further hereby instruct the parliamentary com

mittee to urge this matter upon the attention of the

government, and request them to take such steps as

will enable parliament to give effect to the wishes of

the people.''

Mr. Rudge seconded the resolution, which was oar-

ried unanimously.

COOPERATION.

The consolidated resolution on co-operation ran as

follows: " Recognizing that the ultimate well-being

of the workers depends on their being able to retain

all they produce, this congress recommends all trade

unionists to extend their rules so that they can be

enabled to invest some of their funds in co-operative

production, whereby they may be able to obtuin pos

session of the raw material and means of production :

and urges all workers to endeavor to make both tin-

trade union and the co-operative movement a suc

cessful means towards that end; but this congress

strongly condemns co-operative societies trading with

non-union or black-leg firms, and asks a joint com

mittee of trade unions and co-operators to investigate

the case of Harruw-on-Soir."

This was accepted by the congress.

AMALGAMATION AM> FEDERATION.

Mr. McManus ( Belfast) moved, " That this congress

is of opinion the time has arrived when, iu the inter

ests of trade unionists, there should be a general
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amalgamation or federation of the trade councils of

(ireat Britain land Ireland) for tbe more effective or

ganization of the workers in each country; a better

method of enforcing their rights and privileges with

regard to matters relating to labor, and whereby the

combined organization can be utilized for the better

ment and strengthening of trade unionism ; that it be

an instruction to the parliamentary committee to

adopt such means as will give effect to the early car

rying out of this resolution; and that financial pro

vision be made for the payment of additional clerical

and other assistance to the secretary of the parlia

mentary committee."

The resolution was put and carried unanimously.

# * o *

CONSPIRACY ANI> BREACHES OF PEACE.

Mr. Alderman Insklp moved, "That this congress

instructs the parliamentary committee to take imme

diate steps to bring pressure to bear upon the govern

ment to include in their program for next session a

bill to amend the law relating to conspiracy and

brfaches of the peace." He said that none of them

wished for any latitude in the eyes of the law. All

they asked was that the law itself should be made

clear. They remembered the Plymouth case, which

cost the trade uuions so much. If Mr. Robertson's

bill had been carried, the matter would have been

placed on a satisfactory basis. He hoped the new

parliamentary committee would take the matter up.

Mr. Cort seconded the resolution, which was car

ried unanimously.

if * * •

COMPULSORY INSPECTION OF BOILERS.

Mr. E. Fisher moved, and Mr. Whitburn seconded,

tin* following resolutions: "That we request the

parlUmen'ary committee to introduce a bill to pro

vide for the compulsory half-yearly examination and

registration of steam boilers; and that the boiler at

tendant may have power to call for a special exam

ination whenever he may deem it necessary." "And

further, that this congress reaffirm"* the decision of

firevious congresses as to the necessity for all persons

a charge of steam boilers and steam engines being

required to undergo an examination, and being

granted certificates to show their practical fitness for

such duties; aud that the parliamentary committee

be instructed to introduce bills to give effect to this

resolution."

Mr Whitburn (Newcastle) begged to direct the at

tention of the parliamentary committee to the efforts

which were being made to defeat the end which they

had in view Compulsory inspection in this direc-

tiou was absolutely necessary, and steps should at

once be taken by the house of commons. [Cheers.]

The resolution was carried unanimously.

# * * *

PRISON-MADE GOODS.

Mr Kudge moved and Mr. J. H. Walker seconded,
'• That the parliamentary committee be instructed to

promote and support legislation to prevent the Im

portation of all goods made or produced, either wnolly

or in part, in any foreign prison, gaol, house of cor

rection, or penitentiary ; also to promote and support

legislation to prevent the importation of all foreign

manufactured got »ds not bearing the mark of origin.

where practical ; if not practical, the purchaser shall

be informed of the origin of all foreign manufactured

goods offered for sale by Invoice or board."

This was carried.

# « t- *

THE FACTORY ACTS.

Mr. Ben Turner (Itatley) moved, "That this con

gress instruct the parliamentary committee to intro

duce a bill at the earliest possible opportunity to

amend the factory and workshop acts of 1878 and

1891. such bill to include the following points: in)

That all places wherein work for sale is made shall

be duly licensed for that purpose; (b) That employ

ers shall be held responsible for the sanitary condi

tion of till places in which their work is carried on ;

(c) That owners of property, or their agents, shall be

liable to a penalty if any portion of their premises be

used for a workplace, unless the same has been pre

viously licensed for that purpose; (d) That all em

ployer's shall keep a register of names and addresses

of all outworkers employed by them, and forwud

the same at least once every nix months to the proper

authorities, who shall cause the said list to be ex

posed in someplace for public inspection; (e) That

the building of bakehouses in cellar* or below the or

dinary street level be prohibited; (f) That all em

§lovers be compelled to provide workshop accomwo

ation ; (g) That the sanitary authoritv for work

shops be the same as for factories; (h) That the fol-

lowing be substituted for the twenty fourth clause of

the act of 1801 : Shall furnish to every person, or ex

hibit in every room or factory or workshop fn which

any such person is employed, a list containing in *

plain and definite form the particulars which deter

mine the rate of wages payable for any piecework to

be done by any such person in that room, and shall

also furnish to every such person, on giving out work

to him, a statement in writing containing m plain and

definite form, the particulars of the work to be done

by him that determine the amount to be paid for the

work, and also the price he is to be paid for tbe tunc,

and such prices that are due shall be paid from the

date the work is given out; iii That all fine*, deduc

tions, charges for workrooms, light, motive power,

tools, implements, material*, or anything else, be pro

hibited ; (j) That all laundries be treated alike la

any new factory and workshop legislation "

The resolution was carried unanimously.

" BLACK LEGGING."

Mr. Leonard Hall (Manchester) moved, " Any w>

cicty engaged in a dispute, and considering them

selves aggrieved by reason of members of another

society taking the place of the men on alrikc, may

report the circumstances to the parliamentary com

mittee. If that bodv consider the said society <u h«vr

a just cause of complaint, they shall appoint three of

their number to act as arbitrators, who shall consider

the whole circumstances of the caw. and if they And

the society against whom the offense is alleged to

have been guilty of blacklegging, they *hall suspend

them from representation at congress for a term not

exceeding two years, ami shall also make them re

sponsible for the whole or such proportion of the cost

of the investigation as they may deem adequate."

Mr. Mosses seconded.

The discussion on this resolution was adjourned,

and a long argument arose as to the position vl tb*

Irish delegates, who were nominated. The ducu*-

sion was originated by Mr David Holmes

Mr. Crooks, L. L. ('.."on behalf of Mr. .twhn Devlin,

moved that the following words be added to Mr.

Hall's resolution : " That no labor union shall allow

or enforce any tradesman, following ids own occupa

tion, to join their organization ; but shall encouraa

and advise all such persons to keep up their connec

tion with the society belonging to their own trade"

Mr. Tylor seconded

Mr. A. T. Dipper (National Labor I'nlont said this

union found that four-fifths of its work was keeping

mechanics out of laborers' work. [Cheers j He went

on to give instances which had come under his no

tice in which skilled unions had blacklegged on-

skilled unions If labor unions ought not to fore*

mechanic* into joining them, surely the converge wu

true, and mechanics' unions ought not to bladtirf

labor unions.

Mr Mad.iison liron-molders) replied to Mr. Dip*

§er. He was proceeding to complain of m»me thluga

one by the tatter's union, when Mr John Ward rose

to order. He thought these disruptions between dif

ferent unions added nothing to the dignity ol tbe

congress, [cries of " Vote." |

Tne previous question was moved by Mr. Andrew

Clark, and carried.

* * a €

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY BILL,

Mr. J. K. Collins moved, and Mr Howcr* seconded,

" That the parliamentary committee be instructed to

press upon the government the nc<vi\Jtv of at one*

re-Introducing the employers' liability bill.*'

Mr. Ward moved the suspension of the standing

orders so that the whole (iiicstiou might bedianuweu

Mr. Ward moved the suspension of the standing

■dors so that the whole oiifsfiou might bedianuweu

Mr. Will Crook* moved as an amendra. m " Thai

this congress heartily approves of the employers" lia

bility bill as Introduced to parliament In the last
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session fit the house, containing as It did the princi

pal points lor which we as workmen have contended

lor for years ; the most important being the provision

against contracting out of the net, without which no

measure will be acceptable to the workers of the

I'niteil Kingdom. We, therefore, call upon the gov

ernment to re-introduce the measure, and further

instruct the parliamentary committee to insert a

clause making employers financially and criminally

liable for all accidents caused by defective plant and

machinery." He said that to hear Lord Dudley and

others talk, one would think that the only reason

why they wanted an employers' liability bill was be

cause they wanted the money to have a good " flare-

up, " not caring whether they got a broken leg or a

broken head. Of what use to a man was £.Mifl, or his

widow, if he got killed'' He wanted to see em

ployers made criminally liable for all defective plant

and machinery.

Mr. J', t'urran seconded the amendment, which was

carried unanimously.

■.1 ft «■ v

ALIEN IMMIGRATION.

Mr. Alderman luskip (Leicester) moved, "In view

of the injury done to n large number of trades and

trade unions by the wholesale importation of desti

tute aliens, this congress calls upon the government

to take the necessary steps, either by bill or order in

council, to prohibit the landing of all aliens who have

no visible mean's of subsistence " He desired to point

out that they were taking a serious responsibility in

asking the congress to pass such a resolution. But

the time had arrived when it was absolutely neces

sary to protect British workmen from the aliens who

cared not at what price they worked. In Manchester.

work which was live years ago done for :is r>d. was

now done for Is. 2\.^1. ["Shame!"] He had no

wish to take away tiie right of political iisylum which

existed in Kngland, but he did ask that those who

were willing to take work at starvation prices should

be prevented from landing, as wits now done in

America. The results of all their work as trade

unionists in the tailoring, boot-making and cabinet-

making trades was slipping through their hands and

if something was not soon done, the wages of work

men in Kngland would descend to the Continental

level. [Cheers ]

Mr. Xuskip's resolutian was put and carried by 143

to ":!. [t 'beers ]

The above quotations from the minutes

of this meeting will enlighten the reader

upon its object, and when it is taken into

consideration that this congress is made up

of representatives from all classes of trade

unions, it will be seen with what unanimity

they act in political matters. •

The city of Cardiff, Wales, has been se

lected as the next meeting place and the

Magazine hopes to give a complete account

of same.

The labor conferences held in Philadel

phia April 28th, and St. Louis June 11th,

were movements in the right direction.

The future has much in store,—an Ameri

can Labor Congress will be the outcome.

JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

REASONABLENESS OF REDUCTION- OF WACiES BY

RECEIVER.

A railway company, whose so'e property

wa« the equipment and leasehold of an

other road, passed into the hand* of a re

ceiver. The annual rent was the first lien

on the equipment, and the leasehold was

subject to forfeiture for nonpayment of

rent. Owing to general business depres

sion, the earnings of the road fell off, until

they were not sufficient to pay the rent,

and the receiver ordered a reduction of ten

per cent, in the wages of all employes. It

appeared that a like reduction had been

theretofore made by competing roads, and

that, in order to avoid discharging many

employes, the receiver had been compelled

to lessen the working time of each one.

Held, that the reduction was not unreason

able. Where a ten per cent, reduction of

wages is reasonable in itself under all the

circumstances and the general condition of

trade it is not rendered unreasonable by

the fact that his employes were already

working on short time, with a proportionate

reduction of wages; the shortening of time

having been directed with their own con

sent, in order to avoid the discharge of

many of their number.

Thomas vs. Cincinnati, N. O. it T. Ry. Co.

(Circuit Court, S. D. Ohio, W. D.) 62 Fed.

Rep. 17. (192).

DUTY AND LIABILITY OF EMPLOYER.

It is the personal duty of an employer to

use ordinary care that the machinery neces

sary to conduct his business is maintained

in a reasonably safe condition for use. The

delegation of that duty to subordinates does

not bring the lalter into the relation of fel

low servants, within the rule of exception

as to employes injured by reason of a breach

of that duty. The master must use rea-on-

able care not to subject his employe to an

extraordinary risk in the service, unknown

to the employe. When an employe sus

tains injury by the combined negligence of

a fellow servant and of the master, the lat

ter cannot, on that ground alone, avoid

liability.

Browning vs. Wabash Western Ry. Co.

(Supreme Court of Missouri). 27 S. W. Rep.

(>44. (117).

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE OF FELLOW SER

VANTS.

Railroad section men and laborers on re

pair trains, employed by the same master

for the same general purpose of keeping

the roadbed and track in order, and work-

in/ for the same general result, are fellow

servants ; and the employer is not liable for

injuries to one. caused by negligence of an

other, even though such other has super

vision over either gang of men.

Thorn vs. I'iitard. (Circuit Court of Ap

peals, Fourth district). (>2 Fed. Rep. 232.

(08).

CONTRIBUTORY XEGLKiENCE BY SERVANT.

Where one who had been employed as

braktman for several month*, was placed

on a car in order to give the necessary sig

nals to the enuini er of a train which wai

bei g loaded with crushed stone. Th>dust

of the crusher ii terfered with his view of

the engineer, and lie got down fioin the car

and stood on the maiu track. Atter stand
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ing there about five minutes he was struck

by a passing engine. There was nothing to

interfere with his observation in each direc

tion. It was held, that he was guilty of

contributory negligence.

Clark vs. New York, L. E. & W. R. It. Co.

(Supreme Court, General Term, Second De

partment). 30 N. Y. S. 126. (99).

The Supreme Court of Minnesota holds,

that the rule that one who attempts to

cross or places himself upon a railroad track

without looking and listening, when, by so

doing, he may discover the danger from an

approaching train, is guilty of negligence,

does not apply to the case of one who is

employed in a railroad yard, and whose

duties frequently make it necessary for him

to go upon the tracks. Where, in a railroad

yard, tnere are tracks of several companies,

and the employes in the yard of one com

pany are accustomed to go, in performing

their duties, upon the track of another, the

jury may find a license from the latter to

do so.

Jordan vs. Chicago, St. P. M.,ifcO. Ry. Co.

(59 N. W. Rep. 633). (117).

LIABILITY OF MASTER FOR INJURY TO SERVANT.

If an employe is injured while in the ser

vice of his employer by negligence of a co-

employe engaged in the same general em

ployment, when the master has exercised

reasonable care in the selection of the co-

employe, the employe who is thus injured

cannot, as a general rule, recover damages

of his employer. But this rule has no ap

plication in a case where the master owes

a duty to the servant directly. In such a

case if the master entrusts the performance

of that duty to a fellow servant, the negli

gence of the latter is the negligence of the

master, and the master is liable to another

servant who is injured by such negligence.

Blondin vs. Oolite Quarry Co. 37 N. E.

Rep. 814. (125).

LIABILITIES OF RAILROAD AND TELEPHONE

COMPANIES FOR INJURIES TO BRAKEMAN.

Where a brakeman in the employ of the

receiver of a railroad company is injured,

without fault on his part, by being thrown

from a freight car by a telephone wire which

the telephone company negligently allows

to hang too low over the railway track, and

the receiver and telephone company knows,

or by ordinary care and diligence might

know, the condition of such wire, both the

receiver and telephone company are liable

to such brakeman for damages sustained.

Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone

Company vs. Crank. (Court of Appeals of

Texas). 37 S. W. Rep. 38. (89).

STATUTORY PROVISION'S FOR INJURIES TO EM

PLOYES OF RAILROAD COMPANIES.

Comp. Laws Kan. 1879, making a railroad

company " liable for all damages done to

any employe of such company in conse

quence of any negligence of its agents, or

by any mismanagement of its engineers or

other employes, ' having been construed

by the Supreme Court of the state as not

limited to injuries caused in the movement

of trains, is properly applied, in the Federal

Courts, to a case where one employe wag

injured by negligence of another while both

were engaged, in a roundhouse, in putting

a recently-arrived engine in condition for

immediate use.

Chicago, R. I. & P. Ry. Co. vs. Stanley.

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit).

02 Fed. Rep. 303. (103).

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania hold*

that the provision of a membership certifi

cate in a benefit association, made up of the

employes of a railroad, company, under

which the benefit becomes due to the

member whenever he is disabled from any

cause, that acceptance of benefit shall be a

release of the railroad's liability for the dis

ability, is not against public policy, it not

having the effect of a release till the mem

ber accepts the benefit.

Johnson vs. Philadelphia & R. It. Co. 21

At. Rep. 854. (76).

LIABILITY FOR INJURY To RAILROAD EMPLOYE.

In an action by an engineer against a

railroad company for personal "injuries

caused by the negligence of a brakeman, it

is proper, after giving evidence that the

brakeman had been drinking just before

the accident, to show his reputation for in

temperance, for the purpose of charging

the company with knowledge of his intem

perate habits.

Norfolk & W. R. Co. vs. Hoover. (Court

of Appeals of Maryland). 29 At, Rep. 9W.

(61).

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW FOR PROTECTION OF BAIl-

ROAD EMPLOYES.

Laws 1S93 entitled "An act to compel

street railway companies to protect certain

of their employes from the inclemency of

the weather," is constitutional.

State vs. Hoskins. (Supreme Court of

Minnesota). 59 N. W. 645. (31 1.

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE IN DIM iBErW.

INSTRUCTIONS.

Where a railroad employe is injured in

consequence of his failure to signal a train

to stop, as his instructions required him to

do, he is guilty of contributory negligence.

Le Bahn vs. New York Cent. & ft. R. R

Co. i Supreme Court, General term, Third

department). 30 N. Y. S. 7. (35).

LIABILITY IN HANDLING DISABLED CARS.

Where an employe handling a disabled

car, which was being transported to the

shop for repairs, and having the control of

the action of the engineer, steps between

the cars, on which the disabled car had no
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drawhead, is injured, he cannot recover for

such injury, as he knowing the danger was

negligent in placing himself in such a posi

tion.

Illinois Cent. Ry. Co. vs. Bowles. (Su

preme Court of MiBS.) 15 So. Rep. 138. (66).

WIIO MAY BE FELLOW SERVANTS.

A train dispatcher, employed by the divi

sion superintendent, though he has power

to employ and discharge brakemen and

flagmen, and has general charge of the

movement of trains, is a fellow servant of

an engineer, who is also subject to the in

structions of the division superintendent.

Norfolk & W. R. Co. vs. Hoover. (Court

of Appeals of Maryland). 2!' At. Rep. 994.

(51).

The Supreme Court of Tennessee holds,

that the mere fact that a car inspector goes

on one track in order to inspect cars going

on another—such track being an appropri

ate place to inspect cars from—does not

render him guilty of contributory negli

gence, so as to prevent a recovery in case

be is injured through the negligence of an

engineer running a switch engine on the

track on which he is standing, though he

knew a train was likely to pass along such

track.

Taylor vs. Louisville & N. R. R. 27 S. W.

Rep. 063. (86).

Contributors and Correspondents.

An earnest invitation is extended to all

members and other readers to contribute

to the columns of the Mac.azine. Within

the ranks of the Brotherhood of locomo

tive Firemen there are endless numbers of

members who have the ability to write in

telligently upon subjects pertaining to me

chanics and other matters interesting to

the membership at large.

It is not necessary that contributors

should sign their names to articles for pub

lication, a nom de plume or simply the ini

tials will do. But, of course, it is necessary

that the editor should know with whom he

is dealing, therefore your full name and ad

dress should accompany each communica

tion. Write concerning the condition of

your lodge, enclose newspaper accounts of

special occasions, such as balls, picnics,

etc. It is the purpose of the editor to make

the Magazine just what its name indicates,

a locomotive fireman's magazine, pure and

simple. It is edited by a fireman and read

by firemen, and it is hoped that members

of the firemen's brotherhood will leave

nothing undone to promote its welfare.

Recent Publications.

Steam Tables and Engine Constants. By

Titos. Pray, Jr. 1). Van Nostraxd Co.,

23 Mi-rray St., N. Y. Price $2.

The readers of the Magazine will recog

nize in the author of " steam Tables and

Engine Constants " an old friend and con

tributor. This work contains original and

up to date information and is a valuable

reference book for those engaged in mechan

ical engineering. Of the many subjects

treated are the following : Ratio of Expan

sion ; Cut-off, etc.; Heat Units in Water 32°

to 212° ; Factors of Evaporation ; The Econo

my of Feed Water Heating ; Heat of Steam ;

Engine Constants ; The Efficiency of Burn

ing Coal ; etc.

Aid to Engineer's Examinations. By N.

Hawkins. Tiif.o. Aidei. & Co., 91 Lib

erty St., New York.

"Hawkin's Aids " is just what its name

indicates, being a complete summary of the

principles and practice of steam engineer

ing arranged for reference catechetically.

The author says : " Men often operate Bteam

plants satisfactorily who can not tell how

they do it, and a thorough practical engin

eer may make a very poor showing when

questioned by an examiner."

The International Railroader.

The above named publication, Messrs.

D. G. Ramsay, manager; A. J. Arkin, edi

tor and A. D. Thurston, general agent, pays

its first visit to The Magazine and is a wel

come guest. As its name indicates its geo

graphical and social range is international

in character. The Railroader $ columns are

filled with crisp railway news and editorial

comment.

Machinery.

No 2, of Machinery, "A practical

for machinists and engineers and

are interested in machinery," has

this office and is a typographical

The Industrial Press of New York

the publishers and Fred II. Calvin

in-chief. May success attend their

Vol. I.

journal

all who

reached

beauty.

City are

is editor-

efforts.

Donahoe's Magazine, in the October

number, propounds the query, " Which

Party Should the People Support in No

vember?" In thia triangular debate the

Democratic party is represented by .Tosiah

Quincy, the Republican party by Eliot

Lord and the People's party by George H.

Cary, candidate for governor of Massachu

setts on the latter named ticket. The dis

cussion is interesting, although only a "four

round contest for points."
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THE BROTHERHOOD.

To Corrksponi>knts.—Uriel, newsy letters are de

sired upon subject* of general interest. Sign name

and nnm <k plume, the latter for publication.

FAREWELL TO THE BROTHERHOOD.

Byron pang:

'• Farewell ! a word that must be and hath been ;

A sound which makes us linger; yet Farewell!"

And Shakespeare Bays:

"Fare thee well

The elements be kind to thee and make

Thy spirits all of comfort."

Having severed my connection with the

Locomotive Firemen's Magazine, it suits

me to ask for so much space in its columns

as will suffice to say farewell to its readers

and to the brotherhood.

Mv connection with the Magazine began

in September, 187S, when, at the Buffalo

convention, I was elected associate editor.

In 1880 I became editor, and resigning the

position at the Harrisburg convention in

.September, 1894, makes a continuous ser

vice of sixteen years. Such dates are in

the line of reminiscences, and considering

the age of the brotherhood, have a touch of

ancient history.

I took charge of the Magazine during

"the times that tried men's souls," their

courage and their fidelity. The brother

hood was bankrupt and the outlook was

gloomy. The supreme demands were cour

age to fight its battles and confidence that

success would be achieved. It was not long

before the skies began to brighten, clouds

rolled away, victories were recorded all

along the line, and there was never a battle

for the right that the Magazine did not

participate in, seeking always the place

where the fight was fiercest.

I began my career as editor with a monthly

circulation of less than fifteen (1,500) hun

dred, which steadily increased until a cir

culation of thirty seven (37,000) thousand

copies per month was reached.

It would be rank egotism to claim the

credit of such success, but this may be said,

the Magazine kept fully abreast of the

most exacting requirements of changing

conditions, and if the brotherhood grew,

the Magazine helped it to grow. It cham

pioned every new demand for intellectual

advancement and gave to its various de

partments the best thought it could com

mand and was more widely quoted than

any publication of its class in the country.

For my successor, in the responsible posi

tion the late convention assigned him, I

shall confidently hope for a large measure

of success. Ready, studious and capable,

he will have a wide field for the display of

his learning upon the various subjects re

lating to the welfare of labor. Brother

Carter will, I doubt not, put forth his beat

efforts to make the Magazine a power in

the labor literature of the country, and

most cordially do I bespeak for him the

good will and consideration of the brother

hood.

In severing my official relations with the

brotherhood, I think of the grand lodge

officers with whom I have been associated

during the past sixteen years. Of the

Grand Masters there have been Joshua

A. Leach, W. R. Worth, Frank B. Allev,

W. T. Goundie, F. W. Arnold and F. P.

Sargent; Grand Organizers S. M. Stevem

and John J. Hannahan. Of these, Brothers

Sargent, Hannahan and Arnold are still on

the deck of the brotherhood ship, and a?

" I remember nil

The friends so link'd together,"

I confess to feelings which betray emotion

and ask, when shall we meet again, and at

wearied hopes expire, I content myself in

believing, if not in the whirl and bustle in

cident to official life, still in " Fancy's wide

domain " we shall meet again.

True it is that our pathways diverge and

true it may be, nevertheless, that we may

work on chosen lines for the amelioration

of the condition of men in the railway ser

vice of the country.

And to the rank"and file, to the old battle-

scarred veterans with whom I have tramped

from valley to highland, with whom I have

sat around our lodge fires and conned oar

plans for triumphs—I send them all greet

ings of " Auld Lang Syne." They are to me

what "John Anderson, my Jo John" wai

to Burns—and to them I say farewell with

my heart in my mouth. In relinquishing

my position as editor of the M \gazine I

abate not a jot of my esteem for the <r»

men of the brotherhood. They have been,

and are, my friends " without variableness

or shadow of turning," and I shall be thein

until my days are ended.

" Here's a sigh to those who love me.

And a smile to those who hate ;

And, whatever sky's above me.

Here's a heart for ev'ry fate "

Eugene V. Debs.

Terre Haute, Ind., October 13th, 18S4-

CHANGE OF FISCAL YEAR.

Pursuant to laws enacted at the Harris

burg convention, relating to the change of

the beginning of the fiscal year from Aug

ust let to July 1st, it will be necessary to

change the beginning of the quarters one

month earlier. Collectors will collect as

usual on or before November 1st, 18H4, for

quarter ending January^ 1st, 1S95 tthis un

der the old law). Circulars of instruction

will be issued requiring the collection oi

two Udrds of a quarter's dues on or before

February 1st, lsi'5, under the new law, at

which time collectors will issue receipts for

the quarter ending March 31st, 1895.
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THE NEW LAWS.

Of the amendments to the present con

stitution adopted by the Harrisburg con

vention the new beneficiary law is- probably

the most important. After January 1st,

1895, any member of the organization pass

ing the medical examination can carry in

surance of five hundred, one thousand or

fifteen hundred dollars. The details of the

beneficiary law will be arranged by the

Grand Executive Board, acting in conjunc

tion with the Grand Master and Grand

Secretary and Treasurer, at a special meet

ing to be called by the Grand Master. At

this metting also will be decided to what

city the grand lodge of the brotherhood

will be removed. The convention decided,

with no opposition, thatsnch action was es

sential to the welfare of the order, but left

to the grand officers and grand executive

board the election of a city offering the best

inducements.

Another important law enacted was the

provision for three Vice-Grand Masters in

stead of one as at present, and the creation

of the office of editor and manager of the

Magazine, the Magazine department being

entirely separate from the Grand Secreta

ry's, but all departments and officers under

the general supervision of the Grand Mas

ter.

The new constitution provides that the

Iosb of hand at or above the wrist or loss of

foot at or above the ankle will entitle mem

ber to beoeficiary claims. The following

resolution aleo passed which goes into ef

fect immediately, therefore is the law now:

"A beneficiary member in good standing

who shall be totally and permanently in

capacitated from performing manual labor

by reason of the following diseases, to wit:

Consumption, Brijiht's disease of the kid

neys, or total and permanent paralysis,

shall be entitled to the full amount of his

beneficiary certificate, providing that all

claims arising under this section shall be

referred to the grand lodge office/a, etc.

This law shall be of full force and effect im

mediately upon its passage."

The beginning of the fiscal year shall com

mence on July 1st instead of August 1st, as

at present.

The committees on beneficiary claims

and on constitution and by-laws shall

meet at least three days in advance

of the conventions in order to have re

ports ready when called for by the con

vention, and all amendments to the con

stitution and by-laws shall be forwarded

to the grand lodge office by the subordinate

lodges at least sixty days" previous to con

vention.

Members expelled for non-payment of

dues may be reinstated by subordinate

lodge within thirty days without special

dispensation from the Grand Master.

Orders for the secret work will be en

tered in a printed form on the back of mem

bers' receipts for dues.

No member of any other labor organiza

tion shall hold the position of a grand offi

cer of the brotherhood.

Striking firemen shall be allowed $25 per

month for three months only.

Strikes may be declared off by the Grand

Master with the consent of a majority of

the members of the grand executive board.

The Grand Master shall prepare a new

ritual to go into effect on March 1st, 1895.

There were 104 death and disability

claims acted on. Of this number ten were

allowed for SI ,500 each, one for $1,000 and

one for $3.38. The remaining claims were

either rejected or referred to grand officers

for examination.

Resolutions passed recommending the

holding of union meetings with other labor

organizations, calling on members to sus

tain all contracts made by the brotherhood

aud protesting against sympathetic strikes.

Mr. H. N. Norton, anex-memberof Lodge

145, was elected a grand honorary member

of the brotherhood.

The next convention will be held in Gal

veston, Tex., on the second Monday in Sep

tember, 1896.

The following is the list of grand officers

elected for the ensuing two years :

Grand Master—Frank P. Sargent.

First Vice-Grand Master—John J. Han-

nahan.

Second Vice-Grand Master—Charles A.

Wilson.

Third Vice-Grand Master—Charles W.

Maier.

Grand Secretary and Treasurer—Frank

W. Arnold.

Editor and Manager of Magazine—"Wil

liam S. Carter.

Board of Grand Trustees—Wm. F. Hynes,

Alex. H. Sutton; A. H. Hawley.

Grand Executive Board—Eugene A. Ball,

H. N. Lamb, Asa Dillon, F. J. May, D. J.

Byrne.

ADDITIONAL GRAND OFFICERS.

In addition to the creation of the office

of editor and manager of the Maga

zine, the Harrisburg convention added

to the list of Grand Officers the posi

tions of Second and Third Vice Grand

Masters. The necessity for these addi

tions weTe pointed out very plainly in the

Grand Master's report. He said: "For a

long time I have realized that there was a

necessity on the part of the grand lodge of

closer attention to subordinate lodges; that

it is necessary that lodges of our brother

hood be visited at least once a year ; that

to allow a lodge to go without a visit from

a representative of the grand lodge for an

indefinite period causes the membership to
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lose interest and a falling off in attendance

at meetings, and finally the lodge begins to

think that the grand lodge has no interest

in them. • • * What we need at the

present time is additional grand officers in

the field to visit subordinate lodges, to en

courage our membership, to visit railway

officials, talk with them about the brother

hood and endeavor to overcome that ill

feeling that has been created during the

past ninety days by the hasty action of

many of our members. There will be many

new lodges to organize during the coming

two years. Members are coming back who

have left the order and there will be a pro

cess of rebuilding going on throughout the

country."

The sentiment voiced by the Grand Mas

ter in his recommendation was in accord

with the wishes of the delegates, and from

January 1st, 1895, the Brotherhood of Loco

motive Firemen will begin a new era In its

progress. Our watchword will be " upward

and onward." We will set our faces toward

the rising sun and have no heartburnings

for that which has been. We will live for

the future, profiting by the past.

The Harrisburg convention could not

have decided more wisely than when they

selected Bros. Chas. A. Wilson of No. 1*4,

and Chas. W. Maier of No. 24, to aid the

Grand Master and First Vice Grand Master

in carryingon this work. The many years of

efficient service of these two brothers places

them in positions that requires no intro

duction of them by the Magazine. The

membership will find in Bros. Wilson and

Maier men whose enthusiasm in their work

will be contagious—even to those members

who haven't seen inside of a lodge room

since they were initiated.

On the first day of January Bros. Wilson

and Maier will begin their new work in

territories assigned them by the Grand

Master, and the Magazine predicts that

they will receive a hearty welcome.

CONVENTION NOTES.

Bro. Charles W. Maier, Third Vice Grand

Master, and his little daughter, Josie, of

Parsons, Kas., did New York to a finish.

Charlie was '"chaperoned" by Bro. Al.

Hawley of No. 149, and was in excellent

hands. After walking Al's legs off up to

the knees Charlie said that he would come

again to the metropolis and look it over

well, and if he liked it he thought he would

buy it and take it out to the Territory.

The fraternal feeling that exists between

meinberB of the federated orders of railway

employes was demonstrated in a happy

manner by the many cordial courtesies ex

tended to delegates by the Harrisburg

members of the U. R. G, B. L. E. and B. R.

T. It suggested the idea of our forefathers,

" E plurihux unum! "

Very important duties are assigned to

the present Grand Executive Board before

its retirement. The convention instructed

that when called by the Grand Master the

board should convene in Terre Haute, and

in connection with the grand officers pre

pare the amended features of the insurant*

law for publication and also to select a

future location for the Grand Office of the

Brotherhood.

At the union meeting held September

22d under the auspices of.Tust-in-Time and

J. F. Bingham lodges of New York City a

large crayon picture of Grand Master Sir-

gent was decorated with two new brooms.

It was quite appropriate. Bro. Shirae of

Just-in-Time lodge says " its a good thing-

push it along."

Bro. Springweiler, of No. 241, was a wel

come visitor at the convention. He hat

been prominently identified in the past in

securing legislation favorable to working-

men and has been actively engaged daring

the past summer as a member of the New

York etate constitutional convention at

at Albany.

If anybody should ask him Bro. Fred

Keeler of the Grand Executive Committee,

could tell a very interesting fairy tale as to

how a lion at Hagenbach's circus, in New

York City, was the medium through which

he became acquainted with a lady of the

swell 400, don't cher-know.

Harrisburg's hospitable reception could

not have been surpassed and if Galveston

thinks anything of her reputation as a

convention city the members of US will

have to get down to business early in the

season.

The W. D. Robinson fund was placed in

the hands of a committee consisting of

Grand Master Sargent, Bro. E. V. Debs,

and a committee oftwo to be appointed by

the Grand Master.

Huber wore the "convention rooster"

on the lapel of his coat from Cincinnati to

HarrisbTirg and Finnegan bore the trophy

to Texas for his Galveston colleague.

Bro. Harry Walton received a unaniraoaz

vote of thanks for long and efficient ser

vices on the Grand Executive Board, acom-

pliment well deserved.

Bro. C. A. Wilson, 2nd Vice Grand Mas

ter elect, is an ideal Grand Chaplain, a

second Beecher, a Talmadge in overclothes.

His high silk hat, poetic productions and

sylph-like form won for Bro. Alex Sutton

the admiration of the ladies.

Powderly, Clark, Gompers, Everett and

other noted labor leaders joined the tire-

boys in having a good time.

The city of " O' Kourkeville ' ' got one vote

for the next convention.
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It remained unsettled who was entitled

to the appellation of "The Texas Steer,"

Fred Keeler or Charlie Turner. Both

claimed to be the original and all others

spurious imitations.

The Pennsylvania Railway Company en

tertained the delegates royally with excur

sions to the battlefield of Gettysburg and

to Steelton.

Secretary of the Inter- state Commerce

Commission, Edward Mosely, was a wel

come guest of the brotherhood.

The Lehigh men have an eloquent and

earnest friend in Bro. Frank Hocking of

•307.

The Committee on Welfare of the Order

were ready to report early and often.

The delegates should not forget their re

solution to buy union made goods.

Hawley and 14!) represent an entire block

of the brotherhood.

•Shandy McGuire has lost none of his pop

ularity.

TO SUJ'T. liOGAKT, BCMA JVTOJT, PA.

My dear Bogart. I've long hud an inkling to fling

A few stanzas of rhyme at your head :

So to-night I will lilt on a seldom used string,

Till I get it melodious, and then I will sing.

A few staves floating round on sincerity's wing.

While my darling old girl's in the bed.

I have heard of your record for many long years,

And I've known you. old friend, about'ten.

You ure noted for soothing unfortunate's fears:

You are famed for encouraging good engineers:

And, when trains are behind, you make gophers shed

tears

Till they get on their schedules again.

You an- not quite so young as you were when I first

(Jot a squint at vour beautiful face :

In the damp air of churches too long you were nursed,

For the waters of Zion yon hud sueh'iv thirst.

That your friends said you quaffed till they thought

you would hurst,

Yet, from them all good luck you can trace.

On the highway of life, in the front of the fight,

You have stood with your face to the foe :

Waging warfare for everything noble and right.

Never flinching an inch in the daytime or night.

Till (he goal of success proudly dau ned on yoursight,

Gained without a dishonorable blow.

From the midst of your teens, when the battle begun.

For full forty long years, till to-day.

You have toiled on the road, and the honors you've

won.

Have been carved from the hardships you never yet

shun,

When you marched In the ranksand you carried a gun ,

Driving obstacles out of your way,

Like the Halsteads, you know how to win the regurds

Of the men you successfully lead :

With your smiles of approval you lavish rewards ;

Never serfs more fidelity gave to their lords :

Than they lovingly give, and such knowledge affords

Me a subject to laud you, indeed.

For a satrap I've ne'er prostituted my brain

To salute him in stanzas of song :

For a good man, like you, my dear Bogart. I'll drain

The In«t drop in the bucket to toast him amain.

And if full and swell headed. I'll never complain.

For I don't think such drinking is wrong.

—Shandy ifatjuire.

THE SWITCHMEN'S UNION

Phoenix-like the Switchmen's union is

springing from the ashes of the Switchmen's

Mutual Aid Association. No truer friends

of the labor movement than the switchmen

can be found. All should help the organiza

tion. Brotherhood firemen should assist

in organizing new unions of the switchmen

everywhere there is unorganized material.

Let the good work go on.

VICE GRAND MASTER HANNAHAN.

The Magazine is pleased to announce

the nomination of Bro. John J. Hannahan,

Vice Grand Master, aa a candidate for con

gress from one of the Chicago districts.

When friends of labor have the unuBual

honor of a congressional nomination be

stowed upon them it is the duty of every

laboring man to vote for friends of labor

regardless of party lines.

The attention of all subordinate lodges

is called to the special notices published

in the Grand Lodge department of this

iBsue of the Magazine. Collectors and re

ceivers, by paying particular attention to

these instructions, will save themselves and

the Grand Secretary and Treasurer much

correspondence, as the notices are self-

explanatory.

Wanted,

In order to fill out a complete set Of the Firemen's

Magazine, the Editor will pay liberally for the fol

lowing back numbers:

1877—January to November, inclusive.

1K7S—January, February, May, June, July, August,

September. October and November.

1879—January to December, inclusive.

1880—April, May, July, September, November and

December.

18S1—March, April and December.

1882—January, February, April and November.

1H83—June and November.

Addresses Wanted.

O. D. Hii-LEoas.—The relatives of Mro. O. D. Hil-

legas are anxious to hear anything concerning him.

It is possible that lie is no longer a member of the or

ganization, but it will be an act of kindness for any

one knowing his whereabouts to correspond with

Bro. J. F.. Shatter, Secretary of Lodge No 334, Ea-t

Syracuse, N. Y.

Tuos. B. Ct'BBiNS.—Information wanted as to the

whereabouts of Thos. B. ("ubbins. Was last heard

from in Yucatan: is a locomotive engineer and fire

man ; about six feet high, slightly stoop-shouldercii :

dark complected, with very black hair and mous

tache; aged :V> years. Any person having knowledge

of his whereabouts or having seen him within the

last three years will confer a favor by addressing his

brother, J. F. (.'ubbins, North Second street, Memphi s

Tenn.
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FOURTH BIENNIAL CONVENTION

Of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen.

HELD IN THE CITY OF HARRISIIURG, PA., COM

MENCING SEPTEMBER lOTII, 1894.

The Fourth Biennial Convention of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen is a

thing of the past. The Magazine stands

upon the threshold of another epoch of the

Brotherhood's history. What the future

has in store for the firemen's organization

is, indeed, promising, if the interest and

patriotism exhibited by the delegates re

cently assembled at Harrisburg is judicative

of progress and prosperity. Coming, as they

did, fresh from the ranks in active service

their strong determination to make the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen an

organization the peer of any, is conclusive

evidence that the members have lost none

of their faith in the firemen's great order.

The legislative actions taken, the dcjw

laws enacted proved that no matter what

the emergency may be the membership has

the ability to cope with it, the mental sa

gacity to strengthen the weak points, to

repair the broken parts, a characteristic of

men reared in railway service.

On September 9th, the day preceding the

opening of the convention, the streets and

hotel corridors of the city of Harrisburg

Eresented the old familiar sceneB of hearty

and shakes and fraternal greeting? so oft

repeated in the past on similar occasions.

The east bid the west welcome, Canada

clasped hands with Mexico, all proclaiming

in actions stronger than words that the

Brotherhood was international in fact, as

well as in name. Here could be seen groups

of old time friends, friends of years, parted

only to meet again at each recurring con

vention.

Had it been a national holiday one could

not have expected a greater display of

bunting. Buildings gaily decorated with

national colors, streamers announcing a

cordial welcome met the «ye at every turn,

and the hospitality of the capital of the

"old Keystone State" was made evident

upon first introduction. The committees

of arrangement anil reception did them

selves great. Here and there and every

whore the members of these committees

could be seen working like beavers and all

with one object in view, to make everybody

feel at home. This they did to the satis

faction of all, and the recollections of the

city on the banks of the Susquehanna will

ever be a bright spot upon the memories

of those delegates who were so fortunate as

to attend the Fourth Biennial Convention.

The (irand Master's gavel fell at 8:30

sharp on Monday morning, September 10th,

in Chestnut Hall.

The first business of importance coming

before the body was the

GRAND MASTER'S REPORT.

Preliminary to a great mass of statistical

and historical information pertaining to the

business of the past two years Grand Master

Sargent t-aid :

Sins and Hkotheks:—Again wi; appear before ihf

Chosen representatives of the brotherhood to rend.-:

an account of our stewardship. Bidding you farewell

at Cincinnati two years ago, after the close of the

Third Biennial Session, your chosen leader. I started

out to fulfill the duties of my office, determined to

return to you withvnur organization in a prospen-u-

condition," if my life and health were spared. LJtur

did we realize tile trials and hardships that wvr«* bo/or-'

us. Our prosperity in the two preceding years mat

have made us too sanguine of success. Ererylbiu*

moved along successfully until July, 1893, one yw

from our patting at Cincinnati, and during that time

our membership was constantly increasing and everr

thing pointed to a season of great prosperity. when

there came the panic, the like of which the country

had never seen. In the twinkle of an eye we saw our

industries paralyzed, batiks fail, mines and factories

close and business come to a standstill. Neoesssril?

railroad corporations felt the effects of the depression

and immediately the managers set about cutting

down expenses. Members of the brotherhood wely

thrown out of employment, wages were reduced and

our troubles began. Our increase in membership

was light for the reason that the material comes iron

the youngest firemen In the service and they werr

the ones to be thrown out of employment first. 01d«

members were also making hut half time and it was

a hard task for many to keep up their membership.

Yet through all these trials we have endeavored u>

conduct the affairs of the llrotherhood in aeoordaDO

with the policy laid down in its constitution and to

day we bring to you our report and ask at your han>b

a hearing. If you find that we have heen neglectful

of any duties, we shall expect your censure. If, how

ever, you find that we have done our duty at we

understood it and that if we made mistakes, they

were of the head and not of the heart, then we trust

that you will give us the credit of being honest.

I ilesire here to pay tribute to ray faithful and

earnest associates: Our Vice Grand Master, for ht»

sincere kindness and unswerving fidelity to me dur

ing the last two years. In many insbmoes wlit-n 1

have been pressed with duties I could not attend :•'■

Bro. Hannahan haspromptly responded and renderci

me valuable assistance, lmring the two years si'k-

ue*s and affliction has been a constant visitor in bis

household and I have compelled him to remain ■'

home, as I considered his duty to his wife and child

was paramount to the work of the brotherhood. I

have aided him in the discharge of his duties so far

as I was able, hut that was nothing compared to UV

service he was required to perforn for me, and Id"

notwish to appear unappreeiative. The brotherhood

hits a faithful servant in her Vict.' (/rand Master. At

the last convention the brotherhood was compelW-l

to part with a brother who had for years been Ihv

pride of the organization and one to whom the

brothers had pinned their faith, but he, believias

that tile brotherhood was not so progressive a« u

ought to be, was not in sympathy with its jwiiicy and

bade farewell to the grand lodge. In the place of

Bro. Eugene V. Debs the delegates placed our now

Grand Secretary and Treasurer, llro. Frank W. Arnold.

He needs no introduction from me. Long before i

came upon the scene of action, the name of Bra.

Arnold was a household word in the home of ever>

locomotive fireman, and while for a few years Ilro

Arnold was out of active service In the grand lodrv

he was always a faithful member of the order «a»l

Interested In her welfare. When at the Third Bk'n_

nial Convention, the delegates elected him tosuit>w

Bro. Pens, 1 assured him of my hearty support and

that It would be my purpose to encourage him and

assist him in every way possible. Kor eight year* I

had associated with Bro. Debs, we had worked a»:

moniously together, und I accorded to Bro. Arnold

the same fidelity that I had given his predeoesw'
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For nearly two years we have been associated together

tn your grand i Iftire. Never during that time have we

been other than friends and I have never since I have

r>een in the grand ofiice been more assisted and en

couraged in my duties and aided by the <iraiid Secre

tary and Treasurer than I have by Uro. Arnold, lie

lias promptly responded when I have called and his

past experience aa our tirand Master fitted him for

responsible and arduous duties, which he performed

cheerfully and to the b^st interest of the brotherhood.

At the last convention I was given the authority to

press into service the members of the executive board

if occasion required. Several times since then I have

culled upon them and I have always found them

ready to do their duty and do it well. They have all

been kind to me and' I here return my sincere thanks

to them, one and all, for their faithful discharge of

every trust and uniform courtesy to me. Our Board

of Orand Trustees have been faithful servants of the

order, and I am not unmindful of the encouraging

words that I have received from Bros. Hynes, Maier

and Sutton.

At the grand lodge of the brotherhood where I am

supposed to have rnvornce.l have always been kindly

treated by the assistants of the Grand Secretary.

There boa been a close application to duty on the

part of the employes and to them, one and all. I ex

press appreciation of their labors and recognize their

true worth to the order.

To the brotherhood at large, the members of our

subordinate lodges, all with whom [ have come in

contact, I have but feelings of respect, and appreciate

the fact that but fur their loyalty the work of the past

two years would have availed nothing. I owe to

them more than I can express in words.

And now, brother delegates, I offer you my report.

It is a truthful record of my past two years'" labor as

your 0 rand Master. It is all I have to stand upon and

1 await your action. I have seen fit to recommend

cMtaiu changes in our laws that I believe will he ben

eficial, to point out wherein we can improve our facil

ities for doing our grand lodge duties. I hope you

will consider them, and if in your wisdom you find

anything that will advance the welfare of the broth

erhood it is your duty to adopt them, Imt if in your

judgment I have not made n-couiint ndations that will

be beneficial, then it is incumbent upon you, an rep

resentatives of the subordinate lodges, to set them

aside. Let us labor to advance the interests of the

brotherhood above everything else and faithfully dis

charge our duties in this session of our grand body.

Since the last convention the Grand

Master has been appealed to on twelve

different occasions to settle differences aris

ing between lodges and members. Of the

decisions rendered by subordinate lodges,

seven were affirmed, three reversed and

two remanded for new trials.

A greater portion of the report was taken

up with a detailed statement of the mat

ters that required adjustment with railway

officials, and the Magazine recommends

that each and every member acquaints

himself with their details by referring to

the printed proceedings furnished all sub

ordinate lodges.

In regard to the

BENEFICIARY DEPARTMENT

the (irand Master said:

I doubt if it is possible to find a benevolent organi

zation that lias expended more money during the

last two years than the brotherhood at so small a

coat to the individual member. From August 1st,

1st**, to August 1st. 1893, there were paid 299 benefi-

ciary claims. 225 being death. 74 being total disabil

ity, amounting to f4t«,.T00. From August 1st. JH93, to

August 1st, 1S94, there were paid 2*9 benellciary

claims, l*.** being deaths and yo being total disability,

amounting to 843V>on.

The sum total for the two fiscal years is $882,000.

Twenty-two of the disabilities for tne year 1892-1893

were for amputation. Twenty-nine of the disabili

ties for the year 1803-181*4 were for amputation.

I>uring the fiscal year, commencing August 1802,

ending July 31st, 1803, nine assessments were levied

by the grand lodge, coating each member for the year

$18.00.

During the fiscal year commencing August 1st, 1893,

ending July :i<st, 1891 eight assessments were levied

by the grand lodge, costing each member 8'fiOO for

the year, a sum total for the two years of 334.00.

If there is any other organization that presents a

cheaper insurance feature than th's, when the risks

of the membership is considered and the liberality

of the law in the allowance of claims, I have failed

to learn of it. I am of the opinion that we are too

liberal and that this convention should curtail to a

certain degree the allowance of disability claims.

It may be of interest to you to know the sum total

of moneys that have been paid out by the brother

hood through the beneficiary department during the

years of its existence. This statement covers the

time from 18S0 to August 1st, 1894, and in round
numbers amounts to 83,184,752..r>0.

The report dwells at length upon the all

important subject of federation and con

tains much that is edifying and instructive.

Bro. Sargent has given the matter great

study and his statements place him well in

the lead of advanced federationiste, of men

whose sympathies for their fellow man haa

overcome all selfishness. His report quotes

from a stenographic record of tne position

taken by him at the meeting of the chiefs

of the several organizations held in Chicago

last January as follows :

"I am at this time disposed to open the door for

admission to the federated organizations to such na

tional orders of railway employes as are at present

organized on these different systems of roads. The

experience of the past two months has convinced

me that there is a disposition on the part of the rail

way train service to co-operate with and have the as

sistant of the members and men employed in differ

ent branches of the her vice. For example, the ma

chinists, the carmen and the boilermakers. Now I

go on this proposition : If I want the assistance of

everybody when I am in trouble, I ought to he will

ing to show a little inclination to those individuals

when I am not in trouble. Now, in every instance

where we have had this wage question up for consid

eration there has been a desire on the part of all or

ganizations to embrace all the employes iu that com

pany's service, and in many instances they have been

represented by their committees and there has been

a desire on the part of the federated bodies on those

systems to take these men in. If there is a desire

now to take them in at a time when it is absolutely

necessary that every branch of the service be united

in an issue like the question of wages, I say, Mr.

chairman and brothers, that we should open the way

so it can be done when there is no immediate neces

sity for it on account of trouble. The time has come

when we cau give the privilege to employes on any

system to f. derate, so long as they have a national

organization. Now, there is nothing compulsory

about this federation. We have simply provided a

federation or a plan of federation which the men can

accept if they want to. There is a desire on the part

of the firemen on many systems, and the other gen

tlemen can speak for their own organizations, to

federate with the boilermakers, with the machinists,

and with the carmen, who have national organiza

tions. I take the position that if the carmen on that

system desire to federate, and the other organizations

desire to federate, that we, as executive officers,

should open the way so it could be brought about.

If it is their disposition and wish to do it, let us give

them the privilege.

1 am in favor of it and will support an amendment

to <mr present articles of federation which will per

mit of the admission of national organizations of

railway employes on any system of railway when it
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Is the desire on the part of the different branches of

the service to federate. I know the boilermakers

have a national organization. Now take for instance,

a system like the I'nion Pacific. Supposing there is a

thorough organization of the cannon, boilermakers

ami machinists on that system, a national associa

tion. Why should we not allow them to become

parties to the system of federation on the Union Pa

cific if the men want it.

I know there is a national organization represent

tag the carmen, and there is a national organization

representing the machinists. I believe the track

men also have a national organization. Now, here is

a desire on the part of these men to federate. I, for

one. want to give them that privilege.

We have our laws so framed that it is not possible

for those organizations to bring us into any conflict,

us they must first take up their grievances and en

deavor to adjust them before culling together any

federated board, and when that board is called, us a

safeguard and a protection, the executive officers are

called. I contend that we can very consistently and

rtrudently admit or give the privilege to those men

f it Ib their desire. There is a criticism passed upon

the executives of these organizations claiming that

they ure holding themselves aloof, and that we do not

want to affiliate with these day laborers, etc. That

's one argument used by a great many of our mem

bers. I believe that if* there is an organization of

railroad employes on any railway system that we can

justas consistently permit them to federate on tbat sys

tem as we can to accept their services when we hap

pen to l>e in a hole and want somebody to lift us out.

in every grievance we have had yet we have been

willing as an organization to have the help of every

body and catered to their help. But when they got

into trouble we simply said that our laws do not per

mit these things to be done. We have had an appli

cation sent into us for permission to federate from

the carmen. We have to say, we cannot do it. I

don't know why we should not provide a way so that

if they desire they can have that privilege. We

should not bar thedoor against their having that op

portunity. I do not allude to any statements made

by other people. I simply confine myself to my own

desire. If it is wrong, this is the time and place to

have it demonstrated. Those here today are the

ones to determine whether it is prudent. I sug

gested this to the committee and I believe that we

can more consistently provide for the admission of

the Carmen's Association and the National Associa

tion of Railway Machinists, we can more consistently

provide for their admission than we can say to them,

we should be glad to have you help us, and then

when they have some trouble, to leave them sim

ply to themselves."

The fact that the sentiments expressed in

the above have been ratified by the subor

dinate lodges of the Brotherhood of Loco

motive Firemen shows the rank and file

keep pace with the progress of the times;

that with all their conservatism the mem

bership is ever willing to press forward to

that ultimate outcome of the railway labor

movement, unity of action of all sources.

The report further said in connection with

the subject of union meetings:

It is the intention to hold these meetings at stated

intervals in different sections of the country, believ

ing that they will be of great benefit to the order at

large, and we hope that whenever a notice is issued

of a meeting of this character that our subordinate

lodges will interest themselves and be present in as

large numbers as possible. *

1 have always encouraged our membership to affili

ate with the "different labor trades unions in their

labor councils, urged them to sustain the union label

movement, and it is very gratifying to me to find that

in New Kngland our organization is in close alliance

with the different trades assemblies and that much

good is being done through their united efforts.

I have been advised by representatives of the other

labor organizations that they would be glad to join

with the members of the firemen's brotherhood in

arranging meetings, and it would be a pleasure to

me, during the remainder of my term tu uuvn-i

meetings at any point, providing the dutic* of mr

office will permit, and if we are to add to our fonv.

as I trust we will, we can have representatives of th.*

grand lodge at all these meetings utid it will create

a new interest on the part of the membership.

strengthen our organizations and help us in themork

we have to perform .

1 therefore recommend that it be the «en*e of thi*

convention, when the delegates return home, that

they shall join hands with the representatives of their

organizations in their localities and arrange for «

series of meetings at such times as will beconveuicm

for them.

Grand Master Sargent had many kind

words for the

LADIES* SOCIETY

of the brotherhood. He said in connection

therewith:

It will be remembered .that at the last biennial con

vention of our order, there assembled in the city »■*

Cincinnati the representatives of the Ladle*' Auxil

iary of the li. of L. F.. at that time represented b>

seven delegates, besides the official staff of *\en.

making fourteen in all. The Grand Treaxurer'ii rr

port at the time showed quite alargememhcrshlpaiid

a good balance in their treasury and everything pn»-

perous with the auxiliary. We kn<>w from advier*

that we have received that the past two year*1 hav.'

been a season of prosperity with the society. and thit

they come here to this convention with a most exit*1,

lent standing. 1'nder the able leadership of their

Grand President. Mrs. Eugene A Itall, and their w-

retary and Treasurer, Mrs. .1 1. Moore, the ladies' so

ciety has become a fixed institution and m very vain

able assistant to the H. of L. K.

I hope that this convention will extend to them

every court e*v during their session in thU citT, an>1

that our brother delegates will call upon the laiUet

of the auxiliary and encourage them in everyway

possible, and after you return to your subordinate

lodges in those localities where an auxiliary hat* been

instituted, aid it in every way that you can, and

where they have not been able to organize previous

to this time, interest yourselves in the work and help

to institute lodges in" vour several localities. I bnve

received a great many letters from our local lodges in

the localities in which the auxiliaries have been Id

stituted. in which they express their appreciation «>(

the work of the ladies' society, and they are takinr

great interest in this movement, and we hope thsl

the time is near at hand when the auxiliary will be

come as influential as the hrotherhttod itself.

The report Bhows that during the two

fiscal years ending .July 31st, 181)4, (iraod

Master Sargent travelled in the interest of

the order a distance of lltt,2Gf> milee.

Bro. Sargent recommended the addition

of two Vice Grand Masters and says con

cerning these

AI>I>ITIONAL <;RANI> OKFIiEKS..

This is a mailer to which I have given a great dwl

of thought during the last year. For a longtime!

have realized that there was a necessity on the pan nf

the grand lodge of a closer attention io suitoniinsJt

lodges: that it is necessary that lodge* of our brother

hood be visited at least once a year: that to allow *

lodge to go without a visit from a rcpmieniaUc* "f

the grand lodge for an indefinite period cause? lb<'

membership Io lose interest ami a falling off in at

tendance at mettings and finslly the lodge begin* w

think thai the grand lodge has no tuttrest in tlt«n

and thev commence to criticise the administration of

the affairs of the brotherhood.

Tiuring the past nine years the Vice t.mnd Martr:

has labored bard to keep up with the work that prop

crly belongs to his office. There have been a arrat

many lodges to organize and it has kept hum basil)

engaged. lie has visited ts many as po**qWr bw

with over live hundred subordinate lodges it 1» «*
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tlrely out of the question for any one man or any two

mento reach them each year and give them that at

tention that they are entitled to Had we had addi

tional force during the last year we could have saved

our organization from a great deal of trouble that she

now has to confront. Circulars are a very good me

dium through which to communicate in some in-

in stances, but there is nothing that gives the satis-

faction to a subordinate lodge that a visit from one of

the grand officers does. I know that from my own

experience. It has always been my purpose, since I

have been your chief executive, to visit as many local

lodges as possible and I have been in quite a number,

not nearly as many as 1 would like, tor there Is no

work in the brotherhood so pleasant to me as visit

ing our local lodges and holding meetings with

them. That territory has to be visited by represen

tatives of the grand lodge men who are alive to the

interests of the order and who are willing to devote

their time and attention to the 11 of h. F. It is a

work, that cannot be done by deputies appointed for

that special service. It must be done oy men who

have taken upon themselves the obligation of agrand

officer and who are devoted to the interests of the

order and who will work early and late to promote

her welfare. The Vice Grand Master has done all

that he possibly could do. I can say the same of my

associate. Bro. Arnold, and myself. The records will

apeak in louder tones than I can of the work that has

been done during the past two years. What we need

at the present time is additional grand officers in the

held to visit subordinate lodges, to encourage our

membership, to visit railway officials, talk with them

about the brotherhood and endeavor to overcome

that ill feeling that has been created during the past

ninety days by the hasty action of many of our mem

bers. There "will be mauy new lodges to organize

during the coming two years. Members are coming

buck who left the order and there will be a process of

rebuilding going on throughout the country. In

order to carry on this work successfully, in order to

keep our membership alive and interested, grand

officers have got to be in the field, they have got to

labor with the men, encourage them and enlighten

them and to do this we must have additional help. I

have concluded that there is but one way to success

fully carry on this work and that is to elect, besides

our pn»seut Vice Grand Master, two additional Vice

fJrand Masters, who will work under the supervision

of the grand lodge and whose duties shall be pre

scribed in the constitution.

The report recites the many pleasant re

lations with our kindred labor organizations

and is indeed gratifying to those who have

ever held to the belief that federation wis

a successful, permanent undertaking. Con

ditions as they exist are compared with the

ftast and never in the history of organized

abor has such changes been wrought in so

short a space of time, changes beneficial to

the cause of federation.

GRAND SECRETARY AM) TREASURER^ REPORT.

Sirs ami itiLOTiiKKfl:—In accordance with my duties

as prescribed by the constitution of our organization,

it now becutm-s my pleasure to submit for your con

sideration my first biennial report as your Grand

Secretary and Treasurer, for the term beginning Feb

ruary 1st, ]««. nnd ending with the fiscal year. July

31st, 1*94, covering the period of one year and six

months.

I have sought to condense this report, not to save

space to much as to simplify and make more conven

ient its perusal. 1 trust you will compare it with

previous reports made by my predecessor with the

sole object of determining whether or not the Broth

erhood of Locomotive Firemen has or has not retro

graded in all particulars, as well as to learn to your

satisfaction whether or not 1 have done my full' and

bounden duty.

1 beg to suite that upon assuming the duties of

Grand Secretary and Treasurer 1 found the condition

and affairs of the brotherhood in an excellent and

well systemhized condition.

While the following report shows for the full term

•of two years, vet that portion of it which begins

August 1st, 1892, and closes January Hist, 1893, is the

business of the office during the term of Bro. Eugene

V. I>ebs, Past Grand Secretary and Treasurer, and is

submitted in conjunction with my report for the rea

son that I took up the thread where he leftit and con

tinued under the same system.

I invite your attention to my report, which is as

follows :

The following exhibits supply accurate figures re

lating to the receipts and disbursements of moneys

in the various funds from August 1. 1892, to July 31,

1894, inclusive :

GENERAL Fl'ND.

Balance on hand August 1,189-J 811,503 94

Received during fiscal vear ending Julv 31,

1893 70,216 01

Total $87,780 55

Disbursed during fiscal vear ending July 31,

1893 78,024 25

Balance on hand August 1.1893 . . . . 89,156 3t)

Received during fiscal vear ending Julv 31,

1894 72,082 51

Total $81,838 81

Disbursed during fiscal vear ending July 31,

1894 05,000 31

Balance on hand August 1, 1894 $16,832 50

PROTECTIVE Fl'ND.

Balance on hand August 1, 1892 82,41195

Received during fiscal vear ending Julv 31,

1893 ..." 15,000 00

Total #17,411 '.*.">

Disbursed during fiscal year ending Julv 31,

1893 12,74(3 20

Balance on hand August 1. 1893 $1,605 75

Received during fiscal year ending Julv 31,

1894 115,871 00

Total $120,530 75

Disbursed during fiscal vear ending Julv 31,

1H!*4 107 ,.557 89

Balance on hand August 1, 1891 $12,978 80

BENEFICIARY FUND.

Balance on hand August 1, 1892 837,007 75

Received during fiscal vear ending July 31,

1893 481 878 00

Total $519,485 75

Disbursed during fiscal year ending July

31, 1893 . ? 470,750 00

Balance on hand August 1, 1893 . . . $42,735 75

Received during fiscal year ending July 31,

1894 440,200 00

Total 8482.935 75

Disbursed during fiscal vear ending Julv

31, 1891 435,467 90

Balance on hand August 1, 1894 $17,407 85

After going into a detailed statement of

receipts and disbursments of cash remitted

to the grand lodge office during the two

years ending July 31st, 18i»4, he said:

All things considered, the record of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen since the last convention, in

so far as its acts are concerned, has never been sur

passed, noteven by itself during the justlv celebrated

C, B. &(}. strike.

What with the unparalleled depression of business

in all channels, such as the country is experiencing

to-day and has experienced since more than one year

ago; the closing of the doors of many banking houses,

factories, mills, workshops, etc.; the thrusting of the

affairs of numerous railroad corporations into the

hands of the United states courts; the introduction

of hundreds of thousands of cheap foreign pauper

laborers, what had the honest free born .American
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laborer to look forward to. and yet in the face of ull

these facts is it not a matter for glorious congratulation

that the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen during

these times has paid the wages of the striking firemen

on the Toledo, Ann Arbor A North Michigan Railroad

for nine continuous months and to the striking lire-

men of the Lehigh Valley Knilroad for four consecu

tive months, amounting to a sum of more than $111.-

(XW. These are facts recorded in your gTand lodge

office and offer silent testimony to the generosity

which railroad men are so justly credited with, as

well as the solidity of the foundation of so glorious

an institution us the Hrotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen.

6 <> =:> ■;« V * *

On August 1st, 189a, there were 488 lodges, with a

membership of 25,967. Reference to the above

statement shows that on August 1st, 1894. we have 519

lodges with a membership of '..'ti.508 This shows an

increase of 31 lodges and 541 members over two years

ago.

This increase in membership by no means shows

the real gain the brotherhood made and was rapidly

making, until the hard times and the distressing and

deplorable action of railroad employes started all the

uneasiness and unrest among certain disgruntled

members of our organization. The distress conse

quent upon hard times has caused the most of our loss

of membership, for our reports show that on Novem

ber 1st, 1893, our membership was '28,778, the highest

point it has ever yet reached. Thus had ordinary-

conditions existed since our last convention it is safe

to assume that our membership now would have

reached at least 3u.uou.

The withdrawals during the years of 1888-90 were

the ri suit of the (" , H. & Q. strike, and were made

from a membership that at no time exceeded 18,657,

while the withdrawals of the fiscal year ending July

31. 1894, were made from a membership that at one
time was more than ■J.s.iXX), consequently there was a

larger field to draw from and more reason to expect a

lar«er total than ever before.

It is with pleasure that I am able to state that since

the close of our reports for the year ending July 31,

1894, our records show that of the vast number of

members that took final withdrawals since the be

ginning of the recent disastrous upheuial in railway

labor circles, more than sou have seen the error of

their wavs and have applied for dispensations with

which to return to the ranks of this brotherhood, and

they are still coming back as fust as they ca.. do so

I believe that at least 50 per cent, of the final with

drawals as are shown in the above table of totals will

have returned or tried to return to the organization

they deserted while under the influence of had ad

vice, if indeed 1 may use no stronger t.-rm.

Thu Grand Secretary and Treasurer's re

port was replete with financial statistics

and retlected great ■ redit upon its author.

He presented a complete and exhaustive

report of deaths and disabilities, expul

sions, withd>awals, new membership, re

jected and allowed claims, litigated case*,

printing and supplies, etc., and in conclu

sion "aid:

And now, I desire to dwell upon the general con

dition of the brotherhood as compared with its con

dition in venrs gone by 1 rememoer full well, as do

some of the old war horses I see here, when, during

the years 1>S77 78 7'.iund '8n, the times were turbulent

and dire disaster overshadowed the brotherhood It

is not mv purpose to tax your patience with a re

hearsal of those scenes. Let it suffice for me to say

that following the destrucive panic and strike of

1877 came mismanage ent of the affairs of this or-

gaii'zailon. ill so fir us the department of the treas

ury was concerned. Dissoluti >n fast followed care

lessness, if 1 inav lie permitted to employ that term in

this connection", until in 1880 the fabric of this grand

organization was nearly rent asunder, and drastic

measures were essential towurd checking, what ap-

fpcured then to be, the complete disruption of the

Irotherhood of Locomotive Firemen. Assuming

authority not given him by the grand lodge jour

Grand Master removed a recalcitrant official, and

from that time up to the present I, with others, b&ve

taken much pleasure in watching the steady and

healthy growth of this organization until it un*

reached a standing second to no class organization <h

this continent iMy by day, year by year. It baa per

sistently forced aside all opposition, all obstruction*,

barring none, until it is now quoted as an orgnnLoL

tion well fitted to model after

Has it achieved this standing for naught? H«* it

done no good during all these years of adversity and

prosperity? Must we close the record and say thai

all of this has been of no avail and we can do nothing

more to advance the cause of labor"

I know it has been said that all stupendous causes

must at some time dissolve to make w-ay for the ad-

vance of improvement, but these dissolutions do nut

occur until the cause has reached a point where it

cannot advance.

Is anyone here prepared to say that there is no

further advance for the Hrotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen? It has been reported on the street and

even printed in the press of the country, that the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen had perionne*l

its mission, that theie was nothing, absolutely noth

ing, further for it to do, except to "quietly told its

tent, like the Arab, and silently steal away."

Now let us see if iis duties are ended. Let me imit •

you to accompany me a short time on a review of the

receipts and disbursements of the finances of this

organization, going back only a few years and dealing

in generalities. In this review let me first Hate that

we are comparing the present, in all its grim desols

tion, all its disturbed and depressed conditions, con

ditions the like of which In so far as lalwr in con

cerned have never heretofore existed during the life

of the oldest member of this organization, conditio!. >

that have appalled the stoutest heart, until no one s.»

courageous enough to say when the end shall conic,

and if we shall find, comparing the fr.ghtful present

with the flourishing past, that the final dissolut on

has set in, then it will be lime to end our history.

disband our organization and join the gruesome prt*

cession that is said to be forming foranarchy.warapd

destruction. But you will find that the time for all

this has not yet arrived, and by the grace of God.

stout hearts and willing hands it uever will arrive

Let us compare. In the year 1S90, and I take that

year because there is no dispute us to it being a pros

perous one, ami because it is two years from the time

the great C , B A Q strike occurred, and after the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen had fully re

covered from the severity of that affair, and we find

the records in the Grand Secretary and Treasurer s

otlice show first, a membership of ls,657, and a lwl

anee in the treasury of 162,9*7 Let us pa*» to the

next year, viz : 1891. when the prosperity of the is.no

trv was marvelous, and we bad on August 1st of th«l

year a membership of 22.4W and a balance in the

treasury of $» 2,781. Times still continue good, and

when we strike a balance on August 1, 18y»2, we find a

membership of 25,967 and a balance to the credit of

the brotherhood in the treasury' of S51.S83 It will t»-

noted here that while our niemlaTwhip increased ill

gratifying proportions, yet there was a falling off of

funds of more that ?1 1 ,oou. This was the time when

it was supposed by some that the brotherhood had

reached tlie pinnacle, that it could go no farther

that Its mission had been performed, that the time

had arrived for final dissolution, and that from then

on there was nothing further necessary than the ser

vices of the coroner and a ttrst-ehiss funeral ir.rte*''

But this obstinate hrotnerhood refused to die. li

positively insisted that there was plenty of work f'«r

It to do in the future, and even better work than It

had done in the past.

Let us see whether it is right or wron?. In the

year tiding August 1st, 1893, one yeuralu-r its deuth

had been announced, the membership had pone from

'2S,9ii7 to 2S.681, a clear Increase of 2.711 Rather u

healthy corpse, I should Judge. Well, lhi»pru*pexicy

wus simply appalling to its enemies, so there wus

need of something more drastic to drag it down !(•

annihilation, and the past three months contain »»J

fie e.iit history to satisfy the most i xactimc stan-ber

after knowledge just what means have been emplu) »-»i

to destroy the grand old Institution, but late return*
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Rive strong enough evidence for the belief that once

more the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen posi

tively refuses to die. It is not going to give up its

ghost until long after its caluminators are through

trying to throttle it. Let us continue comparisons.

It has been said that comparisons are odious. So

they are at times, hut this doesn't happen to be one

of the times The year ending August 1st, 18!M, shows

a membership of 26,503, a decrease of 2,17;] from the

members on our records one year before. But how

about our finances? As I have before stated, we had

a balance to our credit August 1st, 1893. of $56,557.

We have a balance to-day, to our credit, of $77,279, a

difference in our favor at the end of the fiscal year,

July 31st, 1894, of 820,722.

Does that look like dissolution? Our loss of mem

bership can be easily understood when we remember

that ever since the first of July, 1893, fourteen months

ago. and when this frightful depression first made

itself manifest, and when banks and business houses

all over this country were going to pieces, when sup

posed solid institutions were succumbing to the rav

ages of a condition of affaire that is unprecedented in

the history of this country, when railroad corpora

tions loaded with watered stock, were being forced

to the wall; when merchants were unable to find pur

chasers for their goods, and with crowded shelves

were not disposed to buy more, thereby cutting dowu

largely the freight business of the railroads; when

railroad companies were forced to cut off unnecessary

trains, made unnecessary because there were no

goods being shipped, and such being the facts it be

came imperative to cut down the working force. I

say when these facts are considered it can be easily

understood why our membership decreased. The

men whose earning resources had. been cut off were

consequently unable to pay their dues, and our laws

bore harshly with them, and in too many instances

erased from our records the names of loyal, good

members, whose only fault was their inability to keep

up their payments from sheer lack of money. That

is the main cause of our decrease in membership,

and it is a source of great surprise to me that the de

crease is so slight.

But how about onr finances, the strength and sup

port of all institutions that are in a sound, healthy

condition—do they show for or against the brother

hood? Isn't it well enough established in your minds

that with a balance to your credit in the year just

ended larger by far than nas ever before been exhibit

ed during the entire history of the brotherhood, that

there isn't the least fear on the part of a single mem

ber that the foundation of this organization remains

intact, away beyond the strength of any one man or

set of men to tear it down ? These are facts, brothers,

that cannot be controverted and will not down at

any one's bidding. They are here for the inspection

and examination of any doubter, and speak a thous

and times more eloquent than is within the gift or

man.

We will, for convenience, recapitulate;

1890.

Membership, 18,657; balance on hand August 1st,

|62,y27.

1891.

Membership, 22,460; balance on hand August 1st,

$62,781.

1892.

Membership, 2.V9G7 ; balance on hand August 1st,

151,583.

1693.

Membership, 28,681; balance on band August 1st,

|56,5.">7-

1891.

Membership, 26,508; balance on hand August 1st,

$77,279.

We have to-day a better standing, financially, than

we have ever had at the close of any fiscal year since

the birth of this organization.

I say it without the fear of successful contradiction

that right at this moment the Brotherhood of Loco

motive Firemen is in a more prosperous and sound

condition than it has ever before been during its en

tire history.

Then, again, and still better, when we reflect over

the fact that since one year ago last March this

brotherhood' has engaged in two strikes that drew

largely upon its funds, more than $111,00!), and that

even yet it has a larger surplus to its credit than ever

before. Isn't that sufficient cause for rejoicing?

Let no one say it unless he can say it truthfully, that

this organization is not in a firm and vigorous con

dition, for he would simply be inviting" upon him

self the condemnation of all fair-minded people.

I<et me quote the words of my illustrious predecessor

at the second biennial convention, with a change

only in the number of our members: "Today

nearly 27,000 brotherhood firemen are in line under

our conquering banner, keeping step to the music of

progress, advancement, growth in numbers, influence

and power." So they are and so they are going to

continue keeping step to the music of those same in

fluences, by your assistance, combined with that of

your grand "lodge officers under conservative im

pulses until a very large majority of all honorable

protection seeking firemen of this country shall be

enrolled on its-records.

Recent troubles among other labor organizations

contributed to disturb the heretofore harmonious re

lations that have long prevailed throughout the en

tire brotherhood, but it was of short duration, and

seemed to serve a good purpose after all for it

brought about a better understanding among some of

these members who labored under the erroneous im

pression that the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire

men had outlived its usefulness. Such members have

awakened to a full realization of the true condition

of affairs and are fast seeking reinstatement under

the folds of a banner that they never have had a just

cause to blush for. They will all in time be attain

registered on our lodge records. There were many

good members misled and it is our clear and bounden

duty to assist all such in regaining that which they

foolishly and in an unguarded moment threw away.

Let us be generous. We can afford to be. Extend

the right hand of fellowship to all who err, for no

man is so strong that he can at all times resist tempta

tion, and it is not my province to decry a man be

cause he makes a mistake. It is manly to make a

mistake and then admit it, and it is equally as manly

to pardon. Do not forget that "to err is human, to

forgive is divine."

It is an extremely pleasant moment for me to pay a

tribute to my associate grand officers. With each my

relations have been ot the pleasantcst. At Grand

Master Sargent's side continually, I have tried to be

of assistance to him during trying times, and I gladly

confess that he has bren of immense assis'ance tome.

His warm, generous nature and genial disposition

have lighted many dark places for me, and to him I

would wish to pay a tribute in language more elo

quent than an lngersoll, if I wTere capable. I found

him an indefatigable worker. Constantly bending

everj' effort in the sole interest of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen, and directly I had assumed

charge of my office 1 knew the organization had in

Grand Master Sargent a staunch, true, honorable de

fender, and at no moment since have I had the slight

est reason to think differently. I owe him a debt of

gratitude for his many kind acts and valuable assis

tance, which it is a delightful pleasure for me to re

cord herein.

My relations with Vice Grand Master Hannahan

have been equally pleasant and harmonious, and

while not thrown so much with him as with our

Grand Master, yet also at his hands have I received

much assistance and valuable advice, which I here

take great pleasure in acknowledging.

Of my associate^ in office I desire to make special

mention for the untiring, unflagging lovalty they

gave in the performance of their duties. I have never

asked for assistance from one of them but that re

sponse was instantaneous, and to them is due a large

snare of the credit which I modestly claim for the

most excellent condition of the grand lodge records

and accounts Their duties at times are arduous and

perplexing, yet withal I am pleased to note that

while the offices of the Grand Lodge of the Brother

hood of Locomotive Firemen are the acknowledged

best kept and most systematic of those of any labor

organization in this country, yet the excellent sys-

tematization is brought about by from oru-hal f to one-

third loss clerks than any other labor institution em
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I loys. To these faithful assistants I pour out a Hood

of thanks.

And now to the brotherhood at large I wish to ac

knowledge thanks for the courtesy, consideration and

many kindnesses I have received from it. With a large

daily correspondence with officers and members of

more than five hundred lodges it would be surprising

if more or less friction did not occur. Vet my sur

prise is none the less great at the exceeding small

amount of misunderstanding that lias followed my

two years of active work in the office of Grand Secre

tary and Treasurer. It is witli these facts before me

that f dwell with pardonable pride upon the knowl

edge that the general harmony that exists through

out our entire brotherhood is but mirrored in the

separate departments of the grand lodge.

VICE GRAND MASTER S REPORT.

This report showed active work on the

part of Bro. Hannahan. During the two

fiscal years, ending July 31st, 1894, the

number of new lodges organized are placed

at 40; number of old lodges visited, 94;

miles travelled, 34,459.

The Vice Grand Master closes by saying :

The brotherhood deserves and has my best wishes.

If 1 ever wavered in the cause I have no knowledge

of it. My associates will bear testimony, 1 hope,

that in all seasons 1 have tried to elevate the order,

iinprove conditions and better our circumstances.

That the brotherhood may continue to grow in

numbers and importance is mv earnest wish and

fresh and beautiful garlands of thought, wisdom,

beneficence and lraternity, redounding to our good

and happiness, is the desire and hope of

Your obedient servant.

Jno. .1. Hannahan,

Vice Grand Master.

THE GRAND TRUSTEES' REPORT

is a complete review of the financial his

tory of the brotherhood for the past fiscal

year. The following is a summary of re

ceipts and disbursements :

RECEIPTS.

GENERAL FUND.

Balance on hand August 1, 1*03 89,1.56 30

Received during the year ending July 31,

1894 72,6X2 .51

Total SX1,83X 81

PROTECTIVE FUND.

Balance on hand August 1. 1*93 $1,665 75

Received during the vear ending Julv SI.

1894 .' . . 115.871 l»

Total $L20.5.'*> 7S

HENEKfl -lAItV FUND.

Balance on hand August 1. 1X93 . . • • $12,735 7i

Received during the vear ending .July 31,

1X94 440.20U "I

Total

DISBURSEMENTS.

liENKRAL FUND.

For the year ending July 31, 1X94 . .

Balance on hand August 1, lx'.d . .

Total

PROTECTIVE FUND.

For the year endiug July 31. 1X94 . .

Balance on baud August 1, 1X94 . . .

. 'i-jv^ :

. $65,0* si

. 16.S32 '«l

SX1.S3R SI

. $1(17,557 *»

12,978 *•

Total $120,536 75

BENEFICIARY FUND.

For the year ending July 31. 1894 . . . . S4ffi;4fi7 <o

Balance on hand August 1. 1894 . . 47.1»i7 s5

Total

irand total receipts

Grand total disbursements for year ending

. $482 935 75

. $6x5,311 a

Julv31, 1X114 HflS.IOJ I"

Balance on hand August 1, 1894 877.2711 21

In conclusion they published an interest

ing

BIT OF HISTORY.

In the following statement, which is

taken from the archives of the grand lodge,

will be found a rhume of the business

transacted during the fourteen years end

ing July 31, 1894, and shows a gradual in

crease of business. The largest disburse

ments from the protective fund took place

in the year 1888, but the year just closed

leads all others in business of the bene

ficiary department.

RECAPITULATION.

RECEIPTS.

Protective
Fund.

YEARS. g §

1 <6

¥

r a
"Stfc Total.

%

5

c

1 $9,5:8 10 $11,813 75 $21,846 85

1X81-1X82 ' 15,229 75 28.451 50 43,681 25

1882-1X83 1 24.008 07 52.X48 00 76,916 07

100,261 J518X3-1X84 . . . | 33.885 25 66,376 00

1x84-18X5
j 39 093 79

146,960 00 186,1158 ?'

J 14.457 CO 235,509 00 288.920 *

, 24 815 15 24 00 221,446 00 216 -'V, !".

228,962 35 211,792 00 ■fx5,.'jir.i 'M

585.020 4»

316,423 V-

417.49* »)

1XS8-1889 , 46.197 43 241,033 30 297,789 75

12". 00 273,210 00

14 00 361,183 00

1X91-1X92 378,110 00
1H..-"" ■■'■

624.678 25

482,935 75

i 76,216 61 15.000 IX)

120,536 75

481.878 00

189S-1S91 I 81,838 81 4S2.9S5 75

1 8602,552 -12 $620,152 40 $3,250,308 75 |»tv52t,5'.»71'l
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IUSBIRSEJIKNTS.

YEARS.

a

—

> r

■ — -

Total.

VSO-1KS1 . . .

at

|

$12,101 (Kl $20,176 46

34,003 11

68,457 86

1111,824 01

178,115 SO

268.166 82

260,451 64

481,134 04

579,647 98

295,294 43

417,644 31

458,088 02

568,120 45

628,032 10

77,279 21

NH1-1882 10,066 11

13,457 86

24.7KI 04

2S.175 30

40,266 8:!

35,285 14

23.937 00

VWi-lKKS 55,000 00

■»KI-1S.H4 . . ....
",U35 00

149,960 00

227,900 00
S*«i-lS.s7 • ■ . .

225,166 60

$220,036 10 217,500 Oil

8**-ik>n«j . 53.134 33

47.365 68

58.208 26

58; 370 87

78,624 25

65,006 31

246,363 65 2t0,150 00

^'.l-lS'tO . 428 75 247.500 00

>>yo-iS!u . . 436 05 35 ',000 OH

tt»l-l8U2 458 15 399,250 00

12,746 20 476,760 (X)

1MW-1894 . ....... 107,557 89 435,467 00

$564,429 37 $588,026 79 $3,186 719 50

3RAND

\TI'UBLH

MASTER SARGENT'S AD

DRESS

RECEPTION, HAKRISDI'KG, PA., SEPT.

10, 1894

Ladies and Gentlemen:—The year 1894

will be recorded on the annals of time as the

dark days of the nineteenth century within

the circle of wage workers who comprise

the bone and sinew of this great republic.

Never in the history of this country have

we seen conditions like those forced upon

the American people, especially upon those

who comprise the toilers of the land, and

who, by the sweat of the brow, derive sub

sistence for their wives and children. Since

July, 1893, we have been in the midst of

one* of the greatest industrial depressions

America has experienced. Thousands of

laborers have been thrown out of employ

ment. Commercial industries have been

paralyzed. The furnace, workshop, mine

and factory have remained silent, and the

tall, grim chimneys that have heretofore

sent forth out of their huge mouths, smoke

and vapor, stand as a silent monument to

remind us of departed prosperity, while

the busy hum of spindle and click of loom,

music that is a welcome sound to American

workmen and indications of a thrifty peo

ple, has ceased, and at the quiet of the fire

side, upon the village street and in public

places, wage workers have gathered to ask

themselves the question: when the earth

produces abundantly, when our granaries

are groaning under their heavy load of

bread stuffs, when our mountains are filled

with the choicest metals, when our treasure

houses are over stocked with wealth by mil

lions, why, oh, why! must our children cry

for bread and we hardy sons of toil be una

ble to answer their cry for the want of em

ployment for our hands?

There is a cause for everything, a creation

of the conditions of the hour, and as wage

workers have had and are still haviDg bitter

experiences, it behooves them to seriously

contemplate trials and privations through

which they have passed and the ones which

confront them now; and by unity of action

and a firm determination, endeavor to re

move the causes of this terrible depression

and again make our country—one of the

brightest and richest of God's creation—to

be the land of profitable industries and to

bring sunshine into the homes of our fami

lies and a smile of contentment to rest upon

him who earns his daily bread.

Is it a wonder that during the past eight

months there has been an uprising among

the working people? That through the

length and breadth of this nation there has

been constant unrest? That men have

formed themselves into little bands and

setting their faces toward the seat of gov

ernment, have tramped through sleet and

snow, suffering all the hardships possible

for men to endure? No matter what may

be Enid of such a movement, it is evidence

of a condition of things that does not speak

well for this free and enlightened nation,

and the time is at hand when every true

and loyal American, every law-abiding citi

zen, every ruler and statesman, should join

hands and minds to free our country from

such an accursed industrial condition as she

is now plunged into; to open up our ave

nues of trade; to kindle the fires in our

shops, set in motion spindle and loom and

let our people have employment and let it

be Baid that in America honest men and

women need not suffer the pangs of hunger

because of the want of work.

For many years the workingmen of our

nation have been struggling to better their

condition?, realizing that man alone can

avail but little in any great movement of

reform, but by associating himself with his

fellow men, thereby enabling him to obtain
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new ideas and an exchange of opinion, he

is in a position tb do much ! Workingnien

have formed societies.organized their trades,

unified themselves and by this means have

in many ways greatly benefited each other.

To-day we find that nearly every trade has

its organization. These organizations have

been of great benefit to society. Take the

foundation of all the trades unions; they

are laid upon good principles; the teachings

are wholesome and will improve the mind,

if properly applied, and no one can deny

that the better a man becomes, the more

enlightened he is in mind, the better citizen

he will be. And one of the principal rea

sons why in America you find such an in

telligent class of wage workers is largely

because of the influence and teachings of

the trades unions, and to-day when we hear

of the disturbances in the industrial centres

and some people are prone to condemn the

labor organizations and try to place the re

sponsibility upon them for all this agitation,

if you will make-an investigation you will

discover that there is not a legitimate trade

union to-day but what is counseling moder

ation and appealing to their membership to

be law-abiding, to discountenance riots, to

use the ballot and not the torch, to support

Old Glory, the emblem of freedom, not

flaunt the red flag of anarchy and by their in

telligence and their united strength at the

polls place in power in state and nation, as

rulers and counsellors, men of the people

and for the people, who will not rest day or

night until the sun of prosperity shines

upon us and we become a happy and con

tented people, with every avenue open for

the application of our mind and muscle.

It is in a time like this that good counsel

is needed by the membership of trades un

ions ; men of conservative thought and pru

dent action. When workingmen are idle,

time hangs heavy upon their hands, and

with men of certain temperament it is easy

to excite them, and to preach radical and an

archistic doctrine among workingmen in a

time like the present is criminal. What is

needed to-day among wage workers is men

who will turn their attention to the legisla

tion that is necessary to improve their con

dition; to advocate the closing of our gates

against the inroads of foreign immigration

that at present is a curse to us ; to preach

arbitration in wage disputes and keep in

the background, to be brought out as a last

resort and then only when every other effort

has failed, the weapon of organized labor—

the strike.

Strikes have been an advantage to organ

ized labor. While the evil results are some

times most prominent, they have been a

powerful educator of the masses, and while

defeat has often been recorded, yet what

seemed defeat has afterward proved a vic

tory for labor. I believe that there was

never a time in the history of strikes but

what there was a benefit derived and while

the contestants suffered and for many year?

the sting remained, yet out of the content

valuable lessons were learned and it wan not

a defeat of labor. But there should be judg

ment used by those who have the power to

inaugurate strikes, and good counsel shooW

always be given the wage workers by their

leaders. A man who will encourage mm

to strike in a time when thousands of his

craft are out of employment, when the busi

ness of the country is paralyzed, when men

are begging for bread, and a strike mearu

certain defeat for the parties who partici

pate, displays poor judgment and is unlit to

be a counsellor and leader of a labor organi

zation. There is an opportune time for

strikes, if strikes there must be. It i,« when

business is good, when the market is drained

of surplus labor, when the majority of tbe

craft involved have been earning fair wagi*

and have something to contribute to their

unfortunate fellow workmen ; but those con

ditions do not prevail to-day and have cot

in the past year. That is why I contend

that in a time like the present wage work

ers want the wisest counsellors and tmc

who are not ambitious to have their names

emblazoned upon the scroll of fame as lead

ing the greatest strike the world ever at* .

but who desire to keep workingmen who

can earn their living employed, so that they

may contribute a mite to help him who bae

nothing. They should bena their enenr

and talents in convincing the hungry toil

ers of the causes of the great depres»ion and

point out a remedy, which certainly is not

found by further plunging the avenues of

trade into chaos by strikes, applying tin-

blazing torch or in defiance of the laws.

Intelligent wage workers will agree with

me when I repeat that to dav we need radi

cal changes in our national laws, a better

protection for our labor, a curtailing of im

migration, until the thousands of idle toil

ers now in our land have found emplovment

at good wages, and no sane person will con

tend that strikes in a lime when thoosan'l*

are living upon charity will hasten that

hour. But if the idle workman will pan?*

to consider that these conditionsare brought

upon us by unjust legislation, the combiu»-

tions of trusts and the manipulation* of the

stock jobbers and Wall street rulers and

more in the interest of foreign powers than

of our own country and thus thev will con

tinue until regulated by national laws and

that to obtain these laws requires in the

halls of congress and the state legislature*

men who are in sympathy w ith the pommorj

people, who have been with them in their

hour of adversity and will not forget theni

when they have been elevated to a positicc

of authority bv their associates and become

the servants of the same combinations that

have created this horrible depression, li

the leaders of labor will put away all selfish

ness and put off the cloak of hypocrisy, tliit

is worn by so many, and ltt their mind* be
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centered upon the needy people, and not

upon an office they hope to reach, we tirmly

believe that it is witbin the power of the

wage workers, through the influence of

trades unions, to bring about prosperous

conditions and make plenty of employment

nt good wages. But if men are influenced

to strike and idleness is thrust upon those

few who are now employed and thereby dis

integration is caused among the trades un

ions and more misery to the families of

workingmen, we will be retrograding and

our conditions will be worse instead of bet

ter. Here in this beautiful city of the great

commonwealth of Pennsylvania are repre

sentatives of the Brotherhood of Locomo

tive Firemen, a trades union founded upon

principles as good and elevating as any so

ciety under the canopy of heaven, with a

membership of 27,000 sturdy sons, who have

faced dangers seen and unseen in the faith

ful discharge of their duties upon the great

commercial highways of the country.

This is the biennial meeting, and these

representatives chosen from among the toil

ers have entered the gates of this city for the

purpose of legislating for the brotherhood,

their best friend and their sure protector,

and it may not be amiss if we dwell upon

the aims of the brotherhood, review the past

history briefly and set forth its mission and

point out its mode of procedure as a trades

union.

Years ago, firemen—few in number—met

together in a switch shanty in Port Jervis,

N. Y., and discussed the question of organi

zation. Imbued with the progressive spirit

characteristic of locomotive Bremen, they

began their labors, and though but a hand

ful, under the wise counsel of that old pa

triot and faithful brother, Joshua Leach,

the numbers increased. New lodge fires

were kindled and the influence of organiza

tion, impregnated with charity and true

hospitality, Drought forth the best element

in man's nature, and we see a prosperous

growth and year by year the ranks extend

ing until from the corporal's guard we have

the vast army that to-day is represented by

these brothers out of a membership scat

tered throughout the length and breadth of

the land.

It may be said that when the brotherhood

was first organized it was only a benevolent

society, commonly known as an insurance

order. S3 it was, for the reason that the lo

comotive firemen in those days looked out

for their families and provided for a pro

tector to wife and child when husband and

father should meet the fate that awaits

many of the craft. The brotherhood did

not come up like a mushroom in the night.

Good material was sought for, as the build

ers knew that to make the institution per

manent required care and the growth must

necessarily be slow. It was not intended

by the founders of the order to overturn

the entire universe in one year, and to wipe

off the earth all kindred organizations that

they might have supreme control. What

the firemen strove to do was to organize

their craft into a substantial brotherhood,

educate their members and advance them

to a higher standing in society, and by a

faithful observance of their laws build up a

brotherhood the peer of any in the land and

one that would Command reBpect wherever

an altar was erected and the faithful mem

bers assembled together. It must not be

understood that the brotherhood has always

had a clear track and that the sun of pros

perity has always shone upon her. There

are many here who will remember the dark

hours of 1877 when the stoutest heart grew

faint, and when it seemed that the work so

faithfully performed by our illustrious Past

Grand Master would come to naught. But

when destruction seemed inevitable, there

came forth men, who, like the knights of

old, bared their arm and went forth to bat

tle and rested neither day nor night until

the brotherhood was safely anchored and

the storm had passed. Then with a devo

tion worthy of saints they set out to preach

the gospel of charity, pointing out the bene

fits of sobriety, inculcating that most sublime

virtue, industry, and locomotive firemen

flocked to the standard and the brother

hood triumphed and became a power for

good.

After the organization had grown to a

membership of 15,000 and the people had

become acquainted with the aims and pur

poses of the brotherhood, when railway

managers were convinced that a fireman in

their employ who had a membership in

the organization insured them of having a

faithful servant, a sober and reliable man,

the brotherhood, at its twelfth annual con

vention in Philadelphia, right on the

threshold of the city of Harrisburg, adopted

a protective trades union policy and set out

to look after the wages of its membership,

to endeavor to bring about closer relations

between employes and employer, and to

provide rules and rates governing the call

ing of the members. Laws were enacted

providing for committees to act in behalf of

the firemen before the officials of the rail

ways, and the brotherhood declared itself a

protector of its labor. It did not enter the

fold of labor with a grievance against any

one. It had no chip upon its shoulder that

it wanted knocked off. It did not claim that

every other organization representing work

ingmen was a failure, and that the brother

hood offered the only sure protection for

wage workers. It did not send o ut its grand

officers and agitators to tell the members of

kindred organizations that their officials

were bribe takers, had been bought by the

railway corporations, in fact, were anything

but what they represented. No ; the Broth

erhood of Locomotive Firemen had been or

ganized for an honest purpose. It was in

stituted to benefit locomotive firemen and
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not to create a sinecure for any one man.

The members of the order realized that to

be successful they must be honest with their

employers ; to ask those conditions for the

firemen that were fair in fixing rates of

wages, to be governed largely by conditions

and surroundings. In trying to protect its

membership, that these same members must

be faithful in the discharge of their duty to

their employer, sober and reliable, and the

organization should not be used to shield a

man who was guilty of unbecoming con

duct, willful violation of rules and incom

petent to perform those responsible duties

of a locomotive engineman.

The brotherhood realized that among the

employers of its membership there were a

few narrow-minded, unprincipled men who

had unfortunately been elevated to posi

tions of authority in railway circles, and

that when in contact with such men, it

would require something more effective as

a persuader than the limber tongue of the

chairman of the committee or the influence

of the walking delegate, the Grand Master,

so it introduced a striking plant of the most

improved pattern, but with rules that would

prevent it being set in motion except as a

last resort and when every other means had

failed, whereby simple justice could be ob

tained for its membership. This plant was

required, for without it the protective ma

chinery of the order would have been of

little avail. It was known that the organ

ization had this powerful instrument, al

though it was not always brought into

service, only referred to when speaking of

the protective equipment of the brother

hood.

From 1885 up to the present day the

brotherhood has been in the field of labor

striving to promote the conditions of loco

motive firemen. It has endeavored, by fair

dealing, to gain the confidence of the rail

way corporations by whom its members are

employed, and the respect of the public.

It has always cultivated friendly relations

with trades unions organized for a noble pur

pose, and has stood ready to aid the dis

tressed wherever they might be found.

How well the brotherhood has fulfilled its

mission is proved by the standing of the or

ganization to-day ; the character of the men

that make up its ranks; the relations that

prevail between the employer and the em

ploye. Since the brotherhood adopted a

protective policy there have been over two

hundred written schedules and agreements

made between the railway managers and

the committees representing the firemen,

while numbers of men who nave been dis

charged have been returned to service

through the influence of the order. During

this time the brotherhood has been com

pelled to start up its striking machinery in

a few instances on account of running up

against narrow-minded men, who would

not listen to reason, who would not arbi

trate, who would do nothing but have their

own way. .Some of them had it; but it com

them several dollars and they had lot* of ex

perience which they will not require here

after. In some instances the brotherhood

was successful ; in others it failed, in a

measure, to gain the end sought, but in no

single instance was everything a loss. Les

sons were learned that were of practical

benefit, to both parties engaged. In all these

struggles the brotherhood confined its con

test to the territory of the enemy, a? the

laws do not permit of the waging of a gen

eral warfare against friend and foe alike

The order recognizes that it has friends

among railway managers, who are treating

its members with fairness; that with these

same railway managers they have written

agreements, "and to violate them on the part

of the men, and injure the business of their

employer who has kept his word and bis

agreement, would be an outrage and would

place the organization in a position to he

condemned by any fair minded person. Sin-

therefore says to her membership on other

lines: "We will tight this battle on the

enemy's own ground. You do your duly

by your employer, earn your wages, respect

your agreement, obey the laws of your or

ganization, and when we call upon" you for

financial support you will have something

to contribute, and if we suffer defeat you.

whose employer has treated you with re

spect, will have employment and can help

those of the members who have fought the

battle." This policy may not meet the idea

of the reformists of to-day, but it is the only

policy that will maintain your organization

and insure situations to our membership.

When the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen was engaged in warfare with Gen

eral Lehigh Valley, what justice would

there have been in your Grand Master and

his associates waging war on the Pennsylva

nia Railroad, the D., L. & W. K. K., where

our tried and true friend Hallstead reign*

supreme? Or the Central of New -lereey .'

Or the Erie ? Stop every wheel in the coun

try is the cry. Carry out that policy and

you stop the resources of your organization,

destroy the relations that are pleasant upon

many lines like the D., L. & \V ., and Penn

sylvania Railroad ; lose agreements that

have cost many hours of hard labor on the

part of your committees, and in the end, m

sure as there is a sky above us, you have

demoralized your organization, driven thou

sands out of employment, made enemiee

where you had friends, and, worst of all,

paupers of the men themselves ; and in

room of being able to contribute support

to the unfortunate brothers who were ag

grieved, whose employer was tyrannical am'

denied them justice, and who left his serv

ice expecting, if he succeeded in tilling

their places, that the brotherhood would

contribute something to their support, yon

force them to appeal to the charitable pei>
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pie of their town, to the governor of their

state, to keep their wives and children from

starving, while those who left the service

of an employer against whom they had no

grievance are compelled to leave home and

friends and tramp the country over to find

their name on the black list, and then the

fallacy of their acts becomes apparent to

them. But if the present policy of the

brotherhood is carried on and federation

with trades unions representing railway la

bor is encouraged, and grand officers who

represent these organizations-will labor as

zealously to advance the organizations they

represent as some of them do to destroy

those against whom they have a grievance,

it will cause wage workers to seek an affilia

tion with the union that represents their

trade, and with a thorough organization

and harmonious relations much good will

be accomplished for those who toil. The

brotherhood is an advocate of federation

She has always been prominently connect

ed with the other railway organizations that

have a fixed policy and adhere to it. She

has always maintained pleasant relations

with trades unions outside of the railway

service, and she fully recognizes the benefit

of these relations; but in affiliating with the

American Federation of Labor, the Carpen

ters, the Hatters, the Cigarmakers, she does

not expect that if she has a misunderstand

ing with Mr. Roberts, of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, that every member of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor, that every carpen

ter, every hatter and every cigarmaker will

cease his labor and parade the streets, and

hold mass meetings to pass resolutions of

sympathy, but to go on with their labor, re

spect their laws and their agreement with

their employers, and the sympathy that

the brotherhood will expect of them is that

which will put some substance in the stom

achs of her idle members and their families,

a sympathy that does not come out of a reso

lution passed at a mass meeting, but out of

the earnings of wage workers, which cannot

be expected if every man is on a sympa

thetic strike.

The brotherhood has a fixed law. Every

member has upon bended knee sworn to

faithfully observe its laws. The chief ex

ecutive is under double obligation to enforce

tljese laws. If he is working in the inter

ests of the brotherhood he will always re

main a firm advocate and defender of them.

If, in his opinion, they are wrong, he will

await the time of the meeting of the law

making body and recommend such changes

as may be necessary, but he has no business

to willfully ignore the law to gain the ap

plause of law breakers, and no man who is

connected with a labor organization, and

who is honest in his motives, will condemn

anv officer or member of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen who has respected

his obligation and the laws of his union.

It is only such as have a personal end to

gain and would sacrifice everything that

they might succeed, who will vilify or mis

represent their brethren.

We come here as the representatives of

the brotherhood to review the work of the

past two years. We will find much of in

terest in the reports of the delegates and

the grand officers, but the fact that the

brotherhood has remained loyal to its

pledges and faithfully labored to advance

the interests of the membership in the face

of the most discouraging times in the life

of the craft, and comes here in a better

financial condition than ever in her history,

ought to awaken in the heart of every dele

gate here a love for the grand old order that

will insure a successful meeting and that

the predictions of her enemies, who said

that she had outlived her usefulness and

that at the fourth biennial convention there

would not be a corporal's guard, will be

shown to be but the utterance of a dissatis

fied element which could not rule and sought

to ruin.

I have no foreboding of evil befalling the

organization. There are in the delegation

here to-night men of firm convictions as to

right. They have been in the labor move

ment for years and they are folly competent

to judge as to the success or failure of the

brotherhood. We offer the prediction that

the future of the order will be even brighter

than its past; that her membership will

increase ; a greater influence will be mani

fested and many who have lost faith in the

brotherhood will return, as did the prodigal

of old.

We have here to-night representatives of

other trades and callings, who are old in

vears as representatives of trade unions.

The brotherhood welcomes them as her

guests, and assures them of her appreciation

of their presence. The organization can lend

a helping hand to all. It is not necessary

to inaugurate strikes to aid union labor, nor

to hold these mass meetings—although

much good comes from these meetings—

but if you will buy union made bats, smoke

union "label cigars, wear union made over

alls, employ in building your homes the

union carpenter, in fact, eat, live and sleep

a thorough union man, you will all be per

forming your duty. Labor to increase your

membership, get a thorough organization,

be law abiding citizens, and with such

changes as can be brought about in our na

tional laws by the united efforts of trades

unions, we will see a prosperous, contented

people; the wage worker earning good wages,

his family well clothed and well fed, and

the stars and stripes, that emblem that rep

resents freedom, the only banner borne at

the head of the great army of labor and the

red flag of anarchy and its following driven

out of our country.

Your honor, on behalf of the Brother

hood of Locomotive Firemen, represented

here by these gentlemen, delegates of the
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fourth biennial convention, I desire to thank

you for the kind address of welcome ex

tended to us here to night. It needed no

words of jours to make known that we were

welcome, for ever since our arrival we have

had substantial evidence of the generous

hospitality of the people of your city. You,

my dear sir, have reason to be proud of

your people, and we are glad that for a time

we may remain among them. It will be

the ambition of every delegate to enjoy the

beauties and share in the blessings that are

so generously tendered, and we hope that

when we are compelled to depart from your

midst that you will feel that our visit among

you has not in any way marred the pleas

antness of the week, and that you may wish

for our return.

To his excellency, the governor, we ex

tend our sincerest thanks also. A governor

of the great commonwealth of Pennsylva

nia, who has won the admiration of his peo

ple by his faithful devotion to the inter

ests of his state, we feel, sir, that to receive

a welcome from you insures the success of

our convention, and in our deliberations

here it will be our purpose to enact such

laws and map out such a policy as will se

cure an increase in numbers and influence

and we believe from your utterances here

that you will look with favor upon our or

ganization as long as it is conducted upon

honest principles and its membership re

spect law and order.

To our guests, the chief executives and

representatives of sister organizations, we

bid you welcome, and you can rest assured

thatin the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire

men you have an ally that will always be

found readv to extend the hand of assist

ance in a substantial way, and while we may

not leave our situations to show our sym

pathy, when it cannot be done without vio

lating our oath, we will contribute of our

substance abundantly and aid your unions

in all laudable undertakings. May success

attend you in your labors to elevate the

condition of your several crafts.

We would fail in doing our duty did we

not pay our respects to our lady friends who

are with us here to-night. Their presence

inspires our delegates to work faithfully to

advance the brotherhood, and to sit in the

sunshine of their beautiful faces is as re

freshing as the morning air of the Alleghe-

nies.

To our brothers of the different organiza

tions located here in Harrisburg, who have

so generously aided in making this recep

tion such a success we bow in hearty appre

ciation, and place upon the committee of ar

rangements the crown of merit for arduous

duties faithfully performed. And with our

hearts in full accord with the Bpirit of peace

and brotherly affection, we say, " All hail

to the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-

GRAND LODCE.

 

Important.

CHANGE IN DATE OK IJUABTF.lt.

Office ok the Grand Lodge, b. of L. F. t

Terke Haite, I.nd., October 10, 1«M. i

To Members of Subonlintit* \jkUjc* :

Sirs and Brothers :—The Fourth Biennial Convc-n-

Hon, held at Harrlaburg, September 10, enacted a law

which changes the date of the quarters, as well a* the-

date of the fiscal year of the Brotherhood of Looomi>

tive Firemen.

Heretofore the quarters have l<een as follows: Be

ginning February 1 and ending April 30; heginniiue

May 1 and ending July :il : beginning August land

ending October SI ; beginning November 1 and end

ing January 31 J and the fiscal year began Vujrusi I

and ended July SI.

I'nder the new law, which goeB into effect January

1, 189.",, the quarters will he as follows: Iteginnitijr

January 1 and ending March 31 : l>eginning April 1

and ending June :»: beginning July 1 and ending

September 30 ; beginning October 1 and ending !*■-

eember :U. The fiscal year will begin July 1 and ei<l

June 30.

All members are urged to take particular notice of

the above changes.

Yours fraternally.

F. P. Sabgest. G. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Notice to Collectors.

■ !■ of the Grand Ix>dge. B. of L. F. <

Terre Haite, Ind., October 10. lssM. )

To Collector* of SuUtrfttnatr, Lmltje* :

Sirs and Brothers:—The Fourth Biennial f'onven-

tion, held at llarrisburg, September hi, enacted a law

making one kind of receipt, which Collectors give to

members when they pay their quarterly dues, grand

duel, special assessment* and monthly lodge die •

and which shall he the only legal receipt. This re

celpt will nave printed upon the back an order for

the secret work, which same will do away with the-

orders for secret work formerly nnd now in u*e. The

<;rand Lodge will be ready to supply theae re<rspt«

on December 1.

Yours fraternally,

F. P. Sargent, G M.

F. W. Arnold. G. .S. ant T.
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Special Notice to Collectors,

OFFICE OK THE GRAND LODGE, B. OF I,. F. I

Tr.Ritr. Haite, INIi.. October 10, 1894. |"

Tit Cotlefton of Subtrrdinalt Lodges :

sirs ANi' Brothers: —Retrinning January 1, 189."*. the

law changing the fiscal your and the quarters thereof

will go into effect. You are hereby notified that you

will collect from the members their quarterly dues

for the quartfr ending January 31, 1895, the same as

has been done heretofore. This will pay the quar

terly dues of the members up to and including Janu

ary 31, 1895. Then, beginning January* 1, 1895, you

will begin collecting dues from the members for the

tuf* months beginning February 1 and ending March

31, 1895. This will bring the quarter within the re

quirements of the new law.

Thereafter you will make your collections for the

quarters beginning April 1. July 1 and October 1. The

grand dues will be collected one month earlier than

heretofore, as the fiscal year will hereafter begin

July 1. instead of August 1, as in the past.

Yours fraternally,

F. P. Sargent, Q. M.

F. \V. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Assessment Notice for November.

OFFICE OF THE GRANb LODGE. H OF L. F.. I

Tekkf. Haute. Inii., November 1, 1894. I

Assessment No. 49, S2.00.

To t/it Rireirtr* of Subordinate Jjjdyf»:

sirs anh Brothers :—You are hereby notified of

the death anil disability of the following members

entitled to all the benefits of the order, viz. :

Claim No. 1362. William Mcintosh, of Avon Lodge,

No. 38, died of Inflammation of Bowels, June 30,

1894.

CLAIM No. 1863. Henry A. Hollingsworth, of Davy

Crockett Lodge. No. 145, died of Typhoid Fever, May

27. 1894.

Claim No. 1364. William E. Hughes, of Magic < ity

Lodge. N'o. 182, was < rushed to death. May So. 1894.

Claim No. 1365. H. E. Chitman, of Tip Top Lodge,

No. 396, died from an Overdose of Laudanum, June

26, 1894.

Claim Xo. 1366. A. W. Johnson, of Peter Burns

Lodge, No. 4C5, was Struck by Train and killed, June

27. 1894.

claim No. 1367. John W. Kline, of Miami Ix>dge,

No. 441. Suicided. June 29, 1894.

Claim No. 1368. Oliver Davis, of Beacon Lodge,

No. Ill, was killed in a Collision, July 8, 1894.

claim No. 1369. Joseph Henneberry, of Tippeca

noe i.odge. No. 36, was Drowned July 9, 1894.

Claim No. 1370. John Clancy, of Lucky Thought

Lodge, No. 232, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Foot. July 20, 1894.

Claim No. 1371. sauford D. Thoir, of Fulton

Lodge, No. 493, was killed in a Collision, July 10.

1894.

Claim No. 1372. George P. Stedman. of Alamo

I.odge. N". 263, was killed by Gun Shot Wound, July

26. 1894.

Claim No. 1373. D. S. Phillips, of Canal I ity Lodge.

No. 255, was declared totally disabled by Loss of

Hand. July 27, lh-i-i.

Claim No, 1374. Alfred Hunt, of Gold Range Lodge

Lodge. No. 341, was killed in a Boiler Explosion, July

:», 1894.

Claim No. 1375. John Madden, of ( hamplain Lodge.

No. 352, died of Pulmonary Tuberculosis. August 1,

1894.

Claim No. 1376. William R. Parker, of Garden City

Lodge, Nt. 50, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Locomotion, August 6, 1894.

Claim No. 1377. George W. N. Blow, of Beaver

Lodge, No. 117, died of Homoftisis, Augutt 6, 189-1.

Claim No. 1378. I. II. Bennett, of Sunny South

Lodge, No. 118., was killed in a Railway Accident,

August 11, 1H94.

Claim No. 1379. Frank A. Stephens, of Salt Lake

Lodge, No. 178, was killed by shock following Ampu

tation of Leg, August 14. 1894.

Ceaim No. 1380. Thomas R. Fife, of Scioto Lodge,

No. 2(12, was declared totally disabled by Progressive

Paralysis, August 18, 1894.

Claim No. 1381. Daniel Cadden, of Tried and True

Lodge, No. 361, was declared totally disabled by Loss

of Foot, August 21, 1894.

Claim No. 1382. Thomas Earl, of Clinton Lodge,

No. 34, was declared totally disabled by Injury to

Thigh, August 23, 1894.

Claim No. 1383. Chas. Sipchin, of S. M. Stevens

Lodge, No. 150, was declared totally disabled by Frac

ture of Leg, August 25, 1894.

Claim No. 1384. Edward Willis, of Bartholdi Lodge,

No. 309, died of Consumption. March 29, 1891.

Claim No. 1385. Dan C. Ederle, of Sacramento

Lodge, No. 58, was killed by Gun Shot Wound, July

20, 1894.

Claim No. 1386. Andrew Duffy, of Willow Grove

Lodge, No. 434, died of Heart Disease, July 22. 1894.

Claim No. 1887. E. D. Malloy, of Cloud City Lodge,

No. 196, was killed by Falling from Engine, July :2,

1894.

Claim No. 1388. Chas E. Ford, of Davy Crockett

Lodge. No. 145, was killed by Railway Accident, Au

gust 20, 1891.

Claim No. 1389. Stewart D. Horner, of Green

Mountain Lodge, No. 301, was Run Over and killed,

August 23, 1H94.

Claim No. 1390. William H. Parpe, of Morning Star

Lodge, No. 88, Suicided by Hanging, August 25, 1894.

Claim No. 1391. Charles Kirk, of Bald Eagle Lodge,

No. 418, was struck by Bridge and killed, August 25,

1891.

Claim No. 1392. Thomas J. Welsh, of Cloud City

Lodge, No. 1%, died of Exposure, August 26, 1894.

Claim No. 1393. Chas. T. Haviland, of Deer Park

Lodge, No. 1, died of Small Pox, August 27, 1894.

Claim No. 139-1. James Shaughnessy, of Green

Valley Lodge, No. 223, was killed by Railroad Acci

dent, August 27, 1894.

Claim No. 1395. John A. Kobe, of Grand Hiv> r

Lodge. No. 265, was killed in aWreck, August 31, 189).

Claim No. 1396. Thomas J. Enright. of H. G. Brooks

Lodge. No. 169. died of Pleuro-Pneumonia, Septem

ber 3, 1894.

Claim No. 1397. Richard O'Mara. of Tippecanoe

Lodge, No. 30 was Run Over and killed, September

4, 1894.
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claim No. 1S98. Wm. C. Herbert, of Taylor Lodge.

No. 175, was killed In n Collision, September 4, 1891.

Claim No. 1399. Matthew Fry. of Federation Lodge,

No. 122, died of Typhoid Fever, September b, 1894.

Claim No. 1400. Thomas lllgglns, of Holbrook

Lodge, No. 378, died of Camer of the Rectum, Sep-

U mber 6, 1894.

Claim No. 1401. J. M. Hans, of Red Itiver Lodge,

No. S. died of Typhoid Fever, September 27. 1894.

Claim No. 140-2, John A. Ott, of Trinity Lodge, No.

8.1, died of Typhoid Fever. September 27. 1894.

Claim No. 1401. Jaeob W. Boyd, of Hlnton Lodge.

No. 236. dieil of Peritonitis. September 27, 1K»4.

An assessment of Two DOLLARS (82 001 has been

levied for the payment of the above claims, and"

joa are required to forward Raid amount for ror*

inrmber whose name appears on the rolls of member-

ship November 1st. 18'.>4, (also for all members having

taken a withdrawal (limited or final) after November

1st and lor all members who died or were totally

disabled since that date), said remittance to reach the

Grand Lodge not later than November 20th, 1891, us

provided in Section 50 of the Constitution Anv

lodge failing to make returns as above provided will

stand suspended from-all the benefits of the order as

per Section 52 of the Constitution

Yours fraternally.

F. I'. Sahoext. Cr. M.

F. W. Arnold. «. S and T.

Beneficiary Statement,

Office ok <;rani> Secretary and Treasurer-, )

Terre Haute, Ihd., October 1, 1894. J

To Subordinate Lodgn:

Snts and Brothers :—The following is a statement

of the Beneficiary Fund for the month of September.

1894 : ,

Receipts.

Receipts—Continued.
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6 186 45 220 85 125 165 92 205 81

6 114 46 86 92 126 166 198 '206 52
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'207 196

8 208 48 154 » 70 191 42 168 112 208 80

9 178 49 68 89 56 139 152 169 310 209 100

10 182 50 90 90 132 130 168 170 81 210 51

11 51 72 91 131 66 171 62 211 174

12 266 52 92 74 IB 96 172 114 212 74

13 378 53 66 93 68 in 18 173 98 213 74
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15 128 55 52 95 60 IK 106 175 144 215 128

15 216 56 96 70 136 48 176 110 21f 81
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19 59 78 99 210 189 34 179i 64 219

160
20 80 60 100 70 1401 158 180! 34 220

110
21 88 61 158 101 128 141 110 181] 58 221

22 2(1 62 152 102 . . 142 210 1821 . . 222 92

23 63 46 108 . . 143 183) . 223 74

24 81 61 151 1041 144 16 184] 96 221 68

26 161 12, 124 toe 40 1*5 130 185 28 225 48

26 146 06
10* j 50

146 151 186! . sac 148

27 141 117 208 107 162 147 152 1871 38
■227

28 102 68 108! 72 148 in; 18*! . . 228 292

n 58 M 60 10S> 126 149 574 189| 114 231 70

30 78 70 84 110, 36 l.M 168 1»| . . » 96

SI 71 172 111, 116 151 78 191 . . 231 158

:?2 78 73 181 US 51 152 122 192 90 282 9.8

83 98 73 91 US, 166 163] 62 19C-I 80 23: 70

3-1 74 114 | 52 161 106 1941 . . 2S4 '.12

86 34 75

' 28

UF . 156, T22 195) 36 23/ 40

M 76 116; 156 104 196' 80 '231 122

37 80 77 25' U7 98 1671 30 19; 7- 237

38 114 78 18? 118 ' 60 168 . . 19$ 82 238 100

39 81 79 19i 88
169 4S 199 52

•23;
51

40 100 80 iaoi no 160l 120
2001 111) Ml 190

:•■

_s

ji

24LS371

242| 200

243,

211

2i.:.

246

247 '

2481 146

249

260

251

252

253

254' 156

255i

256

257

268

269

260

261

262 !

2631 128

264, 66

265 108

266 134

2671

268

269

270

271

272

•273

274 1

275 38

276| 70

277 14

2781 30

279 28

280, 16

281 121

2821 . .

288 96

284 301

285 212

286 72

2871 . .

288

2S9

290

291

292

298

284

295

296

297

298

299

too

901

302

808

804

■ill,

306

807

808

809

810

311

312

313

::ii

315

316

317

318

819

3211

321

322

:«;
.i24

126

326

327

32h

829

33u

331

832

333

334

166

" =■-. ■=
t* o

~z -

s I •<

3S5i 180

836 34

887 150

T38 86

311'

311

312

843

311

3-15

316

317

3481 .

349 i;*5

350! !2>

351 40

352 CI

3531 M

3541 17-2

355, . .

80

' 58

>..

8M

357

868

B69

880

SO

362

868

:>H

165

861

867

37U

371

372

373

374

375

376

377

37s

879

880

881

88

62

10

-,- >

so

1 12

12

lis,

20 s

194

40

So 1 c

1 3

-

38a

384

3861

3S6i

3871

-

n

7"

2:

"
10>

3891 72

390 1"4

891 I VI

392i A4

393| 4H

394 >

396

896

.-C'»7

398

399)

400,

401

402

403'

404

406 142

UtT, II

407 . .

4LVS, •'•!

409 lOrt

410

111

112

413

114

11.5

UK

117

IU

119

420

121

422

423i .

424' 101

425.

4261 IO

427,

42*1

Z -

i> c

m
IN

Id

12

4a

IS

l«

07

,.-

; ■
410

111

112

i«a

;4t

MS

116

J47

M

M>

1-1

451

IBS

KM

164

IV!

IV,

1 57

H

(■
HI

161

i'-'

M
464

m
m
1-7

M

4-19

17.'

471

472

!7<

174

175

- :

' 5

I •

in

si:

Balance on hand September 1, 1S94 *** •

Received during month .!7.»»

Total PI*1'

DlSBt R8F-M EST?.

By claims l»a, 1363, 1364, lSr», WM. 13»7.

1888, 1869, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374. 1375, 1376,

1377, 1378, 1879,1880, 1381, 1382, 1383 . . . . W.«"

Balance on hand October 1. 1881 .... »*> •

Respectfully submitted.

F. W. Arnouj. (i. ?. an.1l

Special Notice.

Magazine Agents will colled from snlmr-rlbr.
remit direct to the F.ditor anil Manager on nr I* ■

the 5th day of each month, insitcnd of mniiiis "

said collections to the Receiver i»f his lodsnv

Yours fraternnlly,

K. I*. .Sari.em, ft *

W. S. Carter. Kdltorand Manager of ihrMscu.

Special Notice to Membere and SnbjcriBcn

Pursuant to lnstracuuni hmm the iVjstnuwtrr1

eral. this office is always notified by the [sxnu'i

when Magazines retrain in posrofllce uncalled "

When sueli notice is received -aid name* are iirKl

from subscription list Any member or ^iil^rn** '

failing to receive Mauamne will notify thi> oftv
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BitAND LODGE.

ist . Grand Master

Terre Haute, Indiana.

abaN Vice Grand Master

19 Princeton ave., Englewood, 111.

o i.n . . . Grand Secretary and Treasurer

Terre Haute. Indiana.

BOARD Or GRAND TRUSTEES.

r nks Chairman

935 Eleventh St., Denver Col.

Maieb Secretary

1714 E. Clark ave, Parsons, Kan.

Button . . 875 N. Water St., Decatur, 111

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

k. Ball Chairman

Stratford, Ontario, Box 123.

ourxx Secretary

Taylor. Tex.

! ALTON, 3837 Hamilton St.,

W. Philadelphia, Pa

sexeb, . . . 1503 Brooks St., Houston, Tex

own 119 So. Green St., Chicago, 111

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

EB PARK ; Port Jervis, X. V.

s in Engineers' Hall, corner Ball and Pike

. every Wednesday.

Boyd, 18 Washington st Master

Padieu, 126 W. Main st Secretary

Cook, 3 Mount Wm. st Collector

. Bogardus, 3 Front st Receiver

Huffey, 52 W. Main st . . . Magazine Agent

ARTAS • Monon, lad.

ts in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

. Kellenbergcr Master

ik Fahnestock Secretary

Mutter Collector

. Kellenberger Receiver

I. Holmes . . . ■ Magazine Agent

JOPTED DAI OUTER; Jersey City, N. J.

ts in Fisher's Hall, cor. Erie st. and Newark

e., 2d and 4th Sundays.

<l. Vernier, 210 5th st Master

.. Bradbury, 495 Pavnnia ave . . . Secretary

. White, 2% Magnolia ave Collector

ri. McMahon, 58 Gregory st Receiver

i. Hodges, 117 Glenwood ave . . Mag. Agent

BEAT EASTERN ; Portland. Maine.

2ts in B. of L. E. Hall, cor. Temple and Con-

ress sts., 1st and 3d Sundays.

S. Creamer, 3 Briggs st Master

. Bennett, 9 Briggs st Secretary

i. Lowell, G.T.R.R. Rd. House . . . Collector

E. Creamer, 3 Briggs st Receiver

F. Coffin, 1019 Congress st . . Magazine Agent

RARITY; St. Thomas. Out.

ets in Forester's Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

M. McCarthy, Box 582 Master

lit. McDonald, Box 1278 Secretary

J. Murray, Box 1273 Collector

H. Tedford, Box 1273 Receiver

1. Blackburn. Box 1273 • Magazine Agent

'RIDE OF THE WEST; DeSoto, Ho.

:ets in K. P. Hall, cor. Second and Boyd sis.,

ivery Monday at 2 P. M.

. A. Richardson Master

W. Spence, Box 14 Secretary

II. Burron Collector

is Enler, Box iB Receiver

C. Vandyke Magazine Agent

POTOBAC; ffasnlagton, D. C.

eet» In Writer's Hall, 8th and I sts S. E., 2d and

tin Hnndavs.

F. MattliiRly Master

reraiah Reagan, 613 0th St. S. W. . . Secretary

«niel O'Brien. 203 I St. 8. E Collector

'. A. Cahoon, Ten 6th st 8. E Receiver

E. Denny, 406 1 st. 8. W. . . . Magazine Agent

8. RED RIVER; Denlson, Tex.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays

at 7:30 P. M.

C. I. Turner, 216 Mnin st Master

W. L. Blessing. Central Hotel, Main st . Secretary

J. J. Croftou, 203 E. Morgan st Collector

J. K. Fairley, 320 Munson st Receiver

James Shiras, 1023 W. Nelson st. Magazine Agent

9. FRANKLIN; Colinhas, Ohio.

Meet* in B. of L. E. Hall, 80^ N High St., alter

nate Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

K. G. Hoag, 157 E. Russell st Master

W. H. Nason, 705 Neil ave Secretary

P. J. 8ingleton, 468 Grove st Collector ■

J. F. McNamee, 1050 Atchison st . . . Receiver

R. G. Bradley, 427 Dunmeade ave . . Mag. Agent

16. FOREST CITT ; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets at 182 Ontario st, 1st aud 3d Sundays at

1:30 P.M.

J. V. Reynolds, 100 Delaware st Master

E. G. Lowrey, 13 Abbey st Secretary

A. G. Laubseher, West Cleveland . . Collector

T. P. Curtis, 41 W. Madison st . ... Receiver

T. J. Hicks ,39 W. Madison st . Magazine Agent

11. EXCELSIOR; PhlDJpsbnrg, N. J.

Meets in Gwlnner's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

W. M. Myers Master

W. E. Prall, Box 5fi Secretary

C. J. Herbert, 827 Main st Collector

J. W. Sinclair, L. Box 96 Receiver

A. M. Vanatta Magazine Agent

11. BUFFALO; Buffalo, N. V.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, 198 Seneca st, every

Tuesday evening.

Jas. Manning, 851 Eaglest Master

F. J. Brennan. 175 8. Division st . . . Secretary

T. J. Burke, 79 Fulton st Collector

P. J. McNamara, 108 St. Joseph ave . . Receiver

P. M. Cleary, 139 N. Ogden st. . Magazine Agent

IS. WASHINGTON; Jersey City, If. J.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor. Pacific ave and Ma

ple st, every 3d Sunday at 10:30 A. M.

E. F. Jones. Communipaw ave Master

Henry Klein, 135 Woodward st . . . . Secretary

Geo. Snyder, 210 Monitor st Collector

W. J. Lewis. 401% Communipaw ave . Receiver

G. R. Rowland, 224 Franklin st, Elizabeth,

Magazine Agent

14. EUREKA; Indianapolis, Ind.

Meets in Griffith Block, 84 W. Washington it,

everv Tuesday at 8 P. M.

T. D. McKeever. 216 Delos st Master

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Secretary

E.J. Kline, 631 N. West Bt Collector

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Receiver

A. H. Reynolds. 81 Glllard ave. Magazine Agent

15. 8T. LAWRENCE; Montreal. Canada.

Meets in St. Charles Club Hall alternate Sun

days.

S. J. Adams, 382 Magdalen st , Pt. St.

Charles Master

Robt. Williamson, 134 Congregation St.,

Pt. St. Charles Secretary

David Mnhoney, G. T. Ry., Pt. St.

Charles Collector

Thos. Wilson, Pt. St. Charles . . Receiver

J. G. Roxborough, 91 Conway st, Pt St.

Charles Magazine Agent

16. riOO; Terre Hante, Ind.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, S. E. cor. Wabash

ave. and 7th st., 2d and 4tn Wednesdays at 7:30

P. M.

McE. B. Glenn, 1427 S. 0th st Master

J. F. O'Reilly, 624 N. 5th st Secretary

W. J. Butler, 402 N. 12th st Collector

C. A. Bennett. 1004 N. 9th st Receiver

P. H. Smith. 339 N 12th st . . . Magazine Agent

17. PINE RIDGE; Chadron, Neb.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. E. Platner, Box 547 Master

W. E. Drews Secretary

Herman Mechler Collector

R. O. 8mith,Box534 Receiver

J. A. Powers Magazine Agent

18. WEST END; Slater. Mo.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 1st ami 3d Saturdays.

J. J. Day Master

W. R. Van Booveu Secretary

M. C. Page Collector

F. G. Klein Receiver

H. W. Redman Magazine Agent
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IS. TBECKKE ; Wadsworth, Nevada.

Meets in B. of L. E. and B. of L. F. Hall every

Friday at 7 P. M.

Jno Micander Master

6. W. Lindsay Secretary

W. F. Brown Collector

C. A. Beomer Receiver

W. H. Osborn Magazine Agent

M. gTCABTj Stuart, Iowa.

Meets in Engineer s Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

J. L. Williams Master

Wm. Stewart Secretary

P. C. Barnhart Collector

Jacob Schlarb Receiver

R. B. Hash, Box 391 Magazine Agent

tl. INDUSTRIAL ; St, Louis. Mo.

Meets in Druids' Hall, 9th and Market sts., 2d

and 4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

W. G. Perkins. 2124 Franklin ave . . . .Master

R. E. MeKenzie, 1711 Bacon st Secretary

W. Q. Canfleld, 1422 Clark ave Collector

Louis Volker, 1008 Park ave Receiver

Edw. Voelker, 816 Soulard st . . Magazine Agent

M. CENTRAL: Orbana, HI.

Meets is Kirkpatrick Lindsey Block 2d and 4th

Sundays.

F. M. Call Master

W. E. Stitt Secretary

W. E. Stitt Collector

F. M. Call Receiver

W. F. Lewis, Box 324 Magaxine Agent

SS. PH03NIX ; Brooaileld, Ho.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and Sd Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

Joshua Proctor, Box 60 Master

Jno. Braddock Secretary

Jno. Braddock Collector

Jno. Braddock Receiver

J. F. Holland Magazine Agent

M. GBEAT WESTERN; Parsoas, Kaa.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 1904 Forest ave.,

every Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

Jerre McCarthy, 2108 Crawford ave. . . .Master

F. R. Plance, 2408 Crawford ave .... Secretary

Jno. O'Reilly Collector

J. H. Galvin, 1930 Washington st . . .Receiver

Wm. Milne, 2224 W Washington ave., Mag. Agent

ft. CONNECTING LINK : Boone, Iowa.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, cor. 7th and Story sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

B. H. Smith, Box 311 Master

M. N. Crane, L. Box 775 Secretary

M. N. Crane. L. Box 775 Collector

J. F. Bills Receiver

C. W. Roach Magazine Agent

M. ALPHA : Baraboo, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 2d and 4th MondayB.

Fred Van Leshout. Box 896 Master

0. E. Whitcomb, Box 960 Secretary

Lincoln Bar ett Collector

O. E. Wh.tcomb, Box 960 Receiver

Arthur Argyle Magazine Agent

17. HAWKEYE; Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 1st ave. and 3d st.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

C. H. Wheeler, 65 7th ave Master

A. H. Preston Secretary

S. R. Westcott, 108 3d st Collector

C. H. Wheeler, 6f> 7th ave Receiver

C. L Clark B.C.R. & N. Rd. H se Magazine Agent

18. ELKHOKN; North Platte. Neb.

Meets in First National Bank Hall, cor. 6th and

Spruce sts, every Sunday at 2 00 P. M.

T. A. Duke Master

8. H. Donehower, L. Box 402 Secretary

A. M. Scharmann Collector

W. E. Jackson Receiver

T. E Morrison, Box 224 ... . Magazine Agent

». CERBO GORDO; Bason City, Iowa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, Main St., 1st Mon

day at 7:30 P. M., and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

Lewis I.eitner, Box 826 Master

Alex. Motterbead, Box 461 Secretary

Nels Nelson, Box 282 Collector

W. R. Rouse. 50S E. Huntley st Receiver

Max. Newbowers, 410 E. Miller st . . Mag. Agent

SO. CEDAR VALLET; Waterloo, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. C. W. Hall, cor. Ith and Sycamore

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. T. Courtney Master

R. A. Corson, Box 1154 Secretary

H. J. Reynolds Collector

R. A. Corson, Box 1154 Receiver

M. F. Whitney Magazine Agent

81. B. B. CENTRE; Atchison. Kansas.

Meets in Wakes Hall, on Commercial »L, bet

15 and 16 sts., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 3 P.M.

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st Muter

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fe st . . . .Secretary

Edwin McKeen, 1581 Commercial st . . Collector

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fe st . . . . Receiver

F. A. Short, 1417 Atchison st . . Magazine Agent

32. BORDER: Ellis. Kansas.

Meets in Opera Hall every Saturday at 8 P. M

Jno. McKanna Master

Q. 8. Leisenring, L. Box 355 Secretary

J. W. Brooks Collector

G. S. Leisenring, L. Box 355 Receiver

Con Engle, Junction City, Kan. Magazine Agent

88. SUCCESS ; Trenton. Ho.

Meets in K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Monday after

noons and 2d and 4th Monday evenings.

W. M. Goode Mattel

C. H. Torpey Secretary

C. H. Torpey Collector

W. C. Gallup, L. Box 84 Receiver

C. H. Torpey Magazine Agent

84. CLINTON; Clinton, Iowa.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays at

1:30 P. M.

P. J. Coffey, 916 8d st Master

C. E. Potter. 848 8unnyside ave .... Secretary

W. N. Smith, 425 8th ave Collector

P. J. Coffey, 916 3d st Receiver

Parker Lints. 529 9th ave .... Magazine Agent

86. AHBOT; Freenort, III.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 54 Stephenson st.. 1st

and 3d Sunda< a at 2:30 P. M.

J. B. Eson, Box 1030 Master

J. J. Shaughnessy, 13 Stephenson st. . . Secretary

O. H. Perry, 172 Liberty st Collector

J. H Dick, 109 Mechanic st Receiver

Edw. Underwood Magazine Agent

86. TIPPECANOE: Lafayette. lad.

Meets in t '. A. O. D. Hall, cor. Fifth and Colom

bia sts. at 2 P. M., Sundays.

Chas. Ernst, 164 Salem st Master

T. A. Vaughan, 181 Alabama st . . . . Secretary

Chas. Ernst. 164 Salem st Collector

W. R. Johnson, 110 8. 4th st Receiver

Jno. Morrow, L. E. & W. R.R. . . Magazine Agent

87. NEW HOPE; Centralis, HI.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, every Wednesday at

7:30 P. M.

Fred Bauer, Box 206 Master

E. J Dietrich Secretary

E. J. Dietrich Collector

J. G. Heyduck, Jr Receiver

D. A. Smith Magazine Agent

88. AVON ; Stratford. Oat.

Meets In Forrester's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

Jno. Irwin, Box 318 Master

Jos. Gant. Box 318 Secretary

W. H. Chidley. Box 318 Collector

Robt. Mcintosh. Box 318 Receiver

Wm. Stanford Box 818 . . . Magaxine Agent

88. TWIN CITY; Bock Island. 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 30th st. and fttti eve..

2d Sunday a 2 P. M. and 4th Monday at 8 P. St.

Jerry Mansfield, 2528 6th ave Master

Jas. Powers, 28th st. and 8th ave. . . . Secretary

G. B. Dodge, 3047 10th ave Collector

T. E. RodYrirk. 4014 7th ave Receiver

Wm. McElrath, Vine St., bet. 25th and

26th Hts . . . . .... Mag. Agent

40. BLOOMING: Bloomlngton, HI.

Meets in Atlress Hall every Tuesday at 7:8)

p M

W. F. Costigan, 714 0'Harast Master

Chris Baum, 1408 Western ave Secretary

Chris Baum, 1408 Western ave Collector

B. J. McDonald. 712 W. Walnut st . . . Receive*

F. E. DuBois, 509 W. Chestnut st . . Mag. Age.nl

41. ONWARD: Dickinson. N. Dakota.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall, every Thursday at

8:00 P. M.
W. J. Breckon Master

W. H. Morris Secretary

Jas. Stewart Collector

Brooks Goodall Receiver

P. J Needham Magazine Agent

41. ELMO | Madiaoa, Wis. _ _

Meets in Capitol Lodge Hall. KereV Block,

Mifflin st 2d and 4th Sundays.

B. I*. Wllber, 6(ih H. Mills st. .... Master

Frank Lawrence, 433 W. Mifflin st . . . Secretary

Jno. Harrington, 520 W. Main st .. Collector

B. B. Wither, 60S So Mills at Receiver

8. E. Alvord, 104 yth St., Milwaukee, Mag. Agent
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IOSEPH ; St. Joseph, Mo.

n Brockaw's Hall, Eighth and Locust ati,

d uh Thursdays.

hey. 12th and Monterey sts ... . Master

hellenberger.21316. 9th st . . Secretary

ynu, 15th and Monterey sts . . Collector

me, 106 N. 18th st Receiver

mi , 15th and Sacramento sts . Mag. Agent

'. ARNOLD; East St. Louis, m.

In Geary's Hall, 124 S. Main st, 1st and 3d

days, at 7:30 P. M.

Itevenson, 420 8. 4th st Master

Gillis, 739 Collinsville ave . . Secretary

)enbach, 1908 E. Grand ave., St.

s. Mo Collector

Boyne, 121 S. 6th st Receiver

Veick, 402 Victor St. St. Louis, Mo.

Magazine Agent

■: CITY I Little Rock, Ark.

In O. R. C. Hall, cor. Markham and Ches

ts., 1st and 3d Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M. and

id 4th Wednisdays at 2:30 P. M.

omard. 121 Riverside ave Master

k>ok, 135 Riverside ave Secretary

ireen, 2120 W. 10th st Collector

lomard, 121 RiverBideave . . . .Receiver

Edrington, 1822 W. 7th st . Magazine Agent

IMPHANT; Chicago, HI.

in Prosperity Hall, N. E. cor. State and 18tb

1st Monday at 8 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2

Mi-Keniia. 1240 Michigan ave . . . Master

Jurns, 48 E. 16th st Secretary

el Thomelz, 726 S. Canal st . . Collector

.eataan, 1210 Michigan ave .... Receiver

Jeyl, Everett Magazine Agent

F. HYNESj Peoria, ill.

in K. P. Hall, Observatory Building, 2d

,rday at 8 P. M. and 4th 8unday at 2 P. M.

Mander, 307 Antoinette st Master

Lar ten berg. 414 W. Madison st . Secretary

Potter, 617 Howette st Collector

Watt, 617 1st st Receiver

Cromwell, 126 Green st . . . . Mag. Agent

I. RAYMOND: Deeatar. HI.

in Engineer's Hall, E. Eldorado St., 2d and

Sundays at 2 P. M.

jonnon, 1057N. Clavton st Master

3o8ter, 1145 E. North st Secretary

.cnmon, 1057 N. Clayton st . . . ■ Collector

Sutton, 975 N. Water st Receiver

Marsh, 638 E. Eldorado st . . Mag. Agent

IDENTITY; Chicago. Ul.

i in Brown's Hall, 47th and State sts, 1st

lrday evening and 3d Sunday afternoon.

: Hannahan, 4089 Dearborn st . . Master

Powley, 5126 Sherman st Secretary

Watson, 230 Swan st Collector

Parry, 4916 Armour ava Receiver

Powley, 5108 S. Halstead st . . Mag. Agent

SCO) Horth Springfield, Ho.

< in G. A. R. Hall, Springfield, 1st and 3d

lnesdays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

tinesdays at 7:30 P. M.

Gano, 1934 N. Robberson ave .... Master

Turner, Sts. A., Springfield . . . Secretary

. Hulse, 1153 Thomas st .... Collector

lohnston, 934 Garfield ave , Sta. A.,

ingdeld .... Receiver

Marcroit, 1507 Lyon st. Station A,
■ingfleld . . Magazine Agent

0D WILL) Logansport, lad.

s In Firemen's Hall, N. E. cor. Fourth and

iket sts., 1st and Sd Sundays at 2 P. M.

Teas, cor. Broadway and 4th st . . Master

Jackson, 632 Linden ave Secretary

Jackson. (32 Linden ave Collector

Blown Receiver

Jackson, 631 Linden ave . Magazine Agent

. D. ROBINSON; Logansport, Ind.

s in Firemen's Hall, Market and 4th sts., 2d

1 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

. Flanegln. 131 W. Market st .... Master

I. Smith. 403 Miami st Secretary

. Chapman. 107 7th st Collector

Goddard, 1129 North st Receiver

Fitzgerald, Washington st . Magazine Agent

54. ANCHOR; Hoberly, Ho.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, lBt and 3d Tuesdays.

J. T. Grimes, 612 Vincel st Master

J. S. Sours, 323 Hngood st Secretary

Max Owen, 438 E. Rollins st Collector

... Receiver

J. J. Cain. 334 N. Williams st . . Magazine Agent

55. BLUFF CITY | Memphis. Tenn.

Meets in Collins' Hall, 176 Johnson st., 1st and

Sd Mondays.

J. M. Burns, 285 High st Master

L. J. Lucke, 237 Greenlaw st Secretary

Robt. Campbell. 94% Roberson st . . . Collector

L. J. Lucke, 237 Greenlaw st Receiver

Michael Cady, 510 Bender st . . Magazine Agent

68. BANNER; Staaberry, Bo.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 7:30

P.M.

T. B. Cambron, Box 155 Master

Tbos. Sanford, Box 44 Secretary

Nealy Stamper . . Collector

T. B. Cambron, Box 155 Receiver

J. S. McLaughlin Magazine Agent

67. BOSTON ; Boston, Haas.

Meets in Rathborn Hall, 694 Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 10:30 A. M.

J. P. Vasque, 8 Hillside Park.Somerville, Master

L. M. Howard, 45 Everett St., Jamaica

Plain . Secretary

W. H. Taylor, N.Y. & N.E. eng. house . Collector

C. P. Shufelt, USarsfleld St., Roxbury . Receiver

G. A. Canon, Mattapan Mag. Agent

68. 8ACRAHENTO; Rockltn, Cal.

Meets iu Masonic Hall, every Monday and

Thursday.

J. H. Penney Master

W. B. Morton, Box 2 Secretary

A. R. Walther Collector

A. E. Hartir Receiver

H. W. Noethig, Box 2 Magazine Agent

69. ROYAL (JORGE ; Paeblo, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. D st. and Union

ave., every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

T.W. Hughes, 13 Block L Master

J. C. Waddle, 809 S. Union ave .... Secretary

Robt. Wilmunder, 60 Shaw ave .... Collector

J. F. Garrett, 7 Terrace View Receiver

J. K. Allen Magazine Agent

60. UNITED; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Dover Hall, 2204 Marshall St., 1st and

3d Saturday evenings.

F. O. Metzger, 2067 Monmouth st .... Master

J. H. Mohr, 2312 Fawn st Secretary

Jas. Wcrtz, 2312 Fawn st Collector

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. 9th st Receiver

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. 9th st . . . Magazine Agent

•1. MINNEHAHA : St. Paul, Minn.

Meets in Druid's Hall, cor. Seventh and Jackson

sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. F. Driscoll, 180 Penna ave Master

H. E. Kemp, 132 Granite st Secretary

J. V. Piper, 107 Sycamore st Collector

T. T. Hart, 709 TuBcarora ave Receiver

Jos. Kellow, 605 Mississippi st . Magazine Agent

02. YANBEBGENj Carliondale, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d and 4th Sunday!

at 2 P. M.

M. J. McLaughlin Master

E. B. Gardner, 34 N. Washington st . Secretary

W. W. Knapp Collector

W. H. Brokenshire, 51 Garfield ave . . Receiver

G. P. Berry, 79 Park st Magazine Agent

63. HERCULES; DanvUle, HI.

Meets in K. of H. Hall, over N. E. cor. Main and

Walnut sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

W. J. Harter, 720 Wellington st Master

E. E. Partlow, Box 927 Secretary

Fred Krauel Collector

W, J, Harter, 720 Wellington st . . . Receiver

F. J. Lorenz, 421 Short st . . . . Magazine Agent

64. SIOUX ; Sioux City. Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 707 4th St., 2d and 4th

SuudayB at 2:30 P. M.

P. J. Kelly, Room 32, Evans Block .... Master

T. F. Dolan. 2013 3d st Secretary

F. J. Anderson, 511 Wall st Collector

T. F. Dolan, 2013 3d st Receiver

M. J. Mangan, 1516 E 7th at . . Magazine Agent
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66. FORT RIDGELY; Waseca, Minn.

Meet* in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundaysat

4J0P M.

E. G. Faes Master

W.H.Jones Secretary

Geo. Woskle Collector

W. J. Pagenhart Receiver

R. G. Faes . Magazine Agent

416. CHALLENGE: Bellerllle, Ontario.

Meets in B. oJ L. E. Hail, Belleville Station,

2d ano 4ti Sundays.

Geo. Collins, G. T. Rv., Belleville Station,

... Master

Jno. McDonald, G. T. Ry., Belleville Station

. Secretary

M. A. Bonisteel, G. T. Ry.. Belleville Station

Collector

W. J. Logue, G.T.Ry. Belleville Station, Receiver

J. W. Barlow, G. T. Ry. P. O. . . Magazine Agent

67. DOMINION i Toronto, Canada.

Meets in I.O.O.F. Hall, cor. Queen st and Spadine

avc, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Jno. Sheldon, 52 Clyde st Master

Thos. Hueston. 131 Spadlna ave . . . .Secretary

Philip Richardson, 30 Stafford Bt . . . Collector

Jas. Pratt, 172 Huron st Receiver

Frederick Fox, 342 Adelaide st, W.

. Magazine Agent

68. EAl! CLAIRE; Altoona, Wis.

Meets in Fireman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. F. Powell Master

Wm. McLyman Secretary

Jno Morgan Collector

Stanley Ives Receiver

Wm. McLyman Magazine Agent

69. ISLAND CITY ; Brockvllle, Ontario.

Meets in Merrill's Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P.M.

W. J. Dowel 1, Box 183 Master

C. J. Brownlow, Box 541 Secretary

Alexander Wood Collector

W. J.Dowell.Box 183 Receiver

J. B Hislqp, Box 620 . . . . Magazine Agent

70. LONE STAR; Longvlew, Texas.

Meets In Firemen's Hall every Saturday at 7:30

P.M. ,

B. M. Dobbs . Master

W. L. Patrick, Box 185 Secretary

L. D. Oden, Box 185 Collector

Harry Finnegan, Box 141 Receiver

Jno. Fogarty • . ■ Magazine Agent

71. SOSUCEHANNAj Oneonta, N. I.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundajs

at 3 P. M.

H. A. Wickham, 27 Fairview st Master

G. P. Eaton, 53 Main st. Secretary

Jno Klomps, 36 London ave Collector

Jas. Walters, 48 River at Receiver

J. J. Carr, 25 Fairview st . . Magazine Agent

78. WELCOME; Camden, N. J.

eets 2d and Tavlor ave., 2d and 4th Sundays

F, A Potts, 643 Cl'inton st Master

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Secretary

G. W. Tash, 529 S 3d st Collector

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Receiver

G. W. Tash, 529 S.8dst. . Magazine Agent

78. BAY STATE; Worcester, Mass.

Meets at Commonwealth Hall, 566 Main

St., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

L. D. Chaffln, 38 Cutler st Master

Thos. Loynd, 8 Glenwood st Secretary

A. N. Hoyt, 2 Davis Court Collector

Thos. Loynd, 8 Glenwood st Receiver

G. P. Newton, 6 Penn ave . . . Magazine Agent

74. KANSAS CITY; Argentine, Kan.

Meets in Noke Opera House. Silver ave., bet. 1st

and 2d sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Heniy Best Master

R. W. Bidwell . • • Secretary

Anton Vogel Collector

G. F. Dewey Receiver

Thos. Dnnohue, Box 421 . . Magazine Agent

76. ENTERPRISE; Philadelphia. Pa.

Meets in Rodgers' Hall, 4113 Lancaster ave., al

ternate Sunday afternoons.

W. H. Acker, 3951 Wallace St.. West

Philadelphia Master

J. L. Strouse, 3305 Rockland St.,

West Philadelphia .... . . Secretary

D. 8. Moore, 681 N. 37th St., West Phila

delphia Collector

J. S. Hemphill, 763 N. 38th st, West Phila

delphia ..... Receiver

D. S. Moore, 681 K. 37th St.. West Phil

adelphia Magazine Agent

76. OCEAN ; Norfolk, Ya.

Meets in Acree Hal), cor. Brambleton and

Windsor sts.. 1st and 3d Sundays at > P. M.

Saml. Winslow. 1289 Rrambleton ave . . Master

W. F. Keeling, 1310 Brnmbleton ave . . Secretary

Moses Cappi, 82 Granville ave Collector

Root. Addison. 30 Mallby ave ... Receiver

D. D. Dozler, 772 Bramble ton ave . . Mag. Agtoi

77. ROCKY MOUNTAIN ; Denver, Colo.

Meeta at 8804 Market St., every Thursday at 7:M

F. H. Lehman, 3931 Franklin st Master

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . Secretary

8. L. Kanaga, 3362 Market st Collector

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . . Receiver

J. W. Hevener, 3137 Arapahoe st.

Magazine Agent

78. GOLDEN EAGLE ; Sedalla, Mo.

Meets in Hoffman's Hall, 731 E. 5th st.. every

Thursday a 7:30 P. M.

J. P. Alcorn, 1223 Engineer st Master

C. T. Pratt, 1)15 E. 6th st Secretary

C. T. Pratt, 1115 E. 6th st Collector

W. O. Webster, 1206 E. 3d st Receiver

J. P. Baty, 1700 E. 4th st Magazine Agent

78. J. M. DODGE ; Boodhoase, III.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Worcester Building, ev

ery Monday at 2:00 P. M.

C. A. Sheppard Master

C. A. Hannaford, Box 847 Secretary

Albert Banks Collector

Dan'l Stultz Receiver

Alonzo Griffln, Box 866. ... . Magaxlne Agent

81. PINE CITY ; Staples, Mian.

Meets In Miller's Hall, 2d and 4th Sunday*.

Jas. Riley • • »««•»

P. F. McDonnell, Box 47 ?*c,reWT

Jacob Everhart Collector

Geo. Harter . . ......... . Receiver

J. H. Greenhalgh.Box95 . . . Megaxtne Agent

88. NORTHWESTERN; Minneapolis. Mime.

Meets In Lodge Parlors, 55 4th st. 8., 1st and M

Sundays at 2 P. M.
F. X. Holl, 804 22d ave S Master

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Girard ave . . Secretary

Gustave Ludwig, 24 5th st. N. E. . . . Collector

W E. Richmond, 820 N. Girard ave . Receiver

Edw. Sheasgreen, 2025 Emersonave. N.Magaxlne Agent

88. TRINITY ; Fort Worth, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, S. Rusk st.. every

Wednesday at << P.M.
T. E. Caulrield, 2(4 E. Dwrgett ave ... . Mastet

Jacob Weeman, cor. Caluoun and Elizabeth i»

Secretary

M. E. Finnegan, 113 Josephine st . . . Collector

I. M. Dean, 801 Crawford st ... Receiver

Burk Michael. Clarendon . . . Magazine Agent

84. CALHOUN ; Battle Creek, Mich.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall. 97 Marshall st., 2d sn<>

4th Sunday a! ternoons and 1st Monday even

ing.
Harry White. 97 Marshall st Master

E. E. Hawkins Secretary

Richard Reld, Warren st ^""J

J. R. McDonald, 431 Marshall st . . . . Receive'

B. J. Roach, 36 Lansing ave . . Magaxlne Agent

86. K A BOO ; Fargo, N. Dakota.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Taesday* H

7:30 P. M. „ ._
Paul Boleyn, 15 9th st S • • »»»«•

C. H. Bheppherd. 1540 Front st Secretary

Silas Zwlght. Arlington Hotel ■ ■ . - CoilecW'

L. G.8uyder,cor. 16th si. and lstave. S. Receiver

N. A. Nielsen, 1421 3d ave. N. . Magazine Afael

86. BLACK HILLS; Laramie, Wrnmlnc.

Meets in A. O. V. W. Hall. cor. 2d and GariieM

sts., every Friday evening.
J. S. 6ugerty . . Mailer

John A. Anderson, SS5 W. Garfield st Sec**'*17

W.P.Davis ... - _ -OfilSfi

John A Anderson. S» W. <;arfleld at Receiver

O. A Anderson, :«8 W. Grand ave. . Mag. A««n'
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DDT : Rawlins, Wyoming.

• In l.O.O.F. Hall 1st and Sd Thursdays.

I'arkins Master

irci Smith Secretary

ird Smith Collector

Hayes Receiver

a Rbodeubaugh Magazine Agent

iRNTNG STAB) EraiKton. Wyoming.

• in K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 2 P. M.

Cramer, L. Box 2 Master

. Holltngworth. L Box 212 . . . . Secretary

Austin, Box 155 Collector

. Holl lug-worth, L. Box 212 . . . Receiver

. Clement . . . Magazine Agent

lEBAW ; Selma. Ala.

to in Mechanics' Hall, every Thursday at

© P. M.

. Oldham Master

BrigKs Seoetary

l'.ooth, .'521 Selma and St. Ann sts.. Collector

. Cranford,321 Selma and St. Ann

I . . Receiver

. Tynan, 129 Water <t ... Magazine Agent

• N DIEGO i Lo» Angeles, Cal.

tiv in McDonald's Hall. 127 N. Main st, alter-

ite Saturdays at 8:00 P. »..

. Fleming. 417 Amelia st Master

I. Hayes, 626 8tephenson ave. . . .Secretary

>. Quuckenbnsb, 1902 E. 3d st, . . .Collector

'. Higgins, 808 E. 3d st. . , . .Receiver

3. Quackenbush, 1902 E. 3d st

Magazine Agent

OLDEN GATE ; San Francisco, Cal.

eta in Wood and Coal Yard Hall, 725 Valencia

t. lat Monday at 8 P. M.

a. Lockwood, 213 Shotwell st Master

F. Lange, 725 Valencia st Secretary

F. Lange. 723 Valencia st Collector

H. Powell, 13018th st Receiver

M. Flack, 2909 Folson st . . Magaziue Agent

FRONTIER CITY | Oswego, N. T.

■.et* in Jefferson Hall, W. 1st st.,2d and 4th

iuudayB.

9. Gorman, 323 W. 8th st Master

E. Dowd. 59 W. 9th and Ctlca sts . . Secretary

a. Whalen, 290 W. 7th Bt Collector

a. Whalen, 290 W. 7th st Receiver

10. Cole, U1W. Liberty at . . . Magazine Agent

SATE CITY; Keokuk, Iowa.

eets In Engineer's Hall. 22 So. Third st. 2d and

4th Sundays at 7:S." P. M.

adrew Malum, Walsh Master

10. Stanley, Box 18, Walsh Secretary

surence Walsh. Walsh Collector

enry Montgomery, 222 Exchange st . Receiver

io. Stanley, Box 19, Walsh . . Magazine Agent

CACTCB: Tneson, Arizoaa,

ieeta in Masonic Hall, Stone ave, every Monday

at 1-8* P M

'. E Sbanah'an, Box 504 Master

.}. Landon, Box 5i» Secretary

.. M. Hanlson. Box 504 Collector

. E. Howard, Box 504 Receiver

. W. Barnett, Box 504 . Magazine Agent

CHICAGO ; Chicago. 111.

leets in Concordia Hall, 237 Milwaukee ave., 2d

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and 4th 8unday at 9 A. M.

Jdw. Seavert, 213 W. Indiana st Master

j. H. Evans, 456 W. Adams st Secretary

Collector

). M. Leavltt, 70 Central Park ave . . . ReceiverMagazine Agent

ALEXIA : WeUavUIc, Ohio.

Beets in Engineers' Hall, Main st, 1st and 3d

Sundays.

Seed Ralston Master

W. H. Wilnelm Secretary

Chas. Haley, Box 310 Collector

C. H. Kelly Receiver

L. P. Batow M agazi no Agent

ORANGE ABOTEi Los Angeles, Cal.

Mil-is in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Leroy and New

Msin sts., every Friday.

I. A. Hayes . . Master

H 0. Forsyth. 122 R. B. at .... Secretary

R F I.yttlc, 135 8. Cbtstuu 1st Collector

L. A. Hayes Receiver

!. A. Fenton, 1440 San Fernando st . Mag. Agent

98. PEB8ETEBAHCE; Terrace, Utah.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday

evening.

L. F. Zimmerman Master

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 Secretary

F. J. Berryessa Collector

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 '. Receiver

• Hyrum Ohlson . . Magazine Agent

99. ROCHESTER; Rochester, N. Y.

Meets in Royal Arcanum Hall. took Opera House

Bid., si. St. Paul st. ,1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

E. E. Pruyn, 41 First ave . . .... Master

W. P. Couch, 24 Thompson ave .... Secretary

Q. N. KingBley, 71 Hayward ave . . . Collector

G. N. Klngsley. 71 Hayward ave . . Receiver

H. H. Meyers, 211 N. Goodman st . Mag. Agent

100. ADAIR; Bowling Grams, KY.

Meets in Wright's Hall cor. Main and Adams sts.

every Monday at 2:30 P. M.

Andrew McHugh Master

T. H. Glenn, 220 10th st Secretary

W. D. Perry, 232 6th st Collector

Harold Porter, 1149 Adams st Receiver

R. C. Johnson. 232 Cth st . . . Magazine Agent

101. ADJURATION; Buffalo, N. I.

Meets in Burgard'a Hall. cor. Walden and Bailey

avea., Buffalo, every Thursday at S P. M.

Edw. Cooke, 150 Keystone st., E. Buffalo . Master

Bobt. Fowler, 182 May st. E. Buffalo . Secretary

Frank McKnight, 108 Fay Bt., B. Buffalo

Collector

J. G. Smith, 69 8t. Joseph ave, E. Buffalo,

■ •••• ••••». .. Receiver

W. M. Ellis. 109 May St., E. Buffalo" . Mag. Agent

102. CONFIDENCE ; Went Dm Holnes, Iowa.

Meets In Flynn's Hall, cor. 7th and Locust sts.,

DesMoines, alternate Sundays at 2.-30 P. M.

Jos. Harkness, Wabash Rd. House .... Master

Wm Beese, 1457 E. Court ave., Des Moines

Secretary

Jos. Krisslnger, Jr., 1005 E. Maple St.,

Des Moines Collector

Wm. Beese, 1457 E. Court ave.. Des

Moines .... Receiver-

Jos. Krisslnger, Jr., 1005 E. Maple st, Des

Moines .... Magazine Agent

I0S. FALLS CITY; Louisville, By.

Meets in Colgan'a Hall, cor. 10th and Walnut

sts., every Thursday.

Oscar Ball , 102; W. Broadway Master

Patrick Fllburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Secretary

B. L. Crow Collector

Patrick Filburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Receiver

Henry Blume. Scottsburg, Ind . Magazine Agent

104. "OLD KENTl'CB;" Ludlow, By.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P. M.

H. E. Jorden Master

Jas. Quinn Secretary

Chas. Heimburger, Box 151 Collector

E. A. Fleming, Box 82 Receiver

Michael Cooney, Jr., W. Covington . Mag.Agent

105. PROGRESS; Chlllirothe, 111.

Meets in Dougherty's Hall, 1st and 3d Monday!

and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

Geo Jones . . Master

A. G. Gillen. N. Chillicothe Secretary

Peter Art;:,N. Chillicothe Collector-

Fred Cornell, X. Chillicothe . . Receiver

R. E. Lawrence N. Chillicothe, Magazine Agent

106. KEY CITY: Dubnqae, Iowa.

Meets In Doffs Hall, 19th and Jackson sts., 2d

and 4th Tuesday evenings.

Sam Schauer, Box 46 E. Dubuque, 111 . . Master

Martin Boleyn. C. M. & St. P. shops .Secretary

Sam Schauer, Box 46 E. Dubuque, 111 . Collector

O. B. Rldgeway, 1615 Elm st ... Receiver

A.S. Graham. 446 Rhomberg ave, Magazine Agent

107. ECLIPSE; Gallon. Ohio.

Meets In Carha< is Hall, E. Main St., every Wed

nesday at 7 30 P. M.

August Gerhait, Box 100 aster

S. L. Manherz, I ">x 866 Secretary

W. A. Townsena, ox GO Collector

P. D. Cingg, Box 6 Receiver

F. P. Mntsfnger. Box 155 . . . . Magazine Agent

108. PIONEEB; Charon, New Mexico.

Meets in Pioneer Hall, 1st and 3d Thursdays at

7 P.M.

Oscar Duxstad Maste

J W. Hopper Secretary

P. F. Volgt Collector

J. M. Hayden Receiver

V. L. Coulson Magazine Agent
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109. PEACE ; St. Louis, Mo.

Meets in Summit Hall, Ewing ave and Market

St., 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

Jno. Woods, 7516 O'Relley ave, So. St.

Louis Master

H. L. Allison, 3147 Caroline st Secretary

W. J. Pourcillie, 2949 Clark ave .... Collector

G. A. La Bee, 8219 s Broadway Receiver

G. H. Baird, 3009 Rutger st . . . Magaxine Agent

110. OLD GUARD; Bucyrus, Ohio.

Meets In Engineers' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

'.IP M.

Wm. Fitzmaurice, 633 E. Rensslear St. . . Master

B. A. Huson, 623 E. Rensslear St. Secretary

G. L. Hutchison, 666 E. Rensslear st. . Collector

T. E. Lowry, 341 cor. Wiley and Charles

ets Receiver

B. A. Huson, 623 Rensslear st. . Magazine Agent

111. BEACON: Mattoon, 111.

Meets in K. of L. Hall, over Cunningham's dry

goods store, Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

Master

W. P. Fitzgerald, cor. E tlth st. and Broad

way Secretary

W. P. Fitzgerald, onr. E. 6th st. and Broad

way Collector

A. E Marshall, 74 Richmond st . . ■ Receiver

Lee Siuiimir Magazine Agent

IIS. EVENING STAR; Howell Sta., EraaiTllle, lad.

Meets in Curry's Hall, 2d and 4th Mondays at

7::t0 P. M.

M. .T. Kiethman. Howell Master

G. T. Colvin. 1811 Fulton st Secretary

Mart Whitford Collector

T. P. Stephenson Receiver

L. A. Jacobs, 500 N. 3d St., E. 8t. Louis, 111.,

.... ■ . Magazine Agent

IIS. CLARK-KIMBALL : Poestello, Idaho.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Cleveland ave. and B.

St., every Monday at 7:30 P. II.

H. II. Maguire Master

J. F. Holioway, Box 165 Secretary

W. H. Zeiter Collector

8. G. Doane, Box 86 Receiver

H. F. Best Magazine Agent

114. BLACK HAWK j Keithshorg, III.

Meets in Mason Hall, 4th and Washington sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

W. M. Marks Master

Ellsworth Newell, L Box 89 Secretary

Dan'l. Hammond Collector

W. E. Burch Receiver

F. E. Cole Magaxine Agent

115. GULF CITT ; Galveston. Texas.

Meets in Old Masonic Hall P. O. St., between 22d

23 sts.

H. L. Briggs, 802 Mechanic st Master

E. W. Boddeker, 910 ave I . . . Secretary

C. H. Hawkins, 38th st. and ave H . . . Collector

Fred. Oetalert, 31st st. and ave N . . . . Receiver

E. W. Boddeker, 910 ave. I . Magaxine Agent

116. ST. CLAIR; Fort Uratlot, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

Jno. Gould Master

C. G. Miller, Box 1 97 Secretary

B. 8. Wilson Collector

Receiver

C. E. Topp Magaxine Agent

117. BEAVER; London. Ontario.

Meets in Castle Hall, cor. Clarence and Dundas

sts., 2d and 4th .Sundays at 2 1*. M.

Geo. Black, 460 Simeoe st Master

E. R. Atkins, 268 Clarence st Secrt-tary

Geo. Black, 400 Simeoe st Collector

Geo. Tbody, 724 King st Receiver

Wm Kermath. 560 Grey st . Magazine Agent

118. 8TAR OF THE KAN7 ; Richmond, Qnebec

Meets in McMorine's Hall, Main St., 1st and :sd

Sundays at 2. P. M.

R. A. Leondard, Richmond Station . . . Master

J. E. Llnahen, Richmond 8tation . . . Secretary

Geo. Goyette, Richmond Station . . .Collector

G. A. Pye, Melbourne Receiver

Jas. Campbell, Richmond Sta.,

Quebec Magazine Agent

119. COLONIAL ; Blver da Loup. Ojnebec.

Meets in English School, River du Loup Sta

tioned and 4th Sundays,

Timothy Berube, River du Loup Station, Master

J. V. Dion, River du Loup Station . . Secretary

8. G. Ferguson, River du Loup Station, Collector

C. J. Levesque, River du Loup Station, Receiver

Felix Gaguon, River du Loup Station.

Magazine Agent

190. FORTUNE; Svrarnse. N. T.

Meets in B. of L. E Hall, cor. Seymore and Os

wego sts,, Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

Fred neumrs, 720 Marcellus st Matter

Wm. Houston, 107 Oswego st Secretary

L. G. Rousson. 101 Bertha Place .... Collector

Isaac Gllbo, 138 Richmond ave . . . Receiver

Jno. Martin. 465 Shonnard st. . Magaxine Agent

ltl. FELLOWSHIP; I'nrnlng, N. T.

Meets in Huber's Hall cor. Market and Odu

sts., 1st and 3d Sunday.- at S P. M.

Clias. MeCarthv, 361 E.2d st Master

E. E. Bealcs, :si":i K. :«i st Secretin

E. E. Beales. 313 E. 3d s Collector

E. E. Everts. 87 Mill «t Recnm

W. L. Carson. 321 E. Market st . Magaxine Agent

199. FEDERATION ; Pana, 111.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2nd and 4th Sundays si

2:30 P. M.

W. J. Miller Mister

W. E. Gray, L. Box 306 Secretary

C. A. Davis Collector

W E. Gray. L. Box 805 Receiver

Wm. Cruthers Magaxine Agent

liS. OVERLAND; Omaha. Neb.

Meets in lattcrson's Hull, S. E. Cor. 17th and

Farnham sts, 2d and 4th Wednesdays at s P.M.

I. N. Wright Muter

B. S. Briggs. ll:» S. 29th st Secretary

C. H. horsier, 1540 8 17th st Collector

Jno. Nilason, 1018 8 11th st . R.oe:r*i

B. H. Wlnkelman. 1204 8.9th st. Magazine Agent

194. PILOT ; Perry, Iowa.

Meets In K. P. Hall, 2d st, 2d and 4th Tuesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

W B. Howe. Box 153 Master

R. R. Btockuell. Box 332 Secretary

J. E. Banyard, Box a.7 Collector

Oscar Woods Receiver

W. F. Bower, Box 404 Magaxine Agent

125. GUIDE: zUrshalltowa, Iowa.

Meets In 1 O o F Rail. 126 E Main st. 2d and

4th Sundays st 1:30 P. M.

C. A. Bach, 4<tt 8. Center st Master

T. R. Long, 305 8. 1st st 8ecr. i*ry

Wm. Jennings, 505 W. Boone st . . . . Collector

A. L. Johnson, 40?, S. Center st Receiver

W. A. Holmes, 207 W. Boone st . Magaxine Agent

199. COMET: Austin, Mlaa.

Meets In B. of L. E Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays and

2d and 4th Sundays.

Master

R. W Beecher Secretary

J. C. Erickson Coll*, tor

W. H. Teeter Receiver

J. C. Krlekson Magazine Agent

127. NORTHERN LIGHT; Winnipeg. Manitoba.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Clement Block, Main ft.

1st Tuesdays and 3d Wednesdays.

W. H. H. Goodwin. 496 Logan st. . . . Master

Paul Elcombe, 357 Jarvis ave Secretary

J. B Russell, 712 Pacific ave Collector

Geo. Maneely. 405 Alexander st . . . . Reosirer

U. H. II. Goodwin, 496 Logan ave . . Mag. Agent

128. LANDMARK ; Glendlre, flontana.

Meets In Mssonic Hall, every Tuesday evening.

Jim. Blair Matter

Robt. McNeilly Secretary

Alex McDonald, Forsyth ....... Collector

Jas. McKenzie Receiver

T. G. Sorenson, Forsyth . . . Magaxine Agent

129. MINERAL KING ; Ksranaba, Mich.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays it

2 P.M.

Coleman Nee, General Delivery .... Master

C. J. Dady. Box 452 Secretary

M. A. Berrlgan, 819Ludlngton st . . Collector

H. C. Glbbs, 425 Cs pbell st Receiver

E. A. Young, 510 Sarah st. ■ Magaxine Agent

190. GUIDING STAB: Hllwaakee, Wis,

Meets In Firemen* Hall, Lake and Reed sts-M

and 4th Sundays.

J. H.Brady. 791 Scott st Mtftor

A. J. Hall. 337 Brady st . Secretary

J. E. Roberts, 34 84tli st Coller*"

J. E. Roberta, 34 34tb st Receiver

P. J. Yerlck, 673 National ave. . Magazine Agent

191. GOLDEN RILE; stereos Point, Win.

Meet* in Adams' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays st

2:30 P. M.

T. E McPhall, 402 Center st Marls'

E. G. Zimmer, 918 Center «ve BeentnrT

E. G Zimmer, 918 Center eve Collector

T. E. McPhall. 402 Center st Receiver

F. C. Holman, 418 Dixon st . . . Magaxine Ages*
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IAKVI51 HUGHlTTj Eagle Grove, Iowa.

eta in I. O. O. F. Hall, lat and 3d Sundays at

30 P. M.

F. Sehoonover Master

R. Tillinguasv Secretary

l8on Marshall Collector

[I. Howell Receiver

J. Robinson Magazine Agent

iPKAGTE; Sprarue, Wash.

eta In B. of L. F. Hall every Monday at 1:80

'. M.

i. Burns Master

W. Shunk Secretary

K. Storment Collector

3. Burns Beceiver

K. Storment Magazine Agent

EASTMANj Farnham, Qacbee.

sets tn I. O. O. F. Hall every Sunday at 8 P. M.

n WatU Master

E. Cowan Secretary

as. McGuire Collector

W. Gibson Beceiver

E. Blackburn Magazine Agent

NEW YEAB; El Paso, Texas,

sets in O. R. C. Hsll every Mondav evening.

L. I la n kins 11(17 Franklin st. . . . Master

. E. Hughes, Box 108 Secretary

Iw. McGinley, Box 108 Collector

J. Hcnninghon'. Box 108 Receiver

. E. Welsh, 405 Texas st . Magazine Agent

J.SCOTT; Lindsay, Ontario.

eeta in S. O. K. Hall alternate Sundays at 2:80

P.M.

m. Dolby, Box 516 Master

. H. Drummond , Box 516 Secretary

las. Pym, Box 616 Collector

. H. Drummond, Box 516 Receiver

jn'l. Harris . . Magazine Agent

PROTECTION ; Eldon, Iowa,

eeta in K. of P. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th Mon

day at 2:80 P. M.

m. Taylor Master

, H. Finney, Box 422 Secretary

L. Chinu Collector

. W. Trott Receiver

. C. Wright . . Magazine Agent

UNION ; Freeport, HI.

:eets in A. O. D. W. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

. .!. Schmidt, II Iroquls st Master

. J. Scanlan, 208 Van Buren st . . . . Secretary

, C.Stevenson, 47 Float st Collector

. J. Scanlan, 209 Van Buren st . . . Receiver

. B. Taylor, 151 Spring st. . . Magazine Agent

XT. WHITNEY ; Sumner, Cat.

[eeta in Druids' Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

. A. Devins. Kern Master

. A. Crosby, Box 39. Kern .... Secretary

.obt. Phillips. Box 39. Kern Collector

. A. Crosby, Box 39, Kern Receiver

[llton Nicholson Magazine Agent

MOUNT OURAT; SalIda, Colo.

leets in I. 0. O. F. Hall, every Monday at

7:30 P. M.

. 8. Grove, Box 463 Master

. W. Woody, Box 181 Secretary

:. J. Templeton, Box 591 Collector

I. M. Smith, Box 591 Receiver

I. A. Coupland, Box 125 ... . Magazine Agent

A. G. POSTER; Fort Wayne, lad.

(eets In B. of L. F. Hall, 79 and 81 Calhoun St.,

every Sunday at 2 P. M.

'. 3. Matz. 18 W. Mainst Master

'. H. Ryan, 210 Lafayette st Secretary

.. 0. Cole, 8 Mechanic st Collector

. R Arenart, 62 Boon st Receiver

)ick Truesdale Mag. Agent

SAFETY; Toledo, Ohio.

leets in Emery Hall, Broadway, 1st and 3d Sun

days at 1:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7 r. M.

J. E. Starkey, 918 Broadway Master

Seo. Blttman, 634 S. St. Clair st . . . . Secretary

:. E. Starkey, 918 Broadway . . . . Collector

3eo. Bittman. 634 S. St. Clair st . . . . Receiver

i. E. Cole, 126 Jarvls st .... Magazine Agent

E. C. FELLOWS i West Oakland, Cal.

neets in Bartlett Hall every Wednesday even-

[. H. Follrstb, 1361 E. 11th st, E Oakland, Master

l\ J. Roberts. 1762U 8th st Secretary

W. J. Edwards, 1255 7th st Collector

r. J. Roberts, 1762%8th st Receiver

C. B. Danielson, 1787 7th st . . Magazine Agent

144. DECORATION Chicago. HI.

Meets in Society Hall, cor. Ogden ave. and 12th

st. 1st Sunday afternoons and 2d and 4th

Thur> day evenings.

Martin Murphy, 979 12th st- Master

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Secretary

Frank Lumpp, 33-1 Hastings st Collector

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Receiver

E. G. Aldrlch, Inn W. 12th st . Magazine Agent

146. DAVY CROCKETT ; San Antonio, Texas.

Meets in Jones' Hall, 710 Austin St., every Tues

day at 2:00 P. M.

J. R. Norton, 101 River ave Master

G. A. Cook, 1211 Ave. D Secretary

Jos. Braun, 418 Milan st Collector

G. A. Cook, 1211 Ave D Recevier

S. C. Ramsey, 803 ave. D . . . Magazine Agent

146. BAYOU CITY; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Bell's Hall, Liberty ave, Fifth Ward,

every Monday at 2:30 P.M.

Jno. Roach, 1410 Liberty ave MaBter

Thos. Ballard, 1508 Nance st .... Secretary

Pat'k DeCourcy Jr., 1503 Brooks st . .Collector

W. II. Kimmer 1018 McKee st Receiver

E. J. Speer . . Magazine Agent

147. MIDLAND; Temple, Texas.

Meets in B. of R.T. Hall every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Arthur Haines. L Box 105 Master

H. C. Pitts, L. Box 105 Secretary

W. T. McGinuis Collector

T. H. Boyd, L. Box 105 Receiver

B. P. Wellborn, Call Box 166 . . Magazine Agent

148. SUNNY SOUTH; Tyler. Texas.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Thursday at 7:80

P. M.

Wm. Fox Master

J. T. Peyton, 317 Poplar st Secrelary

W. H. McCorkle, 1001 N and B. sts. . . . Collector

Daniel Fogarty, 524 Valentine st . . .Receiver

W. T. Phillips, 922 N. Fannie ave . . Mag. Agent

148. JUST ISI TIME; New York, N.I.

Meets In Horton Hall, 110 E. 125th St., 2d and 4th

Thursdays at 8 P. M. and 2d Sundav forenoon.

Jno. Rllter, 70 E. 115th st " . Muster

8. D. Lappine, 1863 Park ave Secretary

P. J. Gabagan, i>09 W. 119 st . . . Collector

R. T. Roscoe, cor. Clinton ave and Elmwood

Place Receiver

J. F. MacVeigh, Lind ave. and Union st.,

High Bridge Magazine Agent

160. S. M. STEVENS ; Marquette, Mich.

Meets in L. Huilller's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays,

J. W. Watt, 347 Fisher st Master

J. B. Crowley, 127 Fisher st Seer etar

H. R. Roberts, 406 W. Bluff st . . . .Collector

G. McK. Gibson, 212 Division st . . . . Receiver

W. 8. Cooke, W. Ridge st . . . . Magazine Agent

161. MAPLE LEAF; Hamilton, Ontario.

Meets in K. O. I. M. Hall, 14 Hughson st, 1st and

Sr Sundays.

Wm. Pei kins, 3*1 Chatharine st, X . . . . Master

Alex, McColl, 25 Crook st Secretary

Chas. Evans, 167 Locke st Collector

J. D. Mills, 32 Inchbury st Receiver

Wm. Perkins. 304 Catherine st N . . Mag. Agent

162. NORTH POLE; West Bay City, Mich.

Meets in New K. P. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

Fred Roach Master

R. A. McPeak, 514 State st Secretary

J. B. Miller, 703 N. Union st Collector

R. A. McPeak, 514 State st Receiver

Thos. Doyle .... Magazine Agent

168. H. C. LORD ; Fort Scott, Kansas.

Meet* in K. of P. Hall, Main and 2d sts., lat and

3d Mondays at 2 P. M.

W. F. Pritchard. 306 Margrave st Master

W. H. Pool. 116 N. Little st Se crary

W. E. Piersol, Gulf Rud House .... Collector

W. F. Pritchard, 306 Margrave st. ... Receiver

J. M. Parmley, 102 8. Barbee st . . . Mag. Agent

164. McKEEN ; thannte, Kansas.

Meets In Red Men's Hall every Thursday at 8 P.M

P. M. Roby, Box 629 Master

J. E. Flint, L. Box 46 Secretary

S. J. Kester Collector

J. E. Flint, L Box 46 Receiver

E. B. Fortney Magazine Agent

166. J. F. BINGHAM : New York, N. Y.

Meets in Central Hall, 147 W. 32d st, 1st and 3d

Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Sam'l Baines, 71 I'ltcben ave, Brooklyn . Master

J. J. Lovett, 302 W 146th st Secretary

G. W. Smith, 307 W. 144th st Collector

Theo. Fry, 506 W. 12oth st. Receiver

W. C. O'Donnell, 235 W. 142d st. Magazine Agent
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158. HECHES ; Palestine. Texas.

Meets in Engineers'' Hall every Monday at 7:30

P.M.

Leo Delanev. Box 232 Master

S. E. Bnrkhead, Box 232 Secretary

Milton Meridith, Box 232 Collector

\V. T. Murrell, Box 232 Receiver

Geo Batt Magazine Agent

117. ECHO; I'itu. Iii.l.

Meets in Echo Hall, 1st and 2d Sundays at 2 P.

M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7 P. M.

M.E. Whetsel Master

F. E. O'Connell Secretary

M. E. Whetsel Collector

T. P. Doud, 181 W. 8th st Receiver

Q.M.Jackson Magazine Agent

158. STANDARD; Detroit, Mich.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, 82 and 84 Gratiot St.,

let and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. E. Rice, 392 Congress st. E Master

C. E. McAuliffe, 420 Fort st. E Secretary

Thus. Johnson, 315 Catherine st . . . . Collector

H. E Rice, 892 Congress St. E Receiver

Jno. O'Nell, 378 Welch ave . Magazine Agent

169. W. H. THOMAS ; Nashville, Tenn.

Meets in K. of P. Hall. Palmer Building, Union

St., everv Monday at 9 P. M.

Chas. Griffin, 1507 Church st Master

S. P. Wbitxitt, 933 S. Summer st . . . .Secretary

S. P. Whitsltt, 933 S. Summer st . . . . Collector

W. C. MeCombs, McLeiuore st Receiver

J. M. Fleming, 1910 State st . . Magazine Agent

160. C. J. HEPBURN | Evansvllle, lad.

Meets in Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Main and

Fifth sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. M. Clark, 402 William st Master

F. M. Paine, 1320 Walnut st Secretary

Richard Witty, 1046 Main st Collector

Lou. Heimroth. 924 E. Indiana st . . . Receiver

E. F. Stlker, 1120 Cherry st . . . Magazine Agent

101. HERALD: Burlington, Iowa.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 210-214 N. 4th St., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st Master

Lewis Benthel, 818 N. 10th st Secretary

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st . . . . Collector

J. D. Hawksworth, 2003 Madison st Receiver

H. C. Sleben, 820 N. Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

162. PROSPECT; Elkhart, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Blackburn Bl'k, every

Sunday at 2 P. M.

Wallace Marker, 122 State st Master

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Secretary

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Collector

Stephen Dusseau, 323 Jefferson st . . . Receiver

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st . . . Magazine Agent

168. «TNA; Pine Bluff, Ark.

Meets in Atkinson Hall, cor. Main and 2d ave,

1st and 3d Fridays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

Thaddeus Coshey, 1905 E. Boreque st. . . Master

Ernest Deanc, 321 E. 6th ave. Secretary

J. A. Frazier, 1020, E. 2d ave Collector

J. F. Franey, 615 Morris st Receiver

W. H. Graves, 1005 Alabama st . . . Mag. Agent

164. EEL RIVER ; Ashley, Ind.

Meets in Engineer's Hall every Wednesday

evening.

F. M. Kelley Master

C. E. Blair ... Secretary

G. E. Schoville Collector

W. H. Tucker Receiver

F. M. Stafford, 648 LaFayette ave.,

Detroit, Mich Magazine Agent

165. ROBERT ANDREWS; Andrews, Ind.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Monday even

ing.

L. L. Wlsner ... Master

G. W. Adams, Box 166 Secretary

C. H. Reefer Collector

G. W. Adams, Box 166 .. ■ Receiver

T. J. Henderson Magazine Agent

166. WI. Ill <;<): Huntington. Ind.

Meets in Firemen Hall, every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

C. M. Keller, 111 Washington st Master

W. H. Willets, 58 Webster st Secretary

L. A. F.rtzingir. 8 Market st Collector

Alvln McEnderfer, 14 N Jefferson st . . Receiver

G. C. Marston, 16 Briant st . . . Magazine Agen

167. MOUNT HOOD; The Dalles, Oregon.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, first and last Wednesday

at 7:80 P. M.

J. C. McC'ov, 114>i Russell St., Sla. B, Port

land Mister

L. I). Miler Secretary

('has. K. Rees Collector

(}. A. McCurdy, 102 Knott st, Station B..

Portland Receiver

F. E. Adams Magazine Agent

168. GUARD RAIL ; North La Crosse, Wis.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 715 Rose St., S. La Crows

1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M. and 2d and

4th 8undays at 2:30 P. M.

J. H. Schaller, 424 Caledonia st.,

La Crosse . . • , Master

J. E. Wells, Batavian Bank Build

ing, La Crosse Secretary

J. J. Murphy, 130 Avon St., La Crosse . Collector

T. C. Murphy, Portage . Receiver

Chauncy Wiun Magazine Agent

168. H. 9. BROOKS; HornellsvlUe, N. T.

Meets in B. of L.F. Hall every Monday at 7:30P.M.

C. L. Burt, 25 Jane st Muter

T. J. Glynn, 11 Pardee st Secretary

L. E. Reod, 10 Vanscoter st Collector

J. L. Collins, 43 E. Main st Receiver

J. R. Saunders. 43 Hartshorn st . Magazine Agent

170. PRAIRIE; Hnron, 8. Dakota.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 3d and Wiscousic

sts, 2d and 4th Sundays at 10 A. M.

W. H, Bliss, 534 Utah st Masttt

T. R. Cooper, 3-55 Frank st Becre try

T. C. Lauters, 445 6th st Collector

G. E. Brlggs Rec iver

A. W. Harvey, Beach st Magazine Agent

171. SUNBEAM ; Truro. Nova Scotia.

Meets in Caledonia Hall, 1st Saturday and 3d

Wednesday.

Alex. Robblns, Box 239 Master

T. G. Dickson, Box 239 Secretary

T. A. Edwards Collector

J. K. Fraaer, Box 136 Receiver

J. A. Gazeley Magazine Agent

172. F. G. LAWRENCE ; Ottawa, Ontario.

Meets In Manchester Hall, Wellington st., alter

nate Sundays

W. H. Wood, 217 Bridge st Master

R. H. Fraser, 131 Spruce st Secretary

Cbas. Dow, 791 Wellington st . . . . Collector

Chas. Sims. 680 Albert st Receiver

R. H. Fraser, 131 Spruce st . . . Magazine Agent

176. PACIFIC; Wlnslow, Arizona.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. H. Downs Master

B. A. Workman, L Box 3 Secretary

T. T. Harris Collector

B. A. Workman, L Box 8 Receiver

Mark Whitaker Magazine Agent

174. HARRISBCBG; llarrlsbnrg. Pa.

Meets in Sible's Hall, S. E. eor. 3d and Cumber

land sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

Caradoe Edwards, 1601 Logan ave .... Mister

B. F. Huber, 1716 N. 5th st Secretary

R. J Seitz, 618 Harris st Collector

Wm. Blessing, 422 Riley st Receiver

E. E. Ewing, 104 Calder st . . . Magazine Agent

175. TAYLOR ; Newark, O.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, south side square, every

Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.

Louis Kastla, Cedar st Master

O. A. Simcox, 49 Cedar st Secretary

Samuel Work, 49 Cedar st Collector

J. C. Sudbury, 23 Clinton st Receiver

W. R. Stone. 76 Gay st Magazine Agent

176. MAIN LINE; Clinton, III.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall Room 21, Union Block,

every Monday evening.

Henry Lynch Matter

Kent Hannah, Box 130 Becretarv

L. P. Kurt Collector

B. F. Goodwin Receiver

J. B. Johnson, Box 31 Magazine Agent

177. SUNSET; Marshall, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Ball, 614 Railroad are.

everv Tuesday at 7:80 P. M.

J. A. Rodger* Master

E. S. Hardv, Box 184 Secretary

E. S. Hardy. Box 184 Collector

H. H. Edwards, Box 184 Receiver

J. C. Brown Magazine Agent
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T LAKE; Salt Lake fit), Utah.

in Temple of Honor Hall, cor. Main and

south 8ts., every Monday at 8 P.M.

Brown. 22 Germany ave Master

Davis, Kox 17 ...» Secretary

Woodruff, Bin 17 Collector

■lace, 634 S. 8th West st Receiver

ielby, 846 8. 7th Went st . . . . Mag. Agent

: HIVE; Ltnniln. Neb.

iu Young's Hall, 1519 0 St., 2d and 4th

days at J P. M.

lall, 229 N. 10th st Master

Robinson, Box 931 Secretary

y Shaler, 637 N. 11th st Collector

Robinson, Box 931 Receiver

Ilarnbo . . ■ . . Magazine Agent

REE STATES; Cairo, 111.

i in Casino Hall, cor. 12th st. and Washing-

ave., 1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

O'Connell, 2017 Poplar st Master

velly, 2501 Poplar st Secretary

Pollock, 210 20th st Collector

j (iilman, 509 Center st Receiver

White, 3101 Park ave . . . Magazine Agent

U.IMiTOPi; Pslmerston, Ontario.

t in A. O. r. W. Hall. Main st., 1st and 3d

idaya.

inbar Master

Wilson, Box 43 Secretary

1 Nicoll Collector

Nicholson, Box 21 Receiver

. Edmiston, Box 41 . . . Magazine Agent

tilt' CITT; Roanoke, Ta.

9 in Mountain Hale Hall, I. O. O. F., 205

ferson st. 8., every Sunday at 'J A. M.

loore, 51 1 1th ave. N. E Master

Chafln, 021 1st ave. N. W Secretary
. WTestwood, 1319 2d ave. N. W. . . Collector

Best, 731 1st ave. N . W Receiver

Dickens. 301 10th st S. W. ... Mag. Agent

KE SHORE: Collin wood, Ohio.

<* inl.O. O. F. Hall every Thursday evening.

Pierce Master

Sturgcs, Box 19 Secretary

.Pickard, Box 385 Collector

Sherman Receiver

Gordon Magazine Agent

IU ; Lima, Ohio.

s in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday.

Clutter, 817 W. High st Master

Gustason. 2:3 W. Kibby st . . . .Secretary

Roberts, 537 K. McKibben st . . . Collector

Clutter, 817 W. High st Receiver

Tolby, 609 N Westst . . . Magazine Agent

DEL1TY; Delphos, Ohio.

- in G. A. R. Hall, Main st., every Sunday

2 P. M.

Baker Master

ry Buckpitt, Box 119 Secretary

Baker Collector

. Washburn, L. Box 78 Receiver

. Ackerly Magazine Agent

IAMBKRLLN; Chicago, HI.

ts in Walther's Hall, 3934 State St., 1st and Sd

ndays.

I. E. Green, 3609 Portland st Master

. Manning, 419 Duncan Park . . . Secretary

. Koch Collector

Vass, 1087 E. North st, Decatur . .Receiver

Kiler, 4235 Princeton ave . Magazine Agent

TTI.E (JUST; Charleston, HI.

ts in Red Men's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P.M.

:. Smith Master

f. Freeman, Box 156 Secretary

oy Anderson, Collector

r. Freeman, Box 156 Receiver

. Barnes Magazine Agent

S. MKRRII.L; Chicago, III.

ts in Mlehle Hall, cor. Western ave. and In-

ana St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

'.. Roderick, 869 Indiana st Master

1 Myers, 1107 Chicago ave Secretary

fells, 1120 Superior st Collector

,. Gay, D2 California ave Receiver

I. Roderick, 869 Indiana st . Magazine Agent

ALDWIN; Ft. nonard. Wis.

its in B. of L. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

P.M.

tin Rheeby Master

5. Hogan, L. Box 305 Secretary

.'. Crane, 3'21 S. Washington st., Green

ly Collector
•tin Sneehy Receiver

3. Kull Magazine Agent

ISO. FERGUSON; Sanborn, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at 7

P.M.

Emmet Wentworth, Box 102 Master

Henry Kissler Secretary

C. J. Walston Collector

C. J. Walston Receiver

Thos. Helman Magazine Agent

181. CUSTER ; Livingston, Hontana.

Meets in Miles' Hall every Wednesday at 7:80

P.M.

J. A. Marshall, Box 303 Master

J. M.Lannon, L Box 412 Secretary

A. C. Wilson, L Box 303 Collector

A. M. Getchell, 521 Utah uve., Butte . . Receiver

O. F. Wessel Magazine Agent

192. ST. TACOMA; Taeoma, Wash.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 314 E. 26th St., 1st

and 3d Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

Jas. Clark, 218 E. 26th st Master

Wm. Moserop, 218 E. 2i>th st Secretary

Jas. Clark, 218 K. 26th st Collector

C. W. Mejer, East F. and 26th st . . . . Receiver

G. O. Phelps, 314 E. 25th st . . . Magazine Agent

198. 4. B. MATNARD : East Portland, Oregon.

Meets in Ross Hall, Portland, East Side, alter

nate Thursdays, at 7:30 P. M.

J. F. McQuald, S. P. R. R. Shops, Portland

Master

('.S.Sweeney, 385 Bentonst., Portland Secretary

W. D. Jesse, 10 N. Union ave Collector

D. J. Byrne, 20th and E. Glisan sts., Port

land . . Receiver

J. J. Lynch, 249 Kearney St., Portland,

Magazine Agent

184. BONANZA j Missoula, Hontana.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2:30 P. M.

W. G. Marshall Master

N. J. Bostwick Secretary

S. L. Kelley Collector

J. B. Powers Receiver

A. S. Ericsson Magazine Agent

186. RE-ECHO; Hontpelier, Idaho.

Meets in Brennan Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:80 P. M.

IraChaflin Mister

W. H. McC.ilvray, Cull Box 1:; Secretary

Jos. Mcllwain Collector

Henry Douglas, Box.12 Receiver

Ira Chaffin . Magazine Agent

186. CLOUD CITT; Leadrllle, Colo.

Meets in P. O. S. of A. Hall, 1st and 2d Tuesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

A. F.Taylor, Delaware Block Master

G. W. Buffehr, 219 E. 12th st Secretary

Geo. McGonigal :i06 W. 4th st Collector

Fred Hyde, Box 653 Receiver

F. W. Strasser, Minium .... Magazine Agent *

187. RIVERSIDE; Savanna, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays at

9:30 A. M.

C. P. Ingmundson, Box 1 Master

L. D. McKee, Box 227 Secretary

J. H. Pulford, Jr, Box 375 Collector

Jas. Bailey, L. Box B Receiver

F. L. Williams Magazine Agent

188. MAPLE CITT; JInssillon, Ohio.

Meets in I. (). U. A. M. Hall, 17 E. Main St.,

everv Monday at 7 P. M.

W.Y. Dennis, SouthlEasist Master

M. E. Church Secretary

D. E. Barker, 29 Bank st Collector

A. L. spencer, Ironville, Ohio Receiver

D. E. Barker Magazine Agent

189. MAHONING : Vonnrstown. Ohio.

Meets in B. of It. T. Hall, 23 Central Square, 2d

Sunday at 10:30 A. M. and 4th Thursday at 7

1'. M.

D. J. Madden, 1018 Ford ave Master

W. S. Neeley, 18 N. Mine st Secretary

Jno. Farragner, 117 Holmes st Collector

Michael Hallisy, 719 Covington st. . . . Receiver

M. J. Welch. 25 Darrow st . . . Magazine Agent

100. FAITH; Meridian, Miss.

Meets in B. of L.E.Hall, cor. 23d ave. and 5th St.,

every Monday at 2 P. M.

J. L. stutz, 809 21st ave Master

Albert Stockdale, 419 38th ave Secretary

R. E. (rook Collector

J. L. Stutz, 8(W 21st avo Receiver

M. A. Cassidy, 642 35th ave . . Magazine Agent
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201. FRIENDLY HAND; Jackson, Tenn.

Meets in Machinist Hall evet y Thursday evening.

Wm. Cook, M. & O. R. R. Shops . . . Master

J. S. King, 804 Middle ave Secretary

Wm. Coot, M. & O. R. R. Shops .... Collector

J. D. Bledsoe 203 Prince Edward st. . . Receiver

Mark Lawrence, I.C.R.R. Shops, Magazine Agent

808. SCIOTO i Chllllrothe, O.

Meets in Clough Hall, cor. Main and Mulberry

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. R. Schooley , 351 Eastern ave Master

J. D. Stage, 284 E. Main Bt Secretary

E. C. Brant, «> N. Hickory Bt Collector

J. R. Schooley, 851 Eastern ave .... Receiver

Alfred Dakin, 231 E. 2d Bt ... Magazine Agent

203. GARFIELD, Garrett, Ind.

Meets in Frederick Hall every Sunday at 2 P.M.

G. E. Campbell, L. Box 272 Master

8. Q. Pierce, Box 163 Secretary

J no. Larklns Collector

C. F. Reneman, Box 96 Receiver

H. C. Barretta Box 270 Magazine Agent

904. COTTON BELT) Jonesborongh, Ark.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

J. W. Blakeburn Master

W. E. 8mlth Secretary

J. L. Spence Collector

A. A. Goln Receiver

J. A. Blackwood Magazine Agent

106. FLOWER OF THE WEST; Topeke. Kan.

Meets in A. O. U. W. No. 3 Hall, 418 Kansas ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

B. H. Tobias, 520 Lawrence st Master

H. B. Stillman, 420 Qulncy st Secretary

E. H. Powell, 1301 E. 4th st Collector

Christ. McGinnis, 322 Jefferson st . . . Receiver

W. M. Robinson, 714 E. 4th st Magazine Agent

106. FORT PICKERING: Memphis, Teu.

Meets in Miller's Hall, cor. Penna. and Iowa

aves, every Tuesday at 7:80 P. M.

J. J. Quinu. 85 Kansas ave Master

Robt. Hall, H5 Kansas ave Secretary

C. F. Lonergan, Station A Collector

Robt. Hall, 86 Kansas ave Receiver

J. E. Hellou, 1S6 Pennsylvania ave . Mag. Agent

t07. LOYAL ; MeadvUIe, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 912 Water St., every

Tuesday afternoon.

W. A. Smith. 10 Atlantic ave Master

J. H. Kerr, 868 Water st Secretary

W. P. Herrington, Phoenix Hotel . . . Collector

W. F. Emerick, Vallonia Receiver

W. I. Schadt, 868 Water st . . . Magazine Agent

208. KEYSTONE, Snsqnehanna, Pa.

Meets in C. M. B. A. Hall, alternate weeks.

J. J. Hogan, Box 937 Master

Dan'l. Creegan, Box 291 . Secretary

Jno Hile, Box 82 Collector

C. W. Anderson, Box 337 Receiver

J. J. Hogan, Box 937 Magazine Agent

SOS. SARATOGA; Whitehall, N. T.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, Old National Bank

building, alternate Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

<;. W. McChesney, Box 138 Master

J. S. C. Peck, Box 413 Secretary

B. A. Long, Box 302 Collector

J. W. Farrar, Box 361 Receiver

L. C. Gray, Box 414 Magazine Agent

110. 18-K; (Schenectady, N. Y.

Meets in Carpenters and Joiners' Hall, 836 State

st, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

Jno. Vrooman, Box 497 Master

Homer Eygnar, 802 Paige st Secretary

Jno. Vrooman. Box 497 Collector

J. E. VanVranken, Box 497 Receiver

August Ruler, 606 Peek st . . . Magazine Agent

211. ONOKO; South Fasten, Pa.

Meets in Bragg' s Hall, cor. Burwick and Aaron

sts., 1st ana 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jas. Tharp, H-13 Wilke.s Barre st Master

C. N. Conine, 821 Wilkes Barre st . . . . Secretary

J. 1). Leibensperger, :!74 Berwick st . .Collector

F. O. Reber, 109 Delaware st . . Receiver

G. W. Moyer, 504 Mauch Chunk st. . Mag. Agent

212. EXPIRE; Watertewn, N. T.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Tbos. Bamett Master

T. H. Lynch, 101 Factory st Secretary

G. W. Stumpf , 2 Orchard st Collector

F. C. Nichols, 12 Poplar st Receiver

F. A. Fisher, Waltham at . . . Magazine Agent

SIS. WEST SHORE; 8yracose, N. T.

Meets in Olbeter Hall, 1120 Burnett ave, every

Thursday evening.

A. F. Riley, 642 Burnett st Master

F. L. Crosby, 1513 Burnett st Secretary

A. Pfetffer, 140 Oak st Collector

M. J. Melroy, 140 Oak st Receiver

H. J. Houlihan, no Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

814. ORIOLE; Baltimore, Xd.

Meets in Smith's Hall, 3 w. 20th St., 2d and «Us

Sundays.

I. H.White, 20 W.Oliver st Mute

Jas. Magraw, 600 E. Biddle st Secretary

J. W. Berthold, 2106 Jefferson Place . . Collector

W. H. Kennedy, 212:! Jefferson Place . Receiver

E. J. McCleary, 702 E. Chase st . . . Mag. Agent

216. EAST ALBANY; East Albany, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, every Tuesday even

ing.

H. A. Morris, 398 Broadway Muter

D. F. Teeling, 21 Broadway, Bath-on-

HikKc.h Secretary

G. A. March, 358 Broadway Collector

G. B. Cone, 7Parkst, Bath-on-Hudson . Receiver

Tbos. Paul, Jr., 5 Aiken ave. Greenbush

Magazine Agent

916. LYON BROOK; Norwich, N. Y.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, Daniels Block. 191

Broad st., 1st Monday evening and 3d Sunday

afternoon.

Frank Espbeck, 16 Mechanic st Maiur

R. E. Rowe, Globe Hotel Secretary

W. T. Haight, State st Collector

F. V. Thorp, L. Box 120 Receiver

J. M. Coleman, 6 Mechanic st . Magazine Agent

818. PIKE'S PEAK; Colorado City, Cole.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Tuesday evenings.

F. H. Burton Muter

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Secretary

W. J. Southers Collector

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Recetrcr

C. B. Oren Magazine Agent

818. SMOKY CITY; Allegheny, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, cor. Pennsylvania an

and Bldwell st., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

J. H. Rockenstein. 297 Franklin at ... . Muter

H. W. Robb, 131Juanitast Secretary

Peter Martin, 50 Kirkpatrick ave . . .Collector

U A. Simpson, 278 Franklin st Receiver

L K. Stahl, 107 Lake st Magazine Agent

820. PROVIDENT ; Sonhury, Pa.

Meets in P. O. S. of A. Hall, Market St., 1st and M

Sundays at 1 P. M.

H. W. SchoffBtall, Box 836 Muter

Wm. Park, Box 836 Secretary

G. H. Morton, Box 836 Collector

Solomon Cherry, Box 836 Receiver

H. 8. Beverlln Magazine Agent

881. HURON ; Point Edward, Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Toes-

days.

Jno. Knowles Mailer

E. J. Everett Secretary

F. J. Burgess Collector

J. 8. Crawford Receiver

Frank McNally Magazine Agent

888. WEBSTER; Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Meets In Engineer's Hall, 5th St., id and 4th Son-

days at 2 P. M.

Frank Evans, 713 3d ave S Mali*'

O. G. Andersen, 1 River st Secretary

F. E. Rogers Colirctw

O. G. Andersen. 1 River «t . ... Receiver

G. H. Trusty, cor. 5th and Locust sta. .Magazine Agent

288. GREEN VALLEY : Grafton, W. Va.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d WeJn«d«y»

at 7:30 P. M.

W. 8. IllKhop Muter

J. D. E. Huffman Secretary

J. W. Shaffer Collector

J. D. E. Huffman Reorlrci

M. J. Tlghc Magazine Afenl
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C. BOOKS. St. Cloud, Minn.

.8 in Stone Cutter's Hall, 51ft St. Germain St.,

Sunday at 2:110 P. M. and -1th Wednesday at

0 P. M.

. Harding, 511 22d ave N Master

I. Ford, 407 19th ave N Secretary

. Jordan, 1107 1st st. N Collector

ler Bacn, Box 159 Receiver

Mournan, 815 10th ave. N . Magazine Agent

PEBIOH, Port William Wert, Ontario.

is in McDougall Hall, Fort William, every

edneaday at 2 P. M.

im Hodgson. Fort William Master

. Hall, Fort William Secretary

s Rumsey, Fort William Collector

v. McPhalen, Fort William . . . Receiver

W. Garrett, Box 141, Ft. William, Mag. Agent

A (i NOLI A; Ennls. Texas.

ts in I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

7:30 P. M.

1. Kendall, L. Box 63 Master

M. Nicol, L. Box 136 Secretary

M. Nicol, L Box 136 Collector

M. Nicol, L. Box 138 Receiver

G. Snodgrass, H. & T. C. Shops . Mag. Agent

■\ « NET ; Binghamton, N. Y.

■ts in Red Men's Hall, Robinson Bl'k, 2d and

1 Sn • dayB at 2 P. M.

I. Williams, 24 Virgil st Master

iry Cunningham, Robinson st . . Secretary

i. Williams, 24 Virgil st Collector

io. Haskins, 25 Frederick st .... Receiver

3. Hamblln, 8 Morgan st . . Magazine Agent

(ME; Krranton, Pa.

eta in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

.M.

). Depuy, 524 N. Lincoln ave Master

H. Gable, 117 S. Garfield ave .... Secretary

J. Thomas, 317 S. Hyde Park ave . . Collector

8. Glllingham, 301 10th st Receiver

ink Trumbower, 706 Scranton St.,Magazine Agent

tICKARD; Utlea, N. T.

eta in Post Bacon Hall 2d and 4th Sundays

,t2P M.

I . Quirk, Albany st Master

A. Pease, T2% Whitesboro st . . . .Secretary

F. Foley, 72 2d st Collector

A. Pease, 72% Whitesboro st . %. .Receiver

a. Burden, 122 Whitesboro st . . . Mag. Agent

ALBANY CITY: Albany, H. T.

?ets in Stremple Hall, 241 Central ave, 1st, 3d

ind 5th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. Riddick, 216 Broadway, East Albany . Master

M. .letters, 36 Ontario st Secretary

urtland Maher, 11 Prospect ave . . . Collector

M. JefTers, 36 Ontario st Receiver

H. Vincent, 15 Hunter ave . Magazine Agent

DELAWARE; Wilmington, Del.

eels in B. of L. F. Hall, 3d and Market sts., 1st

and 3d Sundays.

C. Collison, 9.<8 Pine st Master

C. Dunn, 410 Taylor st Secretary

A. Donlin 305 E. 3d st Collector

C. Dunn, 410 Taylor st Receiver

. H. Adams, 406 E 4th st . . . Magazine Agent

LUCKY THOUGHT. Mlddletown, H. Y.

eets in A. 0. of H. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

. J. Kerrigan, 75 Linden Terrace .... Master

. L. Powell, 28 Broad st Secretary

'. J. Leddy, 277 North st Collector

io. O'Farrell, 331 North st Receiver

. L. Powell, 28 Broad st . . . . Magazine Agent

SLAD TIDIXiS: Monoton, Hew Braaswlek.

eets in K. of P. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 3

P. M.

. M. Rippey Master

.. G. Jefferson, Secretary

. W. Speer Collector

'.. S. Cutton Receiver

ts. King Magazine Agent

SOUTH BAY j North Bay, Ontario,

[eets in I. 0. 0. F. Hall 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

no Lindsay Master

no. Lyons Secretary

V. J. McCambly Collector

. A. Lynch, Box 126 Receiver

. A. Lynch, Box 126 Magazine Agent

SS6. THREE BROTHERS; Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meets in Welsh Bros. Hall, cor. 26th st. and

Penn ave. alternate Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

Cnas Longacre, Jr., 3038 Penn ave .... Master

W. H. Phillips, 4010 Liberty ave . ■. . . Secretary

C. B. Woods, 2814 Penn ave Collector

G. W. Caldwell, 6006 Center ave. East End

. . Receiver

Chas. Longacre, Jr., 3038 Penn ave . Mag. Agent

286. HINTON; Hi nton, West Virginia.

Meets in Masonic Hall, every Saturday even

ing.

C. J. Andrews Master

F. A. Cundiff Secretary

J. P. Lear Collector

J. E. Hogan Receiver

J. M. Morrison Magazine Agent

(87. CENTRAL PARK; Chicago, III.

Meets in Rebmann's Hall, 1974 Lake St., Chi

cago, 1st and 3d Sundays.

W. H. Bradley, 135 N. Avers ave, Chicago

. . Master

Harry Lynch, 2062 Carroll ave. Chicago

Secretary

W. N. Code, 1811 W. Ohio St., Chicago . Collector

R. H. Brown, 119 S. Green st., Chicago . Receiver

Robt. Todd Magazine Agent

288. PLAIN CITY; Padncah, By.

Meets in Rogers' Hall, 12th and Broadway, every

Tuesday at 71'. M.

Lloyd Grimes, 1301 Broadway Master

L. L. Hutchinson, 1214 Monroe st . . . Secretary

Thos. Challenor, 430 S. 10th st Collector

J. P. Wesley, 1131 Madison st .... Receiver

M. J. Erviu, 1120 Madison st . . Magazine Agent

289. BUCKEYE ; Delaware, Ohio.

Meets in Henry's Hall, 51 Lake St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 1 P. M.

J. W. Hetteubaugh, 169 E. William st . . Master

E. S. Odell, 151% N. High st., Room 28,

Columbus Secretary

Chris Bechhold, 225 E. Central ave . . Collector

W. J. Potter, 217 E. William st Receiver

Jas. Guinan, 161 W. Spruce st. . . . Mag. Agent

140. GILBERT; Jaoksoa, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, cor. Jackson and Main

sts., every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

J. N. Powell, 140 8. Pleasant st Master

G. A Holden, 1023 E. Main st Secretary

Henry Mosher, 223 W Main st Collector

F. C. Pierce, 312 Francis st Receiver

C. G. Conklin, 114 KWllkins st . Magazine Agent

141. LAKE ERIE; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets in B. L. E. Hall, 412 So Division St., alter

nate Fridays.

F. H. Coe. 4 Hickory st Master

C. W. Halbin. 17 Superior st Secretary

F. C. Loomls, 391 Myrtle st Collector

I. H. Crossman, 500 Swan st Receiver

F. C. Loomis, 391 Myrtle st . . . Magazine Agent

MS. LIBERTY ; Elml ra, N. Y.

Meets in D„ L. & W.-Y. M. C. A. Hall, 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Dennis McCarty, 405 Crescent ave . . . Master

A. J. Keefe, 360 W. 6th st Secretary

Michael Kendrlck, 152 W. Washington st

Collector

C. H. Carr, 387 Warren st Receiver

L. F. Burke, 365 Thurston st . . Magazine Agent

MS. J. H. SELR Y ; Teiarkana, Texas.

Meets cor. Broad and Spruce sts. 1st and 3d

Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

E. Fitzgerald, Box 71 Master

W. A. Smith Secretary

Oscar Deitz, Box 372 Collector

E. H. Delk Receiver

L. P. Brandon, Box 164 Magazine Agent

844. T. P. O'BOURKE; Chicago, HI.

Meets at 314 W. 12th St., 1st Sunday at 2 P. M. and

3d Friday at 8 P. M.

P. C. Winn, 814 W. 12th St. . Master

Jno. 0'Malley,57S3 Wright St., Englewood

1 Secretary

Jno. O'Malley, 5733 Wright St., Englewood

Collector

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st. Receiver

Magazine Agent



246. MACON ; Macon, C.a.

Meets In Mcfioldrick's Hal!, 701 4th 81.. 2d and

4th Sundays at l»:30 P. M.

Chas. Green, 416 Elm at . Master

J. T. Roach, 13 2d St., S. Macon .... Secretary

J. E. Sires, 452 fialt st Collector

Chas. Green, 416 Elm st Receiver

J. M. Richards, 1537 2d st ... Magazine Agent

247. KENNESAW; Atlanta, Ga.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 6% N. Broad st, every

Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. O. Teat, 85 Hood st Master

C. H. Elliott, 2i» Walker st Secretary

W. B. Watters, 305 Woodward aye . . . Collector

T. L. Francis, Clara Receirer

Beinhold Wurreschke, 1 N Boulevard st

... Magazine Agent

248. WESTERN RESERVE; Ashtabula, Ohio.

Meets in Knights of Honor Hall, 2d and lili Sun

days at 1:30 P. M.

E. W. Johnson, 31 Prospect st Master

H. 8. Redhead, 11 Spencer st Secretary

A. V. Hillyer, 218 West st Collector

Jas. Coutts, 56 Lockwood at Receiver

M. E. Benham, 76 Fisk st . . . . Magazine Agent

149. CALUMET; South Chicago, HI.

Meets in I. 0. O. F. Hall, cor. 92d street and

South Chicago ave, 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:80

P.M.

Wm. Muldoon Master

Daniel O'Connell, 8832 Houston ave . . Secretary

B.J. Lynch, 9306 Ontario ave Collector

H. A. Purvis, 9012 Houston ave .... Receiver

Wm. Zacher, 10203 Ave L, Colehour, Ind.,Magazine Agent

160. GOLDEN LINK; Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Meets in 'Irani! Army Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2 P. M.

Frank Downs, Kingston, Luzerne Co. . . Master

E. O. Hale, Box 322, Kingston, Lu

zerne Co Secretary

A. E. Canfield, Kingston, Luzerne Co., Collector

P. L. Keefer, Kingston, Luzerne Co . . Receiver

A. E. Caufleld, Kingston, Luzerne Co.

Magazine Agent

161. LEHIGH; Hanch Chunk, Pa.

Meets in Stahl's Hall, Upper Mauch Chunk, 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. L. Sandhas Master

J. H. Ricker, East Mauch Chunk . . . Secretary

W. F. McGinley Collector

H. B. Fulton Receiver

Wm. Spencer Magazine Agent

162. COLUMBIA; Colombia, Pa.

Meets in Bitner's Hall, every Monday at 7:30

P. M.

J. A. Miller, Tremont House Master

H. G. Klugh,242N. 2dst Secretary

H. M. Hinkle, 670 Walnut st Collector

Jos. Denulson, 640 Chestnut st Receiver

Edw. Denuell, 313 and 315 Locust St.,

Magazine Agent

168. TRENTON; Trenton, N. J.

Meets tn A. P. A. Hall, cor. Broad and State

sis., at 2 P. M.

J. B. Salter, 231 Walnut ave Master

Robt. Stackhouse, 306 Genesee it . . . Secretary

M. J. Shelly, 411 Monmouth Bt Collector

F. P. Parsons, 175 Brunswick ave. . . . Receiver

F. N. Caffey, 17 Southard st Mag. Agent

164. CLIMAX; Missouri Valley, Iowa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

7:30 P. M.

J. S. Halstead Master

W. L. French, Box 561 Secretary

Jno. Perry, Box 459 Collector

D. J. Kennedy Receiver

Andrew Dryden, Box 675 ... Magazine Agent

166. CANAL CITY ; Arkansas City, Kan.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 2:80 P. M.

Jno. Bienfang, Room 2, Syndicate Blk Master

T. L. Rowland, 510 E. Monroe st . . . .Secretary

E. R. Fleischer, 1201 So. K. st Collector

Phillip Euderweisen Receiver

Patrick Caldron, 1326 So. G st . Magazine Agent

168. HIGH LINK; Como, Colo.

Meets in Slater's Hall, every Sunday at 2:80 P.M.

Daniel McGreevey * Master

Jno. Olson Secretary

Edw. Conahan Collector

C. D. Adams Receiver

J. R. Morgan Magazine Agent

167. KIT CARSON; Raton, New Mexlca.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall every Monday at 9 A.M.

C. T. Morehouse Master

Secretary

J. D. Shy Collector

Receiver

C. S. Wolf Magazine Agent

258. MONTICKLLO; Charlottes. ille, Ve.

Meets in Bank Bid's, Main and iUb su., every

Monday at 2 P. M.

R. L. Brown, 219 9th st Master

J. H. Power, 110M Duke st. Alexandria . Secretary

C. E. Howell, King st Collector

J. L. Almond, 1102 Grove at Receiver

Magazine Agent

859. D. J. CHASE; Ashland, Wis.

Meets in Good Templars' Hall, cor. Second at.

and 4th ave. W.,lstand3d8undays at 2:30 P. at

R. W. Harrison, 311 8th ave. W Master

T. W. Drlscoll, 2100 5th Bt. E Secretary

Fred. Godfrey, 818 4th ave W Collector

Wm. Btickley, 720 Ellis ave Receiver

W. ('. Vidl ie, 411 7th ave E . . . Magazine Agent

180. CALIFORNIA ; Sacramento, Cal.

Meets in New Forster's Hall, I st. bet. 7th end

8th sts., every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

Has**

C. P. Wilson, Box 48 Secretary

C. P. Wilson, Box 48 Collector

W. Lambert, Box 107 Receiver

W. J. Fctherstou, Box 107 . . . Magazine Agent

881. MAGDALENA; San Marclal, New Mexico.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Sunday at 7 P. at.

W. R. Fisher Master

J. R. Williams : . . . . Secretary

H. H. Kochler Collector

W. R. Fisher Receiver

Jno. Snyder Magazine Agent

188. QUEEN CITY ; West Toronto Janet. Oat.

Meets in Campbell Hall, alternate Sundays st

2:30 P. M.

Ernest McConnell, 77 Vine St., Toronto

Junction Master

Fred Sharpe, 103 Quebec ave., Toronto

Junction Secretary

G. W. Riley, 3-1 Union St., S. Toronto

Junction Collector

Geo. Waul ess, Clcndennlng ave., Toi-

onto Junction Receiver

W. D. Donaldson, Toronto Junct . . Mag. Agent

888. ALAMO; Taylor, Texas.

Meets In Union Hall, every Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

W. S. Goff Matter

C. P. Chrietzberg Secretary

G. W. Payne Collector

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 Receiver

J. R. Steadman, Box 166 ... . Magazine .treat

184. J. K. GILBREATH; Butt* City, Moataaa.

Meets in Frost's Hall, South Butte, 2d and ttk

Thursdays at 8 P. M.

A. R. McDuffie, Box 94, S. Butte Master

J. M. Hennessy, 126 Utah ave, 8. Butte . Secretary

C. H. DeCamp, S. Butte Collector

A. R. McDuffie, Box 94, 8. Butte ... Receiver

J. H. Ryan, 8. Butte Magazine Agent

886. GRAND RIVER; Grand Rapids, Mick.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at 1

P.M.

Frank McManawav, Room 12, Wlnegar Block

Mattar

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Secretary

Jno. Cunningham, 505 Ionia st . . . . Collector

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Receiver

Jno. Cunningham, 506 Ionia st . Magazine Agent

•88. JOHN HICKKY; Sooth Kaakanaa, Wis.

Meett in Duggau Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

Luther Clark, Box a~ Mattar

B. W. Hayes Secretary

Wm. Martens Collector

Richard Callahan Receiver

F. L. Foaha, Box 272 Magazine Agent

■67. ENDEAVOR; Algiers, La.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Wednesday al L»

P.M.

Rudolph Kngler, Box *">, McDotioghviile, Matter

R. J. McCluskey, 111X Atlantic are . . Becretary

F. J. Myers, 45!., Pacific ave CoUeeaW

Jno. Mitchell, U3W Atlantic ave. . . . Receiver

8. S. Andress, 99V2 Elmira st . . Magazine Agent
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CLIFTON HKillTS; New Allianj, Ind.

eels in A. O. r. W. Hall, K. E. cor. 8tate and

Market sts.. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

E. Pillard, Box 74 Master

■o. Tharp, 94 E. Main st Secretary

D. Stevens, E. 4th st Collector

L. Tetves, 485 Culbertson ave . . . Receiver

D. Austin Magazine Agent

O. K. ; Cincinnati. Ohio.

eet« in Queen City Hall, sth and Freeman

aves., 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 7 P. M.

4am Dods, Montgomery Master

irl Snyder, Montgomery Secretary

. J.Haight,98Glenway ave, 21st ward Collector

0. I'age, 30".* Chase ave., 2.3th ward . . Receiver

>rnelins Coakiey. Hamilton Magazine Agent

MINNEAPOLIS; Minneapolis, Minn.

eets in A. O. U. W. Lodge Parlors, 2113 Bloom-

ington ave., 2d Sunday at 2 P. M. and 4th

Thursday at 7: SO P. M.

iver Johusou, 2106 Bloomington ave. . Master

. H. Titus, 3103 Cedar ave 8 Secretary

is. Deming, 2201 21st ave S Collector

iver Johnson, 2106 Bloomington ave, Receiver

. H. Dickinson, 2301 18th ave 8 . . Mag. Agent

BTRAM: Port Morris, N. J.

eets in Union Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P.M.

L. Miller Master

m. Weiler, Box 28 Secretary

R. Losaw . . Collector

m. Weiler, Box 25 Receiver

R. McConnell, Box 42 ... . Magazine Agent

WILSON i Junction, N. J.

eets in Wells' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 3:30

P.M.

S. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 Master

m. Walsh Secretary

eo. Quick Collector

10. Everitt Receiver

S. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 . . . Magazine Agent

DENVER! Denver, Colo.

eets in Goody Hall, 8th and Santa Fe ave.,

every Friday at 7:39 P. M.

arc in Fields, 731 S. Water st Master

, H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

. H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Collector

. M. Kcbrik, 744 s. 9th st Receiver

atrlck Kennern, 979 S 10th st . Magazine Agent

JACKSON; Clifton Forge, Va.

eets in Masonic Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

7:30 P. M.

'. W. Mathews Master

'. G. Monroe, L. Box 145 Secretary

. S. Sydnor, Box 14 Colleotor

M. Anderson Receiver

. S. Sydnor. Box 14 MagazineAgent

WEST CHICAGO; Chicago, III.

eets in Rebman's Hall, 2074 W. Lake St., 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

''alter White. 264 Center arc Master

P. Sheffield, 264 N. May st Secretary

has. Anderson, C. & N. W. ltd House,

Chicago avi. uud Halstead st Collector

. N. Anderson, Box 71 Mayfair . . Receiver

as. Pierce, '230 N. May st ... Magazine Agent

REGINA; Vancouver, B. C.

leets in Good Templar's Hall every Monday at

8 P. M.

hos. Clouston Master

. J. Coombs Secretary

i. D. Ostram, North Bend Collector

Loot. Bunt, Kamloops Receiver

t. A. Moscrop Mag. Agent

ALABAMA; Mobile, Ala.

leets at J. F. McDonnell's residence 1st and 3d

Sundays.

V. A. Smith, 4j'i Hamilton st Master

. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Secretary

. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Collector

. F. McDonnell, 4<;3 S. Lawrence st . Receiver

. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st. Mag. Agent

WHITE BREAST ; Laredo, Texas.

leets in K. P. Hall, cor. Convent and Farragnt

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

. B. u Sell, Mex. Nat'l Shops Master

Jd, Chamberlain, 615 Hidalgo st ■ . . Secretary

1. B. G'Sell, Mex. Nat'l 8hops Collector

Ed. Chamberlain, CjI'i Hidalgo st . . .Receiver

. A. 'ink Magazine Agent

MONTE SANO; Toscumbla, Ala.

Kects in K. P. Hall every Saturday at 7:30 P M.

r. A. Johnson Master

Ino. Farr Bccretary

r. P. Moody Collector

Fno. Farr Receiver

I. M. Kerby Magazine Agent

280. OZARK : Thayer, Mo.

Meets in Boyd's Hall. cor. 2d and Chestnut sts.

every Wednesday at 7 P. M.

C. P. Stevens, Box 143 Master

J. H. Kellner Secretary

C. P. 8tevens, Box 143 Collector

W. H. Adams Receiver

J. H. Kellner Magazine Agent

181. MISSION; Yoakum. Texas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Front st., every Wed

nesday at 7:20 P. M.

O. L. Kinsley Master

C. T. Wade, L. Box 107 Secretary

Thos. Smith Collector

Jno. Mameron, Box 38 Receiver

E. E. Pntlllo, Bnx3ft Magazine Agent

282. BUBSSIDE ; Mt. Carmel, III.

Meets in Union Hall every Thursday evening.

J. D. Devore Mastei

G. E. Poole Secretary

C. H. Tennyson Collector

W. M. Birkitt Receiver

Henry Voight Magazine Agent

288. LACKAWANNA: Great Bend, Pa.

Mee ts in Roosa Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P.M.

W. B. Trowbridge, Hallstead Master

R. A, Barber, Hallstead Secretary

W. 11. Trowbridge, Hallstead Collector

S. H. Wells, Hallstead Receiver

R. A. Barber, Hallstead . . ■ . Magazine Agent

184. ELM CITY: New Haven, Conn.

Meets in Elk's Hall, 852 Chapel St., 1st and 3d

Sundays.

W. H. Norton, 63 Hurlbut st Master

J. F. Farrell, 295 w. Water st Secretary

Louis Bassemier, 133 Spring st Collector

R. A. Bishop, 100 Park st Receiver

J. W. Kenney. 119 Putnam st . . Magazine Agent

286. CHARTER OAK: Hartford, Conn.

Meets in Bliss Hall, cor. Pratt and Main sts., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

W. B. Fish, E. Hartford Master

B. E. Bowne, Box 10. Burnsid* .... Secretary

J. H. Osmond, 6 Atlantic st Collector

Henry Vanderburgh, E. Hartford . . .Receiver

F. S. Fish, 918 Main st .... Magazine Agent

186. SAGINAW VALLEY ; Saginaw E. a., Mich.

Meets in Lester Adams' Hall, Potter st., 2d and

4th Sundays,

Chas. Hawker, Sevis st Master

Alfred Bush, 110 Dwlght st Secretary

Jas. Killen, 706 N. 5th st Collector

J. H. Abraham, 833 N. 6th st Receiver

J. H. Abraham, 833 N. 6th st. . . Magazine Agent

187. ALTOONA; Altoona, Pa.

Meets in Couch's Hall, 11th are. and 13th st. 2d

and 4th Sundays.

F. A. Davis, 2406 11th ave Master

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union are Secretary

J. I. Anthony, Box 185 Collector

W. J. Buhr, 1003 Bridge st Receirer

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union are . . . Magazine Agent

288. EMMET; Estherville, Iowa.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day.

Thos. Brand, L. Box 214 Master

P. J. Snlliran, Box 48 Secretary

A. L. Houltshouser, Box 6 Collector

Wm. McArdle, Box 109 Receirer

C. V. Pendergast . . - . Magazine Agent

289. MT. LOOKOUT, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 1st. 3d and 5th Tueidays

at 7:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 2 P.M.

T. P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Master

M. W. Manker, Box 266 Secretary

T. P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Collector

R. M. Smith, Box 260 Receiver

R. M. Smith, Box 266 Magazine Agent

190. MARION; Hannibal, Mo.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall. cor. Main and Broad

way, 1st and 3d Wednesday evenings.

J. 8. Ott, 312 Center st Master

Jno. Hyde, 421 Hill st Secretary

Jno. Hyde, 421 Hill st Collector

J. T. Hart, 416 Washington st Receirer

John Hyde, 421 Hill st Magazine Agent

991. ATLANTIC; Brooklyn, N. Y.

Meets in Triangle Hall, Halsey St. and Broad

way, 2d and 4th Wednesday afternoons and 2d

and 4th Sunday forenoons.

Julius Schieler, 275 Moffiittst Master

Arthur Stewart, U78 Halsey st Secretary

W. O. Price, 299 Liberty ave Collector

Horace Penson, Logan st. near Liberty

are Receiver

J. M. Kuhn, 260 Cleveland st . . Magazine Agent
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*OT. J. L. HAKBIS, East Grand Forks, Minn.

Meet* in Brotherhood Hall 2d Saturday at 7:80

P. M. and 4th Sunday at 1:30 P. M.

Mark Purcell, L. Box 20 Master

Alex. Thomson, L. Box 20 Secretary

Geo. Clifton. L. Box 20 Collector

T. E. Frost, L. Box 20 ■ Receiver

J.J. Best Magazine Agent

i»8. LAFAYETTE; Marion, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, 1st Monday at 9 A. M.

and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

C. A. Millerke, Box 155 • Master

J. W. Johnston, Box 367 Secretary

W. C. Johnson, Box 22 Collector

C. F. Lewis • .Receiver

C. M. Johnston, Box 867 ... . Magazine Agent

294. OHIO BITER; Huntington, W. Ta.

Meets in Boxley Hall every Sunday at J:30 P. M.

A. M. Haight, 1027 7th ave .Master

J. E. Persinger, 1840 8th ave Secretary

J. E. Persinger. 1840 8th ave Collector

W. T. Henley, 1323 6th ave Receiver

M. A. Quinlan, 706 6th ave . . . Magazine Agent

296. IRON RANGE ; West Superior, Wis.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, Agen Block, 2d and

4th 8undays at 2:30 P. M.

F.J. Smith, 1616 Oaks ave Master

T. R. Taylor, 1913 11th st N Secretary

Geo. Leek. 514 Ogden ave Collector

T. R. Taylor, 191811th st N Receiver

B. W. Pink, 2316 22d st Magazine Agent

297. CLARK; Jeffersonvtlle, Ind.

Meets in Becht Hall, every Sunday at 9 A. M.

G. T. Sherley, 156 Spring st Master

Edw. Coy, 100 Illinois ave Secretary

Christopher Sellmer, 234 Mechanic st . Collector

W. H. Phillips, 193 Broadway Receiver

F. A. Hutcherson, 113 E Maple st . . Mag. Agent

199. CENTRAL OHIO; Crestline, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday at 7

F. M. Johnson, Alliance Master

H. E. Cotner Secretary

W. J. Wise Collector

G. W. Reed, Box 93 Receiver

Adam Wertenberger, Alliance . Magazine Agent

S00. HARBOR CITY, Michigan City, Ind.

Meets in Amon Lodge, cor. Franklin and 6th sta

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. P. Pickett, 112 Michigan st Master

C. F. LaFlare, 205 E. 2d st Secretary

C. C. Holtgreen, 223 W 7th Bt Collector

Frank Smotzer, 121 E Boston st . . . . Receiver

C. C. Holtgreen, 223 W 7th st . . Magazine Agent

101. GREEN MOUNTAIN; Lradonvllle. Tt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

10 A. M. and 2d Friday at 7 P. M.

G. F. Devins Master

A. C. Eastman Becretary

E. P. Rickaby Collector

L. A. Emerson Receiver

G. O. Fowler Magazine Agent

SOS. YOCGHIOGHENY; Connellsiille, Pa.

Meets in Reisinger's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.
Edw. Stephens • . Master

W. A. Wallace, Box 324 Secretary

Collector

S. A. McPhee Box 387 Receiver

W. A.Wallace, Box 324 Magazine Agent

103. VILLA PARK; Streator, HI.

Meets in Union Hall, 127 N. Bloomlngton St., 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

E. J. Cantlin, 611 N. Park st Master

Wm. Quit-ley, 620 E. Main st Secretary

E.J. Cantlin, 611 N. Park at Collector

Miliord Rathbun, 206 Johnson st . . . Receiver

Chas. Snyder, 109 Stanton Bt . . Magazine Agent

S04. THREE BBANCH ; Argenta, Ark.

Meetsin VoRel Bros' Hall, cor. Newton ave. and

Beulah st. every Tuesday evening at 7:80 P. M.

H. H. Cole, Box 124 Master

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Secretary

J. s. Wagner Collector

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Receiver

C. t>. Gregg Magazine Agent

S06. UNWTNj Rat Portage, Ontario.

Meets in Garfield Hall every Wednesday

ing.
J. B. Baxter ■

J. M. Fleming ^i*;™**1*

Cornelius Canty Collector

F. C. Munt • • ■ .Receiver

J. B. Baxter Magazine Agent

506. GRANITE STATE; Concord, N. H.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, No. 60 N. Main at,

Room No. 12, 2d Saturday and 4lh Sunday .

C. E. Banlett, 25 Franklin st Matter

G. H. Maxfleld. 41 Franklin st . . . . Secretary

C. E. Newman, 09 N. State st .... Collector

E. B. Chandler, Box 187 West Concord Receiver

J. M. Donovan, 5 Grove st . . . Magazine Agent

507. HAMPDEN; Springfield, Mas*.

Meets in Crescent Hall, 1st Friday at 7:30 T.

M., and 3d Sunday at 1 P. M.

L. E. Marble, 8 Auburn st Master

E. E. Leander, 16 Boylston st Secretar?

E. C. Pierce, L. Box 987 Collector

E. E. Dunham, 63 Aubumst Recemr

F. B. Child, 9 Greenwood st . . Magazine Agent

108. SANTA BOSA: Porferio Diaz, Mexico.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall every Sunday at 1

* M-

J. C. Graham, Box 109 Eagle Pass, Tex.

G. P. Jennings, Box 109, Eagle Pass, Tex.

... Secretary

T. C. Larson, Monclova, Mex. . . Collector

Henry Scheyer, Box 10s., Eagle Pass, Tex.

.... Receiver

Henry Scheyer, Box 109, Eagle Pass,

Tex Magazine Agent

•00. BARTHOLDI; Long Island City. N.T.

Meets in Schwallenberg's Hall, 2d Monday and

4th Saturday. _^

W.R.Kelly •„M"rt"

Alfred Lilja, 127 Jackson ave Secretary

Patrick Mahoney, Inwood, L. 1 Collector

A. H. Rauftle, 17 Ely ave Receiver

Jos. Cole, Kent st, Greenpoint, L.I., Mag. Agent

HO. CHESTNUT RIDGE; Deiry Station, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d ave. and Chest

nut st, 2d and 4th Saturday evenings.

J. H. Brantlinger Master

D. M.Glpson ??C,T"SZ

Lee Kelts Collector

T. S. Krepps • R»«l»*»

C. F. Shirey Magazine Agent

Ml. BELLE PLAINE, Belle Plalae, Iowa.

Meets In Guthrie's Hall, Main st., 1st and M

Sundays. M-«—
Edw. Zimmerman • *«*"■

G. H. Wills, L. Box 47 ?*c.r*S

Robt. Hart 9?'~S5I
C. M. Bair, Box 277 Receiver

M. A. Quigley Magazine .

S18. KAW TALLET; Armoordale, Kaa.

Meets in Melville Hall, 4th st. aud Kansas i

2d and 4th Mondays ai 1:80 P. M.

W. D. Robbins, Kansas City

David Cronen, 217 N. 7th st, Kansas City

Secretary

David Cronen, 217 N. 7th St., Kansas City

W.'d. Robbins, 618 St Paul' st., Kansas'

City Receiver

H. W. Evans, 22 Perry sq., Kansas

City Magazine Agent

H6. TROT CITY; Green Island, N.T.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall. 285 River Jt.Troy,

2d and 4th 8undays at 2 P. M. .. . .

H. J. Sunder, 50 Madison ave.. Albany . Matter

Wilbur Livingston, 25* S. Pearl St., Albany

. . Secretary

Christopher Haverly, 67 Hudson ave . Collector

J. M. Williams, 20 Inealls ave,, Troy . . Beoeiiet

Fred Levens, 1 Cannon st. . . . Magazine Agent

M6. OMEGA; Buffalo. N. T.

Meet* in Yox's Hall, Howard and Walton its.,

1st and 3d Mondays.
Wm. Oliver, 544 S. Division st Matter

G. M, Petrie, 4*9 Eagle st ^V?*!!
G. B. Tultchell, 80 Moore ave Collector

Allen Nlcol, 270 Fillmore ave Kec«d»w

H A. Smith, 187 Jefferson st . . Magazine Agani
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WELCOME HOME; Henderson, Ky.

leets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

,. B. Crowder, care O. V. Ry Master

'. J. Kramer, 934 3d st Secretary

V. F. Rogers, care O. V. Ry Collector

'.'.: hard Newcom, care O. V. Ry . . . . Receiver

. P. Shoemaker, care O.V. R. R. Magazine Agent

IRON CITT; Glenwood, 23dWard, Pittsburgh, Pa.

leets in Feer's Hall 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:80

P.M.

. F. Kane, Versailles Master

. C. Fitzaimmons, 2264 2nd ave . . . Secretary

. H. Nelville, 43 Renova st Collector

7. H. Rosenlieb, 683 Lytle st Receiver

. H. Nelville, 43 Renova st . . Magazine Agent

MOUNT MORIAH; Philadelphia, Pa.

[eets in Mt. Moriab Hall, 6235 Woodland ave.,

every Sunday at 2 P. M.

.'. D. Lewis, 219 Bailey st, Camden, N. J., Master

E. Sentman, 59th st & Woodland ave, Secretary

. I). Spicer, 5513 Bi.knis st Collector

'. D. Lewis, 219 Bailey St., Camden.N.J. Receiver

. W. Coyle, 1419 S. 56th St., West Phila

delphia Magazine Agent

ARBITRATION; East St. Paul, Minn.

eets in Wild Hall, E. 7th st, lal Sunday at 2:30

P. M. , and 3d Wednesday at 7:S0 P. M.

. R. O'Donnell.&jy Hudson ave., St. Paul, Master

. S. Montgomery, 468 Hopkins st, St.

Paul Secretary

'. F. Dekeman, 1026 York st., St. Paul. Collector

, E. Davidson, White Bear Lake,

Minn Mag. Agent

SNOW DRIFT; Chapleau, Ont.

eets in Firemen's Hall, 1st and 3d Monday at 8

. B. Nicholson, Box 113 Master

. L. Loomis, Box 129 Secretary

. B. Nicholson, Box 113 Collector

is. Rose Receiver

. M. Measor Magazine Agent

J TLIEN; Dubuque, Iowa.

eets in Stultz Hall, S. E. cor 25th and Jackson

M.s.. 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

J. Carley, cor. 27th st. and Couler ave, Master

H. Murray, 2850 Couler ave .... Secretary

elson Gibbs, 3308 Jackson st Collector

U. Schneider, cor. 25th st. and Couler

ave Receiver

W. Robinson, 2998 Couler ave, Magazine Agent

MUSCOGEE; Columbus, da.

eets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st ave. bet. 10th

and 11th sts, every Thursday at 4 P. M.

F. Castleherry Master

. H. Ward, 631 20th>t Secretary

W. Webster Collector

. H. Ward, 61 20th st Receiver

W. Webster Magazine Agent

SOUTHERN CROSS: Gainesville, Texas.

eets in K. of L. Hall every Tuesday evening.

D. Varner Master

enry Dee, 215 Taylor st Secretary

H. Garmany Collector

D. Varner Receiver

an Murphy, 510 Cotton st . . . Magazine Agent

SATILLA; Way Cross, Ga.

eets in B. of L. E. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays, at

2 P. M.

M. Kesperman Master

B. Lee Secretary

L. Bailey Collector

M. Duncan Receiver

G. Pelrce Mag. Agent

FOLWELL; Bradford, Pa.

eets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30

P. M.

E. Durfey, 112 Main st Master

1). King. 14 Potter st. . . Secretary

P. Clough, 59 Davis st Collector

P. Clough, 59 Davis st Receiver

ank Schoolmaster. 51 Jefferson st. Mag, Agent

SILVER MOUNTAIN: Needles, Cal.

eets in B. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 8 P.M.

Master

»rry Ringham Secretary

W. Smith Collector

Receiver

Magazine Agent

828. SPANISH PEAKS | La Junta, Colo.

Meets in Manley's Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

2 P.M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M.

W. E. Alexander Master

J. M. Grieve Secretary

J. H. Shaw Collector

J. H. Shaw Receiver

J. R. Holm Magazine Agent

880. BITF.R VIEW ; Kansas City, Kansas.

Meets in Chamber of Commerce Hall, 1st and 3d

Thursday evenlDgs. »

8. M. Davenport, 559 Park ave Master

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Secretary

F. W. Fisher, 520 N. 6th st Collector

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Receiver

Henry Eavers, M. P. freight house, Omaha,

Neb Magazine Agent

881. CHICAGO BELT LINE} Auburn Junction, 111.

Meets in Berndt's Hall, South Englewood, 1st

and 3d Mondays at 8:30 P. M.

Matthew Bauer, 8414 Union ave., South

Englewood Master

E. W. Thomas, 8719 Murray ave, Chicago,

Secretary

S. H. Lucas, 88th st. and Murray ave,

Chicago Collector

W. H. Gray, Auburn Park Receiver

W. J. Kershau, Box 82, South Englewood,

Magazine Agent

882. STONE MOUNTAIN; Augusta, Ga.

Meets in Montgomery Hall 1st and 1th Sundays.

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Master

E. J. Graham, 461 Taylor st Secretary

O. M. Burch, 247 Walker st Collector

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Receiver

Magazine Agent

883. FAIBMOUNT; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Errickson's Hall, 3947 Lancaster ave,

alternate Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

Bellville Graham, 514 N. 40th St., W.

Philadelphia Master

W. H. Elliott, 3830 Linwood st, W. Phila

delphia Secretary

H. B. Howerter, 3835 Linwood St., W.

Philadelphia Collector

J. I. Hubbs, 3717 Wallace street, W.

Philadelphia Receiver

C. H. Maul| 830 N. 40th st . . . . Magazine Agent

884. LONG DOUBLES; East Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in Masonic Hall every TueBday at 7:30

P.M.

Geo. Hammond -Master

J. E. Shaffer Secretary

P. M. Joslin Collector

Isaac West Receiver

G. W. Studer Magazine Agent

836. SAINT ADOLPHUS; Hochelaga, Canada.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall alternate Sundays, at

9:30 A. M.

Maurice Cody, 305 Btadecona ave., Montreal,

Master

J. J.C.Wight, Si Moreau St., Montreal . Secretary

W. Singleton, Mile End, Que Collector

Geo. Smith, 715 St. Catherinest.,
Montreal ■ ■ Receiver

Maurice Cody, 305 Stadecona ave . . Mag. Agent

836. FALL RIVER; Neodesha, Kansas.

Meets in Pierce's Hall, 1st and 2d Tuesdays at

8:00 P. M.

Chas. Koehler Master

C. R. Baxendale Secretary

T. C. Bensley Collector

Ellis Poe Receiver

J. A. Miner Magazine Agent

837. BIG FOUR; Kansas City, Mo.

Meets in Denison Hall, 14th and Pcun sts., every

Tuesday evening.

W. T. Barker, 1009 Madison Ave Master

C. T. Largent, 1639 Madison ave .... Secretary

N. F. Clough, 1812 Hollyst Collector

Frank Dickens, 1311 Reservoir ave . . . Receiver

J. D. Gould, 1735 Jarboe St. . . . Magazine Agent
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888. WEST BRANCH ; Ilenoro, Pa.

Meets in Spanglers Hall, cor. 6th st. and Huron

uve., 1st and 3d Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

L. L. Smart Master

Hector Hughes Secretary

Fred Kerby Collector

Fred Kerby Receiver

0. W. Long Magazine Agent

840. STAB OF THE WEST) Newton, Kaasas.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 1st Thursday even

ing and 3d Sunday at 2 P. M.

N. W. Smith, 127 Main st Master

P. D. Bcnfer. 612 E. 2d st Secretary

J. E. Jctt. 12ii W. 2d st Collector

F. B. Watkins, 124 W. 4th st Receiver

H. E. Cox, 944 8. Water st., Wichita

Magazine Agent

841. 60LD RANGE; Donald, B. C.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 2d Wednesdays,

and 3d and 4th Sundays.

Wm. Nicholson Master

Thos. Ncedham Secretary

J. J. Nealon Collector

Robt. Somes, Revelstoke Receiver

A. J. Brandrett Magazine Agent

842. CASCADE: Medicine Hat, Northwest Ten

Meets in Colter's Hall, 1st Tuesday und 3d Wed-

nesdav.

Phillip Hamel, Box 102 Master

Philip Hamel, Box 102 Secretary

Jas. Smeatou. Box 102 Collector

Jas. Canty, Box 102 Receiver

W. S. Brears, Magazine Agent

843. NEW STATE ; Lima, Montana.

Meets in Bailey's Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

P. M.

Master

A. T. Butler Secretary

, Collector

Receiver

Magazine Agent

844. LAS ANIMAS; Trinidad, Colo.

Meets at Odd Fellow's Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

E.H.' Godfrey, 120 Finest Master

H. F. Holser Secretary

Edwin Cackley Collector

J. W. sheppard, 516 state st Receiver

Albert Butler, cor. Chacon st. and Lindon

ave Magazine Agent

845. FRONT END; Paris, Texas.

Meets in Braden's Hall every Saturday night.

J. N. Atkinson Master

('. S. McCall, 318 S.Wright st Secretary

J. N. Atkinson Collector

A. J. Rigglns, 706'W. Austin st Receiver

M. N. Mishler,318S. Wrightst., Magazine Agent

146. FLOWERY LAND; Pensacola, Florida.

Meets in Paramount Hall, Wright st., 1st and 2d

Mondays.

J. I. Slzcr, care L. & N. shops Master

J. E. Lawless, care L. & N. Shops . . . Secretary

J. B. Ross, L. & N. shops Collector

H. A. Smith, 819 E Belmont st Receiver

E. J. Amos, L & N shops .... Magazine Agent

847. COKE KING; Scott dale. Pa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall alternate Sundays at

1::W P. M.

W. P. Kinkead, Box 304 Master

W. F. Gallagher, Box '.'74 Secretary

Herbert Crippen, Box 8.">5 Collector

G. A. Jackson Receiver

H. M. Kinkead Magazine Agent

548. BLUE MOUNTAIN; La Grande, Oregon.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 2 P. M.

C. H. Norris ... Master

1. L. Rooii. L. Box 187 Secretary

J. K. Oliver. L. Box 116 Collector

I. I. Hood, L. Box 1st Receiver

J. R. Oliver, L. Box 1 Hi Magazine Agent

549. HUDSON RIVER t Union Hill, N. J.

Meets in Concordia Hall, 225 Bergenline ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays.

Samuel Alslebon, New Durham Master

J. J. Lawless, New Durham Secretary

J. J. Lawless, New Durham Collector

Henry Poynton, Box 2, New Durham . Receiver

O. O. Ostrum, New Durham Mag. Agent

850. JAMES DONNELLY ; Perth Amboy, Y J.

Meets in Lyceum Hall, 8mith st, 2d and 4th 8ns-

days.

W. H. Cheshire, 05 Market st Master

.1. B. Voorhees, II William st Secretary

Geo Durra. Washington st Collector

T. R. Mertz, 165 Broad st Receiver

Jno Fahey, 34 N. 1st st Magazine Agent

861. HOME; Wklto Haven, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

Michael Mulligan Master

J. N. Oeterline Secretary

N. M. Smith Collector

G. 8. Heimbach Receiver

Robert Bush Magazine Agent

S52. CH AMI-LAIN; St. Albans, Tt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:46 P. M. and 4th Monday at 7:30 P. M.

G. W. H. Kilburn. 12 Farrar st Master

J. W. Murphy. 19 Cedar at Secretary

A. E. Smith, Messenger st Collector

J. W. Murphy. 10 Cedar st Receiver

M. C. Foster, 22 Bishop st . . . Magazine Agent

868. MARBLE CITY; Bntland, Tt.

Meets in Pythian Hall, cor. Wale* and Centre

sts., 1st aDd 8d Sundays at 2::T0 P. M.

W. A. sanvldge, Salem, N. Y Muter

Wm. Connell, 143 West st Secretary

F. E. Bixby, 30 Howe st Collector

F. H. Earle, 22' SHowe st. ...... . Receiver

F. E. Bixby, SO Howe st Magazine Agent

Sot. HOBOKEN: Hoboken, N. J.

Meets in Holstine's Hall, cor. 1st and Bloom-

field sts. 2d and 4th Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Patrick Ash, South Orange Muter

Chris. Dugan, 165 N. 5th st, Newark . . Secretary

Hudson Blanchard, Boon ton Collector

Patrick Ash. South Orange Becelver

J. R. Bilby, 239 M. & E. R. R., Newark

Magazine Agent

(66. STONE CITY; Jollet, III.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, 222 Jefferson at., 1st

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and Sd Sunday at £»

P.M.

Chas. Quinlau, 213 Beach st Muter

Jos. McGrath, 405 S. Chicago st . . . . Secretary

P. C. McGuire, 412 S Chicago st . . . .Collector

Chas. Quinlan, 213 Beach st Becelver

J. D. Pollard, 200 N. Eastern ave ■ . Mag. Agent

866. A. B. CAYNEB; Lorain, O.

Meets at Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Broadwsj

and Bank st. 1st and Sd Sundays.

J. O. Hills, 25 Livingston ave Master

H. H. Ripley, Box 1156 Secretary

F. A. Bloom Collector

H. H. Riplev, Box 1156 Receiver

E. N. Rapstock Magazine Agent

867. JUSTICE; Carleton, N. B.

Meets In Citv Hall. 1st and 3d Sundays.

Frank Franley. Box 81, Fairville .... Master

F. W. Henderson, Fairville ...... Secretary

W. S. Beatteay, Fairville Collector

W. A. Smith, Box 35. Fairville ... Receiver

W. B. Robertson, 88 Orange st, St. John.

.... Magazine Agent

868. COOKE ; West St. Paul, Minn.

Meets in Paul Martin Hall. cor. Colorado and So

Wabasha sts. 1st Saturday at 7:45 P. M., 3d San-

day 2:30 P. M.

Jno.Lynch, 246 Dunedlu Terrace, St. Paul . Master

T. P. Foley, 88 Augusta st, St. Paul . . Secretary

Patrick Hurleg, 88 Augusta st, St. Paul , Collector

Jno. Trulander, 516 12th ave. 8,, Min

neapolis Receiver

J. W. Norton, 224 Duuedin Terrace . Mag. Agent

859. BIG FLINT; Wellington, Kansas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays and

2d and 4th Tuesdays.

8. H. Barner, 810 E. Lincoln ave Master

s. J. Cotton, 51"> E. Lincoln ave . . . .Secretary

J. G. Beard. 228 E. Lincoln avo . . . .Col lector

Louis Brinkmier, E. 4th st Receiver

Harrison Beard Magazine Agent

860. COLD SPRING ; Springfield, Ohio.

Meets In Engineers' and Firemen's Hall, F Main

st, 1st and 3d Sundays.

H. J. Teagnrdeii. 207 Clifton «t Muter

T. E. Janes, 445 E. Harrison st .... Secretary

Bert Summers, Box S3 Collector

T. E. Janes, 445 E. Harrison st Receiver

Lang McGhee, 268 East st . . . Magazine Ageni
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LED AKD TRUE: Washington, Ind.

i in B. of L. E. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

K.

tat Mischler Master

Wagoner Secretary

. Cunningham Collector

Myers, Box M6 Receiver

Mayes Magazine Agent

TABACT; Suspension Bridge, I). T.

sin Sons of St. George Hall, cor. Falls and

sts, Niagara FrIIs, lBt and 3d Thursdays

<:30P. M.

Shrimpton, 615 E. Elmwood St., Niagara

ila . . .Master

Baker, 5224th St., Niagara Falls . Secretary

d Sinclair, 522 4th St., Niagara Falls

. . Collector

Baker. 522 4th at., Niagara Falls . . Receiver

Pitts, 4th at, Niagara Falls . . Mag. Agent

vTBOPOLITAH: Hew Tort. N. T.

;s in Webster Hall, eor. 140th st. and 3d ave.,

and :;d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

Lynch, :>61 Mtidisnu ave, Heading Room

.... Master

utterneld, 40 Amsterdam ave . . Secretary

Vnderson, 227 Alexander ave. . . Collector

Reilly, White Plains Receiver

. Pitts, 350 Alexander ave . Magazine Agent

T I IIK.KN STAR: Sanford, Fla.

is in A. O. U. W. Hall, Hotchkiss Block, 1st

d 3d Sundays.

. Bunker Master

• isteen Secretary

Fowler Collector

Moxley, care J. T. & K. W. R. R, Jack-

nville Receiver

. Adams. Palatka Magazine Agent

IOLET; Bellows Falls, Tt.

ts in Red Men's Hall, 1st Sunday at 10:30 A.

.. and 3d Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

. Young, Box 535 Master

'. Whitman, Box 614 Secretary

. Young, Box 535 . . Collector

.Whitman, Box 614 Receiver

i. Hoffman, Box 267, Windsor . . Mag. Agent

A SIS; (laden, Utah.

■ts in Thomas Hall every Sunday at 7:30 P. M.

'. Parrlsh Master

V. Johnston, 2429 Grant ave . . . .Secretary

lry Ward, Terrace Collector

:. Parrish Receiver

,. Dwyer ... Magazine Agent

ORGAN CRANE; Somerset, Ky.

:ts in The Dill Moss Hall. Grifflin ave. 1st

iturday at 2 P.M., and 8d Saturday at G P. M.

-•■ ivffer Master

M. Hines Secretary

'. McCabe Collector

L. Manpin Receiver

. Heath Magazine Agent

iEEP WATER; Springfield, Mo.

:'ts in K. of P. Hall, cor. College and Camp-

ell sts., every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

,-id Dingier, Hamilton st Master

is. Kirohgraber, 727 W. Walnut st . Secretary

M. Sboup Collector

a. Squires, L Box 168 Receiver

SI. George. 731 W. Scott st Magazine Agent

VALNUT VALLET: Ei Dorado, Kan.

ets in B. oi L. F. Hall, cor. Main st and Cen-
■al ave., every Thursday at 2 P. M.

W. Durham Master

P. Mettler Secretary

T. Scott Collector

L. Temple Receiver

A. Maxwell, 216 Waco st, Wichita,

■ Magazine Agent

(E0SH0 VALLEY; Council Grove, Kan.

ets In K. of C. Hall, 1st and :id Tuesdays.

11, Benson waster

C. Kurguson Secretary

A. Flynn Collector

N'. Leeman, Box 271 Receiver

8. De HolT Magazine Agent

COVENANT) Nevada, Ho.

:cu in B. of R. T. Hall, E. Cherry Bt., 2d and

th Thursdays at 7:80 P. M.

■i. Kooni-y. 121 E. Walnut st Master

A. Renwkk . Secretary

II. .-nhrader, 711 Elee st Collector

uire Inues, 803 N. Commercial st . . Receiver

P. Rhodes, VH3 Pennsylvania ave, Joplin,

Magazine Agent

872. SIGNAL MOUNT; Big Springs, Texas.

Meets at Union Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

F. W. Fahrenkamp, Box 33 Master

Jno. Price, Box 33 ! .Secretaiy

Reynold Schwartzenbach, ISox 83 . . . Collector

Dennis Ryan. Box 33 Receiver

Reynold Schwartzenbach, Box 3o . Mag. Agent

873. PAWNEE; Falrbnry, Neb.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

.1. D. Neville Master

J. r. Turuer Secretary

A. A. Wood Collector

Wm. Costello Receiver

T. H. Jones, Box 495, Des Moines, Iowa,

.... Magazine Agent

874. MCALLISTER t Herlnrton, Kan.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 1-30 P. M.

J. E. Cushman, Box 2~3 Master

A. J. Hoatson,Boxl53 Secretary

J. B. Dagan Collector

J. D. Hornberger Receiver

O. P. Amick Magazine Agent

875. FRIENDSHIP; Dayton, Ohio.

Meets in Withoft's Hall 2d and 4th Wednesday

evenings.

N. W. Rose, 121 Torrence st Master

W. F. Millikan, 2312 E. 3dst Secretary

C. D. Jenkins, E. May st Collector

H. E. Rossell, 2613 E. 5th st Receiver

Jos. McMichael, 61 Horton at . . Magazine Agent

876. J. H. KIRK; Horton, Kan.

Meets in Kemper Hall, cor. Front and Main St.,

1st and 3d Mondays at 1 P. M.

Albert Westeen Master

M. E. Clark Secretary

Wm. Casey Collector

F. C. Laine Receiver

F. C. Laine Magazine Agent

■77. NICKEL PLATE, Conneant, Ohio.

Meets in Harrington's Hall, cor. State and Chest

nut sts, 1st ana 3d Tuesdays at 8 P. M. and 2d

and 4th Tuesdays «t S :30 A. M.

Frank Curtis, Box SOS Master

E. E. 8trock, Box 461 Secretary

L. C. Melson, Box 716 Collector

O. F. L. Wilkins, Box 596 Receiver

Jos. Simard Magazine Agent

S78. HOLBROOK; Chartlers, Pa.

Meets in Christian Hall, McKees Rocks, every

Sunday at 1 P. M.

Milo Bowles, McKees Rocks Master

R. M. Clark, McKees Rocks Secretary

J. M. Galbraith, McKees Rocks .... Collector

C. L. Hinsdale, McKee's Rocks .... Receiver

S. C. Beeson, McKee's Rocks . . Magazine Agent

SJ9. WEAVER; Nayre, Pa.

Meets in Fireman's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2

P.M.

E. E. Welton, 137 Chemung st., Waverly,

N. Y . Master

A. E. Ridgeway, Box j25, Athens . . . Secretary

J. H. Repp, Box 255 Collector

Johnson Walt, Box 118 Receiver

Martin Plumsted, Box 212 .. . Magazine Agent

880. HUB CITT; Aberdeen. South Dakota.

Meets In Odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 1:30 P. M.

C. A. Spink Master

G. B. Abell Secretary

Humphrey Davis Collector

G. B. Abell Receiver

E. A. Conright, Montevideo, Minn. . Mag. Agent

881. J. W. WALKER; Conemaugh, Pa.

Meets in Kullo Hall, Main St., 1st and 3d Sun

days at :i:30 P. M.

B. P. Rankin Master

1). A. Mover. Box 182 Secretary

Alex. McGouch Collector

P. 8. Coy, Box 194 Receiver

W. F. Stump Magazine Agent

188. BETHESDA ; Waukesha, Wis.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

R. F. Stroud, Broadway Master

W. H. Cuttiug, 4 Wisconsin Cent, ave . Secretary

Wm. Doylen, 8r., 204 Arcadian ave . . collector

C. L. Vrooman, Oil Oakland nve . . . .Receiver

Martin Murray, 200 Main st . . Magazine Agent
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188. PETROLEUM; Oil City, Pa.

Meet* in Trax <6 Kramer's Hall, alternate Sun

days

Jno. Davis S3 Pearl ave Master

S.C. Lowery, cor Bissel and Seeleyaves.,Secretary

W. D. McQuinn, 335 Washington ave . Collector

A. G. Slttig. 66 Grove ave Receiver

Michael Fahey, 84 Spruce st. Magazine Agent

184. B. H. WILBUB; Lehlghtoa, Pa.

Meets in Reber's Hall, Bank St., 2d and 4th Sun

days 2 P. M.

Peter Young, Weissport Master

L. O. J . Strauss Secretary

W. H. H. PlummerjWeiasport .... Collector

Alfred Dreisbach, weissport .... Receiver

L. O. J. Strauss Magazine Agent

586. BOWEB CITT; Janesrille, Wis.

Meet* in B. of L. E. Hall 2d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

and 4th Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.

R. P. Kay, 158Centerave Master

I. W. Hagar. 259 Center ave Secretary

W. A. Webber, 10 Pearl st Collector

B. H. Erdman, 407 North at .... . Receiver

H. H. St. John, 159 Center ave . Magazine Agent

188. BAMONA; San Diego. Cal.

Meets In G. A. R. Hall, cor 6th and F. sts., 2d

and 4tb Sundays at 2 P.M.

D. L. Marrs, 957 Columb'a st Muster

W. C. Etberington, 1632 State st . . . .Secretary

D. L. Marrs, 957 Columbia st Collector

B. V. Dodge, 5th and D sts Receiver

A. P. Tyler, 1056 3d st Magazine Agent

587. BED BOCK; Schrelber, Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall lit and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. H. Roemley Master

Alfred Bllbe Secretary

R. J. Craig Collector

Hugh Gwynne Receiver

Albin Davis, C. P. R.R Magazine Agent

188. PHIL. H. SHERIDAN: Milwaukee. Wis.

Meets in Eggelhoff Hall, cor. Reed and Oregon

sts., 1st Sunday at 2:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at

7:30 P. M.

E. P. Fitch, 3:S0csssst Master

W. C. Dunn, 330 Cass st Secretary

J. C. Pier, 504 Grove st Collector

J. C. Pier 504 Grove st Receiver

G. I. Klotz, 243 Wisconsin st. . . Magazine Agent

•89. LIVINGSTONE; Chilllcothe, Ho.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, east side Public Square,

1st and 3d Sundays.

Juo. Bammer, 100 E. Webster st Master

Frank Harker, 322 E. Jackson st . . . . Secretary

H. W. McKinley, 315 E. Webster st . . Collector

Virgil Glore, 125 Maple st Receiver

H. P. Anderson, Box 68 ... Magazine Agent

WO. IKON MOUNTAIN ; Carondelet, Ho.

Meets in Druids' Hall, 7001 So. Broadway, 2d and

4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

Wm. dishing, 7807 Minnesota ave.,ISt.
Louis ■■•... Master

C. G. Kauer, 7320 S. 6th st., St. Louis . Secretary

Chas. Kochow, 673;: Virginia ave., St.

Louis Collector

E. F. Paul, 7205 S Broadway, St

Louis Recelvar

J. B. Garno, 6703 So. Broadway . Magazine Agent

Ml. NAUVOO; Ft. Madison. Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W .Hall every Saturday even

ing.

J. E. Blevins, 1613 2d st Master

Jas. L"w, 1906 2d st Beeretarv

C. 8. Tucker, 2631 Santa Fe ave Collector

8. W. Bowser, 1007 2d st Receiver

Jas. Low, 1906 2a st . . . Magazine Agent

SM. WEST PENN; All.nlicnv. Pa.

Meets in Reinman's Hall'Lowry St., 1st and 3d

Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

E. A. Wiley. 10 Hamilton st Master

J. D. Davis, 57 Lowry st., Troy Hill,

AlloKheny Secretary

L. H. Martin, Box 39, Dlairsvllle • . . Collector

W. R. Ransom, Cokevi lie Receiver

F. M. Bennett, Blairsvillc . . Magazine Agent

CM. BIG SANDY ; Lexington, Kv.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, E. Main St. .1st Monday

at 7:30 P. M. and 8d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

F. W. Collier, 121 E. High st Master

T. W. Robertson, 121 E. High »t . . . . Secretary

W. J. Burgess, C. & O. Round House . Collector

J. A. Wyant, 101 S Limestone st ... Receiver

J. B. Cavlns, Clay ave Magazine Agent

SM. PLEASANT VALLEY i Beatrice, Nebraska.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 11 1 N. Fifth at, 1st, 3d and

5th Sundays at 2 P. M.

K. K. Cole. 809 8. 6th st Matter

D. A. McCarter, 1708 E Ella st Secretary

E. K. Cole, 809 8 6th st Collector

Henry Cox, N. 4th st Receiver

B. F.Eckles . . ■ ■ Magazine Agent

SM. HILLABB FOSTER; Armonrdale, a-aa.

Meets at 601 Kansas ave., every Thursday at 7:3}

P. M.

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Master

W. F. Remington, L. Box 26 Secretary

Heury Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Collector

ThOB. Qulnn, L. Box 26 Receiver

D. J. Tamblyn, Bellville .... Magazine Agent

SM. TIP TOP; Goodland, Kasaaz.

Meets in B.of L.F.Hali every Monday at 7:80 P.M.

W. F. Hackett Master

L. K. Foster Secretary

L. K. Foster Collector

Welcome Sims, Roswell, Colo Receiver

Wm. Bwearlngen Magazine Agent

S97. LONG DIVISION; Holslngton, Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays,

at 2 P M

J. M. Gieadall Master

C. E. Tindall jecretarr

David Rodcck Collector

J. B M Cauley Receiver

J. M. Gleadail Magazine Agent

898. CONSTANT; Olean. N. T.

Meets in K. 0. T. M. Hall alternate Sundays.

C. P. Anderson, 81 3d st . . Master

Patk Driscoll, Jr., N. Washington st. . Secretary

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st Collector

A.F.Johnson, 192fithst Receiver

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st . . . . Magazine Agent

SM. CRESCENT CITT ; New Orleans. La,

Meets in Teutonia Hall. Exchange Alley and

Custom House st., 2d ana 4th Thursdays.

J. M. Gordon- -83 N. Rampart at Maeter

E. J. Bolean, 97 Locust st Secretary

B. J. Meyer, 168 Clara st Collector

J. S. Brasill, 95 Locust st Receiver

G. H. Meyer, 168 Clara st . . . . Magazine Agent

400. HABIA8 DES CYGNEj Osawatossle. Ken.

Meets in Firemen's Hah every Friday at 8:6-'

J. E. Stitt Mattel

O. W. Cook, Box 59 Secretary

Jno. Sims Collector

J. E. Stitt Receiver

T. H. Rader Magazine Agent

401. ITASCA ; Two Harbors, Minn.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Martin Muth Matter

Paul Tingerthal Secretary

Jas. Shea Collector

J. H. < Hson Receiver

J. H. Olson Magazine Agenl

4M. WATER LILT; Water Valley, Iks.

Meets In K. of P. Hall. 1st Thursday at 7:30 P. SI.

and 8:d Thursday at 3:30 P. M.

J. E. Myers Master

W. S. Bosma Secretary

W. S. Bosma Collector

J. M. Collins Ro:tivrr

W. S. Bosma Magazine Agent

403. DEVOTION; Portsmouth. Va.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 217 High st. 2d and tin

Sundays at 2:50 P. M.

Mxtr

Eugene Eley, 1110 Green st .... Seervtar?

T. B. Griffin, 1413 Green st Collector

E. J. Hall, 500 4th st K«*it-

J. E. Morris, llo:! Washington st . . Mag Ap-u'

404. GRAVITY; Danmore, Pa,
Meets In swart ■/. Hall, 2d and 4th 8undaya at2P.M

Thos. Kellv Master

C. E. Collins Secretary

J. E. Stuart Collector

D. G. Wescott Receiver

C. E. Collins Magazine AgtM

4M. VANDAL1A: Kfflncham, III.

Meets in K. of H. Hall 2d and 4th 8undays at J

P.M.

W. H. Crise, Box 251 Master

A. J. Cohea, Box 109 Secretary

W. H. Crise. Box 251 Collector

August Onderrlner Receiver

F. W. Maschcr Magazine Agent
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ANKSfilVINO ; Foxbarg. Pa.

a in Odd Fellows' Hall, lit and 2d Sundays

2 P. M.

Jackson Master

Kitts Secretary

j Raughton Collector

. Keeler Receiver

Rltta Magazine Agent

«JKT SOUND; Seattle, Wuk.

a in Masonic Hall, cor. Second and Pike
>■•• tn. 1st and 3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

Claussen, C. & P. S. shop* Master

Lovejoy, C. A P. 8. shops . . . -Secretary

. O' Brien, C. & P. 8. shops .... Cellector

r McGregor, Boulevard Receiver

. Joerndt, CAP. 8. Shops . . . . Mag.Agent

tYSTAL; JaekaoaviUe. 111.

.s in S. P. A P. H. Hall alternate Sundays at

'. M.

Drew, 1003 E Lafayette ave Master

1 McMillan. 469 Fast at Secretary

. Drew, 1003 E. Lafayette ave. . . .Collector

Benson, 1216 E Capitol ave., Spring-

Id Receiver

1 McMillan, 469 East st . . . Magazine Agent

R LUTE j Princeton, Ind.

is In B. of L. F. Hall. cor. State and Main

.. 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Cox, L. Box 503 Master

Ballard. L. Box 505 Secretary

. small, L. Box 505 Collector

Craetz, L. Box 505 Receiver

3. Shrigley Magazine Agent

UBERT P. LITTLEJOHN; litcabarg, Has*.

ts in O. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 11

M.

in Howe, 32 North st Master

t. Chase, 17 Newton Place .... Secretary

t. Hodges, 89 Highland ave Collector

1. Pope, 46 Blossom at Receiver

on Howe, 32 North st Mag. Agent

OLYERINE; Marshall, Mich.

ts in O. A . R. Hall, cor. Madison and State sta,

and 4th Sundays.

1. Smith Master

. Johnson Secretary

ik West Collector

r. Smith Receiver

r. Owens Magazine Agent

WO REPUBLICS | San Lais Potosi, Mexico.

ts in Firemen's Hall. Calle Morales, 1st and

Sundays at 8 P. M.

'1 Nolan Master

. Richardson, Box 71 Secretary

. Quinn. Box 71 Collector

Receiver

:. Worssner Magazine Agent

DAMANT; St. Lonls, Ho.

its in Masonic Hall, cor Chouteau ave. and

anchester Road, 1st and 3d Mondays at 2 P.M.

. Arnold, 823 Manchester Road . . . Master

v. Keatley, 421(1 Folsom ave .... Secretary

tare Stoll, 1119 Talmage ave . . . .Collector

V. Keatley. 1216 Folsom ave .... Receiver

'. Brogan, 1131 Tallmage ave.Magazine Agent

AYFLOWER; LoaJsvllle, Ky.

its in Market Hall, Shell) v st.. bet Market

id Jetterson sta.. every Wednesday at 2 P. M

'. Reaean, 416 Bicket ave Master

i. McKenna, 9:SS E. Jefferson st . . Secretary

?. Kn<vhs, 1116 Uth at Collector

i. McKenna, 938 E. Jefferson st . . . Receiver

:<. C. Nashold 1310 Reservoir ave . Mag. Agent

AD1AJT; HahoBlagtown, Pa.

3ts in Smith's Hall 1st Sunday and 3d Tuea-

ay.

If. Holcomh Muter

P. Jones Secretary

I, Grace Collector

H. Grace Receiver

I. Mcllvenny, Cliff St., New

astle Magazine Agent

417. DIAMOND; Champaign, HI.

Meets in Kuhn's Hall, 46 Main st, 1st and 3d

Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

F. C. Sabin, 817 S. Randolph st Master

D. W. O'Brien Secretary

A. Q. Frecierickson Collector

C. L. Walters Receiver

W. O. Tucker, 15 Eureka st . . Magazine Agent

418. BALD EAGLE; Jersey Shore, Pa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, cor. Allegheny and

Wiley sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

R. R. King Master

F. H. Heinbach Secretary

T. W. Tierney Collector

D. E. Messner Receiver

C. H. Sherry Magazine Agent

419. 8TEPTOE BUTTE; Tekoa, Wash.

Meets in Whitmore <St McLean Hall, 1st and 3d

Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

C. A. Painton, Box 35 Master

H. O. Bingham. Box 240 Secretary

I). S McDonald Colleotor

H. O. Bineham, Box 240 Receiver

J. H. Waiters Magazine Agent

490. ANN ARBOR) Owosso, Mich.

Meets in Richardson's Hall, Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E. Main st Master

A. F. Yerkes, 488 E. Main st Secretary

F. E. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . . Collector

F. E. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . Receiver

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E Main st . . Magazine Agent

491. WINDSOR; Windsor, Oat.

Meets in A. O. F. Hall 1st and Sd Wednesdays.

Thos Howe, G. T. R Master
W. D. Atherton, G. T. B ■ • . Secretary

J. T. Pryor, G. T. R Collector

Thos. Howe, G. T. R Receiver

M. J. King, G. T. R Magazine Agent

499. LAKE YIEW; Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio.

Meets in Old Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. A. Strong, Box 448 Master

Herman Richards, Box 630 Secretary

W. B. Porter, Box 434 Collector

T. A. Kagy, Box 407 Receiver

Magazine Agent

499. MOUNT HELENA; Helena, Mont.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall.cor. Main & Broadway,

1st and 3d Fridays at 7 P. M.

J. H. Daily, Bailey Block Master

J. E. Morris, 1508 Phcenix ave . . Secretary

Jno. Geaney, care J. II. Daily, Bailey Bl'k

Collector

J. H. Daily, Bailey Block Receiver

D. R. Bell, 1325 Bolder ave . . . Magazine Agent

494. FLEETWOOD; Coviagtoa, Ky.

Meets in McCullom Hall, 15th and Russell sts.,

2d Friday at 7:30 P. M, and 4th Sunday at 2:30

P.M.

B. O. Chalkley. 1705 Russell st Master

W. D. Pethel, 1531 St Clair st Secretary

Hewitt Myers, 1111 Banklick st . . . .Collector

J. W. Goodhew, 1616 Banklick st ... Receiver

F. W. Roberts, 1305 Russell st. . Magazine Agent

495. PETER BURNS; East Nashville, Tenn.

Meets cor. Stockell and Josephine Bts., every

Mondav at 9:30 A M

T. F. Mc-Glyman. 818 Main St., Nashville . Master

H. L. Tindall, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts.. Nashville . .Secretary

D.M. Boyd, 500 Meridian St., Nashville, Colleotor

H. L. Tindall, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts., Nashville Receiver

Warner Campbell, 500 Meridian St.,

Nashville Magazine Agent

426. TOMBIGBEE; Arondale, Ala.

Meets in Moore's Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day evenings.

D. H O'Neal Master

W. H. Carithers Secretary

1. W. Neel Collector

W. H. Carithers Receiver

O. L. Jones Magazine Agent
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427. COSGABKE; Columbia, 8. C:

Meets in K. P. Hall, 225 Main Bt. every Sunday

at 10 A. M.

Oscar Land, 15fi Taylor st MaateT

W. S. Fetner, 41Riehlandst Secretary

A. C. Grufoer, cor. Taylor and Barnwell sts

Collector

J. D. Tuck, 209 Richland Bt Receiver

W. P. Hutchison, 133 Winn st . Magulne Agent

428. CHEROKEE; Tan Buren, Ark.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall. 2d Thursday at 7:30

P. M. and ltli Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

Richard Hennesey Master

Henry Phelps Secretary

C. I. Clark Collector

F. I). <;ip-on Receiver

Jeff. Cornish v. Magazine Agent

480. WINCHESTER; Brunsnlck. Mil.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 2 P. M.

W. F. Eberle, Martlnsbnrg, W. Va . . . . Master

.Ino. O'lvary Secretary

C, T. Lindell Collector

C. H. Edmonston Receiver

Jno. O'Leary Magazine Agent

481. IONIA | Ionia, Mich.

Meets in K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

F. H. Williams, 527 Rich st Master

A. i. Whitehead, 527 E. Main st . . . .Secretary

G. M. Kling, 112 Washington st . . . . Collector

J. F. Welton, 430 E. Washington st. . . Receiver

J. A.Garrity, 25 Railroad st . . Magazine Agent

482. PATAPSCO; Baltimore, Hd.

Meets in Mechanic's Exchange Hall, 2nd floor,

2 E. Fort ave, cor. Charles st, hit and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M

W. E. Harris, 161 E. Randall st Master

F. V. Hossefross 1637 Hanover st . . .Secretary

Jacob Fishell, 120 E. Fort ave Collector

P. F. Donnelly, 22 Beverley st . . . . Receiver

W. A. Tribby, 533 E. Fort ave ... . Mag. Agent

484. WILLOW SROVE; Bennett, Pa.

Meets in Jr. O. A. M. Hall 1st and 3d Thursday

evenings at 7:30 1'. M.

D. G. Paden Master

F. E. Woodford, Box 178 Secretary

C. O. Sprague Collector

F. E. Woodford, Box 178 Receiver

Ford Welk Magazine Agent

486. NOTTOWAY; Crewe, Ta.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d Saturday and 4th Sun

day at 2:80 P. M.

W. E. Perkinson Master

J. A. Bradshaw Secretary

W. A. Clayton Collector

J. B. Neale, Box 43 Receiver

L. N. Kelley Magazine Agent

487. EMERALD; Leavenworth, Kan.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. 4th and Delaware sts.,

2d Sunday and 4th Saturday evening.

Jas. McNerney, 4th and Kiowa sts ... . Master

Chas. Curtin, 720 Kiowa st Secretary

Thos. Cronin, 718 Kiowa st Collector

Chas. Curtin, 720 Kiowa st Receiver

E. E. Dustin,602 SoEspanade st, Magazine Agent

488. COMFORT; Cheyenne, Wyo.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 212% W. 16th st. every

Friday at 7:30 P.M.

J. K. Baldwin, 6C8 E. lsth st Master

Ralph Robertson, 807 E. 16th st Secretary

G. A. Roekafleld Collector

P. 11. Conway, 1715 House st Receiver

P. H. Conway, 1715 House st. . . Magazine Agent

440. CHERISH; Monett, Mo.

Meets in Eugineci s Hall. Broadway, bet. 3d and

4th six. evxry Tuesday at 2 P. M.

Thos. Mansfield Master
W. L. Shaffer ■ ■ Sec etary

F. D. l'lavan Collector

W. L. Shaffer Receiver

J. D. Heyburn Magazine Agent

441. MIAMI; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Eastern ave. and Rlgiey

St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. J. Brennen, 1141 Eastern ave Master

Geo. Evei hart, 171) Tecenphy st . . . .Secretary

Jos. Leen, 116 Walworth ave Collector

W. J. Brennen. 1141 Eastern ave Receive-

Mike Carroll, Morrow Magazine Agent

448. BABR1E BAT; Allan dale, Ontario.

Meets in Firemen's hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

T. C. Royce Master

W. J. Church, Box 114 Secretary

J. N. Harps, Box 202 Collector

W. J. McKinley, Box 207 Receiver

Luke Spearn Magazine Agent

448. VIRGINIA, Danville, Va.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 514 Main st, 3d and

4th Mondays at 1:80 P. M.

R. L. Pierce, 818 Battery st Master

W. H. Moore, Neapolls Secretary

J. T. Brown, Neapolis Collector

C. F. GUIs, Box 171, North Danville . . Receiver

A. E. Host, L Box 84, North Danville . Mag. Agent

444. MISSION BID6E; KnoxvUIe, Tenn.

Meets In French A Roberta' Hall, cor. Gay and

Depot sts., every Monday at 2:30 P. M.

E. A. Llovd, 509 Williams st Master

W. N. Golorth. 430 W. Depot st Secretary

E. B. Love, 901 E. Park si Collector

C. W. Pry, 708 Richard st Receiver

E. L. Shell. 817 McGee st . . . . Magazine Agent

448. BLITESTONE; Blaefleld, W. Ta.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays st

7 P. M. and 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M

S. D. Rice Master

J. G. Etter Secretary

Jos. Werner, Box 86 Collector

G. R. Jones - ... Receiver

M. H. Hair Magazine Agent

447. FRENCH BROAD; AskevUle, N. C.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 2d and 4th Sunday! it

10:30 A. M. „ ,

O. M. Losey, Box 228 Mailer

T. C. Folsom, Box 412 Secretary

R. B. Lee, Box 412 Collector

B. T. Egerton, Box 412 Receiver

. . . Magazine Agent

448. ALTAHONT; Keyser, W. Va.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at LSI

J. J. Johnston, Jr Master

T. E. Johns'on, Box 124 Beoretarj

R. E. Fazenbaker Collector

W. W. Davis, Box 25 Receiver

J. W. Jones Magazine Agent

449. NOLAN RIVER; Clebnrne, Texas.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall every Tueeday at I

P. M.
C. M. Rodgers L Box 71 Master

Jno.Mobley, Boxl2 Secretary

S. J. Elstner Collect"'

G. L. Wilson, L. Box 12 Receiver

Dan'l Ross Magazine Agent

450. CLEVELAND; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets In Fraternity Hall, cor. Lorain and Pearl it;

2d Saturday at 7::W P. M. and 4th Sunday at 1

P M
J. A. Kreiss, Gustave Court No. 1 .... Matter

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl Bt Secretary

E. L. Banks, 488 Pearl at Colleeaw

Jas Hugo, 110 Root st Receiver

G. C. Wpoodard, 50 Bridge st . . Magazine Agent

461. BOIS d' ARC | Bonham, Texas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 8d Sundays at

3:00 P. M. m>
Lawrence Johnson Master

t. l. cox 5*5T!!!3
yi \ Rea Collector

T. L. Cox Receiver

H. E. Collett Magaaliie Axeat
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M. BEAZLEY; Parkersburg, W. Va.

ts in J. O. V. A. M. Hal], 511 Market St.,

cry Sunday at 2 P. M.

I. Sayres, 4fi!i Ann st Master

r*. Brooghton, 3S4 9th8t Secretary

McLaughlin, 113 6th st Collector

3. 8crogfn,12S8thst Receiver

!. Cariens, Elboru, Parkersburg . Mag. Agent

tDFOBD; Badford. Ta.

ts In Odd Fellows' Hall. East Radford. 3d

d 4th Sundays at 2 P. M. and 1st and 3d

lesdays at 8 P. M.

Snavely, Edmund st, Bristol .... Master

>. forvin, L Box 463, East Radford Secretary

. Herndon, Bristol Collector

i. Hutton, Bristol Receiver

Magazine Agent

i 'I NTA IN PAKE; Ashley, Pa.

ta in Mets's Hall, Main St., 1st and ::d 8un-

ys at 2 P. M.

. Kodgers Masters

Miller, Box 171 Secretary

t. Duolap Collector

Ruhf, Box 147 Receiver

I. Bute Magazine Agent

>HX BRANDT; Bosebnrgh, Ore.

ta in Old Masonic Hall 2d Tuesdays and 4th

pdnesdays at 2 P. M.

E. Everton Master

I. Herbig Secretary

; Everton Collector

:. Happersett Receiver

.. Singleton Magazine Agent

IN BITER j Great Falls, Mont.

ts In Minot Hall, cor. Central ave and 2d st,

and 4th Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

i Peck, Box 465 Master

1. Locher. Box 680 Secretary

Crawford Collector

. O'Reilly, Box 465 Receiver

i. Weller Magazine Agent

KCKLENBERG; Charlotte, N. C.

s in Odd Fellows' Hall every Sunday at 9 A.M.

Smith, 708 W Trade st Master

Lanyoex, 216 W. 4th st Secretary

!. Nesbett, 412 N.Smith st Collector

. Sigman Receiver

. Hanks Magazine Agent

UK1NAW; Taa Wert, Ohio.

ta in Union Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

md Conaway Master

i. Armentrout Secretary

lond Conaway Collector

ry Boyer, Box 323 Receiver

Steele Magazine Agent

ILL CITY; Tlcksbnrg, Hiss.

ts in K. of P. 'Hall, cor. of Washington and

ay st8., 1st and 3d Saturdays at m30 P. M. and

and 4th Saturdays at 7:30 P. M.

-'. Curry, 512 Henry st Master

ene Gallagher, 734 Mulberry st . . Secretary

J. Shaw, 121 Pearl st Collector

. Fletcher, 121 Pearl st Receiver

ry Dold Magazine Agent

IKE CITT ; Erie, Pa.

ts in K. & L. of H. Hall, 8tate st. bet. 7th

id sth sts. , 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

1. McClain,234W23dst Master

. Olmstead, 330 W. 19th st Secretary

. Northup, 311 W. 18th st Collector

?. Burr, 136 W. 20th st Receiver

Brady, Westfield, N. Y. . . Magazine Agent

I.T11KA; Klmlra, N. T.

its at 224 S. Main St., Miller's Bl'k, 2.1 and 4th

mdays at 2 P. M.

t. Jackson, 273 Baty st Master

.. Washburne, 708 Bpaulding Bt . .Secretary

. Davies, 314 Baty st Collector

:. Harper, 382 Baty st Receiver

I. Dunbar, 230 W. Miller st . Magazine Agent

'HEAT CITY; Brandos, Manitoba.

■ts in Workman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

3 P. M.

;;. Clarke Master

i, Glenn Secretary

:. Holden Collector

5. Crawford, Box 45. . Receiver

1. Hardy, Moose Jaw, N. W. Ter.,

Magazine Agent

465. OKMSBY; Pittsburgh. South Side, Pa.

Meets in Weber's Hall, cor. 27th and Sarah sts.,

1st and 3d 8undays.

H. K. Smith, 129 2lth st Master

A. M. Harvey, 8ierra st, 27th Ward . . SecreUry

R. '1 . Stratton, 111 26th st Collector

J. L. Rogerson, 118 25th st Receiver

Geo. Hoffman, 2852 Sarah st . . Magazine Agent

466. ORPHANS' HOPE ; Dennlson, Ohio.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, cor. Grant and Second

sts., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

H K Brown, Box 247 Master

Edw. i-nglehard, Box6ii Secretary

Jas. Hoffman Collector

David Parks, Box 24 Receiver

C. H. Clendenning Magazine Agent

467. WESLEY CRAIG ; Corning, O.

Meets in K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

§;^-?aJ'8 Master

Fabe Cody Secretary

i'iB-Pace ;.' ', Collector

Alexander Morrison Receiver

J. B. Pace Magazine Agent

468. ONTARIO; London, Ontario.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. English and Dun-

das sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M

Wm. Russell, 6<W Elias st Master

Russell Follis, 468 Dundas st Secretary

Geo. Prodger, 11 Alfred st Collector

Geo. Gourlay. 14*XStraehan ave . . Receiver

P. J. Kane, 672 Adelaide st Mag. Agent

469. MOUNT KATAHDIN; Henderson, Me.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 2d 8unday and 4th

Monday.

G. 8. Allen. Box 215 Master

Alex. Devine, Box 221 Secretary

John Humphreys Collector

Fred Rolfc Receiver

E. G. Ryder, Box 223 Magazine Agent

470. JOHN A. LOGAN; Murphysboro, HI.

Meets iu Bodaker Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. R. Childers Master

W. F Snider, Box 406 Secretary

T,^1ST?r,ris , Collector

J. H. Delano, Jr Receiver

J. J. Norris, Box 381 Magazine Agent

471. INTERNATIONAL; Ft. Erie. Ont.

Meets in Allen's Hall, International Bridge 1st

and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

W. G. Bown, Amigari Master

Alex. Mclntyre. Amigari Secretary

S?0^ MStJ?r' AmiS«>-i • • Collector

Richard (lark, International Bridge . Receiver

Reuben Plato, Amigari .... Magazine Agent

478. JOHN J. HANKING; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Klocke's Hall, cor. Gold and Loveiov

sts. every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

P.L.Carey, 319 8. Division st Master

F. C. Keebler, 1008 Lovejoy st Secretary

J. L. Rutty, 45 Chestnut st Collector

F. C. Keebler, 1008 Lovejoy st Receiver

R. W. Ginkinger, 863 Eagle st . . Magazine Agent

473. MAI'HEE; Air Line Jnnction, Ohio.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays and 1st

and 3d Mondays.

W. N. Cooper Master

g- L. Boeh'm '.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. . Collector

?-|- p.helP" Receiver

A. B. Woodman Magazine Agent

474. TAUNTON; Taunton, Mas*.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall 2d and 4th Mon

day evenings.

E. B. Mitchell, 39 Porter st Master

J. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Secretary

Fred Aufford, 29 Maple st Collector

J. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Receiver

C. L. Freeman, 12 Franklin ave, . . Mag. Agent
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475. JAJIES LEAHY; Grand Junction, Colo.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 8 P.M.

P. P. Ready, Gunnison Master

O. H. Reams Secretary

Andrew struthers Collector

C. L. Crain Receiver

Robt. Rowe Magazine Agent

476. W. J. WARD ; Woodstock, N. B.

Meets In R. P. Hall, King st, 2d Friday and 4th

Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

W. H. Parker Master

Jas. Johnston Secretary

Andrew Struthers Collector

Zebedee Gabel, Fredericton Receiver

John Keezer Magazine Agent

477. GLENWOOD ; Kcnora, W. Va.

Meets in Midway Hall every Tuesday evening.

8. L. Cryer Master

Ralph Fields, Ceredo Secretary

G. 8. Osbom Collector

W. E. Williams Receiver

C. J. Lindner, 1108 Scott st, Portsmouth O.

Magazine Agent

478. NARRAGANSETT; Providence. R. I.

Meets In Trainmen's Hall, 301 Canal street, lit

and 3d SundayB at2:30 P.M.

G. W. Sawtell, 44 Nichols st Master

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st .... Secretary

J. D. McSheehy, 23 Webstei st Collector

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st Receiver

Wm. Smith, Valley Falls .... Magazine Agent

479. ST. GEORGE ; Smiths Falls, Ont.

Meets in Haley's Hall 2d and 4th Mondays.

H. C. Pye Master

Edw. Pennett Secretary

Stephen Smith Collector

Andrew Boyd Receiver

8. B. O'Hara Magazine Agent

480. CHIPETA; Rldgway, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays,

at8P. M.

J. W. Sowers Master

C. C. Ervin Secretary

J. J. Manifold Collector

J. T. Stewa't Receiver

J. T. Stewart Magazine Agent

481. EASTER; St. Louis, Ho.

Meets in Brighton Hall, cor. Broadway and Sal

isbury sts., 2d and 4th Wednesday at 8 P. M.

Henry Mincer, 1931 Dodierst Master

W S Ferguson, 4028 N. 9th st Secretary

T. M.Lynch, 2718 N. 11th at Collector

W C. Linck, 8326 Halls Ferry Road . . Receiver

W. C. Linck, 8326 Halls Ferry Road, Mag. Agent

483. INDEPENDENCE ; BanesvlUe Minn.

Meets in U. A. O. D. Hall, 1st Sunday at 2 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

G. W. Lumm Master

N. A. Gray Secretary

N. E. Varney Collector

Jas. Hendry Receiver

N. E. Varney Magazine Agent

484. STAR OF JERSEY ; South Amboy, N. J.

Meets in Protection Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P. M.

A. T. Kerr Master

T. C. Ervin Secretary

R U. Rue Collector

Asa Tnomas Receiver

Magazine Agent

486. PAUL REVERE ; Charlestown, Mass.

Meets in Biselow Hall, 8. Eden st, entrance Ttb-

betts Town Way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

H. W. Carson, IS Pearl st Master

W. H. Hildreth, 57 Rutherford ave . . Secretary

F. F. Derby, 9 Auburn st Collector

C. G. Bates, 17 Harvard Square .... Receiver

R. W. Miller, 31 Russell st . . . Magazine Agent

487. WHIRLPOOL; Niagara Fall*. Ont.

Meets in B. of L. FT Hall, Lundy's New Block,

1st and 3d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

J. S. Whittaker Master

W. A. Dalton Secretary

J. J. O'Rourke Collector

G. A. Cook Receiver

Wm. Wright Magazine Agent

488. CUMBERLAND; Cumberland, Id.

Meets in J. R. O. U. A. N. Hall 1st and 3d Son-

days at 2 P. M.

J. F. Little. ElkinB, W. Va Matter

C. J. Graim, 29 8prlngvale st Secretary

C. A. Twigg, 61 S. Mechanic st . . . Collector

W. H. Rice, 11 Harrison st Receiver

J. H. Strong, 32S N Mechanic st, Magazine Agent

489. RESURRECTION ; Creston, Iowa.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, lBt and 3d Mondiyi

at 1:30 P.M. and 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:S

P.M.

W. N.Nell, 511 N. Vine st Kuw;

J. P. O'Connor, 100 Howard A Pine sts, Secretary

W. H. Van Wormer, 100 Howard and

Piue sts Collector

F. T. Wilson, 614 N. Vine st Receiver

A. G. Smith, 217 N. Pine st . . . Magazine Agent

490. MIDNIGHT; East Brady, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Suodiyi

at 2 P. M.

I. B. Wike Matter

J. E. Patterson Secretary

T. L. Davis, 74 44th st, Pittsburgh . . . Collector

Jno. Ruppel, Hulton Receiver

M. W. Boyd, Verona Magazine Agent

491. BARTON SPRING; Austin, Tex.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Congress ave., 2d and 4th

Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Chas. Enlow, 1311 E. 2d st. Muter

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Secretary

H. E. Enlow, 1311 E. 2d st Collector

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Receiver

A. Davis, care Round House . . Magazine Agent

499. ITANHOE; Alvarado, Tex.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at £30

P. M.

Morgan Shemeley Mu»r

N. FT Avery Secretary

W. H. Rogers Collector

Geo. Brinklow Rccelrrr

W. H. Coble Magazine Agent

483. FULTON ; Atlanta, Ga.

Meets In Industrial Counell's Hall, 26U E. Ala

bama St., every 2d and 4th Sunday at 130 P.M

B. B. Plunkett, 2K5 Cooper st. .... Muter

Harry Huddleston. 64 McDaniel st . . Secretary

R. N. Barclay, 64 McDaulel st . . . . Collector

A. N. Thom, 64 McDaniel st .... Receiver

Harry Huddleston, 64 McDaniel st . . Mag. Agent

494. BAT de NOC; Gladstone, Mich.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 2d and 4th Thursday

evenings.

Jas. Fitzpatrick Ma>tcr

J. A. Houle, Box 136 Secretary

O. V Kurker Collector

L. H. Wlntel, L Box 646 Recetrt:

N. D. Mclntyre Magazine Agent

496. ROBERT E. LEE, Manchester, Ta.

Meets in J. W. Toay's Hall. 11th and Hull "fe

ist and 3d Saturdays at 10 A. M.

J. T. Ahem, 807 McDonar st Matin

R. M. Hilton Secretary

R. M. Woodbury, S09 Slmms st Collector

J. W. Walthall, 21st and Chicago sts . . Receiver

J. H. Barnes Magazine Aztsl

497. SINCERE; Richmond, Va.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, corner Mayo sol

Franklin sts.. 1st and 3d Mondays at lo A. X

C. R. Alley, 210 S. Laurel 1 st MaMSf

W. G. Miller, 403 W. Main st Secretary

J. A. Turner, 17 S. Cherry st Collector

Michael Kelly, 60S China st, St*. A . . Receiver

W. T. Day, C. & O. shops, 2d it . . . Mag. Aftst
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GILANT; Bellnood, P».

» in CornmesserB Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

2 P. M.

Potter Maater

Nearhoof, Box 672 Secretary

. Dunn Collector

Leidy, Box 605 Receiver

. Donley Magazine Agent

IMPOUND; Chicago, III.

ts al355 63d st. 2d »ud 4th Saturday evenings.

I. Landis, »927 Wabsshave Master

. Coding. 6401 Ellis ave Secretary

. Coleman, 6104 Ellis ave Collector

Leckie, 329 34th st Receiver

I. Landis. 3927 Wabash ave . Magazine Agent

i'OK A.NK : Spokane, Wash.

ts in K. P. Hall, E. Spokane, 2d and 4th Mon-

lys at 7:S0 P. M.

I. Laiug, G. N. Shops, Hillyard . . Master

■r Olsen, G. N. Shops Secretary

J. Ziegwied, G. N. Shops Collector

'. Mowrey, Box 422 Receiver

-ence Moriarty, 96 Jamieson Bl'k. Mag. Agent

RIDE; Louisville, Ky.

ts in Bronger's Hall, S. W. cor. 15th and

mthgate at*., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

>v. Slaby, 1609 Kentucky st Master

. Hardaway. 1132 W. Broadway . . Secretary

1. Riney, 1122Zanest Collector

W. Slaby, 1609 Kentucky st Receiver

:. Kreamer, 1651 Prentice st . . . Mag. Agent

(T. SOPRIS I Aspen Junction. Colo.

:ts in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

K. Burgin Master

l. Britiain Secretary

H. Smith Collector

. May Receiver

,'. Prison Magazine Agent

.OLDEN ROD; Halifax, Sova Scotia.

ets in Creighton's Hall, 1st Wednesday and

ourth Saturday.
•nelius McTiernan, 285 Campbell Rd . Master

3. 8. Skinner, 51 Duffusst Secretary

t. M. Wilson, Richmond . . . Collector

>. Hessian, 2 Kenney st., Richmond Receiver

thurParmeter, Kentville . . Magazine Agent

COMPACT ; Rankin, HI.

ets in Odd Fellow's Hall every Sunday at 2

'. M.

T. Railsback, Box 58 Master

W. Doud Secretary

J. Eschenback. Tipton, Ind Collector

»i Jones, Box 44 Receiver

W. Doud Magazine Agent

IOUNTON; Houston, Texas.

ets in Fischer's Hall, 1103 Houston ave., 1st

.ml 3d Wednesdays at 8:30 P. M., and 2d and

th Wednesdays at 1:30 P. M.

J. Denton, 717 Silver st Master

J. Guynes. 2207 Center st .... Secretary

H. Hunt, cor. Silver and Churn sts . Collector

L. GwaltHey. 1417 Johnson st . . . .Receiver

J. Guynes, 2207 Center st . . Magazine Agent

torMAIN ECHO; Hatleton, Pa.

seta iu Union Hall, cor. Wyoming and Green

.ts., 1st and 3d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

J. Wagner, 4311 E. Walnut st Master

W. Hocking, 145 E. Broad st .... Secretary

nard (licking Collector

ed Meier Receiver
• • • Magazine Agent

WATNE; Detroit, Mich.

;ets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. of Dix and Park

aves., 1st and :td Sundays, at 2 P. M.

M. Sowle, 463 Dragon ave. . ... Master

iiKb McDennid, 249 15th st ... Secretary

II. Martin. 4 Wesson ave., W. Detroit

. Collector

J. Koach 186 Welch ave., W. Detroit

Receiver

H. Martin, 4 Wesson St., W.

Detroit Magazine Agent

600. SALT CITT; Syracuse, X. T.

Meets in D. L. & W. Hall, over D. L. & W. Depot,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Webster Roof, 126 Cortland ave Master

('. B. Randall, 806 Oswego st . .Secretary

Geo Ritzheimer, 524 Butternut st . . . Collector

Frank Garnish, 229 Putman st ... Receiver

Webster Roof, 126 Cortland ave ■ . Mag. Agent

510. 8HOREHAM; Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 22d ave and Cen

tral ave., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

T. H. Lyons, 2M1 tjuiucy St. N. E. ... Master

Andrew Ekborn, Station E Secretary

C. G. Haney. Station E Collector

C. A. Colby, 771 28th ave. N. E Receiver

F. W. Larkins, 740 26th ave. N. E. . . Mag. Agent

611. DIADEM; Bine Island, III.

Meets in Commercial Hall, Western ave. and

Cook St., 1st and 3d Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

Master

Secretary

A. E. Curtice Collector

H. J. Parry, 4757 Dearborn St., Chicago Receiver

Albert Cary . Magazine Agent

612. ANTIETAM; Hagerstown, Md.

Meets in Odd Fel.ows' Hall, cor. Franklin and

Potomac sts.. 1st and 3d Sundays at 10 A. M.

C. E. Perry, 203 W. Franklin st Master

W. T. Kenner, 38 Walnut st Secretary

W. T. Kenner. 38 Walnut st Collector

J. H. Moore, Shenandoah, Va . . . Receiver

V. K. Dayhoff, Chewsville . . . Magazine Agent

618. MT. MOXADNOCK ; Nashua, X. H.

Meets iu Mechanic's Hall 2d and 4th Sunday af

ternoons.

C. B F. Horton, 11 Norton st Master

F. M. Chapman, Box 334, Hudson . . Secretary

W. T. McQuesten, Hudson Collector

L. R. Winters, 127 E. Holies st Receiver

E. M. Aldrich, 142 Canal st . . Magazine Agent

614. PKXORSt 0 r ; Bangor, Me.

Meets in United Fellowship Hall, Main st., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

G. B. Nickerson, Larkinst Master

C. L. Cummings, Broad st Secretary

G. B. Nickerson, Larkinst Collector

C. L. Cummings, Broad st Receiver

A. I. Plummer, M.C.R. R.Eng. House. Mag Agent.

616. WASHITA ; Chlchasha, I. T.

Meets In K. of r. Hall, every Friday at 7. P. M.

Jno Feeney Master

R. E. Fields Secretary

T. W. Kunz Collector

H. P. Arnold, Caldwell, Kan Receiver

Magazine Agent

616. ACOBX; Chicago Junction, Ohio.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7:30 P. M.

O. R. Worley, Chicago Master

J. C. Tinkey, Chicago Secretary

B. H. Brooks, Chicago Collector

Melvill Ebersole, Chicago Receiver

Harry Millership, Chicago . . . Magazine Agent

617. PALMETTO; Palatka, Fla.

Meets in Turner's Hall every Sunday.

O. E. Adams Master

F. O. Dumas Secretary

J. H. Brooks Collector

T. M. Hyers Receiver

A. J. Smith, G. S. and F. Shops, Macon, Ga.

• • Magazine Agent

618. CUMBERLAND VIEW; Nashville, Tenn.

Meets in Knights of Honor Hall, cor. Market

and Centre sts., every Tuesday at 9:30 A M

S. D. Pettlt. 44o Chestuut st Master

F. D. McMurry, 100 Maury st . . . . Secretary

T. G. Ayers, 441 Chestnut st Collector

C. J. Weidenbacher, 1006 S. Cherry st Receiver

J. W. Bills, 117 Maple st .... Magazine Agent

619. AGATE; Dnluth, Minn.

Meets in Seva Hall, W. Superior St., bet. 18th

and 19th aves., 1st aud 3d Sundays at 2:30 P M

L. L. Hood, 1534 W. Superior st . . Muster

G. F. Watson, 1902 W. Superior st . . . SecretaTv

J. A. Marshall, 1908 W. Superior st . . Collector

T. W. Robinson, 1905 W. Superior st . . Receiver

P. L. Whalen, 1421 W. Michigan st . . Mag. Agent



ALABAMA.

Mobile . . .277

Belma .... 89

Tuscumbia . 279

ARIZONA.

Tucson ... 94

Winslow . .173

ARKANSAS.

Argeuta ... 804

Jonesboro . . 204

Little Rock . 4S

Pine Bluff. . 163

Van Buren . 428

BRITISH COLl'M.

Donald ... 341

Vancouver . 276

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles . 97

Needles . . .327

Rocklin ... 68

Sacramento . 260

S'nBernardino90

San Diego . . 886

San Francisco 91

Tulare . . 139

WestOakland.143

CANADA.

Hochelaga . 335

Montreal . . 15

Toronto ... 67

COLORADO.

Aspen June . 503

ColoradoCity.218

Como .... 256

Denver ... 77

Denver . 273

GrandJ'nct'n475

La Junta . . 328

Leadville . .196

Pueblo ... 59

Ridgway . . 480

Salida .... 140

Trinidad . . 344

CONNECTICUT.

Hartford . . 285

New Haven . 284

DELAWARE.

Wilmington . 231

DIST. OF COLUM.

Washington . 7

FLORIDA.

Palatka . . . 517

Pensacola . . 346

Sanford ... 364

Atlanta . . . 493

Atlanta ... 247

Augusta ... 332

Columbus . . 323

Macon .... 246

Waycross . . 32a

IDAHO.

Montpelier . 195

Pocatello . . 113

ILLINOIS.

Amboy ... 35

Auburn Jet . 331

Bloomington 40

Blue Island . 511

Cairo ... .180

Central Park. 237

Centralia . . 37

Champaign .417

Chicago ... 47

Chicago ... 50

Chicago ... 95

Chicago ... 144

Chicago ... 186

Chicago . . . IKS

Chicago ... 244

Chicago . . .249

Chicago ... 275

Chicago . . .499

Chillicothe . 105

Clinton ... 176

Charleston . 187

Danville . . 68

Decatur ... 49

ILLINOIS.

East St. Louis 44

Effingham . . 405

Freeport . . 138

Jacksonville. 408

Joliet .... 355

Kcithsburg . 114

Mattoon ... Ill

Mt. Carmel . 282

Murphysboro 470

Urbana ... 22

Pana . . . . 122

Peoria .... 48

Rankin . . . 505

Rock Island . 39

Roodhouse . 79

Savanna . . . 197

Springfield . 46

8treator ... 303

INDIANA.

Anderson . . 459

Andrews . . 165

Butler .... 164

Elkhart . . . 162

Evansville . 160

Evausville . 112

Fort Wayne . 141

Garrett ... 203

Princeton . . 409

Huntington . 166

Indianapolis. 14

Jeffersonville297

La Fayette . 36

Logansport . 52

Logansport . . 53

MichiganCity300

Monon ... 2

New Albany . 268

Peru 157

Terre Haute . 16

Washington . 361

INDIAN TKR.

Chickasha . . 515

IOWA.

Belle Plalne . 311

Boone .... 25

Burlington . 161

CedarRapids. 27

Clinton ... 34

Creston . . . 489

Dubuque . . 106

Dubuque . . 322

Eagle Grove . 132

Eldon .... 137

Estherville . 288

Fort Dodge . 222

FortMadison.391

W.DesMoines.102

Keokuk ... 93

Marion ... 293

Mason City . 29

Marshalltownl25

Mo. Valley . 254

Perry .... 124

Sioux City. . 64

Stuart .... 20

Waterloo . . 30

KANSAS.

Argentine . . 74

ArkausasCity.255

Armourdale . 313

Atchison . . 31

Chanute ... 154

CouncilGrove370

Eldorado . . 369

Ellis 32

Fort Scott . . 153

Goodland . . 896

Herington. .374

Hoisington . 397

Horton ... 376

Kansas City . 330

Leavenworth.437

Newton ... 340

Neodesha . . 336

Osawatomie . 400

Parsons ... 24

N. Topeka . . 395

Topeka ... 205

Wellington .859

KENTUCKY.

BowlingCire'nlOO

Covington . . 424

Henderson . 317

KENTUCKY.

Lexington . . 893

Louisville . . 103

Louisville . . 415

Louisville . . 502

Ludlow ... 104

Paducah . . 238

Somerset . . 367

LOUISIANA.

Algiers ... 267

New Orleans. 399

MAINE.

Bangor . . . 514

Henderson . 469

Portland . . 4

MANITOBA.

Brandon . . 464

Winnipeg . .127

MARYLAND.

Baltimore . . 214

Baltimore . . 432

Brunswick . 430

Cumberland . 488

Hagerstown . 512

MASSACHUSETTS.

BoBton ... 57

Charlestown. 485

Fitchburg . . 410

Springfield . 807

Taunton ... 474

Worcester . . 73

MEXICO.

Porforio Diaz.308

S'nLulsPotosi418

MISSISSIPPI.

Columbus . . 426

Meridian . .200

Vicksburg . . 460

WaterValley. 402

MICHIGAN.

Battle Creek . 84

Detroit ... 158

Detroit ... 508

EastSaginaw. 286

Escanaba . . 129

Fort Gratiot . 116

Gladstone . .494

GrandRapids.265

Ionia .... 431

Jackson . . . 240

Marquette . . 150

Marshall . .411

Owosso . . . 420

WestBayCity. 152

MISSOURI.

Brookfield . 23

Carondelet . 390

Chillicothe .389

De8oto ... 6

Hannibal . . 290

Kansas City . 337

Monett ... 140

Moberly ... 54

Nevada ... 371

N. Springfield 51

Poplar Bluff. 292

Sedalia ... 78

Stanberry . . 56

St. Joseph . . 43

Springfield . 368

St. Louis . . 21

St. Louis . . 109

8t. Louis . . 414

St. Louis . . 481

Slater .... 18

Trenton ... 33

Thayer ... 280

MINNESOTA.

Austin . . .126

Barnesville 483

Duluth . . .519

E.GrandF'rks292

East St.Paul . 320

Minneapolis . 82

Minneapolis. 270

Minneapolis. 510

Staples ... si

St. Cloud . . 224

St. Paul ... 61

Two Harbors.401

Waseca ... 65

WestSt.Paul.358

MONTANA.

Butte City . . 264

MONTANA.

Glendive . .128

Great Falls .456

Helena ... 423

Livingston . 191

Lima .... 343

Missoula . . 194

NEBRASKA.

Beatrice ... 394

Chadron . . 17

Fairbury . . 373

Lincoln . . 179

North Platte . 28

Omaha ... 123

NEVADA.

Wadsworth . 19

N. W. TERRITORY.

Medici tie Hat.342

NORTH CAROLINA

Asheville . . 447

Charlotte . . 457

NORTH DAKOTA.

Dickinson . . 41

Fargo .... 85

NEW JERSEY.

Camden ... 72

Hoboken . .354

Jersey City . 13

Jersey City . 3

Junction . . 272

Perth Amboy.350

Phillipsburg. 11

Port Morris . 271

South Amboy. 184

Trenton ... 253

Union Hill .349

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Carleton . . 357

Moncton . . 2:13

Woodstock . 476

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Concord ... 306

Nashua . . . 513

NEW MEXICO.

Cbama ... 108

Raton .... 257

San Marcial . 261

NEW YORK.

Albany . . .280

Binghamton. 227

Brooklyn . . 291

Buffalo ... 101

Buffalo . . . 241

Buffalo . . .472

Buffalo ... 316

Buffalo ... 12

Corning ... 121

East Albany . 215

EastSyracuse.334

Elmira ... 242

Elmira ... 463

Greenlsland . 315

Hornellsvllle.169

L. I. City . . 309

Middletown . 232

New York . . 149

New York . . 155

New York . . 363

Norwich . .216

Olean .... 398

Oneonta ... 71

Oswego ... 92

Port Jervis . 1

Rochester . . 99

Schenectady. 210

Syracuse . . 120

Syracuse . . 213

Syracuse . . 509

Susp's'nB'ge. 362

Utica . . .229

Whitehall . . 209

Watertown . 212

NOVA SCOTIA.

Halifax ... 604

Truro .... 171

ONTARIO.

Allandale . . 442

Belleville . . 66

Brockville . 69

Chapleau . . 321

Ft. Erio 471

Ft.WiUiamW.225

London ... 468

Smiths Fall!. 479

Windsor. . .421

ONTARIO.

Hamilton . . 151

Lindsay ... 136

London ... 117

Niagara Falls. 4*7

North Bay . . 234

Ottawa ... 172

Palmerston . 181

PointEdward.221

Rat Portage . 305

Sehrelber . . 387

St. Thomas . ft

Stratford . . 38

W.T'r'ntoJnc.2«2

OREGON.

The Dalles . 167

EastPortland. 193

La Grande . . 348

Roseburgh . 455

OHIO.

Air LiueJunc.473

Ashtabula . . 248

Ashtabula . . 422

Bucyrus ... 110

Chicago J'tn. 616

Chillicothe . 202

Cincinnati . 269

Cincinnati . 441

Cleveland . . 10

Cleveland . .450

Columbus . . 9

Conneaut . . 377

Corning . . .467

Crestline . . 299

Collinwood . 183

Dayton . . . 875

Delaware . . 239

Delphos ... 185

Dennison . . 466

Gallon .... 107

Lima .... 18-1

Lorain . . . 356

Norwalk ... 198

Newark . . 175

SprhiRfleld . :K0

Toledo ... 142

Van Wert . . 458

Wellsville . . 96

Youngstown. 199

PENNSYLVANIA.

Allegheny . . 219

Allegheny . . 892

Altooua ... 287

Ashley . . . 454

Bell wood . . 498

Bennett ... 434

Bradford . . 326

Carbondale . 62

Chartiers . . 878

Columbia . .252

Conemaugn . 381

ConnellsYille.802

Derry Station.310

Dunmore . . 404

East Brady . 490

Erie 462

Foxburg . . 406

Great Bend . 283

Harrlsburg . 174

Hazleton . . 507

JerseyShore . 418

Lehighton . 884

Mahonlng-

towu . . .416

MauchChunk.S51

Meadville . . 207

Oil City . . . SS3

Philadelphia. 60

Philadelphia. 75

Philadelphia. 319

Philadelphia. 333

Pittsburgh .235

Pittsburgh . 318

Pittsburgh . 405

Renovo . . .338

Sayre ... .879

Scottdale . .847

Scrautoo . .228

SouthEaston. 211

Susquehanna.208

Sunbury . 220

WilkesBarre.iSO

White Haven. SM

qi'KBKC.

Faruhara . . 134

River duLoupllO

Richmond . US

P.HODt LvLaJIi.

Providence .478

SOUTH CAROLl.Yl

Columbia . 427

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Aberdeen . J80

Huron .... 170

Mitchell . . . 1»

TEXAS.

Alvarado . . «B

Austin . . . «

Big Springs .»

Bonham . . .«!

Cleburne . W

Denison . . . 8

El Paso ... IS

EnnU ... .fit

Fort Worth . 81

Gainesville . K4

Galveston . . 115

Houston . . 14S

Houston . .as

Laredo . . .278

Longview . . "n

Marshall . .177

Palestine . . U«

Paris . . . .345

San Antonio . 144

Taylor . . . . M

Temple . . .147

Texarkana . M

Tyler . . . .1«

Yoakum ... 01

TENNESSEE.

Chattanooga. 2»

E. Nashville . 425

Jackson . . .201

Knoxville . . 444

Memphis . .

Memphis . . M

Nashville . iw

Nashville . . 514

UTAH.

SaltLakeCity. 178

Terrace ... 16

Ogden . . . .M

VIRGINIA.

Clifton Forge .274

Crewe . . . -4B

Danville. . Mi

Manchester . «*

Portsmouth . «B

Radford . . . 43*

Richmond . <9>

Roanoke . IS

VERMONT

Bellows Falliia

LyndonviHe. 301

Rutland . . . SJ

St. Albans . *j

WISCONSIN.

Altooua . . . N

Ashland . . .»

Baraboo ... 2

FortHoward . 19

Janesville *5

Madison . . . 43

Milwaukee . UO

Milwaukee .*>

N. LaCro&se.it*

S Kaukauna.*

Steven»Polnl.U!

Waukesha . . SB

W. Superior .S*

WASHINGTON.

Seattle. . . .4K

SpokaneE*ll».!*l

Sprague ... IS

Tacoma . . . lEr

Tekoa ... .411

wx*T viar.iN".A.

BlnefieM . «•

Grafton . . .a»

Hlnton . . .»

Huntington 3*

Kenora . . .47!

Keyser . . . u<

Parkenbur* 485

wtomwo.

Cheyenne ■ .4*

Eruistoa . . •

Laramie . . . H

BawUni ...»
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GRAND LODQB.

E. A. Ball Grand President

Box 123, Stratford, Ontario.

J. A. Leach Vice Grand President

Sedalia, Missouri.

James I. Moors . Grand Secretary and Treas.

Box 389, Stratford, Ont.

W. Calkins Grand Insurance Agent

Sedalia, Missouri.

BOARD Or GRAND TRUSTERS.

W. H. Coffky, 436 A ave . W. Cedar Baplds, la

Lotejoy. 318 St. Joe st . . . Elkhart, Indiana

Slubskr Huntington, Indiana

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

7. P. Sargent Terre Haute, Indiana

Du Bora Boone, Iowa

Kins Ban Francisco, California

OROANIZBRS.

E. A. Ball, Box 123 Stratford, Ontario

for Canada.

T. Killian, 22 East Pacific St. . . . Sedalia, Mo

for the State of Missouri.

M. J, Schiedy Mauch Chunk, Pa

for the State of Pennsylvania.

M. L. Field. 731 South Water st . Denver, Colo

tor the State of Colorado.

w. S. Cook, West Ridge st . . Marquette, Mich

for the State of Michigan.

W. H. Coffry, 434 A ave . . W. Cedar Rapids, la

for the State of Iowa.

T. J. Roberts, 1762V£ 8th st . . W. Oakland, Cal

for the State of California.

J. H. Kuhns Delphos, Ohio

for the State of Ohio.

Lovsjoy, 318 St. Joe st .... Elkhart, Ind

for the State of Indiana.

Q1EEN OF THE WEST; Cedar Rapid*. Ion

Mrs. W. McMullen, 507 F. ave Pres

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

GOOD ENDEAVOR; Stratford, Oat

Mrs. E. A. Ball, Box 123 President

Mrs. J. I. Moore Secretary

Treasurer

una.

President

Mrs. G. P. Smith, 189 C. ave Secretary

Mrs. W. C. Byers, 882 G. ave Treasurer

4.' DILIGENCE; Perry, Iowa.

Mrs. Banyard President

Mrs. E. G. Crawford, Box 518 Secretary

Treasurer

«. EXCELSIOR; Marqaette, Hick.

Mrs. W. Reany, 742 Bluffst President

Miss Agnes Hcaley, 307 Fisher st . . . Secretary

Mrs. W. Boesler, 416 Washington st . . Treasurer

1. OUR PRIDE ; Waterloo Iowa.

Mrs. A Livingston, 114 Barclay st. . President

Mrs. Ellis Sweet ... .... Secretary

Mrs. Charles Vroom, 202 Fremont st Treasurer

8. GARFIELD; Garrett, lad.

Mrs: Katie McClarthy, Box 6 President

Mrs. Millie Fullmer, Box 64 Secretary

Mrs. Jennie Cramer, Box 218 Treasurer

t. WELCOME; Needles, California.

Mrs. J. A. Stout President

Mrs A. D. Ensign Secretary

Mrs. J. G. Mills Treasurer

10. HELPMATE; Elkhart, lad.

Mrs Lizzie Lovejoy 200 Kinzy st . . . Piesident

Mis. Jennie Miller, 416 High st . . . .Secretary

Mrs. Clara Sbaeberger, Middlebury St.,

Treasurer

U. HEART »M> HARD; Delphos, Ohio.

Mis. J. A. Kuhns, Lock Box 343 . . .President

Mrs. A. T. Hogarth, Lock Box 35 . . . Secreta y

Mrs. J. A. Slagle, Lock Box 119 ... . Treasurer

IS. EUREKA ; Hontlngt on, Ind.

Mrs. Jennie Robertson, 12 Allen st . . President

Mrs. Maggie Slusser, 115 Court st . ■ .Secretary

Mrs. Georgia Jones, 63 Fredrick st . . Treasurer

14. UNITY; HornellsvlUe, N. T.

Mrs. H. R. Clark, 9, McDougall ave . . President

Mrs. E. McMullen, 20 Greeley ave . . Secretary

Mrs. J. C. Collins, 43 East Main st . . . Treasurer

15. PROTECTION ; Jlanch Chunk, Pa.

Mrs. Geo. Tosh . President

Mrs. Geo. Swartwood, Box 181 Secretary

Mrs. M. J. Schledy Treasurer

16. HEADLIGHT, Boone, Iowa.

Mrs. E. A. Cross President

Mrs. H. C. Barron Secretary

Mrs. M. Crane Treasurer

17. STAB OF HONOR; Moberly, Mo.

Mrs. Parsons President

Mrs. Kellogg, 400 So Ault st Secretary

Mrs. Lois Nicholson Treasurer

18. GOLDEN WEST ; San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. J. C. Miller, 1723 Luther st . . . President

Miss Kate Smith, 2332 Harrison st . . Secretary

Mrs. F. E. Pope, 2049% Mission st . . . Treasurer

IB. QUEEN CITY; Sedalia, Ho.

Mrs. Helen Lester President

Mrs. Delia Kinzle, 1400 E. Fifth st . . Secretary

Mrs. Laura Buchanan Treasurer

20. SILTEB STATE; Pueblo. Colo.

Mrs. Geo. Lamont, 1107 11th st . . . . President

Mrs. Geo. Loy. 73 Block st Secretary

Mrs. J. R. Mlhoover, 707 3d st Treasurer

21. FRANKLIN I Colnmbas, Ohio.

Mrs. Ellen Coit, 999 Pennsylvania ave. President

Maude Rinehart Secretary

Mrs. Mary Dickerson, 1208 E. Atchison st,

Treasurer

22. SCENIC ROUTE; Denver, Colo.

Mrs. M. L. Field, 731 8. Water st . . . President

Mrs. Ida Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

Mrs. Harriet Benuet, 1250 S. 9th st . . Treasurer

28. FRIENDSHIP; Snnbnry, Pa.

Mrs. Kate Snipe .... President

Mrs. Jennie Randies Secretary

Mrs. Kate Mills Treasurer

24. PROGRESSIVE ; Conneaat, Ohio.

Mrs. E. A. Wilcox President

Miss Myrtle Bleasdale Secretary

Treasurer

25. FAVORITE; Arkansas City, Kan.

Mrs. Annie Caldron, 1326 So G st . . .President

Mrs. S. II. Ballou, 609 So. C st Secretary

Mrs. Emma Kizer, 829 So. C st » . . . Treasurer

20. PROGRESS; Carbondale, Pa.

Mrs. O. W. Osborne, 158 Caiman st . . President

Mrs. Geo Brandon, 154 Belmont st . . Secretary

Mrs. G. P. Berry, 83 Park st Treasurer

27. McKEEN'S P BIDE; Channte, Kan.

Mrs. J. W. lit' Hainan President

Mrs. T. H. Schunty Secretary

Mrs. T. H. Jackson Treasurer

28. CORAL LEAF; West Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. T J. Roberts, 1762% 8th st . . . . President

Miss Mollie Roberts, 808 Cedar st . . . Secretary

Miss Gertrude Payne, 927 Pine st . . . Treasurer

29. FARRIE MAT; Topeka, Kan.

Mrs. J. Galletly President

Mrs. Cora Barnes Secretary

Mr*. Laura Verlin Treasurer

30. AURORA; los Angeles, Cal.

Mrs. Kagan, 843 Bloom st President

Miss Mildred Kingsley, 122 Railroad St.,

Secretary

Treasurer

:•,:;•. PROTECTION'S HELPMATE ; Eldon, Iowa.

Mis» Ella M. Taylor, Lock Box 52 . . . President

Miss Grace L. \ ass, Box 670 Secretary

Miss Annie Flowers Treasurer

84. WHITE CITY; Chicago, 111.

Mrs. K«te Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . .President

Miss Laura Bradley, 185 Avers ave . . Secretary

Mrs. Kate Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . .Treasurer



"WORTH A 8UINEA A BOX."

MAN WANTS
ii

 

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World over

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Cowed nlth ■ Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, 25 cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

■end portal for oar ralaablo book, "OoMtipation."

riODEL

°F LINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Lodge-

room. Perfect in Design and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM, WEILER,

Box 25. Port Morris, N.J

BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW."

But he WANTS to be FREE from

RASH,

CHAPPED HANDS,

SORE HANDS,

SCALDED HANDS,

OPEN SORES AND CUTS,

And for such then; is no such soothing and healini:

remedy a* a simple wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.
It is suited for all the wants of railroad men. as

well as his wife or children, for the immediate relief

of all skin troubles. It removes grease and dirt, yet

heals at the same time. Your Druggist keeps it.

N. B.—Beware of vile imitations,

and obtain

Ask for

OUENN'S SULtPHUR SOAP.

IMPORTANT

TO THE LABOR WORLD AND STUDENTS

OF THE INDUSTRIAL PROBLEM.

A NEW BOOK

"Striking for Life;"

Or, Labor's Side of the Labor

Question ....

By JOHN SWINTON,

With articles specially contributed by

SAMUEL GOMPERS,

President of the American Federation of La

bor, and

EUGENE V. DEBS,

President of the American Railway I'nlou ;

also by

JOHN W. HA YES,

General Secretary- Treasurer of the Kuightsof

Labor.

SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.

Cloth $»-50

Full Russia $3.00

"Striking for Life" has the indorsement of all la

bor organizations. Illustrated with thirty-two toll

once pholographB taken specially for this book dur

ing the strike. Send orders to A. II. KELLER & CO .

publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.

Locomotive Engine Running, by Angus Sinclair. Price, 82.00.

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. Hill. Price, 50 cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelan. Price, $1.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the different forms of block signals

are worked. Price, $2.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. N. Forney. Price, 83.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by N. Hawkins, M. E. Illustrated. Price, $2.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by B. Stuart. Price,

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys, and the man who buys one of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOGUE FREE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.

ENDORSED BY FAIRM0UNT LODGE, No. 333,

BROTHERHOOD OF LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN.

Locomotive

Mechanism and

Engineering.

Sy H. C. Reagan. Explaining Fully and Clearly the

Construction and Anion of Simple and Compound

Locomotives. Illustrating the principal " break

downs " which happen to a Locomotive, with Com

plete Directions what should be done when one

occurs " on the road." Questions and Answers are

so arranged that they can be used by Master Me

chanics or Traveling Engineers, or by the Demon-

itrator in the Lodge Room. 145 Illustrations. 300

pages. 12mo, cloth. fc!.00.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,

J3 East 10th St. New York.

Agents wanted.

JUST PUBLISHED.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM

By ROBERT ORIMSHAW.

Containing nearly 1300 questions and answers ron-

cerning Designing and Constructing, Repairing and

Running various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination questions, and to post and

remind the engine runner, fireman and learner.

A STANDARD BOOK FRESH FROM THE PRESS.

FULLY UP TO THE TIMES.

EVERY TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages; filled with Cuts, Diagrams and

Illustrations. Tells all about the Locomotive in lan

guage any schoolboy can understand. Difficult prob

lems made easy. A popular book for the masses.

PRICE, $2.00, PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS.

AGENTS WANTED!

We want an agent at every round house in the

country. Liberal commissions and exclusive agency

given. Several agents sold more than SO copies

each the first week. SEND NOW for copy and

full particulars to

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

160 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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$4 Worth for $3.

m^mmrmmmm^mytmymym-m^

We will have a few complete copies of |jufe,

si

&,

0
" Locomotive Engineering" left at the end

of the year. We don't keep back numbers

and will give a complete set for 1894 with a

subscription for 1895 for $3. This will in-

. elude a handsome picture of the famous "999"

for framing.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

is the best illustrated and largest paper of its

kind and the only one of use to engine and

shop men. This a chance to get two years'

numbers complete for $3.00. Take it now

while the files are complete.

Locomotive Engineering,

256 Broadway, New York City.

$4 Worth for $3

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. '
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Greeting:--

We, the members of Local Union No. 18,

United Garment Workers of America, employes of

Sweet, Orr & Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., hereby certify

that all garments in this Factory are made under strictly

Union regulations ; a fact which we shall be very glad

to have Union men remember when they have occasion

to buy an Overall.

Mary F. Cahill, Rec. Sec. George Gasking, Pres.

L. O. Bedford, Treas. Eveline McGuire, Fin. Sec.

N. B.==EVERY GARMENT WARRANTED.

Pants fronj $1.00 to S4.00.

Ask your dealer for a pair of yellow ticket pants, price $1.50

Newburgh, N. Y.

Chicago, III.

New York City.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.

ESC S^eet, Qrr & Go.
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COOK REMEDY CO

U Blood Poison ! iff
permanently cured in 15 to So days.

We eliminate all poison from the sys

tem, so that there can never be a

return of the disease in any form.

Parties can be treated at home as

well as here, (Tor the same price and

under the same guarantee,) but with

tho.te who prefer to come here, we

will contract to cure them or refund

all money and pay entire expense of

coming, railroad fare and hotel bills.

ears

i and
Never Failed to cure the most ob-

stlnatecases. W'echaltengetheworld

for a ca.it1 we can not cure. Since the

history of medicine a true specific for

BLOOD POISON has been sought

for but never found until our Magic

Cyphllene was discovered. We solicit

the most obstinate cases ami

challenge the world for a
case we cannot cure. Thisdis-
ea.se has always baffled the skill

of most eminent physicians.

$500,000 CAPITAL

behind our unconditional guarantee.

Absolute proofs sent sealed on

application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

Rosa 807 Masonic TtronU, Chlraxo. ill.

OurMagicRemedyft«Bi£>

COOrCREMEDY CO

Beware of Ointment for Catarrh that Contains

Mercury.

as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell and

completely derange the whole system when entering

it through the mucous surfaces. Such articles

should never be used except on prescriptions from

reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is

ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from

them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.

Cheney & Co , Toledo. Ohio, contains no mercury,

and is taken internally, acting directly upon the

blood and mucous surfaces of theeysteui. In buying

Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It

is taken internally, and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F.

J. Cheney it Co Testimonials free.

narsjold by l'ruggists, price 75c per bottle.

UfICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

"lit it AND PAY FREIGHT.

CIA Bays oar 8 drawer walnut or oak I«-

Tl"ar«V«A High arm Singers** lag machine.

1 fimly Itunned, nickel plated, adapted to light

[and h,»*r work; aaeranue.-l for 10 Tears; with

1 AetonwtUrUbntoVlnder.S^r.Threaoloir t'ylle

1 der Sfcottle, BelNSettine; Keedfe and a complete

|sel of Steel Alt«*b««ct« ; shipped any where oa

80 Day's Trial. No money required Id advance,

... ,__•. World'slatr Mads) awarded machine and attach

ments. Buy from factory and save dealer's and agent's profits.

Fn rr Cat This Oat and Mod to-day for machine or large f ree

K 1 1 cetalorue , testtmealels end Glimpses of the World's Fair.

OXFORD MFB. CO. 312 Wrtub at». CHICAGO,IU.

NATIONAL HOTEL.
J. H. BREWCR, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 182.)

I02 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

 

MYHUSBAND^r
8ft« Kenwood aTa*hlne for • 838.00

8*0 Arllotrl on Seeaine for - » 19,^0

Standard S„;rn - 8)4,00, 811 -p..

_ *i:..iii>, and 87 oth«r styles. All at.

uu-omrnlaPKEr:. We pay freight ship eo?

when- on 80 daya frae trial, tn any boo>e

without aaklnur one cent In advanoa Boy

from faelorr. Kate aerenta larcr

Olfr tOO.OOOIn im. Ontelnsroe anJe-u..-

mnnlitla Free Write at once addrei
■(lafall), CASH BUYERS' UNION.

•164 West Van Buren St, B »4, Chicago, III.

 

(Correspondence solicited,

promptly answered.)

Letters of Inquiry

I AniF^MAKE$3A0AY;,^,n^

LHUILO required. Wv luritiuh e<

CON

[ orders for

No caplial

i goods ami

Easiest plan ever offered,

TEA CO.. 271 Main St.. Cincinnati, 0.

 

rAT FOLKS REDUCED

from 15 to 25 lbs. permontb byt

HARMLESS TREATMENT.

No starving ;l«avea no wnnk lee.

. TIIOISASUS CIREU.

fll tCN 18 Years' Successful Practice.

w^rv«* TREATMENT BY MAIL. M

For particulars call on. or acV-

dross with 6 cents in stamps.

W. F. SNYDER, M. D,

Rl E ND-MoMcVicker's Theater BMo,

rmfcmlP oT-

 

Advertisers

Should Remember

The Firemen's Magazine goes into

nearly every railway manager's

hanus in the country.

The Magazine goes into 35,000

homes of men who have money and

spend it.

The Magazine is the best medium

of advertising in the land.

Address all correspondence in refer

ence to advertising to

WM. N. GATES,

29 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.

 

' When addressing onr advertisers mention this Magazine.
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jB%, Diplomas Awarded.

Courses In other trades,

nil including thorough In

struction in Mathematics

and Physics. Send for

FREE circular, stating

subject you wish to study

to THE CORRESPOND.

ENCE SCHOOL, OF

MECHANICS, Scran-

ton, Pa.

 

 

14 KARAT

SOLD PLATE
CUT THIS OCT and send It to aa

with your name and address and we

will send you thin watch by express

for examination. AGu»rin.««

For A Y«an and chain and

charm cent with It. You ex

amine It and if you think It

a bargain pay our sample

price, 12.60, and it Is yours.

It Is beautifully engraved

and warranted the beat time

keeper in the World forthe

money and eqnat in appear

ance to a genuine Solid

Gold Watch, Write to-day,

this offer will not appear

again.

THE NATIONAL MF6.

& IMPORTING CO.,

K. 834 DEARBORN STREET,

Chicago, III.

OF INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

P. 8. CENSUS, 1880. REPORTS

35.000 DEATHS

<«sr CANCER^
, The IOLA SANITARIUM
is an institution thoroughly equipped for the treat

ment of Cancer, Tumors and nil malignant growth

without tho use of the knife, and effecte a permanent

cur* where the circumstances are at all favorable

UP TO DATE .-.

Pocket Primer

OF . . .

AIR BRAKE

INSTRUCTION.

Simple and Easy. All

neat and no flysterles.

Sent by nail on re

ceipt of

Price. 50 Cents.

Address

W. S. ROGERS, n. E.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

ARE YOU DEAF?
Don't you want to hear?

The ACRAPHONE will help you if you do. It is

ii new scientific invention which will restore the hear

ing of any one not born deaf. When in the ear it is

Invisible, and does not caufe the slightest discomfort

rt is to the ear what the glasses are to the eve—an ear

spectacle Enclose stamp for particulars.

THE AURAPHONE CO., 607 Masonic. Temple, Chicago.

I HRIfFST mnrri«p paper in the world. (Two cent

LMIIULUI stamp.) Tlie Helping Hand, Chicago, 111.

 

aLIMBS
BEST LEG <fc r- f\

WoodorJtttbberfbot ^*0\J

TRUSSES,Ec^,^te0»'

Catalogue Free, 8tat« particulars.

GEO. li. FELLEK,

C 8. Government Mfr. Dent.

No. AA KOCIIESTKJi, X. Y.

 

 

INCUBATORS?*
* 110

*V

*<■

* ro»i<

* Iv-u.. POULTRY FOR PROFIT n

We Warrant

The Reliable*

ToDntch &' p.r MtSu SS«Unn *

I in Principle. Letrirr JL.

. 6<rti. In lump, for T

r IIS i'\x- I'.iultr. Guilt nn.i Ct.- *

Ma. POULTRY FOR PROFIT m..|. pUln. n,l.k."k In "rn.rtcS! i

* Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co..Quincv III *

*********************,».iww£

We will send you the MAR

VELOUS iimi IMIiiim;

French Preparation,

CALTHOS

FREE by MA1X. and a

legally executed guarantee

that CALTHOS will

RESTORE your

HEALTH, STRENGTH AND VIGOR.

Use it $pay ifsatisfted\

Von Mohl Co., Importers, Cincinnati, Ohio

 

 

for treatment. Keferences on application

i DR. GEO. HALE. lola. Wisconsin.Address

 $12 to $35

Per Week i^Vt8"'

Can be made working for

ua. Parties preferred who can

give their whole time to tha

Spare hours, though

may be profitably employed.

This announcement is of special interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Good openings for town

and city work as well as country districts.

B.F.JOIIMMOM A CO.,

No. 3 Mo. 1 1 Hi mi ., Richmond, Va.

When addressing, our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Removed April 1st to

JtOTMIt, A~J

Zock Box 08.

 

Dorj't forget ttjat ttje

jtv^b**5^1^

Brotherhood \JVcl dllh

are NOT MADE by Chinamen,

are NOT MADE in "Sweat Shops,"

but ARE MADE by the

BEST PAID WHITE LABOR

In the business.

They are made by a Brotherhood man, and were offi

cially endorsed bv the B. of L. F. Convention at Cincin

nati, September, 1892, if no dealer keepa them In your

town, insist upon getting them. The dealers anywhere

will handle them if the Brothers will imitt. Won't YOU

Insist an the Brotherhood Overalls, made by

{ Lodm No. 3,B. orL. F. ( H- S- PETEKS,

} mi. us. B. of L. E. i Look Box 68. Dover, N. J.

FREE TO SUFFERERS.
Why waste time.money and health with"doctors,"wonderful"eure-all8,"

specifics, etc., when when I wilUend FREE the prescription of anew

and positive remedy for a prompt lasting care. Lack of strength,

vigor and manho<xl quickly restored in young or old man. I »end tnU

f>r. s<-i-int ion FREE of charge, and there is no humbug or advertia-

ng catch about it. Any good druggistor physician can put it up for you,

as every thing is plain and simple. I can not afford to mlvirtiso and

giveaway this splendid remedy unless you do me the favor of buying

fcH small quantity from me direct or advise your friends to do so. But

you may do as you please about this. You will never regret having

written nie, as this remedy cured me after everything else had failed.

Correspondence strictly confidential, and all letters sent in plain sealed envelope. Enclose

stamp If convenient. Address E. H. MTJNGEBFORD, Box A 314, Albion, Mich.

 

■%*/%&%W%*/%/%/%/+'%*r*rw'^V%l>%l%%W%i%A

FREE!

 

Our large 24-oaff© catalog© of Or

gans, .ii.--iK.iir dcw anil elegant cat

alogue of Pianos, containing 16 pp.

We have the largest manufactory

In toe world, from which we sell

direct to the consumer at whole-

sale prices, thus saving the profits

of the dealer and the commissions

of the agents. We furnish a flrbt-

classOrgan,war. „ _ _

ranted 20 years. 0 *T> ^*50

with stool and J\ J / %V

book, for on l y %J /W *

No money required until instru

ment has been thoroughly tested la

your own bouse. Sold 'on instal

ments. Easy payment.

>*e positively guarantee every

Organ and Piano twenty years.

Send for catalogue at onc« If you want to obtain the greatest bargain ever

offered on earth. Write your name and address plainly, and we will send

by mail same dit y letter is received.

As an advertisement, we s*L m pm* w f)H Stool, Book and Corer

ill sell the lirvt Piano of ^ 1 7 *^ *Y _ Free.

 

our make in a place foronly 175' Regular pr.ee. $350.00.

Beethoven Piano a»d Organ Co*,

P.O.Box 575. Washington, N.J.

 

OUR LATEST AND GREATEST OFFER!

1 14 Ear.i Gold Pitted Eloatioi: Cm* W.teh .ad Box of 60 »rOur riup-t lVriVetoClc.r. tm

only $g.»8. The watch is equal In appearand to a solid gold watch, niul j

sell it for three times what you prty lor watch and clirurs toother, I tT Till* ol T

and send it to us with your immo and addretKsand wo will Bend tho watch nn-1

cigars to you hy express C. t>. I). You examine thcra at the express onV-

satisfactory pay the express airent*3.48 and they are youm. Mention in i our I tmt

whether vou want ladies orgentssize watch and order to-day, as this offer ul r a

limited time only. Address,

THE NATIONAL MFG. 6. IMPORTING CO..

334 dearborn street, - Chicago, ill.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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With Rubber Hands and Feet

ARC NATURAL IN ACTION. NOISELESS IN

MOTION AND THC MOST DURABLE

IN CONSTRUCTION.

Over 15,000 in u&e, scattered in all parts of

the world. Eminent surgeons and competent

judges commend the Rubber Foot and Hand

for their many advantages. At every indus

trial exhibition where exhibited they have re

ceived the highest awards. They are en

dorsed and purchased by the U. S. ar.d foreign

governments. A treatise, containing 430

pages, with 300 illustrations, sent free; also a

formula for taking measurements, by which

limbs can he made and sent to all parts of the

world with fit guaranteed.

**P,£*0 AT

*'**

To A. A. MARKS:

Dear Sik : I was a professional tight rope

walker and aeronaut before I lost my leg, and

I do not allow the loss of a leg to compel me

to seek another occupation. With your pat

ent artificial leg I can walk a tight rope

nearly as well as I ever could. The rubber

foot enables me to balance with safety. The

absence of an ankle joint removes the risk of

falling to a large degree.

While walking on the ground I never feel

the necessity of looking for uneven or bad

filaces. 1 feel safe and sure on my rubber

oot, no matter where 1 place it. 1 consider

your invention of the rubber foot the most

valuable and important to persons who have

lost their natural limbs than any invention

that has been made.

If any person doubts my ability to walk on

a tight rope with an artificial leg applied, 1

will wager $100.00 with them that I can per

form for 30 minutes on a one and one-naif

inch rope elevated fifty feet above the ground.

Kesp'y yours, PROF. F. E. JACOBY,

157 Hank btM\\'aterbury, Conn.

2i ^

S5F>
■v£\> i-6*1"

r*oS/

T'o*. ADDRESS

^>'S

-|0^

 

RAWWM 0 F F IClALS & IMPLOY ES

ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION

INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.

jjome of me

Claims Paid

10 Firemen:

Death Claims==Firemen.
 

Win. Whltzig, Wi«. c. Ry $i,5nn

Frank Strub X P. Ry 1,500

C. W. Rynn IU.C. Ry 1,000

C. Z. Boynton. 111. C. Ry 1,600

Hugh Gilmer, St. L. AS. F 1,500

Jno. C. Moore, I'. P. Ry 1,000

Wm. 1). Doane, C. II. A X. Ry 2,000

John Hunter, 111. C. Rv 1,500

Evans Jones, St. I.. N'. A X. W 1,000

N. J. Chaunocv, I). T. V. A G. Ry 2,000

H. P. Shrlner, B. A M. Ry . .. 1,000

Thomas MeGce, 111. C. Rv 2.000

B. B.Arthur, K. & D. Rv" 1,500

H. W. Clements, i '. A O. Ry 2.000

W. J. Wheeler, St. L. 8. W. Ry 1,300

Joe Hartley, I'. P. Ry 2,000

T. R. Wallace, M. P. Rv 3,000

George Knuckles, K T. V. A G. Ry 2.01X1

B. W. Needham, X. P. Ry 1,000

Chas. A. King, St. I.. I. M. A 8 1,000

Disability Claims==Firemen.

H. X. Hancock, C. B. A Q. R. hand $750 I Elmer E. Barbee, C. & O. Ry., arm $1,000

T. T. Wilnon, C. B. &<}. liv..arm 1.000 I W. C. King, C. B A X. Ry., arm . . 1,000

W.H.Smith, St. I.. AS. F. ley., hand 1M I Charles Brown, C. V. Ry., arm 1,000

J. E. Kennedy. Big lour Ry., foot 500 | John Long, C. A O. Ry., arm 500

ADDRESS \V. K. BELLI5. Secretary and General .Manager, Lock Box 93, Indianapolis, Ind.

E. Skillman, 111. C. Rv $1,000

S. Mclnnes. Big Four Ry 1,000

Geo. E. Wells, C. R. I. A P. Ry 2,000

V.. B. Good, C. B. A X. Ry 1,500

Ira L. Owens, I'. P. Rv 1,500

P. F. Leyha, Ft. W. AD. C 1,000

James lioweu, L. N. A. A C 1,000

Frank Xiehols. St. L. S. W. Ry 1,000

iirlia Fowler, M. L.S. AW. Ry 1,000

John Werkhoir, L. X. A. A C. Ry 1,000

Samuel Home, L. X. 0. A T. Ry . 2,000

O. W. Bean, B. A M. R. Ry 1.000

Jno. McJohnson, St. L. A S. F. Ry 2,000

C. D. Hasemier, B. A M. R. Ry 1,000

c. H. Crosby, Soo Line . 2,000

J. T. Stewart, X. X. A M. V. Ry 2,000

A. P. Baer, I). A R. G. Ry 2,000

Andrew Conn, D. A R. G. Ry 1,500

(has. L. Myers. M. P. Ry 2,000

 

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Railroad JewelerS. N. CLARKSON

The ClarkMn Perfection Electric Alarm Clock

rings until stopped. Price, $4.50.

PRICES OP LEADING AMERICAN MOVEMENTS.

Howard No. 7 58 00

Howard No. 6 42 00

Clarkson'a Special Railroader, 17 Jewel 31 00

Clarkaon's Railroader 27 00

Olarfcaon's Railroad Queen 22 00

Raymond Nickel 17 00

Raymond Gilt 16 00

Hampden's Special Railway, 17 Jewel 35 00

Hampden's New Railway, 17 Jewel 28 00

Hampden's Nameless Railway, 17 Jewel 18 00

John D. Dueber, 17 Jewel 14 00

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS.

Crescent Street, Nickel .$23 00

Appleton Tracy, Nickel 18 00

Appleton Tracy, Gilt 16 00

The above movements will stand inspection on any of

the roads in the United States.

Goods of any description sent C. O. D. on approval.

Agents wanted. Our illustrated catalogue sent free to

any address in the United States.

136

State St..

CHICAGO.

ILL.

 

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARMS.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

Unparalleled List of Awards. Free Illustrated Catalog**.

Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia), writes: " Wore

leg 6 years. I commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessenden, Brig, and Bvt. Ma], Gen'l V. 8. Amvjr. "I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John Connery, Conductor B., N. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

have run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haioht, Conductor N. Y., L. E. 4 W Ey. " I would Dot part

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Send description of your case.

 

C. A. FREES,

lstabllshed M Tears.

781 Broadway, New York, _
Branch Office, 10(1 Fifth Ave., cot. Washington St., Chicago, BL

 

FIRE UP!

FIREMEN!

 

You have a furnace In front, oool draft* about yon, and mishaps all the time.

J ST. JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISES, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNE8S, 8WELLINC8, BACKACHE, NEURALCIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

 U

PULL YOUR LEG"
Is loss to fear with Railroad men than to Lose Your Leg. In the latter case yon

surely want to replace it with a Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. lf'.irro7i/rtJ iw< to

cha fr the stump. Received the Gold Medal and the Diploma at the World's Fair.

Also Gold Medal, Bronze Medal and Diploma at the California Mid-Winter Inter

national Exposition.

LARGEST FIRM IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Inner Socket, seen outside the limb in cut. is made over a plaster cast of the

stump, giving an exact fit, being held permanently upon the stump by elastic fast

ened tolaeer above, and in act of walking moves up anil down In the Outer Socket,

bringing all the friction between the two sockets. Instead of between the stump

and the socket as in the case of all wooden socket limbs. With nur SLIP .SOCKET

the most tender, sensitive slump can be fitted and limb worn with perfect ease and

comfort. Endorsed and purchased by the United States Government. Send for our

new catalogue with illustrations,

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,

383 Nicollet Ave. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Branch Offices: 84 Adams St., Dexter Building, Chicago: 110 Jones St., San

Francisco.

' When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I- ELY'S CREAM BALM -Cleanses the Nasal I

■ Passages, Allays Pain and Inflammation, Heals I

I the Sores, Restores Taste and Smell, and Cures I

Gives Relief at once for Cold In Head.

Apply 1nf0 tfie Xottrila. It ia Quickly Absorbed.

1 50c BruggiBta or by mail. ELY BROS., 66 Warren St., N. T.|

 

FREE

FOR 60

DAYS

Examination
 

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! NO MONEY REQUIRED IN ADVANCE.

BOX OF 60 CIGARS AND WATCH FOR 12.75. 100.000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.

CUT THIS Ol'T and tend It to u» with your mini and addraw, (do money required In adTance) Mid we will unci

to you by expreti, ume day we receive your order, one box containing 50 of Oor Celebrated fie. dc-ar*, and

In the Mint package a genuine Solid If lekel Plated Wnteh, item winder and utter, enamel dial, oil tempered, no-

breakable mainspring, finely finiibed train, jeweled balance, doit proof, finely pollihed ca*e, a splendid timekeeper.

A written guarantee for S Yean wnt with every watch. You examine the goods at the expreti oftW and if tatlt-

factory, pay the exprers v'M $1.7S andexpreiicbargei, and the box of SO Cigar*, W»l eh, Chala and Ckarat

are yonra. Ai th!» offer ti made toMy to Introduce our ramom fie. Cigars to protect onrielees apninst dealera

and (peculator* ordering In Inrpe quantities, we wPl ant well rrn>re than t hnxe* and walrbe* to any one Person.

Wrtuu»u;. THECHICACO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

.■Ill GENUINE

INGOTS l MANUFACTURCS

BEAK v U A

RECTRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c

ThePhosphor Bronze Smelting Co.Limited

2 2 00Washington Ave,Philadelphia.,Pa.

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-

Bronze in the United States and Sole

'■■JIM
 

FIREMEN! HAVE YOU TRIED IT?

The Marvelous Metal Polish

BURNISHINE
Hot or Cold Metal No Matter Which.

The only Polish adopted and used in the Transportation

Building at the World's Fair.

Note these special prices to Firemen;

One pound boxes, 82.00 per dozen ; one-half pound, $1.25

per dozen ; five pound palls, S7.50 per dozen.

rash with order. Money refunded if anything is wrong

with the polish. Samples free on application. Send 10c

for quarter-pound box, prepaid.

,1. C. PAIL A CO., H. B. LEONARD «fc CO.,

121 Lake Street, Sole Eastern Agente

Chicago, 111. Somerset, Mass.

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 2 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed Glasses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

^^1 DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

 

0. 2 Improved Oylindar Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.



CASTNER & CURRAN, CAST STEEL WORKS

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, New York. 308 Walnut St., Philadelphia

70 Kilby St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va.

1 Fenchuioh Are., London, England.

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates Bteam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 1883. Since that time

the out-puts have increased over 1 ,200 per cent, be

yond all precedent, amounting during 1892 to 3,000,-

000 tons. During the present year it will be at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

ordera with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

56 Broadway, New York.

Bullitt Building,- 139 Sonth Fourth St, Philadelphia,

IB Congress St, Boston, Mass.

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Tear, 3,500,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

Niw Yoax, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth St.)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piera.

-OF-

FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN, GERMANY.

American offIce, 15 Cold St., New York

Represented by Thomas Pbosseb A Son,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test of over twenty-five year? the " KfiC?r

Tire" has proved itself the best in the market

If a reliable article is wanted which will give aatlt-

faction, get Keifp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

YalVe Oil.
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantee!

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroad*.

References furnished upon application.

Make exclusive specialty of Valve and Signal Ofll

for railroad use. Beware of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY, President.

- - - FRANKLIN, PA.
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HIGHEST AWARD AND MEDAL, WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

WWW 

WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

Eldow Ia., Dec. 18, 1893.

Dear Sirs :—Please send me

one of your seats for locomotive

use. I find that they are the

best seat for engine use that I

have seen yet. I want it 21

Inches long and 20 inches wide.

Weight, 17U pounds. Send it C.

O. D.

Yours respectfullv.

(Signed) W. T. Brows.

Engineer C. R. I. & P. R. R.

We refer by permission to the

following users : D.J. Crowley.

Engineer S.F.&W. Ry., KiJones

St., Savannah, Ga.: Jno. Horton,

Engineer Grand Junct'n, Colo.;

Wm. Malloch, Engineer G. T.

By., Belleville. Ont.

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR ENGINE WORK

Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Imitations."*"

PRICKS REDUCED FOR 1894.

For this year prices to firemen (as agents) will be: One

Sound boxes, per dozen. 9-- Three pound pails, per doi.

5. Five pound pails, 97.50 per dozen.

« f. Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Rock prices are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expect to buy from dealers at

these prices. Samples sent free on application. Address,

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St. CMcass.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.
 

ROUdH RIDING MADE EASY. Just put this seat in the box and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of finest tempered steel spiral springs,

heavy band steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric. Any

size or shape desired. Usual size, 18x24. Price for seat not over 24 inches

long, $2.00. Terms, C. O. D. or cash with order. Please give your weight.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Haggard & Marcusson,

409 and 411 S. Canal St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

 

-CHA8. MILLER, President-

Galena Oil Works> Lusted.

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty years have demon

strated the fact that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority of the railways

of this country. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

all temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Slbley'g Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a large ma-

Jority of the leading railroads of the country.

•0" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "®t



WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., incorp.. ™'-*'!*!:

Sole Patentees and Makers ol

Self=Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE—There are many Injectors which will work well when the conditions are

favorable. This injector is designed to work well under all conditions and Is,

therefore the most reliable. ■

IT WILL RE-START ITSELF. IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

work continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

motion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,

Dunkirk, N. Y

 

Compound

Locomotive*

for

Passenger

and

Freight

Service,

Builders of Locomotive Engines for nnv required service from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interehnnKenlulitv and all work fullv guaranteed,

M. I.. Hin-ma.n, Pres'tand Treas. ft. r ciiti.ss. Vice Pres't. V. Rissell. Superintendent.

F. II. Stevens, Ass't to the President. T. M. Heo.iemboI'Ri;, Soc'y. H. Tandy, Ass t Bopt

law York Office,

46 Broadway.

H. A. ALLEN

Agent.

JOHN S. COOKE, Prest. and Genl. Man.

FRED \V. COOKE, Vice Prest.

Wm. BERDAN, Sec'y and Treas.

Paterson, New -Terser.

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth Locomotive and Machine Oo>

l'.XTUKSON. SEiF JERSEY.
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ESTABLISHED 1831

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, l.OOO.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like all

parts o( different engines of same class, perfectly interchangeable. Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives:

Mine Locomotives by Steam or Compressed Air; Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compound Xocomotives.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDWARD.ELLIS, President.

WM, D. ELLIS, Vice-President and Treaiurer.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintendent.

A. P. STRONG, Secretary.

Scljeijectady * IxoconjotiVe * Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

Showing an Economy of IB to 33 Per Cent, in Fuel and Water.

ZZIANNUAL CAPACITY, 4QO —
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warranted American Men tor $2.35

A Genuine Bargain lor Anyone Wanting a

Reliable Watoh at a L,ow Price.
 

SEVEN

JEWEL

NEW YORK

STANDARD

MOVEMENT

GENUINE

DUEBER

SILVERINE

CASE.

We have purchased several thousand of these watches for cash at

"way-down" figures, and are giving them away at $2.35 eacn- Please

notice that this is not one of the many "clock watches" made by the

clock confpanies. The watch consists of a Genuine Dueber Silver-

ine Case weighing full three ounces (not a light weight nickel case),

made in full bascine style by the Dueber Co. of Canton. Ohio. It is

warranted not to tarnish, and will wear longer and better than solid coin

silver. The case is standard 18 size, open face, hinge back and bezel

(not snap), water and dust proof joints, heavy beveled crystal, and is

beautifully finished. Fitted in the case is a Neiu York Standard

Movement, nickel, seven jewels, stem wind, lever set, safety pinion,

compensation balance, superior white enameled dial, fully warranted

and guaranteed to be a reliable timekeeper. It is elegantly damas

keened, presents a handsome appearance and is without doubt the best

watch ever sold for the money.

iT IS GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT

SATISFACTION, BOTH IN REGARD TO APPEARANCE

AND TIMEKEEPING QUALITIES.

Cash must accompany all orders, as we are selling this watch

at cost price to us to introduce ourselves and our new Illustrated Cata

logue for 1895 to the trade. As to our responsibility, we refer you to

the Bankers' National Bank, any express agent or merchant in Chicago.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE FREE.

Moore &. Evans,

*" MASONIC TEMPLE,

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.

WHOLESALE

JEWELERS^-^ MASONIC TEMPLE. CHICAGO
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♦STBIKES-LEGAL, ILLEGAL.

BY T. W. HARPER.

Can there be a legal strike ? This is an

important question and every man belong

ing to a union is interested in having the

question finally and fully settled. Every

one is interested in knowing whether he

can or can not strike. Employers as well

as employes are interested in knowing what

are the rights of each when differences arise

between them. It is proposed in this arti

cle to set out, as clearly as possible, the

rights of each of the parties in case of a

strike.

It has been declared by a writer on the

subject of strikes (Cogley) that the wit of

man could not conceive of a lawful strike.

Judge Jenkins concurred in that opinion.

Other federal judges since the passage of

the "Interstate Commerce Act and the

"Anti-Trust Act" have been inclined to

the same view. See opinion of Judge Spear

in the case of Waterhouse vs. Comer and

Judge Pardee in re Higgins, 27 Fed. Iiep.

444. But to the writer it seems that these

decisions were based upon a misunder

standing of what constitutes a " strike."

They seem to think that there could be no

strike without violence or intimidation.

The idea of a peaceful strike, being a mere

quitting of work, seems never to have oc

curred to them.

In the argument of the case now known

as the Jenkins case, Mr. Clark, of the Con

ductors, prepared and submitted to the

grand officers of the various brotherhoods a

definition of a " strike" which was adopted

by the heads of all the organizations and

submitted to the court as their understand

ing of a strike. It is as follows :

"A strike is a concerted cessation of or

refusal to work until or unless certain con

ditions which obtain or are incident to the

terms of employment are changed. The

employe declines to longer work, knowing

full well that the employer may immedi

ately employ another to fill his place, also

knowing that he may or may not be re

employed or returned to service. The em

ployer has the option of acceding to the de

mand and returning the old employe to ser

vice, of employing new men, or of forcing

conditions under which the old men are

glad to return to service under the old con

ditions." '

Judge Jenkins refused to adopt this defi

nition of a " strike " and said that a " strike"

was:

"A combined effort among workmen to

compel the master to the concession of a

certain demand by preventing the conduct

of his business until compliance with the

demand. It is idle to talk of a peaceful

strike. None such ever occurred. The sug

gestion is an impeachment of intelligence.

All combinations to interfere with perfect

freedom upon which such business shall be

conducted, by means of threats or by inter

ference with property or traffic, or with the

lawful employment of others, are within

the condemnation of the law. It has been

well said that the wit of man could not de

vise a legal strike, because compulsion is

the leading idea of it. A strike is essen

tially a conspiracy to extort by violence;

the means employed to effect the end being

not only the cessation of labor by the con

spirators, but by the necessary prevention

of labor by those who are willing to assume

their places, and, as a last resort, and in

many instances an essential element of suc

cess, the disabling and destruction of the

property of the master; and so, by intimi

dation and by the compulsion of force, to

accomplish the end designed."

On appeal to the United States Court of

Appeals, the court, Justice Harlan of the

United States Supreme Court delivering

the opinion, said :

" If the word ' strike ' means in law what

the circuit court held it to mean, the order

of injunction, so far as it relates to 'strikes,'

is not liable to objection as being in excess
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of the power of a court of equity. But in

our judgment the injunction was not sum

ciently specific in respect to 'strikes.' We

are not prepared, in the absence of evidence, to

hold as a matter of law that a combination

among employes haring for its object their or

derly withdrawal in large numbers, or in a

body from the service of their employers, on ac

count .limply of a reduction of their wages, is

not a strike within the meaning of that word as

commonly used. Such a withdrawal, al

though amounting to a strike, is not, as we

have already said, either illegal or criminal.

In Farrer vs. Close, L. R.4Q B. Cases, 002,

612, Sir James Hannen, afterward Lord of

Appeal in Ordinary, said : ' I am, however,

of opinion that strikes are not necessarily

illegal. A strike is properly defined as a

simultaneous cessation of work on the part

of the workmen, and its legality or illegality

must depend on the means by which it is

enforced and on its objects. It may be

criminal, as if it be a pare of a combination

for the purpose of injuring or molesting

either master or men ; or it may be simply,

as if it be the result of an agreement de

priving those engaged in it of their liberty

of action, similar to that by which the em

ployers bound themselves in the case of

Hilton vs. Eckerdy, 6 Ell. & Bl. 47, 66; or

it may be perfectly innocent, as if it be the

result of the voluntary combination of the

men for the purpose only of benefiting

themselves by raising their wages, or for

the purpose of compelling the fulfillment

of an engagement entered into between

employers and employes, or any other law

ful purpose.' "

In the Jenkins case in the court below,

Judge Jenkins had enjoined the employes

of the Northern Pacific Kailroad Company

" from so quitting the service of said re

ceivers with or without notice, as to crip

ple the property or prevent or hinder the

operation of said railroad," the court there

holding that the men in employment of a

railroad company had no right to combine

to quit or strike in a body, even though the

strike should be peaceful and unaccompan

ied by violence. The court of appeals in

passing upon this question said : " Un

doubtedly the simultaneous cessation of

work by any considerable number of the

employes of a railroad corporation without

previous notice, will have an injurious

effect and for a time inconvenience the

public. But these evils, great as they are,

and although arising in many cases from

the inconsiderate conduct of employes and

employers, both equally indifferent to the

general welfare, are to be met and remedied

by legislation restraining alike employes

and employers so far as necessary ade

quately to guard the rights of the public as

involved in the existence, maintenance and

safe management of public highways. In

the absence of legislation to the contrary,

the right of one in the service of a quasi

public corporation to withdraw therefrom

at such time as he sees fit, and the right ot

the managers of such a corporation to die-

charge an employe from service whenever

they see tit, must be deemed so far absolute

that no court of equity will compel him

against his will to remain in such service

or actually to perform the personal acta re

quired in such employment, or compel such

managers against their will to keep a par

ticular employe in their service. It tu

competent for the receivers in this case,

subject to the approval of the court, to

adopt a schedule of wages or salaries, and

say to the employes: 'We will pay ac

cording to this schedule, and if you are not

willing to accept such wages you will be

discharged.' It was competent for an em

ploye to say: 'I will not remain in your

service under that schedule, and if it is to

be enforced I will withdraw, leaving yon

to manage the property as beet you may,

without my assistance.' " And the court

thereupon held that Judge Jenkins bail

erred in restraining the men from so quit

ting.

The court also held that if the employee

should combine to quit the service of the

receivers, not for the purpose of benefiting

themselves, but simply for the purpose of im

peding or hindering the management of

the road in the hands of the receiver, that

that would be a wrong which could be en

joined against. I ' pon that point the court

said:

" But that is a very different matter from

a combination and conspiracy among em

ployes, with the object and intent not

simply of quitting the service of the receiv

ers because of the reduction of wages, but of

crippling the property in their hands and

embarrassing the operation of the railroad."

The reason being that in that case they

would do an injury to the road without any

corresponding benefit to themselves, the

quitting simply being done for the mali

cious purpose of inj uring the company. A nd

the court said :

" We do not interpret the words last above

quoted as tmbracing the case of employee

who, being dissatisfied with the proposed

reduction of their wages, merely withdra*

on that account, singly or by concerted ac

tion, from the service of the receivers, using

neither force, threats, persecution nor in

timidation towards employes who do not

join them ; nor any device to molest, hinder,

alarm or interfere with others who take, or

desire to take, their places."

* In the Ann Arbor case, decided by Judge

Taft, he held that the employes of a railroad

company had at any time the right to quit

the services of the company, but that if they

remained in the service of the company
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they had no right to refuse to haul the cars

of another company, because that would be

a boycott and not a strike, and in the 23d

Fed. Rep. 547 the court said :

"Anybody has a right to quit work, but

in interfering with other persons working

and preventing the owners of railroad trains

from managing those trains as they see tit,

there is where the wrong comes in."

In the case of the United States vs. Kane,

Judge Brewer held that " Every man has

the right to work for whom he pleases and

go where he pleases and do what he pleases,

provided in so doing he does not trespass on

the rights of otlurs."

In the Ann Arbor case above referred to

the language of the court is, " Herein is found

the difference between the act of the em

ployes of the complainant company in com

bining to withhold the benefit of their labor

from it and the act of employes of the de

fendant companies in combining to with

hold their labor from them; that is the

difference between the strike and the boy

cott. The one combination, so far as its

character is shown in the evidence, was law

ful, because it was for the lawful purpose

of selling the labor of those engaged in it

for the highest price obtainable, and on the

best terms."

In the recent case of Thomas vs. Cincin

nati, etc., Railroad, which was a proceed

ing for contempt against one Phelan, who

was a member and organizer of the A. R. U.

The Cincinnati, X. 0. & T. P. Ry. Co. was

in the hands of the receiver. The Ameri

can Railway Union had a grievance against

one George M. Pullman on account of his

treatment of the employes in his car shops

at Pullman. Phelan induced the employes

of the receiver of the Baid railway to quit

the service of the receiver because tney

were hauling Pullman cars. The men on

that road were not in the employment of

Pullman and in no way sustained any rela

tions to him as employer or employe.

They bad no grievance against the receiver

of the road in whose employ they were,

but went put on what is called a "sympa

thetic strike."

Judge Taft in rendering the opinion sen

tencing Phelan to six months in jail for in

terference with a road in the hands of the

receiver said, " now, it may be conceded in

the outset that the employes of the receiver

had the right to organize into or to join a

labor union which should take joint action

as to their terms of employment. It is of

benefit to them and to the public that la

borers should unite in their common inter

est and for lawful purposes. They have

labor to sell. If they stand together, they

are often able, all of them, to command bet

ter prices for their labor than when dealing

singly with rich employers, because the ne

cessities of the single employe may compel

him to accept any terms offered him. The

accumulation of a fund for the support of

those who feel that the wages offered are

below market prices is one of the legitimate

objects of such an organization. They have

the right to appoint officers who shall ad

vise them as to the course to be taken by

them in their relations with their employer.

They may unite with other unions. The

officers they appoint, or any other person

to whom they choose to listen, may advise

them as to the proper course to be taken

by them in regard to their employment. It

follows, therefore (to give an illustration

which will be understood), that if Phelan

had come to this city when the receiver re

duced the wages of his employes by 10 per

cent., and had urged a peaceable strike, and

had succeeded in maintaining one, the loss

to the business of the receiver would not be

grounds for recovering damages, and Phelan

would not have been liable to contempt

even if the strike much impeded the oper

ation of the road under the control of the

court. His action in giving the advice, or

issuing an order based on unsatisfactory

termB of employment, would have been en

tirely lawful. But his coming here, and

his advice to the Southern Railway em

ployes or to the employes of other roads, to

quit, had nothing In do with, their terms of em

ployment. They were not dissatisfied with their

service or their pay."

The court proceeds to discuss the objects

of the A. R. U. in attempting to cause the

employes of the railway to quit when they

had themselves no cause for striking, ex

cept out of sympathy for the Pullman

strikers and says that " such a combination

is unlawful." He says, "it was a boycott.

The employes of the railway companies

had no grievance against their employers.

Handling and hauling Pullman cars did not

render their service any more burdensome.

They had no complaint against the use of

the Pullman cars as cars. They came into

no natural relation with Pullman in hand

ling the cars. He paid them no wages. He

did not regulate their hours, or in any way

determine their services. Simply to injure

him in his business, they were incited and

encouraged to compel the railway compa

nies to withdraw custom from him by

threats of quitting their service, and actu

ally quitting their service. This inflicted

an injury on the companies that was very

great, and it was unlawful, because it wax

without laieful excuse. The distinction be

tween an ordinary lawful and peaceable

strike entered upon to obtain concessions

in the terms of the strikers' employment

and a boycott is not a fanciful one."

The court then proceeds to show that a

boycott is illegal.

Boycotts have always been held illegal.

They were so before the passage of any act
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of congress on the subject of interstate

commerce.

From the foregoing statements and au

thorities it will be seen that strikes may be

lawful, as where they quit employments

peaceably and for the purpose of bettering

their own condition. Then strikes are ille

gal where they quit not to better their own

condition but out of sympathy for other

people, in which case the " strike " is not in

tact a strike, but a boycott.

THE CAPITAL COST OP STATE-OWNED

RAILWAYS.

NEW SOUTH WALES RAILWAY BUDGET.

That commercial undertakings should be

conducted upon commercial principles, and

by able business men, is a dictum very few

will take exception to, and while it is most

desirable that state enterprises shall be as

nearly self supporting as possible, yet the

vastly different conditions under which

railways are called into existence by public

companies on the one hand, and by the

state on the other, do not always receive

that consideration which is desirable, if we

are to judge accurately of the measure of

success achieved by the results of subse

quent working.

Undoubtedly the first object of a public

company in constructing a railway is to se

cure a profitable return for the money of

its shareholders, while the state, in under

taking such enterprises, is not only actuated

by a desire to serve the inhabitants of the

district to which the lines extend, but also

to confer a benefit upon the community at

large by promoting settlement, enhancing

the value of crown lands, and increasing

the consumption of goods, besides many

other indirect advantages.

In other words, a public company will

not undertake the construction of a railway

unless there is a prospect of its command

ing a volume of traffic sufficient to reward

their enterprise, whereas the state is often

ready to consider such undertakings, forced

it may be by public opinion, and ostensibly

for the reasons already indicated, although

in the past it is open to question if public

considerations always influenced the agita

tion for railway extensions.

Therefore if may be reasonably urged

that it is altogether unfair to expect railway

extensions by the state for the purpose of

opening up new country for settlement to

prove commercially successful from the out

set ; and in this connection we propose to

invite attention to the whole question of

the method of providing the capital cost

for the construction of new railways from

loan moneys, and throwing the burden of

making good any shortage Detween the re

turns from the new lines and the amount

required for the payment of their working

expenses and interest, on the general reve

nue of the already established, and other

wise profitable, lines.

In their annual report for the financial

year just closed, our railway commissioners,

after directing attention to the enormous

burden of unprofitable lines and the pro-

judicial effect thereof upon the working of

the railway system as a whole, go on to say:

" A careful study of the figures will show

that nearly every line provides sufficient

traffic to pay working expenses, therefore

it is the capital cost that requires to be

kept as low as poesible, and provided from

some other source than loan moneys. By

this means reduced rates could be given

which are so necessary for NewSouth \\ alee,

looking at the long distances over which so

much of the produce has to be carried."

Now is not the whole case of the aim and

object of state-operated railways contained

within these few lines? If it is right that

the capital cost of new railways should be

provided from some other source than loan

moneys, is it not also right that the capital

cost of all state-owned railways should be

provided in a similar manner? Then, if a

state railway will pay its working expenses

while carrying the produce of the country

at low rates the justification for its con

struction seems to be established beyond

cavil.

We do not hear of public roads being ex

pected to give any direct return for the

money expended in their construction and

maintenance. Yet these roads are made

simply for the purpose of opening up the

country and to afford facilities for commu

nication, and therefore the initial move

ment of construction is somewhat analo

gous to a railway. But in regard to the

working, where the railways provide the

power and the vehicles, it is admitted that

the railways are on a somewhat different

footing, still viewed in the light of state

undertakings for the benefit 01 the whole

community, it surely can not be urged that

the difference is so great that in the one

case the users shall pay not only -the work

ing expenses, but interest on the capital

cost of construction, while in the other

they shall pay absolutely nothing.

The total capital cost of the railway line*

of New South Wales now open for traffic is

£35,855,271, and as the interest payable

may be calculated at an average of, sav 4

per cent., the amount paid out of working

for interest upon the capital is therefore

about £1,434.210 per annum, and this must

limit the concessions which the railway

commissioners are enabled to make, as it ■•

an unwritten law that the railways are sup

posed to pay not only working expenses,

out also the interest which in due on the

money borrowed for construction.

The question of relief from this burden
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has, as is apparent from state papers laid

before parliament, more than once engaged

the consideration of the railway commis

sioners, and in a minute submitted by them

soon after they took office, in regard to

branch lines, they suggested that the capi

tal should be kept as low as possible, and

in order to assist this that the land required

for railways, which in the past in many

cases had entailed a considerable capital

cost, should be given free by the landowners

combining who would be benefited by the

new extensions, and this, they added, should

be sine qua non in connection with the

making of lines of this character.

The matter, however, was more strongly

pressed in their report laid before parlia

ment in regard to the proposed railway

from Grafton to the Tweed via Lismore,

the first section of which, from Lismore to

Byron Bay, is now in working, and which,

in passing, it may be said, according to the

last report, is proving a very unprofitable

line to work.

In reporting upon this line, the commis

sioners stated : " We feel that the country

urgently requires a railway, and are of opin

ion the demand should be complied with,

although it will be some considerable time

before the large capital required for its con

struction will receive a fair return; and

we, therefore, think an exceptional course

should be followed in regard to its con

struction. Along the route of the railway,

and within ten miles of it on either side,

there are crown lands to the exteit of 622,-

000 acres, at present valued at £761,000 ;

and undoubtedly if the line is made, this

land, if sold judiciously, would realize to

the state quite il not more than double this

amount. And as the cost of making the

railway will be very heavy, owing to the

numerous waterways to be crossed, and the

broken character of the country, we would

suggest for the consideration of the govern

ment that the railway capital should be

credited with one-half the money realized

from the sale of this land, from the time it

is decided to make the railway ; the railway

commissioners to be allowed to have a voice

in the arrangements for the subdivisions

and mode of sales of the land, which could

otherwise be sold in accordance with the

f>ro visions of the law relating to crown

ands.

" We are aware that our proposal is one

having no precedent in this country, but it

is doubtless within the knowledge of the

government that to a large extent lines

have been made in America on the land

grant system, the railway companies in that

country having had conveyed to them alter

nate blocks of land to a depth of twenty

miles back from the railway on either side,

and the sale of these lands has enabled

railways to be pushed forward into districts

which could not otherwise have had such

communication .

" This district, in being isolated from the

trunk line, cannot contribute any addi

tional traffic thereto ; and in consequence

of this, and also because of its great rich

ness, we think, in the interests of the state,

we are justified in making this proposal for

consideration.

" In the sister colony of Victoria, too, the

government write down the railway capital

each year to the extent of £200,000 from

moneys received from the sale of crown

lands, the total amount so credited up to

June, 1888, being £2,200,000."

While, however, this must provide relief

from the burden of unprofitable branch

lines, the large question of capital spent on

the original main lines is still open ; but,

no doubt, if relief were afforded by the re

duction of the capital of the branch lines

(and each annual report shows the burden

the interest is on the system), as population

grows from year to year, the volume of

traffic on the main lines would become

greater and a proportionately larger profit

could be obtained, so as to enable a sum to

be set apart for the establishment of a

sinking fund to write down the capital cost

of the lines.

With relief, such as has been outlined

here, the commissioners would no doubt

be able to considerably enhance the bene

fits which they have already conferred by

the concessions which they have been able

to make in favor of the producing interests

of the country.

WBITTEN CONSTITUTIONS.

BY JOSE GKOS.

Our present generation is enveloped with

a class of economic doctrines admirably

adapted to puzzle and discourage the aver

age plain man in search of truth for a better

social status than the one we are entangled

in. The case with our nation becomes far

more complex than with any other, be

cause of our especially complicated political

system. We nave so many wheels and

counter wheels to be touched and combined

before any radical measure can go through

under the popular impulse ; so many tradi

tions and national infatuations to be pulled

down before the people feel courage enough

to stand by certain fundamental percep

tions; and all because of our worship to

wards our own written constitutions, state

and national, fixing limits in all directions,

good, bad and indifferent. The very men

we send to our legislative bodies are tied

up hand and foot, as it were. Our very po

litical parties are bound up within narrow

areas of action, by our own constitutions.
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Is there any wisdom in that? Does not that

imply absence of confidence in ourselves,

as well as in the men we see fit to choose

to carry out our own ideas ?

Men have never realized that a mixture

of good and evil is far more fatal than clear

evil itself. Why? Because the latter is

bound to be so injurious to most people,

that it will, in no time, evolve a grand pop

ular reaction towards the good ; while the

former, any mixture of evil and good, is very

deceitful, and reactions come then at long

intervals only, and seldom powerful enough.

Evil in itself cannot last very long, because

of its essentially self-destructive power ; but

vou mix some good with some evil, and the

latter receives from the former a portion of

its self-existing force. Hence the great

mistake of giving to any group of men the

power to do some good and some evil. It

would be better to give to some men the

power to do all the good or ail the evil they

may like, always provided you leave the

people free to rapidly kick out of office

every man, up to the highest supreme judge,

or any other that proves unfaithful to -duty

or not responsive to the popular will. Of

course it is much wiser to leave to the peo

ple the power to do all good and all evil, just

as rapidly as they may see fit. The people

would then soon suppress all evil because

of its injurious effects to all of them. Evil

is only beneficial to the few on top, or to

the bold and the shrewd ; beneficial after a

very poor fashion, as a matter of course.

Let us now see on what general ideas

have our written constitutions been fixed

up. When we study them carefully we

find them presided by absence of confidence

in the people and not much confidence

with the men the people may elect. Per

haps it is yet a little worse than that, be

cause we can notice that we give to our

men, to our legislators, just as little power

to do good as possible, short of none, in fun

damentals anyhow, and about as much

power to do evil as compatible with the

aggrandizement of the few, and keeping the

many more or lees narcotized through pov

erty, hard work and a tincture of good will

to mask our refined oppressions.

If you doubt the correctness of the above

look at the course of our historical develop

ment. Can you tell us of any sentence in

any of our constitutions specifically estab

lishing any principle with which to make

it difficult for legislators to enact any of the

wrong laws through which we have always

been victimized, we, the working masses?

To be sure, the writer has never been much

of a worker, but vividly realizes our whole

sale injustices all the same. Can you point

out any essential distinction between the

general course of our legislation and that

which destroyed old Kgypt, old Persia, old

Rome? Have we not developed the same

evils which make a Russia and a Turkey

possible to-day ? The situation with ue is*

more provoking and aggravating because of

our advanced political system producinit

the same crude results of the old despot

isms.

The very fact of written constitutions fix

ing such and such limits to the present

generations or any fragment thereof, that

alone means that the dead are anxious to

rule the living, that the men of today want

to rule those of to-morrow, next year and

so on. Even if we were sure of our superior

wisdom over those who shall come later on.

why to bind them in any way whatever '

Can we conceive of manhood without free

dom, without the power of adhering to

what is good because of its intrinsic beauty

and avoiding evil because of the sorrows

that it will bring?

Look at the way with which God h«

been dealing with men from the beginning.

Far above all human constitutions, written

or traditional, there is a grand, universal

constitution ; forever the same, never sub

ject to any change; always answering to

the purposes for which it exists ; always

working for universal good. Yet, God hai

left us free to disobey every one of his 1»wb

in nature and in morals. We have to pay

for every transgression ; but our freedom

remains. The grave alone stops it. And

that alone makes manhood possible, that

freedom of choice, that initial force, forever

under the dictates of our reason, our emo

tions and volitions. And it is because our

human constitutions have always been

packed with unnatural restrictions, in de

fiance of the divine constitution, that civil

ization is yet half drunk, promenading

around the old abyss of destruction that

has already laid flat so many nations, once

not as bold as the boldest to-day.

Yes, the social organization has always

come with our mean, silly devices to fix lim

its to human freedom, not for the purpose

of Peter leaving John aa free as himself:

but for that of encouraging Peter to get the

best of John, provided he did so under cer

tain stipulated forms. Because, of course,

that freedom, equal freedom, does not me*n

that power of might over right. It means

the opportunity of each one to develop ac

cording to his healthiest aspirations, and

never interfering with the same process in

any other human being. That is just whit

happens in nature with every blade of graft,

tree, large or small, flower, of whatever

kind, and living organism. They all attain

the maximum beauty and usefulness for

which each was created. That is wh»t

would take pluce with every human being

under a social organization resting an equal

freedom, and not on a maze of foolish re
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strictions, on fahe pretences, on pharisaical

conceptions of life.

Constitutions are all right, but they

should be made by the living, not by the

dead. They should not rest on traditions as

that of England. Much less should they

reBt on fixed, narrow limits, written up,

bindingup all publicopinion, as ourown and

those of most other nations to-day. Still

less should they rest on minority rule as

our national constitution. A minority of

15 per cent, of the voters, or less, can for

ever stop any fundamental amendment that

may be necessary to save the nation. Is

there any plain common sense in that? Is

not that the dead ruling the living with a

vengeance, the grave lording it over all life,

and over the advancing needs or intelligence

of the race?

Reflect now on the unpleasant fact that

after nearly three centuries of socdled po

litical freedom, we are today at the mercy

of the most fearful and fatal oligarchy that

ever existed, a combination of 20,000 influ

ential clergymen, 20,000 shrewd lawyers,

and 20,000 large capitalists. We have there

the industrial, the political and the relig

ious elements, the wrong religion, of course,

blended in hidden ramifications, and stand

ing behind the throne of all our constitu

tions, in defense of laws which are the

emblems of selfishness and greed, that eter

nal human desire of keeping the working

masses under foot. If we do exaggerate let

us have the proofs. We are always ready

to abandon our incomplete perceptions for

better ones.

From all the above we desire to convey

a final conclusion. It is as follows : No fun

damental economic reform is possible to us,

and none would work, even if placed on the

statute books, until the people grasp that

political power it never had, and belongs to

the people, if freedom is to ever be some

thing more than a childish platitude.

We mean, by that, that the working

masses should not limit themselves to vote

for a group of men. They must also vote

for specific enactments. They should be

few and fundamental, the fewer the better

provided they rest on " t qual freedom and

equal justice." And mighty few laws of

that kind are necessary, for the life of na

tions to run smooth. The republic of Ath

ens had very few laws in its best periods,

and we can do much better than Athens

ever did.

Besides, if there is anything self-evident

in social growth, it is that the living should

not be ruled by the dead. Each generation,

or fragment thereof, should be the arbiter

of its own destinies. That means that all

principle in law should be subject to rapid

change or modification when a majority of

the nation so decides.

POLITICAL GODS.

BY WILFRED P. BORLAND.

Each nation has its political gods; its

deities, great and small, which it worships,

and to which it appeals for sanctions for all

its political acts.

These gods bear about the same relation

to the political life of nations as do the re

ligious gods to the spiritual life of individu

als; that is to say, the same remarkable

tendency which individuals exhibit to wan

der away after false gods while clinging fast

to the fiction that they are all the time wor

shiping the true ones, may he observed with

respect to nations in connection with the

worship of their political godB. While as

suming, each one, to worship its own deities

as the only true ones, nations have wan

dered away after false gods, have appropri

ated each other's gods, and have ceased to

worship all but the form of their own par

ticular political deities.

The boss god of each nation's political

pantheon, king of the political Olympus,

the Jupiter which all nations worship alike

and in common, is, of course, " Patriotism."

But the political boss god necessarily as

sumes different forms and becomes invested

with different attributes in different nations;

each nation by itself has its own conception

of the attributes of the great deity, and thus

while "Patriotism" always means the love

of country, each nation has its own method

of giving expression to that meaning. This

necessitates a host of minor deities all en

gaged in paying homage to the great one.

These minor deities are separated in each

nation by distinctive characteristics of some

sort or other from the minor deities of all

other nations, but according to each one's

conception of its meaning every nation's

minor gods are devoted to the worship of

" Patriotism ; " that is to say, all political-

god worship is supposed to be inspired by

the love of countrv.

The chief deity in our pantheon is "The

People. " By earnest and unremitting po

litical worship of "The People" we are

taught that we can best propitiate the god

" Patriotism." The boss god of the English,

on the other hand, is "The Constitution."

Thus, the rites of "The Constitution" wor

ship in England are supposed to satisfy the

demands of "Patriotism" to the same ex

tent as the rites of "The People" worship

in the United States. And thus it goes

throughout the nations. The political deities

subordinate to these, again, are numerous,

but do not require much attention just now.

The development of this political-god wor

ship has been such as to land many of the

deities into strange pantheons and produce

considerable incongruity in the exercise of

the rites of worship. There has been some
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more or lees unconscious trading of deities

between the nations ; those which properly

belong to one nation have been appropri

ated by another, and vice versa, and as this

process has been unaccompanied by any

change in the rites of worship we have the

result that nations are rendering unto one

god the forms of worship due unto another.

Probably because of affinity in political re

lationship, this process is more noticeable

with respect to England and the United

States than elsewhere.

"The Constitution" has been a great big

god in England for several centuries, and

the English people have displayed remarka

ble religiosity in his worship. Since the

days of Magna Charta the rites of constitu

tion worship have been celebrated almost

uninterruptedly, and with most imposing

grandeur, by the English nation.

Since the birth of our nation a like religi

osity and ceremonious attention to grandeur,

and imposing character of worship, has been

exhibited by the American nation in ren

dering homage unto its god, "The People."

Every political rite undertaken since the

foundation of the government has been

dedicated to the worship of the people. It

has been well recognized that through the

worship of the people only could the Ameri

can conception of the attributes of " Patriot

ism" be satisfied, and the big god of all be

induced to deal kindly with the American

nation. It would not be surprising, then,

to find the people above the constitution in

America and the constitution above the peo

ple in England. This would be the natural

course of development springing from each

nation's form of political worship, but it

would be surprising, or; rather, it is sur

prising to find the order inverted.

It has often been remarked that England

is much further advanced in the cause of

social and industrial reform than we; that

the interests of the working class are more

fully considered and protected in legislation

there than here ; that the people in England

are politically a stronger force and exert a

greater influence on the policy of the gov

ernment than do the people in the United

States; that, in short, the English govern

ment is more a government of the people

than is the government of the United States.

At first sight it does appear strange that

a politically free nation, worshiping "The

People" as'its political god, should thus lag

behind another nation whose political ad

vantages are not so extensive and whose

form of worship is so differently conceived.

But a little investigation will serve to dispel

the appearance of strangeness ; a little in

vestigation will show that our political wor

ship is incongruous with its object, that

England and the United States have traded

political gods. With all our worship of the

people we have set our constitution above

the people, and with all England's worship

of the constitution she has set the people

above the constitution. There is the ex

planation of the observed phenomenon.

In England parliament is supreme, anil

with all the English worship of the consti

tution there is no constitution that stands

between the acts of parliament and the peo

ple; the form of government is such as to

enable the people to express all of their

political power directly through the acts of

their legislative body. What men call the

English constitution is not a constitution

at all, in the sense in which we understand

the term ; it is merely the body of statute

law enacted by parliament and the judicial

decisions which have been made in con

formity with that body of law. The Eng

lish constitution, therefore, is contained in

hundreds of volumes of statutes and reports

of judicial decisions; it is continually chang

ing. The people of England have no guar

antee that what is called the constitution

will stand the same at the end of any given

session of parliament as it stood at the be

ginning. "The British constitution," said

James Wilson, in 1788, "is just what the

British parliament pleases." This supre

macy of their legislative body over any

rigid form of constitutional law enables the

English people to exert such political power

as they have much more effectively than

the same, or even a far greater power, could

be exerted in the United States. No ques

tion of constitutionality ever rises up against

an act of parliament; the only question for

parliament to consider in connection with
any proposed legislation is, "is it right n"

or, " is it expedient ? " Never, " is it con

stitutional ? " Then, whenever the English

people have succeeded in securing a ma

jority in parliament to favor any measure

of reform ; any change in methods of gov

ernment, or application of industrial or

economic theory ; any specific measure, oi

whatever character, supposedly for the peo

ple's benefit; they may oe quite sure that

the thing they have in" view will be accom

plished beyond any question of doubt. This

is a very important political fact; it is

fraught with many important consequences

for the English people, and is sufficient to

explain an advance in practical reform leg

islation which is apparently incongruous

with the amount of political power pos

sessed by them; and it shows that in "The

Constitution" the English people are wor

shiping a false god, or, more accurately,

rendering homage unto a god whose pl*ce

is not at all in their pantheon. In the

United States the same process is going od,

only with the order of worship inverted.

"The Constitution" is the goa we really

worship while we are paying homage to

" The People."

We now observe that the English p»rli»
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ment is supreme in legislation, not bound

down by any rigid form of fundamental

law, and as whatever legislation it enacts

is not subject to review or reversal by any

other authority besides itself, the common

people, the working masses, may dictate

forms of governmental policy and secure

such laws as they demand just to the ex

tent that they are able to impress their

will upon a proper majority in parliament ;

and just to the extent that the people have

captured parliament has their cause tri

umphed in England. Such political power

as tney have is fully utilized ; there is none

of it goes to waste.

In the United States, on the other baud,

the people have no guarantee that they

may secure such legislation as they de

mand, or be able to dictate the pursuance

of any particular line of governmental pol

icy, even though every member elected to

both branches of congress be in favor of

their demands, should the thing demanded

happen to contravene the provisions of the

constitution. The result of this condition

of affairs is to render a great deal of the

people's political power useless ; they can

only use it in a certain particular direction

previously marked out, and when they de

sire to step outside of the beaten rut ol leg

islation their political power is a? though

it had never been. There is a further re

sult to lead our legislators to concentrate

their attention almost wholly on the legal,

or constitutional aspect, of any proposed

legislation and lose sight entirely of its mo

ral aspect. The question primarily ccnsid-

ered, in connection with any proposed leg

islation, is not, " Is it right ? " " Is it just V'

" Will it benefit the people and tend to pro

duce better conditions of existence?" but

simply, "Is it constitutional?" It is al

ways competent to raise the question of

legality against any act of the people's rep

resentatives, and this is the principal argu

ment always used by the opponents of pro

posed laws to defeat them; no matter that

a law may be shown to be both expedient

and based upon the most unimpeachable

moral considerations, no matter that its

operation may be in the interests of good

government and its effect to confer indis

putable benefits upon the mass of the peo-

Ele, if it can be Bbown to be simply out of

armony with the provisions of tbe consti

tution it is absolutely void atd tbe same as

though it had never been enacted; no re

pealing statute is needed to get rid of it.

This gives undue prominence to the mere

question of legality, and it has the further

effect to confine our legislators to a narrow

rangeof legislation, to hold them too closely

to precedents ; they are slow to undertake

any needed measure if there is any suspi

cion as to its constitutionality.

Says Judge Hare, in his Lectures on Con

stitutional Law: "The English legislature

is free to follow any course that will pro

mote the welfare of the state, and the in

quiry is not ' Has parliament the power to

pass the act?' but, 'Is it consistent with

principle, arid such as the circumstances

demand?' These are the material points,

and if the public mind is satisfied as 1o

them there is no further controversy. In

the United States, on the other hand, the

question primarily is one of power, and in

the refined and subtle discussion which en

sues, right is too often lost sight of or treat

ed as if it were synonymous with might.

It is also taken for granted that what the

constitution permits it also approves, and

that measures which are legal cannot be

contrary to morals."

Of course, it is answered, when the non-

supremacy of the people's representatives

is pointed out as detrimental to the peo

ple's interests, that this is necessary to pre

vent the legislative branch of the govern

ment from exerting undue influence upon

the other branches, and that if invested

with supreme power the representatives

would be likely to abuse it ; it is also urged

that the people are supreme, because while

the constitution is above their representa

tives they are above the constitution, and

if it is found t hat the constitution sets limits

to legislative action that operate to the

people's detriment there is always the rem

edy at hand that through appropriate pro

cess tbe constitution may be changed. This

is true in theory, and the people are, in this

sense, supreme in authority, but how does

it work in practice ? There have been very

few changes in the federal constitution

since the instrument was first constructed.

This is not because changes have not been

needed, nor because there has been no at

tempt to bring them about, but because of

the extreme difficulty of securing the ne

cessary force to bring the changes about.

Although the amendments to our constitu

tion number fifteen, it is safe to say that

not a single vital change has ever been

made in a regular manner and by the free

will of the requisite number of people.

The first ten amendments are really not

amendments; they are in the nature of a

bill of rights, and must be regarded as a

supplement to the constitution rather than

as changing it in any particular. The elev

enth and twelfth amendments, although

effecting changes in the body of the instru

ment, touch no really vital political princi

ple, and merely correct minor defects which

bad disclosed themselves in its working.

The thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth

amendments are the only ones that have

established and confirmed vital political

principles in contravention of the terms of

the original instrument, and how were they

passed? How was the constitutional ma
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jority, necessary to make them a part of

our fundamental law, secured ? Not by the

free will of the people of the requisite num

ber of states, but under the stress of mili

tary and political coercion, exercised by

the federal power against a portion of the

states. Notwithstanding the vital import

of these amendments, and their evident

necessity to confirm the principles estab

lished by the war, it is safe to say that had

the coercion of the northern military

power been removed from the southern

states, and had not ratification been forced

upon certain of the states as a condition

for readmission of their senators and repre

sentatives to congress, they would not have

received the requisite majority of states.

Many amendments have been suggested

at various times by the presidents, or

brought forward in congress by members,

but very few of these have ever obtained

the requisite two- thirds vote of both houses.

Twice in our history, in 17S:> and 1807,

amendments have been passed by con

gress, but failed to receive the requisite

three-fourths majority when submitted to

the states. Once, in 1861, an amendment

was passed by congress, but the breaking

out of the war prevented its submission to

the states. In the Forty-ninth coDgresB no

fewer than forty seven propositions were

introduced for the amendment of the con

stitution. It does not appear that any

of these propositions were voted on, but

an enumeration of the more important

ones will prove interesting, as indicating

the class of legislation congress seems con

stitutionally debarred from enacting, and

as indicating aclass of subjects which there

is an increasing sentiment in this country

should be congressional legislation to cover.

Among the proposals for amendment men

tioned were the following:

To enable the president to veto items in

an appropriation bill ; to vest the election

of the president directly in the people ; to

elect representatives for three instead of

two years; to choose senators by popular

vote; to prohibit the sale of alcoholic

liquors; to confer the suffrage on women ;

to empower congress to limit the hours of

labor, and to pass uniform laws concerning

marriage and divorce; to forbid congress to

direct the payment of claims legally barred

by lapse of time, or to pass any local, pri

vate or special enactment; to enable the

people to elect certain federal ollicers ; to

forbid the states to hire out the labor of

prisoners.

There would seem to be considerable de

ficiency in our fundamental law when none

of the subjects here indicated are within

the range of legitimate federal legislation ;

yet none of these proposals were pressed

strongly, because it was felt to be impossi

ble to incorporate them in the constitution

by the prescribed process, even should thej

secure the requisite majority in congress.

So much for the people's power of control

over the instrument they have set up above

their legislature ; so much for their bb-

premacy over the limitations on the power

of their lawmakers ; so much for their

power to change the attributes of the na-

tion's political god.

Nevertheless, the constitution has been

changed by interpretation and usage nn-

til it is quite a different instrument t L an

it was to the view of its creators ; it has

been held to create sanctions for acts which

would never have received the approval of

the founders of the government; and it is

this process of interpretation that is boaini

to create dissension and probable serious

trouble when the nation is once brought

squarely to face the important social and eco

nomic problems that are now pressing for

solution. We are very likely to lind that

a supreme legislative body is the very thing

we most need in the very near future.

Representatives of the industrial interests

of the nation are crying out against the un

constitutionality of certain acts that have

been committed by those who have ob

tained control of the government, but the

day is not far distant when they will find

this cry turned against themselves and

awake to the fact that the constitution will

become as great an incubus upon them at

it now seems to afford them a Bort of pro

tection.

There is one point that may be men

tioned here as affording an indication oi

the direction opposition to the people's de

mands will be likely to take. Tnere is now

considerable of a demand for nationaliza

tion of the railroads. It is urged as one of

the many arguments against this proposi

tion that the measure is unconstitutional.

It is answered to the argument of uncon

stitutionality that it has no force, as con

gress has the right to take possession of the

railroads either under the postroads clause

of the constitution or under its military

power. This may be true, but if constitu

tional principles are to have weight in gov

erning such cases as this, what is to be

done about that broad general principle

concerning contracts which has been es

tablished on Sec. 10, Art. I. of the consti

tution ? Since the Supreme Court decision

in the famous Dartmouth College case, in

1818, the constitutional principle govern-

ing contracts haq been held to extend to

the franchise of corporations, and sneb

franchises cannot be revoked nor altered

except with the consent of the eorporation-

Although a state may create corporation*

it cannot destroy them without their con

sent, nor in any way alter the terms of their

franchises, as such action would be to im

pair the obligation of contracts. A fran
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cbise is a contract between a corporation

and the Btate which grants it.

Says Judge Cooley : "By repeated deci

sions of the federal supreme court it has

been authoritatively and conclusively de

termined that the charter of a private cor

poration is to be regarded as a contract be

tween the corporators on the one hand and

the state on the other, and that whatever

stipulations are contained therein which are

intended for the benefit of the corporators,

and operate as an inducement to them to

accept the charter, are promises by the state

based on valid and sufficient consideration,

and not subject to recall except with the

assent of the corporation itself. * * * *

To avoid the force of the principle that a

corporate charter is a contract, which often

times operates in Borne unexpected manner,

and, perhaps, unjustly to the public at large,

the people of some of the states have made

exprees provision by theirconstitutionsthat

all charters of private corporations granted

by the legislature shall be subject to repeal

or amendment at the legislative will. A

provision of this nature is a limitation upon

the power of the legislature in granting

charters, and while it cannot affect any that

are in existence when it takes effect, it at

taches the quality of modification and re

peatability to any afterwards granted, and

all who accept them do so with full notice

of the fact. The charters are still contracts,

but contracts with a reserved right on the

part of the state to amend or terminate

them."

This principle is susceptible of extremely

wide application, and no other constitu

tional principle is required to be brought

forward when the proper time comes, to

combat the demand for government owner

ship of any of the great monopolies that are

now resting on corporate rights. It will not

do to worship the constitution as our polit

ical-god; we must return to the worship of

the people if we would escape great evils.

TIOK EEMEMBEEED.

BY THANK A. MYEItS.

It was the day before Christmas. Tick

l that is the way he was called for short—

his real name was Ticknor Faber)—Tick

had beenoffduty for more than two months.

For a wonder he had not been dropped from

the pay-roll of the company. It had a gen

erous spirit for once. The reason for this

will appear later on, though it may not be

expressed in words.

Tick had been badly hurt while in the

line of his work, and was just able to go

around a little, by the aid of a third leg—a

cane;—at the time we speak of. While at

work as a fireman on one of the branches

of the L. & N. system, the accident hap

pened. He did not think he had done any

thing noble or dangerous, but everybody

else did. He was not the kind of fellow to

magnify his own acts. His friends said he

was entirely too modest in his estimate of

himself, and as one of his friends we are

bound to pay we think the same thing.

In all his suffering he never grumbled

about his injuries or spoke one word of re

gret at what he had done. That's the kind

of a fellow Tick was.

He was a handsome young man, manly

and pleasant in his ways and words. It is

scarcely a compliment to say that every

body was his friend, for, if possible, they

were more than that. There are persons in

the world that you like and can't help it.

Tick was one of that kind.

On this Christmas eve Tick was to be mar

ried to one of the prettiest, sweetest young

ladies of the town. What Tick regretted

most was the fact that he was not " at him

self" quite on this most important occa

sion of his life. He said he disliked to give

a " wretched body " to a girl of such a noble

character. While " weak in the flesh," in

spirit he was " all right." Kow, this was

just like Tick.

"Kssie, I won't hold you to your promise

to marry me in this condition, if you feel in

your heart that you'd rather not," he said

to Kssie 1 Ierndon one day when she came

to see him. He had studied this all out,

and putting his own heart aside had risen

to the disinterested and sublime position of

thinking only of her good. Few can do

this. Those who do are truly great.

"No, Tick; I love you more than ever,

now that you need love and help," she re

sponded, ''and we will marry Christmas

eve if all the world said no. Glorious,

faithful Kssie !

So the wedding was to take place at Tick's

home. He was not able to go to the bride's

residence, and she cheerfully said it should

occur at his home. A postponement pos

sessed a horror for her. It seemed to auger

no good. And yet she was not superstitious

in the least degree.

It was eight o'clock in the evening. Tick

sat in an easy-chair, before a cheerful fire

in the grate, in a fine new suit of clothes

made expressly for his wedding. The lights

were burning brightly, and the room was

in the best of order. He was ready, ex

pectant, and waiting patiently

"How do I look, mother, for a groom?"

he asked with an inward laugh. It was not

his ideal of a wedding, such as he had al

ways pictured his own should be.

"Why, Tick, to tell the truth, I don't

think you ever looked better," answered

the mother, sitting down by his side and

looking kindly in his brown eyes. " I think

you have so much, on this happy evening,

to be truly thankful for. You have life, and

a fine prospect of soon being as well and
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Bound as «ver. Then to-night you will be

-joined to a life-partner, who is one of the

sweetest, loveliest girls I know of," pursued

the tender mother, in whose hair were seen

silvery threads among the golden. She loved

Tick, she thought, more than Essie did. "It

is such a blessing to marry a good girl like

Essie."

" But I am happy, mother. I didn't ask

■couiplainingly. And I think I know Essie,

know every impulse of her mind."

At this juncture the door bell rang. They

•understood.

A troupe of people came in, until there

was scarcely standing room—Essie, the min

ister, and a great swarm of the " boys " and

their wives and "best girls." Tnk was not

a little surprised and glad, to see so many

of his old friends come on this eventful

evening.

There had been, upon entering, not a lit

tle stamping on the veranda to free the

shoes of the clinging snow. They all brought

with them their good humor and best

smiles, and they took no pains, if we might

judge by the remarks made, to conceal

their invaluable attendance upon such an

occasion.

What surprised Tick the most was to see

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hale there. Before

■he had rendered them the service that re

sulted in his injuries be had not known

1here were such people in the world. And

they had with them their bright, sweet lit

tle girl, Hallie. They lived many miles

away in another city. Tick seemed to be

the only one of all who did not know pre

viously they were going to be there.

Hannibal was the end of a division, and

the shops were there. Consequently a

goodly number of the " boys " of the throt

tle, the brake, the punch and brother fire

men were present.

Seats were finally found for all in the

warm, comfortable room. After the min

ister had removed his gloves and rubbed

his hands a few times before the fire, and

looked about with a sort of secret light in

his radiant eyes, he had Essie Herndon

stand by the side of Tick. Then Tick stood

up, but with a very apparent effort, and

steadied himself on his cane. In as few

wordB as possible the servant of God mar

ried them.

After they had sat down together " Dad"

Holly, the engineer with whom Tick had

always made niB " runs," rushed up first

and congratulated them, then Jeff Primus,

the conductor of the train at the time of

the accident, then Mr. and Mrs. Hale, and

even little Hallie, and finally all the othera.

Tick and Essie took the hands of their

friends with no little delight, and received

their kind wishes with a feeling of awk

wardness. The parents of Essie as well as

the parents of Tick held their hands a lit

tle longer than the rest.

Some of the remarks made in wishing

them well set everybody in a jolly spirit,

and laughter bubbled out like water from a

hill-side Bpring, pure and rippling. The

key-note had been set for the rest of the

evening. You know, anyway, that every

body feels that, if ever in life, a wedding is

the proper time to be happy and gay.
"Hold on," now cried f' Dad" Holly to

the surprise of most of the jolly crowd ; " I

want to put in my say right here. I see

Tick won't do it. He's just a little too

modest for that. I'm going to tell all on

him, now, while I'm at it. I think it ought

to be told on him, and I feel I ought to do

it, too. Mr. and Mrs. Hale want me to tell

it, and so does little Hallie."

At this point Hallie went up and con

fidingly climbed upon Tick's knee and said

loud enough for all to hear:

" I like you and Essie, and I want to kiss

you."

This embarrassed Tick more than ever,

but he bent over and Hallie kiBsed him.

He knew what " Dad " Holly was going

to tell, and wished he wouldn't. Bnt there

was no help for it. Like the politician, he

was in the " hands of his friends," and

would have to take whatever they did to

him. Let would be philosophers sneer at

the remark, if they will, but it was his fate

on this evening. How could he help him

self and be polite, a° he was obliged to be?

" That's right, Hallie," resumed " Dad "

Holly. Everj body was pleased at Hal He'?

affectionate act. She had heard her par

ents praise him in the very highest terms

ever since that noble deed of his, and she

had come to think Tick was the nicest and

best fellow in all the wide world. The

truth is there were none better.

" I'm going to tell you how Tick got

hurt." By this time "Dad" was standing

almost in the middle of the floor under the

bright light, and every one was looking in

tently at the earnest man of the throttle-

lever. The smut of the engine had all

been washed off, and " Dad " looked aa well

as he did on his own wedding day. This

hero of the rail, this man of manv hair

breadth escapes from a horrible death, con

tinued, although he had repeated the story

so often everybody knew what was coming.
'■ It was a bright, pleasant day, more than

a month ago, now, and by some means we

were a few minutes late. Tick was shovel

ing in the coal and faithfully keeping up

steam. We were trying to make up the

lost time, and the engine, faithful to tw»r

duty, was quivering in every muscle. She

was not walking nor going in a j >g trot, she

was just Hying. I think at that moment

we were running sixty miles an hour. Bnt
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the road was good, and track clear, and I

just let 'er go for all she was worth. We

fairly flew. The wheels were turning as

fast as steam could make them.

" Well, we—it was near Circleville. There

is a big curve and cut there just before reach

ing the depot." Here "Dad" looked at

Mr. Hale as if for confirmation of this state

ment. " The cut shuts off the view around

the curve, and a fellow running an engine

has to go it rather blind like until he strikes

straight track. Just on the outer edge of

the town, Mr. Hale here, present with us

this evening, has a fine house in which he

lives. It is a nice place, with a fine yard in

front, coming almost down to the right 'o

way. He is a business man in Circleville,

and prefers to live in the suburbs for—for

the—the peace he finds away from the bus

tle of the busy town after his day's work is

over. Little Hallie plays in the yard, al

ways attended by her friend, a fine New

foundland dog. She was never known to

leave the yard, and she was often left alone

to play in the smooth, grassy yard for hours.

We, in flying by, had often seen the little

thing playing there, and thought how nice

it wa9—was for her.

" The moment we shot around the curve

I saw the situation. I at once threw her

over, put on the air and pulled open the

sand lever. Tick straightened up, looked

out through the open window, and almost

before one could think he ran out along the

running board, climbed quickly out upon

the pilot, and lowered himself to the bot

tom. Then h« leaned out as far as he

could, and with one hand holding on, with

the other he made ready to snatch the lit

tle girl from the jaws of death. Little

Hallie had straggled from the yard, un

known, and seemingly entirely unconscious

of her danger, stood in the middle of the

track looking at us thundering down upon

her. The "49" never slipped a turn. I

kept giving her sand, and just as we reached

the child she started to run. I shut my

eyes and scringed. I expected every bone

in the little thing's body to be ground up.

There seemed to be no help for it. I looked

again. The engine was slowing up some

what. Just then I saw Tick seize her firmly

by the arm and snatch her up. The sud

denness of the action threw her little body

against him with great force, breaking his

grasp upon the pilot. For an instant he

wavered, and then he fell. With a tremen

dous puah of the feet he threw himself out

and off the track as far as he could. The

hand that was broken loose from the pi

lot also clasped the little thing. His only

thought seemed to be to save the child. I

shuddered as I saw him fall, expecting both

to be ground to death. As he fell out

the pilot beam struck him in the side and

knocked him with fearful force to the

g-ound. I said to myself, ' Good-by, Tick.'

ut he still clung to the little girl—that

very little girl there on his knee now.

When the train stopped, a few rods ahead,

I ran back as quick as I could. Tick was

past speaking—in fact, he was so still I

thought he had been killed outright. Lit

tle Hallie had gotten up and was crying.

Luckily she was not hurt. Tick's body had

protected her from the blow of the engine

and also in the fall.

" I picked Tick up and carried him to the

baggage car. In a short time he revived a

little, Dut complained of his side. He was

hurt internally. The passengers were all

interested in the young hero, who risked

his life for the child, when they heard the

story. We took little Hallie along to the

depot, not very far away. The news flew

over the town like lightning, and soon a

crowd of people filled the platform, eager

and inquiring about ' the man who was

killed while trying to save the life of a lit

tle girl.' Mr. Hale here came also, and

took Hallie. He offered everything a man

could offer to help and save the life of

Tick. Tick could barely speak. I had

hopes for him, for he was a stout, healthy,

light-hearted fellow, and I felt that if any

body could pull through such injuries as he

had he could. With the brakeman for a

fireman we went through to the end of our

run.

" And here we are to-night celebrating

his marriage to one of the nicest young

ladies in all Hannibal. She is worthy of

such a worthy young husband, and we all

have nothing but good wishes for them.

Little Hallie has a right to sit on his knee."

" Dad," after telling this story in his

spirited way, sat down. Essie was seen to

hold her handkerchief a moment to her

glistening eyes. Tick held down his head

like one who had committed some crime.

All present broke out into applause, and

Jeff Primus, the conductor, proposed three

cheers in his enthusiasm. And the cheers

were given heartily.

They all cried a speech from Tick, but in

his reservedness he opened not his mouth.

But he lifted his eyes and cast a grateful

glance at his affectionate friend, " Dad"

Holly. "Dad" saw it, and read all that

was in it.

With dignity but with a generous heart

Mr. Hale now walked forward and pre

sented a paper to Tick. He took it with

the wondering air of one who thought he

ought not to do so. He looked up inquir

ingly. So did Essie. Mr. Hale read their

thoughts and smiled kindly.

" It is but a little thing I have done for

you in return for what you did for Hallie,

my wife and myself. I never can repay

you, for that matter. But I have made an

effort to do so, in at least some small de
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gree. I have made you a wedding present

—I might say also a Christmas present,

since it is here upon us—of that paper. It

is a deed to a bouse and lot in this city.

The property is. in a nice part of the town,

and I think "you and Essie will like it. The

house is furnished throughout, and awaits

you and your lovely bride whenever you

shall see fit to go into it."

Tick's eyes now glistened and a surprised

tear of joy trembled on his eyelids. His

arms went around Hallie something like

they did when he snatched her from the

track out of the horrible fate that would

otherwise have been hers. He looked at

Essie. In his happiness be knew not what

he did. All this was a complete surprise

to the two happy young people. The rest,

of course, knew all about it beforehand.

In fact, the lot " Dad " Holly selected was

the one Mr. Hale bought for them.

" And now once again," resumed Mr.

Hale, " I heartily extend my kindest and

most inexpressible good wishes to you. I

have only to add that as long as 1 have a

home you and yours shall have one also.

I believe the others here have a word to

sav to you, so I yield the floor."

Mr. Hale sat down. After a moment of

silence Tick managed to say :

" I thank you, Mr. Hale—I thank you.

It is gratifying to be remembered by our

friends. I— I—don't—deserve—all this."

"O, Mr. Hale, how kind in you!" Essie

said, feeling that she must say something.

It was all she could get out then. Some

thing P3emed to choke her. It happens

that way sometimes when our hearts are

full to overflowing.

At this, Jeff Primus stepped forward.

Tick wondered what now—the "boys"

themselves were coming, and he knew what

great hearts they had.

" We never go back on a friend," said

Jeff. " 1 Iere take this." And he pressed a

purse into his hand that contained five

shining pieces of gold of the value of twenty

dollars each. " It'll help you buy some

grub to start out on. The boys wanted to

remember you some way and make you a

Christmas-wedding present, and they have

given you a little gold. It is as free as

water—the boys gave it. Take it and God

bless you and Essie."

It does not begin to express it to say that

Tick was overwhelmed like a drowning man.

Nor to say that he had lost his speech,

which was never very ready under any cir

cumstances. Nor to say that he felt full of

a sensation both delightful and uncomfort

able at the same time, which he had never

experienced before. Truly his friends had

remembered him most generously. Indeed,

it seemed that all the world was his friend

and he had no cause for a single regret. A n

overpowering sense took hold of him.

Looking around in a sort of helpless man

ner, like one begging for help or setkint: a

way of escape, he espied his mother. Then

his tongue found utterance. He said:

" I believe you knew all about this, or

you would not have said what you did a

Title while ago, that I had go much to be

thankful for; Come, own up now—fair."

She laughed and said she did know.
■'Well, I never dreamed of such a con

spiracy before. I see no way out of it. '

He smiled a sortof dismal smile. The com

pany assembled laughed at his awkward,

helpless resignation to the force of circum

stances that surrounded him.

" O, we've got you to-night, Tick, and you

might as well give in gracefullv," laughed

"Dad" Holly.

"On with the sport; let fun be nncoo-

fined," parodied Jeff Primus in a sort of

grim way peculiar to him.

" I guess I'm in for it," replied Tick, fullv

recognizing the situation.

" Of course you are—as tight as the min

ister's words can make you," cried " Dad"

Holly.

" I think both of them yield gracefully,"

said Mr. Hale, coming to their relief.

There was a great deal more said of alike

nature, in which Essie and Mrs. Hale figured

very prettily.

It was one of the most pleasant episodes

of the evening, when Hallie ran up to Es

sie and said in her naive wav:

" Mamma said I should call you sister,and

I want to hug you. That's the way sisters

must do."

Essie clasped the sweet little thing to her

heart and kissed her several times.

"And you must love me, too," added Es

sie.

"I want to give you my present—a Chrut-

mas gift," and Hallie pressed an elegant

diamond pin into Essie's hand. " Mamma

said I should give it to you for a Christmas

gift." "No, wait; let me," and the little

fingers proceeded to pin it on the lace at

Essie's throat, a throat remarkabki for it*

pure whiteness, fshe fastened it thert

quite well. Everybody admired this beau

tiful gift, the thought of Mrs. Hale herself.

It was, indeed, a proper and generous re

membrance of the bride of the saver of her

child.

At this time supper—a genuine wedding

feast, a happy Christmas festal table—wa*

announced.

" Boys, I hear the whistle for the station :

twenty minutes—as many more as you want

—for lunch," cried Jeff Primus. "Don't

be in a hurry ; you'll all be notified when

the train leaves."

With " Dad " Holly on one side and E«si*

on the other, Tick was supported to the

table. All the rest followed, in a bilarioua

mood, to the dining room, and amid the
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clatter of knives and forks the merry jest

and the happy laugh went round. Never

before nor since, we venture to say at the

risk of an unsuccessful contradiction, did a

meal proceed with more mirth- provoking

wit or life giving good humor. Jeff Primus

led the way, and his infinite broad sallies

kept the table in a continuous roar of

laughter. Even the solemn- faced preacher

caught the innocent spirit of merriment,

and sometimes joined in the flashes of wit.

Mr. Hale declared with genuine frankness

that he never enjoyed himself better in all

his life. Mrs. Hale laughed till she said her

Bides hurt.

" Give that turkey wings—shoo at it—

scare it, and let some more of it light on

my empty plate. I can't imagine what went

with the piece I had, unless Dad here gob

bled it up," said Jeff Primus without crack

ing a smile.

" Isn't he a case," said Mrs. Hale in an

undertone, yet loud enough for Halhe to

hear.

" Mamma says you are a case," repeated

Hallie to Jeff, bringing confusion to her

mother's cheek. And jet she smiled at the

simplicity of the little one.

"Yes, a packing case for groceries," he

responded, smiling at Mrs. Hale's discom

fiture. She never knew whether he waa

offended or flattered at her remark.

Toward the close of the rather hilarious

meal Mrs. Hale expressed her unbounded

admiration of Essie's elegant drees. We

have purposely refrained from describing

the beautiful gown of the lovely young

bride, for the simple and only reason that

the ladies can imagine what it was better

than we can depict it. Suffice it to say,

that in it she locked like a radiant princess.

The sparkling diamond added so much to

her classical beauty.

And again Jeff broke in with his farcical

humor. It was funnier because Jeff said

it than if anybody else had said the same

thing. His sober face accompanying his

jest was enough of itself to provoke unre

strained laughter.

"To the bride—a health to the bride,"

he said sedately, holding up a picked tur

key bone like a wine goblet. Then he sol

emnly looked at the bone and continued :

" I've never been to college, but I know

how to divide turkey and bread. Been

practicing that kind of long division for

nigh goin' on these forty year', and with

this experience I think I'm competent to

toast the health of the bride and groom :

" Here's to the new family of Fabers

whom we shall soon have for neighbors.

The big ones and little ones—be jaoers ! "

Everybody laughed—except Essie, who

was busy talking to Mrs. Hale.

Tick said to Essie after all had gone

away:

"The boys know how to entertain as

well as give. This has been the happiest

occasion of my life. We'll soon occupy

our fine Christmas gift. In it we can never

forget Mr. Hale."

"Nor Hallie and Mrs. Hale," added Es

sie, putting her hand to the rich gem at

her throat.

THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY.

HT MARIE LOUISE.

[Concluded.]

Much money was needed to keep that

complicated governmental machinery mov

ing. In England, and in all Europe for that

matter, the Jews' property had in the past

repeatedly been confiscated to the profit of

the crown. But of late that source of sup

ply had been nearly cutoff. The Jews, made

wise and crafty by bitter experience, fourjd

means, with the co operation of the Lom

bards bankers, to issue bills of exchange

and convert their wealth into paper instead

of hoarding it and concealing it in caves to

save it from the pirating king and lord.

Nothing then was left the king to plunder

but the church.

The dawning of the 14th century found

monarchy in Europe strong, rebellious and

full of chicane, assisted by the cunning and

the perfidy of the raisiDg class of legists.

By the side of monarchy stood the church,

radiant of splendor, haughty, intoxicated

with authority. Two giants met face to

face ; one entering virility, the other en

tering senility ; the crown looking towards

the east, the tiara towards the west.

Since 1274 England had been governed

by a man of iron, Edward I. In 12H5

another man of iron, one of those whom

nature -creates to work out revolutions, as

cended the throne of France. He was

Philip, the Handsome, just seventeen years

old. The first act of the young king waa to

" exclude priests from the administration of

justice, to prohibit their sitting in any

court, not only in the king's parliament

and in his domains but in those of the

barons * * * • whatever priests may

be filling offices," (in temporal jurisdiction
"must be removed 's * * * whoever

may have any suit in the court, shall choose

laymen for their solicitors." In 1291, the

king enacted statutes against the land of

mortmain held by the clergy, thus doing

for France what Edward I was doing for

England.

Philip the Handsome was the first king

to convoke the three estates for the states-

General. The burghess element now in

vested with national authority had trans

formed into the third estate and the poli

tical life of the communes and the burgh-

ess claES disappeared. On April 10, 1302,

the parliament sat for the first time, com
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posed of the nobles, the clergy and the

commons or third estate. On that memo

rable day, the national era of France be

gan.

In England, the parliament resolved it

self into the three elements: Lords, clergy

and commons, in 1339—thirty-seven years

later than that of France. The same re

pugnance among the people for ecclesiasti

cal jurisdiction in secular matters, pre

vailed throughout Europe, a general feel

ing grew against the encroachment of the

church. The King of France, like the

King of England, set to harassing the pope

in order to get valid pretexts for confisca

ting church property. Alleging the »ar

with England, he prohibited the exporting

out of the kingdom of gold, silver, arms,

etc. This etruck Rome in the face. The

pope, Boniface VIII, retaliated by sending

bulls more arrogant than wise. Philip,

whose ministers were bankers and legists,

held the fulminating bulls in contempt. In

the year 1300 the pope resolved to make a

great demonstration of his absolute au

thority and of universal support of the

people, called a grand jubilee at Rome.

The pilgrims," says Michelet, " were count

ed by the hundred thousand and counting

soon became impossible. Neither the

houses nor the churches could contain

them, and they encamped on the streets

and squares, under places of shelter hastily

run up, under stretched cloths, tents and

the arch of heaven. One would have

thought that the end of time had come

and that the human race had assembled

before its judge in the valley of Jehosa-

phat * * * * In this jubilee, the pope

showed himself in the midst of this multi

tude of every nation with the imperial in

signia, with the sword and sceptre borne

before him on the globe, and preceded by a

herald crying: "Here are two swords,

Peter, thou seest here thy successor, and

you, 0 Christ ! regard your vicar! "

Philip sent his chancellor to the pope

with an answer to his bull. The interview

was stormy and the difficulties were made

more complicated than ever. The pope

then summoned the French prelated to

Rome for the 1st of the following Novem

ber month. On that, Philip convoked the

states general of April 10, 1302. By inject

ing that parliament with the commons, the

king pitched the people against the pope.

The result of the deliration was that the

three orders separately sent a reply to the

pontiff endorsing an edict of the king by

which he forbade the prelates to repair to

Rome. The Pope mortified and wrathful

excommunicated Philip and released his

subjects from their oath to him. The out

come of all that wrangling was that French

Boldiers were sent to Rome, the Pope was

captured and imprisoned. Thus the crown

triumphed over the tiara.

The consolidation of monarchy aa well at

the great check given to the church were

the result of the growing ascendency of the

burghess class. Corporate trade of th«

middle age reached its zenith with the tri

umph and power of the mechanical guilda

in 1300. As the masters grew wealthy and

opulent, the journeymen grew poor and

degraded. The tyrannical restrictions ol

the guilds barred the opportunities to work-

ingmen and begat the class called Proleta

riat. Driven to unendurable conditions, the

journeymen sought to organize guilds of

their own to protect themselves against

the arbitrariness of the masters. Alas!

this was the veritable fall of man ! By or

ganizing guilds of laborers against master*,

the journeymen tacitly proclaimed them

selves a caste and affirmed that capital and

labor are two distinct factors, the property

of two distinct classes and permitted capi

tal to be placed above labor. They accom

plished that which guild masters, above all

things, must have desired. Had the jour

neymen known their economic rights, they

had fought within the guilds and eliminated

the authority of capital, for capital is the

tool of labor and not the converse. Both

factors belong to the same individual. That

monumental mistake of the toiler in with

drawing from the hive when capital ruled

and surrendering to dependency, has borne

its malediction down to our present time

and continues cursing and degrading the

noblest of man's attributes: Labor.

Thus the 14th century ushered in the era

of commerce, industry and political central

ization. It dethroned the priest and ihe

baron, and enthroned the legist and the

financeer. In the words of Michelet :

"•Wild had dethroned liod."

Now for the upbuilding of the Bourgeoii»

and the replacing of mediseval feudalism by

industrial and financial barons; now lot

the slavery that shall be the last, that of

labor.

Connected with the church of the middle

ages was the powerful and wealthy order of

the templars. Kings and barons banded

to raise pretexts of apparent validity to lay

hands on the immense treasures of that

fraternity. Charges horrible and improba

ble were brought against that noble order,

the pride of the crusades of which they had

been the most valiant soldiers. The tem

plars' property was confiscated everywhere.

In England in 1309, in France and the rest

of Europe in 1312 and the grand master of

the order, with several of his brothers were

burntin Paris in 131 4. The new spirit sacri

ficed all to its hatrnl of the putt, in tbe

templars it scouted the crusades.

With the new era of legiste and com

merce, came taxation ruinous to all, the de

basing of the currency and other corruption.
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The toiling class suffered on all sides. The

third estate exploited them remorselessly,

the taxes ground them mercilessly. The

minds of men saddened in the presence of

so much misery, at the sight of cruel wars

which involved nearly all Europe, and made

of that continent a charnel house. Blood

stained the soil and polluted the air; strick

en humanity wept and shuddered.

Then appeared a new phenomenon. The

wretched and starving peasants became

restless as if impelled to move by some

mysterious force. They massed in bodies

and set roaming about "the land, evidently

actuated by no motive of violence. " Their

leaders," says Michelet, "were a degraded

priest and an apostate monk. They enticed

along with them crowds of simple-minded

persons even down to children who ran

away from their homes. At first they beg

ged and then they took. Some were arrest

ed and thrown into prison, but their com

rades broke into the prisons and released

them."

These bands called Pastoureaux were the

prototype of our present Coxey army. As

a whole, it was a peaceful demonstration

of a suffering people. They had not yet

learned to turn against their dtspoilers,

the seigniors. Yet thirty-seven years, and

the Jacquerie will come out with a sharper

outline.

On this well prepared ground, in 1330,

burst out the black plague. Naturally it

raged fiercest among the poorer classes. It

destroyed, according to records, one third

of the human race. When this furious

storm departed it left the social atmosphere

purged of many injurious elements.

A few years later Wickliffe appeared and

gave to the world his gospel of justice and

equality, and his fearless denunciations of

the errors of Rome. Around him discipUs

of the new gospel rose everywhere. As

early as 1357 the peasants in France broke

out in rebellion and devastated the north

west, destroying barons and manor houses.

This great peasant war, called the jacquerie,

was the first recorded in our civilization,

the first since the great uprising of Sparta-

cus, To B. C. Simultaneously with the

jacquerie the first insurrection of the people

against the government broke out in Paris.

King John and his barons had been taken

prisoners by the English at the battle of

Poitiers, and the kingdom was left without

a ruler, save the dauphin, who was then

but a boy. The people were reduced to ab

ject poverty. Paria undertook for the first

time what she did many times since, viz.:

to govern France. In Paris the prevost of

the merchants, Eiienue Marcel, took the

lead and convoked the st ates general. Here

the bourgeoisie attempted to rule, and used

the common people to do the work of the

revolution. The ordinances decreed bythe

states general, which the dauphin was com

pelled to sign, were, for that time, most

radical. Savs Michelet: " The great ordi

nance of 1357 was much more than a re

form. It effected a sudden change of gov

ernment. It placed the administrative

power in the hands of the states (three

estates) and substituted a republic for the

monarchy."

The revolution of 1357 was the presenta

tion in miniature of the great overturning

of 1789. It was the outline which it took

500 years to finish. Already loomed in the

horizon the faint picture of the, scaffold on

which Louis XYI died, and with him the

principles of monarchy. An occurrence in

the revolution of Marcel strangely coincides

with that of 1789. Marcel and his followers

wore red and blue hoods, the colors of the

city of Paris. He invaded the royal palace

and placed his democratic hood on the head

of the dauphin and put the royal cap on his

own head. On June 20, 1792, the populace

broke in the Tuilleries. banded a red liberty

cap to the king who placed it on his head,

and, says Carlyle, " forgot it there."

From France the fever of insurrection

passed into England. Two priests, disciples

of Wickliffe—John Ball and Jack Straw—

stirred the minds of the bondmenby preach

ing to them the doctrines of liberty and

equality. Soon, 1381, the great insurrection

of Wat Tyler spread terror among nobles

and princes. The rebels were shamefully

betrayed by the king, a youth of fifteen,

who tore from them the charters he had

given and massacred them wholesale. But

liberty, though slain, was not dead. The

toilers of the fields and those of the cities

had, at last, discovered that they were

naked and the name of he who plundered

them—the master. Religion was no longer

capable of keeping them in humble obedi

ence. The schism in the church, 1378,

whereby two popes, one at Rome, the other

at Avignon, (France), held the same sceptre

at the same time and braved and excom

municated each other, broke the last sup

port of papal infallibility.

The 14th century is" the turning point

from religious and feudal despotism to po

litical, industrial and financial despot

ism. The labor question which holds so

large a place in our time was born in the

14th century along with the third estate

or bourgeoisie, and the monarchy of divine

right. Since then, the bourgeoisie and the

toiling class have united to destroy pure

monarchy and succeeded 1792. Yet though

the church be subdued and monarchy be

limited, the poor are starving and the rulers

are oppressing in our time just as they did

in the middle age. Liberty is still to be

won by the common people, but tyranny

has become clarified and condensed. It is

lodged in one body : the bourgeoisie.
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MECHANICAL.

PROMOTION AND SENIORITY.

Some officials take especial delight in

scoffing at rules adopted on some roads

whereby firemen are promoted to engineers

according to seniority instead of merit.

That this is an unwise rule may be true,

but subordinate railway officials are re

sponsible for the adoption of this rule. There

can be no difference of opinion as to the

length of service of a fireman if records are

properly kept, but when merit is only de

tected in kinsfolk and tattlers merit ceases

to be a virtue. When brothers, cousins

and nephews can commence firing a switch

engine for a man of three years' experience

and eighteen months later have this same

experienced man to help them over the

road in the capacity of fireman there is a

screw loose somewhere and investigation

will hardly locate the loose screw in the ex

perienced man's head. It is a well known

fact that in many localities if a petty offi

cial takes a dislike to a fireman merit will

never bring about his promotion. This

state of affairs has made "seniority" pro

motion popular. The partiality of subor

dinate officials in magnifying merits and

concealing demerits of relatives in their

employment has caused some railway com

panies to establish rules prohibiting the

employment of kinsmen by foremen and

superintendents of departments. If a just

and equitable competitive examination

should decide promotions of firemen lodge

rooms would blossom into school rooms

and seniority promotion would have but

few admirers. That firemen possess greater

merit than is usually recognized is exem

plified by a discussion which took place at

the recent convention of Traveling En

gineers, held at Denver, Colorado. One

gentleman made the following statement :

I want to state an occurrence that happened in the

air brake instruction car the other day at Chicago. I

had seven engineers in there, and one fireman asked

if he could come in and listen. I said, "Certainly."

I had instructed all those engineers and then was

asking them to trace the air through the chart I had

on the side of the car, and there was not one that

could commence to do it. After I had Instructed

them, I am sorry to say, they couldn't do it. This

young mini, this fireman, said : " I would like to do

that." He got up there and traced the air through

better than I could. I believe ; that is. he could name

every part and number better than I could. There

was nothing when he got through tlmi I could tell

him. Others possibly could have told him. but I

never saw a man in a car in my life that could trace

the air through and explain the air brakes better

than that fireman, it was not three months after

that when I had him on a locomotive, and he U

running to-day and giving good satisfaction, and ba

learned It himself.

This statement would indicate two things :

(1) Firemen are required to know more than

engineers before they are eligible to pro

motion; (2) this young man's merit would

have remained undiscovered had he not

asked an opportunity to prove himself.

RAILROAD SUPERINTENDENTS.

On October 15th the American Society of

Railroad Superintendents met in New York

City in their annual session. In addition

to their regular order of business, the fol

lowing topics were discussed :

Is there sufficient reason for discontinu

ing the use of white or clear lights as a safety

signal in American railway practice? If

so, what color can be substituted to mean

"safety," and what to mean "caution?"

"What principles are to be recommended

for fixed signals, especially for block signals

and inter-locking, that will promote uni

formity in installation, simplicity in opera

tion and clearness in signification?

Is the use of derailing switches in terminal

yards to be recommended?

What principles and methods have been

found, in your experience, most effective,

in order to obtain trained, reliable employes

in the operating department?

"Standard Rules" of train service were

up for discussion, but no report of definite

action taken on any topic has reached tliii

office.

THE TRAVELING ENGINEERS.

At the second annual convention of the

Traveling Engineers' Association, held at

Denver, Colorado, the question of amount

of knowledge of mechanics necessary for t

fireman to have before promotion came in

for general discussion. It is evident that

the standard in the future will be higher

than in the past ; in fact, men to be pro

moted must exhibit a higher education

upon the subject of air brakes, valve mo
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tion, etc., than is possessed by the average

" old timer." It was also the general opin

ion of the association that new engineers

should know the road thoroughly before

going out with a train equipped with air

brakes. In this issue is published the ex

amination questions on machinery reported

by the committee and adopted by the con

vention. In the Magazine for January

questions on air brakes will be published.

KNOWLEDGE ISPOWER.

Under the caption, " The Steam Engine

Indicator and Its Work," Mr. Thos. Pray,

Jr., has in this issue of the Magazine pre

sented to the readers of the " Mechanical

Department " an introduction to a series of

articles which will appear with the new

year upon the subject of steam engine in

dicators. Perhaps it is not too much to

predict that these articles will be read

eagerly by those who have ambition to

keep up with the procession in mechanical

matters. The author's experience with the

instrument and its work is wide, and he

ranks high as authority upon the subject—

much of his work having been done on

marine engines on both our merchant and

war vessels.

This article will be illustrated and will

form a part of an educational course decided

upon for the coming year. The engineer

of the future will be a man that has a

knowledge of his business, and if the fire

men of to-day will read the " Mechanical

Department " of the Magazine for 1895 they

will have that knowledge.

SUPERINTENDENTS OF BRIDGES AND

BUILDINGS.

The American International Association

of Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings

held its annual meeting at Kansas City,

Mo., on October 16th to 19th, President J.

E. Wallace (Wabash), Springneld, 111., in

the chair.

After three days meeting the association

adjourned, electing the following officers,

and agreeing upon the ollowing subjects,

which are to be considered by special com

mittees to be reported upon and considered

at the next annual meeting to be held at

Atlanta, Ga., on the third Thursday of

October, 1895.

President, George W. Andrews, Balti

more & Ohio R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.

First Vice President, W. A. McGonagle,

Duluth & Iron Range, Two Harbors, Minn.

Second Vice President, L. K. Spafford,

Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis, Kansas

City, Mo.

Third Vice President, James Standard,

Wabash, Moberly, Mo.

Fourth Vice President, Walter G. Berg,

Lehigh Valley, Jersey City, N. J.

Secretary, S. F. Patterson, Concord &

Montreal R. R., Concord, N. H.

Treasurer, George U. Reid, Lake Shore &

Michigan Southern, Cleveland, Ohio.

Executive Committee—James Standard,

Wabash, Moberly, Mo.; James H. Travis,

Illinois Central, Chicago, 111.; Joseph H.

Cummin, Long Island R. R., Long Island

City, N. Y.; R. M. Peck, Missouri Pacific,

Pacific, Mo.; I. L. White, Texas Midland,

Terrell, Tex.; A. Shane, Cleveland, Cincin

nati, Columbus & St. Louis, Lafayette, Ind.

SUBJECTS FOR CONSIDERATION.

First. Mechanical action and resultant

effects of motive power at high speed on

bridges.

Second. Methods and special appliances

for building temporary trestles over wash

outs and burnouts.

Third. Strength of various kinds of tim

ber used in trestles and bridges, especially

with reference to southern yellow pine,

white pine, fir and oak.

Fourth. Best method of erecting plate

girder bridges.

Fifth. Best and most economical railroad

pile driver.

Sixth. Sand dryers, elevators and meth

od of supplying sand to engines, including

buildings.

Seventh. Span limits for different classes

of iron bridges and comparative merits of

plate girder and lattice bridges for spans

from fifty to one hundred and ten feet.

Eighth. Best method of spanning open

ings too large for box culverts, and in em

bankments too low for arch culverts.

Ninth. Best end constructions for trestles

and adjoining embankments.

Ten. Interlocking signals.

Eleven. Pumps and boilers.
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TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS IN RECENT

YEARS.

The statistical abstract recently issued by

the Board of Trade gives information re

garding the growth of telegraphic communi

cation in the principal European countries

and in the United States during the last

twenty-five years. It appears from the data

given that Germany was the first country

in which a telegraph line was opened, in

1833. It is well known that in this country

the first successful essay of a practical elec

tric telegraph was made on July 25th, 1837,

by Cooke and Wheatstone, between Euston

and Camden, on the London and North

western Railway, and that the first tele

graph line was set up in 1838 on the Great

"Western Railway, from Paddington to West

Drayton. The United States followed in

1844, and then came in order of introduction

Belgium, Austria, Italy, France, Holland,

Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway

and Spain, in the last of which countries the

first line was opened only on May 1, 1885.

No data are given for Russia, and the sta

tistics for that country come to an end with

1880, Russia being then fifth on the list of

countries as regards the number of messages

carried. The smallest number of messages

despatched in 1870, the first year selected,

was 466,700, in Norway, and the largest

number, 9,350,000, in Great Britain. Ger

many was third in the list with 8,207,800

messages. The United States had a slight

ly smaller number of messages to its credit

than Great Britain, the total being9,157,i>46.

In 18!)2, after the lapse of twenty-two years,

Norway had still the smallest number of

messages carried—viz., 1,640,544. Germany

seems to have dropped from third place to

fourth, with a total of 31,175,100. No fig

ures are given for France in 1892, but in

1891 the number of messages carried was

32,397,000. The Uniled Kingdom still re

tains the first place, its total in 1892 being

69,908,1100, compared with 62,387,298 in the

United States. Austria held fifth place in

that year with 10,835,302, and Italy seventh

with 8,322,925. Regarding the proportion

between the number of messages carried

and the population as a whole, it appears

that in 1870 Russia showed the smallest

proportion of messages carried per head,

only 0.04 per head of population. Of the

five countries which held the next lowest

rank to Russia as regards the proportion of

telegrams to population—viz., France, Italy,

Sweden, Spain, and Hungary, the first

named has since made the greatest strides,

and is now amongst the first five countries

compared in this respect, increasing from

0.1 to 0.9. Switzerland, in 1870, was first

among the countries, with 0.6 message per

head. In the interval its proportion has

been doubled, but it now holds only second

place, the United Kingdom being first, with

1.8 message per head. The United States,

with Holland and Belgium, fall into third

place, having 0 9 message per head.—Engi

neers and Firemen's Journal (Leeds, England.)

THE STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR AND ITS

WORK.

BY THOMAS PRAY, JK.

It is not many years since this instrument

was considered an ornament, or perhaps a

scientific plaything, which only men famil

iar with mathematics could understand.

It has, however, become familiar to a large

portion of the engineers, firemen and others

intimately connected with steam and its

workings and the steam engine.

It is not my purpose to tell of any one

instrument in particular, either favorably

or unfavorably, but a word of caution may

be added with justice to all, that within the

last few years and especially since the ex-

Eiration of the patents in two cases, a nnm-

er of so- called improvements or " improved

instruments " have been put upon the mar

ket which are almost worthless, so far as re

liability or accuracy is considered.

It does not necessarily follow that all

cheap instruments are bad, or that all high

priced instruments should be accurate. I

am sorry to say, however, that this does

apply to steam engine indicators in a very

general way to-day.

The difficulties of making an accurate in

strument are not realized, nor is the result

of accuracy appreciated, even by the niaken

of the instruments themselves, or the users

of them.

It is true of the three leading instrument!

to day that they have required so much ex

penditure in their manufacture and in at

tempts to perfect them, that they hare

hardly been profitable unless to the pat

entee.

A great deal of doubt exists as to the re

liability of the indicator diagram and the

results that are computed from it even

to-day. But there is a practical result

realized and a benefit from the use and
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study of the indicator, and the work in

volved which will benefit any man who

makes himself familiar with it.

The lines of the indicator when properly

applied teach us precisely what is going on

inside the cylinder, how the steam is ad

mitted, when and where it is cut off,

whether the cut off is efficient or not,

whether expansion is complete and whether

the steam drifts in after we suppose the

valve has closed. It shows whether the re

lease commenced early or late, and whether

the eecape of the steam into the condensor

or air, as the case may be, is complete, or

whether back pressure exiBts, to what ex

tent, and in what part of the stroke. It

also shows whether compression, little or

much, exists, and how the steam valve

opens with relation to the dead center of

the crank.

It does not show how much water there

is in the steam, and it does not show the

amount of clearance, it does not show the

value of the steam. It does, however, con

tain positive information, which when we

associate it with the proper facts and data,

and then compute it correctly, gives a vast

amount of information which can be ob

tained in no other way with any certainty.

It is becoming an invaluable adjunct to

any steam engine, or other machinery where

steam is used to overcome resistance or to

do work.

To any person familiar with the action of

the steam engine an indicator diagram be

comes simple with a little study. It will

be my purpose to write on the lines of an in

dicator diagram, without any attempt to use

impossibilities, or improbable features, and

after these have been explained to use loco

motive diagrams from a locomotive under

different circumstances and conditions, in

such a way that those who feel disposed can

get information from them, with the hope

that they mav appreciate them as they will

undoubtedly if studied.

No mathematical formula of any kind will

be used except so far as is necessary to es

tablish the rules to work from, and in every

case these will be explained simply but

correctly, so that any one who will shall

have the full benefit of any application

they may choose to make.

The indicator is as applicable to gas, to

hot air, to cold air, to compressed air,

and to various other uses where a graphic

figure is required, and it has been used for

many such purposes within very recent

years.

The indicator is liable to serious mistakes

only when misused, or, I regret to say,

whenever there is some personal interest in

the results. But these things are not to be

discussed, they bear to a certain extent

some discredit on the instrument. We will

consider it only in its proper and judicious

use. It has paved the way for the vast im

provement which has been made in the

working of steam, in all cases from its rec

ord, and the computation of that record pos

itive information, reliable information, has

been given by it. ~ ,

Following the suggestions of the instru

ment we have been able to greatly increase

the pressures, and introduce changes which

have resulted in doing very much more

with a pound of coal, and this is the basis

of all economy.

Without the indicator high speed and

high pressures would never have made the

start they have within the last ten or

twelve years.y It was only done by obtain

ing accurate information of what had been

done and then improving upon that.

This is the history of all the valuable im

provements. Step by step, following the

record and improving upon it, and this is

precisely what the readers of the Magazine

desire to do, and very many of them are

doing so.

This plan has been under consideration

for some time, .and as the new year is a

good time to commence it, the purpose is

to have a number of articles on the same

subject, connected but still not in any sense

continued. Each article will be independ

ent of the other except in a relative sense.

Each will be complete in itself and will not

be in any sense a continued story."

With the wish that all the readers of the

Firemen's Magazine will interest them

selves in the pursuit of knowledge which

will be valuable to them, each and every

one of them who makes it a subject to be

mastered, and that the study of what

goes on with the steam which is made, and

whether that use is economical or other

wise, and that the year shall bring to

each one something of profit and of pleasure

in his connection, I will close this article.

TECHNICS.

At Pelzer, S. C, a manufacturing plant

has closed a contract for hydraulic and elec

tric apparatus for the transmission of 2,000

horse power a distance of four miles.

England, after successfully operating the

telegraph service in connection with the

postoffice department, has about concluded

negotiations by which all telephone lines

will also be operated by the government.

An inventive genius has designed Tan

ether condensing engine to propel bicycles

at high rates of speed. A vertical cylinder

is placed beneath the seat within which is

a coil of pipe covered with asbestos. The

liquid contained therein is heated by a

spray of ignited gasoline, and the gas gen

erated is automatically introduced into two

indirect acting cylinders connected with
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crank pins on shaft of rear wheel. Lead

ing from the exhaust to the ether reservoir

is a condenser which condenses the vapor

back to liquid

"Izal," a new and powerful disinfectant,

has been discovered by J. H. Worrall, an

English chemist. It is a coal product, in

termediate in its general properties between

benzine and paraffine. Though insoluble in

water, the particles when finely divided re

main permanently suspended in water,

forming an emulsion.

At the foot of Willett's Point, L. I., a

tvelveinch gun has been wrapped with

thirteen miles of one-half inch insulated

telegraph cable. This coil and a dynamo

forms the strongest magnet in the world.

Col. W. R. King, of the United States En

gineering Corps, contrived this monster

magnet while experimenting, and claims

that it will derange a ship's compass at a

distance of six miles.

An inventive genius has brought forth a

clay lamp wick that, it is claimed, is inde-

structable, needing no trimming or other

care, and produces 25 per cent, more light

than wicks of cotton. Vegetable fiber is

mixed with plastic clay which is burned

out while the clay is being baked, thus

leaving minute passages or capillary tubes

through which the oil feeds. Edison's in-

candescents will probably prevent a great

fortune being made in clay wicks.

The Kinetoscope Exhibition Company

has offered $50,000 to the pugilists, Corbett

and Fitzsimmons if their contest for the

championship of the world will take place

under their supervision where interference

would be improbable and surrounding con

ditions favorable to photography, such as

bright, clear weather, etc. The kinetoscope

people then propose to exhibit the event

with the assistance of Edison's great in

vention, and it is claimed that each and

every movement will be perfectly repro

duced.

The pressure of ignited gunpowder being

about forty tons per square inch, says the

Electrical ]Yorker, the energy in a bullet

fired from a small pistol is about 600 foot

pounds. As a pocket watch consumes

about one fifty-four millionth of a horse

power, it follows that the amount of energy

in the bullet would run the watch almost

two vears. As the current in an Edison

telephone transmitter was found to be

about .0001 ampere, and its resistance about

one ohm, the energy in it is slightly less

than one-thousandth part of that used in

a watch, and it would therefore be run

over 2,000 years with this same amount of

energy as developed in a small pistol.

The American revolver, which so long

has held prestige as a firearm will, it is

feared, have to yield to the Borshardt auto

matic repeating pistol, manufactured by

Lowe, a Berlin gunmaker. This new fire

arm has excited the admiration of an Amer

ican military expert who has recentlv given

it a thorough test. The cocking, ejecting

shells and reloading are all performed auto

matically by the recoil of the barrel and

breach mechanism. One pistol was fired

0,000 times without any apparent injury.

The eight cartridges held in the magazine

can be fired in two seconds, and the recoil

is imperceptible. Another peculiarity i»

that the " gun " doesn't resemble an Amer

ican pistol in the least.

The Tradesman says paper iB one of the

most lavishly used articles of modern times.

The materials of which it can be made are

almost as numerous and common as the

uses to which the finished article is pat.

There are something over 2,000 patents cov

ering the making of paper. It inav be

manufactured, under some one of them,

from the leaves of trees ; from hop plant*.

bean stalks, pea vines ; from the trunks

and stems of Indian corn and every variety

of grain, from moss, clover and timothy

hay, and more than one hundred kinds of

grasses; from straw and cocoanut fiber;

from fresh water weeds and sea weeds ;

from saw dust, shavings and asbestos ; from

thistles and thistle down ; from banana

skins, tobacco stalks and tan bark ; from

hair, wood, fur, old sacking or bagging, and

from almost any other imaginable refuse.

There is a difference of opinion regarding

the serviceableness of a ship's boat cons

tructed of aluminum. Recent tests by ex

perts of the navy department indicate that

the new metal is extremely susceptible to

the corrosive action of seawater, and just as

liable to have barnacles adhere to it as other

metals. But Mr. Charles S. Rossi ter, of

Baltimore, who built three aluminium boats

for the Welltnan Arctic expedition, does

not agree with the statement of the navy

expert. His boats went through rough

usage and hard service and have returned in

first class condition. The war department

is experimenting with the metal with a

view to putting it into general use in eo'iip-

ments for soldiers. Buttons, belt buckles,

canteens, bayonet scabbards, caps, stirrups,

horseshoes, bits, etc., will soon be of alumi

nium, thereby reducing the weight of tbet*

articles more than 50 per cent.

NOTICK TO MEMBE118.

When corresponding with Grand Lodge

always mention number of lo>lge of which

you are a member.
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Explosion of Hollow Pistons.

The fact, though an infrequent one, that

hollow pistons, on being heated for removal

from the rod, have unexpectedly exploded,

has been the subject of special investiga

tion in France, says the Tradesman. The

fact appearing that, during the last twenty

years, rive such explosions have occurred in

French workshops, in the reheating of

these hollow, cast iron pistons. It appears

from the statement made in this connec

tion, that, on examining into the interior

of a piston which had been in use some

eleven years, there was exhibited a brown

substance which contained fatty matter,

oxide of iron, peroxide of iron and carbon;

and, this being the case, it was supposed

that a certain quantity of water had been

forced into the cavity in service, either

through the iron or through some imperfec

tion in the plugs with which the original

core support cavities were filled. The water,

in forming oxide of iron, sets free its hy

drogen, which filled the piston cavity, and,

as the recombination of this hydrogen with

the oxygen at a low red heat, would have

the effect of producing an explosion of the

character in question, the suggestion is put

forth by the experts having this examina

tion in charge that such a result may be

prevented by tapping before reheated.

QUESTIONS OX MACHINKRY.

Adopted by the Traveling Engineer's Associa

tion for Examination of Firemen for Promo

tion.

1. What is a locomotive?
•j. What are your first duties when going out of

the house with the engine?

3. What tools do you consider necessary?

4. What supplies?

">. How do vou locate a pound in an engine?

0. If pound" is in rods can you always locate it?

How ?

7. How would you commence to key up a Mogul or

ten-wheel engine?

8. If pound is in the wedges can you set them up

and get them right the first trial ?

9. How do you do this?

10. Will an engine pound if pedestal bolts are

loose? Why?

11. When wedge bolts are broken, how do you

keep the wedge in position?

VI. If follower bolts are loose will it make a pound?

It. How do you detect this trouble?

14. How do you remedy it?

15. If cylinder packing is blowing through how do

you tell which side it is on?

Hi. Will steam come out of both cylinder cocks at

the same time on the same side ?

17, If valve is cut and blowing can you locate the

trouble ?

in. And which side it is on?

19. Will steam come into cylinder if valve is tight

and stands in the middle of its travel ; that is, cover

ing both steam ports?

20. Can you locate the trouble if steam pipe is leak

ing? How?

21. If exhaust gets out of square on the trip what

does it indicate?

22. Can you locate the trouble, whether it is a

slipped eccentric, loose bolts in the strap, eccentric

rod loose on the strap, or broken valve yoke? How?

23. Is there anything else not mentioned that

would effect the sound of exhaust?

24. Can you set a slipped eccentric ? How ?

25. How do you tell which one has slipped ?

26. How are they kept in their places on the axle?

27. How do you get the engine on the exact center?

28. Which center is most convenient to set eccen

tric from?

29. Where do the eccentrics come in relation to the

crunk pin on that side of the engine?

:10. Where do they come in relation to the eccen

trics for the same motion on the other side of the

engine ?

31. What generally causes eccentrics to slip?

32. How do you move the eccentric back to its

proper place on the axle?

3S. Would you put water on a very hot eccentric

or strap?

31. Are all eccentrics made in one piece ?

35. What do you disconnect, takeoff and block up

In case of a broken eccentric or strap?

36. Can an engine be worked ahead to a station

with a full train, if back motion Btrap is broken?

What should be done in this case?

37. What would you do if link hanger or pin is

broken?

38. If arm is broken off tumbling shaft ?

39. With a broken reach-rod ?

40. With a broken link block pin ?

41. With a broken piston gland or stud ?

42. What would you do with an engine with a bro

ken piston?

43. With a broken cylinder head ?

44. With a broken valve yoke?

45. With broken valve seat?

46. With broken valve stem gland?

47. When a valve seat breaks does it ever do any

damage to other parts of the engine ?

48. What would you do with top rocker arm bro

ken ?

49. How do you fix broken steam chest, if steam

leaks out badly?

60, How do keep steam from coming out of dry

pipe into broken steam chest on the different builds

of engines on this road?

51. How and when and where do you block the

crosshead when disconnecteO ?

52. How do you keep the packing rings out of the

counter-bore?

53. Would you take out the cylinder cock at the end

the piston is in?

54. What would you do if main rod strap or cross-

head should break ?

55. What is done if side-rod or back pin breaks?

56. Can all four-wheel switch engines be run with

the side rods down ?

57. Why do you take rods down on the opposite

side to that broken?

58. What is the effect of sanding the rail while en

gine is slipping, without first shutting off steam ?

59. Is it good policy to allow sand to run from one

pipe only?

t>0. How do you block up an engine for a broken

driving spring or hanger?

61. Wi-h broken equalizer?

04 With broken engine truck, spring or hanger?

63. With broken intermediate equalizer on Mo

gul?

01, With broken engine truck center-pin on Mo

gul, what is to be done?

05. What do you do when a tire breaks and comes

off the wheel on standard engine?

06. With front tire on Mogul or ten-wheel engine?

07. Main tire on Mogul ?

08. With the back tire on Mogul?

09. With both back tires on Mogul ?

70. With the back tire, back driver or back axles

broken off, how do you fix engine so you cau back

around curves, when necessary?

71. At what points is weight of engine carried

when springs and equalizers are in good order?

72. Where is the weight carried when blocked up

over the forward driving box?

73. When blocked up over the back driving box?

74. What is the best material to use to block be

tween driving box and frame?

75. If driving box or brass breaks so it is cutting

the axle badly, what can you do to relieve it?

76. Do you consider it an engineer's duty to have

suitable hardwood blocks on his engine to use in
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case of a break-down V

77. I low do you block up or &et to a sidetrack w it h

broken engine truck wheel or axle ?

78. With Mogul : with broken engine truck wheel

or axle, what would you do?

79. With broken tender truck wheel or axle, what

would you do?

SO. la it necessary to take down the main rod if

frame is broken between the cylinder and main driv

ing box on standard engine?

81. Would you take down either rod if frame is

broken between forward and back driving boxes?

82. Where is the frame fastened solid to the other

part of engine?

83. Would you disconnect an engine for a broken

guide?

84 How do you handle an engine if throttle sticks

open, or dry pipe joint breaks so steam cannot be

shut off from engine?

8T>. What will you do if throttle is disconnected

and remains shut?

86. if crank-pin brass gets hot so the babbit melts,

would you cool it off with water before all the babbit-

comes but?

87. Can you take out a tender truck brass and re

place it with a new one ? How?

88. An engine truck brass?

89. When brass does not wear an even thickness at

both ends, is it apt to run hot-.' Why?

90. How often do you examine the ash pan, grates

and dampers?

91. What are your duties after cutting off from

train at the end of trip?

9*J. What are vour duties in case of wreck when

your engine is off the track?

9;!. If front end is broken, but flues and steam

f>ipes in good order, how could you make repairs on

t to run in ?

94. Do you understand the principle on which an

injector works?

95. What are the different builds of injectors on

this road ?

96. What is the combining tube ?

97. If sand or dirt gets in the passage this tube

works or moves in, will the injector work?

98. In case an injector will not work when it has

always been reliable before, where would you look

for the trouble in the first place ?

99. If it will not prime at all?

100. If it primes good, and breaks when opened

wide, where would you expect to find the trouble?

101. When boiler check sticks up or leaks back so

water conies from the boiler, how do you remedy it ?

10"2. Is there more than one check valve between

the injector and boiler?

103. Will an injector work unless all the steam is

condensed by the supply of water?

104. Will it sometimes work better if steam throt

tle on boiler is shut off so as to supply only steam

enough to work the injector?

105. Will an engine steam any better if this is

done?

106. How should an engine be pumped—continu

ously from beginning to end of trip, or would yon

shut the injector off when pulling out after each

stop ?

107. Will an injector take water from the tank if

the air cannot get into the tajik as fast as the water

goes out ?

108. Is there any advantage in having the boiler

moderately full when pulling out of a station, or

when starting a hard pull for a hill ?

109. What makes a boiler foam ?

110. How do you remedy it?

111. What is the danger when boiler foams badly?

112. Does water remain at the same level when the

throttle is shut off?

113. What do you do in case the water drops too

low?

114. What is the least depth of water on the crown

sheet that is safe ?

115. How much water on the crown sheet with one.

two and three gauges of water respt ctively ?

116. Do you consider it safe to run an engine with

one or more of the gauge cocks stopped up '.'

117. Is the witter glass safe to run by if the water

line in the glass is not moving up and down when

the engine is in motion?

118. Under what circumstances can it be used to

show height of water if you cannot see the top line

of water in glass?

119. If gauge cocks are stopped up, or the water

glass cock filled up so water does not come into -rlaw

freely, what is your duty "

120. Is any more water used when an engine (nam*

than when water carries well ?

121. What is the efleet of using black oil In the

boiler and through the injectors *

122. Would you use valve oil or lard oil forth*

same ptirpnae?

123. What damage does it do to an engine to work

water through the cylinders?

124. Is it a good plan to let au engine slip at such

tim» s ?

125. Is it liable to break the cylinder packing rings

or cylinder heads?

126. In case you get out of water on the road, what

would you do?

127. When an engine dies on the road in the win

ter, what will vou do?

128. How will you fill the boiler with water and

f;et the engine alive, when tire is drawn on account <t

ow water?

129. Can an engine be pumped by tow tug her with

another engine ? How ?

130. (.'an she be filled up with hot water from a

live engine, if vou have a note and suitable coliic

tions ?

131. How do you take care of a boiler with old and

tender or leaky flues?

132. If the "top of stack is covered after the fire li

cleaned and engine is in the house, to keep cold air

from drawing in and up through flues, will it help tit

keep them tight?

133. Arc vou familiar with the working of tf»:lubricator?

134. Explain how the oil gets from the cup to

steam chest and cylinders"

135. What about the small check valves over sight

feed glasses—what arc they for?

136. Are there any other valves between lubricator

and steam chest .' Why not?

137. After rilling the oil cup what valve do you

open first? Why?

1R.X. If you should till the rup w ith cold oil « bile

in the house, would you open the water valve <t

leave it closed ?

139. How often should lubricator be cleaned out '

Why? How?

HO. Should sight feed glass or feed valve on one

side become broken or inoperative, can the sight ivoA

on the other side be used?

1 11. Will any of the lubricators in service ** crow-

feed," that is, feed to the cylinder on the opposite

side of engine? Why, or why not?

142. Kxplain the " cross feeding" dilliculiy axex

pericnoed in some of the " lubricators " in service.

143. Is there a possibility of losing all the oil out

of " lubricator " after shutting off both bottom fee <i»

to steam chest, when engine is allowed to r*»ol dona

The foregoing questions are intended as a guide for

Examiner, or Examining Hoard to be governed by.

Candidates should be asked questions all Around the

regular ones as laid down in this list, to find out

what the candidate knows.

A Nut for Correspondent*.

Recently an engineer on the Vandal ia

railway was suspended for incompetency

under the following conditions : " Six

miles before reaching the end of hi* run

his engine became disabled on main line.

Another engine was sent out and towed

him in. H? did not disconnect his engine,

but oiled valves and cylinders. No damage

was done to valve seat* or cylinders, aJl

being thoroughly lubricated.*' Comment*

are invited.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
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Forward copy so as to reach editor not later than

the 15th of each month. Write on one side of paper

only. Sign name and nom-de-plume, the latter for

publication.

Some Difficulties in Kngine Cleaning.

Mr. Editor:—You see and hear a great

deal about firemen keeping clean engines.

Some times and at some places this can be

done with pleasure and profit, but let me

tell you how encouraging it is here on the

St. L. & S. F. R. It. It means twenty hours

on freight to make a 100 mile trip, and after

this the fireman shows up to clean his en

gine and draw his supplies. He has to go

over the jacket about twice with the broom

before he can UBe waste, because the clinker

men and the ash pan cleaners do not use

the blower. Then he has to wash bis win

dows and wipe out the cab, inside and out.

polish his boiler head, scour his brass, till

liia lamps, oil cans and lubricators, and

otherwise put in six to eight hours, for

which he receives nothing. He goes home

believing that he has done his whole duty

and the old mill looks as good as any of

them. The next morning he comes around

to go out and see how his work is appreciat

ed. The cab brass, windows and paint

work are smoked so that you can write

your name anywhere. The man who fired

up has left the door open. The hostler has

taken her out and has done it so artistically

that she looks as though a flock of black

birds had roosted over her. Then he took

her to the coal chute and filled her tank,

forgetting to drop the curtain. This helped

the chance to write jour name in bold re

lief through the dirt. The tank is full of

coal about the size of a large wash tub.

The water bucket is gone. The night men

have emptied some of the oil cans. Your

new shovel has been exchanged for an old

one. A window glass broken and perhaps

the broom gone.

While you are standing up to your knees

in dirt and disgust, wondering whether it

would be best to kill some one or commit

suicide, along comes a man of authority

and wants to know " Why you can't keep

that engine looking decent?" This iB no

imaginary picture, it is our regular daily

ration. Ask any St. L. & S. F. R. R. fire

man. "X."

Mr. Editor:—I was going to put my light,

the indicator, under a bushel basket and

quit, but upon considering the matter I

have changed my mind, and instead, I put

on my overalls and jumper, and prepare to

meet the enemy.

In Forney's Catechism of the Locomotive,

question 122, we find : " What is meant by

the clearance of a piston and cylinder?"

Answer. "When thepiston of an engine is

at the end of its stroke there is always some

space left between it and the cylinder head

so that there will be no danger of the one

striking the other." This is "pieton clear

ance," undoubtedly, undeniably, irrefutably

piston clearance. "The distance between

the piston and cylinder head at the end of

the stroke is called ' clearance.' Besides

this space, the passages between the valve

face and the cylinder must also be filled

with steam before the piston begins its

stroke. The whole of the spaces between

the piston and valve space is called ' clear

ance fspace.' " Not at all, this is "clear

ance."

There was never anything more mis

leading than this " opinion." I would like

to ask Mr. Forney how he lays out the

theoretical curve without laying out on the

diagram the clearance line ?

By the way, Mr. Garaghty, a couple or

three cans of those Baltimore oysters would

not go bad, and Mr. Weiler, a few of those

New Jersey clams would be fine.

Forney broke his "pick" with me when

he came out in his new edition and lays out

the theoretical curve from the steam line

where it will intersect the vacuum line.

Arthur L. Parshall.

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 10, 1894.

A Simple Question.

Mr. Editor:—I notice that there are a

great many engineers that do not under

stand where the piston gets the air from

that is pumped in the steam chest when

the engine is running with the reverse bar

in reverse position. I have had old experi

enced engineers to tell me that the piston

pumped air through the cylinder cocks, and

they went on to say if the cylinder cocks

were shut up tight so that no "air could get

through them the engine would not hold.

I wish some of the writers of the Maga

zine would explain this simple question, for

the benefit of the ignorant, in the January

Magazine. I am only a " smoke jack,

and on this road a fireman must keep in his

"proper place." W.D.R.

"Wire-Drnwn Steam.

Mr. Editor:—If a partly closed throttle

valve is wasteful of power because it pro

duces " wire-drawn steam, does not work

ing an engine with short cut-off produce

the same results at the slide valve? Au

thorities rule that the throttle valve should

be kept wide open and speed regulated by

cut-off. Is it not a fact that all steam is

wire-drawn when used economically; that

is, when an engine is not allowed to develop

full power? It would appear to a student

that the advantage gained in " authorities' "

methods is in expansion alone and not be

cause steam is less wire-drawn. Will some

of our correspondents enlighten a

Student :'
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A FAREWELL.

I often have wondered when and how I

should Bay "goodbye" to the readers of

The Firemen's Magazine. The " when " is

now. The " how," ah, that is not so easy

to define ! I say " of the Magazine," be

cause, during these many years 1 have had

numerous pleasant reminders that the

gentlemen, also, have been faithful and ap

preciative readers of the " Woman's De

partment." I trust that the many subjects

discussed in these columns have possessed

some interest for both men and women.

Modern existence has brought them into

such close association in all the different

departments of life that—most of the vital

questions of the day—are of equal import

ance to both, and we can no longer draw a

clear line dividing the interests of one from

those of the other.

If I should fill this department two

months longer, twelve consecutive years of

service would be completed. This is a long

time to write for the same constituency of

readers, if I may so express it. They are

entitled to a change and, doubtless, will

enjoy it; but I flatter myself with the hope

that, with my readers, as with myself,

there may be some regrets at the separa

tion. I have watched, with much pride,

the growth of the Magazine from an ob

scure and struggling little periodical to one

of the most, influential labor publications

of the day. I give the full credit of this

success, as every honest man and woman

must, to the commanding ability of our edi

tor, Eugene V. Debs. 1 rejoice to have this

opportunity of expressing my high appre

ciation of his fine executive force and his

splendid mental powers. I believe they

will be recognized even more fully in the fu

ture than they have been in the past. Those

who have the pleasure of his personal ac

quaintance will testify also to his sterling

honesty of purpose, his fidelity to his convic

tions and his dauntless courage in carrying

out what he undertakes. In a friendship

of fifteen years I have found him always the

same, a man tender hearted, generous,

brave, just and faithful, in the highest in

terpretation of all these beautiful qualities.

I esteem it a privilege to be able to declare,

even in this most inadequate manner, my

sincere regard for our retiring editor-in-

chief.

I beg my readers to believe that my work

in this department has been done from

other motives besides the financial recom

pense. I have been glad to write, for so

large a body of readers,.upon the topics in

which I feel bo strong an interest arid

which, I think, ought to have a wide and

thorough discussion. I hope our new edi

tor is a believer in equal rights, which I

consider one of the vital issues of the time,

and one upon which both men and women

need to be thoroughly informed. It is.

however, occupying so much space in the

newspapers and magazines of the day that

no one need remain in ignorance of its mer

its or demerits. I can aBk for Mr. Carter

nothing better than that he may receive

the same kindness and courtesy from his

readers that have been shown to me. Dur

ing all these years I have never received

one abusive or insulting letter, such as edi

tors are often favored with. On the con

trary, I have had scores of friendly and

sympathetic messages, flowers, photo

graphs and other gracious mementos. If

all the letters have not had personal

acknowledgment, it is because my pen has

been kept so busy that this has been im

possible. The contributions that have been

sent for publication have received careful

attention and almost all of them have been

forwarded to the publisher. If they have

not appeared, it has been due to tbe

crowded columns.

I shall always retain tbe warmest inter

est in the success of the Magazine and in

the personal welfare of the contributors to

the Woman's Department. While tbe past

twelve years have brought into my life

many sad changes and much Borrow and

disappointment, the associations connected

with tbe Magazine have been bright and

enjoyable. It is with genuine regret that

I sever my relations, and with tbe earnest

hope that I may be held in kind remem

brance.

Ipa A. Harper.

MODERN TS. AXCIBUT XHBOSIKS.

We referred in an article last month to

the changed ideas in regard to occupation*

and recreations for women. From netri-

papers of recent date I have made several

clippings which illustrate, in an amusing

way, the altered sentiment in respect to

various things which, a few years ago,

were laid down to women as fixed and im

mutable laws. For instance, we have been

told always that every girl must learn to

cook; though she be ignorant of all else,

she must know how to cook; " the wav to

a man's heart is through his stomach ; "

all desirable husbands are in pursuit ol tie

girl who knows how to cook, &c . Ac. In

that bright paper, Kale Field's WiwArooto*,

is a most felicitous article on thie subject,

written, too, by a man! He denies that

" the biscuit block is the cornerstone of the

foundation of domestic happiness, and that
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theeacred fire on the altar of Hymen must

be kindled in the kitchen stove. He says:

To hear the culinary romancer one would think

that a knowledge of conking was the foundation <f

all womanly virtue, but out of the depths of personal

experience I venture to assert that there is no saving

grace in the use of the skillet and dishpan. In all

mv experience I have never known u marriage to re

sult in failure because the wife could not cook, and I

do know at least one divorce, and many marriages

unhappy enough to terminate in divorce, where the
■wife in each case is an admirable housekeeper and

skilled cook.

He ridicnles the stories about "the

tempting supper cooked by the wife, who

in a spotless wrapper, with a rose in her

bair and smile on her face, appears against

a background of pots, kettles and pans to
■welcome her husband." He has no fear

that the husbands of the future will suffer,

for he pays :

There is no need for advice or solicitude on this

subject. To most women, learning to cook is as nat

ural as falling in love. The average woman would

rather read a receipt book than a novel, and a new

rilling for a cake or anew dressing for salad is the

most absorbing topic in the universe Even Milton,

little as he knew of women, seems to have discovered

the inherent and ineradicable love of cooking that is

part of woman's nature. He tells us of Eve prepar

ing for Raphael that feast of fruits and nuts and

" dulcet creams" "from sweet kernels pressed." I

believe one of the drawbacks to our great mother's

happiness in Eden was the lack of a cooking stove.

Remember the delicious butter that (leorge Eliot

made, and Mrs Cnrlyle's bread and marmalade! Are

they not immortal as their makers? I oppose the

acquisition of the culinary art before marriage on

two grounds. First, if a girl cooks before she marries

she misses one of the most exquisite pleasures of her

life—making her first cake, her first bread and her

first biscuits in her own kitchen. What housewife

does not recall the moment of triumph when these

wonderful creations emerged from the stove, very

lopsided, very heavy, very yellow, but her very own!

Second, if a wife has learned to cook before her mar

riage her husband loses the opportunity of a lifetime

to show his devotion to her by eating and praising

experimental cakes, bread and biscuit, regardless

alike of digestion and veracity.

There are both truth and good sense in

this. The vast majority of married women

are greatly interested in cooking and all the

other household arts, and if they are not

they will never be made so by being told

that it is their duty.

At the World's Fair Woman's Congress it

was almost impossible to get into the build-

i ng where the lectures on cookery were being

given. At Chautauqua, N Y., Mrs. Ewing

has been giving courses of instruction on

this subject to crowded classes for the past

twelve or fifteen years. But the idea is ex

ploded that young girls must make every

thing else subservient to their efforts to

learn to cook. It has gone to join that

other idea that every lad of twelve years

must be put to learning a trade. The place

for young boys and young girls is in the

school room getting an education. If the

girl can find time outside of school hours

for the household arts, let her learn them,

but the exactions of the present school

system are such that they absorb almost

all of a pupil's time except what is needed

for necessary recreation. If she does not

get the education while she is yonDg, she

will never get it. With three months' care

ful instruction she can master the most

essential details of housekeeping. She

should do this before marriage, but if she

does not do it, she can acquire them in a

very short time after marriage, if she is in

telligent, industrious and anxious to learn.

The point is that the sentiment has passed

away which regards the art of cookery as

the sole end and aim of a woman's life,

without which she is a failure.

Another precept which has been pounded

into women by the press, the platform and,

I was about too add, the pulpit, is that it

she would save her body, to say nothing of

her soul, she must discard the corset. By

means of maps and charts her internal or

gans were displayed to the public gaze

and all future generations were brought

into the argument. Now comes so eminent

an authority as the great Pall Mall Gazette,

of London, with a plea for the corset,

which it declares to be " the root of mor

ality, self-respect and health." The Gazette

admits that the corset, like other good

things, may be abused, but of a nicely,

shaped, pliable, well fitting corset it says:

It braces up the moral energies as much as it does

the physical ; an 1 many a slatternly Blowsabella

that we see lurching along the pavement in a slum

would lake on entirely different view of life and its

responsibilities if she were put into a properly built

corset. All the diatribes that have been flung at

woman's best friend a*e each mor^ absurd than the

other ; and it is pleasant to find that of late doctors

are becoming enlightened enough at last to own that

civilized woman's body r* quires stays just as much

as she requires a house to live in and a varied regime

that would simply have horrified her primeval an

cestors.

We believe that, notwithstanding all

that has been said about the evils of the

corset, the majority of men would vote

against its abolition. They probably would

as soon be put into a " straight jacket" as

to wear one themselves but they do not

like to think of the spectacle of all woman

kind uncorseted.

There is one type of women, straight,

slender, with no superfluous flesh, who

look well without a corset. The ordinary

type of well-developed women, with a ten

dency to adipose, do not look well without

one. If we resolve the question into one

of " looks " we think these statements will

be accepted. A fleshy woman is bound to

look neglige, if not slovenly, without her

stays ; not only this, but she will find her

self daily increasing in size. If she discard

the corset she must also lay aside the basque

and closely fitting dresses of all kinds and

adopt the flowing styles that " half conceal

and half reveal." If we consider the cor

set from the standpoint of health—that is

another story. It must be worn very loose

indeed not to interfere with the free move

ment of the various organs. On the whole,
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however, we are inclined to agree with

those who advocate a well-made, comforta

bly-fitting corset, and we are inclined to

believe that ultimately there will be a swing

of the pendulum of sentiment back in this

direction, from the present wave of radical

ideas in regard to dress-reform.

Another example of what we are trying

to illustrate is found in the changed opin

ion regarding the use of powder on the

face. The New York Ledger expresses it in

a recent article which begins by saying:

There are few things more absurd than the out

bursts Indulged In by'simple minded people on the

subject of powder. While no man would wish his

wife, daughters or sweetheart to appear in public in

a condition that would suggest kalsomining, there,

are very few sensible men who do not much prefer a

little carefully managed powder to the oily, com

mon-looking faces they sometimes see and have to

acknowledge as those near and dear to them.

Not a great many years ago the woman

who powdered her face was severely criti

cised, and the powder box was concealed

with the utmost secresy. Now the fash

ionable young lady carries her tiny powder

puff or bit of chamois skin in her pocket

and uses it whenever and wherever she

thinks necessary. The powder box is

found also upon the toilet table of gentle

men who have learned of its value through

their barber. There are many kinds of

powder in the market which the physicians

declare to be perfectly harmless, in fact, an

improvement to the skin. There are very

few complexions so perfect that they are

not made better by the softening effect of

some fine and delicate powder. It relieves

the oily, shining appearance and preserves

the skin from the roughening influence of

sun and wind. Until recently the woman

who dared add a little color to that which

nature put in her cheeks was declared at

once to be an improper character, though

what was the connection between the two

it is not easy to determine. Now, how

ever, this dictum no longer can be regarded

as infallible, since a great many women im

prove upon nature in this respect, and yet

morally are above reproach. There is, per

haps, no valid reason whv a woman may

not put a faint flush upon her pale and sal

low cheeks, except that it seems like a re

turn to savagery. To-day I noticed a whole

column in a reputable paper devoted to the

paraphernalia of brushes, pomades, etc.,

used by the modern belles to develop their

eyebrows. Since all nations, for all ages,

have extolled the beauty of women, the

present no less than those which have gone

before, it is not to be wondered at or con

demned if women strive to enhance and

preserve that beauty.

We have spoken before of the prevailing

craze for athletics among women that is re

ceiving every possible encouragement and

assistance. I notice a recent syndicate ar

ticle, extensively used by our large news

papers, urging women when sitting down

to keep, as much as possible, the legs on

a level with the rest of the body, and occa

sionally to put them even higher." Con

trast this with the oft-repeated injunction!

to the girls of bygone days : " sit up

straight, "don't cross your legs," "don't

put your feet up on anything." Only a

short time ago I reed in an article on deco

rum that " a lady would never cross her

feet." Poor little maidens, poor women ol

every age, how you have been limited and

repressed during all the long centuries'

But first the veil fell down from your facet,

and then you were permitted to uncover

your heads occasionally, and so on, and so

on, until now you may put your feet high

er than your head, and still remain within

thoee magical boundaries of respectability'

We will suppose this latter attitude is to be

assumed only in the privacy of your own

apartments, but it is something gained to

be allowed to do it even there. I often

think of the remark of a friend, "There is

no virtue in being uncomfortable," and yet

both men and women really ought to "lit

up and behave themselves" in a modest

and dignified manner when inth«- presence

of others. I have often wished, however,

that men would try. during an entire

evening's entertainment, to sit perfectly

still, as a woman does, with his hands

crossed in his lap and his feet placed care

fully together on the floor, or better yet,

let them attempt a railroad journey under

the same conditions.

The above are only a few of the numer

ous examples that might be quoted to

show, 1st. the change in regard to many of

the old-time theories; and 2d, the larger

liberty that is granted in personal matters.

While this tolerance of modern times is

noticeable with respect to men, it is especi

ally marked in the case of women, because

their restrictions and limitations have been

so much more severe, and because all the

rest of the world always has felt it to be a

duty, in which they also seemed to fiod

great pleasure, to dictate and superintend

the smallest details of woman's existence.

The women of the future will relieve man

kind at large of this great responsibility.

A FIXAL WORD FOR EQUAL RIGHT*.

It looks now as if nothing would or could

delay the coming of woman suffrage, which

is. in fact, what we mean by equal rightf.

While women do not have the latter in the

fullest sense of the word, yet ihey are

gradually corning into possession of their

own and they cannot fail to be invested ul

timately with the full title. The gaining

of the suffrage will end, practically, all

other barriers.

The experiment in New Zealand is con

ceded to be an unqualified success We
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are apt to think of this far away English

colony as a semi-barbarous place, but in

reality it is far advanced in art, culture and

commercial enterprise. At the last election

90,000 women and 129,000 men voted. The

universal testimony, without a dissenting

voice, is that the woman voters exercised

the very best of influence over the election,

which, although one of the hottest, was

also one of the most respectable ever held.

Rev. Dewitt Talmage, who is traveling in

that country, writes enthusiastically : "In

stead of the ballot box degrading woman,

woman is here elevating the ballot box.

Why, in New Zealand, or America, or any

where else, should man be so afraid to let

women have a vote? Man at the ballot

box is a failure. Give woman a chance."

Hon. Joseph Howard Witherford, of the

Auckland, N. Z., harbor commission, who

is now in San Francisco, recently addressed

the women's clubs, giving the most decisive

testimony in favor of woman suffrage. He

says: "It operates as a tonic in domestic

life, centering the thoughts of the house

hold on the condition of the country,

making patriots and students of all. Even

women who had declared they would not

vote, at the last moment registered and

voted. Let me say one thing to the men of

San Francisco, the moment you enfranchise

women your problem of political bossism

and corruption is forever solved. If you

American people really want purity of elec

tions, you cannot do anything better than

to hasten the ends and aims of your equal

rights league." We might quote columns

of similar testimony, but space forbids.

The suffrage in Wyoming has never been

considered a fair test, by the opponents,

because there are no large cities in that

state and, proportionately, a small number

of women. The test in Colorado, however,

is perfectly fair and must be accepted as a

legitimate argument. There the women

have registered, attended the primaries and

voted. The sentiment is unanimous on the

f>art of Republican, Democratic and Popu-

ist newspapers, that women suffrage is a

success. The women turned out in great

numbers to the primaries, in some of the

precincts outnumbering the men, and, ac

cording to the papers, " They swept out of

existence the rings and combinations, the

bums and ward heelers." The Denver Re

publican, speaking for all political parties,

says : " The most intelligent and cultured

women are taking an active part in politi

cal matters. They have inspired good men

to go to the voting places and have gone

themselves. Their influence has been

thrown for good government and there is

reason to believe that it will always be cast

for better methods and cleaner, purer poli

tics. The percentage of good women is far

greater than the percentage of good men,

and their influence in politics will be for

good against evil." The abundance of such

testimony as this ought to be a sufficient

answer to the old stock arguments that

have been duing duty so long. Women have

been put on the state tickets of all the

political parties and, no matter which wins,

there are sure to be a number of women in

the next Colorado legislature.

Utah will come into the Union with

woman suffrage. Strong equal suffrage

planks were adapted by each of the political

conventions. Republican, Democratic and

Populist, which met to elect delegates to

the convention that will prepare the state

constitution; so there is no doubt what

ever that equal suffrage will be a part of it.

Women voted in Utah in 1869, but the

franchise was taken away from them by an

act of congress directed against polygamy.

By the time this is read, Kansas will

have voted upon an amendment to her con

stitution giving the fall suffrage to women.

The most trustworthy authorities predict

that it will carry by a good majority. If

such is the case, next year will see women

with the full presidential suffrage in four

states—Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas and

Utah. There are already over twenty states

where they exercise some form of suffrage.

There is scarcely one state where the

women are not organized and making an

effort to obtain the franchise.

In Illinois women have school suffrage

only, but they are making the most of it

this year, as all the state tickets have nom

inated women for trustees of the state uni

versity, la Chicago the excitement has

run high, the women have headquarters in

the best hotels, and, according to the press

dispatches, the committees represent the

brains, the wealth and the aristocracy of

the city." In answer to a demand the wife

of Governor Altgeld wrote a letter to the

woman's campaign committee saying, "I

assure you that I shall vote the straight

Democratic ticket, as far as I can." The

women turned out in great numbers to reg

ister, going to hotels, billiard parlors, liv

ery stables or wherever the booths were

located. The men ceased smoking, took off

their hats, and, at one place, each lady was

Presented with a rose. In the disreputa-

le wards the registration was very light.

All the candidates are women of fine at

tainments and excellent character, and it

makes no especial difference who receives

the majority of votes.

The State Grange of California, an im

portant organization in this great agricul

tural region, has just recommended a

woman-suffrage amendment to the state

constitution of California.

The national convention of Carpenters

and Joiners, in session at Indianapolis,

adopted a platform which is to form the
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nucleus of that of the National Labor

party. One of the planks declares un

equivocally for woman suffrage. The most

prejudiced observer will be forced to admit

that the full enfranchisement of women in

a number of the states will take place be

fore many years. In tome of the less pro

gressive it will be delayed, but it finally

will prevail. It is a question of principle,

of equity, of justice, and in complete ac

cord with our constitution, which guaran

tees equal rights to all citizens of the

United States.

EDITOBIAL yOTSS.

Junius Henri Browne has an excellent ar

ticle in Harptrr's Bazar on the new order of

" Blue Stockings," the name given in olden

times to literary women. He finds them,

contrary to the ancient idea, without any

eccentricities, well-dressed, good house

keepers, companions, wives and mothers.

He says that Blue Stockingism adds to the

interest of feminine nature and makes it

more winning. "The sexes may be prima

rily drawn to one another through the

heart. But it is the endowed mind that

strengthens and fixes the attraction. We

tire of almost everything but that. That

holds to the last."

» *
A little girl is said to have written the

following bright essay :

Boys are men that have not got as big

as their papas, and girls are women that

will be ladies by and by. Man was made

before woman. When God looked at Adam

he said to himself: "Well, I think I can

do better if I try again." And He made

Eve. God liked Eve so much better than

Adam that there have been more women

than men. Boys are a trouble. They wear

out everything but soap. If I had my way

half the world would be girls and the rest

dolls. My papa is so nice that I think he

must have been a little girl when he was a

little boy. Man was made, and on the sev

enth day he rested. Woman was then

made, and she has never rested since.

* •

Cardinal Gibbons, at Baltimore, has

preached a strong sermon against woman

suffrage. He says: " Woman cannot vote

and I am heartily glad of it. I hope the

day will never come when she can vote,

and if the right of suffrage is ever granted

to her, I hope she will reject it." The car

dinal is not usually behind the times, but

he does not seem to be well read on this

point. Women can vote and the day has

already come. He may hope that they

will reject it, but the probability is that

when the franchise is universally granted,

the Catholic church will be just as anxious

to have its women, as it now is to have its

men, vote for its own strength and perpet

uation. There are a great many people

who think that the clergy should keep out

of politics, but, if there were a law dis

franchising them, the reverened gentlemen

themselves would insist upon its repeal.

In fact, we need the clergy and the women

and all other good elements to redeem poli

tics from the depths to which it has been

dragged by the long-continued control of

the bad elements.

*
* *

An audience of 20 000 people at St. Louis,

witnessed a sculling match on the lake in

Forest Park between two young women.

At the Shell Mound range, near .San Fran

cisco, a woman more than held her o»n

with a Winchester against the crack shots

of the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club At

San Diego, a young woman has made ap

plication for a government license to act at

steamboat pilot.
*

» *

The greatest thing in the world is love.

The place where it is most needed and best

appreciated is in the household.

" Be Bwift to love your own, dears.

Your own who n»-ed you so :

Say to the speeding hour, dears.

' I will not lot thee go

Except thou give a blessing ; '

Force it to bide and stay

Love has no *ure to-morrow,

It only li us to-day.

" Oh, hasten to be kind, dean*,

Before the time shall come

AVhen you ore left behind, dears,

In an all lonely home;

Before in late contrition

Vainly you weep and pniy.

Love has no sure to- morrow,

It only has today."

* •

Miss Francis E. Willard has just pasted

her 55th birthday, and it was celebrated

by Chicago in royal style. In the beauti

ful hall of the Woman's Temple Miss Wil

lard was escorted by the " Boys' Brigade."

She was welcomed by distinguished repre

sentatives of the W. C. T. U. C. C. Bon-

ney, of the World's Fair Congresses, spoke

for the citizen* of Chicago; Kev. John

Henry Barrows, for the clergy ; Dr. Henry

Wade Rogers, President of the Northwes;-

western University, for the educators; W.

J. Onaham, chairman National Prohibition

Committee, for the Roman Catholics ; the

Good Templars, the Christian Endeavor,

the colored people, the Federation of La

bor, all presented addresses of weh-ome.

There were songs and poems, the unveiling

of a bust of Miss Willard, and the dedica

tion of the Chautauqua fountain. N-o

American woman ever was so honored,

none ever better deserved it. Thirty year*

ago when a few brave women wanted to

speak in public in the cause of temperance,

they were insulted, driven from the hall

and came very near breaking up the con

vention. The world moves slowly, but it

moves.
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At St. Xavier's College, New York, there

have been for the past two years, several

hundred women in attendance upon the

lectures. This year the male professors and

students have decided that they no longer

wanted the girls, and have barred them all

out. From Wesleyan College, at Middle-

town, Conn., there comes stories of rude

and overbearing treatment of the girl stu

dents. One young man writes a protest to

the college paper against admitting any

more girls, and the same paper publishes

the statement that out of nine honors in

freshman mathematics, the girls took seven.

Possibly the boys have reasons which they

do not care to state, tor keeping out the girls.

There are a number of large universities

where women receive the same considera

tion as men, and these are the ones that

women ought to support. Among the more

prominent are the University of Michigan,

Chicago and Stanford, where there is abso

lute equality, as far as it is possible to have

it.

Qfneral William Sooth.

Twenty-nine years ago the Salvation Ar

my did not exist, even in name. Now there

are four thousand societies and eleven

thousand officers spread over forty- two

countries. All this is the result of one

man's conviction and indomitable perse

verance.

When General William Booth arose be

fore a vast audience in Convention Hall, I

saw the same type of man that sailed from

England in the Mayflower and planted the

seeds of civilization in New England. Ob

sessed with an idea, General Booth has

lived for it, is making a crusade for it, and

will eventually die for it. Tall, spare, ner

vous, keen, strong, with an eagle eye and

an aquiline nose, General Booth has not

one oratorical grace, yet he dominates an

audience to the end. Language does not

flow from his lips as if there were an un

ceasing spring of thought within. He

speaks in jerks, with a rasping voice so

lacking in power in the beginning, as to

make you fear he will surely break down

before long.

After you get used to the weird, gaunt,

restless face and figure and a delivery that

is absolutely individual, and after General

Booth has fitted himself to his surround

ings and has lost himself in his subject,

speaker and audience are in sympathy and

the magnetism of earnest truth weaves the

spell that accounts for the success of the

Salvation Army.

General Booth is a born leader. He is

moreover an actual Christian leader. His

love of Christ means practical religion, the

only religion that is not a parody on the

word, the only religion that saves souls for

the reason that it begins by rescuing bodies.

It is the religion that loves humanity well

enough to live in the slums and consort

with criminals and sinners. It is the re

ligion that believes in the divine spark

latent in the most degraded and fans it in

to a flame. Seventy-five per cent, of the

wretched men and women who come under

the influence of the Salvation Army are

restored to decency and usefulness. What

a record ! Why not put Booths at the head

of our prisons ?

To redeem "Darkest England" General

Booth has come to this country to collect

three hundred thousand dollars. Hi9

scheme of home colonizing, manufacture

and tilling of the soil has already absorbed

$650,000, raised in England. He is in debt,

however, and tells his story to us, hoping

to soften the heart of some millionaire.

May his hope be realized, but what a com

mentary on England is the presence among

us of General Booth in the role of a beg

gar for humanity's sake! Think of it.

England is the richest country in the

world. All nations pay tribute to her.

She is everybody's creditor. She loans

money to China and Japan, and Egypt and

North and South America, and grows fat

on the interest that is often wrung from

her debtors at the point of the bayonet or

with the lash of the whip. She has so

much capital as to conquer continents and

islands in order to to invest it, and yet she

lets General Booth appeal to one of her

largest debtors for a miserable three hun

dred thousand dollars, though his human

redemption scheme returns a profit of

three and a half per cent in cash !

What would England say if an American

Booth crossed the water to beg for three

hundred thousand dollars with which to

save the souls of our criminals, the majority

of whom areproductsof Europe, and largely

British ? Let everyone answer as conviction

Srompts. Is it not shameful that General

ooth must come here to be rescued from

an unselfish debt? Does not it occur to

many that the millionaires whose hearts

may be touched should remember that

charity begins at home, and that half of

every dollar given to the Salvation Army

should be expended on branches in the

United States ? Poverty begets crime ; the

poverty of the coming winter will tax to

the utmost the endurance of struggling

thousands and the purses of struggling

rich.

Go, all, and hear General Booth ; then

draw your own conclusions.—Kate Field's

Washington.

A short time ago the women of Kentucky

arose over the action of a man concerning

a women. Last week an old Kentuckian of

eighty-four married a young girl of fifteen

and, outside his own family, the clamorous

women of Kentucky said nothing.—Illus

trated American.
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DECEMBER, 1894.

BOYCOTT AGAINST THE BROTHER

HOODS.

About the fifteenth of last August, Gen

eral Superintendent Sweigard, of the Phila

delphia & Reading Railway, notified mem

bers of . the Brotherhood of Railroad Train

men that they must renounce their brother

hood or be discharged from the service of

the Reading Company. National laws have

been enacted that make it legal for work

ing men to form organizations for their own

protection, yet the receivers of the Reading

Railway, as representatives of the court,

propose to abrogate those laws.

On the 15th of September Grand Master

Wilkerson, of the Brotherhood of Railway

Trainmen, remonstrated with the receivers

against the action of Superintendent Swei

gard, to which he received the following

reply:

The policy of this company is well known to be

that it will not consent that persons in its service

shall owe allegiance to other organizations which

may make claims upon them which are incompatible

with their duties to their employers. This position

was taken advisedly and we have no intention of de

parting from it.

Had this communication been written in

the states of Massachusetts, New York,Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, California and some other

states—and even in Great Britain—the re

ceivers of the Reading Railway could have

been prosecuted for a criminal offence, but

in the great state of Pennsylvania, with its

population largely made up of working peo

ple, it is no crime for employer to treat em

ployes in a manner that should bring the

blush of shame to those who have ca - 1 votes

in past elections.

The members of the Brotherhood who

were threatened with discharge appealed

to the mercy of Judge Dallas, in whose

court the receivership rests. The Judge

has acted in a manner that would con

vince the most charitable person that he is

either prejudiced against the labor move

ment or is ignorant of law. The brother

hood's appeal for mercy was unavailing,

and Judge Dallas has given the boycott

against labor organizations the sanction of

the United States government. The con

tempt, so illy concealed, in which he ie

held by Attorney-General Olney, who as

sumed the task of pointing out his errors

in a gratuitous letter of advice, had no ef

fect on Judge Dallas. This letter is pub

lished complete in this issue, under the

caption of "Olney and the Brotherhoods,"

and will prove interesting reading.

In his recent decision Judge Dallas says :

The fact is that leave was asked and was granted

to file an intervening petition : and accordingly i.oc

tober 8, 1894), the petition of Levi Hicks was filed,

wherein it is alleged that he is an employe of the Be-

ceivers, and is a memberof the Brotherhood of Rail

way Trainmen ; and, upon information and belief th»t

the statements contained in the preceding petition

are true. This petition was amended on October-'.

1894, and again on November 13. 1894. The answer to

It, as at first presented, was filed on October 12. I^M ;

and the first amendment was answered on Novem

ber 5, 1894 ; and the second amendment on Novem

ber 19, 1894. The petition of George s. Riley wm

filed on October 27, 18!M, and the answer of the Ke

ceivers thereto was filed on November 5, 1894. I'pon

the application of the counsel for the petitioners the

cause was assigned for hearing, ami on the (lay ap

pointed was fully argued. The ease having been thu»

heard on ihe petitions as amended, and the severe!

answers thereto, the answers are to be taken aa true :

2 Daniels, Chancery Practice, p. 982; and. applying

this rule to the eases of Levi Hicks and Geo X. Riley,

the facts before the Court so far as deemed to be ma

terial, may be concisely stated. Both of these per

sons are la the service of the Receivers, and both air

members of the unincorporated association knowt

as the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen.

A rule was adopted by the railroad company Id

the year 1SH7, and has since been maintained by tt

and by the Receivers, to the effect that no one would

be employed in its service who was a member of

such an association, unless he would aj?ree to with

draw therefrom. Levi Hicks was employed n« broke

man on October 20, W.W. The exlablished form o(

application, reprcsentine; that the applicant was ntn

a member of any labor organization, or that, If turn

member, he would withdraw therefrom, wa» pn>
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settled to him for signature, and thus the rule above

mentioned was t specially brought to his notice ; but

he then declined to state whether or not he was a

member of such an organization, and thereupon be

was employed, but by a subordinate agent of the Re

ceivers, and without their knowledge or that of their

general superintendent. On or about August 15,

1894, he was notified by the latter that unless he

would give up his membership in the brotherhood

he would be discharged. He still, however, retained

both his membership and his employment, and on

October 8, the day on which his original petition

was filed, and after It had been presented, the gen

eral superintendent had an interview with him and

others of the employed, at which 'no threat was made

of discharge, but reference was made to the agree

ments under which the men had entered the ser

vice of the company, and to the rules of the com

pany, and they did agree to withdraw.' The pro

posed discharge of George S. Riley has no connection

with his membership in the Brotherhood of Railway

Trainmen, but is caused solely by his failure to satis

factorily perform his duties.

" The circumstances disclosed in the case of Levi

Hicks do not entitle him to the interposition of a

court of equity on his behalf. Without animadvert

ing upon his participation in the equivocal and ex

ceptional means by which he secured his present em

ployment, it may. at least, be said that his assump

tion that the fact that he so secured employment im

poses upon the Receivers an obligation to retain him

in it, ought not to be sustained. Even if they should

not be permitted to dismiss an employe because of a

fact known to them when they employed him, still

they should not be compelled to keep in their service

one who, without their knowledge, entered it in con

scious violation of a long-established regulation,

though with the connivance or negligent assent of

some minor official. The notice of August 15, 1894,

was, therefore, rightfully given, and should have

been regarded. The Receivers had done nothing

which, upon any reasonable ground, could be set

up to deprive them of that freedom of action which,

in such matters, employers and employed are alike,

and always at liberty to exercise. When unaffected

by contractual obligation, the right to determine

their personal relations pertains to nil men, and is no

le-s inviolable than is their right to form them ac

cording to thcirown will and pleasure.

tt tt o it a o f K' * * o

The promise made by Mr. lllcks, after his petition

had been filed, may have been, and probably was in

fluenced by a desire to assure his retention of his

place, notwithstanding his failure to respect the no

tice of August 15: but it was not induced by any

threat then made, nor does it appear that his par

ticipation in this proceeding was objected agaiust

hlra. If it had been, I would not have hesitated,

upon attention being called to it, to make it quite

plain that no man <«n be prejudiced by applying to

the Court f"r relief to which he thinks he is entitled.

But there is nothing of the kind in this case. The

purpose to discharge Mr. Hicks unless he would re-

sigh from the Association was communicated to him

about two months prior to October S, and his prom

ise of that day was given simply in the exercise of

his right of election between the alternatives which

had been previously presented to his choice. The

fact is that he did agree to sever his connection with

the Brotherhood, and though in making his selection

he was doubtless confronted by a dilemma, It is ob

vious that he was not in any legal sense subjected to

compulsion. But it is not necessary that I should,

and I do not, rest my judgment upon this tardy

agreement. It is at least certain by making it Mr.

Hicks acquired no better position than he occupied

before ; and, without it, I am of opinion that the Re

ceivers would have been justified in dismissing him

upon grounds peculiar to him, and wholly irrespect

ive of the broad question which he has attempted to

obtrude into this cose. It results that the petitioner

Hicks has not made out a case entitling him to the

relief which he seeks ; and it is even more manifest

that the ease of George S. Riley is utterly devoid of

equity.

A NEW DISPENSATION.

The Civic Federation of Chicago took the

initiative in a movement, which probably

had its origin in the late labor troubles and

apparently ie national in character, to find a

solution for the labor problem when under

its auspices a labor congress was held in

Willard's Hall, in the city of Chicago, on the

13th and 14th of November. What success

will crown their efforts, what results if any

will accrue, has not yet materialized, but

that it is a forerunner of an agitation

throughout the country in favor of a har

monious settlement of differences arising

between employer and employe is evident.

The subject up for debate was whether

or not the time had come for the people, the

nation, to step in and offer its services as a

mediator, conciliator and arbitrator. Some

of the greatest thinkers of the country par

ticipated in the discussion. Students and

professors of political economy were well

represented. The same can not'be said of

the employer, and to a certain degree, of the

employe.

The inference to be drawn from the sen

timents expressed before this Labor Con

gress were: 1, the people are heartily in

accord with the movement which has for

its purpose the settlement of labor disputes

by conciliation and arbitration ; 2, the em

ployer is positively opposed to such an

undertaking; 3, the employe is indifferent.

That the people expectantly, yes, anxiously,

await the coming of this new dispensation

can not be denied, therefore, the inference

drawn from this congress is correct. By
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their conspicuous absence and lack of sym

pathy for the efforts of the Civic Federation

it is convincing that the employer looks

upon the movement with suspicion and dis

trust. The fact that many labor leaders

were invited and but few attended would

indicate an indifference on the part of the

employe. It is with the latter supposition

that this article deals.

If it is a fact that the working people of

America are indifferent or opposed to the

settlement of disputes with employers by

arbitration before resorting to strikes the

Magazine must confess that it has mis

construed the loudly proclaimed utterances

of workingmen and their representatives in

the past. Its acquaintance with the labor

movement outside of railway circles is su

perficial but with the railway labor move

ment it is positive that arbitration before

resorting to strikes has ever been a tenet, a

doctrine, of all prominent railway organiza

tions. A federation of conductors, train

men, Bwitchmen and firemen formed several

years ago had a clause in its constitution

which positively forbade a strike until an

attempt, at least, had been made to arbi

trate.

Of course the desirability of conciliation

and arbitration as a legal process depends

largely upon the details of the law. It

should be compulsory to that degree that

corporations could not assert with arrogance

that there was " nothing to arbitrate." The

facts of the injustice should be ventilated

by law and an opinion reached by good and

true men acting as arbitrators should be

published to the world. Here all compul

sion should cease and the weight of public

opinion alone should be the only controll

ing influence. There can beno law that says

a man must work for a certain wage nor

can there be a law that compels a man to

pay a certain wage, but there should be a

law that publishes to the world an arrant

act of injustice perpetrated because of the

power possessed by the one over the other.

This law should be expeditious, capable of

being quickly set in motion, and assure de

cisions not delayed.

If ever a strike has been precipitated by

a labor organization that was unjust it has

been because of a lack of knowledge by that

labor organization of all circumstances con

nected with the case. The purposes of a

strike are solely for exaction of justice and

never for the perpetration of a wrong, and

the Magazine has no knowledge of any

strike entered into by the Brotherhood that

it would not gladly have the causes pub

lished to the world. Can the same be said

of the employer? If a railway corporation

knew that a legal tribunal of the people

was ever ready to take cognizance of the

tyrannical edicts that so often emanate from

an official source, of the many unjust reduc

tions of wages in order that foreign bond

holders and possessors of stock that never

cost a dollar may dwell in gilded palaces,

those corporations would hesitate before

bringing upon their heads the disapproval

of their patron, the public. If, after this, no

results are reached then strike—and strike

hard.

CONTRACTS.

From time immemorial—immemorial aa

far as railway labor organizations are con

cerned—the great objective point, the ulti

ma thule of the hopes of railway employee

has been to secure contracts and agree

ments and schedules of wages with railway

companies. These contracts and agreement*

have cost the brotherhoods more than any

other benefit except it be insurance.

Contracts have been to members of the

brotherhoods as the Magna Charta to the

English people; a constitutional bill of

rights to be observed by all—king and peas

ant, official and employe. Where firemen

have been oppressed, overworked and un

derpaid, discharged by petty officials for

imaginary offences, deprived of rights, their

first effective relief has been in contracts se

cured through the influence of the Firemen's

Brotherhood. It has been the labor of the

Brotherhood which succeeded in obtaining

contracts with nearly every important rail

way system in the country, but with all

this labor and expenditure of hard-earned

money many have been brushed aside in

a moment of petulancy. Members of the

Brotherhood have violated these contract*

without any just and sufficient cause, have

torn down in a day what it took years to

build up.
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There are vast sections of the country,

sections traversed by large systems of rail

ways, where the Brotherhood had procured

the best contracts, highest rate of pay and

greatest privileges, where no contracts now

exist, and not one was abrogated by the

companies. The change has been terrible,

the effects horrible. Thousands of happy

little homes have been made desolate, as

desolate as the charred fields in the wake

of the great forest fires—and why? Was it

because the companies had violated their

contracts? Was it because men had struck

against oppression ? No. It was because

the brotherhood was "too conservative,"

and, perhaps, members did not appreciate

its benefits.

It is all over now. Like some horrible

dream it still burns the memory, and years

will come and go before the scars will all

be effaced ; yet, some say that it is to be re

peated—the East must undergo the trying

ordeal and do penance in sack cloth and

ashes over the grave of organized labor as

has been done by the West. Shall men be

lead to their ruin like sheep to slaughter,

ignorant of impending danger, though

nearly stifled with the stench from the car

casses of their own kind?

Some may have grievances against the

Brotherhood because the Brotherhood did

not violate every solemn obligation, every

binding contract, every honorable agree

ment, but it should not be forgotten that

the Brotherhood has grievances agaist them.

Allied corporations and myriads of scabs

have never injured the Brotherhood, set

back the labor movement, in all their years

of onslaught, that these so-called friends

have done within a few short months.

The question arises now—shall we set to

work to remove the debris, succor the

poor and needy, forgive and forget

wrongs done through excitement ? Yes !

Hold out the hand of friendship and wel

come back those who have made mistakes

—aid them, aid their families and prove to

them that they never had a better friend

than the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire

men. Remember that thousands were

drawn into this whirlpool of destruction

through mistakes of the head and not the

heart.

THE WAGES OF SIN.

Alexander III, the autocrat of all the Rus-

siaa, has gone to meet his maker, and if no

special privileges are granted to autocrats,

he has ere this probably had cause to re

pent of the thousands of wrecked lives and

broken hearts which have been the tro

phies of his reign. It must be con feased that

of his kind the late czar was, if not more

humane, at least less brutal than his illus

trious forefathers. The knout, the thumb

screw, the rack and the many other instru

ments of torture which Russian imperial

ingenuity has so readily contrived to ex

terminate a love of life from those in whoso

bosoms the flame of liberty burned are now

withdrawn from the gaze of a sympathetic

world, but do their duty as of yore in that

cheerless, desolate region beyond the Urals.

Although, to not be impolite, the world

has burdened the wires with messages of

condolence, the world yet remembers the

atrocious cruelty practiced within recent

years upon the helpless Russian Jews. Old

grey-heads butchered, virgins ravished,

homes looted, and Alexander III, "The

Lord's Anointed," the " Great Patriach of

the Holy Synod," the supreme dignitary of

the Russo- Greek church, indirectly, if not

purposely, encouraged such acts by issuing

edicts banishing fellow- beings because they

were Jews, because they worshipped God

not in the manner dictated by Alexan

der III.

Siberia, a name synonymous with tyr

anny and oppression, has again lost her

royal prison keeper only to see another in

stalled to carry forward the edict of Russia

—servile submission to an imperial mas

ter or existence worse than death in the

Siberian mines.

Alexander II and I, father and uncle of

the late Russian monarch, were sons of

Crazy Paul, who was a son of Catherine II.

Before them Elizabeth, Ivan and Catherine

I, sandwiched between the three Peters,

were a bloody, dissolute set. Assassination,

suicide and licentiousness has characterized

the male members of the house of Roman

off; intrigue and unchsstity has disting

uished the female representatives of the

family. Of such stock was the late Alexan

der.
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While we weep for this departed mon

arch let ub drop a tear for those poor un

fortunates, victims of his tyranny. The

echoes of Moscow's hells tolling in his

memory will be wafted to bleak eastern

plains and there mingle with the sighs of

heart-broken souls.

our southern border would echo back with

the tramp, tramp, tramp of a million

brothers from the north. So it should be

with railway labor organizations—so it will

be with railway labor organizations.

E PLURIBUS UNUM.

The many kind expressions of friendship

and consideration voiced by contemporary

labor journals are appreciated and recipro

cated by the Magazine. The Trainmen's

Journal says: "We extend our heartiest

fraternal greeting and trust that the Maga

zine and the Journal will continue on the

same friendly footing in the future as in the

past." The Conductor, the Engineers' Journal

and Th€ Telegrapher courteously and kindly

give expression to similar sentiments. This

is as it should be. Instead of warring, one

against the another, all should unite in a

common cause.

The Magazine is one that believes that

Federation is the solution of the labor

problem and one that hopes the day is not

far distant when the various railway labor

organizations will follow in the footsteps

of our forefathers, the American colonists,

and form a federated union, one and indis

soluble! Those thirteen colonies, with

interests identical, remained separated,

each one relying upon its own strength,

for many years. All holding aloof from

closer communion because of imaginary

inequality or grievances, fruits of preju

diced minds, until driven by the oppres

sion of a common enemy, they formed a

federation of colonial organizations. Un

der this federation the American war of in

dependence, the greatest strike on record,

was conducted and won. But, the desire

for federation did not decrease with the ex

citement incidental to the war. Five years

later, in time of peace, this great federa

tion was cemented by a solemn compact,

the Constitution of the United States of

America, and to-day although the autono

my of each state is preserved, they collect

ively form a combination that bids de

fiance to the world. An invasion of one

state would set on foot the marching hosts

of forty- four. A hostile shot fired across

WAGES OF EMPLOYES.

Under the above caption the Railway Age

endeavors to prove that strikes are incited

by leaders of labor organizations and that

" fifteen leading railway companies of the

west" are only able to earn "a little over

four-fifths of one per cent" on the "total

stock."

When the Age makes the assertion that

" leaders of labor organizations are inci

ting employes to make demands upon rail

way officials" it exhibits a lack of knowl

edge upon a subject with which nearly every

reader of newspapers in the country is

familiar. It has only been a few short

months since the public press was bur

dened with glowing accounts of the insti

tution of a labor organization which unlike

all others was not " too conservative."

One of the greatest incentives offered to

members was that, unlike all the brother

hoods, the members would not be pre

vented striking by "chief executives who

were afraid to allow a strike."

It has been advertised far and wide that

during the past year strikes have been pre

vented repeatedly by advice of leaders of

labor organizations, and in one case, over

the protest of members, a strike was posi

tively prohibited by the chief executive of

an organization. It is recognized by the

members of all labor organizations that

cool headed, conservative men should be

placed at the helm, and where this rule

has been ignored the very existence of the

organization was imperiled. No one should

know this, and probably does know better

than the Railway Age, and when it intro

duces such statements in a prelude to an

argument it prepares the mind of the in

telligent reader to accept with distrust sub

sequent statements.

The Age arrives at its conclusion that the

dividends earned on stock of the fifteen

leading western railways is only"alittie

over four fifths of one per cent." by great

"trouble to collect certain statistics bear
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ing upon the earnings and expenditures "

of these railways. The Magazine has gone

to no "trouble to collect statistics" to re

fute this statement but does so as a duty it

owes common decency. That Jay Gould

earned hundreds of millions of dollars by

collecting a dividend of " four-fifths of one

per cent." upon the wealth realized by the

sale of a few mousetraps is absurd, the

height of the ridiculous, and is only ex

ceeded in absurdity by the presumption of

the Age that bucIi a statement would be en

tertained for a moment by an intelligent

audience. The colossal fortunes, the multi

millionaires which have sprung up, mush

room like, in railway circles during the

past few years prove conclusively that en

ormous dividends have been realized or

owners of railway stock have been duped

and robbed, either of which is no reason

why the wages of employes should be re

duced.

COMPASSION.

Brother A. B. Youngson, Assistant Grand

Chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Kngineers, has lost all that makes home

bright and happy, a dearly beloved wife, a

companion and life's helpmate.

" All other goods by Fortune's hand fire given,

A wife is the peculiar gift uf heaven."

To our Brother Youngson is extended a

sympathy begotten of like misfortune. Oh

how desolate and dreary seems the old

home. Nothing can assuage the sorrow for

a departed wife. Turn where you may—

some favorite nook, tome cherished me

mento, brings back sweet recollections of

" Auld Lang Sine" when hand in hand in

youthful days with pledges of love beauti

ful visions are seen through the mist of

years to come. For our Brother Youngson

the members of the Firemen's Brother

hood have none but the tenderest compas

sion in this his hour of affliction.

RIGHTS OF HUMANITY.

With what degree of virtuous indigna

tion corporations resent any intrusion by

the people upon their rights of property.

The rights of property are sacred, far more

sacred, than the rights of humanity. Coal

mines may be closed at the dictates of

property—while humanity with cold may

perish, perish at the very mouth of the

pit. Humanity could dig into the earth,

armed only with pick and shovel, and earn

food, clothes and all that makes home

bright and happy but the rights of proper

ty stand an impassible barrier and says,

" Touch not one clod of that mountain, it

is mine. I own the earth and its hidden

wealth."

But should a railway corporation fix its

wistful eye upon the little farm in the valley

property ceases to have rights. The old

homestead where you were born, the little

graveyard where a white slab marks the

last resting place of your dear old mother,

all, all must be swept away to make room

for a railway corporation. There is no

right of property that saves the old home,

nothing to save all that is dear to memory.

All property should be protected, should

have rights, but the rights of humanity

should be given precedence.

STRIKES-LEGAL, ILLEGAL.

With the above caption there is pub

lished in this issue an article contributed

by Judge .Thomas W. Harper, attorney for

the labor organizations in the recent appeal

in the Jenkins case. The opinions of Mr.

Harper have great weight, and every reader

who has any interest in the labor move

ment will do well to carefully consider

statements presented in this article.

Because of the apparent diversity of opin

ion among people, in fact among men high

in judicial circles, the Magazine deter

mined to get a legal definition of a legal

strike, and therefore requested Mr. Harper

to give the readers of the Magazine the

benefit of his professional knowledge.

Jt would seem that the "combining and

conspiring" of working men to quit the

service of a corporation in a body is not il

legal so long as the combining is for their

own benefit or for their own defense; but

when the object is solely to injure another

then the act becomes an illegal " conspir

acy." It would be useless to make editorial

comment of the intent of the laws, while

the article in question is so explicit in

details.
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GUB1ENT COMMENT.

_ . _ , From all the splutter and

LHtie wool, boastful predictions of what

labor was going to do at the

recent election one would naturally have

expected at least a constable elected in

some outlying precinct who was nominated

as a " laboring man." Up to date the con

stable has not been located. The American

Federationist says :

If our readers know of any union man who has

been elected to any office at the election November
litb, and will send to this office on or before the lr>th

inst., his name, trade, union and the orrli-e to which

he was elected, we will publish it in the December

issue of the American Federationist.

ii v • Workingmen concede to none
i»rf?nder8.H greater patriotism, greater love

of country, than is possessed

by workingmen. Upon the yeoman's strong

arm the nation depends for her defence,

and not upon labor's traducers, who are

only bribed into service by gaudy epaulets

and remunerative salaries. When our na

tion needs defenders labor organizations

will contribute their very existence while

their accusers will be found in the quarter

master's department or engineering some

gigantic swindle of the government. Upon

this subject the Engineer's Journal aptly

Buys:

Much has been said during the last few weeks in

regard to the dangers of a social revolution in this

country coming from the organizations of labor. The

treatment of the subject by different writers, as far as

wc have seen, has done great injustice to our labor

ing classes. We do not believe that the country has

anything to fear from her workingmen. .

It matters not to what degree

KeHe'f ? " tnirst for alcoholic stimulants

grows upon mankind it is .as

serted that the " Keely Cure " will destroy

this beastly passion. A man can become

crazed with drink, a besotted, disreputable

toper, yet science steps in and raises him

from the gutter bask to respectable citizen

ship. Will the day ever come when man's

voracious longing for wealth can be sa

tiated at least, if not cured by some drug?

The thirst for liquor has never wrecked the

homes that have been desolated by the

greed for gold. The greater success man

has in accumulating wealth the more ra

venous becomes his desire for increased

wealth. Nothing stands a barrier in his

way. No method of trickery or treachery

is too low to accomplish his end. Adulter

ated materials, ficticious values, and, last

but not least, a crushing down of labor's

wage until the strain is too great, the thread

snaps and all is chaos. Strikes, riots and

soldiers reign supreme. The atmosphere

clears, a cheap class of employes take pos

session of the old hearthstones, little fami

lies broken up and scattered, yet the thirst

for wealth is unsatiated. Convict labor is

resorted to, these legal slaves who work for

the cost of sustenance, comes to the rescue.

But there is yet another step. Little chil

dren, homeless perhaps, or with widowed

mothers, are conscripted into service. Thev

are helpless, cannot strike, and will work

for a few pennies a day. What will the

harvest be ? One shuts his eyes and shud

ders involuntary at the thought. The Rail

road TelegrapJier thus advises :

The labor of little children and convict labor nre

used to fatten the dividends of mill and factory own

ers and other large emplovers of cheap lat»or. The

children should be placed fn schools and the convict*

kept busy improving public roads.

The Machinist's Journ-jl grows

.Vmige». eloquent in contemplating the re

cent anomalies in jurisprudence,

the decisions of Judges Caldwell and Wilson,

and of Justice Harlan. Workingmen have

become so accustomed to the partnership

which apparently exists between the United

States j udges and corporations that decision!

in workingmen's favor from such sources

come like a clap of thunder from a clear

sky. The supreme, circuit and district fed

eral judges, as a rule are but corporation

attorneys rewarded for past partisan serv

ices, and it is gratifying to know that at least

a few are like Caesar's wife, above suspic

ion. The Journal says :

It is indeed refreshing to the masses when they are

able to learn that though we are little concerned in

large matters in the make up of our government, there

are vet a few men left in judicial positions who have

not been tainted with the glittering inducements that

are left at their disposal by wealthy corporations. This

decision isa new inspiration to organized labor.lt lia

bright ray of hope that all avenues of right and jus

tice are not yet closed to the toiler.

It would be reasonably sup-
J£.erin1w P^ed that with raw material

cheapened manufacturers would

pay higher wages or sell their products

cheaper, but such is not always the case.

Increased profits are the legitimate fruits of

such conditions, fruits harvested by capital

alone, until competition comes to the relief

of the consumer. The laborer is seldom, if

ever, a beneficiary of cheaper raw material

except that it be the occasion of giving

more men employment, or that the manu

facturer performs the labor himself. Fann

ers have seen the price of wheat decrease

to as low as forty-five cents per bushel, but

as yet in few localities have the consumer?

been able to purchase cheaper bread or the

journeymen bakers receive better wages-

Prof. Atwater says in a late bulletin from

the agricultural department:

One hundred pounds of llour will make from LB

to 137 pounds of bread, an average of about t*

pounds. Klour, such as Is used by lmker«. In no»

purchased in the eastern suites in not over (4 pet

barrel. Thiswould make the cost of flour in a ivoun-i

of bread about 1 V, cents. Allowing }$ cent for toe

shortening and silt, v Inch Is certainly very Min)

the materials for n pound of bread would cihI diH

more than two cents. • » » The average weight

of ton cent loaves, purchased In Mtddlctown, <%■*.,

was one and one-fourth pounds.

This makes the price to the consumer eight crnta
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per pound. The price of bread and the size of the

loaf axe practically the same now as when Hour cost

twice as much. The cost of baker's bread is a com

paratively small matter to the person who buys only

a loaf now and then : but in the eastern states and in

the larger towns throughout the country many peo

ple, ana especially those with moderate incomes and

the poor, buy their bread of the baker.

That the poor are becoming

"•overt**, more numerous is evident.

With all the strenuous efforts

of labor to gain control of wealth little re

mains after all bills are paid. These bills

have as much to do with the increase of the

poor as has the question of wages. Good

wages with thrift and frugality are poverty

exterminators, but good wages and prodi

gality leaves the poor poorer. It is said

that more is spent for drink than for food

and the following from the Illinois Watch-

tower would verify the saving:

At a largely attended meeting nf the Catholic cler

gymen and laymen of ono of the leading parishes of

Chicago, Father M. V. I>owling. one of the most earn

est of those demanding reform, made an address in

which he gave some startling figures. lie said that

the total cost of the World's exposition was $25,000,-

<i0n, the gate receipts Sio.ooo.ono and the appropria

tion of the city of Chicago, $.>.000.000. Ami yet stu

pendous us these ligures are, the money annually

paid to the Chicago saloon-keepers is nearly twice the

combined construction and general expenses of the

World's Fair, about five times the total gate receipts

uud nearly ten times the city's appropriation. Dur

ing the six months of the fair the saloonB of the city

received not less than three times the gate receipts,

t;,0iKi going to them for every SI ,000 paid the fair.

_ A strong argument is offered

B,uiot? against the "Australian ballot,"

adopted in many states, when

attention is called to the fact that it pre

cludes the possibility of a citizen voting for

his individual choice for any official position

Bhould he object to the candidates selected

by the various political parties. He is

compelled to choose between those candi

dates whose names appear upon the official

ballot. The " independence of the Amer

ican citizen becomes a myth, and he votes

as some party dictates or does not vote at

all. But when the secrecy of the Austra

lian method is taken into consideration,

the plan is not so bad after all. In the

state of Montana an election has just been

lield to select a city for the future capital.

The following taken from the Great Falls

Leader shows how elections are conducted

under either style of balloting:

Belt. Most., October 16, 1804.

<"harles I.. Fisk personally appeared before me, a

notary public in and for the town of Belt, Cascade

tounty, .Montana, and made oath to the following:

'This morning I was asked while working at car

penter work for the Anaconda Company (Castner

* ,'nl and Coke Company) whetiier I was going to vote

lor Helena or Anaconda. 1 told them that 1 would

use my own judgment in that, and would vote for

llilciia. Then! was told to go to the office and get

my time.

[Signed.1 Chaki.es !,. Fisk,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this, the 16th

day of October, 1894.

Walter J. Ke.nkoy,

[Seal.] Notary Public.

. , . - ., The time has come when

u^mpToyea. something should be done to

aid the families of those unfor

tunate victims of the recent labor troubles.

You that have employment, have homes

and firesides for wives and babes, can not

realize the condition of many of our former

brothers. It matters not that they may

have erred—they are now in distress and

should receive relief at the hands of those

more fortunate. The Denver Times-Sun, of

November 16th, says :

Considerable concern is developing in relation to

the number of railway men in the city suffering for

the lack of food, etc., who quit the employment

of the railways during the strike. It is estimated

that there are about 200 families in a destitute condi

tion and about 400 unmarried men who have uo

means of getting subsistence. While some of the

men claim they are blacklisted, the railway officials

say nothing of the kind exists. A committee which

has been examining the condition say something has

to be. done at once to relieve these people. Railway

officials say there is not enough business to employ

them, and there is being planned a public meeting

to take up the question and consider some plan of

relief. For four months and over these people have

had no employment. The cases are considered very

serious.

What a pity that men who

organist!....,. ™rk f°r » }™*g cannot

agree to dwell together in

peaceful union. After years of labor to

unite men in organizations for their protec

tion and the protection of their families,

something comes up to disunite them. A

little difference in policy, some new feature

advocated by an ambitious member, takes

root and the work of disintegration com

mences. Instead of agitating these re

forms within the ranks of the organization

an opposition movement is set on foot and

the labor of years is destroyed in a day. If

all who have different theories of national

government should set up opposition es

tablishments political affairs would indeed

be chaotic. The Eight Hour Herald lament-

ingly says :

There are probably two hundred and fifty skilled

printing pressmen in Chicago—enough to form a very

formidable union when the peculiar surroundings of

this craftare taken into consideration. But there are

not enough of them to form two unions, especially

when the two organizations engage in an unrelenting

war of extermination upon each other, and more es

pecially when each faction is determined to draw

employers and the whole printing industry into their

squabble. Employers do not relish having their es

tablishments declared unfair by one or the other of

these rival unions on every possible occasion. No

matter which faction is employed, the other one has

a grievance.

, - _ The decision of Judge
^Xrre X'V^IrtT Caldwell in the Union

Pacific case, of Judge

Wolson in the Omaha & St. Louis (Wa

bash) case, and Judge Harlan in the Jen

kins case, show what labor organizations

can do for rail way employes without resort

ing to grievance committees and strikes.

Of course the records of the courts ignore

labor organizations. It would seem from the
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records that the " employes " won the bat

tle, and labor organizations were no party

to the suit. The fact of the matter is labor

organizations took up the grievance, em

ployed the attorneys and paid the bills.

Not 50 per cent, of the " employes " con

tributed either morally or financially to the

cause. The reason of this is the law does

not recognize a labor organization except

to prosecute, if not to persecute, and many

"employes" reap the benefits of a legal

victory without risk or expense. In speak

ing of the recent legal battles in which labor

organizations have been victorious the Rail

road Telegrapher says :

None of the railroad labor organizations cure

whether the employes are recognized as members of

their several brotherhoods or not. Organized labor

does not permit official dignity to stand in the way

when it is necessary to carry a ease into court. They

are satisfied to know that organization enables the

employes to confer with one another and receive

necessary advice, etc., and that such conference and

advice results in the grievance receiving the recogni

tion of a legal court.

Gratitude has ever been con-

ot'Vate? sidered one of the most beautiful

of human attributes. Women,

as the mothers, daughters, wives and sweet

hearts of men , are notable for the possession

of this characteristic, but as politicians,

they have recently, like all other politi

cians, shown a disregard for benefactors.

The franchise, the chance to vote—just once

like a man—has been the ambition of many

women and it was believed that the party

that championed women's suffrage would

at least receive the support of a considera

ble majority of women voters but, woe to

the Populists, these expectations were not

realized. Kate Fields in her Washington,

says:

There is no doubt that Colorado women owe the

suffrage to the Populists, though my previous state

ment to this effect was recently denied in the lienver

Sews. Here are Governor Waite's own words, taken

from the North American Review :

"There is no doubt that in Colorado the women

owe the suffrage to the Populists. The Populists in

the General Assembly nearly all supported the bill,

but a majority of the members of both the old par

ties voted in opposition. The law was recommeuded

by a Populist governor, the bill whs introduced by a

Populist representative, at the general election the

Populist party in the state supported the measure,

but nearly all the Republican counties and all the

Democratic counties voted largely against it "

Fifty-five per cent of the votes in Colorado was

cast by women, and Governor Waite may well Bay

that " the women did it."

At Indianapolis, on October 20th, a fed

eration of trades unions of the iron indus

tries was formed under the name of the

Federated Metal Trades* A committee was

appointed to draw up a plan of federation

satisfactory to all trades represented. Lee

Johnson, of the boilermakers, was elected

president, James O'Oonnell, of the machin

ists, vice-preBident, and Win. Anderson, of

the brass- workers, secretary-treasurer.

SHALLARBITRATION BE REJECTED?

The situation among the striking cloak

makers is desperate, says a New York dis

patch dated November Nth. They start*)

out with strong faith in the outcome. Thii

confidence was justified empirically by the

Bupineness of the manufacturers in the past.

But the firms, which had suffered from

many Burh difficulties all the year, finally

determined by co-operation to make a fight.

In a short time the strikers had nothing

but hope, based on the chances of the order

for a general garmentmakers' strike. When

this failed and the firms still held out the

workingmen were reduced to charity, and

that is their sole reliance now. Affiliated

unions have sent them some aid, united

labor generally will raise something lor

them at mass meetings soon, and bnsim&s

men, saloonkeepers and others are supply

ing some food and promises of clothing.

Such action will not help long, and as the

strikers are disposed to hold out it is proba

ble that !),000 or 10,000 able-bodied men

and women, with a skill for which there is

a market now, will be thrown on the charity

of the community before the winter is over.

These few incidents illustrate the serious

conditions existing. * * *

In the damp, dark basement of Walhalla

Hall nearly a hundred men who have been

turned out of their homes with their fami

lies because they are not able to pay their

arrears in rent, have been compelled to

sleep on the hard board floor. Their wives

and children they have left with neighbors

who have still a roof to cover their Lead*.

The basement where these wretched people

sleep is about twelve feet beneath the street.

Not a ray of sunlight and rarely a breath of

pure air reaches it. Eight hundred ragged

and woebegone men lay there last night,

sighing, moaning, and groaning, unable to

forget their misery in sleep. Now and then

there rose and fell a prayerful murmur like

the chanting of savages in the solitude of

the prairies.

" Bread ! O, give us bread ! We mint

have bread! " was repeated again and again

with outstretched arms.

To-day 300 loaves of bread were distrib

uted in this basement. The men crowded

around it and fought like animals (orttie

loaves. Seventy- five more of the families

were evicted today. The women and the

children were all provided for as comfort

ably as the leaders could devise.

The desperation and brutality which

hunger traces on human faces wag shown

plainly in the o,000 men who gathered ia

the ball-room of Walhalla Hall to day.

Women wept. Speakers ascended the plat

form by dozens and said:

" We are starving, but yet we remain on

strike. What do we care for hunger'

Brothers, will you remain out on strike
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until next spring ? [Roars of ' Yes ' ' Yes ! ']

Are vou willing to give up this strike?

[" Never." " Never.H

"A scab is here! " shouted a dozen strik

ers. ".Kill him! kill him! Outwithbim!"

Five min utes later there was a cry of " Spies!

Spies! There are spies in the meeting!"

Immediately there was a great commotion.

" Here they are ! Killthem! Lynch them!"

could be heard. Amid a great disturbance

the spies were ejected with severe injuries.

Timely meditation under the auspices of

a body of citizens whose worthy motives are

admitted is against being widely discussed.

An attempt is being made by the coat and

Bhirt making contractors to force a return

to the sweating system, which was abolished

in the two industries recently by the strik

ers. These poor people are clamoring for

bread, desperate in thought, awaiting a

leader for violent deeds. But they declare

they will not compromise.—Exchange.

Internecine War.

It is given out that war has been declared

by the Knights of Labor upon the United

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners and

of which P. J. McGuire, of Philadelphia, is

general secretary. This organization is af

filiated with the American Federation of

Labor, while the Amalgamated Association

of Carpenters and Joiners, and which also

has a McGuire at its head, is affiliated with

the Knights. At the recent general con

vention of the United Brotherhood, held in

Indianapolis, a resolution was adopted de

claring the supreme right of that order to

govern all workers of the craft in the United

States and Canada and declaring that here

after it would recognize no other organiza

tion of carpenters. Since this convention

the general executive board has sent out a

secret circular instructing and asking for

earnest co-operation in refusing to recognize

any card other than that of the United

Brotherhood.

This action has nettled the officers of the

Amalgamated Association, which has its

headquarters at Amsterdam, N. Y., and the

executive board of the Knights has willingly

promised its co-operation to a warfare that

promises to be bitter, and which they claim

will lead to the extermination of the United

Brotherhood. In a secret circular which

has been issued it is declared that the

United Brotherhood lost 20,000 members

during the past year ; that 375 local unions

ceased to exist, and that its narrow-minded

policy will cause still further losses in mem

bership before the next convention. Ev

ery branch of the Amalgamated Association

throughout the country is to be instructed

to use every effort to bring about secessions

from the United Brotherhood to the rival

association .—Exchange.

Labor's greatest enemy is labor. The

Brotherhood of Carpenters and the Brother

hood of Firemen have each much to fear

from these " Fatherhood of God and

Brotherhood of Man" concerns. The fire

men have just undergone a severe test, and

although somewhat disfigured they are still

in the ring.

THE LABOR MOVEMENT.

Theeighteenth annual session of the Gen

eral Assembly of the Knights of Labor con

vened at New Orleans on November Kith.

Grand Master Workman Sovereign was re

elected.

The lUilway Agents' Association has

severed its connection with its official organ,

The Railway Agent, because of differences

arising between the publishers and the as

sociation.

Grand Master Workman Sovereign, of

the Knights of Labor, delivered an address

at the Texas State Fair, at Dallas, on Oct.

31st, "Labor day." Many thousand work-

ingmen were present.

In New York City, although 103 manu

facturing firms have agreed to the demands

of the Garment Makers to cease the sweat

shop system, the large concerns still hold

out. It is a struggle between wealth and

starving humanity.

According to the Railway Review (Lon

don), Mr. John Burns, M. P., and Mr. David

Holmes, J. P., have been appointed by the

Trades Union Congress of Great Britain to

represent that body at the coming conven

tion of the American Federation of Labor.

The American Federation of Labor meet

at Denver, Colorado, in their fourteenth

annual convention on the 10th day of the

present month. A cordial invitation to the

trade unionists of America has been issued

to participate in this, their most important

convention.

Members of the International Associa

tion of Machinists have formed a joint

stock company at Baltimore, known as the

Pioneer Co-operative Machine Works, and

propose doing a general manufacturing

business. The stock of this concern is

taken up by members of the association.

Kev. Dr. Talmage is credited with say

ing: "One Sabbath night, in the vesti

bule of my church, a woman fell in con

vulsions. The doctor said she needed medi

cine not so much as something to eat. As

she began to revive, in her delirium she

said gaspingly : ' Eight cents ! Eight cents !

I wish I could get it done ! I wish I could
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get some sleep, but I must get it done!

Eight cents ! ' We found afterwards that

she was making garments at 8 cents apiece,

and that she could make but three of them

in a day. Hear it! Three times eight are

24! Hear it, men and women who have

comfortable homes! "

these measures must be popularized is

times of industrial peace.

According to the Public Ledger the Phila

delphia Traction Company has discharged

numerous conductors and motormen for

alleged connection with the new Brother

hood of Trolly Car Employes. What qc-

cult influence can it be that leads men to

sacrifice their positions, their homes, for a

principle and yet allow them to remain in

ignorance of the magic power of the ballot.

Perhaps it has never occurred to the work-

ingmen of Pennsylvania that they could

enact laws that would send corporation

officials to prison for just such doings.

Judge Priest, of the United States Cir

cuit Court, " was disqualified from setting

in a case " at St. Louis which involved a

dispute between a railway company and

its employes " because he was a former rail

way attorney." Great Scott! If this rule

is to be established, what is to become of all

the other judges, governors, attorney gen

erals, members of legislatures and of con

gress, and last, but not least, presidents ?

Appearances would indicate that unless a

candidate is an ex-corporation attorney no

political party will support him for such

position.

Emperor William, of Germany, is having

his sleep broken by thoughts of the growing

democratic sentiment of the German peo

ple. The socialists in " fatherland " are

nearly as demonstrative as were the sub

jects of George III, of England, when they

threw the cargo of tea overboard in Boston

harbor. His majesty would like to take

tbe bull by the horns and stamp out inde

pendent sentiment, but he is afraid it is

loaded. Chancellor Caprivi thought he

saw " a cloud no larger than a man's hand "

in the horizon, and wisely got in out of the

weather.

It is doubtful if any of tbe great strikes

of the recent years, from Homestead to

Pullman, says the Eight-Hour Herald, would

have taken place had public opinion been

strong enough to compel both parties to the

controversy to meet for an exchange of

views. Now let workingmen, by their at

tendance at and interest in this matter,

demonstrate their willingness to encourage

rational methods. PaBt experiences teach

us that when a great strike has been pre

cipitated, it is then too late to talk of arbi

tration or conciliation. To be effective,

At the recent Indianapolis convention of

the Brotherhood of Carpenters decisive lo

tion was taken, says The Carpenter, to secure

the more general adoption of the eight

hour working day among the carpenters in

every town and city in every section of the

entire country. It is to be pushed forward

by incessant agitation, public discussion,

thorough organization, and through con

ferences and consultations with contractor!,

builders and employers, so to avoid strike*

or any possibilities of labor disturbance*.

At their recent convention the Brother

hood of Railway Track Foremen enacted

laws which admits to membership "all

white railway trackmen who are sober, in

dustrious and otherwise of good character

who have been engaged at track work fort

period of at least one year and can read

and write English." The B. of R. T. F.

will hold biennial conventions in future

and will meet two years hence at Louis

ville, Ky. The Grand Chief Foreman,

James T. Wilson, in his annual report said :

" The rise of the American Railway Union,

which it was strenuously asserted was to

prove a panacea for all the ills that afflict

railway men, completely paralyzed tbe

progress of young and conservative organi

zations such as ours. On May 17th last, a

special circular letter was sent to all sub

ordinate divisions of the brotherhood warn

ing our membership of approaching dan

ger, reciting that as one- third of the rail

way companies of the country were bank

rupted and in the hands of receivers, with

the whole country in the midst of a finan

cial panic, while thousands of men were

roaming in search of work, it was oar duty

to refrain from participating in any strike

movement during the crisis, and if w»

would wait for the return of more prosper

ous times we would be more successful in

our efforts to have our grievances adjusted

Despite any entreaties several of our sub

ordinate divisions surrendered their char

ters and hundreds of members refused to

pay dues and assessments, many sending

in their certificates with the statement that

the A. R. U. was the ' only ' order. They

were wild with excitement and lost sight

of the fact that assessments are collected

to pay the claims of widows and children

and disabled brothers. They informed «

it would be wasting money to pay their *§-

sessments to the Brotherhood. The ne*

organization was going to enrich its entire

membership, and they would have no (ci

ther need for insurance." These same noffl

now have no insurance, no protection, no

job. See?
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OLNEY AND THE .BROTHERHOODS.

Since Judge Dallas has been so tardy in

granting justice to the members of the

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen who

have protested against being discharged by

the receivers of the Reading Railway because

they were Brotherhood men, Attorney Gen

eral Olney has made the following sugges

tion to the court :

I.

The material facts may be briefly stated.

The petitioners are members of the Broth

erhood of Railroad Trainmen. Some of

them have been members for seven or eight

years—have each year paid annual dues

and assessments which now amount to con

siderable sums of money—and by continu

ing their membership, will, in case of death

or permanent disability, become entitled

by themselves or their representatives to

large pecuniary payments from the funds

of the brotherhood. On the other hand,

by ceasing to be members, they lose all

benefit from the assessments and dues al

ready paid and forfeit all claim upon the

brotherhood treasury.

The constitutions and rules of the broth

erhood and of the subordinate lodges are

before the court as part of the petition.

No controversy or antagonism has ever

arisen or existed between the Reading

Railroad and the brotherhood or any of its

lodges, or between the Reading Railroad

and any members of the brotherhood as

each members. If, as is claimed, the

Reading Railroad has for some years adop

ted the rule that it would not have in its

service any member of a labor organiza

tion, it is a rule which has not been uni

formly nor invariably acted upon since

there has been a Philadelphia lodge of the

brotherhood on the Reading line for nearly

eight years and its existence cannot have

been unknown to the Reading officials.

What has now happened and what has led

to the present petition is this : The Read

ing receivers have notified the members of

the brotherhood on its line that unless

they cease to be such members, they will

be discharged from their present employ

ment on or before October 8th. The re

ceivers make no complaint of the manner

in which the brotherhood employes dis

charge their respective duties. The notice

has been given simply because of such

employes' membership of the brotherhood,

as is conclusively shown by the following

telegram received by Grand Master Wil

kinson in reply to his remonstrance against

the course proposed to be taken. "The

policy of this company is well known to

be that it will not consent that persons in

its service shall owe allegiance to other or

ganizations which may make claims upon

them which are incompatible with their

duties to their employers. This position

was taken advisedly and we have no inten

tion of departing from it. (Signed) Joseph

S. Harris, President and Receiver." Thus,

if the receivers are right and their rule is

to prevail, membership of the brotherhood

by and of itself incapacitates for service on

the Reading Railroad. It is respectfully

submitted that the receivers are wrong

and that the action proposed by them

ought not to be sanctioned by the court.

II.

It will help to make plain the precise

question before the court to note the open

ing words of the telegram just quoted.

"The policy of the company is well known

to be, etc., etc." Mr. Harris, who signs the

telegram both as president and receiver,

evidently forgets that the company is no

longer in control—that it can have no pres

ent policy on the subject and that what its

past policy was is of slight consequence.

The Reading Railroad being now in the

hands of receivers the receivers and all the

employes of the company are officers of

the court. The court, therefore, and not

the company, is the employer of all the

persons engaged in the operation of the

road. The present policy of the court—

and not the past policy of the company—is

the material thing to be considered. And

hence the precise question is—will the

court now lay the rule that members of the

Brotherhood of Trainmen shall, because

they are such members, be discharged from

the service of the road?

III.

The court, it is submitted, ought not and

cannot lay down any such rule on the

ground that either the purposes and ob

jects of the brotherhood, or the means by

which they are to be attained, are shown

to be illegal.

1. The general purposes and objects of

the brotherhood are stated in the preamble

to the constitution, as follows :

"To unite the railroad trainmen; to pro

mote their general welfare and advance

their interests, social, moral and intellec

tual ; to protect their families by the exer

cise of a systematic benevolence, very

needful in a calling so hazardous as ours,

this fraternity has been organized.

"Persuaded that it is for the interests

both of our members and their employers

that a good understanding should at all

times exist between the two, it will be the

constant endeavor of this organization to

establish mutual confidence and create and

maintain harmonious relations.

"Such are the aims and purposes of the

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen."

Certainly these objects must be regarded
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as laudable in the highest degree and as

deserving the approbation and support of

every good citizen. They are indeed prac

tically the same as those for which working

people are expressly authorized to incor

porate themselves by act of congress—the

statutory description of such objects being

" for the purpose of aiding its members to

become more skillful and efficient workers,

the promotion of their general intelligence,

the elevation of their character, the regu

lation of their wages and their hours and

conditions of labor, the protection of their

individual rights in the prosecution of

their trade or trades, the raising of funds

for the benefit of sick, disabled, or unem

ployed members, of the families of de

ceased members, or for such other object

or objects for which working people may

lawfully combine, having in view their mu

tual protection or benefit."

2. If the means to these praiseworthy

ends be now examined, there is nothing in

them to which the most captious critic can

object except the provisions made for

strikes.

It is well to note that even these provis

ions are of an eminently conservative char

acter—that great care is taken to guard

against the abuse of a weapon which is a

two-edged sword and generally proves as

damaging to those who use it as to those

against whom it is used.

Thus, by the brotherhood constitution

and rules, a strike does not take effect till

approved[firnt by the local grievance com

mittee, second by the general grievance

committee, third by a hoard of adjust

ment, and fourth by the Grand Master with

the consent of two-thirds of the members

involved—while striking or inciting to

strike except in accordance with the above

rules is punished by expulsion from the

brotherhood.

3. Nevertheless, among the means of

accomplishing the ends of the brother

hood is the bringing about of a " strike."

As what a " strike" is is not defined by the

brotherhood constitution and rules, its

precise nature must be determined by the

court. And, as the brotherhood is entitled

to the ordinary presumption of lawfulness

for its methods as well as its objects until

the contrary is shown, the court will hold

the thing termed "strike" in the brother

hood constitution and rules to be some

thing lawful unless there cannot be such a

thing as a lawful "strike."

4. But whatever may be the customary

or probable incidents or accompaniments

of a strike, it cannot be ruled that there is

no such thing as a legal strike—that every

strike must be unlawful

The necessary elements of a strike are

only three—(1) the quitting of work; (!')

bv concert between two or more; (3) sim

ultaneously—and in and of themselves in

volve no taint of illegality.

A strike becomes illegal when, to these

necessary features, are added others, such

as a malicious intent followed by actual in

jury, intimidation, violence, the creation of

a public nuisance, or a breach of the peace

of any sort.

5. But it is unnecessary to elaborate the

proposition that a strike is not necessarily

unlawful since it is emphatically sustained

by the recent decision of the Circuit Court

of Appeals in Farmers' Loan and Trust Co.

vs. Northern Pacific K. R. Co. just decided

in Chicago. And it is hardly necessary to

point out that the attending circumstances,

which only too often makes strikes unlaw

ful, are none of them provided for by the

brotherhood constitution and rules and

cannot therefore be assumed to be neces

sary incidents of any strike occurring pur

suant to them.

IV.

If the rule that a member of the Broth

erhood of Railroad Trainmen shall not

work on the Reading Road cannot be jus

tified because of anything inherently un

lawful in the constitution and rules of the.

brotherhood, the only remaining ground

on which it can be defended is that of

business expediency.

That question is presented because in

operating the Reading Railroad so as to

secure the best results for the public and

all private parties interested, the court is

unhampered by any express statutory pro

visions and has all the liberty of choice be

longing to employers generally.

It is conceivable, therefore, though the

spectacle would be a curious one, that a

court of the United States may, on busi

ness grounds, refuse employment to per

sons for no other reason than their mem

bership of an association whose purposes

the laws of the United States expressly

sanction.

It is conceivable also that a court of the

United States, also on business ground*,

may attach to employment by its receiver*

a condition which employers of labor gen

erally in very many states of the Union are

prohibited from imposing under penalty of

fine and imprisonment.

But it is safe to say that the considera

tion of business policy impelling the court

to the course suggested should be of tin

clearest and most cogent character, and

that the question presented is one which

the court will recognize as of the greateft

interest and importance.

It involves the right of labor to organist

for the settlement of differences between

it and capital whose right to organise i»

apparently not denied.

How the ordinary employer of labor may
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answer Buch a question, whether mistaken

ly or otherwise, ia of comparatively little

consequence.

But, when the court is the employer,

any mistaken decision may work infinite

mischief both because until corrected it

lays down a rule of action for other like

cases and because eo far as the mistake is

recognized, it impairs the confidence of

either the employer or the employed or

both in the impartiality or capacity of the

judiciary.

In considering the question of the busi

ness expediency of the employment of

brotherhood men, such objection as there

ia to it must arise from the fact that

under its constitution and rules the em

ployes may engage in a strike—with all the

natural and possible incidents and conse

quences. It can hardly be denied that,

otherwise, the brotherhood organization

is not only not objectionable but is salu

tary in its operation both as regards the

employer and the employed. It ia the

strike feature and that alone which, from a

business point of view, can induce the

court to brand the brotherhoood men as

unfit for its service. It is submitted that

that feature should not be allowed to have

that effect for various reasons.

It should be remembered, in the first

place, that the risks of a strike are not

obviated by excluding the members of the

brotherhood from the receivers' service.

Men deeming themselves aggrieved and

peeking relief or redress, though not asso

ciated m any formal way or for any gen

eral purposes may easily unite for the sin

gle purpose, of a strike. In that view, the

brotherhood constitution and rules may

well be regarded as operating in restraint

of strikes. By compelling the question of

strike or no strike to be acted upon affir

matively by four or five different and inde

pendent tribunals, they certainly tend to

prohibit a strike that is rash, or reckless,

or for other than weighty cause. Let it be

borne in mind in the same connection that

when a railroad or any other business con

cern is operated by receivers, the violence

and lawlessness and other abuses of a

strike are both li ss likely to develop than

in other cases, and, if developed, are much

more readily dealt with. Employes, who

understand they are officers of the court,

will be slow to antagonize its authority,

and if they do, can ue summarily con

trolled and" punished through the process

of contempt.

While, therefore, under the circumstances

of the present case the possible evils of a

6trike would seem to be minimized, it

should not be forgotten, in the second

place, that the receivers' proposed remedy,

to-wit, a rule excluding or discharging

from service any and all members of the

brotherhood, is itself open to serious ob

jections and disadvantages. The best ser

vice is not to be expected from employes

who smart under a sense of injustice and

are in a chronic state of discontent. Yet

such is the inevitable condition of em

ployes whose right to organize for mutual

protection and benefit is attacked and

whose opportunity to labor is conditioned

upon the sacrifice of that right. They can

not help noting that organized capital is

not so restricted. And when treatment so

apparently unfair and discriminating is

administered through the instrumentality

of a court, the resulting discontent and re

sentment of employes are inevitably in

tensified because the law itself seems to

have got wrong and in some unaccountable

manner to have taken sides against them.

Thus, the mischiefs apprehended and

membership of the brotherhood by the

receivers' employes lies wholly in the fu

ture and are as small as it is possible in

the nature of things, while the mischiefs to

arise from enforcing the receivers' proposed

rule are real and immediate. Whether

and how far they may be regarded as off

setting one another need not be discussed.

The rejection of the proposed rule may

reasonably be expected to be attended

with such substantial advantages that the

court can hardly hesitate as to the course

which Bound business policy dictates.

To begin with, not the least of such ad

vantages is the avoidance of the necessary

invidious, if not illegal position that a man

shall go without work unless he will give

up a legal right—a right he may properly

deem essential to his safety and welfare.

A correlative advantage is the concilia

tion of the employed through the full re

cognition of their rights and the clear in

dication of an honest purpose that no in

justice to them is meditated.

Another advantage is the practical proof

thus given that the greatest social problem

of the day and the phase it has now as

sumed are fully appreciated. "Whatever

else may remain for the future to deter

mine, it must now be regarded as substan

tially settled that the masa of wage earn

ers can no longer be dealt with by capital

as so many isolated units. The time has

passed when the individual workman is

called upon to pit his feeble single strength

against the might of organized capital.

Organized labor now confronts organized

capital—they are best off when friends,

but are inevitably often at variance—as

antagonists neither can afford to despise

the other—and the burning question of

modern times is how shall the ever recur

ring controversies between them be ad

justed and terminated. If the combatants

are left to fight out their battles between

themselves by the ordinary agencies, noth
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ing is more certain than that each will in

flict incalculable injury upon the other

while, whichever may triumph, will have

won a victory only leBS disastrous and less

regret able than defeat.

No better mode for the settlement of

contests between capital and labor has yet

been devised or tried than arbitration, and

another and crowning advantage of the

course of action here advocated is that ar

bitration as the mode of settling differences

between capital and labor must necessa

rily be applied in the course of the re

ceivership, and arbitration in its best and

most effective form. The court, by ap

pointing receivers, constitutes itself not

only an employer of labor but the arbitra

tor of all disputes between it and the re

ceivers who may justly be regarded as rep

resentatives of capital. It occupies the

dual capacity of employer and arbitrator

naturally and inevitably. It is an arbitra

tor whose wisdom and impartiality are—

certainly should be and must be assumed

to be—beyond suspicion. It is an arbitra

tor capable of acting rapidly and summa

rily, if need be, and invested with power to

enforce its own awards. It is an arbitra

tor with whom both parties have reason to

be as satisfied both from its character and

its ability to make its award effective, and

might well be expected to furnish, should

circumstances permit or require, a con

spicuous object lesson illustrative of the

value of the arbitration principle.

In short, the question being whether

business policy requires the court to ap

prove the rule that a member of the Broth

erhood of Railroad Trainmen is ipso facto in

eligible as an employe of the receivers of

the Reading Railroad and an officer of the

court, the conclusive conderations against

the rule may be summed up as follows :

1. The rule is of doubtful value as a

preventive of strikes because it leaves em

ployes to act upon impulse and from pas

sion and freed from the restraints of the

brotherhood regulations.

2. The rule is of doubtful value when

the court is the real employer both from

the reluctance of the employed to defy the

court's authority and from the power of the

latter to speedily and summarily vindicate

it.

3. The rule is of positively injurious

tendency in the disaffection and discontent

engendered among employes by the denial

to them of rights enjoyed by citizens gen

erally and deemed necessary for their se

curity and comfort.

4. The repudiation of the rule, on the

other hand, has the positive merit.

(a). Of tending to secure for the Bervice

the good will of employes and thus promo

ting its efficiency.

(b). Of recognizing the real conditions

of the capital and labor problem and the

fact that labor both has the right to organ

ize and is organized.

(c) Of illustrating the working under

the most favorable auspices of the princi

ple of arbitration as the means of adjust

ing the differences between capital and

labor.

(d). Of demonstrating that there is not

one law for one class of the community

and another for another, but the same for

all, and of thus tending to preserve for tlie

law and for the judiciary by which it it ad

ministered that general respect and confi

dence which have always been a marked

characteristic as well as" excellence of our

institutions.

(Signed), Richard Olnfi/.

MR. W. E. BROKAW.

In the " Brotherhood" department a let

ter is published from Mr. W. E. Brokaw.

editor of the Single Tax Courier, in reply to

an article in the November Magazine. Mr.

Brokaw's original article was lost in trans

mission to this office and the present letter

did not arrive until after other forms had

gone to press, therefore it appears among

the correspondence. The December issue

will close all personal discussions, but brief,

well written essays on all economic ques

tions will receive due attention.

ANN ARBOR RICKS.

According to press reports, the senate will

be engaged in an impeachment trial soon

after the holidays. The committee con

ducting the investigation of the charge*

against Judge Ricks, United States District

Judge of the Northern District of Ohio, have

finished taking testimony, and to-day, re

turned to Washington. The newspaper re

ports of the testimony taken by the com

mittee at Cleveland indicate damaging tes

timony against Judge Ricks. The defend

will be allowed some time for the further

presentation of their case in writing, but

the expectation is that the committee re

port, which will be prepared by Repre

sentative Bailey, of Texas, will be ready

before the holiday recess is taken. The re

port will be first acted on by the house ju

diciary committee. It is not thought that

they will consume much time in considera

tion of the case, as the testimony will he

all before them, and is said to be of a char

acter not to excite much doubt. It ia be

lieved that a resolution of impeachment

will be reported promptlv by the commit

tee, and that the case will be sent to the

senate for trial.

It is not often that the senate is called

upon to act in its judicial capacity on im

peachment, and the case will probably be

one of considerable interest. The charge-s

grow out of alleged illegal collection of fees

by Judge Ricks.
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JUDICIAL DECISIONS.

RKIH'CTION «»F WAGES BV RECEIVERS.

The court, in its discretion, will consider an *i i »y»l i-

eation by railroad employes to rescind an order of

the receiver reducing wages.

Thomas vs. Cincinnati, N. O. A T I*. Ry Co. ^Cir

cuit Court. S. I) Ohio, \V. 1> i 02 Fed. Rep. 601). <20)

ASSUMPTION OK Rt*K MY SERVANT.

\\*here a servant, with knowledge of a defect in the

master's premises, continues in his service, without

proper notice to the latter, he assumes the risk of in

juries growing out oi" such defect.

Texas A 1'aeilie Uy. Co. vs Hrvant. (Court of Civil

Appeals of Texas.) 27S. W. Hep. 825. (8S).

The .Supreme Court of Texas holds that a section

foreman, with authority to employ and discharge

hands, is not a fellow servant uf those under his con

trol: and it is immaterial that he derived such au

thority only from the roadmn.ster.

Ft/Worth A I>. C. Rv. Co. vs. Peters. (27S.W. Rep.

257.) HO).

LOCATION OF PROPERTY INSURED.

Where property is insured ''while*' in a certain

building, the insured cannot recover in case it is de

stroyed at another place, though it was then in its
•■ordinary, necessary, and convenient use."

<ireen vs. Liverpool A London & <Jlobe Insurance

Cd (Supreme Court of Jowa.) 60 X. \\ . Rep. 1*0.

i-H)).

LIABILITY FOR HEATH OF EMPLOYE.

In an action against a railroad company for the

death of an employe, evidence that he could have

been seen in time to avoid running over him. and

that the engineer was probably asleep, is sufficient to

sustain a verdict of negligence.

Craft vs. Northern Pas. R. Co. (Circuit Court. I>.

( >regon,( fi2 Fed. Rep. 73j. (47).

INSCRANCE—PA RoL EVIDENCE AS TO TERMS OK CONTRACT

FOR INSURANCE.

Where, in pursuance of an oral contract to insure.

a policy is issued and received by the insured, which

is v<>id for non-compliance with' the statutory form,

it will be presumed that the terms of the oral con

tract were the same as those in the written policy.

Green vs. Liverpool A: London «fc Globe insurance

<o. (Supreme Court of Iowa.) 00 N. W. Rep. 180.

<5fi).

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE OF FELLOW SERVANT.

Where a servant, who has knowledge of the incom

petency of a fellow servant, continues to work with

him. without complaint to the master, the latter is

not liable to the servant for injuries caused by the

fellow servant's negligence, though he was negligent

in retaining the fellow servant in his employ.

McCharlfS vs. Horn Silver Mining A Smelting Co.

(.Supreme Court of Utah.) :t7 l*ac. Rep. 71K*. (o7).

LIABILITY TO THIRD PUIW^S FOR WANTON AND MALI

CIOUS ACTS OK SERVANTS.

The wanton and malicious use of the steam whistle

uf a locomotive by servants of a railroad company

who are in charge of the locomotive while it is in mo

tion on a regular or authorized run, is an act within

the scope of their employment, so far as to charge the

company with liability for injuries caused thereby.

Texas'tt 1*. Rv. Co.'vs. Scoville. (Circuit Court of

Appeals, Fifth circuit.) 62 Fed. ltcp.7:«>. (67 1.

TRANSFER BY INDORSEMENT WILE NOT I'A^S TITIJ;,

"While the transfer of negotiable promissory notes

secured by an absolute conveyance of land made un

der the statutes, although the transfer he made by

indorsement of the payee u ithout recourse upon him",

will not discharge the land from the incumbrance

placed upon it by the deed, yet a mere written trans

ier. indorsed upon the deed, of the deed itself and the

rights of the grantee therein (the payee of the note)

will not pass title lo the land out oi him, and into the

indorsee of the notes, so as to enable the latter to

convey the land back to the debtor who executed the

deed to secure the notes, Consequently, under such

circumstances, verdict in a suit upon the notes, and

judgment, should not find and declare uncondition

ally that the plaintiff' has or shall have a special lien

on the land for the payment of the judgment, hut

only that he shall have such lien provided he shall

procure a proper conveyance to be made by the

grantee in tne security deed conformably to his bond

for titles, and have the same duly filed and recorded

before causing the land to be levied upon.

Henry vs. McAllister. iSupremeCourt of Georgia )

20 S. K. Rep. GO. (203).

LIABILITY FOR IN.ICRY TO RAILROAD EMPLOYE.

The failure of a railroad company to securely fasten

the ends of a car which are on hinges, so as to allow

the car to be used us a Hat car by dropping the ends

inward, is not negligence, so as* to render the com

pany liable tou brakeman, who in getting off the car,

is thrown beneath the wheels by reason of the end

falling in, he having used it as a support.

(iraham vs. Chicago. St. P. M. <fc O. Ry. Co. (Cir

cuit Court. T). Minnesota, Second Division.) 02 Fed.

Rep NOG. (Km.

INJUNCTION REQUIRING PERFORMANCE OF DVTY RY

EMPLOYES.

Where employes of a railroad company, though

remaining in its employment, refuse to perform their

duties of operating its trains so long as I'ullman cars

are hauled, though the company is bound by con

tract to carry them, thus interrupting interstate com

merce and the transmission of mails, and subjecting

the company to suits and great irreparable damage,

injunction will issue requiring them to perform

their duties during their continuance in the com

pany's employment.

Southern California Ry. Co. vs. Rutherford. (Cir

cuit Court, s. D. California.) 62 Fed. Rep. 700. (Soj.

CONTRl IH TORY NEGLIGENCE I1Y RIDING ON BRAKE

REAM.

It is negligence for a brakeman. contrary to the

rules of a railway company, to ride on the brake

beam of a tender of an ordinary locomotive backing

across a trestle at the rate of from five to eight miles

an hour: and if, while so riding, he is struck by a

gale which is allowed to swing across the track, he

cannot recover. The negligence of an employe in

going into a dangerous place, contrary to the rules of

his employer, will not be excused because it was cus

tomary for other employes to go into the same place.

Benairc vs Lake Shore tfc Michigan Southern Rv.

Co. (Supreme Court of Michigan.) 00 N. W. Rep.

280. (106).

UAIJILITY FOR VIOLATION OF ORDINANCE.

Wherea valid municipal ordinance, broad enough

to cover the running of locomotives in yards of rail

road companies within the city, limits the speed to five

miles an hour, it is negligence by itself, relatively to

employes whose duty requires them to cross or be

upon the trucks within these yards, to violate the or

dinance by runningat a higher speed. If such viola

tion caused the death of an employe, and if he was

not at fault, and could not by ordinary care and dili

gence, have avoided the consequences to himself

which resulted from such violation, his widow would

under the statute applicable to negligent homicide,

be entitled to recover.

central Railroad & Hanking Co. vs Brantlev. iSu

premeCourt of Georgia.) 20 s. E. Rep. 98. "(117V.

LIABILITY OF COMPANY FoR 1S.JCKY TO EMPLOYE.

Although the coming apart of the train, and the

running back of a portion of it, may have been the

result of the engineer's negligence, and have made it

necessary for the conductor to go back and flag an

approaching train, yet, as the immediate and proxi

mate cause of his injury was his slipping and falling

upon a cross-tie forming a part of a trestle, the in

jury was a mere casualty incident to the business in

which he was engaged, and he was not entitled to ie-

cover. This is true, although there was upon the head

of the cross-tic a small bitof decayed sap. the breaking

of which from the tie itself caused his fall. There wib

no negligence of the company, relative to the con

ductor, in having a defective cross- tie, the purpose o|

having ties not being to make a way for employes to

walk upon, but to make a safe road-bed for the run

ning of trains.

East Tenn., V. & G. Ry. Co. vs. Remolds. (Supreme

Court of Georgia.) 20 S. E. Rep. 70. ' OOtij.
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CONSPIRACY IN oRSTRt'CTION OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

A railroad which is a link in a through line of roiul

by which passengers and freight are carried into a

stnte from other states and thence to other states, is

engaged in Interstate commerce, within the statute

declaring every combination or conspiracy in re

straint of such commerce to be an offense. Though

a railroad engaged In interstate commerce must, un

less prevented oy circumstances beyond its control,

run trains in a reasonable manner, nnd as often as the

ordinary business of commerce requires, yet, where

the composition of its trains, as ordinarily made up,

is reasonable and appropriate to the service required,

it is not obliged, on the refusal of its employes to

move the trains so long as certain cars are thereon, to

leave off such cars, and run the rest of the train.

Where the regular passenger trains of a railroad have

been designated for the carrying of mail, failure of

llie railroad to run other trains for that purpose is

not in violation of the statute against obstruction

and interruption of the mail.

In re. Charge to grand jury- (district Court, S. V.

California.) 62 Fed. Rep. KM. (MS).

CONTEMPT FOR INTERFERENCE WITH RECEIVER—IMPED

ING OPERATION OF KA1I.RO.M1.

Any willful attempt, with knowledge that a rail

road is in the hands of the court, to prevent or im

pede the receiver thereof, appointed by the court,

from complying with the order of the court in run

ning the road, which is unlawful, and which, as be

tween private individuals, would give a right of ac

tion for damages, is a contempt of the order of the

court

Maliciously inciting emploves of a receiver, who is

operating a railroad under order of the court, to leave

his employ, in pursuance of an unlawful combination

to prevent the operation of the road, thereby inflict

ing injuries on its business, for which damages would

be recoverable if it were operated by a private cor

poration, is a contempt of the court.

Such inciting to carry out an unlawful conspiracy

is not protected by constitutional guaranties of the

right of assembly and free speech, and is not less a

contempt because effected by words only, if the ob

struction to the operation of the road by the receiver

is unlawful and malicious.

A combination to indict pecuniary Injur)- on the

owner of cars, operated by railway companies under

contracts with him, by compelling them to give up

using his cars, in violation of their contracts, and, on

their refusal, to inflict pecuniary injury on them by

lnciting their employes toquit their service, and thus

paralyze their business, the existence of the contracts

being known to the parties so combining, is an un

lawful conspiracy.

A combination by employes of railway companies

to injure in his business the owner of cars operated

by the companies, by compelling them to cease using

his cars by threats of quitting and by actually quit

ting their service, thereby inflicting' on them great

injury, where the relatio'u between him and the

companies Is mutually profitable, and has no effect

whatever on the character or reward of the services

of the employes so combining, is a boycott, and an

unlawful conspiracy at common law.

A combination to incite the employes of all the

railways in the country to suddenly quit their service,

without any dissatisfaction with 'the terms of their

employment, thus paralyzing utterly all railway traf

fic, in order to starve the railroad companii s and the

public into compelling an owner of cars used in oper

ating the roads to pay his employes more wages, tney

having no lawful right so to compel him. is an un

lawful conspiracy by reason of its purpose, whether

such pur]K>se is effected by means usually law fill or

otherwise.

Such combination, its purpose beini: to paralyze

the interstate commerce of the country, is an unlaw

ful conspiracy, within the act of July 2, 1WK). declar

ing illegal every contract, combination, or conspiracv

in restraint of trade or commerce among the several

states

.Such combination, where the members intend to

stop all mail trains as well as other trains, and do de

lay many, in violation of revised statutes. Sec. 31*1*5.

punishing any one wilfully and knowingly obstruct

ing or retarding the passage of the mails, it an un

lawful conspiracy, although tin- obstruction is >i

fected bv merely quitting emplovment.

Thomas vs. Cincinnati N. (>.'& T. P. Co. (Circuit

Court. S. D. Ohio, W. I>.) 6J Fed. Kcp. 803. iMl.l.

Our New Advertisers-

We wish our readers to give particular

consideration to the advertisements that

appear for the first time with this issue.

We should not forget that wise doctrine of

patronizing those who patronize us. A monjr

the new advertisements there will be found

that of D. Van Nostrand Co., of Xew York,

publishers of useful books on mechanics

that should be of special interest to fire

men. Also the "Breadwinner Overalls"

advertised by O. L. Hinds Co., of Xew York,

who propose to sell on such liberal terms

of trial and return if not satisfactory as to

stamp this a fair dealing and reliable con

cern. Cornish & Co. is well and favorably

known by many of our readers as makers

of pianos and organs which they sell at

low figures and on easy terms. The Homes

& Hearth Co. offer special holiday bargains

in watches which should be taken advan

tage of during the approaching Christmas

tide.

What T. Y. Powderly says: Many of

our readers may have noticed that the no

ted ex labor leader, T. V. Powderly, has

been admitted to practice law, and it will

be of general interest to know that Mr.

Powderly derived his knowledge of th»

law from a course of home study as mapped

out by the Spragne Correspondent School

of Law, Detroit, Michigan.

Their advertisement appears elsewhere.

Many of our readers are so situated that

they could give a number of hours daily to

such study, fitting them either for the prac

tice of law or for general culture and in

formation. The school referred to has some

three thousand students located in every

portion of the United States, and in some

foreign countries, and has the endorse

ment of the leading educators, and is

strictly first-class in every way. They will

be glad to send full particulars to anyone

asking them.

Attention is called to the unusual oiler

made by the watch department of the

Homes A Hearths Co., New York, in thu>

issue. We have seen the calendar watch

advertisement, and believe it to be an ex

cellent thing. Do not fail to read the ad

vertisement, and avail yourself of the op

portunity.

Thk Joint Committee of the Master Car

Builders' Association and the Master Me

chanics' Association have decided on Thou

sand Islands, Alexandria Kay, New York,

as the place for the next convention of these

two organizations in June, 19I5.
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THE BROTHERHOOD.

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

The fourth biennial convention, by reso

lution, instructed the Grand Master and

Grand Secretary and Treasurer to collect

data and statistics relative to the probable

cost to members carrying the different

grades of insurance, and that when suffi

cient information to insure intelligent action

had been gathered, the Grand Executive

Board should be convened, and they, in

conjunction with the Grand Master and

' . rand Secretary and Treasurer, should con

stitute a committee to incorporate such

amendments and make such alterations in

the laws of the beneficiary department as

were deemed necessary to conform to the

graduated system of insurance, such amend

ments and alterations when approved by a

majority of said committee to become laws,

binding and in full force from January 1st,

18! »5.

The Grand Master was also instructed to

eater into communication with different

cities and ascertain what advantages such

cities had to offer for the location of the

Grand Lodge offices ; and that when the

Executive Board met to decide the rate of

assessment for the different grades of insur

ance, he should submit the several pro

posals and various inducements offered to

them, and they, acting jointly with the

Grand Master and Grand Secretary and

Treasurer, should select such city as in their

judgment would be to the best interests of

the Brotherhood.

In compliance with these instructions, the

Grand Executive Board was convened in

the city of Terre Haute, Ind., Monday, No

vember 19, 1KH4, at 9 A. M., and at once

proceeded to business.

Amendments to beneficiary laws were in

troduced, discussed, modified, altered and

adopted. Circulars containing the new rate

of assessment have been sent to all subor

dinate lodges. The new and amended sec

tions are published in full in this issue, and

will appear in the Constitution and By Laws

to take effect January 1st, 1895.

The Grand Master laid b> fore the com

mittee a vast amount of correspondence

from the various cities he had communi

cated with relative to the location of Grand

Lodge headquarters, containing informa

tion, bids, proposals, statistics, plans and

photographs of buildings considered avail

able for office use. In all twenty-one cities

replied, and invited the committee to con

sider the advantages they possessed as to

the accessibility from different points of

the compass, facilities for transportation,

mailing and telegraph service, splendid

office buildings, cheap rents, substantial

banks willing to pay reasonable interest on

daily balances, and first class printing es

tablishments fully capable of* handling the

Magazine and other printing, at moderate

rates. Each city's propositions were read,

tabulated and filed, separately. The claims

of each were carefully weighed and coin

parisons drawn. The geopraphical location

of competing cities being of vital import

ance, the committee deemed it wise to

place the headquarters as near the center

of membership in the order as possible,

provided it could be accomplished without

too great a sacrifice, the situation of

everyone was kept well in sight. Commit

tees from the board of trade and chambers

of commerce and citizens of the following

municipalities came to Terre Haute in per

son and stated in earnest language the in

ducements they had to offer : Indianapo

lis, Cleveland, Peoria, Evansville, Roches

ter, N. Y., and Fort Dodge, Iowa, A com

mittee from the common conned of the city

of Terre Haute presented a series of reso

lutions protesting against our removal from

their city, and were told the reasons that

actuated the Brotherhood in seeking a new

location. That it was a matter of dollars

and cents, wholly devoid of sentiment or

prejudice. That the Brotherhood believed

it could secure better facilities and in ore

economically conduct its affairs elsewhere.

At the urgent solicitation of the mayors

and boards of trade the committee visited

the cities of Indianapolis, Evansville, Peo

ria, Cleveland and Cincinnati and made

a personal investigation of the office build

ings deemed available, inquired into the

stability of the banks and the capability

and responsibility of the printing estab

lishments. After careful deliberation and

minute comparison of all propositions sub

mitted, the committee by ballot selected
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the city of Peoria, Illinois, for permanent the event of death or total disability, shall

headquarters. be known as the Beneficiary Department of

Contrasting the propositions received the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,

from Peoria for printing the Magazine, _, __„._,_._.__
_. j'a .. ° j •! i_ l ALT, MKMKEJ(.*i TO PAICTII ll'ATE.

office rent and interest on daily balances

with the expense account for these three Sec. 48. All members shall be required

items in Terre Haute the past year, and a to participate in the beneficiary department,

reduction of $9,252 in the annual expense subject to the laws, rules and regulations by

account is effected. which it is now, or may be hereafter, gov-

In addition, the Grand Lodge has a large erned, except such members as may have

amount of job work, or contingent printing, failed to pass the required medical examin-

done each year ; taking the amount saved ation.

on the Magazine as a criterion, it is safe to application for he.nefkiaby ( ektificate.

presume that a large reduction can be ef- 8 4!) A candidate for admifi8ion shall,

frL ^^TffS'. Zl£ at the time °f applying for membership
the l^rand Lodge to furnish supplies to . annijofttion for a heneficiarv .prtiti-

suborfinatelodgesmuchcheapertUhere- ™>^^weXiolSlV * *

In concluding this report, I wish to call „ 'i:„~t:'Jt~La~uJ.~Y.\n?^lrmg °x^a^

the attention of the membership to the fact ^hcaUo°f?Z?£^Z?£Z F„f T „^„£?E_

,!,.,■ ,M, , ,.„Ta t„ „„„.„_,*,- „_. No. • • of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
that in 1884, at the Toronto convention, an Firem hereb e to , with a„
effort was made to have headquarters moved thee]awB u / £& regulations of the or-

from Terre Haute and located in some larger d " "",• *„„* that mav be hereafter en-

city where competition was keener, with a J«^J t^nStio^pon wh'^lSn to

Vn7intTBUt ™l?tell "Th^^fh^i be en itIed to Participate in the beneficiary

and interest on our funds The effort has department to the amount of . . .dollar*

been repeated in succeeding conventions, "„*i „„„f" «u» „»t * -Li,*- --;.,;i„Jlo -„ i
but has heen as reoeatedlv defeated ind its and recelve the other rlghts, privileges an.l
out nas been as repeatedly defeated .ma its benefite of the order t cert fv that the

fhJST Tnel „ !1«3Jh?hpn faeftTn answers made by me to the questions pro-

that had the effort succeeded then, as it did ded b th/ Medical Examiner, wftch

ISll^uSS?Vh« are attached to this application, are true in
estimate on the annual amount saved, the _____ _-_t:„,.i„_ t iT™-k- -..»k-.:.- n.,

Brotherhood would be at least $50,000.00 f^f?m^ Tf ..'in Ln!£$_™ «te_t_ ?n
ahead on its expense account. )£e amount of said benefioary certificate, n

The Brotherhood first saw the light of the event of m? death> B^b_!,i?id £

day on December 1, 1873, and perhaps it is meiBthatof and whose resi-
but fitting and memorable that upon its ?*" t.°at of and whOBe re8'

twenty first anniversary it should assert its ' ; ' ,• ,

manhood by casting off ties that have eost . ... <s_™_» _»,
it so many thousands of hard earned dol- AneBt , »ecretarj.

]ars. FORM OF HENEHlIAIiV (. KRTIKK ATE.

About the close of our session a proposi- Sec. 50. Upon the admission of a benefiei-

tion was received from the business men of ary member, the Grand Lodge shall issue to

Terre Haute which would reduce expenses him a beneficiary certificate in the foliow-

from the figure of 1804 on rent, printing of ing form:

Magazine and interest on daily balances This certificate, issued by the (irand

S*i,iH>S.67, but even this proposition, favor- Lodge of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

able and unexpected as it is, still leaves Firemen, witnesseth : That Brother . . .

Terre Haute $2,253 30 higher than Peoria , a member of Lodge,

on annual expense. No . ■ , of said order, located at

Respectfully submitted, is entitled to all the rights, privileges and

T. P. O'Rourke, benefits of membership and to participate

Secretary Grand Executive Board. in the beneficiary department to the amount

December, 1st, 1804. of ... . dollars, immediately on the iseu-

_. _, ance of this certificate, which amount, in
The New Beneficiary Law. the event of hifl total disability, shall be

The following are the articles of the con- paid to him or at his death shall be paid to

stitution of the Brotherhood of Locomotive his whose reei-

liremen relating to the Beneficiary Depart- dence is

ment adopted at the Fourth Biennial Con- ThiB certificate is issued on condition th_t

vention and go into effect on January 1st, eaid shall comply with

ll<^0, all the laws, rules and regulations of tbe

benkfk iary DEPARTMENT. order wiule a member of the same: otber-

Sec. 47. The beneficiary department of wise this certificate shall be cancelled and

this order, established to provide substan- become null and void.

tial relief to members and their families in In witness whereof, the <>rand Lodge of
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the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire

men has caused this certificate to he

signed hy its Grand Master and Grand

Secretary and Treasurer, and the seal

thereof to be attached, this . • • day of

. , one thousand, eight hundred

and

[seal] Grand Master.

Grand Secretary and Treasurer.

"We, the undersigned, Master and Secre

tary of Lodge, No . . ,

do hereby countersign and attach the seal

of this lodge hereunto, this . • day of . . .

]8(i . .

[seal] Master,

Secretary.

AMOVST OF ItENEFIC'IARY CERTIFICATE.

Sec. 51. Upon the death of a beneficiary

member in good standing, the person or

persons named in the beneficiary certificate

of the deceased member shall be entitled to

receive from the beneficiary fund of the or

der the sum mentioned in the beneficiary

certificate issued from the Grand Lodge

office as determined by his application for

the same and the records ol the Grand

Lodge : and in the event of the total disa

bility of a beneficiary member in good

standing he shall be entitled to receive a

like amount under like conditions, provided,

said deceased or disabled member shall

have complied with all the laws and re

quirements of the order.

ASSESSMENTS, HOW LEVIED AMI WHEN PAY

ABLE.

Sec. 52. All assessments levied by the

< irand Lodge for the beneficiary department

shall be in the sum of two dollars (S2.00)

for each member who shall carry a benefic

iary certificate amountingto fifteen hundred

dollars ; and in the sum of one dollar and

fifty cents ($1.50) for each member who

shall cany a Keneficiary certificate amount

ingto one thousand dollars: and in the sum

of seventy-five cents ($0.75) for each mem

ber who shall carry a beneficiary certificate

amounting to five hundred dollars, such

assessments to be levied ae often as may be

rf quired to meet outstanding claims. All

such assessments shall be levied on the first

day of each month, and shall be remitted

by subordinate lodges so as to reach the

Grand Ix>dge on or before the twentieth

(20th) day of the month in which they are

levied.

ASSESSMENTS, HOW COLLECTED, DCTY OF COL

LECTOR.

Sec. 53. The collector shall collect all

dues provided for in this department and

shall deliver the same to the receiver of the

lodge on or before the fifth (5th) day of each

quarter, together with a statement showing

the names of members with the amount

paid opposite their respective names; pro

vided the collector shall not receive from

any member lees than the full amount due

for the quarter.

TOTAL DISAHILITY.

Sec. 61. A beneficiary member in good

standing becoming totally blind, or sustain

ing the loss of a hand at or above the wrist

joint, or a foot at or above the ankle joint,

shall be entitled to the full amount of his

beneficiary certificate upon the proper

proof of such disability as hereinafter pro

vided. It shall be the duty of the Secre

tary of the lodge of which he is a member

to immediately make a statement thereof,

under seal of the lodge. When disability

is produced by injury, the date of said in

jury shall be stated, and when caused by

sickness, the date of first sickness shall be

stated, together with the date and cause of

disability. There shall also be issued a

certificate of disability by the attending

physician, with affidavit attached, which

shall set forth the date of injury or first

sickness and the date and cause of disa

bility. The Secretary shall also secure the

receipts of the disabled member, covering

the period from date of injury or first sick

ness to date of disability. These receipts

shall include all dues and assessments, and

in case the original receipts can not be

found, the Collector shall issue duplicates

of the same, provided that each receipt

bears the exact date upon which payment

was made. The Collector shall also issue a

statement under seal of the lodge ; certify

ing to the good standing of the said mem

ber at the time of his disability. The Sec

retary shall forward these statements and

receipts, together with the beneficiary cer

tificate of the disabled member, to the

(.irand Secretary and Treasurer, who shall

thereupon, if the claim be valid, adjust the

same in its regular order. If an applicant

for a disability claim is at a distance from

his lodge, the examining physicians may be

appointed by the Grand Master and Grand

Secretary and Treasurer.

Note.—The fourth bieDiiiiil convention adopted

the following ss a standard in passing upon claims

for lotnl disability on account of defective vision :

That when a member has less than 15-200 vision in

each eye when sight is in both eyes, or when he has

but o e eye, 15-100 vision it shall be considered total

blindness.

HOW CLAIMS ARE ESTABLISHED.

Sec. 02. A beneficiary member in good

standing who shall be totally and perma

nently incapacitated from performing man

ual labor from consumption, i'.right's disease

of the kidneys, or total and permanent

paralysis, shall be entitled to the full

amount of his beneficiary certificate, pro

vided that all claims arising under the pro

visions of this section shall be referred to

the Grand Lodge officers who shall make a
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personal investigation thereof, employing

such physicians as in their judgment may

be necessary to determine the validity of

the same ; all expense so incurred to be paid

by the claimant unless assumed by the

lodge of which he is a member.

CLAIMANTS TO PAY DIEM.

Sec. 63. A beneficiary member petition

ing for a total disability claim shall not be

exempt from dues or assessments until his

claim is regularly allowed by the Grand

Lodge. His standing shall be kept good,

without intermission, otherwise the benefi

ciary certificate of said member shall be

cancelled as in all other cases. Provided,

that when an application for a claim is

based on disabilities as specified in Section

61 , the applicant shall be relieved from the

payment of all dues and assessments from

date of such disability. .

Sec. 64. All receipts issued by the Collec

tor shall bear the exact date of payment.

ADJUSTMENT OF CLAIMS.

Sec. 66. Upon receiving official notice of

the death or total disability of a member in

good standing, the Grana Secretary and

Treasurer shall adjust the claim and shall

notify the beneficiary to appoint a person

with a power of attorney to collect the

amount from the Grand Secretary and

Treasurer. As soon as the Grand Secretary

and Treasurer receives proper notification

of the appointment of the said person

properly empowered, he shall, by way of

settlement, draw an order on the benefi

ciary fund for the amount, and have a draft

issued in favor of said party or parties en

titled thereto, which he shall forward to the

said person holding the said power of attor

ney. Upon receiving the said draft the

person holding the power of attorney shall

execute a lull and proper receipt and forward

the same to the Grand Lodge.

IU TIES OF COLLECTOR.

Sec. 107. It shall be the duty of the Col

lector to keep a full and correct account

between the lodge and each member, re

ceive all moneys due the lodge, paying the

same to the Receiver on or before the 5th

day of each month (except quarterly dues),

taking his receipt therefor. 1 Ie shall issue

to the lodge a quarterly report of all moneys

received by him, amount paid to Receiver,

balance on hand, if any, and all other mat

ters pertaining to his office, which report

when properly endorsed by the board of

trustees, shall be filed with the Secretary

and read at the first regular meeting of the

lodge in each of the months of July, Octo

ber, January and June. He may appoint

such deputies as he may require, "subject to

the approval of the lodge, and when thus

approved they shall be duly authorized to

receive and receipt for moneys due the lodge.

All receipts issued by the Collector shall

bear the exact date of payment, and in no

case shall a receipt be dated previous to the

date of payment. He shall give such a bond

as the lodge may require for the faithful

performance of his duties ; he shall perform

all duties required of him in the beneficiary

department, and at the close of his term hi*

shall make an annual report to the < J rand

Lodge, in the prescribed form, of all his offi

cial acts during the year, and surrender ell

books, papers, accounts and moneys on haud

to his successor, when duly elected and

qualified.

IJLAHTERLY DUES.

Sec. i:J2. The dues of a member of a sub

ordinate lodge who shall carry a beneticiary

certificate of fifteen hundred dollars shall

be such an amount as may be determined

by the lodge, provided that in no case shall

they be less than four dollars and fifty cents

($4.50) per quarter, payable in advance.

Sec. 133. The dues of a member of a sub

ordinate lodge who shall carry a beneficiary

certificate of one thousand dollars shall be

of such an amount as may be determined

by the lodge, provided that in no case shall

they be less than three dollars and fifty

cents ($3.50) per quarter, payable in ad

vance.

Sec. 134. The dues of a member of a sub

ordinate lodge who shall carry a beneticiary

certificate of five hundred dollars shall be

of such an amount as ma}' be determined

by the lodge, provided that in no case shall

they be less than two dollars ($2.00) per

quarter, payable in advance.

WHEN PAYABLE.

Sec. 135. On or before the first day of

July, the first day of October, the first dav

of January and the first day of April of each

year each member shall pay to the ( 'olleetor

of the lodge the amount of his dues for the

next ensuing quarter, provided, that mem

bers admitted during the last two months

in each quarter shall be exempt from dnee

for said quarter.

INCREASE OP POLICY.

Sec. 136. A member who shall decrease

the amount of his beneficiary certificate

shall not be required to undergo a medical

examination, provided he shall be in good

financial standing at the time of his appli

cation for a decreased beneficiary certificate,

but a member who shall apply for an in

crease in the amount of his oeneficiary cer

tificate must undergo a medical examin

ation showing' that he is in good, sound.

physical health, or the increased amount

will not be granted. No member shall be

permitted to change the amount of his bene

ficiary certificate except prior to the begin

ning of the quarter, and provided that not

less than thirty (30) days' notice be given

to the Secretary of his lodge of the propoK-ii

change.
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A NEW ORGANIZATION.

The Switchmen's Union of North

America Is Established.

Pursuant to call, the switchmen of

America met in Kansas City to re-organize

in such manner as would be conducive to

the benefit of all concerned, says an ex

change. Due deliberations upon subjects

of vital importance were considered and

the following is a brief digest of one of

the hardest worked body of men that ever

met in the United States. They transacted

their business with firmness and dispatch,

and that a grand outlook for the future of

this organization is pre-eminent goes with

out saying.

In many points the new constitution is

radically "different from that of the old

Switchmen's Mutual Aid Association, which

was dissolved last summer. The insurance

system which marked the old constitution

and was obligatory upon every member of

the association has no place in the constitu

tion of the new union. It is provided, how

ever, that every lodge in the body shall see

to it that its members who become disabled

shall be provided for, but the amount to be

paid each week to each disabled switchman

or his family is to be optional with the lodge.

Provision is made for a national grievance

committee, ordinary grievances are to be

settled by the members of the local unions.

The secretary-treasurer of the union is to be

placed under a $10,000 bond as soon as he

assumes office.

The board of grand directors must, under

the constitution, examine the books and

audit the accounts of the grand treasurer

every three months during his two years'

term of office. The unions' organizers are

to be appointed by the grand master. The

union pledges itself to pay the claims

against the old association which was

wrecked by Simsrott, and thus free from

want and distress the hundreds of families

of switchmen who were insured in it. These

claims aggregate $33,559, the amount em

bezzled by Simsrott. One of the chief rea

sons why the beneficiary system was dis

carded is that expenses shall be less and

these claims met. It is intended that the

freedom from assessments shall be an in

centive to switchmen to join the organiza

tion for the protection of their craft, while

at the same time they will be free to join

whatever outside benevolent and protective

orders they choose.

The following officers were elected :

Grand Master, D. D. Sweeney, of Jersey

City, N. J.; Vice Grand Master, M. R. Con-

lin, of Kansas City, Kansas; Grand Secre

tary and Treasurer, John Dougherty, of St.

Louis, Mo.

The Board of Directors consists of M. K.

Welch, of Omaha, Xeb.; H. C. Nelson, of

Kansas City, Mo., and F. D. Wartinbee,

of LaCrosse, Wis. These six are to hold

office for two years. The next convention

will be held in Omaha, Xeb., on the second

Monday m October, 1895.

The convention adopted the Corey car

coupler. The delegates were highly pleased

with the treatment they received at the

hands of the local switchmen during their

stay in that city.

The convention was called to order Mon

day evening and concluded Wednesday

evening at 0:30. Delegates from all' parts

of the country, representing 4,000 switch

men, were present.

It was voted to call the new organiza

tion "The Switchmen's Union of Xorth

America," and to establish the national

headquarters in Kansas City.

Joint Protective Boards-

The secretaries of all Joint Protective

Hoards who have not already corresponded

with thtis office on the subject will please

send in the names of the chairman and

secretary of each Joint Protective Board on

or before the 10th day of Jaouary, 1895, so

that a correct directory can be published

in the February number.

Justice Appreciated.

At a regular meeting of Welcome Lodgn

Xo. 72, B. of L. F., at Camden, N. J., held

Sunday, Xovember 11th, 1894, the following

resolutions were adopted :

Whereas, Mr. Kichard Olney, as attorney general

of tlie United Stites of America, has taken a position

in favor of. arid delivered an opinion upholding or

ganized labor, in the case of the 11. of K. T. against

the Reading Ksiirosd : therefore, be it

Kt'xolrrd. That we, as members of Welcome Lodge

No. 72, K of 1.. F., express to him, through our (.1 rand

Lodge officers, our appreciation, and also extend to

him a vote of thanks for his just and upright inter

pretation of the laws governing this case.

Rcnolved, That a copy of these resolutions be for

warded to Mr. Kichard Olney, attorney general of

the flitted Sta'es, and also printed in toe B. of T.. F.

Maoa/.ink. and entered upon the minutes of Wel

come Lodge No. 72, B. of L. F.

Addresses Wanted.

ci. Fl.iNN.—Brother V. 11. Simpson, of 219. desires

the address oi Mr. (i. l'llnn, formerly of Allegheny.

Pa., and at one time a member of the B. of L. F.

Titos. It. Cubbins.—Information wanted as to the

whereabouts of Tbos. II. Cubbins. Was last heard

from in Yucatan : is a locomotive engineer and fire

man : about six feet hisb, slightly stoop-shouldered :

dark complected, with very black hair and mous

tache : aged 3"> years Any person having knowledge

of his whereabouts or having seen him within the

last three years will confer a favor by addressing his

brother..!. F. Cubbins. North Second street. Memphis,

Tenn.

James Millet.—Mr. James Millet, Sr., of Zoueton,

Ky.. would gladl» receive any information from his

only son. James Millet, who was running an engine

when last heard from, three years ago. on the Mexi

can Central at San Luis I'otosi, Mexico.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To Correspondents.—Brief, newsy letters are de

sired upon subjects of general interest. Sign name

and nom fie plume, the latter for publication.

That Editorial.

Mr. Editor: —Last summer, and again in

the November Magazine, W. H. Stuart

charged that, " in an editorial in the Stand

ard Mr. George had defended ' Old Hutch '

in his famous 'corner' on wheat in Chicago

a few years ago, that such men were public

benefactors, and the promoting of ' corners '

a legitimate use of capital." The editorial

referred to was in the Standard of October

III, 1888, first page, third column, beginning

just brlow the editorials bearing George's

signature, and was unsigned. As Mr. George

ahvai/x signed his editorials, and as this ap

peared exactly as follows—italics and all—

following all the matter that bore»Henry

George's signature, it is plain thatJu did

not write it. A careful perusal will also

show that there is no foundation for Mr.

Stuart's construction of it. A complete file

of the Standard is in the Los Angeles public

library, yet Mr. Stuart, having made the

above charge in a meeting of the Los Ange

les Single Tax Club (as well as in this Maoa-

zine), and having promised to prove his

charge, has not yet attempted to do so. The

editorial is as follows:

"A certain Mr. Hutchinson is reported to

have cleared a million dollars or more by

gambling in the wheat pit of the Chicago

exchange. Believing that the wheat crop

was considerably smaller than most people

thought it, Mr. Hutchinson contracted with

various Chicago brokers to take all the

wheat they could deliver him up to and in

cluding September .">0 at prices ranging

from So cents up to $1 a bushel. The bro

kers, on the other hand, believing that the

crop was not extraordinarily short, and

that before September SO, they could buy

plenty of wheat to deliver to Mr. Hutchin

son at less than he was willing to promise

to pay for it, accepted his offers freely. The

event proved that Mr. Hutchinson was

right. The wheat crop was short. When

the brokers tried to buy wheat to de

liver in fulfilment of their contracts they

found they could not get it. The result

was a sharp competition to get what there

was. and a sudden rise in price. When the

last day of delivery arrived the contracting

brokers who had not succeeded in buying

wheat to deliver were at Mr. Hutchinson's

mercy. He could put the price of wheat,

os bitueen him and them, at any ligure he

pleased, and they must pay him the differ

ence between that figure and the price he

had agreed to pay them. He might have

named $10 a bushel had he chosen. He

was prudently merciful and named two dol

lars only. At that very moment, wheat to

be delivered within two or three days was

selling at $1.10 a bushel.

"What Mr. Hutchinson did, in effect, was

to make bets with certain other men that

his estimate of the wheat crop was better

than theirs. That this gambling is demor

alizing, goes without paying. It is a bad

thing for all concerned in it; and it is a

doubly bad thing for those who, seeing it,

are tempted to try if they also cannot make

a living by gambling instead of honest

work. It is a bad thing, in the same sense

that the sale of pools at horse races is bad.

" But a great many people seem to think

that Mr. Hutchinson's successful corner is

going to make wheat cost the people who

use it more than otherwise would have beeu

the case. It will do nothing of the sort.

The law of supply and demand is operating

as freely and as surely as if Mr. Hutchinson

had never been born. There is no lesa

wheat in the country than there would have

been, there has been no abnormal increase

in population, there has been no diminu

tion of wealth with which to purchase

wheat. The factors that determine prices

are all operating with full effect. What

has happened is simply the discovery of

the fact that the supply of wheat is short.

The rise in price is a legitimate result of

that discovery. Men will have to pay higher

prices for bread this winter, not because

Sir. Hutchinson won his bets, but because

there is leES of the material to make bread

in the world than usual.

"And in so far as the Chicago corner estab

lished the fact that the wheat crop is short,

it was distinctly a good thing. Toestablish

such tacts is, in the intricate scheme of our

civilization, thechief function of mercantile

exchanges. It is by the friction of buyers

and sellers upon their lloors, by the bring

ing of divergent opinions to the tests of

actual facts, that the world's supply of food

and necessaries is distributed and brought

to hand as it is needed. What the < German

socialists would accomplish by means of an

army of statisticians, and with frightful

risk of mistakes, our exchanges do at trifling

cost and with unfailing accuracy. Men are

probably sowing wheat in Australia and

Chili today because Mr. Hutchinson's deal

has warned them that the United States

will furnish less than her share of wheat

this year for the world's consumption. We

shall have bread to eat in February without

paying famine prices for it lor the same

reason. All the civilized world over, wher

ever men gather to exchange productions

the clash of buyer and seller, tor presets!

and for future use, goes on unceasinclv.

and whether it be tea from China, or coffee

from Brazil, or wheat from Dakota's pruiriel

that is dealt in, the result is the measuring
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of supply against demand, and the check

ing or increasing of consumption, so that

famine and surfeit may be alike avoided.

It is a pity that men like Mr. Hutchinson

should gamble. It is a pity that other men

should bet upon the passage of rival steam

ers. But it is as foolish to reprehend the

Chicago exchange because of Mr. Hutchin

son's gambling as it would be to burn a

steamship because men wagered upon her

speed." \V. E. Brokaw.

A REVIEW OF" OTHKI! DAYS.

hoar Mrs. Bloom, my whilom friend.

Ami <iuecn of former ravings.

When for your love I did contend.

To soothe my bosom's craving.

Ind'eil I'm not surprised to know

The lines I've Inns been rending.

Have never been inspired by woe.

Where you in pain sal bleeding.

The first time that your songs of grief

Rose tenderly above me.

I swore I'd bring your heart relit f.

If you would deign to love me:

I MitlVred. as all men must do.

Whose hearts are strongly human.

Who sigh atid son and live to rue

The whims of heart. ess woman.

The many, many nights I tossed

1'lMin my restless pillow!

\ though! my soul and body lost !

And soon beneath a willow

i taneied I'd lie planted deep,

In those old days departed.

When hourly I would moan and weep

I'or you, so tickle hearted.

I hail it bad, your plaintive pen

Was full of conjuration !

It played old Harry with me then.

Ami Ailed me with temptation :

Hut Time, that galvanizes woe.

salved up my wounds long bleeding.

And once again ljegan to glow

My heart with pain receding.

^ our other readers may have thought

Your pen was dipped in sorrow,

Experience very dearly bought.

Told me you'd only borrow

The garments of a gloomy mind

To win men's warm devotions.

I'm one who never felt inclined

To nurse such foolish notions.

Your latest poem says I'm riL'lit.

Kor by your own a'tmission.

You plainly tell you took delight

In sending to perdition

Myself and others \i bom you've won,

Whose top knots fresh and gory,

Vnti dangle on your belt in inn,

Types of the old, old story !

You'll let me sign myself your friend '.'

t >r will you be my »ister?

My suffering all is at an end.

My heart no more you'll blister:

In friendly or fraternal ties

Hereafter you niav hold me:

Itnt never more mid" belching sighs

I'll let past grief enfold me.

—Sliitwlf/ Mtujiiii

Clyde River Lodge, No. 46.

Mk Kditok:— I have read some fine speci

mens of your editorial work, and I beg

leave to put myself under obligations to

you by asking that you publish tnis review

of one of the " Relics of Barbarism, " situa

ted in Kssex county, in the far-famed state

of Vermont, on the G. T. Ry., which, by

the way, if we commit any misdemeanor,

is a very good place to get into Canada

from. It is half way between Portland

and Montreal, and is the terminal point for

the Richmond division. The population is

about two thousand. The town is about

forty five years old and has churches of all

denominations and a new public school,

which haa lately been opened, and which is

both a credit and an ornament to the town.

The climate is very severe, generally aver

aging six months of cold weather.

On the night of October 31st, at 8:20 P.

M., one of Vermont's sturdy sons arrived

in town, no other than Grand Master Frank

P. Sargent, who on the following evening

instituted a lodge of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen here with fourteen

charter members. The instructions given

by the Grand Master were very interesting,

and he won the respect of every one pres

ent. Bro. McCarty of 301, Bro. Boxborough

of 15, and Bros. Pye, Linahen and Kerr of

IIS, were present and all reported a good

time. Now, if the ladies would organize an

"auxiliary" I am Bure we could find some

work for them, as we are in need of an altar

cover. I only make this as a suggestion,

but in time of pressing need, when all the

assistance is necessary, which can possibly

be obtained, it is then that a lady adds a

new lustre to her charms by coming for

ward and rendering all the assistance she

can to help the boys out, it is then that she

is in spirit, as well as in form, "but little

lower than the angels."

Hoping some of the ladies will take this

matter in hand, I remain as ever,

The Silent Chap.

Island Pond, Vt., Nov. 4, 1894.

Benefits of the Brotherhood.

To Mr. K. (i. Jloa>j, Master, Lodtje No. 9, B. of

L. F., and through his kindness, to Mr. F. P.

Sargent, Grand Master, Orand Lodge B. of

L. P., Greeting:

Gesti.emjin :—I have this day received

from P. J. Singleton, Collector, and J. F. Mc-

Xamee, Receiver of Franklin Lodge. No. 9,

B. of L. F., a draft for $1,500.00, due me

lor total disability. And I take this means

of thanking the gentlemen mentioned, to

gether with all of my brother firemen for

the generous manner in which they have

aided me in this, the hour of helplessness

and distress. If it were not for your kind

ness and brotherly help, I do not know of

any way, or of any resource that I could have

relied upon, and knowing that on account

of my physical condition I was prevented

from performing any labor whereby I might

still be the support of my family. I have,

at times, been very much discouraged and

despondent, knowing, however, as I did,
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that I was entitled to the benefits, and never

giving up all hope that finally my case

would be favorably passed upon. And 1 am

very thankful, more than I am able in words

to express, that I have been remembered.

And my prayer is, brothers, lhat none of

you may ever be brought to such a helpless

condition as that in which I am placed, with

no prospect of cure. Now, finally, allow me

to exhort you all to do as you would wish

to be done by, and thereby gain the appro

bation of your own consciences as well as

the undying gratitude of those whom you

assist. As long as my life is spared I will

pray that nothing but the best of fortune

may be yours.

1 cannot close without mentioning pome

of the brothers who have been particularly

kind to me. and in my own lodge. These

are Bros. McNamee, Berlin, Singleton and

Hoag, and especially all those who helped

to get my ship model returned to me. I

shall prize it all the more from the fact that

you were so kind as to return it to me in

the way you did.

Farewell, brothers, and may the good

Lord bless you all.

Joint* Atiilimoi).

Hudson, Ohio, Aug. 29, 1894.

PERSONALS.

Bro. Arnold reports N. Y. C. lodges in

excellent condition.

Bro. Milo Bowles, of. 378, is doing great

work for the brotherhood at Chartiere, Pa.

The Master, Secretary and all other officers

of 46 are to be relied on for the future suc

cess of the new lodge up in Vermont.

On October 12th Past Grand Master

Joshua A. Leach organized a lodge at New

Franklin, Mo., which is known as Silver

Moon, No. 164.

Brother J. J. Bellaire will please corres

pond with the secretary of Alpha Lodge,

No. 26. Business of interest to himself. O.

E. Whitcomb, Sec. No. 26.

Bros. Kicker and Sandhas of 251, and

Hocking of 507, came near having an ad

venture in a Wilkesbarre hotel, all on ac

count of a hole in the wall.

W. F. Hynes Lodge No. 4S will give their

sixth annual ball on Thursday evening,

December 20th. Great preparations are

being made to make thin event eclipse all

previous efforts.

While looking after disability claims in

Pennsylvania Grand Master Sargent paid a

visit to Loyal Lodge, No. 207, at Meadville

on October 18th, at which time a special

meeting was held. Bro. Sargent reports

great workers lor the brotherhood at Mead

ville.

The Joint Protective Board of the Pitts

burgh & Lake Erie Railway held a meeting

at Pittsburgh on October 17th on which oc

casion Grand Master Sargent was present.

The men on the P. & L. E. are earnest

brotherhood men.

Your uncle, E. E. Welton, delegate 8t

Harrisburg from Sayre, Pa., is a prettv oily

article just now. He is supplying the in

habitants along the north line of Pennsyl

vania with the finest grades of oil. Bro.

Welton is a hustler.

Grand Secretary and Treasurer Arnold

made an extended trip east in the interest

of the Brotherhood the latter part of Octo

ber, meeting with many members while

en route. He made short stops at Colum

bus, Buffalo, Sayre, AVilkesbarre and Ess-

ton. While on this trip he paid off the

Lehigh members.

Boston Lodge, No. 57, has been undergo

ing the excitement incidental to prepata-

tions tor a grand ball. Bro. A. W. Spur is

in charge and having his reputation at

stake, which reputation as a managing

director is without a peer, it can readily be

understood what rustling has been going

on in the Hub city.

Our mutual friend, Hinsdale, of 37S, bae

a mania for fast runs, all of which have

been made on the P. & L. E. under bis per

sonal supervision. He has made assur

ances that shortly he will make a few spe

cial runs not down on the schedule. These

will be in behalf of the Magazim: and

promise to be record breakers.

The patriotism and rustling qualities of

Bros. Pennebaker. of 289, Anderson of 222,

Witty and McGriffof 1<>0, Watt of 4S, Ward

and Pruyn of 99, and many of the Cleve

land and Indianapolis members have been

brought prominently to the front in the

late contest for the headquarters of the

brotherhood. They each deserved success,

but that could not be.

Beginning with the next issue the broth

erhood department will have something to

say about members and lodges that form

the acquaintance of Bros.Wilson and Maier,

our new assistants to the G rand Master

It is understood, of course, that the Ma«. \-

zixk will, of necessity, depend upon gran>l

officers in the field for information regard

ing members and lodges.

Again, after a short vacation, the lodge*

on the Missouri Pacific have called to their

assistance Bro. Asa Dillon, of 31, as chair

man of the Joint Protective Board. Bro.

Dillon is peculiarly fitted for this position.

The M.vgazink speaks knowingly, inas

much as away back in '88 its editor way a

disciple of "The Judge" on the old Joint

Board of Adjustment oi the Gould South

west system.
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Golden Eagle Lodge, Xo. 78, at Sedalia,

Mo., is busily engaged making prepara

tions for a grand ball on tbe evening o

1 "ecember 20th. When the Missouri Pacific

and "Katy" boys "combine and con

spire " to have a good time all restraining

injunctions, federal, state and municipal,

fall flat. The ball is given to commemo

rate the twenty- first anniversary of the

Brotherhood.

Grand Master .Sargent organized Clyde

River Lodge, No. 46, at Island Pond, "Vt.

on November 1st. This lodge starts out

with 14 enthusiastic brotherhood men, most

of whom are old time members of Great

Eastern, No. 4. Island Pond is a division

terminal between Portland, Me., and Rich

mond, Quebec, on the Grand Trunk Kail-

way. Bro. Sargent was ably assisted by

members of Lodges 4, 15 and 118. A ban

quet was tendered by the ladies which,

with speaking, singing and music, made the

occasion a most enjoyable affair. Success

to 40.

The JofRXAi. ok the Fbaxki.in In.stiti te.

Contents for November— American Gas

Company's Fuel Gas System and Appara

tus, Phosphates of the World, .Erial Navi

gation, Engineering Practice and Education.

Practical and Easy Method for Determining

or Comparing the Freeboard, etc.

Mine and Thine. By Katharine Pearson

Woods, 2o cents, Piblihhed iivJni rnai.

OK THE KNIGHTS of I.AMOK, 814 NoKTII

Broad Street, Philadelphia.

An interesting story of railway life com

bining romance and adventure, and written

from a workingman's standpoint.

Chill's, Time and Speed CnAKT. By E. S.

Chi i. i., Chief Train Dispatcher, $1.00.

Rand, McX.u.ly & Co., 106 and 168

Adams Street, Chicago.

This ii a valuable pocket assistant to dis

patchers, engineers, conductors, etc. Ta

bles are so arranged that with but a mo

ment's reference all calculations of speed,

distance or time are avoided. A handy

companion to make close runs or build time

cards.

A MaXIAI. OF IxsTRICTION FOR THE ECONOM

ICAL Management of Locomotives for

Locomotive Engineers and Firemen.

By George H. Bakkr, $1.00, Rand, Mc-

Nai.ly& Co., 106 and 108 A i) wis Street,

Chicago

Contents—Source of Power, Combustion

of Coal and Firing, Formation of Steam and

Boiler Feeding, Use of Steam, Friction and

Lubrication. The book Is bound pocket

form, flexible cover and a veritable " ignor

ance exterminator" and intended to cut

down the fuel expense of railroads.

The Standard Dictionary.

By actual count the Standard Dictiona

ry contains, exclusive of the Appendix,

301,805 vocabulary words and phrases, and

the Appendix of Proper Names, Foreign

Phrases, etc., contains 47,408 entries, ma

king the total vocabulary of the Dictionary

340,.'133—this after great care has been exer

cised to exclude useless words. The im

mense increase in the vocabulary of the

English language appears from the fact that

the vocabulary of Webster's International

Dictionary is 125 000 and the Century Die

tionary is 225,000.

It is remarkable to note the high testi

monials the Standard Dictionary continues

to receive from leading educational author

ities in Europe and America, as Dr. John

T. Duffield, of Princeton College, N. .7.,

who writes: " It will be conspicuous anion-

the enduring monuments of intellectual

life at the close of the nineteenth century.

. . For comprehensiveness of vocabulary,

accuracy of definition, judicious arrange

ment of material, instructive illustrations,

and admirable typography, it is superior to

any other work of its class, and ere long

will supersede them, and be recognized ai

the standard dictionary.

Nature, London. Eng., J. Norman Lock-

yer, the celebrated astronomer, editor, says:

" It passes the wit of man to suggest any

thing which ought to have been done that

has not been done to make the dictionary

a success."

In McCi.ire's Magazine for December,

Miss Tarbell's second paper on Napoleon

treats of Napoleon's passionate love for

Josephine in the early period of their rela

tions, and of Napoleon s swift rise to fame

and supreme power through his brilliant

achievements in the Italian and F^gyptian

campaigns. There are fourteen more por

traits of Napoleon, showing him at differ

ent times in this most interesting part of

his career, and six other portraits, including

one of Josephine, most of these pictures

being after portraits from life by the great

painters of the time, including David, • iros,

Appiani, Laurent and others. Professor

Henry Drummond, in "Some Impressions

and Facts " regarding Mr. Moody, supplies

much interesting information about a man

known to everybody in his public words and

works, but hitherto scarcely at all known

in his private life and history. Views of

Mr. Moody's home and the schools founded

by him in Northfield, Massachusetts, ac

company the article; and in the "Human

Documents " are series of portraits of Mr.

Moody and his co-worker, Mr. Sankey.

There is also a series of portraits of Arch

deacon Farrar, who contributes a Christmas

article, " The Christ Child in Art," embel

lished with reproductions of famous paint
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ings. Then there is an excellent Christ

mas story, and a Btory which, while not a

Christmas story in point of time, is pre

eminently one in spirit and conclusion; and

finally, a dramatic story of the Napoleonic

era by Conan Doyle. More dramatic,

though, than any story is Cleveland Mof-

fett's history, drawn directly from the arch

ives of the Pinkerton Detective Bureau, of

"The Overthrow of the Molly Maguires"

through the instrumentality of Detective

James McParland, who to the ri*k of his

life, himself became a member of the order

and affected to support and aid it in its

crimes. Bret Ilarte, in a conversation re

ported by H. .T. W. Dam, relates his expe

rience as a gold-digger, express messenger,

school teacher, and editor in the early days

in California, and tells how he came to

write the stories which have given him

fame. A series of portraits of Mr. Harte and

other pictures accompany the article.

The December number of the Arena

opens the eleventh volume of this leading

liberal and progressive review. It contains

over 200 pages of literary matter by some

of the greatest thinkers of our day, and by

some of the most interesting and original

of the younger American writers. It opens

with an important and scholarly paper by

Professor Max Muller, the famous Oxford

scholar, on " The Real Significance of the

World'8 Parliament of Religions." Count

Leo Tolstoi, the great Russian novelist and

social reformer, contributes a critical and

appreciative paper on Guy de Maupassant

and his place in literature. The Hon.

George Wilson, the president ot the oldest

bank in Missouri, writes a paper on "The

Silver question." which he calls " David A.

Wells' Downfall," in answer to Mr. Wells'

arguments for monometalism under the

caption of " The Downfall of Certain Finan

cial Fallacies." Rev. Mirjot.T. .Savage writes

a timely paper on "The Religion of Holmes'

Poems," which falls into the series on the

Religion of the Poets of this last half of the

century. B. 0. Flower opens a series of

articles which will discuss the Age of Con

sent laws of the various states. The Arena

is going to try to influence legislation on

this imporatnt question by creating a pub

lic sentiment in the different states which

shall have the laws revised and the age

raised to sixteen. There iB a suggestive

symposium on "The Abolition of War,"

which contains a valuable bibliography of

the subject. Henry Latchford contributes

a strikingly clever sketch of an imaginary

transaction between Peter the Great and

William Penn. Heinrich Hensoldt, Ph. D.,

who has been writing on Occultism in

Thibet, and has aroused a hornet's nest of

critics, writes a story, "The Fate of Major

Rogers; a Buddhistic Mystery." Hamlin

Garland, the brilliant young Western nov

elist and poet, contributes a Christmas story

called " A Woman in the Camp," which b*

the mastery of his earlier "Main Travelled

Roads" stories. Will Allen Dromgoolt.

the Southern story writer, has a Christmas

story of life in the Tennessee mountain-

called "Cinch." Walter Blackburn Mart*

makes cheery reading in his new depart

ment. He has a sketch called " At the < 'Id

Fogies' Club in Elysium," a dialogue be

tween Dr. Samuel Johnson, Boewell and

Oliver Goldsmith in the other world. Al

together the Arena presents a fine Christ

mas number.

TO REMEDY STRIKES-

The address of Charles II. Walcott before

the Union League recently has brought

forcibly before the attention of the public

the remarkable results of the state board ot

arbitration and conciliation in Massachu

setts.

When Sir John Gorst was present at thr

meeting of the Civic Federation last mom!,

he remarked that in Fogland it was con

sidered that the Massachusetts board was

the best of its kind in the world and repre

sented a distinct advance over anything

else. Sir John Gorst is certainly an au

thority on this subject, because he was a

member of the last royal commission on

labor and made a minority report devoted

especially to the subject of arbitration ami

conciliation. England has progressed far

ther than other countries in the establish

ment of a large number of voluntary boards

of conciliation and arbitration, somethiDi

like that in the bricklaying trade in Chi

cago, New York and Boston, but has no

state or national board.

The g_reat success of the Massachusetts

board, as Mr. Walcott described it, has con

sisted in its commanding the confidence ot

the public, and its inducing both sides

voluutarily to appeal to it to help settle dif

Acuities. Out of 216 cases of labor dispute

which the board has referred to in ita re

ports from the summer of 188t> to January

1, 1.S94, and which apparently include nearly

every important case of labor difficulty in

the state, the board has settled, itself, 105.

while in twenty-three other cases the par

ties have peaceably adjusted matters in

some compromise. In only eighty-eight

cases therefore, or about 40 per cent, of all.

was there failure to bring about an adjust

ment in a peaceable way before one party

or the other owned up to defeat. <-W ta*

105 cases settled by the board fifty- br*

were settled by conciliation, or mediation,

as it is sometimes called ; that is, the boat"

would approach both parties, sometime* **

the request of one or both and sometime

without, and induce them to accept Urf

advice of the board in the matters at stakf
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In fifty cases the board was asked by both

sides to arbitrate the difficulty, and, as Mr.

Walcott stated, in no case has the decision

of the board failed to stand.

One great secret of succees of the Massa

chusetts board has been the high class of

men selected by the governor and the per

manency of their tenure, for, though they

were chosen for only three years, two of

the board have continued in office since its

organization. TheBe are Richard P. Barry,

chosen by the governor from the ranks of

organized labor, and Charles H. AValcott,

an attorney, selected by the governor on

the recommendation of the two other

two members, as provided by law. The

third member of the board has been changed

twice, the third man and present incum

bent, Ezra Davol, being appointed as a rep

resentative o#the employing class in 1893.

But these changes have been due solely to

resignation for the sake of more lucrative

business employment.

The care with which the board was se

lected at the start by Governor Robinson is

seen in the special care taken by him to

get a good labor representative. In view

of the great extent of the shoe industry in

the state, and the number of labor difficul

ties in it, it was thought best that the men

should come from that industry and from

the city of Lynn, the great center of that

industry. Having decided this, Governor

Robinson wrote out a series of qualifica

tions which his appointee must have, such

as integrity, good repute in hiB community,

recognized standing in the ranks of labor,

temperance, moderation of viewB, etc. Ap

plying these tests to one after the other of

the many who sought the office they were

all rejected, and he deputed friends in

whom he bad great confidence to visit Lynn

and look up the man, and when the choice

fell upon Mr. Barry he at first declined the

office, preferring his home life and assured

future of a modest kind to the uncertainty

and travel incident to a position on the

board. This naturally continued Governor

Robinson in his desire for the man. How

few, however, of our public officials are

thus carefully selected !

HOW MEMRF.KK ARK IHOSKX.

It may be well to dwell for a little upon

the constitution of this famous board. The

way the members are selected for three

years by the governor to represent employe

and employer has already been indicated.

It might, however, be added that if the two

representatives of labor and capital should

fail to agree upon the choice of the third

man, the governor would appoint on his

own responsibility. It has further been

remarked that this board was organized in

ISsi; on an act approved on the I'd of June.

In January, 1894, the eighth annual report

was transmitted to the legislature by Ber

nard F. Supple, who has been clerk since

the creation of the board. The salary of

each member of the board is $-,000 a year

and necessary traveling expenses. A'clerk

is paid $1,200. A stenographer is some

times employed as well as experts, to be

described later, and occasional witness fees

are paid. The entire cost of the board has

been during the last four years between

$8,500 and $10,500 a year, while the earn

ings of the men directly involved in the

controversies which the board has tried to

solve have been from SI ,600,000 to $2,400,-

000 a year.

Whenever any controversy or difference

or not involving questions which may be the

subject of a suit at law or a bill in equity,

exists between an employer, whether an

individual, co-partnership or corporation,

and his employes, if at the time he em

ployes not less than twenty- five persons in

the same general line of business in any

city or town in the state, the board must

on applicafion of either party or of the

mayor and city council of the town con

cerned, visit the locality of the dispute.

The board must then make careful inquiry

into the cause of the trouble, hear all per

sons interested who may come before them

and advise the respective parties what, if

anything, ought to be done to adjust the

difficulty. It is really the duty of the board

to do this of its own volition whenever, in

its judgment, good can; be accomplished

by such a policy. Sometimes an applica

tion is made, and it is evident that both

parties are opposed to any conciliatory

methods until they have made a trial of

strength. In such oases the board is free

to postpone its active efforts to bring the

parties together until those efforts are likely

to result in something.

The chief work of the board consists of

efforts to bring the two parties together and

advise them how to settle their difficulties,

but astep further is taken when both parties

ask in writing that the board shall arbitrate

the differences. The written application

must contain a consise statement of the

grievances eomplained of, and a promise to

continue in business, or at work without

any lockout or strike until the decision of

the board, if it shall be made within three

weeks of the date of the filing of application.

When an application is signed by an agent

claiming to represent a majority of the em

ployes, the board satisfies itself that such

agent is duly authorized in writing to rep

resent the employes, but the names of the

employes giving this authority are kept

Becret by the board. The parties to the

application agree also to abide by the deci ■

sion of the board for six months. It is sup

posed that a failure to so abide by the de

cision might be legally punished, but only
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one case of failure to obey the decision has

ever occurred and that was only a partial

failure. This was in North Adams in.Feb-

ruary, 1890, when the workers in certain

shoe factories refused to obey the decision

as they had agreed to do, but other men

took their places on the conditions that the

board had prescribed, and the strikers, ac

cording to the statement of the board to

the writer, had some grounds for just com

plaint of the decision of the board, owing

to some misunderstanding on the part of

the latter as to the points in controversy.

If both parties to a labor dispute sign the

written application just mentioned, for ar

bitration, a public notice is given for a time

and place for a hearing, unless public notice

is objected to in writing by both parties ; in

the latter case the board can use its discre

tion.

EXPEKT ASSISTANTS ON THE BOARD.

A very important amendment to the law

was passed in 1890 providing that each party

to the controversy may in writing nominate

and the board may appoint one person to act

in the rase as expert assistant to the board.

The two persons so appointed must be skilled

in and conversant with the business or trade

concerning which the dispute has arisen. It

becomes their duty, under the direction of

the board, to obtain and report to the board

information concerning the wages paid and

the methods and grades of work prevailing

in manufacturing establishments, railroads

or other industries within the state, of a

character similar to that in which the mat

ters in dispute have arisen. Such expert

assistants are sworn to faithfully discbarge

all their duties and are paid from the state

treasury such sums as may be allowed by

the board, usually $7 a day, while the board

is free at any time, and often makes use of

this freedom, to appoint such other expert

assistant or assistants as it may deem neces

sary.

The arbitration proceedings are at once

stopped if either side fails to keep the

promises to continue to work, etc., made in

the written application, unless the adverse

party gives a written consent.

The board has power to summon as wit

nesses in a case of arbitration any operative

in the departments of business affected and

any person who keeps the records of wages

paid in those departments and to examine

them under oath, and to require the pro

duction of books containing the record of

wages paid.

The decision is given in writing and pub

lished at the discretion of the board in their

annual report. The decision is binding for

six months, unless either party gives two

months' notice to the contrary. Though

such notice has been given once or twice it

has never been acted upon, and therefore

the decision of the board has stood for six

months and in fact much longer in moat

cases and has been the introduction, usually,

to a peaceful treatment of all controversies

in the business concerned.

The law permits the creation of local

boards on arbitration, but they have not

been resorted to to any considerable extent.

It might be added that witnesses sum

moned by the state board are allowed 50

cents for each attendance and the further

sum of 25 cents for each hour of attend

ance in excess of two hours, and 5 cents a

mile for traveling expenses each way froo<

places of employment or business.

When the board was instituted in I Ski; it

was found that the establishments with

over twenty-hands numbered 2,007, em

ploying 238 884 persons, or two-thirds of all

engaged in manufacturing in the state. Of

course the number of these large estab

lishments with which alone the board has

anything to do has grown much since then.

The first case before the board was dia

missed for want of jurisdiction, and in the

second case the employer refused to appear,

but discharged four men and one woman of

his employes who did appear. A great

change has occurred since then. The shoe

industry has shown the greatest readiness

to utilize the board. This may be partly

due to the fact that Mr. Barry, the labor

representative, was himself a shoe worker.

It may partly be due to the intelligence o>

those engaged in the industry or to other

special conditions, but other industries

have used the board to a large degree.

The importance of the work may appear

in a single instance at Beverly. The deci

sion of the board regarding wages in one

shoe factory was followed by the adoption

voluntarily of the same wages per piece

in all the other factories whose pay roll

amounted to over $1,000,000 a year.

The board gives correct information to

both.parties to a difficulty as to wage* else

where, and this clears up many misunder

standings. Employers generally expresa

themselves as ready to pay as much as is

paid elsewhere and when the board is able

to show that higher wages are paid els*

where the employer is under great pressure

to yield. The board, however, does at

times award an advance in wages or condi

tions over that which prevails among com

petitors, with the understanding that tbece

better conditions will be temporary, pend

ing the securii g bv the men of similar con

ditions in the rival factories ; for exampW.

the board decided in favor of the nine hoar

day in several places in 1892 93. Inasmuch

as the rivals of the places involved followed

suit in a little while, the decision of the

board remained.

The writer asked a member of the board

how he would answer the current ob;ert*M
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tbat arbitration meant halving the orange,

e. g.; the employer might ask for a consid

erable reduction in wages and the hoard

would allow, perhaps, half of it, and then

the employer would make another cut and

get half of that, or vice versa; the men

might demand higher wages and, getting

some advance, make another demand. The

reply to this objection was that the board

did not hesitate to decide wholly in favor of

one side, especially if it had lately had a

similar case before them from the same

party or parties similarly situated. If they

had determined upon a fair wage they would

not be likely within a few months to change

the wages.

When a struggle between labor and capi

tal seems to the board inevitable as a test

of strength, as sometimes happens, theboard

lets it proceed a while, but as soon as there

appears any likelihood that the two sides

have measured each other's strength to

their satisfaction, the board appears upon

the scene, but in most cases it is not neces

sary to wait at all.

CAN MAKE AS INVESTIGATION.

The board has the power to make a pub

lic investigation and report the results of

its findings to the public in case the parties

refuse to adjust the differences, but the

board has hardly ever done this, even when

the men have asked for the aid of the board

and the employers have refused. The men

generally object to any investigation,though

it might lead to arousing public opinion

against the employer, for they have a lurk

ing feeling that if they ever want to get back

to their old places it is well not to stir up

any antagonism of the employer too much.

In a case of a demand for somewhat higher

wages on the part of the section hands of

the eastern division of the Fitchburg Rail

road in February, 1893, the railroad refused

to meet the men or the board, while the

men were willing to do both. The board

made its investigation, found that the Fitch

burg Road was paying lower wages for the

same work than rival roads, and was on the

point of publishing its conclusions when

the men came to the hoard and said that

they had reason to believe the railroad

would give them what they had asked for,

and 'hey preferred therefore that the board

would withhold publication of its opinion

till the annual report. Yet the board,

whether the men wish it or not, can at any

time make an investigation, ;is did Colonel

Wright's commission in the recent Pullman

strike, and publish its findings, and there

seems to be room for considerable develop

ment in this direction in the interest of the

general public, who are deeply concerned

in any large strike and ought to know the

exact facts with regard to it. In 1891 the

board wrote :

Not infrequently it happens that some one

—it may be a manufacturer, or a workman,

perhaps—applies either in person or by let

ter for a copy ot some price list recom

mended by the board two or three years

ago, saying that a question of price baa

arisen in some shop or factory and on one

side or the other it had been urged that a

decision of the state board had in effect

settled a fair rate of wages for work like

that in dispute. It is obvious impossible

to estimate the number of cases of this sort

in which the careful, painstaking work of

the board in the past has supplied a stand

ard which, with proper adjustments to the

circumstances of each case, has served to

facilitate a settlement of difficulties by

agreement of the parties most interested.

It is certain that the work of this board is

often referred to in a manner and for the

purpose iodicated, and this much leads us

to believe that the influence of its decisions

has in this way been salutary and far reach

ing.

This statement of the board seems alto

gether justified by a careful reading of

their reports from the beginning and to be

a very fair summary of much of their work.

—Prof. Edirard W. Remix, of Chicago Univer

sity in Chicago Herald.

The Brotherhood Hat.

At the recent convention a resolution was

passed indorsing the " Brotherhood Hat,"

made at Hazleton, Pa., by Bro. F. W. Hock

ing, an earnest member of Lodge 507, B.

of L. F. Since the adjournment of the

convention Bro. Hocking has received

many cash orders from all parts of the

country and is greatly enlarging his plant.

He runs a regular union shop, pays union

wages and deserves the support of the

brotherhood. It's a good thiug—push it

along.

The Switchmen's Union.

Any one desiring information regarding

the organization of switchmen's unions can

procure same by addressing any of the fol

lowing officers :

Grand Master. D D. Sweeney, 181! Thir

teenth street, Jersey City, N. J.; Vice- Grand

Master, M. R. Conlin, 231 North Four

teenth street, Kansas City, Kan.; Grand

Secretary and Treasurer, John Dougherty,

231 North Fourteenth street, Kansas City,

Kan.; Chairman Board of Director*, F. D.

Wartinbee, 522 Berlin street, LaCrosse,

Wis.; H. C. Nelson, Secretary of Directors,

1317 Jefferson street, Kansas City, Mo.; M.

R. Welsh, member Board of Directors, 1218

Sherman street, Omaha, Neb.

Mr. Sweeney has been employed on the

Erie Railway for eighteen years, Mr. Con

lin in the Kansas City yards for thirteen

years and Mr. Dougherty at St. Louis for

the Missouri Pacific for nine years.
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THE CHICAGO LABOR CONGRESS.

A so-called Labor Congress was held at

Chicago on November 13th and 14th, under

the auspices of the Civic Federation. The

purport of this meetiDg was to hear expres

sions from prominent men and women upon

the subject of arbitration and conciliation

in disputes arising between employer and

employe.

The arrangements of a programme was

delegated to a sub-committee by the Civic

Federation. Of this committee Judge Vin

cent was chairman and Miss Jane Addams

secretary, and in speaking of this it would

be well to call attention to their earnest

and efficient work. There were present on

this occasion many of the most advanced

students of economic questions.

Mr. Lyman J. Gage officiated at the open

ing session as chairman and in his opening

address, said :

This conference on nrbitnuion and conciliation

murks, we believe, a forward step in the movement oi'

our industrial and social life. We have for many

generations followed the old paths where mutual

suspicion* and misunderstandings growing out of

apparently opposing interests have led the way to bit

terness, hostility, human suffering, and social dlsas

terv The advanced nations have found in the peace

ful arena of arbitration a mure satisfying method of

composing international disputes than has ever been

offered in the shock of battle or in the clash of con

tending arms. Who does not look upon the peace

congress or the Genevu arbitration ol ls72 as the

highest expression of national wisdom and the no

blest prophecy of that better day when war and its

barbarisms shall cease'' In the individual differ

ences also which often arise among men as the result

of opposing judgments, colored, no doubt, by self

interest, wc can perceive a clearly marked tendency

toward avoiding the vexatious and expensive meth

ods of the courts by a voluntary submission of such

.inferences to the arbitration of impartial friends.

In the business world of to-day questions Involving

thousands, nay, millions, are thus quietly and peace

fully composed. Cannot methods so benign in their

character, so healthful in their influences, rind a

place in the industrial relationships which now so

intimately enter into the warp and woof of our mod

ern life''

It is to consider tills question that the congress, or

conference, has been called. Can a more worthy

subject be presented for thoughtful and impartial

study'.' The Civic Federation has no interest in it

not common to all. It has no propaganda to estab

lish. It believes, however, that the triumphs of civ

ilization may be best achieved in the field of intelli

gent inquiry and temperate debate. We have there

fore provided here in this city, focal as to territorial

limits, focal as to influence which will shape the fu

lure, a neutral platform for various ideas and shades

of opinion which may be expressed upon the impor

tant theme. The industrial committee, upon whom

nave rested the labor and responsibility of the nro

gramme, have put forth every effort to make it fairly

and fully representative. If m any respect it lacks iii

these desirable features the lack must be ascribed,

not to want of discernment nor absence of desire on

their part, but rather to prejudices or preconceptions

among those they found it impossible to successfully

reach. You will, however, unite with me in congrat

ulation at the fair promise the programme offers.

The first paper read before the congress

was by Prof. F. It. F. Could, of the Johns

Hopkins Fniversity, and waB a " History of

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration in

Furope and Australia."

Mr. James Peabody editor of the Railnay

Review, took a strong position against any

thing conciliatory and preferred that law*

should be enacted that would compel rail

way employes, like sailors, to enter into a
stipulated enlist m.-nt ■. in fact, it was evi

dent that as far as Mr. I'eabody was con

cerned, he had "nothing to arbitrate."' He

believed that railway men pursued a dan

gerous occupation, but as a rule were much

better paid than other laborers. Mr. Pea-

body said during his address :

If the essence of crime consists in Injury to public

welfare there would seem to lie no need of enlarging

upon this particular branch of the subject. laying

aside for the moment the question of asserted Ju*u-

tication it is ditlicult to conceive wherein a body of

men can commit a greater injury to public welfarr

than by just such interruptions of the movement of

commerce as take place when a railroad strike is in

augnrated. The stopping of a single train by a narty

of bandits and the robbery of the pussengerB or ex

press is deemed a crime worthy of being visited with

the swiftest and severest justice ; but the stopping of

tbousands of trains and the consequent low to the

public of many times the amount thai could by anj

possibility be realized In a train robbery, is commonly

Imt slightly condemned, often passed by with *rtn

ing indifference and sometimes even attempted to IV

excused. Tfiat some additional legislation Is needed

to render the regulation of the general government

effective and promote the welfare of the public is

evident from the recent decisions in connection with

railway affairs.

It may not be amiss to refer. In passing, to the nm

fidenee assessed by many in the value of a license

system under governmental direction as an aid m

overcoming the tendency of railway euiplotc* u»

strike. While without 'louht the Inauguration of

such a system would in some degree improve tile

personnel of the men employed, and thus in a meav

sure minimize the- danger, it would appear to tic

open to two principal objections; first, that Instead

oi being universal in its scope, embracing even cm

ployc from the highest to the lowest, it would 1«-

limited in its application: and. second, that It will

fail to prevent, so far as the law can prevent, the en

gagement of men in a strike if the\ were go di«p«.«e.l

Such a plan is somewhat relevant to an attempt n»

cure a fever by the application of cooling lotions,

they may be agTecablc, are not without merit in the

way of amelioration, but tun means of cure without

value.

Society, as at present organized. Is wholly depend

ent upon continuous operation of railways, and it

not only possesses but should enforce the right of 1111

interrupted service in these lines. Nor issocicly jum

to itself if it permits itself to be subjected to the

dangers of such interruption. The possibilities >-f

the entire stoppage of the commerce of the i-ountrr

because of the dissatisfaction from any ourae of those

employed therein is something that ought not to i*-

entertained for a moment. In such matters of public

convenience the obligations should >>c so binding

and i he penalty for violation so severe, as to preclude

the cureless assumption of the one or the reckless

disregard of the other.

Hon. L. S. Coffin, of Ft. Dodge, loua,

spoke in behalf of the Brotherhood of Kail

road Trainmen. He spoke eloquently in

describing what the railway labor organixa

tions had done for ils membership, had done

for the widows and orphans that would

have, in most rases, been left penniler*

without the aid of the brotherhood*. H*

favored legal investigation—not arbitration

—of disputes arising between employer an'i

employe. During the course of big remark?

he said :

1 am not at all in sympathy vtlth what tlm it''
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progress ill giving more power to the state and na

tional commissions, i.et us liave a commission of

investigation, and let them foeus the pvil >li<- opinion

upon any Inconsistency and wrong of tile great cor-

porations. Talk ahont the railroad companies saying

to the public " The public !>.■ ." There is no

kind of a corporation that is so sensitive to public

opinion as the railroad corporation is. And you let

a competent commission take down all the injus

tice, no matter what it is. and bring it up belore

the public and let the focus of the public opinion

gaz- upon it. ami it "ill be a cure in ninetynine-hun-

dredths of every trouble. Thai is my judgment in

regard lothat. "And I think that is all and as far as

we can go in this matter. We must remember that

in this nation it is " We, the people." and you must

not put your own opinion upon these railroad em

ployes feeling that they are serfs and subjects butthat

UieV are voiir equal all the time and every time.

I'ernaps I 'have said all and a good deal more than 1

ought to say. but 1 hope it will be understood that all

I want is some method by which these men can brins;

their grievances to a competent authority or arbitra

tion or conciliation commission and have them settled

instead of being left to the tender mercies of those

that have the power over them, and let us act together

as equal men and brother men and citizens of the

grandest nation of the earth, and s.'ttle these dltllcul-

ties in this beautiful way. I think. Mr. Chairman,

that we have seen the last railroad strike In this na

tion. [Great applause.] The people are being edu

cated rapidly, and may Ci.xl grant that the end be

now. [Great applause.]

Hon. ffm. M. Springer explained the in

tent and purposes of his bill presented to

congress at its last session, and now pend

ing, which provides for a national arbitra-

tration commission.

Judge Murray F.Tuley, who was referred

to by the chairman as "the Nestor of the

Chicago bar," was introduced and spoke

briefly of the variouB plans of arbitration

offered. He favored licensing railway em

ployes as in marine service. In reference

to the powers of the court he said :

The fact is, the courts have not risen. They have

not progressed. They have not realized the fact that

we are living in an age and under conditions very

different from those from which they drew their

learning and their authority. [Applause.] A decis

ion of a hundred years ago, when a man who refuse!

to work for the stipulated wages was branded with

the letter s. and if he continued in his refusal he was

transported for life, is not a decision for the present

age, and especially in a couutry where every man is

a voter. [Applause and " Amen."]

You have eot lo have some stringent measures, and

you have got to nave courts like courts of arbitration,

that come directly from the workingmen and from

the capitalists. The capitalist has no faith in the

judiciary ; the workingmen are fast losing their faith

in the judiciary. 1 am sorry to say. What they want

is judges emanating from themselves. The capitalist

ivants his, (he laboring man wants his. and if you

can give tbem their own courts you have solved the

difficulty, (Great applause. |

Mrs. Charles Russell Lowell read a highly

interesting paper upon the subject of " Dis

tinction I'.etween Arbitration and Concilia

tion." She explained that in concil ation

the disputants alone were brought to

gether on a harmonious basis and the re

sults were a harmonious settlement, but

failing in this arbitration was resorted to,

which meant the coming in of disinterested,

unprejudiced parties, who would investi

gate facts and then offer a solution to the

perplexing problem, based upon equity and

justice.

Prof. K. W. Bemis, of the I'nivesity of

Chicago, read an able paper on the " Ethics

of Arbitration."

Miss Jane Addams, as chairman of one of

the sessions, said:

In opening the second day of the conference per

haps a word of explanation would not be out of

place. There was something which occurred to me

several times yesterday that, perhaps, might be said

with propriety. It is said that each generation has

its own revolution, and that this revolution is an at

tempt on the part of an unrepresented portion of so

ciety to take its place in the national life ; that the

revolution at the end of the last century was an at

tempt on the part of the working people to come out

into the franchise, to have the power of political ac

tion. They wished to come out into the sunshine of

political equality. That the revolution at the end of

this century is an attempt on the part of the working

people to come out into a more equal indusirial con

dition, to have a larger share or measure of indus

trial comfort. They now wish to come out in the

sunshine of prosperity. That a man is successful in

his generation is in proportion as he helps on this at

tempt of the disenfranchised to conic out into their

full national life.

Now, I take it, arbitration is not an attempt to cry

peace. It is not an attempt in any way to retard this

effort on the part of the working people, this effort on

the part of the labor movement so called, to come out

into a larger share and measure and a larger share of

the profit. It merely wishes to substitute orderly

methods for disorderly methods. It wishes to substi

tute the desire for justice for the emotion which now

drives men forward when it is to a condition of ha

tred and antagonism. It wishes to substitute moral

and intellectual forces for the physical forces which

too often appear in a strike. It is not an attempt

in any way to retard the labor movement. It is

a distinct attempt to help forward in the quickest

methods that labor movement toward its fulfillment.

It is an attempt to bring the latter modern methods In

placeof the old belated methodsof warfare. Arbitra

tion wishes to aecelleratc Unit liberation. Itwishesto

help on the industrial revolution, but it wishes to

help on by the most advanced and most peaceful

methods possible.

Mr. Joseph D. Weeks, editor of the Ameri

can Manufacturer and Iron Worker, spoke on

" The Relations of Employer and Employe

in Manufacturing Affairs." His address

was very entertaining and made evident the

fact that he had a wide and practical knowl

edge of the subject. Among other things,

he said:

"There are three parties that unite to produce a

certain thing that we call a product ; and when this

is produced it does not belong to any one of them,

it Polony* to all of them. Those three thingsare cap

ital, which furnishes the money to buy the raw ma

terials, to pay labor, to put in the machinery, to buy

the land, to organize the work and go on with it.

The employer may or may not be the capitalist.

There is one place where we make a great mistake.

We always think of the employer and the capitalist

as the same. They are not the same. Theirs are dis

tinct functions. The employer may or may not be a

capitalist, and In modern industries the employer

only represents the capitalist. Take these great cor

porations, the one who actually becomes the employ

er, the man in the management of the concern, is

very rarely the capitalist. He may be part of the

capitalist, but he is very rarely the entire capitalist.

The employer stands between the capital and the

laborer, wlio puts his handiwork, or his skill, or

whatever it may be. into reproduction. Now the

laborer is not the only producer. All three are pro

ducers and all three unite to produce a given pro

duct.

The wages of capital is interest, the wages of the

employer is profit, and the wages of the laborer is

what we term in the ordinary sense wages. Now this

question, How to maae this distribution properly'.' 1
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hardly ever saw a man in my life who, when heoamo

to divide with another man, thought the division was

fair You go to the old schools o? political economy

and they will say it must be settled hy competition.

The doctrine of tai*e/afrC is the only thing that has

brought it right. It is eternal law. It has existed

from a 1 eternity and it will exist through eternity;

and any attempt to interfere with the doctrine of

unrestricted competition, with the doctrine of tof««

Cnire, is perfectly useless ; you cannot do it. Jl ou can

not have anything, you cannot have any legisb -

tive enactment, you cannot have any agreement ; you

must simply put the laboring man into the contest

with the empfoyer, and each will inevitably seek his

highest good, and you will get the thing at its best

ThS to tL gospel of grab, anl I do not believe that

the gospel of grab is In accordance with our civili-

"now, I do not believe either In strikes or lockout^

strikes and lockouts settle not^. I have pointed

out that it is differences you wish to settle, and a

strike or lockout simply decides, as a rule which can

hold out the longest. It does not settle anything.

It simply puts two parties together, and the one on

ine one side, if he has a long purse, and the other on

the other side, if he can stand starvation. Kg™d«;

ally comes to a point where the purse gives out or the

party can starve no longer, and then the battle is at

an end, not because anything has been decided, not

because right has prevailed, but simply because it

has come to a point where human endurance gives

out-and,oh,howmen will suffer, how women will

suffer, how children will suffer at such hours when

these strikes and these industrial contests are on hand

Men will sit. gaunt eyed and hollow visaged, by the

door side, waiting for relief to come. They must be

lieve they are right or they would never do it. [Ap

plause.] And yet the most terrible things that ever

come into human experience are stnke,s, and Cod

grant the day will come soon when they will be for

ever ended. We want industrial peace. That is the

thing we want. Nations only grow in peace. Nobody

defends strikes and lockouts. There will come times

when you cannot help it, but when it cannot be

kvoided, when the battle must be set, then I say set

it and let us have it through and be done with it,

1 still have confidence in the honesty, in the integ

rity, in the fairness, In the justice of the American

people when they can get face to face with the diffi

culty. [Applause.] When a man says that nobody

can do It he means that there will be anarchy ana

socialism and communism [applause], and Chicago Is

not the place to preach that.
One objection to arbitration grows out of the as

sumption that the right to decide questions that arise

between employer and employe rests with the ern^

plover alone. When the decision is given labor s only

choice is to accept, or go elsewhere. An employer

holding this belief naturally refuses to recognize the

right of anyone else to interfere on the part of any

employe, or any committee, or board, or arbitrator,

and treats the suggestion of an arbitration as an im

pertinence. I think you have all heard that, not as I

put it, but practically. Stripped of its verbiage, it is

an assertion that the right to dictate the terms upon

which that labor should receive wages, and which

are necessary to the very existence of the labor shall

be performed, rests with the employer alone. It is a

monstrous doctrine. [Applause.] It means slavery

or starvation, and it is a theory that society for its

own safety should not tolerate for a moment. Labor

is not in a state of industrial subjugation, nor does it

acknowledge even in theory that its wages come out

of the employer's pocket. [Applause.]

Now let us have peace, let us have quiet. Let us

meet face to face and settle these questions. .Let us

go on in this industrial peace ; and then, when the

hour comes that everything shall be made whole,

everything shall be made right, everybody will be

happy, and labor will no more stand in the midnight,

with Its loins girded up. waiting to be sent out into

the wilderness. [Applause.]

President M. M. Garland, of the Amal

gamated Association of Iron and Steel

Workers, read a paper on " Sliding Scales

and Kindred Methods " and closed with a

spirited address upon the labor question.

Said Mr. Garland:

The main controlling spirit of wage to-day, how

ever, is the law of supply and demand.

Part of the functions of organized labor Is to »r

range a specified price for labor for each position

and the material or wear work, and to curtail the

supply of labor all that is possible except at thb

specified price. The demand for labor controls the

employer to a large degree In acceptance of the pn«

specified by organized labor, but if the trade or

locality be unorganised, then the natural law of

supply and demand asserts full play. And the nec

essities of starving humanity during times of de

pression and a surplus of labor alone forms the basis

of minimum wage. ■_,<„«_.
Sliding scales, as they have been termed, are in our

estimation, h step in advance of any system now In

general use. The wages of the iron and steel worker

have been based on and determined by this plan tor

twenty-eight years and, in fact, the iron and steel

workers claim to be the pioneers of the sliding seals

system.

Certainly, there can be no plan proposed to the «v-

erage mind that bears a more equitable phase than

that when the price of material or goods goes up tat

laborer's price should advance as well, and when tor

prices fall he should share in the declines. But to

adopt this system, without establishing a minimum

to its downward tendency, only shifts the effect de

scribed in disorganized trades and locality from ad

vantage taken of necessity to advantage taken be

cause of competition in trade, or. in other words,

from wanton attack to competitive manipulation.

After all, it is the getting together of employer sua

employes with fair intention that cultivates reason on

both sides. We are loath to believe the oft repeate.;

assertion of capital and labor being at war. but tie

greater strangers thev continue, the more thev «rt

convinced that the other is antagonistic to them.

Bands cannot be clasped that are not extended. Ana

companions are not made of people who never meet

The workman of to-day is simply asserting n.i

rights that possibly before he did not clearly see. but

which now are plain to him. Wages based on cost ni

things produced, sliding scales, and kindred arrangr

men! of wages bv which the workman, for self-pro

tection, is compelled to watch market values h»v.-

been among the mighty influences that have given o<

a working class who know their rights, and who at

all times stand ready to defend them with reason:

and falling to secure justice in this way prefer to

walk from the workshop rather than to stultify

themselves by acquiescence in injustice.

United States Commissioner of Labor,

Carroll D. Wright, spoke on the " Distinc

tion Between Compulsory and Voluntary

Arbitration" and "Distinction Between

Compulsory Arbitration and Public Inves

tigation of Labor Disputes." The speaker

said:

The labor question reduced to concrete iorm nw

simply the struggle for a higher standard of linni

There may be various ramifications to the question,

there may be various complications in It. but U*

labor question broadly stated means lust thM-«

struggle for a higher standard of living. In lhi» strut

gle there are strikes, lockouts, labor wars, ambition

that are never fulfilled, the envy and jealourief ot

labor leaders, a little of politics, a great deal of not-

sense. a great deal of aggression, but underneath »

all there still remains that underlying struggle lor t

higher standard of living. The other matter. mu».

alTbe left out of the account ; the vagaries of cruet-

the arbitrary and dogmatic rule on one side or Ur

other must all be eliminated in the diw-ussion nl :ie
labor question from whatever point of view you !*•■» <

it. A strike In itself is simply a protest against suf

attempt to change condittous adversely, or to prrv-oi

the success of this Btruggle to which I refer A stit*,

therefore, must be considered as one of Ibe essential

elements of that particular conflict which we art- -*

cussing in this conference.
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You know that all conflict, all war. all controversy,

leads ultimately to good. You know that civilization

has never taken a step in advance without conflicts

and a* the old Athenian philosopher remarked:

" War is the father of all things," and so it is when

we consider it philosophically ; so it is when we look

to the underlying principles' of progress. All wiir

means the suppression of some form of evil, although

there may be great evil in the form of suppression,

but out of it all some good is accomplished, some

people are brought up in the vale of civilization, and

the great step of progress is secured. There are so

many instances quartered all along through history

which prove this statement that I need not refer to

them even, they come to your minds; they come to

every man's mind, and however much we may con

demn war, however much we may condemn coniiict

of any kind, because individualsmay go down in the

conflict, because somebody's principles may be de

stroyed ; because somebody's philosophy may be

overturned ; we cannot help recognizing that it is

only through this conflict that good ever comes in

this world.

The distinction between compulsory and volun

tary arbitration is the distinction between a continued

fight and continued conflict and the supremacy of

reason. Voluntary arbitraton is a tribunal to which

men resort whenever they wish to settle matters out

side of courts and beyond their own wisdom. They

may be wise enough of themselves to settle the ques

tion : but there are elements in an industrial contro

versy which appeal too strongly to personal interests

to allow the parties themselves to look upon the

question submitted broadly and in a philosophical

Dense.

Compulsory arbitration would mean the force of

government in settling these questions, and it may be

that it will be considered right and just and fair that

the people should step in and control the difficulty

in their own interest, and when that time comes to

modify compulsory arbitration, it should be the

rule everywhere in industrial matters ; then I predict,

ladies and gentlemen, that the man or the corpora

tion who so conduct*, or rather who so misconducts,

his affairs as to permit a strike to exist, will receive

the same disgrace at the hands of public opinion

that the fraudulent bankrupt does to-day. [Ap

plause.]

What I have just said relative to compulsory arbi

tration and the power of the tribunal to summons

witnesses and to determine nil the facts relating to

the question would result in the publication of all the

facts relating to the controversy. This would get rid

of the sheriff, it would get rid of the military arm of

the government in the prosecution of this work, and

would result in the establishment of peace and the

preservation of harmony in the main, and the peace

of the community. Publicity of accounts of rail

roads and other great corporations would result in

great good. Kvery statistician knows that whenever

he attempt* to make an investigation his first antago

nism lies in the suspicion of the producer or the em

ployer or the employe that personal affairs somehow

are going to be brought into public notice, forgetting

always that the individual is of no particular account

in public investigations, but that the fact* are of great

account.

All the parties concerned should be notified that

the tribunal proposes, upon a certain day—and the

earlier the day the better—to be at a given place,

there to look into the cause of the trouble, to adjust

the difficulties by conciliation, if possible, and in the

event of failure "to fix the responsibility for the same.

Proceeding in this way the report of such a commis

sion would cause public opinion promptly to settle

the question, or at least to fix the responsibility

where it belonged, and to render successful opposi

tion to the conclusions reached an improbability.

[Applause.)

I believe in that lies the keynote of this whole

business. If this recommendation can be carried out

and the question set before the public, public opinion

will takelcare of the rest without the intervention of

the sheriff. There is not a manufacturer in the

I'nited States, there is not a labor organization in the

I'nlted States that could stand up against the verdict

nt the people should they say that the responsibility

of a great strike had been fixed upon it.

"The Economics of Arbitration" was

presented in a masterly address by Prof.

Henry C. Adams; ex-secretary of the inter

state commerce commission. During the

course of his remarks he said :

Industrial arbitration brings into controversy a

question of personal liberty and fits logically into the

history of the English-speaking people. It, and all that

it implies, may be regarded as the English solution, as

socialism is the German solution, of the labor prob

lem. The reorganization of industry adapted to ar

bitration, together with the development of personal

and corporate duties and rights incident thereto,

will be recognized, should it ever be accomplished,

as the fourth step toward the attainment of a society

composed of freedmen. The first step consisted in

the disintegration of feudalism and the consequent

enfranchisement of labor. The second step was taken

when freedom of conscience became the prized pos

session of the English people; while the third is

found in the realization of political liberty as ex

pressed in constitutional government. Specialists

upon the labor problem, whether believers in cooper

ation, in profit-sharing, in the efficiency of trades

unions, or in socialism, all agree that it is impossible

for men to become masters of the conditions under

which they live and work without acquiring control

over the opportunities of labor, which is the essen

tial fact incident to the possession of capital. Profit-

sharing is the logical child of cooperation and was

conceived by benevolent minds because of the failure

of cooperation in practice. Both recognize the ne

cessity of a property which shall be a universal pos

session in order that the character of the worker, as

well as the technique of production, may be raised

to the grade of ownership. In no other way can the

sense of independence and responsibility be made

universal. The same thought also lies at the basis of

socialism, which seeks to guarantee men their indus

trial liberty by converting the political organization

into an industrial corporation in which all men shall

be shareholders by virtue of being citizens.

It would seem, then, that the only question in con

troversy pertains to the most appropriate method of

rendering property a universal possession. For my

self I am willing to concede the socialistic claim that

the programmes of savings banks, cooperation and

profit-snaring (so long at least as the receipt of profit

is a gratuity of the employer and not a right of the

worker), are utterly futile, and that their advocacy

turns attention from the proper issue. Saving by

the individual worker of such a sort and to such a

degree that he may come into possession of industrial

property, and by virtue of such possession exercise

any control over the conditions of this life in a soci

ety which tends strongly toward great industries end

which recognizes competition as the sovereign regu

lator, is impossible.

Government, while the sphere of its influence may

be widened, need enter upon no new and untried

lines of activity to insure the solution of the labor

problem. The line of development is clear-cut and

simple for him who perceives the possibilities which

lie in a bold and judicious use of voluntary associa

tion and intercorporate contracts.

The peculiar form which arbitration will assume,

shouhlit be established, cannot, of course.be defi

nitely stated, but a few suggestions may perhaps be

safely ventured. It would seem essential In the fii>t

place that laborers availing themselves of their right

of voluntary association should make use of their

unions as an agency of contract. According to the

ideal of arbitration there is no common labor interest

which can serve as the basis of a permanent union

embracing all workers or furnish a platform for po

litical agitation by the labor party. The interests

which laborers have in common pertain to them as

members of a society of freemen and not as laborers.

There exists no interest common to all laborers, but

an interest common to workers in a given trade or to

the employes of a given corporation is a very palpa

ble and real thing ; and ii arbitration is ever realized

it must be through the agency of trades unions which

recognize this fact.

If the first step towards the realization of arbitra

tion be the proper organization of labor, the second
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consists in the development of the labor contract.

It -fore a labor contract between incorporated labor

and incorporated capital can be eilected there must

be a general consensus of opinion respecting some of

the fundamental rights of the contracting parties and

crystallzed into a common law of industry through

cumulative precedents.

If it is clearly conceived that ability to control the

conditions of one's lifeor to have a voice in their con

trol, is an essential condition of personal liberty, and

t hat the irresponsible exercise of any power whatever,

whether political or industrial, is the chief obstacle

to the possession of that liberty, there opens up the

possibility not only of an adjustment of the labor

ditheiilties, but of a period of progress in all social

and industrial a 11 airs.

The development of the labor contract, therefore,

a* appropriate to the programme of arbitration in in

dustries, assumes the development of a pnblic senti

ment respecting the dangers incident to the irrespon

sible control ot industries. The two great industrial

problems of the day are the labor problem and the

monopoly problem, and both may be solved by ap

plying to* them the theory of responsible administra

tion of industrial power. The responsibility of a de

facto proprietor must in the ease of the labor problem

be to the men employed in the it. dustry in question.

The responsibility suggested by the evils arising from

monopoly must be to the public at large.

The economic doctrine of capital must be abandon

ed and au entirely new conception find place among

economic doctrines. Capital is not, at least this is

what the theory of arbitration implies, a material

thing that can be created by saving or dissipated by

spending- it is energy. It is force

The third step in tne economy of arbitration con

sists in the adjustment of government to the require

ments of the new industrial order and, in theory at

least, the tusk which this imposes upon government

is not severe. The government must accept as new

earn the duty of keeping open the doors of opportun

ity ; that is to say, it must be the supreme arbitrator

as to the tendencies which give the decision of the

special board of arbitration.

If substantial advantages accrue to the laborer

through the establishment of boards of arbitration so

that membership in an organization is a thing of real

value, the ditliculty suggested will very largely settle

itself. It will also" be necessary, in ord r to realize

an ideal of industrial society* organized upon the

theory of copartnership between employers and em

ployes, for gover nient to take a very decided stand

respecting the matter of an open and untramineled

market. Nothing in the nature of a monopoly can be

allowed, even though the laborer participate in the

accruing benefits Above the interest of the capitalist

and of the laborer stands the interest of society, which

has a greater care than any individual in maintain

ing the conditions of individual liberty.

The question of arbitration is at bottom a question

of personal liberty, and implies the creation of new

and unusual rights, which wnen realized by that great

class who are now the possessors of no property shall

come to be for them a veritable property.

Judge John Gibbons spoke on "Private

Rights," saying in part:

I assert it to lie the universal law of civil society,

whether made so by municipal enactment or not,

that every hour of a man s existent* belongs to the

society of which he is apart, and that it is an infringe

ment "upon the metuphysic rights which enter into

common life to idle or dream away his time. In the

ureal plan of creation it never was designed to have

drones or defectives in the family of man. Among

these inalienable rights is the right of purchase, <>f

sale and contract, the right to pursue any lawful

business or vocation in any manner not inconsistent

with the rights of nthe rs. the right to work for who

ever may oiler employment at any price agreed upon,

High! safe not and cannot be limited to those known

as individual possessions which are secured to the

individual by common right, natural justice, and

constitutional protection. Natural or absolute

rights obtain only in a state of nature : hence we can

find no recognition in social ecimouiv. save as modi ■

lied by ami subordinate to the relative rights of

cithers and the natural rights of all. The right of

property embraces not only the exclusive privilege

to u-.e and enjoy the thing owned but all the exclu

sive power to sell, transfer,' and dispose of the sattie

upon such terms, at such times, and to such person*

as may be agreeable to the owner, provided that in

«o doing he violates none of the laws or customs es

tablished by the society of which he is a member and

to which he is indebted for the protection, preserva

tion, and enjoyment of that which is his. Nor dots

the right of property eud here.

So long as society exists for the protection, preser

vation, and perpetuation of perwmal liberties, of

personal securities, and of the invlohibllit} of private

f>ropertv, a man not only ought to be protested in

lis right to things tangible and possessory, but

should also be protected iu his just expectations as to

things in tangible, such as the fruits of his labor-

winch become valuable right- of property.

W'e are now confronted with a great national

emergency, engendering grave necessity for public

action, lmring last summer, in this great city, mart*

of trade and commerce were converted into military

camps. No man felt secure in his liberty, property

or possessions. The supply of food and fuel ncivwan

for the wants and comforts of two millions of people

were threatened. In that dread hour, for the first

time in the notion's history, the executive of the

Tinted Slates, pleading justification on the score of

public necessity, ignored every conventional, ron-ai

tutional requirement, and dispatched the array and

navy of the 1'niteil States to perform the duties of the

municipal police. Even those who deny the right*

endeavor to justify this assumption of power upon

the ground of "public necessity"; ufou the claim

that the government is a contrivance of human wis

dom to provide for human wants and to protect in

dividual rights.

Whether the power of remedying existing abu*e>

arising from the present inability of the law to adjust

the differences between capital and labor, which

gives rise to .strikes and lockouts, is now vested in UK-

legislative department of the government under the

constitution or is still retained by the people matter*

not. That the power exists and ought to be exervisrd

1 do not hesitate to declare. If the constitution i»

not broad enough it must be expanded.

"The Relation Between Employer and

Employe in Building Trades" was the.nub-

ject of an address by Mr. Wm. H. Sayward,

secretary of the National Association of

Builders, and Mr. T. J. McGuire, secretary

of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters

and Joiners. This was something like a

debate, yet both agreed that their respect

ive organizations would be able to fight it

out without interfen-nce from outside par

ties.

Mr. Sayward, the first speaker, said dur

ing an address of one hour and thirty min

utes :

After arbitration has been exercised, even with a*

perfectly satisfactory results as possible, that part Ion

lar case only has been settled—no more No means

have been adopted to prevent a recurrence of the dt»

ease. Can such a method be the best which i- onU

brought into service when the body has beoome the

victim of disorder, and then, If its application is

fortunate enough to produce an apparent e«e*tlon of

the malady, leaves tne subject unprotected againm

renewed infection. Our contention i«. that it is pour

policy to allow things to reach such a pas* as thb.

The method should be a mutual agreement made

before side or purchase by the buyer and »?U>r, tor

ering the amount and quality of goods ; when, where

and now delivered ; the price and other niatur- In

ctdent thereto ; the agencies by and through whi-J

the agreement i« etterted ; the organ veal ion- tvpr

seining respectively the buyer and seller. -»pvcltu»lh

stated and precisely as it is in operation undei lb*

recommendation* of the National Association c

Builders.

In places u here our plans have been put into *<*<■

ation.and this has varied in time of operation Ir-'n
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three to six years, there hns not been a single stop

page of work: the hours of labor, wages and all in

cidental mutters biive Keen arranged at the annual

meetings of the joint committee, which are held at a

time of year which gives everyone opportunity to ad

just himself in estimating for new work. We believe

the plan is capable of universal adoption, and that

when adopted it will bring that peace, harmonv and

safety which we all profess to desire.

Mr. McGuire only spoke forabout twenty-

live minutes, during which time he said :

I do not want the state to help us. If we can't

help ourselves we have no right to expect to be

helped. We have the right of organization. The

employers have the *amc rigid. We must have regard

for eaeli other's rights. In the primitive times of so

ciety the employer had a son of paternal interest in

theworkiogman. We don't want that now, Work-

ingmen rarely want to strike. The question of a

strike is deliberated upon for days and days, and

often is declared only because employers have no

conscience of right and think that all they must do is

to grind the workingrnan. When there has been a

flood time of trade and employers have made money,

it has taken them often several years before the

golden rule has entered their heads.

Mr. Samuel Gompers, president of the

American Federation of Labor, was the

last speaker of the congress, ilewasdubi-

ous as to the avisability of any step toward

a plan of arbitration by law. During his

remarks he stated that :

Arbitration was practiced between the workingmen

of Kngland and their employers quite a long time,

but their experience de istrutcd that arbitration,

so far as they were concerned, was considerably one

sided. It is more than twenty years since the work-

in gnien ol 'ireat llritian repudiated arbitration as

inimical to their interests.

The question of lubor will remain unsettled until

justice has been done the worker. Not that kind of

justice »hen a man wearing the ermine of the su

preme lonrtof the Foiled States will put his signa

ture to a paper prepared by corporation attorneys and

then declare that he has just now issued a document

that is practically a (Catling gun on paper ; not that

kind of justice, when a general of our army, supposed

to defend our interests, declares that bv force of arms

if necessary, he nill break a strike.

Why do employers usually prefer dealing with their

own employes'.' Simply because thev know that as a

rule the employes of the particular firm will not as

persistently represent their interests as would a

chosen representative who can lose nothing by an at

tempted blacklisting on the part of the employer. I

deny the right of my opponent to chose my counsel.

1 he walking delegate, abused as he is, the labor agi

tator, cursed as he is—they are the counsel of the

working people. | Applause.] This congress is of

great importance. It speaks well. It means hope for

the tuture, when you and I, men and women, who

repres -nt opposite views, can come here and talk this

matter over freely, openly and vet not lose any respect

that we may have had for each other, hut, on the

contrary, make friends and friendships lasting. I can

only express the hope of success in our movement, in

the line of right, in the line of justice, for the men

and women who labor.

The following resolution was passed at a

meeting of the speakers at the close of the

last session of the congress :

Having been requested by the sub-committee of the

( i vie Federation of chiciigo, having in charge the

conference of arbitration and conciliation, to oiler

suggestions as to the trend and value of the congress

as to what might best perpetuate its influence, the

parties who have been asked to present papers at the

conference do suggest and recommend to the said

subcommittee to report buck to the Civic Federation

(hat a large national commission be established

through the Civic Federation of Chicago, for the pur

pose of procuring the wider application of the prin

ciples discussed at this congress.

GRAND LODCE.
 

Assessment Notice for December,

Office of the (Jband Lopok. H ok 1.. F ,)

I'krkk Havtf., Ixn., December, 1st, Isoi. j

Assessment No. TO, $2. no.

To the Sirriras <;f Sulxm!inale Lrnlyet:

Sirs ani> Brothers:—You are hereby notified of

the death and disability of the following members

entitled to all the benefits of the order, viz :

Claim No. 1104. Charles M, Laughlin. of smokv

City Lodge. No. 210. was declared totally disabled by

i onsumption, September 24, ISM.

Claim No. 1405. Edward Custard, of Spanish

Peaks Lodge, No. 32H, died of spinal .Meningitis,

June 23, 1894.

Claim No. 1406. II. A. Farrlngton, of Cold Range

Lodge, No. S41. was declared totally disabled bv in

jury to Spinal Cord. .Inly Its. 1894.

Claim No. 1407. .lames Howe, of St. CIsir Lodge

No. lie,, was declared totally disabled bv Consump

tion, September ft, 1894.

Claim No 1408. Joseph A. Rice, of Fort Picker

ing Lodge, No. 20t>, died from an Abscess, September
4. 1894. F

Claim No. MOO James Reddy. of Arbitration

Lodge. No. 320, died of Pulmonary Consumption,

September 12. 1894.

Claim No. 1410. John A. Kafer, of 1). J. Chase

Lodge. No. 259, was killed in a Railway Accident

September 17, 1894.

Claim No. 1411. Thomas J. Macon, of Friendly

Hand Lodge, No. 201, died of Jaundice. September

Claim No. 1112. Wm. ('. McNamarn. of Triumph

ant Lodge, No. 47, died of Consumption. Septemoer

24. IsOI.

Claim No. 1113. James Raub. of Lehigh Lodge,

No. 2d, was declared totallv disabled by loss of Legs

September 27, 1X94.

Claim No. 1114. C. K. Jeffries, of Orphans' Hope

Lodge. No. tin;, died of Typhoid Fever, September

28, 1894.

Claim No. 1115. J. H. Jennings, of Hlekard Lodge

No. 229, was declared totally disabled by loss of Leg

September 20, 1894.

Claim No. inc. Peter Ferrell. of Pride of the

West Lodge, No. 6, died of Consumption. September

29, 1894. '

Claim No. 1417. Wm. J. Flynn, of Ft. Kidglcv

Lodge. No. tj-i, died of liright's Disease, October i.

Claim No. 1418. Henry .1. Dailey, of Adamant

Lodge. No. 411. died of Catarrhal Consumption, Octo

ber 1, l,s«4.

Claim No. 1410. Thomas H. Warren, of Cherish

Lodge, No. 440. was killed in a Railway Accident < le-

tober 4, 1894.
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Claim No. 1420. Marshall S. Lower, of Success

Lodge. No 33, was killed in a Railway Accident, Oc

tober 8, 1894.

Claim No. 1421. John Haley, of Central I'ark Loflge,

No. 2.17, was killed bv Jumping from Engine, October

8, 1891.

Claim No. 1422. Bernard 8. Riney, of Pride Lodge,

No. 502, died from Paralysis, October 14. 18yi.

Claim No. 1423. K. H. Stone, of Loyal Lodge, No.

207, was declared totally disabled bv disease of Lungs,

October 18, 1894.

Claim No. 1424. John Crnnin, of Loyal Lodge, No

207, was declared totally disabled by Bright's Dis

ease, October 18, 1894.

Claim No. 142ft. Wm. F. Hosey, of Lackawanna

Lodge, No. 283, was killed by Railway Accident, Oc

tober 31, 1894.

An assessment of Two Dollars ($2.00) has been

levied for the payment of the above claims, and you

are required to forward said amount for each viemlier

whose name appears on the rolls of membership No

vember 30th, 1894, (also for all members having taken

a withdrawal (limited or final) after November 1st and

for all members who died or were toUUly disabled

since that date), said remittance to reach the Grand

Lodge not later than December 20th, 1894, as provided

in Section 50 of the Constitution. Any lodge failing

to make returns as above provided will stand sus

pended from all the benefits of the order, as per Sec-

lion 52 of the Constitution.

Yours fraternally,

F. P. Sargent, <;. M.

F. W. Arnold, G. S. and T.

Beneficiary Statement,

Office of Grand Secretary and Treasurer, )

Terre Haute, Ind., November 1, 1894. f

To Subordinate Lodges :

The following is a statement of the Beneficiary Fund

for the month of October, 1894 :

Receipts.
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36 71 106 141
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176 84

2 . , 87 72 107 142 177

3 88 7H m Ml 178

4 $162 89 74 109 144 179 , ^
5 40 75 $178 TIC 146 180

6 41 $52 76 111 146 181

7 42 40 77 112 147 182 (122

8 48 78 118 148 183 184

9 44 122 79 114 149 184

10 45 80 115 8'.»2 160 185

11 180 46 81 116 151 186

12 47 86 82 117 152 187

13 48 88 118 1,53 188

14 49 84 'IS 154 189

1ft 50 85 120 155 190 44

in 51 86 121 156 191 90

17 52 87 122 50 157 $80 192

18 58 88 128 168 193

19 122 64 89 124 169 194 60

20 65 90 125 78 160 19f>

21 56 91 26 126 46 161 196

22 57 92 127 162 197

28 80 58 98 128 163 198

24 59 94 129 164 199

25 60 21 95 180 165 '200

26 61 98 131 166 201

27 62 97 72 182 22 167 202

28 102 63 98 1S8 168 208

29 64 99 184 169 204

SO 65 100 185 170 20ft

81 fis 66 90 101 186 171 206

82 67 102 1311 137 172 207

88 68 ftl 108 211', 188 173
■208

:+( 124 69 104 189 174 209

35 70 105 140 1751 . 210 . .

Receipts—Continued.
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211 263 815 367 419 471

212 264 816 368 420 172

m 26ft 817 369 421 473

.in $88 266 318 870 422 474

21ft 267 8110 819 371 423 $72 47ft

210 268 320 372 424 176

217 269 46 821 878 425 477

?1S
•270

822 874 4.* n
211 8126 271 323 876 427 179

2.11 272 324 376 428 Cfl
■,►,'1

278 32ft 877 429 181

222 274 826 378 4)0 ■
•Ml

275 327 879 4,11 m
221 276 828 380 4.32 114 IH4

'.-.'ft 277 829 881 433 ■
221. 278 830 382 434 m
2.C7 no 279 831 872 383 485 IB $72

228 280 332 384 436 ■
220 281 833 38ft 437 a
■£'l)

282 834 386 488 lao

va 283 S3ft 887 439 191

282 284 836 388 440 m
23. i 28ft 887 389 441 m 44

23-1 286
•388

390 442 134

28S 40 287 389 891 ii.: ■
236 288 340 392 444 M

2(7 20(1 289 96 841 898 44ft vr ■
238 290 -In 342 894 446 i» 15

289 291 318 895 84S 447 52 1L<9

241) 292 844 396 M 44S n
241 293 345 897 449 501

242 294 346 898 460 502

241 29ft 847 399 451 M

244 18 296 848 400 452 504

24ft 297 849 401 461 56 ftuft

246 298 860 402 454 M

247 299 851 403 465 .507

241 300 8ft? 404 4ft6 SO

241 Rfll 353 40ft 457 .509

2G0 302 ,854 406 468 510

261 303 855 407 96 159 Ml

2ft'.' ::iu 856 408 460 62 611

2ft", SOS ,357 409 461 . . MS

264 806 358 410 4122 614

25ft 307 859 411 16.1 ftlft

2M 50 808 380 412 464 ftlt>

257 309 361 418 48ft 4*- M7

268 310 362 414 466 at
259 118 811 363 V.18 415 167 BU

700 812 384 106 416 li 168 46 ■J
261 70 31 S 365 417 469 , ,
262 181 314 366 . . 118 470

Balance on hand October 1, 1891 $43.95! »

Received during mouth 4,296*

Total $19,247 85

Disbursements.

Bv claims 1384, 138ft, 13S6, 1887, 1388. 1:39,

1390, 1391, 1392, 1393. 1:194, 1395, 1896, 1397,

1398,1399,1400,1101,1402,1403 $311.11*) 00

The following donations were made hy the fourth

Biennial Convention :

w. j. Dodds ti.seo m

Win. Shanley l.''» OH

Peter C.Johnson 1,W W

JohnMarte I.ai*

A. J. MeKinley I/O) On

I'has. Gallagher 1 lUB oi

11. M. Bennett l,v»«

Patrick Sexton 1,8*0"

W. H. Rhinehart . I,*!*1

C. W. Willis I. SCO*

Total . $44.jt« <v

. 84.747 »Balance on hand November 1. 1S94

Respectfully submitted,

F. W. Ar.noi D, 0 is and T.
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OKAND LODGE.

s\ P. 8absent Grand Muter

Terre Haute, Indiana.

3. J. Hannahan Vloe Grand Matter

6949 Princeton ave., Englewood, HI.

P. W. Arnold . . . Grand Secretary and Treasurer

Terre Haute, Indiana.

BOARD OP OBAND TRUSTEES.

We. F. Htnes Chairman

OSS Eleventh St., Denver Col.

OKAS. W. Maier Secretary

1714 E. Clark ave, Parsons, Kan.

alkx. H. Sutton . . 975 N. Water St., Decatur, HI

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

loeEN! A. Ball Chairman

Stratford, Ontario, Box 128.

T. P. O'Boubxx Secretary

Taylor. Tex.

Hxhbt Walton, 3837 Hamilton St.,

W. Philadelphia, Pa

Frxd. Kkxlxr, . . . 1508 Brooks St., Houston, Tex

E. H.Brown 119 So. Green St., Chicago, ill

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

1. DEEB PARK ; Port Jervls, S. T.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, corner Ball and Pike

sta. every Wednesday.

F. E. Boyd, 18 Washington st Master

F. S. Bishop, 21 Broome st Secretary

Wm. Cook, 3 Mount Wm. st Collector

F. H. Bogardns, 3 Front st Receiver

J. T. Duffey , 52 W. Main st . . . Magazine Agent

t. SPARTAN • Monon, Ind.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

E. D. Kellenberger Master

Frank Fahnestock Secretary

A. J. Mutter Collector

E. D. Kellenberger Receiver

A. M. Holmes Magazine Agent

8. ADOPTED DAUGHTER; Jersey City, N. J.

Meets in Fisher's Hall, cor. Erie St. and Newark

ave.. 2d and 4th Sundays.

T. W. Venner, J10 5th at Master

F. L. Bradbury, 495 Pavnnia ave . . . Secretary

O.J. White. XW Magnolia ave Collector

E. M. McMahon, 68 Gregory at Receiver

E. P. Hutton, 281 Communfpnw ave . Mag. Agent

4. GREAT EASTERN;: Portland. Maine.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, cor. Temple and Con

gress sts ., 1st and 3d Sundays.

C. K. Creamer, 3 Briggs st Master

Secretary

J. S. Lowell, G.T.R.R. Rd. House . . . Collector

C. E. Creamer, 3 Briggs st Receiver

W. F. Coffin, 1019 Congress st . . Magazine Agent

I. CHARITY; St. Thomas. Oat.

Meets in Forester's Hall every Tuesday at 2:80

G. M. McCarthy, Box 582 Master

Robt. McDonald. Box 1278 Secretary

W. J. Murray, Box 1273 Collector

H. H. Tedlord, Box 1273 Receiver

C. L. Blackburn, Box 1278 . . . Magazine Agent

o. PRIDE OF THE WEST ; DeSoto, Ho.

Meets In K. P. Hall, cor. Second and Boyd sta.,

every Monday at 2 P. M.

W. A. Richardson Master

O. W. Spence, Box 14 Secretary

G. H. Barron Collector

Gus Enler, Box 411 Receiver

Carter Sloan Magazine Agent

7. POTOMAC : Washington, D. C.

Meets In Welter's Hall. Mtli and I sts S. K., 2d and

4th Sundays.

J. F. Mattingly Master

Jeremiah Reagan. 613 6th St. 8. W. . .Secretary

Daniel O'Brien. 20SI St. 8. K, Collector

W. A. Cannon. 76S 6th st 8. E Receiver

.1. K. Flynn, 711 1>. st., S. E. . . . Magazine Agent

8. RED RIVER; Denisoa, Tex.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays

at 7:30 P. M.

C. I. Turner, 216 Main st Matter

W. L. Blessing. Central Hotel, Mainst . Secretary

J. J. Croftou, 203 E. Morgan st Collector

J. K. Falrley, 320 Munson Bt Receiver

James Shiraa, 1023 W. Nelson st. Magazine Agent

9. FRANKLIN; ColambBS, Ohio.

Meets in B. of L. E Halt, 80J4 N. High St., alter

nate Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

K. G. Hoag, 157 E. Russell st Master

W. H. Nason, 765 Neil ave Secretary

P. J. Singleton, 468 Grove st Collector

J. F. McNamee, 1050 Atchison st . . .Receiver

R. G. Bradley, 427 Dunmeade ave ■ . Mag. Agent

ie. FOREST CITT ; .Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets at 182 Ontario st, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:80 P. M.

J. V. Reynolds, 100 Delaware st Master

E. G. Lowrey, 13 Abbey st Secretary

A. Q. Laubseher, West Cleveland . . . Collector

T. P. Curtis, 41 W. Madison st Receiver

T. J. Dlcks,39 W. Madison st . . Magazine Agent

11. EXCELSIOR; Philllnsbnrg, N. J.

Meets in Gwinner's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

W. M. Myers Master

W. E. Prall, Box 56 Secretary

C. J. Herbert, 827 Main st. Collector

J. W. Sinclair, L. Box 98 Receiver

A. M. Vanatta Magazine Agent

18. BUFFALO; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets In Firemen's Hall, 198 Seneca st, every

Tuesday evening.

Jas. Manning, 851 Eagle st Master

F. J. Brennan, 175 8. Division st . . . Secretary

T. J. Burke, 79 Fulton at Collector

P. J. McNamara, 108 8t. Joseph ave . . Receiver

P. M. Cleary. 139 N. Ogden st. . Magazine Agent

15. WASHINGTON ; Jersey City, N. J.

Meets In Mssonic Hall, cor. Pacific ave and Ma

ple st, every 3d dunday at 10:30 A. M.

E. F. Jones,210H Monitor st Master

Henry Klein, 135 Woodward st . . . . Secretary

Geo. Snyder, 210 Monitor st Collector

W. J. Lewis. 401V{Commuiiipaw ave . Receiver

G. R. Rowland, 224 Franklin Bt, Elizabeth,Magazine Agent

14. EUREKA ; Indianapolis, Ind.

Meets In Griffith Block, 34 W. Washington at,

every Tuesday at 8 P. M.

T. D. McKeever, 216 Delos st Master

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle st Secretary

E. J. Kline, 681 N. West st Collector

W. J. Hugo, 45 Ruckle it Receiver

Magazine Agent

16. ST. LAWRENCE: Montreal. Canada.

Meets in St. Charles Club Hall alternate Sun

days.

S. J. Adams, 382 Magdalen st., Pt. St.

Charles Master

Robt. Williamson, 134 Congregation St.,

Pt. St Charles Secretary

David Mahoney, G. T. Ry., PL St.

Charles Collector

Thos. Wilson, Pt. St. Charles Receiver

David Mahoney, 435 Magdalen Bt.. Pt.

St. Charles Magazine Agent

lfl. VIGO; Terre Haute, lad.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall. 8. E. cor. Wabash

ave. and 7th St., 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 7:30

p M '

McE. B. Glenn, 1427 8. 6th st Master

J. F. O'Reilly, 624 N. 5th st Secretary

W. J. Butler, 402 N. 12th at Collector

O. A. Bennett. 1004 N. 9th st Receiver

P. H. Smith, 339 N 12th st . . . Magazine Agent

17. PINE RIDGE; Ckadron, Neb.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

T. A. Johnston Master

W. E. Drews Secretary

Herman Mechler Collector

H.O. Smith, Box 534 Receiver

J no. Lindgren, Box 465 .... Magazine Agent

18. WEST END; Slater, Ho.

Meets In K. of P. Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

J. J. Day Master

W. R, Van Booven Secretary

M. C. Page Collector

F. G. Klein Receiver

O. M Compton Magazine Agent
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19. TBCCKEE; Wadsnorth. Nevada.

Meets in H. of L. £. and B. of L. F. Hall every

Friday at 7 P. M.

Jno. Micauder Master

G. W, Lindsay Secretary

W. K. Brown Collector

C. A. Beemer Receiver

W. H. Osborn ... .... Magazine Agent

SO. Ml ART; Staart, Iowa.

Meets in Enginer's Hall every Tuesday at 2:30

P. M.

J. L. Williams Master

Wm. Stewart Secretary

P. C. Barnhart Colleclor

Jacob Scblarb Receiver

R. B. Hash. Box 391 Magazine Agent

81. INDUSTRIAL ; St- Louis. Ho.

Meets in Druids' Hall, 9tli and Market sts., 2d

and 4th Thursdays at 7:30 P. M.

W. G Perkins, 2124 Franklin ave .... Master

W. G. Canfield, 326 S. 15th st Secretary

W. G. Oanneld, ::_'!'> S. 15th st Collector

Louis Volker, 1008 Park ave Receiver

John Diemerr. 2324 Scott ave . . Magazine Agent

22. CENTRAL: Irbana. 111.

Meets ia Kirkpatriek Lindsey Block 2d and 4th

Sundays.

F. M. Call : Master

W. F.. Stitt Secretary

W. E. Stitt Collector

F. M. Call Receiver

Paris shepherd Magazine Agent

IS. FHtENIX ; Brookfleld, Mo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

Joshua Proctor, Box 60 Master

Jno. Braddock Secretary

Jno. Braddock Collector

Jno. Braddock Receiver

Magazine Agent

24. GBEAT WESTERN ; Parsons, Kan.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 1904 Forest ave.,

every Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

Jerre McCarthy. 210S Crawford ave. . . .Master

F. H. Planee, 240s Crawford ave . . . .Secretary

Jno. O'Reilly Collector

J. H. Galviu, 1930 Washington st . . .Receiver'

Bryant Laham, Crawford ave, . . . Mag. Agent

25. i" O.VNhC I INU LINK : Boone, Iowa.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, cor. 7th and Story sts.,

1st and 3d Sundavs at 2 P. M.

B. H. Smith, Box 311 Master

M. N. Crane, L. Box 775 Secretary

M. N. Crane, L. Box 775 Collector

J. F. Bills Receiver

C. W. Roach Magazine Agent

26. ALPHA : Baraboo, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall. 2d and 4th Mondays.

Fred Van Leshout, Box 895 Master

O. H. Whitcomb, Box 960 Secretarv

Lincoln Barrett Collector

O. E. Whitcomb. Box 960 Receiver

Henry Jenswold Magazine Agent

27. HAWKEYE; Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Meets in r. t). O. F. Hall, cor. 1st ave. and 3d St.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

C. H. Wheeler, 65 7th ave Master

A. H. Preston Secretary

s. R. Westcott, 108 3d st Collector

O. H. Wheeler, 05 7th ave Receiver

E. S. Prichard, 427 4th ave. West Magazine Agent

28. ELKHOKN; North Platte, Neb.

Meets in First National Bank Hall, cor. 6th and

8pruce sts., every Sunday at 2 00 P. M.

T. A. Duke Master

S. H. Donehower, L. Box 402 Secretary

A. M. Scharmann Collector

W. E. Jackson Receiver

T. E Morrison, Box 224 . . Magazine Agent

29. CEK BO GOBDO; Mason City, Iowa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, Main St., 1st Mon

day at 7:30 P. M., and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

Lewis Leitner, Box 826 Master

Alex. Motterhead, Box 41V1 Secretary

Nels Nelson, Box 282 Collector

W. R. Rouse. 508 E. Huntley st Receiver

Max. Newbowers, 410 E. Miller st . . Mag. Agent

80. CEDAR VALLEY; Waterloo, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, cor. 4th and Sycamore

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. T. Courtney Master

R. A. Corson, Box 1154 Secretary

H.J. Reynolds Collector

R. A. Corson, Box 1154 Receiver

M. F. Whitney Magazine Agent

81. R. B. CENTRE; Atchison. Kansas.

Meets in Wakes Hall, on Commercial St.. bet.

15 and 16 sts., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 2 P.M.

F. A. Short. 1417 Atchison st Master

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fest . . . .Secretary

Edwin McKeen, 1531 Commercial st . . Collector

Jno. O'Connor, 1428 Santa Fe st . . . . Receiver

F. A. 8hort, 1417 Atchison st . . Magazine Ageal

82. BORDER: Ellis. Kansas.

Meets in Opera Hall every Saturday at S P. M

Jno. McKauua Master

G. S. Leisenring, L. Box 355 Secretary

J. W. Brooks Collector

G. 8. Leisenring, L. Box 355 Receiver

Con Engle. Junction City, Kau. Magazine Agent

83. SUCCESS; Trenton. Mo.

Meets in K. P. Hall 1st and 3d Monday after

noons and 2d and 4th Monday evenings.

W. M. Goode Master

C. H. Torpey Secretary

C. H. Torpey Collector

W.C. Gallup, L. Box 34 Receiver

C. Thomas .... Magazine Agent

84. CLINTON; Clinton, Iowa.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 8d Mondays at

1:30 P. M.

P. J. Coffey, 916 3d st Master

C. E. Potter, 848 Sunnyside ave .... Secretary

W. N. 8mith, 425 8th ave Collector

P. J. Coffey, 916 3d st Receiver

Parker Lillis, 529 9tb ave .... Magazine Agent

86. AMBOY; Frecport, III.

Meets in Engineers' Hall. 54 Stephenson st., 1st

aud 3d Sunda^ s at 2:30 P. M.

J. B. Eson, Box 1030 Master

J. J. Shaugbnessy, 13 Stephenson st. . . Secretary

C. H. Perrv, 172 Liberty st Collector

J. H Dick. II,9 Mechanic 6t Receiver

Edw. Underwood .... Magazine Agent

88. TIPPECANOE: Lafayette. Ind.

Meets in U. A. O. 1). Hall, cor. Fifth and Colum

bia sts. at 2 P. M., Sundays.

Chas. Ernst, 164 Salem st Mailer

T. A. Vaughan, 131 Alabama St. ... . Secretary

Chas. Ernst. 164 Salem st Collector

W. R. Johnson, 110 S. 4th st Receiver

Magazine Agent

37. NEW HOPE; Central hi, Ul.

Meets iu Engineers' Hall, every Wednesday at

7:30 P. M.

Fred Bauer. Box 206 Ma-ler

E. J Dietrich Secretary

K. J. Dietrich Collector

J. G. Heyduck, Jr Receiver

D.A.Smith Magazine Agent

88. AYON ; Stratford. Ont.

Meets iu Forrester's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

Jno. Irwin. Box :;1S Master

Jos. Uant. Box 318 Secretary

W. H. Chldlev, Box 318 Collector

Robt. Mcintosh, Box 318 Rcceirer

Wm. Stanford Box 318 Magazine Agent

89. TWIN CITY; Book Island. 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 30th St. and 6th are..

2d Sundav a 2 P. M. and 4tn Monday at s P. M.

Jerry Mansfield, 2528 I'.th ave Master

Jas. Powers, 28th st. and 8th ave. . . . Secretary

G. B. Dodge. ;:0!7 10th ave Collector

T. E. Roderick. Jul 1 7th ave Receiver

Wm. McElrath, Vine St., bet. 25th and

26tb sts ... . .... Mag. Agent

40. BLOOMING; Bloomlngton, IU.

Meets in Adress Halt every Tuesday at 7.30

P. M.

W. F. Costigan. 714 0'Harast Master

Chris Baum, 1408 Western ave Secretory

Chris Baurn, 11U8 Western ave Collector

R. J. McDonald. 712 W. Walnut st . . . Receiver

F. E. DuBois, 602 W. Walnut M. . Mag. Anal

41. ONWARD; Dickinson. N. Dakota.

Meets in Odd Fellows Hall, every Thursday u

8:00 P. M.

W. J. Breikon Mnsser

w. H. Morris 8ecr«ary

Jas. Stewart CoHe-.-lor

Brooks Goodall Recejrtr

Francis L McDonald, Mandan . Magazine Agest

42. ELMO; Undlson. Wis.

Meets in Capitol Lodge Hall, Keyes' Block

Mifflin st 2d and tih 8unda)s.

B. It. Wilbcr, 608 S. Mills St. . . . .Master

Frank Lawrence, ■f.'i W. MIITlin u . . . Srvretoff

Jno. Harrington, 520 W. Main *t . . CoUaoor

B. B. Wilber. 60S So Mills st. Receiver

8. K. Alvord, 104 9th St., Milwaukee, May Axes!
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48. ST. JOSEPH ; St. Joseph, Ho.

Meets in Brockaw's Hall, Eighth and Locust sts,

2d and 4tb Thursdays.

Jas. Fahey, 12th and Monterey sts . . . . Master

Chas. Shellenberger, 2224 So. oth st . . Secretary

H. J. Lynn, 15th and Monterey sts . . Collector

Jos. Kane, 113 Felix st . ... Receiver

E. S. Lynn, 15th and Sacramento sts Mag. Agent

44. F. W. ABNOLD; East St. Louis, III.

Meets in Geary's Hall, 124 N. Main st, 1st and 3d

Tuesdays, at 7:30 P. M.

R. H. Stevenson, 420 S. 4th st Master

W. W. Gillis. 739 Collinsville ave . . Secretary

L. G. Deubach, 1908 E. Grand ave., St.

Louis, Mo . . Collector
W. .!• Welch, 40'2 Victor st , 8t. Louis, Mo.

Receiver

W. J. Welch, 402 Victor St. St. Louis, Mo.

Magazine Agent

46. ROSE CITT; Little Rock, Ark.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall. cor. Markham and Ches

ter sts. ,1st and 3d Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M. and

2d and 4th Wednesdays at 2:30 P. M.

I.J. Homard. 121 Riverside ave Master

C. E. Cook, 13ft Riverside ave Secretary

F. E. Green, 2120 W. 10th st Collector

T. P. llomard, 121 Riverside ave .... Receiver

G. W. Edrington, 1822 W.7thst . Magazine Agen t

40. CLYDE It IV Kit: Island Pond, Tt.

Meets 2d »nd 4tli Sundays In Firemen's Hall at

2:30 P. M.

M. A. Cavio Master

I. T. Gill Secretary

■ ^eo. B. MeKelvey Collector

J.T.Gill . .' Receiver

II. C. Fsss Magazine Ai:ent

47. TKIIMPIIANT: Chicago. 111.

Meets in Prosperity Half, N. E. cor. 8tate and 18tb

sts, 1st Monday at 8 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2

P. M.

W. J McKeuna. 1240 Michigan ave . . .Master

Michael Murnane, 3552 I'oitland ave . Secretary

Michael Tliomeiz. 720 S. Canal st . . Collector

.1. C. Leahan. 121(1 Michigan ave . . . .Receiver

John llmilov. 12211 Michigan ave. . Mag. Agent

48. W. F. IIVNESs Peoria. III.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Observatory Building, 2d

Saturday at 8 P. M. and 4th Sunday at 2 P. M.

C. T. Olander, 307 Antoinette st Master

L. A. Lat-genberg. 414 W. Madison st . Secretary

J. 1). Potter, 017 Howette st Collector

n. S. Watt. 617 1st st Receiver

Wm. Mains, 322 George st Mag. Agent

49. i. M. RAYMOND: Decatur. 111.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, E. Eldorado St., 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. B. Lonnou, li>o7 N. Clavton st Master

J. F. Doster, 114ft E. North st Secretary

J. B. Lonnou, 1057 N. Clayton st . . . . Collector

A. H. Button, 975 N. Water st Receiver

F. W. Marsh. 638 E. Eldorado st . . Mag. Agent

60. GARDEN CITY; Chicago. 111.

Meets in Brown's Hall, 47th and State sts, 1st

8»tnrday evening and 3d Sunday afternoon.

Geo Polk, 824 ">(lth st Master

R. B. Powley, 5120 Sherman st Secretary-

C. E. Watson. 22k Swan st -.Collector

J. N. Parry, 4910 Armour ave Receiver

R. B. Powley, 5121,.Sherman st . . . Mag. Agent

61. FRISCO; North Springfield. Ho

Meets in G. A. K. Hall, Springfield. 1st and 3d

Wednesdays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

Wednesdays at 7:30 P. M.

F. E. Gano, 1934 N. Kohberson ave .... Master

A. F. Turner, St*. A., Springfield . . . Secretary

W. H. Hulse. 1153 Thomas st . . Collector

J. J. Johnston, 934 Garfield ave , 8ta. A.,

Springfield Receiver

J. W. Bowler. M13 K Locust st . Magazine Agent

62. BOOD WILL; Logansport, Ind.

Meets in Firemen's Hall. N. E. cor. Fourth and

Market sis.. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

A. C. Teas, cor. Broadway and 4th at . . Master

F. P. Jackson, 032 Linden ave Secretary

F. P. Jackson, 0:r> Linden ave Collector

F. P. Hean, 525 Miami st Receiver

F. P. Jackson. 631 Linden ave Magazine Agent

63. Vi il. D. ROBINSON; Logansport, Ind.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, Market and 4th sts., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

A. M. Flanegln, 131 W. Market st .... Master

W. H. Smith, 403 Miami st Secretary

H. L. Chapman, 107 7th st Collector

C. D. Goddard. 1129 North st Receiver

J.J. Fitzgerald, Washiugtonst . Magazine Agent

64. ANCHOR ; Hoberly, Ho.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

J. T. Grimes. 012 Vincel st Master

J. S. Sours, 323 Hagood st Secretary

Max Owen, 438 E. Rollins st Collector

... Receiver

W. T. Scully, 331 N. Clark st . . Magazine Agent

55. BLUFF CITY ; Memphis. Term.

Meets in Collins' Hall, 170 Johnson st., 1st and

3d Mondays.

J. M. Burns, 285 High st Master

L. J. Lucke. 237 Greenlaw st ..... . Secretary

Robt. Campbell, W-2 Robersou st . . .Collector

L. J. Lucke, 237 Greenlaw st Receiver

Michael Shanley, 293 High st . Magazine Agent

66. BANNER; Stanberry, Mo.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 7:30

P. M.

T. B. Camhron, Box 155 ... : Master

Thos. Sanford, Box 44 Secretary

Nealy Stamper . . Collector

T. B. Camhron, Box 155 Receiver

J. S. McLaughlin Magazine Agent

57. BOSTON ; Boston, Mass.

Meets in Rathbom Hall. 094 Washington St., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 10:30 A. M.

J. P. Vasque, 8 Hillside Park,Somervllle, Master

L. M. Howard, 45 Everett St., Jamaica

Plain . Secretary

W. H. Tavlor, N.Y. & N.F.. eng. house . Collector

C. P. Shufelt, 11 Sarsfleld St., Roxbury . Receiver

G. A. Canon, Mattapan Mag. Agent

68. SACRAMENTO; Rocklln, Cal.

Meets In Masonic Hall, every Monday and

Thursday.

J. H. Penney Master

W. B. Morton, Box 2 Secretary

A. R. Walther Collector

A. E. Hartcr Receiver

H. W. Noethig, Box 2 Magazine Agent

69. ROYAL GORGE; Pneblo, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. D St. and Union

ave.. every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

T.W. Hughes. 13 Block I, Master

J. C. Waddle, 309 S. Union ave .... Secretary

Robt. Wilniundcr, 50 Shaw ave . . . .Collector

J. F. Garrett, 7 Terrace View Receiver

Magazine Agent

60. UNITED; Philadelphia. Pa.

Meets in Dover Hall, 2204 Marshall St., 1st and

3d Saturday evenings.

F. O. Metzger. 2007 Monmouth st .... Master

J. H. Nlohr, 2312 Fawn st Secretary

Jas. Wert/. 2312 Fawn st Collector

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. 9th st Receiver

B. F. Pettit, 1727 N. 9th st . . . Magazine Agent

61. HINNEHAHA ; St. Pan], Minn.

Meets in Druid's Hall, cor. Seventh and Jackson

sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. F. Driscoll, 180 Penna ave Master

H. E. Kemp, 132 Granite st Secretary

J. V. Piper, 107 Sycamore st Collector

I Receiver

Jos. Kellow, 005 Mississippi st . Magazine Agent

02. VANBERGEN; Carbondale, Pa.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

M. .1. McLaughlin Master

E. B. Gardner, 31 N. Washington st . . Secretary

W. W. Knapp Collector

W. H. Brokcnsbirc, 51 Garfield ave . . Receiver

E. B. Gardner, 3-1 X. Washington st

Magazine Agent

68. HERCULES; Danville, 111.

Meets in K. of H. Hall, over N. E. cor. Main and

Walnut sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

W. J. Harter, 720 Wellington st Master

E. E. Partlow, Box 927 Secretary

Fred Kraucl Collector

W, J, Harter, 720 Wellington st ! . . . Receiver

Magazine Agent

64. SIOUX; Sioux City, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 707 4th St., 2d and Ith

Sundays at 2":30 P. M.

P. J. Kelly, Room 32, Evans Block . . . .Master

T. F. I)olan,2013 3dst Secretary

F. ,I. Anderson, 511 Wall st Collector

T. F. Dolan, 2013 3d st Receiver

M. J. Mangan, 1516 E 7th st . . Magazine Agent
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66. FOBT BIDGELY ; Wane*. Il».

Meets in Engineers' Hall. 1st and 8d Sundaysat

2:30 P. M.

R. G. Faes Master

W. H. Jones, Box 216 Secretary

Geo. Woskle Collector

W. J. Pagenhart .Receiver

R. G. Faes Magazine Agent

86. CHALLENGE; Belleville, Ontario.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, Belleville Station,

2d and 4U> Sundays.

Geo. Collins, G. T. Ry., Belleville Station,

... Muter

Jno. McDonald, G. T. Ry., Belleville Station

. Secretary

M. A. Bonisteel, G. T. Ry., Belleville Station

Collector

W. J. Logue. G.T.Ry. Belleville Station, Receiver

Harry Smith Magazine Agent

•7. DOMINION; Toronto, Caaada.

Meets in St. Ledgers' Hall, cor. Queen st and

Denlson ave.,£2d and 4th Sundays at 2:80 P.M.

Jno. Sheldon, 52 Clyde st Master

Thos. Hueston. 131 Spadina ave .... Secretary

Philip Richardson, 30 Stafford at . . . Collector

Jas. Pratt, 172 Huron st Receiver

Frederick Fox, 342 Adelaide st, W.

Magazine Agent

68. EAU CLAIRE ; Altoona, Wis.

Meets in Fireman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

J. F. Powell Master

Wm. McLyman Secretary

Jno Morgan Collector

Stanley Ives Receiver

Wm. McLyman Magazine Agent

68. ISLAND CITY; BrockvUle, Ontario.

Meets in Merrill'B Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P. M.

W. J. Dowell, Box 183 Master

C. J. Brownlow, Box 541 Secretary

Alexander Wood Collector

W. J. Dowell, Box 183 Receiver

J. G. Uoodison, Box 206 . . . . Magazine Agent

70. LONE STAB; Long-view, Texas.

Meets in Firemen 's Hall every Saturday at 7:30

P. M.

B. M. Dobbs Master

W. L. Patrick, Box 185 Secretary

L. D. (Men, Box 185 Collector

Harry Finnegan, Box 141 Receiver

Jno. Fqgarty Magazine Agent

71. 8CSOUEBANNA ; Oneoata, N. Y.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 3 P.M.

H. A. Wickham, 27Fairview st Master

H. J Bryden, 28 River st Secretary

Jno Klomps, 36 London ave Collector

Jas. Walters, 48 River st Receiver

J. J. Carr, 25 Fairview st ■ . . Magazine Agent

76. WELCOME ; Camden, N. J.

eets 2d and Taylor ave., 2d and 4th Sundays

F. A Potts, 643 Clinton st Master

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Secretary

G. W. Tash, 529 S 3d st Collector

Jno Colton, 412 8. 6th st Receiver

G. W. Tash, 529 S. 3d s t Magazine Agent

76. BAT STATE ; Worcester, Bass.

Meets at Commonwealth Hall, 566 Main

St., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

L. D. Chaffln, 38 Cutler st Master

Thos. Loynd, 8 Glenwood st Secretary

A. N. Hoyt, 2 DaviB Court Collector

Thos. Loynd, 8 Glenwood st Receiver

G. P. Newton, 6 Penn ave . . . Magazine Agent

74.

Master

Secretary

Collector

Receiver

Magazine Agent

76. ENTERPRISE; Philadelphia. Pa.

Meets in Rodgers' Hall, 4113 Lancaster ave., al

ternate Sunday afternoons.

W. H. Acker, 3951 Wallace st., West

Philadelphia Master

J. L. Strouse, 3305 Rockland St.,

West Philadelphia Secretary

D. 8. Moore, 681 N. 37th St., West Phila

delphia Collector

J. 8. Hemphill, 763 N. 38th st, West Phila

delphia Receiver

D. S. Moore, 681 N. 37th St., West Phil

adelphia Magazine Agent

76. OCEAN ; Norfolk, Vs.

Meets In Acree Hall. cor. Brambleton and

Windsor sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at '-' P. M.

Saml. Winslow. 1289 Brambleton ave . . Mastar

W. F. Keeling, 1310 Brambleton ave . . Secretary

Moses Capps, 82 Granville ave Collector

Robt. Addison, 30 Maltby ave Receiver

D. D. Dozier, 772 Brambleton ave . . Mag. Agent

77. ROCKY MOUNTAIN ; Denver, Colo.

Meets at 3804 Market st., every Thursday at 7:10

P. M.

F. H. Lehman, 3931 Franklin st Master

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer at . . . Secretary

8. L. Kanaga. 8362 Market st Collector

W. F. Brundage, 1216 Larimer st . . . . Receiver

J. W. Hevener, 3137 Arapahoe st.

Magazine Agent

78. GOLDEN EAGLE ; gedalla. Mo.

Meets in Hoffman's Hall, 734 E. 5th st, every

Thursday r 7:30 P. M.

J. P. Alcorn, 1223 Engineer st Master

C. T. Pratt, 1115 E. 6th st Secretary

C. T. Pratt, 1115 E. 6th st Collector

W. O. Webster, 1206 E. 3d it Receiver

Samuel Bowser, 501 E. 4th st . . Magazine Agent

76. i. >. DODGE; Roodhon.e, III.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Worcester Building, ev

ery Monday at 2:00 P. M.

C. A. Sheppard Master

C. A. Hannaford, Box 347 Secretary

Albert Banks Collector

Dan'l Stultz Receiver

Alonzo Griffin, Box 866 ... . Magazine Agent

81. PINE CIT V ; Staples, Ilia.

Meets in Miller's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Jas. Riley Master

P. F. McDonnell, Box 47 Secretary

Jacob Everhart Collector

Geo. Harter Receiver

J. H. Greenhalgb, Box 95 ... . Magazine Agent

86. NORTHWESTERN; Minneapolis, Mlaa.

Meets in Lodge Parlors, 55 4th st. S., 1st and 3d

Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. X. Holl, 804 22d ave S Master

W. E. Richmond, 820 N. Glrard ave . . Secretary

Gnstave Ludwlg,24 5th st. N. E Collector

W. K. Richmond, 820 N. Glrard ave . . ReceiverMagasine Agent

88. TRINITY ; Fort Worth, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, S. Rusk St.. every

Wednesday at 8 P. M.

T. E. Caulfleld, 204 E. Daggett ave ... . Master

Jacob Weeman, cor. Calhoun and Elizabeth its.

Secretary

M. E. Finnegan, 113 Josephine st . . .Collector

I. M. Dean, 801 Crawford st . . . Receiver

Thos. Lahey. cor. 18th and Terry sts.

Magazine Agent

84. CALHOUN ; Battle Creek, Mich.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, 97 Marshall St., 2d and

4th Sunday alternoons and 1st Monday even

ing.

Harry White, 97 Marshall st Master

E. E. Hawkins Secretary

Richard Reid, Warren st Collector

J. R. McDonald, 431 Marshall st . . . . Receiver

K. J. Roach, 36 Lansing ave . . Magazine Agent

86. FARGO ; Fargo, N. Dakota.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

7:30 P. M.

Paul Boleyn, 16 9th st 8 Master

Secretary

Silas Zwlgh t, Arlington Hotel .... Collector

L. G. Snyder, cor. 16th st. and lstave. 3, Receiver

N. A. Nielsen, 1421 3d ave. N. . Magazine Agent

86. BLACK HILLS; Laramie, WyeenJag.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall. cor. 2d and Garfield

sts., every Friday evening.

J. S. Gugerty Master

John A. Anderson, 355 W. Garfield st . Secretary

W. P. Davit Collector

John A. Anderson, 355 W. Garfield st Receiver

Jno. Relchert, 259 W. Grand ave . . Mag. Agent
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87. SUMMIT ; Rawlins, Wyoming.

Meets la I.O.O.F. Hall Lit and 3d Thursdays.

Geo. Parkins Master

Edward Smith Secretary

Edward Smith Collector

J. W.Hayes Receiver

Jacob Rhodenbaugh Magazine Agent

88. MORNING STAB; Eranaton, Wyoming;.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 1 P. M.

H . J. Cramer, L. Box 2 Master

T. H. Hollingworth. L Box 212 . . . . Becretaxy

R. E. Austin. Box 155 Collector

T. H. Hollingworth, L. Box 212 ... . Receiver

Fred Clement Magaxlne Agent

89. CHEHAW ; Selma, Ala.

Meets in Mechanics' Hall, every Thursday at

7:30 P. M.

P. R. Oldham Master

J. E. Brlggs Secretary

Jno. Booth, 321 Selma and St. Ann sts., Collector

K. L. Cranford, 321 Selma and St. Ann

■ta Receiver

P. C. Tynan, 129 Water at ... . Magazine Agent

90. SAN DIEGO ; Los Angeles, Cat.

Meets in McDonald's Hall, 127 N. Main st, alter

nate Saturdays at 8:00 P. fc,.

Wm. Fleming. 417 Amelia st Master

J. H. Hayes, 626 Stephenson ave. . . . Secretary

R. O. Quackenbush, 1902 E. 3d st, ... Collector

J. T. Hlggins. 808 E. 3d st Receiver

R. O. Quackenbusb, 1902 E. 3d st

Magazine Agent

91. GOLDEN GATE ; San Francisco, Cal.

Meets in Wood and Coal Yard Hall, 725 Valencia

st, 1st Monday at 8 P. M.

Wm. Lockwood, 213 Shotwell st Master

John J. Crimmlns, 718 Main at. . . . .Secretary

R. F. Lange. 725 Valencia st. Collector

K. H. Powell, 130 18th st Receiver

Jno. J. Crimmlns, 718 Main st. . Magazine Agent

92. FROSTIER CITY | Oswego, H.T.

Meets in Jefferson Hall, W. 1st St., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

Jas. Gorman, 323 W. 8th st Master

J. E. Dowd, 69 W. 9th and Utlca sta . . Secretary

Jas. Whalen,290 W. 7th at Collector

Jas. Whalen, 290 W. 7th st Receiver

Tno. Cole, 111 W. Liberty st . . . Magazine Agent

93. GATE CITY; Keokuk, Iowa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 22 So. Third St. 2d and

4th Sundays at 7:36 P. M.

Andrew Malum, Walsh Master

John J. Crimmlns, 718 Main st .... Secretary

Laurence Walsh, Walsh Collector

Henry Montgomery, 222 Exchange st . ReceiverMagazine Agent

94. CACTUS; Tacson, Arizona.

Meets in Masonic Hall, Stone avc, every Monday

at 1:» P. M.

W. E. Shanahan, Box 504 Master

F. J. Landon, Box 504 Secretary

A. M. Harrison. Box 604 Collector

C. E. Howard, Box 504 Receiver

Jsmws O. Smythe, Box 188 ... Magazine Agent

96. CHICAGO; Chicago, III.

Meets In Concordia Ball, 237 Milwaukee ave., 2d

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and 4th Sunday at 9 A. M.

D. M. Leavitt, 1712 Carroll ave Master

L. H. Evans, 466 W. Adams st Secretary

Collector

D. M. Leavitt, 70 Central Park ave . . . ReceiverMagazine Agent

96. ALEXIA : WelliTllIc. Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, Main st, 1st and 3d

Sundays.

Reed Ralston Master

W. H. Wilhelm Secretary

Chss. Maley, Box 310 Collector

C. H. Kelly Receiver

L. P. Satow Magazine Agent

97. ORANGE GBOTE ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Meet* in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Leroy and New

Main sts., every Friday.

L. A. Hayes Master

H. C. Forsyth. 122 B. R at Secretary

B. F. Lyttle, 135 8. Chestnut st Collector

L. A. Hayes Receiver

Mag. Agent

98. PEBSEYEBANCE ; Terrace, Utah.

Meets In Engineers' Hall every Wednesday

evening.

Master

R P. Moffett, Box 24 Secretary

F. J. Berryessa Collector

R. P. Moffett, Box 24 Receiver

Magazine Agent

99. ROCHESTER t Rochester, H. T.

Meets In Royal Arcanum Hall.Cook Opera House

Bid., S. St. Paul st.,lst and 3d Tuesday evenings.

E. E. Pruyn, 41 First ave Master

W. P. Couch, 24 Thompson ave .... Secretary

G. N. Klngaley, 71 Hayward ave .... Collector

G. N. Kingsley. 71 Hayward ave .... Receiver

J. K. Murphy, 121 Kent st Mag. Agent

100. ADAIR I Bowling Green, KT.

Meets in Wright's Hall cor. Main and Adams sta.

every Monday at 2:30 P. M.

Andrew McHugh Master

T. H. Glenn, 220 10th st Secretary

W. D. Perry, 232 6th st Collector

Harold Porter, 1149 Adams st Receiver

R. C. Johnson, 232 6th st . . . . Magazine Agent

101. ADMIRATION; Buffalo, N. V.

Meets In Burgard's Hall. cor. Walden and Bailey

aves., Buffalo, every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Edw. Cooke, 150 Keystone St., E. Buffalo . Master

Robt. Fowler, 182 May st. E. Buffalo . Secretary

Frank McKnight, 108 Fay St., E. Buffalo

Collector

J. G. Smith, 69 St. Joseph ave, E. Buffalo,

Receiver

W. M. Ellis, 109 May st., E. Buffalo . Mag. Agent

105. CONFIDENCE ; West Des Moines, Iowa.

Meets iu Flynn's Hall, cor. 7th and Locust sts.,

DesMolnes, alternate Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Jos. Harkness, Wabash Rd. House .... Master

Wm. Beese, 1457 E. Court ave., Des Moines

Secretary

Jos. Krissinger, Jr., 1005 E. Maple St.,

Des Moines Collector

Wm. Beese, 1457 E. Court ave., Des

Moines Receiver

Jos. Krissinger, Jr., 1006 E. Maple st, Des

Moines Magazine Agent

108. FALLS CITY ; LoaisTllle, Ky.

Meets in Colgan's Hall, cor. 10th and Walnut

sts., every Thursday.

Oscar Ball, 1023 W. Broadway Master

Patrick Fllburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Secretary

R. L. Crow Collector

Patrick Filburn, 1415 W. Broadway . . Receiver

Henry Blume, Scottsburg, Ind . Magazine Agent

104. "OLD KENTCCKt" Ludlow, Ky.

Meets In Odd Fellows Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:30 P. M.

H. E. Jorden Master

Jas. Quinn Secretary

Chas. Heimburger, Box 151 Collector

E. A. Fleming, Box 82 Receiver

Michael Cooney, Jr., W. Covington . Mag.Agent

106. PROGRESS; Chllllcothe, HI.

Meets in Dougherty's Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays

and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

Geo. Jones Master

A. G. Gillen, N. Chllllcothe Secretary

Peter Artz.N. Chllllcothe Collector

Fred Cornell, N. Chillicothe . . Receiver

Magazine Agent

108. KEY CITY) Dubuque, Iowa.

Meets in Don's Hall, 19th and Jackson sts., 2d

and 4th Tuesday evenings.

Sam Schauer, Box 46 E. Dubuque, 111 . .Master

Martin Boleyn, C. M. & St. P. shops . Secretary

Sam Schauer, Box 46 E. Dubuque, 111 . Collector

O. B. Ridgeway, 1615 Elm st Receiver

A.8. Graham, 446 Rhomberg ave, Magazine Agent

107. ECLIPSE; Gallon. Ohio.

Meets in Carhait's Hall, E. Main St., every Wed

nesday at 7.30 P. M.

August Gerhart, Box 196 aster

S. L. Manherz, F ">x 366 Secretary

W. A. Townsena, ox 65 Collector

P. D. Gregg, Box 6 Receiver

M. O. Fast Magazine Agent

108. PIONEEB; Chama, New Mexico.

Meets in Pioneer Hall, 1st and 3d Thursdays at

7PM

Oscar Duxstad Maste

J. W. Hopper Secretary

P. F. Voigt Collector

J. M. Hayden Receiver

W. F. Edwards Magazine Agent
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109. PEACE ; St. Louis, Mo.

Meets in Summit Hall, Ewing ave and Market

«t., 2d and 4th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

Jno. Woods, 7516 O'Reiley ave, So. St.

Louis Master

H. L. Allison. 3147 Caroline st Secretary

W. J. Poureillie, 2949 Clark ave ... . Collector

Q. A. La Bee, S219 8 Broadway Receiver

0. H. Baird, 3009 Rutger st . . . Magazine Agent

110. OLD GUARD; Bucyrus, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Wm. Fitzmaurice, 633 K. Rensslear st. . . Master

B. A. Huson, 623 E. Rensslear st. Secretary

G. L. Hutchison. 665 K. Rensslear st. . Collector

T. E. Lowry, 311 cor. Wiley and Charles

sts Receiver

B. A. Huson, 623 Rensslear st. . Magazine Agent

111. BEACON ; Hattooo, 111.

Meets in K. of L. Hall, over Cunningham's dry

goods store, Sundays at 1:30 P. M. Master

W. P. Fitzgerald, cor. E Uth st. and Broad

way Secretary

W. P. Fitzgerald, cor. E. 6th st. and Broad

way Collector

A. E Marshall, 74 Richmond st . . .Receiver

. . . .... Magazine Agent

112. EVENING STAB; Howell, Iml.

Meets in Curry's Hall, 2d and 1th Mondays at

7:30 P. M.

M. J. Kietbman, Howell Master

W. W. Craft Secretary

Mart Whitford Collector

T. P. Stephenson Receiver

L. A. Jacobs, 500 N. 3d St., E. St. Louis, 111.,

Magazine Agent

113. CLARK-KIMBALL ; Poeatello. Idaho.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Cleveland ave. and B.

St.. every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

H. H. Maguire Master

I!. Wakefield Secretary

W. H. Zeiter Collecor

S. G. Doane. Box 86 Receiver

B. Wakefield Magazine Agent

114. BLACK HAWK; Kelthnlmr*. III.

Meets in Mason Hall, 4th and Washington sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

W. M. Marks Master

Kllsworth Newell, L Box 39 Secretary

Dun'l. Hammond Collector

vV. E. Buret) Receiver

Elmer K. Alder, I!ox M.'> . Magazine Agent

116. GULF CITY ; Galveston. Texas.

Meets in Old Masonic Hall P. O. st., between 22d

23 sts.

H. L. ltn'ggs, K02 Mechanic st Master

E. W. Boddeker. 910 ave I . . . Secretary

C. H. Hawkins, 38th st. and ave H . . . Collector

Fred. Oehlert, 31st st. and ave N . . . . Receiver

E. W. Boddeker, 910 ave. I . Magazine Agent

116. ST. CLAIB; Fort Gratiot, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

Jno. Gould Master

C. G. Miller, Box 197 Secretary

Collector

Receiver

C. E. Topp Magazine Agent

117. BEAVER; London. Ontario.

Meets in Castle Hall, cor. Clarence and Duudas

sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Geo. Black, 460 Simcoe st Master

E. R. Atkins. 268 Clarence st Secretary

Geo. Black, 460 Simeoest Collector

Geo. Thody, 724 King st Receiver

Wm Kermath. 560 Grey st . Magazine Agent

118. STAB OF THE EAST ; Richmond, <{ne bee.

Meets in McMorine's Hall, Main St., 1st and 3d

Sundays at 2. P. M.

R. A. Leondard, Richmond Station . . . Master

J. E. Llnahen, Richmond Station . . . Secretary

Geo. Goyette, Richmond Station . . . Collector

G. A. Pye, Melbourne Receiver

Jas. Campbell, Richmond Sta.,

Quebec Magazine Agent

119. UULONIAL; River du Lonp.Ujuebee.

Meets in English School, River du Loup Sta

tion, 2d and 4th Sundays,

Timothy Berube, River du Loup Station, Master

J. V. Dion, River du Loup Station . . Secretary

S. G. Ferguson, River du Loup Station, Collector

C. J. Levescjue, River du Loup Station, Receiver

Felix Gagnon, River du Loup Station.

Magazine Agent

110. FORTUNE ; Syracuse, S. T.

Meets in B. of L. E Hall, cor. Seymore and Os

wego sts,, Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

Fred Oemars, 726 Mareellus st Master

Wm. Houston, 107 Oswego st Secretary

L. G. Kousson, 101 Bertha Place .... Collector

Isaac Gilbo. 138 Richmond ave .... Receiver

M. E. Lyman, 512 Ostico st. . . Magazine Agent

111. FELLOWSHIP; Corning, N.Y.

Meets in Huber'B Hall. cor. Market and Cedar

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 3 P. M.

Chas. McCarthv. 364E.2dst Matter

E. K. Beales. 313 E. 3d st Secretary

E. E. Beales, 313 E. 3d k Collector

E. E. Everts, 87 Mill st Receiver

W. L. Carson, 321 E. Market st . Magazine Agent

122. FEDERATION ; Pans, 111.

Meets in 1. O. O. F. Hall 2nd and 4th Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

W. J. Miller Master

W. E. Gray, L, Box S05 Secretory

C. A. Davis < ollector

W. K. Grav. I,. Box 805 Receiver

Matthew Elgin Magazine Agent

123. OVERLAND; Omaha. Wrn.

Meets in liHWrson's Hall, S. E. Cor. 17th and

Farnham sts . 2d and 4th Wednesdays at 8 P.M.

I. N. Wriuht, 917 S. 13th St., 3d lloor . . . Master

B. S. Briggs, 1136 8. 29th st Secretary

W. II Hruchcr, 916 8. 13th st Collector

Jno. Nilsson, loiss 11th st. Receiver

C. W. Miiiscu, lion A so. 11 st. . Magazine Agent

124. PILOT; Perrj, lows.

Meets in K. P. Hail, 2d st, 2d and 4th Tuesdays

at 7:30 P. M.

W. B. Howe. Box 153 Matter

R. R. Stockwell, Box 332 Secretory

J. E. Banyard, Box a7 Collector

Oscar Woods Receiver

W. H. ' iilroy, Box :J3;> . . . . Magazine Agent

126. GUIDE ; MarshaUtown, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F Hall 126 E Main st, 2d and

4th Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

C. A. Bach. 405 8. Center st Master

T. R. Long, 305 8. 1st st Secretory

Wm. Jennings. 505 W. Boone st . . . .Collector

A. L. Johnson. 40") s. (enter st Receiver

W. A. nolnies, 207 W. Boone st . Magazine Agent

126. COMET: Austin, Minn.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays and

2d and 4th Sundays.

Master

R. W Beecher Secretary

J. C. Erickson Collector

W. H. Teeter Receiver

J. C. Erickson Magazine Agent

127. NORTHERS LIGHT; Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Meets in K. P. Hall, Clement Block, Main ft.,

1st Tuesdays and 3d Wednesdays.

W. H. H. Goodwin, 4% Logan st. . . . Master

Paul Elcotnbe. 357 Jarvis ave Secretary

J. B Russell, 712 Pacific ave Collector

Geo. Maneelv, 405 Alexander st . . . . Receiver

W. H. H. Goodwin, 196 Logan ave . . Mag. Agent

128. LANDMARK; 11 lenillve, Montana.

Meets In Masonic Hall, every Tuesday evening.

Jas. Blair Master

Root. McNcillv Secretary

Alex McDonald, Forsyth Collector

Jan. McKenzie Receiver

T. G. Sorenson. Forsyth .... Magazine Agent

129. MINERAL KING; M.-an aha, Mich.

Meets in Engineer's Hull, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Coleman Nee, General Delivery Ma»ter

C. J. Dady. Box 452 Secretary

M. A. Berrigan, *19 Ladington St. . . . Collector

H. C. Gibbs. 425C8' pbell st Receiver

Harry Broad, Ills Hale st . Magazine AgioI

ISO. GU1DLNG STAR: Milwaukee, Wis.

Meets in Firemeus Hall, Lake and R**J »t» Si

and 4th Sundays.

J. H.Brady, 794 Scott at Major

A. J. Hall,S37 Brady st secretary

J. E. Roberts, 34 34th st Collecwr

J. E. Roberts, 34 S4th st Beoslro

... Magazine Afsr.1

181. GOLDEN BULK; Stevens Point, ITU.

Meets in Adams' Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays si

2:S0 P. M.

T. E. MePhail, 402 Center st Wa«ei

E. G. Zlmmer, 918 Center ave Seomarv

E. (i. Zlmmer, 918 Center ave Oollecter

T. E. McPhail. 402 Center st Receiver

K. J. O'Brien, 739 Elk st . . . . Magazine Agnnl
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112. MARTIN HCGHITT: Eagle Grove, Iowa. 144.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 8d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

O. F. Schoonover Master

Emmett Jones Secretary

Nelson Marshall Collector

J. H. Howell Receiver

W. J. Robinson Magazine Agent

155. SPRAGIE; Spragae, Wash.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Monday at 1:80

P.M.

J. S. Bums Master

C. W. Shunk Secretary

W. K.Storment Collector

J. 8. Burns Receiver

W. K. Storment Magazine Agent

1S4. EASTMAN ; Karnham. Onebee.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall every Sunday at 3 P. M.

Wm Watts Master

H. E. Cowan Secretary

Chas. McGutre Collector

K. W. Gibson Receiver

J. E. Blackburn Magazine Agent

186. NEW TEAR ; El Paso, Texas.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall every Monday evening.

E. L. Hankins, 1107 Franklin St. . . . Master

P. 8. Wall. Box 108 Secretary

Kdw. McGinley, Ilox 108 Collector

K.J. BenninghofT, Box 108 Receiver

M. E. Welsh, 405 Texas st . . . Magazine Agent

156. J. SCOTT; Lindsay, Ontario.

Meets in S. O. E. Hall alternate Sundays at 2:30

P.M.

Wm. Dolby, Box 516 Master

W. H. Drummond, Box 516 Secretary

Chas. Pym, Box 616 Collector

W. H. Drummond, Box 510 Receiver

Sam'l. Harris Magazine Agent

157. PROTECTION ; Eldon, Iowa.

Meets in K of P. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th Mon

day at 2:30 P. M.

Wm. Taylor Master

C. A Wood Secretary

J. L. chum Collector

G. W. Trott Receiver

E. C. Wright Magazine Agent

158. UNION; Freepprt, 111.

Meets In A. O. u. w. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

G.J. Schmidt, 41 Iroquis st Master

E. J. Scanlan, 209 Vau Buren st . . . . Secretary

F. C.Stevenson, 47 Float st Collector

E.J. Scanlan, 209 Van Buren st . . . Receiver

F. B. Taylor, 151 Spring st. . ■ Magazine Agent

189. MT. WHITNEY; Sumner, Cal.

Meets In Druids' Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

C. A. Devins, Kern Master

F. A. Crosby, Box 39. Kern .... Secretary

Robt. Phillips. Box 39, Kern .... Collector

F. A. Crosby, Box 39, Kern Receiver

.... . . Magazine Agent

140. MOUNT OURAY; Sal Ida, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, every Monday at

7:30 P. M.

J. 8. Grove. Box 463 Master

C. W. Woody. Box 181 Secretary

E. J. Templeton, Box 591 Collector

M. M. Smith, Box 591 Receiver

B. A. Coupland, Box 125 ... . Magazine Agent

141. A. 6. PORTER; Fort Wayne, lad.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 79 and 81 Calhoun St.,

every Sunday at 2 P. M.

F. J. Malz, 48 W. Main st Master

P. H. Ryan, '210 Lafayette st Secretary

John Bruflubnn. 2"6 Lafayette st . . .Collector

J. R Arebart, 296 W. Main si .... Receiver

Dick Trucsdale Mag. Agent

142. SAFETY: Toledo, Ohio.

Meets in Emery Hall, Broadway, 1st and 3d Sun

days atl:80 P. M., and 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7 P. M.

C. E. Starkey, 918 Broadway Master

Geo. Bittman, 634 8. 8t. Clair st . . . .Secretary

C. E. 8tarkey, 918 Broadway . . . . Collector

Geo. Bittman, 63< S. St. Clair st Receiver

G. E. Cole. 126 Jarvis st .... Magazine Agent

Its. E. C. FELLOWS ; West Oakland, Cal.

Meets In Bartlett Hall every Wednesday even

ing.

J. H. Follrath, 1361 E. 11th st, K Oakland, Master

DECORATION Chicago. III.

Meets in Society Hall, cor. Ogden ave. and 12th

si 1st Sunday afternoons and 2d and 4th

Thunday evenings.

Martin Murphy, 979 12th st- Master

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Secretary

Frank Lumpp, 334 Hastings st Collector

F. E. Neely, 470 Campbell ave Receiver

E. G. Aldrlcb, 1"17 W. 12th st . Magazine Agent

146. DAYY CROCKETT ; San Antonio, Texas.

Meets in Jones' Hall, 710 Austin st., every Tues

day at 2:00 P. M.

J. R. Norton, 104 River ave Master

G. A. Cook. 1211 Ave. 1) Secretary

Job. Brauu, 418 Milan Bt Collector

G. A. <.k>ok, 1211 Ave D Kecevler

S. C. Ramsey, 805 ave. D . . . . Magazine Agent

146. BAYOU CITY; Houston, Texas.

Meets in Bell's Hall, Liberty ave, Fifth Ward,

every Monday at 2:30 P.M.

Jno. Roach, 1410 Liberty ave Master

Thos. Ballard, 1508 Nance st . . . .Secretary

Pat'k DeCourcv Jr., 1503 Brooks st . .Collector

W. H. KimmcrlOlSMcKee st Receiver

E. J. Speer . . Magazine Agent

147. MIDLAND; Temple, Texas.

Meets In B. of R.T. Hall every Thursday at 8 P. M.

Arthur Haines. L Box 105 Master

H. C. Pitts, L. Box 105 Secretary

W. T. McGinnis Collector

T. H. Boyd, L. Box 10) Receiver

B. P. Wellborn. Call Box 166 . . Magazine Agent

148. SUNNY SOUTH; Tyler, Texas.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Thursday at 7:80

P.M.

Wm. Kox Master

J. T. Peyton, 317 Poplar st Secretary

W. H. McCorkle, 1001 N and B. sts. . . . Collector

Daniel Fogarty, 524 Valentine st . . . . Receiver

W. T. Phillips. Corsieana Tex. . . . Mag. Agent

149. JUST IN TIME; New York, N. Y.

Meets iu Horton Hall, 110 E. 125th St., 24 and 4th

Thursdays at 8 P. M. and 2d Sunday forenoon.

Jno. Riiter,70 E. llotb st Master

S. D. Lappine, 1863 Park ave Secretary

P. J. Gahagan, ;<09 W. 119 st . . . Collector

R. T. Roscoe, cor. Clinton ave and Elmwood

Place Receiver

J. F. MacVeigh, Lind ave. and Union St.,

High Bridge Magazine Agent

S. M. STEVENS; Marquette, Mich.

T. J, Roberts, 1762k 8th st Secretary

W. J. _Ed wards, 125$ 7th st Collector

. . Receiver

. Magazine Agent

T. J. Roberts, 1762j4 8th st .

C. B. Danielson, 1787 7th st

ISO.

Meets in L. Huillier's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. W. Watt, 347 Fisher st Master

J. B. Crowlev, 127 Fisher st Secretary

H. R. Roberts. 229 W. Washington st . Collector

G. McK. Gibson, 212 Division st . . Receiver

W. 8. Cooke, W. Ridge st Magazine Agent

161. MAPLE LEAK; Ham 1 1 ton, Ontario.

Meets In K. O. 1. M. Hall, 14 Hughson st, 1st and

S< Sundays.

Wm. Petkins, 301 Chatharine st, N . . . . Master

Alex, McColl, 25 Crook st Secretary

Chas. Evans. 167 Locke st Collector

J. D. Mills, 32 Inchbury st Receiver

Wm. Perkins. 304 Catherine st N . Mag. Agent

152. NORTH POLE; West Bay City, Mich.

Meets in New K. P. Hall. 1st and 3d Sundays at

2 P. M.

Fred Roach Master

R. A. McPeak, 514 State st Secretary

J. B. Miller, 703 N. Union st Collector

R. A. McPeak, 514 State st Receiver

Thos. Doyle . . Magazine Agent

163. H. ('. LORD ; Fort Scott, Kansas.

Meets In K. of P. Hall, Main and 2d sts., 1st and

3d Mondays at 2 P. M.

W. F. Pritehard. 306 Margrave st Master

W. H. Pool. 116 N. Littlest Secnrv

W. E. Piersol, Gulf Rnd House . . . .Collector

W. E. Pritehard, 306 Margrave st. . • .Receiver

J. M. Parmley, 102 S. Barbee st . . . Mag. Agent

164. McKEEN ; Chanute, Kansas.

Meets in Red Men's Hall every Thursday at 8 P.M.

P. M. Roby, Box 629 Master

J. E. Flint, L. Box 46 Secretary

8. J Kester Collector

J. E. Flint, L Box 46 Receiver

T. O. Baringtr Magazine Agent

166. J. F. BINGHAM: New York, N. Y.

Meets in Central Hall, 147 W. 32d st, 1st and 3d

Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Sam'l Balnea, 71 P-tchen ave, Brooklyn . Master

J. J. Lovett, 302 W U6thst ... Secretary

G. W. Smith. 307 W. 144th st Collector

Theo. Fry, 506 W. 125th st Receiver
W C. O'Dnnnall *K W UOA -» M—• »
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136. HECHES ; Palest Ine. Texaa.

Meet* in Engineers' Hall every Monday at 7:80

P.M.

Leo Delaney. Box 232 Master

8. E. Burkhead, Box 232 Secretary

Milton Merldith, Box 282 Collector

W. T. Murrell, Box 232 ... Receiver

Geo Batt Magazine Agent

1(7. ECHO; Peru, lad.

Meets In Echo Hall, 1st and 2d Sundays at 2 P.

M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7 P. M.

M.E. Whetsel Master

F. E. O'Connell Secretary

M. E. Whetsel ' . Collector

T. P. Doud, 181 W. 8th st ....... . Receiver

8. M. Jackson Magazine Agent

US. STANDARD: Detroit, Mich.

Meets in B. of R.T. Hall, 82 and 84 Gratiot St.,

1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. E. Rice, 392 Congress st. E Master

C. E. Mc Auliffe, 420 Fort st. E Secretary

Thos. Johnson, 315 Catherine st . . . .Collector

H. E. Rice, 392 Congress st. E Receiver

Geo. A. Edmiston, 337 Congress st. E.Magazine Agent

MB. W. H. THOMAS j Nashville, Tenn.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Palmer Building, Union

St., every Monday at 9 P. M.

Chas. Griffin, 1507 Church st. Master

8. P. Whitaitt, 933 8. Summer st . . . . Secretary

8. P. Whitsitt, 933 S. Summer st . . . . Collector

W. C. McCombs, McLeinore st Receiver

Magazine Agent

IN. C. i. HEPBURN | Evaasville, lad.

Meets in Royal Arcauum Hall, cor. Main and

Fifth sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. M.Clark, 402 William st Master

F. M. Paine, 1320 Walnut st Secretary

Richard Witty, 1046 Main st Collector

Lou. Heimroth, 924 E. Indiana st . . . Receiver

Harry Rhodes Magazine Agent

161. HERALD; Bnrliagton, Iowa.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 210-214 N. 4th St., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st Master

Lewis Benthel, 818 N. 10th st Secretary

J. A. Richards, 1709 Orchard st . . . . Collector

J. D. Hawksworth, 2003 Madison st . . Receiver

H. C. sieben , 820 N. Oak st . . . Magazine Agent

168. PROSPECT; Elkhart, lad.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Blackburn Bl'k, every

Sunday at 2 P.M.

Wallace Marker, 122 State at Master

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Secretary

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st Collector

Stephen Dusseau, 323 Jefferson st . . . Receiver

J. C. Doty, 510 Harrison st . . . Magazine Agent

168. «TJiA; Pine Bluff, Ark.

Meets in Atkinson Hall, cor. Main and 2d ave,

1st and 3d Fridays at 2:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th

Fridays at 7:80 P.M.

Thaddeus Coshey, 1905 E. Boreque St. . . Master

Ernest Deane, 351 E. 6th ave Secretary

J. A. Frazier, 1020, E. 2d ave Collector

J F. Franey, 615 Morris st Receiver

W. H. Graves, 1005 Alabama st . . . Mag. Agent

164. SILVER MOON ; New Franklin, Mo.

Meets in Trainmen's Hall every Wednesday at

7:30 P. M.

A. G. Brown Master

Bernard Finn Secretary

J. M. Burch Collector

Jnmes Buchanan Receiver

C. W. Parks . Magazine Agent

166. ROBERT ANDREWS; Andrews, Ind.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Monday even-

."*' Master

G W. Adams, Box 166 Secretary

C. H. Reefer Collector

G. W. Adams, Box 166 .. • Receiver

T. J. Henderson Magazine Agent

U6. WH. HUGO; Huntingdon, Ind.

Meets in Firemen Hall, every Wednesday at 7:30

P M

C. M. Keller, 111 Washington st Master

W. H. Wlllets, 68 Webster st Secretary

L. A. Ertzinger, 8 Market st Collector

Alvtn McEnderfer, 14 N Jefferson st . . Receiver

W. II. Willetts, 58 Webster st . . Magazine Agen

167. MOUNT HOOD; Tke Dalles, Oregea.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, first and last Wednesday*

at 7:30 P. M.

J. C. McCoy, 114% Russell st., Sta. B, Port

land . . Master

L. D. Miler Secretary

Chas.K. Rees Collet-tor

G. A. McCurdy, 402 Knott st, Station B .

Portland Receiver

W. J. Crofton, Box 2">9 Magazine Agent

168. GUARD BAILj North La Crosse, WU.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 715 Rose St., X. La Croese,

1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M. and 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

J. H. Schaller. 424 Caledonia St.,

La Crosse . . Master

J. E. Wells, Batavian Bank Build

ing, La Crosse . . Secretary

J. J. Murphy, 430 Avon St., La Crosse . Collector

T. C. Murphy, Portage Receiver

Chauncy Winn, Portage City . . Magazine Agent

169. H. 0. BROOKS; HoraelliviHe, N. T.

Meets in B. of L.F. Hall every Monday at 7: 30 P.M.

C. L. Burt, 25 Jane st Muter

T. J. Glynn, 11 Pardee st Secretary

L. E. Reed, 10 Vauscoter st Collector

J. L. Collins. 43 E. Main st Receiver

J. M. Hadden, 14 W. Gennessee st . . Mag. Agent

170. PRAIRIE; Huron, 8. Dakota.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. 3d and Wisconsin

sts, 2d and 4th Sundays at 10 A. M.

W. H, Bliss, 534 Utah st Master

T. R. Cooper, 355 Frank st Secretary

T. C. Lauters, 445 6th st Collector

G. E. Brlggs Receiver

A. W. Harvey, Utah st. Magazine Agent

171. SUNBEAM ; Truro, Nova Scotia.

Meets in Caledonia Hall, 1st Saturday and 3d

Wednesday.

Alex. Robblns, Box 239 Master

T. G. Dickson, Box 239 Secretary

T. A. Edwards Collector

J. K. Fraser, Box 436 Receiver

William Chisollne, 17 Brunswick st

Magazine Agent

172. F. G. LAWRENCE ; Ottawa, Ontario.

Meets in Manchester Hall, Wellington st., alter

nate Sundays.

W. H. Wood, 217 Bridge st Master

R. H. Fraser, 131 Spruce st 8ecreUry

Chas. Dow, 794 Wellington st . . . . Collector

Chas. Sims, 680 Albert st Receiver

Chas. Sims, 680 Albert st . . . . Magazine Agent

178. PACIFIC ; Wlaslow, Arizona.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. H. Downs Master

B. A. Workman, L Box 8 Secretary

T. T. Harris Collector

B. A. Workman, L Box 3 . ...... .Receiver

Mark Whltaker Magazine Agent

174. HARBISB1!BU 1 Harrlsburg, Pa.

Meets In Bible's Hall, 8. E. cor. 3d and Cumber

land sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1 P. M.

Caradoc Edwards, 1604 Logan ave .... Master

B. F. Huber, 1716 N. 5th st Secretary

R. J Seitz, 613 Harris st Collector

Wm. Blessing, 422 Riley at Receiver

J. L. Felix, 246 Cranberry ave . Magazine Agent

176. TAYLOR ; Newark, O.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, south side square, every

Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.

Louis Kastla, Cedar st Master

O. A. Slmcox, 49 Cedar st Secretary

Samuel Work, 49 Cedar st Collector

J. C. Sudbury, 23 Clinton st Receiver

W. R Stone, 76 Gay st Magazine Agent

176. MAIN LINE; Clinton, HI.

MeeU in B. of L. F. Hall Room 21, Union Block,

every Monday evening.

Henry Lynch Master

Kent Hannah, Box 130 Secretan

L. P. Kurt Collector

B. F. Goodwin Receiver

J. B. Johnson, Box 31 Magazine Agent

177. SUNSET ; Marshall, Texas. —~

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 614 Railroad ave.

every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

J, A. Rodcers MaeJer

R. 8. Hardy, Box 184 Secretai-;

E. S. Hardy, Box 184 CoUeelee

H. H. Edwards, Box 184 BeoelTer

R. A. Bell Magazine agent
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178. SALT LAKE; Salt Lake Cltjr, Utah.

Meets in Temple of Honor Hall, cor. Main and

1st South sts., ever; Monday at 8 P.M.

R. C. Brown. 22 Germany ave Master

A. M. Davis, Box 17 Secretary

G. C. Woodruff, Box 17 Collector

Jno. Mace, 634 S. 8th West Bt Receiver

C. J. Selby. 346 S. 7th West st . . . . Mag. Agent

17*. BEE HIVE ; Lincoln. Neb.

Meets in Young's Hall, 1519 O St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. V. Hall, 229 N. 10th st Master

J. K. Robinson, Box 931 Secretary

Henry Shafer, 637 N. 11th st Collector

J. K. Robinson, Box 931 Receiver

C. E. Rambo Magazine Agent

ISO. THREE STATES; Cairo, 111.

Meets in Casino Hall, cor. 12th St. and Washing

ton ave., 1st and 3d Tuesday evenings.

Master

J. J. Kelly. 2501 Poplar st Secretary

... Collector

Wm. O'Loughlin, 511 11 st Receiver

Magazine Agent

181. WELLINGTON; Palmerston, Ontario.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall. Main St., 1st and 3d

Sundays.

A. Dunbar Master'

Wm. Wilson, Box 43 Secretary

David Nicoll Collector

Jas Nicholson, Box 21 Receiver

Alex. Edmiston, Box 41 . . . . Magazine Agent

182. MAGIC CITY; Roanoke, Va.

Meets in Mountain Dale Hall, I. O. O. F., 205

Jefferson st. 8., every Sunday at 9 A. M.

Lee Moore, 514 4th ave. N. W Master

F. L. Bell. 814 3d ave. N. W Secretary

W. H. Westwood, 1319 2d ave. N. W. . . Collector

J. H. Best, 731 1st ave. N. W Receiver

L. C. Dickens, 301 10th st 8. W. . . . Mag. Agent

188. LAKE SHORE; Colli awood, Ohio.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Thursday evening.

B. C. Pierce Master

J. H. Sturges, Box 19 Secretary

L. H. Pickard, Box 385 Collector

C. H. Sherman Receiver

D. B. Gordon Magazine Agent

184. LIMA ; Lima, Ohio.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday.

J. N. Clutter, 817 W. High st Master

A. J. Gustason, 233 W. Kibby st . . . . Secretary

C. 8. Roberts, 537 E. McKibben st . . . Collector

J. N. Clutter, 817 W. High st Receiver

L. P. Tolby , 609 N West st . . . Magazine Agent

186. FIDELITY; Delphos, Ohio.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Main St., every Sunday

at 2 P. M.

Job. Baker Master

Henry Buckpitt, Box 119 Secretary

Jos. Baker Collector

A. A. Washburn, L. Box 78 Receiver

L. E. Ackerly Magazine Agent

186. CHAMBKRLIN; Chicago, 111.

Meets in Walther'B Half, 3934 State St., 1st and 3d

Sundays.

W. H. E. Green, 3609 Portland st Master

J. M. Manning, 419 Duncan Park . . . Secretary

Edw. Koch Collector

Jno. Vass, 1087 E. North Bt, Decatur . . Receiver

Jno. Kller, 4235 Princeton ave . Magazine Agent

187. LITTLE GIANT ; Charleston, 111.

Meets in Red Men's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M. and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P.M.

T. R. Smith Master

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Secretary

LeRoy Anderson, Collector

W. F. Freeman, Box 156 Receiver

G. C. Barnes Magazine Agent

188. 8. 8. MERRILL ; Chicago, 111.

Meets in Miehle Hall, cor. Western ave. and In

diana St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

E. R. Roderick, 869 Indiana st Master

Fred Myers, 1107 Chicago ave Secretary

T. Wells, 1120 Superior st Collector

L. L. Gay, 82 California ave Receiver

E. R. Roderick, 869 Indiana st . Magazine Agent

189. BALDWIN; Ft. Howard, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.

Martin Sheeny Master

D. E. Hogan, L. Box 305 Secretary

R. C. Crane, 821 8. Washington St., Green

Bay Collector

Martin Sheehy Receiver

H. G. Kull Magazine Agent

190. FERGUSON ; Sanborn, Iowa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at 7

P.M.

Emmet Wentworth, Box 102 Master

Henry Kissler Secretary

C. J. Walston Collector

O. J. Walston Receivej

Karl Wentworth Magazine Agent

191. CUSTER ; Livingston, Montana.

Meets in Miles' Hall every Wednesday at 7:99

P.M.

J. A. Marshall, Box 303 Master

J. M. Lannon, L Box 412 Secretary

A. C. Wilson, L Box 303 Collector

A. M. Getchell, 521 Utah ave., Butte . . Receiver

O. F. Wessel Magazine Agent

192. MT. TACOMA; Tacoma, Wash.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 314 E. 26th St., 1st

and 3d Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

Jas. Clark, 218 E. 26th st. Master

Wm. Moscrop, 218 E. 26th st Secretary

Jas. Clark, 218 E. 26th Bt Collector

C. W. Meter, East F. and 26th st . . . . Receiver

O. J. Akin.-. E. D. and 29th st. . Magazine Agent

198. J. B. HA YNARD; East Portland, Oregoa.

Meets in Ross Half, Portland, East Side, alter

nate Thursdays, at 7:30 P. M.

J. F. McQuaid, 8. P. R. R. Shops, PortlandMaster

C. 8. Sweeney, 3&> Benton st., Portland Secretary

W. D.Jesse, ION. Union avo Collector

D. J. Byrne, 20th and E. Glison sts., Port

land Receiver

D. J. Bryne, 20th and E. Glison St.,

Portland Magazine Agent

191. BONANZA; Missoula, Montana.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2:30 P. M.

W. G. Marshall Master

W. G. Marshall Secretary

8. L. Kelley Collector

J. B. Powers Receiver

A. S. Ericsson Magazine Agent

196. RE-ECHO; MontpeUer, Idaho.

Meets in Brennan Hall, 1st and 3d Fridays at

7:80 P. M.

Ira Chafnn '. Mister

W. H. McGilvray, Call Box 13 Secretary

Jos. Mcllwaln Collector

Henry Douglas, Box 12 Receiver

Ira Chaffln Magazine Agent

196. CLOUD CITY; LeadrUle, Colo.

Meets in P. O. 8. of A. Hall, 1st and 2d Tuesdays

at 7:30 P.M.

A. F. Taylor, Delaware Block Master

G.W.Buffehr, 219 E. 12th st Secretary

Geo. McGonigal. 306 W. 4th st Collector

Fred Hyde, Box 653 Receiver

William T. Holmes, 411W. 4th st, Magazine Agent

197. RIVERSIDE ; Savanna, 111.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays at

9:30 A. M.

C. P. Ingmundson, Box 1 Master

L. D. McKee, Box 227 Secretary

J. H. Pulford, Jr, Box 375 Collector

Jas. Bailey, L. Box B Receiver

F. L. Williams Magazine Agent

198. MAPLE CITY; MassiUon, Ohio.

Meets in I. O. U. A. M. Hall, 17 E. Main St.,

every Monday at 7 P. M.

W. Y. Dennis, South East st Master

M. E. Church Secretary

D. E. Barker, 29 Bank st Collector

W. Y. Dennis, So. East st Receiver

D. E. Barker Magazine Agent

199. MAHONING: Yonngstown. Ohio.

Meets In B. of R. T. Hall, 23 Central Square, 2d

Sunday at 10:30 A. M. and 4th Thursday at 7

P.M.

D. J. Madden, 1018 Ford ave Master

W. S. Neeley, 18 N. Hine st Secretary

Jno. Farragner, 117 Holmes st Collector

Michael Hallisy, 719 Covington St. . . . Receiver

M. J. Welch, 25 Darrow st . . . Magazine Agent

800. FAITH {Meridian, Miss.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, cor. 23d ave. and 5th st,

every Monday at 2 P. M.

J. L. Stutz, 809 21st ave Master

Albert Stockdale, 419 38th ave Secretary

R, E. Crook Collector

J. L. Stutz, 809 21st ave Receiver

M. A. Cassidy, 642 85th aye . . Magazine Agent
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201. FRIENDLY HAND: Jackson, Tenn.

Meets in Machinist Hall evei y Thursday evening.

Wm. Cook, M. & O. K. K. Shops . Master

J. S. King, 804 Middle ave Secretary

Wm. Cook, M. & O. K. K. Shops .... Collector

J. D. Bledsoe 203 Prince Edward st. . . Receiver

Mark Lawrence, I.C.RR. Shops, Magazine Agent

102. SCIOTO i ChlUlcothe, O.

Meets in Clough Hall, cor. Main and Mulberry

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. R. Sehooley, :S51 Eastern ave Master

J. D. Stage, 2K4 K. Main st Secretary

E. C. Brant, % N.Hickory st Collector

J. R. Schoolev, 351 Eastern ave .... Receiver

II. w. l>ay. 311 E. 2d st .... Magazine Agent

203. GARFIELD, Garrett, Ind.

Meets in Frederick Hall every Sunday at 2 P.M.

G. E. Campbell, L. Box 272 Master

8. G. Pierce, Box 168 Secretary

J no. Larkius Collector

C. F. Reneman, Box 96 Receiver

H. C. Barretta Box 270 Magazine Agent

204. COTTON BELT: Jonesborongh, Ark.

Meet* in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

J. W. Blakeburn Master

W. E. Smith Secretary

J. L. Suence Collector

A. A. Goin Receiver

J. A. Blackwood Magazine Agent

206. FLOWER OF THE WEST ; Topeka, Kan.

Meets in A. O. U. W. No. 3 Hall, 418 Kansas ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

B. H. Tobias, 520 Lawrence st Master

H. B. Stillman, 420 Quincy st Secretary

E. H. Powell, 1301 E. 4th st Collector

Christ. McGinnls. 322 Jefferson st . . Receiver

Ed. D. Webb, 30S E. 3d st . . Magazine Agent

206. FORT PICKERING; Memphis, Teas.

Meets in Miller's Hall, cor. Penna. and Iowa

aves, every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

J. J. Quinn, 85 Kansas ave Master

Kobt. Hall. 85 Kansas ave Secretary

C. F. Lonergan, Station A Collector

Robt. Hall, 85 Kansas ave Receiver

J. E. Hellon, 135 Pennsylvania ave . Mag. Agent

207. LOYAL ; Headvllle, Pa.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 912 Water St., every

Tuesday afternoon.

W. A. Smith, 10 Atlantic ave Master

J. H. Kerr, S68 Water st Secretary

W. P. Herriugton, Phoenix Hotel . . . Collector

W. F. Emeriek, Vallonia Receiver

W. I. Schadt, 868 Water st . . . Magazine Agent

208. KEYSTONE, Susquehanna, Pa.

Meets in C. M. B. A. Hall, alternate weeks.

J. J.Hogan, Box 937 Master

Dan'l. Creegan, Box 291 Secretary

Jno Hile, Box 82 Collector

o. W. Anderson, Box 337 Receiver

Frank McKernan Magazine Agent

200. SARATOGA; Whitehall. R. Y.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall, Old National Bank

building, alternate Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

G. W. McChesuey, Box 138 Master

J. S. C. Peck, Box 413 Secretary

B. A. Long, Box 302 Collector

J. W. Farrar, Box 361 Receiver

Cyrus R. Bristol Magazine Agent

210. 18-K; Schenectady, N. Y.

Meets in Carpenters' and Joiners' Hall, 836 State

st, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

Jno. Vrooman, Box 497 Master

Homer Eyguar, 302 Paige st Secretary

Jno. Vrooman, Box 497 Collector

J. E. VanVranken, Box 497 . . Receiver

Henry C. linrstman, 20 Myndersest., Mag. Agent

211. ONOKO; south Easton, Pa.

Meets in Bragg's Hall, cor. Burwick and Aaron

sts., 1st ano 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Jas. Tharp, 843 Wilkes Barre st Master

C. N. Conine, 821 Wilkes Barre st .... SecretaryCollector

F. O. Reber, 109 Delaware st . . . . Receiver

G. W. Moyer, 37 Delaware st Mag. Agent

212. EMPIRE; Water-town, N. Y.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 2d and 4th SundayB.

Thos. Barnett Master

T. H. Lynch, 101 Factory at Secretary

G. W. Stumpf, 2 Orchard st Collector

F. C. Nichols, 12 Poplar st Receiver

F. A. Fisher, Waltham st . . . Magazine Agent

218. WEST SHORE; Strain**, N. T.

Meets in Olbeter Hall, 1120 Burnett are, evert

Thursday evening.

Geo. L. Clark, 12oti E. Kayette st Master

C.J. Matteson, 151.1 Burnett ave . . . .Secretary

M.J. Melroy. 140 Oak st Collector

J. Swan, 140 Oak st. Receiver

J. Kelly, 1112 Burnett ave . . . Magazine Agent

214. ORIOLE; Baltimore, Hd.

Meets in Smith's Hall, 3 w. 20th at., 2d and 4th

Sundays.

I. H. White, 20 W. Oliver st Master

Jas. Magraw, fiot) E. Biddle st Secretary

J. W. Bcrthold, 2106 Jefferson Place . . Collector

.W. H. Kennedy, 2123 Jefferson Place . Receiver

Paul Edwards, 112 W. ski at Mag. Agent

216. EAST ALBANY; East Albany, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, every Tuesday even

ing.

H. A. Morris, 39y Broadway Master

D. F. Tecliug, 21 Broadway, Bath on-

Hudson Secretary

G. A. March, 358 Br6adway . . . Collector

G. B. Cone, 7Parkst, Bath on-Huilson . Receiver

Thos. Paul, Jr., 5 Aiken ave. Greenbush

Magazine Agent

218. LYON BROOK; Norwich, N. Y.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Daniels Block, 191

Broad st., 1st Monday evening and 3d Sunday

afternoon.

Frank Espbeclc, 16 Mechanic st Matter

R. E. Rowe, Globe Hotel Secretary

W. T. Haight, Stalest Collector

F. V. Thorp, L. Box 120 Receiver

Wilmo t 0. Hall, York st . . . Magazine Agent

217. ZEILOI'S; Plnrkueyrlllp, 111.

Meets in u,ld Fellow's Hall, 1st and :kl Satur

days at H P. M.

Thos. E. Harman Master

Robert Fallon Secretary

Tobe Lynn Collrotor

Erhart Bi-chof Rec-iver

Erhart Bischof . Magazine Agent

218. PIKE'S PEAK; Colorado City, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Tuesday evenings.

F. H. Burton Master

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 847 Secretary

W. J. Southers Collector

C. N. Snyder, L. Box 817 Receiver

C. B. Oren Magazine Agent

210. SMOKY CITY ; Allegheny, Pa.

Meets iu B. of L. E. Hall, cor. Pennsylvania are

and Bidwell st., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

J. H. Kockenstein. 297 Franklin st . . . Master

H. W. Robb, 131 Juanitast . .... Secretary

Peter Martin, 50 Kirkpatrlck ave . . .Collector

U H. Simpson Enow. Valley . . . Receiver

I. E. Stahl. 107 Lake st Magazine Agent

220. PROVIDENT; Snnbury, Pa.

Meets in P. O. S. of A. Hall, Market St., 1st and 3d

Sundays at 1 P. M.

H. W. Scboffstall, Box 836 Master

Wm. Park, Box 836 Secretary

G. H. Morton, Box 836 Collector

Solomon Cherry. Box 836 Receiver

H. S. Beverliu, Box !M6 .... Magazine Agent

221. HURON; Point Edward, Ontario.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 1st and 3d Tnca-

days.

Jno. Knnwles Master

E. J. Everett Secretary

F. J. Burgess Collector

J. 8. Crawford Rucelvar

Frank McNally Magazine Agent

222. WEBSTER; Fort Dodge. Iowa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 5th st,, 2d and 4th Son-

days at 2 P. M.

Frank Evans, 713 3d avo 8 Master

O G. Andersen, 1 River at Secretary

F. E. Rogers Collector

O. G. Andersen, 1 River st Kt-relver

R W. Flickiiiger Magazine Agent

228, GREEN VALLET; Grafton, W. Ya.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesday*

ai 7:30 P. M.

W. S. Bishop Matter

J. I). E. Huffman Secretary

J. W. Shaffer Collector

J. D. E. Huffman Receiver

M. J. Tighe Magazine Agent
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K4. T. C. BOORN, St. Clond, Minn.

Meets in Stone Cutler's Hall, 515 St. Germain St.,

2d Sunday at 2:30 P. M. and Ith Wednesday at

7:30 P. M.

H. B. Harding, 511 ->2d ave N Master

H. G. Ford, 407 19th are N Secretary

C. C. Jordan, 1107 1st si. N Collector

Walter Bach, Box 159 Receiver

Jno. Mournan, 815 10th ave. N . Magazine Agent

186. SUPERIOR. Fort William West, Ontario.

Meets in McDougall Hall, Fort William, every

Wednesday at 2 P. M.

Hiram Hodgson. Fort William Master

Wm. Hall. FortWilliam Secretary

. Chas Rnnisey, Fort William Collector

W. A. McPhalen, Fort William . . . Receiver

W. W. Garrett, Box 141, Ft. William, Mag. Agent

826. MA(i>0I,IA; Ennis, Texas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Wednesdays

at 7:30 P.M.

H. H. Kendall, L. Box 63 Matter

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 186 Secretary

W. M. Nicol, L Box 136 Collector

W. M. Nicol, L. Box 136 Receiver

Oscar L. Backloupe. care H. & T. C.

K. K. Shops Magazine Agent

H7. MAGNET; Blnghamton, N. T.

Meets iu Red Men's Hall, Robinson Bl'k, 2d and

3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

F. B. Williams, 24 Virgil st Master

Henry Cunningham, Robinson st . .Secretary

K. S. Williams, 24 Virgil st Collector

Theo. Haskins, 25 Frederick st .... Receiver

C. H. Hamblln, 8 Morgan st . . Magazine Agent

li8. ACHE; Scranton. Pa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P.M.

C. S. Depuy, 52-1 N. Lincoln ave Master

W. H. Gable, 117 S. Garfield ave .... Secretary

A. J. Thomas, 817 S. Hyde Park ave . . Collector

R. 8. Gillingham, 301 10th st Receiver

Frank Trumbower, 706 Scranton St.,

Magazine Agent

119. BICKARD; Utlca, S. T.

Meets In Post Bacon Hall 2d and 4th Snndays

at2P M.

J. J. Quirk, Albany st Master

C. A. Pease, 72V£ Whitesborost . . . .Secretary

W. F. Foley, 72 2d st Collector

C. A. Pease, 72WI Whitesboro st .... Receiver

Wm. Barden, 122 Whitesborost . . . Mag. Agent

MO. ALBANY CITY; Albany, N. T.

Meets in Stremple Hall, 241 Central ave, 1st, 3d

and 5th Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

C. G. Riddiek, 216 Broadway, East Albany . Master

G. M. Jeffers, 36 Ontario st Secretary

Conrtland Maher, 11 Prospect ave . . . Collector

G. M. Jeffers, 36 Ontario Bt. ..... Receiver

Zucharitt Taylor, S07 Livinston ave . Mag. Agent

1*1. DELAWARE; Wilmington, Del.

Meets iu B. of L. F. Hall, 3d and Market sts., 1st

and 3d Sundays.

J. C. Collisou. 938 Pine st Master

A. C. Dunn, 500 W. 4th st Secretary

J. A. Donlin 305 E. 3d st Collector

A. C. Dunn, 500 W. 4th st Receiver

Elmer Collius. 32J E. 6th st . . Magazine Agent

HI. 1,1 IKY THOUGHT, Mlddleton n. N. T.

Meets in A. O. of H. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

M. J. Kerrigan, 75 Linden Terrace Master

V. L. Powell, 28 Droad st Secretary

W. J. Leddy, 277 North st Collector

Jno. O'Farrell, 331 North st Receiver

John Cohalen Mncazine Agent

MS. GLAD TIDINGS; Moaeton, New Brunswick.

Meets in K. of P. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2

P. M.

T. M. Rippey Master

R. G. Jefferson Secretary

G. W. Speer Collector

H. S. Cutton Receiver

Geo. W. Speer Magazine Agent

IS4. NORTH BAY; North Bay, Ontario.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

Jno Lindsay Master

Jno. Lyons Secretary

W. J. McCambly Collector

J. A. Lynch, Box 126 Receiver

Jouph Mitchell Magazine Agent

SS6. THREE BROTHERS; Pittsbnrgh, Pa.

Meets in Welsh Bros. Hall, cor. 26th st. and

Penu ave. alternate Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

Chas Longaere, Jr., 3038 Penn ave ... . Master

W. H. Phillips, 4010 Liberty ave ... . Secretary

C. B. Woods, 2814 Penn ave Collector

G. W. Caldwell, 6006 Center ave. East End

__■ ■ • • • . . Receiver

Chas. Longaere, Jr., 3038 Penn ave . Mag. Agent

886. HINTON; Hliiton, West Virginia.

Meets In Masonic Hall, every Saturday even

ing.

C. J. Andrews Master

F.A.Cundiff Secretary

J. P. Lear Collector

J- E; Hogan Receiver

a. j£. laync ; Magazine Agent

887. CENTRAL PARK; Chicago, 111.

Meets in Rebmann's Hall, 1974 Lake St., Chi

cago, 1st aud 3d Sundays.

W. H. Bradley, 135 N. Avers ave, Chicago

Harry Lynch, 539 Austin ave., Chicago

. Master

St'crctsrv

W. N. Code, 181l'w. Ohio St., Chicago . Collector

K. H. Brown, 119 S. Green st., Chicago . Receiver

Robt. Todd, 2019 W. Lake st. . . Magazine Agent

888. PLAIN CITY; Pad n call, Ky.

Meets in Rogers' Hall, 12th and Broadway, every

Tuesday at 7P. M.

I.lovd Grimes. 1301 Broadway Master

11. V. Barksdale, 504 So. 4th st Secretary

Thos. Challenor, 430 8. 10th st Collector

J. P. Wesley, 1131 Madison st Receiver

M. J. Ervin, 1120 Madison st . . Magazine Agent

889. BUCKEYE; Delaware, Ohio.

Meets in Henry's Hall, 61 Lake St., 2d and 4th

Sundays at I P. M.

J. W. Hettenbaugh, 169 E. William st . . Master

Secretary

Chris Bechhold, 226 E. Central ave . . Collector

W. J. Potter, 217 E. William st Receiver

Jas. Guinan, 161 W. Spruce st. . . . Mag. Agent

840. GILBERT; Jackson, Mich.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, cor. Jackson and Main

sts., every Monday at 7:30 P. M.

J. N. Powell, 140 8. Pleasant st Master

G. A Holdeu, 1023 E. Main st Secretary

M. A. Henry, 327 Quarry st Collector

F. C. Pierce, 312 Francis st Receiver

C. G. Conkliu, 114 E.Wilkins st . Magazine Agent

841. LAKE ERIE; Buffalo, N. Y.

Meets in B. L. E. Hall, 412 So Division St., alter

nate Fridays.

F. H. Coe, 1 Hickory st Master

C. W. Halbin. 17 Superior st Secretary

F. C. Loomis, 391 Myrtle st Collector

I. H. Crossman, 500 Swan st Receiver

F. C. Loomis, 391 Myrtle st . . . Magazine Agent

848. LIBERTY ; ElmIra, N. Y.

Meets in D., L. & W.-Y. M. C. A. Hall, 2d and

4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

Dennis McCarty, 405 Crescent ave .... Master

A. J. Keefe, 360 W. 6th st Secretary

Michael Kendrick, 152 W. Washington st

■ ■ ■ ■ Collector

C. H. Carr, 387 Warren st Receiver

L. F. Burke, 365 Thurston st . . Magazine Agent

848. J. H. SELBY ; Texarkana, Texas.

Meets cor. Broad and Spruce sts. 1st and 3d

Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

E. Fitzgerald, Box 71 Master

W. A. 8mith Secretary

Osoar Deitz, Box 372 Collector

E. H. Delk Receiver

L. P. Brandon, Box 164 Magazine Agent

844. T. P. O'ROUBKE; Chicago, 111.

Meets at 314 W. 12th St., 1st Sunday at 2 P. M. and

3d Friday at 8 P. M.

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th St. . Master

Jno. O'Malley, 5733 Wright St., Englewood

Secretary

Jno. O'Malley, 5733 Wright St., Englewood

_ Collector

P. C. Winn, 314 W. 12th st Receiver

Magazine Agent
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2*9. BACON ; Macon, Ga.

Meets In McGoldrick's Hal!, 704 4th St., 2d and

4th Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

Chas. Green, 416 Elm Bt . Master

J. T. Roach, 13 2d St., S. Macon . . . .Secretary

J. E. Sires, 452 Oak st Collector

(lhas. Green, 416 Elm-st Receiver

J. M. Richards, 1537 2d st ... Magazine Agent

HI KKN.MKSAW; Atlanta, Ga.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 6% N. Broad st, every

Sunday at 2 P. M.

H. O. Teat, 85 Hood st Master

C. H. Elliott, 29 Walker st Secretary

W. B. Watters, 305 Woodward ave . . . Collector

T. L. Francis, Clara . . Receiver

Reinhold Wurreschke, 1 N Boulevard Bt

. . Magazine Agent

248. WESTERN RESERVE; Ashtabula, Ohio.

Meets in Knights of Honor Hall, 2d and 4th Sun

days at 1 :80 P. M.

E. w. Johnson, 31 Prospect st Master

H. S. Redhead, 11 Spencer st Secretary

A. V. Hillyer, 218 West st Collector

J as. (Joints. 56 Lockwood Bt Receiver

M. E. Benham,76Fiskst . . . . Magazine Agent

MB. CAM: MET; South Chicago, 111.

Meets in I. 0. O. F. Hall' cor. 92d street and

South Chicago ave, 2d and 4th Sundays at 7:30

P. M.

Win. Muldoon Master

Daniel O'Connell, 8852 Houston ave . . Secretary

B. J. Lynch, 930R Ontario ave Collector

H. A. Purvis, 9012 Houston ave .... Receiver

Wm. Zacher, 10203 Ave L, Colehour, Ind.,

Magazine Agent

260. GOLDEN LINK; Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Meets in Grand Army Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 2 P. M.

Frank Downs, Kingston, Luzeine Co. . .Master

E. O. Hale, Box 322, Kingston, Lu

zerne Co ... Secretary

A. E. C'anfield, Kingston, Luzerne Co., Collector

P. L. Kecfer, Kingston, Luzerne Co . . Receiver

Jonas I. Reed, Kingslou Luzerne Co..

Magazine Agent

261. LEHIGH; Manch Chunk, Pa.

Meets in Stahl's Hall, Upper Mauch Chunk, 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

H. L. Sandhas Master

J. H. Ricker, East Mauch Chunk . . . Secretary

W. F. McGinley Collector

H. B. Fulton Receiver

Hugh Sweeney Magazine Agent

262. COLUMBIA; Columbia, Pa.

Meets in Bitner'g Hall, every Monday at 7:30

P.M.

J. A. Miller, Tremont House Master

H. G. Klugh, 242N. 2dst Secretary

H. M. Hinkle, 570 Walnut at . . Collector

Jos. Deunison, 640 Chestnut at Receiver

Jos. Mummaw, 1317 Union st . Magazine Agent

268. TRENTON; Trenton, N. i.

Meets in A. P. A. Hall, cor. Broad and State

sis., at 2 P. M.

J. B. Salter. 2*1 Walnut ave Master

Hob'. Staekhousr, 1035 8o. Broad st . Secretary

M. J. Shelly, 4U Monmouth st . . .Collector

F. P. Parsons, 175 Brunswick ave. . . . Receiver

F. N. Caffey, 260 Clay st Mag. Agent

264. CLIMAX ; Missouri Valley, Iowa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

7:30 P. M.

J. S. Halstead Master

W. L. French, Box 561 Secretary

Juo. Perry , Box 459 Collector

D. J. Kennedy Receiver

A. H. DoneMson, Mill st . . . . Magazine Agent

166. CANAL CITY; Arkansas City, Kan.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall. 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 2:30 P. M.

Juo. Bieufang, Room 2, Syndicate Blk . . Master

T. L. Rowland, 510 E. Monroe st . . . .Secretary

E. R. Fleischer, 1201 8o. K. st Collector

Phillip Euderweisen Receiver

('has. Tyner, 903 8. B. st .... Magazine Agent

166. HIGH LINE; Como, Colo.

Meets in Slater's Hall, every Sunday at 2:30 P.M.

Daniel McGreevey Master

Juo. Olson Secretary

Edw. Conahan Collector

C. D. Adams . . Receiver

J. R. Morgan Magazine Agent

267. KIT CARSON; Raton, New Mexico.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Monday at 9 A.M.

C. T. Morehouse Master

.... Secretary

J. D. Shy Collector

Receiver

C. 8. Wolf Magazine Agenl

268. MONTICELLO; CharlottesrlUe, V».

Meets in Bank Bld'g, Main and 6th ats.. every

Monday at 2 P. M.

R. L. Brown, 219 9th st Matter

J. H. Power, 1103 Duke st. Alexandria . Secretary

C. E. Howell, King st Collector

.1. L. Almond, 1102 Grove st Receiver

Eugene Rose, 21!' 9th st . . .* . Magazine Agent

269. D. J. CHASE; Ashland, Wis.

Meets in Good Templars' Hall, cor. Second it.

and 4th ave. W., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

R. W. Harrison, Sll 8th ave. W Master

T. W. Driscoll, 2100 5th st. E Secretary

Fred. Godfrey, 818 4th ave W Collector

Wm. Buckley, 720 Ellis ave Receiver

W. C. Vallie, 411 7th ave E . . . Magazine Agent

260. CALIFORNIA; Sacramento, Cal.

Meets In New Forster's Hall, I st. bet. 7th and

8th sts., every Tuesday at 7:30 P. M.

... Master

OP. Wilson, Box 48 Secretary

C. P. Wilson, Box 48 Collector

W. Lambert, Box 48 Reeelvnr

Chas. E. Wickes, 418 9th st . . Magazine Agent

161. MAGDALENA ; San Martial, New Mexico.

Meets in Masonic Hall every Sunday at 7 P. M.

W. R Fisher Muter

J. R. Williams Secretary

H. H. Kochler Collector

W. R. Fisher Receiver

Jno. Snyder Magazine Ageat

261. QUEEN CITY ; West Toronto Junct, Oat.

Meets in Campbell Hall, alternate Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

Ernest McConnell, 77 Vlue St., Toronto

Junction Matter

Fred Sharpe, 103 Quebec ave., Toronto

Junction . . . Secretary

G. ff. Riley, 34 Union »t., N. Toronto

Junction Collector

Geo. WauleBS, Clendennlngave., Tor

onto Junction Receiver

W. D. Donaldson, Toronto Junct . . Mag. Agent

268. ALAMO; Taylor, Texas.

Meets in union Hall, every Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

W. S. Goft" Muter

John Hayes Secretary

G. W. Payne Collector

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 Receiver

J. R. Steadman, Box 165 ... . Magazine Agent

264. J. K. GILBREATH ; Butte City, Montana.

Meets in Frost's Hall, South Butte, 2d and 4th

Thursdays at 8 P. M.

A. R. McDuffle, Box 94, S. Butte Muter

J. M. Hennessy, 126 Utah ave, 8. Butte . Secretary

C. H. DcCamp, S. Butte Collector

A. R. McDuffie, Box 94, 8. Butte . . . Receiver

J. H. Ryan, S. Butte Magazine Agent

266. GRAND RIVER; Grand Rapid*. Mica.

Meets in K. P. Hall, 2d aud 4th Sunday* at 1

P. M.

Frank McManamy, Room 2s, Wiuegar

Block Muster

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave . ... . Becrttarr

Jno. Cunningham, 505 Ionia st . . . . Collector

L. A. Ogden, 219 Central ave Receiver

Jno. Cunningham, 505 Ionia st - Magazine Ageat

266. JOHN UU'KEY; South Kankauna, Win.

Meets in Duggan Hall 2d and 4lh Sunday* at

1:30 P. M.

Luther Clark, Box 267 Muter

B. W. Hayes Secretary

Wm. Martens Collector

Richard Callahan Receiver

F. L. Fosha, Box 272 Magazine Agent

267. ENDEAVOR; Algiers, La.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Wednesday at UeJ

P.M.

Rudolph Engler, Box 36. McDonoghviile, Muter

R. J. McCluskey, U1W Atlantic ave . Secretary

F. J. Myers, 45% Pacific ave Collector

Jno. Mitchell, 113K Atlantic are. . . Receiver

S. S. Andress, 99% Elmira st . . Magazine Agent
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868. CLIFTON IIIAHTK; New Albany, Ind.

Meets in A. 0. U. W. Hall, N. E. cor. State and

Mai ket sts.. 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. E. Dillard, Box 74 Master

Geo. Tharp, 94 E. Main st Secretary

I. D. Stevens, E. 4th st Collector

T L. Teives,485Culhertson ave . . . Receiver

Brooks Bishop. 193 K. Spring st. Magazine Agent

MB. 0. K. ; Cincinnati. Onio.

Meets in Queen City Hall, 8th and Freeman

aves., 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 7 P. M.

Adam Dods, Montgomery Master

Earl Snyder, Montgomery Secretary

W. J. Haight, 98Glenway ave, 21st ward Collector

J.O. Page,] 36 Mad Anthony st. 2.5th ward Receiver

Cornelius ('.nakley. Hamilton Magazine Agent

170. MINNEAPOLIS ; Minneapolis, Minn.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Lodge Parlors, 2413 Bloom-

ington avo., 2d Sunday at 2 P. M. and 4th

Thursday at 7: 30 P. M.

Oliver .lohuson, 2106 Bloomington ave. . Master

A. H. Titus, 3103 Cedar ave 8 Secretary

Jos. Deming, 2201 21st ave S Collector

Oliver lohuson, 2106 Bloomington ave, Receiver

Chas. T. Bullcy, 3042 18th ave S. . . . Mag. Agent

171. BYRAM; Port Morris, N. J.

Meets in Onion Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P.M.

C. L. Miller Master

Wm. Weiler, Box 26 Secretary

8. R. Losaw Collector

Wm. Weiler, Box 25 Receiver

8. R. McConnell, Box 42 . . . Magazine Agent

178. WILSON; Junction, N. J.

Meets in Wells' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 3:30 P.M

J. S. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 Master

Wm. Walsh Secretary

Geo. Quick Collector

Jno. Everltt Receiver

J. 8. Eveland, Jr., Box 106 . . . Magazine Agent

175. DENVER; Denver, Colo.

Meets in Goody Hall. 8th and Santa Fe ave.,

every Friday at 7:90 P. M.

Har in Fields, 731 S. Water st Master

C. H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

C. H. Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Collector

F. M. Schrik, 744 S. 9th st Receiver

C. H. Curtis, 860S 9th st . . < . Magazine Agent

174. JACKSON; Clin on Forge, Va.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d and 4th Tuesdays at

7:30 P. M.

W. W. Mathews Master

W. G. Monroe, L. Box 145 Secretary

E. 8. Sydnor, Box 14 Collector

8. M. Anderson Receiver

E. S. Sydnor, Box 14 MagazineAgent

176. WEST CHICAGO; Chicago. 111.

Meets in Rebman's Hall, 2074 W. Lake St., 1st

and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Walter White, 264Center ave Master

J. P. Sheffield, 264 N. May st Secretary

Chas. Anderson, C. & N. W. R'd House,

Chicago ave. und Halstead st Collector

F N. Anderson, Box 71 Mayfair . Receiver

Prank N. Anderson. Box 71, Mayfair,

I ! ! Magazine Agent

176. REG1NA; Vancouver, B. C.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall every Monday at

8 P. M.

A. E. Walker Master

W. J. Macnab . ... . . Secretary

Beverly Goddard, Kamloops, B. C. . . Collector

A. E Sollowny Receiver

H. Edwards Mag. Agent

177. ALABAMA; Mobile, Ala.

Meets at J. F. McDonnell's residence 1st and 3d

Sundays.

W. A. Smith, 4.V1 Palmetto st Master

J. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Secretary

J. F. McDonnell, 463 S. Lawrence st . . Collector

J. F. McDonnell, 463 8. Lawrence st . Receiver

J. F. McDonnell. 463 8. Lawrence st. Mag. Agent

178. WHITE BREAST; Laredo, Texas.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. Convent and Farragnt

sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

J. B. G'Sell, Mex. Nat'l Shops Master

Ed Chamberlain, til". Hidalgo st . . .Secretary

J. B. G'Sell. Mex Nat'l 8hopn Collector

Ed Chamberlain. 615 Hidalgo st . . Receiver

J. A. Fink Magazine Agent

171. MONTE SANO; Tuscumbla, Ala.

Meets in K. P. Hall every Saturday at 7:30 P M.

J. A. Johnson Master

Jno. Farr Secretary

J. P. Moody Collector

Jno. Karr Receiver

J. M. Kerby Magazine Agent

880. OZARK; Thayer, Mo.

Meets in Boyd's Hall. cor. 2d and Chestnut sts.

every Wednesday at 7 P. M.

C. P. 8tevens, Box 143 ... Master

J. H. Kellner Secretary

C. P. 8tevens, Box 143 Collector

W. H. Adams Receiver

J. H. Kellner Magazine Agent

881. MISSION; Yoakum, Texas.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Front st., every Wed

nesday at 7:20 P. M.

O. L. Kinsley Master

C. T. Wade, L. Box 107 Secretary

Thos. Smith Collector

Jno. Mameron, Box 38 Receiver

C. 8. Lallatte Magazine Agent

888. BDBNSIDE; Mt. Camel, III.

Meets in Union Hall every Thursday evening.

J. D. Devore Master

G. E. Poole Secretary

C. H. Tennyson Collector

W. M. Birkitt Receiver

Henry Voight Magazine Agent

888. LACKAWANNA: Great Bend, Pa.

Meets in Roosa Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 2:3f P.M.

W. B. Trowbridge, Hallstead Master

R. A, Barber, Hallstead Secretary

W. B. Trowbridge, Hallstead Collector

8. H. Wells, Hallstead Receiver

R. A. Barber, Hallstead Magazine Agent

884. ELM CITY; New Haven, Conn.

Meets in Elk's Hall, 852 Chapel St., 1st andSd

Sundays.

W. H. Norton, 63 Hurlbut st Master

J. F. Farrell, 295 w. Water st Secretary

Louis Bassemier, 133 Spring st Collector

R. A. Bishop, 100 Park st Receiver

J. W. Kenney, 119 Putnam st . . Magazine Agent

886. CHARTER OAK; Hartford, Conn.

Meets in Bliss Hall, cor. Pratt and Main sts., 2d

and 4th Sundays.

Edw. Buckley, Burnside Master

B. E. Bowne, Box 10, Bnrnside .... Secretary

J. H. Osmond. 6 Atlantic st Collector

E. E. Bills, 27 Vine Bt Receiver

B. E. Bonne, Burnside Magazine Agent

186. SAGINAW VALLEY; Saginaw E. S., Mich.

Meets in Lester Adams' Hall, Potter st., 2d and

4th Sundays,

Chas. Hawker, Sevis Bt Master

Alfred Bush, 110 Dwight st Secretary

Jas. Killen, 706 N. 5th st Collector

J. H. Abraham, 833 N. 6th st Receiver

J. H. Abraham, 833 N. 6th st. . . Magazine Agent

887. ALTOONA; Altoona, Pa.

Meets in Couch's Hall, 11th ave. and 13th st. 2d

and 4th Sundays.

W. E. Fleck, 1617 14th ave Master

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave Secretary

A. F. Ansman, 95817th st Collector

Receiver

J. B. Fogle, 1819 Union ave . Receiver

888. EMMET; EsthervUle, Iowa.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Mon

day.

Thos. Brand, L. Box 214 Master

P. J. Sullivan, Box 48 Secretary

A. L. Houltshouser, Box 6 Collector

Wm. McArdle, Box 109 Receiver

C. V. Pendergast Magazine Agent

389. MT. LOOKOUT, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Meets inB. of L. E. Hall, 1st, 3d and 5th Tuefdays

at 7:30 P. M., and 2d and 4th Tuesdays at 2 P.M.

T. P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Master

M. W. Manker, Box 266 Secretary

T. P. Pennebaker, Box 266 Collector

R. M.Smith, Box 266 Receiver

M. W. Manker, Box266 MagazineAgent

890. MARION; Hannibal, Ho.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall. cor. Main and Broad

way. 1st and 3d Wednesday evenings.

R. E. Tomer, 410 Bird st Master

Jno. Hyde, 421 Hill st Secretary

Jno. Hyde, 421 Hill st Collector

J. T. Hart. 41 6 Washington at Receiver

Thos. McGarahan. Box 78, Winfleld . Mag. Agent
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S«l. ATLANTIC; Brooklyn, N. Y.

Meets in Triangle Hall, Halsey Bt. and Broad

way, 2d and 4th Wednesday afternoons and 2d

and 4th Sunday forenoons.

JnliusSchieler, 275Moffattst Matter

Arthur Stewart, 978 Halsey st Secretary

W. O. Price, 299 Liberty ave Collector

Horace Penson, Logan st. near Liberty

ave Receiver

(ieo. Perron, 3 VandervereBt , cor.

Broadway Magazine Agent

292. J. L. HARRIS, East Grand Forks, Minn.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall 2d Saturday at 7:90

P. M. and 4th Sunday at 1:80 P. M.

Mark Purcell, L. Box 20 Master

Alex. Thomson, L. Box 20 Secretary

Geo. Clifton. L. Box 20 Collector

T. E. Frost, L. Box 20 Receiver

J. J. Best Magazine Agent

198. LAFAYETTE: Marlon, Iowa.

Meets in A. O. u. W. Hall, 1st Monday at 9 A. M.

and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

C. A. Millerke, Box 155 Master

J. W. Johnston, Box 367 Secretary

W. C. Johnson, Box 22' Collector

C. F. Lewis Receiver

C. M. Johnston, Box 867 ... . Magazine Agent

194. OHIO BITER; Huntington, Tf. Va.

Meets in Boxley Hall every Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

A. M. Haight, 1027 7th ave Master

J. E. Persfnger, 1840 8th ave Secretary

J. E. Pcrsinger, 1840 8th ave Collector

W. T. Henley, 1323 6th ave Receiver

M. A. Quinlan, 706 6th aye . . . Magazine Agent

196. IRON RANGE : West Superior, Wis.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, Agen Block, 2d and

4th 8undays at 2:80 P. M.

F. J. Smith, 1616 Oaks ave Master

T R. Taylor, 1913 11th st N Secretary

Geo. Leek, 514 Ogden ave Collector

T. R.Taylor, 191311th st N Receiver

B. W. Pink, 2316 22d Bt Magazine Agent

197. CLARK; Jeffersonville, Ind.

Meets in Becht Hall, every Sunday at 9 A. M.

«. T. Sherlev, 156 Spring st Master

Edw. Coy, 100 Illinois aye Secretary

Christopher Sellmer, 234 Mechanic st . Collector

W. H. Phillips, 193 Broadway Receiver

Albert Chambers, Pearl & Court av. Mag. Agent

S99. CENTRAL OHIO; Crestline, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers' Hall every Wednesday at 7

P.M.

F. M. Johnson, Alliance Master

H. E. Cotner Secretary

W. J. Wise Collector

G. W. Reed, Box 93 Receiver

Christ Weber Magazine Agent

$00. HARBOR CITT, Michigan City, Ind.

Meets in Amon Lodge, cor. Franklin and 6th eta

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

W P. Pickett, 112 Michigan st Master

F L. Banman,-I0"i E. 9tlist Secretary

C. C. Holtgreeu, 223 W 7th st Collector

Frank Smotzer, 121 E Boston st . . . . Receiver

C. C. Holtgreen, 223 W 7th st . . Magazine Agent

801. GREEN MOUNTAIN i LyndonvHle. Tt.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

10 A. M. and 2d Friday at 7 P. M.

G F. Devins Master

A. C. Eastman Secretary

E. P. Rk'kaby Collector

L. A. Emerson Receiver

clarence Hiiiman Magazine Agent

802. YOUGHIOGHENY; ConneUsrUle. Pa.

Meets in Relsinger's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at

2 P. M.
Edw. Stephens • . Master

W. A. Wallace, Box 324 Secretary

Collector

S. A.Mcl'heeBox 387 Receiver

W. A.Wallace, Box 324 Magazine Agent

808. VII .LA PARK; Streator, HI.

Meets in Union Hall, 127 N. Bloomington St., 2d

and 4th Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

E. J. Cantlin, 611 N. Park st Master

Wm. Quitrlev, 620 E. Main st Secretary

E. J. C'imtliri. 011 N. Park Bt Collector

Mllford Rathbun, 206 Johnson st . . .Receiver

(.'. W. l'rlndle- Magazine Agent

804. THREE BRANCH; Arrenta, Ark.

Meetsin Vogel Bros' Hall, cor. Newton ave. and

Beulah st. every Tuesday evening at 7:30 P. M.

H. H. Cole, Box 124 Master

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Secretary

J. S. Wagner Collector

A. H. Andrews, Box 147 Receiver

John Farmer Mugazine Agent

806. UNWIN; Rat Portage, Ontario.

Meets in Garfield Hall every Wednesday even

ing.

J. B. Baxter Matter

J. M. Fleming Secretary

Cornelius Canty Collector

F. C. Munt Receiver

J.B.Baxter Magazine Agent

806. GRANITE STATE; Concord, N. H.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall, No. 60 N. Main it.

Room No. 12. 2d Saturday and 4th Sunday.

C. E. Bartlett, 25 Franklin st Master

G. H. Max field, 41 Franklin st . . . . Secretary

C. E. Newman, 99 N. 8tate st .... Collector

E. B. Chandler, Box 187 West Concord Receiver

Charles E. Fogg, West Lebanon, Magazine Agent

807. HAMPDEN; Springfield, Mass.

Meets in Crescent Hall, 1st Friday at 7:80 P.

M., and 3d Sunday at 1 P. M.

L. E. Marble, 8 Auburn st ^tHit

E. E. Leander, 16 Boylston st Secretary

E. C. Pierce, L. Box 987 Collector

E. E. Dunham, 63 Auburn st Receiver

F. B. Child, Box 272, Merrick . Magazine Agent

805. SANTA ROSA ; Torreen, Mexico.

Meets in Firemen's Hall every Sunday at ) P M.

J. F. Manning, Box 112 Master

(!. H. McGowan, Box 112 Secretary

8. E. Manning, Box 112 Collector

G. P. Jennings, Box 100, Eagle Pass

Receiver

C. H. McGowan, Box 11- .... Magazine Agent

809. BARTHOLDI; Long Island City, N. Y.

Meets in Schwallenberg's Hall, 2d Monday and

4th Saturday.

W. R. Kelly Master

Alfred Lilja, 127 Jackson ave Secretary

Patrick Mahoney.Inwood, L. I Collector

A. H. Rauftle, 17 Ely ave Receiver

Jos. Cole, Kent st. Greenpolnt, L.I., Mag. Agent

HO. CHESTNUT RIDGE; Derry Station, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 2d are. and Cheat-

nut St., 2d and 4th Saturday evenings.

J. H. Brantlinger Master

D. M. Gipson Secretary

Lee Keltz Collector

T. S. Krepps Receiver

C. F. Shirey Magazine Agent

811. BELLE PLAINE, BeUe Plains, Iowa.

Meets in Guthrie's Hall, Main st., 1st and M

Sundays.

Edw. Zimmerman Muter

G. H. Wills, L. Box 17 Secretary

Robt. Hart Collector

C. M. Bair, Box 277 Receiver

M. A. Quigley Magazine Agent

813. RAW VALLEY; Armoardale, Kan.

Meets In Melville Hall. 4th st. and Kansas ave.,

2d and 4th Mondays at 1:30 P. M.

W. D. Robbins, Kansas City Muter

David Cronen, 217 N. 7th st., Kansas City

Secretary

David Crouen, 217 N. 7th St., Kansas City

Collector

W. D. Robbins, 618 St. Paul St., Kaunas

City Receiver

H. w. Evaus, 22 Perry sq., Kansas

City Magazine Agent

816. TROY CITY; Green Island, S. Y.

Meetsin Odd Fellows' Hall, 285 River su. Troy,

2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P, M.

H. J.stander, 121 i.reen st.. Albany . . Mnausr

Wilbur Livingston, 25*8. Pearl St., Albany

_ DecTetarr

Christopher Haverly, u7 Hudson ave. Collector

J. M. Williams, -iJlntfalls ave,, Troy . . Receiver

J. R. I.aml*. SaratngaSprftigs,

N- Y ." . . Magazine Aran;
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M6. OMEGA; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets In Vox's Hall, Howard and Walton su.,

lBt and 3d Mondays.

Wm. Oliver. 544 8. Division st Muter

G. M, Petrie, 459 Eagle st Secretary

G. B. Twitchcll, 80 Moore ave Collector

Allen Nicol, 270 Fillmore ave Receiver

H A. Smith. 187 Jefferson st . . Magazine Agent

■17. WELCOME HOME; Henderson, Ky.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th 8undays at

2PM

L. B. Crowder. care O. V. Ry Master

P. J. Kramer, 934 3d st Secretary

W. F. Rogers, care O. V. Ry Collector

Richard Newcom, care O. V. Ry .... Receiver

J. P. Shoemaker, care O.V. R. R. Magazine Agent

MS. IRON C1TV; Glennood, «3dWard. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meets in Feer's Hall 1st and 3d MondayB at 7:80

P.M.

J. H. Nelville, 13 Kenova st Master

J. W. Shields, Gloster st., Hazlewood . Secretary

Collector

W. H. Rosenlieb, 683 Lytic st Receiver

J. H. Nelville, 43 Renova st . . Magazine Agent

S1H. MOUNT MOBIAH; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Mt. Moriah Hall, 6235 Woodland ave.,

every Sunday at 2 P. M.

W. D. Lewis, 219 Bailey st, Camden, N. J., Master

J. E. Sentman,59tbst<fe Woodland ave, Secretary

G. D. Spicer, 6518 Bleknis st Collector

W. D. Lewis, 219 Bailey St., Camden, N.J. Receiver

B. S. Le Catas, 5540 Woodland ave

nue Magazine Agent

MO. ARBITRATION; East St. Pail, Minn.

Meets in Wild Hall, E. 7th st. lsi Sunday at 2:30

P. M.. and 3d Wednesday at 7:110 P. M

F. R. O'Donnell, 889 Hudsonave., 8t. Paul, Master

M. 8. Montgomery. 4ti8 Hopkins st, St.

Paul Secretary

W. F. Dekeman. 1026 York st.. St. Paul, Collector

F. E. Davidson, White Bear Lake,

Minn Mag. Agent

821. KNOW DRIFT; Chapleau, Ont.

Meets in Firemen s Hall, 1st and 3d Monday at 8

P. M

G. B. Nicholson, Box 113 Master

W. L. Loomls, Box 129 Secretary

G. B.Nicholson, Box 113 Collector

Jas. Rose Receiver

W. M. Measor Magazine Agent

MS. JULIEN; Dubuque, Iowa.

Meets in Stultz Hall, S. E. cor 25th and Jackson

sts., 1st and 3d Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

G. H. Kirkland, 2270 Jackson st Master

J. W. Harker. 2270 Jackson st Secretary

Nelson Gibbs, 3308 Jackson st Collector

J. U. Schneider, cor. 25th st. and Couler

ave Receiver

J. W. Robinson, 2998 Coulerave, Magazine Agent

823. MUSCOGEE; Columbus, Ga.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st ave. bet. 10th

and 11th sts, every Thursday at 4 1'. M.

G. F. Castleberry Master

H. H. Ward, 681 20th st Secretary

J. W. Webster Collector

H. H. Ward, 6 1 20th st Receiver

J. W. Webt-ter Magazine Agent

M4. SOUTHERN CROSS; Gainesville, Texas.

Meets in K. of L. Hall every Tuesday evening.

J. D. Varner Master

Henry Dee, 215 Taylor st Secretary

J. H. Germany Collector

J. D. Varner Receiver

J. A. Hunter, E. Broadway . . . Magazine Agent

186. 8ATILLA; Way Cross <■»■

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays, at

2 P. M.

J. M. Fespermau Master

F. B. Lfe Secretary

J. L. Bailey Collector

N. M. Duncan Receiver

H. F. Htilbcrt Mag. Agent

«M. FOLWELL; Bradford. Pa.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30

P M

F.E. Durfuy, 112 Main st Master

R. D. King, 14 Potter st Secretary

G. P. Clougb, 59 Davis st Collector

G. P. Clougb, 59 Davis st Receiver

II. J. Bryan, Oil City H.mae. 108 Main St.

Magazine Agent

827. SILVER MOUNTAIN; Needles, Cal.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall every Saturday at 8 P.M.

1.. II. Fitch, L. Box 123 Master

John Allison, L. Box 123 Secretary

L. H. Fitch, L. Box 123 Collector
• A. W. Smith, L. Box 123 Receiver

Robt. Carty. L. Box 12:; .... Magazine Agent

828. SPANISH PEAKS ; La Junta, Colo.

Meets in Manley's Hall 1st and 3d Thursdays at

2 P. M., 2d and 4th Thursdays at 7 P. M.

W. E. Alexander Master

J. M. Grieve Secretary

J. H.Shaw, Dodge CHy, Kan., Box 4.54 . Collector

J. 11. Shaw, Dodge City Kan., Box 454 . Receiver

J. R. Holm Magazine Agent

330. BITER VIEW) Kansas City, Kansas.

Meets in Chamber of Commerce Hall, 1st and 3d

Thursday evenings.

8. M. Davenport, 559 Park ave Master

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Secretary

F. W. Fisher, 520 N. 6th st Collector

C. H. Smelser, 568 Park ave Receiver

Henry Eavers, M. P. freight house, Omaha,

Neb Magazine Agent

Ml. CHICAGO BELT LINE; Auburn Junction, I1L

Meets in Berndt's Hall, South Englcwood, 1st

and 3d Mondays at 8:30 P. M.

Matthew Bauer, 8414 Union ave., South

Englewood . Master

E. W. Thomas, 8719 Murray ave, Chicago,

Secretary

8. H. Lucas, 88th st. and Murray ave,

Chicago Collector

W. H. Grav. Auburn Park .... Receiver

W. J. Kers"hau. Box 82. South Englewood,

J. V. Whitehouse, 624 79th St., Auburn Park.

Magazine Agent

332. STONE MOUNTAIN; Augusta, Ga.

Meets iu Montgomery Hall 1st aud 4th Sundays.

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Master

E. J. Graham, 461 Taylor st Secretary

O. M. Bureh, 247 Walker st Collector

G. E. Florence, 1342 May ave Receiver

Magazine Agent

838. FAIRMOUNT; Philadelphia, Pa.

Meets in Errickson's Hall, 3947 Lancaster ave,

alternate Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

Wm. H. ltantom, 3816 Atlanta st., West

Philadelphia .... Master

W. H. Elliott, 3830 Linwood st, W. Phila

delphia Secretary

H. B. Howerter, 3835 Linwood St., W.

Philadelphia Collector

J. I. Hubbs, 3717 Wallace street, W.

Philadelphia Receiver

Henry Howerter, 3835 Linwood st ,

W. Philadelphia Magazine Agent

854. LONG DOUBLES; East Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in Masonic Hal] every Tuesday at 7:30

P.M.

Geo. Hammond • Master

J. E. ShafTer Secretary

P. M. Joslin Collector

Isaac West Receiver

G. W. Studer Magazine Agent

855. SAINT ADOLPHUS; Hochelaga, Canada.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall alternate Sundays, at

9:30 A. M.

Maurice Cody, 305 Stadecona ave., Montreal,

Master

J. J. C. Wight, 83 Moreau st., Montreal . Secretary

W. Singleton, Mile End, Que Collector

Geo. Smith, 715 St. Catherinest.,
Montreal ■ • Receiver

Maurice Cody, 305 Stadecona ave . . Mag. Agent

886. FALL RIVER; Neodesha, Kansas.

Meets in Pierce's Hall, 1st and 2d Tuesdays at

3:00 P. M.

Chas. Koehler Master

C. R. Baxendale Secetary

T. C. Beasley Collector

Ellis Poe Receiver

J. A. Miner ... Magazine Agent

887. BIG FOUBt Kansas City, Mo.

Meets in Denfson Hall, 14th aud Peun sts., every

Tuesday evening.

W. T. Barker, 1009 Madison Ave Master

C. T. Largeut, 1639 Madison ave .... Secretary

N. F. Clough, 1812 Holly st Collector

Frank Dickens, 1311 Reservoir ave . ■ Receiver

J. D. Gould, 1735 Jarboe st. . . . Magazine Agent
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338. WEST BRANCH: Renovo. Pa.

Meets in Spanglers Hall, cor. 6th st. and Huron

ave., 1st and 3d Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

L. L. Smart Master

Hector Hughes Secretary

Fred Kerby Collector

Fred Kerby Receiver

S. H. Belford Magazine Agent

S40. STAR OF THE WEST: Newton, Kansas.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, 1st Thursday even

ing and 3d Sunday at 2 P. M.

N. W. Smith, 127 Main st Master

P. D. Bonier. 612 E. 2d st Secretary

J. E. Jctt, 126 W. 2d st Collector

F. B. Watkins, 121 W. -1th st . . Receiver

H. E. Cox, 944 S. Water St., Wichita

Magazine Agent

141. HOLD RANGE; Donald, B. C.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 2d Wednesdays,

and 3d and 4th Sundays.

Wm. Nicholson Master

Thos. Ncedham Secretary

J. J. Nealon Collector

Robt. Somes, Revelstoke Receiver

A. J. Brandrett Magazine Agent

842. CASCADE: Medicine Hat, Northwest Ter.

Meets in Colter's Hall, 1st Tuesday and 3d Wed

nesday.

Phillip Hamel, Box 102 Master

Fred. W. Allott, Box 102 Secretary

Jas. Smeaton, Box 102 Collector

Jas. Canty, Box 102 Receiver

W. 8. Brears Magazine Agent

818. NEW STATE; Lima, Montana.

Meet-) in Bailey's Hall every Wednesday at 7:30

Master

A.T.Butler Secretary

Collector

... Receiver

Magazine Agent

844. LAS ANIMAS; Trinidad, Colo.

Meets at Odd Fellow's Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

E. H. (jodfrey, 120 Pine st Master

H. F. Holser Secretary

Edwin Cackley Collector

J. W. Sheppard, 516 state st Receiver

Albert Butler, cor. Chacon st. and Lindon

ave Magazine Agent

846. FRONT END; Paris, Texas.

Meets in Braden's Hall every Saturday night.

J. N. Atkinson Master

C. S. McCall, 818 S. Wright st Secretary

G. L. Crumb . Collector

A. J. Rigglns, 700 W. Austin st Receiver

J. E. O'Melia, Magazlno Agent

846. FLOWER! LAND; Peasacola, Florida.

Meets in Paramount Hall, Wright St., 1st and 2d

Mondays.

J. I. Sizer, care L. & N. Shops Master

J. E. Lawless, care 1,. £ N. Shops . . . Secretary

J. B. Ross, L. & N. shops Collector

H. A. Smith, 819 E Belmont st . . . Receiver

E. J. Amos, L & N shops .... Magazine Agent

«4 7. COKE KINO ; Srottdale, Pa.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall alternate Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

C. O. Nichols, Box 532 Master

W. F. Gallagher, Box 274 Secretary

Herbert Crippen, Box 355 Collector

Q. A. JackBon Receiver

8. II. Walker, Box Mil . ... Magazine Agent

848. BLCE MOUNTAIN ; La Grande, Oregon.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays

at 2 P. M.

C. H. Norris Master

I. L. Rood, L. Box 187 Secretary

J. R. Oliver, L Box 116 Collector

I. L. Rood, L. Box 187 Receiver

J. R. Oliver, L. Box 116 Magazine Agent

849. HUDSON RIVER; Union Hill, N.J.

Meets iu Concordia Hall, 225 Bergenline ave.,

2d and 4th Sundays.

Samuel Alslebon, New Durham Master

J. J. Lawless, New Durham Secretary

J. J. Lawless, New Durham Collector

Henry Poyuton, Box 2, New Durham . Receiver

John M. Wisker, 515 1st St., WeehawkcnMag. Agent

850. JAMES DONNELLY; Perth laWj, Li.

Meets in Lyceum Hall, Smith at, ad aodto^

davs.

W. H. Cheshire, 95 Market st JUsa

J. B. Voorheea, 14 William at nnaq

Geo Durra. Washington st U"

T. R. Mertz. l(i"> Broad st "

Robert Harrigan,'l.">8 Washington st^

SSI. HOME; White Haven, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th SaaUji

Michael Mulligan Mas*

J. N. Deterliue aecmarr

N. M. Smith Collstw

G. S. Helmbacb Rereim

James Nicholson .... Magnlne ifm

862. CHAMPLAIN; St. Albans. Tt-

Meets iu Engineers' Hall, 1st and 3d Suaijri a

1:45 P. M. and 4th Moudav at 7: M P. M

G. W. II. Ktlburn. 12 Farrar st . Msec-

J. W. Murphy. 19 Cedar st Serstarj

A. E. Smith. Messenger st CoOjriar

J. W. Murphy. U' Cedar st . . . . Beetrm

lieo. II. McCarthy, Aldisst., St. Albans

.... Magazine Ages

868. MARBLE CITT; Ratlaad. Yt-

Mects In Pythian Hall. cor. Wale* *od Cost

sta., 1st and 3d Sunday* at £:* P. M.

W. A. Sanvldge. Salem, N. Y Marts

Wm. Connell, 143 West st Secrets?

F. E. Ilixby, 30 Howe st CoCerar

F. H. Earle, 22% Howe st R«.>.tv

Wm. G. Sampson. Salem, N.Y. . Magazine lag

864. HOBOKEN ; Hoboken, H. J.

Meets In Hulstine's Hall, ior. 1st and Koas

field sta. 2d and 4th Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Patrick Ash, South Orange Karw

Chris. Dngan, 165 N. Sth st, Newark . . Sacrwarj

Hudson Ulancbard, Boon ton CoBaoar

Patrick Asb. South Orange Becroar

J. R. Bilby. 239 M. A E. R. R.. Newark

. Magazine Ages

866. STONE CITY: Jollet, 111.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, 222 Jefferson el. 'Ji

Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday «: IX

P. M.

Chas. Qulnlan. 213 Beach st . Usns

Jos. McGralh, 405 S. Chicago at ... . Swretarr

P. C. McGuire, 412 S Chicago at . . . . < oiiecar

Chas. Quinlan. 213 Beach st Reeeifsi

J. D. Pollard, 200 N. Eastern ave . . Mag. A?«I

868. A. R. CAYNER ; Lorain, O.

Meets at Royal Arcanum Hall, cor. Broadny

and Bank st, 1st and 3d Sundays.

J. O. Hills, 25 Livingston ave Manet

H. H. Ripley, Box 1156 Serrearr

F. A. Bloom ... roile-na?

H. H. Ripley, Box 11S« Beeeire

E. N. Rapstock Magazine A|E£1

867. JUSTICE; Carletoa, N. B.

Meets in City Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays.

Frank Franley. Box si. Kairvllle . . Hula

?"»W. Henderson. 1'airville Sewttcj

W. S. Beatteay, Falrville Collects

W.A.Smith, Box 35, Falrville . . . Rertivtr

W. B. Robertson, 88 Orango st, St. John.

Magazine Atta

SS8. COOKE ; Weat St. Panl, Minn.

Meets in Paul Martin Hall, cor. Colorado sail Ss

Wabasha sta. 1st Saturday at 7:45 P. M. 3d 3s>

day2:30P. M.

Jno.Lynch, 246 Dunediu Terrace, St. Paa;. Knar

T. P. Foley, 88 Augusta st, St. Paul . . Secretarr

Patrick Hurleg, 8s Augusta st, St. Paul. Col lecsoi

Jno. Trulander, 516 12th ave. S., Min

neapolis ReceiTg

J. W. Norton, 224 Duuedin Terrain . Mag. Aran

869. BIO FLINT; Wellincloa, K»u>.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sun-IsTi tail

2d and 4th Tue«dav».

8. H. Barner. 810 E. Lincoln ave Muter

s. J. Cotton, 51 VE. Lincoln are . . . . Secrestrj

J. G. Beard, :'£i E. Lincoln avt .... CoKwtn;

Louis Brinkmter. E. 4th st Seetlve

Cb»s. Keller. 60s E. 4tb st . . . Magazine Atii;

860. COLD M'RIMi ; Springfield, Ohio.

Meets in Engineers and Firemen's Hall, F BxH

st, 1st and 3d Sundays.

H. J. Teagardeii.207Clitton st. Mats

T. E. Janes, 445 E. Harrison st .... cVrrttan

Bert Summers, Box 33 . ....... . Collatta;

T. E. .lanes, 445 E. Harriwra rt Bepciw

Lang McGhee, 268 East st . . . MacPaint Aan
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S61. TRIED AND TRUE; Washington, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall let and 3d Sundays at 2

P.M.

August Mischler Master

M. B. Wagoner Secretary

W. H. Cunningham Collector

M. Q. Myers, Box 546 Receiver

8. C. Mayei Magazine Agent

MS. CATARACT; Suspension Bridge, N. I.

Meets in Sons of St. George Hall, cor. Falls and

1st sts, Niagara Falls, 1st and 3d Thursdays

at 8:30 P. M.

J. A. Sbrimpton, 615 E. Elmwood St., Niagara

Falls .... .Master

C. A. Baker, 5224th st., Niagara Falls . Secretary

David Sinclair, SSti 4th St., Niagara Falls

... . Collector

C. F. Murphy, 23 Erie st, Niagara Falls,

Receiver

R. J. Pitts, 4th st, Niagara Falls Mag. Agent

888. METROPOLITAN; New York. v. T.

Meets In Webster Hall, eor. 140th st. and3dave.,

1st aud 3d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

M. J. Lynch, 361 Madison ave, Reading Room

... Master

V. Buttcrfield, 46 Amsterdam ave . . . Secretary

Jos Anderson, 227 Alexander ave. . . Collector

J. M. R.'illy, White Plains Receiver

Frank Z.inck, 225 E. 41st st . . . Magazine Agent

864. SOUTHERN STAR; Sanford, Fl».

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, Hotchkiss Block, 1st

and 3d Sundays.

J. M. Bunker Master

J. A. Osteen Secretary

J. D. Fowler Collector

T. 8. Moxley, care J. T. & K. W. R. R., Jack

sonville Receiver

T. D. Stone, rare J. T. &. K. R, R. shops,

Jacksonville Magazine Agent

US. VIOLET ; Bellows Falls, Vt.

Meets in Red Men's Hall, 1st Sunday at 10:30 A.

M., and 3d Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

J. A. Young, Box 535 Master

E. F. Whitman, Box 614 Secretary

J. A. Young, Box 535 Collector

E. F. Whitman, Box 614 Receiver

G. A. Hoffman, Box 267, Windsor . . Mag. Agent

S66. OASIS; Ogden, Utah.

Meets in Thomas Hall every Sunday at 7:30 P. M.

H. 0. Parrish Master

F. W. Johnston, 2429 Grant ave .... Secretary

Henry Ward, Terrace Collector

H. C. Parrish Receiver

Fred sheehey. 2518 Lincoln ave. Magazine Agent

M7. MORGAN CRANE; Somerset, Ky.

Meets in The Dill Moss Hal). (4rifflin ave. 1st

Saturday at 2 P. M., and 3d Saturday at 6 P. M.

(i. L. Puffer Master

H. M. Hines Secretary

J. T. McCabe Collector

W. L. Manpin Receiver

T. J. Heath Magazine Agent

M8. DEEP WATER; Springfield, Ho.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. College and Camp

bell sts., every Wednesday at 2 P. M.

David Dingier, Hamilton st Master

P. 8. Trusler, 803 W. Walnut st . . . . Secretary

V. M. Shoup Collector

F. B. Squires, L Box 168 Receiver

C. M. George. 731 W. 8cott st . . Magazine Agent

869. WALNUT VALLEY; El Dorado, Kan.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. Main st and Cen

tral ave., every Thursday at 2 P. M.

G. W. Durham Master

(J. P. Mettler Secretary

G. T. Scott Collector

K. L. Temple Receiver

C. P. Mettler .... Magazine Agent

S70. NEOSHO VALLEY; Council Grove, Kan.

Meets in K. of C. Hall, 1st and 3d Tuesdays.

A. II. Benson vaster

W. C. Furguson Secretary

J. A. Flynn Collector

C. N. Leeman. Box 271 Receiver

P. 8. De HofT Magazine Agent

*71. COVENANT: Nevada, Mo.

Meets in B. of R. T. Hall, E. Cherry St., 2d and

4th Thursdavs at 7:30 P. M.

W. J. Roonev, 421 K. Walnut st Master

F. A. Retinick Secretary

K. II. Schrader. 711 Elee st Collector

Squire Inne#, 903 N. Commercial st . Receiver

V. P. Rhodes, 1043 Pennsylvania ave, Joplin,

Magazine Agent

872. SIGNAL MOUNT; Big Springs, Texas.

Meets at Union Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

F. W. Fahrenkamp, Box 33 . Master

Jno. Price, Box 33 Secretaiy

Reynold Sthwartzenbach, Box 83 . . . Collector

Dennis Ryan, Box 33 Receiver

Reynold Schvrartzenbach, Box 33 . Mag. Agei t

873. PAWNEE; Fairbnry, Neb.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall 2d and 4th Thursdays

at 7:30 P. M.

J. D. Neville Master

I. T. Arnold Secretary

A. A.Wood Collector

Wm. f'ostello Receiver

Frank Hanchett Magazine Agebt

874. MCALLISTER: Herlngton, Kan.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 1-30 P. M.

J. E. Cushman. Box 2"3 Master

A. J. Hoatson.Box 153 Secretary

J. B. Dugin Collector

J. D. Hornberger Receiver

O. P. Amick Magazine Agent

876. FRIENDSHIP; Dayton. Ohio.

Meets in Withoft's Hall 2d and 4th Wednesday

evenings.

N. W. Rose, 121 Torrcnee st Muter

W. F. Millikan, 2312 E. 3dst Secretary

C. D. Jenkins, E. May si Collector

H. E. Rossell, 2613 E. 5th st Receiver

Jos. McMlchael, 61 Horton st . . Magazine Agent

876. J. H. KIRK; Horton, Kan.

Meets in Kemper Hall, cor. Front and Main St.,

1st and 3d Mondays at 1 P. M.

Albert Westeen Master

M. E. Clark Secretary

Wm. Casey Collector

F. O. Laine Recelvei

F. C. Laine Magazine Agent

877. NICKEL PLATE, Conneant, Ohio.

Meets in Harrington's Hall. cor. State and Cheat-

nut sts, 1st and 3d Tuesdays at 8 P. M. and 20

and 4th Tuesdays at 8:30 A, M.

Frank Curtis. Box 308 Master

E. E. Strock, Box 461 Secretary

L. C. Melson, Box 716 Collector

O. F. L. Wilkins, Box 596 Receiver

J. G. McDowell . . Magazine Agent

878. HOLBROOK ; ( hartlers, Pa.

Meets in Christian Hall, McKees Rocks, every

Sunday at 1 P. M.

Milo Bowles, McKees Rocks Master

R. M. Clark, McKees Rocks Secretary

J. M. Galbraith, McKees Rocks .... Collector

C L. Hinsdale, McKee's Rocks .... Receiver

Wm. L. Ridgeway, McKee's Rocks . Mag. Agent

879. WEAVER; Sayre, Pa.

Meets in Fireman's Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at i

P.M.

E. E. Welton, 137 Chemung St., Waverlv,

N. Y Master

A. E. Ridgeway, Box 525, Athens . . . Secretary

J. H. Repp, Box 256 Collector

Johnson Walt, Box 118 Receiver

James Chambers. Box 410 . . . Magazine Agent

880. HUB CITY; Aberdeen. South Dakota.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays

at 1:30 P. M.

C. A. Spink Master

G. B. Abell Secretary

Humphrev Davis Collector

G. B. Abell Receiver

E. A. Conright, Montevideo, Minn. . Mag. Agent

881. FLOODED YALLEY; Conemaugh. Pa.

Meets in Kullo Hall, Main St., 1st and 3d Sun

days at 3:30 P. M.

B. P. Rankin Master

D. A. Moyer, Box 182 Secretary

Alex. McGouch Collector

V 8. Coy, Box 194 Receiver

II. A. Hnrton Magazine Agent

888. BETHESDA ; Waukesha, Wis.

Meets in Engineers' Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

R. F. Stroud, 226 Broadway Master

W. II. Cutting. 4 Wisconsin Cent, ave . Secretary

Wm. Doylen. Sr., 204 Arcadian ave . . Collector

C. L. Vrooman, 611 Oakland ave .... Receiver

Martin Murray, 200 Main st . . Magazine Ageit
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<8S. PETROLEUM; OH City, Pa.

Metis in Trax <& Kramer's Hall, alternate Ban-

days

Jno. Davis 53 Pearl ave Master

8.C. Lowery, cor Hissel and Seeleyaves.,Secretary

W. D. McQuinn, 335 Washington aye . Collector

A. G. Sittig. 66 Grove ave .... . Receiver

Michael Fahey, Hi Spruce St. Magazine Agent

IS*. R. H. WILBUR; Lehlghton, Pa.

Meets In Keber's Hall, Bank St., 2d and 4th Sun

days 2 P.M.

Peter Young, Weissport Master

L. O. J . Strauss Secretary

W. H. H. Plummer^Weissport .... Collector

Alfred Dreisbach, Weissport Receiver

L. O. J. Strauss Magazine Agent

«86. BOWER CITY; Janesvllle, Wis.

Meets in B. of L. E. Hall '2d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

and 4th Wednesday at 7:30 P. M.

R. P. Kay, 15* Center ave Master

I. W. Hagar. 259 Center ave Secretary

W. A. Webber, 10 Pearl at Collector

B. H. Erdman, 407 North st Receiver

H. H. St. John, 159 Center ave . Magazine Agent

186. RAMON A : San Diego. Cal.

Meets at 1526 F. St., 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P.

M.

I). L. Marrs, 957 Columbia st Master

W. C. EtheriuKtou, li»3 Siate st . . . .Secretary

1). L. Marrs, '.*57 Columbia st Collector

R. V. Dodgn, 5th and D stn Receiver

Win. Carr Ethrrington. WW State St., Mag. Agent

187. RKO KOt'K; Kchrelber, Ontario.

Meets In B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Sundays at

2:30 P. M.

P. H. Roemley Master

Alfred Bilbe Secretary

R.J.Craig Collector

Hugh tfwvnne Receiver

Albin Davis, C. P. R.R Magazine Agent

188. PHIL. B. SHERIDAN: Milwaukee. Wis.

Meets in F.ggelhoff Hall, cor. Reed and Oregon

sts., 1st Sunday at 2:30 P. XI. and 3d Sunday at

7:30 P. M.

E. P. Fitch, 330 cass st Master

W. C. Dunn. 330 Cass st Secretary

J. C. Pier, 504 Grove st Collector

J. C. Pier, 504 drove st Receiver

G. I. Klot-z, 243 Wisconsin st. . . Magazine Agent

889. LIYIM.MONE; Chlllirothe, Ho.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, east side Public Square,

1st and 3d Sundays.

Jno. Bammer, 100 E. Webster st Master

Frank Harkcr, 322 E. Jackson st . . . . Secretary

H. W. McKiuley, 316 E. Webster st . . Collector

Virgil Glore, 125 Maple st Receiver

H. P. Anderson, Box 68 . . Magazine Agent

190. IRON MOUNTAIN ; Carondelet, Ho.

Meets in Druids' Hall, 7001 So. Broadway, 2d and

4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

Wm. Cushing, 7807 Minnesota ave.. St.
Louis ••-... Master

C. G. Kauer, 7320 S. Oth St., St. Louis . Secretary

Chas. Koehow, 8733 Virginia ave., St.

Louis Collector

K. F. Paul, 7206 8 Broadway, St

Louis Receiver

J. B. (iarno, 676.! So. Broadway,

St. Louis . Magazine Agent

191. NAUYOO; Ft. Madison. Iowa.

Meets in A. O. U. W .Hall every Saturday even

ing.

J. E. Blevins, 1613 2d st Master

Jas. Low, 1900 2d st Secretary

C. 8. Tucker, 26:11 Santa Fe ave Collector

8. W. Bowser, 1(07 2d at Receiver

Jas. Low, 1906 2a st . . Magazine Agent

192. WEST PENH; Allpgheny. Pa.

Meets in llelnmau's Hall, Lowry St., 1st and 3d

Wednesdays at 8 P. M.

K. A. Wiley." 10 Hamilton st Master

J. D. Davis, 57 Lowry st., Troy Hill,

Allegheny Secretary

L. H. Martin, Box 39. Blairsville . . Collector

W. R. Ransom, Cokevllle Receiver

F. M. Bennett, Blairsville . . Magazine Agent

198. BIO SANDY; Lexington, Ky.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, E. Main St., 1st Monday

at 7:30 P. M. and 3d Sunday at 2:30 P. M.

F. W. Collier, 121 E. High st Master

T W. Robertson. 121 E. High nt . . . . Secretary

W. J. Burgess, C. & O. Kound House . Collector

J. A. Wyant, 101 S Limestone si ... Receiver

J. B. Cavlns, Clay ave Magazine Agent

■94. PLEASANT YALLET: Beatrice. Nebraska.

Meets in K. P. Hall. Ill N. Filth at., 1st, 3d and

5th Sunda>s at 2 P. M.

K. K. Cole. 809 8. 6th st Master

D. A. McCarter, 1708 E Ella st Secretary

E. K. Cole, 809 8 6th st Collector

Henry Cox, N. 4th st Receiver

B. F. Eckles Magazine Agent

896. MILLARD FOSTER; Armourdale, avaa.

Meets at 601 Kansas ave., every Thursday at 7:30

P M

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 28 Master

W. F. Remington, L. Box 26 Secretary

Henry Tamblyn, L. Box 26 Collector

Thos. Quinn, L. Box 26 Receiver

D. J. Tamblyn, Bcllyllle .... Magazine Agent

898. TIP TOP; Goodland, Kaunas.

Meets In B.of L.F.Hall every Monday at 7:30 P.M .

W. F. Hackett ■ • Master

L. K. Foster. Box 102 Secretary

L. K. Foster, Box 102 Collector

Welcome Sims, Roswell, Colo Receiver

Wm. Swearlngen . . Magazine Agent

897. LONG DIVISION; Holsingtoa. Kansas.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Wednesdays,

at 2 P. M.

J. M. Gleadall Master

C. E. Tindall Secretary

David Rodeck Collector

J. B McCauley Receiver

J. M. Gleadall Magazine Agent

898. CONSTANT; Olean. N. T.

Meets in K. O. T. M. Hall alternate Sunday*.

C. P. Anderson, 81 3d st . . - Master

Patk Driscoll, Jr., N. Washington st. . Secretary

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th Bt Collector

A. F. Johnson, 192('.ihst Receiver

A. F. Johnson, 192 6th st . . . . Magazine Agent

899. CRESCENT CITY; New Orleans. La.

Meets in Teutonia Hall. Exchange Alley and

Custom House st., 2d ana 4th Thursdays.

J. M. Gordon. *K3 N. Rampart st Mailer

E. J. Bolean, 07 Locust st Secretary

B. J. Meyer, 168 Clara st Collector

J. 8. Brasill, 95 Locust st Receiver

Wm. C. Schuh, 452 Melpomene st. . Mag. Agent

400. MARIAS DE8 CYONE; Osawatomle. Kaa.

Meets in Firemen's Hah every Friday at 8:00

P M

J. E. Stitt Master

C. W. Cook, Box 59 Secretary

Jno. Sims Collector

J. E. Stltt . •■ Receiver

Jno. W. Ahlstrom Magazine Agent

401. ITASCA; Two Harbors. Mian.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Martin Muth Master

Paul Tingerthal Secretary

Jas. Shea Collector

J. H. Olson ... Receiver

Frcl Flora, Two Harbors . . . Magazine Agent

401. WATER LILY; Water Valley, Mlna.

Meets in K. of P. Hall. 1st Thursday at 7:30 P. M.

aud 3id Thursday at 3:30 P. M.

J. E. Myers Master

W. 8. Bosma Secretary

W. S. Bosma • .... Collector

J. M. Collins Receiver

W. W. Loland Magazine Agent

403. DEVOTION: Portsmouth. Va.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, 217 High st 2<xand 4th

8undays at 2:£0 P. M.

Maner

Eugene Eley, 1U0 Green st .... Secretary

T. B. Griffin, HIS Green st Collector

E. J. Hall, 500 4th st Receive

J. E. Morris, 1103 Washington *t . Mas. Acent

404. tittAVITY ; Dunniore, Pa.

Meets in Swartz Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P.M.

Tbos. Kellv Msarte*

C. E. Collins ■ Secretary

J. E. Stuart CoUectec

D. G. Wescotl Receiver

C. E. Collins, P. n. Box 1 .3 . . Magazine Agent

408. VANDALU : Effingham, III.

Meets in K. of H. Hall 2d and 4th Bundayi at 1

P.M. „

W. H. Crise, Box 251 Master

A. J. Cohea, Box 109 Secretary

W. H. CriBe, Box 251 Collector

August Underriuer Receiver

Jno. D. 1)111 Magazine Agent
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408. THANKSGIVING ; Foxbnrg. P«.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, 1st and 2d Sundays

at 2 P. M.

Wm, Jackson Muster

C. E. Eitts Secretary

Harry Raughton Collector

W. F. Reefer Receiver

J. F. Gates Magazine Agent

407. PU6ET SOUND; Seattle, Wash.

Meets In Masonic Hall, cor. Second and Pike

streets, 1st and Sd Sundays at 8 P. M.

Wm. Claussen, C. & P. S. shops Master

H. R. Lovejoy, C. & P. 8. shops .... Secretary

W. J. O'Brien. C. & P. 8. shops . . . . Cellector

Peter McGregor, Boulevard Receiver

A. H. Montgomery, Boulevard . . . Mag. Agent

408. CRYSTAL; Jacksonville. IU.

Meets in S. P. & P. H. Hall alternate Sundays at

2 P.M.

F. P. Drew, 1003 E Lafayette ave Master

Basil McMillan. 469 East st Secretary

F. P. Drew, 1003 E. Lafayette ave. . . .Collector

H. T Benson, 1216 E Capitol ave., Spring

field Receiver

Basil McMillan, 469 East st . . . Magazine Agent

409. AIR LINE; Princeton, Ind.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, cor. State and Main

•its.. 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

J. E. Cox, L. Box 505 Master

J. L. Ballard. L. Box 505 Secretary

E. R. Small, L. Box 50.". Collector

Otto Graetz, L. Box 505 Receiver

L. L. Yeager Magazine Agent

410: HERBERT P. LITTLEJOUN; Fltehburg, Hast.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays at 11

A. M.

Alvin Howe, 32 North st Master

W.A.Chase, 17 Newton Place . . . .Secretary

W. B. Hodges, 89 Highland ave Collector

H. G. Pope, 46 Blossom st Receiver

Cecil Cheney, 90 Blossom st . . Magazine Agent

418. TWO REPUBLICS; San Luis Potosl, Mexico.

Meets in Firemen's Hall, Calle Morales, 1st and

3d Sundays at 8 P. M.

Dan'l Nolan ....." Master

Geo. Kicbardson.Box 71 Secretary

Jno. Quinn. Box 71 Collector

Receiver

J. M. Worssner Magazine Agent

414. ADAMANT; St. Louis, Mo.

Meets in Masonic Hall, cor Chouteau ave. and

Manchester Road, lBt and 3d Mondays at 2 P.M.

C. J. Arnold, 823 Manchester Road . . Master

E. W. Keatley, 4210 Folsom ave . . . .Secretary

Gnstave stoll, 1119 Talmagc ave . . . .Collector

E. W. Keatley. 1216 Folsom ave .... Receiver

J. F. Brogan, 1131 Tallmage ave. Magazine Agent

416. IIATFLOWER; Lonlsrllle, Ky.

Meets in Market Hall, Shelbv st.. bet Market

and Jetterson sts. . every Wednesday at 2 P. M,

J. T. Reagan. 416 Hicket ave Master

Wm. MeKenna, 938 E. Jefferson st . . Secretary

o. P. Enochs, 1116 11th st Collector

Wm. McKenna, 938 E. Jefferson st . . . Receiver

E. R. C. Nashold 1310 Reservoir ave . Mag. Agent

416. RADIANT ; Mahonlngtown, Pa.

Meets In Smith's Hall 1st Sunday and 3d Tues

day.

C. W. Holcomb Master

G. P. Jones Secretary

E. H. Grace Collector

E. H. Grace Receiver

James H. O'Donnell, Box 226 . . Magazine Agent

417. DIAMOND; Champaign, 111.

Meets In Kuhn's Hall, 5 Main st, 1st and 3d

Mondays at 7:30 P. M.

F. C. Sabin, 317 S. Randolph st Master

D. W. O'Brien Secretary

A. G. Frederickson Collector

C. L. Walters Receiver

W. G. Tucker, 15 Eureka st . . Magazine Agent

418. BALD EAGLE; Jersey Shore, Pa.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, cor. Allegheny and

Wiley sts., 2d and 4th Sundays at 1:30 P. M.

K. R. King Master

F. H. Heiubach Secretary

T. W. Tierney Collector

D. E. Messner Receiver

C. H. Sherry Magazine Agent

419. STEPTOE BUTTE; Tekea, Wash.

Meets in Whitmore <& McLean Hall, 1st and 3d

Tuesdays at 7:30 P. M.

C. A. Painton, Box 35 Master

II. O. Bingham. Box 240 Secretary

I>. S. McDonald Collector

H. O. Bingham, Box 210 Receiver

J. H. Walters Magazine Agent

490. ANN ARBOR; Owosso, Mich.

Meets in Richardson's Hall, Washington St., 3d

and 4th Sundays.

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E. Main st Master

A. F. Yerkes, 438 E. Main st Secretary

F. E. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . . Collector

F. E. Harrington, 403 Michigan ave . Receiver

J. F. Hux. 211 Cass st Magazine Agent

421. WINDSOR; Windsor, Ont.

Meets in A. O. F. Hall 1st and 3d Wednesdays.

Thos Howe, G. T. R Master
W. D. Atherton.G. T. R ■ • . Secretary

J. T. Pryor, G. T. R Collector

Thos'. Howe, G. T. R Receiver

M. J. Ring, G. T. R Magazine Agent

429. LAKE YIEW; Ashtabula Harbor, Ohio.

Meets in Old Masonic Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. A. Strong, Box 118 Master

Herman Richards, Box 630 Secretary

W. B. Porter, Box 434 Collector

T. A. Kagy, Box 407 Receiver

Magazine Agent

428. MOUNT HELENA; Helena, Mont.

Meets in A. O. U. W. Hall, cor. Main & Broadway,

1st and 3d Fridays at 7 P. M.

J. H. Daily, Bailey Block Master

J. E. Morris, 1508 Phoenix ave ... Secretary

Jno. Geaney, care J. H. Dally, Bailey Bl'k

Collector

J. H. Daily, Bailey Block Receiver

D. R. Bell, 1325 Bolder ave . . . Magazine Agent

424. FLEETWOOD; Covington, Ky.

Meets in McCullom Hall, 15th and Russell sts.,

2d Friday at 7:30 P. M. and 4th Sunday at 2:30

P.M.

B. O. Chalkley, 1705 Russell st Master

W. D. Pethel. 1531 St Clair st Secretary

Hewitt Myers, nil Banklick st . . . .Collector

J. W. Goodhew. lfilc! Banklick st . . Receiver

F. W. Robertson, 1305 Kxissellst. Magazine Agent

426. PETER BURNS; East Nashville, Tenn.

Meets cor. Stockell and Josephine sts., every

Monday at 9:30 A. M

T. F. McGlyman, 818 Main St., Nashville . Master

H. L. Tindall, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts.. Nashville .... . .Secretary

D.M. Boyd, 500 Meridian st., Nashville, Colleotor

H. L. Tindall, cor. Stockell and Josephine

sts., Nashville Receiver

Warner Campbell, 500 Meridian St.,

Nashville Magazine Agent

426. TOMB1GBEE; Uoinlale, Ala. .

Meets in Moore's Hall, 1st Tuesday andSd Mon

day evenings.

D. H O'Neal Master

W. H. Carithers Secretary

I. W. Neel Colleotor

W. H. Carithers Receiver

John W. Carithers Magazine Agent
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417. CONGAREE; Columbia, 8. C:

Meets in K. P. Hall, 225 Main st. every Sunday

at 10 A. M.

Oscar Land, 156 Taylor st Master

W. S. Fetner, 41 Richland st Secretary

A. 0. Gruber, cor. Taylor and Barnwell sts

... Collector

J. D. Tuck, 209 Richland st . . Receiver

John H. Harrison, 21 Hnrleysvllle ave.

Magazine Agent

4S8. CHEROKEE ; Van 1! u ren , Ark.

Meets in A. O. TJ. W. Hall, 2d Thursday at 7:30

P. M. and 1th Wednesday at 1:30 P. M.

Richard Hennesey Master

Henry Phelps Secretary

C. I. Clark Collector

F. D. Gipson Receiver

Jeff. Cornisb Magazine Agent

4S0. WINCHESTER; Brunsnirk, S.I.

Meets in K. P. Hall, every Saturday at 2 P. M.

W. F. Eberle, Martinsbiug, W. Va . . . . Master

Jno. OL»ary Secretary

C, T. Lindefl Collector

C. H. Edmonston Receiver

Jno. O'Leary Magazine Agent

481. IONIA i Ionia, Mich.

Meets in K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

F. H. Williams. 527 Rich st Master

A. J. Whitehead, 527 E. Main Bt . . . .Secretary

G. M. Kling, 412 Washington st . . . . Collector

J. F. Welton, 430 E. Washington st. . . Receiver

Henry stiles, GDI E. Main st . . Magazine Agent

4S2. PATAPSCO; Baltimore, Md.

Meets In Mechanic's Exchange Hall, 2nd floor,

2 E. Fort ave, cor. Charles st, 1st and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M

W. E. Harris, 161 E. Randall st Master

F. V. Hossefross 1637 Hanover st . . . Secretary

Jacob Fishell, 120 E. Fort ave Collector

P. F. Donnelly, 22 Beverley st . . . . Receiver

W. A. Tribby, 533 E. Fort ave ... . Mag. Agent

484. WILLOW GROVE; Bennett, Pa.

Meets in Jr. O. A. M. Hall 1st and 3d Thursday

evenings at 7:30 P. M.

D. G. Paden Master

F. E. Woodford, Box 178 Secretary

C. O. Sprague Collector

F. E. Woodford, Box 178 Receiver

Ford Welk Magazine Agent

486. NOTTOWAY; Crewe, Va.

Meets in Masonic Hall, 2d Saturday and 4th Sun

day at 2:30 P. M.

W. E. Perkiuson Master

J. A. Bradshaw Secretary

W. A. Clayton Collector

J. B. Neale, Box 13 Receiver

N. H. Chentham Magazine Agent

487. EMERALD; Leavenworth, Kan.

Meets in K. P. Hall, cor. 4th and Delaware sts.,

2d Sunday and 4th Saturday evening.

Jas. McNerney, 4th and Kiowa sts ... . Master

Chas. Curti u, 720 Kiowa st Secretary

Thoa. Cronin, 718 Kiowa st Collector

Chas. Curtin, 720 Kiowa st Receiver

E. E. Dustin, 602 So Kspanade st, Magazine Agent

488. COMFORT; Cheyenne, Wyo.

Meets in Engineers' Hall, 212% W. 16th st. every

Friday at 7:30 P. M.

J. K. Baldwin, tils E. lxth st Master

Ralph Robertson, 807 E. 16th st Secretary

G. A. Rockafleld Collector

P. II. Conway, 1715 House st Receiver

P. H. Conway, 1715 House st. . . Magazine Agent

440. CHERISH; Honett, Mo.

Meets in Engineei s Hall. Broadway, bet. 3d and

4th sib. every Tuesday at 2 P. M.

Thos. Mansfield Master
W. L. Shaffer • • Sec etary

F. D. 1'lavan Collector

W. L. Shaffer Receiver

J- J. Peck Magazine Agent

441. MIAMI; Cincinnati, Ohio.

Meets in G. A. R. Hall, Eastern ave. and Rigley

St., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. J. Brennen, 1141 Eastern ave Master

Geo. Evei hart, 170 Tecenphy st . . . .Secretary

Jos. Leen, 116 Walworth ave Collector

W. J. Brennen, 1141 Eastern ave Receiver

Mike Carroll, Morrow Magazine Agent

443. BARBIE BAT; AUandale, Ontario.

Meets in Firemen's Hall 1st and 3d Sundays.

T. C. Royce Master

W. J. Church, Box 114 Secretary

J. N. Harps, Box 202 Collector

W. J. McKinley, Box 207 Receiver

Luke Spearn Magazine Agent

448. VIRGINIA, Danville, Va.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall, S14 Main st, 2d and

4th Mondays at 1:30 P. M.

R. L. Pierce, 818 Battery st Master

W. H. Moore, Neapolls Secretary

J. T. Brown, Neapoiia Collector

C. F. Gills, Box 171, North Danville . . Receiver

A. E. BOBt, L Box 84, Neapolls, Va . . Mag. Agent

444. MISSION RIDGE; Knoxvllle, Tenn.

Meets In French <b Roberts' Hall, cor. Gay and

Depot sts., every Monday at 2:30 P. M.

E. A. Lloyd, 509 Williams st Master

W. N. Goforth, 430 W. Depot st Secretary

E. B. Love, 901 E. Park st Collector

C. W. Pry, 703 Richard st Receiver

Tim. O'Connor, 723 W. Clinch St.

Magazine Agent

446. BLUE8TONE; BlaeBeld, W. Va.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall, 1st and 3d Sundays at

7 P. M. and 2d and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

8. D. Rice Maxter

C. A. Tracy Sec. etary

Jos. Werner, Box 36 Collector

Wm. Dnuglierty ... Receiver

W.T.Gibson Magazine Agent

447. FRENCH BROAD; AshevUle, N. C.

Meets in B. ol L. F. Hall 2d and 4th Sunday! at

10:30 A. M.

O. M. Losey. Box 228 Master

T. C. Folsom, Box 412 Secretary

R. B. Lee, Box 412 Collector

B. T. Egerton, Box 412 Receiver

Magazine Agent

448. ALTAMONT; Keyaer. W. Va.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 1:30

I'. M.

J. J. Johnston, Jr Master

T. E. Johnsion, Box 124 SecTMary

R. E. Kazenbaker Collector

W. W. Da via. Box 25 Receiver

W. E. Cheshire Magazine Agent

449. NOLAN RIVER; Clebnrnc, Texas.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Tuesday at S

P. M.

C. M. Rodgers I. Box 71 Master

Jno. Mobley. Box 12 Secretary

John Mnblev, Box 20 Collector

G. L. Wilson, L. Box 12 Receiver

Dau'l Ross Magazine Agent

460. CLEVELAND; Cleveland, Ohio.

Meets in Fraternity Hall, cor. Lorain and Pearl sis

2d Saturday at 7:::ii P. M. and 4th Sunday at 1

P. M

J. A. Krciss, Gustave Court No. 1 . . . . Master

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl st Secretary

E. L. Banks, 483 Pearl st Collector

Jas Hugo, 110 Root st Receives

c. R. Kuukcl, 17". Abbey st . . . Magazine Aceot

451. BOI8 d'ABC; Bonham, Texaa.

Meets In I. O. O. F. Hall 1st and Sd Sundays at

3:00 P. M.

Lawrence Johnson Maatri

T. L. Cox Secretary

W. A. Kea Collector

T. L. Cox Recelvrr

H. E. Collett Magazine Agent
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482. WM. BEAZLEY ; Parkersburg, W. Ya.

Meets In J. O. U. A. M. Hall, 511 Market St.,

every Sunday at 2 P. M.

A. M. Sayres, 46J.J Ann st Master

L. W. Broughtou, 334 9th st Secretary

J. F. McLaughlin, 113 Hth st Collector

W. C. 8rrogin,]28Kth st . . Receiver

I>aniel Watts, 129 Smith St., River Side,

Magazine Agent

453. RADFORD; Radford. Va.

Meets Id Odd Fellows' Hall. East Radford . 3d

and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M. and 1st and 3d

Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

Jos. Suavely, Edrouud st, Bristol . . . .Master

M. P. Corvin, L Box 463, East Radford Secretary

A. J. Ilerudon, Bristol Collector

W. S. Hutton, Bristol Receiver

Magazine Agent

464. MOUNTAIN PARK; Ashley, Pa.

Meets In Metz's Hall, Main St., 1st and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

Wm. Rodgers Masters

I. D. Miller, Box 171 Secretary

Robt. DuDlap Collector

J. C. Ruhf, Box 147 Recelvtr

E. E. Buti Magazine Agent

466. JOHN BBANDT; Boseburgh, Ore.

Meets in Old Masonic Hall 2d Tuesdays and 4th

Wednesdays at -J. P. M.

W. E. Everton Master

Thos. Herbig Secretary

W. E Everton Collector

J. E. Hodgdon Receiver

J. E. Ilodgdon Magazine Agent

466. SUN RIVER; Great Fails, Mont.

Meets In Mlnot Hall, cor. Central ave and 2d st,

2d and 4tb Sundays at 7:30 P. M.

Chas Peck, Box 465 Master

W. G. Locner. Box 630 Secretary

J. T. Crawford Collector

M.J. O'Reilly, Box 405 Receiver

Chas. Weller Magazine Agent

467. MECKLENBERG; Charlotte, N. C.

Meets In Odd Fellows' Hall every Sunday at 9 A.M.

J. E. Smith, 708 W Trade st Master

J. 0. Lanyoex, 216 W. 4th st Secretary

W, E. Nesbett, 412 N. Smith st Collector

C. A. Sigman, 505 W. 9th st Receiver

E. L. Hanks Magazine Agent

468. MACKINAW; Van Wert, Ohio.

Meets in Union Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays.

Emond Conaway Master

D. W. Armentrout Secretary

Edmond Conaway Collector

Henry Boyer, Box 323 Receiver

Henry Ho^er Magazine Ageut

460. BILL CITT; Vleksburg, Miss.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, cor. of Washington and

Clay sts., 1st and 3d Saturdays at *:30 P. M. and

2d and 4th Saturdays at 7:30 P. M.

T. W. Curry, 512 Henry st Master

Eugene Gallagher, 734 Mulberry st . . Secretary

W. H. Shaw, 1/1 Pearl st Collector

Wm. Fletcher, 121 Pearl st Receiver

Henry Dolil. Baton Kouge, care Y. & M.

V. R. R. Depot Magazine Agent

448. LAKE CITT ; Erie. Pa.

Meets in K. & L. of II. Hall, State st. bet. 7th

and 8th sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

W. A. McClain, 234 W 28d st Master

P. 8. Olmstead, 330 W. 19th st Secretary

8. B. Northup, 311 W. 18th st Collector

H. B. Burr, 136 W. 20th st Receiver

E. L. Wagner, 152 W. 1 li J i st. . . Magazine Agent

468. ELHIBAi Elmlra, N. I.

Meets at 234 8. Main St., Miller's Bl'k, 2d and 4th

Sundays at 2 P. M.

D. R. Jackson, 273 Baty st Master

C. A. Washburne, 708 Spaulding st . . Secretary

P. P. Davies, 311 Baty s£ Collector

F. C. Harper, 382 Baly st Receiver

M. H. Dunbar, 230 W. Miller st . Magazine Agent

464. WHEAT CITT; Brandon, Manitoba.

Meets in Workman's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 3 P. M.

W. G. Clarke Master

Wm. Glenn Secretary

G. E. Holden Collector

D. E. Crawford, Box 45 Receiver

J. C. Ma*sender, Box 85 ... . Magazine Agent

466. ORMSBT; Pittsburgh. South Side, Pa.

Meets in Weber's Hall, cor. 27th and Sarah sts.,

1st and 3d Sundays.

H. K. Smith. 129 21th st Master

■""• F. G. Jarrett, 2916 Sarah St., S. S. . . .Secretary

R. T.8tratton, 111 26th st Collector

J. L. Rogerson, 118 25th st Receiver

Geo. Hoffman. 2852 Sarah st . . Magazine Agent

466. ORPHANS' HOPE; Dennison, Ohio.

Meets in Engineer's Hall, cor. Grant and Second

sts., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

H. R Brown, Box 247 Master

Edw Englehard, Box 66 Secretary

Jas. Hofrmau Collector

David Parks, Box 24 Receiver \

C. H. Clendenning Magazine Agent

467. WESLET CRAIG; Corning, 0.

Meets In K. P. Hall 2d and 4th Sundays.

D. E. Davis Master

Fabe Cody Secretary

J. B. Pace ... Collector

Alexander Morrison Receiver

J. B. Pace Magazine Agent

468. ONTARIO; London, On I arid.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, cor. English and Dnn-

das sts, 1st and 3d Sundays at 2 P. M.

Wm. Russell, 6% Ellas st Master

Russell Follis, 468 Dundas st Secretary

Geo. Prodger, 11 Alfred st Collector

Geo. Gourlav. 14HK Strachan ave . Receiver

P. J. Kane, 590 Pall Mall st . . . Magazine Agent

469. MOUNT KATAHDIN; Henderson, He.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 2d Sunday and 4th

Monday.

G. 8. Alleu. Box 215 Master

Alex. Devine, Box 221 Secretary

John Humphreys Collector

Fred Rolfe Receiver

John R. Macdonald Magazine Agent

470. JOHN A. LOOAN; Burphysboro, ill.

Meets in Bodaker Hall, 1st aud 3d Sundays at

1:30 P. M.

W. R. Childers Master

W. F. Sniier, Box 4C6 Secretary

J. J. Norris Collector

J. H. Delano, Jr Receiver

W. F. Snider Magazine Agent

471. INTERNATIONAL ; Ft. Erie. Ont.

Meets in Allen's Hall, International Bridge, 1st

and 4th Tuesdays at 8 P. M.

W. G. Bown, Amlgari Master

Alex. Mclntyre. Amlgari Secretary

Geo. Metier. Amlgari Collector

Richard Clark, International Bridge . Receiver

Willinm Jones, Amlgari .... Magazine Agent

471. JOHN J. BANNING ; Buffalo, N. T.

Meets in Klocke's Hall, cor. Gold and Lovejoy

sts. everv Tuesday at 8 P. M.

P. L. Carey, 31'J S. Division st Master

Samuel BeDder, 731 N. Division et . .Secretary

J. L. Rutty, 45 t;hestnutst Collector

P. L. Carey, 310 Division st Receiver

R. W. Ginkinger, 863 Eagle st . . Magazine Agent

474. TAUNTON; Taunton, Bass.

Meets in Good Templar's Hall 2d and 4th Mon

day evenings.

E. B. Mitchell, 39 Porter st Master

J. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Secretary

Fred Aufford, 29 Maple st Collector

J. T. Bishop, 34 Myrtle st Receiver

C. L. Freeman, 2s Porter st . . Magazine Agent
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475. JAMES LEAHY; Grand Junction, Colo.

Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall every Tuesday at 8 P.M.

P. P. Ready, Gunnison Master

O. H. Kearns Secretary

Andrew struthers Collector

C. L. cniiu Receiver

Robt. Rowe Magazine Agent

476. W. J. WARD; Woodstock, N. B.

Meets in K. P. Hall, King st, 2d Friday and 4th

Saturday at 7:30 P. M.

W. H. Parker Master

Jas. Johnston Secretary

Andrew Struthers . . . Collector

Zebedee Gabel, Fredericton Receiver

John Keezer Magazine Agent

477. GLENWOOD ; Kcnn v... W. Ta.

Meets in Midway Hall every Tuesday evening.

S. L. Cryer Master

Ralph Fields, Ceredo Secretary

G. S. Osboru Collector

W. E. Williams Receiver

C. J. Lindner, 1108 Scott st, Portsmouth O.

Magazine Agent

478. NARRAGANSETT; Providence, R. I.

Meets in Trainmen's Hall. 301 Canal street. 1st

and 3d Sundaysat2:30P.M.

G. W. Sawtell, 44 Nichols st Master

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st .... Secretary

J. D. McSheehy, 23 Webster st Collector

R. E. McCarthy, 240 Charles st Receiver

Wm. Smith, Valley Falls .... Magazine Agent

479.IST. GEORGE ; Smiths Falls, Ont.

Meets in Haley's Hall 2d and 4th Mondays.

H. C. Pye Master

Edw. Pennett Secretary

Stephen Smith Collector

Andrew Boyd Receiver

8. B. O'Hara Magazine Agent

480. CHIPETA; Ridgway, Colo.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall 1st and 3d Saturdays.

at8P. M.

J. W. Sowers Master

C. C. Ervin Secretary

J. J. Manifold Collector

J. T. Stcwai t Receiver

J. T. Stewart Magazine Agent

481. EASTER; St. Louis, Mo.

Meets S. W. cor. Broadway and Monroe sts.,

1st and 2d Thursdays at s P. M.

Henrv Mincer, 1931 Dodier st Master

W. 8. "Ferguson, 4028 N. 9th st Secretary

T. M. Lynch, 2718 N. 11th st Collector

W. C. Linck, 8326 Halls Ferry Road . . Receiver

W. C. Linck, 8326 Halls Ferry Road, Mag. Agent

483. INDEPENDENCE; BarnesrUle Mlon.

Meets in U. A. O. D. Hall, 1st Sunday at 2 P. M.

and 3d Monday at 10 A. M.

G. W. Lumm Master

N. A. Gray Secretary

N. E. Varuey Collector

Jas. Hendry Receiver

N. E. Varney Magazine Agent

484. STAR OF JERSEY ; South Amliojr, N. J.

Meets In Protection Hall every Tuesday at 7:30

P.M.

A. T. Kerr Muster

T. C. Ervin Secretary

R. U. Rue Collector

Ash Thomas Receiver

Magazine Agent

486. PAUL REVERE; Charlestown, Han.

Meets in Bigelow Hall, 8. Eden st, entrance Tib-

be tts Town Way, 1st and 3d Sundays at 1:30 P.M.

H. W. Carson, 13 Pearl st Master

W. H. Hildreth, 57 Rutherford ave . . Secretary

F. F. Derby, 9 Auburn st Collector

C. Q. Bates, 17 Harvard Square .... Receiver

R. W. Miller, 31 Russell st . . . Magazine Agent

487. WHIRLPOOL; Niagara Falls, Ont.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall, Lundy's New Block,

1st and 3d Thursdays at 8 P. M.

J. S. Whittuker Master

W. A. Dalton Secretary

J. J.O'Rourke Collector

G. A. Cook Receiver

Wm. Wright Magazine Agent

488. CUMBERLAND; Cumberland, Md.

Meets in J. R. O. TJ. A. N. Hall 1st and 3d Sun

days at 2 P. M.

J. F. Little. Elkins. W. Va Master

C. J. Graim, 29 Springvale st Secretary

C. A. Twigg, 61 S. Mechanic st Collector

W. H. Rice, 11 Harrison st Receiver

J. H. Siroug, 325 N Mechanic st. Magazine Agent

489. RESURRECTION ; Creston. Iowa.

Meets in Brotherhood Hall, 1st and 3d Mondays

at 1:30 P.M. and 2d and 4th Mondays at 7 30

P.M.

W. N. Neil. 511 N. Vine st Master

J. P. O'Connor, 100 Howard & Pine sts, Secretary

W. H. Van Wormer, 100 Howard and

Piue sts Collector

F. T. Wilson, 614 N. Vine Bt Receiver

A. G. Smith. 217 N. Pine st . . . Magazine Agent

490. MIDNIGHT; East Brady, Pa.

Meets in Odd Fellows' Hall 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

I. B. Wike Master

J. E. Patterson Secretary

T. L. Davis, 74 44th st, Pittsburgh . . . Collector

Jno. Ruppel. Hulion Receiver

M. W. Boyd, Verona Magazine Agent

491. BARTON SPRING : Austin, Tex.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, Congress ave., 2d and 4th

Saturdays at 8 P. M.

Chas. Enlow, 1311 E. 2d st Master

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Secretary

H. E. Enlow, 1311 E. 2d st Collector

E. E. Clappart, 1109 E 8th st Receiver

H. E. Enlow, care H. & T. C. Round

House Magazine Agent

492. ITANHOE; Alvarado, Tex.

Meets in B. of L. F. Hall every Sunday at 2:30

P.M.

Morpan Shemeley, Sinithville. L,

Box 70 Master

Frank Barns. Smithville, L. Box 70 . Secretary

W. H. Rogers Collector

Geo. Brinklow Receiver

W. H. Coble Magazine Agent

498. FULTON; Atlanta, Ga.

Meets in Industrial Council's Hall, 26H E. Ala

bama St., every 2daud 4th Sunday at i30 P.M.

B. B. Plnnkett, 2t» Cooper st Master

Harry Huddleston. 64 McDaniel st . .Secretary

R. N. Birclav. 64 McDaniel st Collector

A. N. Thom,'64 McDaniel st ..... . Receiver

James J. Neville, 22 smith st . . Magazine Agent

494. BAT de NOC ; Gladstone, Mich.

Meets in K. of R Hall, 2d and 4th Thursday

evenings.

Jas. Fitzpatrick Master

J. A. Houle, Box 136 Secretary

O. V Kurkec Collee-'.or

L. H. WIntel,LBox6«6 Receiver

N. D. Mclntyre Magazine Agent

496. ROBERT E. LEE, Manchester, Vs.

Meets in J. W. Tony's Hal), lllh and Hull st*.,

1st and 3d Saturdays at 10 A. M.

J. T. Aheru,8i>7 MclJonar st Master

R. M. Hilton Secretary

R. M. Woodbury, 8<>,t Simmsst, . . -Collector

J. W. Walthall, 21st and Chicago sts . . Receiver

J. H. Barnes Magazine Agent

497. SINCERE; Richmond, Ya.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall, corner Mayo and

Franklin sts.. 1st and 3d Mondays at 10 A. M.

C. R. Allev, 210 S. Laurell »t Maswr

W. G. Miller, 403 W. Main st Secretary

J. A. Turner, 17 S. Cherry »t Collector

Michael Kelly, 605 China St., Sta. A . . Receive?

W. T. Day. C. <fc O. shops, 2d st . . . Mag. Agenl
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498. VIGILANT; Bellwood, Pa.

Meets in Corumesscr's Hall, 2d and 4th Sundays

at 2 P. M.

E. M. Donley Master

J. C. Nearhoof , Box 672 Secretary

C. H. Dunn Collector

T. J. Leidy, Box 605 Receiver

E. M. Donley Magazine Agent

♦99. COMPOUND ; Chicago, III.

Meets at 355 6:ld st. 2d «nd 4th Saturday evenings.

H. M. Landis, *927 Wabssh ave ... Master

Geo. Goding, 6404 Ellis ave Secretary

C. L. Coleman, 6404 Ellis ave ... Collector

J. E. Leckie, 829 34th st . . Receiver

E. C. Palmer, 3207 Hanover st. . Magazine Agent

601. SPOKANE: Spokane, Wash.

Meets in K. P. Hall , E. Spokane, 2d and 4th Mon

days at 7:30 P. M.

Alex. Laing, G. N. 8hops, Hillyard . . Master

Peter Olsen, G. N. Shops Secretary

W. L. Ziegwied, G.N. Shops Collector

L. C. Mowrey, Box 422 Receiver

Florence Moriarty, % Jamieson Bl'k.Mag.Agent

602. PRIDE; LouIktMIc, Ky.

Meets in Bronger's Hall, S. W. cor. 15th and

Southgate sts., every Monday at 1:30 P. M.

W. W. Slaby, 1609 W. Kentucky st . . . Master

E. E. Hardaway, 1132 W. Broadway . . Secretary

P. M. Riney, 1122Zanest . . .Collector

W. W. Slaby. 160a W. Kentucky st . . . Receiver

J. E. Kreamer, 1511 Prentice st . . . Mag. Agent

608. MT. SOPRIS $ Aspen Junction, Colo.

Meets in K. of P. Hall every Saturday at 2 P. M.

B. W. Bnrgin Master

J. A. Britiain Secretary

W. H. Smith Collector

J. I. May Receiver

J. C. Frison Magazine Agent

604. GOLDEN ROD ; Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Meets in Creighton'B Hall, 1st Wednesday and

Fourth Saturday.

Cornelius McTiernan, 285 Campbell Rd . Master

C. H. 8. Skinner, 51 Duffus st. Secretary

C. F. M. Wilson. Richmond . . Collector

Jno. Hessian, 2 Kenney st., Richmond Receiver

Arthur Parmeter, Kentville . . Magazine Agent

605. COMPACT ; Rankin, 111.

Meets in Odd Fellow's Hall every Sunday at 2

A. T. Railsback, Box 58 Master

D. W. Doud Secretary

A. J. Eschenback, Tipton, Ind Collector

Kred Jones, Box 44 Receiver

D. W. Dciud Magazine Agent

600. HOUSTON: Houston, Texas.

Meets in Fischer's Hall, 1103 Houston ave., 1st

and 3d Wednesdays at 8:30 P. M., and 2d and

4tb Wednesdays at 1:30 P. M.

W. J. Denton, 717 silver st Master

W. J. Guynes, 2207 Center st Secretary

H. H. Hunt, cor. silver and Churn sts . Collector

R. L. Gwaltney. 1417 Johnson st . . . . Receiver

W. J. Guynes, 2207 Center st . . Magazine Agent

607. MOUNTAIN ECHO; Hazleton, Pa.

Meets in Union Hall, cor. Wyoming and Green

sts., 1st and 3d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

J. J. \Vsgner, 43!> E. Walnut st Master

F. W. Hocking. 145 E. Broad st .... Secretary

Conard Gickiug Collector

Fred Meier Receiver

Wm. Schwartz, 929 E. Mahanoy ave.,

Mahanoy City Magazine Agent

608. WATNE; Detroit, Mich.

Meets in I. O. O. V. Hall, cor. of Dix and Park

aves., 1st and 3d Sundays, at 2 P. M.

D. M. Sowle. 463 Dragon ave. . . . .Master

Hugh McDermid, 443 Campbell ave . . Secretary

J. H. Martin. 4 Wesson ave., W. Detroit

Collector

J. J. Roach 186 Welch ave., W. Detroit

Receiver

J. H. Martin, 4 Wesson St., W.

Detroit Magazine Agent

609. SALT CITY: Syracuse, N. T.

Meets in D. L. & W. Hall, over D. L. & W. Depot,

2d and 4th Sundays ai2 P. M.

Webster Roof, 126 Cortlaud ave Master

C. B. Randall, 806 Oswego st . . Secretary

Geo Kitzheimer. ">24 Butternut st . . .Collector

Frank Garnish, 229 Putman st . . Receiver

Webster Roof, 126 Cortland ave . . Mag. Agent

510. SHOREHAM; Minneapolis. Minn.

Meet* at 2702 Central ave., N. E. 2d and 4th Sun

days at 2 P. M.

T. H. Lyons, 2541 Quincy st. N. E Master

F. A. Mitchell. 2410 Fillmore st.,N. E.. Secretary

C. G. Haney, Station E. Collector

T. H. Lyons, 2541 Quincy st. N. E, . . . Receiver

F. W. Larkins, 740 26th ave. N. E. . . Mag. Agent

611. DIADEM; Blue Island, III.

Meets in Commercial Hall, Western ave. and

Cook St., 1st and 3d Fridays at 7:30 P. M.

Master

Secretary

A. E. Curtice Collector

H. J. Parry, 4757 Dearborn St., Chicago Receiver

Albert Cary Magazine Agent

512. ANTIETAM ; Hagerstown, Md.

Meets in Odd Feliows' Hail, cor. Franklin and

Potomac sts., 1st and 3d Sundays at 10 A. M.

C. E. Perry, 203 W. Franklin st Master

W. T. Kenner, 38 Walnut st Secretary

W. T. Kenner, 38 Walnut st Collector

J. H. Moore, Shenandoah, Va . . . . Receiver

J. J. Linebaugh, (leorgest. . . . Magazine Agent

513. MT. MONADNOCK ; Nashua, N. II.

Meets in Mechanic's Hall 2d and 4th Sunday af

ternoons.

C. B F. Horton, 11 Norton st Master

F. M. Chapman, Box 334, Hudson . . Secretary

W. T. MeQuesten, Hudson Collector

L. R. Winters, 127 E. Holies st Receiver

Chas. M. Hobart, 21 Armory st., Magazine Agent

614. PENOBSCOT; Bangor, Me.

Meets in United Fellowship Hall, Main St., 2d

and 4th Sundays at 2 P. M.

G. B. Nickersou, Larkin st Master

C. L. Cummings, Broad st Secretary

Geo. Trueworthy. 25 Pleasant st . . . .Collector

C. L. Cummings. Broad st Receiver

P. A. Stafford, 210 Main st Mag Agent.

515. WASHITA ; Chlckasha, I. T.

Meets in K. of P. Hall, every Friday at 7. P. M.

Jno Feeney Master

R. E. Fields Secretary

T. W. Kunz Collector

H. P. Arnold, Caldwell, Kan Receiver

Magazine Agent

516. ACORN; Chicago Junction, Ohio.

Meets in O. R. C. Hall, 2d and 4th Thursdays at

7:30 P. M.

O. R. Worley, Chicago Master

J. C. Tinkey. Chicago Secretary

B. H. Brooks, Chicago Collector

Melvill Ebcrsole, Chicago Receiver

II. B. Ney Magazine Agent

617. PALMETTO; Palatka, Fla.

Meets in Turner's Hall every Sunday.

O. E. Adams . Master

F. O. Dnmas Secretary

J. H. Brooks Collector

T. M. Hyers Receiver

A. J. Smith, G. S. and F. Shops, Macon, Ga.Magazine Agent

518. CUMBERLAND VIEW; Nashville, Tenn.

Meets in Knights of Honor Hall, cor. Market

and Centre sts., every Tuesday at 9:30 A. M.

S. D. Pettit, 44."> Chestnut st Master

F. D. McMurry, 100 Maury st Secretary

T. (i. Ayers, 441 Chestnut st Collector

C. J. Weideubacher. 703 Lucas st . . . Receiver

J. W. Bills, 1213 Brown st . . . Magazine Agent

519. AGATE; Diiluth, Minn.

Meets in Seva Hall, W. Superior St., bet. 18th

and 19th aves., 1st and 3d Sundays at 2:30 P. M.

L. L. Hood, 1534 W. Superior st .... Master

G. F. Watson, 1902 W. Superior st . . . Secretary

J. A. Marshall, 1908 W. Superior st . . Collector

T. W. Robinson, 1905 W. Superior st . . Receiver

P. L. Whalen, 1421 W. Michigan st . . Mag. Agent
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SUBORDINATE LODGES BY STATES.

ALABAMA.

Mobile . . .277

8elnia .... 89

Tuseumbia . 279

ARIZONA.

Tucson ... 94

Winslow . .173

ARKANSAS.

Argenta ... 804

Jonesboro . . 204

Little Rock . 45

Pine Bluff. .163

Van Buren . 428

BRITISH COLUM.

Donald ... 841

Vancouver . 276

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles . 97

Needles . . .327

Rocklin ... 58

Sacramento 260

S'nBemardino90

Ban Diego . . 386

San Francisco 91

Tulare . . 139

WestOakland.143

CANADA.

Hochelaga . 886

Montreal . . 15

Teronto ... 67

COLORADO.

Aspen June . 503

ColoradoCity.218

Como . . 256

Denver ... 77

Denver 273

GrandJ'nct'n 475

La Junta . . 328

Leadville . .196

Pueblo ... 59

Ridgway . .480

Salida .... 140

Trinidad . . 344

CONNECTICUT.

Hartford . .285

New Haven . 284

DELAWARE.

Wilmington . 231

DIST. OF COLUM.

Washington . 7

FLORIDA.

Palatka . . . 517

Pensacola . . 346

Banford . 364

OF.O BGIA.

Atlanta . . .493

Atlanta ... 247

Augusta. . .332

Columbus . .323

Macon .... 246

Waycross . . 325

IDAHO.

Montpelier . 196

Pocatello . . 113

ILLINOIS.

Amboy ... 35

Auburn Jet .331

Bloomington 40

Blue Island . 511

Cairo . . . 180

Central Park. 237

Ceutralia . . 37

Champaign . 417

Chicago ... 47

Chicago ... 60

Chicago ... 95

Chicago ... 144

Chicago ... 186

Chicago . . .188

Chicago ... 244

Chicago . . .249

Chicago ... 276

Chicago . . .499

Chillicothe . 105

Clinton ... 176

Charleston . 187

Danville . . 63

Decatur ... 49

ILLINOIS.

East St. Louis 44

Effingham . . 405

Freeport . . 138

Jacksonville. 408
Joliet .... 35r)

Keithsburg . 114

Mattoon ... Ill

Mt. Carmel . 282

Murphysboro 470

Urbana ... 22

Pana .... 122

Peoria .... 48

Rankin . . . 505

Rock Island . 39

Roodhouse . 79

Savanna . . . 197

Springfield . 46

Streator ... 303

INDIANA.

Anderson . . 459

Andrews . . 165

Butler .... 164

Elkhart ... 162

Kvansville . 160

Evansville . 112

Fort Wayne . 141

Garrett ... 203

Princeton . .409

Huntington . 166

Indianapolis. 14

Jeffersonville 297

La Fayette . 36

Logansport . 52

Logansport 53

MichiganCity300

Monon ... 2

New Albany . 268

Peru . . .157

Terre Haute . 16

Washington . 361

INDIAN TER.

Chickasha . . 515

IOWA.

Belle Plalne . 811

Boone .... 25

Burlington . 161

CedarRapids. 27

Clinton ... 34

Creston ... 489

Dubuque . . 106

Dubuque . . 322

Eagle Grove . 132

Eldon .... 137

Estherville . 288

Fort Dodge . 222

FortMa(iison.391

W.DesMolnes.102

Keokuk ... 93

Marion ... 293

Mason City . 29
Marshal! to wn!ir>

Mo. Valley . 254

Perry .... 124

Sioux City . . 64

Stuart .... 20

Waterloo . . 30

KANSAS.

Argentine . . 74

Arkau.sasCity.255

Armourdale . 313

Atchison . . 31

Chanute ... 164

CouucilGrove370

Eldorado . . 369

Ellis 32

Fort Scott . . 153

Goodland . . 396

Herington . . 874

Hoisington . 3'J7

Horton ... 376

Kansas City . 330

Leavenworth.437

Newton ... 340

Neodesba . . 336

Osawatomie . 400

Parsons ... 24

N. Topeka . . 395

Topeka ... 205

Wellington .359

KENTUCKY.

BowllngGre'nlOO

Covington . . 424

Henderson . 317

KENTUCKY.

Lexington . . 393

Louisville . . 103

Louisville ■ . 415

Louisville . . 502

Ludlow ... 104

Paducah . . 238

Somerset . . 367

LOUISIANA.

Algiers ... 267

New Orleans. 399

MAINE.

Bangor . . . 514

Henderson . 469

Portland . . 4

MANITOBA.

Brandon . .464

Winnipeg . . 127

MARYLAND.

Baltimore . . 214

Baltimore . .432

Brunswick . 480

Cumberland. 488

Hagerstown . 612

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston ... 57

Charlestown. 486

Fltehburg . . 410

Springfield . 307

Taunton . . . 474

Worcester . . 73

MEXICO.

Porforio Diaz.808

S'nLuisPotosi413

MISSISSIPPI.

Columbus . . 426

Meridian . . 200

Vicksburg . . 460

WaterValley. 402

MICHIGAN.

Battle Creek . 84

Detroit ... 158

Detroit ... 508

EastSaginaw. 286

Escanaba . . 129

Fort Gratiot. 116
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GRAND LODGE.

E. A. Bali. Grand President

Box 123, Stratford, Ontario.

J. A. Leach Vice Grand President

Sedalia, Missouri.

James I. Mooke . Grand Secretary and Treas.

Box 889, Stratford, Out.

W. Calkins Grand Insurance Agent

Sedalia, Missouri.

BOARD OF GRAND TRU8TRM.

W. H. Coffey, 436 A ave . W. Cedar Rapids, la

LovEJOT, 318 St. Joe st . . . Elkhart. Indiana

8lusser Huntington, Indiana

GRAND EXECUTIVE BOARD.

F. P. Saboent Terre Haute, Indiana

Du Bois Boone, Iowa

Kins San Francisco, California

ORGANIZEM.

E. A. Ball, Box 123 Stratford, Ontario

for Canada.

T. Killian, 22 East Pacific st. . . . Sedalia, Mo

for the State of Missouri.

M. J. Schiedy Mauch Chunk, Pa

for the State of Pennsylvania.

M. L. Field, 731 South Water st . Denver, Colo

tor the State of Colorado.

W. S. Cook, West Ridge st . . Marquette, Mich

for the State of Michigan.

W. H. Coffey, 434 A ave . . W. Cedar Rapids, la

for the State of Iowa.

T. J. Roberts, 1762% 8th st . . W. Oakland, Cal

for the State of California.

J. H. Kchns Delphos, Ohio

for the State of Ohio.

Lovejoy, 318 St. Joe st Elkhart, Ind

for the State of Indiana.

15. EUREKA ; Huntington, Ind.

Mrs. Jennie Robertson, 12 Allen st . . President

Mrs. Maggie Slusser, 115 Court st . . . Secretary

Mrs. Georgia Jones, 63 Fredrick st . . Treasurer

14. UNITY j HornellsvlUe, N. T_

Mrs. H. R. Clark, 9, McDougall ave . . President

Mis. E. McMullen, 20 Greeley ave . . Secretary

M rs. J. C. Collins, 43 East Main st . . .1 reasurer

16. PROTECTION ; Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Mrs. Geo. Tosh President

Mrs. Geo. Swartwood, Box 181 Secretary

Mrs. M. J. Schiedy Treasurer

SUBORDINATE LODGES.

1. GOOD ENDEAVOR; Stratford, Ont.

Mrs. E. A. Ball, Box 128 President

Mrs. J. I. Moore Secretary

Treasurer

«. OI'EKS OF THE WEST; Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Mrs. W. McMullen, 507 F. ave President

Mrs. O. P. Smith, 189 C. ave Secretary

Mrs. W. C. Byers, 832 G. ave Treasurer

4." DILIGENCE; Perry, Iowa.

"Mrs. Bauyard President

Mrs. E. G. Crawford, Box 518 Secretary

Treasurer

«. EXCELSIOR; Marquette, Mich.

Mrs. W. Reany, 742 Bluff st President

Miss Agnes Hcaley, 307 Fisher st . . . Secretary

Mrs. W. Boesler, 416 Washington st . . Treasurer

7. OUR PRIDE ; Waterloo, Iowa.

Mrs. A. Livingston, 114 Barclay st. . . President

Mrs. Ellis Sweet ... .... Secretary

Mrs. Charles Vroom, 202 Fremont st . Treasurer

8. GARFIELD; Garrett, Ind.

Mrs. Katie McClarthy, Box 6 President

Mrs. Millie Fullmer, Box 64 Secretary

Mrs. Jennie Cramer, Box 218 Treasurer

9. WELCOME; Needles, California.

Mrs. J. A. Stout President

Mrs. A. D. Ensign Secretary

Mrs. J. G. Mills Treasurer

10. HELPMATE; Elkhart, Ind.

Mrs Lizzie Lovejoy, 206 Kinzyst . . . Piesident

Mis. Jtnuie Miller, 416 High st . . . .Secretary

Mrs. Clara Shasberger, Middlebury St.,

Treasurer

12. HF.ABT AND HAND; Delphos, Ohio.

Mis. J. A. Kuhns. Lock Box 343 . . .President

MrB. A. T. Hogarth, Lock Box 35 . . . Secretaiy

Mrs. J. A. Slagle, Lock Box 119 ... . Treasurer

16. HEADLIGHT, Boone, Iowa.

Mrs. E. A. Cross

Mrs. H. C. Barron

Mrs. M. Crane

. President

. Secretary

. Treasurer

17. STAR OF HONOR; Moberly, Mo.

Mrs. Parsons President

Mrs. Kellogg, 400 So Ault st Secretary

MrB. Lois Nicholson Treasurer

18. GOLDEN WEST ; San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. J. C. Miller, 1723 Lutber st . . . President

Miss Kate Smith, 2332 Harrison st . .Secretary

Mrs. F. E. Pope, 2049% Mission st . . . Treasurer

19. tJUEEN CITT; Sedalia, Mo.

Mrs. Helen Lester President

Mrs. Delia Kinzie, 1400 E. Fifth st . . Secretary

Mrs. Laura Buchanan Treasurer

20. SILVER STATE; Pueblo, Colo.

Mrs. Geo. Lamont, 1107 11th st .

Mrs. Geo. Loy. 73 Block st . . . .

Mrs. J. R. Mihoovcr, 707 3d st . .

. President

. Secretary

. Treasurer

81. FRANKLIN: Columbus Ohio.

Mrs. Ellen Colt, 999 Pennsylvania ave, President

Maude Kinehart Secretary

Mrs. Mary Dickerson, 1208 E. Atchison st,

Treasurer

88. SCENIC ROUTE ; Denver, Colo.

Mrs. M. L. Field, 731 S. Water st . . . President

Mrs. Ida Curtis, 860 S. 9th st Secretary

Mrs. Harriet Bennet, 1250 S. 9th st . . Treasurer

28. FRIENDSHIP; Sunbury, Pa.

Mrs. Kate Snipe President

Mrs. Jennie Randies Secretary

Mrs. Kate Mills Treasurer

24. PROGRESSIVE; Conneaut, Ohio.

Mrs. E. A. Wilcox President

Miss Myrtle Bleasdale Secretary

Treasurer

86. FAVORITE; Arkansas City, Kan.

Mrs. Annie Caldron, 1326 So. G st . . . President

Mrs. 8. H. Ballou, 609 So. C st Secretary

Mrs. Emma Kizer, 829 So. C st .... Treasurer

26. PROGRESS ; Carbondale, Pa.

Mrs. G. W. Osborne, 158 Cannan st . . President

Mrs. Geo. Brandon, 154 Belmont st . . Secretary

Mrs. G. P. Berry, 83 Park st Treasurer

27. McKEEN'S PRIDE; Chanute, Kan.

Mrs. J. W. Henaman President

Mrs. T. H. Schunty Secretary

Mrs. T. H. Jackson Treasurer

28. CORAL LEAF ; West Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. T J. Roberts, 1762% 8th st . . . .President

Miss Mollie Roberts, 80M Cedar st . . . Secretary

Miss Gertrude Payne, 927 Pine st . . . Treasurer

29. FARRIE MAT ; Topeka, Kan.

Mrs. J. Galletly President

Mrs. Cora Bnrnes Secretary

Mrs. Laura Verlin Treasurer

SO. AURORA ; Los Angeles, Cal.

Mrs. Eagan, 843 Bloom st President

Miss Mildred Klngsley, 122 Railroad St.,

Secretary

. Treasurer

83. PROTECTION'S HELPMATE ; Elilon, Iowa.

Miss Ella M. Taylor, Lock Box 52 . . President

Miss Grace L. \ ass, Box 070 Secretary

Miss Annie Flowers Treasurer

84. WHITE CITT: Chicago, III.

Mrs. Kate Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . . President

Miss Laura Bradley, 185 Avers ave . . Secretary

Mrs. Kate Bradley, 135 Avers ave . . . Treasurer
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"WORTH A QUINEA A MX."

The Favourite of

All Railroad Men.
A Standard Remedy the World orer

FOR ALL

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

Such as Sick Headache,

Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,

Liver Complaint,

Constipation,

and all Similar Ailments.

Cowed with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating.

Of all druggists. Price, lit* cents a box.

New York Depot, B. F. Allen Co.,

365 Canal St.

■end postal for our valuable book, "Constipation."

riODEL

2ELINK

VALVE

MOTION,

Neatly Made

of Brass.

PRICE, $4.00.

if

MAN WANTS 

BUT LITTLE HERE BELOW."

But he WANTS to be FREE from

RASH,

CHAPPED HANDS,

SORE HANDS,

SCALDED HANDS,

OPEN SORES AND CUTS,

And for such there is no such soothing and healing

remedy us a simple wash with

Glenn's

Sulphur

Soap.

A great help in the study of Valve Mo

tion. Just what is required for the Lodge-

room. Perfect in Design and Works

Smoothly in all its parts. A great object

lesson. Address

WM. WEILER,

Box 25. Port Morris, N.J

It is suited for all the wants of railroad inert, as

well as his wife or children, for the Immediate relief

of all skin troubles. It removes jrrease and dirt, yet

heals at the same time. Your Druggist keeps it.

N. B.—Beware of vile imitations. Ask for

and obtain

GIiEfWS SUliPHOR SOAP.

JUST PUBLISHED.

LQCOnOTIVE

CATECHISn

By ROBERT GIUMSHAW.

Containing nearly ison questions and answer* con

cerning Designing and Constructing, Repairing an»l

Running various kinds of Locomotive Engines.

Intended as examination question*, and to poet an«l

remind the engine runner, fireman ami learner.

A STANDARD BOOK FRESH FROn THE PRESS.

FULLY UP TO THE TIMES.

EVERY TYPE OF LOCOIOTIVB TREATED.

Nearly 400 pages; filled with Cute, Diagram* on-l

Illustrations. Tells all about the Locomotive in lan

guage any schoolboy can understand. Difficult prob

lems made easy. A popular book for the mass*"-.

PRICE, $2.00, PREPAID TO ANY ADDRESS.

AGENTS WANTED.

AVe want an agent at every round hou*e in tli*?

country. Liberal commissions and exclusive agency

given.

NOBMAN W. HENLEY & 00.,

PUBLISHERS,

132 Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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A NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OF HAND BOOK OP CALCULATIONS FOR ENGINEERS.

Hawkins' Bids lo ENGINEERS' EXfljniNflTlONS—Questions and Answers.

This is a summary of the principle* andpradict of steam engineering, prepared for anpticanls of all grade*, tvUti

several hundred sample question* and anstren likely to he asked hy the examining engineer. The work contains ex-

tracts of the laws ana requirements of the United States pertaining to engineer's licenses; also city and boiler inspec

tion companies1 rules. Thr work is hound { being designedfor constant and ready reference) in substantial red leather

with titles and edges in gold. Between 200 ami '.HM) pages, printed on heavy fine surface paper. Size 5 in. x V/z in.

Price, deliver tdfree of post, ift'J.OO.

 

COWTEUTS.
Introduction; Classification op Knowledge; Questions and Answers Relating to Heat and Work;

The 8team Hoiler ; Materials for Boilers ; h xpansion and Contract ion of Steam Boilers, Ditto Incrus

tation and Scale ; Questions and Answers Relating to Firing, Combustion. Construction and Strength

of the Steam Boiler. Questions and Answers Relating to the Physical Properties op Steam, the

Steam Engine, Enoink and Boiler Fixtures. Safett Valves with Copious Rules and Examples, Satu

rated Steam with Tables; Questions and Answers Relating to Pumps, the Injector, the Indicator,

Gravity. Questions and Answers Relating to Boiler Braces, to Ice Making, Refrigeration, Electri

city, with foot notes and plain explanations added on all the above subjects. How to set thb Valves

of a Corliss Engine, the Slide Valve, the Valves op a Duplex Pump. A preliminary examination, con

ducted by one's self. Index.

THEO. AUDEL & CO., Publishers, 91 Liberty St., New York.

* send for free catalogue of mechanical and scientific books and drawing tools.

Helpful Books for Ambitious Men.

Locomotive Engine Running, by Angus Sinclair. Price, $2.00.

Progressive Examinations for Engineers and Firemen, by

John A. Hill. Price, 50 cents.

Air Brake Practice, by J. E. Phelan. Price, $1.00.

Block Signalling. Explains how the diflerent forms of block signals

are worked. Price, $2.00.

Catechism of the Locomotive, by M. N. Forney. Price, $3.50.

Hand-Book of Instructions for Engineers and Firemen,

by N. Hawkins, M. E. Illustrated. Price, $2.50.

How to become a Successful Engineer, by B. Stuart. Price.

50 cents.

These books are well known stand-bys, and the man who buys one of

them, will never regret his investment.

CATALOGUE FBEE.

ENGINEERING LITERATURE CO.,

East Orange, New Jersey.

•&" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine, "ttt
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$4 Worth for $3,

@M\(£)

I We will have a few complete copies of

" Locomotive Engineering" left at the end

of the year. We don't keep back numbers

and will give a complete set for 1894 with a

subscription for 1895 for $3. This will in

clude a handsome picture of the famous "999"

for framing.

©I lis

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

is the best illustrated and largest paper of its

kind and the only one of use to engine and '

shop men. This a chance to get two years'

numbers complete for $3.00. Take it now

while the files are complete.

Locomotive Engineering,

256 Broadway, New York City.

&

$4 Worth for $3.

1©* When nddrpsshi:? nnr firlvprtisprq mention this Magazine. ^B
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PIAN0S^0RGANS£?,s^?^

Our New

Catalogue

Write for it

NOW.

Organs I $27.50
Cash or on K.tsy Payments.

CORNISH & CO.,

Washington, K. J.

FIREHEN. Save 1 year of ap

prenticeship by Reading Locomotive ITiecnanism and Engineering.

Voire In Centre

I of Spat

YRockrr Arm

Sample Cut

By H. C. REAGAN.

145 Illustrations.

300 Pages

12mo,

Cloth, $2.00.

Explaining Fully and

Clearly the Construe -

tion and Action of

Simple and Com-

pound Locomotives.

JOHN WILEY & SONS. 53 E. 10 at, N. Y. City.

 

 

UP TO DATE .-.

Pocket Primer

OF . . .

AIR BRAKE

INSTRUCTION.

Simple and Easy. All

Heat and no Hysterics.

Sent by Hail on re

ceipt of

Price, 50 Cents.

Address

W. S. ROGERS, n. B.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(MH

 

jbukp. books!

BOOKS FOR

ENGINEERS,

FIREMEN,

MACHINISTS.

And all engaged in mechanical pursuits.

Send name and address for 48-page

Catalogue. Sent gialis on applica

tion.

D. VAN NOSTRAND CO.,

PUBLISH hRS,

23 Hurray and 37 Warren Streets,

NEW YORK.

Tup PIRPMAM Who sails through an

* 11L 1 irVL.m/-\l> examination with flying

lO'ora and thereafter handles a locomotive success

fully Is he who profits hy advice from a practical en

gineer. Such advice rim tie found in the pages of

'SHOVEL AND THROTTLE."

Send $'.<X) by money order, postal note or regis

tered letter to John T. McC'all, :«9 Toplar street,

< 'om'mm \ . Pa . and get a copy by mail postpaid.

Study Law

At Home.
The following is what

the well-known ex-Gen

eral Master Workman

of the Knights of Labor,

who has just been ad

mitted to practise, and

is one of our students,

says:

"Scranton, Pa., Oct. 15, 1894.

"I advise every student to enter upon a

course with THE SPRAOUE CORRESPOND

ENCE SCHOOL OF LAW. Its discipline is

perfect, its plan is admirable, and Its lessons

learned are so impressed upon the memory

that they cannot readily be forgotten. I wouid

advise every young man, whether in an office

with an attorney or not, to take the course.

T. V. POWDERLY."

Address for particulars,

J. COT

54 Telephone Bldg

POWDERLY

J. Cotner, jK.,Sec'y,

DETROIT, MICH.

 

Uf ICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO

52iM IT *N° PAY FREIGHT.

$14
Boys oar 2 drawer walnut or oak Im

proved High Arm Sln|reri.et*jn,{ machine

<ln«ly tinbued, nickel plated, adapted to Itcl.t

id heavy work; guaranteed for 10 Year*; wltb

I Automatic Bobbin Winder, S. If-Threadlng Cylln

Idcr Shuttle Hrir.SfllllnK Ke*dlr> and a comnh-i,

Isrt of Strrl Altaehm«ntat«hipr>cd any whereon

80 Day'a Trial. No money required in advatu-e

75,000 now fn use. World's- Fair Medal awarded machine and attach

ments. Buv from factory and nave dealer's and ajrent's profit*

CpCC ial Thla (hit and *end to-dav for machine or larfe free

rnCL catalogue, UsUmonitl. and OlhriMta of Lfca World's Fair.

OXFORD MFG. CO. 312 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO.!!.,.

.M^MPBATORS*
We Warrant *

The Reli«l?lA+

k U World

. P0CLTRT FOR l>E(iPIT°iIl,~JI?

TjlUtrh *>p.r o»nt«u R.-iulatiso *

liunbl.. Cwwi in Prlnrlple.LMd.r .A.

6««- Id rump, tar J

Itry Quid, and C.I.- *

rW.R-*k lnrommlnn. it

* Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Ouincv III *

r********

When addressing our advertisers mention thip Mamuimi
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THE

FIREMEN'S

FRIEND—

That never tears,

rips, or leaves him

in the lurch—

Ttie Sweet. On t Go.

OVERALL

R. R. men wear them

and one wr.tes:

 
New York, i

June 5, 1S93. I

Suvet, Orrdk Co. :

Dear Sirs:—I have been

wearing your make ofover

clothes for fourteen yean

and never had any of them

to rip or any buttons to fall

off I am satisfied that 1

get full value for my

money. Hoping you will

accept this as myapprecJa

tion of your grxx^s.

Yours respectfully.

Frank Apstin.

497 Lex. Ave., N. Y.

Member of New York City

Division, 103, B. of L. K.

The Great Union Overall Manufacturers of the World are

SWEET, ORR & CO.,
But everybody does not wear overalls, so it must be remembered that this firm makes

the best pants, the best shirts and the best wearing sack coats that are made.

N. B.—Everything guaranteed never to rip. If your local dealer does not keep our

>roods, do us. the favor to write direct.

offices and salesrooms:

NEW YORK CIJY. CHICAGO, ILL. NEWBURGH. N. Y.

W" When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. "Q|
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Three Big Watch Bargains
A GRAND HOLIDAY OFFER !

First Bargain :—

ONLY $7.43.

(Ladles' or Gents' Size.)

SPECIAL OFFER.

 

 

We 1; .v.* a

BEAUTIFUL CALENDAR WATCH,

which not only tells the time like ordinary

flrst-ciass watches, but AlHO TELLS ihe

DAY OF THE WEEK, THE DATE OE

THB MONTH, THE MONTH AND

CHANGES OK THE MOON, as you see

by the accompanying correct likeliest of

the watch, which shows the exact size.

This watch Is an ex<iulnlir «.-m, witd

fancy porcelain dial, to which no descrip

tion can do justice. Tou inn-t see It to

Judge fairly, it Is an elegant and reliable

timepiece in every way (^jeweled stem-

winder), and Is furnished by a N assau fc-treet

Arm, whuae factory Isl-i Switzerland. Euch

waich li guaranteed by ttaom. The watch

will not only be Invaluable to you, but It
will iiLike an .' .• ,'

ELEGANT CHRISTMAS GIFT.
We offer It 1 r sale nt the remarkably low price of #7.41. You nc-d send no money In advance

unless you prefer. The watch will be sent «;. f\ jj, by express. Tou ca 1 examine It, and. If satis

factory, payine #:7.-t3 t> the Express Co. If you do remit In advance yriu save exprers charge*,

as we send by registered mail, prepaid, when remittance a<*companies omer. The tegular price Is

112.00, Cheaper watches limn this are offered of course, but this Is the Omlt (.Iilutdiii Watch.

It will aot only oe found in every way a reliable timepiece for daily use. but in appearaDCo it com

mends itxeif to the moot refined and genteel taste, and it would be regarded anywhere as a cosilv
ornament' .' ,• .• .• .•

& J r% • IN ADDITION* to this elegant Calendar Watch.
^fiCOnfl lhS£lfflOr£lllfl • we have * "ry fine and handsome LADI ¥w

^CLUIIU L^Cll ^tllli. cHATBLAIrVB WATCH, In SOLID SIL

VER CA**E (beautifully ornamented) stem-winder, guaranteed a correct timekeeper, and a de

sirable w*tch In everv respect, which we will s. ml to any address, by registered mall, prepaid,

on receipt of f 00. This u an unusual chance to get a genuine §o!'d silver ladles* watch, wot

rooL awat honey on the cKptrap watches that a e offered so widely at what seems a cheaper

price, hut whicnarenol worth having at any price? .* .' ,'

If you want a good watch (which Is not a Calendar

-.Watch) for yourself or your boy, we can send you an

excellent timekeeper (stem-winder), warranted to be

far above anything else of the kind In the market, for f". i'>, sent by registered mail, prepaid.

This is no cheap nickel watch. It is .' .' .' .' .*

A Beautiful Watch in Appearance, Having a Fashionable

cbonlzed steel case, elegant and genteel, and you will wonder how we can afford to sell it for less

than double the money. Every one of our watches is guaranteed in every respect,

Cirif you want both the Calendar Watch aid the Ladles' >olid Silver Chatelaine Watch, we

will send you the two together, 4*. O. D- for 5*IO..VV or we will send them, transportation pre

paid, on receipt of this price. If you do not want the Ladles' Ohate'alne Watch, but want the

t alendar Watch and the Ebonlzed Meet Case Watch, we wilt send those two together, C. O. !>.. for

■10 40, or wc wlllse dtbeo, transportation prepaid, ou recelptof price. If you wantallthree

(and you can certainly put them to good ii.se at tills season of gifts) we will send all three together,

('. O. D.. for $13.50. or we will send thura, transportation prepaid, on receipt of price. >ever In

the history of the jewelry trade has so much good value been offered for so little money.

Hememberevery watch wo seil Is guaranteed; we sell you our goods at a low price to secure

your futureordcrsj and we wlllstand by every representation wc make, and warrant that we will

succeed in giving the most complete satKfnctlm possible.

This lot of Watches has been secured by us for disposal through our other dealings with the firm

that manufactures them, sndthisaale Is an extraordinary one. Do not fail to order at once. State

whether ladies' or genta siielsde Ired. Address

WATCH DEPARTMENT, Homes and Hearths Co., New York.

Third Bargain:-
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STEAM

ENGINEERING

J2S* 
Diploma Awarded.

Courses in other trades,

all including thorough in

struction in Mathematics

and Physics. Send for

FREE circular, stating

subject you wish to study

to THE CORRESPOND-

ENCE SCHOOL OF

MECHANICS, Scran-

toD, Pll.

MRS. WINSLOW'S
OTH I NQ

SYRUP

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING -

F»r«»Iebr»ni>raCIl.u. MOnUiMtb,

WHEN YOU GROW OLD
You should have a home in which to spend

your declining' days. NOW is the time to com

mence to provide it, and WE have the plan by

which you can do it. Many railroad men are

taking1 advantage of it. Send us your name and

address, and we'll nend you full detail**, free.

FOSTER cV WOODSON,

1206 Chamber of Commerce. CHICAGO, ILL*

14 KARAT

 

FILLED
A I moat Gifts Airay,

I* OL'TimI iend It

rder and we will aeod

beautiful U karat Gold Plated

u by axpreai for ex-

Vbu examine it at the

,and If you didn't think

extraordinary bargain

J ever aaw leave It

i you will be nothing

but your time In look-

Hit. On the other

hand. If you think IL

a bargain and equal

Id apprara.Dc* to Ute

bent 14 karat gold

filled watch you

ever mw, pay lh>-

express agent our

Special price, RS.SG

and It is yours. With

(he watch we send

:> full guaranter and

•>ur big catalogue of

Cold and 14 karat

gold filled watches,

at prices which are

almost giving thna

away. The watch

we advertise here la

•tern winder and

•etter,magnlricently

engraved and fully

•runraateed. Send

In your order while

they lut; we can

not afford to aell

many atlhlfl price.

Addre**,

THENATIONALMFO.4 IMPORTINC CO..

334 Dearborn Street, Chicago. III.

 

Advertisers

Should Remember

The Firemen's Magazine goes into

nearly every railway manager's

nanus in the country.

The Magazine goes into 35,000

homes of men who have money and

spend it.

The Magazine is the best medium

of advertising in the land.

Address all correspondence in refer

ence to advertising to

WM. 2T. GATES,

29 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.

NATIONAL HOTEIr.
J. H. BREWER, Proprietor.

(B. of L. E. Div. 181.)

102 Park Avenue, opp. Avenue Hotel.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

(Correspondence solicited. Letters of 1

promptly answered.)

Breadwinner Overalls

NEVER WEAR OUT,

L'Kik Better, Last Longer, Fit Easier, Always Relia

ble, Never Kip. Every button stamped "Breadwin

ner." Ten cents given for every button that comet-

»lf a "Breadwinner" Germent. If TOO buy a pair

that is not satisfactory, send tbem back and grl a

new pair in return.

"BREADWINNER'— -'

OVERALLS

ARE UP TO DATE.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

INSIST UPON HAVING THEM.

The 0. L. HINDS CO.. New York.
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FREE TO SUFFERERS.
Why waste time.moneyand health with*'doctors,"wonderful"cure-alls,■

specifics, ft c, when when I wi 11 send FREE the prescription of a new

and positive remedy for m prompt lasting care. Lack of strength,

vigor and manhood quickly restored in young1 or old man. I «end this

prescription FREE of charge, and there is no humbug or advertis

ing catch about it. Any good druggist or physician can putIt up foryoa,

as every thing is plain and simple. I can not afford to advertise and

giveaway this splendid remedy unless you do me the favor of buying

ta small quantity from me direct or advise your friends to do so. But

you may do as you please about this. You will never regret having

written me, as this remedy cured me after everything else had failed.

Oorrespondence strictly confidential, and all letters sent in plain sealed envelope. Enclose

stamp if convenient. Address K. 11. UCNGEBFOBD, Boa A 314. Albion, Mich.

 

OOKFEMEDY CO

LJ Blood Poison ! ■

Primary,

Second

ly or I

Tertiary I

I permanently cured In 15 to 36 days. I

I we eliminate al I polaon from the sys- 1

I tern, so that there can never be * I

1 return of the disease In any form. (

Parties can be treated at home as I

well as here (for the same price and I

under the s me guarantee,) but with I

those who prefer to come here, we I

I will contrt ct to cure them or refund I

I all money and pay entire expense of I

I coming, m. 'road fare and hotel bills. I

OurMagii Remedy^ij;v8eaan'g

I Never Failed to cure the most on- 1

I stinatecaxes. Wechallengethe world I

I for a catw we can not cure. Blnce the I

| history of medicine a true specific for I

I BLOOD POI80N has been sought I

I for but n» ver found until our Magic I

I Cvphilem was discovered. We solicit I

I the most obstinate cases and I

Ichnilerge the world for a I
I case wi cannotcure. Thisdis- 1

I eattehaaa ways baffled the skill I

1 of most eminent physicians. I

$500,000 CAPITAL

I behind oui unconditional guarantee, I

I Absolutt proofs sent sealed on I

I Application. Address,

COOK REMEDY CO.,

■—aa 107 Wuoilt Tawpla, Cat—fa, TIL

COOWREMEDY CO

How's This.

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case

of I'atarrn that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0.

We, the undersigned, have known F, J. Cheney for

the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable

iu all business transactions and financially able to

carry out any obligation made by their firm.

West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists. Toledo. Ohio.

Waldlng. Kiiiuaii .v. Marvin, Wholesale Druggists,

Toledo, Ohio.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting di

rectly upon the blood and raucous surfaces of the sys

tem. I*rice, 7f>c per bottle. Sold by nil Druggists.

Testimonials free.

WANTED. Agents to sell our choice

Nursery Stock. Apply at once and se

en re territory. Big monev marie. Outfit free.

N'ow is the time

F. N.

Address with reference,

MAY0OMP»NY. Rnch-sler, N Y

$12 to $35 E
(an be made working for

Parties preferred who can

- give their whole tkne lo the

|-*Pf* ^^Pr^K business. Spare hours, though
1 **■ TT **VIX may be profitably employed.

This announcement is of special interest to stirring men

who wish to rise in the world. Good openlogs for town

and city work as well aa country dl>tricta.

Il.K.JOll>so> A CO.,

\.». 3 NO. litis SI., Richmond, Va.

OF INTEREST TO

R. R. MEN AND

THEIR FAMILIES.

U. 8. CENSUS. 1880. REPORTS

35.000 DEATHS

&CANCER^
The IOLA SANITARIUM

is an institution thoroughly equipped for the treat

ment of Cancer. Tumors and all malignant growth

without the une of the knife, and effects a permanent

cure where the circumstances are at all favorable

for treatment. References on application.
■ ' B. Iola. —

Address DR. GEO. DALE. Wisconsin.

ARE YOU DEAF?
Don't you want to hear?

The AURAPHONK will help you if you do. It is

a new scientific invention which will restore the hear

ing of anv one not born deaf. When in the ear it is

i ii visible, and does not cau>e the slightest discomforl .

It is to the ear what the glasses are to the eye—an car

spectacle. Enclose stamp for particulars.

THE AURAPHONE CO,, 607 Masonio Temple, Chicago.

We will send yon the MAR

VELOUS and UNFAH.INU

French Preparation.

CALTHOS
FREE by WAIL, and a

lfynlly exocntert guarantee

that CALTHOS will

RKHTORE your

HEALTH, STRENGTH AND VIGOR.

Use it Sl)aJ/ ifsatisfied.

Von Mohl Co., Importers. Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

 
tTllCC A fine 14k fold p!»

PKPr Ud wiUh to ev^ry

I ■■■■■Be r(.»drrof llilspsper.

Cut this oot and send ll 10 us with

Itour full DBDM and address, and we

will send von one of these elegant,

richly j*wiled, gold ft n ishsd watches

bv einrrss for naminatiui., and if

vou tli'mk it Is equal In appearance lo

in) *-i;..i">s;ol<lwiitcl>r.«> our sample

price, *il.9f>, and It la yours. We aend

wiih thewalrh our guarantee thai

vou can return it al anv time within

one vear If not satisfactory, and if

you tell or cause the sals of sii we

will itive vou One Pre*. Write al

once, as w'e shall tend out sample*

(or 60 diva onlv. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C

St IMPORTING CO..

334 Dearborn St , Cbicigo, IU-

I fln|F<vMAKE$3ADAY
LHUILJ required. We ft

taking orders for

No capital

all charges. Easiest plan

, 371 Main St

urnish goods and

ever offered.

St.. Cincinnaii 0.

' W1,..ti n«l,1»
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Removed April 1st to

l>OTBit, A. J.

Lock Box 68.

 

Don't forget tnattnef\ ; _„ 1 1 ~

P^ Brotherhood \J VCI CU1J>

are NOT MADE by Chinamen,

are NOT MADE in "Sweat Shop*,*'

but ARE MADE by the

BEST PAID WHITE LABOR

In the business.

Thev are made by a Brotherhood man, and w«f_°*-

ciallv endorsed bv the B. of L. F. Convention at Cinein-

nati.'September. 1892, If no dealer keeps them in your

toxvn, inMst upon eettlnK them. The dealers anywhere

will handle them if the Brothers will iiwl. Won t YOU

Insist an the Brotherhood Overalls, made by

JLo4^N..3,t!.«rL F.J ». S. PETKKS,

j DiiNm, li. or l. t. i Look Box 68. Uover, H. J.

iv^^Vo^*

BOYS, Do You Wish GOOD COFFEE or TEA?

STRAINED CLEAR AS CRYSTAL.

Then BUY the

HIUIU "DHIHE88" STRH1HER.

The ONLY DRIPLESS STRAINER in the World

■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Ho drip to soil table linen, No wires to clog spout. No falling off

Used and endorsed by iuch Brotherhood men us F. P. Sargent,

E. E. Clark, Jno T. Wilson, A. D. Thurston, &c, <kc.

Ask your dealer for the STANDARD STRAINER. If he > ,-.

does not keep them send 25 Cents to

STANDARD STRAINER CO..

34 Maiden Lane, Nm York

Special Inducements I" unemployed railroad men to act as

our agents.
 

FREE!
 

Oar large 21-page catalogue of Or

gans, also our new and elegant cat

alogue of Pianos, containing 16 pp.

We have the largest manufactory

In the world, from which we sell

direct to. the consumer at whole

sale prices, thus saving Die profits

of the dealer and the commissions

of the agents. We furnish a llrst-

classOrgan.war- „ _-.

ranted 50 years. C% r\ *J o\J

 

with stool

book, for only

ho money required until instru

ment has been thoroughly tested la

your own bouse. Sold on instal-

ment«. Easy payment.

fly guarantee every

Organ" and Piano twenty years.

offered on earthT Wrttoyour na^anda^dr^so'jplainl^ and We will send

by mail same d:i y Inter is received.

As nn advertisement, we fm A ^y £? OO

Will sell the flr*t Piano nf

our make in a place for only

We positively

175'
Stool, Book and Cover

Free.

Regular price, $3B0lQ0L

Beethoven Piano a°d Organ Co.,

P. O. Box 575. Washington, N. J.

 

&LIMBS
ficial

—BEST LEG JtjC f\

WoodOTBvbber jbot*&^J^J

TDIICCCC Elastic Stocking

lnUOoLO, «.rii(ih.«, etc.

Catalogue Free. State particolara.

geo. u. ni.ttii,

C. S. Government M fr. Drpt-

No. kk HOCIIESTKB, N. Y.

 

OTFOLKS REDUCED
*rolMo2Mbe. permonthb

HARMLESS TREATMENT

>rmonthby»

No'starvituc : leavesnowrinkle*.

. Till)! -s AMIS IIRtll.

UI-l\iJ TREATMENT BY MAIL.

For part icuUrs call an. or »*•

dram with « cent, to uamp*.

W. >■'. sWllER.M. Bi

IlNU j46 MeVlcher*! Tftealw BIO*.

• When addreseine our advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Largest Manufacturer of Artificial Legs in the World. And also the Largest

manufacturer of Artificial Arms in the World without any exceptions.

Marks' Patent Artificial Limbs,

WITH RUBBER HANDSIANO FEET, are natural in action, noiseless in motion, durable in construction.

and the most comfortable to wear.

To A. A. Mabks :

In ail 8m:—I was a professional

light rope walker and aeronaut be

fore I lost my leg, and I do not allow

the loss of a leg to compel me to

seek another occupation. With your

patent artificial leg I can walk a tight

rope nearly as well as I ever could.

I feel safe and sure on my rubber foot,

no matter where I place it. I consider

your invention of the rubber foot the

roost valuable and important to per

sons who have -lost their natural

limbs.

Respectfully yours,

Prof. F. E. Jacobv,

Waterbury. Conn.

h

Over 15,000 in use, scattered in all parts of the-

world. Eminent surgeons and competent judges

commend the Rubber Foot and Hand for their

many advantages.

RECEIVED 24 AWARDS, INCLUD

ING HIGHEST AWARD AT THE

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSI

TION.

Endorsed and purchased by the li. s. Gov

ernment and many foreign governments.

A treatise containing 480 pages, with 300 Illus

trations sent free, also a formula for taking

m» asurements, by which limbs can be made and

sent to all parts of the world with fit guaranteed.

Address.

A. A. MARKS.

701 Broadway, New York City.

Established II years.

 

Note.—The above cut was made from a photograph of 1'rof. .laeoby while performing on a tight

rope. He is balancing entirely on his artificial leg. his natural foot is off the rope and is in the act of

I>ussing forward to take the next step.

RAAVWAtf OFFICIALS tMPiOYES

I DENT ASSOCIATION

INDVANAP0L15,\ND.

OTHER COMPANIES . ,

2*0Ji5Sr\lMi '
.•S.^V.V-X.

jjome of t«e

Claims Paid

lo Finn:

Death Claims==Firemen.

Wm. Whitjsig, Wis. c. Rv

Frank Strub K f. Ky

C. W. Ryan 111. C. Ry

C. Z. Boynton, 111. C. Ry

Hugh Gilmer, St. L. AS. F

Jno. C. Moore, I'. P. Ry

Wm. B. Doane, C. B. A K. Ry . . .

John Huntc-, 111. C. Ry . . . .

Evans Jones, St. L. X. A X. W . . .

N. J. Chauncey, E. T. V. A G. Ry .

H. P. Shriner, B. & M. Ry

Thomas McGee. III. e. Ry

B. B. Arthur, R. ,t D. Ky"

H. W. elements, C. AO. Rv . . .

W. J. Wheeler, St. U S, W. Ry . .

Joe Hartley, V. P. Ky

T. R. Wallace, If. 1'." Ky

George Knuckles, E. T. V, ,*. 1 1. Ky

B. W. Needham, N. P. Ry

Chaa. A. King, St. L. I. M. & 6 . . .

BOO

500

,000

,500

,500

,000

000

,500

,000

000

000

,000

,500

,000

,500

,000

.000

.000

..Kill

,000

E. Skillman, 111. C. Ry WJJeO.

S. Mclnnes, Big Four Ry.

Geo. E. Well-, C. R. I. & P. Ky.

E.B. Good, C. B. AN. Ky

Ira L. Owens, U. P. Ry

P. F. Leyha, Ft. W. & D. C

James Bowen, L. N. A. & C . - .

Frank Nichols, St. I,. S. W. Ry . .

Orlla Fowler, M. L. S. & W. Ry

John Werkhotf, L. N. A. A C. Ry

Samuel Home. L. N. O. A T. Ry .

O. W. Bean, B. & M. R. Ry . . .

Jno. McJoh> sou, St. L. A 8. F. Ry

C. D. Hasemler, B. & M. K. Ry

C. H. Crosby, Soo Line .

J. T. Stewart, N. X. & M. V. Ry

Andrew Conn, 1). & R. G. Ry

(has. L. Myers. M. P. Ry . .

Disability CIaims==Firemen

H.N. Hancock, C. B. & Q. R. hand $750

F. T.Wilson, C. B. & Q. Ry.. arm 1,000

Elmer E. Barbee, C. & O. Ry., arm .

W C. King, C B & N. Ry., arm

!,»
-',00ft

1,506

1,500

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1.000

2,000

1,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

A P. Baer, D. & R. G. Ry 2,009

1,500

2,000

W. H. Smith, St. L. & S. F. Rv.. hand 750 I Charles Brown, C. U. Ry., arm 1

J. E. Kennedy, Big Four Ry., fool 500 | John Long, C, &.O. Ry., arm

ADDRESS W. K. BELLI5. Secretary and General Manager, Lock Box 93. Indianapolis, Ind.

11,000

1,000

,oso.

500
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Established 1884. . . .

S. N. CLARKSON,

The Railroad Jeweler,

126 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Ladies' Solid Gold 14k. Watches from - $35 and up.

Boss Filled Cases with Elgin or Waitham Movant, $«5 ■"«■ «P-

PRICES OF LEADING AMERICAN MOVEMENTS.

K\ Finest Howard, nickel, No. 7 5M 5(i

ls\ The New Ravmomi, nickel, '"Jewel 17 011

The New Raymond, gilt. 17 Jewel IS 00

Hampden New Railway, 17 Jewel 2f» CO

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS.

New Crescent Street, nickel. 17 Jewel $23 0"

New Anpleton Tracy, nickel, 17 Jewel 18 00

New Appleton Tracy, gilt. 17 Jewel 16 00

Vanguard Waitham, 17 Jewel 30 00

The above ninvemeuta will »t«o4 ioapcatioo od hut or the route in the United St&l**. Gondi

of any deecripiion «eti( 0. O <>. no approval. Agenu wanted. Our illoatrated catalogue eeat

free to ant address in the Unit, d St -tea

ARTIFICIAL LEGS AND ARM*.

For Railroad Service a Specialty.

to - MH Unparalleled List of Anardi. Free Illustrated Catalog**.

FK8XS. tf M

,/%,*•■- J'M W Hon. Wade Hampton (Ex-Senator from Virginia!, writes: "Wore

**L4> ^K*r leg 6 years. I commend your workmanship cordially."

Francis Fessenden, Brig, and Bvt. Maj. Gen'l D. 8. Army. "I

wore your leg with entire satisfaction, and have lately procured a

third.

John Connery. Conductor B„ N. F. & W. Ry. " For the past year

hare run a passenger train. Best have ever seen."

J. W. Haight, Conductor N. Y., L. E. & W Ry. "I would not part

with artificial limb for five times its cost.'

Send description of your case.

C. A, FRBBS,
781 Broadway, New York.

■rtaMbaed 18 Tears. Branch Office, 108 Fifth Ave., ear. WesMagtoa St., Caieasa, BL

 

 

FIRE UP!

FIREMEN!

 

You have a furnace In front, oool draft* about you, and mishaps all the time.

— 1ST, JACOBS OIL I

CURES BURNS, SPRAINS, BRUISES, CUTS, WOUNDS, SORENESS,

STIFFNESS, SWELLINGS, BACKACHE, NEURALGIA,

SCIATICA AND RHEUMATISM.

 a*

PULL YOUR LEG"
Is less to fear with Railroad men than to Lose Your Leg. In the latter ease you

surely want to replace it with a Patent Adjustable Slip Socket. WarranUd not to

chafe the xtump. Received the Gold Medal and the Diploma at the World's Fair.

Also Gold Medal, Bronze Medal and Diploma at the California Mid-Winter Inter

national Exposition.

LARGEST FIRM IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Inner Socket, seen outside the limb in out, is made over a plaster cast of the

stump, giving an exact tit, being held permanently upon the stump by elastic fast

ened to lacer above, and in act of walking moves up and down In the Outer Socket.

bringing all the friction between the two sockets. Instead of between the sLump

and the socket as in the case of all wooden socket limb*. With our SLIP SOCKET

the most tender, sensitive stump can be fitted and limb worn with perfect ease and

comfort. Endorsed and purchased by the United State* Government. Send for our

new catalogue with illustrations.

THE WINKLEY ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.,
383 Nicollet Ave. M 1 N; S 1 . A roll*.. MINN.

Branch Offices: 84 Adams St., Dexter Building. Chicago: 116 Jones St., San

Francisco.

When addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine. *^t
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l-ELY'S CREAM BALIfl-Cleaiises the Nasal 1

I Passages, Allays Pain and Inflammation, Heals I

I the Sores, Bestores Taste and Smell, and Cures |

Gives Relief at once for Cold in Hea

Apply into the SoatriU. It U Quickly Absorbed.

|S0C. Druggists or by mail. ELY BEOS., 68 Warren St., N.Y.|

 

 
'Grp'p'IJ* Elimination

FOR 60

DAYS.

 

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER! NO MONEY REQUIRED IN ADVANCE.

BOX OF 60 CIGARS AND WATCH FOR $2.75. 100.000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVES.

CUT THIS OCT and lend it lo ut with your mnn and addr«M, (no money required In adrance) and wo will aand

ta Ton by eiprru, 1*010 day we receive v.wr order, ooe boi containing fiO at Oar Celebrated fie. Cigar*, ana

In lh« tame package a genuine Solid Nickel Plated Watch, item winder and tetter, enamel dial, oil tempered, un

breakable mainspring, finely finished train, jeweled balance, dust proof, finely polished ca*e. a splendid timekeeper.

A written guarantee for fi Tear* sent witft evtry watch. You examine the goodt at the express office and if aaae-

factor v, pay the express agent $J IS and express charges, and the box of AO Ctgara, Wateh. Chain and CWran

are year*. At this offer 1* mid? solely to Introduce our famous, fie. Cigar*, to protect ourselves against dealer*

and speculators ordering in large quantities, w»wPI ant aell more than 3 boxes and watrae* to any one person-

Wriuu-da7. THECHICACO WATCH CO., 281 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

AH GENUINE

INGOTS I MANUFACTURE:

BEAR JUR

REC.JRADE MARKS.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.

ThePhosphor Bronze Smelting Co.Limited

2 2 00washingt0nave.philfldelph|a..pa.

oricinal manufacturers of phosphor-

Bronze in theUnited States ano Sole

'liimiiii
 

FIREMEN! HAVE YOU TRIED IT?

The Marvelous Metal Polish

BURNISHINE
Hot or Cold Metal -No Matter Which.

The only Polish adopted and used in the Transportation

Building at the World's Fair.

Note these special prices to Firemen :

one pound boxes, $2.00 per dozen ; one-half pound, $1.25

per dozen ; five pound pails, 87.60 per dozen.

* 'ash with order. Money refunded if anything is wrong

with the polish. Samples free on application. SendlOc

for quarter-pound box, prepaid.

J.C. PAUL & CO., H. B. LEONARD & CO.,

121 Lake street, Sole Eastern Agents,

Chicago, 111. Somerset,

"THE DETROIT"

Lubricators No. 3 and 3 for Cylinders and Air Pumps of

Locomotives are THE BEST.

No Variation of Feed; Oil Cannot Syphon Out.

Sight Feed abuses not WORN AWAY by STEAM or WATER.

Always Sure and Reliable. Buy the " DETROIT."

i§^ DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.,

 

lo. 2 Immovftd Ovlindor Lubricator. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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CASTNER & CURRAN,

General Tide Water

COAL AGENTS.

CELEBRATED

POCAHONTAS

Semi-Bituminous Coal.

1 Broadway, Hew York. 308 Walnut St., Philadelphia

70 Killy St., Boston. 36 Main St., Norfolk, Va,

1 Fenehnrch Ave., London, England.

The Pocahontas Coal is acknowledged by all

railroads that have used it to be the best American

coal for Locomotive use. It generates steam with

great rapidity, and at the same time holds the fire

an unusually long time. The merits of the coal are

shown by the unprecedented growth of the mines,

which were not opened until 1883. Since that time

the out-pute have Increased over 1,200 per cent, be

yond all precedent, amouuting during 1892 to 8,000,-

000 tons. During the present year it will be.at least

2,000,000 tons. We are therefore prepared to fill all

orders with prompt dispatch.

BERWIND-WHITE

COAL MINING CO.

Miners and Shippers of the

EUREKA

BITUMINOUS COAL.

66 Broadway, New York,

Ballitt Building, 139 8outh Fonrth 8t, Philadelphia,

19 Congress St, Boston, Mass,

An Unexcelled Fuel for Locomo

tives and Steam Ships.

Shipments Last Tear, 3,600,000 Tons.

SHIPPING WHARVES:

Philadelphia, Greenwich Point.

Miw York, Eureka Pier, Harsimus (foot Sixth 8t)

Jersey City, N. J.

Baltimore, Canton Piers.

CAST STEEL WORKS

OF

FRIED. KRUPP,

ESSEN. GERMANY.

American office, 15 Gold St., New York,

Represented by Thomas Prosser & Son,

P. O. Box 2878.

Locomotive Tires,

Crank Pins,

Piston Rods,

Spring Steel,

Steel Tired Wheels.

After a test oi over twenty-five years the " Kaurr

Tike" has proved itself the best in the market.

II a reliable article Is wanted which will give

faction, get Krupp's.

Important to

Railroad Managers and

Master Mechanics.

Sibley's

Perfection

YalVe OH.
More perfect lubrication insured, and guarantees

entire freedom from corrosion, honey-combing of

cylinders and destruction of joints of steam chest by

fatty acids.

In exclusive use upon eighty-two railroads.

References furnished upon application.

Hake exclusive specialtv of Valve and Signal Oils

for railroad use. Beware of Imitations.

SIGNAL OIL WORKS,

LIMITED.

J. C. SIBLEY. President.

- - - FRANKLIN, PA*

' When addressing our advertiRprR mj-ntinn thin M«o
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HIOHfHT AWARD AND MEDAL, WORLD'S COLUMBIAN KXP08ITIOB

jfifffflfS

n:ijiinii:u

■»muj._niiniriiijri iiinrmT noamm—■*■"-**

fiitoMi. MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.

i * «*• CHICAGO. ILL., U. •■ *• __
. M^«S»»Cl*l.tT—«d»pt^ to *AttBOA». ««tt»l

\ STATION AJIY ud rntB KNOINB wort "bo*

M oul-J ' LAJIOE 9ION9 BAJL1NOS.

«nd *U oUMt Quitbed tovtaJ worK

THE OLD RELIABLE STANDARD METAL POLISH

FOR ENQIHB WORK

W Firemen Should be Careful and Avoid Imitations."W

TRICKS SEDUCED FOR 1894.

For this year prices to firemen (as agents) will be: Ou«

Ipound boxes, per dozen, 9~. Three pound pails, perdoa.

[ 95. Five pound pails, 97.BO per dozen.

B >'. Cash must always come with orders to avoid delay.

Bed Rock prices are here given to firemen as agents and

they cannot and must not expect to buy from dealers at

these prices. Samples sent free on application. Address,

THE MATCHLESS METAL POLISH CO.,

69 Frankfort St. New York. 88 Market St Ctakaoa

WHAT THEY SAY

ABOUT OUR

Eldon, Ia., Dec. 18, 1893.

Dear sirs:—Please Bend me

one of your seats for locomotive

use. I find that they are the

best seat for engine use that I

have seen yet. I want it 21

inches long and 20 inches wide.

Weight, 170 pounds. Send it C.

O. D.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) w. T. Brown.

Engineer C. R. I. & P. R. R.

ALL STEEL CAB SEAT.
 

We refer by permission to the

following users: D.J.Crowley,

Engineer S.F.& W. Ry., 16 Jones

it., Savaunf-h, Ga.; Jno. Horton,

Engineer Grand Junct'n, Colo.;

Wm. Malloch, Engineer G. T.

By., Belleville, Ont.

HOUGH RIDINO MADE EASY. Just put this scat in the box and lay

your cushion on it. Made only of finest tempered steel spiral springs,

heavy band steel bottom frame, and tempered woven wire fabric. Any

size or shape desired. Usual size, 18x24. Price for seat not over 24 inches

long, (2.00. Terms, C. O. D. or cash with order. Please give your weight.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Haggard & Marcusson,

409 and 411 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, ILL.

 

-CHA8. MILLER, President-

Galena Oil Works* Linked.

FRAJXKLIN, PA..

SAFETY, SPEED, ECONOMY
Are the results of the use of Galena Oils. Scientific and practical tests of the past twenty years have del

atraU/d the fact that Galena Oils are superior to any other oils in the market.

Galena Oils in winter stand a cold test of from ten to fifteen degrees below zero, and will not freeze in the

coldest weather.

The superiority of Galena Oil Is demonstrated by their exclusive use upon a large majority of the railway!

of this country. They are in use upon three continuous lines of railways from Boston and New York to the

Pacific coast and on one to the City of Mexico, thus demonstrating their adaptability to all climates and

all temperatures.

We also supply our patrons with Sibley's Perfection Valve Oil, which is in exclusive use upon a large ma

jority of the leading railroads of the country.

tW When addressing car advertisers mention this Magazine. *m ,'
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WILLIAM SELLERS & CO., incorp.. Ph,tade?hPt

Sole Patentees and Makers of

Self=Acting Injector of 1887.

 

NOTE—There are many injectors which will work well when the conditions are

favorable. This Injector is designed to work well under all conditions and U,

therefore the most reliable.

IT WILL RE-START IT8ELF. IT WILL ADJUST ITSELF.

IT WILL LIFT HOT OR COLD WATER.

Its range of capacity is over 60 per cent, and it can be regulated, therefore, to

work continuously for light or heavy trains. It is operated by a simple lever

motion which readily starts and stops its action.

Brooks Locomotive Works,

Dunkirk, N. Y

 

Compound

Locomotive*

for

Passenger

and

Freight

Service.

Builders of Locomotive Engines for any required service from our own designs or those of purchasers.

Perfect interchangeability and all work fully guaranteed.

M. L. Hinman. Pres't and Trees. R. J. Gross, Vice Pres't. D. Russell, Superintendent.

F. II. Stevens, Ass't to the President. T. M. Hjwjkemboi'rg, Secy. H. Tandy, Ass t Supt.

law York Office,

46 Broadway.

H. A. ALLEN

Agent.

JOHN S. COOKE, Prest. and Genl. Man.

FRED \V. COOKS, Vice Prest.

Wm. BERDAN, 8ec'y and Treas.

Paterson, New Jersey.

 

COOKE LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO. (Formerly Danforth LocomoUvs and Machine Co.V

/*.A TJiKSOX. JTBW JTBRSBY.

•9" When addressing our advertiser* mention t liw- Magazine. *9l
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ESTABLISHED 1831

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

ANNUAL CAPACITY, 1,000.

 

Locomotive Engines
Adapted to every variety of service, and built accurately to standard gauges and templates. Like all

parts of different engines of same class, perfectly interchangeable. Broad and Narrow Gauge Locomotives;

Mine Locomotives oy Steam or Compressed Air; Plantation Locomotives; Noiseless Motors for Street

Railways, Furnaces, etc. Compound Locomotives.

Burnham, Williams & Co., Proprietors,

Philadelphia, pa.

EDWARD ELLIS, President.

WM. D. ELLIS, Vice-President and Treasarar.

A. J. PITKIN, Superintend***.

A. P. STRONQ, Secretary.

Schenectady * IxoconjotiVe * Works,

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK.

 

Locomotives of Standard Design for all Classes of Service, or from

Designs Furnished by Railroad Companies.

COMPOUND - LOCOMOTIVES,

■howina an Economy of IB to 23 Per Cent. In Fuel and Water.

ZZ=ANNUAL CAPACITY, 4QO —
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ON

GENUINE DIAMONDS

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WHY?

LOOK

Because we buy the loose stones direct from the cutters and save brokers

Commissions.

Because we buy in large quantities and, by paying cash, secure bottom figures

Because we make all our own mountings and save the manufacturing

jeweler's profit.

Because we bought an immense stock before the new tariff law went info

effect and save you the present 25 per cent. duty.

Because we sell more diamonds than any other concern in the country and

can afford to do business on a small percentage of profit,

at our prices. You would not ask lower figures than we quote even if we

offered to sell the goods

AT YOUR OWN PRICE!
 

3K7 ,\, „■, Karat Diamond. 391

to 95 Each.

Karat Diamond. 397 ,

1 50 Each.

Karat Diamond. 399 % Xarat Diamond.

Each. $10 15 Each.

 

402 i£ Karat Diamond.

$10 20 Each.

411 %, \ Karat Diamond. 415 H Karat Diamond.

St6 25 Each. $17 55 Each.

14K SOLID GOLD MOUNTINGS.

V 55 Each.

Q RFMARKARI F fiFFFR We will buy back any diamond bought from us at

y IVL/l\nill\ilLILL V/ll Lit. anv time wjthin one year from date of sale and

' will pay for same the amount paid us. less ten per

»nt., which we charge as rent and as part of the expense of resetting the stone. We

<p?ct to make'our money out of such a transaction from the increase in the value of the

i«nond and by increasing our sales through making such an offer.

Any of the above goods will be sent C. O. D. subject to examination on receipt of 50

cents as a guarantee of good faith, and if not satisfactory may be returned. They are

selected from our large illustrated catalogue for 1805. Copy sent free on request.

Moore & Evans,

MASONIC TEMPLE,

CHICAGO
WHOLESALE JEWELERS.

W ben addressing our advertisers mention this Magazine.




